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THE SECRETARY ·oF WAR. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
November 24, 1873. 
Mr. PRESIDENT : I deem it proper in the commencement of this re-
port to make a statement of the estimates of appropriations for the 
Department for the next fiscal year, comparing them with the appro-
priations for the current year, and giving the reasons for the change. 
The estimates for military purposes for the year ending June 30,1874, 
were $33,826,378.78. The estimates for the same purpose for the year 
ending June 30, 1875, are $34,410,722.89; the excess of the next year 
over the current one being $584,344.11. The appropriation for military 
purposes for the year ending June 30, 1874, were $32,917,971.37. 
It bas been the custom of Congress from time to time to reduce the 
estimates of the Department. I have endeavored, aided by the officers 
of the Department and of the Army, to keep the expenditures within 
the limit prescribed by Congress, but experience has shown that the 
amouuts previously asked for, based on data carefully prepared by the 
chiefs .of bureaus, after a.mple consideration, were necessar.r for the 
manage111ent of the Department. 
In addition to the usual estimates already named, the following are 
submitted for such action as Congress may deem proper to take: 
Armament of forts. ______ ---------- ________________________ .. __________ $1,449,550 
Estimates for engineer purposes. ________________ .. __________ .... ______ 20,459,396 
It will be observed that among the e~timates for the War Department 
for the next as well as the preceding years, many appropriations are 
asked for which sh<?uhl not be classed under those for the support of the 
Army proper: For instance, those for tbe observation and report of 
storms; the Freedmen's Hospital; the settlement of claims for horses 
lost in the miUtary service; the collection and payment of bounty to 
colored soldiers; milit~iry telegrapb lines in different parts of the coun-
try; refunding to States expenses incurred in raising volunteers; signal 
stations at light-houses; arming and equipping the militia; and numerous 
other subjects of like character, demand expenditures which cannot le-
gitimately be charged as being for the current uses of the military 
establishment . 
..A.. critical examination of these expenditures, some of them authorized 
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by Congress without any recommendation on the part of this Depart-
ment, will show that the total expenditures are largely in excess of the 
amount absolutely necessary for the actual requirements of the Army· 
itself. · 
I refer especially to this subject in order that it may be understood 
that a great part of the money appropriated for this Department by 
Congress is for expenditures similar to those named, and should not be 
considered as required for the support of the Army, but arises from the 
trusts imposed upon the military branch of the Government in the execu-
tion of works of internal improvement, for the benefit of the people. 
The act of March 3, 1873, for the establishment of a military prison, · 
ma.de 110 appropriation to meet any of the expenses necessary to carry it 
into effect. In order, however, that no time might be lost, a preliminary 
board, composed only of Army officers, was constituted to c611ect infor-
mation and material for commencing more definite labor upon the plan 
so soon as Congress should appropriate the means. This board, in its 
investigations, has succeeded in doing even more than was anticipated; 
and, fortunately, two gentlemen from civil life, who have devoted much 
time an<l zealous study to the subject of reformatory prison discipline, 
have been found willing to give a share of their time gratnitvusly, until 
the appropriation shall be made, to the. work of prepariug a plan and 
regulations for the military prison. This has enabled me to carry out 
the provisions of the second section of the act, by appointing the board 
therein prescribed. Their report will form the subject of a future special 
communication to Congress. 
It is very difficult, under existmg laws, to supply the Army with field-
musicians, two of which are allowed to each company. As this is an 
essential part of the' military establishment better facilities for obtaining 
musicians should be afforded, by the passage of an act to authorize the 
eulistrneut of boys not under twelve years of age, always with the consent 
of parents or guar:diaus. This :&rovision did exist until, probably through 
inadvertence, the law of 1864, aga.inst enlistment of minors, put au end 
to it. 
It i unnecessary to allude to notorious cases of efficient service by 
mu ic l>Oys, even on the field of battle, to illustrate their perfect compe-
tency for all the duties required of musicians. While they make the 
be t mu 'icians, they generally, at more a{lvanced age, haYe become most 
valuable non-commi ioned officer as the fruit of their early training. 
Thi ' plan ha , too, the merit of being a most useful charity, for it would 
provide for man, on of old . oldiers, living and dead, who now are with-
out aim or object in life, and in danger of becoming worthless men, but 
who, if enli ted, would have the benefit not only of tuition in music, 
but al o in the u eful common branches of education taught at the depot 
·h ol. 
The subject of the di charge of minor who have enlisted in the Army 
ha er been a perplexing one. Tb.e mo t tringent prohibitions have 
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been laid upon. recruiting-officers, and whenever a minor has passed 
frotu the rendezvous to the depot, and is there detected by the examin-
ing board, he is sure to be at once discharged. In spite of every pre-
caution a large number of young men, minors in the eye of the law, 
but actually men who have been practically the_ir own masters for a 
considerable time, do pass themselves as of full age, freely take the 
oath to that effect, as em bodied in the contract of enlistment, and are 
transported, at considerable ex-pense~ to regiments. Here, on the least 
disS<ltisfaction, or after commission of some crime involving punish- . 
ment, they forthwith write to the parents, who haYe hitherto, perhaps, 
bestowed but little care upon them, and a moving appeal is made to 
the Department for their discharge. Since the passage of the act of 
May 15, 187~, the Department has judged that it had no discretion left, 
and when the proof of minority is clear, and the consent of parent or 
guardian has not been obtained, discharge is invariably giveu. Since 
the passage of the act referred to, and up to June 30, 1873, 296 applica-
tions for discharge from this cause have been received. Great expense 
to the Government, as well as frequent evasion of punishment, and con-
sequent disorganization of necessary military discipline, is thereby caused; 
nor is the ostensible object of the parents to recover the child effected, 
because the latter is discharged hundreds of miles from home, aud even 
if disposed to return, which is seldom the case, has not the pecuniary 
llleans. The recruiting-officers are charged with the expenses of enlist-
ment of minors when clearly guilty of want of due care; but it is ex-
ceedingly difficult in many instances to ascertain the true age of a man, 
even with such critical examination as recruits are subjected to. Thus, 
while the Government is imposed upon, under an oath, b,y the recruit, 
while it, in goo(l faith, feeds, clothes~ transports to a regiment, and often 
pays him, it is by present legislation left without protection or remedy 
against the fraud. Tile recruit obtains all the beuetit, sometimes is 
transported to a region where he wishes to settle, and then obtail..ls a 
discharge with perfect impunity for hi::; fraud. 
It is suggesi;ed that some action be taken toward the passage of a 
positive law to provide for the punishment of recruits who Lave deceived 
the recruiting-officers by falsely swearing to their age or physical con-
dition. In my judgment he should be immediately turned over to the 
proper tribunal, and the United States law-officer in whose district the 
recruit may have committed the oftE~nse should be required to prosecute 
him for the false oath he has taken and for the great expense he has 
given the Government. 
The practice, which prevailed to a considenible extent, of Army officers 
visiting the seat of Government during tbe session of Congress, attempt-
ing to influence legislation by interviewing members of Congress, aucl 
presenting business which should only be brought to their attention 
through the head of the ExecutiveDepartment, became such a serious evil 
that on March 15, 1873, I caused an order to be issued dir;ecting that 
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no officer, either active or retired, shall, directly or indirectly, without 
being called upon by proper authority, solicit, suggest, or recommend 
action by members of Congress for or against military affairs. The 
necessity for this order was apparent. Members of Congress haYe fre-
quently brought the S!Jbject to my attention, and have made complaint, 
very justly, of the persistent · efforts made with them personally to in-
fluence "their views on legislation. The order, as it itself says, is not 
intended to preclude officers from illustrating or expounding a measure 
before Congress which may have received the favor or sanction of the 
President, Secretary of W a.r, or the General of the Army. The expe-
rience of officers when so. used is and will be viewed as valuable, but it 
was and is intended to restrain officers from urging their views in an 
improper manner u·pon members of Congress, and in consuming tile 
time of those intrusted with the necessary legislation of the Govern-
ment. That order will be enforced so far as it lies within my power and 
authority to accomplish it. 
I had tlle satisfaction during the spring, in company with the Lieu-
tenant-Geueral of the Army, to make a tour of inspection through the 
Department of Texas, ana to visit many of .the posts located on the 
frontier in that region. 
My attention was particularjy directed to the efficiency and good con-
duct of the troops there stationed. Situated as many of the posts are, 
remote from the comforts of civilization, it was a matter of great sat-
isfaction that discipline was obserYed, and that all the requirements of 
good military service were strictly carried out. At several of these 
posts wllere both wbi_te and colored soldiers were stationed, the general 
good conduct and fine military appearance of all the troops composing 
the garrisons were prominent to a marked degree. 
In section 24: of the act of July 15, 1870, the pay of officers of the Army 
was established, and provision was made that the sums therein specified 
sboulU be in full of all commutation. of quarters, fuel, forage, servant 
hire and clothing, longevity rations, and all allowances of every name 
and nature whatever, and should be paid monthly by the paymaster. 
Further lt>gi ']ation is necessary to defiue the scope of this provision, 
'vhether it i.' intended to include certain things, such as transportation 
in kind of officers' servants, transportation of officers' horses and bag-
gage, authorized in regulations before Hs passage, but not held to be 
emoluments:;, or does it have reference simply to the money allowances 
th n r ·eiv d by officer of the Army. If the former construction is to be 
giv n it it then really di 'COntiuues the allowance of servants altogether, 
which all ~ rm r law and regulation have encouraged, and would often 
unfi t an officer for eff ctive ervice by depriving him of transportation for 
autboriz d hor and aggage that often could not be purcha e<l or ob-
tain at hi new 'tation. 11 the e ha\Te been furni ·lled b the Gov-
rnm •n from it foundati n, and for it own interest , primarily, the 
benefl to the officer eing but in id ntal, and while it is presumed that 
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the clause referred to intended to em brace in a salary all that had been 
included in money allowances, in providing for the compensation of offi-
cers of the Army, a distinct enunciation of its meaning by Congress is 
desirable. I deemed it necessary, on the 25th day of F~bruary, 1873, to 
iSSue the following order in connectio,n with this subject, which will. 
continue as the rule unless further legislation is had: 
The payment of rent, or any allowance for fuel or quarters of officers' se'rvants, is 
hereby prohibited until more specific legislation shall sanction it. 
During the past year t.he five Inspectors-general of the Army have 
been exclusively subject to the orders of the Secretary of War and the 
General of the Army, and have made careful and thorough inspections 
of the South, the Departments of Texas, of the Missouri, Qf the Gulf~ of 
Arizona, of Dakota, and of the Columbia, excepting Alaska. In the 
Departments of Arizona, Texas, Dakota, and the Columbia, thorough 
examination was made into the condition of the personnel and material 
of the Army at all the remote and widely-dispersed posts, stations, and . 
depots within tpe limits of those departments, (with .the exception of 
Alaska,) embracing one hundred and seventeen military posts, garri-
soned by eighteen regiments of infantry, seventeen companies of artil-
lery, and eight regiments of cavalry. Besides this, other minor inspec-
tions and investigations have, from time to time, been made by the 
officers of this corps, involving voluminous reports, which have been 
made without any expenditure for clerical assistance. Scrutinizing ex-
aminations have been macle by the Im;pectors-ge~eral of the accounts 
of all officers who have made important disbursements of public money 
during the year. The funds received and expended by them, with the 
balances reported due the United States, have been carefully verified by 
official statements received from the Trea~mry Department and deposi-
tories, and under this system it is hardly possible that a defalcation or 
fraud on the part of disbursing officers of this Department can escape 
timely detection. 
~he assistant inspectors-general have been attached to the bead-
quarters of the various military di\"isions, and they, as well as several 
officers who have been temporarily assigned to duty in some of the re-
mote departments as acting assistant inspectors-general, have been 
actively·and usefully engaged in the duties pertaining to their positions. 
Siuce the close of the war, in the Quartermaster's Department, much 
time and labor have been bestowed upon the examination and settlement 
of the accounts of officers for disbursements made during the rebellion 
and since its close. Most of these accounts have been adjusted, and the 
accountf:; of disbursing officers of that Department are now examined 
promptly as received. Within the past two years I have caused the 
forms and methods of business in this Department to be si~plified, to 
the advantage of the service and the relief of officers. 
Much difficulty is experienced in keeping the expenses of the Quar~ 
termaster's Department within the amounts appropriated by Congress, 
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and so apparent ~as it during the past fiscal J·ear that the appropria-
tion for barracks and quarters would not admit of an;y expenditure from 
that appropriation beyond the payment of rent of offices and hire of 
quarters for troops, that it was found necessary early in the spring to 
entirely arrest any work upon the repair and construction of barracks 
and quarters. Notwithstanding this necessaTy and sharp measure, 
:which involved much inconvenience to the troops, crowded into lmild-
ings much in need of repair, or cantoned in tents and huts too much 
exposed to the inclemency of the weatheT, the liabilities have to a small 
amount exceeded the sum appropriated. 
It is necessary that I should ask the attention of Congress to the dif-
ficulties of keeping accounts, and of paying for supplies and services, 
which arise undel' the operation of the act approved July 12, 1870. The 
act in its operation requires every disbursing officer to keep a separate 
and distinct set of accounts under every head of appropriation, and to 
ke~p a balance of money on hand ' to meet the demands under each 
head, thereby compelling officer~ to keep to their credit. at depositories 
much larger balances than heretofore. A remedy for this is to make 
the appropriation for the Quartermaster's Department under one bead 
as a single appropriation, requiring, as now, that the estimates upon 
'Which the appropriation is based sl1all lJe submitted in detail. No ben-
efit can arise iu practice from the system of keeping separate heads of 
appropriation in this Department, while its existenee gives many occa-
sions for error rmd mistakes, and is a burden upon the officer .who is 
required to disburse the public moues, as well as upon the Treasury. 
The evils of the present system are full;y set forth in the report of the 
Committee on Expenditures in the War Department, made to Congress 
at its last session. 
As many lieutenants of the line are often required to assume the 
IabortS and responsilJilities of acting assistant quartermasters, it is 
reeommended that an allowance of $10 per month be made by law ·to 
officers so detailed, as a motlerate compensation to them for the ris1r as 
well a the labor in dh:;bursiug public money and keeping and dis-
tributing tore . 
Of the fifty railroads which, at the close of the war, under executive 
ord r , purcba ed from this Department railroad material to the ap-
prai ·ed value of over $7,500,000, thirty of them have paid their deuts 
in full. The remaining twent.y are· still in our debt to the amount of 
,6- ,024.07. The total amount collected from these sales, with inter-
e t and xpen e , ha · thu far been 85,116,60-.53. 
r comm nd the pa age of a law which will enable the Department 
to collec~ from tb Po t-Office Department the po tal earnings of ev-
eral f he. e delinquent railr ad . The bonds of the roads given at the 
tim of pur ·ha ' pi <lge tb t to u e the e earnings in Iiqui<lation of 
th ir debt , l>u they refu ·e r per ·i:tently neglect to give to the Post-
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master~eneral the necessary formal orders to· turn over the funds to 
this Department. 
Ten thousand dollars was appropriated during the last year for the 
prosecution of the work on the artesian well at Fort D. A. Russell. Since 
then ponsiderable progress has been made in that work. It h::ts now 
reached a depth of 1,005 feet. The work has now for some hundreds of 
feet been carried through a stratum of clay, and there is good rteason to 
hope that when the clay is pierced the water will be reach~d, and a 
strong flowing well developed. From the importance to the people of 
the Territories of Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, and Dakota, which a 
series of flowing wells would have upon the development of their mate-
rial·interests, I recommend that an appropriation be made to continue 
the present experiment. 
U wler the provisious of the appropriation act approved JVIarch 3, 1873, 
advertisement was made for bids to pro\ide bead-stones for the graves 
of deceased soldiers in the national cemeteries . . Eighty bids were re-
ceived and opened in public by the Quartermaster-General on the 6th 
of Sept<'mber. 
The advertisement called for bids for furnishing head-stones of gray 
granite and white marble of a specified quality, as these materil:ls, in 
my judgment, best fulfilled tbe requi~eruents of the law in respect to 
"de~eucy, durability, and cheapness." 
A careful examination of tlw bids resulted in an award of contraet 
for granite head-stones for the National Cemetery at Frededcksburgh, 
Va. For all the other nat.ional cemeteries contracts have been awarded 
to the four lowest bidders for white marble head-stones. The responsi-· 
bility of the bondsmen of these contraetors is required to be certified 
to by the United States district judge, or by the collector of internal-
revenue of the district in which they reside. 
A small slab, four inches thick, bas been prescribed for the known, 
and a block ·six inches square for the unknown dead. The former will 
number about 148,000, and the latter about 105,000. 
Particular care has been taken to have these bead-stoues permanent 
when once erected. The entire cost of the slabs and blocks, under the 
contracts as awarded, should they be entered into by the successful 
bidders, will amount to $770,045.48. 
Should, however, any of the parties to whom awards have been made 
fail to enter into the contracts prescribed, none of the contracts will be 
executed unless the whole work can be contracted for within the appro-
priation of $1,000,000: the limit prescribed b,y the law. 
The appropriation of $100,000 made by Congress in the act approved 
March 3, 1H73, for the erection of a depot at San Antonio, Tex., bas 
not been expent1ed, nor have any decided steps looking to the erection 
of the buildings contemplated been taken. A personal visit to San Anto-
nio 1a t spring, and consultation with the Lieutenant-General of the 
.Army and other responsible officers, having satisfied me that no necessity 
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exists for the expenditure of the money, and that the small force that 
will hereafter be required at that place coulu, economically, be provided 
for by rented or leased buildings: I recommend that the sum appropri-
ated be used for the rent or purchase of such sites of posts in Texas as 
may be founu to be actually needed for military purposes. 
The report of the Commissary-General shows that the average cost of 
the Army-ration for the year bas been seventeen cents and forty-eight 
hundredths, showing a trifling increase in cost over that of the previous 
year. 
It is recommended that an act be passed authorizing the issue of to-
bacco to enlisted men of the .Army, as a component part of the Army-
ration, as near as may be in amount to that authorized to be sold to 
them. 
Unuer tbe act approved March 3, 1873, to provide for the better care 
and protection of subsistence supplies, there have been appointed one 
hundred and forty-nine commissary-sergeants, who have been assigned 
to military posts. A considerable number of them have been in the per-
formance of their duties a sufficient time to evidence to the Department 
the benefit that was anticipated from a body of experienced and worthy 
non-commissioned officer~ being in charge of this class of public prop-
erty. 
The Surgeon-General reports- the following distribution of the first 
part of the Medical and Surgical History of the War, viz: 
Sent to congressional committees a,s specimens.... u _ ••••• ___ •••• _.. • • • • • • • • • • 12 
Sent Senators .. __ . _ ...... _ ..... _ ..... _. _ ......•........ _ .. __ . _ .. _ .. _ .. __ .... 1, 000 
Sent Representatives ...•... _. _ ... ____ .. __ ... ___ .. __ • _ .....•.... _ ~ ........... 2, 000 
Sent Library of Congress .............•......•. ·----· ...... -.................. 50 
Damaged and imperfect copies _ ........ _ •. ___ .. _ ... ____ ...• _ •.............. : . 70 
To be issued by Surgeon-G<"neral's Office .......• _ .•... ___ .. _ .....• __ . ~ . . . . . . . . 1, 868 
Total number of copies printed ....... __ • _ ... _. _ .•..... _ •.•............ 5, 000 
The second part of the work is now going through the press as rapidly 
as possible. 
The recommendation made in former years is renewed, that the cata-
logue and tablets of the anatomical section of the Army Medical Museum 
be published in a style similar to Morton's Crania Americana. A bill for 
thi purpose passed one house of Congress during the last session, but 
failed to become a law. -
I am compelled to repeat the statement made in previous reports that 
1'er ,'eriou. and increasing injury bas resulted to the service from the 
continued prohibition of appointments and- promotions in tile Medical 
Corp · Thoroughly educated medical men, in selecting the Army as an 
occupation, are actuated by the reasonable prospect of promotion, 
but to render it impossible for them ever to advance in rank 
i to deter many de irab1e men from becoming candidntes. I call 
attention mo t earne tly to the statement of the Surgeon-General as 
to the pre iug nece it;y for such legislation as will secure to our 
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officers and soldiers the efficient attendance in wounds and sickness 
which the Government shoul<l provide; and which will make a position 
in the Medical Corps of the Army now, as former1y, an object of ambi-
tion to the best educated and best qualified young men in the profession. 
There are now 64: vacancies in that corps, viz : 2 assistant medical pur-
veyors, 5 surgeons, 56 assistant surgeons, and 1 medical store-keeper. In 
my judgment it is absolutely necessary for the welfare of tlle service 
tbHt the corps be opened to appointment and promotion. 
The Paymaster-General strong1y urges the necessity of providing by 
legislation for an increase of the present force of paymasters. now much 
reduced by the operation of the act of March 3, 1869, prohibiting new 
appointments and promotions in certain staff corps and depa.rtments. 
The number of paymasters authorized by the Army organization act of 
July 28, 1866, ·was sixty. There are now but forty-four in service. The 
Paymaster-General recommends t4at the number be fixed by law at 
fifty-two, and that the sixth section of the act of March 3, 1869, be re-
pealed, and promotions and new appointments be allowed. 
Experience bas shown that it is just that a greater period than thirty 
days be allowed to an officer on leave of absence without reduction of 
p!ty. Thirty days barely suffices to enable an officer to travel from and 
to his remote station in the West. 
It is apparent that the act approved May 15, 1872, concerning the 
pa.y of enlisted men and establishing a system of deposits, has proved 
of much benefit to the soldier. ',I'he nam ber of desert.ions has not been 
reduced to as great an extent as bad been hoped, but still that number 
.was five hundred less than in the ~'ear endiug June 30, 1871. It would 
be difficult to devise legislation better calculated to encourage re·enlist-
ments, reward faithful service, aud uiminish desertion, audit is believed 
its ultimate effect will be to heighten the tone of the whole enlisted 
force of the Army. 
It appear~ from the report of the Paymaster-General that the average 
amount of deposits per company made by enlisted men during the past 
fiscal year was $4:82.26. The largest aruounts of deposits per company 
were made in the Depa1'tments of Arizona and Oolum bia. ln these depart-
ments there was the greatest amount of field opera.tions. It may be 
safely inferred, then, that more deposits will be made by the enlisted 
men in time of war than in time of peace; and this leads to the conclu-
sion that had a wise system of deposits been in operation in our volunteer 
Army during the rebellion , the Government would have bad the hand-
ling of many millions of dollars for several years. nuring the last years 
of t.l:le war there were about 14,000 companies of troops employed, which 
would giYe, at the rate of $1,500 deposited by each company, $21,000,000 
per annum. 
Tte Corps of Engineers has been actively engaged upon the defensive 
works of our coasts; upon river and harbor improvements, and the sur-
veys for them, and for the protection of the navigable waters of the 
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United States against deterioration, whether from bridging or other 
causes; upon the geodetic and hydrographic survey of the lakes; upon 
sm;veys for the defenses of the coasts; upon military surveys and recon-
naissances in the interior ; upon geographical and geological explora-
tions; upon public buildings and grounds in the District of Columbia; 
upon the construction of light-houses, and upon the demarkation of the 
boundary between the United States and Great Britain. 
The works projected and approved for the modification and strength-
enl.ng of our sea-coast defenses and fortifications have been advanced 
with a rapidity consistent with economy and efficiency, and the works 
for our principal harbors now contain quite a niimber of platforms ready 
for their armaments of guns of the largest calibers. Heavy guns 
mounted in covered positions, along the shores of the inlets to our har-
\)Ors, must always be the basis of any successful defense, and the works 
projected and in course of construction. should be prosecuted to comple-
tion, and be suitably armed. 
The Battalion of Engineers numbers 308 enlisted men, and is stationed 
at the Mi.litary Academy for instruction of cadets, and at Willet's Point, 
New York Harbor, where it forms the school of torpedo defense of the 
channels to our harbors, arlfl the gnards and workmen for the care an~ 
distribution of engineer-eqnipments. During the past summer anum-
ber of tletachrnents have served with advantage in the geographical and 
geodetic explorations. The appropriations asked for the engineer depot 
a11d post are recommended to Congress, and the recommendation for 
one chief musician and two principal · musicians for the battalion ap-
proved. 
With the small appropriations granted for trials with torpedoes, 
the investigations upon this subject have been continued, to the benefit 
of our system of submarine mines. This accessory for the defense of our 
harbors in recent years bas developed into one of great importance 
among the maritime pO\\'ers, and to investigate the recent electrical 
methods and systems Qftorpedoes, as well as to procure certain materiHls, 
two officers of engineers were sent during the summer to Europe. The 
re ults of their mis ·ion are the collection of valuable information on 
tLi ubject, aud a saving of expenditure to the Government. 
The river all(l harbor i111provements mentioned in my last annual re-
port have been continued, anu the works and surveys connected there-
with have been carried 011 duri11g the past year with vigor. Detailed 
information in regard to each specific improvement, and the results of 
urv y directed to be made by the river and harbor appropriation acts, 
may be found in the report of the Chief of Engineers. 
The improvement of our rivers and harbors consists, chiefly, in giving 
incr a· d width autl depth to existing chan11el-ways and basins, and 
protecting tb ,m, or iu creating new channels and basins and gi\ iug 
tb m prot ctiv work . The operations to this end comprise the remoYal 
of ob. truction of \arion kiud , such as rock in place and bowlders, 
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bars of cla.y, sometimes indurated; of gravel, sand, and other alluvial 
matter; of rafts, often extending from tlte surface of the river nearly 
to the bottom, formed by masses of drifting tret.-~s, or the accumulation 
of slabs, edgings, and sawdust; of timber and other constructions placed 
in channel-ways to obstruct or close them; the construction of dikes, 
dams, wiug-dams, and revetments, and tlte building of eanals, break-
waters, and piers, all tending to promote the general interests of com-
merce and navigation, by furnishing increased facilities of communica-
tion and giving greater security to trade. 
The condition of the public works and grounds of 'Vashington, and 
the progress made in their construction, repair, and i,mprovement, are 
very creditable to the officer in charge. The improvements exhibit good 
taste, with much economy of expenditure. Many vacant and unim-
proved reservations have become attractlve places of puulic resort, at 
little expense. 
In accordance with the proviso attached to the appropriation for the 
improvement of the channel of the Delaware River at or near the Horse-
shoe Shoals, a board of engineers was convened; and iu view of their 
report upon the feasibility and expense of the plan proposed for the 
pre\'ention aud removal of tbe obstruction, it has been determined to 
defer final action upon the proposed plan until after the metltod adopted 
by the local authorities is fully tested, and it is found that the means 
used by them will not be sufficient to. maintain an open channel during. 
the winter months. 
Section 3 of the rive-r and harbor act of March 3, 1873, directed that 
a report be made upon the practicability of bridging the channel be-
tween Lake Huron and Lake Erie, without material injury to the inter-
ests of navigation, and upon the nu~ber and cltaractRr of vessels navi-
gating that channel. The subject bas been comrnitte<l to a board of 
experienced engineer officers, who are now engaged upon it. It is ex-
pected that their report will be received <luring the early part of the 
session of Congress. 
The removal of the wreck in the channel-way off Sandy Hook, re-
quired b,y tile act approved January 3, 1873, was completed ~March 6, 
leaving a clear depth of 25! feet at mean low water. 
Under the authority granted by the act approved January 23, 1873, a 
contract was closed for the construction of an iron hull for a light-
draught snag-boat f'or use on the Mississippi, Missouri, and Arkansas 
Rivers, and it is expected that tile boat will be ready for service during 
the present season. 
The Lake Ontario Shore Railroad· Company submitted a project f()r a 
bridge across the Genesee River, an<l in accordance with the provisions 
of tbe second section of the act authorizing its construction approved 
March 3, 1873, certain modificatious in the plan were required, and of 
tltese the president of the railroad company has been notified. 
In carr,ying out the provisions of recent acts of Congress authorizing 
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the construction of bridges, my attention has been called to the fact 
that certain bridges have been built, and that one is now being con. 
structeu across navigable waters of the United States without any 
authority of law; and further; that certain parties claim the right to 
bridge, and that one of those parties is now constructing a briuge under 
authority cla:imed to be derived from acts granting right of way for 
railroaus through public lands and g/anting lands to aid in the con-
struction of a road chartered by State authority. In view of the pro-
visions of the more recent acts of Congress requiring the Secretary of 
War to maintain a supervision over the location and construction of 
bridges crossing ,navigable waters · of the United States, in order that 
the interests of navigation shall be protected, I feel it my duty to invite 
the attention of Congress to this subject and to suggest such general 
legislation as may be deemed necessary for the preservation of tile great 
natural channels of commerce. 
In this connection I have respectfully to recommend that the act 
authorizing tile construction. of a bridge across the Arkansas River at 
Little Rock, Arkansas, approveu May 31, 1872, be repealed, for the rea-
son that a hridge constructed in compliance with its terms would mate-
rially obstruct and impair the navigation of the river. A previous act 
of Coi'Jgress (that of July 1, 1 870) contains all the provisions for bridg-
ing this river at Little Rock essent,ial to the preservation of tlle channel. 
' The surve~· of the lakes bas been continued with suceess during the 
season. The survey of I..~ake Michigan has been puRhed forward nearly 
to completion, and that of the Saiut Lawrence River has been extended 
nearly to Lake Ontario. Other portions of the surve;y are in satisfac-
tory progress; new surve~-s of special localities have been made, the 
longitude of important points determined by telegraph; assistance to 
the geographical and geological survey of adjacent States rendered; 
and meteorological and lake-surface observatious continued through the 
entire lake region. 
Th main field operations of the geological exploration near the 
fortieth parallel, between tbe Sierra Nevada and eastern slope of the 
H.ocky Mountainr::~, were completed in November last, and the maps and 
re nlt" are being prepared for publication at au early day. Special ex-
amination , giYing important results, have bPen made of noted geologi-
cal tructures, and of tbe evidences of glacial action in the Sierras. 
The geographical and geological suryeys and explorations west of the 
on -hundr dth meridian in Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and 
Ariz na, haYe been prosecuted with great vigor and sncce8s. The field 
la r · t rmiuated in December, after which the work of preparation of 
tb map and ob ervation for publication was continued in the office in 
thi ·it -. The fi ld operation of the pre ent sea on, embracing, in 
iti u t th u ual ·ervation. in the variou branches of the survey, 
r ction of a field a tronomical observatory at Oguen, Utah, and the 
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determination of an astronomical base, commenced June 1, with an 
efficient organization. 
The officers of the Corps of Engineers on detached duty at the head-
quarters of general officers commanding military divisions and depart-
ments have rendered· valuable senTices in preparing such maps and 
sketches and making such surveys and reconnaissances as were required 
by their commanding officers. Besides these regular duties, several 
special reconnaissances have been made, yielding important information. 
Among these the reconnaissanceof the lava-bedsandsurroundingcoun- 1 
try, the scene of operations against the Modoc Indians; the snr,ey of 
the Yellowstone River, as far up as practicable; the reconnaissance of 
the head-waters of the Rio Grande and Southwestern Colorado; and the 
reconnaissance to discover an apprmwh to the Yellowstone Lake Basin 
from the south or southeast, thus opening a new and shorter · route tr 
the National Yellowstone Park and the mining regions of Montana1 
together with the results of astronomieal observations to determine the 
positions of important points, are varticuhirly referred to in the report 
of the Chief of Engineer~. 
The commission appointed by the President, in accordance with the 
act approved March 3, 1873, to examine and report on a system of irri-
gation in the San Joaquin, Tulare, and Saerawento Valleys, California, 
met and organized in .San Francisco in May,·and proceeded at once to 
examine t.be valleys in question and the streams emptying into them. · 
By the end of June they had made satisfactory progress. Th~y are still 
engaged in this labor, and in the collection of information to· enable 
them to render a full report upon the subject of investigation. 
A complete set of the published maps and reports of the Engineer · 
Department, together with sets of photographic views of remarkable 
natural features of the western country, and models of important en-
gineer work of river and harbor improvement, and of armament, were 
prepared and forwarded through the commissioner appointed by the 
President to represent the U uited States at the Vienna Exhibition, with 
authority to present them, at the close of the exhibition, to the engineer 
department of the Austrian army. 
The estimates of the Uhief of Engineers are submitted separately, as 
presented by that officer, viz: 
Fortifications and other works of defense _____ ... _ .. ___________ . ____ . ____ $:3, 376, 000 
Public buildings and grounds and Washington aqueduct _______________ ·-_ 1, 118, 0~6 
Surveys ________ ------ _____ ___ -· _____ ___ ____ ________ -·__________________ 480,000 
Engineer depot at Willet's Point, N. Y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 20, 800 
Office expenses.- -- ___ -_________ - __ - _______ _______________________ . _ _ _ _ _ 29, 260 
Improvement of rivers and harbors.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15, 464, 540 
Total ---- -- •• --- _- __ - _-.- _____________________ . ___ . _______ . ______ 20, 488, 656 
No steps have been taken by me to carry out the provisions of the 
act of March 3, 1873, authorizing the survey, plat, and sale of the cem. 
etery grounds upon the Fort Gratiot military reservation in Michigan, 
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as the formal preliminary action of the city authorities of Port Huron 
has not yet been completed. 
The report of the Chief of Ordnance calls attention to the many po-
tent arguments so often presented in fayor of the repeal of the law pro-
hibiting promotions in the corps which he represents. He refers to the 
hardship and humiliation to which officers of merit and long service 
ha,Te been subjected since the passage of that law, by being deprived 
of their deserved promotion, the only reward held out in their profession 
for years of duty well performed. Their claims to promotion appeal 
strongly to the attention of Congress. 
A board of experienced officers, of which Gen. A. H. Terry was 
president, was convened in September, 1872, for the selection of a 
breech-loading system for the muskets and carbines of the military serv-
ice. After an exhaustiYe trial of all the systems presented, the board 
selected tbe Springfield breech-loading system as the one, of all those 
brought uefore it, which is best calculated to meet the demands of our 
military service. 
Tbe report of the board was approveu, and the Springfield flystem of 
breech-loader will henceforth be used for the muskets and carbines of 
the Army. At the sam·e time the caliber of all small-arms for the serv-
ice-rifles, carbines, and revoh-ers-has been fixed at .45 of an inch. 
It is now a question of grave importance whether new arms of the ac-
cepted system shall not be made at once in sufficient quantities for a 
re::-erve l,lpply in case of war, and to this end an appropriation of 
$500,000 bas been asked for tbe next fiscal year for the manufacture, 
together with the materials now on band, of about 35,000 arms. 
The annual appropriation of $200,000 for arming and equipping the 
militia, an amount fixed by Congress during the early part of the cen-
tury, is now fouod in~ulequate, by reason of the great increase of popu-
lation, to supply the wants of t.be whole body of the militia, and it is 
therefore recommended that the appropriation for that purpose be in-
crea ed in a manner proportioned to the increase of the population 
ince the pa sage of tbe act of 1808, providing for the distl'ibution of 
arm to the militia of the couutry. 
I feel great hesitation iu recommending increased appropriations at 
thi time, but I deem it my tluty to say that the armament of our sea-
coa t def n e , which in,olves the question of the defense of our prin-
cipal · a-board citie from attack, in case of war with a naval power, is 
a ubject demanding the earnest attention of Congress. The principal 
citie on our coa t are in a very defenseless state, and the tedious and 
co ly work of pr paratiou cannot be commenced on the breaking out of a 
war with tbe hope of accompli bing any adeqnatP- result. The work 
mu t e done in time of peace, without waiting for an uncertain period 
in arch after perfe tion in gun-con truction . The importance of thi 
ubj tin ·rea e. with the arne t and continued effort on the part of 
all nation to up ply their f rt with the most improved armarnen t, mid 
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should war find this country without a proper defense against iron-clads 
and their great guns, the responsibility cannot rest on this Department, 
as the importance of the subject has often been brought to the attention 
of Congress. An appropriation of $1,449,552 is estimated for by the 
Chief of Ordnance for the next fiscal year for the purchase of smooth-
bore guns and for carriages, which sum will provide for one-sixth, only, 
of the guns and carriages that will be required for fortifications which 
. will be ready by the 30th of June, 187 4. This amount is not embraced 
in the. regular estimates of appropriations for the Army, as heretofore 
alluded to, but it is a subject of great importance, and the question of 
. these appropriations is respectfully submitted. 
The heavy rifled guns selected for fabrication and test under the act 
approved June 6, 1872, are now in process of manufacture, and will be 
completed during the winter. Valuable information and experience are 
to be gathered in the trial of these guns, the result most probably lead-
ing to the early adoption of an effective rifle of suitable caliber for the 
service; and in this connection I would recommend the purchase of a 
suitable proving ground for the proper trial of these experimental heavy 
guns. 
The cheapness of cast iron, and the marked progress attained in the 
manufacture of gunpowder in the past year, induces a recommendation 
that an appropriation of $75,000 be granted, to be applied in the fabri-
cation and trial of 12-inch cast-iron rifled cannon, that the capabilities 
of the metal for rifle constructions of large caliber may be put to the 
fullest test, in the hope that its practical utilization for this purpose may 
be conclusively assured or denied. · 
The powder in the hands of the Department is, on account of the want 
of proper storage-room, concentrated in large part in the magazines of 
our sea-coast fortifications, where, under the searching influences of the 
salt air, it is rapidly undergoing deterioration. ]..,or its better -preserva-
tion a large powder-depot should be established in some region where 
neither public nor private interests would be endangered by its proxim-
ity, and an appropriation of $100,000 is recommended for the purchase 
of a suitable site and the commencement of magazines. 
The abolition of some of the smaller arsenals, and the application of 
the proceeds of their sale to the erection of a large arsenal of construc-
1tion on the Atlantic coast, is again urged on strong economical grounds, 
and it is recommended that a law be passed authorizing the Secretary 
of War to make sale of any of the smaller arsenals at such times as 
would be most advantageous to the Government, and to apply the pro-
ceeds as suggested. 
The sale of Kennebec arsenal, Detroit arsenal, Pikesville arsenal; 
and the small lot or tract at Sag Harbor, Long Island, now no longer · 
needed for public purposes, is recommended. 
By the act of Congress approved June 10, 1872, the Secretary of War 
was directed to sell the Mount Vernon arsenal, Alabama, pursuant to 
2w 
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(}; recommendation made for its disposal as a part of the publi~ domain. 
Subsequent to such recommendation the exigencies of the service re-
quired that the property should be used by the Quartermaster's Depart-
m(mt for military purposes, and the period when such necessity shall 
cease to exist is very indefinite. Under these circumstances the repeal 
of so much of the act of June 10, 1872, a,s relates to the sale of this 
property is recommended. 
That portion of the same ~ct which directs the sale of the Apalachi-
cola arsenal should, in my opinion, be repealed, for the reason that the 
property was granted to the State of Florida in 1870, by the act ap-
proved December 15 of that year, under the name of the Chattahoochee 
arsenal. 
The Department feels much embarrassment arising from conflicting 
claims founded on alleged infringements of patent-rights in the con-
struction of breech-loading guns at the national armory. Officers of 
the Ordnance Corps, in the execution of their official duties, are seriously 
annoyeJ by private actions for damages, instituted by persons claiming 
to hold valid patents which have been infringed in the productions of 
the Government armory, and some legislation seems to be required in 
order to enable the Department to dispose of the claims. 
The fifth section of the act of July ·12, 1870, which provides "That 
all balances of appropriations contained in the annual appropriation 
bills and made specifically for the service of any :fiscal year, and remain-
ing unexpended at the expiration of such :fiscal year, shall only be 
applied to the payment of expenses properly incurred during that year, 
or to the fulfillment of contracts properly made within that year, and 
such balances not needed for the said purposes shall be carried to the · 
surplus fund.: Provided, That this section shall not apply to appropria-
tions known as permanent or indefinite appropriations," is injurious to 
the interests of the Government where permanent buildings are to be 
erected, and appropriations for this purpose should be allowed to run 
for three years instead of one, as now limited by that act. It recom 
mended that the act be modified accordingly. 
Systematic and continuous instruction of the Army in military signal-
ing and telegraphy has continued during the past year at the school of 
in truction and practice at Fort Whipple, Va., and in the Department of 
the Mis ouri, and the special attention of some of the most powerful for-
eign goverment has been directed to these branches of military science, 
and they have taken pains to procure the minute details of our equip-
ment anu apparatus. 
Recruiting for the signal-service has been successfully conducted, the 
tandard of acquirement being maintained by special ex:;~.mination of 
tho e enli ted. After selection and enlistment, the men are at once 
placed under a cour e of drill and instruction, aml after a second ex-
ami ation tho e e pecially de ignated for duty at stations are drilled, 
examin d, instructed, te ted by practice, in tructed in the higher 
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branches of the service, and again examined and tested before being 
intrusted with the management of stations of observation. 
The Chief Signal-Officer renews his recommendation for the estab-
lishment by law of a permanent Signal Corps, or for such legislation 
as will secure a permanency for its details. He insists that the extent 
of the service and its now material importance should commend this 
subject to the attention of Congress. 
The whole number of stations from which regular meteoric reports 
are now received is ninety-two, of which seventy-eight are in the United 
States, eleven in Canada, and three in the West Indies. 
The regular telegraphic reports from Havana began on AuguHt 6, from 
Kingston, Jamaica, on September 18, and from Santiago de Cuba on 
September 29. Three other points in the islands of Porto Rico, Guade-
loupe, and Barbados, will be . equipped as soon as observers can be des-
ignated. It is a matter of regret that there is no international arrange-
ment with the authorities of any of these islands, nor is there, at present, 
any return of weather-telegrams provided for or officially requested, 
Steps are in contemplation by which it is hoped the necessary arrange-
ments ·win be effected. 
The display of bulletins and weather-charts at stations, the supply of 
prompt and gratuitous information to the press, and the exhibition of 
day or night signals at times of probable special danger, for the benefit 
of shipping and commercial interests, have been continued. 
A plan has been adopted whereby synopses of reports and probabili-
ties have been 'forwarded to many points in the interior not reached 
by telegraph, and this plan has given satisfaction to the farming and 
· interior population reached. 
There are nineteen special river · stations from which reports of the 
depths of water in the principal rivers of the United States are daily 
made by telegraph, at particular seasons, during which danger from 
freshets may be anticipated. River reports are also made from twenty 
of the regular stations. 
These data are widely published and distributed along the line of the 
rivers, and contribute to the convenience and safety of the river com-
merce, by the constant and accurate knowledge given of the depth of 
water in the channels. 
The benefits resulting from these reports, now in the second year of 
their issue, have been fully acknowledged by the various interests they 
have advanced. 
The total number of special river-bulletins issued has been twenty-
three thousand two hundred and ten. Eight thousand nine hundred 
and eighty-two printed copies of the weather-report are displayed 
daily. 
Steps have been taken to carry out the legislation of the last Congress 
authorizing the establishment of signal stations, at light-houses, and 
such of the life-savin~ stations on the lake or sea coasts as may be suit-
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ably located for that purpose, and to connect the same with such points 
as may be ;necessary for the proper discharge of the duties of the signal 
service, by means of a suitable telegraph-line, in cases where no Jines are 
in operation. The pla,n in contemplation proposes the establishment of 
signal stations at life-saving stations and light-hou~es along the ocean-
coast of New Jersey, from Sandy Hook to Cape May, a distance of 
twenty-five miles from each other. A line connecting the stations at 
life-saving stations and light-houses along the coast from Norfolk, Va., 
to Cape Hatteras, N. C., a distance of one hundred and thirty-seven 
miles, and on one of the most dangerous coasts of the United States, is 
being constrncted. It is expected that the above-mentioned lines will 
be completed during the present year. 
The ascertained comparative accuracy of the deductions from reports 
styled "probabilities" bas been more clearly presented in this than in 
preceding years. The percentage of verifications has been mathemati-
cally computed for each of the geographical districts mentioned in the 
reports. With a more rigid and scrutinizing mode of calculation than 
was before adopted, the percentage of verification bas improved. The 
analysis of the year's work indicates clearly, at once, the wisdom of ju-
diciously increasing the number of stations. 
The Department acknowledges, as in previous years, the general sup-
port of the popular opinion of scientific men, and of the press, in its ef-
forts to successfully carry on this work. Errors' have occurred, but, it 
has been generally recognized as inevitable that some must occur in the 
present condition of science. The great utility of the work is no longer 
doubted. It bas achieved results, the promise of which, a few years 
ago, could hardly be hoped for. 
It is mentioned in connection with this subject that arrangements 
have been made with the meteorological officers of Russia, England, and 
Turkey, to commence on January 1, 1874, an exchange with the United 
States of the daily reports taken simultaneously at the different stations 
throughout the great extent of the Russian and Turkish Empires, the 
British I lands, and the U uited States. The co-operation of the systems 
of other nations is expected. 
My annual inspection of the affairs of the Military Academy and Corps 
of Cadet , in June last, disclosed a very creditable state of discipline, 
and an attention to study very commendable in the cadets. 
One of tbe effects of the act of Congress approved February 2, 1872, 
increa ing the congre ional representation of the several States, was 
to increa. e the Corps of Cadet from 293 to 342. This is of marked ad-
vantage to the Academy, which, on account of the falure of many of the 
candidate for adrui ion to pa · the neces ary examination, has not, in a 
long rie of year , in tructed the number of young men that was allowed 
by law to be educated at e t Poi t. Examinations for admission are 
held twice yearly, in May or June and in September, and when a can-
didat not po e sing be requi ite qualifications fails to pass, as a 
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large portion of those presenting themselves have done, their districts 
remain unrepresented during the period embraced between the date 
when they fail and the next examination, and the United States loses a 
cadet for the same period. 
The report of the Board of Visitors, which this year had an opportu-
nity of witnessing the examination· of the candidates, comments upon 
the large proportion of those failing to those admitted; during the 
past year there were 119 candidates admitted and 87 r~jected ; of the 
)atter number 13 only were rejected by the medical board; and at the 
semi-annual examination in January next it is more than probable that 
a considerable number of those admitted in June and September last 
will also fail. These facts furnish a strong commentary upon the pres-
ent mode of selecting candidates for a military education at West Point. 
The large number of those failing to meet the present standard clearly 
shows that due regard has not, in many cases, been paid to s~lecting 
those whose attainments qualify them for admission. If the members 
of Congress were a little more rigid in requiring those they propose 
nominating to be thoroughly conversant with the rudiments of a com-
mon-school education, their friends would escape the mortification and 
expense attendant on their rejection. 
The Board of Visitors were thorough in their investigation into the 
affairs of the academy last June, and the attention of Congress is invited 
to the recommendations contained in their report. 
A new set of regulations for the government of the Corps of Cadets has 
been prepared, and will- very shortly go into execution. 
The increase of the Military Academy band, the only one now provided 
for by law, which is very small and the pay of which is wholly insuffi-
cient to attract to or retain in the service competent musicians, when 
they can secure much larger salaries in the principal cities of the Union, 
is again urgently recomme11ded to the attention of Congress. This sub-
ject was alluded to in my last annual report, and a bill was introduced 
to increase the number and compensation of the musicians, which, it is 
understood, passed one house of Congress, brit was not taken up in the 
other. Its re-introduction and passage is earnestly recommended. 
During the last session of Congress, the Committee on Expenditures 
of the War Department made an exhaustive report of the workings of 
this portion of the executive branch of the Government, and prepared a 
bill for a full and complete reorganization of the clerical force of the 
War Department. 
I would earnestly represent that this Department has been peculiarly 
unfortunate as regards the rates of compensation paid its employes. It 
is hoped, therefore, that the report of the Committee on Expenditures 
of the War Department, above referred to, may receive careful consid-
eration at the hands of Congress, anci that action be taken upon the rec-
ommendations of the committee as to the required organization of the 
clerical force. 
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When from illness or other cause the Secretary of War is obliged to 
be temporarily absent, there is no person in the Department authorized 
by law to sign the money requisitions upon the Treasury and other pa-
]Jers necessary for its current business. In almost all the other Depart-
ments of the Government one or more assistant secretary is provided by 
law, who is authorized to perform such duties in the absence of the bead 
of the Department. There is no assistant secretary for the War Depart-
ment; and in order that inconvenience to individuals as well as to the 
Government may not arise from delay caused by such absence, I recom-
mend the passage of a law which will permit the Secreta-ry of War to 
authorize the chief clerk, in case of illness or other temporary abse.nce 
of the head of the Department, to sign requisitions and other papers 
deemed necessary for immediate signature. 
I again refer to the fact that by joint resolution of Congress the Sec-
retary of War was required to appoint a competent person to arrange 
and prepare for publication the official documents relating to the rebel-
lion and tbe operations of the Army during the war, and to submit a 
plan of said publication and estimates of the cost thereof to Congress 
at its then next session. A person was appointed to assume this work, 
who was to receive a compensation of $2,500 per annum. Although 
the appointment was made at that time, no acceptance was filed, and no 
action was taken toward the arrangement and publication of the records. 
As the appointment, under previous legislation, cannot now be made, 
for the reason that the act prescribed that payments should cease in 
two years after its paRsage, this legislation should be revived and the 
St>.cretary of War authorized to make the appointment. This is a great 
national work, of much historical value, and constant daily observation 
and experience renders it evident that early steps should be taken to col-
lect and prepare these vast and important materials for publication. 
WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of War. 




THE GENERAL 0}, THE ARMY. 
HEADQUART:MRS OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0., November 7, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor herewith to submit a statement showing the 
organization and actual strength of enlisted men in the Army, compiled 
from the official returns up to the latest date, and invite your attention 
to the recapitulation, showing 25,535 enlisted men of cavalry, artillery, 
and infantry, and 3,970 non-combatants, the whole ~ggregating 29,505, 
or 495 less than the number, 30,000, limited by law. In the active regi-
ments the number of men sick and on the necessary details about the 
posts will fully equal 25 per cent., so that the actual strength for mili-
tary service does not exceed 19,654 men. 
In order that the Regular Army should fulfill its arduous duties on 
the frontier, as also form the model on which to shape the volunteer and 
militia forces of the United States, I earnestly recommend that Con-
gress be asked to fix the limit of the enlisted force at such a figure as will 
give 30,000 men for the regiments of the line, and to provide specifically 
for the non-combatant detachments, such as the Engineer Battalion, 
the Ordnance Department, West Point detachments, Signal Depart-
ment, ordnance and commissary sergeants, in the same manner as has 
been done for the hospital stewards. 
The artillery regiments have an organization different from the 
infantry, viz, twelve batteries to a regiment. But of these only one is 
equipped and instructed as a battery of artillery, the other eleven com-
panies of each regiment being armed with muskets, and instructed as 
inf~ntry. In order to simplify the organization, and to apply the new 
tactics (now approaching completion) to all arms of service alike, with 
your approval I have ordered that the word" battery" apply technically 
to such only as are provided with horses and guns, and all others to be 
called companies. Some of the artillery officers think that the act of 
July 28, 1866, entitles them to the name" battery," whetller they have 
guns or not, and it might be well to ask a modification of the law, so 
as to read "battery or company" for the artillery regiments, to corre-
spond with the words "troop or company" used for the cavalry in the 
same act. 
The number of regimental commissioned officers on duty, or belong-
ing to the several departments and divisions, number in the aggregate 
1,532; present for duty, 1,234; absent on leave or detached, 298. 
The foregoing does not include the thirty-one second lieutenants 
recently appointed from civil life, now under orders to join their regi-
ments. 
I now inclose the annual reports of the division and department com-
manders, copies of which have been submitted to you as receivr,d. 
The military divisions embrace the whole area of the United States, 
and these reports include the acts of all of the Regular Army, leaving 
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nothing to be added by way of history of the events during the past 
year. 
The reports of all the department commanders; with the exception of 
that of the Department of Columbia, not yet received, are also herewith 
sent.* · 
No part of the Army is under my immediate control, and the existing 
Army regulations devolve on the Secretary of War the actual command 
of the military peace establishment, and all responsibility therefor, so 
that I forbear making any further recommendations or report. 
I have the honor to be your obedient se.rvant, 
Hon. W. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of War. 
v-v. T. SHERMAN, General. 
Statement showing the organization and strength of enlisted men in the Army, compiled jt·onl 
returns received at the Adjutant-General's Office up to October 31, 1B73. 
FIRST REGIMENT OF C.A. V .A.LRY. 
r ;::1'0 
Ql;:l SCJ 




~ ~ .. ~ 
Headquarters .............. .A.ug. 31,1873 Benicia Barracks, Cal. 
Non-commissioned 15 . ____ .do . . . . . . . Do. 
staff and band . 
.A.. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • • . 73 _ ..... do __ . . . .. Do. 
B.·................. 66 ...... do ....... Fort Klamath, Oreg. 
C........ .......... 63 ...... do ..... :. Camp McDermit, Nev. 
D---- -- . .. -1-- . . . • .. 64 ...... do .. .. .. . Benicia Barracks, Cal. 
Station. 
E.... .............. 57 ...... do ....... Fort Lapwai, Idaho. 
F.................. 53 .. .. .. do ....... ]'ort Walla-Walla, Wash. 
G.. ....... .... ..... 54 ...... do ....... Camp Harney, Oreg. 
H.-- .. -.. --.- .. .. .. 50 .. _: .. do .... ·_.. Do. 
!................... 54 ...... do ....... Camp Halleck, Nev. 
K.......... ........ 62 ...... do ....... CampHarney,Oreg. 
--
L .................. 59 ...... do ....... Fort Walla-Walla, Wash. 
M .... ·-- · · .. · · .... · g~ :: ~ ~: ~ ~~- ~: ~: ~ ~: 100 rPc~~its left Saint Louis Barracks March 4, 1873 ; 75 
2 ··--·----- - -·--· 7 
4 
100 
Total .. .. .. .. .. 864 
joined. 
Recruits left Saint Louis Barracks August 16, 1873. 
Recruits left San Francisco July, 1873. 
Musicians left Saint Louis :Uarracks September 18, 1873. 
Recruits left New York City October, 1873. 
100 recruits ordered October 21, 187::l. 
SECOND REGIMENT OF CAVALRY. 
Headquarters..... . .. .. .. . . .A.ug. 31,1873. Fort Sanders, Wyo. 
Non-commissioned 21 d D 
staff and band. ------ 0 ---- ·.. o . 
.A................... 67 ...... do ....... Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. 
B.................. 66 ...... do ....... Camp Brown, Wyo. 
C.................. 63 ...... do ....... Omaha Barracks, Nebr. 
D.................. 65 . ..... do ....... Camp Douglas, Utah. 
E.................. 70 ...... do ..... • . Fort Laramie, Wyo. ~:~:::::: :::::::::: g~ ::: :::~~: ~:~:~: Fort ~~~s, Mont. 
I 59 ...... do . ...... Do. 
:K:::::::::::::::::: 69 . ..... do ....... Fort Sanders, Wyo. L 67 ...... do ....... Fort Laramie, Wyo. 
..... ............. 56 ...... do ....... Fort Ellis, Mont. 
M.................. ~~ ::: ~::~~-::~~::: ?o~~~~r~~~rief.~~:-.;b~ork City July29, 1873; 28 joined. 
1~ : :::::::: ~:::::: ~~~~~~~~:~ef~N~~8York City October 21, 1873. 
Total ..... __ .. . 885 
• The report of the Department of Columbia received and forwarded November 15, 
1873. 
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THIRD REGIMENT OF C.A. V .A.LRY. 
Uompanies1 &c. Date of report. 
Headquarters...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 22 ...... do ...... . 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 75 ...... do ...... . 
B ................. . 67 ...... do ...... . 
c ................. . 67 ...... do ..... .. 
D .................. . 70 ...... do ...... . 
E ................. . 67 ...... do ...... . 
F ................. . 82 ...•.. do ...... . 
G ................. . 65 ...... do ...... . 
H ................. . 60 ...... do ...... . 
I .................. . 69 ...... do ...... . 
K ................. . 83 ...... do ...... . 
L ................ : . 49 ...... do ...... . 
M ............ . .... . 75 ...... do .... .. . 
20 
50 ............... . 
Total.......... 921 
Station. 
Fort McPherson, Nebr. 
Do. 
Sidne.v Barracks, Nebr. 
Fort McPherson, Nebr. 
Fort Fetterman, W.yo. 
Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo. 
Fort Sanders, Wyo. 
Fort McPherson, Nebr. 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Do. 
Fort McPherson, Nebr. 
Do. 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Fort McPherson, Nebr. 
50 recruits left Saint Louis Barracks August 18, 1873; 
30 joined. · 
Recruits left New York City August 28,1873. 
FOURTH REGIMENT OF C.A. V ALRY. 
Headquarters...... . . . .. . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 19 ...... do ...... . 
staff and band. 
A .................. . 69 ...... do ...... . 
B ................. . 66 ...... do . ..... . 
c ................ . . 71 ...... do ...... . 
D ................. . 65 ...... do ...... . 
E ................. . 61 ...... do ...... . 
F ......... . ...... . 69 ..... . do ...... . 
G ................. . 67 ...... do . ..... . 
H ................. . 71 ...... do ...... . 
I .................. . 64 ...... do ...... . 
K ................. . 70 ...... do ...... . 
L ... .............. . 70 ...... do ...... . 
M ................. . 71 ...... do ...... . 
40 
Total.............. 873 






Fort Duncan, Tex. 






Fort Duncan, Tex. 
Recruits left New York City April27, 1873. 
FIFTH REGIMENT OF CA.VALRY. 
Headquarters ....... ....... Aug. 31,1873 
Non-commissioned 26 ...... do . ..... . 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 
B ... ...... ... ..... . 
C ................ .. 
D .. ....... ........ . 
E ................. . 
F ................. . 
G ................. . 
H .. ..... ..... ..... . 
I ... ........ ....... . 
K ................. . 
L ............. .... . 
M ......... . ....... . 
, 
74 . ..... do ...... . 
71 ...... do ...... . 
71 ...... do ...... . 
75 ...... do ..... .. 
67 ...... do ...... . 
67 ...... do ...... . 
71 .•.... do ... ... . 
70 .. .... do ...... . 
64 ...... do . ..... . 
83 ...... do ...... . 
76 ... .. . do ...... . 




Total......... . 995 
T:ucson, Ariz. 
Do. 
Camp Verde, Ariz. 
Cam1b!pache, Ariz. 
Camp Bowie, Ariz. 
Camp McDowell, Ariz. 
Camp Grant, Ariz. 
Fort Whipple, Ariz. 
Camp Lowell, Ariz. 
Camp Grant, Ariz. 
Camp Verde, Ariz. 
Cam1b~.rant, Ariz. 
Recruits left New York City September 22, 1873. 
Musicians left Saint Louis Barracks September 20,1873. 
Recruits left Saint Louis Barracks September 23, 1873. 
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H eadquarters .............. Aug. 31,1873 
Non-commissioned 25 ...... do-------
Fort Hays, Kans. 
Do. 
staff and band. 
A-------------·----B ................. . 
c ................. . 
D . ..... .......... .. 
E ......... ... .. . .. . 
F ................. . 
G -----------------· H .... ............. . 
I .... ...... ....... . 
K ................. . 
L ................. . 
M ....... ......... .. 
71 ...... do ...... . 
75 ..... do ..... .. 
70 ...... do _ .... .. 
68 ...... do ..... .. 
67 ...... do _ .... .. 
69 ...... do ..... .. 
67 ...... do _ .... .. 
70 ...... do ..... .. 
75 ...... do . .. , .. . 
70 ... " .. do _ ... __ . 
77 ...... do _ .... .. 
72 ...... do ..... . . 
Fort Wallace, Kans. 
Fort Hays, Kans. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T. 
Fort Hays, Kans. 
Fort Dodge, Kans. 
Fort Lyon, Colo. 
Camp Supply, Ind. T. 
Do. 
Fort lUley, Kans. 
Fort Lyon, Colo. 
Total.......... 876 
1 
SEVENTH REGIMENT OF CAVALRY. 
Headquarters_ ..... _...... . Aug. 31; 1873 
Non-commissioned 59 ...•.. do-------
staff and band. 
A ...... ----- ------· 
B ......... ....... .. 
c ------------ -----· D ................ .. 
E ................ .. 
F ............ .. .. .. 
G ................ .. 
H ........... . .... .. 
I.- .. - .-- ... -------. 
K ---·· .......... .. 
L ................. . 
















Total .. .. . . .. . . 1, 040 
. ..... do_ .... .. 
.. .... do _ .. .. .. 
... ... do .... . .. 
.. .... do . .... .. 
.. .... do ...... . 
. .. . .. do . .... .. 
.. .... do ...... . 
. ..... do . . .. .. .. 
.. .. .. . do ...... . 
-..... do ...... . 
.. .... do _ ..... . 
.. .... do .... . .. 
Saint Paul, Minn. 
Do. 
Fort .A. Lineoln, Dak. 
Do. 
Fort Rice, Dak. 
Fort Pembina, Dak. 
:Fort A. Lincoln, Dak. 
Do. · 
Do. 
Fort Rice, Dak. 
Fort Pembina, Dak. 
Fort Rice, Dak. 
Fort A. Lincoln, Dak. 
Fort Rice, Dak. 
Recruit left Saint Louis Barracks .July 5, 1873. 
Recruits left Saint Louis Barracks October 13, 1873. 
Recruits left New York City October 12, 1873. 
EIGHTH REGIMENT OF CAVALRY. 
Headquarters...... . . . . . . . . .Aug. 31 1873 
Non-commissioned 18 ...... do.' ...... 
staff and band. 
A ................ .. 
B ................ .. 
c ................ .. 
D ................ .. 
E ................ .. 
64 ...... do ...... . 
63 ...... do ... .. .. 
67 ...... do ...... . 
65 ...... do ...... . 
64 ...... do _ .... .. 
F ................. . 
G ... ............ .. 
H ................ .. 
65 ...... do ..... .. 
55 ...... do ...... . 
60 ...... do ...... . 
I . ------ ........... . 
K ................. . 
L ................ .. 
60 ...... do ...... . 
54 ...... do _ ..... . 
63 ...... do_------
M ...... ......... .. . 67 ...... do ....... 
19 
Fort Union, N.Mex. 
Do. 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex. 
Fort Union, N.Mex. 
Fort !den, N.Mex. 
Fort ,'tanton, N.Mex. 
Fort Wingate, N.Mex. 
Fort Garland, Colo. 
Fort elden, N. Mex. 
Fort McRae, N. Mex. 
Fort Bayard, . Mex. 
Fort Wingate, . Mex. 
Fort Union, N.Mex. 
100 r~~~ts left Saint Louis Barracks .July 22, 1873; 81 
.ioined. 
2-20 recruits ordered October 29, 1873. 
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NINTH REGIMENT OF CA. V .A.LRY. 
Companies, &c. Station. 
Headquarters ...... _ .. ____ . AUJ?:. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 23 ...•.. do_------
Ringgold Barracks, Tex. 
Do. 
staff and band. 
A-------·----------
B ...... . .......... . 
c ·----·---- ··------D ................ .. 
E ................ .. 
F · ·····--· · ·- -·----
G ................. . 
H ................. . 
I ................. . 
K ................ .. 
L ··---- ·--· ·· ·· ·--· 
M ...... ------ ...... 
58 ...... do ..... .. 
62 ...... do ..... .. 
45 ...... do .. .... . 
60 ...... do ...... . 
61 ...... do ...... . 
60 ...... do ...... . 
55 ...... do ...... . 
52 . ..... do ...... . 
59 ...... do ..... .. 
49 ...... do ...... . 
62 ...... do.-----· 
55 ...... do ....... 
Total.... ... 701 
Fort Concho, Tex. 
Ringgold Barracks, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Stockton, Tex. 
Fort Concho, Tex. 
Do. 
Ringgold Barracks, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Davis, Tex. 
Fort Brown, Tex. 
Ringgold Barracks, Tex. 
Fort Concho, '.rex. 
All disposable recruits ordered September 16, 1873. 
TENTH REGIMENT OF CA. V ALRY. 
Headquarters ...... __ ...... aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 27 ...... do-------
staff and band. 
A .... .. .......... . . 67 ...... do ...... . 
B ........ ... ...... . 59 ...... do ..... .. 
c ------------------ 57 ...... do ...... . 
D ......... . ...... .. 56 ...... do ...... . 
E .... .. .......... .. 55 ...... do . ..... . 
]!' ------------------ 59 ...... do ...... . G ................. . 58 ...... do . .... .. 
H ..... ............ . 61 ...... do ..... : . 
I .· ·· ··-- -·------ -·· 52 ...... do ..... .. 
K ................. . 54 ...... do ...... . 
L ................ -- 59 ...... do . .. .. . 
M ................. . 58 ...... do ..... .. 
86 
Total .. .. .. .. F.:OA 
Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
Do. 
Fort Concho, Tex. 
Fort Hill, Ind. T. 
Fort Griffin, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Richardson, Tex. 
Fort Concho, Tex. 
Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
Do. 
Fort Richardson, T ex. 
Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
Fort Richardson, Tex. 
~~~~-~li~· l~·t·s;int Louis Barracks august 24, 1873. 
FIRST REGIMENT OF aRTILLERY. 
Headquarters...... . . . . . . . . aug. 31, 1873. 
Non-commissioned 24 ...... do-------
staff and band. 
A ....... ---- ...... . 38 ...... do ..... .. 
B ................. . 49 ...... do ... ... . 
c ---- ----- -- .. _ ----. 53 . ..... do ..... .. 
D ..... ...... . ------ 53 ... ... do ..... .. 
E ................ .. 39 . ..... do ..... .. 
F ------------------ 33 ...... do ..... .. G ................ .. 55 ...... do ..... .. 
H .... -- .... --.----- 49 ...... do ..... .. 
I ....... ------ .... .. 41 ...... do ...... . 
K ................. . 67 -- -- --do ..... .. 
L ................ .. 43 ...... do------· 
M ............ ..... . 50 ...... do ....... 
25 
Total .. .. .. .. 619 
Charleston, S. C. 
Do. 
Fort Barrancas, Fla. 
Saint Augustine, Fla. 
Do. 
Savannah, Ga. 
Key West, Fla. 
Fort Barrancas, Fla. 
Fort Monroe, Va. 
Chadeston, S. C. 
Key West, Fla. 
Charleston, S.C. 
Fort Barrancas, Fla. 
Fort J" efferson, Fla. 
Recruits attached to Company G for instruction. 
30 recruits ordered to Battery K, October 7, 1873. 
231.080 
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SECOND REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY. 
l'l't:l 
Companies, &c. Station. 
s§ 
as~~ Date of r eport. ~~~ 
$'1 P,dl 
-------------1~~~---l----------l----------------------------------------
Headquarters...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 .. 
Non-commissioned 28 .•..•. do ...... . 
staff and band. 
A._ .............. .. 69 .. .... do ..... .. 
B ................ .. 56 ...... do ...... . 
c .... ............ .. 51 ...... do ..... .. 
D ................ .. 42 ...... do ..... .. 
E ................. . 53 ...... do ..... .. 
F ................ .. 54 ...... do ..... .. 
G ................ .. 48 ...... do ..... .. 
H ................ .. 53 ...... do ..... .. 
I ....... .......... .. 51 ...... do ..... .. 
K ............ .... .. 50 ...... do ...... . 
L ................ .. 48 ...... do .... .. . 




Total .. . . . .. . 722 
Fort McHenry, Md. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Foote, Md. 
Fort McHenry, Md. 
Charleston, S. C. 
]j'ort Macon, N. C. 
Ralei_B~: N.C. 
Fort McHenry, Md. 
Raleigh, N. C. 
Fort Monroe, Va. 
Fort Macon, N.C. 
]j'ort Johnston, N.C. 
Unassigned recruits. 
Recruits attached to Company K for instruction. 
Recruits left Fort Columbus,October 9, 1873, for Battery A. 
THIRD REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY. 
Headquarters...... .. . .. . .. Aug. 31 1873 
Non-commissioned 25 ...... do.' .... . . 
staff and band. 
A ................ .. 56 ...... do ...... . 
B ......... ... .... .. 50 ...... do .... .. . 
c ................ .. 
D ......... ....... .. 
E .......... ..... . .. 
F ................ .. 
G ................ .. 
H ................. . 
I ................. .. 
K ................. . 
L ......... - ..... .. 
M ................ .. 
67 ...... do ..... .. 
32 ...... do .. .. - .. 
36 ...... do ..... . 
32 ...... do ..... .. 
40 ...... do .... .. . 
41 ...... do ..... .. 
45 ...... do ..... .. 
55 ...... do ..... .. 
45 ...... do ..... .. 




Total .. . .. . .. 593 
Fort Hamilton, .New York Harbor. 
· Do. 
Fort Monroe, Va. 
Fort Niagara, N.Y. 
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor. 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. 
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor. 
Fort Ontario, N. Y. 
Fort Hamilton, New York H~trbor. 
David's Island, New York Harbor. 
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor. 
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor. 
Fort Wood, New York Harbor. 
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor. 
Musician left Fort Columbus September 11,1873. 
Recruits attached to Company A for instruction. 
Re~ruits left Fort Columbus October 28, 1873. 
FOURTH REGIMENT OF AR'l'ILLERY. 
Headquarters...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
N~~~o:Tb!~rd 2o ...... do .... _ .. 
A ........... 00 ..... 35 . ..... do ..... .. 
B . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . tl2 ...... do ...... . 
C ..... -. -- . --. . .. . 43 ...... do ...... . 
D ................ 00 50 ...... do ...... . 
E ...... .. - .. . .. -- 00 60 ...... do ..... 00 
F.................. 54 ...... do .. ... .. 
G.................. 53 . ..... do . ..... . 
H.................. 4 ...... do . .... .. 
I................... 51 ...... do ..... .. 
K........ .......... 39 ...... do ..... .. 
L.................. 48 ...... do . .... .. 
M.................. 44 ...... do ...... . 
8 ............... . 
28 .............. .. 
Total........ 663 






Fort Stevens, Oreg. 
.Alcatraz Island, Cal. 
Point San Jose, Cal. 
Fort Cape Disappointment, Wash. 
Fort Monroe, Va. 
Fresidio, Cal. 
Alcatraz Island, Cal. 
Presidio, Cal. 
Unassigned recruits. . 
Recruits attached to Company I for instrnct10n. 
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FIFTH REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY. 
Companies, &c. Station. 
Headquarters ... ... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873.. Fort Adams, R.I. 
Non-commissioned 21 ...... do....... Do. 
staff and band. 
A ................ .. 
B ................ .. 
c ------·-----------
D -------------·----
E ................ .. 
F ................ .. 
G . ................ . 
H ................ .. 
I .................. . 
K ................ .. 
L ................ .. 
M ............ ·-·---
42 ...... do ...... . 
49 , ...... do ...... . 
49 .••••. do . ..... . 
43 ...... do ...... . 
48 ...... do ..... .. 
87 ...... do ..... .. 
49 ...... do ..... .. 
32 ...... do ...... . 
40 ...... do ..... .. 
44 ...... do ...... . 
44 ...... do ..... .. 
31 ...... do ...... . 
27 .............. .. 
3 ............... . 
Total ........ -609~ 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Monroe, Va. 
Fort Warren, Mass. 
Fort Independence, Mass. 
Fort Adams, R. I. 
Plattsburgh Barracks, N.Y. 
Fort Trumbull, Conn. 
Do. 
Madison BaJ:"racks, N.Y. 
Fort Adams, R. I. 
Fort Preble, Me. 
Recruits attached to Company C for instruction. 
Recruits left Fort Columbus September 15, 1873. 
FIRST REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 . 
Non- commissioned 27 ...... do ...... . 
staff and baud. 
A ............. .. . . . 36 ...... do . ..... . 
B ................. . 39 ...... do ..... .. 
c ......... ....... .. 51 ...... do ..... .. 
D ................. . 32 ...... do ...... . 
E ................. . 36 ...... do ...... . 
F ................. . 35 ...... do ..... .. 
G ................ .. 48 ...... do ...... . 
H ................ .. 42 ...... do ...... . 
I . .......... -- .... -- 51 ...... do ...... . 
K ................. . 25 ...... do ...... . 
Total . i • .. . .. 422 
Fort Wayne, Mich. 
Do. 
Fort Porter, N. Y. 
Madison Barracks, N. Y. 
Jfort Porter, N. Y. 
:Fort Wayne, Mich. 
Do. 
Fort Mackinac, Mich. 
Fort Brady, Mich. 
Fort Gratiot, Mich. 
Fort Wayne, Mich. 
Fort Brady, Mich. 
· SECOND REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters . .... . 
Non-commissioned 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 
B ................. .. 
c ........... ...... . 
D ........ .... . ... .. 
E ................ .. 
F ....... ......... .. 
G .... ......... .... . 
H ................. . 
I ............. ..... . 
K ................ .. 
Aug. 31, 1873 
25 ...... do ....... 
50 ...... do ...... . 
50 ...... do . .... .. 
50 ...... do ...... . 
49 ...... do ... .. .. 
38 ...... do ... .. .. 
44 ...... do ..... .. 
46 ...... do ...... . 
43 ...... do ..... .. 
43 .. .... do . ..... . 
49 ... ... do ..... .. 
Total .......... 487 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. 
Do: 
Atlanta, Ga. • 





Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Do 
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. 
THIRD REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
~eadquar~r~------ ........ Aug. 31,1873 
:N on-comm1ss10ned 21 ...... do ..... .. 
staff and band. 
A .... ............ .. 50 ... ... do ..... .. 
B ................ .. 53 ...... do ...... . 
c ................ .. 52 ...... do ..... .. 
D ................. . 41 ...... do ...... . 
E ................ .. 
F ................ .. 
G ................ .. 
H ................. . 
I ... .............. .. 
K ................ .. 
47 ...... do ..... .. 
48 ...... do ...... . 
43 ...... do ..... .. 
44 ...... do ..... .. 
36 ...... do ...... . 
46 ...... do ..... .. 
Total.......... 481 
Fort Riley, Kansas. 
Do. 
Fort Dodge, Kans. 
Camp Supply, Ind. T. 
Fort Ril ey, Kans. 
Camp Supply, Ind. T. 
Fort Riley, Kans. . 
Fort Lyon, Colo. 
Do. 
Fort Wallace, Kans. 
Camp Supply, Ind. T. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
, 
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FOURTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Companies, &c. Station. 
Headquarters .............. Sept. 30,1873 Fort Bridger, Wyo. 
Non-commissioned 20 ...... do . . . . . . . Do. 
staff and band. 
A.................. 46 ..... . do ....... Fort Fetterman, Wvo. 
B.................. 58 ...... do ....... Fort Bridger, Wyo: 
C .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . 58 ... . .. do . .. . . . . Do. 
D.................. 58 ...... do . .. .. .. Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 ...... do . . . . . . . Do. 
F.................. 40 ...... do . ...... Fort Fetterman, Wyo. 
G.................. 59 ...... do ....... Fort Sanders, Wyo. 
H.................. 46 ...... do . .. .. .. Camp Douglas, Utah. 
I................... 59 ...... do .. .. .. Fort Sanders, Wyo. 
K...... ...... .... .. 59 ..... . do ....... Fort Bridger, Wyo. 
53 ....... .. ...... . Unassigned recruits. 
Total ........ 614 
FIFTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters ... . . . . :. . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 18 ...... do ....... 
staff and band. 
A. ................ .. 57 ...... do ..... .. 
B ................. . 56 ...... do ..... .. 
c ................ .. 45 .. .... do . .... .. 
D ................. . 45 . ..... do ..... .. 
E ................ .. 45 ...... do ...... . 
F ............ ..... . !12 ...... do ...... . 
G ................. . 54 ...... do ..... .. 
H ...... ..... ...... . 57 ...... do . ..... . 
I .. ................ . 50 ...... do ...... . 
K ................ .. 57 ...... do ...... . 
8 
Total........ 544 
Fort Lea von worth, Kans. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T. 
Fort Larned, Kans. 
Fort Dodge, Kans. 
Fort Larned, Kans. 
Do. 





SIXTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
H eadquarters ...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 Fort Buford, Dak. 
Non commissioned 22 .... .. do....... Do. 
staff and band. 
A.................. 53 . ..... do....... Do. 
B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5" ...•.. do . . . . . . . Fort Abraham Lincoln, Dak. 
C .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 49 .... .. do .' ..... , Fort Buford, Dak. 
D.................. 57 ...... do....... Do. 
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 ...... do . . . . . . . Do. 
F.................. 58 . ..... do....... Do. 
G ......... ......... 58 . ..... do....... Do. 
H.................. 57 ...... do ....... Fort Stevenson, Dak. 
I................... 58 ...... do ....... Fort Buford, Dak. 
K...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 .•••.. do . . . . . . . Fort Stevenson, Dak. 
1 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . Musician left Fort Columbus October 28, 1873. 
Total.......... 583 
SEVENTH REGIMENT OF INF AKTRY. 
Headquarters..... . .. .. .. .. Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 20 ...... do ....... 
staff and band. 
A ................ .. 58 ...... do . .... .. 
B ................ .. 57 ...... do ...... . 
c ................ .. 56 ...... do . .... .. 
D ................. . 5 ...... do ..... .. 
E ................ .. 59 ...... do ...... . 
F ................ .. 58 ...... do ...... . 
58 ...... do; .... .. 
H ................. . 5.1 ...... do ...... . 
! . ................. . 54 ...... do ...... . 
K ................ .. 58 ...... do . .... .. 
Total ... ... ... . 589 ............... . 
Fort Shaw, Mont. 
Do. 
Fort Ellis, Mont. 
Fort Benton, Mont. 





Camp Baker, Dak. 
Fort Shaw, Mont. 
Do. 
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EIGHTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 






Sept. 30,1873 Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
21 ...... do....... Do. 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 
B ................. . 
c ················· · D ................. . 
E ................. . 
F ................. . 
G ..•.....•..•... • . . 
H ................. . 
I ................. . 
K ................. . 
Total ....... . 
41 ...... do ...... . 
47 ..•••. do ...... . 
41 ...... do ...... . 
55 ...... do ...... . 
51 ...... do ...... . 
32 ...... do ...... . 
55 ...... do ...... . 
47 .•.•.. do ...... . 
50 ...... do ...... . 





Camp Stambaugh, Wyo. 
Fort D. A. Russell, 'Wyo. 
Do. 
Beaver City, Utah. 
Do. 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Beaver City, Utah. 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Beaver City, Utah. 
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Unassigned recruits. 
Musicians }Aft Fort Columbus September 29, 1873. 
Musician left Newport Barracks October 22, 1873. 
NINTH REGIMENT. OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . Sept. ao, 1873 
Non-commissioned 19 ...... do ....... 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 57 ...... do · ...... . 
B ................ .. 53 ...... do ...... . 
c ................. . 60 ...... do ...... . 
D ................. . 44 . ..... do ...... . 
E ................. . 51 ...... do ...... . 
F ................. . 43 .••••• do ...... . 
G ................. . 46 ...... do ...... . 
H ................. . 38 .. .... do ..... .. 
! .................. . 37 ...... do ...... . 












Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo. 
Omaha Barracks, Nebr. 
Do. 
Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. 
Unassigned recruits. 
Recruit left Newport Barracks September 22, 1873. 
TENTH REGIMENT OF INFAN'l'RY. 
Headquarters .............. Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 20 ...•.. do ...... . 
staff and band. 
A ................ . 
B ................. . 
c ................ .. 
D ................. . 
E .....•............ 
F ................. . 
G .....••........... 
H ................. . 
! .... .............. . 
K ..... ........ .... . 














. ..... do ...... . 
... ... do ..... .. 
...... do .. .... . 
. .... do ...... . 
...... do ...... . 
. ..... do ...... . 
...... do ...... . 
. ..... do ...... . 
. ..... do ..... .. 
.. .... do ... ... . 
. 
Fort McKavett, Tex. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Stockton, Tex . 
Fort McKavett, Tex . 
A us tin, Tex. 
Fort McKavett, Tex . 
Do. 
Fort Clark, Tex . 
Do. 
Fort McKavett, Tex . 
Fort Clark, Tex . 
61 rccruitsleftNewportBarracks July29, 1873; 16joined 
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ELEVENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Companies, &c. Station. 
H eadquarters...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 Fort Richardson, Tex. 
Non-commissioned 19 ...... do....... Do. 
stafl' and band. 
A ................. . 40 ...... do ~ ------
B ... .............. . 55 ...... do ...... . 
c .... ........ ... .. .. fi3 ...... do ..... .. 
D ................ .. 49 ...... do ...... . 
E ................ .. 48 ...... do ...... . 
F ................ .. 50 ...... do ..... .. 
G ...... ·----------- 49 ...... do ..... .. 
H ... ............. .. 39 ...... do ..... .. 
I .------ :----------- 52 ...... do ...... . 
K ... .............. . 48 ...... do ...... . 
Total.......... 502 
Fort Griffin, Tex. 
.Fort Richardson, Tex. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Concho, Tex. 
Fort Griffin, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Concho, Tex. 
Fort Richardson, Tex. 
Do. 
TWELTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
H eadquarters...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
N ~~~ffo:!d\~~~d.ed 21 ...... dq ...... . 
A.................. 55 ...... do . . .... . 
B .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 41 ...... do ..... .. 
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 55 ...... do ...... . 
l)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 ...... do ...... . 
E..... . .. .. .. .. .. .. 42 ...... do ...... . 
F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 ...... do ...... . 
G...... ............ 74 ...... do ...... . 
H.................. 40 ...... do ...... . 
I . .................. 55 ...... do . ..... . 
K.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 ...... do ...... . 
11 .............. .. 
1 .............. .. 
TotaL. .. .. .. .. 551 
.Angel I sland, Cal. 
· Do. 
Camp Wright, Cal. 
San Diego, Cal. 
Fort Ha11, Ind. T. 
Camp Independence, Cal. 
Camp Gaston, Cal. 
Camp l3eale's Springs, Ariz. 
Angel Island, Cal. 
Camp Halleck, Nev. 
Camp Mohave, .Ariz. 
Camp Gaston, Cal. .. 
14:3 recruits left Fort Columbus May 4, 1873; 132Jomed. 
Recruit left San Francisco July, 1873. 
THIRTEENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
H adquarters ... ....... .... Aug. 31, 1B73 
Non- commi . ioned 23 .. .. .. do . ...... 
staff and band. 
A ................ .. 
B ................. . 
c ................ .. 
D ................ .. 
E . ............... .. 
F .......... .. ..... . 
G .. -- .. .. .. -.. -----
H ...... ....... .... . 
I . ...... -- ....... -- . 













. ..... do ...... . 
.. .... do ..... .. 
. .... . do ...... . 
. ..... do ..... . . 
.. .... do . ..... . 
...... do ...... . 
.. .... do ... ... . 
. ..... do . ..... . 
.. .... do . ..... . 
.. .... do ...... . 
Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. 
Do. 
Camp Brown, Wyo. 
Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. 




Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. 
Camp Douglas, Utah. 
Do. 
:Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. 
R~cruits left F ort Columbus September 29, 1873. 
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FOURTEENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Companies, &c. Date of report. 
Headquarters ........•.. ... Sept. 30, 1873 
Non-commissioned 20 .....• do . . .. .. . 
staff and band. 
A .... ... ......... . . 
B . . ......... .. .. . . . 
c ·················· D ................. . 
E .. ............. .. . 
F ....... ......... .. 
G .............. ... . 
H ................ .. 
! ... . .-............ .. 














...... do ...... . 
...... do . .... .. 
. .. . .. do .. .... . 
...... do ...... . 
..... . do ... . . . . 
...... do . .... .. 
...... do ...... . 
...... do ..... .. 
..... . do ..... . . 
.. ... . do ...... . 





Fort Fetterman, Wyo . 
Fort Sanders, Wyo . 
Do . 
Fort Fetterman, Wyo . 
Fort Laramie, Wyo . 
Sidney Barracks, Nebr . 
Fort taramie, Wash. 
Station. 
Musicians left Newport Bar racks September 22, 1873. 
Recruits left Newport Barracks October 22, 1873. 
FIFTEENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters ............. . Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissimwd 14 ...... do ....... 
staff' and band. 
A ................ .. 49 ...... do ...... . 
B ................ .. 45 ...... do ...... . 
c ................ .. 40 ...... do ..... .. 
D .... .. . .. . .. .... .. 43 ...... do ..... .. 
E ........ ........ .. 55 ...... do ...... . 
F ................ .. 52 . ..... do ..... .. 
G .... ..... .... .. . .. 55 ...... do ...... . 
H ................. . 48 ...... do: .... .. 
I . .... .... ........ .. 55 ...... do . ..... . 
K ....... .. ... .. ... . 46 ...... do ..... .. 
Total.......... 502 
Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
Do. 
Fort Wingate, N.Mex. 
Fort Tulerosa, N. Mex. 
]'ort Union, N.Mex. 
Fort Garland, Colo. 
Fort Bayard, N. Mex. 
Fort Selden, N.Mex. 
Fort Bayard, N. 'Mex. 
Fort Craig, N. Mex. 
Fort Stanton, N.Mex. 
Fort Tulerosa, N . Mex. 
100 r ecruits ord~red October 29, 1873. 
' 
SIXTEENTH REGIMENT OF INF.ANTRY . 
H eadquarters ........ . 
Non -commissioned 
.. .. 1 Aug. 31,1873 
21 ...... do ...... . 
staff and band. 
A ................ .. 57 .•••• . do ...... . 
B . ............... .. 53 ...... do ..... .. 
0 ..... ... ......... . 58 ...... do ...... . 
D ................. . 51 ...... do ...... . 
E ....... ........ . .. 43 ...... do ...... . 
F ................ .. 51 ...... do ..... .. 
G ................ .. 50 ...... do ..... .. 
H ................ .. 43 ...... do . ..... . 
! .. ......... ...... .. 49 ...... do .... . .. 
K ................. . 55 ...... do ...... . 
Total.......... 531 
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SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
l=l"d 
a~ 





H eadquarters ...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 20 ...... do ....... 
staff and band. 
A. ...... . ......... .. 55 ...... do ...... . 
B ................. . 50 ...... do ..... .. 
c ................. . 49 ...... do ..... .. 
D ................. . 48 ...... do ..... .. 
E ................ .. 51 ...... do ...... . 
F ................. . 50 ...... do ..... .. 
G . ............... .. 54 ...... do ..... .. 
H ................. . 51 ...... do ...... . 
I . ................ .. 53 ...... do ..... .. 




Fort Abercrombie, Dak. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Wadsworth, Dak. 
Do. 
Camp Hancock, Ed winton, Dak. 
Grand River .A.genc.v, Dak. 
Fort .Abercrombie, Dak. 
Grand River Agency, Dak. 
Fort A. Lincoln, Dak. 
Big Cheyenne Agen cy, Dak. 
Do. 
80 r ecruits ordered October 29, 1873. 
EIGHTEENTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters...... . . . . . . . . Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 27 ...... do ....... 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 49 ...... do ..... .. 
B ................ .. 51 ...... do ...... . 
c ................. . 45 ...... do .... . .. 
D ................ . 48 ...... do . .... .. 
E ......... .. ..... .. 52 ...... do . ..... . 
F ... ..... .. ...... .. 42 ...... do ...... . 
G ............... .. 45 ...... do ..... .. 
H . ...... .......... . 52 ...... do ..... .. 
I .................. . 54 ...... do ..... .. 





Columbia, S. C. 




Do . . 
Do. 
Do. 
Newberry, S. C. 
NI:NETEEXTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
H eadquarters...... . . . . . . . . .Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-rommissioned 19 ...... do . ...... 
sta.fl' and baud. 
A ................. . 53 ...... do .. .... . 
B ................ .. 50 ...... do ... .. .. 
C . ............... .. 44 .... .. do ..... .. 
D ................ .. 47 ...... do ...... . 
E .. ... ............ . 4l ...... do ...... . 
F ................ .. 47 ...... rlo ...... . 
G ................ .. 44 ...... do ..... .. 
H ................. . 49 ...... do ..... .. 
I ......... ...... .. 41 ...... do ... .. .. 
K ................ .. 41 ...... do ... ... . 
Total. ........ . 476 
Jackson Barracks, La. 
Do. 
Baton Ronge, La. 
Jackson Barracks, La. 
Alexandria, La. 
Do. 
Saint Martinsville, La. 
Jackson Barracks, La. 
Greenwood, La. 
Jackson Barracks, La. 
Greenwood, La. 
Baton Rouge, La. 
TWE ... TIET.li REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquart~rs_. .... -1-- .... : -~Aug. 31, 1873 
N on-comrrn~s10ncd 2J .... . . do ...... . 
stair and baud. 
~~:::::::::::::.::: I ~~ 1:: ::: ::i~ ::::::: 
0 .................. 5 ...... do ...... . 
D . ..... ....... ... . 52 ...... do ..... .. 
E ... .......... .. .. . 51 , ...... rlo ...... . 
F .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. 54 ...... do . ..... . 
G.................. 52 ...... do ...... . 
rr.................. 5~ ...... do ...... . 
I................... 52 ...... do . ..... . 
K.................. s- .... .. <1 .•.•••. 
!-__:_- --·· ··········· 
Total ........ 1 5:J9 
I 
Fort Snelling, Minn. 
Do. 
Fort eward, Dak. 
:Fort Ripley, ::Uinn. 
l•'ort Snelling, ~linn. 
l!'ort Pembina, Dak. 
Fort Totten, Dak. 
. Fort Pembina, Dak. 
Fort Ripley, ::Uinn. 
Fort Snelling, Minn. 
Fort P mbina. Dak. 
.Fort Totten, Dak. 
Unassigueu recruits. 
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'a5 ~ ~ Date of report. 113~~ 
;.=:e.a t1 A<G 
Headquarters ...... . .•... _. Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 20 ...... do ...... . 
staff and band. 
A .. . . ..... ........ . 54 ...... do ...... . 
B . ....... . .. . · ..... . 54 ...... do ..... .. 
c ............ .... .. 57 ...... do ..... .. 
D .. .. ............ .. 53 ...... do .. ... .. 
E . . .............. .. 57 ...... do ..... .. 
F ... . .. .......... .. 55 ...... do . .. .. .. 
G ................. . 59 ...... do . .... .. 
H ....... .... ..... .. 36 ...... do ..... .. 
I .. ......... .... ... . 54 ...... do ...... . 
K ... ----- ....... --- 45 ...... do ...... . 
3 
Total .. .. .. .. 547 
Station. 
Fort Vancouver, Wash. 
Do. 
Camp Harney, Oreo-. 
Fort Walla-Wall a, Wash. 
Fort Vancouver, Wash. 
Camp Waruer, Oreg. 
Fort Colville, Wash. 
Fort K lamath, Oreg. 
Fort Lapwai, Idaho. 
San Juan· Island, Wash. 
Fort Walla-Walla, Wash. 
Fort Boise, Idaho. 
Recruits left San Francisco July, 1873. 
TWENTY-SECOND REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters ........ ... _ __ Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 23 ...... do ....... 
staff and band. 
_A,_---.--- ---.-- .. -- -
B ------------------C ................. . 
D ................. . 
E ................. . 
F ................. . 
G ... . .. ...... . .... . 
H ... ..... . ....... .. 
I .. --. -- .-----------
K ................. . 
55 ...... do ..... .. 
57 ...... do ..... .. 
45 ...... do ...... . 
47 ...... do ...... . 
56 ...... do ...... . 
48 _ ..... do ..... .. 
53 ...... do ..... .. 
47 . ..... do_ .... .. 
59 ... ... rlo .. .... . 
52 ...... do ..... .. 
2 
TotaL ....... _ 544 
Fort Sully, Dak. 
Do. 
Do. 
Fort Randall, Dak. 
Lower Brule Agency, Dak. 
Fort Randall, Dak. 
Fort Sully, Dak. 
· Do. 
Fort Randall, Dak. 
Do. 
Fort Sully, Dak. 
Fort-Randall, Dak: 
Unassigned recruits. 
65 recruits ordered October 29, 1873. 
TWENTY-THIRD REGIMENT OF INF A.NTRY . 
Headquarters . . ... . 
Non- commissioned 
staff and band. 
A ................. . 
B ................. . 
c ...... ----------- -
D ...... ------ .... .. 
E ................ .. 
F ................ .. 
G ................ .. 
H ................. . 
! . ................. . 
K ................ .. 
TotaL .. . .... .. 
. . . . __ .. Aug. 31, 1873 Fort Whipple, Ariz. 
18 ...... do....... Do. 
59 ...... do ...... . 
57 .... . . do ..... .. 
59 ... .. . do .... .. . 
42 ..... . do . ..... . 
55 ...... do . .... .. 
5~ ...... do ..... .. 
59 ...... do ..... .. 
53 .. ... . do ...... . 
59 ...... do ...... . 
56 ...... do ..... .. 
575 
Camp Verde, Ariz. 
Fort Whipple. Ariz . 
Camp McDowell, Ariz. 
Camp Lowell, Ariz. 
Do. 
Port Bowie, Ariz. 
Fort Yuma, Cal. 
Camp Grant, Ariz. 
Camp Apache, Ariz. 
Fort Whipple, Ariz. 
TWENTY-FOURTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY. 
Headquarters ...... ____ . . . _ Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 20 ...... do . .. .... 
Fort Duncan, Tex. 
Do. 
staff and band. 
A ...... . ......... .. 59 ...... do ..... .. 
B ................ .. 59 ...... do ...... . 
c ................ .. 55 ...... do ..... .. 
D ................ .. 57 ...... do . .... .. 
E ................. . 56 ...... do ...... . 
F ................. . 
G ................ .. 
58 ...... do . .... .. 
5 ...... do ..... .. 
H ................. . 
! ...... .... ... .... .. 
59 ...... do ...... . 
54 ...... do ..... .. 
K.----.- ......... .. 61 ...... do ..... .. 
Total........ 596 
Ringgold Barracks, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Brown, Tex. 
Fort Duncan, Tex. 
Fort B1·own, Tex. 
Fort Mcintosh, Tex. 
Fort Brown, Tex. 
Do. 
Do. 
Ringgold Barracks, Tex. 
-
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s~ ] i ~ Date of report. 
en en<~:> 
~2:2 ~A~ 
Headquarters .... -.. . . • . . . . . .Aug. 31, 1873 
Non-commissioned 21 ...... do------ -
staff and band. 








K.- .. ------- ..... --
54 ...... do------ -
58 ...... do ..... .. 
57 ... __ .do _ ..... . 
59 ... __ .do . .... .. 
58 ... __ . do ... __ .. 
59 ...... do .... __ . 
~~ ::::::~~ ~:::::: 
57 ...... do-------
56 .. ____ do _ ...... 
Total . __ • __ .. 595 
Fort Davis, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Clark, Tex . 
Fort Quitman, Tex. 
Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
Fort Davis, Tex. 
Do. 
Fort Stockton, Tex. 
Fort Davis, Tex. 
Fort Bliss, Tex. 
Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
Fort Stockton, Tex. 
ENGINEER BATTALION. 
Station. 
Headquarters ..... . . . . . .Aug. 31, 1873 Willet's Point, New York Harbor. 
14 ...... do....... Do. Non-commissioned 
staff and band. 
.A ...... -----··--··· 75 .... .. do .. .. .. . Do . 
B ................. . 74 ...... do....... Do. 
c ------------·----· 71 ...... <lo ....... Do. D ................ .. 20 ...... do .... __ . Do. 
E ................. . 62 .. __ .. do . .. .. .. . West Point, "K. Y. 
Total. ....... . 316 
Recruits, recruiting parties, general-senice men, &c. 
.Available recruits at Ft. Columbus, New York Harbor, general service and colored . 
.Available recruits at Newport Barracks, Ky., general service and col01·ed ........ . 
.A vail able recruits at Saint Louis Banacks, Mo., mounted service ................ . 
Available recruits at New York City, mounted service ................ . ..... . .... . 
Total. __ .. __ ...... __ .... __ ................................................. . 
Permanent and recruiting parties, music boys, and recruits at depots not avaHable 
for a signment. 
General-service men on duty in Bureaus of the War Department-, .Army, division, 
and department headquarters, &c. 
~~~tap~?n~~~~=~~i:8:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·. 
iir-p~t~Ie~~~~r~ns~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
g~~~f~~r:e~~~-t~-::::::::::::::::::: _-:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Date of report. 
215 Oct. 31, 1873 
100 Oct. 31, 1873 
129 Oct. 20, 1873 
44 Oct. 31, 1873 
488 ....... --·. --· 
963 Oct. 20, 1873 
411 .Aug. 31. 1873 
425 .Aug. 31, 1 73 
215 .Aug. :n, 1 73 
43~ .Aug. 31, 1873 
391 Oct. 31, 1873 
111 Oct. 31, 1 73 
152 Oct. 31, 1873 
Norn.-Tbe authorized strength (enli ted men) of the following-named organizations is as follows: 
Engin erBattalion ......... 350 ! .Artilleryregi.ment ........ 74 I Canlryregiment .......... 1,001 
Infantry regiment.......... 595 Company of artill ry...... 59 Cavalry company.......... 83 
Infantry company..... . . . . . 59 Battery of artillery . . . . . . . 94 
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Regiment. 
~~~~~~~il~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :: ~ ~:::::::::::::: 
ll~1~tg~11!~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Seventh Cavalry .. _ .................. . 
¥l~~~h g:!~Nr< ~:::::::: ~::: ::::::::: 
RECAPITUI-ATIO~. 









Seventeenth Infantry 1f ...•.•.••••••. 
Eighteenth Infantry ................ . 
Nineteenth Infantry ................. . 
Twentieth Infantry ................ .. 
Twenty-first Infantry ........... .. .. . 
Twenty-second Infantry** .......... . 
Twenty-third Infantry ......... ..... . 
Twenty-fourth Infantry ............ .. 












25,535 First A rt;llery § ...... _ ............... . 



























Third Artillery ..................... -. 
Fourth Artillery ..................... . 
Fifth Artillery _ •. ..... ... ............ 
~i~iKi~;;::w-ii?:)i_i_i•!! 
Seventh Infantry .... ... ...... -- ...... . 
~l~~r i~1~~1t¥ ~::::: ~ ~ ~: ~:::::::::::: 
Eleventh Infantry ................... . 
Twelfth Infantry_ ................ - .. . 
Thirteenth Infantry_ ...... .... . ..... . 
Fourteenth Infantrv ................. . 
~ifteenth Infantry ii ....... -.-- .. --- ·-
Sixteenth Infantry .... .............. .. 
Engineer Battalion ............... ---
Permanent and recruiting parties, 
mnsic boys, and recruits not avail-
able for assignment. 
General-service men on duty in the 
Bureaus of the War Department, 
Army, division, and department 
headquarters, &c. 
Ordnance Department ..... ..... .. .. -
West Point detachments ... .... ..... . 
Signal detachment _ ................. . 
Hospital stewards tt ................ .. 
Ordnance sergeants . . . . ............ . 
Available recruits at depots ......... . 
Commissary sergeants .............. . 
Total non-combatants ............... . 
Total .......................... . 
* Two hundred recruits ordered October 21, 1873; 100 ;ecrnits ~eft October-, 1873. 
t Two hundred and twenty recruits ordered October 29, 1873. 
tAll disposable recruits ordered September 16, 1873. 
~ Thirty recruits orcered to Battery K October 7, 187::1. 
II One hundred recruits ordered October 29, 1873. 
1f Eighty recruits ordered October 29, 1873. 
-a Sixty-five recr\1its ordered October 29, 1873. 
tt Not included m the 30,000 authorized by law. 













HEADQUARTERS l\fiLI1'ARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, October 27, 1873. 
OoLONEL: For the information of the General of the Army, I have 
the honor to submit my annual report of operations within this military 
division during the past year, accompanied by the reports of subordi-
nate commanders. 
The organization of the division remains unchanged since my last re-
port, and consists of four departments, viz : The Department of Dakota, 
commanded by Bdg. Gen. Alfred H. Terry, consisting of the State of 
Minnesota and the Territories of Dakota and Montana; the Depart-
ment of the Platte, commanded by Brig. Gen. Edward 0. 0. Ord, com-
posed of the States of Iowa and Nebraska and the Territories of Utah 
and Wyoming; the Department of the Missouri, commanded by Brig. 
Gen. John Pope, including the States of Missouri, Kansas, and Illinois, 
and the Territories of Colorado and New Mexico; and the Department 
of Texas, commamled by Brig. Gen. Christopher C. Augur, embracing 
the State of Tex::- sand tbe Indian Territory. 
It will be seen that the Military Division of the Missouri includes most 
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of the Western States and all the Territories east of .Arizona, California, 
and Idaho, from British Co.lumbia on the north to the Gulf of Mexico 
. . on the south. Within these limits, which include more than one million 
square iniles of frontier country, are included great agricultural, pastoral, 
mining, and mercantile interests, and also 99 tribes of Indians, number-
ing about 192,000 persons, the majority of whom are wild and many of 
them hostile. 
To give p;rotection to the citizens of the frontier against these Indians 
and to guard the long line-of our Mexican border against robberies by 
Mexican citizens and Indians living in 1\fexico; to explore unknown ter-
ritory and furnish escorts to surveying-parties for scientific purposes and 
for projected railroads; to assist and guard the railways already built and 
other commercial lines of travel; to aid in the enforcement of the civil 
law in remote places; and to do generally all that is constantly required 
of our Army in the way of helping and urging forward everything 
which tends to develop and increase civilization upon the border, and at 
the same time to protect the Indians in the rights and immunities guar-
anteed them under exil'ting treaties, has been the work of the troops in 
this military division for the past year, and that work has been success-
fully accomplished. 
The effective military forces within the division-a detailed account 
of which will be found in the roster appended, marked A-consist 
of eight regiments of cavalry and seventeen regiments of infantry, ag-
gregating 16,459 officers and enlisted men, who are distributed as fol-
lows: Iri the Department of Dakota, cavalry, 1,126; infantry, 3,022; 
in the Department of the Platte, cavalry, 1,502; infantry, 2,704; in 
the Department of the Missouri, cavalry, 1,558; infantry, 1,564; and 
in the Department of Texas, cavalry, 2,491; infantry, 2,492. This force 
is divided among 70 military posts, which cover the frontier, from Mon-
tana on the north to the mouth of the Rio Grande on the south. 
During the past year there has been only one change among the de-
partment commanders. M~j. Gen. Winfield S. Hancock was relieved 
from the command of the Department of Dakota on the 3d of December, 
1872, by direction of the War Department, and assigned to the com-
mand of the military division of the Atlantic, and Brig. Gen . .A.. H. 
Terry was assigned to duty in his place. 
Early last spring, in consequence of repeated attacks by the Indians 
on the post of Fort Abraham Lincoln, I deemed it necessary tllat a 
regiment of cavalry should be transferred to the Department of Dakota, 
in order that these Indians might be followed and punished, if they 
again renewed their attacks. On application to headquarters of the 
Army, the Se\enth Cavalry was ordered from the Military Division of 
th South to the Department of Dakota, and, by direction of Gen. A. 
H. Terry, stationed at Forts Rice and Abraham Lincoln. This transfer 
wa. very fortunate, as it afterwards transpired that the authorities of 
the ~orthern Pacific Railroad desired to continue ' their surveys, and 
al o hat it had been determined by the Government to locate the north-
rn boundary line, and the ervice of mounted troops became absolutely 
nece ary for the ·e purpo e . A oon a the directors of the Northeru 
Pacific Railroa had definitely ettled upon their plan of operation for 
the ummer, I de med it nece ary that some point upon the Yellow-
tone hould b found n ar which to e tablish a depot for supplie , and 
by an agr m nt with Captain Uoul on, agent of the contractor for 
O\ernm nt tran portation on the Mi ouri River for 1873, to furni h a 
teamboat to go from Fort Buforcl up the Yellow tone River, I ent 
Iaj. eorge . For yth, of my taff, to a cend. that l'i ver, if po ible, 
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and fix upon some point near the mouth of the Powder River for this 
depot. This trip up the Yellowstone .was successfully made as far as 
that point, and a convenient place found for a supply depot, in case one 
was required. Further explorations haYe also established the fact that · 
the Yellowstone is navigable for light-draught boats for a considerable 
distance above the mouth of Powder River, and it is thought that boats 
can now be run up nearly or quite to the mouth of Big Horn River. 
Upon the completion of this duty, Major Forsyth returned to I,,ort Rice, 
where the expedition was I?eing organized for the protection of the sur-
veying parties of the Northern Pacific Railroad; and, upon his r~port, 
Brig. Gen. A. H. Terry, commanding the Department of Dakota, or<lered 
the establishment of a depot of supplies for the Yellowstone expedi-
tion at or near Glendive Creek, where it empties into the Yellowstone, 
the point at which it was assumed that the surYeying parties of the 
Northern Pacific Railroad would run their line across the river. 
This expedition, under command of Col. David S. Stanley, Twenty-
second Infantry, left Forts Rice and Abraham Lincoln on the 16th of 
June, returning to its point of departure on the 21st of September, and 
succeeded in accomplishing the purposes for which it was intended, for 
the details of which reference is made to the reports of Brig. Gen. A. 
H. Terry and the sub-reports of Uol. D. S. Stanley and Lieut. Cols. 
George A. Ouster and _Luther P. Bradley. 
The survey of the northern boundary line has been progressing satis-
factorily to all concerned throughout the summer, and the troops are 
now en route for their winter-quarters at Fort Totten, Dak. 
In the Department of the Platte, the troops were increased by the 
transfer of the Fourth Infantry from the Military Division of the South. 
In this department all Qf the troops have been kept actively employed 
in covering the advanced settlements in Nebraska, in Western Kansas 
along the line of the North Fork of the Republican River, in vVyoming 
Territory between Forts Fetterman and Laramie, and along the line of 
the Union Pacific Railroad. For a detailed account of the operations in 
this department, I respectfully refer to the accompanying reports of 
Brig. Gen. E. 0. C. Ord and his subordinates. 
Nothing of unusual interest has occurred in the Department of the 
Missouri. The troops have been kept actively employed in the field for 
the purpose of intimidating roving bands of Indians, who might be 
tempted to commit depredations upon settlers and interrupt lines of 
travel. Brig. Gen. John Pope, in his report, gives a clear and compre-
hensive statement of his year's work, to which reference is respectfully 
made. 
In the Department of Texas there has been a great deal of trouble 
along the northern line of the State, and also along the line of the Rio 
Grande. The troubles on the northern frontier of Texas have been 
principally from Indians coming from the reservations in the Indian Terri-
tory; and I respectfully request that some definite authority be given 
me to punish these raiding parties of Indians upon their return to their 
reservations. I believe it is the only way in which the evil can be cured. 
The people liviug along the line of the Rio Grande have been hereto-
fore frequently plundered by raiding parties of Indians and Mexicans 
from Mexico. I am happy to state that these depredations have dimin-
i hed very materially since the punishment administered by Col. Ranald 
S. Mackenzie, Fourth Cavalry, upon a raiding band of Kickapoo and 
Lipan Indians. For the details of Colonel 1\iackenzie's attack on the 
Lipans and Kickapoos, as well as for a very complete statement of 
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military aff<tirs in Texas, I respectfully refer to the accompanying reports 
of Brig. Gen. 0. 0. Augur. 
It has been found necessary to make extensive repairs at many of the 
posts within this division during the year, but only one new post, the 
cavalry barracks near Fort Abraham Lincoln, has been erected. Con-
siderable money has also been expended in the completion of the 
p'osts at Beaver City, Utah, and at Fort Clarke, Tex. In this con-
nection I beg leave to call the attention of the General of the Army to 
the fact that, while the troops within this division will be quite com-
fortably quartered during the winter, they will be inconvenienly crowded 
at some of the posts within the Departments of Dakota and of the 
Platte. Provision will have to be made for thorough repairs at Forts 
Laramie, vVyo., McPherson~ Nebr., and Camp Douglas, Utah, during 
the ensuing summer. 
·The necessity of keeping Indians on their reservations is becoming 
more apparent every day, with the westward growth of the settlements 
and the rapid progress and development of the mining and cattle graz-
ing interests in tbe State of Nebraska and the Territories of Wyoming 
and Colorado. During the last twelve months, depredations by roving 
bands of Indians, who, as a general thing, come from some one of the 
various Indian reservations within the limits of this command, have been 
exasperatingly frequent. They have attacked our posts, killed and 
wounded our citizens and carried off their cattle, and, when pursued by 
our troops, taken refuge within the line of their reservations and coolly 
boasted of their atrocities. It seems to me that a rigid rule should be 
maue, forbidding their absence from their reservations, and in case they 
disregarded it, authority should be given the military to follow on the 
reservation, search out, capture and punish all whom it can be shown 
have been absent from their agencies, and off the reservations. 
I respectfully recommend the erection of a large military post near 
t.he bat:e of the Black Hills, at some good point to be selected hereafter. 
In this way we could secure a strong foothold. in the heart of the Sioux 
country, and thereby exercise a controlling influence over these warlike 
people. 
My thanks are due to Generals Pope, Terry, Ord, and Augur, who 
command the four Departments of this Military Division, for an intelli-
gent administration of their commands, and for the exercise of a rigid 
economy in their estimates for, and expenditures of, public funds um·ing 
the last fiscal year. 
I am, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant- General Cornrnc~nding. 
Col. vVILLlli\I D. WHIPPLE, 
Asst. Adjt. Gen., U. S. A., Washington, D. C. 
REPORT OF BVT. MAJ. GEN. JOHN POPE. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., October 6, 1873. 
COLONEL: I have the honor to ubmit the following report of affair 
in hi d partment for the pa t ear : 
am glad to be able to ay that, with very trifling exception , I have 
no difficultie nor trouble with Indian· anywberP- in the department to 
re ort. The exception are: 1st, the murder of three surveyor , by a 
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party of Cheyennes, on the Cimmarron River, in March last. The point 
where these murders were committed was beyond the limits of this de-
partment, but I deemed it. necessary, in view of the fact that the scene 
of the trouble was nearer and more accessible to this place than to the 
headquarters department of Texas, to take immediate measures to pre-
vent any further occurrence of that kind, and I accordingly placed 
two companies of the Sixth Cavalry at a point southwest of vVichita, 
on the .Arkansas River, to scout continually the southern line of Kansas 
as far as the Cimmarron, and three companies of the same regiment at 
Fort Dodge-one company of which was directed to scout the country 
south and southeast from the post. Since then no trouble with Indians 
of any kind 'has occurred in that region. 
2d. The usual small troubles (much more trifling in character and 
fewer in number) have occurred in the southern part of New Mexico 
with the .Apaches on the reservations of Tulerosa and Fort Stanton, but 
by the active operations and judicious management of Major Price, 
Eighth Cavalry, who has general command in Southern New Mexico, 
and who has been continually moving about through that country with 
four, and at times five, companies of his regiment, difficulties and depre-
dations have been kept within very narrow limits, and have now almost 
altogether ceased. 
The policy in the department bas been rather to prev~nt than try to 
punish Indian depredations, by adopting early in the spring, and main-
taining until winter set in, such precautionary measures as seemed most 
efficient, and the results have been eminently satisfactory, and are 
plainly manifest in the undisturbed condition of the department and in 
the entire absence of alarm or uneasiness on the part of the frontier 
settlers, who have ceased entirely to feel alarmed themselves or to 
alarm other people. Instead of keeping the troops at tbe:military posts, 
only to be sent out on receipt of news of Indian depredations, the An-
tire cavalry force bas been kept in the field since the early spring, mov-
ing about from place to place, a few miles every day, without special 
object in their marches, except water and grass for animals. Instead of 
permitting the Indians to wander about, as has been their custom, all 
through the summer, to commit depredations whenever the opportunity 
offered, the troops ha-ve themselves been kept on the march, so that the 
Indians could not know where they were or at what moment or when 
they might come in contact with them. In this manner the necessity of 
watching has been thrown upon the Indians and not, . as hitherto, upon 
the troops shut up at the posts for a large part of the season; and the 
result has been that the Indians have been very cautious and have in 
the main kept very close to the region assigned them as reservations. 
The greatest danger now in this department arises from what seems 
to me the unfortunate practice of granting permission to Indians, of 
whatever tribe, to leave their reservations, and on pretext of hunting 
or really for that purpose, to roam in considerable bands all through 
the frontier settlements of Kansas and Colorado. I do not consider 
such a practice just to the white settlers, and it is certainly unsafe both 
to them and to the Indians. 
I dwelt at such length on this subject in my last report that I deem 
it unnecessary to discuss it here, more especially as I know that the 
division commander enterta,ins the same opinion as I do on the subject 
and is as fully acquain ted with the reasons. 
There was at one time uneasiness about those bands of the Utes, 
upon whose reservations white men, miners, and prospectors bad largely 
intruded , but no outbreak has occurred, and I presume such arrange-
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ments have now been made as will render any difficulty with those In-
dians unlikely. 
I deem it unnecessary to enter into any consideration of the question 
of shelter for troops or the repair of posts now occupied by them, as 
such matters have been fully represented in regular correspondence 
concerning them. 
It is proper, however, to state, as the result of actual experience, that 
a yearly sum ought to be . appropriated to keep the military posts in 
repair. It is not to be supposed that such frail structures as are always 
built for the accommodation of the military forces of the United States 
doing duty on the remote frontier, (except the ordnance corps,) can be 
kept in repair without the expenditure of a considerable sum annually, 
nor does it seem the best or most efficient way of doing this to forward 
estimates to Washington for the smallest details of such matters. lt 
certainly would seem better to assign a certain sum apnually for repairs 
of all important permanent posts, so that these posts at least might be 
always kept in good order. The hardships and hard work which troops 
on the frontier must endure, and do, and which they cheerfully un-
dergo, certainly entitles them to habitable quarters during the severe 
winters of this region, and whate,~er expenditure of money is necessary 
to secure this for them ought, if possible, to be made both for the sake 
of justice and of good policy. 
I trust, therefore, that some provision will be made, however small, 
to assign at the beginning of every fiscal year a fixed sum, to be de-
termined in any manner which may seem most suitable, to keep in re-
pair all the posts in each military department in the gross or for each 
post separately, so that the trifling work which needs to be done nearly 
every day may be done when the necessity arises, and without waiti,ng 
the long delay of sending to and receiving back from Washington small 
estimates for such purposes. 
The sums thus required would be enough if furnished at the time, but 
are quite insufficient after a delay of two or three months. 
It is my agreeable duty to bear testimony to the very efficient and 
judicious action of Major Price, Eighth Cavalry, in his dealings with the 
Indians in the southern part of New JYfexico, as also of Major Alexander, 
Eighth Cavalry, commanding in the Ute country. Both these officers 
have been very active and very successful in keeping peace and in pro-
tecting the frontiers. 
Lieut. Col. J. R. Brooke, Third Infantry, commanding Camp Supply, 
and 1\faj. R.I. Dodge, Third Infantry, commanding Fort Dodge, are en-
titled. to the same justice at my hands. 
The camp of the Sixth Cavalry near Fort Hays, under command of 
Col. James Oakes of that regiment, has also fully satisfied the objects 
for which cavalry was stationed in that region. 
Orders will be sent in a few days to withdraw all the troops in the 
field to winter-quarters at the posts from which they were detached, and 
by November 10 it is expected that the execution of the orders will be 
completed. 
After that date there is little, if any, fear that Indians will be found 
on the great plain . 
1 e have been ubjected to much inconvenience and some embarra s-
ment by the ab ence of o many field officers from their regiment , and 
it i hoped that orne of tho e now on uetached service may be ordered 
to rejoiu their regiments at the earlie t convenient time. 
Concerning the administration of the departm nt in it various de-
tail , I refer to the report of the chief: of the taft" departments inclo ed, 
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and in relation to the same matters, I ask attention to the reeom-
mendations made in my previous reports, which are again commended 
to the consideration of the proper authorities. 
It is, perhaps, not improper for me to speci(y two subjects which seem 
to me to be worthy of attention : 
1st. Concerning the recruiting service and the detail of officers for 
that duty. The tour of duty of officers assigned to recruiting service 
begins and ends on the 1st of Jan nary, the tour of such officers lasting 
two years. I suggest that the time of reporting for and being relieved 
from such d llty be fixed at May 1 or July 1, instead of January 1. Of-
ficers detached for recruiting service from remote posts, far from rail-
roads, and ordered to report January 1, in the depth ·of winter,. 
find it, in many cases, impracticable or exceedingly difficult, without 
much suffering, to obey the order, unless, indeed, they leave their posts 
several months earlier than would be necessary to make the journey, 
and officers relieve-d from recruiting duty on the 1st of January, in like 
manner, find it, at times, absolutely impracticable in many cases to 
join their proper stations at that season of the year, and are therefore 
obliged either to ask leave of absence or delay in obeying the order, 
until the season is suitable to travel to remote posts. In this manner 
many officers are kept away from duty at their posts for several months, 
when, by fixing the time of joining recruiting stations, or being relieved 
from that duty, at May 1 or July 1, no such necessity would arise. I 
do not know what are the reasons for preferring the 1st of Jan nary for-
beginning and terminating recruiting-service details, but, unless they 
are very important, the interests of the service on the frontier would be· 
greatly benefited by the suggested change. 
2d. It would be greatly to the advantage of the Army on the frontier· 
if the annual appropriations for building and repairing shelter for the· 
troops could be made available on the 1st of February of each year in-
stead of the 1st of July. It has not seemed practicable to distribute· 
the sums approved on requisitions for the posts on the frontier so that 
they can reach such posts before the autumn, generally too late in the· 
season to be applied to building before the following spring. By hav-
ing the money assigned for such purposes early in the .spring, the whole· 
season in which building or repairing can be best done, would be avail-
able for the purpose, and the troops need not, as is now the case, suf-
fer more or less all winter because of the impracticability of using the 
funds actually allowed during that season of the year. Whether this 
change can be made, or whether it be judicious to make it, must be left 
t? higher authority, and I simply offer the suggestion for considera-
tiOn. 
I would also suggest the advisability of retransferring to this depart-
ment that portion of the Indian country between the southern line of' 
Kansas and the Canadian River, including Fort Gibson. I think the 
division commander agrees with me that the defensive arrangements of 
this department require that the department commander should have 
jurisdiction over that region. 
The various staff departments have been conducted with efficiency 
and good judgment, as I think the results show. 
vVe are Tapidly acquiring thorough knowledge of all the country em-· 
braced in the limits of the department, and most excellent maps, through 
the various scouting parties, in each of which an officer or an engineer 
soldier has made careful surveys and sketches under detailed instruc--
tions from department headquarters. 
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I transmit inclosed a roster of the department and a field return of 
the troops serving in it. 
I am, colonel, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Official: 
JNO. POPE, 
B'v't Maj. Gen., U.S. A., Commanding. 
R. WILLIAMS, 
Assistant Adjutant- General. 
Lieut. Col. J. B. FRY, Asst. Adjt. Gen., 
Headquarters Militctry Division of the Missouri. 
NoTE.-Since the above report was written, a party of two hundred 
Cheyennes left their reservation south of Camp Supply, and passing far 
to the west of all the posts entered the southern part of Colorado west 
of Fort Lyon, and went up as far as the Kansas Pacific Railroad at 
River Bend. The Indians were not hostile, and beyond stealing some 
cooking utensils and killing a few cattle they did no damage. Finding 
that their presence excited such immediate attention from the citizen~ 
as well as the troops, they hastened back toward their reservation. 
Full report of the matter having been made to the division comman-
der so recently, it seems unnecessary to enter into details here. As the 
Indians belonging to this party are individually known they can be 
arrested and punished at an:r time on their reservation. They have not 
committed any acts demanding such condign capital punishment as (I 
see from the papers) the Secretary of the Interior recommends; nor 
have they done anything that is not done every year by some of the 
reservation Indians, against the perpetrators of which severe measures 
have been discountenanced, not to say denounced. Only in February 
last a party of Cheyennes, some of whom were without doubt the same 
Indians who were on the late expedition into Colorado, .went up the 
Canadian River from their reservation with the same purpose, (viz, to 
fight the Utes,) and in returning began to depredate on the settlements 
near Bascom. They were attacked by troops from that post and several 
killed. This. act, which seems to be recommended in the present case, 
when it is too late for execution, was the occasion of remonstrance by 
the Interior Department, and a manifest intention vras shown to throw 
the blame of any further depredations by the Cheyennes upon the mili-
tary who di<l it. If the Interior Department really wishes the Chey-
ennes recently in Colorado punished, they have onl,y to consent to their 
arre t when they get back to their reservation. I can easily and 
promptly do this and saYe unnecessary bloodshed among innocent peo-
ple. 
REPORT OF l\1A.J. GEN. IRWIN McDO'\VELTJ. 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE SOUTH, 
Louisville, Ky., Octobe1· 6, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit to the General of the Army the fol-
lowing report of tb.e military operation and the military service in thi 
divi ion (recon tituted December 11, 1872, and con isting of the Depart· 
m nt of the South and the Gulf) for the year commencing October 1, 
1872: 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE SOUTH. 
October 1, 1872.-The posts of Lincolnton and Rutherfordton, N. C., 
were discontinued, and Company 0, Seventh Cavalry, was ordered from 
Lincolnton to Charlotte, N. C., and Company C, Fourth Artillery, was 
ordered from Rutherfordton to Raleigh, N.C.~ where it arriyed October 
17, 1872. 
October 16, 1872.-Company H, Seventh Cavalry, was sent .from Nash-
·dlle, Tenn., to Livingstone, Sumter County, Ala., to protect citi-
zens at the election, and returned November 10, 1872. . 
October 21, 1872.-Company E, Eighteenth Infantry, sent from At-
lanta, Ga., to Seales Station, Russell Uounty, Ala., and ordered 
back November 8. 1872. One commissioned officer and twenty-five men, 
Company A, Seventh Cavalry, were ordered from Elizabethtown, Ky., 
to report to United States marshal. One commissioned officer and fif-
teen men of Company H, Seventh Cavalry, detached from Livingstone, 
Sumter County, to Oarrollton, Pickens County, Ala., order.ed back 
November 10, 1872. 
October 22, 1872.-Company B, Second Infantry, was sent from At-
lanta, Ga., to Dem.opolis, Marengo County, Ala., and Company I, 
Second Infantry, was sent from Chattanooga, Tenn, to Eutaw, Greene 
County, Ala. Both returned to their posts November 10, 1872. 
One commissioned officer and twelve enlisted men of Company A, 
Eighteenth Infantry, were ordered from Atlanta, Ga., to ~lacon, Ga., 
at request of the United States marshal, and ordered back November 
10, 1872. . 
October 29, 1872.-Company E, Third Artillery, was ordered from Fort 
Pulaski to Savannah, Ga., during the election. 
November 1, 1872.-0ne officer and ten men were placed en route for 
each of the following places in Alabama from Chattanooga, Tenn.: Ab-
beville, Heur,y County, Second Lieut. A. 1\'lcintyre, Second Infantry. 
Columbia, Henry County, First Lieut. J. Ulis, Second Infantry. Or-
dered back N overn ber 10, 1872. 
One officer and ten men placed en route for each of the fol~owing places 
in Alabama, from Nashville, Tenn.; Ozark, Dale County; Greenville, 
Butler Oonnty; Rutledge, Crenshaw County; Troy, Pike Uounty. Or-
dered back November 10, 1872. 
November 6, 1872.-Headquarters, and Light Battery C, Third .Artil-
lery, were placed en route for New York City, in compliance with Gen-
eral Orders No. 88, War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872. 
November 12, 1872.-Light Battery K, First Artillery, arrived in the 
department from the Department of the East, in compliance with Gen.-
eral Orders No. 88, War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872, 
and took post at Charleston, S. 0. 
November 15, 1872.-Headquarters, staff, band, and Company H, First 
Artillery, arrived in the department pursuant to General Orders No. 88, 
War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872, and took post at 
Charleston, S. C., relieving Compan,y I, Third Artillery, which was 
placed en route for the Department of the East. 
lit ovember 17, 1872.-Cornpany D, First Artillery, arrived in the de-
partment from the Department of the East pursuant to General Orders 
No. 88, War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872, and took 
post at Savannah, Ga., relieving Company K, Third. Artillery, which 
wa placed en route for the Department of the East. 
Novem,ber 20, 1872.-Maj. John Hamilton and Oompauies B and C, 
Fir t Artillery, arrived at Fort Pulaski, Georgia, from the Department 
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of the East, relieving Companies E and H, Third Artillery, which were 
placed en route for New York City, in compliance with General Orders 
No. 88, 'Var Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872. , 
November 22, 1872.-Maj. J. C. Tidball and Companies F and I, Second 
Artillery, arrived at Raleigh, N. C., from the Division of the Pacific. 
November 30, 1872.-Captain Weir and thirty enlisted men of Com-
pany D, Seventh Cavalry, were placed en route for Montgomery, Ala., 
on the request of the governor of Alabama, based on the representations 
of the sheriff of 1\iontgomery County. 
December 5, 1872.-Company K, Sixteenth Infantry, was relieved from 
duty at Saint Augustine, Fla., and ordered to Frankfort, Ky. Company 
I, Seventh Cavalry, was relieved from duty at Shelbyville, and ord.ered 
to Lebanon, Ky. 
December 6, 1872.-Uompany L, Seventh Cavalry, was relieved from 
duty at Yorkville, S. C., and ordered to Shreveport, La., (Department 
of the Gulf,) and Company M, Seventh Cavalry, was relieved from duty 
at Unionville, S. C., and ordered to Oxford, Miss., (Department of the 
Gulf,) by order of the General of the Army. . 
Dece<tnber 11, ] 872.-I assumed command of the Division and Depart-
ment of the South, relieving Brig. Gen. A. H. Terry from command of 
the latter, in compliance with General Order 100, War Department, .Ad-
jutant-General's Office, of 1872. 
Decem.ber 16, 1872.-Company A, Sixteenth Infantry, was sent from 
Louisville to Frankfort, Ky., pursuant to paragraph 4th, Special Order 
310, 1\ar Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872; the Fourth In-
fantry was placed en route for Little Rock, Ark., in the following order: 
16th, Company H; 18th, Company F; 19th, Company I; 21st, Company 
D; 23d, Company A ; 24th, Company E; 25th, Company B; 26th, Com-
pany C; January 7, 1873, Company K; January 14, 1873, Company G. 
Decembm-,18, 1872.-Company L, Seventh Cavalry, placed en route for 
Shreveport, La., in compliance with paragraph 4, Special Order 310, 
War Department, Au.jutant·General's Office of 1872. 
Decembe-r 23, 1872.-Company K, Sixteenth Infantry, was sent to 
Frankfort, Ky., from Saint Augustine, Fla. 
December 25, 1872.-Company 'M, Seventh Cavalry, from Unionville, 
S. C., placed en route for Oxford, J\fiss., in compliance with Special Or-
der 310, \Var Department, Adjutant-General's Office, of 1872. 
December 26, 1872.-Company I, Second Infantry, was ordered from 
Cllatbmooga, Tenn., to Lancaster, Ky. 
Decembe'l'· 30, 1872.-Corupany I, Seventh Cavalry, abandoned the post 
of ShclbyYille, and went to Lebanon, Ky. 
Jamul'ry 6, 1873.-0ne officer and twenty men of Company F, Sev-
enth Cavalry, from Taylor Barracks, Ky., placed en route for Living-
tone, Ro kca tle County, Ky., to assist United States marshal in serv-
ing proce 'S of United States court. 
Jam.ta?·y 17, 1 73.-The po t of Lauren ville, S. C., ordered aban-
doned, an<l Company I, Eigbteenth Infantry, ordered to Columbia, S. 
C., where it arriYeu January 26, 1873. Company G, Seventh Cavalry, 
ord red to Newberry, S. C., and arrived there January 23, 1873. 
Jan1.tary 21, 1873.-The po~t of Che ter, S. 0., ordered abandoned, 
and Uompany H, Eighteenth Infantry, placed en route for Columbia,. 
. C. Detachment f ca\alry sent to Yorkville, S. 0., and arrived 
January 20, 1 '"'3. 
Januw·y 26, 1873.-Detachment of Company A, Seventh Cavalry, or-
dered ba k to Elizabethtown, Ky., from Hunt ville, Ala. 
January 20, 1873.- t the requc t of United States 1\tlar hal Murray, 
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Company A, Sixteenth Infantry, was sent to Lexington, Ky., from Frank-
fort, Ky., and ordered back February 7, 1873. 
February 3, 1873.-Headqnarters and band, Fourth Infantry, left 
Frankfort, Ky., for Little Rock, Ark. 
Febntary 15, 1873.-Commanding officer post of Atlanta, Ga., wa,s 
directed to place one officer and twenty men en route for Moultrie, Col-
quitt County, Ga., at request of United States Marshal Smyth, of 
Georgia. They returned to Atlanta, Ga., April16, 1873. 
February 17, 1873.-Company D, Seventh Cavalry, was ordered from 
Opelika to T..;ivingstone, Sumter County, Ala., by direction of the Presi-
dent. 
JJiarch 3, 1873.-Company A, Sixteenth Infantry, was placed en route 
for Lebanon, Ky, 
JJ1arch 13, 1873.-Company D, Seventh Cavalry, arrived at Memphis, 
Tenn., from Livingstone, Ala. 
March 15, 1873.-Company E, Seventh Cavalry, arrived at Memphis, 
Tenn., from Unionville, S. C. 
Mctrch 17, 1873.-Company K, Seventh Cavalry, arrived ·at Memphis, 
Tenn., from Yorkville, S. C. 
JJ1arch 18, 1873.-Company M, Seventh Cavalry, arrived at Memphis, 
Tenn., from Oxford, Miss. 
111arcl~ 20, 1873.-0ompany 0, Seventh Cavalry, arrived at Memphis, 
Tenn., from Cliarlotte, N. C. Company B, Seventh Cavalry, arrived at 
1\femphis, Tenn., from Spartanburg, S. C. · 
April 2, 1873.-Heactquarters, staff', band, and Companies A, F, H, 
and I, Seventh Cavalry, left Louisvill~, Ky., en route for Department of 
Dakota. 
April3, 1873.-Uompanies G and D, Seventh Cavalry, left Memphis, 
Tenn., for Department of Dakota. 
April 4, 1873.-Uompanies E and K, Seventh Cavalry, left l\femphis, 
Tenn., for Department of Dakota. 
April5, 1873.-Companies B, C, L, and M, Seventh Calvary, left Mem-
phis, Tenn., for Department of Dakota. 
JJ1ay 20, 1873.-The post of Spartanburg, S. 0., ordered abandoned, 
and garrison (Company D, Second Infantry) sent to Atlanta, Ga., June 
2, 1873, arrived June 7, 1873. · 
June 11, 1873.-The post of Taylor Barracks, Louisville, Ky., aban-
doned, Company E, _Sixteenth Infantry, placed en route for Lancaster, 
Ky., to relieve Company I, S!3cond Infantry, the latter, when relieved, 
to proceed to Atlanta, Ga. Garrison at Nashville was temporarily 
removed to White Creek Springs on account of cholera. 
July 10, 1873.-Charleston Arsenal, S. C., was ordered d~continued, 
and the arsenal (to be hereafter known as Charleston Barracks) to form 
part of the post of Charleston. 
A'lt_qust 19, 1873.-The post of Sumter, S.C., ordered to be abandoned 
:::md Company F, Eighteenth Infantry, to proceed to and take station at 
Uolnml>ia, S.C. 
Septem,ber 4, 1873.-Tlle post of Charlotte, N. C., discontinued, and 
Company D, 1::-)ecoud Artillery, ordered to take post at Charleston Bar-
rack', S. C. . 
September 20, 1873.-The garrison of :Mobile, Ala., headquarters, staff, 
halHl, and Companies G and K, Second Infantry, temporarily moved to 
.Monut Veruon, Ala., in consequence of yellow fever. The movements of 
troop in this department were made in aid of the United States civil 
officers, to enforce the processes of the United States courts,· and collect 
tbe internal ren'nue. In all cases the troops fulfilled the duty on which 
4w 
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they were sent. Soon after assuming command of the division I made 
an inspection of all the posts in this department, and in the interests of 
discipline. military instruction, and economy, abandoned such of them 
as the nature of the public service permitted, and concentrated the 
troops, as far as practicable, at such points as enabled them to be main-
tained at the least cost and greatest. .comfort. Fourteen of the military 
posts of the department were thus abandoned, at an annual saving of 
over [$100,000 on account of the Quartermaster's Department alone. 
For the purpose of making a further reduction in expense, of avoiding 
the necessity of repairing old temporary quarters built on hired ground, 
and of exchanging an unhealthy for a healthy post, I made a specjal.in-
spection in person in the month of August last of the late Mount Ver-
non Arsenal, Ala., (now directed to be called Mount Vernon Barracks,) 
with the view of preparing economical an'd judicious estimates of altera-
tions necessary to convert, at an early day' bare workshops into quar-
ters, and an arsenal into barracks, that I might send there the troops 
now at Mobile. I trust the "\Var Department may soon be able to sanc-
tion the estimates for these alterations, and grant authority for sending 
in estimates for a hospital. The place (I cannot yet say the barracks) 
at Mount Vernon is now occupied by the garrison from Mobile, it hav-
ing sought refuge there from the yellow fever now afflicting the South. 
The late Charleston Arsenal, hereafter to be called Charleston Barracks, 
is now occupied by a single company. I propose soon to inspect the 
post with the view of submitting estimates for such alterations as will 
enable me to place there two, or at least one more company, and thus 
further reduce the sum we are now paying for hire of quarters. 
The deputy quartermaster-general attached to this department (whose 
report is herewith) states the United States to be indebted through the 
Quartermaster's Department, in the Department of the South, for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1873, as follows: 
Incidental expenses ...•.....•.. · .......••• _ ..•.. _ .. _. _ •. _. __ . _ ...... __ .• $12, 529 29 
Barracks and quarters .............. __ ............... __ ................. 11, 1Y7 16 
23,726 45 
He further states that as this amount was not for material furnished, 
but for personal services, it is the decision of the War Department that 
the creditors cannot be paid from the appropriations for this year, and 
must now look to Congress for relief. 
The sum of $12,529.29, for what is known as "incidental expenses," is 
made up of small sums due to, mostly, poor people; $4,471.49 being to 
clerks authorized by the War Department; $683 to colored scavengers 
at five <lifterent posts; $1,881 to blacksmiths for shoeing the artillery, 
cavalry, and quartermasters' horses at eighteen dift"erent posts; $4,196 
to soldiers at twenty-three po8ts for extra duty, pay allowed by law 
when on constant bard labor for more than ten days; $1,320 to persons 
at twelve post for rewards, allowed by law, for apprehension of de-
serters. 
The urn of $11,197.16 is mostly due for rent of buildings and grounds 
for barrack and quarter at tweh"e different posts-those still occu-
pied-it. having been thought best to pay in full at those which I cause<l 
to be abandon d. I am afe in saying that everything has been done 
to in ure a little liability under these heads as possible; that, in fact, 
it ould ba\e been much greater but for tl!e reduction I h~tve made in 
the nnmlJer of po t ~ I am a· ured, and believe, that the various po t 
a.', i tant and acting a i tant quarterma ter have been prompt in end-
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ing in their estimates, and that these have b_een by the deputy quarter-
master-general promptly sent to the Quartermaster-General's Office. 
I have no question, also, that the funds were remitted to the extent 
the appropriation permitted, and were distributed as soon as possible. 
I only dwell on this subject because of the hardship I know it has 
caused many deserving people, and of the discredit it has brought on 
the service, and to show that the indebtedness is not due to any want 
of vigilance or fault on my part, or of those under me. 
I send herewith the reports of the chiefs of the several staff depart-
ments at department headquarters of the operations under their charge 
during the part year. 
DEP~RTMENT OF THE GULF. 
I submit herewith the report of Col. W. H. Emory, commanding the 
department, for an account of the movement of troops and the state of 
the service in his command. 
Tbe duty devolving on the officers and men and their commander in 
this department during the past year has been of the most delicate, 
important, and frequently embarrassing kind, and it gives me pleasure 
to state that it has been discharged with tact, fidelity, and, in all cases, 
with effect. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
IHWIN McDOWELL, 
Maj. Gen. Oommctnding Division of the South. 
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Headq'ltarters of the Army, Washington, D. G. 
REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. J. lYI. SCHOFIELD. 
HEADQUARTERS 1\'IILITARY DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
San Francisco, Gal., November 3, 1873. 
SIR : I have the honor to submit to the General of the Army the in-
closed reports of operations in this military division during the past 
year. · 
The Division of the Pacific embraces the three Departments of Ar-
izona, California, and tlle Columbia. 
The Department of Arizona, commanded by Bvt. Maj. Gen. George 
Crook, lieutenant-colo.nel Twenty-third Infantry, since appointed briga-
dier general, has been the t.heater of active operations against hostile 
Indians-operations characterized.)}y consummate skill displayed in the 
plans of the departmental commander, and by gallantry and untiring 
energy of the officers and men engaged. vVith few exceptions the 
lately-hostile Apaches have been forced to submit to authority, and are 
now living quietly upon the reservations assigned them. 
Since the close of General Crook's campaign it has been found possi-
ble to diminish somewhat the cavalry force in that department, which 
had been increased to insure his success. 
Increased development and security have diminished the cost of sup-
plies for the troops. 
The military telegraph to Prescott anu Tucson, now nearly completed, 
be ide it great military advantages, will facilitate commercial business 
an 1 promote fnrther dmrelopment of tlle Territory. 
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The condition of Arizona is more hopeful than at any former period, 
and great credit is due for this impro\Tement to the ctepartment com-
mander and his subordinates. · 
I respectfully refer to General Crook's report and the accompanying 
documents for full and detailed information upon all matters connected 
with his command. 
The Department of the Columbia has been the scene of a confii11t more 
remarkable in some respects than any before known in American his-
tory. All the details of the Modoc war are so fully known to the Gov-
ernment and to the public, through reports heretofore made, that it 
would be superfluous to repeat them here. 
The Department of the Columbia is now commanded by Bvt. Maj. 
Gen. Jefferson C. Dasis, colonel Twenty-third Infantry, who succeeded 
to that command upon the death of the lamented General Canby. 
General Davis's annual report has not yet been received a.t these 
headquarters. . 
The Department of California, under my immediate command, has 
enjoyed uninterrupted peace during the past year. Nearly all the 
troops, including the artillery, were engaged 'in the campaign against 
the Modocs, and some of them have since been en1ployecl in guarding 
the prisoners and in conducting . them to their destination in the De-
partment of the Platte. 
The inclosure ~arked A gives the strength and distribution of the 
troops serving in the department. 
The reports of the chiefs of staff departments, also inclosed, show the 
details of transactions in their separate departments. 
Some changes in the stations of troops, rendered expedient by the 
progreRs of events, will hereafter be made the subject of special report, 
accompanied by estimates of the expenditures necessary to accomplish 
them. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. l\1. SCHOFIELD, 
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, • 
H eadquarters of the Army, Washington, D. C. 
Major-General-
REPORT OF .M:AJ. GEN. W. S. HANCOCK. 
llE;tDQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE ATLAN1'IC, 
New Yorlc City, September 30, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit for the infor~ation of the General 
of the Army my annual report for tb.e division. 
I was assigned to that command and to that of the Department of 
the East by General Order No. 100, Headquarters of the Army, Novem-
ber 25, 1872, and pursuant to these orders assume~l command December 
16,1872. . . 
General Order No.105, Headquarters of the Army Adjutant-General's 
<?ffice, ~ecembe.r; 7, 1872, transferred the headquar'ters of this division 
from Philadelphia, Pa., to New York City. 
The organization of the dh-ision has not been changed since date of 
la t annual report. Its aggregate in troops at date of last returns wa. 
a follow : 
Department of the East, 178 officers; enlisteu men, 1,531; Depart-
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ment' of the Lakes, 78 officers; enlisted men, 603; total, 25G officers, 
2,134 enlisted men. 
I refer to my inclosed report, as commander of the Department of the 
East, for a detailed statement of operations in that command during 
· the past year, and also refer for a similar purpose to inclosed annual re-
port of the commander of the Department of the Lakes. 
The attention of the General of the Army is respectfully invited to 
the remarks and recommendations contained in the concluding portion 
of my report, as commander of the Department of the East, relative to 
the urgent necessity for a military prison in that command, and which 
might serve as well for Department of the Lakes, and concerning the 
erection of some new buildings at certain posts in New York Harbor. 
Having recently visited and inspected all the posts in the Department 
of the Lakes, I am able to concur in the remarks and recommendations 
of the commanding general of that department. · 
In reference to the reservation at Fort Gratiot, I may add, in addition 
to IllY approval of the views expressed in his report, that I think it un-
fortunate that the ground between the fort and the inlet of the straits 
should have been ceded by Congress, and that with all the guards that 
may be thrown around the deed of cession, I believe, for military pur-
poses, the value of the reservation has been much impaired. I think, 
also, it would be better that the part of the light-house reservation au-
thorized to be sold should be reserved for military purposes, as since 
the obstruction of the old reservation caused by the grant to the rail-
road company, I am not sure that it might not be as well to make that 
the defensive point instP-ad of the present position. 
I submit herewith a list of the military reservations in this division, 
showing when and how the land was secured to the Government, and 
how occupied at this date. 
Fort Mackinac is an excellent place for the cantonment of troops in-
tended for service on the upper lakes. It has no other importance at 
this date, as it cannot be made to protect the straits on which it is situ-
ated. 
Plattsbnrg Barracks may also be used for the quartering of troops, 
but can sen'e no other military purpose not provided for by Fort Mont-
gomery. 
Carlisle is only important as a C\1-ntonment. 
David's Island might advantageously be made a cantonmen.t for the 
troops intended to occupy the forts in the East River, when completed. 
As all of the reservations named in the accompanying list, save Fort 
Wilkins, Copper Harbor, Lake Superior, (now abandoned, and not 
important to the military serTice,) are deemed to be useful, it would in 
my judgment be better to retain all, with that exception. 
I inclose herewith reports of the chiefs of the several staff corps at 
these headquarters. 
The assistant inspector-general, having been absent for some time on 
a tour of inspection, has not been able to furnish his annual report. It 
will be transmitted to your office as soon as practicable after his return 
to these headquarters. · 
I arn, sir, very respectfully, yOur obedient servant, 
WINF'D S. HANCOCK, 
.JJJaj. Gen., U. S. A., Commanding. 
The ASSISTANT ADJU1'ANT-GENETI.A.L, 
Headqu1.rters of the Army, 1VashinJfon, D. C. 
• 
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1liemorandwn of annual returns. 
1. Table showing the "organization of the regular Army/' marked A. 
2. General return or exhibit of the actual strength of the regular Army, 
marked B. · 
3 . Statement of the "position and distribution of troops," as follows: 
Military Di\ision of the Missouri, comprehending the Departments 
of the Missouri, the Platte, Dakota, and Texas, marked C. 
l\lilitary Division of the Atlantie, comprehending the Departments 
of the East and the Lakes, marked D. 
:Military Division of the Pacific, comprehending the Departments 
of California, the OolumbL1, and Arizona, marked E. 
:i\Iilitary Division of the South, comprehending the Departments 
of the South and the G nlf, marked F. 
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C.-Position and distribution of t1'oops in the Milita1'y Division of the Missouri, commanded 
?'ettwns on file in the Acljt~tant-
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1>EP ARTMENT 01<' THE 
MISSOURI. 
Headquarters ...... Fort Leavenworth, Kans 
District of N.Mex . H eadquarters Santa F e, 
N.Mex. 
Fort Bayard, N. Near Pinos .A.ltos ...... . 
Mcx. 
Fort Craig, N.Mex. On the Rio Grande ..... . 
Fork McRae, N. 35 miles south of Fort 
Mex. Craig. 
Fort Selden, N. Mex On the Rio Grande ..... . 
Fort Stanton, N. On the Rio Boniata, 9 
Mex. miles from Placita. 
Fort Tularosa, N. 114 miles west of Fort 
Mex. Craig. 
Fort Union, N. Mex 5 miles from the Rio Moro 
Fort Wingate, N. .A.t the headquarters of 
Mox. the Rio Puerco. 
Fort Garland, Colo. On Utah Creek, 150 miles 
from Kit Carson. 
Fort Lyon, Colo .... 52 Ihiles from Kit Carson 
Camp Supply Ind. T 
Fort Dodge, Kans .. 
Fort Hays, Kans ... 
Fort Larned, Kans. 
Near junction of Wolf 
and Beaver Creeks. 
96 mileA southwest of 
Hays City. 
Near Hays City, on K. P. 
R.R. 
50 miles from llays City 
FortLcavenworth, 3 miles above L eaven-
KanR. worth City. 
Fort ·wallace, Kans 2 miles from Wallace 
Station, on K. P.R. R, 
Summer Camp ..... Near Fort llays, Kans .. 
Division stafi 1 1 2 1 1 
Brig. Gen. John] Pope ...... Department 1 .. 2 1 .. 
staff. 
Col. J. I . Gregg, 8th Cav. 
Maj . 'w. R. Price, 8th 
Cav. 
Capt. J. H. Stewart, 15th 
In f. 
Capt. S. B. M. Young, 
8th Cav. 
Capt. E. W. Whittemore, 
15th Inf. 
Capt. Chambers McKib-
bin, 15th Inf. 
Capt. George Shorkley, 
15th Iuf. 
Maj . A. J. Alexander, 
8th C~tv. 
Capt. J. P. Brown, 15th 
In f. 
Capt. Horace Jewett, 
15th lnf. 
Ma.j . James Biddle, 6th 
Cav. 
Lieut. Col. J. R. Brooke, 
3d Inf. 
Maj. R. I. Dodge, 3d Inf, 
cg~ rnef_L. Floyd Jones, 
Capt. Simon Snyder, 5th 
In f. 
Capt. D. H. Brotherton, 
5thlnf. 
Capt. L. T. Morris, 3d 
In f. 
Col. James Oakes, 6th 
Cav. 
District staff, ......... · 
&c. 
8th Cav. and .......... 
15th Inf. 
1 15th Inf.. ... -- ...... --
1 Bth .Cav ............. .. 
3 8th Cav. and ........ .. 
15th inf. 
2 .•.. do ............. ·· ·· 
2 15th Inf.. ........... .. 
4 8th Cav. and ........ .. 
15th Inf. 
3 .... do ............... --
2 .... do ............... .. 
3 6th Cav. and ........ .. 
3d In f. 
6 6th Cav. 3d .... ...... 
and 5th Inf. 
6 .... do ............... .. 
2 3dlnf. .............. --
1 5thlnf .............. .. 
6 3d and 5th .... .... --
Inf. 
2 6th Cav. and .... .. .... 
3cl Inf. 
46th Cav ............. .. 
Total .................................................... -...... · -- ~= .. --· .. ---- ·-- 2 ]]2[ 
DEP ARnfEXT OF THE 
l'LA'l'l'E. 







Fort D . .A.. Russell, 
\Vvo. 
Fort' 'anders, Wyo. 
4 miles aboYe Omaha 
City. 
Near iclney Station, on 
U.P. R. R. 
6 mil s south of :McPher-
son Station. 
On the line of u. P.R. R. 
.... .. do ............... .. 
Brig. Gen. E. 0. C. Onl.. . . . D ep:ll'tment 1 . . 3 1 · · 
staff. 
Col. J. H . King, 9th Inf. 6 2cl Cav., 4th .. ... · · · · · 
anu 9th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. G. A . Wood- 2 3<l Uav. and .......... 
ward, Hth Iuf. 14th Inf. 
Col. J. J. Reynolds, 3d 5 3d Cav ........ ...... .. 
Uav. 
Col. J. V. Bomford, 8th 
Inj. 
Col. I. N. Palmer, 2d Cav. 
9 3d Uav., 4th, .......... 
and 8th Iuf. 
4 2d and 3d .......... 
Cav.,and4th 
!of. 
Fort Fred. tcele, . ..... do ... . ... ... .. ..... Col. P.R. Tie Trobrian!l, 
W:ro. 13th lnf. 
4 2d Cav., 9th .......... 
and 13thlnf. 
For Bridger, Wyo. 10 miles south of Carter's Col. l!'.l!'. Flint, 4th In f.. 
Station, on u. P. It. n. 
2 4th Inf. ............. .. 
' 
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by Lieutenant-General P. H. Sheridan, heaclqttarters Chicago, Illinois, taken jl'om the latest 
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PCSTS. 
DEP ARn!EXT OF THE 
PLATTE- Cont'd. 
SITU ATIOXS. 
Fort Laramie, Wyo. 89 miles north of Chey-
ennfl, on U. P.R. R 
Fort Fetterman, 170 miles from Cheyenne, 
Wyo. on U. P . R R. 
Camp Brown, Wyo. 138milesfromBryan, on 
U.P.R. R 
Camp Stambaugh, 67 miles from Point of 
. ·wyo. Rocks, on U. P.R. R. 
Camp Donglas,Utah 3 miles east of ~alt Ln.ke 
City. 
Beaver, Utah ______ -- -- --- - --- --- ------ - - -- --
Camp on Laramie 15 miles from Fort Lara-
River, ·wyo. mie. 
Cheyenne Depot, At Cheyenne __ ___ ___ ___ _ 
Wyo. 
C.-Position ancl distl' ibntion of t1·oops in the 
COMMANDING 
OFFICERS. 
Col. .J. ·E. Smith, 14th In f. 
Lient.Col.Cuvier Gro\er, 
3d Cav. 
1st Lient. J . B. Guthrie, 
13th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. A. G. Brack-
ett, 2d Cav . 
Lieut. Col. H. A . Morrow, 
13th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. J. D. Wilkins, 
8th Inf. 
Capt. G. V . Henry, 3d 
Cav. 
Capt. T. B. Burrowes, 9th 
In f. 
GARRISONS. 
7 2d Cav. and 
14th Inf. 
5 3d Cav. and 
14th Inf. 
1 13th Inf. _ - --
PRESEXT. 
2 2c1 Cav. and --- ·-- ----
13th Inf. 
7 _ ... do __ ____ _ -- -- -- -- --
4 8th Inf _-. --- -- -- -- -- --
3d Cav .. _ .. - -- -- -- -- --
1 9th Iuf.. ____ -- -- -- -- --
Total -------- - - -- -- ----- -- -- ------- ----- - --- - -- ---------- ---- -- -- - · ~~ -- ---- ------- -2: ]2: 
EPAUn!EXT OF 
lJAKOTA. 
Headquarters ..... . Saint Paul, Minn ___ ___ _ Brig. Gen.A.H. Terry _____ Depal'tment 1 . . 3 1-- · 
staff. 
Fort Snelling;:Minn. 5 miles below Saint Paul. Col. George Sykes, 20th ~ 1 20th Inf. _ . . - -- -- -- -- --
Iof. · 
• aint Paul, Minn. __ _____ _____ ____ __ ------ ____ Col. S.D.Sturgis, 7th Cav. - _- II'dq'rs 7th -- -- -- -- --
Cav. 
Fort Ripley, Minn. 47 miles north of ~auk 
Rapids. 
Fort Abercrombie, 12 miles north of Breck-
Dak. enrirlp:e. 
Fort Wadsworth, On Kettle Lake ... __ ... _ 
Dak. 
Fort Totten, Dak. _ 
Fort Pembina, Dak, 
Fort Randall, Dak _ 
Fort nlly, Dak ___ _ 
Fort Rice, Dale ___ _ 
Fort tevenson,Dak 
Fort Buford, Dak __ 
Fort Seward, Dak. _ 
Fort .J...Lincoln,Dak 
Camp Hancock.Dak 
On southeastern shore 
ofDevil's Lake. 
On Red River of the 
North. 
On Missouri Rh-er, 146 
miles above Sioux 
bity, Iowa. 
On Missouri Ri \"er, 318 
miles above Sioux 
City, Iowa. 
On Missouri River, 50 
miles belowEdwinton. 
On Missouri River, 125 
miles above Fort Rice. 
On Mi onri Rh·er, 30J 
miles abo•e Fort Ste-
venson. 
At crossinp: of James 
River by .. ~. P.R. R. 
.J..t eros. ing of Missonri 
River b_y ~- P. R. R. 
At Ed winton. __________ _ 
Fort haw, :lion t. _ _ 80 miles north of Helena 
Fort Eili!-1, :\Iont __ .,3 miles from Bozem~n- __ 
Capt. W . S. McCaskey, 
20th Inf. 
Capt. J. H. Patterson, 
20th In±: 
Maj . J. E . Yard, 20th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. L. C. Hunt, 
20th Inf. 
Capt. Loyd Wheaton, 
20th Iuf. 
Capt. C. A. Webb, 22d 
In f. 
Capt. J.B. Irvine, 22d In f. 
Col. T. -L. Crittenden, 
17th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. Danir·l llus-
ton,jr., Gth Int: 
CoL W. B. llazen, Gth 
In f . 
Cn,pt. J. C. Bates, 20th 
In f. 
Lient. CoL W. P. Carlin, 
17th Inf. 
Ca-lo\-. C. E. Clark, 17th 
Li ut. Col. U. C. Gilbert, 
7th In f. 
Ma,j. ~ . B. Sweitzer, 2<1 
CaY. 
20th In f.. .. - -- - - -- -- --
1 . .. . uo _ ---- -- -- -- -- -- --
2 .••. do------- -- -- -- -- --
2 _ .•. do_------ -- -- -- -- --
1 ... . do _ ---- - - -- -- -- -· --
2 22cl Inf ____ __ -- -- -- -- ·-
2 ___ .do _ ------ -- -- -- -- --
2 17th In f.. _. _ -- -- -- -- --
2 6thinf.. ____ -------- --
5 .... do_----- - ----------
20thinf. ____ ----------
2 6th Inf ______ -- -- -- -- --
17th In f.. .. _ -- - - -- -- --
7th In f.._ .. -
2d Cav. and 
7th Iur. 
, 
ADJUTANT GENERAL .. 
Military Division of the Missouri, g·c.-Continuec1. 
PRESEXT. ABSEKT. 
.. 1 .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. 1 7 . .. 1 1 11 385 23 408 .. .. .. 3 
...... .... .......... 1.. 5 ...... 
2 
-- ............ 1 .... 1 .. 1 ...... 
244 14 25'3.... .. 2 
52 
113 
2 54 .... 1 .. . 




26 391 417 
16 251 267 
3 55 58 
113 121 
.. 1 .. 1 .......... . : 1 .. 7 .. .. .. 11 311 21 332 .. .. .. 2 2 11 23 320 343 
1 ............ 1 .. 3 .... .. 211 12 223 .... 1 14 214 228 
1 .... .. 67 2 69 ........ . 2 70 72 
-· .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 1 .. .. .. 1 . 46 2 48 ...... 
2 
3 .. . 
1 1 47 50 
~~~~~~13-:-:-~665:j -:-:-6796 3, 4osi2W 3, 618 -:-:- ~7178228 lio 238 3, 490 3, 728 
------====-======================-=============-====-= 
1 3 2 1 5 1 .... 1 .... 1 . ... -· ....... 
1 ...... 1 .. 1 .... 1 .. 1 2 
1 .. 1 ........ 1 ... 
1 ...... 2 
1 ...... 2 
-· ............ 1 ...... 1 2 .... .. 
-- .................. 1.. 1 .... .. 
1................ 1 .... .. 







28 .................... 17 
94 .. .. .. ... 1 .. . 
23 .. 2 •. ..•.• •. 2 5 
53 .. ....... 2 ... 2 3 
55........ . 2 ... 2 
11 28 







122 129 .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . 7 122 129 
114 6 120 ... . 1 ... 
51 
99 
54......... 1 ... 




1 ...... 1 ....... . 2 .... 3 1~4 8 132 . . 2 .. 3 11 128 139 
--1 .. 1 .......... 1 .... 2 .. 1 4 122 11 133.. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 11 122 133 
.... ......... . .... .. 1.. 1 ...... 
.. .. .. 1 .......... 1 .... 4 .. 11 
1.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 ........ . 
1 ........ -- ...... 1 .. 1 ..... . 
1 .. .. .. 2 
138 144 .... 




57...... 1 ··-· 
113 .... 1 2 2 
51 ........ . 1. .. 
7 138 145 
6 20 343 363 
3 55 58 
8 109 117 
4D 52 
. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . 1 . . 5 . . 1 1 12 414 20 434 . . 1 2 10 14 24 424 448 
-. 1 . . 1 . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 1 5 . . . . . . 285 15 300 . . .. . . 2 2 11 17 29.J 311 
62 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
POSTS. 
DEPARTMEXT OF DA· 
KOTA- Cont'd. 
Fort Benton, :Mont. 






rn0lh~ft~d ....... . 
SITUATIONS. 
On Missouri River, 143 
miles north of Belen a. 
18 miles northeast of 
eo ~itl~s0::0~~1~rt nan-
dan. 
7 miles above Fort Sully. 
90 miles above Fort Sully 
On Yellowstone expedi-
tion. 
Do............. Escort to northern 
boundary survey. 
C.-Position ancl clist1'ibution of t1·oops in th& 
COMMANDI:?.';G 
OFFICERS. 
Capt. T. S. Kirtland, 7th 
In f. 
Capt. H. B. Freeman, 7th 
In f . 
Capt . .Joseph Bush, 22d 
In f. 
Capt. Carlisle Boyd, 17th 
In f. 
Capt. Edward Collins, 
17th Inf. 
Col. D. S. Stanley, 22d 
In f. 
Maj. M. A .Reno, 7th Cav. 
GARRISONS. PRESENT. 
Regiments. 
1 7th InL. .... .. -- -- -- --
1 .... do-- ----- . . -- -- -- --
22d lnf. . . . . . . . . . . , . . - -
2 17th InL ........... --
2 •••. do ......... -- ..... . 
29 7th Cav., 6, 8, .... -... --
l!, 17, &22cl 
In f. 
7th Cav. and __ .... -- ·· 
20th luf. 




Headquarters ...... San Antonio, Tex....... Brig. Gen. C. C. Augur_. . . . Department 1 . . 3 1 --
staff. 
Fort Bliss, Tcx .... Near Franklin, T ex ..... Capt. · F. M. Coxe, 25th 
In f. 
Fort Clark, Tex.... On Las Moras River, 126 Col. R. S. Mackenzie, 4th 
miles west of San An- Cav. 
tonio. 
Fort Concho, Tex.. At junction of the Main Lieut. Col. Wesley Mer-
and North Conchos. ritt, 9th Cav. 
]ortDavis, Tex .... 
Fort Duncan, Tex .. 
Fort Griffin, Tex ... 
On the Limpia River, 
466 miles northwest of 
San Antonio. 
At Eagle Pass, on the 
Rio Grande. 
At Maxwell's Ranch ... . 
Fort Mcintosh, Tex. At Loredo ...•......... . 
FortMcKavett,Tex. On San Saba River, 2 
miles from its source. 
Maj. Z. R. Bliss, 25th Inf. 
Lieut. Col.W. R. Shafter, 
24th Inf. 
Lieut. Col. G. P. BueL', 
11th Inf. 
Capt. C. C. Hood, 24th 
In f. 
Col. H. B. Clitz, lOth Inf. 
2:Jth Inf .... . 
14 4thCav.,lOth .... -- -- --
and25thinf. 
6 9th and lOth 
Cav. and 
11th Inf. 
4 9th Cav. and 
25th Inf. 
4 4th Cav. and ...... ----
24th Inf. 
5 lOth Cav. and . . .. . .. --
11th Inf. 
1 24th Inf.. ... -- .. -- .. --
7 9th Cav. and .. . ..... --
lOth Inf. 
Fort Quitman, Tex . On the Rio Grande, 80 
mHes below Franklin . 
Capt. Charles Bentzoni, 1 25th Iuf .......... - -- --
25th Iuf. 
Col. W. H. Wood, 11th 7 lOth Cav. and __ ...... --
Inf. 11th Inf. · 
Fort Ricllardson, .At .Jacksboro' ......... . 
Tex. 
Fort tockton, Tex At Comanche Springs... Capt. E . G. Bush, lOth 4 9t.h Cav., 10th ..... - -- · · 
luf. and 25tb In f. 
Ringgold Barracks, At Rio Grande City..... Col. Edward Hatch, 9th 8 9th Cav. and .... -- -- --
TE-x. Cav. 24th Inf . 
.Austin, Tex .................................. Capt. E. E. Sellers, lOth 1 lOth Inf ........... -- -· 
Ini . 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T. Tear junction of .._-Teosho Lieut. Col. T. H. Neill, ~ 2 6th Cav. and ...... -- --
and Arka11sas Rivers. 6th Cav. 5th Inf. 
Fort ill, Ind. T .... AtjunctionofMeflicine Lieut. Col. .J. W . David- 8 10thUnv.,ll1h, .... -- .. --
Bluff and Cache Creeks. son, lOth Cav. and 25th II!!' 
Fort Brown, Tex... At Browns>ille ........ . ,Maj. H. C. M:eniam, 24th 5 24th Inf .... . -.. - -- - - - · 
Total ................... ...... ............ ~!: ................... -78 ·············· J1~31~ 
Grand total Military Di>i ion of the ::llissouri.. ................... 2G6 .... -•. ------ - l~f"i D S ~ 
.ADJl:TA.'T·GE::>ERAL'S OFFJCE, 
Washinyton, D. C., October 10,11:73. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 























.. .. .. 
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-- -- -- --
.. 
-- --


























1 .. 49 1, 451 80 1, 531 
-- --















-- -- --- - -- · 
...... 
-- -- ---· -- · ----
-- -- ---· ---
...... 










92 1, 633 1, 725 
10 195 20S 
1 8 2 10 ;) ] -- 3 1 5 6 7 64 -- 5 6 125 . 4, 246 251 4, 497 1 5 12 16 224 34 258 285 4, 470 4, 755 
========== ===== ===-====== ============ = === ·-===========- = 
.. 2 .. 1 5 .. 1 .. }__ }__ .. ......... . . ... 
---







1 -- ---- 2 58 61 -- -- ... -- 1--- 59 62 
1 -- -- ------ 1.. 3 12- - 1 1 15 950 34 984-- -- 2 11 11 22 45 961 1, 006 
-- 1 -. 1 .. -- .. .. ---- }__ 5 .. -- -- 341 17 358 1 21 345 366 
1.. 
-- --
-- ... -- ... 1 3 -- 1 1 261 13 274 -- 2 5 17 26;2 279 
1 .. 
-- ---- -- --




] -. 4 .... .. 253 14 267 .. -- 2 3 16 254 270 
.... .1- .. .. .. .. 
--
.. ....... -- .. 1.. .... -- 59 61 . . .. . . ... ---- . .. .. ..... 2 59 61 
-· 
.. .. 1 .. .. 
-- ... .... 1 1 1 3 .. 1 1 446 1tl 464 .. 1 4 5 3 10 13 28 44Y 477 
... .. .. .. 




58 2 60 -- -- .... 
·-
1 ... 2 59 61 
1.. 
----
. .. -- 1.. 1 5-- 1.. 12 390 21 411 .. 2 2 2 3 27 393 42() 
}__ 
.. 
.... -- ... --
----
3 .. -- .... 246 255-- .. 2 12 247 259 
1 .. 
... -- .... --







1.. . . .. 58 61. . 
--
.. .. 2 ... 2 60 63 
---- ·- .... --
.. 
---- ----
1.. 2 1.. .. 130 8 138 -- .. 
-- --
1. .. 8 131 139 
--
1 .. 1 .... .. 1 -- .. 1 1 8 .• 1 1 11 4e5 26 511 .. 2 .. 3 31 489 520 
-· 
1.. 1.. 
-- ... .. --
----
1 4 1 .... 9 288 17 305-. .. 1 1 1 2 3 19 289 308 
:-:s :-:1;; ' 1:-:c•r•l'f' ''"''SliD ------------- --------4, 745 230 4, 975 311 1831 71 63 134 293 4, 816 5,109 3128 ~lfll214 121li l31 9 12o l2si 21913 1221221405 == 15, 463 879i16, 342 427 47 80 425 158 583 1, 037 15, 888 16,925 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
.Adjutant· Ue1. eral. 
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D.-Position ancl clistributiun of t1·oops in the Milita1·y Division of the Atlantic, commanclecl 
1·eturns on file in the Adjutant-
POSTS. 
DEP AHTME~T OF THE 
EAST. 
SITUATIONS. COMMANDING OFFICERS. 
GAHRISONS. PRESEXT. 
Regiments._ 
Divis'n staff. 1 . . 3 1 1 
Headquarters . . . . . New York City, N. Y . . . Maj. Gen. \V. S. Han· Department .......... 
staft: 
Fort Hamilton, N. In New York Harbor, 
Y. N.Y. 
Fort \Vadswortb, ...... do ................ . 
N.Y. 
Fort Wood,N. Y ......... do ............... .. 
Davicl's Isl'd, New ...... clo ................ . 
York. 
Plattsbu!__gh Bar- At Plattsburgb, N. Y .. . 
racks, .J)<ewYork. 
F't Trumbull, Conn At New London, Conn .. 
Fort Warren, Mass. In Boston Harbor, Mass. 
Fort Independence, ...... do ................ . 
Mass. 
Fort Preble, Me.... On Spring Point, Cape 
Elizabeth, Me. 
Fort Sullivan, Me.. At Eastport, Me ....... . 
Fort Adams, R. L .. InNewportHarbor, R.I. 
Fort McHenry, Md. At Baltimore, Md . ..... . 
Fort Foote, Md . . . . On Potomac River, 8 
miles belowWashinp;-
ton City, D. C. 
Fort Monroe, Va... At Old Point Comfort, 
Va. 
('OCk. 
Col. G. W. Getty, :~cl Art. 
Maj. H. G. Gibson, 3d 
Art. 
Capt. Erskine Gittings, 
3d Art. 
Maj. R. V. W.Howard, 
3d Art. 
Capt. Richard Arnold, 
5th Art. 
Lieut. Col. F. T. Dent, 
5th Art. 
Capt. J. B. Rawles, 5th 
Art. 
Maj. William Hays, 5th 
Art. 
Maj. Truman Seymour, 
5th Art. 
Capt. E. C. Bainbridge, 
5th Art. 
Col. H. J. Hunt, 5th Art . 
Lient. Col.W.H. French, 
2d Art. . 
First Lieut. J. E. East-
man,2dArt. 
Col. W. F. Barry, 2d Art . 
3d Art .............. .. 
1 .... do ............... .. 
1 .... do ............... .. 
2 .••. do ....... -- .. ------
1 5th Art ..... -- -- -- -- --
2 .••. do ....... -- -- -- -- --
1 .... do ............... .. 
1 .... do ............... .. 
1 .... do ............... --
1 .... do ............... .. 
4 .... do .............. .. 
3 2dArt .............. .. 
1 .... do ............... .. 
5 1st, 2d, 3d, .......... 
4th, & 5th 
Art. 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 .................. -- -. -
DEP AHH!E~T OF THE 
LAKES. 
IIcadquarters ...... Detroit, Mich ........ . .. 
Fort Wayne, Mich. 
:I<'ort Gratiot, Mich . 
Fort Brady, Mich .. 
J•"t Mackinac, Micb 
Fort Porter, X. Y .. 
Three miles below De-
troit, Mich. 
On the Saint Clair River, 
near outlet of Lake 
Huron, Mich. 




At Buft:'\lo, N. Y ........ 
Brig. Gen. P. St. George 
Cooke. 
Lieut. Col. f. Lugen-
beel, 1st Inf. C?j. T. N. Tolman, 1st 
====== 
D epartment 1 . . 2 1 . -
staf:t: 
1st Iuf. ......... -- -- .. 
1 .... do ......... ---- -- .. 
Capt. Kinzie Bates, 1st 2 .... do ............... .. 
I11f. 
Capt. Leslie Smith, 1st 1 .... do ............... .. 
In f. 
Capt. I. D. De Russy, 2 .... do ......... .. .... .. 
1st Inf. 
Fort Niauara, X. Y . At Youngstown, N.Y... First Lieut. ,James 1 3d Art .......... -. -- --
O'Hara, 3d Art. 
FortOntado, .... Y . AtOsweJ:ro,N.Y ........ Capt.R. .... cott,3d.Art. l. ... do ............... .. 
:Madi. on BalTacks, Sackett's Harbor, X Y.. Lieut. Col. R. B. Ayres, · 21 3d .A.rt. and ........ .. 
.... Y. 3d Art. 1st Inf. 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
1 
••••• ---- ·--- . ~C~,~~= 
Grand total Military Division of tbe ..t.\.tlantic ....................... 41
1 
.............. 21 .. 1 ~ 211 
ADJUTMiT-GENERAL's OFFICE, Washinaton, D. 0., Octo~er 10, 1 73. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 65 
by Major-General W. S. Hancock, headquartm·s New Yodc City, N. Y., taken from th~ latest 
General's Office, 1873. 
PRESENT. 
1 1 2 4 3 .. .. .. 2 .. . . . . .. .. .. 
2 .. .. .. .. .. 1 . . .. 3 .. 1 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1 1 .. .. 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 1.. .. 
1 .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 1 2 .. . . 
1 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 1 . . . . 
1 .. .. .. .. .. . . 1 . . 2 . . . . 
1 .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. 
1 .. .. . . .. .. . . .. 1 .. .. 
1 . . .. .. .. . . . . .. 1 .. .. .. 
1 . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 1 .. .. 
.. 1 .. 2 .. .. .. .. 1 . . 3 .. 1 
2 .. .. .. .. . . . . 1 .. 3 .. 1 
.. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 
.. . ..... 13 22 4 .. .. 
1 211 16 227 .. . . 1 
.. 57 63 1 . . .. 
.. 3 48 5 53 .. . . .. 
.. 3 78 7 85 .. .. . . 
.. 3 50 5 55 .. . . .. 
.. 74 82 .. . . .. 
.. 2 45 50 .. . . . . 
.. 49 55 .. . . . . 
.. 34 37 .. . . 1 
. . 46 3 49 .. 1 . . 
1 9 251 18 269 .. . . 1 
1 8 2U4 16 220 .. .. . . 
.. 2 57 2 59 .. . . 1 
ABSENT. 
. .. ~ -.. 
5 2 
. .. 
.. 1 . ..... . 
... 1 .. ..... 
2 2 2 
... 1 . ..... 
2 















17 9 26 
18 216 234 
58 65 
49 54 
10 79 89 
5 51 56 





20 254 274 
17 210 227 
58 61 
-. 1 . . 2 . . . . . . 1 . . 1 1 1 5 . . . . . . 22 398 34 432 . . . . . . . . . 20 .. -. 20 34 418 452 
1 3 2 21 3 . . . . 2 2 3 3 5 24 . . 3 3 72 1, 611 147 1, 758 5 1 4 13 45 23 68 170 1, 656 1, 826 
= == === ======== = ==== ~ = === = == =====- = ==== =-= = = 
-- 2 1 2 2 ......................... . 16 .......... -- ........ . 7 16 
1 . . . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . 3 . . 1 . . 5 146 12 158 . . 3 ..... 3 3 6 15 149 164 
1 . ... ...... ...... 1 .. .. .. 2 45 49 .......... - ........•. 45 49 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 . . .. .. 3 76 82 .. . . .. 1 
·--· 
76 83 
i .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 .. . . .. 2 34 4 38 .. . . .. ... 3 .. .. ... 37 41 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 2 .. . . .. 3 88 94 .. . . .. 2 3 90 97 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 52 3 55 .. . . 1 ... 2 53 57 
1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1 . . . . .. 2 34 38 .. . . 1 2 5 35 40 1 .. .. .. . . .. .. 1 .. 1 . . . . .. 3 73 79 .. 
--
1 2 3 8 74 82 
------------------------------------
-. 2 1 10 2 . . . . 1 . . . . 2 .. 11 . . 1 . . 22 555 54 609 . . 3 2 4 11 9 20 63 566 629 
=================-=============== 
16 431 5 .... 3 2 3 5 535 .. 4 3 94 2, 174 206 2,380 7 4 617 56 34 90 240 2,230 2,470 
E. D. TOWNSEND, Adjutant-6emral. 
5w 
._/ 
66. REPORT QF THE SECRETARY OF vVAR. 
E.-Position ancl cUst1'ibution of t?·oops in the Militm·y Dirision of the Pacific, commanded blf 
1·etu1·ns on file in the Acljtt-
--· \ 






DEP AHn1El\T OF CAL· 
lFORNIA. 
Headquarters...... San Francisco, Cal...... Maj. Gen. J . M. Schofield . . . Division staff' ,2 ~ ~ ,2::! 
Department . . . . . . 1 .. 
, staff. 
Alcatrazisland,Cal. In San Francisco Harbor Maj. C. H. Morgan, 4th 2 4th .A.rt ..... · · · · · · · · · · 
Art. 
Angelisland, CaL. ...... do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. M~~f:a· R. Mizner, 12th H :2~1~ rnl s ........ .. 
:Benicia Barracks, At Benicia ............ _. Col. A. C. Gillem, 1st 3 1st Cav ............. .. 
Cal. Cav. 
Camp Bidwell, Cal. At north end of Surprise Capt.
1 
R. F. Bernard, 1st 
Valley. Cav. 
Camp Gaston, CaL. Near junction of Trinity Lt. Col . .A.. D. Nelson, 
1st Cav .... ....... ·· ·· 
12th Inf ... .. ........ .. 
and Klamath Rivers. 12th Inf. 
Camp Independ· In Owen's River Valley. Capt . .A.. B. MacGowan, 1\ 1 12th Inf ........... .. .. 
enoe, Cal. 12th Inf. ~ 
Camp Wright, Cal.. In Round Valley ........ Capt. E. C. Woodruff, 
12th Inf. 
Point San Jose, Cal. In San Francisco Harbor Capt. J obn Mendenhall, 
4th Art. 
Presidio, Cal. ...... .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. Col. Horace :Brooks, 4th 
. .A.rt. 
Camp Halleck, Nev. 12milessouthofHalleck Ca-ptf .. M. H. Stacey, 12th 
station, on Central Pa· In 
cific Railroad. 
Camp McDormit, 80 miles north of ·winne· Capt. Henry Wagner, 
Nev. mucca, on Central Pa- 1st Cav. 
cific Railroad. 
Fort Ilall, Idaho .. . 140 miles north of Co· Capt. J. L. Vivcn, 12th 
12thinf.. ........... .. 
4th .A.rt.. ........... .. 
4th Art ..... ...... .. .. 
12th Inf.. ........... .. 
1st Cav ............. .. 
12th Inf ............. .. 
rinna, Utab, on the Inf. 
Total. ....... ---~~~~~-~~~~~~-~-~i~~~~~: .......................... 17 .............. ~~~l~ 
DEPARTifEXTOF'l'IIE 
COLUMBIA.. 
Headquarters ...... Portland, Oreg .......... Col. J. C. Davis, 23d Inf .. . 
Camp Ilarney, Oregl 60 miles south of Calion Maj. Elmer Otis, 1st Cav. 
City. 
Camp Warner, Oreg 15 milPs west of Warner 1st Lt. S. P. Jocelin, 21st 
Lake. Inf. 
Fort Klamath, Oreg ~ear Lake Klamath.... Lt.-Uol. Frank Wheaton, 
Fort tevens, Or ~-





Near mouth of Columbia 
Riv r. 
Near boundary line be-
tween nited tates 
and :British Colombia. 
18 miles north of Port-
land Oregon. 
In WallA-Walla Valley .. 
21st Inf. 
Capt. M. P. Miller, 4th 
Art. 
C~. Evan Miles 21st 
Col. R. S. Granger, 21st 
In f. 
Maj. John Green, 1stCav 
an Jnan Island, .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1st Lt. J. A. Hang bey, W:u~b. 21st In f. 
Cap Di!!appoint- At tho mouth of the Co· Capt. F. G. Smith, 4th m9,WL~ ~mhlaruv~ Art 
=-==== 
Depal·trnent . . . . 2 1 .. 
staff. 
21st lnf ............. .. 
21st Inf ......... .. .. .. 
12th and 21st ........ .. 
In f. 
4th Art ......... .... .. 
21stlnf ............. .. 
21st Inf ............. .. 
8 1st Cav. and .......... 
21st Inf. 
21st lnf. ............ .. 
4th Art ....... ...... .. 
21st lnf.. ....... .. .. .. Fort Bois€:, Idaho .. 
1 
~-earBoise City ......... Capt. G. M. Downey, 21st 
In f. 
Fort Lapwai, Idaho. 12 mile from Lewiston.. Capt. G. B. Sanford, 1st 2 1st Cav. and ......... . 
. C!lv. J 21st In f. • 
1tka, Alal;ka . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. :Ma.J. Joseph Stewart, 4th 2 4th Art ............. .. 
Total .................................. ---~~· ................... Z3, .............. :]]~: 
.A.DJUT.A.NT- GENER.A.L. 67 
Majo1'-General J. M. Schofield, headqttm·ters San Fl'ancisco, California, taken j1'orn the latest 
tant-General's Office, 1873. 
PRESEKT. ABSENT. PRESENT AND ABSENT. 
. . 2 2 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 ........ ' . . . . . . . . . . 10 19 ..............•...... 10 1!'! 
==============-================================== 1 1 1 1 4 ......................... . 
1 2 ...... 2 




19 ......... · .... .. . . .. .. 
108 ...... ' 3 3 5 









...... 1 .......... 11 .. 2 .. 1 .. 204 11 215 .... 1 3 4 15 208 223 
1...... 2 54 
.................... 1 ........ .. 55 2 
...... 1 ................ 1 ......... . 44 2 
1...... 2 54 3 
1 ................ 1 .... .. 53 3 
57.. .. . . .. . 1 . ... 
57 .. . . 1 2 2 
46 . . .. .. 2 2 5 
57 ........ . 













1 ...... 1 .. 1 .... 3 .. 1 1 6 218 14 232 .. 1 .. 6 2 8 16 224 240 
1 ........ 1 .. .. .. 36 40 ........ . 4 .... 40 44 
1 ...... 62 2 64 ...... 3 3 64 67 
1 ...... 56 2 58 ......... 1 .... 2 57 59 
----------------------------------------
1 1 1 5 4 . . . . 3 . . 2 2 2 14 . . 3 2 23 974 64 1, 038 . . 2 2 12 29 16 45 80 1, 003 1, 083 
======~=========================== 
.. 1 1 1 3 .... -- ................... . 7 
1 ...... 1 1 .... .. 52 
1 ...... 1 .............. .. 50 3 
16 ........ .. .•.. - .. .••. 7 
56 .... .. 
53 ... . 5 2 
2 5 
5 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . 1 . . . . . . 2 172 5 177 . . . . 2 2 3 7 
1 .... .. 
1 .... .. 





59 ...... 5 
62 ...........•......... 














4 .. .. .. 15 411 20 431 .. -. 38 5 43 25 449 474 
2 
1 ...... 
1 ........ 1 .... .. 







39-- .. 1 ... 
52 .... .. 1 .... 
48 .... .. 












- .. - .. 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2 .. .. .. 2 90 96 . - .. .. 2 4 2 6 8 94 102 
~1173~1~4f:--:-114 115~r113o 1,2-25W 1,2!l5~~812662o869o 1.,291 1, 381 
==================-===========.== ~ 
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POSTS. SITUATIONS. 






·s CD • ~s :~"~~ Regiments. ~ -: _ ~ ,.. 
0 0 ;.. s >= <:) 
o ogol0¥ ~ ~ "'?.,:, ~ ~ ~t''*~~ s ~~!~~ ~ <3~~~~ 
-------------------------------------
DEP ARTJI!ENT OF ARI-
ZONA, 
Headquarters.... . . Prescott, .Ariz_ ....•..... 
Camp .Apache, .A.riz. In White Mountain 
country. 
C am p B e a 1 e' s 43 mileR east of Camp 
Springs, .A.riz. Mojave. 
Camp Bowie, .A.riz.. .A.t .A. pache Pass ....... . 
Camp Grant, .A.riz .. .A.t the foot of Mount 
Graham. 
Camp Lowell, .A.riz Near Tucson, Ariz ...... 
Camp McDowell, 52 miles north of Mari-
.A.riz. copa Wells. 
Camp Mojave, Ariz. Near the head of Mojave 
Valley. 
Lt.-Col. George Crook, 
23d Inf. 
Capt . G. M. Randall, 23d 
In f. 
Capt. Thomas Byrne, 
12thinf. 
C~~~-S. S. Sumner, 5th 
MaJ. W. B. Royall, 5th 
Cav. 








2 5th Cav. and ...... -- --
23d Inf. 
5th Cav. and 
23d Inf. 
3 5th Cav. and 
23d Inf. 
5th Cav. and ...... ----
23d Inf . 
Capt. G. F. Price, 5th Cav 2 
Capt. E. F. Thompson, 
12th Inf. 
Camp Verde, Ariz.. 38 miles from Prescott.. Capt. J. W. Mason, 5th :'! 
12th Inf.. ....... -_ -_ -__ -_--I_ 
5th Cav. and 
5t~3g;:,f~nd ..... 1 ... --Cav. Fort Whipple, .A.riz. Near Prescott . . . . . . . . . . C~~~-James Burns, 5th 3 
23d Inf. • 
Fort Yuma, Cal.... .A.t junction of the Gila Capt. Charles Wheaton, 
and Colorado Rivers. 23d Inf. 
23d Inf.. .... -..... -- --
New San Diego, Cal. ......................... : Cfn~. W. E. DoYe, 12th _ 12th Inf.. ... -=-:_-=-:_-=-:_ .:..=_ :..:_ 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 · - · · 
======= 
Grand total Military Division of the Pacific ..................... 65 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1 .. 6 3 1 
ADJUTA.'IT-GEXERAL'S O FfiCE, 
Washington, JJ. 0., October 10, 1873. 
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,, ...... L ........ . 
I 
246 - - -- -- 2 6 
-- -- -- -- -- -- .... -- . . . . . . 1 . - . - . - 53 2 55 .... -. 11 2 
. - . - .... . - . .. ... .. -- -. . . 2 . - ..... --- 130 2 132 -. . . . . 31 3 
315 .. -- 2 31 10 
. . 1 1 1 4 . . . . . .. - . . 1 . - .... -- . - . --. . 10 
1 ... - .. -- ..... - .. 2 ..... . 
...... . ..... -- ........ 1 3 -- .. --
239 
8 




24:5 254 9 
3 3 55 58 
5 133 138 
316 
3 4 
11 3 2 5 5 134 139 
59 . . . - - - 1 - - - - 1
1 
3 57 ~0 
- - 1 .. 1 ...... .. -- .. 1 .. 2-- 1 --
1 -- -- .. 
1 . - -- . -
134 -- .. 
3 196 205-- 3 
131 3 2 
57 2 
11 16 200 
I 
....... - .... -.. - . - . . . . . . 3 . - -.. - 2 213 5 218 . - -- . - 2 5 2 7 7 218 2'2i 
- .. ... . - . - . - ... - . .. . . - . - 1 ... - -. 183 188 1 -- 2 -- -I 7 10 8 190 198 
- . . - . . 1 . . . . -- . . . . . . . . . . 1 - - . . . . 60 3 63 . - . - - - 1 - - - - 4 60 64 
. - -.. - ......... - ..... - . . 1 .... - - - --- 40 41 . - -- . . 11 2 3 2 42 44 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~~:;¥,~~~~~ 
E. D. TOWNSEND, Adjutant-General. 
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F.-Position and distribtttion of troops in the Military Division of the Sottth, commanded by 







rh ~ -~ ~ . 
~ Regiments. .P i · ~ ~ 
8 g ~ S"18 ~L 
"-' ~ Q) e l~ , ... 0 c Cl) ' ...... ,... 
~ ljilil ~ 0~~~~ 
_D_E_P_A_R_T_M_E_X_T_O_F-I-- --------·I-----------I-- Division staff. __ .\__.- __ {2[ 
THE SOUTH. 
H eadquarters ..... At Louisville, Ry ...... . 
Frankfort, Ky .... _ ......................... . 
Lebanon, Ry . ............................... . 
Lancaster, Ry _ .... _ ........................ . 
Nashville, Tenn . ..........•................. . 
Humboldt, Tenn .. _ .•........................ 
i~b~~~~~~~-~~~~: : ~~ :::~ ~ :~::: :::: ~:: ::~: :: 
fa~:svif_~g~~~i~~~ · :::::::::::: :~::: :::: ::~ ~: 
Fla. 
Fort Pulaski, Ga . . _ At mouth of Savannah 
River. 
Savannah, Ga ...............•••.............. 
Atlanta,Ga ................................. . 
Fort Macon, N.C... In Beaufort llarbor . ... . 
Fort Johnston, N.C. At Smithville_ ......... . 
~h~;~~t~.~-- ·e::: :: : ~~ ~ ~~ ::·_ ::~::: ::::~ ~~::: : 
Columbia, S.C ......... : .................... . 
Yorkville, S. C _ . . . . _ .................. _ ..... . 
Newberry,S.C .............................. . 
Total .•.... __ _ ...... __ ... _ .. __ ....... __ 
DEP ARTUEXT OF 
THE GULF. 
IIeadquarters.. .... At .~:Tew Orleans, La .. .. 
Jackson Barracks, ...... do ............... .. 
La. 
:Baton Rong , La. __ ........................ .. 
Alexandria, La ... __ ........................ .. 
Greenwood, La ....... ...................... .. 
Saint:Martinsvill , ........................ .. 
La. 
Fort Barrancas, Fla. In Pensacola llarbor ..•. 
Key Wet, Tia ...... ........................ . 
Fort Jefferson , Fla. At tb GarrlenR y, Tor-
tu ••a . 
Maj. Gen. I. McDowell . . . . . D:£aaJ_tmeut -- -- -- - · · 
Capt. C. R. Layton, 16th 1 16th Inf .... . .. -- -- . · . · 
In f. 
Capt. C. E. Morse, 16th 16th Inf.. ... -- -- -- -- --
In f. 
Capt. J. S. Fletcher, 16th 16th Inf . ...... -- . - -- -· 
Li~~l~- Col. Jas. Van 2 16th Inf.. ... -- -- -- -- --
Voast, 16th Inf. 
Capt. H. A. Theaker, 16th Inf ... -- -- -- -- -- --
16th Inf. 
Capt. H. C. Cook, 2il Tnf.. 2d In f ..... -- -- -- -. -- --
Lieut.Col.T.C.Euglish, 2 2c1Inf ....... -- -· ------
2dinf. 
Capt. W. F. Drum, 2d In f. 1 2d In f ..... -- -- -- -- -- --
Capt. M. A. Cochrane, 2 2d Iuf ....... -- .. -- -- --
2d Inf. 
Capt. R. T. Frank, 1st 2 1st Art ..... -- -. -- -- --
Art. 
Capt. H. 'w. Closson, 1st 1st Art -.. -- -. -- -- -- --
Art. 
Maj. W. H. Brown, 18th 2d & 18th Inf .. - -- -- -- ·-
In f. 
Maj. H. A. Allen, 2d 2 2d Art ... --. -- -- -- -- --
Art. 
Capt. A. C. M. Penning· 2d Art • --.-- -- -- -- -- --
ton, 2t1 Art. 
Maj . .J. C. Tidball, 2c1Art. ~dArt--- ... -- -- -- -- --
Col. Israel Vodges, 1st 1st & 2d Art .. -- -- -- --
Art. 
Lieut. Col. IT. M. Black, 6 18th Inf.-- .. -- .. -- -- -· 
18th Iuf. 
Capt. John Christopher, 18th In f .. .. - -- -- -- · · --
18th Inf. 
Capt. Jas. Stewart, 18th 18th Inf ..... -- -- -- -- --
lnf . 
.......................... 3s .............. ~ ~~~~  
Col. \V. IT. Emory, 5th 
Uav. 
Col. U. IT. Smith, 19th 
In f . 
Capt. JI. E. Stansbury, 
lOth Inf. 
Capt. J. ll. Smith, lOth 
Inf. 
Capt. ,J. IT. Bradford, 
lOth In f. 
Cavt. C. W. llotsenpil-
lcr, 19th Inf. 
Maj. J. Lllrannan, 1st 
Art. 
Capt. W. M. Graham, 
l~t Art. 
Capt. L. L. Langdon, 1st 
Art. 
~=~T 
D epartment __ .. 3 1 --
staff. 
19th Inf.. ..... -- -- -- --
2 19th In f.. ... -- .. -- -- --
2 19th Inf. .... __ .. -- -- --
2 19th Inf.. . . -- .. -- .. --
lOth Ird ..... -- .. -- -- --
1st Art ..... . - -. -. · · ·-
2 1st Art ..... -- .... 
1 
.. --
1st Art ......... -- -- --
' 
.ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 71 
Major-General Irvin McDowell, hecidq1tarters Louisville, Kentucky, talcenfrom the latest returns 
General's Office, 1873. 
PRESE!\T, ABSENT. PRESENT AND ABSENT. 
~~~~:c~~~~~~ ____ ~- ~~ ___ ===- 14 ~~~ ____ : ___ ~~ ____ == 14 
__________ I ______ .. ______ 1 ____ __ 
-- -- -- 1---- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1-- -- --




56 -- -- -- 2 3 
()0 -- -- --




1 - - -- - - - - - - -- 1 -- 2 -- 1 1 3 120 129 . - 1 . . 4 2 6 11 124 
1 - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - 1 -- -- -- 2 51 55 -- . . . . . -- . 1 -- . 4 52 
} ________________ 1 ...... 
1 .. ---------- 1 . . 2 . . 1 1 
1 ................ 1 ...... 2 1 ________________ 2 ...... 1 
1 . .............. . 1 ...... 
39 4 43 . - - - -- - -- . 1 -- . 1 4 40 




55 ...... ---- .••..• - ----
94 . . . - . - 2 - - • - 2 2 




: 1::: r: ,•:••••; 1 -- - .. - - 2 53 57 - - -- -- 5 54 4 . - . . . . 289 17 306 . . . . 2 5 3 20 294 1.. .. .. 104 110 .. -- 2 .... 3 104 
61 1 ................ 1 ...... 2 58 62-- -- -- - ... 3 ... 3 
-- 1 .. 1 .......... : . .. 1 1 .... .. 151 8 159 -. . . 2 4 5 6 11 14 156 
1 .......... 1 .... 2 .. 11 183 13 196 . . . . 1 3 7 4 11 17 190 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 -- 4 -- 1 -- 10 316 16 332 1 2 2 . --. 5 10 21 ~21 
· - .... 1 ............ -· .. 1.. -- -- 2 
1 .. .. .. 2 
! ................ 1 ..... . 
1 ... - .. 
2 .. .. .. 3 







1 .. .. .......... 1 .......... 3 114 
1 -... -. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ..... . 78 3 
57 




102 .. 1 --- · 
93 .. -- 1 -- .. 3 
85 ....... --· 6 ... 












119 .. -- 3 5 8 12 13 118 
81 -- .. 
.38 ...... 
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Jackson, Miss...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Maj. S. A. Wainwright, 
16th In f. 
Little Rock, Ark... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. • .. Capt. T. E. Rose, 16th 
In f. 
GARRISONS. , . PRESENT. 
Regiments. 
16th Inf ............. .. 
16thlnf ............. .. 
. :::~-~;,:;;..-;~~~~;~;~~ ·;; -.;;; -~:~~::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::: ~; ~~ r 
ADJUTANT·GE~RAL'S OFFICE, 










..... 11 : I : I Bureau of Military .Justice. 
... 11 ,._. I : I Quartermaster's Deparqnent. 
~ il ,... I I Subsistence nepar_tment. 
~II ~I I Me.dical Department. 
"" II t-:> I : I Pay Depar~t--m~e--u__:t.:_. ___ _ 
: II : I : 1 Corps of Engineers. 
: II : I I Ordnance Department. 
,._. II : I : I Post-chaplains. 
: II : I : I MilitK'try store-keepers. 
<:..) II '" I : I Colonels. 
<:..)11: I : Lieu ten aut-colonels. 
~11 t-:> l ..... Majors. 
t; II ~I ..... <:..) Captains. 
: II : I I Regimental chaplains. 
.,. !I : I : : I Regimental adj.-'u'-ct-an- t:-s-. ~--
.,. !I ,._. I : I Regimental quartermasters. 
&lll ~ I ~ .,. I Subalterns. iII ~ 1--:-~---~ -E-n-l-is_t_e_d_m_en-.------
-§ II ~ I <:..) 00 I Total commissioned. 
§ II ~ I ~ ~ I Aggregate. 
,._. II : I : I General and staff officers. 
-1 I! ~ : : I FieTcraiiCf reg' tal sta1:10fficers. 
6: II "" I : : I Captains. 
~ II ~ I ~ ~ I Subalterns. 
:J II ~ I ~ 00 I Enlisted men. 
~ II ~ I : : I Total commissioned. 
~ II ~ I ~ 00 I Aggregate. 
* II :J I c.~ 00 I Commissioned officers. 
i II ~ I ~ ~ I Enlisted men. 
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WAR DEP ARTl\fENT, 
Adjutant-General's O.ffice, October 7, 1873. 
SIR : My report of October 7, 1872, referred to the re-established 
business of the late Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned 
Lands, and recited the regulations for cowlucting it. The said regula-
tions have proved well adapted to their object, and the results obtained 
are, in a high degree, satisfactory. 
In addition to the disbursing offices established undel' War Depart-
ment General Orders No. -79, of 1872, it has been found expedient to 
establish others: At Fort Monroe, Vi,rginia; Forts Macon and Johnston, 
North Carolina; Charleston, 8outh Carolina; and Savannah, Georgia, for 
the payments to claimants residing at and near to those points, thereby 
enabling them to receive the amounts due them, with comparatively little 
expense to themselves and a considerable saving to the Government. 
For the thirteen offices now open, the force, employed is, 13 co mmis-
sioned officers, 30 clerks, and 10 messengers and janitors. 
The officers in charge of the offices at Forts Monroe, Macon, and 
Johnston, Charleston, and Savannah~ attend to their ordinary post and 
company duties in addition. 
The discovery of claimants who, since filing their claims, have changed 
their places of residence, many of them to other States, has, in many 
instances, proved exj;remely difficult, but through diligent effort on the 
part of the disbursing officers, who have availed themselves of all prac-
ticable means to attain that end, they have succeeded in ascertaining 
the whereabouts of a considerable number, and in securing to them the 
amounts awarded in settlement of their claims. 
It was also ascertained that numerous claimants were living at points 
remote from either of the established paying districts, and that to 
secure payment to them through any one of the disbu"rsing officers 
would be impossible, without entailing expenses largely disproportion-
ate to the amounts involved. A plan was therefore submitted which 
led to an arrangement~ by the Secretary of War wHh the Postmaster-
General, for the payment of such claimants through the postmaster at 
or nearest to their respective places of residence. A number have 
already been paid in this way, and the system is found to work favora· 
bly. As a further aid to the "discovery of the claimants," a circular 
letter, copy herewith, A, dated March 18, 1873, was sent to certain Sen-
aturs and Representatives. Resort was also had to advertising. 
Early in the month of December, 1872, it was discovered that claims 
borne upon the records of the late Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and 
Abandoned Lands as pctid, were, in fact, unpaid, w bile others borne as 
unpaid had actually been paid. It therefore became necessary to at 
once ubject said records to a careful examination and comparison with 
tho e of the accounting officers of the Treasury, in order that all neces-
ary emendations might be made and the work of payment be safely 
proceeded with. Thi labor occupied about one month, during which 
period all pa~ ments were nece sarily suspended. Until the discovery of 
the error referred to, the di. bur ing officer stood in constant danger of 
making duplicate payment , or of rejecting just claims. 
By th act of 1\Iarch 3, 1 73, entitled ' 1 An act to place colored persons 
wh enli ted in the rmy on the same footing as other soldier a to 
bounty -and p n ion, a very large number of colored ex- oldier have 
come ntitle to bounty, of which they had hitherto been deprived by 
reason of their ha ing b n ' lav " ..April19, 1861. Claim un ler saifl 
act are filing in the ffi ·e of the e ond Auditor of the Trea ury, 
and a few certificat in settl ment have already been received at thi 
AD JUT ANT- G ENER.AL. 75 
offi.ce. When such claims come, as they undoubtedly will, to he numer-
ously settled, the labors of this office will, of course, be proportionately 
enlarged. 
The missing and defective records of the late Bureau have, to a lim-
ited extent, been supplied by the late Commissioner, eighteen packages, 
containing records of various descriptions, including books of "Letters 
received," "Letters sent," and "Indorsements," "Bounty registers," 
files of letters, claims, soldiers' discharges, &c., having been received. 
The bulk, however, of those indicated to the late Commissioner by letter 
of January 18, 1873, has not been produced. 
The discontinuance, under the circular of August 8, 1872, of the pros-
ecution of claims for bounties or other moneys due to colored soldiers 
and others, has resulted favorably to the Government by a large saving 
of expenses. 
Correspondence has been had wit.h the late Commissioner from time 
to time, relative to subjects involved in his administration of the late 
Bureau. 
I respectfully submit, as a part of this communication, my reports 
dated February 20, 1873, August 4, 1873, and September 23, 1873, (now 
before the War Department,) which relat~, respectively, to the condition 
of the affairs of the late Bureau, and the responsibility and accounta-
bility of the late Commissioner. 
The tabular exhibits herewith, submitted by the chief disbursing offi-
cer, will indicate the financial operations during the fiscal year ending 
J nne 30, 1873, and to August 31, 1873. · 
Very respectfuJly, general, your obedient servant, . 
. THOMAS M. VINCENT, 
· Assistcmt Adjutant- Gene1·al. 
The .ADJU1'ANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY, 
lVashington, D. 0. 
Approved and respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War. 
E. D. TOvVNSEND, 
A dj~ttant-General. 
(A.) 
'VAn D EPARTMEJS'T, ADJUTANT-GmmnAL's OFFICE, 
Washington, Mm·ch l i:l, 1873. 
[To Senators and Representatives from States wherein claimants were believed to be.] 
Sm: I have the honor to inform you that all colored soldiers or sailors, or their 
legal representatives, who have received notice from the Treasury Departmen b that 
certificates have been issued in settlement of their claims for pay, bounty, prize-money, 
&c., and who have not received the amounts due them, can now be paid promptly, 
without further expense to claimants, so soon as this Office shall have learned the post-
office address. 
Therefore, I respectfully request that you will inform claimants within your reach, 
and request them to send their names, with post-office address, and the designation of 
the company and regiment in which the service was renderetl, to the Adjutant-General 
United States Army, Washington, D. C. 
It should be distinctly understood that a claimant need not send his or her name, 
&c.,_ unless he or she shall have been notified from the Treasury Department that a 
certificate in his or her favor has been issued, this Office not havin()' to do with cases 
prior to that action. o 
Your aid in the matter, as indicated, will not only benefit the colored claimants, but 
prove advantageous to the public service. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
.cldjutant-Gcneral. 
76 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY .OF W .AR. 
'\V .AR DEP .AR1'J\'illNT, .ADJU1'.ANT-GENER.AL'S OFFICE, 
0HIEF DISBURSING OFFICE, FREEDMEN'S BR . .ANCH, 
Washington, D. p., October 7, 1873. 
MAJOR: I have the honor to submit herewith tabular exhibits of the 
financial operations of the disbursing office of the freedman's branch 
of the Adjutant-General's Office in the payment of pay, bounty, prize-
money, and other moneys due to colored soldiers, sailors, &c., under 
joint resolution of March 29, 1867, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1873, and embodying also a separate exhibit of the like operations from 
July 1 to August 31, 1873. 
Of the amount ($100,000) appropriated by Congress to d~fray the 
expenses attending the payment of bounties, &c., for the year ending · 
June 30, 1873, there has been expended the sum of $58,450.06, leaving 
a~ unexpended balance of $41,549.94. 
Much attention has been given to the systematizing of the general 
work, and under the system, as now perfected, all settled claims can be 
paid without any delay, other than that preceding the discovery and 
identification of the claimants. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES l\icMILLAN, 
. Capt. Third Artillery, Chief Disbursing Officer. 
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PAY, BOUNTY, ETC., DUE COLORED SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS. 
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t:~~~~~~!~~~~~~:::::: -~~~::::~-:~· ·- - $~~r~8 :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::1:::::::: :::::::~:: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::.::::: -----$~~r~g 
Octobor,1872......... 75,734 45 2,701 70 $252 70$2,559 70 $2,110 46$1,247 74 .......... --------· -----·---· -------·· ......... ......... ......... ........•. 8,872 30 
Nov-eruber,1872 ...... 3,164 20 2,85517 188 66 1,132 7:3 533181 1,39162 $248 87 ......... ..•....... ......... ......... ......... ......... ....•..... 6,350 23 
December,1872.. ... . ..... ....... 865 33 ..... : .... ........ 402 70 115 65 2,504 37 $389 08 .............................................. --------·· 4,27713 
.Tnnuar_y, 1873... . ... . 87,319 62 10,106 31 394 20 3,772 89 562 40 12411 3,504 75 232 81 ..................................... ---·----- .......... . 18,697 47 
l!'c.>brnnr.v,1873.. ... .. 29;934 66 5,43011 1,170 6:l 4,032 0~ 4,78214 1,02167 8,032 87 383 96 $225 06 $399 83 ........................... ---------· 25,478 30 
March, 1873.......... 20,770 30 30,514 26 3,947 34 3,71168 7,330 89
1
1,97164 5,48158 1,054 67 955 63 656 44 .................. -------·· ---------- fi5,6~413 
April, 18!3.. ......... 27,874 72 7,427 82 12,97\l 77 4,95011 1;,so6 85 9,821 31 8,445 2010,530 42 13,19011 4,354 98$1,076 73 ----·---· ---·----· $4, 029 52 88,612. 88 
May, 1873............ 49, 008 23 2, 988 81 13, 520 69 . . . . . . . . . L:J, 586 01 8, 505 89 9, 644 82 3, 328 07 17, 615 05 5, 461 271 21 122 25$1, 371 15 $310 30 10, 769 90 91, 224 21 
.Tu!H', 1873 . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 874 99 6, 746 54 15, 124 57 . _....... 19, 570 95 14, 592 01 23, 153 5512, 125 19 11, 205 25 4, 526 10 5, 336 07 1, 525 68 39:3 06 8, 446 44 122, 745 41 
----------------·-------------------------------
............ 70, 513 15 47, 578 56 20, 159 20 62, 685 58 38, 791 64 61, 016 01 28, O.JA 20 43, HJ l 10 15, 398 62 8, 535 05 2, 896 83 703 36 23, 245 86 422, 759 16 
Ou hand .July 1, 1873 . , .... .. ------120,819 21 60,302 43 _________ 170,117 91 12"4, 626 23113,932 8734,367 28 57,583 3010, H45 34114,229 19 2, 764 31 9, 522 74 97,630 83 716,741 6~ 
Iu transit ... ......... ·-------- -----------------·--------------------------------··------------- ------ --------·--------------·-···----····-------------------- 7,031 8:.J 




63, 4l7 87 174, 94SSs 62, 4l1 48 1oo, 774 40 26, 24396
1
22. 164 24 5,66114
1
1o, 22610 120, s76 6!l1, 146, 53~65 
Supplemental abstmct of Teceipts and clis·bu?·sements fm· the months of J1tly and .A:u.gttst, 1873. 
~~~;~~~7~~~=-~·-~~:~:: I 72~: ~~~ ~~ .. 3~ 736-87: :::~::::: ::::::::: -iii~ 7ifi-46 · 3; o62- 49 --4- 595· i5- i -9ii-si · ·i · 95o ·7i · i ·228 ·i41·--ii!l-45---5o5-22::::::::: .. 6." 783 · 98 · -- 4o~ 6oa· 28 
August,1873 ..................... 2,20487 24053 ......... 3,759761,49030 4;67743 2;46885 1;86200 1;74802 3,00634 35488 3525 4,36484 26,~1307 
In trn,nsit. _____ . _____ :-:::-~ 5, 941 74 ~ ~;~= 20, 476 22 4, 552 7~ 9, 262 58 4, 380 66 '"3,812 71 2, 976 161""3,125 79-860 10 ~~ -~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ _ ~~ 66, ~~~ ~g 
On hand Sept.1, 1873. 1
1
. : ... ::::::: '98." 659- BB . 6i." 7i4-22:: ::::::: i57." 825-3i 22: i53- o7 ios." 3o9. ·;,;;.;;40;· 9i ·;;,;;;; ·;;. 9;079 ·;;~ii;3;;·;.; "2,"389.<2 ··:~ ~763 31 65a 330 75 



















Ou ltnn<lJuly1,1R73 .... ......... . 
In trnnsit 
Abstract of 1·eceipts and disbm·smnents for the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1873-Continued. 
PAY, llOUNTY, PRIZE-1\fOl(EY, ETC., DUE COLORED SAILORS 
AND JI1ARL.'\ES, OR THEIR HEIRS. 
Amount disbursed. 
...:i ]tA_ • ..;j::: Q) '"Q) 
-~ ~~§ s_z ~ 0 :!:l :H Q) o'd tiJ 0 I> -I- ~':] i=lcll"' ..,. ~Q~ 1=1 ~ a>+><D 
I 3 
c<>p..CI! ~~~ 0 ~~~d s 0 
~ 1-:> ~ 8 























, ______ _ 
676 50 
Supplemental abstmct of 1·eceipts and disbu1·smnmtts for the months of July and August, 1873-Continued. 
Bnlance .Tuly 1, 1873 ..... . 
• Tnly, 1873 .................. . 
August, 1873 .. .. 
In trnusit ................. ... .. 
Ou bnu<l September 1, 1873 





























Abstract of ?'eceipts lind clisblt1'Bernents jo1' the jiscai year· muting June 30, 1873-Continuect 
RECAPITULATION. 
On what account. 
Pay, bounty, &c., due colored soldiers ...... . 
Pay, bounty, &c., due colored sailors ............................ . 
Commutation of rations clue colored solcliers ................ . 
On Land and in transit ...... 
*This includes the amount on hand .July 1, 1873. 
Fiscal year ending .June 30,1873. 
Received. 
1, 153, 476 20 
Disbursed. 
$422,759 16 
1, 434 62 
34 50 
1, 153, 476 20 
.July and .A.ugust, 1873. 
Received. 
$725,340 80 
4, 953 28 
642 00 
730, 936 08 
Disbursed. 
$66, 813 35 
27 08 
66, 840 43 
664,095 65 
730,936 08 
Remm·ks.-Two thousand two hunr1red and seventy-one claims were paid during the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1873, and 3:15 during .Jnly _and August, 1873, maldug a total of 
2,607. The amounts in the hands of the local disbursing officers. aggregating $559,973.32, represent 3,277 settled claims that l1ave been adjusted at the chief disbursing office in 
this city for payment to the claimants. and sent to the local officers for that purpose. The payment of these claims involves no labor further than that of identifying the 
claimants when they sl1all present themselves. · 
I hereby certify that the above is correct. 
CrnEF DISBURSING OFFICE, 
.Freedmen's Branch, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, D. 0., October 7, 1873. 
.J .AS. McMILLAN, 
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Report of the recruiting service from October 1, 1872, to October 1, 18731 
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, October 14, 1873. 
Recruiting for cavalry, artillery, and infantry has been carried on 
during the past year in the principal northern and western, and in a f~w 
of the southern cities. Owing, howeyer, to the limited sums appropri- · 
ated for this service for the last fiscal year, several rendezvous which 
might have been maintained in small towns as branches to those located 
in the large cities have been discontinued. On the same account .it 
was found necessary to diminish the number of enlistments by raising 
the standard of height for artillery and infantry recruits, in order t() 
keep down the expenses of the recruiting service. From this cause the 
regiments became reduced in number at the very season for active op-
erations: and the Department had not the means to strengthen them. 
The appropriation for the present year, reduced upon the original 
estimate made by this Office, will towards the close of the year again run 
short. Meantime, however, every effort will be made to fill the regi-
ments to the standard allowed. 
Two rendezvous for organizations on the Pacific coast are maintained 
under the supervision of the commanding general, Military Division of 
the Pacific, but the number of men there enlisted is insufficient to keep 
up the strength of the organizations in that section of the country. 
There is a rendezvous for the Corps of Engineers in N'ew York City, 
under charge of an officer of that corps. 
With the exception of those stationed on the Pacific coast, and those 
recruiting for the Battalion of Engineers, all recruiting officers enlist for 
the colored regiments. · 
A few officers located in cities where there are stations for the signal-
service also enlist men for that arm of the service. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Adjutant- General. 
Statement showing the numbe1· of enlistments and ?'e-enlistments in the Regular Army fi·ont 
Octobe1· 1, 1872, to October 1, 1873 ; compiled frorn 1·eprots fonvardecl to this Office by superin-
tendents of the 1·ecmiting service, cf c. 
Regiments, &c. 
~'g..o ~'g..o ~'g..O Q)~.s Q)~.s <1)~.£ 
l~~ Regiments, &c. ~~~ . Regiments, &c. .,8-g~ 
e~~ ... ~- s~9 ~~e ~~~ £~~ 
----------------1 11--------------1 11- ----------------; 
General service ...... _ .. 
Mounted service ...... . 
Engineer .Battalion ..... . 
Ordnance Department ... 
Military Academy ..... . 
.Artillet·y chool . ....... . 
ignal Corps ........ __ __ 
Ordnance serg ants ..... . 
Hospital-stewards ..... . 
First Cavalry .. . . _ .. __ __ 
econd avalry .. ______ __ 
Third Cavalry ......... .. 
Fourth Cavalry ......... . 
ifth a valry ... __ .... .. 
'ixth 'avali'y ........ __ . 
' v nth 'avalry ____ .. .. 
Eighth Cavalry ...... .. 
Ninth Cavalry ...... . 
Tenth Cavalry ...... . 
First Artillery ... ... . 
S cond Artillery .... . 
Third Artillery . ..... . 
Fourth Art.iJlery .... . 
l!'ifth Artillery ..... . 
First In fan try ....... . 
econd Infantry ..... . 
Third Infantry ...... . ]fourth Infantry ____ __ 
Fifth Infantry ....... . 
25 ixth Infantry ...... . 
7 .' v nth Infantry ... .. 
70 ll Eighth Infantry._ .. __ 114 Ninthinfantry ...... . 













0 Il l 34 3!) 
13 
I 
Eleventh Infantry . ..... - - . 
Twelfth Infantry ....... . 
Thirteenth Infantry .... . 
Fourteenth Infantry . .. . . 
Fifteenth Infantry . ... - .. 
Sixteenth Infantry .. .... . 
Seventeenth Infantry ... . 
Eighteenth Infantry ... . . 
-ineteenth In fan try . ... . 
Twentieth Infantry ..... . 
Twenty-first Infantry . .. . 
Twenty-second Infantry .. 
Twenty-third Infantry . .. 
Twenty-fonrth Infantry .. 
Twenty-fifth Infantry .. .. 

















.• :ou:.-Of the recruits enlisted for m'Juntcd set'\'ice, 693 were for colored c:w:•lry. 
WAn Dn•annu::.·T, ...iDJt:TA.-T-GE.-ER u.' rFirr., 
E. D. TOWN E ... D, 
...1 dju tant· General. 
lVarhir1gton, October 4, 1t:73. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL. Sl 
Applications jo1· t1·oops j1·om October 10, 1872, to Octobe1·10, 1873. 
. Office mark: Applicant . 
4075-72.... Ron. W. E. Dodge .. -.... -- ..... -. 
4634-72.... Ron. A. G. Purman .... - ........ : 
4629-72. _ .. U. S. marshal, commanding gen-
eral Gulf Department. 
4659-72.... Department of Justice ... - .... - ... 
4..190-72 .... Colonel Morrow, through Division 
Missouri. 
4435- 72. _.. Interior Department . . . _ ... _ ... _ .. 
4-!81-72 . __ . United States commissioner min-
ing statistics. 
4281-72 .... General Sheridan ....... ----_ .. __ . 
4302-72 .. _. United States marshal Louisiana .. 
4172-72 .... State Department.------.------·---
4558-72. . . . Department of J nstice ... - .... _ ... 
4401-72. __ . Interior Department. .. _ ... _ ... _ . . 
4352-72. _ .. Adjutant-General to commanding 
general Department of the South. 
4388-72.... Treasury Department .. __ ..... __ . 
4882-n .... President United States----------
4978-72 .. _. Missouri River, Fort Scott and 
Gulf Railroad Company. 
5118-72 . .. _ Citizens of Lancaster, Ky .. _ .... _. 
5103-72. ... Interior Department ...... _ ... _ .. _ 
4927-72... . Governor of Alabama .. ___ .•... _ .. 
340-73. _. . S _ oretar:y Mendota Town Company, 
Kans. 
281-73.... C. H. Adams, pension agent -------
417-73 .... vV. E. Dodge ........... __ .. _ .... .. 
453-72. __ . United States commissioner min-
ing statistics. 
673-73 ... _ Treasury Department .. ... ..... .. . 
ll72-73 .. .. Ron. W. A. Phillips, M. C. elect ... . 
713-73 .. _. Governor of Nebraska .... _ ....... . 
798--73. __ . Legisbture of South Carolina ... _. 
800-73 .... Treasury Department .. --- .. ----_. 
1022-73 .. _ . Ron. J . .A.. Hub bell, :M. C .... _ ..... 
1072-73 __ . Citizens of Howard County, Nebr . 
1176-73 ... . Interior Department ...... . __ ... .. 
1192--73. __ ... _ ... do .... _ . _. _ ... __ ..•. _ ....... _ 
1217-73 .......... clo ---------------·-----------
1075-73 .. . .. . -._.do . ..... _ . _. _ .... ____ ..... . _ . 
1273-73 .... .. _ .. _do .... _ ..... _ ..... __ . _ . _ . ... . 
1264-73. - --
1182--73.---
1168--n .. .. 
1434-n ... . 
1648--72. --
1G54-72 .. .. 
~ailrofl.cl company .. --- .. ·----- .... 
Surveyor of soutberu boundary of 
·wyoming Tenitory. 
Engineer Department .... . _ ..... . 
Interior Department ..... _ .. . ...•. 
G . .A.. Hayward, recommenderl by 
Senator Bogy and .A.ssi::~tant 
Treasurer .A.. G. Edwards. 
Governor of Louisiana ..... __ .. _ .. 
1753-73. __ . Surveyor-general Montana _ ..... . 
1747-73. _.. Senator Sargent and citizens of 
California. 
1921-73.... Daniel ltuggles .. _.--- ........... . 
~84-73.... Citizens of San P ete Valley, Utah 
Gw 
For what purpose required. 
Escort for surveying parties of Great Northern Rail-
road of Texas. 
Asks t.hat detachment be kept at Tallahassee, efforts 
being made to have them removed. 
Calls for troops on account of goverpor of Louisiana 
having displaced legally constituted. board for 
election returns, &c. 
Milibry assistance for two detectives to be sent to 
weRt district Arkansas. 
Concerning measures to prevent cattle-stealing by 
the Kickapoos, &a. · 
Military force 25 men at NavaJo sub-agency, to afford 
Navajo Indians protection from Utes. 
Escort to protect an agent in New Mexico. 
.Action concerning escor:t of 40 men for Indian delega-
tion. 
Military aid during election; also that troops be sta-
tioned at Shreveport, Alexandria, &c. 
Concerning probability of colored people of Wellswood, 
La., not being allowed to vote unless protected. 
Major Anderson, 10th Infantry, detailed to take evi-
&mce for U nited States in Mexican cattle claims, 
desires military escort, &c. 
Commissioner Indian Affairs requests transportation 
for party of Indians, &c. 
Directs company of artillery at Fort Pulaski be ordered· 
to Savannah till after election. 
On application of assistant treasurer New York, sug-
gests that a force be held in readiness on election day. 
To assist United States marshal in executing man-
. dates of United States court at New Orleans. 
For protection against threatened violence on the neu-
tral lands in Kansas. 
For troops to remain for their protection. 
To prevent troubles between Indians and miners on 
the Ute reservation. 
To prevent collision between contending parties at 
State capitol. 
Establish1uent of military post for protection from 
Indians. 
For protection of voters at Lexington, Ky. 
To protect surveying parties on railroads in Texas. 
For protection of mining parties. 
To aiel revenue officers in A.labama. 
To protect settlers in Upper Republican Valley. 
Memorial and resolutions of Nebraska legislature for 
post on west border of State to protect settlers. 
Requests that Unitf:'d States troops be not withdrawn 
from State. 
Retention of troops in North Carolina and Georgia to 
aid in enforcing revenue laws. 
For protection of property, &c., in uppel' peninsula 
of Michigan, in case of strikes among miners. 
Por protection against Indians. 
Escort for protection of commissioners to Indians 
opposing Union Pacific Railroad. · 
Escort, &c., for Bishop Hare, agent to Indians on 
frontier. 
Escort, &c. , to Kickapoos across Texas to Indian 
Territory. . 
Protection of settlers in Nebraska and of surveying 
party for northern boundary of State. 
Escort, &c., for Professor Hayden's geological and 
geographical explorations. 
For protection of settlers, &c., in Southern Kansas. 
For protection of surveying p;trt.v. 
E scort for Lieutenant Wheeler's exploring expedition. 
For protection of s urveyors in Indian country. 
For escort to visit mines in Arizona. 
For protection fro!II lawless characters in Shrevepot·t 
autl vir.inity. 
For escort to surveying parties. 
For estaulishment of post on head-waters of Pitt 
Riv.er. 
For protection in colonizing his grant on the Rio 
Granrle. 
For protec tion from Indians . . 
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AppUcation.sfm· t1·oopsj!'om October 10, 1872, 9·c.-Continned. 
Office-mark. Applicant. 
2103-73 .... Superintendent of Indian affairs, 
Montana. 
2318-73 .... P. W. P erry, supervisor internal 
revenue, district of Virginia, 
West Virg:inia, Georgia, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Florida. 
2351-73.... Citizens of Idaho ........ . ........ . 
2643-73 . .. . Secretary of the Treasury . . .. .. .. . 
,2753 ....... . .... . .... . do ..................... .. 
2801. ..... .' .......... . do ...................... . 
2783-73 .... United States deputy marshal in 
_Kentucky. 
3692-73 .... B1shop Rundell, of Colorado . ..... . 
3754-73 : ... Interior Department . ............ . 
3986-73 ............. . do ...... · ... , ....... : ... .. 
4003-73 .............. do ..................... .. 
3892-73 .... CitizensofKnoxCounty, Nebraska. 
For what purpose required. 
Protection of Crow agency from Sioux and other hos-
tile Indians. 
Assist:tnce in breaking up illicit distilleries. 
For protection against Indiims. . 
Escort to treasure party between San Francisco and 
Omaha. 
Escort to treasure party from Fort Yuma to Tucson, 
Ariz. 
Escort to treasure party from Kansas City, Mo., to 
Santa Fe, N.Mex. 
For assistance in making arrests. 
For more troops in Wyoming T erritory. 
Escort to governor of Texas and staff from Boggy De-. 
pot to Fort Sill to attend Indian council. · 
For protection of Government propj3rty on Bannock 
and Shoshone reservation. 
To support agent at Red Cloud and Whetstone agen-
cies. 
For protection from Indians. 





vV .AR DEPARTMENT, INSPECTOR-G ENERAL7S OFFICE, 
Washington, October 10, 1873. 
SrR : The inspection service of the Army during the past year bas 
been perform.ed in conformity with the requirements of General Orders 
No. 87, series of 1872, the five inspectors-general having been exclu-
sively subject to the orders of the Secretary of War and the General of 
the Army. 
My own duties, for the most part, have been confined to the charge of 
the Inspector-General's Office, at the headquarters of the Army, receiv-
ing and examining inspection reports, and extracting therefrom all mat-
ters of interest to, or requiring action by, the Secretary of War, the 
General of the Army, and the beads of the different bureaus of the War 
Department; and it is believed that much important information bas 
thus been communicated which would not otherwise have come to the 
know ledge of those officials. 
Inspectors-General D. B. Sacket, E. Schriver, N. H. Davis, and J. A. 
Hardie, during the autumn of 1872 and the winter of 1872 and 1873, 
made careful and thorough inspections of the Department of the South, 
a part of the De-partment of Texas, the entire Department of the Mis-
souri, and the Department of the Gulf. 
Early in the spring of 1873 these officers, under orders from the Sec-
retary of War, commenced the inspection of the Departments of Arizona, 
Texas, Dakota, and the Columbia, thoroughly examining into the con-
dition of the personnel and materiel of the Army at all the remote and wide-
ly dispersed posts, stations, and depots within the limits of those depart-
ments-excepting Alaska-and em bracing one hundred and seventeen 
military posts, garrisoned by eighteen regiments of infantry, seventeen 
companies of artillery, and eight regiments of cavalry. This laborious 
service involved many thousands of miles of wagon-travel, for the most 
part over unsettled sections of country infested by hostile savages, and 
occupied each officer from seven to nine months. 
Besides this, other minor inspections and investigations have, from 
time to time, been made by these officers, thus occupying all their time, 
and involving voluminous reports, which have been made without the 
expenditure of a dollar for clerical assistance. 
Inspector-GeneTal Hardie, at the request of the general commanding 
the l\1ilitary Division of the Pacific, and by authority of the Secretary 
of War, previous to inspecting the Department of the Columbia, visited 
the headquarters of the expedition against the Modoc Indians, and made 
certain inspections and reports for the division commander. 
In a letter from General Schofield to Colonel Hardie, dated April 21, 
1873, is the following: 
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In onler that the public service may derive the fullest benefit from your tour of in-
spection in the Department of the Columbia, I request that your inspections may be 
extended to all branches of the military service, so far as it can be done without in-
terfering with the plans or wishes of the department commander ; and that all errors, 
faults, or defects you may discover be pointed out to the officers concerned, and cor-
rected at once as far as practicable. 
The instructions that may thus be given to young and inexperienced officers is one 
of the greatest benefits expected from your visit to the frontier posts. 
Substantially similar requests were made of tlw other inspectors-
general by the commanders of the departments of "Texas,'' ''the 
South," "the Gulf," "Dakota," "Arizona," and "the Columbia," and 
in accordance with their instructions from the War Department, prompt 
reports were made directly to those commanders, upon all matters which 
were deemed of interest to them, or which required their action, and it 
is believed that those reports received immediate action at the hands of 
the department commanders. · 
The inspectors-general report that the commanders of the depart-
ments above named rendered great assistance to them in the execution 
of their duties, by directing that the most ample facilities should be 
afforded them to inYestigate eYery branch of the service at all the posts 
. and stations within their respective commands. The inspectors' reports 
also show t.hat the officers generally gladly a-vailed themselves of the 
opportunity afforded by tbeir visits to ask instruction relative to the 
correct interpretation of doubtful points of law, regulations, and orders 
and upon other mooted questions regarding the proper performance o 
military duties; and it seems to me reasonable to presume that the ex 
tended and diversified experience of these officers, both in the staff and 
line of the Army, eminently qualify them to give suitable answers toques-
tions of this character, as well as sound advice and instruction to young 
and inexperienced officers. 
This, besides promoting social harmony, will doubtless tend to pro-
duce uniformity in the manner of performing military duty in different 
departments and localities, and will unquestionably fortify and encour-
age zealous and competent officers in their action, and thus greatly con-
duce to the discipline and efficiency of the .Army. . 
Assistant Inspectors-General R. Jones, A. Baird, and E, H. Ludington 
have during the year been attached to the head-quarters of the military 
divisions of "the Pacific," '' the .1.\Hssouri," and '' the Atlantic," respect 
ively. Their reports show they have been actively and usefully engaged 
in the duties pertaining to their positions, anu, it js belieYed, to the en-
tire satisfaction of their commanding officers. 
Col. J. V. Bomford, Eighth Infantry; Lieut. Col. J.P. Hatch, Fourth 
Cavalry, and Capt. G. B. Ru sell, Ninth Infantry, for a porti011 of the 
;year acted a a i tant in pectors-general, but ha-ve been relieved. 
Maj . ,V. H. Lewi , Seventh Infantry; Maj. A. W. Evans, Third Cav-
alry, and Capt. \V.W. Sanuer , Sixth Infantry, are respectively attached 
to the head-quarters of the Departments of Dakota, Arizon~, and the 
Gulf, a a ting a i tant inspectors-general. 
In compliance with the requirement of the system instituted by the 
S creta.r of War, in General Orders No. 87, series of 1872, scrutinizing 
examination bave b en made of the accounts of all officers who have 
made imp rtant di bur ment of public money during the year. 'Ihe 
fund received and e.~p nded by them, "\Tith the balance they reported 
due the United t, t . , have been carefully compar <.1 and verifie l by 
official tat ments obtained from the Trea ury Department and depo -
itori . 
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If this system continues to be strictly carried out in accordance with 
the order, it is believed that few losses will occur to the United States, 
as it seems hardly possible that a defalcation can be concealed or over-
looked for any great length of time, and it is gratifying to state that no 
embezzlement and but three cases of misapplication of funds have been 
reported during the year, the latter being small smns which probably 
will not result in any loss to the Government. 
The inspectors report that in some cases the monthly balances of pub-
lic funds on deposit, with the numbers and amounts of checks drawn, 
are not regularly furnished disbursing officers by the depositories, which 
prevents verifying their check-book balances with those of the depos-
itories. 
The inspection reports show that the troops have been well supplied 
with clothing during the year, although the new-pattern uniform has 
not yet reached some of the more distant posts. Subsistence supplies 
have been abundant and of good quality, but at a great many posts 
·complaints have been made that large excesses of officers' and canned 
stores have accumulated and become damaged by age to such an extent 
as to render it necessary to sell them at much less than cost. At some 
of the posts three and four years' supply of certain perishable articles 
are reported on hand. Whether this surplus resulted from over-esti-
mates or from the stores being furnished in excess of requisitions, or 
from the change~ of troops, I am unable to say, but this condition of 
things has resulted in losses to the Unite.d States, and may, it is 
believed, be to a large extent avoided in the future if the post commis-
saries and post cowmanders, with the officers who fill the requisitions, 
are held to a rigid accountability that they call for and supply no more 
than is necessary. 
Complaints ha\'e been made to the inspectors by the officers at many 
posts that their predecessors, on being relieved, have carried away files 
of mders, books, and other records which properly pertain to the posts ; 
which practice should be promptly corrected by orders. 
Inspector-General Davis states, in his annual report, that post quar-
termasters do not generally keep a proper morning report, accounting 
for their employes, public animals, and forage and fuel received, issued, 
and remaining on band; this he regards as an important report, which, 
if properly kept, would avoid some discrepancies which might otherwise 
occur. 
The inspections during the year have also disclosed the fact tl1at at 
several posts large deficiencies of forage have existed, which the offi-
cers responsible have in some instances claimed resulted from great 
shrinkage in the dry atmosphere of the plains. There are good reasons 
for belie\ing, however, that in some cases these deficiencies have arisen 
from want of proper care on the part of qpartermasters in weighing 
and receiving the forage from contractors or predecessors. 
Public auimals picked up astray or corning into possession of quar-
termasters otherwise than by regular transfer, as well as forage ren-
tere<l surplus by short issues, ha\'e not in all cases been taken up and 
accounted for until the attention of the authorities was called to the 
facts by the inspectors. 
. ~bese irregularities are, however, exceptional, the inspection reports 
mdl£ating that the officers performing the duties of quartermasters are 
gen~rally improving in zeal and efficiency; that better care is taken of 
pnblw property, and more regard manifested for economy and other 
interests of the service than heretofore. 
All the facts aboYe stated have been reported by the inspectors to 
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department commanders, who have, it is believed, taken prompt meas-
ures to investigate and correct the irregularities. 
To prevent soldiers under charges from being confined for long periods 
previous to trial, it is suggested that post commanders be invested 
with authority to present for trial, before general courts-martial, cases 
not of an unusual character, that have arisen subsequent to the ordering 
of the court, without the charges being first referred to department 
commanders, whicll, at some remote posts, consume six weeks' time, and 
frequently involve the necessity and expense of convening another 
court-martial. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the condition of the soldier in our Army 
has been greatly amelior'ated, and his pay and allowances increased, by 
recent regulations and legislation, and although the aggregate number 
of desertions in the past fiscal year has been about five hundred less 
than during the previous year, yet the desertions have continued to 
such an extent as to still constitute an evil to the service of tlle great-
est magnitude. Many remedies have ueen suggested as preventive for 
this, one of the most heinous of military crimes, which involves not only 
an entire disregard of soldierly honor, but a deliberate act of perjury; 
yet nothing seems to have had the desired effect. But few deserters 
have been apprehended on the frontier, for the reason that in many 
localities they have been protected by the citizens, who do not generally 
appreciate the turpitude of the crime. . 
One of the inspectors-general has suggested a remedy which appears 
to me worthy of consideration. It is, that desertion be constituted by 
legislative enactment as a felony cognizable by the civil courts of crim-
inal jurisdiction, the offenders to be arrested by marshals and deputies, 
like other criminals, but this jurisdiction to be concurrent with military 
courts. 
This, it is believed, would have the effect of educating and impress-
ing the public mind with a proper sense of the criminality of the offense, 
and prevent evil-di po ed persons from harboring d.eserters. 
It would, in my judgment, greatly augment the efficiency of tbe Army 
were more in trnction given to recruits previous to sending them to 
organizations from the recruiting (!.epots. 
Since the reduction of the Army to the existing standard, urgent calls 
for recruits to fill vacancie in the different regiments upon the frontier 
have generally prevented them being kept at the depots more than a 
week or two, and. they frequently join their companies knowing notlling 
of the u:e of arm , or even the position of a soldier. Whereas if they 
were properly in tructed for three months at the recruiting depots they 
would. be proficient in the company exercises. 
The majority of the troop are now doing duty in the Indian country, 
where they are not only required to perform service as ard.uous and 
hazardou a in time of war, but they are often compelled to procure 
material for and build their own quarters, which, with their other indis-
p n able fatigue dutie , con umes so much of their time that ·It is. fre-
quently impo ible to give them much systematic military instruction 
at he jllilitary po t on the frontier. 
Be id the xi · ncie. of the ervice very often leave but one com-
mi ion d. ffi er with a company, and hi time is o much taken up with 
·outing, e eortiug, and hi tber mu1tifariou dutie , that he cai give 
ut lit le attention to drill or other military teaching. 
I deem it proper to r mark ltere that the adoption of the new code of 
rmy Hegulation , recently nbmitted to Congre for approval, will pro-
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vide remedies for most of the irregularities and evils that have been 
mentioned. 
The old Army Regulations of 1863, which, under the act of July 28, 
1866, are to continue in force until the adoption of a new code, do not 
meet the existing exigencies of the service. Indeed, they have been so 
altered and amended by laws and orders, that it often requires consider-
able study and research to determine their actual signification Besides, 
this edition is now exhausted, with but few tattered copies extant, so 
that, unless something is done soon, it may be truly said that our Army 
have no regulations. 
The officers, for the most part, are exceedingly· desirous that a new 
code which they can comprehend should be speedily promulgated. In 
view of this, and the additional fact that the regulations now before 
Uongress will settle many mooted military questions that have never 
been touched upon in former editions, and this in accordance with 
opinions of the best military minds we have ever had in service, and as 
in my judgment they are in other respects eminently adapted to the 
existing necessities of the service, I beg leave again most respectfully 
to recommend the early action of Congress upon them. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Tlle ADJU'l'ANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY. 
R. B. 1\iAROY, 
Inspector-General. 






WAR DEP.A.RTl\'I:ENT, BUREAU OF MILITARY JUSTICE, 
Washington, D. 0., October 1, 1873. 
SIR: In compliance wit.h instructions of circular of the 13th ultimo, I 
have the honor to submit for your consideration the following statement 
of the business of this Bureau since the date of my last annual report, of 
October 1, 1872 : 
1. Number of records of military courts received, reviewed, and regis-
ten~d, 16,088. 
2. Number of special reports made upon court-martial proceedings, 
and applications for remission of sentences, and upon the miscellaneous 
questions of law, &c., referred for the opinion of the Bureau, 823. , 
3. Abstracts of proceedings of trials furnished to the proper officials 
of the War and Treasury Departments, 1,737. _ 
4. The copies of records furnished under_ the nirretieth article of war to 
parties tried by military courts have amounted to 7,723 pages. 
The amount of business thus performed during the past year varies 
little from that reported for the year preceding. 
The work of systematically arranging, indexing, &c., tlw voluminous 
official papers of the late Provost-Marshal Baker, heretofore reported as 
in progress, has been completed during the current year. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Bon. W. W. BELKNAP, 
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WAR DEPARTl\IENT, 
QUAR1.'ERl\fASTER GENERAL'S 0Fl ICE, 
l:Vashington, D. 0., October 10, 1373. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to forwar<l herewith, for the information 
of the lwnora,ble Secretary of War, a report of the operations of the 
Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year ending on the 30th 
day of June, 1873, in duplicate. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
M. C. lVI.EIGS, 
Quartennaster General, Bvt. Maj. Gen., D. S. A. 





T HE Q U ART E R M AS T E R- G EN E R A lj . 
QUAR1'ERMASTER GE~ER.AI)S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., October 10, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the ann nal report of operations ot 
tlle Quartermaster's Department <.luriug the fiscal year endiug 30th J uue, 
1873. 
On the 1st .July, 1872. tbe balance on account of appropriation for years 
prior to 1st Jnly, 1870, remaining to credit of the Quartermaster's De-
partmeut in the Treasury undrawn, was by report of last year ... _ .. $2,290, Hi4 7l 
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations during the year by depos-
its of fun<ls for redistribution, and of amounts n~ceived from sales to 
officers of public property pnrchased prior to J nly 1, Ul70...... .. . . . . 373, 035 81 
Amount expended for other Departments prior to July 1, 1870, and re-
funded by them during the last fiscal year ............. _ ........ ~... 424, 428 85 
3,087,6~9 37 
Requisitions on settlements made at the Treasury of claims and ac-
counts ....................... ~ .................................... 1,449,743 37 
Balance to the credit of appropriations for periods prior to July 1, 1870, 
remaining in the Treasury J uue 30, 1873 ...... .. . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1,·637, 886 00 
App1·op1·iationsjor the fiscal year end·ing June 30, 1871. 
Balance in the Treasury Jnly 1, 1872 __ ...... _. _ .. __ .................... $272,862 25 
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations dnring the year by deposits 
of fnncls for redistribution, aud of amounts derived from sales to officers 
of public property pnrehased <lm·iug the year eudiug June 30, 1871.. _.. 8, 374 55 
A1i1ount expended for other Dep<trtmeots <luring tlle fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1871, and refunded by them during the last fiscal year ....... _ 33,838 70 
T9tal ...........•...................•........ __ ...........•.••••.. 31i'>, 075 50 
Remitted to disbursing officers during the year, on requests of 
the Quartermaster General. ............................ __ .. $550 65 
Requisitions on settlements made at the Treasury of claims and 
accounts .................................................. !15, 019 45 
----- 55, 570 10 
Balance in the Treasury June 30, ;s73........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259,505 40 
Appropriations for the fiscal year muling June 30, 1872. 
Balance in the Treasury, Jnly 1, 1872, ·of amounts appropriated by acts 
of Congress approved March 3, 1871, and May 18, 1872. ___ ...... __ .. _ 
Appropriation for deficiencies, act of Congress approved March 3, 1873. 
Tran ·portation of insane volunteers, act of Congress approved May 18, 
1 72 -- ... ---- ...... - .... --- .... - .. ·- ...... ·- -· . .. .... --.- .•...... -. 
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations during the year by depos-
it of fnuds for redistribution, and of amounts derived principally from 
sales to officers of public property purchased during the year ending 
,June 30, 1872 .................................................... . 
Amount expended for other Departments during the fiscal year ending 






Total......................................................... 1, 503,087 63 
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Remitted to disbursing officers during the year on requests 
of the Quartermaste rGeneraL ........... .............. $148, 296 84 
Requisitions on settlements, made at the Treasury, of claims 
and accounts ... __ .................................. ~.. 384, 078 67 
----- $532,375 51 
Balance in the Treasury July 1, 1873 ... - ...••• . •••••.•••••. -.-....... i, 030, 712 12 
A pp1·opriations jo1· the fiscal ye·m· ending June 30, 1873. 
Appropriations for fiscal year . __ ............. _ .....• ___ ............ . 
Appropriations for deficiencies, act of March 3, 1873 ........ .. ... •.... 
So much of the $200,000 appropriated by the act of March 3, 187:3, for 
$12, 114, 219 00 
1, 570, 000 00 
preservation of clothing aud equipage fr~m moth and mildew, during 
the year ending June 30, 1874, as was used during the year ending 
June 30, 1873, the appropriating act rendering it available in that 
year ................. _ •... _ ... _ . . ...... . .. _ ..•.. _ .. _ ..... _ .. _ ...• 
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations during the year by de-
posits of funds for distribution, and of amounts derived principally 
from sales to officers of public property purchased during the year 
ending June 30, 1873 ............................................ . 
Amount expended for other Departments, and refunded by them during 




Total ....................... _ •..........•........ __ •• . . • • . . . . 13, 850, 333 81 
Remitted to officers for disbursement on requests of the 
Quartermaster General ................ . ........... $13,365,188 96 
Requisit ions on settlements made at the Treasury of 
claims and accounts ..................... ,.. . .. . .. . • 22, 032 52 
Transferre(l to the Ordnance Department for the manu-
facture of knapsacks, canteens, and great-coat straps. 41, 953 33 
----- 13, 429, 174 81 
Balance in Treasury June 30, 1873 .................................. .. 421, 159 00 
The accounts and vouchers which haye been examined in this office 
since the last annual report show disbursemeuts as follows: 
On account of appropriations for years prior to the fiscal year ending 
June 30, U:l72 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1,843,605 1:1 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872 ............ : ... .. ... . .... .. . H, 041, 800 0:3 
For the fi scal year ending June 30, 1873 . .. .. . . .. .. • . .. . • • . . .. . .. . . .. 5, 6:38, 632 94 
Total ..••.•...•....•........ ·- ...... _ .................. _ ... _. 15, 524, 038 10 
Appropriations are charged with these <lisbursements as follows: 
.Approp1·iations fo-r the Qua1·termastel''s Depa1'tment. 
~~2d~~t!IP,~~e~. · ~:: ::::::::::::::::: : ::: : : : 
Purchase of cavalry and artillery horses .. .. . 
B.tJTal·l sand q nartcrs ............. . ..... ... . 
Army tran portation ...................... .. 
Prior to l~'iscal year Fiscal year 
July 1, 1871. 1871-1872. 1872--1~73. 




959,6 4 96 
486 39 
$2, 940, 066 23 $2, 182, 432 29 
90:i, 317 10 705, 95 1 31 
181, 829 23 47, 391 00 
1, 081' 257 06 793, 619 l !J 
2, 213, 396 60 1, 347, 823 Ofi 
Mileage, transportat on of officers' baggage .. 
Pnr hn P, mnnufactnr<>, and pre ervation of 
rlothinJ.!, . amp and garrison equipage.... . 10,499 36 491, 445 92 
Purcha · of stov s............... . ........... 18, 145 31 16,593 65 
413, 158 29 
10, 527 55 
62, 921 62 
8, 224 93 
1, 14 00 
rational cuw terics........ .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8, 9u0 32 156 456 29 
flo!ai\~~~~8: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :: :::: '::: ::: : : 
Tot-al. 
S5, 499, 303 18 
1, 775, 24:.1 79 
2:29, 095 23 
2, 170, 5j3 00 
4, 520, 904 62 
4!l6 39 




1, 814 00 
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Special app1·op1·icttions and e:rpenditt!1'es jo1· other Depa~·tments. 
Prior to Fiscal year Fiscal yrar 
July 1, 1871. 1871-1872. 1872-1f:li3. Total. 
Fire-proof uuilclings at Jeffersonville Depot, 
Ind ........... . ......... . ........................... ···· $51, 584 12 $64,269 70 $115, 853 82 
Army contingencies.................... ... ... $142 50 
P>LY Department............................. 1, 555 26 
~ubsistence Depa.rtmont.................... . 2 25 
Merlical Drpart.men t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 782 43 
Ordnance Departmeut .................................... . 
Iudian Department . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4, 574 56 
Sol(liers' Home ........................................... :: 
7Hl 82 500 00 1, 362 32 
978 07 ......................... 2, 533 ~3 
2 25 .......................... 4 50 
1, 900 72 ......................... ~. 683 15 
56 00 . ........................ 56 00 
2,112 65 ...................... 6, 687 21 
84 32 ......... ............... 84 32 
Total. ................................ . 7, 057 00 57,437 \)5 64, 769 70 129,264 65 
At the c1ose of the fiscal year the balances remaining in the hands of 
officers <llld not needed to discharg-e liabilities incurred dnriug the fiscal 
yt•ar, a1Hl payable out of these balances, were called in a11d transferred 
to officers who found themselves deficient in funds to pay for supplies 
aufl serdees purchased or rendered under orders of their commauders. 
Tl.li~ mones, scattered all over the United States and Territories among 
some three hundred disbursing officers, has uot yet been all brought into 
the Treasury, and the process of settlement of outstandi11g accounts is 
still going on. It appears tl.Jat these balauces thus collected will not be 
8nfficient to pay for all tbe supplies purchased and serdces reudered, 
a 11d a deficiency estjmate has accordiugly been submitted. lt amounts. 
to: 
Re~n lar suppli es ........••......•....• - •••....... -.--- ...•............. 
Incidental expen~::~c s ..................... --. -~. --- --- ......... --.---· ...• 
Army tr:wsportation ........ - .................. -- .. ---- .. ---- .. -.- .... .. 





Total ....•..•.....•.• ......• •••••...•••• - . • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • . . . • . • • 1, 166, 000: 
The principal deficiency is in the appropriation for tram;;portation; 
hut there are also deficiencies in regular supplies, incidental expensPs,. 
aud barracks and quarters. 
It i=-- impossible for any human intelligence to predict the exaCt nature· 
all d. cost of the military operations of a nation dnring a period of twelYe· 
months, wllich begins nearly twelve months after the estimate is made .. 
The averag·e ordinary general expenses of the Army do not di.ffer 
greatly from year to yPar, but the separate items differ greatly, as. 
changes are more or less frequent in the stations of the troo1>s, aud as. 
new posts are established and new districts occupied.. 
Tlte estim:-~tes of this office are based upon experience, and when 
red need it is notal ways possible for the War Department to so regulate 
the lllilitary movemeuts aud to coutrol the cost of articles given b,y law 
and regulations to the troops in certain definite quantities as to keep· 
wit.hiu the appropriation. 
The Jaw gi\e, to officers and men certain :fixed supplies of clothing,. 
of quarters, of transportation, and when the appropriations are deficient, 
the officers :find themselves in the dilemma of failing to provide what the· 
law requires them to supply, or of incurring liabilities besond the amount 
of the appropriat.ions. Whichever course is taken violates law. 
The forms and methods of keeping and makiug accounts and returns. 
in the Quartermaster's Department ba-.;'e been improved and simplified 
by the is ne of General Orders No. 64, October 25, 1871; No. 68, No 
vember 4, 1871; No. 7, February 21, 1o72, aud No. !>8, NoYewl>er 14, 
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. 1872. These four orders publish in compact form the existing regula-
tic ns for making returns of money and of -property, and those which 
govern the ssstem of transportation of military material and of troops. 
They have now been in operation, the two former for nearly two year~, 
and the latter for one year, and the annual reports of officers doing duty 
in the Quartermaster's Department are bearing almost unanimous testi-
mony to the advantag-es in simplicits a11d intelligibility of the forms and 
system now in use and e8tablished-by these general orders. 
I regret to see in the system of regulations recommended to the vVar 
Department by a board of officers, and, under the law of July 15, 1870, 
communicated to Congress, a proposition to transfer from the Quarter-
master's Department to the Commissary Department a large portion of 
the duties of this Department. 
The Quartermaster's Department has always had as one of its special 
duties the transportation of all military stores. It is organjzed and 
trained espec1ally to this duty, and there can be no doubt that sim-
plicity, and economy, apd efficiency in military operations are best 
secured by committing such an important branch of the service to 
some one militar,y department. Hence, I consider as likely to be very 
injurious, should it be adopted, the proposition to transfer to the Snb· 
sistence Department the transportation and storage of subsistence sup-
plies. · 
The proposition is that the Subsistence Department shall -be responsi-
ble for and have control over the transportation of its supplies; that 
commissaries, in addition to purchasing and issuing as heretofore, shall 
contract for an transportation of their supplies, whereYer rail or water 
transportation can be contracted for or hired; that, when supplies are 
to be transported to posts away from rail or water, the commissary shall 
make requisition on the quartermaster, at the point where such supplies 
leave rail or water, for Government wagons and teams for their transpor-
tation. lf the quartermaster cannot furnish these, the commissary to 
hire wagons or contract for the delivery of the supplies at the place of 
c1estination; and at points of transshipment, if there are no suitable 
store-houses, the commissary to hire or build such as are needed. This, 
if adopted, will transfer to the commissary a large part of the duties of 
the quartermaster. It will establish two great parties competing ::~gainst 
each other at all important strategic points for transportation. Tile offi· 
cer of each department will have as a first duty the success of his own 
department of the service, the fulfillment of the orders be receives. If 
there is but one steam boat, the quartermaster and the commissary w1ll 
compete for its control, and the prices of frt>igbt will advance. 
If there is a cant supply of wagons, of mnleR, or of oxen, tbe same 
competition wiil spring up. In tead of one department dealing with the 
ow~er of the. team boat, the railtoad, the wagon, the inlandruule or ox-
tram, there w1ll be two, each acting in the interest of the same party, 
the "f!niteJ State., but corupeting and bidding against each other. So, 
too, m t ad of one d partment and one set of officers, as heretofore, con· 
. tru~ting or renting the requi ite store-houses, there will be two CO?Jpet· 
1ng f r the lea , and a the quarterma ter will have no footing m the 
c mmi ' , ary tor -hou e there will be two store-house erected or hirecl 
a b_e _"xp n of tl1 Trea ury in t ad of one. Respon ibility, too, will 
~ IYlde and w ak n d. Th commi ary i to do the e thing after 
b1 <1 1 a . tlt railr ad or t amer in ca e the quartermaster i uu-
a l t furni b th wa#ron and ba no ·pare, tore hou . 
Th rear otb r r vi ' i n.' in tile draft of these r gulation , a printed 
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by Congress, H. R. Report 85, which make radical changes in the posi-
tions of large numbers of officers. 
The QuarterrnaRter1s Department has been recognized by law, and by 
regulations and orders, as a part of the general staff of the Army. In it 
promotion and rank are regulated as a part of the staff. 'rhese proposed 
regulations propose to change all this, and to remand certain most im-
portant departments of the staff to a separate and anomalous condition 
as parts of a special staff or administrative service or supply-branches 
of the service. 
The experience of many years in this country, and obsf\rvation of the 
course of military events here and elsewhere, which in the life-time of 
this generation have been on a very great scale, both at home and 
abroad, have conclusively vindicated the system of this country which 
gives to all officers of the staff of t.he Army on whose intelligence, skill, 
and zeal the application and snppoi·t of the physical and moral power of 
the soldier depend, military rank and military responsibility. This prin-
ciple has been lately introduced even into the Navy. It secures a higher 
order of service, greater zeal, intelligence, ardor, and integrity, and 
now the draft of new regulations proposes to cripple and weaken this 
system by driving these several corps of intelligent officers ·out of the 
position and standing in which they have won honor to themselves, 
done credit to the Army, and good service to their country in time of its 
greatest need. 
While the system of reports and accounts has been simplified by the 
action of the War Department in the publication of these general orders, 
legislation has introduced into all the accounts of this office, and of 
hundreds of disbursing officers, a serious difficulty and complication. 
Each officer of the Quartermaster's Department who disburses money 
has occasion to expend it under several of the different heads of appro-
priation. Though he may ha~e a large sum of money to hiR credit and 
supject to his check, he may be unable to pay a just bill for forage or 
for services because be has none of that particular appropriation on hand. 
This increases nearly nine-fold the entries in his accounts. It often occa-
sions delay in payment of the public creditor, and by complicating the 
accounts increases the liability to errorR and disallowances. Both the 
officer and the public creditor suffer, and the Treasury suffers in many 
ways, as each disbursing officer must have a working balance under 
each head of appropriation; the total amount lying to his credit, un-
used, in the public depository must be much greater than if, out of any 
sum to his credit, he was allowed to pa,y any just account. The remedy 
for this evil-and it is a great one-would be the making of the appro-
priations for the Quartermaster's Department under a single title. 
While the total gross sum needed for the service of this Department 
can be estimated for any ordinary year with considerable accuracy, it 
is not possible to secure absolute accuracy in each of the million items 
which go to make up the sum total, or in the several divisions under 
which it bas been customary to present these estimates to Congress. 
lt would be much better to appropriate for the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment in one gross sum equal to the aggregate of the estimate, and thus 
simplify accounts and secure the prompt and certain payment of tlle 
public creditor. All dealers now charge something for the risk of delay 
which experience ~bows them that the present system too .often causes. 
The report of the officer in charge of the branch of this office which 
examines the accounts of disbursing officers sets forth iu detail the 
inconvenience and injnry to the service arising from this system, and 
the report (H. R. No. 87, Forty-second Congress, third session) by 
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the Committee on Expenditures in the War Department, printed by 
the Rouse of Representatives, also very forcibly presents the ease. 
The following table, which gives the balances remaining in Treasury 
on account of the Quartermaster's Department on the 30th June, 
1873, will show the complication of accounts caused by the requirement 
of the law to treat each bead of appropriation under eaeh year as a 
separate and distinct appropriation, to be drawn upon and accounted 
for separately. There are forty-three separate appropriations. 
Balances of appTO]J?'iations ~tndmwn by the Quartennaste1·'s Depm·tmcnt, .July 1, 1873. 
Regular supplies ............. . 
Incidental expem;es .. ........ . 
Pmeha!!e of ltorses ........... . 
Barracks and quarters ....... . 
Tr:u:spot"tation of the Army .. . 
Transportation of officers' bag-
Prior to ,July 
1,1870. 
$363,400 86 
154, 582 71 
51, 773 50 
125, 124 02 
801,844 32 
1870-1871. 
$8~. 058 o;; 
u:3, 300 62 
12,231 29 
45. 075 91 




22, 109 73 
79, 902 32 
684, 684 14 
1872-1873. 1873-1874. 
$1' 68il 55 $4, 500, 000 00 
3, 813 40 1, 300, 000 00 
7, G92 9G :J:\0, 000 00 
32, ll52 3~l 1, 700, 000 00 
156, 5tH 92 4, 492, 096 50 
gage. ~--- . . -- .... -- ....... - -...... . . 29, 882 6fi . a.- .. - - - - - - . . - .. - . - ......... a . ..... .. - - - - . . - .. - - .. -.- .. -
Ulotlliug of the .Arm'.......... 76, 312 ull 47, l EO 55 26, 488 90 4 53 1, 045, 037 92 
• ·:~~~~~·a:l-~e~-6i6;ie~:: :::::: ::: : ... _ ~:·. :~~. :: . . _. _____ ~~. ~~ .. _ ... __ . ~~. ~~. :::::: ::::: :: : .... 275: oiio · oo 
fl~~;.~fi ~:.e:z~~~:~~~~~:::: ::::::: ~~~ -~~: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: -- .. i~:-1~f ~~ · :::: ~ 6 ~·: ~~~- ~6 
H arl-stones .............. __ ........... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 183, !l61l 25 1, 000, 000 00 
Mnnnm ntat Sa.lisbury,N. C.. .............. ... ........ ... .............. 10,000 00 ............ .. 
Pre~ rvation of clothing ..................................... _ ........ _.. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. 50, 000 00 
Total.................... 1, 637, 936 00 259, 505 40 1, 030, 712 121 421, 191 00 14, 812, 134 42 
The number of money-accounts and of property-returns examined 
during the past year is not so great as in previous yeal's. This is due 
in great measure to the increased diffi.ealty of the settlement uuuer 
tile act of 3d June, 1870. But at this time all accounts and retnrus for 
~·ears prior to 1873 have been examined, and nearly all those for first qt1ar-
ter of 1873 have been examined. Those for the second quarter of 1873 
are now in course of examination, aud the examination of those for the 
third quarter, which has just closed, will bf' commenced before all are 
received from officers. The work of examination may therefore be said 
to be up to date. 
The Quartermaster~s Department is charged with the duty of provid-
ing· the mean of transportation, by lauu and water, for all troops and 
all material of war. It furnishe the horses of the artillery anu cavalry, 
and hor es and mules for the trains. It provides and distributes cloth-
ing tents, camp and garrison equipage, forage, lumber, and all mate-
rial f, r camps and for shelter of troops and of stores. It builds bar-
ra k , bo pital , store-bou~;es; provides wagon'S and ao1buln.uces and 
l1m·ne , except for cavalry and artillery horses; builds or charterR 
>lliw, . teamer an<.l boat , docks and wharves; construets and repairs 
roacl railway and bridge, ; clears out obstructions in rivers and har-
bor> wh n n c ~ ary for military purposes; proYides, by hire or pur-
ella e gr und for military encampment and building-s; pays, generally, 
~11 xpen e ·of military opera ion uot by law expressl.v assigned to some 
oth r partrnent; and, finally, it provides and maintains military cem-
t ri , in which the dead of the .Army are buried. 
I o d arm.· an munition medical and ho pital stores are purcha e<.l 
and i . u <.11 y otb r <lepartrn ut., ut. the Quartermaster's Department 
ran port. them to tb . place of i . u , and provides tore-honses for their 
1>1' sen·ation until con nmed. The corp of officers upon whom all the e 
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duties fall has been reduced by time until it is not able to fill well every 
post at which an officer of acti-vity and ability is needed. Its ranks 
should be now opened to promotion and appointment. 
1\ian.v officers of the line, finding themselves charged with heavy re-
ponsibility as acting a8sistant quartermasters, and having insufficient 
assistance, at frontier posts, ask that the enlistment of post quarter-
master-sergeants may be allowed by law. Such non-commissioned 
officers, selected for experience and fidelity shown in actual service, 
would be very useful. They wonld remain at posts jn charge of the 
property when the garrison changed, and thus would preserve knowl-
edge and responsibility now often lost through the frequent change of 
offieers. Such officers also ask that some compensation may be granted 
them for the risk which they incur in the disbursement of public money, 
and for the responsibility involved in tlle care of large amounts of pub-
lic property. 
I have the honor to renew the recommendation heretofore made, that 
an allowance of $10 per month be made in addition to the pay of' every 
line.officer who is detailed by proper authority as acting assistant quar-
termaster of a military post, when such detail is properly reported to 
and approved by the War Department. Such an allowance is only just, 
and it would relieve the service from the feeling that heavy duties are 
imposed by such detail without any recognition or compensation. Such 
duties are important, and they should be sought by good officers, not 
imposed upon the slothful or unwilling. 
About three hundred and eighty officers of the line act every year for 
some portion of the time as acting assistant quartermasters. 
The officers of the regular establishment of the Quartermaster's De-
partment, all of whom lJa,ve served through the late war and have had 
much experience, are stationed at the more important depots and posts. 
Yet many posts, involving heavy responsibility in money and property, 
and calliug for good judgment, integrity, and zeal, are occupied by sub-
alterns of the line, on duty as acting assiRtant quartermasters. 
Tile expenditures of the Quartermaster's Department have been dis-
tributed throughout the country among the several military departments 
and di-visions, and the principal purchasing and supply depots, as fol-
lows: 
R emittances to disbursing officers in the Military Division of the At-lantic ........... ______ . __ ,. _. __ • _ .. _____________ . _____ . ___ .. _____ . $448, 872 fi9 
Of which there was sent to-
Department of the East ________________________________ . . $:335, 267 20 
Department ofthe Lakes·----------- ________ ·----------· 113, ()05 39 
To the Military Division of the Missouri. _____________ ---· ______ .••••• 6, 230,133 79 
Of which there was sent to-
Department of the Missouri. ___ . ____ . ___ ......••....••. 1, 024,802 SO 
Department of the Platte ___ ... ______ . ___ ... ___ ... ____ . 1 135, 670 ~3 
Depar!;ment of Dakota ...•.. ________ ...••. ------_------ '854, 154 35 
Department of Texas ...... -----·---· ________ -----·---· 1, 748,234 29 
District of New Mexico .. _ .•• ____ ...•.. ____ ... ___ ·. _ _ _ __ 451,308 25 
DB pot at Chicago .. _ .... ______________ . ___________ . _ _ _ _ .499, 756 46 
Depot at Saint Louis ____ ---· ____ ....•. ·--------··----· 516,116 71 
'fo the Military Division of the Pacific ....... ·----------· ____ ·-----____ 3, 066,342 37 
To tho Military Division of the South __ . _ . ____ •. ____ .. ____ •. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 020, 054 64 
Of which there was sent to-
Department of the South . ________ .. __ ... _____ ... _ ... _. _. 695, 792 61 
Department of the Gulf. _______ . ____________ .... __ .. ___ ..• 324,262 03 
To the principal depots ...... ________ ·----- ________ ..••.. ________ ...• 2,364,295 84 
Of which there was sent to-
New York .•..••. __ ..... _ .... _____ .. _ ... _______ .....•.• 349,760 33 
Washington ...... ____________ ---· ••.. _ ..••••.. ________ 726,071 52 
Philadelphia ..•.•• ----·· ... .. __________________________ 1, 108.110 20 
J offers on ville. __ . __ .. _ .•••... __ •..•••••. __ ••...•... _ _ _ _ 180, 353 79 
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To officers in immediate charge of national cemeteries ..•••...•.••..... 
To independent posts ............................................... . 
Of which there was sent to-
West Point, N.Y ....................................... .. 
Springfield armory, Mass ................................ . 
:Fort Columbus, New York Harbor ...••..........••........ 
Cavalry depot, Saint Louis ...................••••........ 
Newport Barracks, Ky ...........••.. , ................... . 
Columbus arsenal, Ohio ................................. . 
Indianapolis arsenal, lnd · ................................ . 
Wat.ertown arsenal, Mass .......... · ................. --~" .. 
Allegheny arsenal, Pa ................................... . 
Watervliet arsenal, N.Y ................................. . 
Frankford arsenal, Pa .................. ................ . 
Pikesville arsenal, Md ................................... . 
Augusta arsenal, Ga ..................................... . 
Kenn ebec arsenal, Me .................................. .. 
Benicia arsenal, CaL .................................... . 
Detroit arsenal, Mich, ................................... . 

















3,597 ()8 · 
$137,104 85 
98,484 88 
Total amount remitted . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... • 13, 365, 188 96 
Remittances from tbe appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1873, have been made as follows: 
Regular supplies : 
Fuel ...............................••....•......••••.• 
Forage ................•.......•...................... 
Straw ..•. . ....•...................................•.. 
Stationery ...•....... , .......••.............. _ .•.....• 
Stoves ............................................... . 
$1,128,956 68 
3,197,430 06 
84, R01 60 
94,894 89 
88, 61~) 23 
Total regular supplies ........................................ . 
Incidental expenses ................................................. . 
Horse. , cavalry and artillery ................ "" ...................... . 
Barracks and quarters : 
Rent of quarters for offi cers ......... .. . . ................. $323,092 00 
Rent of store-houses, offices, commutation of quarters for 
enli~ed men, &c ...................................... 312,318 03 
Building-ma,terial for repairs........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . 550, 161 64 
New buildings authorized.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 281, 356 26 
Total barracks and quarters .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .......... . 
Army transportation ............................................... . 
~lo~biny and eqt~ipage .................. ........................... . 
1\at1ona cemetertes ......................................... __ .. _ ... . 
I1o pitals ........... ... .... . .. ....... .. _ ......... __ .. _ .... _. __ .. __ .. 
tove ........ ........ .............. _ ..... ___ ...•....... _ .......... . 
Pr •rvation of clothing ·and eqnipag from moth and mildew ........ . 
Iojav ·]aims, ( pecial appropriation) . ...... ... .................... . 
ll •ad-. ton ......... ....... ..... ... ......... _ ... _ ... _ .. . ______ ..... . 
Ex pen ·e of ales .. ......................... . _ ... _ ... ........ _ .... . . . 
$4, 594, 700 46 
1, 300,31:!0 4 
292, 714 54 
1,4fi(i,928 03 
4,32!),601 99 






Hi, 133 75 
842 4:l 
Totalamountr mitted ........................................ 13,3G5,1 96 
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INDEBTED RAILROAD 00MP ANIES. 
At the close of the war, under executive orders of 8th August and 14th · 
October, 18fi5, .there were sold on credit to various railroad companies, 
principally in the South, railroad material to the appra.ised value of.. $7, 556, 033 95 
There remaine<l due ancluupaid from certain of these railroads on 30th of 
June, 1872. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . ... . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... . . . .. . 4, 7:34,442 43 
During the past fiscal year, interest and expenses accrued upon this debt 
to the amount of.................................................. 101,573 95 
PaymtJnts during the year, on account, have amounted to.............. 151 , :~03 44 
Ou the 30th J nne, 1873, the debt uncollected amounted to.... . . . . . . . . • 4, 6GB, 924 07 
exclusive of the sum of $25,788.87 due from the New .Orleans and Ohio 
Railroad, which debt is lost by tlle bankruptcy of the company. The 
total collections on account of this debt, to 30th June, 1873, amount to 5, 116,605 53 
The earlier collections, being reimbursements of the Quartermaster's 
Department for property originally purchased with its appropriations, 
were applied to its service, reducing the amounts of the annual estimates 
for appropriations; but since the- passage of the law of May 8, 1872, 
requiring all proceeds of sales of public property to be deposited in the 
Treasury, to credit of miscellaneous receipts, these collections have taken 
that course. Fifty railroads originally availed themselves of the pri vi-
leges of the executive orders. Thirty of them have paid their debts in. 
full with interest. Twenty now remain in debt to the United 8tates on 
this account. 
A frill statement of tbese accounts accompanies this report; to it 
reference is made for detailed information. 
Against some of the roads ·greatly in default suits have been com- . 
menced in the United States courts. 
Since my last report the suit against the .Nash ville and Decatur Rail-
road has been compromised and settled by the Secretary of War, under 
authority of the act of 3d March, 1871, (16 Stat., chap. 119) for the sum 
of $70,000, of which $6,000 was paid iu cash, the balance to he paid in 
ten years from 1st July, 1872, with interest, semi-annually, at the rate 
of 5 per cent. per annum, secured by bond and lien upon the property 
of the company, guaranteed by the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, 
and by decree of the United States circuit court affirming the liability, 
and to ue enforced Lv execution in mtse of default. 
Other suits are yet unsettled, for detailR in reference to which I refer 
to the report of Major Ludington, the officer in charge of the transpor-
tation branch of this office, which accompanies this report. 
Some of the roads largely indebted to the Government, and which 
haYe giYen bond for the application of their postal earnings to the pay-
ment of their debt, refuse or persistently neglect to give the order for 
tbe payment of their earnings, which, in the judgment of the Post-
Office Department, is necessary, before the money can be thus applied. 
Some of these earnings ha,~e thus, under the law, lapsed into the Treas-
ury; other con 'iderable amounts are locked up. 1'hey are not turned 
ov r to the roatls, but not being turned over to this Department it can-
not credit the debt account of the railroads with thew. 
Some pro vi ion of law for the colleotion of this money and settlement 
of the debt, so far as it will go, i~ desirable. 
TRANSPOR1'ATION. 
The General Order No. 9 , of 1872, establishing the improved system 
of tran ·portation, has been di tributed to officers of the Army and to 
all railroads and transportation companies having dealings with this 
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office. It is found to · be satisfactory to the officers and to the public 
with whom they deal. 
The total movement of transportation during the year, thus far re-
ported, amounts to 72,860 persons, 8,148 beasts, and 164,125,223 pounds 
of material. 
The cost of railroad transportation during the year amounts to 
$1,235,579.43, of which. accounts for $921,514.87 have been sett.led or 
tran smitted by this office to the Treasury for settlement. 
The movement over the Pacific Hailroad. has been: 
Name of railroad. 
Union Pacific ......... --·-----· ...... __ .------·_._ .. ______ _ 
Central Pacific of California .... ----- · ........... _______ ... . 
Kansas P acific ........................ _ ..... _ .. . . ____ .. ___ _ 
Sioux City and Pacific .................................. _- __ . 
No. of per- No. of beasts Frei,g;ht in 









21, 697, 106 
2, 444, 211 
5, 711,947 
3, 54<1, 054 
Total ................................................ --ll,374 --2,252 Sa,397~ 
The cost of this service is estimated at: 
For the Union Pacific Railroad .......•....... _ .... ____ . __ .•............ $445, 501 00 
I!"' or the Central Pacific Railroad _. _ ... _ ... _ •... _ •.•. _. _ ..... _. _... . . . . . 136, 59R 07 
For the Kansas Pacific Hail road_ .... _. _ .... _ ...... _ ... ___ .. _.... . . . . . . 140. 797 00 
l!'or the Sioux City and Paeific Railroad .•...... _ .•..•..... _ .•... _.. . . . . 2, 402 44 
Total value of service of the Pacific railroads during the year...... 734, 298 51 
Until tbe passage of the act of 3d. March, 1873, one-half the earnings_ 
of these roads for military transportation was paid in caslJ, on proof ?f 
service, and the other half was retained by the Treasury to be used m 
payment of the interest on the United States bonds issued to tl.Jem . 
Since tbe passage of that Jaw tbe whole of these earnings llave been 
withheld by the Secretary of the Treasury, but it is charged against the 
appropriations for transportation of the Army. 
The earnings of the Pacific railroads in the previous :fiscal year, 
ending June 30, 1872, were $800,857; in the year euding June :JO, 1871, 
$767,047.99. 
W .A.GON AND STAGE TRANSPOR'l'ATION. 
nera1l.r. how a mat rial 
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On the Pacific coast the rates have slightly increased. The demanu 
for transportation due to the Modoc war, carried on during the rainy 
season, will account for this increase. That campaign was very de-
structive to the means of transportation. 
WATER TRANSPORTATION. 
By water the movement has been of 37,789 persons and 2,026 beasts, 
and 55,467,201 pounds of stores. The cost of this, so far as t!Je bills 
have been settled, was $760,973.58. 
Tllree small steamers and two schooners owned by the United States 
have cost during the year $37,413.19. Twf'lve vessels have bee11 bired 
or chartered during the year, at a cost of $43,056.76. Both these sums 
are included in the aggregate cost of transportation by water, reported 
above. 
During' the past fiscal year accounts and claims for transportation 
service rendered in previous years have been paid, or transmitted from 
this office to the Treasury for payment, amounting to $652,409.17. 
CONTRACTS FOR REGULAR AND MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES. 
During the year 614 contracts for supplies were reportPd to this office, 
as follows: For forage, 230 contracts for 20,318,814 pounds of oats or 
barley, ·HJ,372,472 pounds of corn, 30,744 tons of hay, 439,000 ponnds 
of bran; 11 for 2,508 tons of straw; 30 for 22,011 tons of coal; 144 for 
84,022 cords of wood .; 37 for 49,075 bushels of charcoal; 4 for conRtruc-
tiou of quarters; 47 for transportation; 7 for horses and mules; 1~ for 
clothing, camp <m<l garrison equipage; 16 for national cemeteries, aud 
many for miscellaneous :supplies aud services. 
FORAGE, STRAW, .AND FUEL. 
The issues of these supplies ha.ve been: Corn, 588,488 bn::;hels; oats, 
939,690 busllel::;; barle,y, 172,870 buslwls; hay, 48,588 tons: fodder, 116 
tons; stritw, 3,292 tous; bran, 55,084 bushels. Of wood, the issue was · 
130,786 cords; of autllea!iic coal, 16,9J7 tons; of bituminous coal, 
15,300 tous. 
ANH'I.ALS. 
One thousand . nine · hnndrr<l and thirty-eigllt horses, costing $255,-
460.19, were bought during the year. The average cost in Califomia 
wa:::; $110.11; iu the Department of tlle Columbia, $ 115; Departmeut 
of the Missouri, $126.3u; in Texas, $ 132.46; Dakota, $139. 
Iu addition to occasional purchases of hvrses to supply losses, 1,200 
remoun t were authorized this spriug for the several cavalry regiments, 
as follows : !~,or First Cavalry, none; Seeontl"CGtYalry, 175; Third Cav-
alry, none; Fourth Oavalry, 175; Fifth Cavalry, 150; Sixth Ua.,·alry, 
100; and Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Cavalry, each 150. Those 
!'or tl~e Se.c?utl, Sixth, Seventh, and Tenth Regiment were purchased 
1.n l\!1 oun, Iowa, au<l atljoiuing States; those for the Fiftu, jn Cali-
forma; tbose for the Fourth, in Texas; those for the Eighth, at Leaven-
worth and in Colorado, and those for the Niuth, at points desig-
nat u by the general commanding Department of Texas. These pue-
chase' were lllade by board· of oilieers a ·sembled by the depart1ueut 
commander~, each l>oaru con i:sting of a quartermaster and oue or two 
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officer of the regiment for which the horses were intended. Tile board 
moved through the districts assigned for their operations; publi bed 
their want by po, ters, and purehased from farmers and stock-raisers 
direct, without intervention of middlemen. 'fhe result has given satis-
faction, and the s tern secured goo~ horses at fair prices. 
1\iULE~. 
Two thou and three hundred and ninety-seven mules were purchased 
for the train at a cost of $328,033.02. The greater number of the e 
were bougllt for ti.Je expedition to escort the Northern Pac~fic Railroad 
surveying party from Fort Abraham Lincoln, on tlle Missouri, to and 
beyond tht\ Yellow tone River. The average cost of mules was $137. 
Oue thom:;and and fifty-one horses were sold for $4G,624.43; 200 
mule , for $9,313.06. The proceeds, $55,937.49, have b.een deposited in 
tb Trea ury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts. 
Four hnndred and twenty-four horses and 489 mules are reported to 
have died, and 158 horses and 100 mules to have been lost or stolen 
doriuo· thA year, aud the number iu service at the close of tile year was 
J 0,130 bor e' an<l10,425 mules. 
AR:i\'lY W .A.GONS AND HARNESS. 
There are reported in service 3,107 wagons, 125 spring-wagons, 240 
ambula11ce , 23,411 set of wagon-harness, 2,148 sets of ambulance-bar-
ne , all erviceable. · 
The tock of wa()"on' in the Army has suffered by use and age. Even 
tho e kept in tore have cleteriorateu by dry-rot and by attacks ofiu ·ects, 
to which hard timber is liable, so that many of those in use were unre-
liable and unfit to be n ed on a long march. The Yellowstone expe-
ditiou, in Department of Dakota, was outfitted witll a new traiu, ~tud 
mauy new wagon have been sent to other departments to replace those 
which had failed or threa.tened to fail. 
Five hundred and fifty new wagons were purchased during the year. 
Two huudred and fifty, purchased iu open market to meet the emergency 
of the immediate outfit of the Yellow ' tone exped.itiou, cost $175 eaell. 
ontract w r made for the other , giving more tiute for the manufac-
tur , at 149.5 each. 
The train-wagon u ell for many years in the operations of the United 
tate rmy b fore the war is of excellent design and. con 'tructiou. 
In th v ry dry climate of the bigller vlain ·, and iu thA det;erts of the 
olorad an ila xpo. ed to a scorching heat, ·and in an atmo pllere 
with nt oi tur , th timuer hrink · and cracks. The wagon -build r 
of tbi ountr haYe for e era.l year been experimenting witll m talli 
bu ~- many f whi ·h h ve been patented. Of some of the be t of 
.be. many th n nd are now annually made and put into u e. I b -
l1 Y that - m f tllem will proYe to be better fitted for u e in the ex.-
tr m ly r ~ ·Jim at . than wo d, and ample of eacll of tho ·e w hicb 
app ar t b t hav b eu pureba d and di ·tributed to po ·t in tll 
m .t tr ing ·limate · f, r trial. Th cllauge i an important ou , and will 
n IDe l ., n rally unl tb re ult of tile e trial i conclu -i ,· in 
f: Y r f m n of ti.J me allic hub . 
n 
j 
' il1IIS' .AND SADDLERS TOOL • 
f G n ral Order o. 2, War Dcpartm 
anu ry 2, 1 r. , be ur ply of tools aud 
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for shoeing ca\alry and artillery horses was transferred from the Quar-
termaster's Department to the Ordnance Department, and large quan-
tities of these materials and tools purchased by the Quartermaster's 
Department have, under that order, been transferred to the officers of 
the Ordnance Department. 
The Quartermaster's Department must still keep smiths and tools for 
repair of its wagonl:l, and for slloeiug the draught animals, at every post, 
and when there are, as is frequently the case. no enlisted farriers with a 
body of eavalry, its officer~ nre still called upon to provide for shoeing 
their lwrses. Thus two establishments are kept up throughout the 
military service to do the same thing, which appears not to be an efficient 
or economical arrangement. 
EPIZOOTIC. 
The epidemic catarrh which tra\7 ersed the continent during the past 
year, visited, it is believed, every military post, and attacked a great 
majority of the horses and mules of the militar,y establishment. lt ap-
peared early in New York and. its vicinity, and a method of treatment 
adopted by Brevet Major-General Ingalls, a~sistant- qnarterrnaster gen-
eral, upon the advice of the veterinary surgeons of New York, was 
printed and distributed to military posts: 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST, 
[Circular.l 
OFFICE CHIEF QUAHTEllMARTER, 
New YoTk Oity, OctobeT 28, 1872. 
Tbe attention of officers and agents in charge of public animq}s b elonging to the 
Quartermaster's Department in the Department of the East is called to the "epizootic 
catarrh" now prevalent among horses. They are directed to observe the following 
rnles for the treatment of this disease, and t(J report results to this office at the end of 
the present month, and every ten da.ys thereafter, until the disease disappears. 
It is assumed that the stables are always kept clean, dry, and well veutilatecl, with 
plenty of fresh air and sunlight, wht:u possible. It is also assumed that the horses are 
never overworked, but properly exercised at all times, whether sick or well, and that 
they are fed with wholesome forage, regularly gToomed, and kept warm. 
RUFUS INGALLS, 
Col. and Asst. Q. Gen., Bvt. Maj. Gen., U. S. A., Chief Qztartermaster. 
R~tles f01· the t1·eatment of the disease. 
On the :first appearance of the disease give the horse a thorough steaming wilih bot-
boiled oats, placed in a bag, and so fastened to the head that the ste~tm from the oats 
will be inhaled. Repeat t.his until the discharge from the nostrils is free a.nd of a 
natural color. 'l'hen take leatl;ler, or, what is better, carbolic uisinfectant, in graius 
like large-sized cannon-pawder, place it in a shallow pan, and buru it where the horse 
will he obliged to breathe it. 
Jftbe throat is sore, (which generally will he the case,) apply frequently hot vinegar, 
rubbing it well with the band, and wrap tlle throat in flannel, dipped in vinegar. 
Sponge out the nostrils frequently with warm vinegar. Blanket well, night and day, 
hut not enough to produce sweating, and give plenty of fresh, cleau hetlding. 
Give several bran mashes, with from one-half to one ounce of powdered niter in 
each, and use li,pseed-meal or flax-seed in the oats. Use tepid water in the mash. 
The hay and oats should he moistened with water-preferably tar-water. 
Most cases if taken in time will yielu to the ahovo treatmen t; hut should the attack 
he very severe, accompanied wit.h considerable fever, and very sore throat, inste[:d of the 
vinegar, au embrocatiOn of equal parts of linseed-oil, turpentine, tincture of can-
tbaridc , and ha.rtsborn should be rubbed iu night and moruing. 
Powell's embrocation is very good. 
Give as a drencb, night and morning, the following: 
Spirits of uitric ether . _____ ... __ .... _ .. __ - __ .. __ ........................•. 1 ounce. 
Laudanum. _ ...... ---· ....... ·- .. __ ...... __ ..... ___ .. __ ... _ ............ _ 4 drams. 
~~~~~~ ~~-:~~~~~~ ."::: :.-: -_-_-_·_ -_-_-_-_-_-_ ~ ~---- ~-- ---- ~ ·_·_-_-_·_ ~~ ·: ."::::: ." ~:: .":: ~ .":: _- _- :: f ~t:~s. 
Mix. 
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Should the horse refnse his feed, offer him frequently thin gruel, with a handful of 
-pulverizell slippery-elm bark, and licorice-root stirred iu it. 
When couYalescing, exercise gently daily, aud stirunlate the appetite with the 
following ball : 
~~~S~:eO: ~~n;!~~ _-_- :: :::: :: :: ~::::: :::: :::: :: :::::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ~ ~~~::: 
Mix. 
A handful of wood-a hes mixed with a little salt, thrown into the feed-trough for 
the horse to lick up, will be relished by him and be b.eneficial. 
At a later date the Secretary of War communicated to this office 
the following simple prescription, witiJ. direutions to communicate it to 
all officers of the Army in charge of publie animals: 
One tea pooufnl of chlorate of potash twice a day to four horses, put in a pail of 
water, and let each horse drink his proportion. 
These two prescriptions were thus made known. Tile losses by death 
from the di ease were very small, but the operations of supply were 
everywhere dela~·ed and deranged as long as the disease preYailed. It 
wa \ery burtfnl, during its prevalence, among the animals employed in 
hauling upplies to the troops operating against the Modocs, and for a 
time it dismounted the cavalry in that campaigu, as also in Arizoua. 
TilE YELLOWSTO~E EXPEDITIONS. 
In the summer of 187~ an expedition left the Missonri River to escort 
a party of eugineer to explore a liue for the Northern Pacific H.ailroad 
to tu ,, Hey of the Yellowstone. 'l'his march showed that the wagon-
train , cornpo'ed of wagons pnrcha,·ed during the war, had outli,ed 
th •ir n ·tful ne · , and for the larger expedition organized in the montb 
of Tune of the pre ent ~ear, it was necessary to procure a larg-e nnm-
ber of new wagon and many mules. One hundred and fifty new 
w~g us were. upplied, whicll, with about fifty reported to be good and 
a·\·ailaule iu Dakota, completed the train; 1,058 mules were purcha, ed 
and forward d to Fort Abercrombie, where the mnles were broken, 
orO'anizNl into train. fitted with harness, and supplied with teamster , 
uncl r th direction of Captain Dandy, a:::;sistant quartermaster, duriug 
tlJc month of April and l\lay. Thi. train con::;isted of two lwndred 
and two G-mule team and wagon , nine t'pring-wagons, with four m ul s 
acb two G-mulc artill ry teams, aud twelve riding mules for the wagon-
ma. ter . . 
On 6-mnl wagon and one 4-mule spring-wagon and their teams, 
and niue . a ldl -hor.-e · w real ·o upplied for the u 'e of the cientitie 
'Olll_mi · .. ion whi ·b und r authodty of the Secretary of War, accom-
pamcd the txp •clition into tbi · wild country. 
Tb r(Tauiz< tion of tbi train -wa a lauorious aiHl difficult work, and 
it: (· mr1 •ti u iu ·o hor < time i. redita.ble to the otfieer in cuarge. 
TLP. foB winO' i: an xt:ract from the annual report of Capt. G. B. 
'n l,v '. ·i taut qnarterma ·ter •ort Abnthaill Lincoln, IJak., who or-
gauiz the train. : 
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Breckenridge, Minn., :fifteen miles from Fort Abercrombie. The last shipment of ani-
mals and material arrived on the 26th of Ma.y. The teamsters were hired in Saint 
Paul, with the exception of fifty hired on my recommendation at Fort Leavenworth, 
Kans. These latter were the only men sent me having any experience in the manage-
ment of 6-mule teams, and many of the men employed at Saint Paul were vicious or 
worthless characters. About 25 per centum of the mules sent to me from Saint Louis 
were very wild, and required throwing or placing in the stocks to shoe. Many had to 
be thrown in order to harness them; and there were many other difficulties in the 
way of organizing this mass of raw men and material for efficient service in so short a 
time. The train, however, was completely shod and equipped and en routeto the Yel-
lowstone on the 29th May. It consisted of two hundred and two 6-mule teams, nine 
4-mule teams for spring-wagons, two 6-mule teams for artillery, and some 12 riding-
mules for wagon-masters. In addition, there were one 6-mule team, one 4-mule spring-
wagon and team, and nine riding-horses provided for the use of the scientific party 
accompanying the expedition. Special attention was paid to :fitting the train amply 
with spare parts, and blacksmiths', saddlers', and wheelwrights' supplies. 
MODOC CAMPAIGN. 
Surnmary of expenditures, indebtedness, (f'c. 
Disbursements as reported by Captain Hoyt ..... __ ........ -- .......... .. 
Ascertained indebtedness, as reported by Captain Hoyt ................. . 
Transportation of 754,257 pounds from San Francisco, at 15 cents ...... .. 
Grain from Camp Halleck, consumed, cost at camp Halleck ............ .. 
Transportation of grain from Camp Halleck, consumed, rough estimate .. 
$120,881 20 
70,990 03 




Items of expenditure not yet definitely reported to this office : 
Cost of stort>s in San Francisco. 
Cost of transportation of ordnance stores, &c., from Benicia arsenal; 
weight unknown. 
Uost of transportation to Fort Klamath of over 200,000 pounds of 
grain and other supplies and stores remaining at the close of the cam-
paign. 
BARRACKS .AND QUAR'l'ERS-MILI1'ARY BUILDINGS. 
During the year the construction of one hundred and twep.ty new 
buildings has been authorized, at au estimated cost of $245,544.87. 
They are barracks for men, quarters for officers, stables, store-houses, 
guard-houses, bake-houses, &c. They are at military posts distributed 
through the following States and Territories: California, Louisiana, Flor-
ida, Michigan, South Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Kansas, 
New York, Maryland, Oregon, Nevada, Kentrwky, Georgia, Nebraska, 
Penu ylvania, Minnesota, Maine, Iowa, Connecticut, Virginia, Dakota, 
New Mexico, Montana, Washington, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, the In-
dian Territory, and the District of Columbia. 
WHARVES. 
The expenditure of $18,111.32 in repair and construction of wharves 
at various posts has been authorized. 
REPAIRS. 
Upon pecial estimates submitted to the Secretary of War, repair and 
alteration of military buildings to the amount of $228,796.49 have been 
authorized. Many small repairs, making in the aggregate a large sum, 
were al o made under authority of local commanders, without special 
reference to the War Department for authority. 
8w 
, 
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NEW POSTS ESTABLISHED. 
The construction of two new posts in Arizona has been authorized-
o e near Tucson and one near the mouth of the San Carlos River. 
These posts are designed for garrisons of four companies each. 
The orders of the Secretary required the labor of the troops to be em-
ployed when possible, and limited the expenditure upon the two posts 
to $35,000. 
The post near Tncson is Camp Lowell; that on the San Carlos is New 
Camp Grant, and they take the places of Tucson Depot and Old Camp 
Grant, which latter was in a Yery unhealthy, malarious location. 
Erection of huts for one company of infantry at Otter Crossing, on 
the line of the Northern Pacific Railroad, was authorized in October, 
1872. 
A post known at first as Fort Cross, now named Fort Sewarcl, has 
been erected on the James RiYf,r, Dak., on the line of the same railroad. 
Fort Abraham Lincoln has also been built at the Missouri crossing of 
the railrod. 
New po. ts have been commenced at Tulerosa, N.Mex., and at Beaver 
City, Utah. . 
New buildings, alterations, repairs, or additions have been authorized 
at posts in-
The Department of California, to cost ................................... $48, 640 96 
The Department of Texas, to cost.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44, 143 19 
The Department of t.be East to co t...... .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,207 27 
The Departmeut of the South, to cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 810 79 
The D partment of the Platte, to cost........................ . . . . . . . . . . 51,012 51 
The Department of the Gulf, to co t................................... .. 42,360 66 
The Department of the Columbia, to cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 490 00 
The D partment ef .Arizona, to cost..................................... 62,707 30 
The Department of the fi so uri, to co t ................................. 151, 795 04 
The Department of Dakota, to co t .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 78, 120 96 
The Department of the Lakes, to cost.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 839 00 
Total ......................................... . .................. 580, 127 68 
Of tbi: urn, however, construction, repairs, &c., to the amount of 
'122,06 , though authorized during the fiscal year, were ordered to be 
deferred until, after the 1st July of the present year, the new appro-
priation became available. The works, though needed, could not be 
executed with the appropriation of the past year. 
FIRE-PROOF BUILDING .A.T JEFFERSONVILLE. 
e b en demolished and the materials sold. 
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DEPOT .. BUILDINGS A1' SAN ANTONIO. 
In the act of 3d March, 1873, (sundry civil appropriation bill,) is an 
appropriation of $100,000 for erection of depot buildings at San An-
tonio, including shops, offices, and commissary and quartermaster store-
houses, upon grounds presenteu to the United States by the city of San 
Antonio. 
Under the instructions of the Secretary of War none of this appro-
priation has been drawn fmm the Treasury or expended. 
The construction of _tllis dep twill be of great advantage to the mili-
tary service, whieh now pays a rent bill of over $20,000 for various 
buildings for military purposes in the eity of San Antonio. 
HOSPITAL BUILDINGS. 
The expenditures authorized for the repair and construction of hospi-
tals have been as follows: 
Fort Abercr01ubie, Dale ..................................••...•....•...• 
Angel Island, Cal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Fort Barrao cas, l!'la ...................... .. ............................ . 
E'ort Brady, Mich .... .. ................................................ . 
~!!f~s ~~~r:g~A.;j~: ~ .-: .-: _-_· _-_- _- .-:_·~ _-_- _-_- _-_- .- .- _- _- .-:_· .- .-:: .-:_- :::: _- _-_- .-: :.- _-_- :: ~: 
Ua.u1 p Bid well, Cal ..................................................... . 
Cain p Baker, Cal .......•.....•.................. _ .......... _ ......... _. 
Fort Boise, Idaho ...................................................... . 
Port Concho, Tex ..........•............................................ 
Cheyenne Ageucy, Dak ................................................ . 
Fort Duncan, Tex ...••....•.•.......................................... 
Fort Ellil:l, Moot.. . . . . . . . ............................................. . 
Fort l!'oote, Md ...•...............•..........••.................. · ....... . 
Fort Gratiot, Mich .................................. ... ................ . 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ............................................•......... 
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor ...................................... .. 
Fort Hays, l{ans ...••......•....•.....•............................ __ • _. 
Jackson, Miss .......... _ ... ___ ...................... ___ . ___ ..•.........• 
Jackson Barracks, La .....................• .. ........•..............•.••. 
Key West, I!'la ................. . ............... _ ........... _ ~ ......• __ .• 
Lower Brule Agency, Dak ... --- ......................................... · 
Little Rock, Ark ....................••.................................. 
Fort Laramie, Kans ..................................................... . 
Fort Leaven worth, Kans ............................................... _. 
Fort Laramie, Wyo .........................•...............•............ 
Fort L~·on, Colo ...........................•......•......... . • ••.•........ 
~~~~ :~!~~~~: ~!h _-_-_-_- ~::: ~:::::::::::: .-_-_-_-_-.- _·_-_·_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_-_:::: 
Catnp Mojave, Ariz...... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • ~ ~ •.....•• 
McPherson Barracks, Ga .....• ' ........................................ .. 
Fort Monroe, V a ........•••....•.................••.........•......... __ 
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ..................................................... . 
~t~z:~~!€E~:x~~~!i~------~-~----~----~-------~-~--:·:·:·:·:: ~-:-:::: ~ ~ ~::: :: ·:::::: ~: :::: ~: :::: 
Fort Porter, N.Y ...•... .........•••.............................•....... 
Pre idio, Cal. ..•...........••......... --- •.. - ..... - ..•• ---- .• -- - . --. ----
Fort D.A.Rus ell, Wyo ......................... --·--· ................. . 
~~ap~~!J::~f~:: ~ ~ :: ~ ::: :_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: _:_:_:_:_~~: ::: ~ ~ ~::: ~ :::::::::: 
Fort 'nelling, Minn ........•.... _ ...........•............••.. _ ... __ ..... 
Fort olli van, Me ...•..••....•••..•..•....•.•..•••...••....••••••.. • .... 
Savannah, Ga. .......................... __ ........................ _ ••...• 
Fort nlly, Dak .........••.....••.. __ ... __ .•.. _ •••. _ .....••....• _ •...... 
Fort eward, Dak ...........•....•... _ ••... _. _ •. ___ . ___ • __ ... ____ . __ • _ •• 
Fort elden, N.Mex ........................... _ •.••••.•....•....•.••..... 
$82 24 
190 00 




















1, 192 40 
189 14 
580 00 
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Fort Sba w, Mont ••.•.. ......•.................................. _. ....... . 
Fort Sanders, Wyo .... __ .......... _ .. _______ ... ___ .. _ .......... ___ .. __ . 
Thomas. Barracks, Ala_ ..... ....................... _ ...... . ............. . 
Fort Union, N.Mex._ ........ __ .........................•............... 
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor ...... ---~ ____ ...................... . 
~~~t ;~;;~~eM~~~-~~~-~--·_~---_·_~---.--:-_-_--~-_-_-_~-.----~---_----·_·_---_-_--~--_-_·--::: ~::: : ~:: 
Fort Wood, New York Harbor ...•.. ---- ... --------·-- ......... -- .. _ .... . 
Yerba Buena Island, CaL .•......................... ---- __ ..... __ ....... . 









1, 200 00 
2,000 00 
Total ...•...•. ~. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77, 754 70 
BUILDINGS1.'RANSFERREDFROM 1.'HE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT. 
Seven buildings at Clark's Point, Me., and thirteen at Fort Wash-
ington, Md., have been transferred to the Engineer Department, and 
the State arsenal at Savannah, Ga., held by the United States since the 
occupation of that city by the army of General Sherman, has been given 
up to the State. 
GROUNDS SURRENDERED~ SOLD, ETC. 
Under the act of 25th February, 1873, the land at Wilmington, Cal., 
occupied by the United States, was ordered to be reconveyed to those 
wbo bad originally conveyed it to the United States; the buildings 
thereon erected by the United States being first removed or sold. The 
building have been sold at public auction, and the land will be duly 
restored to its original owners. 
Application bas been made for the restoration to the donors of certain 
land , at Omaha, originally convfyed to the United States in considf.r-
ation of the um of $10, for the purpose of erection thereon of hend-
q uax ter ' office and quarters for the department staff. The site is not a 
·onv nient one for the purpose, and tlle matter of reconveyance is before 
t b cretary of War. 
The barrack at . Houlton b~ing no longer in use the buildings were 
o d at public auction, and Congre~s, b_y act of March 14, 1872, author-
jze<l the Seer tary of War to ell the site, reserving to the county of 
A roo took o much thereof as may be nece sary to preserve the meridian 
monument thereon erected by consent of the War Department: Pro-
'Vided, The land o granted to the county shali not exceed in value $500. 
The land not thn reserved, amounting to neafly 25 acres, was duly sold 
at auction, on 19th June, 1873, for the sum of 350. A deed to convey 
th p rtion re ·eryed, who e value is much less than $500, is before the 
ar Department for execution. 
The act (17 tat. p. 614) for procuring title to sites of military posts 
in Texa approYed 3d :March, 1873, has not yet enabled the Department 
top rfect any title. oard of officers is now in session in Texas for 
th pnrp f endea"foring to execute the law. This office bas furnished 
th ard ith copies of all record bearing upon tp.e subject which can 
fnl to them. . 
ARTESIAN WELLS. 
Barrack , N. Y., under authority 
. I affords an unfailing supply of 
tb co was 5 .... 0. Two more are 
een authorized. 
ecretary of War was authorized to 
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expend $10,000, or so much thereof as n1ight be necess:n,,, iu boring for 
water at Fort D. A. Rus:se11, near Cheyenne Depot) Wyoming. The 
site of t.bis post is on tbe dry plains, at the base of the Rocky Moun-
tains, 6,000 feet above the sea-le,el. 
As no one could be found willing to contract to sink a well to water 
in this unexplored soil, the tools were purchased by the United States, 
and a skillful and experienced person was employed to direct the oper-
ation. After boring to a depth of 410 feet throug-h drift, t.he firRt well 
was abandoned, having caved in and injured its tuGiug to such a degree 
that it was considered cheaper to begin a new well than to attempt to 
sink the :first deeper. The expenditure to the time this :first well was 
abandoned was $8,195.38. 
The new well has been snnk through the same strata to a depth of 
717 feet, and the expense bas amounted to $6,164.62. The last 152 feet 
of this well are in impervious strata of clay, and as there is a large ex-
tent of country within forty miles rising to a height of 2,000 feet above 
the site of the well, there is good ground for the hope that beneath 
these strata, impervious to water, a gravel or fissured rock, saturated 
with water, may be found. 
The exploration will be of value, if successful, by showing that water 
can be obtained; and if unsuccessful, by preventing others froi:n throw-
ing away mone,y in future. I have, therefore, advised that it be con-
tinued until the stratum is pierced, or until the difficulties of penetrat-
ing deeper become insuperable. 
The expenditure thus far has been $14,360; but the cost per foot of . 
the second well has been much less than that of the first. This is due 
to the knowledge gained in the first boring. Boring began on the 27th 
of November, 1872. On the 16th of .lYlay, 1873, at a depth of 410 feet, 
this well was abandoned. Expenditure to this date, $8,195.38. Second 
well begun on the 22d of March, 1873, and the following are the results: 
Strata. 
~;:;:~~~a!: ~-~~ -~~~~- ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Soapstone and mixture of :fine gravel.· .. ____ . __ .. __ . ___ .. _ .. 
~~~~~a~~~ ~~~~~~~-~~--~1-~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~::::::: :~: :::::: ~::::: :::::: 
Red shale, with )!ravel and indurated clay . __ .. __ .. __ . _. ___ . 
Gran it ___ . ___ . ___ . ___ .. ---- - . -.--. -- .. -- . - - .. - - . ----- .. -- -
~~~~:~~~ttiF~-!!! F : !!!YYUi!!F 
White indurated clay. a little harder .. __ . ____ ._ .. _. ___ .. __ . 
White indurated clay, a little harder .. ______ .... __ ·~ __ . . __ . 
Blue clay · ---- ..... _ ....... ·--- ... __ .--- ·----·- --- -- - --·- .. 
Clay, black, with indications of coal ... . _. ____ . __ .. _. __ ..... · 
B}~;-~~-~~ ~ ~~: ::·. ~ ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: ~ :::::: 












































Mar. 31, 1873 
April 1, 1873 
April 4,1873 
April 5, 1873 
April 8, 1873 
A pril10, 1873 
Aprill2, 1873 
A prill3, 1873 
A pril15, 1873 
.June 13, 1873 
.June 30, 1873 
Aug. 5,1873 
Aug. 15, 1873 
.Aug. 19, 1873 
Aug. 21, 1873 
Aug. 21, 1873 
.Aug. 23, 1873 
Sept. 9, 1873 
Sept. 13, 1873 
Sept. 15, 1873 
~he urn of $14,360 has thus far been granted for artesian wells at 
th1 po t. On September 6, 1873, it was reported that $13,000 bad been 
exp n<l d. It i ', therefore, reasonable to suppose that the balance of 
th fund (· 1,360) bas been, or was very nearly, exhausted by Septem-
b r 1"', 1 73; which would ·make the cost of the second well thus far 
6,164.62. 
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POSTS ABANDONED. 
During the year the posts of Taylor Barracks, Ky.; Old Camps Grant, 
and Lowell, and Crittenden, .Ariz.; and Fort Pbrenix, Mass., have been 
abandoned. 
FIRES. 
Some 5,000 buildings are under the care of this Department. Most of 
them are of rude and temporary construction, and very liable to fire. 
Seven fires at military posts have been reported during the year. 
Such provision to contend against fires as it is possible to make at the 
military posts bas been made. The fire-extinguisher, w,hicb b.Y action 
of sulphuric acid on a solution of bi-carbonate of soda in a close vessel 
throws a small stream of water some forty feet, bas been extensively 
distributed, and bas saved a great quantity of property at military 
posts. A small, portable band force-pump, known as Johnson's, bas 
lately been tried in this city with such satisfactory results that it has 
been adopted as a part of the fire-apparatus to be supplied to military 
posts. 
MILITARY RESERVES. 
Seven military reserves have been declared by the Executive during 
the year: Fort Whipple, Va., 26th ,July, 1872; Oamp Harney, Oreg., 
2d December, 1872; .Sibley Island, Dak., 11th February, 1873; Fort 
Abraham Lincoln, 11th February, 1873; :B"~ort Boise, Idaho, 9th AprH, 
1873; Beaver City, Utah, 12th May, 1873, and a reserve of timber-land 
for military purposes in Arizona, 20th June, 1873. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
A Jist of military po ts, with hort <le~criptions of the buildings, the 
, itnatiou, and the resources of the vicinit~y, bas been published and dis-
tt·iuuted. 
A hort tract on con ·truction in pise and in concrete, the former 
extracted from Ore y's Dictionary of Civil Engineering, the latter fur-
ni bed by the acting as i tant quartermaster at Sidney Barracks, bas 
been al o publi bed and di tributed. Both of these methods of building 
are better than adobe, and there are few locations in which the un-
ki11ed labor of a garri on will not be sufficient to erect all necessary 
wall of the quarters, tore.bou es, and stables in one of these styles, 
with ery little expen e, if directed by intelligent officers. 
The appropriation for barracks and quarters did not prove sufficient 
to meet the urg nt demand made upon it, and toward the close of the 
fi cal y ar all new con true ion and repairs were arrested by order of 
the ·retary of ar for wa t of funds. Still the rents and regular 
exp n e which it wa not po ible to terminate have exceeded the 
am unt available and giveu ri e to a deficiency estimate. 
POST CE)[ETERIES • 
• · ttl the military posts on the o1d emigrant 
bo occupied for many years are ceme-
of ol ier who fell in protecting the emi-
b graves al o of pioneers who lost their 
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the bodies. Those at old Fort Kearney and Sedgwick are to be re-
moved to Fort McPherson, where they will be re-interred, and a per-
manent cemetery will be inclosed. 
We have reports from 113 post cemeteries, whj.ch will be duly recorded 
and preserved. 
NATIONAL MILITARY CEMETERIES. 
The number of interments in the national military cemeteries by last 
year's report was 317,962. One hundred and forty-eight Union sl)ldiers 
have been added to the list during the year. None have been removed. 
The number of the known is 170,187; unknown, 147,823. 
A new national cemetery is being established at Fort McPherson, 
Nebr., to which the bodies of those who have fallen in the Indian fights 
of that frontier and been buried at neighboring posts, abandoned. with 
the progress of settlement, are to be removed. 
The cemetery established on the occupation of the city of Mexico by 
the Army of the United States bas, under a law approved on 3d March, 
1873, been del::lignated a national military cemetery, and placed under 
the guardianship of the Secreta.ry of War and subjected to th.e laws 
regulating otlwr national military cemeteries. Heports and estimates 
of necessary improvements have been received from the consul-general 
of the United States, and their execution, approved by the Secretary of 
War, bas been commenced. One of them is the sinking of an artesian 
well to supply water for irrigation, necessary in that dry and elevated 
position. 
During the year brick-inclosing walls have been completed or are now 
building at the cemeteries of Newbern and Raleigh, N. 0., Beaufort 
and Florence, S. 0., and Memphis, 'reun.; stone walls at Danville, Glen-
dale, Seven Pines, and Staunton, Va., at Salisbury, N. 0., and Fort~ 
Leaven worth and Scott, Kans. 
Superintendents' lodges have been completed during the year or are 
being erected at Danville, Glendale, and Seven Pines, Va., at Raleigh 
and Wilming·ton, N. U., Camp Nelson, Logan's Oross-Roads, and. Leuanon, 
Ky., Memphis, Chattanooga, Fort Donelson, and Knoxville, Tenn., and 
at .Fort Smith , Ark. 
There remain to be provided for permanent inclosures at Anderson-
Yille, Ga., Fort Gibson, Indian Ter., Grafton, W.Va., and Fort McPher-
son, Nebr., and permanent lodges at Grafton, W. Va., Beverly, N. J., 
and Fort McPller on, Nebr. 
The _!3uperintendents employed at the Reveral cemeteries have had the 
aid of more l.abor during the past year, and an improvement in the keep-
ing of the cemeteries is reported. The work of draina.ge is being pros-
ecuted. at tho e where it is most needed, as rapidly as the means allowed 
by Congre."s will ju tify. 
A hand. orne tone gateway has been built at the Nashville cemetery, 
on the arne design as that at Arlington, but of a local limestone of a 
cliff rent color. 
Four civil engineers have been employed. and stationed at central 
point in order to snperintenCl the work of con tractors upon permanent 
inclosures, and. lodges and drainage, and to lay out such works. 
HEAD-STONES. 
The law of 3d March, 1873, (chapter 229, section 1, 17 Statutes,) appro-
pdates 1, 00,000 for erection of head-stones on certain condjtions. 
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Advertisements and specifications, copies of which accompany thi 
report, have been published. The Secretary had decided that the bead-
stones should be of white marble or granite, four inches thick, and of 
widths and lengths described in the specifications herewith. 
The list of graves requiring head-stones does not embrace those not 
in separate national military cemeteries, nor the unknown at Salisbury, 
for which cemetery a special provision of law directs a single monument 
of granite to be erected. The differenoe in the printed list from the 
number herein reported is due to tlle omission of 12,112 at Salisbury, 
and of those buried in lots in city and \"illage cemeteries not known as 
national. 
On the 6th September, 1873, eighty bids, received in response to the 
adverti ements, were opened in this office. The prices varied greatly, 
as did the material offered; but fourteen bids, understood to agree sub-
stantially with the specifications, appeared to come within the total 
sum of $1,000,000, to which the cost is limited by law. 
All are still before the Secretary of War for award under the law. 
No decision has as yet been communicated to this office. 
OL.A.IMS FOR QUARTERMASTER'S STORES, UNDER 1'HE AC1' OF 4TII 
JULY, 1864. 
On 1 t July, 1872, there were or1 file in this office 10,351 claims under 
thi act, amounting to $6,857,006.56. One thousand nine hun<lred and 
sixty-three were filed during the year, amounting to $2,024,725.16. 
Total on file, 12,314, for $8,881,731. 72. 
Six hundred and forty-two have been reported to the Third Auditor 
for ettlernent during the year. Amount claimed, $615,212.42. The 
amount allowed on the e is $296,775.90; less than 50 per cent. Three 
hundred and twenty-five have been rejected; amount, $443,689.75. 
Total di po ed of, 967 claims, amounting to $1,058,902.17, upon which 
296,77.3.90 only has been proved to be just and allowable under the 
law. At the arne rate the 11,347 claims yet on file will be probably 
ttled for about one-third of their face, and of the $7,822,829.55 which 
~b Y claim, it is probable that about $2,600,000 will be proved to be 
JU tJy due. 
~or detailed information in regard to several other classes of claimR 
wine~ come under the cognizance of the Quartermaster General, refer-
nee 1 made to the report of the assistant, Major Ludington, in charg 
of that part of thi office. · 
. . ariot~' table.· and ab~ tracts also accompany this report, whieh gi\·e 
mformatwn in the bu ine of this office important to pre erve for 
future refer nee. 
CLOTHING AND EQUIP AGE. 
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of such clothing diRtributed at mHitary posts throughout the country is 
being reported for sale as fast a.R the new uniform tak<>s its place. 
The sale of a large quantity of clothing stored at the Western or Jef-
fersonville depot, on the Ohio, is deferred until next season. · 
A great improvement in the shoes and boots of the Army bas been 
made by the introduction of those whose sole is attached to the upper-
leather by screws of brass wire. Reports are almost unanimous to the 
effect that these boots and shoes last longer, and are a better protection 
to the feet, than the sewed or pegged boots heretofore uBed. 
Nearly all military posts have been supplied with single bedsteads; 
the bead and foot trestles are of iron, supporting slats of wood, easily 
removable. They are much liked, are easily kept free from vermin, 
can be stacked in piles during the day so as to give room for circulation 
on the floors of the barrack-room, while at night they enable tlle men to 
sleep singly and tllus put an end to much discomfort, unavoidable with 
the two and three story wooden bunks so long used in barracks. 
}10TH AND MILDEW PROOFING-PROCESS OF GEORGE .A.. COWLES & CO. 
The sum of $350,000, appropriated for the purpose by Congress, has 
been expended in treating the woolen and cotton material in store, ac-
cording to the above process, in order to render it proof against moth 
and mildew. To complete its application to all material which will need 
it during the next fiscal year will require the sum of $100,000, for which 
an estimate bas been submitted. 
The appropriation for clothing and equipage for the past fiscal year 
was $900,000. The expenditures by this office were $858,412.07. 
Forty-one thousand nine hundred and fifty-three dollars and thirty-
three cents were tnmsferred, by order of the Secretary of War, to the 
Ordnance Department, to which the manufacture and supply of knap-
sacks and haversacks bas been transferred. 
Four hundred and fifty-six thousand niue hundred and eighty-six dol-
lars and eighty-two cents were received during the year from sales of 
clothing, iueluding $18,832.56 derived from sales of clothing and mate-
rial to officers for their personal use. 
The National Asylum for Disabled Volunteers was entitled under the 
law to a large quantity of the old-pattern clothing. The president of 
the a~ylum obtained the autlwrity of the Secretary of War to draw the 
equint1ent of this clothing in ~hoeR. One hundred and fifty-one thou-
sand two hundred and forty-nine pairs of pegged shoes were delivered 
to the a~,ylum from the stock in depot. 
The clothing returns of officers of the Army are promvtly examined 
and ett.1ed as received. · 
Full statements of the operations of the clothing and equipage branch 
of this office will be found at the close of this report, attached to the re-
poh of Major Bingham, quartermaster, on duty in this office during the 
year. 
EXPLORING EXPEDITIONS. 
The party under command of Lieutenant Wheeler, of the Corps of 
Engineers, engag·ed in the exploration of the territory west of the one 
huudr <1tb meriuian, has been supplied with. animals, wagon , and for-
ag , for tran portation of escort, of supplies, and of its collections. 
Such quarterma. ter. ' stores as are needed by the civilians _employed 
upon thi expedition are sold to them at cost price. 
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The geologic and geographic explora.tion of Professor F. V. Hayden, 
United States geologist, has also been aided, under special autlwrity of 
the Secretary of War, by sale of partially unserviceable animals and 
equipments. 
The expedition for marking the boundary between the United States 
and Canada, west of the Lake of the Woods, under the charge of Com-
missioner Archibald Campbell, bas also received aid and assistance from 
the Quartermaster's Department as heretofore. 
During the month of November, 1872, nnder the order of the Secre-
tary of War, I pa sed over the transportation routt>s from the East to 
the western end of Lake Superior and to the Red River of the North, at 
Fargo, the crossing of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and at Brecken-
ridge, the terminus of the Saint Paul and Pacific Railroad. I had also 
intended to vi~it the depot of military transportation service on the Mis-
souri River, then at Sioux City, as well as the crossing of the Missouri 
by the North Pacific, at Fort Abraham Lincoln; but I found the roads 
southwest of Saint Paul and west of the Red River blocked with snow 
and the routes impas able. I proceeded by the Kansas Pacific Railroad 
to Denver and to Cheyenne, and thence returned to this city. The ex-
tension of the e roads greatly aids this department in its operations; 
but a~ the troop are moved furtl.Jer to the west and occup;5 posts within 
the mountaiu rauge , the total co t of transportation is uot reduced. 
The~ field of operations is changed, but remains as extensive and as 
co tly a · before. 
The oftic r' who have been on duty in this office during the fiscal 
year are: Col. Robert Allen, who was on duty here during the whole of 
the preceding fi ·cal year, and wa ordered, on the 11th March, 1873, to 
the headquart r · Military Di\'ision of the Pacific, at San Francisco, 
where, , iuce l\larch 22, 1873, he has been 01.1 duty as chief quartermas-
ter of that divi ioTl. 
!laj. J. D. Bingham has taken charge of those branches of the office 
(financ and in ·pection) v-acated hy this assignment of Colonel Allen, 
in ad ition to lli ~ former dutie, , except those of the cerneterial branch, 
to which ince June 25, 1873, Capt. A. J. McGonnigle has been as-
sign d. 
Maj. f. I. Ludington bas continued on duty in this office. 
ll the officer have hown tlleir u ·ual zeal and intelligence in the 
perforwance of tb ir re pective dnties, and their assistance has been 
very Yaluab!e . 
. T e other rincipal tations of the Quartermaster's Department, dur-
mg the fi. ·al year ha' been filled as follows, viz: 
ol. R b rt lien a. ·i tant quartrna t r general, chief quartermas-
t r ~lilitary Di\i ·ion of the Pacific, at San Francisco, from March 22, 
1 ,.,. . 
o1. 
uarterma ter general, from Octo-
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ber 18, 1872, chief quartermaster Military Department of the Mis-
souri, at Fort Leavenworth. 
Lieut. Col. S. B. Holabird, chief quartermaster Department of Texas. 
Lieut. Col. James A. Ekin, chief quartermaster Department of the 
South; also, from September 26, 1872, in charge of the Jeffersonville 
depot of the Quartermaster's Department, ·and, from December 11, 1872, 
chief quartermaster Military Division of the South. 
Lieut. Col. .A. R. Eddy, on duty at the Philadelphia depot to .August 
17, 1872; from .August 27 and 28, 1872, depot quartermaster at San 
Francisco, chief quartermaster Department of California, and chief 
quartermaster Military Division of the Pacific, of which last duty re-
lieved by Col. Robert Allen on March 22, 1873. 
Lieut. Col. Rufus Saxton, to May 28-31, 1873, chief quartermaster 
Department of the Oolumbi~t, at Portland, Oreg.; from June 23, 1873, 
chief quartermaster Department of the Lakes, at Detroit, Mich. 
Maj. A. J. Perry, cl.lief quartermaster Department of the Platte, 
Omaha, Nebr. 
Maj. J. G. Chandler, in charge of depot at Fort Leavenworth, and, 
from July 1 to October 18, 1872, acting chief q~artermaster Depart-
ment of the Missouri. 
Maj. C. G. Sawtelle, to July 15, 1872, chief quartermaster Depart-
ment of Ca.lif'ornia, and depot quartermaster at San Francisco; from 
.August 15, 1872, to close of the fiscal year, assistant to the depot qq.ar-
ter.lllaster at Philadelphia, and chief quartermaster third quartermas-
ter's district Department of the East. 
Maj. J. J. Dana, chief quartermaster Department of Arizona, at 
Prescott. 
Maj. James M. Moore, from September 1, 1872, depot quartermaster 
at Cheyenue. 
Maj. William Myers, in charge of depot, at 'lV ashington, D. C. 
Maj. B. C. Card, to April 18, 1873, uepot quartermaster at San An-
tonio; from May 1, 1873, chief quartermaster Department of Dakota, 
at Saint Paul. 
Capt. E. B. Grimes, depot quartermaster at Saint Louis. 
Capt. A. F. Rockwell, in charge of depot at Yuma, on the Colorado, 
Ariz., relieved Capt. J. G. C. Lee, who had completed a full tour qf duty 
in .Arizona. 
Capt. C. H. Hoyt, in charge of general depot at Jeffersonville, Ind., 
to September 26, 1872, and of construction of buildings to November 
21, 1872. From December 23~ 1872, disbursing officer District of the 
Lakes, at Camp Wamer, Oregon; from February 26, 1873, to close of 
the :fiscal ;year, chief quartermaster of the Modoc expedition.' 
Capt. John F. Rodgers, military F~tore-keeper at Jeffersonville, Ind., 
to .April 8, 1873 ; from December 21, 1872, he was also on duty at the 
Philadelphia clothing· depot, so remaining to the close of the year. _ 
These officers have administered the offices of the Government com 
mitteu to their charge with ability aud 7-eal. 
One as i::;tant quartermaster, Capt. Henl'y Inmau, was cashiered on 
July 24, 1872; one military store-keeper, Uapt. N. D. A. Sa\vyer, was 
ca hiered on November 30, 1872; and another, Uapt. G. H. A. Dirnpfel, 
was wholly retired on August 16, 1872. 
Lieut. Col. C. H. Tompkins was suspended uy sentence of a court-
martial for one year from the 4th ,January, 1873. 
The work of tl.le Department, extending over the whole territory of 
the United State , has been satisfactorily conducted by the officers of 
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its establishment, aided by about three hundred subalterns detailed 
from the line as acting assistant quartermasters. 
The personal annual reports received from these officers are filed 
among the records of the Department. They contain much valuable 
information in relation to the wants and supplies of the service, and 
bear testimony to the intelligence and fidelity of their writers. To the 
acting assistant quartermasters, upon whom the burden of the greater 
part of the detailed work of issue to troops and of care of public sup-
plies falls in consequence of the insufficient number of officers of the 
regular establishment, this office is much indebted. I have spoken 
elsewhere on the legislation which I believe to be necessary to do them 
justice, and to give them assistance much needed in the performance of 
their laborious and responsible duties. 
The principal active operations which have taxed the resources and 
the officers of this Department during the year, have been the opera-
tions again t the .Apaches in .Arizona, who have been reduced to a state 
of comparative quiet; the campaign against the Modocs in California 
and Oregou, finally successful, ·and the organization and conduct of the 
trains of the expedition to the Yellowstone, which made a successful 
mareb of even hundred miles into an uncultivated and in great part 
barren wilderne , and returned without serious loss of material, hav-
ing accompli bed its purpose. 
In connection with tbi expedition, the Yellowstone River was for the 
fir t time navigated by steamboats, which met the troops at their cr~ss­
iug u ar Powder River and rendered essential service. 
In the e important active operations, Lieutenant-Colonel Eddy, chief 
qnarterma ter Department of C~-tlifornia, and Captain Hoyt, the latter 
pre ut with the troop. in the .Modoc campaign, Maj. J. J. Dana, ehief 
quarterma ter Department of Arizona, Maj. B. C. Card, chief quarter-
rna ·ter Department of Dakota, aud Capt. G. B. Daudy, who personally 
org:mized the Yellow tone train, rendered valuable service. 
I ba e the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
M. C. MEIGS, 
Qua'rterrnaster General, Bt't. Maj. Gen., U. S . .A. 
Bon. W. W. BELK.l~.A.P, 
Secretat·y of lVar. 
List of paper11 acrompauying the annual report of the Qua1·termaster General for the fi!!cal 
year nding June 30, 1 73. 
I. Report of ~ faj. J.D. Bingham, quart rma ter, United tates Army, of the inspection 
branch of the Quart rma ter-Generals ffice during the :fiscal year ending June 
3 1 73 . 
.A..-Rf·port of office on duty in the uarterma ter's Department during the :fiscal 
year . 
. B.-Li ?f line offic~r on duty as acting a i taut quarterma ters, and of the ta-
boo · a vh1cb tbty ba,·e n· ·d clorio , the :fi cal year. 
C.-Report of tl1e tatioo- aud duties of officer of the Quarterma ter's Department 
July 1 1 t3. 
II. Report of faj.. . . Binrrham: <jnarterma t r oited tate Army, of the :financ 
branch of the uart rmas r 'eneral ffi.ce during the fiscal vear ending Juu 30, 
1 :J. • 
III. Report of 1aj. J. . Binrrbam, qoarterma ·ter: United tates Army, of the op ra-
tion of the accounting branch of the oartermaster General's Office during the li cal 
year ending J nne 30, 1 3. 
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IV. Report of MaJ. J.D. Bingham, quartermaster, United States Army, of the opera-
tions of the clothing branch of the Quartermaster General's Office during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1873. 
Accompanying papers: 
A.-Statement showing the quantity of clothing, camp and garrison equipage, and 
clothing materials in the hands of officers June 30, 1872, the quantity purchased, man-
ufactured, sold, lost, and issued during the fiscal year, and quantity remaining on 
hand for the supply of the 'Army on June 30, 1873. 
B.-Statement showing expenditure on account of clothing, camp and garrison 
equipage, during the fiscal yelitr. 
C.-Statement of amounts received from sales of surplus serviceable, unserviceable, 
damaged, and irregular articles of clothing, &c., sold at the principal clothing depots; 
also of the amounts derived from sales to officers, &c., during the fiscal year. 
D.-Statement of the amounts received and expended on account of clothing and 
equipage during the fiscal year. 
E.-Statement of returns of clothing, camp and garrison equipage, received, exam-
ined, and transmitted to the Treasury Department, and of letters received and written, 
during the fiscal year. 
F.-Statement showing number of claims received and acted upon, on account of 
clothing and equ ipage, during the fiscal year. 
V. Report of Maj. M. I. Ludington, quartermaster, United States Army, of the opera-
tions of the regular supplies, transportation, and barracks and quarters branch of 
the Quartermaster General's Office, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873. 
A.-Statement of the indebtedness of southern rail::-oad companies for rail way mate-
rial for the fiscal year. 
B.-Sta.temen t of troops and stores transported 'during the fiscal year. 
C.-Abstracts of contracts for wagon transportation received at the Quartermaster 
General's Office during the fiscal year. 
D.-Abstract of contracts for water transportation entered into by the Quartermas-
ter's Department during the fiscal year. 
E.-Statement of vessels chartered, impressed, and employed during the fiscal year. 
F .-Statement of vessels owned or purchased by the Quartermaster's Department 
during the fisca.l year. 
VI. Report of Capt. A. J. McGonnigle, assistant quartermaster, United States Army, 
of the operations of the cerueterial branch of the Quartermaster General's Office 
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873. 
I.-Report of Maj. J. D. Bingham,, Quartermaster, U. S. A. 
QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D~ G., September 26, 1873. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of 
the inspection branch of this office during the fiscal year ended June 
30, 1873. 
The duties of this branch continue as specified in previous annual 
reports, and are principal1y as follows: 
Keeping narrative reports of stations and duties of all officers who 
perf(lrm duty in the Quartermaster's Department. 
Examining, and preparing for such action as may be requisite, pro-
ceedings of boards of survey, inventory and inspection reports, com-
munications on assignments of officers and distribution of employes, and 
annual reports of officers. . 
Filing and distribution of orders, circulars, rolls of honor, and other 
printed documents. 
Preparing monthly returns of officers of the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment for the Adjutant-General's Office. 
Keeping books of" letters received" and ~'letters sent" relating indi-
vidually to officers, agents, and employes of the Department. 
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The fo1lowing is a~1 approximate statement of the number of orders, 
circulars, and books received and distributed during the fiscal year: 
General Orders, Quartermaster-General's Office_ ... : ...•...•••... 
General Orders, Adjutant-General's Office ......... . ............ . 
General Court-martial Orders, Adjutant-General's Office .... .... ... . 
General Orders, Headquarters of the Army _____ . ______ : ____ ... _ 
Circulars .. _ ............................. _ ... ___ . _ ... _ .. _____ _ 
Roll of honor .......... _. _. _. ____ . _. _. __ . ___ . _ ... _ .. ______ .. __ 
Hints on horse-shoeing __ .. ________ .... ____ .... ____ ......•.•• __ 
Regulations of the Quartermaster's Department _ ... __ . __ .•.• _. __ 



















During the same period about 1,200 inventory and inspection reports 
and 132 proceedings of boards of survey have been examined and, when 
necessary, acted upon; 4,506 entries have been made in the book of 
"letters received,'' and 767 letters written and indorsements made, 
which are recorded in the corresponding book of "letters sent," besides 
a much larger number recorded in books kept in other branches of the 
office. 
I respectfully inclose herewith lists of officers on duty in the Quarter-
master's Department during the fiscal year. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
Quartermaster, Bvt. Brig. Gen., U. S. A. 











A.-Annual ?'ep01·t of officers of the Qum·tm"'nastm·'s Department fm· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873. 
No. Name and grade. Rank. Duties, &c. 
QU.ARTER!II.ASTEU·GENERAL. 
Montgomery C. Meigs ................ 1 Brigadier-general and brevet major-general .... . 1 In charge of the Quartermaster's Department at Wasbin_!!ton, D. C. ; from No-
vember 4 to December 4, 1872, absent on tour of inspection West and Northwest. 
ASSISTANT QUARTERMASTERS-GENERAL. 
Robert .Allen .......................... I Colonel and brevet major-general . ............. . 
2 I Daniel H. Rucker . ............... .. .. . I Colonel and brevet major-general .............. . 
3 I Rufus Ingalls ...... . Colonel and brevet major-general .............. . 
Langdon c. Easton ..... . Colonel and brevet major-general .............. . 
51 StewartVanVliet .............. . Colonel and brevet major-general .... . ......... . 
DEPUTY QUARTERli!ASTERS-GENERAL. 
1 I Samu?l B. Holabird .................. ·1 L~entenant-colonel and brevet bri~a~ier-ge~eral. 
2 Ro be1 t 0. Ty l tlr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieutenant-colonel and brevet maJOr-geneJ al . ... 
3 I Charles H. Tompkins. Lieutenant-colonel and brevet brigadier-general. 
4 I .James A. Ekin ........................ I Lieutenant-colonel and brevet brigadier-general. 
5 I Frederick Myers ..................... ·I Lieutenant-colonel and brevet brigadier-general 
6 .Alexander Montgomery............... Lieutenant-colonel. ............................ . 
71 TreadwellMoore ..... . 
8 Hyatt C. Ransom ....... . 
Lieutena1•t-colonef and brevet brigadier-general 
Lieutenant-colonel ................. . 
9 I Asher R. Eddy ........................ I Lieutenant-colonel and brevet coloneL ......... . 
To March 10, 1873, on duty in tl1e Quartermaster-General's Office, Washington, 
D . C.; thenceforward en route to the chief quartermaster Military Division 
of the Pacific at San Francisco, Cal. 
Chief quartermaster Military Division of the Missouri, and in charge of depot 
at Chicago, Ill. 
Chief qua.rtermaster Depal'tment of the East, and in charge of depot at New 
York City; and from December 30, 1872, cbit>f quartermaster Military Di-
visiml of t-he Atlantic. 
In charge of Phlladelphia depot at the Quartermaster's Department, and to De-
cember 30, 1872, chief quartermaster Military Division of the Atlantic at Phil-
adelphia. 
To October 28, 1872, on leave of absence; t.hence chief quartermaster Depart-
ment of the Missouri at .Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
Chief quartermaster Department of Texas at San Antonio, Texas. 
To August 1, 1872, chief quartermaster Military Division of the Pacific; thence-
forward on lrave of absence. · 
To August 11, 1872, chief quartermaster :Department of Dakota at Saint Paul, 
Minn. ; thenceforward transferring duties en 1·oute, under trial by general 
court-martial in Departments of .Anzona and California, and under suspension. 
Chief quartermaster Department of the South at Louisville, Ky. ; and from Sep-
tember 26, 187~, in charge of depot at .Jeffersonville, Ind . ; also, from Decem-
ber 11, 1872, chief quartermaster Military Division of the South at Louis-
ville, Ky. · 
Chief quartermaster District of New Mexico at Santa Fe. N . Mex. 
Chief quartermaster second quartermasters' district D epartment of the East, 
Boston, Mass. -
Post quartermaster at Fort AdaiUR, R. I. 
To August 9, 1872, chief quartermaster District of Montana, and post quarter-
master at Fort Shaw; to May 1, 1873, transferring property en route, anrl chief 
quartflrmaster Department of Dakota at Saint Paul, Minn.; thenceforward 
transfening propert.y en ?'Oute, and chief quartermaster DPpartlllent of the 
Gulf at New Orlea.ns, La. 
To August 17, U!72. chief quartermaster third quartermaster~ dif'trict Depart-
ment of the EaRt, at Philadelphia, Pa.; thenceforward transferring property 
en ro.ute, and chief quartermaster Department of California, and in charge of 
depot at San Francisco, Cal. ; from August 27, 1872, to March 22, 1873, also act-























A..--Luuual rrp01·t of oJJicel\9 of tl!r Quartcl"'naster's Department jo1· tlu• fiscal yem· ending Jww 30, 1873-Continued. 
No. Name and ~rntlo. Rank. Duties, &c. 
10 I Rufus Sn~ton ientonant-colone-1 and brevet brigadier-generaL ! To May 22, 1873, chief quart<>rmnster Department of the Colnm bin at Portland, 
Orog. ; thenceforward transferring property, en 1·oute, and chief quartermaster 
Department of the Lakes, at Detroit, Mich. 
QUAU'l'EUMASTEllS, 
1 , .Tud!lon D. Bin~ham . ................. ·1 Major nn<l brevet brigacliet·-general . ? A loxnlHh' r J. Perry................... Ma,jor and brevet ~l'igndier-genoral ............ . 
3 lienry C. 1lmlgos. ..................... Ma.1or and brevet heutenant-colonel ............ . 
4 Jobu G. Chnnnler ..................... MaJor and brevet coloneL ......... __ ........... . 
5 Mnjor and brevet brigadier-general ............ . 
6 I James J. Dana Major and brevet brigadier-general ..... ....... . 
71 Joseph .A. Potter ..................... ·1 Major and brevet brigadier-general 
8 Riohar<l N. Batchelder..... .. .. .. .. .. Major and brevet colonel... . ................. .. 
9 I Mnrshall I. Ludington ............... ·I Major and brevet lieutenant-colonel 
10 James M. Moore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MaJor and brevet lieutenant-colonel ........... . 
11 I J~~mes Belger ...................... ... ! Major ....................... . 
12 1 Willilllll Myers ...................... ·1 Ma~or a.nd brevet brigadier-general . ......... __ _ 
13 Herbert M. Enos...................... M~~:1or and brevet coloneL ......... .. 
14 Benjamin C. Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Major and brevet brigadier-general . 
ASSlSTA'NT QUARTER~IASTERS. 
Charles A. Reynolds .................. I Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel 
2 I Gevrge B. Dandy .................... - ~ Captain and brevet brigadier-general .......•.... 
:l G~orgo IT. :v:eeks..................... Capta~n and br_evet l~eutenant-colonel. ........ .. 
4 Elias B. Cmling ....................... Cap tam and btevet lieutenant-coloneL ......... . 
Ou duty iu the Quarterma!lter-Genrral's Office at Washington, D. C. 
Chief quartermaster Depru:tment of tho Platte at Omaha, Neur. 
Post quartermaster at .Atlanta, Ga. 
In charge of depot at. Fort Leavenworth. Kans.; also, to October 18, 18'72, acting 
chief quarterma~>ter Department of the Missouri. 
To Angnst 1, 1872, chief quartermaster Department of California, all(l in charge 
of depot at San Francisco, Cal.; thenceforward en route, and chief qnarter-
mas1 or third quartermasters' district Department of the East, at Philapelphia. 
Chief quartermaster Department of Arizona, and in charge of Whipple depot 
at Pt·escott, Ariz. 
To May :n, 1873, chief quartermaster Department of the Lakes, at Detroit, Mich.; 
thenceforward en 1·oute to Louisville, Ky., and on sick-leave. 
To May 3, 1873, chief quarte=aster fu·st quartermasters' district department 
of the East at New York City; thenceforward en route, and chief quarter-
master Department of the Columbia, at PortlallCl, Oreg. · 
On duty in the Quartermaster-General's Office at 'Vashington, D. C. 
To August 6, 1872, in charge of office of chief quartet master Department of the 
Missouri, transferring property, &c., at Fort Leavenworth, Kans. ; theneefor-
w-ard en route to, and in charge of, depot at Cheyenne, Wyo. 
To July 26, 1872, on duty at Galveston, Tex.; to Nov. 18, 1872, en 1·oute to post 
quartermaster and transferring property at Fort Gibson, Cherol,ee Nation; 
thenceforward en 1·oute to, and on duty as poRt quartermaster at, Fort Brown, 
Tex. 
In charge of depot at Washington, D. C. 
During the year at Waukesha, Wis. 
To March 31, 1873, in cbarge of depot at San Antonio, Tex.; to April 30, 1873, 
transferring property and en route; thenceforward chief quartermaster De-
partment of Dakota at Saint Paul, Minn. 
To August 20, 1872, in charge of depot at Cheyenne, Wyo. ; to October 26, 
1872, tt·ansferring -property, en 1·oute, and awaiting orders; thenceforward post 
quartermaster at Camp Supply, Ind. T. 
Post quartermaster and in charge of depot at Fort Abercrombie, Dak. 
To July 16, 1872, en 1·oute; thenceforward in charge of depot at l3uff2lo, N.Y. 
To August 20, 1872, pc>st quartermaster at Fort Monroe, Va.; to April 7, 1873, 
in arrest, under trial by general court-martial, under suspension, awaiting or-
ders, and on leave of abeence; thenceforward in charge of forwarding depot 


























:i • William B. Hughes. Captain .. 
<:.0 
.Augustus G. :Robinson ............... ·1 Cnpta~n and brevet major 
Edward D. 13nker ..................... Captmn ............... ............ ...... ... ... . 
~ 
s Hem:-': W . .Tames ..................... - ~ ~?pta~u and b~evet l~eutenant- colonel. ......... . 91 Hem.) Inman ......................... C.tpta~n and brev-et l~eutenant-colonel. ......... . 
10 .Tames G. C. Lee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt am and bre-vet heut.enant-colonel. ......... . 
11 I .Tames Gilliss ......................... I Captain .... .................... . . 
12 Tlteodore .r. Eckerson .. ............... Captain and brevet major ......... .. 
13 .Andrew .T. McGonnigle............ . ... . Captain and brevet coloneL .................... . 
14 1 Edward B. Grimes ................... ·1 Captain and brevet major ..................... .. 
15 J~n~s w·. Scnlly...................... Captain and breYet col?nel. ........ .. ......... .. 
16 William T. Howell.............. . . . . . . Cap tam and brevet maJor ....... . 
17 I Charles '\V. Foster Captain and brevet colonel. .................... . 
18 I G:eorge W. Bradley .................... , Capta~n ....... _. ·: ... : .......................... . 
19 S1mou F. Bats tow.................... . Captain and b1 e\ et heutenan.t-colonel. ......... . 
20 j .Tohn H. Belcher ..................... . 
21 Ezra B. Kirk ........................ . 
221 AmosS. Kin1ba1l ..................... . 
23 .Almon I. Rockwell ... .. .............. . 
24 Gilbert C. Smit-h ...................... I Captain ............ . 
251 Thomas B. Hunt ..... . ....... ....... .. , Captain ru1d brevet lieutenant-colonel .. .... .... . 
26 Edward .r. Strang............. ... ..... Captain and brevet lieutenant-colonel .......... . 
~~ I ¥o~~v:~u~e~0.~~t-~~~~~: ~:: :·. :: ~::::~: I g~~~~~~- : ::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ·· · · · · · · ··· · · · 
To May :H, chief quart.crma!lter Depm·tmc11t of the Gulf, an<l in charge of depot 
at New Orl .. aus, La.; the1•ceforward en ?"Ottte, post quartermaster and assistn,nt 
to depot quartermaster at ~an Fl'ai1cisco, Cal. 
Post quartermaster at Fort Sill, Ind. T . 
To September ~0, 1872, in charge of depot at Salt Lake City, Utah; to April 22, 
1B73, iu charge of dHpot at O&den, Utah; thenceforward en 1·oute, awaiting: or-
ders at Saint Pan], Minn., amt chief quartei'n1al:!ter of the Yellow!!tone expe-
dition in the Department of Dakota. 
In charge of depot at Fort Vancouver, \Vash. 
.At Fort .Abercrombie, Dak., settling accounts to July 24, 1872, on which date 
cashim·ed. 
To Septembm· 29, 1872, in charge of Yuma depot, .Ariz.; to December 5, 1872, 
transferrin~ property and en ?'Ottte; to April 5, 1873, settling accounts at Wash-
ington, D. C.; thenceforward en route, ancl on r1ut.\· at. Jeffersonville, Ind. 
Pnrehasing aud disbursing quartermaster at Chicago, Dl. 
To October 16. 1872, awniting orders at Chester, Pa., and \Vilmington, Del.; 
thenceforward en 1·oute to, aud post quartermaster at, Fort Monroe, Va. 
To May 31, 1873, in charge of depot. and post quartermaster at .Fort Union, N. 
Mex.; thenceforward en ?'Ottte and on duty in the Quartermaster-General's 
Office at Washingtou, D. C. · 
In charge of depot at Saint Louis, Mo. 
Post quartermaster at Fort Rice, Dak. 
To July 21, 1872, transferring property at Fort Griffin, Tex. ; to Septomber 13, 
18i2, en route, awaiting orders, &c.; to .April 25, 1872, post quartermaster at 
Fort Laramie, Wyo.; thenceforward transferring property, en route;to, and post 
quartermaster at, Camp Doughs, Utah. 
To .Aprill, 1873, in charg-e of depot at ~ioux City, Iowa; thenceforward in 
charge of depot at Yankton, Dak. 
In charge of depot at Charleston, S.C. 
To NoYember 7, 1872, on duty as aide-rle-camp at headquarters Military Division 
of the .Atlantic at Philadelphia; to May 10, 1873, awaiting orde1·s; thencefor-
ward en ?'oute to, and post quartermaster at, Raleigh, N. U. 
In charge of depot at Omaha, Neb. 
To November 26, 1872, post. quartermaster at Camp Supply, Ind. T.; thencefor-
warrl transferring property, en 1·oute to, and post quartermaster at, Fort Dodge, 
Kans. • 
Post quartermaster at Fort Riley, Kans. 
To J\J!y 10, 1872, post quarte1·master at Fort Sill, Ind. Ter.; thenceforward trans-
ferring property, en ?'Oute to, and in charge of, Yuma depot, A..liz. 
To May 31, 1873, post quartermaster and nssistant to depot quartermaster at San 
Francisco, Cal.; thenceforward transferring property ancl en ?'oute to Fort 
Union, N . Mex. · 
To September 24, 1872, awaiting orders at San .Antonio, Tex.; thenceforward en 
, 1·onte to, and post quartermaster at., :Fort Cross, afterward :Fort Se~var~, Dak. 
'Io November 3lJ, 187;2, post quartermaster at Fort Brown, BrownSVIlle, rex.; to 
March 28, l c73, transferring property, on leave of absence, and on special, ?nty 
at New OdemP'l, La.; to .April 7, 11573, post quartermaster at Fort Dun~au, I ex.; 
thenceforward en 1·oute t.o, and in charge of, forwanling depot at Demson, Tex. 
Post quartermast-er at Fort Concho, Tex. 
In char·ge of depot at Tucson, .A.riz.; also, from March 1, 1873, post quartermaster 
























A.- A I/ IlliG { 1'l'LJ01'1 nt for the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1873-Continued. 
N o. Nn m<' n tlll ~rn tl e . R nuk. 
!:!9 nwis Cns:il l?or sy th . · ----- nptnin and breYet mnjor. 
00 ' hal'loa ll.lloyt. · --- . .. _ .. . ---.- ... --- I ( 'nptnin. -- .... 
31 A sn .T'.llhmt . __ . . _ .. __ .... _ ..... .. .. --I Cnptain Mel breve t colonel. _____ . 
l\JIL!TAUl'" S'l'OllE·KEEl'E RS. 
l j R c- nbCin M. Pottl'r . .. .. .. ... . . .. .. . . . . . 
~ Ch:u-lt•s A . .Alligooll ___ . 
,John F. Rodgers 
Gustavns .A.. Hnll ....... 
5 I C:eorgo n. A . Dimpfel. . ..... - ..... . - .. 
6 Nathan D . .A.. Sawyer . . ............... . 
7 .John Livers . . .. . ...................... Cnptniu 
8 Hamilton Lieber ......... _ .... .. _..... Cnptaiu ......................................... . 
9 \'"erplan ck Van Antwerp . .. .. ......... Captain .... . ................................... . 
10 .A.ddisou Barrett . ... . _ . . ... . ....... _. . Captain .......... . 
11 William P. Martin .................... Captain .... .. 
Duties, &c. 
Post qnn.rte rmaster at Fort Ellis, 111out.; and from .August 8, 1872, also chief 
q nm·termast~'r District of Moutana. 
To SeptemhN· :.l6, 1872, in charge of depot at .Jeffersonville, Ind., and to Novem· 
her 20, 1872, enl!'aged in the coustrnotion of builrlino·s n,t than depot; t-hence-forw~trcl en 1'0ttte to, n,ml post quartermaster and disburRing officer, District of 
tho Lakes, at Camp Wnrne•·, Or·eg. ; ft•om Februar.v 26, 1873, to close of the 
fiscnl year absent from his st-ation on duty as chief quarter·master of the Modoc 
exp(•dition. 
To .August 21 on leave of absence, awaiting orderl'l, and en route; to May 20, 
1873, post qnart.ermn.ster at l<'ort Buford, Dak.; thenceforward transfet:ring 
property, and ou sick-leave. 
.Aeting a!'sistant qnn.rt,ermnRter at Pittsburp:ll, Pa .. 
To .July 7, 1872, n.ctinp: assistn.nt quarterrnaster n,t B~tltimore, Mel. ; to December 
21, 187:2, on cluty at the Philadelphia depot of the Qunrtermaster's Department; 
thenr.e forward tmusfening- property and on leave of ~tl>sence . 
To April 3, 1873, in charge of clothiug and equipAge nt .Jeffersonville, Ind., and 
fr-om DPcc-mher 23, lR72, in charge of clothing and equipage at the Philadelphia 
df'pot of the Qnnrtermaster's Department. 
To October \W, 1872, on dnty as acting assistnnt qm1rtermaster at Fort Sn,ndPrs, 
Wyo.; to March 17, 1873, transfening propert .. r, en route to, and actin f) assistnnt 
quartermaster at, Camp Dong·las, Utah; on leave and en route, to Apnl 21, 1873; 
thencefurwnrd acting assistant quartermaster at Ogden, Utah. 
Sett.ling accounts at San Francisco, Ca.l., to August 16, 1872, when wholly retired. 
To .Jnly 31, 1872, acting assistant quartermaster at Victoria, Tex., awaiting orders 
n,t Iu<li:mola, Tex., and under trial bv general court-martial to November 30, 
1fl72, when cashiered. • 
On duty Itt Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
On duty at Fort Snelling, Miun. 
On dut.v as acting assistant quartermaster at Baltimore, Md. 
To March 15, 1873, on duty at Y erl>a Bmma Islatl(l, Snn Francisco, Ca.t. ; thence-
forward er. 1·ou te to, anrl on duty at, Jeffersonville, Ind. 
To l!'ebruary 4, 187:l, on duty as acting assi~tant quarterm11ster at Columbia, S. 
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Deputy quartermasters-general, with rank of lieutenant-colonel ............................................... . 
Quartermasters, wi.tb rank of major .... .... .. ................................................................... . 
.Assistant quartermasters, wit.b rank of captain 
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132 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF "' AR. 
B.-List of offiCe'I"S on duty as acting assistant qttartermasters, and of the stati0?18 at 1Vll'ich 
the'IJ have served, dw·ing the fiscal year endin.g Jnne 30, 1873. 
Lineal rank and Brevet 
regiment. rank. Name. 
A'obott,.A.T ........ 2rllt.3d.Art ........... .. 
.Abbott, L. H ........ lstlt., R. Q. M. 
6th Cav. 
.Adams, H. H ..... ... 1st It. 18th In f. 
Adams, .John Q ...... 1st !t. 1st Cav. Captain_ 
Alhee, Geor~e E .. ... 1st lt. 24th In f. 
.Aldrich, -Bisnop ...... 1st lt., R. Q. M. 
8th Inf. 
Do ...... ...... .. ... do ........ . 
Allsworth, Ed ....... 1st lt. 25th Inf .... ..... .. 
Anderson, John ...... 2u lt. 18th Inf .......... . 
Stations. 
Charleston, S. C ....... · 
Camp 6th Ca\·., near 
Fort Bays, Kans. 
Chrster, S. C ........ .. 
Camp Warner, Orrg .. 
Ringp:olcl Barr'ks, Tex 
David's Island, New 
York Harbor. 
Ft. D. A. Russell, Wyo 
Fort Bliss, Tex .. ..... . 
Newberry, S. C ..... .. 
Time during year on duty as 
.A . .A. Q. M. 
Nov. 1 to 30, 1872. 
July- to Oct. 31, 1872; and 
May 3 to June 30, 1873. 
Jnly 1 to ~ept. 30, 1872 . 
July 1, 1872. to Mar. 1, 1873. 
Sept. 21, 1872, to Feb. 14, 1873. 
July 1 to 3, 1872. 
Oct. 15, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Oct. 1, 1872, to June 30, 187:l. 
July 1, 1872, to Nov. 30, 1872; 
and .Jan. 14 to May 31,1873 . 
.Armstrong, R. G .... . 2d lt.lst Inf_ . , . . . . ..... _ Fort Porter. N.Y .... . July 1 to 31, 1872. 
July 31 to Nov. 20, 1872. A rthnr, William ..... 1st It., R. Q. M. Major. . . Savannah, Ga ....... . 
3d Art. 
Do ...... .. ..... .... do ...... ...... do ... . 
.Aspinwall, John ..... 2d It. 7th Cav .......... .. 
Atwood, E . B ........ 1st lt. 6t.h Inf.. Major ... 
Bacon, George E ..... 2cllt.l6thinf.. ........ .. 
Bacon, G-eorge R ..... 2d lt. 1st Cav ........ . 
.Bauger, N.D ........ 1st lt. 22d In f. . Captain . 
]{alclwin, J. H ....... 1stlt., R. Q.M. 
18th Inf. 
Fort Hamilton, New 
York Harbor . 
.Acting assistant quar-
master detachment 
of 7th Cavalry, at 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Fort Stevenson, Dak . . 
I•'rankfort,_ Ky .... : .. . 
Camp Halleck, Nev .. . 
Yellowstone Expedi-
tion, Dak. 
Columbia, S. C ........ 
Feb. 28 to June 30, 1873. 
Mar. 17 to 31, 1873. 
Sept. 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Mar. 1 to .Tnue :1•1, 1H73. 
July 1, 1872, to Jan. 27, 1873. 
July 11 to Oct. 31, 1872. 
Feb. 1 to Jnue 30, 1873. 
Bancroft, E . .A....... 1st lt. , R. Q. M. Captain . Fort McHenry, Md .. . July 1 to Aug. 20, 1!:!72. 
4th Art. 
Bandy, William M ... 2rllt. 19th Iuf . ......... . 
Barber, Merritt...... 1st It. 16th In f . Major .. . 
.Bamarcl,P.P ........ 2dlt.5thCav .. Captain . 
Banett, Gregory,jr .. Istlt.,R.Q.M ......... .. 
lOth lnf. 
Saint Martinsville, La. Ma.v 9 to 31, 1 ~73. 
Taylor Barracks, Lou- Mar. 1 to June 30, 1873. 
isville, Ky . 
Eluenberg, Ariz ...... July 27, 1872, to June 30, 187:J. 
Fort McKavett, Tex . . Sept .. 16, 1872, to June 30, 187:l. 
Bascom, George M ... 1st lt. , R. Q. M. Ma,jor . . . Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. July 1, 1872, to June 30, 187:J. 
13th Inf. 
Rates, R. F .......... 2d lt. 18th Inf. 1st lie-qt . 
Bean, John W ....... 1st lt. 15th Inf. Captaiu. 
Do ........ ....... .. do .................. . 
Beck, William H ..... 1st It., R. Q. M. . .. do .. .. 
lOth Cav. 
Beebe, WilliamS . .. . 1st lt. ord _ .... Major . . _ 
Do ................. do .. .. ........ do .. .. 
:Belge~·, E. A .. ....... 1st It. 3cl In f ...... do .. .. 
Bell, James M ....... 1st lt. 7th Cav . ... do .. .. 
Do ................. do ............ do .. .. 
Bird, Charles ........ 1st lt. 23rl Inf.. Lt. Col.. 
Birnie, Roger!~, jr .... 2d lt. 13th Inf .......... . 
msbop. ,John ....... 1st It. 13th Inf ......... . 
Blair, Thomas .. .. . .. h1t It. 15th In f . ........ .. 
:Bomus, P. S ......... 2cllt. 1st Gav .. ........ .. 
lJooth, Charles A ... . 2d lt. 1st In f ... ......... . 
]> th, Chs. A ..... ... 2d lt. 7th Inf ........ .. .. 
Boyd, 0. B........... 1st lt. 8th Cav ......... _. 
Do .. ........... . ... rlo ........... .... .. .. 
.Boyle, William II .... lstlt.2lstinf ...... . .. . 
Do ................. rlo ................. .. 
Bradford, J. H ...... Capt. 19th Inf ......... . 
:Brarlle.>, J. H .. . .. .. 1st lt. 7th In f.. ........ .. 
:Brin(·kJe, J. R ....... 1 t lt. 5th Art Major .. . 
'Brin kt>rhoff, H. R .... 1st It. 15th Inf ........ .. 
Brorhick, P. T ...... 2r11t. 23d Inf .......... .. 
Brown, R P ......... 2!llt. 4th Inf .......... .. 
llru. b, D. H ......... 2d lt. 11th Inf . ........ .. 
.Bubb, John W ....... 1stlt. R. Q. :M. , ........ .. 
4th Inf. 
Bg_:::::::::::: ::::3~ ::::::::::::::::::: 
Chester, S.C .......... Sept. 30, 1872, to Jan. 31, 1873. 
Tulerosa Expedition, July 1 to Sept. 1, 1872. 
in the field, N.Mex. 
Fort McRae, N.Mex.. Oct. 1 to 31, 1872. 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ... July 1 to 31, 1R72. 
Watervliet arsenal, July 1 to .Aug. 5, 1872. 
West Troy, N. Y. 
Allegheny arsenal, Pa 
Camp Supply, Ind. T .. 
St. Lon is depot, Mo . .. 
Northern boundary 
snrvey commission. 
Camp Bowie, Ariz .... 
Camp Douglas, Utah .. 
CaiUp Stamlla ~l_,gh , Wyo 
:Fort Bayard, l'L Mex .. 
Camp Apache, Al'iz .. . 
Fort Bmdy, Mich ... . . 
Fort :Benton, Mont ... . 
Summer camp l:ith 
Cavalry, Canar1ian 
Ri•er, in the field, 
N.Mex. 
Fort Bayard, N. ¥ex .. 
Camp on Lost R1ver, 
Oreg. 
Tule Lake, Cal ... .... . 
D etachment 19th Inf., 
Oct. 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Apr. 1 to May 31, 1873. 
July 1, 1872. t{J Feu. 28, 1873. 
May 23 to June 30, 1873. 
Aug.15,1872, toJune30, 1873. 
Mar. 17 to June 10, 1873. 
May 16 to June 30, 1873. 
July 1, 1872. to Mar. 20, 1873. 
May 1 to 15, 1873. 
July 1 to Dec. 6, 1872. 
Apl'. 30 to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Oct. 31, 1872. 
Mar. 12 to Jnne 30, 1873. 
D ec. 4, 1872, to.Apr. 1. 1873; 
May 1 to J 'un e 30, 1873. 
Apr·. 1 to 3u, 1873. 
Nov. 16 to 23, 1872. 
A.A.Q.M. 
Fort .Benton, Mont .... July 1, 187~, to Apr. 30, 1873. 
Fort Warren , Mass... July 1 to Dec. 11, 1872. 
Fort Wingate.~- Mex July 1 to Nov. 15, 1872. 
Camp Hualpai, Ariz .. Oct. 1, 1872. to Apr. 12, 1 73. 
Lexington, Ky ........ Jnly 1 to Dec. 2.l, 1872. 
Grand Ri>er agency, July 1 to 8, 1872. 
Dak. I Frankfort, Ky ..... .. . July 1 to Dec. 15, 1872. 
Little Rock, Ark ..... -I Jan. 1 to May 6, 1 73. 
Fort Bridgc1·, Wyo. . . . May 21 to J uue 30, 1873. 
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B.-List of ojjicas on duty as acting assistant qum·te1·masters, tfc.-Contiuued. 
Lineal rank and Brevet 
regiment. rank. Name. 
Buffum, M . P .• _ .. ... 1st lt. 15th In f . Major .. . 
Bttllis, John L . . . . . . . 2d lt. 24th Inf . ...... .. . . 
Burbank, J. B ....... 1st lt. 3d Art ........... . 
Burnham, D. R ...... 2d lt. 15th Inf . ......... . 
Butler, William P. . . . 2d 1 t. Ord. . . . . . . ....... . . 
Calhoun, James ...... 1st lt. 7th Cav ......... .. 
Do ................. do .................. . 
Do .. ... .. ........ . do .................. . 
Campbell, ,John A .... 2d lt.2d Art ........... . 
Campbell, W. J ....•. 2d lt. 22fl Inf. ......... .. 
Capron, .T. H .... - ~-- 1stlt.9th Inf. ......... .. 
Ca,venangh, H. G . . . . 1st lt. 13th In f . ......... . 
Chamberlin, L.A .... 1st lt.1st Art ........... . 
Do ................. do .................. . 
Chance, J. C . .. . .... . 1st lt. 13th In f .. ....... .. 
Chapin, E. S . . . . . . . .. 2d lt. 4th Art .......... .. 
Do ................. do ...... ... ....... .. 
Clague, John J .... ... 2cllt.12th Inf.. ...... ... . 
Clark, Charles E..... Capt. 17th Iuf . MaJor .. . 
Clark,E.R .......... 2dlt.10thlnf.. ........ .. 
Clifford, J. C ..... .. .. 2d lt. Ord ..... . ......... . 
Coe,John N .......•.. Capt.20thlnf ... ...... .. 
Conrad C. H . . . . .. . .. 1st lt. 15th Inf ......... .. 
Courtney, M. L . . . . . . 1st l t. 25th Inf. Major .. . 
Craig, Samuel....... 1st lt. 8th In f.. ......... . 
Craigie,D.J ......... 1stlt.R.Q.M ......... .. 
12th Inf. 
Cranston,A .......... Istlt.4thArt .......... .. 
Cranston, J. R .. ...... 2d lt.IOth Inf .. ........ .. 
Crawford, Emmet .. . . 1st lt. 3d Cav ........... . 
Crawford, M., jr ...... 2fl lt. 2c1 Art ........... .. 
Craycroft, W. T ...... 2d lt. 7th Cav ........... . 
Curry,James ........ lstlt.5thArt .. ......... .. 
Curtis, E. S . .. . . . . . .. 2d lt. 2d Art ........... .. 
Do . ................ do ........... .... ... . 
Cusack, Patrick .. ... . 1st lt. 9th Cav . Captain . 
Cushing, H. C . . . . . . . . Capt. 4th Art.. Major .. . 
Custer. B. M . . . . . . . . . 1st lt. 24th Inf . ......... . 
Do ....... .. ...... :.do .... ......... ... . .. 
Custer, T. W .......... 1~t lt. 7th Cav . ........ .. 
Do ............ ... .. do ........... ....... . 
Davies, F. L . ......•. 2d lt. 22d Tnf . .. .. .....•.. 
Davis, C. E. L. B. .... ·1st lt. Eng ............. .. 
Davis, Charles L..... Ist lt. lOth Inf. Major .. . 
Davis, GeorgeB ..... 2d lt.5th Cav .......... .. 
Do ...... .......... do ................. .. 
Dempsey, Charles A . 1st lt. & adjt. . ........ . 
2d Inf. 
De Rudio. C. C ....... 2d It. 7th Cav .......... .. 
Denison, D. !:; • .. • • .. . 2cllt. 5th Art .... ...... .. 
Deshle1·,G. W ........ 2d lt.Jst.Art .......... .. 
Dillenback,'J. W ..... 1st lt.lst Art .......... .. 
Dodge, F. L ......... . 2fl lt. 23d Inf. .... ...... .. 
Dodge, H. C.......... Ist it. 2d Art .. Captain. 
Dove, William E ..... 1st lt. 12th Inf . ........ .. 
Drury, Thomas .. . . .. 1st lt. 2d In f. ........... . 
Dudley, E. S . ........ 2d lt. 2d Art . ........... . 
Do ................. do .. ................ . 
Duff, George ......... 2dlt. let Inf. .. 1st lt . .. . 
Duggan, W. T ........ 2d lt.10th Inf.. '··--···--
Dutton,C.E ... . . .... lstlt.Ord . ............. . 
Dwyer, Philip........ Capt. 5th Cav ... ........ . 
Eakin, C. P . . . . . . . . . . 1st It. 1st Art.. Major .. . 
Eastmfln, J. E........ 1st lt. 2d Art ........... . 
Do ................ do ... ... ......•..... 
Ebstein,F.H.E ..... . 2dlt.21stinf . . ........ .. 
Do ............. 1st lt. 2lstlnf.. ......... . 
Edgerly, W. S........ 2d Jt. 7th Cav ....••••.••. 
Stations. 
Fort Tulerosa, N. Mex 
Fort Duncan, Tex ... . 
Barrancas, Fla ....... . 
Fort Tulerosa, N. Mex 
Rock Isl'd arstlnal, Ill. 
Elizabethtown, Ky ... . 
Lincolnton, N.C ..... . 
Charlotte, N. C .. . ... . 
Fort Macon, N. C .... . 
Fort Randall, Dak ... . 
Camp Vincent, Neb .. . 
Camp Douglas, Utah .. 
Fort Wadsworth, N. 
York Ra.rbor. 
Fort Pulaski, Ga . .... . 
Camp DouglaR, Utah .. 
Cape Disappoiutment, 
Wash. 
Fol't Stevens, Oreg ... . 
Fort Yuma., Cal ... ... . 
Camp Hancock, Dak .. 
Austin, Tex .......... . 
Benicia Arsenal, Cal .. 
Fort Totten, Dak ..... . 
Newport Barracks, Ky 
Fort Stockton, 'l'ex .. .. 
Beaver City, Utah ... . 
Angel Island, Cal .... . 
Point San Jose, Cal .. . 
Brazos Santiago, Tex .. 
Chugwater Station, 
Wyo. 
Fort McHenry, Md .. . . 
Unionville, S. C ...... . 
Fort Monroe, Va ..... . 
Fort Stevens, Oreg ... . 
Fort Johnstou, N.C .. . 
Fort Clark, 'l'ex ...... . 
Sitka, Alaska . ....... . 
Fort Duncan, Tex . ... . 
Fort Mcintosh, Tex .. . 
Unionville, S.C ...... . 
Oxford, Miss .... . .... . 
Lower Brule Agency, 
D~tk. 




Camp Bowie, Ariz ... . 
Cala.bosaA, Ariz ...... . 
Mobile, Ala ......... .. 
Livingston, Ala ...... . 
Fort Sullivan, Me .... . 
Fort Ontario, N. Y ... . 
Savannah, Ga ... ..... . 
Fort Whipple, Ariz .. 
Sitka, Alaska .. ..... .. 
cc~f. Independence, 
Saint Augustine, Fla .. 
Fort Cape DiAappoint-
me(Jt, Wash. 
Fort Macon, N. C . ... . 
Fort Gratiot, Mich ... . 
Brazos Santiago, l'ex .. 
Washington Arsenal, 
D.C. 
Cam JT Date Creek, Ariz 
Key West-, Fla ....... . 
Alcatraz Island, Cal .. . 
Fort .Foote, Md ...... . 
Camp Date Creek, Ariz 
Camp San Juan Island, 
Wash. 
Opelika, Ala .......... 
Time during year on duty as 
A.A.Q.M. 
July 1,'1872, to ,Jan. 27, 1873. 
Apr. 15 to June 30, 1873. 
Sept. 13 to Nov. 27, 1872. 
Jan. 27 to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to .Dec. 31, 1872. 
July I to 17, 1872. 
Aug. 15 to Sept. 30, 1872. 
Oct. 1, l 872, to Feb. 28, 1873. 
May 1 to June 30, 187:!. 
July 1, 1872, to Juue 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Nov. 19, 1872. 
Jnl.v 1 to 3L, 1872. 
July 1 to Nov. 15,1872. 
Nov. 20, 1872, to .Apr. 1, 1873. 
Aug. 1 to Nov. 18, l872. 
Dec. 1 to 15, 1872. 
Jan. 1 t.o 31, 1873. 
Oct. 1, 187:.1, to Mar. 31, 1873. 
Nov. I, 1872, to Mar. 3l, 1873. 
Jnly 1, !872, to May 3l, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Oct. :H, 1872. 
July 1, 187:1, to Mar. 3l, 1873. 
July 31, 1872, to ,Tuue 30,187:3. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Nov. 16 to Dec. I, 1872. 
July 1 to 25, 1~72. 
July 1 to Oct. 26, 1872. 
Nov. 23 to Dec.ll, 1872. 
Dec. 1 to 20, 1872, and Feb. 
to 28, 1873. 
Aug. 20 to Oct. 19, 1872. 
Aug. 17 to Oct .. 2:1, 1e72. 
Nov. 17, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Jan. 1 to Apr. 30, 1873. 
May 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Oct. 1, 1872, to .Apr. 15, 1873. 
Mrty 1 to June 30, 187:!. 
July 1 to Nov. :~o. 1872. 
Jan. 9 to Feb. 28, 1<:!73. 
Sept. 8, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Nov. 30, 1872. 
July 1 to Aug. 31, 1872. 
Jnly 1 to Aug. 15, 1872. 
Sept. 1 to Nov. 30, 187~. 
Apr. 12 to 23, 1873. 
Oct. t to 24, 18.72. 
July 1 to Aug. 16, 1872. 
Jul.Y 1 to Sept. 30, 1872. 
Nov.19, 1872, to June30, 1873. 
Oct. 1, 1872, to Jan. 3l, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to Jan. 27, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Oct .. 3 to Nov. 11, 1872, and 
Dec.12, 1872, toJune30, '73. 
July 1 to Oct. 31, 1872. 
Jan. 1 to May 1,1873. 
July 1, 1872, to May 31, 1873. 
July 25 to Dec. 7, 1872. 
July 1, 1872, to Juue 30, 1873. 
Aug. 1 t:> 29, 1872. 
Apr. 1 to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Nov.18, 1872. 
Dtc. 13, 1872, to .rune 30, 1 73. 
July 1 to 3l, 1872. 
Out. 1, 18~·2, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to Mar. 31, 1873. 
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Name. • Lineal rank and Brevet regiment. rank. 
Edmunds, F. H ...... 2d lt. 1flt Inf ...... ..... . . 
Elderkin, W. A ...... Capt. C. S., U. Major ... 
S.A. 
Elliott, W. L ...... ... Lt. col. 1st Cav. Maj-gen. 
Engle, John B ....... 1st lt. 15th In f ......... .. 
Evans, George W .... 1s~:t t/djt. Captain. 
Stations. 
Fort Brady, Mich .... . 
Pueblo, Colo.-·- ...... . 
Benicia Barracks, Cal . 
Fort Craig, N. Mex . _ .. 
Fort Vancouver, Wash 
Time during year on duty as 
A.A.Q.M. 
Dec. 6, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
July 1,1872, to Mar. 31, 1tl73, 
and June 1 to 30, 1873. 
Jan.-, 1873, to May 31,1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Feb. 1 to Ma.v 31, 1873. 
Farnsworth,H.J .... 1stlt.8thCav .... do ... .. Fort McRae, N.Mex .. Nov.1, 1872, to ,June 30,1873. 
Fecbet, E. 0 .. . .. .. .. 2d lt. 2d Art ....... : ... .. 
Ferris, Samuel P ..... Capt. 4th Inf . . MaJor .. . 
Fort Stevens, Oreg .. . . July 1 to Aug. 17, 1872. 
Lebanon, Ky ..... . . ... Jnly 1 to D ec.17, 1872. 
Fletcher, R. H ........ 2d lt. 21st In f. ... . • .... :. 
Foote, George F. __ ... 1s~{~· ~~v~· M. Captalll . 
:Fort Lapwai, Ind. T... Mar. 7 to J' une 30, 1873. 
Fort Union, N.Mex ... July 1 to Sept. 12,1872. 
Forse, .A.. G .......... 1st lt.1st Cav ...... -· .. .. 
Fountain, S. W .... ... 2d lt 8th Cav ...... - ... . 
Frencb, Thomas H ... Capt. 7th Cav .. -- -----: .. 
Fuger,Fred ... ....... 1stlt.4thArt. Captalll. 
Do ................ . do . .. ....... do .... . 
Gibbs, E. B . . .. .. .. .. 1st lt. 6th In f. ... -...... . 
Do .... .... __ .. .. .... do . .. .. .. .. -... - -- . 
Gibson F. M ... ..... 1st lt. 7th Cav. ---·-- .. .. 
Goodwin, E. A ....... 2d It. 8th Cav .. ......... -
Gray, C. N ........... 1st lt. , Adj't .... -- .. .. 
25th Inf'. 
Greali b,M.J . ....... Capt., 0. S. K ......... .. 
Greene, A. P ... _ ..... 1st It. 4th Art ...... -- .. .. 
GreenDo~~~~·-~_::~~~ ::J~ ::::::::~ :::::::::: 
Grier,fo·.~:::::::::: ::::~~ ::::::~:: ::~~:::::: 
Camp McDermit, Nev. 
6~r~r~i~!~e~ ~·-~~~~ 
Fort Washington, Md . 
Alcatraz Islitud1 Cal. .. Office C. Q M.,IDept. 
South, Louisville, Ky. 
Saint Paul, Miun ... .. . 
Livingston, Ala . ... __ . 
Fort i::lelden, N.Mex •.. 
Fort Davis, Tex . . _ .. __ 
Pikesville Arsenal, Md 
Fort Macon, N.C . .. _ . . 
Point San Jose, Cal . _. 
In the field .......... . 
l<'ort Foote, Md ...... . 
B ;~~feljoMo~~~rt:~~ 
June 7 to 30, 1873. 
Nov. 15, 1872, to J nne 15, 1873. 
Jan 1 to 9, 1873. 
July 1 to i::lept. 19, 1872. 
Nov. 18, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
July 1 to Dec. - ·, 1872. 
May 14 to June 30, 1873. 
Oct. 24 to --, 1872. 
July 1, 1872, to Jnue 30, 1?73. 
i::lept. 1, 187;!, to Jan. 16, 1R73. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Nov. 17, 1872. 
March 31 to May 9, 1873. 
May 9 to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Oct. 3l, 1872. 
Jan. 21 to ,June 30, 1873. 
Grimes, GeorgeS .... 1st lt. 2d Art .... _ .. - .. .. 
Gnthrie, John B ...... 1st It. 13th Inf.. .... -- .. .. 
pedition in the field. 
Fort Whipple, Va . .... July 1,1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Camp Brown, Wyo .... July 1, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
Hall, R. M........... 1st lt., R. Q. ColoneL 
M.lstArt. 
Fort Hamilton, New July 1 to Nov. 7,1872. 
York Harbor. 
Do ................. do ....... .... do ... .. 
Halloran, James ...... lstlt.12th Inf.. ....... - .. 
llamner, W. H .. _ .... 2d lt. 20th In f.. ......... . 
Hamilton, John .. .. .. 1st lt. 1st Inf .. .. -.. -.. .. 
Ranway,John W .... 2dlt.3dinf .... ----------
Do ....... ...... .... do ............... __ .. 
Harrold, C. W ........ 1st lt. 3d Art ........... . 
llart, V. K ... ... . .... Capt. 7th Cav .. Lt.-col .. 
llart, Daniel . ........ 1st It. 25th In f. Major ... . 
Hartz, W. T ... ___ .... 1st lt. 15th Inf.. .. do ... .. 
Harwood, Paul .. ..... 1st lt. 20th Inf . ..... _ .. _. 
lla kell, H. L .. . .. .. . 2d It. 12th Inf .......... .. 
llatcb, John P. ------ Maj. 4th Cav .. Br.·gen. 
Charleston, S.C . ..... . 
Camp Wright, Cal ... . 
l<~ort Ripley, Miss ... . . 
Fort Gratiot, Mich ... . 
Fort Reynolds, Colo . . . 
Fort Lyon , Colo . ..... _ 
Fort Hamilton, New 
York Harbor. 
Lincolnton , N. C ..... . 
:Fort Quitman, Tex . .. . 
Fort Garland, Colo ... . 
For·t Pembina, Dak .. . 
Camp Gaston, Cal. . . _. 
In charge of office 
Dec. 1, 1872, to Jnne 30, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Aug. 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
June 1 to 30,1873. 
July 1 to Aug. 31, 1872. 
Jari. 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Feb. 1 to 28, 1873. 
July 15 to Aug. 15, 1672. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1tl73. 
Jul:v 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
April14, to June 30, 1873. 
May 19 to June 28, 1873. 
chief quartermaster, 
Dt~partroeut Texas. 
Hathaway, _F. H ...... 2d lt.,R. Q. M. Captain . Fort Leavenworth, July 1, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
5th Inf. Kans. 
Tiau\lhey, .JamesA ... lstlt. 21st Inf . .. ........ Ebrcnber~;,Ariz .... .. 
llawtey, William .. .. 1 ·tit. 20th In f .... -...... Fort \Vadsworth, Dak. 
llav, 'harlcs --- ..... 1st lt 23d In f. .. . .. .. .. . Camp .McDowell, Ariz. 
H1•in, 0. L .... ....... 2dlt.1st Cav ...... ...... CampVerde,Ariz ... .. 
ll<:intzleman, C. S .. .. 1st lt. 3d A.rt ............ l<ey West, ])'la ...... .. 
Do . ............... do ........ ........... Fort iagara, .Y .. .. 
llf'nnisce,.A..G ....... lstlt. thCav ............ FortStanton,.~: . Mex . . 
Ind. 
July 1 to 27,1872. 
Aug. 1 to Dec. 12, 1872. 
Oct. 1, 1 72, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Sept. :iO, 1 72. 
Sept. 1 to :r ov. 17, 187:2. 
Dec. 8, 1872. to Jnne 30, 1873. 
Oct. 31, 1 72, to June ao, 1 n. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 187:3. Hill, R. M ............ 
1 
Capt.Ord ...... Major ... Indhnapolis Arsenal, 
Hoa~,W.R .......... 2dlt.2lstinf ............. For-tColvillo,WaRh ... July31 , 1872,toJ1m 30,173. 
llobb ,C.W ...... ... :2dlt.:klA.rt. .. Captarn. K eyW st,Fla ........ JulyltoAng.31,18i2. 
Hoffman, .A. W .. ..... 1st lt.10th In f.. ........ .. Austin, 'l't:x ... ... . . . .. June 1 to 30, 1873. 
Howard, 0. H ........ 
1
1. t lt.5th .Art .. "llajor. __ Fort Trumbull, Conn . . July 1, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
Howf', Albion .... .... J11t lt. 4th Art .. Captain. Charlotte, N. C .. _..... July 1 to ept. 30. 1872. 
Howell, R. G ... ...... 1st lt. 2d rt ............ Raleigh, r_ C .......... April1 to May 25,1873. 
Hoyt,Gf'or:;e ...... 2•11.1 thinf.. .......... Atlanta, Ga ........ ... July1to31,1872. 
Hu!Jbard, E. .B ....... 1st lt. 2d Art ....... _... . Camp San Juan Island, July 1 to Sept. 30, 1872. 
I 
Waf>h. 
Do ................. oo ................... Fon Macon, '"·C ..... Nov.l7 to Dec. 31,1872. 
Huhbr·ll. H. W.,jr .... 2d lt.l . Art .... ........ For-t Pnlaskt , Ga ...... Apr·ill to .June 30, 1o73. 
Hn~o. W. H ..... ..... lst Jt. !Jth a"' .. ----- _ .... 
1 
Rin!!gol<l Barracks, Tax S<'pt. 1 to 2l, 1 72. 
Hnwbcrt,James .. ... 1 t lt.l7th Inf. ---·------ Camp Hancock, Dale .. .Apr. I to June 30,1 73. 
Hurnpbrey, Charles F , l st lt. 4th Art ...... ... .. . F rt .Jol10ston, '·C ... July 1 to ov. 17, 1 72. 
Do ................ rlo ................... Point6an.Jo~~. 'al. ... Dec.l,l 72. toMar.31, J273. 
Rnmpbr~ys, H. H .... 1stlt.15th Inf .. Lt. Col .. FortCumruings,N . .Mexl Aug. 1,1872, to Apri130, 1 73. 
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Name. 
Hunter, Ed ..•....... 
Hurst, J. H ......... . 
.Hycr,.Jobn K ....... . 
Ingalls, Jas. M ...... . 
Ingersoll, Ed ........ . 
Lineal rank and Brevet 
regiment. rank. 
1st lt. R. Q. M. 
1st Cav. 
2d lt. 12th Inf. 
1st lt. 18th Inf. 
1st lt. lst Art 
Maj.&O.S. K 
Captain. 
Irwin, D. A .......... 1st lt. 4th Cav . 
!Yes, R. A ............ 2d lt. 5th Art ... ..•...... 
Jac0bs, J. W ........ . 1st lt.. R. Q. M. 
7th Inf. 
' 
Stations. Time during year on duty as A.A.Q. M. 
Benicia Barracks, Cal. July 1 to Dec.lO, lSi:.!. 
Beale's Springs, Ariz .. 
Laurens. S. C .... .... . 
Fort Jefferson, Fla .. . . 
Sprin_gfield Armory, 
:Mass. 
Saint Lon is Depot, Mo. 
Fort .Preble, Me ..... . 
Jnly 1, 1871, to Jmlfl 30, 1873. 
Au_g. 17, 187~, to Jan . 25, 187:l . 
Nov.17, 187:!, to .Tune ;j0,1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June :30, 1873. 
Feb. 28 to .Tnne 30. 1873. 
Jnly 1 t.o Au~. 13, 187:l, and 
Sept. 19, 1 87~, to MaT. 31, 
1873. 
Fort Shaw, Mont . . . . . Mar. 11 to June 30, 1873. 
Jocelyn, S. P . ....... . 
Johnson, John B .... . 
2d It. :! 1st Inf . 
1st It., ladj. 3d 
Cav. 
Camp W!lrner, Oreg .. Mar.1 to June ~lO, 1873 
Fort McPherson, Neb ·Apr. 1 to May 1, 187J. 
Johnston, John L ... . 1st lt. R. Q. M. 
2l~t In f . 
Captain. Fort Vancouver, W.T. June 1 to 30, 1873. 
• Tones, F. B ... ...... . 1st lt. R. Q. M . Fort Hays, Kans ...... July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Jones, S. R .. .. ... ... . 
Jortla.n, Charles ..... . 
Kcetl'e, Joseph ..... . . 
3d Inf. 
1st lt. 4th Art 
1Rt It. Hlth Inf 
1st lt. 5th .Art Captain . 
Keller, Charles ....... Ist It. 2d Inf ....... .... . 
Kelton, D. H. . . . . . . . . lst It. lOth In f .... ...... . 
Do . ........ .. ...... do .................. . 
Kendall, H. M ...... . 
Do .. .. ...... .. . 
1st It. 6th Cav . .......... . 
. . . . do ...... . . 
King, James S ...... . 
Kingsbur.v, Geo. W .. 
Kingsbury, H. P .. .. . 
Do ..... . .. .. . . 
1st lt.12th Inf ........ . 
211 It.. 12th Iuf ......... . 
2d It. 6th Cav ... ........ . 
.. do ............ .... .. . 
Kingsbury, W. E . . . . 
K uox:, Thomas T . .. . . 
Kraszynski, M .... . . . 
Krause, William . ... . 
1st lt. 11th In f .. ........ . 
2ll lt. 1st, Cav .. ......... . 
2d It. 12th Iuf ......... . 
1st lt. 3d Inf ... 
Kress, J ohu A ...... . 1st. lt. Or·d..... Major ... 
Kyle, William J ..... 1st lt.llth Inf 
J,awton, H. W ........ 1st It. R. Q. M. 
4th Cnv. 
RalPigb, N. C ....... . . 
.Jackson, Miss ....... . . 
PlattRburgh Barracks, 
N.Y. 
Spartanburgb, S.C ... . 
San Antonio, Tex: .. .. . 
A . A . Q. M. to Boar·rl 
of Officers for the 
purchase of horses 
fot· 9th Cavalr·y, at 
Ringgold Barracks, 
T ex. 
Oxforrl, Miss . .. . ..... . 
Fort Harker, Kana .. . 
Fort Hall, Idaho .... . . 
Camp Gaston, Cal ... . 
Meridian, Miss .... ... . 
Fort Harker Kans 
Fort Gr·iffin,'Tex .. ~~~~ 
Camp McDermit, NeY. 
Camp Mo,jave, Ariz .. 
Fort Dorlge, Kans .. . . 
Vancouver Arsenal, 
Wash. 
Fort Richardson, Tex . 
:Fort Clark, Tex: . . ... .. . 
Lee, J. M .. ... .... .. . 1st lt. !lth In f.. . . . . . . . . . . Fort D. A. Russell. 
Wyo. · 
Leefe, John G ........ 1st lt. R. Q. M. 
19th Inf. 
Captain Baton Rouge, La ..... . 
Do .......... · ....... do ..... .... .... clo ... JackRon BarrackR.Lfl. . 
Lom'a, Luigi . ........ 1st lt. 5th Art .......... Fort Watlswortb,N. Y 
J.onl, James H . ..... . 1st lt. R. Q. M. Major . . .Presidio, San Fran-
2c1 Art. . sisco, Cal. 
Do ..... . ... ....... . do ............ do ... Fo1·tMcHenry, Mrl. .. 
Lord, Thomas W .... 1st lt. R. Q. M . .... ...... Fort Snelling, Miun .. . 
20th Inf. 
LoY , George M ...... 2d It. 16th In f . Lt. CoL. Frankfort, Ky ....... . 
Do ................... do . .. .......... clo ... LelJanon, Ky ...... .. . 
Lnff,Ellmund . ....... 1stlt.Sth Cav ..•........ Summercamp8thCav. 
fac Gowan, A. l3 . . . . Capt. 12th Inf ...•....... 
Mackay, 1\Tilliam ~ .. l f!t lt. 3d In f ..... . ...... . 
:Macklin , J. E . ....... 2<llt. 22cl Jnf ........... . 
Maclay, Isaac W..... Ist lt. Urd ......... .. ... . 
Mac Nntt, Ira ....... 2d lt. 3d Art . ........ . .. . 
Mahot,0'._~ :: ~ ~:: ~:: -~~t~~ ~~~~- ~~-~~- . ?.~fot~~~: 
Maize, William r ... . 1st lt. 20th Id . ... do ... . 
Do ....... .......... do ............ do ... . 
M:anlry, .John A ....... .. do . ................ . 
J\fanuin~, Willirun C . 1st lt. 23cl In f . . .. ....... . 
"''"'""'"· >'. \V.. .... 12d lt. 11th l"f . ........ .. 
arcotte, Ilu:::a-y .... . j 1st U. 17th Iuf Captain 
Canadian River, N . 
.Mcx:. 
Fort Yuma, Cal ..... . 
J!'ort Lyon, Colo . . .... . 
Fort Sull.v, Dak ..... . 
Watervliet .Ars.-nal, 
W st Troy, N. Y. 
Barmncas, Fla ...... . . 
Holly Springs, Miss .. . 
Oxforrl. Miss ....... .. . 
Camp :::lyk~s. Dale. ... . 
Fort Warlsworth, Dak 
Fort Ripley, Minn .. . 
Camp Apacl1e, Ariz .. . 
ActiJrg !lf!Sit!tant quar-
termaster of escort 
to Texas Pacific Rail-
road s nnTey. 
Newport Barrack , Ky 
July 1 to Nov.17, 1872. 
Jul:r 1 to 31,1872. 
July 1 to Dec. 31. 1872. 
Mar. 1 to June 24, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to Mrw. 31, 1873. 
May 12 to Juno 13, 1873. 
July 1 to Dec. 30, 1872. 
Jan. 6 to .Apr. 2, 1873. 
Jnly 1, 1872, to June 30,1873. 
Jnly 1, 1872, to Apr. 14, 1873. 
July 1 to Dec. 15. 1872. 
Dec. 22, 1872, to Jan. 6, 1873. 
Dec. Ul, 1872, to June 30, 18'i3. 
Jaly 1, 1872, to June 7, 1873. 
July 1 to 31, 1872. 
July 1 to Nov.10, 1872. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to J an . 1, 1873. 
Apr. 30 to June 30, 1873. 
Aug. 31 to Oct. 15, 1872. 
July 1, 1872, to Apr. 30, 1873 
Ma.y 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Nov. 15 to 30, 1872. 
July 1 to NoY.15, 1872. 
Dec. 11, 1872, to Jnne 30, 1873. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Drc. 15, 1872, to Feb. 28, 1873. 
Mar. 1 to Jnue 30, 1873. 
Apr. 28 to June 30, 1873. 
.April1 to June 23, 1873. 
July 1 to Dec. :n. 1872. 
June 1 to 30, J87:i. 
Aug. 5, 1872, to Jan. 1, 1873. 
July 1 to Sept. 13, 187~. 
Dec. 11 to 31, 1872. 
.Tune 12 to 30. 18";3, 
,July 1 to ~cpt. 7, 1872. 
Dec. 12, 1872, to Jm1e 30, lt!73 
July 1 to 31, 1872. 
fay 15 to ,June :30. lf!7:1. 
Jau. 1 to May 26, 1873. 
April! to June 30, 1873. 
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Markley, A. C ..... .. 1st lt. 24th Inf. . . . ...... . 
Marshall, J. M ....... 1st lt. 4th Art .......... . 
Mathey, E.G .. ...... 1st It. 7th Cav .. ....... . 
McCallum, \Villiam B lst lt. 5th Art ......... . 
McCauley, C. A. H ... 2d lt. 3d Art ........... . 
McClellan, .rohn ..... 1st Jt.. 5th Art .......... . 
McConibe, Samuel... 1st lt. 14th In f. Lt. CoL. 
'McCrea, Tully .. .... . Capt. 1st Art... Major .. . 
McDermott, George B 2d lt. 23<1 Inf ........... . 
McDonald, Robert ... 1st lt. 5th Iuf. .. ....... . . 
McDougalL, Thos. M . 1st lt. 7th Cav. Captain . 
McGilvray, John ..... 1st lt. 2d Art ..... do .... 
Mcintyre, A .... .... . 2d lt. 2d Inf .. . 
McKee, George W . . . 1st lt. Ord . . . . . Major ... 
McNaught, JohnS . .. Capt . .20th Inf . 
McNutt, John .. ..... Maj. Ord ...... Colonel. 
McTaggart, C. P ... . . 1st It. 17th Inf 
Metcalfe, Charles .... 2d lt. 17th Inf . ....... . . 
Michaelis, 0. E . . . . . . 1st lt. Ord . . . . . Captain. 
Micl1ler , Frank ...... 2d lt. 5th Cav .......... . 
:unes, E\·an .. ........ Capt. 2Lst Inf .......... . 
Miller, C. P.... ..... . 1st lt. 4th Art .......... . 
Do . ................ do ......... . . .... ... . 
Miller, James ........ 1st It. :R. Q. M . ......... . 
2d Inf. 
Stations. 
Fort Mcintosh , Tex .. . 
West Point, N.Y .... . 
Spartan burgh , S.C .... . 
]fort Preble, Me". . ... . 
Fort\Vacls-wurth, N.Y. 
Fort \Varren, Mass . .. 
Sidney Barracks, Nebr. 
W est Point, N.Y .... . 
Camp Verue, Ariz ... . 
Fort Larned, Kans ... . 
Unionville, S.C .. . ... . 
Haleigb, N. C ........ . 
Chattanooga, Tenn ... . 
St. Louis Arsenal, Mo. 
Fort Warlsworth. Dak . 
CnlumbusArsen'l, Ohio 
Grand River ag'y, Dak. 
. . . ... do .. ..... ...... . . 
Watertown Arsenal, 
Mass. 
Camp Hualpai. Ariz .. 
l!'ort Colville, Wyo .... 
Fort McHenry, Md .. 
Presidio, San Francis· 
co, Cal. 
Mobile, Ala .......... . 
Miller. M.P........ Capt. 4th Art .. Lt. Col.. :Fort Stevens, Oreg .. . . 
Miller, William A . . . 1st lt. 18t,ll Inf . .......... Newberry, S.C ....... . 
Miller, William H .. . 2d lt. 9th In f.. . ......... . 
Moore, :FranciE! . .... . 
Morgan. A. S.M .... . 
MorriR, L. M ... ..... . 
Morris, Louis T .... .. 
Morton , ..AJh:ed ..... . 
Capt. 9th Cav .. ........ . 
Uapt. 0 . ~ K .. .... ..... . 
1st lt. 20th lnf Captain. 
Capt. 3rl Inf . . Major .. . 
1st lt. R. Q. M .......... . 
9th Inf. 
Do ....... ..... ... .. do ...... .... ........ . 
Murphy, John ....... 2d lt. 14th Inf ..... .... . 
ave, A. ll . ........ . 2d lt. 7th Cav ........... . 
1st lt. 4th In f.. Major .. . 
1st It. 7th In f ....... .... . 
2d lt.l2th Inf.. . ........ . 
'eide, llorace ... ... . 
' !son, iVrn. H ..... . 
Nesmith. L.A ....... . 
Capt. 21st In f. .......... . 
1Rt lt. 4th Art .. ........ . 
1st lt. R Q. M .... ...... . 
24th Int: . 
ettanillr, W. McC . 
Newkirk,E. P . .... .. 
'i.icon, John B . ..... . 
Reel Willow Cr'k, Nebr 
Fort Clark, Tex . ..... . 
Alleg-heny Arsenal, Pa 
l~ort Totten, Dak .... . 
Fort Wallace, Kans . . . 
Ft. D . .A. Russell, Wyo 
Omaha Barracks, Nebr 
Can:p on Laramie Riv-
er, Wyo. 
Shelbyville, Ky . ..... . 
Paducah, Ky . ........ . 
Camp l3a.ker, Mont ... . 
Camp llalleek, Nev .. . 
Fort te,·ens, Ore a- .••. 
Rutherfordton, N.C ... 
Fort McKavett, Tex .. 
Time during year on duty a~ 
A.A.Q.M. 
July 1, 1872, to April :lO, 1 i:l. 
Sept. 1, 1872, to June 30, 1 73. 
July 1. 1872, to March 1, 18i3. 
·Aug. 13 to Sept. 19, 1872. 
Nov. 30, 1872, to May :H, 1 73. 
Dec. 11, 1872, to J uue 30, 1873. 
June 11 to 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Aug. 31, 1tl72. 
Oct. 1, 1872, to June :iO, 187:1. 
March 12 to Aprill5, 187:J. 
Dec. 20, 1872, to Jau. 31, 18i3. 
No\·.17, 1tl72, to March 3l, '7:3. 
July 1, 18i2, to June 30, ltn:l. 
Do. 
.Tuly 1 to 31, 1872. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 18TJ. 
May 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Dec. 21, 1872, to May 1, 187:1. 
July 1, 1tl72, to Juue 30,187:1. 
May 8 to .rune 30, 1873. 
July l to 31, 1872. 
.Aug. 20 to Oct. 31,1872. 
Nov. 15, 1872, to Marcn 31, '7:1. 
Jnly 1, 1872, to April12,1 73, 
and April1!3 to June 30, '73. 
Dec. 1 to :ll, 187:.!. 
Nov. 30, 1872, to Jan . 14, 11373, 
and May 3l to Juue 30, Ul7:l. 
Jul.Y 1 to"Nov. 3, 1872. 
July 1 to Sept. 30, J872. 
Do. · 
Oct. 3l, 1872, to Jnne 30, 1 1:1. 
Nov. 30, 187:.!, to Feb. 8, 18i:l. 
July 1 to Aug. 31, 1872. 
Oct. 1, 1872, to Jnue 30, 1&i:l. 
May ! 7 to - , 1873. 
July l to Sept. 30, 1872. 
July to .A.uguAt 8, 1872. 
.Jn(y 1, lt-!72, to June 30, 18i3. 
Jan. 27 to June 30, I 73. 
OcL. 23 Lo Nov. :!0, Hi72. 
Sept. 1 to Oct. 30, 18i2. 
July 1 to Sept. 16, Ul72. 
Northup, E. B ........ 1t~t lt.17th Inf . ......... GD~~-River Agency, July 8 to Sept. 7,1872. 
Nowlan, H. J .... ..... 1~tt~t.C~~- Q. M . ...... .... Newport Banacl<s,Ky. July 1, 1tl72, to Feb. 28, 187:3. 
Do ...•.............. do. .... .... . ....... .. Det. 7th Cavalry in the -,1873, to June 15, 18i:l. 
field, Dak. 
O'Brien, .rohn J .. .... 2fllt. 4th Inf ...... ..... . 
o· onnell, John J ... . 2d lt. 1st I11f.. . ....... . 
O'Conner, ~t<·ph n ... 1. t lt. 23d In f .. ......... . 
Olm tl·acl, J. A .. .... . 1 t lt. 1:Jth Inf ......... . 
0 good, H. lL ....... 1 tIt. 3d Art. ·1· ........ . 
Do . .. .. ....... ..... do ............. . ... . 
Parclf'e, ,J. ll ........ 2rllt. 23d In f . .. . ...... . . 
Pmnell, Wrlliam R ... 1 t lt. J. t Cav . . Lt. Col .. 
Paul, C. R ............ 1. t lt. 1 th Inf Captain . 
Pa_yl!Oo, ,\.II....... . 1 t lt. Entr'n~ .. ......... . 
P nu y, 'harlt G .. 1st lt. R. Q. M. Captain. 
6th Inf. 
Pep '>On, ."ilas . . . .. . • . 1 t lt. lUth Cav .......... . 
Do .................. do ....•. .......... . •. 
Pickett, Gcor e B... . 1 tIt. 1Gth Inf ......... . 
Pif'TCC, F. E .......... 1 t lt. 1. tlnf ....... ..... . 
Pike, A. I' . . . . . . . . . . . 1 t It. 13th A.rt ......... . 
l'itman, John....... 2d lt. rilnanc • ........ .. . 
l 'ollock. PJIIJ(~rt ..... ·I Capt. 21 tIn f ........... . 
PcJnd, Geor re E...... 2d It. • t.lJ Ca\" ........... . 
Mount Sterli11~, Ky .. 
Madison ban'ks, N. Y 
Camp Crittenden,A riz. 
'amp. "tambangh, Wyo 
Fort J ·ffersoo, Fla ... . 
'l''ort Ontario, N.Y ... . 
New amp Grant,Ariz 
Camp llarney, Oreg .. . 
• mnter, , . C . . ....... . 
Willet's Point, N.Y .. . 
Fort Buford, Dak .. . . . 
July 1 to Dec. 23, 1872. 
Oct. 1, 1872, to June :lO, 1 i:l. 
Jnly 1, 1872, to Mar.-, 18/3. 
Oct. 1, ltl72, to May 16, 1873. 
• ruly 1 to Nov.17, 1872. 
Dec. 7, 1!~72, to June30, 1873. 
Feu. 1 to May 10, 1 n 
,July 1 to Oct. :11, 1872. 
.luly 1, 1t!72, to Jm1e 30,1 iJ . 
Dec. 1, 1872, to June 30, 1 n 
July 1 to Aug. 22, 1 72. anrl 
May 20 to Jnue 30,1 73. 
:Mar. 1 to Apri l 22, 1 i3. 
April 25 to .May 5, 1 73. 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ... 
Det. 9th In f. en route 
from Fort Gi bRon tv 
:Fort "ill, Ind. T. 
Oxford, Miss .......... Dec. 30. 1872, to Jan. 1, 1 3, 
and Ma.r.l to June 12,1 n. 
Tov. 1 to Dec. , 1872. Fort. N'iagara, N. Y .... 
l'ort \V oou, New York 
Harbor. 
Wnten-li t .ArsPnal , 
We t Troy, N.Y. 
Fort Klamatl1, Or g .. . 
Camp Lorna, Colo .... . 
Dec. 8, 1872, to Juue 30, 1873. 
Jan. 1 to June 30, 1873 
July 1,1 72, to June 30,1 iJ. 
J uue l to 30, 1873. 
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B.-List of o:ffioe1·s on duty as acting assistant qua1'terrnastcrs, cfc.-Continued. 
Name. Lineal rank and Brevet 
regiment. rank. Stations. 
Time during year on duty as 
A.A.Q.M. 
Pope, .John, jr ....... 2d lt.lst.Art ............. Fort Wood, New York .July 1 to Dec. 8,1872. 
Harbor. 
Porter; .James E ..... 1st lt. 7th Cav ............ Lincolnton, N. C . .. . . . .July 1 to 15, 1872. 
Do .................. do......... Shelbyville,Ky ------- Ont.lto Dec.30,1872. 
Do ...... ....... ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lebanon, Ky.......... Dec. 17, 1872, to Feb. 28, 1873. 
Potts, R. D ....... ___ . 1st It. 3d Art . . . ....... . 
Pl'ice, l.lutlr~r D . ..... . 2rl lt.4thlnf . .......... . . 
Price, George F ..... . 1~t lt. R. Q. M. . _ ....... . 
5th Cav. 
Prince, William ..... . lst.lt. Ord ..... Captain. 
Pullman, .J. W ...... . 2tllt. 8th Cav ........... . 
Do ... ..... ....... .. do·------------------
Purington, George A. Capt. 9th Cav .. ColoneL. 
Quinan, William R ... 2rllt. 4th Art __ .... .... . . 
Quinby, De Ji. G __ .. 2d lt. 5th Inf . .. . ....... . 
Quimby, H. B ... . _ ... 1st. It. R. Q. M. 
25th Inf. 
Quinby, Ira . . . . . . . . . . 1st l t. R. Q. M. . ........ . 
lltb Iuf. 
Do ............ · ...... do . ........ ---------· 
Randall, E. L ... . .. , . 1st lt. 5th Inf.. ....... .. . 
Do ...... - ------- .... do . ....... . -----·----
Raphall,A.W . ...... 1stlt.1lth Inf ---------· 
Rawolle, William C . . 1stlt. RQ.M . . ........ . 
2ll Cav. 
Do ... ... ...... ...... uo ------- ........... . 
Ray, P.R ... --- ---- -- 2dlt.8th Iuf... ----··--·-
ReeC!y, W .• T ...•..•.. 1stlt.22d Inf ........... . 
Rexford, William H.. Capt. 0. S. K .. . ........ . 
Rhecm, E.B ..... ... . 2d lt.21stlnf ........... . 
Rice, William F ...... 1st lt 23d In f. .......... . 
Do ............. . 
Richards, William V . 
Riley, Thomas F ... .. 
Robt'rts, C. S . ..... .. 
Robinson, F. U . ------
RobiBsou, Thomas .B 
Roekwell, Charles H. 
Rockwell, .James, jr .. 
Rodger~<, C. P ....... . 
Roder, .John W ...... . 
Roemer, Panl ....... . 
Rogers, B. H . ....... . 
Rogers, .J. Sumner .. . 
Rogers, \Villiam \V .. 
Rollins, .James ll . ... . 
Romeyu, llenry ..... . 
. . .. do . .... . .... __ ...... . 
1st lt. R. Q. M. _. _ ..... .. 
16th Iuf. 
1stlt.21stlnf .... ..... . . . 
1st lt. 17th Inf Captain 
2d lt.2d Cav .. . 
1st lt. 19th Inf 
1st lt. R. Q. M., 
5th Cav. 
2rllt. adj't, 1st 
Cav. 
1stlt. 5thCav .. ........ . 
ll:;t.lt. a<lj't,4tb ....... _ .. 
Art. 
1st lt. 5th Art .. _. _ ...... . 
1st lt. t:lth Inf ..... . ... . 
2d lt. 1st Inf.. .. ..... _ .. 
1st lt. 9th In f .. Captain . 
Cn pt.Ordnan c~ . ... ...... . 
1st lt. 5th In f.. Captain _ 
Do . . __ . . . . . . . . . . ... do ..... . __ . _ . . do . _ .. 
Rosencrautz, Fred . . . 1st lt. 16th Inf. 
Do . ... ......... .. .. rlo . ...... . 
Ross, .John M........ 1st It. 21st Inf. 
Ross, William J...... 2d It. 21st Inf ........... . 
Rucker, L. H ...... _ .. 1st lt. R. Q. M . ........ .. 
9th Cav. 
Do ................. clo . .••..•...••••••••. 
Russ 11, E. K .. .. . ... _ lst lt.1stArt. _ . . ___ __ .. 
Ruthel'for<l, R G . ... . 2d It. 12th Inf. Captain_ 
Saye,GeorgeE ....... 2dlt.5th.Art .......... . 
Samls, .J. II . . . .. . . .. . 1st lt. 6th CaY . _ ........ . 
Ran no, .J. M .. r ........ Capt. 7th In f. _ .... _ .... _ 
Sarsou, H. 13 . . . . .. . . 1st It. 2<1. Inf .......... .. 
Savannah, Ga ......... .July 1 to 31, 1872. 
Paducah, Ky.......... Aug. 8, 1872, to .Jan. 14, 1873. 
Camp McDowell, Ariz . .July 1 to Sept. 30, 187:2. 
Frankford Arsenal,Pa . 
In thH :fiehl, eamp at 
Tien·a .A.nJarill::t, (old 
Fort Lowell,)N.Mex. 




Sitka, Alaska ........ . 
Fort Larned, Kans ... . 
Fort Davis, Tex ..... . 
.July 1, 1872, to.June 30,1873. 
,Tuly 1 to Oct.-, 1872. · 
.June 1 to 30, 1873. 
.July 1 to Nov. 13, 1872. 
-13, to April30, 1873. 
.July 1, 1872, to Mar. 10, 1873. 
-July 1 t-o .Aug. 31, 1872, anti 
.Jan. Hi to .Tun e 30, 1873. 
Fort Griffin, Tex .... · .. .July 1 to Dec.lti, 187:!. 
Fort Richardson, Tex Jan.1 to .June 30. 1873. 
Fort Harker, Kans . . . .July 1 to Oct. 31, 1872. 
Fort Lamer!, Kans .... April15 to .June :30, 1873. 
San .Aut-ouio, Tex . .... April 1 to .Jnne 30,1873. 
Omahallanacks,~ebr . .July 1 to Sept. 30, 1872. 
Fort Sanrlers, Wyo .... Nov. 1, 1872, to .June 30, 1873. 
Det. flt.h In f., Dak..... .July 10 to Oct. 20. 1872. 
Lower Brule .A.geucy, .July 1 to Sept. 8, 1872. 
Dak. 
Mount Vernon Arse- .July 1,1872, to .June 30,1873. 
nal, Ala. 
Fort Vancouver, Wash. Dec.1 to 31, 1872. 
Camp Hualpai, Ariz . . April12 to May 8, 1873 . 
Fort Ynma, Cal. ...... Ma_y 23 to .June 30,1873. 
Nash dlle, '£enn . . . . . . .July 1, 1872, to .June 30, 1873. 
Camp Harney, Ore~. . . Nov. 1, 1872, to Dec. 31, 1872. 
Clteyeune A"'cy Dak .July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Car.rip Stamhau~b,Wyo .July 1 to Sept. :!0, 1872. 
Little Rock, Ark ...... July 1 to Dec. Hl, 1&72. 
Camp Grant, Ariz. . . . . July 1 to Nov. 23, 1872. 
Benicia Barracks, Cal. Dec. 10, 1872, to .Jan.-, 1873, 
and May 31 to .June 30,1873. 
Camp Grant, Ariz ..... May 10 to .Juue 30, 1873. 
Poiut San .Jose, Cal . . . May 9 to .June 30, 1873. 
Fort Me Henr,y, M d ... . 
Fort Bridger, Wyo .. . . 
Fort Wayu(l, Mich ... . 
SidncyBal'l'acks, Nebr·. 
Angnsta Arsenal, Ga . . 
PoRt 1-!0lltheast Kausas, 
lfort Scott, Ka.Ji f!. 
Fort Gibson, lnd. Ter .. 
Aberdeeu, Miss . ..... . 






Fort Clark, Tex ...... . 
Ringgold Barracb, Tex 
K ey West, Fla ... . ... . 




Camp 6tl1 Cavalry, near 
.Fort HayH, Kans. 
Fort, 'haw, Mont ..... . 
IIuutsYille, Ala ...... . 
Nov. 1 to 23, 1872. 
.July 1,1872, to May 21, 1o7:3. 
.July 1, 1872, to .Juno 30, 1873. 
.July 1, 1872, to .June 11, 1873. 
• Tuly 1,1872, to .Jnne 30,1 873. 
.July 1, 1872, to April 20, 1873. 
April 22 to .June 30, 1873. 
.July 1, 1872, to April30, 1873. 
May fi to .June 30, 1873. 
Nov, 1 to Nov. 30, 1872. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1872. 
F eb. 14 to .Jnne ~0, 1873. 
:rov.17, 1872, to Mar. 31,1873. 
.July 1, 1872, to .Juuc 30, 1873. 
.July J, 1872, to .June 30, 187:t 
.July 1 to .July-, 1872 . 
A11a;. 1,1 72, to Mar-.11, 1873. 
.July 1, 1872, to .Juno 30, l8i3. 
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E.-List of officers on dnty as acting assistant qua?·termasfe1·s, §·c.-Continued. 
Lineal rank and Brevet . 
regiment. rank. Name. 
Sawyer, .r. E . . . .. . . . . 2d lt. 5th Art ...... ____ .. 
Schwatka, Fred .. .. .. 2r11 t. 3d Ca' .......... _ 
Scott, John .. .. .. .. .. 2c1 lt. 4th Inf ...... _ .. _ .. 
Sellmer , Charles .. __ . 2d lt. 3d Art . .. Captain . 
Do .. _--------- .. ... do __ ______ . ... do. __ . 
Sbarp,.Thomas ....... 1st lt. 1st Inf ........ __ _ 
Shelby, I saac 0 .. .. .. 2d lt. 16th Inf . ........ .. 
Shelton, E. H ........ 2tllt. 1st Cav .. .. __ .... .. 
Sherma.IJ, II. P .. _. _. . 2d lt. 15tll Inf .. ___ .. ___ . 
Sherman, J ames L... 1st lt.1st Art . .. ______ .. 
Do . ............... do .. ....... ---------· 
Sherwood, William L . 1st lt. 21st Inf . . ___ .... _. 
Shorkley, George ..... Capt. 15th Inf. Major .. _ 
Silva, v'. :M. C .. .. .. .. Capt. 21st Inf . .. __ .. __ .. 
Simpson, James F. _. 2d lt. 3cl Cav . _ Captain . 
Simpson, John .... _.. 1st lt. 4th Art ... _ .... _ .. 
Slade>, Charles E .. __ . 2d lt. 15th Inf . .. ____ . __ . 
Smith, A. E . .. ___ . _. . 1st lt. 7th Ca'. Captain . 
Do . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... do ... .. .. _ . .. . do ... . 
Smith, F. G .. _..... .. Capt. 4th A.rt . Major . . . 
Do ...... .... _ .... .. do . .... .... . .. do .. .. 
'mith, Lewis ......... 1st l t. R.Q.M ... ... .... . 
3d Art. 
Do .. ........ .. ... do . ....... . ....... .. . 
Do . ...... . .. _ .. . . . do .. __ .. .. . .. ....... . 
~penc?r, G~ot;,ge K .. . 
purg1u, ".] ... ... .. 
."tafi(H·cl , .J. ' .. ..... .. 
• tan, Irwin 1\-I . .•.•. . 
Steele, George W .. .. 
2d lt. 19th Inf ... .... .. .. 
1st lt. 21st Inf . Major .. 
1st IUlOth In f ......... .. 
Ist lt. 9th CaY . ........ .. 
1st lt. R.Q.M ......... .. 
14th Iuf. 
Stations. 
Fort Foote, Md ....... . 
North Platte, Nebr ... . 
Crab Orchard, K:v .... . 
Fort Pulaski, Ga ..... . 
David's Island, N ew 
Ynrk Harbor. 
Fort. Macldnac, Mich .. 
,Jackson, Miss .. . . ... . 
Fort Lapwai, Idaho . . . 
:Fort Cummings, N . 
Mex. 
Fort :Niagara, N. Y . __ . 
Fort Barrancas, Fla ... 
Fort. Vaneouver, "-'ash 
Fort McRae, N. M ex .. 
Fort Vancouver, Wash 
Fort M c Pl10rson, Nebr. 
Presidio, San ]'rancis-
co, Cal. 
Fort Stanton, N. Mox . 
Elizabethtown, Ky . .. . 
Detachment 7th Cav., 
in the fi eld, Dak. 
Fort Capo Disappoint-
meut, Wash. 
Fort Stevrns, Oreg ... . 
Chadeston, S. C . ..... . 
Fort Hamilton , New 
York H arbor. 
Fort Waclswortb, New 
York Harbor. 
Baton Rou!l'e, La .... .. 
Fort Boi:>e, Itlal1o ..... . 
For t Ransom, Dak ... . 
Fort Duncan, Tex .... . 
Fort Laramie, Wyo. T 
Time during year on dut,y as 
.A .A. Q.M. 
Nov. 1 to Dec. 13, 1872. 
J'nl,y 1, 1872, to .'June 30,1873. 
J'nly 1 to Dec. 25, 187~. 
Jnly 1 to Nov. 20, 1872. 
Nov. 27,1872, to June 30,1873. 
Jnly l , 1872, t o J'nnc :~0.1873. 
.July 1, l ts72, to J'nne 30, 1i83. 
,T nly 1, 1872, to Mnr. 7, 187:!. 
May 1 to June 30, 1873. 
.July 1 to October 31, 1872. 
Nov. 27,1872, to .Tune 30,1873. 
Jan.1 to Ja11. 31, 1873. 
.July L to Rcpt. 30, 1872. 
.July 1 to Nov. 30, 11')72. 
Nov. 1, 1872, to Mar. 30, 1873. 
April1 to June 30, 1873. 
.July 1 to Oct. 31, 1872. 
J'nly 17, l tl72, to :Fc•b. 28, 1 73. 
Juu e 15 to Juuo ::lO, 1873. 
Dec. 15, 1872, to .Tune 30, 1873. 
F eb. 1 to .Tune 30,1 873. 
.July 1 to Oct. 31, 1872. 
No\. 7, 1872, to Fcb.l, 1873. 
May 31 to .Tune 30, 187~. 
Ma y 1 to J'nne 30, 1873. 
J'ul\· 1, 1fl72, to June :lO, 1873. 
July 1 to Sc•p t. -, 187il. 
J'nl y l to FlPpt. 30, l tl72. 
J u(y l to Sept. 30, 1872. 
~ t<·clhammer, Charle~; Capt. 13th Inf ....... .. .. Fort ·cumminn-s, N. .Ju ly 1 to .July 31,1872. 
:Mex. 
tone, E. W .. .. .. .. .. 1st It. 21st In f. L t. CoL . 
Do . ... . ... . . ....... do ... . ...... . . do ... . 
,Jacl,sonville, Oreg .... D c. 7, 1872, to Feb. 13, 1b73. 
Yrel\a, Cal ............ F<'b. 21 to .June 30, 187:!. 
• torrow, S. A .. _.... . Capt. and a!lst. Major ._ . 
surg. U. S. !.1.. 
]fort Ontario, N . Y . ... Nov.1 to Dec. 7, l t<72. 
• 'ullivan, T. C .. .... .. Capt. C. ., Lt. CoL 
U .. A. 
Sioux City, Iowa ...... F cb.15 to J'nne 30,1873. 
Taylor, Frank .. .. . .. 2d lt. 14th Inf .......... . 
~as lor, Gc•orge McM. l!;t lt. 23d In f. . . __ . . ___ . 
aylor, ·. W ......... 2cllt. 4th Art ...... .... .. 
Thellcr, R R ... ..... 1st lt. 21st Inf ...... ... .. 
~hompsou, R F._._ . . 
1 
Capt. 12th Inf ____ ..... . 
. dwmp on, John C ... 1st lt. R. Q. M . 
Thomp.on,P...E ...... 2113:~~~h\nf .... ...... . 
Thorne, P.M.... ... 1 t Jt. R. Q. M . __ ...... .. 
22d Inf. 
Todd, John W . . ..... Major Ord ............. . 
Fort. Fetterman, Wyo. 
Camp Gra11 t, Ariz ... . 
Rntherforrlton, N.C .. . 
Camp Hnalpai, .Ariz .. 
'amp fojave, Ariz ... 
Fort McPherson, Nebr 
Fort f:itl'l'l'enson, Dale .. 
Fort Sully, Dale. .... .. 
J'nl y 1, 1872, to J'nne 30, 18i3. 
Nn-\•. 2:l, 1872, to Apr. 1 , 1 73. 
.July l to An;r. :H.', 1872. 
J'ul_y 1 to Flcpt. ao, 1872. 
Ang. 1 to nv. 30, 1872. 
.Tnly 1 to Oct. :n, 18i2, and 
Mav 5 to Juno 30, 1873. 
.July i. to A ngust :lO, 1.72. 
.July 1, L 72, to May 31, 1 73. 
.July 1,1872, to J'nue 30, 187:!. Dctr·oi t arsenal, Dear-
bortl\·ille. Mich. 
Tront. ,John F... .. .. l!!t It. 23c1Inf .... __ .. .... Camp Date 'reek, Ariz Ropt. 15, 1 72, to.Jnnc :30, 1873. 
'1'roxt:l, Thoma~; G .... 1 t lt. R. 0. M. Gl'and RiYer Agoucy, 'opt. 7 to D c. 21, 18'12. 
1 ith In r. Dak. T~·lf·r, .John .......... l stlt. R Q. M. ~fajor ... Buffalo, N. Y., (depot .July 1 to 16, 1872. 
1~t Iuf. q narterroastcr.) 
Do .. -- ............. do ............ do .. .. Fort Porter, Buffalo, I '. Y. t."p~am, lf· ~- ........ 1 ·t lt. l. t 'av. . .. .... ... amp Apache, Ariz ... 
e tler, .C ........ 2cllt.1!1thiuf ..... ..... . Jac·kf>.on 13anacka,La 
I 
Thr gal'l'illnn tc·mpora-
rily at East Pa!'ca-
J:ronla, 1Uss., Camp 
Aug. 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
J'nly 1, l fl72, to Apr. 30, 1 73. 
,July 1, f 72, to May 1, 1673. 
July 1 to Nov., l 72. 
Vernon. Char-J,..n •... Emorv. 
-" ..._ 1 tIt. 4th Cav. . . . . . . . . . . E:cort ·to snr'l'eying .July 1 to Dec. 31, 1872. 
I parr~- T<·x:a~ Pacific r '1 w· . Jtailroacl. 
.!n.r. 1lham II... l t lt.lf.th Inf ........... )funrm·, La ...... .... . . rune 5 to 30,1 73. 
' n·1·u . .J•,Jm L .. . .. .. 1 t lt. l:.th Iuf 'aptain l'ort Ytuun, Cal . .. .... "'' ~~~- 7 to ."I' pl. 30.1 72. 
':nlkmn;:. ~\'iiJi:•m ,J.. 1 t I .. ;th Cav _ .. .. .. .. .. 'amp Dal<· Crf'C'k, Ariz! .A ng. :n to Sept. l:i, 1_·1·. 
\ O c, \\ llh:uu .P ..... 1. t lt. 2cLirt.. Cap ain ]'flint. an ,Jfl~(·, Gal. .. ,Jnl.v I to ~T n.-. 16, I •:!. 
Do ................. do . ....... 1- .. do .. . 'harlc,tt ·,.·.C ..... _. Mal'ch 1 to May 30, LB73. 
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Wallace, Thomas S .. 1st lt. 3d Inf ............ Fort Wallace, Kans .. . 
Ward, F. K . . . . . . . . . . 2dlt. 1st Cav.. . . . . . . . . . . Citmp Harney, Oreg .. . 
Ward, H. C . . . . . . .. . . 1st lt. 16th Inf. Captain. Saint Augustine, Fla .. 
Ward, Thomas ....... 1st lt. lstArt ..... do .... Fort Ontario, N.Y ... . 
Warrens, Charles H .. 1st lt. R Q. M ........... Fort Laramie, Wyo .. . 
14th In f. 
Weir, G. V. . . . . . . . . . . 1st 1 t. 5th Art . Captain . 
Wells, Daniel T ...... 1st lt. 8th Inf.. Major .. . 
Wenie, Thomas M ... 2d lt.19th Inf .......... . 
Do .. ............ . . . do .................. . 
\Ve~endorff, Max .... 1st lt. 1st Cav .......... . 
Wetmore, Oliver,jr .. 1st lt.19th Inf. ......... . 
Wetmore, William B. 2d It. 6th Cav ........... . 
Wheeler, H. A . . . . . . . 2d It. 25th Iuf ........ .. . 
Whitall, S. R ... .. .... 2d It. 16th Inf .. ........ . 
Whitehead, F. F ..... 1st It. 18th Inf. Major ... 
Whittemore, J. M.... Captain Ord . . Major .. . 
Wiating, 0. L .. . .. .. . 2d It. 23d lnf ........... . 
Willaru, Wells. .. .... 1st lt. 5tll Art. Captain . 
Willey, Thomas M... 2d lt. 6th Inf .. . ........ . 
Do ................. do .................. . 
Williams, William M. 2d lt. 19th Inf .......... . 
Do .............. .. . do ................. .. 
Do ................. do .................. . 
Wilson, D. B......... 1st lt. 25th Inf . ......... . 
Do .... . ........ . .. . do .... .............. . 
Winchester, H.F..... 1st It. 6th Cav .......... . 
Winters, \Villiam H . 1st lt. 1st Cav 
Wishart, Alexander.. 1st lt. 20th In f. Captain. 
Witherill, Charles T . 1st It. 19th Inf. 
\Volfe, Nathaniel.... 2il It. 2f1Art ............. . 
Wolfe, William V .... 2<1 lt. 2d Inf.. ... ...... .. 
Do ............. . ..... do .............. .. 
Wood, 0. E........... 1st It. 5th Art . ........ .. 
Woorl, P. G .......... 1Rt lt. 12th In f . ......... . 
Wo ·dbury, Thos. C . . 2d It. 16th Inf .. ........ . 
Worden, John L.jr... lilt lt.lst Inf ..... ... .. .. 
Wright, E . M . . . . . .. . 2d lt. Ord . ............. . 
Wygant, Hy ......... 2cllt.24thinf . ........ .. 
Young-, R. H ..... .... 2d Jt. 4th lnf .......... .. 
Do . . .... .. ........... do ... .... .. ....... . 
Zalinski, E . L . . . .. . .. 1st It. 5th Art .. ........ . 
Fort Preble, Me ... .... 
Battalion 8th and !Jth 
Iufantry, Yellow-
stone expedition. 
Colfax, La .......... .. 
A lexandria, La ... .... . 
:Fort Whipple, Ariz . . . 
Det. 19th Infantry, La. 
Fort Wallace, Kans . . . 
Fort Bliss, Tcx ...... . 
Humboldt, Tex ...... . 
Yorkville, S. C ....... . 
Kf\nnebec arsenal, Au-
gusta, Me. 
Fort Whipple, Ariz ... 
Plattsburgh Barracks, 
N.Y. 
Fort McKean, Dak .... 
Nov. 19 chauged to 
Fort Abraham Lin-
coln. 
Holly Springg, Miss . . . 
A. A. Q. M. of troops 
in all(! aronnd New 
Orleans, La,. 
Saint Martinsville, La. 
Fort Stockton, T ex .. . 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T .. . 
Detacl1ment 6th Cav., 
Wichita., Kans. 
Camp Bidwell , Cal . .. . 
Fort Cross,Dak.,(~ov. 




Charlotte, N. C .. ... .. 
Eutaw, Ala ......... . 
J_,ancn.ster, Ky ....... . 
:Fort Sullivan, Me ... .. 
Camp M~jave,Ariz ... . 
Monroe, La . ......... . 
Marlison Barracks, 
N.Y. 
Rock Island Arsenal, 
Ill. 
Brazos Santiago, Tex . 
Little Rock, Ark ..... . 
D etachment 1t.h Inf., 
iu the field, Wyo. 
Fort Sullivan, Me . .... 
Time during year on duty 
A.A.Q. M. 
July 1 to Nov. 30, 1872, and 
June 20 to 30, 1873. 
Jan. 1 to .June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Oct. 3, 1872, and 
Nov. 11 to Dec. 12, 1872. 
Oct. 1 to Nov. 1, 1872. 
April 25 to ,Tune 30, 1873. 
April 1 to June 30, 1873. 
June, 1873. 
April 22 to May -, 1873. 
M'.l,y- to ,June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Oct. 1, 1872. 
Oct. 24 to Nov. 16. 1.872. 
Feb. 8 to June 20, 1873. 
July 1 to Sept. :~o . 1 87~. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Jnly 1, 1872, to June 30, una. 
July 1, 1872, to June 30, 1873. 
Feb.1 to ,June 30, 1873. 
Jan. 1 to June 30, 1873. 
July 1 to Nov. 19, 1872. 
Nov. 19, 1872 to June 30, 1873 
Jul.r 1 to Dcc.ll, 1872. 
Dec. 20, 1872, to Mar. 28, 1873. 
Jnne 1. to 30, 1873. 
July 1 to 31,1872. · 
Nov. 1,1872, to Feb. 28, 1873. 
May 1 to J·une 30, 187:3. 
July 1, 1872, to Jnno 30, 1873 
July 1 to Oct. 26, 1872. 
May 15 to June 30, 1873. 
June 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Oct. 23 to Nov. 1, 1872. 
Jan. 5 to June 30, 1873 . 
.A1111;. 16 to Oct. 31, 1872, and 
Feb. 10 to June 30, 1873. . 
Dec. 1, 1872, to Jnne 30, 1873. 
May 27 to June 5, 187:l 
Jul.v 1 to Sept. 30, 1872. 
Jan. 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Dec. 7, 1872, to April 30, 1873. 
Dec. 19, 1872, to Drc. 31, 1872. 
June 1 to June 30, 1873. 
Nov. 1, 1872, to Feb. 10, 1873. 
C.-Stations and duties of officers of the Qt~a?·termaster's Depa1·tment, July 1, 1873. 
QUARTERMASTER·GE TERAL's OFFICE. 
~1eigs, Bvt. Maj. Gen. Montgomery C., Q. M. Gen.; Bin~bam, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Judson 
D., Q. M.; Lnflington, Bvt. Lieut. Col. .Marshall I., Q. M.; McGonnigle, Bvt. Col. An-
rlr w J., A. Cl. M. 
GEXERAL DEPOT ESTADLISUED DY GEXER.\L ORDER. NO. 32, IIEADQUARTERS OF THE 
ARMY, APHIL 8, 1!:l69 . 
• -en· Yorh.-T_yler, Bvt. Maj. Gen. Robert 0., D. Q. M. Gen ., in charg-e. 
Philadelphia delJOt of the QnaTterrnetster's Departrnent, Pennsylvcmia.-Easton, Bvt. Maj. 
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Gen. Langdon C., A. Q. M. Gen ., in charge; Rodgers, Capt. John F., military store-
keeper. 
Washington, D. C.- Myers, Bvt. Brig. Gen. William, Q. M.: in cllarge. 
Jeffersonville depot of the Quarterm.c£ster's Department, Indiana.-Ekin, Bvt. Brig. Geu. 
James A., D. Q. M. Gen., in charge; Lee, Bvt. Lieut. Col. James G. C., A. Q. M. ; Bar-
rett, Capt. Addison, military store-keeper. 
MILITARY DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC. 
Headquartm·s, New York City.-Tyler, Bvt. Maj. Gen. Robert 0., D. Q. M. Geu., 
C. Q. M. 
Department of the East; headqum·ters, New York City.-Ty1er, Bvt. Maj. Gen . Robert 0., 
D. Q. M. Gen., C. Q. M.; Montgomery, Lieut. Col. Alexander, D. Q. M. Geu., Q. M., 
Boston, Mass.; Moore, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Tread well, D. Q. M. Gen., Fort Adams, R. I. ; 
Sawtelle, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Charles G., Q . M., Philadelphia., Pa.; Eckerson, Bvt. Maj. 
Theodore J., A. Q. M., Fort Monroe, Va.; Potter, Capt. Reuben M., military store-
keeper, ou sick leave; Van Antwerp, Capt. Verplank, military store-keeper, Balti-
more, Mel. 
Department of the Lakes; headqum·ters, Det1·oit, .Mich.-Saxton, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Rufus, 
D. Q. M. Gen ., C. Q. M.; Weeks, Bvt. Lieut. Col. George H., A. Q. M., Buffalo, N. Y. 
MILITARY DIVISION OF THE SOUTH. 
Headquarters, Louisv-ille, Ky.-Ekin, Bvt. Brig. Gen . James A ., D . Q. M. Gen., C. Q. M. 
Department of the South; headqua1·ters, Louisville, Ky.-Ekin , Bvt. Brig . Gen . James A., 
D. Q. M. Gen ., C. Q. M.; Hodges, Bvt. Lieut. Col. Henry C., Q . M., Atlanta, Ga.; 
Bradley, Capt. George W ., A. Q. M., Charleston, S. C.; Barstow, Bvt. Lieut. Col. 
Simon F., A. Q. M., Raleigh, N.C. 
Department of the Gulf; headquarters, New Orleans, La.-Ransom, Lieut. Col. Hyatt C., 
D. Q. M. Gen., C. Q. M. 
MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MI~SOURI • 
. H: aclqna1'iers, Chicago, Til.-Rucker, Bvt. Maj . Gen . Daniel H., A. Q. M.G., C. Q. ~1.; 
G1lli s, Capt .. James, A. Q. M., Chicago, Ill.; Grimes, Bvt. Maj. Edward B., A. Q. )-1., 
Saint Loni s,Mo. 
Department of the Missouri; heaclquarters, F01·t. Leavenwo1'th, Kans.-Van Vliet, B\·t. 
Mnj. Gen. 'tewart, A. Q. M. G., <;, Q. M. ; Myers, Bvt. B ri g . Gen. Frederick, D . Q. :M. 
G., anta Fe, N.Mex.; Chandler, Bvt. Col. John G., Q . M., Fort Leavenwort.h, l{a.ns. · 
R~yno1<1s, B\' t: Lieut. Col. Charles .A.., A. Q. M., Camp Supply, Ind. 'r.; Ca.rliug, Bd. 
Lwnt. Col. Elta, B., A. Q. M., Sargent, Kans.; Kirk, Capt. E:>~ra B., A. Q. M., Fort 
D?clge, Kan . ; Kimball, Capt. Amos S., A. Q. M., Fort Riley, Kans.; Smith, Ca.pt. 
II bert C., A. Q. M., Fort Union, N. Mex.; Livers, Capt. Jolm, military store-keeper, 
:Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
DPpm·trnenl of the Plc~tte; heaclqua1'ie1·s, Omaha, N ebr.-Perry, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Alexander 
.J., Q. M., C. Q. M.; Moore, Bvt. Lieut. CoL James M., Q . M., Cheyenue, Wyo.; How ell, 
Bvt. Maj. William T., A. Q. M., Camp Douglas, Utah; Belcher, Bvt. Maj. John H., A. 
Q. M., Omaha, Nebr. ; Hull, Gustavus A., military store-keeper, Ogden, Utah. . 
.pepartment of Dakota; headqnarters, Saint Pau.l, Minn.-Canl, Bvt. Brig. Gen . Ben,) a-
nun C., Q. I. C. Q. L; Dandy, Bvt. Brig. Gen. George B., A. Q. M., Fort Abraham Lin-
coln, Dak. · Baker, Capt. Edward D., A. Q. M., Yellowstone expedition; Scnlly, BYt. 
Col. Jame W. A. Q. M., Fort Rice, Dak.; Foster, Bvt. Col. Charle~:~ W., A. Q. M., Yauk-
ton, Dale· Hunt, Bvt. Lient. Col. Thomas B., .A . Q. M., Fort Seward, Dak.; Forsyth, 
~vt. Maj. Lewi C.: .A. Q. M., Fort Ellis, Mont.; Blunt, Bvt. Col. Asa P., A. Q. :M., on 
ICk leave· Lielwr apt. Hamilton, military store-keeper, Fort Snelliug, Minn. 
!Jpparlment of Te:ras; headquw·ters, San Antonio, Tex .- Holabird, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Sam-
ncl B. . Q. :\1. . C. Q. 1; Belger, Maj. James, Q. M., Fort Brown, Brownsvil1e, Tex.; 
Robin on, Bvt. ~Iaj. Au~1 -tus G., A. Q. M., Fort Sill, Ind. T.; Strang, Bvt. Lieut . Col. 
Edward J., .A. Q. M., Denison, Tex.; Constable, Capt. Nathaniel S., .A.. Q. M., Fort Con-
cho, Tex. 
.IILITARY DIVI ION OF THE PACIFIC, 
~ atlqnarie1'8,' an_Fm~cisco, Cal.-Allen, Bvt. Maj. Gen . Robert, A. Q. M.G., C. Q. ~1. 
Department of alifor,ua; headqnarters, .San Francisco, Cal.-Ecldy, Bvt. Col. Asher R., 
, · · 1._ ': '. Q. :\1. _: .Hug be , 'apt. William B., A. Q. M., Sau Francisco! CnJ.; .Martin 
apt.\ Ilham P. military tore-keeper, Yerba Buena Island, San Francisco, Cal. 
Dt:parflllmlof Jrizona ; ltea<lquw·terB, P1·eBcott, A11z.-Dana Bvt. Rti~. Gen. Jam fO J., Q . 
.M., '. . :\f.· Rockwell llvt. Lieut. Col. Almonl!,., A. Q. M., Yuwa D epot, Ariz.; Fu-
rey, Capt. John V., A. Q. M., Tuf' on, Ariz. 
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D<rpartrnent o.f the Columbia; headqum·ters, P01·tland, Oreq.-Batcbe1der, Bvt. Col. Rich 
ard N., Q. M., C. Q. M.; Janes, Bvt. Lieut. Col. Henry W., A. Q. M., Fort Vancouver, 
Wash.; Hoyt, Capt. H., A. Q. M., Camp Warner, Oreg. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Ingalls, Bvt. MaJ. Gen. Rufns, A. Q.M. G., New York City, nnclerorders for special dnty 
in Enrope; TompkiuH, Bvt. Br-ig. Gen. Charles H., D. Q. M.G., under suspension, S:111 
Francisco, Cal.; Potter, Bvt. Brig. Gen. Joseph H., Q. M., on sick leave; Enos, Bvt. Col. 
Herbert M., Q. M., on sick leave, \Vankesha, Wis.; Alligood, Capt. Charles A., military 
store-keeper, on leave of absence. 
II.-Report of Maj. J. JJ. Bingham, Quartermaster, rT. S. A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S "OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., October 2, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit a report of the :finance branch of 
this Office for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873. 
The remittances on account of appropriations have been made upon 
est.imates of disbursing quartermasters, approved by their commanding 
officers, and have been distributed as follows: 
To the Milita1·y Division of the Atlantic. 
Department of the East .................. - ......... - .. -- $335, 267 20 
Department of the Lakes . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113, 605 39 
Total Military Division of the Atlantic......................... $448,872 59 
1'o the Military Division of the Missouri. 
Department of the Missouri.. . ... - .. - ................ . 
Department of the Platte .... ..................... .... . 
Department of Dakota ........................... -. .. -
Department ot Texas ....................... - .......... . 
District of New Mexico ...................... ......... . 
Depot at Chicago .................................... . 







516, 116 71 
Total Military Division of the Missouri......................... 6, 230, 133 79 
To the Military Division of the Pacific . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . 3, 066, 342 37 
To the Military Division of the South. 
Department of the South ... .................... ......... $695, 792 61 
Devartment of the Gulf . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . 324, 2o2 03 
Total Military Dl vision of the South.... . . . .. • .. . . • . .. . .. . .. . .. . 1, 020, 0::>4 64 
To the pTincipal depots. 
Kew York ........................ _. :.. ............... $349,760 33 
~~~;~£~:~.-:: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l, f~i: m ~! 
Total to principal depots ...................................... . 
To officers in immediate charge of national cemeteries ............... ~ 
To .independent posts. 
We tPoint, N.Y ........................................ $44,905 74 
Springfield Armory, Mass ................ ___ ............. 2, 431 68 
l<'o1·t Colnmbus, New York Harbor ____ ...... .... . .. . .. . .. 826 50 
c~walry depot, aint Louis, Mo.............. ... • .. . .. . .. 3, 800 93 
2,364,295 84 
137,004 85 
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Newport Barracks, Ky .................................. . 
Columbus arsenal, Ohio ................................ . 
Indianapolis arsenal, Ind ............... . ............... . 
Watertown arsenal, Mass •.........•....................• 
Allegheny arsenal, Pa .........•••........................ 
Watervliet arsenal, N.Y ........••.•..................... 
Frankford arsenal, Pa .........•...............••. · ...•••. 
Pikesville arsenal, Md .....................•....•........ 
Augusta arsenal, Ga. .....• --------·--- ....•• ·----· ...... _ 
Kennebec arsenal, Me ......... _ ........................ . 
Benicia arsenal, Cal ....•...••...............•..••.•..... 
Detroit arsenal, Mich ................................... . 














Total to independent posts .......... . ........................ . $98,484 8 
Total amou::::.t remitted ... _ ......••.........•••.......•...••••• 13, 36G, 186 96 
Remittances from the appropriation for the :fiscal year ending June 
30, 1873, have been made as follmvs, viz: 
Reg~~lc£1' supplies. 
Fuel ................................................. . 
Forage ..... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Straw ............................................... . 
tationery .......................••...........•....... 






Total regular supplies ....................... _.. ... • • .. • . . • . .. . . $4, 594, 70C 46 
Incideubl expen es .... .. .... ....... .... .... .... .... .... .. .. .. ..... . . 1, 3003 '80 48 
Horses, cavalry and artillery....... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. • . . . . . . 29~, 71454 
Ban·acks ancl quaTtm·s. 
Rent of quarters for officers...... . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. $323, 092 10 
Rent of store-houses, office~, commutation of quarters for 
enli ted men .......................................... 312,318 03 
Building-material for repairs..................... . ....... 550, 161 G4 
New buildings authorized ................ , . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 281,356 26 
Total barracks and quarters ................................... . 
Army tran portation ....•..• _ ••...............•.............•....•. 
Clothing and equipage ............................................ . 
National cemeteries .............................................. .. 
Hospitals ........................... . .. • ........................... . 
, toves .................................................... ······-- · 
Pr' ·ervation of clothing and equipage from moth and mildew .. __ •... 
Mojave claim, ( pecialappropriation) . ............................. . 











Total amountremitted .................................. ··--·- 13,~65, 18 96 
The datie performed in thi branch have embraced action on esti-
~at of fund ; . the preparation of requests for remittances to dis burs: 
m(J' ffic r ; actiOn on weekly tateruent of balances of funds in the 
hand.· f di. ur ing officer , and action on certificates of deposit. 
Y ry r p ctfully, your obedient servant, 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
Bvt. Brig. Gen. and Quarte1·master, U. S. A . 
The QuARTER:nASTER-GE ... TER.A.L. 
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IlL-Report of Maj. J.D. Bingharn, quarterm,aster, U.S. A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., October 1, 1873. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to subnlit the following report of oper-
ations of the accounts brauch of this Office for the last fiscal year: 
A.pp1'opriation8 for p eriods pt·iot· to July l, 1870. 
On July 1, 1872, the balance of appropriations of the Qnartermaster's 
Department in the Treasury, for years prior to July 1, 1870, undrawn, , 
was, by r . port of last year ......................................... $2,290, 164 71 
Amount plaeed to the credit of appropriations during the year by de-
posits of funds for redistribution, and of ~tmounts received from sales 
to officers of public property pnrcha.sed prior to July 1, 1870. _ ... : _.. 373, 035 81 
Amount expend ed for other departments, prior to July 1, 1870, and re-
funded by them during the last fiscal year.............. . . . . . . . • . • . . 424, 428 85 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . 3, 087, 629 37 
Requisitions on settlements made at the Treasury of claims and ac-
counts ............................••........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 4·19, 7 43 37 
Balance to the credit of appropriations for periods prior to July 1, 1870, 
remaining in tlle Treasury June 30, 1873 .......................... _ _ 1, 637,885 00 
A.ppt·op1·iations fo1' the fiscal yeat· ending Jun e 30, 1871. 
Balance in the Treasury July 1, 1872 ................................... . $272, 862 25 
Amount placed to the credit of appropriations during the year, by depos-
its of funds for redistrilmti.on, and of amounts deri,·ed from sales to offi-
cerrs of public property purchased during the year ending Jnne 30, 1871. 8, 374 55 
Amount expended for ot.her depa,rtments during the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 11;71, and refunded by tlleru during the last fiscal year...... . . 33, 838 70 
Total ........................ - .. - ..... -..... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . 31f>, 075 50 
Remitted to disbursing officers during the year on requests of 
the Quartermaster-General. ... ---------- - --·. . ............. $550 65 
· Requisitious on settlements made at tlle Treasury of claims aud 
accounts ........................ -......................... 55, 019 45 
--- 55, 570 10 
Balance in the Treasury June 30, 1873 ------ .•.... ---- ........•.•. 259,505 40 
A.ppTopriations for the fiscal ycm· en(ling Jttne 30, 1872. 
Balance in the Treasury .July 1, 1872, of amounts appropriated. by acts of 
Congress approved March 3, 1871, and May 18, ltl7i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99, 863 39 
Appropriatiou for deficiencies, act of Congress approved March 3, 18n _. 1, 110, 000 00 
'rraosportation of insane volunteers, act of Congress approved May 18, 
1872 -----. -- --- - ---. ---- -, ---- -- . -- . -- -- -.---. - -- -- -- ---- - - - --- ---. 1, 000 00 
Amount placed to tlle credit of appropriat.ions during the year by de-
posits of funds for redistribution, and of amounts derived principally 
~·rom sales to officers of public property purchased during the year enu-
wg June 30, 1 72 ....... __ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 331, 024 32 
Amount expended for other departments <luring the fiscal year ending 
J nne 30, 1872, ~md refunded during the last fiscal year. ...........•.. _ 21, 199 92 
. Total ••.•............. •.. ......•.••.........•.. _ ..... _. . • . . . . . • 1, 563, 087 63 
Rem1tted to disbursing officers during the year ou requests of 
the Qnartermaster-General. ............. __ .. ______ ....... $143, 296 84 
Requisitions on settlements made at the Treasury of claims 
and accounts ............... .. ....................... ____ 384,078 G7 
--- 532,375 51 
Balance iu the Treasury July 1, 1873 ............................ 1, 030,712 12 
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App1·opriations for the fi scal yem· encling June 30, 1873. 
Appropriations for fiscal year ...................................... . 
Appropriations for deficiencies, act of March 3, 1873 .............. .. 
$12, 114, 219 00 
1, 570, 000 00 
So much of the $200,000 appropriated by the act of March 3, 1873, for 
preservation of clothing and equipage from moth and .mildew during 
the year ending June 30, 1874, as was used during the year ending 
June 30, 1873, tile appropriating act rendering it available in that 
year .................... ____ .............. ________ .............. _ 150,000 00 
Amount placed to the credit of appropdations during the year by de-
posits of funds for redistribution, and of amol'.nts derived princi-
paily from sales to officers of public property purchased during the 
year ending June 30, 1873 ....................................... . 16,114 56 
Amount expended for other departments and refunded by them during 
the fiscal year ........•...•.................... :. . . . . . .......... . 25 
Total ..........•..............•......•... ___ ....... ___ .•..... 13, 850,333 81 
Remitted to officers for disbursement on requests of the 
Quartermaster-General .........•...••......•...... $13, 365, 188 96 
Requisitions on settlements made at the Treasury of 
claims and accounts ... _........................... 22,032 52 
Transferred to the Ordnance Department for the manu-
factnre oflmapsacks, haversacks, canteens, and great-
coat straps ......................... ~ ............. : 41, 953 33 
13,429,174 81 
Balance in Treasury June 30, 1873 ...... _ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 421, 159 00 
The accounts and vouchers which have been examined in this Office 
since the last annual report show disbursements as follows: 
On account of appropriations for years prior to the fiscal year ending 
June :30, 1 72 .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. $1,843,605 13 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872...................... .. .. .. . 8, 041,800 03 
Jt,or the fi cal year ending J nne 30, 1873 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .• .. .. . . .. .. . 5, 6:~H, G32 94 
Total ........•...........•............•. _ ...... _ .•......•••. _ 1fl, 5~4, 038 10 
Appropriations are charged with these disbursements as follows: 
1.-AppTopriations jo1· the Qua1·termaster's Depm·tment. 
Prior to Fiscal year l!'iscal year Total. 
.July 1,1871. 1871--'72. 1872-'73 . 
i~Ad~~~t:rFS~~~s~s::: :::: :: : :::::::: :::::::: s~~~: g~~ ~~ s2• ~~~: ~~~ i~ $:2, ~g;: ~~~ ~i 6i: i~~: ~~~ ~g 
J>urchase of cavalry and artillery horses..... 375 00 181, 82!J 23 47, ::!91 00 229, 5!!5 23 
Barracks ancl quarters....................... 295, 676 75 1, 081, ~57 06 793, 619 HI 2, 170,553 00 
.lrmy transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 959, 6R4 96 2, 21 ::~, 396 60 1, 347, 823 06 4, 520, 904 62 
Milcatre-traosportatioo of officers' baggage.. 48fi 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 486 39 
Purchase-manufactnre and prer;ervation of 
dothm){, ~amp aud garrison equipage .. . .. . 10, 4!J!J 36 491, 445 92 413, 153 29 915, 103 57 
Purcba!<e of !!tO\'ell................... .. ...... 18, 145 31 I 16, 593 65 10, 527 55 45,266 51 
1i~~~i~:l~::~~~;;·~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :~·:~~~: ~~: :: :~~~·: ~~~:~~: 6~: i~! ~~ 22~: iH ~~ 
Total ..... --........... . • .. . .. .. . .. . .. . 1, 836, 5481'3,-7-, !J-8-4-, 3_6_2_ -0-8·I-5-, 5-7-3-, 8-6-3 _2_4_ 1_1_5_, 3-9-4,-7-7·3-45 




Fire-proof bnilrlin~. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 51, 5 4 12 $64, 269 70 $ 115, 853 R2 
Anny <'Ontin~euci 'li----................ ...... 142 50 719 82 500 00 1, 362 32 
P ..t • D partment .......... --................. 1, 555 26 !l7 07 . .. • .. .. .. .. .. 2, 533 33 
."n ~i&t nee Department..................... 2 25 2 25 .............. 4 50 
Medical Dcpartm nt......................... 7 2 43 1, 900 72 .. • .. .. . .. .. .. 2, 603 15 
Orrlnanc~ D partment. .............. __ ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 56 00 __ ............ 56 00 
Indian D(·pat·tment.. ... .. .......... ... ...... 4, 574 56 1 2,112 65 ... ...... ..... 6, 6e7 2l 
• ldicr 'Ilome............................... .............. 84 32 .... ... ....... 1'4 3'2 
Total. __ ... ____ ._ ... __ .. _. ____ ___ .. .... ~ciof-57. 437 95 ~. 769 7o ~!J, 264 65 
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The following tables exhibit the number of money accounts and prop-
erty returns on hand at the commeneement of the fiscal year, the num-
ber received and examined during the year, and the numlJer rernaining 
on band unexamined at the close of the year: 
Money accounts. 
For what calendar year. 
1861. 1862. 186~ . 1867. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. Total. 
--------------~--------- -- - -------
Onhand.July1,1872 . ........... ............. ------- ----------------------- 2,242 1,185 . . ... . 3,427 
ReceivecldLlringtheyear.. .......... .. ..... . 1 8 4 3 1 251,8581, 1513,051 
TotaL __ .. _____ ..... _._. ___ .... _... . . . . a l 2, 267 3, 043 1, )-51 6, 478 
Examined during the year -- ---------------- 8 1 2, 267 2, 416------ 4, 700 
On baud une;amined .July 1, 1873.-----------~· ~~  ~ =--~ ~~1,15i ""1,778 
P1·ope1'ty 1·eturns. 
For what calendar year. 
1861. 1862. 1863 . .1864. 1865. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873. Total. 
------- !1 - - -- ----------------- - -
On hand .July 1, 1872 . ......... . ... - ......... _ ... __ .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1, 716 821 ... - _. 2, 537 
Received unling the 
. year ...... __ . _ ... _.. 2 14 4 22 62 2, 524 885 3, 536 
Total ... _ . . ..... -2-7-914-4-1-2-1
1
-3 22 1, 778 3, 345 --sSs 6, 073 
Examined during the 
year . _ .... ____ .... _. 2 7 !l 14 4 1 2 1 3 22 1, 778 3, 053 ..... _ · 4, 896 
OJ-~~n~ ;~~x-~~-i~~~-= ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ =1= ~~~ = ·--:---: ~ 
During the year two hundred and eight settlements have been made 
of officers' accounts under the1 act of June 23, 1870. The amount al-lowed by such settlemeut is $1~7,354.57 . 
The number of clerks employed in the accounts branch at the date of 
the last report was as follows: one of class 4, five of class 3, six of class 
2, and forty-four of cla.ss 1; total, 56. The number now employed is 
as follows: one of ·class 4, four of class 3, six of class 2, and thirty-eight 
of class 1; total, 49. 
The number of money accounts and property returns examined dur-
ing the fiscal year is less than the number examined during the previous 
year. Tllis is due to the increased work of examination, the increased 
number of settlements, under the act of Congress of June 23, 1870, and 
the transfer of a portion of the force to other branches of the o:ffi.P,e. 
At this <late I can say that a11 accounts and returns for years prior to 
1873 have been examined; nearly all the accounts and returns for the 
~r t uarter 1873 have been examined; those of the second quarter are 
m. the hands of the examiners, and ·the examination of those for the 
tlnrd quarter will be commenced before all al'e received from officers. 
Th work of examination is, therefore, as ue~Lr up to date as it can be. 
Check are now provided in this branch, by which double payments 
of a ·ount.· can be detected, except in the case of transportation ac-
count paid on bills of lading. When payment was made ou the origi-
nal lJill of l:-:1ding only, no other check was neces ary; but uow payment 
10 w 
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can be made on the duplicate in case of loss of the original, and a double 
payment for the same service might pass the examination of this branch 
without detection. 
It is, uggestecl thnt officers wbo issue bills of lading be required to 
number them, and to enter on tlwir "report of persons and article 
hired" the number of each bill issued; name of carrier; destination; 
name of consignee; character and weight of articles, or any similar 
data by which the bills, when received here, can be identified. 
Under section 2 of the act of February 12, 1868, a disbursing officer 
cannot use money appropriated for one pnrpose for any other. And 
under section 5 of the act of July 12, 1l:$70, the appropriation made 
specifically for the service of any fiscal year can only be applied to the 
payment of expenses properly incurred during that year. These two 
laws, together with the custom that has grown up in this office of in-
creasing the number of heads of appropriation, are now the cause of 
much embarrassment to the administration of the affairs of the Quarter-
master's Department. 
The following table shows the balances of appropriations undrawn 
by the Quartermaster's Department, July 1, 1873. They are embraced 
under fifteen different heads, and the accounts with them .are kept in 
fiye set of books. Each year adds another set of books in which 
another account i opened generally with the same heads of appropl'ia-
tion as in the previous year. In time the system will confuse aud 
em uarra s the records and business of tllis office: 
B(tlance8 of appropriations tmdratvn by the Qua1·termaster's Depa1'tment, July 1, 1873. 
Prior to 
July 1, 1870. 1870-'71. 1871-'72. 1872-'73. 1873-'74. 
lte!!'nlar Aupplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3G3, 400 8G $82, 068 05 $89, 263 98 $1, 688 55 $4, 500, 000 00 
Inciclental expcn~es............... 154,582 71 63,330 62 128,~23 05 :~,813 40 J,300,000 00 
Purchoa~ of horses ............... . 51, 77:3 50 1:3,231 29 2:!, 109 73 7, 692 96 350, 000 00 
Bal'l'acl<a, quarters, &c. .• . . . . . . . . . 125, 124 02 45, 075 !H 79, 902 32 3:?, 952 33 1, 700, 000 00 
Tran,portation of the .Army...... 801,844 :32 8, 597 38 684,684 14 156,541 92 4, 4U2, 096 50 
'l'ranRportation of officers' bagga"'e. 29, 8 2 66 . _ ...................... ... ........................ . 
qtotbing of the Army .......... ~.. 76, 312 66 47, 180 55 26, 4S8 90 4 53 1, 045, 037 92 
!!~~t~~~~:;I::·c •• ~ •• ~;~"·ill :. :. ~. 2160 •• :. [ [. [ 40•00 •• ;!;~~~if • :,.:11: E• ~ 
Total.. · .. -........ . . . . . . . . . . 1, 637, 936 Oo 1 259, 505 40 1, 030, 712 12 · 421, 191 00 14, 812, 134 42 
There are now nine appropriation, which are disbursed by the Quar-
t rma t r' · I?artment, Yiz: regular upplies; incilleutal expenses; 
a alry and artillery hor e ; barrack an<l quarters; transportation of 
tl.t . Army; clot~ing an<l equipag ; erection and repair of hospitalR; 
uatt nal eemet ne: an<l headstone· for oldier ' graves. 
m quart rrna:ter. draw money from all of these appropriations; 
nearly all draw from four of them, to wit: for regular supplie , inci-
dental xp n. arrack' and quarters, and tran portation of the Army. 
Ea ·h ffic r 1 ing duty in the Quartermaster's Department is required 
to mak monthly an timat of the fund required during the eu uing 
m nth ·ettin<Y fol'th th xact number of men and animal for whicll he ba 
th artie] h r qnir with the co t of each, and the persons 
and artie] b mu t emplo T' with tl rate of pa.v, and the total amount of 
mon Y herequirie from eacll appropriation. When the money is received 
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he must expend it for the · purposes for which he asked it, and for no 
other. He cannot, even temporarily, use money appropriated for trans-
portation for paying for fuel. This often causes great embarrassment, 
as the exigencies Qf the service are constantly changing. An officer 
who mali:es an estimate of funds required for an ensuing month finds, 
when the money is received, that his wants are entirely different from 
what he expected they would. be when be made the estimate. He asked, 
perhaps, for money to erect temporary shelter for troops, and has re-
ceived it; but instead of going into quarters the troops are on the march, 
and instead of a sheltering fund he wants transportation money, of 
which he has none on hand. As he cannot use the sheltering funds on 
hand, great embarrassment ensues. 
The quartermaster of a post garrisoned by infantry, where there are 
from four to six public animals, askR and receives funds to supply their 
wants. Suddenly and unexpectedly the garrison is increased by the ar-
rival of cavalry. Forage, horse-shoes, horse medicines, &c., are wanted 
at once. The quartermaster bas no fun<ls to buy them with, and does 
not know whether any such funds are in the Treasury; therefore be can-
not buy for cash and dare not buy on credit, as the law forbids any ex-
penditure beyond the appropriation. 
As the fiscal year draws to.a close, and some of the appropriations 
are entirely drawn out of the Treasury, some of the officers of the 
Quarterma~ter's Department will have expended. all of the funds in 
their bands belonging to such appropriations, while others will have a. 
surplus; this uecessitates transfers from one officer to another, often far 
apart and with infrequent mean~ of communication. As the year draws 
still nearer to a close, the uumber of such transfers increases, until all 
the accounts are paid or the appropriations are exhausted. 
Great delays in the payment of accounts frequently occur under the 
present ssstem, wl~ich tend to increase the exf>euses of the <lepartment 
and oppress the creditors of the G-overnment. 
The same not only applies to a portion of the Army, but to it as a 
whole, as is shown by the condition of t,he appropriations for the last 
two fiscal years, during which the preHent system of accounts has been 
in operation. During the fiscal ;year 1871-'7~, the expenses for barracks 
and quarters and incidental expenses were greater than anticipated, 
and notwithstanding the most earnest efforts to prevent it, those appro-
priations were exceeded. Last year the expenses on account of cloth-
ing, stoves, barracks and quarters: and incidental expenses \vere con-
siderably greater than was anticipated when the estimate was made, 
and as a consequence the Department bad no funds for supplying suita-
ble clothing to the Army toward the close of the year, or for· the pur-
chase of stoves. 
The present system of making estimates upon which the appropria-
tions are based is one of long standing in the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment; it i one that it is not thought best to change, as it is doubtless 
well for a department to send to Congress as detailed an estimate as 
possible. 
In 1836 there were four appropriations for the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment, viz, for clothing, various expenses, allowance to officers for trans-
portation of their baggage, and for the transportation of troops. In 
1837 the number of appropriations was increased by Congress to six, 
viz, clothing, regular supplies, barracks and quarter', transportation of 
troops, aud incidental expenses. In 184:8 the number of appropriations 
was increased by Congress to seven, a separate item being made for 
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cavalry and artiUery horses, which had previously been included in the 
appropriation for incidental expenses. 
But never, until July, 1870, were officers required to keep separate 
accounts with each appropriation. Officers hJ the field estimated for 
such amount of funds as they supposed they would want.; the money 
was drawn from the Treasury and sent to them in a lump; and thfy 
used it without regard to-in fact did not know-the appropriatiou from 
whic.h it was drawn. .As long as the money held out they paid all proper 
expenses. When their accounts were rendered to the Quarterma ter-
General and the accounting-officers of the Treasury Departmeut they 
were analyzed, and the amounts chargeable against the se,~eral appro-
priations noted on the vouchers, and entered on the books at the Treas-
ury. It is true that under such a system· of disbursement some appro-
priations might be overdrawn; but as the President then had power to 
transfer from one appropriation to another in the same department, the 
deficiency in one was made good by the surplus of another, so that no 
law was violated, the wants of the service were well supplied, and the 
total expenditure did not exceed the amount appropriated. 
The power of the President to transfer from one appropriation to an-
other, conferred by the act of March 3, 1809, was taken away by the act 
of February 12, 1868, and the Quartermaster's Department cannot return 
to the old y tern of disbursing without some autoority of law. 
orne relief from the present conditioh of affairs is demanded by tlJe 
nece itie of the service. The Department is now bound to disburse 
it money in strict conformity to tlJe appropriations based on estin;lates 
made ten months before the yea,r during which the money is to be expended 
b gin . If the Army were a stationary force its expenses could be 
calculated beforehand in detail with a reasonable degree of certainty; 
but uch i not the ca ' e. 
T~e nece, Hy of keeping, whenever J:>OSsible, in the hands of each dis-
bur mg-officer, or ubject to his draft, a considerable balance of each 
appror riati.on which be i likely to use, instead of a general balance 
applicabl to all, increa e the amount of money lyiug idle iu the deposi-
torie ·,and ubject to draft by disbursing-officers, and thus increases the 
remittan e to them and lowers the balances in the Treasury available 
for remittance to the po ts where actually needed. · 
The embarra ment indicated may be removed in two ways. First, 
by a light change in making out the annual estimate of appropriations 
r quired for tb Quarterrna ter's Department. In tead of appropriating 
for each head, as at pre ~nt, arrange them as follows: 
Qua1·tm·master's Department. 
6,:.. bC~ ~~~ ~JJ-~ § p...-
._,..,"CCA 
-+J•I"""4rn ul~·g ~ ell H - . ...,~o rg _::,) 
"b -s-a. 
l!'or general and incitloutal expenses of the Quartermaster'!? Department, to wit : .:'!~JJ _.., ~c(l ~~~ 0 >:I -+" • ~H ~§ $~.e ~ ~ 
~~-;s~~ ~id~;3 ~ 
Vol. p. sec. 
For purcl1ase of sto•es for heating and cooking, of fuel for officers, enlisted men, guards, 1 
l10spitals, store-houses, and offices; of forage in kind for the horses, mules, and oxen of I Mar. 2tl, 1812 2 ()96 31 
tho Quartermaster's Department ot the several posts and stations, and with tho armies in May 22,1812 2 743 31 
tho fidtl; for tho horses of the several regiments of cavalry, t'he batteries of artillery, I .July 17, 1862 12 594 2 
and such companies of infantry and scouts as may be mounted; and for the authorized ! Jan. 31, 1868 15 246 8 1 
numller of officers' T10rsrs, includin{; bedding for the animals; of straw for soldiers' bed- I Revised Army 
ding ; and of stationery, including lank books for the Quartermaster's Department, cer-~ Regulations, 
tifieates for di><chargecl soldiers, blank forms fur the Pay and Quartermaster's D epart- 1863, p: 159. ) 
ments, and for printing of division and department orders and r eports. I 
For postage and telegrams or dispatches; extra pay to soldiers employed, under the direc-
tion of the Quartermaster's Department, in the erection of barracks, quarters, store-~ 
houses, and hospitals, in the construction of roads, and other constant labor, for p eriods 
of not less than ten days, under the act of March 2, 1819, and August 4, 1854, including I 
those employed as clerks at di•ision and department headquarters; expenses of expresses 
to and ft·om the frontier posts and armies in the field, of escorts to paymasters and other . Mar. 2,1819 3 488 11 
disbursing officers, and to trains where military escorts cannot be furnished; expenses of I Aug. 4,1 854 10 51() 61 
the iutermeut of ofticen; J,illed in action, or who die when on duty in the field, or at posts Mar. 16, 1~02 2 132 21 
on the frontiers, or at posts and other places, when ordered by the Secretary of War, and .July 13, 1866 14 93 71 
of non-commissioned otlicers and soldiers; authorized office furniture; hire of laborers in r R evised Army 
the Quartermastet·'s Department, including the hire of interpreters, spies, and guides for Regulations, > the Army; compensation of clerks to officers of the ~artermaster's Department; com- I· p. 159, par. I p ensation of forage and wagon masters, authorized by the act of .July 5, 1838; for the ap-~ 1065. 
prehenRion of deserters and the !'xpense incident. to their pursuit; and for the following Mar. 3,1813 2 820 81 · 
expenditures required for the se•eral regiments of cavalry, the batteries of light artillery, .Jnly 5, 1838 5 251 10 
and such companies of infnntr~· and scouts as may be mounted, 11amely: the purchase of I Mar. .28, 1812 2 696 3 ) 
tra•eling forges, blacksmiths' and shoeing tools, horse aud mule shoes and nails, iron and 
steel for shoeing, hire of •eterinary surgeons, medicines for horses and mules, picket-
rO})eS, and for shoeing the horses of the corps named ; also, generally, the proper and I 
authorized expenses for the movement and operations of an army not expressly assigned 
to any other department. I 
Fo_r purcl1ase of horses for the ca•alry am1 artillery, and for Indian scout,., and for such in- Army R egula- ....................... 
fautry as may be mounted. ) tious, p. 159, 
p ar.l064. 
~cb-§~ <D •'+-< ,.o~O ~F--4 cd-+=l 0 p"CC • O<t><DQ 
§~ .... ;&~ ~'1:1~§ >:~2..<:<~ ~~0~ §·c..C-~ "g~ '1:1;8 




$5, 000, 000 00 ............................. 
1, 300, 000 00 ....... ......... .... .... .. 
500, 000 00 . .... .. ......... ............. 
-~ ~ ~~f §'Q h 
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'For gNJN•n\ nnd hwilloutnl t'xpous<'s of tho Qnnriormnstcr's Deportment, to wit: 
For tmnsportntitm of t\1(1 Army, iuclncling baggngo of tl~ troops, when moving oithor by 1 
lnnd or waltt•a·: nl' o!ut hin~t, vump nml !!lll'l'ison rquipn~e from tho tlopots of Pbil:ulelphia 
nml ,Tt'tll'r~ondllt' to tho "~''"oral po:ots nuda rill,\' tl t.'po ts, 11ud from those d1•pors to the t.roops 
iu 1 ht• tit•ltl; uf hot'l!l'·t'llnipmt'nts nutl of subsist once stores ft·om the places of purchnse, 
nud lhlln tht' 11lnct'S of 1 t'li\'t•ry under contrnct, to such places as the circumstancl:ls of the I 
1:\l'l'\'tl'l' man rt•qnin' them to bo ~l'llt; of orduaucl', onlnm1ce stores, and small-arms from 
tlw ftiUJHh•i·il'S untl m·morit'il to tho nrs(luals, fort.ifications, it'outier posts, and army de-
!llltfl; fn'ights, whnrJit.!!t\ toll!\. nnd forl'inp:<'S; tho purchase and llire of hoa·ses, mules, 
oxl'n, and lun·ness, and the purchase and I't>pait• of \1'"31-'.'0li S, carts. nud drays, and of ships 
nud other St'a-g-oing- ve1:1scls; autl boats required for tho transportation of supplies and for 
,e:nrri~u purpost>s; for <lrayagonnrl cartnge at tho severn\ posts, hire of temusters, tra.ns-
portn t10n of lull(\s l'o1· tho pay and other· disbur&ing clepartments; the expeu<>e of sailing 
public trnu!'poi·ts on the vnl'ions ri,ers, the Gnlf of Mexico, and the Atlantic anrl Pacific ; 
for procuring· water nt such posts nfl, from their situation, require it to be brought from a I 
<listnnco; ami for clenriup: roads and remoYing obstructious f1·om roads, harbors, and rivers 
to the O.X!Oilt which "mny be required for the actual operations of tho troops iu the fi old. r 
For hil·o of qnnrtt>rs J'ot· oitict>rs on militar.v dnt~',hire of qnartors for troops, of store-houses 
i'oa· tho snft•-kcoping of militnl'.Y stores, ollices, aud of gi'Ounds for cnrnps and for summer 
cautonnwnts, :lllcl for temporary f1·ontier statious; for the construction of t.emporary buts 
null stal>les, ~wd .for repairing vublic buildings at established posts. I 
For construction au<l repair of hospitals, as reported by the Surgeon-General of the Army_ .I 
For clotlJin~ and equipnge: I 
For purchase aud manufacture of clothing, camp aml garrison equipage, and for preserving 
null repacking stock of clothing, camp and ~arrison equipnge, anrl materials on band at I 
tho Pbiladell)liia and other depots of tho Quartermaster's Department. 
For preservation .of clothing and equipage from moth and mildew, by the process of G. E. I 
Cowles & Co., h e1·otofore adopted and now in use. ) 
For establishing and maintaining na.tional military cometeries __ . ___ .... __ .. _. _______________ _ 
Total __ .... __ .. __ . ___ .. _ •.. 
~~¥1 !3 ~0 ~ ~~-~= oooo..d~j~~ ci ~B:E.SE 
Mar. 3, 1813 




lfi3, par. 1096. 
Revised .Army 
Re~latious, 
p. 159, par. 
1066. 
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May 18, 1826. ) 
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$4, 500, 000 00 
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$12, 450, 000 00 
Revised .Army 
Regula~ions, 4 173 1 ? I 1, 700, 000 00 
p. 159, par. J 
1064_ 
Act of Mar. 3, . --- .. ------ ___ -I 100, 000 00 I 1, 800, 000 00 I 1, 523, 508 81 
1872, chap. l 
2:29, p. 546. 
:Feb. 22, 1867 _1:___:::_~~~~~~--27:>, 000 00 ~  000 00 
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This will reduce the number of beads of appropriation to three, while 
the estimate, in all its details, is made precisel.) as heretofore. 
Another method is by the passage of a law relieving disbursing officers 
of the Quartermaster's Department from the necessity of keeping sep-
arate and distinct accounts with each branch of the appropriation for 
the annual service of the Quartermaster's Department. 
The change in the estimate may be made, I think, without recourse to 
law, as the system grew up in this Office without the requirement of 
law. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
.J.D. BINGHAM, 
Bvt. Brig. Gen. and Q. M., U.S. A. 
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL OF THE ARMY. 
IV.-Report of Maj. J. D. Bingham, qttarterrnaster, U. S. A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
QUARTERMAS1'ER-GENERAL's OFFICE, 
W ai:iMngton, D. 0., October 2, 1873. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the cloth-
ing branch of this Office for the fiscal ;year ending June 30, 1873. 
The work connected with this branch of the Office has been as follows: 
Supplying clothing and camp and garrison equipage to the Army of the 
United States; tlle manufacture and purchase of such articles as were 
not on band and required; tue preservation of tlle large supplies of 
woolen garments, and materials for the manufacture of clothing, iu 
store at the principal clothing depots; the sale of such articles of cloth-
ing and equipage as bad become unserviceable and damaged being 
part of the large stock left on band at the close of the late war; the 
examination and settlement of officers' clothing accounts, aud examina-
tion of claims for clothing furnished to the United States forces during 
the war of the rebellion, not heretofore acted upon or presented to thi.s 
Office. 
'fhe President of the United States having approved the recommen-
dations of a board of officers convened by order of the Secretary of War 
to adopt a new uniform for the Army of the United States, this Office, 
in obedience to instructions from the War Department., made prepara-
tions to manufacture and purchase a complete outfit of the new uniform 
for the 30,000 enlisted men comprising the Army, with a view of having 
it ready for distribution on the 1st of December last. The appropria-
tion uot being sufficient for the purpose, the issue was postponed until 
the appropriation of this fiscal year should become available. In the 
mean time preparations were made for commencing the distribution of 
the clothing in July last, and nearly all the troops have now been sup-
plied with the new uniform. · 
The regulations for the new uniform require that all troops shall wear 
the mounted overcoat. The stock of great-coats mounted being limited, 
the obtaining of a supply for foot-troops became nece~sary. 
To prevent a loss to the Government, and with a view to ntiliziug the 
large upply of great-coats (foot) on baud: the Quartermaster-General 
recommended the issue of these overcoats after attaching to them 
mount d cape . The Secretary of War having approved the recom-
mendation, these great-coats have since beeu issued witll double capes, 
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and the result thus far shows that this arrangement has been of benefit 
to the GoYerument, as well as to the enlisted men of the Army. 
The iron bunks adopted for use of the Arm~ have been supplied to 
nearly all the military posts. They appear to give general sati sfaction. 
Thirty-four officers have reported upon them favorably, and nine unfa-
Yorably, the latter principally from a misnuderstanding of the purpose 
of the bunk. Complaint having been made that the pine slats split too 
ea ily, in tractions have been given to manufacture them of hard wood, 
such as oak or ash. 
The brass-screwed boots and bootees heretofore issued in limited 
quantities are now being purchased and distributed to the whole Army. 
Sixty-two officers of the Army have, in their annual reports for the fiscal 
year, reported on them favorably; one thinks sewed shoes are better for 
the sand; and another that the soles should be of hemlock-tanned sole-
leather. 
The tock of blankets, stockings, and boots and shoes left on hand at 
the close of the war has become exhausted, or unserviceable from long 
torage. In procuring· new supplies of blankets and stockings by con-
tract, much difficulty has been experienced in obtaining articles of good 
quality, and equal to the standard. 
The . tock of dark-blue cloth aml light-blue kersey will be so nearly 
exhau ted thi year that it will be necessary to purchase a supply next 
yea r. 
· Iu view of the difficulty of procuring articles of standard quality, I 
recommend tlJat a few officers of the Quartermaster's Department be as-
i <Tned to duty at the Philadelphia clotlJing depot, where most of the 
large contracts for clothing are made, in order that the~y may qualify 
them. elve for the duty of inspecting the manufacture of such fabrics 
ancl article as are contracted for at that depot. They should be fur-
lli l1 d with n ce · ary facilities; and when large contracts, such as for 
~lallkE't , tocking , cloth, tents, &c., are given out, they should be a -
.:Io'u >d to tb duty of watching the process of manufacture, in ord er to 
ecur compliance with coutracts, and insure the furnishing of articles 
qual to the tandard. 
ft r the offi cer ~ first detailed for this duty become proficient~ they 
· honld be r placed by others. By continuing this system tll e Depart-
ment will alway.' be applied with officers capable of superiutending the · 
man ufacture of th e mo ·t important articles of the uniform. 
I d .' ire to call the attention of the Quartermaster-General to the 
f ll owing xtract. from the annual report of Capt. John F. Rodger ·, 
military tore-keeper, United States Army, at the Philadelphia depot 
of th ' Quartermaster's Department, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1 7? : 
_ The ~1ew uniform is in proce. s of manufacture, and will shortly be issued. It is, 
HI (tllallty, appearance, and work man hi p, vastly superior to the old. None but good 
clotb Ita. 1Je1·n u.- d, and tb pri ·es paid for making it have been sufficient t o insure 
good ."'?tk ThP pattern a re all better t han thoso form erly used, anrl if the Army 
comp1a111:, the ln:nt ·nnal!ter. Department need feel no r emor e. The uoots and 
hn_ot"e- ar lll~exc<~ptionable ; the iron unnl~s excellent . The foot dress-caps are a~­
nurabl . I thlllk, lwwever, that the helmet need. some aHeTaiion t o mak e it what IS 
dt. in·cl. Th ·- hclJ i. e- the felt, i. almost too li (l'h t · t he di k on the crown should be 
lJrna(l•r to hear the ht·avy .train of the spear plu~e and socket and the bindin O' 
lwnlu .he heavi~r- and hroa1l•r. I t is the ruo. t igb tly h ead-gear I h~vc ever seen, but 
n ed. 111 my opl!Jwn, the ahove. 
T~1e uuiform d!''··_-coat_- ar wc·ll made, of good shape, and will, I t hink, give sati -
fact10n. One o1~Jcctwn lw. alrea,Jy ari.·en, and w ill donbtl e . cont inue to be made. 
The f:t(·ing ' at of bright cloth, heant iful at fi r t, but likely to loBe its fresbn e. 
upon xpo. nr£'. A . orne re_port: upon t his subject aro probable, I deem it proper t o 
ay that I have for e\'eralmouth been trying experiments with these cloths. 
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I have found none, either foreign or domestio, that are not fugitive in color. They 
all fade. The facing-cloth used for the present uniform is the best I have tried. It 
was purchased before I came to Philadelphia, and my experiments are disinterestedly 
impartial. 
A new overcoat, or rather an adaptation of the old, bas just been introduced iu the 
Army from a design of the Quartermaster-General. It is an admirable garment, and 
should, and doubtless will, give great satisfaction to the Army. 
EffortH ha.ve been made, and are still making, to raise the standard of all clothing 
and eqnipage to what it should be, and I think with success. I believe the issue will 
now compare favorably with those of former years, even to that '' good old time" be-
fore the war. . · 
The stock of woolen materials at this depot, and at Jeffersonville also, has been 
treated by the " Cowles & Co. process." The result is yet to be seen. I trust that it 
will prove of great service. 
The~ dark-blne cloth will, in aU probability, be exbausted within the coming year. 
I most respectfully recommend that sufficient time be taken to secure a good quality. 
It is the most expensive and requires more care in purcllasing and inspecting than any 
other. 
The~ sky-blue kersey will also be exhausted within a year in all probability. I do 
not think it will be necessary to purchase any of this width until the t, sky-blue ker-
sey is exhausted. Of the latter a sufncient quantity remains to make all the trousers 
and capes to overcoats that will be reqnired during the present year. Of~ and i dark-
blue flannel enough remains to· lnst at least two years. 
All of the above has been carefnlly ovorllanled; the unservicen.ble laid aside for con-
demnn.tion, and the balance carefully baled. 
I again most respectfully call your attention to the careless estimates made by re-
quiring officers. Requisitions for clothing are made apparently at hap-ba.zard, and 
often the sizes of boots, bats, caps, &c., are glaringly improper and incorrect. 
One officer wantec1, in an estimate for 499 pairs of llootees, f(y, H, H-, 1\, 1~, and this for 
white troops. In 600 forage-cn.ps be asks for J.1_ .li, ~a., and so through his csti mate. 'fhis 
is bnt one of many, n.nd causes the issuing officer great trouble and perplexity. A ref-
erence to the schedule of size~< wm show how they should be issued. It also gives the 
purchasing officer great trouble, for it is impossillle to obtain correct sizes to fit such 
estimates. 
I respectfully recommend that :1 moderate proportion of coats, blouses, and overcoats 
be sent unmade. I believe it would save money to the Treasury n.nd to the soldier, 
and prove satisfactory to all parties concemed. 
Officers often expect to find clothing mn.de similar to "custom-work," and not find-
ing it, at once commence a crnsade n.gainst the Quartermaster's Department, and par-
ticularly against the clothing urauch . 
. The pn.cldng of clothing bas been greatly improved within the last year. · Dress-
coats, boots, bootees, helmets, dress-caps, aud forage-caps are boxed. '!'rousers, 
blouses, stalll e-frocks, shirts, bed-sacl~:s, &c., are baled. The baling is much improved. 
A better quality of canvas is used, anu it hn.s two COfttS of paint given it before the 
bale is made. Such bales will bear rough carriage well, and, if exposed to rain or 
moisture, will keep their contents dry. 
The expenditures on account of the moth and mildew proof process of 
Geo. A. Cowles & Co. during the fiscal year have been $350,000. This 
includes $200,000 appropriated for the current fiscal year, but made 
available for expenditure during last fiscal year. To prepare such arti-
cles of woolen and cotton fabrics on band as have not yet been snbmit-
ted to the process, an additional sum of $100,000 has been asked in the 
estimate for the coming fiscal year. 
Tlle appropriation for clothing and equipage for the past :fiscal year 
was $900,000; $369.93 were deposited by officers to the credit of the ap-
propriation, making a total of $900,369.93. 
The expenditures on account of clothing and equipage during the 
same period were $858,412.07 . The sum of $41,953.33 was transferred 
on the book of the Treasury to the appropriation for ordnance and ord-
nance tores, be1ng the amount appropl'iated for the purchase of knap-
sack and haver acks, which are now furnished to the Army by the 
Ordnance Department. 
Duying the pa t fiscal year $456,98G.82 were rea1ized from sales of 
clothmg and equipage, including 81~,832.56 from sales of clothing, &c., 
to officers of the Army for their personal use. 
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To supply the Army with the necessary clothing and equipage during 
tbe coming fiscal year, it is estimated that an appropriation of $~,000,000 
will be required. The large quantities of clothing rendered surplus by 
tbe adoption of the new uniform will be sold under the law of March 3, 
·1873, at public auction. The clothing on hand at the Philadelphia de-
pot will be disposed of at auction on tbe 2d of October, (to-day,) and all 
the obsolete clothing in po~session of officers at the various posts, gar-
ri sons, depots, &c., in the United States, will be disposed of in like man-
ner as require<l by law. 
The gross proceeds of these sales will be covered into the Treasury of 
the United States. 
The large quantity of unserviceable clothing in store at the depot at 
Jefferson"Ville, Ind., will, under the orders of the Secretary of War, be 
kept ~n store till next year, in order to avoid throwing on the market at 
this time more property than can be disposed of with ad vantage to the 
Government, 
It is expected that more money 'iVill be realized from these sales than 
will be required to supply the Army with the necessarJ-T clothing during 
the coming year. 
Mea ures llave been taken to embrace in the next annual report a 
complete tatement of the number of artieles sold under the law referred 
to, a well a the amounts obtaine<l and turned into the Treasur,y. 
Congre having by the passage of the act of January 21, 1873, granted 
to each of the inmates of the National Ilome for Disabled Volunteers 
one complete , uit of clothin~, the 8ecretary of War, at the request of 
the lion. B. F. Butler, president of the board of manag-ers, ant!Jorized 
the 1. 'ue to the Home, in lien of clothing, of an equivalent from t he old 
. tock of peg-ged bootee on hand. These bootees had, by long storage, 
become uutit for i · ue to troops in active service. The issue to the 
Home amounted to 151,249 pairs. 
Twelve claim for clothing and equipage, amounting to $19,678.42, 
were reefi ved during the pa t fi cal year. 
Six clairn were referred to the Third Auditor of the Treasury with 
recomm udatiou for ettlement, amounting· to $5,792.10 . 
. Three ·Iaims, amounting to $8,209.86, \vere sent to the Third Auditor 
of the Trea.·ury with recomme11dation that they be disallowed. 
The exam ination of tbe clothi 11g accounts of officers is being made as 
fa t a they are rec i ved. During the ti::;cal year endiug June 30, 1873, 
3,647 r turn.· were examined and transmitted to the Treasury Depart-
ill nt for .·ettl~ment, leavin O' but 376 awaiting examination in this Office. 
T~" lY clerk:, two copyj. t , and two laborers have been employed, 
durmg the fi:!·al - ar in thi, branch of the Office. 
Tb foil wiug-de cribed tatewents accompany this report : 
1. tatt>meut nowing a far a can be ascertained from the records 
of tlli. · fJ:ite t~e q~1antitJ of clotlnng, camp and garriRon equipag·e, and 
Iotlnog n_1ater~al: m.tb baud of officer of the Army, June 30, 1872; 
th quaut1ty of clothm(Y, camp and garri 'On equipag-e, purchasetl, man-
ufa ·tur c1 :ol l lo t and i~:ued to the Army of the United States during 
the :fi.· ·al . •ar n<ling Jun 30, 1873, and the quantity remaining on 
han for th npply of th rmy at that date. 
2. tatem nt of amount, re '{'i\·ed from the ale of surplus serviceable, 
no n~ic .abl dan~aO' <1 and irr .gnlar article of clothing, &c., sold at 
th pruw1pal ·lothin<Y d ot." al.·o of the amount deri\'ed from sales to 
offic r· durin(Y tu fi ·. ·al year encling ,June 30, 1873. 
3. ~ tat 111 ut h wmg expeiHliture: on account of clothino·, camp and 
gani · n qui1>ag , <luring the fi:cal year ending June 30, 1~73. 
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4. Statement of the amounts received aud expended by the Quarter-
master's Department on account of clothiug and equipage during the 
:fiscal year ending tTuue 30, 1873. 
5. Statement showing number of claims received and acted upon dur-
ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873, on account of clothing, camp 
and garrison equipage. 
6. Statement of returns of clo-l"hing, camp and garrison equipage re-
ceived, examined, and transmitted to the Treasury Department, and of 
letters received and written, during the fiscal year ending June 30,1873. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J-.D. BINGHAl\f, 
Quartermaster, U. S. A., Bvt. Brig. Gen. 
Brig. Gen. M. C. lVIEIGS, 
Quartermaster- General, U. S. A. 
.A.-~faft'lllellf .<~lwwing, as }ill' a.9 om~ be a,9Cl'l'fainerl j1·om the ?'CCOI'ds of this Office the quantity of cl~tl~ing camp and ga?Tison equipage, and clothing rnaterial, 
111 flw l!ant7; of oj)iecl:•'~ of tl11• Army .Tunc :~_0, 187:2, the quantity of clothing a:td equipage pw·cha8ed, ?;wnufactw·ed, sold, lost, aud issued to the A.?·my of 
tlw Untfctl ""faft'·'~ liiii'III!J the Ji.~oal yrm· cndwg .Jun o 30, 187:3, ancl the quantity 1·emaining on hand, for the supply of the Anny, at that dctte. 
Hntl' .• ..... 
Unifurlll·t•nps . . . • .• 
l•'nrug:t'·UH p~ . ..... .. 
Cap t'O \'t•t·s . 
(.;np-hn~th-s 
Articles. 
g::~~ .. ~~~ t_o_·~~·:.· ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~:::::::::::::::::: ~:::::: 
Sh~•lls nntl llnnu's ......... . 
Cords n111l tn:<:>l'ls ........ .. 
o~trioh·l'l•lllhet·~ ..... . .... . ............... .. ....... . 
~~'t~.~'l~·~·s·:::::::::::::::: ......................... . 
Cros>'oll i!nbors .. ......................... -... ..... .. 
CruSi<l'<l cauuon. 
Trnmpets ... ... .. . . . .............................. . 
'l'nlips . .... .............. . ...................... .. . 
~~ ~~~.t~~~~l~~~ ::: ~ ~:::: ~:: ::::: :: : : :::::::::::::::::: 
llo>'~pitnl-stewanls' hnt cords nnd tassels ... .. ..... . 
Lot tors U. 1:3., hoqpitnl-stownrds' .... ............... . 
'Yrent lHl, hospital-stewards' .. .................... . 
Bnuds :mel tassels, red ..... ...................... . 
Cap-eagles ... ... ...... .... . 
Hat-sookots ..... .. .. ...... . 
Onp-pla.tcs . . .... .. .. ....... ...... ... .............. . 
U uiform-coats .............. ...... .. 
Uniform-coats, white ............................. .. 
Uniform-jackets . ................ . 
Uniform-jackets, reel ................. . 
llelmt>ts . ........... ........... .. 
::Uetnllic Rr~tles: 
:Kon-commissioned stait. ...................... . 
Sergeants' ....... ... .... ................... _ .. . 
~~1\r;g~~~!~:~~~r~~~~-t~-s~::::: ::::: ~:: ::: ~:: ~:::: 
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Liuou ....... ................. .. .............. . 1 .............. . ............ ...... . ............ .......... 1 ...................... ..................... 
------------ -- ----------
1 
\Yhit o .. ............... .... ................... . 13 
----------- -
. ..................... ............... ........ 13 
---------- --
. ...................... . .... .... ............ ...... · ............. . 13 
f~~;:~~~~ri~;-,~~~~~1~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...................... ..... ................. 1,255 ·--- -- ·----- 1, 255 ... ... ............. - ------ ----· ..................... -----··---- - 1,255 
-----------· 
................. .. .. . 4,546 
----·--·-·--
4, 546 ... ...... .. . ......... 
----- -- ----- -----------· 
. .................... . 4, 546 
Trousers: 
Foot . ............... ........................... 201,726 . .................. 24,600 90 226, 416 59, 901 9,103 763 6!), 767 156, 649 
:r.tountcd . ...................... - .. -.-.- .- - ..... 87,69 1 . .................... 17,124 89 104, 904 :35,241 9, 626 509 45, 376 59,528 
0,·(\ralls . .......................................... 8, 433 
···-;-··--··· 3,476 58 11, 967 2,826 59 2 2, 887 9, 080 
l•'l:wncl sack-coats: 
Linctl .......... ................................ 298, 99i 
------------
27, 046 86 326, I29 54, 993 10, 697 764 66, 454 259, ()75 
Uuliucu ........................................ 34-l, .J92 ......... . ........... 40 1, 275 345, 807 28,725 4, 002 564 33, 291 312, 516 
Shirts, tlaunol. . .. ................................... 36!), 724 
·- ---------- ·······-···-
731 370, 455 84, 111 13, I88 870 98, I69 272,286 
Dr:nn·rs . ........... ... - .... - -.. -.--- . ---- ....... - 731, 320 
. -. -if 755 .. ------------ 71 731, 391 140, 437 ~. 356 I, 531 144, 324 5137, Ofi7 J~oots ........... - . -- .. ---- .. - .... - .. -- - . - ..... -- - ·. I66, 856 
··· ------- --
49 I99, 660 64, 885 23,827 365 89,077 llO, 583 
J~oot ecs .......... .... ...... - ... -- ... -.. -. - .. - ...... 646, 494 24, 024 
------· ··--· 
I98 670, 716 70,577 I26, 608 545 197, 730 472,986 /:) 
~~:lffe~~s:::: :: :::: :: : ~:: :: : :::::::::: ~:::: :::: :::::: 5, 314 ·- --------- - ------------ 1 5, 315 543 I 90 634 4, 681 q 3, 821 
----------- - --- --- ------
7 3, 828 
------------ ------------ ------------
.............. 3, 828 t> Stocking-s. __ ..... __ .... __ .... __ ................... . ~15, 809 86,272 
--- -------- · 
495 302,576 185, 722 1, 435 1, 023 188, 180 114, 396 ~ 




29, 999 12,474 67 
------------
12, 54_1 . I7, 458 1-:3 
Great-coats: · t;::j 
Cavalry ..... . . _. __ .. _. _ .. ___ .... _ .... _ ... ___ .. 116, 217 
· -----------
I, 034 I 8 117,269 20,086 2, 220 5, 086 27, 392 89,877 ~ 
Infantry ...... ........... . ......... .... . _ . . .. _. 256,726 
----------- -
50 I5 256, 791 6, 369 2, 468 1, 071 9, 908 246, 883 ~ Lined ... . ...... . .... ......... .... ......... .. .. . I, Q12 
---·------- · 
3, 966 1 4, 97!) 500 23 8 531 4, 448 ~ lllankPts: m. 
\Voolon ... ....... ... . . .. __ ............ __ ..... . _ 115, 6~8 11,289 
------------
20 126, 957 34, 505 11, 618 2, 766 48,889 78,068 1-:3 
Rnbber ··············---··----··············-· · 406, 686 -- ---------- ------------ 10 406, ti96 5, 014 11,322 989 17,325 389, 371 trj Epaulet ...... ............................... - ...... 1 . .... ...... .... .............. ... . .................... 1 
------ --- ---
I . .. ........... ..... I . ............ .. .... ~ 
Ponchos: l 
258, 052 Q l~uubor .. .................................... _. 269, 831 
------------ ·---·------ -
324 270, 155 3, 821 8,156 I26 12, 103 trJ l~aintecl..... . .... . .... -..... -...... - . .. - ...... 1, 970 
-- ---· ·--·-· ---------·-· ·-----·- --- -
1, 970 I42 36 ................ . I78 I, 792 z Stable-frocks ...................................... . 39, 791 
-- -·---·---· 
8, 740 46 48,577 11, 003 269 315 11,587 36,990 trJ Bufl:Jlo oYershoos ................................ .. 2, 029 5, 000 
--------- ---
I06 7,135 3, 636 238 I 59 4, 033 3,102 ~ Bnfl'alo overcoats . . . . ... .... ..... ... .............. 407 
-- ---------· ---·-------- -------- -- --
407 12 I2 
---- ---- ----
24 383 ~ Mittens, wool . .. .... ··----- ........... -- ..... ---- .. I!), 080 10, 000 
------------
2 29,082 10,204 I60 31 IO, 395 I8, 687 ~ Mittens, buck ..... ------- ............. -- .... ··--- -. 683 
--- -- -------
..... .. .......... 
·----- ----- -
683 272 47 3 322 36I Chevrons: 
g~~~f;vc:e~~·::~~~~f~l::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, OOI ................ I36 ·------- ---· 1,137 24 5 2 31 1, I06 1, 343 
--- ---------
58 
----- --- --- -
I, 401 6' 63?J .................. 69t I,33H 
Cavalry quartermaster-sergen.nt ............... 1, 981 
--- ---- --- --
32 21 2, 034 6 253 ..................... 259 1, 775 
Cavalry commissary-sergeant ......... : ........ 28 
--- --· ------ ------------
.................... 28 
-----·-·----
2:i ................. 23 5 8~;~}~~ ~i~i~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: -: 4, 076 ·----·----- 30 18 4, I24 I 8 603 2 623 3, 501 10,912 ----- --·-··· 206 44 11, I62 185 I, 366 9 I, 560 9, 602 24,366 
··- · ·-------
319 15I 24,836 196 4, 2G5t ...... ........... . 4, 461~ 20, 37H 
.Artillery sergeant-major .. .................... . I , 226 .................... 22 2 I, 250 I 
--- --------- --------- ·--
1 I, 249 




1, 260 3 4 
---- ---- ----
7 I, 253 
.Artillery commissary-sergeant . . __ ............ . 32 
------------ --- --- ·-- --- ·---- --- ----
32 ..................... 
------- ----· --------- ---
................... 32 
±Wli~~~ ~~ri~:r~~~:: :~~ ~~ ::: ~::: ~~ ~::: ~:: :: 3, 308 ..... ... .. ........ . 46 2 3, 356 11 ------------ -----··- ---- 11 3, 345 13, 9l7 ... ....... ...... ..... 92 2 14,011 53 3, 023 30 3,106 10, 905 )--4 I7, 839 ................. I 50 . .................. I7, 98!) 71 4, 830 20 4, 921 I3, 068 
Infantry sergeant-major ....... ... . ........... . I, 474 ................. 28 
·---- -- --··· 
I, 502 I6 39 2 57 I, 445 0\ 
Infantry quartermaster-sergeant ....... ... ..... I, 451 
-- ---·----- -
6 ................ I, 457 7 2 3 I2 1, 445 -=1 
A.- Statement slwwing, a.i .far as can be ascertained fJ ·om the 1·ecords of this Offic~, the quantity of clothing, tJ·c.- Continued. 
rtirlrs. 
''Ton!I-Cmltin nt)(l. 
Infnnh·.v eommis~nry.ser~onut. _. _. 
l11fnntry Jlrstsot·gt>nnt ......... . 
Tntimtr\· 8t'l'l!(\:t ll t ........ _. __ .. . 
Tu timtr~· cm·pornl ...... _ .. _ .... . 
llospitnl.stownl'(L .......................... _ .. . 
CnrluCl'lts ........... .. 
SN·vico ...... ------ ...... --- -- ... .. . ... . ___ ... . 
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~~-~~~~1.\~~.~~;1:~.':::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::I ~gg: gg~ 1::::::::::: ·. 1: ::::: ::::::I 1, ~~~ 
Misoellrmeou;; ......... _ ....... _ .. ..... ..... _.. . 1, 180,285 .... ...... . . ............... __ . ...•.. 
Oorrl, 'vorsted ... ..... ...................... _ .. . ........... . 84, 960 
Gilt ni~nillette .. ......... _ .. _. _ .•..... _ ....... __ .. . 
Plumes: 
Swan, fountain ...... ____ .. ... . _ .. _ ..... _____ .. . 
Vnltnre .. __ _ .. . ..... ................ .. ........ . 
Tnpo, bed-sack, pieces._ 
Iron bunks ......... .. 
Berl-slnts: 
Sets .•....... .. 
Numher . 
Bed-sacks : 
Single·--·-··-············ ...... . __ . __ ....... . . 
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----· -·----- -----------· 
1 
55 31 7 93 
6 105 6 117 
550 145!; 61 756~ 
21 24 1 46 
14 
----·-------
.......... ....... 14 
120 209 1 330 
5 9H 1 9H 
8, 199± 894 799! 9;892:} 
6, 412t 1, 893t 1, 151~ -9, 457! 




· ·· ······ -- · 
62, 865;\- 62, 865:t 
.................. 
----------- -
__ ________ ,. _ 
------ ----· 
----- ------- ------------ -----------· ---------- ·-
---- ------ -· · ----------
............ 
---------- --
--- -- ------ - ·------··---
416 4l6 
------------
867 166 1, 033 
.................... 
----- ------ - ------------ ----- ------ -
.................... 
·---------- -
1, 589 1, 589 
19 4. 398 10, 581 14, 998 
11 1, 503 4, 781 6, 301 
4 916 2, 886 3, 806 
1 163 172 3:36 
12 578 1, 224 1, 814 
----- ------ - ·-----------
1 1 
----- - --- - --
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---- --- ----- ------------ ·--------- --











'"'"'" ~1 ~ E-f..c:l t;j 
t-0 
0 247 ~ 10, 603 ~ 20, 174 
35, 090~ 0 440 1-:lj 
1,187 
71,487 ~ 
43, 006t; ~ 
286, 738~ t;j 
543, 203~ 00 
1, 074, 837 t;j 








10, 148 1-:lj 
87, 674 ~ 36,927 











li~i1il,~:;.~i:i!!i :: !i;!!!! !!iilli i !I : i~~~i~ 
llntchot-helYrs............................. . . . . . . . 129, 498 
Htttchet-slin~s ............................... .. _.. 27, 40•1 
Sanu-Jly ba1·s ... ... ------ . ..... _ .. .. .. ... . . __ . ____ .. 140 
]'lag~ : . 
Garnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 130 
Stonu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 421 
Gal'l'ison :md storm halliards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 066 
Recruiting . ..................... .. ........ ____ . 1, 477 
Rccrnitinghalliards .. .... ..... . . ........... ... 3,185 
g~~~~~~i~~~b:::~!l:~~~ ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~::: ~: ~:: 5' 6i~ 
Guidons . .. .... ......................... _...... 2, 181 
Guidon-cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135 
Standar<ls,cnsalry . ... ...... ...... .. . . ... ... . . 916 
National color s, artillery ......... .......... __ . 7 
National colors, infantr.v ...... . ............... . 702 
R l'gimental colors, artillery ... . ..... . ...... _... 201 
Regimental colors, infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 734 
General hospital......... .... ......... .. ....... 417 
Ambulance, or red... ........... .. .. . .... . .... . 2, 201 
P ost and fie lei hospital . ......... . ........... _.. 777 
Ambulance anc1 guidon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 639 
~~~~~;~~l~~~!.~~~:-.~-~:::: ~ ~ ~:::::: ~ ~::::: ::::: ~~ 
P ost and field. ................................. 212 
Miscellaneous .. . : .... ...... ..... ..... _ ...... _ . _ 1 
Color-cases ................. .. .............. __ . 12 
Color cords anc1 tassels ........ .. .. ............ 132 
Color belts :tnd slings... ... . .. .. .. . ... .... ..... 9tifl 
~~~ft~·.b:!~~~~~~s- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ 1, ~~~ 
Flag-potes . ... .......... .. ... . .............. __ . 3 
'I'rumpet.s . ....... _ ......... _. ... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 3, 393 
Bugles with extra mouth-pieces ... _ ........ _ .. . ___ . 3, 447 
Bugle and trum11et extra mouth-pieces and crooks.. 1, 5l2 
~~~~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :: :: :: ~::: :::::: :::::: g; ~~6 


























... .......... .......... 
1 
··---------- ------------35 
--- -- -·----- ------- -----i 
------- ----· ·-----------
38 
-----------· ·--- -------· 
85, 116 12 2, 541 
64, 9l4 12 1, 238 
30, 790 . ................... . 26 
95,205 2 655 
408, 350 2 275 
121, 686 3 587 
129, 788 . :~ :n3 
27,408 . ......... . ........ 43 
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2, 639 .................... 74 
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1, 57il ........ ... ....... 22 
17, 832 ..... ................. 92 
13, 425 ......................... 66 
4, 668 .......... .......... . 36 





3, 687 6, 240 
13, 864 15, 114 
20 46 
2, 524 3, 181 
2, 008 2, 285 
1, ~96 1, 8P6 
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A.-Statement ~<7Wicin[J, a8 far as can be ascertained from the 1·ecords of. this O.tJioe, the quantity of clothing, tj'·o.-Continued. 
l'liclos. I 
Dt lllllS-Clmtimto<l. 
llvnds, uatlN'.-- .. -.----- ... --.- .. -------- .. -- · 
~\\~f-~; ~~::~:~~ :":":·~-~-:·:· :-:·~·:_:_:_:_:_~-~:::::::: :. ~:::::::: 
t~!~~(\~c-t~~~:i_n_~~~~- ~:::::: ~ ~::::::: 





















,§]g p~ -~;a . 
Oi:M ""'"'~ ~~~ ~aio ~ ~0- .a p,M 
C<!~M c:,;)d g 


















llospHnl .... ------- __ .. __ .. __ .. ---- _ .. _ -------- 5, 329 __________ .. ____ ........ 4 
llospitnl flies------ .. -·---_------------_-----.. 4, tll5 . __ .. __ .. _ ... ______ ..... 3 
~{~~]Y~~~~ ~ ~-~1-('~:_s_e:.s.::: :::::::::: ~ ~ ~:: ::::: ~:::: ~: ~~~ :::::::::::: ~i ~~ 
'\Ynll1li('S...................................... 6,Hi8 ............ 168 7 
';~;~~~Po~o.s: _s_o_t_s_. _- _- _- _- _- :::::::: ~::::::: ~ ~:::::::: ~~: ~~~ ::: _-::::: ~:: ---- ·--262.. 4~ 
d~~]f~~~ -~~l_o_s: _s_e_t~-::: ~:: :: ~ ~ _-_- :::: ~:: :::: ~ ~::: 7~~: ~~J .. ___ ~·. ~~~-. :::::::::::: 2~g} 
l~t1Tri~L"t-::: -::: ~:~: :: - -.: "·~li ·:- ~: ::: : ·:x ,,: 
Jl[iscollaneous ....... ------ _ ... _______ .... _.. ... 868 __________ ..... ___ .... __ 1 
t1~FJf~~i;~~t~~~:¥-: :::::: •: •:: •:: •: • ·---::: ~i · • •::: • •:::• :• •:-: •:::: •••••. :':l:. 
Tont-llins,nssorted ............................ 1,610,634 ------------ 17 5,068 
i~liU~~!iiW~~~· • •::. -: :::• ; .::1~ : ..:: ::··- •:.:: :::: :: : ~,;: 
~;~\~r~~~ ·.-.-.-.-.·_·_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_·_ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 63: ~gg ·-- .. --ioo-- :::::::::::: 5~g 
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;..,1-:> ]§ ~ E=!_q t;l 
'"d 
0 
10, 605 ~ 
12, 517 f-3 
10, 683 
17, 045 0 
13, 438 r.:j 
4, 253 
9, 945 f-3 
5, 9ti5 P:l 
t::J 
4, 769 
4, 402 00. 
6, oo:3 t;l 
6, 615 0 
5, 516 l:d 
10, 630 t::J 
22,386 1-:3 
27,823 > 
689, 4421 l:d 
75, 657 Kl 

















Clothin~ ncconnt, company ..... __ .. __ ... _. 
Descriptivc.',compnuy ....................... . 
Order, company ............. _ ... ___ . ___ ______ _ 
~ ,_. 
.Mowin:.r report, comp!tlly .... . .... . ___ .. __ ... _. 
Post order . ............... ....... ..... __ .... .. . 















~ Post letter . ..... . ---- -- . ..... ------------ ..... . Post guard report .......... ... ... .... .. ..... .. . 
Re~mcutnl ~eneral order ... . . ... . .. .. . ... ... . . 
Rog~ental 1ette1: .. : ... ... .. ... .. ...... .. ..... . 
Reg:1meutnl <lcscnphve ....................... . 
~:~t:~~~t!~~~~~:: ~: :~ :::::::::::::: ~:: ~: ~ ·_: ~ 
Miscellaneous .. ............... . 
Books-paper covers: 
Morning report, company ..................... . 
ClotbilJg account, company .................... . 
Order, company ........... .. .................. . 
Descriptive, company ............ . 
Miscellaneous: 
Hats,ligbt colored ............... .... .. · ....... . 







§::~~kt~f~-~~~~·-~~~t-~~::: :: :: :: :: ::::: :::::: : : :: . --- -i: 856--'.- -- -.. -- ---
Fur caps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 304 
Snow-packs.................................... 24 
Beeswax ...... . ....... ....... ... ... ... ........ . ........ . . . . 
Burlaps........................................ 13,979 
Diagrams of clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 990 
~:~c~i~~~~~;e-rs·::::: ::::: ::~::: ::~ :::: :~::::::: ___ . ~~·- ~~~- . 
Palnls .... ....... . ........ ..... ......... . ..... .. -- --- - ----
Paper, petroleum.......................... . .... 38,437 
§:U~g~~:~~~~~-::: ~ ~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... :·_ ~~~ - -
Sewing-machines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
~~lk~'l~s~Y~~~-::: ~:::: ~ ~:::: ~: : ::: ~ :: ::: ~ ~:::::: ·- -- -- ·-- i 
Silk markers .... .. ... . ... . . ............................... . 




































































































. 6, 358 
. 225 




. 39, 865 






























































































































'\.-Staft•IIH'IIf sllotl'illg, a11 far all ca11 be WJCCI'feti1u•tl ji·om tlle1'Ccorcls of this Office, the quantity of clothing, g'·o.-Continuecl. 
g- t:.Cl:.O ;...~ 0 t:.CI>O f;:::l ,g~~ .::.e 
"' 
·;:::;; . ~§~ c t=;::M ~-- ..... ~~ "=~&; ~~0 ._<Xl rlil'lt•s. I ~~-g ='~M C-4~1"""'\ rg~ ]~§ ~ ~g-
c:l ..c-<D ~~~ ..c (,)~~ =~f.:> ~~;; §t:.ee.o ~"'"' c ;::;l·=·s H~,..., 0 ~ 
~Intt,rinls-Continued. 
37t 
26~ ~~;:~~~1t~11A~;\:~:f.t· · ::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 68g; ~~g :::::::::::: ........... . ~~:::!~~- ~~ ~~~~:!U~~- .-: _._. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~g: 6~~t ::::::: :·::: :j:::::: ::::::I:::::::::::: 
lilt>aelwtlmusliu . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . 155 
Cnnton tlannt'l .................. ............. . . 368,322t .............................. ..... . 
Searlt•t olot h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .......... . 
Hlaclc Rilesia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 36, 944 36, 435~ 
~H~1~~o~~~~~~t~~1:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ____ - ~·-~~~-.I:::::::::::: 1::::::::: ::: 1· ·······is·· 
"'orstod brnid, assorted........................ 89,336 3, 024 
Buttons, nRsortetl. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 786, 305 
Thread, spools ................................. · .......... .. 
Tbren<l, pounds .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. 12, 477 
f~if2~:gg~1~~0ei~~~~: ::::::~::::: :::: :::~ ~: :::: 1, 08t ~H ·-·-····5o·· 
Bunting....................................... 119 1 
Rope, buling, pounds . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 2, 039 2, 013 
Rope, l\lmtiln, pounds .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 71, 902t .......... 
~~~~~: ~~~~~ -~·;;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~:::::: 400, ::~} ::::::::::;: ::.: ::::::::: .. -- ~~:_ ~~~~. 
ill~~i~li~g~~t~ ~:~:~ : -: : - '·r:: ;,~~ :::: : : : 
'\Yb i te llollautl .. ................. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ___ . ___ .. 
l3askets ........ _ .......... _ ................. ... ........ _ . _ . 2 .. _ .... _. _ . _ ... _ ... _ . _ .. 
~~~~t-~~; k_i~-~::: :: : : :::: ~ ~: ·_ ~: : : :: ::::::::: : :: 9, t~~ . -- --~·- ~~~-. :: :: :: : :: : :: ::: ::: ::: ~:: 
~::~!~ :~~~r:· ~~~~~~~::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: · · ·--· ··5o·· :::::::::::: .. __ ... . ~~ _. 
lkushcs, cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 .................. ..... . 















































$.~ ~4) '-b.Ol:.O :S~ c.>~ o_:;:.9 g·~ w::l .-g~"gf2 g:]g ~.., ol) :..--.~ a..oo .o'd t:.oQ 
·g ~ l""4-
.9;a . b~ ~:- "' :-PO '0~~ ~§~ ~ 0 !>."' gj«l. 
,.,.-!p..Q,) 
"'C ~~- ~s--; ~ ~...ra ~Cd § rt::~o .,PO~~ ~]~ ~c~ o~-C"') ~~<::;~ 
H en H E-i 
······ ·· -- ·· 
172g. 28, 618t 28, 7907. 
35i 70 3, 320! ::1,4261 
·- -- ------ -- 2H 31, 178 31, 202t 
---------- --
123 83 206 
---- ·------ -
129 26 155 





64! 39,724 39, 788t 
·----------- ··--------- -
2,230 2,230 
·--- ---- ---· 
11 7 18 
·- ---------· 
20, 000 4, 212 24,212 
17,372 9, 217! 26, 589t 
2, 310 1, 760 4, 070 
------------







4, 052 4, 052 
---- -- ---- --
4, fi49 4, 649 
:: :::: ::::::1 ______ ' ""it " 11, fio5t 17, 665~ 5,517! 5, 5181 
·-- --- ------ ·- ----· ···-· 
1 
·----- --- --- ------------
752 752 












------ ------ --- ·-------- ·· ··--- ---
----- --····· ----····---· 
..... ...... . 



















-~ ~§ pj E-l..c t;rj 
'"0 
0 
651, 931j} pj 
· --- s49: 5ioi 1-:3 
441, 859t 0 
. -.- 329; 374t "-':1 
6 1-:3 
33,591 P:l 




759, 715§ t;rj 
25,226 0 
14, 057g. ~ 
854t t;rj 
7, 335 1-:3 




67, 253! 0 389, 8~1t 
5, 383t "-':1 
194 ~ 256 










6~~n~~~:: ~,?J~?.u1,J,~~g~~: ~ ~ · ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: :::::::::::: : ~ ~::::::::: · ·----· · · ·- ·-
lt'rt>nclt chalk, boxos........ ... ...... ......... . ...... ...... 1 
ll':reuch l t-u<l, boxes ................. . ........ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
l!'ullers' boards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
Gns-bm·ners ................................... ............ 50 
llickory srraps....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 960 1, 700 
Iron stntps ...................... .... .. .. ... .. ... ... . .... . . .. ...... ... . 
Iron scraps, pounds ................... .... ... .... . · .. .. .. . 
Lasts ........................ -.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . :-148 
Lumber•, pine, feet.............................. 17,000 20, 100 
Lumber, lots ..................................... . ........ 
1 
........ . .. . 
i;~t~~~~~~~~~; ~~~~~;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: . -.---. ~~~-. 
Rubber sandstones ....................................... . 
Shoe-kniYes ............... . ... .... ................... ..... . 
4,160 
11,600 
Sod-cloths ............ ........... -- ......................... 
1 
........ ... . 
~~~:::::~~~ ~::::::::::::::: :: :_::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: . ---~~~-~~~-.I:~:~~:::::::·------ .. -- .. 
Tent cuttings, ponnus. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 62il 
T1ucks ............................................. -.- .. ---
Turpentine, gallons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .... . 
Twine, blocking, ponncls....................... 502 
Twine, cotton, pounds.............. . ........... 7, 904 
Twine, flax, ponnds.................. .. .. .. .... 99 
~i~~:~~!o{~:~~~;::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::: ---·39; ~~~- ·I: :::: :::: : : l: ~:::::: : : : 1· -- ----2~~-. 
Respectfully submitted. 
QUAR'l'ERl\IASTER-GENF.J~AL'S OFFICE, Washington, D. a., October 2, 1873. 
4, 160 .... ......... . 









2, 660 300 
3, 900 
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4, 000 ..................... 4, 000 160 
6, 000 ...................... 6, 000 5, 600 
----------- -
1 1 ...................... 
·-----------




--..... ~ .... 50 50 ...... - ~ .... 
· ·······----
1, 990 2, 290 370 
1, 500 
----------·-
1, 500 2, 400 
65 












24, 100 24, 100 13, 000 
------------
200 200 230 
----------- -
2 2 






100 100 360 
·····-· · ·--· ----------- ---·---····· 
1~ 
·------- ---- ---·----·-- · --- -------- · 
5 
·-------·-·· ------------ -----------· 
2, fOO 
·--- -------- ------------ ----·--· --- -
28 
------------









10 10 15 
------------
1, 660 1, 660 861 
------------
15 15 7, 889 
··· · -····----
344 344 87 
. - - . --- -- ~ -. 
----·- - ··-- ---- ---- --- -
257 





.T. D. BINGHAM, 





















164 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W .A..R. 
B.-Statement showing expenditures on account of clothing and camp and garl'ison equip-
age, dm·ing the fiscal yeat· ending June 30, 11373. 
Military Division of the Pacific ......................................... . 
Department of the East . ..... . ................... -............ ........ . 
Department of the Lakes ......... -.- ......... -.. -- .. . . - .. -- ....... _ .. . . 
Depart.mcl.lt of the ...,onth ..... ---------------- ...... ---- ...... ____ -----· 
Department of the Gulf -----· . ---~---·-----·----· .... ------·-----------
Department of tl1e Missouri ------ .......... - - __ .... - ... -~- ... _ . .. ... ___ 
Department of the Platte ......... - ........ __ . -- .... -... - ........ . .... . 
Department of Dakota - . _ .. _.- ........................... _ ..... . ... ... . 
Dt~pot at New York ........ . . .. .•• ------ ............ ---------- .... ·- -- --
Depot at Pbilad<'lphia, Pa ... _ .. .. ....... -... -................ _ ....... . . 
Depot at Washiugton, D. C ... - ......... --- ... --- - ----- ... _ ...... _ .... .. 
Depot at J effersonv ille, Ind ............................................ . 
Depot at Chicago, IlL .. ........ · -- - -- .... . ......... . . ··--- ............ . 
Depot at Saint Louis, .M:o .......................... ------. ____ ·-- --- . ••. 
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y ...................... __ ......... .. 
Various arsenal of Ordnance Department ....... _ ............... ....... . 
Transfer to Ordnance Department, for the manufacture of knapsacks, &c .. 
$65, 49 35 
6~9 71 
1, 411 1 
25 52 
520 
3, 06;) 95 
6, 9 9 27 
2, 21 51 
19, 502 16 
6H3, n2 53 
1, 92~ Oi 
68,911 44 
GOO 00 
2, 770 00 
23 25 
7 25 
41, 95:~ :33 
Total ........................... _ ...... ___ ....... _ .. _. _ ... _.. . . . . 900, 365 40 
Respectfully submitted. 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
QttaJ·terrnaster, U. S. A., Bvt. B1·ig. Gen. 
Q UAJtTgRMASTEn-GmmRAL's O FFICE, Octobe1· 2, 1873. 
C.-; latement of amounts 1·eceived f1·orn the sctle of sm:pltts serviceable, unserviceable, dam-
aged, an(l ilTCgular w·ticles of clothing lj·c., solcl at the principal clothing depots, <J·c.; 
also, of the amounts derived from sales to officel's lln1·ing the .fiscal year endi·ng June 30,1 73. 
From ~ale at Jeffersonville, Ind ....................... _ ............ . _ .. $143, 513 29 
Prom sales at Philadelphia, Pa ........... ___ .. : . ....... _ .. __ . . . .. . .. . . . 247, 007 20 
From ale.\! at tho other depots of the Quarturmuster's Department....... 47,633 77 
From sales to omcers ............. _ .... _ ......... __ .. .. ... _ ...... ... _.. 18, 832 50 
Total ...... .... .... ___ .............. _. __ .... __ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 456, 9 ,6 2 
Re pectfully submitted. 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
QuarteTrnaster, U. S . .d.., Bvt. B1·ig. Gen. 
QuARTER~IA TER-GENERAL's OFFICE, Octobe1· 2, 1873. 
D.- latement of the amounts 1'eceirecl ancl eX]Jencled by the Qum·tern. aste1 '·1 De]Jarlment on 
account of clothi11g, ancl camp and garrison equipage du1·ing the fiscal yem· ending Juue 
30, 1 73. 
Rf'ceipt.: 
Appropriation.· by Congre s ....... ______ .................. ·- --- - ------
Depo. ite<l in Trea.-ury by officers to credit of appropriation ... __ ..... __ . 
R ·ceived from sale . . _ ...... _ .............. _ ........................ . 
'900, 000 00 
369 93 
456,9 6 2 
Total receipt.- during fi cal year_ . ............. __ .. _ .... _ ...... _. 1, 357, 356 7fi 
Total expenditures during fiscal year._. __ . __ .... _. _ .. _ . . . __ . . . .. 1, 357, 352 22 
Balance in Treasury June 30,1873. ------ ...••. ------------ ...•.. 
Expenditure : 
Expenclitnr ·.·for clothing and equipping the Army .... _. _ ....... ..... . 
Tram;fcr to Ordnance Department, on account of knapsacks .. __ .. • . . - .. . 




436,9 6 2 
Total exp nditure -------·----- ______ ·--- -· ·----· __ ------ ______ 1,357,352 22 
Re pectfully submitted. 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
Qum·terrnasfeT, U.S. A ., Bvt. Brig. Gen. 
QUARTER~IA TER-GE~-ERAL' OFFICE, October 2, 1 73. 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL. 165 
E.-Statement of retu1·ns of clothing,and camp and garrison eqt~ipage 1·eceived, examined, 
and tmnsrnittecl to the Treasu1·y Department, and of letters 1·eceived and 'Written du1·ing the 
fiscal yect1' ending June 30, 1873. 
Number of returns of clothing and equipage on hand June 30, 1872 . . . . . . . . . . . 80 
Number of returns of clothing and equipage received during fiscal year . . . . . . 3, 943 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 023 
Number of returns of clothing and equipage examined and transmitted to 
Treasury Departmen L ....... ______ .. -- __ ....... -- ..... -- .... -- .... -- . . . . 3, 647 
Remaining on hand June 30, 1873 ...... __ .. -- ... --- .. ------ ...... -- .... --... 376 
Number of letters received pertaining to settlement of officers' accounts ...... 2, 456 
Number oflt~tters received pertaining to the purchase, manufacture, aud issue 
of clothing and equipage ............. -- ..... -- __ ... --.-- .... -- .. -- __ .. . . . 1, 909 
Total .................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, :365 
Number of letters written pertaining to settlement of officer's accounts . . . . . . . 6, 396 
Number of letters written pertaining to the purchase, manufacture, and issue 
of clothing and equipage ______ ..... ____ .... ____ .. ____ . __ ...•..... ____ .. __ 3, 265 
Total ............................................•.......... ___ .. __ . 9,661 
Respectfully submitted. 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
Qua1·te1·master, U. S. A., B1Jt. B1··ig. Gen. 
QUARTERc\IASTER-GENERAL's OFFICE, October 2, 1873. 
F.-Statemeut sho'Wing number of claims received and acted upon du1·ing the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1873, on account of clothing and eqni1Jage. 
Twelve claims receivec1, amounting to ...... ____ .... ______ .. __ . __ .... .... $19,678 42 
Six claims referred to Third Auditor of the Treasury, with recommendation 
for settlement; amounting to ...... ____ .. __ ............. __ ..... ____ . . __ 5, 792 10 
Three claims referred to Third Auditor of the Treasury, with recommenda-
tion that they be disallowed, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 209 86 
Respectfully submitted. 
J. D. BINGHAM, 
Quctrte1·master, U. S . .A., Bt't. Brig. Gen. 
QUARTER:\-lASTER-GENERAL's OFFICE, Octobe1· 2, 1873. 
V.-Report of ~Maj. M. I. L~tdington, quartermaster, U. S . .A.. 
QUARTERMAS'l.'ER-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE, 
Septemuer 25, 1873. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of the 
operations of the several branches of your Office m.Hler my charge during 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873: 
INDEBTED RAILROAD CO;MP .A.NIES. 
At the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, there were due the 
United States from railroad compallies which purchased railway mate-
rial and rolling-stock under the provisions of Executive orders of August 
8 and October 14, 1865, and for repairs to railroad~, $4,734,44-2.43. Dur-
ing the fi. cal year ending ,June 30, 1873, interest l1as accrued upon this 
iudebtedne s and expenses have been incurred to the amount of $101,-
573.95. PaymentR have been made and credited to the companies to the 
amount of $151,303.44. 
On J u]y 1, 1873, there remained an iudebtedTWRS of $4,658,924.07 to 
be colle ·ted, not including the sum of $25,788.87 due from the New Or-
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leans and Ohio Railroad Company, which cannot be collected by rea on 
of the company being bankrupt. 
By referring to the report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, it 
will be seen that during that fiscal year the debt increased $10,0!)1.90. 
During the last fiscal year it has decreased in the manner indicated 
$75,518.36. 
Accompanying this report there is a statement marked A, showing 
the original indebtedness of each company; the total increa e on ac-
count of interest and expenses; the increase or decrease of the debt 
during the year; the payments made during the year; the total pay-
ments, and the balance unpaid July I, 1873. 
Four companies, the Alabama and Florida, the Indianola, now the 
Gulf, Western Texas and Pacific, the Mississippi and Tennessee, and 
the Pacific Railroad of Missouri-main stem- have discharged their in-
debtednes during the year. 
Seven companies, the Alexandria, Loudon and Hampshire, the Ala-
bama and Chattanooga, the East Tennessee and Georgia, the Ea t Ten-
nes ee and Virginia, the Nashville and Chattanooga, the Nashville and 
Decatur, and the Southwest Branch Pacific Railroad of Missouri, re-
duced their indebtedness $94,339.02. These companies also paid on ac-
count of interest 1, 756.62, rnakiug their total payments during the 
year 96,095.64. 
The indebtedness of nine companies, the Edgefield and Kentucky, 
the Knoxville and Kentucky, the Mc1\finuville and Manchester, the 
l\1i si. ippi, Gainesville and Tuscaloosa, the l\Iobile and Ohio, the 1\Tem-
phi , Clarksville and Louis,Tille, the Memphis and Little Rock, tiJe Na h-
Yi11e and North we 'tern, and the Selma, Rome and Dalton, has increase(] 
3,52 .29. The companies have, however, paid to the United Rtate 
during the year $15,976.40. 
In addition to the amount stated to have been r.eceived and applied to 
the liquidation of this indebtedness, accounts for the transportation of 
the troops and property of the United States remain unadjusted, as fol-
low, , to wit: 
Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad Company, in Trrasnry Department .. 
East Teuncs. ee and Virginia Railroad Company, in Ti·casury Department 
East Tenne ·sec an<l Georgia Railroad Company, in Treasnry Department 
Edg~fielcl and Kentucky Railroad Company, in Treasury Department __ _ _ 
~loblle and Ollio Hailroad Company, in Treasury Department ______ .----
:\lobile and Ollio Railroad Company, in Quartermaster-General's office-
u pended . ____ .. _____ ______ . _____ .. ___ _ . _____ . _____ . ____ . ____ . ____ _ 
~Iempbi~:~, Clark ·ville and Louisville ·Rai1road Company, in Treasury De-
partment .. __ . ________ . ____ . __ ____ . _____ . ____ . . ____ . - . --- . - --- . . - - ---
Memphi , Clark ·ville and Louisville Railroad Company, in Quartermas-
ter-General'~:~ office. ____ . _____________ ___ _ . _____ . _____ . ___ . ____ ... ----
<a bv_iJle aucl ,~,>rthwestern Railroad Company, in Trea nry Department 
4
, a ·bvillc ancl Chattanooga Railroad Company, in Treasury Department __ 
.Jouthwe t Brauch Pacific Railroad of Missouri, in Treasury Department 
elm a, Home au<l Dalton Railroad Compauy, in Treasury Departmeut ___ _ 
$149 42 
19,529 !)0 










Total.-------- _______ . ____ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ . _ _ _ _ _ 142.253 79 
Whe? the. e account shall have been finally examined and adjusted, 
th y Will be placed to the credit of the respective railroad companie , 
t.h r hy redueing the total jntlebtedne 'S, as shown abov-e, to $4,516,-
67 .2 . . 
There i al_:o due for po tal, ervice rendered by these companies about 
·101 000, wlu ·h;wh •n paid over by the Po t-Office Department, a con-
t mplated u.r the eller and purchaser of the property, will still further 
reduce the d bt. 
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In this connection your attention is in~'ited to the necessity for Con-. 
gressional legislation, or other authoritative action, to provide for the 
pa.yment to this Department, at the end of each and every quarter, of 
all money due an-y indebted railroad· company for postal service, until its 
indebtedness has been discharged, and notice to that effect given by the 
Quartermaster-General. .... 
The necessity for such action is found in the following: Under tbe 
provisions of Executive Orders of August 8 and October 14, 1865, large 
quantities of railway material and rolling-stock, amounting in value to 
$4,6651061.16, were sold on credit to the railroad companies now in-
debted, on the express condition, among others, that all postal earnings 
of the several companies should be applied to tbe liquidation of the 
debts. Subsequent negotiations and agreements have recognized and 
affirmed tltis condition. The companies carry the m~ils, and the Post-
master-General, in settlement for the service, directs that the amount 
found dne for it be placed to the credit of the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment. 
Before the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, 
whose duty it is to make payment for postal service, will place the money 
to the credit of the Quartermaster's Department, or, in other words, pay 
it over to this Department, be requires each railroad company, by an 
agent appointed by its board of directors, to give an order in favor of 
this Department for the amount due.· Until. such an· order has been 
given the money remains as a part of the appropriationR for the Post-
Office Depal'trnent, ~ud is not transferred to the appropriations for the 
Quartermaster's Department; neither ca.n it be placed to the credit of 
the railroad companies on the books of this office. · 
11be Auditor holds that be bas no authority to pay to the Quarter-
master'H Department molley due for service rendered by these railroad 
companies without an order from them requesting that it be done, not-
withstanding the fact that it was one of the conditions on which the 
property was sold that the money, when earned, should be placed to their 
credit, and notwithstanding the further fact that this office has urged 
that a contract, executed by this Department by order of the President 
of the United StateR, should be respected by the other Departments of 
the Goverument. In order, therefore, that the Auditor may pay the 
money to this Dep~rtment, or rather more properly, issue his warrant 
therefor, so that a transfer of the money to the appropriations for this 
Department can he made, and the proper credit be givf'u, some action 
by Congress, or other competent authority, seems to be absolutely neces-
ar.r. 
I have further to report that I am informed that under the act of July 
12, 1870, sections 5 and 6, the money due for a portion of this service 
h3:s been turned into the Treasury, so that, without a specific appropri-
atiOn, the amount due for services prior to the time the moneys were so 
turned into the Treasury cannot be transferred to this Department and 
applied to the liquidation of the debt. There is, in fact, no money to be 
so applied. 
Since the date of my last annual report, the suit ag-ainst the Naslr\ille 
and Decatur I ailroad Company has been compromised and settled , 
uu<ler the act of March 3, 1S71, (16 Stat., chap. 109,) for tiJe ·urn o.f 
$~0,0~0-$6,000 cash, lJalance payable in ten years from July 1, 1872, 
w1th mterest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum, payable semi-allnu-
ally, o~ the first days of January and July of each year. 
Th l!Hlcbtedue. s of the company to thi~ amount is evidenced by its 
bond w1th interest coupons attached, and payrueut secured by a lien 
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upon all tpe property and franchises of the company, by guarantee of 
the Louisville and Nash,ille Railroad Company, and by decree of tL 
United States circuit court, affirming the liability of the company, to b 
enforced by execution in ca e of default in making paymeut accorcliut 
to the term agreed upon. 
I cannot report any progre-ss in the suits against the Nash vi11e and 
Northwestein, the 1\icl\iinnville and l\'fanchester, and the Knoxville and 
Kentucky railroad companies during the year, though I have urged that 
they be brought to a bearing as soon as possible. 
The uit against the McMinnville and Manchester Railroad Company 
has bef'n po tponed, at the request of counsel for the company, pendinrr 
deci ion of the suit of that company against the Nashville and Chatta-
nooga H.ailro~,d Company. The question of a longer postponement i 
now under consideration. 
By reference to the table herewith it will be seen that the indebted-
ne s of the Alabama and Chattanooga Railroad Company has been r -
dnced to $3,980.02. Since the first of Jnly I have received $2,775.55 on 
account of po tal services rendered by the company, and the amount 
tllat will be due for serviceR rendered during the thil'd quarter of 1873 
will more than liquidate its debt. 
The l\1em1)his and Little Rock H.ailroad Company has made no pay-
ment.· on it in debtedness during the year. It has carried tbe mails, but 
the amount due for that service is retained by tlle Auditor of thn Trea -
ury for the Po 't-Office Depa,rtment, that officer decliDiug to pay th 
won y over to thi Department, as required by tl1e contract betweeu 
the company and this Department, without an order from tbe company 
r 'qui ring it to be done, aud tlle company refuses to give tlle order. 
Leaming 'ome few month i11ce tlmt. the road had been sold by d "-
·re of ·ourt under its second mortgage, I made inquiry of the Unit d 
t:-~te: di:trict attorney for information upon that poiut and the a<lviHa-
hilit_y of brino-iug snit again t the company to recover the amount due 
h .,.nit d tates. The di~trict a,tt.oruey in reply ~tated that the road 
wa · . old to ::.\Ir. \Vitt on the 17th day of March la.st; that he bad been 
informed that mea ure were being taken to haYe the road sold under 
the fin~t mortgage; that nch a sale might embarrass the Governmeut iu 
making a collection, bould it be compelled to collect it by di~traiut or 
. uit; and that further delay of the payment of this debt is hazardou to 
the GoY rum nt. 
'\Yith the· fact. before the office, and the knowledge that the railroad 
· mpany not only wa not making any payments, but would not pa.) 
when i could, a tat rnent of theca e was Rubmittetl to the Seeretar · 
of \\" ar with th recommelJ(]atiou that suit be instituted to recover the 
amouut dne. The rec mmendatiou was approved, and the paper: haYe 
b ~n , n to Me · r ~ . Perry and 1Iatllews, with instructions to bring suit 
at uc . 
In my annual re}wrt for the fL cal year ending June 30, 1871, I tat d 
tha.t nano-emeut · llad u n made with the Selma, Rome and Dalton 
mlroa 1 ompany, und r which payment of it.· debt is to be made in 
mon thly iu. tallm ut · of '1:000 eacll, in money, commencing on the 1 t 
f ·tob 1': 1 11 aucl continuing for one year; tllenc for one year 
.;:?,00 p r m uth, and ther aft r· :·3,000 per month until the d bt is di -
·h~ lg <1. lu addition t th foregoing payment ·, all po, tal earning 
aud 'Hrninr,.· frou military tran .. portation are to be applied to tlle pny-
llJ n t f th d bu: 
I i. n , .... m.r ut;r to r p r hat the company lla fail d to k ep i 
writt •n promi · an agreement o far a the payme11t of tl1e rnoutlll · 
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instalhnrnts i.s concerned, or to show any intention to comply therewith. 
This is the more remarkable because the president of" the company, in 
his letter asking t.ha.t the company be permitted to pay its debt upon 
these terms, said be Jiid it with the approval of the directors of the 
road, aud that it was not his intention to submit a proposition which he 
could not fulfill-" knowing the honesty of my purpose, I trust the fore-
going proposition will be accepted." 
The company has carried the mails and furnished whatever transpor· 
tation has beeu required. The amounts due for the transportation ser-
vice have been, or will be so soon as the accounts can be settled, placed 
to the credit of the company; but the amount due for carrying the 
mails the pa.st year bas not been paid, because the Auditor refuses to 
pay without an order from the company, and the company refuses to 
give the order. 
Further action, either by legislation or suit, is necessary to compel 
payment of this debt. , 
During the fiscal year I received from indebted railroad companies in 
money and postal dues $75,972.90, all of which has been deposited in 
the 'freasury of the United States, aud also credited upon their in-
debtedness. 
TRANSPORTAr-l.'ION. 
It iH shown by reports of officers, so far as received, that the Quar-
termaster's Department transported by rail, water, wagon, and stage 
during the fiHcal year 72,8GO persons, 8,148 animals, and 164,125,223 
pounds of materi:tl. 
The ren1odeled system of transportation referred to in my last annual 
report, having been approved by the Ron. Second Comptroller, has 
been adopt·ed and is believed to·work sat.isfactorily and advantageously. 
It was puulished in General Orders No. US, Adjutant-General's Office, 
serie · 1872. A copy of this order was transmitted to each railroad and 
other transportation company in the Uniteu States known to this office. 
RAILROAD 1'R.A.NSPORTA'l'ION. 
The reportR of officers show that 32,935 persons, 6,122 anhn~tls, and 
7G,u40,739 poumh:; of material were carried by railroau . 
.A.monnt paid for railroatl transportation as reported by disbursing officers 
of this Department .... ____ .... ___ _ ... . ------ __ ________ .... -- ---- ____ $555,198 28 
.A.nwnut of acconnts for similar service rendered during the fiscal year re-
ferrctl by this office to tile Treasury Department for settlement... ... . . 366, 316 59 
Total settlements for railroad-transporbation service during the year__ 921, 514 87 
The records of this office show the transportation service performed 
by the Pacific Railroads for this Department during the fiscal year to 
haYe been as follows, viz: 
Name of company. 
nion Pad fie Raih·oad . ... ...................... _ ........... _...... . . . .. . 6, 166 1, 763 21, 697, 106 
Veutral Pacific of California ... _ .. _ ..... _ .......... ___ . __ ._._ .. _. __ .. _.... 3, 034 63 2, 444, 211 
Kansa11 Par·ific Railroad . ..... ·---- . _...................................... 1, 951 3!JO 5, 711,947 
Sioux City aull Pacific Railroad ........ . __ . ... ..... _. _ ..... _ . .... __ ...... 223 36 3, 544, 054 
Total. ......... _____ .... . . ___ ....... _____ . . __ .: __ ..... _ ... .. ... . : . D,374f2,252"""'33,397,318 
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The cost of service performed by the Pacific railroad§i during the 
:fiscal year, so far as accounts have been received at this office, may be 
stated as follows : 
. 
Name of company. 
Union Pacific Railroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $211, 339 87 $48, 5::!6 48 $25!l, 876 35 
Central Pacific of California ................... ·... ............ , 70, 186 23 32, 262 84 102, 44!) 07 
Kan as Pacific Railroad.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. 56, 173 61 .. .. ......... . 56,173 61 
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 383 26 351 66 1, 734 92 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 339, 082 97 81, j 50 98 420, 233 95 
At the date of this r~port alL of the accounts for each month's service 
performed by these railroads, during the fiscal year, have not been 
recf•ived at this office, but taking the monthly average value of tlle 
ac"0unts, already presented for set.tlement, as a basis, their total earn-
iug.· during the year would be as follows: 
Union Pacific Railroad Company .. ____ .. __ .... __ .... __ ....... __ .... __ .. $445, 501 00 
Central Pacific Railroad Cotnpany ........ ___ ... __ .... __ .... __ ...... ".. 1:16,59 07 
Kansas Pacific Railroad Company ...... .................... : .. ... __ .. . ~ 149,797 00 
Sioux City and Paciflc Railroad Company .............. __ .... __ .. .. .. .. 2, 402 44 
734,298 51 
By act of Congress approved .July 2, 186!, (section 5,) one-half of the 
com pen, ati011 for services rendered ·for the Government by those Pacific· 
railroads that bad received Government bonds in aid of their con. trnc-
tion was required to be applied to the payment of the bonds so jssned 
by the Government. The other half of their earnings was paid to the 
companie.' in cash, until the passage of the act of Congress of 1\18rcll 
3, 1873-; (section 2,) which directs the Secretary of the Treasury to with-
hold all payments to said railroad companies to the amount of payments 
made by the United States for interest upon bonds of the United States 
i · ued to said companies. 
In view of the provisions of this law of March 3, 1873, the Quarter-
rna. ter-General requested information from the Second Comptroller as 
to whether the earnings of these roads were still to be made a charge 
a(l'aiost the appropriation for the Quartermaster7s Department, '' ap-
propriatiou for transportation of the Army." 
~he A?tiug SPcond Comptroller decided August 4, 1873, ''That the 
rno1 ty withheld from Pacific Railroads, under section 2 of act of 1\farch 
3 1 73, although it be not paid to tlle railroads. except in the event of 
a faYorable juclgment of the court, must be charged against appropria-
tim of tile Quarterrna ter's Department for tra.nsportation of the 
Army. ' 
Therefore, although payment is withheld from the companies, the full 
am unt earned b.r these roads is now, as before passage of act of 1arch 
3 18""3 to h taken from appropriation of tlle Quartermaster's Depart-
ment for Army tran portation. 
WAGON AND STAGE TRA SPORTA1'ION. 
The tran porta ion by wao·on was as follows: 756 passengers, 
32,00±,63- pound of freight. 0 
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The report& show the transportation by stage to have been 1,380 pas-
sengers and 3,648 pounds of freight. 
Amount paid for wagon transportation as report.ed by disbursing officers 
of this Department. _ .... .. _ ...................... ----. ---- . -- - -. -- -- $977, 753 94 
Amount of a.cconnts for serYice rendered during the fiscal year, referred by 
this office to the Treasury Department for settlement.- ..... -.-- . . ----. 189 50 
Total for vvagon-trausportation service rendered during tile year .-- 977,943 44 
Amount paid during t.he year for stage transportation as reported by dis-
bursing officers of this Department .................. -.--- - . . ---.. . . . . 59, 262 29 
Amount of accounts for snrvices rendered during the fiscal year, referred 
by this office to the Treasury Department for settlement. --. . . . . . . . . . . 57 00 
Total for stage-transportation service rendered during the year. ... 59 :119 29 
Thirty-two contracts for wagon transportation were made during tbe 
3'ear. The contract for wagon transportation from most convenient 
points on tbe Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, Kansas Pacific and 
Denver and Rio Grande railroads, to posts in the Department of Mis-
souri, as also in tlle State of Texas, north of Red Ri'"·er and west of the 
97th meridian, and Camp Apacl1e, Ariz. , from May 10, 1873, to March 
31,1874, was made at the rate of 90:i cents per 100 pounds per one hun-
dred miles. The average of the rate for this service during the previous 
contract year from points on the same roads was .$1.17-2- per 100 pounds 
per one hundred miles. ' 
The existing contract rates for wagon-service in Texas show ·also a 
material reduction in the price per 100 pounds per one hundred miles, 
as compared with the contract rates for previous years. 
Tile decrease of rates in tile Department of Texas, as also in the De-
partment of .Missouri, is doubtless due in a great measure to the short-
ening of the di tance of wagon travel consequent upon the ra,pirl com-
pletion of the lines of railroad. west and southwest toward tbe posts to 
be supplied, wherefore freighters , no longer subject to the delays and 
dangers of travel over the previous longer routes, can afford to trans-
port stores at more reasonable rates per 100 pounds per one hu11dred 
miles . 
.A slight increase of rates generally over those of the previous year 
waH paid under the contracts for hauling on the Pacific coast made 
during the year ending June 30, 1873. 
WATER TRANSPORTATION. 
There were carried by water for the Department during the :fi.Rcal year 
37,789 persons, 2,026 animals, and 55,467,201 pounds of material. 
The amount paid on account of this sel!v ice by disbursing officers during 
the year, so far as was reported, was .. __ ... ___ ... ___ .. ___ .... _. _. ____ $751,018 22 
Accounts and claims for similar service rendered during t.he fiscal year, 
audited in this otfiee aud r-eferred to the Treasury for settlemeut, atnonnt-
ed to . _ .......... . .. ..... ...... _ .. ____ ... _______ .. __ . ___ _____ .. ___ .. 9, 955 36 
Total. ....................... _ ... ... ... . _ .... _ .... .. ~ .. _ .. ____ _ . 760, 97:3 58 
The following Yes els owned by the Govern rneut llave ueen in service 
during the entire :fi "cal year, viz: 
Steam-tug General A . .A. Humphreys, employed at Boston. 
Propeller Geueral McPherson, employed at San Francisco. 
Schoon r Margaret, employed at Portland, Oreg. 
Stearn-lanncb Pulaski, employed at Fort Pulaski, Ga. 
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Schooner Matchless, employed at .B1ort Jefferson, Fla. 
The cost during the year of running I and maintaining these vessels 
owned by the Government was $37,413.19. 
Twelve vessels of different kinds have, at various times as the ne-
cessities of the service required , been employed by charter or otherwise 
during the year at an expense of $43,056.76, which. together with cost 
of running and maintaining vessels owned . by the United States, is in-
cluded in the amount hereinbefore reported as having been paid on 
account of water transportation by disbursing . officers of this Depart-
ment. 
Trctnspm·tation appropriat-ion and its disb'ursement. 
Original amount appropriated for :fiscal year 1872-'73 _______ . _____ ---- $4, 000, 000 00 
Deficiency appro1)riation ______ ... ___ . _____ , ___ .- .. -.- _---.-- .... -.-- 500, 000 00 
'rotaL _ .. _ ... _ ....... _. _ . .... ___ .. . .. _ .. ___ . __ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ . ___ . 4, 500, 000 00 
Recapit~tlation of expenditures made f1·om appropriation for Ar·my trans-
portation up to J~tly 1, 1873, for transportation service rendered d~tring 
the fiscal year 1872-'73. 
Kind of transportation. 
\ 
For railroatl transportation ....... . ...... . ... . 
For watn transportation, inclnding expenses 
of running and maintaining Government 
vessr11'! ........... ............. . ... ... . . . .. . 
For wa!!;on transportation .. ................. . 
For starre transportation ........ . .. ....... ... . 
Total. .... ........... ..... . . ...... ··· -·· 
Passengers Freight. 
$595, 344 ~3 $324, !J72 92 
Expendi-
tures. Total. 
$1, 197 6~ $921, 514 87 
192, 193 64 515, ~05 :~5 53, 474 59 760, 9i3 58 
';,77 46 924, 732 .50 52, 683 48 977, 943 44 
54, 206 47 1, 526 47 3, 586 35 59, 319 29 
S42, 321 go jl.7u6, 537 24lio~H2 04 2, 719, 751;18 
For purchase of transportation animals; for purchase and repairing of Army and spring 
wagons, carts. l?arn es~;, &c.; for hire of teamsters; for pump<~ and other apparatus to 
snpply posts w1tb water, estimated ....... _ ... . .. _ ..... _...... . .. ............. . .. . ..... 1, 350,000 00 
Amount paid for building and repairing wharves, for digging wells, and for tolls......... 18, 139 07 
Grand total . ...................................... _ ............................ _. . . . 4, 087, 890 25 
Since the close of the fiscal year officers have made payments, andre-
port an out::;tan<ling indebtedness to be met, the totals of which will 
ab ·oro abont all tlle balance of the a,ppropriation, and. to settle under 
tlle d.eei ·ion of the Second Comptroller of August 4, 1873, before re-
fei-re<.l to the acconuts of the Pacific Railroad for service <luring tlle 
Y ar now UlHler examination at this office aud to come in, a defi.cieucy 
apvropriation will pr0bably be necessary. 
Transpo't'tation accounts of previous fiscal yeaTs. 
Dnl'ing the fi. cal year accounts and claims for transportation sen7 ice 
p rfornwd during the previous :fiscal years were referred by tllis office 
to the Trea.-nry Department for settlement as follows: 
For railroad tran 'IMtatiou -.. _ .... ____ . . _. _. _ . _________ . ____ . ____ . ___ .. $450,799 0 
For water trau~ portation . _ .. ___ . __ . ____ . ___ . ______________ . _ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 1:30, 10 20 
For wa ron tran. portation ..... _. ______________ . _____ .. ___ . ___________ . . 62,7 1 77 
or . tag tran. portatioJ ..... _ .... _______ .. ____ .. ____ . _. _______ ..... _. _ 1, 122 00 
For mi ·cellaneou trau portation-claims, telegrams, &c ..... _ .. _._ ...... _ 7, 597 40 
Total ...... __ .. _ ...... _. _____ . ____ . __ ... _. ___ .... ___ . ____ .. __ . __ 652,409 17 
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REGULAR AND MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES. 
CON1'RAC1'S. 
There were filed and examined in this ·office during the fiscal year 
6l4 contracts, as follows: 230 for forage, embracing 5,664,734 pounds 
of oats or barley, 457,940 bushels of oats, 345,937 busheis of corn, 30,744 
tons of hay, 439,000 pounds of bran; 6 for forage as required, 23 for 
both forage and fuel; 11 for straw, 2,508 tons; 30 for coc-tl, 22,011 tons;. 
144 for wood, 84,022 cords; 2 for wood as required; 37 for charcoal, 
49,075 bushels; 4 for the construction of quarters, 47 for transporta-
tri.on, 5 for miscellaneous services; 7 for horses and mules, 701 cavalry 
horses, 35 artillery horses, and 100 mules; 12 for clothing, camp and 
garrison equipage; 16 for national cemeteries, 3 for stationery, 36 leases, 
1 charter party. 
FORAGE, STRAW, AND FUEL. 
The issues of forage and E~tl'aw during the fiscal year were a:., follows: 
corn, 588,488 bushels; oats, 939,690 bushels; barley, 172,870 bushels; 
hay, 48,558 tons; fodder, 116 tons; straw, 3,202 tons; bran, 55,084 
bushels. · 
The issues of fuel during the same period were: wood, 130,786 cords; 
anthracite coal, 16,937 tons; bituminous coal, 15,300 tons. 
ANIMALS. 
The following statements show the number of horses and mules pur-
chased in the several military departments during the fiscal yea-r end-
ing June 30, 1873, with their total and average cost: 
Cavalry and artillm·y ho1·ses. 
Whore purchased. 
~:~!~t~~~~ ~j ~~: ~oa~{h -_ -_ ·_ ·_ -_ -_ -_ -- -_ -_ -_ -.- : ~ ~ ~ ~::::: : ~ ~: : ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ::::::::: 
~:~~~~:~~~ ~~ ~~:~i~s~~~i : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- : : : : : : : ~ : :::::: : : :: : :: :: :::: : :::::: 
Department of the Platte.... . ............... ___ .. _ ... - .. -----.-----. 
B:E~~~::~~ ~~~~hr;~~i~ -_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ::: :~ ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Dl·partment of the Columbia. __ .. _______ .. _ ... ___ __ __ __ .. ___ .. __ .. __ . 
Depot of Washington ___ ... _ ... _ _ _ _ __ . ____ . __ . _______ . _ .......... --. 
TotaL .... __ .. ____ . -.- ..... -. _.. - - . - - - . - - -.. - - . -- . ---- -- ---- . -
Number. Total cost. Average. 
43 $10, 777 50 
94 1;3, 630 00 
370 4:), 010 00 
501 63, 306 30 
636 82, 692 00 
11 1, 529 00 
254 27, 966 00 
15 1, 725 00 










1, 938 253, 800 80 - -- - -- - -- -
The amount appropriated for tbe purchase of cavalry and artillery 
horses for the fiscal year was $300,000. The money not expended has 
been directed to be turned into tbe Treasury. 
Mules. 
Where purchased. Number. Total cost. Average. 
Department of the East . ____ .. _____ __ _ ..... ------ - --.---- ---.--- --- . 
Department of the South ___ .. -----._. __ .- .... -. ----- ... ------ .. ----- -
Department of Texas .. _____ . ______ . ____ ............. - .. ------- .. -----
~~~~~::~t ~~· l~: ~v:~~:~ ~: _-: ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~:: ~:::::::: ~:: ~::: ~:::::::: ~:-
Department of Arizona .. _____ .. ________ . ..... ...... . -----------------
Department of tho Col urn bia . _______ .. _ .. __ . __ ........ -------------- . 
~:~~~ ~~}~fi:~~:~~~ll~:: ::::::::::::::: ::-.::::::::::::: :::·::::::::::: 
1 $225 00 $225 00 
27 4, 774 !14 176 85 
246 22, 953 38 93 31 
1, 800 254, 7f2 20 141 li3 
140 21,980 00 157 00 
1<!2 14, ()40 00 120 00 
27 2, 295 00 85 00 
12 2, tiOO 00 ZJ3 33 
22 3, 602 50 163 75 
----------
Total.------- ... _____ -----------.:- .. -- .. ------.---------------- 2, 397 328, 033 02 
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The follo\\"'ing is a tabular statement of the sales of public animals in 
the different departments, showing number sold and amount realized: 




No. .Amount. No. 
I 
.Amount. No. Amount . 
Department of the East ................. 21 $1, 195 66 2 $127 00 23 $1, 322 66 
DepartiUent of the Lakes .. ............ . 
------·-----
1 52 20 1 52 20 
Department of the South ...... ... ...... . 111 6, 355 24 7 373 35 118 6, 728 59 
Department of the Gulf ........ ....... .. 9 630 00 4 380 00 13 1, 010 00 
Department of Texas . . ................. 321 10, 21i7 28 42 1, 411 45 363 11, 738 73 
Department of the Missouri ........ . ... 225 9, 735 97 84 4, 2~3 50 309 13,959 47 
Department of the Platte ... .. ..... ..... 209 11, 195 25 36 1, 436 00 245 12, 631 25 
Department o1 Dakota ........... ....... 25 2, 302 90 14 620 56 39 2, !!23 46 
Department of California . .............. . 19 1, 325 50 2 128 00 21 1, 453 50 
Depattmeut of .A.nzona ................. 13 288 35 2 23 00 15 311 35 
Department of the Columbia ...... ..... . 84 2, 513 28 5 378 00 89 2, 891 28 
Depot of Washington .......... ..... ... . 14 815 00 1 100 00 15 915 00 
------------------
Total .............. ........ ........ 1, 051 46,624 43 200 9; 313 06 1, 251 55, 937 49 
SUMMARY. 
The following is a summary statement of the number of animals pur-
cbaseu, sold, died, &c., and remaining on hand during the fiscal ending 
June 30, 1873: 
On hand, purchased, &c. Horses. MuleA. Oxen. 
----------------------------------------------·1---- --------
~~r~~~~e~~l-~_1_,_~~:~::::~:.·.·.·.·.·.·_·:: :·.~: ~ ::~ ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 




8, 758 117 
2, :~97 5 
59 ....... . 
To be accounted for......... ... ............... .... ................. 11, 763 11, 214 122 
Sold .............................................. .'.......... ............. 1, 051 -200 ....... . 
Died . . . . . . .. . . . . ........................... .. . .... _ . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 424 489 12 
Lostanclstolen . .............................. . ........................ . ~. 158 100 ..... .. 
Total old, died, &c ..................... . ............ .. ......... . . . 1, 633 789 12 
====== On band June 30, 1873............ .. .. .. . . . • • . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 10, 130 10, 425 110 
ESTIMATES AND REQUISITIONS. 
Annual estimates for regular and miscellaneous supplies required 
duri11g the fi..·cal year at the various posts within the Military Divi ion 
of ib Mi :ouri were received, and instructions given as to method of 
proYiding the tore deemed nece ary by the Qnartermaster-General. 
During th fi ·cal year requLitions for miscellaneous supplies were 
r cei e<l a follow , ~tnd in tructions given in r.ehttiou thereto : 
Witary ivi.ion of the Pacific ____ ...... __ ...... ____ ... ___ .. _. __ . _ .. ____ .. . . .• 4 
1ilitar · DivUon of the 11i so uri.. .. _ ............ __ .. _________ ... ____ . __ . _____ . _ 122 
Military Did iou oftbe outh .. ___ . __ .. _. ______ .. ___________ . _ .. ____ .. .... .... 77 
Iilitary DiYi. ion of the Atlantic ...... _ ......... ____ .. ____ ... __ ._ ..... ___ ..... _ 34 
Depot ofWa hington ............ ........ ____ .......... __________ ............ __ 16 
Military Acackmy at Wrn t Point .. ______________ .. __ .. ____ ................ ___ .. 9 
Mi ·cell an eon ources ........ ____ .. __ .......................... __ ............ _ 36 
Total ... _ .. _ . . . ___________________ . ___ . _____ . _ . ______________ . _____ . . . 29 
FIRE-EXTINGUISHERS. 
t the h ginning of then cal year the fire-extingui her known as the 
Babe ck wa. generally in u eat the various military posts, anti up to 
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March 1, 1873, this patten1 was supplied when called for and deemed 
necessary. Subsequent to that date the Champion tire-extinguisher, 
manufactured at Louisville, Ky., has been supplied at no greater cost. 
The use of the Babcock, however, has not been discontinued. 
The Louisville company also manufacture an extinguisher having two 
cylinders, of a capacity of 150 gallons each, mounted on wheels, to be 
drawn by men or horses. Upon appro\Tal by the Secretary of vVar, one 
of these machines, supplied with 200 feet of hose and a force-pump, was 
ordered March 27, 1873, for Omaha Barracks, and one has since been 
ordered for Fort Brown, Texas. 
Within tlle fiscal year fire-extinguishers have been supplied -to the 
following posts : 
Santa F e, N. Mex., (Babcock) .. _ ....................... - .. -- .. - .. - .... -- ... - .. 
Shel~yvHle, Ky.l (Babcock) __ .. _ .. __ ..................... - .. -~-----------------
Mad1son Barracks,N. Y.,(Babcock) --------·----- ---- --------·-------·-------
Fort Mackinac, Mich., (Babcock) . . . . . . . . .................... -- . - -- .. --.--- . - --
Frankfort, Ky., (Babcock) ______ .. _. _ ................... ' ........... - ........ -. 
Fort Macon, N.C., (Babcock) ....................... -....... - .. --- .. - --.- .. -- .. 
Charleston, S.C., (Charopiou) _ ............................... ----- .. - ..... -.- .. 
Little Rock, Ark., (Champion) ___ . ___ ......................................... -










Total. _ . ___ .. __ ... ____________ .. ___ . _ ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
WARREN COOKERS. 
Reference was made in the report of last year to experiments with 
the patent cooker invented by Capt . .F. P. Warren, of the English 
na\'J', the resu-lts of wllicll had not then been fully communicated to 
this office. Since that time reports have been received from numerous 
officers, some of whom speak highly of the merits of the cooker, while 
others do not consider its use desirable for the Army. · In view of the 
difference of opinion expressed by officers the Quartermaster-General 
has not deemed it advisable to supply them for general use of the Army. 
ARMY WAGONS. 
Tlle following is a statement of wagons, ambulances, and harness on 
band in the Quartermaster's Department, United States Army, as 
shown by t.he last returns of offieers received at this office: 
f&~~~fii~~: :: :~::::: ~:: ::: ~ ::::: ~ :·::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~ ~: ~::: ::::::::::: 
Wagon hnl'ness .. .. __ ----------- .. .. ... . ...... . . . ........ -- . . ....... --.-----. 
.Ambulance harness ... ........ . .. .. ... . ......................... . ............ . 











For several years past the Army wagons, subjected to tbe bard usage 
of the service in the West, have been made to answer requirements 
only by frequent and extensive repairs. These wagons, as also the 
tock in store at depots, were bought during the war, and are therefore 
from eight to ten years old. 
A careful in pection of those in store revealed the fact that the tim-
ber · of mo t of them were so unsound, from various causes incident to 
their age, a to be unfit for hard service upon the road. 
From report of in ·pection made by various officers it was found 
nece · ·ary that nearly all of the wagons in use in the Military Division 
of the Mi sonri hould be replaced by new ones. For this purpose the 
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chief quartermaster of the division reported 480 new wagons needed. 
Accordingly 100 new wagons were bought in open market in Philadel-
phia, and 85 shipped dnring the spring months to the Department of 
Dakota, and 14 to the Department of the Platte, leaving to be shipped 
381 wagons. In addition to these, ancL to meet the wants of the Yel-
lowstone expedition, 150 new wagons were purchased at same place in 
open market and shipped to :Fort Abercrombie, Dak. The cost of 
these 250 wagons, purchased in open market to meet au emergency, 
was $175 each. 
By autlwrity of the honorable Secretary of War, and after due adver-
tisement, a contract was made July1.2, 1873, by the depot quartermas-
' tPr, Philadelphia, with the lowest bidder, for 300 Army wagons, at 
$149.50 each. 
With approval of the Secretary of War, the purchase of 10 spring 
wagons for use at various posts and stations was authorized. 
YELLOWS'L'ONE EXPEDITION. 
This expedition was organized to survey the line of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad through the couutry from the Missouri River to the 
Yellowstone, and westward in Montana. It entered th<~ field in July, 
1872, and was supplied by the Quartermaster's Department, UlH1er di-
rection of the local military authorities, with needed means of transpor-
tation from stock on hand, with the exception of a number of hired 
teams. · 
At the close of the season's work of 1872 the commanding· officer of 
the exvedition reported that the transportation equipment furnisl1ed for 
service with the expedition was found unfit, for active operations iu the 
rugged country over which it was required to pass. 
In order to facilitate the operations of the expedition du.ring the 
present ea 'On, the Quarterma ter-General, upon approval of the Secre-
tary of War, directed the supply of new material, or such as was in 
e ery re pect as good as new. 
In aclqition to the number found suitable and supplied from the De-
partrn nt of Dakota, 150 entirely new wagons were furnished from 
Philadelphia. To complete the trains of the expedition there were 
purcha. ed 1,058 mules~ including 36 ambulance, 12 artillery, and 16 
addle mule . Such new harness and other articles as were necessary 
to thoroughl;r equip the trains were also purchased. 
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IRON-HUB WHEELS. 
The attention of this Office having been directed to the early decay 
of the .Army wagons in the dry climates of .Arizona and New Mexico, 
principally owing to the shrinkage of timbers, the Quartermaster-Gen-
eral, after correspondence with the officers of the Military Division of 
the Pacific, ordered the parts of 100 wagons to be gotten out in the 
rough a.t Philadelphia, and shipped to .Arizona; these to be accom-
panied by iron hubs for the wheels. 
In the early part of this year instructions were issued for shipment to 
Texas, New Mexico, Dakota, and .Arizona of sample sets of certain 
patents of metal-hub wheels adopted in general mercantile use. 
It was directed that the comparative merits of these wheels be tested 
by the use of one front and one bind patent hub wheel upon one side of 
the same wagon, with one front and one hind wheel of the rPgulation 
p:3ttern on the other side; the results to be carefully noted and reported 
to this Office. No reports have yet been received. 
HORSESHOES .AND SHOEING MATERIAL, SMITHS' AND SADDLERS' TOOLS. 
By General Orders No.2, War Department, .Adjutant-General's Office, 
J a.nuary 2, 1873, the saddlers' tools and materials, the smiths' tools and 
materials, the tool-bags, and the mountain-howitzer forges, with their 
tools and materials, prescribed by General Orders No. 60, War Depart-
ment, .Adjutant-General's Office, June 29, 1872, for u~e of the cavalry 
service, were directed to be supplied by the Ordnance Department. 
Pursuant to this order the transfer of large quantities of these stores 
has been made to the Ordnance Department. 
THE EPIZOOTIC. 
During the fall of 1872, and extending into the spring of 1873, a 
horse epidemic, commonly called the epizootic catarrh, swept over the 
country, causing great destruction of animals. 
The officers ot this department adopted such remedies as their judg-
ment and experienee suggested, with, in general, the most successful 
results. 
The chief quartermaster Department of the East published, iu a cir-
cular dated October 28, 1872, a method for the treatment of the disease, 
with certain prescriptions for the cure of severe cases. Reports show 
that in many cases throughout the various military departments the 
disease yielded to this. treatment. 
In the month of January, 1873, the Secretary of War communicated 
the following simple preventive and remedy for the disease, which was 
made known at. once to all officers of this department, with directions 
for its communication to all officers serving under their direction, hav-
ing charge of public animals: "One teaspoonful chlorate of potash, 
twice a day to four horses; put in a pail of water, and let each horse 
rlriuk its proportion." The losses of public animals by this disease, so 
far as reported to this Office, were very light. Much inconvenience was, 
however, occa ioned to the transportation and cavalry service during 
th prevalence of the disease. 
CAVALRY REMOUNTS. 
n addition to the horses purchased as needed from time to time, a 
pecial remount of the severa1 regiments of cavalry was autlwrized to 
be made arly tllis spring. For this purpose purcllase was authorized 
12w 
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of 1,200 horses, to be apportioned among the regiments as follow : 
First Cavalry, none; Second Cavalry, 175; Third Cavalry, none; 
.b"'ourth Cavalry, 175; Fifth CaYalry, 150; Sixth Cavalry, 100; Seventh 
Cavalry, 150; Eighth Cavalry, 150; Ninth Cavalry, 150; Tenth Cav-
alry, 150. · 
The animals for the Second, Sixth, Seventh, and Tenth Regiment 
\\"ere ordered purchased in Missouri, Iowa, awl adjoining States; those 
for the Fifth Regiment in California; those for the Fourth Regiment in 
Texas; those for the Eighth Regiment in Leavenworth and vicinity and 
Colorado Territory ; and those for the Ninth Regiment at points to be 
designated by the commanding general, Department of Texas. 
The purchases were ordered made by boards of officers, constituted 
by the department commanders. Each board was to have upon it a 
quartermaster and one or two officers of the regiment for which the 
horses were required ; the boards to move from place to place, and 
after proper advertisement by posters, making known the days ou 
which they would be at certain places, to purchase, not from ''middle-
men," but from "farmers and stock-raisers," the best horses presented 
in lots from one upward . 
.APPROPRIATION FOR REGULAR SUP.PLIES. 
Tbe regular ap~ropriation under this beading was . ____ .. ____ .. ____ . . $4, 000, 000 00 
The deficiency appropriation .... ----·· ____ ·--- .......... ---- ...... __ 310,000 00 
TotaL ___ ............. _ .... _ ................. ....... _. __ .... 4, 310, 000 00 
Information as to remittances made, and their classification, will be 
found in the annual report of the finance branch of this Office. 
At the close of the :fiscal year there remained in the Treasury but 
1,685.55 to the credit of the appropriation. This balance, as also the 
funds then in hands of officers, will not be sufficient to meet the indebted-
De. s of the year, and a deficiency appropriation will be necessary. 
BARRACKS .AND QU .ARTERS. 
MILITARY BUILDINGS. 
During the year the construction of one hundred and twenty new 
buildings ha been authorized. They include barracks, officers' quarter , 
tables, tore-houses, guard-houses, &c. They are at military post in 
tb States of California, Louisiana, Florida, Michigan, South Carolina 
T ·nnes ee, Texa , Kan ~as, New York, Mary land, North Carolina, Oregon 
.... ~ Yada, Kentucky, Georgia, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, l\1aine, 
Iowa, Connecticut, Virginia, and in Territories of Dakota, New Mexico 
1 ntana, Wa hington, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Indian Territory, and 
Di trict of Columbia. Their estimated cost was $245,544.87. 
WHARVES. 
nthority ha been given for the construction and repair of wharve 
t the amount of 18,111.32. 
REPAIRS. 
pon pecial e timate ubmitted to the Secretary of War, authority 
been gi~en to make repair , alterations, &c., of public building 
n for c n tructiou ~nd r pair of cistern , &c., at the various militar. 
p t to the aruount of $228,796.49. 
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NEW POS1'S. 
Two new posts have been authorized during the year in Arizona-one 
at or near Tucson, and one near the mouth of the San Carlos RiYer. 
These posts are for four companies each. 
The estimated cost of these posts, as originally rep0rted, was $53,000 
for the former, and $54,609 for the latter; ' 1 $35,000 iR the extreme sum 
''hich the Secretary of War authorizes to be expended for both. Labor 
of troops to be employed when possible." Tbe former post is reported 
as being on the Rillito, about seven miles from Tucson, and is known as 
" Camp LowelJ.7' . 
'rhe hutting of one company of infantry at Otter Orossiug, Northern 
Pacific Railroad, having been determined. by the department commander 
as necessary and urgent, he directed the expenditure of $2,675 for the · 
work; the season being advanced, would not admit of first submitting 
tbe E.ubject to the War Department. 
The division commander on investigation, considering the work "very 
necessary," directed that it be continued. Action and. expenditure ap-
proved by the Secretary of War in October last, and funds remitted. 
Sheltering for officers and men at James River Crossing, Northern Pa-
cific Railroad, subsequently known as Fort Cross, and. more recently as 
Fort Seward, was authorized in letter of division to department com-
mander ,Jul,v 8, 1872. Remittance of $30,000 for this work was author-
ized by the Secretary of War. 'l'he coustruction of a provisionary hos-
pital has since been authorized. 
The division commander also, in a letter of July 10, 1872, to the de-
partment commander, authorized expenditure of $20,000 for shelter of 
men and officers at Tulerosa, N. Mex.; and the Secretary of War 
bas since authorized. remittance of the funds. 
Reference was made in last annual report to the construction of posts 
at the Northern Pacific Railroad crossing of the Missouri Hiver and at 
Beaver City, Utah. During the past fiscal year these posts have been 
partially constructed. That at Northern Pacific Railroad crossing of the 
Missouri is known as Fort Abraham Lincoln. 
Recapitulation of the expenditures specially authorized for construction of 
new b'l.tildings at established posts; construction and repair of cisterns, 
rniscellaneous repair~~ to buildings, construction of new posts and. hutting-
troops, and how distributed. 
Department of California _____ . . ________________ . ________ -·- __ . _ •.. _.-. 
Department of Texas ________________ . ________________________________ -
Department of the East. __________ . ___ . ___________ - ______ -------------
Department of the South _________________________________ ----- -----. --
Department of the Platte . _____ ·----- __ .. _________________ . _____ . _____ _ 
Department of the Gulf ____________________________________ -- ---- -- - _-
Department of the Columbia. ________________ - __ - ________ --- -- --------
Department of Arizona._.,_. ______________________ .. _____ --- -----. - _--
Dc~partment of the MissontL. ----· ---- -- ______ ----------- ------------Department of Dakota. _______________________________________________ _ 










78, 120 96 
839 00 
Total ....•. ----------------·--- ____ ----------·---------_-------- 580,127 6 
Of this sum, constructions, repairs, &c., to the amount of $122, 060, 
though approved by the 'Var Department during the fiscal year, were 
not to be commeuce<l, nor any expenditures incurred therefor, until 
after July 1, 1873, when the nr .- appropriation became available. 
The Secretary of War, on Jano.1ary 14, 1873, in a communication to 
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theHouseof Representatives, recommended an appropriation of $100,000 
by Congress for rebuilding the post of Fort Griffin, Texas, in a manner 
suitable for the accommodation of six companies. No appropriation 
was made by Congress. 
HOSPITAL BUILDINGS. 
During the fiscal year, construction, repairs to, and alterations of 
military hospital buildings throughout the country have been author-
ized by the Secretar,y of War at a cost of $77,754.70; work to the 
amount of $10,916.75, though approved during the year, and included 
in the $77,754.70, was not to be commenced, nor any expenditure incur-
reo, until the beginning of the new year. 
The following list gives the locality of the hospitals and amount of 
expenditure authorized at each : 
Fort Abercrombie, Dak., $82.2_4; Angel Island, Cal., $190; Fort Bar-
rancas, Fla., $1,163 ; Fort Brady, Mich., $350; Baton Roug-e, La., 
84,689.50; Beale's Springs, Ariz., $4,500; Camp Bidwe1l, Ual., $400; 
Camp Baker, Cal., $306.30; Fort Boise, Idaho, $843.83; Fort Concho, 
Tex., $1,800; Cheyenne Agency, Dak., $500; Fort Duncan, Tex., $2,500; 
Fort Ellis, Mont., $300; Fort Foote, Mel., $215.17; Fort Gratiot, Mich., 
$701.85; Fort Gibson, Ind. ~r ., $136.80; Fort Hamilton, New York Har-
bor, $580; Fort Hays, Kans., $2,000; Jackson, Miss., $550; Jack:son 
Barracks, La., $1,157.50; Key West, Fla., $4,490.10 ; Lower Brule 
Agency, Dak., $420; Little Rock, Ark., $1,192.40; Fort Larned, Kans., 
189.14; Fort Leaven worth, Kans., $580; Fort Laramie, Wyo., $8,000; 
"Fort Lyon, Colo., $150; Fort McHenry, Md., $250; Fort Mackinac, Mich., 
$30; Camp Mojave, Ariz., $4,000; McPherson Barracks, Ga .. , $200; 
iOrt 1\lonroe, Va., $250; .Fort Mcintosh, Tex., $198.50; Fort Niagara, 
N.Y., $150; Newport Barraeks, Ky., $7,000; Omaha Barracl{s, Neb. 
205.37; Fort Porter, N.Y., $481; Presidio, C~L, $1,226.75; Fort D. A. 
Rus ell, 'vVyo., $600 ; Fort l{ipley, Minn., $1,000; Fort Riley, Kan . 
134; Uamp Supply, Ind. T., $4,824; Fort Snelling, Minn.~ $550.50; 
Fort u11ivan, 1\le., 8246; Savannah, Ga., $1,870; Fort Sully, D<lk. 
'748; Fort Seward, Dak., $4,000; .Fort Selden, N. Mex., $200; Fort 
Shaw lout., 350; Fort Sanders, Wyb., $350; Thomas's Bl-trrack : 
.Ala., ··500; Fort Union, K. Mex., $1,370.09; Fort Wadsworth, New 
~ork Harbor, $146; Fort Wingate, N. Mex., $3,818.16; Fort. Wayne, 
:Jlich., '1 ,703.50; Fort Wood, New York Harbor, $75; Yerba Buena 
I land, Cal., 1,200; Ynma Fort, Ual.: $2,000. · 
The appropriation for constrnctiouandrepairof hospitals was $100,00 . 
At the clo. e of the :fi cal year there remained in the Treasury to the 
r dit of appropriation for hospitals for 1872-'73, $15,473.49. 
DEPOT B ILDINGS .AT SAN ANTONIO, TEX. 
In the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the 
\ernment for the fi ·cal year ending June 30, 1874, and for other pur-
p ·e approved :Jfarch 3, 1 73, provi ion is made for the con traction 
at thi . tation of depot uilding., including shops, offices, and commi -
ary and quarterma t r' store-room, and appropriates $100,000 there-
for. The ·r tary of War, on March 24, 1873, directed the Quarter-
rna ter- neral t 'a now no action to be taken by an officer of th 
uart rrna. t r . epartment looking to the erection of the e d pot 
building until f li'th r instructions.:' A copy of thi order wa m-
municat t the partment uarterma ter. 
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BUILDINGS, ETC., SOLD. 
The sale of ninety buildings of various dimensions, together with 
fences, remnants of old iron bridges, &c., located at different places 
throughout the country, has been authorized. 
BUILDING-S TRANSFERRED. 
Seven buildings at Clark's Point, Mass., and thirteen at Fort Wash-
ington, Md., heretofore in charge of the Quartermaster's Department: 
have, by direction of the Secretary of War, been transferred to the 
custody of t.lle Engineer Department. 
The properLy known as the ''State arsenal~" at Savannah, Ga., held 
by the United States Government since the occupation of that city b:ry 
the army of General Sherman, bas, by direction of the War Depart-
ment, been restored to that State. 
LAND TO BE SURRENDERED, SOLD, ETC. 
On October 31, 1863, February 12, 1864:, and February 28, 1R65, cer-
tain lands were conveyed by deed to the United States, in Wilmington, 
Los .Angelos County, Cal., in consideration of $1. 
A large number of buildings were erected thereon by the United 
States during the war, known as Drum Barracks and Wilmington 
Depot. 
The United States not actually requiring the further use of the 
premises, Uongress, under act approved February 25, 1873, directed the 
Secretary of War to reconvey said grounds to the original partie~, 
after the removal or sale of the buildings, "as shall be most for the in-
terests of the United States." Orders for the sale of the buildings 
have been issued. 
In 1871, certain persons conveyed to the United States by a deed, 
(pronounced valid by the Department of Justice,) certain lands in 
Omaha, Neb.: in consideration of the payment of $10. . 
It was at that time contemplated to construct permanent quarters 
and offices for department headquarters. Legislation since ·has pre-
vented the construction of the buildings, and it has also been decided 
that the site is not a convenient one. 
The parties who deeded the land have made application to ba\e it 
restored to them, and reconveyance bas been recommended by the 
Lieutenant-General of the Army and this office. The subject is await-
ing the final decision of the Secretary of War. 
On July 25, 1828, and January 13, 1829, the United States purchased 
of Joseph and Elmira Houlton certain lands at Houlton, county of 
\Vashington, State of Maine, for $639.21. The United States having 
no furt,her use of the eighteen builuings which had been subseqnently 
erected thereon, the Secretary of War directed that they be sold at 
public auction. The sale was maue July 12, 1871, and $34:5.25 realized 
therefrom. 
By act of Congress approved March 14:, 1872, the Secretary of V\7 ar 
was authorize(} to sell and convey this land, if in his opinion it. should 
be for the interests of the Government to sell the same, reserving to 
the county of Aroostook so much tlJereof as was found to be necessary 
for the monuments therein erected, by the consent of tbe War Dr-part-
ment, to establish a meridian line, whicll shall be granted to sai<l county, 
provided that the land so granted shall not exceed in value the sum of 
8500. By direction of the War Department the division qnarterma ter 
wa · instructed to advertise and sell su much of this land as wa con-
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templated by the act of Congress, and to take proper steps with a vie"· 
to the transfer of the remainder to the county of Aroostook. The ite 
contemplated to bP- sold, containing 24 acres 74~ rods, was duly ~d\'er­
tised by posters, .1\Iay 19, 1873, and on June 19, 1873, was sold for 
$350 to Silas T. Plummer and Lewis B. Johnson. 
The value of the land reserved from sale being greatly within the 
limit prescribed by the act of Congress, a deed convey-ing the l:;tnd to 
the inhabitants of Aroostook County is now before the War Depart-
ment for proper action. 
The Quartermaster-General, in his last annual report, represented to 
the War Department the unfortunate condition of the tenure of the 
military posts on the frontier in Texas, and recommended that the at-
tention of Congress be called to tuis subject, and that the Secretary of 
vVar be clotl1ed with authority to purchase the sites of such military 
posts as are already, or as may be within a few years, estalllished in 
Texas, at prices which he may determine to be just and reasonable, 
considering the value of the land before its occupation by the United 
States. 
Congress, by act approved lVIarch 3, 1873, authorized the Secretary of 
vVar to purchase, at a fair price, (to be determined by a 'board of three 
officers to be appointed by him, whose report shall be subject to the ap-
proval or rejection of the President, and the confirmation thereof by 
Congress,) such lands in the State of Texas as may be necessary for the 
use of the United States for torts and military posts. (For full text of 
act see 17th Statutes, page 614.) 
Since the close of the fiscal year a board of officers, as directed by the 
act, has been appointed by the Secretary of War, and copies of ·an 
paper in possession of this office, containing useful information rela.ti,·e 
to the sites occupied, have been furnished to be laid before the board. 
ARTESIAN WELLS. 
The· sinking of the artesian well at Madison Barracks, N. Y., under 
authority g-iven in October, 1870, bas, from recent reports, proved a suc-
ce . It affords an unfailing supply of good water, winter and summer. 
Its cost was 8550, depth 99 feet. The sinking of two more of same 
depth, at a cost of $1,100, has been authorized. 
Oongre s, on June 8, 1872, authorized the Secretary of War to ex-
pend tue sum of $10,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for 
the purpo e of sinking an artesian well on the Fort D. A. Russell mili-
tary re, ervation, in the Territory of \\7 yoming. 
Tu Secretary qf War having directed, in August last, that steps b 
taken at once for the sinking of the well, and authorized the remittance 
?f Junds, the requi ite instructions were accordingly issued to the divi ,_ 
1ou quart rma ter. After boring through gravel, sand, clay. .5oap-
: tone, boulder and rock to the depth of 410 feet, (76 feet having caved 
m ) and aft r expentling S ',195.38 thereon without any promise of suc-
ce , work was abandoned. With the remainder of the money a second 
well wa c rnrnenced and had been sunk (up to May 2, 1873) to the 
d pth of .-75 feet. To continue the work the Secretary of War author-
ize a remittance of an additional $3,000. ~ 
POST CE:METERIES. 
. ntborit.~ ha been granted by the Secretary of War, and instruction " 
given by b1 · ffice during the fiscal year, for erection of head-board· at 
the I t cemetery at Fort Duncan, Tex.; board-fence for post cern -
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tery at Fort Winnebago, Wis., and completion of the adobe wall inclos-
ing post cemetery at ]'ort Bliss, Tex. 
In August last the 8ecretary of War directed the Quartermaster-
General to make arrangements for the removal of the remains of such 
soldiers and their families as were buried in the cemeteries at the aban-
doned posts of Fort Arbuckle and Washita, to the national cemetery at 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T. Instructions were accordingly issued to the divis-
ion quartermaster. 
From the report received it appears there were one hundred and 
thirty-one graves at these posts and in their neighborhood. All of the 
graves were represented as being in bad condition, very few having any 
marks or stakes. 
A contract was made in October last with the lowest responsible 
bidder to perform the work of disinterring, removing, and re-interring 
the bodies at the rate of $9.40 for each body, whole job to be completed 
by November 25, 1872. . 
In March, 1872, the 'War Department authorized construction of stone 
walls around the post cemeteries at Fort Kearney, Nebr., and Fort 
Sedgwick, Colo., but it afterward appearing that the cost thereof would 
he some $30,000, it was deemed more advisable to remove the remains 
of deceased soldiers and their families therein interred to some more 
permanent po~t, and the Secretary of War directed their removal, and 
re-interment at the cemetery at Fort McPherson, Nebr., distant about 
one hundred miles. The estimated cost of the work was $3,000, trans-
portation being furnished by the United States. 
The data on fi1e in this office as to location of post cemeteries through-
out the country, number of graves, names of deceased soldiers and 
others therein interred, &c., being of a very incomplete character, chief 
quartermasters have been requested during tbe year to supply the 're-
quired information. 
Reports covering one hundred and thirteen such cemeteries have thus 
far been rAceived, and when all others have been heard from it is con-
templated to have this important information recorded in a proper book 
of record for reference, &c. 
POSTS ABANDONED. 
During the year the War Department authorized the abandonment of 
the posts of 'faylor Barracks, Ky., old camps Grant, Lowell, and Crit-
tenden, Ariz., Fort Phamix, Mass., and Fort .McRae, N. Mex. 
FIRES. 
SeYen fires have been reported during the fiscal year. 
The barracks at Fort Phmnix, near New Bedford, Mass., were de-
stro."ed on August 27, 1872. 
Two mills at Fort Buford, Dalr., were destroyed November 5, 1872. 
One set of compauy quarters, 100 feet by 15 feet, with kitchens, 20 
feet by 15 feet, at Fort Saint Philip, La., were destroyed November 15, 
1872. 
One set of officers' quarters at Fort Stockton, Tex., were destroyed, 
together with a few articles of quartermaster's stores, on November 17, 
1872 . 
.A _fire occurred in one of the two-story brick barracks, 182 feAt by 34 
fPet by 30 feet, at Betton Rouge, La., November 18, 1872, destro_ying all 
tile wood· work, &c. Hepair of this building has since been authorized. 
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On January 28, 1873, a fire occurred at the Saint Louis arsenal-depot, 
Mo., w.hich completely destroyed the commissary and quartermaster's 
store-house, together with property belonging to the Quartermaster's 
Department therein stored. 
The commanding officer's quarters at Camp Halleck, Nebr., were 
destroyed by fire June 23, 1873. The adjoining quarters were badly 
da,maged from the intense heat. 
l~ESERV ATIONS. 
Seven reservations have been declared by the President during the 
year, viz: Fort Whipple, Va., July 26, 1872; Camp Harney, Oreg., 
December 2, 1872; Sibley Island, Dak., February 11, 1873; Fort Abra-
ham Lincoln, Dak., February 11·, !873; Fort Boise, Idaho, April 9, 
1873 ; Beaver City, Utah, May 12, 1873; certain timber-lands in Arizona 
Territory, June 20, 1873. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
In 1872 the Secretary of War authorized the publicatiOn, for informa-
tion of officers of the Army, of "Outline-descriptions of United States 
military posts and stations," compiled from information furnished by 
diYision commanders and quartermasters. The work gives, in a succinct 
form, location of posts; number, description~ and condition of buildiugs; 
nearest supply-depot; resources; communications; description of coun-
try, &c. The information therein contained is valuable to officers and to 
this office. Military bureau officers, depart1;11ent and division command-
er , regular quartermasters, and each arsenal and garrisoned post have 
been provided wit.h a copy thereof. 
The Secretary of War, on recommendation of this office, authorized 
to be publi bed, for the information of officers on duty in the Quarter-
rna ter's Department, certain extracts from Oreecy'sEncyclopediaofOivil 
Engineering, relative to the durability of Pise walls, and the mode of 
building in Pise, together with the descripthre notes on the manner of 
con tructing concrete walls, furnished by the acting assistant quarter-
rna ter at Sidney Barracks, Nebr., where a building for laundresses' 
quarter was constructed, last summer, of this material. On pen;oual 
in ·pection by the Lieutenant-General of the Army, this mode of con· 
truction was strongly recommen<led by that officer for barracks and 
quarters west of the Missouri River. It is believed one or the otlwr of 
the"e method' of building is applicable at nearly every military post or 
tation on the frontier, and that either is cheaper than adobes. A copy 
of the e extracts has been furnished to all officers of this Department. 
APPROPRI.A.TION FOR BARRACKS AND QU AR1'ERS. 
The amount of the regular appropriation for barracks and quarters was $1,250,000 00 
For amount of the deficiency appropriation._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i50, 000 00 
Total. _________ . _______________ . ____ . _____ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 500, 000 00 
Information a to remitfances ma<le and their classification will be 
fouud in annual report of the finance branch of tiJis office. 
t the cl e of the fi, cal year 31,488.93 of the appropriation for bar-
ra ·k and quarter remained undrawn at the Treasury. Thil::i balauct:' . 
a.· al o fund then in hand ' of officer , will be absorbed in paym ~nt ot 
u tanding indebtedne · · for materials, rents, hire of mechanics, c~c. 
&c. an 1, in a dition, a deficiency appropriation will probably be ueee ·-
·ary to m et the expen.·e · of tbe year. 
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CLAIMS. 
The following statements exhibit the number of transportation claims 
and accounts, and claims under act of July 4, 1864, and miscellaneous 
claims on hand, July 1, 1872, received and acted upon during the year, 
and remaining on hand .June 30, 1873 : 
Statement of acconnts and claims in t:he t1·ansportc~tion division, Qu.artermaster-General's Office, 
jo1· the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1873. 
Nnm ber of accounts and claims on hand July 1, 1872 . ... . 
Number of accounts receiver! durin" the fiscal year ...... . 
Number of c.laims received dnring tbe fiscal year ....... . 
No. Value. 
156 $277, 644 45 
624 1, 299, 290 39 
458 387, 331 69 
Total number of accounts ancl claims on hand and received . __ ...... . ...... . .... . 
Number of accounts referred for settlement during fiscal year . _ ... _____________ . ____ __ __________ _________ ______ _ 
Number of claims referred for settlement during fiscal year. ____ _____________ --------- ________________ . ______ _ 
~urn her of claims tram1ferred to other branches ........ _. 
Number of claims rejected durin~ the fiscal _year ........ . 
Number of claims suspended at cwse of fiscal year ...... . 







214, 305 06 
512 89 
318, 429 55 
3, 002 75 
No. Value. 
1, 238 $1, 964, 266 53 
and suspended ... ......................................................... --- 1, 026 1, 350, 872 81 
Number of accounts awaiting action July 1, 1873......... 68 471, 198 80 
Number of claims awaiting action July 1, 1873........... 144 142, 194 92 
Total number and amount _ ............ __ ........ .. 212 613, 393 72 212 613,393 72 
Statement of claims unclm· act of July 4, 1864, chapter 240, in the Quartermastm·-General's 
Office,jor· the fiscal yea1· e11ding June 30, 1873. 
No. Amount. 
On hand July 1,1872, which had previously been suspend-
ed or had received no decisive action................... 10, 351 $6, 857, 006 56 
Received during the year . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. 1, 963 2, 024, 725 16 
No. Amount. 
Total number on band and received ... ........................ _ .. ___ .. _ .. __ .... 12, 314 $8, 881, 731 72 
Decisive action taken dnring the year: 
~~J~~~i~~~-~~- ~-i~i-~-s- ~pp·r:~~~d-::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~:: ... -~~~- ~i~; ~~~ ~~ 
Rejected ............................................ :.. .. 325 443, 689 75 
Total upon which final action has been taken .................. ___ ............ . 967 1, 058, 902 17 
Remaining on hand June 30, 1873 ............................. _ ................ 11, 347 7, 822, 829 55 
Statement of miscellaneous claims in. the Quartermaster- General's Office for the jiacal year ending 
June 30, 1873. 
No. I Amount. No. Amount. 
On hand July 1,1872, which bad previously been suspend- I 
ed or l1ad receinJ. no decisive action ................ _.. 14, 485 $7, 558, 791 93 
I{ecehell during tho year ............................... ~:175 ~ 85, 480 63 
Total number on hand and received ............................................ 17,860 $8, 344,272 56 
Decisive action taken during the yt'lar: 
~~!e~~~g~~:~~:: l_~i-~~8~ ~~~~~~~~: :::: :::~ ~ ~::::::::::: ::::: -- ~·-::~- 654, 389 15 38, 462 72 176, 299 82 
Total upon which final action has been taken............ . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. 3, 814 869, 151 69 
Remaining on band June 30, 1873 __ ...... ................ . . __ .... .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 14, 046 7, 475, 120 87 
I 
.• ."'"OTE.-Tbo Axnmination of the claims filed durinp: previous years has been contiuued, and all the 
cases preseuted during the year have received preliminary examination. 
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The fo1lo"ing is a statement of the public funds in my possession 
during the fiscal year: 
On band July 1,1872 .... -------- ---· ·--- ----- ---- --------------- ....•. -----· ·-·--· 
Received from officers during the year .................................. $674, :355 15 
Received from the Treasury Department during the year .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 162,265 39 
Received from sales of railway property and other sources. . ............. 76, 432 82 
Total received during the year.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 913, 053 36 
== 
Disbursed during the year.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $70, 186 48 
Transferred to other officers during the year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 766, 371 61 
Deposited to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States during the 
year .. ___ .. __ . _ .. ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76, 495 27 
Remaining on hand June 30, 1873 .... ----··----- . . .... ------------ .. ·----- ·----· ... . 
Total disbursed, &c., during the year .. ....... --................... 913, 053 36 
Submitted herewith are certain abstracts and statements, to which 
attention is invited, for information in detail relative to the several sub-
jects of this report. They are as follows: 
A.-Statement of the indebtedness to the United States of southern 
railroad companies on account of purchase of railway material for the 
fiscal year. 
B.-Statement of all troops and stores transported under direction of 
the Quartermaster's Department during the :fiscal year. 
C.-Abstract of contracts made by officers of the Quartermaster's 
Department for wagon transportation during the fiscal year. 
D.-Abstract of contracts made by officers of the Quartermaster's 
Depar~ment for water transportation. 
E.-Statement of vessels chartered and employed by officers of the 
Quartermaster's Department during the :fiscal year. 
F.-Statement of vessels owned or purchased by the Quartermaster's 
Department during· the fiscal year. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Brig. Gen. J\1:. C. MEIGS. 
M. I. LUDINGTON, 
Quartermaster, U. S. A. 
Quartermaster- General, U. S. A. 
A.-Statement of the indebtedness of certain 1·ailway coni]HWies jo1· railway matedal and 1'0lling-stook pul'chased under provisior1s of Exccut·ivc orders of 





Name of company indebted to tho United States, 























































































~! . .!:;<P~ 
t:~CD"' p p.,..... 
..... ~ ~Q.),....r 
-.-c» .g~~ 
E-! 
1 .Alexandria, Lou donn and Hampshire... . ..... ... $62, 592 96 $20, 853 02 $175 73 $8:3, 621 71 $9, 335 89 $115 75 . . . . . . . . . . . $9, 451 64 
2 AlabamaamlFlorida,forrepairs. ............... 27,10904 ..... :...................... 27,10904 11,38081 .. . .... .. ......... .. ...... 11,38081 
3 .J..labama and Chattanooga, ...... . -....... . . . . . . . . 30, 248 52 13, 608 04 543 03 44, 399 59 17, 881 45 2, 185 07 $4t9 05 20, 485 57 
4 East Tennessee and Georgia ... ....... _ ....... _.. 366, 183 02 160, 986 77 2, 322 73 529, 492 52 350, 447 58 28, 602 72 . _.... . . . . . . 379, 051 30 
5 East Tennessee and Virginia.._ ..... -.... . . . . . . . . 265, 655 65 116, 906 07 2, 322 73 384, 884 45 249, 228 81 5, 258 94 . . . . . . . . . . . . 254, 487 75 
~ ¥~~n~~\~~-~~-~-~~~~~~-~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1M:66~ gg ·-·---~~·.2~~-~~- ---~·-~~~-~~- 1~&:~~g g~ 1 ~~:66~ gg ·---~~·-~~~-~~- ·- - ~·-~:~-~~- 1ig:~g~ ~~ 
8 Knox,ille and Kentucky . .. _ .. ___ .... __ .......... 12, 335 63 4, 965 75 154 27 17, 455 65 9, 544 89 574 47 .. ........ _. 10, 119 36 
9 Mc:Uinuville aud Manchester................... . 46, 508 54 24, 457 27 3, 375 20 74, 341 01 46, 508 54 2l, 058 42 2, 775 20 70, 342 Hi 
10 Mississippi, Gainesville and Tuscaloosa.......... 33, 476 39 18, 825 43 67 75 52, 369 57 33, 476 39 6, 593 33 . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 069 72 
1l MobileandOI.Iio . ................. ............... 505,143 70 85,687 33 ·---·····-·· ·590,8:H 03 74,269 05 12,832 83 ........... . 87,10188 
12 Misl:'issippiaodTennessee .. . .. ................. 127,750 52 30,510 41 .......... . . 158,260 93 7,86115 64 46 ............ 7,925 61 
13 Memphis, Clarksville and Louis\ille ..... _ .. ___ .. 336. 932 36 187, 642 03 2, 445 00 527, 019 39 336, 932 31i 117, 631 01 50 00 454, 613 37 
14 Memphis and Little Rock ........... __ .. _ ... _.... 153, 673 ti9 52, 252 13 75 40 206, 001 42 76, 769 92 4, 867 19 .. _......... 81, 637 11 
15 NashvilloandUhattnnooga... .................... 1,5ti6,55173 615,63170 2,23412 2,184,417 55 1,474,206 55 361,368 34 ............ 1, 835,574 89 
16 NashYille and Northwestern ... _................. 525,400 26 297, 713 31 2, 234 11 825, 347 68 521, 192 5!3 206,980 37 ... _........ 728, 172 95 
17 Nashville and Decatur .. .. . _..................... 405, 193 92 144,407 99 302 25 549,904 26 280, 820 10 60,801 73 274 35 341, 896 18 
18 I>aoific Railroad of Missouri ........ _............ 125, 433 65 . _ ...... _ ........ ___ ........ 125, 433 65 4, 611 94 .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .... .. .. 4, 611 94 
19 Southwest Branch Pacific Railroad of Missouri.. 57, 115 24 ... _ ............. ____ ....... 57, 115 24 56, 115 24 ................ ....... _.. 56, 115 24 
20 Selma,RomeandDalton......... ................ 183,276 49 85,499 45 53 95 26:l,!329 89 128,540 37 1,593 90 ... . ........ 130,134 27 
-------------------------------- --------------------





















A.-Sial!·mcllt of the imlcbtcc1ncs~; of Cl'rfain 1·ailway companies jol' 1·ailway material and 1·olling-stock purchased, cf·c.-Contiuued. 
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H 
l .AlL•xtuHhin, Lmulontt ntHl Unmpshiro................... $6l5 89 
2 .\ lnhnm:t ntH! l•'lul'itln , fnr ropnirs . ........ -- .... -----· ....... __ . _ .. _ .. _. 
:1 .\lnhamn:tud l'hnttautlo~n . ...... ........................ 1,140 73 
4 l•:a~t 'I'Nlllt ' l<>~l'll nntl Gt•<n·gin . ... ___ . ___ ....... _____ . _. __ ... ___ .. _ ..... __ . 
:> Enst. 'l't'lltH'~>~' ' '' nut! Yir~iuin .... ________ . _ .. ________ . __ .. _____ ..... ___ .. 
(i fo:tlfofiold nntl KNltnclty . .............. _ ........ _........ 8, 978 42 
7 hll.illltuht · · · - ·- · - · .. . . ----- .... ·-. --' ... - .. ' ..... -·'- . . - ·-- --.- ..... - .. 
8 Knox\'illnnud Kontn<~kY................................ 696 89 
H ~lt•}1inm·illt111\lll1\[anr)IO!!tOr .. ......................... 3,99:l 10 
10 Missi»~<ippi.Gaiu~sdllt'nutlTnscaloosa,................. . 2,443 76 
11 ~1ol.lilonml0hio . ............................ .. .......... 5,42L 64 
12 Mississippi a tlll Tt, IIIh'SSl'l' ...... .. ...... _. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. 302 60 
13 :M''ntphis, Clnrks ,·ille, :wtl LouisYillo .... ____ . __ ... _ .. _.. 25, 1!J6 04 
14 Momphisnutl Littlt'l~ock................................ 5,60418 
15 Nn:<hdllo nool Chnttnuong a .................. _ ........ _ . . .......... . ... .. 
16 Nush\'illoand Not'thwcsteru ................. ... .... . ... 38,046 93 
17 N'nshvillon.nll Uccntnr ................................................. . 
18 Pncifio Railroa!l of ~1issouri. ...... . ... . ................... __ ... __ . .... .. 
t9 Sont.l!west Bnwcl! Pacitic Railroatl of Missouri. .. . .................... .. 
20 Selmn, Rowe :\nd Dn!Lou .............................. _.. 9, 13l 77 












$10, 067 53 
11,::180 8L 
21,626 30 
37!), 051 30 
234, 487 75 
179, 460 23 
15,000 00 
10, 8 16 25 
74, 337 26 
42, 513 48 
92,523 52 
8, 228 21 
4i9, A09 41 
87, 2H 29 
1, 835, 574 89 
766,219 88 
34L, 896 18 
4, 611 94 
56, 115 24 
139,266 04 
----

















·--------- ·-----$il, 978 42 
·---------- --- --
696 89 
3, 9!)5 10 
2, 443 76 
5, 400 17 
--- --- ----·-----
15, 180 77 
5, 604 18 
· ----· - - --------
38, 034 73 
------------- ---
---------· --- - --
---------·------
3, 194 27 
-------
83,528 29 
~g .... •<I) HQ 
..... ,§._; 
-c..; 
"5 ~~ j5tn ~ ~;§ .s ,. .... 
"'"" <De rn . oo:l 
,.Cl<tl ...,C'l ...,Q) 
...... I'll- CH 
~~. a,; 'X) <Pc:<l S"" ~~-~ ~1l~ [;g~ ~~~ P< ,......., .... 
H 01: - ] 1:'0 bJl -~-~g +>oo 0 c-~M H H 
$2,638 11 $73, 554 18 $3,254 00 
11,::180 SL 15, 728 23 11, 380 8t 
16, 50fl 55 22,773 29 17,646 28 
7, 035 97 150, 44 l ~2 7, 035 !)7 
5,838 49 130, 39(j 70 5. 838 49 
------ · --··· ·- --
1, 865 59 
15,000 00 5, 000 00 15, 000 00 
----------------






9, 856 09 
----------------
-- ---- ··------- -
49H, 307 51 21 47 
7, 925 61 150,032 72 8, 228 21 
---------- ·-- ---
47,209 98 ::.o, 015 27 
·- ---- ·---------
118, 760 13 
-------- · · ·---
11, 974 76 348, 842 66 11, 974 76 
---------·------
59, 127 70 12 20 
36. OB7 55 208, 008 08 36,087 55 
4; 611 94 120, 821 7t 4, 611 94 
14, 251:! 99 1, 000 00 14,258 99 
----------·-----
129, 563 85 5, 937 50 
---------------














$76, 808 18 
27, 109 04 
40, 4l9 57 
157, 477 19 
136,235 19 
1, 865 59 
20, 000 00 
ti, 639 40 
3 75 
9, 856 O!l 
498, 328 98 
158, ::!60 93 
57,225 25 
' 118,760 13 
360, 8l7 42 
59, 139 90 
244, 095 63 
125, 433 65 
15,258 99 
135, 501 35 

































Nnmo of company in<lobte<l to tbo United 
~tatcs Jnly 1, 1 87~. 







































Alexandria, Londono noel Hampshil·e .. _ 
2 I Alabama and Florida, for repair!:!. ____ .. _ 
$23 os 1-... ...... 1 $6, 7Po 45 I $6, s13 53 
.Alabama and Chattanooga .. _ .. _ ...... . 46 41 ,:: :::: :::: l ..... s:933-6i 1 ..... 3;9so-o2 
East T ennesseo and (;eorgia ... __ .. _- .. -1 21, 5137 75 
East Tennnesscc and Virginia_ .. __ ._. __ ..... _ ..... -
Etlgetlch1 aud Kentucky ____ ..... .. _... 62, 342 37 
7 Illdinnnla _ .... _ ... __ .. _ ... _ ...... _ ...... _. _ _ _ _ _. __ 
8 Knoxville and Kentncky ... _. _. _ .... __ . _ 1, 271 ;j6 
9 :M"l\.Iiunvill<' and MancbeRter .. _. __ . _ _ _ _ 24, 453 !>2 
10 Mist~issippi, Gainesville and Tnsoaloosa 9, o:n 09 
11 Mobile and Ohio ____ .. - ..... _ .. _ ..... _.. 18, 233 00 
1:2 Mississippi nml TrnnesRee .. _ .. ___ __ . _. .. _____ .... -
lil Memphis, ClarksYille and Louisville _ .. _ 132, 8til 78 
14 J\lomphis and Little Rock. _ .. ______ .. _. 10, 471 37 
15 Nashville nml Chattanooga_ .. _ ... _ .. _._. 349, 393 58 
16 ~n!<lwillo mtd No1·thwestcrn _ ........ __ . 245,015 10 
17 Xash,' ille nnu Decatur __ ._ ... __ .. _ .... __ 24, 9fi8 53 
18 
Hl 
Pacific Railroad of lllisRonri __ .-- ----.- ., ........... -
Sonthwc·st Branch l~adfic Railroad of 
Missouri. 
350, 447 58 372. Ol.'i 33 
248, 649 26 248: 649 26 
$2, 3-!5 oo I 114,772 t6 179, 460 23 
·--·---------
9, 544 89 10. 816 25 
3, 375 20 1 46, 508 54 74, 337 26 
33, 476 39 42, 513 48 
74,269 05 92, 502 05 
-.-.-- ---- 1-.. -.------- -- -- - ·----- -- --· 
336, 932 36 469,794 14 
76, 769 92 87, 241 29 
1, 474, 206 55 1' 823, 600 13 
521, 192 58 766,207 68 
2i:i0, 820 10 305, 808 63 
41, 856 25 41, 856 25 
20 ~elma, Home and Dalton .. 
Total ...... . .. . ..... . ...... . . 
8,4~9 0!. 1--- -- ---- -1 124, 839 47 1 133,328 54 
908, 194 01 1 5, 720 2oj 3, 745, 009 861 4, 658, 924 07 
'l'erms of payment-Remm·l{s. 
Dne June 30, 1873, S4fi,OOll . First-mortgage bonds depositerl as collatel'als. 
Debt tlisoharged Jannar.v 8, 1873. 
Due April 30, 187L. Postal earnings to September 30, 1873, will more than 
liquidate the debt.. . 
} 
Companies cousoli(Ia.tcrl, Debts compromised for $195,000; $5,000 cash, bal-
ance p:'tyabl(l, half in 10 and half in 15 years from January 1, 1872, with 4 
per cent. interest. 
Duo April 30, 1871. 
Debt. discharged May 24, 1873. 
Dne August 30, 186!). Suit pending. 
Due July 1, 1F69. Suit pending. 
Due .. August 31, 1869. Company banluupt. 
Due July 31, 1871. 
Debt iliscl1argcd :Ma.y 31, 1873. 
Due October 31, 1869. 
Intert"st and $1,000 payable mont-hly in money. Post.ul and tram;portation 
~;crYico to be credited . 
Compromised for $1,000,000; payable, half in 10 and half in 20 year s from June 
1, 1871, with 4per cent.. interest. 
Due December 30, 1870. Suit pending. 
Compromisea for $70,000; $6,000 cash, balance in 10 years from July 1, 1872, 
with 5 per cent. iuterest. 
Debt. discharger! Ju ly 12, 1873. 
Payable iu tmnsportation; half to be applied. 
































Namw of t'unrp:llly. 
RirhnH'lHl, ll'rt'tlt'rickshnrgh nntl Potomao ..... . 
Uo.•twl!in l{nilt'IUld nmll3nuldng Comp:my ....... . 
~onth\\l'!lti'I'U ................................. . 
l\tno"n antl \Yt•fltt•ru .......................... .. 
Htnlth l'lll'tllilln ............. . 
~~~:~~:~r,~~-~h-.::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :. :::: 
l'l ~~~'ntllbi'l lmtl Chal'1t'ston ...................... . 
9 .Mobi o nntl OrN\t NorthOnl ............... ..... . 
10 Now Ol'lt'an~. Jnoksou and Great Northern ..... . 
ll 1\.!is~isl!ippi Contrn.l ............ . ............. .. 
1~ Yiq~iuil\ and 'l'eunt'Ssee .................. ..... . 
l:l Motltgomory nml 'Vost Point ........ .......... . 
1-1 Yirgiuin Cl'Dtl·:tl .................. : .. ... : . . ... .. 
15 HOll\(\ ........................................ .. 
16 'Yl'stl'ru nod A..tlnutio ...... .. .............. . . .. 
n ~r;~~~~:~·~~~~~~~-d~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
19 'Wilmington and Weldon .... .................. . 
20 Aln.bnmn aud :Florida ................. . ...... .. 
21 N"w Orleans, Opelom~as and Great Western . .. .. 
2i! Norfolk and Potersburgb ..... . ................ . . 
23 'Yestf)ru North Caroliua ...................... .. 
24 Atlantio and North Caroliua ...... ....... ...... . 
25 Macon and Brunswick ............... ... .... ... . 
26 Selma aud Meridian .................... ... ... .. 
27 San Antonio and Mexican Gulf .... ............ . 
28 Washington, Alexandria and Georgetown . ..... . 
29 Memphis and Ohio ...... .. ....... . ... .... .. .. . . 
30 New Orleans and Ohio ............ .. .. 
Total . .. ... . .............. . ....... . .. . . 











l l, 935 05 
46, 159 89 
83, 638 15 
23,458 50 
5, 244 20 
65,000 00 
547, 494 O!l 
J-1, 637 73 
200, 865 58 
78, 460 00 
102, 880 00 
:!8, 559 66 
70, 000 00 
. 2'2, 086 05 
472, 944 66 
118, 895 74 
4, 623 51 
81, 500 00 
51, 912 00 
113,773 45 
2, 112 00 
14, 269 82 
51, 453 93 





32, 150 00 
2, 590, 679 58 
QuAnTgttMASTRil-GR!\F.HAt.'s OvFrcg, Septcml>er, 1873. 





<lld I ~§ .... ....., ~s ¢1--::> 
H E--1 
............ 
·- ------- · 
.................... ......... . ..... 
..................... 
----·-----
--·---·-···· ---· -- ·--· $ 1,646 76 
424 57 ........ .. . 
3, 633 60 ....... ....... . 
30,889 64 ... ............ 
1, Hl2 55 
---- -- -- --
15, 656 91 
---------· 6, 368 56 
14,371 05 
----------3, 324 93 
--- -·- --- -10, 364 66 
l , 778 57 
---- ----- -
70, 194 71 
12, 497 44 
864 87 
9, 946 31 
6, 355 18 
11,947 35 
---~d64-os · ... $48.00 
11, 040 15 
4, 861 44 61 80 
23, 936 79 568 00 
17, 048 49 4 25 
· -- ----- - ---
22,998 78 
13, 719 95 4, 647 20 
297,147 34 5, 329 25 
~H<D _so- ' '0 >:~~ ... 
..... _<1) § ;:;C'> ::-<D~ <1)<1) 
'<lool--::> 8 .. g.oo ~(") -~as ~ 'g § g§ I Remarlts. ;:l • 
"'"$ -~ .. --~~ ·c~gs~-
-<1). ~~~~ ~"CC') >=>.to en:>-, _.,.,sr-- 3 ~ ~15 
"(; .s ~g os~ O"" s::>-1--::> 
I E--1 E--1 E--1 
$7,449 27 i $7, 449 27 ....... .... ·1 Doht diooh>"g•d Jonuuy 1, 1S66 11, 935 05 11, 935 05 . ..... . ..... Debt rlischarp;ed ,January 12, 1866. 
46, 159 89 46, 159 89 .. .. .. .. .. .. Debt discharged Mny 4, 1866. 
83, 638 15 83, 638 15 .. .......... Debt tlisQharge1l Nove>mbcr 24, 1866. 
25, 105 26 25, 105 26 . . . . . . . . . . . . Debt d~scharged J'ltnuary 31, 1867. 
5, 668 77 5, 668 77 ............ D ebt discharged Ma.y 15, 1867. 
68, 633 60 68, 633 60 .... . .. .. .. . Debt discharged August 2:!, 1867. 
578, 383 73 578,383 73 .. .......... Debt c}ischarged October 16, 1867. 
15, 830 28 15,830 28 .. .. .. .. .. .. Debt discharged October 31, 1867. 
216, 522 49 216,522 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . Debt discbargeO. }february 29, 1868. 
84,828 56 84,828 56 .. .. .. .. .. .. Debt discharged Aprilll, 1868. 
117,251 05 117,251 05 ............ DeM discharged April16, 1868. 
41, 884 59 41, 884 59 . . . . . . . . . . . . Debt dischargerl July 16, 1868. 
80, 364 66 80,364 66 . .. . . . . . . . . . D ebt disc.hargetl ,July 21, 1868. 
23,864 62 23,864 62 
----------- · 
Debt disch:~.rgetl August 10, 1B68. 
543, 139 37 543, 139 37 
---- ------- -
Debt discharged August 27, 1868. 
131, 393 18 131, 393 18 . ................ . Debt discharged Octol1er 3, 186S. 
5, 488 38 5, 488 38 
----------- -
Debt discharged October 8, 1868. 
91, 446 31 91,446 31 
----------- · 
Deht discharged November 4, 1861!. 
58, 267 18 58,267 18 
·---------- -
Debt discharged May 31. 1869. 
125, 720 80 125, 7~0 80 
-- -- --------
Debt discharged August 21, 1869_. 
2, 112 00 ~. 112 00 
· --- --------
Debt discharged .January 11, 1870. 
16, 401 90 16, 401 90 
·-- -- ----- - -
Debt discharged ,June 6, 1870. 
62, 494 08 62, 494 08 
----------- -
Debt discharged .Tuly 31, 1870. 
31. 743 24 31,743 24 
--------d· -· Debt discharged ,January 25, 1871. 
no; 832 71 170,832 71 
------------
Debt disc.harged ,June 13, 1871. 
65,827 93 65,827 93 
------------
Debt discharged ,June 14, 1871. 
324 06 324 06 
--- -- --- --- · 
Debt discharged August 16, 1871. 
129, 927 91 120, 927 91 
------------
Debt discharged October 27, 1871. 
50, 517 15 24,728 28 $25,788 87 Company bankrupt; account, therefore, 
------------ dropped from list of indebted companies. 
2, 893, 156 17 2, 867, 367 :iO 2f\, .,88 87 
M. I . LUDINGTON, 





























D.-Statement of allil·oops and stom<J transported under the direction of the Qtta?'i&rmaster's Department during fiscal year ending June 30, U373. 
Kind of transportation. 





















Commis- '1 ~:!;:~-~ Ordnance I Medical 
sary stores. stores. stores. stores. 
Miscella- \Total No. of 
neous. pounds. ] 0 
E-! 
Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Po•u.nds. 
R::ailroads..................................... 1, 421 31, 514 1 32, 935 3, 820 2, 238 64 6, 122 24, 294,244 30, 353, 509 12, 8~1, 991 1, 534,309 7, 575, 686 76,649, 739 
Steamboats, barges, &c...................... 593 14, 632 15,225 448 1, 443 130 2, 021 23, 467, 061 13, 537, 872 6, 699, 5tH 2, 508, 520 2, 191,433 48, 404, 467 
Rtngcs .................................... :.. . 456 924 1, 380 .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 50 1, 863 73!'i .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 000 3, ti48 
\Yagons ............................... . : . ... 99 657 756 .... ... ..... ...... .... .. 12,434,357 14,678,445 1, 732,598 479,631 2, 679,604 32,004,635 
To.tal. ................................. ~2, 569 -~!.:_~27 \ 50, 296 4, 268 3, 681 19• _ 8, 143 60, 195, 712 58, 571, 689 _j 21, 324, 905 4, 522, 460 12,-~7, 723 157, 0~2, 4l:l9 
ow;o.;Iw on ImN H\ 'l'HE oovE&.-.!oiE:-\T. I . I I 
~toa.mboats, bar~es, &c....... .. . .. .. • .. .. .. 4, 092 18, 472 22, 564 3 .... : 2 5 2, 158,288
1 
2, 189, 537 616, 006 400, 048 1, 698, 855 7, 062, 734 
• --------~-- ---~-------~~ --~-----·--·------
Total. ......................... ,. ..... .. 4, 092 18, 472 22, 564 3 .. .. . . 2 5 2, 158, ~88 2, 189, 537 616, 006 400, 048 1, 6!l8, 855 7, 062, 734 
========= ========- ====::::=::::=- ========= ====== ======= ========= =============- :============== ===-========== ======:.=::::::::==::: -================ ~=== 
Grand total ............ ............... -- 1 6, 661 66, 199 72, 860 4, 271 3, 681 196 8, 148 62, 354, 000 J 6o, 761, 2\;16 21, 940, 911 4, 922, 508 14, 146, 578 164, 125, 223 
Ro8peetf'ully snbruittctl. 
QuAH'!'KlUIASTEH-Gl!:~.\LHAL's OFFICE, September, 1813, 























.-. tb.~ ll·ac• l ~~l c-vnfl'ftCf.~ ji>1· 11'11{/MI frnnsporf(!/ion cntrrNl into by tl1r Quartcnlwsfcl·'s Department received at th e Office of the Qum·tm·maste?·-GelH!?'al c17t1"i?lg 
tlw ji~:;cal yea1· tllllillff June :30, 187:3. 
"X nnw~ tit' t>ttit '(' t'll. Xnaut•!! uf cuutrnclOt'R. 
! I 
D:nt• ot··· roll- I 
tral't. 
itl11t. ('ol. .lnnwl:\ -'· J•:hiu, dait•t' I Kt•tw!ly & Kiug .. ..... ----1 Mny l, 1871 
!1•~,~~;~~~:~~::::~~~~·:; lt>~l)i~~~IU I'( 111('11 l• t>f 
.it•nt. l'ol . :--.H. llt>ln\1irl1, dlil'I'I 1LH..L\.<l:uus .............. I July 1,1&72 
ltlli\l' ll•l'IIIII>\(N· )h•tllll'lllll'llt of 
1\•, tl>', ~an . \nto11 ln. 
l>o. .............. , ...... <lo . .................. 1 July l, 1872 
Kt•m•ti,Y & Kiug . .. .. ..... . , Jnl_y J,lR72 
11. B . .c\l!ams .............. July 1, 187:2 
l)tl 
Uo 
-r.tnj. Rnfn11 8axto11, t>hit>f qunrtrr- I Ale::m111lm· Marlin ....... I June 1, 1872 
ann;;tl•r lkpnrtmt•nt of tho Co-
lmul.>in, l'ortlniHl, OrPg-. 
Do ......................... . ,.WilliamGra.nt .... ... ..... I June13,1872 
Do . ......................... . ...... do ................... Jnne 8, 1872 
Route of supply. 
Iil·om l{iu~~rol!l Barracks to l!'ort :Mciutosh, Tex 
Route No.5. From San Antonio to the follow-
iu~ posts. viz: FortR Ulark, Concho, Davis, 
l)nnc:m, Stockton. Bliss, Griffin, Mcintosh, 
MrKn.vett, Richardson, am1 Qnitmnn. 
Routo No.7. From Corsicana., or tho terminus 
of tlH• Texas Central Railroarl , to Forts Griffin 
nntl Ri chard!>on. 
Rcmto No.3. From Riuggold Barracks to Fort 
J\t:cintosh. 
Route No. 4, part 2. From \"ictoria, Tex., or 
other })oint!> on the Gulf, \VestPrn Texas, and 
Pacific Hnilroatl , to t-he public wa1·ebouses at 
San Antonio. 
From the terminus of the Oregon and California 
Cet1tral Railroad (Oregon branch) to Fort Kla-
math, OrE-g. 
From Dalles, Oreg., to Camp Harney, Oreg ..... -
From Dalles to Cn.mp Warner, Oreg ...... _. _ .. . 
Do. ___ ....................... 1 Park 1\' iuans- .......... -- 1 July 5, 1&72 1 From \Vallula to Fort Colville, Wash. Ter ..... . 
Do ..... ... _____ ......... ·--- ~ Charlc~> Rnssell -·-····-- -~ July 1, 1872 
Lieut. Col. l~ufus Saxton, chief J.\Y.hlmmiug ..... _______ Sept.13,1872 
qunrtornut&ter Dopartmt'nt oftho 
Columbin. 
npt. TI. \V. Janes, ns!<istant quar- ~ A. J. Brown_ ... _ .......... , June l, 1872 
tl•rmmltPl', Portland, On,g. 
LiCtll. Col. JT. C. Ransom, chief Patrick Hill .............. Mar. 11, 187a 
qnnrtormn~o~tor Dcp!trtmout of 
From Wallnla or Urnati!1a, Wash. Ter., to Fort 
Boise, ldaho Tor. 
Trausporting the United States military mails 
from Linlnille to Fort Klamath, Oreg. 
Transporting the United States ruilit>try mails 
between Bidwell and Camp WnruPr. 
Transporting tbe United States military mails 
autl exp ress botweon Fort A-braham Lincoln 
Rn.tes. 
Dnte of l:lX· 
pimtion of 
contract. 
$1.18 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles . ! Juno ::JO, 1872 
$1.06 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles I Juno 30,1873 
$ L. R6 per 100 lbs.1Jer 100 miles . I Juno 30,1873 
$1.30 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles .l June 30,1 873 
$1.08 per 100 Jbs. per 100 miles June 30, 1873 
5t cents per lb. in July, Au- I Juno 30, 1873 
gnst, September, and Octo-
ber, 1872, and April, May, 
and June, 1873, aud 30 cents 
p er -lb. from November to 
March, 1873, inclusive, for 
the whole distance. 
7 ceuts per lb. for the whole • June 30, 1H73 
distance. · 
8t cents per lb. for the whole June 30, 1873 
distance . 
July, August., September, and Jnuo 30,1873 
October, 1872, ~tncl April, 
Ma_y, and June, 1873, $4.63 
per 100 Ius.; a.uc1 from Ko-
vember, 1872, to March, 1873, 
iuclusive, $9.26 per 100 lbs. 
for til e whole distance. 
6 cents per lh. for tile whole I Jnno 30, 18'?3 
tlistance_ 
$50 per month.---·-------- --- - J11no 30,1873 
$159 per mouth 
$400 per month 
Jnce 30, 1873 



























Dnkota., Saint Paul, Minn. 
Do ..•••••.................... I E. G. :M:aclay ............. . j Mar. 15, 1873 
and Fort Buford da Fort Stevenson, Dal;:. Ter. 
Montana rontP. Between a,Upostsnow or which 
may be established iu Montana during the E'X· 
istence of the contraet. 
1--1 
C>;) 
Do . .•••.•................ .... 1 E. C. Winnie .............. 1 Mar. 12,1873 Ronte No.4. From Saint Paul or Saint Cloud, 
Miiin., or Fort SteYenson or other posts on the 
Missouri River, Dak. T er., or auy poiut on the 
Saint Paul and Pacific Raili·oad or on the 
Northern Pacific Railroad, to any posts now 
or which may be established during the ex-
istence of the contract in the State of Minne-
sota, or in that portion of Dakota Territory 
lying north and east of Missouri River. 
~ 
MJ\j. B. C. Card, chief quartermas- I A. H. Wilder and N. P. I May 27, 1873 
ter Department of Dakota, Saint Clarke. 
To accompany the military escort to the joint 
commission to survey the boundary-line along 
the forty-ninth parallel, (thirty two-horse or 
two-mule wagons with teams, &c., complete.) 
Paul, :Minn. 
Maj . .dlexander J. Perry, chief I M. V. Boughton. 
quartermaster Department of 
July 15, 1872 From Bryan, Wyo. Ter., to Camp Stambaugh 
and Camp Brown, Wyo. Ter. 
the Platte, Omaha, Nebr. 
Do ....... . 
Do .•.•.....••.. 
Do ......•.. 
Maj. James J. Dana, chief quarter-
master Department of Arizona, 
Prescott, Ariz. Ter. 
Do ...•.... 
Do .............. . 
Capt. W. B. Hughes, chief quarter-
master Depa1;tment of the Gulf,. 
New Orleans, La. 
Col. L. C. East.on, assistant qua.rter-
ma-ster-geueral, U. S. A., Phila-
delphia, Pa. 
C. E. Clay and Daniel I July 24, 1872 
McU!van. 
John Hunton ............. Aug.10, 1872 
Joseph Gordon and Henry I .Aug. 30,1872 
.B. Murray. 
Jonathan M. Bryan and .Tune 1,1872 
Abraham Frank. 
From Cbeye1me Depot, Wyo. Ter., to Forts 
Laramie and Fetterman, Wyo. Ter. 
Medicine Bow, Wyo. Ter., to Foi't Fetterman, 
Wyo.Ter. 
From the terminus of the Utah Southern Rail-
road to Beaver, W:yo. Ter. 
Route No.2. From Ehrenbergh to Camps Date 
Creek, Hualpai, McDowell, 'Verue, and Fort 
Whipple, Ariz. Ter. 
J. M. Barney ...... ........ 1 Sept.16, 187:} I Route No.1. From Yuma Depot. to Tucson and 
Camps Bowie, McDowell, and Grant, Ariz. 
Ter. 
E. N. Fish and W. B. Hell- I April 1, 1873 
ings. 
Daniel Hazard ............ I April 1, 1873 
Route No. 1. From Yuma Depot to Camps 
Apache, Bowie, McDowell, and Lowell, and 
to Tucson Depot and New Camp Grant; and 
to and from any posts south of latitude 340 
north and east of the Colorado River. 
Route No.2. All posts in Department of Ari-
zona north of 34° north and east of the Colo-
rado River, including Camp McDowell, sup-
plied from Ehrenbergh. 
Edward Schlesinger ...... 1 May 24,18731 Wagon transportation in New Orleans and vi-
cinity. 
W. S. Crawford' ........... I Oct. 1,18721 Wagon hauling in Pbilailelpbia, and at Schuyl-
kill arsenal, Pennsylvania. 
$1.02 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles.l Mar. 31, 1874 
$1.22 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles .1 Mar. 31, 1874 
$5 per da:y per team, forage for Date of the 
the animals, and subsistence return of 
for the men. the expedi-
t!O tion. 
$2.26~ per 100 lbs. per 100 miles, June 30,1873 ~ 
(average.) ~ ~ 
$1.22~ per 100 lbs. per 100 miles, June 30, 1873 ~ 
(average.) tr.l 
$1.74 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles, June 30, 1873 ~ 
· (average.) ~ 
$1.44 per 100 lbs. per 100 miles J nne 30, 1873 il> 
m. 
Per 100 lbs. per 100 miles: To June 30, 1873 ~ tr.l Date Creek and Hualpai, ~ $2.50 ; to McDowell, $1.90; to I 
Verde, $2.70; to Fort Whip- Q 
ple, $2.35, currency. t;rj 
Per 100 Ibs. per 100 miles : To June 30, 1873 z 
Tucson, $2.30; to Camp t;rj 
Bowie, $2.37!; to McDowell, ~ $2.43; to Grant, $2.60. il> 
Per 100 lbs. per 100 miles: To June 30, 1874 ~ 
.Apache, $3.25; to Bowie, 
$2.29 ; to McDowell, $2.37 ; 
to Lowell, Tucson Depot, 
and New Camp Grant, $2.25. 
Per 100 lbs. per 100 miles: To I June 30, 1874 
Camp McDowell, $2.30; to 
Date Creek, $2.35; to Hual-
pai, $2.25; to Verde and Fort 
Whipple, $2.49; between 
v~~i~~~ ~~·~_0: ........... ... .... 1 June 30,1874 





C.-Abstract of contracts for wagon transJJ01'lation, <f'c.-Coutinnetl. 
NnnH's of oOioN·s. ~-------------~==~~=-~~==~==~----~~---!Date of ex-piration of contract. Nnmns of coutmotors. Route of supply. Rates. 
ol. t;tt'wnt·t Ynn Ylit't, ohit'f qunr-
tl't·mnstl'l' Uepnrtmout of tlw 
1\lil:lsonrl, l~ort l,onyouworth, 
litlllll. 
Liont. Col. A, R Etltly, ohlof qunr-
tN·mn~tl'r Ut'pnrtment. of Onli-
fomin, !!:nn Ji'rnncisoo, Cn I. 
Do . ..... . 
Dv. 
II. U. LOYt'll ..• .•...••.... . I May 10, 1873 
U'Yilll! Ayros .......... . .. 1 June 2, 1873 
Ronto No.2. .From any and all lloints on the 
Kansas Pacific Railway, Atchison, Topeka 
and Santa Fll Railmad, and Denver and Rio 
~~~~~cl~lK~~~~~1 ' :d an-left~~~r~~s P~f0col~r!~~ 
nnd New Mexico, and to Camp Apache, Ariz. 
Ter., and to suoh port.ions of the Indian Ter-
ritory a>:~ lie 110rth of the Red River and west 
of longitude 970. 
From Reno, Nev., to Camp Bidwell, Cal ....... . 
J. S. Rotbsohiltl .. ......... , June 2, ll3'1'3 1 Froru San Francisco to Camp Independence, 
Cnl. 
Si~rmmHl Greonb~tum ..... Jnno 1,1873 From San Francisco to Camp Gaston, Cal ...... . 
Do . .......................... , Be11,jnmin F. "White aud I June 2,1813 From Corinne, Utah Ter., to Fort Hall, Idaho 
James C. 8turoJ), Ter. 
Do, .•••..••••............ , ... Juruos M. Ellis .... ....... . May 22,1873 From San Francisco, Cnl., to Can1p Wright, Cal .. 
Per l 00 lbs . per 100 miles : 
From .Atchison, Topeka and 
Santa Fe Railroad, 9Dt cont.s; 
from the Kansas Pacific Rail-
wa,y and Denver and Rio 
Grande Railroad, 99 11-12 
cents, (average.) 
$6.431 per 100 lbs for the whole 
distance, (average.) 
$6.6H per 100 lbs. for the whole 
clistance, (average.) 
$2,631 per 100 lbs. for the whole 
distance, (average.) 
$4.50 per 100 lbs. for the whole 
distance, (average.) 
$5.82! per 100 lbs. for the whole 
distance, (average.) 
Mar. 31, 1874 
Juu · 30, Ul74 
June 30, 1874 
June 30, 1874 
Juno 30, 1874 
June 30, 1874 
Respectfully Rubmitted, 
QUJ\RTEmJASTER·GENEl~t.'s 01.-flCE, Septembe-r, 1873. 





























D.-.Abst?·aot oj contracts for wnter-transportatio11 entered info by the Qnm·tennaste'I''B Depa1·trnent d~t?'·ing the fiscal yew· ending ,June 30, 1873. 
Name of officer. Name of cont.ractor. Date of con-tract. 
Col D. ll. Rucker, .A. Q. M. Gen .... j John B. DaUas, .. . ........ j Feb. ~1, 1873 
Do ............ . 
Lieut. Col S. B. Holabird, D. Q. M. 
Gen. 
Do .. : ......... . 
G. W. Cass, president I Mar. 1, 1873 
North Pacific Railroad 
Company. 
C . .A. Whitney & Co., I July 1,1872 
agents of Chas. Morgan. 
Kenedy & King . .. ....... July 1, 1872 
Maj. William Myers, Q. M.......... l<'. Holl~ngshead ........... July 1, 1872 
Maj. J. J. Dana, Q. M............... C. Joeger ................ July 1, 1872 
Capt. H. W. Janes, .A. Q. M......... George FlaveL ...... .... .. July 1, 1872 
Do ........................... Thomas Coape ............ .July 1,1872 
Maj. C. G. Sawtelle, Q. M ........... B. M. Hartshorne ......... .June 1, 1872 
.Respectfully submitted. 
QUARTE1UUS1'ER-GENERAL18 o~-~'ICE, September, 18'13. 




diate points on the Missouri lUver. 
Sioux City, Iowa, to Fort Benton, and interme- ~ Schedule rates ............... --~ Oct. 31, 1873 
Edwinton to points up and down the Missouri ...... do ........................ Oct. 31,1873 
River between Sioux City and Fort Benton; 
also from Chicago, TIL, to Duluth, Minn. 
New Orleans, La., to Galveston, Indi:mola, and ...... do ........................ June 30,1873 
Brazos Santiago, Tex., and return. 
Brazos Santiago to Brownsville and Ringgold ..... . do ................... . .... .June 30,1873 
Barracks, Tex., and return. 
Washin~ton, D. C., to Forts Foote and Washing- ...... do........................ June 30, 1873 
ton,Ma. 
Ferriage across Colorado River at Yuma Depot.. $250 per month.... . ..... . ..... June 30,1873 
Astoria, Oreg., to Forts Cape Disappointment Schedule rates................. J one 30, 1873 
and Stevens. 
Fort Townsend to Camp San Juan .................... do ........................ June 30,1873 
San Francisco, Cal., to Point Isabel, month of the $14 per ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 30, 1873 
Colorado River. 






















E.-Statrmtmt of l'twse7s c1tm•tcred, lmprcssecl, Ol' employe(] by the Qua?'termasteJ•'s Depm•tment, du1'ing tlle fiscal yea?' ending Jlme 30, 1873. 
.0 ~ I'< ~. Period of servioe. 
..c:J ·~ ~ai ~~ to 
I I 
·~ A 
N'amq. I I When Wbere charter- By whom put in l!lervice. Rate of pay, A § bll ~"i Clns11. J obltftorod, I money is payable. +> ~ ~.;:! ~8 From- To.- -s ~ ..q ..q 8 f"l 
-
--------
108 JutH> 1,1869 July 1,1872 June 30,1873 New York City ... Col. R. Ingalls, A. Q. M, $45 per day . .. $16, 425 OQ ..• .. $16,425 00
1 
... . ... .. 
Gen. 
Mllf.!ll?lin .... Stonmsbi}l 1,215 Nov. 4,1872 Nov. 4,187!:! D eo, 7,1872 ...... clo ................. do ................ $550 erday .. 15,950 00 ..... 15,950 00 ....... .. 
.AiltOl'liL ..... Stonmor .. Unlmo'''n June J , 1!372 July 1,1872 June 30,1873 Portland, Oreg .... Capt. H. W. Janes, ..<\. w .$448 per mo. 5, 354 28 ..... 5, 354 28 ....... .. 
~.M. 
li'lwot·lto ....... do ......... do ... Juno 1,1872 July 1,1872 June so 1873 ...... no ........... ...... do ................ te3oo per mo . 3,600 00 ..... 3,600 oo
1 
....... . . 
Pilot .......... ... do .. . .. 145 Jan. 21,1873 J11>n, 24,1873 Feb. n: 1873 San Franoisoo,CaJ. Cav.t. G, C. Smith, A. Q. $16.66~ p'r day 3l6 67..... 316 67 teen 12 
M. 
Uonl'Y Smith. I Stt>nruer .. 
l\:nto ......... SohoonOl' .. Unknown .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. • .. .. .. Fort Johnston,N.C Lt. E. S, Curtis, A, A. Q. §12!- cents per 
M. 100 pounds. 
!f~r~> :i~~~:;;:: :J~ ::::::::::::::: :::::: _: :· :::::.:_:·:: -: :~~ :· ::: : J~ :::: :::::·::- Li~ ~:::: 
l~t>pnulio ......... t1o ......... do .. D eo. 9,1872 Deo. 9,1872 Deo. 9,1872 Cllarleston,S,C ... Capt.G.W. :Bradley,A. $10job ..... .. 
. . Q. M. 
Ajax ......... StOl\11\0r ...... do ... Nov. , 1872 Nov ,1872 Nov. ,1872 Savannah, Ga ..... Lt.J.W.Dillenback,A. $340job . ... .. 
A.Q.M. 
67 73, ..... 67 73 ... .. ... .. 
~~ :;1!~.~~ 
64 23. .... . 
14 10 ... .. 
10 00 ... .. 
59 lf!i ........ . 44 45 . ....... : 
64 2:~ ..... , .. . 
14 10 ....... .. 
10 00 . .. .... .. 
340 00, ..... 340 00, .. ....... 
---·---· 42, 245 641sii'12 
"$90 extra trips; ~6 an hour overtime. t ~ per ton for stores, tCoiu. ~Employed as occasion demand~, transportwg stores from Wilmington to Fort Johnston. 
Respectfull~· snbmitted. 
QUARTE~[A5T~R·Gt:Nl>R<\L'!> OFfiCE, Sept~rnQe1·, l873, 




























l!'.-S/(lfemrnt of ·vessels ow11 ed Ol' pm·chased by the Gorennnent and employed in the Qua1·te1'maste1·'s Depm·trnent dm·ing jUJcal yea1· ending June 30, 1873. 
"" o:> ~Q 
..c-<3 
0 -
Name. I Class. I ~ 
I 
;...+> 
b.O ;::l:;:l P.C 
"' ::=..O ~ 0) ... s:l 
0 ,qo 
8 ~ 
Gen. A. A. Humphreys. I Steam-tug .. 1 45 1867 ........ . 
General McPherson .. ··1 Propeller . .. 1 104. 23 1 Sept. 1, 1867 
Mar,!!;aret ...... . .... . .. Schooner.... 22 Feb. 9,1864 
Pulaski. ............... St'm-launch . ..... ___ Feb. 26,1872 
Matchless ........ .... .. Schooner .... 170 .June 5,1863 
Total ....... ..... , ...................... . 
Respectfully submitted. 
QUARTEimASTER·GENERAL's OFFICE, September, 1873. 
o:> :.. 
c <S. ~ ~~ I> . '0 ~ 
O)O By whom employed. Wbere employed. P<ai ~0 §·~ 81-< -~ 0 se ~ ~ 
$11,500 Lieut. Col. A. Montgomery, 
D.Q.M.Gen. . Boston, Mass ....... $7,381 88 
40,000 I Lieut. Col. A . R . Eddy, D. Q.l San Francisco, Cal .. l 24,116 03 
M.Gen. 
2, 700 Maj. R. N. Batchelder, Q. M.. Portland, Oreg . . . . . . 910 16 
7, 000 .......................... .. .. Fort Pulaski, Ga ... ......... ... . 
13,500 .............................. Fort .Jefferson, Fla .. 504 62 
37, 413 19 
Remarks. 
This vessel is owned bv the Engineer 
Department of the Army, and run in 
connection with that Department. 
Coin. 
Coin. 
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VI.-Report of Capt. .A. J. McGonningle, assista.nt quartermaster, 
U.S. A. 
WAR DEP.A.RTMEN1', . 
Q U.A.RTERM.A.STER-G ENER.A.L'S OFFICE, 
. Washington, D . 0., September 22, 1873. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of the 
o r tion of the cf!meterial branch o~ this office during the fiscal year 
une 30, 1873. . 
number of interments in the national cemeteries rep·orted last 
t,9 2; the number of bodies of Union soldiers since interred in 
the m t ri , 148; number removed by friends, none; remaining in 
tb c m t rie , 318,110; the number of known, 170,287; unknown, 
7 "' . 
n b 5th of December, 1872, the Secretary of .War directed the es-
li hi nt fa national cemetery at Fort McPherson, Nebr., and the 
v 1 th reto of the remains inter~ed at Forts Sedgwick and Kear-
y. 
y a t f ongre s approved March 3, 1873, the American burial-
Ul d ne r the city of Mexico was designated a national military cern-
QU .A.RTERMASTER-GENER.A.L. 19~ 
military cemeteries, to ue made of durable stone and of such design 
and weight as shall keep them in place when set. The act further pro-
vides "that the eon tract shall be awarded by the Secretary of War 
after sixty days' advertisement in ten newspapers of general circulation, 
and the Secretary of "\Var shall first. determine for the various ceme-
teries the size and model for sueb heacf.stoues, and the · standard of 
quality and color of the stones to be used.~' 
A copy of the advertisement in.viting proposals oocompanies this re-
·port, together witll a eop.r of the published specifications in detail, the 
standard fixed by the Secretary of War. 
The list which accompauies the latter is intended to exhibit only the 
number of graves at each cemetery which require head-stones, and does 
not include those for which head-stones or monuments have already 
been provided, nor the number of unknown remains in the Salisbury 
eemetery over which one monument js to be erected. H~nce the dis-
crepaucy between the totals stated in that list and the total number of 
interments as given in this report. · 
By an act approved March 3, 1873, the sum of $10,000 was appropri-
ated for a monument at the Salisbury, N.C., national cemetery, wherein 
lie the remains of 12,112 men, most of them not identified. Several ar-
tists have been invited to submit designs for such a monument. Three 
designs have been received thus far. 
Superintendents are required at sixty-six national cemeteries. Seven 
w~re appointed during the year, one died, and one was discharged; 
sixty-five remained on duty at the close of the fiscal year. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, . . 
A. J. McGONNIGLE, 
Captain and Assistant Quarterm(!;ster, U. S. A. 
Brig. Gen. M. C. MEIGs, 
Quartermaster- General, U. S. A. 
P1·oposals for hecul-stones jo1· national milita1·y cmnetm·ies. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
QUA.RTERMASTER-GENEJ~AL'S OFFICE. 
Washington, D. C., Ju·ne 27, 1873'. 
Proposals are invited for furnishing head-stones for the national military cemeteries 
as prescribed l>y the law of 3d March, 1873, of which the following is an extract: 
"Provided, that the head-stones required by an act entitled 'An Act to establish aud 
protect national cemeteries,' approved February 22, 1867, and the act amendatory 
thereof, approved June 8, 1872, flhall be of durable stone, and of such design and wtight 
as shall keep them in place wheu set; and the contract for supplying the same shall be 
awarded by the Secretary of War, after sixty days' advertisement in ten newspapers of 
general cir u1ation, to some responsiule person or persons whose samples aud uids shall 
in the gre test measure combine the elements of durabilit)r, decency, and cheapness ; 
and the sum of one million dollars is hereby appropriated for said purpose ont of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated ; and the Secretary of War sba.U 
first det~rmine for the various cemeteries the size and model for such head-stones, and 
the standards of quality and color of the stone to be used, and bids shall be made and 
decided with reference thereto ; and contracts may be made for separate quantities of 
such head-stones ; and the coutracts made under this act . shall provide for furnishing 
and setting all the said head-stones, and shall not in the aggregate exceed the sum 
hereby appropriated.'' 
The total number to be furnished is estimated at "'253,088 for the known, 147,694; 
for the unkn,>wn, 105,394. 
*These :figures could only be estimated when the advertisement was prepared, as full 
reports from some office1·s in charge of cemeteries had not then been received ; hence 
the discrepancy existing between the above figures and the total number in list accom-
panying the specifications, the latter having been corrected from reports received after 
the advertisement had been prepared. 
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Specifications, describing in detail the standard fixed by the Secreta1y of War, can 
be bad on application by letter to this Office, where also a. specimen will be placed on 
exhibition within a few days. 
Proposals hould be in sealed envelopes, marked : "Proposals for bead- tones for 
national military cemeteries," and addressed to the Quartermaster-General of the 
Army, in whose Office they will be opened, in presence of bidders, on Saturday, Sep-
tember 6, 1 7-3, commencing at 11 o'clock a . m. 
By order of the Secretary of War. 
Official copy. 
Mr.----, 
M . .C. MEIGS, 
Quartn·master-Genm·al, Bvt. Maj. Gen., U. S. A. 
A. J. McGONNIGLE, 
Capt. and Assistant Qua1·termaster, U. . A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
QVARTERMASTER-GENJ£RAL'S OF ifiCJ~, 
Washi'ngton, D. C., August 15, 1 73. 
SIR: In addition to the information contained in the specifications for beatl-stone 
for soldier 'graves, you are advised that abbreviations may be made in the Cbri tian 
or first name of the deceased, also in his rank, and in the name of his State, thus: 
Wr.r. C. JoNE , PvT., MA . 
. HI. H. WALKER, LT. CoL., PA. 
Where the name of the deceased is long, it must be put on the stone in a 1mn·e, with 
the rack and uame of the tate below. 
By order of the ecretary of War. 
M. C. MEIG, 
Qum·tm·maste1·- General. 
peeifications jo1· head-stones for nationctl rnilitm·y cemeteries. 
. FOR TllE KNOW ~ . 
A white marble or gray granite lab, four (4) inches tbicli, ten (10) inches wide. 
tw lve (12) inches high abo\e ground, and, for the latitnde of Washington, and sontb' 
twenty-four (24) inches in the ground; north of that latitude, thirty (30) inches in 
the grouud. 
The part above ground to be poli bed neatly, and to have the top slightly curv d. 
The numb r of the grave, the rank and name of the soldier, and the name of the 
tate from which he cam , to be cut on on face; the fignres and capital l tters to u 2 
inc he long and t inch d ep; the other letter on inch long and t inch deep. The 
letters may be in relief or inci ed, at th option of the bidder. 
The portion below ground to be rough-dre . eel, and at least i inch wider and thick r 
tb n the part above ground. The bottom to be traigbt and of uniform thickn , and 
h corners quare. 
FOR TllB "U.~:'K~' WN. 
A granit or marbl bloQk ix inches quare and two and one-half feet long, (6" X 
6" X 2' " .) 
The top and four incbe of the ide of the upp r end to be neatly dre. ed, and tb 
number of th grave cut on the top in figur 2i inch s long and i inch deep, or re-
li v d. !Vhen the fignr are more than tbre tb y will be arranged in a curv around 
tb margm. 
Tb top to b • flat or lightly convex· the u ttom to be flat and full ix inch 
qnar · th r t of the blo ·k to b rou rh-dre . ed or split, but tu be of full iz 
throughout. 
The block to be :firmly t in the ground tb. t the t p shall be just even with the 
top of the grav . 
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The marble for the slabs t.o be white, of fine grain, good textnre, and hard; for the 
blocks, to be nearly white, of pretty fine grain, and good texture-to be a good dnra.ble 
marble. 
The granite for the slabs to be of uniform gray, of a fine grain, uniform mixture of 
the ingredients, and free from all oxides; for the bloclcs, to he gray, of pretty close 
grain, and to be a good granite for building purposes. 
Specimen head-stones, giving the form, the style of finish, and the quality of the 
stone required, will be exhibited in the Quartermaster-General's Office in a few days. 
NOTES. 
1. These olabs may be of uniform width and thickness throughout, (viz: 10 inches 
wide and 4 inches thick,) at the option of the bidder. . 
2. The granite slabs may be fine-pin hammered on the back, and the face rubbed or 
sanded smooth. 
3. The term polishecl is used to signify the usual manner of finishing marble head-
stoues. 
List of national cemeteries 1·equi1·ing head-stones. 
~:::l ~:::l .... 
~~ $!::: 0 ~ >=10 :... . • .-.>=! .... >:~ 
"§ ~ ~ <D.zl 
a .... ~s .0>=1 Name of cemetery. Location. 0'+-< S<D :::; o.; '+-<a:i ::sS 
blJ ~.5-~ ~ ~.s >=I~ 
.:: 'S~g ,o~O> ->=~ :::; s§s ~·~ >=I 
::s ::sSH ~se 0 ~ ~ H 
1 Alexandria. Cemetery .. . .. One mile from .Alexandria, La .............. 5L7 763 1, 280 
2 Alexandria Cemetery . .... At .Alexandria. Va _ ............... . ........ 3, 337 103 3, 440 
3 Anders01_1ville Cemetery .. At Andersonville, Ga . .................. . ... 12, 769 483 13,252 
4 Annapohs Cemetery ...... One-fourth mile from .Annapolis, M(l. ...... . 2, 263 211 2, 474 
Arlington Cemetery . ..... Three miles from Washiugton, D. C ........ 7, 247 1, 798 9, 045 
Ball's l3l nff Cemetery ..... On the Potomac River, opposite Edwards' 1 24 25 
7 ' Barrancas Cemetery .. .... 
Ferry. 
Near ]'ort Barrancas, Pensacola, Fla . ....... 580 375 955 
8 Battle Ground Cemetery . ]'our miles from Washington, D. C ......... 40 40 
!J Baton Houge Cemetery ... . At Baton Houge, La . ....................... 2, 428 494 2, 922 
10 Beaufort Cemetery ....... Three-fourths of a mile from Beaufort, S.C . 4, 319 3, 900 8, 219 
11 Beverl,y Cemetery . ....... . One and one-half miles from Beverly. N. J .. 1:J8 7 145 
12 Brownsville Cemetery .... Near Fort Brown, Tex ...................... 1, 288 1, 409 2, 697 
13 Camp Butler Cemetery ... Si~~~\~s;;·~~\~~~b~~<ii;ft~-~~d ~he Toledo, 533 164 697 
14 Camp Nelson Cemetery ... Six miles from Nicholasville, Ky ...... . ... .. 2, 337 1, 189 / 3, 52ti 
15 Cave Hill Cemetery . ...... .At Louisville,~ .......................... 3, 226 548 3, 774 
16 Chalmette Cemetery ...... Six miles from ew Orleans, La ............ 6, 658 5, 280 11,938 
17 Chattanooga Cemetery ... . One and one-fourth miles from Chattanooga, 7, 919 4, 92::1 12, 848 
Tenn. 
18 City Point Cemetery ...... One and one-half miles from C ty Point, Va. 3, 490 338 3, 82f3 
19 Cold Jlar·bor Cemetery .... El even audone-halfmiles from Richmond,Va 630 1, 311 1, 941 
20 Corinth Cemetery ........ Three-fourt-hs of a mile from Corinth, Miss .. 1, 784 3, 886 5, 670 
21 Crown llill Cemetery .. .. . Three mi les from Indianapolis, Ind ......... 672 36 708 
22 Cnlpeper Cemetery . ...... .At Culpeper Court .Jlouse, Va ........ . ..... 446 902 1, 348 
23 Uypr~ss Hill Cemetery ... . On Long Island, eight miles from New York 3, 038 75 3,113 
City. 
24 Danville Cemetery ........ .At Danville, Va ............................ 1,159 134 1, 293 
25 Fayetteviile Cemetery .. .. One-half mile from Fayetteville, .Ark ....... 456 754 1, 210 
26 Florence Cemetery ........ One milo from Florence, S.C ..... ......... . . 159 2, 799 2, 958 
27 Fort Donelson Cemetery . . One-half mile from Dover, Tenn ............ 128 511 639 
28 Fort Gibson Cemetery . .. . .At Fort Gibson, Incl. T ..................... 156 1, 967 2,123 
20 I Fo" Ha";"" Coruotoc.v .. Eight miles from Richmond Va ............ 240 286 526 
30 Fort 'Leavenworth Cern- One-half mile from Fort Lea,·enworth, Kans. 364 744 1 , ~8 
etery. 
31 Fort Scott Cemetery .. .. . . One and one-half miles from Fort Scott, Kans. 307 102 409 
32 Fort Smith Cemetery .. ... One-fourth of a mile from Fort Smith, Ark .. 565 939 I , 504 
33 FreclericksbnrghCemetery .At Fredericks burgh, Va., one mile from the 2, 448 4,155 6, 603 
34 Gettys burgh Cemetery .... 
railway station. 
.At the village of Gettys burgh, Pa .......... 979 979 
35 Glendale Cemetery ....... Fifteen miles from Richmond, Va . .......... 237 399 636 
36 Grafton Cemetery ........ One-fourth of a mile from Grafton, W.Va . .. 618 608 1, 226 
37 Hampton Cemo3tery ..... .. One-half mile from Hampton, Va .. . ....... 4, 364 450 4, 814 
38 Jefferson Barracks Cern- On the military reserve of Jefferson Bar- 6, 756 1, 754 8, 510 
elery. racks, ten miles from Saint Louis, Mo. 
39 Je~ rson City Cemetery .. At J efferson City, Mo ....... ~ .............. 310 330 640 
J 40 Keokuk Cemetery . ...... . .At Keokuk, Iowa .. . ........................ 56!) 21 5!JO 
41 Knoxville Cemetery ...... Three-fourths of a mile from KnoxYille, Tem1 2, 016 1, 045 3, 061 
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List of national cemeteries 1·equi1·ing head-stones- Continued. 
t \ 
~~ ~"' ..... Q~ 0 ]g ~~ ;..a) 
..!:4 ...... 
..... .._.1=1 .0>::: 
"' 
Name of cemetery. Location. o ..... o>' e~ oai ~ ~ ~ Dl: b.C ~ :n.9 ..... c; J;-5·~ .s 
':;i -s~s s~s ]·~ :::: 
~ DS~ zE;f 0 z E-1 
- -----
42 Laurel Cemetery .. .. . .... . Near Baltimore. Mrl. ............. .. ........ 23() 2 238 
43 Lebanon Cemetery ........ Two and one-half miles from Lebanon, Ky .. 564 283 847 
44 Lexin~on Gemeterv ...... One mile from Lexington, Ky .... : . ........ 815 105 920 
45 Little ock Cemetery. . . . One aml one-halfmiles from Little Rock, A.rk. 2, 765 37 2,802 
46 Logan's Cross-roads Cern- A.t Mill Springs, Lincolnville, Ky .. ........ 327 367 694 
etery. 
Three miles from Baltimore, Md .. .......... 47 Loudon Park Cemetery ... 1, 475 161 1, 636 
4 Marietta Cemetery ....... At Marietta, Ga . ....... ·· ---- --------·---- 6, 999 3, 053 10,052 
49 Memphis Cemetery ....... Six miles from Memphis, Tenn ............. 5, 027 8, 811 13,83 
50 Mobile Cemetery .......... A.t Mobile, Ala .... ..................... . ... 248 562 810 
51 Mound Citb Cemetery .... One and one-half miles from Mound City, Ill 2, 450 2, fl40 5, 090 
52 Nashville 'emetery .. ..... Six miles from Nashville, Tenn .. .. . ... ..... 11,477 3, 966 15,443 
53 Natchez Cemetery ....... . One and one-half miles from Natchez, Miss. 287 2, 775 3, 062 
54 ew Albany Cemetery ... A.t New Albany, Ind ...... ...... ............ 2, 090 666 2, 756 
55 New Berne Cemetery . .... One mile from New Berne, N.C .......... . .. 2, 031 286 2, 317 
56 Philadelphia cemeteries .. .A.t Philatlelphia, Pa ................... ... . . 1, 789 30 1, 819 
57 Pittsbu-rgh Landing Cern- Throe and one-fourth miles from Shiloh, 1, 227 2, 354 3, 5 I 
tory. Tenn. 
5 Poplar Grove Cemetery ... Five mile from Peters burgh; Va ..... .. .... 2,171 3, 354 5, 525 
59 Port lludson Cemetery ... One and one-half miles from Port Hudson, La 540 3, 260 3, t!OO 
60 Raleigh Uemetery . . . . . . . One milo from Ralei17h, N. IJ ................ 606 553 1, 159 
61 Richmond Cemetery . .... Three n,nd onc-half1mles from Ricbmond,Va. 832 4, 003 4, 835 
62 Rock Island Cemetery .... On Rock Island, Missi»siEpi Riv •t·, Ill ...... 280 9 289 
63 alisbur? Cemetery ..... . One-half mil from SaliR ury, 11. C ......... 88 
64 oven Pmes Cemetery . .. Nine miles from Richmond, Va . . . ... . ...... 140 649 7 9 
(i5 , oldier 'Homo Cemetery. Two miles from Wa~:~hington, D. C .......... 4, fl.'i9 279 5, 23 
fi(i • pringfi ld Cemetery .... . Three miles from old Springfield, Mo. ; six 812 706 1, 51 
miles from railroa<l station. 
67 taunton C met ry .... ... One and one-fourth mile from !:taunton, Va. 231 406 637 
6 tone RiYer Uemet ry .... '.rhree miles from Mul'freesborougb, Tenn ... 3, 742 Sl, 321 6, 06:! 
69 icksburfif Cemetery .... Two miles from Vicksburgll, Miss .......... 3, 829 12, 687 16,516 
70 Wbitc Ha Cemet~ry ..... Near Bristol, seventeen miles from Phila- 59 1 60 
71 Wilmin~rton Cemetery ... 
delphia, Pa. 
One mile from Wilmington, N. C ............ 701 1, 359 2, or.o 
72
1 
Winnhnst" Cnm t<ry ..... One-fourth of a mile from ·winchester, Va .. 2, 009 2, 026 4, o:15 
73 York~:~l ~~~-~~~~:~:::::: One-half mile from Yorktown, Va .......... 722 844 1, 566 --
104,7571252. 7!l7 .. ........ ...... . .... ········· ··--·-··- -·-·· 148, 040 
Qt;ARTER 'IER-G:&.'EUAL' OFFICE, 
M. C. MEIGS 
Quartermaster-Gen~Wal Bvt. Maj. Gen., TJ. S . .A. 
Washington, June 27, 1 7:S • 
• 




COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF S.UBSISTENCE. 
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE, 
Washington City, October 10,. 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the opera-
t ions of the Subsistence Department of the Army for the fiscal year 
terminating June 30, 1873 : 
During the year subsistence supplies for the Army have beeu pro-
cured, distributed, stored, and sold or issued to officers, enlisted men, 
civilian army employes, and others whose connection with the Army 
entitles .them to such supplies, by the· methods required by law and 
Army Regulations, and under appropriate requisitions and orders of a 
general or special nature, no changes having taken place during the 
year in the sources of such supplies, except such as necessarily follow 
their increasing production and decreasing cost at points nearer the 
troops to be supplied. 
Uesponsible officers of the Subsistence Department stationed at tile 
headquarters of the several geographical divisions and departments as 
chief commissarieR, acting constantly under the knowledge and ap-
proval of their respective commanding generals, are charged, under 
conformity with the laws and regulations and the orders or decisions of 
the Secretary of War or Commissary-General, with the procuremt-nt, 
distribution, care, and issue of the necessary supplies. 
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873, there were reported to 
this Office 205 advertisements inviting proposals for supplies, 305 con-
tracts for fresh meat, 62 contracts for complete rations, 127 contr~cts 
for miscepaneous articles, and 298 contracts, consisting of written pro-
posals and ~wceptances . 
. The average price of fr(jsh beef per contracts made during· the year 
was as follows, in the several States and Territories : 
Cents Cents Cents 
States or Territories. per States or Territories. per States or Territories. pe1· 
pound. pound. pound. 
Maine .. .... ....... ....... . . ..... 13.62 Alabama . .. .. ... . . .. ... 9.12 Dakota Territory . .. . ... 9. 09 
Massachuset ts . .. . ...... 14.00 Mississippi ..... .. . .. .. 10. 50 W yoming Territory . .. . 8. 88 
Rhode I sland ........ ... 11.75 Louisiana .. . ...... ... .. 9. 00 New Mexico Territory . . 8. 53 
Connecticut . .. ... .... ... 10.00 Texas . .. . .......... .. .. 5. 04 Colorado Territory ... . . 7. 18 
New York ..... . . . .. . . .. 11.69 Tennessee ........... ... 8. 68 ~~~~~;~~~~iit~~v ~ : : : : 7. 87 :Pennsylvania ..... ...... 10.54 K entucky ............. 8. 68 9. 15 
Maryland .......... .... 10. 81 lllinois ... ..... .. ..... .. 7. 95 California ....... : . ..... 11.70 
District of Columbia .. ... 12.20 ~~~~~~~i : ::: : : ::::::::. 10.85 Oregon .. .... . ...... .... 7. 36 Virginia ........... .. .. . . 11.93 5. 50 Arizona Territory ...... 13. 87 
North Carolina .. . .. . .... 11.16 Minnesota . ......... . ... 8. 85 Washi~ton Territory .. 9. 18 
South Carolina ........ .. 10.72 Nebraska ...... .. . .. . .. . 7.35 Idaho erritory ....... ·j ll. 82 
~fo~if:.·.·_-_-_·:. : :::·:.: : :: 8. 37 K ansas ... ... . . .. . ... .. 8. 68 Nevada ................ 15.67 8. 66 Indian Territory ....... 7.12 I 
Making tbe average contract price fqr the year 9.81 cents per pound net, 
being 5t mills less than for the previous year. 
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The average cost of the complete ration for the fiscal year ending 
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1872. Oents. Oents. Oents. Oents. Oents. dents. Oents. Oents. Oents. Oents. 
July ... ........... 15.97 21.57 14.. 58 15.69 16.31 16.13 16.57 15. 99 17.15 22.65 
AU!l:USt ...•••..••. 15.97 19.16 14.17 16.22 16.29 16.81 16.61 :to. 07 17.97 22.28 
Heptember ........ 16.29 19.15 14.46 16.11 16.28 17.92 18.18 15.75 19.45 22.34 
October . .......... 16.73 18.94 14.71 16.87 16.41 19.03 18.93 15.09 20.00 21.31 
November ........ 17.01 18.92 15.10 15.90 15.97 18. 41 18.83 13.29 19.48 21.30 
December ......... 16.49 18.25 14.62 16.62 16.58 18.13 18.04 14.38 17.82 21.49 
1873. 
January .......... 15.50 18.17 14.55 1;5. 26 16.72 17.14. 17.55 14.70 18.32 21.50 
February ......... 16.75 20.58 15.36 16.26 16.12 18. 65 16.00 14.21 20.52 21.88 
March ............ 18.31 20.58 16.02 16. 31 15.84 18.63 18.52 16.17 17.70 2"2. 28 




.A.verage ...... 16.69 19.67 15.02 16.16 16.40 17.82 17.64 14.96 18.55 21.96 
Making the general average for the year seventeen cents and forty-
eight hundredths per ration, showing an increase of thirty-four hun-
dredths of a cent over the average of the previous year. 
Under the requirements of section 6, act of March 3, 1865, the Sub-
si tence Department has during the year furnished tobacco for sale to 
the enli.,te<l men of the Army at cost price, to the amount of $152,489.40, 
the a'""erage monthly sale being $12,707.45. 
It is re pectfnUy requested that tobacco be furnished to the enlisted 
men of the Army by issue as a component part of the regular ration, 
in tead of by ale, and that the ration of tobacco be, as near as may 
be, the arne amount as is at present authorized to be sold to them, viz, 
16 ounce per month. · 
Under the provi ions of section 16 of the act of June 30, 1834, and 
paragrapll 1202, Revised Regulations for the Army, 1863, subsistence 
upplie to the value of 197925.68 have, in the discretion of commanding 
officer , een i sued gratmtously to Indians of the various tribes visit-
ing military post , or in their respective i1ations, no part of which 
amount i returned to the appropriation for the subsistence of the Army. 
Dnring the fi cal year there were received from 415 officers of the 
rm on duty ip the Sub i tence DepartrHent, who were responsible for 
ub. i tence fund or upplies, 
, 14 return of provi ion . 
1 9 return of commi ary property. 
3, 2 1 ac onnt current. 
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spectively pertain, credits have been reeommende~ in the ~ases of 370 
disbursing officers in the sum of $107,236.77, makmg the total number 
of efficers relieved under the operation of the acts cited 767, in the total 
amount of $216,557.56. . 
Up to, and including, the 27th day of September, 1873, 6,096 claims, 
amountin g to $3,312,757.6S, bad been submitted for examination under 
the third section of. tlle aet of July 4, 18~4, for subsistence alleged to 
have beeu taken or furnished during· the war for ·Army use in States 
not in rebellion; 105 of these, accompanied by regular vouchers given 
by the officers when purchasing the stores, have been recommended for 
payment, in the ag·gregate sum of $9, 152.75, by the Third Auditor of the 
Treasur;v, as purchases under contract, while 1,301 others (aggregating 
$431,443.31) have been recommended to him for settlement under the 
act, in the aggregat~ amount of $308,295.79; and 4,443, amounting to 
$2,682,644.l8, have been examined and disallowed. 
Up to the ;30th of September, 1873, there have been received and paid 
6,525 certiticates for co,mmutation of rations to Union soldiers (prison-
ers of war) and their heirs, as authorized by the joint resolution of 
J ul.v 25, 1866, and section 3 of the act of March 2, 1867, amounting to 
$287,318. . 
Under the act of March 3, 1873, to provide for the better care and 
protection of subsistence supplies, by selecting from the sergeants of the 
line of the Army, who shall have faithfully served therein five years, as 
many commissary sergeants as the service requires, not to exceed one 
for each military post or place of deposit of subsistence supplies, there 
have been selected and appointed 149 commissary sergeants, who have 
been assigned to the same number of military posts; a considerable 
number of whom have been in the performance of their duties a suffi-
cient len gth of time to show that they have performed them in a highly 
satisfactory manner, and already to give evidence that the benefit to 
the service tbat was anticipated would result from having such a body of 
experienced and worthy non-cornmi~sioned officers will be fully realized. 
These commissary sergeants have be~n selected from those sergeants of 
the line of the Army eligible under the law, who have an honorable 
record and are recommended by tlleir company and regimental com-
wanders; such recommendations in the majority of cases being accom-
panied by testimonials of character, capacity, and honorable service iu 
the line as soldiers and non-commissioned officers by officers under whom 
they have served. 
The officers of this department, their rank and assigned stations and 
duties, are as follows: 
Name and rank. 
COM.MISSARY-GENERAL OF SUll-
SlS'l'.ENCE. 
Brigadiel'- General . 
.Assigned duties. Station . 
.Amos B. Eaton, brevet major- Commissary-General of Subsistence ... ·--- . ..... Washington, D. C. 
general, March 13, J 865. 
A lSTANT CO~IMISSARIES-GEN­
EUAL OF SUBSISTENCE. 
Colonels . 
.Alexander E. Shiras, brevet rna- First assistant to the Commissary-General of Washington, D. C. jor-general, March 13, 1865. SnbsistencC>. 
Charles L. Kill.mrn, brevet brig- Chil'f commissar.v subsistence, Division and De- Louisville, Ky. 
adier-general, March 13, 186!'i. partment of the ontb, and porcbasiug and 
d-epot commissary au bsistence at Louisville, Ky. 
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Name and rank. Assignerl duties. Station. 
Lieutenant- Colonels. 
Marcus D. L. Simpson, brevet Chief commissary subsistence, Military Division New York, N.Y. 
major-general, March 13, 1865. of the Atlantic. 
Henry F. Clarke, brevet major- Chief commissary subsistence, Military Division Chicago, Til. 
general, March 13, 1865. of the Missouri. 
Majors. 
William W. Burns, brevet brig-
adier-general, Marco 13, 1865. 
Amus Beckwith, brent major-
general, March 13, 1865. 
Jolm MeL. Taylor, brevet colo-
nel, March 13, 1865. 
Bee lot~ an DuBarry, brevet colo-
ucl, March 13,1865. 
RobertMacfeely, brevet colonel, 
March 13, 1865. 
Thomas J. Haines, brevet brig-
arlif'r-general, March 13, 1865. 
Ge01·;re Bell, brevet brigadier-
:t•·ncral, .April 9, 1865. 
::\IklmelR. Morgan, brevetbrig-
aclicr-general, .April 9, 1865. 
Captains. 
J•,!Jn P. llawkins, brevet major-
gt-neral, March 13, 1865. 
MichaP-1 P. Small, breYet ln1g-
adior-gonel'al, April !J, 1865. 
Thomas C .. ullivan, brevet lieu-
tenant .colonel, March 13,186~. 
J vim W. Barriger, brevet brig-
adi r-geD£•ral, March 13, 1 65. 
Thomas Wil on, brevet brig-
:ulier-gen raJ, March 13, 1865. 
William H. Bell, brevet major, 
.:'-larch 13, 1 65. 
J<'remiah ll. Gilman, brevet 
lieutenant-colonel, December 
:n, 1 62. 
amuel T. usbing, brevet ma-jor, March 13, 1 65. 
'William A. Elderkin, brevet 
major, March 13, 1 65. 
Uharle B. Pemo. e, brevetlieu-
t nant-colon I, No..-ember 17, 
1867. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Division 
of the Pacific. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
ment of the Gulf, and purchasing and depot 
commissary at New Orleans, La. 
Purchasing and depot commissary at Baltimore, 
Md. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
ment of Dakota, and purchasing and depot com-
missary at Saint Paul, Minh. 
Purchasing and depot commissary at Chicago, TIL 
Purchasing and depot commissary at Boston, 
Mass. 
Purchasing anc.l depot commissary at Washing-
ton, D.C. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
ment of the East, and purchasing and depot 
commissary at New York City, N.Y. 
Chief commi1:1sary su)Jsistence, Military Depart-
ment' of the Lnl,es, aud purchasing and depot 
commissary at D etroit, Mich. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
ment of Arizona. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
ment of Texas, and purchasing and depot com-
missary at San Antouio, Tex. 
..Assistant to Commissary-General of Subsistence. 
Chief cornmi~sat-y subsistence, Military Depart-
ment ot California, and purchasing and depot 
commissary at Sari Franoisco, Gal. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
ment of the Columbia, and pmchasing and de-
pot commissary at Portland, Orog. 
Chief commissary subsi&tence, Military Depart-
ment of the Missouri, and purchasing and de-
pot commissary at Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
Chief commissary subsistence, Military District 
of w Mexico. 
Purobasing depot and post commissary at Pueblo, 
Colo. 
Porchasing and depot commif-!sary subsistence at 
aint Louis, Mo. 
William H. Nash, hrevetmajor, I Chief commissary subsistence, Military Depart-
No,•em ber 17, 1 67. ment of the Platte, and purchasing and depot 
commissary at Omaha, Nebr. 
'barle McClure, brevet major, Purchasing and depot commissary subsistence at 
A.U,(,'llst 17, 1 66. ioux City, Iowa. 
Andr·ew K. L ng, br :vet lieu- ~ Depot commitlsary at Cheyenne, Wyo .......•••.. 
t nant-colou I, March 2, 1 67. 
f;an Francisco, Cal. 
New Orleans, La. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Saint Paul, Minn. 
Chicago, TIL 
Boston, Mass. 
Washington, D. C. 
New York, N.Y. 
Detroit, Miclr. 
Prescott, .Ariz. 
San Antonio, Tex. 
Washington, D. C. 




Santa F~, N.Mex. 
Pueblo, Colo. 
Saint Louis, Mo. 
Omaha, Nebr. 
Sioux City, Iowa. 
Cheyenne, Wyo. 
I ba e the honor to be, v ry re pectfully, your obedient servaut, 
A. B. EATON, 
Commissary- General. 
Tb on. he SE RETARY OF 'AR. 






WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, October 1, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following statemen.t of finances 
and general transactions of the Medical Department of the Army for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1873 : 
FINANCIAL STATE:i\fENT. 
The funds subject to the requisitions of the Medical Bureau during 
the year ending June 30, 1873, were: 
I. Appropriation for the relief of sick and discharged soldiers, under 
the act approved July 5, 1862: 
Balance remaining Jnly 1, 1872 ...••....................... ....... 
Disbursed during the year .........................•............. 
Balance June 30, 1873 .••......•...................... 
li. Appropriation under the act of March 3, 1869, to enable the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to settle the accounts of disbursing officers : 
Balance remaining July 1, 1872 ...•••..•.••....................•.• 
Transferred during the year ...... . ................•............• 








III. Appropri~tion under act of March 3, 1873, to enable the Secretary 
of the Treasury to settle the accounts of disbursing officers...... $275,000 00 
No disbursements. 
IV. Appropriations for the Medical and Hospital Department of the 
Army for the time prior to July 1, 1870: 
Balance remaining July 1,1 72 .............•..................... $1,248,215 62 
Hefunded by the Pay Department................................ 200,000 00 
Received from sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 55 
Received. from other sources ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 95 
Disbursed during the year ........................... $224,4 8 54 
Carried to surplus fund.............................. 500,000 00 
Balance June 30, 1873.... . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 723, 779 58 
· 1,448,26fl 12 
--- 1,448,268 12 
V. Appropriation for the Medical and Ho pital Department f0r the 
fi cal year ending June :30, 1 71: 
Balance remaining Jnly 1, 1872 ................................. . 
D~po. ited by Lt. Col. R. Murray May 15: 1 72; covered iuto the 
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Disbursed during the year ...... ___ ........ __ ...... __ 
Balance June 30, 1873 .... · ........... _____ . __ ....... . 
$1,975 12 
30,272 87 
YI. Appropriation for the Medical aud Hospital Department for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1 72: 
Balance remaining July 1, 1872 .......•.......................... 
Deficiency appropriations of March 3, 1873 .. __ . __ .. _ ............. . 
Amount received from sales .................................... .. 
Received for property lost or damaged ..... _ .. _ ................ .. 
Received from all other sources ............... _ .. __ . __ . ___ ... _ . _ .. 
Disbursed dming the year_ ..... _. _ ......... ___ . _. _. _ 
Balance June 30, 1673 _ . _ .......... _. . . . .. . _ ..... __ . 
$26,552 28 
7,003 86 
YII. Appropriation for tho Medical and Hospital .Department for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1873 : 
Appropriation under act of June 6, 1872 ..... _ ...... _ ............ . 
Disbursed during the year ....... _ ......... _ .................... . 
Balance remaining J nne 30, 1873 ...... ___ ..... _ . _ .. .. 
Required for unsettled bill~ .. _ ................................. .. 
YIII. Appropriation for support of the Army Medical Museum and 
Library of the Surgeon-General'!:! Office, under act of June 6, 
1872 .... ---- .. -------- .... -- .............. -- .......... -- .. --
Dlsl.mrse<l during the year .. __ .. __ . __ ........ __ .... __ .... __ ..... . 
Balance J nne 30, 1 73, required for unsettled bills .. .. 
IX. Appropriation for completing the Medical and Surgical History of 
the \Var, under act of June 8, 187~- ................ __ .......... . 
Disbursed during tho year ..... __ ................... _ ....... . ... . 
Balance remaining June 30, 1873 ................... .. 
X. Appropriation by act of June 6, 1872, for furnishing appliances to 
rlisablec.l {Jldiers ............... _. _ ......................... - .. 
Di ·bur ed c.luring the year. ......... __ .......................... . 
XI. Amount expended under the act of ~fay 28, 1 72, to provide for fur-
ni bing trusses to ruptured solc.liers ......................... -- . 
• Tumber of artificial limbs allowec.l c.luriug the fiscal year: 
s:~2, 247 99 
== 
$25,361 21 





33, 556 16 
$300, 000 00 





, 59 26 
1, 140 74 






8, 01 :3 
=== 
$7, !)36 17 
In kind. By commutation. 
Arms ... _ . 4 _ ..•....•......••.................. _ .. _ ...... _ ... ___ .......... _ . 300 
L g. . . . . . 41 ..... _ ......... _ ... ___ . _ .. ___ ...... _ ..................... _ . . . . . • 90 
Fc ·t ..... ! ................................................................ 23 
Apparatu 10 ..... _ ..... ___ ........ _ ... _ ..... _ .... _ ..... _ ............ __ . . . . . . 7 
1, 260 
ITEA;LTII OF TilE .AR:.\IY D RLTG TilE FISCAL YE R ENDING JUNE 00 
1873. 
Th ru ntb1y r port. of ·ick and wounded receiYed during the year 
r pr · n an an ual aYerage mean strength of 24:, 44 white and 2,5 .... 0 
color troop . . 
Among the whit tro p , the total number of ca e of all kind r ported 
a tak n on the i k-li:t wa. ,767, b ing at the rate of 1,!H33 per 
1, 0 of mean trenrrtb. (Tbat i: very nearly two entries on tile ick 
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report duriug the year for each man.) Of the_ whole number 41,398, or 
1 6Go per 1,0L00 of strength, were taken on sick report for disease. and 
7' 369 or 297 per 1,000 of strength, for wounds, accidents and injuries. 'Th~ avemge number constantly on sick report during the year was 
1 219 or 49 per 1,000 of strength ; of these 978, or 39 per 1,000 of 
strength, were under treatment for disease, and 241, or 10 per 1,000 of 
strength, for wounds, accidents, and injuries. 
Tlle total number of deaths reported was 412, or 17 per 1,000 of mean 
.strength . Of these 246, or 10 per 1,000 of strength, died of disease, and 
166, or 7 per 1,000 of strength, of wounds, accidents, and injuries. The 
proportion of deaths from all causes to cases treated was 1 death to 118 
~ases . 
Eight hundred and ninety-four white soldiers are reported to have 
been discharged on ''surgeon's certificate of disability,'' ueing at the 
rate of 36 per 1,000 of mean strength. 
The reports from the colored troops give the following figures, which 
do not 'include the white officers. 
The total number of cases of aU kinds reported was 4,305, or 1,708 per 
1,000 of mean strength. Of these 3,625, or 1,438 per 1,000 of strength, 
were cases of disease. and 680, or 270 per 1,000 of strength, were wounds, 
accidents, and injuries. 
The average number constantly on sick report was 122, or 48 per 1,000; 
of whom 94, or 37 per 1,000, were under treatment for disease, and28, or 
11 per 1,000, for wounds, accidents, and injuries. 
TL.e number of deaths from all causes reported was 53, or 21 per1,000 . 
of strength. Of these 46, or 18 per 1,000 of strength, died of disease, and 
7, or 3 per 1,000, of wounds, accidents, and injuries. The proportion of 
deaths from all causes to cases treated was 1 death to 81 cases . . 
The number of discharges on "surgeon's certificate of disability" re-
ported was 60, or 24 per 1,000 of mean strength. 
WORK PERFORMED IN THE RECORD AND PENSION DIVISION. 
The number of official ca11s for information from tlle Record and Pen-
sion Division is somewhat less than during tt1e previous years, but still 
continues to be large. During the fit:~cal year terminating J nne 30, 
1872, as stated in my last annual report, 19,237 applications were re-
ceived, of which 4,827 remained unanswered at the close of the year. ' 
From that time to June 30, 1873, the total number of new applicat.ions 
for information received was 16,601, of which 11,080 were from the Com-
missioner. of Pensions, 5,125 from the Adjutant-General of the Army, and 
396 from miscellaneous sources. These new cases added to the 4,827 cases 
remaining on hand at the commencement of the year made 21,428 to be 
disposed of. 
Search was made and rep1ies furnished to the proper authorities in 
19,875 of these cases, ·viz: 13,422 to the Commissioner of PenRions, 
6,005 to the Adjutant-General of the Army, and 448 to miscellaneous ap-
plicants, leaving 1,553 unsearched cases on band on the 30th of J nne, 
1873. . 
As during pre·\ious years, the applications for information continue, to 
refer chiefly to the cause of death or discharge from service and the 
ho pi tal hi tory of soldier. dead or di 'ab1etl during the war of the rebel-
lion. Thi information is used in the adjnstment of pension and other 
claim , and sen·es both as a protection to the Go,-ernmellt against fraud-
ulent claim., and as an aid in e tabli bing the merit of worthy ones. 
It i..:: thought that hereafter the amount of uch work required of this 
Office will lowly but teadily dimiui ·h. 
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DIVISION OF SURGICAL RECORDS. 
At the date of the last annual report there were entered on the regis-
ters abstracts of 207,135 surgical cases and of 39,291 surgical operations, 
or an aggregate of 246,426 surgical histories. During the year 12,738 
cases of wounds and injuries, and 743 cases of operations, have been 
entered, making the aggregate 219,873 cases of wounds and 40,034: 
cases of operations, or a grand total of 259,907. 
Supplementary information was added, results determined, &c., in 
15,612 of these cases from the files of the Office, and in 2,683 cases the 
remote results of injuries were ascertained from the pension records. 
Four thousand six hundred and sixteen reports, letters, and indorse-
ments were received, indexed, and :filed, and, in addition to routine ac-
knowledgments, 566 letters were written. 
ARMY MEDIC,\L MUSEUM. 
Medical section. 
Specimens in museum July 1, 1 72...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 125 
Speeimens in museum July 1, 1873 .... . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . • 1, 16 
In crease. . . • . . . . • . . . . ..•.............. ·_ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 
Mic·roscopical section. 
Specimens in museum July 1, H372 ....... .......... .......................... 5,5::!3 
Specimens in museum July 1, 1873 ........................................... 6, 095 
Increase.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 562 
Section of compm·ative anatomy. 
Specimens in museum July 1,1 72.... .... .•. .•. .... . .... ... . .. .. .. .. . . .. .... 1, 200 
pecimens in museum July 1, 1873... ... ... . ... .. .... ........ .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 2i0 
Increase...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 70 
There were embraced in the-
Sto·g ical section. 
Of pecimen in the museum July 1,1 72...... .... .... .. .. .. ................ 6, 093 
Of specimens in the museum July 1, 1873 ................... _.. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 6, 272 
Increa e ........•. · .......•.•............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17!) 
Anatomical section. 
Of specimens in the museum July 1,1 72.. .... ... ... .... .. . .•. .... .... .• .. .... 917 
Of 1>ecimen in the museum July 1,1 73 . ... .... .. .... .... .... ...• .... .... .. .. 995 
Inc rea e .... ........ ...........•...................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
.Jliscellaneous section. 
• pecim n in mu. eum Jnly 1,1 72......... ...... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 130 
Receiv <l 12; tran . ferred . 
p cimensinmu eumJuly1,1 73 ............................................ 13-1 
Increase ................. _ ............... _ ................ _.. . . . . . . . . . . 4 
. Jackson, to be 
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HISTORY OF 'l'HE WAR. 
The distribution of the first part of the Medical and Surgical History 
of the War having been authorized by Congress, about 1870 copies were 
available for issue from this Office as shown by the following statement : 
Sent to congressional committees, as specimens ........... - .. -~ .............. . 
Sent to Senators .............. -.•.... ----.----.-----.------ · .---------------
~:~~ ~~ ~~J>:::;n~;-t~~~sg~~s·s·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_. ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ -- ~ ~::: ~ ~:: ~ ~::: ~: ~: --: ~:: ~: 
Damaged and imperfect copies ....................... -.-.- ... -- .. - .. --.-.---
To be issued by Surgeon General's Office ............... - .. -.- .. -------------








The delivery of copies from the Government Printing Office com-
menced in February, 1873, and they have been distributed as fast as 
received. 
The demand for the work bas been very great, and the number of 
copies placed at the disposal of this Office pro-ves insufficient to supply 
those who as ex-medical officers, having rendered satisfactory service 
through the war, may be considered as properly entitled to it. 
The second part of the work is now going through the press as rap-
idly as possible. 
The interest felt by the medical, profession of the country in the 
attempt to establish a national medical library worthy of the name, in 
connection with the Army Medical Museum, has steadily increased, as 
shown by letters received and by numerous presentations of books and 
pamphlets during the year. The library now contains about 25,000 vol-
umes and 15,000 pamphlets, .and although still very incomplete when 
compared with similar national collectio~s in Europe, is at present the 
largest in this country. A new catalogue is now being printed which 
will, it is believed, be a valuable contribution to medical bibliography. 
I would respectfully renew the recommendation made in my annual 
reports of 1870 and 1872, " that the necessary legislation be procured 
to enable me to publish an edition of one thousand of the Catalogue 
and Tables of the Anatomical Section of the Army Medical Museum, 
in a style similar to Morton's Crania Americana." A bill for this purpose 
(H. R. 3453) passed the House, and was before the Military Committee 
of the Senate at the close of the last session of Congress, thus failing 
to become a law.* · 
"" The following report, No. 56, from the Committee on Military Affairs of the House 
of Representatives, dated February 4, 1873, sets forth more fully the reasons for tbe 
above request: 
[Report to accompany bill H. R. 3453.] 
The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom was referred H. R. 3453, entitled "A 
bill to provide for the printing at the Government Printing Office of one thousand 
copies of the Descriptive Anatomical Catalogue of the Army Medical Museum," have 
bad the same unuer consideration, and submit as a statement of the facts in the case, 
and as reasons for the passage of the accompanying bill, the following communica-
tions from the Surgeon-General, which are made a part hereof: 
WAR DEP.ART:11ENT, SuRGEON-GENERAL's OFFICE, 
Washington, Janua1·y 18, 1873. 
Sm: In reply to your letter of the 17th instant, asking for "a statement of tbe facts 
going to show the i1npo1·tance. of printing the Descriptive Anatomical Catalogue of the 
Arruy Medical Museum," contemplated in the bill H. R. 3453, I have tbe honor to rep-
resent that it is mainly through the printed catalogues that the collections of the mu-
senm are made available to scientific students, the majority of whom cannot person-
ally examine them. Catalogues of the surgical, medical, and microscopical sections 
have been already printed, and their distribution has resulted, not only in widely dif-
fusing a knowledge of the contents of the mnsenm relative to those subjects, Lut in 
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I am compelled to again repeat the statement made in previous re 
ports that very serious and increasing injury has resulted to the service 
from the continued prohibition of appointments and promotions in the 
medical corps. The inducements of pay and rank, as at present estab-
lished, are not sufficient to make the service attractive or :r;emunerative 
to physicians already engaged in practice; and though, through the pre-
requisite rigid examination of candidates, it has heretofore been found 
possible to secure a high grade of talent and qualification, it is upon 
the younger portion of the profession, the recent graduates, that we 
must depend in filling up existing vacancies. As a large proportion of 
applicants fall to pass satisfactory examinations (which require in each 
case from three to six days) it will be the work of several years to 
restore the corps to the necessary standard of numbers as provided for 
in the act of Congress approved July 28, 1866. Although ambition to 
pass the Army metlical board brings forward many of the most promis-
ing graduates of the medical colleges, additional inducements of rank, 
pay, and promotion are becoming more and more necessary, not only to 
make the number of candidates equal to the needs of the service, but to 
retain the most desirable of them in the service under their frequent 
inducements to accept advantageous offers in civil life. The action of 
the American Medical Association, representing the medical profession 
of this country, regarding the unequal position of medical officers of the 
brge voluntary contrilmtions to the eollections. These have now attained such 
importancfl, that few recent works on military medicine, surgery, and hygiene have 
omitted to refer largely to the rich and relial.>le stores of information gathered within 
the walls of the museum. 
It is now proposed to print an anatomical catalogue, in which the most important 
feature will be the craniological chapter. The measurement and comparison of human 
.skulls is an interesting and difficult _branch of the natural history of man, which ba5 
-<>f late received much attention in the scientific world. It is a study that cau only l>e 
pursued by a few anatomists, having access to large collections of crania, and the 
requisite experience ancl skill to measure accurately. Craniology, established a~ a 
science by Blumenbach and Camper, was prosecuted in this country by Morton :v1th 
great snccess. His work was published by subscription. The medical officers of the 
.A.rrny have collected a much larger series of American skulls than have ever before 
been available tor study. The collection embraces many ancient crania from caves 
:and tumuli, from Greenland and Alaska to Florida and Arizona, and specimens from 
the majority of the existing tribes of Indians, and of the extinct tribes of the historic 
period. rrhcse, as w~ll as a sufficient series of skulls of the white and black races, 
l1ave been carefully mea ured and figured by orthographic drawings, so that _the 
dimension may be verified. Anthropologists in different parts of the world ~re anxwus 
for the dn.ta thus accumulated for comparison with similar data published lD Swed~n, 
Russia, Germany, Italy, France, and England. The French governrnent,_through 1ts 
legation here, after making repeated applications for the tables of craf:11al meast;tre-
ments, employed an arti t to make ca ·ts and take photographs of a senes of typiC_al 
skulls; and a profes or of Bonn made the study of the collection the object of a tnp 
acros'.l the Atlantic. I mention these facts as an indication of the importance of the 
coll ction in the eyes of foreign avants; but it is especially with a view of enal.>l_ing 
·cienrific tudent in our own country to utilize the collection that I urge the pubhca.-
tion of thi catalogue. 
In addition to the unique collection of crania, the anatomical cabinet posses e a 
good er1e of pr paration and drawings of the various organs of the body, properly 
cla ified. and catalogued. To render the e accessil.>le to students, a printed catalogue 
is imply a nece . i y. . 
I take what I tru t may be esteemed a pardonable pride iu the reflect ion that t~1 
important collection har ueen accumulated t!Jrough the almo t unaided. zeal a~1d m-
du try of tb medical officer of the Army, aucl, I was auotlt to say, ent1rely WlLhout 
co. t to the 'overnment. It is true, however, that a few preparations have been 
obtained by purchase, but hy far the largest proportion hn.ve been collected hy the 
medical officer , or procured in exchange for objects of ethnological interest collect d 
by them. . . 
If the m mher. of the committeo would contmst the results ohtamecl w1th the 
s:uall annual appropriation of ~j,O:.JO for the Army }letlical ~lusenm with the condition 
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Arm ·-as compared to that of other staff corps-is based upon actual 
inYestigation of the subject, and presents to Congress all the facts in 
tlle case. 
I can only urge most earnestly upon your attention the pressing and 
ab o1ute necessity for such legislation as will secure to our officers and 
soldiers the efficient and reliable attendance in wounds and sickness 
which the Goverurnent should provide, and will make a position in the 
medical corps of the Army, now as formerly, an object of ambition to 
the best educated and best qualified young men in the profession. 
At the date of my last report there existed fifty-nine vacancies in the 
medical department, viz: two assistant medical purveyors, four sur-
geons, :fifty-two assistant surgeons, and one medical store-keeper. Dur-
ing tlle past year one surgeon and one assistant surgeon have died , 
and three assistant surgeons have resigned; leaving at present sixty-
fou r vacancies in the corps, viz: two assistant medical purveyors, five 
surgeons, fifty-six assistant surgeons, and one medical store-keeper. 
J. K . BAI-tNES, 
Surgeon-GeneTal, U. S. A. 
To the Hou. the SECRE'l'ARY OJ!' vY .A.R. 
of foreign national museums, and the large sums annually voted them, the progress 
here accomplished would be appreciated, 1ihe results being possible only beca,use the 
labor bas been performed, as incidental to their legitimate duties, by those a.h·eady in 
the Government service. 
I have restricted myself to a concise stat ement of the importance of the proposed 
catalogue. Should the members of the committee desire more details, I would respect-
fully suggest that Assistant Surgeon Otis, who is familiar with them, should be granted 
a bearing before the committee. 
I a.rn, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. K. BARNES, 
Su1·geon-General United States Army. 
Hon. Jorm ConunN, 
Chai1·man Committee on .Milita1·y A.fJairs. 
WAR DEPART:\:TEXT, SURGEO~-GENERAL'S 01!'FICJ~, 
Washington, D. C., January 24, 1873. 
SIR : I have tho honor to forward the following estimate of cost of printing and 
uiutling Catalogue of the Anatomical Suction of the Army Medic~tl Museum, viz : 
l!'or 1,000 copies : 
Plates and wood-cuts---- .............. -- .. -- .... -- ........ -- .. -- ---·-· -- .. 
' Paper, composition, and printing_ .... -- .. ---- ...... -· ..................... . 
Binding, in cloth .. ____ .... __ .... ____ .... __ ...... __ .. __ ........ ---- .. -- ... . 
Binding, in leather ___ .... - ........ -..... -. -. _. _ ... _ ....... -. -. -..... -- -.. -
For 5,000 copies the cost will be: 
For plates .... __ .. ---- ... -- .. -· ...... -- .. ------ .............. ---- .... -- .. --
Paper, composition, and printing. __ ...... _____ ... __ ...... _ ... _ . . ..... _ ... _. 
Binding, in cloth---- ...... ---- ...... -- .......... -- .. -··------- ------ .... --
Binding, in leather _. _ .. - -- .. -.... - -... -.......... - .... -. -. -........ - ..... . 
Total cost, 1,000 copies, jn cloth ...... _ .. - -.... __ . _ ... _ ....... -- -.. - -- -- .. _. 











Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. K. BARNES. 
Surgeon- General United StaieB A1·my. 
Hon . Jon~ Conunx, 
Chairman .Military Comrnilfee IIouBe of BepreBentative-~. 
The committee recommend the pas age of the accompanying bill. 





THE PAYMASTER GENERAL. 
PAYMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
W asMngton, October 10, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report of the transactions . 
of the pay department of the Army for the last fiscal year ending 30th 
June, 1873. 
Tabular statements herewith inclosed show in detail the fiscal oper-
ations of the department for that year, summarily stated as follows: 
RECEIPTS AND DISB URSE:L\fENTS. 
Balance on hand at beginning of fiscal year, (July 1, 1872) .........•.. $2,289,221 94 
Received during fiscal year from Treasury ....................• ~ ...... 14, 008, 477 95 
Received from soldiers' deposits...................................... 209,850 38 
Miscellaneous receipts...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221, 079 32 
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 16, 728, 629 59. 
Disbursed to the Army . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . $11, 056, 522 35 
Disbursed to the Military Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176, 010 97 
Disbursed on Treasury certificates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 936, 230 16 
Total disbursements ........................ _ ..• 
Surplus funds deposited in Treasury .................. . 
Miscellaneous receipts deposited .................. _ .. . 
Balance in hands of paymasters June 30, 1873, to be 





Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 728, 629 5~ 
The most important matter which it is my duty to bring before you 
is the imperative necessity of more paymasters. The sixth section of 
the act of 3d March, 1869, forbids any appointments and promotions in 
the staff of the Army until further legislation. The thirty-first section 
of the act of 7th July, 1838, forbids the detail of officers of the Army as 
acting paymasters. Thus the Pay Department bas not the resources of 
the Quartermaster's or Subsistence Departments; for details for tem-
porary duty in those departments have always been made, as also for 
any of the other departments of the staff. 
There are now sixteen vacancies in the Pay Department under the 
organization provided by the act of 28th July, 1866, two in the rank of 
lieutenant-colonel and fourteen in the rank of major, five of these va-
cancies occurring siuco my Jast annual report. 'l'be duties of paying 
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the troops during the last year have been performed in as satisfactory 
a manner as could be expected, considering the reduced number of pay-
masters. I shall do but simple justice to them when I say that they 
have faithfully and efficiently discharged their duties, oftentimes in very 
remote and exposed regions on the frontier. One excellent officer bas 
been lost at sea and two attacked by robbers (fortunately foiled in their 
audacious attempts) during the last year, which facts exhibit the 
dangers incident to their tours of duty. The War Department should 
have it in its power to give respite and relief to many on remote sta-
tions, which can only be accomplished by an increase of the number of 
paymasters. But without reference to those considerations, an increase 
is needed for the absolute wants of the service. 
I recommend that the number of paymasters be now established at 
fifty-two instead of sixty as provided by law in the eighteenth section 
of the act of 28th July, 1866, and a repeal of the interdict upon future 
appointments and promotions. It is but just that the power of promo-
tion should be restored to the Executive; for what is an army or a 
staff corps good for, in which the principle of promotion is not recog-
nized~ 
I recommend that a greater period than thirty days be allowed to an 
officer on leave of absence without reduction or pay. Thirty days 
barely suffices to enable an officer to travel from remote departments to 
the East and return. By the eleventh section of the act of 20th June, 
1864, it was enacted that "leave of absence for other cause than sick-
ness or wounds may be allowed an officer by order of his proper com-
mander, without deduction from his pay and allowances: Provided, 
That the aggregate of such absence shall not exceed thirty days in any 
one year." A previous act (of 3d March, 1863) provided that there-
duction hould be one-half the pay and allowances of the officer. 
The only other legi lation concerning the Pay Department which I 
recommend is, that the pay of paymas·ters' clerks should be increased . . 
It i ·now $100 per month. A large share of their duties is discharged 
in regions where the journeys are arduous and very dangerous-regions, 
too, having many attractions to draw them from our employment. The 
uperior pay enjoyed by clerks of the Quartermaster's and Subsistence 
Department ha often worked to the injury of the Pay Department. 
Expert clerks of this Department have resigned and gone into those 
J?epartments. This is but the natural effect of iuadeqnate compensa-
twn and of the exi ting inequalities. 
The act of 1""th :Thfay, 1 72, concerning the pay of the enlisted men, 
and e tabli hing a sy tern of deposits, have signally ameliorated their 
condition. But they have not yet reduced the number of desertion a 
much a we had hoped. Still the number of desertions in the Army, in 
the ~seal ear ncling 3 th June, 1 73, was fi.v~ hundred less than in the 
pr _ Tiou. year, and one thou and le . than in the year ending 30th J un , 
1 '1. It would e difficult to d vi e legi lation better calculated than 
th_ . act t . ncourage re-enli tment , reward faithful service, and di-
mim ·h d ertwn . It may require the experience of several year to 
<1 v l p heir full ffect up n the rank and file of the Army. orne of 
the m any command r I' pr ent that the intere t given for depo it 
hould have be n tabli bed at 6 per cent., in tead of 4 per cent., per 
annum. 
I_ar pend to thi · repor a table e~·hibiting the average amount of de-
po :t. er_c_o I any uring the 1i cal y ar nding June 30, 1 73, in the 
vari u m11Itary d ar m nt . ~ rom thi. it appear that the large t 
amount of d po it. p r com any wa. in the Department of rizon,, 
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viz, 1,583; next, in the Department of the Columbia, $717 per com-
pany. In these departments there was the greatest amount of field op-
erations, the troops being in campaign against the Apaches and Modocs. 
This shows, as I expected, that in time of war the most deposits will 
be made by the enlisted men. During the civil war such a system would 
have given the Government the handling of many millions for years. 
During the last years of the war there were at least about 14,000 com-
panies of troops employed. This, at the rate of $1,500 deposited by 
each company, would have made_ $21,000,000 per annum. 
During the year ending 31st August, 1873, $246,643 (or an average 
exceeding $20,000 per month) have been deposited, the use of which the 
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C.-Soldiers' deposits in the fiscal yea1· ending Jttne 30, 1873. 
D epartment. Number of troops. 
Department of Arizona . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 companies 
Department of the Columbia . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 companies 
Department of the Missouri................................ 52 companies 
Department of Dakota . . . . . . .. .. • . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. 66 companies 
Department of Texas....................................... 78 companies 
Department of the Platte................................... 70 companies 
Department of California................................... 20 companies 
~:~:~~::~i ~~ ~~: ~:~~ ~~~~: :~ :::: ~:: ::::::::::: ~::: ::~ :: ~ ~~ ~~:€:~~:: 
Department of the Lakes.... . .............................. 14 companies 
Department of the East . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 companies 
Washington, D.C .......................................... . ............. .. 
Amount. 
$37, 991 92 
15, 058 75 
32,542 70 
35, 443 75 
36,308 01 
32,377 66 
5, 668 75 



















Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435 companies 209, 850 38 482 26 
BEN,T . .A.L VORD, 
Paymaster-General United States Army. 
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Statement showinq the amotmt in the hands of each of the disbursing o:{ficel's of the Pay 
from the Treasury or ttwned ova by other agents, dt~.r~ng the fiscal year endin,q June ~0, 
or Teplacement in the Trectstwy, and the balance remaHttng tLnaccountecl fm·, to be applwl 
Paymasters. 
Balances in I 
hands of pay- Remitted fro~ Transferred 
masters and the Treasnr:y m, from other pay-
unaccounted tbeyea1· endmg masters 







Assistant Paymasters-General. I -----------1---------1--------1 
Nathan W. Brown ........... . 
Daniel McClure ............. .. 
Deputy Paymaster-General. 
Cary H. Fry* ............... .. 
Paymasters. 
l!'ranklin E. Hunt .. .......... . 
IIenry Prince . .............. .. 
Samuel Woods .............. .. 
Augustus H. ::ieward .. ....... . 
Robert A . Kinzie ............ . 
George L. Fcbiger ........... . 
David Taggart ............... . 
$186, 997 91 $2, 113, 849 86 
4, 345 36 1, 296, 000 00 
1!)7, 491 67 790, 033 88 
176,799 66 
18, 629 08 
101, 416 12 
94, 556 tiO 
27,011 17 
9, 096 52 
79,144 66 
1, 549, 000 00 
142, 500 00 
1, 216, 400 00 
128,000 00 
445, 000 00 
145,250 00 
IIenry C. Pratt .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . 29, 690 01 324, !)00 00 
Simeon Smith............. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 134, 740 00 
Charles T. Larned ..... ..... :'. 107, 185 02 3, 689 78 
Edward Wright .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 26, 194 80 .............. .. 
~o~~I;·J3~-ft~·::::: :::::::::: : 1~:~~~ &~ :::::::::::::::: 
Joseph II. Eaton... ........... .. . .. . .. . .. .. . 1, 538, 597 69 
James B. M. Potter........... 102, 471 41 .............. .. 
George P. lhrie t .. . . .. . .. .. .. !'il:!, 529 67 .............. .. 
William A. Ru ker........... 15,531 47 21., 000 00 
ltol>crt C. Walker .. .. .. . . .. .. 45, 151 45 ............... . 
Wllliam H. Jobnstou ..................................... .. 
William R Gibson............ 38, 791 27 1, 3G l, 000 00 
$170, 476 Btl 
117, 621 68 
6, 000 00 
8, 517 46 
575, 895 60 
457 641 19 
181: 055 12 
12!), 199 78 
96, 797 23 
188, 450 00 
66, 744 6!) 
169,260 65 
3, 200 00 
669,028 72 
185,884 46 
271, 071 07 
87, 977 03 
236,923 08 
34,800 97 
206, 688 !)6 
220,220 i7 
204, 472 00 
138,621 52 
$259 63 
6, !<29 82 
1, DG6 95 
1 91 
5 83 
5, 327 51 
2, 040 81 
1. 265 88 
. 10 
3, O:i4 25 
40 22 








1, 235 00 
8!)5 00 
505 75 
1, 750 62 ........ ... . 
1, i6~ ~~ 25 00 
119 11 } .......... 
4, 128 72 45 00 
31i9 88 ......... .. 
3, 347 11 
823 00 
556 97 
1, 963 39 
l35 6a 
2, 220 58 
2, 811 73 
2, 561 69 
7, 294 60 } ......... 
2, 745 00 
3, 555 00 
2, 779 00 
4, 550 15 
2, 277 00 
5, 020 76 S' 31 60 ( 7, 575 78 
Charles J. Spraguo............ 16, 049 24 .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. 329, 542 11 { 3, ~~~ ~~ 2, 310 75 
~JWt:!lif:~h~~te~::::::::: sci::~~:~ ...... 55;659.82. 3~~:~!~ ~; 1 1o,g;~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ 
Henry B. Reese............... 21, 3!)8 3-1 .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 1:32, 9vll 25 5, 078 14 3, 615 00 
'icholas Vcd(ler......... ... .. 40,749 48 .. . .. .• .. ..... .. :31 9, 010 39 3,119 26 275 00 
Edwin D. Judcl... ..... ....... 8, 853 98 .. .. .. .. . .. .. 189, 961 11 7, 708 17 1, !)74 00 
Yalc:ntine U. Hanna........... 37,630 06 87, ;;oo oo 206, 803 18 1, 758 03 830 00 
William Smith................ 5, 152 58 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 331i, 380 6!) 5, 858 70 13, 332 17 
Charles M. TerrelL.......... 70, 119 52 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 467, 822 96 8, 455 13 9, 253 53 
'!.'had <lens H. Stanton .. . .. . .. . 2, 514 !lG 534, !)53 !)2 272, 218 93 !l, 593 47 11, 020 4!l 
George E. Glenn .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 27, 477 14 . . .. • • • . .. . .. . .. 217, 875 70 10, 697 53 12, 276 25 
l~rantz Mayer........ .. .. .. . .. 2, 976 98 . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 12:!, 500 00 2, 9fl5 28 2, 501 75 
JarncsW.Nicbolls............ 75,D06 96 ................ aoO,OiO 44 6,616 05 5,006 00 
RobettD.Clarke ........ -.... 5:.!, eO 25 651,000 00 103,645 55 3,566 07 65 00 
James II. N clson t. . . .. .. . .. .. . 236 46 237, 238 00 I 04, 654 60 { !J, ~~~ g~ J 21, !l95 47 
John .Wal·er .............. 11,03182 ................ 66,77335 { ~~~g~ J 1,40400 
Charlc. W.Wingard.......... 13,8G!l51 ................ 6l,!J48 00 539 50 2,172 00 
JamasP.Uanby .............. lfj,23J 55 ................ 206,699 81 8,12183 2,826 50 
P. P. G. 1IaiL................ 70, 610 42 .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. 313, 441 46 { 14, 6~g ~~ J fi, 288 00 
GPor:!e W. Canhre......... ... 3, :>68 51 • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 417, 833 89 7, 534 70 10,067 00 
J-;dwinli.Brooko ............ 4· ,696 93 ................ 275,806 55 8,09018 8,9·16 00 
}~~~~~!~~~:::::::~::::::. ~~;~~ :~ :::::::::::::::: 5~~;~ ~~ ~·ci~~ ~~ 1~:~6o ~ci I 
' 34 39 ~ Robert Morrow .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 6, 035 5!J 232, 765 00 147, 162 37 6, S:i2 42 5 13, 6 5 70 
.ARaB. arcy.............. ... 23,03368 ................ 188,16122 3,262:j!) !J, 7000 
WilliamP.Goultl............. 52,7 4 !) ................ 206,41!) 27 2,!:! 5 2!l 5,743 00 
}"rank Brirll-(eman....... ...... 32,044 07 .... . . ... .. . .... lilO, 742 4:J 4, 838 30 6, 37 45 
IJa·;itl Tal lor................. :n, G!H n3 .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. 243, o 3 OG 4, 645 1 2, 235 25 
V. S . .e.g,. e ton............... 2, 422 31 . ... .. .. .... .. .. 105, 2e9 !J7 1, 716 !lB 7, 114 00 
Total. ................. - ~ ~~11~ooiffic5fli;Io5:30 n 1-w-~ 209~3 
.. lJicd .\larch ::;, Fn 
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Depm·tment ancl wzaccountetl .fo1· on the 1st of Jnly, 11372; the amount Temitted to each 
1 73 · the amount acconnttcl for by accounts and vottchers of expend·itwres, 01' by transfer, 
to ·unpaid dues fo1' se1·vice 1·entlerecl in the fiscal year end·ing June 30, 1873. 
Total received Amount re-
Amount of Transferred to Balance in 
miscellane- Total amount hands of pay-
and to be Expenditures. placell in the ous receipts other paymas- accounteu for. masters 
accountell for. Treasury. depositeu. t ers. .June 30, 1873. 
2, 478, 980 10 $614,644 88 $89,000 00 $e, 829 82 $1, 591, 628 53 $2, 302, 103 23 $176, 876 96 
1, 420, 128 99 145, 333 65 51, 610 92 1, 966 95 1, 137, 507 02 1, 336, 418 54 83,710 45 
993, 52.5 55 9, 406 02 208,785 65 .................. . 775,333 88 993, 525 55 ...................... 
1, 734, 319 03 5, 415 61 1'70, 893 89 1 91 1, 453, 936 86 1, 630, 248 27 104, 070 76 
62(),147 27 515, 286 10 ........................ 5, 327 51 50,259 34 570,872 95 49,274 32 
703, 898 12 279,092 40 55, 12~ 92 2, 040 8l 328, 614 08 664, 873 21 39, 024 91 
1, 493, 477 43 133,294 03 115,069 29 1,265 88 1, 048, 033 35 1, 297, 662 55 195, 814 88 
288,500 30 213,180 69 16,522 26 3, 054 25 192 15 262,949 35 25,550 95 
555,903 76 296,410 31 6, 911 44 4, 074 29 229,578 ~0 536, 975 34 18,928 42 
414, 188 19 80,677 78 68,349 80 829 04 264,331 57 414, 188 19 ................... 
423,085 32 159,843 03 32, 500 00 1, 750 62 203, 532 17 397,625 82 25, 459 50 
1, 305, 524 98 310, 130 05 42,710 76 1, 499 33 951, 184 84 1, 305, 524 98 ... .. ................ 
114, 302 19 36,248 13 ........................ 119 11 77,934 95 114,302 19 ...................... 
699,397 24 658, :l04 4fi ........................ 4,128 72 36,964 06 699, 397 24 . ..................... 
200, 863 49 159, 7fi9 75 ............ . .. .. ..... 3()9 88 40, 723 86 200, 863 49 . .......... . ....... 
288,344 86 168,623 06 279 71 3,347 11 84,254 01 2ii6, 503 89 31,840 97 
1, Ci21, 954 69 1, 368, 847 96 425 00 556 97 90,171 34 1, 460, 001 27 167, 953 42 
344, 102 88 144, 643 59 85,000 00 1, 963 39 97,499 98 329, 106 96 14, 995 92 
98, 02l 27 37, 108 63 .................... 1:3~ (i3 60, 777 01 98, 021 27 . ................. 
248,220 01 170,614 54 ............ . ...... 2, 220 58 29,257 58 202,092 70 46, 127 31 
272, 734• 10 20:3, 855 59 291 00 2, Bll 73 26, 300 00 2::l3, 258 32 39,475 78 
209,310 69 148, 849 91 .................... 2, 561 69 47,755 70 199, 167 30 10, 143 39 
1, 551, 040 93 345, 746 28 90,000 00 7,575 78 1, 031, 965 33 1, 475, 287 39 75,753 54 
351,676 40 1(14, 846 93 31,3!)0 05 3, 521 20 204,447 10 344, 205 28 7,471 12 
71,882 59 58, 880 60 144 46 676 76 12, 180 77 71, 8d2 59 ...................... 
511, 323 00 402, 071 61 32, 0(J0 00 10, 22l 68 54, 319 06 498, 612 35 12,710 65 
183,071 7:3 141, 325 00 4 10 5, 078 14 32,299 54 178, 706 78 4, 364 95 
363, 154 13 299, 214 45 25, 162 63 3,119 26 8, 060 62 335, 556 96 27, 597 17 
208,587 26 134, 197 94 ...................... 7,79817 3, 134 15 145, 130 26 63, 457 00 
"' 
334,521 27 257,604 9:{ ................... 1, 758 03 63, 465 33 322,828 29 11, 692 98 
440,724 14 260,594 6:> 100 80 5, 858 70 149,774 39 416,328 54 24,395 fiO 
555,651 14 307,895 22 ............. . .......... 8, 455 13 66, 679 84 383, o:w 19 172, 620 95 
830,301 77 755, 163 15 8, 000 00 9, 593 47 52, 007 46 824, 764 08 5, 5:.!7 69 
268,326 62 194,632 00 ...... .. ... . ......... 10,697 53 26, 788 51 232,118 04 36,208 58 
131,934 01 117,058 83 5, 568 09 2, 955 28 3, 083 24 128, 665 44 3, 268 57 
387,599 45 310, 585 4:l ....................... 6, 616 05 24, 671 88 341, 87:l 36 45, 726 09 
811,156 87 640,328 43 .. -- -- ................ 3, 566 07 123, 1!77 85 767, 172 35 43, 984 52 
374, 175 77 247,270 84 ....................... 9,107 81 1, 185 37 257,564 02 116,611 75 
79,761 37 58,215 52 ....................... 388 20 . ............................. 58,603 72 21, 157l 
78,529 01 61, 602 38 8, 574 18 539 50 6, 000 00 76, 716 06 1, 812 9:\ 
323,887 69 250,601 75 346 40 8, 11!1 83 64, 342 07 323,412 05 475 64 
404,991 98 267, 529 51 ......................... 14,602 10 79,301 95 361, 433 56 43, 558 41! 
4:l!J, 004 10 279, 791 34 .......................... 7, 534 70 123.134 59 410, 460 63 28, 543 47 
341,539 66 279, 597 06 11,2:37 98 8, 090 18 1, 613 30 :300,538 51! 41, 001 14 
3.12, 482 41 259, 379 24 4, 113 80 G, 401 66 9, 400 00 279,294 70 5:3, 187 71 
370,318 16 313,845 75 ........................ 5, 072 89 8, 216 52 327, 135 16 43, 183 00 
406,535 47 24~, 659 57 .......................... 6, 852 42 106, 986 77 356, 498 76 50,036 71 
2'24, 327 29 134,953 75 10, 390 27 3, 262 39 6:l, 986 35 212,592 76 11,734 53 
267, 9:32 45 110, 429 75 ................ . ... . 2, 8 5 29 83, 156 22 196, 471 26 71, 361 19 
224,462 25 144, 457 72 1 3, 000 Oil 4, 838 30 24, 511 00 176, 807 02 47, 655 2:3 
287, 755 72 187, 607 7!) 14, 906 60 4, 645 78 35, 288 57 242, 448 74 45, :306 9 
142, 543 26 111,095 89 52 30 1, 716 98 Hi, 350 00 129,215 17 13,328 09 
-----
----------218. 407 oo-r 11. 105, 3!)8 86
1 
2.5, 681, 036 64 ----27.834, Q-28 45 13, 16 I 763 48 , 1, 18 I 467 30 2, 152, 991 81 
: ~60.5 f>1 of miscellaueou:.~ r e ·eipts not uepo&i teu. § Lost at sea ,Tanuary 27, 1~7:1. 
BE£ J . .ALVORD. 
Pay?rtaster-Gcneral, V. S . .A. 
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Statement of the account of the Pay Depa1·tment w'ith the seveml app1'opri-
.... - 6 J,h ~] ~ ~f~g ~ 'Ocll b P.· "''"' rn 'UJ~ ~;a.~~ ;::l o:!"' ~h ::lO"' 
<+-<§ ~~~ 0 p.<ll <J~~o ~r.<i Ql<D8 Appropriations. 1:- 0·.-< r:l'O ;>, 2s:3e.r1 ""' ~~ ""''" ~~.s ~~~ r:l·.-< §~§a 3 r:l ::s'" ~·~~ ~ oP< .~-~~ s .s~ g ell 8 ~ ~s 
f:Q ..q U1 ~ <11 
Definite. I 
Subsistence of officers ............ $1, 0.14, 142 99 
Forag-e for officers' horses......... 594, 135 93 
. -----.-- .......••..... · ..... :;it, 015 00 :82, 632, 214 53 
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 407 47 
Pay in lieu of clothing officers' 
servants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216, 393 41 .....•...................... 6 96 
Pay to discharged soldiers, cloth-
ing not drawn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 385, 518 19 .....•........ . ....................... 25, 000 00 
Subsistence of officers at Military 
Academy ..... ................. . 
Pay in lieu of clothing officers' 
servantl:l at Military Academy . . 
Pay of two and three years' vol-
unteers ..................... ... . 
14, 706 58 .............. ·········· ···· .. . .......... . .......... , 
143, 876 92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 1, 477 17 LG, 473, 436 05 I 
Bounty to volunteers, widows, and 
legal heirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 514, 430 29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3, 8!l6, 8!l5 28 
Pay of militia and volunteers..... 283, 136 17 ... . • . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . 28J, 477 47 ' 
pt)e;~~-t~~~:t~f ~ic~~~rl~. ~~~:. 188, 982 03 . ..•.•......•......•..•. . . •.. ....•............... - .. 
ra{e!. ~ ~~ -·~-~1~~-~~~~ ~~~~~-~~~~~-- 4, 274, en 68 ...•••..... _ .. .•..••. _ ...... . _........ 5oo, ooo oo I 
Payment of expenses, reconstruc-
tion acts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143, 986 29 ...•.•...........•.•........ 
Bounty to volunteers and regulars 
on enlistment .... ...... ..... .. . 
Forafte for officers' horses at 
Mi itary Academy . ...... ... ... . 
Incidental expense of Quarter-
rna. ter' Department ........... . 
10 ......• ..•.... 
1, 987, 805 93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2, 582, 125 59 I 
7,422 78 . ..•.•.............• . ..... .. ···· ·· · ·•· ·· ·· ···· ······ ! 
64,695 75 65 22 .............. 1 
Pay of the Army prior to July 1, 
1871.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 436, 480 20 .. -....... .... $17, 756 94 8, 666 02 1, 189, !)78 8 
Pay_ of the Military Aoatlemy 
prwr to .f uly 1, ltl71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 464, 610 67 . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 299 94 . - •••• - -- ·- · · - ~ 
Tran. portation of officers and i.lag-
gap:e prior to July 1, 1 7 L..... 81, 724 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 40 18, ll2 60 
Tota.l ....... ................ l7,847,17246~~~~.756Mll,7tl0dl27,616,667871 
==========-=====.:..::== For jUJcal year ending June 30, 1872. 
Pay of the .Army ................ . 
Mileage . ......................... . 
Geueral expenses ... ........ ... .. . 





6, 000 00 
1, 177,149 59 21,183 61 
19, 924 17 2, 184 :16 
26 01 124 75 
4, 000 00 1, 498 25 
: ~ ~ ~: ~::::::: : I 
.. .........• - -1 
Total ....................... l--6-7-8,-883--7-7-l---6-, ·-0-00--0-0 -l-1-, -20-1·,--09-9--77-12--4-, 9_9_0_ -97-~~~~ 
-===--=~====-=-= For jiacaZyear ending June 30, 1873. i 
I 
23 ' P~y of the rmy ........................ . ...... 12, 105, 591 32 
J~~e:fat -e~j,~~-~ · ~ ~ ~:::: ~:::::: : ~ : :: ~:::: ~ ~: : ::: ii~: ~~~ ~~ 
Pay of the .llliitary Academy..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2"22, 937 50 
J9, 898 08 11,549 67 
. ... . . . . . .. . . . 549 60 
···•· · ·•••· ... 4 1!) 
· ··•·· ..... ... 16 J9 
...... . ...... 1 
Total. . . ................................. . 12, 18, 528 82 l9:B9s08 12, 119 65 ----===-23 I 
Indefinite appropriati~M. 
nonnty act July 28, 1 66 .. . .. ..•.. ... ........... 11, 141, 736 11 
Traveling exp1·n. PI!, 'alifornia · 
and .. : e\"ada voluu teeri . ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, 000 00 
ra.v lin:rexpen e , .Michiganvol-
now I'd.·········· ···· ···· ...... ............ . 500 00 ....•. .... .... 
ToW ......... .... ...... .. .. ~==ll,l73."""23GU~===~~ ~= 
Aggregate. 1=== 
"Df'flnitf' appropriation!! ...... ..... l, 520,056 23 12. 824,528 82 1 23 754 79 4 !)1 43 27, 611i, 668 10 I 
lndetiniteappropriatioos ......... ..... . ....... IU,17:3,2:36 11 . .' .... ~==~===:.:. 
Total ....................... I , 526, Oj() 23 12.1, 997, 764 93 1, 238, 754 7!1 4 , 891 4:J l27, 616, 668 10 
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3, 6'1'1, 505 65 
607, 545 90 




31, 972 28 16, 652, 782 42 




7, 416, 695 04 
566,613 64 
188, 982 03 
4, 774, 8'17 68 
143,986 59 
4, 570, 099 52 
":, 422 78 
64, 760 97 




>:l cd ~rnA 
>:l<D ~.SA 
res~ §·S ~~ 
0 O'cd 8 
s ~P; s 
~ 
. $273, 873 10 
1, 077, 577 90 
59 82 
........................... 
27, 000 00 
......... .................... 
............................... 
.... "-<' ,..oO~ 
~ooP< ~.§A 
'"0~ §·8 ~~ 
sg~ s 
~ 
$1, 001, 692 67 
757 80 
139,725 66 
92, 671 20 
7, 893 16 
4, 126, 713 88 
4, 705, 614 35 
4, 2U, 877 68 
16, 444 81 
128 00 
2, 671 49 
2, 542, 511 19 
334,653 64 
4, 218 73 
~.~ cP 113 
~·s~~ ~ c:;< <::> 5 
Oll<::>"'o 














$1, 988, 429 49 
757 80 
181,904 37 
19fl, 499 29 
7, 893 16 
<:'".). 
~-




6, 813 42 
246 54 
3, 236 76 4, 403, 823 74 12, 248, 958 68 
1, .516 75 5, 784, 709 00 
2.97 64 
.. ..................... 
394, 887 27 
.. ........................ 
.. ....................... 
4, 274, 877 68 
16,802 27 
128 00 
2, 671 49 
2, 964, 398 46 
334, 653 64 
4, 218 73 





•l, 569, 971 52 
7, 422 78 
62,089 48 
2, 688, 725 06 
130,256 97 
95,868 38 
12 1, 828, 725 70 24,000 00 307,937 40 284 64 332, 222 04 1, 496, 503 66 
• -.- • - -. - - - - 22, 7:34 03 . - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - 22, 734 03 
------------ 6,24115 6,090 39 --------· · ------ ··•··•······ 6,090 39 150 76 
.. - .. - ---- -- 53, 273 75 - -.- ---- . - ---.-- ----- - . - - - -.---. -.-- .• ---.-- ----.- . - - - -.. - - 53, 273 75 
--~ ~74 63 - 30, 090 30 --307, 937 40 ---284 64 -338, 312 43fl.572, 662 20 
========================:=:==~ 
---------- -- 12,137,039 30 11,220,993 !54 90,058 43 1,022 00 11,312,073 97 824,965 33 
·----------- 315,549 60 289,133 20 ·····•·········· ------------ 289,133 20 26,416 4() 
------------ 175,00419 139,250 00 ···········•···· ..........•. 139,250 00 35,75419 
------------ 2-22, 953 69 179, 000 00 . - -.- - -- - - -. - - - .. ----------- 179, 000 00 43, 953 69 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 12, s5o, 546 1 11,828, a76 74 - 9o, o58 43 ~22 oo 11, 919, 457171 931, o89 61 
=-=======-================= 
32,3 7 0 11,177, 123 91 563, 000 00 10,612,351 61 1,. 772 30 11,177,123 91 ................... ..... 
-.................... 28,000 00 28,000 00 .. ........................... ............ .......... .. 28,000 00 .. ......................... 
........................ 500 00 500 00 .............................. .. ...................... 500 oo· .. .......... ...... ......... 
32, 3 70 1i, 205, 623 91 ,- 591, 500 00 W,6i2,35161 ~7230 il,2Q5,623!)1,~~~= 
37, €191 45 60,292, 790 s-~113, 236, 977 95 17, 648,570 09 636,988 68 31,52-2, .536 72128, 770,254 10 
32, 387 80 11, 205, 623 91 591, 500 00 10, 612, 351 61 1, 772 30 11, 205, 623 91 •• ---.-----.-. 
------------------------------
70,279 25 71, 498, 414 73 I 13, 828, 477 95 28, 260, 9.21 70 638, 760 98 42, 728, 160 63 I 28, '170, 254 10 
BEN,J. ALVORD, 
Paymaster-General United States Anny. 





THE CHIEF SIGN A L- 0 F FI C E:R· .. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER', 
Washington, JJ. 0., November 1, 1873: 
SIR: Iustruction in military signaling and telegraphy has continued' 
during the past year at the Signal-School of Instruction and Practice at 
J:i.,ort Whipple, Va. 
One of the officers at the Military AcademyatWeH't Point is designated 
as instructor of military signals aud telegraphing, but no report bas been 
received from him, and it is not known what proportion of study and 
practice is allotted the several branches under his charge. Experience 
leads to the belief tb~t the whole time of a skilled and industrious officer 
would be occupied by a course of instruction of the cadets at 'Vest Point, 
which should insure to them t.bat proficiency in military signaling and 
telegraphy requisite to maintain equality in these branches with the of-
ficers of European services, or to be of any practical value to the Army 
of the United States. The recommendation made in previous reports 
that more special instruction at the Military Academy should be pro-
vided for, with a merit value affecting the standing of the cadetE;, is re-
newed, and it is also suggested that, to secure accuracy and uniformity, 
the officer to be in future charged with that iustruction should have 
passed the course at Fort Whipple. There bas been a partial instruc-
tion in the Department of theMis~ouri, under the charge of Second Lieu·t. 
Philip Reade, Third United States Infantry, and acting Rignal-otlicer of 
that Department. Althoug·h this officer bas not had the ad vantage 
of the course provided at Fort Whipple, his iudustry and zeal have 
been attended with good results. His reports show fifty five officers to 
have been fully, and ninety-~eYen partially, instructed, and one hundred 
and two enlisted men fully, and three hundred and ten partially, in-
structed during the year. · 
The only full and regular course of instruction, that at Fort Whipple, 
bas continued to be unJer the immediate directiou of First Lieut. 0. E. 
Kilbourne, Second United States Artillery, acting signal-officer. who 
has proved faithful and efficient. The report of commissioned officers 
instructed, (six in number,) with their respective amounts of field-prac-
tice, is given in Papers 1 and 2, hereto attached. The number of private 
. oldier in tructed, as candidate for promotion to the grade of observer-
ergeant, bas been sixty-seven, and of those instructed as assistants to 
observer-sel'geants, one hundred and twenty- even. The details of their 
in tructiou, examination, promotion, and duty are presented in Papers 
3 and 4. 
The Signal-School of Instruction and Post of Fort Whipple, Va., l1as,. 
during the year, as umed a cbal'acter of permanence which has been 
much desired. New barracks, a ruess-ball, a guard-house, and stables 
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have been erected; and two buildings for officers' quarters, a building 
for the purposes of instruction, and a wagon-shed for the field-telegraph 
train, are in progress of construction. The hospital has proved ample 
for the requirements of the command, and has been well managed un<ler 
the charge of Acting Assist. Sur g. L. W. Ritchie. A large amount of 
work has been performed in the leveling and preparation of the ground 
·occupied by the old fortifications. To complete the equipment of the post, 
in addition to the need for a commissary and quartermaster store-house, 
a wagon-shed for quartermaster wagons, and stabling for nece~sary 
public animals, a pressing want is felt for officers' quarters, those now 
provided not being sufficient for the number of officers regularly on duty 
and under instruction. The Fort has become of interest to, and is fre-
quentlyvisited by, distinguished American citizens and officers of foreign 
governments. It is desirable that the War Department, always con· 
sidered responsible for its existence, shoul<l provide for it as a creditable 
-and representative post. The care of the Secretary of War has been 
already directed to the comfort of the enlisted men. His favorable con· 
sideration is now asked to secure the requisite accommodation for the 
officers and the protection of the public propert.y. 
The field-telegraph train bas been greatly improved, and drills with 
it are regular and satisfactory, having been under the speeial direction 
of First Lieut. R. P. Strong, .I!'ourth United States Artillery, acting· sig-
nal-officer, who .ba~, during the year, been in immediate charge of the 
po t, and has shown much energy in the performance of the dn ties con-
fided to him. The other drills of the signal-service detachment, with 
signal equipments, and with, as well as without, arms, have been thorough, 
and through increased facilit.ies as well as number8 discipline has been 
advanced. The system of duty and practice at Fort Whipple gives the 
military training necessary for the duties of the signal-service, and it 
impart the accurate understanding of the special branches for which it 
has been establi hed. It is the sole place in the United States where either 
commi sioned officers or enlisted men can be completely instructed and 
te ted in a branch of the military profession now recognized to be of 
prominent importance in time of war, and of no less utility in time of 
peace. 
The study of military signaling and telegraphy xequires that the stu-
dent shall have the example and illustration of a skilled master. It 
would be unwise, in providing for the instruction of the Army, to 
ignore the thorough and well-appointed school already established, and 
to expect much benefit from the mere issue of text-books and equip-
ment , where teacher and taught are alike ignorant. The plao, at one 
time sugge ted, that post-adjutants hould become instructors, ha 
prove 1 a failure. 
During the pa t year a number of officers have applied to be in-
tructe at Fort \¥hipple· but the absence of any arrangement for de-
tall ha pre ented, for the time, a favorable consideration of their 
reque. t, . It i de ·irable hat a sy tern of details bould bee ' tablished. 
The pr per discharge of the dutie of the field signal-1:;ervice imply, 
i. e., ho ·e em racing on1y sueh knowledge of military signaling and 
tel O'raphy a· i con tan ly r .ui ·ite at our frontier posts and for lodiau 
' ar , in time f oeral peace, r in the field during war, requires a 
sp ·ial tui ion of a lea t ixth month ' duration, and officers of ev ry 
r ·me t and company ought t pa s through the eour e as a part of 
their r qui it militar. · 1 y. Tbe i nal- ·ervice is an armed organ-
iza ion a11 fen ne d tl1e i ·eiplined u e of arms. Drills with arm. 
the movemen of armed bodi . , c n l the car of troop are a constitu· 
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ent a portion of the duties at Fort Whipple as at an.v post of the Army, 
and the officers ordered there need lose nothing of tlleir military prac-
tice. It is recommended that six officers, to oe selected by the Secretary 
of War, upon the recommendation of their regimental and depart-
mental commanders, be detailed for instrnction in the duties of the 
":field" ignal-service alone, as distinguished from tile full duties of 
that service. These officers to rejoin their commands upon the comple-
tion of the course, their places to be supplied through other details, 
published in advance, in the manner customary in details for artillery 
instruction. The time of instruction would average about six months. 
The officers so to be detailed should, however, be held to be of a class 
distinct from those charged with the full duties of the signal-service. 
The full duties of the signa.I-service include those applicable to peace 
as well as to war, and to attain proficiency in them the whole time of 
an officer, duriug years of study and application, is requisite. They 
comprise the duties of the field signal-service above described, and 
also all the duties of the service in relation to the display of warning 
ignals, giving notice in advance of storms and floods. The latter in-
volve the study of meteoric indications, and the practice and habit of 
controlling the organization spread over the United States; of manag-
ing the taking, telegraphing, receipt, collocation, and publication of re-
poi~ts from the different stations; of deducing correct results frorri them, 
and of giving necessary warnings, by signals or otherwise, whe~ dan-
ger threatens. The value of the officer constantly increases with the 
experience bad in· the observation of storms, the study of meteoric in-
dications, and the correct ordering of signals. To fulfill it reliably, the 
employment of a selected officer, once placed upon this duty, must be 
permanent. Provision should be made for such permanent employment 
for the same reason as it is made for the permanent employment of offi-
cers of the engineers and of ordnance. It will be fatal to the service 
if it is at.tempted to perform its duty by temporary details. The detail 
of officers for the duties of the full signal-service, as distinguished 
from the :field signal-service, should, therefore, be regarded as almost 
necessarily permanent, and it should be made with the expectation of 
being perUJanent, until such time as Uongress shall provide an estab-
lished organization, to prevent the accidents and imperfect working to 
which a temporary service is always liable. The urgent need of such 
legi lation is again presented for the consideration of the Secretary of 
War. 
In the last annual report mention was made of the hardship in-
volved in the fact that the officers detailed for the duties of this service 
were subjected to the misconstruction, and sometimes to the injustice, 
of those from whose commands they are involuntarily separated. Ap-
plications a.re frequently pressed to bring about the relief of officers, 
by persons wholly ignorant of their duties, which, if successful, would 
seriously embarrass the execution of the work required by law. It 
ought not to remain pos. ible, tllrough neglect of legislatiOn, that the 
whole machinery of the signal- ervice should stop in an hour, as migbt 
already have happened bad not the wise discretion of the Secretary of 
War been exercised to prevent so great a rnisfortun<-'. Justice would 
eem to require that a service which has existed, and with admitted 
good re ult to the United States, for now tllirteen years as a temporary 
ervice, and on which officers have served continuously through details 
of ten year 'duration, in peace and in war, living and dying in this ser-
vice alone, hould be held to have estctbli, bed ·a claim to permanency. 
With interests now depending upon its daily work as great a can by 
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any possibility rest upon any other branch of the service, there is no da 
but upon which it may be embarrassed, or even fatally crippled, by the 
removal of its RkiJlful men at the junctures at which their senTices are 
most needed. The War Department, whHe held 'rigidly responsible for 
the failure~ of the service, has not yet been granted the legislation to 
provide for its proper discharge. 
Recruiting for assignment to the signa~-service has been conducted 
under the direction of the War Department, that the recruiting officers 
of the general recruiting service at designated stations should enlist and 
order to this office such men, they passing the required physical exami-
nation, as may be presented to them by the recruiting observer-ser-
geants of the signal-service. While the popularity of the service bas 
been remarkable, its requirements are not always understood by those 
who apply to be enlisted. So much trouble has been occasioned to the 
Secretary of War by recruits complaining of the military duties con-
sidered by this office essential, that a series of circulars and instructions, 
shown in Papers 5 and 6, and paragraph 144 of Paper 7, hereto annexed, 
bave been prepared and so brought to the notice of every applicant for 
enli tment, the recruiting sergeant, and the recruiting officer. that mis-
apprehensiou seem to be i)D possible. The recruits are divided into 
classes, those for the "full" and those for the "field. signal-service." 
The first mentioned are such as, in the judgment of the observer-ser-
gean"after examination by him, are fitted by education and intelligence 
for tlle full duties of the signal-service, including not only the duties 
connected with field-signals and telegraphy, but the duties of observers 
at stations of observation. ~rhese ruen are placed on duty ~tt Fort 
Whipple, Va., as private soldiers of the signal-service t1etachmeut there 
tationed, for at least two months, after which thef have the privilege 
on their own application, their condnct being good, of appearing before 
a board of o:ffic r as candidates to be placed under the tuition neces-
ary to l>e a . i tant to observers on stations. Passing tllis examination 
the oldier continues tlle course, still performing his military dutie 
until uch time a he is reported by the instructor competent to be an 
a istant. He may then be detailed on duty as an assistant to an ob-
erver on station. After six months' service satisfactorily rendered as 
such as istant, during which time he recites re,gularly to the ob erver 
in charge, and upon a favvrable report, he may be ordered to Fort 
~'hippie to be placed und r the additional special instructiou given to 
candidate for the grade of ob erver-sergeant. This additional in~ trac-
tion la t about two month , during which the candidate must serve on 
four tour of guard duty. Upon it completion he is ordered before a 
board of offic r · con eued at thi office for final examination on the spe-
cial ubj ct of the in traction, and al o before another board convened 
at i rt hipple for report on his proficiency in the drill (with and with-
on arm.) and <.lu i · of the ignal ervice detachment, and his under-
tanding of th 1 ilitary dutie. and re ponsibilities of ergeauts in the 
·i rnal- · ni ·e, hi exam in ti n embracing the more e sential of the Ar-
iel s of \ ar, Tm R gulation , and cu 'tom of the ervice applicable 
t the duti f tlle grade abo\e mentioned. Ou pas 'ing both of the e 
board , th ·an i at , a v cancie ccur, i promoted to be s ro·eant in 
the i nal- r i · but, a · a rul , i blig d to · rve one month at Fort 
\"\ llipple ef r b ing rd r d on ·tation, during which period, in addi-
tion to hi h r n i ·, h take , un l r tll dir ctiou of the in tructor, 
uch o .· r ati n · an :tnak u ·h r cord.· and r port as may keep him 
familiar wi h th uti f 'n ob. rver. 
ppli ·ant · wh in th ju lgm nt f the r cruiting observer-s rgeant, 
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are not fitted by education and intelligence for the full duties of the sig-
nal-service, but who are of such ability and character as to render them 
qualified f~r its field duties, _i.e., t~wse of field_-signals and telegraphy, 
as distingmslled from those mcludmg the duties of observer-sergeant, 
are presented to the recruiting officer for enlistment to and assignment 
to the'' fieJd signal-service." The recruits so enlisted are not precluded 
from e.Ventual. advancement to the full duties of the signal-service and 
promotion, in case they prove fit and worthy. 
A division is also made, after enlistment, among the private soldiers, 
by which those of good conduct, who pass specified examinations in ele-
mentary education, military signaling and telegraphy, and the duties 
and drill (with and without arms) of soldiers of the signal-service de-
tachment, are annouuced as privates of tlie first class, and wear the 
special designation in uniform provided for them in General Orders 92, 
War Department, .Adjutant-General's Office, dated October 26, 1872. 
The propriety of legislation which will establish, as a special gradl3, 
that of the observer-sergeants of the signal-service, is urged upon the 
consideration of the Secretary of War. Very many of these men have 
enlisted with the hope that Congress will, in an organization of the sig-
nal-service, improve their position. This hope ought to become a reali-
zation. Tile great majority of the men of this senTice have enlisted for 
it directly under the promise, authorized by the Secretary of War, that . 
they shall not be transferred to any other branch of the Army. They 
neither have nor would have enlisted under the general recruiting reg-
ulations, and without the promise abo\e referred to the work intrusted 
to tllis office coul<.l not have been done. 
In this connection it is proper to add that the action of the President 
in tbe promotion of observer-sergeant 'J..1heodore Smith to a lieutenancy 
in the Army, for goO(l conduct, has been highly beneficial to the service. 
The systematic course by which the enlisted men are selected, drilled, 
examined, inst.ructeu, tested by practice, instracted in higher branches, 
again examined and again tested before being intrusted with the man-
agement of stations, has thrown much labor upon the several boards of 
examination. The preliminary board, convened. at this office for the ex-
amination of applicants to be placed under the first course of instruc-
tion, is composed of Bvt. Lieut. Col. Garrick Mallery, actwg signal-
officer antl as~istant, Bvt. Capt. H. ·w. Howgate, acting signal-
officer and assistant, and Second Lieut. David J. Gibbon, acting signal-
officer. This board ba::; held a session on ever,y Thursday during the year, 
and has examined (incluiling r-e-examinations) three hundred aud one 
appliC$LlltS. . 
Of the civilians, whose enlistment depended upon the result of their 
examinations, eighteen were accepted, a much larger number being re-
jected. The proportion of those already enlisted, whose examinations 
were satisfactory, has exhibited the good judgment of the observer-ser-
geants who selected them, one hundred aud twenty-one having passed 
the board, while but fourteen are in the list of failures, some of whom 
may yet pass on auother examiuatiou. 
Tile board convened at this office for the examination of candidates 
for promotion to the grade of observer-sergeant is composed of Bvt. 
Lieut. Col. Garrick Mallery, acting signal-officer and assistant; First 
Lieut. C. E. Kilbourne, acting signal-officer and instructor at Fort 
Whipple; and Bvt. Capt. H. W. How gate, acting sigual-officer ancl 
as istant. Thi board meets from time to time, as the instructor at Fort 
Wllipple reports candidates ready for examination, and has examined 
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during the year fifty-two caulliJ.ates, of whom all but two have passed 
an<l been promotetl. 
The board convened at Port Whipple for examination in the general 
duties of soldiers and non-commissioned officers, and the special drill of 
the signal-service is composed of Pirst Lieut. George S. Grimes, Second 
United States Artillery; First Lieut. C. E. Kilbourne, Second United 
States Artillery; and First Lieut. C. 0. 'Volcott, Third Unite<J_ States 
Artillery, all acting signal-officers. 
The morning report of Fort Whipple for September 30 includes sixteen 
non-commissioned officers and one hundred and· thirty-one privates as 
present. Of these, seven non-commissioned officers and thirty-seven 
privates are under special instruction. 
The work done at this office has become of large amount, comprehend-
ing many details. Never ceasing for a moment, it is necessary that re-
liefs of officers and enlisted men shall be so arranged that each shall 
take up his duty at a particular point and perform it in the manner 
pre cribed. At once the greatest expedition and minuteness are re-
quired, both of which can only be obtained by a number of persons 
working a,t the same time on different parts of the same general duty, 
with a sy. tern of checks and counter-checks to prevent error, or at once 
to detect its cause and the responsibility for it. The experience thu 
far obtained h::ts resulted in the h;~ue of regulations and rule·s for the. 
overnment of the office, (Paper 8,) to which attention is invited. 
Bvt. Lieut. CoL Garrick Mallery, actiug signal-officer and assistant, 
ba continueJ. during- the year to have charge of records, general cor-
re pondence and orders, with the superintendence of enlistments and 
other details specially a~signed to him. The various duties in his care 
hav been faithfully di.-cbargerl. ' 
The correspondence of the office in itB ~-;everal divisions is extensive, 
forty- ix thousand four hundred and thirty-two letter having been sent, 
and two hundred and seventeen thousand five hundred and seventy-five 
received during the year, the record of which is classified in Paper 9. 
The aggregate of the correspondence is two huudre<l and sixty-four 
thou and and seven letter and documents sent and received, exclusi e 
of publicatiOns and telegram.. The numerous requests for information 
on ·ubjects, ome only indirectly connected with the duties of this office, 
require of tuemselves much attentiou. 
The office is in commuuication with many foreign corresponrlents. 
The following-named below in order of time are some of those who have, 
at their reque t, been regularly furni ·bed with copies of the weather 
map and bulletin , viz, Robert Scott: esq., director Meteorological Office, 
L ndon England ; Profe .. or Buy Ballot, director Meteorological In-
, titute ftbe ...... tberland ', lJtrecht, Holland; Profe sur JI.Mohu, director 
H yal ... I teorolof,rical In titute of Norway, Christiania, Nor way; Capt.~ . 
ofi'm . r, director Royal Met orological In ·titute of Denmark, Copen-
} c rr~n,Deumark;Profe·. orDr.Pre tel,Emden,Germany;Mou ieurMarie 
avy ·hef d la divi ion meteorologie de l'Ob ervatorie physique cen-
t ral de I nt. onri , Pari. ·, France; Monsieur Harold Tarry, vice-pr -
i1lent ... et rological So ·iety of Frane , Paris, France; Imperial G r-
man ... ~a,al chool at Ki 1~ Germany; Hi .Majesty the Kiug of \Vi.irtem-
bur tutt(Yart G rmany. 
ir. t i ut. H ur. ,J a ·k. on acting signal-officer and as i. tant, ba. 
Olttiun t di ·cbarg the dutie of property and di bur ing ofticer with 
kiU and in ln ·try. v n hou. ·and nine hundred and eighty-nin 
a ·connt hav b n xa in .d an .·ett1 din th property divi. ion, .. -
clu ling tho ·e of ofTic r · of th rmy respon iole for signal prop •rty 
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which number four hundred a]J(l seven. Six hundred and six instru-
ments have been purchased, and six hundred and twelve issued. (Paper 
10.) LiAutenant J aekson bas alRo continued the collection of statistics 
to complete the lists of elevations above sea-level, requisjte for the a.ccu-
rate reduction of meteorological observations. There have been added 
this year sixty-three levels of lines of railroads r~ceived from railroad 
engineers, seven lines of levels received from civil engineers, fourteen 
levels collected from other sources. 
The library of the office bas been increased to two tbonsand four hun-
dred and seventy bound volumes, exclusive of two hundred and thirty 
pamphlets, and one hundred and two maps and charts. The works are 
selected wholly for their value to the scientific branches connected with. 
the duties imposed upon it, and many of them have been obtained with-
out expense to the United States through the system of exchanges estab-
lished. Paper 11 is a list of the foreign contributions to the library. 
The act of Congress approved March 3, 1873, entitled "An act making 
appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal 
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and for, 
other purposes," contained the following proviso: •' Provided that the 
chief signal-officer may cause to be sold any surplus maps or publications of 
the sigua.l-office, the money received therefor to be applied toward de-
fraying the expenses of the signal-service, an account of the same to be 
rendered in each annual report of the chief of the signal-service.'' This 
account i3 presented in Paper 12, being exclusively for the amounts re-
ceived for the sale of maps. 
Until recently, the office bas not been able so far to increase the issue 
of its publications ·as to allow of any considerable surplus, nor have per-
sons interested yet become generaliy aware of their privilege to obtain, 
at a trifling expense, the publications which before had been applied for 
and necessarily refused. It is believed that the· above provision will 
lead in future to a wide distribution of meterological knowledge with-
out expense to the U oite<l States. 
Bvt. Capt. H. W. Howgate, acting signal-officer and assistant, has 
continued to have general charge of instruction aud general supervision 
of the observer-sergeants and assistants to observers at stations, and of 
the receipt, record, and publication of the weather reports, which duties, 
together with otl!ers specially assigned to him, have been performed 
with marked devotion and ability. 
Cl'be following record of stations is reported by this officer: 
ALPE:NA, MICHIGAN. 
[O:tficial Number, 85.] 
I.Jatitude ... _ .. __ .. ____ . _______ . ____ . _. _____ . ____ . ___ . _ .. ____ . ____ . __ • _.. 4fi0 05' 
Longitude ...... ____ ... _________ ·----· ______ .. _______ ..... _--·------.... 8:3° 30' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ___________ .. _ .••• ___ .•... __ . ____ . 608 feet. 
The location of the office bas not been changed since the date of the 
la t report, and Sergt. F. P. Bayes still remains in cl1arge, haYing 
giYen general satisfaction by the manner in which his reports haNe been 
rendered. 
The tation was inspected in March, and such trifling irregularities a 
w re di~covered by the inspector promptly corrected. 
Uautionar;y signals are not eli played here on account of the uncer-
tainty of telegraphic communication, although a favorable point for 
them ; but warning ' are sent to the observer to notify the sldpping 
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whenever danger is anticipated, and these warnings have been attended 
with beneficial results. 
The several instruments are well located. The instrument shelter has 
been moved from the window to the roof of the building, and thoroughly 
painted. 
Bulletins are not issued, as no reports from other stations are re-
ceived; but the regnlar reports are published in the weekly papers in a 
condensed form. 
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA. 
[ Otficia.l Number, 23.] 
Latitude ........................... ·----· ............................... 33.:, 28' 
Longitude ............ ·----- ............................................ 81° 54' 
Elevation of barometer auove sea-level................................... 172 feet. 
No change bas been made in the location of the office since the last 
report, nor is any considered necessary at present. Sergeant N.D. Lane 
and Private :Frank Mangels, both of whom were on duty at last report: 
till remain, and have given satisfaction. 
The station was inspected in February, and found in good condition, 
with the exception of ~orne slight irregularities, which were corrected 
immediately, when pointed out. 
The in truments are well exposed and in good condition. 
The only reports received are those· from the Western Gulf sta,tions, 
which are here transferred to Washington. 
During the year four hundted and eighteen bulletiils of local obser-
vation have been furniRhed the press, and published, in addition to the 
r gular monthly means of barometer and thermometer, amount of rain, 
&c. . 
The afternoon Probabilities are received regularls, and printed in the 
new, paper on the moruiug of the day succeeding their i:::;sue from the 
central office. 
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 
[ Officialltrumber, 18.] 
Latitude ...........................•........................... _ ........ :39t 1R' 
Longitude .......................... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 760 3"' 
Elovation of lJarorneter above sea -level ...• _ .................. . _ .. _. __ . . . 45.19 feet. 
No change ha been made during the year in th6 location of the office, 
ut an additional room wa furni ·bed the ob~erver in February free of 
· , through the courtesy of the Baltimore Fire Insurance Company. 
Thi r om i immediately adjoiniug tbe office, and adtl~ materially to 
h comfort of the observer and to the facilities for the proper di charge 
f hi dut . 
Th ,·tc 'tion wa · inspected in February last and found in excellent 
conditi 11. A the in pector reported the men overw rked, another a ·-
i, tant wa · or er cl to the , tation March 1, an(l ince that date two 
a i tant l.Jav b n on duty. ergt. H .. T. Penrod still remain. in 
·h~r an ba p rfor rn <1 hi· duties con cientiou ly and ati factorily. 
Pr1vat tto chutze, the a. · i taut at tlle elate of the last r "port, aud 
hi uc · . r, rivat J. W. Craig, w re both call d in for promotion 
dudng the ·ear, and pa ., e 1 a ·u ·ce.·, ful examination. Private Mark 
D wuing wa. · reli " d for mi ·conduct September 8, and i now at 
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Fort Whipple on signal duty. Privates F. Anderson and Charles 
FreyPr are the present assistants. . 
Full reports have been received during the year from all stations, and 
furni hed to the press, in addition to the usual publications in the form 
of bulletins aud maps. Until November 22, 1872, manifold maps were 
i sued; but since that date printed maps have been sent from the cen-
tral office, and are received for distribution by 2 p. m., daily. This 
change bas given general satisfaction, as the morning Probabilities, 
printed in these maps, are recei vell in ad vance of the issue of the after-
noon papers containing them. ' 
During the year twelve thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven 
maps and four thom;and seven hundred bulletins have been issued, and 
six hundred and forty-five reports furnished to the- press. All the 
daily papers publish the Synopsis and Probabilities with regularity, and 
have manifested a gratifying interest in the service at all times. 
The observer states that inquiries concerning the weather are made 
daily at the office, a.nd that mechanics, artists, merchants, sailors, in-
valids, physicians and surgeons are to a greater or less extent governed 
uy the Probabilities received from the central office in pursuing their 
daily avocations. 
T~venty-oue cautionary signals were displayed during the year, of 
which nine are reported by the observers as ju~ti:fi.ed in the iri1mediate 
vicinity of the station . · 
As to known benefits to commerce or other interests the observer 
remarks as follows: · 
October 24-26, 1872.-Sailing-veRsels took the warning n.nd remained in port. 
Ma1·ch 9-10.- Some damage was done in the more exposed portions of tb.e city to 
unfinished buildings. 
Mctrch 15-17, 1873.-Considerable damage was dqne by the storm to some nnfin-
i bed buildings iu the more elev-ated portion of the city. Vessels generally remained 
in port during the display of the signal. 
March 19-2.2, 1873.-Tbongh there wa!! no gale in Rtltimore, a fierce tornado is re-
IJ.>Orted from otl' "York Spit" at midnight of March 20, which lasted fifteen minutes. 
Mw·ch 24-27, 1873.-Steamers due frotn Norfolk were delayed by the wind three 
!hours. 
March 29-30, 187:3.-Considerable damage done by the storm. No lives lost or ves-
. els wrecked. 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 
[ O.tficial Number, 13.] 
Latitude ___ ---·-·--··----··----· ...... ·-·-·-- ...• ______ .-·_·-- ...... ___ ·-_ 42o 21' Longitude _____ .. _ .. _. ___ .. _______ . ______ . _____ . ____ . __ ... ______ . _ . _ .. _ _ _ _ 71 o 04' 
Elevation of l>arometer above sea-leveL _. __ • _ ..•.. _____ ....•.... _ •.•.. ____ . 77.4 feet 
No change has been rna de in the location of the office since the last 
annual report. It i. in the heart of the city, llnd convenient to the dif-
ferent newspaper an<l telegraph offices, while the roof from which the 
cautionary signals are displa.yed affords a goo<l view of the greater part 
of the harbor. 
Report from twenty-four other stations are recPived here, of which 
number four are received from the north and transferred to New York. 
The e report are bulletined regularly, and furnished to the press, and 
manifold maps of the morning reports are also printed. 
During the year three thousand four hundred and forty-two maps and 
four thou and oue hundred and ninety-three bulletins have been iRsued, 
anu two thousand and fifteen report furnished to the press. The Sy-
nop i an<l Probabilities received through the agency of the Assoeiated 
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Press are regularly published by the daily papers, which also print the 
monthly abstracts and other data furnished by the observer. The is ue 
of post-office bulletins to four hundred and three offices was commenced 
July 15, 1873, and been continued daily, with the exception of Sunda~'S 
since that date. These bulletins contain the midnight Synopsis and 
Probabilities issued from the central office, and two eopies are mailed to 
each post-office. The total number of copies issued to date amounts to 
sixty-two thousand and sixty-two. 
Previous to this issue, the observer wrote manifold copies of the 
Probabilities for display in connection with the regular bulletin. Of 
these, one thousand one hundred and eighty- eight copies were made and 
posted. 
Sergt. H. E . Cole, who was in charge of station at the date of the 
last report, was relieved April 12, 1873, on account of ill-health, and 
succeeded. by Sergt. E. A. Lewis, who was succeeded September 24 
by Sergt. P. G. Dietz, who is now in charge. Private Dunne was 
ordered in for promotion July ], and succeeded by Private E . D. Hol-
brook, the present assistant. When the issue of post-office bulletins 
was commenced, two auuitional assistants were sent there to aid in get-
ting them out promptly. One of these men was relieved for miseon-
uuct September 23, and. his place filled by a better man. Upon the 
reeommendation of the inspecting officer, a fourth assistant was sent to 
the station September 29, making four now on duty. 
The station was inspected in January, and again iu September of this 
year. At the first im;pection, the instruments and records were found 
in excellent condition, and the observer, Sergeant Uole, highly com-
mended for his zeal, intelligence, and excellent habits. His rt1lief was 
a ource of regret to the business men with whom he bel<l official rela-
tion . 
The full report of the September inspection bas uot yet been received, 
but the inspector reported by telegraph the unfi tness of Sergeant Lewis, 
and recommended hi immediate relief. 
The m teorological committee at the station, of which Mr. Thomas 
Gaffield i chairman, bas been active in rendering such assistance as 
wa called for from time to time by this office, and also in extending 
courtesies to the ob erver on duty. 
During the year thirty-four cautionary signals have been displayed, 
of which, number twenty are reported by the observer as ju::;tified at the 
station . 
The observer remark in reference to these signals, as follows: 
.. Tovember 29-December 1, 1 72.- ev re storm reported along the coa t. 
December26-Z7, 1 2.-Heavy torm along the coast, and shipping all remained in port. 
J amw1·y 5-6, 1 7:3.-8evere torru on the coa t; all shipping remained in port .. 
Jamtary 23-25, 1 73.-Shipping remained in port. The display of this signal com-
m nded by the pre . 
January Z7-28, 1d73.- 'hipping remained in harbor. Storm severe on the coast sou h 
of thi tation. 
February 7- , 1 73.- torm along the.coast reported severe. Vessels going to ea 
t k warning and r mained in port. 
F_ebruary 16-17, 1 :1.-. hipping rf'mamefl in port. evere tonu along the coa. t. 
l!'eln-uary 21-22 1' 73.- ery vere torm; shippin()' l'eruaiue<l in port. The pre 
omm nd d tb di.-play of the ignal. 0 
.March 10 1 :3.-. bort, but ·ev r torm . 
..Jfard 11-12, 1 3.-,'bipping remained iu port. torm sev r on the coa. t. 
March 15-17 1 3.- 'outh ast ·now- tonn, followed L:v very high west rly wind . 
Tb hipping r m ined in pl)rt, with tbe x ·eption of the at am-yacht Grace Irving 
which pu to a, after lJ ing ·pe<:i.all warn d tLat a daug r-signal was ilying, and 
wa lo t, with all on board, four or five per11on . . 
.Jfa1· ·h 29-.April 1 1 :3.-Tbe .b;pping would not sail at night, but waited £ r day-
light, while th ·i!!Dal wa. di played . 
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.April12-15, 1873.-Shipping remained in port during display of signal; storm long 
and severe. 
May 2-4, 1873.-Vessels remained in port; blowing hard outside. 
August 13-15, 1873.-Storm very severe outside. Many vessels staid in port, and a 
few small boats were washed from their moorings_. 
The following extract from a special report, made by Sergeant Cole,. 
upon the meteorological conditions attending the great fire of Novem-
ber 9 and 10, 1872, is believed to possess sufficient general interest toi 
. justify its insertion here: 
During the progress of the fire, the wind varied from N. N. W. to N., with a 
velocity from five to nine miles per hour, weather 1eing clear and pleasant and the air 
dry, the fire breaking out shortly after 7 p.m., November 9, 1872. Between 2 and 3 a. 
m., November 10, standing at the intersection of School and Devonshire streets, on the 
north or windward side of the fire, looking south toward and at a distance of about 
500 feet from it, the indraugbt of air along the ground through Devonshire street 
toward the burning buildings assumed the character of a brisk wind, probably sixteen 
or eighteen miles an hour, while little or no wind could be felt on School street. .At 
this time the beat over the fire, which covered an area of probably 800 or 900 feet 
square, was so great as to cause fire, smoke, &c., to be carried in spirals to a very great 
height. 
At a point on South street, which is on the south or lee side of the fire, and about 
200 feet from it, the induced currents, at about 3.15 a. m., were very strong, rushing 
through the street toward' the fire, which then probably covered over 1,000 feet square, 
with a velocity of probably thirty or thirty-five miles an hour, carrying the fire bodily 
to wind ward. 
This state of affairs appears to be the reverse of the Chicago :fire, where the force of the· 
wind prevailing at the time was sufficient to overcome the induced currents, and the fire 
burned to leeward. In the present case, it appeared as if the light wind permitted the in-
draughts to rise at a considerable angle after reaching the fire, leaving a large space of 
highly rarified air in their front, inducing stronger currents to rush in, which, meeting the 
indraught, gave the spiral or whirlwind form to the ascending currents; and this idea is 
strengthened by the fact that on the outskirts of the fire the flames, when breaking 
through the windows of the buildiugs, always tended upward, joining with the whirling 
mass of flames and smoke which covered that portion of the city with a fiery dome, 
while the flames from those buildings more in the center or vortex of the fire formed 
downward a perfect cataract of flame, destroying even the granite blocks with which 
the streets were paved. The surface-wind geuerally was accelerated on all streets 
leading to the fire, but more especiaily so on the south side of it. 
During the night a flock of ducks passed at a great height over the fire, and the light 
reflected from their plumage made them appear as fire- balls passing rapidly through 
the air. Many who marked their flight called them meteors, and likened them to the 
fire-balls said to have been seen in the Northwest during the great fires in that region. 
As an example of the .gr'eat beat diffused, I would state that during the night I ex-
posed a thermometer in the observatory to the full glare of the fire, when it rose nearly 
5° , although placed upward of two thousand feet from the burning buildings and dead 
to wind ward of them. · 
No other meteoric phenomena were observed, the weather remaining unchanged. 
BRECKENRIDGE, MINNESOTA. 
f Official Number, 82.] 
Latitude ...... ··--·· ..................... - .•............ ···-··.......... 46o 16' 
Longitude . . ....... ··-··· ...••..................................... --··-· 950 38' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ................................... 966 feet. 
The location of the office remains unchanged since last report. It is 
the best that can be obtained in the place, and affords good exposure for 
the several instruments. The building occupied is a frame one, and not 
well adapted for the comfort or convenience of the observer, and it is 
recommended that suitable provision be made before another winter to 
protect the observer from the inclemency of the weather. As reports 
are not received here from other stations, bulletins are not issued. 
Sergt. 0. A. Shaw remains in charge, and bas rendered all reports 
in a sati ·factory manner. He reports that much interest is manifested 
by traveler in the working of the office and the di:fterent instruments. 
Stranger in pas ing through the town seldom fail to call at the office. 
16w 
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BUFFALO, NEW YORK. 
[Official N~t?nber, 33. J 
Latitude.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42° 00' 
Longitude.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78° 55' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. . ..... . .... .. .. -·; . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 662 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office at this station 
during the year, nor is any considered necessary, as the present one is 
in the business center of the city. Reports from fifty-five other stations 
are received here and published in ·the regular manner, in the form of 
maps, bulletins, and press reports. During the year five thousand four 
hundred and one manifold maps, six thousand four hundred and seventy-
two bulletins, and one thousand and sixty-two press reports have been 
issued. In addition to this issue one thousand five hundred and forty-
nine copies of the Synopsis and Probabilities were made on mani-
fold forms and posted with the regular bulletins before July 22, on 
which date the issue of post-office bulletins was commenced to one 
hundred and fifty-three offices. Two copies are furnished each office 
daily, and the total number issued to date is twenty-one thousand four 
hundred and twenty. The leading newspapers publish the tabulated 
reports and also the monthly abstrac-ts, while all of them print the latest 
Probabilities received. 
The meteorological committee of the board of trade continues to 
assi t the office whenever practicable, and its members retain their in-
terest in the service. Sergt. William McElroy was relieved from charge 
of the station January 24, and reduced to the ranks for failing to 
render hi mail reports regularly. He was succeeded by Sergt. W . H. 
Oolesb rr.v, who has given satisfaction by the promptness and regular-
ity with which all reports have been made. Privates T. A. Taylor and 
D. O'Leary ha,·e been called in successively from this station during 
the year for promotion, and both passed the required examination. 
Four as i tants are now on duty, and are kept sfeadily employed in get· 
ting out the variou publications of the office and attending to their 
daily di tribution. The tation was inspected in March, and some slight 
irregularitie di coverecT iu the records, which were attributed to the 
neglect of Sergeant McElroy. 
The instrument-shelter was also found defective, and as soon as the 
nece , ary arrangements could be made a new one w~ built on the roof 
of the office-building in accordance with the plan adopted by this 
office. Tw nty-se en cautionar.v signals have been displayed during 
the year, of which the observer reports thirteen fully, and seven 
partly, ju tified at the tation. The observer remarks as follows in ref-
er nee to the re ult of the e warnings : 
Ocwoer 1fi-16, 1 2.-Tbe cautionary caused considerable appreben ion, as the ba-
romet rs bad fallen rapidly in the previous eight hours, and was therefore generally 
ob rv d, no v lleaving the harbor during it di play. 
ctober 30-31, 1872.-The signal can ed much comm nt among "lake-men," quite a 
numb r of v · · ls being ready to go out, but were detained on account of the signal 
until the moroin, of the 31st. 
"01:ember 7-8, 1 2.-The torm very severe; all vessels remaining in port during 
the i lay. One barge, with all on board, was lost while trying to make the harbor 
in the moroin . 
TOl'eJI ber 13-lf, 1 2.- en rally ob erved by lake-men. Two ve sels attempt d to 
1 :we the harbor but fail d. The wind blew a. gale on the lake, its velocity boing one-
third gt' ater than that bown by the anemometer on bora. 
·ovember 27- , 1 72.-Gale very ·evere, bnt tbe wind being from soutbwe t for 
v ral days pr viou , and no v ls leaving port, only those bound in were 
caught. 
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November 30-Decembe.r 4, 1872.-These cautionaries were generally heeded. Owing 
to ice in the upper lake few vessels had left this port during the week. The captains 
of two vessels stated that they escaped danger by the display of the signal. Most 
vessels are laid up for the winter. · . 
May 7-9, 1873.-Signal heeded by mariners, no vessels leaving port during the dis-
play. 
Septernbm· 12-13, 1873.-No vessels left port on account of signal. 
September 15-16, 1873.-Signal attracted much attention from every one. A fleet of 
twenty-three vessels remained in port on account of the signal, which caused much 
excitement and anxiety among mariners. 
BURLINGTON, VERMONT. 
[Official Number, 45.] 
Latitude . ___ ... __ .... __ .... _. _ ......•..... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 44° 29' 
Longitude ........ _ ...................... __ ....•....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 73° 15' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level .........•................ - ........• 223 feet. 
The location of this office has not been changed since last report. 
No reports from other stations are received here, and, consequently, no 
bulletins are issued. The local observations and the monthly abstracts 
are printed regularly by the several newspapers published at the station. 
The Synopsis and Probabilities are received itregularly and copied by 
the observer on the proper manifold form and posted with his local 
reports. 
Tbe station was inspected in December, 1872, and numerous irregu-
larities found. As these appeared to have been caused by the youth 
and inexperience of the observer, Sergt. George H. Ellery, he was re-
tained on duty upon the recommendation of the inspecting officer, and 
since that date his reports have been regularly and properly rendered. 
The members of the meteorological committee express themselves as 
desirous of doing anything in their power to promote the interests of 
the service. 
The records of the oflice have been twice used during the year as evi-
dence in legal cases. 
There is no assistant on duty at this station, and as the observer's 
health had become impaired by his close attention to duty, Sergeant 
Fee was sent to relieve him for one month from July 1, and he was per-
mitted to rest for that period. 
CAIRO, ILLINOIS. 
[Official Number, 53.] 
Latitude ...... ...... ....•. ____ ............. ____ .....•...........•. -..... 370 00' 
Longitude . __ .......•............. __ .... ____ ... _ .• ___ • _ ..... _ ... __ .. _.. 890 10' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ....•.....••..•....••............. 352 .2 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office since last re-
port. Reports from fifteen river-stations are received and bulletined 
each afternoon when the telegraphic communication is perfect, but none 
are received iu the morning or at midnight. 
Three hundred and ninety-eight reports of local observations have 
been furnished the local press, and one thousand nine hundred and two 
bulletins of river reJ)orts posted in appropriate places. The river ob-
servatio?s have been continued daily during the year, the top of the 
levee bemg u ed as the bench-mark, and the zero of gauge fixed at the 
point reached by the extreme low water of December, 1871. The range 
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between this point and high water of 1867, which reached the top of 
the le·vee, is :fifty-three feet. 
The station bas not been inspected since the date of last report. 
Sergt. Thomas L. Watson was relieved February 18s 1873, for neglect 
of duty, and was succeeded by Sergt. D. W. Harnett, who left the sta-
tion without authority, and was reduced to the ranks while absent. He 
was subsequently apprehended, tried, and found guilty of desertion, 
and is now serving out his sentence for that crime. Sergt. E. Garland 
was ordered to succeed him, and is now at the station. His reports are 
not promptly rendered, and it is intended to relieve him unless a change 
for the better is made. 
Private James M. Watson was ordered in for promotion April1, and 
after going through the regular course at Fort Whipple passed a satis-
factory examination, and was succeeded by Private E. F. Brady, who 
still remains and bas g1ven satisfaction. 
CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY. 
[Official lfumber, 54.] 
Latitude ................. _ .........•...........••.•.. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38° 56' 
Longitude ....... _ .. __ .......... _ ......... __ ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 4° 58' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ........ _ .....•......... _.. . . . . . . . . 14.2 feet. 
The location of the office at this station remains unchanged. No re-
ports are received here from other stations, the station being used, as 
during the last year, for observation and report and the display of cau-
tionary signals only. Owing to the present defective telegraphic ar-
rangements much delay has been experienced in the transmission of 
the regular reports, the midnight ones, with few exceptions, being de-
layed until the following morning. The papers published at this station 
are furni bed with the local ob~ervations daily during July and August, 
and w ekly during the rest of the year. 
ergt. T. F. Townsend remains in charge of the station, and has 
rendered all hi mail report promptly and in good shape. The station 
wa in pected in January of the present year, and instruments andre-
cords reported by the in pector in good condition. 
Thirty-six cautionary ignals have been displayed during the past 
year, and of this number twenty-one are reported as justified at the sta-
tion. In reference to the e signals the observer remarks as follows: 
October 24-26, 1 72.-Wind blew in heavy squalls during the afternoon and evening 
of the 25th. 
January 5-6, 1 ~.-Tornado twenty miles up the coast at 3 p.m. of the 5th. 
Janua1'y 16-17, 1 73.-H avy squalls, with rain. 
Janua1'y 23-25, 1 3.- Wind in heavy squalls. 
o ignal order can be ent to this tation after 7 p. m., as the tele-
gra h-office clo e at that hour. 
There i a great demand for the Probabilities among the gue ts at 
the everal hotel during the watering sea on, but the local paper are 
unable t obtain them on account of the early clo ing of the telegraph· 
office. 
The ~ 11 wing i an extract from the emi-annual report of the ob-
erv r forth ix m nth ending July 1, 1873, in reference to the inter-
t manife ted in the ervice at thi place: 
win ' t the uniform corr cto ·s of the prognostications, public intere t i la.rg ly 
on the increa e and corr ·pondiog benefits derived. Th buildings in this locality 
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being entirely of wood, a large amount of labor and material, particularly in paint, 
is annually saved by the forecasts and signals. 
I find also a growing confidence in the cautionary signals among sea-faring men, 
and a more thorough knowledge in the use of their meteorological instruments than 
bas heretofore existed. 
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA. 
[Official Number, 21.] 
Latitude _ ..... _ .. •. ______ . _ ...................................... --. . . . . 32° 45' 
Longitude _______ . _ ... ________ ..................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79° 55' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level .......................... -- .. -- -.. 61.4 feet. 
The office remains unchanged since last report. Owing to the want 
of proper telegraphic facilities no reports from other points are received 
here at present. The monthly summaries and the local observations are 
regularly furnished to, and published by, the daily papers. Twelve 
cautionary signals have been displayed at this point, six of which are 
reported as fully justified at the station. 
The observer remarks as follows upon some of these signals: 
Octobe'l' 23-24, 1872.-Sev:ral vessels remained iu harbor ou account of the signal. 
March 19-20, 1873.-No vessels left port durirrg the display. 
Ap1·il1-2, 1873.-A fishing-boat upset in Ashley River, and one man drowned. 
Sergt. J. E. Evans, who was in charge at the date of last report, 
was relieved in October, for the benefit of his health, which had become 
impaired by close attention to duty. He was succeeded by Sergt. M. 
L. Hearne, who still remains, and has given satisfaction. 
Pri·vates Sidney Powell and Thomas Oleary have been called in suc-
cessively for promotion, and passed the required examination satisfac-
torily. Private J. J. Nanry is the present assistant, and is commended 
by the observer for his good conduct. A lively interest in the service 
is manifested by the merchants and other bmliness men at this station, 
and regret is expressed at the non-receipt of full reports from other 
coast-stations and those in the interior of the Southern States. The 
telegraphic service, so far as the transmission of the local reports are 
concerned, has been performed satisfactorily. 
CHEYENNE, WYOMING TERRITORY. 
r Official Number, 68.] 
Latitude __________ .. ____________________________ . __ . ____ . _ ... _ ...... _ _ _ 41° 12' 
Longitude. _._. _______________ . _______ .. __ .. __________ ._. ____ . ___ ._._ . . 104° 42' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL._ .. ____ . _.. . __ ............ __ ... 6,058 feet. 
No change bas been made in the location of this office since last re-
port, the present location being a very desirable one. 
The reports from Santa Fe and Denver are transferred here east and 
we t. Seven hundred and fifty-two bulletins have been issued during 
the year and two hundred and eight reports, together with the local ob-
servations furnished the press. 
Sergt. A. 0. Dobbins remains in charge, and has given general 
sati faction by the promptness and regularity with which reports have 
been rendered. He was unable to take observations on the 7th, 8th, 
and 9th of May on account of sickness, and as the instructed civilian 
a i taut had left the station, the record would have been i,nterrupted 
but for the courte y of the po t surgeon at Fort D. A. Russel1, who 
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made observations at that post and furnished copies of the same to the 
observer, thus enabling him to complete his record. 
To guard against the recurrence of such accidents, Private M. H. 
Perry was ordered to the station as an assistant, May 8, 1873,. and still 
remains. His conduct is commended by the observer. 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 
[ O:fficial Nwnber, 37. J 
Latitude ................................................................. 41° 52' 
Longitude ............... _ ............... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87° 3 ' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ..................•.. .............. 657 feet. 
The office was moved June 19, 1873, to a building on the corner of 
Madison and La Salle streets, in order to get it nearer the several tele-
graph offices. Two rooms are occupied, giving fine facilities for the 
work of this station, which has largely increased during the year, and 
is still performed under some of the disadvantages resulting from the 
disastrous fire of 1871. Full reports from seventy-five regular stations 
are received here, besides the special reports from the river-stations 
when they are made. These reports are publis~d in the regular man-
ner, and during the year thirteen thousand six hundred and ninety-two 
maps have been printed and distributed, two t):wusand two hundred 
and forty bulletins issued and posted, and two hundred reports furnished 
to the pres . The issue of post-office bulletins to seven hundred and 
ninety-eight offices began June 17, and since that date one hundred and 
ixty-eight thousand seven hundred and thirty-two copies have been 
s nt out. As the matter for these bulletins is seldom received before 2 
o'clock a.m., and the copies ready·for mail must be in the post-office by 
5 a.m., the work is necessarily done with great rapidity, and in view of 
thes facts the accuracy and regularity with which the issue is made 
de erves commendation. Consiuerable difficulty has been experienced 
in the receipt and tran fer of reports, owing to the frequent interrup-
tion of one or more of the telegraph lines over which they should be 
received, and the consequent necessity of transferring them to some 
other office with as little lo s of time as practicable, especially at mid-
night, when every minute is of importance. The different telegraph-
office have to be vi ited regularly at report hours, and their condition 
a certained, and the action of the observer governed by the information 
tbu received. His instruction on this subject are as follows: 
When the regular Atlantic and Pacific circuit to New York is inter-
rupt d, all reports recei\"ed will be sent by Pacific and Atlantic circuit 
't? iucinnati, and th ob rver at that point notified that communica-
tion cann t b had with New York. If this latter circuit is also down, 
th r p rt will be sent by the Western Union to the observer in New 
ork if that route i op n, and when it i not, will be :filed in theW P,St· 
ni n ffice, addre ed to the Chief Signal-Officer at Wa hington, 
ent y any available route at the di posal of the company. 
p rt £ r 'aint Loui and incinnati will be sent to tho e point 
by_ the \ e t rn nion whene er the regular Pacific and Atlantic cir-
mt ar rok n. 1 rt f r l\1il waukee will be sent by the vVe tern 
ni n wh n v r the reat "\Vesternlines to that point are down. 
me £ w d la hav occurr d from a natural reluctance on the part 
of op rat r t a mit hat their wir were down, and some from other 
cau ut a a whol , thi ·part of the work ba been well performed 
y all parti . 
The tation wa in r cted in pril of tbi y ar, and . such irregulari-
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ties as were found to exist pointed out and corrected. Several changes 
have been made during the year in the management of the station, 
Sergt. Theodore Mosher being transferred to the central office Janu-
ary 2, 1873, and Sergt. A. C. Ford, his successor, to Nashville, Tenn., 
1\tlay 1, 1873. 
Sergt. W. S. Kauffman has been in charge since the last-named date, 
and has given satisfaction by the prompt and accurate manner in which 
his various duties have been performed, under circumstances of unusual 
difficulty. · 
Of the assistants who have been on duty here during the year, one 
(Private J. D. M. Fee) was called in for promotion, and after going 
through the usual course of instruction at Fort vVhipple passed a sat-
isfactory examination ; one was called in for misconduct ; one (Private 
H. H. Pullan) deserted; one was discharged; one transferred to another 
station, and one to tl\e central office. Six regular assistants are now 
on duty, and kept bus\ly employed in getting out and distributing the 
large daily issue of maps and bulletins. 
A lively interest is manifested in the service among all classes of cit-
izens, and the labors of the office are properly appreciated. 
Thirty-eight cautionary signals have been displayed during the year, 
of which twent.y are reported full:r justified, and two partly justified, at 
the station. In this counection the observer remarks as follows: 
October 15-16, 1872.-Gale much more severe on the lake than at the port. Many 
vessels remained in b;;~rbor on account of the warning; but six or seveu which went 
out while the signal was flying were compelled to return during the night. 
Octobm· 28-31, 187:t.-The office was visited by twenty-eight captains of vessels and 
owners during the dit>play of the signal, more than half of whom stated that they 
remained in port on account of the warning given. · 
Novernbe1· 4-:6, 1872.-Tbe wind blew in heavy gusts, and was more severe out ou 
the lake. The office was visited by many captains of vessels and others interested, 
and many vessels remained in port on account of the warning. 
Not•ember 6-8, 1872.-The wind blew in gusts and was severe on the lake. The office 
was visited by a number of captains, and many sLa.id in port on account of the warn- · 
ing given. 
November 13-14, 1872.-Nnmbers of vessel-men called at the office, many of whom 
stated that they delayed their departure on account of the signal. . 
Novernber 26-28, 1t372.-This gale is represented to have been one of the most severe 
ever experienced on the lake. One schooner known to have delayed her departure on 
account of the warning. The office as usual was visited l.>y numbers of seamen. 
December 7-10, 1872.-But few vessels leaving port now. One schooner reported to 
have remained in port on account of warning . 
.April 3-7, 1873.-Storm of wind, snow, and rain . 
..tlp1·il 21-23, 1873.-Propeller detained in harbor by the signal, which was justified. 
Se11tember 17-18, 1873. -The wind was much heavier on the lake than at the port. 
Many ves els remained in, and those which attempted to go to sea were compelled to 
return. The papers make mention of numerous vessels damaged by the storm. · 
September 24-25, 1873.-The weather was bad, and several captains of vessels called 
at the office, who were detained by the signal, and with good effect, as news bas been 
received of the loss of at least. one vessel on the lower part of the lake. 
September 26-27, 1873.-For a southwest gale and the season of the year, it is said to 
be unusually severe. The papers contain accounts of numerous injuries to vessels that 
were caught in the blow, several of which were wrecked on the east shore. A number 
of vessels remained in port, and probably escaped damage. 
The leading newspapers publish reports regularly, and since the issue 
of po t-office bulletins commeuceu have received, through the energy of 
the ob erver, the latest one sent to him from the central office iu 
Wa hington. 
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CINCINNATI, OHJO. 
[Official Number, 65.j 
Latitude ..... ..................................... • . -...... -.. - - . . . . . . . . . 39° 06' 
Longitude ........•............... ·----· ..................••........ .. .... 84° 26' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .......•......•......•.•............ 614 feet. 
The location of the office of this · station has not been changed since 
last report, but through the liberality of the· members of the chamber 
of commerce a second room, rendered necessary by the increased 
amount of work thrown upon the station, has been added and furnished 
at a mere nominal expense to the Government. 
Reports from thirty-one other stations are received here in the morn-
ing, and ths same number in the afternoon, with the addition of those 
from the special river-stations during the spring and fall months. At 
midnight seventy reports are received for the map, which is printed and 
distributed each morning by 7 o'clock a. m. Most of these reports are 
transferred to Washington as received, which materially increases the 
work. of the observer, who is obliged to keep himself constantly informed 
of the condition of the telegraph-lines in order that he may not lose valu-
able time at the moment for ~ction. When the regular circuits are not 
working from any cause, the observer is instructed to transfer all re-
ports promptly to any available line that will transmit them promptly 
to their de ·tiuation. 
During the year: eighteen thousand three hundred and one maps, and 
seven thousand six hundred and sixty-one bulletins have been issued, 
and two thou, and three hundred and thirty-seven reports furnished to 
the pre ~ . The issue of post-office bulletins to seven hundred and 
:fifty-thr e offic s wa commenced April 7, 1873, and up to date two hun-
dred and ixty-four tbous2tnd five hundred and two copies have been 
printed and mailed, two copies being sent to each office. As the mail 
clo e at 5o clock a.m., tbi part of the work requires to be done promptly 
and with y tern. No in tance bas been reported where these bulletins 
were prj t d too late for the mail, which speaks well for the conduct 01 
the m n charged with the duty. 
Ri rob rvation are made regularly, and during the year one thou-
and ight hundred and eighty-three river-bulletins have been posted 
on the appropriate form. 
The b ncb-mark, from which measurements are made, is the extreme 
low-...vater mark of September 15, 1858, which was twenty inches above 
tb b d f the riv r . Th leading newspapers publi h full tabulated 
r port· ail.Y in excelleut form, and al o the latest P~·obabilities received, 
tog th r itll the monthly ab tracts and the Weekly Weather Chronicle. 
no th r tation ba the pre taken a livelier interest in the service 
or cl n m re t promote it n. efu1ness. 
Tb monthly a . tra t. of the weather prepared by the observer are 
~ 1. f m t or lo!!ical form , both in appearance and content , and. it 
J. h p d tb y willl> followed atallstationswherethe pres is willing to 
publi.·h h m. 
rgt. ... ... Iaynarc1 wa. in cbarg until May 16, 1873, when be 
1 wh1l un er the influence of liquor, and was ucceeded _Y 
h r Mo b r, who i , till in charge and ba p rformed h1 
1tie. in an u n ually able and intellig nt manner. ITe is bio-hly 
k f by tbe m t orol gical committee of the chamber of commerc , 
by th rn mh r of the pr . au 1 the g n ral bu ine men with whom 
h i daily thr wn in c ntact. Twice during the year Sergt. N. Gorom 
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was in temporary charge on occasions when Sergeant Maynard was 
unable from sickness to perform his duties. Of the assistants on duty 
during the year, one was called in for misconduct, one transferred to 
Fort Whipple as orderly sergeant, one, Private Edwin Booth, ordered in 
for promotion, and one, Private Martin Evans, committed suicide while 
temporarily absent from station on leave. At .present there are six as-
sistants on duty~ one of whom is a sergeant, sent to relieve the observer 
of a portion of his responsibility. During the industrial exposition held 
at Cincinnati through the month of September, the morning Probabili-
ties were sent from the central office to Sergeant Mosher and printed 
by him daily in the exposition building, on a press kindly furnished for 
the purpose by the executive committee. 
A full set of standard station-instruments was also sent him for ex-
hibition and excited favorable comment from the visitors and the press. 
These instruments were sent to Chicago at the close of the exposition 
for display there. Two extra assistants were furnished the station dur-
ing the exposition, and were ordered to other points at its close. 
The members of the meteorological committee of the chamber of 
commerce are entitled to the thanks of the Chief Signal-Officer for 
their uniform kindness to the observers individually, and for the public-
spirited interest they have constantly manifested in the Aervice. 
The station . has been twice inspected during the year, once in Novem-
ber, 1872, and again in April, 1873. On both occasions it was found in 
good condition, with records neatly kept and up to date. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
[Official Number, 34.] 
Latitude ........................................ ·----·.... ...... ...... 41° 30' 
Longitude ......•.... ·----·........ .......... ............ ....... ....... s 1o 47' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ............................ .. _.. 682.7 feet. 
The office was moved April 30, 1873, upon the recommendation of the 
inspecting officer, to the third story of the National Bank building, on 
the corner of Water and Superior streets, where two rooms are occu-
pied, affording ample space for the station work. 
The roof exposure for instruments and the display of cautionary sig-
nals is an excellent one. 
Reports from :fifty-five other stations are received here and published 
in the regular manner, manifold maps being issued daily. 
During the year two thousand one hundred and thirty-seven maps 
and three thousand three hundred and ninety bulletins have been issued, 
and even hundred and two tabulated reports furnished to the press, in 
addition to a daily abstract of the local observations. 
The greater part of this work was done after the relief of Sergt. J. 
N. Martin, March 18, 1873, as under his charge the station fell into gen-
'eral di. repute and the work was grossly neglected. He was relieved 
upon the recommendation of the inspecting officer and ordered to Fort 
Whipple, where, after reduction to the ranks, he was discharged the serv-
ice. ergt. L. M. Crist was transferred to the station from Roches-
ter, where he had been serving creditably as an assistant, and by his 
energy and tact soon inspired new interest in the service, and by his 
promptness in furni bing reports to the press secured their regular pub-
lication in tabulated form. 
B coming in ubordinate he was ordered to Fort Whipple, but desert-
ed before reaching that po t. He wa succeeded l\1ay 1 by Sergt. 
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Will Stromberger, who still remains in charge and has given satisfac-
tion both to the central office and to the citizens. One assistant has 
been transferred to the central office and one ordered in for promotion, 
but has not yet completed the regular course of instruction at Fort 
Whipple. Private M. L. Landers, the present assistant, is commended 
by the observer for his good conduct. . 
The station has been twice inspected since the last report, once in 
October, 1872, and again in March, 1873. At the last inspection nu-
merous grave irregularities were discovered, which led to the relief of 
the observer as before stated. 
Instruments and records are now reported to be in good condition. 
Twenty-five cautionary signals have been displayed during the year, 
of which number fourteen are reported as justified at the station. 
In reference to these displays the observer remarks as follows: 
October 15-16, 1872.-Several vessels left the ha.rbor about 11 p.m. of the 15th, and 
about 2 a.m. of the 16th encountered a severe wind and were compelled to return to 
port to escape accident. 
November 7-8, 1872.-Reports from the lake state t.he wind was very severe and 
several vessels received more or less injury before thes were able to reach harb:n·. 
The display of the signal was the means of keeping many vessels in port that would 
otherwi e have left in the afternoon and thereby been exposed to imminAnt danger .. 
November 13-14, 1872.-.A heavy wind commenced about 1 a.m. of the 14th, wb1ch 
from the tatements of captains of vessels must have been much greater than thirty 
miles per hour. Several vessels that left the harbor contrary to the warning were com-
pall d to return to the harbor, where they arrived with much difficulty and narrowly 
escaped erious injury. 
Nocembel' 24-25, 1872.-Signal justified. No vessels are now leaving port, naviga-
tion being about to close, and none will again leave until the opening of navigation in 
the spring. 
:No~:ember 28-December 1, 1872.-The wind was very severe on Lake Erie. , One ve -
sel n ar the port is supposed to have been lost. .All the vessels in the harbor are laid 
up for the winter. 
Apl'il 15-1 , 1 73.-No damage reported. It is stated that the lake was made very 
rough by "cat squalls." Navigation not yet opened. 
Se1Jtcmber 15-16, 1873.-Several schooners remained in port because of the warninO", 
th captains of which stated that they always worked by the signal. Four schooners 
~vent o~1t but had to put back, reaching port about midnight, the captains of wh1ch 
Imme<hat ly came to the office to learn the prospects. 
''cptember J7-1 , 1 73.-0ne steamer and several schooners remained in port on ac-
count of the warning . 
. A gratifying amount of interest is at present manifested in the ser-
VICe by the members of the meteorological committee, by the press, and 
by th citizens generally. 
The editor of the several morning papers have recently effected an 
arrangement with the Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph Company, by which 
tb y receive regularly, in time for publication, the midnight Synop i 
and Prob, bilitie. i. su d fr m the central office. 
CORI :NE, UTAH. 
[Official Number, 7 0.] 
t~!~0t~d· . _-: .. _._. _-.-:: .· _- .-.-:: _-_- ~ .... _·: ~ .. _- ~ ~ _-: _- .-: ~ _·: ~ _- ~ ~ _· .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~:-: ~:: .. :: ~: ~ 1t 10 ro: 
Elevati n of barometer above ea-leveL ___ .. __ .. __ ... __ .. __ . ___ . ___ . ____ 4, 249 £ t. 
The. ffice wa. moved t mporarily on November 2, 1872, to a m~ll 
h u 1 the. upper part of the city, and on D cember 3, 1872, to It 
pre nt 1 ati non M ntana treet, between Sixth and Seventh street . 
rgt. all remain on duty and manages the station alone. 
e ha r nd red all report regularly and promptly, and in a ati fac-
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tory manner. Reports from nine other stations are received here irreg-
ularly, of which two are transferred to the Chicago. circuit. 
During the year three hundred and four bulletins have been issued, 
and two hundred and thirty-three reports of local observations furnished 
the press. 
The station has not been inspected since the date of the last report,. 
and the present condition of the office is therefore unknown. 
DAVENPORT, lOW A. 
[Official Number, 51.] 
Latitude....... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41° 30' 
Longitude. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90° 38' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .................................. 603. 3 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office during the year, 
nor is any considered necessary at present, as it would be difficult to find 
another possessing the same advantages. 
Reports from twenty-nine regular stations are received here, and 
during the spring and fall from all the special river-stations. 
Three thousand four hundred and thirt,y-five bulletins have been 
issued and ninety-three reports furnished the press. In addition to this 
number one thousand two hundred and three river-bulletins have been 
issued and furnished the press. 
The gauge used for the river observations was constructed by Colonel 
Macomb, Unit~d States Engineers, on the pivot on draw-bridge pier of 
the Government bridge, between Davenport and Rock Island. It is in 
the Davenport channel, and is cut in the stone-work and painted in 
black and graduated into feet and tenths. Its zero-point is the low water 
of 1863, the lowest water known. 
The station was inspected in June of this year, an<l the instruments 
and records found in such bad condition that the observer in charge, 
Sergt. Max Marix, was at once relieved from duty and discharged the 
service. He was succeeded by Sergt. S. P. Ruthven, June 19, since 
which date a marked improvement has been observed both in the form 
and promptness with which reports are transmitted. One assistant has. 
been transferred during the year to the central office, and one, Private 
T. S. Collins, called in for promotion and passed the required exami-
nation satisfactorily. .Private B. E. Light is the present assistant, and 
is favorably tpentioned by the observer. 
The local observations, river-reports, and monthly abstracts are 
furni bed regularly to the press and usually published. . 
Mr. Dalzell, the chairtpan of the meteorological committee, has dis-
played a marked interest in the welfare of the service, and done all that 
laid in his power to promote its usefulness. 
The telegraphic service from this station has been of the most unsatis-
factory nature, and it is to be hoped that an improvement will be made 
m this re pect at an early date. 
DENVER, COLORADO. 
[Official Number, 76.] 
Latitude............................................................... 39044' 
Longitude............................................................. 104° 58' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL. __ ........ ___ . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . _5, 135 feet. 
The office wa removed March 15, 137 3, to the Wood ward building, on 
Holliday str et, between Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets, to get a bet-
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ter exposure for the instruments than could be obtained at the former 
location, and to get it. nearer the telegraph-office, which is located in the 
same building. The present office is on the third floor of the building, 
is 14 by 20 in size, and has two windows facing the northwest, from one 
of which the instrument-shelter projects. The shelter was removed from 
the old office, and put up again without ·injury or expense to the Gov-
ernment. 
The station was inspected in November, 1872, and all instruments·and 
records found in good condition. 
Sergt. Henry Fenton still remains in charge, and has forwarded all 
mail · reports with commendable promptness and in a creditable shape. 
The morning and midnight telegraphic reports have most of the time 
failed to reach the central office on time, owing to the present unsatis-
factory telegraphic facilities. No reports are received here from other 
stations, and therefore no maps or bulletins are is~uecl 
During the year, seven hundred and eight reports of local observa-
tions have been furnished the press. There is no assistant at this sta-
tion. Sergeant Fenton's experience and knowledge of the country have 
been of service to the central office in the work of establishing the sta-
tion upon Pike's Peak. 
DETROIT, l\1IOHIG.AN. 
r Official Number, 36.] 
Latitnde ............. ____ . __ .. ___ . ________ . _______ .. ____ . ___ • __ . ____ . _ _ 42° 21' 
Longitude ................ ____ . ___ .. ____ . __ .. : ___ ...... _. __ ........ __ .. 83° 071 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. ___ .. __ . _. _ ..... ___ ........ _ .. _. 656. 3 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office since the date 
of la t report. Reports from fifty-five other stations are received here 
and publi bed in the usual manner on manifold maps and bulletins and. 
in pre s reports. 
During the year three thousand :five hundred and nineteen maps, six 
thou and even hundred and fifty-eight bulletins have been issued, and 
seven hundred and four press reports furnished for publication. The 
regular issue of post-office bulletins to three hundred and thirty-seven 
offices was commenced July 21, since which date forty-seven thousand 
eight hundred and :fifty-four copies have been sent out. 
Before the work of printing the Synopsis and Probabilities was com · 
menced two thou and and :fifty-two copies of them were manifolded and 
po ted with the regular bulletins. 
Report from two other stations are received here for transfer to the 
w ork circuit. 
The tation wa in pected in .April, 1873, and the records and instrn· 
m nt. fou d in good condition, although the conduct of Sergt. F. 
1ann the ob erver, wa uch that his relief was recommended by the 
in . ctor and immediately ordered. Sergt. William Finn took charge 
of the tation April 5 and till remain , having given sati faction by 
th rna ner in which hi dutie have been performed. 
wo a. · i. tant have been relieved during tbe year for mi conduct, 
a d ne ri'Vat Will trom erg r, called iu for promotion, and pa ed 
th r nir xamination. 
nr.a i tant. are now on duty and are all kept busy in getting out 
he ar1 u publwati n of he office. 
Tw n y-nine cautionary ig al ha b en di played during the ear 
of which ix are reported a ju tifi d at the tation. 
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The observer remarks, in reference to these displays, as follows: 
November 27-28, '1872.-The wind was gusty and boisterous, making a rough river. 
November 28-30, H:l72.-The wind gusty and boisterous, making a rough riyer . 
.April30-May 3, 1873.-According to dispatches received from points on Lake Huron, 
the wind is reported to have been blowing a gale there. 
May 6-9, 1873.-Newspaper reports state that there was very heavy weather, with 
violent southwest wind outside of this on Lake Huron on the 7th. 
The leading newspapers publish the tabulated reports more or less 
fully, the monthly abstracts, and the latest Probabilities received at the 
station. , ,.,,J 
The interest in the service has been largely increased since the issue 
of the post-office bulletins brought the work of the office more directly 
before the people of the State. 
DUBUQUE, lOW A. 
[Official Number, 98.] 
Latitude ..... _ ..... ___ . ____ ............. _ .... __ •....•............. _. . . . . . 42° 30' 
Longitude _. ___ . ..... _. __ ... _ ....... _ ... __ ........ _ ............ _ ..... _.. . 90° 45' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 665 feet. 
The office is located in Sullivan's block, in the business center of the 
city, corner of 1\Iaine and Sixth streets. The building being higher 
than any of the surrounding ones, its roof affords a very good exposure 
for the several instruments. The instrument-shelter is of the authorized 
form, facing north. The station is supplied with two full sets of the 
standard tnstruments, all of which are reported in good condition. The 
station was established by Sergt. Robert J. Bell, who began taking reg-
ular observations on July 10, 1873. 
This station is one of obser_vation only, and no reports are forwarded 
to this office by telegraph, except occasional mid-day observations, in 
accordance with in~tructions on this subject. · 
No reports are received here from other stations, and therefore no 
maps or bulletins are issued. The local observations are furnished reg-
ularly to the press. 
A river-gauge has been constructed by the obserYer, who is instructed 
to make regular daily observations, and report them by telegraph to 
Saint Louis over the regular circuits. The gauge is located at the foot 
of Seventh street, and its zero point is low-water mark of October, 1864, 
and is 21 feet 10 inches below the high-water mark of April 22, 1870. 
The average depth of water in the channel is 18 feet below low-water 
mark of 1864. ~;- · ~ 
The station was inspected in August of the present year, and the in-
struments and records found in the ''best possible condition." 
:Much interest is manifested in the service by all classes of citizens at 
this place, and an earnest desire is expressed for the receipt of re-
ports from other stations. 
DU LUTH, MINNESOTA. 
[Official Number, 40.] 
Latitude ...... ------ ............ ·----- ........•... ·----- ............• ·•.. 46° 4 ' 
Lon gi to de ....... __ .... . .. __ ... _ ............. _ . _ ............ _ •....... _ . • 92° 06' 
Elevation of barometer a Love sea-level. ..•... _ ... __ •.........•... _ ... _ ••. 642.7 feet. 
o change has been made in the location of this office during the 
pa t year. Sergt. John Dascomb, who was in charge at the date of 
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the last report, was transferred, on his own request, to Vicksburgh, 
Miss., October 4, 1872, and was succeeded by Sergt. R. R. Martin, 
who still remains in charge. 
The station was inspected in May of the present year, and found in 
a creditable condition. 
Upon the interest in the se.rvice manifested by the observer, the in-
spector remarks: ''The observer's journal shows that during the 
notable storms extra observations have. been made by him, and in one 
~ase hourly observations for a period of fifteen hours." 
Upon the recommendation of the inspector,Pri vate Addison Slamm was 
sent to the station as assistant May 2, 1873, and is favorably mention~d 
by the observer for his attention to duty. 
No reports are received here, and therefore no maps or bulletins are 
issued. The press is furnished with the monthly summaries and the 
local observations, but the former only are published at present. 
During the past year twenty.five cautionary signals were displayed, 
and of this number fourteen are reported as justified at the station. The 
following remarks are made by the observer upon incidents connected 
with these signals : 
November 9-12, 1872.-The schooner Monitor was ready to sail, but remained over 
twenty-four hours on account of storm-signal flying. 
Novernbm· 13-14, 1872.-This bas been the severest storm felt here in a long time 
Three schooners and one steamer were driven ashore, and two of the sc:Q.ooners wrecked. 
The breakwater and the freight warehouses, docks, &c., of the Northern Pacific Rail-
road Company and elevator damaged 
Decernbur 12-15, 1872.-Signal justified-wind, accompanied by snow. 
Considerable interest is manifested in the service by the business 
community of this place, as the following extract from the observer's 
semi-annual report for the six months ending July 1, 1873, will show: 
Judging from the increased interest manifested, the service appears to have made a 
rapid str!de in the public favor. Very few captains of vessels leave this port without 
first commg or sending to this office for information concerning the probable character 
of the weather. 
E~rly in. January last I was ?a~led on by the resident engineer of the Nort~ern 
Pacdic R;allroad Company, who mformed me that a regular series of meteorologJC~l 
observatiOns was about to be commenced under the auspices of that company at van-
o~s stations along the line of their road, these observations to be alike in all respects 
With those of our service. I gave all the jnformation and instructions ncces ary for 
the work., and nrg~d the impo!tance of .having them taken synchronously wi~h those 
of ~be s1gn~l-serv1Ce . .A.ccordmg to thJS arrangement, stations were estabhsbed at 
Bramard, Mmn., and Fargo, Dak., and copies of the report furnished to the central 
office. 
The weekly report from the stations referred to above have been 
~ gnlarly received at the central office, and form a valuable addition to 
1t record . 
EASTPORT, MAINE. 
[Official Number, 94.] 
t~~~n~d~ ~ ." ." ." ." ." .-: ." ." ." ." ~ ." ." ." ~ ." ." ." ." ." .": ~: _· .": ." _· ." ." .":: :: ~: :: ." ~ ." : .·:: :: : .': : : : ~ :: :: t~~ ~~~ 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL·-·-· ............... _ .. -· ...... -· 61.25 feet. 
The office i lo~ated in the cu tom-house, in tbe business center of the 
town. The ba;v: 1 one uare directly ea t of the building. The ex-
p~ ur for r .t-m trum nt. and thermometers is as good as can be ob· 
tam . ~e 10 truro nt· helterprojects from a window facing north. 
The tatwn wa opened April 1, 1873, by Sergt. W. 0. W. Shreck, 
who till remain jn charg . 
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Private Daniel C. Murphy was ordered to this station as assistant 
July 22, 1873. 
All reports have been forwarded promptly by mail, and the general 
management of the station has been satisfactory. 
No reports are received here, and therefore no maps or bulletins are 
issued. 
Ten cautionary signals have been displayed since the st~tion was es-
tablished, of which five are reported as justified at the statwn. 
Much interest is taken in the service by mariners, and the observer 
reports two cases where captains put in from sea in passing by East-
port to ascertain whether the cautionary signal was flying or not. 
The station was inspected in September, 1873, and is reported in good 
~ondition. 
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA. 
[Official Number, U7. J 
Latitude __________________ . ___ . ____ . ___ .. _. _ .... __ . __ ..... __ . _ ... _. _ .. _ 42° 07' 
Longitude ___ .. _____ ...... _____ .... __ .... _ ..... . __ ... _ ...... _ ..... _..... 80° 03' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level _ ........... _ ..... _..... . .. . .. .. .. 671. 5 feet. 
The office is located in a three-story brick building on the corner ot 
State, the principal business street of the city, and the instruments have 
.as fair an e~posure as can be obtained. The instrument-shelter is of 
the authorized pattern, and projects from a window of the office-room 
facing north. Sergt. E. F. McComas opened the station on May 25, 
1873, and remains in charge. Previous to August 4, 1873, no reports 
were sent by telegraph to the central offi~e, and none were received from 
-other stations, and therefore no maps or bulletins were issued. 
Since the above-mentioned date, however, re-ports are received from 
fifty-five stations, and t1hree hundred and fifty maps and eight hundred 
.and five bulletins have been issued, and the local observations, together 
with the bulletins, furnished the press and publi~hed regularly. On 
account of the increased work, an assistant, Private H. L. L'Eesterre, 
was ordered to this station August 2, 1873. The station was inspected 
in August, 1873, and everything found in creditable shape. Three 
-cautionary signals have been displayed here, one of which is reported 
justified at the station. 
Much interest is manifested in the service at this station by members 
of the press and the business community. 
ESCANABA, MICHIGAN. 
[Official Number, 49.] 
Latitude .... _. _ .. _ .. ___ . _. _ .. _ .. _ .. _. _. _______ .. ____ . ______ .. ________ .. 46° 44' 
Longitude .... ------ ________ ------ .... ...... -----·------ .. ____ .... -----· 87° 16' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ......... ·---------~- ............ 601.6 feet. 
The location of the office remains unchanged since last report, but the 
instrument-shel~r has been remodeled and built with double walls of 
lattice-work, to guard against the effect of radiation from adjoining 
wa11 . No reports are received here from other stations, and conse-
quently no maps or bulletins issued, but the local observations are furn-
i hed to the Weekly Tribune, in tabulated form, and regularly published. 
'The station has been inspected twice since last report-once in October, 
1872, and again in April, 1873. At the last inspection the records and 
in truments were found in excellent condition. Sergt. R. J. Bell was 
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relieved from charge of the station on account of ill-health March 11, 
1873, and was succeeded by Sergt. J. H. Garrard, who remained until 
ordered in and reduced to the ranks, for neglect of duty in failing 
to forward his mail reports promptly. Sergt. Edward Lloyd is now 
in charge, and has given satisfaction. 
Private A. J. Berry was ordered to the station as an assistant No-
vern ber 18, 1872, and still remains, having performed his duties in a 
commendable manner. In compliance with urgent requests from the 
citizens of the station and of ship-owners at other points on the lake , 
it was fitted up for the display of cautionary signals soon after the last 
inspection. . 
The first signal was ordered up May 18, but owing to some difficulty 
in the telegraph line was not received at the station. Since that date 
three others have been ordered, one of which was reported as not justi-
fied at the station. 
There is no meteorological committee at this station; but one of the 
citizens, Mr. S.C. Baldwin, connected wHh the Chicago and Northwest 
Railroad, has shown a marked interest in tbe service, and done all in 
his power to assist the observer in making it useful. 
FORT BENTON, MONTANA. 
[Official Nurnber, 71.] 
Latitude.............................................................. 47° 52' 
Longitude............................................................. 110° 40' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ................................. 2, 67 4 feet. 
No change bas been made in the location of the office. .As during the 
previous year, much irregularity bas again been experienced in the 
tran mi ion of the telegraphic reports, chiefly owing to the uncertainty 
of telegraphic-. communication in so unsettled an<l wild a part of the 
country. ergt. W. F. later remained in charge of this station until 
~eptember 15, 1873, when be was relieved by Sergt. 'William McGil-
livray. ergeant Slater bas given entir~ satisfaction while in charge 
of thi station, and bas rendered all ]llail reports with the utmost prompt-
nes and a regularly as mail facilities would admit. A plain river gauge 
bas been constructed during the year, and the stage of the river reported 
in the regular afternoon telegrams. 
No report are received here, and therefore no bulletins are issued. 
The thank of the office are due to the commanding officer and to 
aptain Kirtland, Seventh United States Infantry, for assistance ren-
dered the ob erver. 
FORT GIBSO..~.:, CHEROKEE NATION. 
f Official Nurnber, 93.] 
La.titod .................................................................. 350 43' 
Lontritude ............................................................. .. .. 950 16' 
•levation of baromet r above dea-level. ................................... 511 feet. 
The office i l cated in the econd tory of a building at the corner of· 
t~o tre t running north and we t, re pectively, in tb6 village of Fort 
tb n. e 1 ca ion i the be t that could be obtained, and the in-
rum nt are well expo ed. 
The in trum n · helt r pr dect from a window in the office, and i f 
the auth riz {! rm. 
The tation wa opene on the morning of pri11, 1873, by S rgt. 
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Thomas A. Taylor, and reports have been received since then with as 
much regularity as the limited telegraphic facilities would admit. 
Sornt delay bas been experienced in getting the mail reports from this 
station, and the observer bas been repeatedly reprimanded for his ilhort-
comings in this respect. 
No reports are received here, and consequently no bulletins are issued. 
The local observations are furnished to and published by a weekly 
paper printed in the English and Cherokee languages. · 
FORT SULLY, DAKOTA. 
[Official Number, 83.1 
Latitude...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44° 39' 
Longitude .......... ----···--------· : ····· ....................•. _ .• - · ~-- 100° 40' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-le\rel ............................... ~. 1687.8 feet. 
The office at this station remains unchanged. ~elegraphic communi-
cation has been frequently interrupted during the year, in ope instance 
for nearly a month, owiug to the unprotected and poor conqition· of the 
line. The telegraph-office was finally abandoned by the Northwestern 
Telegraph Company, whose property it is, on September 5, 18.73, and 
has not since been re-occupied. Sergt. George Prendor r~~ained in 
charge until September 29, 1873, when he was relieved by Sergt. Will-
iam Ramsay; with a view to transfer to a more important station. The 
station was inspected in July of the present year and found in 'proper 
condition. The inspeotor remarks in his reports: "The books and 
papers were found in a condition unsurpassed by no other statio~ in 
neatness and accuracy, and have been so kept under exceedingly diffi-
cult circumstances." 
A river-gauge bas been constructed during the year, and the stage of 
the water reported in the regular afternoon telegrams. The distance 
of the river from the fort is nearly a mile and a half, and the observer 
remarks in his semi-annual report: "The performance of this (luty 
(taking river observations) exposes the observer to a twofold danger-
the rifle and arrow of the Indian, or drowning. Examples are too nu-
merous of the grave risks that attend a defenseless white in the thiek 
undergrowth on the confines of the river, and I am the 0nly person who 
ventures there unarmed." No reports are received here and consequently 
no bulletins are issued. 
The office is indebted to Gen. D. S. Stanley, colonel Twenty-second 
Infantry, for continued interest and a constant effort to afford all pos-
sible facilities to the observer. 
The present observer bas a sufficient practical knowledge of teleg-
raphy to act as operator in addition to his other duties, and it is ex-
pected that the transmission of. reports will be resumed · at an early 
€late. 
GALVESTON, TEXAS. 
[Official Number, 55.] 
Latitude ..........•..••.•..•••••.. _ . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . 29° 18' 
Longitude ...•.... _ .................. -·· ....... --....................... 94° 33' 
Eleva ion of barometer above sea-leveL ...• _ ........ -................. -. 40.2 feet. 
Th location of the office remains unchanged since the date of last 
report. o reports are received here from other station , and no maps 
or bulletin i ued. The local ob ervations are furnished. the uewspa-
17 w 
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pers, and published by them during the summer season, and the amount 
of rain-fall and a monthly a-bstract of the climatology of the station 
regularly. 
~er,gt. E. 0. C. Mcinerney remains in charge of the station, and ha 
performed his duties satisfactorily, and rendered all reports promptly 
and regularly. .A Reries of interesting experiments made by him, in 
reference to rain-fall at different elevations, bas produced unexpected 
results, as each weekly report has shown a greater amount of rain col-
lected at fifty feet above the ground than at the surf~ce, the gauges 
used being duplicates of the standard signal-service pattern. Privates 
J. E. Cook and B. C . .Anderson have been called in, successively, for 
promotion, ancl passed the required examination. Private William 0. 
Belt was transterred to the station as an assistant .April 10, 1873, and 
died of yellow fever September 18, after a brief illness. He was a young 
man of excellent character and habits, and had discharged his duties in 
a conscientious and praiseworthy manner. 
In consequence of the danger to which an assistant not acclimated 
would be exposed at this season of the year, none will be sent tore-
place Private Belt until later in the season, as the observer is considered 
fully competent to manage the station alone for a few weeks. 
The chairman of the meteorological committee, and the citizAns gen-
erally, have repeatedly urged the importance to their city of having 
more reports furnished them from stations to the west and north in the 
interior of the State. They also desire to receive reports from the Gulf 
station to the eastward. 
The station was inspected in March of the present year, and found in 
good condition. 
GHAND H.A YEN, MICHIGAN. 
[Official Number, 48.] 
Latitude . __ •. ___ .. _____ ...... _ , ................ __ . _ .. __ .... _. . . . . . . . . . . 43c 05' 
Longitude---··-----·--·············-·············-··---················ 86° 15' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level .. __ .. _. _ .... ____ . _ ........ __ . . . . . 616.3 feet. 
o change bas been made in the location of the office during the year. 
No reports are received here from other stations. The local observa· 
tion and monthly ab tract of the local weather are occasionally pub· 
li Led by the new paper , but not with sufficient regularity to make 
them of much ervice to the public. 
The tation was in pected in April of the present year and found in 
fair condition. Several irregularities were discovered and corrected be· 
fore the in pector left. 
rgt. F. F. Wood remains in charge and is favorably mentioned by 
the in. pector in hi report for hi sobriety, courtesy, and general be· 
havior. 
' r t. J. H. arrard was on duty at the station from January 20 
to larch 11 187 , during the illne ' of ergeant Wood. 
h midnight report are not ent until the succeeding morning, as 
legraph- ffice i. clo ed at the proper time of endiug. The uncer-
ty of th t l graphic c mmuni ation al o interferes seriou ly with 
h prom tran . mi ion of cautionary ignal order , which if ent at 
i bt are fr qu ntly elay d ' ral hour until the local telegraph-office 
i .· n d ~ r bu ine .. the n xt day. 
on 'idera le int r i ruanife. ted in th , ervice, e pecially in con-
nection with th -cautionary ignal , of which thirty- ix have been di '· 
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played during the year. Of this number twenty--eight are reported as 
justified at the station. 
In reference to several of these signals the observer remarks as fol-
lows: 
May 12-13, 1873.-Tbe steamer Saginaw left as usl?-al ~ut returned on a:cc?unt of 
heavy sea. The Chicago and Milwaukee boats are belnud-t1me on account of wmd and 
sea. 
Septembm· 17-18, 1873.-0ne vessel remained in port on account ?f signal. . 
September 24, 1873.-Quite a number of vessels entered the port for shelter durmg the 
display of the signal. . 
The citizens are desirous of receiving reports from the· other lake-sta-
tions, but with the present telegraphic facilities it would be impractica-
ble to furnish them at the proper hours. 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA. 
[Official Number, 43.] 
Latitude·------~---· ...•.........•........... ·----- ...•............ ---· 39° 47' 
Longitude ....... __ .. ---- •.. -- ... -. - ... ---- ....... -- ... ---- .... -. . . . . . . . 86° 06' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .. _ . ___ ......................... ._ .. 7 46.7 feet. 
The location of the office remains unchanged since the date of last 
report, but arrangements have been made to remove it to au other part 
of the same building early in October, in order to obtain better facilities 
and more space. Reports from thirty-seven other stations are received 
here in the morning and afternoon, and from seventy-six stations at mid-
night-the additional ones being copied as they pass between Cincin-
nati and Chicago. No maps are printed, but during the year four thou-
sand seven hundred and fifty-five bulletins have been issued, and one · 
thousand nine hundred and eighteen press reports furnished for publi-
cation. 
Three hundred and twenty-seven river-bulletins and one thousand 
seven hund.red and thirty manifold copies of the Synopsis and Proba-
bilities have also been posted. 
Sergt. C. F. R. Wappenhans remains in charge, and has given full 
satisfaction . All reports have been promptly and properly rendered. 
Two assistants have been relieved for misconduct during the year. 
Private W. D. Halliday, the present assistant, has been on duty since 
February 10, 1873, and is commended by the observe1; for his steadiness 
and intelligence. He was in charge of the station alone for one month 
during the observer's ausence, and. rendered all reports in proper form 
and time. 
The leading newspaper8 print the local observations regularly, and 
al 'O frequent selections from the general reports and the latest Proba-
bilities received. 
The obserYer speaks in high terms of the courtesy of the telegraph 
official , by which he has been enabled to perform his duties under the 
most favorable circumstances. 
INDIANOLA, TEXAS. 
[Official Number, 84. J 
Latitude ... _- •. _ .. - ........ - ......... _ ........ _ ...... _ . _ .......... _. _. __ .. 2sc 32' 
Longitude .... _. _ ................... _ .. _ ....... __ ...... __ . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96° :30' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ... _ ..... __ ............. __ .. _ .... _... 25 feet. 
The office remains as at last report, in s~hnltz's building on Main street. 
No report are recei vecl here from other stations, and the station is there-
fore one of ob en·ation anu report only. The local ob::;ervations and 
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monthly abstracts are furnished the only paper published here, and are 
printed in good form. 
Sergt. Edward Lloyd waR in charge until . March 13, 1873, when 
be was relieveu on account of ill health and succeeded by Sergt. Frank 
Man~fi.eld, who still remains. 
All mail reports have· been forwarded regularly and promptly, but the 
telegraphic ones have been frequently delayed by accidents to the line 
and tbe closing of the office at the regular reporting hour. 
The midnight reports are uniformly held untii the next day and for-
warded wit.h the morning report, and both are delayed even then sev-
eral honrs because the telegraph-office does not open until the regular 
bnsinr.ss hours of the place. 
In reference to the interest taken in the service the observer remarks 
as follows : · 
I have noticed that agriculturists appreciate the service even more than the com-
mercial community. One gentleman remarked to me that it depended wholly upon 
the signal-service whether the sugar-lands of Texas would ever be fully developed or 
not. In other words, that these lands never could be worked to ad vantage without 
tl1 farmers in.terested bad access to the weather reports. 
The station bas not been inspected during the year, but the observer 
report all instruments and records in good copdition. 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. 
[Official N~1mber, 73.] 
Latitude ........ _ .... ___ ... ____ . ___ •• _ . ___ . _ . __ • __ . ____ .. __ . _ .... _ .. _ . _ . . 30° 24' 
Longitude .. __ ......... _. _ ... _____ . __ . _ .. ___ .. ... _ .. __ ... __ •.. _ ...... ___ . 80° 40' 
·Elevation of barometer above sea-level .. _. _. _ .. _ .•.. _ .. _. __ . _ . ___ .... _ ... 22.9 feet. 
The location of the office remains unchanged since the date of la t 
report. Reports from five other Gulf stations are received here ami 
publi hed in the regular matter. During the year three thousand and 
eventy- ix bulletins have been issued and four hundred and forty pres -
report furnished for publication. The Rtation was inspected in Febru-
ary of the pre ent year and found in fair condition. Sergt. D. A. 
Daboll was in charge until January 2, 1873, when he was relieved on 
account of ill health, and snccee<led by Sergt. Richard 1\licLaughlin, 
who , till remaius and has given satisfaction. All mail-reports have 
been forwarded promptly and in proper form. Private W. U. Simon 
still remains on duty as as. i tant, and ha.s given satisfaction to the ob-
server and to the central office. Considerable interest is manife -ted 
in the ervice here, and much regret is expressed at the inability of the 
office to furni h reports from a greater number of stations, especially 
during the winter, when many visitors from tbe North spend the sea on 
in Jack on ville and are naturally anxious to know the state of weather 
at their home . Both new papers published at the station print all re-
'P rt furni bed them in excellent form. Owing to a temporary derange-
.nt f th telegraphic facilities the midnight reports from July 1 to 
ugn t 1 w re not forwarded until the next morning, and during thi 
tim he 9 clock p. m. report were sent instead. 
our cau j nary signals have been displayed during the year, of 
which hr are r ported a jn tifi.ed at the tation. 
The ob erv r make the following remarks in reference to the e eli -
play : 
Jfarch 2.'3-25 1 i3.-Two cbooner loaded with lumber delayed going u~til th. gale 
wa ov r the captains a cribing tbe avin~ of their ve el to t.he display of the 1gnal. 
March 2~ -2 , 1 3.-The teamer City Point waited until after the signal wa low-
ered before she left. 
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KEOKUK, lOW A. 
[Official Number, 4 7.] 
Latitude .......................................... - ... ---- .... --.-. . . . . . . 40° 23' 
Longitude .......... ____ .. __ ............ ---------- .. -···-----· .... ---·---· 91° 27' 
Elevation of barometer a hove sea-level. ...... -- .... - .. - .. --- .. --- ... -.. -.. 584 feet. 
No chang-e has been made in the location of the office since last report. 
Reports from twenty-nine other -stations are received here with as much 
regularity as the imperfect telegraphic facilities will permit, and during 
the spring· and fall r("ports from all the special river-stations are also re-
ceived. One thousand seven hundred and ninety-six reg-ular bullet,ins 
have been issued during the year. One thousand and ten river-bulle-
tins posted . . The newspapers print selections from the river-reports, 
and also that part of the Probabilities which applies to the West, but 
·uecline to use the tabulated reports, and manifest less interest in· the 
service than the press of any other station. 
The station was inspected in June of this year, and the instruments 
found in good condition. Several irregularities were found in the man-
ner of keeping the records, which were corrected before the inspector 
left the ::;tation. . • 
Sergeant Da.w was relieved from charge of the station November 22, 
for neglect of duty in failing to forward his mail reports promptly, and 
was succeeded by Sergt. James H. Marsh, who still remains, having 
given general satisfaction. 
The assistant on duty at last report was called in for promotion 
April 14, and passed a satisfactory examinat-ion after going through the 
regular course of instruction at Fort Whipple. 
Private Mark Foley is the present assistant, and has performed his 
duty satisfactorily. 
Regular observations have been made daily of the stage of water in 
the river, and reported by telegraph. 
The bench-mark used is at the northeast corner of Old Pilot's Indi-
cator, 1,400 feet above the bridge. The height above low water is 
J4.183 feet, and above high water 8.95 feet. The measurement is not 
made from the bed of river. 
Depth of water in channel at extreme low water 4~ feet, and at ex-
treme high water 24 feet 9 inches to 25 feet 4 inches. 
Considerable interest is manifested by leading citizens in the service, 
e pecially by those connected with the river trade. 
KEY WEST, FLORIDA. 
[Official Number, 25.] 
Latitude .................... _ .. _. _ ... _ .. _ .... _ ..........••......... _ ....... 24° 32' 
Longitude .. _ ... _. _. ___ .... _ ... ___ ..... _ ....... _ .......................... 81° 48' 
Elevation of barom'eter above sea-leveL ...... _ .... _ .... _ .. _ ...... __ .. _ .. _.. 17 feet~ 
~o change bas been made in the location of the office at this station 
since la t report. Reports from the West India stations are received 
b re aud tra11 'ferred by the observer to Lake City, besides being fur-
nil:;hed to the press, with the local observations, weekly. The station 
was in. pected in December, 1872, and the records and instruments 
fo11nd in. excellent condition. Sergt. M. J. Shanefelter was in charge 
until February 18, 1873, when, under authority from the central office, 
be exchanged tations with Sergt. \Villiam Theodovius, then at 
I unta Ra ' a. Sergeant Theodovius was in turn relieved July 7, by 
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Sergt. B. 0. Anderson, who still remains and gives satisfaction by 
the promptness and regularity with which his reports are rendered. 
One assistant bas been called in for promotion during the year, and 
after going through the regular course of instruction at Fort Whipple 
passed a satisfactory examination. Private E. K. Moore reported as 
assistant December 23,1872, and exchanged stations February 18,1873, 
with the assistant at Punta Rassa, Private M. M. Lewis, who still re-
mains, and has merited the commendation received from the observer 
for his faithful discharge of duty. He had entire charge of the station 
for several weeks previous to Sergeant Anderson's arrival, and made all 
reports in proper form and time. 
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. 
[Official Number, 42.] 
Latitnde ...•..............•.. _. ____ . __ ... ___ ___ .. ___ ...•••... _. _ ....... _.. 350 56' 
Longitude ...........................................•................•... 830 5H' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level . _ ..•. _ ......•.. _. __ .. _. ___ .. _ ...... 993 feet. 
The office at this station still remains in the University building, and 
afford .s sufficient facilities for its station-work, although its distance 
from tbe tel graph-office is a disadvantage. No rent is paid for the 
office, and every facility is extended by the faculty to promote the use-
fulne · of the en·ice. No reports are received here from other sta-
tion ·, but nine hundred and thirty-six reports of local observations ba.ve 
been furni bed to the press and regularly published. Sergt. John K. 
I ayn remain in charge of the station, and bas furnished all reports 
}>~omptly and ati factorily. He bas no assistant, but gets occasional 
a1d from the students of the university. 
Tb midnight report is usually delayed until the succeeding day on 
account of the closing of the telegraph-office. The station has not been 
in p ct d during the year. 
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN. 
[Official N'ltrnber, 87.] 
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Regular river observations have been made each afternoon, and fur-
nished with the usual telegraphic reports. 
The zero of gauge is low-water mark of October 1, 1871, and is two 
feet two an<l a half inches above the bed of the. river. The gauge is 
attached to one of the piles of the bridge leading to North La Crosse. 
Telegraphic reports were suspended from January 10 to April4, 1873, 
in accordance with instructions from the central office. 
The inspector reports that considerable interest is felt in the service 
among the citizens of the station. 
LAKE CITY, FLORIDA. 
[Official Number, 24.] 
Latitude . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 30° 13' 
Longitude .....•...... ....••.......•••.... . ......•...... . ................. 82° 40' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .......................... ~ ..•..••.. 216 feet. 
The location of the office at this station remains unchanged since last 
report. The reports of three regular stations and all of those from the 
West India stations are transferred here to the observer at Savan-
nah. 
No bulletins are published, nor any special local use made of the re-
ports, and as the necessity for a station at this point no longer exists 
its removal to some more useful location is recommended. 
The station was inspected in February of the present year, and in-
struments and records found in fair condition. The office and instru-
ment-shelter needed repairing, but as there was reason to believe that 
the station would be broken up at an early date, it was not considered 
advisable to expend any more money upon it than was absolutely 
necessary, and the repairs were not made. 
Sergt. James O'Dowd was in charge of the station until relieved 
August 27, 1873, on account of ill-health. He was succeeded on that 
date by Sergt. A. D. Woolcott, who still remains. Both men have 
given satisfaction. 
Two assistants have been called in for promotion during the year and 
both passed the required examination, and are now in charge of sta-
t ions. 
One assistant was ordered in for discharge, and was succeeded by Pri-
vate John A. Cody, who still remains. 
But little interest is felt in the service by the inhabitants. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS. 
[Official Number, 52.] 
Latitude ..... __ ....................... ·... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 39° 19' 
Longitude ......... _ .·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 94" 58' 
E levation of barometer above sea-level . . • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • 813.38 feet. 
The office bas not been moved since last report, and as it is commo-
dious, c ntrally located, and convenient to the principal business places, 
no change i recommended. 
Report from other stations are not received here, and the only bulle-
t in i ued are tho e of the local observations, of which six hundred 
and ninety-three copies have been furnished the pres during the year, 
and publi hed in full by the several newspapers of the city. These 
papers al o publish the monthly abstracts of the local weather, pre-
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pared by the observer, and also the Monthly Weather Review, re-
ceived from the central office. · 
Regular river observations are made daily, and reported in tbe u ual 
manner. The zero of the gauge is fixed at low-water mark in the Mis-
souri, which is about one foot above the bed of the river, although the 
river bottom changes at each flood. 
Tile st:::ttion was inspected in July of the present year, and found in 
good condition. Some irregularities existed in the manner of keeping 
the records, but they were corrected by the inspector. Sergt. George 
Boehmer, in charge at the date of last report, was transferred to the 
centra1 office December 2, 1872, and succeeded by Sergt. George S. 
Rowley, who still remains, and whose mail reports have been forwarded 
with regularity. His general management of the station was favorably 
mentioned by the inspector. 
Private E. W. McGann was ordered in for promotion November 1, 
1 72, and after going through the regular course of instruction at Fort 
Whipple passed a satisfactory examination, and is now in charge of a 
~tation . His successor, Julius F. Beyer, was-fatally injured by falling 
from the office-window to the pavement, while on duty, and died Feb-
ruary 8, 1873. He was a man of excellent habits and fine intelligence. 
The pre 'ent assistant is private Thomas Jones, who has been on duty in 
that capacity since March 18, 1873. 
Tbe midnight reports from this station are not forwarded until the 
morning following, as the telegraph-office is closed at the regular time 
for ending them. 
The in pector reports that much interest is felt in the service by the 
citizen , and a general desire is expressed 'for the receipt of reports from 
ther tations on the western rivers and in the Territories. With the 
pre ent telegraph facilities these reports cannot be furnished in a sa tis-
factors manner. 
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. 
[Official N'ltmber, 90.] 
Latitude .................................. ____ .... .... .... .. .... ....... 390 08' 
Longitncle. _ .... _ .. ................ _ . ...... _. __ .... __ . _ ............... _.. 940 33' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL_ .. _ ...... _ .... _ ...... _____ .. _ .. 1, 083 feet. 
The tation was establi bed October 1, 1872, by 8ergt. W. s. 
Jewel1, who till remain in charge and has given satisfaction. The 
office 1 in one oftbe univer ity buildings, and is furnished free of cost to 
tb ~ overnment. Report are not sent by telegraph, but the Reven r g-
ular ob ervations are made daily, and forwarded by mail at tbe end of 
ea ·h we k. No report are received here. The officers of the uni-
r it ' have made everalnrgent requests to be furnished with full re-
p rt ~om_ C~ncinnati once each day, and as the tation is one of in-
tru ·twn _1t 1 recommended that the request be complied with. Th 
b; rY r 1 • commend d by the officers of the university for his general 
go couduct, intellig nee, and attention to uuty. 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. 
[Official Number, 64.] 
Lafitud ·-···· ·----------·------------------------------·--"············· 3-c 1 ' 
Longitud ·····················------····-···· ·······---------------- ----- ;o 52' El vatioo of barometer above ea-level.. _____ . ____ .. _ .. ___ ... __ ..... _ ... _. 496 fe t. 
0 change ha been made in the location of the office at thi otation 
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since laRt report. Reports from nineteen regular stations are received 
here, and also from all the special river stations, when in operation. 
During the year three thousand three hundred and eleven bulletins 
of the regular reports and six hundred and ninety of the river reports 
have been issued, and seven hundred and fifty-nine reports furnished 
to the press and published in excellent form. Eight hundred and fifty 
manifold copies of the Synopsis and Probabilities have also been posted 
with the bulletins in the most prominent public places. 
The leading daily papers publish, in addition to the tabulated reports, 
the complete local ohsenrations. the river reports, weekly chronicle and 
monthly abstracts and the latest Probabilities received, and manifest 
in every way a gratifying interest in the welfare of the service. 
The station was in~pected in March of the present year, and the office, 
instruments, and records found in good condition. The observer in 
charge, Sergt. R. E. McGrady, was favorably mentioned by the in-
spector for his attention to duty and courtesy in furnishing information 
to applicants. After the visit of the inspector, however, Sergeant Mc-
Grady began to neglect his work by fai.ling to transmit the mail reports 
on time, and at length fell so far behind in this respect that he was 
ordered to Fort Whipple September 22, 1873, and succeeded by Sergt. 
Jesse W. Craig, who is now in charge. During the year two assistants 
have been ordered in for promotion, one of whom has passed the re-
quired examination and is now in charge of a station, and the other is 
going through the regular course of instruction at Fort Whipple. Pri-
vate Ned Warren, the present assistant, has been on duty sinr.e July 
29,1873, and given satisfaction uy the manner in which he has discharged 
his duties. 
Regular river observations are made daily in the usual manner, the 
depth of water being taken from a gauge at the foot" of Tenth street, 
wltich is used by all river-men and considered reliable. 
The zero of this gauge i~ the sill of the lock of the Louisville and 
Portland Canal. The bench-mark is the <loor-sill of house, corner of 
Tenth and Water streets, and is 28.1 feet above zero. Extreme high 
water of February 21, 1832, is 41.8 feet above zero. 
LYNOHBURGH, VIRGINIA.· 
[Official Number, 44.] 
Latitude -·--··---·· ____ ·----·.·----···-----·----··----··--·-···-·-··----- 370 30' 
Longitude.---- ··-----·----· ·-----··----·---·----· ____ ·--· .... ·-----·----- 790 02' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL __ ... ________ .. _____ . ____ ... ___ . ___ ·. 738 feet. 
The office was moved September 1, 1873, to No. 135 Main street, in 
the lmilding of the First National Bank, where all instruments have a 
much better exposure than previously. 
Reports from other stations are not received, and therefore the only 
bulletins i sued are those of the local observations, which are furnished 
regularly to the local newspapers. Tbe~e papers also print the latest 
Probabilities received from Washington through the agency of the South-
ern Press A sociation . 
The tation ha~::~ not been inspected since last report, and the present 
coudilion of the office is therefore unknown, except from the reports of 
th ob"'erv r, who states that all instruments are in perfect order. 
Sergt. S. B. Murray was relieved from charge of the station Janu-
ary 9, 1873, for neglect of duty in not forwarding his mail reports on 
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time. He was succeeded by Sergt. H. U. Jones, who still remains 
and has been especially prompt in rendering all reports. 
There is no assistant at the station, nor is any considered necessar~ 
at present, as the work of the observer is limited to making the seven 
daily observations and recording them. 
In reference to the interest manifested by the citizens in the service, 
the observer remarks as follows in his report for the six months ending 
June 30, 1873; 
Lynch burgh being one of the greatest tobacco-markets in the United States, and the 
greatest manufacturing city, r eceives undoubtedly the mostpositi ve and definite amonnt 
of benefit from the system of weather reports of a:1y city in the Union that is situated 
in the interior. The manufacturers, after a lon~ and patient comparison of the 
Probabilities and the weather which actually oeeurs, have arrived at the concJusion 
that for practical purposes the Probabilities are "certainties," and make their ar-
rangements about placing tobacco in the open air in accordance therewith, and they 
are unanimous iu their declarations of appreciable good derived directly from the sig-
na,l-service reports in enabling them to prevent a great loss of 'labor and material. 
MARQUETTE, MICHIGAN. 
[Official Number, 50. J 
Latituc1e __ .•....... _ .. _ ....••. ______ ..•. .•. __ . ___ ...... _ .. _... . . . . . . . • 46° 33' 
Longitude ....... ·-- ___________________________ ·----··----- ....•. ------ 87° 36' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level .. _ ..•.. _ .. __ .... . ___ .... ___ . _ _ _ _ 666.33 feet. 
The office remains at the corner of Spring and Front streets, in tbe 
bu iness center of the town, and within one sqnare of the lake, the 
telegraph-office, and the most important public houses. The location i 
a good one for the exposure of the instruments. No reports are received 
here, the station. being for observation and report and for the disp1ay of 
cautionary ignals only. 
The local observations are furnished regularly to the ~lining Journal, 
the only paper pnbli. bed at the station. This paper also prints weekly 
ab tract of the local weather. The station was inspected in May of the 
pr . ent year, and recorus and instruments found in good condition. 
ergt. W. H. Clendenon remains in charge, and has rendered an re-
port promptly and sati factorily. The inspector reports that he i 
spoken of in very warm term of commendation by citizens with whom 
he has official relations. Arrangements were made for the display of cau-
t.ionary signals as soon as the telegraphic communication could be r -
h d upon to tran mit them promptly; and the first signal was oruered 
eptem b r 26, 1 73. Previous to that date several warnings had been 
sent to the ob erver whenever danger was anticipated. 
Tber i no a i 'tant at the tation. Since the date of last report the 
tel graphic communication has been greatly improved, and the report 
tran mitted with greater regularity. 
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. 
[ O.tficial Number, 62.] 
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four hundred and sixty-five press reports furnished for publieation. 
One thousand and fifty-six manifold copies of the Synopsis and Prob-
abilities were made and posted with the bulletins previous to August 
25, on which date the printed issue to post-offices was commenced. 
Fifty-nine offices are supplied with two copies each daily, the total num-
ber issued to elate being three thousand seven hundred and seventy-six. 
The station was inspected in March of the present year, and reported 
in excellent condition. 
Sergt. S. W. Rhode remains in charge, and has rendered all reports 
promptly and in proper form. His semi-annual reports are especially 
well prepared. 
Privates John D. Sumet and James T. Clements are on duty as assist-
ants, and are both favorably mentioned by the observer for their good 
conduct and faithful attention to duty. One assistant (Private .A. G. 
Tassin) has been ordered in for promotion during jihe year, but, receiv-
ing a commission as second lieutenant in the Army before completing 
his course of instruction at Fort Whipple, was not examined. 
The following extracts from the semi-annual report of the observer 
for the period ending June 30, 1873, will give a fair idea of the interest 
manifested in the service: 
As to the use made of the reports received at this station, I have to report that I am 
often called upon by the railroad and express companies to know the condition of the 
weather. 'l'hese companies are often ~ned for damages to goods from being exposed to 
the rain and sudden changes in the temperature. It is a very important matter to 
them to know the condition of the weather while these goods were in their charge. I 
have always beeu able to furnish the information tbes!3 parties desired, the Weekly 
Weather Cllronicle being very useful in this connection. One brickmaker stated to 
me that be had often saved as high as two and three hundred dollars a day by giYing 
close attention to, and heeding the warnings given in, the Probabilities. 
The increase of the river-reports was highly commended by the river-men, and this 
movement by the Department in their behalf has been duly appreciated by every one 
connected with the river. The planters along the river also give close attention to the 
river-reports, as they can now have several days' warning of an overflow. 
The cotton-factors of this city also manifest considerable interest, and this office is 
visited almost daily by cotton-men, desiring information as to the amount of rain-fall, 
temperature, &c., in the cotton States. The river-men have been very profuse in their 
eucomiums, as the river-1·eports of the service have been of great value to their inter-
ests. The additional river-station shave been very valuable to them, and there is no 
doubt but that, by the present system, an immense amount of property can be saved 
to the planters in the Lower Mississippi Vall~y. 'fhe service ha~:~ gained a fast hold on 
the people of this city, and there are certain portions of the public that have saved so 
much by heeding its warnings that they would not know what to do without it. 
Regular river observations are made at this station and reported in 
the usual mauner. The gauge used is one constructed by the United 
States Eugine.er Corps, as stated iu the last annual report. · 
l\flLW AUKEE, WISCONSIN. 
[Official Number, 38.] 
Latitude. ___ . __ ...• ~ .... __ ........ _ ...•... __ .. ____ ....•.• __ ... _ .. _ . ___ •• 430 03 
Longitude _ ...... ··-·. __ . -· ...... __ . -·· ___ ....... __ .... ____ .... ___ . ___ .. 870 54' 
Elevation of barometer above sea. level.. __ .. __ . ___ .... __ .. _ ....... .. _ .... 661.4 feet. 
The office wa removed in April to an adjoining room in the same 
building, ut, while ceotra.ll.Y located, labors under the disadvantage of 
being imperfectJy heated dnring the winter months. Efforts will be 
mad tor medy this defect before the coW weather renders the office 
uncomfortable. 
Report · from fifty-seven stations are rec~ived here, of which seven are 
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transferred to Chicago in addition to their publication at the station in 
the usual manner. 
During the year one thousand eight hundred and .fifty-three maps 
and three thousand .five hundred and sixty bulletins have been issued, 
and four hundred and .fifty-five press-reports furnished for publica-
tion. 
Eight hundred and forty-nine manifold copies of the Synopsis and 
Probabilities have also been made and posted with the bulletins in the 
most prominent public places. 
The station was inspected in April of the present year, and the 
records anu instruments found iu good conuition. 
Sergt. D. H. Sackett was relieved March 20, 1873, on account of a 
personal difficu lty with the telegraph-operators, in which he cloes not 
appear to have been the most at fault. He was succeeded by Sergt. 
H. M. Ludwig, who still' remains in charge and has given full satisfac-
tion by the able manner in which he has discharged his duties. 
One assistant has been transferred to the central office during the 
~year. Hi · successor, Private A. Dunbauser, was ordered there April 
1, 1873, and still remains. His conduct has been faYorably mentioned 
by the ob erver. 
Thirty-six cautionary signals have been displayed during the _year, of 
which twenty-four are reported as justified at tile station. 
ln reference to these displays the observer remarks as follows : 
Octobe1' 15-16, 1872.-High northerly winds prevailed on the lake, and vessels put 
back to port and remained until the signal was lowered. 
October 29-31, 1 72.-Sailing-ve sels remained in port; steamers went out, but re-
turn ed and remaioecl in port until the gale abated. . 
rovember 7, 1 72.-Heavy gale on the lake. 
ovembe1·13-14, 1 72.-Vessels that were out put back to port and waited until the 
signal was Jo,verecl. 
~overnbm· 25, 1 72.-Tbe vessels remained in port . 
. ~ovcmber 2 -30, 1 72.-Vessels remained in port. The majori~y are laid up for the 
wmt r. 
~~ember 30-December 2, 1872.-Wind, accompanied by snow. One vessel disobeyed 
the Signal and went out, but wet with a heavy sea which compelled her to put back to 
pm~ . 
December 2-3, 1 72.-No vessels going out; all laid up for the winter . 
.Ap1·il7-10, 1873.- o. ailing-ves el left port. No casualties reported. 
eptember 17-1 , 1 73. - Very few departures during the 11i play of the signal, and 
damage to hipping reported. .A rough sea experienced by Milwaukee-bound ves e1 . 
September 24-2-, 1 73.-Ves el remained in port until tbe wind veered to the south-
w t, of which several took advantage aud cleared. Tli e bark Unauilla lo. t her miz-
zen-top~a t by rough weather on Lake Michigan on Wednesday, and the schooner W. 
J. ' balmg foundered at Grand Haven and is a total loss. 
cptembcr 26-27, 1 73.-Ves el r ruaiued in port during the continuance of south-
ea t wind and cleared with the southwest. 
Th lea ing n w ·paper print th ta ulated report , the weekly and 
m ntJ:ly ab. tract , and the late t Probabilities recei ed up to the time 
f gomg to pr . The iu . peetor report that the citizen di play a 
mark intere tin the ervice. In reference to this subject the obser er 
remark : · 
Farm .rs and ~i. itors from the surrounding country, whom I .frE-quently me t all 
P ak w1tb.t~~ h1gb .·t prai of be benefits d ·rived from the report, and spc ·ially 
the Probah!lJtJ , , wh~ch hav been unu. nally correct fo r thi r gion. Nnmerou v · 1-
own r · ~nd otb. r 1.nt r ted in shipping tndy the Probabilities for auticip, t d 
ban *' m th l1r c~10n of the winu aud accordingly regulate their ve 1 for arly 
d par ure r oth rw1 , a theca e may b . Cautionary ignal , when up, a.r al o 
clo. ly wa ch d, ag~l ca have come under m;v personal notice where ves el d layed 
their departnre durJDg the di play of the signals. 
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MOBILE, ALABAMA. 
[Official Number, 27.] 
Latitude.------ .................. __ .......... : ............................ 30° 42 
Longitude . ___ .. __ . __ . __ .. _ .................................. -- ..... - .... - 88° 11' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ................................ -. .. 41 feet' 
No change bas been made in the location of the office at this station 
since the date of last report. No reports from other stations are re-
cei\ed here, but during the year one thousand seven hundred and 
twenty-tl.lree bulletins and one thous~md four hundred and sixty-six 
press-reports of local obserYations have been issued by the observer, in 
addition to five hundred and forty-seven manifold copies of the Synopsis 
and Probabilities made and posted with the bulletins. The station was 
inspected in February of the present year, an.d instruments and records 
found in good condition. 
Sergt. D. O'Donoghue remains in charge, and has given entire 
satisfaction. All reports have been rendered promptly and in excellent 
form. Two assistants have been called in for promotion during the 
year, one of whom has passed the required examination, and the other 
is still under instruction. Priyate C. A. Smith is the present assistant, 
and is commended by the observer for his attention to duty. 
~.J:'·hirteen cautionary signals were ordered during the year, of which 
five are reported as justified at the station. Several of these signals 
were delayed in transmission until their time of usefulness had passed. 
In reference to the display of Aprill, 1873, the observer remarks: 
"A few vessels not taking warning were driven from their moorings." 
The inspector reports tllat the citizens are very much interested in 
the serviee, and are anxious to l1:-1Ve reports from other stations. 
Tlle secretary of the cotton-exchange made a most earnest request 
through him; that the cotton ·exchange be furnished with reports from 
the cotton States during the cotton-growing season at least. He states 
that these reports are of the utmost value to cotton-merchants, as they 
show the actual state of the weather at the points where stations are 
located, and upon this data the business men rely in a great measure in 
making their calculations as to the probable value of the crop. 
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA. 
[Official Number, 26. J 
Latitude.... .......................................... .... ............. 32° 22' 
Longitude _. _ .. _. __ .. _ . _ . ___ .. _____ ... _ .... _ ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86° 23' . 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ....... _ ..... _ . _. _ ............... 249.9 feet. 
The office at this station rema.ins at 49 Market street, in the business 
portion of the city. It was inspected in February of the present year, 
and found in a fair condition. Upon the recommendation of the iu-
pector, the instrument- helter has been remodeled and painted, to pro-
curd a better exposure for the instruments. It is also intended to re-
move the office to a more suitable building, but as yet 11one has been 
found. 
8ergt. George A. Olum remains in charge, and bas forwarded his 
report promptly and in good shape; and as no reports are received 
h re from other tation , he bas been without an assistant _until8eptem-
b r 11, 1873, when the station was made one of the southern centers for 
the di ·tributiou of the daily Synop 'is and· Probabilities to post-offices, 
and Private H. E. Armstrong, a printer, ordered llere as assistant. 
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Commencing September 20, 1873, the midnight Synopsis and Probabil-
ities are received by telegraph and are printed, and two copies are 
mailed daily to forty-five post-offices. 
The press has been furni 'bed with and published the daily local ob-
servations and the rnonthly summaries. 
MOUNT vV.ASHINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
[Official Number, 46.] 
Latit.ncle . . ............................................................ 40° 16' 25'' 
Longitude ........ ... .. ... ..... .... .... .. . ............... ... . ......... 71° 16' 26'' 
Elevation of ba.romet,er above soa-level ...•.... ... ...... - ~· ............• 6285.4 feet. 
The office at this station was located during last winter in the depot 
of the Mouut \Vashiugton Hail way Company, on the summit, and dur-
ing the nmmer was moved from one building to another, belonging to 
the same company, until it was finally settled permanently, in Septem-
ber~ in a comfortaule and roomy house built for this especial purpose, 
at the expense of the central office, by Mr. Walter Aiken, to whom the 
office is iudebted for many courtesies shown tlJe observers, and for valu-
able a . i ·tance rendered on many oecasions. Tbe station was inspected 
in December, 1 72, and an officer is now on his way to make another 
in p ction. TIJe tation was found in excellent condition when last 
i ited all in~trnments and recorrls being in good working order, 
and the men comfortably situated. Sergt. A. H. Thornett remains in 
charge, and has given entire atisfaction by the regularity, neatness, and. 
promptue , with which all of his reports have been forwarded. lie has 
ent mo t of hi own telegraph reports during the year, having learned 
t opt>rate ' with sufficient skill. Sergt. William Line also remains on 
the tation, and i warmly commended by the observer in charge for hi' 
ability and zealous attention to uut,y. Private William Ramsay was 
ord r d in for promotion July 1, 1873, and, after the usual instruction, 
pa ed hi examination, and i now in charge of a station. An extra 
a . i ·taut wa ent to the station dnring the time the special observa-
tion were made, of which a separate report bas alread.Y been submitted 
to you. He wa recalled August 4, 1873, and succeeded by Private F. 
De H.o her, who perform hi duties satisfactorily. A great amount of 
extra labor wa thrown upon Sergeant Thornett in connection with the 
e. tabli hm nt of the pecial tation on the side of the mountain, aud 
he i entitled to praise for the faithful and intelligent manner in whiciJ. 
he perform d it. 
Tb fo11 wing estimate of provi ion required for the supply of three 
per on for ight month is given as the re ult of the ob erver's ex-
peri nc , and a a guide for future occupants of the station: 
3 barrel flour. 1 barr 1 sb ip-brea.d. 
1 bu. h l corn-meal. 1 barrel plate-beef. 
5 doz •n :3-pound cans tomatoes. 5 dozen 2-ponncl cans corn. 
clozen 1-pound cau milk. 2 dozen 3-pound cans beef. 
45 pound Java coffee. 1 barrel white sugar. 
1 ponnd mu tard. 1 pound pepper. 
2"' pound baking-powder. 1 keg tandard irup. 
1 ke" vin gar. 2 boxe rai in . 
3 kit mackerel. 60 pounds coru-starcb. 
2r pound . fr . h beef. 25 bush ls potatoe . 
2 barr 1 · onion . 3 gallons English pickles. 
60 pound butter. 50 pound. bam. 
6 pound tea. 25 ponnds ric . 
1 box tab) - :llt. 3 boxe. herriug . . 
50 pound (]ri •d apple.. 5 pound clr~ 'U peaches. 
2 bnsb ·I.· beans. 3 b~~r a. tile soap. 
1 bar xtra . oap. 150 pound fro h pork. 
1! pounds a orted spices. 
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A few cans jelly, chickens, &c., for use in case of sickness ; some 
tobacco, and a few herbs, such as sage, &c. Some unknown ladies have 
kindly given the observer about one hundred volumes of the latest nov-
els and other interesting pubhcations, to amuse the men on station dur-
ing their long and dreary winter isolation. It is to be regretted that 
the names of the generous donors are unknown, in order that their 
thoughtful kindness might be suitably acknowledged. 
As in previous years the thanks of the office are due to Mr. Walter 
Aiken and Capt. J. W. Dodge, of the 1\-Iount Washington Railroad Com-
pany, and to Mr. Benjamin Kilburn, of Littleton, fo.r their continued 
assistance in many ways. 
The line has been kept in good repair from base to summit during 
the year, and the interruptions that have occurred in communication 
have been caused at points beyond the control of the observer. 
MOUNT W ASRINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
[Base.] 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL..... . • . • • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • 2, 898.3 feet. 
This station was opened May 1, and observations made regularly 
until June 30, 1873, in connection with the summit and other stations. 
A detailed report of their observations bas been already submitted. 
Sergt. Robert Seyboth was in charge of the station, and bad two as-
sistants. All the men were faithful in the discharge of their duties, 
ancl the full records were 1Jrought to the central office in excellent shape 
and condition. One of the assistants (Private William Seely) was 
fatally injured, June 28, by falling from the railway trestle-work, and 
died at Littleton, to which place he had been removed for medical 
treatment. 
He was an honest and faithful man, and his loss was greatly deplored 
by his comrades. A full account of the accident will be found in the 
journal of Sergeant Seyboth for June 28, 1873, given in the special re-
port already referred to. 
MOUNT WASHINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
[Station No. 2.] 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level.~.... . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. 5, 553.3 feet. 
This station was opened by Sergt Ed ward Lloyd, assisted by 
Privates A. L. Bowie and G. H. Crane, June 1, and discontinued June 
30, 1873. 
It was located in a rail way-car~ furnished through the courtesy of the 
railway company, and which answered the purpose admirably, except 
during the prevalence of high winds, when it was shaken so violently 
that the mercury in the barometer oscillated far beyond its normal 
range, and caused the discrepancies that will be occasionally noticed in 
the readings of this station. All the records were brought in to the 
central office in good shape, and will be found in the detailed report of 
these pecial observations. 
MOUNT WASHINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
[Station No. 3.] 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ....•.. - ...... - ........... ; ..... 4,058.7 feet, 
Thi tation wa located in the Waumbeck Hou e, and opened June 
1 by ergt. D. H. Sackett and Private U. R. Daw and J. A. Barwick. 
TE TEL A f 
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It wa broken up June 30, 1873, in common with the other special 
tation . The records were brought into the central office in good 
hape, and are given in the detailed report of these special observations. 
MOUNT MITCHELL, NORTH CAROLINA. 
[S~tmmit.] 
t~~li:~1t~~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ .. _. _. _.:: _. _. ~ ~: ~ .. ~ ~: .. _. _. ~ ~ ~ _. _. .- ~ _. ~: _. _. _. =: .-:: _. _. ~--. ~~~ i~l 
El vn-t;iou of barometer above sea-level. ...... __ . . ____ .. _ ..... ____ , ______ 6, 691 feet. 
Thi tation wa established by Sergt. W. E. Smith, and observations 
gan [ay 11,1 73, and were continued until September 6, as set forth 
iu the p cial r port already submitted to you. 
'h m •n labored under many difficuUies, and two of them were un-
fitt, l for duty a part of the time on account of sickness brought on by 
• p ·ur . 
n of the, e men, Sergt. W. A. Chapman, was not able to travel 
wh n th ·tation was broken up, and has not yet reported at his proper 
p : . 
'l'h r cord of the station were kept in a neat manner, and no obser-
ati w r omitted. 
MOUNT MITCHELL, NORTH CAROLINA. 
[Base.] 
M G NTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA. 
[Official Number, 92.] 
• 
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om men dation of the inspecting officer, who visited the station in August 
of the present year and found it in a neglected condition, was at once 
relieved and reduced to the ranks. Sergt. J. D. M. Fee took charge 
August 25, 1873, and still remains and gives satisfaction. 
This station being one of observation only, no reports are sent by 
telegraph, except occasional mid-day barometrical reports, and since 
May 3, 18.73, also one report of the stage of the water at 3 p. m. daily. 
Tile river-gauge used at this station rests upon the bed of the river, 
and the reports, consequently, indicate the exact depth of water in the 
chaunel. 
No rerorts are received here from other points, and consequently 110 
maps or bulletins are issued. The monthly summaries are furnished to 
and published by the .Morgantown Post, a weekly paper. 
The station is highly valued by all the officers of the university, and 
there are reasons to believe that the present observer will extend his 
sphere of usefulness. 
The office is indebted to Dr. Alexander Martin, the prp,sident of the 
university, for valuable aid rendered in connection with the station. 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. 
[Official Number, 63.] 
Latitude. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36° 11' 
Longitude ........................ .. ........ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 86° 53' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leYeL ................................... 504 feet. 
No change bas been made in the location of the office at this station 
since the date of last report, nor is any considered necessary, as it is in 
the business center of the city, and within easy reach of the telegraph-
offices. Reports from nineteen regular stations are received here, besi<les 
all those made from the special river-stations. During the year, three 
thousand three hundred and seventy-two tabulated bulletins and one 
thousand and seventy-three river-bulletins have been issued, and two 
hundred and eight reports furnished on the regular form to the press for 
publication. The full local observations have also bep,n constantly given 
to the press, in addition to a daily abstract of the weather at the several 
stations from which reports are received. 
This ab 'tract is prepared by the observer, and has been received with 
marked. favor. This station having been selected as one of the centers 
of distribution for the SynopRis and Probabilities to post-offices, the reg-
ular is ue to ninety-six offices commenced September 4, 1873, and has 
been continued regularly since that date. The station was inspected in 
1\-Iarch of the present year, and found in excellent condition. Sergt. \V. 
S. Kauffman was in charge at the time, and the inspector commended 
him in warm terms for intelligence and zeal. He was transferred May 
1, 1 73, to Chicago, and Sergt. A. C. l:!.,ord from that station took his 
place. Tbe duties have been well and faithfully performed by Sergeant 
Ford. 
Two as. istants have been called in for promotion during the year, 
both of whom passed the required examination after going through the 
u ual conr e of instruction at Fort Whipple. 
Pri •;;ates tan sell and O'Brien are tbe present assistants, the latter 
being a printer, sent to a i t in getting out tlw post-office bulletinA. 
Both men are favorably reported upon by the ob erver for their atten-
tion to dnty. The citizens manife t a gratifying interest in the service, 
e pecially that part of it connected with the river-reports. The obser\'er 
18w 
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has been ca11ed upon several times to furnish the records of his office as 
evidence in lawsuits of importance. 
Regular river observations are made at this station, and reported in 
the usual manner. The river-gauge remains on the southern face of the 
northern draw-pier of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad bridge, and 
the zero of the gauge corresponds to extreme low water in the Cum-
berland River. Referring to these reports, the observer remarks as fol-
lows in his journal for June, 1873 : 
In conversation with the president of the board of trade and other business men of 
the city, the observer learned that the river-reports of the signal-service were doing a 
great deal of good with the shippers of the place. A conversation .had with the secre-
tary of the board, and a large tobacco-dealer, is submitted entire. 
Q1testion by observer. Do you think that the weather-reports of the signal-service are 
of any local or immediate benefit to this community 1 · 
Answer. 0, yes, a very great benefit; for instance, I am in the tobacco business ex-
tensively, and to me the river-reports are particularly valuable, and so to others in like 
pursuits. If we want to ship freight by water, we can tell before it leaves whether it 
1 can go tbrourrh or not, without reshipping, knowing the draught of the boat on which 
we load and the stage of water in the rivers we intend to run her in; nothing is easier. 
Thi , too, makes a difference in insurance rates in favor of the shipper, the companies 
charging higher rates if the cargo is to be reshipped, for they say, "we don't know 
what kind of a boat you will transfer to," and the risk is greater. 
Observer. Have the Probabilities ever attracted your attention 1 
Anstrm·. I watch them like a hawk. I have also a farm about three miles from the 
city, and have utilized these predictions in carrying on my farm. I cut bay, plant corn, 
harvest, &c., when the indications are favorable by the reports. 
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT. 
[Official N ~tmber, 14.] 
Latitnde. _____ ·----······· ·-·--· ··--·· ·-··-· ·----· ·-···-·- .. ·----· ...... 41° 22 
Longitude ... --· ............ _ ......... _ .•.. _____ ·-·· ____ ...... _. .•. . ...•.. 72o 9' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level .............. _ ..........•.. _. _____ . 24.6 feet. 
No change bas as yet been made in the location of the office, but a 
removal to a more suitable building is in contemplation. 
rgt. C. E. Brinsmade, who was in charge at the date of last re· 
port, was relieved and reduced to the ranks on December 2, 1872, for 
al> enting himself from the station without leave. He was succeeded by 
S rgt. Timothy O'Nem, who still remains in charge and has rendered 
bi reports in good sltape and given satisfaction. 
Private Mark Foley, who w::ts on duty at the date of last report, wa 
order din for promotion January 21, 1873, and was succeeded by Private 
. J. Costello, who remains, and is reported attentive to duty at present, 
although inclined to show bim··elf indifferent when :first ordered here. 
I 1 orts ar received here from twenty-four. other stations, and during 
th ~ ar two thou and nine hundred 'and thirty-four bulletins and one 
thou and and ninety-two copie of the Synopsis and Probabilities have 
b n po t d, and one hundred anu :fifty-one reports furnished the 
pr 
hir y-nine cautionary ignal · have been displayed during the year, 
w nty- n of which are reported as justified at the station. 
T e foU wing are orne extract from the observer's remarks upon in-
i<l ut con cted th rewitb : 
!rmurtry 5-7, 1 t3.- ~o damage to ve elf:!, all remaining in port except one, which 
all ·d abou an hour b fore the ignal wa hoisted and returned on the 7th dismasted 
and ri'rging all goue. ' 
F. bruary 7 , ~ t .- To ~nJury to vessel , all remaining in port. 
March 10-11, 1 3.- o lDJury to vessels, all having taken shelter in port when tha 
can ionary igna1 wa hoi t cl. 
The int re manife te in the service at this station remains un-
baated. 
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NEW ORLEANS~ LOUISIANA. 
[Official Number, 28.] 
Latitude ...........•........• & • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 29° 58' 
Longitude ............ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90° 07' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ...... - ............. - .•.... -- ..... - 55.81 feet. 
The only change made in the office at this station since last report bas 
been its removal to another room on the same floor, which Jid not affect 
the elevation of the instruments. Reports from twenty-one regular sta-
tions are received here, in addition to those from all the special river-
stations. The reports from Shreveport, .Indianola, and Galveston are 
transferred to Cincinnati as received. 
Five thousand five hundred and seventy-three regular, and three 
thousand four hundred and fifty-one river-bulletins have been issued 
during the year. Thirty post-offices have been regularly supplied with 
the printed midnight Synopsis and Probabilities since September 15, 
1873. 
The leading papers print the river-reports, the monthly abstracts o£ 
local weather and the latest Probabilities received through the agency 
of the Associated Press, with occasional selections from the tabulatedJ 
reports. The station was inspected in February of the present year 
and the office found in a very unclean and disorderly condition. The 
instruments and. records were in good order, however, and all reports. 
had been properly made, and the unfurnished state of the office-room 
avpeared to be the principal cause of the disorder noted. The observer 
was not recalled. Since the removal of the office no complaint has been 
made. 
Sergt. Frank Mansfield was in charge until March 7, 1873, when he, 
was transferred to Indianola, and succeeded by Sergt. Nelson Go rom,. 
who still remains, and has giYen satisfaction by the promptness and 
regularity with which all reports have been rendered. 
Pri"Vate D. 0. Ralston, the assistant at last report, was ordered in for· 
promotion March 14, 1873, and passed a satisfactory examination after 
going through the regular course of instruction. Three assistants are 
now on duty at the station, one of whom is a printer, charged with the 
i ue of post-office bulletins. Two of them are favorably reported upon 
by the observer, but the third man has only been on this station a few 
days, and his capacity is therefore unknown. 
Regular river-observations are made here and reported in the usual 
manner. The gauge used is one put up by the city engineer as stated 
in la. t year' report. 
The bench-mark is high-water mark of 1871, (and is marked on the 
city tide-gauge,) at which the zero of gauge (from which all river-measure-
ments are made) is placed. From this point to the bottom of the river 
i approximately 178 feet. The zero is 15 feet above sea-level and 10.5 
feet below the city datum-line. 
Merchant and others interested in shipping take a lively interest in 
the report , and expres au earne t desire to have more of them than 
are received at present, especially from the cotton-growing States. 
Twel e cautionary signals have been displayed here during the year, 
of which five are reported as justified at the station. 
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NEW YORK CITY. 
[ Qtficial Nu1nber , 15.] 
Latitncle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 40° 42' 43" 
Longitude ........•........................•..••.•...•..•..•........... 74° 00' 03" 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1()5.60 feet. 
The only change made in the office at this station during the year has 
been its removal to two rooms on a lower floor of the Equitable build-
ing. These rooms are the ame size as those previously occupied, and. 
are more easily reached. Reports from all stations al'e received here 
and are transferred to the seYeral circuits over which they are distribu-
ted. '.rhe transfer requires prompt action and correct judgment on the 
part of the observer, especially when-as frequently happens-some of 
the telegraph lines are broken. This duty has been performed by him 
in a generally satisfactory manner. During the year forty-one thousand 
six hundred and thirt.v-six maps, containing the full midnight reports, 
have been printed and ready for distribution by daybreak daily, and five 
thou aud nine hundred and seventy-se\ren bulletins have been issued in 
;the regular manner. The issue of printed copies of the Synopsis ancl 
robabilities to six hundred ~.nd seven offices was commenced February 
'25, 1873, and Rince that date two hundred and thirty-eight thousand 
four hundred and twenty-eight copies have been sent. These bulletins 
ll1U t be in the po t-office UJ 5 o'clock a. m., daily, and the promptness 
.and reo-ularity with which they have been delivered shows the duty to 
ha\'e bec"!n well performed by all engaged upon it. The station was in-
·pect <.1 in .JaHuary of the present year and found in good condition. 
ergt. C. H.. E 'tarbrook remains in charge, and bas given entire satis-
faction by hi mauagernent of the station. Sergt. M. F. 1'ighe al ·o 
remain. a' the enior a . .istant, and is highly commended by the obser-
YCr f r his clo e attention to <.luLy. There are four other assistants on 
duty of whom two are printers, and all are worked to their full capacity 
in g tting ofl:' the large daily issue of publications. An additional 
printer i.' fnrni~bed by the Equitable Insurance Company to assist in 
g ttiug nt the map , and that company also furnishes a messenger to 
di. tribute a portion of them. All tl1e present assistants are favorably 
mentioned by the observer. One man was relieved during the year for 
mi. conduct at thi station and one for discharge. 
Thirt,y-nine cautionary signals have been displayed here during the 
,year, of which twfmty are reported as fully, and one partly, justified at 
the station. Much com plaint is made by sailors of the want of bril-
liancy of the ignal- ight, which i not eli tinguishable from the bay, and 
i · th refor practically u ele . Arrangements are making to supply 
tile tation with a couspicuou light that will be easily visible at a dis-
tan e f tllr emile or more. 
Iu reference to the di play of ignals the observer remarks as foUow : 
Janua1·y 5-6 1 73.- wing to the signals having become loaded with ice, thus eo dan-
g ri.orr t? ·safety of the people iu tbe streets below, they were loosened at 3 p. rn., and 
arratn rats cl at Ill • et. 
Janum·y 2:~2-t, 1 73.-TLree coasting ve sels known to have remained in the harbor 
on account of tLe waroinrr. 
Februar!J llii':3.-A large number of lighters were observed to seek safe position 
in the Larbor in adYance of the ,.ale. 
:ro FOLK, VIRGINIA. 
[Official Number, 30.] 
L atitncle ..........•........•..•..................•................. __ .. 3GO 51 
L u,.itnd ..... ......................................................... 76o 1. 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55.52 fee 
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The location of the office remains unchanged. Sergt. James E. 
lVIagrud.er, who was in charge at the date of last report, was relieved 
February 18, 1873, for misconduct, a,nd subsequently dischltrged the 
service. His successor, Sergt. E. W. McGann, remains in charge, 
and bas given entire satisfaction. The station was inspected in Feb-
ruary of the present year, and upon the recommendation of the inspect-
ing officer the above-mentioned change in the observers was made. 
Private E. B. Robbins, who was on duty here as assistant at the date 
of last report, was called in for promotion and succeeded by Private 
E. T. Carvalho, who still remains, and has also given satisfaction. 
No reports have been received here during the present year, and no 
maps and bulletins are issued. The leading dailies, however, publish 
the monthl.Y summaries and the Probabilities.· Thirty cautionary signals 
have been disphtyed, and thirteen are reported fully justified and six 
partly so. 
The observer remarks as follows on some of these signals : 
Octobm· 23-26, 1872.-No injury known to have resulted to commercial or other inter-
ests. The rain-fall during the storm amounted to 7.47 inches. 
Ma1·ch 3-5, 1873.-No vessels left port during the display of the signal. Many were 
anxious to leave, but did not do so until two honrs after the signal was lowered. 
Mm·ch 11, 1873.-No vessels left port during the display of the signal. 
MaTch 15-17, 1873.-No jujury known to ha>e been doue. 
Ma1·ch 18-19, 1873.-No injury known to have been done to shipping. 
MaTch 19-22, 187:3.-A heavy gale which lasted one hour, during which considerable 
damage was done to several vessels in port. One life was lost by a schooner being 
thrown on her beam-ends. A number of vessels remained in port until the signal was 
lowered. 
A.prillU-17, 1873.-No vessels left port. One steamer, theN. P. Banks, attempted to 
leave but was compelled to put back . 
.April22-24, 1873.-A heavy sea outside. Ten vessels remained in the roads until the 
signal was lowered. 
Septentber 19-20, 1!)73.-No boats left during the display of the signaL The steamer 
N. P. Banks, attempting to leave port, was compelled to put back on account of high 
sea. · 
NEW ·RAVEN, CONNECTICUT. 
[Official N u.mber, 96.] 
Latitude·-- -----------------------·------- .... __ __ ---------- _______ ---- 41° 17' 
Longitude.----· ----·-----·---· ____ ...... -----··--···--·· ______ .----____ 72° 57' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ..... ------------ .... ------·----- 10'7.1 feet. 
The office is located in the upper story of the new insurance building, 
368 Chapel street, a six-story structure, and affords an excellent expo-
sure for all the instruments. It stands in the business center of the city, · 
and is within a short distance of the post and telegraph offices. The 
instrument-shelter is of the authorized form, and projects from a window 
facing north. 
The roof-instruments are located on the tower-deck, at an elevation 
of one hundred and twenty-seven feet above the curb. In tlle center of 
the deck stands the flag-staff for tbe display of cautionary signals, and 
from it height (one hundred and fifty-seven feet above the ground) can 
be ea ily een from all parts of the harbor. 
The rent paid for this office is $18 per month, and the thanks of the 
office are due to the members of the New llaven Chamber of Commerce 
for their valuable aid rendered thil:) office in procuring so favorable a 
location. 
ergt. William Black opened the station on December 10, 1872. It 
being one of observation and for the display of cautionary signals 
only, no reports are sent to the central office by telegraph, except oc-
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casional mid-day reports, in accordance with instructions on this sub-
ject. The regular number of daily observations are, however~ made 
here, and transmitted weekly by mail. They have all been rendered 
promptly and in good shape. 
The station was inspected in January of the present year, and reported 
in good condition. 
No reports being received here, there are no bulletins or maps issued, 
and the local observations and monthly summaries only are furnished to 
and publi bed by the press. 
The first cautionary s;ignal was displayed on March 8, 1873, and seven-
teen have been ordered since, eleven of which have been reported as 
justified at the station, and two partly so. 
The following are some extracts from the observer's remarks upon 
the e signals : 
MaTch 24-27, 1 73.-The signal was justified, and gave general satisfaction by the 
prediction, so far in advance, of the two consecutive days' rain, sleet, &c., and the 
subsequent northwesterly gale. Several instances of benefit reported . 
.April16-1 , 1 73.-0ne schooner heeded the signal, and avoided rough weather. 
Much interest is manifested in the service b.v the shipping interests 
of the place and vicinity, and frequent applications have been received 
from these quarters for telegraphic-reports from other points. 
Tlle ob erver also makes the following remarks in his semi-annual 
r port for July 1, 1873: 
The pre . -report furui bed by the central office are published in excellent form, and 
b ld in hi..,.b teem. The telegraph-operators are required to hold open at night, after 
th hour f regular busine , in order to get the latest Probabilities for publication in 
tb morning new. papers. One editor reports that the country circulation of his paper 
bas been greatly increased during the past spring by the accuracy of the published 
weather iufonnation. 
NORTH POLAR EXPEDITION. 
Frederick Meyer, the ob erver sent with this expedition, 
returu d to :Vashiugton early in June of the present year without 
rec rd or in trument , having lo t everything at the time of his sepa-
ration from the es el, a described in his special report already sub-
mittel. He was fortuna.te, however, in retaining note-books containing 
important topographical data, which have enabled him to chart the 
A.r ·tic r gions to a point farther uorth than any before reached by ex-
plorer . 
OMAHA, NEBRASKA. 
[ O.tficial N~tmber, 67. J 
Lati tnc1 ................... __ • _ • ____ . _ ..•... _ ... __ . _ •. ____ • __ . ___ •. . . 41 o 16' 
Longitude .... ............ _ ........ _. __ ..... __ ____ .. _ . _____ ... __ .. __ .. 96o 00' 
EI vatiou of barometer above sea-level .. ___ . . . .. __ ... _ ... _. __ .. _ ...... 1,045.69 feet. 
ffice wa rernov d ovem ber 29, 1872, to the corner of Thirteenth 
arnam r et , wh re it ·till remain . It is centrally located and 
. on' nien t<_> all the principal public places, and the roof expo ure for 
m 'tru t'IJt · 1. a. good a can be obtainetl in the city. The jn trument-
·h Iter i. f th ·tandard pattern and projects from a window facing the 
n rth . > port from niue oth r tation are received here irregularly 
an 1 f1rn ·. h d to th pre. . Durin the year :five thousand one hundred 
and ight · ight bulletin hav been j ued. The monthly abstract are 
publi h 1 r gularl.Y y the local paper , and also by several papers in 
the int rior. The tation wa in pee ted in the latter part of July of this 
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year and found in such a disorganized condition that the observer was 
immediately relieved and, upon the recommendation of the inspector, 
reduced to the ranks and his place :filled August 13, 1873, by Sergt. 
Tllomas Oleary, who has rendered all reports promptly and in propet· 
form. One assistant has been ordered in for promotion during the year 
and passed the usual examination in a satisfactory manner. Private 
John McCann is the present assistant, and has performed his duties 
faithfully while on the station. . 
Regular river observations are made daily and reported in the usual 
manner. 'l'he gauge used is attached to a pier. of the Union Pacific 
Railroad bridg~ and its zero is the low-water mark of 1867. The high-
water mark of the same year is 19 feet above zero of gauge. 
OSWEGO, NEW YORK. 
f Official Number, 31.] 
Latituiie ..............•....... -----· ·----· .....•. ---- .......•............ 42° 2Rt 
Longitude ....•....... __ .....•................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76° 35, 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. •........... _ ••.....•. _ •........ _.. 299 feet 
No change has been made in the location of the office at this station 
since its establishment, nor is any considered necessary. Reports from 
:fifty-five stations are received here and published in the usual manner. 
During the year, two thousand seven hundred and three maps and 
three thousand two hundred and twelve bulletins have been issued, a.nd 
five hundred and eighty press-reports furnished for publication, in addi-
tion to the full local observations. 
The station was inspected in February of the present year, and found 
in excellent condition. Sergt. B. F. Hough remains in charge, and 
has forwarded all reports promptly and satisfactorily. The inspector 
reports that he is '~an extremely zealous, energetic, courteous, and 
effective man." 
The self-registering wind-vane, constructed by the observer and 
referred to in the last annual report, continues to ·work satisfactorily. 
Two assistants have been called in, successively, from thjs station 
during the year for promotion, and after receiving the usual instruc· 
tion passed their examination. Private E. Bird is the present assistant, 
and gives satisfaction. 
Twenty-three cautionary signals have been displayed, of which eleven 
are reported as justified at the station. In reference to these signals, 
the observer remarks as follows : 
Nove-rnbe1' 7-8, 1872.-A number of vessels were kept in tlle harbor by the display of 
the signal, n.ncl were benefited thereby. 
November 13-15, l 73.-Many vessels remained in port that would otherwise have 
been caught out, had it not been for the display of the cautionarv signn.l-this I learn 
from oflicers of vessels. • 
Novembe1· 27-2 , 1 72.-No damg,ge reported. 
~ovembe1· 29-December 1, 1872.-No iujury is known to have resulted to commercial 
interc ·t ·. 
The two daily new. papers at the station publi h selections from the 
tabulated report , all t.he local observations, tl•e monthly ab~tracts of 
the local weather an<l tlle latest Probabilities received. 
A permanent intere tin the service is manife ted by the leading citi-
zen.·. In reference to this subject, the ob en·er remarks as follo\Ys: 
'l'h . citizens manifested the usual amonnt of inter st jn the wen.ther report.. 'l'hoi'e 
mo:t 1nter'. ted are tbe contractors, bnil<lers, hipping and cnnuuercinl ml'n, 1lwng h 
the mariner , as a cla ·s, have deriYe<l tlte greate t uenefits. I have t.ue IHtnws of ~OHIO 
who have tol<l me thn.t, l>y men.ns ,of the we<Lther-l·eports n.nd iuformation outaiueu 
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from this office, they have made one or two trips more than other vessels sailing from 
the same port. .At the clo e of navigation last fall, when the insurance rates were 
high, captains ancl owner of ve sels vi ited the office, watching their chance to sail 
without. insuring cargo or vcs el. One man in particular, the owner of a propeller' 
came regularly for two or three days, and made his trip to Hamilton, Ontario, without 
insuring, which was a saving to him of $350. 
PEMBINA, DAKOTA. 
[Official N urnbm·, 86.] 
L 1tituclo ............ ---· ...................... ------ .•.. ...•... ...... .... 490 00' 
Longitude ....•.................................. - ........... ·.....•...... 970 05' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ......... -- -- -- .. -- .. -- -- -- ........ 790 feet. 
The office is located in a one-story building, about two hundred yards 
from Fort Pembina. The instrument-shelter projects from a north win-
dow and is of the authorized pattern. There being a scarcity of hou e 
in thi country, the location is the best obtainable. Sergt. Alfred 
Brimer opened this station, but was subsequently discharged the serv-
ice, and was succeeded by Sergt. George McDonald, who commenced 
taking ob ervations November 1, 1872. This man proved to be of intem-
perate habits and neglected his work, and a request was subsequently 
'ent to the commanding officer at Fort Pembina to place him under 
arre t and prefer charges against him for drunkenness and neglect of 
duty. Tllis was done and be was tried before a general court-martial 
convened at Fort Pembina, and by the sentence of t,he court dishonor-
ably discharged the service of the United States May 14, 1873. An 
examination of the records shows that he had failed to take seven ob-
. ervation in December, 1872, and forty-four in January, 1873. 
Sergt. Sidney Powell was ordered to this station J anuar,y 30, 1873, 
and Sergeant McDonald being in confinement, and the new observer 
taken ill shortly after his arrival, there were one hundred and fifty-three 
olJ, rvations missed during the following month before he recovered. 
The . tation was inspected in May of the present year and fonnd in a 
fair condition. No reports are receiYed here, and consequently no maps 
or bulletins are issued. 
1\luch irregularity has been experienced in the transmission of report 
by telegraph on account of the unprotected and exposed condition of 
the liJ)e. Tlw office is indebted to Lieut. John Bannister, Twentieth 
Infantry, who has acted as telegraph-operator, while stationed at Fort 
Pembina, for Yaluahle assistance rendered the observer. Upon the 
recommendation of the inspector, the office was furnished with a com-
plete et of telegraph-instruments to enable the observer to send hi 
r p~rts himself in case of emergency. There is no assistant at this 
·tatwn, and none is considered necessary. 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 
[Official Number, 17.] 
t~~J~:~(~~i~:: :::: ~: ~::: :: :: :: ~: ~: :: :: :: :: :: ~ ~ ~ ~ :: :: :: ~: ~: : ~:: :: :::: : ~:: :: ~~~ f~; 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL. _. _________ . ____ ......... _ ....... 71.12 feet. 
~-.-o change has been made in the location of the office since the date 
of la t report, but through the courtesy of the officers of tlw chamber 
of commerce an additional room has been furnished free of expen, e to 
tbe Government, which adds grratly to the comfort of the ob erver 
and to the f.acilities for performing their work. 
A serious objection to the present office consists in the want of proper 
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means of heating t.he rooms during that portion of the day when it is not 
occupied for business purposes, as there are no facilities for putting up 
a stove ju any one of the office-rooms. Unless this difficulty is overcome 
before the approach of cold weather, it will be necessary to remove to 
some more favorable locality. 
Reports from all stations are received and published here in the usual 
manner. The maps issued are printed frop1 the midnight reports and 
are ready for distribution by daylight. 
The members of the meteorological committee of the chamber of 
commerce assist in distributing the maps, and a wider circulation is 
thereby given them than could be attained by the force of the office 
alone. 
During the year twenty-four thousand two hundred and sixty-seven 
maps and five thousand six hundred and seventy-nine regular bulletins 
have been issued. 
Two hundred and eighty-one pres~-reports and one hundred and eight 
river-bulletins have been furnished for publication, and one thousand 
and twenty-four manifold copies of the Synopsis and ·Probabilities 
posted with the bulletins. 
The station was inspected in January of the present year and found 
in good condition so far as the instruments and records were concerned. 
Sergt. W. T. Boyd remains in charge, and has performed all his duties 
in an unusually able and intelligent manner, and bears an excellent 
reputation among the business men with whom he has offieia1 relations. 
Eight assistants have been r'elieved in succession from thi~ station 
during the year, three of whom were ordered in for promotion, four for 
mi conduct, and one transferred to another station. There are three 
assistants now on duty, and all are worked to their full capacity, and 
are commended by the observer for attention to duty. · 
In reference to the interest taken in the service the observer remarks 
as follows in his semi-annual report for the period ending June 30, 
1873: 
It is unnecessary to say very much on this subject. The service speaks for itself. 
Its advancement and centinned progress in the well-wishes of all our prominent busi-
ness men is a well-known fact. As a prominent member of the board of trade re-
marked: "Stop this service for one month and its necessity would beCOQ.le so apparent 
to the public interests that any favor tlley might ask Congress would gladly grant." 
Many in tances might be given where there have been large sutns of money at stake, 
and difficult questions have arisen which have been solved by the signal-service. For 
want of time I will mention but one. A vef>sel, with cargo fully insured in this city, 
\vas lost in a storm at sea, about half way betwee:l New York and New London, Conn., 
ometime in July, 1 72. The owners claimed the insurance for the full amount, vessel 
and cargo. Some doubt seems to have arisen about the affair, and more especially as 
to the wind and weather in that locality at tbe time the loss occurred. Mr. Steelman, 
secretary of the ves el-owners' association, called at the observer's office for informa-
tion as to the state of weather, velocity ancl direction of wind at New York and New 
London at midnio-ht of July 24, 1872. This happened at the time the reports were sus-
pended, and no data could be furnished by this office. The observer addressed a com-
nmnication to the observers in New York and New London, and the reports, as received 
from tho e station , were taken as evidence in court, and the case was decided in favor 
of the insurance company, who proved that on the night in question there was ouly 
a fre h wind and clear weather at both of those stations, and it was very improbable 
for a storm to have occurred at so short a distance from the land at that time. It was 
a certaiued afterward that tile vessel was scuttled and sunk purposely to get the large 
iruurance. Thi~ is but one of the many cases which might be cited. 
PIKE'S PEAK, COLORADO. 
[Official N"umbeY, 99.] 
Latitude ... __ .. _ ...... ___ .. ____ .. _____ . ______ . _____ .. ____ .. _____ .••• _. 3so 4 ' 
Longitu(l . ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ____________ .. _ .... ___ .. ______ . ____ ... ___ .. 104° 59' 
Elevation of summit above sea-level ...•• , ....••. _ ••.•..••••.. __ .• . . . . . . 14, 216 feet. 
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Sergt. George Boehmer was ordered to this station July 21. 1873 
to make the necessary arrangements for its establishment. A 'even~ 
teen miles of telegraph-line had to be built, and the same· amount of 
road made, to render the summit accessible before a shelter could be 
erected, considerable delay has necessarily occurred in getting ready for 
work. It is expected, however, that regular observations will be made 
from and after October 11, 1~73. Four assistants are on duty, one of 
whom is a sergeant, and who, with one other assistant, will remain at 
the base to forward supplies to the party on the summit. An office ha 
been rented at Colorado Springs for the use of the lower party, which 
can be made available as a station, should observation be desired in the 
future from this point. 
PITTSBURG B, PENNSYLVANIA. 
l Official Number, 41. J 
Latitude .......••....•......•...••.•. --................................... 40° 32' 
Longitude .. __ .. . ............................ ........ -....... ........ -.... 0° 02' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. •.••...•••....•••. -.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 791 feet. 
The location of the office remains as at last report, and, being in the 
bu iness center of the city, and within easy reach of the telegraph-of-
fices, no change is recommended. Reports from twenty regular tation 
are received here, and also tho e f~om the special river-station.,, when-
ever made. Four thou and one hundred and eighty-two regular, and 
nine hundred and eighty-seven river, bulletins have been issued during 
the year, and one hundred and four press-reports furni1:;hed for publica-
tion. One thou and six hundred and thirty-six manifold copies of the 
Synopsis and Probabilities have also been posted with t.he bulletin . 
The ~ t~ttion ha been supplied with the necessary apparatus for printing 
and i. suing the midnight Synopsis and Probabilities to all post-offic 
that can be :teached by 3 o'clock in the afternoon of the same day. The 
i ue to office. begins November 1, 1873. The station was inspected in 
November, 1 72, and instruments and records found in fair condition. 
ergt. William E. Smith was relieved at his own urgent reque t, 
April 1, 1873, and succeeded by Sergeant J . B. Murray, who till re-
mains, and under whose charge the interest in the service has largely 
increa ed. Two as istant have been called in successively during the 
year for promotion, both of whom went through the u ual cour e f in-
struction at Fort Whipple and pa ed a satisfactory examination. Three 
a istant are now on duty, two of whom are printers, and all are fa or-
ably mentioned by the ob en eras being attentive to duty. 
River-o rvation are made and reported in the usual manner, the 
gauge n ed b ing the arne referred to in the last annual report a con-
tructed y the city anthoritie . This gauge measures the d pth of 
water in the channel. The greatest depth that can be measured b i i 
35 feet, he I a. t is 2 feet. When tlm water falls below 2 feet another 
gauge i u . The lowe. t water-mark known is 9 inches in the channel 
the highe: t ater ha never reached the top of gauge. 
The leading new papers at the tation publish all reports, and ha-re 
di. play d a arked intere t in the development of the ser ice, p -
ciallx in co nection with the river-report . Thi-s part of the ·er i i 
al warmly commended by he merchant and other engaged in the 
river-trade. -
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PORTLAND, MAINE. 
[Official Number, 12.] 
Latitude-----·-----· ........................ -----· ........................ 43° 40' 
Longitude ___ . _ .. __ ..... _ .. __ .... _ .................... -.. --.-. -.. -......... 70° 14' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ..••. ------ ...... ---- .... ------------ 52 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office since last re-
port, but one is ordered as soon as suitable arrangements can be made 
for removal. This change is made in accordance with the recommenda-
tion of the inspecting officer, who visited the station in September of 
the present year. 
No reports are received here, and therP-fore the only bulletins issued 
are those of the local observations, of which one thousand nine hun-
dred and seventy-three copies have been furnished to the press·. The 
leading newspapers also print the monthly abstracts of the local weather 
and the latest Probabilities received up to the hour of going topress. 
Sergt . .A .. B. Williams remains in charge of the station, and has 
rendered all reports properly and promptly. One assistant has been 
ordered in and promoted during the year, after passing the usual exam-
ination. Private Charles Dill, the present assistant, has given satisfac-
t.ion by his intelligence arid attention to duty. Several errors in the 
manner of -keeping the records were discovered by the inspector, and 
corrected under his supervision. A general desire is expressed by the 
citizens to have reports from other stations sent here as in vrevious 
sear . . 
Thirty-six cautionary signals have been displayed during the year, of 
which twenty-five are reported as justified at the station. The observer 
makes the following remarks in reference to several of the signals : 
November 7, 1872.-Boats in the harbor that had prepared to sail remained in, as the 
storm was quite violent at sea. 
Norember 29-30, 1872.-The display of the signal was a benefit, as those vessels which 
were prepared to sail remained inside the harbor; those that were out came in consid-
erably damaged and knocked to pieces. 
December 9-10, !.872.-Quite a storm reported outside the harbor, doing considerable 
damage. 
December 26-27, 1872.-The signal was hoisted several hours before the storm, afford-
ing sufficient time to make preparations, and no vessels left the harbor. 
Januctry 5-6, 1873.-Signal hoisted four hours before the commencement of gale, giv-
ing timely warning for ves~els to prepare and remain in. 
January 23-25, 1873.-Not much damage sustained by vessels, on account of the 
timely warning. 
Janua'ry 27-2tl, 1873.-From inquiry made, no vessels sustained injury in this port. 
Februat·y 7-8, 1873.-No known damage sustained at this port. 
Ma1·ch 15-17, 1~73.-Tbe gale broke the top off of the pole for the display of caution-
ary signals. 
March 29, April 1, 1873.-By timely warning not a vessel left the harbor for their 
destination. 
Ap1·il 22-15, 1873.-Vessels all remained in the harbor; gale accompanied by heavy 
snow. · 
May 3-4, 1 73.-Vessels all put into the harbor and remained. 
AugMt 14-15, 1873.-Gale light from the northeast at this station, but a heavy swell 
coming in from sea. 
PORTLAND, OREGON. 
[Official Number, 7 4.] 
Latitude ................. ·----- ...... ____ -----··-----................. 45° 30' 
Longitude .... ........ -----------------·-----·~-------· --·--- .... ____ 122° 27' 30" 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ................................ 100 feet. 
The office was moved December 21, 1872, to the buil<ling at the south-
we ·t corner of Washington and Front streets, where it still remains. 
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All instruments are well exposed and the shelter is of the standard pat-
tern. 
Sergt. Edwin Garland was relieved for neglect of duty October 18 1872~ and succeeded by Sergt. J. E. Evans, who still remains, and ba' 
given entire satisfact.ion by the promptness and regularity with which 
all reports have been forwarded. ,. 
Private Charles M. Brown was ordered to this station as assistant 
September 26, 1873, but has not yet reported his arrival. The station 
was inspecteu in October, 1872, and found in very bad condition, and 
the observer immediately relieved as before stated. 
There being no reports received here, the only bulletins issued are 
those of the local observations, which are regularly furnished the pres, . 
The telegraph-office is not kept open for the transmission of the mid-
night reports, which are therefore not forwarded until the morning fol-
lowing. Three observations were lost during the year from the cause 
stated in the following extract from the observer's journal for August 2, 
1873: 
About 4.15 a.m. a fire broke out near the office of observation, and on account of 
its spreading so rapidly the 4.32 a. m. observation was neglected. At 7 a. ru. I tbongbt 
H advisable to prepare for the removal of instruments, &c., but by 11 a . m. the fire was 
checked ou Front street, near the office. At tbe commencement of the fire the wind 
was very light, but, as the fire increased, the wind strengthened, backing from the 
northwest to west. Instruments replaced in time to take the 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. oll-
servations. 
· PUNTA RASSA, FLORIDA. 
[Official, Nurnber, 59.] 
La ti tude ..•............................• _ .......... _ ...... _ . . . .......... _ . . 27° 00' 
Longitude .....................•.....................•..................... 82° 1 ' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .......... _ ......................... 17 feet. 
The location of the office at this station has been removed to a small 
building erected by the observer at a trifling cost to the Government. 
The station was inspected in January of the present year and found 
in as good condition as could be expected under the circumstances. 
Sergt. William Theodovins was transferred to Key 'VV' est on account 
of a personal difficulty with the telegraph operators, and his place fillecl 
by Sergt. M. J. ShanefeltP-r from the latter station, who still remains, 
and has' discharged his duties intelligently and well, all reports having 
been forwarded promptly and regularly. 
Private Healy was transferred to the central office February 21,1873, 
and succeeded by Private E. K. Moore, who still remains, and has given 
satisfaction. No reports are received here. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 
[Official N urnber, 32. J 
t~~i;Yt~l~~---·_-_-_-_-_-_._ ._._._._._._._-.-_-_-_-_: ._._._ ·_·_-_-: ~::::::::: _-::::::: ~:: ~::::: ~::::::: i~~ ~1; 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level.L ____ -----· ...................... -- 5 4feet. 
The office still remains in the eighth story of Power~' Bl?ck, at ~he 
corner of State and Maine streets one of the best locatwns m the City. 
Reports from fifty-five other sta'tions are received here and publi hed 
in the usual manner. During the year two thousand six hundred and 
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thirty-two manifold maps and :five thousand and seventy-four bulletins 
have been issued, and eight hundred and fifty-nine press-reports fur-
nished for publication. One thousand two hundred and eighty-eight 
manifold copies of the Synopsis and Probabilities have also been posted 
with the bulletins. · 
The three daily newspapers printed at the station publish regularly 
the latest Synopsis and Probabilities received, the Weekly Chronicle, 
monthly abstracts, tabulated press-reports, and also a daily local item 
giving a general summary of the weather at Rochester for the preceding 
tweuty-fonr hours. Great interest has been displayed by the newspaper 
corps in the workings of the service. 
Tile station was iuspected in March of the preseut year and found in 
excellent condition. Sergt. F. M. M. Beall remains in charge, and 
has given entire satisfaction in his management. The inspector reports 
very favorably upon his zeal, attention to duty, promptness, and court-
esy. He has recently commenced drawing the isobaric lines upon his 
manifold maps, and has been very accurate in his work in this and other 
respects. Private L. M. Crist was on duty as assistant until March 18, 
1873, when he was promoted and assigned to the Cleveland station. He 
was succeeded by Private H. M. Wells, who still remains and is favor-
ably mentioned by the observer for steadiness and good conduct. Ser-
geant Beall was permitted to leave the station for one month from Au-
gm;t 4, and during his absence Se.rgt. George Onslow was in charge, 
having been sent from Fort V\7 hipple for that purpose. 
Twenty-four cautionary signals have been displa.yed during the year, 
of which thirteen are reported as fully, and three as partly justified, at 
the station. In reference to the results of these signals the observer 
remarks as follows: 
October 16, 1872.-The storm was severe on the lake between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. No 
vessel left port during "signal up," and none were observed out. 
November 7-8, 1872.-No vessel left port during the display. The wind attained a 
velocity of thirty-five miles an hour, and from its variable force was uaogerous. Many 
persons have mentioned their appreciation and use of the warning. The daily papers 
of the 8th instant make mention of its perfect reliability. 
November 25-26, 1872.-The highest wind of the season. No vessels are known to 
have been out in the storm; navigation about closed. . 
Novl'lmber 27-28, 1872.-The velocity of the wind reached thirty-eight milt's per hour, 
but was steady. 
November 29-Decernber 1, 1872.-Signal hoisted thirty-five hours before the storm 
reached the station. Tbe storm followed, with low temperature, and was the most 
dangerous of the fall, the wind moving in fieree, sudden gusts, full of snow. The Erie 
Canal frozen up, and impassa.ble to boats. 
December 1-4, 1 7~.-The wind was steady, at twenty-eight miles an hour. No ves-
SP.]s entered or left the harlJor; navigation about closed. 
Decembel' 8-11, 1872.-The wind was very variable, accompanied by a light, fine, 
driving now-storm. 
December 13-16, 1872.-This signal closes a successful season of display, and they are 
suspended with a satisfactory increase of confidence iu the ability of the servtce to 
make reliable storm-forecasts. 
May 1-3, 1873.-Am informed by builders, shippers, and others, that a warning for 
an exten ive rain is of as great value to their interests as a display for dangerous 
wind -the signal was, therefore, justified, as a cold, uriving rain follow ed. 
May 7-0, 1 73.-It (the signal) had the usual effect of causing those whose business 
jnterests were affected by high winds and rain to prepn.re for tbe same. Tbe commu-
nity in general appear to have a settled and unquestioned dependence upon the signals 
The in pector reports that a general desire is expres ed in Rochester 
to haYe the ignals repeated at Charlotte, seven miles distant, and on 
Lake On ario, at the mouth of the Genes ee River. The attention of 
the hief Signal-Officer is respectfully invited to this subject. 
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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. 
[Official Number, 75.] 
Latitude ............• .' .................•..............•....•.....••.• 32° 44' 41" 
Longitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........•.... ~. . . . . • . . • 117° 08' 00" 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ... -.. -.-- .. ---- •. -.... . . . . . . . . 62 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office at this station 
since the date of last report. 
No reports are received here from other stations, and the only bulle-
tins issued are those of the local observations, which are furnished 
regularly to the local newspapers and printed in excellent shape. 
The station was inspected in October, 1872, and found in very good 
condition. 
Sergt. John B. Wells remains in charge, and all his mail reports 
have been forwarded with commendable promptness and neatness. 
The telegraph office is closed at the regular hour for sending the mid-
night reports, and they are not forwarded until the morning of the next 
day. 
There is no assistant on duty at this station. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. 
[Official Number, 29.] 
Latitude ...................... _.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . 38° 47' 35'' 
Longitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122o 26' 15'' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 feet. 
The office at this station still 1 <'lna ins in the Merchants' Exchange. 
Reports are received irregularly frum uioe other stations, and during 
the year one thousand four hundred and seventy bulletins have been 
issued. 
Sergt. W. B. Webster remains in charge, and bas forwarded all 
reports promptly and satisfactorily. He has displayed marked zeal 
and enterprise in collecting and copying, for the use of the central office, 
the meteorological information contained in the logs of the vessels ar-
riving at San Francisco from foreign ports. It is to be hoped that other 
observers at sea-port stations will follow his example. Private George 
Onslow was ordered in for promotion April 10, 1873, and after going 
through the usual course of instruction at Fort Whipple passed his 
examination, and is now in charge of a station. 
Private James Higgins was transferred from another branch of the 
service to signal duty March 14, and placed on duty as assistant at thi 
station, where he still remains. His conduct has not been of a nature 
to make such transfers in the future desirable. The station was in-
spected in October, 1872, and found in good condition. The inspector 
states that the service does not appear to be widely known, but is fully 
appreciated by those who have studied its workings. The daily Prob· 
abilities are not received on the Pacific coast. 
SANTA FE, NEW ME~IOO. 
[Official Number, 69.] 
t~~i~~~~1~ ~::: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~: ·: ~::: ~: ~ ~ ~: ~::::: ~:: ~:::::::::::::: ~ ·. :::: ~: 1~~~ 1~: 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .. __ ...... ___ ... _ ...... -- ..... -. 6, 862.2 fe t. 
The location of this office was removed June 28, 1873i to tbe Senna 
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Building, where it still remains, the change having been necessary to 
secure a better exposure for the different instruments. 
The station was inspected in November, 1872, and found in fair con-
dition. · Sergt .• John P. Oltun remains in charge, and has forwarded his 
reports with moderate promptness. 
He wa absent for a month during the year, with permission, and the 
station was worked by an instrueted civilian assistant. The telegraphic 
communication is very unreliable, and reports are consequently received 
irregularly. There is no regular assistant at this station, nor is any re-
quired, as no reports are received. 
SA V .ANNA.H, GEORGIA. 
[Official Nu1nber, 22.] . 
Latitude ................................................... - ... -........ -. 32° 05' 
Longituue ................. _ ........................ · ........................ 81° 08' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 feet. 
No change bas been made in the location of the office since the date 
of the la t annual report. 
The only reports received here are those from the vVest Indies and 
Florida stations, and are furnished regularly with the local observa-
tions for publication. · 
The station was inspected in February of the present year, and the 
in truments and records found in good condition. 
The office itself needed some repairs, which have since been made. 
Sergt. J. 0. Manson is still in charge, and has given entire satisfac-
tion. 
All reports have been made promptly and properly by mail, and those 
by telegraph as regularly as the telegraphic facilities would permit. 
Private McGillivray was ordered in for promotion June 3, and passed 
the required examination S$l,tisfactorily. He was succeeded by Private 
llermann Frey, who is still on duty, and is favorably mentioned by the 
ob erver. 
Twelve cautionary signals have been displayed during the year, of 
which four are reported as fully and two partly justified at the station. 
In reference to these signals the observer remarks: 
October 23-24, 1872.-Tl.Je wind blew steadily most of the day of the ~d, with some 
gu ts iu the afternoon. Several vessels were detaine(l by the signal. l!'rom informa-
tion received it appears that a severe gale was experienced along the immediate coast. 
Mal'ch 23-25, 1873.-Tho uccess that the department has attamecl::J,s to accuracy in 
di playing cautionary signals begins to inspire in the breast of the mariner in port 
respect for the science which, on many au occasion during the last year, has indirectly 
saved numbers of ves els from destruction. 
Mal'ch 25-26, 1C:l73.-No vessels left port during the display of this and the previous 
signal. 
.April l-2, 1 73.-The wind attained a velocity of thirty-six miles an hour. No injury 
re ulted. Many persons dou !.>ted the verification of this signal, as the weather was very 
plea ant and clear at the time of hoisting. 
September 19-20, 1 73.-The wind reached a velocity of forty-eight miles an hour, with 
a southeast direction until C:l p.m. of the 19th, when it chanrred to west and then to 
northwest. No vessels left port during the day, and much uneasiness was felt by 
parties in ve sels that left before the display of the signal was made. 
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA. 
[ Officialllumbm·, 72.] 
Latitude ..... .......... _ .....•.......•.•..... - .... _ .........•......• _.. 32° 30' 
Lougitnde ... _ .........•................ _. _ ............... _..... . . . . . . . . 93° 45 · 
Elevation of barometer above sea-lovel ...•••..• _ ............... _.. .. . . • . 228. 5 feet. 
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No change has been made in the location of the office since th date 
of last report. No reports are received here and no bulletin i.· u d 
except those of the local observations, which have been reguhtrl,y fur~ 
ni bed the press. 
'1_1he station was inspected in March of the present year, and found iu 
excellent condition. 
Sergt. Hugh Coyle was in charge until his death from yellow fever 
September 28, 1873, since ·which Jate the work has been done by I rivat~ 
Jobn G. Lynch. Sergeant Coyle was one of the most faithful men of 
the service, and an earnest and conscientious worker. All his report 
were forwarded promptly, and in perfect order. Two assistant haYe 
been called in successively for promotion duriug the year, one of whom 
is now reviewing his course of instructions, and the other ha been re-
lieved from duty in this ·division of the service for misconduct. Private 
Lynch, the present assistant, has discharged his duties intelligently and 
well, and is now in sole charge of the station. 
River·observations are made and reported here in the usual manner, 
the gauge u eel being one constructed by the observer, under the direc-
tion of tl.Ji office. 
The reference point in reporting depth of river is in the bed of river, 
and 40 feet below high water of 1849, and 2~ feet abm-e bottom of river. 
From bottom of river to high-water mark of 1849 is 65 feet. 
Considerable interest is taken in the service here, especially in that 
part of it connected with the river-reports. 
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI. 
[Official N u~tber, 66.] 
Latitude .....................•.•.••.•..........••.•...............•... 3. 0 37' 2" 
Lougitude ... __ . ____ . __ . ______ .... ____ .. ____ .......... __ . _ ........ _... 90° 15' 16" 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 543.54 feet. 
The office was removed March 1, 1873, to the building of the Saint 
Loui Mutual Life Insurance Company, at the corner of Sixth and 
Locusts streets, where it now remains. · 
The officers of the insurance company and the members of the Cham-
ber of Oommerce have contributed liberally to the equipment of the 
station, and are entitled to the thanks of the office for their action. 
The present office is reported to be more convenient and better equipped 
than that of any other station. Reports from twenty-nine other tation 
are received here in the morning, with more or less regularity. In the 
afternoon the same reports are received, with the addition of tho ·e from 
all tbe special river-stations, and at midnight the number of regular 
r port i increased to seventy-six, from which a map is pr par d 
printed in time for distribution by daylight each morning, including 
8unday. 
During the year, :fifty-three thousand one hundred and eighty map , 
sixteen thou and six hundred and eighty-six regular, and six thousand 
and thirty-eight river bulletins have been issued, and three thou and 
and ninety-four press-reports furnished for publication. The tation 
was made one of the centers of distribution for the printed S,rnop i and 
Probabilities to post-offices, and on September 1, 1873, the i ue wa · 
C?mmenceu to four hundred and fifty-five offices, two copies being fur-
m hed to each. The station was inspected in June of the present year 
and the in truments, records, aud office found in excellent condition. 
Sergt. E. H. Singleton remains in charge, although it i propo ed 
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to transfer him to a larger field of duty at an early date. He has dis-
played unusual intelligence and ability in the manner in which be has 
discharged his duties and extended the usefulness of the service at this 
station, and he is commended to the especial attention of the Chief Sig-
nal-OfE.cer. The inspector refers to him in the following strong terms 
~f approval : 
I have inspected every important station in the country, excepting Cincinnati, and 
consider the Saint Louis office the best managed of any, and that the interests of the 
service have been advanced more by the work of this station than of any other singl~ 
one. 
Four assistants have been relieved from dut.y at this station during 
the year for misconduct, two transferred to other stations, and one 
called in for promotion, who subsequently passed the required exami-
nation. Seven assistants are now on duty, of whom one is a sergeant,. 
(W. 0. Bailey,) sent to relieve the observer of a portion of hiR responsi-
bility. All these men are worked to their full capacity, as the record 
of work shows, and all are favorably mentioned for general good con-
duct. 
Through the agency of Sergeant Singleton, the police force of the city 
has been enlisted in the meterological service to the extent of making 
daily reports on forms furnished from the central office, and which have 
been proved of value in working up the local meteorology of the station. 
The chief of police has shown a commendable degree of public spirit in 
ordering this work done. 
Arrangements have been made also by the observer for a wide distri-
bution of the reports through the agency of the several railroad lines 
leading into Saint Louis, the nature of which is fully explained in the 
·following statement of the observer: 
At the last session of the State Board of Agriculture, held in this city, your observer 
was invited by that body to appear before them and explain in what manner the re-
ports could be best utilized. With this request I complied, and I also suggested means 
whereby the farmers of Missouri and surrounding States could be put in possession of 
information sent daily from Washington, which would be of great value to them; the 
plan being simply to interest the railroad management in the matter, and to induce 
them to transmit the daily weather-reports over the wires gratis. From want of 
proper and concerted action upon the part of the various agricultural associations, the 
matter was left in abeyance until April last, when your observer, after consulting with 
several prominent railroad officials, determined to address a letter to the respective 
railroad presidents, briefly pointing out the advantages to be derived by furnishing 
their employes information as to the probable state of the weather. This letter met the 
approbation of the gentlemen addressed, and its provisions were immediately carriecl 
into effect, the operators at all telegraph stations being instructed to post a copy of the 
eli patch sent them in a conspicuous place in their office, and at large stations, whero 
papers are published, duplicate copies were to be made on forms furnished by this 
office, that those papers might avail themselves of them. In addition to this work, the 
baggage-masters of morning trains were ordered to leave at each station, upon arrival, 
previous to 5 p.m., one of the daily weather-maps. 
The Saint Louis, Rockford and Rock Island Railroad was the first to put this plan 
in operation; the action of this road was quickly followed by the Saint Louis, Vanda-
lia and Indianapolis, the Cairo Short Line, the Saint Louis, Kansas City and Northern, 
the Chicago and Alton, the Saint Louis and Iron Mountain, and the Saint I. .. ouis and 
Sou thea tern; and thus the reports are distributed over a very large extent of country. 
The press of this station has shown a marked degree of interest in the 
devel pment of the service, and have published full reports in fine shape, 
and a i ted the observer in many ways. 
1r. eorge H. Plant, chairman of the meteorological committee of 
the Cham er of Commerce, has also manife ted a lively interest in the 
s rvice. . 
I iver-ob ervations are made here, and reported in the usual manuer, 
and are received with great favor by the parties engaged in the river-
trad. 
10 w 
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SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA. 
f Official Number, 39.] 
Latitude ..••.......•....•....••......•.•.•••...•.•.• - .... - ..• ---. . . . . . . 440 53' 
Longitude ...................•....•••....•.. ----.------.----- .. ----.... 930 05' 
Elevation of barometer above ea-level. ..•..•... ------ .. ---- .••••..•.•.. 794.53 fe ~-
The office still remains at the corner of Third and Market streets, and 
is favorably located. Reports from six northwestern stations are re-
ceived here for transfer to Milwaukee and for local publication. The 
reports from aU the principal river-stations are also sent here during 
the season" of high and low water in the MissiAsippi, and of these five 
hundred and twenty-nine bulletins have been issued. 
The local observations have been furnished to the press regularly and 
are publi hed, together with the latest Probabilities received. The 
station was inspected in May of the present year and found in very bad 
condition. and the immediate relief of both observer and assistant wa 
found necessary. 
Sergt. C. W. Held was relieved for neglect of duty, May 15, 1873, 
and sub equently reduced to the ranks upon the recommendation of the 
in pector. He was succeeded by Sergt. II. E. Cole, who still remain , 
and ha given entire satisfaction by the promptness and regularity with 
which he bas forwarded all report and the very neat manner in which 
they ar made out. Two assistants .b,ave been relieved in succession 
during the year, one of whom deserted before reaching Fort Whipple. 
P1ivate Jame .A. Barwick, the present assistant, bas been on duty 
here since July 17, 1873, and been faithful and attentive. 
Regular river observations are made and reported daily in the usual 
manner. The bench-mark is at the pier of the bridge, and is marked at 
extreme low water of 1864. The daily report of river is tl1e . depth of 
water above that mark. The depth of water in the channel at extreme 
low water is 1 foot 11 inches. There is no reliable high-water mark. 
ISLAND OF SAINT PA.UL'S, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS. 
Latitude . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . • . • . . . • 57° 02' 
Longitude ............•... -----· ...... -----·........................... 170° 00 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ........................... __ ..... Unknown. 
Reports have been received from the observer at this station for the 
period from June 5, 1872, to May 31, 1873, as shown in the special re-
port already submitted. Private Charles P. Fish remains on duty, and 
his reports show that he has carried out his instructions in an intelli-
gent and faithful manner. 
SPRINGFIELD, :MASSACHUSETTS. 
Thi i not a reporting station, but was established July 19, 1873, for 
the eli tribution of printed copies of the midnight Synopsis and Proba-
ilitie to uch post-office as could be reached dails by 3 o'clock p.m. 
Pri ate John G. :Murray bas worked the station alone, and given full 
sati faction. He began work on the 28th of July, and supplie even y-
one office daily. The office is in the Republican building, and in every 
way a d irable one. · · 
TOLEDO, OHIO. 
f Official Number, 35.] 
Latitude ... : .................. · ......•••.•........... ----................ 41° 40
1 
Longi tnde ..............•...... __ . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • . • 3° 32 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ............•..•..•••....••••.. -.-. 649.5 :fi et. 
The office i located in the :fifth story of the chamber of commerce 
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building, at the corner of Madison and Sum~it streets, in the business 
~enter of the city, within convenient reach of the tele_graph-offices and 
the various public buildings. An excellent exposure i!!l afforded by the 
~oof for the several instruments and the display of cautionary signals. 
The instrument-shelter is of the standard pattern, and projects .from 
a window on the northeastern side of the . building. The location of 
this shelter is not a good one, but i~ the best attainable at present. 
Reports from fifty-five stations are received here and published in the 
usual manner. During the year two thousand and ninety-eight manifold 
maps and three thousand seven hundred and six bulletfns have been 
issued, and one hundred and fifty-five reports furnished to the press. In 
addition to this, nine hundred and eighty-two manifold copies of the 
Synopsis and Probabilities have been posted with the bulletins. 
The station has been twice inspected during the year-once in Octo-
ber, 1872, and again in March of the present year. It was found in 
fair condition at both inspections. Sergt. A. C. ·Ford was relieved 
Jan nary 2, 1873, and transferred to the Chicago station, and :was suc-
ceeded by Sergeant J. E. Cook, who still remains in charge and has 
forwarded all reports promptly and properly. -The inspector commends 
him for his zeal and general good conduct. The record of work done, 
given above, shows that he has displayed a commendable energy in 
getting his reports before the public. Two assistants have been called 
in successively for promotion, and both have passed the required exami-
nation. · 
Private William McElroy is the present assistant, and has been ~m 
duty in that capacity since .April 14. The observer speaks in warm 
terms of his attention to duty and capacity. The leading newspapers 
publish the tabulated reports from a selected number of stations, the 
monthly abstracts of local weather and latest probabilities received. 
A lively interest is manifested in the service among the citizens, and 
the office is visiteJ. daily by parties in search of meteorological informa-
tion. Twenty-seven cautionary signals have been displayed duririg the 
year, of which seventeen are reported as justified at the station. 
The observer remarks, in reference to tllese displays, as follows: 
October 29-31, 1872.-Several persons made application for information, and a number 
of ves els detained in the harbor on account of the signal. 
No!Jember 13-14, 1.873.-Several vessels remained in port, and the masters qf them 
made_idquiries at t.he office, and expressed their entire satisfaction at the result of the 
warmng. 
May 6-9, 1873.-The scbooner Minnie Powell left port on tbe morning of the 6th, 
and sprung a leak soon after getting into the lake, and was towed back some distance 
and sank. Amount of damage unknown. 
VICKSBURG IT, :MISSISSIPPI. 
f Official N urnber, 61. J 
L atitude .... __ .. ___ .. ____ .. ___ . __ • ___ .. _____ . ____ . __ . _ . ___ . _ . ____ . _ .. _ _ _ _ 320 23' 
L ongitude ..... _ . _. __ .. ____ .. _____ . ___ . ____ . ____ . _____ .. _. _. _____ . __ . ____ . goo 54' 
E levation of lJaromoter above sea-l evel.. __________ ... ____ ... _. ___________ • 280 feet. 
~h~ office was removed October 1, 1872, to the third story of t~e 
bulldmg at the corner of Washington and Crawford streets. It is 1n 
the bu ine s center of the city, and in every respect well located. The 
instrnrn nt- helter is of the standard pattern, and projects from a win-
dow with a northern exposure. The only reports received here are 
t ho e from the principal river-stations in the afternoon. One thousand 
fiv hundred and eleven bulletins containing these report have been 
is ned daring the year, and the local obsel'vations are furni hed to the 
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press whenever they will be publi-shed. But little interest is felt here 
in the service, except in connection with the river-reports, which are 
~ received with great favor. 
The station was inspected in :1\-Iarch of the present year, and the offic 
instn1ments, and record found in excellent condition. ' 
Sergt. John Dascomb has been in charge of the station since October 
4, 1872, on which date he was transferred here from DuLuth. Hi mail 
reports are promptly and properly rendered. Two assistants have been 
called in, suc.cessively, for promotion, and passed the required examina-
tion, after the usual instruction at Fort vVhipple. One a i taut 
Private A. B. Hiltman, was ordered in for misconduct, June 16, and 
succeeded by Private 0. L. Jo~selyn, who still remains and has given 
satisfaction. 
River observations are made regularly and reported in the u ual 
manner, the gauge used being the one constructed by the United Stat , 
Engineer Corps, to which reference was made in the last annual report. 
The midnight reports are not forwarded until the telegraph-offic 
opens for l>usiness the next day, and as this is some time after the reO'. 
ular time of taking the morning observation, both reports are delayed. 
Until better telegraphic arrangements can be made, additional report 
cannot be sent to the station with sufficient promptness to make th Dl 
u eful. 
VIRGINIA CITY, MONTANA. 
[Official N~tmber, 77.] 
Latitude . . .. . . .. . .. . ...... .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .••. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 45c 00 
Longitude .............................. _................................ 112° O:l 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .................................. 5510 feet. 
The office was removed on the 1st of J u1y, 1873, but as the station 
bas not been inspected since the change of office, no detailed account 
of its location or of the instruments can be given. 
The latter are reported in good condition by the observer. 
No reports are received here, and therefore no bulletins are issued. 
Sergt . .A.. B. Knight was relieved for gross neglect of duty May ... 
1873, and reduced to the ranks. He was succeeded by Sergt. F. ll. 
Wash, who also failed in his duty; and was relieved September. 26, at 
which date Sergt. J. B. Campbell was ordered to the station. This ·ta-
tion js the only one at which the work has been systematically neglected 
by its observers. 
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUJ\-IBIA. 
[Official Number, 19.] 
Latitude ..............................• _ •... _ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 53' 
Longitude ...................•.............. ____ ....................... 77° 01 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .............•..•............... 105. 56 feet. 
The office remains as last year in the third story of the double build-
ing occupied by the Chief Signal Officer, at 1719 and 1721 street. 
and the station, instruments, and records are in good condition. Sergt. 
Theodore Smith has been in immediate charge during the year, and th 
ability with which his duties have been performed has received tangibl 
recognition from the honorable Secretary of War in an appointment a 
second lieutenant in the United States Army. Sergeant Smith ha 
also had direct charge of the comparison, correction, and pre~erra­
tion of all records and reports received from repeating-station , and ha 
got tllem con-veniently arranged for reference ·whenever needed. er-
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geants T. B. Jennings and E. B. Robbins have had c1Jarge of the first 
and second night-reliefs, respectively, and have been faithful and con-
stant in their attention to duty. 
Sergt. J. B. Newlin continues in charge of the correspondence, and has 
.also taken charge of the station in the occasional absence of Sergeant 
Smith. He has been prompt and regular in attendance, and performed . 
all duties assigned him satisfactorily. 
Sergt. P. F. Nagle remains in charge of the lithographic rooms, and 
Sergt. H. C. Hirst of the printing-room. Both men have been zealous 
and constant in the performance of their duties, and have brought the 
work in tl1eir respective" rooms to a high state of perfection. All the 
men now employed as assistants in the several rooms under my charge 
give satisfaction, and very few iustances of misconduct or of neglect of 
duty have occurred during the year. . 
Reports from all stations are received here, and three maps are issued 
daily, being one for each of the tri-daily reports. One hundred and 
thirty-two thousand six hundred and eight,y-two maps and sixteen thou-
sand nine hundred and nineteen bulletins have been ·ssued during the • 
year, and one thousand one hundred and fifty-five press-reports furnished 
for publication. The issue of printed copies of the midnight "Synopsis 
and Probabilities" to one hundred and forty-six post-offices was com-
menced January 4, 1873, since which date seventy-five thousand five 
hundred and twenty-three copies have been distributed. In addition 
to these publications, nine thousand four hundred and two copies of the 
Weekly Chronicle and six thousand seven hundred and ninety-six copies 
of the Monthly Weather Review have been printed and distributed. 
WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA. 
[Official Number, 20.] 
Latitude ______ _____ ..... _ ....... _ ..... _____ . __ ••..... _ ....... __ ... ____ . 340 11' 
Longitude ............. _ ...........•............... ____ ............ _ .. _ _ · 780 10' 
Elevation of 'barometer above sea-level .. _ .. _. __ ............ _.. . . . . . . • . . . 30. 7 feet. 
No change has been made in the location of the office since the date 
of last report. No reports are received here from other stations, and 
the only bulletins issued are those of the local observations, which are 
furnished regularly to the daily newspapers, and printed with the latest 
Probabilities received. 
The station has not been inspected since July, 1872, but the observer 
reports the records and instruments in good condition. Sergn. Robert 
Seyboth was transferred to the central office April 10, 1873, and suc-
ceeded by Sergt. Otto Schutze, who is now in charge, and has rendered 
all reports promptly and in excellent form. 
Two assistants have been relieved during the year for misconduct, and 
one called in for promotion, who passed t.he usual examination. The 
present assistant is J. C. Senger, who has been on duty since August 
12, 1873, and given satisfaction. 
Twenty cautionary signals have been displayed here during th~ year, 
of which thirteen are reported as fully, and four as partly, justified at 
the station. The observer makes the following remarks in reference to 
these displays : 
October 23-25, 1 72.-The gale having been signaled sixteen hours in advance, the 
shipping in port were prepared for it, consequently no damage was done. 
November 29-30, 1 72.-No damage or injury reported. 
Februa1·y 27-2d, 1 73.-No injury to vessels reported. 
MarclL 2-4, 1 73.-No vessels left port during the display, although several intended 
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to do so on Sunday and Monday. An unusually severe storm is reported to haYe pr _ 
vailed on Sunday afternoon on the North Carolina coast. 
Mm·ch 19-21, 1873.-No vessel left port during the display of signal, and no damacre 
is reported. 
Ma1·ch 23-27, 1873.-No damage done to the shipping in port, and no vessel left the 
har"Qor during the display of the signal. 
, Mm·ch 28-30, 1873.-Three large foreign vessels were about to sail on Friday night 
but remained in port on account of the cautionary signal. No damage done in port. r 
April 9-10, 1873.-A. Norwegian brig and the schooner John went to sea before tho 
signal was hoisted; both vessels, becoming unmanagable before they were out of tho 
channel, collided heavily and were badly damaged. 
September 19-20, 1873.-The signal was heeded by mariners, merchants, and the pull-
lie. One of the most violent storms known for a number of years prevailed here from 
'1.30 a. ru. to 5 a.m. of the 20th, the wind attaining a velocity of forty-eight miles per 
hour. Trees were torn up by the roots, chimneys and ferices 'blown clown, and large 
trees that heretofore bad battled successfully with rude Boreas were compelled to bow 
in obedience to his mighty power. North of the city the storm was even more sever ~ 
destroying barns and out-houses, killing an'd crippling numbers of cattle, the rain 
coming down in torrents all the while. · 
WOOD'S HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS. 
[O:fficial Nutnber, 60.1 
Latitude ................ · ................................................ -.- 41 o 33' 
Longitu ie ...................... · .............. __ .. __ ... __ ....... __ .... __ ... 100 40' 
Elevation of b~~rometer above sea-level ....................... -- ............ 25 feet. 
This station was opened December 4,1872, by Sergt. J. K. P. Purdum, 
who remains in (:barge. All the regular observations are made daily, but 
none are forwarded by telegraph, except when the instrumental indica-
tions are unusually threatening. 
The principal object of the station is the display of cautionary signal , 
of which sixteen haYe been ordered during the year, and eleven of the e 
reported as justified at the station. 
The observer remarks, in reference to the verification of these signal , 
as follows: 
March 8, 1 73.-No damage, as far as heard from. A.t 11.26 p.m., the wind bad l) 
velocity of thirty-five miles per hour. 
March 11-12, 1873.-Tbe signal caused some vessels to stay in harbor-one captain 
said be would have lost his vessel had he made sail. · 
Mm·ch 20-23, 1873.-The signal prevented several vessels from leaving port, and thus 
they escaped the gale. The captain of the steamer Island Home won't leave port while 
the signal is hoisted. No damage reported. 
March 24-28, 1873.-Several vessels anchored in the harbor, and escaped the gale . 
.April16-18, 1873.-0ne vessel wrecked on Broad Shoal, four and a half miles from 
Nobsque light-house; all the crew saved. . 
May 2-5, 18n.-Tbe Island Home did not leave port, and escaped the gale. 
May 8-9, 1873.-~o damage reported. Several vessels anchored in th~ harbor during 
the gale . 
.AuguBt 13-15, 1873.-No damage at this place. The steamer New Bedford took warn-
ing, and did not run her trips ; also the steamer Island Home. 
The office is on Water street, and well located, in a meteorological 
point of view. The instrument shelter, which is of the standard pattern7 
projects in the usual manner from a window facing the north. 
The anemometer, wind-vane, and rain-gauge are placed on a platform 
built on the roof of a shed connected with the house in which the office 
is located, and are well exposed. 
The fishermen of the place are of the opinion that it is one of the mo t 
important points on the coast for the display of signals, as it is not un-
usual for from 200 to 300 vessels to seek shelter in the harbor in ca e 
of storms. 
The station was inspected in January of the present year, and found 
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in a fair condition; but all errors were corrected under the supervision 
of the inspector. 
The observer bas forwarded all his mail reports promptly and in a sat-
isfactory shape. 
'VYTHEVILLE, VIRGINIA. 
[Official Nu1nber, 91.] 
Latituue...... ...... .....• ...... ..........•.• .... . ... .... .... .... .... 36° 58' 
Longitude.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 81° 05' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level ................................. 2294. 8 feet . . 
This station was occupied January 16. 1873, by Sergt. F. Z. Gosewisch, 
who still remains in charge and has given entire satisfaction by tb.e 
prompt and neat manner with which all reports have been forwarded. 
The office 'is well located over the store of Messrs. Crush & . Snow, 
and the roof exposure of the instruments is good. The station has not 
been inspected, · and the details of the position Qf the several . instru-
ments is unknown.. Their condition .is reported as good by the observer. 
No reports are received here and none sent by telegraph, the station 
being one of observation alone. The local observations are regularly 
furnished to the press. 
YANKTON, DAKOTA. 
[Official Number, 95.] 
Latitude ...............•...••.......................• .' .....•... - ..... -
Longitude ........................................................... . 




An observer was ordered to this station March 11, 1873, and he began 
sending regular telegraphic reports April1, 1873. The office was at first 
located some distance from the town in a building belonging to Mr. 
Clevenger, and :fitted up for the purpose by that gentleman, but as the 
wire by which it was connected with the main telegraph-office did not 
work satisfactorily, the observer moved, July 3, to a room on the third 
floor of the St. Charles H<;>tel, at the corner of Capitol and Third streets, 
where it is eligibly located and convenient of access to the principal 
public buildings and to the river. The roof exposure of the instru-
ments is excellent. The instrumP-nt-shelter projects in the usual manner 
from one of the office windows, facing west, as a northern front could 
not be obtained. 
No reports are received here, and consequently no bulletins issued, 
except those of the local observations, which, with the monthly abstracts, 
are regularly furnished the Weekly Press, and published in good form. 
· The station was inspected in July of the present year, and found in 
good condition. Several irregularities in the manner of keeping the 
records were discovered, and corrected under the supervision of the in-
spector. Sergt. N. Phelps has been in charge of the station since its 
e tablishment, with the exception of one month, when he was absent 
with permi sion, and hi place filled by Sergt. George Onslow. All mail 
reports have been forwarded promptly and in proper form. Riv r obser-
vation are made and reported in the usual manner each afternoon. 
The gauge u ed is one constructed by the observer, and although 
roughly made, is accurately graduated. The bed of river is the zero 
point of the gauge, and the actual depth of water in the channel i 
therefore reported. 
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In reference to the intere t taken in the service the inspecting offic r 
remarks as follows: 
I learn from most reliable source , Governor Burbank, Colonel Foster, .A. Q. M. ancl 
10ther gentlemen, that a mi apprehon ion xi ted among the citizens and oth rs ~ to 
the scope of the ob erver's duties at thi point. They supposed that he was to foretell 
,storms, and when the exceedingly severe torru of .April 13 came upon them without 
warning, driving from their camp into private houses the men of the Seventh Cavalry 
there was a great feeling of bitterne toward the observer by the enlisted men of that 
. organization, and they threatened violence to him within bearing of citiz n . Th 
observer was then located in the suburbs, and did not visit town, and so had no per-
sonal threat . The mi under tanding as to his duties has been removed, yet the citi-
..zens retain their interest in the service. 
SPECIAL RIVER-STATIONS. 
ince the uate of the la t annual report nineteen stations ha,~e be n 
selected on the principal western rivers and their tributarie , at which 
regular river observations are ma.de and reported to this office by tele-
graph . These stations are independent of those occupied by enli ted 
men of the signal-service, and the observations are limited to the ri e 
and fall of the rivers in which they are located, the state of the weather, 
and the direction of wind at the time of report. Each station i in 
charge of some well-known citizen, who takes Rufficient interest in the 
ervice to make the .observation., regularly and correctly, and the gen-
eral re u1t of the past year's experience has been satisfactory in lemon-
strating both the practicability and the usefulness of the work. There-
port are sent. over all the river circuits, and dropped at each of the r gular 
tation on the principal rivers. The following table shows the nam 
of the everal stations, the rivers upon which they are located, the 
name of the ob erver, and the date at which each began reporting: 
Stations. Ri>ers. 
~ ~r~J~~~.1;o:: :::::::::::::::: ~~es~~~i!.::::: ::::: 
~ ~iltldt~7 R~~:~-~~ ::::::::::::: ···u~g~0any.: ::::::::: 
5 Drowx:sville, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mono1lgaliela ...... . 
6 Evansville, Ind................ bio ............... . 
7 Confluence, Pa................. Youghiogbeny: ... . . 
8 New Geneva, Pa ............... Monongahela ...... . 
i~ f::~~~!~~~::::::::::::::: :~~::~r~:::::::::::: 
12 Littie Rock, Ark . .. . . . . .. . . .. . Arkansas ......... . . 
13 Plattsmouth, Nebr ............. Mi souri. ......... .. 
14 Mari tta, Ohio................. Obio .. . ............ . 
i~ ~vint Josrv?· Missouri....... .. ~ss~~i. ._ ......... . 
i7 ciYt~i~~~~ :_~ ~ ~: ::::::::::: ~r~~:;;~l:::::::::: 
19 Le Claire, Iowa............... . Mississippi ...... .. . 
Names. I Comm need r porting. 
David Alter .............. 'April 17.1873 
Edward Kehr ............. .April 24, um 
Louis C. Lohman ..... .. .. May 12,1 73 
J. D. Thompson .......... .April 20, 1 n 
J . .Allen Hubbs ....... .... Jun 6,1873 
.A. C. Push e ............. .April 21,1 73 
M. Tannehill.............. .April 23, 1 73 
~-J:·:it~~nR~~·~ ~:::: ~:::: !~~# ~: i~ 
H . .A.M. V.aughan ....... .April 21, 1 73 
G. D. Kennedy . . . . . . . . . . . May 1, 1873 
C. H. Conradt . . . . . . . . . . . . .April 21, 1873 
.A. L. Child, M. D . • • • • • . . . April 20, 1873 
J. H. Best . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . April 19, 1873 
.A. L. Kerr................ May , 1873 
D. H . Cox ................ May 7, 1873 
Capt. C. Bachman . . . . . . . . May 1, 1 73 
W. H. Yotmg............. .April 28, 1 
J.P. Disney .. .. .. ........ June 2, 1 3 
From July 1 to the pre ent date, only one report per week from ach 
tation ha been received by telegraph; but the ob ervations have be n 
kept up regularly at all of them, and reported weekly by mail on the 
e ·tabli bed form adopted by the office. The regular daily telegraphic 
reports will be re umed October 1 and continue until the close of navi-
gation renders them unnece ary. The instructions is ued to the e 
special ta ion , with the cipher in which the reports are tran mitt d 
and the location of the "bench-marks" at all the river- tation , o h 
regular and pecial, have been previously submitted to you and ap-
pro ed. Other in tructions will be issued from time to time, a occa ion 
requires. 
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WEST INDIA ISLANDS. 
HAVANA, CUBA. 
[Official N~trnber, 100.] 
L atitude .......................••...... ·----- ......................... 23° 9' 24" 
L ong itude ............................................................. 82° 22' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level...... . . . . . . .. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 21.66 feet. 
Observations were commenced at this station June 22, by Mr. Charles 
Hasselbrink, and forwarded weekly by mail on the regular form until 
August 6, 1873, when the transmission of the morning and afternoon 
reports by telegraph began, and has been continued with as much reg-
ularity as the telegraphic facilities would permit. The midnight reports 
cannot be sent under the present arrangements, as the telegraph-office 
closes in the afternoon. 
The observation office is at No. 63 Neptune street, and is believed to 
be well located. · 
KINGSTON, JAMAICA. 
l Official Number, 4.J 
L atit ude ............•....................... . ..........•.............. 17° 58' 
Longitude ........................... .. ................................ 76° 47' 3tl" 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level................................. unknown. 
Observations are taken by Mr. James Gall, who began reporting by 
telegraph September 1S, 1873, and bas sent two reports daily since that 
date, with as much regularity as the telegraphic facilities will permit. 
The midnight report cannot be sent from this station at present, as 
the telegraph-office closes in the afternoon. 
The office is at" Myrtle Bank," and Mr. Gall has taken all necessary 
steps to make his station useful and his reports accurate. 
SANTIA<{O DE CUBA. 
[Official Number, 3.] 
L atitude •..•..•••.......•..........••••..... _ .••.••••••..... _. . . . . . . . . . • 200 00' 
Lon~:,ritud e ............. _ .................. _ .... •...• _ .•.............. . -.... 76° 00' 
E levation of barometer above sea-level ....• _ .••..•.•••.....••....••...•.. unknown. 
The :fjist report from this station was received September 29, 1873, 
and was not a full one, as the authorities would not permit the use of 
cipher. As their action appears to be based upon a misunderstanding 
of the purpose for which the cipher is used, application has been made 
to have the restriction removed, and the agent reports that it will prob-
ably prove successful. - Until this is done reports will not have the same 
value as those from other stations, as they are limited to the usual ten 
wmd. · 
CANADIAN STATIONS. 
Regular telegraphic reports are now received. from eleven stations in 
the Dominion of Cana<la and other British provinces. Their names and 
po ition are gi en below : 
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1'0RONTO, ONTARIO. 
[ Ofjidctl Number, 58.1 
Latitude ...••................................. -.-.- .. ----- .. -- ..... -. - 43° 39' 24'' 
Longitude .. _. _. ___ . ~. _. _ ................... -.-------------.--.------- 79° 21' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ..... --.-----.-.-- .. -----.--.--- 342 fee t. 
Reports have been received regularly during the whole year via 
Buffalo. 
IONTREAL, QUEBEC. 
[Official Number, 56.1 
Latitude .......... - ....... - - - -. - -- - -- - - - - - .. -. --. --- .. - - . - - - . - . - - - - . - - -. . . 45c 30' 
Longitude ....•................................ -.... - - .... --. -- -.- -- - .. - .. 73° 25' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL- ......... - ..... --.- ......... - ..... . 
Observations are made and reported regularly by Professor Oharle 
Smallwood, director of the )lontreal Observatory, one of the olcle t and 
most experienced observers in the :Qominion. 
QUEB~C, QUEBEC. 
[ Offioial Number, 57.] 
Latitude ...................... -· ........... --.- .. - ... -.--.--.---.--.-. 46° 29' 12" 
Longitude .. ---·---·----------···········-·-·······--·-···-·--- ----· ··· 71° 13' 45" 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ............................... - 336 feet. 
Reports have been receiYed regularly via Bu:fft:tlo. 
KINGSTON, ONTARIO. 
[Official Numbe1·, 80.] 
Latitude......................................................... . . . . . 44° 12' 
Longitude ... · .................. _ ............................ c • • • • • • • • • • 75° 4.1' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ............................. _ ... 326.7 :f, et. 
Reports have been received reg~larly via Buffalo. 
PORT STANLEY, ONTARIO. 
f Official Number, 78. J 
Latitude........................................... . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 42° 40' 
Longitude ....................................... . .......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 1° 13' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ..... .................... __ . _ ... _. 584 feet. 
Reports have been regularly received via Buffalo. 
PORT DOVER, ONTARIO. 
[Ojfioial Number, 79.] 
Lati ude ........................... __ ......... _ . _ ..... _ _ _ _ . _ . ________ . _ 42o 41' 
Longitude ............. _ ...... _ . ______ . __ . __ .... _ .. _ . _ . _. _. __ .. _ . _ ..... _ oo 13' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ...... _. __ ._. __ ..... _ ..... _ ...... _ 619 feet. 
Reports have been received regularly via Buffalo. 
S.A.UGEEN, ONTARIO. 
[Official Number, 81.] 
Latitude................................................................ 4Z0 401 
Longitude .......... _. _ ......... _ ... __ . _ ... _. _. _ .. _. __ . _ .••.....•. __ . _. _ 1° 16' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .... _ .........•.. _. _ ....•..... _ . . . 597 feet. 
Reports have been received regularly via Buffalo. 
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FORT GARRY, 1\'IANITOBA. 
[Official Nttmber, 88.] 
Latitude................................................................ 49° 52' 
Longitude.............................................................. 96° 58' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ................................ -- 654 feet. 
Reports began January 1, 1873, and haYe been regularly received via 
Saint Paul, Minn. 
HALIFAX, NOV A SC01'IA. 
[Official Nttmber, 89.] 
Latitude ......... _-_ ...................•......................... , ..... 44° 39' 42'' 
Longitude ............... _ ............................................ 63° 35' 30'' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ..... -.· ........................ . 
Began reporting regularly December 9, 1872, and received via-
Buffalo. 
CHATHAThf, NEW BRUNSWIOK. 
[Official N-umber, 2.] 
Latitude .................................................................. 47° 01' 
Longitude ................................................................ 65° 30' 
Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ........................ · ........... . 
Began reporting September 23, 1873, and received via Buffalo. 
CAPE ROZIER, QUEBEC. 
[Official N'ttmber, 1.] 
Latitude . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48° 56' 
Longitude ....... : ......................................................... 64° 211 
Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ................. _ ................. . 
Began reporting September 27, 1873, and received via Buffalo. 
The reports from all these stations, except Port Garry, are -col-
lected at Toronto by Prof. G. T. Kingston, the chief of the Dominion 
meteorological bureau, and forwarded by him in a consolidat~d form. 
The same cipher is used as 'for those made at the regular stations in the 
United States, and weekly transcripts of the observations are forwarded 
regularly by mail on forms prepared by Professor Kingston. The num-
bers given the several stations are for the convenience of our own ob-
servers in reporting them on· Form 19. 
RECAPITULATION. 
Number of sergeants on station at this date ..................................... 88 
Number of a sistants ou station at this date ..................................... 93 
Number of deaths during the year ...... ·----- .................................. 5 
Number of desertions during the year ...................................... _ .. _ 5 
Of the deaths, three were accidental and two from yellow fever. 
Total number of maps issued during year ... _ .... __ .... _ ................... 320, 770 
Total number of regular bulletins issued during year ................... _... J 43, 097 
Total number of river-bulletins-issued during year ......... ! ..... _.......... 23, 210 
Total number of press-reports is~med during year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 224 
Total number of post-office bulletins issued during year ... _ ...... _ .......•.. 895, 014 
Paper 13 i a table of condensed meteorological stati tics reported from 
the e station . The report from the observer on the island of Saint 
Paul, in the Aleutian group, presents some points of peculiar interest, 
and is given separately in Paper 14. 
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There are seventy-eight stations now established in the United State 
and in regular operation, being an increase of thirteen during the year. 
The plan on which these have been designated was minutely de cribed 
in the last annual report. 
For the exact study of the phenomena of the upper portions of the 
atmosphere, and to determine more accurately the proper reductions to 
be made for great elevations, temporary stations have been established 
at favorable points. In addition to the regular station on the summit 
of 1Yiount Washington, New Hampshire, three others, one at the ba e, 
and two dividing the interval between the base and the summit, were in 
operation between June 1 and July 31, (Paper 15.) The summit of Mount 
Mitchell, North Carolina, was occupied as a station during the months of 
June, July, and August, and the base of that mountain was also occu-
pied during August, (Paper 16.) For similar reasons the difficult task 
of e tabli bing a permanent telegraphic station on the summit of Pike's 
Peak, Colorado, at an elevation of14:,216 feet, bas been accomplished, and 
the station is now in operation. .A telegraphic line seventeen miles in 
length has been built to connect the summit with Colorado Springs, and 
a road has been made by which it is easil,y accessible. A substantial 
building has been erected on the crest of the peak. By the care of the 
honorable the Secretary of War proper steps have been taken to declare 
a portion of the mountain to be a Government reservation. 
Material aid bas been contributed to the establishment of this station 
by citizens of Colorado Springs, and by the officers of the Denver and 
Rio Grande Railroad Company. Mr. Matt. France, of Uolorado Springs) 
and Mr. B. F . Wood ward, of Denver, are entitled to special thanks for 
their exertions. It is in contemplation to take observations from the 
base of the mountain, as well as the summit, during a period sufficient 
for useful comparisons. The discussion of these observations will be 
entered upon as soon as is practicable. · 
The system of thorough inspection of each station by officers specially 
instructed for the purpose, alluded to·in the last annual report, has been 
continued, experienc~ showing it to be indispensable. First Lieut. 
Charles S. Smith, Fourth United States Artillery, acting signal-officer, 
continued on that duty from October last until April 5, subsequently 
being relieved from detail with this office. First Lieut. A. W. Greely, 
Fifth United States Cavalry, acting signal.officer, has been during the 
whole year engaged in inspection duty, to the manifest benefit of the 
service. Paper 17 shows the dates at which sixty-four separate sta-
tions have been inspected and by whom. 
The reports now received by comity of exchange with the Dominion of 
Canada are from eleven stations, four having been added during the 
year. Return report are telegraphed to Prof. G. T. Kingston, of To-
ronto, chief of the meteorological bureau of the Dominion, at his re-
que t. Separate reports have also been received from Prof. Charle 
Smallwood, director of the Montreal Observatory. Warnings are given 
to the meteorological bureau of the Dominion whenever the condition 
known at thi office are uch as to indicate unusually dangerous weather 
<>n the lower lakes or ea tern provincial coasts, in a manner and by a 
pecial arrangement of cipher agreed upon. The immediate value of 
thi international sy tern to both countries is now frequently shown 
~bile it fu _ure good results, political and practical, will increa e b 
t ime, and mth the more thorough interchange which will follow the ex-
t en ion of both rvices . 
.After much delay arrangements have been completed by which tel-
egraphic report , regarded as e sential for meteoric indications, are 
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obtained from the West India Islands. The regular telegraphic re-
ports from Havana, Cuba, began on Augt1st 6, from Kingston, Ja-
maica, on September 18, and from Santiago de Cuba, on September 
29. Three other points in the islands of Porto H.ico, Guadeloupe, and 
Barbados will be equipped as soon as observers can be designated. 
The arrangements are, in brief, thai; the observers at the stations 
are residents of the locality, specially recommended for their fitness, and 
the instruments are furnished by this office, which also pays for tele-
graphmg the reports. The Westindiaand Panama Telegraph Company 
transmits reports at one-third its regular rates, and is to be commended 
for its liberality. There is. no international arrangement with the au-
thorities of any of these islands, which fact is greatly to be regretted, 
nor is there at present any return of telegraphic reports provided for or 
officially requested. Mr. Adolf Strauss, of Havana, has rendered much 
assistance in procuring these reports. 
The system of telegraphing the rise and fall of water in the principal 
rivers, commenced during the year 1872, has been extended. In addi-
tion to the regular stations, twenty in number, upon the Mississippi 
H.iver and its confluents, which furnisQ. the river-report in addition to 
that of the meteoric changes, nineteen other stations have been selected 
on the principal western rivers. and their tributaries, from which special 
river-reports are received by telegraph. 
These stations are independent of those occupied by enlisted men of 
the signal-service, and the observations are limited to the rise and fall 
of the rivers, the state of weather, and the direction of wind at the time 
of report. Each station is in charge of some well-known citizen, who is 
compensated for making the observations regularly and correctly. The 
general result of the past year's experience has been satisfactory, in 
demonstrating both the practicability and usefulness of the work. 
These reports are bulletined at each of the regular stations on the prin-
cipal rivers. 
The observations are required to be taken daily and forwarded by 
telegraph at certain seasons of the year when danger from freshets may 
be anticipated. At other seasons the observations are taken daily and 
reported weekly by mail, on forms furnished by this office. In the pres-
ent year daily telegraphic reports have been had from each station from 
the date of its establishment to July 1st. They will be resumed October 
. 1st, and continued until the close of navigation renders them unneces-
sary. Paper 18 contains the instructions issued to these special sta-
tions, with the cipher in which the reports are transmitted, and Paper 
19 the location of the "bench-marks" at all the river-stations, both reg-
ular and special. The advantage already gained to the river commerce 
through their publication has been gratefully acknowledged. .It is now 
attempted by this office to analyze these reports as received, in connec-
t~on with the reports of other phenomena, and to prepare for publica-
tiOn a synopsis of the rise and fall of water, stating the present condi-
tion of the rivers reporteu upon and that probably to follow. A con-
tinued study of this subject will, it is hoped, allow of prognostics to 
protect river commerce, and the districts whose safety depends upon 
levees~ from the disasters occasioned by freshets, as well as to give 
warnings useful for the navigation which i's affected by the stage of 
water. The charts prepared by Lieut. Henry Jackson, acting signal-
officer and assistant, attached to Paper 18, illustrate graphically the 
fluctuations during the year in the following rivers, viz, the Mississippi, 
Mis ouri, Ohio, Red, and Cumberland. 
The whole number of stations of observations from which this office 
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now receives its stated reports is ninety-two, of which seventy-eight are 
the regular stations in the United States, eleven belong to the Canadian 
system, and three to that commenced for the West Indies. 
Applications have been received for the establishment of one hundred 
and forty-nine stations, which, with the present appropriations, cannot 
be supplied. Paper 25 exhibits a list of these stations. 
The number of observer-sergeants on duty at this date is eigllty-eight. 
The assistants to observers at stations number ninety-three. 
Justice to the two ci\"ilian clerks provided by law for this office re-
quires the renewal of the recommendation contained. in the last annual 
report, that they should receive a ·more adequate compensation, 
which would be accomplished by an amendment of section 19 of the act 
of Congress approved March 3, 1863, changing the words "class two" to 
"class four." The services of these clerks are valuable. Their labori-
ous duties can to some extent be estimated by reference to the appro-
priate heads in Paper 8. On examination of the classification of clerks 
in the several bureaus of the War Department, it is ascertained that no 
duties ·imilar in character and equal in amount to those performed by 
the two clerks of the signal-service, are paid for at so small a rate as 
that provided for them ten years ago, when the work of the office wa 
comparatively small. 
The comparison and testing of meteoric instruments for the purposs 
of establishing standards has been continued, as also the study and ex-
periment to provide improved apparatus for the equipment of stations. 
An electrical self-recordfng river-gauge, devised by Second Lieut. D. J. 
Gibbon, acting signal-officer, especially for use at river-stations, is still 
being tested, as is also one more recently devised by First Lieut. H. H. 
C. Dunwoody, acting signal-officer and assistant. The electrical self-
recording attachment to the anemometer, devised by Lieutenant Gib-
bon, heretofore adopted by this office, has been improved · by him, 
through the addition of electrical machinery connecting it with the 
wind-vane, by which the direction, as well as th~ velocity, of the wind 
is continuously given. A description of this instrument is given in 
Paper 7. · Lieutenant Gibbon has also devised a self-recording barome-
ter, the fluctuations of which are recorded continuously by means of 
electricity. This instrument has advantag-es in simplicity and cheap-
ness. 
The instrument-room at this office has been under the general charge 
of First Lieut. H. H. 0. Dunwoody, acting signal-officer and assi tant. 
Paper 20 gives a detailed report of the instruments compared . and cor-
rected for station-work, and tested for other purposes during the year. 
The telegraphic service connected with the office has been, since Jan-
uary 1st last, under the special charge of Mr. James .A. Swift, electrician, 
who e duties have been well performed. Seven hundred and sixty-
eight thou and and sixty-six cipher words of weather-reports have been 
received by telegraph at, and three hundred and nineteen thou and 
nine hundred and ninety-two sent from, this office during the year. 
Three thou and seven hundred and twenty-one telegraphic me age 
other than weather-report , but connected with that work, have al o 
b~en received and three .thousand four hundred and eighty-six ent. 
E1ghty-thr~e thou and one hundred and thirteen mailed reports ha\e 
been examined and compared with telegraphic copies, and filed for 
future re:D renee. The auditing of the bills of telegraph companie i 
also under the upervi ion of the electrician . · 
In the regular eli charge of the duties of the office tbree telegraphic 
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reports Lre received daily, each report averaging eight hundred and 
sixteen cipher words. The average time of · transmis~ion from the mo-
ment the instruments are read at the several stations until the reports 
of those observations are received at this office, has been eighty-five 
minutes. . 
The office has still to regret that its telegraphic facilities are not as 
complete as the best discharge of the duties in its care would require. 
The hope is .entertained that this source of difficulty will be removed. 
The preparation of the deductions, known as the Synopses and Proba-
bilities, from the meteoric data recorded at this office, and the editing of 
the regular publications, the ,; Weekly Weather Uhronicle," "Monthly 
Weather Review,"" Synopses, Probabilities, and Facts," have been dur-
ing the year in. immediate charge of Prof. Cleveland Abbe, assistant; 
First Lieut. Robert Craig, acting signal-officer and assistant; Prof. 
Thompson B. Maury, assistant; and First Lieut. H. H. C. Dunwoody, 
acting signal-officer and assistant. The duties have been performed by' 
them in rotation, each having care of the preparation of the deductibns 
for the period of one month, and for the succeeding month supervising 
the publications above mentioned. The services of these officers upon 
these and other special details assigned them have been marked by 
M~~ . . 
• A regular course of study and practice is pursued by officers at this 
office in preparation for these duties. As a portion of this course the 
following writings are required to be carefully read in the order named, 
viz : Loomis's Treatise on Meteorology ; Practical use of Meteorological 
Reports and Weather-Maps; Instructions to Observer-Sergeants; Smith-
sonian Directions for Meteorological Observations; Buchan's Handy 
Book of Meteorology ; Piddington's Horn Book ; Espy's Philosophy of . 
Storms ; FitzRoy's Weather-Book; Martin's l~otary Theory of Storms; 
Ley's Laws of the Winds; Espy's First J\Ieteorological Report; Espy's 
Fourth Meteorological Report. In connection with these works, and 
reference had to others in the library of the office, the officer is required 
to make studies of the daily weather-maps noting thereon the atmos-
pheric conditions as indicated by the reports, with the variations in 
pressure, temperature, humidity, wind-direction, &c., and the consequent 
changes as exhibited from day to day. The study of text-books ·and 
publlcations on the subject of meteorolo~y is not considered sufficient 
for purposes of the education in view, without constant comparison of 
the reports in their sequence, and the charting of them as received, with 
.the advice and correction of officers experienced in the duty. The chart-
ing of weather-maps is thus practiced until the officer becomes thor-
oughly familiar with the process, after which the preparation of deduc-
tions from the tri-<.laily reports is commenced and made a continuous 
.study. Special attention is given to the subject of cautionary signals, 
with ref~retice to the direction and velocity of wind considered danger-
ous at the various cautionary-signal stations. 
The trl-daily Synopsis and Probabilities have been issued from this 
office in the manner explained in previous reports with unfailing regu-
larity at 10.30 a. m., 6.30 p. m., and 1 a.m., daily, no case of omission or 
serious delay having occurred during the year. 
The di play of bulletins and weather-charts at stations, the supply of 
prompt and gratuitous information to the press, and the exhibitions at 
de ignated stations of day or night signals at times of supposed special 
danger, have been continued. The total number of tabulated bulletins 
is ned and distributed at the seYerallake, sea-coast, and river ports, and 
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inland cities have been one hundred and forty-three thousand and nine-
ty-seven, excluding the _special river-bulletins, which have amounted to 
twenty-three thousand two hundred and ten. The total number of 
weather-charts issued and distributed has been three hundred and 
twenty thqusand seven hundred and seventy, and the press-reports (ex-
clusive of the publication of the Synopses and Probabilities) have been 
twenty-three thousand two hundred and twenty-four. 
The attention of the office has, during the past year, been frequently 
directed to the fact that the publication of the deductions known a 
Probabilities alone, as given in many of the journals, is not a sufficient 
exhibit of the data supplied. It ought to be understood that these de-
ductions given alone constitute but an inferior portion of the informa-
tion furnished. The plan of the office bas been, from the beginning, to 
publish for public use, and tri-daily, four principal papers: 1st. The 
tabulated bulletins, exhibiting tri-daily the observations as read at each 
station; 2d. A chart presenting these data chartographically; 3d. A 
Synopsis; and 4th. A Probability. Each of these papers ought to be 
read with reference to the others, and if such reading is made with the 
use of local instruments and some knowledge of meteoric laws, it will 
be found that the instances are few in which important meteoric changes 
occur without some warning given of their approach. ·The tabulated 
bulletin~ are prepared for the press at most of the principal cities. The 
Synopsis is invariably transmitted to the several press associations, 
together with the Probabilities, tbe former condensing the facts upon 
which the opinions stated in the latter are based. The publication 
of the Probabilities alone causes the forecasts to appear as mere oracles, 
and not, as they are designed to be, scientific inferences or deductions 
from meteorological data actually r~corded. 
The office has continued, under the direction of the Secretary of War, 
its exertions to solve for the special benefit of agricultural interests the 
problem of giving promptly the information cou tained in the daily weather-
report to the many farming and other communities not now reached by 
telegraph, and for which the copies published by the press do not arrive 
in time for use. The plan adopteu has been to divide the territory of the 
United States into districts, each district having a distributing point at 
or near the center, from which two printed copies of the Synopses and 
Probabilities are forwarded by mail to all post-offices within the district 
and which can be reached by rail, steamer, or mail-coach by 4 p. m. of 
the same day. These reports are designed to exhibit the probable con-
dition of the weather in the district, including not only notice of storm 
generally considered dangerous, but, when possible, giving indication 
of dry weather, light rain, extremes of temperature, and frost. 
On December 7 last a request was made by the Chief Signal-Officer to 
the honorable the Postmaster-General, with the approval of the honora-
ble the Secretary of War, for his favorable action upon tlre plan indi-
cated, and wa responded to by the Postmaster-General on December 
11 with a urance of the co-operation of the Post-Office Department, 
and the information that he hau issued an order instructing all post-
ma ters receiving the above-mentioned reports by mail to post them im-
mediately in the frames supplied for that purpose by this office. o 
oon a the nece ary arrangements could be made, the plan went into 
operation. The following li. t shows the stations taken up as eli tribut-
ing point , the time when the special work comme~ced at each, and the 
number of po t-offices supplied from it. 
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Number of 
Station. Commenced. offices 
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Thecorrespondence on this subject ir-; contained in Paper 21, to which 
is attached a chart exhibiting the distributing districts contemplated, 
as well as those established. The co-operation of the War and Post-
Office Departments thus described now provides for the regular distri-
bution daily of eight thousand nine hundred and eighty-two copies of 
the weather report to four thousand four hundred and ninety-one dif-
ferent post-offices, and will still be extended as rapidly as possible. The 
whole number of these special bulletins printed and distributed is eight 
hundred and ninety-five thousand and fourteen. The Synopses and 
Probabilities, as deduced from thfl midnight observations, are tflle-
grapbecl at once from the central office at Washington to each of the 
distributing stations, and there printed in large type by the enlisted 
men of the signal-service, addressed. to the several postmasters, and 
mailed according to a sys'tematic arrangement, which takes advant_age 
of ever,y moment to reach each point with the greatest speed. The suc-
cess already attained in the practical working of this plan, and the ob-
vious satisfaction it has given to the public, should be a subject of 
gratification to the War and Post-Office Departments, as it is to this 
office. The thanks of the Department. are due the honorable the Post-
master General for the facilities furnished, and under him to Mr. George 
S. Bangs, superintendent of the railway mail-service, for his personal 
as well as official assiRtance. By the different modes of publication 
adopted for the service, each of which has been arranged with definite 
purpose, and including that had through the public press, it is estimated 
that the information emanating from this office reaches daily one-third 
of the households in the United States. 
For the purpose of rendering the office better acquainted with the 
wants of the agricultural community, many agricultural societies have, at 
the request of the Ohief Signal-Officer, appointed permanent committees 
to correspond·and confer with the office. One hundred and seventeen 
of these organizations are now in corresponllence, (Paper 22,) and notice 
has been given by others that committees will soon be appointed by 
them. A list of similar committees appointed by the boards of trade and 
chamber of commerce, forty-four in number, is in Paper 23. 
It bas been a duty of the office to publish the information obtained 
by it in the form of collated statistics. The Weekly Weather Chronicle, 
which wa briefly alluded to in the last annual report as commenced, 
ha been enlarged and improved. Each copy exhibits a general sum-
mary of the meteoric changes ovet the whole region from which reports 
are received, during the seven da,ys previous to the day of publication, 
20w 
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as well as for each separate clay. A special 1 eference is made to the 
river-reports. (Paper 24). 
During the year nine tllou aucl four hundred and. two copies have l>een 
gratuitously di tributed to committees ot: agricnltural societie ' and 
boards of trade, to scientific persons in this country aud abroad., and to 
the press. 
The Monthly vVeather Review, the publication of which was com-
menced in Janm~ry last, reviews the facts for each month concerning 
storms, winds, rain-fall, air, river, and ocean temperatures, and the rise 
and fall of riYers. It is accompanied with charts showing the tracks of 
low barom tric pressure, the isobars, isotherms, and prevailing winds 
for the m011th. Tbe umnl>er of copies of this publicati.on issued during 
the year ba l>een six tbousand seven hundred and uinety-six. Paper 
25 include tue reviews issued since the date of the last annual report. 
Tlle Daily Bulletin bas been prepared as a monthly publication for 
each month, from aud including Septembtr, 1872. Each volume ex-
hibit the "e"·eral rrports from synchronous observations at the various 
tatiom; at tlle regular llours, viz, 7.35 a. m., 4.35 p. m., all(l 11 p. m., 
Wa biugton mean time, with the weather-chart on a reduced scale for 
each obH rvation in immediate connection not o1lly with the Sy-
nop~i · and Probabilities issued for each observation, but the ''Facts" 
nccee<ling tlle latter being collated in detail from the reports of 
the ob: rver· made at the next regular observation following the 
i ·ue of each Probabilitie . This publication exhibits 1jhe data upon 
wpich tb1 office has been campelled to act in making itH tri-daily an-
nouuc 111 uts, and presents for general use the informatio11 gath red. 
'IlJi ' 'vork i not ouly a contribution of data valuable to meteoric science, 
but aim· to show impartially aud in deta.il the successes and failures of 
tb oilice. 
'Ihe publications of the office thus referred to amount in the course 
of tlJC J ar to mauy volumes. The scope of an annual report permits 
tlli · brief reference to them only. · 
At the reque t of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, United States comrni -
ioner of fi, · ll aud :tislJerie , the work of tbe observers at the stations 
favorably located for the pnrpo,e has been increased, by requiriug ob-
·erva tion. to be taken daily of the water temperatures in the dift'~reut 
river· and h;trbors. The reports of these observations are made on a 
p cial form, (Paper 24.) These reports have not yet l>een continued 
ufficieutly long to permit of afe deductious, but promise to have u e-
ful r "·nlts in the olution of problems beyond the important object of 
pi, ·i ·ulture througllout the United Stl:l-tes for which they were at first 
in titnted. 
u addi i.onal €1nty was imposed upon the Secretary of War by the 
provi ion of tlJe act of Congre s approve<.! March 3, 1873, entitled-
.An act makinJI. avpropr_iations for sundry ciYil expeuses of tbe Gov rnment for the fi cal sear ending 
June tnntwth, e1gbteen hundred and se-renty.four, and for other purpcse~:~, as follows: 
Be it enacted by the 'eru.ttc ana House of Bep1·esentatives of the UnitecZ States of America 
in Co1lfJI'CS8 assembled, That the following 'urns be, and the ·arne are hereby, appropri-
ated for the obje t bereiuaft r expre. ed, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 
eight en hundr d and seventy-four, namely : 
it 
* 
For ·outing ncies of life-saving tations on t.be coast of the Uniteu tat s, fifteen 
thou aucl dollars. And that the 'ecretary of War be and hereby i authorized to -
tabH h siguaJ- tati us at light-house., at ncb of the life-saving stations on the Jake 
or. ea coa t a may be . uitably located for that. purpo e, anu to connect the sam with 
snell p int a may be neces ary for the prop r lischarge of be ignal- ervh;e by mean 
of a suitable teJe •raph line inca e where uo lines are iu operation, to he constru ted 
maintained, and worked under the direction of the Chief Signal-Officer of tho Army, or 
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the Secretnry of War ancl the Secretary of _the Treasury; and ~·he nse of tbe life-sav-
ing tations as signal-stations shall 1Je st~bJect to such 1·egulat1_ous as may be agreed 
upou 1Jy said officials; and the sum of thuty thousand dollars 1s hereby appropnated 
to carry into effect this prov1sion. 
Tn disehnrge of this duty a telegraph line has been complet(Jd ten 
miles in length, from Seaville to Peek's Beach, N. J., connecting at Sea-
ville with the line of vVestern Union TelegTaph Company. The mate-
rial is r(':Hly, and the work is in progress on the construction of a line 
from Sandy Hook to Barnegat Inlet, N.J., a distance of fifty miles, con-
necting \Titb the Western Union line at Long Branch. These connec-
tions will allow of signals being displayed at the life-saving stations es-
tablished-at Saudy Hook, Long- Branch, Barnegat, Atlantic City, Peck's 
Beach, ilnd Cape May. The plan in contemplation proposes the estab-
lishment of Hig-ual-stations at life-saving stations and light-houses along 
the ocean-coast of New Jersey, from Sandy Uook to Cape May, at dis-
tam~es of twenty-five miles from each other. A liue is in process of 
ereetiou from the vil1age of Rockport, Mass., to Thatcher's Island light-
house, a di tnnce of three miles and a half, of which one m.ile and a 
half will be cable. 
A line connecting the stations at life-saving stations and light-houses 
along the coast from Norfolk, Va., to Uape Hatteras, N. 0., a distance . 
of oue llunured and thirty-seven miles, and on one of the most danger-
ous coasts of tl.Je United States, is in construction. It is expecteu that 
the above-mentioned lines will be completed during the prese11t year. 
Attention is iu viteu to the fact that the whole 'vork now done in the 
erectiou of thet:Je lines, and to be done hereafter in operating them, has 
beeu done aml is to be done by t.he officers and men of the signal-serv-
ice of tile Army. By no other agency coald so large an amount of line 
so situatetl be constructed with the i'mall appropriation provided. 
It is not necessary to dwell upon the benefits to result from the work 
of tl.Je tations thus provided for. Not only will the meteoric informa-
tion regularly receiveu be greatly increased iu amount and value by that 
taken on the sea coast and at ijhe actual sea-level; but storm-waruings 
vi ible at a sufficient distance from shore to allow often of the proper 
meam; to be taken for safet,y, can be given to Yessels approaching dan-
gerous coasts, while on the occurrence of inevitable disaster assistance 
can be s u mmone(l at once from t.he neigh bori11g lit e-saving stations, and 
informatiou regarding the occurrence be trausmittetl to underwriters 
and others intere~ted . Communication can readily be held by signal 
and telegraph with vessels of the naval and merchant marine from 
Wasbingtou and from other cities, anti the coast will be provided with. 
a vidette 'ystem, invaluable iu time of poss~ble war. The expense of se-
curing these ad,·antages to the country is comparatively trifling, the 
ob erver- ergeaut of the signal-service at each station being cl.Jarged 
with the telegra.phic operations, and the uecessary lines being· con-
structed maintained, and worked under the direction of the Chief Sig-
nal-Officer by enlh;ted meu of the signal-service. It is to be hope<l that 
Congrf' , will, by future appropria.tion, allow the extension of this spe-
cial work to tbe lake and sea coastt:J, where the l1fe-saving and light-
house y tern are deemed uecessary, aft"ordiug thus coast-service un-
parall led in the world. The thanks of the O!Jief Signal-Officer are <..lue 
to .:\Ir. . I. Kimllall, the chief of the Revenue-Mariue Bureau, who bas 
tender d room in eaeh of the seleeteu station-houses of the life-saving· 
ser ie for the observer-sergeant of the signal- ervice·, and bas provided, 
by tb erectjon of a flag-staff ou the new buildings, for the proper dis-
play of signals. 
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At the reque t of Hon. Francis A. Walker, Superintendent of the 
United State C n u , for the contributiou by this office of chart. to 
form pari of the tatistica1 atlas of the United States, the compilation 
of which i , by law, in his charg·e, uch are now iu course ot: pr para-
tion, bowing, for the ear 1872-'73, tb~ following meteorological detail: 
viz : Tl1e i ouaron1 tric lines; the number of times each dir ction of 
wind is recorded; the average hourly velocity of each wiud; the maxi-
mum reconl d Yelocity of each wind; the total annual movement of th 
wind; th distrilmtion of storms or storm frequency. 
vVbile re ponding, when possible, to all requests made for statistical 
and other information, the thanks of the Chief Signal-Officer tnu t b 
rend red to many cieotists, in this country and abroad, for.th ir valu-
able assi~tance. Especial acknowledgment is to he made to Prof. John 
T,Ynda1l, of tile Royal Institution, London ; Sir William Thorn on, pro-
fe or of uatnral philo ophy in the University of Glasgow; Dr. Fred. 
Patt r ·on, of San Antonio, Tex:; Rev. James Rankin, D. D., vresideut 
of Hobart Coli ge, Geneva, N. Y.; and Mr. M. F. Stevenson, Gaine . 
ville, Fla., l.a l:lYe contributed regular or occasional reports of value. 1'he 
agent of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company at New York has for-
warded a large number of marine records on forms furnished by thi 
o~<:e, and ince July, 1872, regular monthly meteoric reports have be n 
received from the commanding officer of the United States receiving-
hip ermont, tationed at the Brooklyn navy-yard. Capt. J . Sangster, 
of the bark Expre , of Annapolis, Nova Scotiu, bas presented a log-book 
bowing record. of voyages from June, 1872, to February, 1873, and 
on hundred an<l thirty-eight logs of vesRels have been collected by the 
ob ·erver-serg-eant._ tatioueu along- the Atlantic and Pacific coasts; in 
procuring \rhich the, ergeants at Wilmington, N. 0., and San Francisco, 
Cal., ha,·e been most active. It is much to be regretted that so few of 
the form:::; prepareu for the purpose of being :filled up with reports or 
ob ·ervations made at sea, and widely distributed, have yet been re-
turn d to this office. Tbe accurate reports. of storms on the ocean , 
whethe1' pa iug from or advancing upon the coasts of the United State , 
are of uluch importance for study, even when not in time for immediate 
deduction . 
An intere ting contribution to meteoric knowledge, preparerl by Prof. 
0. Abbe, as i taut, from the records of the officp., will be found in Paper 
3:3, bowing a chronological list of the auroras ob~erveil ~t thr respective 
·ignal- erviee stations from Nov~mber 11, 1870, to July 31, 1873, iuclu-
. ive. 
Ou June 12,1871, Observer-Sergeant Frederick Meyer, Signal-Service 
United States Army, was, at the special reque:::;t (approved b.v tbe Sec-
retarie of \iVar and of the Navy) of Capt. 0. F. Hall, commander of the 
north polar expedition, authorized by Congress, ordered to report to 
him for duty in connection with that expedition with a complete set of 
meteorological iu trumeuts and signal equipments furnished b,y thi 
offic . The ord rs and instructio.n:::; of Sergeant Meyer, and a report 
prepared. by him ince his return, are included in Paper 27. 
Tb following table, prepared by First Lieut. Robert Craig, actin()' 
ignal-oftic r and a si. taut, g~ves the lowest observed readings of the 
low uarom ter., with uumber of areas traced for each month, from Oc-
tober J, 1 r.!t, to September 30, 1873, inclusive: 
Oct., 1872, eight areas of low baTometer, varying from ...•......... 29.35 to 29. -. 
Nov., 1 72, nine areas of low barometer, varying from ......... · ...... 29.08 to 29.7-t. 
Dec., 1 72, twelve area of low barometer, varying from ............ 29.17 to 29.93. 
Jan., 1 73, ten area · oflow barometer, varying i'FOm ..•............• 29.07 to 29.6 . 
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Feb., 1873 nine areas of low barometer, varying from ......... ---.-. 29.04 to 29.49. 
March, 1873; eleven areas of low barometer, varying from ...... : . . ... . 28.M0 to 29.52. 
April, 1873 ten areas of low barometer, varying from .. . ... - . . . . . . . . . 2\:1.27 to 29.62. 
May, 1H73' nine areas of low barometer, varying froni ............... 29.28 to 29.63. 
June 1873' ten areas of low barometer, varying from .. ........... -. 29.26 to 29.95. 
J ulv' 1873' thirteen areas of low barometer, varying from . . . • . . . . . . . 29.44 to 29.68. 
Aug.; 1 73; twelve areas of low barometer, vary~ng from . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.49 to 29.79. 
Sept., 1873, eleven areas of low barometer, varymg from ............ . 29.21 to 29.76. 
The charts appropriate to these areas will be found among tho.:; at-
tached to Paper 25. · 
As the se\ere storms of the 14th August, in New Jersey, and the 
24th and 25th of the same month, in Nova Scotia, were, from the want 
of stati<'ns at reqnisite points, and also from temporary failure of the 
telegraph, not fully presented for study in the regular tri-daily maps of 
this office, and yet possessed features worthy of special attention, Pro-
fessor Abbe, assistant, was directt>d to collate in reference to it such 
information as could be obtained from . the logs of vessels and similar 
sources. The detailed results of his work are given in Paper 28. 
Both of these storms had their origin and much of their emuse beyond 
the limits of the United States, and beyond the scope of the observa-
tions taken at tbe regularly-established stations. Tilf\ presence of sim-
ilar cyclones passing near the coasts of tlle United States, and which 
are likPly to be encountered by vessels sailing from the sea-coast ports, 
will, it is hoped, be recognizable by the observations to be taken at the 
series of stations now in process of establishment at the life-saving sta-
tions along tlle coasts. The telegraphic communication to be estab- . 
lished with the Bermuda Islands will be of utility in this connection. 
A valuaule report by Prof. I. A. Lapham upon disasters to ship-
ping upon the great Am eric m lakes, frorn the 1st of January to the 1st 
of September, 1873. is hereto annexed, as Paper 29. 
On l\fay 26, last, Observer-Sergeant Ja,mes Mackintosh, Signal-Ser-
vice, United States Army, was ordered to proeeed to the district trav-
ersed by the violent tornacl.o which passed through Iowa and Illinois on 
May 2~, and to make a full report of its origin, path, and attendant 
phenomena. (Paper 30.) ' 
The stonn of April14-18 presented feature~ of peculiar interest. A 
description of the storm, with charts of its course as traced, prepared 
by Observer-Sergeant Theodore Smith, Sigual-Service, Uuited States 
army, iR herewith, (Pa.per 31.) 
The statious on the sea and lake coasts, es)Jecially designated as 
cautiouary-sigoal stations, at which the display of signals is ordered for 
tbe benefit of commerce, are the following, thirty in number, viz: New 
Orlean·, Mobile, Jacksotwille, Savannah, Charleston, Wilmiugton, N. 
C., ~orfolk, Cape May, Baltimore, New York, New HaYen, New London, 
Wood's Hole, Bostou, Portland, Me., Bastport, Oswego, Rochester, Buf-
falo, Erie, Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Alpena, Grand Haven, Ohicago, 
:l\1ilwaokee, .BJscanaba, Marquette, and Du I..~uth. 
Dnriug the year orders have been issued for the display of the caution-
ary ignal , described in previous reports, in anticipation of eighty-eight 
probable 'torms. In seventy easel:! the storms anticipated manifested 
their effect at one or more of the stations a.t which the signals were 
ordereJ ; tbe signals tlms gi\Tiug warning to shipping and other iuter-
e ' t: which would otherwise, perhaps, have been dangerously exposed. 
The order for eaeh cautionary sigua,l is special, and issued under the 
following rnles: The display is ordered at a signal-statiou whenever the 
officer in charg-e of that duty considers it probable that there will be 
experienced within twelve hours at that station, or within one hundred 
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miles thereof, and on any uavigabl trfam~ a wind dangerous to na.vi-
gation. Dangerou wind on the mtviO'able waters are, for the order in 
question, con idered to be tho r aching a velocit.v of twenty-five miles 
per hour, as registered by tile an 'morneter on the land, pro\'ided that 
the temperatnre be decidedly above freezing. For tern perature decidedly 
below freeziug, and for foggy w atiJer, winds are to be considered dan-
gerous when the ·velocities are regi 'tered so low as tweut.y miles. The 
direction of the wind i not taken into consirleration for the present. 
If at the tri-daily r port next following the ordering of the signa,Is it 
appear:s that the danger is not so imminent as was apprehended, the 
signal is to be ordered down. It is not to be displayed for an indefi-
nitely long time. The immediate area referred tq by the re.spective 
cautionar. ignal is a, defined on the map of cautionary-signal stations 
at tbe office of tbe Ullief Signal-Officer, which 11 ay be generally described 
a a circle, with a radius of one lluudred mi us , the station being the 
center. When any warning is given for poin · 8 upon the lakes, the other 
lake tations are notified of the warning. Each station is also notified 
when the igmtls are ordered down at any other station. 
As in preceding years, where there bas been error of display it ha.s 
bePn on the , ide of caution. While on occasions the signals ordered 
may have proved unueces ary, and are so reported unverified , on the 
otb r hand no extensive storm bas occurred iu the regions included in 
the s.v. tem of cautionary siguals without warnings of its approach hav-
ing been displayed in at lea ·t part of its course. \Vhile neith er the in-
dication upon which . ignal · are certainly to be displayed, nor modes of 
verifyiuo· the di. play, have beeu as yet aecunltel,y arrived at, the public 
contid uce exhibitefl iu the heed given to the warnings when they are 
sb wn has evide11ced their general utility . 
lnr uant to the arrang meuts witlJ. Prof. U. T. Kingston, of Toronto, 
chi ~r of the Dominion Meteorological B11reau, to which reference was 
made in the last annual report, fol'ty dispatches, giving warni11g of ap-
proaching ' torm , have beeu 'eut to the Bureau under lJ.is charge. -
Tlle O'eographical divisiom~ aut! ~ubdivh:;ions ot' the Uuited States in 
r f l'ence to which meteoric pheuomena are considered, and which are 
r fcrred to iu the preparation of Synopses and Prol..>abilitie~, a.re as fol-
fows: ' 
1. Pacific tates. 
2. Extrem • orth "'est. 
:3. orth we. t. 
4 . • 'onthw t . 
5. 'ontb ru 'tates. 
1. ~lis. onri Valley. 
2. pper :\-1i. i .. ippi alley. 
3. Lo''"er :\-Ii · i.· ippi Valley. 
4. Ohio alley. 
5. \ e tern ulf. 
DIVISIONS. 
6. L ake Rcp;ion. 
7. Middle 'tates. 
8. New England States. 
9. Saint Lawrence Valley. 
S -BDIVISIONS. 
6. Eastern Gulf. 
7. pper Lakes. 
8. Lower Lakes. 
9. outb Atlanti c. 
10. Middle Atlantic. 
char i11n. tratiJJg the territorial Jimits of each of these <livi ions 
and nbtlivi ·iou. is hereto attaehed. (Paper 32.) 
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The percentHge of verification for each geographical di·dsion or sub-
clivi ion named has been for the year as follows: 
NewEno·laud .. . . .. .. . . ......... .. . 81.50 Ohio Valley ........ ............. 76. 42 
Middle States.. ... . . _. _ . .. .. .. .. . 81. 17 Western Gulf. ..... . - - . .... - ..... 7 4. 40 
South Atlantic . ....... ..... .. ..... 79. 92 Upper Lakes ....... - . ... .. . ..... · 75.25 
Lower L:tkes ·-- - -- --- - - · .. ...... . 78.90 Northwest .... .. ---- -- . ..... .. ... 74.00 
Eastern Gulf ... ....... . .... ...... 77. 16 
These percentages have been obtairied by a careful analy8is of the de-
ductions as announced each day for each geographical division or sub-
division mentioned, and the comparison of them with the facts subse-
quently obtained from the weather-reports for that date. A numerieal 
Yalne is given each item, as temperature, pressure, wind-direction, &c., 
mentioned in each deduction and verified ; the sum of these values 
divided by the number of deductions exhibiting the average of verifica-
tion for any period with approximate accuracy. 
The aggregHte percentage of verification ranges higher in New E n-
gland, the Middle States, the South Atlantic, and the Lower ~ake 
Rf'gion, than in the West, SoutlJwest, and Northwest. 
With a more rigid and scrutinizing mode of calculation than was 
before adopted, the percentages have improved upon those of the pre-
ceding year; the analysis of the year's work indicatiug at once. the wisdom 
of increasi.ug the number of stations and the regions in which they 
should be established. The percentage of verifications for each district 
exhibits a proportion to the number of stations from which reports hav-
ing reference to the atmospheric conditions in the district under consid-
eratiou have been received. It is thus to aC(->rtain extent mathematically 
demonstrated that the rules appl ied for the deductions of the forecasts 
are practically correct, and that with increasing facilitiesJthe percentage 
of verifications can be annually increased. It is not known that a demon-
stration of this character has been before attained. 
In pursuance of invitations issued by the Austrian government, a 
congress of persons charged with meteoric duties was convened in 
Vienna in the month of September last, at which the Chief Signal-
Officer was present under instructions from the Secretary of War. The 
proceedings of this congress cannot fail to be of importance as tending 
to establish a uniformity in methods of conference and of action. The 
opportunities it afforded of personal meetiug and observation among the 
representatives from different countries must be productive of beneficial 
effects. The concu!'rence of the congress by a unan imous vote in a 
propo ition to the effect that it is <lesirable, witll a ·dew to tlleir ex-
change, that at least one uniform observation of such cbanwter as to be 
uitable for tlle preparation of synoptic charts should be taken and re-
corded daily aud simultaneously at as many stations as practicable 
throughout the world, is regarded as of especial importance in reference · 
to duties of the character of those now undertaken by the United States. 
With the study of synoptic charts, the field of which may, wit.h 
proper co-operation, on land and at sea, be made almost world-wide, 
there i reason to anticipate the discovery of facts relating to at,mos-
plleric phenomena and to the origin and movement of storms not hitherto 
recognized. It is to such CO· _operation effort will be directed. It is grati-
fying to tate, in this connection, that arrangements have already been 
made with the meteorological offices at SL. Petersburg, London, and 
Uon tantinople to commence the exchange by mail 011 Jauuar.v 1, 1874, 
of one c1aily ._'imultaneons report takeu over the v~vt territOl'ial extent 
of the Ru~sian aud Turkish Empires, the British Islands, and tlle Uuited 
tate,. (Paper 33.) The co-opera,tion of the systems of other natious, 
of .'(ji ·utitic assodations, societie , and individuals is sought for and ex-
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pected. With a work in view, not for the sole benefit of any country or 
people, but reaching to the good of all, there is ground to hope a wol'ld' 
assistance. 
In the review of the year's duties there is found encouragement for 
the future. ·while the of!ice bas had to encounter many difficulties, the 
details of which would be out of place in this report, there has been the 
assurance that its labors have not been without a value generally recog-
nized. The office aeknowledges, as in preceding years, the general 
support of tbe popular opinion, of scientific men, of the press, and of the 
War Department. "\Vithout this aid the work achieved would llave 
been impos ible. Whenever errors have occurred, it has been recoguized 
as inevitable that some must occur in the present condition of science. 
Sncce has been generously commended. The evidences of intere t 
and progres in similar duties are extending in all countries. Their 
utility is no longer questioned, and effort at home and auroad turns only 
. toward their development. The field becomes world-wide with the prom-
i e·of re 'Ult a few years ago hardly to be hoped for. There will be 
needed time and labor; there must often be disappointment; but the 
public good to follow is certain. 
J atu, ·ir, vm·.r respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ALBERT J. MYE~, 
Brig. Gen., (Bvt. Ass'g'd,) Chief Signal-Officer, U. S. A. 
PAPER 1. 
l ECORD OF SIGr AL-CAMP OF INSTRUCTION, FORT WHIPPLE, VA. 
Officerl1 instmcted during t"he yea1· ending September 30, l 873. 
Name. Rank and corp~. Reported for Relievedfi·om Remarks. instruction. instruction. 
David J. Gibbon ... econ cllieu tenant Ninth Sept. 4,1872 Dec. 20, 1872 Completed full course in 
Cavalry. signaling, telegraphy, 
. Eugene 0. ]'ccb6t .. econd lifllltouant Sec. Dec. 4, 1872 Dec. 26, 1872 
acd meteorology . 
Re ieved before completing 
oud .Artillery. full course of instruction. W. B. Weir _______ Second lienteuant Fifth June 16, 1873 
· · ······------
Still under instruction. 
F. C. Grugau. ·- - . . , 
.Artillery. 
First lieutenant Second Sept. 27, 1873 ... .......... . ... Do . {)avalry. 
George . Grimes .. First lieutenant Second Sept. 4,1873 
-- -··--- ------
Reviewing course. 
C. C. Wolcott .. __ .. 
Artillery. 





A:mount of field-practice hacl by each officer. 
Rank and corps. Re.marks. 
David J . Gibl1on . -.l.'econd lieutenant ~Tinth Cavalry . 14 6 
Eu~ene 0. Fee beL. ...:econd lieutenant econd Artillery. _ .. . _ ... ..... . . 
W. B. Weir .. ... -.. • econd Iirntenant Fifth Artillery . 16 7 
Stnrly of Manual of ignal 
Wanrl Practice, &c., for 
twelve days. 
Still under instruction. 
F. C. Grngau ... __ . Fir:;t li~ntenant, econrl Cavalry ...... __ ........ _. 
Geor{!P . . Grimes _ ., Fit·. t lieutenant, ccond ArtiJJery .. .......... . ___ . 
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PAPER 3. 
Table showing the inst1·uction of candidates jot the grade of obsm·ve1·-sergeant ft·otn October 1, 
1872, to Septmnbm· 30, 1873. 
Date of ex-
Name. Instruction amination commenced. and pro-
motion. 
Richard Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 1, 1872 
David W. Harnett.... .... .. Sept. 19, 1872 Oct. 19, 1872 
.James H. Marsh ..... ..... . Aug. 26,1872 .... do . .... .. 
P. Filbert Nagle ... ........ Sept. 1,1872 Nov. l, 1872 
Charles H. Sprenger . . . . . . . ... do ...... . .... do . ..... . 
Michael F. Tighe ........... Mar. -,1872 .... do . ..... . 
Timothy O'Neil ............ Sept. 23,1872 Nov. 15,1872 
William Black . .. .. .. . .. .. . Sept. 30, 1872 .... do ...... . 
.Jamee K. P. Purdum ...... . Oct. 2,1872 .... do ..... .. 
Fred. M. Clarlw . ......................... Dec. 11,1872 
.James H. Ganard ....................... . .... do ....... . 
.Joseph E. Cook ............. Nov. 1,1872 Dec. 16,1872 
Sydney Powell ............. .... do . .... .. .... do .. .... . 
Fred. Z. Gosewisch . ........ Oct. 31,1872 ... . do ..... .. 
Henry U . .Jones ....... :. . . . Nov. 8, 1872 Dec. 28, 1872 
William II. Colesherry ..... No•. 16,1872 .... do ...... . 
Edward W. McGann ......... .. do . .......... do ..... .. 
Richard McLanghlin ....... Nov. 18,1872 .... do .. .... . 
Edward A. Lewis .......... Dec. 4, 1872 Feb. 7, 1873 
William Finn ... . .......... Dec. 15, 1872 .... do .... .. 
William C. W . Shreck ...... Dec. 27,1872 .... do ...... . 
Samuel P. Ruthven ......... Dec. 7, 1872 .... do . ..... . 
Otto Schiitze . .............. Dec. 26, 1872 Feb. 8, 1873 
Leroy E. Sebree ............ Dac. 8,1872 .. .. do ..... .. 
Will Strom berger .......... Jan. 11,1873 Mar. 8, 1873 
N ew tor.. Phelps . ................ do . .. ........ do ...... . 
Edwin F. McComas ....... . .Jan. 14, 1873 ... .- do . ..... . 
Thomas .d.. Taylor .......... .Jan. 3,1873 .... do ..... .. 
Edward B. Robbins ........ .Jan. 18, 1873 Mar. 11, 1873 
Herman M . Ludwig ... ... . .Jan. 22, 1873 .... do .. .... . 
Wyllys A. Chapman ........ .Jan. 18, 1873 .... do ...... . 
Powell G. Deitz .... . .. :. . . . Feb. 9, 1873 Apr. 8, 1873 
John D. M . Fee ..... . ...... Feb. 12,1873 . .. . do . . . .. . 
Hugh R. Stockman . ........ Mar. 7, 1873 May 1, 1873 
Frank H. Wash ............ .... do ....... Ma.v 24, 1873 
David C. Ralston ........... Apr. 5, 1873 .... do ..... .. 
George Onslow .... · ........ . Apr. 28, 1873 .June 27, 1873 
Bennett C. Anderson . ...... Apr. 29,1873 . .. . do .... .. . 
James M:. Watson .......... Apr. 26,1873 .... do . ..... . 
Joseph F. Tenney .......... Apr. 23,1873 ... . do . .... .. 
William 0. Bailey .......... Apr. 25, 1873 Aug. 11, 1873 
Thomas Cleary .. ........... May 14, 3873 .... do ..... .. 
.Ambrose D. W oolcott .. . .. . May 26, 1873 .... do .. .... . 
William McG_illivray ....... .June 11, 1873 Sept. 9, 1873 
~t~!!s?c~lfi;~: ::::::::: ~~~:~~:i~~~ ::::~~ ::::::: 
.Joseph B. Campbell ....... . .Jan. 28, 1873 Sept. 25, 1873 
i':,~~:C~n~~;~:: :::::::: : -~~~ao ::~~:~. ::::~~ :.::::: 
William D. Wright .... .' ... Dec. 5, 1872 ............ .. 
Edward Moran ............ . Dec. 26, 1872 
:Mark Foley............... .Jan. 30, 1873 
Maurice Neligan .... ....... Feb. 22,1873 
.James Courtney ............ Apr. 14, 1873 
Simon •. Bassler ...... ..... July 10,1873 
Theodore• C. Taylor . ....... .July H, 1873 
Daniel O'Leary ... .......... .July 21,1 73 
.John R. Williams .......... Aug. 7, 1873 
,John 0. BarneR . ............ Aug. 8, 1873 
.Jamel!:MitcbelL .... : ....... .Aug. 9, 1873 
Sept. 29, 1873 
.... do ..... .. 
. .. . do ..... .. 
Sept. 29, 1873 
Remarks. 
In charge of station at La Crosse, Wis. Re-
duced August 12, 1872; re-appointed ser-
geant October 1, 1872. 
Reduced to the ranks for misconduct; de-
serted, and now in confinement at Fort 
Whipple, Va. 
In charge of station at Keokuk, Iowa . 
On duty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer. 
On duty at Fort Whipple, Va. 
On duty at New York City. 
In charge of station at New London, Conn. 
In charge of station at New Haven, Conn. 
In charge of station at Wood's Hole, Mass: 
Discharged the service September 26, 1873. 
Reduced March 12, 1872 ; re-appointed Decem-
ber 11, 1872; reduced September 1, 1873. 
On dut_y at Fort Whipple, Va. 
In charge of station at Toledo, Ohio . 
In charge of sta.tion at Pembina, Dak. 
In charge of station at Wytheville, Va. 
In charge of station at Lynch burgh, Va. 
In charge of station at Buffalo, N.Y. _ 
In charge of station at Norfolk, Va. 
In charge of station at .Jacksonville, Fla. 
On duty at Fort "Whipple, Va. 
In charge of station at Detroit, Mich. 
In charge of station at Eastport, Me. 
In charge of station at Davenport, Iowa. 
In charge of station at Wilmington, N. C. 
On duty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer. 
In charge of station at Cleveland, Ohio. 
In charge of station at Yankton, Dak. 
In charge of station at Erie, Pa. 
In charge of station at Fort Gibson, Inu . T. 
On uuty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer. 
In charge of station at Milwaukee, Wis. 
...;\..waiting orders at Fort Whipple, Va. 
In charge of station at Boston. Mass. 
In charge of station at Morgantown, W.Va. 
On duty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer. 
On duty at :Fort Whipple, Va. 
On duty at office of the Chief Signal-Officer. 
Temporarily in charge of station at Yankton, 
Dak. 
In cha.rge of station at Key West, Fla. 
On duty at Cincilmati, Ohio. 
Awaiting orders at Fort "Whipple, Va. 
On duty at Saint Louis, Mo. 
In charge of station at Omaha, Nebr. 
In charge of stat,ion at Lake City, Fla . 
In charge of station at Fort Benton, Mont. 
In charge of station at Louisville, Ky. 
Awaiting orders at Fort Whipple, Va . 
In charge of station at Virginia City.._ Mont. 
In charge of station at Fort Sully, Date 
Awaiting orders at Fort Whipple, Va. 
Ordered to office of Chief Signal-Officer for 
duty before completing course. Presented 
himself for examination , but failed to pass. 
Ordered to office of Chief Signal-Officer before 
completing course. 
Failed to pass examination. Now on duty as 
assistant at Keoknk, Iowa. 
Ordered to Philadelphia, Pa., for duty before 
completing course. 
Ordered to office of Chief Signal-Officer before 
completing- course. 
Passed examination and awaiting promotion. 
Do . 
Do . 
Still under instruction. 
Do. 
Passed examinatio11 and awaiting promotion . 
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1'able showing the in.9tnwtion of candidates joT tile gracle of obsm·vm·-sergeant, cf·c.-Continued. 
Name. 





GeorgeW.MoKoe .......... Aug.21,1873 .... ......... . Still under instruction. 
Sherman B. Lum ..... ...... .... do ......... ........... . 
All n M. Gei8singer ........ Aug. 27, 1873 ........... .. 
William teiu .. .. .. . .. .. . .. §opt. 6, 1 73 .. ... ....... .. 
Edwin Booth .. ............. §ept. 8, 1873 ............ .. 
Henr:y Be sant .. .. .. .. .. . .. Sept. 10, 1873 . . . . . .. . .. . .. 








Enlisted men instructed jo1' the position of assistants to obse1'ver-sergeants j1·ont October 1, 




Thomas Cleary ..... . ept. 13, 1872 
.Jos ph F. Tenney .... Sept. 26, 1872 
William 0. B •It ...... Sept.17, 1872 
.Juliu F Beyer ...... Sept. 2 , 1872 
.John McGuire ....... .Aug. 17, 1872 
.r osoph B. Campbell . . aug. 23, 1872 
amuel C. Pt•arce .... Oct. 5, 1872 
.John B. Y aman ..... Oct. 5, 1872 
.Adonirnm .r. Berry .. . Oct. 
.James E. Cairns ..... Oct. 
AI •x. C . .r. G11stafson . ct. 
llerbert M. Wells .... Oct. 
.Allen M. Geissiug<>r .. Oct, 
Thoma S. ColJins .... Oct. 
Alexander Ross. . . . . . Oct. 
Erlwarrl F. Brady .. .. Oct. 
Theodore C. Taylor . . Oct. 
John R. Williams ... . 
DaoiPl 'Lf•ary . .. _ .. 
'herman B . .Lnm ... . . 
Je e W. raig ...... . 
Charles Dill . .... _ ... . 
.Jacob :ll. Frantz ... .. 
Chris. J. Co t llo ... . 
Edwin K. Moore ... . . 
.John 0. BarnP-s .... . 
G or,.e C. Coyl~>-----· 
Dennis .M. Kennc<ly .. 
Thoma.~ .Toot> ... -... . 
Reported Ordered Oll qualifi d as 
station . assistant. 
Oct. 7, 1872 Oct. 25, 1872 
Oct. 22, 1872 Nov. 1,1872 
Oct. 22, 1872 Nov. 1, 1872 
Oct. 22,1872 Nov. 1, 1872 
s pt. 11, 1872 Oct. 25, 1872 
Sept. 21, 1872 Oct. 25, 1872 
Nov. 7, 1872 
···--- ---- ---· 
Dec. 6,1872 . ............ .. . 
7, 1872 Nov. 18, 1872 
7, 1872 Nov. 12. 1872 
7, 1872 ~ov. 18, 1872 
7, 1872 Nov. 25, 1872 
7, 1872 Nov. 25,1872 
7, 1872 Nov. 25, 1872 
7, 1872 Dec. 7, 1872 
7, 1 72 Dec. 
7,1872 Dec. 
14, 1872 Jan. 21, 1873 
MRy 21,1873 
Jau. 21, 1873 
3, 1873 
4, 1873 
Jan. 21, 1873 
}far. 1 , 1873 
Emile T. Carvalho ... DPC. 13, 1 72 ,Jan. 11, 1 n .Tnn. 13,1873 
JamesMitcheJl ------ D . 21 , 1 72 .Jan. 16,1 73 .Apr. 10,187:.! 
, imon . Ba.~ ler ..... Dec. 23,1 72 ,Jan. 16,1 ,3 I .Jan. 21,1873 
Edwin Booth ...... . . Dec. 27, 1B72 Jan. 16, 1 73 Jan. 21, 1873 
Remarks. 
Promoted to the rank of ~or-geant. In 
charge of station at Omaha, ebr. 
Promoted to tho rank of aeq~eant. 
.Awaitmg orders at Fori Wh1pple, 
Va. 
Died of yellow fever at Galveston, 
Tex., September 18, 1873. 
Aooitlentally killed at Leavenworth, 
Kans., while in the discharge of 
hi s duty. 
Order-eel t.o Fort Whipple, Va., for 
misconduct. 
Promoted to the rank of sergeant. 
Iu charge of station at Virginia 
City, Mont. 
Discharged the service of the United 
States November 13, 1872. 
Disoharged the servico of the United 
States December 19 1872. 
On duty as assistant at Escanaba, 
Micll. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., for 
misconduct. 
Do. 
On duty as assistant at Rochester, 
N.Y. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., for 
promotion. 
Promoted to the rank of sergeant. 
.A. waiting orders at Fort Whipple, 
Va. 
Deserted while on duty as a sistant 
at Saiut Paul, Minn . 
On duty as assistftnt at Cairo, TIL 





Promoted to the rank of sergeant. 
Iu charge of station at Loui \' ille, 
Ky. . 
On duty as assistant at Portland, Me. 
On duty as assistant at Detroit, Mich. 
On duty as assistant at New London, 
Conn. 
On duty as assistant at Punta Rassa, 
Fla . 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., for 
promotion. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., for 
misconduct. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., for 
promotion. 
On duty as assistant at Leavenworth, 
Kans. 
On duty as assistant at orfolk, \a. 
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Enlisted men i1~slructed jQr the p(}sition o.j"a,ssista:nts tO- observer·-se)·geants., .j'c.- Gontintl.ed. 
Name. 
William D. Halliday. 
Addison 8 lamm ... ... 
Ge'orge W. Elmer ... 
Milton M. Lewis ..... 
H enry Bessant . ...... 
Winfield S. Popple . .. 




Jan. 6, 1873 
Jan. 6,1873 
Jan. 6, 1S73 
Jan. 11,1873 
Jan. 23, 1873 
Jan. 25, 1873 
]'eb. 8, 1873 




Feb. 8, 1873 
·--- .. --------· 
·----- ---···· · 
Feb. 21, 187J 
Feb. 2'1, 1873' 
Feb. 21, 1873: 
Mar. 3, 1873. 
0 1dered on 
station. 
Feb. 10, 1873 
----- -- ---- --· 
--- ----- -··- -· 
Feb. Z1, 1873 
Feb. 21, 1873 
Mch. 14, 1873 
Mch. 14', 1873 
Feb. 12, 1873 
.A.loise Dunhauser .... Feb. 8, 1873 Mru:. 3, 1873. .A.p.r. I , 1873 
Edgar McGovern . . .. Feb. 8, 1873 Mar. 3, 1873. Mch.14, 1873 
Charles .A.. Stone . .... Feb. 12, 1873 
Mark Downing ............................... . .. Mar. 1, 1873 
Joseph E. Mayhew .. Feb. 27, 1873 . ........ ..... Apr. 3, 1873 
Abraham B. Hiltman. Mar. 3, 1873 Apr. 12, 1Sn May 7, 1:873 
William McElroy . . .. Fob. 12, 1873 .... ......... .. .Apr. 14, 1873 
George B. Till . ... ... Mar. 14, 1873 
---· ---- --- --- ·------ --· ---· 
John J. Nanry 
·-----
Mar. 14, 1873 May 3,1873 May 7, 1873 
Thomas S. Eastl:ack .. Mar·. 17, 1873 May a, 1873 May l<t., 1873 
Malcolm H . :Perry ... Apr. 9,1873 
---------·---· 
May 8, 187~ 
Barnet E. Light ..... Apr. 9, 1S73 May 3I, 1873 Jnne 3, 1873 
George H. Roho ..... , Apr. 9.1873 
. ------ -·---.-
Ma,y 14, 1873 
William Seely ... .. .. Apr. 12,18-7:3 
- ------··· · ··· 
May 24,1873 
James H. Smith, (1st} A.pr. 12, 1873 .. .... ... ................ May 28,1873 
William J. Parker _ . . Apr. 16.,1873 
- .... - - ~ w ... -- .. -. 
·· ·· · -- · 
...... .. 
George W. Schlosser. Apr. 21,1873 June 14, 1873 June 16, 1873 
G eorge H. Crane . . .. _ Apr. 21, 1873 
--- ------··-·· 
May 24,1873 
James A.. Barwick .. _ Apr. 25, 1873. 
--- ----··-----
May 24, 1873 
James H. Smith, (2d). Apr. 25, 1873 
·····- -···- ---
May 2.4, 187:! 
Herrmann Frey _ .... Apr. 25,187:3. May 31,1873 June 3, 1873 
F rancis Anrl.erson .. . _ Ap1·. 25, 1873 
-- - ···-· · ···· · 
June 16, 1873 
Samnel C. Emery . ... May 5, 1873 May 31,1873 June- Y, 1873 
Charles L. ,Josselyn .. May 5,18n June 14, 1873 June 16, 1873 
c harles M. Hobbs . .. _ May 12, 1873' 
--------------
,June 10, 1:873 
Ro bert Strain .... . . .. May 14,1873 
· ·····-··----· ·· ···---------
J osepb Lambden .... May 17,1873 ~une28, 1873 July 8, 1873 
w illiam J. Evans .. . . May 17,1873 June 21, 187J June 23, 1873 
,J obn V. Brown ...... May 17,18-73 June14, 1873 July 2,1873 
J ohn A. Cody ........ May 20,1873 ·June 2.1, 1873 July 1, 1873 
E d ward D. Holbrook. May 19, 1873 June 28, 1873 July 1, t 73 
D wight D. Stansell .. May 24,1873 June 30, 1873 .July 7, 1873 
I saao A.. Reed ........ May 27,1873 June 30, 1873 July 7,1873 
B eojamin X Pmaoll.l May 31, 1873 July 12, 1873 July 28,1 73 
.A lfrt:ll P. Guthrie ... May 31,1873 July 12,1873 ,July 26, 1R73 
N ed Warren ... . _ ... May :n, 187:3 July 12, 1873 July 30, 1873 
E clwanl Bird.- ....... JLine :3, 187:! J nly 26, 1873 July 30, 1873 
J ohn McCann ....... . Jnne 7, 1873 July 26, 1873 Jnly 29, 1873 
H enry L'Estcrre ..... June 7 187:3 July 26,1873 Aug, 1 1873 
Remarks. 
On duty as. assistant at India:napolhs, 
Ind. 
On duty as assistant at Duluth ,Minn. 
On lluty at office of Chief Signal-
Officer. 
On dnty as assistant at Key W est ,. 
Fla. 
Ord'ered to Fort ·whipple, Va., for-
pl·omotion. · 
On duty a'3 assistant at Chicago, ill. 
On duty as assistant at Memphis , 
Tenn. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., fo ll' 
misconduct. Discharged. 
On duty as assistant at Milwa,ukee, 
Wis.· 
On duty as assistant at New Orleans, 
La. 
On duty at office of Chief Signal-
Officei·. 




Retluc.ed from sergean t March 24 . 
1873. On duty as assistant at To -
ledo, Ohio. 
o0&~~r at office of Chief Signal-
On duty as asHista.nt at Chades ~on., 
S.C. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., for 
misc.onduct. 
On duty as assistant at Cheyenne, 
Wyo. · 
On duty as assistant at Davenport. 
Iowa. 
On duty as assistant at Chicago, lll. 
Died at base of Mount Washi::gton , 
N.H., July 2, 1873. 
Ordered to Fort Whipple, Va., fo:t" 
incap,acity. 
On duty at office of Chie-f Signal-
Officer. 
Discharged the service of the U uite~ 
States July 12, 1873. 
On duty as assistant at Buffa lo, N . Y. 
On duty as assistant at ~aiut P;LUl, 
Minn. 
On duty ::ts assistant at Pike's Peak, 
Colo. 
On duty as assistant st Savamw,b, Ga. 
On duty asassista11tatBaltimore, Md.. 
On duty as assistant :~.t Chica&o, Ill. 
On dnty as assistant at Vicksourgh, 
Miss. 
On d11ty as assistant at Cincinn ati , 
Ohio. 
On duty at Detroit, Mich. 
Orde1·ed to Fort W.hipplo, Va., for· 
misconduct. 
On duty as assistaut at Phil.adelphia,. 
Pa. 
Ordered to Fort Wh:i.:pple, Va. , for-
misconduct. 
On llnty as assistant at Lake City, 
F la . 
On duty as assistant at Bos-ton; Mass.. 
Qn duty as assis~ant at Nashville, 
T enn. 
On duty as assistant at Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 
On duty as assistant atBntfalo, N.Y. 
.d..waitingorderRatFol·t Whipple, Va. 
On duty as assistant at Louisville, 
Ky. 
On dnty as assistant at Oswego, N.Y. 
On dnty asassist aut at Omaha, Nebr. 
On duty as assi taut ~,t Erio, Pa. 
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Enlisted men instl'uoted for the 1Josi.tion of assistants to observer-sergeants, g·c.-Coutinued. 
Placed uncler Reported Ordered on Name. instr-uction quahfierl as station. for assistant. assistant. 
Fred De Rosber .... -- June 7,1873 Aug. 2,1873 Aug. 5,1873 
Leander .A.. Lemman. June 14, 18n July 26, 1873 ug. 12,1873 
John C. Hanscom._ .. June 14, 1873 July 26, 1873 Sopt. 2, 1873 
:Michael L. Landers._ June 14,1873 July 26, 1873 July 28, 1873 
Charles Fryer . .... _ .. J'nne 14, 1873 Sept. 6, 1873 Sept. 8, 1873 
PlinyM. Hough ..... June18,1873 ---------- --- - ----- ........ 
J obn C. Senger . . ____ . J one 20, 1873 .July 26, 1873 .A. ug. 12, 1873 
Walter F . rane .. __ . June 20, 1873 Aug. 16, 1873 Aug. 27, 1873 
JohnG.Lynuh ....... Juue20,187!3 Aug. 2,1873 Aug. 5,1873 
Oscar F. Dodge ...... 
Charles Howard ... _. 
Cyrus Luce ....... . .. 
Char·les .A.. mith .... 
Edward IV. Boutelle 
John Kabernnglo. __ . 
Alaric S. Embr e . __ . 
Chnrle T. Greor .. _ .. 
J. J. "\ einb"rg ..... .. 
John F . ..l<'itz:;erald. _. 
June 20, 1873 
,Tune 27, 1873 
June 27, 1873 
June 27, 1873 




.A.ng. 30, 1873 Sept, 2, 1873 
·------------ · 
Sept. 13, 1873 
Aug. 30, 1873 Sept. 2, 1873 
.Aug. 9,187:.3 .A.ug. 12, 1873 
·-- ----- ------
Sopt. 2, 1873 
July 30, 1873 
ept. 27, 1873 . . _ .. . . . __ .. .. 
Sept. n, 1873 _____ .. _ ..... . 
. ; .... -.. ---- - s pt. 12, 1873 
William H. Ray . .... July 21, 1873 Sept. 13, 187:3 .... -- ... . ... . 
IY.E.ITntC'hiw;on ... . July 26,173 Sept.27,1873 ·--------·---· 
IT. W. Tibbettll . ------ July 26,1873 
Char! sl\f. Brown . . _. July 26, 1873 : ~ ~ ~::::: ~: ~:: ·s~p-t: 26; i873. 
EngeneDuVerc . .. __ _ 
Ohatle V. Appel . _ .. 
Lloyd Prathrr . _ ... _ 
!arion :\L Sickler .. _. 
,'idnry J . Bronson . _ . 
Pi ·raon R. .l!~J:r·phey 
G orge IT .• m1th. _ .. 
Ira W. J3irt ---------
J. T.Minchin ··---- .. 
L.A. Wdsh .. ....... . 
James H. B1·ice .. ___ . 
Rohort Reeder ... __ . _ 
<J . .A. Ra_v ...... _ .. _ .. 
Jobu.l!oll . .......... . 
• amuel W. ~ a_ylor .. . 
llrrmann Vo s ..... .. 
Grorg Feller. __ .. __ . 
Isaac R. Birt .. ..... .. 
John W . .A.. Kempers 
Sept. 27, 1 73 .. _ .... ___ :_ .. 
Sept. 27, l tl73 Sept. 29, 1873 
------ ...... .. .A.ug.l3,187::l 
Sept. 27, 1873 . _ ... -. _ ..... . 
. • :::: •• : .••. j:::::.::: •••• 
.PAPER D. 
Remarks. 
On duty a's assistant at Moun Wash-
incftton, N . R. 
0001~~y as assistant at Pike's Peak, 
OObl~~Y as assistant at Cincinnati, 
001~l~~y as assistant at Cleveland, 
On du t.y as as si stautatBai timore, Md. 
On duty at oilice of Chief Signal-
Officer. 
On duty as assistant at Wilmington , 
N.C. 
On duty as assistaut at Boston, Mass. 
On dnty as assistant at Shl'ovoport, 
La. 
OoJl~!f. at office . of Chief ignal-
On cl nty as assistant at Detr·oit, Mich . 
On duty as assistant at Saint Louis, 
Mo. 
On <lnty as assistant at Mobill', A.la. 
On duty as assistant at Pike'~! P ak, 
Colo. 
On duty as assistant at Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
In arrest at Fort Whipple, Va. 
A. wai tiug orders at Fort Whipple, Va. 
Do. 
On duty as assistant at aint Louis, 
Mo. 
.d.. waiting orders atFortWhipple,Va. 
Do. 
Dropped from instrnction. 
On duty as assistant at Portland, 
Orog. 
.A. waiting orders at Fort Whipple, Va. 
On duty as assistant at New Orlean , 
La. 
On duty at Saint Louis, Mo. 














On dntv at office of Chief igoal-
Officer. 





\V AR DEPARTME:.:'T, OFFICE OF THl~ CHIEF SIGXAL-OFFI ER, 
Washington, D . 0 ., Junt 7 1 i3. 
[Circular No. 17.] 
T~i ·irc?lar i. pnbli. hrd for the information of those rlcFdring to Pnter the signal-
sernce, rllt fl • tate Ann~·, with reference to its fielrl dutie,, including field-signal 
and electric tel (l'raph a dilitingui h d from the fnll dutjes of that service, which in -
clude the oh ervation and report of storms abd display of cautionary signals, &c. 
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1. Entrance into this service in all cases is by enlistment as a private soldier in the 
Regular Army of the United States, the pay, quarters, allowances, and duties being, in 
the first instance, and unless changed after instruction, detail, or promotion, those of a 
private soldier in the signal-service, United States Army. All men enHsted are drilled 
in the use of arms and disciplined in the duties of soldiers. The term of service is five 
years, unless sooner dischargea. The Secretary of War bas power to grant discharges, 
which this office is authorized to promise when applied for ou proper ~rounds and at times 
when no special injnry'to the service would result therefrom; but, as a rule no appli-
cation for discharge will be favorably entertained until after two years of faithful 
service, and not ihen, except as above specified. With the single exception that men 
enlisting for the signal-service will not be transferred to auy otiler branch of the Army, 
no promise will be given which can alter or affect the usual term~:> of enlistment. The 
service, while strictly military, is also probationary, with opportunities for advance-
ment, depending mainly on tlle good conduct and capacity of each individual. 
Married men and those under twenty-one or over forty ;years of age are not enlisted. 
The standard height is five feet four inches and upward. 
2. Applicants can present thern~elves in person to the officer in charge at Fort Whip-
ple, Va., near Washington, D. C., 0r to the observer-sergeants of the signal-service at 
tile followin~ poiotH, viz: New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, 
Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, and Louisville, which ser-
geaHts are ordered to present proper applicants to the recruiting officers of the United 
States Army in those cities. No promise o1· statement di.ffe1·ent fTom this cirmtlar, 'Jnade by· 
any one, is antlwrized, or will be allowecl to affect the tm·ms of enlistment of any 1·ecruit. Re-
cruits enlisted at Port Whipple, or at the above-mentioned cities, are placed on duty in 
the first instance at Fort Whipple or at such other stations where tlleir services may 
be made available. They will not be precluded from eventual advancement to the full 
duties of the signal-service, and promotion, in case they prove fit and worthy, but will 
not be considered as included, upon their enlistment, in the regulations made for those 
recruits who may have been enlisted with special reference to the full duties above re-
fened to. They may, ho\vever, be subject to detail on any of t he duties of the signal-
service in the discretion of higher authority. 
3. 'fhe ·pay and allowances of either a sergeant or private vary acconling to the 
character and place of the duties aud the length of the service of each individual. 
The following t<tble exhibits the average amount per ruonth for five years, according 
to the present law: 
Rank. 
P~Y~:~~:~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: : 
When at Fort 
Whipple, Va., 












Of the abov·e amounts $1 per month in the third year, $2 per montil iu the fourth 
year, and $3 per month in the :fifth year, are retained, and willuot be paid until final 
discharge after faithful ·service. Au allowance for clothing, averaging $:~ . 02 per moo th 
for sergeants and $2.98 for privates, is also included in the above, wbrcll, if clothing is 
not drawn in kind, is also retained until discharged. When at Fort Whipple, both ser-
geantR and privates receive quarters and rations, and at all places are, when ill, pro-
vided with medical attendance and medicines. 
4. Applications being frequently made for enlistment in thi service, conditioned 
upon the applicant being placed upon some specified duty or stationed at a particular 
place, it is to be clearly understood t.hat no such qualification of the contract of en-
listment will be allowed or considered, the wants of the service, which cannot be 
known in advance, regulating all details of duty. 
By order of the Cbi~f Signal-Officer of tlw Army : 
GARRICK MALLERY, 
C(~ptain and B1·e1Jet Lieut. Col. U.S. A., Acting Signal-O.fficer and Assistant. 
PAPER 6. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF TIIE CnmF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
Washingto.n, D. C., July 1, 1873. 
[Circular No. 18.] 
This circular is published for the information of those desiring to enter the service 
of the United States with reference to the full duties of the sigual-service, including 
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not only fiehl- igl1aJs auc1 telegraphy, but also the observation ancl report of torms, 
by telegra1 h aud sigua,l, and display of cautionary signals, for tbe benefit of commerce 
and agriculture, under the joint resolution of Congress approved Feurnary 9, 1 70, tbe 
acts of Congre s approved Juu~ 16, 1 i2, aRd March 3, 1 i3, ancl the authorization of 
the Secretary of War, and for such other duties as may be r equired in connection 
therewith. 
1. Entrance into tbis service in every ca e is by enlistment as a private soldier in 
the Reguiar Army of the Uniterl States, the pay, qu:uters, allowances, and duties being, 
in the first instance, ·aud unless changed after instruction, debLil, or promotion, as here-
inaiter ex:plrtiucd, U10se of a private soldier in the signal-service, United States Army. 
A1lmen cnh t c1 are drilled in the use of arms a11d disciplined in the duties of soldiers. 
Tho term of serviee is five years, unless sooner discbargerl. The Secretary of War has 
power to o-raut di ·charges, which t.His -office is anthorized to promise when u.pplied for 
011 proper"'grouud , and at times wheA no ~pooial iu,iury to the service would result 
ther from ; but as a rule no application for discharge will be favoral.Jl,y entertained 
uutil after two y ars of faithful service, aml not. tlleu, except as above specified, With 
t he si ngle exception that men enlisting for th-e signal- ·ervice will uot be transferred to 
any other brauch of the Army, no promise will ue given whiclJ can alter or affect the 
usual terms of enlistment. The service, while strictly military, is ~tlso probationary, 
with opportunities fol' advanee1ueut, depenrling mainly on th e good condnct and c:t-
pac'ity of a>Ch individual, audit is intended to pla,ce competent me11, who enlist with 
a view to promotiou to the pm;ition of observer-sergeant, on duty where instruction 
>Call be ol>t;dned and opportunity for stndy afforded. 
Th Ubi •f, ignal-Officer, in his annual report fori 71 tG tl1e Secretary of War, rec-
ommendt•d that a commission iu the Army be given each year to the sergeaut who 
11all m that ,year be reported a~ most di.·tiugnishod for fidelity and ability, aud in each 
of tho y ·~•1-s 1 72 a11d 11:313 an enlisted m;w of the signal-service was promoted to be a 
comrni1:1 ione<1 officer. 
Marri!'cl IIIPn anrl those under twenty-one or over forty years of age are not enlisted. 
Th • stanflarc1 height is five feet four inches and npward. 
2. BuJistllJ<'nts at this office aro cou:f:iuect to candidates who have pas ed an exami-
D:l tion prior to enli tmcnt, before a board appointed by th o Cbief Sign aJ-Offi<Jer, which 
m ·ot at this 'Offi ·e every Thnr clay at uoou, au<l uefore ·which they must appear at 
their own xpense. Testimolltals as to good cl1ar:tcter and capacity, signed by per on 
kuowu at t!Ji office, must be presente!l, together with an applicat,ion in the baud writ-
inrr of the candidate, (addre sed to the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army,) stating his 
.ag" pa:-Jt and present av(}{!ation, and residence. The examination will be chiefly di-
reC'ted to accu rat spcllin~, legible lland writing, proficienc~· in ari tb me tic, with special 
attrlltion to deciu1al fractious, and toe geography of the United States. After a fa-
voraule report from the above-mentioned boarrt, and also a physical examination by 
the surgeon, the caudidate will l.Je enli terl, assigned to the signal-service, and uule 
(.ietaile<l for soiiie special dnty connected with this office, will be ordered to Fort Whip-
pl e, :1., ne.ar thi. city, "\Yhere the signal- ervicc detachment and school of instruction is 
tationed, aud will be placed at once u11der instruction to prepare for the dnty of as-
si tant t<' an observer ou station; also performing the general duties of soldiers at 
hour~; when not required for instruction. When reported uy. the instructor as qnali-
fied, the en li sted man will, ru tbe wants of the service require, b e detailed on tho 
abov -me11tioned duty of assista.nt. The length of time between being ordered nndor 
iustru ·tion and being detailed as assistant varies with the capacity and couduct of 
tb inclividual, unt has averaged about ix weeks. 
3. 11 u who do not pre eut them elves at thi office f-or the above-mentioned exam-
ination cau apply in person to the officer in charge at Fort Whipple, Va., or 
to tiJe oh en·er- ergeants of th sigual- erviue at the following po ints, viz: New 
York, Plliladelphl.a, Baltimore, Cincinnati, , a.int Louis, Bostou, Buffalo, Chicago, 
Cl Yelaud, Detroit, Jndianapoli , and Louisville, which sergeants are ordered to 
pre ent prop r applicants to the recruiting officers of tiJe United State Army 
in tho itie:. No ]>rontise or atat~ment different f1·o1n this circula1·, made by 
auy one, is authorized, or will be ctllozcecl to (~ffect the terms of enlistnwnt of any 1·ecruit. 
Recruit. eoli.-ted at },ort Wb.ipple, or at the above-rueutiot1ed cities, are placed on 
duty in the fir ·t hJ. tance, at Fort Whipple, as private soldiers of the signal- ervice de-
tachment for at lea ·t two months, after which they have the privilege, their conduct 
beinrr good~ to be xarninerl, on their application, by the same board above alluded to 
the xa01inatioo being id ntica.l with that r quired of the civiliau cand idate prior to 
enJi tmeut and on pas inO' that ex:amimttion they are ordered under instruction under 
the am circum ta.oce lJ.S ab ve explaiued in paragraph 2. 'l'he distinction is, ' that 
being enli ted in the above citie before examina.tion by the board, they are tran ported 
to Fort\ hippie a the expen e of the nited 'tates, also receiving rations en 1'0tde or 
commutation her for, iu tead of pre. enting themselves at this office at their owu ex-
pense; und al o that they take the risk, if tbey houlrl fail to pass the required exaw-
ina.tion, of remaining on the usual duty of soldiers of the signa.l-service detachment, 
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instead of being det.ailed as assistant to an observer, or on other duty requiring the 
amount of education exhibited by thosL~ passing the examination. 
4. All soldiers of the signal-service, wherever enlisted, who have passed the above-
described examination, and have been instructed and detailed on duty as assistant to 
an observer on station, or similar duty at this office, are required to perform such du-
ties satisfactorily fur six months before promotion from private to sergeant. As a rule, 
snch men may, after the expimtiou of that time, be ordered to Fort Whipple as candi-
dates for promotion, and after additional instruction, drill, and discipline in the duties 
of soldiers, are examined by a board of final examination, also appointed by the Ch ief 
Signal-Offi cer, and meeting at this office, but differing from the board of prelim~nall'Y 
examination before mentioned, both in its me!'nbers and the character of examinatio1h', 
the latter bein~ exclusively on the course of stnd)7 and practice in reference to t.he 
special duties of the service wi th which the candidate bas had the opportunity to be-
come familiar after his enlistment. They will also be examined by a boariJ. of officers, 
convened at Fort Whipple, as to their proficiency in the military duties of a sergeant. 
On pa sing these examinations the candidate will, as vacancies occur, be promoted to 
be sergeant, signal-service, United Sta,tes Army. 
5. The duties of an o~erver-sergcant on station, a.s also those of an assistant to an 
observer, will Le chiefly those pertaining to the observation: record, and proper publi-
cation and report, at such times as may be required, of the state of the bttrometer, 
therlllometer, hy~rometer, rain-gauge, and other iustruruents, (instruction in the use 
of which will be given under the direction of this office,) aud the report by telegraph 
or signal, at such times as indicated and to such places as may l1e designated by the 
Chief Signal-Offi cer, of the observa,tions as made, or such other informa,tion as may be 
required-the telegraphic reports' to be forwarded by the regular telegraphic operators, 
or in such manner as may be directed. The utmost precision will be requireil iu ob-
servations and reports. The specification of these particular duties is not to exclude 
such others connected therewit.h as may be necessary. 
The object of this plan is to insure the correctness aud regularity of reports by hav-
ing them made under military control. It being desired to make this body of men es-
pecially select, rigid examinations will be insisted upon. 
All the duties will be performed strictly under the discipline of milita.ry Jaw, all 
persons iu the n1ilitary service being subject to tri;;~,l aud puuishlllent for improper cou-
duct or neglect of duty uuder the Rules and ArLicles of vVar. The penalties for neg-
lect of dnty. bad conduct, &c., are dishonorable discharge, or such other punishment 
as a court-martial may direct, or as may be provided for by the customs of the 
service. 
'I'be United States is entitled to the VI' hole time of tl)e person enlisted; bnt the du-
ties required on station are of such a nature that, with care and diligence, some time 
between t.Le hours of reports, when no active duty is pressing, will generally be at the 
dispo~:~al of the observer, which may be devoted to r eading or study. Most of those 
already enlisted have had such purposes in view. No employment. of t.bis nal.ure can, 
however, be permitted to interfere, in any way, with that prompt and constant atten-
tion to duty which will be insistell upon. 
6. Th e pay and allowances of both sergeant and private vary according to the char-
acter and place of the duties a11d the length of tho service of each individual. The fol-
lowing table exhibits the average per wouth for five years, according to the present 
law: 
Rank. 
When at Fort 
Wbi11ple,Va., or 
at a military 
post. 
When on R~- J When at this 
tion. J office. 
Sergeants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---$3--4- 44- -l·---$7_7_ 2_5 __ 1 
Pxivates ........... .. -................................ 19 62 60 43 
$95 06 
90 89 
Of the above amounts $1 per month in the third y!)ar, $2 per mouth in the fonrtb 
year, and 3 per month in the fifth year are retained, and will not be paid until final 
discharge after faithful service. An allowance for clothin~, averaging $5.59 per month 
for ergeants and $5.42 for privates, is a,lso iuclnded iu the ai.Jove, wllich, if cl~)tbing is 
not drawn in kind, is also retained until discharge. When at Fort Whipple, both ~:~er­
ge~tnts and privatP.s receive quarters and rations, and at all places are, when ill, provided 
with medical attendance and medicines. · · 
7. Applications being frequently made for enlistment in this service, conditioned 
upon the a'pplicant being placed upou some specified duty or s~ationed at a pa.rticnlar 
place, it i. to be clearly under·st.ood that no such qualification of the contract of enlist-
ment will be allowed or considered, the wants of the l:lervice, which cannot be known 
in advance, regulating all details of dnty. 
By order of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army. 
GARRICK MALLERY, 
Captain First Infantry, Bvt. Lt. Col., U. S. A.., Acting Signal-Officer and Assistant. 
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PAPER 7. 
INSTRUCTIONS TO OB ERVER-SERGEANTS, SIGNAL SERVICE, U. S. A., Or 
DUTY AT STATIONS. 
[General Orders o. 32.1 
\VAH DEPARTME ' T, 0I<'FICE mr TIIE CHI:Rl? SIGNAL~OFFICER, 
Washington, D. C., September :~0, 1 73. 
1. Observer-sergeants, ignal service United States Army, on duty at stations, will 
strictly comply with the following instructions, (in place of those heretofore issued to 
them from tllis oilice,) which will also be used as a text-book in all instrnction given 
to enli ted men at Fort Whipple, Va., or on station. 
.. *. .. .. 
By order of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army. 
GARRICK MALLERY, 
Captain First Infantry, B1 t. Lt. Col., U. S. A ., Acting Signal-Officer ?t'nd Assistant. 
INSTHUCTIONS. 
1. Each ohserver, upon arrivin<Y at his sta,tion , will immediately proceed to secnrc a 
room suitable for office purpo es and tho storage uf instruments and other United 
States prop rty iu bis charge. This room mnst be in the immediate vicinity of the 
t l graph-office charged with the tran mission aud receipt of the weather reports, and 
shonld bo in tho npper story of a building a,nd contain at least one window facing the 
north. In all ca"'CS he will endeavor to get permission to occupy the roof of this build-
ing for the nee ssary exposure of bi instruments, and, at stations specially dcRignatcd 
by the Chiqf ~rgnal-Officcr, for the erection of an instrument-room, in accordance with 
plans furnished hy tbi ofilce. A lease of t.bis room for a period of one yoa.r, with tho 
privilege of renewal on the part of this office, in accordance with tbe regnlar forms to 
bo fnrniAhed the ob crver on application to the property and disbursing officer, will be 
made ont and properly signed before any expense is incurred in fitting up the room or 
putting up instruments. Wheu such permission canuot be obtained, or a suitable roof 
found, and at all stations not designated as above, an instrument-shelter will be con-
trncted sub. tantially as follows: 
. elect a wi nclow fronting the north; remove the lattice-blinds, if there be any and 
along the exterior jambs of the window place perpendicularly two pieces of lattice-
work, (a a,) projecting to a distance of from 20 to 24 inches from the panes. At half 
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this distance, 10 or 12 inches from the panes, and at the height of the eye of the ob- · 
sever when in the chamber, pass from one end of the shelter to the other two small wooden 
trans~erse bars, (c c,) each an inch b~oad, .for th~ purpose of supporting the ins:.ru-
ments. Upon the outer edge of the s1~es fasten, m the usual wa7, (b b,) the latticed 
blinds which were removed from the Jambs, or two others provided for the purpose. 
These blinds will be hinged to the side-walls so as to be opened when necessary, and 
secured in the middle by an ordinary staple and hook. Ten inches outside of this 
frame-work an outer wall, also of lattice-work, will be placed with the front, opening 
in the center in the same manner as the inner wall. The whole must be covered with 
a small inclined roof of boards, (E B,) placed at least 15 or 20 inches above the in-
strument. The lower part, (J,) or the base, may remain open, unless the shelter is 
within 10 feet of the ground, in which case the bottom will be covered with slats 2 
inches wide, placed 1 inch apart. The instrument shelter will be painted with white 
lead. The building selected should be detached from other buildings, and where this 
cannot be bad, should be higher than those surrounding it. Too much attention 
cannot be given to the proper setting up of the instruments and their protection from 
local influences. • 
2. An observer, upon arriving at his station, will, as soon as practicable, put himself 
in communication wit,h the board of trade, chamber of comme:t;ce, board of under-
writers, and such other bodies as may desire to co-operate with this office in its efforts 
to make the service locally, as well as generally, useful. If meteorological committees 
have not been appointed by any or all of these bodies, their appointment should be 
urged as a matter of special importance, and the committees requested to place them-
selves in communication with the Chief Signal-Officer. He will also communicate wit.h 
such colleges, scientific associations, and other institutions of learning as may be 
located at or near his station, and will explain to their officers and members the nature 
and object of his duties, and invite their co-operation. He must bear constantly in 
mind that it is expected be will use every effort in his power to render his office of the 
greatest public utility. 
3. The office-furniture will be of the :plainest kind, and consist only of such articles 
as are absolutely necessary for t.he proper transaction of business. The room, furniture, 
aud instruments mnst be kept neat and clean at all times, and always prepared for 
in pection. . 
4. The regular reports from station --- will commence with the morning report 
of--, and from a9d.after that date three observations will be made daily, and trans-
mitted hy telegraph, to---, and four observations, at different hom·s, for transmission, 
weekly, to this office. · 
5. The observations for telegraphic transmission wm be taken daily at-- a.m., 
--p.m., and--p.m., (local tirue,) and after the proper corrections are made, will 
be entered on Form 5, supplied by this office, and also in the daily record of observa-
tions and the record of bulletins, and a weekly record of them on Form 4 will be sent 
to this office. The instruments will be read in the following order: 
1. Barometer. 2. Thermometer. 3. Hygrometer. 
4. Anemometer. 5. Anemoscope. 6. Rain-gauge. 
6. The readings of the diffetent instruments must be entered as made in the original 
record of observations and not copied in from a slip/of paper. Observers will habitu-
ally carry this book when making an observation, and enter the readings in pencil, as 
noted at the time. They will also use this book for making the proper corrections, as 
indicated by the marginal references. Pen and ink must not be used for entering any 
ob ervation or correction. The mid-day observations will be entered on the spare pages 
of tbis book, using one column for each clay properly dated and timed. 
7. Tbe reports will be handed by the observer in person to the operator charged with 
their transmission, in the order and at the times named below, viz: Report No. 1, at 
- a.m.; report No. 2,at- p. m.; report No. 3, at -p.m. Tlle mid-clay report, when 
sent by telegraph, will be filed as soon as practicable after the observation is made. 
8. Observers must be aiJ the telegraph-office, with the reports carefully and plainly· 
written out in duplicate, ~en minutes before the hours named above, in order that the 
operator may be notified in time to prepare for their transmission, and must obtain the 
·ignatme of the operator to both copies of each rep01·t, with the ex.act time of receipt by 
him. They will also furnish the manager of the office with a pln.inly written or printed 
lis t of stations (with their proper telegraphic numbers) from which reports are to be 
received at, and also of those to be sent from, his office, with the names of the stations 
to which they are to be sent. IfTeports are to be transferred or selected for transfer at 
any station, the observer at that station must personally n.ttend to such transfer or 
el ection, unless prevented by sickness or other extraordinary cause. To proviue 
against such au event, he must so arrange with the manager that the regular tram;-
mi ion of reports will not be interrupted by his absence. 
9. The following is a list of stations, with their proper telegraphic numbers. Those 
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to be rece1ved at station No. --are underlined in red ink, and any failure to receive 
them must be promptly reported to this office, with a statement of the probable cause 
of failure. 
Station. 
Cape Roziere, Canada ...................... . 
Chatham, N. B ... ............. .......... ... . 
t~~;fo0n~~~:~i~a: :: :::::::::::::::: ::: ::: : 
Father Point, Canada. ...................... . 
~K~J~[~n?·lrii) Ric~:::::::::: ::::::::::::: 
Bridgetown, Barbadoes .................... . 
Basso Terre, Guadeloupe ..•................. 
Plaister Cove, N. S ........................ .. 
~~ir~rfn°d~~o::S:·.~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Boston, Mass .............................. . 
Now London, Conn ............... : .. ...... . 
New York City, N.Y ..................... .. 
~~fr~~~i~·:·::: :·::·:·: :::::::: ~ ~ ~::::::: : 
Vnsbiu ton, D. C . ........................ .. 
6~i~~in~:,·.~ ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: : 
Savannah, Ga .............................. . 
~~fui~i{!~~~.~~--<HE··>E 
• ew rl ana, L:~. ... ............... . .... . . .. . 
;?~~·klf,0~~~~~-~~~ :::::: :: :::::::::: :::·.:::: 
R~~~~~~t 1'~- ~ Y:::::: :::: :::·::::: :::::::::::: 
Bnffalo, N. Y ............................. .. 
Clrv ·land, Ohio ............................ . 
To! do, Ohio .... ........................... . 
D troit, 1.ich: ................ ......... .... . 
'hica o, 111 ................... ...... .. .... .. 
Milwaukee, Wis ........ ................... . 
.'aint Paul, M.inn ..... ... . ................ . . 
~i~t~b~~gt;~:. : :::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: 
Knoxville. Tenn .......................... .. 
t1~~~~rJi.~tr~d: ~ ~ ~: ::: ~ ~ ~ : _:_::: ~: ~::::: ~: ~ :· 
1oont Washington, N. R ... ...... ........ .. 
Keokuk, Iowa .......... ......... .......... . 
Grand Ravcu, Mioh ...................... .. 
:Escauaba, Mieh . ......................... .. 
Marquette, Mich .......................... . 
No. Station. 
~ ~:::~~~~t;t1~'ft~~~ : ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 Cairo, Ill . . .. ............................. .. 
~ g~~e~~K: ¥~~ ::::::::::::::~::::::::::::: 
6 Mon troa.l, Canada ......................... . 
7 Quebec, Canada .......................... .. 
~ ~~~~~tfia~-~~.a~~ ~:::::: ::::~ ::::::: ~~: ~::: 
10 Wood's Hole, Mass ....................... .. 
g ~i~!~~i~~T~~~: .· .': .':: .' .' .':::: .':::::::::: .': 
13 Nashville, Tenn ......................... .. 
~~ tf~~f:~~~i.~tio. ::.::::::: :~ :::::::::::::::: 
lG Saint Louis, Mo ........... _ ............. .. 
17 Omaha, Nobr ..... ... ..... ............... .. 
~~ ~~:l~~~·:J:lfa~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
20 <..:orinne, Utah ..... ........ ... .. . ........ .. 
21 Fort Benton, Mont ...................... .. 
22 Shreveport, La .................. _ ......... . 
23 Jacksonville, Fla ............. _ .......... .. 
!~ E~~~~~c~~~~-:-:-:-:~-:-:-::_.~---~-:-:-:-:~-:: ~ ~:: :: ~:: 
27 Virginia City, Mout ................. ...... . 
28 Port Stanley, Canada .................... .. 
29 Port Dover, Canada .... _ ................ . . . 
~~ ~;:f!!~~·c~~~~~~~::: ~ ~~ ·_·_: ~:~~::: :~::: :::: 
gl . ~j?:i~f~.~~~~~-:_:_:_:::::: ~:::::::::::::: 
35 Alpena, Mich............... .. ........... . 
36 Pembina, Dak .......... .... ............... . 
37 La Crosse, Wis .......................... .. 
38 Fort Garry, Manitoba . . . .......... . ...... . 
30 Halifax, N. S ................... ....... · ... .. 
1~ ~~g~g~il~~~.'t-:::: ~::::::::::::::::: ~:: ~: : 
!~ ~:tgG~~~;n~·f!a~.r ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
44 :Eastport, Me ............................. . 
45 Yankton, Dak ................... ........ .. 
46 New Raven, Conn ....................... .. 
47 :Erie, Pa ...... . .......................... .. 
48 Dnbuq11e, I owa .......................... .. 
49 Pike's P ak, Colo ......................... . 




















































_10. At each station an observation of the barometer will be taken daily at 12 m., 
Wa hingtou meau .time, and if a change equal to, or greater than, fifteen bundreutb 
of an inch bas taken place since the regular morning telegraphic observation, the 
fact will be reported immediately by telegraph to the Chief Signal-Officer, with tl.le 
dir ction of wind a.nd state of weather and the velocity of the wind in miles per hour; 
the whole being ent iu the sumo order in which they are given here, and in the regu-
lar cipher words. A regular weekly report of these mid-day observations will be rua.de 
out onli orm 4 aud mailed to the central office with tho other reports on this form. 
I n th se special report:i the barometer will be corrected, io the usual manner, for 
t 1nperature, lavation, and instrumental error. 
11. In addition t.o the mi<lcl:ty observation and those made for telegraphic transmi · 
siou, throe others wm be taken oaily-at 7 a. m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m., (local im ) 
rcspec ivcly. 'l'bese will be recorded upon Form 4 in tho same manner as the telegraphic 
oiJ 'rvations, but on a ·cparate s1Jeet, and a copy of them wiJl be forwa.rded ·weekly 
to tl1e fficc of ,the Chief Sig11al-Otnccr. 
1 . After llcJiYcriug his own reports to the operator, each observer or a.u assi. taut 
designated by tho olJSCl'\'Cl' will 1· main in the telegraph-office until they arc s •ut to 
tbeir prop r de. tinn.tion, autl un il the reports Ji-om other stations intended for u o nt 
his statiou arc rcceiv d, ot· nntil a. smcd that their receir t ha.s been prevented by some 
canse beyond tllo contt·ol of' tltc opcrn.tor. Tho report fo;· station No. -- shoultl uo 
I·eccived by-- a.. ru., -- p. m., aud -- m., rC:S})ectiYely; aud when they aro de· 
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layed bcyor:d these hours, the factA should in all cases be promptly reported to this 
office by mail, with a statement of tbe cause of delay when known. · 
13. To avoid useless delay in getting out the bulletins, observers should arrange, 
whenever practicable, to have the use of a desk or table in or near the operating-room 
of the telegraph-office, in order that the reports may be translated and written out 
p1·operly as.rapidly as received. Where permission to occupy the room for this pur-
pose is· granted by the manager, a small table will be fp.rnished by this office for the 
use of the observer, whenever necessary. 
14. The telegraph-offices at which the reports are received will be k~pt constantly 
supplied by the observers with Form 2, and in all cases the receiving operator will be 
required to fill in this form with the name of station, date, and time that reports are 
received. Observers will in like manner :till up :Form 5 before delivery. 
15. Eepo1·ts must be made on Sttnclays at the 1·egular hours, and dcliveTed punctttally at the 
telegmph-office. 
16. Immediately upon the receipt of.the moi·ning reports at any station the observer 
will transl:1te them into ordinary language, and write them out clearly and plainly on 
the bulletin sheet, (Form 3,) filling in each column with the data named in its beading. 
The manifold issue of the bulletin will be used, and when completed, copies will be r eg-
ularly posted in the rooms of the board of trade, chamber of commerce, and such other 
conspicuous places as may have been officially designated. Copies may also be fur-
nished to private individuals when personal application is made for tllem at the ob-
server's office, and their preparation does not interfere with the issue of those det>igned 
for public use, or with tile ordinary and regular duties of the station. A copy will ·be 
furnished to each evening newspaper published at the station, and its regular publica-
tion secured, if possible. The local observations will invariably be entered in all bulle-
tins7 press-reports, and maps. At stations supplied with the manifold rnaps, their prep-
aratien follows the bulletins, and they will be printed as rapidly as practicable, and 
furnished to such parties as may be designated by this office, upon the recommenda-
tion of the observer in charge. The" War Department Weather Map" will then be 
changed in accordance 'with the following key and im~tructions: 
The index consists of an arrow, disk, and card, which show the direction and velocity 
of the wind, state of the weather, height of the barometer, and height of the thermom-
eter, and relative lmmidity at the place on which they are affixed. The index will be 
changed once daily, at 10 a.m., or as near that hour as is practicable. The arrow flies 
with the wind. 
A red disk indicates clear weather. 
A blue disk indicates sky covered with clouds. 
A i-blue disk indicates sky one-fourth covered with clouds. 
At-blue disk indicates sky one-half covered with clouds. 
A !-blue disk indicates sky three-fourths covered with clouds. 
A black disk indicates rain. 
A whjte and black barred disk indicates snow. 
A silicate tag projecting below the disk, and held in position by the same screw that 
fastens the arrow and disk, shows the velocity of the wind in miles· per hour, the height 
of the barometer in inches and hundredths, and the height of the thermometer in de-







In u sin g these tags a hole will be drilled through them near the upper end, by which 
they wi:l be fastened to the screws. Wilen the symbols are changed, these tags need 
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not be removed, as the lead-pencil writing may be Nased by means of a small piece 
of sponge slightly moistened, taking care that the face of the map is not soileu. 
Witll proper care these tags will thus la t for anum ber of mouths. 
The barred-disk A indicates snow, <Lnd the position of the arrow a a that tho wind 
is blowing from the west. Tl.l upp r :figure on tbe card, o, sb<?ws that the velocity 
with which the wind is blowincr is seven miles per hour. Tho he1,.,.ht of the barometer, 
shown by the middle figuresJ is twenty-nine inches and fifty-five hnnclredtbs, tho hei~b t 
of the thermometer seventy degre s above zero, and the rela~ivo humidity, indicated 
by tho lower figures, is 98 p r cent. \Vhen tho temperature 1s below zero tlw minus 
sign sbonld always be prefixed. . . 
To facilitate changing the di . ks thoy am cnt so as to shp on and off w1thout remov-
ing the clawp, as shown iu the following figure : . . 
A calm is indicated by the omission of the arrow. · 
1 i. The afternoon reports will be recei vcd and translated in tho same manner as tho o 
rcceiv din tbe morning, and will be bulletined at snell places as will insure the greatest 
publicity. At stations where the morning papers go to press too early for the publica-
tion of the midnight report, they will be furni shed with the afternoon issue. 
1 . 'flJe night reports, after translation, will be carefully and promptly writte11 out 
on Form 3 aud furnished to such morning papers priute<l at t.he station as desire them 
for puhlication. Obs rvers will endeavor to arrange with the publishers to have tho 
r port taken from the observer's office, but where this arrangement cannot be effected, 
tllo ob ervor, or his assistaut, will deliver them in person at the different newspaper 
offices. 
10. At stations where the publishers of newspapers desire to have the three full reports 
of the previous day, they will be supplied by tbe o!Jservers on tlle manifold form i sued 
by this office for that purpo . In such cases, observers will write up the morning ancl 
afternoon reports during t.he day and evening, so tllat thoro will be no delay in getting 
out the full report at rriidnigbt. In fillfng out the heading of the daily bulletin, for 
publication tho time of the reports will be th~ exact local time of the place of publi-
cation, and will be so stated at all stations. In carrying out that part of their duty 
which r lates to the publication and distribution of reports, ouservers will be required 
to act promptly and intelligently, as the usefulness of the reports depends wholly Q.pon 
the spe d and accuracy with which they are laid before the puiJlic. 
20. In furnishing weather-reports and items ior publication, observers must confine 
tbemselv . strictly to the instructions issUt~d from t,his office, aud will not, under any 
ci1'oumstances, publish, 01· cause to be published, jO?·ecasts o1· prcdiotionB of the weathc1·. 
21. At each station a daily record will be kept of missing reports, showing the name 
and official numbers of the stations, with the cause of tllcir non-receipt .when known 
and also such telegraphic elTors as may come to t.he observer's knowledge. A copy 
of thi record on :r~orm 19 will be forwarded weekly to this office iu the same package 
with the originals of Form 2. 
22. A copy of the latest synopsis received by the observer or the Associated Pre 
at stations where it is regularly received, -wi ll be posted with each copy of t,he bulletin 
tl.Iat. is publicly displayed. These copies will be made in manifold on Form 15 furnished 
by bis offic . · 
:2:3. l> crvers will be held directly responsible for the correct publication of all 
weather-reports a.t their re ·pective stations, and must take every precantion to guard 
again t error , especi~Llly in the newspaper copies, where they are most frequently 
found. Tho accuracy of· the published reports must be vel'ified by daily personal 
in pection, and when errors are found they should be traced to tbeir proper source 
nod m asure taken to prevent their repetition aR far as in the power of the obser,cr. 
Then · of the regular official beading authorized by this office for all reports mu t be 
insisted upon, and care taken that correct time of issue is given to both the bulletin 
and synopsis. 
24. When the wires of the telegraph company by which the reports are regularly 
transmitted are known to be down or obstructed in snell a manner as to prevent their 
prompt transmission, they will be sent, until such oustrnctioo is removed, oYer tbe 
wires of any other company po ·,easing the necessary facilities, as provided for in special 
instruction from this office. 
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25. In all reports :1nd bulletins posted or furnished to the p~ess for puulication1 due 
credit must be given to the telegrap~ company over whose w1res they were rece1ved . . 
At all sta.tions ordered to make nver-reports, the depth of water above low-water 
mark .will be observed at three o'clock (local time) each afternoon. 
The sixth space in first line of Form 5 will be used for the depth in feet whenever 
the number exc.:eeds eight, and the sixt.h space in second line for the odd inches .. 
Whenever the depth does not exceed 8 feet, the word· " River" will be used to :fill 
the space in the first line, a.nd the ·whole depth given in the second line in inches. 
In furnishing the reports to the press, and in filling up the bnlletin, Form 3, the 
daily change will be given. This change will be obtained by taking the difference 
between the current report and that of the preceding day. 
27. Whenever a.ny sudden or unusual change occurs in the condition of the river 
between the regulae hours of observation, a special series of observations will be made 
and tl;le observed depth will be reported in the usual manner at the next succeeding 
telegraphic report, and these special reports will be continued tri-daily (one at each 
t elegraphic report) until the river resumes its normal condition, when the morning 
and midnight specials will be discontinued. 
28. In can·ying out these instructions, observers will use the cipher-words in the 
column beaded" Rise," when the river is rising at the date of report, and those in tho 
column headed "Pall," when it is falling. 
29. The observations for the morning and midnight special river-reports will be 
made within an hour of the time of report if practicable. 
Observers must exercise great care in making and recording the river-reports, in · 
order that they can be relied upon as accurate by interested parties. · 
30. The amount of min-fall (or melted snow) will be measured and reported at each 
of the three telegraphic reports only. · 
INSTRUMENTS. 
:n. Each station will be supplied with the following instruments:. 
·rwo standard barometers, (Green's.) · 
Two standard thermometers, (Green's.) 
One standard hygrometer, (Glaisher's model.) 
One maximum thermometer. 
One minimum thermometer. 
One anemometer, (Robinson's,) with self-registering attachment. 
,One wind-vane. 
One rain-gauge. 
One clock. . 
Other instruments may he added from time to time as the necessity for their use be-
comes apparent. 
BAROMETER. 
32. The barometers will in all cases be carefully compared with the stanuard at this 
office before issue, and tlle amount of instrumental error wil! be sent with each when 
it leaves this office. • 
The two barometers furnished each station will be carefully compared by the observer 
in charge once a month, making a series of comparative readings of not less tllan 
twenty in number, which will be recorded in full in the daily journal as soon as made. 
In making out the monthly abstract of the journal these readings will be embodied in 
the instrumental report; they must not be c.:orrected for elevation, but for temperature 
and instrumental error 9nly. · 
No change of instrumental error will be made by any observer without direct 
authority from this office. -
The barometer should be placed in a room of a temperature as uniform as possible, 
not heated, nor too much exposed to the sun. It should be suspended at tbe height of 
t.he eye, near a window, in such a manner as to be lighted p.erfectly without exposure 
either to the direct rays of the sun or to the currents of air which are always foun d at 
the window-casings and doors. To protect the instrument from .external injuries, from 
dust, and from the direct radiation of warm bodies ·or the currents of air from the 
window, observers will fasten the wooden case in which it is carried firmly against the 
wall ~a vertical position near the window, in such a manner that the cover will open 
in a direction parallel to the panes. An opening large enough to admit the tubo·of the 
· barometer will be cut in the upper end of the box; and directl.v above this, at the dis-
tance of one inch, a strong hook will be driven into the wall. This hook should extend 
two or three inches beyond the box, and npon it the instrum()nt will be suspended. 
'\Vhen not in nse the cover will be closed; but when an observation is to be taken it 
w1ll be opened, and the instrument drawn out on the hook, clear of the box, and in 
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the full light of the window. Mter the observn,tion is made the barometer will be 
slipped back into the box. 
83. All readings of the barometer taken for telegraphic transmission will be correct d 
by the observer making tbe ob. ervation, for instrumental error, for temperature, and 
for elevation, beforf' they are sent from his t.ation. In correcting for temperature, the 
reading of the attached thermometer will be uscu, while in correcting for elevation the 
temperature used will be that of the exposed or open-air thermometer. 
In. correcting for elevation, the height of the surface of the mercury in the cistern 
of the barometer above the ground must be added, in all cases, to the height of the 
station above sea-level, as in the following example, viz : Suppose heip;ht of station 
above sea-level to be 670 feet; 'fteight of mercury (surface) in cistern to be 17 feet 
above the ground; then the elevation to be corrected for would be G87 feet. 
Iu correcting for tempera~ure, Table XVII, pages 66 to 71, Pap~r C, of Guyot's tablE}s, 
will be used; and for elevat10n, Table XIX! pag_e 92, Pap_er J?, of the same book, when 
special tables are not prepared under the dtrectwn of th1s office. 
34. In transporting a barometer, even across a room, it should be screwed up anu 
carried with its cistern uppermost. For traveling, it is provided ith a woodeu case. 
On steamboats or railroads, it should be hung up by a hook in the state-room Ol' car, 
and the lower u l firmly strapped to the side of the room or car to prevent jarring. 
Iu wheeled vehicles, it should be carried by hand, supported by a strap over the 
shoulder, or held upright between the legs ; hut it should uot be allowed to rest on the 
floor of the caiTiage, for a sudcl n jolt might break tlHl tube. If carried on horseback, 
it should be strapped over the boulders of tl1e rider, where it is not likely to be in-
jured, unless the animal i. subject to a sudden change of gait. When about to be used, 
it should be taken from its case, and, while screwed up, gently inverted and hung up, 
when it can be unscrewed. While it has its cistern uppermost, the tube is full-is on e 
solid mas of metal and glass-and not easily injured, but when bung up a sudden jolt 
might send a bubble of air into the vacuum at the upper end of the tube, and the iu-
strum nt wonld ue usele until repaired. Ob erver!:l must never swing the barometer 
or end avor to force the mercury against the top of the tube without first screwing up 
the large adju ting screw at the base of the cistern. · 
If the ctstern should l;>ecome dirty, it can be cleaned with safety, and without 
changing, in the slightest degree, the zero of the instrument. Everything used in tbe 
op mtion mu t be clean and ury. Blowing upon any of the parts must be avoided, as 
tho moi tore from the breath is injurious. 
The instrument being placed upright, the cistern uppermost, unscrew and take oft 
the bras ca iug which inclo e the wooden and leat):wru part of the cistern. This 
wooden part (which bas the grain crosswise, and therefore is not air-tight) is made in 
two pieces, fast ned together by four screw~ and four brass pieces, each in the form of a 
half of a circular ring. It will be necessary to take out two of these screws and loosen 
the other two, when the brass pieces can be taken off. The upper wooden piece, to 
wh ich the bag is attached, can tben be lifted off, and the mercury will be exposed. By 
th n inclining the instrument a little, a portion of the mercury in the cistern may be 
poured out iu a clean vessel at band to receive it, wheu the end of the tube will be 
uncovered. This is to bo closed by the gloved han£l, when the instrument can be in-
verted, the cistern emptied, and the tube brought again to its upright position. Great 
care must be taken not t<fpermit any mercury to pass out of the tube. The long screw 
which fasten tho gla s portion of the cistern to the other parts can then be taken off, 
the various parts wiped with a clean cloth or hanukerchief, and restored to their 
former positions. The mercury which bad beon taken out of tho cistern must now be 
cleaned, or it must be replac c1 by other tb:tt is clean aud pure. Jf the old mercury i~ 
merely dusty, or dimmed by a film of oxide, the cleaning may be effected by st.rainil'\g 
it through chamois-leatber, or through a funnel with a capiJ}ary hole at the end of a 
izo to admit of the pa age of but a small thread of the metal. Such a funnel i con-
veniently made of letter-paper. The dust will adhere to the skin or paper, and the 
filtered mercury will pre ent a clean and bright appearance. At stations where 
UJnric tic acid can be procured, the mercury may be easily and quickly cleai1ecl by mix-
ing about two ounces of the acid with it in a small vessel or cnp and then pouring 
into the v s cl clear water until it over:fiows and carries off all tLe impurities. When 
ullicieutly pure the wat r will be poured off and the mercury h ated over a ga or 
lamp light uutil all remaining moisture is expelled. If chemically impure, it 1hould 
be r d cted, and fre h, clean mercury used. With such clean mercury the cistern 
should be fi.lled as nearly full as possible, the wooden porUons put together and so-
cur ly fastened by the screws and clamps, the brass casing screwed on, and the scr w 
at it ncl crew d up. Tho instrument can then be hung up and re-adju ted. The 
tube and its content baviug been undisturbed, the instrument should read the same 
as b fore. If a little mercury has been lost during the opemtion, and there is none at 
hand to replace it, no serion barm has be n clone; but if much is lost, the open end of 
tho tube may become xpo cd in inverbn~ the instrument, in which case air may 
enter. To guard against this error, a little fresh mercury will be added. 
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Statjon barometers will not be cleaned unless ordered by this office, or by an inspect-
ina- officer or when such action appears to be absolutely necessary by the presence of 
ai~ in the 'tubo. In any case t.he fact will b~ promptly reported to this offic~, stating 
tbe number of the instrument so cleaned, w1th date, and result of the operatiOn .• 
35. Each observer upon establishing a new station will, as soon as he is furnished 
with the correct elevation of his barometer above sea-level, prepare a table for re-
ducing the barometrical observations to that level, in accordance with the following 
formula: 
Formula. 
(Guyot's tabl~s, Paper D, page 88.) 
c, is the correction required; j, the elevation of the station; N, the factor from the 
table on page 92; h', the reading of the barometer corrected for temperature; and h, 
th~ normal height ofthe barometer at sea-level, which may be assumed to be 30 inches 
for all stations. 
For all observations above 30.20 and below 29.80 the full formula will be u~ed; but 
between thos~ numbers the :first number only, c = -fr need be used. 
36. The following-named sta.tions having been furnished with a constant correction, 
are excepted from the provisions of the foregoing paragraph: 
Mount Washington, N.H. 
Cheyenne, Wyoming Ter. 
Denver, Colo. 
Santa Fe, N.Mex. 
Corinne, Utah. 
·Virginia City, Mont. 
Fort Benton, Mont. 
Pike's Peak, Colo. 
37. This table will be made to cover the range of the barometer from 28.80 to 30.80, 
and will give a correction for every five-hundredths of an inch, and the fnll formula 
given in paragraph 1 will be used in its preparation. The table must ·be forwarded to 
this office for revision and approval before it is adopted by the observer. 
THERMOMETER. 
38. The thermop1etf\r should be bung in the instrument-shelter in such a manner 
that it will be always in the shade, and at least one foot from the wall of the building 
to which the shelter is attached, where the Smithsonian form of shelter is used. It 
must be protected against the light reflected from surrounding .objectFl, and from rain, 
snow, and hail. The instrument must be placed exactly perpendicular, the middle of 
the scale being at the height of the eye in order to prevent error in reading. The · 
readings should be made at all times, and especially: in the winter, tlwough the panes, 
without opening the window, when the shelter is built out from a window. When the 
shelter is built upon a roof, great care must be exercised in making the readings in 
order to prevent the instrument from being affected by the beat of the body or of the 
lantern at night. The observation must be made as rapidly as is consistent with 
accuracy. 
HYGROMETER, 
39. The hygrometer will be placed in the same shelter as the thermometer, ancl at a 
distance of one foot from it. The cistern will be kept supplied with pure water at all 
times when the temperature of the air is above the freezing point, and the cover of the 
wet bulb will be changed every month, and the bulb carefully cleaned. The cover may 
be washed as of~en as necessary, without removal, by means of a jet of clean water 
from a smallsynnge. 
When the temperature of the air is below the freezing point the water will be 
emptied from the cistern, and in making an observation the wet bulb will be moist-
ened wit..h cold water, and the instant the mercury has reached its minimum its height 
will be noted. Alcohol must not be used. 
'l.'he relative humidity of the air will be obtained from Table VII, page 46, of Guyot's 
Tables, when special tables are not furnished from this office. 
Especial care must be taken to keep tho t.ubes of the hygrometer clean, and the wet 
bulb properly moistened, and to make the observations and deductioos accurately, as 
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the humidity of the air forms an important element in all calculations of atmospheric 
changes. · 
Whenever the dry bulb of the hygrometer is observed to show a higher temperature 
than the e:x:posed thermometer under similar exposure, the observer will cut a circular 
opening, about three inches in diameter, in the board to which the dry and wet bulbs 
are attached, and directly be~ind the bulbs. 
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM THERMOMETERS. 
40. The board which accompanies these instruments will be securely fastened with 
screws, in a horizontal position, upon the side of the instrument-shelter, or observa-
tory, near the hygrometer and exposed thermometer. 
The brass support for the minimum will be screwad into the upper part of the bo~trd 
and the holes so arranged as to slightly incline the left end of the support. · 
The top of the thermomet~r will be fast~ned by the. small brass screw upon the sup-
port, while the lower end w1ll be dropped mto the notch to the left. 
For the support of the maximum thermometer the long brass pin with a nut will be 
screwed into the board, in the hole to the extreme right. The nut will be taken off 
and the pin slipped through the hole in the upper end ofthe instrument, which will be 
securely fastened by replacing the nut and securing it tightly. The plain brass pin is 
then inserted in tho hole at the left of the board, and the thermometer placed upon it 
so as to incline slightly in that direction. 
The end of the pin to which the maximum is attached must be occasionally oiled to 
prevent friction. 
After unpacking the minimum it must be carefully compared with the exposed ther-
mometer, and if an air-speck is found in the column the bulb will be immersed in 
warm water until all the air-bubbles di appear in the space at the top of the tube, great 
ca1·e heing taken not to break the bulb by heating it too suddenly. 
After fastening the top of the minimum upon the support, the lower end of the in-
strument will be raised until the top of the small index touches the top of the column 
of spirit: 
The instrument is read by observing the number of degrees upon tbe scale where the 
top of the index rests. After taking n. reading, the bulb or lower end of the thermo-
meter, should be elevated until the index comes down to the temperature of the air, 
at the time of the observation, and the instrument will then be dropped into the notch 
at tho left of the support, as before. 
The maximum.is read by observing the number of degrees upon the scale at the top 
of the column of mercury. 
After takiug a reading the observer will remove the pin to the left and then take 
hold of the thermometer, about three inches from tlie top, and spin it around several 
times, or until the top of the column is brought dow~ to the temperature of the air at 
the time of observation. Care must be taken not to touch the bulb, and also that the 
nut is screwed up sufficiently tight to prevent the instrument from striking against the 
&ide ofthe board to which it is fastened. After adjustment, gradually rn.ise the instru-
ment to n. horizontal position, and insert the pin as before. 
Care should be taken in elevating the thermometer not to raise the bulb too high, as 
the column of mercury would then run to the upper end of the tube. 
The observations upon these instruments will be made at the 11.35 p.m. report, and 
recorded upon Form 4, in the proper column. 
A!I."'EMOMETER. 
41. The anemometer will be :fixed in a vertical position upon the telescopic rod, or, 
when this has not been furnished, a post of sufficient height to bring the dial on a level 
with the ye of the observer, and must be in an exposed situation, so as to receive the 
full force of the wind; when po sible, this post should be framed into the roof, to steady 
it and pr vent the instrumentfr·om vibrating; but when this cannot be done, it should 
be framed at the bottom into two pieces of scantling, not less than three feet in length, 
that cro acb other at right an ale , and which can ue nailed fast to the roof or plat-
form upon which th in trument is plac d. Short braces can be added when nlicessary 
to in ur st adine . The outer dial of the instrument is graduated in miles and tenths 
of mile:s-tbe fi ures 1, 2, 3, &c., indicating miles, and the subdivi ions teuths. Ono 
complet r volution of his dial iM equivalent to ten miles of wind, and can·i tbe 
inn r dial forward one subdivision. This inner dial registers up to 9!)0 mile 
and wm not be u e in makmg the ordinary observations, but observers will a ur 
h m elv , by making a daily comparative reading, that the record of th dial and 
that of th cylinder read ahka at the time of changing the record-sheets on the lf-
r gi tering attachment at mid-day. When a discrepancy is found to exi t between 
the two records, the anemometer will be carefully examined as to the condition of the 
Telescopic rod and ancmoroclcr. 
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dial-peg. 
1 
or contact-pins, (w~ich should always 'be perfectly stm~ght;) and the co~­
tact-s1a·jurr . Tbe latter are lmble to become corroded by the actwn of the electnc 
spark or ~oisture, and must be kept c.lean. . 
42- To obtain the velocity of the wmd for the regular observatiOns when the self-
reO'] t rinCY attachment is out of order, two readiugs of the outer dial must be taken, 
wrth an i;terval of five minutes between them, and the difference between these read-
ings will be tbe distance in tent~s.of miles trav~led ~y the wind _in that in.t.erv~l. 
This multiplied by twelve and d1v1ded by ten, vnll g1ve the proximate veloc1ty m mile~ per hour. E-x:amp}e: SUJ?pose tb.e index of the ou~er dial to b~ at 3 wh.en the 
first readin" is taken, ana at 3.6 five mmutes after, the dijference, 6, IS the d1stance 
traveled in tiJat time; and this, m~1ltiplied by twelve. and divided byte~, gives a v~­
locity of seven and two-tenths m1les per hour. Whole numbers only will be used m 
expres ing the. velocity. When the decimal is g~eat~r than five-tenths, the unit's 
figure will be mcreased by one; when five or less It w1ll be thrown out. The whole 
distance traveled by the wind in any twenty-four hours, provideq it does not exceed 
one thousand miles, may be obtained from the inner dial by a double observa'tion, 
making the interval twenty-four hours instead of five minutes, and reading the result 
directly from the dial, without calculation as above described for observa,tions from 
the outer dial, and will be entered on both copies of Form 4. 
43. The following directions for setting up and the general management of the elec-
tric self-recording anemometer attachment adopted by this office will be observed at 
all stations supplied with the apparatus. 
Near the top of the post on which the anemometer is :ijxed, place two screws,'' c" 
and "d," (Fig. 1,) to each of these screws fasten the wires separately, (the in:~uJated 
wire to one, and the naked wire to the other,) leaving just sufficient of the upper end 
of each wire to reach to the outside ends of the contact-bars "a" and ''b," to which 
securely fa ten with tbe binding screws, taking great care not to loosen the insnlat,ing 
attachment "g." Then pass the lower ends of the wire down the post, over the root~ 
and down the side of the house (seeming so the wind will not sway them) to the top 
of the office-window, pass them in through two small holes (where the sash and shut-
ters will not injure them) and down the inside. In crossing the roof it is well to 
fasten tbeJil between two wooden strips, one on top of the other. One wire should 
then go to the screw-cup "h" (Fig. II) and the other to one pole of the batt.ery at "i," 
then from the other pole, "m," of the battery run a wiro to the screw-cup "k," when 
the circuit is completed and the armature will be closed once for each mile the wind 
travels. 
Particular care must be taken that all of the connections are tight. 
For putting on the paper.-Place the cylinder "s" on a table in fi·ont, with the screw 
"r" to the left hand, place the paper on the cylinder with the top of it from the screw. 
Let the line marked 12 m. (noon) come on the line marked on the cylinder, and place 
a small rubber-band on each end. The lines on each end of the paper will then exactly 
coincide. 
Place the cylinder "s ''in its position, so that the end on which there is no screw "t" 
will be close up to the post on which it rests. Slide the small sliding bar "n " on the 
horizontal bars "o" '' o," until it tits on the ends of the screw axle "r ;" then re\·olve 
the cylinder until the pencil rests on the end of the upper line marked 12m., and 
tighten the thnrub-screw "n." . 
To regulate the leng~h of the mark, first move the armature set-screw "p" until the 
point of the pencil rests on the upper line marked 12m., then (after loosening the set-
screw which holds down the coils) move the magnet by means of the set-screw "q" 
until the peneil-mark is a little less than one-eighth of an inch long. 1'/w rna1·lc should 
never exceed one-eighth of an inch. 
Care must be taken in adjusting the armature spring, so that it will not be too 
strong for the maguet, and !:itill strong enough to draw back the pencil iu a straight 
line. 
'l'he pencils should be kept pointed enough to give a clear, disti.nct mark. 
'l'be clock should be wound every day wllcn the record is changed. 
The record should be changed daily at 12 o'clock, noon. 
At stations furnished with this self-recording apparatus, the hourly velocity of the 
wind wHl be deduced from the record of the 15 minutes (multiplied by four) immedi-
ately preceding the time of observation. 
The screw posts, or, in the old style of anemometer, the connecting-·bars, must be 
kept bright where they form connection with the conducting wires, to prevent rcsit~t­
ance to the pa:ssage of the current. 
Especial attention will be given to the large dial-screw, and when found loosened it 
will at once bo tightened, but care must be taken that it is not sercwed up tight 
enough to iuterfere with the free motion of the dials. 
The anemorueter will be kept well oiled, so that there will be no friction and conse-
quent wear of the wheol-w01·ks. 
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The instrument must not be taken apart unnecessarily, and those having the new 
style of contacts will bemanipulu,ted with especial care. 
Obser~rs will familiarize themselves with the construction of the several parts of 
the anemometer, in order that they may be able to locate faults whenever the instru-
ment is out of order. 
BATTERY FOR ANEMOMETER. 
44. The :field-battery in use at the various stations of observation dificrs sHgbtly 
from the ordinary form of Daniells' battery used on telegraph lines, in the rnn.nner of 
construction, the glass jar of th~ latter being dispeqsed with, and the negative (cop-
per) element used as the containing vessel instead. The following directions for set-
ting up and using this form of battery will be observed: 
1. In putting the battery together for use, place the porous cup inside the copper ves-
sel, m:Jd the star-shaped zinc element inside the porous cup. · 
2. Fill the copper vessel with a strong solution of sulphate of copper (preparing this 
liquid in another vessel by dissolving about half a pound of crystals of tl.Je sulpbato 
in a quart of pnre water) to within one inch of the top: crystals of the sulphate 11wst 
never be plttnged in the coppe1· vessel, neither must su.lphu1·ic acid be nsecl to strengthen the bat-
tery, as by so doing tbe copper vessel will be rapidly destroyed. The porous cup is also 
:filled witll pure water to within one inch of Hs top. . · 
3. After all tbe cells are filled in this manner, connect the copper (positive) pole of one 
cup with the zinc (negative) pole of the uext one by short pieces of insulated copper 
wire, u ·ing the copper clamps for attaching tho ends of the wires to the zincs, and the 
fixed binding- crews for attaching them to the coppers. 'fhe main wires throurrh 
which the circuit is formed will be attached to the copper and zinc elements of the 
outside or end cups, respectiT"ely. · · 
4. A battery carefully put up in this manner should work with but slight diminution 
of force, for at least fourteen days, at the end of which time tho porous cups will be 
taken out, emptied, washed thoroughly, anil. all pure copper on their outer sides re-
moved, and will then be refilled with pure water. Care must be taken to avoid dif:l-
turbiog the paraffine at the bottom of the cups, as it is used there to prevent contact 
betw en the zinc and copper elements. Tbe zincs will also be thoroughly cleaned by 
means of the battery-brush provided for that purpose. When properly cleaned they 
should present a comparatively bright surface. 
5. The liquid in the copper vessels will not be changed as often as the water in the 
porous cups; but only when it lo es its dark-blue color. It will be stirred daily, in 
order to keep it of equal strength above and below, as the sulphate held in solution 
has a tendency to settle to the bottom on account of its greater specific gravity, 
and thereby localizing its action. 
6. The binding-screws and the ends of the small connecting wires must be kept 
scrupulously clean to insure good connections, and the copper vessels kept at least one 
inch apart to prevent contact. '£he cells should rest on a painted wooden base to insu-
late them from each other aud from the earth, and care must be taken to prevent any 
e cape of liquid ft·om the several cells by which a connection mightbeformed between 
them. 
7. Whenever practicable, observers will purchase their supply of sulphate of copper 
at the station where it is to be used; where this canuot be done, it will bo furnished 
from this office. · 
8. The copper vessels will be kept properly painted on the outside. 
45. DIRECTIONS FOR GIBDON'S ELECTRICAL RECORDING ANEMOMETER AND A..~l\IOSCOPE. 
Setting up ane1noscope. 
lat. From the top of the large wind-vane remove the weather-cap,. which is jo t 
above tbe friction-rollers. 
2d. Immediately beneath the friction-rollers, and close up under tbe circular plate 
upon which tbe rollers 1·un, place the bisected wooden ring a a, Fig. A, and a' a', Fi . 
-,on which are fastened four pieces of brass hand h', each one-eighth of the circum-
ference oftbe ring. 
3d. Fasten this ring by means of the iron clamp b and screw c. If necessary a band 
of metal, leather, or rubber must be placed inside to make tbe clamp fit. 
4 h. This ring with one of the one-eighth brass sections h must be placed so that on of 
the sections most be directly opposite tbe north, and so tbe opposite halves of the 
ring exactly meet. 
5th. At the point where the arm d e, which holds the friction contact j, is placed, 
:file the upright shaft m,. which holds the vane, until it is bright. . 
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6t.b. Fasten the friction contact d, e, j, to the shaft rn, so that the parts x x will be level, 
and the friction snrfaee jimpinges fairly upon the brass .Pieces h, h, h, h. ' . 
7th. Take the :five-wire cable i, and separate about a foot at one end. At the pomt 
of .separation, wrap the outside covering with all the w_:ires tightly t~gether; .clea.n 
well the ends of each wire; place the end of the cabl~ wnere the ou~si~e covermg IS 
removed with the top one inch below the wooden rmg a a, and tie It there tem-
porarily. · 
Btb. Carry one end of each of these wires k, k, k, 7c to their respective screws n, n, n, n, 
cut them,off to th~ right length, and fasten them by the screws to the brassJ?lates. 
9th. The fifth wue is turned back down the cable, and the end left hangmg loose, 
(to be afterward connected with the Robinson anemometer.) 
lOth. A piece of heavy tin or zinc j will be wrapped around the cable i, and 2-inch 
pipe o to prevent the cover 8 from rubbing or cutting the cable. 
11th. Place the covers 8 over all the contact, and fasten with the clamp t. 
12th. At some point" o" in the ~-inch tube o, (the support of the vane,) drill a bole 
about linch in diameter, into which drive a bunch of small wire" P," so that it will 
impinge upon the shaft m to make a good contact, and place a binding screw "q" 
uponi~ · . 
13th. From this binding screw, run a naked wire to the binding screw, which is not 
insulated, on the Robinson anemometer. (See" o;" Plate 2.) 1 14th. Carry the cable from here .to t,he electric recorder by the shortest qr best route, 
taking particular cai:e not to turn abrupt corners, and protecting the. cable at such 
points by wrapping; pass it into the room through a bole, and not where it would be 
injured by the window. 
15th. After getting into tl1e room the wires should be tested for :finding the proper 
points of the compass; to do this, (before putting the cable up,) it should be tested, and 
the wires numbered 1,.2, 3, 4, and 5 at both endi'J. 
a. Attach the anemometer wire e, Fig. C, to one pole of the battery by splicing 
with another piece of wire. 
b. Carry another wire to the binding post, R. 
c. Attach a wire from e to j, shown by the dotted line in Plate I, Fig. C. 
d. Have some person revolve the large vane, holding it long enough on each point 
of the compass to enable the person at the instrument to touch each wire to either 
binding post, and when the one through which the current flows is found, fasten it to 
its proper binding post. (The posts are marked N, S, E, W, arid R, the latter going to 
the velocity magnet and to the battery.) 
16th. Remove the wire w and make the connections with the Rqbinson anemome-
ter by carrying the wire l, Plate 2, Fig. A, and '' e,".Plate I, Fig. C, to the insulated bind-
ing screw on the anemometer d, Plate I, Fig. B, and " rn," Fig. A. 
17t,h. Run a naked wire from the binding screw "q," Plat.e 2;Fig. A, to the remain-
ing binding screw on the Robinson anemometer. This wire should be fastened to the 
posts of the vane and anemometer and not direct to the binding screws, as there would 
be danger ofpulling them out. • . 
DIRECTIONS FOR CARE OF INSTRUMENT-PLATE, 
The velocity and direction are given simultaneously, the velocity once e\ery mile, 
and tlle a;nemoweter closingthe circuit for the direction. 
FOR PUTIING ON THE PAPER. 
Place the cylinder on tlie table with the screw "f' to the left hand, place the paper 
on the cylinder with the top of it from the screw, let the line marked 12m. (noon) 
come on the line marked on the cylinder and place a small rubber-band on each end. 
The lines on each end of the paper will then exactly coincide. 
Plac.e t~e cylinder .A in Hs positio~ ~o that the top end ':"i!l be close up to the post 
on which 1t rests; sl1~1e the small shdmg barN on · the honzontal bars o o, until it :fits 
on the end of the cylmder axle I I; then revolve the cylinder nnW the pencil which 
marks the direction rests upon the end of the line marked 12m. on the lower half of the 
blank form, then tighten the thumb-screw N. 
'l'h.e length o~· the mark for velocity is adjusted before being issued. To adjust the 
pen.ci.l to th~ lines, turn the eccentric screw c until the velocit.y pencil I is in proper 
positiOn, W~lCb will leave the direction-markers properly adjusteu. 
The pencils should be kept nicely pointeu. The clock should be wound and the rec-
ord changed every da,y at noon. · 
WI::-l'D-YANE. 
46. Two win<1--yanes will be furnished at each station ; one small one to bo sent with 
tbe.obsen·er for Immediate use upon his arrival, and one large one to be sent as soon 
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after the station is opened as practicable. When t)Je latter is received the small one 
will be removed and carefully stored by the observer for use in cases of emergency. 
47. The vane used for getting the direction of the wind must be set in a place as free 
and open as po sible, iu order that the wind may act free)y upon it, and must never be 
sheltered by surrounding buildings or other objects. When the small one is used, ob-
servers will mark, with the aid of a compa s, upon a wooden dial, at the base of tho up-
right which supports tho vane, tho true meridian of their respective stations. The 
magnetic variatioR at the stations now occupied is shown in the following table: 
Station. 
Alpena-,Mich ........................ . 
Augusta, Ga. ......................... . 
Bracken ridgo, hlinn .................. . 
Cairo, Ill .......... ................... . 
Charleston, . C ...................... . 
Che.vonne, Wash ..................... . 
8~~~rff~afr1 o~i<>~ ~:::: ~::::::: :::::: ~ ~: 
C01·inn ,Utah .... .................... . 
B:~~~f.0c~·l;~~~:::::: .· .·: ~:::: ~ ~ ~:::: : 
Detroit, Mich .................. ... ... . 
DuLuth, Minn ...................... . 
Escanaua, Mich .. .................... . 
Fort Booton, Moot ................... . 
Fort Gibson, I. T ..................... . 
~~l~e~~~!,·~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::: 
Grand Jiav n, 1\iich ............. ..... . 
Indianapolis, Ind ..................... . 
Indianola, T x .. ..................... . 
,Ta ·keonvillc, l!'la ..................... . 
Keokuk, Iowa. ........................ . 
i€~~x~rfe~· f';~~-::::: ::::::: ~~:::::::: 
f:k<;~i1i. ';t:.·.·:.·.·.·_ :: :·.: ·.: ::: :·.::::: 
L avenworth, Kana .................. . 
t~~~~\~~·l; .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-:::::::::::: 
§f&~i~~t:~ ~: :~:~~~~ ~ ~ ::: :~ .. ::: 
w~:~~m~~~~ .-: .- .- .-.-: .-::::: .- .- .-:: .-:: 
N~Jg!~~~J~~~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::: 
Portland, Ore~· ····· ................. . 
~~:~i~~s5~1 ~:~::::~~:::::~:::::::: 
San Francisco, Cal ................... . 
~:~!~~t·. ~a~~~:::~:::::::::::~.:::: 
hrevE'pot·t, La ....................... . 
s:i~~ ~~~~:Jf~--~:::: :::::::::: :~ ~ ~ :: 
'l'oledo, Ohio ......................... . 
VicksburAh, Miss .................... . 
Virginia City, Mont .................. . 


























































Baltim01:e, Md ....................... . 
Boston, Mass .•....................... 
Buffalo, N. Y ................••....... 
~~~~n:&i~~·:J.tj:::::: ~ ::: :~ ::::::::::: Clovelan~ Ohio ...................... . 
EastrJort, Mo .................... •·· .. 
Lynchbm;gh, Va .................... . 
Mount Washington, N. H : ........... . 
:Morgantown, W.Va ................. . 
New Jiavcn, Conn ................... . 
Norfolk, Va, ......................... _ 
New London, Conn .................. . 
Now York City, 1L Y ................ . 
Oswc.~o, N.Y ........................ . 
Philauolphia, ra ....... , ............. . 
Pitt>~buro-b, Pa ....................... . 
Portland, Mo ........................ . 
Roch stcr, N. Y ..................... . 
~~li~~~g~~; ~: 8:: ~::::::::::::::: :: : 


























49. Wb n the large vane i received at any station it will be immediately erected 
upon the building in which the observ r's office is located, provided the consent of tb 
own r of the building can be obtained, and the roof is strong enough to suppor it 
weight. 
The g neral appearance of the vane, and tbe location of tbe several part , are shown 
in the illn tratioa her with. The iron straps wllich unite the two parts of tb8 foot-
block will b taken off and the block eparateu before raisincr the vane, in order to 
put tb iron ockc~t holding it in prop r po ition. After tho va;e is up tho piece will 
be fa t ned firmly together again by theses raps. Tho central rod can be lenothen tl 
wbeoev r n cessary by adding a piece of thesa.me dia.meter and cutting a screw-tllreatl 
on both ends. 
~ here tho office is not on the upper floor so that the rod can bo bronght into the 
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room through t)le roof, the lower half of the rod will not be attached, but must be 
stored away for future use. "When the office is on the upper fl.oor the central rod will 
be brought into the room and allowed to project about two inche~; through the ceiling. 
The gilded arrow will then be screwed on and a circle drawn around it on the ceiling 
a little grea.ter in diameter than the arrow. This circle will be divided into the eight 
points of compass used in the weather-reports, care being taken to get the true me-
ridiao. as a starting-point. · 
50. All stations supplied with the standard wind-vane, with the indicator extending 
through the roof to t4e office-ceiling, the words "Adjusted to the true meridian" will 
be printed inside the vane-circle upon the ceiling. 
51. When permission cannot be obtaineJ. to put up the vane the fact will be reported 
at once to this office. 
The services of a skilled mechanic may be employed, whenever necessary, in erecting 
this vane. 
The packing-box in which the vane is received will be preserved for use in the event 
of its removal at any futere time. 
52. The observation of the vane requires more care than is usually given. In winds 
of considerable strength the vane is never at rest, or fixed in the same direction; it 
oscillates incessant.ly, and its oscillations increase in extent with certain winds and 
with the vi~lence of the wind. In such cases observers must note the mean direction 
between the extremes. When t}le wind is too light to move the vane, and when it is 
calm, no direction will be given in the report, but the space will be filled with the / 
proper cipher-word for "Calm." The ::tttention of observers is called to this matter in 
order to prevent them from recording the direction of the wind when it is calm. rrhe 
direction of the wind will he designated by the eight pdncipal points of the compa~;s, 
beginning with the north and moving around by the eastward, and numb~red from one 
to eight respectively. In reporting changes in the direction of the wind, the termtJ 
veerin,q and baclcirir; will be used. The term t·eering indicates the changing of the wind 
from N. to E. to S. anJ. so on, while backing being the reverse term, indicates that it 
changes from N~ toW. to B. and so on. 
Tlie .bearings of both vane a.nd anemometer must be kept well and carefully oiled to 
• prevent friction. 
RAIN-GAUGE. 
5:5. The rain-gauge will be placed, whenever pmcticahle, with the top of the funnel-
sllaped collector 1~ inches above the surface of the ground, firmly fixed in a vertical 
position, and protected from the interference of unauthorized perso11s. It will ~ ex-
amined at the time of making each of the three telegraphic observations, the amount 
of water it contains ca.refully measured by means of the graJ.uated rod sent with each 
gauge, and then emptied and returned to its proper position. When a position at the 
level of the ground cannot be found with a sufficiently clear exposure, the gauge wm 
be placed on the top of the instrument-room, or roof of the bnilding occupied by the 
observer, who will measure the height above the ground and report it to this office. 
'l'he measuring-rod is graduated in inches and tenths of inches, and the proportion be-
tween the cylinder and funnel is as ten to one, so that ten inches upon the rod corre-
spond with one inch of actnalr·ain-fall, one inch on the rod to one-tenth of rain, and one-
tenth on the rod to one-hundredth of raiu . Snow wiU be melted and then measured 
and reported in the same manner as rain, hut the fact of its being melted snow must 
be noted under the bead of remarks, in the weekly reports, on Form 4. . . 
CLOCK. 
54. The clock will be bung upon the interior wall of the room ·occupied as an office, 
and at each station will be carefully adjusted to the standard local time. 
As it frequently happens that the telegraph time differs slightly from the standard 
local time, each observer will be careful to note the amount of thi s difference, in order 
to avoid confusion in filing his reports. As the time by which the observations are 
governed mnst hC' as nearly accurate as practi cable, the observer wHl endeavor to ar-
range with the manager of the telegraph to have both clocks run together as' a sure 
means of preventing errors. . 
55. Immediately after placing his instmments in position, each observer will make 
out and forward to the Chief Signal-Officer at Washington a full report in writing, 
stating the kind, size, and pesition of room selected; the street and number of the 
building iu which the room is situated; the position of each instrument, and height of 
each auove the ground, and also above the bench-mark furnished by this office. In 
giving the height of the barometer the measurement will be made from the surface of 
the mer~ury in the eistern. Whenever the position of any instrument is changed a 
record w~ll be made of such change, with date and a;nount of difference in elevation, 
and tbc iactl:l reported at once to this office. 
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In addition to this information, such other facts wilJ be stated as will enable the 
Chief Signal-Officer to judge of the manner in which this pn.rt of the observer's duty 
bas been performed. 
56. Observers are cautioned against changing the position of any instrument with-
out good and suftlcieut cause, and must report every cbaoge in elevation of six or 
more inches. 
TOOL-BOX. 
57. The following implements for cleaning a,nd repairing instruments will be sup-
plied, neatly packed inn. small box, to each station: 
Two screw·dl'ivers, one fitting the scr<nvs about the cistern, the other those about 
the scale of the barometer; a small glass funnel; ~wo porcelain cups, from two to four 
inches in diameter; kid-skin, shoemaker's thread, white wax, chamois-leather, a pair 
of small forceps, a small three-coruere<l file, and a blow-pipe. 
MISCELLANEOUS APPARATUS. 
- 58. Printing-press jM· 7ceather-map.-At stations ~upplied with a press for printing 
maps: the following articles, not sent with the press, will be found necessary: A set of 
type-springs (one for each reporting tation) for the rapid justification of tbe figures; 
ouo stick, one galley, sponge, brush, J.vo, sporm-oil, and benzine. All these articles will 
be pu·rchased by th~ observer, except the typo-springs, which will be furnished from 
this offi e. 
When the ynopsis and Probabilities are printed, (and this should be done wherev,er 
there i · a press,) a twenty-five-pound font of pica type will be necessary, in addition 
to the symlJo]s and figures furnished with the press. The Synopsis should be set in a 
mea ure of twenty-eight ems wide. At stations supplied with the type-springs the 
figures will not be removed fi:om the pl::t.te after eacll issue, as the work can be done 
much more rapidly and easily by simply taking out the springs an<l changing only such. 
:figures as are necessary. 
The :figures and symbols should, however, be completely removed twice each month, 
and, with the plate, thoroughly cleaned. The figures can be cleaned da.ily in the )Jlate 
by using a sponge moistened with benzine. The type used for the Synopsis should be 
ash d with lye. The ink-roller should be cleaned weekly, or ftener if necessary, and 
everything pertaining to the press must be kept well cleaned to pr011ent difficulty. 
lf stations are added for which tho beu-plate has not been pierced, observers will 
l1avc the necessary work done, being careful to get the new stations in their proper 
geographical po ition. 
One copy of the map wm be kept on file in the observer's office for reference, and on 
Saturday of each week a copy of the current issue will be mailed to this office. 
59.-lNSTRUCTIO S FOR PRINTING .Al\TD DI TIUBUTING THE DAILY SYNOPSES AND PROBA-
BILITIE OF TilE SIGNAL-SERVICl.;, UNIT.I<:D ST.A'I'ES ARMY, ISRUED BY CO-OPERATIO"' 
OF TilE WAR A1 D POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENTS. 
1. The press used is the Liberty No. 3, and will be supplied to each distributing 
station from the central office in Washington. 
2. The following articles, required for working the press, when not sent with H, 
• will be purchased by the observer in charge at the nearest reliable type-foundery, and 
a bill for the same forwarded to this office for settlement: 
1. Composition roller. 
2. oe oil-can. 
8. One composing-stick. 
9. One rule. 
3. ue mallc . 
4. oe shooting-stick. 
5. Ooe planer. 
6. Fifty quoin . 
7. ix pieces fnrni nre. 
10. Ten pounds leads. 
11. One lye-brush. 
12. One saw. 
13. One saw-block. 
14. One pound Johnson's ·ink. 
3. The tandard kind of type used will be pica condensed.) of which one 30-pound 
font will e purchased by he observer at the rrearest type-foundery. Tho fol1owiug 
elec rotype for u e in printing the Synopsl}s and Probabilities will be furnished by the 
central office : · 
1: Two official beads. 
2. Two official autographs of Chief Signal-Officer. 
3. Two 11 Synopses." 
4. Two ' P1·obabilities." 
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With pro~er care the type f:lhOl~ld last two years and the electrotypes one year. 
The Synopses and Probabilitie~ :W~ll be -printed on fl.at ~etter-paper fnru.ished from 
the central office, and timely reqmsitlOns Will be made for It. Observers Will also see 
that at least one month's supply is kept constantly on hand. 
5. Tl:e copies printed at all stations will be similar in form, size, and appearance to 
those printed at the central office, and bear the same time and date. 
6. The Synopses and Probabilities will be issued every morning, except on Sundays, 
and two ~opies of every issue will be mailed in on~ wrapper to ea~h post-o.ffice on the 
list furmshed the obsener from the central office; also two copies to this office reg-
ularly each day. They will be delivered at the post-office of the station where printed 
in time to be sent off with the earliest morning mail leaving the station. The ob-
server-in-charge will ascertain from the postmaster of such office the precise hour at 
-which they must be delivered for this purpose, and will instruct his assistants accord-
ingly py posting up in his own office an order setting forth the time of delivery and 
name of assistant charged with this duty. 
7. One assistant at each station will be charged·with the duty of printing the Sy-
nopses and Probabilities alone. He will report for duty one hour before the usual time 
of receiving the Synopses from the t elegraph-office, for the purpose of clearing up and 
distributing the type, cleaning press, and cutting the paper. 'rbe average time required 
for composition will be one hour•; and when the form is on the press the sheets must 
be worked offin time for the mail, the number varying from 500 to 800 per hour. 
8. An assistant will be at the telegraph-office at least ten minutes before the usual 
time of receiving the Synopses from Washington, and will c~rry it without delay, when 
received, to the printer. This assistant will remain at the office to fold and mail the 
Syoop~:>es, and will perform his duty promptLy and with regularity. · 
9. The envelopes or wrappers will be addressed by an p,ssistant selected for the legi-
bility and rapidity of his · writing. Especial attention must be paid to legibility by 
the observers to prevent errors and delays in transmitting these reports through the 
post-office. Whenever practicable, this duty will be performed by the assistant re-
ferred to in paragraph 8, and at least one full day's supply will be kept constantly on 
hand properly addre:ssed. · 
10. Proper arrangements will be made by the observer in charge to supply promptly 
the place of any one or more of the assistants who may he absent through sickness-or 
other causes, and to accomplish this be will instruct his other assistants in the various 
duties provided for in these instructions . 
• STAMPING MAPS. 
60. lnstTuctions jo1· stamping rnanifold weather-rnaps.-1. Count off from ten to fifteen 
maps from the top of the book. · 
2. Place the iron plate under the number counted out, and turn a map down upon it. 
3. Place a sheet of carbon-paper smoothly upon this map, and then turn down 
. the next map, on which put a,uother sheet of carbon, and so on alternating carbon 
and maps until the m~mber to be issued is complete, leaving the last map without 
carbon upon it, taking eare to smooth all when down, 
In making three or four maps only a sheet of blotting-paper should be placed next 
to the iron plate and beneath the lower map. 
4. Place the box of stamps at the top of the map, with each die in its proper place, 
and taking especial care not to allow the hapds or mallet to rest on the paper, and • 
thus mark and deface the lower maps. 
5. First stamp with the symbol-dies tho direction of the wind and state of weather, 
a indicated by the legend on the maps. Hol<l tbe die perpendicular to the map and 
strike it hard enongb to make the impression go througb all the maps without cutting 
the upper one. The actual amount of force required can only be learned by practice. 
6. After the weather use the figure dies, taking care tbat the figures for one station 
do not interfere with those of any other. Stamp the first two figures (thermometer) 
close together, the next two (barometer, 29 or 30) one-eighth of au inch from the first 
pair, the last tn-o of the barometer .following closely. The last of the figures (velocity 
of the' ind) are to be separated one-eighth of an ineb from those for the barometer.' 
Great care must be taken to make the figures neat and regnlal' in appearance, and to 
stamp them so they can be read without difficulty. 
7. After the maps are properly stamped write with the Atylus in head-line the name 
of statio?J day of week, dat~~ and pime of report, thus: "Washingt~n, D. C., Satur-
day, Ap1'1120, 1 7~, 7.35 a. m. 
WATER-GAUGE • 
. Gl. .. ?o definite form of water-gauge 1Jas been adopted, owing to the difficulty of get-
tmg one at a reasonable cost that would be adapted to the essentially different circum-
stauce8 uuder which it must be used at, the several river-stat10ns. The following 
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description of :1 simple form of gauge may be useful in localities where it is difficult to 
get one of more scientific construction, or to be used as a temporary substitute for the 
latter in cases of emergency : 
Take a piece of pine scantling, from lt to 1-t inches in thickness, and from 5 to 6 
inches in breadth; the length varying acconling to the depth of the wa,ter where it is 
to be u ·ed. 
Having planed the scantling smooth, give it a heavy coat of white zinc paint, and 
after the paint is dry divide the scantling into feet and tenths of feet with a rule and 
lead-pencil. 
With a small brush paint the tenths of feet black, except the center and initial ones 
of each foot, which will be painted reu and in heavier lines than the intermediate ones, 
thm•: 
Indicate each foot, with its proper number, in plain figures marked on the white 
.surface jnst above the triangle. . . . . . 
Having thns marked the .s taff up to a su~ment h~1ght. to msure ge~tmg the maxt-
mulli high water, select a p~le, or other statiOnary. obJect, m some portwn of the leyee 
or wharf where the staff w1ll be secure from ucmg damaged or defaced uy commg 
into contact with vessels, and where it will not be lift dry by toe tide.. Lower t,he 
staff in to the water, taking care to keop it in a vertical position until it touches the bed 
of tile river, :md then secure it to the pile by spikes. 
It would be well, in selecting a place for fixing the staff, to ta.ke the angle of a pier, 
and having fastened ~t smooth piece of scantling, about the size of the staff, on the side 
of tlle pile, secure the staff to this. 
Wilen the gange is in an exposed place, liable to be washed by the waves, advantage 
should be taken of the first low water to secure it from beiug displaced, by driviug in 
aduitional spikes, or lashing it with strong cords to the pile. 
Care must be taken in reading the staff when the water is rough to get the mean of 
tho ri e and fall of the wave . It would be well, after securing the staff, to determine 
some point of refer nee, so that in case it should be destroyed another ony could be put 
up at the arne height. This ro:lJy be done by taking and marking some given point in 
the vicinity, a pile or a rock, at auy given beigbt of tbo water. Thus, by driving a 
sp1ke or drilling a hole, and recorcliug tlle height of the water, as read from the staff 
at the time, you have a'' ben ell-mark," or point of reference, by wllich to set up a.notber 
stafl·. It would be necessary in doing this to ruake a sketch of.the place, giving tl.Je 
loc. tion of th staff and tl.Je point of reference; noting the local names of the sur-
I'onnding points so that any other person could finu the place from the description. 
62. O~servcrs, in pnblisl.ling their local river-report , will give, in addition to the 
cl1anges in past twenty-four hours, the height of water above or below some fixed point 
known aud u ed by steamboat-men and other interested parties. 
6:3. The river ob ·ervations ruust be made and reported with as much care, regularity, 
and accmacy as tho e of the barometer, and where the observer is compelled by pre ·s-
ur· of other duties to intrust this part of his work to an issista.nt, be must assure him-
self by ftcqueut personal inspection that it is faithfully and honestly done. 
SIGNAL .APPARATUS. 
64. tations ordered to display cautionary signals will be supplied with two (or 
more) red flags, one 6 feet and the other 8 feet square, having square black centers 
ue-third the size of the flag; one red irrnal-lanteru; 0110 large flag- taft', and two sets 
of,small staff~ for u e in cas of em rgeucy. Tbe large ilag-f:ltaff must be fi ·om 25 to 
0 fe t in height, and so situated as to be clearly visible from as large a part as 
po · iul of the batbor and ·hipping it is designed to warn of approaching danger. The 
staff will beprovid d with halyard for raising and lowering toe flags aud bntern, aud 
will beer ct d on the roof of some building, preferably on the ono in which the office 
is located, uule s a more d sirable position is found near the office. 
, E ·ry hiog onnected with he 'gnal apparatus must be kupt in perfect ord r; 
flarrs mended when torn, tie sewed on, balyards renewed, laoterus constantly filled 
and rim we and the approa bes to be stafr' convenient so that there may be no delay 
in ob ·yin,. all order to hoist or lower signals. 
65. Timely requi ition must be made upon this office for new articles of equipment 
when those in u e are likely to bfjcome unserviceable. 
IG~AL- P.DERS. 
66. Signa swill be ordered up lJy telegraph from this office in the ·words c:up signals 1 
and will be ordered down in tne word ignals down." 'ignals will remain di pla.red 
until the order to lo"" cr them is received from this office, unless telegraphic commuuica-
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tion with the office is interrupted and continues so for some hours after the storm bas 
passed, in which case the signa~ will be l?wered when th~ danger is over. Extrellfe 
caution must be exercised in th1s respect, m order not to mistake the customary lull m 
tbe center of a storm for an indication that it bas passeu over. 
Obserrers must not, under any ci1·curnstances, hoi.st or clisplay catttiona1·y signals without 
authority from this office. . 
67. Observers must immediately acknowledge by telegraph the receipt of all signal-
orders, giving name of station, nature of order, and time of receipt. These acknowl-
ed()'ments will be addressed to the Chief Signal-Officer, and sigued by the obRerver or 
as~stant receiving the order. The following examples will illustrate the form of mes-
sage to be used : 
(I.) 
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, Washington: 
Chicago-Up Signals received ten-forty a. m. 
(2.) 
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, Washington: 





68. At the end of each week a report, made out on Form 23, will be forwarded in the . 
same envelope '\vith the other weekly reports. This report will be forwarded regularly, 
whether orders have been received or not during the week. 
The hours of duty will be so arranged at cautionary stations that one man will be in 
the office constantly, iureauiness to obey signal-orders. · 
RECRUITING FLA{r. 
69. Each station will be furnished w~th one United States recruiting flag, for display 
on special occasions as ordered from this office. At cautionary stations it will be dis-
played on the signal flag-staff, and at other stations a cheap staff, 12 or 15 feet in 
length, will be procured for this purpose, and so arranged that it can be put up and 
taken down at pleasure. 
MAP AND BULI.ETIN FRAMES. 
70. Frames for the proper display of maps and bulletins will be furnished by this 
office, and will not be purchased by the observers without special authority. 
:FORMS. 
71. The following-named forms will be furnished by this office for station use: 
Form I.-Telegraphic river-report;. 
Form 2.-Receiving-sheet. 
Form 3.-Daily bulletin. 
Form 4.-Weekly report. 
Form 5.-Telegraphic report. 
Form 6.-Receipt for property. 
Form R.-Weatller-ruap. 
Form 15.-Synopsis. 
Form 16.-Monthly chart. 
E orm 19.-Error-sheet. 
Form 22.-Monthly mean. 
Form 23.- antionar,y-signal blank. 
Form 24.-Record of bulletins. 
Form 25.-Telegrapbic form. 
Form <. 6.-River-bullet.in. 
Form 27.- pecial river-report. 
Form 28.-Regular weekly river-report. 
Form 30.-Weekly instruction-report. 
Form 31.-Weekly report, temperature of water. 
22 w 
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Form A.-Record of telerrrams refu ed by t legraph companies. 
Form B.-Record of telegrams ent and received. 
72. Form 1 is u eel by the special river-ob ervers for their reports, which should be 
made in duplicate; one copy for file in the telegraph-office at the schedule times and 
tlle other to be forwarded to this office at the end of eacil week. 
n. Form 2 is for t.be use of the telegraph-operators in receiving the reports from 
other stations, and will ue furnished by tile olJ ervors in stwh quantities as may be 
reqnired, care beinrr taken to gnard a.gaiust wa teful and unnecessary nse. The spaces 
will be :filled np in regular order, commencing at tbe upper left-hand space and filling 
each space to the right in succes ·ion on the :first line, ancl then commencing at the 
left-band space of the second line, and so on until each space is tilled. Obsevers will 
require the receiving operator to sign and date each sheet, and also to note the time 
the reports upon it were rcceh·ed, before taking it from tile telegraph-office. When 
the reports are receivc(l in duplicate by tbe or,erator, observers will retain the original 
she ts furnislled them by this office. 
After the rerort are tl'ansfcrred to the bulletin the receiving sheets for each full 
report wm be placed together a.nu folded neatly in three folds parallel with the writing. 
Each moroiug the three reports of the prececling day will be secured together so as 
to form a inrrle package. At the end of e:tch week the seven daily packages of the 
week will b put up iu a neat package and forwarded by mail to this office, accom-
panied by the error-~heet. 
74. Form 3 is tLe Daily Bulletin, is ued for public information. The several columns 
will be filled up from the receiving sheet, the words and figures being written plainly 
and di tinctlv. 
Before maldng any entries upon the manifold form, the sheets will be carefully 
srn othed dowu o that the register d Jine of tbe several~:Jtntions will fall directly 
over ach other. If more than tift.een bulletins are to be written it is better to make 
out th uuml>er in two equal parts than to try and write them all at ouce, in order 
that the copi s may all be legii.Jle. 
One opy of the rnorumg issue of the Saturday Bulletin will be mailed to this office 
from ench t:ttion . 
'I'he !J t'atling of tho different columns indicate with sufficient clearness the matter 
to be fill diu. 
\Vb n any part of a report is not received, or, if received, is evidently incorrect, the 
word "blalJ k" will be written in the spaces to be filled l>y such part. 
Ab n e of wind, pre sure of ·wind, clouds, rain-fall, or change in barometer, thermom-
eter, and river, will bo indicated by the figure zero. 
ew tation , whose names arc not in tho printed list, will be written in the blank 
line at b tom of the form. 
'l'he following <.l ata will be given on all Forms 3 posted: 
"Posted in. ____ ... ___ ... __ ... ---- .. - .. ___ . ____ . ____ •.. ____ . 
at . _ . _ . _ . __ .. __ ·. ____ .. _ . ~1 . _ .. ___ . _ ... __ . _ .. _ •.. ___ .. ____ • 
igned).- .. ·--- ---· ·-·· .... --·· ·-·· ---- ··-- ··-· -·--
Observer." 
In the £rst blank space will be written the name of the locality where posted; in 
the second space, the tim(; j and in the third space, the date of posting. · 
Each bulletin will be signed with the full name of the observer. 
75. Form 4 is tbe weekly r eport, and three copies will be forwarded to this office at 
th nd of ach w ek; one copy containing the fnll record of the telegraphic series of 
ob ervation , one the record. of the lG>cal serie , and the third that of the mid-da.y ob er-
vation . In filling up this form the daily means of the local (7.2 and 9 o'clock) and the 
1veekly mean of the telegraphic barometric and thermometric observations will be 
ent red in their proper columns, and the words "daily" and "weekly" respectively 
added to tb heading. 
In tb t le,.raphic series will be given, £rstly, the mean of the morning; secondly, 
that of th afternoon i and thirdly, that of the midnight observations. 
76. Form 5 will be u ed for all of the telegraphic reports, and will be made out each 
time in do plicate, one copy for depo it in the telegraph-office, for transmission by tele-
IYraph to this office, and the other for transmission by mail to the same place. Both 
copie ron be filled up and signed in the manner indJCated upon the form itself. 
Each r gular r eport will consist of ten worus, arranged in two lines of five word 
ea b. .A. ail tations designated by this office as t·iver stations, the afternoon report 
will consi t of twelve words, a,rraoged in two lines of six words each. 
The ix h pace in first line of Form 5 will be nsed for the depth in feet above or 
below the stal.Jli bed bench-mark whenever it exceeds eight feet, and the sixth pace 
in second Jine for the odd inches. 
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Whenever the depth does not exceed eight feet, the word "River" will be used to fill 
the space in first line, and the whole depth given in the second line in inches. _ 
In furnishing the reports to the press, and in filling up the bulletin, Form 3, the 
dail;v change only will be given, as at present. 'l'his change will ?e obtained by taking 
the difi'ereuce between the current report and that of the precedmg day. 
In filling up the form, the first space of the first line will be used for name of station, 
the second for elate and time of report, the third for barometer, the fourth for thermom-
eter, and the fifth for humidity. In the second line the first space will be used for 
state of weather, the second for velocity of wind, the third for upper clouds, the fourth 
for lower clouds, and the fifth for rain-fall. The cipher-words must, in all cases, be 
written pl::tinJy and correctly. The word " Blank" will be used when, from any cause, 
an observation is not taken. 
The duplicate copies of the report for each day will be mailed weekly to this office 
from all stations. 
77. Form 6 is a memorandum-receipt for property, and will be filled up with the 
number and kind of articles received, signed, dated, and transmitted promptly to this 
office. 
Detailed instructions in reference to this form will be given under the head of" Prop-
erty." 
78. For·Ql 8 is the weather-map, to be printed or made out in manifold, as may be di-
rected from this office, and shows the direction of t.he wind, state of weather, height 
of barometer, height of thermometer, and velocity of wind at each station. The arrow 
is always to tly with the wind, and not toward it like a vane. In printing or stamping 
these maps great care must be exercised to make the figures and different signs cor-
rectly and distinctly. Observers must never allow imperfect or illegible maps to leave 
their offices. To insure accuracy, the printed maps, before being issued, must be care- . 
fully compared with the reports received, and, if errors are found, they will be cor-
rected on the map, if the corrections can be made without disfiguring it, and without 
rendering it illegible. If they caunot be so corrected, the whole edition wilf be d.e-
stroyed, as it is better not to issue any map than one which is imperfect. One copy of 
this map will be sent to this office on Saturday of each week, unless special instructions 
are received to the contrary by the observer from proper authority. . 
79. Observers are authoriztd to trace upon these maps isobm·s or lines of equal 
barometric pressure, in accordance with the following directions: . 
1st. Ascertain by a general examination of the reports, after they are entered en the 
map, whether any of the lines of equal pressure will, when drawn, traverse a large 
portion of the map, and, if this is found to be t.he case, these long lines will be drawn 
first. The lines of 29.9.0, 30.00, and 30.10, on the map, opposite page 12 of the circular 
issued by this office, on the Practical Use of Meteorological Reports and Weather-Maps, 
are illustrations of this principal isobar or base-line. · 
2d. If decidad differences in barometric readings are observed to exist between neigh-
boring stations, enter upon the map with a red lead-pencil little dots or dashes, inter-
mediate between any two of them, to represent the points at which the barometric 
reading would be exactly 29.50, 29.60, &c., or 30.00, 30.10, &c., supposing the pressure 
to change uniformly in the space between the two stations. The precise position of 
these intermediate points can usually be found with sufficient exactness by estimation 
with the eye. 
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The interpolated isobars-that i , tho;:;e which are drawn between stations, as in the 
preceding paragmph-cannot be relied upon as perfectly accurate, but the amount of 
error need not exceed two-hundredths of an inch in the position of any one line, if 
proper attention is paid to the following points: Fit·st. The isobars must not be ex-
tended west of the one hundredth degree of longitude west of Greenwich, (or the merid-
ian twenty-thrae degrees we1:1t of Washington,) as the barometric readings of very 
elevated stat ions cannot at present be combined with those of an altitude of :fifteen 
hundred feet or less. Seconcl. The barometrical readings reported from Mount Wash-
ington mnst not be used in drawing the isobars over the New England States. Thi1·ll. 
Certain allowances or corrections must be made for the readings reported from several 
stations who ·e elevation is not yet accurately determined. These corrections will 'be 
furnished from this office upon application. 
When a sufficient number of dot· or dashe& have been made to enable the observer to 
tra.ce the cour e of one or two of the principal isobars, they will be joined together by 
a curved line passing through, or nearly throngh, all of them, without toll owing any of 
the minor irregularities that would be po sibly caused by slight errors in the iuterpo-
htion. 
Any perplexity that may ari e in drawing these lines, a1:1 to their proper route, may 
generally be removed by considering the direction of the wind, IJ,s reported from each 
stat.ion. Thu , if fi:om stat,ions A, B, C, and D reports are received as sh<?wn in the 
figure, it would be seen at once that between B IJ,nd C there was a central area of low 
pressure around whicll the wind circulated in the direction indicated by the arrows, 
and th isobars would therefore be drawn as sho,vn by the dotted lines. 
When th lines are very much crowded togethAr, as happens in a few severe storms, 
the i obat'S may be dmwn for every two-tenths of an inch, instead of every one-tenth. 
Each i obar shonld be plainly rna.rkcd at its extremities with the figures iudica,ting 
the corre ponuing pre sure, and ihe centra.! area of highest and lowest press nrc should 
be mark -cl "high" and "loTI"," re. pectivoly, unless by so doing the appearance of the 
map· would be injured by the complication of the lines. 
When t.be obs~rver bas any doubt as to the course of a. given isobar, he should omit 
it ntir ly, or simply indicate its probab] e po itiou by a broken instead of a full red line. 
Ob erv rs will forward to this oftice weekly examples of their isoba,ric maps, and will 
not po t them in any public place until officially anthori.zed to do so. 
0. Form 15 is for tbe Synopsi and Probabilities, and a copy properly filled will be 
po ted with ach bull tin at all stations where they are received. The mi<lnigbt 
synopsi will b u. eu with the rooming bulletin, and the morning synopsis with the 
aft rnoon bnlletln, whenever practicable. At stations where the afternoon and not the 
midnight synop is is r ceived, thi will be used witll the bulletin of the next morning. 
In ull case the time and date of issue from Washington must be plainly written upon 
the form. 
1. When ob ervers are compelled to copy reports from the~ newspapers, and time 
and date are not given, they will call the espedal attention of the publishers of such 
pap rs to tlle orui ion and have it corrected, when po sible, as a matter of justice to 
tbi offic and to their readers. 
2. Form 16 is the blank meteorological chart to be made out monthly at each station, 
and forwarded by mail to this office as soon after the close of each month as practicable. 
The following in traction , taken in connection with the illustration given in the 
annual r port of the Chief Signal-Officer for 1871, will enable observers to make them 
oat properl. : 
Forth thermometer, take the weekly reports on Form 4, beginning with the morn-
ing r pQlii of the first day of the month; with a sharp pencil make a dot on the chart 
at the b ight at which the dry-bulb thermometer stood at 7 a.m., (or tlle first ob erva.-
tiou,) at it 7. a. m. r Jative distance from the 12m. line, as shown in the illustration 
r fen-ed to. Do the arne with each of the six observations. Join these dots with the 
pencil and aft rwarc1s trace with ink. 
ontinue the ame way with the wet-bulb thermometer, barometer, velocity of the 
wind, and the r lative humidity, marking the direction of the wind in small letters 
eppo ite ach b ervation. 
'l'b av rage amount of clouds for each day will be given in the spaces immediately 
above tb 29. 0 inch liue in the chart dividing the squares into 1, 2, 3, and 4-4tbs, re-
p tively. 
Tbe dark line for rain are placed with the right edge at the point where the rain 
cea ed . 
The cale may be changed for a greater fall of rain than It inches, or a greater ve-
loci f wind than hirty-fi.ve miles per hour. 
Djfferent colored ink may be used for the several lines, if preferred. 
In forwarding these charts by mail they should never be folded, but rolled neatly 
and compactly without any central core. As they are intended for future reference 
care should be taken in making_ them out accurately and nea,t;ly. 
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83. Form 19 is the error-sheet, which accompanies t.he weekly packages of Form 2 
ent br ob ·ervers to this office. It will be filled up in the following manner: 
In tbe third columu will be entered the official numbers of all regular reports miss-
in()' when the telegraphic circuits are closed. In the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns 
will be entered, on the same line under appropriate beadings, the numbers of n,ll reports 
of previous dates which may have been received ~uring the time designated at_ the le~·t­
hand of the form. In the seventh column the t1me the last report was received w11l 
be noted. Receipt of duplicates, corrections, and reports not in schedules, causes of 
delay, &c., will be noted in the column beaded "Remarks." The number of wotds 
mu ·t include all reports due at the station which may have been received up to the 
time the circuits were closed, whether they were of the cur..rent or previous dates. 
Duplicates and corrections are not to be counted. Each line of the jo1·1n must contain. a 
complete 1·ecord of the worlc joT the date and t-ime specified. The record will be made up 
from Form 2 immediately after each report. 
84. In filling up Forms 19 and B, the following-named stations will be designn,tecl by 
the letters placed opposite each name: 
Booneville ............ --·-··------ .... A. Lexington ...... _ ..... .............. _ . K. 
Brownsville .......................... B. Little Rock ............. ·.---· ........ L. 
Brunswick ........................... C. Marietta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... M. 
Confluence ........................ - .. D. Morgantown ......................... N. 
Evansville ........................... E. New Geneva ... --- .................... 0. 
Freeport .............•................ F. Oil City .............................. P. 
Hermann ............................. G. 
J :ffersou Cit.y .........•.. . ........... H. 
Paducah ...•.•....................... Q. 
Plattsmouth .................. _ .. __ ... R. 
Kan as City ... ..... ......... .. ........ I. Saint Joseph ...•••.................... S. 
LeClaire ..................... ··-- ..... J. W n,rsa w ..••••...•..••...•...• _ ....••.• T. 
85. Form 22 is used for the record of the daily and monthly means of the barometer 
and thermometer, with the prevailing direction of the wind and amount of rain-fall for 
the month. In filling up this form the means of the l>arometer and. thermometer for 
the local series of ouservations will be obtained by dividing the sum of the 7 a. m., 2 
p. m., and double the 9 p.m. observations, by four. Manifold copies of this form, prop-
erly filled up, will, at the end of each month, be furnished l>y observers to as many 
of the newspapers and other periodicals published at their stations as may desire to 
make nse of it. One copy will a.lso be forwarded to this office on the first day of the 
month succeeding tha.t of which it forms the record. 
6. Each observer will rule out, on heavy white paper, a blank form similar to the 
one given below, and_ post it up in a conspicuous place in his office. On this form he 
will enter, on the first day '.>f' each month, the data for the preceding month indicated 
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87. Tho weekly mean of the telegraphic observations of the barometer and tbermom-
et r will !Je obtained in the following manner: Divide the sum of t,he a.m. te1egra.phic 
ob ervations by the number of observations, and the quotient will be the mean of the 
morning ol>servations; proceed in the same manner for the afternoon and night obser-
vation , and enter the quoticuts separately under the head of "Remarks/' on Form 4. 
The monthly mean of the telegraphic ol>servations will be ol>tained, in the same 
manner. 
The local ol>servations made at 7 a.m., 2 p.m., and 9 p. m. will not be used in getting 
this mean. 
ILLUSTRATIONS. 
































Mean of a. m. observatiom ........................... _ ................... .. 
Mean of p. m. ol>servation ................................................ .. 



































Mean of a. m. ol>servation...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 30.6 
Mean of p.m. observation...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ........................ ... . .. . 43.8 
Mean of midnight observation ........................ ·_. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. 3G 5 
8. In calculating the mean of the thermometer readings at low temperature, the fol-
lowing- rule will be observed : · 
"When minus readings oecnr, the difference between the sum of the positive and the 
urn of the negative numbers is to l.Je taken. This difference, which is the total sum 
bas the sign of the greater of the two partial sums, and will be divided by the total 
number of ol>servations." 
The quotient obtained by this division will be the mean sought. 






Sum of positive ................. + 140 
nm of negative . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 0 
Total sum ...................... ·+ 140 
.·umber of observations .... .. . . 4 





Sum of positive .................. + 0 
Sum of negative ................. - 5 
Total sum ....................... + 75 
Number of observations.......... 4 
Mean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + 1S.75 
















Sum of positive ............. ..... + 11 Sum ofpositive...... ...... .... . .. 0 
Sum of negative ................. -27 Sum of negative .................. -5 
Total sum ....................... -16 Total sum ............ ----·· ...... -5 
Number of ob ervations.......... 7 Number of observations........... 6 
Mean ........................... - 2.3 Mean .......... ...... -----· --- ... - 0.8 
89. Form 23 i:; for use at stations designated for the display of cautionary signals, 
n.nd will be filled up and forwarded weekly to this office during the period signals are 
ordered. n :ler.tbe head of" I emarks" will be recorded the highest velocity 1·eached 
by the wind during the time the signals were displayed. 
When no signa,ls have been ordered during the week, this form must be farwarded 
and show, under the bead of "Remark ," the highest velocity attained Ly tt1e wind 
during the week. 
Form 24 i the weekly report of the number of bulletins, maps, &c., issued at each 
station, and will Le forwarded to this office iu the same envelope with the other reg-
ular weekly reports. 
All publications that have been issued at a,ny station during each week will be re-
port don this form, and if special publications are made in addition to those noted in 
the beading of the several columns of the form, observers will rule additional columns 
for such publications. 
90. l! orm 25 i the one upon which all officia,l telegrams to til is office must bo written. 
As 'verytbing transmitted is cilarged for, unnecessary words must l?e avoided. The 
full date and time of filing message will be written above the upper heavy line, while 
only the name of the cit.y and the day of tile month will be written below. The sig-
nature must contain only the surname of the sender and tho word" Observer." Only 
the matter written 'between the heavy lines is to be transmitted. 
91. Form c: A" will bo filled up properly and carefully under each heading, and 
mailed on Mondav of each week to thi office. In tbe column head eel ''Nature of roes-
age," will be indicated briefly whether the message rendered was a wea.tlior-report or 
ordinary message, and in tbe column of" Remarks" give such additional information 
as yon may think neces ary to a full understanding of each case. 
This form will be sent in blank if no messages have been refused. · 
9-2. Form " B" will bo forwarded promptly to this office at t.he end of each week, 
using but one form, except in cases where it is necessary to use m01:e to complete the 
record, taking gr at care to keep a correct record of number of telegrams sent or re-
ceived. Iu case there should b~ve been no telegrams received or sent during the week, 
the form will be sent in blank. All telegrams must be properly dated and signed. 
DOOKS 01!' REFERENCE AND RECORD. 
93. Tb following books of reference and record will be furnished Ly this office to 
c.1.ch station : 
For ?'eference.-Guyot's Meteorological Tables; Buchan's Handy Book of Meteor-
ology; Loomis's Tr atise on Meteorology; Myer's Manual of Signal ; Piddington's 
Horn Book; Ianual of 1ilitary Telegraphy; Annual Reports of the Chief ignai-
Officer · Practi al c of Meteorological Reports and Weather-Maps; Instructions to 
Obs r er- · rgeants, ignal- ervlce, U. . A.; Smitilsonian Directions for Meteorologi-
cal b rva ion . 
For Records.-Jonrnal; Daily Record of Observations; Record of Bulletin ; Record 
of Letter. ' nt · Record of Letter Received; Index to Letters Sent and Received; 
Original R cord of bservatiou ; Weather-Map of the nited States. 
94. In the journal will be ent red daily all matters of interest not provided for in 
the variou form· uch as m t oric and auroral eli plays, earthquake , and unusual at-
roo ·pheri c app arances and di turbance , giving in all case , when pus ible, th time 
of b ginning and duration of each. Especially will tho ob erver enter a detailed ac-
count f the ·haracteri. tic phenom na of every erious storm that pa · es over or near 
hi station. In thi book will al o be noted all changes in location of office or io tra-
m nts, th condition of tile ins rumen , and when damaged in any wa.y the cau will 
b stat cl. .A.. monthly abstra · of the entries in the jouro~~l will be forwarded to the 
Chief 'igoal- fficer within :fi. ve da s after the expiratwn of ach month. Tbi ab· 
stract must contain all the important entries of the journal, tlle condition of all in-
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struments in use on station, and also the comparative readings of the barometer re-
ferred to in paragraph 31. 
95. Observer-sergeants will be particular to note every display of aurora, seeking by 
inquiry of others, if necessary, to make ~heir record eomplet~. . 
If the heavens are ouscured by clouds so that the aurora, 1f present, cannot be ob-
served, the word "obscured" will be entered in that part of the record devoted to au-
roral displa.ys. If the sky is sufficiently clear for observation, the words "aurora" or 
"no aurora" will be entered according as one is visible or not. When observed, a full 
account of 1he phenomenon will be entered in the journal, showing the exact minute 
of beginning and ending of the aurom, and the principal phases of changes that it ex-
•periences. The rolJowing particulars should be especially noted: the azimuth and al-
titude of each extremity and of the crown of any arch of light, and the same data for 
any corona or glory that may be formed. . 
When the observer is familiar with tbe names of the principal fixed stars, he may 
locate t.he arch or crown by reference to them, but it is preferable that he should ob-
serve ilirectlv the altitude and azimuth. 
Altitudes :ire expressed by degrees from the horizon to the zenith. If any circle be 
didded into the 360 parts and radial lines connect these parts with tbe center, each 
pair of lines subtend an angle of one degree ; the fourth part of the circle will snbtend 
an angle of ninety degrees or one rigllt angle, and the correspouding radii are perpen-
flicular to each other; thus the zenith (that point in the heavens immediat.ely above 
the observer) is ninety degrees from the horizon, or, in other words, its altitude is 90°. 
A point half way up from .tbe horizon to the zenith has :HJ alt.itude of 45°. 
Azimuths are also expressed in degrees but are measured ou the horizontal plane, 
and will be recorded as is done in astronomy, from the south point to the westward, 
passing successively the west, north, and east points of compass u1:1til 360° have been 
pas eel over and the south point is again reached. -
Observers must be particu lar as to the date of the aurora, and when it begins in the 
evening of one day and continues into the early morning of the next day, it will be 
entered as occuring on the.jll'st day, but its details will be given in the record as oc-
curring between the hours of its actual begiuning and ending. Thus, an aurora t.hat 
began on the evening of the 12th of January, and continued until the early morning 
of the 13th, woulcl be entered as the aurora of the 12th, but Hs details would be re-
corded as occurriug, for instance, between the hours of 10 p. ru. of January 12, and 2 
a.m. of January 13. 
All entries in the journal of occurrences and observations of any one day will be 
made under or opposite to that day, and not be entered as a. subsequent oate as }s fre-
quent:y Llone. :For example·: n.n auroral display ocurring May 2:3, should be entered 
opposite that date, and not referred to on the 24th, as haviug occured "last evening." 
Observers must; pay particular attention to accuracy iu the use of the terms "morn-
ing" and "evening," and will be governed by the following instructions in reference 
to tlJcm: 
Midnight is the moment 12b. OOm. OOs., and is the beginning or first moment of the 
new clay and should receive the date of that day. Thus, whatever happened in the 
afteruoon of June 10, at llh. 59m. 59s. happened at llh. 59m. 59s. p. m., June 10; 
whatever happened one second later was at midnight of June 10 and 11, aud at one 
second later still at 12h. OOru. Ols. a.m. of June 11; at midday of same date whatever 
happened a.t J lb. 59m. 59s. happened at llh. 59m. 59s. a. m., June 11 ; at one second 
later it was noon June 11; at one second later still it was 12h. OOm. Ols. p.m., June 11. 
96. The daily record of observations will be an exact copy of Form 4, and filled up 
in the same manner. The several series of observations can be entered in the same 
book, care l.Jeing taken to date and time then1 properly. The telegraphic series may be 
entered in the beginning of the book, and the local series a.t the end, while the midday 
reports may follow eitber of the two. 
97. The record of bulletins will be filled up regularly from the daily bulletins, of 
which it is a copy. 
On stations where telegraphic reports from other stations arc not received, or where 
uch reports do not exceed nine in number, a whole page in the bulletin-book will not 
be nsed in entering each bullet.in. To economize space, the reports will be eutered in 
·~.he same order as a.t·present, but as many days will be written upon each double page 
as the space will allow; each day being distinguished by a proper beading as to date, 
and eparated from the preceding one by a red-ink line. 
·wherever necessary, the printed names of stations will be ruled out, and those from 
which r por~s are received writteu in red ink, in the blank spaces between the originftl 
name , aud 10 regular order. 
9 . Iu the books of" Letters sent" and "Letters received" will be entered all letters 
sent, and an abstract. of all those received relating to the official business of the statiou. 
Tbe original letters l'eceived. will be properly briefed and numbered, and filed away 
for reference. In the uook of" Letter received" will be entered a record of all official 
le*'ter~ and. telegrams received at the station. 
90. All commuuications on letter-paper will be folded in three equal parts from the 
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bottom to the top ; and if written on different sized paper, will be folded in such 
m:wner :.\S to conform to the above size. All communications will be entered in the 
order of their receipt and numbered continuously, beginning at one on January 1 of 
each year, (or at the date of the receipt of the :first letter, when a station is opened 
uuring the year,) and each letter wm be known by this number in all references made 
to it in the office-records. Inclosures to letters will not be indorsed; but simply num-
bered, in red ink, as "Inclosure No.-" to said letter. On the top of the first fold will 
be entered, in red ink, the number of the letter, the station, and the year. This will 
be followed by the following- entries in black ink: 
1st. The place where written and date. 
2d. Name and o.ffici2,l designation of writer or department or office from which it iSt 
written. 
3c1. A brief. synopsis showing the generaJ purport of the letter. In this synopsis or 
brief everything of importance in t.he letter will be concisely stated. 
Following this willlJe given in red ink the numller of inclosures if any, in the letter, 
and such refereDces as may be necessary to show where other letters connected with it 
call be found in the records. At the bottom also in red ink the date at which the com-
munication is received will be entered, (see Examples A and B.) If the communica-
tion is received by telegraph the word'' telegram" will be written in red ink immedi-
ately below the brief. 
The following illustration shows the manner of entering letters in the recO:rd: 
When re-
ceived. Name of writer. 
April17, 1873 Office Gbi f Sigual-Offi· 
90 cer, by :First Lieut. H. 
Jackson. · 
Aprill9, 187:l Office Chief Signal-Offi· 




Date and purp6rt of letter. 
Washington, .April 12, 1873, directs that one stylns, dropped 
from r turn for 1st qr., be taken up and correction made 
on retained copy. 
Retained return corrected April 17, 1873. · 
<N~mber of Jetter an1 indorse4 action i!l red in~.) 
Washington, .April 12. 1873, directs that a weather-map be 
daily furnished to James R. 8tone, Racine, Wis., as re-
quested by Louis Decker. 
Delivery of map commenced April 20, 1873. 
See L. S., Vol. 1, page 59. 
One or more lines will always be left below the brief for noting, as shown in the 
illustration, any action taken in consequence of said letter, as well as the eutry-marks 
of any letters, either received or sent, especially connected with it. In these refer-
ences letters received are referred to by number and year, and letters sent, by volume 
and page. 
In case the letter received is to be returned with an indorsement, such in<lorsement 
will be entered in full in the space immediately below the brief, and two additiounl 
lines will then be left in which to note any future action. 
LE'ITERS SENT. 
In this book will be ontered all communications sent from the office by letter or tele-
graru, excepting only such indor ements as are entered in "Letters received," iu accord-
ance with the in tructions contained in the preceding paragraph. All proper names 
appearing in the body of the letter will be underlined with red ink. ln the margin 
will be given in r d ink the entry-marks of any letter, either received or sent in coo-
n ction t.berewith, letters received being referred to by number and year, letters ent 
by olume and page. Exact copies of all telegrams sent will be enLered in full, and 
marked "Telegram" in r d ink. The following Hlu stration of the manner of entering 
1 t r sent will show the manner in which the several notes are made. [The words 
and figur in brackets indicate red ink.] 
[6] [LETTERS SENT.] [09) 
"MILWAUKEE, Wrs., May 3, 1873. 
"To th CHIEF SIG AL-0FFICER OF TBE ARMY: 
" 'B.' ERAL : I have to ad vi e you that I am verbally informed by Mr. 
g.,. R. 94. Loui D ck r that Mr. J. R. Stone, of Racine, \Vi.., has Temoved to Oregon, 
Milwaukee, and t1Ja io con equence I have this day di scontinued the map rdered lJy 1 
'
3
·1 communication from your office un<ler <late of April12, 1~73. 
" I am, respec.tfnlly, yours, 
"H. 1. L DWIG, 
" Observm·-Serr;ea.n t, Signal-Service, . . A." 
.r OTE.-In case any o b~r letters 
would be entered in the margin. 
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In letters received. each proper name will be followed by the number of the letter in 
which it is to be found; if it is the written name it will ho entered in black ink, other-
wi e in red ink. In letters sent, the proper names will be followed by the number of 
the page on w hie~ the letter con~ain~ng the name i~ to be fo~nd; if it is _th~ signa~ure 
of the person wri twg the letter, It will be entered m black mk, otherwise m red mk. 
Each name will be entered but once nnd the numbers will follow it successively, as 
follows: 
" Office Chief Signal-Officer, 1, 3, 4, 8, 10, &c. 
"Wind-vane, 3, 10, 29. 
"Wentworth, H. W., 18-24-26." 
INDEXING. 
The alphabetical index-book furnished the observers from this office will be kept up 
regubrly from d:;ty to day in connection with the books of letters sent and received, 
and mu t· show the names iu proper order of all official correspondents of the observer, 
with references to volume and page where their communications appear. 
General orders, special orders, and circulars, will be filed away separately, and in 
such manner that they can be found readily, and will be roughly bound by the observer 
at the end of each year. General orders and circulars will be indorsed in red ink at 
the bottom of the first page, with the name of station and date of receipt, as follows: 
"Received (Milwaukee,)-----, 187-." 
Spare maps and bulletins will be neatly folded in letter size and tied up in packages 
containing a month's issue and filed away where they will be easily accessible. 
Example A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF TI-m CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND RgPORTS 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Observer-Sergeant H. l\1. LUDWIG, U. S. A., 
Milwaukee, Wis. : 
Washington, D. C., April12, 1873. 
SERGEANT: Inclosed herewith is a copy of a letter from I~ouis Decker requesting 
that a weather-map be daily furnished to Mr. James R. Stone, Racine1 Wis. You will 
place Mr. Stone's name upon your list and comply with his request. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
94. 
H. W. HOWGATE, 
Second Lieut. and Bvt. Capt., U. S. A., A. S. 0. and Assistant. 
MIL W A UKE"E. 1873. 
WASHINGTON, Aprill2, 187~ 
Office of Chief Signal-Officer, 
by 
Capt. ll. W. Howgate. 
Directs that a weather-map bo <lail.v furnished to Mr. J". R. Stone, Racine, 
Wis., as requested l>y Mr. Louis Docker. 
<One Inclosure.) 
See L. S., Vol. 1, page 59. 
Received Milwaukee, Apr.l9, 1873. 
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Explanation. 
All office marks in red ink, brief in black ink. "L. S., vol. 1, page 59," refers to 
letter subsequently written in regard to this map. 
Example B. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF TI-IE CnmF SIGNAL-OFI<'ICim, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS 
FOR THE BENm.<'IT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Washington, D. C., Ap?·il12, 1873. 
ObsP-rver-Sergeant H. M. LUDWIG, 
Milwaukee, Wis. : 
SERGEANT: I have to inform you that one stylus dropped by you from your property 
return for fin;t quarter, 1 73, must be taken up until inspected and condemned by 
proper authority. You will make the necessary correction in the retained property-




Fi1·st Lieut. Seventh Cav., P. tf D. 0. 
MILWAUKEE. 1873, 
W ASlllNGTON, April12, 1873. 
Office of Chief Signal-Officer, 
by 
1 Lt. IIenry Jackson. 
Directs that one stylus, dropped from return for 1st Qr., '73, be taken up 
and correction made on retained copy. 
Received April17, 1873. 
(Copy.) 
MILWAUKEE, Wrs., April9, 1873. 
To the CHIEF SIG~"AL-0FFICER OF TIIE AR>\IT: 
IR: I have the honor to reque t that the ob erver-sergeant in charge of the station 
in this city be directed to furni h a weather-map daily to Mr. James R. Stone, Racine, 
Wis. 
Re pectfully, yours, 
94. MILWAUKEE. 
(In red ink. ) 
Inclosure No. 1. 
Cln red ink.) 
LOUIS DECKER. 
1873. 
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Letters transmitting checko for pay of observers are not merely personal, but must 
be carefully entered and preserved. 
The receipts for pay should be copied in " Letters sent." Great care shoul~ be taken 
to specify the amount of any bills forwarded in a letter, and also to note the date of 
all payments, under the brief of the letter, in the record-book containing the remit-
tance. 
100. The large weather-map of the United States will be hung up in the principal 
room of the board of trade, or chamber of commerce, or both, and the state of the 
weather will be shown upon it in t,he manner already described, as soon aft,er there-
ceipt of the morning report as is practicable. 
101. All books of reference and record must have the name of the station to which 
they belong plainly written on the fly-leaf. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 
102. Each observer in charge of a station not suppHed with an assistant from this 
office will, as soon as practicable after arriving at his station, make arrangements with 
some competent person to perform his duties in case of sickness or disability. The per-
son so selected must be carefully instructed in the use 'tnd care of the. several instru-
ments, in the manner of taking the observations, of making out and forwarding the 
weather-reports sent from t,he station, and the p~oper disposition of those received from 
other stations. His name and regular post-office address will be reported to this office 
as soon 'lS the selection is made. The employment of this assistant will be temporary 
only,-and he will be puid at the end of each month in which the services were rendered, 
at the rate of compensation fixed by the Chief Signal-Officer, on forwarding the proper 
vouchers tb this office, with a certificate from the observer-sergeant stating the num-
ber of days employed, with the dates in each case. 
103. In case of sickness or <lisability rendering an observer or assistant observer in-
capable of performing his duties, the observer in charge will report the fact by telegraph 
to the Chief Signal-Officer, and will forward by ma,il the certificate of his attending 
physician. 
104. At stations where there is no medical officer a resident practitioner will be em-
ployed, whose account, made out in duplicate, on the form given below, together with 
the prescriptions when medicines have been required, will be transmitted for pay-
ment to the Surgeon-General of the Army, through the office of the Chief Signal-Officer, 
Washington, D. C. 
105. No account of a resident practitioner other than a medical officer of the .Army 
at any of the stations mentioned cnu be paid unless it shall clearly appear that the 
assistance of the medical officer designated could not be obtained in the special case. 
Should the medical officer be temp<?rarily inaccessible upon the occurrence of a case so 
sudden and serious as to require immediate attention, he will nevertheless be called 
upon as soon as possible, and his certificate that the case required another practitioner 
to be employed under the circumstances will be necessary uefore the account of the 
latter can be paid: 
106. An enlisted man obtaining medical assistance or medicines from other sources 
than a medical officer of the Army, when the latter can be called upon, will be person-
ally responsible for the account therefor, such not l~eiug authorized by the United 
States. 
107. Bills for articles of food, or diet of any kind, liquors, wines, mineral waters, 
patent or proprietary medicines; instruments or appliances, such as syringes, trusses, 
or su pensory bandages, will not be aJlowcd by the Medical Department. 
10 . When the services of a nuroEl are necessary, a separate bill for the nursing will 
be made and certified in tbe same manner as that for medical attendance. 
'!'he UNITED STATF.S, 
To----, M.D., DR . 
.E'or medical attendance furnished to --- ---, suffering from --- at 
--from-- to---------- .... --------------------------------. $---
For medicines as per accompanying prescriptions . ___ . ____ .... _. _______ .. _. _ 
I certjfy that the above account is correct and just; that the services were rendered 
as stated and were necessary ; and that the charges do not exceed those customary at 
this place. 
---·- ----, M. D. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this- clay of---, 187-. 
-------. 
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- I certify that the above account is correct a,nd jHst; that tbe services were rendered 
as stated, :md were necessary; that I was on duty at----, and could not secure 
attendance from a medical officer of the Army. 
--------, 
Observer-Sergeant, Signc,z-Se~·vice, U.S. A. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this- day of --, 187-. 
--------, 
Approved: 
BTig. Gen. (Bvt. Ass'g'd) and Chief Signal-Office?' of the A1·my. 
When the attendance bas been to an assistant the form will be altered accordingly, 
and the account forwarded through the sergeant in charge, who will indorse his re-
marks upon it, and iuclose in letter of transmittal to this office. 
109. At stations where there is a medical officer of the Army on duty, observers will 
be duly notified and provicled with authority to call upon him for medical assistance. 
When m dicines are not furnished dir ctly by the Medical Department, but through a 
druggist, on the prescription of a medical officer, and the bill of the druggist is pre-
sented to the patient, that bill in duplic:1te, approved by the medical officer aud re-
ceipted, will be attached to an account mo,de out in the name of the patient, the above 
form being altered according to the facts, and the only sworn certificate necessary be-
ing that of the patient. 
110. At all stations where there is a private soldier on duty as an assistant, the ob-
server- ergeant in charge will give e p cial attention to l1is instruction in the theory 
a well as the practice of meteorology, signaling, and telegraphy. 
In ord r t.hat this may be properly done, the sergeant will require his :lssistant to 
give a recitation each week from one of the following-named text-books, going through 
them in the order given : Loomis's Treatise on Meteorology, Myer's Man nal of ignals, 
Manual of Military Telegraphy, and the Instructions to Observer-Sergeants. The as-
si tants will be reqnired to understand thoroughly the :first six chapters of Loomis, the 
Manual of ignals to page 96, and all of the other text-books, until satisfied that the 
subject is thoroughly understood, or that the assistant is wanting in capacity to un-
derstand it. 
The ordinary station-work will be fully explained, and the reasons for each iu tru-
ro ntal correction given in detail. A. brief weekly report will be made to thi office, 
showing tho nature of the instruction given and progress made during that period. 
Th character of recitations will be stated each week on Form 30, under the head of 
remark. _ 
Thi duty mu t be carefully and faithfully performed, in order that worthy men may 
receive tho promotion due them, and unworthy ones be disposed of. 
o application from a sistaut observers for promotion to the grade of sergeant will 
be favorably considered uutil this course of instruction has been completed in a sati -
factory manner, and is so reported by the observer in charge. 
111. As istants on duty as printers will be required to make the same recitation as 
other a istaut , and will be borne on the weekly return in the same manner. 
112. In the absence of serious special reasons or exigencies of the service, no applica-
tions for examination before the board of exa.m iners at this office for promotion to the 
grade of sergeant will be favorably considered, except when made by enlisted m n of 
tb ~ ignal- 'ervice Detachment, United tates Army, who shall have performed ati -
factorily the duty of n.s istant to an ob erver-sergeant on tation, or similar duty at 
thi office, for a period of six months, and have after recall from station gone through 
the regular cour e of instruction at Fort Whipple. Such applications, by men on 
duty a a istants, mu t be made in writing, through the observer- ergeant in charge 
of station, (who will in all cases indor e his report of the character, habits, and ability 
of he applicant,) aud will be acted upon by the board when vacaneies exist in th 
authoriz d number of observer-sergeant . 
113. The publication of the Government weather-reports by newspapers mu t be 
done without expen e to the United States. 
114. In r fer nee to the i ue of weat.her-maps, observers at stations where they arA 
i ·u mu t b ar in ruind that the e maps are printed for gratuitous eli trilmtion, and 
n i hermon y nor oth r form of compen ation will be charged or received for them by 
any ob rv r- rgeant or a i tant ob erver, or their agent , eith r for the map b m-
lv or for their deliv ry, except when such delivery is made through the po t-office 
at the r qu t of he-partie to whom they are addres cu. In such ca es the parti 
wi bing to be applied with maps will be required to furnish the ob erver offici nt 
money for he prepayment of postage upon them at the rate of one cent per copy. 
b erver must keep a careful account of all moneys received by thorn for thi pur-
pose, and make a weekly report of the same to this office, stating the name of the par-
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ties and amount received from each, and the number of maps furnished during the 
week to each person. · · , . · 
115. The publica.tion and distribution of ~eather-maps constitute only a p:ut ?f the 
recrular daily duty of each observer, and while they are expected to devote a liberal an~ount of time to this work, it must not be done to the prejudice of their other du-
ties. · 
116. For the purpose of systematizing the distribution of maps, observers will divide 
the territory to be traversed into as many districts as there are assistants on duty at 
their respective stations. The boundaries of the district assigned to each assistant 
must be clearly defined; the time required to traverse it ascertained by the observer 
by actual trial, and the places for the delivery of each map distinctly pointed out to 
the assistant. Within the limits of these dis.tricts maps will be delivered regul::trly ::tt 
the places and to the persons designated by this office, ::tnd to those selected by the ob-
server with the approval of the chairman of the meteorological committee. Weekly 
reports will be made to this office of all additions to the lists of persons and places so 
selected. 
117. All applications for maps from parties living beyond the district limits, re-
ferred to in the preceding paragraph, will be forwarded to this office for action, and if 
approved, maps will be furnished on personal application at the observer's office, or 
through the mail, as provided for in the first p.aragraph. This information will be 
posted up in the office of each observer printing and distributing ma.ps. 
118. Observers will select such places for posting the daily weather-bulletins and 
maps as will insure their widest publicity at all hours of tho day .and night, and will 
report the names and locations of the places thus selected to the Chief Signal-Officer. 
At the same time they will report the location of their own offices, giving name of 
street and number. This information will also be furnished to the manager of the 
ielegrapll-office charged with the transmission and receipt of the reports. 
119. Observers must not make use of .tlle telegrapll in communicating with the cen-
tral office in Washington, except in cases of the utmost importance. Where t.he use of 
the telegraph is considered unnecessary by tho Chief Signal-Officer, the cost of the 
telegram will be charged against the observer sending it. The official form must 
always be used for telegraphic communications. 
120. Co{llmunications to this office on official business will be written on the official 
size of letter-paper, inclose(} in an official envelope, and directed to "The Chief Signal-
Officer of tho Army, Washington, ·D. C." The words "Official Business" will be writ-
ten on the left-hand upper corner of the envelope. 
121. Half sheets of paper will be used in all cases in which letters are completed on 
the first page. When more than one page is required a whole sheet will be used. 
122. Communications written on letter-paper will be folded in three equal folds; on 
foolscap or legal-cap paper, in four equal folds, parallel with the ruling. Observers 
must not brief any official letter forwaruecl to this office, and must give the fu!l names 
of all persons referred to. 
123. All official communications received by observers, wherever serving, from par-
ties not connected with the signal-service, will be immediately referred to this office 
for such action as may be considered necessary. 
124. No letters containing information in reference to the signal-service will be made 
or sent to any person or persons by observers on station until such reports or letters 
have been submitted to and approved by the Chief Signal-Officer. 
125. Observer-sergeants and their assistants will ue especially neat and careful in 
their dress; and auy negligence in this particular coming to the knowledge of the Chief 
Signal-Officer will be considered sufficient cause for the reduction of the offender to the 
rank of a private soldier. 
12G. All enlisted men on station, wherever sen·ing, will be inspected in uniform, 
and in pecting officers will, in their reports, make special mention of the uniform of 
each man inspected, and will also make neglect of duty in connecti~n with the uni-
form a subject of charges. The coat belonging to the uniform will be that described 
in General Order No. 9<l, vVar Department, Adjutant-General's Office, October 26, 1872. 
Men serving on stations may wear the forage-cap described in that order. Prompt 
r equisition will be made for this uniform upon the property-officer of this office when-
ever necessary. 
127. Observer-sergeants will not comprise in the same communication matters re-
lating to different subjects, nor their meteorological observations and general details of 
duty, with those relating to property received or disposed of, communication or pay-
vouchers, bills, or any other particular involving money or property accounta-
bility, 
L etters of transmittal, application, or explanation, under these two ge:eeral heads, 
mn t bo written on separate sheets of paper, but may be sent in the same envelope as 
a. matter of econ.omy. 
12 . pon the receipt of an order from this office to lower a cautionary signal that 
ma.y have been displayed at any station, the observer will collect the necessary data 
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from mariners and others in reference to benefits, &c., derived from such display, and 
· will report the sa.me, together with comments that may have appeared in the papers, 
to this office. Wllen the signal has not been ju tified the-fact will be stated. 
129. Observers will give close attention to the observation and record of all local 
premonitory signs of ~,;torms or changes of weather, and report t.llern promptly to this 
office. The following points should ue particularly noted: Direction and force of the 
wind; ·kind, direction, motion, and appearance of the clouds; action of the uaromoter 
and thermometer before, during, and after a storm or change of weather, and such 
other purely local causes as appear to influence the results. 
130. The attention of ob erver-sergeants is directed to the fact that they are required 
to make their reports absolutely correct, and that any shortcoming in this re~::~pect ren-
ders them liaLle to punishment. Aside from this, it should be kept constantly in 
rnind that a single incorrect report may cause· the loss of li fe and propert.y to an un-
known amount, and all reports must be made with this responsibility clearly in view. 
·whenever an observer is unable from any cause to get in his report, properly cor-
rected, at the regular hours of report, be ·will not send the uncorrected portion, but 
will write tlle word "Blank" in each of the spaces that would otherwise have been 
occupied by this portion of the report. Ob ervers will never send any report or part 
of report which tbey have reason to believe is incorrect, and will Lear in mind that it 
is safer and more in accordance with instructions to omit a report than to make a false 
one. 
131. No official reports will be forwarded to this office without being carefully com-
pared with the original records from which such reports are made. Observers llaving 
assistv.uts will have the latter read tho original matter, and the observer will check 
and correct the copies to be forwarded to tin · ofuce, siguing the reports only after be 
has tbu a ured himself o.f their ab.solute co?Tectness. Special attention will be given 
to Form 22, and tlle several columns will be added up twice, both by the observer and 
a i taut. 
Observers without assistants will, if pos. ible, procure some othe'r person to assist in 
verifyiug their reports. All rror that may be discovered at the central office upon 
examination of the 1·oports will be checked against the respective observers. 
132. Upon the receipt of a circular at n,uy station, the observer in charge will read 
it carefully a.nd forward to this office a brief written synopsis of its provisions as un-
der toocl by him. Where one or more assistants are on duty at a station the provisions 
of all circulars received will be carefully explained to each one. Whenever practi-
cable this synopsi ill be written on the margin of the printed form nsed to acknowl-
edge tb receipt of orders and circubrs. 
133. In the event of one or more instruments at a station becoming disabled and un-
fit for use, observers will ftll up the space or spaces in the different. forms intended for 
the readings of snell instruments with the word "Blank," until t.hey are repaired or 
replaced. If the instruments cannot be properly repaired at the station the observer 
w1l1 at once notify this office. 
134. Observers are expected and required to improve tbemselvf~S in the duties of 
their po ition, and are liable at any time after one year's service to be called before a 
board for their econd regular examina.tion. 
13r:. On the first days of January and July (or within ten days thereafter) of each 
year, every ob er'/er-sergeant in charge of a stat:ou will make out and forward to this 
office a concise statement of the operation of bi station for the preceding six mouths. 
This statement must show the changes (if any) that have b€,en made, and the number 
of reports received, during that period, with the reason for such changes when known. 
It will also show the amount of public interest taken in the service, and the classes of 
citizen deriving the gr u.test amount of benefit from the reports. If any marked ad-
vantages to commercial or other interests b:we ueen derived from the use of tile reports 
or di play of cautionary ignals, the facts in each instance will be briefly set forth. 
136. b erv r in charge of stations will mail, on Saturday ot each week, a copy of 
th~t m ruing' i ue of every daily newspaper published at their stations, wllich con-
tam the weatber-r ·port iu any form. 
137. All ap1)lications from observer-sergeants or assistant observers of the Signal-
Ser ice Unit cl ta.tes Army, for furloughs or official privileges of any description, 
mu t be m::1.de directly to tho Chief ignal-Officer of the Army. . 
13 . Th cretary of War bas power to grant discharges, which this office is author-
ized to promise when applied for on proper grounds, and at times when no special in-
jury to lle s rvice would result therefrom; but as a rule no application for di charae 
will b favorably ntertained until after two y ars of faithful service, and not then 
xc ·pt as above pecifted. In ca es of urgent necessity such application may be made 
by telegraph, but in all ordinary cases will be in writing, an l forwarded by mail. 
13 . 11 communication to tbi office from an assistant observer must be forwarded 
through and indor ed by the observer-sergeant in charge of the station at which he i 
serving. 
140. \Vhenever any observer-sergeant is relieved from duty in charge of a station, he 
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will before leaving said station, inform his successor of the location of all map-frames, bull~tin-boards, and other Government property for ·which he is responsible to this 
office. He will also introduce him personally to the members of the meteorological 
committee or committees of the chamber · of commerce and board of trade, and give 
him such information in reference to the past record of the station aud its local me-
teorological and other peculiarities as will enable the duties of the station to be intel-
ligently discharged by such successor. 
A. written statement that the provisions of this paragraph have been complied with 
wm be made to this office by both obs~rvers. 
141. Parties desiring to purchase maps from this office will be required to forward 
the amount of postage on the same, in addition to tb'e cost price of the maps as given 
bclow. · 
I .. The several varieties of the weather-maps will be sold at the following prices: 
Maps in one color, without reports or isobaric lines, 1t ce:nts each. 
Maps in two colors, without reports or isobaric lines, 2 cents each. 
Maps on manifold paper, without reports or lines, in books of 100 each, $2.75 per 
book. 
Maps in one color, with current reports and isobars, 2 cents each. . 
Maps in two colors, with current reports, isobaric and isothermal lines, 3 cents each. 
Po tage on each map one cent additional, except the manifold ones, on which it will 
be 28 cents per hundred. ' 
II. Parties desiring copies of any of the following-named publications of this office 
will be suppliedpntil further notice upon the reGeipt of the amount of postage on 
each, as follows: 
Annual report. ____ . ________ .... _ ........... ____ ..•••..•..•...••..•• ••. _ .. . 
Circular on the practical use of meteorological reports and weather-maps .. . 
Monthly Weather H.eview ..•. ... . .': ... ----·-- -----· .... ---- .......•...•.••• 





III. All communications in reference to the purchase of maps, whether containing 
money or not, must be forwarded to this office for action, and paymen~ for maps must 
in all cases be made in advance and the n!oney sent direct to the Chief Signal-Officer, 
Washington, D. C. Observers arc not authorized to sell maps. 
142. Ono copy of this table of prices. will be kept poBted in the observer's office for 
the information of the public. 
143. ObserYers receiving money from individuals to be applied to the payment of 
postage on maps, bulletins, or other official publications issued by them, will keep a 
record of the amount received, and forward a weekly statement to the Chief Signal-
Ot.Iicer, showing the amount on hand at date of last report, amount reeeived and ex-
pended since t l.mt date, amount remaining on band, and names of parties from whom 
it was r eceived, with such other information as may be necessary. 
D\STRUCTIONS TO OBSERVER-SERGEANTS, SIGNAL-SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY, AT 
RECUUITING STATIONS. 
144. I. Instructions have been issued by the ·War Department to the superintendent 
of the general recruiting service of the Army to direct the recruiting officers of tha.t 
service, stationed at certain points, to enlist and order to report to this office such mou 
who can pass the required physical examination as may be presented to them by the 
sergeants of the signal-service stationed at those points, which now are the following, 
viz: 'ew York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, Boston, Buffalo,. 
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, and Louisville. 
The observer-sergeants in charge of those stations will, accordingly, as part of their 
dntie , enden.vor to obtain and present selected recruits to the recruiting officer of the 
general recruiting, service at the same city. 
II. Instructions have also been issued hy the War Department to the superintendent 
of the general recruiting service of the Army to direct the proper recruiting officers not 
to reject men presented for enlistment by the sergeants of the signal-.corps, on account 
of sbortne of stature, if such applicants are not less than five teet four inches in 
height, or on account of age, if such men are over thirty-five and under forty· years of 
ag. 
HI. No applicant will be presented for enlistment who shall not, in all other respec1.8 
than a. above specified, fulfill the requirements of the recruiting regulations,,of which, 
and of uch changes in them a from time to time n.re made, information. will he 
obtained by inquiry of the recruiting officer, who will take such measures for J?hysical 
examination as are usual in the recruiting service. The responsibility of the ol.Jsorver-
sergeant will be confined to t.he selection of recruits for presentation. 
IV. "\ ith reference to so much of paragraph 1 in each of circulars No .. 17 and 1.8, 
dated re p ctively June 7 and July 1, 1873, from this office, as states that men· under 
twenty- ne years of age are not enlisted, it will be undert~tood Lhat w.hile the enlist-
23 w 
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ment of minors is in general to be discouraged, special exceptions may be made by 
this office. The act of Congress approved May 15, 1872, (published in General Orders 
30, War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, series 187~,) does not prohibit the en-
listment of men under twenty-one, who are over eighteen years old, when the written 
conse.nt of the parent or guardian is properly given, but on the contrary, by necessary 
construction, sanctions such eulistments when no other objection exists. Should a 
case arise which, in the judgment of the observer-sergeant, renders an exception to the 
general rule desirable from the special titness·of the applicant, the latter may forward to 
this office his application, with the written cousent of parent or guardian, on which 
the obsener-sergeant will make a full indorsement of the reasons for recommendation. 
It is supposed that if this office should except the applicant from the operation of the 
part of the circulars above mentioned, the recruiting officer would not refuse enlist-
ment on the ground of minority alone. · 
V. Applicants shorter than five feet four inches will not be presented to the recruit-
ing ofl.iccr, nor will applications from them be forwarded to this office with a view to 
their enlistment at the station; but such men may be informed that if they present 
themselves at this office in compliance with paragraph 2 of circular No. 18, dated July 
1, ~ 73, and pass the examination therein referred to, and also that of the surgeon here, 
they will be recommended for special exception to the requirements regarding height, 
which will probably result in their enlistment at this office. The observer-sergeant 
will not encourage any men to take this course except such as in his judgment are ex-
ceptionally :fit for this service, a statement to which effect, with tho reasons therefor, 
he will inrlorse upon a written application in each case for the examination referred to, 
in which the applicant will clearly state his understanding that he takes upon himself 
all expen:e of coming before the board, without any expectation of reimbursement by 
the United Stat sin any event. uch application, so indorsed, will be brought by the 
candidate in person for his identification. · 
VI. No request for exception to the result of the physical examination by the ex-
amining surgeon at a recruiting station will be entertained at this office, unless made 
by tho applicant in writing through the surgeon and recruiting officer and forwarded 
by the latter. · 
VII. App•icants for enlistmen·t will be d;ivided by the observer-sergeant into two 
cia , viz: Tho e for the ''full" and tho e for the "field signal-service," as herein-
after mor fully explained, but for both classes it is expressly directed that a high 
standard ball be maintained, and great care taken not to present recruits who are of 
bad habits or character so as to cast discredit upon t.he service, or occasion useless ex-
pen e to the nited States. pecial pains will also be given by the observer-sergeant 
that ach applicant shall, before hi presentation to the recruiting officer, fully under-
staud for which of the two above-mentioned classes be enlists, with their several re-
quirem ut , and the recruiting officer will be requested to note in the margin of the 
cnli ' tment paper and al o in the order directing the recruit to report to this of..fice the 
proper de iguation of" full sigual- ervice" or ":fielU si~nal-service," as the case may be. 
lll. Applicants will be presented for the'' full signal-service" who, in the judg-
ment of the ob erver-sergeant, ar :fitt.ed by education and intemgence for the full 
duties of the signal-service, including uot only field-signals and telegraphy, but a! o 
the observ,atiou and report of storm , by telegraph and signal, and diH]Jlay of caution-
ary signals, for the benefit of commerce and agriculture, under the joint re olution of 
Congre s approved Febmary 9, 1, 70, 1he acts of Congress approved June 10, 1 72, and 
Iarch :3, 187;3, and the authorization of the ecretar.~' of War, and for such other dntie 
a may be required in connection therewith. Only t:mch will be selected as upon 
examination by the sergeant are abl' to read and write the English language, have 
ome knowledge of ariLllmetic, and have sufficient intelligence to -be cap~tLlo in time 
of p rforming any of the duties rcqnircd in tbe sigmtl-service. The same proficiency 
rJquired in the xaminatiou for a. si 'ta.nts to observers will not, however, be insi ted 
upon a · there will be opportunities for fntnre improvement throurrh study and the u e 
of t xt-books which are provilled at Fort Whipple, Va., to which pGst all the recruits 
will at fir t be ordered. · 
IX. Applicant who, in the judgment of the observer-sergeant, are not fitted by 
cclnca.tion and intelligence for tllc full dutie of the signal-service, but who are of ncb 
a.uility and character a to render them qualified for the field duties of the ignal- er-
Yi , i. e. tho iucludiog field-signal and electric-telegraph, as. diHtiogu i ·h 'd from 
tllo e includiugtbe ob crvation and Teport of storms, and display of cautionary signal 
c., will be pre en ted to the recruiting officer fur enlistment in the" fi eld signal- ervicc.· 
The r cruit o ulbted will uot b precluded from eventual advancem ut to th full 
dutic of the ignal- ervice and promotion, in case they prove fit and worthy, but will 
not be con. idered as included, upon their enlistment, in the r gulations in re£'r nee to 
xa.minatiou, in truction, and o ller p cial provisions made for tho e r crnits wh may 
have be •n nli. t l with special refere!.lce to the "full duties of the signal- ervic ' i. c. 
tllo e embracing the ob ervation and report of storms aml display of cautionary 1gual . 
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They may, however, be subjec~ to detail in any of the duties of the signal-service, in 
the discretion of proper authonty. . 
X. A report of enlistme~ts will be mail~~ to this office eve~ Saturday, ~bowing 
the enli~:~tmeuts made dunng the week, gtvmg name of recrmt, date of enhstment, 
name and rank of recruiting officer, "Enlisted for full signal-service," or, "Enlisted for 
field sicrnal-service,n as the case may be, and other particulars suggested by the form furnish~d, or which may be necessary for full information on the subject. In case a 
recruit shall have fair skill as a printer, carpenter, or bltwksmith, (the enlistment of 
such men to be encouraged,) the fact will be noted opposite his name, in addition to thl3 
designation of "full" or " field" service. If no enlistment shall be made, or no appli-
cations received, the fact will be stated. 
XI. Special at~ention will be directed to prevent any misunderstanding or complaint 
of misrepresentation regarding the requirements and duties of the signal-service and 
the terms of enlistment. The circulars from this office, Nos. 17 and 18, dated respect-
ively June 7 and July 1, 1573, are designed to give full information on these subjects, 
and both of them will be in all cases exhibited to applicants for enlistment, the obser-
ver-sergeant truthfully explaining any portion which may not be understood, but not 
deviating from its terms. Circular No. 17 is explanatory of the" field" and No. 18 of 
the "full" service, and, after it shall be decided for which of these classes the applicant 
proposes to enlist and will be presented by the sergeant, the form at the end of the 
appropriate circular will be prcperly :filled up, signed by the applicant, and witnessed 
by a disinterested person before the applicant shall be presented to the recruiting 
officer, and, if the enlistment shall be perfected, the circular so signed will be forwarded 
to this office with the next weekly report of ·enlistments. When more c0pies of the 
c1rcular above mentioned or of the report of enlistments are needed, requisition will 
be made for them in the usual manner. 
XII. Posters directing application to the observer-sergeant at each recruiting station 
will be furnished, which he will cause to be posted in proper places and in sufficient 
numbers, replacing those destroyed or obliterated, the expense of posting which will 
be pai.d from this office on his forwarding bills in the usual manner . . Publication in 
oowspapers at the station of a notice similar to the posters would prove of much greater 
value, but tllis office is not authorized to pay for advettisements. It is supposed, how·-
ever, that out of interest in the service and in return for information given gratuitously 
to the press, some newsp.apers will, when requested by the observer, publish a proper 
notice, which will be procured, if possible, under a distihct understanding that it 
cannot be paid for. 
XIII. A copy of these instructions, and also one of circulars Nos. 17 and 18, before 
referred to, as well as of any future instructions or circulars which may be issued on 
the subject, will be presented by the sergeant to the recruiting officer at the station, 
iu order that he may fully understand the directions given by this office in reference 
to the execution of the instructions of the War Departm!3nt, which, it is supposed, 
have been communicated to that officer by the superintendent of the general recruiting 
service. 
PROPERTY. 
145. Blank forms, entitled" Report of signal-service property," will be furnished each 
ob ·erver fot making out a quarterly report of the property at his station, which re-
port will be rendered at the expira.tion of the quarters ending, respectively, March 31, 
June 30, September 30, and December 31, of each year. 
';['his report will be filled out in the following manner: .A.ll property received from 
th1s office, and purchased at the station by proper authority from this office, will be 
entered on the line containing the words ''Total during quarter." 
On the line headed " Issued and expended during the quarter'' will be entered 
in the proper columns the total expenditures of forms, stationery, &c., consumed in 
Jlerforming the regular duties of the station during the quarter, with such articles as 
may have been returned to this office. These will be deducted from the amounts in 
the line beginning " Total during quarter," and the remamders brought down and en-
t<-red on. the l~ne "Total on baud to be accounted for," which completes the first report 
f.rom any tatwn. . 
Each quarterly report will be made in · duplicate, one copy to be transmitted to this 
office within ten days after the expiration of the quarter, and the·other retained by 
the observer making it out, to enable him to b1·ing forward for next report the "Total 
on hand to be accounted for," which will be entered in the next report as" On hand 
from la report." 
Xo article .will be enteted in this 1·ep01·t that is not invoiced from this office • . 
Every arttcle taken t;p on this report must be entered under its proper heading, as 
the mi plac ment of a single figure may occasion serious difficulty. Before the report 
is sent in th two copies should be carefully compared, in order that they may be made 
to correspond exactly with each other. 
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146. Bil1s for all properly authorized improvements, repairs, or necessary work at 
the various stations of ouser>ation, rnust be forwarded so as to reach this office as near 
the first day of the month succeeding that in which the work was <lone as is practica-
ble. 
147. It is required that bills for rents or offices, gas consumed, &c., be rendered 
monthly, and in every' case where it is possible the observer is directed to procure 
such bills and forward them promptly on or before the expiration of each month. 
148. ·whenever any article of office furniture, fuel, or supplies of any description 
whatever are purchased by an observer, under authority from this offict', it will be en-
tered on a copy ofF orm 6, as "receiV'ed by purchase," with the name of the party fur-
nishing it, properly dated and signed, anc11 accompanied by the memorandum bill of 
the same, will be forwarded to this office, by mail, on the day on which the purchase 
may be made. 
149. All vouchers must contain the autograph signature of the party or firm in whose 
name they are made, and must in no instance be signed by a clerk or others for them, 
except where necessity occasions the signing of a voucher by an attorney or agent, in 
which ca e that agent's power of attorney must accompany the voucher so signed. 
150. When an observer is relieved from the charge of a station he will turn over, on 
propE' r invoices, to his successor all property and stores for w bicb be is officially re-
spon ible, and will take duplicate receipts therefor, one copy of which be will retain, 
and forward the other to this office with a :fhJal report, on the regular form, of the 
property for whicll he was accountable, at the date of his relief, made out in precisely 
the arne manner as the regular quarterly report. 
One copy of the invoice of property so transferred will be forwarded to this office by 
the observer taking charge. 
151. When public propm;ty is receipted for by an observer be will make a careful ex-
amination of it, and forward a written report of the result of such examination to 
this office. 
152. b erver-sergeants, or other enlisted men of the signal-service, receipting for 
Gov rnment property, at a signal station or elsewhere, will be held personally respon-
sible for uch propert>y; and to guard themselves against pecuniary loss will assure 
them elves by per. onal inspection that every article of property receipted for is actu-
ally at th station, and in the condition specified in the receipt. 
15' . Whenever any arti.cle of office-furniture, stationery, &c., is purchased by an 
ob erver, under proper authority from this office, it will he entered in a copy of Porm 
6 a ' R ceiv d by purchase," with the name of tl.J e party furnishing it, and a memoran-
dum-om of th lJrice pa,id or to be paid, and forwarded to this office, properly dated 
and io-ned, by mail on the day of purchase. 
154. Authority must be obtained from this office for making all repairs and pur-
ella at tations, except tho e enumerated in paragraph 119 of these instructions, and 
all applications for sncb authority must set forth the necessity for the expenditure, and 
stat the estimat d amount. 
155. No public property will be used or labor employed by observers for any purpose 
whatever, without special aut,hority from this office. 
156. When any article of public propert,y, uot of an expendable nature, for which an 
ob rver i re pon ible, becom s unfit for service, from any cause whatever, he will 
r port the facts in t he case to this office, but w.ill not drop such article from his returns 
uotH authorized to do o. · 
157. Observ r will endeavor, by timely repairs, to keep all property for which they 
are r p n ible in ·ervic able coudition, and nece sary funds for this purpose will be 
provid d, upon ati ·factory requisition and estimates forwarded to the property and 
disbursing offi.r r. 
1r: . If any article of public property be lost or damaged, through the neglect or 
fault of any observer or as i taut, the money value thereof will be stopped against his 
monthly pay. 
159 . . A rigid conomy must be practiced by all observers in the expenses of their ev-
eral . tatious, and all irregularities and extravagances will be promptly corrected by 
cllarging all exce . es to the obs rvers at fault. 
160. 'lhe following articl will be allowed at each station, and may be pnrcba ed at 
th pric named by acb observer without other authority : 
n room for the p rformance of his dutie will be r nted by the month, at each 
station, bot no more than eighteen dollars per month will be paid therefor witb~ut 
p ·ial authority from this ollice; one d k, (price not to exceed $20 ;) one table, w1th 
drawer, ( t in 1 pin , and not to exceed '6;) one wash- tand, (at a price not exce d-
jug , 2 ·)four ·hair , (not to exceed ·2.25 each;) one stove, with pipe, (not to xce d 
·25 ;) on coal- cuttle; one :fire-shovel; one water-bucket; one cup or dipper; one 
oulet; ne ba in ; one larg lamp; one oil-can; one dust-pan and brush; on broom · 
tw common pittoon · one lantern. The auov -named articles must be of a ·h ap. 
plrun, and sub tantial kind. Memorandum-bills (unreceipted) for rent, labor, and pur-
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chases will be sent to this office as soon as presented, and will be settled at the earliest 
opportunity. · . 
161. Upon the shipment of any article of property which may be ordered to be turned 
in to this office, by express, observers are directed to procure from the expr·ess-agent at 
their stations receipts iu duplicate for the package or box, and fo:~;ward them to this 
office by mail on the date of shipment. 
162. Memorandum-bills for labor and ~or articles purchased must, be sent in sepa-
n~~ . . 
163. Fuel will be purchased :for beating office, by each observer, at the current mar-
ket rates, and bills forwarded to this office for settlement. The cost of carrying coal 
and other fuel to the· observer's office will be included in the price of the fuel, and not 
charged as a separate item. . 
164. The pay and allowances of observer-sergeants and enlisted men serving as as-
sistant observers are obtained from three different sources, and will be drawn through 
the property and disbursing officer of the Signal-Servke, United States Army, at the 
end of each month, on the receipt at this office of the following blanks, signed in du-
plicate: 
1st. Form 5-Pay Department: 
(FORM 5.) 
The UNITED S:r.ATES, 
To JOHN THOMPSON, Dr. 
Dollars. 9ents. 
For pay from 1st of --, 187-, to L- of --, 187-, be1ng - mon.ths, 
-days, at -- dollars per mgnth ......................................... . 
Amount ............................................................. . 
Deduct for Army A~ylum ..... .' ................................... $--
Due United States for clothing overdrawn ........................ . 
Due United States for tobacco...................................... --
Balance .............. .' ............................................... . 
Received of -- ---, Paymaster United States Army, this-- day of---
1_ 7-, --- 100 dollars, in full of tLe above account, by check No:--, on ---' 
tnited States Treasurer,---, this date, for$--. 
JOHN THOMPSON, 
(dgned in dupli(,late.) Sergeant Sigiutl-Service, U.S. A. 
This payment accords with the soldier's descriptive list, and is noted thereon. 
2d. Form Y -Commissary Department : 
------·-, 
Paymaste1· U. S. A. 
(FORM Y.) 
The tJ_ ITED S'I'ATEjl, 
To JOHN THOMPSON, Sergeant Signal-Sel'vice, U.S. A ., Dr. 
Dollars. Cents. 
For commutation of rn.tions while on extra duty as --, at--, from -
to-, 187-, inclusive, -days, at 75 cents per day . .... ............ ........ .. 
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I certify tha,t the above account is correct and just; that the commutation w.a; made 
by order of the Secretary of War, and was necessary for the public service, there being 
no opportunity for messing. 
---, 
---. 
Received at--, this --day of--, 187-, from--, C. S. United States 
Army, the sum of--- dollars and --- cents, in full of the above account. 
JOHN THOMPSON, 
(Signed in duplicate.) Set·geant Signal-Service, U.S. A. 
3d. Signal-Service Receipt-Roll-Quartermaster's Department. 
(Voucher to A'bstract B.) 
(FORM No. 13.) 
The UNITED STATES, 
To ---- ----, DR. 
-- Signal-SeTv·ice, U. S. A. 
On extra duty as --, at --. 
Dollars. Cents. 
For extra-duty pay from-- to --, 187-, inclusive,-- days, at- per day. 
:For commutation of fuel from -- to --, 187-, --, at$- per month .... 
For commutation of quarters from-- to --,187-, --~at$- per month. 
I certify that the above account is correct and just; that the services were rendered 
as stated; that they were necessary for the public service, and are borne on my roll of 
extra-duty men, (Form:~,) for the month of--, 187-, and that no fuel and quarters 
iu kind have been furnished. 
----,----~ 
A. A. Q. M., Signc~l-Service. 
Received at Wa hington, D. C., the-- day of--, 187-, of----, quar-
t rwa er, nited States Army, the sum of --- dollars and --- cents, in full of 
the above account. 
JOHN THOMPSON. 
(, igned in duplicate.) 
These vouchers will be signed by observers and their assistants, one set by each 
man, exactly a shown in the above illustration. · 
165. l:\·o part of the body or 1·cceipt of either f01'rlt will be filled up before transmission, and 
they rnu t be forwarded direct to this office at such time as will insure their receipt by 
tlJe property-ollie r before the 20th of each month. 
166. Obsen:ers will not be allowed to sell or othenvise dispose of any of the above-mentioned 
ar·cotmls, nor 'Will they be permitted to draw upon this office, or any of tlt£ officers connected 
t!ttretcilh, tcitlwut special authority. · 
167. The following tables show the amount of monthly pay to be received by observers 
and their a · istants, for the different years of service, and the sources from which it is 
received: 
Estimate of monthly pay proper and clothing allowance. 
FOR SERGEA...'iTS • 
~~~~ ..;; .Amount retained each _..A ... ·a ~C) mont b. ~c g. a> -en o P4 00 Yt>ar of enlistment. frr.: ~ ... 6 ~ 
.... ~ c A ~~'0 ~ :::1 Clothing Retained ~ ~ .s~~~ 0 ~.;a c: s allowance. pa.y. P-i en -<t ~ 
1 . ..... ··-· ·-···· ......... .. . $17 00 0 12 16 88 7 60 ..... .......... ~-~ -1 
2 . ............•. 
·--·----·-·· 
17 00 13 16 87 4 66 .......... . ..... 1!1.)3 
3 1 00 1 12 lG 8 5 94 1 00 23 4.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1!) 00 2 13 16 87 4 66 2 00 23 5.1 
~ - --··················-······ 20 00 3 12 16 88 5 08 3 00 2-J !)cj 
1 ............. .............. . 
2 ................ ........... . 
3 ........................... . 
4 .••••••••• •••••••• ••• ••••••. 
5 ... .. ••........ . .• .••.•..... 
1. --·------·--··--------··--· 2 ....••••. .. .... ....••••..•.. 
3 .••...................•..•.. 
4 ........... ................ . 
5.--.---- ·- . ..... : ... ---·---. 
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$7 38 .. ................. $20 26 ' 
4 54 
. ..... $i.oo·· 17 41 5 78 19 66 
4 54 2 00 19 41 
4 87 3 00 20 75 
$7 29 ...................... $20 17 
4 52 
·----$i-oo .. 17 39 5 75 19 63 
4 52 2 00 19 39 
4 85 3 00 20 73 
The amount retained-$1 each month from pay of third year, $2 from fourth year, 
and $3 from fifth year-will not be paid until final discharge from the service, and will 
be forfeited unless the soldier shall have served faithfully to date of discharge. 
The pay per month of a soldier re•enlisting after five years' service will be that of the 
fifth year of his former term, less $1 retained pay. He will also receive $2 per month 
additional for re-enlistment. 
Clothing allowance per month. 
Rank. First year. Second year. Third year. Fourth year. Fifth year. Total for five 
\ 
years. 
Sergeant ...... .. ... ... $7 60 $4 66 $5 94 $4 66 $5 08 $335 28 
Private, first class .... 1 as 4 51 5 78 4 54 4 87 325 32 
Private, second class .. 7 29 4 52 5 75 4 52 4 85 323 16 
But no clothing allowance will be paid the soldier except. on u final statements." 
Wilen clothing is drawn, if the allowance is exceeded it will be settled by the soldier 
on the 30th June and 31st December of each year. 
Monthly estimate of qum·tm·master. 
No. of days in Fuel-rate per Quarters-rate. Extra p~y-
the month. month. rates. 
28 $8 00 $10 00 $10 15 
30 e oo 10 00 10 50 
31 8 00 10 00 10 85 
Assistants are not allowed extra-duty pay. 
Monthly estin~ate of commutation of 1·at·ions. 













$28 15 . 
28 50 
28 85 
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Estimate of monthly pay of sergeants (observers) and privates (assistants). 
SERGEANTS-FIRST YEAR. 
No. of days in Pay proper. Quartermaster's Commissary, Amount of pay re-
the month. Dept., pay. pay. ceived monthly. 
28 $17 00 $28 15 $21 00 $66 15 
30 17 00 28 50 22 50 68 00 
31 17 00 28 85 23 25 69 10 
SECOND YEAR. 
28 $17 00 $28 15 $21 00 $66 15 
30 17 00 28 50 22 50 68 00 
31 17 00 28 85 23 25 69 10 
-
THIRD YEAR. 
28 $1tl 00 I $28 15 $21 00 $67 15 
30 18 00 28 50 22 50 69 00 
31 18 00 28 85 23 25 70 10 
One dollar per month rotainecl until discharged. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
' 
28 $19 00 $28 15 $21 00 $68 15 
30 19 00 28 50 22 50 70 00 
31 19 00 28 85 23 25 71 10 
Two dol:nrs per month retained until discharged. 
FIFTII YEAR. 
28 20 00 $28 15 $21 00 $69 15 
30 20 00 28 50 22 50 71 00 
31 20 00 2885 23 25 72 10 
Three dollar per month retained until discharged. 
PRIVATES.-FIRST YEAR. 
No. of day in Quartermaster's Commissary, Amount of pay re-
the month. Pay proper. Dept., pay. pay. ceived monthly. 
28 '13 00 1 00 $21 00 r.:2 00 
30 13 00 18 00 22 50 53 50 























One dollar per month retained until discharged. 
FOUHTH YEAR. 
28 $15 00 $18 00 
30 15 00 18 00 
31 15 00 18 00 
Two dollars per month retained until discharged. 
FII<'TH YEAR. 
\ 
28 .$16 00 $18 00 
30 16 00 18 00 
31 i6 00 18 00 



























In addition to the above rates of pay, enlisted men will receive the usual allowance 
for first, second, third, and fourth re-enlistments. 
168. All useless and broken instruments will be forwarded to this office and carefully 
packed. 
169. All instruments or public property of any character wha.tever, retun;~ed to 
tbis office by observer-sergeants, or other enlisted men of the signal-service, must 
have a tag or sHp of paper securely attached thereto, indicating the station whence it 
comes, marked-" Returned from ---, under instructions from 0. C. S. 0., of date 
--." 
170. Timely requi~ition will be .made upon the property-officer for books of record, 
stationery, forms, &c., to insure their receipt before the supply on hand is exhausted. 
171. Requisitions for forms and stationery will be made quarterly by mail, and will 
emurace all the different varieties required for use at statjons. 
172. In consequence of the abolition of the franking privHege the postage on all of-
ficial matter transmitted through the mails on and after the 1st day of July, 1873, 
must be prepaid by pot>tage-stamps. 
To enable observers to give compli~nce to this r equirement they will be furnished 
for official use stamps of different denominations. A weekly return of stamps received 
and expended will be made on the regular blanks and forwarded weekly to this office. 
'l'hese returns must be made promptly at the expiration of each week, showing how 
many of each denomination of stamps are on band at the cLosing of the last mail of 
the week · a copy of the return to be retailled by the observer in each instance. A 
memorandum-book furnished for this purpose will be kept, in which will be noted each 
package or letter mailed, stamped with the official stamp, entering therein the ad-
dres e and the number and denomination of stamps used on each and every piece of 
official mail-matter transmitted; this data will be kept up to enable observera to make 
reports to tbe central office as to the exact disposition of the stamps, which report is 
liable to be called for at any moment. 
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS. 
In case of actual or anticipated neglect or refusal on the part of the employes of 
any telegraph company by which he is directed to transmit telegraph communica-
tions, at the time and in the manner stated in the ofders of the Chief Signal-Officer to 
the observer in charge of a station, then in force, he will proceed as follows: 
1. He will prepare every telegraphic communication according to his instructions, 
:mel l)l~esent each, at the time designated, at the proper office of the company for the 
reception of such communications. He will continue to present all reports, as to the 
regular tender of which the company bas once been advised, until it has been notifi ed 
by this office that such tender will cease after a certain elate, of which notice the ob-
server will be informed. 
2. He will, in advance of the presentation of all telegraphic communications, give 
specific notice to the company, during its usual hours of business, that an official com-
munication of a certain-mentioned character, from the observer, addressed to a cer-
tain official person or persons, (the acltlress to be specified,) will, at a certain subse-
quent hour, (stating what hour,) be presented at the office of the company for tele-
graphic transm~sion . 'fhis notice will provide for every regular reptrt to be made 
during the ensuing twenty-four hours, and also will be given in advance of any 
special communicatio,n, when practicable. Such notice 'will be in writing, addressed 
to the local manager of the company, and will be delivered, open, to the officer or em-
ploy!) of the company who may be in charge of the local office at the time of delivery. 
The written notice will be signed in duplicate by the observer, and one copy filed and 
retained by him. The followmg general form will be observed: 
"To------, 
"SIGNAL-SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY, 
"Observer's Office,---,---, , 187-. 
"Manage'/' of ~he Telegmph Company at --: 
"Sm: As an agent of the War Department for the purpose of takinO' meteorological 
obs rvations, in pursuance of the laws of the United States, and of preparing tele-
graphic commuuications relating thereto, and of presenting the same for transmission 
to tele..,.raph companies, I have the honor to give notice hereby that, in accordance 
with ord rs received by me to that effect, I will present at the office of the above-men-
tioned tel graph company at this place, severally, at the times .hereinafter mentioned, 
cel'tain official communications from myself, in my official capacity, and addressed as 
specified, vlli: · 
"One communication will be presented at -- o'clock- minutes -. m of -- the 
-- day of--, 1872, addressed to ----. 
"One communication will be presented at -- o'clock - minutes -. m of -- the 
--day of--, 1 72, addressed to----. -
"One communication will be presented at -- o'clock- minutes -. m of -- the 
-- day of--, 1872, addressed to - ·-- ---. . 
"I have t:Ue honor to request that the communications above referred to may be 
rec ivcd and tran mitted telegraphically by the said company to their respective ad-
ore e at the times above mentioned, at which they will severally be presented for 
that purpo e. 
I am, sir, respectfully yours, &c., 
" 
" Observe1·-S&rgeant, SignC4l-Sm·vice, U. S. A." 
He will also record the time, place,tand person, w:Uen, where, and to whom he de-
li red such noti e, and reduce to writing any oral reply made or action taken. The 
recortlmu t be dated, tli.med, and made, plainly written, immediately aft~r the service 
of then tic . . 
3. He will present his regular reports for transmission at the times, and as directed 
in hi . chednle, at th tel graph-offices, until further orders, wAether or not the com-
pany ba any mplo cs hen pres nt who e u:mal duty it is to receive them. If the 
· ffice i p n for his admi sion, although closed for the transmission of messages, the 
com unica ion ahoul be pre ented to the most responsible person present in the 
empl y of be company a copy being always retained, and record made a above 
~i~ ct d. If be office appears to be closed, be will make hiDlBelf sure of the fact that 
l ] o. • 
In writing the message for transmis ion the observer will not use any form impo ing 
term · or the 1imitation of a contract, but will write the communications tendered on 
the form direct by this offic~. 
4. He will keep a written record of the time when, place where, a.ntl the nam of 
person employed by the company, to whom each communication was presented. In 
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case the office was closed, so tha,t the communication could not be presented to any 
employe of the company, he will record the time and place with the fact. If any 
employe of any telegra,ph company refuses to receive the message·presente~l to him~ it 
will be sufficient to have made the tender, and to preserve such record as w1ll estabhsh 
the fact that it was made. The iecOI·ds, in all cases, must be dated and timed, and 
must be made, plainly written, immediately after the tender of the message. It should 
I'ehearse all facts which may tend to keep his memory of the transaction complete. 
I£ is desirable, though not essential, that on some of the occasions when the above-
mentioned notice is delivered, as well as when the message is tendered, the observer 
should, if practica,ble, take vvith hirn another person, wholly disinterested, who may 
serve as an additional witness of the transaction. 
Should the officer or employe in charge of the telegraph office inform the observer 
generally that be will not in future be admitted to the office at all, he will not, on that 
account, discontinue giving notice or making tenders, but will_ give and make, or at-
tempt to give and make, them precisely as before. ' . 
The construction o( the laws defining the. relations of telegraph companies to the 
United States, which is held by this office, is that the companies are bound to give uncon-
ditional priority to telegraphic communications between the several departments of the 
Government of the United States, and between their officers and agents; that after due 
notice to that effect the companies are required to transmit such communications at 
any hour when they are tendered for that purpose, and that prepayment is not required 
from the Government or its agents. 
All the telegraph companies by which the messages of the signal-service have hitherto 
been sent, according to directions given to the observers, have accepted th,e provisions 
of the act of Congress approved July 24, 1866, a copy of which, and of other acts bear-
ing upon the subject, is hereto appended. 
AN ACT to aid in the construction of telegra'{lb lines, and to secure to the Government the use· of the 
same for postal, military, and other purposes. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in 
Oong1·ess assernblecl, That any telegraph company now organized, or which may hereafter 
be organized, under the laws of any State in this Union, shall have the right to con-
struct, maintain, and operate lines of telegraph through and over any portion of the 
public domain of the United States, oyer and along any of the military or post roads 
of the United States which have been or may hereafter be declared snch by act of Con-
gress, and over, under, or across the navigable streams or wate'rs of the United States: 
Provided, That such lines of telegraph sha,ll be so constructed and maintained as not 
to obstruct the navigation of such strea,ms and waters, or interfere with the ordinary 
travel on such military or post roads. And any of said companies shall have the right 
to take and use from such public lands the necessary stone, timber, and other materials 
for its posts, piers, stations, and other needful uses in the constrnction, maintenance, 
and operation of said lines of tel.egraph, and ma,y pre-empt and use such portion of 
the unoccupied puulio-lands subject to pre-emption, through which its said lines of 
telegraph may be located, as rna,y be necessary for itS1stations, not exceeding forty acres 
for each station; but such stations sl1all not be within fifteen miles of each other. 
SEc. 2. And be itfuTthe?· enaolecl, /l'hat telegraphic communications between several 
departments of the Government of tLe LJnited States and their officers and agents shall, 
in their transmis ion over the lines of any of saiu companies, have priority over all 
other business, and shall be sent at rates to be annually fixed by the Postmaster-
General. 
SEc. 3. Andbeitfu?·therenacted, That the rights aml p'iivileges hereby granted shall not 
be transferred uy any company acting under this act to any other corporation, associa-
tion, or person: P1·ovidecl, ho1peve1·, Tllat the United States may at any time after the 
expiration of five years from the uate of the passage of this act, for postal, military, or 
other purposes, purchase all the telegraph lines, property, and effects of any or all qf 
said companies, at an appraised value, to be ascertained by five competent, dis-interested 
p ersons, two of whom shall be selected by the Postmaster-Genera,! of the United States, . 
two by the company interested, and one by the four so previously selected. 
SEC. 4. A ncl be U fu?·ther enacted, That before any telegraph company shall exercise 
any of the powm;s or privileges conferred by this act,. such company shall file their 
written acceptance with tho Postmaster-General of the restrictions and obligations re-
quired by this act. 
Approved July 24, 1866. · 
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[PUBLIC RESOLUTION-No. 9.] 
JOINT RESOLUTION to authorize the Secretary of War to provide for t aking meteorological ob r-
vations at the military stations nnd other points in the interior of the continent, and for giving notice 
on the .northern lakes and seaboaru of the appro:wh and force of storms. 
Be it resolved by the Senate and Hoitse of Rqwesentatives of the United Slates of Am rica 
. in Cong1·ess assembled, That. the Secretary ?f War be, a?d he hereby .i~, authoriz.ed a~d 
required to provide for takmg meteorological observatiOns at the m1htary statwna m 
the interior of the continent, and at other points in the States and Territories of th 
United States, and for giving notice on the nothern lakes and on the seacoast, by mag-
netic telegraph and marine signals, of the approach and force of storms. 
Approved February 9, 1870. 
[General Orders No. 18.J 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
Washington, D. C., July 3, 1872. 
The followinO' order of the Secretary of War, having been received by the Chief Sig-
nal-Officer of the Army, is published for the information of all concerned: 
"WAR DEPARTMENT, 
''Washington City, June 27, 1 72. 
"Tl.Je Chief Signal Officer of the Army is hereby directed and ordered to carry into 
effect the special duti s impo ed upon the Secretary of War by the act of Congre 
approved July 24, 11:66, entitled 'An act to aid in the construction of telegraph lin 
and to secure to the Government the use of the same for postal, military, and other 
purpo e ,' and by the public resolution No. 9, approved February 9, 1870, aud entitled 
'Joint resolution to authorize the Secretary of War to prov1de for taking meteorologi-
cal ob erva.tions at the military stations and other points in the interior of the conti-
nent, and for giving notice on the northern lakes and seaboard of the approach and 
fOrce of storms,' and by the act approved June 10, 1872, entitled 'An act making ap-
propriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending 
June :30, 1873, and for other purposes;' and the said Chief Signal-Officer of the Army: 
and all such pen;ons as have been or shall be designated and employed by him for the 
taking of meteorological observations, or for preparing or presenting telegrapllic com, 
munication for transmission, or for transmitting the same, are hereby recognized and 
appoint d as agents of the War Department for those purposes, and are hereby 
authorized and directed by and in behalf of said Department to offer to any tel graph 
company in the nited States for ttansmission any and all such telegraph communica-
tions as they may be required by the Chief Signal-Officer to make, and to reque t the 
transmis ion thereof by such company or companies, at such times, and in such place , 
as may be directed by said officer. 
"WM. W. BELKNAP, 
• ''Secretary of War." 
By order of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army. 
' GARRICK MALLERY, 
Capt. and Bvt. Lieut. Col., U.S. A., 
• Acting Signal-Officer and Assistant. 
AN ACT making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for tho :fiscal year 
ending June thirtieth, eight n hundred and seventy-three, and for other purposes. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America 
in Oongresa (U~sembled, Tbat the following sums be, and the same are hereby, appropri-
at d for tlJ oujects b rein after expressed, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 
eighteen hundred and seven y-three, viz: 
* * * • * * • 
UNDER THE WAR DEPARTMENT • 
• • * • 
SIGNAL-OFFICE. 
For manufacture, purcba e, or repair of meteorological and other neces ary in tru-
ment ; for t el graphinrr reports; for expenses of storm-signals announcing probable 
approach and force of storms tbroug-bont the United States, for the benefit of com mer· 
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mainta~ned for p~blie use in cities or posts receiving rep,orts; for maps aud bulletins, 
to be du1played rn cham Lers of commerce and boards-of-trade rooms; for books and 
stationery; and for inci~lental expeuses not otherwise provided for, two hundred aud 
:fifty thousand dollar~:~: P1·ovided, That the Secretary of War be, and he hereby is, au-
thorized and required to provide, in the system of observations and reports iu charge 
of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army, for such stations, reports, lll.nd signals as may 
be found necessary for the benefit of agriculture and commercial interests : A11d p1'0-
vided, Thali no part of this appropriation, nor of al)y appropria.tion for the several De-
partments of the Government, shall be paid to any telegraphic company which shall 
neglect or refuse to transmit telegraphic communications between said Departments, 
their officers, agents, or employes, under the provisions of the second section of cbapter 
two hundred and thirty of the Statutes of the United States for the year eighteen 
hundred and sixty-six, and at rates of compensation therefor to be established by 
the Postmaster-General: Provided, also, That whenever any telegraph company shall 
l1ave filed its written acceptance with the Postmaster-General of the restrictions and 
obligations required by the act approved 'July twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and 
sixty-six, entitled " .An act to aid the construction of telegraph line.s, and to secure to · 
the Government the use of the same, for postal, military, and other purposes," if such 
company, its agents, or employes shall hereafter refuse or neglect to transmit any such 
telegraphic communications as are provided for by the aforesaid act, or by tbe joint 
resolution approved the niuth day of February, eighteen hundred and seventy, "To 
authorize the Secretary of War to provide for ta]ring meteorological observations at 
the military stations and other points of the inte1)or of the continent, and for giving 
notice on the northern· lakes and seaboard of the approach and force of storms," such 
telegraphic company shall forfeit and pay to the United States not less than one hun-
dred and not exceeding one thousand dollars for each refusal or neglect aforesaid, to 
be recovered by an action or actions at law, in any district court of the United States. 
Approved June 10, 1872. 
NOTE.-In prtlparing these instructions free use has been made of the Smithsonian "Directtons for 
Meteorological Observers," of those issued by the Surgeon-General of the Army, aud of Colonel 
Williamson's valuable work on tlte "Barometer. 
The office is indebted to the courtesy of Professor He1iry, the distinguished secretary 
of the Smithsonian Institution, for permission to use the following illustrations of the 
Howard classification. of clouds, which is the one to be followed by all observers. 
PAPER 8. 
REGULATIONS AND RULES OF THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-
OFFICER OF THE ARMY. 
[General Orders ·No. 28.1 
WAR DEPARTMI~NT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
Washington, D. C., September 1, 1873. 
The following regulations and rules, relatinD' to the duties of commissioned officers, 
enlisted men, and civilian employes at this office, are published for thelr government, 
and will be strictly observed. 
By order of the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army. 
GARRICK MALLERY, 
Capt. First Infantry, Bvt. Lieut. Col., U. S. A ., 
. Acting Signal-Officer and Assistant. 
GENERAL REGULATIONS. 
I.-DIVISION OF DUTIES. 
The officers on duty at this office are classified as, 1st, commissioned officers of the 
Army ~n<l :l:Cting signal-officers who have been announced in orders as "Assistant~ ~o ~bQ h~ef Signal-Officer;" 2d, other commissioned officers of the Army ; and, 3d, ClVll-
unl a 1 taut . The duties of the office will be divided between them as follows: 
1. One a sistant to the Chief Signal-Officer will have charge of the orders, records, 
and general correspondence of tbc office, critically examining all papers presented to 
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him for file, and reporting upon any irregularity. He will also have the superintend-
ence of enlistments, and perform such other duties as may be specially assigned to 
him. 
2. One assistant to the Chief Signal-Officer will have charge, as property and dis-
bursiug officer, of all matters pertaining to money and property, (all communications 
upon which subjects will be referred to him for action,) together with such duties as 
may be specially assigned to him. 
;j, One assistant to the Chief Signal-Officer will, as instructor, have charge of all 
matters pertaining to the instruction of the signal-service of the Army, and, in addi-
twn, as "Assistant in charge of stations," will be charg~d with the general supervi-
sion of the observer-sergeants upon stations, and of the receipt, record, and publica-
tion of the weather-reports at this office, together with such duties as may be specially 
assigned to him. 
4. Tbe preparation of the current "Synopsis and Probabilities," and of the official 
1 publications in relation to practtcal meteorology, including the "Weekly ·weather 
Chronicle," "Montbly Weather Review," "Daily Bulletin, Synopsis, Probabilities, and 
Facts," and such ,other duties as are related thereto, will be divided between several 
as istants to the Chief Signal-Officer and civilia.n assistants, in accordance with a ros-
ter to be published from time to time providing in advance for the specified period. In 
the absence of other orders, the assistant, who at any time may be relieved from the 
preparation of the current ~ ynopsis and Probabilities, will take charge of the prepara-
tion of the publications above referred to. · 
5. One officer will have cbarge of the instrument-room and the examination, com-
parison, and repair of instruments therein, together with such duties as may be spe-
cially a ·signed to him. He will ubmit a written report to the Chief Signal-Officer 
ev ry ten days on the condition of each instrument, whether its record is satisfactory 
as a standard; if not, to what extent it has been unreliable in its indications, with, if 
po ible, a statement of the can e and ·uggestion of the remedy. His duties are more 
fully p cifled under a separate section below. 
G. 'f\YO commiasion d offi ers of tbe Army and acting signal-offic~rs will be detailed 
as in pectors of stations. Th ir duties are fully set forth in a separate section below. 
7. 'l'be a sistants to the Chief Signal-Officer mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 3 of this 
section ·will be pcrman nt members of the board convened at this office for the exami-
nation of applicants for enlistment and for instruction in the duties of assistant to an 
ob ·erv ron station, and also of the board convened for the examination of candidates 
for promotion to the grade 6f sergeant, signal-service. Commissioned officers of the 
Army, oth r than those last above I' ferred to, will, as occasion 1·equires, be detailed to 
be additional memlJers of each of these boards. 
II.-RULES FOR DUTY. 
Tho following rules relating to the duties of persons connected with the office will 
be ob. rved hy them: . 
1. When .any officer or assist~nt at this office, charged with ~ny regular duty or work, 
may be r lteved therefrom, e1 her perma;Iwntly or_temporanly, he will formally turn 
ov r the qut;v or work to the officer or a s1stant designated to receive it, and will direct 
the cl_ rks and enlis~ed men, >yho have bee~ servin_g under his orders, to report for in-
5ti·ucuons to the officer or a s1stant who reheves him, whose name will be stated ·in 
ord r. · 
2. E:very officer and assistant other than those above referred to in section I, "Division 
ofDut1 ,"paragraphs 1, 2, and 3, under the bead of" General Regulation" in this order, 
wil~, daily at 10 a.m., mak~ to th hief .'ignal-Officer a written report of the clntyon 
wh1ch he may be on that day ngaged, w1th the number of clerks and cnlieted men 
employed under his direction, for which purpose blank forms will be fumished. 
3. Ev ry ofti~er u?der whos~ immediate orders enlistcd .men or civjlian employes 
have_ be n d tailed fo~ duty, w1ll, on every Saturday, make to the Chief ignal-Officer 
a wr1 ten r port, statmg the name and rank of all men on duty with him, the date 
\ ben th y ut r d upon duty at this office, the nature of their respective tluties, and 
th haoges by new detail, relief, or other casualty which occurred during the week, 
t g thcr with uuh remarks as may exhibit the conduct and work of the men reported 
up n. 
1 4. The attention of all persons on duty at this office is again directed to the order of 
th cr tary of War, dated War Department, July 19, 1 70, as follows: 
. " ll officer . ~u.d clerk on du y jn tbe bureaus of the War Departm~nt are prohib-
Ited from ~h1_b1tmg_ any table, tateruent, or paper belonging to the o~ci~lrec~rd , or 
g1vm ' an mforruatwn, copy, or extract from the same, or giving any mforUJ::ttiOn r -
pectiug the Lu ine of tb Department to any person whatever, not on duty in on of 
th oftic "'of the Department, without in each case the authority, in wriLinrr, of the 
chi f of th~ Bureau concern d. A rjgid compliance with this order will be enforc d, 
to prevent Improper use of information irregularly obtained." 
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5. In case of the absence of commissioned offi~ers or enlisted men on dnty at this 
office on account of illness, a certificate to that effect from the proper medical officer 
of th~ Army in this cit;r must be furnished without delay, by commissioned officers to 
t116 Chief Sirrnal-Officer, and by enlisted men to the commissioned officer under whose 
orders they ~re immediately serving. A similar certificate from a practicing physician 
will be furnished_ by civilian assistants to the Chief Signal-Officer, and by cl<}rks and 
other civilian employes to the commissioned officer under whose orders they are imme-
diately serving. 
III.-RUL.I.!:S CONCERNING OFFICE-ROOMS, ETC. 
The following rules will be strictly observed in the office-rooms and halls: 
1. The duties of this office do not admit of general office-hours being defined, which 
will, in the several divisions, be such as shall be, from time to time, established by the 
bfficer in immediate charge. As concerns the public, the office-hours will be consi.u-
ered as between 9 a.m. and 3 p. m., and persons unconnected with the office wm 
not be admitted to the rooms except. during those hours, unless accompanied by an of-
ficer. Visitors will not be received in the instrument-room before Urn., e.:s:cept in 
cases specially designated. · 
2. The office-rooms must not be used as visiting-rooms, or for purposes of entertain-
ment. Persons visiting the office are expected to transact their business as promptly 
and briefly as practicable. · · 
3. The rooms occupied exclusivly by clerks and enlisted men will not be visited by 
any persons unconnected with the office, except for some urgent necessity and with 
the special permission of the commissioned officer under whose orders the men in the 
room to which admission is desirea aro serving. ' 
4. All employes entering or retiring from the office will do so in a quiet and orderly 
mwoo~ . 
5. Conversation upon any other subject than such as relates directly to the business 
of the office ; giving of information, unless called for by the proper authority; writ-
ing of private letters and readi11g of newspapers during hours of duty, are strictly pro-
hibited. 
6. All conversation necessary to the proper discharge of the duti es of the office will 
be carried on in a low tone of voice; and all unnecessary noise, either in the rooms or 
balls of the office, is prohibited. . · 
7. Messengers in passing in and out of the rooms and balls will do so as quietly as 
possible, and will report their busil1ess in each room, at all times, to the clerk or non-
commi sionecl officer in charge, or, in his absence, to the enlist0d man in temporary 
charge of the room. 
8. No rooms occupied by either commissioned officers, civil employes, or enlisted men 
will at any time be locked, except the room in the personal charge of the chief clerk 
in the property-division and the model-room, which two rooms shall be kept lockeu, 
when not in use, anu the keys plac~d in charge of the watch-sergeant. 
9. The clerk or non-commissioned officer in charge of a room will be held responsible 
for a strict observance of the above rules by all employes under his charge, and any 
violation of them will be promptly reported by him to the commissioned officer unuer 
whose orders the offender may be serving. 
IV.-.-CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORDS. 
1. All communications in any way relating to, or connuected with, the business of 
this office, should IJe addressed to the Chief Bignal-Officer of the Army; and any com-
munication in any way relating to such business, received by a military or civilian 
assistant, or any other person connected with the office, without such address, will be 
regarded by him as official, and will be handed to the assistant having charge of the 
records and general correspondence, that it may be properly entered upon the books 
of the office and receive attention. 
2. All paper prepared in the office, or compiled from the data belonging to it, or in 
the preparation of which its facilities, clerks, books, or records are used, are the prop-
erty of the United States, are subject to the direction of the Chief Signal-Officer, anti 
will be made of record by presentation to the assistant in charge of records, except in, 
ca es where the Chief Signal-OLiicer may specially uirect their submi siou in 1he first 
instance to l1imself. All such papers ·will be kept in tbe office and accessible to 
proper authority, in case they may be needed in the absence of a,ny officer or asssist-
aut. 
3. All communications from this office, in any mnnuer rela,ting to or connected with 
it business, will either be written in t he nameofthe ChiefSigna.l-Otllcer, ~md be signed 
by him, or will set forth in terms that they are writteu b:'l' his direct,ion, and will in 
that case be signed by the ofti.cer having general instructions iu relation to them, Ol' 
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written special instructions in the pa~ticular case. No such commuHication w.ill, in 
auy <;ase, be written without the direction or approval of the Chief Signal-Offic~ pre-
viously obtained; nor will any such be sent.or mailed from the office until it shall 
have been duly entered and copied on the office-books~ for which purpose ·it will be 
presented to the assistant having charge of tbe records and correspondence. 
4. The official title of the civilian assistants in the signal-service is "Assistant in 
the office of the Chief Signal-Officer," or abbreviated, ."Assistant 0. C. S. 0.," which 
title, in ·case of signature, wi:ll be written after the name, and will be appended to all 
official papers. All papers so officially signed will be handed to the assistant in charge 
of records, except when the Chief Signal-Officer may specially direct that they shall 
be submitted to himself in person. . 
5. All papers or writings in any way relating to the duties .with which the office is 
charged, or to the subject of, or theories concerning, meteorology having relation to 
those duties, prepared by any person in any way employed in this office, in any man-. 
ner proposed for publication or likely to be published, must be formally submitted to 
the Chief Signal-Officer, for such disposition as he may direct. . 
'l'he mode of publication of any deductions or theories or papers of any description, 
to have in any way or by any.construction the sapction of the office, has already been 
determined upon, and the annoyances to arise through deviation from the plan con-
templated cannot be permitted. . 
6. The writing-paper of this office, having an official heading, stamped or printed, 
will not be used fo.r communications of a private or personal nature, and when such 
official heading is used, whether stamped, printed, or written, the com'munication will 
be considered as official, and be subject to the provisions of the above paragraphs. 
7. Neither tbe official envelopes of the office, nor the official postal stamps furnished 
to it, will in any case be used to cover any but strictly official communications, written 
and disposed of in accordance with this order. 
8. Reque ts for tho u e of any filed paper will be made to the assistant in charge of 
r cords, who will provide checks for its return to file. He will furnisl). any additional • 
information or explanation applied for, on the subject of this section, and will be 
responsible for the ob orvance of lts provisions. 
9. Tbe correspondence and official papers connected with the duties of property and 
disbnr ing officer, and thu e connected with the general supervision of tho observer-
sergeant upon stations, and of the receipt, record, and publication of the daily weather-
r ports at this office, are not included in the provisions of the above paragraphs 1, 2, 
an l 3 of thi section, and the. officers desi()'nated by paragraphs 2 and 3 of section I, 
'Division of Duties," under the head of "Cienoral Regulations'' in this order, will be 
responsible therefor, in tho same manner as bas hitherto been the usage of the office. 
10. The followiug table exhibits the papers, reports, &c. connected with this sec-
tion to be submitted by the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army to the honorable Secretary 
of War, and to the Adjutant-Gen~ral, War Department: 
t~ 
~ 
Papers, 1·eports, q·c., to be sub11~-iltul&y the Cl!ief Signal-Officer of the A.rmy to tho Ron. Secrelm·y of War and to the Adj'utant.-Gene?·at, Wm· Depa·i·tnwnl. 
I Notu'~ cfdccmnont•. By wbat authority callOO '"· Wbon to b"ubmittod. Tcwb.:;\:~b,.ub-1 Remark&. 
~1 r~n~~1:l report of tho Chief ~ignaJ-Officer of the Act approved .June 25, 1864. Stat- October 20 in each yea.r .... . Adjutant-General - ~ - -T-'h_i_s_r-ep_o_r_t_s-·h--o-n-lc_l _b_e_s_ub-~.,...11-itted in 
Arn1y. utes at Large, vol. 13, p. 184. duplicate, oue for the SPcrctnry 
of War and oue for the Coi.Jgres~ 
sional PI·i11ter. 
2 I Statement of ('mploylis, (officers, assistants, ! .Acts approved.April27, 1816, .July As soon after the 30th of J Secretary of War .. 
clerks, &c. ,) sbowi_nl! their pay and emolu- 14, 1832, and March 3, 1851. (Stat- September as possible bi-
m ents per annum, l.nrth-place, whero employed, utes at L arge, vol. 3, p. 342, vol. annually. 
I 
and from what State or Terlitory appointed. 4, p. 608, and vol. 9, p. 600.) 
3 Rotnru of 1 he acting signal-corps, United States By note on form for this purpose On the last day of each J.Acljutaut-General. 
.Army. fnmished by the Adjutant-Gen. month. or as soon after as 
I oral to department and corps possible. commanders. ! I ~~El~~,J~~;1~:;,t:·~;;~;,:~;:~~;; ~~ :~dL~::::::::::::::~:~~: :; ::_d~ _:::~~ :~: -J ~::J~ ~:~~~~:~: 
tho Chief Signal-Officer. 
8 I Muster -roll of t il e enlisted m en of the signal- ! ...... do 
service, United Sta.tes Army. 
On the last days of F ebruary, 1 ... .. . do .. _ ..... _ .. 
April, .June, Aul?inst, Octo-
b er, and Decemoer, or as 
soon thereafter as prac-
ticable. 
These data are ,Clllled for by tile 
St~cretary of tho Interior through 
the Secretary of Wa1• for tho Bi-
ennial RegiRter. 
• 
Also duplicates furnisherl to the 
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¥.-GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE AND RECORD-ROOMS. 
These rooms are in immediate charge of one chief clerk, with general supervision. 
The enlisted men employed and the special duties assigned to each are as follows: 
One sergeant, whose duty it is keep a correct record of all "letters sent" to general 
correspondents, and, in the absence of the chief clflrk, to assume charge of the room~. 
One enlisted man who keeps a record of all "letters sent" to observer-sergeants m 
charge of stations and" letters received" from telegraph companies; one in cha.rge of 
"letters received" from general correspondents; one in charge of ''letters received" 
from observer-sergeants and from tho1:>e corresponding in the interests of agriculture; 
one in charge of correspondence (letters "sent" and "received") with the post at For~ 
Whipple, Va., and general correspondence relating to the enlisted men of the servi~e; 
one in charge of an order-book, in which is recorded all orders, general and special, 
issued by direction of the Chief Signal-Officer; one in charge of the reports ruent.ioned 
in t;ection IV under this head, the charge of descriptive book of enlisted men~ mu.ster-
rolls, recruiting-returns, enlistment and other papers relating directly to the enhsted 
men of the signal-service, and two to whom is assigned the miscellaneous work of the 
rooms. 
RULES FOR THE DIVISION IN CHARGE 01<' THE PROPERTY .AND DISBURS-
ING OFFICER. 
1. Upon the clerk in charge of the property-division devolves tbe duty, u_nder the 
direction of the property-officer, of tbe immediate supervi1:>ion and examinatwn of .all 
bills against the central office and the various stationA of observation, the preparatiOn 
of such bills for vouchers and money-accounts of the office and the correspondence 
pertaining thereto, and the prompt rendition of all reports and papers which this 
branch is called upon to make at the time designated for such reports, and for the 
proper record and care of all papers seut to him for action or file. 
He is to bold, under the authority of the propert,y-officer, the sergeant appointed for 
the purpose responsible for the proper <lisciplino of the men and the neatness of the 
rooms and desks occupied by them, and the strict performance of all the duties required 
therein, conformably to the rules and regulations displayed in said rooms. 
A daily record of the tiwe of arrival and departure of each man is to be kept and 
rendered on Saturday of each week to the propQrty-officer, accouut.iug strictly for all 
tardiness or omissions to report during the period for which the roster is made. 
2. All letters, communica.tion , voucb.en;, aud other paper.:; or indorsements received 
at, sent from, or forwarded t.hrougb, this office for officia.l action r elating to the money 
or property in charge of this oftice will be placed on record in the office· books, and 
the action upon them carefully noted. 
To insure the prompt and accurate performance of the work, it is assigned in por-
tions, under the immediate f1ir ction of the clerk in ch:trge, substantially as follows: 
One man has the care of the writing aud recording the miscellaneous letters sent, in 
which are kept copies of all lett r. emanating from this divi sion; oue man is in charge 
of the "letter -received bot>k," containing a ynopsis of all letters received; one 
man bas the keeping of the "return of s1gual-propert.y" from the military po ts 
throughout the country, the xamiuat ion of t.I.Joso 1·eturns aud the entry in a <.li tinct 
et of lett r-books of all corre pondence upon the subj ect of property-return both 
ent and receiv d; one man is iu cbarg uf the property-account with the observer , 
who e duty it i to keep a record of all prop 'rty sent from the office against the party 
to whom it i sent, invoicing tho prop rty to the obs rvers in charge of the stations, 
and tb examination and orrection of the r port. of property, which arc reqnir d to be 
ut in promptly at the xpiration of ach quart r by th ru; one man bus tllo prepara-
tion of all vouch r for ab tract , of mal,;iug up tb ab tracts and account -curreut 
ancl th pr p rty r turm:~, with au a · i taut to as ist in comparing tllom, as mud up, 
b for tb .Y ar tran ruitted to tbe accounting officers of the Treasury Dopartm nt; 
on' man 1 mployed in pr paring name and ubj ct-indexe for tho 11 lett r · nt" 
nd ~~ r c •iv d '.' books; ou ruau ha the opying of all the mon y-pap rs of the eli 
bur IDg-offi r 10th offic -book , in wbich are kept a v ruatim copy f ·ach voncller, 
ab tra ·t an 1 acconnt-curr 'Dt and any papl'r acc:ompauyin, th am . • 
oe · rg 'ant with a corp of a i taut , ba barge of tlle preparation f voucher 
~ r ·ttl ru n of a~l ~cconut again t tb offi · , and ts rc pou ·ibl for h prop 'l' k p-
In ofallr •cof(l otdt bur mot. ofmon yon vou·h rs,tog th rwithth ttl went 
of th _a~cl cowmutations of them u rving on tati ns ~tnd iu thi offic . 
!'h r •(•tnug, uupa ·kin '• packing, ancl bippiug of go d is iu ·liar r of as r au~, 
wtth a nuwb r of i tant , who dut it i t d ignat what portiou of th work 1 
o b don hy •a ·h and t e that it ·, pr p rl p tiorm •cl. 
Tb dut~: of pr •paring matt r fi r them. iJ i ' i ned t o man, who i appoint d 
r p ·c1al ortlers of thi office, who e duty it i to tako charg of, an<l ace nut to 
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the property and disbnrsing officer for, the postage-stamps and stamped envelopes 
which ruay be placed in his hands tor that purpo_se. . . 
To economize time and lal>or a letter-l>alance 1s placed m each Important room; so 
that when a letter is sealed or a package. made up, the party making it up may im-
mediately weigh it aud mark in pencil upon it the weight thereof,. At 1, 2, and 3 p. m. 
each day these packages will be sent to the stamping-clerk, who will then only have to 
affix the appropdate stamps according to the weight. . . 
It is positively directed that no official stamp shall be nsed for pnvate mail-matter. 
The machine-shop is in charge of a private with assistants. 'l'he man in charge is 
held accountable for the care and proper keeping of all machines, tools, &c. 
The library is in charge of one man as librarian, who is required to keep record of 
the books coming in and taken out; is accountable for their proper distribution in the 
cases, and the keeping up of the liurary catalogue. Any person taking a book from 
the library will leave with the libmrian his name and the title of the book taken. No 
book so taken will be loaned to any person not connected with this office. . 
3. Employes will be at their desks at 9 o'clock a. m., and will confine themselves to 
their respective duties until 3 p. m., except 15 minutes between 12 and 1 o'clock, which 
will be allowed for lunch. 
The keys of all desks will be deposited at .the close of each day with the clerk in 
charge of the room or in a place known to him. 
All desks must be equipped with a sufficient supply of stationery, so as to obviate 
all necessity for o~e man calling on another for it. 
A rigid enforcement of the foregoing will be exacted, and all deviations reported to 
the property and disbursing officer. 
4. No enlisted man of the signal-service will be allowed to sell or otherwise dispose 
of any portion of his pay accounts, (vouchers for pay and commutation,) nor will he 
be permitted to draw, (or give orders,) upon this office, or any of the offices connected 
therewith, without special authority. 
5. The following reports from this division are submitted by the Chief Signal-Officer 
of the Army to the honorable the Secretary of War at the dates and under the authori-
ties set opposite each: 
Nature of documents. By what authority called for. When to be sub-
mitted. 
1 . .A. statement of contracts entered into during 
the year previous. ' • 
Act approved.A.pril21, 1808, (Stat- Earlyin.January 
utes at Large, vol. 2, p. 4~5.) of each year. 
2 . .A. statement showing military appropriations, 
with the expenditure aud balance unexpended 
at the end of the year; with an estimate of 
probable demands on such balance. 
Act approved May 1, 1820, (Stat- Early in' Fel>ru-
utml at Large, vol. 3, p. 567.) aryof each year. 
3 . .A. statement of all moneys expended by War 
Department disbursing officers during tlie year. 
4. The name of clerks and all persons employed, 
salaries, &c., during tbeyear or anypartther~of. 
5. An inventory of property belon~~:ing to the 
Unite<l States in the public buildings aud 
grounds occupied in the District of Columbia. 
Act approved August 26, 1842, 
(Statutes at Large, vol. 5, p. 527.) 
Act approved August 26, 1842, 
(Statute~:~ at I .. arge, vol. 5, p. 525.) 
Act approYerl July 15, 1870, (Stat-
utes at Large, vol. 16, p. 364.) 




6. The property and disbursing officer is required to make the following returns of 
property and money to the officers named, I!erioclically as helow : 
Nature of account. To whom made. Period. 
Returns of signal equipments and stores......... Chief Signal-Officer .......... _.... Quarterly. 
Returns of equipments and stores belonging to ...... do ............. ···------ ·- -- - Do. 
" Ol>servation and reports of storms," &c. 
Returns of quartermaster's stores.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Quartermaster-General ......... . 
R eturns of clothing, camp and ganison equipage ....... do .... .... . ................. . 
Returns of ordnance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chief of Ordnance ........ _ ...... . 
R eturns of medical stores........................ Surgeon-General ................. . 
Aecoun t-currcut, al>stmct .A., purchases, abstract Third Auditor ..... _ ............. . 






7. The several varieties of the weather-maps will be sold at the following prices: 
Maps in one color, without reports or isobaric lines, 1t cents each. 
Maps in two colors, without reports or isobaric lines, 2 cents euc~. · 
Maps on manifold paper, without reports or lines, in books of 100 each, $2.75 per 
book. 
Maps in one color, with current reports, and isobars, 2 cents each. 
Maps iu two colors, with current reports, isobaric and isothermal lines, 3 cents each. 
Postage on each map one cent additional, except the manifold ones, on which it will 
be 2 cent per hundred. 
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The publications other than ·maps will be supplied until further notice upon the re-
ceipt of the amount ofpo~tage on each, as follows: 
Annual report... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 cents. 
CiJ:cular ou the Practical Use of Meteorological Reports and Weather-Maps .. 10 cents. 
:Monthly ·weather R~iew .. --.---- .. -- .................... --.. .. . . ..•. ... . 1 cent. 
Weeki;)' Cllronicle ...... ---- -- ... · ... _____ _______ ·--~-- ...... ---------- .... 1 cent. 
All remittances, in paylllent of su bscl'iptions to, or for the purchase of, maps, or in 
payment of postage on maps Ol' othel' puiJlicatious of the office, made by draft or post-
1 office money-oruer, must Le made pa;yable to the property and disbursing officer of the 
office. 
8. (Jua1·terly rtllowance of sta~ion cry, jonns1 (Jc., jo1· each 8tation. 
1 daily journal. 
1 daily r ecord of observation. 
1 record of bulletins. 
I recor<l of letters sent. 
1 record of letters received. 




2 India rubber, pieces of. 
1 r ed tape, spool of. 
1 sponge, piece of. 
1 red ink, bottle of. 
1 black ink, bottle of. 
1 mucilage: bottle of. 
1 sealing-wax, stick of. 
:3 letter-paper, quires of. 
1 note-paper, quire of. 
2 cap-paper, quires of. 
1 envelope-paper, quire of. 
~00 envelopes, official. 
50 envelopes, small. 
GO carbon-paper, sheets of. 
2 blotting-paper, sheet· of. 
100 record-sheets fo1· self-registering in-
strument . 
. 300 circuit blanks. 
1, 000 Forms No. 2. 
1, 500 Forms No.3. 
50 Forms No.4. 
600 Forms No. 5. 
GOO Forms No. 7. 
1, 000 Forms No.8-" maps." 
1, 000 Forms No.15. 
25 Forms No.19. 
25 Forms No. 20. 
10 Forms No. 21. 
25 :Forms No. 22 A. 
25 Forms No. 22 B. 
25 Forms No. 23. 
25 Forms No. 24. 
25 Forms No. 25. 
100 FormsNo. 26. 
25 Forms No. 28. 
30 Forms No. 30. 
50 Forms No. 31. 
25 Forms B. 
25 FormsA. 
List of stat iont:'I'!J, form s, q·e., sent to a station when established. 
1 Guyot's Meteorological Tables, cop;)' · 1 black ink, bottle of. 
1 Lo(\mis on Meteorology, copy. 2 r d tape, spools of. 
1 mithsonian Direction for MeteoroloO'i- 1 sealing-wax, stick of. 
cal Observations, copy. i ponge-cup. 
1 Manual of ignala, copy. 1 sponge, piece of. 
1 Sailor's Horn Book, copy. 10 letter-paper, quires of. 
1 Manual of Military Telegraphy, copy. 6 note-paper, quires of. 
1 Record of Signals, copy. 10 cav-paper, quires of. 
1 Annual Report C. . 0., copy. 1 envelope-paper, quire of. 
1 po tage mem. book. 300 envelopes, official. 
1 cipher book. 150 envelopes, small. 
2 cipher cards, sets of. 40 carbon-paper, sheets of. 
1 da~ly jouroa.l. . 3 blotting-paper, sheets of. 
1 datly record of ob ervatlon . 100 record-sb ets fbr elf-regist ring in-
1 record of bulletin . strumcnt. 
1 recorcl of letter sent. 12 meteorological charts Forms 16. 
1 record of! etters r ceived. 600 Forms No. 2. ' 
:~ original recorda of ob · rvations. 1, 000 li orms No. ~-
1 in~trnction to ob erver- ergeant . 100 Form No.4. 
1 ink tand. bOO lorm. r · o. 5. 
G }>Pn-holders. 500 .Form~:! -o. 7. 
7'2. }I n ·. 1, 000 Forms ' o. lG. 
J lead-p neil . .,.0 l.' orms N . HJ. 
1 rnl r. 10 F rms No. 21. 
1 era ·r. 20 Ji' rrns r'o. ~2 A. 
1 pap ·r-fold r. ~0 Forms J.::rO. '2.2 B. 
1 untcila"e, b ttl of. 20 Form No. 2!~. 
2 India ruhb ·r, pi ce of. ~0 Forms To. 24. 
1 <·alcmlar. 5 Form 'o. 25. 
p ·n-rack. 30 Form A. 
~ 1 ·cl in 1\: bottle of. · Forms B. 
Th abov amount · vary with th size of station ·-the ~wer g b ing tak n. 
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Ojfice-ho1ws j1·orn 8.15 a·. m. to 3 p. m. 
1. The observer in charge of station will have immediate supervision of the exam-
ination and filing ~f mail reports from the several signal-stations, of.the correspondence 
with these stations on matters of routine duty, and of all observers and assistants on 
station duty in this office. He will be held responsible for the proper discipline 9f the 
men, and the cleanliness of the several rooms used for station purposes, and for the 
proper performance of all duty done therein. He will keep a daily record of the time 
of arrival and departure of each man under his charge, and on Saturday of each week 
render a return of the same to the officer in charge of stations, accounting properly for 
all delays or failures to report during the week. He will report on Form 24 the num-
ber of maps, weather and post-office bulletins issued each week, classifying them ac-
cording to time of issue, and see that the entries in the daily record are promptly and 
properly made. He will make out the monthly meteorological chart and the monthly 
means on Form 22. He will be resp011sible for the proper and punctual ma.iling of all 
matter ordered to be sent by mail from the station-room, and will attend. to the ship-
ment of all anemometers anu self-registering a.ttachments issued to the several stations, 
and to such other duties of a general nature as may be assigned to him from time to 
time. To secure the prompt performance of office-work, it will be distributed under 
his direction substantially as follows: One mnn in charge of correspondence and 
general clerical work ; one man in charge of the special-bulletin book, in which all re-
ports are copied from the Forms 4 received by mail from the several stations of obser-
vation. This man must be an instructed observer, and he will also make and record all 
the regular observations taken between the hours of 8 a. m. and 3 p. m. One man for 
general duty, such as briefing, indexing, and filing station reports, copying records, &c. 
One man charged with the duty of chzmging the brge weather-map in hall of office, 
filing and distributing printed weather-maps in the office, and enveloping those sent 
out by mail. 
1. A correct list will be kept by the observer of all persons and institutions supplied 
with maps, bulletins, Monthly Weather Reviews, and Weekly Weather Chronicles as 
mailed therefrom, with the local address of each. He will also keep a complete list of 
offices furnished with the printed Synopsis and Probabilities, with the names of the 
several distributing centers from which they are supplied. 
3. In addition to tho regular-station records, the following will be kept in suitable 
form for convenient reference: 
All extracts from logs of vessels received, with name of each vessel and party from 
wlwm received. 
Cautionary-signal record, as specially reported by the observers. 
Location of the signal-office at each station, with position and elevation of the 
several instruments. 
Bench-marks at the various river-stations, with changes in same when made at jtny 
time. 
All marine records received, with name of vessel and party from whom received. 
All casual reports and meteorological memoranda received from voluntary con·e-
spondents and sent to the observer's room for file. 
Time of receiving post-office bulletins at the various offices. 
The daily journal will be carefully and fully kept up. 
4. All work must be promptly done and not be allowed to accumulate from day to 
day; all station-reports will uo carefully examined and compared, and when errors are 
found, the observer at fault will be notified immediately, in order that the proper cor-
rection may be made as soon as possible. 
5. On the first day of each mouth the observer in charge will examine the check-
book ofl'eports, and call upon all delinquents for such as have not been received at 
that date, if sufficient time bas elapsecl for their receipt by mail. 
6. Smoking will not be allowed in UU)T ot the office-rooms. 
7. The records in charge of the observer will not be tal\en out of the room in which 
they are habitually kept, without the authority of the Cllief Si~nal-Officer. 
8. The regular-bulletin book for each month, when filled, Will bo deposited in the 
office library for safe-keeping and convenience of access. 
9. On the fir t of J::tntuLry, April, July, and October, respectively, of each year,.tbe 
file copies of the printefl weather-map will bo counted out in quarterly volumes by tlw 
ob erver, and turned over to the property-officer for biuding. 
10. One observer·sergeant and two assistants will be charged \vith tho translation 
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and record of the morning telegraphic reports. The observer will translate the reports as 
rapidly as they are received from the telegraph-room ; one assistant will e?ter the r.e-
ports, as translated on Form 3, making the required number of manifold copies, and Will 
fill up the columns of barometric and thermometric changes during such intervals as occur 
in the receipt of reports. 'l'he second assistant will write three copies of the transla~ed 
reports on manifold paper for distribution as follows: One for use of the officer maku~g 
out the Probabilities; one for use of assistant in changing the large weatl~er-map m 
hall of building; and one for use in printing-office, and such additional copies as may 
be ordered from time to time. These translations will be distributed promptly PY t.he 
messenger charged with their delivery, and ea.ch sheet must show the time of the,first 
and last entries upon it. If there should be any delay in the receipt of reports when 
a sheet is partly filled, it will not be held for completion, but will be torn out at once 
and s.ent to the parties for whom it is prepared, in order that their work may not be 
delayed by any fault in this office. . 
11. Back reports will not be entered in Form 3, but will be: translated as receiVed, 
and manifold copies made and distributed in the same manner as current ones. They 
will be eopied into the bulletin-book in 1·ed ink nuder the proper date. . 
12. The observer in charge of the translation of reports will be responsible forthe;r 
prompt and correct entry in the bulletin-book, and will see that such entry IS maue 
before the expiration of the regular office-hours each day. 
13. The morning bulletins will be torn out at 10.30 a, m .. or upon notification from 
the telegraph-room that the circuits are closed, except on Sundays, when the time may 
be extended, in case of necessity, to 11 a.m. At ten minutes before 10 o'clock each 
day, one copr of the bulletin, as written up to that time, will ue torn out and se~t 
promptly by messenger to the printing-room. If the reports are not all entered by this 
time, another copy will be sent to the printer as soon as they are received, and the 
bulletin completed. One copy of the complete bulletin will also be posted in the ball ?f 
the office, aud all those for local distribution by messenger will be sent to the officer m 
charge of stations. Those for foreigu correspondents will be kept with the after-
noon and midnight bulletins, and maDed in packages semi-monthly to the proper ad-
dress. Those for (listribution by mail in t.bis country will be properly addressed and 
mailed with the regular office-mail daily. 
14. The observer in charge will make out a Hst of telegraphic errors at each report, 
and send it to the officer in charge of stations, with the copies of the bulletin intended 
for his use. 
NIG R1'-0BSERVEl~S.-!<'IRS 'I' RELIEF. 
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the next morning with the midnight bulletins. All other copies will be left on the 
desk of the observer in charge of th13 station for proper distribution next day. 
20. All nine o'clock reports received by telegraph will be entered in the bulletin-
book provided for that purpose, and a copy of them sent to the Probability-room. 
21. All time not required for the performance of regular station·duties will be occu-
pied in addressing envelopes fromli3t~ furnished by the se~geant in ?h:;nge of station, 
and especial care must be taken to wnte the addresses plamly and chstmctly. 
22. All reports 1~eceived before midnight will be translated, distributed, and recorded 
promptly. 
23. The observer in charge will keep a record of the time at which each man reports 
for duty, and will turu over this recoru on Saturday of each week to the sergeant in 
charge of station. 
24. Smoking will not l>e allowed in the office during the hours of duty. 
NIGHT-OBSl~RVERS.-SECOND RELIEF. 
25. The observer and a.ssistaut on this relief will be on duty from midnight until 8 
a. m., or until relieved l>y t.ht~ arrivnl of the watch~sergeant in charge of the day tour 
of duty, or by proper authority. The observer will take charge of the translat,ion of 
reports promptly on time, and will be held responsil>le for their prompt delivery in the 
Probability-room in the rua1mer already prescril>ed for the afternoon report. He will 
translate the repor+,s as received from the.telegrapb-room, while oi1e assistant enters 
them on the bulletin, a.nd the other makes the manifold copies for the Probability-
room. 
26. After the reports are all received and tramslated they will be entered in tho bul-
letin-book, all back dates being entered in red ink iu their proper places. 
27. One copy of the bulletin will be posted on the l>ulletin-board in the office-ha11, 
and one for the officer in charge of statiou and one for the printing-room will be put 
in the same envelopes with the copies of the afternoon bulletins remaining, and 
placed, with the other copies made, upon the desk of the sergeant in charge of st.ation, 
or in such other place as be may designate. 
28. The large weather-map of the midniglt t, reports in the office-hall will be prompt-
y and properly changeu, and the same care taken with symbols and tags as pre-
lscribed for the other two maps. 
29. During the receipt of the midnight reports, the manifold copy for the Probability-
room will not be dela,, eel at any time over one minute. . 
· 30. In addition to the work of translating and recording reports, the observer will 
see that the envelopes used in distrilJUting the post-officm copies of the printed Synop-
ses and Probabilities are plainly addressed, and that the inclosures are folded and sent to 
the po t-office in time for the earliest morning mail that leaves the city. He wi]] 
also assist the printer in reading the proof of tile Synopses and Probabilit.ies whenever 
notified. that it is ready. The assistant who canies them to the post·office may then 
l>e excused from dut.y for·the remainder of the night, exeept on Satnn1ay nights, when 
the post-office bnlletins not being printed be will remain during the full hours of duty. 
The observer in charge of its relief will be he1<1 respon:sib]e as watch-sergeant for the 
safe-keeping of the buildings and property conneeted with the office, and for the disci-
pline of the enlisted men on duty with him or in the buildings at the homs when he 
is in charg9. He will be govemod, in case of fire, and in reference to the supervision 
of the watchman, by the general instructions that follow. 
31. Smoking will not be allowed in the office-room durlng the hours of duty. 
GENERAL INSTHUCTIONS. 
32. Each observer iu charge of a relief will RSHure himself by personal inspection, 
when going on duty, that t.he fire-extiugui:sher~, fire-buckets, and axes aro in their 
prvper places, and ready for immediate use. He will see that. all tbemen ondut.y rluring 
his tour are carefully instructed how to act in case oi fire, aml will, in the eveut of such au 
occurreuce, immediate]y s€'nd a messenger to notify the nea.rest officer conuect.e<.l with 
the ofticc of the fact. If t.be fire, when discovered, is of dlch extent that it cannot be ex-
tingui bed by tho meaus available iu the office, the alarm will be turned on from the 
box (No. 68) attached to tbe building, and every possible precaution taken to sul>due 
the flames btfore the arrival of the ngines. If the fire hould get so f~tr nuder Lead-
way that the de truction of the lmil<ling i~; to be feared, prompt measures will be taken 
tor move to somE;) place of seeurity as much public property a possible, but especially 
the offic -records and DJeteorological data. To enable this to be done intelligently, 
ancl without loss of time, the ou ervers iu eha.rge of both night-reliefs will. i11i'orm tlwm-
·elves a· to the location of these recordtl aud documents in order thnt acces~:; may l.w 
llad to them in case of necessity with the least possible delay. A duplicate key to the 
tire-}darm box will be intrusted to the night-watchman who goes on <Juty at (j p. m. _ 
daily, and will be trau ferred by him to his succes or at midnight. The key to the 
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vmtch-clock will be given to the watchman once every hour, to enable him to make his 
rt\gular round of duty, and will be reclaimed .from him :tfter each round. If the watch-
man fails to apply for the watch-key :fifteen minutes before any hour during his tour of 
duty, the ohserver will ascertain at once the cause of delay, and take proper measures 
to prevent its repetition. . 
33. The duplicate key to the :fire-alarm box and the key to the watch-elock w1ll be 
left each morning on the des~t of the officer in charge of stations. 
34. In changing the large weather-maps, two ~>ets of tags will be provided, to be .used 
alternately. When one set i& taken off, the pencil-marks upon the several tags w1ll be 
removed with a moistened sponge, the tags dried and kept for use the next day . . Care 
must be taken to write the reports accurately upon the tags, to put the proper weather-
symbols at the various stations, and to change the date of report by means of the cal-
endar over each map. 
35. A 1·ecord of telegraphic errors noted in translating will be kept by each observer 
in charge, and i':r:closed with the bulletin for the officer in charge of stations, to whom 
report will also be made of all errors or omissions on the part of any of the men on 
duty with him: 
H.-TELEGRAPH-ROOM. 
1. The telegraph-room will be under the immediate supervision of the electrician of 
the signal-office, who will be held responsible for the discipline of the operators and 
clerks therein ; for the proper discharge of their duties, and for the proper record and 
care of all papers and reports sent to him for action. · . 
2. Office-hours are from 7.45 a. m. to 1.30 a. m., or until the midnight report is diS-
posed of, and the caution-" good-night "-sent. 
3. The electrician will so anange his working force that at least on~ operator will be 
present for duty at all times during office-hours, as given in the preceding pnragrnph. 
4. He will divide the working hours into reliefs of as nearly equal length as pos:,;ible, 
and have the operators alternate weekly in the day and night reliefs and the receipt of 
signals or weather-reports. 
5. He will receive from the property and disbursing officer all telegraph-bills sent to 
this office for settlement, and after carefully and promptly auditing the ::;arne will re-
turn them with suitable remarks to that officer. 
6. The general duties of the operators will be substantially as follows: 
a. Receive and transmit all weather-reports and messages, including the Synopses 
and Probabilities sent to or from the office. 
b. Enter all reports received on t he regular check-sheets, and all telegrams sent a nd 
l' ·ceived in the books of "telegrams sent" and" telegrams received" respectively. 
c. Keep wire record duricg receipt of reports, aud also record df special weather-
service. 
d. Enter all check-sheets, special weather-records, and cautionary-signal orders in 
the books provided for these respective records. 
e. File wire reports. 
f. Prepare list of stations from which reports are missing at close of circnit. 
7. The general duties of the clerks will boas follows: 
a. Examine the mail copie of Form 5, and compare them with the telegraph copies, 
noting all errors, and reporting the same to the f'lect.ricia.n. 
b. Keep a record of the receipt of all mai l copies of Forms 2, 5, 19, and" B," aud call 
ou the proper observers for a.ny mis. ing copies, using the regular letter form for tllis 
purpose, and ubmitting it for ignatme and entry to the officer in charge of stations. 
c. Examine and file ~'orru "B" and 19, noting all errors, and reporting them to tb 
electrician for the proper action. 
d. E£·aruine and compare statements of circuit-work ·performed by the several tele-
graph compani s forth offi ·e, aud r port all di crepancies or errors to tl1 electrician. 
e. K ·p record in proper book of all inegu laritics di covered. 
f. Fil all r port in th ir proper places in such a manner that any one of them can 
be a ·ily ancl c1uickly fonnd. 
. 'autionary- ignal onl·rs, 'ynop e andProbabilitic• , and telegraphic order to ob-
"l'l'Y •r in refer ·nc· t tation <lnt,i •s will be signed by tho officer iu cbarg ·of tatiou ·. 
tb ·r t ·1 •granH! will h ~:~cut in the regular bnsiu · mann r . 
. The u~auJfold copy orr ports r ceiv d will be sent promptly to tb trau ·lating-
TOOtn and 1f tber . bonld b · any d lay in ueces ary reports aft •r ash • •t bas b '•u co ru-
m ·n ed, tb ·operator w1llnot wait to get tll slwetfull, l.lut wills ·ud t tlle trau lator 
all ou han<l wlwn tb <l ·lay occurs . 
. 1 . 'opi · in mauifol<l of all r •ports received 1.> tween th l'C'"'lll:lt· r porting-bo~r · 
w1ll b ·n to ti.J • trau.·lating au<.J. probability rocHnH, a.ncl to the ollic•·r cllarg ·d w1tb 
tb pn·paratiou of tLe W · kly W ·atller 'bro1ti ·le, &c. 
1~. Wh~n the r ·gular circuit b ·tw ·c·u • ·w York aud bi('ago is broken, or ·onlmuni-
·atJ n .. o mt rrupt d a to d la~· tb tmn 111i ~. ion of r ·port bet''· ·en tho. ·point: tb' 
Jb erv rat, 'bicago will be directed to ·n<l th ·w via Cincinnati if th d ·lay occur at 
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either the morning or afternoon report. If at the midnight report, the· observer in 
Cincinnati will be directed to forward them to this office wit.h llis regular reports. 
12. In t.lw event of serious delay in the receipt of reports from New York over the 
regular circuit, the observer there will be directed to forward them by any other avail-
able route. ' 
13. Operators in the regular New York circuit will be instructed at any time to di-
vide the circuit whenever such a course would facilitate the transmission of the reports, 
and at such points as may be thought advisable by the electHciau in thi::; office. 
14. The electrician will notify the proper officials of the several telegraph companies 
of all delinquencies 011 tbe part of their employes in connection with the transmission 
of signal business, keeping full copies of all letters sent in the book provided for that 
purpose. · 
15. All errors noted in observers' reports will be brought promptly to the attention 
of 1 he officer in charge of stations for proper action. 
16. Smoking will not be allowed in the telegraph-room. 
17. Visitors will not be allowed in the room without permission from one of the com-
missioned officers on duty in the office, or from t.he electrician. 
18. Enlisted men a11d clerks on duty in this office will not be permitted to enter the 
telegraph-room, except in the discharge of their duties, without proper authority, and 
will in all cases transact their business promptly· and quietly, and leave the room with-
out disturbing the operators more than is absolutely necessary. 
III.-LITHOGRAPHIC-ROOMS. 
Office-hours from 8.30 a. 11i. to 3 p. m. 
1. The rooms will be under the immediate supervision of a sergeant, who wlll be 
held responsible for the discipline of the enlisted men employed therein, for the prompt· 
and regular performance of their duties, for the police of the rooms, and for the 
proper care of the public property required in the rlischarge of his .duties. 
2. Tbe sergeant in charge will keep a roster of all men on duty in the lithographic-
room, and will note, daily, the time of arrival of each man, reporting the same weekly 
to the officer in charge of stations, with such remarks as may be necessay to account 
for neglect of duty or absence during office-hours. In case of sickness, the certificate 
of one of the surgeons on duty at the United States dispensary in this city must be pro-
cured and filed with this weekly report. 
3. All transfers will be made by the sergeant in charge, or under his personal direc-
tion, and the original from which the transfers are made will be carefully preserved 
and filed away for conveuie11t reference. He will also attend in person to drawing 
tran ofers, pulling proofs and dampening paper, and will make a check daily, showing 
the number of maps printed of each issue, with time of receipt of copy and of delivery 
to printers. This check will be delivered to the officer in charge each afternoon. 
4. The large press will be used exclusively for printing the isobars and isotherms, 
and worked by two men, who will not be called upon to perform any other duty. The 
maps as struck off will be tnrnecl over to the printing-room on application . . 
5. One press will be set apart for making transfers and doing such small jobs as may 
be required from time to time. One will be used for tlle file copies of -maps printed in 
two colors, and the other for printing the green maps for regular issue~ of which each 
man will be required to print an average of three hundred copies daily. 
6. The first duty of the men on reporting in the morning will he to scrape the rollers, 
clean the ink-slabs, and remove the resin fi:om tlle transfers preparatory to printing the 
plain maps. 
7. After the required daily number of maps has been printed, the men will again 
clean the ink-slabs, varnish the rollers, clean the presses, knives, and other implements 
used abont the presses, besiues ruhbmg out and strengthening transfers, leaving every-
thing connected with their work in a clean and orderly condition. In addition to this, 
each man must, in turn, sand, polish, and deliver to the transferrer all.stones that are 
injured under his hands. 
Wben it becomes necessary to use one of the regular printin~-presses for making 
transfers, the man in charge of the press will, during the time of its use for this pur-
po e, occupy himself in sanding and polishing as many of the stones as practicable. 
8. The tran fers of all isobars and isotherms for the current issues of maps must be 
made with the least practicable delay, all other work giving way to this. 'l'he copies 
as strnck off wi.n be delivered promptly to the printing department for completion. 
9. All errors noted in the originals furnished for copy will he promptly referred to 
the officer in charge of stations. 
10. Care will be taken to make the lines and lettering on the maps of uniform size, 
from day to day, and to avoid blotting or otherwise soiling the paper. 
11. All requisitions for paper, ink, and other material must be made in time to pre-
vent the ·upply on hand from becoming exllausted, and will be made through the of-
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:ficer in charge of stations, w.hen he is present. In his absence, such requisition will 
be made daectly to the property and disbursing officer. . . . 
12. On Sa.turday of each week all maps on hand not reqmred for use m this office 
will be turned over to the property-officer, with a check stating the number of ·same 
and date of delivery. 
, 13. The proof of each transfer must be carefully compared with the original before 
any copies are printed for issue, and all errors found therein promptly corrected .. 
14. All orders for work in the lithographic-rooms will be given through the officer m 
charge. . 
15. Rooms and presses must be kept clean and in ord.erly condition, and all work 
promptly done. · 
16. No smoking will be allowed in the rooms dudng office-hours. 
17. Enlisted men on duty in other parts of the office will not be permitted to enter 
the lithographic-rooms without proper authority. 
IV.-PRINTING-ROOM. 
DAY-WORK • 
. Office-hout·s 8.30 a. m. to 3 p. m. 
1. The sergeant in charge will be held immediately responsible for the discipline of 
the men. empl0yed in the printing-room, for the prompt and accurate perform~nce of 
their duties, for the police of the room, and the care of all public property there~n. He 
will distribute the work among the men in such manner as will best secure 1ts per-
formance, and will see that all proofs are carefully compared, with the originals and 
errors corrected before any copies are struck off for issue. . 
2. As a general rule the different men will be kept at that part of the work w~th 
which they are most familiar; but care must be taken that all are sufficiently I~­
structed in the several duties of the room to be able to take hold of any one of them m 
the ab ence of the man specially charged with such duty. . 
~. Regular copy will be delivered to the sergeant in charge at about the followmg-
named hours daily: 
Bulletins for afternoon and midnight maps of day previous by 8.45 a. m. 
:E'irst reports for a.m. map at 9.15 a. m. 
Changes for a. m. map, 9.45 a. m. 
Synopsis for a. m. map, 10.15 a. m. 
Probabilitie for a.m. map, 10.:)0 a.m. 
Weather Chronicle, 11 a. m. 
The copy of the ''Facts and Verifications" will be received at irregular hours, being 
delivered as rapidly as prepared by the proper officer. 
4. A list will be kept by ti.J~ sergeant in charge of the number of copies of the 
Weather Chronicles and of each 1. sue of the map required daily, and of the num.ber of 
copies required of all other publications. This list will be printed and posted m the 
room, near the desk of the ergea1~t in charge. · . 
5. All proofs of Weather Chromcle, Facts and Weather Review will be marked m 
pencil with the nam of the ~o~ergeant in charge, and sent over promptly to the officer 
in charge of room for proper dispo ition; when returned the proof will be ch~cked 
with the name of tb officer r spousible for its preparation. All other proof w1ll be 
ent to the sam offic r, but o d not be checked. 
6. The morning map will be s ot to pres in time to have enough copies struck off 
by 11.:30 to ·npply tue I.:altimor tation, and these maps will be sent without delay to 
the Bultimor and hio Railroad depot in time to leave the city on the noon train. 
Th otb r copi s for the r gular is ue will be printed a rapidly as practicable, and 
thoR f r tb olli e u and local eli tribution i ned as soon as a sufficient number ha 
b n pdnt d. .Tho for m~il eli tribution will be folded in the printing-room by a 
man ·bar ~ed With that p CJal duty, and properly prepared for the mail. 
7. 'fb r gular aud prompt i ·sue of the tri-daily weather-maps i tbe principal work 
f tb pdoting-r m, and no other work will be permitted to interfere with or de-
lay it. . 
. r. r 1 will .b k pt by b ' rg ant in charge of the time at whi ·h a ·h uJ~n 
r ·pot t 1or duty dally, and of tb cau e of delay or failure tor por . 1 ili re ·ord wtll 
b ban l1~d o tb' ofli · r in ·barge on aturday aftemoon of ea ·h week. Iu ·a e · of 
·ickn · .. tb c •t"tifi. ·at'·. of_th ~ fact from one of the attending pby ·iciao at tll mt d 
tat elL p n. ary 10 tb1 · ·•ty ruu t be procnr •d aud filed with this weekly r port. 
c. All r ·qui i i 11. for pap r, type, ink, and th r n · ary mat •riaJ will b mad 
through Lb ffi · r in cbarg1• of room, wb u pr • ent, and, 1u lli au •nee, to th • prop-
rty· lliccr in p ·r n. Tb · r qui ·i ion mu. t b • 111ado in time to pr •v •ut b npply 
of any arti ·1 from b ·otuiug xbau t d, and delay t>f work in con '(lll •uce. 
10. ' hre kel •ton ·opi of ach map wm b struck off for u e of ti.Jc litho"'rapb r 
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who prepares the small maps for publication, with the monthly issue of facts. These 
maps will be filed by the sergeant iu charge until called for by the office librarian, to 
whom they will be transferred on application. ' 
11. A deLailed record will be kept by -the sergeant in charge, in a book provided for 
that purpose, of all work done in the room. 
12. Smoking will not be allowed iu the printing-room during office-hours. 
13. On Sunday and official holidays the only work required, except in special cases, 
will be the issue of the authorized number of maps, as indicated from time to time. 
NIGHT-WORK. 
14. Office-hours will be from 11 p. m. until the post-office copies of the "Synopsis 
and Probabilities" are printed, properly enveloped and addressed, and sent to the post-
office. . 
15. The "Synopsis and Probabilities" will be printed on flat letter-paper, and 
issued every morning, except on Sundays, in time to be sent off by the earliest morn-
ing mail leaving the city, as ascertained from the city postmaster. 
16. The assistant to the night-observer will assist in putting up the copies for mail, 
and will carry -them to the post-office in accordance with instructions already given. 
-17. Two copies of the" Synopsis and Probabilities" will be printed.and mailed to 
each post-office on the list furnished for the information of the printer. In addition 
to the copies for mailing, ten copies will be printed for file, aml kept by the sergeant 
in charge until called tor by proper authority, and two copies for the officer in charge, 
and left on his desk by 9 o'clock each morning. 
18. The night-printer will clean up allCl distribute the type used by him, clean the 
press, and cut the paper required for his work. 
19. If the mau charged with this duty should ue tal,en sick during the day, or be 
unable from any other cause to perform it, he will promptly notify the sergeant in 
charge of the fact, in order that proper anaugements may be made to have t.he work 
done by some otber man. If the sergeant in charge should have left the office before 
the receipt of this information, it will be communicated to the watch-sergeant on duty 
at the time, who will notify the first man on the list of printers furnished him by the 
sergeant for this purpose. 
RULES FOR THE PREPARATION OF SYNOPSES AND PROBABILITIES. 
I.-FOR THE GUIDANCE OF ALL OFFICEHS, ASSISTANTS, AND OTHEHS CHARGED WITH THE 
PREPARATION Ol!' SYNOPSES AND PROBABILITIES. 
1. The first or opening sentence of the Synopsis must always employ a verb, and the 
verb must be in the present or past tense, e. g. : 
SYNOPSis.-Tbe barometer has fallen (or is falling) in the Northwest, &c. 
The first or opening sentence of the Probabilities must alwa_ljs employ a verb, and this 
verb must be in one of the future tenses, or must dist.inctly refer to the future, e. g.: 
PROBABILITIES.-In the Northwest the barometer will 1·ise, or will probably rise, or 
will have risen by Monday, &c. 
2. Attempts to devise new expressions in the weather-bulletin will not be made, and 
other terms than those heretofore employed to express meteoric conditions will not be 
used until after submission to the Chief Signal-Officer. The followi11g expressions are 
approved for the occasion to which they are appropriate, viz: Partly (notpm·tially) 
cloudy weather ; concltt'ions indicate (instead of a1·e favorable fo1·) sevm·e localstorrn8 : a1·eas 
of 1·ain or 1'ain-aTeas or rain-belts; low bm·ometer or storm-center or storm-a1·ea ; teleg·raphi-c 
rqJorts, or 1·egular (or usual) moTning (afternoon or midnight) telegmphic 1·eports fi·orn ---
ha~;e not yet been 1·eceivecl, (or m·e missing.) " Cautionary signals are o1·dm·ed for, or continue 
ctl" ---instead of" Warning signals" or ''Signals continue at---." The ex-
pre sion "dangel'ous winds are not anticipated," will not be used. In expre!lsing the 
changes in the direction of wind, the words "veering" and "backing" will be used 
wheuever possible. The ~..: y~opses and Probabilities will be condensed as much as pos-
!lible; aud in order to provide against misconstruction of sentences through telegraphic 
errors, &c., in the Synopses, the sentencl:'s will be made to end with the name of a 
district or districts, when possible; but in the Pl'Obabilities, the Eentences will be com-
menced with the words "for," "in," or "from," followed by tho name of district, e. g.: 
Synopsis,fo1· past twenty-jour hours. 
The barometer bas risen over New England and the Middle States. It has fallen 
somewhat over the Gulf States and the Northwest. Partly cloudy weather and rain-
area have prevailed over South aud Middle Atlantic States, with light to fresh easterly 
to southerly winds, which continue over former. Clear weather and light winds now 
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prevail over New England, northern portion of Middle States, and from c~n~ral ~ulf 
to Lakes Erie and Michigan and Eastern Iowa. Telegraphic reports are m1ssmg from 
stations in Texas, Upper Michigan, Minnesota, and west of Omaha. 
Pt·obabilities jm· corning twenty-four hours. 
In New England and the northern portion of the Middle States clear weathe~ and 
light to fresh winds will preva il. From New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvama to 
Florida p.artly cloudy weather, min-areas, and light to fresh northerly to easterly 
winds. From Tennessee to Lakes Erie and Michigan clear and partly clondy :weather. 
For the Northwest pressures diminish somewhat, with easterly to southerly winds. 
3. Special attention will be given in preparing Probabilities to those divisions of.the 
country in which post-office bulletins are distributed, giving as minutely as possible 
the meteoric changes to be expected within the specified time. . 
4. Predictions for more than twenty-four hours in the future are only to be made m 
cases of special importance. 
5. In the morning (10 a.m.) Probabilities, special attention should be given to ·the 
ensuing twelve hours, and not to the weather of the following day. 
6. In the afternoon Probabilities special attent.ion should be given to the Southern 
States, and other districts where the midnight press report is not published. . 
7. The individual States, Territories, and lakes, &c., may be mentioned by name ill 
the Synopses and Probabilities when t.he weather reports justify such minu!'eness, 
otherwise the more general geographical divisions of the country are to be mentwned; 
and in doing this the following terms only are allowed, with the significance given 
them on the map of geographical divisions, i. e. : 
Divisions. 
1. Pacific States. 5. Southern States. 
2. Extreme Northwest. 6. Lake region. 
3. Northwest. 
4. Southwest. 
1. Missouri Valley. 
7. Middle States. 
8. New England States. 
9. St. Lawrence Valley. 
Subdivisions. 
6. Eastern Gulf. 
2. Upper Mississippi Valley. 7. Upper Lakes. 
3. Lower Mississippi Valley. 8. Lower Lakes. 
4. Ohio Valley. 9. South Atlantic. 
5. Western Gulf. 10. Middle Atlantic. 
8. For each section mention.ed in the Probabilities there will be given, if possible, 
the expected condition of the pressure, temperature, wind and weather. 
9. When the readings of barometers are known to be constantly too high or too low, 
(from erroneous elevations, &c.,) the assistants making the Probabilities will agree 
upon the differences to be applied to them, so that the curves may appear to have been 
drawn by the aJUe person. 
10. In making up the Synopses special attention will be given to the d·ivisions of 
territory, and care taken to give the direction in which the uisturbances named are 
moving. 
11. Th y will pr pare, daily, a statement of those portions of the Probabilitie 
worked up th previou day, verified, those partly verified, Lbo o non-verified, and 
tho e ·on ·idered doubLful. In ca e they have been ful ly verified, it will only IJe nece.-
ary to state '' 1! ully v rifted.'' 
l:l. Tb y will al o enter on the cb dule of "Cautionary ignals" th ]ott •r V, for 
igual!i v rifi d at th ·tation; i: for signal ju tifi d by r port from neighboring sta-
tion·; i, £ r ignal not ju ·tified. 
II.-F R 'liiE 
' ITII THE PHEPAHATI .-
FFlCtm A ."1 'TAXT, R OTTIEH PEH OX ll .\H ( mD 
YN P E ' A ... ' D PHOBA1HLl'l'lE l'OH. P BLl ATIOX. 
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duty will be instructed by the officer in charge of stations to call for such corrections 
promptly, whenever they can ~e made in time to be of immediate use in the prepara-
tion of the Probabilities. 
2. In order that he may be responsible for the isobars and isotherms on the maps 
issued from this office, he is strictly required to draw upon the maps used in preparing 
the Synopse~:~ and Probabilities his own isobars and isotherms in full lines of different 
colors, (blue and red,) except when there is any doubt, when they will be broken 
lines, thus : - - - -, and in doing so, to space the distance between the stations as 
accurately as possible. This duty must not be delegated. He will not carry the iso-
bars and isotherms westward of the one-hundredth meridian. 
3. The river-reports will be entered on the special form for that purpose, and the 
changes will be briefly noticed in the Synopses and Probabilities. Whenever the 
changes are greater than five (5) inches, he must state-"The rivers have risen (or 
fallen) at"-[here give the names of t.he stations,] or decidedly risen (or fallen) at 
--; or give the number of feet when the change is remarkable. It is in the view 
of the Chief Signal-Officer, that the Probabilities issued from this office shall eventu-
ally comprise statements as to the probable condition of rivers, based upon the facts 
which will be given in the Synopsis. 
4. He will add daily to the file copy of the 1 a. m. Prbbabilities only, "Special fm· 
Washington, D. C.,-·----," and on Sundays also to the copies sent to the Wash-
ington, D. C., newspapers. · 
5. He will read and verify or correct the manifold copy of the Synopses and Proba-
bilities, and attach his initials to the same, after such verification and correction. 
6. The full Synopsis and Probabilities for the 7.35 (11) a.m. report will be sent to 
the officer in charge of the printers as soon as completed, and not later than 10.30 a.m. 
A single copy of the Synopsis alone will be sent to the same officl:'r by 10.10 a. m. 
7. He will call upon the officAr in charge of stations for intermediate observations to 
be taken by the observers and forwarded to this office whenever necessary. 
8. He will be held responsible for the true tracing, upon separate maps with black 
pencil, of the isobars and isotherms from which the lithographers make copies, and 
after having completed them, will write the letter I in blue color on the lower right-
hand corner of the orig;oinal maps, and attach his initials to the tracings. 
9. The tracings from the original maps of the 7.35 a. m. and 4.35 p. m. and 11 p. m. 
reports will be made, whenever practicable, immediately after the completion of the 
Probabilities deduced from the reports. 
Those for the morning report will be sent to the officer in charge of the lithographic-
room by 10.45 a. m. daily. Those for the other two reports will be banded to the 
watch-sergeant on duty, who will send them to the lithographic-room by R.30 a. ru. of 
the succeeding day. The only exception to this rule will be made when, through fail-
ure of telegraphic communication, a sufficient number of reports are not received to 
make reliable isobars and isotherms, in which case the tracings of the afternoon and 
midnight maps may be delayed until the map for the next morning is completed. 
10. On a list of the names of stations those fi·om which reports have been received 
in time for use in prepariug the Probabilities will be ruled out by the clerk as he 
enters the reports on the maps. These lists will be verified by the officer in charge of 
the Probabilities, a.nd be will attach his initials thereto after such verification, and 
send the same to the officer in charge of the printers immediately after the tracings of 
the isobars for the respective maps. • 
11. After having written the total and partial verifications and non-verifications, and 
those which are doubtful, for Probabilities, he will write the letter V in blue on thfl 
press-report and lower right-hand corner of the map from which, together with the 
preceding maps, the current report was worked up. 
12. Two files of the press-reports will be kept; with one the total verifications, par-
tial verifications and non-verifications, and the doubtful portions; with the other, only 
the partial verifications and non-verifications, and the doubtful portions. The former 
file to be sent every morning at 11 a. m. to the private office of the Chief Signal-
Officer; the latter to the officer, assistant, or other person in charge of the preparation 
of the Facts. 
13. Cautionary signals will be ordered to be displayed at a signal-station whenever 
the officer in charge on the subject considers it probable that there will be experienced 
witbiu twelve hours at that station, or within one hundred miles thereof, and on any 
navigable stream, a wind dangerous to navigation. · 
By dangerous winds on the navigable water will be understood those reaching a 
veloci y of twenty-five miles an hour, as registered by the anemometer on the land, 
provided that the temperature be decidedly above freezing. :For temperatures de-
cidedly below fr ezing and for foggy weather, winds will be considered dangerous 
when the velocities are registered as low as twenty miles. The direction of the wind 
will not be taken into consideration for the present. 
If at the r guln.r tri-daily report next following the ordering up of the signals it 
appear that tbe danger is not so imminent as was appreuended, the signal will be or-
dered down. The signal will not be displayed for an indefinitely long space of time. 
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The immediate area referred . to by the respective cautionary signals will be as de~ ned 
on the map of cautionary-signal stations at this office, which may be generally descnbeu 
as a circle with a radius of one hundred miles, tlJe station being the ce_nter. . 
14. Should it be found necessary to issue signal-orders, after bavmg wntten t_he 
number, day, date, time, and names of the stations for "Up signals" or "Down sig-
nals" on the proper form, he will read the nurnber, day, date, time, "~tp" or "down," and 
narnes of stations to his clerk, the latter copying the same in the "signal-order boo~;" 
the former checking the names successively with a cross (X) above each on the ang-
inal form as be reads them. 
In order to verify the above, the clerk will read the number, day, date, time, " Up sig-
nals" or" Down signals" and names of stations from the original form, checking the ~?-ames 
successively wit.h a· dash ( -) beneath each, while the assistant, taking the "Signal-
order book," will check the names successively with a cross (X) as the former reads 
them when verified, and will sign his name. The original form will then be se~t to 
the telegraph-room, and the changes will also be indicated on the " Cautionary-S1gnal 
Stations" board. 
15. At midnight, after completing the "press-report" and issuing the necessary sig-
nal-orders, if any, the "good-night" will be filled up, copied in the "Signal-order 
book," verified, and then sent to the telegraph-room. 
16. On the last day of each month a Hst of the stations at which. corrections are ap· 
plied to the readings of the barometers, due to eroueous elevations, &c., with the cor-
rections applied to same for the month, will be made up, and a copy furnished to the 
Chief Signal-Officer or the officer in temporary charge during his absence. 
17. Whenever the conditions may be such as to indicate unusually dangerous weather 
on the Lower Lakes or in the Dominion of Canada, including New Brunswick, &c., 
be will transmit messages to Professor Kingston, observatory, Toronto, Canada, _on t.he 
usual form, in the following cipher. The following words will be used for d~strwts: 
Collingwood ..... . ...................................... ~ . .. . .. (for Georgian Bay.) 
Saugeen ....................................................... (for Lake Huron.) 
Kingston ...................................................... (for East Ontario.) 
Toronto ....................................................... (for West Ontario.) 
Stanley ....................................................... (for Lake Erie.) 
Montreal ..................................................... . 
Quebec ...........••.........•......•...•.............•..•••... 
Farther Point .•.............•....•..............•... _ ••..... _ .. 
Gaspe .....................•. _ .....•.... _ ...............••..... 
Bathurst ..................•....................•.... _ •....•... 
Shediac ....................................................... (for north N. B.) 
St. John ...............••....................................... 
Pictou ........................................................ (for north N. S.) 
Halifax .................................•............. _ ....... . 
Sidney ..... . ................................................. . 
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ably to follow the conditions reported. In the Monthly ·weather Review be will pre-
sent a summary of the facts in relation to the different rivers for t.lJe month t.ben past. 
20. The manuscript copy of the Facts and Verifications will be prepared as rapidly as 
the maps and reports can be examined, and must be furnished for printing, if practica-
ble, within three clays of the elate to which it refers. The manuscript copy of the 
Chronicle will be furnished by 11 a. m. daily ; tbat of the Monthly Review not later 
than the lOth day of the month succeeding that for which it is prepared. All copy and 
proofs of the same will be sent to the officer in charge of the printing-room, and will 
be checked with the initials of the assistant responsible for their preparation. 
RULES FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE IJ.~STRUMENT-ROOMS IN THIS OF.FICE. 
1. No person unconnected with the office will be admitted to the room before 12 m., 
or after 3 p. m., unless accompanied by a commissioned officer. 
2. The enlisted men on duty in the room will report promptly at 9 o'clock a. m., and 
will not absent themselves during office-hours without the authority of the officer in 
~~ . 
3. Enlisted men and messengers will not visit the room. except on duty, and, in so 
visiting, will refer their business to the officer in cha.rge. . 
4. Tbe volunteering of information to parties not connected with the signal-service 
is strictly prohibited. 
5. Official communications from enlisted men on duty in this room will be transmitted 
and forwarded through the regular military channel. 
6. In the absence of the officer in charge, the ranking non-commissioned officer on 
duty in the room will be held responsible for the proper performance of the duties of 
the n.ttendants, and will require a strict compliance with these rules and regulations. 
7. Instrument~:~ will not be taken from the room without authority from the officer in 
charge, or the non-commissioned officer in charge during his absence. . 
8. No instrument will be issued or allowed to be taken from the buildings connected 
with the office without a written order signed by the Chief Signal-Officer, or one of 
the military assistants in this office, . which order slw.ll be at once filed in the property 
division by the officer or non-commi,ssioned officer rceiving it. , 
9. The sergeant in charge of the comparison and examination of instruments will 
have the immediate care of all meteorological instruments supplied to stations, and 
will issue and carefully pack them for transportation to stations, subject to the order 
of the officer in charge of the room. He will uupack and examine all instruments re-
ceived, and report to the officer in charge t.beir number and condition. He will have 
charge of the comparison of barometers with the stanuard, and det,ermine the correc-
tion to be applied for instrumental error; of thermometers, hygrometers, maximum 
thermometers, minimum thermometers, and all other instruments with the several 
standards. He will have charge of the instrument records, which are as follows : 
First. Record of barometer and thermometer cases and boxes issued to observers. 
Second. Record of instruments received. 
Third. Record of instruments issued and returued from stations. 
Fourth. Record of the comparison of instruments-Green's standard barometer, 
Gree"!l's standard maximum and minimum thermometers, and 'Vild's maximum and 
minimum thermometers, and Glaisher's standard hygrometers aud Edson's h,vgrodeik. 
Fifth. Record of all facts relating to all instruments, aml general note-book. 
'fhese records will be posted at least· once a week. He will keep on his desk a "guide 
for examining, comparing, testing, and packing meteorological instruments." 
10. The sergeant in charge of self-recording instruments and records will have the 
entire and exclusive management and care, subject to the approval of the o~er in 
charge of the room, of all self:recordiug instruwcnts, batteries, wires, and.instrnment 
records in the room. Ji'or general instructions as to the manner of, and time for, chang-
ing records, this sergeant will familiarize himself with "Instructions for the maoage-
meut of self-recording meteorological instruments at the office of the Chief Signal-
Officer of the Army," and keep a copy of the same on his desk for reference. · 
11. The records, when taken off the instrnwents, will be disposed of as follows: 
Tho e from Hough's printing-barometer and Beck's aneroid barometer will ha,-e the 
barometric curve traced mink, and will then be propel'ly filed; those from Hough's me-
teorograph and barograph will be traced in pencil and filed; those from Beckley's and 
Draper's rain-gauges will be traced in ink, when rain has fallen, and then :tiled. The 
record of the Gibbon self-registering attachment to the anemometer will also be care-
fully examined, and all letters or lines traced carefully and plainly in ink when the 
original is faint or uncertain. The above files will be kept in separate drawers pro-
vided for their reception in the blank-case marked "K." 
l:Z. Extra parts of instruments, such as spindles, screws, &c., wiU be kept con-
stantly on baud, and their accuracy tested by fitting them to the instruments iu use 
or under examination. The officer in charge will make a special inspection and writ-
ten report every ten days of the condition of each instrument in all its parts that are 
liable to wear or friction. In this report the parts of each instrument will be named, 
with the condition in which each part was found. 
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13. The watch-sergeant. will report for duty at 8 o'clock a. m., and, in company 
with the sergeant then on duty, will inspect the instruments, &c., relieve that serge.m~t 
from duty, and take charge of the instrument-rooms, and will remain on ~uty unt1l 4 
o'clock p. m. He will observe that the rooms are properly swept, the mstr~ments 
properl;)- dusted, and the fires attended to. He will make an inspection of. the mstru-
ments with the sergeant coming on duty at 4 p. m., and will turn over to hun the keys 
of the room and of the fire-alarm. 
14. The sergeant of the watch will not leave the building until reli~ved by his 
successor, or by proper authority, and will, when relieved, turn over to h1s successor 
all keys, records, and imltruments received during his tour of duty. Between the 
hours of 4 p.m. and 8 a.m. be will inspect the instrument-room at least once every 
hour, and, in case of emergency or special service, will call upon the nearest officer for 
assistance and instructions. 
15. The photographer will be held responsible for the proper care of all photo-
graphic instruments and material, and will receive his instructions from the officer 
in charge of the instrument-room. He -will also keep an accurate record of a.ll photo-
graphs taken, giving the date and number of each negative, with a proof o~ the.same. 
16. The machinist, w bose duty it is to . keep in repair the meteorological mstru-
ments, will report for instructions at 9 a_m,, daily, during the week, and on Monday 
of each week will thoroughly clean and oil the machinery of the different instruments. 
RULES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF INSPECTING OFFICERS OF THE SIGNAL-
SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY. 
1. The outfit of an inspecting officer will consist of the following-named instruments, 
in addition to the necessary blanks, stationery, &c. : 
One stanc1ard mercurial barometer; 
One standard aneroid barometer; 
One standard thermometer; 
One standard compass. 
2. Upon arriving at a station be will carefully compare all station instruments with 
his standards, making not less than thirty readings of each instrument, and k_eeping 
an accurate record of the observations of both ·his own and the station instruments, 
and forwarding the same to the Chief Signal-Officer with his inspection report. 
3. He will determine by the aid of his compass the accuracy with which the station 
wind-vane is placed in position upon the true meridian, and, if an error is found, will 
have it corrected before be leaves the station. 
4. He will ascertain by actual measurement whether any change bas been made in 
the elevation of the barometer, thermometer, or rain-gauge since the station was last 
inspected, and if such cban~e bas been made, will report the amount and date of the 
same. 
5. In the event of any change having been made in the location of the offico since 
the date of the last report, be will ascertain the exact elevation of the new office, and 
of the everal instrument above the bench-mark of the station as given in circular 
No. 2, is ued from the office of the Chief Signal-Officer, nuder dat~ of January 11, 1873, 
and is authorized to employ for this purpose, whenever necessary the city engineer, or, 
in h1s absence, any other re pon ible person. ' 
6. H wi~l note carefully the condition of the office-room or rooms, and w4eu they 
are found Improperly kept or arranged, will see that tho proper changes ar made 
befor~be leaves the f!tatiou . 
. 7. II w.iU examine in d tail ~be ofi!ce-booksfrom the date of the lastprevio~s insl?ec-
tJOn, and 1f errors are found, wlll pomt tb m out and instruct the observer 10 charge 
bow to ·orr ct them. In case <?f omiH ion on the part of the ob erver in charge toke p 
all or part of .any record, ~e w11l r port the fact to the Chief Signal-Officer, with such 
r comm ndatwn as he tbmks proper, accompanying the report w1th a writt n tate-
men from th ob erver of the can e of said omi ion . 
. ~b condition. of the s v ral instruments will be thoroughly examined, and when 
any :l:al.tlt of loca.hon or wa~t of cleanlinc s i di 'over d, w1ll att nd in p r on to it 
rr ·t10n. Th ob erv r wxll be examined a to his knowledcr of th in truments 
~mel th ·ir manag mcnt iu d tail, and when found ignorant of any part will b prop rly 
10 tmc d. 
9. All map and bull tin ~'ram • will L per onally in pected, and their condition 
not 1 ftoJJl actual ob. •rvatwn, and not fr m tb ob rv r's tatem nt. Th dat of 
the · veral map and bull tin p ted in th frames at the tim of in p ti n will b 
ob · 1 • •cl, and if tb lat t i: u is not found tb 'r in the ob rv r will b call d to 
ac oun for n gl c of duty. 
10. _fnll.l i ·twill be forward d with acb report of all m. ps and bull tin i ·n d at 
. b ~t~ t.wn 1n. ~ ·c:t 1, bowing th name and local addr of ach p r n, firm, or 
Ill htniJOil 1·cc lVJll tb •nt. 
11. '1 u chairman f tb · m t orological committ c or comruitt c , wh r m r than 
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one exists at n, station, will be visited, and inquiry made as to the conduct of the ob-
server and other men on duty at the station, and the manner in which they perform 
their special duties. Suggestions will be invited that tend to increase the usefulness 
of the service by a wider diffusion of the reports. 
12. The amount and condition of the propert.y for which the observer is responsibl.l3 
will be noted in the report, and suitable disposition of unserviceable property recom-
mended. · 
13. The observer in charge will be examined as to his knowledge of the various cir-
culars issued from the central office, and when he does not appear to understand any 
one or IJart of one, proper instructions will be given him. 
14. The inspector will explain to each observer the proper manner of furnishing 
items of special interest in the reports to the local newspapers, impressing upon them 
at a.ll times, however, the fact that these items will not be furnished when the papers 
can be induced to print full reports. 
15. The inspection report of en.ch station must be made out and mailed hefore the in-
specting officer leaves the station. 
16. The inspector will be present in person at a.ll the observations made at the sta-
tion he is inspecting during some one day of his inspection, and will correct on the 
spot any errors into which the observer may have fallen. 
17. He will exa.mine the assistants on duty at the station n.s to their knowledge of 
their practical duties, and also as to the progress made by them in the theoretical 
knowledge of meteorology, and will report the result of such examination to the Chief 
Signal-Officer. 
PAPER 9, 
Exhibiting the communications sent ft·om ancl 1·cceivccl at the office of the Chief Signal-
Officer (exclusive of telegrams) from Octobm· 1, 1872, to &ptember 30, 1873. 
SENT. 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS A~D REPORTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND· XGRI-
CULTUHE. 
To heads of departments and bureaus ........................... .. 
'l'o observer-sergeants in reference to their duties ....•..•......•.• 
In reply to applications for stations and others similar ........... . 
To telegraph companies in reference to transmission of weather re-
reports .........................................................• 
To boards of trade, chambers of commerce, agricultural societies, &c., 
To foreign correspondents relating to this division ................. _. 
General v.nd special orders and circulars with reference to this di-
vision. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . ..... _ ...•. _ .... _ ... _ ........... __ . 









Total ...•. - .....•.•.............••.•..•..•............... __ .... ___ . . . . 21, 334 
SIGNAL-DIVISION. 
To heads of departments and bureaus ........................ ····--
Relating to duties a nd di scipline at signal-service school of instruc--
tion and post of Fort Whipple, Va ............................... . 
Relating to recruiting and enlistment ...... _ .... _. _ ....... _ ..... _ .. 
Answers to applications for appointment in the signal-service, Unitecl~ 
tates Army .......... .' ... ___ ............ _. __________ . ___ ...... . 
General and special orders and circulars with rc:Gerence to this . di--
vision ................•...................................•.... -. 






Total ............................................. ····-···-···- ..•.... 
PROPEHTY-DIVISION. 
To heads of departments and bureaus .......... _ ....... _ ..... __ .. .. 
To manufacturers n.nd others in reference to instruments, .equipments,. 
&c.- -- -----. ---- . ---.- - . -- -- -- -. -. -. -. -. -- .. ----. -- - . ----- -- -. --
To observer-sergeants and other enlisted men in reference to property 
and money accounts .......... ---- ....................... ---- .. .. 
In reference to quarterly returns of officers .......•...•.. ____ ...... . 







Total .............•••............ ~ ....... _____ ..... _ ... _. _ ... ..... . _ 21, 04:3 
Aggr gate .............................. _____ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46, 4;$2 
25 w 
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RECEIVED. 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRI· 
CULTUUE. 
}<'rom heads of departments and bureaus .................... -- ..... . 
Applications for establishment of new stations ................ .... . 
From telegraph companies in reference to transmission of weather re-
ports ...... . .. .............. .... ........ .............. ...... .... . 
From observer-sergeants in reference to their duties ................ . 
Fr~m _boards of tra.de, chambers of commerce, and agricultural so-
Cieties ......................................................... . 
From foreign correspondents relating to this division ............... . 
Special applications for suggestions for practical use of weather-maps, 
&c .......................... ... ..... ---------------------------
Reports relative to instruction of observer-sergeants n,nd assistants .. 
Mailed reports of observer-sergeants on station ..................... . 











Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191, 485 
~IGNAL-DIVISION. 
From heads of departments and bureaus .......................... . 
Relating to duties and discipline a.t signal-service school of instruc-
tion n.nd post of Fort Whipple, Va .................. ........... .. 
Relatinrr to instruction in igualing at Fort Whipple, Va., and in dif-
fer nt military departments .................................... .. 
Relating to recruiting and enli tmllnt ............................ .. 
Applications for appointment in the ignal-service, United States 
Army ............................................ ..... ......... . 







Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 3, G02 
PROPERTY-DIVISION. 
From head of departments ancl llllren.ns ......................... .. 
E rom manufacturers and other reln.ting to instruments, equipments, 
&c -- - -... --.. - - - - . -.. - - . - ... - - . . . - . -" .. -.. . - -...... -- .. - - -.... . 
From officer concerning property, quarterly returns, &c ........• _ .. 
From obs rver-sergeants and other enlisted men relating to property 
n.nd money accounts ........................ .............. ..... .. 
Regarding property transferred to stations .............•......... ...• 







To tal.. • • . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 4 
Aggregate ••.......• - ............................................... 217, 575 
Aggregate sent ....•... -.-. . . . • .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 46, 4·· i 
Aggregate received .................................................. 217,575 
Aggregate sent and recci ved ...... , .................................. 264, OOi 
PAPBR 10. 
Table showing the number of meteorological instmments pv,rchased and issue<l j1·om Octoba 
1, 1 72, to St!ptember 30, 1 n. 
~ .:. ~ ~ .,; 0) 
.,; ~ ~ Q) ~~ ~a.) 
.... 
0) 0. ""'"' 
In truments. ~ 8 s 0 s.s s 0 s ~ I') a: ~ 0 0 0 se 0 .... s s ·~ 0 
.... 
Cl) tJJ 0) Q; ~a d .<:I I» .. .. 
~ E-i ~ <l <l ~ 
J . u <1 to t.ations ....................... • ... 120 38 !)L 20 
I& u d fot· p cial usc ....................... 13 7 10 2 
I o u at Jnst r port . ............... _ ...... _. f!4 106 76 114 
Return u for r pairs, &c . . ................... 37 27 70 
Total number now on station ................ 156 lt4 01 
Tr,tal number porcba.aed .................... . 64 ~0 7 
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PAPER 11. 
LIST OF CONTRIBUTIO~S TO THE LIBRARY FROM FOREIGN SOURCES 
DURING 187:2-'73. 
1. Cenni st.orici sul successive soiluppo della meteorologia e su alcune su importanti 
applicazioni. Studio del Dr. Antonio Abetti. 
:.!. Die Regenverhii.ltnisse des Konigreichs Hannover, nebst ausrurhrlicher Darstel-
luug aller den atmosphiirischen Niederschlag uud Verdunstung. Von Dr. M. A. F. 
Prestel. Emden, 1864. 
::$, Die Witterungsverbi.iltnisse des Jabres H370. Von Dr. H. Schoder. Stuttgart, 1872. 
4. Normale Wiirmemittel von Stuttgart und Heidenheim. Von Dr. H. Scboder. 
Stuttgart, 1872. 
5. Hiil1~tafeln zur barometrischen Hobenbestimmung, nebst einer Anleit.ung zur 
Untersncbung und znm Gebrauch des Aneroidbn,rometer. Von Dr. H. Schoder. Stutt-
g·-trt, 1872. 
6. Bericht tiber di13 Verhandluugen der Meteorologen-Versammlung zu Leipzig. 
7. Die koenigliche staats- und landwirtbschaftliche Academie Eldena bei der Univer-
sitat Greifswald. Von Dr. E. Baumstark. Berlin, 1870. 
8. Cireula.r No. 1, fi·ftn Upsala Observatorium till de of Laneus kongliga Hushall-
niugs Sallskaper utsedde mcteorologiska Observatorer. 
9. Die Winde in ihrer Beziehung zur Salubritiit und Morbilitat. Ein Beitrag zur 
medizinischen Witternngs- und Klima-Kunde. Von Dr. M. A. :E'. Prestel. Emdeu, 
1864. 
10. Femaarsberetning fra <let kongelige Landhusholdningsselskabs meteorologiste 
Corn itee for 1866-'70. Bed Ponlla Cour. 1872. 
11. Der Sturrmvarner uud Wetteranzeiger. Von Dr. M.A. F. Prestel. Emden, 1870. 
12. Die periodischen nnd nicht-periodischen Ver~Lnderungen des Barometerstandes, 
so wie die Stiirme und da.s Wetter tiber der Hannoverschen Nordseekiiste. Von Dr. M. 
A. F . Prestel. Emden. · 
13-15. Ma.gnetische nnd meteorologische Beobachtnngen auf der k. k. Sternwarte zu 
Prag in den J abren 1869, 1870, und 1871. Von Carl Hornstein. Pra.g. 3 vols. 
16-18. Specola r eale di Napoli. Osservazioni meteoriche dall' Luglio, Agosto, 
Setterubre, 187:2, fatte dall' astronomo Professore F. Briachi. 3 vols. 
19. Aunuaire a l'usage de Constantinople pour l'annee bissextile 1872. Publie par 
l'Observatoire imperial mctcorologique. Constantinople. 
20-21. Bulletin de l'Observatoire imperial meteorologique de Constantinople. An-
nees 1 70-1871. 2 vols. 
22. Acadcmie des sciences. Physique du globe. Note sur les courants magnetiques 
observes dans les fils te legraphiques pendant l'aurore boreale dn 4 fevrier. Par M. H. 
Tarry. 
2:3. Snr les pluies de poussiere et les pluies do sang. Par M. H. Tarry. 
24. Conferences militaires belges. Telc,;raphie electrique de campagne. Par Van 
Den Bogaert. Paris, 1870. 
25. Annuaire meteorologique de FObservatoire physique central pour l'annee 1873. 
Paris. 
26. Applications nouvelles de la science et de l'industrie a l'art de la guerre. P ar 
H. Wan wermaus. P:wis, 1869. 
27. Etudes sur qndques temp8tes. Par Hugo Hildebrand Hildebrandsson. Gothem-
bourg, 1 72. 
2 . Rebtorie do service do Observatorio de infante cl'Luiz no anno meteorologico de 
1 70-'71. Li boa, 1872. . 
29. Observaciones ma.gnetic!1s y meteorologicas del Real colegio de Belen de la Com-
paftia de Jesus en la Habana. Ano meteorologico de 30 de Noviembre de 1870 a 30 de 
Nov iernbre de 1871. (2 copies.) Habana, 187i. 
30. Memoria de la marcha regular 6 perioc1iea6 irregular del barometro en la Habana 
desde 1 58 a 1 71 inclusivo. Por el R. P. B. Viiles, S. J. Habana, 1872. 
31. (Chart.) Commission europeeune du Danube. Ob:servations meteorologiques 
prise a l'cwbouchnre de Soulina. 
:32. (7 charts.) Meteorological observations, St. Xavier's College, Calcutta, January, 
1869, to Jnne, 1 72. 
33. Results of meteorological obser"'ations made at the Radcliffe Obser vatory, Oxford, 
in the year 1 69. By the Rev. Robert Main, Oxford, 1872. · 
34. uggestions on a uniform system of meteorological observations. Utrecht, 1872. 
35. Magnetic survey of the east coast of France in 1869. By the Rev. Steven J. 
Perry. 
3(). Report upon the geological survey of Newfoundland for the year 1871. By A. 
::\lurray. 
:~7. Account of the operations of t he great trigonometrica,l survey of India. By Col. 
J. '. \Yalker. 
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38. Observ'ttoire imperial meteorologique. Arabic meteorology. 
39 .. Annalen des physika.Iischen Central-Observatoriums. Herausgegeben von H. 
Wild. Jahrgang 1870. St. Petersburg 1872. 
40. Newfoundland almanac, 1873. 
41. Report of the Kew committee for the fifteen months ending October 31, 1872. 
42. L'aeronaute. Bulletin meusuel international de la navigation aerieune, janvier 
18n. 
43-44. Monthly record of results of observations in meteorology, terrestrial magnet-
ism, &c., &c., taken at t.be Melbourne Observatory, September and October, 187~, 
under the superintendence of Robert L. J. Ellery. 
45. Om Wind og Vejr, meteorologiens Hovedresultater af H. Mohn. Christiania, 1872. 
46. Monthly notices. Meteorological Society of Mauritius, November, 1872. 
47. Meteorological Observatory, .Pumplemousses. "Results of observations taken in 
1871." 
48. Tabelle zur Schiffahrt im grossten Kreise, entworfen von Dr. Carl Friesach, k. k. 
Hauptmann in d. A. 
49-40. Sur les pluies de ponssier et les pluies de sang par M. H. Tarry. 
51. Untersuchungen iiber die Theorie und Praxis des Wagebarometers. Von Paul 
Schreiber. Miinchen, 1872. 
52. Anno 24° ed. 25° . Del1a corrispondenza scienti:fica. Bulletino delle osserva-
zioni ozonoruetriche meteorologiche, fatte in Rorna da Caterina Scarpellini. 
53. Schweizerisches Bnndesblatt, Februar 18n. 
54. Official No. 16. Quarterly weather-report of the meteorological office, London. 
Part 1, January to March, 1872. 
55. Daily weather-reports, January to June, 1872. Presented by the meteorological 
office, London. 
56. Die Klimatologie Norwegens. Von H. Mohn. Christiania, 1872. . . 
57. Anno XXV0 della corrispondenza scientifica. Bulletino delle osservazwm 
ozonometriche meteorologiche, fatte in Roma da Caterina Scarpe1lini. 
5 . Meteorolgical observations, St. Xavier's College Observatory, Calcutta, for July 
to December, 1872. · 
59. Monthly records of results of observation in meteorology, terrestrial magnetism, 
&c., taken at the Melbourne Observatory during January, February, March, Apnl, 
May, June, July, and Aun·ust, 1872, under the superintendence of Robert L. J. Ellery. 
60. Discus ion of the meteorological and magnetical observations made and co1lected 
at tho Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne, and at various stations in the colony of Vic-
toria, March, 18~8, to February, 1859. 
61. Results of the meteorological observations taken in the colony of Victoria, during 
tho years 1 59-'62, and of the nautical observations collected and. discussed at the 
F!ag taft' Observatory, Melbourne, during the years 1858-'62. By George Newmayer. 
62. Results of the magn tical, nautical, and meteorological ob ervations made and 
coll cted at the Flag taH' Ob ervatory, Melbourne, ancl at various stations in the colony 
of Victoria, March, 1 G , to February, 1 59. 
63. ammlung von HUlfstafeln zur Berechnung barometrischer Hohenbestiromungen. 
Zusammenge tellt vou A. Moritz und H. Kiefer. Tiflis, 1870. 
fi4. 0 servazioni meteorologiche con speciali istrn7.ioni intorno a queUe pluvioni e-
tri che raccolte sotto la dirczione del P. Fral)cesco Denza, direttore dell' osservatorio 
d 1 R. Collegio Carlo Alberto in Moncalieri. Torino, 187:3. 
65. The Greek Philological ociety in Constantinople, Tomoe E, 1 70-'71. 
66. ouvelle cla sification des nuages, par Audre Poey. Paris, 1 73. 
()7. Zeit cbrift der oe terreichischen 'e elschaft fur Meteorologic. Redigirt von Dr. 
C. Jelinek und r. J. H;:tnn. Band 7. Wien, 1 72. 
Meteorologi che Beobachtung n ange tcllt auf der Lcinziger Universitat -
t rnwart im J<tbre 1 1. on Prof. r. U. Bruhn . -
69. ie physikali eben Einwirkungen d s Waldes auf Luft und Boden nod eine 
klimatologi ell uncl hygieni che Bedeutung. Von Dr. Ern t Ebermayer. Ascbaffen-
bnrg, 1 ,3, 
70. raphi che Dar tellnnuen tiber den Gang der Bodeu~ und Luft-Teroperatur im 
Frei u ~1nd im \ ~ld . Extra-Beigab zu Dr. E. Ebermayer. A chaffenlmrn·, 1 73. . 
71. RIC reb fi. 1co a trouomiche intorn all' uranolito caduto n 11 agro Romano il 
31 di A o to 1 ~. d •1 padr G. tani lao Ferrari. 
_ 7. . ~A k\·adr n I v 'riue ar 1 1, af Hugo Hildebrand IIil<l brand son, Up aln. 
DIY It tet 'ar ·krift, 1 n, psala, 1 73. With Bulletin m teorologiqn m II n 1 d 
1 1 rvatoir de 1' nivPr it d' p al. (Vol. 5, c., 1 72, o. 1.) 
_ 7:. Iontbl r cord of ob rvation in m t or logy . at M lbourne b rvatory 
ovemb rand c mber, 1 ·,and .January, 1 n. ( obt. L . J. 11 ry.) 
14. Iontbl ·notice , I teorolouical, oci y of Mauri tin . (F brnary 1:3 1 73. ) 
7". •. onybnr t ollege b ervatory. Results of m teor lO<Yi al and wagnetical b-
rvuhon , 1 72. 
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76. Annales de la Societe d'emulation du departement des Vosges. Tome 14e, 1er 
cabier. Paris, 1871. 
77. Le stelle cadenti del27 Novembre 1872, nota del P. Angelo Secchi. ~oma, 1873. 
78. Specola. reale di Napoli. Osservazioni meteoriche dell' Ottobre, Novembre, Di-
cem bre, 1872, fatte dall' astronomo Professore F. Brischi. (3 parts.) 
79. Monthly record of meteorological observations taken at Melbourne Observ-
atory, for February, 1873, under the superintendence of Robert Ellery. 
80. Notes on the climate of Victoria, by same. 
81. Det Kongelige Norske Videnskabers Selskabs Skrifter i det 19de Aarhundrede, 
7de Binds, 1st Hefte, (rued 6 Plancher.) Throndl.Jjem, 1872. . 
8~. Die Pflanzenwelt Norwegens. Ein Beitrag zur Natur- und Culturgeschichte Nord-
Europas. Von Dr. F. C. Schi:ibeler. (Allgemeiner Theil.) Christiania, 1873. 
83. Norsk Meteorologisk Aarbog fur 1S71, udgivet af det Meteorologiske Institut. 
Christiania, 1872. . 
84. Annalen des physikalischen Central-Observatoriums. Hemusgegeben von H.· 
Wild. Jahrgang 1871. St. Petersburg, 1873. 
85. J ahrbi:icher der k. k. Central-Anstal t ftir Meteorologic und Erdmagnetismus. Von 
Carl Jelinek und Carl Fritch. Wien, 1873. 
86. Mittheilungen aus dem Archiv des VoigtH.indischen alterthumsforschenden 
Vereins. 41ster, 42ster und 43ster Jahresbericht. 
87. The cyclone in the Bay of Bengal in June, 1872, by W. G. Wilson, officiating mete-
orological reporter to the governor of Bengal. . 
88. Meteorolog-Bulletin des physikalischen Central-Observatoriums. St. Petersburg, 
1872-'73. 
89. Bulletin international de l'Observatoire de Paris, 1872-'73. 
90. 'l'elegrafische Witterungs-Berichte. Von k. k. meteorologischen Central-Institut 
Hohe-Warte bei Wien, 1873. F. Osnaghi. 
PAPER 12. 
ACCOUNT OF SALES OF MAPS. 
1873. 
March :n. 30 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents __ .•.....•........• _ •••..•...... 
April 15. 60 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents ......... _ ..... _ ............ __ .. 
May 1. 100 ntaps, manifold ............ _ ....... _ •.. _ ..... _. _ •............ 
8. 30 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ........................ _ •.... _ .• 
12. 30 maps, in one color, at 2 cents.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . _ ..•••...•. 
13. 50 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ............. _ ................ __ • 
June 9. 60 maps, in one color, at 2 cents .. __ ............................ . 
10. 10 maps, in one color, at 2 cents .........••... _ ................. . 
12. 5 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ................................ . 
17. 75 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ....................•....•...... 
17. 50 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ................................ . 
20. 100 maps, manifold ..........••.•.........••........•...........• 
25. 50 maps, in one color, at 2 cents .....•..•.......•.......• · ....... . 
26. 25 maps, without reports, at 1t cents ..................••.......• 
July 17. 333 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents ............................... . 
17. 200maps,inonecolor,at2 cents ................................ . 
20. 25 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ................................ . 
25. 13 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents ............................... . 
Aug. 11. 104 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents ............................... . 
25. 93 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents .•...•.•........••.......•...... 
Sept. 11. 14 maps, in two colors, at 3 cents ..........•..................... 
19. 100 maps, manifold .....•... _.- .• _ ...................••.........• 
19. 50 maps, in one color .......................................... . 
25. 9!-l maps, in two colors, at 3 cents ............................... . 
25. 5 maps, in one color, at 2 cents ................................. . 




























PAPER 13. C,).;l 1:.0 
0 
STATISTICS OF STATIONS. 
Mont71ly a11d annual mean ]Jre88twe, Octobc1·, 1872, to September, 1873. 
1872. 1871. 
I .Annual Sta.tions. 
October. I Novem- 1 Decem-




~ 29.977 30. 105 30.029 29.985 30.001 29.933 29. 91>3 29.926 29.961 30.042 29. 9!)3 1-3 
:10.120 30.177 30. :?40 30.126 30.088 30.169 30. 019 29.983 30. 041 30.090 30.071 ~0. 079 30. 100 
30. 107 30.106 30. 175 30. 106 30. 033 30. 021 29. !l47 30.014 29.999 30.026 30.064 30.091 30.057 0 
30.067 29.993 30.061 30.072 29.909 29.858 29.9W 29.992 29. 957 2!l. 987 30.056 30.052 2!l. !192 1-:tj 
30.057 30.164 30.386 30.225 30.027 30.050 2!l. 994 29.865 29.734 29.853 29. 914 29.923 30.016 
30. 016 29.947 30. 028 29.964 29. 961 29.881 29.855 29. !)17 29.883 29. 915 29. 9!)4 29. 9!JO 29. !J45 1-3 
30.059 29.995 30. 059 30.058 29.931 29.864 29. 910 29.980 29.900 29.932 30. 044 30.016 29.979 ~ 30. 156 30. 190 30.294 30.130 30.054 30. Otl2 29. 909 29.865 2~. !J29 30.004 30.028 30. 046 30.057 ttj 30. 098 30.101 30.167 30.087 30.014 30. 006 29.943 30.007 30.001 30.033 30.054 30. 088 30.040 30. 0:!8 30.140 30.207 30.112 30.069 30. 153 30.006 29.980 30.039 30.097 30.077 30. 054 30. 082 '00 30.0-18 29.950 29.914 29.831 29.778 29.912 29.910 29.854 29. 996 30.089 30.112 30.051 29.957 ttj 30.09:1 30. OBO 30.234 30.051 30.076 30. 000 29.901 29.868 29.934 30.009 30. 012 30. 008 30. 022 0 30. 160 30.186 30. 2il2 30.148 30.023 30.075 29.933 29.915 2!>. 947 30.018 30.038 30. 034 30. 063 ~ 30.080 30.069 30. 178 30. 048 30.005 29.990 llil. 906 29.897 2!l. 907 29.959 29.991 29.996 30.002 ttj 30.132 30. 192 30.094 30.092 29.964 30.108 30.028 29.932 29.984 30.043 30.074 30.063 30.058 1-3 30.110 30.118 30.295 30.050 30. 019 29.885 29.882 29.883 29.954 30.000 29.993 I> 30.093 30.034 29.992 29.916 29.851 29.979 29.971 29.915 30.007 30. 106 30.126 30.070 30.005 ~ 30.051 30.014 30.127 30.019 30. 005 29. 967 29.885 29. !)12 29.905 29. 949 30.007 29.993 29.986 ~ 
29.988 2!) 996 30.220 30.063 29.933 29.960 29.951 29.945 29.839 29.882 29.968 29. 916 29.971 0 30.004 29.901 30.093 29.983 29.856 29.886 29.907 ~9. 875 29.866 29.922 29.998 29.946 29.936 
30.040 30. 0!!3 30.085 2!J. 926 29.926 2!>. !J03 30.101 29.939 29.930 29.996 30. 001 30.069 ........... 1-:tj 
29.601 29.955 30.098 29. 967 30.105 30.057 30.050 29.906 29.788 29.786 29.820 29.901 ~ 30.083 30. 160 30.203 30. 130 30.068 30. 135 30.010 29.900 29.990 30. 070 30.050 30.020 30. 068 30.021 29.963 30.119 29.953 29.963 29. 947 29.865 29.878 29.890 29.940 29.996 29. 976 29.959 I> 30.093 30.112 30.218 30.056 30.044 30.030 29.896 29.895 29.905 29.982 30.013 30.032 30.023 ~ 29.927 29.945 2!).927 29.886 30.062 30.128 30.021 29.900 29.989 30.065 30.065 30.025 29. 9!l5 30.079 30. 151 30.231 30.137 30.124 30.184 30.053 29.980 30.032 30. (192 30.071 30.023 30.095 
30. 017 30.065 30.221 30.032 30.044 30.010 29. 8G4 29.863 29.877 29.904 29.966 29.990 29.992 
29.959 30.031 30.117 30.075 30. 129 30.154 30.044 29.975 30.048 30.070 30.059 29.985 30. 054 
30.180 30.230 30. 119 30.056 30.107 29.960 29.927 29.993 30.061 30.030 30.075 30 072 
30.036 30.254 30.119 30.048 30. 017 29.928 29.922 29.888 29.955 30.026 29.992 
30.230 30.182 30.099 30.101 30.171 30. 0;J5 29.967 30.036 30.090 30.073 30.021 30.087 
30.126 30. aoo 30.116 30.036 ilO. 015 29.851 29.794 29.840 29.915 29. 951 29.977 29.999 30.113 30.210 30.053 30.048 30.082 29.921 2B. 882 29.953 30. 027 30.022 30.051 
30.082 I 30.115 30.205 30. 049 30. 047 30. 380 29.905 29. 8t?O 29.931 30. 069 30.016 30. 04fi 30.060 30. 12tl 30. 166 30.224 30. 132 30.014 ao. 037 29.916 29.968 29. 987 30.029 30. 03G 30.084 30. OGO 
Marqnotto, ~fioh ...•..............•...... 30.000 29.911 30.116 30.296 29. 9C6 29.941 
l\Iemphis, Te.nn ···-------····-·-·- · ·-·--· 30. 149 30.204 30. 2";4 30. 158 30.078 30.127 hlilwaukoo, Wis ...... .... ...... ... .. .. .. . 30. 0~9 29.977 30, 125 29.937 29.926 29. 92! Mobile, Ala ... .... .. ..................... 30.124 30.192 30.256 30.160 30. 138 30.199 Moutgomery, Ala .... ................... . 30. 105 30.173 30.232 30.142 30. 100 30.168 
lllount. 'Vashington. N.H ................ 30.057 29.789 29.624 29.722 29. 5!)7 29. 620 ~~~if~llig,w£en':: .:~_::::: ~::: :: ~~:: :::::: 29.996 29.965 30. 164 30.221. 30.306 30. 173 30.059 30.112 
Now Ha·nm, Conn .. ...................... 30.053 29.951 29.920 
Now London, Conn ....................... 30.073 30. 0·!0 30.110 30.080 29. 950 29. 930 
N ew Orleans, La .. --------- ............ .. 30.077 30.139 30.200 30.115 30.085 30.158 
Now York, N. Y --------·------·---·----- 30.009 30.017 30.121 30.094 30.034 29.948 
Norfolk, Va ................•............. 30.099 30.124 30.190 30.107 30. 029 :30.071 Omahn., Nebr ............................. 30.000 30.076 30.236 30.016 30.025 30.030 ~~~'blf~~~ :D;k::::::::: ~:::: ~ ~:::::::::::: 30.014 29.948 30.032 30.002 29.972 29.918 30. 003 30.018 
~~1~~~~~t~~: ~::::::::: ~:::::::::::::: 30.105 30.099 30. 160 30.113 30.016 30. 001 30.040 30.060 3fl.Hi0 30.040 30.010 30.000 30. 072 30.009 30.036 30. 064 29.852 29.809 
~~~~i~n~a~~~~i:i:::::: ~ ~ ~:::::: ~:::: ~:: ~ ~ 30.130 30.249 23.125 30.171 30. 051 30.090 30.010 30.095 30. 165 30. 106 30. 150 30. 192 
Rochester, N.Y .............•............ 30.030 29.950 30.050 29.990 29.9:30 29.879 
~~ ~~:g~s~~~ c~i:::::::::::::::::::: :: : 29. 991 30.075 30.028 30.030 30.078 30.070 30.043 30. 141 30. 106 30.138 30. 076 30. l(ll 
Santa Fe. N.Mex .. . . .................... 29.900 29.830 29.783 29. 726 29. ti!JO 29.810 
Sa>annab, Ga ............................ 30.090 30.147 30.224 30.130 30. 100 30. 171 
~~~:;~~i~.r:o: ~~::: :::: ~:: ::::::::::: :~ 30. 08:J 30.139 30.213 30.100 30. 058 30. 116 30. Oi;) 30. 104 30. 23~ 30. 062 30.056 30. 05~ 
Saint Paul, Minn . ........................ 30.035 30.040 30. 100 30. 041 30.026 
Toledo, Ohio .............................. 30.053 30.035 30.161 30. 026 - 30.010 29.979 
Vicksburg-h. Miss ............ .. ......... . 30.116 30.260 30.282 30. 160 30.090 30.203 
~~~1~~1~~~~8~;:::::::::::~:::::::::: 29.834 29.822 29.724 29.670 30.098 30. 101 30.18~ 30.117 30.024 30. 014 30.106 30.147 30.218 30.123 30 050 30.118 
Wood's Holo, Mass ....................... 30.020 2!). 930 2'1. 909 
'\Vyt.heville, Va ........................... ............. .................. . ......... . ... 
··-····---
29.795 29. 8;{2 
29.958 29.959 29.879 29.922 30.004 
29.964 29. 906 29. 958 30.030 30.035 
29. 863 29.939 29.913 29. !)77 30. 034 
30.077 29.981 30. 044 30. 106 30.044 
30.024 29.956 30. 018 30.082 30.058 
29.837 30.034 30. 137 30.228 30.266 
29.856 29.907 29.952 29.991 29.999 
29.958 29.894 2!l. 966 30.039 30.027 
29.909 30.005 29. 978 30.005 30. 066 
29.920 30.020 29.970 30.020 30.080 
30. 020 29.923 30.002 30. 063 30.038 
29.936 30. 018 30.023 30.020 30.069 
29.955 30.008 30.023 30. 070 30.067 
29.893 29.752 29.848 29.880 29.900 
29.921 29.996 29. 951 29.968 30. 145 
30. 001 29. 901 30.082 29.842 29.917 
29. 947 30.009 29.990 30. O'Jl 30. 065 
29.880 29. H30 29.928 29.990 29.990 
29.870 29.959 29.916 29.946 30.026 
30.137 30.114 30.052 30.073 30.070 
30.072 2fl. 9!)6 30. 063 30.100 30.085 
29.920 29. 9fi9 29. 913 29.933 30.014 
30. C40 29.940 29. 91'0 29.960 29. 970 
30.118 29.962 29. 9fl8 29.954 29. 981 
2!l. 700 29.700 29.840 2!l. 930 29.960 
30.030 29. !)84 30. 050 30. 106 ao. Of:sO 
29.972 2~1. 894 29.962 30.039 30.045 
29.883 2!). 839 29. !)01 29.989 30.025 
29.920 29. S49 29.796 2!l. 874 2!). !)43 
29. 881i 29.904 2!1. 89fl 29.949 30.014 
30.020 29.950 30.040 30. 110 30. 090 
29.755 
29.941 30.006 29. 993 30. 028 ::10.052 
2!l. 991 29.984 30.034 30.086 30.070 
29.920 30.030 30. 000 30.040 30.090 




















30. 071 30. Ill 
30.006 30.087 



































392 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
Monthly and annual mean temperatures, October, 1872, to September, 18i3. 
1872. 1873. ct5 
;:I 
~ 
~ ~ :... 
Cj) 
Stations. Cl) ;;.:, ~ Cl) !3 ;..; ,Q ,Q ~ ' '8 'd Cl) s s ~ C'l ..ci ,Q Cl) c E ~ d ;;.:, ell c .s p 





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alpena, Mich ...... 45 31.4 17.1 15.6 17.8 25.7 36.3 46.9 60.2 ti3. 9 63.9 53.7 39.79 
Augu1:1ta, Ga ...... 62 48.9 41.7 44. tl 4!J.!) 52.3 64.2 7~. 4 78.6 tO. 8 7tl. 8 74.4 62.41 
Baltimore, M.d . .... 58. :l 43.6 3<!. 2 34 35.5 40.3 51.\1 62.3 73.9 7!J. 4 76.3 68 54.64 
Boston, .Mass ...... 52.1 40.7 24. 1 26.3 27.5 34.2 44.6 56.8 67.2 72.8 68.7 61.7 48.05 
Breckennd~,Minu 45 21 0. 4 2. 3 a. 6 16.4 35 52 69.5 67.6 67 49. 1 36.15 
Buffalo, N. .. .... 50.1 37.5 2ti.1 24.8 26 31.2 42 54.5 67.5 69.5 67.2 59.3 46.3 
~u_rliuYJon, Vt .... 47 35.4 15.4 17.5 18.9 28 41.3 54 66.01 70.8 67.2 59.3 43.4 
Ca1ro, 1 .......... 57.6 40.7 \:9.2 30.3 38.4 46.5 55.4 66.7 77.5 78.7 78.2 68.9 55.67 
Cap May, N.J .. .. 56.2 4:1 a1. 4 32.7 32.2 37 46.8 55.9 67.7 73.2 72.2 66.5 51.23 
Charleston, . C ... 64. 8 53.8 45.8 48.1 53.4 53.6 64. 5 74.9 78. 1 80.9 77.7 76 64.3 
Cheyenne, Wyo .. . 45.2 28.2 2:1.4 24.6 25 39.7 34.4 49.2 69.5 69.7 69.2 55.9 44.5 
Cbiuago,lll. .. .. ... 50.8 32.5 20.3 20.7 24.6 :14. 6 42.3 53.9 70.2 71.2 71.7 62.4 46.26 
Cmciunati, Ohio .. . 50.9 40. 4 29.5 31.1 35.9 41.9 53.9 66.5 77.8 77.6 76.3 67.6 54 61 
Cleveland, Oh1o . .. . 52 35.8 21.9 24 26.9 32. 9 44.8 57.3 70.2 71.9 70.6 63.2 47.62 
Corinne, Utah .. .. . 48.9 29.6 31.2 31.4 ~4. 3 36.7 44. 3 51.8 69. L 76.2 73.3 61.4 48.18 
Dav nport. Iowa .. 52.1 32.9 18. 7 17.1 23.9 36.7 46.9 59.6 77.9 75.6 78 62.3 48.47 
lJenvor, Colo ..... . 50 32.5 27.6 30 30.3 44 39.8 53.3 68.9 71.4 70.8 59.7 48.19 
Detroit, M.ich ...... 49.1 32.9 20 20.6 22.!) 30.9 42 56.9 69.3 70.5 70.1 60.9 45.5 
Duluth, Minn ... . . 46. 6 26.!) 5 7. 6 15.1 25.3 38.4 45.8 58 64.5 64. 4 53.1 37.55 
Escanaba, Mich . ... 47 27 . . ~ 11.3 13.3 15.4 23.9 36.2 50.9 69.3 Gil. 4 65.2 52.1 40. 01 
Fortl3 nton , Mont . 47.2 24.3 11.3 16.5 18.4 36.4 40. 7 52.4 64.1 69.8 69.3 53.2 41.97 
Fort ' ully, Dak ... 52.3 24.5 11.5 9. 6 14. 7 32.4 41.5 54.5 74.2 74.3 75.5 57.3 43.52 
GnlYe tou, Tex .. . . 7L. 9 !J8. 2 51.4 49.8 59.3 63.2 68 75 82 83 8:J EO 68.73 
Gl'llud HaYen, Micb 48.3 3:J. 4 20.5 19.2 22.6 30.2 4l.!) 54.9 69.1 68.2 69.1 57.8 44. 6 
lndianaf:olis, Ind .. 50 3li 24.4 25 30.4 3 . 5 50.3 64 77 75.5 75 64 50.84 
Indiauo a, Tex .. .. 71.5 57.5 50.3 51.5 60.3 65.3 67.6 75.5 82.3 82.2 8:.!. 1 79.8 6. 82 
Jncksonvill , ]'Ja . . 68.2 58 51 5~. 4 59.2 5 . 9 69.2 75.6 80 f!l. 6 81.6 78.5 67.85 
K okuk, Iowa . ... . 55.5 34.6 20. 5 17.6 26. 1 38.7 48.5 61.5 77.9 76. 3 78.7 !i3. 8 49. !J7 
Roy West, ]'h~ .... 78.2 73.7 69.1 69.9 72.1 71.5 76.8 82.4 83.6 83 83.5 82.5 77. 19 
Knoxville, T un ... 55.3 40.2 33. (j 34.6 41.2 43.8 56.8 68. A 74. 3 76.2 75.3 68.6 55.71 
La Crosso, \Vis ... . 27.3 9. 7 6. 7 17.7 30.7 43,7 57.5 73.6 72.4 71. f) 56.6 ···--· 
Lake City, Fla. ... . 66.7 56.1 49.7 50.3 57.6 57.8 67.7 75.2 77.7 79.8 78. G 76. 8 66.16 
Loav nwortb,Rans 56.4 . 35 21 19 30 4?.. 1 48. 6 63 75.5 77.5 79.2 65.4 51.05 
L xiugt<Jn, Ky .... 3. 2 ~7. 9 30.4 35.6 40.!} 53.1 64.7 73.7 76.5 73.7 66.8 -----
Louisville, Ry ... . 56.6 39.5 \If), 4 31. 1 36.8 43.3 54. 6 67 78 79 78 69.5 55.23 
~ncLburgh, Va .. . 55.9 40.9 32 33.6 38.5 42 59.5 62.7 72.3 75 7 73.1 69.1 54.6 
arq uette, .Micb .. 45.5 29.1 12 12.5 18 25 35.4 45.2 59 63.1 63.4 51.4 3 .3 
Memphis, T un . _. 59 44 34 35 44 50 60 69 79 78 79 71 5. 5 
Milwauke , Wis ... 47.2 31.4 15 16.8 21 32.2 38. 9 49.7 66.9 68.1 70.5 59.8 4:1.12 
Mobile, Ala ..... . . 65.6 54 47. 9 46.3 56.1 57 65.7 73.9 79.4 82.2 80.2 76.1 65.36 
Montgomery, .Ala . 63. :l 50.2 45.5 44.1 53.3 52.1 64.2 67.1 79.2 81.8 80. 2 75 6.1 
Mount Washing-
. ton, N.H .. ...... 29.6 18.5 3. 8 10.1 7. 3 12.4 22.6 30.4 42.9 47.1 44.3 3 . 1 25.59 
Nashville, 'l'enn . . . 58.5 42.8 33.9 35.4 43.6 47. 4 59.4 70 77.9 eo 80.1 72.5 58.45 
New llaven, Conn . ..... 24.7 26.9 33. 2 44.2 55. 9 67 72.3 69 62.7 -----· 
New London, Conn. 51.3 40.4 23.6 25.5 26.3 32.9 43.6 54.4 64.9 71.2 69 61. 47.07 
New Orleans, La. .. 68.4 57.4 51.4 49.5 60.5 60.4 66.9 73.7 B0.1 82.4 81.2 78. 7 67.55 
New ork, N.Y ... 54.1 40.8 27.7 28.5 29.3 35.7 46. 3 57.6 68. 9 7:1.9 71.4 65.4 49.96 
Norfolk, Va . ...... 58.9 46.2 :l6. 8 4U. 7 41.3 45.5 56.7 64.1 74.2 79.3 76.7 70.2 57. 55 
Omaha, 'ehr ...... 53 30. 6 19 16.9 26.9 3A. 2 44.2 59 74.4 75.7 77.1 60.6 47.96 
wrgo, N.Y ...... 50.3 3. 3 23.9 23.7 24.3 30.2 42.6 53.1 65.3 70.4 66.2 60. 45. 75 
Prmbina., Dnk . .. . 1 . 4 ...... 
------
....... 12.9 3:3.9 52.3 66. 1 65.2 li4. 4 46. ........ 
Phtlad lphia, Po. ... 52.9 41.2 28.9 28.9 29.8 37. 1 45.3 59.6 70.6 76.4 72.3 66.1 50.75 
Pitt burgh, .Po. .... 52 36 25 29 29 36 48 61 72 74 71.9 63.6 49. 79 
Por1lan<l, M . ..... 47. 6 36.3 1 . :J 19. 21.8 31 40.9 52.4 62.3 6 . 4 65.1 58.3 43.51 
Por1laud, Ot·e~ . .. ~>3 41.6 41.9 44.4 40.6 4 . 1 51.3 55.9 61.5 6 67.7 61.9 53. '! 
Punta Ras a, Ia. .. 75 68.3 63.5 62 66.4 65.2 72.8 7B. 8 80.6 80.9 80.5 0.1 72. 2 
Rochester, . Y . .. 47 34 20 20 22 29.5 42 55.8 67.7 70.7 66.7 60.3 44. 64 
· n Di go, nL ... 62 5 ~ 54.6 53 52.9 57 58 60 63 66 68 6 GO. 
, 'au Jl'rnncisco, al. 58.6 55.7 52 54.1 50.4 54.2 54.4 55.6 57.8 57.9 59.1 57. 55.63 
'anta 1!'6, ..~:' . .Mex .. 4!1 33 32.6 29 32 4-t 44 56 65.6 71 66 61 4 • o-2 
avannah, a .. ... 64 54 46.5 49 55 55 67 74 7. 8 81 0 76.4 65.05 
' brev~ort, La. .... 65. 5 50 42 42.2 52 5 9 64.8 72.9 7!1. 6 81.6 81.7 75.7 63.91 
'aint ouis, Mo . . . 57.7 3 .1 25.7 26 33.6 42.6 51.2 65. 1 77.1 77.5 78.5 6. 6 53.3 
Saint Paul. Miun .. 47.2 23. ...... 6. 7 14.3 26.7 41.9 55.1 73 71 70.7 41 ······ 
Tol do, hio ....... 51.3 34.3 21.1 22.2 26.6 34.9 45.9 GO. 2 74 74 72. 1 62.6 4 . 
vi k bnr6b, M.i s 65. 1 5L 3 45 43 54 58.5 &6. 2 73 0 82 82 76 64.67 Virgiuia 'ity,"Mont 43.9 23. 6 18.8 23.4 15.6 . ...... ....... ....... 56.9 . ...... . ... ·· ··· · 
Wa hiugton, D. • . 55.8 42.2 31 31.7 31.1 41. 5 53.3 63.6 76.5 0. 3 74.9 6 . 3 54.1 
Wilmiu~rton, _.•_ • . 62.4 51.7 41.5 47 50.2 51.6 62.9 171.2 78 1.4 79.6 74. 1 62.63 Woo<l · Hoi , :Mass .. ................. 29 31 33.9 42 51 61 6 6il 62 ....... 
W y tb vill , Va .... ----- l ·---- ............ 35.5 3. 3 49.8 59. 5 67.8 70. 5 (j. 7 61. (j ....... 
Morgantown,W. a
1 

















Day of month. 
1 ...••...••.•••..... 
2 .•. •.•...•••.•..•.. 
3 . ..•••.•... .. ···•·· 
4 . ••.•..••••••• ..• ••. 
5 ......................... 
6 ... ..•.•••• .. ..•.•. 
7 . .••..•.......•••.. 
8 ... ..••.•.....•••.. 
9 . ···•··•···••···•·· 
10 . ••.•••..•....•. • .. 
11. . ...•..•.•.•..••.• 
12 . ········••·•·· •• ·· 
13 . . . ....•.•.....•••. 
14 .. ....•.....•..•••. 
15 .• ••••• . .••....... . 
16 . ··•··· •·••········ 
17 . ........••.•••.... 
18 . ..•... ·•·•·· .•.•.. 
19 . ··••·· ·•·••· ...... 
20 . .••••• ·••••• •••••• 
21 ............ .. ....... 
2-..! . •••••••••••••••••• 
23 .. .. . ..••.......... 
24 . ....•..••....•.... 
2.5 . •••••••••••••••••. 
26. ·······•··••······ 
27 . ······ ······•····· 
28 . . ......•.•...••••. 
29 . ······ ······ ..... . 
30 . ·······•••·· ······ 
31. .......•... . . ..•. . 
Ranl!e .............. 







































Max. Min. Max. Min. 
--------
60 45 40 17 
54 46 55 36 
54 44 50 37 
56 43 4a 33.5 
56 37 41.5 31 
56.5 50 52 29 
60 49 45.5 34.5 
61 43 45 34 
55 41 42 22 
54 38 30 18 
55 38 37 20 
63.5 44.5 34 24 
52 40.5 37 24 
53 46 49 27 
49 34 52 38 
39.5 30.5 46.5 32 
41 28. 5 40 32.5 
44.5 31 40 28 
47 28 39 30 
44 32 43 30 
40 25.5 37 27 
42 34 30 6. 5 
50 36 40 17 
54 35 28 8. 5 
G2 39 19 8. 5 
54 38 28 14.5 
47 34 26 13.5 
41 29 28 13 
38 20 37 21.5 




I 430.6 32°.2 
Maxi?nnm, minint1tm, and mean tentperatures. 
BALT.L"\iORE, MD. 
1873. 
January. F~brunry. March. .April. May. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. ·Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
--------------------
48 33 41.5 15.5 38.5 22 58.5 40.5 59 47 
47.5 31.5 32 18 37 27 70 50.5 59 47 45 35.5 48 15.5 35 12.5 66 43 56.5 45.5 
49 34.5 62 41 21 5 64 47 65 44 
44 33 50 35.5 28.5 10 63 46 71.5 46 
44.5 29 47 38 39 13 57 44 70 51 
36 24 48 35 50.5 13.5 61 49 60 49.5 
40 23 53 35.5 61 32 64 49.5 54 48 
40 28 34 HI 57.5 38.5 75 53 65 52 
34.5 21 41.5 17.5 47 36 63 45 66 52 
28 14 53 33.5 57 35 63 47 65 54.5 
37 22 49.5 31 43 35 51 42 70.5 51 
43 27 36 24.5 51 33 60 42 83 54 
56 37 34 22.5 55 32 67.5 46.5 67 48 
41 36.5 39 23.5 68 39 65 44.5 70 50.5 
58 38 40.5 31.5 50 39 54.5 40.5 72 4g. 5 
51 35 48.5 37 60 33 46.5 38.5 7l 53.5 
37 27 49 34 62.5 32 56.5 40. 5 73.5 50 
32.5 22 55 36.5 59.5 41.5 58 45 66 54.5 
39 23 50 37 51 36.5 59 39 59 54 
4! 33.5 43 30 42.5 31 55 44 57 52 43 35.5 35 24. 5 43 32.5 58 (*) 66 56 38 30 32 11.5 64 30.5 46 (*) 77 60 35 28 24 2 55 29 55 ('I 87.5 62 37 1~ 37 20 35 29 52.5 ("') 84 ll5 39 23 41 27.5 40 30.5 55 (*) 83 (j3 39 32 40 30 41 23 61 43 80 - 63.5 39.5 23. 5 36 23.5 52 28 60 42 89 69.5 25.5 5. 5 
·----- -----· 
56 29 51 46 84.5 69.5 24 4 ....... 
--- -- -








63° 36°.5 450 340 350.5 40° .3 51°.9 62°.3 
• Minimum thermometer broken. 
June. July. I 




75.5 49 88 72 
81 50 93 77 
8J 58 96.5 75 
82 59 92 76 
87 70 91 71.5 
88. 65 R4 68. 5 
79 67 83.5 62 
80 57 84 64 
83.5 61 83 64 
80 61.5 8G 64 
77 69.5 85 69 
80.5 66 !:!3 65 
79 59 84 69 
77 53 94.5 69 
71 65 91 74 
88.5 65 90 74.5 
89 711 93 73 
88 67 96 76 
93 73 88 74 
95 n: 5 83 66 
88 66.5 85 67 
89.5 68 86 63 
79 65 90 66 
72 64 92 71.5 
79 61 94.5 73 
81 61 91.5 74 
85 60 89 73 
85 7l 87 70 
85 71 89 70 
86.5 73 91 7:J 
....... .......... 90 71 
460 34°.5 
7:)0.9 790.4 
.August. I September. 




94 ~I-;;- -;-o 91 75 84.5 70.5 
90 73 83. 5 61.5 
81 69. 5 87. 5 72.5 
81.5 
66 I 90 72 84 2 76.5 6:'1 
89 66 72 59 
87.5 ~~-5 1 73 GO 86 75 54 
82.5 68.5 72 53 
83 65 75 [)8 
81 66 78 as 
72 65 E4 62 
73 65 67 52 
79 66 67.5 40 
84 67 79 41 
75 64 7l 55 
76 64 74 61 
eo 69 76.5 63 
76 68 67 52 
83 71 62 45 
85 71.51 66 44 
90 71.5 73 60 
711 61 73 61 
81.5 57 76 63 
85 70 76 62 
7fi 68 75 58 
74 62 76 64 
71 64 81 64 

























Maxinwm, minimnm, and mean temperatu1·es-Contiuued. 
BOSTON, MASS. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. October. November. December. January. February. March. .April. May. 





1 .•••••••••...•••••. 65 56 49 42 32 19 30 11 34 20 43 31 55 36 73 46 2 ... ~ .... . .............. G2 48 56 41 47 29 29 5 14 3 41 22 43 37 58 40 ;l ..... .............. 57 48 43 38 42 35 4t 28 39 8. 5 29 2:2 50 37 40 34 4 . ·•·•·• ••·•·· .••••. Gt 45 46 35 38 30 42 27 52 34 26 15 53 37 6t 34 5 ... .. ···· ···· ·•·••· 60 43 55 32 37 36 37 21 41 28 32 12 43 35 69 43 (i. ..•.••••. • ..•••••. 75 55 54 41 42 29 41 22 45 25 40 1:l 44 39 65 42 7 . ....... ........... 74 GO 5~ 4!'1 37 26 30 12 39 33 50 21 44 38 58 42 8 .. ................. 64 54 51 40 44 29 37 9 46 33 51.5 32 63 42 58 41 !l ... ............... 64 49 53 40 39 20 37 23 33 6. 5 42 29 45 38 48 43 10 .. ... . ............. 73 47 51 35 24 8 28 13 15 3 34 2:) 57 3B 58 43 ll. .. . .. ............. 53 40 52 33 27 14 14 2 3l 10 45 24 60 39 51.5 46 1~ .................. . 53 35 62 45 19 8 20 8 37 26 45 31 42 35 68 47 13 . ......... .. ...... . 53 41 52 41 35 8 41 13 24 14 41 25 37 35 75 47 14 ...... ............. 60 40 4!l 42 40 22 47 26 27 12 46 31 45 34 60 41 15 .. ............... .. 58 38 42 34 45 24 26 21 34 16 42 :n 50 39 62 43 }(). ..... .... ....... .. 63 43 47 30 33 17 51 21 34 ~2 45 39 50 40 64 43 17 . ..... . ........ .... 54 42 4t 29 39 23 52 36 43 30 31:! 23 45 39 60 49 18 ... ... .... ........ . 58 47 44 28 30 20 37 29 38 25 44 26 50 37 62 48 J!) ...... ............ 5"/ 44 45 29 35 24 33 I S 47 29 48 36 56 37 67 43 20 .. ................. 51 36 45 29 39 28 33 16 35 24 37.5 33 58 39 62 43 2l .. ................. 67 42 41 23 33 28 44 33 33 19 42 33 47 37 65 44 ~2 . .. ..... .. .... ....... .... . 73 48 47 28 29 4 40 28 23 14 41 20 53 35 65 44 23 . ....... ........... 7l 48 48 32 27 2 27 21 18 4 44 28 56 38 80 56 !.!-! .. ...... . ...... .... 53 46 48 32 15 2 31 12 14 --! 29.5 22 57 38 87 59 !,'!.1 . - ---·- ·-- --- ------ 53 43 58 39 7 - 8 25 13 36 13 30.5 20 54 36 76 58 26 . .................. 54 47 43 33 13 -2 25 12 37 25 34 26 52 39 85 56 27 .. .... ··· -········· 57 45 44 29 12 3 27 21 40 22 36 16 59 39 84 54.5 28 . ................. . 48 39 3!1 25 !20 -2.5 30 19 39 30 51 24 66 40 89 57 29 ..... ...... ... ... .. 49 35 45 21 29 9 10 3 
-- --·- ·-·---
60 35 59 46 85 65 30 . .... .............. 50 35 27 15 20 3 24 -5 ......... 
------
44 29 61 43 7l 51 31 .. ······ ·- -· ····· ·· 48 38 
------ ------





Rnngo ..... ...... 400 470 550 570 5fi0 48° 320 55° Montl.lly means 52°.1 40°.7 24°.1 2fi0. 3 27°. 5 . 34° .2 44°.6 56°.8 
June. July. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. 
--------
79 47 80 62 
73 55 92 67 
58 50 91 72 
70.5 49 92 70 
69 52 90 69 
73 50 83.5 6t 
sa 52 75 55 
65 52 75 59 
71 50 76 61 
76 5:J 76 60 
82 61 71 !'i7 
76 59 80 57 
68 53 85 57 
67 52.5 95 61 
e2 54 96 72 
89.5 69 79 65 
83 63 '69 57 
83 56 60 . 56 
93 59 64 56 
89 70 79 57 
77 61 81 59 
73 55 85 58 
76 53 88 63 
75 54 88 72 
78 54 88 68 
90 58 94 71 
88 59 83 72 
91 66 81 67 
87 68 87 69 
87 68 93 62 
------
. ......... 82 69 






































































































Maximum, rninirnmn, and mean tcm:1Jcratnres-Continued. 
BRECKENRIDGE, MINN. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. October. November. December. .January. February. March. April. May. 





1. ·----· ------.----. 75 40 35 31 20 18 25 5 - 7 -25 3 - 3 40 32 60 38 2·------------------ 76 37 37 31 32 16 26 16 20 -18 -6 -21 38 30 63 38 3 . ........•••. ·----- 73 40 43 33 17 6 5 -10 15 - 8 1 -32 37 28 70 39 4 ...... -·--·-------- 66 50 41 3!i 17 6 1 -13 3 - 5 24 -11 39 34 70 43 5 ................... 59 37 40 33 25 8 7 -23 24 - 6 32 10 37 33 67 50 6 ................... 56 26 47 26 24 11 34 - 4 38 10 43 25 34 30 62 49 7 ................... 70 36 42 35 37 17 25 - 5 27 14 21 9 30 27 57 49 8 . .................. 62 43 43 24 -2 - 5 -14 -18 14 
- 3 31 0 35 24 38 34 9 ...... . ............ 38 25 51 37 4 -17 -10 -23 29 
- 1 36 6 37 23 40 32 10 . .................. 40 13 28 25 13 3 10 -24 22 7 33 18 36 32 56 30 11 .................. 57 19 27 12 12 7 21 3 10 -2 12 0 37 26 51 39 12 . .................. 56 32 27 16 30 4 24 13 20 - 4 30 - 9 54 34 53 37 13 . .................. 42 17 20 11 17 15 9 4 22 11 31 12 56 38 43 29 
14 . ··-··············· 69 15 20 14 1 - 1 26 9 23 4 37 17 37 26 57 32 15 ................... 49 29 2.1 16 11 -16 - 5 -12 43 21 31 25 26 22 62 37 16 ................... 57 13 25 18 13 -20 -15 -26 39 19 33 6 34 20 69 40 17 ........ ..... ...... 60 30 11 7 -10 -20 9 -19 39 26 38 15 44 24 68 45 18 ................... 69 18 26 - 2 -10 -30 13 - 1 9 0 37 20 41 27 52 48 19 . .................. 81 35 9 1 
- 8 -25 33 9 30 
- 8 5 0 49 28 52 45 20 .................. 69 34 28 - 5 -16 -31 28 21 -12 -24 14 - 7 36 29 62 43 21. .................. 51 31 31 15 -33 21 15 - 9 -25 22 
- 3 33 26 69 51 22 ................... 51 13.5 36 25 - 9 -13 7 
- 7 - 5 -30 38 5 33 24 70 53 23 ....... . ........... 69 25 29 14 -23 -35 -10 
-18 0 -16 12 
- 8 32 26 62 52 24 .. - .. - ... --- ... ---. 71 35 19 .16 -15 -35 -10 
-30 15 -12 10 - 1 35 25 69 48 25 . .................. 68 36 23 10 - 5 -15 5 -15 33 7 2 - 9 50 30 74 54 26 ................... 69 31 11 4 -22 -27 -7 -18 21 8 22 -15 48 32 67 51 27 ....... ------------ 70 41 - 2 -17 -12 -34 -11 -~9 14 - 6 32 10 60 35 69 53 28 ................... 53 49 - 6 -18 11 -13 4 -39 11 1 31 23 50 36 70 47 29 ....... ------ ...... 50 45 12 -18 19 5 28 -10 . ......... ......... . 32 20 57 32 1l2 49 30 .................. 45 40 35 2 12 5 6 -10 . ......... 
------
32 27 59 38 68 34 31. ·--- .• ·----. ---· .. 33 34 ........ ..... .. ... 10 -12 -17 -24 .......... ........... 35 17 .. ........... .......... 70 41 I 
Range .............. 680 6!JO 72° 73° 730 7.50 40° 450 Monthly means ..... 450 21° 0°.4 2°.3 8°.6 160.4 35° 52° 
-
.June. .July. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. 
--------
63 54 77 48 
81 58 81 55 
79 60 84 56 
83 51 73 61 
86 56 69 44 
91 62 78 53 
87 62 74 56 
62 55 69 44 
69 47 72 56 
73 51 72 45 
76 50 81 44 
85 62 90 62 
75 58 78 58 
86 49 79 58 
82 48 88 60 
85 48 97 74 
90 64 70 54 
92 58 71 54 
78 52 77 45 
83 43 86 47 
85 64 91 47 
78 66 83 65 
77 62 87 51 
84 49 85 70 
90 62 78 55 
94 72 79 46 
78 61 71 57 
75 56 81 52 
75 57 82 5:1 
71 52 78 59 






























































































Maximum, minimum, ancl mean temperatw·es-Contiuued. 
CAHW, ILL. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. October. No>omber. December. January. February. March. April. May. 
Mnx. Min. M::nr. l Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
1--
1. .................. 73 49 G3 43 50.5 30 38 3:! 33 18 38 32 67 51 73 59 .. 78 51 60 48 58 4-l 56 36 33 10 36 30 6:5 42 64 52 
,.. _________ __________ 
3 .. ................ . 86 58 55 3R 49 34 46 31 59 32 30 11 78 54 56 49 4 .................. 88 61 68 46 49 26 37 27 62 47 30 10 8::! 63 67 44 5 .................................. 84 62 62 44 52 ::19 3:2 24 55 35 49 2-t 86 70 74 51 6 ........ . .......... 67 57 55 39 50 31 32 25 54 35 64 40 86 69 65 61 7 ................... 71 50 67 32 57 :n 40 22 6~ 28 57 41 74 50 67 59 8 ................... 72 48 GO. 5 43 53 36 39 2.) 49 34 64 41 50 42 75 57 9 .................. 76 49 63 44 36 17 29 15 41 28 65 44 50 35 65 60 10 . .................. 61 46 58 43 26 13 23 6 49 36 69 37 68 4·l 68 52 11. .................. GO 38 55 46 33 20 50 22 45 39 65 38 61 48 74 50 12 ........ .......... 66 37 52.5 36 34 24 56 41 39 28 46 31 61 39 86 56 13 ................... G4 47 56 38 48 2.) 63 51 35 28 59 35 69 43 74 63 14 . ................. . 54 :n 38 27 51 32 60 45 45 27 72 4l. 5 72 36 68 60 15 .................. 68 37 31 25 42 21 59 49 48 36 67 47 52 41 67 61 16 ................... 74 56 31 22 30 24 51 17 49 40 55 39 48 37 78 53 17 . .................. ?6 57 35 15 33.5 19 17 4 46 ::19 64 40 48 37 75 S!l 18 . .................. 69 48 38 23 35 28 17 5 65 43 60 41 53 43 n 56 19 .. ................ . 71 4:! 47 29 32 24 31 8 57 35 68 38.5 72 42 86 64 
20 ... ................ 75 47 34 18 31 15 48 31 5:5 37 55 33 75 46 78 64 
21. .................. 71 50 44 2.'1 19 2 46 37 39 21 49 39 71 44 81 63 2~ .. ............................. 6::! 50 47 34 25 - 5 39 36 24 16 57 33.5 84 61 81 63 
23 .................. 62 47 58 36 22 1 38 21 25 14 58 51 4d 42 90 G6 ~4 . .................. 62 41 63 46 6 - 7 26 l!i 29 11 65 52 52 39 85 65 
2~ . ................................... 63 52 62 37.5 19 - 1 28 15 42 24 55 25 49 39 78 63 
26 . .................. 69 46 49.5 33 18 10 28 22 55 37 37 19 59 36 80 67 
27 ... .............•.. 71 41 35 25 23 7 27 11 40 24 52 29.5 62 45 79 65 
2d . .................. 71 39 41 16 28 14 21 - 1 40 24 56 45 65 49 76 liS 
29 .................. 68 49 21 7 37 19 17 - 8 ........ .......... 63 43 72 48 83 64 
30 ................... 65 46 35 16 48 32 35 6 
--·-·-
.. .......... 69 46 60 49 86 64 
31. .................. 64 41 
------




:Rnn~ro . ............ 510 (itO 65° 71 0 550 G2° 51" 460 
:Monthly moans ... .. 57°. G 400.7 2!J0.2 30°.3 380.4 460.5 55°.4 66°.7 
.June. .July . 
Max. Min. Max. Min. 
84 61 88 69 
85 61 88 73 
86 61 92 n 
86 G~ 9:! 75 
81 69 94 73 
89 68 87 74 
86 67 88 69 
88 71 80 66 
85 72 84 66 
80 7l 84 68 
81 68 83 65 
84 66 88 67 
88 70 91 72 
84 68 92 75 
91 69 96 74 
!:!6 72 94 72 
84 71 92 75 
84 70 88 74 
R5 72 77 66 
90 72 80 62 
88 71 86 68 
90 72 86 64 
91 7~ 90 liS 
!)4 74 86 72 
91 77 91 72 
92 7L 83 73 
89 71 77 72 
88 69 84 70 
88 73 90 71 
84 69 85 69 
-- ----






































































































Dn.y of month. October. November. December. January. February., March. April. May. June. July. August. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. , Min. Max. Min. Max. Miu. Max. Min. Max. Miu. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Miu. 
1. ........ .... ...... ....... ... ........... 45 28 49 27 40 13 29 - 1 34 10 52 19 43 25 72 41 74 48 79 50 2 ........... : ..... .. .......... . ........... 57 28 42 21 30 10 50 5 40 7 58 39 59 25 76 49 82 48 79 53 3 ................... .......... . .......... 48 30 56 21 29 3 :~9 2:3 45 15 67 38 58 32 72 42 86 50 90 57 4 ........... .... .... ........... . .... ..... 43 22 43 32 19 12 32 10 54 26 36 24 56 36 74 41 90 55 88 54 5 .... ............... ....... ... 
----- -
40 14 44 :!3 39 10 36 12 GO 28 28 19 62 :H 85 44 92 62 85 62 6 ................... 
------
............ 56 18 45 21 40 25 48 23 55 . 30 24 5 53 36 85 52 90 51 86 55 7 ................... ..... ..... .......... 59 18 55 18 39 11 ill 14 41 19 23 3 (t) (t) 73 52 81 53 83 57 8 ....... . ...... ..... 
---- -- -- ----
69 26 46 19 26 - 2 41 9 50 29 32 8 (t) tf/ 59 49 86 53 84 56 9 . ................. . ............ 
------
40 21 50 19 30 10 52 18 52 23 41 25 (t) (t) 61 46 82 54 84 54 10 ....... ... ........ ......... .. ....... ... 29 14 28 11 46 22 36 20 48 38 42 21 (t) (t) 73 45 77 56 8!) 54 11. .................. ............ 
---- --
33 16 29 3 55 32 45 15 60 34 60 31 (t) (t) 78 50 85 58 R7 55 12 .. .. ............... . .......... ......... . 43 4 43 12 46 29 33 21 65 45 65 29 (t) (t} 78 50 88 55 90 54 13 ............... ... . ...... ..... ......... 13 - 4 51 12 44 26 45 18 65 41 45 16 (tJ (f) 81 40 90 50 83 GO 14 . ............... ... ... ........ ........... 6 - 7 39 8 28 13 29 16 61 34 27 15 (t) (t) 81 49 90 60 77 56 15 . .................. ........... ........... 18 7 29 7 28 8 46 16 51 23 35 22 (t) (t), 82 48 94 GO 66 49 16 . .... .. .. .... ..... . ............ 
----- -
36 4 30 6 37 18 51 26 60 23 40 28 45 37 86 50 85 62 76 48 17 .................. 
------
.......... 25 1 23 0 43 29 40 10 45 32 55 22 59 36 87 50 81 52 79 48 18 . ........ -- ........ ... ........ . .......... 46 22 20 
- 2 46 28 28 9 55 22 59 34 60 37 92 51 81 43 85 47 19 ................... ...... .. .. ............ 41 28 15 ;-11 49 32 37 0 47 29 65 33 65 41 81 50 86 45 85 51 20 ... ....... .... ..... *71 23 43 18 2 - 4 44 29 29 3 57. 23 69 29 62 39 90 52 93 53 80 59 21. .................. 51 25 32 16 29 -14 42 16 29 7 62 27 72 46 56 41 87 60 89 63 79 49 2:.! . .................. 57 14 49 21 37 1 23 12 19 3 64 26 42 13 61 35 87 58 68 62 85 Get 23 . .................. 61 19 44 28 4 
- 7 27 14 33 13 59 25 25 11 62 40 76 39 88 61 81 58 24 ................... 62 26 31 0 47 0 26 12 35 16 28 10 32.5 5 70 39 90 56 80 60 81 49 25 . .................. 63 31 29 2 4i 28 30 3 39 2 41 3 42 18 62 46 91 52 72 55 80 48 26 .. ..... ..... ....... 61 33 30 9 32 13 37 16 20 - 8 57 27 55 23 65 38· 94 52 80 45 88 52 27 . .................. 61 23 43 8 44 17 
- 8 -17 40 6 46 26 52 32 74 46 84 53 74 47 90 53 28 . .................. 45 2-2 51 28 43 24 24 -17 38 16 48 23 60 28 81 45 84 49 77 48 80 GO 29 . . ................. 34 13 60 20 51 24 41 8 ........... ........... 60 32 46 25 64 43 85 46 79 45 • 86 50 :!0 ................... 47 24 56 37 22 2 44 16 ........... . ........ 50 20 28 20 76 43 69 49 77 53 83 54 31. .................. 48 27 . .......... 
---·--
26 2 12 -5 
····-· 
. . ...... .. 45 21 
-· - - ·-
. ... ...... 65 40 
--·-·· ------
85 49 81 56 
I I 
-Range .............. . .... .... ............. 76° 70 72 60 62 69° 560 55° 50° 430 Monthly means .. .. . 450.2 28°.2 23°.4 24°.6 25° 39°.7 34° .4 I 49°.2 69°.5 
69o'. 7 69°.2 

























































Maximmn, minim11m, and mean temperat11res-Continued. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. October. November. December. January. F ebruary. March. April. May. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. , Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
) .... ... .. .... ... . .. 56 42 52 33 33 17 30 19 20 0 34 10 43 29 50 38 2 .... ..... .... ....... ... ... .... ...... .. 70 48 49 39 38 26 44 26 19 -12 35" 11 46 29 58 :l6 3 ... .. ...... ........ 65 52 46 34 36 20 34 12 40 10 8 - 6 51 33 49 38 4 . ..... . .. .. ........ 8 1 52 48 36 34 12 (*) 42 23 23 -12 77 40 69 36 5 .... ...... .. .............. .... ......... 67 55 48 4l2 35 21 26 12 40 11 31 11 83 61 68 42 6 . ...... . .. . ........ 59 51 48 36 34 19 2!) 5 44 26 50 2'2 fi7 33 57 39 7 . ............... : . . 62 45 53 37 42 18 36 18 48 29 53 35 55 35 57 39 8 . ..... . ...... .. .... 73 41 44 32 40 16 35 5 34 11 (k) 40 28 55 43 9 . ... ............... 69 41 49 33 16 6 7 - 8 46 8 41 29 45 32 55 40 10 . .................. 4!.1 31 59 40 2'2 4 10 - 7 4t 20 54 29 56 32 57 42 11. ........... . .... .. 51 28 53 37 27 16 (* ) 46 20 39 22 56 31 57 39 12 . ........... . ...... 55 35 52 32 29 16 45 6 38 15 36 21 41 31 74 43 
13 ..... . . ............ 46 34 46 27 36 23 46 15 40 12 54 31 53 32 63 36 
14 . ....... .. . .. ...... 4'1 27 28 19 46 22 42 29 39 14 GO 34 57 4t 49 36 
15 . ......... . ........ 63 33 27 19 2G 7 51 33 38 21 (•) 58 37 45 36 
16 ...... ... .. ....... . 48 42 30 17 26 14 35 2 38 25 45 26 58 34 51 38 
17 . ............ . ..... 63 38 33 14 32 6 35 -4 42 24 53 :l2 41 31 50 38 
18 . ............... ... 57 37 25 11 32 14 28 11 52 28 53 31 48 32 64 39 
19 ................... 60 39 26 17 25 5 28 5 53 22 53 27 45 35 57 43 
20 . .................. 75 46 2'2 9 25 5 35 22 40 17 32 21 57 36 60 49 
21 . .................. 74 51 32 15 8 - 12 34 23 40 -ll 39 20 48 32 60 50 
22 . · ----~ ............... .. ...... 55 42 34 27 14 -21 33 23 24 -14 51 26 39 29 77 50 
23 . .................. 52 37 41 27 14 -18 25 18 12 -18 40 25 38 25 80 58 
24 . . .. . . . ........... . 48 38 51 35 5 -23 20 13 22 -11 30 24 41 30 67 48 
25 ... ... . ...... . ... . . 50 4G 46 27 20 4 23 10 (* ) - 3 35 19 48 30 60 49 
26 .... ............... 52 4t 39 25 21 8 20 8 ·----- 20 2!) 7 57 34 87 45 
27 ................... 55 39 32 3 19 0 20 3 . .......... 12 38 1 -"": 55 36 78 58 
28 . .................. 53 40 19 0 21 2 16 - 5 .. .......... 13 49 3G 51 36 82 54 
29 . .................. 60 48 14 - 2 28 15 18 -16 
----- - -----· 
45 32 53 37 78 40 
30 . .......... ...... . . 56 45 26 4 33 23 25 - 3 
------ --- ---
45 27 52 30 51 35 
31 . .... • . .... .•.•..•. 48 39 
-- ---- ---- --
31 27 25 13 .......... . ........ . 53 32 ........... 
----·· 
55 35 
Rnng:o ...... .. ... ... 540 610 69° 67° n o 72° 58° 52° 
lUontbly nloaus . . . . . 500.8 320,5 20° .3 20°. 7 24° .6 34° .6 42°.3 53° .9 
-
* Iustrumonts out of ortlor. 
June. July. August. 
Max. Min. ~fax. Min. M::-,x. Min. 
62 44 78 61 87 64 
83 49 71 60 80 63 
89 63 76 60 68 53 
73 49 78 61 70 55 
80 58 72 58 74 59 
67 50 63 52 83 130 
70 50 72 56 87 66 
72 56 75 65 
81 61 68 51 74 63 
72 5;1 68 52 79 60 
80 50 65 53 77 66 
69 45 79 65 
85 60 83 64 72 64 
75 54 88 6(1 72 67 
79 53 84 64 77 61 
(K) 93 66 69 58 
85 56 90 71 72 56 
87 57 76 54 75 60 
91 57 76 50 87 61 
75 59 68 56 87 67 
86 63 71 63 85 72 
86 62 82 60 90 67 
92 71 ' 85 132 75 68 
87 59 88 66 · 92 68 
75 57 84 68 FO 70 
79 GO 74 63 73 64 
85 66 78 60 72 59 
78 61 81 64 73 65 
79 64 78 60 77 74 
78 63 83 63 85 67 
. ....... 
------
75 66 92 71 
48° 43° 39° 




































































Day of month. October. November. December. January. Febn1a.ry. March. .April. May. 
M:u:. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
---- - - ------ --
--------------
!. ... . ............. 62 46.5 58 39 41 25 40 31.5 34 22 41 25 65 45 72 47 
2 .......•••••...... . 71.5 43 50 40 55 36 33 11 35 27 52 40 fl7 52 
3 . ....•••••.•..•... . 81 59 51 42.5 46 36 45 31 53 28 30 6 70 40 60 49 
4 . .....•. . •• . •... • .. 85 64 54 36 45 29 45 26 56.5 43 19 1 78 50 67 48 
5. ~- ... - ...................... . 83 66 55.5 50 48.5 36 37 23 50 31 34 8. 5 85 67 72 48 
6 . . . ....•...•..•.... 80.5 61 54.5 43 49 30 37 20 56 33 54 2"~ 84 71 77 60 
7 . ·····-- - - --------- 67.5 54 64 36 52 32 45 23 56 32 63. 5 42.5 78 . 60 66 59 
8 . ..... ------- - - ·-· · 69 48 54 39 48 29 40 20 40 26 59.5 43 78 56 71 61 
9 ........•.•...•.... 73· 49 55 39 22 20 23 10 35 18 62 39 60 43 74.5 55 
10 . --------------- ••. 58 46 61 36 32 15 12 3 48 29 61 34 62 41 70 54 . 
11. .. . ............... 55 39 61 53 32 15 34 11 48 :!3 61 34. 5 56 44 65 48 
12 . ... ------- - - ----- · 57 35. 5 51 36 33 16 50 23 44 26 54 29.5 48 38 79 45 
13. ------ ·- - --- ·----· 55 43 57 40 42 20 53 39 36 25.5 54 :S2 60 42 71 57 
14 . -- .- ----- .. . .. . - . . 50 36 42 31 50 28 45 36 42 29 64 39 67.5 43 70 52 
15.- ········--------- 61 34 :i6 27.5 46 30 63 41 45 29 72 46 62 52 68 47 
16 . ----. --·------·-.- 62.5 51.5 32 24.5 40 28 60 24 53 40 49 39 60 44 69 52 
17.---.---- -- --- ... - . 70 52.5 38 22 38 18 25 15 46 39 62 34 54 43 70 52 
18 ..••.. ------ - -----· 63 51 39.5 25 36 27 18 12 67 40 56 44 52 42 72 57 
19 . ---------- - -- -. --- 63 43 41 30.5 39 24 27 12 61 39 tiO. 5 40 64 42 81 58 
20 ...•.• - - ----- - .---- 68 40 34 20 3R 22 43 22 58 39 52 29 55 3B 82 64 
2L. ------ - -- - ------- . 70.5 45. 5 44 20 23 - 1 47 33 54 18 38 28 59 40 78 65 
22 . ----- -.-- . -------- 64 52 38 35 22 - 8 42 31 29 14 51 33 57 39 85 66 
23 ..••.. . -------- ---· 64 46 54 31.5 24 2 45 31 16 3 60 40 48 35 88 68 
24 . ... • . - ---- - ---- --· 59.5 41.5 57 36.5 15 1 37 16 29.5 2 50 38 50 36 89 70 
25 . ----- - --- -- - - ---- . 62. 5 50 56 39 27 - 1 31 11 39 20 44 36 47 35 81 00 
26 .•.•.. -· -- ----·--· · 59.5 52 45.5 33 24 10 33 22 39 29 31 24 59 39 87 68 
27 ...... . ... .. . . ..... 61.5 44 36 27 26 6 28 20 40 22 45 21 65 44 83 69 
28- -------- .. - - - -- --- 62 44 39.5 21 29 !) 18 9 37 24 65 :~5 60 51 80 {i5 
29 --- -- --- -----.----- 64.5 44 21 6 35 23 23.5 2 .......... 
·-----
50 38 64 50 82 62 
30 .. ...... -----··· .. . 64 44 31 10 43 26 26 1 
--- --· ---- --
50 37 65 47 76 55 
31 . ----- - .-- . . -- .. -- . 59 47 . ....... .. ......... 48 37 42 15 
---- - - ------
64 41 .. ......... 
------
75 47 
Range ....... .. ..... , 510 58° 600 62° 65° no 50° 440 
Monthly means .... . 560.9 400.4 29°.5 31°.1 35° .9 41°.9 53°.9 66° . 5 
*Minimum thermometer broken. 
June. July. 
Max. Min. Ma.x. Min. 
--------
82 55 88 69 
84 58 87 70 
89 63 91 72 
86 70 93 70 
84 69 92 70 
88 68 78 64 
85 69 83 64 
83 62 83 67 
85 64 83 67 
78 69 86 66 
80 64 83 116 
82 63 86 65 
82 63 89 71 







87 ........... 94 73 
85 ........... 88 75 
89 ........... 76 67 
89 83 60 
91 66 81 62 
91 6B 85 64 
95 73 88 65 
94 74 90 65 
88 75 91 70 
92 74 81 72 
88 74 82 72 
88 71 84 71 
!59 70 86 73 
84 71 89 71 





























































































Maximum, minimum, anclmean fempl''ralurcs-Continued. 
LEYELAND1 Olllv. 
1872. 187S. 
Day of month. October. NoYcmbor. Decemi.Jer. Jannary. F ebruary. March. April. I May. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
------
- - --------------
- - -- ----
!. . ................. 57 44 51 37 33 16 28 24 18 8 31 26 52 33 62 45 
•> 54 47 55 35 42 34 24 26 18 1 32 23 46 37 65 43 _... ... ~ . .. .. .. ........... . .... -.. 
3 . .................. 66 45 ,17 40 39 30 45 30 40 12 23 3 44 45 45 39 
4 .................. . 65 49 47 36 38 28 47 30 11 2 41 57 61 43 
5 ... ......... ----· .. -----· 83 70 49 40 42 28 33 23 41 26 24 - 2 7!) 46 65 45 
6 . ............ . : .... 81 56 50 40 38 28 26 21 45 30 43 14 69 42 61 46 
7 . ... ........ .. .................... 59 49 55 33 33 14 49 29 56 37 68 44 59 51 
s .. .. . ..... . ..... . . . 63 41 47 38 48 28 31 21 38 22 50 :n 47 37 61 50 
!! .. ... .. ............ 71 48 46 36 28 15 20 6 21 6 40 25 50 37 68 52 
10 . ......... . ........ 62 44 57 34 25 15 5 - 1 40 5 44 23 57 31 60 50 
11. .................. 46 37 58 42 24 2-2 17 1 42 33 41 28 63 37 60 49 
12 . ...... .. .... .. .... 54 36 48 36 27 20 42 18 28 19 33 26 43 37 70 46 
11 .. . . ..... . ......... 50 41 51 35 34 19 47 36 25 16 40 26 51 37 56 44 
14 . .................. 47 40 44 27 41 26 38 34 29 22 53 31 53 37 49 42 
15 .................. 50 33 36 24 45 20 54 34 39 22 57 42 55 · 35 54 42 
16 .................. 50 36 30 21 33 19 47 22 37 33 39 32 57 41 60 45 
17 . .................. 60 37 35 22 30 17 18 14 38 32 42 31 52 38 63 42 
18 . .......... : ....... 51 46 34 25 31 21 16 10 58 35 45 35 46 39 59 40 
19 . .................. 54 40 33 24 31 11 19 9 38 30 51 34 49 38 61 48 
20 . ............. . .... 63 35 26 17 31 18 33 18 43 26 45 26 44 35 81 58 
21. ................. . 71 50 37 13 24 - 7 38 31 36 17 32 27 43 35 79 59 
~2 . .................................. 59 50 39 32 13 12 33 27 20 7 37 30 37 31 80 58 
23 . ................. . 54 41 43 29 16 - 1 29 26 3 - 4 44 32 42 33 83 67 
2-1 . ...... . ..... . ..... 54 37 52 39 8 - 4 29 18 20 - 4 32 22 45 35 77 62 
23 .................. 55 49 44 34 13 - 2 24 17 28 15 31 25 42 34 77 58 
26 . .................. 56 50 :t1 26 16 9 26 17 33 24 31 18 48 34 83 65 
27 ................... 54 47 34 18 2{) 4 1!2 14 33 18 35 17 61 38 85 68 
2:3 . .................. 54 45 28 15 21 10 17 2 29 19 57 26 59 43 74 66 
29 .... .. ............ 59 40 21 11 23 15 10 -17 
·····-
. ......... 50 33 50 43 82 57 
30 . .. . - - ... . ..... .. .. 59 39 24 13 32 20 24 4 .......... ......... 46 32 52 :H 59 47 
31 . ------ --···· •••••· 53 41 . ...... ... . ..... 32 27 28 18 ......... ........ 46 33 .. ......... ......... 59 45 
Rnngo ............. . 500 470 600 710 62° 59° 48° 46° 
:Monthly -~ \:.r.s .... . 520 350.8 ~no.9 24° 26°.9 32°.9 440.8 57°.3 
-- ...... ----.... .....:- I 
June. July. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. 
--------
67 42 84 64 
73 41 84 67 
86 56 79 69 
85 65 77 
I 
69 
81 61 88 66 
75 64 70 58 
7U 58 71 52 
70 51 73 63 
82 51 73 60 
so 60 73 59 
72 61 76 58 
68 55 73 50 
75 47 88 60 
81 62 84 69 
79 62 81 72 
85 62 79 67 
75 63 91 69 
83 55 84 61 
90 71 76 59 
81 67 74 59 
83 56 77 57 
84 62 79 57 
84 67 84 65 
81 65 B6 6!) 
76 57 90 73 
82 63 81 69 
84 69 78 71 
77 69 
82 64 83 60 












































































































Day of month. 
1. .................. 
2 ................... 
3 . .................. 
4 ..... ............. . 
5 ..... .. ...... ...... 




10 ................. ,. 
11 .. ................. 
1~ .................. 
13 . .................. 
1-t . .................. 
];) ................. 
16 ... . .... .......... 
17 .. ................. 
18 ... ................ 
1!1 ...... ............. 
20 .................. 
21 ................... 
22 ...... ............ . 
23 . .........•...•.... 
24 ..... ... ..• .. •·•··· 
25 . .................. 
36 ................... 
27 ...... .. ........... 
~8 ................... 
~9 . ........•......... 
30 . .................. 
31. ........ ........ .. 
Rnn:re ..... ..... .... 
























































53 . ..... 
51 
------
















































Maximmn, miuimum, a11d mean temperaturcs-Coutinuecl. 
DENVER, COLO. 
1873. 
Deoomber. .January. February. March. April. May. .June. 
Max. Min. 1\Iax. Min. Max. 1\Iin. Max. Min. 1\Iax. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
------ ---------- --
-------- --
56 39 41 16 29 3 40 21 61 25 58 33 76 44 
43 23 37 21 50 10 44 ] ;) 70 41 63 30 77 48 
59 22 :l2 8 45 30 55 20 75 44 61 35 73 4~ 
50 28 3 1 15 40 18 61 23 65 32 60 38 80 45 
43 26 47 13 43 13 67 30 37 25 67 35 86 42 
42 25 48 24 60 25 67 34 32 18 60 40 87 52 
51 21 51 19 49 27 51 29 30 12 57 37 79 52 
49 25 32 13 5 1 J4 58 24 40 10 48 27 69 48 
46 23 :~o 12 59 18 57 34 52 21 50 30 66 50 
35 19 56 13 46 24 64 :19 54 30 68 30 75 48 
28 6 62 31 55 15 67 45 68 31 74 33 84 50 
49 3 54 32 44 30 68 41 72 34 80 41 82 51 
53 17 53 27 48 21 72 38 50 28 78 46 88 51 
32 22 41 24 31 24 68 39 40 17 68 48 80 55 
34 9 3fi 11 52 12 60 25 50 18 62 45 87 55 
40 5 47 17 56 19 66 26 50 27 54 40 92 54 
35 5 51 30 47 23 53 29 65 24 62 42 91 56 
27 3 55 24 33 11 68 23 65 37 58 313 99 58 
21 
- 5 56 35 48 8 59 33 73 40 76 36 86 57 
15 - 1 55 41 I :: 
13 65 25 7:i 36 . 69 43 93 68 
28 - 8 54 32 27 70 32 81 43 65 46 94 57 
52 13 37 18 ~7 11 75 30 63 23 73" 43 94 60 
15 3 35 19 40 8 69 25 28 1i 67 46 87 49 
55 2 ~4 17 I" 18 50 1!1 30 15 76 47 94 54 55 40 35 8 41 13 45 11 :l8 22 68 46 96 54 41 2-~ 42 15 35 7 67 22 58 31 68 44 96 58 50 
I 
20 30 - 6 46 10 63 36 59 39 75 4-l 95 54 
50 20 23 -17 40 15 56 34 66 29 84 41:3 !);) 53 
54 2:J 50 1 1 -- ------ 70 33 5:3 3:~ 79 52 85 61 31 21 52 19 
----------- -
64 26 38 30 84 52 76 54 







67° 79° 570 64° 710 57° 
I 
570 
27°.6 30° I 30°.3 44° 39°.8 53°.3 68°.9 
* Mmimmn thermometer broken. 
.July . August. 
1\Iax. Min. Max. MilL 
-- ---- --· 
75 47 78 50 
84 53 89 56 
93 52 H4 54 
94 56 9.'2 63 
97 59 92 60 
97 62 86 59 
85 58 88. 59 
90 59 88 57 
82 61 87 co 
82 58 86 56 
87 61 93 58 
93 58 H4 58 
97 58 95 59 
94 54 87 63 
99 65 71 53 
78 €0 79 56 
84 56 84. 54 
86 56 81:3 55 
87 52 88 56 
94 . 53 87 55 
95 61 86 51 
92 63 90 63 
94 65 84 60 
87 61 82 53 
80 59 91 50 
8!J 51 94 55 
80 53 96 56 
79 53 82 65 
86 52 86 55 
89 58 86 55 





























































Ma.rin:um . minimum, and mean iem]Jeralurcs-Contiuucd. 
l~ORT BENTON, 1\IONT. 
1872. 187a. 
Dny of month. I Octobcl:- I KoYcmb~r. Dccemb~r. I Januar~- ~ Februar.y. l Marc~ I .ApriL I May.. I June.. I July. . I Augu'C I Soptomb''· 
hlux. l hliu . .Max. I hlm. Max. I Mm. 1 Max. l .urm. 1\Ia:x. l Mw. Max. I Mm. Max. I Mw. Max. I Mm. 1\Iax.IMm. Max. I Mm. Max. I Mm. \ Max. I Mm. 
--------1-- l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--l--~--1--1--l--1--l--•--•--•--•--•--•--
~·~• ••·•~~-~••-: :~I~, .. ,· 
ti .. .... . 
7 
8. ············ ...... ······ !> ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JO .• ••.•••••••••.•••..•••.. 
11. ... . ..... ..... ... . ..... . 
1~ . ............. .. . ... .... . 
13 . ....................... . 
14 ..... . 
15 . 
i~: : :::::: ~ ~ ~: ~:::~:~ I ::::: : 
18 .. ..... . 
1!l.. ..... . 
It:~~~~~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ I ~~~~~: 
24 . .. 
2:5 . ·····• 
26 .. ....... ··········!······ 27 . ....................... . 
2tl.. •••••••• • •• • •••••• .••••. 
29 ... ... ....... .•......... . 
an ...... ............ . ..... . 
a! ........................ . 
45 ........ . 
3!) . ......... 
-15 .. ........ . 
3~ 




--- -- -33 ...... .. .... 
25 
-- ----17 ..... .. 








































26 .......... )H 
17 . ......... 15 





















































- 15 . . ..... -15 
-12 






·---- · ----- -
-23 
.. r: -----· -33 . . ....... . -18 ..... . ;) ......... - 16 · ··-- · -20 
..... . -16 
------
3 .......... 20 
.. : ... -17 
------
3 . ......... 22 
·· · ·· · 27 -- --- - 9 --- -- - ao 














-26 ..... ... . 25 . ......... 22 
·-----
1 
-- ~ ~ . . 14 
--~- -. 27 
---·-· 
41 
. -- ~ - - 20 
------
19 


























· -· ·-· 
27 







































-- - ··· 



































------ ---- -- ----- · 
34 


























































~ . ......... M 
------













































































~ . ..... ... ~ 
~ 
· ---- · 
w ...... . ~ ........ M 
------



































































































































--- -- · 
M . .. ...... ~ 
-- --- -
~ 




M ... .. . . n 
· · · · 4oo~ ·i · · .,. · · · 52o." 4. · · ·1· · · · 64o." i · · ·j· · · · 69.;_· 8 · · ·J· · · · 690." a· · · . ,. · ··53.;: 2 · · · 



























Maximum, minimum, anclmean temperatm·es-Con tiuucd. 
FORT GAHRY, MONT. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. October. I November. I December. I .January. I F ebruary. March. April. May. June. July. 
Max. I Min. l l\Iax. I Min. I Max. ll\Iin. 
I August. I September. 
i--l--l--!~~ Min., Max. j Min.,l\Ia:x:. , :Min., Max. , Min., Max. , Min., Max. , Min., Max. , Min. I Max. 1 Min. 1 Max. 1 Min. 
1. ... .. . .... .. .... .. . ..... ...... .... .. ...... ...... ...... 12 
2. •••• •••••• • •w • •••• •••••• •••-•• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 24 
3 ..................................... ····•· . ..... ...... 12 
4 .............•............................. ······ ...... - 1 
5 ..••. • .•••...••.••..••••. ·••·•· ........•••.....•....•.. - 6 
G................... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 15 
7 ..•••••.••••••••••. . •.•.....•.. . ••... . •.•.. ······ ...... 10 
8 . .................. . ................. . .... . - 1* -21 - 8 
!).... . .......... ... . ...... ...... ...... ...... 0 - 4 -10 
10 ....•.............. ······ ...... ...... ...... 4 -15 - !i 
11. ........................ ······ ······ ...... 12 -20 10 
12. ...... ...... .... .. .... .. ...... . ..... . ..... 17 - 9 18 
13. ················· · ······ ............ . ..... - ~ -17 10 
14. ······ •··········· ........... . ...... . ..... -10 -14 15 
1.3 ........................ . ............ . ..... - 6 -26 15 
16 . .......................................... - 5 -32 -14 
17 . .............................. ······ ...... -21 - 36 0 
18 ................... . ....................... -10 -34 13 
19.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. -11 -33 21 
20 ................... . ....................... -20 -3t 21 
~l. ..........••......................... ···· · - 8 - ;)8 6 
22. ·················· ...... ........ : ......... -2~ -35 - 7 
23 ......................... . .... . ..... . ...... -25 - 35 - 3 
24 . ······ .............................. . ..... -20 -41 4 
25 ..•...•.................. ····· ....... . ..... -16 -26 2 
26 ......•.......•.............. . .... ... ...... -),!Q -32 -17 
21 ......•................. . .................. -13 -35 -20 
28 ................... ······ ...... ...... ...... 4 -21 - 9 
29.. .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . ...... .. . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . (j -25 15 
30 . ···•··. ..... ... . . . .... .. . ..... .... .. . ... .. 10 -11 - 4 

















































10 - 1 
() - 7 
-15 -30 
-15 -3U 
- 1 -29 






Range .............. , ............ , ...... ······I 58° I 590 I 690 
l\Iouthly means ............................. · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · 
3 j- 5 









11 - 2 




3'1 - 1 
36 26 
26 2 
7 - g 
13 - 3 
2"1 - 7 
















































































N ~ --~~-- 1 --~~- -
----~-- ~----~--
~0 54° 
































































72 52 74 44 
77 47 76 4-! 
8t 46 72 53 
87 59 66 42 
91 68 65 33 
77 54 64 37 
76 53 68 35 
94 6,1 75 39 
81 51 76 44 
85 51 77 49 
90 51 65 41 
87 55 50 35 
83 62 Gt 28 
76 59 68 38 




78 50. 5 
75 56.5 
68 40. 5 
~~- 5! ~~ 




73 37 GO 35 
69 52 G2 29 
72 50 50 35.5 



































Maximum, minimum, and mean tem]Jeralures-Coutinued. 
FORT SULLY, DAK . 
.. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. October. I November. I December. I January. I F ebruary. March. April. May. June. July. .A.tigust. I September. 
________ ,_M_n_x_. >lin. llr~. , llrin. llrox. Min. Mos. l llrin. l Mo~ I Min. llrox. Min. Mo~ Min. Max. Min. Max Min. Max. Min. M= Min. Mox. Min. 
1.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 85 43 45 2s 47 35 16 I_ 1 _ s -25 15 _ 1 62 31 58 42 81 56 86 52 68 58. 5 92 53 
2 . · · · • · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · U2 44 40 ::!7 40 29 25 - 9 3. 5 -21. 5 10 - 6 59 39 75 36 78 54 93 64 85 52 95 67. 5 
3. ·•••· · ··· · · · ·••· · · 83 45 45 31.5 39 19 19 - 1 28 -11 16 -12 69 41 74 40 80 G6 100 63 91 59. 5 88 61 
4 .. ••....•.......... 67.5 53 39 3::!.5 39 25 16 -6 25 2 49 12 55 33.5 59.5 52 94 55.5 £15.5 64 96 66.5 75.5 5~.5 
5 . .••. .• .•. . .• ... . . . 72 47 44 31. 5 44 25 22 -13. 5 36 14 51 26 41 33 75.5 50 98 62. 5 77 58 102 73 71 43 
6 . .................. 72 38 63 31.5 48 18 44 6.5 45 23 65 36.5 35 30 60 51 102 66 85.5 54 97 63 68 50 
7........ ... .. .. • .. . 85 45 53 35 51 34 41 - 5 39 25 51 28 32 25 64. 5 44 88. 5 63 85 61 97 62 75. 5 38 
8.. ................. 'I;! 48 60. 5 30 41 6 2. 5 -12 40 20 54 36 39 23 59 37 71 59 87 58 100 69. 5 87 57 
!! ................... 49 31 59 35 24 2.5 3.5-17 41 16 55 29 50 18 56.5 34 73 51 79 GO 89 63 91.5 55 
10....... .... .. ...... 63 21.5 36 20.5 35 10 11 -11 36 23 5o 34 48 29 63.5 40 77 49 83.5 60 92.5 es. 5 100 55 
11....... ............ 70 25.5 31 20 28 8 33. 5- 3 27 11 41 26 62 25 74 43. 5 91 57 93 63 84 66 85 59 
12................... 65 45 26 10. 5 40 7 43 1 19. 5 24 10. 5 63 27 81 40 63 51 88 66 101. 5 65 91 68 60 43 
13 . ... .... . .. .. .. .. .. 57 40 19 3 34 17 28 7 28 12 5:! 38. 5 63 40 53 37. 5 98 61 85. 5 63 107. 5 72 75. 5 34 
14 . .... .. ..... .. .. .. . f:O 36 20 1:1 19. 5- 4. 5 22 10. 5 34 16 52. 5 35 43 30 69 34 89 60 91 61 92 65. 5 89.5 52 
15............. ...... 62 38 25.5 16 17 -10 20 - 3 43 19.5 42 30 38.5 25 66.5 36 102 59 108.5 73 78.5 57 74.5 53 
16....... •.• .. . .... .. 73 31 :..19 14. 5 29 - 8 11.5 -12 40 26 60. 5 26 46 24 67 45 98 65 88. 5 72.5 87. 5 51 90 45 
17 . .................. 70 42 17 2.5 17 5 13 ,- 4 30 15 55 28 67 24 56 46 102.5 7l 81 61 ~4 59 81.5 56 
18 ................... 80 35.5 38 12 -1 -19 41 10 20 8 58 32 56 33 57 46 100 68.5 76.5 55.5 101.5 63.5 57 36 
19 ............................... 27 !I 5 -18 41.51 35 33 2 47 25 73 33 66 48 92 59 89 54 104 60.!': 67 27 
20 .. .. .... ... .. ... .. . 69 40 37 1 - 4 -22 45 35 - 2 -17 50 16 70 32 69 49 103 64 101 61. 5 95 64 70 42 
21................... 54 36. 5 38 24 11 -30 37 19 0 -10 50 29 56 26 73 45 105 69 106 69. 5 81. 5 54 63 44 
22 .. .. ... ..... .. ... .. 65 24.5 47 28 7 -22 19 - 4 0 -20 40 16 36 18 65 46 95 63 94 73 83. 5 53 68 32 
23. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. 74 36. 5 34 22 -14 -26 6 - 9 12 - 9. 5 32 8 39 25 66 50. 5 83. 5 54.5 101 62 89 68 65. 5 41. 5 
24....... .... .. .. .. .. 73 45.5 33 16 10 -23 5. 5 -14 9 - 3. 5 26 1 4:1 25 60.5 45. 5 92. 5 56 89. 5 69. 5 94 58.5 50 39 
25. .... .. .... .. ...... 70 45 36 6 11 -20 8 - 2 19. 5- 3 22 - 7. 5 65 29 72 49. 5 108 72 85 64 89 62 77 35 
26 .. ................. 64 44 23 -5-5 -22 4.5-10 17 4 46 5 67 27 68 51 95 71 85.5 57.7 89 60 55 41 
27 ................... 68 34 6 -11 11 -12 - 2 1-20 14.5- 2 46 26 72 40 &6 48. 5 92 65 79 60 104 69 51 35 
28 ................... 57 37 o .:..1o 23 - 4 5 -28 ts - 9 49.5 33 69 34 80 53 83.5 58 90.5 Go 90.5 66 46.5 32 
29. ...... .... .. ...... 45 31 14 -15 20 - 2 41.5-10.5 .......... . : 7l 24.5 50 42.5 60 51 82 56 99 60 9:3 54 60 25 
30 ..... .. .... . .. .. .. . 45 33 46 10 17 2 35 - 8 .... .. .. .. .. i:6 32 59 44 57 42. 5 77 62 83.5 57 88.5 67 58. 5 37 
31....... ...... ...... 54 32 ...... ...... p. 51-18.5,- 6. 5-20 ...... ...... 50 34 ...... ...... 57 54 ...... ...... 94 61 83 60.5 ........... . 
Rnn~ro .. . .. . .. .... .. 70°.5 780 81° I no 70° 83° 630 I 520 590 560. 5 560. 5 75" 




























Maximwn, minimmn, and mean temperatures-Continued. 
GENEVA, N. Y., (HOBART COLLEGE .OBSERVATORY.) 
1872. 1873. 
Dny of month. October. I November. I December. I January. I February. March. April. May. June. July. August. I September. 
Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min . l Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min.! Max. I Min. I M::tx. l Min. I Max. I Min. I M::tx. l Min. I M::tx.l Min. I Max. I Min. 
1. ......... ·-------· 
------
.......... 53.5 35 26.5 22. f) 
--- --- ------
19 . 5. 5 40 9. 5 49 31 70 36 77 32 
-------- -- -- -----· -~--2 ... ••••..•.•••.•... ------ ·----- 52 42 41.5 24.5 ... ....... ------ 14 1 36 26 53 39 55 44 75 43 ---- -- . ...... .. ---- · - ---· --- --- 0 3.------------ -----· --· --- 49.5 42.5 36 31.5 
--- --- ------
34 22 26 6 46 33 42 38 82 60 
-- ---- ------ ------------------ ~ 4 .. .•..••..•........ ------ 49 38 33 28 ·----- ------ 48 32 10 5 46 35 65 35 88 52 
·----- ·----- ·----- ------------ H 5 ..... ---------·-··· ------ --·--· 50 34 35.5 27.5 32 22 27 5 50 35 60 38 82 58 
------ ........ .......... ------ .......... t_::::j 6------------------· ---·-- .......... 55 47 33.5 27.5 
----- -
. .......... 49 25 37 4 53 35 62 32 78 57 
·----- ------ ------------ ·----- 1-oj 7 .. ........ -- ··----· 
------ ·--- --
50 39 37.5 24 
------ ---- --
43 21 50 28 64 42 65 35 65 49 
------ ------ ------ ------ ----- -----· 8.--------- ···-·---- ------ ------ 47 41 40 34 
------ ----·· 
47 22 51 3! 55 37 52 43 75 47 
-- ---- -- ·- -- ·- ---- ------ ------
...... ...... l/2 9. -----· ------------ ............ ........... 46 4.0 19 10. 5 33 6 35 20 59 38 62 42 82 42 . .......... ........... 





49 40. 5 20. 5 12.5 .......... ............ 25 5 40 20 55 36 66 54 84 51 
------ ------
------ ·----- -- --- -
.......... 
Q 
11. .................. ............ 
------
54 43 26 16.5 .......... 
------
44 23 44 29 60 34 60 43 73 55 
------ --- ---
........... ......... .......... ........... 
z 
12 . ---·-- ·· - --·------ ............ ------ 47 37 22.5 12 24.5 5 32 11 37 24 4[) 39 66 4i 63 44 
--- - --
.......... .... .... .. . ......... 
--- - --
........... >-~ 13. ·----- ------ ·----- .......... ------ 46 35 2D. 5 25 38 26 14 5 43 28 52 38.5 62 38 77 40 ........... 
------ --- --- ------ ------ ------ I 14 . ....... .. . ... .... . 'I. ........ 
------




"58"' 0 15.------------ -----· ........ ., .. ------ 39 29 ::J5. 5 20 35.5 19 33 20 45 :!9 50 39 60 35. 5 (t) 
------ ------ ·--- -- ------ ------
63 1-oj 16.------------ ·----. ........... ............ 35 27 29 20 48.5 34 36 27 47 19 58 33 63 43 
------ -- ---- ------ ------
. .......... 
------
62 53 1-oj 17. ·····-··· -- ··----- ........... ............ 37 27 16 27 13.5 34 17 39 27 45 37 68 48 
------ -----
. .......... ............ 
------
.......... 66 38 H 18.------------------ . .......... 
------
38 30 26 18 16 10.5 41 17 39 28 47 35 65 42 
------ ----- - ------ ------ --- -- - --- ---
79 47 0 19 .......... ---------
---- -- ----- -
37.5 28 30 22.5 15 19 47 32.5 43 32 46 36 64.5 37 
------ -- ----
......... ... 
------ ------ ----- -
73 43 t_::::j 20 .. -- .. --.---.- ----- ........... 
------




60 45 to 21.---.--------------
------ ------
35.5 24 26 15 36 25 33 14 :-15 25 45 30 56 47 
------ ·-----
........... ............ ........... 
------
62 45 22.-------------- - ---
------ -- ----
38 34 7 - 7.5 :'l:l 25 15 9 35 27 43 32 72 46 
·-----
..... .:. .... 
--·--- ------
.. ........... ~ --...... 65 43 23 .... ... --- -- --·---- ........... ............ 42.5 35 9. 5 2 17 12 9 - 3 4'1 22 45 28 75 52 ............ ............ 
------ ------ -·---- -- ----
65 48 24 ..... .. ------------ ........... 
------
45.5 36.5 5 •5 1 20 13 18 








47.5 32 (j 4 17 1 29 11 34 16.5 48 30.5 77 52 ............ .. ......... .... .. ..... ........... . .......... 
------
70 48 2G . ............ ·----- ............ 
--- ---
37 ilL 5 5. 5 5 28 16 35 21 37 20 47 33 85 48 ........ ........... 
------ ------
............ ............ 70 48 27. ·----- ·-- --- -----· ------ ......... 35.5 22 12.5 - 3.5 26 23 36 22 33 10 53.5 32 82 61 .......... ........... ........... . .......... 
·-----
.......... 88 48 28. ·----·- ········---
--- --I'' 15 17 7 20 0 31 15 43.5 8 58 33 77 62 .......... ------ ........... . .......... .. .......... ........... 84 65 ~9. ·----- ·----- ------ ---- -- .. - - -- 22 13 10 - 6 
------
----- -
44 34 61 33 79 52 ............ 
------
.. .......... .......... ... ...... .. . ............ 77 51 30 ---.-------------- *~! ~i.5 .• ~~--~--~~~~ 23 - 5 ------ ------ 40 30 63 39 57 39 ------ ........ .. .. .......... ------ ........... .......... 56 36 31. ...•.............. 21 11 ......... . .... ...... 46 31 
------
......... 70 33 . ......... . ... ...... ........... 
·- ---- · -- --· ·-----
.... ....... ............ 
~~~bly~~~~·;::::~ :::::: :::::: 1- -----~~~ ---· 
---- - ~~~- ... /: ::::: :::::: 53° 47° 360 -----~~~----I:::::::: ::::1::::: ~ :: ::: l :::::::::::I::::: ::. --------------- - .................... --·· .... .......... 
~ 
*First reports recei,ed from this .station October 30, 1872. 0 t No reports 1·ecei,ed siuce Jnne 14,18i'3. 01 
Maximum, minimum, and mean tempcratw·es-Contiuued. 
IT,\LIF.\X1 N. S. 
18i2. 1873. 
Dny of lUOutll. October. I No>embor. I December. I January. I Februnr,r. March. April. · May. J une. July. • August. I September. 
--------' Mox. Min. l\Iox. liilu. M''-'· Min. l\Iox. Min. lli~ l\Iiu. Max. Miu.l M.x. lliu. Max. I Miu. Max. Min. M•~ Min. Mro<. I Min.l Ma.x-['Min. 
I~iiii~::l! !!jili 1:~j1: Ill!~ ~iii 1:1: liiii !!II :1 :f II =;11 i 111111111111 
1:3 .... .......... ...... .. ........... .. ............ ........ 10 -2 32 8 45 31 47 30 52 43 72 48 75 54 131 
~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ::::: ~ ~ ~::: ::: : :: ::: ~ ~: ::: ~ ~: :::::: : ::::: :::: ~ : ;r 2! ~6 = ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~g ~~ ~~ :~ ~~ g~ ~* 
15................... ... .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 24 7 26 - 1 38 21 43 32 51 36 64 47 86 57 75 
61 70 55 
62 75 55 
62 66.5 48.5 
57 71 46 
51 68 60 
47 76 49 
50 71 42 
59 08 46 
54 G9 45 
51 67 41 
48 67 50 
49 76 53 
49 ()5 50 
4D 76 58 
58 65 43 
16 .................. ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... ...... •18 10 34 5 36 21 45 29 62 36 81 49 74 53 80 67 62. 5 3fl. 5 
17....... ............ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... .. . 52 45 34 22 33 24 57 25 5 1 39 67 46 70 46 132 
18. ............... ... ... ... ...... ...... ...... ..... . . .... . 45 26 23 1 34 23 41 27 6'() 37 70 47 65 42 82 
54 67 41 
50 68 39 
19............. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 38 33 32 0 32 24 3(j 33 58 37 5li 48 65 43 72 
20................... ...... ... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... 34 27 35 14 36 23 48 33 56 35 68 45 78 53 73 
~H ... .......... - . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 36 28 34 14 35 29 54 34 70 32 60 49 78 53 76 
22............. . ..... ... .. . ...... ..... . ...... ...... ...... 41 28 :iS 23 39 28 47 32 64 36 63 45 86 55 73 
2:L................. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . 30 10 29 20 37 23 51 33 72 45 82 46 85 57 75 
55 59 56.5 
61 77 47 
57 ti3. 5 40 
56 61 39.5 
59 62 50.5 
21.... .............. ..... . ...... ...... .... .. . ... .. . .... . 27 1 26 9 37 17 55 36 75 46 76 5!3 87 56 62 56 60 55 
25.... ............... ...... ...... . ..... ..... . ..... . ...... 36 21 30 5 35 15 60 32 67 43 78 47 81 54 64 50 65 51 
26................... ...... ...... ...... . ..... . ..... ...... 27 18 29 15 37 30 38 32 78 45 84 47 81 57 61 48 64 48 
27 .......... ........ ..... . . ···· ·· ...... ...... . ..... ...... 30 20 36 14 44 27 6;3 34 78 48 86 53 80 57 65 
28 ... ............... ....... ·· ··· · ........... ... ... ···-· · 29 17 33 14 43 21 60 32 73 46 77 50 84 58 80 
29... ........ ........ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... . 21 - 6 ...... ...... 48 29 59 28 82 48 86 55 65 56 87 
30................... ...... ...... ...... ..... . ...... .... .. 1L -14 ... .. . ...... 43 33 51 30 76 44 80 55 75 58 ~I 
31. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -~ - . . --- ... -. . . .. -.. 36 2 .. . - . . . -.- . . 48 34 . --- -. . .. - . . 70 39 .. -- -- .•• -.- 88 61 83 
46 73 44 
44 85 53 
4() 71 54 
53 63 45 
59 
··---- ------
---ifo~~~~;;;~~;\~;s· :::: l ::: _-_-::::: J :: ~ :.·: ::::1::: .'.' :::::: 660 550 44° 39° 560 51° 460 410 460.5 





























1llaxinm?n, min i1nnm, a11(1 mum tempcmtul'es-Continue:1. 
INDIANOLA, TEX. 
187~. 1873. 
Day of mouth. October. Novcmb<'i:. December. January. Febru:uy. March. April. . Nay. 
l\Inx. Min. Max . .1\Iiu. Max. Min. :Max. , Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. I Min. Max. Min. 
1 .. .......... . ----· · 81 70 70 57 73 6{) 68 59 54 45 75 60 76 66 78.5 62 
0 81 68 69 GO 72 60 (i3 45 53 41 65 45 72.5 63 78 61 -------------------· 3 ........... ........ 83 70 79 61 68 58 63 51 65 44 53 42 83 69 74 6~ 
4 . .... ........ ...... 8'2 73 84 68 66 61 65 50 73 52 57 48 81 71 70 55 
5. -----------· ...... t!3 70 7:~ 66 67 62 58 50 74 57 63 54 82 70 78 65 
6 . ............. ..... n 68 73 52 64 61 54 43 64 55 68 33 80 6!) 78 65 
7. ·-··-- ...... --·--· 7il 66 57 49 65 co 66 50 67 51 78 60 j,) 48 83.5 64 
8 ................. . . 76 67 58 49 ()7 57 61 47 63 50 76 62 56 43 84 66 
!} ............. · -·--- 81 67 62 54 61 56 57 45 60 48 77 62 69 40 75 61 
10 ............ . .... .. s:l 69 77 55 47 41 54 42 72 58 76 63 73 53 77 63 
11 . ·--·· ............. 74 ':>7 75 64 42 35 6"7 46 71 52 7~ 64 78.5 59 79 6£ 
12 ------------ -----· 7;] 57 69 58 4() 32 74 56 71 42 72 64 71.5 61 74 68 
13. ···- .. ···- ·-. ··- .. 77 57 76 55 53 41 73 57 70 52 7:3 63 74.5 67 83 72 
14 ... .......... ·-·-·· 76 li3 51 30 67 56 73 58 70 58 77 64 81.5 58 86 73 
15 . .. ---- ........ -- .. (}2 65 45 32 ()8 44 66 47 70 57 80 65 67 54 87 72 
16 . .................. 83 67 49 34 47 42 51 38 70 48 72 64 73.5 45 79 72.5 
17 ... ................ 82 6!} 46 .JO 48 38 51 38 71 57 76 63 74 57 85 74 
18. ------------------ 7!} 67 50 35 56 43 5'1 35 76- 57 76 68 77 59 !:!4 73 
l D . ...... ...... ------ 77 65 G1 33 59 46 70 46 78 62 80 67 77 67 S5 73.5 
20 ... -- .... ---.---- . . 78 66 60 38 48 36 70 56 78 66 7L ()6 EO 63.5 86 7<1 
2L .................. 78 65 73 50 52 37 63 53 62 49 72 58 87 62 t{5. 5 74 
22 . .. -- ..... --- ... --. 79 67 58 45 46 32 71 53 64 53 73 61 78 67 87.5 75.5 
23 . .... ·-·----· ·--- .. 77 58 72 46 5l 42 59 42 57 41 77 57.5 72 62 86.5 77 
24 ... .......... ----- 72 57 78 64 33 26 55 37 73 50 77 64 66 52 87 76.5 
25.------ ............ 69 59 73 61 41 21 70 49 76 61 68 48 66 49.5 87 76 
26 . ...... -- - -- .• - . - .. 75 G-1 64 ;,3 46 32 51 37 74 64 55 3:3. 5 68 56.5 8;1. 5 67.5 
27 .. ..... ·-·· ·· ······ 84 69 63 42 38 22 57 37 62 52 67· 5 48 81 67 87 66. 5 
28 . .... -- .. ---- ...... 83 7·1 59 41 43 31 52 19 65 59 81 63 80 'iO 81 70 
29 ... .......... ------ 73 54 58 43 60 41 29 15 
··· --· ------
73.5 62 82 71 87.5 76 
30 . ................. . 70 53 69 47 71 53 43 25 
·---- - ·-----
EO 65 83.5 66.5 86.5 73 
31. .... -- .. ... - --- ... 67 58 
·----- -- ----
66 51 54 38 
·--- -- ----·· 
80 67 
-----· 
...... , 84 76 
Range .............. 310 540 52° 5!)0 370 45°.5 47° 
I 
33°.5 
Mouthly means .. _ . . 710.5 57°.5 50°.3 51°.5 60°.3 65°.3 67°.6 75°.5 
---
June. July. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. 
85.5 76 90 79.5 
88 76 92 80 
90 76 94 78 
88.5 74 94 78. 5 
88.5 75.5 90 76.5 
91 7S. 5 91.5 78.5 
S7 67 93 78 
90 76 94 77 
91 77 95 76 
86 77 92.5 77.5 
88 76.5 93.5 78 
88 775 93.5 78.5 
93 78 94 79.5 
90.5 79 93.5 78 
91.5 76.5 89 78 
88 71 85.5 76 
86 73 85 75 
89 74 H7 • 74 
89. 5 79.5 81 72.5 
89 7!> 7[) 72.5 
89 eo 83 72 
89 79. 5 83 74 
88 80 85.5 72 
.• 91 78 86 73 
89 77 88 77 
90.5 77 89 78 
93.5 77 91 78 
96.5 74 88.5 76.5 
97.5 77.5 !}J. 5 78 
























i:<5. 5 76 
85.5 76.5 




















~2. 5 78. 5 











84. 5 71 
85 72 
87.5 71.5 
83. !' 77 
84 .5 79 
91 77.5 







76. 5 67 
























Dny of mouth. 
1 . ................ .. 
2. 
~1..-----
"··----------··-----5 . ............ ····•· 
G • • -----.----------. , _____________ ·-----
H. ·----------------· 
9 . ................. . 
10 --- · -------------· 
ll . ...... 
1·~ . . ----- -----------. 
1:1 . • ----------- 0--- 0. 
14 --·····--··· ...... 
1:1. ··-· 0 0 ••••••••• 0 •• 
lti ·----- ··---· ----·· 
17 . . 0--0 0.--0 0 0.--0 0. 
18 . . 0 0--0----- •• ---0 
HI. ................. . 
20 ....... ------ .. ... . 
!lL ..... . ........... . 
~;,! - -·-··· -····· ------
~3 --···· -----· ----- · 
24 . . --------- .------ -
25 . 0 0 -- ••• 0 -- 0 0 -- 0 0 •• 
~6 . . -- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 °-- .. 
::!7 . -- 0 0 0. 
:!8 . 0 0 0--- -- 0 --- • ----. 
:.!\1 . ··--·· ...... -----· 
:l,l . ---- 0 0 • 0-- -- 0 0 °-- . 
3L ............ -----· 
nun~e ............. . 
:Mont~ll) menus . ... . 
Maximum, minimum, and mean tempcmiuTes-Continued. 
KEOKUK, IOWA. 
1872. 1873. 
Ootoboc. I Kovombev. l Dooorubov. Jonuovy. Fob=•'>·· ""'h. Apdl. Moy. Jrmo. . July.. I Augu.t. Soptemhov. 
.hlnx. l\!in. l\!a.x. .Min. Mn.x. l Min. Max. Min. Max. 1\lin. hlax. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Mm. Max. I Mm. Max. Mm. 
00 1~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
80 54 43 3.J 4!) 22 33 25 19 -11 23 9 58 33 52 45 86 64 80 65 8 L 67 84 0 L 
b I CO -16 34 IJl 27 26 19 42 18 18 - 1 71 44 60 43 86 68 87 70 77 57 90 66 
8j 61 5:l 38 4-l 22 29 8 36 23 :25 - 2 83 62 67 44 74 65 91 69 79 56 78 65 
72 I 53 45 39 43 21 25 8 49 23 46 19 83 6~ 69 49 83 61 ______ ...... 82 59 75 eo 
67 50 53 3:l 41 23 ~G - 7 49 ~6 61 36 63 52 73 55 88 67 80 67 88 63 65 55 
G8 50 59 42 49 2-1 44 15 45 35 58 42 45 38 60 52 87 72 72 66 !JO 70 67 54 
77 50 49 35 39 14 H 4 33 2 1 61 :-13 36 32 63 54 80 70 78 6-3 94 73 71 51 . 
69 47 59 33 21 4 6 - 7 46 12 50 38 42 32 58 45 84 65 82 63 95 73 76 53 
53 3:J tiO 42 :!0 8 15 -11 46 38 60 36 52 :-16 6L 47 77 63 76 64 93 73 82 59 
56 3-1 50 30 £:7 16 37 5 40 21 43 31 4-1 36 64 44 80 5!l 75 GO 94 75 87 68 
66 H 53 36 30 21 47 32 23 14 45 2~ 57 34 80 50 84 60 80 58 85 72 73 57 
53 39 33 21 42 2L 36 27 27 18 65 37 C6 4:3 70 50 85 70 92 74 87 69 57 47 
5L 1 27 32 l!l 44 18 34 2L 36 19 72 39 53 4<1 61 46 !JO 70 93 80 84 63 6!l 4.) 
71 :!8 26.5 19 22 2 41 27 • 37 26 62 40 4:~ 37 59 43 93 76 !l6 79 8:3 68 79 58 
lit 3!1.5 33 l!l 21 10 27 - 4 45 :l6 52 30 46 36 65 46 91 78 95 E'O 79 60 73 48 
C6 39 :!4 11 32 7 10 -10 47 31 62 35 45 38 62 50 89 74 87 76 82 59 86 G2 
G7.5 37.5,1 29 1 9 27 15 16 0 49 29 55 40 58 41 67 53 90 69 77 65 88 G4 73 48 ~~- 5 1 ~t ~ 1 ~ i~ -· i ~~ 2~ ~~ 2~ g~ ~~ g~ ~ ~~ g~ ~~ ~~ ~~ g~ ~~ ~~ ~~ :g 
n . -t9 39 25 I o -IL :::·J ;.">G 2.2 o 43 23 69 3!l 78 59 91 o9 82 61 n r.9 12 50 
!i7 1 42 46 2ll 1 ~<> -10 35 2-1 10 - 3 54 27 47 33 ~6 66 80 72 87 W D4 G8 67 5G G~ 37 59 36 - 6 -12 26 13 13 - 4 42 26 47 312 EO 64 90 70 90 64 94 70 69 48 
59 :.u 57 34 - 5 -22 lt1 - 2 25 2 33 27 44 34 82 59 94 79 95 71 H4 74 67 47 
61 3J 38 2L 10 -12 1!l - 3 33 10 26 20 4Ll 32 78 65 94 78 87 76 96 "10 67 47 
62 36 44 21 1~ 5 21 - 5 39 11 32 10 61 39 80 64 92 72 86 69 9:4 73 85 6L 
6-! ;j(j 30 - 2 12 -14 15 - 5 23 11 48 27 60 45 72 64 96 73 891 67 83 64 85 77 
68 38 ~() I 10 26 6 - 6 -16 33 11 59 39 62 41 83 fl2 89 69 89 68 85 62 80 52 
63 ·17 18 - 3 32 15 5 -26 0 ° 00 00. 00 00 00 56 34 63 40 83 63 87 68 87 65 86 63 57 4'1 
58 45 30 11 38 26 28 1 ·oo--- 00---· 55 39 CO 45 59 45 85 64 88 67 97 GS 63 41 
!i6 36 OOOOoo oo•oo· 37 22 29 G --0000 ---00- 53 36 ·-- oo· oooo.. 68 43 . oo .. . ·oo ··- l:!.'i 70 102 89 ·oooo . ... 
00 
580 












4ti0 . 5 
43° 



































Dny of mont b. 
1. ...... . ··- -------. 
2 . .... .... ... . ...... 
3 ...... . .. . . ...... . . 
4 ... ... .. ..... .... .. 
5. ------ -- -- .... - --. 
6 . .................. 
7 .... .. .. .. ....... .. 
8 . .. . ..... ... •...... 
9 . . ... . .. . .......... 
10 . .................. 
11. ................ .. 
12 . . . - .. -- -- - - - - . - - - . 
1:!. ... -- - ... - .. -- -- .. 
14 . ......... .. .. .. ... 
15 . .................. 
16 ... .... ............ 
17 ................... 
18 . ... ...... - . . ..... . 
19 ..... . .. .. . .. ... ... 
20 . .... .. ............ 
21. ............. .... . 
22.-------- -- - - ---- - -
23 .................... 
24 . .......... . ....... 
2.'5 . ............... ... 
26 ....... · ----- ...... 
27 .. ....... .. ....... 
28 ....... ······ . . . ... 
29 . .................. 
30 ...... . .......... .. 
31 . ... . . ..... . . .. .... 
Rango .............. 
Monthly means ..... 
Maxinwm, minimum, and mean tcmperatu?·es-Continued. 
KEY WEST, FLA. 
1872. I 1873. 
October. I November. D ecember. .January. ]'ebruary. Marcb. April. May. .June. July. Au~ust. I September. 
Max. Min. l ~ax. Min. Max. Min. Max. JUin . Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. M in. Max. Min. M=. M in. Max. I Min. 
----
-------- ------- - ----
----------------
87 79 82 72 73 59 76 ...... 68 62 75 64 84 74 90 74 91 73 
---- --- -----
91 eo 89 80 
8~ 75 8-l 75 72 (*) 7-1 .. __ . . 
1 
74 6:3 
"I" 87 74 89 76 85 75 ------ ------ 87 78 91 79 83 78 81 74 73 .. .. .. 76 68 77 67 74 57 85 74 9 1 75 89 76 ------------ 8!1 75 88 HO 87 75 78 72 72 .. .. .. 81 70 81 70 61 54 85 75 81 73 S1 77 -------- --- - 89 78 90 80 81 74 85 75 76 .. -- .. EO 68 82 69 66 53 83 74 91 71 90 ilO 
------------
91 so 90 77 
86 76 86 76 79 . . -- .. 75 66 8:2 71 68 58 83 74 87 76 89 79 
----- - ·- ----
90 79 86 71 
86 78 87 77 74 
· -----
70 fi5 75 66 69 59 83 73 89 76 ['3 79 ·----- ·----- 88 75 85 77 
89 79 86 76 7<1 
----- -
68 64 74 tl4 73 6:2 .84 74 91 ~5 90 76 ·--- - ···---- 91 78 eo 70 
btl 79 86 78 70 
· -- --· 
O!J 61 71 61 75 63 es 71 92 76 8D 74 .. .. .... . 
------
SJ 75 
86 79 83 76 72 
------
69 62 70 59 78 G4 86 75 90 76 Bel 72 ---- - - -----· 90 74 86 80 
85 77 84 77 82 
---- --
62 55 76 67 80 64 86 74 90 77 88 77 ------ ·---- - 89 81 8:~ 74 
86 74 81 75 75 66 57 eo 70 75 67 75 70 85 74 88 79 ---- -- ·---- - 92 79 89 79 87 77 8:{ 74 62 7l 63 76 67 72 66 71:l 68 85 76 88 79 --- - -- --- --- 93 RO P8 78 
tlO 75 !30 7~ 69 73 64 83 I 70 74 66 83 65 85- 75 89 79 ------ ·-- --- 92 80 9'1 'i9 . ..... 1 
79 73 80 (39 71 
· ---- - 76 66 80 72 71 (36 8:! 73 90 78 91 79 ------ ·----· 90 80 88 78 79 72 71 61 7!l 
...... 1 80 65 82 72 79 67 85 74 89 78 91 78 ·----- 91 80 88 76 8-2 74 68 58 79 · -- - - - 70 62 78 69 78 67 7<1 62 89 78 91 79 ------ ·----- 90 81 84 79 8-2 75 71 66 s:; 
· ---- · i 6.3 GO 80 68 82 67 'i6 61 90 78 (t) ------ ------ ------ 91 81 86 79 80 75 70 67 80 
. .. .. . 1 fi5 59 79 67 82 67 73 62 87 79 ---- -- ·----· ----- - ------ 89 79 Sfi 80 !:'2 74 69 66 82 ...... 1 62 5<1 80 69 !:'2 71 77 64 87 79 ·----- ---- -- · ----- -- --- · 88 7[) 91 79 79 74 7:2 64 75 ...... 1 7:3 57 80 69 74 65 78 70 90 79 --- --- -----· ---- -- ------ 89 72 89 80 85 H i2 68 !)9 . .... . 1 76 (~2 83 7t 77 64 76 70 88 78 ------ ----- - -----· ------ 89 77 89 "i7 89 78 7:! 67 73 
·---- ·! 73 66 81 68 80 69 84 GS 92 79 ---- -- ----- · ----- - ·- ---- 88 76 90 80 82 77 79 G9 79 .. .. .. , G8 6:l 71 6:3 82 7:1 85 71 92 79 ---- - - --- --· ---- -- ·----- 90 78 89 79 79 H !:'0 72 8 1 




88 76 89 80 
77 74 85 72 74 
·· --- ·! 76 Gl 70 70 85 67 78 70 91 79 · ---- - ·---- · --- --- ------ 91 eo 89 80 78 73 m 70 70 
-- -- -· 81 70 83 7l 79 63 84 70 89 78 ------ ------ ---- -- ------ 90 80 87 77 75 70 74 70 G4 ...... 1 81 71 74 fiS 85 
I 
70 !JO 75 9 1 78 
---- -- ------ ·- --- · -- -- --
90 81 86 75 
78 70 72 65 70 
· -- -- ·1 82 70 
------ ------
86 73 f :) 75 88 75 
--- -- - ·---- · 
90 82 87 76 
78 70 65 56 
7l - 1 
82 71 
-----· ------
82 72 85 75 90 79 
---- -- ·-·-·· 
89 82 90 81 85 72 
tJ2 72 . ~690 ~: 76 66 . .. .... . ·----- 83 72 ·----- 91 77 ·· --- - ·· --·· 91 81 88 79 ··---- ------1!)0 I 31° 280 24° 36° I 29° 21 0 ----- -·- ----- ------·----- - 21° 21° 780,2 7:.JO. 7 69°.9 720.1 71 ° .5 76°.8 8-2° . 4 83°. () 83° 8:1°.5 82°.5 I 
. . · . . 






















.J.Ia.rimum. minimum, aucl mean tcmpcratm·cs-Coutinued. 
J\IXGST0:-<1 C.L'i.\IH. 
1b72. 187:1. 
'Day of month. Octolwr. :XoY<'ml>er. December. .January. Fcbrnary. March. April. May. .June. .July. August. September. 
--------I ;\~~~ hliu. 
1 
:\fax. I ?.lin. ;\lax. ~ Min. Max. Min. Max. I Min. hlax. j Min. Max. Min. hla:s:. Min. Max. Min . Max. Min. Max._ Min. Max. ~ 
51 3:1 30 1 21 25 7 20 - 5 22 1 16 42 20 61 37 65 46 75 6:\ 81 69 78 61 
·Jd 31 H 2G 3-1 19 15 -10 34 22 45 34 52 37 71 56 81 63 79 67 75 57 
45 34 40 30 4::! 33 29 I !l 22 4 40 3,, 48 3fi 74 56 78 67 79 62 74 52 
so 3::! :n 18 37 2-1 40 20 17 2 4.J 30 55 37 74 57 75 63 76 58 n 63 
50 3J 35 22 27 21 32 14 21 - 3 42 34 60 42 69 48 78 56 76 54 74 54 
51 41 :n • 16 2(i o 42 24 20 3 42 34 67 37 67 53 n 56 78 65 63 44 
:;o 3.i 33 15 22 - 2 4o I 21 41 2a 41 34 613 40 67 53 7J 52 74 6Ci 62 4il 
r.• :w ·10 3::! :i2 I 5 38 20 42 31 40 34 60 47 72 49 72 58 81 62 67 47 
•J7 3:3 :lli 5 28 3 21 1 3::! 16 46 34 63 47 76 56 75 54 80 5!3 71 48 
47 3L t;; G 8 - 6 9 - 6 35 22 42 :n 61 4<1 80 54 76 58 78 53 11 56 
51 37 12 - 1 10 ,_ 8 39 10 39 28 57 32 60 41 74 57 72 57 EO 58 74 61 
52 35 2 L 3 1 0 - !l 16 4 34 25 53 33 54 3d 7l 4 8 73. 5!3 71 62 80 62 
46 28 30 20 40 8 9 - 7 35 20 52 33 53 40 73 49 78 GO 76 63 79 49 
~t ~~ ~~ i~ ~J g ~~ - ~ :t ~~ gg ~~ I g~ ~~ i~ g~ ~~ g ~~ g~ ~~ :~ 
3G 2-1 30 20 49 33 35 1ii 42 26 53 35 I 58 41 6!l 57 77 59 73 57 64 45 
37 17 30 16 45 6 37 19 40 23 52 3:i 61 43 68 51 70 61 73 57 61 3il 
39 27 2il 15 10 1 40 14 37 2-1 43 34 64 42 72 48 78 60 73 58 75 53 
31 24 25 11 1fl 6 40 27 4l 25 45 33 68 40 76 52 75 59 73 58 70 47 
:lO 11 36 11 27 11 30 14 36 31 42 32 74 46 30 62 69 55 77 GO 61 42 
:w 11 23 15 so 24 3L 13 33 28 45 31 59 50 75 52 72 58 eo 64 61 3o 
37 31 16 - 8 26 11 15 4 35 23 45 27 7l 413 71 50 73 57 79 li2 62 51 
3d 31 18 - 2 13 - ti 8 - 9 40 13 44 25 74 54 77 52 80 65 11 53 63 52 
41 34 0 -1 8 8 0 19 5 22 5 42 32 73 5il 81 63 84 67 .... .. .. .... 67 47 
52 31 - 1 -24 14 3 29 11 19 110 45 32 74 54 84 58 83 64 ...... .... .. 65 54 
33 27 - 2 -11 20 7 34 I 16 23 15 52 33 79 49 78 62 73 63 .... . . ... . .. 65 51 
33 17 - 1 - 8 22 12 30 HI 24 5 51 :!5 73 57 78 60 7!) 62 ......... _.. 78 5!:1 
25 15 12 - 8 23 - 4 37 22 39 9 51 32 69 54 82 66 87 61 . . .. .. .. .. .. 77 GO 
2:) 7 10 ~- 4 :l -20 ...... ..... ·10 35 61 34 65 46 81 63 79 68 ...... ...... 71 51 
22 7 12 - 5 22 - 1 .. . .. . .. .. .. 4 L 30 55 35 6 L 44 82 68 7\l 63 .. .. .. .. .. .. 59 42 
---- ... ~ 12 2 23 I 15 ...... !...... 41 I 29 ...... ...... 63 40 .. .. .. ...... Sl GO 7L 62 .......... . 
nan:J:n .. ... . .. ...... 1 450 I 470 I 630 I 6...:o 520 •· 
:hluuthly uwam1 · ··~·\ .. .... .. .................................................. .. 
1. 
';) _________ _ 
:l. 
4 .................. . 
\l • •••••• 
J•~~~~···jj:j•••jj I 
n: ::::::~~~::: :::::: 
~3 : ::~::: .......... .. 



























~ 4 L 





"i..;o 41° 45° 380 33" 440 




























Ma:J:imwn, minimum, a11cl mean tempe>·atu1'es-Continned. 
LA CROSSE, WIS. 
187:2. 1873. 
Day of month. March. April. I May. I June. 
--- 1-
llox. lfU.. Mnx. Min. M= Min. Max. I Min. Max. I 1>Iin. l Mnx llin. Mox. hnn . l Mox. l l\Iin. Max. Min. >bL I Min. Mox.l Min. Max.\ Min. 
1.------·----------- ·-----=1~---;---;-~~~--5---0--20 -~ -3-· ·-:----;-1-~,~~---;-~-;-~~--;--;-
2 ................... ------ ------ 38 33 38 18 24 16 7 -32 23 4 49 31 52 I 44 84 62 ?-3 64 72 62 I 79 51 
3------------------- ----- - ------ 46.' 34 87 11 I 27 5 2-! I 0 I 23 -13 59 33 69. I 37 69 - 59 81 65 77 5318G. 5 57 
4------------------- -- -- -- ------ 40 3~ 40 11 10 - 9 28 3 21 -23 62 30 75 42 80 56 84 64 83 56 77 58 
5---------·-- --- ---- ---- -- ------ 41 37 40 8 I-! -12 34 
1
_ 7 37 
1
1o 52 42 I 75 46 86 57 77 Ga 85 co 59 52 
6------------ ----- -------- ---- - ~1 31 33 11 I ~~ -26 42 4 ~1 ~3 4? ~~ 77 1 52192 ~1 81 58 ~8 G6 ~1 53 7 ___ ___ ........ __ .. _ .... - - .. -- - - ::>0 39 42 11 36 5 42 14 u 1 25 4.> u6 1 fJ8 54 91 66 80 G4 89 68 1 63 44 
8 ................... ------------ 50 32 37 1 8 -14 17 3 46 19 37 30 ; 62 50 77 67 78 59 90 64 1 69 41 
0------ --- ---------- --- - -- ·----- 55 3~ 1~ - 8 1- 4 -20 29 1- 3 20.. :~ 3~ :5 i 5~ 4~ 7~ 63 z1. 62 9~-3 67 I 73 5~ 
10.·--·----·-·-- ·-- -- ------ -···-- 51 3.> 1::> 
1




4u 7ti 57 11 57 81 67 83 5ti 11------------------- ______ ______ 42 2:! 21 8 , 23 
1
- 6 27 _ 5 .
1 
35 15 41) 35 6! 37 78 57 78 54 83 61 92 56 
12------------------- ------ ------ 45 26 27 7 37 5 23 - 5 43 13 60 28 74 38 82 57 82 56 90 61 76 48. 
13. ·---··--··--------· --·--· - ----- 43 20 29115 38 20 20 -ll 53 ::>1 57 I 48 I 55 37 84 66 91 72 H6 63 I 54 42 1~------------------- (_*) ------ 3~ 18 3~ ~ 27 19 31 1- 1 ~5 34 6~ 52 ~~ 4~ 88 ~0 .92 . Z3 8~ 6~ I 5.8 ~3 
1::>------------------- :JB 38 26 18 1.3 -13 28 10 34 10 I :.>1 3-! 52 39 G9 L 80 G4 89 11 7:4 62 68 ::>5 
1<>-------------------- 55 29 31 1-1 12 1-w 12 -21 41 14 1 46 25 53 39 n 45 83 64 95 75 75 6~3 I 69 40 
17------------------- 61 36 23 10 19 -3 0 -30 45 12 52 40 47 38 72 47 8ll ()0 84 71 74 52.5 77 49 
18------------------- 61 30 19 0 10 -10 - 3 -43 4-! 11 48 33 fj;2 40 70 49 90 71 72 57 I 84 154 I 75 43 
}!). __________________ 7:3 3o 22 8 2 -19 23 -12 27 ,-1 4:~ 2s 53 35 62 4o 8o 7o n 53 92 66 1 55 37 
20------------------- 84 46 20 -3 4 -W 32 18 28 -15 I 30 13 49 ::19 63 48 87 58 77 57 94 70 I 59 33 
21..----------------- 1-2 ::~a 38 16 
1
-u -S:9 27 18 3 
1
-25 39 20 41 27 76 4a gu 64 84 56 &7 65 70 47 
~2----- --- -- ------ --- 54 31 ,10 26 12 -21 20 2 -2 1-22
1
46 22 48 ·3o 10 55 86 n go 65 821 Gl 59 45 
23 .. ----------------- 61 28 4'2 23 -10 -28 18 - 5 8 -29 44 11 40 28 i 72 58 89 70 95 69 85.5 61 66 38 
24------------- - ----- 150 30 ::15 25 -6 -:n 12 -8 21 -1:2 32 21 43 29 I 75 57 I 90 75 93 71 86 68 56 47 
2.i ------------------ GL 29 35 15 4 1- (j 8 -16 32 - 3 2<1 13 I 54 31 I 82 53 96 72 93 68 1::!9 67 I 65 45 
2fi . __________________ 61 28 I 2·~ 7 13 -5 17 -8 29 21 30 6 57 42 75 64 !J-2 73 80 78 80 I 65 I 81 45 
27 ~----------- ------- 65 31 11 -1.3 5 11-23 I 10 - t:l 29 11 I 43 19 67 35 I 69 58 82 G4 86 55 8:3 Ul ' 6~l 51 
28 ----------------- 66 31 41-10 l:l -17 1- 4 :-28 33 6 I 5J ::14 I 53 4-l l' 82 55 92 67 88 56 87 I 5!J I 5:! 48 
29 ------------------ 61 4o 12 - 4 22 G 4 -36 ------ ------ . 47 31 G7 47 6G 4-1 81 64 86 60 8f1.5 G3. 5l 50 38 
30 ___________________ 55 :~9 18 -11 25 13 30 -1 · ----- ------1 41 36 67 42 67 36 81 54 91 63 73 64 59 31 
:n ___________________ 42 38 ___ __ ...... 
1 
2-! l 1o 
1 
16 - 4 ___________ 
1
. " 30 I· ····· ... ... 78 44 ...... ·- ···· 87 I o• ~L" I~··· 
Ran~c ------------ -- -- ---- ------ 680 I 79° II 81° no f/20 I 440 I 4(;0 470 I 420 I 410.5 II 610 Moutblymeans .......... ....... 27°.3 9°. 7 6°.7 17'',7 300. 7 430, 7 570,5 730,6 720, 4 1109, 515o.6 
October. November. December. January. February. 
.July. August. September. 























pny of moutl•. 
}. ____ , 
0 
3 ..... . ----·---· ·--· 4.--------- .. -- .. -- . 
5 ...... ·---· ·--··- -· 
6, ____ _ ----·- -- .. --· 
7·-----·---··--·--- · 
8------- ----·- ·----· 
9------· --- .... · ·---
10. ------
11 . -----.----- .. ----. 
12.- ·---- ------ -----· 
13 ...... ·---- -·-----
14 ...... . 
15----·------·-·---- · 
16 .. ----. 
17 ....... ---- .. ------
18 ....... ------ .... -. 
19 ... - ·- . ---------- .. 
20 ... .... .. ................... . 
2!. ................ .. 
22 ... ........ . ...................... .. 2:} __________________ _ 
2·1 ----- - ·-----·---·· 
23 ....... -----· ...... 26 .. ____ _ 
21 ...... ·------ ...... 
28 .. ----··--·-------· 
29------ - --------·-·· 
3J . _____ . ----·- ------
:31 .-----.-----------. 
Rnni!O ............ .. 
:Monthly llll'I\UR . _ •.. 
Na;rimum, minimum, and mean temperatures-Continued. 
l,EA"\'li~WORTII, KAN. 
1872. 1873. 
Octubor. I No~cmber. I December. I Jnnmtry. I F cbrnary., March. April. May. June. July. August. I September. 

































































































































































































































4 - 5 
~ -9 

















































































































































































































































































































































































.lllaximum, mi11immn, a11rl mean temperatu1'es-Coutiuued. 
LEXINGTON, KY. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of month. I October. November. , December. .January. I F ebruary. March. .April. May. .Tune. .July. August. September. 
- --- - - --I-M_a_x_·. _M_m_· _· _M_a_x_· l-::\1-in_j_M_a_x_. -Mi- ·n_. _M_a_x_. _M_l_·n_. _M_a_x_. _M_i_n. _M_a:x:_. _M_i_n_. _M_a_x_. _M_i_n_. _M_a_x_. -J\-1:1-·n_. _M_a_x_. _M_i_n_. _M_a_x_. _Mi __ ·n_. _M_a_x_. _M_m_· _· _M_a_x_. _M_i_n._ 
~............. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5G 41 I 45 22 J9 :14 39 22 3~ 2~ GO 45 ~~ ~5 77 57 82 • 6! 83 70 92 70 
......... ............. .... .. ...... 5G 44 48 40 53 38 37 32 3o 2o 54 40 UG o2 82 63 87 73 86 70 84 64 
3...... . .. ... . . ..... ...... ..... . ~~ 3~ I 43 30 52 36 52 31 29 4 72 ~2 68 46 87 68 89 ~7 7~ 65 86 68 
4 ....................... r- .. .. .. ;);) 3:> 43 26 35 27 60 41 25 - 1 80 :J6 62 43 85 69 89 64 76 57 86 69 
5.... ... . .. .. • .. .. .. .... . . .... .. 52 45 45 30 35 27 50 34 31 9 84 65 70 50 80 70 81 64 81 57 82 G6 
6..... .. ........... .. .. .. . .. . .. 43 39 46 26 32 2~ 48 38 50 25 84 6G 75 58 82 67 77 Gl 85 64 77 57 
7 ........... · ····· . . ... ... .. . ... 59 37 50 26 41 25 51 34 59 37 80 66 65 55 f<2 67 81 61 84.5 ti7 6(; 55 
8 . .................. ... .. . . .. .. . 52 41 45 30 38 30 45 25 55 39 80 57 68 GO 78 57 77 64 81 68 73 49 
9.... .. ...... .. ..... . .. .. . .... .. 52 36 30 HI 26 15 34 15 60 39 62 1 35 72 56 85 63 80 61 81 83 79 64 
10.................. . . .. . .. .... .. 63 39 22 9 17 5 45 25 60 38 57 37 70 54 70 68 82 67 86 67 82 64 
11. ..... . ... . ........ --·.; ·· ...... , 5; 5! 22 16 36 7 44 3G ~6 3~ 55 38 7.~ 50 n 65 7fl 61 88 10 s~ ~5 
12 . .................. (') ... ".. 4:.. 3o 22 11 53 :30 40 26 v6 2o 47 37 •<> 51 76 GO 86 60 78 fiG So 66 
13... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 55 40 58 32 39 18 49 4 1 3(> 22 50 33 59 39 75 61 82 58 83 65 79 67 73 52 
14 .... ....... .. ..... . 48' 32 36 25 46 26 49 43 42 29 63 41 66 46 72 58 73 64 86 68 74 5!) 63 43 
15 ... .. .............. 5D 33 I 31 25 40 32 63 46 42.5 31 n 45 56 51 67 49 83 64 83 6D eo Go 73 43 
16.. ..... ....... ... .. 67 47 ! 29 19 38 25 56 24 57 40 5 1 37 55 45 70 52 85 70 87 G7 76 6G 78 59 
17.. ... .............. 72 581 35 19 31 20 24 10 45 34 56 34 55 41 68 50 8 ! 70 90 74 72 G6 82 1)1 
18 . .................. G:l 51 36 22 32
1
27 20 10 64 38 58 45 48 ~9 70 50 78 68 8:1 7:! 78 60 184 67 
19.. ... .... .. ...... .. 62 42 37 24 41 25 23 9 54 39 liO 40 61 39 81 56 7!) 72 84 63 7!) 63 77 50 
20................... n 11 :n 1s 40 w 39 29 52 34 56 31 GO 41 s 2 64 83 69 79 61 81 62 63 11 
21................... 72 49 I 43 19 21 0 42 30 51 20 38 27 GO 42 73 61 85 64 8 1 61 85 65 72 47 
2~ .... . ....... .. ..... 65 57 ~0 3~ ~~ 5 3~ 30 31 17 5~ 29. 5 78 4g 8! 62 Bi 7~ 84 64 87 70 75 6Q 
2.3.......... .. ....... 49 45 vl 2U 2J 
1
. 4 4o 30 24 1 6:.. 40 41 3;., So 64 So 72 86 67 89 71 63 5o 
~~.... .. ............. 55 39 57 I 3~ ~ - 2. 26 15 25 4 59 4:3 4§ 31 84 ()4 88. 5 7~ 90 70 !JO 69 72 53 
2o.......... . ........ 59 49 I 52 3a 23 5 32 16 36 20 56 40 1 ;1 R~ 81 70 85 Go 87 69 92 72 72 60 
26............. .... .. 57 49 4Q I 32 2~ lL 30 ~0 4~ 2Q 4Q 21 5? 34 83 G5 86 71 zs G7 8!) 71 8~ 6~ 
27.... . ........ ... . .. 61 42 1 3o 21 1.> 11 31 18 3ll 2o 4o 26 (i.l 46 82 64 80 70 18 66 84 69 8v 69 
28 ................... 55 44 33 , 17 23 4 25 5 39 25 59 35 5!) 45 76 67 82 GB 81.5 G7 75 G4 8;') 70 
~~ : ~::: . : :::: ::::: : :: ~g :~ ~~ ; ~~ ~~ ~~ - ~ :::::: ::::: : ~~ ~~ ~~ :~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~- 5 ~~· 5 ~g ~~ ~~ ~g 
31. .............. . ... ~~ , ..... ! .. . .. - 41 I 37 39 21 .. . .. . ...... 5G 38 ..... ...... 71 48 ...... ... ... 83 70 89 73 ...... .. .. .. 
:Range .... .. ..... ... ......... .. . 1 61 ° ~2° I 6(i0 63o 370 530 'I 420 31o5 30o I 35° 5 1o 
Monthly means .. ....... .. . .. ... , 38°. 2 27° . 9 3oo. 4 :350. 6 400. 9 530. 1 G4o. 7 7-.;o. 7 I 76o. 5 73° . 7 . G6o. 8 






















Maximum, minimum, and mean tcm]Jcratures-Continued. 
LOUIS\'1:LLE, KY. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of n10nt11. October. Novombcr. December. January. I February. March. April. May. Juue. July. August. I September. 




~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: 
14. 
15 ....... 
~L:~~~- .......... .. 
~~ : : ::::: ......... --. 
20 ..... 
21. 
"' -- . ··-·----- ----·-- · 2:J.. ... . 
2<1 ................. . 
25 ......... ······ .. -
21i. ................. . 
27. 
~8 ........ ......... .. 
2!1 ..... .. 
:10 . . .. -- ... - . ..... -- . 
~~~~~; ~ ~~::::::::::: I 






























































































59 38 43 34 
(iO H 55 36 
50 38 49 37 
co 39.5 38 28 
57 47 :J6 27 
50 4:2 3:2 27 
Ql 36 43 27 
50 :>2 42 25 
3:2 12 29 14 
30 13 18 5 
30 21 42 13 
33 17 51 35 
43 20 56 48 
48 29 55 39 
45 31 (i I. 5 39 
34 2!1 GO 21 
35 21 22 12 
35 30 18 12 
36 28 28 15 
39 22 46 25 
22 3 45 31 
22 - 4 . 43 32 
24 3. 5 44 30 
10 - 2 30 18 
22. 5 5 30 13 
25 10. 5 31 21 
27 7 30 17 
30 9. 5 25 5 
37 22 19 - 4 
43 28 34 7 














































33 I 57 38 62 
39 51. 
12 42 
16 I 52 7 64 
7 62 
25 48 


















23 87 71 
44 78 56 
41 78 52 
43 57 41 
33 63 41 
39 56 44 
20 49 39 
31 63 41 
38 73 39 
46 61 47 
33 55 45 
3--! 51 40 
47 53 41 
38 67 41 
33 64 42 
30 62 42 
32 77 41 
39 43 35 
40 47 35 
31 48 36 
22 59 I 35 
20 I 67 39 
35 6 1 48 
40 I G5 49 ~g --~~--~-~~--
---'--1---'--1--'-- ----







































53 I 83 65 87 71 87 75 
~ ~ ~ ~ TI W ~ 
49 75 68 93 78 80 67 
45 7G 65 93 70 80 59 
47 82 62 87 (i9 82 6G 
57 83 61 80 65 90 62 
58 81 73 82 65 90 75 
GO 83 51 78 66 88 78 
55 SG 62 8 1 63 88 70 
52 90 G8 82 69 89 70 
48 88 71 82 65 93 77 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n 













57 86 70 93 77 79 64 I ll4 49 
47 90 7~ 92 7~ t:l3 G5 75 42 
52 90 76 90 70 80 6\l 80 Gl 
~ ~ ~ ro ~ N u ~ oo 
GO 83 77 93 75 81 61 86 71 
00 ~ ~ TI ~ ~ ~ ~ M 
GO 85 7G 81 67 84 64 64 44 
63 89 63 82 58 88 63 71 44 
64 90 74 87 69 89 72 61 54 
66 95 77 88 60 90 61 GO 53 
68 93 77 90 71 93 70 '10 47 
70 95 6d 89 77 93 78 72 60 
G8 89 71 84 71 90 72 87 GO 
66 84 68 79 73 86 71 89 6\J 
W ~ ~ ~ N ~ M ~ n 
61 183 71 87 72 ti2 67 77 57 
59 82 72 88 7;3 t32 G9 64 46 
430 ~=-~-~-~ --·.:. 82 350 76 93 :!40 74 ··--~~~---·· 



























Maximum, minimum, ancl mean temperatures--Continued. 
1\10BILE1 ALA, 
1872. 1!:!73. 
Day of month. October. I NoV'ember. I December. I .January. I F ebruary. March. April. May. .Tune. .July. Augnst. I September. 
! Max. 1\Iin. l .i\Iax. l Min. l l\Iax:.l Min. I Max. I Min. l Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I :Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Ma.x.l Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. 
- l_,_l __ l_l __________________ _ 
1 . . ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 56 69 55 62 40 68 51 63 36 67 50 71 63 79 67 82 71 92 79 91 75 89 69 ~ .. ----- ------ ---- .. 76 5~ ~5 57 66 5? ~2 5~ 6~ 42 ~5 42 !9 58 78 6~ 8~ 68 92 EO fJ:J 75 89 70 
3 ... .......... ... .. .. 80 5:3 tO 4!1 68 5:3 h4 4" 6;:~ 41 ;:~2 31 t7 54 78 5;:~ 8;:~ 72 96 76 94 75 90 72 
4 . .................. 181 58 6R 58 66 46 61 41 65 53 48 34 80 67 75 60 90 72 !!7 77 93 75 91 75 
5 . .................. 83 63 69 60 66 45 61 41 66 53 54 34 80 . 68 78 62 88 74 96 79 84 74 90 76 
~::::::::::::::::::: 1 ~~ ~~ ~g ~~ ~j ~~ g~ ~! ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~i ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ g~.5 ~t-5 
~ : :::::::::::::::::: 1 ~g ~r ~~ ~~ ~~ :~ ~~ ~~ ~g :~ ~~ ~ ~~ n ~: ~~ ~~ ~i ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~g ~~ 
10 ........... . ....... 1 77 70 68 57 40 33 51 33 65 35 65 55 70 44 83 66 82 71 93 72 94 74 77 70 
1 ~ .. ... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 58 72 ~1 40 33 53 ?O 6~ ~2 7. !. ~6 76 50 83 ~5 86 !3 91 !6 83 73 85 ~7 
1 ...................... 71 44 72 ;:~8 41 28 61 .H 6;:~ ::>2 6.J .J3 71 53 81 .J9 89 t3 94 t4 88 72 87 68 
ta ................... 72 48 75 62 45 26 64 4~ GO 42 65 43 71 46 78 G6 87 74 94 78 92 74 86 71 
1~ . .................. 1 6~ 5~ 70 44 5? 27 !!7 ~? 70 ~~ 68 45 67 ~7 8~ 66 ~0 7G !!5 7~ 87 !3 B? G9 1::> .... ... ..... ....... 6..> 4... 47 I ~2 G~ ~1 6G ;),) ~!. ~l) 73 49 63 ;:~7 8;:> 72 ti!l 7~ 91 7::> 88 12 83 G~ 16 .. - .. - - - .. - .. --- - .. 73 44 46 30 6;.. ;>4 63 44 /,) J8 66 59 71 50 86 67 87 73 89 73 90 71 81 69 
17 ................... j 77 54 47 31 61 52 43 33 67 48 72 54 67 47 85 69 88 75 94 73 94 73 75 71 
18 ............... .. .. 1 78 56 ...... , ... ... 62 54 36 23 71 52 73 57 70 46 85 72 87 72 94 75 89 75 73 71 
19 ............ ....... 1 74 56 54 32 1 64 5 1 40 19 68 62 72 GO 76 50 82 G6 91 75 94 75 88 72 86 72 ~0 . .................. , 76 52 5~ a~ 66 41 ~9 31 ~8 ~o 6~ 5'.2 76 60 83 69 91 !5 86 72 87 !3 86 ~u 
_!. .................. 77 64 6~ 1 3:J 58 34 G9 50. U2 ::>0 G:J 43 80 59 81 66 91 tG 84 72 713 tO 86 61 
22 ..... ......... ..... 74 65 59 4'1 45 21 69 47 59 4v n 51 84 62 86 66 95 76 75 69 1::!4 72 81 70 
23..... .............. 78 62 59 I 36 58 39 60 47 56 42 65 I 55 8 1 63 88 72 91 75 88 73 88 72 80 73 
24.......... ...... ... 72 GO 67 37 58 45 GO 32 55 39 76 59 66 56 92 72 95 73 i37 7l 90 74 80 70 ~;;____________ ______ _ ~~ 5? 71 I 47 46 37 51 3! ~: ~3 72 51 G9 51 91 71 93 71 89 7~ . 90 76 84 ~~ 
-6 . ................... 3 6:J 67 1 59 42 27 56 41 12 J7 54 37 71 46 89 71 91 76 90 7;.. 90 73 84 13 
21.. ................. 73 ~3 61 47 31 18 49 39 ()9 50 60 ~8 7~ 52 s1 69 go 75 9; 7~ 91 73 ~9 z~ 
28 .. ................. 175 ::>4 60 40 45 23 47 38 64 39 68 ::>0 8.J 67 82 69 86 75 9;.. 7::> 88 71 t'6 IJ 
29 ................... 75 54 46 I 33 58 I 39 47 30 ............ 68 52 80 71 82 71 86 74 90 76 8!) 75 88 7-l 
:10.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 71 59 .. - .. - .. . . .. 59 37 40 30 .. -- -. . . . .. 70 50 82 71 88 71 90 76 87 7·1 DZ 76 80 69 
31.. ................ _ 61 56 ------L 66 I 48 53 35 =~ 77 63 ...... ------~~~- ............ 91 74 90 73 ......... .. . 
Range .............. , . 43° I 45° 51° 500 I 40o 46o 410 370 270 290 24o 300.5 
Monthly means . ... . 65° . 6 
1 
5~c ' 47°. 9 4tio. 3 5<io. 1 570 63o. 7 
1 






















~[a:rinwm, minimmu, and mean tem]Jel·atures-Continuecl. 
MONTGOi\IERY1 ALA. 
1~72. 1873. 
Dny of month. October. November. I December. January. February. March. .April. May. 
::\fox. Min. Mnx. Min. Max. Min. Max. I Min. Max. , Min. ::Uax. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
----
1 . -------·--·- ··-·· · 7::! ~2 65 43 f:O 33 65 53 61 33 51 42 76 56 70 65 
<I 74 49 (jfi 54 68 55 lit 55 59 40 47 39 'i5 55 74 Gl - ···--·- ........................ 
3 ... ................ eo 51 68 44 66 46 59 44 69 42 46 31 81 50 7l 5~ 
4 .................. 82 54 GO 4~ 61 38 58 36 76 56 41 25 86 6Z n 55 
5 .................. 84 5~ 69 57 (j.j 37 56 42 67 61 49 26 88 (jj 77 56 
(i .................. 83 61 70 62 65 50 43 33 63 48 61 32 88 65 70 61 
7 ................... 76 67 66 58 67 48 48 29 58 41 66 39 95 ll4 81 63 
H . .................. 81 58 59 53 64 45 55 32 63 48 58 49 86 62 89 63 
!1 . .................. f'2 ().;1 50 53 5:l 32 45 33 51 36 65 51 62 48 85 (j.j 
10 ........ .......... 78 67 57 53 37 27 43 30 57 31 72 50 70 40 83 67 
ll .................. 60 50 60 54 40 30 48 26 66 44 75 58 73 50 81 G-2 
1~ ···-·· ····-· ·---·· 72 43 67 56' 42 ~8 ~!l 30 65 48 66 46 66 49 E6 57 
J :l ·----· ···••· ...... 75 46 77 58 411 23 64 36 62 41 62 36 68 43 84 65 
14 ...... ------ -----· 62 46 69 40 51 24 67 40 68 51 70 40 72 53 80 62 
15 ...... . --·--· ...... 66 36 !::0 30 56 44 70 52 65 52 76 49 (;!) 60 86 62 
16.-- .. ---- - .. - .. ---- 73 41 H 27 65 54 61 42 67 54 67 53 67 50 8 1 65 
17 ................... 77 47 43 24 58 52 42 24 65 4E' 65 45 61 45 87 65 
18 . .................. 7!J 50 47 30 64 50 27 16 70 49 75 47 64 I 44 89 69 
19 .................. 74 52 51 29 68 48 32 14 65 51 67 61 73 47 87 73 
::o ...... ·---· · ·----· 73 48 51 34 6!) 38 5!) 28 66 58 64 47 78 50 89 69 
~L .................. 75 56 56 £6 45 31 6'1 49 66 42 62 39 82 57 82 67 
2:! . .. .... ·----- ........ 7:l 63 54 4 L 40 2l 59 34 57 35 66 41 86 54 89 67 
~:J ............................ 77 02 56 ill 51 30 57 41 52 35 69 47 eo 63 91 72 
2·1 .................. 73 fiO 62 33 55 42 42 32 49 31 77 57 68 52 9.3 74 
~5 .............................. 77 GO (j!J 37 47 37 45 24 46 37 78 48 65 47 93 72 
:W •••••• .• ••.••••••• 72 5;) 6~ 50 40 24 52 40 69 45 48 35 68 42 91 70 
!.!7 ·-· ••••••••• ·--- •• 72 40 co 45 32 19 43 36 63 44 59 32 78 45 94 71 
!.!8 . .................. 75 47 58 36 38 21 46 32 57 35 56 I 46 eo 6.3 87 68 2!l ....... ............ 6!1 51 •15 27 48 29 37 3fl ....... ... .......... 67 48 73 60 85 70 
:!0 .. ................ . CG 5;) 4L 21 ;;r, 34 41 32 .......... 
------
80 I 44 75 63 86 67 3l. .................. 5!1 51 . ........ . ....... iO 37 53 39 . ....... ----· · 7.3 59 ......... ........... 89 69 
--
TinnJ!u .............. 480 5f.O 510 560 450 55° 48° 430 
1\luuthly nwnnR ..•• (j;jO, 3 {:Q'l. 2 1150.5 44°. 1 5JO. 3 5~0.1 G4° . 2 670. f 
-- -
--
June. .July. .August . 
Max. Miu. Max. Min. Max. l l\lin. 
----
81 65 94 74 93 72 
85 67 95 77 9:J 76 
81 n 94 75 95 77 
89 70 96 78 95 75 
91 71 97 !:0 f:l8 73 
86 70 96 77 80 71 
89 7l 96 76 87 71 
91 74 96 76 91 73 
81 73 !)2 72 !)J 7·1 
E3 71 92 73 93 75 
89 72 94 75 e9 76 
89 72 94 74 93 74 
90 71 93 77 93 76 
87 7L 92 76 88 74 
87 72 93 76 88 70 
88 74 95 76 91 70 
88 7L 95 76 92 70 
91 71 96 78 90 74 
92 73 89 76 88 73 
93 7:3 82 71 87 71 
95 78 86 71 86 73 
94 75 82 72 85 72 
94 74 84 71 90 70 
85 74 88 72 93 74 
93 71 89 72 . 92 74 
89 76 92 73 96 72 
88 73 93 76 90 70 
92 75 9;J 75 90 70 
87 73 92 73 90 70 
88 71 87 73 90 70 
. ........ 
------
85 74 93 75 



































































Ma{l·inwm, rniuimum, aud mean lentperatw·es-Coutinne<l. 
l\IONTREAL, CANADA. 
1872. 1873. 
Dny of month. October. I November. I December. I .January. I February. March. .A.in·il. May. .June. .July . .August. I September. 
---I Max., Min. , MaxJ Mi~ ~ Max., Min. , Max. , Min. , Max. , Min. , Max. , Min., Max. , Min. , Max. , Min:_! Max., Min. , Max. , Min., Max., Min., Max. ~ .Min. 
1. ...... 
2------- ----------- -
3 . ·----· ------------








11 f\;f\ ii :: :::: ~ I 
lti ------ .. - ... ·--· 1 43 



























~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 












56 1 :n 






































































-13 27 - 3 
6 25 
















4 - 6 
20 - 2 
24 12 
i~ 1- ~ 15 2
15 -10 
31 16 
20 - 6 








9 - 2 
26 I 8 
20 I 8 15 13 














13 - 5 
8 - 2 
22 7 
21 - 4 
16 - 5 

















































































































46. 5 38 
48 35 
65 35 





















































































































































































































































Maxirnum, minimum, and mean temJJeraltu ea-Continucd. 
liiOUXT W.\SIIINGTOX1 X. H. 
18':';2. 1873. 
Dny of month. October. November. December. January. February. .March. April. May. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max . Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. :Max. , Min. Max. Min. 
! .... ............... 39 33 24 19 8 2 7 1 4 - 7 1~ 4 22 16 25 '22 ., 33 2-t 2".2 17 23 8 20 3 - 5 -10 6 4 32 19 32 24 -· ............................ ~!. .................. ~ 24 ~2 15 23 15 27 21 7 - 6 9 4 26 17 25 19 <! ................... 27 24 20 13 15 10 ~2 9 20 7 8 - 1 19 16 24 20 5 ............... ......................... 38 !:!-2 30 17 14 7 32 10 12 6 14 2 26 17 23 20 6 ..... .............. 51 3d 30 23 16 9 32 6 14 7 15 8 28 24 22 19 7 . ............ ----- - 47 4-1 29 :w 11 5 12 4 19 11 23 12 32 27 32 19 !-! . ......... . ........ 45 3'2 22 18 19 3 19 10 19 12 32 19 32 30 36 23 9 . ................. . 38 30 20 17 19 11 19 3 14 - 2 19 9 33 31 29 24 10 ........ ........... 44 26 2'.! 17 11 
- 8 4 - 6 - 1 - 7 12 7 31 23 38 28 ]!. ................ .. 26 16 37 ~2 - 1 - 9 
- -1 -11 10 - 4 14 5 30 22 38 32 12 ......... .......................... 26 12 32 29 10 -3 - 1 -13 12 - 2 14 9 25 16 33 29 13 ......... ......... . 24 18 29 20 6 
- 2 23 -11 10 0 13 7 20 14 34 26 14 . .................. 2$ 2'2 27 19 9 3 22 7 16 2 12 10 20 19 26 19 15 .................. 22 18 27 14 12 7 12 7 13 1 16 10 23 17 25 19 16 . ........... . ...... 24 18 19 1l 13 5 32 11 21 10 20 7 26 18 29 24 17 ................... 30 17 13 9 13 8 32 26 21 10 7 2 24 18 27 23 18 ................... 33 29 13 11 12 4 27 16 23 9 15 6 20 15 26 22 19 ................... 30 19 15 12 10 
- 2 16 3 23 9 15 13 26 20 26 23 20 .. ................ . 20 14 16 10 18 2 14 3 14 6 21 9 24 18 34 25 21. .................. 36 19 15 9 13 0 18 10 19 7 16 9 24 16 33 28 22 .. .......... --···· . ........ 4l 36 20 14 1 - 9 16 li .13 - 3 10 7 20 17 36 3~ 23 ................... 39 27 20 14 - 2 - 7 12 3 - 3 -12 13 6 21 14 43 3fi 24 . . --. -- ......... - . - 38 24 22 17 - 7 
-22 13 5 - 4 15 10 2 26 19 41 35 25 ................... 41 32 28 20 -10 -22 10 - 1 5 - 5 20 5 23 20 42 35 26 ................... 4L 36 :.:o lli 16 -10 10 2 9 0 32 17 22 20 47 36 27 . ........... . ...... 4~ 29 17 11 16 -1 1 15 8 16 17 19 6 21 19 50 44 2d . .................. 29 21 13 1 -11 -24 8 - 1 12 6 18 8 24 19 49 41 29 . ................. 23 20 13 2 
- 8 -18 1 - 7 .......... .... . ...... 31 18· 29 21 42 39 30 ................... 30 24 10 - 1.5 - 1 -11 8 - 3 
···- -- ····-· 
31 18 30 23 40 24 31 .. ..•......•...... . 27 24 . ........ ......... 4 
- 2 4 - 1 
··---· 
. ...... 2'2 17 . ...... 
--·-·· 
33 18 
Rnnge .............. 390 aao. 5 47° 450 3SO 330 190 
I 





Max. Min. Max. Min. 
42 31 :a 50 
36 28 57 50 
41 27 57 50 
48 36 57 49 
45 37 63 50 
4:3 38 53 39 
37 35 60 32 
41 33 52 40 
48 34 55 40 
54 39 53 40 
49 39 45 36 
39 32 55 ao 
45 32 52 37 
44 36 57 50 
.52 :m 54 4:l 
56 40 45 30 
40 30 4 1 35 
4-1 29 35 33 
54 42 50 35 
53 34 46 34 
36 30 41 38 
38 32 49 38 
43 36 54 46 
41 35 50 42 
42 35 55 40 
59 36 55 51 
50 44 52 47 
49 41 53 4:1 
58 46 55 45 




































































































Day of month. 
1872. 
Jiaxinwm, 1nimim1w~, aud mean tenperatures-Continued. 
::IIORGAXTOWN, W . VA. 
1873. 
October. I November. I December. I .J:.umary. I February. March. .April. May. .June. .July. 
.August. I September. 
----I Max., .Min.,Max., Min., Max., Min. , Max. , Min. , Max. ,Min., Max.,_ Min., Max. , Min. , Max. , Min. , Max. , Min. , Max., Min., Max. ~ Minj Max. , Min. 
1-------------------,-----· ------ --- --- -----· · ---- · ·----· -----· ·----· 34 14 32.5 25 6!} :'32. 5 64 55 76 45 ' 81 67 81 64 90 62 ~:::::::::::::~~~~:~ :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: : :~~:: :::::·: 27.5 14 33 24.5 59 37 72 55 80 48 86 64 84 69 78 5!l 49 13.5 . -~ . .. 
-- ---· 
65 3.') 57 4-1 84 54 85 67 76 67 83 57 
4- -------------·---· ............. .... ... ------ ............ -- ---- --- --- ------ ------ 60.5 44 15 1. 5 77 40 60 43 86 63 84 67 76 59 81 67 5.-------------- ·--
----·-
......... 
--- -- - ·----- ------ ----- - --- ---
48.5 30 22 0. 5 84 57 68 38 76 61 82 67 77 57 80 tiO 6 ...•...•.. ---··- - · .......... . 50.5 29.5 46 5 84 64 74 48 81 54 71 (j1 80 58 72 5>. 
7 ..•• . - - -··-- ·- -- - -- --- --- ---- -- ............ ----·- ------ ·---- - ------ ----- 5:.J 28 58 29 82 5B. 5 63 53 73 58 76 65 83 fiO 74 52 
8. ·-- · ------ ---· ·--· . ........... ------ ·----- . ........... ------ ·---·- --- -- - 47 31 53 46.5 83 54 64 !)2 77 49 72 6-! 85 67.5 70 5:-t 
9. - -- ·· -- ---------· ------ ...... . . .. ......... ------ ·-- -·- ----- - ----- · ------ 20.5 16 GO 36.5 68 43.5 T5 54 79 54 76 62 81 66 74 46 
10 . · -- · ----·· -·-··- .. ----- - ------ ------ ·-- --- ----- - ------
---- ·· ----- -




.......... 45 36 49 32. 66 37 65 52 70 6 1 74 58 8 1 58 80 53 
12. ·-- ·- -- .. -- ·------ ............ ..... .. ... ........... . .... .. .. ........... ........... 
··--- -
. .. ....... 38 30 36 30 45.5 :~3 67 46 74 52 79 52 134 63 E<.3 55 
13 . . --. ·-----. -- ·- --· ........... ... ..... . ........ . 
------
. ....... ......... . .......... 
···-- -
30 24.5 45 :rz 57 39 7.J 50 78 51 83 6·1 75 64 H 48 
14. ·----- . ----· -----· .... .... . ........ . ....... .......... . ........ ......... . ......... .. ...... ..... 35 2d 50 31 61.5 :H. 5 60 41 74 56 83 67 72 61 67 ~9 
15 . · ---------·- ·-·- -- ............ ........... .......... . ...... .. . .......... .......... ...... .. . 
--- ---
41 14.5 73 30 li6 33 63 47 80 64 78 67 77 60 70 39 16.----------.-- .. --. ........... ... ...... . ......... . ............ . .... ...... ............ .......... ........... 48 37 44 30 56 40 65 50 87 62 83 68 75 li4 74 53 
17 ..• ··- - - --- ---·---· 
------
.. ......... . .......... . ........ . 
·····- ----·· 
..... ..... .......... 44 .u 47 22 48 39 64 39 83 62 87 (j!j 75 fi2 74 55 
18 . ---· ·-·---· - -----· .· ......... ............ ........ . . ......... ... ....... .......... ........ .. .......... 62 28 53 30 46 39 67 30 84 59 84 68 77 65.5 80 54 
19.---. ·---------.--. .......... .......... ........... .. .... .... .. ........... .......... 53 34 56 37 55 41 72 5:2 85 72 78 58 76 61.5 69 46 
2iJ .• ·-·----- - ---·- -- · ............. .......... . .. ......... ............ . .......... .......... .......... ... .. ..... 48 27 48 30 56 32 72 52 85 62 76 54 80 60 55 40 Ill..--.------.------ . .......... ......... . .. ........ . 
------ --- ---
.......... ........... ........... 43 25 33 26 51 40.5 71 55 84 52 75 57 84 fi3 64 35 
22.·-------------- --· .......... .... ....... . .......... . .......... ..... ..... . .......... . ......... ..... ..... 26.5 20 38 27 52 1 38 80 58 88 57 79 56 85 68 69 44 2.L .. .. ••....• .• ..• .. .......... ........... . .......... . ........ .. ......... . ......... .. .......... .. .......... 21 2. 5 59 26 36.5 ::12.5 85 62 88 G6 82 58 86 64 62 49 
24 . - -- --·----·- --· - - - · ............ ............ . ...... .. .......... ......... .. . ......... ............ .......... 22 -3 43 36 46 34. 5 81 64 82 68 83 62 76 59 66 50 25 .. .....•.•. . ·-·- --· ............. ... .... .... ........... .. .......... . ...... .. . .. .......... k25. 5 17 :n l!l. 5 60 38 42.5 35 83 55 71 65 86 64 79 58 68 55 26.- -- ---- -- -. --· ---· ........... .......... .. ......... .. ...... ... 
------
.......... 34.5 22.5 40.5 16 51 20 53 35 86 62 80 53 tl2 69 75 67 5 7!) 54 27 . ....... ...... .......... ...... . ..... .. ... ........... ........... . ........ ........... .. .... ..... 33 38 19 3.5 20.5 58 41 84 64 83 -59 81 67 80 64 83 56 28 . •••....... ·--·---· .......... .. ........... ............ . ......... ... ....... ............ 24 9. 5 29 21 62 26 52 38 77 58 80 68 F-5 fi 6 76 65 66 5 1 29.-------------·---· ............ . .. .. .. .... ........... . ........... ............ . .... .... 10 -9 . ........ . ......... 51 37 58 45 ' 79 5t1 85 66 82 66 EO 59 77 58 30.---·------- --·---· ..... .. ... . .... ..... ......... . ............ ........... ... ..... .. 33 -6 .. ....... ........... 53 38 64 35 73 5;l 83 67 82 6::l 81 62 61 41 
31 .. --· ·----- · --·.-- . ... ........ ............ ......... .. . .... ...... . ....... .. .... ...... 36.5 9 . ......... ......... 52 35 ........... 
--·---
71 48 ... ........ .......... 86 I 64 82 62 ·----- .. ...... ... 
Range _ . . ____ . ___ ... 
............... ....... ............. .............. ... ....... ......... . ........ .... ........... 65° 72°.5 52° 48° 43° 35° 29° I 55° Monthly means._ ... .................. ............ ..... ............ --- - -- ........... ...... . 32° . 8 38°.3 50°.2 ti1D. 5 70°.6 71°.2 70°. 6 62°.8 























aximmn, 111inimum, and mean tempaatu?·es-Continued. 
NEW ITA YEN, CO~"'N 
187~. I 1873. 
Da-y of' month. Octo bet'. NoTember. December. .January. February. March. April. Mny. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min . .Max. , Min. 
~:~~: ::':: ::::::::::: . ~ ......... ................... . ........... . ........... . ........... 29 12 31 13 38 27 50 39 1 69 44 ...................... 25 z 19 6 38 23 44 38 53 39 
:! .•.•....••..••.. .•. :~~~~I~~~~: 38 25 37 10 33 14 55 36.5 .Jl 35 4 ............. . ..... 4:-l 26 47 32 20 10 48. 5 36 61 36 5 ................................ 36 18 43 28 2;) 9 45 34 72 46 H .... ............... 37 2-2 41 2<1 35 13 42 37 (i0 45 
4 ............ ...................... ......... ............ ........ ........... ..... ...... .......... 29 11 37 2-1 43 22 50 3.') 03 37 ~ ................... ..... .......... ........... 
--- ---
........... ........... ........ ... 31 10 46 33 46 29 58 40 53 42 ~1 ................... . ...... ... 26 21 37 7 . 45 29 4!1 4 1 .)2 44 10 ................... ........... .......... ........... ......... . *23 15 26 10 19 5 3>3 23 56 40 60 46 11. .................. .......... .......... 
·····-
........ 27 16 16 2 38 Hl 45 !}9 56 :17 55 50 12 ..... .............. ........ ......... ........... .......... 22 12 24 6 34 25 43 31 42 32 64 51 l:L .................. ........... ........... .......... ............. 33 14 41 17 22 15 38 26 47 33 6!l 44 
1-1 ................... ....... .. . ........... .......... .......... 25 39 47 31 - 26 9 45 31 50 38 61 41 
1:) ..•.••••••..•..... .......... ........... ............ 47 26 25 17 3:3.5 19 . 43 33 52 38 64 43 
Hi ................... ............. 33 18 46 21 35 24 50 34 52 37 G4 46 
17 ... ............ .... 
------
............ ......... ... ........ 32 22 49 32 42. 5 31 38 30 44 37 63 52 
18 ..... .............. . .......... ............ ............ ........... 28 19 33 24 36 24 42 27 47 :16 64 47 
1!) .. .••.•••. ..••..• • . ............ . .......... 
--·--- ------
33 22 28 19 45 34 49 34 50 37 69 43 
20 ................... . ........... .......... ........... ........... 37 24 35 13 '33 25 39 32 56 37 63 45 
21. .................. . .......... ........... 
------
........... 35 23 40 32 33 20 :-!8 30 44 37 60 45 
2'2 . .................. . .......... ............ ............ 
------
23 5 38 26 22 14 43 30 48 35 67 47 
23 . .......... ........ ........... ............ ............ . ........... 29 1 29 16 1i! 6 45 26 53 38 73 56 
24 . ................. . ...... ...... ............ ............. ........... 14 2 21 14 18 2 30 . 24 56 37 7!l 56 
23 . ..................... ... .... ........... ............ ............ .......... 12 -2 28 17 33 14 25 18 52 34 77 61 
26 . ... .... . .......... ... ........ ............ ........... ............ 13 
- 2 27 10 36 22 35 24 49 37 76 56 
n~ 14 3 27 18 32 21 32 21 53 37 70 53 ..................................... ..... ...... ............ ............ 
·-----2$ .. ... ...... ........ ............ ............ ............ .............. 28 - 5 33 21 36 29 42 24 63 38 80 58 
2!1 . ......... ......... .......... ............. ........... .. ........... 27 15 2.2 - 3 . ........ . 
------
48 37 63 45 82 65 
30 . . . ................ 24 7 21 -14 
--- -·-
.......... 46 38 63 47 70 54 
31 ................... ......... .... .......... ............. ......... .. 32 14 32 10 
--···· 
. . .... .. . 48 36 .. .. .... .. . . ....... .... 65 43 
:RIIl1Jl:l' .. .... ........ ::::::::::::\:::::::::::: ...... . I 63° 45° 410 31° 47° :Monthly means ..... 
------ ·---·-
24° .7 26°.9 3'>0 C) 44° .2 55. 09 
*Station opened December 10, 1872. 
.June. .July. 
Max. Min. Max. I Min. 
----
75 46 75 67 
77 55 86 66 
63 50 85 67 
70 53 88 68 
82 60 83 69 
82 56 75 62 
74 58 75 55 
()9 52 75 60 
7;) 52 79 58 
80 54 78 62 
82 5!) 75 62 
73 59 75 57 
71 5 1 77 57 
73 48 86 64 
75 49 91 72 
83 GO 81 66 
80 64 73 64 
74 55 67 58 
91 60 
89 69 78 64 
79 62 78 60 
74 56 81 62 
69 58 87 63 
65 - 56 91 69 
73 51 84 66 
77 50 87 7l 
80 57 85 71 
87 64 80 70 
80 65 83 72 
80 67 8R 70 
. .... .... ... ..... .... . 86 67 
45° 36° 
I 67° 72°3 
































































































Day of month. October. I No,'ember. 
:lla~. Min. Max. Min. 
------
1. .,, .. _. ........... 69 55 60 45 
2 ..... .............. 64 48 62 40 
3 ................... 65 51 48 42 
4 ....... ............ 70 51 54 40 
5 ................... 64 53 51 40 
6 . ... ... ............ 64 53 53 50 
7 ............. ...... 75 61 58 46 
8 ......... .......... 71 61 57 43 
9 . .................. 70 53 56 39 
10 . .................. 65 46 57 37 
11. .................. 72 51 51 40 
12 . .................. 59 43 59 40 
13 . .................. 58 40 51 40 
14 .................. 53 43 56 47 
15 ......•••.....•.... 56 41 45 32 
16 ..... .............. 65 46 43 30 
17 . .................. 58 42 4:~ 24 
18 . .................. 60 55 41 30 
19 .. ................ . 63 45 41 30 
20 ................... 53 36 43 30 
21 . .••...•..•.. . . : ... 66 43' 35 25 • 
22 ................... 69 43 40 32 
23 ................... 6!":1 49 44 33 
24 .... : .............. 51 43 48 33 
25 . .................. 56 49 48 3:1 
26 ................... 6:! 50 46 30 
27 ................... 67 51 50 35 
28 ................... 62 45 36 26 
29 ................... 55 42 35 15 
30 ................... 52 40 35 11 
31. . ......... ..... : .. 54 40 . .......... . ........ .. 
:Range .............. 39° 51° 
Monthly menus . .... 54° .1 40°.8 
_._\la.rimmn, minimwn, and menn femperallu·t·s-Continued. 
NEW YORK CITY. 
1873. 
December. January. February. March. ApdL. · May. . 'una. '"'Y·. .1 AugMt. I ""''''rube; 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. :itiax. Mm. Max. Mm. M11x. Mm. Max. :lim. Mn.x. :Mm. Max. I Mm. 
------------------ --· --------------- - ----
36 16 36 22 31 19 44 27 54 34 (J4 42 74 50 81 68 85 72 87 6!l 
46 30 37 19 28 2 33 22 64 60 54 41 82 50 86 68 85 71 79 64 
44 30 46 30 37 10 38 21 64 38 43 38 65 50 94 70 89 72 77 6~ 
42 33 41 29 50 35 31 22 54 39 6;) 38 75 53 85 71 88 67 8:3 63 
40 28 43 24 42 :n 39 11 50 36 69 44 86 60 79 70 82 66 86 70 
44 30 40 24 41 27 34 13 44 36 61 48 82 62 80 6t3 81 65 73 til 
42 :ll 31 17 41 30 39 21 51 a6 62 46 77 61 75 60 84 64 70 36 
'14 35 36 23 43 33 47 ... ~ - - 55 40 50 43 72 54 74 65 82 70 73 59 
40 15 32 29 40 11 5ll 32 50 42 81 55 78 64 80 66 70 59 
26 14 26 19 Jl 11 34 26 fiO 39 58 44 82 60 79 67 so 67 67 56 
32 19 15 8 40 19 46 32 60 42 56 41 81 66 78 64 78 68 7l 60 
31 12 28 2 40 25 43 24 45 a2 78 61 76 GO 78 64 76 58 
33 12 45 22 33 15 45 27 50 32 73 50 70 57 78 64 78 62 76 59 
41 50 33 29 14 50 30 51 38 5tl 42 71 55 88 65 ~7 63 66 51 
47 30 34 24 34 20 47 35 54 40 65 4:3 70 60 89 72 62 62 4;) 
42 28 52 29 37 2!'> 46 32 46 36 65 42 R3 64 80 70 81 66 74 54 
39 28 54 31 49 32 46 30 40 31 65 '19 84 68 80 68 75 63 70 
39 27 50 27 48 :n :3t3 44 56 42 74 63 75 61 69 63 75 55 
38 26 30 15 42 36 52 41 50 -10 67 ·19 91 69 n 61 78 65 
I 
70 58 
41 25 :36 22 42 31 5:i 32 60 48 90 73 78 64 76 68 6:3 51 
36 26 39 33 37 27 41 27 !16 :J9 56 48 82 65 80 63 74 67 61 47 
20 2 40 33 33 14 43 30 39 34 63 48 69 60 83 55 ill 66 64 52 
38 6 33 24 21 5 51 31 54 34 72 54 67 59 86 66 89 68 70 58 
17 10 34 20 21 
- 4 38 25 53 82 56 63 59 90 70 7l 55 70 58 
22 5 29 17 36 13 34 2 L 44 38 81 58 72 50 90 74 74 56 66 60 
22 5 27 14 41 26 39 20 50 38 76 58 75 59 90 72 78 65 78 54 
22 6 30 23 32 26 38 21 55 37 68 55 80 58 78 69 78 63 77 56 
23 8 29 22 37 25 46 19 60 40 82 60 87 65 81 69 72 62 76 63 
25 14 22 0 .......... 
------
50 38 56 45 80 68 87 66 84 71 76 63 78 67 
28 12 '20 2 ........... ........... 53 38 
-- ----
44 72 58 80 . 68 90 70 so 66 62 52 
38 19 31 2 . ......... .......... 51 41 ... ....... .......... 64 51 . ......... . ......... 88 70 84 66 . .......... ........... 
45° 540 !';40 420 33° 44° 41° 39° 340 
I 
42° 























Max-immn, minimum, and mean tonprrafu1·es-Continued. ~ 
l~ 
O::U.UU, XEBR. 
-----------187;.------- r -- -~87.1 . 
Day of mOlltb. I Octobet·. No;embor. December. January. February. March. April. May. .June. July. . August. September. 
----- _ 'Max. , Min. Mux. Min. Max. Min. Max. , Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. ~ 
!. .................................. .. -- ---· ........... 29 17 4 - 11 36 23 47 34 51 41 74 51 78 64 85 70 80 63 ~ 
2 ......... . ..... : ....................................... 29 20 24 - 4 26 4 65 29 55 42 79 6:i 84 65 75 62 82 55 
3................... . ..... ...... 28 12 43 15 22 - 3 74 43 64 40 70 57 91 68 78 53 90 67 0 
4 ......................... --~-- ............ J...... ...... 29 9 40 19 34 5 65 48 66 44 77 55 94 65 81 59 75 6L ~ 
5................... ...... ...... 23 9 46 28 57 23 54 40 72 51 83 56 8'2 64 85 70 72 45 • 
6................... ...... ... ... ...... . ..... ...... ...... 28 12 52 28 65 42 50 33 72 53 85 61 83 64 90 68 70 5:1 1--:'3 
7................... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 39 6 45 32 59 39 40 30 66 54 83 63 8L 69 85 68 63 45 ~ 
8 ......................... ...... ... .. - . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. 11 - 2 38 18 59 32 36 25 56 45 76 68 81 60 134 70 70 43 t:'lj 
9 ......................... ·-- ·-· ...... . .. ... ...... ...... 5 - 9 50 25 4!) 33 51 27 54- 39 72 57 86 68 87 72 78 52 
10............. ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ... ...... ...... 15 -11 48 ao 55 39 56 38 65 39 77 53 77 63 89 70 89 5~ rn 
11 ................................................................... 35 20 42 32 50 31 75 37 82 57 77 62 89 71 91 6o ~ 
12...... .. .... ....... .. .... .. .... .. .... .... .. .. .... .. . .. . 41 25 32 11 50 22 65 35 86 44 83 62 66 64 80 70 67 50 0 
13......... .......... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 37 23 36 22 62 32 62 50 74 45 85 62 91 66 89 76 60 39 ~ 
14........... ........ ...... ...... ... .. . ... .. ...... . .... . 35 21 49 22 70 47 59 32 62 43 88 62 87 75 91 76 77 45 M 
15 ...... ........... .. ...... ...... ...... ..... . ...... ...... 35 2 48 34 49 33 40 30 5:3 41 87 65 92 73 85 60 73 55 1--:'3 
l(i .. .. ............... ------ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 6 - 8 49 29 56 24 42 33 56 46 88 65 92 74 75 53 71. 51 > 
17 ...... ............. ...... .... .. ...... .... .. ...... ..... . 9 -13 57 34 67 43 52 33 6L 49 90 66 82 69 84 54 88 64 ~ 
18 . .......................................... , ............ 22-3 53 21 57 33 61 34 60 51 90 C6 70 57 90 60 55 44 ~ 
1!1................... ...... ...... 43 14 46 11 52 25 57 33 56 47 83 63 80 51 90 64 60 35 
20 .. • .. • .... • .. .. .. .. · .... - 1 .... - - 46 28 39 Q 41 17 58 42 72 43 87 64 81 54 86 67 65 57 0 
21................... ...... .... .. ...... ...... ...... . ..... 41 31 32 - 3 42 26 70 43 75 56 83 58 79 62 65 5ll ~ 
2-2............. ...... ... ... ...... ...... . ..... ...... ...... 37 14 72 32 50 30 76 56 80 67 87 64 87 69 67 45 
~n....... ....... ..... .. .... ,...... 11 2 16 - 2 35 15 44 :>o 74 53 85 73 92 67 sg -64 74 50 ~ 
2<1................... .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 - 5 22 1 36 18 39 26 79 57 89 69 94 71 90 67 55 47 > 
2;> . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... _ .... .. 20 3 35 s 20 2 54 21 68 5o go 74 84 67 87 11 69 as ~ 
26 . ......... -.... . . . . . . . . . . . . --.. 24 6 37 10 31 2 60 34 75 58 92 78 83 62 87 64 69 52 • 
l:!i................... ...... ...... 15 - 9 22 6 55 23 58 34 74 53 93 72 84 64 88 64 71 52 
28 ...................................................... - 6 -20 28 3 53 36 66 45 82 63 81 62 92 69 63 41 
29................... ...... .. .......... *30 12 17 -11 ...... ...... 61 ~ 28 66 43 85 61 76 61 88 65 90 70 53 30 
:10....... ............ ...... 33 21 35 11 ...... ...... 56 38 59 47 63 51 85 59 86 63 98 73 66 43 
31 ...... - .... -. • . . . . . . . - ...... - ..... -.. . . - . - - 24 3 26 - 7 . . . . . . . -. . . 59 35 ... -.. . ... - . 68 49 . . . . . . . -.... . - • . -. . . . . . . 90 70 .... ' - - - - .. . 
'Rnnge .. -........... ... ... .... .. ...... ...... .. .. .. .... .. 66° 68° 750 490 I 490 42o 430 450 610 
'hlonthly means .............. -.............. , ......... -.. 16° . 9 26° . 9 38° .2 440.2 1 590 74o. 4 75o. 7 no. 1 6Qo. 6 
• Station supplied with a self-registering maximum and minimum thermometer December 29, 1872. 
;.lia.timum, wi,,"imtt/11 1 an£l mca11 tcmpcratul'es-Continued. 
OSWEGO, N. Y. 
I 1~. 1--------~--------~--------~------~--------~--------~--------------------------0ctobcr. November. December. Janunry. :B~ebrnm-y. 1\farcb. I April. :M::1y. I June. \ July. I August. I September. 
______________ , M"'· l Min. Max., Min~ '::· l llrin~ ~ox. [ Min.· Mnx.T~in. 'fo'· I Min. I M.u. r~in. Mnx I Min. I;,"· Min. Max. I Min. Max. I Min. M:1x.l Min. 
• 3:i 2.1 34 I 24 26 1 7 33 5 22 I 49 I :n 59 I 40 77 48. 5 so 68 80 67. 5 77 61 
44 28 I 37 I 20 26 ti 34 I 27 50. 5 3E'. :i :i5 38 66 48 88 65 87 68 72 ' 61 
:¥.1 3:1 40 35 :35 8. 5 29 . 7 4:3, 5 30. 5 4~ j 36 8 1. 5 54 80 70 77. 5 61 79 54 
36 32 I 3d I 26 45 32 18. :) 5 43. 5 33 59 :15 "l5. 5 56 82 ()3 79 61 78 (i3 
a8. 5 :~2 I a4 25 35 23 2,1 I. 8. :. 4~ 35 6o 41 1.1 5o. 5 78 58 76 55 74 58 
37 27 ,. 31 23 45 23 3:1. 5' 2 49 38 61.51 38 73 48 68 53 82 55.5 60.5 46.5 
39 28 25 I 18 
1
. . . . . . . . . . . . 49 'I 22 52. 5 35 I G6 I 42 58. 5 48 n 50 79 68 66 45 
44 35 j :~5 19 39. 5 24 4U :~o 4.') a5 1 Go 'Jl 6ti 46 80 58 so 61 64. 5 51 
38 11 I 27.5 H.5 2.3 8.5 3:1 20 54 . 36 62.5 46 74 51. 72 57 78 66 70.5 46 
2'2 ] :2. 5 J 3 I 6. 5 17 5 38 I 23. 5 51 36. 5 63. 51 50 85 !14 75 54. 5 72 !16 7:1 55 
11 .. .......... ....... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 22 16.51 18 6. 5 . • 40.5 13 4.3 31 60 38 56 41 68.5 49 1 70.5 56 78.5 55 77 55 
HJ 10 23 16 :30 14 3G.5 29 51 39 64.5 41 65 48 72 5:i 74 fiO I 83 60 
29 28 I 44. 51 22 15. 5 4 39 ! 24 45 36 61. 'I 3d 83. 5 47 86 58 b9 52. 5 74 51 
:15 :31 I 4:!.5 19. :'\ 30 4.5 40 I 29 45 35 50 35.5 84 ;,7 86 71 73 56 53 48 
~!~ ~~- ~~ ~~ J~· 5 ~~ :~· 51 ~~ I g~ ~~. 5' g~ ~~ ~g ~~ I ~~ ~~ ~~· 5 g~· 5 ~~ g~ 
32 20 52 12 33 2.5 I 36 I 2il. f, 50 36 I 5.!. 5, 41. 5 72 :m 83 66 71 53 60 44 
31 16 ' 17 10.5 41.5 17 41 I 28,49 37 ()J I 4.1 83.5 :.o 86 62 68.5 58 80 57 
30 2;) 20 10 45 a2 
1 
46 1 32. 5 45 35 I 63 45 89 68 n 56 75 58 72 53 
27 34 9 33 20 I 41 I 37. 5 41. 5 32 13. 51 50 f! l I 52 64 50 81 56. 5 .......... . 
36 22. 5 32 18 41 i 37. 5 43 30 62. 5 50 70 50 75 60 81 61. 5 60 47 
35.5 22 19 12.5 34 27.51 43 31.5 'i7 50 71.5 53 86 58 81 65 66 44 
~2 8 15 3 40 20 141 29 1!3.51 59 78.5 54 86 65 74 52 61 53 ~-5 l!.5 ~~-5 2~.51 ~~ ]~ :~ ~~ "65."5 "48'" ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
27 16. 5 31.5 21 37 I 19 4~.5 l 34 1!2 5:t5 88 57 79.5 66. 10 51 11 5:{ 
29 l!l. 5 37 2:~ 29 1 12 50 34. 5 t16. 5'1 64 86 64 78 67 71 52. 5 83 60 
26 5 
1 
30 24 47. 5
1 
14. 5 5~. 5 :n I 75 54 80 63 83. 5 63 12 57 85 66 
11 -2 ...... , ...... 44 33 55 , 35.5 82 47 79.5 64 85 64 82.5 55.5 75 56 
24 - 4 .. .. _ .... _ 36. 5 31 55 40 I 52 41 9o 68 80 68 82 6o 56 43 
29 24 
1
..... .. ... _ . 45 31 .. _ _ _. .. _. _ 65 40. 5 .. ____ .. .. .. 86. 5 64 75 62 .......... . 
Range .............. , .......... .. 1 ... .. ...... 1
1
·-48°.5 ~----;;-0-- ~--~~-- 3! o I 5105 ~ ~0----- 380 370 420 
1\fouthly means..... .. .. . .. .. .. . .......... I 23° . 9 2:.1° . 7 2·!o. 3 I 300. 2 4..JO. 6 J !'i3o. 1 650, 3 700. 4 66o. 2 60o. 8 
--~---- ..., * Station supplied with self-registering max:imum and minimum thermometers December 1, 1872. --




















.Jlaxinwm1 minimum, and mean temperatures-Continued. 
rE:UBL.'\A1 D .\K. 
18~. 1873. 
Day or mouth . Ootobt'r. I No,·ember. I 'December. I .January. I :February. March. .April. May. .June. .July . August. I September. 
hla.."\':. 1 Min. I :Max . I Min. I "Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I M:tx.l Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Ma~. l Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. 
__ , _ _ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , _ _ 1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--
!. .................. . ...... ..... *3() 30 13 5 .... . . ------ ................. -12 ...... 27 .. .... 33 ------ 56 7l 48 73 43 
:! .................... .. ........ 40 :!0 25 11 14 ~ .......... . ....... -25 ...... 3:! ...... 32 ...... 50 82 59 72.5 58 
:!. ............ ........ .... ...... 41 31 12 - 1 1t -8 . ................. - -10 ...... ~0 ...... 3tl ..... . 47 76 51 74.5 46.5 ~: :~~~::~::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ~! ~~ ~~ 1~ : 1~ =~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: -ll~ :::::: ~~ :::::: :~ : ::::: ~ ~~ ~~ ~~- 5 ~i 
7. ................. ...... . ..... 40 31 36 10 10 - 10 ... ... ...... . ..... 0 ...... 2.a .. .... 41 ...... 58 66 50 73 50.5 ~::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ~g ~~ 1g =1Z =1Z =~5 :::::: :::::: ::::::- ~ :::::: ig ·::::: ~~ :::::: ~~ ~~ :g ~~-5 ~~ 
10 .......... ..... .. .. ...... ...... 34 17 H - :1 - 1 -22 .. ... . ...... ..... . 11 .. .... 23 . .. ... 31 ...... 44 69 34 82 53 
1'!................ .... ...... ...... 26 10 11 -21 24 - 3 ........ .......... - 3 ...... 18 ...... 29 . ..... 41 82.5 48 80 50 
12 ......................... --~-- 22 2 (t) .. ... . 18 8 .................. -10 ...... 31 ...... 33 ...... 60 85 61 80 61 
1:3...... . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ... - . .. .. . 21 3 .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 - 4 .. .. .. -..... .. .. . . 12 . .. .. . 34 . .. .. . 23 ...... - 55 76 53 83. 5 67 
14 ....... ...................... 23 13 ............ (+) ........................ 28 ...... 18 ...... 31 ...... 50 73 46 74 57 
15 -.. -- ..... --.-.- ... --.-- -... -- 24 18 -.--- - - .- --- -.---- . --- .- -.- . -- --- .. - . --.- 15 -.-.-- 19 -.- .. - 43 - .... - 49 78 58 67 49 
Hi .............................. 28 12 1 -34 ..... . ..... ... ... ...... . ..... 2 ...... 21 ...... 47 ...... 46 75 63 74 54 
17.................. . ...... . ... .. 11 2 o -34 ...... ...... t 10 ...... 14 ...... 21 ..... , 44 ...... 67 73 55 n 48 
18 .. ................. ............ 17 - 1 - 7 -36 .. ................ - l ..... . 15 ...... 28 ...... 4:1 ..... 60 74 48 77 56 
19 .. ............. ......... . . ... .. 14 -3-11 -3-t ................. -6 ...... -10 ...... 24 ...... 45 ...... 55 81 54 76 47 
20................... ...... .. .... 16 - 7 -19 -40 .................. -30 ...... -12 ...... 20 .. .... 47 ...... 45 82 54 75 55 
21. .......................... .... 27 10 -6-41 .. ................ -3.a -------8 ...... 1!) ...... 48 ...... 58 84 63.5 66 41 
22 ............ -...... .. .. .. .. .. .. 32 22 - 6 -34 .................. -29 .... .. - 2 .... .. 20 .. .. .. 52 .. .. .. 58 70 59 66. 5 35 
2:-1................... ...... ...... 27 13 - 24 -42 . ..... . ..... . ..... -11 ...... -12 ...... 22 ...... 54 ...... 55 78 46 74 53 
24 ..................... .... ..... . 19 6-15-51 .............. .. .. 4 ...... -6 ...... 21 ...... 54 ...... 49 70 62 67 52 
2:\ .............................. 16 - 1 - 11 - 33 ............ ... ... 3 ...... - 13 ...... 27 ...... 50 ...... 63 82 56 67 45 
26 ...... ........... ... .... ....... 14 -2-l -20 -38 .......... .. ...... 14 ...... -19 ...... 24 ...... 46 ...... 63 81 48.5 72 47.5 
27 ........................... : ... - 6 -30 {t) ............... ... ------ 0 ...... 10 ..... , 28 ...... 49 79 53 77 54 74 54 
28 .. .. .......... ................. - 4 -22 .............................. -15 ...... 12 ...... 30 ...... 45 77 66 72.5 53 74 57.5 
29 ............................... 10 - 16 .......................................... 3 ...... 31 ...... 36 76 56 70.5 46 74 48 
~~;:rr;~~~"·"·· ..  ·••••· .•••••• ~ .. ~~! •• ;,: ·~~~ ••. ·.•••• -~ ····· •••••. •••·•• ····•••• •--• 1:~ ·· -•• :: 5~3::· • •••• 52,::-· ::70 ,,:'::: g :::~ ~~ f;;~ 























































































Maximum, minimum, and mean temperatures-Continued. 
PUNTA RASSA, FLA. 
lffm. I 1873. 
Day of montll. I October. l November. [ December. January. I February. I March. I .April. May. June. July. .August. I Septem bet'. 
Max. I Min. Max. .Miu. l Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max_ Min. Max. Min. Max.l Min. I Max. I Min. 













2------- · ----------- 83 70 83 (i8 75 57 74 61 74 56 76 63 
------
71 















































































73 ........... 73 
------
















73 . .... ...... 75 
----- -










75 .......... 75 t"' 13 . ....... .. . . ..... -- 84 73 79 65 60 35 72 54 71 63 75 63 
----·-










73 ........ 81 
------












75 ~ 16 . ..... ······· ·· ···· 82 62 57 43 78 60 71 62 85 69 74 59 
------










73 .......... 76 
------
75 . ......... 7l 
-- --- · 






















75 .......... 73 
------
76 ........... 75 22 . ..... . .. : .. -· ..... 75 72 71 63 63 52 73 58 72 67 74 54 
---- --
62 .......... 70 ..... .... . 75 


















74 ........ 75 
----- -




73 .......... 7:3 . ~ - - - . 72 
---- --
7!i ........ 7() 










74 ........ 76 ......... 76 
-- ----
73 




69 ........ 75 ........ 7L 
--- ---
77 ........... 75 




74 ............. 77 .......... 73 . .......... -74 . ~ -... - 77 .. .......... 76 30 . . .... . .... .. . . ... . 80 65 57 37 72 52 72 66 
- .... - .. ~ 
------
(*) 54 .......... 73 
------
70 ......... 81 ......... 75 ........ 76 . ........ .. 77 31 ..• •.. ....•. --··· .. 81 64 
--- --- ----- -






. .......... . .......... 77 ............ 75 ...................... 
Range ............. _ 290 4C0 450 430 320 430 . ......... .... .... .. ................ ... 
---------- .... 
····soa:9· ·- .................... ............... --Monthly means ..... 75° 68°. 3 63°.5 62° 660.4 65°.2 72°.8 78°.8 80.6 80°.5 80°.1 J+:.. 
t....:J 
* Maximum thermometer out of order. 01 
Maxinu11n. minimum, and mean ftmpcraflfN8-~v<.Q;;lned. 
UOCHESTER, N. Y. 
1872. 187:3. 
--- - ----------
Dny of montl1. October. November. December. January. Ft'ln·ua1y. March. .April. llfay. 
.Max . .Min. Max. Min- Ma.x . .Min . .Max. Min. Max. , Min . .llax. l\fin. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
--r------
!. ....... : . ......... 55 42 52 32 26 Hi 27 15 19 7 33 14 47 32 GO 40 2 ... ...................... . 60 40 50 36 42 20 :39 H 11 - 5 30 24 48 37 53 36 :! ................... 6~ 45 45 3(1 lJL 29 45 35 32 10 24 7 48 36 42 36 4 ................... 59 38 52 38 3:5 25 35 19 46 29 10 4 45 30 62 34 5 .......... - .................... 81 45 49 34 34 24 :!0 ll:l 30 23 20 0 48 34 57 46 6 . .................. 80 58 51 42 34 26 26 17 45 28 38 2 51 40 58 40 7 ........... .. ...... 60 48 46 34 32 24 2-1 16 48 27 55 36 57 36 67 42 8. -····· -·-· ··-·· ••. 57 42 45 37 39 16 36 17 48 21 47 35 51 45 9 .. ................. 72 :!8 44 36 36 10 17 6 21 5 30 18 59 33 61 44 10 ... - -· ··-··· ---·-. 59 40 •19 34 20 9 6 - 1 19 6 35 19 50 37 60 40 11. .................. 45 33 55 43 2-1 16 !) - 1 40 19 38 25 co 41 59 46 ! ~ . .................. 53 :l3 51 35 23 12 . 21 6 26 13 32 25 50 40 63 41 13 .. ·-.- . .•• . --.- .• -- 53 44 45 31 2fi 13 44 21 13 6 37 23 57 39 m 39 14 . .................. 47 40 43 28 35 26 43 20 25 7 45 30 54 38 54 33 15 ................... 44 35 33 23 3tl 16 39 16 29 18 52 34 48 37 56 3!i 16 ................... 50 34 30 23 31 20 55 39 32 26 52 28 52 36 61 47 17 . .................. 55 32 34 21 31 19 49 12 35 25 37 27 45 32 59 45 
18 ...... -- ... -- .•..• . 53 43 33 25 25 16 12 8 48 2:i 38 29 44 33 62 41 19 . .................. 48 37 33 2·1 26 16 12 7 45 31 46 32 44 34 64 •H 
20 . ...... ·---····· · -. 52 27 30 19 38 19 26 8 31 19 39 28 44 30 70 47 
21 . ··-·-. -···-· ·- .... 75 43 33 20 35 26 31 11 30 24 45 30 (i5 52 ~J ............................. 72 48 36 30 11 - 9 3!'i 23 14 5 34 26 42 31 74 52 ~3 ................... !);! 38 38 31 15 0 25 10 9 - 5 37 21 46 28 84 61 
24. - ... -r ...... • • • • • • 50 32 .(7 35 5 - 3 18 12 14 - 7 21 13 47 35 74 59 25 ................................. 53 44 58 33 4 - 3 23 14 24 14 47 30 72 51 !:!(i. .................. 54 48 36 31 8 0 22 7 30 22 34 18 44 32 81 54 
27 .•••••• ·--··· ···-·- 51 4fi 35 20 17 3 27 21 29 17 27 11 52 31 82 68 
28. ··•·•· ......•..... 47 40 24 19 19 10 21 -2 26 11 46 19 52 36 73 61 !..19 . .................. 50 30 20 12 19 15 1 - 9 .......... .......... 45 34 55 37 79 fil 
30 - .----.--.--- .. ---- 56 35 24 10 20 13 23 -12 .......... .......... 39 28 61 42 57 40 
:I I .. ----- ... -.----- .. 51 35 ............ .......... 28 17 23 19 . ......... .......... 40 31 . .......... .......... 67 41 
Rnngo .... ... . ..... . 54° 48° 51° 670 55° 55° 33° 510 Monthly moans ..... 470 340 20° 200 220 29° .5 42° 5::i0. 8 
June. July. August. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
74 45 8:> 66 tlO 69 
68 51 81 66 83 64 
so 55 8;2 70 77 li5 
85 63 83 67 73 a9 
79 57 84 6:3 74 51 
78 55 71 54 83 54 
65 50 7.i 48 78 64 
71 49 71 57 78 6-1 
78 51 72 56 75 63 
82 56 7:3 57 75 65 
69 55 70 55 77 56 
68 49 75 51 76 62 
80 45 87 62 67 54 
7tl 59 84 70 69 56 
79 63 83 69 73 57 
83 60 74 62 72 56 
70 54 83 64 70 49 
82 50 82 69 65 57 
88 64 -74 59 72 57 
83 61 74 55 82 57 
77 54 77 56 81 62 
65 57 81 57 86 67 
74 57 84 60 72 58 
71 63 83 69 6::! 50 
79 59 87 64 68 55 
84 59 75 65 69 55 
85 61 77 63 70 55 
80 67 eo 62 77 59 
82 65 83 63 so 57 
86 67 83 65 84 62 
. .......... .......... 86 63 76 62 
43° 37° .370 





7i:l :i l 
























































Maxinttt1>b1 m'irtimmn, and mean temperatures--Continued. 
SAN ANTO~IO, TEX. 
1872. 187:!. 
Day of month. October. November. December. Jannars. February. Marcil. .d.pril. May. 
1tiax. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Mn,x. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
-------- ---- -- -- -- -- -- ------
1. ........... .... ... 89 59 68 50 77 44 55 43 56 35 78 G3 84 62 86 60 2 ......... ..................... . 90 58 70 54 79 50 69 41 42 34 62 45 90 50 92 4~ a ... ................ 90 60 78 50 77 61 64 48 56 40 55 38 87 67 85 55 4.---.-- ----.--.- ... 89 w 85 66 70 63 73 47 72 50 54 43 85 70 75 61 
5. - --------·----- -- · 91 6'2 72 58 73 59 ;j9 37 70 54 60 50 1:!7 69 8~ 61 
6 .. --.-- .. ---------- 74 63 56 48 67 59 47 34 73 46 68 56 9~ n8 87 GO 7 ..... .............. 79 65 61 52 62 56 67 41 68 41 74 59 74 44 96 56 8.---.--------- .. --. 78 61 64 51 72 54 57 41 65 43 83 59 57 42 96 59 9 .................. 85 63 72 52 60 42 GO 32 65 41 72 64 ' 77 34 78 58 
10.-- ·-·--- ----- .. --. 82 67 77 53 51 43 59 33 70 54 85 64 82 42 87 58 
11. . ----- . - - . - - -.- - - . 78 55 78 60 43 38 G3 49 66 47 ~8 65 83 56 87 62 
12.----.---- .. --.--- 79 52 75 50 50 33 · G8 56 70 37 87 62 84 50 78 64 
13 .. ------------.---. 87 50 70 35 50 36 68 58 71 47 81 62 74 64 93 68 14 .--------- .. - ... --. 85 57 51 30 61 49 75 58 75 58 86 64 74 59 9ti 74 
15.------.-- .. --.--- . 84 57 49 28 56 40 63 10 70 50 85 64 74 48 9tl 71 
16.- --- ------ - - - . - -- : 84 60 51i 28 46 38 52 32 76 41 70 58 80 36 96 73 
17 .. ---------.------. 82 62 53 30 43 37 57 30 79 45 80 59 82 41 9:J 73 
18 ........ -- .. -- ----. 83 59 liD 28 46 44 56 2~ 82 GO 77 58 87 53 94 75 19 . .................. 83 57 67 32 60 41 69 42 77 60 71 60 78 64 92 72 20: ______ ·------·· --- 75 58 63 39 53 31 73 43 82 64 74 58 92 57 !JO 73 2L .................. 83 60 70 40 57 30 74 45 70 41 80 50 95 54 94 72 
22.---- ... --.----.--. 74 56 67 36 43 25 72 49 71 38 73 59 96 61 95 69 
23 . . -- -- - . -- . - -- - -- . 74 54 70 38 5;) 35 60 31 60 35 76 53 73 55 92 73 
24. - -- . -- -- ... -- . - -- - 65 53 79 64 37 2-:2 57 28 68 50 88 59 73 46 94 73 
25.----- . . ---.----.-- 70 59 72 65 45 20 67 47 81 64 58 39 76 45 93 63 
26. -- -- - . - -- 0 • - - •• -- 0 83 59 73 44 50 31 5.7 34 77 ~1 64 31 76 47 84 64 
27.------- : ... ----- -· 81 66 64 4!l 37 18 56 31 70 45 69 41 86 64 82 65 28.------.--.---- --. 81 72 67 38 35 30 21 18 66 53 90 58 97 69 83 60 
29. -------------··--· 75 55 58 33 55 37 41 16 
···---
.......... 87 52 95 70 91 76 30.------.-- .. -- .. --. 71 50 68 33 69 55 52 22 . ........ ......... 92 6o 94 65 80 64 31.------.--.----.--- 7l 45 
------
............ 62 45 68 . 30 . ......... ........... 88 . 64 . ....... ....... . 82 70 
Range __ .... _ . _ ..... 46° 57° 61° 59° 48° 61° 63° 50° Monthly means .. _ .. 6!)0, 74 55°.50 48° . 41 ........................ ............ ........... . .......... ........... ............ ........... 
.......... ------
June. .July. 
Max. Min. Max. Miu. 
---- --- --
83 70 g;o; 76 
84 65 94 77 
85 68 93 76 
82 68 95 76 
8~ 69 94 75 
91 68 95 73.5 
84 67 94 74 
90 73 95 74 
89 72 94.5 72 
90 70 9() 76 
87 73 97.5 73 
89 75 9ii. 5 74 
92 76 97. 5 76 
91 76 94 77 
88 7L 96.5 76.5 
78 73 9..!. 5 74 
86 7L 85 74 
89 71 84 71 
87 70 eo 70 
83 73 86 69 
85 7fi 88 70 
86 76 28 69 
!JO 76 87 71 
91 75 88 72 
90 74 90 72 
91 73 92 73 
92 72 91 76 
94 74 93 76 
96 73 95 73 



































































































Jla:rimum, minimum, and mean tunpaaturrs-Continued. 
SAL.'iT P _\ UT .. , )JT~~. 
I 
1872. 1&73. 
Day of mouth. October. No;ember. December. January. Febmary. March. .Aprll :hla~-. I June. I July. .August. 
::Un..x. Min. Max. 1\lin. 1\l:ax. Min. Max. ;\lin. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. ~Un. ~Lax. Min. I Max. Mm. Max. Min. 
-- -- ---- ----- - -------------- -- ------
-------
! ___________________ 
......... ........ 47 :ll 3-1 l!l 19 0 - 3 - 14 25 2 43 34 62 3:> 75 53 77 35 75 60 . , 49 34 33 17 24 14 12 -20 25 3 48 27 64 <15 75 60 81 56 6\l 54 - ······ .... .... ....... ...... . ~------· ..... -···-·· 44 36 22 1:! 1\l 3 22 2 6 - 13 60 30 69 36 70 60 84 62 77 52 
4 ·-- - ••.• - -··-- .• ·- . *6:1 .j!) 41 32 35 lJ 20 - 4 22 4 17 -22.5 51 40 73 45 Sl 54 82 60 80 5<1 ~"i .......... . ............... - ... 67 50 41 34 32 15 7 - 11 29 - 1 31 12 . 53 37 73 50 85 59 70 54 84 57 
li. ----- -. -- .. --.---. 57 41 48 31 (t) ......... . 21 -14 ~8 8 46 27 45 32 73 54 91 62 77 57 ~1 60 7 ____ __ __ -- .. ------· 60 34 46 34 .......... .......... 30 3 :H 14 45 18 39 31 72 55 87 70 76 60 8-! 61 ~------·. --·- ·- ·-- .. 73 47 41 27 . ......... . .......... 5 - 9 13 0 35 12 39 27 60 40 81 67 77 55 86 61 !! ______ ___ _____ ___ __ j3 34 52 35 -5 -15 24 0 35 18 39 23 51 40 73 52 67 62 89 (i~ IQ ______ _ • -- _. __ ·-·- -· 3!l 28 50 30 . ......... . ........ . 5 -16 :n 17 42 26 45 30 51 -12 76 52 70 52 81 68 
Ll. ---.------- . . ----. 55 2:'J 37 20 . ........ . ------ J7 2 19 5 31 6 50 34 62 40 76 52 76 51 82 61 
12 . ---.- ·-·--- ~ ---- .. 5·! 3il 36 ~J .......... ......... 26 12 19 - 2 35 8 54 32 70 35 80 62 78 59 82 59 
13.-- .. -- ·- --- ·--.--. 43 30 37 26 . ........ ... ....... 21 15 ~2 8 45 211 62 42 52 32 79 58 91 58 82 62 
14. ____ .- ·----- ·--- - · 51 26 33 19 .. ..... . 
------
28 15 ~6 3 48 30 61 49 55 35 82 53 82 66 71 66 
l '5.--.--- .. -- --.--- .. 56 :!7 25 16 ........ . .......... 29 2 37 18 37 25 51 41 65 44 87 61 85 58 7fa 5H 
Hi. __ .. -- __ . . . _ ... _ .. 51 2~1 26 11 . ......... 
------
!l -17 39 20 40 30 50 36 70 46 84 58 92.5 6H 74 50 ]"; ____ __ ___ , _________ 5H 38 22 8 -2 -25 41 2i 50 30 5;> 34 69 53 89 64 77 64 68 57 
18.-- •.• - .. -- . . --.--. 61 33 18 0 4 -26 39 8 50 25 62 as 59 50 91 72 67 49 82 5:~ 
19.-- . . -- .. --- . . ---- . 71 40 14 2 0 -19 23 0 26 1 36 15 53 30 70 -10 Cl2 62 78 46 81 04 
~0 - --·-- · -·· . . --·· ... 67 44 17 2 - 3 -13 27 16 23 -10 27 5 46 3-1 60 46 ~5 57 78 57 89 64 
21. ___ · --·----· ·----- 57 38 27 17 - 10 -23 26 20 0 -21 35 12 50 32 60 49 90 62 84 58 77 6<1 
~---------------- - - · 51 2A 34 23 4 -10 24 3 6 -22 48 5 38 25 72 52 82 60 84 til 76 57 
23. --· ·--·--. ··· ·· ... 61 29 35 25 - 6 -27 10 - 1 7 -17 33 6 41 26 70 58 86 68 88 (j(j 79 60 
~4. --· · --·---- · ----- · 63 34 30 22 - 9 -31 10 - 9 19 -· 9 26 12 40 31 69 56 86 67 87 69 85 67 25 ....... . ..... ... .. ......... . 61 37 26 16 4 -9 10 -14 28 3 25 7 35 30 73 54 90 7Z 79 65 79 61 
26 .. ____ . ·--·- ·-·---· 60 32 24 - 1 4 - 9 11 0 29 13 26 4 56 35 72 60 91 72 78 59 72 59 
27 ________ . .. ---· ·--. 62 32 7 -13 - 2 -24 5 -10 29 16 -10 8 67 37 69 56 86 69 80 57 78 60. 
28 . --· ·-··· ·--·--- - -· 59 . 41 - 1 -13 10 -18 - 6 -21 25 3 36 27 65 35 76 54 85 63 74 58 84 62 
2!'1 .............. - •••• 58 50 10 - 14 17 7 7 -21 . ..... .. . .......... 43 24 65 35 6fi 47 71 61 80 G2 84 66 
30 ... ---.----- . ·----· 50 38 13 - 9 24 14 25 7 ............ . ......... 42 34 63 46 67 38 77 57 71 58 77 67 




71 40 ........... 
-- --· -
76 55 73 62 
ltnu~o ·----- -- ----· 50" 660 ------------ 56° 610 740.5 44° 440 39° 460. 5 39° Monthly moans ..... 470.2 2;30, 8 ... ....... .. ....... 6° .7 14° .3 26° .7 41°. 9 55° .1 730 710 70° .7 
































































Maximum, ·minimum, and mean tcmpcrctlto·cs--Contiuued. 
TOLEDO, OHIO. 
1872. 1873. 
Dny of mouth. I October. I November.! D ecember. ,Tannary. February. March. April. May. June. July. August. I September. 
\ 
Max. I Min. I Max. Min. ~fltX. , Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max .. ~in. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
·----- ------ --- --- ---
] ................. .. ......... 
··----
.......... .......... . .......... .. .......... .. .......... . ......... 24 5 :'!5 25 48 34 57 46 67 43 85 69 80 68 79 65 
2 . .................. ............ ....... .. . ........... ........ . .......... 
----·-
........... .......... 19 - 1 33 24 48 38 60 45 77 52 80 69 84 70 77 54 




.......... ........... . .......... 48 30 16 - 3 45 37 64 39 88 66 83 68 72 55 83 70 ~ 5 . .................. .......... ........... . ......... . ......... ........... ........... .. ......... ........... 42 23 30 - 1 68 37 73 47 83 62 85 64 75 '53 75 63 ~ 
'.i . .................. ........... ............ 
------
.......... ......... ... 
------ ----- -
........... 49 30 51 18 70 46 59 46 80 62 67 '53 82 57 64 !12 t?:i 




........... . ........ 
------
50 25 58 42 68 46 58 49 72 53 79 57 85 66 72 57 t-%j 
3 . .................. .......... ........... 
------
........... . ......... .. ......... ....... 
-····-
37 20 50 39 46 36 <iS 51 71 50 75 64 82 71 64 49 
!l . .................. ~5 15 32 27 46 37 68 59 81 60 74 60 77 66 69 50 w ~ 10 .......... ... ...... ........ .......... ........... ........... .. ......... . ........ . ..... ...... ... ....... 45 17 48 34 57 36 63 51 77 67 72 60 8 1 60 77 57 Q 11 ................... 
------
......... ........... . .......... ......... .. ....... .. .......... .......... 44 29 46 29 52 39 63 47 74 57 73 56 85 67 82 5!l z 12 ................... .......... ............ ......... ........... . .......... . ....... .. •41 14 23 16 37 27 44 37 69 49 69 61 76 53 78 64 84 66 > 13 . .................. ........... .......... .......... .... .. ...... .. .......... .. .......... 48 38 20 16 48 26 59 37 61 50 77 56 89 64 73 58 68 49 t_-i 
14 ................... ........ ............ .......... .......... .. ......... .. ......... 38 31 30 20 55 31 . 57 41 54 42 85 6L · 90 69 75 58 54 40 I 
15 ................... ............ ........... ........... .......... . ......... .......... 56 29 35 20 59 44 53 41 53 45 84 61 83 71 76 58 70 45 0 
16 .......... .. ....... ........... ........... . ....... .. ............ . ........ .. .......... 55 20 35 26 43 35 48 39 64 41 89 66 89 67 74 64 68 52 t-%j 
17 .................•. ........... ........... ...... ...... ........... 
------
.. ........ 19 7 36 22 46 2S 53 40 62 49 76 57 91 70 71 5!-1 7·1 50 '::j ~ 18 . .................. ......... .. ........... ........... ......... . .. .......... .......... 15 9 57 35 46 36 . 53 40 62 50 87 60 84 66 76 5:1 84 (i:; 0 19 .................. . ........... ........... ........... ........... . .......... 
------
22 6 48 30 51 36 55 38 57 52 91 72 74 58 82 37 72 46 t;:j ~0 . .................. ........... ... ...... . .......... .......... .......... ........... 35 19 35 23 45 27 49 32 78 54 85 67 73 59 87 66 57 38 ~ 21 ......•....•....... ........... ........ ... .......... ........... .. ......... .. ........ 40 32 33 11 36 26 50 33 79 55 85 56 77 56 87 G9 60 42 
2-l ................... ........... .......... .......... .......... .. ......... ........... 35 27 18 4 43 26 37 :n 85 64 88 66 S2 60 86 63 54 47 
23 ................... ............ ........... ............ ............ . ......... ............ 23 14 4 - 4 47 34 42 31 84 68 92 67 86 64 77 64 62 44 
24 . .................. ........... ............ ........ ... ........... . ......... ........... ~ 15 24 - 3 34 23 48 30 82 62 87 67 78 57 68 44 
25 . ................................. ............ .......... ........... ........... 
------
. ........ 28 17 34 16 28 21 45 32 71 54 75 67 90 69 88 69 66 56 
213 ................... ........... ...... . .. .......... ............ .. ......... ........... 29 6 31 16 25 20 54 36 84 59 84 67 84 70 76 fi4 81 49 
~' - ................... ............ ... ......... ........... .... .. .. .... ............ . ........ . .......... 26 5 31 £0 34 14 65 40 84 68 89 71 78 65 70 59 86 68 
~ .... .... ............................... .. .. . :-.... ...... 20 - 1 34 20 53 27 53 46 78 63 84 66 80 69 73 58 83 70 ~t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::: ~ ~ ::: ::: : : : : : : I: : : : : : : : ; : : : :: : : : : ::: : : : I : : : : : : i~ : :~ ............ , ....... 48 37 65 43 83 53 84 69 84 68 77 66 72 49 --- -- ··· --- 47 32 56 42 53 42 78 6R 84 63 84 66 59 44 




~ ...... -- 82 70 82 69 ......... ............. ~\:,';.~~:,:;;,;;;;;::::: I :::::: :::::: . ::::: . :::::I ::::: :::::: ... ;;,;: •... I -- l 
---
61° 620 400 46° 4fJO 38° 330 48° 
2[30. 6 24° .9 450. !l 60°. ~ 740 74° .0 72° .1 620.6 ~ 
t-.!1 
* Station supplied with self-registering maximum and minimu~ thermometers Ja1mary 12, 1873. ~ 
Maximum, 1niuimum, aud mean lei.J!peratures.-Coutinued. 
TOROXTO, C.A~.ADA. 
IJS72. 1873. 
Duy of mouth. Ootob"'· l No,·ombO'. December. January. February. March. .April. May. 
Max. , Min. :llnx. Min. Max. Min. Max. :Mi.I1. :Max. Min. Max. I hlm. Max. I Min. Max. Min. 




1. .................. 53 41 49 33 29 18 ::!6 17 9 - 8 36 6 39 26 61 34.5 
" til :J8 50 30 37 27 a6 19 11 -10.5 33.5 22 43 33 47 37 I¥ ........................... 3 . ······ ............ 65 :19 50 :H 34 26 41 27.5 31 8 26 1 46 34 49 :Jtl. 5 4 .••.••.•••••.•.••. 58 38 50 33 29 23 31 20.5 43 26.5 10 - 2 41.5 31 61 32 5 .................. 64 45.5 -18 34 35 23 33 21 32 22 23 - 6 :!8 33 57 39.5 6 ...... .•. •.. ······ 70 !H 50 37 32 24 26 12 40 24 :.14 6 42 3:.1. 5 55 39 7 ........... ......• . 60 44 45 31 36 ~3 ::!6 17 37 20 43 25 42 :J4 56 44.5 8 .................. 57 38 47 35 40 20 38 13 40 14 41.51 22 40 35 ·18 42 9 ..........••• .•.••. 6!i 40 46 :!0 22 5 19 - 1. 5 15 2 28 H 38 34.5 53 39.5 10 ............•. ...•. 56.5 33.5 47 32 20 4 4 - 4 22 - 6 33 18 49 32 61.5 44.5 lL ................. . 45 34 52 42 25 8 l4 - 4 38 17 39.5 28 51 32 59 41 12 ...•.........•.... 51 31 50 30 24 4 27 1.5 21 8 33 21 50 36.5 60 38.5 13 ................... 50 41 45 29 30 21 38.5 25 15 - 1 37 21 58 3t1. 5 54.5 34.5 14 ........... ..... . .. 46 ::!3 46 25 38 28 :n 19 18 R.5 42 24 56 30.5 :16 30 
15 .. ••·•••·· ••.•••... 45 30 37 ~2 37 15 39 17 2ti 2 45 35 51 39 '\7 38.5 IG .................. 49 30 33 20 26 13 46 25 33 21 40 26 48 38 61.5 4~. 5 
li .. ... · .............. 44 80 37 20 23 11 ~6 6 34 2-:2 ~8 24 38 31 63 40 
18 •.•••.•. ··•·•·•• •.. 55 35 32 2:2 27 14 9 - 2 35 20 3::3.5 29 42 32.5 62 40.5 
l !l ... ..... ... ...... .. 44 32 30 22 26.5 12 18 - 2 38 25 43 27 48 32.5 64 44. 5 
20 .............. ... . 50 25 :a9 18 33.5 19 26 16 27 13 38 26.5 45 27 56 43 ~! ..•....•........... 63 :n 34 18 20 0 32 ~5 33.5 10 31 24 44 26.5 6:15 46 
C).~ 63 45 37 26 11 -13.5 29 12 15 5 37 26 45 30 64 46.5 _ ... _ ... .. -- ........... 
23 ................... 52 31:! 39 30 12.5 - 2 16 4 6 - 5.5 37 13 45 24 73 47 
2~ ...•..•...• •••••.•. 53 34 42 30 1 - 8 1::3 8 20 - 5 21 6 43 28.5 75 5fi. 5 
25 ..............•..... 53 38 49 26 4 -12.5 15 - 3.5 27.5 17 21 14 45 25 69 48.5 
26 .................. 52 47 39 24 3 - 3 23 0 28 15 22.5 11 47 29 71 50 
27 ................... 51 45 33 17 14 -12 25 10. 5 31 11 29 6 50 30 j(j 55 
28 ................ ... 50 34 24 15 20 4 19.rl3 31 4. 5 38 . 10 52 31.5 72 54 2H .......... ......... 47 33 23 8 21 4 3 -18 
·· · ··· ·-· --
39 32 56 34 70 46 
30 ..•...........•... 52 37 22 10 22 C) 19 - 6 
------
....... 37 25 61 38.5 54 39.5 
31 .................. 51 33 
---··· 






H~tu~o .............. •150 440 530.5 640 53°.5 510 37° 460 l\luolhl~ lliOillltl ...... ........... .... .... .. ........ . ..... ......... . 
......... ---· 
--- ----- ... . ........... ..... 
..... . ---··--· ..... -------· 
--~~-
June. July. 
Max. 1-[in. Max . .Min. 
-- ----
70 40 82.5 60. 5 
65 49.5 75 66.5 
68 49 81.5 63.5 
82 52 S:Cl 62 
80 49.5 85 56 
74.5 54 69 52.5 
68 48 74 48 
72 50.5 74 58.5 
70 46.5 76 55.5 
68 49 65.5 55 
74 52 70 47.5 
66 47.5 72.5 52.5 
65 43.5 70.5 52.5 
70 50 79.5 54.5 
78.5 55 85 66 
~3 54 72 61 
67 56.5 84 50.5 
78 48.5 80.5 64 
89.5 57 73 54 
76 56 'iO 51 
81.5 49 78 54 
66 56 79 52 
65 57 87 56 
71 59 83 63 
72 56 81 57 
72 53 74 60 
86 55.5 78 61 
79 GO 75 55 
7!l.5 54.5 85 65 



























74. 5 58.5 
























63.5 43 .) 



















































.Maximum, minimttm, anclmean temperatm·es-Continued. 
VIRGINIA CITY, MONT. 
1872. 1873. 
Day of mouth. October. November. I December. January. February. March. I April. May. .June. .July. August. September. 
Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Min. I Max. I Miu. 
1 
Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. I Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. : Min. Max. , Min. Max. I Miu. 
--------1--1------ ---- - - - - - --- - - - --------- - - ------- - - ------ - --
~: :::::::::::::::::: 
4 ....... 
~ : :::~: : : ::::::::::: 
8 . ..... . 
]g: :::: ::: ::: ::::::: : 
11. 
12 . ...... . . . . . ...... . 
13 . 
H . 
































45 46. 5 32.5 39 26 27.5 (j 6.5-2l ............ . ..... . ................................... ! ...... 80 51 .......... .. 
41 46 27.5 37 21 19 4 36 3 ... . . ...... ...... . .. . .. . ..... ...... .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. 81 '49 ........... . 
~~ ~-5 ii. 5 j~-5 ~g ~ - ~ ~~ i~: g :::::: :::::: : ::: :: ::::: : :::: :: ::::: : :::::: :::::: ::: : :: I:::: :: ::: : : : :::: : : ::: : :: ::: : :: 
33. 5 38.5 12 30: 5 14 34.5 19 33 19 .. . ........ . ....................... . .................. ' ............ . ................ . 
33 51.5 11 34 13.5 40 31.5 :15 9 .... .. .......................... ~ ......... . ..... 83 40 ...................... .. 
40 59 40 43 27 37 5 29 12 .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 81 57 .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. ... -
~i- 5 i; H- 5 ~~ i~_ 5 ~8 ~i ~1- 5 }g : ::::: :::::: : ::::: :::::: ::: : : : :::: :: : ::: :: :::::: i~ ~~ :::::: :::: :: ::::: J::::: 
:n 5 at 10 25 3 40. 5 22 34 13 . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. ... .. . . . . .. . 78 51 . ..... . ........... . .... . 
38 23.5 - 1 33 14 37 26 29 15 ........................ . ........... . . . ... . ..... 57 39 ...... ... .............. . 
36 8 - 9 36. 5 18 28 18. 5 27 11 ...... -..... -..... - .. .. - ........... - .. .. .. . . . . . . 60 43 -... . . .. .......... . .... . 
j~ ; =~~ ~~ = ~.5 1 i~ ~ ~~ 15· 5:::: :: ::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::: "8i:5"42" ~~ ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
35.512-8 19 -2 4L 30.5 27 19 .... . .............................. 81 53 63 45 ....................... . 
43 23 - 9 16 6 35 2Z 21 4 . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. 79 47 82 44 ...................... .. 
4.0 32 8. 5 8 - 7 40 20. 5 15 - 8 . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- . - . 72 1J5 82 58 .... . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
43 38.5 17 16 - 8 47.5 36 19 - 13 .................. . ... .. ............ 76 39 85 59 ........... . ........... . 
2!:1 :n 23 - 1. 5 - 15 42 27 33 7 . .. . . . .. . . . . ..·.. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . 80 42 84 5.4 .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 
19 33 18. 5 28 -~1. 5 38. 5 16. 5 34 12 ............ . .......... - .. . . .. .. .. .. 62 43 87 57 ....................... . 
21 37 26. 5 29. 5 -18 25 0. 5 33. 5 6 .. - .. - -.-.. . . .... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 31 88 56 . . . . . . . ... - . . . . . . . . ....• 
24 34 11 30. 5 -20 29 8 . .. . . . (*) . .. . . . .. .. • . .. .. • . .. . • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 58 24 86 59 ... . .. -............... .. 
24 18 2 42 9 29. 5 11. 5 -.... . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .............. . .. - .. .. .. 67 23 79 40 . .. . .. .. .......... -.... . 
34. 5 25 1 38. 5 26 29 11 .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. 72 56 85 50 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . 
28 24 0 39. 5 16 33 - 9 .......... . ........................ - .. .. .. .. .. .. 64 36 76 48 ...................... .. 
24 35 16 38 25. 5- 9. 5 -21. 5 ..... - .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... - . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . 80 35 78 55 . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . • . .... . 
10.5 37 15 33 17 20 -21 ......................................... . .. . ... 71 45 87 54 ....................... . 
!::!. 5 49 30 24. 5 10 34 15 .... -............ - -.................... . -- ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 59 .... - . .......... . ...... . 
20. 5 43 32 16. 5 3. 5 22 - 7 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... - 77 60 . . . . . . . . . • . . . •....•....• 
13 ............ . 25 8 - 7 -22.5 ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... ...... ..... ...... ...... 86 53 ...................... .. 
Range ......... .. ... , 670. 5 I 780 I 66o. 5 j 100 , .... ... ..... , ............ , ........... . I. . .. .. . ..... , ............ , ............ 
1 
.. ... ....... 
1
...... .. .. .. 
:Monthly means.... . 430,9 _ 230.6 18° .8 
1 
230.4 150.6 ........................ , ............ _ .............................................. .. 























Dn:~· ot' tn(H ttl I. Ootoll<'r. 
~[nx. Min. 
~ - ........... . 
- I-
..• ... 6-t 51 
i:::::: 
~- ...................... .. 
~ : :::::: :::::: 
!1 . 
ltl. ........... . 
11. . • •..• . ..• • 
12 . .••.. 
lJ .. . .. . . . .. . . 
14 . .• •... .. .. . 
l:i •.• •. . . ___ _ 
lti . 
Ji .. .. ...... . . 
1'::!. • • : • . • •.•• • 
Hl . ..•. . ...... 
20 . . 
21. . ....... . . . 
~:.! .... ... . ....... .. .. 
2;1. •••. . ••..•• 
~-~ - ······ 
::!j 
26. ··•···· .. .. 




:H ··· ·· ······ 
Hnng(' .•••. • . 
Mm11hl~ uwn 
..... li5 
....... ·- 77 








. . ... . GO 
··· -· · 
61 
















































































:io 1 22 
43.5 26 
"'I 18.5 -12 29 !\1 38 58 32 
63.5 44 
52.5 36 







.. lltiJ'inwm. llliilimum. aurl mNtll fcmprm/lo·es-Contitnle<l. 
W.\8Hl~G'l'ON. D ...... 
1873. 
Drcembrr. Jan nary. F<'hruary. 1\larch. .April. I May. 
----
~[ax. Min. Max. ::\fin. Max. I ~1in. Max. Miu. llax. 1\liu. :\lax. Min. 
------- -~--- - -43 18 38 31 41 12 :n 2-~ 68 43 64 50 56.5 39. 5 40 :~o 36 16 4-1 26 73 48 IH.5 48 
46.5 :!1. 5 51 ;)(j 44 16 30 11 7l 44 60 4J 
<10 ~9 4~1. 5 a;1 6:.1 42 ~0 4 7() 47 (j,j 4:l 
42 25 41 32. ;, 52 :i."i 27. 5 9. 5 70 -16 N.5 50 53 ~7 47 26 -I t>. 5 :~o. ;, 46 11 70 41) 75 49 
<IIi 31.5 :J8 18 <I~ 36 5il 26.5 i I 48 !)~ 47 
48.5 30 36 20 54.5 3-1 G:l 41 82.5 53.:; !)"') 48 41 l!l 41 21.5 40 I J9 6!!. 5 42 fl7 59 (i7 4~) 
2J 16 35 1~ 41 16.5 51 37 67. 5 -14 7-l 5:3 39 18 26 12 55 a;. GO 40 6ti 50 li6 !;6 29.5 21 37 21.;) 41i 31 4!1 3:3 51 41 74 51 39 21 49 26 31 :!1 .JM 35 61 41.5 8.1 58 51.5 26 51 37 37 21 58 37 G8 46 68 49 
51.5 35 43 36 41 20 70 43 71 43 75 52.5 
4<1.5 30 64.5 37 40 3~. 5 (i5 38 51.5 41 75 52 
46.5 32 61 32 48 3:J 51 38 45 39 70 52 
40 30 32 24 53.5 2d 6-l 31 62 41.5 74 45 
37 27 28 :21 54 36 65 41 59 43 64 55 
44.5 31 40 2:l 51 32 50 35 G2 39 61 55 
42.5 23.5 46 34 45 32 41 31 56 44 59 53 
40 3 41 31 38 26 42 33 71.5 43 70 59 
41.5 18 33.5 27.5 27 11 68 35 45 38 83 61.5 
27 6 33.5 25 25 1 63 29 52 37 91 62. 5 
15 5 32 18 35 19 35 29 52 38 91 62 
19 11. 5 38 21 45 27.5 40 32 54.5 36 88 64 
19 11 40 30 43 29 43 25 62.5 39 90 66 
23 13 42 21 33.5 21 61 27 65 43 92.5 71 
36 44 25 2. 5 . ...... 
··-··· 58.51 45 59 47 87 66 41.5 ':!6. 5 :26 - 7 ...... 
-----
65 43 70 44 88 56 



























9t 5 72 
94.5 76 













. - -- -------
July. I .A.ugnst. Septemb<'lr. 
ilt:ax. Min. hlax. Min. Max. MJLl. 
88.5 72 9il 'iG 92.5 72 
97 68.5 9:l 73.5 86 67 
101 77.5 !l:J 72 84 62 
93 73 86 68 StU 7-l 
91 71 z;:l 64 92.5 71 
84 llil ~lO Ill 76.5 61 
87 62 93 70 77 59 
so. 5 64 9:2 73 69.5 60 
81.5 63 90 73 73.5 52 
88 63.5 83 70 71.5 58 
8<1 69 88 65 77 56.5 
88 61.5 81 66 81.5 5li. 5 
88 72 78 64 83. 5 6.1 
97 73 77 6:1 G:t 5 52 
91.5 73 81 65 68 44 
96 73 87.5 66 80 55 
97 76 72 64.5 72 57 
96. 5 72.;) 82 66 77 62 
92 71 81 69 78.5 60 
8-1.5 64.5 78 68 63.5 50 
85. 5 64.5 87 73 (i(j 44 
93 63.5 88 74.5 69.5 46 
91 64 90 70 77.5 62 
93 71.5 77 61 73 60 
97 70 88 57 78.5 5!) 
94.5 78 8!1. 5 69 81 63 
93 72 79 69 81 61 
92 74.5 64 81 68 
95 70 7L 66 83.5 71 
89.5 72 84 64 76 51 
92.5 71 98 66 . ..... 
-----· 
39° .5 410 480.5 


















































































l--- l---l---l---l---l---l--- l---1~--l---l---1---~ ~ ~ ""' ~ <1 rn -<!1 
Alpena, 1\Iioh ......................... __ .. . ...... .. ...... ... . . . 2. 40 
Augusta, Ga . _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 36 
Baltinlore, 1\Id. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 08 
Boston, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 85 
~~~~~~~~~ -~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~ 
~~~i~~~~f~·- ::~:::: .·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~ 
g~~~l~~~·. rt· ~:: ::·_-_-_: : :: :::·.: :·_:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~ 
8~f~'\~:~~~ ~-~~:::::: :::::::::::: .·::::::: ::::::: ::: :: :: :: :: :::: g: ~~ 
Cincinnati, Ohio.......................................... .. ... 3. 33 
Cle•eland, Ollio .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 4. 08 
Corrinne,Utah ................... _.. .... . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . 0. 61 
DaY en port, Iowa ........................ _. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 0. 61 
B~rr!~b~~~-~:::::::::: :::::: :~::::::::::: :::::: ~::::: :: :::~:: ~: !g 
~~~~nn~~t~.i~o~t:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·. 8: i~ 
fJH~i~;{t}iH i: : H ~ ~ i .. E .. ::: i: : ~ ~: i •: ~ ·· ~::: •::: • !: ~ 
Jackson>ille, Fla........................................... . .. 6. 37 
K eokuk, Iowa ... _......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o. 42 
K ey \Vest, Fla . ................................................ 2. 09 
Knornllo, T enn ......................... r. ............ . . . . . .. . o. 82 
La Crosse, W is ................................................ . ... . ... . 
t~~:e~~J~-t1~a:K~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g: ~~ 







































1. 76 1. 43 
3. 48 5. 03 
2. 72 4. 27 
3. 09 5. 76 
1.14 1. 63 
1. 93 1. 68 
1. 35 2. 18 
1. 56 5. 03 
2. 65 6. 79 
2. 46 4.13 
0. 03 0. 03 
0. J9 2. 56 
2. 43 2. 66 
1. 73 2. 41 
3. 86 1. 63 
0. 61 3. 56 
0. 29 0. 13 
0. 69 3. 20 
0. 4R 0. 75 
0. 50 0. 56 
o. 59 0. 60 
0. 57 1. 00 
5. 37 3. 43 
2. 10 4. 50 
6. 55 1. BL 
4. 81 3. 86 
0. 50 3. 31 
0. 65 3. 91 
6. 68 3. 8;) 
0. 19 0. 66 
3. 47 5. 3G 
1. 34 3. 02 
3. 53 2.:1:3 
2. 58 '2. 93 
2. 44 4. 42 
o. 45 0. 43 









































































































































































































































































































































































Monthly aull m111ual amounts of rain-fall, in ·incites, 9·c.--Contiuuecl. 
18i2. I 187:3. :J 0 
St.ntions. ;.; t ~ ~ 
I 
<!) ~. ~ .0 ;.; .0 ~ ~ QJ 8 8 ... ..ci .0 d 0 ~ c 
.s <!) <!) p ... ~ ~ a5 h c.o ...., p. c.> = '2 a = 









~m~~;~r&;;i~: _-:::: :--J~ J~Jl! p! n1 
1Uonut Wnsi.Jiugton, N.n............. ........ ................. 5.53 4.01 1.:l8 3.39 5.20 
Nnslrville, 'l't>nu ..... ................................. ......... 1.58 2.25 2.48 2.96 7.14 ~~: f~~~f~~·~.~?~~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · · --3_-77· ---5.-46. -- -4.-o-i · ~: ~g ~: ~i Nt~wOrlcnns,Ln .............................. . . : .............. 3.18 7.43 5.23 5.06 1.93 
New York, N.Y............................................... 3.43 5.04 2.54 5.06 1.73 
Norfolk,Va .................................................... 9.89 3.10 5.69 4.68 6.66 
Omnba,Nobr . ............ ----------------------- - ------------- 3.89 0.87 0.11 0.64 0.02 ~~~17~~~~nf::::: :::::::::: :·_::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::- _ -~--~~. ~: ~~ __ -~-- ~:. __ -~--~~- ___ ~--~~-
Pl!iladelphia, Pa.......... ............. . ............... ...... .. 5. 20 3. 43 2. 74 5. 84 ~~~~j~~tt~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:- ~: ~~ ~: ~~ ~: ~! ~: ~ 
f>~~ti~n;~~~~1Tia·::::::::::::::: .-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~g ~: g~ i: §i ~: §~ 
Hocltestl:'r,N.Y ................. -------------------------- .. . 8.14 2.07 4.05 3.33 ~~~ ~ji·~~~is~~~ cai:::::: : : :: ::::::::::: :: :::::: : ::::: :::::: : : : : ~: ~~ g: ~~ ~: ~~ ~: ~§ 
Snnt:iF6,N.l\lex............................. ............... 0.25 0.01 0.04 0.55 
S1n-annah, Ga.......... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . 3. 85 2. 43 2. 29 3. 50 ~~~;~;~~~·its. iro:::::::::::::::::::: .-: .-:::::::::: :·::::: ::::::::: ~: ~; k: ~~ i: ~~ ~: ~~ 
Sniut l'anl, hlinu..... .. . .... ........ ... .. . . .... .. .... . . . . . . . .. 0. 52 1. 91 .. .. . .. . 1. :n 
'l'olcdo,Obio ................................................. 1.45 0.78 2.22 3.63 ~~~f~~~~;~tH:_ L>: / :E- / Jl . J~ J!! !:!! 






















































2. 30 5.17 
0. 88 11. 47 
5. 57 10.25 
2.12 4.11 
2. 72' 4. 55 
3. 59 4.11 
5. 79 6. 27 
2. 76 5. 38 
1. 74 18. 68 
3. 05 4. 08 
1. 79 5. 01 
3. 83 5. 59 
2. 62 1. 41 
0. 25 2.16 
3. 51 5. 83 
3. 01 3. 21 
2. 79 2. !!ll 
2. 35 2.18 
3. 58 9. 09 
4. 71 3. 52 
0.10 0. 01 
0. 43 0. 00 
0. 26 0. 33 
4. 37 5.12 
1. 9-1 4. b8 
6. 86 5. 27 
2. 44 4. 63 
4. 45 2. 57 
1. 76 8. 79 
3.191 5. 21 1. 75 8. 63 
4. 63 4. 32 




























































































4. 30 I 6. 83 , 
4. 93 7. 42 . 























































































CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER. 435 
Statement showing how many times the wind was observe~ blowing from the eight cardinal points oj the 
compass during each month and se_ason of the yea: endmg September 30, 1873, comp~ledfrom. the local ob-
servations taken at the several statwns of observatwn at 7 a.m., 2 p.m., and 9 p.m., (local t~me.) 
~ ..: ~ !2 t>, ..: a;> ;.:; a;> ~ ~ ... .0 .0 ~ ~ .0 ..: Wind. 8 ... ..c:l a bi: s Station. ~ s '" 0 ~ s .s a;> a;> 0 ... Q ·c ~ a) t>, .s l':l s 0 .8 p. Q !': .0 ~ l':l d bt P< ·c -;; l':l Q 0 a;> ~ a;> ~ A ;21 0 0 a;> P< p ~ 0 !?; ~ "':> P=i <t1 "':> "':> <t1 U1 U1 U1 <t1 
- -
- - - - -




( N. 5 1 3 4 1 5 5 5 3 4 6 2 15 13 8 8 
Alpon~ Mioh..----- j N.W. 29 16 25 17 1 12 13 15 5 10 11 19 40 26 64 . 43 w. 12 23 22 18 28 24 17 10 16 21 14 19 51 51 54 68 s.w. 7 25 24 9 9 4 2 3 8 7 3 8 9 18 40 42-s. 12 9 14 24 13 13 8 7 5 6 5 16 28 16 37 51 S.E. 17 10 2 9 8 17 4 18 16 22 19 13 39 57 40 19 
I 
E. 3 1 0 7 10 2 20 14 22 11 14 6 3!l 47 10 17 
N.E. 3 2 0 3 6 2 9 9 6 3 .6 2 20 15 7 9 
Calm. 5 3 3 2 8 14 12 12 9 9 15 5 38 33 13 13 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- -
- - - - - - -
-
- -
- - - -
A 
( N. 11 2 6 2 2 1 1 5 3 1 4 9 7 8 22 10 
I 
N.W. 9 12 5 2 3 6 2 10 1 0 5 2 18 6 23 10 
w. 11 14 13 20 24 17 20 12 12 6 9 6 49 27 31 57 
s.w. 4 5 3 6 6 2 13 10 10 4 3 3 29 17 . 12 ll. 
ugusta, Ga . .... _ .. j s. 2 5 8 7 8 18 15 4 14 12 8 2 37 34 9 23 S.E. 2 0 0 4 1 3 2 18 8 7 8 3 23 23 5 5 
I 
E. 6 5 1 2 4 2 1 11 8 9 8 4 14 25 15 7 
N.E. 8 5 8 2 2 2 1 6 12 · 4 9 28 9 25 41 12 
0 39 4-l 50 51 34 38 35 17 22 50 39 33 ~0 111 ll3 135 
l Blank. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
·- - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
- .-
I N. 13 6 12 16 10 5 7 9 8 14 14 15 21 36 34 38 
I 
N.W. 14 23 Hl 16 28 23 28 5 8 7 4 9 56 19 46 63 
w. 16 19 10 11 8 20 9 3 10 17 6 8. 32 33 43 38 
s.w. 6 9 12 4 3 li 5 9 17 14 8 9 25 39 24 19 
altim"'• Md ------1 
s. 7 8 7 9 2 2 2 7 8 9 7 12 11 24 27 18 
S .E. 5 9 4 3 6 7 13 15 10 6 7 11 35 23 25 13 
E. 4 1 3 11 2 1 9 ' 13 5 2 13 8 23 20 13 16 
N.E . 13 4 10 12 10 12 14 21 16 5 21 9 47 42 26 ::p 
0 15 11 7 11 15 12 3 11 8 19 13 9 26 40 35 33 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 
- - -- - -
-- - - - - ·- - - - - -
( N. 8 6 4 7 6 2 e 6 5 5 17 2 16 27 16 17 
N.W. 23 41 :12 46 40 46 41 21 18 15 12 20 108 45 84 138 
w. 10 13 17 9 8 17 4 10 16 23 13 20 31 52 43 34 
s.w. 9 11 5 7 4 1 1 7 15 19 5 7 19 30 27 16 
oston, Mass . . . ___ . s. 10 7 4 4 7 1 5 11 5 9 4 11 
17 18 28 1"3 
S.E. 2 3 !l 1 2 7 2 4 6 4 1 5 13 11 10 9 
E. 13 4 1 10 8 5 20 22 19 12 24 16 47 55 33 19 
N.E. 12 3 1 4 5 4 7 7 4 7 5 1 18 16 16 10 
0 5 2 3 5 4 0 2 5 1 8 12 8 7 21 15 12 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
B 
- - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
-
( N. 7 9 13 10 6 17 42 23 1!l 17 18 12 82 51 28 38 
N.W. 23 44 28 30 26 29 11 6 18 12 5 30 46 35 97 84 
w. 10 7 15 4 9 4 4 1 2 5 4 5 9 11 22 28 
s.w. 1 3 4 0 5 2 1 9 8 3 3 3 12 14 7 9 
reckenridge, :Minn . s. 7 9 6 2 4 0 5 4 14 
14 17 4 9 45 20 12 
S.E. 38 14 22 34 28 31 13 30 25 20 28 25 74 73 77 84 
E. 3 2 2 1 0 5 6 5 2 6 6 3 16 14 8 3 
N.E. 2 1 0 2 5 4 7 10 1 16 10 5 21 27 8 7 
0 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 5 4 0 2 3 7 6 6 5 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 
- - - - -
- - - -
- - -
- - - -
( N. 9 1 0 3 0 2 4 0 2 1 6 3 6 9 13 :1 
I 
N.W. 16 21 2::! 7 11 13 2 6 6 8 5 14 21 19 51 41 
w. 10 16 20 11 18 21 20 10 9 11 10 21 51 :w 47 58 
s.w. 14 21 23 3ti 29 33 24 27 38 48 21 14 84 107 49 88 
...,,, N. Y--------1 
s . 8 4 1 7 1 6 0 5 5 3 7 15 11 15 27 0 
S.E. 5 10 e 9 6 7 6 13 5 1 4 5 26 10 20 23 
E. 20 6 5 7 10 9 19 11 11 :1 24 15 39 40 41 22 
N.E. 6 2 2 10 5 2 5 11 6 8 12 3 18 26 11 17 
Calm. 3 9 2 3 4 0 10 10 8 8 4 0 20 20 12 0 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 
- - - -
- - -- -
- - - --- - -
-
( N. 28 16 10 18 22 15 27 26 23 19 19 25 68 61 69 50 
arlington, VL---- j 
N.W. 6 8 12 4 3 14 5 5 4 6 3 1 24 13 15 1!l 
w. 11 8 11 10 7 4 6 7 5 2 4 7 17 11 26 28 
s.w. 7 4 2 4 2 6 7 6 8 12 3 4 19 23 15 H 
s. 21 36 29 37 29 28 16 ~ 32 37 33 45 73 102 102 93 
S.E. 0 4 3 4 0 1 4 4 1 6 6 2 9 13 6 7 l E 7 8 9 3 2 3 2 2 6 5 13 3 7 24 18 l4 N . E. 1 3 6 2 0 2 0 0 4 1 4 0 2 9 4 8 Calm. 12 3 11 11 10 20 23 14 7 5 8 3 57 20 18 41 




436 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
Statement showir~g ho·w rnar~y tirnes the wind was observed blowing, ~c.-Continued. 
oi 
.... ~ .... r" ...: >. 0) 0) t 
0) ~ ;::l 
... - ~ ~ ,t:> ~ tation. Wind. a;> ~ ~ .g ~ 8 QiJ a;> s 
:3 Q) s CIS "' ...... <ti "' .s .e s p +> gs p ~ -~ ~ .b s ::; I> :::; ~ p., ;:I bD p., ... ~ ~ Q 0 0) ell ~ ..q ~ p p p a;> p., :::: ..q 0 ~ A r-;, ~ r-;, r-;, <lj w w w 
- - -
- - -
1-- ·- - - - - - - -
I N. 18 12 14 16 10 9 4 9 4 4 13 12 22 21 42 40 
·I 
N.W. 9 13 18 11 11 15 10 4 6 7 2 7 29 15 29 40 
w. 3 12 6 14 12 10 15 12 6 7 5 1 37 18 16 32 
s.w. 4 5 ;:; 7 4 10 10 ti 7 11 8 7 26 26 16 16 
Cairo, lli . ........... i s. 17 17 19 23 12 17 13 18 24 22 11 17 48 57 51 54 S.E. 12 15 5 5 6 17 15 7 12 9 5 11 39 26 36 16 
l E. 5 0 3 8 10 3 5 15 11 10 12 5 23 33 10 21 N.E. 2 7 18 6 15 9 14 17 14 l(j 21 19 40 51 28 39 0 23 9 5 3 4 3 4 5 6 7 16 11 12 29 43 12 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - -
- - - - --- - -
- -
- -
( N. 13 8 9 5 7 3 2 6 5 8 7 15 11 20 36 21 
I 
N.W. 20 32 37 25 37 31 24 12 9 5 6 11 67 20 63 99 
w. 12 14 14 8 4 20 11 1 7 7 2 2 32 16 28 26 
s.w. 8 6 8 4 7 7 2 5 10 9 4 11 14 23 25 19 
<Japa May, N. J .•.. ·1 s. 14 12 !) 14 10 20 14 26 25 41 35 22 60 101 48 33 S.E. 10 7 1 5 2 2 7 16 10 12 9 8 25 31 25 8 
E. 6 3 4 7 2 4 20 17 11 7 24 9 41 42 18 13 
N.E. 8 3 3 15 9 6 9 10 13 3 4 12 25 20 23 27 
Calm. 2 5 8 10 6 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 3 7 24 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




- - - -
Chadoatoo, S C ... ·I 
N. 15 20 13 11 3 6 5 3 3 2 4 20 14 9 55 27 
N.W. 13 16 7 10 8 11 8 6 1 1 4 2 25 6 31 25 
w. 4 12 10 18 15 13 5 9 13 11 10 6 27 34 22 43 
s.w. 12 8 9 14 20 24 37 13 21 16 20 9 74 57 29 43 
s. 1 1 4 4 9 9 17 27 '11 2 1 23 9 53 55 11 17 
S.E. 5 3 0 9 3 7 5 9 7 8 8 10 21 23 18 12 
E. 7 7 5 {5 6 6 6 18 25 20 7 9 30 52 23 16 
N.E. 28 !I 9 13 9 9 3 8 8 8 G 24 20 22 61 31 
Calm. 8 14 36 9 10 8 4 0 1 6 11 1 12 18 23 55 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
- - - - - - - ]11 1 - - - - - - -( N. 12 1 16 10 G 10 15 5 8 11 36 24 41 32 
N.W. 32 25 13 32 10 8 30 10 4 6 8 8 48 18 65 55 
w. 26 27 20 .';!8 34 47 19 14 17 16 23 21 80 fi6 74 82 
s.w. 4 10 13 8 12 10 8 7 8 10 3 12 25 21 26 33 
Cheyenne, Wyo ..... s. 6 '1 7 3 10 9 3 
' 7 11 17 17 13 19 45 23 20 
S.E. 1 0 1 1 2 0 2 10 14 7 10 3 12 31 4 4 
E. 1 0 4 1 2 0 0 11 6 9 9 8 11 24 9 7 
N.E. 4 1 6 1 f) 1 6 3 6 8 G 3 10 20 8 7 
Calm. 7 5 13 9 8 8 7 14 1~ 15 9 11 29 37 23 30 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - - -
- - -
- -- - -
Cbioago, m ...... ·--·1 
N. 17 1 5 6 4 7 18 23 11 14 12 10 48 37 28 15 
N.W. 9 1 14 12 :J G 5 1 7 5 7 15 12 19 25 29 
w. 13 28 18 10 20 26 11 5 1 3 2 7 42 6 48 4 
s.w. 11 27 25 25 22 9 13 15 20 26 20 35 37 66 73 72 
s. 17 16 16 20 15 15 G 12 12 10 4 4 33 2o 37 51 
S.E. 6 15 3 2 4 13 0 3 9 9 6 9 16 24 30 9 
E. 7 2 4 7 6 3 10 11 7 9 9 4 24 25 13 17 
N.E. 10 0 2 10 9 9 17 16 23 17 22 6 42 62 16 21 
Calm. 3 0 G 1 1 5 10 7 0 0 11 0 22 1L 3 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - -
- - -
- - - -
18 
CinoinDati, Ohio ... ..I 
N. 13 12 10 8 10 G 12 5 6 21 1fl 28 32 41 36 
N.W. 17 14 17 14 19 15 17 16 !J 17 5 1 38 31 49 50 
w. 1 14 9 19 10 18 17 7 11 10 6 5 42 27 20 38 
s.w. 10 19 11 13 13 9 18 13 14 11 11 9 40 36 38 37 
s. 16 10 8 14 12 18 11 11 13 21 7 10 40 41 36 34 
S.E. 5 7 2 4 4 12 7 18 15 12 7 15 37 34 27 10 l E. 6 5 5 13 8 3 6 9 14 4 11 5 18 29 16 26 N.E. 5 4 7 5 7 fl 7 17 9 11 25 7 30 45 16 19 Calm. 20 5 15 1 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 5 3 1 30 19 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
- - - -
- - - ·- - - -
- - - - -
N. 3 l 3 8 l 2 8 10 16 17 1:3 7 20 46 11 12 
N.W. 20 5 4 7 2 6 5 9 7 12 7 14 20 26 39 13 
w. 2 12 23 9 26 21:! 14 9 6 14 2 9 51 22 23 
.w. 12 32 21 2-2 10 10 15 7 6 13 12 11 32 31 55 53 
loveland, Ohio ...... s.E. !J 10 16 14 11 13 5 8 12 13 9 
18 26 34 37 41 
25 21 14 18 9 15 7 23 20 11 20 22 45 51 68 41 
E. 2 2 4 4 7 1 7 8 5 3 8 3 16 16 7 15 
N.E. 11 2 3 7 6 9 16 18 17 10 22 (i 43 49 19 (• 
Calm. 9 5 5 4 11 9 13 1 1 0 0 0 23 1 14 .20 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
c 
- - ---
- - --- - --
- --
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER. 437 
Statement showing how ntany ti'rnes the wind was obsm·ved blowing, .fc.-Continued. 
oi ;..; F ;..; !:" ~ ~ ~ 6 .:::> ~ ~ ~ .:::> ;..; l'i Station. Wind. a ,!:> <e ,C s oil s ~ ;..; ,!:> ~ s ~ D :2 ~ ., .$ -~ .$ B C!.> ~ .E i:: p:, p:, bJ) s .s ~ Q :<! A d D "a ., A P. ., Q z ~ d ~ ., ~ ::; f$ 0 A 1-:> Fi · ~ <11 ~ 1-:> '":> <11 w w w. <!j 
---
- - -
-- - - -
- -
-
- - - -
- -
c 
( N. 12 20 32 1!'i 32 21 19 18 23 ~9 23 34 58 75 66 79 
I 
N.W. 31 17 11 2:! 20 34 25 17 14 10 6 8 76 30 56 54 
w. 5 l 3 7 2 5 2 6 4 1 0 1 13 5 7 12 
s.w. 7 15 11 8 3 4 3 9 4 6 10 6 16 2fl 28 22 
·"·"'· u ... - ______ I ~. 22 20 19 22 18 13 18 24 30 27 28 24 55 85 66 59 S.E. 5 2 1 2 0 7 4 5 4 5 7 4 16 16 11 3 
E. 3 2 2 2 1 1 10 3 2 0 0 1 '14 2 6 5 
N.E. 2 i3 5 2 1 2 2 3 1 4 3 1 7 8 11 8 
Calm. li 5 9 12 7 6 7 8 8 11 16 11 21 35 22 28 l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - -
- - - -
-
- - - -
( N. 3 2 4 7 3 :i 3 5 7 9 11 15 11 27 20 14 
I N.W. 19 14 23 21 21 35 18 11 4 12 4 14 64 20 47 65 
I w. 6 
~3 12 13 14 14 5 4 10 6 3 fl 23 19 38 39 
s.w. 18 18 21 14 15 13 21 1tl 27 24 30 19 52 81 55 50 
s. 5 7 4 7 2 6 1 2 2 9 9 11 9 20 23 13 
avenport, Iowa .... ~ S.E. (i 13 6 4 7 12 14 12 12 7 6 7 38 2:> 26 17 
I 
E. 10 2 3 2 2 2 7 14 8 11 16 3 23 :35 15 7 
N.E. 3 1 11 1l 11 6 19 2-1 3 9 ]:J 2 49 24 0 33 
Calm. 23 10 8 ]11 9 2 2 ;{ 17 6 2 10 7 25 43 31 
l Blank. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 eJ 0 0 1 
D 
- - - - -
- - -
- - - - -
- - -
N. 4 ;{ 10 9 12 7 16 1l 10 :1 2 12 11 34 34 18 :11 
N.W. 3 10 7 1G 4 14 9 (i 4 2 2 8 29 s 21 27 
w. 3 8 2 10 8 !:l 2 3 1 4 6 3 13 11 14 20 
s.w. 17 G 9 12 9 3 5 3 1 4 6 o· 11 11 2:1 3Q 
enver, Colo .. .... .. s. 27 25 20 14 10 22 17 17 25 23 29 27 56 77 79 44 S.E. !) 2 2 :J 2 11 7 10 8 7 6 6 28 21 13 7 D 
E. 5 5 2 0 3 3 5 8 11 13 5 7 16 29 17 5 
N.E. 10 8 1:! 7 9 7 13 14 14 fl 9 12 34 3~ 30 28 
C:tlm. 19 2:3 2:) 22 27 18 16 21 1G 19 18 lfi 5.~ 53 58 78 
l lilank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
~ 
- - - - -
- - -- - - - - ·- -
r N. G 2 8 12 3 1G 2 
4 5 2 6 5 22 13 n 2:3 
NW. 18 14 2 1 11 22 21 17 8 8 1 ~ 4 17 4G 24 49 54 
I 
w. 7 34 28 18 18 1G 8 8 15 27 1:{ 1R 3:.l 55 59 64 
s.w. 25 27 :ll 24 16 13 ];j 14 14 20 12 ;2:3 4~ 4G 75 63 
etroit, Mich ....... . s. 2 1 0 5 2 7 G 1 11 4 6 11 1<1 2 1 14 7 ) S.E. 11 10 1 4 G 6 8 17 15 LL 1G 5 31 42 26 11 
I 
E. 12 2 7 1L 6 2 14 27 1G 11 18 4 43 45 18 24 
N.E. 12 0 5 8 10 9 Hi 1:! :3 5 18 6 33 26 18 23 
Calm. 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 1 3 1 0 1 8 4 1 1 




- - - -
- - - - -
- - - -
N. . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. 
·- - · 
.. .. . . 7 7 .. ... ... 
---· 




. .. . . . . . . . 22 28 ... .. ·· -· . ... 
w. .. ... 
· ·- · 
.. . .. ... .. ... ... 7 5 . .. . ... . .. .. .. 
s.w. .. . .. .. . ,, .. . ... 
-- .· 
. .. . .. .. . 8 7 .. . . .. · ·-· . - - ~ 
ubuque, Iowa* ... . . s. . .. .. .. .. .. ... . ... · -- · .. .. 7 15 
.. .. . 
·-- · 
. .. . 
S.E. .. .. .. .. . ... .. . .. . . .. .. hl 4 .... .. .. . ..... D 
E. . .. ... ... . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. ·- - · lO 4 ... . .. · ·-· .. ... 
N.E: .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 
· ·- · 
.. .. 7 1 .. · -- · . ... .. . 
Calm. .. .. .. .. . .. . . ... . ... . .. . . . .. 1:3 19 .. . .. . .. ·---
l Blank. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . 0 0 .. . .. . . . ·· --
·-- - - - - - -
-
-
- - - - - - -
N. ll !) 3 7 :3 7 R 3 2 5 (j (j l H 13 22 13 
N.W. L9 20 1G I:J 11 23 14 12 . LQ 12 14 17 4!) :J(j 5fi 40 
w. 4 7 9 10 7 (j 2 4 4 7 4 8 1:2 t:i 19 26 
s.w. 18 2!! 4L 14 19 10 3 3 10 R 5 15 16 2.J 62 74 
ulutb, Minn . ...... s. 2 2 5 2 3 1 2 0 0 1 0 5 :3 1 9 10 S.E. 2 1 0 2 I 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 2 7 3 D 
E. 1 3 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 3 4 1 0 7 5 7 
N.E. 22 1:3 2 :.!.J 23 24 36 48 34 34 39 17 1013 l07 52 50 
Cal !'!:I . L4 10 15 17 15 2Z 25 23 30 22 zo 17 ; .; 72 4 L 47 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - -- - -
- - - -- -
-- - -
( N. .. .. ... 
·· - · 
. . . . .... 10 11 (i I 14 13 .. 21 .. 
tpnrt,Mot . .. . .. .. j 
~ .w. 
·-
.. ... . . . . .. JG 2J 20 B 10 10 .. 4:1 ... ·---
w. .. . . . . .. . .. . Ll• :I 2 :.l 9 !) ··-· 14 ... .... 
s.w. .. .. 
-· 
. . .. . .. 6 1. 4 12 21 11 13 . .. 44 .. . ..... 
s. .. . . . . . .. .. .. !) 2 L :20 34 28 32 --- · 82 . .. . ----
S.E. .. . . .. ... . . . 
·· ' 
.. . 7 G 7 7 1 1 .. 15 ... ... .. . 
E. .. ... .. 
· ·- · · -- · 
.. 
;; 0 1 2 1 0 ..... 4 ..... .... 
I .E. .. .. . . .. ..... . .. . . .. 20 J:J 18 5 8 5 .... 3L .. . . . ... 
l Calm. ... .... .. . .. . . ... . .. 6 2 4 7 lL 7 ---- 22 ... · --· Blank. . .. . .. ... .... .. ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- -· 0 .... ----
Eas 
- ---------------------
" Observations began in Aub'Ust. tObservations began with April 
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
Staternent showing how many tirnes the wind was observed blowing, ~c.-Continued. 
~ ;..; r,.; p !>, ...: <l) <l) <l) ci 
.a .a h 8 t] .a ...: ;..; Station. Winu. s E !: .... .:i s bi; 
<l) s 
.a Q.i :2 ~ 0 ~ aS ::::> 2 :::< s .3 $ 
.e ;:1 .... .... ~ h t:{) 8 ::l ~ .a 5. ::l 
"""' 
·c 
0 0 ~ <l) d ~ :::! • ;3 ~ Q) """' ::::> p ~ 0 z R ;21 ~ 1-:> 1-:> -<>1 en en en -<>1 
- - - - -
- - - -
- - - - - - -
( N. 
-··· ---- --- · ----
.... 
---· ---· 




I N.W. ---- ·--- .... ... ·--- .... ---- --- - 8 6 7 11 . .. . 21 ---- ----
I w. --- · ·-·· --- · ---- --·· ··-· ---- ... 11 19 10 14 ·--- 40 ---· ---· 
E. 1' * J' 
s.w. 
---· ---· --- - ----
..... 
---- ---· ----






---· ---· ---· ---- ----
...... 
----
14 17 15 30 
----
46 
---· ·---no, a ........... . 1 S.E. --- · ---· ---· ··-· .... ·-- · ·--- . ... 15· 5 11 11 ---- 31 ---- ----
I E. ---- ---· .... .... .. .. --- · ---· ---- 1 1 8 2 ---- 10 · · -· ----N.E. ---· .... ---· .... -- -· ---- ---- ---- 14 . 11 21 10 ---- 46 ·--- ---· 
l Calm. ·-- · ---- ..... ... .... .... .... ---· 11 9 9 3 ---· 29 ---- ----Blank. · ·-· ..... ... ... . .... .... ---· . .... 0 0 0 0 ---- 0 , - ... ----
- -
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
N. 7 4 6 20 12 30 43 21 12 17 15 10 94 44 21 38 
N.W. 14 5 ·211 12 10 11 3 3 3 5 1 21 17 12 40 46 
w. 5 14 33 13 14 9 4 4 7 6 7 15 17 20 34 60 
s.w. 21 30 5 4 1 2 1 1 2 4 14 19 4 20 70 10 
Escanaba, Micb ..... s. 23 7 2 13 12 16 16 24 33 34 26 13 56 93 43 21 S.E. 15 6 1 0 16 9 2 6 t! 8 2 7 17 18 28 17 
E. 4 5 0 4 6 9 2 15 13 6 6 1 26 25 10 10 
N.E. 2 G 3 12 5 1 14 18 10 8 14 4 33 32 12 20 
Calm. 2 13 19 15 8 u 5 1 2 5 5 0 12 12 15 42 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -
N. 4 6 4 5 5 4 11 6 2 10 7 11 21 19 21 14 
N.W. 9 t3 5 7 5 9 12 10 7 7 7 8 31 21 25 17 
w. 8 5 15 10 8 17 9 11 18 16 12 24 37 46 37 33 
s.w. 33 29 23 27 28 35 22 13 30 19 22 12 70 71 74 78 
Fort B nton, Mont .. s. 2 1 1 1 2 4 2 6 2 5 3 2 12 10 5 4 S.E. 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 1 1 2 6 3 0 
E. 0 1 2 2 2 3 10 19 9 9 21 16 32 39 17 6 
.E. 12 5 8 15 a 7 5 6 5 16 10 6 18 31 23 26 
Calm. 24 34 a5 26 31 14 18 21 15 8 10 10 53 33 68 92 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







4 3 5 1 3 2 
---· 
















19 !J 6 1 4 2 ..... 11 




..... 5 3 () 5 10 2 .... 21 . .... .. .... 
Fort GibRon, Ind. T t. s. .. .. .. . . ---· . .. . . ... ..... . 2 3 8 6 7 4 . ... . 21. 
. E. ..... 
---· 
... .... ..... .... 20 19 4 28 14 23 
----
46 








... . . .... ..... ~ .. -. . ... 4 12 17 8 15 6 
----
40 . ..... 
----Calm. ..... .... .... .... 
---· ---· 






.. ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 .... 0 ..... ..... 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I N. 3 4 5 7 4 8 20 8 10 10 5 11 36 25 18 16 N.W. 24 33 17 24 18 23 28 14 10 9 16 19 65 35 76 59 w. 11 17 21 12 14 11 5 5 6 6 7 10 21 19 38 47 
I s.w. 4 3 1 4 3 5 3 5 7 2 1 2 13 10 !I 
Fort Sully, Dak ... .. i s. 4 1 2 0 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 7 8 10 4 
.E. 19 4 8 9 5 11 8 14 26 26 31 16 33 83 39 2"2 
I 
E. 8 10 18 15 15 19 12 27 7 9 17 6 58 33 24 4 
N.E. 1 1 J 6 7 4 1 7 8 15 3 2 12 26 4 14 
aim. 19 17 20 16 16 10 11 10 14 12 1l 1!1 31 37 55 52 
t Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
I N. 18 30 21 16 8 12 11 7 2 0 6 19 30 6~ 45 N.W. 2 6 8 15 6 3 10 5 3 7 5 0 18 15 29 w. 2 5 0 0 4 0 3 0 2 3 4 1 3 9 ~ 4 j s.w. 0 2 0 1 1 1 2 3 10 4 5 1 6 19 2 3 11 10 7 15 19 17 23 46 46 20 21 59 112 35 32 ol«oton, T-. ...... 
1 
.E. 26 20 14 28 30 40 33 41 1 11 21 20 114 50 66 i2 
E. 8 6 16 9 10 10 3 8 3 6 8 10 21 17 24 35 
T. E. 29 9 19 12 6 3 0 6 0 6 9 13 9 15 51 3i 
alm. 5 1 5 5 4 4 13 0 6 10 15 5 17 31 11 14 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
r 
N. 12 0 10 13 0 9 3 5 0 5 3 2 17 14 23 
N.W. 13 22 19 4 4 16 16 !) 11 18 13 14 41 42 4!) 2'i 
w. 11 15 23 15 31 15 7 14 JG 10 15 9 36 41 35 
I .w. 14 20 7 7 13 2~ 17 22 23 12 14 52 59 
" 
..... , 
G""d Haven, Mioh ·1 .. 4 5 5 17 13 13 1 4 7 6 9 14 1 2:.. 23 35 .E. 12 14 4 4 9 ~ 10 5 4 0 5 21 9 31 16 
E. 11 4 11 !J 12 5 19 20 15 6 13 4 44 34 19 '3:! 
.Y.T.E. 7 5 6 14 7 7 15 5 0 3 3 12 27 6 ~4 :.. 
'alm. 9 5 8 5 6 6 5 9 14 16 25 1G 20 5- 30 19 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ____________ ~,__ ___
"Observations began May 25. tOb ervations b gan with Ap-il 
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICBR. 439 
Statement showing how many times the wind was obse1·ved blowing, ~c.-Continued. 
oi M 
r- ... ... r- ~ a:> a:> p:; 
..... 






12 2 7 4 l'l 3 2 7 7 
N.W. 15 ' 15 19 14 12 18 11 5 6 . 
I w. 5 23 12 17 16 20 13 11 6 
lwlianapolis, Ind .... ~ s.w. 12 16 11 19 16 9 20 15 18 s. 21 12 17 11 8 17 11 10 20 S.E. 3 11 2 5 9 10 8 8 8 
I E. 1 1 3 5 2 5 10 13 12 
I N.E. 8 3 12 4 5 5 5 14 (j Calm. 15 7 10 14 8 6 9 10 7 
L Blank. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
- - - - - - - -
r N. 37 
34 34 22 15 14 19 9 0 
N.W. 3 6 7 8 4 1 5 2 2 
I w. 0 5 0 7 5 0 0 0 3 
I s.w. 0 3 1 0 4 2 4 2 9 
Indiruwla, Tox .•••. ·1 s. 1 3 4 7 7 11 23 16 42 S.E. 21 12 7 19 25 43 30 50 26 
E. 27 17 18 9 11 8 2 9 5 
N.E. 4 8 21 20 13 11 6 5 1 
Calm. 0 2 1 1 0 3 1 0 2 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - - -
Jookoon~illo, Fla ..I N. 20 14 20 14 4 10 4 4 4 N.W. 17 2::.l 16 15 8 11 6 9 6 w. 10 2 6 9 13 9 8 7 9 s.w. 3 10 19 11 22 22 32 10 22 s. 1 4 5 14 15 12 16 10 16 S.E. 0 2 1 5 5 8 11 17 9 
l E. 9 7 1 2 1 5 3 15 9 N.E. 26 23 24 21 8 14 8 12 14 Calm. 6 6 4 1 8 2 2 9 1 Blank. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - -
- - - - -
Kooknk, Iowa ....... I 
N. 6 1 9 9 7 5 8 7 6 
N.W. 15 19 14 16 15 20 14 7 13 
w. 7 23 15 22 14 15 10 s' 12 
s.w. 21 13 13 8 6 7 10 6 11 
s. 8 12 10 10 8 10 8 9 12 
S.E. 8 10 6 1 5 13 11 12 20 
I 
E. 7 6 3 7 12 5 10 20 6 
N.E. 5 0 6 6 6 4 6 14 2 
Calm. 16 6 17 14 1L 14 13 10 18 
L Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - - -( N. 21 33 23 28 17 17 17 12 1 
I 
N.W. 5 4 5 8 1 5 11 4 2 
w. 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 5 2 
s.w. 1 0 0 0 8 4 5 7 11 
Key West, Fla ...... i s. 1 4 5 7 5 2 2 7 5 S.E. 3 11 5 8 13 7 23 21 16 
l E. 13 9 15 15 25 25 22 26 40 N.E. 47 27 38 23 11 30 9 8 3 Calm. 2 2 0 2 2 1 1 3 10 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - - -
Kno=ill~ Tomn .. .I N. 17 15 26 21 12 7 7 6 3 N.W. 8 9 7 10 4 7 7 8 2 w. 18 16 14 22 22 21 16 13 12 s.w. 5 6 4 1 4 7 13 14 32 s. 6 11 9 6 10 18 2{i 1G (i S.E. 0 2 3 3 0 1 4 4 2 
I 
E. 4 4 6 3 4 5 1 12 16 
N.E. 9 8 10 6 10 I 8 5 15 ll Calm. 26 19 14 21 18 10 11 5 6 
L Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- --- - - -
L 
r 
N . .... 5 6 14 3 12 8 8 5 
N.W. .... 22 17 13 l4 22 14 10 9 
w. ..... 7 8 3 5 2 0 2 5 
s.w. ..... 15 18 13 14 9 5 12 15 
:1. Crosse, Wis. * •••. ~ s. -- -- 12 10 15 17 12 9 11 18 S.E. 
----
16 21 14 17 23 H 21 26 
I 
E. ..... 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
N.E. .... 9 10 16 8 8 37 24 7 
Calm. 
·-·· 
4 3 4 5 ::1 3 4 5 
I Blank. ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - ---- -
* Observations began October 15, 1872. 
~ 
~ ,:;) ;..; s bil Q) s ~ c Q) 
·E b.O P. s 
'"5 ;:I Q) I=>< :;::$ 





8 15 15 12 30 
11 6 15 :~4 23 
8 4 7 44 18 
19 12 9 44 49 
25 10 18 38 55 
6 2 6 26 16 
5 5 2 28 22 
5 13 3 24 ~-:4 
6 26 15 25 39 
0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - -
4 5 6 42 9 
1 4 2 8 7 
2 2 1 0 7 
8 5 1 8 22 
43 21 22 50 106 
15 33 20 123 74 
8 12 16 19 25 
9 10 19 22 20 
3 1 3 4 6 
0 0 0 0 0 
-- - - - -
5 0 16 18 9 
3 4 9 26 13 
5 2 1 24 16 
15 14 11 64 51 
21 24 4 3B 61 
17 19 8 36 45 
7 17 5 23 33 
15 7 33 34 36 
5 6 3 13 12 
0 0 0 0 0 
- -
- - --
6 3 7 20 15 
11 9 19 41 33 
8 2 5 3:3 22 
11 18 15 23 40 
14 10 20 27 36 
12 15 8 36 47 
1 9 2 35 16 
8 11 2 24 21 
12 16 12 37 46 
0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - -
0 5 3 46 (j 
0 0 1 20 2 
5 0 2 7 
15 3 10 16 29 
3 4 3 11 12 
5 7 10 51 28 
49 49 :35 73 13r.l 
15 23 26 47 4l 
1 2 0 5 1:3 
0 0 0 0 0 
- - ---
16 20 13 20 30 
4 6 3 22 12 
2 7 2 50 2 l 
28 18 20 34 78 
8 6 5 60 20 
1 0 1 9 3 
10 7 13 18 33 
12 15 14 28 38 
12 14 10 35 32 
0 0 0 0 0 
- ----
7 13 13 28 25 
12 9 8 46 30 
3 5 3 4 13 
15 12 22 26 42 
16 18 17 32 52 
29 18 17 GO 73 
1 0 0 1 1 
9 6 8 69 22 
1 12 2 10 1P 
0 0 0 0 0 
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Lexington, Ky * _. __ . < 
l 
I 































12 2l 12 16 1 7 3 5 6 2 2 6 15 10 39 
10 14 13 13 12 9 8 7 6 4 7 4 24 17 28 
3 4 3 6 11 10 21 15 19 12 6 11 46 37 18 
1 8 12 10 24 18 20 1:-1 17 17 27 4 51 61 13 
0 3 4 5 6 3 8 16 8 10 19 4 27 37 7 
4 3 5 8 6 7 8 13 9 10 14 13 28 33 20 
21 8 7 11 8 10 4 5 11 16 4 20 19 31 49 
34 16 11 13 5 12 6 11 3 a 3 21 29 9 n 
8 13 20 11 11 17 12 8 11 19 11 7 37 41 28 












12 16 25 23 14 17 20 11 17 16 12 19 48 45 47 
5 2:3 19 15 18 21 23 12 3 2 1 4 56 6 32 
1 7 1 7 2 3 3 5 0 0 2 0 11 2 8 
1 5 3 1 5 8 4 4 7 8 6 3 16 21 9 
21 21 1(j 18 12 22 18 19 3•! 35 30 39 59 99 81 
12 11 11 7 12 7 9 18 8 10 19 5 34 37 28 
1 3 :{ 6 8 3 2 11 2 2 () 6 16 10 10 
4 2 8 4 8 9 7 4 4 9 3 8 20 16 14 
36 2 7 12 5 3 6 !J 15 11 14 6 18 40 44 











----------------4 !;) 3 4 1 4 7 4 5 20 16 12 29 
8 11 13 12 18 11 4 6 6 6 7 33 18 
15 15 16 18 18 19 13 12 10 4 3 50 26 
16 11 9 11 12 21 18 24 23 12 18 51 59 
21 26 24 13 23 16 16 19 27 13 2:3 55 59 
5 1 11 5 11 4 14 4 J 0 1t 5 29 25 
5 3 4 8 5 5 7 12 4 8 6 17 24 
12 14 10 6 2 8 13 7 5 16 11 2:1 28 
4 4 3 7 3 2 1 2 3 3 1 6 8 









0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----------------N. 10 2 7 3 4 1 3 4 6 10 23 23 8 39 35 







w. 6 14 11 12 10 1[) 14 8 6 9 0 4 41 15 24 
. w. 8 13 () 16 7 1L 18 15 10 17 14. 15 44 41 36 
S. 19 12 13 15 8 l:i 1G 14 21 25 16 18 45 62 40 
S. E. 7 1 :J 8 12 9 14 7 7 3 5 1 0 28 9 22 
E. 2 fi 2 1 4 1 7 6 5 3 2 4 14 10 12 
N. E. 3 7 1:3 8 10 3 4 18 8 5 14 7 25 27 17 
Calm. 23 3 8 4 10 9 • 7 13 19 7 14 10 29 40 36 











3 3 7 4 2 0 2 5 3 5 4 7 7 12 13 
7 4 13 6 J ~ 13 11 8 1 8 4 6 34 13 17 
1s 2:J 1'' 9 20 23 11 1 5 14 o 1 49 28 45 
15 18 3~ 22 1!) 18 22 16 32 19 12 10 56 63 43 












4 1 3 l 2 0 1 8 1 2 5 1 D 8 6 
2 4 2 5 7 3 6 7 4 7 4 10 16 15 16 
17 9 10 21 13 7 11 21 12 !J 22 7 39 43 33 
17 1 7 16 7 2 1 11 15 23 24 30 39 4 7 7i 7 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 
N. 1 3 0 5 4 5 18 12 8 1 7 tl 35 16 12 
N. W. 10 7 12 23 18 36 26 11 10 20 16 19 79 46 36 
w. 28 29 47 18 16 8 3 3 8 8 10 17 14 26 74 
s. w. ll 17 16 11 11 5 3 2 6 12 15 12 10 33 40 
Marquctt , Mlch --- . :E. 1~ 1~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ ~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1i 16 ~~ ~~ ~ 
E. 5 9 1 4 6 5 8 11 8 1l 7 7 24 23 21 
N. E. 10 5 0 6 4 5 6 4 4 2 7 3 15 13 1 















0 l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ______________,. __ 
J 
N. 14 15 16 12 8 4 6 3 2 7 16 13 13 23 42 36 
N. W. 14 11 18 15 J2 19 12 8 H 7 15 15 30 :30 40 45 
w. 3 12 6 10 15 8 u 11 9 6 4 5 32 19 20 31 
. w. 11 10 !) 11 10 11 20 15 16 21 16 13 46 5:3 34 30 
..... 15 1!J 1:3 11 5 J l 9 18 23 21 3 9 38 47 43 29 
.w.emphi • Tenn .... - . E. 7 6 4 11 1:1 21 18 9 9 9 7 8 48 25 21 
I E. I 5 5 7 2 11 2 7 9 7 5 2 18 20 12 20 N. E. 11 I 7 l6 14 10 13 41121 5 13 20 20 2!J 3 3 40 'alru. 13 5 4 7 0 4 1 8 11 4 4 5 13 19 23 11 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--.--------------
* Observations bega.u October 11, 1872. 
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER. 441 
Statement showing how many times the wind was observed blowing, ~c.-Continued. 
Station. 
---------1----1--------- -------
N. 8 0 5 7 3 1 7 9 2 6 4 5 17 12 13 15 
N. W. 20 19 32 22 17 32 6 6 13 10 15 23 44 38 62 71 
w. 16 33 27 21 26 9 9 7 13 13 9 12 25 35 61 74 
S. W. 13 15 17 18 10 14 11 6 13 9 11 1G 31 33 44 45 r s. 4 5 0 5 5 9 0 3 3 6 4 7 12 13 16 10 
S. E. 13 14 0 4 10 13 14 8 12 18 16 19 35 46 46 14 
E. 7 1 1 6 2 1 9 14 13 12 9 2 24 34 10 9 
Milwaukee, Wis ..... i 
N. E. 5 2 1 7 4 8 28 31 8 6 18 4 67 32 11 12 
Calm. 7 1 H 3 7 6 6 9 13 13 7 2 21 33 10 18 
Blank. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 l 
( N. 32 32 25 24 13 13 13 7 9 1:> 6 20 33 30 84 62 
w. 0 3 1 2 8 1 5 5 10 4 7 2 11 21 5 11 
s. w. 5 0 1 4 2 7 10 {) 21 14 8 3 2:3 43 8 7 l 
N. W. 3 5 8 14 7 9 11 5 1 5 6 7 25 12 15 29 
s. 5 10 11 10 22 33 31 32 20 1 a 19 9 96 57 24 43 
Mobile, .Ala·····.· .. · S. E. 12 9 5 8 9 6 6 10 6 8 7 3 ~2 ill 24 22 
E. 8 8 1 5 3 3 2 4 6 5 13 16 9 24 32 9 
N. E. 17 5 13 12 6 8 1 6 8 10 11 1!) 15 2D 41 31 
Calm. 11 18 28 14 14 13 1L 18 12 1-1 13 11 42 39 40 56 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M:ontgom•cy, Ala ... J 
N. 16 4 7 8 
N. W. 15 25 24 28 
W. 4 4 1 8 
s. w. 0 4 5 0 
s. 1 3 2 5 
S. E. 3 12 12 15 
2 4 




2 4 3 2 4 7 1 0 9 27 
6 1 1 0 8 7 14 :11 25 54 
20 12 8 9 10 !) 38 27 17 
12 15 13 14. 3 6 32 38 10 
18 12 7 9 8 2 40 24 6 








Montreal, Canada ... 
l E. 15 10 9 7 N. E. 7 4 5 1 Calm. 32 24 28 21 Blank. 0 0 0 0 9 9 1 2 15 15 0 0 3 10 1U 8 1l 14 22 2!) 39 5 3 3 4 4 1l 10 1l 22 11 13 14 21 28 16 3!) 63 72 00000 0000 7 64 0 
( N~W. 1~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1g ~ ~ . f ~ i~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 
W. 31 47 60 41 33 46 37 30 35 GO · 30 56 ll3 123 134 134 
s. w. 3 9 7 12 4 6 0 2 4 6 12 6 8 22 ] 8 2:J 
s. 17 9 7 5 2 10 3 19 20 7 16 10 32 43 36 14 
~~:·. 2~ 1~ J 2~ 3~ 1i 3~ l 1t 2! ~ 1! I t tg !~ ~~ 7! 
Calm. 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 · 0 1 1 6 
l Blank~~~~~~ 0 0 ~~_<!__<!__<!_~~-0 
r N. 
I N.W. 
5 '1 5 15 6 7 11 6 2-l i!4 
12 10 7 5 5 4 11 6 22 20 
HJ 31 22 5 10 8 5 5 5tj 23 
21 22 Hi 9 13 18 8 13 47 3!) lis~. 
Morgantown, W. Va* <l ;;:. 
Calm. 
Blank. 
5 4 a 12 15 21 10 1 21 4o 
2 2 4 6 6 3 2 5 12 11 
3 3 6 6 2 0 3 1 15 5 
8 6 11 9 5 2 7 4 26 14 
9 9 11 2G 28 30 36 43 46 94 


















----------------11 1 5 6 2 0 7 13 5 4 10 1 20 10 13 13 
18 17 21 11 21 28 14 23 41 34 42 62 65 117 97 53 
22 34 35 38 32 35 45 3D 18 21 11 9 u v 56 li5 105 
17 15 6 28 11 15 5 4 5 13 :i 14 24 21 46 45 
1 2 6 6 4 7 4 6 1 7 0 . 0 17 8 3 16 
2 14 11 2 7. 6 8 3 1 6 !) 1 17 16 17 20 
2 0 2 0 0 0 3 3 3 4 2 0 6 9 2 2 
14 5 4 1 6 2 2 0 8 0 4 0 4 12 19 11 . 
6 2 3 1 1 0 2 2 8 4 6 3 4 18 11 5 
ooooooooooooooo 0 
----------------
N. 16 8 8 1) 1 4 2 2 0 I 6 !) 110 8 15 34 18 ~- W. 17 9 16 "f 1~ 1? "~ ~ 3 ~ 10 1:3 27 ~~ 39 39 
w. 4 19 2:2 2:3 l.l u _;.. u n ;; 11 I 4 48 _.) 21 58 
S. W. 8 8 4 6 10 6 13 7 G G 0 5 2fi 12 21 20 
s. 7 12 8 1,1 8 17 20 12 (j 11 2 !) 49 1!) 24 30 
S. E. H 12 10 10 7 9 2 4 8 8 1 7 15 17 30 27 
E. 4 6 5 B 8 3 ti fi 7 814 5 15 ID 15 21 
N. E. 3 8 1 () 6 I 4 0 4 11 4 :3 4 3 15 J I 14 20 
Calm. 23 8 10 10 17 26 13 34 47 41 5'2 :38 73 140 GD 37 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-----------------
*Observations began .January 27, 1873. 
442 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR . 
.statemmt showiny how rnany times the wind was observed blowing, §·c.-Contimted. 
~ $ 
;.;- p 




~- [ ,:, >, ... 
... cc 
,ci ~ p 
... 
0 ,:, 5 ,:::l ; ... 






12 8 ( N. . ~ - . . .. . ·- 27 20 11 15 15 10 
I 




s.w. . ... 
--- · 
New Haven, Conn* .. 1 s. ---· ----IS. E. . - - ~ ---· 
I E. .... ... 
I N.E. --- - .... Ca.lm . ---- ---· 
l Blank. .... --- · 
- -
. ( N. 13 8 
I 
N.W. 24 27 
w. :~ 5 
s.w. 14 19 
l s. 1 6 
New Lenden, Cen•--1 S.E. 11 6 E. 1 1 
N.E. 16 4 
Calm. 10 8 
l Blank. 0 6 
- -( 17 18 
I 
N.W. 8 13 
w. 0 6 
S. \Y. 1 4 
s. 0 3 
New Otleans, La .... 1 S.E. 8 11 
I E. 32 18 . E. 18 J4 
I Culm. 9 3 
l Ulank. 0 0 
- --
( . N. 1 0 
NewYe<k, N. Y ____ j 
T.W. 23 17 
w. 10 16 
s.w. 19 32 
s. E. 5 5 15 10 
I 
E. 3 a 
.E. 17 5 
Calm. 0 2 
l Blank. 0 0 
- -
r 
N. ~0 14 
N.W. 9 15 
w. 3 9 
s.w. 10 6 
Nol'folk, Va ......... 1 s. 14 12 .E. 14 11 
I 
E. 7 (j 
'. E. 10 10 
Calm. 6 7 
l Blank. 0 0 
- -
N. 13 4 
N.W. 9 31 
w. 6 12 
.w. 4 6 
E. 2:"3 13 Omaha,Nebr ........ 14 9 
E. 4 2 
.~:'.E. 0 1 
'aim. 20 12 
l Blank 0 0 
- -I N 65 '. W. 19 23 w. 7 11 
·. w. 3 14 
S 2:3 :H 
swego, N. Y . . • • • . . ·. E. 12 5 
E. 1 2 
.. ·.E. h! l 2 
'nlm . 10 7 


















































































































































































































































































































- 1~ J 26 J jJ 1 
11 18 ~I 2 I 2-2 
1:.1 [ ;~ 2 5 ;j 5 3 
2 1 17 15 1:.1 4 };j 









6 1 ;j 4 1 
s I a 7 o 2621091 
0 0 0 0 0 
-----·--
~ Obsen-ations b gan D ecember 10, 1873. 
[;) 
..., p ... ::: § 6 bi: <!) i3 rn i3 
,:, ~ .B .~ B }1 tD E ~ ~ 0. ~ p <li p ~ <1 en en en .cq 
- - - - -
- -
10 9 8 :Jil 27 .. . . ----
ll 10 17 Gl 3l . .. ·---
5 5 1 31 16 ... . · --· 
lG 12 17 3~ 44 ... . ---
30 2l 16 34 67 .. . . ---
5 4 7 2:3 18 ... . ----
2 2 3 10 9 ---· ----
7 19 10 36 :l5 .. . . 
----
7 11 11 1l 29 ·-- · ·---
0 0 0 0 0 ---· ----
- - -
- - - -
11 2l 23 28 43 44 45 
10 4 10 71 23 6l 96 
2 2 2 19 8 10 33 
24 16 17 54 (jQ 50 34 
11 7 6 14 22 13 7 
17 14 12 36 49 29 17 
2 4 1 20 11 3 7 
6 11 7 2l 24 27 17 
10 14 12 13 30 30 10 
0 0 0 0 0 6 4 
- - - - -
- -
5 3 14 30 8 49 49 
10 12 6 25 27 27 29 
10 6 2 19 27 8 19 
9 7 1 30 34 6 20 
11 9 3 4l :H 6 25 
26 18 13 67 67 3~ 51 
8 14 22 3:2 3:2 72 41 
7 9 22 20 20 54 29 
8 15 7 12 27 19 7 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - -
-- -
(j 2 5 9 12 6 12 
12 14 18 51 40 5!:! 60 
11 6 4 45 24 :JO 62 
21 15 22 50 54 73 62 
19 12 11 28 4!) 21 7 
10 5 8 30 23 33 13 
3 7 5 15 18 11 4 
(j 21 12 41 37 34 46 
5 11 5 7 19 7 4 




5 4 13 3l 17 47 52 
::\ 1 2 28 12 26 35 
3 5 1 25 13 1:i 21 
20 15 7 32 52 23 37 
28 32 13 40 80 30 36 
17 10 11 45 36 36 21 
7 7 13 20 24 26 15 
(j 11 2{) 34 20 40 2'2 
4 8 10 12 13 23 31 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-· - - - -
- -
15 9 20 68 40 37 6 
' 
(j !) 57 16 49 54 
2 2 3 G 21 13 
2~ 9 3 17 21 13 25 21 24 32 74 60 :t:! 
2l 2a 12 20 5 35 13 
1 3 4 J4 4 1~ I 4 l:l 4 3 14 1:i 6 
6 16 ]~ 37 4·1 44 5.'i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--616 2.3 11fio 4 10 
0 9 2- 47 25 67 4 
24 4 70 ;; 2'21 4 .. 
!) 5 10 l:l 17 ~7 :--
21 20 " , "' -.,., 0 1J J;j 50 31 :;:! 4 
1 5 0 8 -;- 3 
3 12 4 l!l J;j 1 lJ 
13 11 (j 121 36 23 Q 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
---·--
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER. 443 
Statement showing how many time8 the wind was observed blowing, ~c.-Continued. 
fi I~ ~I J~ ..; ,_ ;;:, ..; Q) Q) ;..;- p :;; 2! ~ p ..; d ;..: Station. Wind. Q) ~ ;... s biJ Q) s ct: E s Q) p Q) ;::l ~ -~ :..:, a5 h ;::l ~ ;:l 1:1 :s .B > C) ;:l p >=l Of) p,. ·~ s ~ C) 0 Q) Q) ol p,. al 'a ;::l z ol ~ ~ ~ ;::l Q) p,. 1:1 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
"" 
R "':> "':> <11 w. U) r:/1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
( N. ...... 2 5 
--- -
...... 2 6 2 3 5 3 5 IO 11 . ..... ....... 
l 
N.W. ....... ::!8 23 .. . . .... 36 42 I2 29 32 IS 34 90 79 
--·· 
. ...... 
w. ....... 2 2 
---· ----
1 0 4 2 3 2 0 5 7 . .... . .... .. .. 
s.w. ....... 7 3 
---· 
..... 5 I 2 7 6 7 6 8 20 --- ....... 
Pembina, Minn* ..... i s. ....... 3 3 ...... ...... I 4 4 4 3 4 0 9 11 ---- ...... S.E. ....... 11 9 
---· 




o : 0 ..... ..... 0 I IO 3 I 1 1 11 5 ·-- - ........ 
N.E. ...... 1 4 
-··· --- -
3 5 21 6 9 4 7 29 19 
--·· ---· 
Calm. .... . 26 I9 ...... ...... 19 14 I8 I2 I5 25 I9 51 52 . ...... ....... 
l Blank. 0 25 ---- ---- 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 ---- ...... 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
p 
( N. 8 6 9 8 6 a 10 8 2 4 8 12 21 14 26 23 
I 
N.W. 21 32 2H 21 32 37 I9 IJ 12 16 8 10 69 36 63 81 
w. 9 17 16 I9 8 I7 7 6 I2 19 I3 3 30 44 29 43 
s.w. 16 17 21 6 I3 15 15 I5 21 20 2I 24 45 62 57 40 
biladelphia, Pa .. . . 1 s. 5 2 3 2 0 6 6 8 8 10 4 9 20 2:2 I6 5 S.E. 3 4 2 3 2 2 5 8 10 9 8 8 I5 27 15 7 
l E. 9 1 2 9 6 4 I5 I5 IO 6 I5 8 34 31 18 I7 N.E. 20 6 I2 25 I3 7 9 I7 I4 8 I5 14 ::!3 37 40 50 Calm. 2 5 0 0 4 2 4 ' 3 1 I 1 2 9 3 9 4 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - - - - - ·- -
- - - -
( N. 7 3 2 3 4 3 () 9 11 11 6 4 18 28 I4 9 
itt•bU'gh, Pa .•.•.. j 
N.W. IS I5 IS 13 I5 I4 I6 I3 11 . 13 I5 25 4;j 39 58 46 
w. I2 22 18 17 27 30 I7 8 I5 21 IO 9 55 46 4.1 62 
s.w. 11 I9 21 11 6 11 11 6 I3 24 I4 11 28 51 4I 38 
s. 9 7 5 I2 7 10 4 6 7 8 1 9 20 I6 25 24 
S.E. 5 4 9 7 5 5 10 I3 7 1- 4 7 28 12 I6 2I 
I 
E . 8 4 4 I2 8 6 5 11 4 2 15 6 22 21 18 24 
N.E. 10 6 6 5 4 5 7 7 7 4 17 7 I!) 28 23 I5 
Calm. 13 10 10 13 8 9 14 20 15 9 11 12 43 35 35 31 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p 
- -- - --
- - -
- - - - - - -
-
-
( N. 20 17 11 9 11 7 13 4 3 4 7 9 24 14 46 31 
I 
N.W. 11 6 14 16 11 16 I3 I9 15 10 I2 IO 48 37 27 41 
w. 15 22 24 l(j 15 11 7 5 6 7 5 8 2:3 18 45 55 
s.w. 7 l(j I9 21 14 30 15 17 24 29 17 22 62 70 45 54 
I s. 18 17 7 2 2 2 3 21 12 8 12 13 2G 32 48 11 
o'tland, Me ......• ·1 S.E. 5 3 2 2 0 5 7 2 7 8 10 12 14 25 20 4 E. 5 0 0 0 3 0 3 1 3 3 1 1 4 7 6 3 
N.E. 5 2 2 12 16 13 17 12 11 7 11 3 42 29 IO 30 
Calm. 7 7 14 15 12 9 12 12 9 I7 I S I 2 33 44 26 41 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p 
- - - - - - - -
- -
- - - - - -
r N. 0 6 8 3 2 1 3 5 0 2 6 3 9 8 9 13 N.W. 25 9 12 12 12 13 17 25 30 46 33 4I 5:> 109 75 36 
orlland, O<egon .. ··! 
w. 5 5 1 4 G 12 8 23 8 14 14 !.J 43 36 19 11 
s. w. 3 9 6 4 1 5 3 6 10 0 2 1 14 12 13 11 
s. 13 13 6 12 6 12 2 1 5 2 4 5 15 11 31 24 
S.E. 14 10 22 JO 28 39 30 15 21. 13 I 3 6 84 47 30 so 
E . 2 21 11 13 9 3 2 5 7 3 8 4 10 18 27 33 
N.E. 5 3 5 4 7 0 7 5 3 6 3 3 12 I2 11 16 
Calm. 26 14 18 11 13 8 18 8 6 7 10 18 34 2:~ 58 42 
Blank. 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
p 
- - - - - - - - -
- - ·- - - - -
r 
N. 8 27 20 20 11 2:3 14 8 9 2 6 1 45 17 36 51 
N.W. 8 8 9 I5 16 9 11 4 4 2 3 4 24 9 20 40 
w. 1 5 3 3 1 9 13 15 13 6 7 7 37 26 13 7 
s. w. 0 0 1 4 7 7 10 1:1 20 17 15 13 30 52 13 12 
s. 1 10 9 9 12 8 12 12 4 11 6 9 32 21 20 30 
onta Ra""· Fla .•• ·1 S.E. 3 2 4 14 9 7 8 12 9 11 7 5 27 27 10 27 E. 10 11 H IO 8 7 11 19 20 27 28 "34 37 75 55 30 
N.E. 61 23 34 I S 10 21 10 11 10 17 21 17 42 48 101 62 
Calm. 1 4 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 I 5 2 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
p 
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
N. 5 1 2 1 3 0 18 4 11 12 7 6 22 30 12 6 
N.W. 19 13 I4 8 8 12 14 15 24 10 12 17 41 46 49 30 
w. 13 33 41 26 36 41 26 22 8 25 14 I9 89 47 115 103 
s.w. 24 ~3 IS 15 8 13 6 9 13 24 19 31 28 56 78 41 
s. 4 12 7 15 !) 5 2 !) 8 6 4 5 16 18 21 31 
och""'· N. Y ·1 S.E. 12 3 6 15 10 13 11 17 6 7 14 7 41 27 22 31 E. 6 1 2 7 4 5 10 3 12 2 10 1 18 24 8 13 
N.E. 8 4 2 4 6 3 3 14 8 7 13 4 20 ~8 I6 12 
Calm. 2 0 ] 2 0 1 0 ,o 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R 
- - -
- - - --
- - - - - - - - -
*Observations began November 1, 1872. January and February incomplete. 
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Siatement showing how rnany times tl!e wind was observed blowing, c:fc.-Continued . 
Station. 
f.! C':i ;..; 
. I ;..; ;..; !:" p:, Q) Q) t;; Q) &j ~ ... - ,0 .0 
""' ~ ,0 ;..; Wind. s ~ Oil ~ s ci> s Q) s ::l ~ s .s .0 Q) Q) ::l ... 0 p:, Q5 p:, p .s -~ E ~ .B ;... 0 § .0 H ;:l b.ll 
""' 
s 0 0 Q) Q) Oil 
""' 
C\l ::l ~ p Q) A ~ - p ~ 0 tzi ~ f-:> p:; ::a <!j ::a f-:> <!j w. w. w. ~ 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - -
- - -
N . 15 2fi 17 14 5 8 10 2 1 2 4 1 20 7 42 3ti 
N.W. 0 1 2 8 0 1 6 6 3 0 1 0 13 4 1 10 
w. 0 0 2 1 3 0 0 ·1 0 0 0 0 1 .0 0 6 
s.w. 0 1 4 1 4 :! 1 1 6 3 1 6 5 10 7 9 
s. 2 2 1 10 3 5 2 1 0 5 2 13 8 7 17 14 
S.E. 16 9 8 15 15 32 31 1!0 36 40 19 22 83 95 47 38 
E. 3 3 6 3 0 3 0 15 7 7 11 5 18 25 11 9 
N.E. 21 9 14 6 19 8 8 20 9 8 16 18 36 33 48 39 
Calm. 36 39 39 35 35 33 32 27 28 28 39 25 92 95 100 109 
Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. r 
San Antonio, Tex. __ .l 
I 
l 
- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -
N. 16 8 10 4 9 14 7 4 7 10 19 13 25 36 37 2.J 
N.W. 17 17 17 21 9 13 16 10 12 13 18 29 39 43 63 47 
w. 12 10 8 7 11 14 18 23 16 33 27 26 55 76 48 26 
s.w. 7 5 9 6 6 5 10 23 17 14 8 4 38 39 16 21 
s. 3 8 8 3 10 10 4 17 25 18 13 12 31 56 23 21 
S.E. 0 1 1 4 7 4 1 2 4 0 1 1 7 5 2 12 
E. 1 11 8 e 4 3 5 1 0 0 2 1 9 2 13 20 
N.E. 8 16 13 18 21 10 5 0 3 1 1 2 15 5 26 52 
Calm. 29 14 19 22 7 20 24 13 6 4 4 2 57 14 45 48 
Blank . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r 
I 
San n;og• CaL .. ·1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N. 0 7 11 11 5 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 7 27 
N.W. 5 28 12 16 14 18 10 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 33 42 
w. 25 15 6 16 14 25 32 10 7 4 5 0 67 16 40 36 
s.w. 38 8 8 10 l(j 24 24 69 72 83 85 85 117 :240 131 34 
s. 0 0 4 3 7 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 4 2 0 14 
S.E. 0 5 6 9 9 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 5 4 7 24 
E. 0 0 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 N.E. 1 4 3 1 2 3 4 1 0 1 0 0 8 1 5 6 
Calm. 22 23 40 25 16 15 10 12 10 2 1 3 37 13 48 81 
Blank. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
I 
San Fr•noi=, Cal .. ·1 




- - - - - - -N. 17 29 16 42 15 20 21 18 22 13 10 6 50 45 52 73 
N.W. 4 12 14 22 10 13 9 2 9 3 [l 4 24 21 20 46 
w. 5 2 2 2 6 5 9 14 5 5 5 3 28 15 10 10 
s. w. 14 14 10 4 15 18 17 18 15 18 10 13 5:.1 4:~ 41 29 
s. 8 4 11 2 8 5 10 11 8 15 Jl 8 26 34 20 21 
S.E. 18 5 9 7 10 9 10 7 4 17 ~0 17 26 41 40 26 
E. 7 ll 8 1 4 10 3 9 14 12 9 16 22 35 34 13 
N.E. 5 4 6 6 4 2 2 1 6 7 14 6 5 27 15 16 
Calm .. 15 9 17 7 12 11 9 12 7 3 5 17 32 15 41 36 
Blank . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
r 
Santo F., N. Mox ... l 
l 
- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -N. 16 10 8 6 2 1 5 3 6 0 0 5 9 6 31 16 
N.W. 17 33 26 21 13 14 11 5 4 4 10 14 JO 18 64 60 
w. 5 7 7 11 !) 16 11 8 17 6 5 3 35 28 15 37 
s.w. 6 7 14 11 15 10 27 16 17 17 23 15 62 57 28 40 
s. 4 1 4 6 D 13 21 20 4 16 11 1 54 31 6 19 
S.E. 4 5 4 6 3 3 2 16 14 20 23 11 21 i;7 20 13 
E. 7 8 8 13 ll 10 2 10 9 10 5 7 22 24 22 32 
N.E. 16 5 7 4 3 () 2 9 9 1L 5 25 17 25 46 14 
Calm .. 18 14 15 14 9 11 9 6 10 9 11 9 26 30 41 3 
Blank . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Smnnah, Ga ....... J 
l 
- - - - - ·-- - - - - - - - - -N. 16 11 13 7 8 5 2 4 5 3 10 6 11 18 33 2 
N.W. 6 16 12 15 J,() 10 1~ 6 3 3 3 2 28 9 24 37 
w. 2 7 4 6 7 4 15 9 3 4 2 0 28 9 9 17 
S. W. 0 3 a 9 3 13 11 9 7 1:) !:a 7 :!.3 34 10 15 
s. 3 7 13 7 17 21 10 16 18 5 12 57 39 23 27 
S.E. 15 15 12 11 13 20 12 17 23 17 8 15 49 4 45 36 
E. 9 4 0 7 14 12 7 17 11 11 17 10 36 :10 23 30 
.r.E. 8 0 17 8 12 5 4 8 5 10 16 :.!9 17 31 46 37 
Calm .. 34 17 16 17 10 7 6 4 17 12 20 9 17 40 60 43 
.Blank . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f 
I SMov~porl, La • . : 1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -N. 9 1 7 2 5 10 8 11 7 8 11 17 20 26 27 14 
N.W. 11 12 18 13 15 27 16 5 4 14 5 17 4d 23 40 46 
w. 6 1t-l 15 l4 13 10 12 10 5 4 4 3 32 13 27 42 
.w. 14 16 11 16 7 5 12 9 15 13 10 5 ~6 3 3:5 34 
17 ;; 8 7 3 J(j l:l 14 17 22 ll 1 ~ 4:! 50 4) [ , 
'.E. 11 2() 14 1!1 17 l.i 1.'5 7 J7 16 2'~ I J 37 55 55 50 
E. 4 J 4 2 7 4 7 10 12 7 Ji! 3 :30 3l 2~ 13 N.E. 8 7 11 u 9 ll 4 12 5 0 17 0 22 :u 33 
'alm .. 18 1 5 7 0 ;j 6 0 1 3 0 9 17 20 
Blauk . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
Saint Lonia, lro .... 1 
- - - - --------·-·- - -
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Statement showing how many times the wind was observed blowing, <f'c.-Con!·inued. 
I I Col ~ f2 ..; I !- ~ ,;, <1l 
.: .a .a t ~ ~ .::> ..: >:l Station. Wind. <1l a ..cl s t:u <1l s a 
"' 
:= ~ s .a <1l Q.) ;:> 0 h a) ;:> 2 .e E c p. 0 
>=< E ... k ;:> ...., t:JJ ~ i5. a 15 0 ~ <1l ~ A ~ ~ ;:> ::s ::: ~ ~ ;:> 0 z [;::; <11 '":1 '":1 <l1 w. w. w. <l1 
-




N. 8 4 3 12 3 9 21 26 8 10 14 16 56 32 28 
N.W. 10 19 15 19 7 25 20 8 10 14 9 17 5J 3:~ 46 
I w. 13 18 14 1;) 14 10 12 7 10 10 (j 4 29 26 35 s. w. 7 1L 11 4 17 10 1 7 7 4 5 5 18 16 23 :::; , 8 4 2 2 2 7 2 7 18 12 ]:l 18 Ui 43 30 St. Paul, Minn ....... \ S.E. 23 15 4 11 15 19 6 8 17 25 18 15 3:~ GO !.3 l E. 8 5 6 9 11 7 6 12 15 e 1::! 3 ~5 31) 16 N.E. 3 4 1 4 1 ~ 6 12 3 2 10 9 20 15 16 Calm .. 13 10 21 17 14 4 16 6 2 8 5 3 ;.:6 15 26 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - · - - - - - - - -- - - - -( N. 9 1 1 5 2 2 5 2 3 5 11 5 !) 1!) 15 
I N.W. 13 3 6 6 13 8 6 3 6 3 6 !J 19 15 ~5 
I 
w. 13 28 26 17 19 28 13 4 !; 16 8 15 45 32 56 
s. w. 12 30 19 20 24 19 14 17 22 HJ 12 17 ;;o !13 59 
s. 18 9 6 17 10 15 5 15 8 15 9 19 a5 32 46 Toledo, Ohio ......... \ S.E. 4 4 3 4 3 7 4 12 13 8 14 12 23 35 }20 l E. 9 4 5 7 8 3 18 17 18 14 1:~ 6 38 45 19 N.E. 8 3 7 7 11 5 16 19 9 8 17 4 40 34 15 Calm .. 7 8 20 10 4 6 9 4 3 5 3 3 1() l1 18 Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (') 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - - - -- - - - -
- - - --
( N. 18 2 9 10 7 5 13 20 10 10 14 11 38 34 31 
I 
N.W. 14 10 15 11 10 23 15 8 10 12 2 14 46 24 38 
w. 5 32 30 25 32 ~6 7 8 4 9 3 16 41 16 53 
s.w. 4 14 14 15 7 11 10 7 6 13 4 9 28 23 27 
Toronto, Canada .. : i s. 3 1 2 3 0 5 5 9 4 12 14 10 19 30 14 S.E. 4 5 1 2 3 0 2 4 8 6 9 8 6 23 17 
I 
E. !) 3 1 14 1:l 12 22 22 25 7 15 8 56 47 20 
N.E. 6 3 7 (j 8 1~~ 4 7 7 4 12 4 21 23 13 Calm .. 30 2·0 14 7 4 12 8 16 20 ~0 JO 21 56 60 
l BLmk . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
- - - - - - --- - - - - - ----
( N. 13 22 22 23 11 5 5 (i 0 7 4 22 16 11 57 
I 
N.W. 5 11 7 10 7 12 10 !) 4 6 6 (j 31 16 22 
w. 2 3 3 f) 3 3 10 7 5 10 4 1 20 19 6 
s.w. 3 6 6 5 9 16 7 12 9 9 2 9 3;) 20 18 
I s. 3 5 5 1-2 12 1(j 28 19 8 7 9 4 63 24 12 Vicks burgh, Miss .. ) S. E. 16 12 17 16 10 18 18 12 15 8 9 10 48 32 38 
I' E. 7 9 10 7 11 13 4 7 6 4 4 9 24 14 . 25 N.E. 11 5 10 6 11 5 1 7 0 0 5 8 13 5 24 Calm .. 33 17 13 5 10 5 7 14 43 42 50 21 26 135 71 
l Blank. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
( N. 0 0 2 5 
· - -· 
.... . ... 
---· 
. .... 
·--- ·- ·· 
.... 
--· · ---· ·--· 
I 
N.W. 7 4 6 8 
·-·· ··-· ·-·· 
..... ...... ...... ....... .. . .... ...... 





s.w. 11 17 ]~ 14 ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ..... ...... 
- -·· --- · 
..... . ...... 







E. 1:3 21 10 14 .... . ... ... 
----
... ... ..... . ..... . ..... . ..... ...... . ... . ..... 
N.E. 0 0 1 0 ... . . . ..... ...... 
·-·· 
. .. ... ..... 
---· 
..... ..... . ...... ...... 
l C::1lm . . 38 22 22 18 ··-· ...... ... ...... ..... --·· ..... . . .. ...... ...... ...... Blank .. 0 0 0 0 .... ...... ..... ---· ...... ···- ... ·-- · . .... . ...... ··-· 
- - - -
- - - - - - -- · 
- - - -
( N . 15 3 13 11 12 9 8 8 6 7 9 8 25 2~ 26 
N.W. 16 20 24 17 23 31 30 15 12 17 17 21 76 46 57 
w. 16 23 13 8 5 13 4 5 2 11 3 0 22 16 39 
s.w. 4 6 5 !) 3 6 6 8 18 16 11 8 20 45 18 
Washington, D. C . .. s. 16 16 15 9 13 18 12 18 15 22 10 24 18 47 56 S.E. 10 6 3 3 4 3 2 6 13 6 6 7 11 25 2:3 
E. 2 6 3 4 3 1 9 8 1 1 6 4 Hi 8 12 
N.E. 8 3 3 21 7 8 14 19 15 2 16 10 41 33 21 
Calm .. 6 7 14 11 14 4 5 6 8 11 15 8 15 34 21 
:Hlank . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - - - -
~ 
- - - - - -- - - -( N. 16 13 14 12 10 7 5 7 5 2 1 B 19 8 37 
WUmlngton, N.C ... j 
N.W. 16 15 20 18 12 10 10 5 10 3 1 7 25 14 38 
·W. 5 11 7 8 10 16 12 :l 7 7 2 2 31 16 18 
s.w. 12 9 15 1R 16 25 37 15 12 24 26 11 77 62 32 
s. 3 5 2 11 8 6 5 9 9 8 6 1 20 23 9 
S. E. 11 5 4 4 6 7 10 15 16 6 5 11 32 27 27 
I E. 6 8 4 9 8 1 ;~ 13 3 2 4 8 17 9 22 N.E. 14 16 20 9 8 6 2 7 7 6 3 33 15 16 63 
I Calm .. 10 8 7 4 6 15 6 1!.1 21 35 45 9 40 101 27 l Blank .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- - --
- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Stctfement showing how many tirnes the wincl was observed blowing, <fc.--Continued. 
Station. 
( 





























~ ~ 0 <t> p p 
E 8 <t> 0 ~ 0 















!:" h ~ ~ H 
..c:i ~ :::: p 
.E 0 ·.: ::: ~ 
~ 0 o:s A 
f-:> p, ;21 ..q 
-
- - -
2 7 3 5 
13 14 14 3 
9 19 23 20 
14 14 23 19 
8 1 4 8 
8 3 3 5 
11 8 7 11 
3 5 4 6 
15 13 12 13 
0 0 0 0 
;..; 
<!: p ~ l'l ~ e ob "' s s ~ cP £. :::: .8 ::: E ::: tJ) ~ -~ s ::: :::: p 0 A ::: ::: ~ f-:> f-:> .o:q w. Y). w. .o:q 
- - - -----
7 6 7 31 5 15 I 16 
2 2 3 7 18 19 12 
11 5 7 5 3 54 17 
26 38 38 30 ~5 68 106 
7 12 12 6 7 19 30 
5 5 4 9 17 13 18 
18 11 !) 19 (i 36 :39 
3 7 3 6 7 13 16 
14 4 10 8 2 39 22 









N. W ................. 11 '20 8 8 ::l 10 3 9 36 16 
w. .. - . -.. . . . . .. .. 28 :~2 30 14 14 18 15 15 76 47 
S. W. .. .. ... _ . . .. .. . . 12 13 7 2 8 11 8 1 22 27 
Wythovillo, V a.t ... -~ s. . -... -- .. -.. .. .. 2 7 3 3 2 6 2 1 13 10 S. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 3 5 6 0 1 9 9 7 
E. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 2 2 6 17 12 2 16 6 25 :JO 
N. E. . . .. .... . . .. .. .. 6 2 0 1 0 2 0 2 3 2 
Calm .. ....... ......... 20 15 32 41 44 38 41 42 88 123 
Blank . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Yonkton, Dak.t . .... 1 
I 
N. 
--· · ---- ---· ---- ·· - · 









.... 14 19 4 3 1 21 . .. 8 
IV. ... 
--- - --- · ·--· ---· --- -
10 7 5 7 11 9 ... 2:1 




5 6 10 8 4 8 .... 22 
s. 
---· 
.. . . .... .... 
---· ----
8 7 35 27 13 10· 
----
75 
E. .. . 
---- ---· ---· 
.... 
---· 








7 13 3 14 27 4 44 
N.E. ... . .... 
---· ---· 
.... ... . 10 18 4 6 4 8 14 
Caln1 .. 
---- ---· --- - ---- --- · ----
3 G 8 9 14 23 
l Bl:rnk. 
---· ·--- ---- ---· ---· ---· 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
* Observations began January 1, 187~. t Ob~ervationA began JanufJ:ry 19, 1873. 
t Observat10ns began April1, 1873. 
P.A:PER 14. 
REPORT OF OBSERVATION MADE AT THE ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, 
(BEHRING EA,) BY OB ERVER C. P. FISH, SIGNAL-SERVICE, U. S. A., 
FROM JUNE 5, 1872, TO MA.Y 31, 1 73. 
I SLAND OF SAI 'T PAUL, 
B eh?'ing Sea, April 15, 1 73. 
IR : This final report that I have the honor to transmit is deemed expedient a a. 
medium, not of exhaustive analy is or even of approximation to p 'rfect re ult , but 
rather of convoying a general ynopsis of the meteorological features incident to thi 
area. 
.ANALOGOUS FEATURES OF TWO .AREAS. 
:raturally r embling that of the North Atlantic Ocean, the climate of Behring ea 
pre nt.; but few of tho e more wonderful electric and oth r phenomena f interior 
clim s i but, as field for practical research, I can conceive of none more valuable than 
Ic land of t.b Atlantic and aint Paul land of the North Pacific. iruilarly ituat 
in r lation to ocean curr nt , tb se area can be readily pictured in the ima,.ination 
a rial mael trom , wh r , throughout they ar, the lement are scarcely ver at r 
and storm succeeds storm wi h violent rapidity and complex change. 
PIIEl O~lE ~.A OF UPPER CURRENTS. 
The arrangement of ob erva ion on the upp r currents, which I have att mpted, i 
by no means p rfect. The entries in the nephelogical and phenomenal report are 
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rather in the form of such daily memoranda as apply to the movements of storms and 
the general phases attending. Voluminous as these reports already appear, a truly 
perfect entry would involve more rigid system, so constant is the cloudiness and 
various the elemental changes, and, thereby, so comprehensive the phenomena daily 
presented in this climate, that a record of all might discourage the most cursory 
review. Nevertheless, after a sort of philosophical assumption that all the obscure 
laws of nature, whether organic or intellectual, are to be developed during future ages, 
not for, but by, the mind of man, it occurs that, to establish trom theories the laws 
governing the progression and movements of storms, research into the most minute 
~nd interior phases thereof should be prosecuted with unceasing vigor. 
NEPHELOGICAL OBSERVATION. 
Observations upon the clouds alone as indicative of currents and certain barometric 
or other conditions can be so extended that, concerning my own memoranda, I would 
excuse their tedious antl perhaps monotonous length through evidence of their value as 
simply records for reference in the investigation of any one particular disturbance. 
INTERIOR PHENOMENA. 
Another object, independent of immediate practical value, appears in their continu-
ance. Recognizing the necessity, in any system of observations, of a correct method 
at the beginning, and awaiting instructions and advice wherein I may have gone 
astray, I had deemed these minor phenomena, interesting as they are to myself, of con-
siderable general value, also, as disciplining the attention and leading the perceptions 
more readily from effect to cause. 
OBSCURITY OF CERTAIN RELATIONS. 
Although a more lucid review might be anticipated from a stat.ion so distant and 
disconnected, any discussion of the laws governing these storms, and, particularly, the 
electrical condition of these centers, must be necessarily premature, if not impracti-
cable. 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. 
The area of low pressure prevailing during winter over Behring Sea is certainly 
very extended, as evidenced by former observations at Sitka and those records from 
the mouth of the Anadyr which I have transcribed, and transmit for reference. This 
remarkable depression presents curves and variations which, although not very ab-
rupt, are of extreme interest in connection with the atmospheric changes. 
VARIATIONS OF PRESSURE. 
The difference between the pressure of any two successive months, as December, 
1872, and January, 1873, is often extreme and a true index of other corresponding con-
ditions both thermal and hygrometric. 
LOW WINTER PRESSURE. 
It will be observed that the low average of the winter months is produced by ex-
treme minima attending sporms; in other words, the normal pressure is high. I do 
not here allude to those considerable periods in which the barometer has maintained a 
height above 30.40 or 30.50, but rather to those serene intervals in which the pressure, 
entirely uninfluenced by any adjacent depressions, remains, for days together1 above 
30.00, as in the summer months. 
ATMOSPHERIC WAVES. 
Otherwise than from the great daily and monthly variations, the ba.rometric move-
ments appear to resemble those of temperate clirtJ.es. The great depressions move for-
ward at rates varying according to that of the cirrus cloud, as indicated in nephelogi-
cal report, and the high intervening ranges are traced according to the lesser oscilla-
tions of the mercury that so frequently occur. 
INTERiuR STORMS AND EXTENDED AREAS OF DEPRESSION. 
During each of two months, December and February, depressions occmred which 
doubtle s extended over the entire area of ocean north of the fiftieth parallel. These 
appeared for many days stationary, and reference to the journal indicates a series of 
minor depressions, to which, considering their characteristics IJ .. nd a.ttendin~ phenom-
ena, I have applied the name and importance of subordinate" eddies," as wl.l be noted 
under the head of storms. 
THERMAL CO IDITIONS. 
The range of temperature over the area of which Saint Pnul Island is represent-
ative, is most intimately related, as might be antieipated, to the exireme high degree 
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of humidity which prevails even through the winter months. In this element of beat 
we notice, particularly, the influence of ocean-currents, which appears similar to that 
causing the isothermal deviations of the North .Atlantic. · 
MEAN WINTER TEMPERATURE. 
The past winter is said to have been "seasonable," but a series of former thermome-
tric records has fallen under notice which indicates that during this period a higher 
temperature sometimes prevails, and thus, perhaps, a lower pressure. I am confident 
that a series of years would throw the isothermal of 20° considerably south of this 
island. 
RANGE OF TEMPERATURE. 
The range of tetnp~rature, both daily and monthly, is subject to greater variations 
than in the summer season. During a period of two or three months the sea north-
ward is completely ice-bound, whence it mjght be inferred that the depressions oc-
curring on the westerly curves of storms are quite as abrupt and extreme as in the 
continental interior. Results do not justify this conclusion, as the thermometer rarely 
attains a minimum of- 10° , and it is quite evident that, during the period referred to, 
the island still lies within the influence of the warm currents southward, the ice-
boundaries extending but a short distance in that direction. 
ABRUPT VARIATIONS. ' 
The more rapid variation occurs on the easterly quadrants of those storms from 
southwest, in which the indrawn southeast current causes the temperature to rise 
quickly to near or even above 32°. . 
GENERAL Ul\"'FORMITY OF TEMPERATURE. 
With exception of the less abrupt depression on the westerly quadrants produced 
by the northerly surface current:;, the temperature remains otherwise remarkably 
equable, and, during even the days most free from cloud, the thermometer, if, at day-
light, u ar or below zero, continues near that degree until the sun at.tains the merid-
ian, even although it is near the verual equinox, and the wind comparatively light. 
AN I SOTHERMAL OF ALASKA. 
The winter isothermal of Sit,ka evidently intersflcts this meridian about one hundred 
miles south of the Aleutian Isles. 
TilE HMAL MAXIMA AND MINIMA. 
The winter maximum of temperature is said to very rarely attain 40°. The 
minimum has never been known to extend below -14o. 
HIGH TEMPERATURE Ol!' NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER. 
November and December are generally noted for high temperature, and the absence 
of ice during those months is naturally suggested as among the known causes in ad-
vancing, as in the interior, the winter minimum to a period one or two months beyond 
the solstice. 
PERIOD OF GREATEST TllERMAL DEPRES8IO~. 
Casual observers have attempterl to indicate the month or time of greatest cold. 
Without disputing tatements conflicting in themselves, it is evident that this can be 
establi h d only by extended observations. During the past winter Marcb, with a 
meant mpern.ture of 12°, was the colde t month; but an examination of other pre-
vailing conditions points to this instance as possibly exceptional. 
TEMPERATURE Ol!' SURFACE CURRENTS. 
I have entered in phenomenal record crude observations on the general course of 
temperature corre pouding with surface wind. These I would henceforth discontinue 
as an unnecessary addition to Form 4. 
TE!\-fi>ERATURE OF SOUTHWEST CURRENT. 
The only currents worthy of note by reason of temperature are those from south-
we t and ea t-northea t. The southwest current moves from the direction of the warm 
Knro iro; n v rthele , the southea t wind of the other southerly quadrant which 
frequ .ntly attends rain, no more quickly v ers to southwest than does the temperature 
matenall decrea e and the rain turn to snow. The southwest wind, even when inde-
p nd nt of it rotary r lations to a storm's center, and, when once or twice ob. erved 
to be permanent from hat direction, is also of several degrees lower temperature than 
the average of the southea t current. 
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TEMPERATURE OF EAST-NORTHEAST CURRENT. 
The temperature of the east-northeast wind exhibits a rather higher temperature, 




The :hygrometric conditions prevailing during the winter are but little at variance 
with those of the summer. So frequently, indeed, have degrees of saturation to be 
recorded, than w ben the difference is less than one degree, I have entered the humid-
ity as deduced from a fi·actional part thereof. 
HUMIDITY OF VARIOUS SURFACE-CURRENTS. 
The north wind is laden with the least moisture, which is still relatively great. The 
following is the order in which the winds vary with reference to an inc1·ease of moist-
ure: North, northeast, northwest, west, southwest, south, east, and southeast. This 
does not embrace, however, the east-northeast wind, which almost invariably advances 
a degree of saturation. 
PHENOMENAl, INCREASE OF H"Gl.\1IDITY. 
For several weeks in the fall months I noticed, during irregular precipitation, an 
invariable mcrease m humidity and the violence of the showers whenever the wind 
veered at all westward from clue north. A column therefor was accordingly entered in one 
of the reports, but, after the succession of the winter months the phenomena was no 
longer repeated. This colurun I have continued, hqwever, that it may be noted, in 
the ensuing season, whether such relations were purely co-incidental, ·or owing to sea-
currents subsequently closed by ice. 
ARIDif'Y OF NORTHEAST CURRENT-ITS RESEMBLANCE TO THAT OF WESTERN EUROPE. 
The aridity of the northeast wind remains to be noticed for its remarkable corre-
spondence to the northwest winrl of the States, and its close analogy to the northeast 
current of western Europe. Whenever the center of a storm moves t10nth of the 
island, that current is thrown into act ion, and its cold aridity speedily condenses th.e 
upper clouds, changes the storm "scud" stratus to characteristic cumuli, and in everr 
manner denotes the p.resence of the westerly quadrants. 
ORDINARY CHARACTERISTICS OF SURFACE-CURRENTS. 
Concerning the winter surface-currents in general, in nautical idiom, "it is always 
blowing a gale." During the season of the year under consideration, the intervals 
between the storms are so brief, and the north wincls of retreating storms so persistent, 
that the expre siou conveys almost literal trut.h. I have deemed it expedient to refer, 
in the following general manner, to the characteristics of each of these surface-cur-
rents, in order to aid in a comprehension of the ordinary winter weather of the island. 
NORTH WIND. 
The north wind naturally prevails on the westerly quadrants of storms, but settles 
more frequently in that quarter when the center passes south of the island. When 
the center passes north or northwest, and the wind veers by way of southeast and 
south, conditions, thus far, have appeared so complex and other storms so quickly 
succeed that the current seldom veers around as far as north. or even northwest. The 
north wind is characteristic in its low temperature and the irregular showers of reced-
ing storms from west-northwest. In this climate it is almost invariably attended by 
a cumulus which extends around the horizon, or, more usually, appears as a. full, gray, 
monotonous stratum. This wind frequently varies or oscillates between north-north-
west and north-northeast, without appearance of upper cloud or other disturbing 
conditions. Its velocity is usually about twenty-five miles per hour, but frequently, 
for days together, it moves at the rate of thirty to forty-five miles. 
NORTHEAST WIND. 
The northeast wind resembles that from north, but; after its speedy condensation of 
upper clouds, it is seldom attended by profuse showers. When persistent it is not 
yjgorous. 
EAST WIND. 
The due east wind seldom prevails. The currents of aspiration caused by approach-
ing storms usually spring from east-northeast, or some point to the south of east-
southea.st. 
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EAST-NORTHEAST WIND. 
The east-northeast wind attends nearly all storms from the west-northwest, and 
demands attention in their connection. Its average velocity is a boot thirty-eight miles 
au hour, but on "occasions of state," as during the storm of February 8, it asserts ter-
ri tic strength and confirms its power by hurricane violence. As in January, it some-
times continues for m·aoy days, forming, with its characteristic phenomena, the extreme 
onter fringe of quadrauts of storms prevailing in succession on far-distant southerly 
·parallels. 
SOUTHEAST WIND. 
The southeast wind, indrawn towards approaching storms, is frequent during the 
months of November and DecemlJer, and dnring some winters evidently throughout 
the season. This current, so prevalP.nt at Sitka, is also frequently recorded iu tbe 
Anar1ys Transcript, sometimes transferring the mercu.ry quickly from- 30° to + 30° . 
It seldom moves at a less velocity tllan twenty-five m1les per hour, more generally at 
thirty-five; and frequently, for a few hours, from fift.y to seventy miles. Its average 
duration is not so great as that of the east-northeast wind, and .in the majority of 
storms it speedily veers to southwest. 
SOUTH WIND. 
The south wind resembles the southeast, but is comparatively infrequent, and either 
prevails from that direction temporarily, during a gradual veering, or, if settled: un-
usuall.v bas several degrees of so-called "WLsting," partaking of the nature of the sontb.-
west wind. Its velocity is moderate. 
SOUTllWEST WIND. 
The southwest wind is the great snrface-current pushing toward the storm-centers 
that pass north of the island. It is usually tbe extreme limit to wbicb the wind veers 
wbeu other storms are about to succeed, and, with regard to its phenomena, is worthy 
of strict attention. Its vigor is from thirty to thirty-five miles, although at times as 
great as sixty-five or seventy miles per hour. 
WEST AND NOHTHWEST WINDS. 
The west and northwest currents have been, tln1s far, the least frequent and vigor-
on of all. General phenomena indicate these characteristics as. normal, but on this 
point the evidence of tho. ere. iding on the island is conflicting. The preva.lence of 
high we t rly winds '\vonld necessitate atmospheric conditions, which are not y6t, to 
myself, readily imagioalJle. 
PRECIPITATION. 
Observations on the character and amount of precipitation in this area are attended 
by iuterestiug results. It will be at once noted bow entirely disproportionate is the 
amount compared to the relat·ive frequency and ominous character of clondine . 
'l'be most profuse seldom affords a measure exceeding forty hundredths, (.40,) and yet 
it freqnently occurs that every day of an entire month is attended by light precipita-
tion of so rue form, and even if the entry of "rainy days" be restricted to tho e in 
which at least .01 falls, the number is surprising. A large amount of this precipita-
tion is furni. bed by the front quadrants of general storms, although long continu d 
show •r of westerly quadrants add a remarkable share, especially during the month 
of January, February, and March; the hail and snow of cumulo-stratus attending the 
storru-center is by no means inconsiderable. 
PRECIPITATION, IHREGULAR AND CO TINUOUS. 
In phenomenal reports I have classified the precipitation as irregttlar or continuous, 
.and thus far a large portion of the latter bas fallen during tlle nigllt. 
FORM OF RECORD. 
By reason of the light quantities, resulting from showers and consequent error 
from evaporation, I have entered the former thrice daily. 
FORM: OF PRECIPITATION. 
By far the greater amount, during the winter months, is in the form of snow, drift-
in/.{ imm iately into the ea. In continuous snow, however, the southeast wiod 
eldom fail to o increa e the temperature that ra.in can and does fall at any time, 
during the season. 
IZE OF DROPS, FLAKES, AND HAIL-STONES. 
The rain-drops are of comparatively small size, and never descend in torrents a on 
the mainland coast or interior. 
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The size of snow-flakes varies as e1sewhere; the fine frost-snow of t.he arctic regions 
is occasionally recorded during extreme thermal depressions, but is seldom of sufficient 
amount to reflect even iruperfect parbelia., ait.bongh sometimes descending from a cloud-
less sky. The hail is of the white opaque variety, termed sleet, and varies in size ac-
cording to tbe strength of conditions hereafter referred to; the study of its texture is 
not to be disregarded. 
SNOW-MEASUREMENTS DURING TEMPESTS. 
In the journal of February 8 I have referred to the difficulty of snow-measurement 
in stormy climes, the frequent inutility of the min-gauge, however admirably con-
structed, and the extreme care and judgment requisite for accuracy. Partial estimate 
becomes absolutely necessary during certain storms, but, in order to secure more prox-
imate results than is usual under such conditions, I adhere to a series of considerations 
entered on the date referred to. 
STORMS OF BEHRING SEA, 
The subject of storms presents a field of alljazing latitude, and the numerous results 
of records, even with the exclusion of discussion aud che1·ished them·ies, can scarcely be 
all embraced in a review of tbis character. 
Somewhere in course of reading I have noticed the a8sert.ion that the signal-service 
comprised, among other observers, a large proportion of unsuccessful merchants. Dis-
ca.rdiiJg, simply by allusion thereto, the unintentional animadversions, I cannot con-
ceive how those unfortunate, th1·ough inability, in the maze of commercial venture, could 
ever anticipate success in analysis of the a.lruost interminable series of phenomena 
attending atmospheric storms, and thence weave theories perfect and firm. 
FREEDOl\1: OF WINTER FROM FOG AND CONSEQUENT FAVOHABLE VIEW OF UPPER 
PHENOMENA. 
So comprehensive are the changes and attendant phenomena so openly presented to 
view dllling the winter season, are the numerous and intricate cloud-currents over 
Behring Sea., that a failure to obtain the secret of the causes operating to produce a 
storm-progressive movement alone is indicative of the innate strength of meteorologi-
cal science1 and declares tha.t the a.ttack of the very front necessitates not only the 
acumen ot commercial talent, but a.U the practical tact that applies to law or mutual 
philosophy. 
TWO CLASSES OF GENERAL STORMS. 
The ordinary records point very conclusively, howeYer, to certain general results. 
Of the storms prevailing during winter there are two sorts, both cyclonic; one whose 
general cour:se is from west-northwest, and the other from any point between west-
south west and south. 
WEST-NORTHWEST CLASS OF STORMS. 
The storms from west-northwest naturally appear to proceed from near the Asiatic 
coast. 'fhey occur at any season of the year, but more frequently in the later mouths 
of winter, displacing, as it were, the succession of those from southwest. Their origin 
may be, at least, as far westward as the coast-line, inasmuch as they are of fully devel-
oped and sometimes excessive vigor on arrival at the island. 
DIREC.TION OF ROTARY CURRENTS-DURATION. 
Although their course is occasiona1ly from many degrees north of west-northwest, 
the indrawn rotary current is generally from east-northeast. When the center passes 
north the wind may rise from east-southeast; seldom or never from due east. The 
duration of this storm is from one to three days. 
PREMONITORY INDICATIONS, 
The mann<'r of initiation is peculiar to its class. Two or more days of comparative 
inaction elapse, during which there is seldom visible, at nigbt, any appearance of auro-
ra.! glow; but, on the night preceding the storm, that phenomenon is frequently ob-
served as recorded in journal. During the night or following day, humidity increases, 
the barometer falls, and, after the commencement of the rota.ry cnrrent, the tempera-
ture increases, though not to so great a degree as in the southwest class of storms. 
CIRRUS ADVANCE.-CIRRUS OF ANOMALOUS ALTITUDE. 
The cirrus advance is, through practice~ easily recognized among any other clouds 
and frequently appears many hours previous to the barometric fall. It is sometimes 
accompanied by cirrus compounds and overspreads the heavens very gradually. When 
cirro-stratus or cirro-cumulus alone appear moving, as they never do in the cowmence-
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ment of south west storms, along the path ofdisturhance, t~ose clou~s, during and af~er 
extension, are sometimes obscured by a peculiar form of c1rrus wh1ch must be of sm-
gularly low altitude. 
PRECIPITATION ATTENDING TilE EAST-NORTHEAST CUHRENT. 
The wind increases in this storm gradually and regularly, veering slowly at the 
center to north by northeast, or by soutll. The precipitation is remarka,ble for the 
small size anrl piercing character of flakes wllicu, when fallen, have to the touch a 
consistence of finely ground meal or flour. It is surpri~:;ing that when the wind hap-
pens to veer toward the southea t, these flakes enlarge and assume a texture as nor-
mal as when it veers the other way. 
MARKED PHENOMENA OF THE EAST-NORTHEAST CURRENT. 
There is another similar phenomenon incident to this storm, or rather to the east-
northeast current, quite worthy of note. At a temperature as low as 22° the snow 
frequently tums to rain; now, we will suppose the temperature to remain uniform; if 
the wind veers by way of northeast the rain turns to snow, which is not remarkable, 
but it is certainly singular that the rain also changes to ~;now if the wind veers to 
sout.beast, or even approaches within 5° of east. I ha.ve even noticed, under the latter 
_conditions, the change to snow when the temperature increased to 32°. 
CURRENTS, AERIAL A..."W OCEANIC. 
These phenomena seem to indicate that, eastward of this island, the warm currents 
of tbe sea are thrown over into Bristol Bay, proClucing there an area of increased 
warmth and humidity. This su piciou is supported by other phenomena that attend 
this wonderful storm-current. It is uncertain, thus far, whether the oceanic currents 
are deflected by ice toward the area referred to. These east-northeast winds occurred 
at a very early period during tho fall. Summer observat.ions will assist in determina-
tion. 
CIIARACTERISTICS OF TIIE EAST-NORTHEAST CURRENT. 
During the prevalence of this wind fog sometimes appea.rs from east-northeast, and 
whenever cumuli moving from east or northeast as~'~nme a new direction from between 
tho · points, their texture is immediately changed to the scud stratus, if the wind is 
violent, to the _uniform fog stratus if moderate. This stratus bas but little elevation, 
and, on one occa ion, (temperature 24° and uo upper clouds,) I noticed fine rain when 
it lay at an altitutle of less than GOO febt, and when its temperature must have been SO 
above that at the surface of the earth. · 
''FROZEN FOG." 
·Mor over, with this wind, a frozen precipitation sometimes -appears, which the people 
of the island call "frozen fog." 
LIMITS OF TilE SINGULAR EAST-NORTHEAST CURRENT. 
Such are the phenomena incident, not strictly l:lpeaking, to the west-northwest storm, 
but to its surface-current, and they are worthy of continued attention. '!'hey only ac-
company that current when the latt r is from between cast so north and northeast 100 
ea t. 'I'he resident and native call the storm itself a northeaster. The northea t 
wind is of a widely different character from the east-northeast. 
MOVEMENTS OF CIRRUS L.~ WEST-NORTHWEST STORMS. 
Although, during the passage and disappearance of this storm, cirro-stratu and 
cirro-cumulus conform to the new surface-currents, the cirrus-cloud itself u. nally r -
tains its original direction, presenting bnt few of the changes and dispositions which 
it exhibits in storms from southwest. 
FINAL CIIARACTERISTICS OF THE STORM. 
torms from we t-northwest do not closely succeed each other, and their we terly 
quadrants coo titute the most lengthy periods of severity. Finally, differing wid ly 
fr m tho e of the outhwest class, their precipitation is frequently light on account of 
the fineness of the rain or snow. 
STOR:\1 OF TilE SOUTilWE T CLASS-EVIDENT ORIGIN FROM: CYCLO~""ES OF CHINA E 
Pr ented now for consideration, the southwest class of storms include all tho no-
1 nt commotions who e ori~in is in the vast extent of ocean lying in a direction from 
west- outhw t to sontb. rhese are, above all others, the Atorms which impart to tb 
s a it tempe tuous clime, and whose midnight fury often burls, with almo t volcani 
strenl::th, the mountainous wave~ of ocean against the island's rocks and cliffs. K in., 
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from the direction of the warm Kuro Siro, or Pacific Gulf Stream, they move along its 
course, assuming their greatest frequency in November, and a review of their general 
phenomena cannot but suggest their real origin to be from those violent cyclones that 
curve around the China Seas. ' 
PREMONITORY INDICATIONS. 
Under a great variety of conditions do these storms appear before the island. At 
times, a dry, cold-appearing cumulus-stratum from north is suddenly drspersed 
through extension of the cirrus from southwest, constituting the storm-advance. 
Sometimes, though not frequently, a storm from west-northwest appears to converge 
on one from southwest, in which the latter asserts its superior strength, and mingles 
with tho former or breaks it up. More frequently, however, the first indication ofit.s 
approach is a cirrus-trace along the llorizon. This advance is seldom accompanied by 
cirrus compounds fTorn its own d·irection, as in the storm from west-northwest, but the 
true current of cirrus itself extends witllmarked rapidity and ominous aEpect. 
PHENOMENA OF SOUTHWEST-STORMS. 
The barometric fall is proportioned to this rapidity of approach, and the attending 
[rUle from southeast attains its rnaxirnnm velocity, frequently, but a few hours after 
the initiatory indications. Storms of this class are of comparatively brief duration. 
DECEPTIVE SOUTHEAST CIRRUS-CURRENTS. 
It will be noticed, in the earliest dates of the journal, that I was led into the error 
of supposing many of these storms to progress from 1he southeast. This resulted from 
observing, during the progress of 1he sto1·m, its cirrus-stratum, or traces thereof, mov-
ing from a southeast direction, when, in reality, tbis new movement of the cloud was 
caused by its coming within exposure to the surface-current. 
ORIGIN OF ANOMALOUS CLOUD·CURRENTS AND l"ORMATION OF CIRRUS COMPOUNDS-
l <REQUENT CONFORMATIO~ OF UPPEll CLOUD TO SURFACE-CURRENT. 
The observations of November 18, in journal, detail at full length the manner of 
these singular changes and also the origin of cirro-stratus and cirro-cumulus. It is 
especially worthy of note thnt after the advance quadrants of both classes of storms 
have moved beyond tbe island and the ioiiricate upper currents again appear, the latter 
frequently evince tbis remarkable clisposit.ion to assume the direction of the surface-
wind, and the cirro-cumulus of the west-northwest storms is almost invariably thus 
aftectecl. In the storms under consideration, wben the center approaches, and even 
after the wind has veered to southwest, tile traces of cirrus retain a direction from east 
or southeast during the period they remain in view, wllich is usually brief: 
CIRRI OF GREAT AI:l'ITUDE. 
At this step in the storm's progress, however, on one or two occasions, light traces 
of cirri have been observed, of great altitude and moving along the true path of dis-
turbance. 
STORM-CENTERS OF TilE NORTH PACIFIC. 
Bot these phenomena introduce the observer to an area of the storm more calculated 
to arouse wonder and speculation than any other possible combination of atmospheric 
conditions that prevail over Behring Sea. 
The clements baviog exhausted their fury of the easterly quadrants, tbe wind quickly 
veers to southwest, dispersing the stratus "scud;" the fragmentary traces of retreating 
cirrus undergo all that remarkable transformation and uisposition referred to in Novem-
ber's jourual, and then, along the south western horizon, glimmers tbe sharp well-defined 
boundary of the cirro-stratus whence, beyond, lies a circular area which is the won-
drous sun-lit storm-centre of the North Pacific, the investigation of whose phenomena 
is 'Yorthy of years and wherein are concentrated all the mighty forces of atmospheric 
actwn. 
Plll~NOMENA OF TilE STORM-CENTER-SPLENDOR OF TilE ELECTRIFIED CUMULO-
. STRATUS ATTEND!~ G TilE STORM-C:BNTER. 
The barometer is now at its minimum, and that singular element called haze assumes 
a peculiar appearanc.e and increases from one or two, to seven, eight, or even ten i.n 
the scale of density, extending, however, but little distance above the earth. The sun 
having appeared, the island glows with a tinge resembling that of Indian summer, and 
naught remains, for a few mon1ents, but the mercury of the barometer to indicate, to 
the casual observer, the focus of a widely-extended cyclonic storm. And now, wiue-
spread throughout the heavens and jutting above the horizon in all that majesty that 
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nature alone can lend, frown the dense and apparently electified forms' of the cumulo-
stratus. Nowhere, from the Atlantic to the Rio Grande, or from Lake Superior on the 
north to the Bay of Mobile on the sout,h, where in summer t hese imposing forms of 
vapor mass so grandly around the horizon, assuming a characteristic densit.y, have I 
witnessed aughc to compare, either in beauty or density, with those stupendous sum-
mits of the cumulo-stratus which fill the centers of these November and December 
storms. 
CENTER WELL-DEFINED. 
Confine(l within the limits of furious storm around, no imagination can render 
justice to thei r grandeur. Piled summit over summit they threaten every hour, winter 
tllough it is, terrific thunder-showers or visible electr ic bolts to appal the sense. But 
uo violent storm i sues from the vaporous battlements and lurid depths, no visible 
elect,ric flash ever darts from out these apparent "thunder-clouds' ' that seem to have 
wandered from some tropical clime. The commanding forms move silently along the 
Jl:Lth of progression, monuments, as it were, of the mighty force that imparted to them 
their rocky density. 
HAIL OF THE CENTRAL CUMULO-STRATUS. 
At intervals, these cumulo-stratus precipitate a piercing bail, the intensity and size 
of whicll vary rather according to the strength of the general storm and the apparent 
symmetry of the storm-center, than the dunsity of the immediate cloud. 
"CLU TER" HE OLUTION Ol!' TilE CUMULO-STRATUS. 
It is well known that, in the interior, tho electrified cumulns or cumulo-stratus is 
att •udcd by a peculiar resolution, sometimes uniform in appearance and resembling 
uim l.n1s or den e cirru . A similar clond trausformation occurs in or near t.hese storm-
cent r , to which I have applied, for distinction, the name of "cluster 11 resolution, as 
the formation not unfrequently re mbles a clu ter of fruit. 
A CENDING CURRENTS OF THE STORM-CENTER, 
Thi peculiar form, a ccndin~ and resultinO' from cumulo-stratus, frequ~tly ascends 
farth er aud becomes a cirrus, exhibiting pbenomena as described, for instance, in jour-
nal of December 16, 1872. 
CIHRU AND ITS DI POSITION-ASCENDING CURREL TS. 
Many trnth , othorwi e esta.blished, arc confirmed by the cloudiness which imme · 
cJiat ly encir ·1 , tile storm-c nter. As an instance, pecul iar movements in ancl upon 
th c nter of cirrus and it compound , together with their sudden dis ipation therein, 
pr ve th o spiral movement of t he indrawn currents. Ag:1in, bri efly stated, ascending 
aerial currents of the center are indicated by the rise of cumulo-stratus into "cluster" 
resolution and, subsequently, into cirru . 
PECULIAR TRA ' LATION OF CIRRUS. 
b crvation have revealed t.be singular fact that, when the center appears, the 
upper clouds bounding it on the easterly quadrants have a frequent movelllcnt from 
ea t, trhich is only apparent, for, in truth, a mysLeriou tran latiou continues toward the 
a t, or rath r northea t, so that where a casual observer mi~bt anticipate another 
total ob curatiou of the heavens from ca tward, he discovers, to his surpri e, the retro-
ce ion of all the e decepth ·o cloud-current beyond the ea tern horizon. All trace of 
cirri which have thi appar nt moYement into the centre from east are dissipated as in 
a furnac . 
OD C RITY 01? PROGRE IVE ACTION. 
Th un olv d question freqn ntly recurs, what invi ible force propels forward tbi 
va t con ntration of lem nts who e upper cloud-curreuts indicate in the comm nce-
m ' Ut f the torm th path of disturbauce, but, wh n bounding tho center or seen in 
tlJ w ', t rn quadrant , furnish no longer any tangible clue to the direction of thi 
progr · ·ive mov ment 
C RHENT OF GREAT ALTIT DE FRO:\! WE T-N RTllWE T. 
In th journal of :rovemb r I have alluded to tho po ibility of an extreme upper 
t-nortbw t cun nt '"hich, a con taut and generally uuatt nd rl by cloud, b 
om oun ction with th • storms fmm southw t . I wa 1 d iuto what wa perhap 
an ·rror IJy observing in the fir t of the eri • , far al ove the torw, cirru from outh-
w t trace of that loud from w t-north w t. Unable to <let rmine tho relation of 
a curr n of at lea t five miles altitude, I abandoned, for the present, a fruitle s c n-
sid ration. 
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WESTERLY QUADRANTS OF SOUTHWEST STORMS-SOUTHWEST SURFACE-CURRENT. 
Several centers of storms fortunately passed 0ver· or near the island, occupying in 
translation from eight to fort.y-eigbt hours. The westerly quadrants arrive with a 
renewal, in most instances, of SJ'mmetrical storms of precipitation and a tendency of 
the wind to veer more to the west and naturally to the northwest or north. But the 
succession of these storms is usually so rapid and sometimes so complex that tho sur-
face-current generally remains o::scillating between west-south west and south-south-
west. Its action has been fonnd highly deserving of notice, especially in connection 
with other phen?mena, as indicating the character of approaching changes. 
EXTENDED AREAS OF BAROMETRIC DEPHESSIO~. 
Reference to the widely extended and extreme depressions now becomes necessary 
in connection with this southwest current of the westerly, or rather south westerly, 
quadrants. Two of these, as stated in a former paragraph, have occurre<.l during the 
winter aud have proved so persistent that they can, lJy a certain composition of science, 
be designated as chronic in contradistinction to those in which the low pressure is of 
little duration. 
lKTERRUPTION OF SURFACE-CURHENT BY CERTAIN "EDDIES" OR SUBORDINATE STORMS. 
These extended depressions are initiate<l by a storm of ordinary violence, and the 
wind veers regularl.v from southeast to southwest. The barometer falls perhaps to 
29.30, bnt, instead of rising, it continues low and the veering wind "halts" on attain-
iuo· southwest, veering no farther. Then, on several successive days follows a series of 
storms eq ually severe, perhaps, with the initiatory one; bnt, during each of these, the 
mereury falls a few t enths (say to 28.HO) from the establishecl low pressure of 2!:J.30, 
which latter height is regained in the intervals lJetween the storms. The latter bear 
every characteristic of sul>ordinate "eddies" in a general depression. Tbe spaces be-
tween these are ordinarily occupied by the dense cumulo-stratus, which, however, is 
not so well defined as in a single symmetrical storm. 
110TATORY CUHRENT OF GENERAL DEPRESSION. 
What supports this affirmation of infeTior edd·ies is that, after each one, the wind 
having, previous to its appearance, been naturally drau:n baelc to the sonthea::;t, advan-
ces, after veering, f~rther and farther toward due west, so that wben the last interior 
storm bas disappeared its direction is fully west, if not ·west-northwest, just as if the 
great rotatory current of the general depression bad been gradually veering during all 
these days from southwest to west-northwest or north. 
STORM-WAVES. 
It is the occasional violence of wind attending the westerly quadrants of these 
storms from sontbwest that produces the light storm-waves referred to in journal. 
lNFEIUOR BUT EVIDENTLY DISTINCT CLASS OF STOHMS. 
There is one other inferior sort of storm from southwest that appears to be independ-
ent, of the genera.! class of s011th·west disturbances, as occurred during the latter clays 
of Febrnnry. These sometimes precipitate considcral>le, but are light and unattended 
by the phenomena of other storms, or even a changt~ of wiucl. 
NEPHELOGICAL PIIENOMJmA-l!'llEQUEKCY OF CLOUDS- RECORDS OF REFERENCE. 
Close attention bas been devoted to the subject of clouds. Any possible connection 
between a study of their texture and the practical concerus of life is, doubtless, to the 
world a~ large, a matter of merriment. WlJether or not, for assistance in t.be operation 
of more practical laws, the very texture of clouds varies and consequent research 
thereinto is at present reqmsite, it is beyond a doubt that, owing to their great rela-
tive frequency over Behring Sea, they are faitbful indicators of t.be upper aerial cur-
r ents, and I have therefore ventured to classify, anti enter for reference, their phenome-
nal indications as far as they can be made to bend towanl the solution of que::;tious 
that may yet arise. 
CAPTION OF HEPORT. 
For the caption of this report, which includes only observations on the clouds, I 
have elected the word "ve~t"A'TJ," and, under the impression of having seen the deriva-
tive, nephelogical, I deemed it admissible. 
CONCEH.NL.~G RECOG~ITION OF AT;~>IOSPHERIC CONDITIONS BY MEA ... ~S OF CLOUD-TEXTURE. 
It has lJeen impracticable, as in the instance of the cirro-cumulus, to enter rigidly 
jn Form 4. ·without attemptin~, at pre ent, ulterior ded uctions from tho lJrief records 
tbn far at hand, I woul<.l note tl1e important truth, doubtless already known, but de-
veloped particularly in this area., that similar COIIUitiotiS io the progrcsA of, or intervals 
between, all storms are characterized by correspontliug aspects of cloudiness. 
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CORRESPO~DING NECESSITY OF EXTENDED CI,ASSIFICATION-CHARACTERISTIC TRANS-
FOHl\IATIONS IN CLOUDS. 
This undeniable premise involves a most extended classification, which, without 
nomenclature, I have, clurinrr the winter, mentally performed. Thus, (excluding nim-
hus,) the remaining six cloud formations, notwithstanding their apparently innumerable 
aud kaleidoscopic variat,ions, present, each one, under appropriate barometric and othel' 
conditions, eit,her present or approaclliug, such marked and distinctive aspects and 
t exture as to be readily recognizable on fntnre occasions. Por instance, cumulus from 
southeast differs ent.lrcly froru that moving from north, and cnmulus from nort.h is not 
of the appearance of tllat from northwest or west. Cumulus as a complete st,ratum 
with no upper cloudiness is of au aspect widely different from that of cumulus when 
cirrus or cirro-stratus lies above. The other clouds arc susceptible of a similar classifi.-
catiou; and, in truth, there are no less tban forty different strata which I recognize as 
conforming to or heraldiug corresponding atmospheric conditions. 
LACK OF NOMENCLATURE. 
To this subdivision there is an evident limit, and a general nomenc1atnre of the 
various sorts wo uld materially condense tho cloud-records of the accompanying journal. 
PHINCIPAL VAHIETIES OF CIRRUS CLOUDS. 
The cirrus cloud of Behring Sea is particularly remarkable for three va.rieties 
ref ned to: 1. That constituting the sto rm-advance. 2. A stratum of infrequent 
texture combined with cumulus as uot.ed on September 25, 1872. 8 . .A. sort that resem-
bles bazo, but of much greater density nncl obscuring cirrus compounds, ometimes 
as. nming a smoky or red appearance. This latter variety bas been frequently observed 
w.ith a remarkable striation, the lines extending precisely into magnetic north. 
" CURT ALL~" CLOUD. 
The cirrus cloud, nearly losing Hs identity before an intm·ior ecldy, was observe<J... on 
one occa ion, to resemble a cluster of grapes, or rather cuTtains irregularly looped, and 
was naturally followed' by rain. 
PRACTICAL VA.I,UE OF CIRRUS OBSERVATIONS. 
I have also referred, in journal, to the apparent pract ical value. of observations on 
the cirru cloud. This appears extreme when stations sea-war<l do not or cannot exist. 
MANNEit OF GENERAL CLASSIFICATION-CIHRUS CLOUD ALWAYS WELL DEFINED BY 
TEXTURE. 
Lest the clas ification of clouds in the accompanying records appear obscure or in 
error, I Yenture the sacrifice of brevity, and would state that I have considered the 
cinns lond as retaining itH id ntity o long as it does not undergo that ingular but 
well-lmowu resolnt.ioo into the aq neoos or, so to speak, rnelted texture that characterizes 
o~her douds. It appears entitled. to its identity from its first appearance as a semi-
tran ·parent stratum up t;hrough its various stages of increase, to the time of a certain 
rna sive density which, wit bout the intervention of any compound clouds whatever, is 
sometimes en before prec:pitation. I am awa.re that iu these stages of increase it is 
somct.i1 1es alled a. stra.tus, cirro·stratns, or whatever name seems more euphoniou , 
when none of t.hese latter have appeared. By the way, lack of discrimination between 
the two clouds, stratus aml cirro-stratus, is, iu itself, manifest error. 
CIImO-STRATUS A~ D STRATTl?rED CIRRUS. 
Stra.tiform cirrus I bave not designated cirro-stratus, as the cloud, by that frequent 
dispo ition of its texture, loses neiliher identity nor title. 
STRATUS. 
Stratus ba b en limited to two varieties: "scucl" and the slightly-elevated foa-
stratnm, a. it appears previous to ascent and resolution into cumulus. (Two varietie 
ulj' in thia climate.) 
RELATIO ·s OF CU:'IIULUS CURRE "T. 
For mer onv nience iu the journal I have referred to the cumulus as a lower cloud. 
Th di8tauc to the neare tupper tr<L4-um of cirrus or its compounds is alway on. id-
rabl j moreo>er1 in all movement of npper strata the relation of the umulus 
tb r to oru what re mbles tho e of the" scud n stratu , both being geucrally acted 
on by tho surface-wind, invariably when the latter is of any strength. 
CIRR S COMPOUNDS. 
It is perhaps unneces ary to a. ert accuracy in cirro-st.ratus and cirro-cumnln 1 
which necessitate the constant exercise of delicate judgment. 
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FOG. 
But little fog prevails during the months from October to April, inclusive. This 
form of cloud will be thoroughly examined with regard to its proportion to other cloud-
iness during the ensuing summer. A review of the reports proves the upper clouds, as 
well as the lower, to conform very frequently to the direction of the surface-current. 
PHENOMENAL RECORD.-STORM-CENTEHS OF BEHRING SEA. AS CIRCULAR RESERVOIHS 
OF ELECTRIC FOHCE. 
The phenomenal record embraces observations on certain elements whose relations 
are still in comp'arative obscurity. The action of some unknown elements on tbe very 
texture of all clouds, under whatever plw.ses they may appear, presents itself as a sub-
j ect for close research and extended observations. Whatever may be the subtle nature 
of that which we desig-nate electric force, and however this may be overladen with 
wandering, homeless theories, the most casual observer might, if thereto inclined, 
recognize the centers of all the southwest Pacific storms as vast resen;oirs of electricity. 
These storm-centers, with their piercing hail, peculiar haze, and the wondrous density 
aud grandeur of their cumulo-stratus, offer certain and visible proof of electric action 
to a high degree, and form a secure base for attack on the primar,y causes of progressive 
movement. That a more thorough analysis of the attendant phenomena, assisted, if 
necessary, by magnetic and other apparatus, would result in moredefiuite conclusions, 
is beyond a doubt. . 
.AURORA POLARIS. 
The atmospheric conditions over Behring Sea: in conne~tion with the infrequency of 
the phenomenon now referred to, are particularly favorable for tracing auroral rela-
tions to storms. Throughout all this area the cloudiness is so frequently broken that 
but few nights pass without rifts in magnetic north. The phenomenon, whenever it 
appears, is of very moderate intensity, and only under certain conditions is it visible 
at all, even through the clearest skies . 
.AURORAL RELATIONS TO ATMOSPHERIC .ACTION. 
The absence of aurora during the serene intervals of westerly quadrants of storms, 
the extension of peculiar luminous haze or electq·ic light immediately preceding storms, · 
and the diffused p;lo.w of the aurora discerned through rifts, or even dense clouds that 
accompany, are all relations constantly indicated by the journal aud records. I doubt 
if a single storm bas passed the island during the winter without the appearance, al-
though perhaps obscured, of auroral light. 
INCIDENTAL DEDUCTIONS. 
It is, perhaps, rather foreign to logical or inductive conclusions, but a convincing 
proof, to my own mind, of a close connection between the aurora and atmospheric 
storm is, that whenever the display appea.rs through a sky free from upper cloud I 
turn mechanically for the appearance of cirrus traces from beyond the Western Sea. ; 
and this quasi acknowledgment is mo:~;e significant from the consciousness of having 
continued the·wiuter observations without the slightest pre-determination. 
ILLUSTRATIONS OJl' .AURORAL RELATIONS. 
With references at hand for the entire winter, I cannot but allude to the long period 
of inaction during the month of March. The heavens were sometimes partially and 
frequently almost clear, but no trace of aurora was visible, except on March 3; and 
~ow significant is the entry, in adjacent columns, tllat at this time the monotony was 
mterrupted by those disturbers of atmospheric peace-the cirrus and cirro-stratus. 
After the termination of the long interval referred .to the aurora, later in the month, 
was also visible iu evident connection with storms, as entered in phenomenal record. 
EYIDENCE OF JOUnNAL AND RECORDS CONCERNING .AURORA. 
• The records of the entire season multiply these evidences; but lest future observa-
tions should fail to confirm the significance of the past, I have alluded to the aurora 
in this cursory manner, well aware that if the laws of atmospheric action and auroral 
phenomena are found to be intimately woven, the field of research, lying beyond this 
single but important premise, is still unbroken, although perchance quite as attractive 
as the visible phenomena that point it out. · 
HAZE-ITS RELATION TO STOHM-CENTER. 
Concerning the relations of haze, results from the storm-center induce certain imma-
ture suspicions that would scarcely coincide with any one of many accepted conclu-
sions. I have entered observations thereon in phenomenal record, and, affixing a scale 
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of density, find that this element attains a great density only in or near a storm's cen-
tral area. No evident relations between this haze of the center and the aurora have 
yet resulted--in fact, the latter phenomenon does not appear in a storm's focus. It is 
no less evident that t.here m·e relations, and those of an interesting nature. 
GENERAL ELECT1UC PHENOMENA-OCEANIC AREA OF NON-DISPLA.Y. 
This climatic area com~ares with all the contincnta.l western coast in freedom from 
thunder and lightning, of which there is no instance thus far recorded in reports. The 
area of the ocean and Behring Sea, in which these electric phenomena are ext1·ernely 
mre, bas evidently no uoundary on the north, extends as far as Petropauloosk on the 
west, and far into the Pacific Ocean on the south. · 
GENERAL PHENOMENA OF RECOHDS. 
Many other phenomena worthy of notice, however, have occurred dnring the winter. 
As an instance, a remarkable alternation between bail and snow, succeeued in the 
eveJJing by aurora in connection therewith, is entered in jourual of October 14, 187~. 
No one can turn the pages of such a continuous record without perception of dispro-
portionate results; but, as meteorological investigation particularly demands, they are 
intended, I wonld repeat, for reference alone. 
GENERAL HEFERENCE TO RELATIO TS OF OCEANIC AND CONTINENTAL STORMS. 
The relations which the great storms prevailing over Behring Sea bear to those ad-
vancing over th' contin otal interior arc, by reason of the interposition of ruonntain 
chain , comparatively ou ·cur . Tho c moving from a sotuh westerly direction precipi-
tate heavily on the mainland coa. t, bnt whether their barometric waves penetrate 
the interior of Briti h America, ant.l thereby modify or act on those of the United 
~ at •s, is u qu >st ion that, even w re I already versed in the dynamic relations of 
storm , lies bey nd the authority of tbis report to solve. I fear tha.t simple allusion 
to tlw e relation · i premature, if not, forsooth, unwarrantable, assumption. Never-
tb I , i it not pos iule t!Jat any one of tbe violent storms of that class from west-
northw t may, although yielding its moisture to the mountains, successfully advance 
it remaining forces over ueyon<.l those elevated ubains, and then, fol'ming a nnoleus on 
th' ca t rn plateau , and gradually collecting new conditions of cloncl and moisture, 
move :f(>t'Ward to tbe Atlantic coa ·t, retaining, as it wore, the baromot.ric life and inte-
rior au e of progre sion that originally forced the storm over the waters of the North 
Pacific 
Labyrintbiao as these cnrrents and waves of atmospheric action now appear, the 
s cret of their r lat ions cannot b qttite invulnerable. Analogous currents of the At-
lantic c an and the d pend ,nce of Europ nn climate thereon open a route of inquiry 
which will donbtless pen trate any obscurity thro\'m over it by the configuration of 
onr UJainland coast. 
The ·limate of t. Paul I laud clos ly resembles that of the ocean district, of which 
I celand is representative; aud tile day is evicl ntly approaching when the vigorou 
growth of Pacific comm •rce a.nd navigation will so encourage practical meteorology 
that a ati&factory rt>ply cau be given to the natural inquiry-Is the area north of the 
Atlantic I ·lc a key to any clas of American storms~ 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The CniEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, U. . A., 
Washington, D. G. 
CHAS. PATTISON FI H. 
Day ond date of ob-
servation. 
~ 



























Meteorological record jor thr jtl'e days l'n(ling Jun e 5, 1872. 
STaTION: UNALASKA, ALASKA. 
~ ~-
HYUUOJ\f. '§ WI~D. LO'I'\'ER CLOUDS UPPErt CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ THE 11M. 
~ .E . . :>--.. <l) • ~ 1- CJ)~ ...,; 0~ - .--. 
;:3 ~ C) _I? § -~ ~ h ~ ~ . ~ .p § S .. Q ~ <D ~ 8 
::s ::s p .•• ..... o c :::: . ~>o ~ ;:l -~ ·._ I <l) • ~., s ::s 
p .a :.3 ~ c ,.<:; "' g' ;:.._;<;:::: • :::: ...,; · p ·
1
't o s s as = Ql ..... s 
:>--, ~ ~ <l) ...-< H ~ H :-;:: g 'g O ~ O 1 a.; C 8 S • '0 O 8 M ·a 
A P: ~ ~ ;. a. P: ~ ~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~""' 8 ~ ~ 1j ~ ~ 
--------I----I--J--J-J--I- I--1- I--I-I--I- 1-----1----1---1----1 ---1--1--1 




Sat.,day, Jnnet.. . i 7 0 a.m. 29. !)7 54 4:J 29. 91 43 42 91 0 0 0 Stra.tus. 4-4 0 0 E. ------- -- - ·--------- ..... ·--- .... 10 23 a.m. 2!.1. 94 51 46 ~9. 88 46 43 76 E . 7 . 24 51 Stratus . 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 ·o ------ -- ·- ---------· ---· ...... -- -· 2 Op.m. 29.91 51 48 29. 85 47 44 77 E. 11 . 60 .. ... 0 0 Cnmulus 4-4 E. 
·- --- ---·· ----
..... 5 23 p . m. 29.90 67 4'! 29.80 41 42 83 E. 3 .. 01 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4-1 E. 4.10 p. m. . 01 9 0 p. Ill. 29.78 53 41 29. 72 41 39 82 E. 4 . 08 Str atus. 44 0 0 0 5.50 p.m. . 01 48 41 
Suaday, J nne 2 ..••. { 
12:3 a.m. 29.76 53 42 29.70 42 40 82 () 0 0 ...... l i,og-. _ ..... 4-4 
---- -----· -- -- ------
·······••1••:••:•::: 
·-· - ---· 7 0 a.m. 29.73 54 4<l 29.67 44 43 91 E. 1 . 01 Stratus . 4-4 
· · - · 10 23 a.m. 29.76 67 46 29. li6 46 44 84 S.E. 1 . 01 72 Fog ..... 4-4 
2 Op.m. 29.70 57 51 29.63 5 1 47 72 S.E. 1 . 08 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S.E. 5 23 p.m. ~9. 63 55 4li 29.56 ~6 43 76 S.E, 6 . 18 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 S.E. 9 Op.m. 29.64 qG 42 29.55 42 41 91 S E. 4 . 08 Stratns. 4-4 52 41 
Monday, June 3 ..• . { 
123 a.m. 29.51 55 13 29.44 4:J 41 R3 E . 4 . 08 S t ratus . 1-4 6.10 p. m. 7.15 p. m. 0" 7 0 a.m. 29.43 53 43 29.37 43 41 83 E. 3 . 04 149 Strat.ns. 4-4 
------ -- ---- ------- . 10 23 a.m. 29.4 1 52 45 29.35 45 42 76 K 7 . 24 
---· 
Strat us. 4-4 
·--------· ---- ---·-- ---------· ------·-- · ---- -- -· 
..... 2 Op.rn. 29.46 62 44 29.38 41 42 83 E. 5 . 12 
- --· 
Stratu s . 4-4 
----------
.... 
--·-·· ----- ---- --- ------ · 
.... .... . .. . 5 23p.lll. 29.51 71 45 29. 40 44 42 83 N.E. 4 . 08 
--- · 
St r atus . 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 N.W. 9 Op. m. 29. !)4 66 42 29. 45 42 40 82 S. E. 2 . 02 
-- - · 
St.ra tus. 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 N.W. 
------ ---· --- ---·-- · ---· 
46 41 { 1 23 o. m. 20. GO 56 4< 29.53 4~ 40 82 0 0 0 
-- -· 
St.ratus . 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-2 0 
·· -·------ ------ ---· ·---
..... . ... 7 0 a. m. 29. C3l 54 45 29.57 45 42 76 0 0 0 89 Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-2 0 
---------- --------·· 
. . .. . ... . .. 




• · · · 2 0 p. m. 29. 66, 57 49 29.59 49 46 78 S.E. !) .12 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. E .' 5 23 p. m 29. 65 55 45 2P. 58 45 43 84 N . E. 8 . 32 
----
Stratus. 1-2 Cirrns . . 12 w. 
·- ------- ----------
... . 9 0 p. m . j ~9. 71 67 44 29.6 1 44 4L 75 w. 1 . 01 
-- - · 
Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus .. l-2 0 51 42 ( 1 23 a. m.1 29. ti El 59 43 29. 60 43 41 !:!3 0 0 0 
-· - · 
Stratus. 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 E. 
--------- · ·--------· ·-- · ·- --
... j 7 0 a. m. ~9. 69 55 48 29.62 47 44 77 E . 1 . 01 99 Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-2 0 
--- · ----























Meteorological record for the five clays CIJCling Jww 10, 18i2-Continued. 
STATION: UNALASKA, ALASKA.. 
d · I· c . l: THEl:Uf. ~ IIYGHOM.1] "'WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. HAD< OR SXOW. '§ ~ THER~L 
~ . 2 ' e--- ::s . """ ;_; • 
Dny nnd rlnte of ob· .g ci ~ .-:; . o-o ~ ..0 ..0 ..=l ~ l'i >- . 0 .-P <i> • . ll!i I:D~ ::::' 0. "" S 8 Remarks. sor,~ntion. 15 :3 "t> ~ ~ ~ ~ o :g .~ ~- :3 ~ g ~ ~ ;, s a ~ ·E -~ ~ ~ rod § ~ ~ ~ 
§ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ;g 8 ~-: ~ : .q·g .g 5 .g g ~ lH ~ .g o ~ ·~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A > g_ ~ & ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A~,., 8 ~ ~ c ~ ~ 
---------1-----1-----------------------.---------------- .~-1----1------
( 1!!3n.m. 29.69 57 43 29. 6'.2 43 42 91 N. 7 .24 . .... . Stratus . 4-4 ................... . ..................... ·- ·---·-· · .14 . ........ . 
J 
7 0 a.m. 29. 69 53 4.! 29. 63 43 42 91 N. 12 . 72 139 Stratus 4-4 ................... - .. --.... .. . - ................ -....... .... ....... . 
Tbursdny June 6 10 2:1 n. m. 29.74 117 4.3 29. 6-1 43 43 d4 N. 10 .. 50 . .... . Strntus . 4-4 .. ... . . .. . . . . . . .... ..... .... . 06 
' .... ) 2 0 p.m. 2!1. 78 66 46 2!1. 68 46 44 8-1 N. W. 9 _ 40 . .. . .. Stmtus . 4-4 .... .... . .... .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. - . ...... 
l 5 23 p.m. 2!1. 83 67 4-! 21.1. 73 44 42 8-1 N. 9 .. 40 .. .. . .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 2.20 p.m .. 17 !l 0 p.m. 29. 8!l 6.) 43 ~9. 80 43 42 91 N. 11 . 60 . .... . Strntus . 4-4 . .... .... .... .. . . .... .... . .. .... .. .... . . .... .... .. . .... .. .... . .. . .... . . 46 4-4 
( I 23 n. m. 29. 98 56 42 29. !H 4:2 40 82 N. \V. 11 . 60 . . .. . Stratus . 4-4 .................... N. W . 8.30 p.m. . .. . ... .... . . . . 04 .......... . . 
1 
7 0 n. m. 30. 06 54 43 30. 00 43 4l ~ N. W . 8 .. 32 254 Stmtus 4-4 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . ....... . 
F idRy Juno 7 10 2:1a.m. 30.09 57 46 30. 0~ 46 44 84 N'. W. 11 • 60 ....... Stratns 3-4 o o o . . .. ...... ... . . . .. . ... .. . . . 05 
r ' .... · · 2 0 p.m .. 30. 17 65 44 30. 08 44 4~ 83 N. W. 13 . 8-t ...... Stratus . 4-4 .... ... .... .... .. . . .... . . .... .... .... ... .... . . . . .. · ...... 
!l 23 p.m. 30. :.!4 71 11 3Q 13 4l 39 82 N. 11 . 60 ... ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. Ll.10 a.m. . 00 
!J 0 11. m. :30. 30 68 39 30. 20 39 37 81 N. W. 9 .. 40 . _.. .. Stratus . 4-4 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. •. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . 47 39 
( 1 2:-1a.m. 30.36 60 38 30.28 38 36 Bl N'. W. 6 . 18 Stratus .. 4-4 ...... ... .... ... . D'gnight. D'gnight .. 00 ........... Light snow. 
1 7 Oa.m. 30.4153 41 30.35 4l 37 65 N.W. 1 .01 212 0 0 Cumulus4-4 N.W 
S t ·d J 6 8 J LO 23 11.111. 30. 4G 69 45 30. 35 45 41 68 N. W. 3 . 04 . .. ... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. W . . .......................... .......... . . .. . 
a \U ay, un · ... J 2 0 p.m. 30. 49 64 43 30. 40 43 39 66 X. R. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 S .. W ... ........................... . .............. . 
l 5 23 p.m. 30. 50 65 4~ 30. 40 42 38 66 N. E. 7 .. 24 .. . . . Strat.us .. 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-4 S. \Y. . .... .... .. . .. . .. ... .... . .. .... . .... .. . a 0 p.m. 30. s:~ 68 40 30. 43 40 37 73 N. E. 5 . 12 . . .. . Stratus . 4-4 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . ........... .... -........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 46 37 
r 
1 23 a.m. 30. 51 59 39 30. 43 W 36 72 E. 3 . 0-1 Stratus. 4-4 ............................................................................. . 
7 0 a.m. 30. 5~ 54 43 30. 43 43 40 75 S. 5 . 12 124 0 0 Cumulus ::!-4 S. . ......................... - .................. . 
Sunday, June 9 .... .. t 10 23 a.m .. 2:3. 53 63 50 ~0.4:l ~? 46 71 S. 5 . 1~ . . .. . o o Cumulu:s 4-4 s. . ....................... ............ ... 
2 0 p.m. 30. 48 :SB 43 30.40 ;)3 46 54 S. 5 . 1~ . .. ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. . ................................................. . 
!l 23 p.m. 30. 48 63 48 30. 39 47 42 6:2 S. 4 . 08 . .. .. . Stratus . 4-4 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . S. . .. . ............................... . 
9 0 p.m. 30. 48 63 42 30. 39 42 39 74 S.. 3 . 04 . . . . ~t.rutus .. 1-2 Cirrus .... 1-2 W. 55 39 
I 1 23 a.m. 30. 44 5tl 4 L 30.36 41 38 73 S. 2 .. 0:.! ...... Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 0 . .............................................. . .... . 7 0 a.m. 30. 40 54 45 :10. 33 45 42 7G S. W. 2 . 02 92 Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 W. . ............................................. . Monday, June 10 __ .. 10 23 a.. m. 30. 39 GB 51 ~0. 29 51 46 ~5 ;v. 11 .. 60 .... .. ~tt:atns. 1-2 Cumulus 1-~ W. ... ....................................... . .... 




























Meteorological?·ecord for the fi ve clays enc1ing June 15, 1872. 
STATIO~ : UNALA.$KA, ALASKA.. 
dl THEruf. s HYGROM.~ wum. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. t; 0 ~ a co 
---
---0 <1) ~ P, .ci ..=I . Day and date of ob· ~-~ .-d .._, ... ~ 1».· f~ cb - b.O 0) .-d co<D .ci p <Db :3 ..,~ ;, b ' ...; ...; -~-~~ servation. cD cD +'~ ~ :>·~ ..... p 1i5& ~ ~ 0 .... a ,.Q QCO ,Q oO Q a'J p '$ Q 0 0 oo8 co 0 cD o..<:l <t)<D ~--Q .-d .-d 0 ~ ... .., d co 0 0 -~ ~~ ~ ; p., ... ~ 0 03 -~ ~ .... CO "' -~ 0 ~ 8 l'l 8 ~ 0 A p: .IJcD ..,co ~~ ~ ~ 1='-1 <l ~ Q ~ A p.~ p.,P.. <l <l A 
---- - -- - - - -- - -- -- - --- - ----
- --
Tn"day, J unell .•• { 
1 23 a.m. 30.30 56 41 30.23 41 38 73 N.W. 2 .02 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w . 7 0 a.m. 30.28 55 43 30.21 43 40 75 s. w. 4 . 08 82 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s. w. 10 2:1 a,m. 30.34 72 51 30.23 51 46 65 w. 7 . 24 . ... 0 0 Cnmulus 3-4 w . 
2 Op.m. 30.30 64 51 30.21 50 43 51 w. 8 . 3:.l 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. 523p.m. 10.32 67 47 30.22 47 41 55 w. 8 . 32 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 w . 9 Op.m. 30.32 58 4! 30.24 41 37 65 s. w. 5 .12 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 
W ednesday, June 12 I 1 23 a.m. 30.31 57 42 30.24 42 39 74 s. 4 • Oil · - · · Stratus. 4-4 7 0 a.m. 30.27 54 45 30.20 45 41 68 s. 8 . 32 128 Str~tus. 1-2 Cir-rus ... 1-4 w. lO 23 a .m. 30.26 65 52 30.16 52 48 72 s. 14 . 98 . .... . Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-4 w. 2 Op.m. 30.19 64 48 30.10 48 45 77 S.E. 15 1. 12 ... .. . Strat us . 1-2 Cinus . .. 1-2 s. w . I 5 23 p. m. 30.11 67 44 30.01 44 42 83 S.E. 8 . 32 
----
Stratus. 4-4 ... ...... ....... 
----
S.E. l 9 Op.m. 30.00 67 44 29.90 44 42 83 S.E. 13 • 84 ... N imi.Jus . 4-4 . ................. ...... 
-----· ( 123 a.m . 29. 77 59 4:J 29.69 4:J 41 83 s. 8 . 32 Stratus. 4-4 
·-------- -
. ... . s. 
Thu,..ay, J =e13. ·1 7 Oa.m. 29.50 55 48 29.43 48 46 83 s. 9 • 40 270 Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 s. 10 2:3 a.m. 29.48 68 55 29.38 55 51 74 s. 21 2. ~0 ...... Stratus . 1-4 Cirrus . .. 1-4 s. 2 Op.m. 29.49 61 57 29.41 57 51 63 s. w. 8 • 32 ... .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 s. w. 523p.m. 29.60 57 48 29.53 48 44 70 w. 14 . 9B . ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 9 Op.m. 29.73 56 44 29.66 44 41 75 w. 12 . 72 . .. .. . Stratus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 w. 
Friday, J=e14 .••. { 
123a.m. 29. i:!9 55 43 29.82 43 40 75 w. 9 . 40 
--- -
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. 7 0 a.m. 2fl. 97 69 46 29.87 46 44 84 W. 14 . 98 296 Stratus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 w. 10 23 a.m. 29.93 68 44 29.85 44 40 67 W. 19 1. 8J 
---
N imi.Jus . 4-4 
· ·- ----· ·· 
.... 
-----· 2 Op.m. 30. 03 57 46 29.96 46 4Z 69 w. 15 l. 12 Stratus _ l-2 Cumulus 1-2 w . 5 23 p.m. 30. 08 66 44 29.98 4~ 42 83 w. 16 1. 2a 
----
St.mtus. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 w. 9 Op.m. 30.16 68 42 30. OG 42 40 82 w. 12 . 72 .. .. ... Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus :H w. ( 123 a.m. 3J. 17 53 4:3 30.1 1 42 40 82 W. 7 24 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 
Saturday, June 15. _ ~ 7 0 a.m. 30.17 53 46 30.11 46 44 84 w. 3 . 04 284 0 0 Cuwulus 44 \ .V. 10 23 a.m. 30.13 51 48 30.07 48 44 70 N.E. 5 . 12 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 s. 2 Op.m. 30.07 54 56 30.01 55 48 56 S.E. 6 .18 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 l 5 23 p. UJ. 30.01 51 46 29.95 46 44 84 N.E. 2 . 02 ...... 0 0 Cnmulus 1-4 0 9 Op.m. 30.02 69 44 29.92 44 41 75 s. 3 • 04 
----
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s. 
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-- --------
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. ................ .................. 
---· 
. ................. . . .. ....... ......... ... .. . 
. ............ ..... 
---------- ---· 
1.38 p.m. . ............... . . 07 
. ...... .. .... ..... .................... . ..... 
. ............. ... .................. .32 
.................. 
8.23 a.m . . 11 
. .................. ................ ... . .... . 




--- ------ -8.16 a.m. 
. 04 
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................. 
. 02 
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5.40p. m . . 01 
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s ~ T11Eltl[. 8 
---
cil 
Dn.y nod dnto of ob-
,o. ~ .0. 0~ 
..0 ~ ~ 
sorYntion. '- .2 G) Cl) ..0 Cl)~ C+> ,Q til 'to:> !3 
"' 
C!) 0 
.s 0 t s 1-< 0. d ~ 1>-l 8 ~ ~ 0 () 
r 
123 n. m. 29.85 54 44 29. 79 
7 Ot~.m. 2!1. 9:1 10 46 29. f!O 
10 23 a. w. 2fl. 93 70 46 29. 80 Sunday, June 16 .•. ·1 2 0 p.m. 30.00 61 47 2!l. 9:? 
523 p.m. 30. 09 64 44 30. 00 
9 0 }l. m. :>0.17 69 41 :io. 01 
M••••r. Junnl7 ... { 
123 n. m. 30.28 52 39 30. ::?2 
7 0 a. m. 30.32 51 46 30. 26 
10 23 a.m. 30.39 51 51 30.33 
2 0 p.m. 30.42 5i 49 30. 35 
5 23 p.m. 30.40 62 46 30. 31 
9 0 p.m. 30. 41 61 43 30. :13 
Tnnoday, JunnlB .. { 
123 a, m. 30.41 57 42 30.34 
7 0 a . m. 30. 41 53 44 30.35 
10 23 a.m . 30. 44 72 47 30. 33 
2 Op.m. 30.39 70 46 30. 2ti 
523 p.m. 30.35 ()6 47 30. 25 
9 0 p.m 30.31 59 43 30. :!3 
Wndu"""'· Jnno 19 { 
123 a.m. 30. 23 52 41 30.17 
7 0 a.m. 30.25 50 44 30.20 
102:1 a. m. 30.28 53 47 30. 22 
2 0 p.m. 30. 32 52 51 30. ~6 
523 p. m 30.29 58 51 30. 21 
9 0 p.m. 30.32 68 51 :lO. 2~ 
Tbu,oday, Jrmn 20. J 
1 23 a.m. 30. 2.~ 57 47 30.21 
7 Oa. m. 30.21 52 48 30.1 5 
10 23 a.m. 30. HI 54 53 30.13 
2 0 p . m 30.24 69 53 30.14 
l 523 p.m. 30.2-2 G6 51 30.12 9 0 p.m. 30.24 65 4!.1 30.15 
Jllcteorological record for the five llays cndi11g Jmw 20, 1872. 
STATION: U X ALASKA, A L ASKA. 
Ul."GR(n!. 2 I·;:;!::: Wl~D. !.O WE R CLOUDS UI'l'E lt CLOUDS. R .\JX on. SNOW. a :~ - - - :::! 
,!:i ~ f >:i ~..: 0 , 6 
" \§"'- ..0 0'0 a ;; 0 . .... :::! ~~ ;> ;::., ~ Q ·-·- I -Q ...,. o :::! > · .... :;; QO >:: 8 ..0 >::.=: .0 .=:> :;; 
"' 
"' C' ~-~ g 5 ~ ~ ~ :::::! 0 ..., ed c.= ct;u, - Q ..0 -d ~ s ~ g ~ -a ~ -c~ o ,_, ·- c ~ ~ Q s '- 0 ed - ~A~ .. 0 ~ ~ A ~;:::. ~A A -"1 i:d 0 <j C 
---
44 42 83 W. 3 . 04 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w . . ~ .. - .. . . -. 
···------ - --· · 
46 4.2 69 w. 3 . 04 125 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. .. ... . ....... 
46 42 6!J ,Y. 3 . 04 
-·- · 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 
-----··-- · ---····-· · ··- -47 .(4 77 N.W. 9 . 40 . ... . Nimbns . 4-4 . ... .... . ..... . .. . .... .. 
44 tJO 67 N.W. 11 . co . ... . Nimbus 4-4 ·a;;~~~l-~s :N::w·. 1.40 p.m . . Ol 41 3!l 82 N.W. 6 .18 ... . 0 0 3-4 8.20 p. Ul. . 00 
39 37 81 N.W. 9 . 40 
-·· · 
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. W. 
·· ··----- · 
----- .... 
... . 
46 43 76 N . W. 6 .18 ~05 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 w. 
--------- · ---------- ----51 45 59 w. 5 . 12 
· -- · 
St ra t us .. 1-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 N . W. 
49 41 43 W. 18 1. 62 
- - - · 
Stratus .. 1-4 Cirrns . .. 1-4 N.W. 
---------- ------ --·· 
. ... 
46 40 54 w. 12 . 72 
-- -· 
l:5tratus .. 1-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 xw. 
·- --- ---· 
.... . .... . 
----43 38 58 w . ]{l 1. 28 . .. . Strat us .. J -4 Cirrus . . . 1-4 N.W. ........ .... 
--------- -- - -42 37 57 s.w. 13 . 84 .. . S tr a tus . . J-4 Cirrus ... 1-2 w. 
--- - -- - -- · ---- --- --- · -· · 4 ~ 40 67 w. 16 1. 28 259 Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus . . . 1-2 W. 
· ---·- - -- · ·--------· ----47 42 62 s.w. 12 . 72 . .. . Stratus . . l-2 Cirrus . . . 1-2 w. 
------ --- · 
. . . . . . ..... 
--- -46 41 61 s. \\. 1:1 . 84 
- - -· 
0 0 Cirrus . .. 3-4 w. 
46 41 61 s.w. 11 . 60 .. . . Stratus . . 1-4 Cirrus . . . 1-4 w . 2.10 p.m. 2.15 p.n. . . 00 
43 38 58 s.w. 16 1. :.:s . ... . S tra tus . . 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-2 w. 
·····-·- ·· ---------· -- -· 41 37 65 t:l.W. 12 . 72 
-- - · 
Stratus . . 4-4 
--------- - -- - - ---- -- · ··· · --··· --- --· · ·· · 
. .. . 
•14 40 67 s.w. 13 . 84 274 S tra,tus .. 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-4 w. . ......... . 
·-------- · 
. .. . 
47 44 77 s.w. 19 1. EO 
··- · 
S tratu s .. 4-4 
· · · ··---- - - --· ------
51 48 79 N.W. 1 . 01 
--- · 
S tratns . . 3-4 Cirr us . .. 1-4 W . . ......... .. ........ . .. . 
--·· 51 45 59 s.w. 12 . 72 ... . Stra tns .. 3-4 Cirrus . . . 1-4 w. 
---------· --- ------
. ... 
54 46 65 w. 10 . ::.o 
---· 
S 'Tatns .. 1-2 Cirrns . .. 1-2 N.W. 
47 43 69 s.w. 12 . 72 . .. . Stratu.> .. 1-2 Cirrus . .. l -2 N.W. 
·-------- · ---------· - -- -48 45 77 s.w. 13 . 84 316 Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-2 N.W. 
--------- -
. ... . 
53 46 54 s.w. 14 . 98 
--- · 
Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-2 W. . ~ -. -. - -... 
---------- ---· 53 47 60 s.w. 15 1.12 . .. . Stratus . . 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-2 w. . .......... . 
------- ---
... . 
51 45 59 s.w. 12 . 72 . .. . SLratus .. 3-4 Cirrus . .. 1-4 W. 
--··-···· · ··--····- · ----49 44 63 s.w. 8 . 32 . .... . Stra.tus .. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 w. 
- - - ·-
THERM. 
Ei Ei 0 § 8 




.... . .... 
49 41 
--- · --- · 
---· -- -· 
... . 
--- -
... . .... 
52 39 
---- --- · 









.... .. .. . 
· --- --- -
52 40 
---- ·- - · 
. .... . ... . 































Meteorologica.l1·ecorcl for the five days en cling June 25, 1872. 
STATION: UNALASKA, ALASKA . 
.$ . , . I . P. THER.M. ~ IIYGROM.] WI:t-."D. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ !5 ~ ~ a ~~ $ . .,... -.--.0..:-.--.-..:< .. p., <ll· l · . .· .. "' 8 8 
THERM. 
Day and date of ob-
servation. o§ .£ ~ r0 ~_e ;e ~ 0 ~ § ~~ ~~ Q.). ~ ~ ~g>: <o ·~ ¢) ..d Q) ~ <l) p ~ > ....... •.-4 . ...... 5 ~ & ~ 1>-: ~ Q .s ....... I I II 
'0 
'r:; p p 









~ ~ ~ ~ LA .!.._ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ lA~ ____§___~ ~ <1 ;§-"" 
123a.m. 30.25 59 45 30. 17 45 42 76 S.W.I 9 .40 
r 7 0 a. ru. 30. 24 56 48 30. 17 48 44 70 S. W. I N . 72 
· j 10 23 a.m. 30.27 56 4fl 30.20 49 46 78 S.W.I 13 . 84 
Fmlay, June 21 · · · · 2 o p.m. 30.31 62 56 30. 22 56 5t 681 S."W.I 16 1. 28 
5 23 p. m. 30. 34 65 54 30. 24 54 49 67 W. I 14 . 98 
9 o p.m. 30. 37 66 51 30. 27 51 47 n w. 1 18 1. 62 
I , 296 0 
· .. Stratus. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 
Cirrus .. 1-4 
Cirrus . . 1·2 
Cirrus .. 1-4 
Cirrus .. 1·2 
Cirrus .. 1-4 
Cumulus 1-2 
Cirrus .. 3-4 
Cirrus .. 1-4 
Cirrus .. 1-2 
Cir-rus .. 4·4 













u ~ ~ ~ 
.. Stratus_ 
.. Stmtus. 
( 1 23 a.m. 30. 41 59 48 30. 33 48 41 70 W. I 14 . fl8 7 , 0 a.m. 30. 45 58 ~0 30. 37 ~0 ~7 7~ 1 W. I 12 . ~2 u 
Saturday J e 22 J 10 23 a.m. 30. 47 57 ;J7 30. 40 J7 :J.l I 7:J I W. I 13 . l:l4 
' • tm "I 2 0 p.m. 30. 48 58 54 30. 40 53 49 I 73 W. I 11 . 60 
. . l 5 23 p. m 30. 50 58 53 ao. 42 53 4o 66 w. 1 9. . 40 
9 o p.m. 30. 53 56 49 30. 46 49 45 71 W. I 8 . 32 
r 
1 23 a.m. 30. 53 56 46 30. 46 46 4:i 76 N. W.l 3 . 04 
7 o a.. m. 30. 53 57 45 30. 46 45 44 92 N. E. I 1 . 01 1. 
Sunday June 23 10 23 a.m. 30.52 70 51 30. 41 :JL 48 79 N. E. I 3 . 04 ' .. ·1 2 0 p.m. 30. 51 71 49 30. 40 49 47 i-'5 N. E. I 4 . 08 
52:ip.m. 30.49 63 51 30.40 51 46 65 N . E.I 1 .01 
9 0 p . m. 30. 44 72 49 30. 33 4!) 47 85 0 I 0 0 
{ 
1 23 a. m . 30. 35 61 48 30. 27 48 45 77 0 I 0 0 
7 0 a.m. 30. 22 50 53 30. 14 53 4fJ 73 \\~. I 8 . 32 
Monday J e 24 10 23 a.m. 30. 22 59 54 30. 14 54 49 67 \V. 1 1:3 . 84 
' un ... 2 Op.m. 30.24 68 58 30. 14 57 51 63 \V. 113 . 84 
5 23 p.m. 30. 24 66 53 30. 14 53 40 73 W. I 12 . 72 
D 0 p.m. :JO, 23 68 50 30. 13 50 46 78 W . I 12 . 72 
r 
1 23 a. m. 30. 19 58 48 30. 12 48 4,1 70 W. 1 11 . 60 
7 0 a.m. 30. 14 56
1
48 30. 07 48 45 77 W. 1 13 . 84 
10 23 a.m. 30. 15 55 52 :30. 08 52 -18 72 W. 1 13 84 
Tuesday, June 25 ··1 •2 o p.m. 30.171 67 47 30.071 47 45 t4 W . 1 9 : 40 
5 23 p. m. 30. 12 57 40 30. 05 49 47 85 W . 1 8 . 32 
9 0 p.m. 30. 11 66 47 30. 01[ 47 46 I 92 W. 1 11 • 60 
.. , Stratus 
: · ~69 . Str~tns _ 
.. I Stratus . 
,""1 0 0 
.... 0 
0 
791 Stratus _ 
.. I Stratus. 
. . 1 Stmtus 
.. 1 Stratus . 
.. I Nimuus 
... , 0 
· 01 ~tratus _ 
.. Scratus _ 
· .. ::I Str~tus. 
. ·I Stratus-
.. Strat.us _ 
3101 Stratus 
.. I Stratus_ 
. _J Stratus 
. I Stratus . 
.. I Sti·atus . 
.... . .. . . 4-4 
Cirrus .. 1·2 
Cirrus .. 1·2 
Cirrus . . 1-4 
Cirrus .. 3-4 
4·4 
Cumulus11-2 
Cirrus .. 1-4 
Cumulus 1 2 
Citrus .. 1-4 
Cnmulus 1-4 






. ........ . . ·-· .......... 58 4J 
0 
.......... , .... ,58 I 48 
w. ····· · ··· · ········· · ············ 
\V. ·· · ······· · ··• · •···· ....... . ... . 
w ... ...... . ..................... . 
--~· .. ·a:ioi;.-~·. :::::::::::::: :::: ::::1 :1'-
............... . D'gnight . 05 51 44 
w ........... : ................ . 
~· HH EEE 59[ 
Cirrus .. ll-41 W. l 9.20a.m. , .......... , .... 































Meleorological 1'CC01'd jm· the five days ending June 30, 1872. 
STATION: UN..U..A.SK.A, ALASKA. 
TIIEIU£. ~ fiYGROM. ~ WL.'\D. LOWER CLOUD.S UPPER CLOUDS. R..UN OR S~OW. ~ i TIIER?ti. 
. ---2 . --- ~ ,!:~-
Remarks. 
o .S g, ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ go ~·s .o g .o g 8 o ~ e ~ z s ·~ ·z ~ .... ~-< ~ .... (! ~ .:. o ~ ~ ~ ·c; ~ .9 e .9 e .:::: .§.,;::: @ o s .... ~ ;;:; 
.3 .g I .o -g s ~ ~ -: .s JJJ:i t- ~ ~ ,;2 i> . .... .... g- g>~ ~ ~ ~ s s a ,Q I ~ - "' o o .~ ·~ :;3 ·c:; 5 o . .. ~ 0 :::: .;J ·p: , "' • ~;:: ~ 8 
~ <1 Fl 0 ~ F-- ~ ~ P.P-e;A~ ~ -<~! ~ <i ~ 0 Fl <1° :::;1 l"'l 
-------1---1--------- --- --~------- 11-----
[ 
1 23n. m. 
7 On.m. 
0 10 2:1 n. m. Wedocsl1ay,June~6l 2 Op.m. 





0 10 23n. m. 
'l'bursdny, June ~ 7 ·1 2 0 p. m. 
5 23p. m. 
9 Op.m. 
[ 
1 23a. m. 
7 Oa.m. 
10 23a. m. 
Fridny,Jone28 .... 12 Op.m. 
!i 23p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
f 1 23 a.m. 7 Oa.m 10 23 U.lll. Saturday, June 29. ·1 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p. m. 
{ 
i 2g~:~: 
7 0 a.m. 

































59 48 30. 01 48 46 85 S. W. 5 
57 53 29. 8~ 53 51 86 s. w . 9 
57 56 29. 84 56 53 80 w. 11 
57 57 29. 81 57 53 75 w. 11 
69 59 29. 79 59 55 76 w. 6 
62 55 29. 73 5;) 52 80 s. w. 10 
60 53 29. (ji 53 51 t:l6 s. w. 4 
5!) 5;) 29. 57 53 52 80 s. 1\. 6 
57 59 29.55 59 56 81 S. W. 2 
56 52 29. 55 52 49 79 s. w. 6 
57 52 29.54 52 48 72 s. w. 5 
57 52 29. 61 52 48 72 S. W. 6 
56 47 29. 59 47 44 77 w. 11 
55 49 29. 58 49 45 71 w. 10 
54 50 29. 62 50 46 71 w. 11 
54 51 29.65 51 46 65 w. 12 
55 47 29. 71 47 43 69 w. 11 
72 43 29. 70 43 40 75 w. 9 
58 42 29. 73 42 39 74 w. 15 
53 44 29. 67 44 41 75 w. 7 
62 49 29. 66 49 45 7l w. 14 
69 48 29. 65 48 44 70 W. 12 
57 48 29. 66 48 44 70 w. 21 
55 44 29. 70 44 43 91 w. 23 
56 43 2!l. 78 43 41 83 w. 13 
52 44 29.86 44 41 75 W. 15 
61 48 29. 86 48 45 77 w. 14 
li4 49 29. 89 49 46 78 N. W. 16 
68 47 29. 94 47 44 77 N. W. 18 































••• 1 Stratus .. 
230 Stratus .. 
_ ... Stratus .. 
.... Stratus .. 
.... :::>tratns .. 
.... Stratus .. 
... Stmtus .. 
159 Stratus .. 
. ... 0 
.. .. Stratus .. 





.... Stratus .. 
.... 0 
.... Stratus .. 
.... Stratus .. 
277 Stratus .. 
.... Nimbus. 
.... Nimbus. 
.... Stratus .. 
.... Nimbus. 
... Nimbus. 
371 Stratus .. 
.... Stratus .. 
... :::;h·atus .. 
.... Stratus .. 
.... Stratus .. 
1·21 Cumulus 1-2 S. W ........... D'gnight .06 ...... .. 
3.4 Cirrus .. 1·4 W .............................. .. 



























Cirrus .. 1-2 W ........... .. .............. .. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 W ......................... 59 47 
~t~l~;:II n s~:· ~~~~~~~~~: :~~~~~~~~: :~~: :~i: :~i: 
g~~~}~:,J:! ;: :::::::: :. :::::::::: :::: :::: :::: 
Cumulus~ 1-2 'V' .............................. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 ,V . ............................. .. 







... ri·i·~ight .::::::::: · .' oi .~~ .. ~~ . 
.......... 1 .... 1 ...... 1 .......... 1 .... ...... 1 ... . 1 ... . 1 ... . 
......................................... 01 ...... . 
. ·····-··· .... ····-· .......... ····· - ·-· .... . 50 42 
. ........................................ 09 ........ 
• .......... ·•· •• .•• ---·- · ···- •• --- . 1 •••••• - .... - I • 07 •.• -···--. 





























~ Day and date "Of ob-
servation. 
Monday, July 1... { 
Tue.Woy, J nly 2 .••. { 
W edn.,day, July 3. j 
l 
Tbm6day, July 4 .. { 
( 










1 23a. m. 
7 Oa.m. 
10 23 a. ill. 
2 Op. m. 
5 23p. ill. 
!J Op.m. 
1 23a. m . 
7 Oa.m. 
10 23n. m. 
2 Op. m. 
5 23p. m. 
!J Op.m . 
1 23a.m. 
7 Oa.m. 
10 23a. m. 
2 Op.m. 
5 23p. m. 
!J Op. m. 
1 23n.m. 
7 0 a . m. 
10 23a. m . 
2 Op.m. 
5 23p. ill. 
9 Op. m. 
1 23n.m. 
7 Oa.m. 












"' s Q aJ 0 0 «< 
~ ~ A w r:q P=1 
-- - -
30. 12 55 44 
30. 13 50 45 
30. 141 49 48 
30. 19 65 48 
30.22 62 46 
30. 20, 48 I 43 
30. 21 50 42 
30. 24 52 45 
30.22 49 50 
30. 191 49 45 
30.13 48 45 
30. 05 48 47 
29. 981 49 46 
29. 84i 51 45 
29. 83, 60 49 
29.761 52 50 
29. 701 52 48 
29.681 52 44 
29.58 51 43 
29. 59 51 46 
29.51 54 47 
29.58 ' 52 49 
29. 57 51 51 
29. 58 51 47 
29.59 50 44 
29. 59 51 49 
29.60 54 49 
29.63 60 52 
29.63 57 54 
29. iii 54 49 
Meteorological1·ccord for the fwe days ending July 5, 1872. 
STATION: UNALASKA., .A.L.A.SKA.. 
s HYGROJ\!. ~ WIND. LOWE!~ CLOUDS! UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. I ·~~ THERM . 8 ~ 1-<0 
«< 
---,g_ c,..>=l .!:), 
..0 ]E .ci .ci ~ .~~ ~~ cb ~-gr~ OC/l 9 . :; p dlt' ~ P._& ..,; ..,; ~ -~ ~ ->l ~] ~ s c"' :b'"' co me' >=I >=I <) .-d 8 ~ .0 p :::3 ~ s "' ....... 
"' 
Q o.O rnGD 6'8 ..0 .-ci "' o<:.l -~ .§ ..., «< "' 0 0 -~~~ ~ t' "' a) ... .......... <J;.. >=I s >=I 8 s "Cl ss ~ ~ 0 ~ A <)<) "'"' Ol.-< ~ ~ 0 >=I 0 A p:; I> A fl.! A A -<1 -<1 A 0 P=1 -<18 
---- - - ------ -
- ----
---- - ------- - -- -
30.05 44 42 83 N . W . 7 . 24 
----
Stra.tus . 4-4 
--------- · ---- ---- --
... .. .... .. .. ...... 
·-· --· --- - -- -- --- - --- -30. 08 45 43 84 N.W. 6 .18 324 Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. W. 
· --- -- ·- -- ----- --- -· ---· 
. ..... 
· -·-30.09 48 45 77 N.W. 6 . 18 
--- · St.ratns. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N.W. ·-------- - ---- ---·- - ---· -- -· -- --30.10 48 45 77 N.W. 12 . 72 
-· -- 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. W . ·- - - - --- - - ---- -· -- -· ---- --- - · - ·· 
30.13 46 43 76 N.W. 11 . 60 -.... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N . W . . . ............. 
---- --- --· 
. .. .. . 
---- ---· 
30.15 43 41 83 N.W. 7 . 24 
- - --
0 0 Cumulus :H N. W. . .. .. ... .... . . .... ... . .... . . .. . 50 42 
30.16 42 40 82 N. 3 . 04 ... Stratus . 2-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 N'.W. 
-- --- -- -- -
... .. ....... .... . .. .. . 
--- -
.. . .. . 
S0.18 45 43 84 N.E. l . 01 170 Stratus 3-4 Cinus . . 1-4 N.W. . .............. . . . .. .... .. ...... . .. .... . 
--- -
..... 
30.17 50 47 78 N.E. 6 .18 
-- - · 
0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 N.W. ..... .. .... .. .... . 
--- --- --·· 
...... ....... 
- ---
30.14 45 44 92 N.E. 9 . 40 
-- · -
Fog ..... 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 N.W. ... .... .. .. .... ... . .... ...... ....... . .... . ...... . .. 
30.08 44 43 91 N.E. 5 .12 Stratus . 1-4 Cirrus . . 1-4 N.W. 
--------- -
. .. .. .... ...... .. . ...... . 
---· 30. co 47 43 69 N.W. 1 . 01 ..... . 0 0 Cinus . . 4-4 N. W. ........... .. .... . 
-- -- -- --- -
. ..... 49 43 
2!J. 93 46 43 76 S.E. 8 . 32 0 0 .... .. .... ... .... . 4-4 
----- -
. .......... . ..... 
----------
. .. .. ... ... 
---· 29.78 45. 43 84 S.E. 10 . 50 177 Stratus. 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 
--- - -- ---- ------
... .. ...... .... .... . 
---· 
. .... . 
··· -
29: 75 49 45 71 S.E. 12 0 72 . .. .. . Stratus_ 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 N.W. 7 30 a. m. 7 40 a.m. . 00 
--- · 
.. ..... 
29.70 50 46 71 S.E. 14 0 98 
- - -· 
Stratus . 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 N. W. . ........ .... ..... ... . .. ... .... ... ...... . .... . 
· - - · 
29. 64 48 45 77 S.E. 12 . 72 
--- · 
Stratus . J-4 Cirrus . . 3-4 N.W. . ................. ... .......... .... ...... 
29. G2 44 42 83 S.E. 7 . 24 
- - -· Stratus. 3-4 Cinns .. 1-4 N.W . . ...... .. ..... .. . 50 42 
29.53 43 41 83 :N.E. 1 . 01 
- - -· 0 0 Cirrus .. 2·4 N.W. ---- ---- -- .. .. ... .. .. ...... ... ... 
----
. .. .. . 
29.54 46 4t1 84 N.E. 1 . Ol 195 Hazy ... Cirrus .. 2-4 N.W. 
----- -- ---
...... .. .. ... .... . ... ... 
--- - --- -29.51 47 44 77 N.E. !J . 40 Forr · · -· 1-4 Cirrus . . 1-<1 ·w . 
2!J. 52 49 46 78 N . E . 8 . 32 "o· 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 w. 
... "I" 4!) 85 N.E. 6 . 18 ... .. . Stratus. 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 w. . .... ..... . .. ... ... .. .. .. ..... ... . .... 29. 53 47 44 77 E . 1 . 01 · --· Fog ..... 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 w. 52 42 29.54 44 43 91 0 0 0 Fog .. . .. 4-4 
· ci~~-~{8 ~: 29. 54 49 46 7d S. E . 2 . 02 144 St.ratus . 1-4 1-4 w. 
29.541 49 45 71 S. E. 1 . 01 . .. .. . 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 w. . ........ .. ...... .. .... .... ... .. .. . . .. ... ....... 
----
29.55, 52 4!) 79 N . E . 9 . 40 . .... . Stratu s . 1-4 0 0 0 
29.56 54 49 67 S.E. 10 . 50 ...... Stratus . 1 4 Cir rus . . ~:: I ~: ~ : ::::: : : :: : :: :::: ::: : : :: : : ~~: : ~~ : 29.551 49 46 78 S.E. 7 . 24 . .. ... Stratus _ 1-4 Cirrus .. 


























Dny nn<l date of ob-j .g d 
servntion. 'S ·3 
~ 
{
I 1 23 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
tO 23n. m. Saturday, J'uly 6--- 2 0 p.m. 
52:3p.m. 
!l 0 p.m. 
I 
1 23 n. m. 
7 0 a.m. 
1023 11.m. 





7 0 n.w. 
10 23 n. m. 
Monday, July 8---- 12 Op. m. 




7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 





7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. Wednesday, J'nly 10) 2 0 p.m. 
















Meteorological1·ecord for the five days ending July 10, 1872. 
STATION: UN ALASKA, .ALASKA. 
Remarks. 
IITGROM. ~ WIND. LOWEH CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RA.L.'l OR SNOW. -~ ~ THERM. ---~ . .:::~-.--
:e ;3 ~ i> ;::l ~ ~ ~ ~ cb _.3 _.3 ;::!' gr~ ~ ~ ~ s a 
::l ::l ;... -~ -~ .... g ::l . I> ~ l'l l'l .8 -~ ~ <>:> • l'l ~ ~ § ~ ~ ~ g ~ .Q ~ ~ .e:13 .0 g -d g g ~ 0 ~ ~ g s 'f;1 .... 
"' ~
~ 
~ f=l 0 0 ... ~ a -~ -o 2; e ~ ·;;; .s .!'i s .a s -~.e.::: ~ ~ s ... ~ ~ A ~ A ;>P.. P;A Q ~ -<1 ~ <Q Q ____ o____ f=l __ -<1° --I-----
__ , __ ,_;- -·--·-·--·-- ·-·-- ·-·----·-·----·-
29. 6!)! 52 




29. <10 63 
29. 441 55 
29. 59. 5:.l 
29. G·J1 65 
29.67 58 
2!>. 70 60 
29. 75 1 62 
20.76 51 




29. 79 56 
2!>. 84 60 





29. 91i 55 
29.99 53 
3J. 00 52 
30. 011 51 
30.051 55 
47 29. 54 47 45 84 
49 29. 53 49 47 85 
51 29. 51 51 48 79 
49 2!1. 44 49 47 85 
49 2!>. 34 49 46 78 
45 2ll. 31 45 44 92 
45 29. 37 45 44 92 
46 29. 53 47 44 77 
-19 29. 55 49 47 85 
47 29. 60 47 45 84 
47 29. 62 47 44 77 
45 20. 67 45 43 84 
44 ~!>. 70 44 43 91 
46 29. 69 41i 43 76 
52 29. 70 52 47 66 
5•1 2!!. 68 54 48 61 
47 2!!. 69 47 44 77 
46 29. 67 46 43 76 
45 29. 721 45 43 84 
50 29. 76 50 47 78 
49 29. 78 49 41i 78 
47 29. 82 47 45 84 
50 29. 85 50 48 85 
47 29. sa •17 46 92 
44 29. 88 44 42 83 
46 29. 89 46 44 84 
48 29. 93 48 45 77 
48 29. 9-J 48 46 85 
•16 2!>. 95 46 4•1 84 
43 29. 98 43 42 91 
0 0 0 
N. E. 6 .18 
N. E. 1 .01 
N. W. 3 .04 
N. W. 7 .24 
N.E. 8 .3~ 
N. E. 1R 1. 62 
N.E. 13 .84 
N. \\'. 4 . 08 
N. 19 1.80 
N. 15 1.12 
N. 12 .72 
N. 18 1. 62 
N. W. 12 .72 
N. W. 10 .50 
N. W. 1~ .72 
w. 11 .60 
w. 9 .40 
N. 9 .40 
N.E. 6 .18 
N.E. 4 . 08 
N.E. 15 1.12 
N. 14 . 98 
E. 6 .18 
N.E. 8 .32 
N.E. 4 . 08 
N.E. 12 . 72 
N.E. 12 . 72 
N. E. 13 . 84 
N.E. 4 .08 
166 Stratus -~4-4 Stratns . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4- '1 
0 0 
Stratus . 4-4 
226 
--- · Nimbus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-4 




Hazy ..... . 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-4 
0 0 
SLratus . 3-4 
Stratus . 3-4 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stralius . 1-2 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 1-4 





Fog ..... 4-4 
::::-:::::1::::1:::::: 1· N-ight:: .1::::::::: :1· .- o21::: :1:::: 
· e:-~~~i~s l -4-4'1-i:w.J::::::::: :1· s:io p-. -:m·.l-: o!il::: :I::;.· 
·----· ---------- ---------- ---- 54 4'-l 
.......... , .... , .. .. . . Night ...... __ . .. .. . 12 ____ __ __ 
Cumulus 3-4 N. E.
1 
.............................. .. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 N ... ..... ... 6.20a.m .. 22 ...... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N ........... .... ................ .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N . .. ............................ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E ..... __ . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 50 45 
. C'~~~it~~ 'i-4' ~: ~·~ ~:~~-t: ~·~ ~~~~-t: . ·_ ~~ :::: :::: 
Cumulus 1-4 N . W .............................. _ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W. ------·--· ............... __ __ .. .. 
Cirrus .. 1-'2 W. ---------- ........... ... ____ .. . 
Cumulus 3-4 W. ---------- .. ........ .... 54 44 
Cirrus .. 1-2 N. W. ____ __ ____ .................... .. 
g~~~: :: t: ~: ;.: :::::: : :: :I:::::::::: : : :: : : :. : :: : 
Cumulus 1-4 N ........... ---------- .... ______ __ 
0 0 0 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- - -- -- 50 45 
0 0 0 ---------· ---------- --- ....... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N . E .................. __ ...... __ ... 
0 0 0 ---------· ---------· ------------Cirrus .. 1-4 N. W. __ .. __ ........... __ ..... __ .. __ .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 N. W ......................... ____ ... . 



















































1Jleteorological1·ecord fm· the five clays ending July 15: 1872. 







HYGROJIL ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ g THERM. 
s ~::l 
---i:l 0 ,._..,., ___ _ 
'i'l 0 .:::; ..... :;:i "8 e; ~ 0< t: 0 ::l ::l ·;:: ~ ~ 0) 'ti .. a5 s s 
..:::> :; ~ g 0 ,.Q "' rJl .t-"8 r;j g 'ti g g ~ 0 ss Q) 5 s -~ ·:::: 1>: c::> ....... .... ....... ... 0) ... -~ 0 ~ f'l ~ - ~ "" 0 Oil ... 
0 
.ci ;S -:t: g t-~ ~~ ~ . .;:; -P g_~o~ ~ ~:8 ~ I s 
A ~ ~ A ; ~ P:: ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A~..., 8 ~ ~ o ~ ~ 
--------l----l--1-l-l--/-l-l- l--l-l--1-l----l-l----l-l--l---· -1----1-1-1 
r 123 u. m. 7 0 a.m. ) 10 23 u. m. Thursday, July11 .. 1 2 0 p.m. 
1 5 23 p.m. 
{
l ~ 2g ~: ~: 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. Friday, July 12 ... · 2 (I p.m. 
5 23 p.lll. 
9 Op.m. 
f 
1 23 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 :n a.m. Sa.turday, July 13. ·1 2 0 p.m. 




7 0 a.m. 
LO 23 a.m. Sunday, July 14 . . - ·1 2 o p.m. 
;i23 p.m. 
!) Op.m. 
( 1 2:{ a.m. 
J 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 n..m. Monday, July 15.--' 2 o p.m. 









29. 75 53 
29.75 53 
29.81 64 
~!J. 79 56 
29. 79 56 
2!). 78 54 
29. 80 5:! 
29. 81 52 
29. 81 54 
29. 85 53 
29. 88 51 
29.92 51 











4U 29. !H 
48 29. 87 
49 29.80 
49 29. 74 
48 ~9. 67 
47 29. 68 
50 29. 69 
53 29. 69 
51 29. 69 
48 29. 7:2 
48 29. 72 
47 29. 72 
49 :09. "1;2 
52 29. 74 
53 29. 75 
47 29. 75 
46 29. 7!l 
46 29.82 
48 29. 86 
4() 29. 87 
48 29.90 
48 29. 92 
46 29.93 
44 29. 94 
45 30.00 
48 30. 03 
48 30.04 
46 30. 05 
46 30.07 
42 41 91 N.E. 1 
46 44 84 N. E. 5 
48 46 75 N. E. 6 
49 47 85 N.E. 7 
49 46 78 S. E. 10 
48 45 77 s. 13 
47 45 84 s. w. 1 
50 47 78 w. 4 
5::1 50 79 w. 11 
51 48 79 N . E. 10 
48 46 85 N. E. 3 
48 46 85 s. 4 
47 45 84 s. 2 
49 47 85 s. 4 
52 47 66 s.w. 5 
53 49 73 s.w. 5 
47 44 77 N . E. 4 
46 44 84 s. 3 
46 44 84 N. E. 3 
48 46 85 N. E. 2 
46 45 92 N. E . 1 
48 46 85 N. E. 5 
18 46 85 N. E. 6 
46 44 84 E. 2 
44 42 83 N. E. 3 
45 43 84 N. E. 3 
48 46 85 N. E . 4 
48 46 85 N. E. 4 
46 45 92 N . E. 8 































































































Cirrus _. 1-4 
Cirrus .. 1-2 
Cirrus . . 3-4 





Cirrus _ _ 1-2 
N.W . ... ................... . ....... . . 
N.W ........... ----·-···-· ··-· ·-·-·-· 
N .W . ... .......................... . 
N.W. 4.20p.m. 5.15p.m .. 01 .... __ _ 
0 0 0 - - - 0 - - - - • 0 - - 0 0 0 0 0 - - - 0 - 52 42 
0 -0 0--.0 0 ._ 0 0 0--0-0- - -0-- 0 0 0 0 0--0 
W. -·-····-- --·-····-· ······ ····-· 
w. ---····--- ------··· · ···-·····---
s.w ... ........ ·······------- --······ 
-·····• 7.15p.m.l9.:20p.m.I.O t l53 47 
Cirrus --11-2 1 s. w.l. 0 0 0 ···- --~---- 0 0 0-- "I"-- - ~- -- "I" 0 00 
Cumulus 1-2 S. W. -····· --- - ·----····· .... .. ..... . 
Cumulnsl4-41 N. E . lll.l5 a. m.l .. . ----- - -1 ·14
1
.-- -
Cirrus . . 1-2 S. W .... _...... 6.20 p.m .. 02 53 I 46 
Cumulusl1-2 
Cirrus .. l-2 
Cumulus 3-4 
-----0 0--. 4-4 
Cumulus 1-2 
Cirrus . . 1-2 
Cumulus 1-2 
N. E.ll1.50 a. m.l2.35 p. m.l. 03
1 
.. .. 
E. __ . __ ... _ _ . __ . . . . . . . . .. _ 49 I 46 
N . E. 
N. 
w. 












































.illcteol'ological >·ccordfor the five days ending July 20, 1872. 
ST.A.TION: UN.ALA.SKA., .ALASKA. 
llYGRO~!. :g Wl~D. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ THERM. 
~ ~ 0 
-.--.- _g . . q) • - .-d 't:~. ----. 
:; ~ q, .t· § -~~ ::;~ ~>. .p .p 8~T .i=l ..,_s ~ ~ 
,.0 .0 •b .,., ~ g 2 ~ ci< ~~ ...; § ....: § :g -~ s s ..g § ~ .§ s 
t>. t 0<1 <.> -< ~ 0 "' - · <> ·~ o · ~ o c.> o o 'CS o 8 x ';:J ~ t::.. -z .!:: o <0 !'-. ~ ·a.s ,~ s -~ s .!:: §~ ~ ~ 8 .... ~ ;;:; 
R em a-rks. 
,_, p- ~ ~ >A P;P< ~ I"< <1 ~ -"1 ~ 0 ~ <!10 >"' ,.q 
-------1-- - 1--1-1-1--1----- --------- -------- --------- - 1-- ---
! P=l r:4 
( 1 2:l a.m. 
I 7 0 a.m. 10 23 a. m. T uesday, Ju ly 16 ·- ·1 2 0 p. m. 
5 23p. Ul. 
l 9 Op.m. 
r 1 23 a.m. 
J 
7 0 a. Ill. 
10 23 n.lll. Wedueflday,July17 .., 2 Op.m. 
l 3 23p. Ul. 9 Op.m. 
f 
1 23 a. Ill. 
7 0 n.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
Thursday, July 18 ·1 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p. m. 
{ 
~ 2~~::: 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
Friday, July 19 -- ·- 2 0 p.m. 
5 33p. m. 
{ 
~ 2~~: ~: 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. Sa.turdny, July 20.- 2 o p. Ill . 
5 23 p. m. 
9 Op.m. 
30. O!J 51 45 
30 03 52 48 
:Jo. 02 ::.1 ~.o 
29.98 51 50 
29.94 51 48 
29. 91 51 48 
29. 8 1 51 49 
29.67 51 51 
~9. 63 51 50 
29.60 52 51 
!29. 6 t 70 54 
29. 59 59 49 
29.58 54 48 
29.59 53 49 
29.60 53 52 
29.59 54 53 
29. 65 53 51 
29. b7 53 49 
29.76 52 47 
29.90 52 49 
29.94 53 52 
30.00 55 58 
30. 02 5-I 51 
30. 05 52 49 
30. 02 52 49 
29.97 52 49 
:29. 97 52 51 
29.93 54 53 
29. 91 53 51 
29.88 58 48 
30.03 45 
!29. 97 48 
29. Dli 50 
29.92 50 
29.88 48 
:":!9. 85 48 
29. 75 49 
29. 62 51 
29.58 50 
29. 54 51 
!29. 51 54 
29. 51 49 
29.52 48 
29. 53 49 
29.54 52 
29. 53 53 
29. 59 51 
29. 61 49 
2P. "iO 47 
29. 84 49 
29.88 52 
29. 93 58 
29. 96 51 
29.99 49 
29. !l6 49 
29.91 49 
29. 91 51 
29. 87 53 
29. 85 51 





























































































































































s. , --- -- - -- - - , -- - - -- - --- ,- -- -, ---- ~- -- -...... 9.50 a. rn ... . . ...... . 01 .. ... .. . s . .. .. ...... ----- ---- - --- - ---- .. .. Cumulnsl 4-4 
---------- ~ -- - · I · · ····I· --- - - -- - - ~ ---- ---- - - , .05 1 __ _ _ .?.~~~~~~ -~-~- - - ~~-- : :: : ~: :::: : ::: : ~ : ~ ::·:iii-~~ .~. ~~-
Cnmulusl 3-4 l S. 1 ......... . 1 .. .. . .. .. . 1 .09, . • .. ..... 
Cirrus .. l 1-4 1 S. ~- - - -- -- - -- 1 2. 50 a.m.I .03 J .. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W . .. ....... . .. .. ... . ...... 55 I 48 




Cumul us 1-2 
Cumulus :l-4 
Cirrus . . 1-4 
Cirrus . . 1-4 
Cirrus .. 1-2 
Cirrus . . 1-2 
Cirrus . . 1-2 
s. -- --- --- -- -- --·-···· .. . . --- - ----
s. !).50 a. m . 10.00 a .m . . 01 . ...... . 
s. -------- -- ------ ---- .... --- - ----
s.w . ..... .... .. ..... .... .... ... ... . 
s. w . ------ --- - --- --- ---- . --- 54 48 
s. w . -- --...... ... ..... .. .. ...... --- -
s.w . .... ... . .. . ... ...... .. .. -- -- ----
s.w. ------- -·- ··· ·· · ····-· ··· · · · --- -
s.w. --- ------- ------ ------ -- .. . . . . .. 
s.w. ------ ---- ------ ----- --····· ··· 
s.w. ------ ---- ---------- --- - 59 47 




·; ·· . . ,10.00 a. m. ll0 .30 a. m. l. 00
1 
. . . . 
1 
.. . . 
C1rr us . . 1-4 S.W . .. . . .......... .. ........ . . . . . .. . 
Cumulus 3-4 S. W .... . .................... . .. .. . . 































































Meteorological ?'ccorcl for the five days ending July 25, 1872. 
ST.A.TIOY: UN .ALASKA, ALASKA.. 
~ ~-llYGRO~l. "§ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAit-, OR SNOW. ·§ - ~ 'l'IIERM. 
---~ . ~~---
.e ~ ~ t, g t ~ ~ <::l 12 . ~ ... g- g·~ ~ ~as a s 
;:; ::o ;.- -~ -~ -~ - ~ • ,... .,.., ~ ~ -~ -~ I ~ _ s:l .._, ::o ::o 




7 0 n.m. 
S d T 1 2 10 23 a. m. un ay, vu y 1. . .. :! Op.m. 
l 52:ip.m. !1 Op. m. ( 123 a.m. 
J 
7 0 a.m. 
<>'> l023a.m. Monday, July ~N.-- I 2 0 p . m. 
1 52:lp.m l 9 Op.m. 
( 123 a . m. 
~ 7 0 a.m. T , T _, 2 LO 23 a.m. ues(lay, "tuy J... 2 0 p.m. l 523p.m. !J Op.m. ( 123 a.m. 
J 
7 0 a.m. 
Wednesday ;Jul 94 10 23 a.m. 
' Y ~ l 2 Op. m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
( 1 :n a.m. 
I 7 0 a.m. Th d ;r 1 "5 I 0 :!3 n. m . urs ay, u y N _ •
1 2 0 
p. rn . 
































55 45 20. 79 45 42 76 
52 44- 29. 79 44. 42 83 
52 49 29. 80 49 46 78 
52 50 29. 85 50 45 64 
52 49 29. 88 49 44 63 
53 45 29. 93 45 42 76 
51 44 30.01 44 41 75 
50 48 30. 11 48 44 70 
51 ·19 30. 10 49 45 71 
51 48 30. 11 48 45 77 
49 47 30. 11 47 44 77 
50 45 :!0. 12 45 42 76 
50 46 30. 09 43 44 84 
51 49 30. 05 49 47 85 
51 52 30. 05 52 49 79 
52 49 30. 03 52 49 79 
51 48 30. 02 48 47 92 
54 47 30. 05 47 46 92 
51 47 30. 05 47 46 92 
52 49 30. 08 49 48 92 
52 47 30. 05 47 46 92 
54 56 3J. 09 56 54 87 
53 52 30. 08 52 51 93 
52 52 30. 08 52 50 86 
52 53 30. 08 53 '52 !)3 
57 59 30. 07 59 56 81 
66 Gl 30.04 61 58 82 
65 62 30. 01 62 59 82 
62 :l8 30. 02 5l:l 55 81 
58 52 30. OG 52 51 93 
w. 2 
s.w. 5 









E . 1 
S.E. 3 
S.E. 4 
S. E . 6 
S. E. 8 
S.E. 8 
S. E. 7 
S. E. 6 
s. 8 
S. E. 6 
S.E. 4 



















































Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 3-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratu s . 3-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus 1-2 
Stratus . 3-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 1-4 
Cumulusl4-41 W. 110.45 p.m., · ---------•---·•· --···- -· 
Cumulus 3-4 





Cirrus . _ 1-4 
Cirrus .. _ 1-2 
Cirrus . _ 1-4 
Cirrus .. 1-2 
Cirrus .. 3-4 
W. ------ ---- 8.50 a.m .. C2 ____ . - --
W. ------· --· ------·- -· ·- - · ---··- - · 
w. ---------·---------·---- ----·- ·· 
w. ------ ---· ·----- ·--· ---· 50 44 
w. ·---------· -- ------···-···-··--· 
S.E. ------ --- · ·------- - - .... ---· - - -· s.w _______ ____ ... . ______ _____________ _ 
s.w. ·--------· ------ -- -- ·- -· ---- ... . 
s.w. ------·-- · ·-- ---· --· ---· ... .... . 
s. w. ·-- ------- ·-----·-- ---· 55 44 
... .... _ .... _ . . . . . . . 1.35 p. m .. _____ . __ . . 02 . _ . . 
--------- ---- ·-- --- ------ - --- · -----· - -· .... 52 46 
. ·- - .. . -- ... - . . ---.- . --.-----. -. -- - -.- - . . 10 .. - .. --. Cirrus _. 1-2 . _____ . ______ __ .. ____ . ___ ..... ___ . . __ . 
Cirrus .. 1-2 · ----- -- -------- ·------- -· .04 ---· ... . Cirrus . . 1-2 S. ______ .. _ .... _. _. __ . . _ . . . __ ... _. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 S. - ----- ·--· -- --- -·--· .01 ...... . 
--- ---.- ... --. ·----· - ----- ---· ·----· ---· ---- 56 47 
Cinus .. 1-2 S. ------- - -· -- --- ----· .02 __ __ . ... 
Cirrus .. 1-2 S. . ..... ___ . . _____ . __ .. _ ... __ . . __ . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 S.W .......... . 11.40a.m .. O:l ... .... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 S. W. ---- -- · --· ·------ --· ... . .... ---· 























M£teorological ?'ecordfor the five dctys ending July 30, 1872. 
ST..l.TION: UN .ALASKA, ALASKA. 
~ 'l'I!EIUL ~ ll¥GUOM. ~ WlXD. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ THEIOL 
~- ..: --- ~. ---E . ~~-.--
Da:rnnlluatoorou- 1 o§ _;; ....; . <08 ..o ..ci 0 :>: ::i ::;;.; e~ i- . ...; ~~nl :.0 "g 13 8 llot·,·atiou. 'Q+= ~ ~ 'g ~"E -p 'a ;..::=: -~ ·0 5 ;::30< .... ;>, c' o ·§·~ 8 § . "l:l~ e ;:~ Remarks. 0 "' 0 :g 0 ..0 ..::> -:::: <5 ,- ..:: ~ <D ;;.,:= . 0 ..,;; c 0 0 0 s 'as ;:1 s ·~ 8 
::l e .s p. ~:; t>-, ~ ~ e ..:::: a o .... :;:::·8 -g o t=l g ~ 13.;;: s <'0 o
13 1>1 ·s .::l «1 ...., X o "' ~ 0 .... 0 p. '-< 8, «1 ~ .,... 13 .,... 101 ·~ ~ 0 Cl ~ <1l ;;:j -------1-~-- ~ .:::!... ~~ £... - :____ __e_,~ ~e._ __ 1:::::1 __ ~--1::4 __ ~e._ __ o____ l'rl __ ~~~l-----
rll23n.m. 7 0 a.m. LO 2:1a.m. 
Fritlny, J'nly ~6 . · · · ·1 2 0 p.m. 
5 2:3p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
f 
1 23 a.m. 
7 0 n.m. 
0 10 23 a.m. Saturday, .Tuls-7--l 2 Op.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
. { i 2~~::: 7 0 a.m. 
1023a.m. Sunday, .Tnly 28 · · • · 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p. m. 
{ 
~ 2~~::: 
7 0 a.m. 





7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. Tucsd:ty,Jnly30 ... 2 Op.m. 






























































30. o6 :n 5L 86 w. 
30. 06 56 53 so s. \\ . 
30. (Hi 61 58 s2 w·. 
30. 08 51 48 '19 K. E. 
30. 07 54 51 so s. 
30. 09 50 47 78 w. 
30. 09 'JS 45 77 W. 
30. 11 51 4tl 79 w. 
30. ll 52 49 79 w. 
30. 15 54 50 73 N. W. 
30.17 51 48 79 w. 
30. 17 51 49 85 w. 
30.1 8 49 48 92 N. W. 
30. 18 50 48 85 N . E. 
30.17 53 5:i 86 w. 
30. 10 62 59 82 w. 
30. 10 59 57 87 N. W. 
30. 10 54 53 93 N . 
30. 19 ·16 45 92 N. 
30. 2::! 4;> 43 84 N. E. 
30. 24 52 50 86 N. E. 
30. 28 49 48 92 N . E. 
30. 30 49 47 85 N. E. 
30. 32 48 46 85 0 
30. 32 48 47 92 N. E. 
30. 32 50 49 92 E. 
30.31 51 50 92 0 
30. 28 53 52 83 E . 
30. 25 55 :\3 86 w. 





























































Stratus .. 1-2 
125 0 0 
.... Stratus .. l-4 
.... Srratus .. 1-4 
.... Stratus .. 1-4 
.... Stratus .. 4-4 
... Stratus .. 4-4 
232 Stratus .. 3-4 
.... 0 0 
.... Stratus .. 1-4 
.... Stratus .. 3-4 
.. . Stratus .. 1-2 
.. . Stratus .. 4-4 
213 Stratus .. 1-2 
.... Stratus .. 4-4 
.... Stratus .. 1-4 
.... Stratus .. 4-4 
.... Stratus .. 4-4 
... Stratus .. 4-4 
183 Stratus . . 1-4 
.... Stratus_. 1-4 
.... Fog ... .. 4-4 
... . Stratus .. 3-4 
.... Stratus .. 3-4 
.. . Stratus .. 4-4 
130 Stratus . . 4-4 
.. . . Stratus . . 4-4 
. .. . Stratus .. 4-4 
.... Stratus .. 4-4 
.. .. Stratus.. 3-4 
Cirrus .. 1-2 S. .. ............ ........ ........ . 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W . ........................ 1 ...... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 W. .. .. .. .. .. .................. . 
Cn1us .. 1-4 \Y . ....... ..................... . 
-~~-~~~s. -~-~- -~--~:': ::::: : :::: ::::: :: :: : :::: 64. '56 
0 0 0 .............................. .. 
Cumnlus 4-4 N. W . .............. .... ............ . 
Cil'l'LlS .. 1-4 N. \V ............................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 N. W. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 54 48 
·ai~-~~;s·:: ·i.2· N."w·. -~~~~~::: :::::::::: .'.~~ :::: :::: 
. ..... .......... .... .... .. ...... ....... .. 02 ....... . 
~;L • •I ;]~· ~.!. ~::::::: :I :1:i.~~: ~:~ I ·:- ::I:~~: I· ~~. 
Cmus ... 1-4 \N . w . . ::::::::: ::: :::::: : :::: :::: :::: 
s:;~: lti ~~r~~ llOO~p\t .~35(t ;:~~"~" 
Curnulus
1































.Meteoroloyieal 1·ccord for th e fow· clays endi11g August 3, 1872. 
STATION: UN ALASKA, ALASKA. 
~ a .-;:; t TnEmr. 0 HYGRO)l. ·a WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPEl~ CLOUDS. 
~ ;.. 
-.-1- ~ ---P 
Day nncl dato of ob- .gg ~ ~~ :e .::l . d ;>, . 0 . 6 §.~fl '"" .-d ..0 1>: -~ g ~~ ~ ..._· ....; ....; StllTntiou. <,..o• .... ~ Q) ~~ ~ 0 ..... .s: o+' 
.g ~ 1)0 :::> -~·,-( ~~ ~~ ::l p 'E~§ 0 s c Q) .0 .0 
'Cd ~ 0.-Q ~ p .,; ::: 0 ~ t ..., Q) 0 ! oS;.., .§ ~ ~ ~ 1>. ~ ~ ... ~8 811) ~~ s ::l .~~'+-< 0 ... i=i ~ E-1 I=Q F1 ::.:> A I> A p.;~ <1 A 
Wednesday, J'ull31 I 
123 a.m . 30.34 56 50 ao. 21 !50 49 92 N . 3 . 04 Stratus. 4-4 ·c·~~~i~~ 7 0 a.m. 30.33 52 50 30. 27 50 48 85 N. 3 . 04 234 0 0 4-4 w. 10 23 a.m. 30.32 52 49 30. 26 49 47 85 E. 6 .18 
----
Stratus . 4-4 ·c~l;;~i~s 2 Op.m. 30. 2!) 51 49 30. 2:-! 49 48 92 N.E. 6 .1 8 Strn.tns. 1-4 3-4 s.w. l 5 23 p.m. 30.25 51 47 30. 19 47 46 92 N . E. 9 . 40 ---· Stratus. 4-4 ...... .......... ...... --·---9 Op.m. 30.32 76 •18 30. 20 48 46 85 N.W. 1 . 01 
- -- -
Stratus. 4-4 . ................. 
---- -----· 
Thursday, Aug. 1 .. f 
1 23 a.m. 30.27 61 47 30.19 47 45 84 N.E. 2 . 02 
-- --
S tratus_ 4-4 
---------· 
. .... 
--·---7 0 a.m. ::10.22 55 49 30.15 49 47 85 N.E. 3 . 04 154 Stratus_ 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N.W. 10 23 a.m. 30.24 53 49 30.18 49 46 78 N.E. 6 .1 8 ...... Stratus_ 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 w. 2 Op.m. 30.21 51 48 30.15 48 46 85 N.E. 8 . 32 . .. ... Stratus_ 4-4 . ................. . ..... 
------l 5 23p. m. 30,18 52 48 30.12 48 46 85 N.E. 8 . 32 ---· Stratus _ 4-4 ·- ----· :·· . ..... .......... 9 Op.m. 30.14 52 48 30.08 48 47 92 N.E. 2 . 02 ...... Stratus_ 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 w. 
Frid>y, Aug. 2 ..... { 
1 23 a.m. 30.10 51 48 30.04 48 47 92 0 0 0 
---· ............... 4-4 . ................ . ..... 
---- -· 7 0 a.m. 30.06 53 51 30. 00 51 49 85 0 0 0 143 Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-2 w. 10 23 a.m. 30.02 54 56 29.96 56 53 80 w. 1 . 01 ....... Stratus_ 1-2 Cirrus. __ 1-2 w . 2 Op.m. 29.97 56 59 29.90 59 55 76 S.E. 6 . 18 Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 w. 5 23 p.m. 29.87 55 54 29. co 54 51 so S.E. 17 1. 44 
----
Stratus_ 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 • s. 9 Op.m. 29. 85 55 52 29. 78 52 50 86 S.E. 10 . 50 
----
Stratus_ 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 s. 
S>tmd>y, Aug. 3 ... { 




...... ........... 7 0 a.m. 29.84 55 52 29. 77 52 50 86 R.E. 11 . 60 236 Stratus 3-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 w. 10 23 a.m. 29.85 54 53 29.79 53 51 8G S.E. 14 . 98 ...... Stratus. 4-4 .. ............... . ..... 
------2 0 p. ru. 29.90 54 52 29.84 52 50 86 S.E. 1::1 . 84 . ... . Nimbus. 4-4 . ................ ...... ........... 5 23 p.m. 29.94 54 49 29.88 49 48 80 S.E. 9 . 40 
·--- Nimbus. 4-4 . ............... . ...... .......... . 9 Op.m. 30.09 7::1 49 29. 98 4\J 47 85 S.E. 14 . 98 
·-·· 
Nimbus. 4-4 ................. ...... ........ .... I 




















.................. 10.30 a.m . 
. .................. 
·---------
.................. ................ . 
---------- ----- -----















0.-o s s 
-+=>2 ;::! P- -~ ;::! pO s os 



















. 01 ...... 
----
...... 50 47 
...... ....... ...... 
... ... ........ ....... 










.09 .... ....... 




























.gg ;.< Dny nn<l tlnto of ob- ._; 1l <!) od sorvn.tiou. ...... _ c.> Ql 0 ...... .::> e <.) 
"' c.> 0 c: 0 e A ~ 
R «! ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-
S•mdoy, """ 18 .... { 
l :!3n. m 30.01 G:! 48 
7 On.m 30. 00 tiO 48 
tO ::23n. m. 30.01 ().! 49 
)! Op.m ~!). 97 64 49 
5 23p.Ul :JO. 0::2 6li 48 
!I Op. IU. 30.1:i 6li 4li f 1 23a. m. 30. :!':! 6:3 45 
· 7 On.m . :10. 3;} 60 •1.3 
1\I d ..J.. 19 tO 23n. UL 30. 3•1 u4 48 on ay, u~. . "l 2 Op. m. ::10.33 63 49 
5 23p. lU :JO. 33 63 46 
l !l Op.m. 30. 3J 67 44 
( 1 23 a.m . 30.33 64 45 j 7 On.m . 30.30 61 4.3 
T 1 A ClQ t02:ia.m. :io. 3:! 63 49 UCS( ny, u g ."" . : ·1 :.J O p. lU 30.31 (j.J 48 
5 23p. Ill . 30.30 67 46 
9 Op.m . 30. 3·1 6ti 44 
r l '23a.m 30.33 66 46 
· 7 On.m. 30. ::!3 67 47 
W 1 d A. C) l , t023n.m 30.21 70 49 ot ncs uy, u g . ~ 1 !.! 0 p. m 3U. 20 67 50 !i2:lp.m 30.20 G5 48 9 Op.m . 30. 2j 7-1 46 
{ !23om . 30. 2:> 68 45 7 On. . :!0. 27 G<l 47 
C):) 1 0 23 n. m . 30.30 69 49 Thursday, Aug ..... :.. · 2 o p. m. :30.30 69 50 
5 23p. m . 30.28 6!) 50 
9 Op.m . 30.29 69 47 
Meteorological record for the fh·e days encling .d.ugust 22, 1872. 
ST.J..TIOX: I~LAKD OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRIXG SEA. 
~ 11 YGROlr. ~:S 0 WJXD. LOWE!~ CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. a s 
---= .::>. r-::~ 
..0 :::i -;s !'3 $~ ~d d> ::;i 'I:.C~ ~~ 0 ;...>. .p .p -~ -~I D :,.....,..., ·: c ~f Q Q ..5 :g .::> ~ ~~ t:l p t3o8 t .. , 
"' 
o..= od 0 .;;; 0 -~§~ 17 o-. Q C) ~ ~z ·~ 0 s Q s 0 ~ Q "'"' A~ ~ ~-0 A .::; p..~ p.;A ~ <1 A 
- -
-- - -- - ---- -
- --
29. 9::! 48 47 92 s. 16 1. ~8 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s. 29.9::2 ·18 -17 !)::J s.w. 17 1. 44 0 0 Cumuhu; 4-4 s.w. 29.9::2 4!) 47 8.3 s.w. 26 3. 38 432 Stratus . 4·4 ~!l . 81: 4!1 48 92 S. \Y. 23 3.12 
· -- -
Stratus. 4-4 
·---- --- -· -·-· ·- --- -29. 9'2 48 41 9;2 w. 26 3. 38 Stratus. 4-4 30. OJ 4li 45 9;2 w. 2:3 2. 64 St1·atus . 4-4 ao. 13 4.3 4·1 92 w. 17 1. 44 
---· 
Sh·atus. 4-4 
·--------- -· - · -- -- --:30. 21 45 H 9;] w. 11 . 60 
- -- · Stratus. 4-4 . ............. ... 
· - -· ------30. 2;) 4t! 47 92 w. 9 . 40 287 Fo~ .. ... 3-4 
:lO. ~·1 4!) 4tl !)2 w. H . !J8 Fog ..... 1-2 0 0 0 30. 2·1 -16 4:> 92 w . 1:3 . 84 Fog ..... 4-4 30. ;tj 4-l .J.1 100 w, H . !18 Fog ... .. 4-4 30. 2.J 45 44 9;.! w . H . 98 Fog .... 4-4 30.22 ·15 45 100 w . 12 . 7;.! Sh·ntus. 4-4 30.23 4!) 48 92 w. 14 • !.l8 269 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 30.22 48 47 92 w. ll . 60 
·-· · 
Stratus. 4-4 
·- ------ -- ---· ------ao. 20 46 4.3 9;.! w. 12 . 72 
---· Stratus. 4-4 
-- ---- ---- ---· ------30. 2~ 4·1 43 91 w. 8 . 32 ..... . 0 0 0 0 0 30.23 46 45 92 s.w. 6 . Hl . .... . Fog ..... 4-4 
·--- ----- · - -- · 
. ......... 30.15 47 46 92 s.w. 8 . 32 Fog ..... 4-4 
---------· ·--· ----- -30. 10 .JD 48 92 s. w. 10 . 50 241 Nimlms. 4-4 30.10 50 49 92 ~.w. 11 . 60 ... ... Stratus. 4-•1 
·--------- ---· 
... ...... 30.11 48 47 !l2 N.W. 9 . 40 . .... Stratus. 4-4 
----- ---- -
...... 
·-----30. 13 46 45 !l2 N.W. 8 . 32 
··--
Fog ..... 4-4 
---·------
...... 
------30. 15 4.:i 44 92 s. 3 . 04 
----
Fog ..... 4-4 
---- -- ·-- · 
.... 
·----· 30.18 47 46 !)2 E. 2 . 02 Fog .. ... 4-4 
· ci~·~~~-:: :30.19 49 48 92 E. 3 . 0-1 124 Stratus. 1-2 1·2 E. 
:.JO. 19 50 -19 92 S. E . 1 . 01 .. . Stratus. 4-4 ci;-~;;s· : : ------30.17 50 4i3 85 s. 3 . 04 .. .. . Strat.u s. 1-2 1-2 30.18 47 46 92 Calm 0 .00 ..... Nimbus . 4-4 
---- ---·-· · -·-
......... 
~ . 
RAIN OR SNOW. ·a~ THERM. ~ ~ 
od 0-c s s -j:l ~OJ p ;::: Q) 
od :::! .... t:l~ -~ ·§ s 8 "' ~~ .-;:: Q ~ ~ 0 0 Fl -<!10 
- -










1. 20p. m. 3. 50p. m . . 01 
50 48 
----------












..... . ........... ......... .... ..... 
·--· · ---
...... 
-----·-·- · ·· ---- · -- · --- -
... 
------ -- -- ---------· 





. ... . 
---------





lla. m .. . 11 
---- ------ ----------
..... . 51 44 
--- -- -- - - ·---- ----- --- - - ---
..... 
------·--- ·----·- .. --
... 
. ---
.. .... . 
- .......... ~ -.. .. ............... 





























.Jlt'lcorological rccol"(l for the five days ending A.ugus't 27, 1872. 
ST.ATIO:Y: ISLA..ND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRI~G SEA... 
d s . .._;, ~ . f: TIIERH. B llYGRO;>.I. .8 WI.'i!D. LOWEU CLOUDS UPPEH CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ TREla!. $ ~ f.( - .-- ~ ~ -.--. ,E . . . . t ~ . • ~! . 
Dn.y and tlato of ob- o .9 ~ 'Q • ~ "' .o .o >. "~ .G--.. ~ "" "' . . ~ ~~ ~ 0 :::; 8 8 
sorvatiou. ~~ "t:> _g 'g ~~ ~ ~ ;;~ :3 ·0 g i:lci, :> ~ ~ ~ .9·p; I § . ~;::; ::::s ::::s Remarks. ~ ~>- E g ~ "' .o .o :::l o o .o ~ w p,~ .,..; 5 ..:::J 5 '0 o S S "g ::::s ~ .~ S 
8 e ..... ~ i:: p., ~ ~ e - "" o "" :;::: g o 8 ~ 9) s e 8 'Q 2 " pq ·s H ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ i=i ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ __ ..,. 8 ~ ~ o ~ ~ 
---------1---------------------------------------- - ---1------
r 
l23a.m. 30. 26 66 46 :30. 16 46 45 92 S. 1 .01 .... Fog .. .. 4-4 8.20p.m . Night . . . . OJ .... 
7 Oa.m. 30. 19 6~ 48 ~0.10 48 47 92 S . W. 5 .12 l!'og . ... . 1-2 Ciuus ... 1-4 N.W. . ... 
Friday, Aug. 23 . ___ , 1~ 23 a.m. 30. 1~ 6~ 50 ?D. 0~ ~0 4H 9c ?> W. 7 . 2~ 116 Fog_ ... _ 4-4 l ~ Op.111. 30.13 66 51 30.0.> ;.>1 50 9~ S. IV. 8 .3;,: . ... Fog . ... . 4-4 ... . ...... --- - . . ....... . ... . ...................... .. 5 23 p.m. 30.08 67 49 29. 98 49 'lil 92 S. W. !J • 40 Fog ... __ 4-4 
l !J Op.111. 30.06 70 47 29.95 47 46 92 S. W. 11 .60 Fog ..... 4-4 52 46 
r 
1 23 a. 111. 30. 05 64 46 29. 96 46 45 92 S. W. 9 . 40 :Fog_ ... _ 4-4 7.30 p. 111. 10.20 p. m. . 02 
7 0 a. 111. 29. 98 63 47 20. 89 47 46 92 W. 10 . 50 Fog_ . .. _ 4-4 
Saturday, Aug. ::!4.. . I? 23 a.m. 29. ~7 65 ~9 ~0. 86 49 48 92 W. ~ . 3~ 235 Fog .. . . _ 4-4 
l 2 Op.111. 29."7 65 ;.>I _9. 88 ~~ 40 85 W. 1~ .72 .... .Fog . .... 4-4 .............................. .. 5 23 p. Ill. 29. 05 66 48 29. 85 48 47 92 IV. 12 . 72 Fog ___ __ 1-4 Cir-rus .. _ 1-2 W. !J 0 p.lll . 20. 96 65 40 29. 87 40 48 02 N. 13 . 84 Stratus. 4-4 51 46 
{ 
1..23 a. 111. 30. 00 63 4~ 29. 9; 4~ 4:1 84 N . 15 1. 1~ . . . . 0 0 qumulus 4-4 N . 9.30 p . m. . . . . . . . . . . . 10 _ . . .. .. . 
7 Oa.lll. 30.08 67 4;.> 29.91) 4;.> 42 76 N. 18 1.62 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . .......... ...... ........... . ... . 
Sunday, Aug 25 __ _ 10 23 o. Ill. 30. 11 68 46 30. 01 4G 43 76 N. 16 !- 2: 442 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. . . . . . . . . ,. .. .. __ .... .. 
2 0 p.m. 30. 10 66 46 30. 00 46 43 76 N. 18 -' · 62 . . . 0 o Cumulus 4-4 N. 1.2;.> p.m. 
5 23 p. Ill . ::0. 07 63 46 20. 98 46 44 84 N . 16 1. 28 0 0 Gu111ulus 4-4 N. .. .............. __ .... .. 
9 0 p.m. 30. 10 68 45 30. 00 45 42 76 N. 16 1. 28 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 49 45 
f 
1 23 a. Ill. 30. 08 67 4-! 29. 98 44 42 83 N. 12 . 72 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ....... __ ........ -- .. .... --.--
7 0 a. 111. ~0. 08 67 46 29.98 46 44 84 N. 13 . 84 .. .. Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
Mondn.y Aug 26 10 23 a . m . 30.12 64 51 30.03 51 47 72 N. 16 1. 28 349 0 0 0 0 o .................. __ ...... .. .. .. 
' . . --~ 2 0 p.m. 30. 11 G2 51 30. 02 51 47 72 N. 9 . 40 .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 .......... ... . .... ............ .. 
l 5 2:i p.m. 30. 14 67 49 ::!0. O-J 49 46 78 N. 5 • 12 _ .. _ o o Cirrus ... 1-4 N. w. 9 Op.m. 30.15 71 4~ 30.04 42 41 01 N . W. :i .04 .... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 N.W ......... .... ... . . . .. . ... 52 44 
f 1 23 a.m. 30.15 66 43 30. 05 43 42 Ill N. W. 3 . 04 .... Stratus . 1-4 Cirrus .. _ 1 4 N. W . ................................ . 
J 7 0 a.m. :.:o. 14 61 '16 30. 06 46 43 92 W. 3 . 04 .... Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus .. _ 1-2 N . W ...... . .. __ ......... __ .. __ ..... .. Tuesday Aug 27 10 23 a.m. 30. 14 64 51 33. 05 5 1 49 85 S. W. 4 . 08 112 Stra.tus _ 4-4 __ .... _ ........... __ 9.05 a.m. 9.15 a.m. . 00 _ .... .. . 
' · ""l ~ ? p.m. 30. 14 ~2 48 30. D? 48 47 9~ l::l • • W. 4 . 08 ... .. Stratus 4-4 __ : __ .. _ .... ____ .. __ .......... .. . .. ..... __ . _ ....... _ 
o 23 p. 111. 30. 14 tl 48 30.03 48 46 8;:> W. 7 . 24 .. __ Stratus _ 1-2 C1rrns ... 1-2 W. .. ..................... . 





















D ay noel dnto of ob-
Slll:Yntiou. 
~ 




f 123 n. m . 7 a.m. W ednesday, A u g. 28" 10 23 a.m. 
1 2 p.m. 




Thursday, Aug. 29. 10 2~ a. n.1. 
~p.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9p.m. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 
7 a.m . 
Friday, Aug. 30.... 10 2g a. m. 
-p.m. 





Saturday. A ug. 31.. 10 2~. a.m. 
-p.m. 
5 23 p. Ill. 
{ 
1 2g ~::: 
7 a. m. 






















Meteorological t·ccorcljOI' tlwfwe days ending September 1, 1872. 
~ 
.!:>~ 






STA.TION: ISLAND OF SA.INT PA..UL , BEHRI NG SEA.. 
Ul"GROM. ~ Wl.XD. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. R.AL'l" OR SNOW . ·~ ~ THER~L 
8 ... ~ 
- --;:l • "-'"' ---~ P ~ ~ ·~ t>..: ~d 6 . · O~L~ ~ ~"g S S 
;;, ~ ~> ~ .s .,... § ::> o- "' . -;; ~ .s ·p: I § . s::l ~ s "' 
:; -:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~.~· ._; g .0 g g 0a @ 8 ]l 5 s 'c1 .§ 
0 ,...., - ... "" <!) "' C) ·- C) ~ 0 s::l 8 ;.; .... 8 · ~ 0 1><1 ~ t> ;.... Q) ._, Q) p. ""' Pot cd 0 . r:;; .;...~ -~ -~ 0 1=1 ~ 8 d •r-t 
R emarks . 
~'-'"" A p:t A P> fl.~ A~ <>1 ~ <11 A o fil <11 ~ ~ 































6:l 46 30. 05 46 
6:2 47 30. 02 47 
6:2 51 30. 01 51 
63 54 2!J. 99 54 
63 51 29. 96 51 
69 46 29. 98 46 
65 45 29. 96 45 
61 46 29. 91 46 
62 48 29. 8i 48 
62 49 29. 80 49 
73 47 29. 75 47 
70 45 29. 72 45 
64 46 29. 65 46 
59 47 29. 51 47 
70 47 29. 46 47 
64 47 29. 38 47 
65 47 29. 32 47 
70 47 29. 2!:! 47 
65 46 29. 26 46 
61 47 29. 2:2 47 
65 48 29. 20 4!:! 
li6 48 29. 21 4'3 
69 46 2!l. 22 46 
75 45 29. 26 45 
66 45 29. 32 45 
60 45 26. 3i 45 
68 46 29. 44 46 
60 46 29. 49 46 
64 44 29. 53 44 































92 s. w. 2 
9:2 s. w. 4 
79 s. w. 4 
80 s. w. 5 
79 s. w. 3 
84 s. w. 4 
92 s. 2 
84 S. E. 4 
77 E . 7 
85 E . 9 
8-1 N. E. 11 
!l2 E . 14 
92 E . 21 
92 N. E. 24 
92 N.E. 20 
92 N.E. 26 
92 N.E. 28 
9Z N. 34 
92 N. 35 
92 N . 24 
92 N. 27 
92 N. 27 
92 N . 40 
92 N . 41 
92 N . 33 
92 N . 22 
92 N. 2 1 
92 N. 23 
91 N. 20 































































































Cirrus . . 1-2 















: :::~~~~~: :: ::~::~~~ ::: :~: . 541 461 H eavyswell . 
. ~-~?i~i~~~ -i- 4' 1 '8."ii." l :~:~ ::::: :,-~~:~:: : ::I . ~: :I:~~: , ~~~: 
Cnrus .. 1-2 S. E ............ . .... . . .. ....... .. .. 
... .... ... .... ·· ···· .... .. ... . . . ...... .. . . . . 51 45 
· · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· ··· · · · · ····· · · · · ·•· · · · ··· · · · '· · · ·•· · 481 . · 451 Gale. 
: ~:: ~ ~:::: 1::::1:::::: I:~~~:~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ :·:,~4 ~ :: ~1 ~~~ I Gale. 
D ' g night I D ' g nightl . 151 ... · ~ · .. . Cumulus 4-4 N. -- · • ·-- ·-- -- ·-- • • .. · .... ...... · · 
Cumulusl 3-4 1 N. 1---------- ---- · · · · .... · · · · 46 .. 451 P erf'tly cloud-



























Mcteorological?·ecol'd jol' tlte jive clays ending ScjJtembm· 6, 1872. 
STATION: I SLAND OF SAI NT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
d s I · ... · t; TUE!Uf. o UYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAL.'< OR SNOW. ·§ ~ THERM. 
"' 1;l 8 ...... $ - ""---_a . ---.; I . ,...;;---: 
D ay and tlnto of ob- o g $ <d • ':;) ~ ,o .ci >. l:l t';.; ~..; <i:> • • .,; CJJ~ ~ 0 'g s S 
servntion. I '¢:;3 o ,.g "g ~~ 0 0 ~.<;:::; -~ '8 g ;::"; P. r>, ~ ~ .::l -~ I § . '§..=: P P I Remarks. 
o § g ~ Q) .o ~ ·;; 13 o .o ~ ~ "'"'~ <d g <d g 1:3 o a s -g 5 s .s~ .§ 
......... Po ::: h 0 ~ 2:! ....... o .... ~0 ::I ~ <1>88 8 ':;) Q 
.§ c;j ~ f<l o "" t::. 1 o ..... <1> <t> f-1 <t> d,..... ..... g ..... 8 .!:I ~'+-< 0 >::1 8 ._. ;.;1 H ~ <tj POl o A p- ~ A p..P. ~p, A ~ .,q ~ <tj A o P=i <tjo ~ l"'l 
- - -------------------------------------- ----
( 123a.m. 29.75 65 42 29.66 42 41 91 N.E. 2 .02 .... 0 0 Cirru s .. 1-4 W ................... . .......... .. j 7 0 a.m. 29. 81 61. 44 29. 73 44 4~ 83 N . E. 7 . 24 . . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N . E. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . 0 :M d Set 2 1023a.m. 29.84 66 47 29.7~ 47 45 84 E . 12 . 72 239 Stratus .. 4-4 ........ ... ......... 10.00a.m.l0.10a.m .. ........... Sprmkle. p:j 00 ay, P · -- · · 2 0 p.m. 29.88 71 48 29. 7i 48 46 H5 N. E . 14 . 98 ... . Stratus .. 4-4 ...... - - .. . - - .. -.--- .. .. ------ .. ---- ..... --- ---- ·--- H 
52:3p.m. 29.85 70 47 29.74 47 45 84 N.E. 15 1.12 .. .. Stratus . . 1-2 Cirrus ._ 1-2 S.E ................................. Haze. t?=_j 
l 9 Op.m. 29.85 73 46 29.74 46 45 92 N.E. 15 1.12 . ... ... ... . .. ..... Cumulus 4-4 . ................... .. .. .. .... 49 41 b::j 
r 1 23 a. ru. 29. 71 67 4ti 29. 67 4e 45 92 N. E. 16 1. 28 ..... __ .. __ . .. .. . . Cirms . _ 4-4 .. ....... ... .. ............ .... ... ... .. 7 Oa.m. 29.66 62 47 29.58 47 46 92 E . 16 1.28 .... Stratus .. 4-4 . ......... .... ...... .......... .......... ... . ... . .... m 
T d . S t 3 j l023a.m. 29. 62 67 48 29. 52 48 47 92 E. 17 1.44 394 Stratus .. 4-4 .......... .... ...... .......... .......... ... .... .... 0 ues ay, ep · ·-- 2 o p.m. 2!1. 56 66 48 29. 47 48 47 92 E. 22 2. 42 .... Stmtus .. 4-4 .. ..... - ......... - .. --- .. --- .... ----- .. · ---- . z 
5 23 p.m. ~9. ~0 ~9 49 29. 40 '19 48 9~ ~- 22 2. 42 . __ . St~atus .. 1-2 Cirrus. _ 1-2 . _. .. . 2.20 p.m. 2.25 p.m. _ .. _ . . . . . . . . Sprmkle. > 
9 Op.m. 29.;:,0 tO 49 29.40 49 48 92 E. 27 3.64 .... Stratus .. 4-4 .............................. ............ .. 49 46 t"" 
r 
1 23 a.m. 29. 44 61 48 29. 34 48 47 92 E. 14 . 98 ... _ Stratus . . 4-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.35 p.m. ~ight . . . . 12.... . . . . 
1 7 0 a.m . 29. 42 64 48 29. 33 48 47 92 E. 9 . 40 .. . Fog_ .... 4-4 _ .............................................. .. .. - 0 
Wedncsdny,Sept. 4. l~23n.m. 29.42 66 49 29.33 49 49 IO? ~- 1~ . 72 357 Fog . .... 4-4 __ ____ ________ ...... _____ _____ .......... .... b::j I ~ Op.m. 29.40 63 49 29.31 49 48 92 E. 1;:, 1.12 ___ _ Fog ..... 4-4 .................................. . ..... ---- b::_j l 5 23 p. ru. 29. 39 66 49 29. 30 49 48 92 S. E. 12 . 72 .... Nimbus _ 4-4 .................... 12.10 p.m. . .. .. .. . .. . 13 0 9 Op.m. 29. 42 68 48 29.32 48 47 92 S.E. 9 .40 .... Fog . .... 4-4 ..................................... . ...... 49 47 t?=_j 
7 0 a.m. 29. 40 60 47 29. 32 47 47 100 E. 11 . 60 .. .. Fog .... _ 4-4 ............ __ .... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. • 
{ 
123n. m . 2!1.41 64 46 29.32 46 43 92 E. 13 . 84 .... Nimbus. 4-4 . ......................................... 03 ~ 
Th rstl::t Se t 5 10 23 a. m. 29. 47 66 48 29. 38 48 48 10;) E. 7 . 24 249 Fog . ___ . 4-4 .. ____ . __ .. ___ ..... _ . ____ . ___ _ . __ ___ . __ . . 04 
u 'y, P · -- 2 0 p.m. 29. 48 63 50 29. 39 50 49 9i! E. 7 . 24 .. __ Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 ......................... ... .. 
5 23 p. m . 29. 5~ G5 49 29. 4-t 49 48 92 N. 6 . 18 . _ _ _ Fog __ ... 4-4 . • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . 6.05 p.m. . 05 
9 Op.m. 29.64 65 47 28.55 47 46 92 N. 5 .12 .... Stratus .. 4-4 ............................................ 51 46 
J ~ ~ :: ~: ~~: ~~ ~~ :~ ~~: ~& !~ :~ ~~ ~: 1~ : ~~ :::: ~i~:~~t: !:! :::::::::: : ::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: :::: Friday Sept 6 10 23 a.m. 29. flO 68 48 2!J. 70 48 41) 85 S. W. 15 1. 12 255 Stratus .. 1-4 Cirrus _ _ 1-4 S. W. . ...... _ ............ .. , 
• · -----~ 2 Op.m. 29. 76 66 47 29. Gfl 47 46 92 S. W . 17 1.44 .... Stratus .. 4-4 .......... ----1------ ....... ..... .. ...... .. 
l 5 23 p.m. 29. 70 63 46 2fl. 61 46 4? 92 S. W. 17 1. 44 . _. _ Stmtus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2
1
S. W. 12.15 p.m. 5.10 p.m .. 08 ...... .. 



















Meteorological record jo1' the jiL'e days ending September 11, 18i2. 








- I!~ res <:> ...... <:l ..... <!) <£ <.) 
0 0 
~ ~ 
UYGROM. ~ WJ;\"1). LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN OR SKOW. g ~ THERM. ---~ . ~;] __ _ 
.o ~ ~ t: g ~,.; ~...: 6 . ..; -P l'f ~{)~ ~ ~ ~ a I s ~ 0 >- •n ~ .,.. := l'l.,_, P.. .t'· Q t=l ~ ·p: I <I) • Q ~ 0 0 
.o :;; :g g g~ ~g. ~·s .._; g .._; g go~ s ~ g <~> .s .§ 
t- o -a .;;:: -c t e :.: -~ ~ -~ s -~ · s .;;:: g~ ~ -g s ~ ~ -~ 
--------l----l--1-l--l--l-l-l-1--1-1--1-l----1--1----'--l--1----l----l-
~ Q A ~ ~ A P..A p.;A A ~ ~ ~ ~ A o ~ ~o ~_J__:l_ 
f 
1 :?3 n.m 
7 0 n.m. 
10 23 n. ru. Saturday, Sopt. 7--- ) 2 0 p.m. 
1 523p.m. 
{
t i 2~R:~: 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 n. m. Suudny, Sept. 8.--- · l:l o p.m. 
5 23 Jl.lli. 
9 0}). JU . 
r J 23 n. m. 
~ 7 0 n.m. 10 23 n. m. Mondny, Sept. 9--- · 1 2 0 p. 111. 
l 5 23p. m . 9 0 p. Ul. j 1 23 a.m. 7 0 n. ru. 10 23 a.m. Tuesdnv Sept. 10 . -- 2 0 P· m. 
J> 5 :?3p. m. 
l !l Op.m. r 123 a. rn. 
J ,6~;::~. 
Wctlues<lay,Sept. 111 2 0 1>- 111. 
5 2:lp.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
29.73 
29. eo 




























66 43 29. 64 ' 43 
60 41 29. 72 4l 
~~ ~} ~~:~~ I :t 
65 39 2!). ss 39 
67 41 29.981 41 
61 3!) 30. 07 :'l9 
GG 42 30. O!l l 42 
63 46 30. 11 -16 
G!.l 46 30. 02, 46 
65 -16 £9. !:'11 -16 
G5 46 2D. 92 46 
62 -16 :29. !ll , -16 
60 46 29. 97 46 
6G 46 30. 03 46 
61 45 30. 121 45 
66 43 30. 18 43 
71 38 30. 25 38 
6G 37 30. 251 37 
61 41 30. 26 41 
62 44 30. 2d 44 
61 46 30. 2-l 46 
63 43 30. 20 43 
68 42 30.17 42 
63 43 30. 07 43 
58 46 29. 88 46 
67 46 29. 77 46 
70 47 29. 481 47 66 47 29. 24 47 
69 47 29. 14 47 
42 91 w. 
39 s2 N. w·. 
39 82 N. W. 
37 61 K. 
37 81 N. 
36 56 N. 
35 63 N. W. 
38 66 N. W. 
4-1 84 \Y. 
45 92 S. Vir. 
45 92 s. w. 
45 92 w. 
45 !l:.l w. 
46 10~ K. w. 
45 92 N.E. 
41 68'. N. E. 
40 75 N. 
36 81 N. 
35 80 N. 
38 73 Calm. 
41 75 1 S. E. 
43 76 S . .E. 
41 83 S. E. 
6 .18 
26 3. 38 
29 4. 20 
27 3. 64 
26 3. 38 
28 3. 92 
17 1. 44 
14 . 9R 
13 . fH 
10 . 50 
11 . GO 
11 • GO 
8 . 32 
10 . 50 
8 . 32 
16 1. 28 
!) • 40 
5 .12 
2 ; 02 
o I . 00 2 . 0:! 
8 . 32 































Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-2 




Stratus . 1-2 















Cumulus 1-4 W ........... ---------- .......... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ...................... __ .. __ .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W. 9.40 a.m ............... __ .... .. 
Cumnlus 4-4 N ........... ---------- .......... .. 
Cumulus 1-2 N ........... 5.20p.m ..... 46 39 
Cumulus 3-4 N. .. ........................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 ................ ---------- .......... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 N. W ..... ____ .. ---- ............... .. 
Cinus .. 4-4 N.W.10 a.m .............. 01 .... __ __ 
::::::::::I::: :I:::::: 1::::::::: :I: ~ii~~:: :1-:-~: 1: ~~.I:~~: 
____ .... __ ....... _ .. 10.15 a. m ..................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E. __ .................. __ .... __ .. .. 
Cumulus 1-2 N. _ ......... 12.15 p.m .. 01 46 43 
Cnmulns 3-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
Cirrus . . 4-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Cirrus . . 4-4 _ ...... _ ........ _........ __ ......... . 
Cirrus .. 4-4 N. 8.10 a.m. .. ................. .. 
Cirrus . . 3-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . __ .. _ .. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 ...... __ ........ __ ...... __ .. .. 46 37 
Cirrus .. 1-2 S. W ... ______ .......... __ .... __ .. __ .. -------- --~------ ----I  011--- -~----
-- --- -- -.. I .. -J -- --J -- -- -- -.. -- -- -- -- .. . 07 -- -- -- .. 
---------. '-- .. ' ---- __ , __ -- .. --- -1---------. I • 771 47 I 41 
Remarks. 
Light snow. 




























M('tcorologicalrecord for the flee clays ending September 16, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ j TUERM. ~ nYGROM. :::i! WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPEl~ CLOUDS. RAIN on SNow. ~ -~ ~ 'l'HERM. ~ --- 8 ___ § .. g __ _ 
Day and t1nte of ob- .g § ~ -d . ~ ~ ..ci ~ ..t:l ~ s:i 2..; ~ ~ t . . . ci ~~ :? 't3 .g S S Sel.,m . l'on ........ "' ~ .-o ""~ --1 ~ cV.., o .... o o . ..._ ~ ~ o._, I 1=1 ..,...., 0 ~ Remarks. ... . 0 ~ ~ ..t:l Q.) ~ ~ 0 - ,'i> ..... -~ Q 0 <D o< p.,!7 ~ ~ :;3 'i> 0 Q.) • ~..... s "' 
Q.) ~ .s 8. ~ .0 ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ :;:; g -d g -d g g g 8 s ~ g s -~ -~ -~ ~ I ~ ~ 8 t:' t;' Q) -~ Q ~ ._. ~. ce~ .S S .S S .::: .:;.;.., ~ ~ S., ~ .,... 
8 I=G ~ l"'l o A p- ~ A P.. P-t'""A ~ --d ~ ~A o r=:~ ~o ~ ~ 
________ , ___ ------ ----- --------------
{ 
1 23 a. m.l 29. 141 64 46 29. 05 46 46 100 S. W. 16 1. 28 Stratus .. 4-4 . ____ . ___ . __ .......... _ ...... _ .. .. .. .. .. . 20 
7 0 n. m 28. 99 61 46 28. 91 46 46 100 W. 21 2. 20 Stratus .. 4-4 ........................... _ ........... .. 
Th d S t 1CJ 10 23 u. m. 28.98 69 47 28.88 47 46 92 W. 19 1. 80 Stratus .. 4-4 ......................................... 13 
urs ay, ep · -· 2 0 p.m. 28.98 72 47 28.87 47 46 92 W. 19 1. 80 Stratns .. 4-4 ...................................... .. 
5 23 p. m. ,29. 02 ?7,46 28. 92 46 4~ 92 N. W. 21 2. 20 412 Stratus .. 4-4 ................ _ ....... _ .. _.. .. .. .. .. .. . 05 47 46 
9 ~p.m. 29. 1~ ~ ~0 46 29.08 4~ 4;:> !)~ N.W. 17 1.44 St~atus .. 4-4 ...................................... .. 
( 1 23 a.m. 29. 2;:> ti4 45 29.16 4;:> 44 92 N. 16 1. 28 Stratus .. 4-4 ............. _ ...... _ .. _.. . 02 
l 7 Oa.m. l29. 36'1 60 44 29.28 44 43 91 N. 17 1.44 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N ................... .. Fr'day Se t 13 10 23 a.m. 29. 41 66 45 29.32 45 43 84 N. 15 1. 12 Stratus .. 4-4 .... _ .. _ .............. _ .... _ .. 9.40 a.m. 1 
' P · .. --1 2 0 p.m. 29. 44 64 45 29. 35 45 42 76 N. 16 1. 28 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .. _ .. _ ...... _ .. _ .. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 48. 63 43 29. 39 43 42 91 N. 19 1. 80 341 Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 N. 5.(10 p.m. .. .. .. .. .. 46 43 ~ Op.m. l 29.57,73 43 29.46 4~ 41 83 N. 19 1.80 Strat.us .. 1-2 Cumnlus 1-4 N ................... .. 
{ 
123a.m.,29.62 64 42 29.53 42 40 82 N. 19 1.80 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. ·-----·-·· ti.lOp.m .. 01 
7 0 a.m. 29. 701 56 42 29. 63 42 40 82 N. 21 2. 20 Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 N. .. ................ .. 
Saturday, Sept.l4.. 10 23 a.m. , ~- 7~ ~· ~~ ~ 4~ 29. 67 42 39 ~~ N. ~~ ~- 4~ 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. ________ .. __ .. ____ __ 
2 Op.m. ND.71 ti- L 29.68 42 40 ti2 N. _;:> 3.12 0 0 Cnmulns 4-4 N . .................. .. 
5 23 p. ru. 20. E4 64 41 29, 75 41 38 73 N. 19 1. 80 466 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 1.00 p.m. 1.4!'> p.m .. 01 43 41 
9 Op.ru. ,' 29.H2 69 40 29,82 40 37 73 X 13 . 84 0 I 0 Cumulus 4-4 N ........... ----------
[ 
123a.m. ::!9.97 63 40 29.88 40 37 73 N. 8 .:3:-l 0 0 Cnmnlns 4-4 N.~----· -----· ----------
7 Oa.m. 1 30.10 65 42 30.01 42 39 74 N. 10 .50 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . .................. .. 
Sunday, Sept. 15 ___ . 10 23 a. m.
1
• 30.12 67 4~ 30.02 46 43 7fi N. 8 . 32 St~atus .. 3-4 ~!rrus .. _ I-4 ~- W. _ ... _ .. ___________ __ l 2 0 p.m. 30. 16 60 41 30. 08 47 44 77 \V. 3 . 04 St1 atus .. 1-2 C1rrus ... 1-2 N. W ............. __ -- .. .. 523p. m. 30.~5 69 43 ~0.15 43 41 83 N. 1 .01 197 ~tratus .. 4-4 --;------- .......... ! 5.10p.m. 5.12p.m. 48 40 
. 9 Op.m 30.33 68 41 30.23 41 40 91 N.E. 1 .01 Stratns .. 3-4 Cm·us ... 1-4 N. W ........... ----------
( 123a.m. 30.37 64 40 30.28 40 39 91 E. 2 .02 Stmtus .. 4-4 __________ ...................................... __ __ 
J 7 Oa.m. 30.42 59 41 30.34 41 40 91 E. 6 .18 .... Stratus .. 4-4 .............. ______ .................... ____ ...... .. Monday,Sept. 16 ___ 1023a.m. 30.50169 4~ ~0.39 45 43 84 E. 9 .40 Stratus .. 3-4 <:<~rrus ... 1-~ N.W. 8.2(la.m. 9.1:-:;a.m .. 03 ...... .. 





















.illtfcorological record for ilw fire clays ending September 21, 1872. 
Sl.'..l.TIO~: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ TllfmM- ~ IIYGl~OM.I:9 Wn\U. LO"I'I"ER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ THERllf. • 
""' ""' a '"'" 2 0 .. -_-- ~ 0 - _--_- ,g 0 0 > (!) 0 0 - bO ..0 ° 1j ~ 0 
Day nnl1 dn_teof ou- 0 § .s ~ ..0 'g s a ;e 0 (!)r- § ::::·-" ... ~ <l) 0 ...; ...; 8.9 T -i:l '-"$ ~ s Remarks. 
SOI"\"llllOU. '¢:;; S .g ~ "!)~ j5 $ -~-~ :p o~ ~0< l>t' § § "O[;a <l> rd §a3 8 S 
o o .s a e 1>, ... :E ~ .s-;:: ~ ~ ~-g ..o- ~ .-::; o g R 8 ss ,g o 8 -~ -~ a 1:.1 ..., ~« ~ k t;:. <l) -~ o .,_, .... c; e~:- .!:! ~ .9 s .::; ~""' o i:l 8 .... ~ ;,;:; E:i ~ ~ f%1 o A r> p:i A I>P- P-tl=ll A ~ -<j 1::::1 -<j A o F'l ~o 1'9 1'9 
--------1--- ------------- --- ---------- --1-----~ 
f 1 23 n.m. :lO.so1 63 •15 30.41 45 44 92 S. 3 . 04 .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 S. W. -----··--· -----··--· ........... . 7 On.m. 30.49
1
59 41i 30.41 46 45 92 S. :3 .04 .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 S. W .................... ... ......... . 
T cs 1 • Sopt 17 10. :!3 a.m. 30. 54 64 50 30. 45 r:J 47 78 S. 4 . 08 . - .. Stratus._ 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 S. W. Night... Night... . 01.. _ ... _. 
u c :l:}' · · ·1 ~ 00 1>- m. 30. 54 61 51 30.46 51 49 85 S. 6 . 18 .. . . Stratus .. 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 S. W. 
l :i23p.m. 30.53 59 47 30.43 47 45 84 S. 6 .18 112 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. W ........... ----- --·- · .... 52 45 !l Op.m. 30.5-!, 63 46 30.•15 46 44 84 S. 8 3·) ---- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. ---------· ------·--· .. ......... . 
r 
123n.m. 30.54 61 •15 30.46 4:5 44 92 S. 3 .0-! ---·Stratus .. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 S. ·---···-- · ------- -- ----- ....... . I 7 0 n. m. 30. 5:.? 61 45 30. 44 45 44 92 S. 3 . 04 . . . . Stratus._ 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 S. . . _. _. _. 
W d 1 s t 18 10 23 n. m. 30. 52, 62 49 30. 43 49 46 78 S. 11 . GO . _ .. Strn.tus .. 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 ·w. Night._. 6.45 a.m. . 02 0 
ncscny, "t'p · 1 2 Op.m. 30.51 64 413 30.4:1 48 44 70 S. 12 .72 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. --------- - ....... ...... . 
5 2:3p.m . 30. 4() 61 44 30. 38 44 42 83 S. 18 1. 62 29::l Hazo.... 0 Cumulus 1-4 B. 49 44 
ll Op.m. 30.4:11 65 43 30.35 43 40 75 S. 24 2.88 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. . ......... ---------· ......... . . . f 1 23 a.m. 30. 341 57 4::l 30.27 43 42 91 S. 21 2. 20 .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cinus .. 1-2 .. _ .. . 7 On.m. 30.30 52 45 30.2-.1 45 44 92 S. 10 .50 .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. )-2 ....... ..... .... ....... .............. . 
Th 1 S t 19 J 10 23 n. m. 30. 35: 65 50 30. 25 50 48 85 S. 9 . 40 .. . . Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 
urscny, 0P · · ·1 2 Op.m. 30.33. 61 50 30.25 50 18 85 S. 6 .18 .... Stratus .. 1-4 .•... .. .. ..... ---------------- --- ----- -· ......... .. . 
l ~ 23 p.m. 30. 32 66 46 30. 22 46 45 92 S. E. 8 . 32 343 Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-4 W. 11.20 a.m. 11.35 a.m .. __ . 5t 43 9 Op.rn. 30.33 71 47 30.22 47 46 92 S.E. 6 .18 .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cinus .. 1-2 S. W ..... ... ....................... . . 
J 
123n.m. 30.28'64 45 30.19 45 4-l 92 S. E. 8 .32 .... Stratus .. l-2 Cirrus .. l-2S.W .. .. ......... ....... .. .......... . 
7 Oa.m. 30.:?0· 58 46 30.13 46 45 92 S. E. 14 .98 .... 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 S. W ..•........ ---·--·-·· ......... .. . 
Fr"d S t "O 1023a.m. 30.17'!64 49 30.08 49 48 92 S. E. 17 1.44 -··-Fog .. ... 4-4 ... ........... ______ ·-----·--- ·--------· .. .. ....... . 1 ny, cp · ~ --- · 2 0 p.m. 30. 11 65 49 30. 02 49 48 92 S. E. 21 2. 20 Fog ..... 4-4 
l 5 23 p.m. :lO. 051 60 '17 29. 97 47 46 92 S. E. 16 1. 28 309 Fog ..... 4-4 5.05 p.m. 5.20 p. rn. 19 45 Sprinkle. !} O}).IU. 30.04 71 48 29.93 48 48 JOO S. E. 21 2.20 Fog ..... 4-4 ( 1 23 n. m. 29. 96' 65 47 29. 87 47 46 92 S. E. 16 l. 2~ Stratus .. 4-4 
J 7 On.m. 29. 85:59 47 29.77 47 46 92 S. E. Hi 1.28 .... Stratus . . 4-4 ....................................... ....... ..... . 
S t ~ S t "l t 102:Jn.m. 29.85, 69 4!) 29.75 49 48 9.2 S. E. 14 .98 .... Stratus .. 4-4 •..•••••.•••.. •• ••. Night ... ---------- .26 ....... . 
n nrc ay, ep · ~ - 2 0 p.m. 29. 84 70 49 £9. 73 49 48 92 S. E . 1:3 . 84 Fog . .... 4-•! 
5 23 p. m. 29. 76 63 47 29. 67 47 46 92 S. E. 14 . 98 407 Fog . . . . . 4-4 . 02 




























































STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
I
. >:1 HYGRO~l. 8 WIND. LOWER CLO UDS UPPEH CLOUDS. RAIN OR SKOW. ·a ~ TilEHi\1. s ..,o 
-.--.- _g · · I>.· <l) · · -eo rd '0~ - .--.-
::9 ::9 1<l) .t· § 1...,;:: ;;~ ~ > ..,; ..,; § r=lj ->:1 ..., <l) ~ ~ 
.8 .8 ~ '"" :g 'g 1 ~ g< ;:._;';:;· rd § rd § ~ -~ s 8 .-g § ~ .§ s 
1>-, ..., ~ C) ..... ... C) ... :;::: g >:1 0 r:l 0 8 8 8 8 "' 0 s :-q ';:1 
.... ~ <l) -~ 0 .., ;... Q;> co..... ..... 8 ;'1 8 ..... ~"" 0 >:1 s ... ~ .;;; ~ P- ~ ~ P..AP-!P<~ ~ ..q ~ -<1 ~ 0 r;<1 ..qo 1"1 1"1 
Remarks. 
-------- l----l--l-1- 1--1 - 1- 1-l--l- 1--l- l----l-l--- _, __ , ____ , ____ ,_ ,_1- -1------
Sunday, Sept. 22.--.1 
l 
1 ~3 a. ru . 
7 On.ru. 
10 2.'3 a.m. 
2 Op.m . 
5 1np.m. 
9 Op.m. 
r 123 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
ll023a. ru. :Monday, Sept. 23 . . - 2 o p.m. 5 23p. m. 9 Op.m 
f 
123 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
l023a.m. 
Tuesday, Sept. 24.- · "l 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p. m. 
9 Qp.m. 
( 123 a..n1. 
I 7 0 a . m. 1023 a.m. 
\',r (ilnesday, ~ept. 23 < 2 0 p.m. 
I 523p. m . 
l 9 Op.ru . r 1 23 a. ill . 
~ 7 0 a.m . 1023a.m. Thursday, Sept. 26 - 2 o p.m. 
1 5 23p.m. 
l 9 Op.m. 
29. 78 64 47 ~9. 69 
29. 80 57 .47 29. 73 
2fl. R4 G6 50 29. 74 
2!l. 82 65 fiO 29. 73 
:JP. 7i 62 46 29. 68 
2!>. 75 72 47 29. 64 
2:1. 70 64 45 29. til 
29. (i] 57 46 29. 54 
29. 53 61 48 29. 43 
29. 49 61 4!) 29. 41 
29. 42 74 45 29. 30 
20. 37 72 44 ::29. 26 
29. 40 66 44 29. :u 
29. 45 60 44 2!>. 37 
29. 51 72 46 29. 40 
29. 52 66 46 29. 43 
'29. 57 71 43 29. 46 
29. 62 71 42 29. 51 
29. 68 66 40 29. 59 
2!). 80 57 40 29. 73 
29. 84 60 40 29. 76 
29. 88 63 41 29. 79 
29.881 61 
29.62 71 
29. 86 64 
29. 821 56 
29.841 70 29. 81 70 
29. 80 68 
29.84 72 
39 ~!!> . 80 
42 29. 5l 
36 29. 77 
35 29. 75 
36 29.73 
37 2!J. 70 
37 29.70 
36 29.73 
47 46 92 
47 46 92 
50 48 !;5 
50 48 85 
46 45 92 
47 -15 84 
45 45 100 
46 45 92 
48 46 85 
49 47 85 
45 44 9::2 
44 43 !)1 
44 43 91 
44 43 91 
46 43 76 
46 44 84 
43 41 83 
42 40 82 
40 38 ~2 
40 37 73 
40 37 7:l 





















N . W. 
xw. 
14 . 98 
17 1.4<1 
15 1. 12 
16 1. 28 
22 2. 42 
21 2. 20 
22 2. 42 
17 1. 44 
14 . !l8 
11 . 60 
4 . 08 
2 . 0::2 
11 . 60 
13 . 84 
13 . 84 
15 1. 12 
15 1. 12 




12 . 72 , __ _ 
13 . 84 
22 2. 42 
15 1.12 
39 36 7::2 N. W110 42 40 82 N. W. 9 
36 35 !JO N. 5 
35 34 89 N. E. 6 
36 34 80 N . E. !J 
37 34 71 N. E. 8 
37 34 71 N. E. 1~ 
36 34 80 N. 14 
. 50 304 
.40 .. .. 
.12 .. .. 
.18 . - - . 
.40 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 





























































Cumulus 3-4 S. I Night... Night ... . -- ....... - . 
C nmu ius 3-4 S. . ......... ---------- .......... .. 
q umulus 1-2 S. ---------- ------- --- . ......... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S. ---------· --------- .......... .. 
Cn mulns 4-4 S. -- ---- ---- -- -------- .... 51 46 
Cumulus 4-4 S. ~ ---------- --------- ........ - - -
C u mulus 4-4 S. 9.35 p.m. Night .. _ . 01 ...... .. 
g~.;;~~~; n !:~: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: :::: 
Cirrus .. 1-4 S.W. 3.10 p.m. 3.14 p.m ..... 48 45 
Cirrus __ 1-2 S.W ............................... .. 
C nmul n s 4-4 W . Night .. _ Night ... _ ..... - ... - . 
Cumulus 1-2 W. ---------- ---- - -- ~ -- ........ . . .. 
g~~t~~lt~s ;:: ~: :::::::::::::::::::: -~~2:::: :::·1 Sqnallsofrain. 
Cu mulus 4-4 N. W. ------- - - 4.50p.m ..... 46 43 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ............................... .. 
8~:~t~: ~:: ~: ~: -~j-~~~::: :::: :: :::: ::: ·. :::: :::: 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W . 0 0 . 08 ..... --. 
Cirrus _ _ 3-4 \V. ___ .. ___ .... _ .. __ ... ___ . ___ .. __ . Showers of bail 
and snow. 
Cirrus .. 4-4 W . --- - ----- ---------- .02 43 38 
8~-~~~1~~ J:! Nw':· :::::::::: :::::::::: ·:oi :::: :::: Lig~~-snow. 
Cumulus 1-2 N.E. ---------- ---------- .......... .. 
____ . .. _ ... ... ... _ .. ----- ... _. ___ ___ . __ .. 06. _ . . _ ... M elted snow. 
Cumulus 1-4 N . E. .......... ______ .... - ---. __ .. __ . 
Cumulus 1-4 N.E. 4.20p.m. ---------- .01 37 35 Do. 






















Mcteorological?·ecol'clfor thcfou1' days ending Septembe-r 30, 1872. 
STATIO:-f : ISL..\.~TJ) OF S 1c.\lNT PAUL, BEIIRING SEA. 
d ~ nyano>r. j~ t 'fllEHU. WlXO. LO\YE R CLOUDS UPrER CLOUDS. 
~ ~ s ~ .a. --- >:! Dn.y nn<l dato of ob- .a· ...:: 'CI~ ~ ~f. l'i EE <!:>~ b . ~ to_ .::.~ C) ] 0) .._, ,.ci ~g. ~ ~ :3·~ ~ sor\·atiou. 0) .a C C,) 0 .!::: ...... ' :3 :>_& I': g o.,... s ~ .a .a ~ 0 ~ ::::> Q) 0 0 Cll ..., 0 • s';: ~:g ...:: 0 .0 -~~~ ~ 1-< ~ t: h ~ Q) 0) ~a 1=1 a ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 A ~ Q)<:J ~,.....; ~ ~ 0 p::{ ;>:::0. P-i~'>< Q <!! A 
-- -
- r-- - - - -- - -- - - --- - ---- - --
F>·idnr, Sopt. 07- - . - { 
1 23 n. m. 29. 8::? 62 3-1 29. 73 34 3:! 79 N. 11 . 60 . ~ - . Stratus_ 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
7 0 n. m. 29. 8-t 55 33 29.77 33 :p 89 N. 1 1 . 60 
-- --
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 10 23 n. m. 29. 88 69 37 ~9. 78 37 35 f O N. 16 1. ~8 
--- -
Stratus_ 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 lS. 2 0 p. m. 29. 87 70 36 29. 7ti 36 35 90 N. 12 . 72 
· ·- · 
0 0 Cumulus 4-<1 N . 5 23 p . m. 29. 86 70 :18 2!). 75 38 35 71 N. 10 . 50 351 0 o. Cumulus 4-4 N. 9 0 p.m. 29. 87 70 37 29.76 :n 34 71 N. 7 . 24 ... . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
. Sntoxdoy, So pt. 28 . . { 
1 2:l !l. Ill. 29. 79 64 •10 2!l. 70 40 38 82 w. 4 • OS 
-··-
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 7 0 a.m. 29. 87 70 37 29. 76 37 34 71 N. 7 . 24 
--- -
0 0 Cumnlus 4-4 W. 10 23 a.m. 29. 74 f.7 44 29. G-l 4•1 41 75 s. 9 . 40 Stratus . 1-4 Cirrus ... 1-2 w. 2 0 p.m. 29. 73 6-1 48 29.64 48 44 70 s. 5 . 12 
· · -· 
Strat us . 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 w . 5 23 p.m. 29. 73 63 43 29.64 43 41 83 E. 1 . 01 148 Stratus . 3-4 Cumnlus 1-4 N . 9 0 p. m. 29. 82 71 39 29.71 39 38 90 N. 10 . 50 
--·· 
Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-2 w. 
r 
1 23 n. ru. 29. 85 65 38 29. 76 38 37 90 N. 11 . 60 
·--· 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . 7 0 n. m. 29. 91 58 39 20. 8-1 39 37 81 N . 6 . 18 0 0 Cumu'.us 1-2 N . 
Sunday, Sept. 29 . .. ~ 10 23 a . m. 29. 96 68 41 29. f!6 41 39 82 N. 10 . 50 · -- - 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N . 
t 
2 0 p.m. 29. 98 64 41 29. R9 41 38 73 N. 13 . 84 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 98 G5 40 29. 89 40 38 82 ~- 9 . 40 240 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
9 0 p. m. 30. 03 74 39 29.91 :S9 ::18 90 N. 6 .18 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
Jllondny, Sopt. 30 ... { 
1 23 a.m. 29. !.)4 65 40 29. 85 40 39 91 s.w. 13 . E4 
----
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s.w. 
7 0 a.m. 29. 81 59 42 29.73 42 41 91 s.w. 16 1. 28 
-- -· 
Stratus. 4-4 
10 23 n. m. 29.77 71 4:3 29.66 43 41 !?3 s.w. 18 l. 62 
·---
Strat.us . 4- '1 
--- ---- -- - ---- ------2 0 p.m. 29. 70 'i2 45 29. 59 45 43 84 w. 21 2. 20 
· ··-
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 
5 23 p. m. 29. 75 71 44 29. 6-1 44 42 !?3 N.W. 19 1. 80 329 Stratus. 4-4 
·- -· ----- · 
.... 
------9 0 p. m., 29. 90 73 40 29. 79 40 39 91 N_. 16 1. 28 
----
0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
l=l • 
RAIN OU Sl'iOW. 'cg ~ 
""l'l 
..c '+-<w 0~ 
-8 +:><!:> 
-d ~;:: a 0 0 0) os a 'CI 
0 Q ~5 0 ~ 
---- - --- - -
-- ·------· ---- ------ -- --
':Night~~~ ---------- . 02 
----------
------ ·--· 
1.35 a.m. . 01 
. :Nigl~t: ~: -------- -· . 02 
----------
-----·-- ·· 
Night.-- . 05 
·-· .. - - -- - ···-------
... . 
7.10 p.m. Night ... . 02 
--- -
10.05 a . m. 10.08 a.m. 
·--- ------ ---- --- --· --- · 
--- --- ---· 9.20 p.m. . 02 
- - -- ·--·- - ----------
. 02 
·-------- · --- -·-·-- -
. 03 
---·-··-- --- -- -- --- ·- - -
TI!ERM. 
_s_l_· 

























Ligl~t squall o 































Meteorological 1'ec&rd for the five days ending Octobm· 5, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ I THERM. ~ HYGROM. oi wnm. LOWER CLOuDs UPPER CLOUDs. RAm OR sNow. -~ ~ THERM. 
Day and date of ob- ~ § ~ -"='-_-"0-.- ~ ~ -.o-.-::3-.- ~,:, ~ ~~ ~~ I~ . .,.; ·1 ::i ~ :.d I ~i S 8 
servation. ..... ..... "' ~ ., 2 ~ ';:1 P .-. ;<;:: -~ ..... 5 .... . » ~>o ~ ~ -~ -~ --:- @ • ~;::: 1=1 1=1 Remarks. ~_.,. 8 c:> :g c:> .o .0 :.3 13 o,.q :;; g' p.,~ ..0 ::l ..0 P ~ g; 8 8 "'=' p., .8 § 
d e j A ~ 1>. ~ ~ ~ 2 >-< ~ ~ :;::1 g p 0 ~ o8 ~ e.e "' ~ 0 8 ~ '1=2 ~ ~ :1 ~ 8 A ~ ~ A > ~ ~ & A.... ~ ~ · ~ ~ A~~ 8 ~ ~ t5 ~ :g 
----------.....,-------------------------- -------------1------
{ 
123a.m. 29.97 65 36 29.88 36 35 90 N. 12 .72 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N ................................. Light rain-
squalls. 
7 Oa.m. 30.00 63 36 29.9136 35 90 N. 9 .40 .... o 0 Cumulus 1-2 N. ......... . .......... .. .... .. 
Tuesday, Oot.1 .... 10 23 a.m. 30.01 66 40 29.91 40 37 73 N. E. 11 . 60 .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N. E. . 01 Do. 
2 Op.m. 30.04 71 41 29.93 41 38 73 N.E. 10 .50.... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.E ....................... ........ .. 
5 23 p. rn. 30. 03 67 39 29. 92 39 36 72 N. E. 12 . 72 296 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E ......................... --~ ... .. 
!J 0 p.m. 30. 02 72 39 29. 92 39 36 72 N. E. 14 . 98 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus 3·4 N. E. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 44 33 Aurora. 
7 0 a.m. 29. 89 57 40 29. 81 40 3rl 82 N. E. 21 2. 20 . . . . 0 l• Cumulus 4-4 N. E. 
10 2.1 a, m. 29. !Jt 68 41 29. 81 41 37 65 N. E. 20 2. 00 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 29.99 68 39 29.89 39 36 72 N. E. 17 1. 44 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E. D'g night .D'g night . 01 ....... . 
Wed d 0 t 2 2 0 p.m. 29.88 68 42 29.78 42 40 82 N. E. 23 2. 64 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E ............................... .. nes ay, 0 • · 5 23 p.m. 29.89 71 40 29.78 40 3d 82 N. E. 20 2. 00 426 Stratus . 3-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 W. 11.20 a.m ............ 01 ........ Misty rain-
t 9 Op.m. 29.90 68 40 29.80 40 39 91 N.E. 19 1.80 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.E ..... ...................... 4~ 38 
7 Oa.m. 29.98 58 38 2!!.91 38 35 71 N.E. 22 2.42 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.E ............................... .. 
Th d 0 t. 3 10 23 a.m. 30.04 67 42 29.94 42 38 66 N. E. 20 2. 00 .... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. E ............................... .. urs ay, 0 --- 2 Op.m. 30.05 67 41 29.95 41 38 73 N.E. 17 1.44 .... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 W ............................... .. 
dashes at in· 
tervala. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 29. 93 65 38 29. 84 38 36 81 N. E. 21 2. 20 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E. . . . . . . . . . . 1.30 a.m. . 00 ....... . 
5 23 p.m. 30. 09 65 39 30. 00 39 36 72 N. E. 14 . 98 429 0 0 Cirrus ... 3-4 W. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. 
9 Op.m 30.15 70 34 30.04 34 32 79 N.E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 0 0 ' 42 37 Aurora at 
[ 





7 Oa.m. 30.13 64 37 30.04 37 35 80 N.E. 7 .24 .... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.E ............................... .. 
Friday,Oot.4 ...... 1023a.m. 30.14 70 42 30.03 42 38 66 E. 8 .32 .... 0 0 Cumulns 1-2 N.E ................... ............. . 
2 0 p . m. 30.09 69 42 29.99 42 39 74 E. 11 . 60 .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 E. .. ........................... .. 
5 23 p.m. 30. 02 63 39 29. 93 39 36 72 S. E. 18 1. 62 193 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. E. .. .......... .. 
9 0 p.m. 29. 97 67 41 29. 87 41 38 73 S. E. 21 · 2. '20 . • • . 0 0 Curuulus 4-4 S. E. . . . . . . . . . . 42 32 
f 
123a.m. 29.88 62 42 29.79 42 39 74 S.E. 31 4.80 .... 0 0 .......... 4-4 .................................... .. 
7 Oa.m. 29.76 55 43 29.69 43 41 83 S.E. 26 3.38 .... Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 S .............................. .. 
Saturda Ot. 5 1023a.m. 29.7.0 70 44 29.65 44 41 75 S.E. 24 2.88 .... Stratus. 3-4 CuTus ... 1-4 S .............................. .. 
y, 
0 
---- 2 Op.rn.l29.67 62144 29.59 44 42 83 S.E.I2813.92 ---·~ . 0 OICumnlus ~ 4-4 S.E.~-----·---- ---------------------5 23 p.m. 29. 61 60 43 2~- 53 43 41 83 S. E. ~5 3. ~2 570 ~tratus . 1·2 Cirrus... 1-2 S. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . 00 .. ; ..... 
• . 9 0 p.m. 29. 58 64 43 29. 49 43 41 83 S. E. ~9 4. :.!0 . . . . Stratus. 4-4 .................... 4.10 p.m. 4.14 p.m.
1





















Day and date of ob-
servation. 
Mrtcorological t·ecord fm· the fire 'days ending bctt>iuw 10, 1872. 
ST.A.1.'ION: ISL.A.l\TD OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
tt - , . ~ . 
t; THERM. ~ I!YGROM. ~ WI.ND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. 'c;j ~ THERM. 
~. . --- 2. ---~ . .::~---
~ e .S 8. ~ 1>, ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~·g -g g -g g ~ s £ ~ ~ g s ·M ·a 
Remarks. ~] 1 ] ] ~ ~ ] ~ i ~· ~ ~~ g ~ ~ It.& ~ ~ If~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ 
·~ Cll ... M 0 ~...- ~ Q) ·- 0 Q) ;.. 0 I c: .- ·- 8 .,... 8 -~ ~'+-< 0 ~ s 1-< ~ ---------1-H--~~~_::_~-~~p. P- ~ P< !~--1:4--~--1:4--~l::__ __ o ____ ~__ ~~~l-----
{ 
123 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 6. · · ·-- 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
I 123a.m. 7 0 a.m. 10 23 a.m. Monday, Oct. 7- · ·- · 2 o p. m. 




10 23 a. 10. 
Tuesday, Oct. 8. · · · 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p. m. 
{ 
~ 2~~~ ~: 
7 Oa.m. 
10 23a. m. Wednesday, Oct. 9- 9 0 p.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
{ 
~ 2~~::: 
7 0 a.m. 

































61 43 29.46 
65 44 29.43 
65 44 29.43 
62 43 29.42 
66 41 29. 42 
67 41 2!). 40 
62 42 29.37 
56 42 29.21 
62 44 29.20 
65 45 29.16 
65 43 29.09 
68 42 28.99 
62 42 28.90 
55 43 28.74 
62 42 28.66 
67 42 28.55 
69 42 28.51 
70 42 28.53 
63 42 28.57 
~7 41 ' 28. 64 
62 41 28.67 
66 42 28. 72 
65 40 28. 78 
76 40 28. 84 
69 39 28. 87 
59 39 28. !:6 
62 40 28.99 
67 43 28.99 
70 41 29.02 
73 39 29.07 
43 41 183 44 42 83 
44 42 83 
43 41 83 
41 40 91 
41 40 91 
4:! 41 91 
42 41 !ll 
44 43 91 
45 44 92 
43 42 91 
42 ·H 91 
42 41 91 
43 41 83 
42 41 91 
42 41 91 
42 41 91 
42 41 91 
42 41 91 
41 40 !Jl 
41 40 91 
42 41 91 
40 38 82 
40 38 82 
39 38 90 
39 37 A1 
40 39 91 
43 42 91 
41 40 91 
39 38 90 
S.E. 32 5.12 
S. E. 2'2 :l. 42 
S. E. 16 1. 28 
S. E. 15 1.12 
E. 4 . 08 
E. 6 .18 
N.E. 9 .40 
N.E. 18 1.62 
N.E. 19 1.80 
N. E. 22 2. 42 
.K. E. 16 1. 28 
N.E. 9 .40 
E. 18 1. 62 
E. 23 2. 64 
E. 29 4. 20 
E. 29 4. 20 
E. 26 3. 38 
E. 27 3. 64 
E. 20 2. 00 
N. E. 9 . 40 
N.E. 12 . 72 
N.E. 18 1.62 
N. E . 17 1. 44 
N. 6 .18 
N. 11 . 60 
N. 12 . 72 
N. W. 12 . 72 
N. W. 9 .40 
w. 9 .40 






SLratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Strat.ns . 4-4 
Nimbus . 4-4 
Nimbus . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus. 4 4 
Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 





·a·i~~~;~: ·i-2· :::::: ::~~::.~~ ~ :::::::::: :::: ::: : :::: 
Cirrus .. 1-2 ...... 7.10 a.m.------ .... 05 .... ----
............... . .......................... . .................... . ..... . ----
-- -- - . - .. - - - - . - -- -- - -- .... - .. . ---- -- - - - . . 13 - - - - -- -
.------------- ------ ---------- · -·-·-. -- --- . 43 41 
............................. --------- - .14 .... ---
................ .... .. ..... ....................... .. ................. ---· ........... . 
·------ --- . --. --·--- -- ----···- ·----· ... . . 04---. - - . . 
cti~~i~~ ·3.4· -:N~:E: ::: ::~:::: ::~~:::::: ·:o3 :::: :::· 
Cumulus 1-2 N. E ......................... 45 41 
----·- . .... ... ------ -----·- -·- -·--·----- .03 .... -- .. 
Cumulus 1-2 E. . ...................... . ... ... .. 
. --- ... --. ---- ------ --- -----·- - --· ·-·· -· . 06- ·-. -- .. 
. - .. - ..... ~ .. - . ..... -.--- .. .... .............. -- ..... -- .................... . 
----·----. ---. ----- · - -·--- ---- ---. ···--- . 05---. ---
-----· .... - -- - ------ -·-··----- ... . ·- -·-- .... 43 42 
·--------- .... ------ ---·-----· ---------- .01 .... .... 
• • • .... • .. 0 • • ........ I • 02, • • • • o • • .. 
Cirrus .. 1-2 W .............................. .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. E. ............................... . 
Cumulus 1-2 N .......... . .............. 43 40 
Cumulus 4-4 N. ---------- ........... 01 .... __ _ 
Cumulus 1-2 N. ---------- ...... ............ .. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . 01 ....... . 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ... . ................ . ....... ... . 
Cumulus 3-4 W . .. ....... . 4.20p.m .. 01 ..... .. 


























Meteorological 1·ecord for the five days ending Octobm· 15, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
Cc a HYGROM.~ 1: THERJIL 0 wnro. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. 8 ~ ~ . ~ --- .c. --- :::1 Day and date of ob- .gg .g -d ~ ~ .c. § t'r-: ~~ t . ,- bD a5~ ~~ ... ~ -~-~~ servation. ......... c:;> .c ~ :g ·;;~ ~ 0< ~~ l'l 0 ... ~ ~~ 2 .c -~ c:;> <) (l) -d g • ~ ~ 0 s C'l c ~ ~ ~ ~ _g'-t ~~ ~8 "" 0 ~ !3 0 8 ... ... l!!l< .... a) ~ ~ E:t ~ ... ~ ~ A p: •....C Q)QJ ;.... co ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ..q fi1 0 ~ A ;>P<p..P<A 
--- ---- - - -------------
Friday, Oct. 1L. ... { 
123 a.m. 29.21 67 39 29. 11 39 38 90 N. 8 . 32 .... Nimbus 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
29.29 61 42 42 91 N . 4 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 7 0 a.m. 29.21 41 . 08 
··-· 
0 
10 23 a.m. 29.34 67 42 29.24 42 41 91 N. 9 . 40 .... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
2 o·p.m. 29.:35 67 41 29.25 41 40 91 N.W. 10 . 50 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W . 
!l23p.m. 29.36 70 40 29.26 40 39 91 N. W. 9 . 40 14!) Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
9 Op.m. 29.37 71 38 29.26 38 :37 90 N.W. 4 . 08 
---· 
Stratus . l-4 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
Saturday, Oct. 12 .. . 1 
12:3 a.m. 2!J.34 65 37 29.25 37 36 90 N.E. 1 . 01 .... SLratus . 1-4 Cirrus . . 3·4 S.E. 
7 0 a.m. 2!1. 29 62 39 29.21 39 31'! 9J S.E. 4 . 08 Stratus_ 4·4 
--------- · 
. .... . ........ 
10 23 a.m. 29.26 li6 41 29.17 41 40 .91 E. 9 . 40 . .. . Nimbus . 4-4 
······ · -- · ·-·· ------2 Op. ru. 29. 21 67 44 29.11 44 42 83 E. 9 . 40 Stra tus . 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-2 S.E. l 5 23p. m. 29.15 73 41 29.04 41 39 82 E. 14 . 98 139 S~ratus . 1-4 Cirrus .. 3-4 S.E. 9 Op.m. 29.05 72 40 '28. 94 40 38 82 N.E. 17 1. 44 --- - 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 E. 
S=day, OoC 13 .•.. { 
123 a.m. 28. 97 64 40 28. 88 40 39 91 N. 32 5.12 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
7 0 a.m. 28.86 56 40 28. 79 40 40 100 N. 36 6. 48 . ... Stratus . 4-4 
----------
. .... ....... 
10 23 a.m. 28.92 65 41 28. 83 41 40 91 N. 35 6.12 ...... Stratus _ 4-4 
........ · - · · 
. ... . ....... 
2 Op.m. 28.96 63 41 28. 88 41 40 91 N. 28 3. 92 ..... a 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
5 23p. m . 29.08 68 40 28.98 40 39 91 N. 29 4. 20 661 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
9 Op.m. 29.18 69 40 29.08 40 39 91 N . 28 3. 92 . . ... Nimbus 4-4 
MQ.nday, Oct. 14 •••• I 
123 a.m. 29.29 6l 36 29. 20 :16 35 90 N. 26 3. 38 . .... Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
7 0 a.m. 29.43 56 34 29. 3G 34 33 89 N.W. 18 1. 62 ...... Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1·2 N.W. 
10 23 a.m. 29.54 71 36 29.43 36 35 90 N.W. 16 1. 28 
···-
Stratus. 1·4 Cumulus 1·2 N.W. 
2 Op.m. 29.59 71 36 29.48 36 34 80 N. 18 1. 62 ..... . Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
l 523p.m. 29.61 68 32 29.51 32 31 89 N. 14 . 98 495 Nimbus. a-4 .............. . ...... ........... 9 Op.m. 29.71 72 30 29.60 30 28 78 N. 4 . 08 ...... Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1·2 N. 
~uooday, Oct. 15 ..• { 123 a.m. 29.74 61 29 :l9. 66 2!J 28 88 N. 12 . 72 ...... Nimbus . 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. 7 Oa.m. 29.80 56 28 29. 7;j 28 27 88 N. 7 . 24 ...... Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-~ N. 10 ~a.m. 29.84 62 31 29.75 31 29 78 N. 14 . 98 ..... 0 0 Cumulus :H N. 2 Op.m. 29.90 66 31 29. 80 31 28 68 N. 20 2. 00 ...... Nimbus . 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
5 23p. m. 29.92 68 28 29.82 28 26 761 N. 15 1.12 284 Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 N. 9 Op.m. 30.00 69 27 29.90 27 26 88 N. 26 3. 38 Nimbus . 4-4 
- --- -
~ . 





c:;> • ~;::: 
!3 "" >::>~ 8 ~ ca s ... 0 ~ 
0 1"'1 <Qo 
--------




. ............ . . ... 
. ............ ........... 
----
......... . . . .. ... ........ . .. .. 
. ............. . .... . ......... 
---· 
. . ........... 
-- · · · ····· 
. .. . 
10.05 a.m. 10.20 a.m. . 01 
. .... ............ ......... .. ..... ...... 
................. . .................... 
···-
. ............ . ................. ...... 
.................. . ............. ...... 
5.4C a.m. . ............. .... . 01 
.. ............... ................ . 
. 02 
.. .............. 
. ............... .18 
................. ................... . ...... 
............... ................ .02 
. ......... ......... .................... .. .... 
.................... . ................. . 01 
.. ................. . .................. . .. .. . 
. ................. ........ .......... .02 
. .................. .......... .. ......... 






8 :::1 -~ -~ 
~ ~ 













. .. . . 
45 37 
. ...... ...... 
.. .... . ...... 
. ..... ..... 
42 40 
.. ..... ...... 
. ..... ...... 
----
.. ...... 
. ...... ......... 
.. ...... . ..... 
40 32 
.. ....... . ..... 
.. ...... ....... 







Fine misty rain • 
Cir. ·Cumulus. 
Sq_ualls of hail 
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Meteorological?·ecord jo1· the fil!e days ending October 20, 1872. 
STATION: ISLA.~m OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
- - l 
0 
I d • t TUERM. ~ fil:GROM. ~ Wl.XD. LO"\\'ER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·a ~ TDERM. ~ --- 2. ___ § .; ~~---
Da.yanddateofob- .gg ~ -d . .-o~ .o .ci .<:lt>, ~ !'..: ~~ 6 ci'~~ ~ 0 al S s Remarks 
aervation. '0 :o Q) ~ as .:':: "0 13 'i3 f: -~ :3 .... ~ p & .,. ;b ~ -;:; -~ -~ I § . ~ .=. s ~'~ ' 
Cl) ~ C) ~ ~ ,0 :: ~ g ~_c: ::; CD 2~ 'Ci g .0 g g 0 ~ S al g s .,... .§ § '-' .s 0. M »> cD "al "' ..-< '" cD ... ·- 0 t:: I' S p s ... S ,;... s "0 S ~ _P ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ;:;: ~ ~ ~ ~ P:; ;s. A~ ~ <1 ~ <1 ~ ~- 8 ~ <1 t=> ~ ~ 
---------1----- --- -- --------------------------- --1-------
{ 
1 23 n. m. 30. 02 63 27 29. 93 27 25 76 N. 15 1. 12 . . . . Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 07 .. . .. . .. Melted snow. 
7 0 a.m. 30.06 62 27 29.97 27 25 76 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. W ................................. S~:J1:::-:.an 
Wednesday, Oot.16. 10 23 n, m. 30. 06 64 32 29. 97 32 30 79 N. W. 11 . 60 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. W ........... 10.05 a.m .. 01 ....... . 
2 0 p.m. 30. 04 71 35 29. !)3 35 34 89 W. 7 . 24 Stratus . 1-4 Cirrus .. 3-4 W. .. ........ 
5, 23 p.m. 29.92 69 :!4 29.8-2 34 33 89 S. 15 1.12 314 Nimbus . 4-4 .. . ....... .. .. .... .. 5.00 p.m. . 01 35 27 
9 0 p. m. 29. 75 68 37 29. 05 37 !36 90 S. 23 2. 64 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 .. _....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. .... . 
{ 
123a.m. 29.51 60 40 29.43 40 39 91 S. W. 17 1.44 .... Stratns. 4-4 ......................................... 26 ...... .. 
7 Oll-.m 29.09 64 42 ~9.00 42 4l 91 S. W. 19 LEO .... Stratus. 4-4 .................................................. .. 
Th da 0 t.l7 1023a.m. 29.06 60 43 ~.91! 43 41 83 W. 18 1.62 .... Stratus. 4-4 ......................................... 16 ...... .. 
nrs y, 0 ... 2 Op.m. 29.~.!0 64 42 29.11 42 4l 9l \V. 3l 4.80 .... Stratus. 4-4 ..................................... .. 
5 23 p. ru 29. :n 71 40 29. 26 40 39 91 \V. 42 8. 82 531 Stratus . 4-4 .. _ .... _.. .. .. .. .. .. . 17 43 34 
l 9 0 p.m. 29.51 'i2 40 29.40 40 39 91 W. 36 6. 48 .... Stratus . 1-2 Cirrns .. 1-2 W. .... .. . ... . ....... 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 29. 57 63 39 2!l. 48 39 as· 90 S. W. 19 1. eo .... Stratus 1-2 Cumulus 1-4 S. W. 6.20 p.m .. 03 .. ' 
7 0 a.m. 29. 66 65 39 29.57 39 37 81 S. W. 18 1. 62 . . . . 0 0 Cnmulus 1-4 S. W. 
Frid 0 i 18 10 23 a.m. 29.64 65 41 29. ~5 41 39 &2 S. W. 12 . 72 .... . 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 W ................................ . ay, 0 • ...... 2 Op.m. 29.62 65 40 \29.o3 40 39 91 S. 13 .84 .... N1mbus. 4-4 .......... ... .. ...... .. 
5 23 p. m. 2!l. 52 70 42 29. 42 42 41 91 S. 13 . 84 403 Stratus . 4-4 .•••••••••• ••..••••• 11.35 a.m. . 13 43 39 
9 0 p. m . 29. 45 67 4~ 29. 35 42 42 100 S. 16 1. 28 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 ....... ....... ... ...... _ ........ __ .. _ ..... _ ........ . 
r 1 23 a.m. ~9. 36 62 41 29. 28 41 40 91 S. 7 . 24 .. .. 8Lratns 4-4 .. .. . . . • .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . • . .. . 21. ..... .. 7 Oa.m. 29.22 62 41 29.14 41 41 100 S. 1 .Ol .... St.ratus . 4-4 .......... .... ..... .......... .. ........ .. .... .. 
S tn d 0 t. 19 [10 23 a.m. 29. 18 67 41 29, 08 41 41 100 N. 8 ' . 32 .. .. Stratus . 4-4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 31 a r o.y, 0 --- 2 0 p.m. 29. t7 63 36 29.09 36 35 90 N. 32 5.12 .... Stratus. 4-4 ............................................ ...... .. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 33 66 31 29.24 31 30 89 N. 41 8. 40 360 Stratus. 4-4 .. . .... .. .. ........ 5.15 p.m .. 06 42 31 Melted snow. 
9 0 p.m. 29. 49 67 29 29. 39 29 27 77 N. 28 3. 92 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 29. 56. 6.1 28 29 .. 48 28. 26 76 N. 24 2. 88 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. Night. . . .. . .. • . . .. . 01.... .. .. Squa.lls of hail 
and snow. 
7 0 a.m. 29. 72 59 27 29. 64 27 25 76 N. 21 2. 20 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Do. 
Sn.nday, Oot. 20..... io 23 a.m. 29. 78 57 \!9 29. 71 29 26 66 N. 19 1. eo .... Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. . 01 Do. 
2 0 p.m. 29. 87 66 29 29. 77 29 27 77 N. W. 19 1. 80 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N. W. .... . . .. .. .... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Do. 
523p.m. 29.90 64 29 29.8129 27 77 N.W. 17 1.44 543 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W ...................... 02 31 27 Do. 



























Meteorological1·ecord for the five days ending Octobe1· 25, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ a HYGROM.~ t THER1I. 8 WINO. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. ~ 
---
al ___ !;l 
,0• ~ .o. • ,.Q. Day and date of ob- ol'l -d '1:1~ .ci ~ t-..: ~~ 6 iib.C~ servation. ~.s <!) -d ~~ ::= <Dt' ·; g ... . ~ ~ .S·~ I o+> ~ ~ "2 !:l :;.·~ ::s. t' l'l l'l <!) ~ 0 <!) ,0 .0 '.3 Q 0..<:< ...,g- ~·g -d ::s -d p <3oS ~ .., ~ e ...,.., ! ! -~~~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q~ ~~ l'l ~ E:t i=i A~ ~ ;• r.:q ~ Q A p..P. A 
. r 
123 a.m. 29.88 62 33 29.79 33 32 89 w. 14 . 98 . .... Nimbus 4-4 . ......... 
·---
....... . 
7 0 a.m. 29.35 66 35 29.75 35 34 89 vv-. 20 2. 00 
· - · 
Nimbus 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 w. 
Monday, October 21 < 10 23 a.m. 29.82 63 35 29.73 35 34 89 W. 21 2. 20 
·-·· 
Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 12 W. 
t 
2 Op.m. 29.77 64 36 29.68 36 :35 90 ~v. 21 2. 20 Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 w. 
523 p.m. 29.73 65 35 29. 6~ 35 32 69 w. 17 1. 44 417 0 0 Cull!ulus 1- 2 w. 
9 Op.m. 29.65 65 36 29.56 36 3:3 70 W. L6 1. 28 . ... . 0 0 Cnmuius 12 w. 
To.,day, Oetobe' 22 { 
123 a.m. 29.55 59 34 29.47 34 :32 79 w. 16 1. 21:' 
--
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 
7 0 a.m. 29.41 54 27 29.35 27 25 76 N. :31 4. 80 
· --· 
0 0 Cumnlus 3-4 N. 
102:3 a.m. 29.43 62 29 29. 35 29 27 77 N. 22 2. -!2 Nimbu:s 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
2 Op. m. 29.42 63 31 2!). 33 31 28 68 N. 31 4. FO 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
5 23p. m. 2!l. 43 6:2 29 29.35 29 27 77 N. 19 1. EO 477 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
9 Op.m. 29.51 69 31 29.41 31 29 78 N. 13 . 84 
· -- · 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. ( 123 a.m. 29.56 59 32 29.48 32 :31 89 N.W. 26 3. 3tj 
·--
Stratus 1-4 C::umulus 3-4 N.W. 
I 7 0 a.m. 29. 65 61 :32 29.57 32 31 89 N.W. 2! 2. 88 . Stratus. J-4 Cum ulus 3-4 N.W. 10 23 a.m. 29.70 61 33 29.62 33 31 eo N.W. 26 3. 38 . .... . Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N.W. 
Wednesday, Oct. 23< 
I 2 Op.m. 29.72 60 33 29.64 :33 32 89 N.W. 24 2. 8~ · ·-· Nimuus 4-4 -------··· ·--· ·-- ---5 23p. m . 29. 77 62 32 29.68 32 31 89 N.W. 28 3. !J2 540 Nimbus 4-4 ........... 
· -- · ----- -l 9 Op.m. 29.87 67 33 29.77 33 32 89 N. 23 2. 6<1 . .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
Tbu,.day, OeU4 .. { 
123 a.m. 29. 90 60 34 29.82 34 32 79 N.W. 18 1. 62 
-- - · Stratus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N.W. 
7 0 a.m. 29.96 6:! 34 29.87 34 32 79 ~.w. 6 .18 Stratus. 3-4 Cil-rns __ 1-4 w. 
10 23 a.m . 30.03 6!) 36 29.93 36 34 eo 0 0 0 .. .. Stra tus . 1-2 Cirrus __ 1-2 w. 
2 Op.m 30.02 62 36 29.93 :36 :35 90 N.W. 1 . 01 0 0 0 0 0 
5 23p. m. 30. u6 68 38 29.96 38 36 til N.W. 4 . OS 300 0 0 0 0 0 
9 Op.m. 30.06 68 39 29.96 39 38 90 w_ 3 . 04 . .... . 0 0 Cirrus __ 4-4 ( 123 a.m. :30.01 59 38 29.93 38 37 90 s. 7 . 24 Stratus . 3-4 CitT\18 1-4 w. 
Friday, Oetob~ 25 . j 7 Oa.m. 29.90 53 38 29.84 :38 :n 90 s. 9 . 40 ..... . Stratus. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 s. 10 23 a.m. 29.90 62 41 29.81 41 39 82 R. 11 . GO ..... Strat.us 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 w. 2 Op.m. 29.86 66 39 29.76 39 38 90 w. 14 . 98 Stra.tus 4-4 ........... . ... 
------5 2~p. m. 29.88 6~ 37 29.79 37 36 !10 w. 7 . 2-t ~~~, 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w . l 9 Op.m. 29.90 66 36 29.80 36 35 90 s.w. 1 . 01 0 0 0 0 0 
-~ ~ RAIN OR SNOW. 
~l'l 
-d ""<f) 0-o 
-~ ~~ 
-d ~ !:l<!) ~ cS 8:.. l'l 
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Motcol'ological record fo1' the fi.,;e days en ding October 30, 1872. 
STATION : ISLAND OF S.U.INT PAUL, BEHRIKG SEA. 
d TUERM. ~ UYGRO:U ._; WIKD. LOWER CJ,OUDS UPPER CLOUDS. i '3 d ::s 
.0· ..: .0· 
.q ·-· 
_..; g_~, Day and dato of ob- ol'l Q) .0 . rg~ ~ ~ g ~~ ~cl ~ ~ C+-4.8 ~ Q) 'd 'a 'a <P-C _..; servnlion. 0+> ~ ,0 Q) <3Q) 
:;..-,.... -~ ~ .8 ! g. .e-~ 0 .0 g ·g~g C) CD ,0 ,0 -~ . c Q «< 0 t ..... .... "0 0 8 ~ .... ""' OS -~ a .;; a -~.§.~ e:; +> 1>1 0 A ~ ~ ;g_~g,~~ ~ <I ~ 0 P:i ~ <I 1:.:1 <1 A 
-----------
-c--,- "--
Satn,day, OoUL. { 
123 a,m. 29. ss 59 35 29. EO 35 34 89 s.w. 4 . OS -··· 0 0 umulus 1-4 :S. W. 
7 0 n, m. 29.88 61 36 29.80 36 34 so s.w. 10 . 50 . ..... 0 0 Cumnlus 1-4 cl.W. 
10 2.1 n. m. 29.89 60 3S 29. SL 38 36 81 s.w. 12 . 72 .... 0 0 
0 I 0 0 2 Op.m. 29. !Jl 63 38 29. &'2 38 36 81 s.w. 11 . 60 ..... 0 0   0 
5 23p.m. 29.91 68 36 29.81 36 34 so w. 2 . 02 187 Stratus. 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 w. 
9 Op.m. 29.95 70 31 29.84 31 30 89 0 0 0 ---· Stratus. 1-4 Cirrus . 1-4 w. 
Sunday, Oot. 21 .... { 
123a..m. 29. 9::! 60 32 29. 8~ 32 31 89 s.w. 1 . 01 . .. St.ratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
7 0 a.m. 29.91 54 33 29.85 33 32 89 s.w. 4 . 08 Nimbus . 4-4 
: ~~~~iJ:i_~: ......... . 10 23 a. m 29.95 68 33 29.85 33 32 89 N. 1 . 01 Nimbus. 44 2 Op.m. 29.92 59 35 29.84 35 34 89 N. 1 . 01 0 0 N. 
5 23p. Pl. 29.92 61 at 29. S4 31 30 89 N. 2 . 02 32 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
9 up.m. 29.98 72 31 29.87 31 30 89 N. 4 :08 ·--- 0 0 0 0 0 
I 123 a.m. 29.90 61 31 29.82 31 30 89 N. 22 2. 42 -- -- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 7 0 a . ru. 29.82 61 31 29.74 31 29 78 N. 8 . 32 ..... 9 0 Cumulus ' 4-4 N. 
Monday, Ool 28 .... j 10 23 a, m. 29.79 62 32 29.70 32 31 8!) N. 16 1. 28 ---- 0 0 Cumuius 4-4 N. 
CumuluJ 4-4 ' N. 2 Op.m. 29.76 60 32 29.68 32 30 79 18 1. 62 ---- 0 0 N. 
5 23 p. ID. 29.77 68 30 29.67 30 27 67 N. 29 4. 20 368 0 0 Cnmulus 4-4 N. 
. l 9 Op.m . 29.75 67 29 29.65 29 27 77 N. 26 3. 38 . .. . 0 0 Cnmulus
1 4-4 N. 
Tn..aay, Ool 29 .. .I 123 a.m. 29.72 57 27 29.65 27 25 
7fj N. 25 3.12 .. ~- 0 0 Uumulns j 4-4 N. 
7 0 a.m. 29.70 49 23 29.65 25 23 74 N. 25 3.12 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
10 23 a.m. 29.72 55 25 29.65 25 23 74 N. 24 2. 88 . .. . Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus~ 3-4 N. 
I 2 Op.m. 29.72 64 25 29.63 25 23 74 N. 25 3.12 .... Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. 5 23 p.m. 29.73 60 24 29.65 24 22 73 N. 25 3.12 600 0 0 Cnmulus 4-4 N. 
l 9 Op.m. 29.76 64 22 20.67 22 20 72 N. 26 3.:38 . .. . Nimbus . 4-4 · c~~~i~~l -4x 
f 
123 u,m. 29.74 56 22 29.67 22 20 72 N. 27 3. 64 . ... 0 0 N. 
7 0 a.m. 29.74 55 24 29.67 24 22 73 N. 23 2. 61 .... Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus! 3-4 N. 
1023a.m. 29.78 62 23 29.69 23 2~ 86 N. 25 3. 12 . .. . Nimbus 4-4 -·--------1·--· 
·.--w.--
w..m .. day,Oct.30.1 2 Op.m. 29.82 62 24 29.7J 24 23 86 N.W. 29 4. 20 . . . . Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 523p.m. 29.85 58 25 29.78 25 23 74 N.W. 27 3. 64
1 
581 Nimbu>. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
9 Op.m. 29.91 69 24 29.81 24 22 73 N.W. 21 2.20 .... 0 Cumulus 4·4 0 N.W 
-
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Day and date of ob· 
servation 
Meteorological ?'eco1djo1' thefite days ending Novembm· 4, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
ell • .;:; 1:1 • 
:: TllERM. ~ HYGRO:ll. ·s WIND. WWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ THERM. 
~ . --- ~ ---ll . . ,....~---
.g g ~ .-d .-d 1$ ~ .ci :9 ~ t- ci ~ ~ ~ cl ~ - ~ ~ o' ~~ ~ ~ ~ a 8 
'<:: ~ s ~ ~ t5 ~ = ::3 I>..... .s: Q 0 ~ ci< t: 1:1 .: -~ ·:;: ~ • .., • Q ~ 8 ::3 ~ 0 ~ ~ .., .0 :; :E g .:; -: rn rn a·z .-d 5 .-d g g 0 0 s "2 g s ..... .§ 
.§ ~ ~ R' ~ t' ~ .., -~ .., ~ ~ ~ ~ .s .!3 8 ;~ 8 -~ .e~ ~ '8 s ... ~ .!3 
8 ~ ~ P=l o A p- P<:l A P> ~P<...., ~ ~ ~ ~A o ~ ~o ~ ~ 
Remarks. 
--------------------------------------------- -----------
( 123a.m. 29.86 59 25 29.71125 2.'3 74 N.W. 16 1.28 .... 0 0. ... .. ..... 4-4 ........................... 03 ........ Squallsofhail 
7 0 a . m. 29.80 49 24 29. 75 24 23 86 N. W. 12 . 72 . .. Nimbus 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 W. . .. .... ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Do. I and snow. 
Thhl'sday, Oct. 31.., 10 23 a.m. 29.80 51 25 ~9. 7~ 25 24 87 N. W. 8 . 32 .... J;l"i~bus 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 W. . .................. .. 00.... . . .. Do. 
2 0 p.m. 29. 66 46 24 ~9. 6~ 24 23 86 N. W. 9 . 40 . . . . Stt atus . 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 60 44 23 2!J. 56 23 22 86 N. 5 . 12 339 Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . 3.35 p.m. . 01 26 23 Do. 
l 9 0 p.m. 29. 52 57 23 ~9. 45 23 22 86 N. E. 1 . 01 . .. . Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. E. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . Do. 
7 0 a.m. 29.14 40 28 29.11 28 27 88 N . E. 25 3.12 . .. . Stratus. 4-4 ....... ... . ... ...... ...... .... .......... .... .... .... Do. 
F 'da No 1 10 23 a.m. 29. Of> 42 30 29. oa 30 29 89 N. E. 24 2. 83 .... St-ratus . 4-4 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Night ....... ...... . 00 ........ Fine snow,lig't. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 29. 35 46 24 29. :n 24 23 86 N . E . 3 . 04 . .. . 0 0 . .. . .. .. .. 4-4 . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . Do. 
n y, v. · · · · · ~ 0 p.m. 29. 02 41 :n 23. 99 31 30 89 N. E. 24 2. 88 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
5 23 p.m. 29.01 51 31 28.96 31 :iO 89 N. E. 27 3. !i4 398 Stratus . 4-4 .............................. Night .... OJ 31 23 Melted snow. 
9 Op.m. 29.01 53 30 28.95 30 29 89 N.E. 28 3.92 .... Stratus. 4-4 ................................................... . 
{ 
t 23 a.m. 29. 06 48 34 29. 01 34 33 89 N. E. 29 4. 20 . . . . 0 0 
7 0 n. m. 29. 17 44 ::12 29. 13 32 30 79 N. E. 26 3. 38 .. . . 0 0 
Saturday Nov C) lO 23 a.m. 29.26 flO 31 29.2 1 31 29 78 N. E. 21 2. 20 . . . . 0 0 
' · .... · 2 0 p. n•. 29. 3G 48 30 29. 31 30 28 78 N. 14 . 98 .. . 0 0 
5 23 p.m. 29. 42 49 28 ~w. :n 28 26 76 N. 13 . 84 572 o o 
l 9 0 p.m. 29. 52 61 28 29. 44 28 26 76 N. 9 . 40 .. .. 0 0 
( 1 23 n. m 29. 57 56 28 29.50 28 26 76 N. 12 . 72 . . . . 0 0 
j 7 0 a. m 29. 67 44 28 29.63 28 26 76 N. 14 . 98 . .. . 0 0 10 23 a. m 29.72 59 27 29.64 27 25 76 N. 11 . 60 . ... Nimbus. 1·4 Sunday, Nov. 3 . ... . 2 Op.m. 2!>. 82 69 25 29. 72 25 23 74 N. 17 1.44 .... 0 0 
5 23 p.m. 29. 88 69 24 29.78 24 22 73 N. 21 2. 20 432 0 0 
l 9 Op.m. 29.91 62 23 29. 82 23 21 73 N. 22 2.42 .... 0 0 
{ 
123a.m. 29.9-l 57 23 2!>.87 23 21 73 N. 22 2.42 .... 0 0 
7 0 a.m. 29. 98 42 25 29. 93 25 23 74 N. 17 1 44 . . . . Stratus . 1-2 
Monday Nov 4 10 23 a. w. 30. 01 62 27 29. 92 27 26 88 N. W. 3 . 04 . • • . Hazo .... __ . . 1 
• • .. • 2 0 p.m. 20. !H 55 27 2!). 84 27 26 88 E. tl . 18 ... . Nimbus . 4-4 
5 23 p.m. 30.01 56 25 29. 94 25 23 7-1 N. 28 3. 92 403 Nimuus. 3-4 
9 0 p.m. 30.10 59 25 30. 02 25 23 74 N. 27 3. ti4 . . . . Stratus . 1-2 
.... -.... 4-4 
N.E. 
N.E. 














N. 9.55 a. m. l ::::::::: J .' oo!::: J:: :ILightsqualls of 
hail and snow. 











Cumulus4-4 N . .......... 3.30p.m .. 0129 24 
Cumulus 3-4 N ..................... .......... .. 
Cumulus~4-4 .... .. 
~fr~~~~~ !:~ ~: ~:~---- ... ---~------ .. --~- .. -~----~~----~Cirro-cumulus. 
....... _ . .... ...... ................... . ............ Heavy snow. 
Cumulus
1
1-4 N. 10.40 a.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 24 27 23 





















c1 TIIElli\f. i ---
..: Day nn<l tlnto of ob- .gs:i .;:; . 
..B 
scn·ntion. r..-...9 ~ 0) '0 c .... ,Q 0) 
C) e ~ ~ e 
I 
8 
<: !:! R' ~ j:q <1 Fl 
-- - -
( 1!!3 a.m. 30. OE! 52 26 
Tu,.duy, Nov. 5 ... { 
7 0 a.m. 30.01 55 29 
IO!!aa.w. 2!>. 98 5u 33 
2 0 p.m. 29.94 59 3u 
5 23}). Ul. 30.00 65 ,, 
9 Op.m. 30.03 62 37 
r 
123 a.m. 30. 0:2 5:2 37 
7 0 8.111. 30. on 54 37 
W odu.,day, Nov. 6. j 10 23 a. Ul. 30. Oll 66 38 2 op.m. ao. 0-1 li3 :Jtl 
5 2:1p.m. 29.99 62 37 
9 Op. m. 29.92 60 37 
( 123 a.m. 29. bO 54 39 
Thursday, Nov. 7 .. J 
7 0 a . ru. 29. ·, 2 46 40 
10 23 a.m. 29. ?(.i 55 40 
2 Op.m. 29. j!) 49 40 
l 5 23 p.m. 29.77 45 38 9 Op.m. 2!>. 8 4!J 38 
Fdduy, No~- 8 ..•.• { 1 23 a. IU. 29. 83 49 38 7 0 a.m. 29.9:3 49 38 1023a.m. 29.96 56 39 2 Op.m. 29.91 49 39 
5 23p.tu. 29.92 48 39 
9 Op.m. 30.0:3 61 38 
. r 
1 23 n. m. 2!). 99 54 38 
7 0 a..m. 29.96 46 3i3 
1023a.m. 29. !J8 61 •JO 
Sat.,.ay, Nov. 9 ···1 2 Op.m. 29.93 GO 41 5 23ll- m. 29.92 5:3 40 
9 0 p.m. 29.92 64 39 
.Meteorological recorcljo1· the fire days ending November 9, 1872 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
8 IIYGRO)I. ~ Wl~U. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. HAIX OR SNOW. ~~ TilERM. 9 8 ]_ ~;::; 
.=> •• 
..,; ":+-o:r. 
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- -- - ---- - ----- ------
----
-
30.02 26 25 87 N .E. 7 • 24 
-·-· 
Stratus .. 3-4 0 0 0 ---------- 6.15 p.m. . 01 ---- .... Melted snow. 29. !J4 29 28 88 S.E. 13 . 84 .... Stratus .. 4-4 
--- · ------ ---------· ·- --
.... Light snow • 2!). !)1 33 32 89 S.E. 14 . 98 Stratus .. 4-4 5. OOa. m . • 03 
29.86 36 35 !lO s.w. 4 . 08 Stratus .. 4-4 
·----·---· ---· ------
Light rain. 
2!l. 91 37 36 90 w. 12 . 72 323 Stratus .. 4-4 
----------
2.20 p. ill. . 02 37 25 Melted snow. 
29.94 37 36 90 s. 28 3. 92 
---· 
Stratus .. 4-4 
·--------· ---· ·----· 
..... . ........ 
----------
. ..... ... . 
-··· 29.96 :n 36 90 s. 9 . 40 ... Stratus . . 4-4 
--------- · · ·- · ---··· 
. ........... . ............ ..... . . ..... ..... . 
:30. co 37 36 !JO s. 1:! . 84 .. . Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 s. w. . ........... .............. ....... 
---- ---· 29. !)!) :i8 37 90 s '.3 . 84 ..... Stratus .. 1-2 Uirrus .. 1-2 s. w. . ............... .............. . ..... . .... . ... 
29. 9:. 38 37 90 s. . 20 2. 00 ..... Kiml>us . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 s. . ............... 
---------· 
...... ...... ...... Light dashes 
of rain. 29.90 37 36 90 s. 23 2. 64 285 Stratus .. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 s. 1.50 p.m. 5.10 p.m . . 01 38 37 
29. 84 37 36 90 s. 28 3. 92 . ..... Stratus .. 4-4 
29.74 39 38 !)0 s. 31 4. 80 ...... Stratus .. 4-4 Night .. . . ................ . 02 
· ··- ----29. 6t: 40 39 91 s. 25 :3.12 S~ratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 s. 
29. 6!! 40 39 91 s. 25 3.12 .... . Stmtus .. 4-4 . ...... ..... .... . 
---· 
........ .............. Night .•. . 01 . ... . 
-··· 2!>. 74 40 39 91 s. 23 2. 64 ... Stmtus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 s. 
---------· 
..... ...... ..... ..... 
29. 7'2 38 37 90 s. 21 2. 20 687 Stmtus .. 1-4 Cirrus .. 3-4 s. 40 37 29.75 38 37 90 s. 20 2. 00 ... .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-2 s. . ............. . 
--------- · ---- ---· ----29. !:0 38 37 90 s. 25 3.12 ...... Stratus .. 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 . ......... 
2\l. 88 38 37 90 s. 27 3. 64 .. ... Stratus .. 1-4 0 0 0 . ............ ................ 
---· ---· 
..... . ~9. F.!J 39 38 90. s. 29 3. 92 
---· 
Stt·atus .. l-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 s .. 
29.86 39 38 90 s. 3>! 5.12 ..... &tratus .. 4-4 . .............. . .... . 
··----29.87 39 313 9;) s. 33 5. 42 658 Stmtus .. 4-4 .... ..... ......... ..... . ........... l2.20p.m. 7.30 p. m .. 03 39 38 Ligltt rain. 29.95 3d 37 90 s. 31 4. t O Stratus .. 4-4 
29.93 38 37 90 s. 26 3. 38 ..... Stratus .. 3-4 0 0 0 
--·-······ ----------
...... ..... 
----2!>. 92 38 :37 90 s. 22 2. 42 . ..... Stratus .. 3-4 0 0 0 . .............. ...... .......... . .. ... ..... ..... ,. 29.90 40 38 82 s. 21 2. 20 ... Stratus .. 4-4 .. .. .............. . ..... ......... ................ .................. ...... ... .. . 
29.85 41 40 91 s. 23 2. 64 .... Stratus .. 4-4 ................. ... 
























































STATION: ISLA.ND OF SA.INT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
HYGROM. S WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. ltAIN OR SNOW. ·~ !i THERM. 
8 ~c 
---::S . '+-<1;.-.--
;:i ;:i ~ t> g ~;: ? ~ ~ . ~ ..; § ~.()~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ] -~ ·~ :;3 t; ~ ; ~ ~- . § . § ? -~ I <1) rod § ~ 8 S 
,.Q ..., ::; ~ 0 ~ rJ:J w ..0 Q 'd 0 'd 0 ~ c ~ ~ Q;t 0 s •:j ·~ 
1>. Q;t ~ • ~ .... 0 ... -~ c "" s "" 8 ... s .... ~ 'd s .... <=l 
Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ 8 ~ <t1 ~ i1 ;§ 




10 23a m . Sunday, Nov.10.... 2 Op. ill. 
5 23p. ill. 
9 Op.ill . 
r 
12:3 a. ill. 
7 Oa.m 
Monday Nov. 11. .. < 10 23 a. ill . 
' t 2 Op.ill 52:3p. ill 




10 23 a. ill . 
Tuesday, Nov.12 ... 1 2 Op. ill . 
5 23 p . ill 
9 Op. ill . 
( 123a..m 
1 7 Oa.m 
W ednesda.y, Nov. 13 ~ 10 ~3 a. m 
I 2 Op.m 52:3p.m l 9 Op. m . 
f 
1 23 a . ill 
7 0 a. m 
10 23a. m. 
Thursday, Nov.14. ·1 2 Op. m 
523p.m 
9 Op.ill . 
29. 88 54 38 
29. 85 117 36 
29.87 60 :36 
29.85 64 37 
29. Su 67 36 
29.72 57 3H 
29. til 5:.1 3d 
29. 5;'> 52 39 
29.82 38 37 
29. 80 36 35 
29.79 36 33 
20.76 :n 37 
29. 70 36 36 
29. 65 38 37 
29.55 38 37 









S. E. 17 
S. E. 13 
S. E. 10 
S. E. 7 
1:5. E. 15 
S. E. 24 
s. 41 
s. w. 38 
29. 6:! 56 39 29. 5.) 39 38 90 s. w. 27 
29.10 57 39 29. G3 39 :n 8 i ::;. w. 23 
29. 7i ti l 38 29. fi9 3S :36 81 S . W. 24 
29. 91 53 :n 29. s.> 37 a5 80 s. w. :u 
29. 98 49 :n 29. !:3 33 32 89 s . w . 6 
30.11 43 3-! 30. Oi 34 33 89 S. W. 4 
30. Ul 69 36 30. G9 36 35 90 S. 5 
30. 2 1 67 37 30. 11 37 35 so s. w. 10 
30. 23 (H) 3.) 30. 13 :=!5 34 89 s. w. 1 
30. 27 69 :35 30. 16 35 3:3 79 0 0 
:JO. 2S 56 32 30. 21 32 31 89 0 0 
30. 22 49 30 30. 23 30 29 8J 0 0 
30. 28 6~ 34 30. 1& 34 I ~2 79 
30. 2~ 53 35 :iO. 1;, 35 3:3 79 
3J. 15 GL 3-! 30. Oi 34 33 SD 
29. 99 58 33 29. 9~ 35 34 89 
29. 8:2 52 37 29. 7(i 37 3i.i 90 
29. 66 45 39 29. 6i 3D :3d 90 
29. 6li 59 39 29. :iS 39 38 90 
29. 60 57 39 29. 53 3\.1 38 90 




E . 32 
S. E. 40 
S. E. 36 
S. E ::15· 
t\. E . 33 















St-ratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Fog ..... 4-4 
Stratus . 3-4 
Stra.tus . 4-4 
Stl'atus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Nimbus . 1-2 
Hazy ..... .. 
Hazy ... . .. . 
Hazy ... ... . 
H azy ... . . .. 
Hazy .. . . .. . 




























Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
... , Stl'atns . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
29.481 60 38 I 29. 401 38 I 37 I 90 I S. E. I 61 118. 60 Stratus .I 4-4 
........ .. •........ .. , . 031 .... I .••. I Light rain. 
Cirrus .. I 1-2 s. . ......... .. .. . ........ 11 ........ .. 
Cirrus .. 11-41 S. l .......... l11.40a.m.l .OJI 40 I 36 
Uirrus .. 1-2 
Uirrus . . 4-4 
Cirrus .. 4-4 









o I o Cuillnlns 1-2 
Cumulus 4-4 
S. Night ... ll. 05a. m .. Ot3 . .. . ... . 
s. . ......... ······ ···· .... .... ·-·· 
s. . ........ .. ........ ..... 39 36 
s. . ........ . ·········· .. ... .... . 
S. 'iV ............ . ........ .. ...... .. . 
S. \V • ....... ...... ........ .. .. ....... 
~- W. D'gnight D'g night . 01 ... .... . 
0 ................. .. . . . . ........ . 
0 .••.............. > • •• •• • 38 32 
0 .......... . ......... ... . . ..... . 
0 ....... .... ......... . ... .. ..... . 
0 .................... . .. .. ...... . 
0 
E . 




M elted hail. 
D a.ily velocity 
t aken hence-
forth at 7 a.m. 
.......... .. ........... 9.20p.m.l ...... . ... l .011 . ... 1 .... 1 Light rain. 
.o:J .. ... .... . 





















































Meteo1·ol9gica.l 9'CCOJ'd for five clays en cling NovHnber 19, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEa. 
flYGUOM. :g WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAlN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ I THEIDf. 
p hp 
d 0 ~ ~ :3 ·~ g ;; ~ ;, ~. ~ ~ .~ .~ I a3 • ~ ~ = ~ Remarks. 
t>, ~ ~ e ~: ~ : :S· g -g o -g g ~ 8 e a "" ::? 8 ·~ ·s 
~~;.:, ci .;:;·;.; ~..,; 6 _J . . cfbll~ :.d ~~ -8--.-
.o .o ·n o o ~ ., 0' ·-~ • o . o ~ 1; 8 8 'g . o o 18 8 
A 1$ ~ i=i ; 8. ~ & A.... ~ ~ ~ <l § ~.... 8 ~ !l ~ ~ ~ 
-------1 1--1-1-1--1--------- ----------------- ------
f 
123 a.m. 
7 0 am. 
Friday, Nov. 15 .... 
1
10 23 a. ru. 
2 Op.m. 
5 23p. m. 
9 Op.m. 
f l23n,. m. 7 0 a.m. Saturday, Nov.l6 .. 1 ~ 23 a.m. I "' Op.m. 
l 5 23 p.m. 9 0 p.m. 
r l 23 a.m. 7 0 a.m. 
S d N 17 J 10 23 a.m. un ay, ov. . ... 1 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
( 1 23 a.m. 
1 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
Monday, Nov. 18 . . . 2 0 p.m. 
I 5 23p. JU. 9 0 p.m. 
l 
f 
1 23 n. m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 n. 111. 
Tuesday, Nov. 19 ... < 2 0 1>· m 
l 5 23p.lll. 9 OJ>.m. 
29. 341 57 I 34 I 29. 271 34 I 33 I 89 I S. W. l 16 1. 28 
29. 26 51 1 33 
29.30 70 :14 
29.23 69 35 
29. 2:? 68 32 
29. 16 65 32 
29. 14 58 31 
29. 12 46 34 
29.19 66 35 
29.20 60 37 
29.26 65 35 
29. 41 ()6 35 
29.51 62 33 
29.71 53 32 
29.78 70 34 
29. 8:! 7:2 33 
29. 6-2 72 :32 
29. eo ~~ 28 
29. 61 5i 27 
29. 40 47 32 
29. 31 64 33 
29. 11 61 34 
2~. 93 59 3~ 
28.75 59 35 
29.21 33 1 32 
29.20 34 34 
29. 15 3;; 34 
29.12 32 31 
29. 07 32 31 
29. 07 31 30 
29.08 34 33 
29. 10 35 34 
29. 12 37 36 
29. 17 35 34 
29. 3::i 35 34 
29.43 33 32 
29.65 32 32 
29. E7 34 32 
29. 72 33 29 
29.71 32 29 
2£1.69 28 26 
29. 54 27 25 
29.36 32 31 
29. 2:! 33 32 
29. O:i 34 32 
28. 86 34 32 
28.68 35 34 
89 0 0 0 
100 s.w. 9 . 40 
a9 s. 8 . 32 
89 s.w. 11 . 60 
89 . s.w. 9 .40 
89 s.w. 19 1. 80 
89 s. 21 2. 20 
89 s. 27 3. 64 
90 S. 25 3.12 
89 s. w. :~o 4. so 
89 N.W. 26 3. 18 
89 N.W. 8 .32 
100 N.W. 22 2.42 
~ N.W. 14 .98 
GO N. W. 12 . 72 
69 N.W. 3 .04 
76 0 0 0 
76 0 0 0 
139 S. E. 35 6. 12 891 S. E.l36 6. 48 79 s. E. 38 7. 22 
7!J S. E. 42 8. 82 89 S. E. 64 2~. 51 
28. 70 60 35 28. 6~ 35 34 89 S. E. 24 2. 88 
~8. i6 45 35 28. 7:2 35 34 89 s. w. 9 . 40 
2d. 84 58 37 28. 77 37 36 90 s. w. 16 1. 28 
28.89 67 37 28.79 37 36 90 s.w. 17 1. 44 
28. 91 65 34 28.82 34 33 89 s.w. 26 3. 38 
28. 98 60 34 28.90 34. 33 89 s.w. 29 4. 20 
Nimbus . I 4-4 
635 Stratus 
.. .. 1\irubus. 
.... Stratus .. 
. ... 0 
. .. . 0 
. . .. 0 
324 Stratus . 
. .. . Nimbus. 
. . . . 0 
. .. . 0 
Nimbus. 
. . . . 0 
451 Stratus 
. ... Stratus 
. • . 0 
. .. . 0 
. ... . 0 
. ... 0 
295 0 
.. . . 0 




































































. 211 .... 1. ... I Rain changing 
to snow. 
~~;. lYY 7mr T HE 
s. . ... .... .. ···· ····· · ... ........ . 
S. 4.00 a.m. . . . . . .. . . . 04 ...... .. 
s ............................... .. 
S.W ... c. ...... 8.00 p.m .. 01 37 31 
N.W. 8.00p.m ................ ... .. .. 
0 .... ............ .............. .. 
N. \V ..................... ... .. ...... . 
W. Night .. . 6.50 a.m .. 02 ... . . . .. 
0 ............................... . 
Melted snow. 
N.:r.l:::: ::::: ·~::::::: ::. :::: .~~ .. ~~. 
0 .............................. .. 
S.E ......... .. ..................... . 
S.E . ......... ...................... . 
S.E .......... ... ....... .. .......... . 
...... ····1····1······1····· .. ·· , .......... , .... ,34126 
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 9.20 p.m . ....... ... ............ 1 Furious rain 
with gale. 
. ... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 S.W .......... . N1ght .... 02 ...... .. · so91 ·st~~t~~- :l·i.4·~·c;;~;u"1~8 I i:~ ~-s\v:l::::::::: :I:::.::.:::: :1.-. ~~~::::I::: ~ 
.... Stratus . l -4 Curuulus 1·4 S.W. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
. • .. 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 S.vV. 3.30 p.m. 4.40 p. ru .. 01 37 33 I Occasional hail 



















































ST..l.TION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
RYGRO.llf. ~ I WIND. r.OWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ THERM. 
s ~g 
---.-_g . . !>-, • Q • • -b.() ..c ~~ -Cl-.--. ~ ~ <l)~ § ~-~ ~~ ~ . .p ~ § Ql -~ ~~ s 8 
~ ..., E ~ ~: ~ : ~.-c: 'g g 'g o e 8 e ~ ~ o e ·;:; ·s 
Remarks . :::: E -~ ·..-< I :;;: '8 ~ ;;; & p t: . ~ . § -~ -~ E Q ..c ~ ~ s § 
. . . . ~ A. ~ ~ i§ ; 8. ~ ~ R .s ~ ~ ~ ~ A~._. 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
------1 1--1-1-1--1- - ------ - --------- --------
«S 
P=l ~ ~ f'i1 0 
{ 
123 a.m. 
7 0 n.m. 
Wednesday Nov 20 10 23 3 · m. 




7 0 a.m. 
Thursday Nov 21 10 23 a.m. 
' · .. 2 Op. m . 
5 23 p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
( 123 a.m. 
I 7 Oa.m 10 23 a.m. 
Friday, Nov. 22 .••. < 
l 2 Op.m. 5 23p. m . 9 0 p. ID. 
r 
123 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
Saturday, Nov. 23 .. < 10 23 a.m. 
t 
2 0 p.m. 
5 2;3 p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
{ 
123 a. 111. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. Sunday, Nov. 24.... 2 0 p.m. 















































34 33 89 ·s. w. 33 
34 33 t-9 ·s. w. 14 
:~3 33 100 I w. 61 36 32 Ill w. 28 
34 32 79 w. 27 
35 3:~ 79 s. 16 
:n 36 90 s. 41 
40 39 91 s. 36 
40 39 91 S. :H 
40 39 91 s. 25 
39 38 90 S. 22 
38 37 90 s. 18 
37 37 100 s. 13 
37 35 80 s. 34 
38 36 81 s. w. 38 
5
: ~~ · sosl ~i~~~~~ : ~:! 
li;. 60 Nimbus tl-4 
3. 9'2 Stratns . 1-4 
3. 64 Stratus . 1-4 
1. 28 Stratus 3-4 
8. 40 . . . Nimbus . 4-4 
6. 48 673 Stratus . 4-4 





Cirrus .. 3-4 W . . .............................. . 
Cumulus ~ 1-2 
C~mulus 1-4 
C1rrus .. 1-4 
. - ........•.... ......• . 04 .. -- .... . . 
W. .. . .. .. . .. 5.20 p.m. . 02 37 32 
s. ·········· · ········ · ......... . 
..... .... ... ........ 10.45p.m ........... . 14 ...... .. Rain. 
4 80 Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-2 S. . .. _ .... _. 9.50 a.m. . 17 . __ .... . 
3. 12 Haz,y .. . .. .. Cumulus 1-2 S. ..• ............................ .. 
w.1 .................... ~----~----~ · - ·· 
........ J .. J... .. .J.. . .... . ... I Fin• min. 
ij~ ~Hts:: :~_~: . ~_l~~~-:. :: .~:~ ... ~: .. ii :iri ~ :~~ :~ii~i _: ~: :.: ~~ : ~~: : ~~: 
5. 78 540 Hazy . .. .. . . 0 0 0 ............ _ .......... . ...... . 
7. 22 . _ . . Hazy . .. .. .. 0 0 0 8.40 a. m. 8.55 a. m. . 02 ... . .... I Melted snow 
29.891 62 
29. 931 69 
29. ~3 . 67 
29. 5il 58 
38129.801 38 1 36181 I S. 1 27 1 3.64 1 . .. 1 Hazy·-· ~- --- ~ Cirrus .. ~ 3-4 1 S. W., ...................... .. 37 29. 83 37 36 90 S. 15 1. 12 . .. Hazy ....... Cirrus .. 4-4 S. W ..... _ ................... 39 34 
37 2f). 73 37 36 !JO E. 20 2. 00 . . . Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-2 S. E. . . . . . . . . . . ............ .. ...... . 
39 2fl. 50 39 38 90 s. E. 44 9. 68 ............................ 4-4 ...... 10.30 p.m ............ 081 ... ·I· . "I Maximum ve-
or hail. 
29.21 48 39 
29.23 60 38 




29. 23, 61 37 
:29. 27 54 37 
29.26 59 35 
29.25 66 35 
29. 11 63 35 
29. Od 67 34 














~ M 00 
~ ~ 00 
n ~ oo 
~ ~ 00 
TI ~ 00 
~ M ~ :~5 35 1100 ~ M ~ 
M M ~ 




s. :K 33 




















Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
llazy ...... . 
Hazy . ..... . 
Hazy . . 
0 0 
Stratus . 4-4 
Fog . . "·. 4-4 
Stratus. 4 4 
St.ratns . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-4 
locity, 74. 
····--··· ·• ·-- ·•·- --··• ·- ----··-· .. ............. .. ..... Rain. Cirr~1s _ .11021 s.0E.I:::::::: ::~~~:~~~:-~:~.--~1~::: l::: 
Cumulus 1-2 S. E. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . 39 
8~~~}~: t! ~:~: :::::::::: :::::::::: ·::·: ::::1:::. Aurora. 
37 
Rain. 
Cirrus .. l1·21 N. 14.20p.m., .......... ,.03J37J34 




















MeiC'orological1·ecord for the five days endi?l[} .~.\~oL·ember 29, 1872. 
STATIQ1r: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRIKG SEA. 
~ e Hl"GUOlll.:;::; I TUEfu\!. WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPElt CLOUDS. ~ 8 e I 1-- $ . ---
Day aud <late of ob- .:> · ... rg~ .ci .ci ~-;i -~ ?>.· ~~ ~~~ 2L~T Os:l .E -g .,; ...,: ~-3 "i3 "i3 -~ E ~ sorvation. C) .g ~ ~<l) QC p 
·g § ~ ~ .:> p 0 a:: cr ;:: g ::::> Cl) 0 ..., ~ c..Q t:nUJ ~-Q -d .,; 0 o:s ~ i:: e 8 ~ t:' Cl) "3 - ... ~a ·ca ~ ;::1 E ;::1 ~ i-i!:IC,::: 8 Cl! \>'1 0 p: A :..c.. ~ ~ A~ I=Q ~ C) A ~ I>~ p..;:o. Q <1 <1 
-
---
Mondoy, Nov. 25 ... f 
123 a.m. 29. 0:!1 61 35 28.94 35 35 100 .N. w. 11 . 60 .... Stratus . 1·4 Cirrus .. 1-2 N.W. 7 0 n. 111. 20.07 53 35 20. Cl 35 33 100 N.W. 13 . 84 272 Stratus . H 
·- --- ---- N.'w. 10 23 n. m. 29.08 66 36 28.99 36 33 uo N.W. 12 . 72 . .. . Fog .... 3·4 Cirrus .. 1-4 2 ll p.m. 29.08 7~ 36 28. !)j 36 36 100 ~.w. 16 1. 28 Stratus . 4·4 5::!3p.m. :.!9. Oi 68 :~5 28. 97 35 35 100 ~.w. 28 3. 92 
---· ~tratus . 1·2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N.W. l 9 0 l)· Ill. 29. 11 71 33 2!l. 00 33 :n 1(10 ~. ''· 23 2. 64 ·· - - Nilllbns . 4-4 · ··---·--· ... 
Tn.,day, Nov. 26 . .. { 
1 23 a . m. 29.24 60 34 20. lG :{4 33 89 N.W. 14 . 98 0 0 CumuluA 3-4 N.W. 7 0 a.m. 29.40 51 35 2!). 3~ 35 35 lOO N.W. 12 . 72 377 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 10 23 a.m. 29. 48 68 ·n 29.38 37 36 !JO N.W. 14 • !J8 
-- -· 
Nimbus. }.2 Cumulus 1·4 N.W. 2 Op.m. 29. 5.'> iO 35 29. 4ti 35 34 89 N.W. 20 2. 00 .... Stratus . 1-4 Cnmulus V:.! N.W. 5 23p. m. 29. 6.) 66 34 29. 51i :N 33 89 N.W. 29 4. 20 Stratus . 1·4 Cumulus 1-2 N.W. 9 Op.m. 29. i5 68 33 29.65 33 32 89 .N. w. 26 3. 38 0 0 Cumulus 1·2 N.W. 
Wodn,.day,Nov. 27 { 
12:i u.m. 2!1. 74 5H 32 £9. GG 32 31 flO N.W. 11 . 60 
·-· 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N .W. 7 0 n.m. 29.12 50 32 29. 6i 32 3 1 89 0 0 0 380 Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 3·4 0 1023n.m. 29.7:2 68 33 29.62 3:3 32 89 S.E. 4 . 08 St.ratus. }.'~ Cirrus .. 1-2 s.w. ~ 00p.m. 2!l. 59 70 34 2!). 49 34 33 89 S.E. 14 . 98 ---· Stratus. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 s.w. ;> -3p.m. 20.40 63 34 29.:H :34 33 t!9 S.E. 38 7. 22 
---· 
Nimbus. 4-4 
---------· ---- --- ---9 Op.lll. 29. 13 67 35 29.03 35 34 R9 S.E. 46 10.58 Nimbus. 4-4 
f 
123 a.m. 28. !JO 68 35 28.82 35 34 89 S. E. 62 19.11 .. .. Stratus. 4-4 
---- ---- -- --- - -- -- --1 0 a.m. 28.86 54 :34 28.80 34 32 79 s.w. 36 6. 48 587 Hnzy ... 
·--· 
Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 10 23 a .m. 28.90 59 33 38. 83 33 31 80 s.w. 35 6.12 . ... . Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. 
Thn,.day, Nov. 28 ·t 2 Op.m. 28.87 59 33 28.l?O 33 31 80 s.w. 34 5. 78 .... Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus 1·2 s.w . 5 23p. ill . 28. fl6 63 :33 28.78 3:~ 31 80 H. 1\7 . 38 7. 22 .... Nimbus. 1·4 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. U Op. m. ~8. 85 61 33 28.77 33 31 80 s.w. 33 5. 44 
-- -· 
Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 1·4 s.w. 
F>idoy, Nov. 29 .•. ·l 
123 a.m. 28.86 58 30 28.79 30 28 78 s.w. 18 1. 62 Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 7 0 a.m . 2il. 86 58 30 28.791 30 28 78 s. 4 . 08 590 Stratus . 1·4 Cumulus 1·4 s. 10 23 0. 111 . 28.93 69 30 28.83 30 29 89 S.E. 6 . 18 ... . Hazy ... 
---· 
Cirrus .. 1·2 S.E . 2 Op.m. 28.95 
::I:: 2~. 84 32 30 79 N .. E. 2 . 02 Hazy ... . Cirrus .. 1--1 E. 28.+· 5 23p. m 27 88 N.E. 4 . 08 Hazy . .. . Cirrus .. . 2fl. 00 ...... ... 1-4 E. 9 Op.u1 . 2\l. 06 68 29 28.96 29 28 88 N. 4 . 08 ..... 0 0 I Cumulus 1·4 E . 
RAIN OR SJ>OW. 
;::1. 
-~ ~ THEI:M. 
=+-a; 
.,; 
0""' 8 8 -g .. ~ R emarks . s § .g ;::~;: s ~~ -~ :§ ~ 't:l p 
::!'1 ~ C) Fl <1C 
···· ·····- ----------
. 02 




-----· -- - ·-- ----- --





. 03 Do. 
---------· ------ -- -· --- -
-- -· ---· 
.. .......... 
----------
. 07 ...... ... 
-- ------ -- ------ -·--
..... 
- -- · --- · 
Flurries snow. 
------ ---- ·--· -- ----
. 02 37 34 
---------- ----·-·--· 
--- · ---- ---· 
Aurora. 
·-- --- ----





---- ·-- -- - --- -- --- -- ---- 34 32 Light rain. 
Sto1·m aurora. 
.............. ......... .. .. . . 08 ... . . .. . Storm . 
................ 
··-·····-· ··- · 
.... .... 
··--··-··· ·-- ---·--· 
. 01 
· ·-· 







-- ---· ---· ··· · ····-· 
. 02 35 32 
·--------· 
Night . .. ...... . ... .... Light b a il a 
intervals. 
... ...... ....... ................. ... . 
--- · ---· 
-- ------· - --·· ·· --- -
- -- · ----
..... 
. .............. 




. Cirrus ascen<l 
ed from Cll 
-------·-
- ... ..... ....... 
- ..... . 33 28 
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Meleo1'ological1·ec01·d for the five £lays ending Decembe-1' 4, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
d! 
THERM. s I:IYGROM.:S WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPElt CLOUDS. 1:: ~ s ~ 
'"' 
- - - ~~ --- ::l Day and date of ob- .o· r-g rd ,ci ~p:, s:i ~»...: ~~ <b Q"!l.O~ ~ .~ ~ ., ...., ,ci p ~""' 0 -+'>p ;.t- ..; ..; -~-~I servation. 0~ .0 ., ~ <1) p p."'"' :g ..... c ::I . 1'01 1'01 wo< 8 Q UJ .0 .0 -~ <.:>,.<::< w<D ._; g 
._; g t:o8 
_g ~ 0$ 0 ~ ~ 0$ ~ 0;.. .~§~ ~ A ~ 03 -~ ~<1> <1>'-' .,.... 0 r:l s r:l ~ ~ 1-< OP, p:;~ O<l.-< ~ ~ ~ P=l <l l=l Q 1=1 p:; 1=1 p. A <l 1=1 
- - --
SatU<day, Nov. 30 .• { 
123 a.m. 29.12 59 29 29.05 29 28 88 N.W. 11 . 60 ... 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 
·-----7 0 a.m. 29.22 48 29 29. 17 29 28 88 N.W. 46 10.58 ~36 Nimbus 4-4 
:N:w. 10 23 a.m. 29.34 71 30 29.23 30 28 78 N.W. 31 4. 80 ---· Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-4 2 Op.m. 20. 4'2 62 28 ~9 . 3-l 2tl 26 71i N.W. 28 3. 1l2 .. . . 0 0 Cnruulus 4-4 N.W. 5 23p. m. 29. 49 70 27 29.39 27 25 76 N.W. 26 3. 38 
·---
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 9 Op. m. 29.53 70 26 2\1.43 2fi 23 87 N.W. 11 . GO . ..... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N.W. 
r 
1 23 a. ru . 29.49 57 23 29 42 23 22 86 W. 2 . 02 
--- -
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 7 0 a.m. 29.46 6-t 20 29.37 20 10 85 0 0 0 337 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. 10 23 a.m. 29.44 69 26 29.34 26 25 b7 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 0 Sunday, Dec. 1 _____ < 2 Op. m. 29.:38 65 26 29.29 26 25 tl7 S.E. 6 . 18 0 0 Cumnlns 1-2 S.E. I 5 23p.m. 29.33 65 27 29.24 27 26 88 E. 23 2. 64 ·--- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 E. 9 0 p. ru. 29.::12 68 26 20.22 26 25 87 N.E. 13 . 84 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.E. l 
0 4-4 ( 123 a.m. 29.25 57 26 20.18 26 25 87 E. 19 1. 80 0 Cumulus E. 
I 7 0 a.m. 20. 18 46 27 20.14 27 26 88 E . 17 1. 44 298 0 0 Cumulus :3-<l E. 10 23 a.m. 29.10 57 29 29. 12 29 27 77 E. 18 1. 6'~ . .... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 E . Monday, Dec. 2. __ . _ < 2 Op.m. 29.21 64 30 29.12 30 2!) 89 E. 2<3 3. 92 
----
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 E. I 5 23p. m. 29. 22 66 23 29.13 28 27 RS N . E. 30 4. 50 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.E. l 9 Or,.m. 29.22 62 27 ~0.14 27 26 88 E. 31 4. eo 
. -- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 E. ( 1 23 a.m. :.!0. 20 56 28 2!:}. 13 28 27 83 N.E. 34 5. 78 Nimbus 4-4 .................. 
----
. ........ .. 
J 
7 Oa.m. 2fl.18 58 30 :..\1.11 30 29 80 N.E. 4tl I I. 52 692 Stratus 4-4 10 23 a.m. 29. 24 68 ::10 20. 14 ::10 29 89 N.E. 41 8. 40 
· ·-· 
Stratus . 4-4 Tuesday, Dec. 3 __ - . I 2 Op.m. 29. 29 67 30 2\J. 19 3:> 2!) i!9 U . E. 42 8. 82 .... . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.E . l 5 23p. m. 29. 34 70 ao 29. ~4 30 29 89 N.E. 31 4. 80 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 ·-----9 0 p. ru. 29. 3!> (;!) 2tl '!:!(). 29 28 2-G 76 N . 30 4. 50 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N . 
r 
1 23 a.m. :.!0. 38 59 ;2{i ~0. 30 26 25 &7 N . 44 !J. 63 0 0 Cumnlus 4-4 N. 7 0 a.m. 119.37 51 24 29.32 24 2:3 86 N. 40 8. 00 873 Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
Wodnosday, Doo. 4.1 10 23 a. m . 29. 40 64 24 29. 3i 24 23 86 N. 4:3 9. 42 
·---
Nimbus 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. 2 Op.m 29.37 (jJ 23 20.22 25 24 87 N. 45 10. 12 
··-· 
Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. 5 23j•. 1U . 29.40 (jj 23 20.31 23 2~ 86 N. 44 !'l. 68 
----
Stratus . 4-4 . ............... ..... 
------9 Op.m 
- 29.42 Gl 23 29.34 23 22 86 N . 39 7. 60 . .... Nimbus. 4-4 
---------· ---- ------
RAIN OR SNOW. 
._; 
-g-
od s ., 




":Night:~- 11.10 a.m . 
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Mete01·ological1·ecord for the ji1:e days en ding D ecember 9, 1872. 
STATION: ISL.A.ND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
""' I " . BYGROM. ·a wnm. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ THER:M:. 
_ __ o . ~~---
..0 ::i -: _t. I'! t> ...: e ..; ' «> ..; ..; "-~~ ~ o as s s ~ P "'-~ .S1 ..... P o ~ , .. ~ r::~ r::~ -~ ·;; I "' . -;; ~ ~ p 
.:_ :': ~ g ~ _g ; g< ~:a ._; g ._; 5 g ~ g ss ] g "'s ·::: .§ 
Remarks. 
,..., «> .... ... .... "' - "' , .... 0 r::l 8 d 8 ... " ... ·~ s "' ;::: ~ P: ~ A ;. ~ t. ~ A- ~ <i ~ <i i=i ~,.. 8 ~ <l 5 ~ ~ 
- - --- ---1 l--l- 1-l--l- l- l--l--l-1- -1- l----1- l----l-l--. - 1----1----1-1 I 
{ 
123 n.m. 
7 O a..m. 
10 23 n.ru. 
Thursday, Dec. 5. · · 2 0 p .m. 
5 23p.m. 
{ 
i 2g ~:~ : 
7 0 a..m. 
10 2:! n.m. Friday, Deo. 6 .. -- · 2 0 p.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 
7 0 n.m. 
10 23 a.m. Saturday, Deo. 7 . ·- ~ 0 p.m. 




10 23 a.m. 
Sunday, D ec. 8.--- · 2 0 p.m. 
5 23 p .m. 
{ 
i ~ ~:~: 
7 oa..m 
10 ~a.m. Monday, Deo. 9.... 2 Op.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
29. 41 54 23 
29.45 48 23 
2!). 53 64 23 
29.54 61 22 
2J. 61 63 20 
29.66 64 21 
29.73 59 21 
29.77 45 23 
29.86 62 25 
29. 9:! 65 25 
29.98 71 25 
2!). 99 70 27 
30.00 :,7 26 
30.07 68 26 
30.06 58 26 
30.09 71 26 
30. 09 67 26 
30.10 68 26 
30.07 56 24 
30. 03 47 20 
30.09 56 27 
30 . .10 67 29 
30. 11 66 26 
30. 10 62 26 
30. OS 58 26 
29. 98 44 28 
29. 97 51 30 
29.96 64 32 
29.97 66 29 
29.97 72 29 
29. 35 23 2-2 86 1 N. 1 36 29. 40 23 22 86 N. 38 
29. 4-t 23 21 73 N . 36 
29. 46 2-2 21 86 N. 42 
29. 52 ~0 18 70 ~- 34 
29. 57 21 19 71 N. 34 
29. li5 21 20 85 N. W. :12 
29. 73 23 22 8ti N. W. 29 
29.77 25 23 74 . N. W. 30 
29.83 25 24 87 N. W. 24 
29. 87 25 23 74 N. W. 18 
29. 88 27 26 Btl N. W. 17 
29. 93 26 25 87 N. W. 16 
29. 97 26 24 75 N. W. 22 
29. 99 26 24 75 N. W. 23 
29. 98 26 24 75 N. W. 18 
29. 99 26 24 75 N. 14 
30. 00 26 24 75 N. 14 
30. 00 24 23 86 N. 5 
30. 00 20 19 85 Calm. o 
30. 02 27 2G 88 Calm. (l 
30. 00 29 28 88 Calm 0 
30. 01 26 25 87 E. 2 
30. 0 L 26 24 75 E. 4 
30. 01 26 24 75 S. E. 11 
29. 94 28 26 76 S. E. 15 
2!l. 91 30 29 89 S. E. 16 
29. 87 32 30 79 S. E. 17 
29.87 29 28 88 S. E. 17 





































Nimbus . 1-4 
Nimbus 1-2 
Nimbus . 4-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Nimbus . 1-2 
0 0 
Nimbus. 1-4 















Stratus . 1-4 
0 (} 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 4-4 







. ..•... --· •- --··-·-··'. 03 1. ... 1 • • • • 1 M elted snow. 
---------- •· ---·-·-·· • .051 •••• 1 .•• • 1 Do. 
·e:·~~_;i~~ ·4-4" ·-N_-_- :::::::::: :::::::::: .o6 23 20 Do. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. ---------· .. . ....... ........ ----
Cumulus 1-2 N. W. ---- ----- · ........... 03 ... . .... Do. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. \V. ----·····- -····----- . .. .. ... ... . 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W. ---- --- ....... ----- - . 03.. .. . . .. Do. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W . . ........ . --- - ------ ........... . 
Cumulns 4-4 N. W. ---------- ----·----- .02 26 20 Do. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W . . ......... .. ... . .•. ... . . . ... ___ _ 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W .... .... ... 7.50 p .m . . 02. • . . . .•. Do. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ......... .. ..•... ____________ .. . . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W. 9.00 a.m .......... . 




. .. . 
1 
... . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W. --- -- ----- 3.00p.m .. ... 27 25 
Cumulus 4-4 N. ---------· -------··· .. .. _______ _ 
Cum ulus 1-2 N. W. -----·-·-- --···----- .... ____ .... 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W .....•............•.. 
Cumulus 1-2 N. W. ---·----- - ·----· ---- ... ..... ___ _ 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W .... . ..... . ---- ----- .- .......... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W. -·-----··· .....•.... - --- 30 19 
0 0 0 ------·--· ------·-·· . •. . - --· .• •. 
Cirrus __ 1-4 N. W ........•. . ......... ..... ... . .... 
Cirrus . . 3.4 S. W. . ..........••....... . .. .... ..... 
Cirrus .. 3-4 S. W. · -------- - .......••...•...•...•. 
Cirrus . . 1-2 S. W. . ....•.•.. _. _. ___ . .... ______ . . __ 


























Metem·ological1·ecord for the five days ending D ecembe1· 14, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
c& s HYGRb~I.] WIND. LOWER CLOUDS i THERM. e UPPER CLOUDS. --- as ___ :;:l 
,Q• ~ .o. ,.q_ !'...; <P . d, Qb.C-Day and date of ob- os:l ~ .-d .-d ]~ .ci e ot' ci ~t: ~ 0 P._i- ..; -~ -~ I servation. .... . ~ 
"' 
0 ~ 'i3 ::::l :.- ·,... 0 .... :;:s ::::l • s:l o-+" s ,.q ~<P ,CJ ~ :g QO rDO' p ~oS <P Q 0 .0 o..Q rDrtl P->o 
.-d 0 .-d ::::l -~ ~~ 0 as ... .p <'.! "' 0 s ... ~ ~ ... .... ~ ~ -~ ........ o .., ~~ ~ s s:l s as M 0 ... <PO "" "' ~ E=i P=l P'l 0 A A p.s::. il;~ A <1 <1 A 
- - - - - - - - -- - -
-
--
---- ---- - --
Tn"day, Doo.lL- { 
1 23 a.m. 29.92 56 25 29 85 25 24 87 E. 7 . 24 Stratus .. 4-4 ..... ...... 
·- ·· 
......... 
7 0 a.m. 29.89 54 23 29. 8:3 23 22 86Calm. 0 . 00 297 Stratus .. 4-4 
10 2.3 a.m. 29.88 59 24 29.80 24 23 86 N. 3 . 04 Stratus .. 4-4 
4-4 2 0 p.m. 29.85 63 24 
29. "I·· 24 lOU N.W. 5 . 12 . ..... . Stratus .. 5 23 p.m. 29.82 57 23 29.75 23 23 100 N. 1 . 01 Stratus .. 3-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 N.W. 9 0 p.m. 29. 8'.2 68 24 29.72 ;H 24 100 E. 9 . 40 0 0 Cinns . .. 4-4 N.W. 
w .. n.,day, Do~ll- { 120 a.m. 29.77 57 23 29. 70 23 22 86 E. 11 . 60 Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-4 N.W. 7 0 a.m. 29.75 66 26 29.66 26 25 87 E. u . 84 166 Stratus .. 1-2 0 0 0 10 23 a.m. 29.72 62 2B 29.64 28 27 88 E. 28 3. 92 S~1-a.tus .. 1-4 Cirrus ... 3-4 s. 2 0 p.m. 29.71 69 31 29.61 31 30 89 E. 21 2. 20 Stratus .. 4-4 
5 23 p.m. 29.69 67 33 29. ;)9 33 32 89 E. 22 2. 42 Stratus .. 1-2 ci;·~~~::: ·i.2. ·s:li: 
9 Op.m. 29.69 70 33 29.59 33 32 89 E. 24 2. 88 Stmtus .. 1-2 Cirrus ... 1-2 S.E. 
Th=day, Doo.l2 -- { 
2 23 n. m . 29.58 58 34 29. 51 34 33 89 E. 25 3.12 
· ··-
Stratus .. 4-4 ............. ... 
-··· 
. . ....... 
7 0 a.m. 29. 46 62 34 29.38 34 33 89 E. 35 fi.l:& 513 N1mbus. 4-4 
·-·-······ 
........ ... ..... 
10 23 a.m. 29.36 60 34 29.28 34 31 100 . E. 41 8. 40 .... Nimbus . 4·4 
········-- ----
----· 
2 Op.m. 29. IJ(j 71 ~(j 29.15 35 35 100 S.E. 23 2. 64 . ... Stratus .. 3-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 s. 
5 23 p .m. 29. :'!3 64 33 29.24 33 32 89 s. 53 14.04 . .. . Stratus .. 1-4 Cirrus . . _ 3-4 s. 
9 Op.m. 29.39 62 32 29.31 3~ 31 89 s. :39 7. 60 ... . Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 s. 
Friday, Do~.l3 -- --· { 1 23 a.m. 29.36 57 32 29.29 32 31 89 s. 24 2. 88 . ... Stratus . . 1-2 Cirrus . .. 1-4 s. 7 0 a.m. 29.07 54 3S 29.01 35 34 89 s. 42 8. 82 714 Nimbus. 4-4 ·-···· · -·· -- - - ........... 10 23 a.m. 29.1~ 66 36 29. 0:3 36 35 90 s. 39 7. 60 ---- Haze . ... ...... Cumulus 1-4 s. 2 0 p. m. 29.21 66 35 29.12 35 34 89 s. 36 6. 48 .... Haze .... 
· ---
0 0 0 
5 23 p.m. 29.29 6i3 34 29. 19 34 33 8!1 s. 35 6.12 
-- · · 
Stratus . . 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 s. 
9 Op.m. 29.33 62 34 29.25 34 .33 89 s. 34 5. 78 . . .. Haze . ... 
·-- -
Cumulus 1-4 s. 
Saturday, Do~ 14 __ . j 123 a.m. 29.33 58 3~ 29.26 32 31 89 S. E. 16 1. 28 · --· Haze .... -· - · Cirrus .. 1-2 s. 7 0 a.m. 29.26 44 33 29.2:.1 3:i 32 89 E. :.<0 2. 00 653 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 --- ---10 2:1 a.m. 29.26 63 13 29.17 33 33 100 S.E. 2J 2. 64 ··- · Stratus .. 1-'>. Cirrus .. 1-2 S.E. 2 Op.m. 29. :JI 67 34 29.1 1 34 34 100 s.w. 51 13. 00 
-·-· 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 S.W. 
5 ~3 p.m. 29.43 68 31 29,35 :~2 3 L 89 s.w. 33 5. 44 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. 
9 Op.m. 29.47 72 32 29.36 3\l 32 100 S.E. 14 . 98 . ... 0 0 Cirrus .. ·j4-4 s.w, 
RAIN OR SNOW. 
.-d 
-~ 
"' s .-d 
"' s '::I 0 s:l 
0 P'l __ ._•2 __ 
----
........... ...... . ................. 
7.30a.m. 9. OOa.m. 
. .................. ..... .. ........ . 
ll.lOa. m. 
................. . ......... .. .... . 
............... . .................. 
. .................. . .... .... ..... 
. ................ 




. ----- .. -.. . 10. 05a.lll . 
3. 40p. In. 3. 45p. m . 
9. 40p. m. 10. 05p. m. 
....... .. . ................. 
7. 3;)a. m. ........ ..... . 
. .............. ............... 
·--------· 
................ 





0"' s s 
.., o 
~.:!:; ::::l p -~ -~ ""' os s ... "' ·~ ~0 ~ ::;1 
-
...... ...... ... ... 
....... 
29 '2'2 " 
• 01 33 23 
. 05 . ..... 
----





.01 36 33 
----
....... . .... . 
-·--
...... ..... 
. 14 ...... 
----








-- -· ---· 
. ... . 
01. 35 32 
·--- --- - --· -
Remarks • 

































Meteorological l'econ1 for the five da.l/8 ell(ling Dccembel' 19, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
.a TDER~L a IlYGI~OM. S WIXD. UPPER CLOU.pS. ~ ~ s LOWER CLOUOS 
"' !iS --- .a. 
--- ;::1 
Day IUld dato of ob- .a· ..; ~.8 .ci .ci ..!:l. ~ ~r 6 ;:itt-oQ ] 0)$- ~;... ;...""-' ..,; aervation. ~:3 13 "' ::; 0 ..... p p<t- i>i- ..,; :3·~ ~ ~C) :;;..-.- :.:;; "' a a .g Q) .5 .::> ~ C) C) o "'0. ;:I c!) 0 ell 0 .., c...c; aJU! ~-g ..;;:; 0 ..;;:; 0 .g§~ 8 I-< 
.!3 s:>. t: t' ~ ~ e "Ot , t 8 ;:: s "' s ~ ell :..: 0 A ~- ~ ~ P=l ..,q fXl 0 A p. s:>. >li A ..,q ..,q A 
....__ 
- - --- - - -- - -- - ---- - ---- - --
r 1 23 a, U1. 29.33 59 32 21.23 32 32 100 S.E. 12 . 72 . .. Nimbus. 4-4 
······---· ---· ------
7 0 a.m. 29. Oil G:f 34 2!1. 00 34 33 89 s. 18 1. 62 -169 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
------
•=••s. n.O.ts .... i 10 23 n. m. 2!1.17 66 32 29. Oc 32 32 100 s. \Y. l(j 1. 28 · -- · Stmtus . 4-4 ·--------- ... ------2 Op.m. 2fl. 30 71 33 29.19 3:'! 32 89 s.w. 6 .18 
· -· · 
0 0 Cirrus .. 1-2 s. 
5 2:lJl.m. 29.34 70 33 29. 2-l 33 32 89 S.E. 3 . 0-1 . ... Nimbus 1·2 Cinus .. 1-2 s. 
9 0 p.m. 29.34 71 32 ~~:~~! ~ 32 tOO S.R 11 . 60 .... 0 (' Cirrus .. 1-4 s . 
Monday. Do~ 16 ... { 123 a.m. 29.31 65 33 32 89 S.E. 14 . 98 ·--· Stratus . 1-1 Cumulus 3-4 s . 7 0 a.m. 29.26 36 33 2{1. 19 33 ~2 89 s. 37 G. 84 307 Stratus . 1-4 Cumnlus 1-2 s. 10 23 a.m. 29.29 6~ 34 2!1. 20 34 33 89 s. 31 4. 80 ·--· Stratus . 1-·1 Cumulus 1-2 s. 2 Op.m. 29.32 72 34 29. ~1 34 33 89 s. 28 3. 92 
----
Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 s. 
52:!p.m. 29.30 7~ 3:3 2!1. 19 33 32 69 S.E. 14 . 98 . ... Haze .... 
··--
Cinus .. 3:4 s. 
9 0 p. IU. 2,1. 23 71 33 29. 1~ 33 32 89 E. 16 1. 28 
- -· · 
0 0 Cirrus .. :·:· s. 
Tn"d•y, Doo. 17 ... { 
123 a.m. 29.14 58 33 29.07 33 32 ts9 E. 7 . 2-l 0 0 Cirrus .. s. 
7 0 n. m 28.88 57 32 2tl. 81 3~ 32 100 s. 2 . 02 431 Fog ..... 4-4 
---------- ---· 
10 23 a.m. 28.!H 65 32 28. 8'2 32 31 89 w. 17 1. 44 
----
0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. 
2 Op. m. 28.72 69 31 28.62 31 30 89 N.E. 18 1.62 
--- -
Nimbus . 4-4 
------- --- ---- ------
5 23p. m. 28.93 70 31 28. 1:!3 31 :lO 89 N.E. 8 . 32 
---
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
9 Op.m. 28.72 69 31 28.62 31 30 t!9 N.E. 18 1. 62 Nimbus 4-4 
·--------- --- · ------
Wodno .... y, Doo.18 { 




7 0 a.m. 28.19 46 35 28.15 35 35 100 S.E. 35 6.12 336 Stratus. 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 s. 
10 23 a.m. 28.20 69 35 2e.1o 35 35 100 S.E. 34 5. 78 
----
Stratus . 4-4 
--- -····· · ···- -··---
2 Op. m. 2R15 70 35 28.05 ::15 35 100 S. E. 30 4. 50 
-- - -
Stratus. 4-4 
--····---- --- · ------
523p.m. 28. i9 69 35 2o. 09 35 :35 lOU S.E. 28 3. 92 
---· 
Stratus . 3-4 Cirrus .. 1 ·4 s. 
9 Op. m. 28. 2~ 63 34 :28.15 34 33 89 s.w. 2:1 2. 64 
----
Haze .... .. . Cumulns 3-4 s.w. 
{ 1 23 a.m. 28.47 54 ::12 28.41 32 31 89 s.w. 35 6. 12 
·-- · 
Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. 
I 7 0 a.m. 28. 85 49 31 28. eo 31 30 El9 s.w. 28 3. 92 816 Stratus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. 10 23 a. ru. 28. !I~ 58 30 2ts. 91 30 29 89 s.w. 34 I 5. 78 
---· 
Stratus . 1-4 Cumulns 1-2 s.w. 
Thursday, Dec. 19 . ·1 2 Op. m. 29.12 60 ~9 29.04 29 28 88 s.w. 22 I 2. 42 ..... Stratus. 1-4 C.:umnlus 1-4 s.w. 
5 23p.m. 29.24 66 29 ~9.15 29 28 88 s.w. 27,3. 64 ---· Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 9 Op.m. 29.40 67 29 29.39 29 28 88 s.w. 30 4. 50 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 
RAIN OR SNOW. .e a: ;.so 
.... , 
..;;:; :.-rn O-c 
-§ ..o2$ 




"' ..,qo 0 fXl
---- ---- -
9.30p. m. 
· -------- · 
.14 
·----- ---- --------- · ---· 
-----·----
Night ... . 27 
---------· 
5.20 p.m. . 01 
0 0 . 01 
0 0 o-> 
·- -- -- --- · ---------· 
.01 
---------· 
Night ... . 01 
---------- -------·-· ---· 
---------· --------·· ---· 








---- -- ·- ·- ------·--
. 04 
--- · 




























---· -- -· 






















































































...... .... gQ) 
1:: 
0 (.) 
ST.A TION: ISL.AND OF SAINT P .A UL, BEHRING SE.A. 
HYnROM. ~ WIND. kowmt CLOUDS UP PElt CLOUDS. I RAIN OR SNOW. ·§ ~ THERliL 
~ ..5 . . ~»·· <1)... . , -C£ .;::;; ~,; -s--· 
:S ~ <1) t· § -+" ;: .... <,.< Q) • ...; ...; § c ~, -;::1 .., Q) ~ s ~ c.1 > •r"'l •.-I •r-'1 0 :: & ;> j;.o-_ ~ ~ •.-I -~ 4:) • 0 ~ s 0 
.o .o ·_;3 ~ Q,C CT)"' ;..;<;:: • = . = t) o e s 15 = Q)s s ~» t; ~ e .9 '"' rg .... :::::· ~ rg 08 1l g e s ~ s '"" ;; . . ·;;; ·El 
Remarks. 
A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ & ~~ ~ <1 ~ ~ i=i ~"" 8 ~ !l s ~ ~ 
------l---l- -l-l-l--l------------------------------1----
7 0 a.m. 
10 23a. m. 
{ 
123 a.m. 
Friday, Dec. 20 .• --- 2 o p.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
{ 
~ 2~ ~: ~: 
Satmday, Dec. 21.-- 2 o p. m. 
5 2:3 p. ill. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. { 
i ~R::: 
Sunday, Dec. 22.-- · 2 0 p.m. 
Monday, Dec. 23 ... . 
5 23 p.m. 
L 9 Op.m. 
r 123 a.m. 7 Oa.m. 
i 10 23 a.m. 2 Op.m. 
l 5 23p. ill. 9 Op. n;. 
r 
1 23 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
Tuesday, Dec. 24. --1 2 0 P· m. 
































57 26 29.48 
46 26 29.60 
62 30 29.64 
70 so 29. 68 
71 29 29.72 
69 31 2!J. 77 
58 30 2!1. S:i 
CH 30 1!9. 91 
67 29 29. !>5 
70 31 29.95 
71 30 29. 97 
fiB 2ti 29. 99 
57 30 29.98 
54 31 29.92 
59 31 29.90 
65 31 29. !ll 
69 31 29. 91 
65 31 29.94 
57 31 29.93 
58 31 29. 95 
64 30 29.95 
66 31 29.93 
68 31 29.92 
67 30 2!). 90 
58 30 29.90 
60 29 29.80 
70 29 29.75 
68 28 29.67 
69 28 29.67 
64 27 29.63 
26 25 87 
26 25 87 
30 20 89 
30 . 2!J 89 
29 28 88 
31 30 fl9 
30 29 89 
30 29 89 
29 28 88 
31 29 78 
30 28 78 
28 27 88 
30 30 100 
31 31 100 
31 31 100 
31 31 100 
31 31 100 
31 31 100 
31 31 100 
31 30 89 
30 30 100 
s. w. 9 
Calm. 0 
S. E. 7 
S. E . 5 
5 . . E. 2 




N . E. 7 
N. E . 14 
N. E. 19 
N. E. 32 
N. E. 32 '; 
N. E. 25 
N. E. 30 
N. E. 32 
N. E. ::!4 
N. E. 30 
N. E. 32 
N. E. 34 
31 30 89 N. E. 32 
31 30 89 N. E. 31 
30 29 89 N. E. 35 
30 29 89 N. E. 39 
29 28 88 N. E. 40 
29 28 88 N. E. 39 
28 27 88 N. E. 42 
28 27 88 N. E. 40 


































































































Cirrus ... 1-4 
Cirrus_._ 1-2 






Cirrus . .. 1-4 
s.-::·1: :::::::: :~-~-~~-~~ ~--~ - ._~~~::::I::: :j Melted snow. 
S. 9.20 a.m. !1.35 a.m. . 01 . . . . . . . . Melted snow. 
s. ···-···-·· ·········· ....... . ... . 
S.E ........... \ ......... . .... 31 25 
g 1::::::::::1:::::::::}:::1::::1:::: 
Ns~· ::::: :: ::: ::::::::J:::: -~~- -~:. 
:::::::::J:::I::::::I:::::::::J::::::::J:::, 31 I 28 
·-----·---•·--- • -----• 8.20p.m.I .......... I.Ol l .... \ .... l Fine rain. 












4-4 N.E . 
4-4 . N.E. 
3-4 N. 
rain. 
........... 10.30 a.m.\ .... I 31 30 
....... -.. , ...... -- .. ,. -.. 
······· .. ': ·----- ..... --· 31 28 
























.Jieteorologioalrecor-d for the five dayB ending D ecember 29, 1872. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
ce 
'rilERH. e llYGllO~I. ~ WlXI>. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. t 0 
.... a ~ CIS 
rt> ~ ~~ ---::l :bay nnd dnto of ob- .a· .0 . .0 ;:j ,:e . ci 1>-..· <1>..3 <b f'ftll~ o::J 0~ ~; ~~ ..:; ..:; .~·~I serntlion. c.-..~ 0 ., ~ 10 p :::> >· .... :3 ».& Q .. ~ ~ ;:s • c .... ~ ,:C .a :.:3 oo ~g "' ::> <5oS c:> 0 0~ ~·a .,; .0 !» ~ CIS 8 0 ! o ao El .4J 0. ~ o6 o;... ·~ c .9 8 1=1 -~-~ ~ CIS ~ M A ~ A ... ., 8~ ~ ~ ..q P'l 0 I>~ P,.P. ~ <l A 
~ 
--- - - -- - -- - ---- - ---- -
--
Wodn,.day; Doo. ,J 1 !!3 a.m·. 29-.63 57 27 29.56 27 26 88 N. 35 6.12 .... Stratus .. 4·4 0 0 0 7 0 a.m. 29. S:i 44 26 !!9. 4fl !!6 25 87 N. 28 :3.92 852 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 10 !!3 a.m. 29.56 65 26 29.47 26 25 87 N. 24 2. 88 . ... . 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N. 
' l 2 Op.m. 29.54 72 26 29. 43 26 25 87 N. 26 3.38 ... ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 5 23 p.m . 29.53 G7 26 2!1.43, 26 25 87 N. 24 2. 8R .... ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 9 Op.m. 29.53 68 25 29.4:3 25 24 87 N. 22 2. 42 
--- · 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. r 12:i a.m. 2!l, 49 59 21 :!9. 41 21 20 85 N. 11 . 60 -- - · 0 0 Curuulus 4-4 N. 
7 0 a.m. :29.46 54 22 2~. 40 22 21 86 N. W. 9 . 4J 556 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W . 
Thursday, Dec. 26 . ~ 10 23 a.m. 29. 4i 65 2:3 29.:38, 23 22 8fi N.W. 6 . 18 .... 0 0 Cuwulus 3-4 N.W. 2 0 p.ru. 29.42 71 25 29. 31 25 24 87 N . 4 . 08 
·--· 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
t 
52:Jp.m. 29.43 7il 2il 29.321 22 21 86 N.E. 15 1. 1:2 ---- 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 ·- --- -
9 0 p. Dl . 29.47 66 21 29. :38 21 20 ?5 N . E . 22 ;2. 42 
----
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
Friday, Dec. 27.- .. { 
1 23 a . m. 29.5:3 54 17 ~~: !61 ~~ Hi 83 N.W. 24 2. 88 ... Nimbus . 4-4 ----- ---- · - - -- · --- -· 7 0 a.m. 29. ~6 54 22 21 E6 N.W. 9 . 40 ~87 0 0 Cumulu s 4-4 N.W. 
10 23 a. IU. 29.6:3 65 19 29.54 19 19 100 ~.w. 24 2. 813 Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus 1-4 N.W. 
2 0 p.lll 29.70 71 18 29.59 18 17 84 N. 23 2. 64 
--- · 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
5 2:3p.m. 29. G9 iO 17 29.59 17 16 tl3 N. 22 2. 4il 
---· 
Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus 1.4 N.W. 
9 Op. m. 29. G5 57 15 29.58 15 14 8-2 N.E. 10 . 50 . ... 0 0 Cirrus .. :3.-4 N.W. 
( 123 a.m. 29.65 54 13 2!J. 59 13 12 81 N . E. 9 . 40 · --- Nimbus. 4-4 ------···· ... . · -·--· 
Satm-dny, Doo. 28. ·1 7 0 a.m. 29.67 59 13 1!9. 5!) 13 12 81 N.E. 20 2. 00 411 0 0 Cirrus , . 4-4 N.W, 10 23 a. ru. 29.70 70 13 29. (j(J 13 1:3 100 N. 1d 1 ()2 ·· - · 0 0 Cumulus a-4 N.W. 2 Op. m. 29.73 71 14 29. 6!! 14 13 81 N.E. 27 3. 64 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N.E. 
5 23p.ru. 29.79 66 15 29.69 15 14 8~ N.E. :~u 6. 48 
- -- · 
Nimbus . 4-4 
-- ··-·--- - --- · --- --· 
9 0 p. Ul. 29. !:iS G8 16 29.78 16 16 100 N.E. 39 7. 60 . ..... Nimbus . 4-4 . .............. . ... 
---· --( 123 a.m. 29. 9~ 59 17 29. f:'6 17 16 83 N. 15 1. 12 
-··· 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
Suodny, D«> 1!9. { 
7 0 a.m. 30.01 45 18 29.97 Ul 17 84 N. 20 2. 00 552 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
l02:J a.m. 30.06 57 19 2!l. 99 19 18 84 N. 21 2. 20 ...... Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
~ Op. m. 30. 12 72 19 :10.01 19 18 84 N. 20 2. 00 ..... Nimbus. 1-2 C umulus 1.2 N. 
52:3p.m. 30.1 5 7l 18 :10. 04 18 17 84 N. 24 2. 88 
·--· 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
!l Op.m. 30.15 70 17 30.04 17 1G 83 N. 21 2. 20 ..... . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
RAIN OR SNOW. ·a~ "' ~ 
.0 1¥(cr ooo -~=~ 
.PO.. 
<1l p~ 
ai a ::~ 
8 "0 oe: s .... 0 
"' 0 ~ octiO 
----------
................. ............ ...... . .. .... 
.... .. . 
7.30 a.m. 8.10 a.m. 
. ................ . .......... ..... . . .. .... . 
.. .......... ... .... . ................ . . .... . 
. ...... .... ...... .. .. .. .. .. . 
9.10 a.m . . ............. . 
· --· 
--- ------ -
........... . .. 
··- · 
........... . ...... ............ .. .. . 02 
.. .. ......... .. .. ..... .. .. ... . 
· - -· 
................. ., ............. .11 
................ ..... ..... ..... . . 
--- · 
... ... ... ....... .. ..... .. ...... .06 
. ......... ....... . .. ....... ..... .. 
--- · 
. .......... ....... ... ........ ...... .02 
~ .. - "" - - .. -... . . .. . .. - ~- .... ... . 
--·- --· ---
, .............. . . 09 
. ... ............ ........ . .... ... 
--- -
---- ·- -·· · ··· ····-- -
. 04 
. .............. ....... .. ... . . .. .. . 
. .. .. .... ......... ......... .. · .... . . .09 
....... .... ....... ..... ........ .. ..... ..... . 
................. . .. .... .. .... .... . • 12 
................. ...... ............ . 
• 08 
. .. ...... .... ..... . ........ . ....... 
..... .. ... .... .. . 02 
. ................. . ...... ......... . ...... 
THERi\f. 
s s 











·-- - ---· 
~ - - . 
--· . 





. .... . 
---· 
---· 
. ... . 
. ... . 
· -- -
22 15 
.... . ... 
·-- · 
. .... . 
- -- · 
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]Jeteorological1·ecord for the five days ending January 3, 187:3. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
01 S I.,;, !=: • ~ THERM. 0 IIYGROM. 1
1
·;: Wnm. LOWER CLOUD::. I:PP~:R CI,OUDS. RAIN Olt SNOW. ·; ~ 'l'HERM. 
@ ; § .... ;::l $. ... ---..: .• ---.-..<:<. . )>- . ~ . 0 --- ------~-- .0 '<:! -.--.-
D ayancldn:teofob -1 og .S .; .0 "gE ~ := ~~- § .._· ; ... ~ ~. ...; ...; §~LT -0 ~£1 S § 




1 :23 n. m. 30. 00--; ~ 30. 02-; ~ ~ N. --;- 7. 22 ~ --0---;- Cumnlus :;, N. ~ ~ ~~~ .. .. Melted snow. 
7 0 a. 111 . 30. 0:1 59 19 29. 95
1 
1!J 18 tH ~- W. ;!5 3. 12 644 0 0 Cuwulus 3-4 N. W. . • • • • .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .......... Light snow. 
1023n.m. :30.01 67 18 2!:.1.91 18 17 84 N. 29 4.:..0 0 0 Curnult1 s 4-4 N .................. 01. .... . 
... ,. d D 30 2 Op.w. 29.94 63 16 29.tS:> 16 15 8..: N. 3i:! 7.2~ 0 0 Cumnlu8 4-4 N. .. . .... . ... ...... .... 1
1 
..... .. . Light snow-
..w.on ay, eo. --. sq uallt;. 
5 23 p. w. 29. 93 66 12 20. 8:~ 1:2 12 100 N. 34 5. 78 Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. .. . .. .... . .. .. .. .. . 07 20 12 
9 Op.ru. 29.P1 6ti 7 29.tl1 7 6 76 N. 30 4.50 .. ~iml>us 4-4 ........... ........ .... .......... .. ---- ~ ---· ... Heavy snow, 
l aurora. 
( 1 2:-la.m. 29. R5 53 4 29.79 4 3 74 N. 24 2.88 Nirubns 4-4 .. .......... .... .. ......... ............. 08 .. .. .. .. j 7 Oa.m. ~9.78 G:.l 11 ~9. 6:! 11 11 100 N. 30 4.50 689 .Mmuus 4-4 .. ....... ... . .... .. .......... ....... .. ----j --· · 
Tuesclay,Dec. 3L.~L?23a.m . 29. 7~ ~6 13 29.~? 13 13 120 N. 31 4.€0 .... ~!ruhus . 3-~ ~umulu~ 1-4 N ...................... 10 ... . 
2 Op.m. 29.7:2 65 H 29.63 14 l3 d N. 29 4.20 . ... ~11ubns 1-:.l Cmuulm; 1-2 N . .... ................. . .. / ... 
52Jp.m. :29.70 66 15 :2!!.01 15 14 82 N. 30 4.::0 . ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . . .................... 06 15 
L 9 Op.ru. :29.G~ 67 !6 29.513 16 15.5 91 N. 33 f>.4-t Nimbus 44 . . .. ............. . .. ...................... l .... o .. .. 
f 1 23:t.m. 29.i0 f>5 17 20.59 17 16.5, 91 N. :H 5.78 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N ...... ............... 05 .. .. 
I 7 _0a.m ~o.~~ ~~ 19 ~~-6~ ~!J .8.~ 9~ ~- ~~ ~-!:!~ 725 0 u ~umulu~ ?·4 N . ......... .. ....... ... .. _. .. .. 10 :l3a.m 29.,a 6:> 20 ~D.Uo .. 0 l!!.J , 92 N. )b 3.12 ... . 0 0 Crlruulus3-4 N ..................... 02 
We<lnesday, Jan.l < 2 Op.ru. 29.i9 67 19 ::.:9.1i9 19 113.5
1
92 N. ~6 ::I.:Ji3 0 0 Cuwulns 4-4 N ........... ... ...... ... .. 
l 5 23 p.m. 29, 83 65 19 29. i4 19 18. 5
1
92 N. 22 2. 42 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 01 20 15 
9 Op.m. 20. 89 GL 17 29.81 17 16 t'3 N: 19 1.80 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . ... ................. .... ...... .. 
1 2:ia.m. ::.29. 90 57 15 l29.8J 1:> l4 82 N. 21 2. 20 0 0 Cumnln~ 4-4 N ...................... 02 . .. . ... . 
7 Oa.m. S9.97 68 16 29.87 16 15 82 N . :24 2.8i:! 589 Nin1bus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N .......... ... ........... ..... .. . 
Th d T 2 {102:la.m. i;\1.97 69 15 :l9.8. 7 U l4 82 N . 24 :l. 88 .... Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N ............. .. ....... 01 .... .. .. urs ay,uan. ··· 2 0 "!l !l7 !i5 15 29 ~8 15 14 ~ 9L l\T 19 1 "0 "'. l 1" C 1 12 N p.m. "' · • · _ · o ) .... , . . o . . . . 1'< 1m >us . '"" umu us - . . .. ...... . ................ . 
52:.ip.m. 20. 9t: 64 1a 2!l.i:!9 1a l4 8:2 N. 1i 1.44 . ... Nitulms 1-2 Cumnlus 1-2 N ......... .. .......... 03 19 14 
9 0 p.m. 30. 0:2 67 1;) 2!l. 9:.! 13 14. 51 91 N . 22 2. 42· . . . . 0 0 CuwuiU» 4-4 N. . .. . ...... . .... .... ..... . . .. 
{ 
1 23a.m. 30 .. 01 5!J 16 2fl.!J3 1G 15 82 N.E. 21 2. 20 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N.E ......... .. 10.15p. m .. OJ .. .. 
7 Oa.m. 30. 0:> G7 18 :29.95 18 17 8-' N.E. 19 1.8 1 516 0 0 0 0 0 ............................ o ... . 
Friday Ja 3 J0 23a.m. 30.0.) G7 19 29. 95
1




N.E. 22 2.4:2 .... 
1 
0 0 0 0 0 ....................... . ... . 
• ' n. ·· · ·· 1 2 Op.m. :30.04 iO 22,2!J.!J:l 22 ~ 1 86 N. E. 22 2.42 .... 0 0 I 0 0 0 . ........ ... ............... . 
!'J 23 p.m. :JO. 05 liS 2 L :?9, 95 21 :ZO 8;; N . E. 18 1. ti2 .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 22 I 15 




























Meteorological Tecord for the ji1'C days ending Jamw1·y 8, 1873. 
STATION : ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA . 
' • 
..._ 
~ :::; BYonmi. ~ UPl'RR CLOUDS. i: T IIERl!. 8 WL.'iD. LOWER CLOUDS 
<:) <II tf> 
.a . - --::l 
Dn.y nnd <lnto of ob· 
,Q , 
..: .-,;;)~ 
..0 .ci .=:. ~ 2;.; e~ 6 Q'bO~ Ot:l ~ .g .;::; a.t· ...; ... . 2 .., .... 'a 0 ::l .::.:: I sorvalion. 0 -' .<; 
"' 
go 'a > ·~ . ... p l:l . :>;>, :::; ~1;~ 8 0 "' ,Q ,Q ~ 0 QO <DC' >.;";; od p .._; · g Q e .1 0 ~ <.> c.a rt:JW -o 0 8 A t: t> '"' -:... <:l'"' .... 0 ~ a .s s .::: §...;::: <:! ~ ~ 0 ~ A O<:l ;....<!> <~~-~ ~ ~ 0 A ;>A ~A ~ <l 1:4 <l A 
-- - - - - - --
-
- - - ---- - ---- -
---
Satu,dor, Jan. < ..•• { 
1 23 a.m. 30, 04 55 18 2H. !li 18 17 84 N . E. 15 1.12 .. . . 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 n.m. :10.10 68 70 5~: ~~I g lg !:!3 N . Ill 1. 28 431 0 0 0 0 0 10 23 n. m. 30.1 :} 67 17 8:1 N. 15 1. 12 . .... 0 0 0 0 0 
~ Op. m. ao. 13 68 18 30. oa 18 11 84 N. 12 . 72 .. .. . 0 0 0 0 0 
523p.m. 30. l(j 70 15 30. 03 15 14 &:! N. 7 . 24 . . .. 0 0 0 0 0 
9 Op.m. 30. ~0 70 15 30. 09, 15 14 ~2 N. 7 . 24 . ... . 0 0 0 0 0 
f 123 a.m. 30.17 57 }j 30.10 13 14.5 91 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 1·2 N.W. i 0 a.m. :c~o. 21 67 19 30.11 1!l 18 8-1 s.w. 1 . 01 123 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
J LO 23 n.. ru. 30. ::!1 69 2:2 30.11 22 21 86 0 0 0 
-- · 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. Sunday, Jau. 5 . ... ·1 2 Op. m . 30. 21 69 25 30.11 25 2-1 8i w. 5 1') .. ~ .. 0 0 Ct11UUIUS H ~.w. 
5:l3p.m. ao. 20 6-1 2:> 30.11 25 \!4 fl7 w. 6 .18. . .... . 0 0 C umulus H w. 
9 Op. m . 30.21 71 26 30. 10 26 25 87 s. 2 . 02 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 
Mondoy,Jon.G ... . . { 
I 23 u.m. 30.17 39 26 30. 09 26 25 87 s. 3 . 04 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 ........ 
7 0 n.m 30. 1 ~ 70 28 ao. 01 28 27 88 s. 2 . 02 135 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 
10 23 n. m . 30. 1!, 70 28 30.07 28 27 88 s. 2 . 0<! . ..... 0 0 Cnmulus 4-4 w. 
2 Op.m. 30. 17 71 29 30. 06 29 28 88 s.w. 3 . 04 ..... . 0 0 Cumulus -1-4 S. W. 
~ 23p. m . 30. 17 7 L 26 :JO. 06 2(i 25 87 s.w. 1 . 01 0 0 Cnmulua MIS. W. 9 0 p . m . 30. HI 70 26 30. Orl 26 25 87 s.w. 3 . 04 0 0 Cirrus. _ 3-4 W. 
'l'noaday, Jon. 7 . . .. { 
1 23 a. rn. 30. 16 58 26 30.09 26 26 100 l:;. 1 . 01 0 0 :~~~~~~::: I :~-~: : :~·:: 7 0 n.m. 30. 16 58 26 30.09 26 :25.5 93 E. 17 1. 44 63 Stratus . 4·4 10 2:1 a. m , 30. 24 70 26 30.13 26 25.5 93 E. 27 3. 6! Stratus . 4-4 
2 Op.m. 30. 25 71 2-1 30. 14 2<1 2:3 86 E. 26 3. 38 Stratus . 4-4 ::::::::::::::1:::::: 52:Jp.m. 30.28 67 22 30.18 ~~ 21.5 9\! E. 34 5. 78 Stratus_ 4·4 
9 Op. m. 30 33 66 19 30. 23 19 19 100 E. 35 6. 1:>. . .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 E. 
W odn,.do~, Jon. 8. { 1 23 a. ru. 30.34 52 19 30.28 19 18 8<1 E. 28 3. 92 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 E. 7 0 n. ru . 30 . .J:l 57 19 30.35 1!l 18 84 E . 32 5.12 717 0 0 Cumulus 4.4 E. 10 2:l n. m . 30. 44 66 20 30.34 20 19 85 E. 31 4. so . ... . 0 0 Cumulus 4.4 E. 2 0 p.m. 30.42 67 2 1 30.32 21 i!O 85 E. 32 5.1~ ... .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4.4 E. 
5 23 p.m. 30.40 66 2L :JO. 30 21 20 85 E. 3:3 5. 44 . .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 E. 
9 Op. m. 30. 3t! 63 2L . 30. 29 21 20 85 E. 32 5.12 0 0 Cnmt1lus 4.4 E. 
RAIN Olt S~OW. ·~ t>. 
... g 




od §~ a 
a <:) os 'g 8:... 0 
0 ~ <ljO 
----
----
... .......... ................. ...... 
.................. ...... . ...... ...... 
... ... ........... ........... ... 
-· · · 
. ............. . .. , ........... . ..... 
·-······· · 
- ........... ~ . .... 
..... .......... ... . ........ .... . .... 
. ........... .... 
······· -·· 
. ·- . 
. ......... ... . ............... ....... 
2.35 p.m. . ............... . .... . 
. .... ... .... .. ... . ......... 
. 04 
· ······ -· · 
...... .... ~ ... . .... . 
. .... ........... ...... .. .... .. . ..... . 
4.30 p.m . . oa 
. ..... . . ,, ,. . .. ..... . ...... . ..... 
... .. . ... ....... ................ ..... 
... ,. ... .. .. .,.,. .. 
. ~ .. .. " ... .. .. . ..... 
. .... .. ....... ... ............ .... 
. ....... ....... ... .... ,. .... . ...... 




.§ ::l 8 
~ ·a ;ij 
. .... ..... 
... ... .. ... . 
. .... . ..... 
21 15 
. ... ..... 
...... . .... 
. ..... ... .. . 
...... ..... . 
25 12 
...... .. .. ... 
..... . . ..... 
..... . ..... 
29 24 
27 2~ 
.. ~ . . .... . 
.... ...... 
...... ..... . 
... ... .. 
22 Ul 







































Mt1teo1·ologicttl 1'ecorafor theji!:c days end·ing Jdn11tt1'!J 1S, 1S1'3. 
STA.TION t ISLA.ND OF SAINT PAUL, :BEHRING SEA, 
WIND. UPPEK CLOUD!!. TllER.M. ~ HYGROM. ~ 
------ 2 ------ a ~ ~ '"2 ~ ~ ~ ':t> d t-5 ~~ ~ . ~ ...; d~ I i: I I I ---:--:--;-;--;:--
LOWER CLOUDS RAIN OR SNOW. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~--~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ 
+" M S ~-< F:: ~ -~ Q) ~ 1-< p. ~ ~ <'1 l'i ..... S .;:: ~'+-' Q ~ «tl~r;.;> A~~,... Pot~ F"l ~ ~ ~~ Q F<1 
~ ;: "t ~ >:3 ~ .:: .,... l ·s c ~ ~ t: ~ "" JJ ·p: ~ Q.l I ..o 
~---~~~~· 1 1- - --- - ----- - ------· - ------------- ---- -~---~-1-1 
Remarkl!f. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 30, 31 50 22 30. 26 2:l 21 96 E. 33 5. 44 . --. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
7 0 a. ru. 30. 28 63 22 30. 19 22 21 86 E. 29 4. 20 733 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
Night ... l --- -------1----1-·--1----1 J<'ew flakes. E. 
10 23 a m :30.28 69 22 30. 17 22 21 o6 E. 31 4, SO . --. 0 0 Cumulus 4•4 
Thursday, Jan. 9 --- 2 0 p: m: 30. 21 56 24 30. 14 24 23 86 E. 29 4. 20 . -- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
5 23 p . m. 30.20 60 24 30. 12 24 23 86 E. 33 5. 44 --.. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
!J 0 p.m. 30. 18 53 23 30. 12 23 22 86 E. 32 5. 12 . --. 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 
r 
1 23 a.m. 30.17 52 18 30. 1L 18 17 84 E. 36 6. 48 .. - . 0 0 Cumulus 3·4 
7 0 a.m. 30. 13 49 15 30.08 15 14.5 91 E. 30 4. 50 801 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
' 10 2:1 a. ru. 30. 18 67 14 30. 08 14 13. 5 90 E. 33 5. 44 . --. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
Friday, Jan. 10. ·-- ·1 2 0 p.m. 30. 18 69 14 30.08 14 J3, 5 90 E. 32 5. 12 . --. 0 0. Cumulu& 4-4 
5 23 p.m. 30, 15 60 12 30.07 12 11.5 90 E. 30 4. 50 . --. 0 0 Cumulus .3•4 
9 0 P• m. 30. 16 70 12 30.05 12 11. 5 90 E . 35 6. 12 --. 0 1 Cumulus 3·4 
f 
1 23 a.m. 30, 10 46 12 30. 06 12 11. 5 DO E. 32 5. 12 . -.. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
7 0 a.m. 30, 16 52 12 30, 10 12 11.5 !JO E. 25 3. 12 791 Hazy .... _.. Cumulus 3-4 
10 23 a . ru. 30. \22 69 12 30. 12 12 11 80 . E. 21 2. 20 . - . . U 0 Cumulus 4-4 
Saturday, Jan. 11. ·- 2 o p.m. 30. 23 60 13 30. 15 13 12 81 E. 22 2. 42 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 
5 23 p.m. 30. 25 63 1:~ 30. 16 13 12 81 E. 16 1. 28 . -- . 0 0 Cumulus 1·2 
9 0 p.m. 30.26 61 12 30.18 12 11. 5 90 E. 15 1. 12 . --. 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 
( 1 23 a.m. 30. 20 50 13 30. 15 13 12, 5 90 E. 14 , 9tl . --. 0 0 Cumt1llls 1-4 
1 7 o a.m. 30. 15 54 15 30. 09 15 14, 5 91 E. 21 2. 20 49:.1 0 0 Cumulus 1·4 j 1023a.m. 30.15 -60 17 30.07 17 16.5 91 E. 22 2, 42 .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 Sundn.y, Jan.12 - -- · 2 o p.m. 30. 12 56 I? 30. 05 17 16.5 91 E. 18 1. 62 . _- . 0 0 Cumulus 1•2 5 23 p.m. 30. 07 58 1:> 30. 00, 15 14. 5 91 E . 21 2, 20 . -- 0 0 Cumulust 3•4 9 o p.m. 30. 03 59 15 29. 95, 15 14.5 91 E. 24 2. 88 . __ . 0 0 Cumulus ::l-4 
7 0 a.m. 29. 88 4~ 14 29. 85 14 U. 5 90 :E. 36 6. 48 680 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 
10 23 a.m. 29.85 48 14 29, 80 14 13. 5 90 E, 38 7, 22 . _-. 0 0 Cumulus 3-4. 





E. ··- · ·- ·-- · ·----··--· ·-- · · ·-· ·--· 

















·-··-· ·- 0 ·' ·--·- - · -- · ' · --·' 24 12 
::::::::::I:::::::: ::1:: ::1· i4 "l"ii 0 
.......... ........... , .. .. , 17 11 
Ligbttinow. 
Aurora. 
~~--1-~~:-~J ::::::::1::1::1:::1 Light 1mow. 
---------·'·· ----··-.J .01 •....•... . 
: : : : : : : : ~ :I: : : : 1· i5 ·1 · i2. { 
1 23 a. m. 29. 97 48 14 29. 921 14 13. 5 90 E. 43 !l. 24 . . . . Nimbt1s. 1-4 Cumulus 3·4 
Monday, Jau.13 .. -- 2 o p: m 29. 86 61 13 29.7131 13 12.5 90 E. 38 7, 22 .... Nimbus. 1,4 Cumulusl 3-4 
5 23 p.m. 29. 83 51 13 29. 771 13 12. 5 90 E. :l9 7. 60 . __ . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 
9 0 p.m. ~0. 84 56 11 29. 771 11 10. 5 89 E. 35 6. 12 . __ . 0 0 Cumulus
1 






























Day antl clnto of ob. 
servatioo. 
Meteo1·ological1•ecord for the ji1.:e days endi11g Janua1·y 18, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
cis • • ~ • 
i':; THEIQJ:. I ~ IIYGHOM. :9 WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ TRER~l. $ . ---2 ~ . :~ ---
0 ci ... . I "" ..; . ,.ci ,J:l !>, • I""' . <!l . , 0 - Cl)~ "0 0 'C s s '0-~ '* ~ .g 1l* ~ -p li?.-;:;· -~ .::a:.;~;-~ ..; ..; .~·~ . ~ -~ i:i~ ~ p 
..., 8 'd "' 5< .o .0 ·~ ..., 00 "''=" "" ~ § -"b8 8 o::i p<!l 8 l3 
<!l :> "' Q ~ ...._ ..., ~ g 0 ..Q a: "' ~>-;'<) o::i g o::i 0 ~ s 9 0 <0 0 s ·::: •-< ~ +.:1 ~ ~ ,...-~ ~ -~ a~ -o ..... R r:o ~ 
E-1 ~ <l lil o ,..... P" IX( A t> O..AA J:Q ..q ~ ..q A o lil <11°,., "" .~ o:~ .... >~ I s ;:; {;. .~ .::: o g_ ... <> ( <; ~ :~ a .E s .::: ~~ c 1:1 a ... ~ .;; 
{ 1 123u.m.~~-l~~~~-;--;--;~~--o---;;- Cumulus. 3·4 7 0 n. m. 29. 75 4CJ 9 29. 71 9 8. 5 S!J E. 34 5. 78 888 0 0 Cumulus. 3-4 
• ' · · · 2 0 p.m. 29. 70 55 8 29. G:l 8 7. 5 88 E. 37 6. 84 ... Nimbus. 1·4 Cnmulus. 3-4 
Tuesday J'nu 14 tO 23 n. m. 29. 76 58 9 29. li9 !J 8. 5 89 E. 35 6. 12 . . . 0 0 Cum. ulus. 3-4 
5 23 p.m. 29. 65 54 7 2!l. 59 7 G. 5 88 E. 36 6. 48 ... Nimbus 1-4 Cumulus. 3-4 










- ---·---·----------· .01 ........ .. 
-- -·-- . . ·- ---·---- ,, . 01,.-- _,_ ---
. Oi l 13 
{ 
I 23 n. m. 29. 58 50 6 29. 53 6 5. 5 87 E. 31 4. 80 . . . Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus. l-2 
7 0 a.. m. 29. 53 50 6 29. 48 6 5. 5 87 E. 33 5. 44 82;1 Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus. 1-4 
Wellnesllny, J'nn, 15 1g 23 n. m . 29. ~5 64 7. ~9. 46 7 6. 5 88 E. 3il 5. !2... . . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 ~ Op.m. 29.;J3 67 8,. -9.43 8 7.5 88 E. 30 4.;J0 .... :Ntmbus . 4-4 .......... .... , ...... ........................ ... ... ... .. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 52 64 9 29. 43 9 8. 5 89 E. 27 3. 64 .... Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus. 3-4 E . 
9 0 p. m. 29.51 61 81 29. 43 S 7. 5 So E. 24 2. 88 .... Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulns. 1-2 E. 
-.--- .... . ........... .. . 02 .. .... .. .... . 
----- --··--··-·--··' . 02,. --· ·· -·-




l23n.m. 29.46 48 8. 29.41 8 7.5
1
88 N.E. 27 3.6~ 1 .... 0 0 Cnmulns. 3·4 N.E. 7 0 n. m. 29. 43 53 9 29.37 9 B. 5 89 N. E. :JO 4. so1 68d 0 0 Cum111us. 1-2 N. E. Th d J 16 10 23 a.m. 29.47 GO 91 29.:18 9 8. 5 89 N. E. 2-l 3. 92
1
.... 0 0 Curnulufl. 1-4 N. E. 
urs ll>y, an. · · 2 0 p.m. 29. 45 60 8. 29. :ii 8 7. 5 88 E. 30 4. 50 .... Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus. 1-4 N. R. 
::: _: _: :::::: ·.::::: :· .'oil::::\::: :'Flurriesofsnow. 
5 23 p.m. ~9. 4; 62 6 29.40 ~ 5. ~ 87 ~-E. 25 ~· t~J' ... 0 0 ~umu!us. ~-4 N. ~-
!J 0 p.m. -9.5- 60 5 29. 44 o 4. o 87 N. El. 28 :.1. 92..... 0 0 Cumums. 3-4 N. E. 
{ 
123 a.m. 29.53 48 ~ 1 29.48- 1- l. 5 !H N. E. :17 6. 84 .... Nimbus. 4-4 
7 0 n. m. 29. !>8 44 ~ 2 29. 54 - ::2 ~ 2. 5 8:1 N. E . 34 5. 7d 727 Nimbus . 4-4 
. tO 23 a.m. 29. 66 56 ~ 3 2D. 59- 3- 4 65 N. E . 34 5. 7i! . .. . Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus. 1-4 
Fndn.y, Jan. 17 · · · · · 2 0 p.m. 29. 70 62 - 3 29. 62 - :i- 4 65 N. E. 33 5. 44 .... ~imbus. 1-2 Cumulus. 1-4 
5 0 p. m. 29, 72 62 - 4 29. 64- 5- u 64 N. E. 31 4. 80.... 0 0 Cnmulns. l-4 
9 0 p.m. 2!). 851 68 - 6 29. 75- 6- 7 61 N. E. 26 3ot38 . . . 0 0 Cumulus. 1-4 










·:o2l: ::: l: ::: 1 Impalp'le ~now. 
........ , 5.10 p. m. l . 01 G !-5 I Melt.ed snow. 
{ 
1 23 a. ru. 29. 8;) 5:l - 9 29.80- 9 -10 55 N. E. 'J2 2. 42.... 0 0 Cumulus. 1.4 













523p.ro. so.O.i 60 - 5 29.96- 5-6 62 N.E. 14 .98,.... 0 0 I Cumulus. 1·4 N.E ......... ---------------4 -11 
9 Op.m. 30.0;3 62 ~ 5 29.99- 5I~ 6 62 N.E. l1 .60
1




























































~~ ~ .... 
"QO 
~ 
M.eteorological1·ecord for the five ~ays encling January 23, 1873. 
STATIO:N: ISLAND 01!' SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ l:l· 
IIYGitOM. '§ Wlli'D. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ 'l'HEIU!. 
----~ . ~~ ---
.0 ;:3 ~.S § t';: ~~ ~ . -P -P g-~n I ~ ~-g El Ei 
-a t: > 'r-1 .,.... '8 ~ = ~ ~ = I=: ·.a-~ ~ Q) rO ~ .=; p = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ :2~ .g g rg g ~ s e ~ ~ g s -~ -~ 
Remarks. 






Sunday, Jan. 19... . 10 23 a.m. 
2p.m. 
5 23 p. ru. 
{ 
12~ ~: :: 
7 a.m. 






Tuesday, Jan. 21... 10 23 a.m. 2p.m. 
l 5 23 p.m. !!p.m. 
f 
1 23 a.m. 
7 a.m. 
Wednesday, ,Jan. 22 10 23 a.m. 
1 2 p.m. 5 23 p.m. 
{ 
12~ ~: ~: 
i a.m. 




















30. 10 62 
30.07 52 
30.08 55 
30. 12 o3 
30. H 66 
30. 12 61 
30. 14 65 
30. Oil 52 
29.97 50 
30. 02 70 
29. !)41 61 
20.88 62 




5 30. 10 5 
4 30. 13 ·1 
9 30. 19 9 
10 30. 19 10 
13 30. 19 13 
15 30.17 15 
16 30. 15 16 
14 30. 14 14 
12 3o. on 1:.>, 
13 30.07 13 
15 30. 04 15 
15 30. 04 15 
15 30. 01 15 
16 3U.OL 16 
17 30.01 17 
15 30.01 15 
15 30.01 15 
16 30. 03 16 
1!J 30. 0'2 19 
19 30. 04 l!J 
20 3). 05 20 
19 :30.02 19 
20 2!J. 9'2 20 
20 2!). 911 20 
20 :n. rs 20 
18 29. 79 18 































62 N. E. 10 . 50 
6:l N. E. 8 .32 
68 N. E. 7 . 24 
75 E. 6 .18 
74 E. 7 , 24 
69 E. 12 . 72 
89 E. 26 3. 38 
90 E. 30 4. 50 
91 E. 30 4. 50 
!ll E. 27 3. 64 
90 E. 33 5.14 
90 E. 33 5. 44 
90 E. 34 5. 78 
82 E. 32 5.12 
91 E. 31 4. 80 
91 E. 31 4. 80 
82 E. 34 5. 7ti 
83 E. 35 6. 12 
'82 E. 28 3. 92 
91 E. 24 2. 88 
91 E. 22 2.42 
92 E. 20 2. 00 
84 E. 21 2. 20 
85 E. 25 3.12 
84 E. 27 3. 64 
85 E. 34 5. 78 
85 E. 3G 6. 48 
70 E. 35 6. 12 
84 E. 37 fl. 84 














































































Cirrus .. 1-4 
Cirrus .. 1-2 
Cirrus . . 1-2 
Cirrus .. 3-4 
Cirrus .. 3-4 
Cirrus .. l-4 
Cirms . . 1-4 
Cumulus 1-4 










































9,15 p, ill.,, ... , • · • · · I• • • •I• • • ·I•'" 
......... ,Night .. . ! .01 , .... , .... 
. -- ..... --~---- ..... -~-- .. I 161 4 
------ .. -- ·--- ... - · .. -....... - --1Auroraat10.30 

























Mtleorological record for the five days end'iug January 28, 1673. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ TUERM.I ~ 
--- _g 
c: . 
IIYGRmL ·§ WL'\D. LO~R CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ THERlof. 
~;..; ~];;.:, ci ~-'It)-"' 0 l ci'tll~ :d 1:!~~ Dny nod <lnto of ob-
servation. 
P· oc: 


















c:.> c:.> ~ o o -~ o -~ a .... .... ~>- ~ -"' ..; o .e 1 c: ..., Q.) p ~ 8 ~ 2 .a .; ~ ; 2 ~ a. >,::::· .-d a .-d g l:g g; ~ s .g § ;z .s s 
c ~ ~ _g e ~c... ~ ~ :;::·g ~ g Q os ~ s.~ s -o o8 s ~ ·a 
Remarks . 
8 A ~ ~ A ; 8. ~ 8. 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ <1 A_.,. 8 ~ <16 ~ ~ 
------1----1--1-1-1--------,---- - ---------1-----------1-----
{ 
1 ~3 n. m. 
i 0 ll.IU. 
10 :!3 n. ro. l!'ritlny, J'nn. 24.--- · 2 o p.m. 
5 2:1 p. lU. 
9 0 p.m. 
I l 23 1\. Ul. 7 0 n, ro. 10 23 n. m. Snturt1ny, J'no. 25.- · 2 0 p. ru. 
. l 5 :!3p. m. 
9 Op.m. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 
7 0 n. m. 
10 23 n. IU . Sunday, .Tnu. 26. ·- · 2 0 p m. 
5 23 p. 01. 
{ 
i 2~ ~ ~: 
7 0 n. m. 
10 ~n n. m. Mon<1ay,J'nu.2i ... . 2 Op.m. 
52:3p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
29. 76 50 
2!1. 69 55 
29. 6!i (jfi 
29. 59 67 
:!9. 55 69 
29.51 68 
!.!J.H 53 
2!1. 41 60 
29. 4:! !i7 
29. 43 69 
2!). 50 7:1 
29.55 65 
~9 . 63 51 
2!J. 82 50 
30. 00 66 
30. 05 6!) 
30. 11 61 
30.23 62 
30. 27 50 
:30. 40 47 
30. ·HJ 63 
30. 50 66 
30.46 68 
































3 2:1 p. m. t 30. 52 
9 0 p. lll. 30. 53 
29.71 18 
29. 6:! 14 
2~1. 57 15 
:29. 49 15 
29.45 15 
2!). 4! 15 
2!l. 38 14 
29.33 16 
2[). 3:2 16 
2!J. 3:l 15 
29. 39 14 
29. 46 11 
















14. 5 91 
13. 5 90 














7. 5 88 























S. E. 9 
S. E. 24 
S. E. 34 
30.35 32 32 
30. 46 :30 29 
30. 49 31 30 
30. 45 33 32 
30. 43 33 32 
30.42 .33 32 
1C() I s. 29 89 s. 17 
89 s. 1!) 
8fl Is. w. 40 69 s. 31 
89 s. w. 40 
3. 38 . .. . 
3. 12 796 
3. 64.- .. 
3. 92 ... . 
2. sa . .. . 
2.88 . .. . 
2. 20 ... . 
1. 28 501 
2. 20, ... . 3. 38 . .. . 
5. 78 ... . 
6.12 .. . . 
8. 40,1 •• -. 
6. 12 684 
4. 50 ,· .--. 
3. 38 .- .. 
~: ~: 1 :: :: 2. 88 .... 
. 02 599 
. 01.--. 
. 40 
;: ~~ 1 :::: 
4. 20i .... 



























Stratus . 4-4 
Nimbus. 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 















·--- ... __ . , . _____ ....•.... , 19 I 13 
Cumulus j l·4 j N. ~ ---------· .... ................. . 
0 0 0 ...... .... ·-------- ........ ·-·· 
0 0 0 .. -- -- . - - ...... - - - ... --. 16 14 
0 0 . 0 ·---·· .... ------···· ........... . 
0 0 0 --········ .............. ·--· ..•. 
Cumulus 4-4 N .... ..... . ........... ........... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. ·----- ......... .. ........ __ ... . . 
0 0 0 ......... . ·-----·--- ........... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N . ......... ... ............ H -2 
Cumulus 1-4 N .... ............. .. ...... ...... .. 1 Aurora 
g g I g ::::::::::1:::::::::: :::: ::: :: ::: Cirrus .. 1-4 N. W ..... ____ ..... ______ .. __ . .. _ . . . _ . 
.?.i~-~~~-:: -~-:. ~--~:: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :: 'i3·,:..:9 












c~rrrs --~ \/ , ... 0 .. , _~:~~~~-~: ~~:~~~---~: .-.~: :::: :::: Melted snow. 
CtriUS .. 1-4 w. ·-------·· . ........ ........... .. 




























Meteol'ological l'ecol'd jo1· the five days ending Ji'clwua1·y 2, 1873. 
STATIOX: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
<I I 8 llYGRO~l. ::il ... 1'11EIU!. 0 WI~ D. LO~YEH CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. 1'-1 8 a <:> 
--- --- ::s (1) 
I 
.::> • ~;.:1 ~~ ~ l g-~-P· ...; P . Day ancl dnto of ob- oo .25 ~ I '0'-' .0 p o.G· ::i 0 ~-9 <:> """ c:>Q) "3 "a :3 ·g~ ;;~ ~ > . ..; o ~·>I sen·ation. 0 ....,..., -~ -~ 0 0..., - <:> <;><:.> 0 8 ~ & ~ .::> .::> ~ e ~/6 .0 ::s .0 ;:l 0 0 8 0 ..., 0~ ~~ 0 0 9-' 0? s ~ C; p., ~ ~ ..... 0 0 !3 101 ~ ~-=-~ -.J >( A A ~~ ~ ~ H ~ . <l Fl 0 p. ~ P-i A <l 
-----
---
J 1 23 a.m. 30. :\1 55 3:3 30.44 33 32 ED S.W. 41 8. 40 ··-· ---------· 4-4 ------ ---· -- -- ···- --7 0 a.m. :30. 55 50 3::1 30.50 33 :.12 S!J S.W. 3 ! 5. 78 763 Hazy . .. .. .. Cumulus 4-4 s.w. 




Cumulus 4-4 s.w. Wednesdny, .Jan. -D. 2 o p.m. 30. 57 6D 33 30.46 33 32. 5 D4 s. 38 7. 22 .... H azy ... 
· --· 
Cumulus 4-4 s. l -"3 30. 55 64 33 :.10. 46 33 32 8!.1 s. 35 6.12 ... Hazy . .. . .. . Cumulu~; 3-4 s. ;>_p.m. 
D Op. m. ::10.52 62 ::12 30.44 32 31 l:l9 s. :J4 ;), 78 .... Hnz.v ... . ... 0 0 0 
f 1 23 a.m. ::!0. 4!l 57 31 30. 4:'.! 3 1 30. 5 !J4 S.E. 20 2. 00 Hazy ... Cinus .. 1-2 s. 
7 0 a.m. 30.4 1 61 32 :30.33 ::!2 3 1. :J D4 s. 1:! . 7:.! 760 Stratus _ 1-4 Cinus .. 3-4 R. 
Til d .J 30 10 23 a. m. 30. 38, 6D 32 30. '27 32 31 8D S.E. 28 :3.92 --- - Stratus . 1·2 Cirrus .. 1-2 s. urs oy. au. . .
1 2 0 
p .m. 30. 23i 70 33 30.12 33 32 ED S.E. 25 3.12 ...... Stratus . 1-2 Cirrus .. 1·2 s. 3 ~:l:lp. m. 30. 15i 70 33 30.0-1 3~1 32 S!J S.E. 25 3.12 .. . Nimbus. 4-4 ....... ...... . ...... 
·- ---· D Op.m . 30. 071 66 :{3 2). 96 33 J2. 5 D4 t;.E. 12 . 72 N1mlJUs 4-4 
------- -- · ----
........ r !2:1 a.m. 2D. !JD 57 33 2D. D2 33 32.5 9-1 E. H . ::12 4- 11 
---------· ---- -----
J 7 0 a.m. 2D. Dll G5 32 2D. 8:! 32 32 100 E. 4 . 08 ::!53 Fog .. .. ·4-4 
------
. IO'.!:la. m. 2D. 88, 70 32 2D. 77 32 32 100 E. 10 . 50 Stratus · . 4-4 Fnday, .Jnn. 31 .. . .. 1 ~ 0~ p. m. 20.84 6D 3 1 2D. 74 31 31 100 E. 14 . 98 ---· Stmtus . 4-4 . .... . ......... . ..... ........... ;, _.lp. m 2fl. 8 1 68 1 3 1 :.!!l. 71 :11 31 100 E. 15 1.12 ... . Stratus. 4-4 . ............. .... 
----- -l !J 0 p . m ~!). 7l 65 1 30 2D. 62 30 30 100 E. lG l. 28 .... Fog . .... 4-4 
· ··---- -·· 
. .... .... .. . f 12:1 a.m. ?9. 6~ 56 ~1 2D. 56 31 30 R9 E . 16 1. 28 Stratus . 4-4 
7 0 a.m. 2!J. 5:> 60 31 2D. 4i 3.L :.10 8D S.W. 1-1 . DB 318 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 10 23 n. n1. ~D. 56 6() 32 2!J. 47 32 31 8n s.w. 22 2. 42 ...... Nimbus . 4-4 
· ·· ··----· 
. .... . ....... 
Sat"Niuy, Fob. 1. .. , I' 0 p.m. 20. 53 G6 , 32 2D. 44 32 :.11 89 s.w. 27 3. 64 ... . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s.w. 
. l 5 2:Jp. m. S::D. 5::! 63 32 2!). 43 32 3l 8!) s.w. 20 2. 00 ... . 0 0 Cnmnlus 4-4 w. fl Op.m. 2!). 58 !i6 I 31 2D. 4D 31 30 SD W. IS 1. (j~ . .. Stra.tus. 1-4 Cirrus . . 1-4 w. f 1 23 a.m. 2D. G:l 5~ 28 i:!). 57 :28 27. 5 D4 ~.w. 16 I. 2tl 0 (j 4-4 
1 7 0 a.m. 2D.Ii3 54 25 29. 5i 25 24.5 D3 N. !) . 40 435 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
S d F b 2 110 23 u. m. 29.64 66 25 2fl. 55 25 24.5 D3 N. 1L . 60 ---· 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. un ay, e . . ... . j 2 0 p. . 2D. 52 65 22 2D. 4:3 22 :12 100 E. 1D 1. eo ..... Stratus. 4-4 
· --- -·----
. ..... 
-----· l 5 2Jp. m. 29.38 (]8 22 2D. 28 22 22 100 E. :n :). 44 Nimbus. 4-4 ................ . .... . ............ 9 Op.m. 2D. 27 65 21 2D.18 21 21 100 E. 34 5. 78 
---· Stratus . 4-o! 
. -------· 
. .... . . ......... 
I 









101 ~z 0 Fl 
-
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Dny nnd <lnto of ob-
Sl' l"Yntiou. 
Meteorological 1·ecorcl for tlle fite clays ending Feb1·uary 7, 1873. 
ST.d..TIOX: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRIXG SEA. 
.1$ 5 1,..!. --.- l::l . 
[: 'f!IF.R~I. e IIYGRO~I. ·::: WL\"D. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR S~OW. ·~ ~ THERli. 
C) <1S IQ .... H 
.gci ~ ..; . ~; ~~,g __ ci 1>-;.; 1 c:>_+'l 16 . . = b.O~ :.0 'Cl~~ s· <-o +> CJ "CS c>~ ,..... ,..... oO 0 ~- ;......_ ;, · ~ ~ o~ 1 Q .pQ,) ~ ....t 0:.;::: 0 ..... Q) t: ~ ~ ~ - ....... ..... .,.... 0 p . >. ~ Q ....... t: (J,) • :::: ~ i-1 ..... 
c:>E ~ g ~ e -: :: ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ g' ~-S '<:i g '<:i g g oS 8 ~ ] g ~ -~ .§ 
s- ~ ,...... ;..t ~ QJ - '- ........ _ c.> ;... -.-o Q Q ~ _ ~ . ...., ,..... i"'t c -~ d .. v. 0 - t:> "' -~ I C) C) - C) :0 - -~ E ..... 13 -~ ~-.... 0 Q E .... c:l --
Remarks. 
1 ~ ~_::_ ~_.::___ ~ ~~  __::_ P. ~ _:_:__,~ -~ ~ -~ ~.::l-_o __ 1'<1 <!l o ~ ~ 
( 1 12:1n.m. 2!l.15 54 2:J 29.09 22 22 100 E. 33 5.44 ... Nimbus. 4-4 · ------- - ...... .... ........ . . --- - --- -- · .14 .... Melted snow. 
7 Oa.m. 29.1:1 6J 2:1 2!J 05 2J S?J 100 E. 21 2.2J 673 Nimbus 4-4 --- -- ··- - .... ----· ------··· · -------- - · ........ Fi11erain. 
lliolldn.y FoiJ 3 1110:/Ja.m. 29.16 lid 23 29.06 2J 22 5 9.i E . J {) 1.28 ~imbus 4-4 -··----- · .. . ................ .. ... . .. .. 17 . .. Rain m easure. 
' · ---- 2 Op.n1. 29.16 69 25 29.0() 25 24.:, 9J N.E. (j .18 . .. . 1-<imbuiJ 4-4 . ........ .......... ........ . - -- - - ---· ..... .. ... . . Lightsr.ow. 
5:23p.m. 29.17 70 2:! 29.07 :!3 22 t!6 N. 8 . 32 .... 0 0 Cuumlu>: 4-4 N.W ...... ..... ........... Od 26 21 Molted1mow. 
!J Op.m. 29.:!~ 68 22 29.14 22 :H 86 N. 20 2.00 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ... •••. . .. ....... . .... . . . 
1
12Jn.nL 29.3.) 48 17 29.3017 LG 8J N. 12 .7~ .... 0 0 Cumulus4-4 N.W .................•.... 02 .... ... . 
7 Oa.m. 29.4:! 5::1 1J 2!1.31i 13 I~ 81 1\. Hi 1.28 421 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 ...... ...... ... . -------··· ........... . 
T e 1 Feb 4 102:1a.m. :W.4i 65 14 20.3d 14 1:3 81 N. 12 .72 0 0 Cumnlus 4-4 N ...................... 01 ..... . . 
u scay, · ·-·- 2 Op.n1. 29 4l:l <i~ 15 29.40 15 14.5 !J1 N. 4 .08 .... 0 0 Cnmulus 4-4 N . ............ . .... ... ........ ----1 Light snow. 
52.1p.m. 29.48 68 14 ;.•!:).;!6 1-1 1:1 81 N. 7 .24 ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 .... ........... . .. ........ . 02 23 13 
J
l i 2~~~:~: g~:~~ ~~ ~g ~~:ig ~g : ~:g ~~ s~:E. 2g 2:!~ :::: ~~~~t~~:: !.! :::::::~:: :::::::::: :::::: ::: .::::::::: .o1 :::: :::: 
7 On.m. 29.06 56 2d 2iUl!l 28 2B 100 S. E. 21 2.20 296 Nimbus. 4-4 ... . .............. .. ... .... ..... . ....... .. .. ... . · -- -IHeayysnow. 
W d 1 F b ~ 1023a.m. ::!ts.9:l 64 30 28.!'4 30 29.:' 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus .. 4-4 .. .• ...•......•. ... ---------· ····----- · .21. ...... . 
e nescay, •e .<>.') 2 Op.m. 29.0!1 tid ::!0 2d.99 20 19 85 N. 31 4.80 .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 N .................... ....... .... . 
l 523p.m 29.15 70 12 29.05 12 11 80 N. 32 5.12 . ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . -------·· · ..... ...... 02 32 12 9 Op.m. 29.:W 70 ll 29.10 11 10 79 X . 2'2 2.42 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N ........... .. ........ .... . ..... . . 
r 
123:l.n •. ~n.:w 52 9 29. 2:1 9 8 78 N . 16 1.28 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . ... .. . ..... . ......... 01. ...... . 
7 On.m. 29.49 5-l l:l 29.4J 8 7 77 N. lL .60 714 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. ··------·- ........•.... . . ... -·--ILightsnow. 
Th c1 F>b 6 , IJ023a.m. 29.60 70 9 2!1.50 9 7 56 N . 11 .60 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N ....... ..... ........ ... ...... . . . . 
urs ay, e · · ·112 0 p. 111 . 29. 65 69 9 29. 55 9 l:l 78 N. 13 . 84 . . . 0 0 Cumulu~ 4-4 . _. ___ . _. ______ . __ .... _. _ .. __ . . __ . 
521p.m 2!l.W 69 9 29.591 !J 8 78 N.E. H .98 Stratus .. 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 N.W ... ....... ... .. .. ... .. 03 12 8 
l 9 Op.Ul. 29.7il 64 10 2!l.tifl 10 9 79 N.E. 15 1.12 Kimbus. 4-4 .. . ................. ........... ........... . ..... .. . 
{ 
1~3a .lll. 29.7!1 5.0 7 29.74. 7 . 6.5. 8::l E. 21 2.20 Nimbus 4. -4 . .... . .......... ...... ......... ......... 17 ..... . .. I Meltedsnow. 
7 0 n m . 20. 8i 56 5 29. 80 5 4. 5 87 E. 28 :1. 92 375 Nimbus . 4-4 __ __ __ . _ ......... _. _ . . __ . ___ . __ . ____ . __ _ .. _ _ .. _. __ .. 
]1'r"da· Fob 7 1102:la. m .l 2!1.9:"1 59 7 2!1.84 7 6.5
1
88 E. 32 5.12 .. . . N~mbus 4-4 --·········· ··-·----·-· ·· -- ·····--···· - · . 16 _______ _ 1 ~. • •• ••· 2 Op ru. 29.e5 63 9 29.7G 9 8.5 8~l E. 34 5 78 .. . . Ntmbus. 4-4 .. ............................ ----·-·-- · .... . .... . . 
5 23 p. 111. 29. 8:2 63 10 2!l. 73 10 9. 5 89 E. 34 5. 78 Nimhus . 4-4 . . . . . . . ............................ ___ . . 31 10 4 I Do. 





























Meteorological 1·ecord jo1· the jive days ending Felmta?'Y 12, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAI"XT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ s HYGUO~f. ~ ~ TIIERM. 0 WIND. LOWim CLOUDS UPPEU CLOUDS. ~ --- ~ ____ a 
,!:1· ~ .:I. ~-Day nud unto of ob- oc ~ .-,;; ~ ,_, ... ..ci ..0 Q.)~ Q ~ -- f.~ ~ .f~T serYation. <s:3 ~ a:> a:> '3 0 0 -~ 5 p~ ;., :..:. ..., a:> ~~ £"~ ::l s 0 ,.<:> ,!:1 ~ <:>0 ~~ ;:I ~ ~oS . ~ 8 .s 0 Q) .., oj c..= f:g .-,;; 0 .-,;; 0 -~~~ 8 A t: !>, a:> :) -~ ~s a,);.,. p s c 8 ~ d ~ X 0 A ~ p.A ;..a;> ~~ ~ ~ I=Q ~ 0 ~ A p..,~ <l <l A 
-- -
- --
- -- - --
- -- - ---- - ---- - --
r 1 23 a. m. 2!). 49 50 13 29. 44 13 13 100 E. 37 6. 84 ··- Nimbus 4-4 ............. .... . 
------




10 2:1 n.m. 2!!. O!l 63 13 2!l. 01 13 13 100 E. 54 14.58 ---- Nimuus 4-4 
Saturday, Feb. 8 - - ·1 2 0 p.m. 28. 98 6•1 1il 28. 89 13 13 100 E. 82 3J. 62 
----
Nimbus 4-4 -- .. ...... . ...... 
------
5 23 p.m. 28. 93 64 13 28. 8~ 13 13 100 E . 61 18.60 ...... Nimuus 4-4 . .... 
9 0 p.m. 28. !).) 64 11 28. 86 11 1\J. 5 89 E. 5~ 1J. 5:.l . .... Nimbus 4-4 r l ;23 n. m . 28. !l7 4d 7 2~. 9~ 7 6 76 N.E. :n 6. H4 .Nimbus 4-4 
7 0 n. m. 2!l. 03 47 4 28. 99 4 3 74 N.E. 41 8. ..JO 1L'>5 Nimbus 4-4 
S d F b i 10 2:1 a. m. 29. 11 66 5 29. 0~ 5 4 75 N.E. 46 10. 5t( --- - Nimbus 1-4 Cirrus._ 1-2 ..N.W. 
un ay, •e . 9 ... .. 2 Op.m. 29.1:! Gl 5 29.04 5 4 7.3 N.E. 51 13.00 
----
Nimbus . 4-4 
· --- -----
... . 
------l 523p.m. 29. 18 55 2 29.12 2 l 71 N. 47 11.04 . ... 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 N.W. 
!l 0 p.m. 29. 30 64 - 4 29. 21 - 4
1
- 5 G-1 N. 33 5. 44 
· -·· 
St.ratus _ 1-4 0 0 0 I ~ o;: ~::: ~ ;; ~t =:~ ~n: =::c:; :; N. 30 4. 50 . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 N. 28 ::l.!l<! 82<3 0 0 0 0 0 
10 22 a.m. 29. 57 67 - 8 29. 47 - t! - 9 57 N. 26 3. :3H · -· · Nimbus . l-4 0 0 0 
Monday, F eb. 10 . --. 2 0 p. m 29. 59 64 - 8 20. 50 - 8~- 9 57 N. 24 2. 88 
·-·· 
0 0 0 0 0 l 5 23 p.m. 2!!. 65 66 - 8 29. 56- si- g 57 N. 17 1.44 ---- 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 p.m. 29. 75 6fl - 8 2fl. 65- s
1
- 9 57 N. 21 2. 20 ---- 0 0 0 0 0 
( 1 23 a.m. 29. f:2 55 - 7 2!l. 7.i - 71- 8 59 N. ~0 2. 00 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. i 7 0 u. m. 29 05 47 - 4 29.90- <,- 0 6< N. 18 1.-62 568 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
10 23 a. m . 30. 0~ 64 - 3 29. 93 - 3 - 4 65 N. ~1 2. 20 .... 0 0 Cumulus :J-4 N. 
Tu.,duy, Feb. 11 • . . 2 0 p. m.l30. o; o; - ' ;o. 95 - !I- ' 67 N. ~1 IUW .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
5 2.l p.m . 30. 09 6R - 5 2~. 9!l- ;)1- 6 62 N. 23 2. 64 . ... 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 p.m. 30. 12 68 - 8 30. 0:<- 8 - 9 57 N. 16 1. 23 
· ·-· 
0 0 0 0 0 
r . 1 23 n. Jl]. 30. (,9 4~ -10 ~0. 04 =101-11 5~ N. 16 I. :lo . ... 0 0 0 0 0 
7 Oa.m. 30.1:l 46 -to .:.0.08 10-11 5.J N. ld 1. 62 412 0 0 0 0 0 
Wedne d >' b 12 { r 23 0. "'·I" 20 60 - 8 :m 10- a,- 0 .57 N. 17 1. 44 ·· -· 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. s ay, e · 1 2 0 p . m. 2.P. 23 70 - 7 30. U- 71- 8 59 N. 13 • C'4 ···- 0 0 Cumulus l-4 N . [ 5 23 p . m . 30. 2J 67 - 8 30. lJ - 81- !l 57 N. 1~ . 72 . ... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
9 0 }1. ill. 30.25 66 - 8 30. 15 - 81- !l 57 N. 2J 2. 64 .... 0 0 0 0 0 






.::l o._, <"Ol 
a:> c;t; 
8 .-,;; Oa:> Q) os s 
"' 8;... 0 ::l 0 ~ <10 
------- -




. .... ... ... ......... ...... . 
. ..... . ..... --------- - . 53 
. .................. 
:::::::1::::::::: . 32 
···-·· · · 
.......... . 04 






··-····· ------ -·-· 
.... 
·-·----· ········-· 
. ~ .. 
---·-··· 
3.10p. m . . 00 
· ···----
. ....... .. .... 
. .... .... 
--------- · ----
····----
........ . ... .... 
:::::: :: i:::::::: ~: ... . 
---- .... . ··-······· 
· ····-·· --------- -- --
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Metem·ological 1·ecord jo1· the five days ending Februm·y li, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ a Hl"GRQ.:I[. ~ TUEUM. W1I'>D. LOWER CLOUDS UPPE!t CLOUflS. > 0 s 1-< ;::> 
---
<IS ____ :; IC P. 
Dny nncl dnto of ob- p- E ...; . E3 - .ci . ..q_ ci >,_- 0~ ' .:. "tJ) ~ -~ ;3 -a -~-~- ~ - ~=~~~ sern1tion. Q) Q) '-::! :3 ~g ~~ ~i- ~ 
- § -~-~ ~ o .... ..q <.> g"' _g ,::l s li [ - ~ C) e t ~ t ~ ~ 0,.::; a><JJ ~-5 '-::! 0 ] s .~e] s ~ ~ ~ £ ~ 1~.£ .e a R c:l ,.J l< 0 A ~ ~ -<:1 ~ 0 i:l:i l=:j -<:1 ~ <!1 A ___ ,_ 
--------------
r 
1 :!3 a . m. 30.22 42 -8 30. 19 - 8 -9 57 N. 15 1.12 .... 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 a.m. 30.23 43 -F ao. 22 - 8 -9 57 N. 16 1. 28, 310 0 0 0 0 0 10 23 a.m. 30.35 (j!J - 5 30.24 -5 -() 62 N. w. H . 98 .. --. 0 0 0 0 0 Thnrsdny, Fob. 13 . < ~ Op.m. 30.33 68 -1 3(1. 23 -1 
-1.5 8-tN.W. 9 
.40, .... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. l 5 23p.m. 30.32 (i6 0 30. 22 0 -0.5 85 E. 1 . OJ . --. 0 0 Cinus .. 4-4 N.W. 9 Op.m. 30. 2R 58 0 30.20 0 -0.5 85 E. 11 .no .... Nimbus . 4-4 
Fd<loy, l 'ob.H. ... . j 123 a,m. 30.19 41 1 30.16 1 1 100 E. :.!0 2. 00.--- Nimbus . 4-4 7 0 a.m. 30.13 44 1 30. 09 1 1 100 E. 28 3. 92 323 Nimbus . 4-4 s:w: 10 23 n. m. 30.11 63 2 30. o:= 2 2 100 E. 31 4. 80 0 0 Cirrus __ 3-4 2 Op. m· :.IJ. 08 G8 5 29. !Jd 5 5 100 E. 33 5. 44 
·-·- 0 0 Cirrus __ ::l-4 s.w. 5 23p. m. ;'?[). 98 GG 3 2ft. 88 3 2. 5 Sli E. :'18 7. 22 ... . Nimbus . 1-4 Cirrus __ .3-4 s.w. !l Op.m. :w. s5 G3 6 29.76 6 6 1 100 E. 4::! 8. 82 ·-- - Nimbus . 4-4 
-----·--·· ---- ------
S•tm<l•y, Fob. 15 .. { 
12:1 a.m. 29.56 48 10 29.51 10 10 100 E. GG 21.75 . .. . Nimbns 4-4 
·--------· 
.... 
----- · 7 0 a. m 29.18 .j(j 14 :!9. 14 14 1:.1. 5 90 E. 49 12. 001 923 Nimbus . 4-4 ·--------- ·--- ------10 2:.1 n.m . 29.05 58 1i 2~, !JS 17 17 100 E. 46 10. 58 ---- Nimbu;; . 4-4 
2 0 p.m· 28. 84 69 21 28.74 21 :"?0. 5 92 E. 32 5.12.--. Nimbus . 4-4 
-- s~--5 23p. m . 28.79 65 31 28.70 31 30 89S. w. 68 23. 13, .... Nimuus . 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 !l Op.m . 2d. !J3 G:l 31 28. 85 31 30 89S.W. 52 13. 52 ---- Nimbus 4-4 
Snndny, Fub. 16 .... I 1~3a.m 29.03 55 30 28.97 30 29 898. w. 33 g: ~~!' 999 4-4 7 0 n. m . 29. Hi 5:3 31 2!).10 31 30 89S.W. 26 Stratus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 1023n.m. 29.20 65 33 29. 11 33 32 89S w. 18 1. 62, .. -- Strat.us . 3-4 Cirrus_. 1-4 s.w. 2 0 p.m. 2ft. 23 68 34 2!l. 13 34 33 89S.W. 14 .98 .... Stratus 1-2 Cirrus __ 1-2 s.w. l 5 ~3p.m . 2!>.18 73 31 29. 07 31 30.5 94 s. E. 21 2. 20 ·-·· Nimbus . 4-4 ------ --- · ·-- --· !l Up. m. 29.02 70 33 28.92 33 
, 'I .. S. E. 18 1. 62 --- - Nimbus 4-4 ------ ---· ---- --- ---( 1 :!3 n. m . 2S. 86 58 33 28.79 33 33 100 S.E. 22 2. 42 · ·- · Nimbus . 4-4 ------ ..... 
----




h!oodoy, >"ob. 17 .. ·1 10 23 a.m. 28. 5-t 63 3~ 28.45 32 31.5 94 s. E. 17 1. 44 .... Nimbus. 4-4 ........ .. ... ·--- ... .. ... 
2 Op.m. 28. 54 6!1 30 28. 44 30 29 89 w. 42 8. 82 .... . 0 0 Cumulns 3-4 w. 5 23 p. lU . 28.65 67 27 28.56 27 26 88S. w. 34 5. 78 . .. . Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 s.w. 9 0 p.m . 28.76 66 27 28.67 27 26 SSS. 'iY. 23 2. 64 . . .. 0 0 Cumulus 1-2 s.w. 
RAIN OR SNOW. 
l'l . 





~ s s ...; ~ .... a ~ ~Q) 
·v. -~ s .g OM s~ 0 ~ 
-<115 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
-------
....... ...... ···· -··· 
---
---------· --- ----- - --- · ·- - · -·· 
------·--· -------- · -· · · ·--
---· 
4.10 p.m. 1 -8 
.08 




---·--·· · -· · ·--· 
---·----- - -------
. 05 5 -1 
----------- ---···· · ----
.... 
- -- · 




--------- · ------ ----
. OR 
• 1'2 31 3 
.19 
. 05 
--·-- ----- --- --- · 





· · · · ···· 
.11 ..... . .. ~ . 






. 07 ---- . ... 
... .......... .......... 
.13 33 27 













































Meteorological1·ecord jo1· the jive days ending February 22, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT. PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ 
i TRERM. ~ IIYGROM.] WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. I s:l. RAIN OR SNOW. ·a; ~ THERlii. 




























-.. ii~l · .0 :::: <!> ;J s:l d p >.,.-.~ .s 
,a .o:s ~ 
;:.., t; ~ ~ 
A 1$ ~ A 
I ~~'< 
- ~ 00-
t' ~ ~.::: ~ . ..; ..; lj ~~ ~ ~] ~ 
·z o :;; & _ t' § s:l :S -~ 1 <!> .,; § o; s 
.:: ~ ~ : g·g ] 0 ] g ~ s ~ ~ .g 0 8 -~ 
s 
l'l Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ ~ A~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A~""' 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 




( 1 23 a.m., 28. 85j 56 j 7 0 a. m. 29. 03 61 
Tuesday, F eb. 18 ... < 10 23 n. m. 
l 2 Op.m. 523 p.m. 
{ 
~ 2g~: ~: 
7 0 a.m. 
Wednesday, Feb. 19 10 23 a.m. 2 llp.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
{ 
~ 2~~:~: 
7 0 a.m . 
Thursday Feb 20 10 23 a.m. 




123 a.m . 
7 0 a.m. 




3 n. m. 
p.m. 
5 23p. m. 
!l Op. m. 
( 123 n. m. 
~ 7 0 a.m. Saturday Feb 22 10 23 n. m. . ' · ~ · · 2 0 p. m. 
29.11 70 
29.16 69 
29. 20 68 






28. 40 64 
28.42 55 
28. 64 66 
28.73 62 
28. 91 66 
29.11 68 
29. 28 67 
29.33 57 
29.46 68 
29. 54 69 
29.62 72 
29. 76 .66 
29. 95 65 
25,28.78, 25. ,24 j87 , S.W.,25j3.12, .... , 0 j 0 jCumulusj3·4j S.W. j········· ·j· · · ······ ·j· 04 j· ·· ·j· ··· j Meltedsnow. 
25 28. 95 25 24 87 S.IV. 22 2. 42 626 Stratus . 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 S.W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Flurries of hail 
29. 01 27 26 88 
29. 06 28 27 88 
29. 10 27 26 88 
29. 14 25 24 87 
29. 14 25 :<!4. 5 93 
28. 86 29 29 100 
28. 66 29 29 100 
28. 32 30 30 100 
28. 26 30 :29. 5 94 
28. 31 29 28 88 
28. 42 28 27 88 
28. 55 29 :<!8 88 
28. 65 28 27 88 
28. 82 27 26 88 
29. 01 25 :<!4 87 
29. 18 25 24 87 
29. 26 27 26 88 
29. 36 28 27 88 
29. 44 28 27 88 
29. 51 2i3 27 88 
29. 66 28 27 88 
29. 86 30 29. 5 94 
30. 07 33 32. 5 94 
30. 11 33 32. 5 94 
::JO. 16 33 32 89 











































Stratus . 4-4 
Nimbus. 4-4 
Nimbus . 4-4 






Stratus . 1-2 
0 0 




Stratus . 1-4 
0 0 
Nimbus . 4-4 
Stratus . 1-2 
Stratus . 1-2 






0 1 ·---------~----------~· 021·-- - 1- -·· Cumulus 1·2 S."W . .. .. ..... . .................. .. . Cumulus 3-4 S.W ............. . ........ 02 29 24 
Cumulus 1-4 S.W .... . ... ... 9.20p.m .. 01. ...... . 
Cumulus ~i-4 .. . . ........... . . .... . ...... . . ..... .. . 
· ···· ·····•····1···· ·· 1 9.20 a.m., .. ........ ,. 05j· · .. j····j Melted snow. 
.. .... . .......... .... ............ .. ..... . Heavy snow. 
g~;~~~~~~ ti s.~. :::::::::: :::::: : ::: . ·.~l~~J~~ -
····· . .. . . 4-4 ... .. .. .. .......... .... - .. . 03 
Cumulul' 1-2 IV . .... ........ .... .. .. . ... ... .... . 
Cumulas 4-4 IV. . .......... .. ... .... . .. . ... . . .. . 
Cumulu~ 4-4 \V . ............................... . 
Cirrus .. 1-2 W ..................... . 01 30 25 
0 0 0 ...........•....... . .. .......... 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W .. .................... 02 . .. . . . . . 
Cumulus 3-4 S.W. .. .. ...... ... . .. . ........ . .. . 
Cumulus 1-4 ~.\V . ...... .. ........... . . 01 .... .. : . 
Cumulus 1-4 S.W ....... ..... .... ... . . ... . .. . . 
Cnmnlus 1-4 S.W . .......... 5.00p.m .. 07 29 25 
Cumnlus 1-4 S.\V . ... ...... . .... .. .. . ......... .. . 
.......... . .. .. . . ... 11.50 p. ru. . . . . . . . . . . . Oil .... . .. . 
Cirrus . . 1-2 S."W .. ........ .. ...... ....... . ...... . 





I 5 23 p.m. 
l 9 Op.m. 


































30. 35 33 31. 5 94 
30. 40 32 31. 5 94 
0 0 ' 0 ········· · ................ . 
























































MctcorolrJgicalncorcl for the five days eucling February 27, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
TIIERM. ~ liYGRG:\f,] wem. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. UAlN OR SKOW. -§ ~ 'fHERM:. 
E :;-:- ~ t :2 :e ~i- g ~~ e~ ? _ ~ ~ g-~~ ~ ~~---;-;-8 ~ )';5 g "t5 .5 2 ._:: -~ ~ l•t; ~ ~ ~ , £· . ; . § '5 -~ ~ ~ .tJ § ~ ~ ~ 
2 !! g_ 5:: n C3 ~ ~ ~ r;: ~ ~ ~·t '8 ° rt:S 0 t! ~ f: ~ ,.g 0 E ·~ ·a 
C\1 .... x o ~ t> .., ..... "' C.l ... .. '"~ ..... E .s E ..... ~;.., o .. a ,_ ., ..... 
~ ~ ~ __::___ _::__ ~ ~ _::_lp. ~ p., ~ :__ _14 <1 14 <1 =---_ _o -~ ~ ~ ~1 
Remarks. 
r 
1 :?3 n. m 30. 4:! 59 27 30. 34 27 26.;, 94 S. 8 . 3:1 . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-2 .....................•....... . 
7 On.rn. 30.24 7J :!!1 30.1:> 119 j28.5 9-4 E. 3!.1 7.60 582 0 0 Cirrus . . 4-4------ 9.10a.m ........... ---- ...... . 
1023n.m. 30.07 GS 29 2D.27 ~9 .2!J 100 E. l 40 E.l.OO --- Nimbus . 4-4 ------------------------------ --·------- .08 ........ M eltedsnow. 
Suntlny, Feb. 23 ... ·1 2 0 ll· m. 29. fl:i G:i 29 29. 7G 29 29 1LO E. 41 8. 40 .. .. Stratus 4-4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. __ ... .. 
523p.ru. 29.H 71 30 29.6.> 30 ':.o 100 E. 3G 6.48 .... Nimbus. 4-4 -------------- ---··· ---------- ----·----· .H 32 2G Melted snow I and rain. 
9 O}J.m. 29.72 10 31 29.62 31 31 100 E. 16 1.28 ---- Fog ..... 4-4 -------------------- ......... -----·---- ---- ...... .. 
f 
123a.m. 2!J.t:O GL :H :w 7.; :~1 31 100 ::>. 4 .Od Nimbus 4-4 .............. ------ .......... -----·--· .22 ........ Rain measure. 
7 0 n. ru. SO. 00 10 3~ 2!l. S!J 3~ j3t. 5 !)4 W. 2 . 0~ 46~ Fog;.... . 4-4 ...... __ .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Light rain. 
:M d F b <>4 10 23 a. m. ~0. 08 70 :l3 ;:!), !Ji 3:3 33 100 \V. 15 1. 12 Fog .. . 4-4 .... __ ... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 7.30 a.m. . 02 on ay, 6 ·~ ----~ 2 Op.m. 30.1 6 71 3-.! 3o.o:: :.l2 3l. :i !J~ W. 18 1. 62 .... Srrat.ns . 4-4 ____ __________ ...... __________ -------·-- .... 33 30 
l 52:lp.m 20.:.!3 u!J 3:.! :.JO.l3 3:l 31.5 !J-1 W. lv .50 Stratus . 4-4 ............................ .. 9 Op.m. 30.2:, fiJ 30 30.14 30 ,:!!J.5 04 S.E. G .18 .... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 ------ ...................... .. 
J 
1 2:3 a-. m. 30. 1E 59 3:l 30. 1 ::d 32 1CO ::i. E. 16 1. 2d 0 0 Un-rus _ _ 1 4 .. .... . ... __ . _. . ...... _. . .. . 
7 Oa.m 30.06 65 3::l 29.!i7 33 3:.!.5 94 S. ':23 2.(j4 323 Nimbus . 4-4 ................................................... Rain. 
T d F b 25 10~3n.m. 30.07 G!J 33 ~!J.!l'i 3:-s 132.5 S-! S. 31 4.60 ::>trutus. 4.4 .................. Night ... 8.50a.m .. 131 .. . J ... I Rainmeasure. ues ay, 0 · --·1 2 0 p.m. 30. 15 G7 :l4 ::JO. o.:. 34 3:.J B!J W. 24 2. 88 0 0 o o o ____ .. __ ... ______ .... .. 
52:lp.m. 30.21 66 32 30.11 3~ 
1
'31.5 !)4 W. 2:J ~.42 ---. - 0 0 Cumuh.ls, 1-4 W .......... .. ........ . 
!) Op.m. 3(1.31 G7 31 30.21 31 30 8!) W. 24 2. 88 .... 0 0 Cumulus 14 W ....................... .. 
r 
123n.m. 30.33 57 31 30.:2t:!3 L 30 89 W. 22 2.42 .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 W ....................... .. 
7 Oa.m. 30.42 G6 31 30.32 31 . 30 8!) W. 26 3.38 579 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 W ...................... .. 
1?23a.m. 30.45 71 ~! ~0-~~ ~-1 l 30 89 W ~7 3.~~ .... 0 0 . . ? 0'> o, D 'g nigbt D'gnight .02 
Wodncsuny,Feb. 26 < 2 Op.m. 30.44 G!J :3:J .>O .. l3 32 31 89 S.W .... a 3.9~ .... 0 0 Cmus .. 1-~ W. __________ ............ .. 
I 5\!:lp.m. 30.3i G5 3~ 30.27 32 131 89 S. 2!J 4.20 .... Nimb1;1s. 4-4 ---------- .......... 3.40p. m ............ 021 33130 !J 011.m. 30.26 64 31 30.17 31 
1
30.5 !J4 S. 18 l.(i2 .... Nimbus. 4--1 .................................................... ,Heavy snow; 
l aurora. 
f 
123n.m. 30.Hi 62 31 30.0731 ,30.5 !J4 S.W. 8 .32 ... . Nimbus. 4-4 .................................... 23 ........ Melteclsnow. 
7 Oa.m . 29.!'4 6J 27 211.8:.; ~7 ,26 Btl ~-W. 26 3.3t:l 414 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W ........................... .. 
ThursdnyFob"7 1023n.m 2J.97 6!J 26 20 8i 26 'J5 87 N.W. 21 2.20 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus4-4 N.W ........... Nio-ht .... 09 ' -~ --1 2 Op.ru. ~!J.Ct iO 27 £9.8~ 27 26 8d ~- W. 3:.J 5.44 .... 0 0 Uuruulm> 1-4 N. W ........... ----~----- ··"· 
5 2.3 p. m 30. 00 L!J 23 :.!9. !JU 25
1
2•1 87 N W. 27 3. tj4 .. .. 0 0 o 0 0 ... . __ .... , ____ .. __ ..... I 32 1 24 
!J Ov.n1. 2!J.!Jt' 68 25 29.8!) 23 24 8i N. 45 10.12 ... Nimhuu 4-4 ............................. -----·---- .. .. 






























Day nnc11late of ob-
sen-ation. 
Meteorological 1·ecord for the five da.!JB ending March 4, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING REA. 
: TIIEUM. ~ IIYGTIOM. 3 WIND. Lt1WF.R CLOUDS UPPER CLOt;DS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ I THERM. 
.... ... 8 ... 0 ~::i ~ ~ ~:.: ~.3:--:, . P>,; 7' . .3 6 . . ::;-I:IJ_ :.d o! .s-::; 
c:.,....o -+J <:,) ~ o~ ;3 ...- (l)~ § ..p,_. .... ~ ~. ~ ~ o~ I c ~Q.) ::s ~ 
0 ~ ~ ~ J) .-..: 0 ~ ~ ~ •1"'1 ·.:; ·:; :-' ~ 0 .G- ~ Q ~ -~ r- (l) rod ~ ~ 8 8 
a:> 8 g ~ g ~ ~ :;3 Q ~ ~ g? rn ~--~ rd 5 rd § Q o § 8 ~ 5 ~ ·~ . .-~ 
.§ ; -:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ -; t 8 ~ "8 ~ .s 8 .:: 8 -~ ~~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ .s 
H '" '1 ~ c3 A ~ ;tj A t.>~H~A t:.:l <>1 ~ <'1 ~ ::.:> Fl ~o ~ ~ 
-------1------- ------------- ---------- -------
Remar;ks. 
2!). !)8 57 24 2D. !ll <;:4 23 86 N. 30 
::!0. 02 71 22 20.91 22 21 ~6 N. ::ltl 
30. 03 G8 21 2J. 92 2 1 20 85 N. 37 
30. 04 7l 20 29. 03 20 l!J 85 N. 42 
( j 123 a.m. 
j 7 0 a.m. Frid?.oy Feb 28 10 2:{ a.m. • ' · · --· 2 Op.m. 
4. 50 , -- .. 
7. 22 722 









. --- ____ -. -; .. ----. 8.50 a. ro .. --------. . O!JI. -- .. -- ·J ~elted snow. 
g~~~~l~~ i:~ ~: :::::::::: :::::::::: ·:oh :::: :::: L1ght snow. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. ·-----·--· ·--------· · - - · .... ·--· 5 23p. ill. 
\ 9 Op.m. r 1 2:3 a. 111 
I 7 Oa.m. 
Saturday, Mar. 1. _. ' 1g '!3
0
' a.m. 
30. 11 65 1G 30.02 lG 15 R2 N. W. 35 
30. 1i 63 15 30. 0~ 15 H 62 N. 35 
30. Oi 53 15 30.00 15 14 t'2 N. 27 
:30. 03 6~ 16 2J. 04 16 15 8:2 N. W. 24 
30. 02 Gl 14 20. !A 14 13 E' l N. W. 26 
:>0. 04 64 10 20. f.5 10 8 58 N. :.!G 
G. 12 _ --
6.12---. 
::S. 64 -.. 
:2. E8 821 
~·~1:::: 1 "o· p. ru. ;) -3p. Ill. 0 Op.m . 
( 1 2:! a.m. 
I 7 0 a.m. 10 23 a.m. 
30. O!J 63 5 30. 00 5 3 50 N. 
~lO. 14 fi8 3 ::l~. 0~ 3 2 73 N. 
30. 15 ;,4 -2 ;~o. O' -2 -3 n N. 
:<t'. ~! I ;j5 -::i ;:o. 14-5 -6 G2 N. 
30. 311 70 1-3 30. 20 -3 -4 65 N . 
2412.88 .. -. [!) I. [ 0 .. 
20 2. OD _ --· 
:29 4. 201583 
31 4. 60.--. Sunday, Mar. 2. ___ . < 
I 2 0 p.m. 30. 331 71 -2 30. 2:! -2 5 23 p. 11l. 30.37 66 - 3 30. ~~ -3 
l D o p. n •. 30. 41 6•> -1 ;jQ. :n -1 r 1 23 n. Ill . ~0. ~7 , ~2 -1 30. 31 -1 
7 Oa.m. 30.33 G1 -1 30.30-1 
Monday, Mar. 3 . __ . I 1? 23 a.m. 30. ~0 ~0 4 ~(1. ~~ 4 f 2 0 p. ill. 30 ... 6 tO 10 aO. 2~ 10 
I 523p.m. 31.31 G4 ll 30.2~ 11 
l 9 0 p.m. 30. l!J 04 J3 ~0 ·10 13 r 1 23a.m. 30.11 56 19 30.01 Hl 
~ 7 0 ~.ill 30. 04 63 27 2!). r,;, ::7 Tuesday Mar. 4 . _ _ _ 10 23 n. m. 30. 02 64 2J _.29. 931 ~!) 2 0 p.m. 30. 00 65 31 20. !'1 31 
















67 N. 29 
6:> N. 27 
68 N . 25 
liS N. 20 
68 N.E. 8 
741 N. 6 79 E. 3 
7Y E. 1 
90 S. E. 10 
92 S. E . 14 
88 :-f. \V. 18 
88 N. IV 20 
78 N. W. 16 
B8 N. W. 18 
77 N. 22 
3. 92 .. -. 
3. (!.J- --. 
3.12.--. 
2. 00 - --. 
. 32 541 
. 18.- -. 
• 0~ . --. 
. 01 . --
.50 
,: ~~~ · ;25;j 
2. co .. 
1. ~8 - .. 






















































Cumulus 4-4 N. W. ·- - ---·--- ·------- ... 04 25 161 
Cumulu:; 4-4 N. ·- ·--· ·- - · -----· ·-- ·--· · --· ·---Cumulus 4-4 N. . ____ .. __ . 9.20 a.m. . 02. __ .. __ . 
g~~~}~~ ::: ~:;: :::::::::· :::::::::: ·::: :::· :::: Do. 
Cnnmlbs 3-4 N. ·-----·--- .......... ·--· · -- · ·--· 
Cumulus LJ-4 N. ·--------· ·- - --- - --· ·--· .... ·-- · 
C'-imulns :l-4 N. ·-----·--- .. ........ ·--· 16 5 
CuTYJulus 1-4 N ........... ·-- ·----- · ·--· ·-- --· 
Cu~nlns 3~4 J. io:o5·a:.~:lio:3o"a::~·. ·:oo :::: ::::1 Snow inappre-
ciable. 
Cumulus 3-4 N ...... .... . ·-----·--· .... ·--- ·--· 
Cumulus 1-2 N. ·---- ·--- · ·- -------· ·--· -1-7 Cumulus 1-4 N. . _____ .. _ .. _____ . __ .. __ .. __ .. __ . 
0 0 0 · --- ·- ·--· ·--· --. --· . - ... --· ·--· 
0 0 0 ·-- --- ·- -· . ____ :_ ·-·. -- . --· ·- - · 
0 0 . 0 ------ .. -· .. ............ ·--· ·- -· 
Cirrus __ 3-4 N. W. ·----- .. -· ·----- ·- - - .......... . 
Cirrus .. 1·2 N.W. · -----·--· ·-----·-· ·--- 11 -3 
C1rrus .. 4-4 N. vV ....... ·--- .. __ , ____ ........ ·--
Cinns .. 4-4 . _. _ .. 11.20 p.m. 11.50 p.m. . 02 ..... _ . . I Melted snow. 
0 0 0 ----- ..... ·-·------· ·-· ·--· · --· §f~~~~:h~~ H E: ;:c:~~:a::~: :~~::::::: :·:~~ :~i ~ :ii 







































.g l .-d 
..c "' g l ~ 
.... eo 
:;j ~ 
.illt•fcorological ?'ecordfor the jit·e days ending March 9, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
8 . t:l • 
o IIYGI!O~I. ~ WJXD. . LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAJN OR SNOW. ·a~ THEIU[. 
a s .... ~ ~r-: . .ci 1i. .
1 
.... 0. . . Q· t.e~ :0 1;;~-8--. 
.s ~ ~ -a ~ E -~ .:: 5 ~ ~ ~ p: ~ ~ -~ .9 I § . ~ ~ ; ~ 
g ,<:> ~ -~ g ~ _g ;:; go k>~- .-d g .-d g ~ !; ~ 8 ~ go; .;:: .§ 
t: Q) - ... - ... Q; .... •M 0 J'l Q '-< 8 '-< 8 "'=' 8 Q Q [:> t> Q ·~ Q) Q) .... Q) <0- ''J 8 •M s •M ~'o-< 0 J'l 8 .... 3 id 
Remarks. 
Q A P'" P< A ,1> p. P1 A R ~ < 1:4 -<1 A Q fi1 <1l 0 ,.., 1"1 
--------l - ---t--·t--t-t-- l-:--·-·--·-·--·-·----·-·----·-·--·----·----1-1-l-1- -----
{ 





7 0 am. 30.04 66 Hi 29.9-1 16 15 82 N. W. 3:2 5. 12 484 0 0 Cum. ulus 4-4 N. W .......... ....... ....... . .... .. . ·I Li<Tbt snow. 
W 1 d M 5 10 23 a.m . :iO. 11 71 15 30.00 15 14 82 N. ,V, 30 4. 50 .... Nimbus. 3-4 Cnmulus 1-4 N. W ........ .. . 11.15 a.m .. 01 "' 
&< nes ny, ar. 2 0 p.m. 30. 09 63 15 30. 00 15 14 82 N. W. 26 3. 38 . .. . · 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. W ... , ...... . ............ .. 
5 23 p.m. 30. 11 71 14 30. 00 14 12 73 N. W. 30 4. 50 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. "\V. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29 13 
9 0 p m. 30. 12 69 13 30. 02 13 11 62 N. 35 6.12 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
{ 
1 23 a. m. 3ll. 10 53 8 30. 04 8 7 77 N. 33 5. 44 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. . .... .. ............ .. .. ....... . . 
70n.m.aO.lllG9 230.062 171 N. 325.12695 0 0 Cumulus 4-4N.W .......... ..... .. .. .. .......... .. 
Tb r dn M . 6 10 23 a.m. 30.20 67 3 30. 10 3 2 73 N. 34 5. 78~ . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 9.40 a.m .. ........ ........... .. 
u 
8 
y, Ill. · 2 Op. m. 30.16 60 3 30.08 3 2 73 N. 31 4.8ll .... Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 34 N . ....... .. ..... .... .......... ----1 Flurriessnow. 
5 23 p . m. 30.14 58 1 30.07 1 0 70 N. 38 7. 22 .... Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. . .................... 01 14 1 M elted snow. 
9 0 p . m. 30. 17 liO 1 30. 09 1 0 70 N. 44 9. 68 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
r 
1 23 11. m. 30. 13 51 0 30. 07 0 - 0. 5 85 N. 43 9. 24 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 01 .. .. _ .. . 
7 0 u. m . 30. 10 59 1 30. 02 1 0. 5 85 N. 42 8. 82 928 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. . ............................. --1 Light snow at 
• intervals. ~):iclny, Mnr. 7 ... < 10 23 n.m. 30. 13 65 0 30. 04 0 - 0. 5 85 N. 4t 8. 40 .... Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. .. .......... .. ..... _ . 02 ...... . 
I 2 0 p.m. 30. 10 70 1 29.99 1 0. 5 85 N . ,16 10.58 .... Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1 2 N. .. .............. . , .......... . .. . 5 23p. m. 30. Ofi 60 2 29.98 2 1 71 N . 44 . 9. 68 .... Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. . ............. .. .... . 01 2 -1 
l 9 0 p . m. 30. 10 70 -1 29. 99 -1 - 2 68 N . 1 32 5.12 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .......................... _ .. . 
( 123:~-.m . 30 06 51 0 30.00 0 - 1 69 N. 30 4.50 .... Nimbus . 4-4 .. ........ .... ; ... ............... . .... ... . 01 ...... .. 
1 7 On.m. 30.05 54 2 29.99 2 1 71 N. 37 6. 84 , 912 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N ................................. 1 Do. 
Saturday Mllr 8 1 10 23 n. m. 30.07 65 4 29. 9o 4 3 74. N. 41 8. 40 .... Nimbus. 3-4 Cumulus J-4 N. .. ...... .. _ .......... 01 ...... .. 
' · · 2 Op.m. :J0.02 67 5 29. 92 5 4 75 N. 28 7.22
1 
.... Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 X ................................ . 
5 23 p.m. 2fl. 98 63 5 29. 89 5 4 75 N. 35 6. 12 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 01 5 -2 
!.1 0 p.m. 29. !16 6f< 4 29. 86 4 3 74 N. 33 5. 44 .. .. Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus 1·2 N. . .. .. .. .. . ......... ........... . 
{ 
1 2-l a. m.
1
29. 89 52 1 29. s:l 1 0 70 N. 25 3. 12 . . . . 0 o Cumulus 3-4 N. . . . . • . ............. _ ... _. __ ... _ 
7 0 n. m . ~9. 83 54 -2 29. 79 -2 - 3 67 N. 21 2. 20 738 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ... : ........................ .. 1 Snow flurries. 
Sunuay Mnr 9 1023n.m. 29.l:f7 C6
1
1 29.77 1 0 70 N. 21 2.20 
1
.... o p Cumulus 4-4 N . . .................. . .......... .. 
' · -- 2 Op.m . 29.82 71 2 29. 71 2 1 71 N. 22 2.42 . ... 0 0 Cumulus~ 4-4 N . ......... ........ . --- ~-- -- .. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 76 70 2 29. 65 2 1 71 N. 17 1. 44 .. .. 0 I 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ........ 4.30 p.m .. 00 3 -2 
9 0 ]>· m.l 29. 72 68 0 , 29.62 0 - 1 69 N. 15 1. 12 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ....... _ .............. _ .. 



































Day and date of ob- ,!:>• 0~ 




( 12:i a.m. 
Mondny, Mru-.10 ... 1 7 0 a.m. LO 23 a.m. 2 Op.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
( 123 a.m. 
I 7 0 a.m. 
Tuesday, Mar.ll ... i 10 23 a.m. 2 Op.m. 
l 5 23p. m. 9 0 p.m. r 123 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
I 10 23 a.m. Wednesd'y, Mar. 121 2 Op.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
l 9 0 p.m. 
I 123 a.m. 
1 7 0 a.m. 
Th d M 13 1 10 23 a. m. nrs ay, ar. . . 2 0 p.m. ll5 23 p.m. 
10 23 p.m. 
( 1 123a.m. 1 'hm. . 102:1 a.m.Fnday, Mar. 14. . • . 
1
• 0 p. m. 





~ ~ <d . ,!:>_ 'l:)f-1 
<!) C!) '<:) C!)C!) 
.l:l C!) t;"Q) 8 Q w 
0 ell 0 ~ ~ ..., p. ...., !;< 0 
~ ~ ~ 0 
29.64 53 -1 29.58 
29.63 63 -1 29.54 
29.66 71 3 1>.9. 55 
29.66 69 5 29.56 
29.67 66 3 29.58 
29.71 li7 5 29.61 
29. 7:. 55 5 29.68 
29.88 68 6 29.78 
29.95 69 6 29.85 
29.98 64 7 29.89 
30.03 68 5 29.93 
30.10 63 4 30.01 
30.14 58 5 30.07 
30.24 65 6 30.15 
30.26 66 7 30.16 
30.26 69 9 30. 15 
30.27 63 8 30. 18 
30.29 64 6 30.20 
30.25 54 5 30.19 
30.26 66 5 30.16 
30.26 71 7 30.15 
30.23 6d 6 30. I:! 
30. 2L 66 2 30.11 
30.22 63 0 30. 13 
30.20 52 - 2 30. 14 
30. 16 62 0 30. Oi 
30.16 66 1 30.06 
30.15 66 3 30.05 
30.11 65 3 30.0:2 
30.09 62 2 30 QO 
MeleorologiC4l1·ecord for the five days en cling March 14, 1873. 
STATION : ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEl;IRING SEA. 
HYGROM:. ~ WIND. 
8 
LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. 
--- ::l 
.ci .ci j~ t ~~ ~1 ~i . ::iu~ ~ ~ p ~ .8.~ I ,0 .0 • ::l -g g ~~~ p., ...., '<:) 0 -~ 8 A ~ ~ ~ ~.e.~ ~ A P.P.p_,p.~ ~ ~ 
------ - ----- ---------
-1 -2 68 N. 13 . 84 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -2 68 N. 15 1.12 4ll 0 0 0 0 0 
3 1 46 N. 25 3. 1:.! .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 
5 4 75 N. 26 3. 313 ·--- Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. 
3 2 73 N. 'H 2. 813 ..... 0 0 Cmr.ulus 4-4 N. 
5 4 75 N. 
1
23 2. 6-! . ... u 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
5 4 75 N. 21 :.!. 20 · ·-- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
6 5 76 N. 1>.4 2. 88 5lu 0 0 Cnmulus 4-1 N. 
6 5 76 N. 25 ::l.H ···- 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
7 6 76 N. 26 3. 38 ---- 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
5 4 75 N. 22 2. 42 . ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
4 3 74 N. 20 2. 00 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
5 4. 5 87 N. 17 1. 44 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
6 5 76 N. 16 1. 28 504 Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 ~-
7 6 76 N. 16 1.:28 ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
9 8 78 N. 12 .7:2 
--- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
!:! 7 77 N. 11 . 60 ---- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
6 5 76 N. 14 . 9t:l 
-- -- 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
5 4 75 N. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N. 
5 4 75 N. 15 l.U 329 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
7 6 76 N. 1J . 84 
-- -· 0 0 Cnmulns 4-4 N. 6 5 76 N. 14 . 98 ... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
2 1 71 N. 24 2. 813 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 0 -0.5 85 N. 24 2. 88 
--- · 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
-2 -2.5 83 ..N. 21 2. 20 
--- - 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 0 -0.5 85 N. 20 2. LO 473 0 0 Cnmulus 4-4 N. 1 0. 5 85 N. 2L 2. 20 
---· 0 0 Cumulu'l'·' N. 3 2. 5 86 N. E. 23 2. 6<1 
---- 0 0 Cnruulus 4-4 N. E. 3 2. 5 86 N. E. 19 1. 80 ... Niml.>tlS 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. E. 
2 1. 5 85 N. E. 17 1. 44 . ... Nimbus. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. E. 
;:l. 
U,\JN OR S·XOW. 
'§ ~ THE!Ul. 
~~ 
"<:i s:i • 
-~ -,:: - s ...,.., >= p s <d ;::l;:: PC!) ·~ .§ 8 ~ oa 
.;: .9 0 r:l ~s 0 ~ ;::;1 ~ 
-------











1.15 p.m. . OL 5 -2 
-----· · -- · -·-······ ·---
.... 
·--· 
----- ---·- --- --- ·---
..... .... 
· - - -
-----·-··· 
....... .... ... .... 
-·-· 
-------·-- --------·· ··-- ---- ----
________ _._ 
·--------- ----
------ -- ·· ·----····· ----
7 3 
------- --- ---------- ---- ---· 
. 01 
---------· --- - -----· 
.... 
---- ----
-------- -· ------···· ---- ---- ----
---------- ----------
. 01 9 2 
---------· ---------· 
. .... 
--- · ---· 
---------- -- -------- ---- -- -· ··-· 
---------· · ······-·· ---· ---· ··-· 
............ 
·--------- ··- . ---· ----
--------·· -------·-· 
... 
-------- -- ---------· ----
8 1 
---------- ---------- ----
.0 1 .... 
-------· -· -- --------
... 
. ---- · ·-· 
.. 0 I 3 -2 




























ds I 'fHF.R~[. t 
Day nml <lnlo of ol>- 1 l~ 
"' -d oo Cll -d (,.....~ ..... c:.> sorvntion. Q 
.::1 c:.> 0 E 0 
"' <I) e E 0 8 A d X R ~ <l ~ 
-
I L 23 n. m. 30.02 50 0 
7 0 n. m. 2!1. 9 l 55 -1 
S d M 15 10 2:.1 n. m. 29. 88 49 1 ntur ny, · nr. · ·1 2 0 1). m. 29. P8 69 4 
5 23p. m. 2!l. 8' 68 0 
9 0 p.m. 29. 88 67 -2 
{ 123 o. m. 29-~' " -• 7 0 n. m. !2!1. 83 6-l -6 
10 2J a.m. 29. 8:> 71 -1 
Sunday, Mar. 16 .. · I 2 0 p . m. 29.81 69 2 
5 2:l p. m. 29. 80 70 0 
9 0 p. Ul. 29. 82 67 -2 
{ 1 23 L m. "'·,. 61 -3 1 o a. m. 29. 81 5:i -:l 
10 23 a.m. 29. 88 70 1 
Monday, Mar. 17 . . . 2 o p.m. 29.90 68 4 
5 23 p. m. 29. 94 70 4 
9 0 p. m. 30. 01 64 3 
{ 1 23 •· m. 30. 05 54 1 7 0 a.. m. 30.17 59 2 
10 23 a.m. 30.23 70 4 
Tues<lA.y, Mar. 18 -. 2 o p.m. 30. 26 71 H 
5 2:1 p. m. 30. 24 66 8 
9 0 p.m. 30. 25 63 5 
{ 1 03 L W. 30. 20 56 1 
7 0 a. m. 30. 00 52 8 
10 23 a.m. 2!l. 94 61 11 
We<lnesuay, 1\Iar.19 1 2 7 p.m. 29. 83 62 15 
5 2:lp. m. 29.61 52 17 
9 0 p. m. 29. 51 68 18 
lll!feoi'Olugical recorclfor tlw fin: clay~> endiug llarch 19, 1873. 
STATIO~: ISI,.A.ND OF SAIKT P .A l'JL, BEHRING SEA. 
• , . ;:l .I ~ HYGRQ)I. ~ Wl:\D. T.01'1'Elt CLOUDIS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OU SNOW. '§ ~ THERM. 
2. --- ::: . :..,ell-.--~~ ~ ~ e t· -~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ;; ~ f~~ ~ . i ~ g ·1 ~ § rO ~ :g g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ =E ~ g ~ g ~ ~ ~ s ~ 5 e ·~ .; 
;.. ;.., 0 ...... ;;..; ~ - - ;... - c Q ..... Q s ;.. ~ .- s "0 s . d .. 8 A ~ Q) A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ <~ A~~ 8 ~ <~ t= ~ ~ 
R!'mnrks. 
--~----------------------
~9. 97 0 -0. 5 85 ~T. E. 18 1. 62 .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E ...................... 02 ...... . 
:!!>.84-1-1.5 8-l N.E. 2J 2.64 429 Nimbus.1·4 Cumulus 3-4 N.E . ........ ............... . ........ j Lightsnow. 
:!9. tl3 1 0. 5 85 N. E. ~0 2. 00 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E ...................... Ol ...... .. 
2!1.78 4 3.5 66 ~.E. 25 :1.12 .... Nimbus. 1-4 Unmulus 3-4 N.E . .......... ........ ..... : .... .. 
29.76 0-0.5 83 N. E. 24 2. 88 .... Kimuus. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. E ..... ............. .. . Ol 5 -2 
29. 78 -2 -2. 5 83 N. E. 22 2. 4~ .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E ........................... .. 
2!J. 76,-4 -4. 5j &! N. 24 2. tS .. . 0 0 Uumnlm; 1·2 N. .. ........................ .. 
29. 7.J1-6 -6. 5, 81 N. 23 2. 6-l 585 0 0 0 0 0 .......................... . ~9. 74,-1 -1. 5' 84 N. ~'1 2. 88 .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 .......... 10.30 a. m .. OJ .. . 
2D. 7L 2 1. 5 85 N. £4 ~- 1::!8 .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. ............. .. 
29.691 0-0.585 N. 18 1.6'2 .... 0 0 0 '0 0 . .... ..... .............. 2 1-6 
~~: ~~'=~ =~: ~ : ~: i~ i: ~~ ::: : g g Cun0nlus \/ ~- :: :::::::: :::::::::: :::: ::: : 
Fro!'lt; snow. 
Do. 
29.75-3-3. 5 83 N. 24 2. 88 528 0 0 0 0 0 ........... .. ............... , ... . 
29. 77 1 0. 5 85 N. 26 3. :38 . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
29. 80 4 3 74 N. 2:J 2. u4 .. . 0 0 Cumnlus 3-4 N. .. .............................. j Light snow. 
29.83 4 3. 5 86 N. 20 2. 00 . .. . 0 0 Uun:ulus 4-4 N. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 -4 
2fl. 92 3 2. 5 86 N. 20 2. 00 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. .. ........................ .. 
29. 99 1 0. 5 85 N. 16 1. 28 . .. 0 0 0 0 0 .......................... .. 
30. 09 2 1 71 N. 14 . 98 501 0 0 0 o 0 .......................... .. 
30.12 4 3 74 N. 17 1. 44 .. .. 0 0 0 0 o ......... . ................ .. 
30.15 9 8 78 N. 1-l . 98 . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 ........................... . 
30. 14 8 7. 5 88 E. 16 1. 28 . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 ~ -1 
30. 16 5 4. 5 87 E. 18 l.liil . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
30. 13 4 3. 5 86 E. 2-2 2. 42 . . . 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
9,9. 94 8 7. 5 88 E. 30 4. 53 511 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 S. W. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. 
29.86 11 10.5 8!) E. 35 f>.l2 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 S. W ..................... .. ...... .. 
29.76 15 15 100 E. 43 9. 24 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 S. W ........... ......... ...... .. 
29.55 17 17 100 E. '67 22.45 .... Nimbus. 4-4 ................... 3.l5p.m ............ 01 17 
:w.. 41 18 18 100 E. 52 l:-J. 52 .. .. Nimbus. 4-4 ............. . .......... .... ............ . ..... .. Fu,.ions storm 




























D:n- and c1nte of ob-
• sen·ation. 
Meteorological record for the fire c/a,ys ending Ma~·ch :t4, 18n. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
. I . . col '0 ;:I • ~ TllERM. ~ I'lYGROM. "§ W.lliD. LOWER CLOUDS UPl'ER CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SNOW. ·:::; 1!: 'fHERM. 
1d ~ ~!~~_g..; d ~-· 0~ ~ • ---·---. ·tn~ ? ~! -- -.-
..... 0 ~ 0 '0 Q)$ ;2 ~ Q).,_, 0 ..., :: ~ ~ I p. • ..., ..., § ::l I ;:I ...., c ~ !3 
0 :s 13 ~ ~ Q ~ 0 I= -~ ·~ :s -~ c 00 . to ~ ~ ".;3 ·;: ~ Q.) ~ ~ .:; 8 ~ 
0 0 ~ 0 0 ,!:> ,!:> ~ Q 0 ..<:1 u; ~ ...-.·<:;: .-d 5 .-d 5 Q 0 ~ !3 Q5 c ~ ·~ 8 s .... ..., s::. t: ~ ... 2:: - .... o -;::: o ~ ~ ... ~ a ;: s -o o "" 1>4 -~ 
.... col ..., i< o t' t;.... o -~ o o ... 1;3 c.:: ~ .... ~ .a ::l __ ~,.., o "" a '" .,. - ~ 
E-i P=l ...j F1 o A ...- ~ A I> '"" P... s::. 1A ~ <t1 ~ <t1 A :.:> F< "'1 c ~ ~ 
Remarks. 
-..,-,---- -~-----:--- --.-". ----- -----------_-- -~-
fi
12Ja.m.l29.42 54 ~1 20.36 21 ~~ ,100 ..t<;. 3~ 6.48 ;-I .NI~bus 4-4 ··-<:·· ·· --- ----· --------- ----·---- .J4 --- ---· Meltedsuow. 
7 Oa.m. 29.51 58 31 29.441 31 30." 94 S. 16 128 1::>91 1 Stratus 14 Cnrus .. 1-4 S. ----·--- ·-·-·--- __ 
Th d , -.~ ·"" 1023a.m. 29.58 67 33 29.48 33 32.5 94 S 17 1.44 -- ~ f>tra':us 1-2 C!11ns .. 1-~ S. ----·-- -· Night_ .04 urs a} • =at· ""v-- 1 2 0 p.m. 29. 64 71 33 29. 53 33 32. 5 94 S. 18 1. 62 . . . . Slnttus . 1-2 CnTus . . 1-4 S. 
l 5 23 p.m. 29. 68 70 32 29. 5. 8 32 31. 5 94 S. 13 . 84 . .. , Hazy __ . . . . . 0 0 0 9 0 p.m. 2fl. 76 70 ~9 29. 65 :.:9 :28. 5 94 S. 7 . 24 . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 
r 
123a.m. 2fl.74 58 26 29.67 26 25.5 !J3 S. 6 . Hl -- I<'og . .... 1-2 0 0 0 
7 Oa.m. 29.82 70 29 29.71 29 29 lOO S.E. 5 . 12 2'17; Fog ..... 4-4 ---------- ---- -· ......... . 
34 17 
F·"d 1\f . 21 ) 1023 a.m. 29.84 68 30 29 . 74 30 30 100 S.E. 7 .~4 . ... , Fo~ ____ 4-4 --- --··--- ... ·----- ·--·--·-- · 11 ay aJ, ·····12 Op.ru. 29.86 70 :13 29.i5 33 ::!2.5 94 S.E. 2 .02 .... Str<ltus. 4-4 -----···- ..... .. ... ·· ·------
523p.m. 29.86 6<l 32 29.58 32 31.5 94 S. 6 .18 --·- I•'og .... 4-4 -·· - ----·· -- - -----· -----· -- -- --· -···--· - --· 33125 
I ll Op.m. ~9.8~ 70 30 29.?7 30 ~9.5 94 E. 7 .24 . .... ..Nimbus 14-4 ·--.--·--·· - -- - -----· 8.20p.m.l9.10p.m.l.o3! ... . 
[ 
123a.m. -9.91 5~ 3l 29.84 31 30.5 94 S. 6 .18 . .. . 0 0 C1rrus .. 3-4 ··---- ------ ·- · ------
1
7 ~a.m. ~0.02 71 31 29.91 :n ~0.5 94 s.w. 5 .12 183 0 I 0 c:r:~us .. 4-4 ~.W. · ----····· ···· -···· · 
S t d 1'..1 22 lO 2::! a.m. 30. 04 66 33 29. 94 33 32 89 S. 6 . 18 . --. 0 0 Cm us . . 4-4 S. W. a ur ay, ar. · · ·1 2 0 p.m. ao. 03 67 34 ~9. 93 34 3.3 89 S. 7 . 2,1 . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 4-4 S. W. 
l523 p.m. 30.02 67 31 29.92 31 30 SD S.E. 8 .:3:2 . ••. , 0 0 Cirrus __ 12 S.W. 
9 0 p.m. 30.04 6!l 31 2!1. 94 31 30.5 94 S. E. 8 . 32 . . . 0 0 Cirrus __ 4-4 S.W. 
7 ~ a.m. 29. 82 67 ao 29. 72 30 29. 5 94 s. E. 23 ~- ~4 28JI st:atus . 4-4 . -........... - ....... ..... ... . 
35 I 29 
f 
1 Z:~ a.m. 2D. 98 62 ~8 29. 89 28 2i. 5 94 S. E. 11 . GO ... : 0 0 . _........ 4-4 .............. . 
. 1023a.m. 29.74 6~ 31 ~9.64 31 ~0.5 94 S.E. 27 !-U4 . ... 
1 
Stiatns .14-4 --,-.---·--- .... --·-·- .......... 
1 
........ . 
Sunday,MaJ.23 .... ·1 2 Op.m. 2D.59 62 30 29.51 30 ~9.5 94 s.~. ~3 ;).44 ---· 0 I 0 Cirrus-- 4-4 s.w. -- ··--·-· .......... , ... . , ... . , . .. . 
5 23 p. m. 29. 46 66 29 29. 37 29 ... 8. 5 94 S. E. 3!l i. 60 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 ........... --- . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 31 27 
9 Op.m. 29.32 63 29 29.23 29 29 100 S.E. 88 38.75 . ... Nimbus . 4-4 .......... --- · . ................................. __ __ 
l 
r 
1 2:1a.m. 29. 18 60 29 29. 10 29 29 100 S. E. 36 6. 48 
7 0 a.m. 29. 16 67 30 29. 06 30 29 89 S.W. 8 . 3::! 
Monday Ma 24 '1 10 23 a.m. 29. 18 69 32 29. OH 32 31 89 S. E. 4 . 08 
' r. · · ·1 2 0 p.m. 29. 19 68 34 29. 09 34 33 89 S. E. 3 . 04 
5 23 p. m. 29. 20 68 31 29. 10 :n 30. 5 94 S. E. 3 . 04 
9 0 p. m. 29. 1!5 70 28 29. 15 28 27. 5 94 E. 1 . 0 l 




1 Hazy .. _ 




.. . . 
C1rrus _ _ 1-4 S. .. .......... __ . . ... . ....... . ... . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 S. . .. . . . . . . . 1.45 a.m. . 02 ....... . 
Cirrus _ _ 1-4 S. . ...... _ ... _. __ .. __ ...... __ ... _ 
Cirrus _ _ 1-4 S. . .................. .. _. . 34 28 
Cirrus __ 1-4 ..................... ........ . 
.... Hazy ... , .. -. 
:::1 ~~~~;;::: -~-~ 























Dny nnd <late of ob-
sot·vation. 
Meteorological?·ecord for the five days ending March :J9, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, :BEHRI.NG SEA. 
E TREIW. ~ nYGROM. ::i: wnm. ILOWER cLouos UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ THEmr. 
&l • --- 1:d ---~ • ~;3---
oo .8 ""' .0 ].8 ;9 2 a.G- g ...,~ ~o.;:: o> . .; .; §""T -"" ""'Q) ,. S ~ :c Q) ~ Q.) 0 ~ 0 ;;.. -~ ·- ·- 0 =' 0 i> ~ ~ ~ ·- -~ - Q;l • ~ ;: 8 = 
Q ~ ~ & § -: :: ~ g g..: : ~ ~-~ .0 g .0 g ~ OS g ~ ] g. 8 'd .§ § S... .....,. .._. ~ Q) - ;... ,..... ~ G) ;.... . ,.... O C S .9 s ;.... '-' R · - s r.' S:: 
Remarks. .r:>d "" • .r:>,_; • • ..o.. · I» a. • -::.o -D o._, c:i • 
~ ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ '* A > ~ ~ ~ A- ~ ~ ~ ~ iS~... 8 ~ .q ~ ~ ~ 
--------' ---------------------------- --------1------
{
1 1 23 n. m. 29.26
1 
57 26 29.19 26 26 100 E. 1 . 00 .. . . I Fog .•... 4-4 ................................................... . 
i 0 n. m. 2!1. 31 64 28 2ll. 2-2 28 28 100 E. 9 . 40 102 Fog ..... 4-4 .............. ... ... ......... ........ ... ............ Wind E. N.E. 
T d • Ma. <l5 10 2J n . m. 29.34
1
68 29 29.24 29 28. 5 ~H E. 11 . 60 .... Stratus .. 4-4 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 8,55 a.m .......... .. 02 ........ Melted snow. 
ues a.} • l. - · · · 2 0 p.m. 29. 31 70 31 2!l. 21 31 30. !\ 94 E. 15 1. 12 · . . . . Stratus.. 4-4 .•• •.•... ..• • . .•••••.••••• . ••. .• ••.••••..•• . ..•..•. . ·wind E. N. E. 
I ~ :H: ~: ~&: ~ ~! tg !g: ~~ ~! ~: ~ lg~ !: ig i: ~~ :::: ~i:!~J~: !:! :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::_:6~ :~~: :~~: t~l';~d snow. 
{ 
7 0 n. m. 29. 14 66 18 29. 05 18 18 100 E. :!3 ~.J. 64 383 Stratus .. 4-4 ...... ........... ...................... ............. Lij!llt ~now. 
'\Veclnesday, Mar. 26 ~ 1~ 23 n. m. 29. ~~ 67 18 29.11 18 17.5 91 E., ~2 2. 42 .... Stratus .. 2-4 C!rr,ns .. 2-4 W. .. .. .. .. . .. ......... 08 ........ M;elrcd snow. 
- Op. m 29.-6 69 18 29.16 18 17 84 N. E. --1 2. 88 .... Stratus .. 2-4 C1rrns .. 2-4 W. . .................. ..... ........ Ltght snow. 
5 ~ p. m. 29. 31 62 11 29. 23 1l 10 79 N. E. 18 1. 62 . .. . Stratus.. 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 W. .. .. .. . .. . 2.10 p.m. . .. . 29 11 
9 Op.m. 29.41 71 6 29.30 6 5 76 N.E. 19 1.80 .... 0 0 0 0 0 ......... .... .......... ....... .. 
( 1 23 n. m. 2!1. 47 51 3 29.42 3 2 73 N. 17 1. 44 . . .. 0 0 0 0 0 ............................. .. 
J 
7 C n. m. 29. 60 59 2 29. 52 2 1 71 N. 16 l. 28 432 0 0 0 0 0 ............................... . 
Th d M . ()7 
1
10 23 n. m. 29. ;o1 G5 7 29. 61 7 6 76 N. 14 . 98 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. .. ............................. . urs ay, nr.- · ·1 2 0 p.m. 29. 72 63 12 29. 63 12 11 80 N. 4 . 08 . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 ............................... . 
5 ::!3 p.m. 29.74 62 12 29.66 12 11 80 N. W. 6 .18 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. W. 2.50 p.m. 3.50 p.m ..... 12 1 
9 0 p.m. 29.75 65 12 29.66 12 11 80 N. W. 14 . 98 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. W ................................ . 
{ 
1 23 n. m. 29.72 55 10 29.65 10 9 79 N. W. 4 . 08 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. W ........................ ....... .. 
7 0 a.m. 29.66 57 6 29.59 6 5 76 Calm. ll . 00 186 0 0 0 0 0 .......... ... .................. . 
F ·id Mar 28 10 23 n. m. 29.68 C9 16 29 .. 58 16 15 82 S.W. 7 . 24 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 N. W ............................... .. 1 
ny, · ·---- 2 0 p.m. 29. 66 68 21 29. 56 21 19 71 S.W. 16 1. 28 . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 . .. . .. . .. . ........ . ... ........ . 
5 2.1 p.m. 29.62 65 21 ~9. 53 21 ~0 85 S.W. 17 1. 44 . ... 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 N. W ......................... 21 5 
9 0 p.m. 29. 59 63 21 29. 50 21 20 85 S.W. 18 1. 62 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 N. W ............................... .. 
. { 1 23 n. m. 29. 5i 5d 21 29. 50 21 20 85 S. 29 4. 20 .. . . 0 0 .......... 4-4 ...... 11.15 p. rn ........... 04 ...... .. 
7 0 a .. m. 29.54 70 22 29.44 22 IH 86 Calm. 0 . 00 312 0 0 Cirrus . . 4-4 N. W ................................ . 
Saturday, Mar. 29 .. 1~ 23 n. m. 29.56 62 ~. 29.48 2~ 27 ~8 , S 6 .18 ----~ 0 0 C~r.rus .. 1-4 N. W ........... D 'g night ... ....... .. 
• N 0 p.m. 29. 59 71 3~ 29. 48 32 30 t9 S.,V. 6 .18 .. .. 0 0 Cnrus .. 2-4 W. .. ............................. . 
5 23 p.m. 29.55 70 29 29.45 29128 ll8 S. 5 . 12 . .. . 0 0 Cinus .. 2-4 W. .. ...................... 3.1 21 


































Meteorological1·ec?rd jo1' llw jit;e days ending April 3, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF ?AINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
d3 
THERM. i1 HYGROM.~ Wh'\'D. LOWER' CLOUDS ~ 0 UPPER CLOUDS. ;.., a s ~ ~ --- ..::;), ---1!::1 Day and date of ob- p• .0 '0;.., ::9 .Q. :::: ~>->..: ~~ I ~ . ;i!:.C_ o>=~ .0 .ci cot' ser>ation. ~~ C!) coco :; 0 0 ....,p ~ ~ .~·~ I C!) C!) ......... !>-•.-< ·~ 0 1!::1& p., !': 0 s .g rn ~C!) p p ·~ :g Q .::l «:cLJ ~-~ 
.0 1!::1 ..,;; 1!::1 oo8 ~ 0 0:: 0 ..., ciS C!) ..s~ f~ ~~ 0 0 ~ ~ ~ t C!) "@ r. Q s 1=1 8 .~E£ ~ 0 f$ A >~ ~ · ~ P=l F1 0 A p:; p, A <l <l A 
-- - -- - - ---- - ----------
--------
Sunday, Narol.t ::10 .. I 
1 23 a. rn. 29.51 59 22 29.43 22 :a1 86 S.E. 1 . 00 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 a.m. 29.48 71) 21 29.3R 21 20 Ki . Calm. 0 . 00 107 0 0 0 0 0 10 23 a.m. 29.48 70 27 29.38 27 26 88 E. 10 . 50 . ... . 0 0 0 0 0 2 Op.m. 29.50 70 28 29.40 28 27 88 E. 12 
-72 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 l 5 23 p.m. 29.51 69 26 29.41 26 :25 87 E. 7 . 24 . .... . 0 0 0 0 0 9 Op.m. 29.56 71 18 29.45 18 17.5 91 E. 7 . 24 ... ... 0 0 0 0 0 
Monday, M"oh 31 . J 
12::1a.m. 29.58 61 14 29.50 14 13. 5 90 E. 16 1. 28 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 a.m 29.66 65 13 29.57 13 12 81 E. 17 1.44 229 0 0 0 0 0 10 23 a.m. 20.71 65 17 29.62 17 16.5 91 S.E. 15 1.12 . .... Stratus .. 4·4 
---- ------
.. .. 
-- ---· 2 Op.m. 29.74 65 21 29.65 21 :20 85 S.E. 13 . 84 
--- -
0 0 Cumnlus 4-4 S. E. I 5 23 p.m. 29.74 59 19 29.66 19 l8 84 S.E. 21 2. 20 
----
0 0 Cinns ... 2-4 s. w. l 9 Op.m. 29.78 64 17 29.69 17 16 8:1 S E. 8 • :12 ... . 0 0 0 0 0 
Tu.,day, Ap,ill ... { 
123 a.m. 29.83 56 14 29.76 14 13 81 E. 4 . C8 
· -- 0 0 
·-·------· 
4-4 
------7 0 a.m. 20.92 55 8 29.85 8 7 77 N. 7 . 24 307 0 0 Cirrns . .. ~-4 N.W. 10 23 a.m. 29.97 64 16 29.88 16 15 82 S.E. 11 . GO 
-- --
0 0 Cirrus ... 2·4 N.W. 2 0 p.m. 29. !l6 67 21 29. 86 2l :.:o 85 S.E. 23 2. 64 
----




...... 9 Op.m. 29.76 59 31 29.68 31 30.5 94 S.E. ::16 6. 48 .... Nimbus . 4-4 




Wodno .. ay, April 'i 7 0 a.m. 29.84 56 31 29.77 31 30 89 s. w . 26 3. 38 525 0 0 Cirrus .. _ 4·4 s. w. 10 23 a.m. 29. t'9 60 34 29.81 34 33 89 s. w. 36 6. 48 --- - 0 0 Cirrus ... 3-4 s. w. 2 Op. m. 29.90 60 33 29.82 33 32.5 94 s. 13 . 64 
----
Nimbus . 4-4 
---- -----· ·-- - -----· 5 23p. m. 29.88 66 33 29.78 ::IJ 32.5 94 s. w. 28 3. 92 .... Stratus .. 4-4 ............... .... 
··· ·-· 9 Op.m 29.93 65 31 29.84 31 .30. 5 94 s. w. 20 2. 00 ..... iJ 0 Cirrus ... 4-4 
-----· 
Thn,.Oay, Apdl 3 .. J 
123 a.m. 29.94 58 31 29.87 31 30.5 94 s. 24 2. 88 Nimbus 4-4 . ............. 
--- -
.......... 7 0 a.m. 29.88 63 32 29.79 32 31.5 94 s. 33 5. 44 631 Sti-atns .. 4·4 10 23 a. m. ~9. 87 62 33 29.78 33 32.5 94 s. 32 5.12 Nimbus. 4-4 2 Op. m. 29.82 61 34 29.74134 33.5 94 s. 22 2. 42 ...... 0 0 Cinus. __ 4-4 
···-·-I 
. t 5 23p.m. 29.78 66 33 29. 66 33 32.5 94 E. 3 . 04 ..... Stratus .. 2-4 Cirrus. __ 2-4 E. 9 Op.m - 29.71 70 31 29. 611 31 ao. 5 94 E. 7 . 24 ...... 0 0 Cirrus . .. 4·4 
·---·-
I 
~~ RAIN OR SKOW. 
"'c THERM. I-. >=I 
,._.rn 
---
.0 ~~ s 8 -~ ..,_s 
1!::1 p C!) o-8 .0 DC!) s 8 C!) oS 
·;:; -~ 8 
"" s ... 0 0 ~ ~ 0 F1 <lo 
- --- ----
.......... . ................. 
---- ·-- · --- -
.... .. ......... .... ...... ...... .... . ...... 
----
. ............. . . ........ ..... . . ...... ...... ...... 






.. ......... ...... ...... 
··- - --- · 












-- --- - -- · ---------· ----
.... ... . 









11.15 p.m. . 08 . ... .... 
·--------- ---------· --·· 
.... 
--- -
···------· --------- - ---- ---· ---· 




1.50 p. Ill. 4.15 p. rn. . 03 34 28 
· ·-· 
...... 
·---D 'gnight. . ............... . 01 ...... 
---· 
. 07 
................ ............... . .... ..... 
---· 
····------
12.20 p. m .. 01 35 30 




WindE.S. E . 
WindE.N.E . 
WindE.S.E. 
Melted snow . 
Do . 
Snow. 
Mdted snow . 
Snow. 




































Melrurvluyicul ncord for llw jit'e days endi11y ..::ljJril 8, 1~73. 
STATIO X: ISLAND OF S.d~T P A..UL, BEHRING SEA. 
THERM. I ~ ' HYGRO~I. ~ WIXD. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR S:SOW. ·§ e:: 1'HEUM. 
_g.: ---:--:;:;·] .· ci ~. 0 • • ~~ .o ;! _ci ___ _ 
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-' ~ ~ 0 - ""' - ;..... <l) ..... · - 0 ~ Q ~ '""' 8 ""=' .. Q 





I) ~.- :- --::-:- :--,- ----------- -.-.-~- ------
f 
1 l -3 n. m. ~9. 6- 60 -8 -9. :>4 -8 27. 5 94 E. 1l . 60 . . . . 0 0 Curus .. 4-4 ..... - .......... -................... .. 
7 0 a.m. 29. 50 li7 29 29. 40 2!J :!8. 5 94 E. 25 3. 12 318 Nimbus 4-4 ................. .. .. ------- ........ -- .......... .. 
F ·'<l , Ap -14 10 2:1 n. m. 29.45 65 29 29. 36l 29
1
29 100 E. 32 5.12 .... Stratus . 4-4 .................... Night.. .. ......... 01 ....... . 11 U), T1 ·····1 2 Op.m. 29. 41 64 31 29.3:! 31 30.5 94 E. 33 5.44 .... Stratm;. 4-4 ................................................. .. 
523p.m. 29.39 65 29 29.301 29 28.5 94 N. 42 8.82 .... Nimbus 1-2 Cumnlus 1-2 N . ....... .......... ... . 0~ 31 28 
9 0 p.m. 29.41 61.i 26 29. 3::! 26 25 1 87 N. 5-'3 14. C4 .... Nimbus . 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. .. . .. .. . .. .. .... - ............ .. 
J 
123a,m. 29.39 57 2:> 29. 32, 25 24 87 N. 4ti 10.58 ... Nimbus. 4-4 ................................ ......... 02 ...... .. 
7 O.n. m. 29. 42 69 23 ~!l. 32 23 22. 5 93 N. 39 7. 60 911 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 E. . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Saturtll\y April 5 10 23 a.m. 29.41 64 23 29.32 2:l 2'2. 5 93 N. 35 6. 12 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 E. . .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. . . 02 .... . .. . ' "1 '2 0 p.m. 29. 42 65 :24 29. 33 24 23. 5 93 N . :n l.i. 84 .. .. Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 N. .. . .. .. . .. .............. .. 
5 23 p.m. 29.39 61 23 29.31 23 22.5 93 N. W. 26 3. 38 .... Nimbus. l-2 Cnruulus 1-2 N. W . .. .................. 01 29 22 
9 0 p.m. 29. 42 66 22 29. 33 22 21 I 86 N. 24 ~- 88 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .................. . 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 29. 40 56 22 29. 33 22 21. 5 92 W. 17 1. 44 .. .. Nimbus 1-2 Cumulus 1-~ W. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 01 ...... .. 
7 Oa.m. 29.:3-:i 56 22 29.28 22 21.5 92 W. 17 1.44 611 Nimbus. 1-2 Cumulus 1-2 W . .......... . ................... .. 
Sundny .AprilG 1023n.m. 29.35 61 24 29.:27 24 23 86 W. 7 .24 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 \V . .......... ................. .... . 
' .... 2 Op.m. 29.34 67 27 29.24 27 26 88 W. 9 .40 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 W . ......... 2.15p.m .. 00 ...... . .. 
5 23 p.m. ~- 30 66 27 29. 21 27 26 88 W. 8 . 32 .. .. 0 0 Cumulns 4-4 W. .. .................. : .. . 27 19 
9 0 p.m. 29. :n 67 26 29. 21 26 25 87 W. 1 . 01 .. .. o 0 Cumulus 4-4 W. . .............................. . 
l 1 23 a.m. 29. 30 58 26 29.23 26 25 84 W. 4 . Otl .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 W. . ............................. .. 7 0 a.m. 29. 3:-1 71 26 29.22 '26 25 87 W. 5 . J2 166 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 W. . .... . ... .. .................... . Monday .dpril7 l023n.m. 29.3:> 65 30 29.2ti 30 28 78 S.W. •6 1.28 .... 0 0 Cirrus .. l-4 W ........... . ................... .. ' · "1 2 0 p. m 29. 36 67 32 29. 26 3'2 30 79 W. 20 2. 00 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 W. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 32 26 
523p.m. 29.36 63 28 29.27 28 26 76 W. 19 1.80 .... Nimbus . 4-4 .................... 1.40p.ru ... . ........ 02 ...... .. 
9 0 p. ru. 29.44 68 22 29.34 22 21 86 N. W. 38 7. 22 .... Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. W . ............................... . 
r 
123a.m. 29.49 57 18 29.421817 84 N.W. 41 8. 40 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W ...................... 01 .... ... . 
7 Oa.m. 29.60 60 18 29.521817 84 N.W. 4610.58 733 Nimbus . 1-4 Cumulus3-4N.W .............................. .. 
TueBllny, .April 8... 10 23 n. m. ~9. 65 67 18 ~9. ~5 18 16 68 N. W. 44 9. 68 .. .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 01. ..... .. 




































.D· .: Day and elate of ob- c= <l) -d 
serYation. ~~ 0 OJ -d ~ ~ <!) !3 0 
.§ 0 A ... c;S ~ 1><1 ~ P=l Fl 
---- -
( 123 a.m. 29.74 54 14 
Wo<ln,.<loy, Ap<. 9. { 
7 0 a.m. 29.75 55 14 
10 23 a.m. 29.80 61 15 
2 0 p.m. 29.85 65 14 
523 p.m. 29.921 66 12 
9 0 p.m. 29. !l5 67 12 
Thursday, AprillO. I 123 a.m. 29.92 52 9 7 0 a.m. 29.92 53 12 10 23 a.m. 29.96 61 13 2 Op.m. 30. 01 65 10 l 5 23 p.m. 30. 04 67 9 9 0 p.m. 30. oa 66 6 
r 
1 23 a.m. 30. Ofi 52 4 
7 0 a.m. 30. 05 4li 5 
10 23 a.m. ~~: ~~ ~~ 8 Friday, .A pril.ll ... ·t 2 Op. m. 9 
5 23 p.m. 30.11 62 10 
9 0 p.m. 30. 13 63 9 
Saturday, April12 . . J 
123 a.m. 30. 15 53 8 
7 0 a.m. 30.25 57 8 
lO 23 a.m. 30.31 G9 11 
2 0 p.m. 30. 33 64 13 l 5 23 p. ill. 31. 35 67 13 9 Op.m. 30.38 67 12 
r 
11 23 a.m. 30. 36 52 7 
7 0 a.m . 30 . .JO 61 12 
g,,d,y, April13 ... ~ 10 23 a.m. 30. 41 67 18 2 0 p.m. 30.36 71 30 
5 23 p. m 30. 2S 67 27 
9 0 p.m. 3J.18 68 24 
.Meteorological rccoTdjor the jive clays ending Apr-il 13, 1873. 
STATION: ISLaND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
-
s HYGROM.~ ~ . e WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·e ~ THERlii. 2 
'" 
--->=' ~~ ""· ..<:<. ~~ ~..,:) .:g., -d s s ~$ ~ .!5 o.C Q 6 ~ ·o ..... ::l ........ 1--P:.. ~ ~ ~-g E -~ .p<l) 0 0 Remarks. cO 0 ~-,..., ~ <.>C ~~ ~ ~ <l) .g ~- -~ ·~ <I) ,t::1 "" ·o <.> O..<:l ~~ -d 0 -d g s PV i:; ~ .p ~ <l) 0 -~~~ !3 "' ~s ~ ~ ... 0~ ~g, l'l s ~ s 0 A A ~ ~ 0 l'l o,_ ~ --0 ?-A A <Q <Q A 0 Fl .,qo ;21 ;21 
-- - -
- -- - ----~--- - ---- - ----------- - -
29.68 14 13 81 N.W. 37 6. 84 
·-- · 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N.W. ·--------- ---------· . 01 ---- ---- Melted snow. 
29.68 14 13 81 N.W. 31:3 7. 22 974 Nimbus . 1·4 Cumulus ;l.4 N.W. 
-- -------- ---------- ---- ----
Light snow. 
29.72 15 14 82 N.W. 41 8. 40 Nimbus . 4 4 . 02 
29.76 14 13 81 N.W. 44 P. G8 
----
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
---------· · ·-------
29. 82 12 10 lil N.W. 51 13.00 
---· 0 0 Cirrus .. 1·4 N.W. 
----------
3.30 p.m. . 01 15 12 
29.85 12 11 80 N.W. 41 8. 40 ... . 0 0 Cinus .. 1·4 N.W. 
29. SG 9 8 78 N.W. 32 5.12 
---- 0 0 Cumulus 4-·1 N.W. 11.05 p.m. 
-----·---- -·-- ---- --·-
29.86 12 11 so N.W. 27 3. 64 921 0 0 Cuwulus 4·4 N.W. 
29.88 13 12 81 N. 30 4. 50 
---· 
Nimbus. 4-4 ........ ~ . - . ... 
···--· 
................ . ....... .... . . . 02 . ..... 
··-
29.92 10 9 79 N. 34 5. 78 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N. . ............. ....... ......... . ..... 
29.94 !) 8 78 N. 32 5.12 
·--- 0 0 Cumulue 4-4 N. 14 8 
29.98 6 5 78 N. 26 3. 38 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 
--- -------
............. .... . ..... ....... 
30.00 4 3 74 N. 25 3.12 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N. ............. 
------ ---- ----
...... ..... 
30; 01 5 4 75 N. 31 4. eo 683 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N. ...... .. ... .. . .............. .... ...... 
30.04 8 7 77 N. 34 5. 78 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N. . 01 
30.02 9 8 78 N. 38 7. 22 ...... Nimbus. 1·2 Cumulus 1·2 N. . ............. 
30.02 10 9 i9 N. 48 11.52 
--- · 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 4.40 p.m. . 01 10 3 Melted snow. 
30.04 9 8 78 N. 46 10.58 ..... 0 0 Cirrus .. :H N. ............... . ................. ..... 
-··· ----
30.09 8 7 77 N. 44 9. G8 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 N. .............. ................ ....... 
---· 
. ..... 
30. 18 8 7 77 N. 38 7. 22 973 0 0 ·Cumulus 1-4 N. ............... ................... ...... ..... . . ... . 
30.20 11 10 7!) N. 36 G. 48 ...... 0 (J 0 0 0 .............. ................ ...... . .... . .. . 
:3.1.24 1:! 12 81 N. 34 5. 78 .... 0 0 0 0 0 . .............. ................ ...... 
30.25 13 12 fll N. 35 6.12 ..... 0 0 0 0 0 14 7 
~~: ~g , l~ ll 80 N. 33 5. 44 .... 0 0 0 0 0 . ............ ..... .......... ... .. ---· . .... 6 76 N.W. 21 2.:!0 0 0 0 0 0 .......... ................ ....... ...... 
-·-· 30.32 12 11 so N.W. 8 . 32 658 0 0 0 0 0 ······ .... --------- · ........... 
:lO. 311 18 
l1 I~ N.W. 7 . 24 ... 0 0 I Cinn' . . 12 N. W 1· . . ...................... 20. 25, 30 28 78 S. \V. 8 . 32 · ··- 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 N. \V . .. .......... .......... ... .... . . 30. 18 27 26 88 S. W . ](l 1. 28 . .. 0 0 Cirrus .. <J.4 S. W ... ... . ... _ ~- :.-, · .... · ....... 30 6 
30 04 24 2:l. 5 93 s. 17 1. 44 
·--
















































.MeteuJologicalrecorcl for the fire days euding .dpril18, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
. -6 :.::: ·~ 
~ ~ ~~· 
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·;; ~ THEUM. 
c:~ -.--. 
~X ~ s g'Q) ~ s 
s ~ -~ :§ 
Remarks. 
~0 ~ ~ 
;;~ ..t-:5 











7 0 n.m. 
Monday, .April 14.. . tO :}3 n. m. 
l 2 0 p.m. 5 23 p.m. 9 0 p.m. 
r 
123ll.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
TuO(:!llay, .April15 .. ~ 10 23 a.m. 
· 2 Op.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
J 
1 'l3 a.m. 
7 0 n,m. 
Woclocsday,.April16 1 1~23n.m. :; C)Op.m. ;) ~3 p.m. 9 0 p.m. 
r 
1 23 a.m. 
7 On.m. 
Tbursdny,..April17.' 10 23 a.m. l 2 0 p.m. 5 23 p.m. 9 Op.m. 
J 
1 23 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
Friday, Apr. 18 10 23 a.m. 
.... 1 2 0 p.m. 
5 23 p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
29.98 56 26 
29. 67 6::! 29 
29.54 co 32 
29.47 65 32 
29. 56 64 28 
29.62 69 26 
29. 63 60 27 
29.66 68 28 
29. 91 26 :15. 5 
29. 59 29 :::8. 5 
20. 46 3'2 31. 5 
29. 38 3~ 31.5 
20.47 28 27 
29.52 26 25 
2!!. 55 27 26 
2H. 56 28 27 
29. 69 68 31 29. 59 31 29 
29. 72 70 32 29. 62 :i2 29 
29. 72 6:1 28 29. 63 28 26 
2!1. 76 liB 28 29. 66 28 27 
29. 7i 58 25 29 70 25 24 
29. 84 65 26 29. 75 26 25 
29. 90 70 26 29. 79 26 25 
29. 96 68 21i 29. &6 26 25 
30. 05 65 24 29. !l6 24 23 
30. 11 66 24 :JO. 01 24 23 
30. 19 60 22 30. 11 22 21 
30. 30 68 24 30. 20 24 2'2 
30. 29 69 30 30. l R 30 28 
30. 24 67 30 3tl. 14 30 29 
30. 10 64 28 30. ~ 28 27. 5 
29. 97 62 27 29. 88 27 26. 5 
29. 84 58 29 29. 77 29 28. 5 
29. 66 67 31 29. 56 3i 30. 5 
29. 64 64 34 29. 55 34 33. 5 
29. 63 69 34 2!J. 53 34 33. 5 
29. 66 70 29 29. 56 29 28 
29. 68 71 29 29. 57 1!9 28 
93 1 s. 34 94 s. 4:.! 
94 s. 4'2 
94 s. w. 31 
88 w. 6 
87 s. w . 16 
88 s. w. 18 
88 w. 24 
78 w. 22 
G9 W. 23 
76 w. 25 
88 w. 2(i 
87 w. 22 
87 N. W. 22 
87 N. W. 41 
87 ~. w . 44 
86 N. W. 45 
86 N . W. 35 
86 N. W. 22 
73 N. 14 
78 w. 5 
89 s. w. 14 
94 s. ]9 
94 s. 25 
94 s. 2-! 
94 s. w. 17 
!1<1 s.w. 8 
94 w. 9 
88 N. W. 22 
































































































Cirrus .. I 1-2 s. 
Nigbt ... 1 .......... 1 • 06, ....... .. 
0 0 0 ....... :.. 4. 30 p.m. . 02 33 25 
0 0 0 ............................... . 
Cumulus 1-2 S. W ................................ . 
Cumulus :.J. ; \V . ....................... ........ . 
Cumulus 1-4 W. Night... . .. .. .. . . . 01 ....... . 
0 0 0 ·· -· ······· ········· · ........... . 
Cumulus 1-2 IV. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 33 24 
Cumulus 1 2 W. . .................. _ . .. · .. ...... . 
Cumulus 4-4 W. . .............................. . 
Cumulus 1-'1 ~. W. . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . ...... . 
Cumulus 1-2 ~. W. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . • . . 03 ....... . 
Cumulus 3-4 ~. \V . .............................. . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ..... ................ .... 27 24 
Cumulus 4-4 N. . ............... _ ...... . ....... . 
Cumulus 4 4 N. \¥ ........... 10.00p.m .. 00 ...... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. . .................. ...... ...... . 
Cirr·.1s . . 4-4 . .. .. . . .. . • .. .. . . • • • • • . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 
Cirrus . . 4-4 . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . • . . . ........•.. 







::::::::::/::::::::: :l·.' 2ol ~ :::I::: :I Heavy snow. 
Cirrus .. I 1-2 .. w: ·1 :::::::: ::1 .9.'4o·a·. -~J.'i7l: :::1::: :I ~~1':~a snow. 
Cumulusj4·4 \N, W., ......... ·j· ....... "\· .. ·\35j28 


























Meteo1·ological1·ecord for the five days ending A prU 23, 1873. 
STATION : ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA.. 
~ THER~f. s UYGROM.:S! WIND. !LOWER !!LOUDS t; 0 UPPEL~ CLOUDS. 
<I) 2; 8 
t1J --- ---P 
.0· ...: ,01-< ~ ..::l. Dny and date of ob- 0~ <I) .._; .._; ~<I) ..::; .,_e, ~ ~~ e~ ~ 
""' 
~ g~-~~ ~ <I) ., ..., p 0 ..... ;:::! ::z'+< ;;._& servation. ,.Q ~ ...,., >·1""'4 :;3 0 0 :::l ;:::! '£'~ ~ e 0 0 ,!:> ,!:> ~ 0 ~~ ttJo< b·a ;:::! ;:::! <!> 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ <I) rtlrr; .,; 0 .._; 0 .§ P; p., ~ .... -~ 0 ;:::! ;:::! ~g~ 2; ~ f1 A ~ "' .., .... ~- 8 8 0 p: A ~8. .... ., ~ ~ E-l P=l ri1 0 P,p. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- - -------- - - - ------
- ------ - -
Su tn<day, April19. _J 
123 a.m. 29.67 62 27 29.59 27 26 88 N. 7 . 24 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
7 0 a.m. 29.63 68 28 29.53 28 27 88 N . 4 . 08 231 Stratus .. 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 s. w. 
10 2~ a.m. 29. 6~ 70 30 2!J. 5~ 30 28 78 N.E. 9 . 40 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. E. 
2 Op.m. 29.53 71 30 2\J. 42 :30 29. 5 9-l E. 24 2. 88 
--- -
Nimbus . 4-4 . .... ........... 
---- ----- -
l 5 2~p.m. 29.45 69 27 29.35 27 26. 5 94 E . 34 5. 78 Nimbus 4-4 9 Op.m. 29. 32 70 26 29. 22 26 26 100 E. 44 9. 68 . ..... Nimbus . 4-4 ·--------- ...... ·-----
r 
123 a.m. 29.15 58 26 29.08 26 ::.!5. 5 93 E. 41 8. 40 
--· 
Nimbus. 4-4 .............. ...... 
---·--
7 0 a.m. 29.10 GO 26 29. 00 26 25 87 N. 46 lO. 58 789 Nimbus. 4-4 .......... ... ... ... ... .......... 
Sund•y, Apdl20 ... t 10 23 a.m. 29. 16 67 24 20. O(i 24 22 73 N. 48 11.52 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 2 Op.m. 2!l. 26 68 24 29. 16 24 22 73 N.W. 52 13.52 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
5 2J p.m. 29.39 68 22 29.29 22 20 72 N.W. 38 7. 22 ....... 0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 s. w. 
9 Op.m. 29.52 68 21 29.42 21 :20 85 N.W. 31 4. 80 ..... . 0 0 0 0 0 
Munday, Ap<il 21 . . J 
1 23 a.m. 29.65 55 16 29.58 16 14 65 N. 26 3. 38 
··- · 
0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 a.m. 29.76 70 17 29.li5 17 15 67 :N. 11 . GO 868 0 0 0 0 0 
10 23 a.m. 29.79 63 22 29.70 :23 20 72 N.W. 6 . 18 
--- · 
0 0 0 0 0 
2 Op.m. 29. 8~ 69 2-5 29.72 25 23 74 N.W. 8 . 32 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 
l 5 23p.m. 29. 82 08 21 29.72 21 19 7l N.W. 15 1.12 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 9 Op.m. 29. 87 68 18 29.77 18 17 84 N. 21 2. 2) ....... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
Tuosd•y, Apd!22 . . { 
123 a . m. 29. 89 56 hl 29. 82 12 11 80 N. 28 3. 92 ..... 0 0 Cumulus l -4 N. 
7 0 a . m. 29.94 71 14 29. 83 14 12 6~ ~. 35 6.12 444 0 0 0 0 0 
10 23 a . m. 29.91 67 17 29.81 17 15 67 N. 33 5. 44 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 
2 Op.m. 29.89 64 18 29.80 Ul 16 68 N. 36 6. 48 
. -- 0 0 0 0 0 
5 23p.m. 29. f:l5 64 17 29.76 17 15 67 N. 34 5. 78 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 p. m . 29. 82 67 15 29.72 15 13 64 N. 34 5. 78 ........ 0 0 0 0 0 
( 1 2J a. m. 29.74 55 14 29. 67 14 13 81 N. 33 5. 44 ..... .. 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. 
Wodn,day,Ap<. 231 
7 0 a . m. 29.71 GO 15 29.63 15 n 64 N.W. 32 5.12 833 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
10 23 a.m. 29. 72 63 18 29. 63 18 16 68 N.W. 27 3. 64 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
2 Op.m. 29.73 66 22 2!l. 64 22 20 72 w. 7 . 24 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. 
5 23 p.m. 29. 7J 65 26 29.64 26 25 87 s. w. 3 • 04 
----
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s. w. 
9 Op.m. 29.79 66 18 29.69 18 17 84 E. 5 .12 .... 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-1 s. 
---
:::l • 




->=l 0~ .,., 
<I) ;:::~;:; 
8 .,; ;:::!<11 <I) s~ 8 ~ ;:::! 0 
0 ri1 ..qo 
-------- -
·---------
... .. ....... .. .. . 
----




... .. . 
.................. 
1.30 p.m. . 23 
.. .............. . ................. 
---
................. ........... .... . . 43 
. ................ 
8.40 a.m . . 07 
.................. ................. . .. .. . 
................ ................ . ..... 
.. ............... ... .. ......... ....... 
....... .. . ....... ................. 
----
...... ............ ................ 
----
................. .. ............ .. . ....... 
---- ------
. .... ...... . .... . ...... 




. ................ ............... . ...... 
.. ............ .... . . ............... . ..... 
.................. ... .. ............. ...... 
-·-------· 




7.40 a.m. ... ....... ...... . 
-·--
·-- -- ----· ·---
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Meleorological?·ecm·dfor the fire days ending Ap1'il28, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SE..l.. 
£0-'GRO.\l. :a WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·8 ~ 'IHERM. s ~~ 
-.--.- _g . . ""'.
1 
o . . -t>D ..o -o~ -.--.-
:e e <:) !:· ~ .::·~ .... ~ P . ..... ~ g ::::~~ -::::~ .., 2 ~ s i!:l i!:l ;:. -~ -~ <,) :::: P . ,. ;.... ::~ ~ ·- ·6= I q) - - ::~_ o i!:l ~ ~ .B 't o .t:i I : g- ""'::: ..o = ..o 5 t5 o a s "g g ~ .;:; .§ ~ ~ ,.::; f - s-. 4l) ~ :;: g Q c ~ ~ e s .e s 'T,j ~ :-' ~ c 
Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ 8. R- ~ ~ ~ .;j A~-.. 8 tl <Xi o ~ ~ 
--------' I •-•-•--•-•-•--·--·-
7 0 a.m. {1
1 23 n. m. 
10 23 a.m. Thurscluy, .April24. · 2 0 p.m. 
5 23p. m. I 9 Op.m. 
f 
123a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 n. m. 
Fri{lay, .A.pril25.-- ·1 2 0 p.m. 




10 23 a.m. S:.tturtlay, April 26 . 2 o p. m. 
5 23 p.m. 
7 0 n. m. 
10 23 n. m. { 
~ ~~:: 
Sumlay, April27 --- 2 0 p. m. 
Monday, April 28.-




7 0 a.m. 
10 23 u,m. 
l 2 Op.m. 5 53 p.m. 9 Op.m. 
29. 85 62 15 29. 76 15 14. 5 91 
29. t:!3 68 21 29. 73 21 :.!0. 5 9:3 
E. 
E. 
12 1 .72 1·--- j 0 , O , Cirrus .. ll-2 
24 2. 88 271 Nimbus . 2-4 Cil'l'us _ _ 2-4 
s. 
------~----------~----------~----~----~----~Light snow; 
2<J. 84 67 29 29. 74 29 28 rl8 
29. 87 65 33 29. 78 33 3~ 89 
29. 95 69 32 29. 8~ 32 3 1. 5 94 





31 1 4.80 29 4. 20 
24 2. 88 
23 2. 64 
30. 01! sa I 21 I 30. ool 21 126 30. 12 62 28 30. OJ 28 27 88 t:l8 E . E. 25 , 3.12 1 .... 29 4. 20 622 
30. 18 64 31 30. 09 31 30. 5 94 
30. 23 67 33 30. 13 33 32. 5 94 
30. 29 69 30 30. 18 30 :29. 5 94 
30. 35 71 29 30. 24 29 28. 5 94 
30. 3e 59 25 30. 30 25 24. 5 93 
30. 42 63 27 30. 33 27 ;26 88 
30. 43 65 32 30. 33 32 30 79 
30. 44 68 33 30. 34 33 31 80 
30. 43 67 31 30. 33 31 29 78 
30. 45 66 29 30. 35 29 27 77 
30. 42 56 27 30. :'!5 27 :16 88 
30. 40 59 29 30. 32 29 28 88 
30. 41 63 33 30. 32 :33 31 80 
30. 40 6~ 34 30. 3u 34 a2 79 
30. 35 69 32 30. 24 32 30 79 
30. 34 69 31 30. 23 31 30 89 
30. 28 58 28 30. 20 28 27 88 
30.23 64 27 30. 14 27 26 88 




















28 3. 92 
2.') 3. 12 
16 1. 28 
15 1.12 
16 l. 28 
14 . 98 
14 . 98 
16 1. 28 
17 1. 44 
28 3. 92 
25 3.12 
23 2. 64 
24 2. 1'8 
25 3. 12 
24 2. 88 
23 2. 64 
36 6. 48 
38 7. 22 
36 6. 48 
30. 21l 67 I 31 I 30.ll l 31 
1
30 30.22 62 27 ::10.13 27 25 
30. 23 65 26 30. 14 26 24 
891 N. E .l 3716. 84 7fi N. E. 41 8. 40 




. . O . wind E. N. E. 
Stratus _ 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 E. N1ght ... 9.00 a. m. · 2 . . . . . . . . MPltefl snow. 
St.rntus . 4-4 ~ - ---- ---- 1 ----'------ .......... ------------- .... ___ _ Winu E.N.E. Stratns . 1-2 Cirrus . _ l-2 E. 
E. ~t.ratus _ 2-4 Cirrus . . 2-4 































































----------·----------·----1 33 1 14 
----------·--------- ··--·1 33 1 26 
------ ---· ·---------··::: :J -34' 1" 23 ' 
__________ , __________ , .... , 34 I 26 
Cirro-stratns; 
wind E. N.E. 















: ~:::::::: :::: :::::: ~ii~i::: i~:riri~.:~:. :~~: :::: ::::1 ::~~-E~::; 
inappreciable. Cumulus 4-4 N.E ........... ---------- ........ __ _ 
Cumulus 4-4 N. E. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 31 26 



























Meteorolo,qicalrecord for the jive days ending May 3, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ THERM. ~ HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ li 'l'HERM. ~ ... 13 ;.. g $ . ~ -.-- ,g . -.--.-.a . . . . . - . 'S "' . . 
Day and date of ob- o § .25 "" rd -o ~ ~ ;e <D~· l!l t':= ~~ <ll • ..,; _..; ~ ~0~ :.0 'g 13 S R k 
servation. .,... ..... a:> a:> <ll $ ~ 'P ~ ~ ..... -~ ..... c ::l . ;;. ~ ~ l!l .::; ..... I § . ~ ~ ~ ~ emar s. ~-+" S ~ gs o ..0 ..0 :.'3 ~ o,.o rn ~ ;;.;;:: • :::: • ::l ¢ g; S 13 "0 ::l <ll S S 
13 e ~ ;::.. ~ » ~ ~ ~ .£ ~ ~ ... ~·g 11 o 11 g ~ s £ 13 ~ o s -~ -~ 
E:i ~ ~ ~ 8 A f$ ~ iS ~ p, ~ ~ A~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A-""' 8 ~ ~ f5 ~ ~ 
---------1---- ------------------- --·------ --1------
{ 
123a.m. 30.20 58 2? ~0.13 2? 23 74 N. ~3 14 . . 04 .... 0 0 ~umu.lus 4-4 N. ---·--- --- .... . ..... .. .. ..... .. . 
7 0 a.m. 30.18 63 23 30.09 23 21 73 N. 38 7. 2~ 1042 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
10 23 a.m. 30.18 62 25 30.09 25 23 74 N. 39 7. tiO . • • . 0 0 Cumnlus 4-4 N. A few flakes of 
Tuesday, April29.. of snow. 
2 0 p.m. 30.14 64 26 30. 05 26 24 75 N. 37 6. 84 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .................... .. 
5 23 p.m. 30. 08 60 26 30.00 26 24 75 N. 39 7. 60 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 27 22 
l 9 0 p.m. 30. 04 64 26 29. 95 26 24 75 N. 41 8. 40 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ............................. . 
( 1 23 a.m. 29. 96 57 26 29.89 26 25 87 N. 41 8. 40 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. _ ............................. .. 
1 7 0 a.nJ. 29.86 64 26 29.77 :26 25 87 N. 4:3 9. 24 951 Nimbus. 4-4 ................. _.. Snow. 
W 1 d A 30 J 10 23 a.m. 29.84 65 29 29.75 29 28 88 N. 38 7. 22 .... Nimbus. 4-4 .................... Night .............. 03 .. . .. .. Melted snow. e( nes ay, pr. ') 2 0 p.m. 29.84 69 30 29. 74 30 29 E9 N. 36 6. 48 Nimbus. 4-i Snow. 
1 5 23 p.m. 29.81 65 30 29. 72 30 28 78 N. 37 6. 84 . . .. 0 0 Cinus . .. 1-4 N. E. .......... 4.10 p.m. . 02 31 24 Melted snow. 
l 9 0 p.m. 29. 81 62 29 29. 72 29 27 77 N. 37 6. 84 . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 .................. _ .. __ . . . _ .. __ . 
( 123a.ru. 29.80 59 26 29.72 26 25 87 N. 32 5.12 .... 0 0 0 0 0 .............................. .. 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 80 68 27 29. 70 27 25 76 N. 31 4. 80 861 0 0 0 0 'tl ..................... _ .. ... ... .. 
Th d M 1 10 23 a.m. 29. 81 67 29 29. 71 29 28 88 N. 32 5. 12 .. -. 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 N. E. Cirro-cumulus. 
urs ay, a.y .. · 2 0 p.m. 29.83 70 3() 2!l. 72 30 29 8!l N. 32. 5.12 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 3-'1 N. .. ...... ..... ......... .. 
5 23 p.m. 29.83 65 28 29. 74 28 27 88 N. 36 6. 48 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 30 25 
9 0 p.m. 29.8:1 65 28 29. 76 28 27 88 N. 35 6.12 .. .. 0 o· Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
( 1 23 a.m. 29. 84 58 26 29.71 26 24 75 N. 57 16.24 0 0 Cmnulus 4-4 N. .. .......... _ ................. .. 
I 7 Oa.m. 29.88 7L 19 29.7719 17 69 N. 35 6.12 901 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . .................... .... ....... . 10 23 a.m. 29. 86 63 21 2!l. 77 21 19 71 N. 34 5. 78 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. Few flakes of 
Friday, May 2 . ..... \ snow,(inapp.) 
I 2 0 p.m. 29.86 64 23 29.77 23 21 73 N. 32 5. 12 .. . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ....... ............. .. 5 23 p.m. 29. 8::3 65 23 29.79 23 22 73 N. 3 L 4. 80 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. 28 19 
l 9 Op.m. 29. 8?1 66 23 2f\.75 23 21 73 N. 3? ~-50 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . .............................. .. 
r 123a.m. 29.8;:> 56 21 29.78 21 19 71 N. 3~ ;:>.12 .... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N . .............................. .. 7 0 a.m. 29. 881 6~ 2~ 29. 78 2~ 19 71 N. 29 4. 20 761 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
Satmla Ma 3 J 1023 a .. 29.92
1
6;:> 2;:> 29.83 2;:> 23 74 N. 28 3.92 .... o 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .................. .. 1 y, Y '"I 2 Op.m. 29.93 67 27 29.83 27 26 88 N. 29 4.20 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . ...................... .. 





















Meteorological record jm· the five days ending May 8, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAJ\TD OF SAINT PaUL, BEHRING SEA. 
<s s "" ;: . t; THERM. 8 llYGROJII. ·a WIXD. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ THERM 
$ . ,.. - .-- $,.; -_--. _g.· . ;:.., . ~ . . -t.o ,.; ~~1-:---:-Dnynudtln~oofob- o5 _s ._, ,.; 'g<P ~ ;:: ~.c- ~:~ -:: ;..¢; <P. .,.; ~ §o~1 -0 .,0:: 9 E Remarks. sN·vuttou. <c; :c <:> ~ <:> - :P '0 o > ·~ -~ ·c; ::: = ...:.. ;. ;:.., .:: ~ ::r;;: <P • ~ .=: a := ~ 8 g ~ g .!:> .o ·c ~ o ..= ~ iO :-..~ ,.; g ,.; g ~ o g 8 ~ g ~ . ..., .§ 
l=l 8 " p. .... .,.., t ~ \1) - ;.. Q) .... :;: ;: 1:1 .:: 1:1 c .... 8 .... 8 "C) c .:: ~ ::: 
tl ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A- ~ <i ~ ~ A~~ 8 ~ ~ z ~ ~ 
--------1---- - -- - - --·1--------
{ 
1 23 n. m. 30. 00 62 25 29. 91 25 24 87 N. 16 1. 28 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 N. . ................... ... ... . .. 
7 0 n, m. 30. 07 ' 70 26 29.96 26 25 87 N. W. 13 . 84 472 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 N. W. 
S . d M 4 10 2:J n. m. 30. 111 70 29 30. CO 29 27 77 N. W . 5 . 12 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus. 4-'4 ~- W .......................... .. .. 
uu ny, ny .... 2 Op. m. 30.09 65 32 30.00 32 30 79 N. W . 7 . 21 . ... 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 N. W. . .. . 
5 23 p.m. 30. 11 71 31 3Q. 00 31 30 !-19 W. 9 . 40 .. . 0 0 Cumulu. s. 4-4 N. IV. 5.05 p.m. J .20 p.m. 32 25 L't snow, (inapp.) 
!J 0]). m. 30.11 63 29 30.02 29 28 88 W. 5 . 12 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 W. 
{ 
1 23 a.m. :~o. 10 58 29 30.03
1
29 28 88 W. 2 . 0~ . .. . 0 o Cumulus. 4-4 Wi. . ............ ....... .... .. .. . 
7 0 a.m. 30. 121 69 30 30. 02 30 28 78 N. 1 . 00 126 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 ..... . 
M d M , 5 10 23 a.m. 30.12 1~7. 3:3 :.Jll. 02 :33 32 89 S. E. 5 . 12 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 ...... 7.10 a.m. 7.15 a.m. . .. . . . .. . Ligllt bail. 00 
ny, 
0
) .. .. 2 0 p.m. 30.11 69 34 30.01 34 33 89 S. E . .J . 08 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 ...... ......... . .. ... ...... . 
5 23 p.m. 30. 10 70 31 29. 99 31 30 etJ S. E. 6 . 18 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 S. E. 34 29 
9 0 p.m. 30.08 65 29 29. 99 29 2i:l 88 S. E. 17 1. 44 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 S. E. . .. .. .. .. . .............. .. .. 
{ 
1 23 n. m. 30. 04 59 25 29. 96 25 24 87 S. E. 16 1. 28 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 S. E. . ........ . 
7 0 a.m. 30. 00 66 27 29. 90! 27 26 e8 S. E. 22 2. 42 267 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 S. E. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .... 
T d M 6 LO 23 a.m. 29. 95 63 30 29. 86
1 
30 2U /<9 S. E. 23 2. 6-l . .. . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 8. E. . ........ . 
ues ay, ay · · · 2 0 p.m. 29. 92 63 31 29. ~3 ~ 31 30 89 S. E. 24 2. !::8 .... Stratus .. 4-4 ............................. - ......... ·-- · -- · .. 
523p.m. 29.88 68 30 29.7tl 30 28 78 S.E. 24 2.88 .... Stratus .. 4-4 -------- ............ 4.35p.m .......... 01 a2 25 Melted snow. 
9 0 p.m. 29. P6 65 27 29. 77 27 26 88 E. 32 5. 12 .... Stratus .. 4-4 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .... Light snow. 
r 
1 23 n. m. 29. 76 58 26 2(1. 69 26 25 87 E. 30 4. 50 Stratus .. 4-4 . 01 Melted fmow. 
7 0 a.m. 29 71 65 :.JO 29. 62
1
30 29 89 E. 31 4. 80 677 Stratus .. 4-4 ............................. . ................... L't snow, (ina.pp.) 
W 1 d M 7 10 23 n. m. 29.70 71 31 29. 59 31 30 89 E. 2'2 2. 4'J .... Stratus .. 4-4 . . .... ........................ 7.20 p. 111. • .. . .. • .. 
oc ucs n.y. ay l 2 0 p.m. 29. 68 71 36 29. 57 36 34 80 X. E. 23 2. 64 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus. 4-4 N. E ........................ .. 
5 23 p.m. 2'1. 66 68 33 2[). 56
1
33 30 70 N. E. l 6 1. ::8 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus. . . 4-4 N. E ................... . .... 3ti 25 Cirro-cumulus. 
9 0 p.m. 29. 67 tiS 31 29. 57 31 29 78 N. E. 1~ . 7~ . .. . Stratus .. 2-4 Cirrus . .. 2-4 N. E. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. 
• J 1 23 a.m. 29.64 59 31 2[). 56 31 30 89 E. 10 . 50 ... Stratus .. 2-4 ............. ...... .... ...... . ............ . 
7 0 a.m. ~J. 60, 66 32 29. 51 32 31 8!1 E. 6 .1 8 378 Stratus .. 4-4 . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .... ............ .. 
ThurQtlny May e 110 23 a.m. 29. 60169 35 2[). 50 35 34 89 S. E. 7 . 24 .... Fog . .... 4-4 .. .... _... . .. _ .. _. __ 
' ' "l 2 0 p.m. 2[). 60 69 39 29. 501 39 37 81 S. E. 5 . 12 Nimbus. 2-4 Cumulus. 2-4 S. E. . L'tflurriesofsnow 
5 23 p.m. 29. 60 70 3b 29.50 36 34 EO S E. 7 . 24 . . . 0 0 Cumulus . .J-4 S. R. 12.40 p.m. 3.30 p.m .. Ol 40 30 Melted snow. 



























































STATION: ISLA.ND OF SAINT PAUL; BEHRING SEA.. 
• ;::l. 
flYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OU SNOW. ·~ ~ THERM. 
--- ~ <+-<1E- -
~ ~ ~ ~ .s ·;:; g ; ~ ~ t: ~ ~ ~ -~ I ~ . ~ ~ t:s ~ 
..a -; ~ 't) c ,.Q tD g' ~ <3 ..0 g ..0 g ~ 0 2 8 'al g Q) ·~ .§ 
Remarks. 
1;:; 
. ..0 ,.Qi>, s:i t'. ;?~ I ~. . . ci'gf~ ? 0-c s s 
t- ~ ~ -~ ";) t ~ ~ ·; ~ -~ 8 .s 8 ~ §~ § 'g i:: E I ~ ~ -------:.---1---1--1_:__1~ 1--- 1-A-~ ~ _A_:.__ _p.;_P<_,e_ __ Fl __ ~ __ !:.::! ___ <1_ __ 0 ~ .q c ~ l=Q 0 0 ~ 1>'1 ~ 
J 
123 a, m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
Friday, May 9 · · · · · 2 0 p. m. 
l 5 23p. m. 9 Op.m. 
f 
123 a. m-
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
Saturday, May 10 .. 1 2 0 p.m. 




7 0 a. m. 
1




. 12:3 a.m. 
· 7 Oa.m . 
Monday May 12 . .. 10 23 a.m. 
' 2 Op.m. 
1 5 23 p.m. 
l 9 Op.m. 
I t 23 a.m. 7 0 a.m. 10 23 a.m. Tuesday, May 13.-- t 2 0 p. m. 































58 31 29. 57 31 30 
59 31 29. 58 31 29 
68 34 29. 60 34 32 
65 36 29. 6:1 36 35 
71 33 29. 61 33 32 
70 32 29. 65 32 31 
61 31 29. 65 31 30 
71 32 29. 64 32 31 
67 34 29. 64 34 32 
70 33 29. 63 33 31 
68 33 29. 61 33 32 
70 30 29. 61 30 29 
60 30 29. 5i 30 29 
60 31 29. 50 31 30 
65 33 29. 50 33 32 
71 34 29. 4E' :H 33 
70 31 29. 47 31 30 
71 31 29. 47 31 30 
61 31 ::!9. 47 31 30.5 
69 32 29. 44 32 31. 5 
89 E. 8 
78 E . 15 
79 E. 12 
90 E. 1l 
89 E . 8 
89 E. 8 
89 E. 6 
89 N. E. 7 
79 N. 6 
80 N. 5 
89 N. 9 
89 N. 18 
89 N. W. 1:3 
fl9 N. W. 10 
89 N. W. 12 
89 N. 13 
89 N. 15 
H9 N. 13 
94 N. E. 16 
94 N. E. 18 
63 34 29. 46 34 33 89 N.E. 22 
N.E. 24 
N.E. 21 
N. E. 23 
N.E. 18 
72 36 29. 49 36 35 90 
69 :H 2!:1. 5:3 34 33 89 
70 30 29. 37 30 29 89 
59 28 29. 57 28 75. 5 9-! 
69 30 2!:1. 56 30 30 100 
69 32 2!:1. 56 32 31 89 
70 33 29. 55 33 32 89 
70 32 29 55 32 31 89 
























. 841 .... 1. 12 . --. 
. 84 .... 
1. 28 . - .. 
1. 62 306 
2. 42 



















































Cumulus~4-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 
Cirrus .. 2-4 




E. ......... . ......... . ............ 
1 
Do. 
4.30p.ru. 5.10p.m ..... 37 31 Ligbtsnow. 
Cinus .. 2-4 E. .. .............................. Wind E. ~. E. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 E. .. ............................ .. 
Cirrus . . 2-4 N. E. . .............................. . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. .. ................. . .......... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ........ ...... ........ .. .... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 35 30 
. ...... ........... .. 8.50 p.m . ......... . ... . ....... . Ligl1t snow . . 
Do 
................ . ................ , 8.10 a. i:n.l . 01, . . .... . . . Melted snow. 
...................... , 2.15p.m. l .......... l .. --l34 I 30 IFewdropsrain. 










. 091 .... I .. --1 M elted snow. 
............... · ..................................... Light snow, 
winu E. N.E. 
Fog ..... 14-4 1 ......... 1 .... 1 ...... 1 .......... I 7.40 a. m.l . 05, ....... .. Melted snow. 
WindE.N.E. Fog .................. ........•........... .. ... ......... . 
Stmt.us. 3-4 ............................................ 37 30 
~~~::::: !:! :::::::::::::: ·::::: : :::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fog..... 4-4 ... •.•. .• .......•.•.............••••.•... . • ..•• ..••. 
Nimbus . 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 N.W. 1.45a.m ............ 02 ........ ,Meltedsnow. 
Nuulms. 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 N ................................. Snow. 
Stratus . 2-4 Cinns . . 2-4 S. E. . . . . . . . . . . 3.25 p. m . 02 34 27 Melted snow. 























Meteorological l'ecorcl jol' the five days ending May 18, 1873. 
STATIO X: ISLA.ND 01!' SA.INT PAUL, BEIIRING SEA.. 
TIIERM. ~ llYGRO:U. ~ WIND. I.OWF:R CLOUD::; UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SXOW. -~ !;i 'l'IIERM . .:: ~ 
Day ancl dato of ob-
serYatiou. 
"' .::>· oc:l 
'o:P 
... -.-- !.; ~ ~ . .: .., . o . . · ·tr .:; ~~-s--· 
.E 'g -d "' S :2 'a o ~ o ..J 51 ;.. ~ I;: . .P -P § "'T -l'i .., .3 ::l § Remarks . a ~ ~ g ~ 2 ~ ·5 ·~ :g ·o s ; Co . ~ . a . a ~ ·g ~ a rd 5 ~ s F3 
"' I ~ .s a ::: h ~ ,.g e ~ ;: ; : ~--~ -g ~ -g o ~ s § s .g o s ·;::; ·;:; 
.::: d ~ ;-1 o ,_ t:.. o ·- 'lJ "- I ;.. o 1 <:l ~ -- t:i ..... S -- ~..... o Q s ... ~ ;.;;J 
________ 
1
_f-i __ _2_ ~ ~~__::__...:=._ ~ ~ ~ o. rio. !=-_ __ 1:4 __ _::_ __ 1:4 __ ~ ~-- __ o____ r.1 __ ~ _""_ ~~------
{ 
1 23 n. m., 29. 651 60 
7 0 a.m. !W. 6:! li9 
10 23 a.m. 29.61 68 
·wednesday, :Mny 14 2 o p. m. , 29. 57 UO 
5 23 p. m. 2fl. 60 68 
9 Op.m. 29.6 1 66 
( 1 23 n. m. 29. SH 56 j 1z 2g ~~: I ~: ~gl ~t Thursday, Mny 15.- 2 o p.m. 2ll. !>7 70 5 2:J p. m. 29. 58 69 
9 0 p. m . 29. 64 69 
r 1 23 n. m 29. 62 59 7 0 a. ru. 29. 6~ 66 
J 10 2:i a.m. 29. 66 70 
Friday, May 16 --- ·1 ~ o p.m. 29. 69 ll9 
5 23 p. m. 29. 72 70 
9 0 p.m. 29. 75 68 
r 
1 23 a.m. 20.75 60 
7 0 a. m. 29. 7i 66 
, 10 23 n. m. 29. 60 70 
Saturday, May 17--1 2 up. ru. 29. flJ ~1 
5 2:.1 p. m. 29. f!4 69 
9 0 p. ro. 29. 8tc 71 
( 1 2.1 a.m. 29. 90 61 
Sunday, May 18.--- 2 o p.m. 30. 03 68 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 96 66 
10 ~3 a. 111. 30.00 61 
5 23 p. !D. 30. {,5 69 
9 p.m. 30. 10 71 
29 1 29. s7 29 2s. s 9~ 
30 . 29. 52 ;$0 30 100 
30 29. 51 30 29 t:9 
31 29.50 :u 30 89 
27 29. :\0 27 25 76 
26 m s2 26 24 75 
24 29. 52 24 22 73 
26 29. ~8 26 :24 75 
28 29. 471 28 26 76 
30 29. 47 30 :!8 iS 
30 29. 48 :30 ~8 78 
26 29. 5~ 26 25 87 
28 29. 54 28 27 88 
30 29. 55 :JO :29. 5 94 
30 29. 56 30 :29. 5 9~ 
:29 29. 59 29 28 88 
28 29. 62 28 27 88 
29 2!l. 65 29 :!8 88 
28 29. 67 28 27 88 
30 29. 67 30 29. 5 94 
30 29. 70 30 29. 5 94 
31 29.72 31 ;jO 89 
30 29. 7.J 30 :29 89 
30 29. 77 30 29 89 
27 29. 82 27 :25 76 
27 29. 86 27 21) 88 
27 29. 90 27 25 76 
26 29. 93 26 24 75 
25 29. 95 25 23 74 
25 29. 99 25 23 74 
N.E. 14 . 98 
N. 15 1. 12 
N. 35 li.12 
N. 3 L 4. EO 
N. 29 4. 20 
N. '11 8. 40 
N. 4:2 8. 8';2 
K 28 3.!!2 
N. 25 3.1~ 
N. W. ll .00 
N . 5 . 12 
N. 8 .32 
N. 12 .72 
N. 18 1. 62 
N. 22 2. 43 




N. 26 3. 38 . ... 
N. 18 1.6:2 
N . 17 1. 44 
N. 22 2. 42 
N. 22 2. ~2 
N. :H 2.20 
N. 20 2. 00 
N. 23 2. G4 
N. 21 2. 20 
N. 19 1. 80 
N. 21 2. 20 
N. 16 1. 28 
N. 15 1.12 


































































N. 1 .......... ~ .. -------- ~· - --N ...... : .. .. ........ ...... 32 27 
N . . ...... ... . ::.-....... .... 1 .... 1 .. .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N . ................ .. ..... ...... .. 
Cumulus 34 N ............... .. .............. .. 
Cumulus 1-2 N. W ... .. .............. .... ....... . 
Cumulus 3-4 N ... .. .......... ... ...... 31 24 
Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ............................ .. 
........ .... ...... .. L1.30p.m ... .. .. : .... 01 ...... .. 
· Ci~·~~-s-:: 3-4' :::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: -_-og:: ::::::I H oa; y snow. 
Cumulus 4-4 





Cumulus 4 4 
Cumulus 4-4 


































M eteorological 1'ecordfor the fit·e days ending May 23, 1873. 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEHRING SEA. 
~ 8 ..0 Cl • f: Tll ERi\I. 9 HYGROM. ,... WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SXOW. ·~ ~ THER~I. ~ . --- ] --- ~ ~~ 
Daynnddateofob- .gg ~ ._; . '0~ ..0 ..ci -:!>. ~ ;>-,._: ~ ..; 6 . . l'fb.O~ ~ 0 .-o s a 
servation. ~:.3 Q) ~ as .B ~ rp 0 .,..~ -~ .':' g 8'"': ;. ~- ~ ~ .~.S I ~ . ~~ ~ ~ Remarks. 
o8 ~ ~ ~- f :_ :; ~ ~ g ..q ~ ~ ~~ .a 5 .-d 5 "E o8"' ~ ~ ] 5] ·c .§ '"' ...., ..... '"' ,_, Q) ~-< ~ '"' Q) ... -~ c e~ a e~ a ... .... "' - ~ a ,... " e~ 
· 8 ~ ~ ~ 8 A f$ ~ i=i ; ~ ~ 8. ~- ~ ~ ~ <4 ~ -- 8 ~ ~ 3 ;; ~ 
---------1---- --- -------- - ------- - ------ - ---------------1------
( 1 23 a.m. 30. 12 68 23 30. 02 23 22 86 N. 14 . 98 0 0 Cumulus 4 4 N. . __ ... _ ................ . ....... . 
~ 7 0 a.m. 30.03 68 26 29.93 26 24 75 N. 16 1. 28 416 0 0 Cumuius 4-4 N. Light snow. M d M 19 10 23 a.m. 30. 16 67 26 30. 06 26 24 75 N. 18 1. 62 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. . ....... . .................. . ... . 011 ay, ay · · · · 2 0 p.m. 30. 18 69 29 30.08 29 28 88 N. 15 1. 12 . . . . 0 0 Cmnulu~ 4 4 N . . ........... . ......... . 
l 5 23 p.m. 30. 19 69 28 30. 09 28 21l 76 N. 16 1. 28 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 29 23 9 0 p.m. 30.23 71 26 30. 12 26 i4 75 N. lG 1. 28 ... . Stra tus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N. .. .................... .. ...... . ( 1 23 a. m. 30. 21 58 29 30. 14 29 28 88 N. IV. 1:3 1. 12 . .. . Stratus.. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . _ .. 
I 7 0 a.m. 30.22 59 31 30. 14 31 29 78 N. W. 14 . 98 376 0 0 Cumulus 4- 'l :\". W. .. . . Do. 
T d M 20 110 23 a.m. 30.24 64 32 30.15 32 30 79 N. W. 8 . 32 ... Nimbus. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N. Night .............. 01 ....... . u es ay, ay .. · 2 0 p . m . 30.28 70 36 30.17 36 34 80 S. W. 4 . OR .. . Stra tus .. 1-2 . Cirrns .. 1-2 S. \V. 
5 23 p. m. 20. 28 71 33 30. 17 33 31 80 N. W. 3 . 04 0 0 (}ii:rus .. 4-4 S. W. 4.20 p. m. . 02 38 26 Melted snow. 
9 0 p. m. 30.30 72 30 30.19 30 28 78 ::) .'IV. 1 . 01 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 1::1. W. 
1
1 23 a.m. 30.28 59 29 30. 2(1 29 27 77 S.W. 2 . Oi . . . . 0 0 CirruR .. 4-4 
7 0 a. m. 30. 24 65 30 30. 15 30 28 78 W. 4 . 08 102 Stratus.. 1-2 Cir-rus .. 1-2 N. . ........ . ...... _ .............. . 
W d d M 21 10 23 a.m. 30.26 71 34 30.15 34 31 71 W . 8 . 32 .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N. . ............ . ................. . c nes ay, ay 2 0 p.m. 30.22 70 35 30. 11 3:1 31 62 \V. 8 . 32 .. -. 0 0 0 0 0 ...................... .. 
l ;; 23 p.m. 30.20 69 34 30. 09 34 31 71. W. 3 . 04 . . . . 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 ~- W. 35 29 9 0 p.m. 30.18 71 32 30. 07 32 30 79 S.W. 2 . 0~ .... Stratus .. 1-2 Cirms .. 1-2 N. W . . ............................ _ .. 
r 1 23 a.m. 30.14 62 30 30.05 30 28 7d W. 3 . 04 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 Night ......................... Light snow. 7 0 a.m. 30. 10 61 31 30. 02 31 29 78 N. 21 2. 20 198 Stratus .. 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N W. Do. 
Th d M 22 < 10 2.'3 a.m. 30. 11 71 32 30.00 32 31 89 N . 23 2. 64 . ... Sti·a t.us . . 3-4 Cmuulu!\ 1-4 N. . ......... 10.35 a.. m .. 02 . ...... . nrs ay, ay · .
1 
2 0 p. m . 30. 12 70 34 30.01 34 32 79 N. 28 3. U2 .... Nimlms . .. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 N. . ........ . ........... .. 
5 23 p.m. 30.13 64 30 30. 04 30 28 78 N. 34 5. 78 0 ~ 0 Cumulus 4-4 N . 34 29 
9 0 p. m. 30. 16 67 28 30. 06 28 26 76 N. 35 6. 12 . . .. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. . ................... . .......... . 
{ 
1 23 a. m. 30. 1d 64 26 :iO. 09 26 ~4 75 N. W. 33 5. 44 o 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. W. 
7 0 a.m. 30. 23 70 27 30. 12 27 25 76 N. W. 21 2. 20 631 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N. W ................................ . 
Fr"d M 23 10 23 a.m. 30. 21 64 34 30.1~ 34 32 79 W. 18 1. li2 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 ~- W ................... _ ........... . 1 
ay, ay · • · -- 2 0 p . m. 30. 17 65 37 30. 08 37 36 90 S. 26 3. 3d .... Nimbus. 4-4 . _........ . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . Heavy snow. 
5 it3 p . m. 30. 11 64 32 30.02 32 Jl. 5
1
94 S.W. 23 2. 64 .... Nimbus. 4-4 ........... _.. .. . . . 1.20 p.m. . .. . . . .. . . 06 37 26 Melted snow. 






















Jfpfeorological I'('('OJ'd Jm· fl1e fire dayR euiling May 2S, 1873. 
S'L\.TION: ISLA.ND 0_1•' SAL."'l"T PAUL, BEHRI~G SEA. 
d ,.!. -6 I I': • 
::> TliEilM. g HYGROl! I·;: 'VJXD. LOWEH CLOUDS UPPEit CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·c:; £,: 'I'HERM. 
!~ ~ ] I 'i h ;j ~ !;; .~ 1€§ 1 ~~ I ~ ii- i i 1.~~1 ~ . H ~ ~ Dny nncl clnto of ob-servation. 
~ ~ [ ~ ~ :: ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ :S'g -g g .g § § ~ § ~ :g g ~ -~ -~ 
.§ c:s - ~ 0 ,.; .;; ::; I .!:: 0 c.. I ;.. 0 I 0 ~ -~ s ·- i:i ..... ~J:: 0 :::< - ;.. <'I ·-
E-i ::!:! ~ Fl Q A ~ ;:G ~ P. ~"- .,A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A Q Fl <Q c ~ ;:21 ---1-----~-------~,---1-.--- - - - I 
r 
1 ::?3 n. m. 30.09 6U 3~ 30. 0:! 3:1 31. 5 94 S. W. 23 2. 64 .... Nirubus 4-4 
7 0 n. 111. 30. 01 liO 3~ :!9. 9:1 32 !H. 5 9-1 S. W. 23 2. 64 :i93 Fog .. ... 4-4 
Snt rd M~. o4 10 23 a.m. 30.00 63 33 29.91 33 3'j LOll S. W. 21 2. :!0 .... Fog ..... 4-4 
• u ny, I)- ··1 1 2 Op.m. 20.99. 71 3-1 ~tl.88 34 :;3.5 9-1 S.W. 2:2 2. 4~ l<'og .... . 4-4 
5 :13 p.m. 2!l. 99, 70 32 :19. f!~ 32 32 1100 S. W. 27 3. 6-1 . . . . Fog ..... 4--1 l 9 0 p. m. 30. 01 66 31 29. 91 31 30. 5 94 W. :13 5. 44 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 
{ 
1 23 a.m. 30.05
1
61 31 29. fl7 31 30 89 X. W. 32 5. 12 Stratus 4-4 
7 0 n. m. 30. 16 69 32 30. OG 32 :ll 89 N. W 32 5.12 653 Nirubus 4-4 
S 1 . Mn 0- 10 23 n. m. 30.22 70 3:3 30.11 33 32 89 X. W. 27 3. 64 . . .. Stratus . 4-4 nn< o.y, Y ;.:.>. • • • 2 0 p. nt. 30. 27 67 36 30. 17 36 35 !lO N. W. 18 1. 62 Stratus 4-4 
5 23 p.m. 30.30 71 33 30. HI 33 32.5 fl4 N. W. 17 I. 44 .... Fog ... _. 4-4 
9 0 p.m. 30.32 64 30 30.23 30 :.!9. 5 9•1 W. 18 l.li:.l .... Stratus 4-4 
r 1
1 23 n. m. 30. 281 57 :!9 30. 2l 29 28 88 S. W. 23 2. 64 .. .. :Fog..... 4-4 
7 0 a.m. :10. 1!'. 60 32 30.11 S2 31 89 S.W. :;9 4. ::o 481 Fog.... 4-4 
:llondo.y Ma . 06 j 10 23 n. m. 30.19 66 3:.1 :.10. 09. 33 32.5 9-1 S.W. 29 4. 20 .... Fog ..... 4-4 
• ) ~ -- 2 0 p. ru. :iO. 12 Ci6 34 30.02 3-J 33.5 94 S. W. 34 5. 78 .... Fog ..... 4-4 
523p. m . 30.08i 67 33 29.9e 33 32.5 94 S.W. 31 4.80 .... Fog .... 4-4 
9 0 p.m. 30. 051 63 31 29.96 31 30 69 W. 41 8. 40 ... . :Nimbus . 4-4 
I 
1 23 a.m. 30. OG 58 ;i1 29. 99 31 30 89 N. W. 34 5. 71:3 . ... Stratus 4-4 
7 0 a.m. 30.09 62 31 30.00 31 30 89 N. W. 29 4.20 756 0 0 
Tucsdn :Ma. 07 110 2:.1 n. m. 30. 12. 69 1 33 30.02 33 32 69 !\". W. 28 3. 92 . . _. 0 o y, ) N • • ·1 2 011. m. 30. 131 GB 33 30.03 33 32 89 N. 26 3. 38 .. .. 0 o 
5 23 p.m. 30. 15 70 31 30. C4 ~1 ~0 89 ~- ~~ 3. 38 ... Nimbus . 1-4 
. 9 Op.m. 30.18 67 31 30.0t< 31 :10 89 N. 3;> 6.12 .... 0 0 
r 
123a.m. 3 .1.1!! 59 31 30.11 31 :JO 89 N. 32 5.12 0 0 
7 0 a.m. 30. li' 62 30 30. 08 30 :29 89 N 35 6. 12 731 0 0 
'Veunosdo.y Mny oa 10 23 n. m . 30. t81' 66 31 30. 08 31 30 89 N. 36 G. 48 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 
' N 1 2 011. m. 30. 21 72 32 30. 10 32 31 89 N. 17 1. 44 .. .. Stratus . 4-4 
1
5 23 p.m. 30.17 71 32 30.06 32 31 89 N. 17 1. 44 ... Jfog .. _ .. 4-4 
9 0 p.m. 30. 17 70 31 3\l. 06 31 30 89 N. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ..... 4-4 
.......... 1. " 1""" 1"'""'"1' ''''' ... •' . 05 
····--·--- .. . . . ------ ·-·------- ···-···· · ·-- · 
... . .......................... 7.20 a.m . 01 
:::::::::: :::: :::::: ::: :::: ::: ::::::::::1::: :1 35 I 31 
.......... ..... . ...... . Night ... l 8.15a.m .I .Ol 
. . . .... _ .. •... .•. ..... •. __ ....... , .......... , .... , 36 I 31 
.......... ..... ....... ,12.40p.m.l .......... l .00134 1 29 
· c:~~l~il~~ ·4_4· N.--w·. :::::::::: : ::::::::~ _-_~31:::: 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ........................ . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. . ................... . .. . 
C unmlus 1-':l N. .. .. .... .. .. . .. . .. .. . 011 34 I 31 
Cumulus 4-4 N. .. .. . ........ _ ........ .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. .. ................... . 
. ?.~~~~~ -~-~- --~·-- :::·:::::: 7.is·;.:~: ·:oii:::J::: 
.......... , .... , ............................ , .... , 32 I 29 
Remarks. 




H ea>_y snow. 

































~ Day nn<l <1nto of ob-
sorvution. 
( 
Thu,.day, Mny 29 . { 
( 
Friday, May 30 . _ .. ~ 
l 












1 ~:1 a . m. 
7 0 a.m. 
10 23 a.m. 
2 0 p . Til. 
5 23 p.m. 
Y Op.m. 
123 a.m. 
7 0 a.m. 
1023a.m. 





10 23 a.m. 
2 Op. m. 
:> 2.'3 p.m. 
9 Op.m. 




~ .a. .-,3 ~s 
cl) cl) .-,3 <l>+" 
'5 ~ <5"" !3 0 <l) 0 c;l 
'"' ~ co. .... ~ 1-< ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
---- - --
30.09 61 28 30. 01 
30. 03 GO 31 ~Y. 95 
30.04 <O 35 29.93 
30.03 69 35 29.93 
30.02 70 35 29. 91 
30. 02 71 34 2fl. 91 
29.98 60 32 29.90 
29. 96 69 :35 29.86 
29. !)1 63 37 29. 82 
29.92 65 37 2!1. 88 
29. 93 68 33 29.83 
29.95 71 31 29.84 
29. 93 61 30 29.85 
29. 93 64 33 29. H4 
29.97 66 38 29.87 
30.02 71 41 29.91 
30. 02 70 36 29.91 
30.05 70 34 '29 . 94 
STATION: ISLAND OF SAINT PAUL, BEITRING SEA.. 
UYGROM.:S WL'\D. 
a 





;;i P.,_. 0 . a) "CI.• 
'"ij ~f· 0 +"::: ~~ ;.~ ~ ~ ~-~I ::I ., -~ 0 .a .a :;! '-' 0..<::; me< .-d ;:1 .-d <)00 .., <:! <l) m<D 0 c- ~ ~ '"' Q18 o'"' --0 ~ 8 ;::l ~ 9'P~ §.::.:::; i=i r-.<P ee l""""'( ~ ~ A t>A ~co. A <>1 
- - - --
- -------------- - --
~8 27.5 9-! N. 15 1.12 Fog ..... 4-4 ~ ....... ---.... . ...... 
--- ---
31 30.5 94 N. 14 . 98 456 Fog ..... 4-4 
35 34 89 N. 16 1. 28 Stratus . 4-4 
35 34 E9 N. 1l . GO ..... Stratus. 4-4 
---- ------ ·--- ------35 34 89 N.W. 6 . 18 
---· 
Stratus 1-2 Cirrus .. 1-2 N.W. 
34 33 89 N.W. 4 . 08 
----
Fog ..... 4-4 ... .. ......... ... 
--- · ------
:~2 :31 89 N. 7 . 24 
- -- · 
Fog ..... 4-4 
--------- -
- . ~ - -~ - .. -
35 34 89 N. 10 . 50 225 Fog ..... 4-4 
. . ~ ------ . 
---- ---- --
37 36 90 N. 11 . 60 Stra.tus. 4-4 
37 36 90 N. 8 . 32 
----
Stratus. 4-4 
. ~ - . ------
---- ------33 32 89 N. 7 . 24 
-- - · 
Fog . .. .. 4-4 
--. --- -~ -. ---- ----- -
3L 30 1;9 N. 9 . 40 
---· 
Fog ..... 4-4 
---------- ·--· ----- -
:30 29.5 C-1 N. 9 . 40 . . .. Stratus. 4-4 
-- ---- ---· ---· -- ---· 33 ::!2 89 N. 7 . 24 2 L4 Stratus 4-4 
----- · ---· ---- ----- -
38 36 81 N. E. (j .18 
--- -
Strrttns. -!-4 
---------- ---· -- --- -
41 38 73 ~.E: 8 . 32 
---· 
Stratus. 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 S.E. 
36 34 80 N. E. 1L • liO 
·-·· 
Stratus_ 1-2 Cirrus . . 1-4 S.E. 
34 3:3 89 N. E. 8 . 32 .... Fog . ... . 4-4 
---------- --- · ·-----
UAIN OR SNOW. 
·§ ~ 
.: 
..;:; """'"' 0.-;::: 
-~ +""-' 
cl) ;::l~ 
s .-d ;:I"-' 
"' 
sn: s .-:::s ::1<-0 ~ 
0 ~ <jC 
-
. ... .. .. ... .. .. 
----- ----· ·- - -
-· --- ----· ·---- --- -- ----
-------- -- · · ···· - --- ---· 
---· --- -- -
...... . .. .. ...... ...... 
--. - ... ~ -- ·--·---- - - ----
. ~ - -. - .. - . 
---- ---- -- -- - · 
.. -- ... ~ - . 
- ~- -. - . --. --·· 
----- ----· ··· · ·- -- -- ·--· 
---- -- ---- ---------- · ---
·------ --· 
_. _____ _ ,.. _ 
----
---------- ·--- -----· 
--- · ----- - -- -· ----- ---· 
--- ----- -· 
·- -- -- - - - - -- --- ----- ---· 
--- - -- · . . · -- -· ---- · ---· 
TimR~I. 
a s 
::I ::I a :::! -~ 






· -- - --- · 






---- -- - · 
























530 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
PAPER 15. 
REPORT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT MQUNT \V ASH-
INGTON, TEW HAMPSHIRE, DURING THE MONTHS OF MAY AND JUNE, 
1~73. 
'WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR 
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Wash-ington, D. C., .A~~gust 15, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following detailed reports of the special meteor-
ological observations made in compliance witll your instructions, at Mount Washiog-
too, New Hampshire, from May 1 to June 30, 1873. Two stations were occupied dur-
ing May, and four during the month of June, and, in addition to their records, the reg-
ular observations mach~ for the same period at Portland, Me., are given for purposes of 
comparison. 
lnstntments used at the several stations. 
No. 1.-Sul\r:MrT. 
Barometer No. 1797, (Green's;) instrumental error, -.005. 
One extra barometer ; not used. 
Two standard thermometers, (Signal-Service pattern, Green's.) 
One maximum and three minimum thermometers, (Green's.) 
vue standard hygrometer, (Signal-Service model, Green's.) 
Two Robin on anembmeters, (Signal-Service model,) with electrical attachments for 
self~ registration. 
Two wind-vanes, (Signal-Servke model.) 
One rain-gauge, (Signal-Service model.) 
No. 2.-RAILWAY-CAR STATIONED ABOVE JACOB'S LADDER. 
One barometer, No. 184, (Green's;) instrumental error, - .028. 
One extra barometer; not used. 
Two standard 'tl:Jermometcrs, (Signal-S rvice model, Green's.) 
'l'wo lJyoTom ter , (Signal-Service model, Greeu's.) 
One 1 ol>in on anemometer, ( ignal-Service model.) 
One wind-vane, (Signal- ervice model.) 
One rain-gauge, (Signal-Service model.) 
No. 3.-WAUMBACK HousE. 
One barometer, No. 186, (Green's,) instrumental error, -.011. 
One extra barometer; not used. 
Two st<.tndard tllermometers, (Signal-service model, Green's.) 
Two standard hygrom ters, (Signal-service model, Green's.) 
One Rol.>iu on anemometer. 
One wind-vane, ( ignal- ervice model.) 
Oue rain-gauge, (Signal-Service model.) 
No. 4.-BASE OF MOUNTAIN. 
ignal- en·ice 
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m·er to tbe observer in charge of the summit-station in exchange for a defective barom-
eter of his, :mel therefore its fina,l error has not been determined. 
Papers A. B. and C show the instructions given the several observers; Paper D, the 
special report ·of Sergeaut Thornett., and P::tpm·s E and :F his monthly jo~unals for May 
and June. Paper G is the j ournal of Sergeant Seyl>oth at the base statiOn; Papers H 
and I, the record of minute observations for May and June; Papers K and L, the record 
of the hourly observations for the same period, and Paper M the Portland observa-
tions, of whwh those made at 8.02 a. m., 5.02 p. m., anc111.27 p. m., were synchronous 
with those made at Mount Washington at 7.57 a.m., 4.57 p.m., and 11.22 p.m. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
H. W. HOWGATE, 
Second Lieut. ancl Bvt. Capt. U. S. A., Acting Signal-Officer ancl Afisistant. 
Bvt. Brig. Gen. ALBERT J. MYEH, . 
Chief Signal-Officer, U. S. A.; Washington, D. C. 
A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR 
BENEFIT O:b' COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Washington, ApTill9, 1873. 
SERGEANT: Two series of special observations will be made during the month of May 
at your station, in connection with a station at the l>ase under charge of Sergeant Se.r-
both. These ol>servat.ions will be made at the times and in the manner set forth in the 
inclosed copy of Sergeant Seyboth's instructions, which will apply to your station as 
~ell, so far as the making and recording of the o1.>Serva,tions are concerned. The ex-
perience gained by you last year in connection with a similar enterprise will enable yon 
to avoid many difficulties encountered at that time, and to render valuable assistance 
to the party at base. Your attention is called especially to the instructions in reference 
to the minute observations to be made for one hour each day, and the times indicated. 
Your regular reports will be kept up as usual. 
Very respectfully, 
H. vV. HOWGATE, 
Second Lieut. and Bvt. Capt. U.S. A., Acting Sigual-Offic&r and A.gsistant. 
Sergt. A. R. 'I'nORNETT, 
Mount Washington, N. H. 
B. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TRLEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR 
BENEFIT OF COMMEHCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Waiihington, D. C., April 19, 1873. 
SERGEANT: A series of observations at the base of Mount Washington, in connection 
with the station on the summit of the mountain, will be mncle under your supervision 
dnring the month of May next, beginning at 6 a.m. of the 1st, and terminating at 
11.57 p.m. of the 31st of the month. 
Full observations of all instruments will be made daily at the following hours, (local 
time :) 1 a.m., 2 a.m., 3 a.m., 4. a. m., 5 a.m ., 6 a.m., 7 a. m., 7.57 a.m., 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 
11 a. m., 12 m., 1 p. m., 2 p. m., 3 p. m., 4 p.m., 4.57 p.m., 6 p. m., 7 p.m., 8 p. ru., 9 p. m., 
10 p. m., 11.22 p.m., and 12 midnight, making twenty-four observations each clay. 
The e obs rvations will be the same in all respects as those taken at regular stations, 
and will be entered in the usual manner upon Forms 4, which forms will be l>rought 
by you in person to this office, when ordered in, unless otherwise instructed. In adcli- . 
tion to the e full ol>servations, a special series will be made of the barometer alone, 
at intervals of one minute for one hour daily. 
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From the 1st to the lOth days of the month, inclnsive, these special observatiuns will 
hegiu at 8 a. m., nud continue until 9 a. m. ; from the 11th to t.he 20t.h daJ:S of the 
111011th, incJnsiYe, they wj}l begin at 2 p . m., and COntinue until 3 p. m. i anu from tile 
21Ht to the :31st oft he month, inclusive, will lJegin at 9 p. m. aucl terminate at 10 p. m. 
This series of obserYations will lJe kept distinct from that made honrly, and will be 
r ecorded on separate sheets of Forms 4. If it is found that there is not sufficient time 
t o iill up the Forms 1 on station, besides attending to the other necessary work, this 
pat·t of th e duty ca,u be left until t.he-return of yonr party to this city, but the" Origi-
nal Hecord" must be carefully kept, anrl the observations entered when made, as 
directed in the instrnctions heretofore issued from this office. 
E pecial pains must be taken to ma,ke tbese reauiugs accnrate to thousandths of an 
incl1 , au<l the temperature of the attacbed thermom•·ter will be noted as an integral 
part. of each observation . Upon your arrival at the lJase of tho mountain yon wHl at 
once estab,i h telegraphic communica.tiou with tlJe observer at the summit, using for 
tl1is vnrpo e the cable over which the regular reports from tbat station are sent, and 
will, if practicable, keep this communication nnlJroken during the whole period you 
remain on clnty at the lower station . 
Yon will personally compare the two barometers furnished you by this office with 
i.he standard barometer at the summit-station, noting carefully the differences in their 
readingfl, and reporting the s!1mf'. on the sheet of Forms 4, used for tile first day's record 
of obscl'vations. This comparison of barometers must be made before the time of mak-
ing the :first observatiou. As the observations at .both stations lllust be synchronous, 
tlJo time-pieces used will be carefully compared and adjusted before the observations 
are commenced, and after tllat time will be adjnsted three times daily, by telegraph, 
at intervals of eight hours each, as arranged by you with observer in cl.Jarge of summit-
station . Two minutes before the time for taking eacl.J honrly observation, you will 
call up tho observ r at tlJC summit-station, and after getting llis acknowledgment, 
will prepare for taking the observation. The signal for reading the barometer will be 
&ent from your statio!l .one minute before the time for each reading, and the iustru-
ments wm be read in the following order: 
1. Attached. thermometer.' 
2. Barometer. 





The two assistant detailed for duty with you have heen selected for this work on 
acconut of their prcYions good conduct and tho alJilit.y tLey llave shown in tlJe man-
agement of regular stations. It is believed that ei tlJer of tl.Jem can safely be trusted 
to lllake the observations alone dming a part of each twenty-four llours, and thu 
Je sen your own labors materially. You will therefore divide the day jnto three tour , 
of eight hours each, taking one tonr yourself, and assigning one to each of your a sist-
ants. 'l'!Jc responsibiJity ofl;eepiug the records, of insuring the accuracy of tlJe ob er-
vations, and of making such reports of them to this office as may be called for, will 
devolYe upon you, and tho work must be done with this fact kept constantly in view. 
The following instrumentR and supplies will be furnished you at this office, and must 
be taken to the station unuer your immediate charge: 
· 2 barometers. 
2 thermometers. 
2 hygrometers. 
1 anemometer, (self-registering.) 
1 wind-vane, (small.) 
1 rain-gauge. 
1 lJox-sound r . 
1G cnps Daniell's battery. 
:.tOO f et insulated wire. 
:30 pound sulphate of copper. 
Fnll supply of blank books, Forms 4, stationery, &c. 
TlJ wiLHl-vane and anemometer can be exposed on the roof of the ".Mar bfield · 
Tiou~ , n.ud t ~e rain-gauge in an open space near Mar hfiolcl, wb re it will b 
rerubly acceSS11Jle at all hour . The other mP;tooro]OO'ical in trumcnt will be e.s.-!J.o:cc~ io. tl..tr tf'l grapb-o~ce, where the telegraph instru~ent can bo pot in the nmmit 
:1rcmt fm: ·.s. ·Lauge of s1gnal or other commnnications by means of the mall witch 
111 tlJ offic . oard for yourself and as istants can be bali from 1r. :Michn. l )Iul-
lnrvy in charge of railroad-station. fr. Aiken of the Mount \ a. hin!rton Railroad 
lnts ldndly given this office permission to use ~uch facilitie at the station a. mar b 
r1 e .. arJ to carry out. our in trnctious in tbi matter. You willl>t:l arcfnl to l aY tb' 
huil li~1gs and oth •r p~·qpcrty of the railroad company occupiccl or us cl hy yonr:-~lf aud 
party m a good condttwn a· you found them. On the completion of tho dnt1e t 
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forth in this communication, you will remain at your station until orders and transpor-
tation are received from this office, but need not continue the observat ions after the 
31st of May, unless othcndse instructed before that date. Should one or more of yonr 
party become sick, or in any way become unfit for duty, the fact , with na,ture and prob-
al.>le duration of illness or injury, will be promptly reported l.>y telegmph to this office, 
in order that suitable action may be taken about supplying addit ional assistance, if 
necessary. The value of these special observations depends wholly upon their being 
made synchronously at the upper and lower stations, and especial attention must be 
paid to the accurate comparison of time, as before ordered. 
Very respectfully, 
H. W. HOWGATE, 
s~cond Lieut. and Bvt. Capt. U. S. A., Acting Si[Jnal-Officer and Assistant. 
Sergt. RoBERT SEYBOTH, 
Washington, D. C. 
c. 
WAR DEPARTME~T, OFFICE CHIEF SIG~AL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGHAi\IS AND REPORTS 
FOR THE BEKEFIT 01<' CmBmlWI!:, 
Washington, D. C., May 24, 1873. 
SERGEA...~T: The special series of observations ordered for tho month of Ma.y at your 
tation, and that at tho base, as per inclosed copy of instructions, date<1 April 19, 1873, 
will be con tinned during the month of June at the same honrs and · times as set forth 
therein at both stations, and also at the two new ones to be estaoli shecl Jnne 1, as per 
order of this date. AU these stations will be under yo.ur general snpervisiou, and J-·ou 
will be held. responsible for their successful management and working. The two new 
ones will be conno~ted by telegraph with the pr'esent stations, putting the'instrumeuts 
sent for them on tho line, there being battery enough now there, it is believed, to 
work all satisfactorily. 
As it is desirable to have the stations as nearly equidistant from each other as prac-
ticable, it is suggested that No.2 be put at the "Gulf tank," and No. 3 at the "Wunm-
back," if it can l>o doue so as to wol'k propel'ly. If this cannot be clone, ,you will do 
the next best that is practica.ble, am1 report your act ion, with locat.ions selected, t o 
th;s office. You will see that fnll and complete records are kept of all ol.>se.rvations at 
the several stations, and tlmt they arc bronght to this office as per original instructions. 
The minute ol.Jservatiolls will be made at the same hours, and on the same days of the 
mouth, as ordered for May. 
Very respectfully, 
H . W. HOWGATE, 
Second Lieztt. and Bvt. Cctpt. U.S .. A., Acting Signal-Officer ffnd Assistant. 
Sergt. A. R. TnommT'r, 
Mount Washington, N. II. 
D. 
Sul\fi\HT OF Mou~T W ASIII~GTON, NEw HAMPsnmE, 
June 5, 1873. 
Sm: Acting under instructions from tho Chief Signal-Officer, I made application, in 
the latter part of last month, to .Mr. Walter Aiken, of tho :Jlount Washington Railroad 
Com pan~-, for permission to occupy two points on Mount 'Vashington, New Hampshire, 
as signal-stations, dnring tho month of J nne, 1873, for the purpose of making a series 
of special meterological observations. 
)h. Aiken rcs)?oudc<l by placing the "Waumback Ilouse" at the disposal of tho 
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signal-service for tLe time and purpose above mentioned; as also a railroad-car so 
altered as to form a tolerable :protection in ordinary weather, which was brought from 
the base and placed on the upper ledge of "Jacob's Ladder," in juxtaposition to the 
two-mile }JOSt. 
The assistant observers sent to fill the new stations arrived in Littleton, N. IT., 
on the 28th of May, and I telegraphed. to Private Allen L. Bowie, directing him 
not t o leave that town without :first assuring himself that the stores and miscellaneous 
property, purchased for the comfort of the men, bad been forwarded to the base. As 
the articles were not ready for transportation, Private Bowie considered it best to 
reach the base of the mountain without delay, and trust to the promises of the trades-
~en to have the freight forwarded in good season. But, after waiting until the ev.en-
lUg of the 31st of May, 1 was obliged to take a team from the base, and1 by travelmg 
over-night, succeeded in furnishing the stations on tho 1st of June. 
On May 30 the stations were opened, and instruments mounted. Telegraph com-
munication was established., on the same day, by rmming the cable into the offices, 
and attaching it to the box-sounders broug-ht from Washington. Supplies were issued, 
and I filled up the time in passing between the stations to satisfy myself that nothing 
importaut bad been forgotten. 
Tbe barometers were compared with those at the base and summit stations on May 
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A copy of the following was handed to each observer in charge of a station for hi 
guidance during the month of June, 1 73: 
StThfl\UT- TATIOX, (No. 1 ) 
Mount Washington, -ew 1Ic~rnpshi1·e, Jlay 31, 1 "73. 
nand after June 1, 1 3, the time for making the ob ervations on tb ev ral ca-
tion will b r ul t d a follows : 
ta ion o. 1 will giv tb tim for adju ting the time-piece at the ov ral tation 
a .30. a. ~·, 4.!3 p. m. and 12.30 a. m. daily. 
• tatw~ . 4 w1ll c~ll up ach tation at th tim peci.fied for making the hourly 
ob ervatwu ·,and rece1v the usual ackno·wl dgment. 
Station No. 1-M. W. 
Station No. 2-S. 0. 
Station No. 3-D. S. 




General call for all stations-Numerall. 
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ALFRED R. TI-IOR.NETT, 
Observer-Sergeant Signal-Service, U. S. A. 
STATION NO. 2 
is situated exact.ly at the two-mile post, which is on the upper ledge of "Jacob's Lad-
der," and about two hundred yards below the ''Gulf tank." Its hearing from the sum-
mit is 35° west of north. This station consists of a railroad-car 23 feet six inches long 
by 7 feet 3 inches wide, and 6 feet 3 inches in height, interior measurement, clap-
boarded, and braced to secure it as much as possible from tb0 influence of extraordi-
nary winds. 'l'here are two windows and one door. 
West window: 2 feet 2 inches higb, by 2 feet 4 inches wide. 
North window: 2 feet 4 inches high, by 2 feet 6 inches wide. ' 
Door : Opens to the north, and is 5 feet J 0 inches high, by 2 feet 6 inches wide. 
Disposition of inst1·uments.-Barometer-cistern 5 feet 3 inches above the ground. 
Thermometer and hygrometer (slanting roof-shelter) 1 foot from the panes of the win-
do~v facing north, and in the open air, and the bulbs are 5 feet above the ground. 
Anemometer and anemoscope exposed npon the roof of the building. The rain-gauge 
is secured upon the adjacent rocks, and at a sufficient distance from any disturbing in-
fluence. 
STATION NO. 3. 
The office of this station is situated on the ground-floor and in the south end of the 
"\Vaumback House," which stands about fifty yards above the first mile-post, and 
consequently nearly two miles from the summit. · 
Length of office, 13 feet; width of office, 12 feet; height of office, 8 feet. 
West window: 2 feet high, by 2 feet 8 inches wide. 
South window: 2 feet 3 incbes high, by 1 foot 8 inches wide. 
One door leading from the office to a sleeping-apartment is 6 feet 7 inches high, by 2 
feet tl inches wide. 
Another door leads to an unoccupied room, and measures 6 feet 2 inches high, by 2 
feet 8 inches wide. Its hearing from the summit is 10° north of west. 
Disposition of instr~tments.-Barometer-ciBtern and thermometer-bulbs 7 feet 6 inches 
above the ground. Thermometer and hygrometer exposed 1 foot from a window facing 
north, (roof-shelter,) and in the open air. Anemometer and anemoscope upon the roof 
of the building. Rain-gauge exposed on the ground, and free from any obstruction. 
The distance from the base to the summit along the line o£ railway is nearly three 
miles, therefore tbe several stations are almost equidistant. It would be difficult clio 
establish them in better positions. 
Observers and assistants worked with a will . to have all ready by the 1st of June, 
and everything is being clone to secure a reliable record of the work performed during 
the month. 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ALFRED R. THORNETT, 
Observer-Sm·geant Signal-Service, U. S. A., in cha1·ge of Stations. 
The CHIEF SIGNAL·Ol!'FICER OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. 
E. 
Daily jout·nal for the month ending May 31, 1873. 
SUMMIT OF MOUNT W ASHINGTON1 NEW HAMPSHIRE, 
June 1, 1873. 
May 1, 1873.-The barometer gradually rose from 30.11 at 1 a. m., to 30.15 at 8 a. m., 
and oscillating but very little; was very steady at 30.05 to 30.07 after 2 p. m. ; mean 
barometer, 30.10. The temperature fluctuated between 22° and 25° ; mean thermome-
ter, 24° .0. The clay opened with a steady nortbwest wind, which changed to west ali 
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10.30 a. m. and remained stf'ady afterward. From 1 a . m. to 8 a . m . t~e yeJocity 
steadily dccrea ed from forty-two to fifteen miles per hour at 4 p. m ., ~nd smkmg to _a 
brisk ·w ind at night. Clear weather until9 a. m., when a few cumult a.ppeared, mo-v-
ing with the prevailing wind, and gradually i11creased in volume until the ~ky was 
auont one-half covered. These clonds disappeare(l as uight approached, ~eavmg the 
sky, above the summit, clear. Auout one-quarter stratus streaked the honzon. 
May 2.-Up to 9 a. m. the barometer was steady at 30.06. a~cl 30.07 .. From that 
time a steady decrease of pressure was ouservecl, and at 1mdmght the mstrumen t 
g·ave a reading of 29.82; mean barometer, 29.956. The temperature vi' as steady at 
24° and 2fP until 6 a . m., and then steadily increased to 32° at midday. A gradual 
decrease took place throngh the rest of the day, to 25° at last ol>servation; mean 
tilennometer, 2tlo.o. The -vviud continued to blow steadily from the west during tlle 
e~:nly part of the day, becamA fitful in the early afternoon, backed to steady SOl_Ith 
at 1.30 p. m., and remained so for the rel:lt of the day. Brisk and fresh velocity, rismg 
to a moderate gale at uight. The wincl moderated very preceptiul.v throngh the cby-
light hours. l!'air weather up to 1 p. m., when the clomls descended and capped tbe 
mountain, culminating in a steatly fall of light snow at 2.45 p. m., which continued 
all day. At 4 a. m. a small qnanty of cirro-stratus clouds was observed; these ' aYe 
place to a large quantity of cirro-cumulus at 6 a. m., wilicil in t ime gradually lost its 
<list.inct formation an<l became :1usorbcd in a uniform veil of stratus in the latter part 
of the forenoon. The upper clonds moved with the prevailing wind. 
May 3.-The barometer continued falling to 29.70 at midday, and then remained 
nearly steady until 9 p.m., wllcn the mercury grttdually rose to 29.76 at last ouserva-
tion; mean barometer, 29.716. Tile temperature was steady at 24° and 25° up to 4 p. 
rn ., then gradua11y decreased to 19° at midnight; mean thermometer, 2;2° .5. From 1 
to 4 a. m. the wind oscillated between the poiuts of sonth and east, settling to east at 
4.fi0 a. m.; between G and 7 p . m. it suddenly c!Joppe<lround to northwest, settled to 
north shortly after, and remaine(l ste:vly for the rest of the day; moderate-gale velocity 
prevailed tilrongh the early part of tho day, gradna.lly ris ing, as evening advanced, to 
a storm, averaging sixty miles per hour. l::lnow ceased faJliug at 1.25 a. m., but the 
\reatllcr contiuued tlneatening nntil it recommenced fu,lling lightly at 6.15 a.m. Til is 
continued until 6.10 p . m., when the wind, stH1denly changing to the northwest, 
brought clearing wet~tlwr. The clouds rose rapidly al>ove the smumit, and an exten-
sive view of tile surrounding country was obtained. As night approached the clouds 
(stratus) gradually contructed, so that auout one-half of tho sky was visible, and fair 
weather set in. Tho mountain is now covered with snow to a consi<leraule depth. In 
some places tile drifts are almost beyond measnretuent, rising uml falliug in huge 
wavel:l from "Jacob's Ladder" to the smnmit. Below "Jacob's Ladder" the depth 
varies from 2 to 8 or 9 feet, but shows signs of breaking np. _ 
May 4.-The barometer rose gradually to 29.92 at 4 p.m., and then fell to 29.8<> at 
midnight; mean barometer, 29.649. Tile tempemlmo wa!'l very steady np to 8 a. m. 
at 20-' and 21° ; rose to 24° at 11 a. m., where it rcmaiued steady until after 1 p. m.; 
then steady at 23° uutil G p. m., and at 22° for tho rest of the day. Mean thermometer, 
21° .7. At G.30 a.m . tlle wind backed from north to northwest, and to west at 12.45 p. 
m., blowing steadily from. the latter qnarter up to midnight. Storm velocity fell o1f 
t0 "bigh" and moderate ''gale" through the middle of the <lay, but rose to fifty mile~ 
r cr honr in tbe afternoon an(llato at uigb;,. Ahont op e-quarter stratus cloud bung 
upon the horizon in the early moming. This gradually disappeared, and from 6 a.m. 
ntil2 p.m. only a slight haze (uelow the summit) thickened tlw atmosphere. Between 
2 and 3 p.m. cumulus clouds, moving from the uorthwc~t, partially C0\7 Cred the ~>ky, 
l>ut "·ere dirssipated a little before sundown, an<l clear weather preva1led until, at a. 
little before midnight, a small quantity of stratns a ppearcd ftrst above the summit. 
!Jlay 5.-Tbe barometer continued falling to 20. 2 at 5 a. m.; after tiln.t hour it roo;e 
(irregularly) through the day to 30.08 at last observation; nwan barometer, 29.9 4. Tllo 
temperature fluctuated but very little. It was Hteady at 2zo from midnight to 9 a. m.; 
at ~3u from 10 a.m . toG p.m., and then gradually decreasPcl to 200 at mi<lnight. ~lean 
thermometer 21° .7. A very rstcady 'Yest wind all day, ·hauging by northwc.'t to nortl.l 
at night. Up to U a. rn. we experienced heavy gale aud storm velocity, whieh gm•l-
ually abated during tile forenoon, and settled to a brisk wind iu the earl,v afteruoon. 
From 4 p . w. tile velocity oscillated uetwecu bri~;k wind and moderate gale,. nddcnly 
ri ing to a heavy gale at 11 p. m. Fair weather opened the day, but toward 3 a. Ill. 
<1cm; · ma ·.'C of cloud accnmulatc<l O\'er and aronncl the ~;nmmit. At :J..!- a. ru. ,·!ww 
b' rau falling teadtl,v, and continued until lO.:JO a. m. 'londy weather until 1~.:10 
p. u1., when tile clouds appcar('(l to be tllinuiug, an<l shortly after 2 p. m. they ro. o 
above tLe ·ummit,. bc.wiu~ about thre -fourtl1s cnmnlus moYing from thew .t aml a 
clear atlll <l· J•hcro below. The cloud gr:ulually fli .·appeare<l a. ' the day pa ' .. 1'<1. le;n-iu:; 
a ligut.ha~e han~in" ov r the country bc•low tlw HIIITOlliHliug. nuunits, and fr01!1 1111-
et to ruHlnwht 1110 w •ather 'va clear. For rsen·ral weeks past \YO havn c·.xpt•n t~ •ccl 
· con idc·rahle diflitulty in cutting onr way out of the <h·pot aud iu letting tlayllgll 
tbrough the wiudows. Enormous drift of suow hu,v formed about tto butlumg, aud 
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as fast as a. passag;e is cut out, and the windows cleaned, the wind drives in the snow 
to till up the gaps, so that the force is usually divided into cook, observer, and snow-
shoveler, consequently time docs not hang very heavily upon our lmnds. The temper-
ature has becu, and is, so constant below 3:2°, that it is difficult to say wllcn this 
monotonous state of things is going to change. One drift reaches more tllan Lalf way 
up the roof of the depot. 
May 6.-The barometer rose to 30.21 at midday, and the readings showed vBry little 
variations during tlle remainder of the day. The instrument gave evidence that the 
pressure of the atmosphere was very uneven, and a great deal of care bacl to be exer-
cised, while the minute .observations were bei~Jg made, to insure a correct record of tlle 
Leight of the mercnry, which was continually oscillating and balking the eye of tlle 
observer. .A.t this station we frequently experience simibr trouble. Mean barometer, 
30.192. The temperature was steady from 19° to 22°. It increased from 19° at 1 ~"t. m. 
to ~uo at 9 a . m., stood steady at '2:l0 until 7 p.m., and then gradually decreased to 20° 
at midnight. Mean thermometer 20°.5. The wind continued from the north with 
heavy gale velocity, until it changed rapidly to west between 1 aud 2 p.m., and 
settle1l at that point for the rest of the day. At sunset the velocity decreased to high 
wind, but shortly after increased to a heavy gale, and between 11 p. m. and midn ight 
attained a maximum for the clay of sixty miles per Lour. Clear weather prevailed. A 
light haze, which hnng over the country below the summits in the early part of the 
day, became very deuse as daylight ended. The atmosphere -was comparatively clear 
after 10 p. m. The only eloucls that were to be seen were a few isobted. stratus, which 
appeared now and then through the day, and always near the horizon. 
Mcty 7.-The barometer rose to 30.41 at last observation. :Mean barometer, 30.380. 
The temperature decreased to 19° at 3 p. m., and remain~d steady until after Ga. m., 
whcu a steady increase set in, the mercury jumping from 24° to 2i:l0 between 10 and 11 
a. m., and to 32° at 12.22 p. m. .From 1 p. m. a gradual decrease took place, and at 
midnight the thermometer read 26°; mean thermometer, 26°.2. The wind continued 
from the west until 6 a. m., and then gradually veered round by northwest to north, 
but returned to west at midday, aud continued so until it died away to "calm" at 7 
p. m.; shortly after a breeze sprang np fwrn the north, when it remained steady for the 
rest of the day. Storm velocity steadily diminished to a. fresh breeze at 9 a.m., and 
until it fen calm at sunset. From the time that the north wind arose in the evening 
the velocity steadily increased to "brisk," and varie1l but very slightly through the 
rest of the da.y. Throughout the twenty-four hours the lower country was covered 
"·ith a light haze, and a few cino-stratns clouds appeared and disappeared at intervals 
of several hours. The sun's heat is ueginning to make a decided difference in the ap-
pearance of the mountain. A large ljnantity of snow has melted within the last t\TO 
days, and the railroad-track is steadily emerging from its winter covering. The rocks 
are peeping out, and a few days of :fine weather will leave them comparatively clear. 
From 8 to 9 p. m. the horizon between the points of north and northwest was fringed 
with an auroral belt, which had the appearance of a lambent flame of a deep-red color 
at the base, and of a light yellow at the tips. The aurora was almost stationary, re-
mained with little apparent change for nearly thirty minutes, and then gradually died 
away. 
May 8.-The barometer remained stationary at 30.38 to 30.42 until 3 p. m"., and then 
gradually dropped to 30.31 at midnight. Mean barometer, :)0.382. The temperature 
rapidly increased from 25°, in the early morning, to 350 at 11 a. m.; was steady at 35° 
and 36° until 4 p. m., and gradually decreased to 30° at last observation. Mean ther-
mometer, 31°.7. The wind continued from the north with greatly diminished velocity, 
until it fell calm between 3 and 4 a. rn. From 9 a. m. to 4. p. m. there was a gentle 
and fresh br~eze from the norLh, inclining a little to northwest. Calm for an hour 
between 4 aud 6 p.m., then urisk wind from the northwest (changing again to north 
at 7.30 p.m.) until the close of the day. The ravines and valleys are st ill filled. with 
a light haze. To-tlay the sky bas been from one to three-fourths covered with a great 
variety of cirrus clou<11 well-defined cirro-stratus predominating. At times immense 
horse-tails of pure cirrus were observed, but they were rapidl.v divided into the varions 
formations to which this cloud is subject. These clouds stretched across the sky in 
parallel lines, which appeared to converge in the cast and west. They moved very 
slowly from the northwest. A broad ha.lo encircled the moon. The day bas been very 
fine, and the snow is certainly going away rapidly. The temperatnre has been higher 
to-day (:36° ) than tLt any time since the year began. Altogether we begin to feel that 
winter has really gone, and that summer is approachin~. 
May 9.-:From 1 a.m. until2 p.m. the barometer oscillated between 30.24 and :30.28, 
and then dropped to 30.18 at last observation. Mean barometer, :30.231. The t emper-
ature gratlnally decreased to 24° at 6 a. m., and remained steady for nearly two hours 
after; then steadily increased to 28° at 11 a. m., and from that honr the mercnry 
oscillated between 26° and 29o ; mean thermometer, 27°.2. Shortly before 1 a. m. the 
wind changed direction (very suddenly) to southeast, where it remained steal1y until 
after 8 a. ru. From that time until10 p.m. it was unsteady, frequently veering to east 
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and hack to sonth€'ast, but settled to southeast late at night. High and gale velodt~ 
prevailed. Fair wea1her prevailed until 3 p.m., when it became cloucly, and at 6.1<> 
p. m. sleet began to fall; stopped at 10.30 p. m.; thre~teuing weather clo~in~ the day. 
Early in the morning a few stratus clouds appeared at mtervals, bntt.he pnnc1pal cJomls 
were ill-detluetl cirro-stratus, moving with the preYailing winds. From 6 a. m .. th e 
sky was partially covered with a light veil of stratus, apparently of a uniform thl?k-
uess, aud rfsing JJigh above the summits. After 4 p.m. the ravines began to fill w1th 
dense masses of cloud which were rapidly advanced by tLe wind from the southeast 
until , at 4.30 p.m., the summit was completdy shrouded, and remained so for the rest 
of tho day. The sleet fell in minute particles, aud was not very heavy. A team bas 
been dri\'en into the base to-clay. This is the 11rst timo (this year) that wheels have 
ueen able to pass over the la t two miles to the mountaiu. Tbe mill is reported as 
reacly to work next week. Last year it started on the 5th of May. 
JJ!ay 10.-The barometer fell slightly through the early part of the clay, but after 9 
a.m. ro. e steadily to 30.17 at last observation. Mean barometer, 30.1 51. Up to 6 a. 
m. tho temperature Of3cillated between 28° :llld 30°, steadily increased to 38° iu the 
earJy afternoon, and was very unsteady afterward, uetweeu 020 and 35°. Mean ther-
HJometer, 3:3° .5. After blowing nnstcadily from the south and sonthwest in the morn-
ing the wind settled to the former point at 8 a. m., and remained steady until 5 p. m., 
·when it became very uncertain, coming from all points between southwest and north-
west, ancl continued to be unsettled during the latter part of the day; ca.lu1 at mid-
night. Heavy gale and storm velocity gradually subsided after 10 a. m. to "ca.lm" at 
la t olJf'e rvation. Threatening weather opened the day; heavy rnin fell from 7.30 to 
8.22 a. m., and the summit was shrouded with satnrating clouds uutil3.30 p. m., when 
dearing weather set; iu, and .from snuset nntil midnight tbe wea.ther was f<tir. In the 
latter part of the day Lbc ravines were filled with an immeuse quantity of fleecy cloud 
which formed a level and unbroken sea as far <JS the eye could reach, giving to the fbw 
peaks that 'Yore not covered the appearance of small isla.nds, and utterly concealing 
the surronmhog country from observation. A few cirrus clouds moved with the pre-
vailing wind. 
May l 1.-Tbc barometer fell throughout the day to 29.88 at last observation. Mean 
hnrometer, 29.994. Tho temperature fluctuated between :~;zo and 38°, and was very un-
even, sometimcsfallingor rising 3° in Jess than thirtymiuntcs. The highest temperature 
1Yas oiJ l'rved at 2 p.m. Mean thermometer, 35° . Between 1 and 2 a. m. a brisk wind 
aro e fi:om the 'Onthwest, which backed to sonth at 11 a.m., an<l then remained steady 
for the re ·t of the da.y. Tlw velocity oscillated between gentle and high wind. The 
day opeued with very fine weatber. This morning the appcaraucc and position of the 
clouds were much the arne as when last observed, but tbo illusive nature of the cene 
wa much enhanced by the faithfulness with which the clouds simulated the well-
known features of the great watery element. Masses of cloud rushed between the 
monntain-peaks that aroi'Je above thew, forming cn.taract..s of great volnme and 
ueauty. Breakers rolled and tossed auove the mountains immediately ueneath the 
snrface, and pretty bays were created in tlle irregnlar shores of the varions expo ed 
nmmits. '\Vave of light and sllade of so rare a kind swept over the whole expan e 
w!J en the sun ro e above the horizon, that words fail to convey the barest impre sion 
felt by those who witnessed the suulime creation. The illusion was so complete tllat 
we almo t forgot the physical features of the surrounding country in tho contempla-
tion of the wonderful beauty of the aerial ocean which shut it out from view. hortly 
after 7 a. m. the summit wa suddenly enveloped in dense clouds, showers followed. 
and at 2.47 p . m. heavy rain began. This continued up to 11.30 p. m., but climini ·bed 
in r1uantity as the day wore on. Cloudy weather at last ob ervation. 
lJJ([!/1~.-The barometer fell t adily in the early morniug, and then remained com-
paratively teady for the rest of the day. Mean barometer, 29.756. The temperatnre 
d creas ·cl to 32° at :3 a. m.; was very teady at that point until8 p. m., when it gradu-
ally d creased aud tlle mercury ettled to 29o for the last three observations. Mean 
th rmometer, 31° .5. At a few minute past 5 a.m., the wind abruptly changed to 
north,, backed to we t between 2 and 3 p. m., and to north west hortly afterward. The 
v lo ·1ty rradnally increa. ed from g ntle to high wind, and to a heavy gal after un-
et. D u~e cloud coYer d the umruit in the beginniDO' of the day. Light rain beO'aD 
falling at 2.40 a.. m.;·turncd to leet at 5.30 a.m., and 0cea ed at .12 a.m. B tw n 
3 p. ru . and sun t au iut rval of fair weather took place. After snn et thick cloud 
urrounclcd and cov red th ·ummit, no change for the better being ob erv d during tb 
r · ·t of tlt da.y. \ e ar now very bu y cutting through the large now-drift tba 
bav form d within and without bed pot . 
.May 1! .-The baromet r iell steadily to ~9.46 at 6 p.m., and tb n gradually ro to 
2 .f at midnight. 1ean uarom t r, 29.5 . '!'he temp ratur wa un t 'ady in the 
morning, fluct~attng b w en 27~ and 300 ; ro to 340 at 1 p. m., and fr~m that boor 
d cr a f'C l to 26° at Ja. t h. rv two. .Mean th rmometer, 29v.5. The wwd v r c.l to 
the w tit between 1 and 2 a. m., and to nor hwest shortly before 2 p. m., r maioio 
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steady for the rest of the clay. High and gal~ velocity an day. The morning opened. 
with fair weather; a few cirro-cumulus clouds moved with the prevailing wind, a.nd 
from one to two-fourths stratus hovered over and hung about the neighboring mount-
ains. Early in the forenoon the summit uecame covered with dense clouds, heavily 
charged with moisture, and the weather for the rest of the day was very cloudy and 
threatening. From midday until midnight we were favored with frequent showers of 
light rain and sleet. These attempts were very insignifica.nt, and the amount collected 
barely enough to allow of a measurement being made. ' 
May 14.-The barometer oscillated considerably through the day, and gradua1ly fell 
to 29.42 at last observation; mean barometer, 29.523. The temperature gradually de-
creased to 19° at night. From midday until 10 p. m., the mercury was steady at 22° 
and 23° ; mean thermometer, 23°. Tlle wind changed to west shortly after 1 a.m., and 
remained steady from that point until 10.30 p.m., when it returned to northwest. The 
velocity fluctuated between high wind a,nd storm, reaching a maximum of sixty miles 
per hour. Through the daylight hours there were frequent lulls, the velocity diminish-
ing to thirty miles per hour. The weather contmued to he very cloudy and disagree-
able; light snow began falling at 4.15 p. m., and continued for the rest of the day, 
coming down very heavily after 7.30 p. m. At midnight I estimated that six inches 
l1ad fullen on a level, hut it was difficult te make an accurate calculation. The engi-
neers have arrived at the base, and intimate that they expect to run a freight-train to 
the summit early in the coming week. The snow is at a stand~:~till, and frozen into 
solid masses of ice. 
May 15.-The barometer rose steadily all day to 29.87 at last ohservatiol) ; mean 
barometer, 29.734. A rise of 0.16 between 8 a. m. and midday was forwarded at 5 p. 
m. I was unable to raise Littleton at the proper honr for telegraphing the report. The 
temperature increased from 19° at 2 a. m. to 24° at 11 a. m., remained very steady at 
24° and 25°, sinking to 230 at midnight; · mean thermometer, 230.2. A northwest 
wind changed to west early in the afternoon, and remained steady for the rest of the 
day. Storm velocity in the morning, fluctuating between fifty and seventy-two miles 
per hour. It gradually decreased to a steady, brisk wind, and from 3 p. m. uutil mid-
night it varied very little. Heavy snow continued through the early morning, ceasing 
at 4.10 am. As the forenoon advanced there was a material difference in tl.te density 
of the clouds. They were much more transparent, ani! at times the sun shone through 
them very brightly. Toward the close of tho afternoon they became almost opaque, and 
the weather was cloudy until after 10 p. m,, when the clouds continued to the south 
and southeast, covering about one-fourth of the sky. A display of auroral streamers 
was observed between the points of north an.d east. 'Ibis took place between 10.30 p. 
ru. and midnight. I went to the base this evening with mail. Preparations are being 
made to run a train to the summit at the earliest opportunity. 
May 16.-The barometer fell to 29.81 at 6 a. m., rose to 29.88 at 11 a. m., and then 
r emained comparatively steady through the rest of the day. Mean barometer, 29.873. 
The temperature gradually increased to 29° at 1 a. m., remained steady at 28° and 29o 
dnring the afternoon, and gradually decreased to 27° at night. Mean thermometer, 
~7°.2. The wind oscillated between west and northwest in the forenoon, settled to 
west at midday, and was very steady afterward. Bri.;k velocity prevailed. High wind 
at night. With the exception of an interval of fair weather, between 5 and 8 a. m., 
the weather was very cloudy. I returned. to . the summit this morning with a load of 
mail and other necessaries, accompanied by two carpenters employed by the railroad 
company. 
May 17.-The barometer was comparatively steady all day, showing a slight increase 
of pressure in the afternoon and at night. Mean bnrometer, 29.878. The temperature 
rapidly decreased from 27° in the early morning to 23° from 7 to 8 a. m., rose to 25° at 
10 a. m., and fluctuated between 25° and 270 for the rest of the day. Mean thermome-
ter, 25°.2. Between 6 and 7 a.m. the wind changed to northwe~:~t, and then held steady. 
The velocity oscillated between high and fresh winds. The weather was very unsettled; 
snow fell lightly and spasmodically at all hours. From 6.05 a. m. it fell very steadily, 
and continued to do so after the last observation was received. It is perhaps worthy 
of record that, on the %b. day of May, Ul72, the temperature rose to 47 degrees, and 
that the highest observed temperature for the present year only reaches to 38°. 
The snow on the summit is becoming deeper every da,y, and unless a rapid thaw sets 
in at an early date, this summer season will he one of notable brevity. 
May 18.-The barometer showed as light but decided increase of pressure. Mean 
barometer, 29.933. The temperature fluctuated between 22° and26°. Mean thermome-
ter, 24° .2. Steady, brisk, and high wind, falling off to "fresh n for an hour or two in 
the middle of the day. Snow ended at 11.35 a.m. The sun broke through the clouds, 
now and then, for a few minutes at a time, bnt cloudy weather prevailed. Fair at 
night. The weather and general appearance of things outside are too monotonous to 
afrord much matter for record. 
May 19.-The barometer fell to 29.87 at 5 a.m., and then rose steadily to 30.14 at last 
observation. Mean barometer, 30.046. Up to 8 a.m. the temperature was very steady 
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at 23c; increased to 2;)0 in the middle of the day, and after 3 p . m. never moved. half 
a degree from 260. :!\lean thermometer, 250.2. The winu continued from the north\\est 
through tho moruiug, backed to west in the early part of the forenoon, and gradually 
Y>eut rOllllU by the northwest in the afternoon to a steady lJlow from the north. 
Heavy squalls in the early morning, sometimes up to sixty miles per hour. After 9 a. 
111. the velocity suddenly diminished and oscillated between fresh and brisk wind. The 
dtty opened with fair weather; only a few stratus clollfls darkened the horizon. T his 
Lusted but a short time. Soon after;~ a. m. dense masses of cloud formed in the imme-
diate vicinity of the mountain, and rapidly ascended until the summit was completely 
capped. Between 9 aud 10 a. m. those clouds rose to a great height, in a uniform 
fleecy veil, which frequently changed in appoara.nce, but never assumed any well-
defined formation . As the day wore on the clonds gradually contracted. and .finally 
disappeared. From 8.:30 p . m. the sky was perfectly clear. A shower of aurora l 
streamers appeared in the northeast at and after 10 p . m.; they were very insignificant, 
both in body and color. 
May 20.-A steady increase of pressure continued throughout the twe~ty-four hours. 
'l'ho uarometer was almost stea<ly after 9 p. m., and read 30.3:t 1\Ieau barometer, 
30.297. The temperature increased from 25° in the morning to 34° at 3 p . m., w here it 
remaiued steady until after 4 p.m., then gradually decreased to :10° at (aud after ) 10 p. 
m. Mean thermometer, 30°.2. Steady north wind, with fresh antl urisk velocity grad-
ually died away to a dead calm at a little past 2 p.m. This lasted until 6.15 p . m., 
w l10u a lig!Jt west wind arose. As tho day advanced the direction frequently changed 
to soutllwest, and settled at that point ~Shortly before mitlnight. After 8 p. m. the ve-
locity iucreasecl to afre:ob breeze, averaging seven mile:; per hour. Up to early after-
noon the sky was fi.·co from clouds, and everything 'vitbin view stood out in bold 
relief. Throngh the afternoon al.Jout one-fonrth cnmulns appeared, moving from tbe 
north an<.l northwest, a light haze over the lower couutry, aud a few stratus clouds 
streakPd the sky iu disconnected patches. As the daylight waned the clonds disap-
J..lcarel1, aud the night was very clear and placid. Sergeant Sackett broJ.lght up mail 
to-day. 
l!lay ;n .-Tho barometer continned to show a decided increase in the pressure of the 
atmosphere until tho mercury rose to 30.:36 in the forenoon. After mid-day a gradual 
fall set in, and at last observation the instrument read :~0.26. Mean barometer, 00.311. 
Tho tewperature was comparatively steady between 27° and 30° through the day. It 
gradually incren ed, after l:lUB!:let, to 32° at midnight. Mean thermometer, :no. In the 
cady part of the day the wind came very steadily from t,ho southwo::~t, but changed 
freqtwntly afterward, making it very difficult to ascertain the true direction. It ap-
peared to h:we a greater tendeucy from soutllwest and west than from any other poiut, 
1mt freq ucntly swinging to all points of tho compass. Tho velocity fl.uctnated between 
"gentle" and" l.Jl'i k," and did not exceed twouty-five miles per honr at any time in 
tho day. Up to 10 a. m. clear weather prevailed; only a swall quantity of stratus 
cloud streaked the ea:;tern sky. The upper clonds varied in qnantity and appearancP, 
chaugiug rapidly from well-defined cirrus and cumulus to all their recognized modifi-
cations, aud oftentimes stretched across the sky in a SL'mi·trausparout veil. Gray 
stratus clouds partially covered tho sky at a considentblo altitude, shortly hefore sun-
set, and remained nearly stationary until 10 p . m., when they slowly descended and 
covered tlJO snmwit, and tho weather became decidedly moist. A peculiar pnle yellow 
colored halo surronmletl tho suu late in the forenoon . Although in tho early afternoon, 
tho prevailiug wind came from a southern point, the upper clouds moved from the north-
we t. Later iu the day they followed the course of the prevailing wind, cro ·. ing the 
point of ol.Jservation. Heavy rain began falling at 11.35 p. m., and continnc1l into the 
followiu,. morning. The mill at the haso of the mountain commenced running tQ-day, 
cixtccn days later than it began last spring. Tho snow is moving off very rapidly. 
Nay 22.-Tbo barometer fell very irregularly to 30.20 at last obRervation . Mean 
barolllctcr, :30.:.W7. Tho tenqwmturo was stcacly between 30° and 31° , until late at 
nig-ht, when it fHHldenly iucrE>n~ed from :320 at 11.22 p. m ., to :3()0 at midni<Tbt. ~lean 
thermometer, :l:.>" .~ . Tho winu oscillated hetw1·cn west aud south we. t, never remain· 
ing stca<ly f(n· five minutes together. High and brisk velocity pr •vailcd. Heavy rain 
co11tinn ·d through the early morniug; ended at 4.46 a . m. Heavy saturatin,. clond " 
covucd the snrumit throughout tho t\Y tlty-four hour . Ava t quantity of snow ha 
bet:u ·wept from tho monutain during the last two days. Jacob' Ladder is clean d 
off, autl from the 'Vaumhack IIou ·e to th base tbe ground is bare . 
.Jfay 2:3.-Th(' barometer fe:l steadily all day to 2!>.97 n.t last ob crva.tion. ...r au 
barometer, 30.1:2 . The temperature iucteas ·d to 43° at 7 p.m., tood tcady nntil ~.:1 
]'· 111.1 and. t!Jcu <1 ·cr ·a. eel to .n v for the last three ob ·crvatiow:~ . lean thermometer 
40 .0. ,Jouthwc t wind in the morning changed to west at 7 a. m., aucl c:ontinn ·d' 
·with an occa ional pufl' from tbe southwest, for tho rest of the day. Fr ·. h to bi.~h 
velocity uutil after sun ct, when it rapidly incr ·a ed. to a torm of ixt.· mil·· p ·r 
hour. Cloudy w n.tbcr coutin ned until after!) p . m. 1' rom that tim tile sk~· W3' 
al.Jout three-fourths covered with stratus cloud , which bung auout the ncighborin!! 
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snmmits. At 10 p.m., ancl. for about t.hirty minutes after, we observed freqnentflashes 
of sheet-lightning, which passed a considerable quantity of electricity through our 
stove pipes. The lightning appeared to emanate from a mass of inky-black clouds 
sittiatcd in the Hont,hwcst, and in close proximity to Monut LaFa.yette. Mr. Aiken 
tried to rnn a train to the summit to-day, lmt failed in the attempt through a boiler-
pump getting out of order. Men were employed in shoveling snow from the track, in 
some places to a depth of 5 and 6 feet. 
lJlay 24.-The barometer oscillated between 29.97 and 29.n. The ma,ximum pressure 
occurred at 1 a. m. aud the minimum at 5 p. m. Mean barometer, 2~.U:l46. The tem-
perature gradually decreased to :)f)0 at 8 a. m., and then steadily increased to 41° in 
tbe afternoon. After 5 p.m. the thermometer showed a steady temperature of 37°. 
Mean tbermometer, :37° .7. There was a steady west winu all d<1y. The velocity rose 
to seventy-two miles per hour in the early morning, high wind through the forenoon, 
uncl from 5 p.m. nn'il midnigbL it stormed at the rate of from sixty to seventy-two 
miles per hour. Up to 9 a. m. the weat.her was very cloudy and generally dismal. 
From that hour until 6 p. m. fair weather prevailed, enlivened by a rain-storm and 
vivid flashes of lightning from 1.30 to :3.30 p.m. As the day closed heavy saturat.illg 
clonds covered the summit, and continued so for the balance of the da.y. The upper 
clouds cl:tangec1 their formation every minute, and moved in various directions, mass- _ 
ing and scparati11g repeatedly. Telegraph communication was considerably disturbed 
by tl:te atmospheric electricity. Mr. Aiken succeetled to-day in running a t,rain to the 
snmmit, and three more carpenters were brought up to assist in completing the new 
hotel. 
May 25.-There was a steady rise in the barometer all day; at midnight the instru-
ment read ~0.25. Mean barometer, 30.1:3G. The temperature was cowparatively steady 
from 35° to !37° up to midday; steady through the afternoon at 40° and 41°, and de-
creased to 37° at last observation. Mean thermometer, 37° .2. Tbe humidity was very 
uneven; especially so at night. Immediately after the 8 a.m. observation was recorded 
the wind changed to north, and blew very steadily from that quarter until late in the 
afternoon, when the direction became uncertain, and gradually backed round by north-
-west to west. The velocity rapidly subsided to a light and fi·esh breeze from and after 
the midday observation. From 8 a. m. the sky cleared rapiflly and the clouds covering 
the summits passed away from sight in a series of wonderful dissolving views. The 
principal clouds (cumulus) tumbled about the ravines in the e.arly part of the day; 
toward midday they gradually ascended above the summits, leaving a light haze 
lwhind to :fill the lower conutry. Upper clouCI.s moved with the prevailing wind. 
After snnsf't the stars came out, in great splendor, and clear weather prevailed. A few 
stratus clouds streaked tl.!e horizon at night; hazy below. 
May 26.-The barometer rose steadily until nearly mid-day, and then fell to the 
position it held at the commencement of the day. Mean barometer, 30.290. The tem-
perature increased to 47° in the afternoon, and oscillated a good deal during the day. 
Mean thermometer, 4:~0 .7. The wind veered to north at 3.30 a. m., and died away to a 
calm at 6.15 a. m. Shortly before 10 a.m., a baffiing light wind sprang up from a 
southern point, oscil1ating between south and southwest; a steady breeze from the 
"·est after 1 p.m.; gentle anfl fresh velocit.y in tho morning and afternoon; brisk in 
the latter part of the clay. Very. fair weather has prevailed throughout the day. A 
light haze bas covered the country below the summits, and the upper clouds (princi-
pally cirro-cumulus and light stratus) have moved with the ,prevailing wiud. As 
night set in the clouds gradually covered the sky in the form of light stratus, and the 
rapidly-increasing humidity leads us to expect a change in t.he weather. Within the 
last few days tbe snow bas melted. with astonishing rapidity. Only a few broad 
)Jatches of soft snow are to be seen, and miniature torrents nre rushing down the 
monntain-sides. For several da,ys past the Ammonoosuc has been unnsually high. 
May 27.-The barometer fell slowly all day to 30.08 at last observation. .M:ean ba-
rometer, 30.154. The temperature was very steady at 45° until nfter 9 a.m., increased 
to 60° at 1 p.m., and then fluctuated between 4i'0 and 49° . Mean thermometer, 47°.0. 
·wind from the west, with a slight inclination to SOlJthwest, through the afternoon. 
The velocity varied consiuera.bly, oscillating betwen fresh wind and a moderate gale. 
Warm satumting clouds covered the summit, culminating in light rain at 2.:15 a. m.; 
en Jed at 4.32 a.m. ; clearing weather set in immediately atter the rain ceased falling. 
The weather for the rest of the day was fair. The upper clouds were very common-
place, pre ·enting little variety. They moved with the prevailing wind. At night the 
F>ky was about two-fourths covered with light stratus clouds, drifting with the wind 
quite close to the snrLmit. The stars shone clearly through the breaks in the clouds. 
A train arrived to-day, bringing four more carpenters and a supply of provisions. 
May 2 .-The barometer showed an increase of pressure during the forenoon, and then 
eteadily sank to 29.95 at last observation. Mean barometer, 29.982. 'l'b.e temperature 
gradually descended to 41o at midnight. Mean thermometer, 46~.0. There was a 
btcady west w.ind an day. Storm and heavy gnle velocity in the ea,r}y morning 
dropped to a high wind through the greater portion of tbe day, and increased. to a 
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stiff gale at midnight. The weather has been very uninteresting. Summit covered 
with heavy clouds, which broke at times sufficiently to tantalize 'US \\ith the fine 
prospect in the distance. Painters are at work in the new hotel. The party sent ~o 
fill the new station!l here arrived in Littleton t.his p.m. I telegraphed Private Bowie 
to Lring everytlling with him, and to make all baste in getting to tlle base. _ 
May 29.-Tbe barometer steadily rose to 30.15 at G p.m., and from that time graau-
al1y dropped to 30.03 at last observation. Mea.n barometer, 30.099. The temperat~ue 
was comparatively steady between 39° and 42°. Mean thermometer, 41° .2. ·west w1nd 
through the day, northwe~t after 8:30p.m. Velocity gradually diminished from gale, 
h1 the earliest hours, to tolcmbly steady brisk and high wind. Light rain set in at 
12.22 a. m., and continued until 5.26 a.m. Rain-fall .2o of an inch. Cloudy weather 
through the forenoon. 'furnetl fair at midday. Upper clouds (t to% cumulus) moved 
from the west. Clear below. I met the assistants sent to fill the new stations at the 
base tllis evening. Some portion of the baggage w1ll arrive to-morrow. Everything 
has been done by the railroad officials to expedite the placing of tlle stations iu a. 
habitable condition. All unite in the endeavor to make the new-comers as comfortable 
as circumstances permit. 
Met.IJ 30.-The. barometer fell steadily to 29.92 at 5 a. m., rose to 30.14 at 11.22 p. m. 
and fell to 30.09 at midnight. Mean barometer, 30.050. After 3 a. m. the temperature 
rapidly decreased until 8 a. m., and then the mercury was comparatively steady, 
oscillating between 26° and 2b0 • From 6 p. n1. the thermometer showed a very 
even temperature of 24°. Mean thermometer, 25° .7. Wind from the west and 
northwest; steady from the nortllwestduring the daylight hours. The Yelocity rapit11y 
increased to a storm of sixty-six miles per hour at 6 a. rn., fell to brisk and high 
throt1gh the day, and increased to sixty miles per llour at last observation. Threaten-
ing weatller opened the day. Heavy min fell from 2.10 a .. m. to 5.12 a. m. Cleared 
rapidly, and fair weather prevailed. Olear at night. The principal clou(1s were light 
stratus and w 11-de:fined cum olu , alternately rising lligb above the summits and filling 
the ravines. ·when above the summits, the clouds moved from the west and north-
west. I filled the da.y in superintending the 1itting np of the new stations, and making 
the nece !lary teJegrapll connections. When the instruments were put in circuit tile 
line worked well at all points. Littleton operator provided extra battery, and every-
thing it:> going on iu a, satisfactors mauncr. The observers and assistants worked with 
a will to bave all prepared for beginning operations on the 1st of Jnne. 
JJJay 31.-Tbe barometer was comparatively steady after 2 p. rn., from 30.30 to 30.33. 
Mean barometer, 30.287. The temperature decreased 50 uetweon 1 and 2 a. m. From 
6 n. n1. the mercmy rose rapidly to 33° in the afternoon; nearly steady at 31° after 
sunset. Mean thermometer, 28° .2. Northwest wind changecl to west, and steady b2-
twceu 2 and 3 p. m. Storm vclocit.y gradually diminished to a steady, brisk wiud. 
Clear weatber all day; slight lwze below. For two or tllree hours after sun et the 
lower portion of the mountain was enveloped in a dPut:>o smoke, which proceeded from 
fires accid ~ntally started by wood-cnt.tcrs. A cousil1crablc portion of the day '\'\'as 
pa sed in conveying the new barometers to the ba:;e aud summit, for comparison '\'\'ith 
the iustrurnent at those stations. As there was uo evidence that the articles pur-
chased at Littleton (for the nse of the new stations) bad hceu forwarded from Bethlehem 
l'ailroad-depot, I procnred a team and proceeued to that point for the purpose of 
transporting them to the base without further loss of time. 
I~ TRU:MENTS, PROPERTY, ETC. 
No change in the instruments since last report. The carpet is rapidly wearing out. 
ALFHED R. TITOR~TET'l', 
Observer-Sergeant Signal-Service, United ·tates A1·my. 
F. 
Daily joul'llal. jo1· the month e~uling Jtmc 30, 1873 
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Li o-bt min foH from 8 to 10 p. m. Cloudy weather at midnight. At (and for thirty rui~utesaftcr)the 2 a.m. observation, a pale yellow auroral arch was observed closeto 
·the horizon stretching between the points of north and cast. A small quantity of c·irro-stratu~ clouds moved with the prevailing wind; well-defined cirrus and cumulus 
in the afternoon . I visited the new stations to-clay, and fonncl everything going on 
well. The:v were provided with stoves, &c., this morning. 
June 2.-'The barometer was steady to-clay, with an inclination to rise at night. 
Mean barometer, 30.190. The ternpemture decreased to 28° in tlw early moming, in-
creased to 36u in the afternoon, and dropped to 2S0 at last observation. Mean ther-
mometer, 31o.5. Shortly before 1 a.m. tl1e wind changed to north, and back to north-
west at 7 a. m. ; then remained steauy until between 8 awl 9 p. m., when it settled to 
north. Brisk and high velocity, sometimes rising to [t moderate gale. The weather 
continues to be very 1ine. Upper clouds, similar to those observed yesterday. Auroral 
streamers covered the sky between tho points of north and east;, from 12.:-W a. m. until 
Jay light. Fires are still burning in the woods below, and the lower country is :filled 
with smoke. 
June 3.-The barometer rose slightly through the day, (up to 5 p. m.,) and then fell to 
30.20 at 8 a. m. ; steady at night. Mean barometer, 30.237. 'l'he temperature gradually 
increased to 41° at 2 p. m., and from that hour decreased to 37°, at last observation. 
Mean thermometer, ::36°.2. North "intl in the morning, with ''calm" at intervals. 
Early in tbe forenoon the direction changed to nothwest, and after 11 a. m. settled to 
west. Fresh velocity prevailed. Very frequently the sky was covered with light stratus 
clouds, stretching iu horizontal lines, and connected by a dense h::t,ze, which pervaded the 
surrounding country and summits. Onr observations were, to a great extent, limited: 
by the smoke ascending fr0m fires in the valleys. Auroral streamers were observed in 
the northeast from 12.:W a.m. to :3 a. m., but were very indistinct in consequence of the 
prevalence of dense haze. A bright halo encircled the sun during the afternoon. 
June 4.-There was a decided fall in the barometer throughout the clay, especially 
after the early morning hours. At midnight the instrumentread29.77. Mean barometer, 
29.885. After 9 a.m. the temperature scnsi bly increased until 7 p.m., when the thermom-
eter rea<l48°, and rema.ined steady there for several hours. After 10 p. m. the worcury 
slowly fell to 46°. Mean thermometer, 43° .7. Therelativehumidit.y ranged between 70and 
100 per cent. The direction oft he wind oscillated chiefly between west and northwest, with 
sometimes an uneven movement to southwest. The velocity steadily increased. to high 
wind and gale, sometimes rising to nearly :fifty miles per hour, but brisk and high winds 
prevailed. From 2.25 a. m. and up to midnight we experienced showery weather, t-he 
rain falling, in tho eD,rly part of the forenoon, quite heavily. 'I'lw summit was never 
free from heavy sa:Onrating clonus at nny time during the day. A good deal of inter-
ruption took place in the telegra.phing of signals to-day. This was caused by the 
defective insulation between the base and Littleton, and which occasioned considera-
ble trouble last year. I visited the stations, and fonnd that t-he duties were being 
creditably performed, and that there was no fault in the cable. Our battery at the 
base is in good order, but not strong enough to work the several instruments without 
the assistance of the Littleton battery. 
June 5.-An irregular fall in the barometer continued until it reached a maximum of 
29.72 at 5 p. m. After that hour the mercury rose to 29.88 at midnight, but oscillated 
materially all throngh tbe day. Mean barometer, 29,819. The temperature decreased 
in the early morning to 39°, and then stood steady for t.wo or three hours; gradually 
increased to 45° at :3 p. ru., oscillating very frequently, but only to the extent of 1° or 
2° . From 3 p. m. a gradual and even decrease to ::37° at the last observation. Mean 
thermometel' 40°.2. The lmmidity fluctuated between 80 ancl100 per cent. Excepting 
an occasional puff from the west, the direction was steady from the nort.hwest. High 
and gale velocit.y in the early part of the day; dropped to fresh wind through tbe 
afternoon, aud rose at night to" high." Rain ended ~t 2.35 a.m., but until 7 a. m. the 
summit was covered with clouds almost fully saturated. A short interval of clearing 
weather sllowed the ravines :filled with bea.vy cumulus and stratus clouds, which soon 
rose and covered this station again. At 3 p. m. rain began falling, and on descending 
the mountain I met a storm of hail, which extended from a little above "Jacob's 
Ladder" to about three-fourths of a mile below. The stones avera.ged a quarter of an 
inch in diametPr. Thunder accompanied tbe storm, the peals following each other in 
mpid succes ion. This lasted about 45 miuntes. Fair weather from 7 to 9 p.m.; 
clomly at night. I vi ited stations Nos. 2 and:~ to see t.Lat the instruments wore cnt 
out during the progress of the storm, as I was fearful that the electricity would cause 
some trouble. 
June 6.--Tbe barometer ro e very steadily to 30.00 at last ouservation. Mean ba-
rometer, 29.976. A gradual increase of temperature to 43° at 1 p. m., where it remained 
-very steady until6 p.m., when the mercury (gradually) began dropping; 38° at mid-
night. Mean thermometer, 40° .7. Hnmidity sl eady Let ween 90 au<l100 per cent. Up 
to midday, the wind continued to blow very steadily from the northwest; ufter that 
time, until ni~ht set in, the prevalent wind \Yas west, then northwest. Brisk and 
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fre!:'h velocity prevailed, seldom rising mnch above twenty miles per hour. Very light 
showers fell in tbe early morning and early in the afteruoon . Altogether, the_ day has 
ueen very cloudy and uninteresting. A very feeble attempt to clear up, wbwh took 
place rnrly in the afternoon, failed. Fair at nigbt, with heavy cumulus clonus above 
and beiow. 
Jww 7.-The l)arometer was comparatively steady to-day, with a tendency to rise 
to,Yanl night. Mean barometer, 30.057. The t,empcratnre has been remarkably steady 
at 'lfP and 36° all day. Mean thermometer, 35° .7. The relative humidity remained 
stationary as ou yesteruay. Fresh wind from the northwest prevailed until 3 p. m.; 
calm at a. m. After 3 p. m. the direction changed to north, and (graduall.v) to a 
steady blow from the northeast, tho velocity rising to a stiff gale of forty -eight miles 
per bonr a,t last observation. Fair weather continued until between 2 and 3 a. m., 
when the snmmit became enveloped in douse clouds, containing a large percentage of 
moisture. Light showers of sleet and rain fell during the forenoon, and settled to a 
steady fa1l oflightraiu at midday; euued at 5.45 p.m. Cloudy weather closed the day. 
June 8.-A deci1lcd and tolerably oven rise took place in the barometer to-day, the 
iustruweut reading 30.32 at the last observation. Mean barometer, 30.295. Decreas-
ing tPmperatnre in the morning-steady at 33° from 4 to 9 a. m.-incroased to 41° in 
the afteruoon, and from 4 p. m. gradually decreased to 36° at midnight. Mean ther-
mometer, 37°.2. Humidity decreased to 72 per cent. dnriug the afternoon, 80 at night. 
The wind came ver~' stead ily from the norLbeast until 3 p.m., when it veered to east, 
and did not change until it returned to nortbeast at 10.15 p. m. Storm velocity, with 
a maximum of sixty mi1es per honr, opened the day, fell to light wind after miduay, 
an<l increased to brisk at night. Heavy stratus clouds rushed over the summit in the 
early part of the day. At 9 a .. m. tho surrounding country rapidl.v cleared, and in a 
short time there was nothing bnt a sligbt haze bct.,-<:en us and all below. Cumulus 
clouds, partially covering the sky, gradnally diminished in quantity, and from 7 p.m., 
and excepting a fow streaks on the horizon, tho beavens wore entirely free from cloud. 
Juue 9.-TL.e barometer fell all day to 30.U3 at last observation. Mean barometer, 
30.2Gl. Tho temperature continued on the decrease to a minimum of 34° in the early 
morning, increased after 4 a . m. to 48° at 1 p. m., wbere the mercury held steadily 
through the aftcruoon. From 5 p.m. a steady decrease brought the mercury down to 
40° at midnigbt. Mean thermometer, 42°.7. After the early part of the day, the rela-
tive hnniidit.v decreased considerably, and ranged between 50 and 70 per cent. Brisk 
wind fro~1 tho _no1·theast fell off to "gentle," and from midday a calm set in, which 
wa but h ttle d1sturucd up to 9 p . m., when a fresh breeze sprang up in the east, grad-
ually moving ronnd by northeast to north at midnigbt. Until after midday the sky 
'vas entirely clea~, and then a few cumuli appeared, moving with the prevailing wiud 
that was just dying out. Cumulus clonus prevailed in the latter part of the day, and, 
when moving at all, appeared to come from the north or northeast. It was difficult to 
determine exactly which course the clouds did take; tbe movement was slow. Clear 
weatller at night. The view of the mountains and ueparting sun from thi point was 
remarkahly fine :10d exceptional. 
June 10.-Comparativoly steady barometer until early afternoon, after that a rather 
rapi 1 faJl to :30.09 at la t observation. Mean barometer, 30.152. Tbe temperatura 
gradually increa eel and attained a maximnm of 54° at 1 p. m.; steady then at 53°. 
From 5 p. 111 . the mercury gradually fell to 46° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 47°.5. 
To-day tho humidity averaged 57.7 per cent., a minimum of 42 per cent. in the after-
noon, and a maximum of G!:l at night. The wind has been very changeable all day, 
never bolcling long from one particular point. West and uorthwest wind prevailed in 
tho morning and latter part of tho day, bnt swept round to onthwcst late at night. 
Light ao<l fre h velocity, dropping to calm at times, rose to a high wind at midnight. 
\Ybeuuot stationary the upper clouds moved with tho prevailing wind, and were all 
UllU ually well-defined and in great variety. So light and airy they app ared to uo 
that it wa a real pleasure to observe them as they mingled and separated again only 
to re-form in greater b auty. Smoke in th • vall ys. 
Jun e 11.-Tbe barometer fell lightly early in tho clay, but after 9 a . m . gradually 
!O· e to :30.0 at la. t ob ervatiou. Mean haromP-ter, 30.040. The temperature rapidly 
mcrca ·cl to 4° at 4 a.m., where it remain ,d stationary until midday, then d cr a .. ·d 
gmdn~ll.v to 39° at ~iclnight. Mean thennomet r, 440.2. The hygrom ·~er ho~ d a 
great mcrNt. of m01stnre in tho atmosphcr . 'bang able sonthw t wmd unt1l 9 a. 
~11., when it rradnally veered round toast a<ly wiiHl from th northw :t. The vclo ity 
1n~rt'a. eel to a. heavy o-ale, (late in the aftcrnoou,) which reach d a maximum of fifly-
uulc p r hour at G p. 111., aud then climini h ·d to a hri k wind at uight. :From 2 to 9 
a. 111. rain fcll without int rrnption and &om ·time v ry hAavily. D ·n ·c clouu cor-
reel the summit for the r • t of the 'uay. 
,fun _12.-. 't :Hly barometer in the morning. After G a. m. them rrnr ro rapidly 
filJ(l nn111terrupteclly to :3 .:nat mHlnight. lean 1Jarom t r, 30.1!:19. 'l'h t mp raturo 
clc·crca. ,cl to :l:$-' at 4 a. m., ancl th n o ciliated b tw ·en 320 and · 60. lean t!Jcrmom-
ctcr, :33 ..... . 0. Humidity av raged 0 per cent. , tcady northwe ·t wincl cbanrrcd to 
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north between 7 and 8 p. m. Fresh and brisk velocity prevailed. It fell to a gentle 
wiud for au hour or two in the morning, and rose to a moderate gale at night. Light 
rain for half an hour about 2 a.m. From 6 a. m., an1l up to midday, the ravines were 
partially :filled with heavy cumulus clouds, which moved in winding masses as the 
formatio:1 of the mountain-sides dictated. From midday, and up to 6 p.m., t.be summit 
was capped, giving no opportunity for extensive observation. From 9 p. m. no clonus 
were to be seen; the rapidity with which they disappeared was trnly astonishing. 
Jt~ne 13.-The barometer ro:::;e very rapi<lly, and reached a maximum of 30.35 at 11 
a. m. After that hour the mercury fell steadily to 30.26 at midnight. Mean barome-
ter, 30.300. The temperature steadily increased to 45° at 2 p. m. Steady at 44° for 
three hours after, and then decreased to 38° at night. Mean thermometer, 40°.0. 
Great decrease in the humidity to-day; minimum during the afternoon of 60 per cent. 
Variable northeast light wind, with numerous calms, until it settled to a fresh wind 
from the west and northwest at night. The morning opened wit.h a clear sky. Light 
stratus and cirrus passed over between 4 and 9 a. m., followed by al.wut two-fourths 
cumulus. After 5.:10 p. m. the sky was free from .cloud, wit.h the exception of a very 
slight ~ringe of stratus on the southeastern horizon. Fine, star-light night. Prom ~ 
to 10 p. m. an auroral arch appeared in the north ; faint yellow colo1'. 
June 14.-After 7 a. m. the barometer gradually fell to 30.13 at last report. Mean 
barometer, 30.212. Temperature very :::;teady at 36° until ;' a. m.~ when it gradua lly 
illcreased aud flnctnated for the greater part of the day between 43° and 44°; de-
creased to 38° at 9 p.m., and then tlle mercury rose to 41° at last observation. Mean 
thermometer, 39°.0. The humidity decreased very rapidly. as the day wore on, and at 
10 p. rn. reached a minimum of 17 per cent.; the smallest percentage that I have ever 
observed on this station. Light wind from the west and northwest, but calms pr~­
vailecl through t.he daylight hours. After sunset there was n.light and fresh winu from 
due southeast. The day has been uuiformly fair, and cumulus clouds formed in great 
variety. In the latter part of the evening the upper clouds moved ste~dily from the 
west.. 
June 15.-The barometer fell steadily to 30.04 at midnight. :Mean barometer, 30.0tl3. 
After 6 a.m. t.l1e temperature steadily increased to 52° at midday, and remained steady 
nutil2.30 p.m., then decreased to 46° at 7 p.m., and did not change through the rest 
of the day. Mean thermometer, 46°.0. The humidity increased toward the close of 
the day from 90 to 100 per cent. Light southerly wind fe1l to a calm between 1 and 2 
a. m., which latter continued for several hours. Uncertain, gentle wind from the 
nort.hwest through the forenoon, became steady after midday, and freshened to high 
and moderate gale velocity at night. Fair weather prevailed during the daylight 
lJ01ns, but as evening set in large masses of dense stratus covered and drifted over tlle 
summit. The weather at night was very cloudy and threatening. · 
Jnne 16.-The barometer rose aft.er early morning to a maximum of 30.13 at 11 a.m. 
and then steadily fell to 29.91 at the last observation. Mean barometer, 30.041. There 
was a steady in~rease of temperature up to 1 p. m., when the mercury stood at !'>6°, 
and decreased through the rest of the da.y to 40° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 
48° .7. Steady northwest wind all day. The velocit.y gradually dirnini:sbed from a 
bri:::;k wind to a calm at noon. After 1 p. m. there sprang up a brisk wind, wll ich in~ 
creased to high and gale as night approached. Clearing weather set in :::;bortly after 
7 a. m., and very fair weather prevailed until 6 p. m., when heavy clouds came down 
from t·he northwest and soon enveloped the mountain. At the same time the humidity 
sensibly increased, and there was every indication of an approaching storm. The wind 
was very warm, and had settled to a steauy blow averaging thirty-two miles an hour. 
Sbeet and forked lightmng flashed over and below the summit from 10.11 p. m. until 
after midnight, wit·h the usual accompaniment ·of heavy thunder, which contimwd 
rolling, alu10st without intermission, during the progress of the storm. At 10.30 p.m. 
heavy rain set in, and did not cease until long after midnight. The upper cloud:::; were 
nearly all large cumuli moving from the northwest. I visited stations Nos. 2 and 3 
this a.m.; found all well and the work progres&ing favorably. Mr. Gates (district sn-
perintt>ndcnt to the Western Union Telegraph Company) arrived at the base to-night 
with a party of men to put up the mountain wire. 
June 17--Steady barometer in the morning. After 5 a. m. the mercury gra.dually 
rose to a maxiomm of 29.97 at 4 p. m. and fell slightly and unevenly after that hour. 
Mean barometer, 29.909. There was a decrease in the temperature of 10° from 1 a . rn. 
to midnight. Mean thermometer, 36°. The wind continues to come very steadily from . 
the northwest, an'd with heavv gale velocity, which now and then drops to high wind. 
Rain enued at 12.45 a.m. 'l'be weather was cloudy until after 7 a.m., when the clouds 
broke and fair weather set in for the rest of the day. During the forenoon large quan-
tities of cumulns cloud filled the ravines to the west of the mountain, sometimes en-
tirely covering the summits in that direction, exceptin.g thau of La Fayette. These 
clouds passed away as the day wore on, leaving the upper sky perfectly clear. 
Between 6 and 7 p. rn. we gradually became enveloped in dense stratus clouds, which 
bung over us for two or three hours, and then gradually dwindled to a few faint 
35 w 
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streaks at midnight. From 10 p. m. until midnight a d iffused light appeared in the 
northern horizon; it was not very distmct in coloring. 
June lti.-'l'he barometer rose to a maximum of 30.06 at midday, stood steady for an 
hour, and then fell raptdly to 29.91 at m idnight. Mean barometer , 29.999. 'I'h~ te~­
}_Jerature decreased rapidly to 26o at 4 a. ru ., and remained steady at that p01nt to; 
two !Jo1m:l. From G to 7 a.m. the temperature ran up Go, (to 32°,) and gradually to 44 
in the early part of tho afternoon, remaining very steady a.fterward. Mean thermom-
eter, 41° .0. There lu:s ueen no chango in tho direction of t he wind to-day. The ve-
locity deereased to n fresh wind at 2 p. rn ., and then steadily increased to a ga:Ie of 
fifty miles per hour at midn ight. From Ga. m. tho sky was part.ially eover:ed w1~h a 
haze of well-deiinecl cirrus cloudfl, which at 4.50 p. m. gave p lace to a ve1l of hght 
stratus olond1;. These last gradually descended and covered the eummit . Aft.er 10.:30 P· 
m. the stars were VIsible t.hrough a. few breaks iu the clouds, and fai r weather closed the 
day. During tbe latter part. of the afternoon a very peculiar cloud was observed to 
the southeast of and a little above the mountain. It was of a light-brown color, (much 
deeper than any other in sight at the time,) an<l in the shape of a depressed wash-bo·~·v1, 
or rather fi' uit-dish, tho formation beiDg very accurate. This cloud. appeared to be gu1te 
stationary, while the others (cirrus) were moving rapidly before the northwest wind. 
Jtme 19.-Tite barometer fell to a minimum of 29 87 at 6 a. m., then rose steadil.v to 
30 03 at 2 p. m., and fell to 29.88 at last observation. Mean l.Jarometer, 29.969. The 
temperature increased from 42° in the early morning to 53° and 54° at night. Mean 
thermometer, G0°.2. After midday the mercury was pretty steady from 50° to 54°. 
Bteady northwest wind continued until between 6 and 7 p. n1., wlleu i t backed to west, 
and remained so for the rest of the day. Gale velocity gradually fell off to brisk and 
fresh wind through t.he middle of the day, and from 3 p . m. i ncreased to forty-eight 
miles per hour at mi<luight. The day opened with rain, which began at 12.40 a .. m ., and 
continued until 4.15 a.m., coming clown very heavily at times. Cloudy weatlwr pre-
vailed until i~ ended in a shower of light rain, which took place between the hours of 
2 and 3 p.m. After the shower the clouds rapidly passed away from the summit, 
showing cumulus clouds below, and about one-fourth cirrus above it. In two or three 
hours these cirri gave place to cumuli. Haze below ; and as night wore on there ap-
pear d to be a bleuding of light stratus with the other clouds, and the sky was fre-
qnent.ly veiled by them. Cloudy weather at miduigbt. 
Jmw 20.-The barometer low, and comparatively steady all day. Mean barometer, 
29.827. Tbo temperature decreased to 450, where it remained steady from 7 a . m. until 
1 p.m., and then rapidly increased to 49° at 4 p . m. After 5 p.m. the mercury went 
down very rapidly to :34° at last observation. Mean thermometer, 43°. From 6 to 
7 a. m. the temperu.ture fell 5°; the same rapid decrease took place between 5 and 6 
p. m. The wind changed to uorth west at 1.30 a. m., and remained steady there for the 
nst of the day. The w;nd rose to a storm of sixty miles per hour at 2 a . m., oscillated 
between "gale" and "brisk" through the day, and rose to a storm at night. Heavy 
rain from 3.15 to 3.45 a. m. Cleared rapidly and fair \v.eather vrevailed until sun et, 
when the summit was again covered with dense clouds. Two-fourths to three-fourths 
cumulus cloud moved with tho prcvaili11g wind, frequently capping the summit in its 
flight. I visited all stations to-day·and fouu<l everything correct. 
June 21.-Tho barometer oscillated considerably through the day, and rose to 30.02 
at last observation. Mean barometer, 29.93H. Temperature steady at 30° and 31° in 
the morning, ro e to 36° in the middle of tbe day, and decreased to very steady ther-
momet r of 3:2° at night. Mean tbermonteter, 3:2°.5. Steady northwest wind up to 
3.20 p. m., when it change<l to north and blew steadily from that point for there t of 
the day. Tho wind increa. eel in force to sixty-eight miles per hour at 4 a. m., and 
then rapidly dimini hed to fresh and brisk. About one-fourth stratus cloud appeared 
above the summit 111 tbe beginning of the clay, which rapid ly iucrea ·ed in volume and 
capped the mountain. Between 3 and 4 a. ru. the cloud ma ed in the sou thea t bow-
ing a clear starlit sky and brilliant moon . This lasted but a few minute , a the um-
~it wa. again covered with dense clouds. :From 12.30 to 3.25 p . m. we experiencecl 
l1ght showers of rain, snow, and heavy sleet. Cloudy weather continued to tho clo · 
of the ~ay. rr:be wire ha been working very hard for tho pa t two day , and gave 
out ·ntlr lv tb1 afternoon. 
June 22 . ...:...Th barometer rose steadily all day to 30.27 at la t ob ervation. Mean 
. aromct •r, :30.1 . Tho temperature was very ·t ady in tb early morning at 32° , ~nd 
from 4 a. rn. fluctuated between 340 and 36o. Mean thermom ter, 34.02. W1~d 
c~ang. d to n01thwe. t late la t niO"ht, and back to north at 3.30 a.m. V ry uncertam 
d1r ct1on ~hr~ugh tb day, west and nothwe t b ing th pr val nt wind up to 7.30 P· 
m:, w.ben 1t dt d away to calm. Fre h wind from the north a t at night. alm. a 
~ulmght. Fr h .and gentle v locity prevail d. The cloud lift d for a hort p noel 
m th arly mo~nm ',but up to 7.30 p. m. cloudy w n.th r prevail d. After that tb 
sky cl ar d rapl(11y, aod Portland, Me., could be ea ily en with th naked ·e aud 
the t l cop brough the bou out very di tinctly. 
I mad a vi itt tatioo s. 2 and 3 to-day, and found the ob erv r at th ir P .,t 
and the bu ine going on steadily. 
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An auroral arch appeared in the north from 10 p. m. until midnight, which extended 
from northeast to north, and rested upon a dark segment. I found a break in the 
" ground" and cable; made the necessary repairs. 
June 23.-The barometer rose to 30.38 at 11 a. m., and then gradually fell to 30.36 at 
last observation. Mean barometer, 30.347. The temperature steadily increased to '47° 
at midday, fluctuated two or t.hree degrees below that point dmjng the aftemoon, and 
settled to 440 at night. Mean thet·momet.er, 43°.5. This bus been a >ery calm da,y, 
only a few uncertain pu:ll's from the east and southwest occurring to break 'the monot-
ony of a dead calm. Fair weather all day. Upper clonus (cumuli) moved from the 
southwest in the latter part of the afternoon. A very small quantity of stratus ap-
peared at irregular in,tcrvals through the day and night. Auroral streamers covered 
the sky to the north and east from 9.:30 p. m. until 2.15 a. m. next morning, gradmtlly 
diminishing in intensity as they passed from view. 
June 24.-The barometer fell slightly in the early morning, and then steadily rose to 
30.47 at night. Mean barometer, 30.409. The temperature decreased to 41° at 4 a. m., 
increased to 51° in the early afternoon, and decreased to 45° at night. Mean thermom-
eter, 46°.7. Prevailing wind from points either side of east, and very frequent calms 
of long duration. The velocity through the day was gentle; fi.·esh at night. Fair 
weather all day. The upper clouds moved from the west and northwest nearly all day. 
After 7 p. m. the night was clear, and between 9 and 10 p. m. a beautiful aurora ap-
peared in the north and extended a considerable distance along the horizon. It was in 
the form of a lambent flame, which incessantly shot up streamers reaching to the zen-
ith, instantly returning to the main aurora. This continued until after 3 a. m. next 
morning. I visited the stations to-day, from base to summit. 
June 25.-The barometer continued rising to 30.58 at midday, and then gradually fell 
to 30.54 at last observation. Mean barometer, 30.554. The temperature increased rap-
idly through the forenoon. The thermometer was steady at 5-5° and 56° during the 
afternoon, and dropped to 48° at night. Mean thermometer, 51°.2. Steady northeast 
wind through the early part of the day; turned to southwest at 3.50 p. m., and imme-
diately after to dead calm. Steady north wester at night. Gentle velocity prevailed 
nearly all day; brisk at night. Clear and fair weather prevailed all day. Principal 
upper clouds for the past two days, cumuli. Only a few stratus clouds appeared at 
long intervals. A bright lambent flame, smaller, but similar to that of last night, ap" 
peared in the north from 9.10 p.m. to 3.15 a.m. 
J~tne 26.-Up to 'midday the barometer was steady, and then fell rapidly to 30.36 at 
last observatiou. Mean barometer, 30.456. The temperature increased to 59° in the 
afternoon, and tlecreased to 49° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 53°.0. Wind steady 
from the northwest-due west for an hour or two before sundown. Fresh and gentle 
velocity increased to a high wind at night. Fair weather prevailed all day; clear 
at night. Principal clouds, cirrus, moving from the west and northwest. Well-defined 
cirro-stratus (about one-sixteenth) were observed in the morning, and did not alto-
gether lose that character throughout the day. A great quantity of pure and almost 
transparent cirrus covered. the sky. A soft haze covered the mountains and lower 
country. After 9 p.m., spasmodic auroral displays ("merry dancers") took place near 
the northern horizon, and appeared at irregular intervals into the early part of the 
next morning. Visitors remark upon the scarcity of water in this section of the conn-
try. Trains cannot run from the summit, as the springs fail to afford sufficient water 
to supply the engines. · 
June 27.-The barometer fell rapidly all day to 30.08 at midnight. Mean barometer, 
30.197. The temperature rapidly increased to 59° in the middle of the day, and grad-
ually decreased to 51° at last observation. Mean thermometer, 53°.2. 'rhe relative 
humidity fell to 16 per cent. from 9 to 10 a.m., and increased to 86 at night. North-
west wind changed to west at 5.30 p. m., and continued so for the rest of the day. 
Calm from, 9 to 10 a. m. High wind fell off to fresh and gentle, and increased at night 
to a moderate gale. Clear and fair weather prevailed . . Cirro-stratus clouds predomi-
nated and remained stationary through the greater part of the day. As the wind from 
the west increased in force, the clouds were driven rapidly before it. Towal'd sun-
down only a few cumuli dotted the sky. Slig!Jt streaks of stratus (well defined) ap-
peared late at night and gradually increased in volume. Haze and smoke covered the 
lower country'. 
June 2 .-The barometer fell to 30.02 at 10 a.m., and then rose to 30.10 at last observ-
ation. The mercury rose and fell very unevenly. Mean barometer, S0.073. The tem-
perature fluctuated between 51° and 530 until late in the afternoon, and, from 4 p.m., 
gradually decreased to 47° at night. Mean thermometer, 50°.7. 'rhe wind veered to 
northwest between 1 and 2 a.m., and p-revailed from that point nearly all clay. It 
moved around to west for an hour or two in the late forenoon, and to north at sun-
down. After 8.15 p. m. the wind suddenly died away and a calm ensued. High and 
brisk velocity pre-vailed; fresh in the forenoon. The day opened with cloudy weather; 
the summit covered with dense saturating clouds. The humidity rapidly increased to 
100 per cent., and light rain fell from 5.30 to 11.45 a.m. Cloudy weather .Prevailed 
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(with intervals of clearing) until after 9 p.m., when the sky rapidly cl~ared, an.d ~m yvery 
slight streaks of stratus cloud remained near the southeastern honzon. 'Y_1v1d ~ashes 
of heat li•rhtniuo- were observed in the south a little before midnight, and a famt au-
rora appe~red i~ the northeast from midnight until 2.20 a. m. The telegraph con-
structors are making extensive alterations in the wires, and interrupt operators con-
siderably. 
J1me 29.-After 1 a. m. the barometer fell to 30.06 at 4 a. m., then steadily rose to 30.16 
at 11 a. m., and remained steady until R p. m. From that hour there was ~ gradual 
rise to 30.18 at last observat.ion. Mean barometer, 30.153. The temperature mcreased 
to 58c at midday, and remained very steady until late in the afternoon, and decreased 
to 540 at 8 p. m. From that time the mercury was very steady; mean thermo.meter, 
540.2 ; calm until5.10 a.m., when a variable light wind arose in the west. It d1ed out 
at 8.20 a.m. Very light pu:ffsfi·om the west and northwest until late in the afterno~m, 
when the velocity increased to "brisk," and changed direction to the south, settlmg 
to southwest a.fter 9 p.m. Pair weather prevailed. Shortly before sundown heavy 
clouds rna sed on the summit, and for a couple of hours there was every indication of 
approaching rain. This passed off, and the pight set iu fair. Heavy cumulus clouds 
covered the greater portion of the sky after t.he early part of the forenoon. Haze and 
smoke prevailed below. Telegraphic communication is very uncertain~ 
Jmw 30.-The barometer fluctuated between :30.15 and 30.19; mean barometer, 
30.183. The temperature was comparatively steady; from 51° to 55°; mean thermom-
eter, 53°.2. Wind o~cilla,ted between west and southwest through the early part of 
the tlay, and settled at the latter point after 10 a. m. The velocity steadily increased 
to a heavy gale of fifty miles per hour at midnight. Tho day opened with a clear at-
mosphere above the snmmit, a.nd with the ravines filled with a Large quantity of cum-
ulus clond. After 6 a. m. heavy saturating clonds covered the summit, culminating in 
light rain at 1 p. m. It held up between 5.30 and 9.20 p. m., then recommenced, and 
continued after the last observation was recorded, coming down very heavily at times. 
INSTRUMENTS, PROPERTY, ETC. 
No material change bas taken p1aee in the condition of the instruments and property 
at this station since last report, except the carpet, which is rapidly wearing out. 
ALFRED R. THORNETT, 
Obse1"1l&r Sergeant, Signal-Service, United States .Ar1ny. 
G. 
Daily jou1·nal. 
BASE OF MOUNT WASHINGTON, NEW IIA1\'iPSHIRE. 
May 1, 1 73.-This stat.ion bears due west of the summit. Regular observation 
commenced at 1 a.m. A few '' stratus" clouds were observed at 1 a.m., which soon 
disappeared, leaving a perfectly clear sky. A light easterly wind prevailed through-
out the night, the barometer remaining stationary until about 6 a.m., when it b aan 
to rise lowly. 'l'he temperature declined six degrees between 1 and 5 a.m., exhibitina 
a minimum of 30° at 5 a. m., and remaining at that height until 6 a.m., when it began 
to a cend. Wintl veered to southwetst at about 6.30 a. m. Fresh to brisk w terly 
wind during the day, with partly fair and cloudy weather. Maximum temperatur , 
53° .. .At 7 p. m. the wind changed to the south, and at 8 p. m. to the outh a t, and 
c n~mu d "light" from that quarter during the night. The 10 a.m. signal for ob r-
vatwn was not acknowledged by observer on summit. 
May. 2.-:-A gentle outbeast wind prevail d at 1 a. m., changing to e t 
hortly aft r, and remaining in that direction until 7 a. m., wb n a calm 
n ned. Barom t r steady during the night. The temp rature r main d at 35° b -
w n 1 a. m. and 5.30 a. m., reading 37° at 6 a. m. and 440 at a. m. A fi w " tratu ·· 
clond w r ob erved in tb outhw t rn horizon h tw en 1 an< 2 . l 1., giving plac 
to'' ·irri" moving slowly from w t. o signal conld be heard from 'Ummit b twt o 
1 and 4 a. m. A 1! ht ·we terly wind set in at H a.m., oc a ional1y biftina to th outb 
and 'a twa~·d dunng the day. The ky clouded. over with cirro- tratu , pr adiug iot 
str~tu d.un~g the for n on, and. light now comm uc d at 2.45 p. m., th bar m t r 
falhn' teahl.v but lowly. Th th rmom ter r ach d. it maximum h irrhtat 10 a.m. 
' heu it r ad 30° and fell t ad.i1y the1eafter. now turn d. to raiu at 7 p. m. and tb 
latter to leet at. 9.50 p.m., ending at 11 p. m, Total amount of m lt d now, 1 t, and 
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rain, 0.49 inch. A "Very light wind prevailed during the night, shifting between 
southeast and southwest. No signals heard from summit at 8 p. m. 
May 3.-Barorneter continues to fall slowly and steadily. The thermometer reached 
its minimum at 6 a.m., reading 31°.5. Light southeast and southwest winds, with 
occasional calms, until morning. Dark, threatening stratus clouds were observed in the 
early morning, an.d light snow fell between 3.45 a. m. and 4.30 a. m. ; the clouds still 
appearing very heavy and sinking lower down the mountains . . Light snow recom-
menced at 7.4(1 a. m., a steady but very ligbt westerly wind prevailing. The barome-
ter continues to fall until noon, and rises steadily thereafter. Snow ended at 5.40 p. 
m., the weather soon after giving signs of clearing up . . Light westerly winds prevailed 
until 7 p. m., wheu a fresh southeast wind set in which had backed to northeast by 9 p. 
m., but changed to the west again toward midnight, the weather clearing up finely 
with change of wind. No signals con ld be hearcL from the summit after 8 p. rn. 
1Way 4.-Barometer continued to rise after miduight. The thermometer reached its 
minimum at 5 a. m., when it read 2:~0 . A gentle westerly wind prevailed uutil 3.45 a. 
m., whei1 the vane swung to the southeast, and to the north at 8 a. m. A few cirri 
were observed at 1 a.m., which soon disappeared to the southeast, leaving a clear sky. 
Clear weatiler continued until2 p. m., when the sky became partly overcast with cumu-
lus clouds moving from the northwest. A fresh northwest wind prevailed throughout 
the afternoon, which apparently blew with grAat force on the summit, as dense clouds 
of snow were at times observed. Maximum temperature, 48° at 3 p. m. Signals ac-
knowledged regularly after 3 p. rn. Barometer continued rising until 7 p.m., when it 
began to fall slowly; the thermometer risiug 2° between 9 p. m. and midnight. A 
gentle nortil wind prevailed throughout the night, with fair weather until midnight, 
when the sky became entirely covered with stratus clouds. 
JJiay 5.-The barometer continued to fan slowly unt.il3 a. rn., and remained station-
ary until 6 a,, m., when it began to rise slowly. The :fluctuation of the thermometer 
from 1 to 6 a.m. was very small, not exceeding 2° . At tile last-named hour t.he mer-
cury began to fall, reading 330,5 at 8 a. m., whicll is the lowest. observed !luring the 
morning. Light to fresh nort.hwesterly winds prevailed during the night, followed by 
a dead calm at 7 a. m., which continued until 9 a. m., when a gentle northwest '"ind 
set in. Stratus clouds completely covered the sky during the night, which were ob-
served to move from the northwest at 4 a. m., and at 5 a.m. were moving rapidly from 
the west, assuming a threatening appearance. Light snow commenced at 6.15 a.m., 
soon increasing to "heavy snow," aml ending at 8.45 a.m., at which time a dense fog 
set in. Weather remained foggy and misting until 10.45 a. m., when snow beg~u 
to fall a.gain ; the h1tter at times becoming rain or sleet. At 12 m. the weather 
showed signs of clearing up, which were verified during the afternoon, the stratus 
clonds breaking up and assuming the sltape of cumuli, moving rapidly from the north-
we. t. ~fresh northwest wind prevailed throughout the afternoon, and the barornet.er 
continued to rise steadily. All s igna.ls were promptly acknowledged by tile summit, 
the line working very wen to-clay. Clear weather, rising barometer, and light north-
erly wind at night. S'ignaJs not acknowledged by summit at 11.22 p. m. 
Mcty 6.-Clear weather and steadily rising barometer between miunight and D a. m. 
The thermometer fell at the rate of 10 per hour until 5 a. m., when it reached a mini-
mnm of 23°. Gentle northerly winds prevailed, vee1ing more easterly at 8 a.m. Con-
tinued clear weather and fresh west to northwest \Yind during the afternoon. At 8 p. 
m. the ·wind changed to southeast, and remained in t.bat direction up to 1:l m. Maxi-
mum temperature of clay, 45°. Clear weather and rising barometer throughout. 
May 7.-Barometer still rising. Clear sky until G a. m., when a few cirri were ob-
served on the western horizon. A gentle sout!Jeast wind prevailed until 4 a. m., when 
it changed to the east and to the northwest at 7.30 a.m. Minimum temperature 28° 
at 4 a.m. Very pleasant weather during t.he afternoon, ·with light and variable wind. 
A few cirri observed on westeru horizon, moving :from the nOl'thwest; else'.\·here the 
sky was clear. Maximum temperature 54° at 3 p. u1. Barometer r emained ucarly sta-
tionary throughout the night. A gentle north wind prevailing, with generally clear 
sky. 
May 8.-The barometer rose slowly and evenly during tho night. The temperature 
advanced 2° between midnight and 3 a. m., and fell oil' until 6 a. m., reaching a min i-
mum of 32°.5. A gentle north wind prevailed during tile night, with clear sky, until 
3 a. m., when tho lower atmosphere grew hazy and cirrus clouds began to appear, 
moving rapidly from the west. 
4 p. rn.-Tbe barometer continued rising until 9 a. m., and bas been falling slowly 
since that hour. The thermometer exhibited a maximum of 58° at :3 p. m. Sky three-
fourtils covered with cirrus and cirro-stratus clouds moving from tile northwest. A 
gentle westerly wind prevailed nnt1l2 p . m., when a fresh and steady southeast wind 
set in. Lower atmosphere '' ilazy." 
12 p. n~.-Wind continued gentle from tl1e southeast, with partly fair and clear weather 
during the past eight honrs. Tile barometer was ucarly stationary untilll.2~ p.m., 
when it began to fall steadily. All signals promptly acknowledged from sum1mt. 
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May 9, 8 a. m.-The thermometer reacbed its minimum of 33° as early as 1 a.m., and 
becran to rise shortly thereafter, going up to 41o by 5 a.m. The barometer fell slowly 
and recrularly. A. gentle southeast wind prevailed until4.30 a. m., when it shifted to 
the no~theast, veering back to southeast at 7 a. m. A. few "cirri" could be seen only 
until after 3 a.m., when the sky clouded over with stratus, which soon enveloped the 
entire heavens. · 
4 p. 'ln.-Cloudy weather and fresh southeast win~; the latter shifting to westerly 
at 11 a. m., but backing to southeast by 1 p.m. Maximum temperature 51° at 1 p. m. 
Barometer falling slowly. 
12p. m.-Light rain commenced at 6.10 p.m., the wind at thesametimeincreasiug to 
brisk, blowing in gusts of considerable force, and varying between southeast and east. 
The barometer fell .068 incb between 4.57 p. m. and midnight. Rain ceased at 11.30 
p.m.; amount, 0.11 inch. Weather threatening, and wind blowing strong gusts. 
May 10, 8 a. m.-The barometer has continued to fall during the past eight hours, 
with continued strong gusts of wind from the east and southeast. Rain recommenced 
at 1.30 a.m., and continued throughout, perfect sheets of it coming down the moun-
tains. Rain-fall, .29 inch. 
4 p.m.-The minute observations taken between 8 and 9 a.m. disclosed extraor-
dinary fluctuations of the barometer, the mercury alternately rising and falling from 
.010 to .018 inch in the space of one minute. These fluctuations appeared to be in 
direct proportion to the force of the strong gusts of wind which followed each other in 
rapid succession. Rain ceased at 10.0;) a. m., .and the wind moderated soon thereafter, 
but t !J e weather continued cloudy and threatening until 4 p. m., when the lower 
clouds began to break up, giving view to cirri and cirro-cumuli moving slowly from 
the southwe t. The wind veered to the south at 2 p.m., and to the west between the 
hours of 3 and 4 p. m. Maximum thermometer, 58° at 1 p. m. The anemometer 
record was lost between 2.30 and 6 p. m., the insulating attachment being out of 
order. 
12 p. m.- Partly clear and cloudy weather kuri ng tlw past eight hours, with steady 
barometer. Wind shifted to the southeast at 6.30 p. m., blowing gently and steadily 
from that point throughout. 
Mcty 11, a. m.-Tho barometer has been falling slowly since midnight, with very 
little cbange of temperature until after :3 a. m., when the thermometer began tori e. 
Minimum temperature, 37° . A. gentle soutpeast wind prevailed until after 5 a.m., 
when it shifted to the west, and died oil' 0011 after. A. few "cirri" were observed in 
the southern horizon betweeu 1 and 4 a. m., \Yhieh were followeu by stratus rising 
over t!Je mountains on the southeast, and covering the entire sky by 7 a. m. 
4 p. 111.-Yariabl light airs and calms until 10 a.. m., when a fresh southeast wind 
~t in, which hiftcd to the northwest at 3.:30 p. m. Weatber became threntening 
towanl noon, and rain began to fall at 2.20 p.m. The barometer fell slowly through-
out, and tbe minute ob ervatious made between 2 and 3 p. m. showed. considerable 
fluctuations of tho mercury, e. pocially dnri11g the ten minutes preceding the begin-
ning of rain. Maximum temp raturc 59° at 2 p.m. 
12 p. m.-Raiu coutinu ·d tbroughout the night. Total rain-fall during twenty-four 
hour 0.97 inc!J. Tbe barometer fell .100 between 4.57 p. m. and midnight, while t!Je 
temperature has cbaugc<.l !Jut little in tho past cig!Jt hours. A light southeast wind 
preYailed until about t; p. m., when a calm ensued. Between 9 and 10 p.m. a light 
nortbPrly wind sprang up, which continued up to midnight. 
JJJay 12, a. m.-'l'ho baromotcx fell slowly until G a. m., when the pre. nre increa ·ed 
·lio-htly. Th '3 thermometer fell 1° from midnight to 2 a .m., reading 390 at the latter 
Lour, which is th minimum during tbe morning. 'ontinuous rain througbout. .A 
g nt1e nortll wind prevailed. until 6.15 a. m., at which time the wind died out com-
pi ·t·ly. 
4 p. m.-Rain c a eel at 10.45 a . m., and the cloud began to break ·up toward n on. 
Partly fair and ·1 udy w ·ath ·r during tbo afternoon. The barometer bas been tcady. 
with a sligllt tendency to ris ·. Maximum tempen"Lturo 500 at 3 p. m. Light and 
frc h ,·ariable northerly winos base prevailed duriuc,. th past eight hour , but the 
clon<h; moY ·d .t a<lily from til uortbwe ·t. 
1:l p. 111.-Barom ·t •r ha ri en very slowly an<l tbc w •ath r cl arcd up gr. dually. 
·uti north ·rly to wt• terly winds continued until 11 p. n1., ve riner to ca tedy at 
tba llonr. Daromet r falling at miclnigbt. 
Ia!J 1:J a. m.-Barow ·ter lws fallen ·t ·a<l ily since midnight. Iinimum t mtlcratur" 
34° at 2 a.m. No chmd w r Yis1bl until Ga. m., wbcu a. denbo bank of tratn. wn: 
ob.:c·rvccl ri. ing in tb' ·onto ru horizon, which iucr a ·eel rapidly and ·oon cvv •n•d th 
·ntirc ky. Variable ·a t ·dy wind. throughout, veering mor ·cmtb ·rlv toward t1 a.m. 
4 p. m.-The I.Jaroruc·t ·r fell quit rapidly until 3.25 p. Ill., wh ·n inHiltaneou. ly with 
a ·hang of wind from ·onth ·a:;t to northwest, it becran to 1·i. . Light rain hcgau 
10.2:> a. m. and ontinu ·d at int ·rval ·. Tlw wind, u;til3.25 p.m. wa from th • outh-
·a.-t, but the low r loud. movccl t •adily from the southwest, and later from th • w 
Maximum temp raturc 52<' at 1 p. m. 
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12 p.m.-Partly fair and cloudy weather, with fresh northwest wind. Barometer rising 
slowly. 
Nay 14, 8 a. rn.-'l'he barometer has risen slowly during the past eight hours, with 
colu and cloudy weather. Light snow between 4.50 and 7.15 a. m. Minimum t emper-
atnre 30° between 3 and 6 a.. m. A fresh northwest to south west )Vind prevailed 
throughout. 
4 p. m.-The barometer has been falling very slightly since 8 a. m. and the thermom-
eter has changecl but little. Maximum temperature, 34° at 12 m. The weatl.Jet· has 
continued cloudy, with light snow at short intervals. Sleet fell between 11.25 and 
11.50 a. m. Freslt westerl.Y wiud prevails. 
12 p.m.-Snow fell uutil 8.40 p.m. Cold and cloudy weather continued. Barometer 
still falling slowly. Freslt westerly winds throughout. Amount of we'lted snow .04 
inch. 
May 15, 8 a. m.-Tho barometer changed but little until after 4 a.. m., when it began 
to rise slowly and more rapidly after G a. m. The thermometer fell from 28° at 1 a. m. 
to a minimum of 26° a.t2 a.m., keeping at that heightuntil .after 6 a.m. when itllegau. . 
to rise slowly. Fresll and brisk northwest to north winds throughout with cloudy 
weather. A light mist commenced at u.4G a. m., turning into light snow. 
4 p.m.-Snow ended at 11.30 a. m., but the weather cout,ifmed cloudy aucl threaten -
ing, with ''gentle to fresh" northwest wind. Maximum temperature, 41° at 2 p. m. 
Barometer rising. 
12 p.m.-Tho weather gave signs of clearing up after 9 p.m., and all clouds but a few 
cirri had disappeared at 11 p. m. Light westerly winds veered to the north at 9. p. m. 
The barometer continued to rise until 8 p. m., and remained nearly stationary after 
that hour. 
May 16, 8 a. m.-The sky bec:1me overcast soon after midnight, and remained so 
throughout. The thermometer reached a minimnm of 32° ttt midnight. and rose 2° by 
2 a. m., remaining at 34° until G a.m. Ligl.Jt northerly winds throughout. The ba-
rometer bas been very steady during the past eight hours. 
4 p.m.-The barometer bas continued very steady. Light rain commenced at 11.10 
a. m., and continued unt.il 12.40 p.m., the weather remaining cloudy. Gentle north-
west to wf\sterly winds throughout. Mttximum temperature, 48° at 2 p. m. 
12 p.m.-Con tinned cloudy weather and light north and north west ,·viud. The barom-
eter bas risen slightly. · 
May 17, 8 a.m.-Light rain between 2.50 and 4.10 a.m. Weather !3till cloudy, ba-
rometer steady. A light north wind. prevailed until 2.15 a. m., followed by a calm 
which lasted u11til 4.10 a.m., when a gentle westerly wind sprung up. Maximum 
temperature 35°.5 at 6 a. m. 
4 p. rn.-Tl.Je barometer bas risen slowl y during the past eight honrs. Clondy weather 
continues, wit.b light squalls of rain am1 sleet. The wind veered to the northeast at ~ 
p. m. The maximum temperature, 45° at 1 p. m. 
12 p.m.-Sleet and rain until 9.40 p.m., with light winds, the latter backing to north-
erly at 9 p. ru., and to northeast at 11 p. m. Barometer rising nntil 9 p.m., when it 
fell slowly until 10 p. m. and remained stationary up to midnight. Total amoqnt of 
melted snow and ram, 0.13 inch. 
May 18, 8 a. m.-The barometer fell steadily nntil 4 a. m., and began to rise slowly 
after f) a. :r;n . The thermometer stood at 350 until ufter 4 a. m., when it feU slightly Hp 
to 7 a. m., reaching a minimum of 330,5, Light rain commenced at 1.45 a. ru ., tumiug 
into heavy snow at 4.40 a. m., whicl.J C(·asel1 at 5.30 a.m., but recommenced at 0.15 a.. m. 
Variable light winds and ca1ws throughout. · 
4JJ . 'ln.-Frequent short squalls of sleet l1etween 11 a.m. and 2 p. m., with light to 
fresll northwesterly winds thro~1ghont. Barometer rising slowly. Weather gives 
prolllise of clearing up. Maximum temperature, 450 at 3 p. m. 
12 p. rn.-The barometer bas risen steadily cluriiJg t be past eight hours, and the weather 
clearecl up finely. Presh northwest winds until tl p. m., wbeu it veeretl to the north. 
Tl.Je t.berwometer fell to 30° at 11 p. m., which is the minimum of tlw <.lay; a few 
clondl:l appearing at midnight. Amount; of melted snow and sleet., .36 inch. 
May lV, 8 a. rn.-Tbe barometer fell uninterrnptedly between miduight and 5 a.m., 
and is now rising slo,Yly. The temperature bas been steadily iucren.sing sinco mid-
night, reading 31° at that hour, 33c at 3 a. m., :{70 at 6 u. m., anc1 41° at 8 a. m. The 
sky became overcast soon after midnight with stratus clouds, which now appt~ar to be 
breaking np. A light northerly wind prevailed, veering to the northwest at 7 a. m. 
4p. rn.-Tho barumeter bas been rising t~teadily since 8 a.m.; maximum temperature, 
49° , at 3 p . m. The weather has partly cleared up, tlw cloucls having a greater eleva-
tion and being broken up into large cumu lo-stratus and cumulus clouds. A fresh nortb-
WPSt wiud prevailed, veering to the north between :3 and 4 p. ru. 
12]>. m.-The weather clearet1 up entirely by tl p. m., and remained clear throughout 
the night. The wind veered to the northeast soon after 4 p . nL, blowing gently .and 
steadily from that quarter during tho past eight hours. The barometer ltus nsen 
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steadily. The temperature declined until 10 p. m., an¢[ remained stationary between 
that hour and midnight. . . . . 
May 20, 8 a. rn.-Tho barometer remained· nearly statwnary until after 3 a. m., sn~~e 
which time it bas been rising steadily . The thermometer stood at _:no between IDJ d 
night and 3 a . m., fell to a minimum of 300 at 4 a. ru., and began to rise between 5 an 
6 a.m. Tbe '''eather bas continued clear with light winds, the latter havmg veered to 
the east at 1 a. ut., backed to the north at 4 a .. m., and to the northwest at 8 a. m. . 
4p. m.-Tbe barometer continued to rise unti110 a.m., remained stationary until 
about 2 p.m., and bas ~:<ince been falling ~>lowly. Maximum temperature, 58°. TJ;te sky 
was perfectly clear until after 12 m., when a few cumuli made their appearance In the 
soutbwesteru horizon. Variable light airs until noon, when a steady gentle breeze set 
in from the northeast, which continued until after 3 p. m., shifting to a fresh westerly 
wind at that time. 
12 p . rn.-The barometer rose steadily between 4 and 10 p. m., and remained about 
stat10nary clnring the last two hours. The thermometer fell very regularly from G7° at 
4 p. 111. to 350 at mi<lnigllt. The weather cleared up again completely by 9 p. m . and 
remained so throughout the night. A steady gentle sou~beast wind pr:evailed between 
6 p. m. and midnigut. • 
May 21 ,8 a.m.--Clear weather and gentle to fresh easterly winds t,hroughout. Ba-
rometer very steady nntil after 6 a. m., when it commenced to rise. The thermometer 
changed but little between midnight and 6 a.m. A minimum of 34° was reached at 
3 a.m. 
4p. rn.-The barometer bas bAen falling steadily since 8 a.m., and the sky bas grad-
ually clouded over with" cirri" moving from the southwest and spreading into stratus 
toward evening. The thermometer rose rapidly during the forenoon, reaching a max-
imum of 59° at ::t p . 111. A faintly colored halo was observed between 11 a.m. and noon. 
Fresh JJut very variable winds throughout. 
12 p.m.-Sky assumed a threaten in~ appearance after night-fall, and rain commenced 
to fall at 1150 p.m. Barometer falhng. Variable westerly winds until 9 p.m., when 
a gentle northeast wind set in. 
May 22, 8 a. rn.-Rain ended at 4.:30 a.m., but the weather continues threatening. 
Light northel'ly winds during tho night, backing to westerly at 5 a.m. 'fbe thermom-
eter tood lowest at 1 a. m., readiiJg 40° ; rose to 440 at 5 a. m., and fell off again to 41° 
at 6 a. m. Barometer falling slowl y. 
4 p. m.-Continued cloudy weo.tther, variable light aH.rs and calms. Barometer falling 
slowly. Maximum temperature, 530 from 1 to 2 p. m. · 
12 p. rn.-A very steady and light southeast wind Pet in after 4 p.m., which continued 
througbout tbe uight. vVoat.her cloudy and barometer falliug. Tbe thermometer fell 
to 46° at, 6 p.m., and remained near that height tllroughout the night. 
Ma!J 2:!, t:l a. m.-Contin ned cloudy weather, falliug barometer, a11d gentle soutbea t 
wind. 'I'em pera.turc fluctuating between 45° and 46° until after 6 a. m., when it began 
to rise t>teaclily. 
4 p. m.-vVea.tller still cloudy and barometer falling. The thermometer rose rapidly, 
reaching a maximnm of 64° at 2 p.m. Wiud very variable, but chiefly southerly, with 
a" light to fre ·h" v •locit.y. 
12 p.?n.-Soiltllerly ·winds continued until after 7 p.m., when a steady north wind set 
in, which held on throogll the night. Wen.ther partly fair and cloudy, tbo clond mo-
ving witb great velocit.y from a southerly point. Tbe thermometer fell to 54° at p.m., 
remaining near that point during the rest of the night. Barometer li:Llling. 
May 24, a. m.-Part,ly fa,ir and cloudy w ather duriug t.be past eight hour , with 
light to fresh winds, tho latter shifLing to southeast at 4 a. m. Barometer falling 
teaclily. Tho tllermomcter ilnctnated between 49° and 500 until 6 a. m., when it 
rea ·bed a minimu1o of 4 ° , and b gan tori e oon after. 
4 p. m.-vVincl shifted to t,hc westward after H a. n1., and increased to very fr b. 
Fair wcatb r nntil noon, when the sky loucl dover, and he<wy rain fell betwe 11 1::~0 
p. m. and 1.50 p.m. ; after :3 p. m. tbe weatb. r cleared up pttrtly. The atmospllei·e ap-
t>ear to be charged with an unu nal amount of electricity, a the telegmpb-wire i 
muc·h afr·ectecl hy it. Barometer falliug throughout. Th~ tbermorneter ro ·o rapidl .~ 
during 1 h' forenoou, rea bing a maxintnm of ()90 }tt 12 a. m. Aft r rain cea eel it fdl 
oti to s:p at:~ p.m., ancl ha now ri. en to 6:{o. Hain-fall, 0.11 incll. 
12 p.m.- 'lon<ly ancl threatening wea.Lh r, witu fr ·. ·b north we t wind. The tbermorn-
·tcr 11~11 to :>t" at 11.~~ p. Ill. Tho baromct ·r ba ri fle n inco 4 p.m. 
May ~i>, a. m.-Light rain c:ornm •need at 12.45 a. m., and ·outinueclnntil iAO a. m. 
I ain-fall, .17. The th ·rnwnwtPr rca ·bc·d a minimum of 4GO at (j a.m. Baromet ·r ri, in ..... 
Fn· IJ JJOrlllw· t·rly wiud ·throughout. The weatuerappearstocloar np after tb raiu 
··a cd. 
4 p.m.-Fair weatlH'r, ri. iJw bai'Om tor, and gentlonorthw t wind. Maximum t •m-
peraturc· Gi'-' frout 2 to :3 p. m. 
12 p.m.-Th · hammet ·r ba$ris ·n .· t •adi ly c1nring th • past Pi~hl hours, and tbt>rmom-
C't ·r f·ll rapidly uutil 11 p. rn., r ·a.<ling 4;3o at tha.t time, wllich J the min unum of th 
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day. Fair wcatller and gentle nortll west wind until 6 p. m. Clear sky and light 
north wind thereafter. 
May 26, 8 a.m.-Clear sk.y until n:fter 6 a. m., wllen .a few ~irri a~cl e:irro-cumuli ap-
peared in the westem honzon, whJCh are gradually mcreaslllg. fhe barometer bas 
continued to rise, and tbe thermometer stood at 4:3c between midnigllt and 5 a. ru., and 
berran to rise rapidly after 6 a. m. Gentle to fresh north wind thron~bout. 4'p. rn.-Tbe uaroweter llas l>een falling slowly since 8 a. ru., ·w .ith increasing clou<li-
ne~s and hnzy sky. The tllermometer reached a lllUX\mum of 7"2° at 1'2 m., andre-
mained high (71c to 70° ) until 4 p.m. Gentle west and nortlnvest winds through-
out. 
12 p. m.-vVind backed to the southeast at 7 p.m. vVeather cloudy, and barometer 
falling. 
Mcty 27, 8 a.m.-Gentle southeast wind during the early morning, veering to the east 
at 6.:30 a . m. Barometer falling. The thermometer fluctuated between 50° and 51° 
between mi(lni~ht and 6 a.m., rising to 56° at 7 a .m. vVeather cloudy. 
4 p . m.-Partly fair and clondy weather during tile past eigllt l.wurs, with light south-
erly winds. Tbcrmometer, 74° at 1 p. m. Barometer falling l:ltead ily. 
12 p.m.-A steady southeast wind.set in at t! p.m. Weather fair and barometer fall-
inrr. 
May 2R, 8 a. 1n.-Gentle southeast '\Vind continued during the night and veered to the 
westward at .7.30 a. m. Sky partly overcast with cirrus and stratus clouds moving 
from the west. Miuimnm temperature, 51°.5 at 5 a.m. Barometer falling. 
4 p. m.-Cloudy \\' ea~her and fresh westerly winds. Light raiu-sho'\\·er hetween 10.15 
an<111.00 a.m. Barometer cont.inues to fall. Maximum temperature, 70°. 
12 p.-m.-The 1Jaron1eter commenced to rise after 4 p.m., and a fresh nortllwest wind 
prevailml dming the past eight homs. The weather cleared np lJetween 9 and 11 p. 
m., but 1Jcca111e overcast again toward midnight. Thermometer fell to 57° . 
.Jiay 29, 8 a. m.-LiglJt and variable westerly winds since midnight; sky covered 
with low stratus clouds. Barometer rising steadily. Minimum temperature, 51° at 5 
a.m. 
4 p. rn. - The weather cleared up during the forenoon, and cont.inues "fair." The 
l.>a.rometer cha11ged unt little after 9 a. m. Maximum tempera.ture, 680 at 2 p. m. 
Fresh "wet:>tel'ly" winds tllroughout. Sergeants Lloyd and Sa-ckett relieved from duty 
as assist~:tntt:> by Privates Seely and Smith. 
12 p.m.-Tile barometer began to fall after 5 p.m., and fell steadily up to midnight. 
Temperature declined to 5P at 9 p. m., remained at that point nntilll p. m., and rose 
to 54° a~ midnight. Fresh northerly to westerly winds until 8 p.m., and light easterly 
wiud thereaft.er. Sky overcast after 9 p.m. 
May :30, 8 a .m.-Barometer remained about stationary between midnight and •5 a.m., 
and has risen steadi.ly since the latter hour. The thermometer fell throughout the 
11ight, reacbiug a minimum of 37° at 6 a. m. vVind very variaule. A dense fog set in 
at 4 a. m., wh·ich was succeeded by sleet at 7.30 a.m. 
4 p. m.- leet eoued at 8.20 a. m., and the weather began to clear up. Fresh but 
variable northerly winds t lnonghout. Maximum temperature, 50° . Barometer r·ising 
steadily. 
12 p. m.-Part.ly fair and cloudy weatller during past eight hours, with nearly clear sky 
at midnight. Tbe barometer has continued to rise steadily . The thermometer fell to 
32c.5 at midnight, which is the minimum of the day. Wind from all points of the 
con1pa s, wiLh a," gentlo to fresh" velocity. 
May 31, 8 a. m.-Cold and cloudy during the early morning, the thermometer falling 
to 29° at 4 a . m. Light and varial>le winds throughout. Weather clearing up after 5 
a.m. Barom •ter still rising steadily. 
12 p. rn.-Clea.r and pleasant weather throughout tho day, with fresh westerly winds 
clming the afternoon, and easterly winds at night. Barometer lligh and steady. 
Maximum tcmpcratnre, 56° at:~ p. m. The instruments havA remained in excellent 
condirion throughout tho month of May, ancl all observations were made at the proper 
hours. 
Jou1'nal jo1· the rnonth of June. 
Jane 1, 1 73.-Commenced with clear sky and gentle easte!·ly winds. Barometer 
bigh and steady. Thermometer fluctuating between :3!J0 aud 40° until after 5 a. m. 
Dming tho forenoon tlJe sky became gradually overcast with cirri moving from the 
northwest, n.nd tlle barometer began to fall. Wind changed to 'the northwest at 8 a. 
m., increasing to fresh and l>l'isk. At 1 p.m. the sky was completely overcast with 
· cirro-stratus clouds and the weather assmuetl a threatening appearance, bnt cleared np 
partly toward evening, and the wind .dimini. bed. in force. Maxi)uum tcrnpeTatnre, 
GG:. Barometer ri sing slightly toward midnight. Auroral display from 10.:30 to 11.30 
p. m., consisting of several streamer of a nniform bluish color, apparently radiating 
fron1 a common t:entcr below the nortbern llorizon a1Hl extending half 'ray to the 
zenith . T.l.w tele;~ntph instrument was constantly at work during- the di play. 
June 2.-Day opened with f:tir weathc.r and light northerly wiud. Barometer rising 
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Temperature falling from 540 at midnight to 370 at 5 a. m. Wind changed to th.e west 
ancl northwest between 9 and 10 a. m., increasing to fresh and brisk. Partly fair and 
clear weather dnring the afternoon; lower atmosphere, smoky. Barometer about ~ta­
tionary. Maximum temperature, 58° at 3 p.m. Variable light airs and calms durmg 
the night, weather fair, sky partly covered with fine cirri moving very slowly from the 
north, and giving rise to a faint halo at 9 p. m. Temperature falling to 40° at 10 p. m. 
and remaining about eonstant after that hour. 
J~me 3.-Very baz.v sky tbroughout the day. Upper clouds a eontinnous sheet of fine 
cirro-stratus, sub idino- into stratus toward midnight. A well-defined, brightly-colored 
halo was visible at 1 p. m., forming one complete circle around the sun . At 3 p.m. the 
western half of the. balo was still visible, and did not entirely disappear until after 
5 p. m. Barometer Ti ing until 7 a. m., and falling steadily thereafter. Temper-· 
ature very low in the morning; minimum, 370, rising to 59° during the afternoon, and 
remaining steady at 44° during the night. Gentle northeast wind between midnight 
and 8 a. m., followed by fresh westerly winds until 6 p. m., when a calm ensued. A 
ligbt south wind set in at 9 p.m. 
June 4.-Commenced with threatening weather, and light soutLerly wind. Barome-
ter falling steadily. 'rhermometer steady. Light rain commenced at 2.30 a. m., and 
continued until 10.30 a. m. The wind changed to the northeast at 8 a. m. and the 
clouds descended lower do~Yn the mountains. Weather cleared up somewhat after rain 
cea eel and the temperature rose rapidly, reaching a maximum of 66-:l. Barometer 
falling quite mpidly during the aftemoon. Wind light and variable with frequent 
cairns. Rain recommenced at 6 p. m., and continued throughout the night. 'l'be line 
works so badly that the signals could not be regularly acknowledged by stations 1 
and 2. , 
June 5.-Rain ended at 5.20 a.m., but the weather continued cloudy and threatening 
until evening, the clouds being very low during the forenoon, enveloping all the moun-
tains. Wind light and variable, from all points of the compass. Thunder-storm with 
heavy rain between :uo p.m. and 3.45 p. ill. Barometer rising slowly. Temperature 
comparatively high during the afternoon, (64°-66°,) but falling to 47° at midnight. 
Jmw 6.-Day opened cold and cloudy. Thermometer 44° to 46° . ·wind "easterly," 
light. Bm·om •ter rising slowly during the forenoon. Light rain-showers in the after-
noon, with some lightnillg. Variable westerly to northerly winds, with frequent 
calms after 9 a. ill. Barometer nearly stationary during the afternoon and rising 
toward night. Maximum temperature, 65° . Quite a heavy rain-showel' advanced 
rapidly from tho we tward, reaching the ba e at 1.15 p.m., aud ascending Mount 
"\Vasbington. The ob ervers on stations 1 and 2 report" heavy bail" at t bat time. 
June 7.-Commeuccd "cold and cloudy," with ligl1t easterly winds and calms. Wind 
cbanged we terly at 7 a.m., and continued from that direction with gentb to fresh 
velocity until 8 p.m., when it backed to the cast. Barometer rising throughont. 
Tho thermometer stood lowest at :3 a.m., (440, ) reached a maximnm of 5G0 at 11 a.m., 
and fell to 4 ° at 8 p.m., remaining steady during re t of night. Clomly weather 
during the forenoon. Numerous rain-showers during the afternoon and night; rain 
ceased at 11 p. m. 
June .-Weather continued cloudy dnriog the night, with fre. h ea terly wind . 
Thermometer steady at 4R0. Barometer rising. Tow::1f(l morning the clouds began to 
break up, and the wind shifted to the westward, being very varittble, but the loud 
continued to move from the cast and northeast. Barometer ri ·ing until noon, andre-
maining about stationary thereafter. Thermometer steady at G2° during the afternoon: 
at 8 p.m. the last remnant of cloud bad disappeared, and the sky was perfectly clear 
during the r st of tho night. A gentle east win<l prevailed duriug the night. 
Jttne 9.-Day opened clear and cool, with gentle easterly wind. Light fog at day-
break. Baromet ·r st ady. Wea h r contiuued clear until lloon, wb n tho sky became 
partly ovcrca ·t with ·nnmlus clouclR, whieh eli appeared again n-t G p.m., 1eavin()' a ·lear 
sky. Temperature high during the afternoon. Variable northerly winds during tile day 
and ni••ht. Barometc·r fn-lling steadily after 6 a.m. 
Jun e 10.-Fair weatll ·r . with light and fr sb northerly to we terly wind , throngh-
o~t t.hc da.y; sky "llazy." Barometer falling steadily. Thern10m t r t ady from 
Jlll(llllgbt to 6 a. nt., and rising rapidly thereafter, exllilliting a maximum of 74° .5 at 2 
p.m.; at Up. m. tile "·incl changed to the soutll, and tho tompcratnr , whi ·h bad de-
clined rapidly hctwe ·n 7 and S p.m. rose ~o and remained st auy at G2° during tile 
rc t of the night. Th • ~;ky clouded dver with stratus clouds toward midnigbt. 
June 11.- Da,Y opcnccl with thrcatenin()' wcatb r, and li.,.l.Jt southerly to a t rlr 
wind·. Barom ·ter i~tlling. Temperature hi"'h and steady. Rain ·omm uc cl at· .:-lO 
~~. m., and <:?utiunctlnntil 7.40 a.m. Tllo wiu0u ·hanged to tho uorthw ·. t .·bortlr h -
1 r tho ram cc·a d aud the l>arom ·tcr betra l ri e after a. m. 'lonely w ath ·r. 
witll frc. h uorthw ·. t. wind and ri ing barom~tcr, during tho remain<l7r of tl? day .. 
June l:l.-Partly fa1r and ·loudy wcatber during the day, with Yanaulo ho-bt wmtl· 
and calm . T ·mp ·raturc low. Barom ~ter ri ·ing thronglwut. At 0 p.m. no clou I 
wer to he s 'll1 and th • w atb ·r coutinn c1 cl ar up to midnirtbt. 
June 13.-Day pen d fair and cold. Thermometer statiomtry at 30°. Baroru t r 
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high and steady. The li~ht north wind which prevailed at midnight died off at 12.15 
a.m. and a" dead calm' continued until 4.15 a.m., when a light easterly wind set in, 
whicb cllanged to the westward ~oward. noon, t~e barometer fa;lling slightly during 
the forenoou, and temperature mcreasmg rap1dly. Partly fmr and clear weather 
during t.he afternoon and night, with fresh westerly wind, the latter backing to south-
erly at 7 p. m. . 
June 14.-Partly fair and clear weather and slowly fallmg barometer throughout. 
Variable light aud fresh winds, chiefly westerly until 7 p.m., when a calm ens,ued, 
which was followed by light airs from the northward at 11 p. m. Sky partly covered 
with cirri moving from the northwest. The thermometer fell from 48° at 1 a. m. to 
430 at 4 a. m., reached a maximum of 64° at 1 p. m., and declined rapidly after sun-
down, reading 430 at midnight. The 5 a. rn. observation was lost by Assistant Ob-
server J. H. Smith, who fell asleep before the time of taking the observation. 
June 15.-Part.ly fair and cloudy weather, with gentle northerly to westerly winds. 
Barometer falling. 
June 16.-Day opened ''cloudy," with light airs from the north, and calms. Barom-
eter steady. The barometer rose 3° from midnight to 1 a.m., and remained stationary 
at 57° nntil5 a.m. Weather cleared up partly after 6 a.m., and a heavy "haze" pre-
vailed during the fore and afternoon. Temperature very high, ranging from 72° to 
750, a fresh uorthwest wind prevailing at the time. The barometer remained steady 
until after 2 p. m., when it began to fall. At 9 p. m. silent lightning 1Vas observed in 
the northwest horiz~m~ followed by quite a severe thunder-storm. Rain commenced 
at 10.25 p. m., and continued up to midnight. 
June 17.-l<.ain ceased at 1.15 a.m., but the weather continued tllreatening during 
the morning, with fresh northwest wiud. Barometer fell considerably between rilid-
ni~ht and 2 a.m., and began to rise ttt a a. m. Thermometer steady, changing only 20 
during the night. At 9 a. rn. the weather began to clear up, and bJ7 3 p.m. the sky 
was perfectly clear. Risiug barometer and fresh westerly to nvrtherly winds through-
out. The tempemture increased very slightly during the afternoou, and fell off rapidly 
after sunset, rcaqing 43° at midnight. 
June 18.-Day commenced clear and cold, with a gentle breeze from the north. Ba-
rometer rising t.Jlowly. During the forenoon the sky became gradually overcast with 
"chTi," moving from tlle uorthwest, ancl tlle barometer began to fall. Fresh westerly 
winds during the clay, veering more southerly at 7 p. m. Barometer still falling at 
night, and the weather becoming threatening. 
Jnne 19.-Light rain uetween 2.15 a.m. and 4.15 a. m., the barometer falling until 3 
a. m. and rising slowly thereafter. Cloudy and very hazy weather during the fore.:. 
noon, with rapi(lly-rising temperature and fresh northwest wind. Rain recommenced 
at 2.~5 p. m. and continued until 3.30 p. m. ; the barometer rose rapidly between 2 and 
3 p. 111., but fell steadily after 3 p.m. 
The·weather cleared up after rain ceased, and the wind changed to the nort;heast, 
being very variable after G p. m. The thermometer, which at noon read 74°, fell to 
64° at 3 p. m., rose to 70° at 6 p. m., and fluctuated between 66° and 700 during the 
remainder of tile night .. 
June 20.-The barometer fluctua ted greatly between midnight and 4 a.m., remained 
nearly stationary between 5 a. m. and 3 p. m., and rose steadily during tho remainder 
of the day. Heavy rain between 2.50 and 3.30 a. m., the temperature being exception-
ally higll until after tho commencement of rain. Fresh westerly winds prevailed at 
midnight, easterly at 4 a. m., aud dying off. at 7 a.m., being follo\ved by a fresh north-
west wind, wbich increased to a brisk velocity toward noon, and moderated toward 
nlgbt. Generally fair weather after 5 a. m. Sky partly covered wi th cumulus and 
stratus clonus, moving with great velocity from the northwest. The temperatnre de-
clined rapidly after 7 p. m., reading 48° at midnight. Aurora appeared at 11.05 p.m. 
in the form of ~t uand of light, extending in a uorthwest and southeast direction, from 
a point about 10° auove the uorthwest horizon to some 5° past the zeuitb, the thickest 
part ncar the horizon. Brilliant ou first a1Jpearancc, but rapidly fad.ed away from the 
zenith dowuward, aud disappeared at 11.16 p.m. In general appearance it resembled 
the tail of a comet. 
June 21.-Day opened cold and fair; calm until 4 a. m., when a light northwest 
wind set in, v1bich continued throug_hout, increasing to very fresb during the forenoon, 
and diminishing iu force at night. .tlaromctel'iluctuating untiluoon, aud rising stead-
ily thereafter. Th1} sky became overcast at 10 a. m., and a heavy shower of hail, fol-
lowed uy rain, fell uctwceu 12.20 p.m. and 2.30 p. m. Cold and cloudy weather during the 
afternoon and evening, the clouds begau to break up after 9 p. m., and the weather 
promised fair up to miduight. The temperature :fiuctuated consi<lerabl~7 during the 
twenty-four hours, being 450 at 1 a. m~ 43° at 6 a. m., 57° at 12m., 470 at 1 p.m., 51° 
at 4 p. m., and 39° at midnight. The cable worked so poorly after 8 a. m. that the sig-
nal could noL be properly acknowledged. 
Jnne 22. -Dn,y opeuud with fair weather ::wd light north wind. Temperature 3G0 to 
3 ° . ky clouding up after 7 a.m., u.n<l weather coutinues cold aml cloudy throughout 
the <lay, with light and. vadablo winds. Toward night a steady northeast wind. set in, 
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and the weather cleared up completely by 9 p.m. Barometer rising steadily through-
out. 
June 23. -Clear weather, with gentle north to northeast wind from mid~ight to 8 a. 
m.; thermometer steady at 400 during the early morning. At 9 a . m. the wmd chan~ed 
to west, and the sky commenced clouding up with cumulus and stratus clouds, moving 
from the southeast. Cloudy weather with gentle westerly wind during the afternoon. 
Thermometer, 600 to 68'\ At 6 p. m. the wind hauled southerly, and the cloud~ began 
to break up. No clouds visible after 9 p.m. The barometer rose steadily until noon 
and remaine<l about stationary thereafter. . . 
June 24.-Day opened clear and pleasant with gentle southeasterly wmd. Dunng 
the forenoon the weather became cloudy, and wind changed to north and west ; clear-
ing up toward evening, wind backing to southeast. Clear sky :;J.fter 9 p.m. Barome-
ter rising throughout. Temperature high. 
· June 25.-Partly fair and clear weather, with very high barometer and high temper-
ature. Wiud variable from all points of the compass, hut clouds moving steadily from 
eastwaTd. Barometer steady. 
June 26.-Continued fair and warm weather. Sky partly covered with cil'I'i and 
haze. Barometer falling steadily after 10 a. m. Light southeast wine) during the early 
morning, light to fresh westerly winds during the day, and gentle northerly winds at 
night. Maximum temperature, 78° . At 10.56 p.m. a brilliant a.urom made its appear-
ance in the form of five distinct parallel bands of light, extending from the northwest 
horizon to some 10° past the zenith. These hands shot up in ·Waves, alternately ap-
proaching and receding, and gradually lengthening until tl.ley reached tbe southeast 
horizon. At 11.08 it began to fade away nntil almost invisible, hut at 11.12 suddenly 
increased in brilliancy, covering the sky from northwest to east 15° north with waves 
of light extending past the zenith. This continued until11.25; from that time the 
aurora slowly faded away, until it disappeared at 11.55 p.m. 
Nom.-During the presence of the aurora, particularly during the time of its great-
est brilliancy, the telegraph-wire was strongly charged with electricity, the instrument 
working the same as during the thunder-storm. 
June :n.-Day opened clear and pleasant, with gentle northeast wind. At 5 a. m. 
the sky became partly covered 'vith cirri, and the lower atmosphere grew hazy; wind 
shifted to we t at 10 a.. m., the temperature increasing rapidly, and weather clearing 
up again until evening. Partly fair and cloudy weather during night. The barometer 
fell uninterruptedly tlironghout. . 
June 28.-Day opened warm and cloudy, with light easterly winds. Barometer fall-
ing. Light rain commenced at 6 a. m. and continued until 10.40 a. m., when the 
barometer began to rise ancl the wind shifted to the westward. Cloudy weather 
during the afternoon, with high temperature and slowly-rising barometer. Clearing 
up towar<l evening-clear sky after 10 p.m. About 10.30 a. m. a frightful accident 
occurred to Private William Seely, one of the assistants attached to this station. He 
was sliding duwn the track from the Waumback House (station No.3) on a board, 
when .he was run into by ergt. D. H. Sackett, who, being unable to control his boa~d, 
in consequence of the track being very slippery from the effects of a prevailing ram, 
struck SeelY: board with tremendous force. Seely was thrown forward on his head, 
and, st1·iking on the cross-ties, was fearfully mangled. Sergeant Sackett in tautly 
summoned assistance, and through the kindness of Mr. Walter Aiken a train wa as 
quickly as possible run to the place where the accident occurred, and Private eely 
was conveyed to the rail way-depot. It was not until10 p. m. that a surgeon could be 
obtained, the wire to Litt leton being clown. On being apprised of this fact Serge~ut 
Sackett roue to Littleton and procured the services of Dr. Bu~by. Ou examinatiOn 
Seely's injuries were found to consist of a fractured skull, hi nght leg broken above 
th knee, his left ear torn off, and in addition the muscles of his che ·t and his verte· 
bral column severely wrenched. As he was apparently suffering great pain, and re-
quired con taut watching, by the advice of Dr. Bugby I con entcd to his removal to 
Littleton , where h could have proper nursing and medical attendance. Private. e ly 
wa uncon cion up to the time of hi removal, which took place on tb mormn« of 
th~ 29th. Thanks are due to Mr. W. Aik n and employes of the Mount Wa hin«tou 
Ratlroad, also to Mr. Edward Cox and ladie , for kind and ffici nt help rendered the 
suffering man. 
J~ne 29.-:- artly fair and cloudy weatb r, with very high t emperatur and )~ffbt 
vanabl wmd . Barom •ter fluctuating and rising lowly. Tho minute ob ervat10o. 
betwe u 9 and 10 p.m. had to b di p n ed with, a the offic wa b iog fitt d up S 
Mr. Gate , f the \ ·tern moo Tel graph Company, and the baromct r had to lJ 
tak n down. 
June :30.-:'-Varm a~d cloudy weatl1 r throughout. Barom •t r ri in lowly. 
ou_th ri.r wmd dun_n~ tb 9ay, incr a ing to fr ·h at nigh~. Tl~ in trum nt r -
mam d JU goo 1 condttwn dunng the month, with the xc ·pbon of tbr ·up · f tb 
Daniell batt ry, which became leaky. 
R BERT EYB TH, 
Observer-Sergeant, Signal- ervice, Unilul tala ..:lrmy. 
MeteoJ·ological t·eco?·d jo1· May 1, 1873. 
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Summit~ 8 7 5 23. 880 54 23. 830 Summit. } 8 22 5 23. 880 55 23. 828 Summit. ( 8 37 5 23.871 56 23. 817 Summit. ( 8 52 ~ 23. 870 57 23.81 Base ... 5 ( 27. 383 48 27. 325 Ease . . . ( 27. ae9 50 27. 327 Base ... 5 ( 27. 388 51 27. 323 Base ... 5 ( 27. 3!J4 51. 5 27. 32 
Summit} 8 8 S ~~- 881 54 2~. 8~! Snmmit. 1. 8 23 5 23. seo 55 ~~- 828 Summit. ( 8 38 5 23. ~70 56 2~. ~1~ Summit. } 8 53 ~ 23. 868 57 23.81 Base .. } ~1. 383 48 21. 3:..;J Base .. 5 ( 27. 3SO 50 ~1. 328 Base ... 5 ( 27.390 51 2 •.. '!2;) Base . .. ( 27.395 51.5 27.32 
S,ummit ( 8 9 5 23. ~81 54 23. ~31 Su~mit. } 8 24 5 23.878 55 23.826 Summit. ( 8 39 5 $!3. ~75 56 ~3. 82~ Snmmit } 8 54 ~ 23. 870 57 23.81 
.Base ... 5 } 27. 384 48 27. 326 Ba~e . . . ( 27. 389 50 27. 327 Base ... 5 { 27 . . i90 51 >:.7. 32;) Base . . . { 27. 397 ;il. 5 27. 33 
Summit~ 8 10 ~ 23. 88 1 54 23. 831 Summit. } 8 2- 5 23. 878 55 23. 826 Summit. ~ 8 40 ~ 23. 873 56 23. 819 Rummit. ( 8 55 ~ 23. 876 57 23. 82 Base ... 5 { 27. 384 48 27. 326 Base . . . ;) { 27. 388 50 27. 326 Base ... 5 ( 27. 389 G1 27. 324 Base ... 5 ( 27. 394 51. 5 27. 32 
Summit~ 8 11 ~ - 23. 882 54 23. 832 Summit. ~ 8 26 { 23. 875 55 23. 823 Summit. } 8 41 5 23. 873 56 23. 819 Summit. } 8 56 ~ 23.870 57 23.81 :Base ... 5 { 27. 387 48 27. 329 Base . . . 5 27. 388 50 27. 326 Base . . . ( 27. 328 51 27. 323 Base . . . { 27. 393 51. 5 27. :{2 
Summit} 8 12 { 23. 882 55 23. 830 Summit. } 8 27 ~ 23. 870 55 23. 818 Summit. } 8 42 ~ 23. ~70 56 23. 816 · Summit. } 8 57 ~ 23. 870 57 , 23. 81 Base . . 27. 387 48 27. 329 Base . . . ( 27. 389 50 27. 327 Base . . . { 27. 391 51. 5 27. 325 Base . . . ( 27. 392 51. 5 27.32 
Summit { 8 13 ~ 23.883 55 23.831 Summit I. 8 28 ~ 23. 875 55 23.823 Summit. ( 8 43 ~ 23. 870 56 23.816 Summit.} 8 , 8 ~ 23.870 57 23.81 Base . .. 5 ( 27. 387 48 27. 329 Base .... 5 } 27. 389 50 27. 327 1 Base ... 5 { 27. 3SO 51. 5 27. 324 Base . . . I v ( 27. :1H2 51. 5 27. 32 










~OTI':.-Elevation of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readingl; corrected for tem-























MeteorologioolTecm·dfor May 2, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ ~ ~ cl$ ~ ;... ~ cis ~ ;... ,:, dl ~ ~ ,:, cis C!) P. ~ :ll P. C!) <D C!) p C!) ~ C!) P. ~~ ~~ $. rn ..!:l• "' ~~ .gs:l $. ...: ,.. p· P· ...: ;... p• E oj,.. 15~ p. P· ...: ._,ftj ol'l ~ .,;lQ o§ o§ ~ 'dC!) c= ~.~ <O!l 01'1 og !l ._,2 ~:3 ~-g C!)C) c:.>.W ~~ ~:3 C!)C!) 0~ ~:3 <DC!) ~~ ~:3 Q)Q) Q)~ C!) .wC!) +' al Q) ~~ Q) ..,<D o .... s -a~ ~g 8 "§~ ~~ 0-oj 8 -as 8 -a~ as§ 8~ C!)~ C!)~ s~ C!)«l C!)~ C!)~ 8~ 0 Ee ~,.. ~~ 0 ~8 oP. 8 " 0 «JO ~~ oP. a .. 0 ~~ ~::,.. 





I ~~:::,mit l ----- ---a. nt. a.m. a.m. a.m. Summit J 8 0 f ~3. 813 5tl ~:n. 755 Summit. S 8 15 f 23.820 65 23.747 Summit. } R 30 f 23.832 67 23.754 8 45 f 23.835 68 23.755 Base ... '27. 2JO 58 27.148 Base ... 27.241 59 27.158 Base ... 27. 2-11 59 27. 15d 27.250 60 27.164 
Summit J { ~J. 813 58 23.755 Summit . J 8 16 { 23.1:20 65 ~3. 747 l-5ummit. J 8 31 f 23.8::12 67 23.754 Summit. J 8 46 { 23.835 68 23.755 Base . .. 8 1 n232 5l3 27.150 Base . .. 27.241 59 27.158 l~ase . .. 27. 245 59.5 27. 161 Base ... 27.248 60 27. 162 
Summit J 8 C) { ~3. 810 58 23.752 Summit. J 8 17 { 23.821 65.5 23.747 Summit. J 8 32 f 23.832 67 23.754 Summit. J 8 47 { 23.835 68 23.755 Base ... - "7 <>3·) 58.5 27. 149 Baso . .. 27.240 59 27.157 Base ... 27. 244 59.5 27. 160 Base ... 27.249 60 27.163 
Summit J { ~3. 810 58.5 23.75 1 Summit J 8 18 { 23.82.2 65.5 23.748 Summit. J 8 33 { 23.832 67 23.754 Summit.} 8 48 { 23. 837 68 23.757 Base ... 8 3 27.235 58.5 27.153 Base ... 27.240 59 27.157 Base ... 27.243 59.5 27. 159 Base ... 27.250 60 27.164 
Summit J { 23.813 59 23.753 Summit.} 8 19 { 23.822 66 23. 747 Summit.} 8 34 f 23.832 67.::; 23.753 Summit.} e 49 { 23.837 68 23. 757 Bnse ... 8 4 ~7. 238 58.5 27. 156 Baso ... 27.240 59 27. 157 Base . .. 27. ~43 59.5 27. 159 Base ... 27.250 60 27.164 
Summit} { 23.815 60 23.752 Summit. } 8 20 f 23. 82'~ 66 23.747 Summit.} 8 35 { 23. 1332 67.5 23.753 Summit.} 8 50 { 23.807 68.5 23.756 Bnso ... 8 5 27.238 59 27.155 Base .. . 27. 241 59 27.158 Base .. . 27. 24 1 59.5 27.157 Base . .. 27.250 60 27. 164 
Summit} 8 6 f 23.815 61 23. 750 Summit.} 8 21 f 23. 823 66 23.748 Summit.} 8 36 { 23. 832 67.5 23. 753 Summit.} 8 51 { 23.837 68.5 23.756 Base ... 27.230 59 27.156 Base . .. 27.239 59 27.156 Base ... 27.240 59.5 27. 156 Base ... 27. 249 60 27. 163 
Summit} 8 7 f 23.815 6~ 23.748 Summit. J 8 2'2 f 23.825 66. 5 23.749 Summit. } 8 37 ~ 23.832 67.5 23.753 Summit . ~ 8 52 1 23. 836 68.5 23.755 nase ... 27.239 59 27. 156 Base ... 27.239 59 27.156 Base ... ~n. 242 60 27. 156 Base ... "' 27.248 60 27.162 
Summit J 8 8 { 23.815 62.5 23. 747 Summit.} 8 23 { 23.825 66.5 23.749 Snmmit.} 8 32 f 23.832 G8 23. 752 Summit.} 8 53 f 23.835 ll8. 5 23.754 Base ... 27.239 59 27.156 Baso . .. 27.240 59 27. 157 Base .. . 27.245 60 27. 159 Base.:. 27.249 60 27. 163 
Snmmit} f 23.820 62.5 ;n. 752 SL1rnmit . } 8 24 f 2;1. 825 66.5 23.749 Summit. S 8 39 f 23. R34 68 23.754 Summit.} 8 54 f 23. 835 68.5 23. 754 Base ... 8 9 27.239 5!) 27.156 Base ... 27.240 59 27.157 Base .. . 27.243 60 27. 157 Base . .. 27.249 60 27. 163 
Summit} e 10 f ~3. ~~o li3 23.751 Summit. } 8 25 ~ 23.830 67 23.752 Summit.} 8 40 { 23.834 68 23. 754 Summit.} 8 55 f 23.835 68 23.755 Base ... -1.-39 5!) 27.156 Base ... 27.242 59 27. 159 Base .. . 27. 245 60 27. 159 Base ... 27.251 60 27.165 
Summit} 8 li f 23.820 63.5 23.750 Summit.} 8 26 { 23.830 67 23.752 Summit . } 8 41 { 23. 834 68 23.7:\4 Summit.} 8 56 1 23.835 -68 23.755 Base .. . 27.239 59 27. 156 Base . .. 27.2 11 59 27.158 Base .. . 27. 245 60 27. 159 ' Base ... ~7. 251 co 27.165 
Snmmit} C) f 23.820 6-t 2:3. 749 Summit. J 8 27 f 23.830 67 23.752 Summit } 8 42 { 23. 834 68 23.754 Summit . } 8 57 { 23. 835 68 23.755 Base .. . 8 1- 27.230 59 27. 156 Base ... 27.241 59 27. 158 Base . .. 27. 249 60 27. 163 Base ... 27.251 60 27. 165 
Summit} 
. ,, ~ I ;at'" 64 23. 7-t!) Summit . } 8 28 { 23. 830 67 23.752 Summit. } 8 43 { 23 8:l4 68 23.755 Summit . } 8 58 { 23.835 68 23.755 Bnse .. -1. -39 5!J 27. 156 Base ... 27. 241 59 27.158 Base .. . 27.249 60 27. 163 Base ... 27.251 60 27. 165 
Summit} 8 14 f 23.8:20 64.5 2:.!. 748 Smumit. } 8 29 { 23.832 67 23. 754 Summit . } 8 44 i 2.3. 835 68 23.755 Summit.} 8 59 ~ 23. 835 68 23.755 Base ... 27. 23!) 59 ~ -!7 . 15C Base ... 27.241 59 27. 158 Bal:le . .. 27. 250 60 27.164 Base ... 27.251 160 27.165 
NOTP..-Elevntion of horomoter at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-lbvel, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tem-
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.0, ~ ~ ~~ .g~ .0· ...; ro~ .0• .o· os=: ~ ol=l 0~ ~:3 CM .g <1> 0 """"' ~:3 ~~ o...- .OI=l +><::> <::>d 8~ 8 go g~ Cl.l d a"' Cl.lP. 8 ~::: ... <> t> d ~~ d p:; ~ tZ <1 0 1l: ~ P=l 0 
- --- - ----- --
a.1n. a. m. 
SummitS 8 0 ~ 23. 475 53 23. 428 Summit . S 8 15 { Bas~ .. . 26.010 52.5 26. 842 Base ... 
Summit} 8 1 { 23. 475 53 23.428 Summit. S 8 16 { Base ... 26.912 52.5 26.844 Base . . . 
Snmmit S 8 ~ { 23.478 53 2:3.431 Sum mit . } 8 17 { Base . .. 26.912 53 2G. 843 Base .. . 
Summit} 8 3 { 23. 478 53 23.431 Summit . } 8 18 { Base ... 26.012 53 26. 843 Base . . . 
Summit} 8 4 { 23. 479 ;j3, 5 23.432 Sum mit . } 8 19 { Base ... 26. 914 53.5 2fl. 844 Ease . .. 
Summit J 8 5 { 23. 480 53.;; 23. 432 Summit . } 8 20 { Base ... 26.913 53.5 26. 843 Base . .. 
Summit} 8 (j f 23. 479 53. 5 23. 431 Summit.} 8 2l { Base .. . 26.913 53.5 2(i. 843 Base . . . 
Summit} 8 7 { 23.479 54 23. 430 Summit . } 8 22 { Base . .. 26. 911 53.5 2li. 84 1 BaRe ... 
Summit} 8 8 { 23. 4eo 54 23. 431 Summit . } 8 23 { Base . .. 26. 911 53.5 26. 841 Base . .. 
Summit} 8 9 f 23. 480 54 23.431 Summit . } 8 24 { Base . .. 26. 91 8 54 26. H46 Base ... 
Summit} 8 10 ~ 23. 4tl0 54 23. 431 Summit . } 8 25 { Base . . . 26. 919 54 26. 847 Dase ... 
Summit} 8 11 { 23 480 54 23. •!31 Summit. } 8 26 { Base .. . 26. 919 54 26. 847 Base ... 
Summit} 8 12 { 23. 4EO 54 23. 431 Summit. ( 8 27 { Base ... 26.922 54 26. 850 Base ... 5 
Summit} 8 13 { 23. 4~0 54 23. 431 Snmruit.} 8 28 { Base ... 26.922 54 26. 850 Base ... 
Summit} 8 14 { 23. 480 54 23. 431 Summit.} 8 2f) { Base ... 2~. 9;23 54 26. 851 Base ... 
Meteo1'ological1·ecordjor May 3, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.} 
~ <k ~ ~ <1l 
.0, ;)5 Cl.l 
...; .o· $· ~~ 'd~ .0· ...; <1l ol':: ~-~ <1l .... OC!.l Cl.l +" ~~ .... <1l .g~ ..., <1) 0~ <1l s ~~ 8~ -~ p. 8 0 ~s 0 ;... d ~ d 
<1 0 p:; ~ 0 H ~ 
--
a. n~. 
23. 479 54 23.430 Summit. S 8 30 { 23.483 26. 921 54 26. 849 Base ... 26.922 
23. 479 54 23.430 Summit . } 8 3l { 2:1.483 26.923 54 26.851 Base ... 26. 922 
23.479 54.5 23. 429 Summit.} 8 32 { 23. 480 26.923 54 26. 851 Base . .. 26. 920 
23. 47£1 54. 5 23.429 Snmmit . ~ 8 33 { 2a. 41:0 26. 923 54 26. 851 Buse ... I 26. 919 
23. 480 54.5 23.430 Summit. } 8 34 { 23. 480 21i. 923 54 ' 26. 851 Base .. . 26.9 19 
23. 480 54.5 23. 430 I Summit. } 8 35 { 23. 478 26.920 54 2fi. 848 Base ... 26.919 
23.480 54.5 23.430 Summit . } 8 3G { 23. 47!) 26. 920 5-l 26. 848 Base . .. 26. 919 
23. 4EO 54.5 23. 430 Summit . } 8 37 f 2-3.480 2fl. 919 54 . 26. 8-17 Base ... 26.918 
23. 478 54.5 23. 428 Summit.} 8 38' { 23.480 26. 91!) 54 26. 1H7 Base ... 26. 918 
23.481 54.5 23.431 Summit. J 8 39 { 23. 4tl0 26. !:118 54 26. 846 Dase ... 26. 919 
23. 48J 54. 5 23.4:13 Summit.} 8 40 { 23.480 26.91 8 54 26. 846 Base . .. 26. 917 
23.483 54. 5 23. 433 Summit . } 8 41 { 23. 480 26.919 54 2G. 847 Base ... 26. 914 
23.483 54. 5 23.433 Summit. } 8 42 { 23. 41::0 26.919 54 26.847 Base ... 26. 914 
2:3.483 54.5 23.433 I su-it.j 8 43 { 23.479 26.919 53.5 26. 849 Base . .. 26. 913 
23. 483 54.5 23.433 Summit. } 8 '44 { 23. 479 26. 921 53.5 26.851 Base ... 26.913 
~ 
" 
.... ... I]. ~ ..=> Cl.l <1l ~~ ., 00 ..=> 25~ .0· .0· ...; ;$ 'd~ ol=l c>l ~ <DC!.l ~~ ~~ o.>Cl.l <1l+> ..os ·+>(!) .os +"<1l ~8 88 <Dd Cl.lol 8 <>o alS t~ o>P. s"' 0 ~8 r-.o d a ....... 




54.5 23.433 Summit. S 8 45 { 23. 479 54.5 23.429 53.5 26. 852 Base ... 26. 914 53 26. 845 
54.5 23. 433 Summit. S 8 46 { 23. 479 54. 5 23. 42!:1 53.5 26. 852 Base . . . 26.914 53 26. 845 
54. 5 23. 430 Summit.} 8 47 { 23. 4';7 55 23.426 54 2(). 849 Base ... 26.917 53 26.848 
54. 5 23. 430 Summit. } 8 48 { 23. 477 55 23.426 54 26. 848 l3ase ... 26.919 53 26.850 
54. 5 23. 430 Summit.} 8 49 { 23.477 55 23.426 54 2G. 848 Base ... 26.918 53 26.849 
54.5 23. 428 Summit .} 8 50 { 23. 478 55 23. 427 53.5 26. 850 Base ... 26.918 53 26.849 
:14.5 23.429 Summit } 8 51 { 23. 478 55 23. 427 53.5 ~6. 850 l3a$e ... 26. 910 53 26. 850 
54. 5 23. 4:~0 Summit.} 8 52 { 23. 478 55 23.427 53. 5 26. 849 Ba,;e ... 26. !118 53 26. 849 
54.5 23. 430 Summit.} 8 53 { :23.478 55 23. 427 53.5 26. 848 Base ... 26. 919 53 26. 850 
54.5 23. 430 I Summit. } 8 54 { 23.478 55 23.427 53.5 26.849 Base ... 26.919 53 26. 850 
54.5 23. 430 Summi!;.} 8 55 { 23. 4 78 55 23. 427 53 26. 847 Base ... 26.9 15 53 26. 84fi 
54.5 23.430 Summit . } 8 56 { 23. 4?8 55 23. 427 53 26. 845 Base ... 2G. !Jl5 f>3 26. 846 
54.5 2:3.430 Summit . } 8 57 { \2;1, 4i8 55 23. 427 53 26. 845 Base .. ·. 26. 915 53 2G. 846 
54.5 23.429 Summit. J 8 58 { ~3. 480 55.5 2:1. 4:? t3 53 26. 844 Base ... 2fi. fJ17 53 2G. 848 
54.5 23.429 Sumtnit.} 8 59 { 23. 480 I 55. 5 23. 428 53 26.844 Base ... 26.917 53 26. 848 






















Meteorological 1·ecoril for May 4, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ ... ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ :t 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~. ~ ~...: ~;..: 2 $. r..; ~;..; rO~ $. 2· ~ :3~ ..0~ $. en. ~ z~ p~ 
.g£::1 .g£::1 ~ .-!l '-::l~ og o§ o '<:::3 "'o ot:l o~'< o ._,_s "'o ot:l .g::l o ,.,..._s "'"' 
'c:3 <o·3 ~ ~2 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ .gs ~~ 'g~ ~~ 1 ~e ~~ 13~ ~-~ ~ ~2 ~~ 3~ "'~ g ~:= ~o 8..- ~>- s:. ~g ~o 8t. g~;- o "'os ~o ~.. <D6 p. g ~o 2:§ s 8 ~ ::::: ~ 5 ~ .9 ~ d :;3 ~ ~ ;... ~ .~ @ ::::; ~ ;... ..s ..... ~ :: s E; ~ 
p., ~ p:; < Q P., H ~ -<l Q P., H ~ < Q p., H ~ <1 o 
----~ --- ----- a. 1n. --- , a.m. a.m. --------
Summit} 8 0 ~ ~3. !i23 .J:i. 5 ~'l. 'l!l:l J Summit . l 8 15 ~ 23. 535 48. 5 23. 498 ! Summit. l 8 30 ~ 23.5:32 51 23. 4!JO Summit. l 8 45 5 23. 555 53. 5 23. 50! Ilnso ... ~ 27. 063 4G !37. Oil Bnse .. 5 ~ 27. Oljd 47 27. OlJ ! Baso . .. 5 ~ 27. 070 47. 5 27 01-t Baso ... 5 ( 27. 011 46.5 27. Ol! 
Summit l 8 1 5 ~~- 5~5 -l~. 5 ~~- 49J Sm:1mit. l 8 16 5 ~- 535 49 23.497 S~mmit . l 8 31 5 2~. 5~0 51 2:3. 4Z8 Summit. 1 8 46 5 23. 5~5 54 23. so; llnso .. 5 ~ -'-063 46 -'-011 Base ... 5 ( ... 7.068 47 27.013 Buse ... 5 ~ 21.010 47.5 27.0 14 Base ... ) ( 27.0<2 <16.5 27.01. 
Summit ~ 8 2 ) ~l. 5~~ 46 _ ~~- 49~ S,ummit. l 8 17 { 23. 5~4 49 23. 496 Summi t. l 8 32 5 23. 540 51 ~~- 49~ Summit. l 8 47 { ~3. 55~ 54 23. so; Bnso ... 5 l -1.0G;> 46.o -'-01- ],ase . .. 5 27.068 47 27.013 Base ... 5 ( 27.070 47 -i'.Oio Ba~o ... 5 -7.07:... 46.5 27.01. 
Snmmit l 8 3 { '~3. 530 46 23. 'J!l!l Summit. ( & 18 5 23. 534 49 2:~. 496 Summit. ( 8 33 { 23. 542 51. 5 23. 4!'!1 Summit. { 8 48 { 23. 560 54.5 23. 51( Bn1:e... 27. 06:i 4fi. 5 27. Oli! Bnso . .. 5 { 27.069 47 • 27.014 Baso ... 5 27. 070 47 27. 015 Ea~;;e ... 5 27. 071 46. 5 27.011 
Summit 8 4 ~ 23. 530 46.;:; 2:3. 4!:8 Summit. ( 8 19 { 23.530 4!!. 5 23. 491 Summit . ( 8 34 5 23. 5~0 5 1.5 23. 491 Summit. ( 8 49 5 23. 560 54. 5 23. 511 Bnso... ~ n068 47 27.013 Bnse . .. 5 27.069 47 27.014 Dase ... 5 ) 27.070 47 27.015 Baso ... 5 { 27.072 46.5 27.01! 
Summit l 8 ~ { 23. 5~5 46. 5 23. 49:1 Summit . ( 8 20 { 23.530 49. 5 2:3. 491 Summit. l 8 3~ { 23. 54:-1 51. 5 23.500 Summit ( 8 ,..0 5 23. 562 55 23.51: Baso ... 5 ;) :!7. 067 47 27. 012 D~so ... .5 27. OliO 47 27. 1,14 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 071 47 27.016 Bnso .. 5 ;:) ( 27.073 46 27.02 
Summit { 8 6 5 ~-l. !':28 47 2~- 4C~ I Summit . l 8 21 5 23. :.35 50 ~:3. 49? Summit . ( 8 36 { 23. 5~0 52 23. 506 s,ummit. l 8 51 { 23. 563 55 23. 51~ 
l3ase ... 5 { ~7.067 47 2t.01- Ba~e . .. S { 27.068 47 .!7.01:3 Base . .. 5 27.0<0 47 27.0 15 hase ... 5 27.013 46 ·27.02 
l:inmmit ( 8 7 5 ~:t 5:18 47 ~~- 4D-l S,nmmit. l 8 22 5 23. 538 50 ~3. 498 S~~1mit. l 8 37 5 ~3. 5~0 52 23. 506 Summit. ( 8 52 { ;,3. 5~3 55 23. 5~: Bnso ... 5 { ~7.0fi(i 47 _._on J,nso .. 5 ~ 27.068 47 -7.013 B,.,o . .. 5 { ~7.0d 47 27.0l(i Base ... 5 ~1.0t5 46 27.0--
Summit ~ 8 8 { 23. 528 47 2:1. 49-l Snmmit. ( 8 23 { 23. 538 50 23. 4!J8 Summit. ( R 38 5 23.552 52. 5 23.507 Summit. l 8 ~3 { 23. 565 55 23. 51· Baso ... 5 27.068 47 27. 013 Base ... 5 27.068 47 27. 013 Ba~;;e ... S "' ~ 27.071 47 27.016 Baso ., .. 5 ;:) 27.078 46.5 27.02. 
Summit l 8 9 ) j ~3. 52~ 47 ~3. 4!1~ Summit. l 8 24 { 23. 5~8 50 ~:1. 4P-tl Summit. ( 8 39 { 23. 530 52. 5 ~;l. 505 Summit. ( 8 54 { ~3. 565 55 . . ~ 23. 5~: Ba~o .. 5 ( -1. 061:! 47 -7. 013 Bns(' . .. 5 27. 067 47 -1. 012 Base ... S 27. 071 47 ~7. 016 Base ... 5 27. 078 46. ;> 27. o_ 
Summit l 8 lO { I o:3. 523 47. 5 ~~- 488 Snmmit. l 8 25 5 ~~- 5-IO 50.5 23. 49~ S,ummit. ~ 8 40 ~ ;~- 550 ~~- 5 23.505 Summit. } 8 55 { 23. 5~7 55 . ~ 23. 51 Baso .. 5 :..7.01'0 47 ~<.013 Base ... 5 ( _,_C68 47 27.013 ],aso ... 5 ( -'-071 q6. 5 27.018 Bat;O... 27.0 ... 0 46.;:) 27.02 
Summit ( 8 11 { 23.525 47.5 23. 4!'0 Summit l 8 26 5 23.540 ;-;o. 5 23. 4!.!9 Summit . ( 8 41 5 2:-1.550 53 23. 504 Summit. ( 8 56 { 23. ;,(l8 56 23.51 Bnso ... 5 n 0('8 47 27. 01:-1 Daso . .. 5 { 27. 068 47 27. 013 J3,1se ... 5 ( 27. 072 46. 5 27. Ul!l Base .. 5 27. OR! 47 27. 02 
Snmmit { 8 1,., ~ 2:~, 5:1() 48 2:!. 4!l4 Summit. ( 8 .~7 { 23.5:30 50. 5 2:3. 4&9 Summit ( 8 4;2 { ::.3. 5.->2 5:3 23. ;;oG Summit. ( 8 57 { 23. :>70 56 23. 51 Base ... 5 - ) 27. f68 47 27.013 D:;so . .. 5 - 27.0138 47 27. 01:3 ! E<:se ... 5 27. G7<! 46. 5 27. Ol!l Dr:se . .. 5 5!7. 0~1 47 27. 02 
Summit} 8 13 S ~:1. :i3;i 48 2:3. 4f;D I Summit } 8 ,.,8 5 23. 5:l:1 :iO. 5 2J. 4!.12 I Snmmit 8 43 { 2:1. ;i:\:1 53.5 23. flOG Summit . } 8 58 ~ 23. 5';0 56. 5 23.51 BnRO . . { 27. OG!I -17 27.014 B:i!-\0 . . . - ~ n Cf::::l 47 2i. 013 I B~se . . . 27. G7l 41i. 5 27.01 8 :Uuse . . . } :!7. OEO 47 27. 02 
~ummit} 8 1-1 ~ ~:1. !i~8 48.5 ~~- 501 Summit. } 8 29 5 23. ~?.O !Jl 2~. 4F:~ 1~ Summit. 8 44 { 23.553 5~. 5 23. GOG f-:ummit . l 8 "g 5 23. 570 :56.5 23.51 Ba1:1o . -- l -7. Oli!l 47 .. li. 01-1 I Ruse .. . { 27. C~;8 47 21. Ol.l Base . .. 27.071 46. 5 27 018 Base ... 5 ;; } 27. OEO 47 27. 02 
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Summit} 8 0 f 23.578 46 23.546 Summit.} 8 15 f Bal:le ... 27.168 58.5 27.086 Base .... 
Summit} 8 1 { 23.579 46 23.547 Summit.} 8 16 f Base . . . 27.168 58.5 27.086 Base .... 
Summit} 8 2 { 23.578 46.5 23.545 Summit.} 8 17 { Base ... 27.169 59 27.085 Base .... 
Summit} 8 3 { 23.579 47 23.545 Summit.} 8 18 { Base . .. 27. 169 59 27.085 Base . ... 
Summit} 8 4 { 23.579 48 23. 543 Summit.} 8 19 { Base . .. 27.169 59 27. 085 Base .... 
Summit} 8 5 { 23.580 49 23.542 Summit.} 8 20 { Base .. . 27. 169 59 27.085 Base .... 
Summit} 8 6 { 23. 581 50 23. 541 Summit.} 8 21 { Base .. 27.173 59 27.089 Base .... 
Summit} 8 7 { 23.581 50 23. 541 Summit.} 8 22 { Base ... 27. 173 59 27. 089 Base .... 
Summit} 8 8 { 23.582 50.5 23.541 Summit.} 8 23 { Base . .. 27.172 59 27.088 Base .... 
Summit} 8 9 { 23.582 51 23. 540 Summit . } 8 24 { Base . .. 27. 172 59 27.088 Base .. . . 
Summit} 8 10 { 23.585 51. 5 23.542 Summit.} 8 25 { Ease ... 27.173 59 27.089 Base .... 
Summit} 8 11 { 23. 585 52 23. 541 Summit.} 8 26 { Base .. . 27.173 59 27. 089 Base ... 
Summit} 
.s 12 I 23. 5e9 52 23.545 Summit.} 8 27 { Base . . . 27. 173 59 27.089 Base . .. . 
Snmmit} 8 13 { 23. 589 52.5 23.544 Summit . } 8 28 { Base .. . 27.1'72 59 27.088 Bas~ ·-·· 
Summit} 8 14 f 23. 5!l0 53 23. 544 Summit. J B 29 { Base ... 27.173 59,5 27,088 Rasil. ~ .. . 
- . . -
1lfeteo1·ological1·eco1·djor May 5, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
"' 
~ ~ ~ 1L..: .0 ~ 
..: -+"<!:> r-< .0 • 
.o· r-: <!:> 
.-o+> "C<!:> O>:l o>:l 




23.592 53.5 23.545 Summit . } 8 30 { 23. 595 27.172 59.5 27.087 Base .... 27. 179 
23.592 54 23.544 Summit.} 8 31 { 23.595 27. 172 59.5 27.087 Base .... 27.178 
23.592 54 23. 544 Summit.} 8 32 { 23.598 27.172 59. 5 27.087 Base .... 27. 179 
23.592 54 23. 544 Summit.} 8 33 { 23. 601 27. 172 59.5 27.087 Base .... 27. 179 
21. 592 54 23. 544 Summit.} 8 34 { 23. G02 27.175 59.5 . 27. 090 Base . . .. 27. 179 
23.592 54 23. 544 Summit.} 8 35 { 23.605 27.178 59.5 27.093 Base .... 27.179 
23.592 54 23.543 Summit.} 8 36 { 23. G03 27.178 59.5 27.093 Bllse ... . 27.180 
23.593 54 23. 544 Summit.} 8 37 { 23. G05 27.178 59.5 27.093 Base .... 27.179 
23.593 54.5 23. 543 Summit.} 8 38 { 23.608 27.178 59.5 27.093 Base .... 27.180 
23. 596 54.5 23. 546 Summit.} 8 3ll { 23. 608 27.177 59.5 27.092 Base .... 27.181 
23.596 55 23.544 Summit.} 8 40 { 23.608 27. 178 59.5 27.093 Base .... 27. 179 
23. 596 55 2~i. 544 Summit.} 8 41 { 23. ll02 27.176 59.5 27. 091 Base .... 27. 179 
23. 595 55 23.543 Summit.} 8 42 { 23.604 27.176 59.5 27. 091 Base .... 27.180 
23. 5!l5 55 2.l. 543 Summit.} 8 43 { 2:t 604 27.176 59 27.092 l3ase .... 27. 180 
. 23.595 55 23. 543 Snmmit.} 8 44 { 23. 604 27.179 59 27. 095 Base ... . 27. 180 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ .0 ~ <!:> "' r-: .0• .0· 
'0"'"" '0<!:> o::l ~l <!:><!:> a:>""' ~-~ .z~ ..,a:> as~ ~~ a:>o:$ ~s t:"' .§ p. o:$ 0 ~ ..q 0 8 
--
a.1n. 
55 23. 543 Summit.} 8 45 { 59 27.095 Base . ... 
56 23. 541 Snmmit.} 8 46 { 59 27.094 Base .... 
56 2:!. 544 Summit.} 8 47 { 59 27.095 Base .... 
56 23. 547 Summit. } 8 48 { 59 27.095 Base .... 
57 23.546 Summit.} 8 49 { 59 27.095 Base .... 
57.5 23.548 Summit.} 8 50 { 59 27. O!l5 Base .... 
58 23. 545 Summit.} 8 51 { 59 27. 096 Base ... . 
58 23.547 Summit.} 8 52 { 58.5 27. 096 Base .... 
58 ~3. 550 Summit.} 8 53 { 58.5 27.097 Base .... 
58.5 23. 549 Summit.} 8 54 { 58.5 27. 09lj Base .. .. 
59 23.548 Summit } 8 55 { 58 27.098 Base .... 
59 23.542 Summit.} 8 56 { 58 27.098 Base ... . 
59 2:l544 Summit.} 8 57 { 58 27. O!l9 Base . . . . 
59 23.544 Summit.} 8 58 { 58 27. O!l9 Base .... 




a:> "0 .... ~ lis s 00 
0 
.sa ~ ~ ~ 
-----
23.604 60 
27.1 80 59 
2!. 608 60 
27. 180 58 
23.608 60 
27. 181 58 
23.609 60 
27. 181 58 
23. 604 60.5 
27.180 57.5 
23.604 61 












27. 180 57.5 
23. G05 61 
27. 181 57.5 
23. 605 61.5 
27. 179 57.5 














































































Meteorological1·eco1'djm· JJay 6, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ ~ '" cis '" '" '" cis ~ ~ ~ cis '" 1!. ~ ~ ~;..; P, CD CD "' .c CD .c 4> 4> .c $. <D <D .c· $ . ~~ ..: $. <fJ ~~ ..: .C• ~ -<I) F-< P · ~· ~ .;~ '0~ P · ..: .C• ~ OCI 0;::1 ~ -o~ ~~ o;::l o;::l o;::l 0;::1 ~ -o""" 't;lCD o;::l ~.~ <I) '0~ -oCD <o:3 ~:3 ..... ::: t+-f.9 (!)+> 13:3 ~:3 CD<D .s~ ~~ ~ .£~ <l) ,gs O.P 0 ... <I) .Els ....,"' -a~ o""" ,gs QCII CI>CII s <JO <>S ~~ 8~ s <JO ~~ ~~ a:>ca s <>S <DCII <l)cfl s 00 oS <Do "-o <Do C)~ s~ 0 .!18 t:F-< 0 ..ss !:;Fo< 8~ 0 ~8 ~;... Q~ 8~ e .S8 !:;F-< Cll F-< Cll F-< Cll til Cll p:; ~ Cll ~ 0 p:; ~ Cll ~ 0 p:;· E:i p:; E:i Cll "" 0 P=l (.) P=l (.) P=l ..q (.) ~ ..q (.) 
--- ----- ---
a.m. a.m.. a. m.. a.m.. 
Snmmit J 8 0 { 23.870 44 ~3. 842 Summit } 8 15 { 23. SS5 51 23. S42 Summit. J s 30 { 23. S96 53 23. 849 Summit. J s 45 { 23. 900 56 23. S46 l3nso ... 27.5 13 50 n4:ill Bast~ .... 27. 517 51 27.452 Base .... 27.520 51 27. 45~ Base .... 27.522 51.5 27. 45€ Summit J S 1 { :!:J. 870 4-t 5 23.841 Summit. J 8 16 { 23.880 51 23. 837 Summit J 8 31 { 23.900 53 23.853 Summit. J 8 46 { '23. 910 56 23. sse Bnso ... 27. 51:i !\0 27. 4:-iO Baso .... 27. 518 21 27.453 Base . ... 27.520 51 27. 455 Base . ... 27.522 51.5 27. 45~ Summit J 8 : I 2:3.870 45 23. 1'140 Summit. J 8 17 ~ 23.883 51 23.840 Summit. J 8 32 { 23.900 53. 5 23.852 Summit.} 8 47 f 23.905 56 23. S51 Bnso . .. ~7. 511 50 27. 448 Baso . ... 27. 517 50.5 27.-153 Base .... 27. 521 51 27. 456 Base .... 27.523 51.5 27. 451 ~nmmit J 8 23.875 46 23. 8-12 Summit J 8 18 { 23.882 51 23.839 Summit. J 8 33 { 23.898 [;3. 5 23. 849 Summit. J 8 48 { 23.910 56 23. sse Bnse ... 27.511 5U 27. 448 Base ... . 27.518 51 27. 453 Baso .. . . 27. 521 51 27. 456 Base .... 27.522 51,5 27. 4:1€ Summit} 8 4 { 23.875 46.5 ~3. S4 1 Summit. J 8 19 { 23.883 51.5 23. 839 ~ummit. J 8 34 { 23. 915 54 23. 865 Summit. J 8 49 { 23.910 56 23. 85€ Baso ... 27. 512 50 27. 4-19 Base . .. . 27.520 51 27.455 Base . . .. 27. 521 51 27. 456 Base . .. . 27. 522 51.5 27. 45€ Summit J 8 5 { 2:1.1$75 47 23. S.JO Summit. J 8 20 { 23.885 51.5 23.84 1 Summit. J 8 35 { 23. !JOO 54 23.850 Summit. J 8 50 { 23.905 56 23.851 llnso .. 27.512 .30 27. 44!) Base .... 27. 518 51 27. 453 Base .... 27.521 51 27.456 Base ... . 27. 522 51.5 27. 45€ Snmmit J 8 6 { 2:l86il 4d 2-1. 831 Summit J 8 21 { 23.890 51 23. 847 Summit. J 8 36 { 23. 900 54.5 23. 849 Snmmit. J 8 51 { 23. 910 56 23. 85( l~nso . .. 27. 513 50 27.450 Baso .. .. 27.519 51 27.454 Baso .. .. 27.523 51 27.458 Base .... 27.523 52 27. 45€ Summit J R 7 { 23. !:!68 48 23. 831 Snmmit. } 8 22 { 23. !JOO 51.5 23.856 Snmmit . J 8 37 { 23.910 54.5 23.659 Summit. J 8 52 { 23.910 56 23.851: l~n!lo . . . 27.515 50.5 27. 451 B:!SO .... 27. 520 51 27. 455 llaso .... 27.523 51 27. 458 Base .... 27.523 52 27. 45f Summit J 8 8 ~ 23.870 48.5 23. s:12 Summit. J 8 23 { 23. !lOO 51.5 23. 85() Summit.} 8 38 { 23. 905 54.5 23.854 Summit.} 8 53 { 23. 910 56 23. 85€ BnRo .. . 27.513 :'0. 5 27. 451 Base .... 27. 519 51 27.-154 Baso .... 27.525 51.5 27. 459 Base ... . 27.522 52 27. 45~ Summit J 8 9 { 23.672 4!) 23. 833 Summit. J 8 24 { 23.903 52 23. 858 Summit. J 8 39 { 23.900 55 23.848 Summit. J 8 54 { 23.913 56.5 23. f:!5t Baso . .. 27. 516 50.5 27. 452 Base . ... 27.519 51 27. ·154 Base . . . 27.523 51.5 27. 457 Base .... 27.524 52 27.454 
s.nmmit} 8 10 { 23. 8';5 49 2.1. 836 Summit. J 8 25 { 23.888 52 23.843 Summit. } 8 40 { 23. 900 55 23. 848 Summit. J 8 55 { 23.920 56.5 23. Bfi~ lluse ... 27. 516 !10. 5 27. 452 Base .... 27.521 51 27. 456 Base .... 27.523 51.5 27. 457 Base .... 27.522 52 27. 45~ Snmmit} 8 11 { 23.1:li5 49.5 23. 835 Summit ~ 8 26 { 23.888 52 23.8-13 Summit.} 8 41 { 23. 895 55. 5 23.842 Summit.l 8 56 { 23. 913 56.5 23. 85t Bnso ... 27. !\17 5 t 27.-152 Base .... 27.520 51 27.455 Base .... 27.523 51.5 27.457 Base .... 27.523 52 27. 45( Snmmit} 8 12 { 2:!. 878 ~0 2:1. e:n Snmmit . J 8 27 { 23.893 52 23.848 Summit. ( 8 42 { 23. !JOO 55.5 23. 847 Summit. } 8 57 { 23. 915 57 23. 85~ B!ISO .• 27.5 15 5 t 27. 450 Baso .... 27.520 51 27. 455 Base .. . 5 27.522 51.5 27. 456 Base .. . . 27.524 52 27.454 
Smmuit ! 8 13 { 2:1. flj5 50 2J. 8:J4 Snmmit . J 8 28 { 23.892 52.5 23. 846 Summit } 8 43 { 23. 900 55.5 23. 847 Summit.} 8 58 { 23. 910 57 23. 85~ J1a:~o ... !27. 515 51 27. 450 Baso ... . 27.521 51 27. 456 Base ... . 27. 521 51.5 27. 455 Base . ... 27.526 52 27. 45~ Summit 8 14 { 2:l8t-3 50.5 23. 8~ I 1! Ru mmit } 8 29 { 23. b!JO 53 23. 843 Summit.} 8 44 { 23.900 56 23.846 Summit .} 8 59 $ 23. 910 57 23.85 lln~o ... 27. 5t7 51 27. 452 I l3aso .... 27.520 51 27. 455 Base .... 27.521 51.5 27. 455 Base ... . 27.523 52 27.451 



























Metcorological1·ecord for May 7, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical obserYations.) 
~ ~ ]~ ds ;... F!. ~ ~ .:. F!. (... ds ~ F!. F!. ds .a. ~ CD ,a CD ~ CD • ,a CD CD ~ ~ r1J ~ ~~ 
'dj r1J .a ... ~ rn :S~ ,a ~-~ ,t:J• -+"CD ,t:J• ,t:J• ,t:J· .a· ~ -+"Q ,t:J• ,t:J• ~ ... o>=l .25 'd""' -oco ~~ ~~ CD "0+" o>=l .;: .§ $ rg~ "'CD o>=l oi=l "0-+" 'l;jCD ~.9 CD oo ~~ ~ co CD coco ~:3 CD !$~ ~-3 4-.1.9 ~ CDCD CD--" o+> O""' .a8 ..c:l8 ""te O+> {5~ ~~ _.,CD 8 ~~ 8 8 oe o+> 8 ~§ 8~ 8~ oo 8P. sp. oo ~2 8~ s~ CDo 8~ 8~ 0 ~8 ~ .... 0 ~8 0 .sa !;::~'< 0 d ~ ~ ~ d 1e d 1;1 :;z8 t:; ... p:; 8 0 8 <1 0 p:; 8 ~ 0 p:; 8 0 c:q ..q 0 c:q 0 c:q 0 c:q ..q 0 ---
--
---
a. ?n. a.m. a. m. a.m. Summit} ~ 0 ~ 24. 063 49 24.024 Summit.} 8 15 f 24.074 48 24.037 Summit.} 8 30 f 24.075 50 24.034 Summit.} 8 45 f 24.084 51.5 24.040 Base ... 27.li18 60 27.5:n Base .... 27.622 60 27.535 Base .... 27.618 59 27. 533 Base .... 27.620 60 27.533 Summit J 8 1 { 24.068 49 24. 02!l Summit } 8 16 f 24. 074 48 24. 037 Summit.} 8 :n f 24.075 50 24.034 Summit. J 8 46 f 24.084 52 24. 0:19 l~n.se ... 27.618 60 27. 531 Baso .... 27. 621 60 27. 534 Base .... 27. 619 59 27.534 Baso .... 27.622 60 27.535 Summit} 8 2 f 24. OG8 49.5 24.028 Summit.} 8 17 f 24.075 48.5 24. o:n Summit.} 8 32 { 24.078 50.5 24.036 Snmmit.} 8 47 { 24.084 52 24.039 Baso ... 27.618 60 27. 531 Rase .... 27.622 60 27.535 Base .... 27. 619 59 27.534 Base _ ... 27.622 60.5 27.534 ~ummit} 8 3 { 24.069 50 24.028 Summit.} 8 18 f 24.075 49 24. 036 Summit.} 8 33 f 24.079 50.5 24. 037 Summit.} 8 48 { 24.084 52 24. 039 Buse ... 27.618 60 27. 531 Base .... 27.622 59.5 27.536 Base .... 27.619 59 27.534 Base .... 27.622 60.5 27.534 Smnmit} 8 4 { 24.069 50 24.028 Summit.} 8 19 { 24.075 49 24. 036 Summit.} 8 34 { 24.079 51 24.036 Summit.} 8 49 { 2-t 084 52 24.039 Base .. 27. 619 60 27.532 Base .... 27. 6:.!3 59 27. 538 Base .... 27.617 59 27.532 Base .... 27.623 60.5 27.535 Summit} 8 5 { 24. 069 50 24.028 Summit. } 8 20 { 24. 075 49 24.036 Summit.} 8 35 { 24.075 51 24.032 Summit. } 8 50 { 24. 081 52 24.036 Baso .. 27. 618 60 27. 5:n Base .... 27. 622 59 27.5:-17 Base .... 27.618 59 27.533 Base .... 27.623 60.5 27.535 Summit} 8 6 1 24. 070 50 24.029 Summit.} 8 21 f 24.075 49.5 24. 035 Summit.} 8 36 { 24. 078 51 24.035 Summit.} 8 51 { 24. 081 52.5 24.035 Base ... 27.619 60 27.532 Base .... 27.622 59 27.537 Base .... 27. 618 59.5 27.532 Base---· 27.625 60.5 27.537 Summit} 8 7 { 24. 070 50 24.029 Snmmit.} 8 22 { 24. 075 49.5 24. 035 Summit.} 8 37 { 24. 078 51 24.035 Summit.} 8 52 { 24. 081 52.5 24.035 Bast'l ... 27. 619 60 27.532 Base . .. . 27. 621 59 27.536 Base ____ 27. 617 59.5 27.531 Base . ... 27.525 60.5 27:537 ~~:~!~} 8 8 { 24. 070 50 24. 029 Summit.} 8 23 { 24.075 50 24.034 Summit.} 8 38 { 24.078 51 24.035 Summit.} 8 53 { ~4. 081 53 24.034 27.619 60 27.532 Base .. . . 27.623 59 57. 5::J8 Base . ___ 27. 617 59.5 27. 531 .Base . ... 27.627 60. 5 27.539 Summit} Ia 9 f 24. 069 49.5 24. 029 Summit. } 8 24 { 24.075 50 24. 034 Summit.} 8 39 { 24. 078 51 24.035 Summit.} 8 54 { 24. 084 53 24.037 Base . .. 27.619 60 27.532 Base .... 27.621 59 27.536 Base .... 27.618 60 27. 531 Base .... 27.624 60. f> 27.536 Summit} 8 10 { 24. OiO 49 24.o:n Summit. } Fl 25 { 24.075 50 24.034 Summit } 8 40 { 24.078 51 24. 035 Summit.} 8 55 { 24. 084 53 24. 037 Base . . . 27.619 60 27.532 Base .... 27. 619 59 27.534 Base ... . 27. 618 60 Base .... 27.623 60.5 27. 535 Sulllmit S 8 11 { 24. 070 48 24. o:33 Summit.} 8 26 { 24. 075 50 24.034 Summit } 8 41 { 24. 079 51.5 27.531 Summit.} 8 56 f :l4. 084 53 24.037 Base ... 27.621 60 27. 534 Base .... 27.619 59 27. :i34 .Base._ .. 27. 618 60 24.035 Base . ... 27. 622 60.5 27. 534 Summit} 8 12 { ~4. 070 48 24. 033 Summit.} 8 27 { 24.075 50 24. 034 Summit. } 8 42 { 24.079 51.5 27.531 ~ummit.} 8 57 { 24.084 53 24.037 Base ... 27.621 60 27. 534 Base . ... 27. 619 59 27.534 Base.--. 27.619 60 24.035 Base .... 27. 621 60.5 27.533 Summit} 8 13 { 24.074 48 24. 037 Summit.} 8 28 { :24. 075 50 24.034 Summit.} 8 43 { 24.079 51.5 27.532 Summit.} 8 58 { 24. 085 53 24. 038 Base ... 27. 621 60 27. 534 Base. __ . 27. 619 59 27. 534 Base .... 27. 619 60 24.035 Base .... 27.620 60.5 27.532 Sllmmit} 8 14 { 24. 074 48 24. 037 Summit. } 8 29 { 24. 075 50 24.034 Summit.} 8 44 { 24.079 51.5 27.532 Summit.} 8 59 { 24. 085 !13. 5 24.037 Base ___ 27.622 60 27.535 Base .... 27. 619 59 27.534 .Base .. -- 27. 619 60 24. 035 Base .... 27.620 60.5 27.532 27.532 






















Meteo1'ological?·eco1'd jot· May 8, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
s:. .:. ~ ds ~ .:. .:. d ~ .:. .:. ~ .:. .:. .... d ~ ~ .0 ~ <1l .0 ~ ~~ .0 <1l <1l <1l .0 z~ :5~ "' $. ..=l~ .o· .o· ~ ~ .0• .O· ~ ~ .0• .o· ~ ~ .0· J..< ...,<1> '0~ o::l ~ -~ 1l '0 ... ]~ o::l o::l .25 -o-25 -o <ll o::l o~"~ ~ '0..., 'tj<ll ~-~ ~-~ <1l '0..., ~ .2 G) G) CI) .... 9 ~.9 <1l Q)Cll .sCJ ~:3 ~.s Q)Q) 2~ ..., <llQ) _s.., 0-' 0 .... 




a.m. a.m. a.m a. m 
Snmmit J 8 0 { 24. 162 59 24. 102 Summit. J 8 15 { 24.162 62 24.005 Summit . } 8 30 { 24.165 64 24. 004 Summit. J 8 45 { 24. 171 64.5 24.099 Ba"o ... 27. 6:!5 58 27.542 Base .... 27. 630 58.5 27.546 Base .... 27.627 50 27.542 Base ... . 27.632 60 27. 545 
Summit J 8 1 { 24. 162 59 24.102 Summit. J 8 16 { 24.162 62.5 24.094 Summit . J 8 31 { 24. 165 64 24. 094 Summit. J 8 46 { 24. 171 64.5 24. 099 J3ns<· .. 27. 6::?5 !}3. 5 27.541 Base .... 27.630 58. 5 27. 546 Base . . .. 27.625 59 27.540 Base .... 27.632 60.5 27. 544 
Summit J 8 2 { 2-1. 160 59 24. 100 Summit . J 8 17 { 24. 165 63 24. 096 Summit J 8 32 { 24.165 64 24.094 Summit.} 8 47 { 24. 171 64.5 24. 099 Bnso . .. 27.6:25 58 27. 542 Base . ... 27.630 58 27. 547 Base .... 27.628 59 27. 543 Base .... 27. 631 60.5 27.543 
Summit} 8 3 I 2 1.160 59.5 24. 099 Summit. } 8 18 { 24.165 63 24. 096 Summit. } 8 33 { 24.165 64 24.094 Summit.} 8 48 { 24.171 64.5 24. 099 Baso .. { 27. 6~7 58 27. 544 Bas~ . .. . 27. 630 58.5 27. 546 Base . ... 27.628 59.5 27.542 Base .... 27.632 61 27.543 Summit} 8 4 { 24. 160 60 24. 098 Summit . } 8 19 { 24.165 63 24.096 Summit.} 8 34 { 24. 165 64 24.094 Summit. } 8 49 { 24. 171 64.5 24.099 Base .. 27.627 59 27. 542 Base . ... 27. 631 58.5 27. 547 Base ... _ 27.628 60 27. 541 Base .... 27.633 61 27.544 Snmmit} 8 5 f 24.160 60 24.098 Summit. } 8 20 { 24.165 63 24.096 Summit.} 8 35 { 24.168 64.5 24.096 Summit. J 8 50 { 24.171 64.5 24. Ofl9 J3a~;~n . 27.628 58 27.545 Base .... 27. 630 58. 5 27. 546 Base . . .. 27.628 60 27. 541 Base .... 27.633 61 27. 544 Summit} 8 6 { 24.160 60 24. 098 Summit. J 8 21 { 24.165 63.5 24.095 Summit.} 8 36 { 24. 168 64.5 24.096 Summit. J 8 51 { 24.171 64.5 24. 009 Baso .. . 27. 621! 58 27. 545 Base . ... 27.630 58 27. 547 Base .... 27.629 60 27.542 Base .... 27. 631 61 27.542 Summit~ 8 7 { 24.160 60 24.098 Summit . } 8 2"2 { 24.165 64 24.094 Summit.} 8 37 { 24.168 64.5 24.096 Summit.} 8 52 { 2-1.171 64.5 21.099 Base .. S 27. 6:!8 58 27. 545 Base .... 27.630 58 27.547 Base .... 27.628 60 27. 541 Base .... 27. ()33 61 27. !144 Snmmit} 8 8 { 2-1.162 6fJ. 5 24. 099 Summit.} 8 23 { 24. 165 64 24.094 Summit.} 8 38 { 24.168 64.5 24. 096 Summit.} 8 53 { 24. 171 64.5 24. 099 llnso ... 27.628 5B 27. 5~5 Base . ... 27. 630 53.5 27. 546 Base _ ... 27.629 60 27. r)~2 Base .... 27.632 61 27. 543 Summit} 8 !) f 2-1.1 62 61 2~. 008 Summit. } 8 24 { 24. 165 64 24. 094 Summit.} 8 39 i 24.168 64.5 24.096 Summit.} 8 54 { 24. 171 64.5 24. 0!)9 ll!\80 . .. :l7. G2d 58.5 27.5H Base .... 27.630 58.5 27.546 Base .. .. 27.628 60 27.541 Base .... 27.632 61 27. 543 Summit} 8 10 ~ 21.162 61.5 24.097 Snmmit . } 8 25 { 24.165 64 24.094 Summit. } 8 40 { 24.168 64.5 24.096 Summit.} 8 55 { 24.171 64.5 24.099 Hnso .. 27. 6:!8 58.5 27.544 Base .... 27.629 58 27. 546 Base . ... 27.630 60 27.543 Base .... 27.632 61 27. !'i43 Snmmit} 8 11 { 21.162 61.5 24. 007 Snmmit. J 8 26 f 24.165 64 24.094 Summit.} 8 41 { 24.168 64.5 24. 096 Summit.} i ~6 1 24.169 63 24.100 Baso .. 27.630 58 27. 547 Baso .... 27.629 5~ 27. !'i46 Base ... 27. 630 60.5 27.542 Base .... 27.633 61 27.544 Summit} 8 12 { 21. 162 61.5 24. 097 Summit.} 8 27 { 2'1. 165 64 24.094 Summit . J 8 42 { 24. Hi8 64.5 24.096 Summit. J 8 57 { 24. 170 63 24.101 Unso .. 27. 630 58 27.5-17 Base ... 27.629 58.5 27.545 Base .... 27. 630 60.5 27.542 Base .... 27.633 61 27. 544 Snmmit ~ 8 13 { 21. L6:! 62 2·1. OH5 Summit . } 8 28 { 24. 165 64 24.094 Summit.} 8 43 { 24. 168 64.5 24.096 Summit.l 8 58 { 24. 170 63 24. 101 l~nso .. 27.630 58 27. 517 RaRe .. .. 27.626 58.5 27. 542 Base . ... 27.6:n 60.5 27. 543 Base .... _ 27.633 61 27.544 Summit} 8 14 ~ 21.162 62 2·1. 09:1 Snmmit. J 8 29 1 24.165 64 24.m.t4 Summit. S 8 44 { 24.168 64.5 24.096 Summit. S 8 59 i 24.170 61 24. 105 Ballo .. 27. 6:!0 58 27.547 H .\ :;0 . ... 27.629 59 27.544 Base .. .. 27.629 60 27.542 Base .... 27.633 61 27.544 
---- -




























Mcteol'ologicctl?·ecol'djol' May!), 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ ~ ~ cl3 .... ~ ;.. cil ~ ~ C) ~ 0) .0 0) 0) 0) .0 0) 0) tD ~l ;..: $· UJ ~~ ;..: $~ UJ ~-~ .gg ;..: .gg ;..: .o· ~ 13 '0~ ~-~ ~ '0 ... 'CO) ~-9 o::: ~ ...... ~ 0) QC) Q.)C) ..... ~ Q) Q,)<l:> ~~ ~-5: Q,) Od Od .cs ts O-P 0~ .os od Od 81> 81> !3 oo Q.)o C)" 
.§I> 8 oo ?:~ ~ ... 81> 8 0 :t!s ~;... ol> 0 ~8 ~ ~ .... C\1 ~ 0 ~ ~ 8 C\1 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 0 E-i ~ 0 ~ 
---- =--~-- a.m. a.?n. Summit} 8 0 { 24. 005 57 23.949 Summit.} 8 15 { 23.990 !i2 23.945 Summit. J 8 30 { 23.990 Baso . .. 27. 488 55 27. 413 Base .... 27.489 56 27. 412 .Base .... 27.490 Summit} 8 1 { 24. 005 57 23. 949 Summit.} 8 16 { 23. 990 52 23.945 Summit.} 8 31 { 23. 990 Base . .. 27. 487 55 27. 412 Baso . ... 27.488 56 27.411 Base .... 27. 488 Summit} 8 2 { 1 24. C05 56. 5 23.949 Summit } 8 17 { 23. 9!!0 52 23. 94:-i Summit.} 8 32 { 23.990 Base . .. 27. 487 55 27.412 Base .... 27.488 56.5 27. 410 Base .... 27. 489 Snmmit} { 24. 000 56 23. 9~6 Summit.} 8 18 { 23.900 52 23.945 Summit.} 8 33 { 23. 992 Base ... 8 3 1 27. 4P6 55. 5 27.410 Base . ... 27. 4fl !J 56 27. 412 Base .... 27. 489 Summit} < . 24 000 56 23. 946 Snmmit . } 8 19 f 23. 990 51.5 2a. 946 Summit.} 8 3~ { 2J. 992 Base ... 8 4 ~ I 27. 489 55. 5 27. 4l3 Base .... 27.489 56 27.412 Baf'e .... 27. 487 Summit ( 8 5 { 24. 000 55. 5 23. 947 Summit } 8 20 { 23.990 51.5 23. 946 Summit.} 8 35 { 23. !)92 Base ... 5 27.489 55.5 27. 413 Base .... 27. 489 56 27. 412 Base . ... 27. 488 Summit} 8 6 { 2-l. 000 55 23. 948 Summit.} 8 21 { 23.992 51 23.949 Summit.} 8 36 { 23. 992 Basu ... 27.488 55.5 27.412 Baso .... 27. 488 56 27. 411 Base .... 27.488 Summit} 8 - { 2-1. 000 54. 5 2~. 94!) Snmmit.l 8 22 { 23. 99~ 51 23.949 Summit.} 8 37 { 2:i. 993 BaRe ... I 27. 488 !15. 5 27.412 Base .... 27.489 56 27.412 Ease .. . . 27. 484 
.Rummit ~ { 24. coo 54 23.950 Summit.} 8 2:1 { 23. 9!10 51 23. 947 Summit.} 8 38 { 23. 9fl5 naso ... _ 8 8 27. 485 55. 5 27.409 Base .... 27. 489 56 27.412 Base .... 27. 485 Summit J !:s :l { 2:3. 990 53 23.942 Summit } 8 24 { 23.992 51 23.949 Summit.} 8 39 { 23. !J95 Bnso ... 27. 485 55. 5 27. 409 Base . ... 27. 489 56 27. 412 B!!se .. . . 27.485 Summit} 8 10 { 23. 9!)0 53 23.942 Summit.} 8 25 { 2:!. 992 52 23. 947 Summit.} 8 40 { 23.995 Base .. . 27.483 56 27.408 Base .... 27. 490 56 27. 413 Base ... 27.487 Summit} 8 11 { 23. 990 53 23.942 Summit.} 8 26 f 23.992 53 23. !J44 Summit . } 8 41 { 24. 000 Bnse . .. 27. 488 56 27.411 Base .... 27. 4\JO 56 27.413 BaRe .... 27.490 Summit} fl 12 { 23. 990 52. 5 23. 9~3 Summit.} 8 27 { 23. 9!10 53 23.942 Summit.} 8 42 { ~4. coo Baso ... 27. 488 56 27. 4ll Base . ... 27. 41'9 56 27.412 Base .... 27. 4H!l Summit} { <>j !JOO "'> - 23.9~3 Summit.} 8 28 { 23. 990 54 23.940 Summit : } 8 43 { 24. 000 8 13 ~- . ' ;) __ ;) Base ... 27. 48R 56 27. 41l Bnse ... . 27. 490 56 27. ·113 Base ... 27. 490 Summit} 8 14 { I ~.:. 990 I 52. 5 23.943 Summit . } 8 29 { 23. 990 54.5 23.939 Summit.} 8 44 { 24. 000 Base ... 27.489 56 27.412 Base .... I 27. 490 56 27.413 Base .... 27.489 
~ cil ~ ~ 
.0, 0) ~ ~~ rtJ .... ~-~ .gg 't;j.P 'CO) ocv ~~ ......... 1@ O""' 0~ Q,)o ~~ 81> !::;'"' ~8 ~ 
~ 0 ~ 8 0 
a.m. 
55 23.938 Summit.} 8 45 { 56 27.413 Base .... 
56 23.936 Summit.} 8 46 { 55.5 27.412 Base .... 
56 23.936 Summit.} 8 47 { 55.5 27.413 Base .... 
56. 5 23.937 Summit.} 8 48 { 56 27. 412 Base .... 
57 23. !J:J6 Summit.} 8 49 { 56 27.410 Base .... 
57.5 23. 9.l5 Summit.} 8 50 { 56 27.411 Base .... 
58 23. 934 Summit . } 8 51 { 56 n4n Base .... 
58.5 23.934 Summit.} 8 52 { 56 27.407 Base .... 
59 23.935 Summit. } 8 53 { 56 27. 408 Base . ... 
59.5 23.934 Summit . } 8 54 { 56 27. 408 Base ... . 
59.5 23.934 Summit.} 8 55 { 56 27.410 Base .... 
60 23. 937 Summit . } 8 56 { 56 27.413 Base .. . . 
60.5 23. 936 Summit.} 8 57 { 5G 27. 412 Base ... 
61 23.935 Summit.} 8 58 { :J6 27. 413 Base .... 






0 ~s .... C\1 ~ ~ 
-----
24. 000 61 
27.489 55.5 
24. 000 61.5 
27.490 55.5 
24. 000 61.5 






27. 488 55 
24.005 6l 






27. 484 55 
24.002 60 
27. 4!10 55 
24.002 60 
27. 488 55 
24. 002 60 
27.488 55.5 
24. 002 60 
27. •!89 55. 5 


























































































Meteorological?·ec01·d for May 10, 1873. 
(Miuute barometrical observations.) 




a.m. a.m. a.m. a. 7n. ~mumit} 8 0 { 2:t 84::! 57 23. 78() Summit. J 8 15 { 23.843 :-9. 5 23.787 Summit. J 8 30 { 23.850 59 23.790 Summit. J 8 45 { 23. 844 57.5 23.786 Uaso ... ~7. 30::! 57.5 27.221 Base . .. . 27. 310 58 27. 2:l7 Base .... 27. 313 58 27.230 Base .. . 27.308 58 27.225 ~llllltUit J 8 1 { :.:?:.1. 8-hl 57 23.784 Summit . } 8 16 { 23.834 59.5 2:-1. i93 Summit. J 8 31 { 23. 855 59 23.795 Summit . } 8 46 { 23. 844 57.5 23. 786 1bsll ... :!7. :.102 57.5 27.::!:n Base .... 27.315 58 27.232 Baso .... 27.310 58 27.227 Base .... 27. :301 58 27.218 ~1\tulllit} 8 2 { 23. biO 58 23.782 Summit. } 8 17 { 23.850 59 2:l. 790 Summit.} 8 32 { 23.850 59 23.790 Summit.} 8 47 { 23.8-14 57.5 23.7£16 Rtsl' .. 27.300 58 27. 217 Base .... 27.312 58 27. 22!) Base .... 27.310 58 27. 2'27 Base .... 27.313 58 27.230 
Rnmmit} 8 3 { 2:1. 840 59 23.780 Summit. } 8 18 { 23.850 59 23. 7!!0 Summit.} 8 33 { 23.850 59 23.790 Summit.} 8 48 { 23.844 57.5 23.786 llm•o __ 21. :Jot 58 27.218 Base .... 27.310 58 27.227 Bas& . .. - 27.302 58 27. 219 Base ... . 27. 307 58 27. 2:.!4 Rmnmit ~ 8 4 { ::!3. 8·1U 59 23. 71!0 Summit } 8 19 { 23.855 58.5 23. 79() Summit.~ 8 34 { 2::1.850 59 23. 790 Sun]Jllit . } 8 49 { 23. 844 57.5 23.786 llase .. 5 27.303 58 27. 2;2\l Base .... 27.322 58 27.2:19 Base .... 5 27.306 58 27.223 Base .. .. 27. 319 57.5 27.2:.17 Summit ~ 8 5 { ~3.1NO 5£1.5 23. 719 Summit.} 8 20 { 23.852 58 2:!. 794 Summit.} 8 35 { 23.850 59 23. 790 Summit. ( 8 50 { 23. 848 57.5 23.790 llm•c .. 5 ~7. 300 58 27.217 Baso .... 27.308 58 27. 2:.!3 Base .... 27.306 58 27.223 Base ... . 5 27. ~09 57. 5 27. 2:l7 
Snmmit} 8 6 { 23. 8·10 5!1. 5 23.779 ~nrnmit.} 8 21 { 23.856 58 23. 7!li:l Summit. } 8 36 { 23. 845 58.5 23. 786 Summit.} 8 51 { 23. 839 57.5 23. 78L J~n!'ll\ . . 27. 2!l!l 58 27. 21() Base .... 27.320 58 27.2:37 Base .... 27. 302 58 27. 21[) Base .... 'n-314 57.5 27.232 
Summit} 8 N { ~:1. 840 5!1. 5 23. 779 Snrnmit. } 8 22 { 23. ~36 58 23. 7!18 Summit . } 8 37 { 2:3.845 58 23. 786 Snmrnit . } 8 52 { 23. 841 57.5 2:1. 78:! ];a so . . 1 27. 307 58 27. 2-~4 Base .... 27. 3::!0 58 27. 237 Ba~<e .... 27. 30[) 58 27. 2:l6 Base . ... 27. 323 57.5 27. 241 
Omumit j 8 8 {I ~1. ><> 5!l. 5 23.784 Snmmit } 8 23 { 23.859 58 23. 801 Summit. } 8 38 { 23.846 58 23.787 Summit.} 8 53 { 23. 841 57 23.784 llaso ... ~7. 303 58 27. 2:!0 13aso .... 27.:114 58 27. 231 Base .... 27. 307 58 27.224 Base . .. . 27.309 57.5 27. 2;t7 
t:-;ummit} 8 9 { 23. 84:'i 5!l. 5 2:l. 784 Summit. J 8 24 f 23.859 58 1?3. 80 1 Summit.} 8 39 { 23. 846 58 23. 787 Summit. } 8 54 { 23.845 57 23. 78~ Haflt' . 27. :103 58 27. 2~0 Baso .... 27. 319 58 27.236 Base .... 27.309 58 27.226 Base .... 27.302 57.5 27.220 
Rnmmit} 8 10 { ::!3. 815 59.5 23.784 Summit.} 8 25 { 23.854 58.5 2:J. 795 Summit. } 8 40 { 23.841 58 23.782 Summit.} 8 55 { 23. 8·16 56.5 23. 7~!0 
""''... 127. 2!17 58 27.214 Baso .... 27.318 58 27.235 Base .... 27. 318 58 27.235 Base .... 27.319 57.5 27.237 Rnmmit} 8 11 { 2:1. 84;'\ 5!l. 5 23. 784 Snmmit.} 8 26 { 23. 850 58.5 2:!. 791 Summit.} 8 41 { 23. 844 57.5 23.786 Summit . } 8 56 { 23. 846 56 23. 7!)1 naso . . 27. 306 5l:l ~7. 2'23 Base .... 27. 300 58 27.217 Base .... 27.312 58 27.229 Base .... 27. 310 57.5 27. 22E Summit} 8 10 { 2:1. S· l l:l 59.5 23.787 Summit . } 8 27 { 23.852 59 2:-l. 792 Summit } 8 42 { n840 57.5 23 782 Summit . } 8 57 { 23. 846 56 23. 7!)] U:tsl' . . ~ 27. :!08 58 27. 2'~5 
I Base .... 27.312 58 27. 22!) l3ase. -- . 27.305 58 27.222 Base .... 27. 308 57.5 27. 22{ 
""""";' l"' ! ~J. ,., , 5!l. 5 23. 7~7 Sumru;t. l 8 28 { 23,832 59 23.792 Summit. J 8 43 { 23.846 57. 5 23.788 Summit. S 8 56 { 23. 846 56 23. 'i!l1 Jlasl' . ~7. 29H 58 27. 216 
I BaSIL ... 27.318 58 27. 2:-!5 Base . ... 27.302 58 27.219 Base .... 27.300 57.5 27.2H Hnmmit 8 14 { :.:?3. 8 18 5!l. 5 23. 787 Summit. 8 29 { 23.850 59 2:1. 7!JO Summit.} 8 44 { 23. 844 57.5 2:l786 Summit.} 8 59_ { 23. 846 56 23.791 ~3n~o . . 1 ___ 127. 311 58 27. 22~ [ Base .... 27.310 58 27.227 Base .. . . 27.307 58 27.224 Base .•. 27.3 13 58 27. 23( 




























~ ~ .:. ,lj ,:. ,:. ~ Q) .0 J) ~ 
.o· ~ ~~ ~ $· .0· +'Q) .o· 0~ o§ $ '2~ ]~ .::.~ ~-~ ~:3 'B~ <D s .aS os o+> 0~ <Dd '-'0 ~~ o? <D? 0 ~8 ~~ 8? ~ ~ .. c;j d <1 0 ~ £::1 P-1 ~ 0 
---
p.m. p . m. 
Summit J 2 0 f 23.755 65 23.682 Summit.} 2 15 Base ... 27.150 65 27.052 Base .... 
Summit} 2 1 f :!3. 7S5 65.5 23.681 Summit . } 2 16 Baso ... Base .... 
Summit} 2 2 { 23.755 66 23.680 Summit.} 2 17 { Base ... Base .... 
Summit} 2 3 f 23.755 66.5 23.679 Summit . } 2 18 { Base ... Base .... 
Summit} 2 4 { 23. 7:i3 66.5 23.677 Summit . } 2 19 { Base ... Base .... . Summit} 2 5 f 23.755 67 23.678 Summit.} 2 20 f Base .. . 27.152 65 27.034 Base .... Summit} 2 6 { 23.758 68 23.678 Summit } 2 21 { Base .. 27.152 65 27.054 Base ... . Summit} 2 7 { 23. 7fi5 68 2'.:l. 675 Summit.} 2 22 { Base ... 27.1 ·18 65 27. 030 Base .... Summit} 2 8 { 23.755 69 23.673 Summit.} 2 23 { Base . .. 27.148 65 27.050 Base .... 
Summit} 2 9 { 23. ';'60 G9. 5 23.677 Summit } 2 24 { Bnse .. . 27. 151 65 27.053 Base .. . . 
SummitS 2 10 f 23.760 69.5 23.676 Summit } 2 25 f Bnse . .. 27. 147 65 27. 0-!9 Base .... 
Summit} 2 ll { 23.758 70 23.67:i Summit.} 2 26 { Base ... 27. 149 65 27.051 Base .... 
Summit} 2 12 { 23.758 70 23. 673 Snmmi.t } 2 27 f Base . .. 27. 140 65 27. 051 Base .... 
Snmmit} 2 13 { 23. 7HO 70.5 23. u74 Snmmi.t.} 2 28 { Base ... 27.147 63 27.049 I B"' Snmmit} 2 14 { 23. 760 7l 23.673 Snmmit . } 2 29 { Base ... 27.144 65 27. 041i Base .. .. 
Mcteol·ological ?'ec01·djor Jliay 11, 18i3. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
,:. ~ ,:. r:. ~~ .0 Q) ~ >< "' ~ .0· .0· ... <e-+" 't;jQ) o:::l o:::l ~ ~ ;?s Q)+" ~:3 ~ -g ~~ 0~ 8 00 8~ 8 0 
.ss ~ .. _g ... 0 ~ 
"" ~ ~ 0 ~ P=l 0 E-< P=l 
-----
p.m. 
2::l. 760 7l 23. 673 Summit.} 2 30 f 23.762 27. 144 65 27.046 Base . .. . 27.149 
23.760 7l 23. 673 Summit.~ 
2 31 f 23.762 27. 146 65 ~7. 04tl Base .... S 27. 143 
2.1. 760 7L. 5 23.672 Summit.} 2 32 { 23. 768 27.148 65 27. 05'-l Base . .. . 27. 136" 
23.763 . 7L. 5 ~3. (;75 Summit.} 2 33 { 23.775 27.144 04. 5 27. 047 Base .... 27. 1a3 
2:1. 7(!J 72 23. 674 Summit.} 2 34 f 23.780 27. 142 6·1 27.046 Base .... 27. 133 
23. 765 72 23. G76 Summit. } 2 '35 { 23. 782 27. 140 64 27. 044 Base .... 27. 134 
23. 768 72 23. 670 Summit.} 2 3() { 23. 780 27. 138 64 27.0-12 Base .... 27. 133 
23. 7(i2 72 23. 67:1 Summit . } 2 37 { 23.772 27.140 6<1 27.044 Base .. . 27. 131 
23. 763 72 2:1. G74 Summit.} 2 38 { 23. 778 27.1::\8 64 27. 0,12 Base .... 27.129 
23.763 72.5 23. G73 Snmmi.t } 2 39 { 23. 770 27.140 G4 27. 0'!4 Base . .. 27.132 
23. 7GO 72. 5 2:!. fi?O Summit.} 2 40 { 2:l. 770 27.140 64 27.044 Base .... 27.131 
2:1760 73 2:1.670 Snmmit } 2 41 { 23. 765 27.142 6-! 27. 0-16 Base . . .. 27.130 
23. 7uO 73 23. 670 Summit.} 2 42 { 23. 760 27. 142 64 27. 046 B-ase . . . . 27.132 
2:3.7(i0 73 2~. G70 Summit.} 2 43 { 23.752 27.1<J4 6:1.5 27.049 Base ... 27. 136 
23. 760 73 23. G70 Summit } 2 44 { 23. 752 27. 150 63.5 27. 055 Base .... 27. 134 
r:. ~ ~ Q) .0 .0 .· 
... +>S .o· ~..., <t;j<D .::.~ <DO) o:>-"' ...,o:> 
.oS os 0-+" 00 ~~ 
.gs ~8 
"" ~ 0 ~ 0 
73 23.672 Summit.} 
63.5 27. 054 Base .... 
73 23.672 Summit.} 
63.5 27. 048 Base .... 
7:'1 23.678 Summit.} 
63.5 27.041 Base .... 
73 23.685 Summit.} 
63.5 27. 038 Base .... 
73 23. 690 Summit.} 
63.5 27. 03tl Base .... 
73 23.692 Summit.} 
6::l 27.041 Base .... 
73 23.690 Summit.} 
63 27. 040 Base~ ... 
73 23. 682 Summit. } 
63 27. 038 Baso ..... 
73 23.688 Summit.} 
G3 27. 036 Base .... 
73. 5 23. 670 Summit.} 
63 ~7. 039 Base .... 
73.5 23.619 Summit. ( 
63 27.038 Base .... 5 
73 23. (i75 Summit.} 
G2. 5 27.038 Base . . .. 
72 23.672 Summit . ~ 
62.5 27. 040 Base .... 
71 23. 666 Summit . ( 
62.5 27. 044 Base . ... S 
70 23. 668 Summit.} 





.:: .§ ~ 0~ 8 s ... 0 ~ £::1 P=l 
p.m. 
2 45 f 23.760 27.130 
2 46 f 23.752 27. 129 
2 47 { 23.742 27.131 
2 48 f 23. 740 27. 132 
2 40 { 23.738 27. 132 
2 50 { 23.730 27. 133 
2 51 { 23.720 27.137 
2 52 { 23.720 2"/.139 
2 53 { 23.720 27. 134 
2 54 { 23.715 27.132 
2 55 f 23.710 27.130 
2 56 { 23.700 27. 124 
2 57 { 23. 700 27. 121 
2 51S { 23. 705 27. 115 




































































































Meteol'ological?·ecordfol' May 12, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
s:. c:. ;... ~ ~ s:. c:. ~ ... c:. al "' ~~ ..c al Q) . ..c C) C) "' ..C;... tf1 "' ..C· ..C· ~ ~ ..c· ..c· ~ 
""'"' 
;.; 
..c · ..c· ~ 0~ 0~ .s '0 ... -oc> ~~ ~~ $ '0...., ~~ c§ ~-S c.....'9 c.-..9 o"' _se3 Cl)C) <I) Q) ......... 0) 0-' c ... ~ ..c8 as g~ s ..cS ga o..> O(ij 8 od ~~ <.>0 c>O g~ r:e "'~>- 0 .sa f-.0 c:>;;. 0 "'~ .sa .§ d d ... ~ ... d .§ ... d ~ 0 d ~ 0 d p:; FQ 0 p:; H FQ 0 p: H FQ 
----- ---
p.m. p.m. p.?n. 
Summit J 2 0 f 23. <184 50 23.444 I Summit.j 2 15 { 23.490 54.5 23.440 Summit. J 2 30 { 23. 490 13nso .. 26.939 64 26. 863 Baso .. .. 26. 9:i8 64. 5 26. 861 Base ... . 2(). 956 
Summit J 2 1 f 23.482 51 23.440 1 Sun-..nit . } 2 16 { 23.488 55 23.437 Summit. J 2 31 { 23.490 l3asn ... 26. 95!l 64 26. EG3 Base .... 26.959 64.5 26.862 Buse .... 26. 956 
Summit J 2 2 { 23. 4b'2 51.5 23. 43!1 Summit.} 2 17 { 23.488 55 23. 437 Summit. J 2 32 { 23. 4!!0 Bnso ... 26.958 64 26.862 Base .... 26.958 64 26.862 Base .... 26. 956 
Snruruit l 2 3 { 23.485 52 23. 441 Summit . } 2 18 { 23.488 55 23. 437 Snmmit. J 2 33 { 23.490 Base ... 26. !15!! 63.5 26.863 Base .. .. 26.958 64 26.862 Base .... 26. 956 
Summit 2 4 { 23.485 53 23. 439 Summit. J 2 19 { 2!1. 490 55.5 23. 438 Summit.} 2 34 { 23.492 Base ... 26. !)()0 63.5 26.865 Base .... 26.959 64 26.863 B:Jse .... 26. 9.i 4 
Summit l 2 5 f 23. 48·2 53 23. 4'36 Summit. } 2 20 { 23.4!10 56 23. 4:!7 Summit.} 2 ' 3fl { 23.490 :Raso ... 26.ll60 63.5 26.865 Base .... 26.958 64 26. 862 Base . .. . 2G. !!53 
Summit 2 6 { 23.482 53 23.436 Summit . } 2 21 { 23. 4!)0 56 23.437 Summit.} 2 36 { 2J. 490 :Base ... 26.959 63.5 26. 864 Base . ... 26.958 64 26.862 Base .... 26. !153 
Summit 2 7 { 23.484 5:1. :s 23. 437 Summit. } 2 22 { 23. 48'5 56 23.4:12 Snmmit. } 2 37 { 23. 495 Bnsc .. 26.958 64 26. 8()2 Base .... 26.958 64 26.862 Base .... 26. 953 
Summit} 2 8 { 23.486 54 23.4:18 Summit.} 2 23 { ~3. 487 56.5 23.433 Summit.} 2 38 { 23. 496 Base ... 26. !159 64 26.863 Base ... . 26. 960 64 26.864 Base .. .. 26. 953 
Summit} 2 9 { 23.486 54 23. 4:!8 Snmruit. l 2 24 { 23. 4t-l7 56.5 23.4::13 Summit.} 2 39 { 23. 494 Bnso ... 26. 938 64 26. 8(i2 Base .... 26. 95!J 64 26.863 Base ... 26. 953 
Smmuit} 2 10 { 2J. 490 54 23.44:2 Snmmit· 2 25 { 23.487 56.5 23. 433 Summit. J 2 40 { 23. 4!10 Ba~o ... 2ti. 957 64 26.861 Base .. . . 26.958 64 26. 86~ Base . ... 26.953 
Summit J 2 11 { 23. 4'0 54 23. 4~~ : Summit. J 2 26 { 23. 486 57 23. 431 Summit.} 2 41 { 23. 494 Baso ... 26.938 64.5 26.861 ; Base .... 26. 957 64 26.861 Base ... . 26.953 
Summit} 2 12 f 23.490 5- l 23. 411 Summit. J 2 27 { 23. 486 57 23. 4:H Summit. J 2 42 { 23. 490 llnse ... ~6. 9.)•1 64.5 26. 8.i7 Baso .... 26. 957 64 26. 8G 1 Base .... 26. 953 
Summit} 2 13 { 23.493 5 1 23. 446 Summit.} 2 28 f 23.486 57.5 23. 4:!0 Summit.l 2 43 { 23.490 Bnso ... 26.937 6·1. 5 26.860 Base ... . 26.957 64 26. ea t Base ... . 26. 955 
Summit} 2 14 { 23.495 54 23.446 Summit } 2 29 { 23. 490 58 23. 433 Summit. } 2 44 { 23.495 Ba:;O ... 26.958 64. 5 26.861 Base .... 26.955 64 26. 859 Base . . . . 2G. 953 
... ell ~ .. "' . ..c "' ~~ $~ ;.; ..c· ~03 'tjQ) 0~ 00 
"' ... (+...,.~ Cl) s ....,o .,_._ 
'2o ~~ O""' OCil g~ 
.55 8~>' t: ~ d ~ 0 0 p:; E::j 
--
p . m. 
5tl. 5 23.432 Summit . } 2 45 { 64 26.860 Base ... . 
58.5 23. 4:l2 Summit J 2 46 { 64 26. eno Base .... 
59 23. 431 Summit. J 2 47 { 64 26.860 Buse . .. . 
59 23. 431 Summit. ) 2 48 { 64 26. 860 Base ... . S 
59.5 23. 432 Sumtuit. J 2 49 { 64 26. 858 Base .. .. 
59.5 :.23. 430 Summit.} 2 50 { 64 26. 857 Base .... 
60 2::1.429 Summit . } 2 51 { 64 26.1!57 Base .... 
61 23.432 Summit.} 2 52 { 64 26. 857 Base ... . 
61.5 23.432 Summit.} 2 53 { 64 26. e57 Base .... 
62 23.429 Summit . } 2 54 { 64 26.857 Base .... 
63 2::1. 42!J Summit.} 2 55 { 64 26.857 Base .... 
63 23. 427 Summit } 2 56 { 64 26. 857 Base .... 
63 23. 423 Summit.} 2 57_ { 64 26. 857 Base .... 
63 23.423 Summit . S 2 58 { 63. 5 26.860 Base . .. . 
63 23. 428 Summit . } 2 59 { 63.5 26. 858 I Base . . .. S 
"' oD. 
.,c;... ;.; ... C) 
.s "g1i3 
<I) 
a ..cS <:.) 0 
0 





26. !)36 63.5 
23. 496 64 
26. 95'! 63. 5 
23. 4fl0 64 
26. 953 Ga. 5 
23. 496 64 
26.954 63.5 
23.490 64 
26.953 63. 5 
23. 490 64 
21j. !J53 63.5 
23. 486 64. 5 
26. 953 63. 5 
23. 486 64. 5 
26. !J5G 63. 5 




23. 488 64 
26. 953 64 
23.492 63.5 
26.953 64 
23. 482 6S 
26. !l5:l 6<1 






































































Mefeo?·ological?·ecord for May 13, 1873 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
!!. ~ ~ d! !!. !!. !!. d ~ !!. !!. d! !!. ~ !!. ~ CD ,0 CD CD CD ,0 ~ CD ,0 ;il CD ,0 






Summit} 2 0 { 23.340 57.5 2.1. 284 Summit . } 2 15 { 23.338 56.5 23.284 2 30 { 23.325 56 23.272 Summit. } 2 45 { 23.329 58 23.272 Base ... 26.741 61 26.654 Baso .... ~6. 74:3 62 26. 654 Base . ... ~6. 744 63 26. (]53 Base .... 26. 748 62.5 26.658 
Summit} 2 1 { 23.340 57.5 23.284 Summit.} 2 16 { 1!3. 338 56.5 2:{. 284 Summit.} 2 31 { 23.325 56 23.272 Summit .} 2 46 { 23.329 58 23.272 Base . .. 26. 741 61 26.654 Base ... . 26. 7~ 3 62 26. 654 Base . ... 2<i. 747 63 26. 65() Base .... 26.742 62.5 26. 652 
Summit} 2 2 { 23. 340 57.5 23. ~84 Summit . S 2 17 { 23.323 56 23.280 Summit.} 2 32 { 23.325 56 23.272 Summit } 2 47 { 23.329 58 23.272 Base ... 26. 740 61.5 26.652 Base .. . 26. 743 62 26. 654 Base .... 26.748 ()3 26.657 Base .... 26.742 62.5 ~6- 652 
Summit} 2 3 { 23. 341 57.5 23.285 Summit. } 2 18 { 23.329 56 23. 276 Snmmit.} 2 33 { 23.330 56.5 23.276 Summit .} 2 48 { 23.328 58.5 23.270 Base ... 26.7a9 61.5 213.651 Base .... 26. 742 62 26. 653 Base .... 26.747 63 26.656 Base .... 26.749 62.5 26. 65!} 
Summit} 2 4 { 23. 341 57 23.286 Summit.} 2 19 { 23.329 56 23.276 Summit.} 2 34 { 2~{. 330 57 23.275 Summit.} 2 49 { 23.325 58.5 23.267 Base ... 26. 741 61.5 26.653 Base .... 26. 741 62.5 26. fi51 Base ... . 26.748 ()3 26.657 Base .... 26.749 62.5 26.659 
Summit} ~ 5 { 23.340 57 23.285 Summit.} 2 20 { 23.331 56 23.278 Summit.} 2 35 { 23.322 57 23.267 Summit.} 2 50 { 23.325 58.5 23.267 Base ... 26. 741 61.5 26.653 Base . ... 26.741 62.5 26 651 Base .... 26. 748 63 26.657 Base . ... 26.750 62.5 26.660 
Summit} 2 6 { 23.:-140 57 23.285 Summit.} 2 21 { 2:3.330 56 23.277 Summit.} 2 36 { 23.321 57.5 23.265 Summit.} 2 51 { 23. 315 58.5 23.257 Base ... 26. 741 62 26.652 Base .... 26. 740 62.5 26. 650 Base .... 26.747 63 26. 656 Base .... 26. 7GO 62.5 26. 660 
Summit} 2 7 { 23.339 57 23.284 Summit.} 2 22 { 23.328 56 23.275 Summit.} 2 37 { 23.330 57.5 23.274 Summit . } 2 52 { 23.310 58.5 2~l. 252 Base ... 26. 739 62 26. 650 Base ... . 26. 741 62.5 26. 651 Base .... 26. 748 62.5 26.658 Base .... 26,750 62 26. 661 
Summit} 2 8 { 23.339 57 23.284 Summit.} 2 23 { 23. 331 56 23.278 Snmmit.} 2 38 { 23.35:6 57.5 23.272 Summit.} 2 53 { 23.307 58.5 23.249 Baso .. . 26.7313 62 26. 649 Baso .... 26.741 63 26. 650 Base .... 26.748 63 26.657 Base .... 26.750 62 26.661 
Summit} 2 9 { 2:i. 339 ;)7 23.284 Summit.} 2 24 { 2:{. 331 56 23.278 Summit.} 2 39 { 2:3.331 58 23.274 Summit . } 2 54 { 23.305 58. 5 23.247 Base . .. 26.740 62 26.651 Base .... ~6. 742 63 26. 651 Base ... 2G. 745 63 26. 654 Base .... 26.748 62.5 26. 658 
Summit} 2 10 { 23. 339 57 23.284 Summit.} 2 25 { 23.337 56 23.284 SumUJit_ } 2 40 { 23.330 58 23.273 Summit.} 2 55 { 23.305 5fl. 5 23. 247 Base ... 26.742 62 26. 653 Base .... 26.741 63 illl. ()50 Base . .. . 26.747 62.5 26.657 Base .... 26.747 62.5 26.657 
Summit} 2 11 { 23.338 57 2;{. 2d3 Summit.} 2 26 { 23.335 56 23.282 Summit.} 2 41 { 23.330 58 23.273 SLlmmit.} 2 56 ~ 23.310 58.5 23.252 Base ... 26. 742 62 26.653 Base .... . 26.741 6:'! 26. 650 Base .... 26. 747 63 26. 656 Base .... 26. 747 62.5 26.651 
Summit} 2 12 { 23.338 57 23.283 Summit.} 2 27 { 2:1.335 56 23.282 Summit } 2 42 1 23.329 58 23.272 Summit_} 2 57 { 23.320 59 23.261 Baso ... 26. 744 62 26. 655 Base -... 26. 741 63 26.650 Base .... 26. 746 63 26. 655 . Base .... 26.745 62.5 26. 655 
Summit} 2 13 { 23.338 57 23.283 Summit. S 2 28 { 23.335 56 23.282 Summit. S 2 43 f ~3. 329 58 23.2711 I Summit.j 2 58 { 2:cl. 312 59 23.253 Base ... 26.743 62 26. U54 Base .... 26. 741 63 26. 650 Base . ... 26.746 62.5 26. 65G Base .... 26. 745 62.5 26.655 
Summit} 2 14 { 23.338 57 23.283 Summit.} 2 29 { 23.328 56 23.275 Summit.} 2 44 { 23.329 58 23.272 SurtJmit. } 2 59 { 23.308 59 23.249 Base ... 26.744 62 26. ()55 Base .... 26-.741 62.5 26.651 Base . ... 26.744 62.5 26. 654 Base .... 26. 743 63 26.652 
NOTE.-Elevatiou of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readiugs corrected for tem-
































































Mcteorological?·ecordfor May 14: 1873. 
"' .8· a 
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---1---1---1--1---11 I I 1--1---11 I I I II 1---1---1--·- --
p . m. 
Summit l •) 0 { 23. 2'l8 60 lJnso .. 5 ~ \!li. l:l-11 50 
Summit l 0 1 { 23. ~1:2 60 lln::;o .. 5 "' ::?6. 8ll 50 
Summit l 0 0 { 2:1. :i05 60 
Base .. 5 ~ ~ :w 840 50 
Summit ~ .., 3 { 23. 300 GO Baso ... 5 ~ 2G. 8·1 L :;o 
Summit l 0 4 { 23. 30J 60 Bnso .. 5 "' 26. dH 50 
Summit l 0 , { 23. :ll3 5!.1. 5 
Bm;o ... 5 ~ v 26. l:l-l .i 50 
Summit l •) 6 { :!3. :114 5!1. 5 Baso .. 5 ~ 26. 8-1::? :;o 
Summit l 2 7 f :!3. 302 59 Ba~o .. 5 ~ 26. l:l13 50 
Summit l 0 8 { 2:J. 303 59 lla~e ... 51 ~ 26. !'13 50 
Sn1!nuit l 2 9 { ~~- 30~ ~!) l3nse . . 5 -G. 84.> :>0 
Summit l 0 10 (I ~l. :lOO 5!) )~!lS(\ •• 5 ~ ~ 26. tl-1:1 50 
Summit l 0 11 { :!!3. a_oo 5J lla-;o ... 5 ~ 2li. t<-l:l 1 5o 
Sum_nut l ,., 1., 5 ~n :J00.
1
5!l 
llas(' .. S - - ( :W. bl2 50 
Snm1_uit ll 0 13 f ~:J . :ll_lO 5!1 lhst1 • 5 - ( 2li. HIt ~0 ~llllllllit l l 2 11 5 ~:1.:300 58.5 
Rum .. 5 ( ~6. 81:2 50 
p.m. 
23. 227 Snmmit. { 2 15 { 
26. 779 Baso . : -· 5 
2-l. 2:11 Summtt . { 2 16 ~ 
"6 77!:1 Ba~e - . - . 5 l 
23: 2H Summit. l 2 17 5 
''6 778 Base - - - . 5 l 2:3: 2:J!.l Summit. l 2 18 ~ 
26. 779 , Base.-... 5 ( 
2'3. 2~2 Snnumt. l 2 19 { 
26. 77!.1 Base .... 5 
2J. 25:J Surumit . ( 2 20 { 
26. 784 Baso . - .. 5 
23. 25-1 Summit . } 2 21 { 
2ti ?riO Base . - . 
2:1: 213 Snmmit. ?. 2 22 5 
:.!6. 78L Base . :-- 5 ( 
23. 24~ Snnumt. { 2 23 { 
'>6 781 Baso .. -. ) • ~:1: !!-19 Summit. l 2 24 { 
26. 783 lhso . : .. 5 
2.1. 2-1 L Snnnmt. l 2 25 { 
26. 7t:O Baso . . . 5 
:!3. 2-1 L Rum mit { 2 26 { 
21i. 7!'!1 Haso : - 5 
2:l. 241 II Sumnut . l 2 27 { 
::?li. 7t:O Base .. - . 5 
:?:l. 21( Hnmmit. l 2 28 { 
2G. 77!) 1 Baso ... · 51 
2:1.21:1 II Summit ( 2 29 f 
26. 71:'0 !I Base .... 5 ( 
23.285 58.5 
2fi. 846 50 
23.295 58 
26.843 50 
23. 300 58 
26.847 50 
23. 2!)5 58 
26.8-12 50 
23. 2!)5 58 
26.847 50 
23.280 58 






26. 848 50 
23. 275 5~ 
26. 846 50 
23.250 58 
26.847 50 




2J. 268 58 
26.1:3-l:l 50 
2:3. 2ti4 58 
































Base .. .. 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .. -- 5 
Summit. ( 
Base.- - · 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ( 
Base.- -· 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .. - . 5 
Summit . ( 






Base .... 5 
Summit. ( 
Base . . . - 5 
Snmmit. l 
Base._ -- 5 
Surumit. ( 
Base .-- . 5 
Summit. ( 
Base . -- - 5 
I 
Summit. } 
Base . .. . 
p.m. 
2 30 { 23. 265 58 
26. 843 50 
2 31 { 23. 265 58 
26. 841 50 
2 32 ~ 23. 265 57. 5 ( 26. 841 50 
2 33 5 23. 270 57. 5 l 26. 84:3 4!). 5 
2 34 ~ 23. 270 57 ( 26. 842 4!:1. 5 
2 35 5 23. 270 57 ( 26. 847 4!}. 5 
2 36 f 23. 265 57 l 26. 842 49. 5 
2 37 5 23. 265 57 l 26. 847 4!). 5 
2 38 5 23. 270 56. 5 
~ 26. 847 ~3. 5 
2 39 5 23. 270 56. 5 l 26. 842 49. 5 
2 40 { 23. 272 56. 5 
2G. 846 49 
2 41 ~ 23. 265 56 ( 26.845 4!) 
2 42 { 2~. 272 56 
26. 8-15 49 
2 43 5 23. 284 56 
( 26. 8-14 49 
2 44 5 23. 280 56 











23. 2 L5 
26. 786 



















Base ... . 5 
Summit. } 
Baso .. .. 
Summit. l 




Base- -- · 
Summit.} 
Base . .. . 
Summi t. ~ 




Baso . --· 
Summit.} 
Baso . . . . 
Summit. ( 




Baso .. - · 5 
Summit. } 
Base .. . . 
Summit. ( 
Base .... 5 
p . m . 
2 45 { 
2 46 { 
2 47 ~ 
2 48 { 
2 49 { 
2 50 { 
2 51 { 
2 52 { 
2 53 i 
2 54 { 
2 55 { 
2 5G { 
2 57 { 
2 58 { 
2 59 { 
23.278 55. 5 
26. 847 4!) 
::'3. 288 55.5 
26. 8J5 49. 5 
23.288 55.5 
26. 844 4!). 5 
23. 284 55. 5 
26. 845 4!) 
23. 2S4 55 
26. 843 4!) 




23. 290 55 
26. 1!44 49 




23. 284 55 
26. 84 L 4!) 
2J. 2S:J 55 
26. 84 1 4!) 
2:3.278 55 
26. 84 0 4,!) 
2:l. 300 55 
21i. 841 49 
23.298 54. 5 






























2G. 78 L 


























Mete01·ological ?'econl for May 15, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ;:. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o:> :g Q) .::> o:> .::> o:> o:> .0 :g Q) .0 Ill ~~ 'd~ Ill $. ~~ rn ~~ :S~ ,0• ,0• "" .::>· "" 'd~ .gci .0· r-: "d~ .0· ,0• r-: "d~ c~ o§ ~ ]~ ~~ ~-~ o:> "d'"' 0~ .£ "d<'> 0~ 0~ o:> 'd+> ~:3 .s~ ~ Q.lal <l.l<'> ~:3 ~.g Q)Q) .,..., ~~ ~~ ~ "'<I) Q)<'> ca~ ...,o;, <!) +> o:> ..... a.> 8 g~ o+> 8 ~§ 28 0<'> s ..clS .o8 o;,CIS 
.§ I> 
oo o:>~ s~ o;,C\l o:>~ oo g~ 0~ 8 oo 2§ C) I> 0 C\l., ~::; .... (,)I> 0 .... o ol> 81> 0 ~8 ol> ~I> 0 ~s C\l ~ ~~ « .... :;;S ........ C\l ~ ~:: ... C\l ~ ~::: .... p:; 0 ,p:; 8 ell 0 p:; 8 0 p:; 8 0 E-l P=l <l Q P=l <l Q P=l <l Q P=l <l Q 
--------p.m. p.m. p.?n. p.m. Summit J 2 0 { 23. 4!l2 61 23.429 Snmmit. J 2 15 { 23.505 61 23.442 Summit. J 2 30 { 23. 516 61 2:3.453 Summit. J 2 45 { 23.518 60.5 23.455 Base ... 26. !l99 53.5 26. !124 Base .... 27.002 56 26.926 Base . ... 27.002 56 26.926 B ase· --· 27.002 56 26. !l26 SummitS 2 1 { 23. 4!)2 61 23.429 Summit. S 2 16 { 23.510 61 23. 447 Summit. J 2 31 { 23.516 61 23.453 Summit. J 2 46 { 23. 5 l8 GO. 5 23.455 Base ... 26.998 55. 5 26. 923 .Base .... . 27. 003 56 26.927 Base .... 27.001 56 26.925 Ba·se .. .. 27. 001 55.5 26. !J26 Summit} 2 2 { 23. 49:3 61 23.430 Summit. J 2 17 { 23. 5LO 61 23. 447 Summit. J 2 32 { 2:l. 520 61 23.457 Snmmit. J 2 47 { 23. 5 l8 60.5 23.455 Base . .. 26. 997 56 26. 921 Base .. . . 27. 003 56 26.927 Base .... 27.001 56 26. 925 Base . ... 27.002 55. 5 26.927 Summit J 2 3 { 23. •193 61 23.430 Summit. J 2 18 r 23. 510 61 23.447 Summit . J 2 33 { 23.520 61 23. 457 Summit. J 2 48 { 23.518 60.5 23. 455 Base -- 26. 997 56 26.921 Base .. . . 27.0:13 56. 5 26. 926 Base .... 27. 003 56 26.927 Base ____ 27.002 53.5 26.927 Summit J 2 4 { 23.493 61.5 23.4:.19 Summit. J 2 19 { 23. 517 61 23. 454 Summit. J 2 34 { 23.519 60.5 23. 456 Summit. J 2 49 { 23.518 60 23.456 Base . . : 26. 997 56 26.921 Base .... 27.003 56.5 26. 926 Base.--· 27.002 56 26.926 Base . ... 27.002 55.5 26.927 Summit J 2 5 { 23. 500 62 23. 435 Summit . J 2 20 { 23. 515 61 23.452 Summit: J 2 35 { 23. 5L7 60 23.455 Summit. S 2 50 { 23. 519 60 23. 4fl7 Base. __ 26.999 56 26.923 Base .... 27.002 56.5 26.925 Base·--. 27.001 56 26.925 Base .... 27.002 55 26.928 Summit J 2 6 { 23.498 62 23. 43:3 Summit. S 2 21 { 23.515 61 23.452 Summit . } 2 36 { 23.520 60 23.458 Summit.} 2 51 { 23.519 60 23. 457 Base . __ 26.099 56 26. 923 Base.--· 27.002 56. 5 26.925 Base.--- 27.001 56 26.925 Base .... 27.002 55 26.928 SummitS 2 7 { 23. 300 61.5 23. 436 Summit. J 2 22 { 23.515 61 23.452 Summit . } 2 37 { 23. 519 GO 23.457 Summit.} 2 52 { 23. 519 60 23. 457 Base . .. 26. !199 56 :16. 9::1J Base .... 27. 001 56.5 26. 924 Base ... . 27. 001 56 26.925 Base .. .. 27.002 55 26.928 Summit J 2 8 { 23.500 61 23.437 Summit.} 2 23 { 23.515 61 23. 452 Summit. J 2 38 { 23. 519 liO 23.457 Summit. S 2 53 { 23. 519 60 23.457 Base .. . 26.999 56 26. 923 Base.--- 27.002 56. 5 26. 925 Base.·-- 27. 000 56 26.924 Base .... 27.002 55 26.928 SummitS 2 9 { 23.503 61 -23. 442 Summit. } 2 24 { 23. 5l9 61 2:3.456 Summit.} 2 39 { 23.519 60 23.457 Summit. J 2 54 { 23.520 60 23. 458 Base . .. 27.000 56 26.924 Base .... 27.002 56.5 26.925 Base.- -· 27.000 56 26.924 Base ... . 27. 002 55 26.928 Summit J 2 10 { 23. 503 61 :.!3. 442 Summit J 2 25 { 23.518 6 l 23. 455 Summit J 2 40 { 23. 515 60 23.453 Summit. J 2 55 { 23. 519 60 23.457 Base . .. 26.999 56 26.92:3 Base.--· 27.003 56. 5 26. 926 Base. __ _ 27. 001 56 26.925 Base . ... 27.001 55 26.927 Snmmit ( 2 11 { 23. 50.) G1 23.442 Summit.} 2 26 { 23.518 61 23.45:\ Summit . J 2 41 { 23. 515 60 2il. 453 Summit. J 2 56 { 23. 519 60 23.457 Base . __ ) 21. ceo :i6 26. 924 Base.- -· 27.002 56.5 26.925 l3::se.- __ 27.001 55.5 26.926 Ba~e .. .. 27. 000 55 26. 926 Summit J 2 12 { 2:J. 50.) 61 '!: l.H2 Summit } 2 27 { 2:3. 5 l7 61 23.454 Summit. S 2 42 { 23.518 GO 23. 456 Summit . J 2 57 { 23.519 60 23. 457 Base . .. 2ti. !'!JO 56 ::.;. 9:2:1 Base .... 27. 002 56 26. 9:2G Base.--· 27.002 55.5 26.927 Base . ... 27. coo 55 26.926 Summit J 2 13 { 2 ~t f: G.J Gl 2!. 4-12 Summit . J 2 28 { 2.'3. 516 61 23. 453 Summit.} 2 43 { 23.518 60.5 23.455 Summit . J 2 58 { 23. 5l9 60.5 23.457 Base . . . 27. 0<0 56 2!i. 924 Base _ .. 127.001 56 26. 92:) Base. ___ 27.002 55.5 26.927 Base ___ _ 27.002 55 26. 92fl Summit} 2 14 { _;:. 505 61 23. 44:2 Summit J 2 "9 { 23.516 61 23.453 Summit.} 2 44 { 23. 518 60.5 23. 455 Summit.} 2 59 { 23. 519 60.5 23.457 Base ___ 27. 001 56 26.925 Base .. .. ~ 27. 001 56 26.925 Base ____ 27.002 55.5 26. 927 Base .... 27.002 55 26. 92!] 






















Metem·ological1'ecord for May 16, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ !!. !!. d ~ .:. .:. cd .:. !!. ~ c:s .:. .:. ~ ~ C) 
"' 
0) p 0) 
"' 
p :il Cl) p :E ~ p "' "' ~~ ~~ ~~ <I) "' li ,:::~ ~ ,&>· P· ~ ~ P· "' ~ 'T:l~ P· P· ~ 'T:l~ .gd p• ..... 0) p• oa 'T:lO) oi=l oQ .s 'T:l..., 'T:lO) ol':l ~~ ~ '"d- ol':l .::.~ C) '"d-'T:l"'"" o- ~~ ca:3 C)Q ., .... cg.3 0)0) ., .... ~:S ..... 0)-~:3 ~ .9 C) C) C) _.C) cD -0) .... <D cD C)Cl -<D 0 .... ..ce ~~ s ..as g~ s ~~ ~§ 0..., s ..as a5~ 8~ cDc;! a <JO C)«< <D"' "'o c:>C\1 s~ cDC<! <DC<! "'o 0 <JP. a::- 0 ~s oP. 0 oP. s::- 0 ES s ... ~ .sa r: .... c;! ... t ... c! ... ~s t-.. 
"' 
... t-.. <: ~ <: ~ 0 ~ 8 "' ~ 0 p:; 8 "' 0 ~ ~ c;s 0 p:; ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 
---------- -- ----- -----
--------
p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. 
Snmmit} 2 0 f 23.630 57 23.575 Summit. } 2 15 f 23.619 55.5 23. 567 Summit.} 2 30 f 23.610 53 23.563 Summit. J 2 45 f 23.614 59 23. 55~ J~nso ... 27.077 57 26. 998 Base .... 27.075 57 26. 996 Base .... 27.078 56 27. 001 Base .... 27.077 56 27. ooc Summit~ 2 1 f 23.620 56 23.567 Summit. J 2 16 f 23.620 56 23.567 Summit. J 2 31 f 23.612 53 23.565 Summit. J 2 46 f 23.615 59.5 23. 55~ nnso .. ) :n.ON 56.5 26.996 Base .... 27.075 56.5 26. 9~7 Base .... 27. 078 56 27.001 Baso .... 27.077 56 27. ooc 
SummitS 2 2 f 23. 6:!0 56 23.567 Summit . J 2 17 f ~:.1. 620 56 23.567 Summit. J 2 32 f 23.612 53.5 23. 564 Summit. J 2 47 f 23.619 60 23. 55t l3nso .. 27.074 56.5 26. 996 Base .... 27.075 56.5 26. 9!)7 Base .... 27. 076 56.5 26. 9!:18 Base .... 27.077 55.5 27.001 
f'umw1t S 2 3 f 23. 6:!0 56 23.567 Summit. S 2 18 { 23.620 56 23.567 Summit. J 2 33 { 23.612 53.5 23.564 Summit . J 2 48 { 23. 618 60.5 23. 55'l Baso ... 27.076 57 26.997 Base .... 27.076 56.5 26.998 Base .. .. 27.075 56 26.998 Base .... 27. 075 56 26. 99t SummitS 2 4 { 2:3. 6::?0 57 2:3.565 Summit J 2 19 { 23.618 56 23.565 Summit. J 2 34 { 23. 610 53.5 23.562 Summit. J 2 49 { 23.615 61 23. 55~ l>nso .. 27.073 56.5 26.995 Base ... . 27.075 56 26.998 Base .... 27.075 56 26. 991l Base .... 27.075 55.5 26. !)!)~ 
Summit} 2 5 { 23.620 56 23. 567 Summit.} 2 20 { 23.615 56 23. 56:! Summit. J 2 35 f 23. 611 53.5 23.563 Summit.} 2 50 { 23. GUs 01 23. 55~ Bnso . .. 27.075 5Ci. 5 26. !)!)7 Base .. .. 27.077 56 27.000 Base .... 27.078 56 27.001 Base .... 27.078 55 27. 00~ Summit J 2 6 { 2l. til!l 50 23.566 Sumruit. J 2 21 { 23.615 55.5 23. 563 Summit. J 2 30 f 23. 611 54 23.562 Summit.} 2 51 { 23.620 62 23. 55~ Base .. 27.075 50.5 26.997 Base .... 27.077 56 27. 000 Baso .... 27.075 56 26.998 Base . . . . 27.073 55.5 26. 99i Summit} 2 7 f 23. o:::o 56 23.507 Summit. } 2 22 f 23.014 55.5 23. 51i2 Summit.} 2 37 { 23.612 54 2:t 563 Summit. } 2 52 f 23.620 62 23. 55~ Bnso ... 27.073 56.5 26. !}95 Baso . ... 27.075 56.5 26.997 Base .... 27.075 56 26.998 Base .. .. 27.073 55.5 26. !)9~ Snmmit} 2 8 { 23. 6:.!0 5U 23.567 Summit. S 2 23 f 2:3.616 55 2:l. 565 Summit. S 2 38 f 23.6 10 5! 23.561 Summit. J 2 53 { 23.620 62.5 23. 55~ Base .. 27. 073 56. 5 26. !195 Baso ... . 27.073 56 26. 99() Base .... 27. 075 56 26.998 Base .... 27.073 56 26. -99( Summit} 2 9 { 2:!. ()~0 5fi 23. 567 Summit. S 2 24 f 23. 616 55 23.565 Summit. J 2 39 { 23. 610 55 23.559 Summit.} 2 54 { 23.620 62. 5 23.55 B<tso ... 27.073 56.5 2(). 995 Baso . ... 27. 07J 56 :<G. 996 Base .... 27.077 56 27. 000 Base ... 27.073 55.5 26.99 Summit J 2 10 { 23.617 5:i. 5 23. 564 Summit . S 2 25 { 23.616 55 2J. 565 Summit J 2 40 { 23. 614 56 23. 561 Summit.} 2 55 { 23. 621 63 23.55 ]~aso .. 27. 07·1 5:;. 5 26. fl!l6 Baso ... 27. 074 56 26.997 Base .... 27.078 55.5 27.002 Base . ... 27.073 55.5 26.99 Snmmit} 2 1l { 2:!. 6::0 56 23.567 Summit.} 2 26 { 23.618 53.5 23. 570 Summit. J 2 41 { 23. 614 57.5 23.558 Summit. J 2 56 f 23.620 63 23.55: ]!a so .. 27.075 57 26.996 Baso .... 27. 0'75 56 26.9913 Base ... . 27.078 55.5 27.002 Base .. . . 27.072 55.5 26.991 l:'llllllllit} 2 12 { 2.1. 6:20 56 :.l3. 567 Snmmit . J 2 27 { 23.6 15 53 23. 5li8 Summit. } 2 42 { 23.614 58 23.557 Summit.} 2 57 f 23.620 63 23.55: l~aso .. 27.075 57 26. 936 Baso ... 27. 075 56 26.998 Baso .... 27.075 55.5 26. 999 Base ... . 27.074 56 26. !)!) Rnmmit} 2 13 { 23. GU::l 5:\ 23.567 Summit.} 2 28 f 23.6 1-4 53 23. 5i.i7 Summit.} 2 43 f 23.610 58 23.553 Summit . } 2 58 { 23.625 63.5 23.55 l~nso ... 27. 073 5Ci. 5 26.995 Base .. 27. 073 56 26.996 Bnse ... . 27.073 55.5 26.997 Base .... 27.074 56 26. H!l ~nmmit }I o H { 23.618 5;1, 5 23.566 Summit. } 2 29 f 23. 6l4 53 23. 5fi7 Summit.} 2 44 f 23. 614 58.5 23.556 Summit. J 2 59 { 23. !i26 63.5 23.55 nu~o . .. - 27. Oiil 57 26.999 Base .... 27.076 56 26. 9!)9 Base .... 27.075 55.5 26.999 Base .... 27.073 56 26.99 





























~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:. ~ :E ~ :E ~ en ~~ ,0~ en .0· .0· ~ ,0• ,0• 0~ 0~ 'g~ '00 ol=l ot:l ~~ ~~ <D""' ~~ ~:3 <0 
""S 
.._0 
a <..)a o:>"' o:>"' <..)0 <Do <0"' o:>"' <..)I> 
.§I> 
0 
_gs f::Fo< <..)I> s~> ~ ~ "' ~ 0 H E-i P=l 0 p:; 
Summit J p. ?n. p.m. 2 0 f 23. 618 64.5 23.547 Summit. J 2 15 { :Base .... 27.083 52 27. 016 :Base . .... 
Summit J 2 1 { 23.621 64.5 23.550 Summit . } 2 16 { 
.Base ..... 27.085 52.5 27. 017 Base ..... 
Summit} 2 2 { 23.621 65 23. 549 Summit . } 2 17 { :Base ..... 27.083 52.5 27.015 Base ...... 
Summit J 2 3 { 23. 621 65.5 23.548 Summit . } 2 18 { :Base ... . 27.083 52 27.016 Base ..... 
Summit J 2 4 { 23.622 65.5 23. 549 Summit. } 2 19 { :Base ... 27.081 52 27.014 Baso ..... . 
Snmmit} 2 5 { 23.622 66 23.548 Summit . } 2 20 { :Base ..... 27. 081 52 27.014 Base .. ... 
Summit J 2 6 { 23.629 66 23.555 Summit. J 2 21 f :Base . ... 27.081 52 27.014 Base .... 
Summit J 2 7 { 23.629 66 23.555 Summit. } 2 22 { Base ..... 27.080 52 27.013 Base ...... 
Summit J 2 8 { 23.629 66.5 23.554 Summit . } 2 23 { :Base .. .. 27.082 52 27.015 Base ...... 
Summit J 2 9 { 23.629 66.5 23.554 Summit . J 2 24 { :Base ... .. 27.082 52.5 27.014 Base . .... 
Summit} 2 10 f 23.629 66.5 23.554 Summit. J 2 25 { :Base ..... 27.083 52.5 27.015 Base . ..... 
Summit} 2 11 { 23.629 66.5 23.554 Summit. J 2 26 { :Base ... . 27 . 082 53 27.013 Base ... .. 
Summit} 2 12 { 23.629 66.5 2:3.554 Summit.} 2 27 { :Base .. .. nos2 53 27. 013 Base .. .. ... 
Summit} 2 13 f 23.635 66.5 23.560 Summit. J 2 28 { Base ..... 27.000 53 27.011 Base ... ... 
Summit} 2 14 { 23. 635 66.5 23.560 Summit . J 2 29 { Base ...... 27.081 53 27.012 :Base ...... 
--
Mctcorological?·eco1·cljor May li, 1873. 
(Minute bn,rometrical obsen·ations.) 
i... ci! .:. .:. ~ 
,0 ~ ~ :B~ rn ~ ~ p. 
.0· ~ 
.B rg~ '00 0::1 ot:l <::>""' ~:3 ~:3 ~ <0 
-ag ..., <O s ~a s <0"' <Od 0 §s r-.0 <:Jl> :::1~-" 8 ... ;..F-< d 




23.639 66.5 23. :i64 Summit S 2 30 f 23.622 27.0132 53 27.013 Base .... 27.093 
23.639 66.5 2;~. 564 Summit. J 2 31 { 23. 6:-!0 27.082 53 27.013 Baso ..... 27. 093 
23.639 60.5 23.564 :::lummit.} 2 32 { 23. 6:!3 27.083 53 27. Olt! Base ... 27. 095 
23.639 67 23.56:3 Summit } 2 33 { 23.620 27.08:3 53 27.014 Base . .. . 27. 097 
23. 634 67 23. 538 Summit. J 2 34 f 23. 625 27.084 53 27. 015 Base . . ... 27. 097 
23. 634 67 23.558 :::lmnrnit.} 2 35 f 23.020 27. 086 53 27. 017 Base .. . . 27.095 
23.634 67.5 2:-!. 537 Summit. J 2 36 f 23. G20 27.088 53.5 27.018 Base ..... 27. 095 
2:3.634 t:i7. 5 23. 557 Summit.} 2 37 { 23. 615 27.089 54 27. 017 Base ...... 27. 096 
23.6:35 67.5 23.558 Summit } 2 38 { 23. 624 27. OHS 54 27. 016 Base ...... 27.095 
23.635 67.5 23.558 Summit. J 2 39 f 23. 620 27. OU1 54 27.019 Base ...... 27.093 
23. 630 67.5 23. 553 Snmmit.} 2 40 { 23.617 27. 090 54 27. 018 Baso .. .. 27.093 
23.630 67.5 23.553 Summit.} 2 41 { 23.622 27.092 54 27. 020 Base ..... 27. 093 
23. 629 67.5 23.552 Summit. ( 2 42 { 23. 620 27.094 54 27.022 Base ...... 5 27.092 
23.629 67.5 23.552 Summit.} 2 43 { 23.620 27.093 54 27. 021 Base ... .. 27. 091 
23. G22 67.5 23. 545 Summit. J 2 44 { 23. 620 27.095 54 27.023 Base ....... 27.093 
.:. ~ .:. .:. .:. J! ~ 
,0 ~ ~ o:> .;;~ ;~ ,0 '0~ .0· .0· ~ '0~ 'O.S O::l 0::1 
.s <0<0 ~...., ~~ ~~ <0<0 <D""' ...,<0 <0 ....,a;> ~~ gs E .os g~ <0"' ~s ~s hO ol> .§I> 0 F-<F-< c;S F-< ~ ... 0 
"' 
0 
<1 0 p:; E-i P=l <1 0 
-- -----
p. ?n. 
67.5 23.545 Rummit J 2 45 { 23. ()30 08 23.552 54 27. 021 Base .... 27. 091 54.5 27.018 
67.5 23.553 Summit.} 2 46 { 23. 6:-!0 Oil 23.552 54 27.021 Base ..... 27.092 54.5 27.019 
67.5 23. 546 Summit.} 2 47 { 23 619 68 23. 541 54 27.023 Base ..... 27. 091 54.5 27. 018 
67.5 23. 543 :::lummit. J 2 48 { 23.031 68 23.553 54. 5 27.024 Base ..... 27.092 55 27. 018 
67.5 23.548 Summit . J 2 49 f 23.635 68 23.557 54.5 27.024 Baso ...... 27. 091 55 27.017 
67.5 23. 54:i Summit.} 2 50 { 23. 640 68 23.562 54.5 27.022 Base ..... 27.091 55 27. 017 
68 2J. 542 Summit.} 2 51 { 23. 640 68 23.562 54 27. 02J Base ..... . 27. 091 55 27.017 
68 23.537 Summit . } 2 52 { 2:3.635 68 23.557 54 27.024 Base ..... 27. 091 55 27.017 
68 23.546 Summit.} 2 53 { 23.635 68 23.557 54 27.023 Base ..... 27. 090 55 27.016 
68 23. 542 Summit. J 2 54 f 23.638 68 23. 5GO 54 27.021 Base . ... 27.092 55 27.018 
68 23.539 Summit.} 2 55 { 23. 638 68 2:3.560 54 27. 021 Base .... . 27.092 55 27.018 
68 23. 544 Summit.} 2 56 { 23.641 68 23.563 54.5 27.020 Base .. . . 27. 091 55 27.017 
68 23.542 Summit. J 2 57 { 23.641 HS 2:{. :::63 54.5 27.019 Base .... 27. 091 55 27. 017 
68 23. 542 Summit . } 2 58 f 23.641 €8 23. !.: fi3 54.5 27. 018 1 B'" ... 27. 091 55 27.017 68 23. 542 Summit. J 2 59 { 23. 640 68 23. 5()~ 54.5 27. 020 Base ....... :27.089 55 27. 015 
NOTE.-Elevation of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barorueter at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 fee1;. Barometer readings corrected fl ~P.m-

























































Meteorological1·ecord for May 18, 1873. 





















































































p:; _g -~--~~-F'l-1--1--11 1--1--1--1: 1--1--1--1--11 I •--•--•--
...... 
0 
0 • P=l P=l F'l 
p.m. 
Summit} 2 o { lla~o .. 
Summit~ 2 1 S 
llnso .. S ~ 
Snmmit ~ 2 2 S 
:Bose.-. 5 ~ 
Summit} 2 3 5 
Boso... { 
Summit { 2 4 S 
13a,so .. - S < 
Summit~ 2 5 S :Bnso . . { 
Summit 2 6 S 
:Base... { 
Summit 2 7 { l3ase . .. 
Summit { 2 8 { Base .. { 
Summit} 2 9 { Base ... 
Smumit { 2 10 { l3aso . .. S 
Summitt l 211 S 
na!'\(.\ .. 5 ( 
Summit l 2 12 S 
.BoliiO .• 5 { 
~ummit t 2 13 S 
l>nso.-- 5 ( 



























































































Summit . ( 
Baso .... S 
Summit. ( 
Base .... S 
Summit. ( 




Base . ... S 
Summit. ( 
Base .... S 
Summit. ( 
Base .... S 
Summit ( 
Base .... S 
~ununit . ( 
Base . ... S 
Summit } 
Base . .. . 
Summit. ( 
Base . ... S 
Smnmit. ( 
Base . ... S 
Summit . } 
Base . . .. 
8mnmit ( 
l3aso . .. . S 
::iummit ( 
.Base .... 5 
p.m. 
2 15 { 
2 16 { 
2 17 { 
2 18 f 
2 19 { 
2 20 { 
2 21 { 
2 22 { 
2 23 { 
2 24 { 
2 25 { 
2 26 { 
2 27 { 
2 28 { 










































































































Base .... S 
Summit. ( 
Base .... 5 
Summit. { 




Base . ... S 







2 30 f 
2 31 { 
2 32 { 
2 33 { 
2 34 { 
2 35 { 
2 36 { 
2 37 { 
2 38 { 
2 39 { 
2 40 { 
2 41 { 
2 42 { 
2 43 { 
2 44 { 
23.695 64 




27. 166 55 
23.692 63.5 




27. 166 55 
23.692 62.5 
27. 166 55 
23.692 62.5 







23. 692 62 
27. 162 5;). 5 
23.692 62 
27. 163 55. 5 
23.695 62 
27. 162 55. 5 
23. 698 62 































Summit . { 






Base .... s 
Summit. { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ( 
Base . ... 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .... S 
Summit { 
Base .... S 
Summit. { 
Base .... S 
Summit . { 
Base .... S 
Summit. { 




Base .... 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .... { 
Summit. { 
Base .... 5 
p.m. 
2 45 f 
2 46 f 
2 47 { 
2 48 f 
2 49 { 
2 50 { 
2 51 { 
2 52 { 
2 53 { 
2 54 { 
2 55 { 
2 56 { 
2 57 f 
2 58 i 



























































































Ncnr.- T•:toYntinu of hnrnmetor nt Bummit :tbove sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tem· 




























Mctem·ological 1·ecorcl for May 19, U:!73. 
(1\:::inute barometrical observations.) 
~ .:. .:. «: .:. .:. .:. d .:. .:. .:. ~ .:. .:. ~ ~ 
$. $ . ... ~~ .or-4 $. $. r-4 ~~ .or-4 $. $ . . ~~ .or-4 :g_ $. r-4 :e~ .or-4 
og o§ ~ ro2 ro_£ og og o ro2 roo o§ ol=l ~ ro!S ro_£ .g~ o~ o ro$ '1:1_£ ~+3 ~+3 ~ Jls -§ Q) ~+3 ~:$ ~ J5 s ~~ ~-;3 ~:3 ~ ] s "* <!) ~:3 ~:3 ~ ~ s ~ (1) 8~ ~~ ~ ~g e~ 8~ ~~ ~ ~g 8@ 8~ "'§~ ~ ag ~J 8~ ~~ @ gg ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~,.., ~ s;;;i ~ ~~ ~r-ot C'd ~ ~~ ~,.., ~ R ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 
------ ----
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
f;lnmmit l 2 0 ~ 23. 764 63 23. 695 Summit. ~ 2 15 ~ 23. 781 62 23. 715 Summit. ~ 2 30 5 23. 780 63 23. 711 Summit. l 2 45 ~ 23. 795 62. 5 23.727 Base .. S ~ 27. 239 56 ~7. 11l2 Base ... 5 · ~ 27. 2::!9 57. 5 27. 15t! Base ... 5 { 27. 240 59 27. 156 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 249 59 27. 165 Summit~ 2 1 5 23. 770 62 23. 704 Snmmit_ } 2 16 5 2J. 779 62 23. 7lJ Summit_ ( 2 31 5 23. 780 63 23. 711 Summit. ~ 2 46 5 23. 703 62. 5 23. 725 Base . .. 5 { 27.239 56 27. 162 Base . . . { 27. 2:{9 57. 5 27. 158 Base _ .. 5 { 27. 242 59 27. 158 Base . : . 5 { 27. 1!50 59 27. 166 
Summit l 2 2 5 23. 769 61. 5 23. 704 Summit. l 2 17 S 2:c1. 782 62 23.716 ~ummit. ( 2 32 ~ 23. 7il0 63 23. 711 Summit. t 2 47 5 23.793 62. 5 23.725 Base .. . 5 { 27. 239 56. 5 27. 161 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 240 57. 5 27. 159 Base _ .. 5 { 27. 242 59 27. 158 Base ... 5 { 27.250 59 27. 166 
Summit l 2 3 S 23. 770 61. 5 23. 705 Summit. l 2 18 5 23. 782 62 23. 716 Summit l 2 33 5 23.781 63 23.712 Summit. } 2 48 5 23.792 62.5 23. 724 Ease ... 5 ~ 27. 239 56. 5 '27. 161 Base ... 5 { 27. 240 58 27. 158 Base ... 5 { 27. 244 59 27. 160 Base . . . { 27. 250 59 27. 166 Summit~ <> 4 5 23. 7j0 Gl. 5 23. 705 Summit. l 2 19 5 23.780 62 23. 714 Summit. ( 2 34 5 23. 787 63 23. 7!8 Summit. ( 2 49 S 23.795 62 23.728 Ease . .. 5 "' l 27. 238 57 27. 158 Base ... 5 ~ 27.240 58 27. 158 Base _ .. 5 ~ 27. 242 59 27. loS Base ... 5 ~ 27. 250 !i9 27. 166 
Summit l 2 5 ~ 23. 770 61. 5 23. 705 Summit. l 2 20 5 23. 780 62 23. 714 Summit . } 2 35 ~ 23. 789 63 23. 720 Summit. ( 2 50 5 23. 795 62 23. 728 Ease . .. 5 ) 27. 238 57 27.158 Base ... 5 { 27. 240 58 27. 158 Base . . . ~ 27. 243 59 27. 159 Base ... S { 27.250 59 27. 166 
Summit l 2 6 5 23. 771 fi2 23. 705 Summit. l 2 21 5 23. 772 62 23. 705 Summit. ( 2 36 5 23. 789 63 23. 72ll Summit ( 2 51 ~ 23. 7HO 62 23. 723 Base ... 5 { 27.239 57 27. 159 Base . .. 5 { 27.240 58 27. 158 Base ... 5 ~ 27.242 59 27.158 Base _ .. S ~ 27.251 59 27. 167 
Summit l 2 7 S 23. 772 6'2 23. 706 Summit_ l 2 22 5 23.773 62 23. 706 Summit. ( 2 37 5 23. 789 63 23. 720 Summit . ( 2 52 5 23. 7!10 62 23. 723 Ease .. 5 { 27. 239 57 27. 159 Base ... 5 { 27. 240 :;s 27. 158 Base ... S { 27. 243 :19 27. 159 Base . . 5 ~ 27. 250 59 27. 166 
Summit t 2 8 5 23. 771 62. 5 23. 704 Summit. l 2 23 5 23. 772 62 23. 705 Snmmit . ( 2 38 5 23. 789 63 23. 720 Summit. } 2 53 5 23. 790 62 23. 723 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 23() 57 27. 159 Base ... 5 { 27.240 58.5 27.157 Ba::;e ... 5 ~ 27.249 59 27. 165 Base . . . ~ 27.252 59 27. 168 Summit~ 2 9 5 23. 7';3 63 23.705 Summit. l 2 24 S 23. 774 62 2::!. 707 Summit . ~ 2 39 5 23. 7tl9 63 23. 72:) Summit ~ 2 54 5 23.792 62 23.725 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 230 57 27. 159 Base ... 5 ~ 27.24.0 59 27. 156 Base ... 5 { 27.248 59. 5 27. 163 Base _ .. 5 ( 27.250 59 27. 166 Summit~ 0 10 5 23. 77:l G3 23. 705 Summit. l 2 2~ 5 23. 778 62 23. 711 Summit. ( 0 40 5 23. 789 62. 5 23. 721 Summit . ( 2 55 5 23. 792 62 23. 725 Base . .. 5 ~ ( 27.239 57 27.159 Base ... 5 ° ( 27.242 :19 27. 158 Base _ .. 5 ~ { 27.249 59.5 27. 164 Base ... 5 ) 27.250 59 27. 166 
Summit l 2 11 S 23. n s 63 2:3. 710 Summit. l 2 26 5 23. 779 62. 5 23. 711 Summit. l 2 41 { 2::1. 790 62. 5 23. 722 Summit ~ 2 56 5 23. 792 62 23. 725 Buse . . 5 ( 27. 2::!9 57 27. 1!J9 Base .. . 5 ( 27.241 59 27.157 Base _ .. 5 27.248 59. 5 27. 1G3 Base ... 5 l { 27.250 59 27. 166 
Summit l 2 12 5 23. 781 62. 5 23. 714 Summit. l 2 27 5 23. 779 62. 5 23. 711 Summit. ( 2 42 5 23. 794 62.5 23. 726 Summit . ~ 2 57 5 23. 7U2 62 23.725 Base . .. 5 ( 27. 23D 57 27. 1:i!J Base - -. 5 ~ 27. 241 59 27. 157 Base ... 5 ~ 27.248 fi9. 5 27. 163 Base . . . 5 ( 27.252 59 27. 168 
Snmmit l <> 13 5 23. 780 62. 5 2;t 713 Summit. } 2 28 5 23. 779 63 23. 709 Summit t 2 43 ( 23. 793 62.5 23. 725 Snmmit. ( 2 ~s ) 23. 793 62 23. 726 Base . .. 5 ~ ( 27.239 57 27. 159 Base . -- { 27.240 59 27. !56 Base . .. 5 · ~ 27.248 59 27.164 Base_ .. 5 ° ( 27 .. 252 59 27. !68 
Summit l 2 1:4 5
1
23. 782 62 23. 716 Summit. l 2 29 ~ 23. 779 63 23. 709 Summit. ( 2 44 5 23. 795 62. 5 23. 727 Summit. } 2 ~ 9 5 23. 794 62 23. t27 Base. -. 5 ( 27.239 57 27. 159 Base - -- 5 1 l 27.240 59 27. 15G Base ... 5 ( 27. 247 59 27. 163 Base . . . 0 ( 27. 251 59 27. 167 
I 





















Meteo1·ological 1·ecord jo1• May 20, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
;... 




p.1n. p.m. p.m. 
Snmmit J 2 0 f 24. 0:!5 48 2 15 f 24.040 51 23.997 Summit } 2 3() f 24.050 55 23.998 Summit. J 2 4!1 f 24. OGO 57 24.004 llnso ... 27.-188 59.5 27.402 Base .. . 27. 486 60 27.399 Base ... 27. 487 61 27.398 Base ... 27.488 62 27.397 
SummitS 2 1 f 24.033 48 2:1.998 Summit. } 2 16 { 24. 040 52 23.995 Summit.} 2 31 f 24.050 55 23.998 Summit.} 2 46 { 24.055 57 23.999 Base ... 27.488 60 27.401 Baso . .. 27.488 GO 27. 401 Base .. . 27.485 61 27.396 Base ... 27.488 G2 27. 3!)7 
S1m1mit S 2 2 { 24.035 48 23. !l!JS Summit. J ~ 17 ~ 24. 042 53 23. 995 Summit. I 2 32 { 24.030 55 23. 99!:! Summit.} 2 47 { 24.055 58 23.997 Bn.se ... 27. 488 ()0 27.401 Base ... 27. 4t:!7 60.5 27. 399 Base ... 5 27.487 61 27.39.3 Base ... 27. 48R 62 27.397 
Summit} 2 3 { 24.035 48 23.998 Summit.} 2 18 r 24.042 53 23. !)95 Summit.} 2 33 { 24. 050 55 23. 9!18 Summit. J 2 48 f 24. 055 58 23. 997 Bn!lo ... 27.488 GO 27. 401 Base . .. 27. 488 60.5 27. 400 Base .. . 27.487 61 27.398 Base .. . 27.488 62 27. ::!97 
Summit J 2 4 { 24.035 48 23.998 Snmmit J 2 19 { 24. 0~5 54 23.995 Summit.} 2 34 { 24.050 55 23. !.!98 Summit.} 2 49 { 24.055 57.5 23. 9!18 J~aso .. 27. 4:!8 60 27. 401 Base ... 27. 487 61 27.398 Base .. . 27.487 61 27.398 Base ... 22.488 62 27.3(}1 
glllllmit J 2 5 { 24. 038 48 24.001 Summit.} 2 20 { 24.045 54 :!3. 995 Summit.} 2 35 { 24. 050 55.5 23.997 Summit. } 2 50 f 24.055 57.5 23. 9!)8 J1nso .. 27. 48d 60 27. 401 Baso ... 27. 487 61 27.::198 Baso ... 27. 487 61.5 27.397 Base ... 27.488 62 27.397 
Summit} 2 6 f 24.038 48 24.001 Summit. J 2 21 { 24.048 54 23.998 Summit. } 2 36 ~ 24.050 55.5 23. 997 Summit.} 2 51 f 24.058 57 24.002 l~nso .. 27.487 GO 27.400 Base . .. 27.487 61 27. 3!18 Buse ... 27. 486 61.5 n396 Base ... 27.488 62 27. 3!)7 
Summit} 2 7 f 24. 038 48 24.001 Summit. J 2 2'2 { 24.050 54 24.000 Summit.} 2 37 f 24.050 56 23. 996 Summit.} 2 52 { 24.058 57 24.002 J1nRC .. 27. '187 60 27.400 Base .. 27.487 61 27.398 Base . .. 27. 488 61.5 27. 3!J8 Base ... 27.488 62 27. 397 
Rnmmit} 2 8 { 24.038 48.5 24. 000 Summit.} 2 23 { 24.050 54 24. 000 Summit.} 2 38 { 24.052 56 23.9913 Summit.} 2 53 { 24. 060 57 24.004 Bn!:>o . . 27.488 60 27. 401 Base . .. 27.485 61 27.396 Ease . .. 27.485 61.5 27.395 Base ... 27.487 G2 27.396 
Summit} 2 9 { 24.038 48.5 24. uoo Summit J 2 24 { 24. 0~0 54 24.000 Summit J 2 3!) { 24.055 56 24. 001 8nmmit.} 2 54 { 24. 060 57 24.004 lln'lo ... 27. 4!:'8 60 ~~: ~~~ Bnso ... 27.486 61 27. 397 :S::~se ... 27. 486 61..5 27. 39G Base .. . 27.486 62 27. 3!>5 Summit} 2 10 { 24. 038 -It:!. 5 Summit. J 2 25 { 24.050 55 23. 9!J8 Summit. J 2 40 { 24. 038 56.5 24.003 Summit. J 2 55 { 24. OIJO 57 24.004 llnse ... 27.487 GO 27.400 Base . .. 27. 486 61 27.397 Base ... 27. 487 lit. 5 27. 397 Base ... 27.483 62 27. 3!)2 Summit} 2 11 f 2~. 040 49 2-J. 001 Summit. J 2 26 { 24. 030 55 23.998 Summit.} 2 41 f 24.058 56.5 24.003 Summit.} 2 56 { 24. OGO 57 24. 004 llnso . .. 27.487 60 27. 400 Baso ... 27. 485 61 27. ::!91) Base .. . 27.484 61.5 27. 394 Base . .. 27. 484 62.5 27. 3!)~ ~nmmit t 2 12 { 24.040 49 2•1. 001 Summit.} 2 27 { 24. 050 55 23.998 Snmmit. J 2 42 { 24. 058 56.5 24. 003 Summit.} 2 57 { 24.060 57 24.004 ]~URO •• 5 27.485 GO 27. :,9s Bnse ... 27. 485 G1 27. 396 Base ... 27.487 61.5 27.397 B~se . .. 27.484 63 27. 3!Jl ~ummit} 2 13 { 2~. 041 50 24. 000 ~ummit . } 2 28 { 24.050 55 23. 99t:! Summit.} 2 43 { 24. 058 56.5 24. 003 Summit. J 2 5il { 24.058 56.5 24.003 J~nso .. 27. 485 60 27. :i!JS B:~so ... 27; 4tl7 61 27. 398 Base ... 27.486 61.5 27.396 Base ... 27. 483 63 27. 3!)0 ~nmmiL} 2 14 { 24. 040 50 2:l !)99 Summit. ~ 2 29 { 21.050 15:> 23. !J9R Summit.} 2 44 { 24.060 57 24.004 Summit. J 2 59 { 24.058 56.5 24. 00:1 llnse ... 27.484 60 27. 3!J7 Base ... 5 27. 487 61 27.398 Base ... 27.487 61.5 27. 397 Base ... 27.483 63 27.390 
































,:. ,:. .:. d ,:. .... 
:g ~ 1L..; ~ )}) ~ 
.; ~-~ .o· ~ _,j"' .o· .o· o§ 2 -g~ ~.£ o§ o§ ~~ <l) "'"' ~:3 ...... ~ o+> s .o8 ts 
"'"' 
0~ 
"'"' 8~"- QO <llo <llt> 
"'"'" 
8 .$8 t~ Ql> 8 d 
"' ~ 0 ell p:; 8 ~ Q ~ 8 
---
p.m. p.m. 
Summit} 9 0 f 24. 050 66 23. 975 Summit.} 9 15 { B11se . . 27.490 00 27. 403 Base ... 
Summit} 9 1 f 24. 048 66 2:!. 973 Summit . } 9 16 f Base . . 27. 4!JO GO 2'1. 403 Base .. . 
Summit} 9 2 r 24. 04R 66 23. 973 Summit . } 9 17 r BaRe .. 27. 4!J1 60.5 27.403 .Base ... 
R·ummit} 9 3 r 24. 048 li6 23. 973 Summit ~ 9 18 r Base . . 27.491 60.5 27.403 Base ... 
~nmmit ~ 9 4 r 24.048 66 2:3.973 Summit . } 9 19 { llnse .. 5 27. 4!Jl 61 27.401 Base ... 
Summit} 9 5 ~ 24.0:10 65 23.977 Snmmit. } 9 20 { Base . . 27. 491 61 27.401 Base ... 
Hnmrnit S !) 6 r 24.051 65 23. 978 Summit . } 9 21 { lhse . . 27. 491 61 27.401 BaRe ... 
Summit} !J 7 f 24.047 65 ~:1. 974 Snmmit . ~ 9 22 { Base .. 27. 491 GL 27. 401 Base ... 
Snmmit} !) 8 { 24. 047 tJ5 1!3. 974 Summit.} 9 23 r Baso .. 27. 4&2 61 27.402 Base ... 
Rnmmit{ 9 9 { 2-1.030 6-J. 5 2:1.978 Summit . } y 24 f Bast> . ) 27.492 61 27. 402 Base ... 
Summit} 9 10 r 24. 049 64.5 23. 9i7 Summit . } 9 25 { Base .. 27. 492 61 27.402 Base ... 
Smumit} 9 11 { 24.050 65 2~. 977 Summit. } 9 26 { Bose .. 27. 4!J2 61 27.402 BaRe . .. 
Snmmit} 9 12 { 24.050 65 2:3.977 Summit } 9 27 { Base .. 27. 4!!2 61 27.402 Base ... 
Rnmmit-} 9 13 { 24.050 65.5 23.976 Summit.} 9 28 { .na~e .. 27.492 fll 27.402 Base . .. 
Summit} 9 14 i 24. 050 65.5 23.976 Summit . } 9 29 { Base . . 27. 492 61 27. 402 Base ... 
MeteoroTog<calt·ecord for Ma:J 21, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
.... · cis .:. ,:. 
<l). ~ )}) )}) ~ ... 
.; ~ ~<l) .o· .O· ~ 
<l) ro~ ~<l) ~-~ o§ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ...... ~ 8 0~ 0~ 8 
"'o 8> 
.§I> 8 .58 !:'" 0 
ell ~ 0 ell 1;; ~ Q ~ H >Q 
--
p.m. 
24.046 05 -23.973 Summit . } 9 30 { 24. 048 27.492 61 27.402 Base ... 27. 491 
24. 050 65 2-t 9i7 Summit.} 9 31 ~ 24. 048 27. 492 61 21. 4u2 Base .. . 27. 491 
24.050 65 23.977 Summit . } 9 32 f 24. 048 27. 491 61 27. 40?.. .Base . .. 27.401 
:l4. 049 65 23.976 Summit.} 9 33 r 24.048 27.491 61 27.401 Base ... 27.491 
24.050 64.5 2tl. 978 Summit . } 9 34 { 24. 046 27. 491 61 27. 401 Base ... 27. 4!)1 
24. 050 64.5 2:1978 Summit . } 9 35 { 2'!.049 27.491 61 27.401 Base ... 27. 490 
24.045 64 2:3.974 Summit. 5 9 36 { 24. 047 27. 491 61 27. 401 Base . . . 27. 4!10 
24. 048 64 2:.1. 977 Summit.} 9 37 r 24. 049 27.491 61 27.401 Base ... 27. 4.CJO 
24. O-ld 64 23.977 Summit. 5 9 38 i 24. 049 27. 491 61 27.401 Base ... 27.490 
:!4. 048 64 2:J. 977 Summit . } 9 39 { 24.049 27. 491 61 27. 401 Base ... 27. 490 
24. 050 64 23. 979 Snmmit J 9 40 { 24. 045 27.491 61 27. 401 Base ... 27. 490 
24.050 64 23.979 Summit. ~ 9 41 { 24. 04ti 27.491 61 27. 401 Base ... 27.490 
24.047 64 23. 976 Summit.} 9 42 { 24.045 27. 491 61 27. 401 Base ... 27. 490 
24.050 63.5 23. 97!) Sn~nmit.S 9 43 { 24.043 27. -!91 61 27. 401 Base ... 27. 490 
24.050 63 23. 981 Summit. l 9 44 { 24. 04:l 27.491 61 27. 401 Base ... 5 27.490 
,:. d .... ~ ,g~ ~. <l) ;,. ;,. 
"""' 
.... 
]~ ~2 ~-~ 0~ 0 . Q)<l) ~~ t>s O"'"' QO o>o 8~ a> ~8 1::'" ~ 0 ell Q ~ !=! 
--
p.m. 
63 ~'e. 979 Summit . } 9 45 f 61 27. 401 Base ... 
tiiJ ~.979 Snmmit . } 9 46 r 61 :J7. 401 Base . .. 
63 23. !J79 Summit . } 
!) 47 f 61 27. 401 Base .. . 
(j3 23. n·;g Summit . } 9 48 ) til ·:n. ·tot Base . .. ~ 
63 2:1 !J77 Summit } 9 49 { 61 27. 401 Base .... 
(i~. 5 2:3.981 Summit . } 9 50 { 60.5 27. 401 Base . .. 
(i2. 5 23. 979 Summit . } 9 51 f eo. 5 27.401 Base ... 
G2. 5 I ~3. 981 Summit } 9 52 { 60. 5 I 27. 401 Base ... 1 
62.5 2J. 9Al Summit . } . 9 53 { 60.5 . 27. 4Dl Base ... 
62. 5 23.981 Summit. } 9 51 ~ 60.5 27.401 Base. .. ~ 
62.3 23. 977 Snmmit } 9 55 { 60.5 27. 401 Base ... 
62.5 23.977 Summit . } 9 56 { 60.5 27.401 Base ... 
62.5 23. !177 Summit. } 9 57 { uo 27.4Cl3 Base ... 
62. 5 23.975 Summit } 9 58 { 60 27. 403 Base ... 
62.5 23. 975 Summit. } 9 59 { 60 27. 403 Base ... 
.... 
<l). 
.o ... ~ +-'Q.I 
<l) ~..., 
~ Q)<l) 
8 ..d8 QO 





2J. 045 62 
27. 490 60 
24. 045 6l. 5 
27. 490 60 
24. 044 6l. 5 
27. 4!JO 60 
24.046 61.5 
27.490 60 
24. 044 61 
27. 490 60 
24. 044 - 61.5 
'27. 490 60 
24.044 61.5 
27. 490 60 
24.046 61.5 
27. 490 60 
24.046 61.5 
27. 489 59.5 
24. 040 61 
27. 489 59.5 
24. 041 61 
27. 489 59.5 
24. 04 1 61 
































































Non:.-Eievation of barometer at summit abo>e sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tern· 
perature and instrumental error only, 0'\ 
...:t 
....:l 
Meteo1·ological rec01·djo1• May ~2, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- 2 ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ t a. 
rr>. ~. • :S..; ..; $. $. ..; :5~o< ..; $. $. ..; :5~ ..; $. $ . :fl~ 
.gr:l .gr:l ~ ._,~ ..:~ og og 2 ..:.S '<:!.£ o§ og <I) ..:~ 'd.£ o§ og ~ "d~ 
<o-3 .... -3 ~ ~8 ~8 'c)·~ 't~ <I) ~8 ~8 <o:c '(;;'.:! ~ 15s ~s <o·.:: '(;5:.3 ~ 15s ~~ ~~ ~ ~a ~e g~ s'" ~ ~a te g~ <1)8~ ~ .Ss ~e g~ :g~ g ~s 
.s _§ ~ ~ 0 ~ ..... ~ ~ 0 .s ·- ~ :: s ~ .!::1 ~ ~ ~ H t:Q .qf 0 ~ E-1 P=l ~ 0 ~ H t:Q ~ o ~ H t:Q <1j 
-- -- --- --- - -- --- --------
1'· m. p.m. p.m. p.m. 
S. ummit ~ 9 0 f 23. 91l1 60 2-1. 898 Summit. ~ 9 15 f 23. 96'2 02 23. 895 Summit ~ 9 30 5 ~- 970 63 23. 901 Summit. ~ 9 4,., f 23. 970 63 13nso . } ( 27. :ltl9 60 27. 302 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 389 60 27. 302 Base ... 5 l 27. 379 59. 5 ~7. 293 Base ... 5 " ~ 27. 376 60 
S,mumit 9 1 f ~J. ~61 60 ~- 1<9~ Summit. { 9 16 f ~- ~63 62 23. 896 Summit. ~ 9 31 f ?3. ?!O 63 ~3. 901 Summit. ~ 9 46 f ~J. ?10 ~:1 l>aso . ~ ~ L389 60 ~ 7. 30~ Base ... 5 ~ 2t. 388 60 27. 3:J2 Base ... 5 { 27. 3t9 59. 5 27. ll93 Base ... 5 { _7_ 376 60 
Surmuil ~ 9 0 5 2:1. 960 60 23.897 Summit. ~ 9 17 S 2\3. !lti3 62 23.896 Summit. { 9 32 S 23. 970 63 2J. 901 Summit . { 9 47 5 2J. 970 63 linso . 5 - ~ 27. 380 60 27. 302 llase .. 5 { 27. 388 fiO 27. 301 Base . .. 5 { 27. 379 59. 5 27. 293 Base .. . 5 ~ 27. 376 GO 
Summit ~ 9 3 5 23.900 til 23. 8!J5 SlliDmit. ~ 9 18 } 23.963 1}2 2~. 896 Summit. ~ 9 33 5 23. 970 OJ 23. 901 Summit. { 9 48 f 23.965 04 Bnse S ( 27. 389 60. 5 27. 301 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 388 60 27. 301 Base ... 5 ( 27. 379 59. 5 27. 293 Base . _. 5 ~ 27. 379 60 
Summit { 9 4 f :!:1. !J6L til 23. 896 Summit. { !J 19 5 23. 961 61. 5 2:!. 895 Snmmit. ~ 9 34 5 2\3. 970 6:.1 , 23.901 Summit. ~ 9 49 f 23.965 64 lla<>o } { 27. 3tl9 61 27. 299 Base ... 5 { 27. 388 60 27. 30 l Base . . . 5 { 27. 379 59. 5 27. ~03 Base .. 5 ( 27. 379 60 
S~mtmit ~ 9 5 5 ~l· ?li,L 61 ~~- ~96 S?mmit. { 9 20 f 23. 961 62 23. ~94 Summit. ~ 9 35 5 ~- 970 G$. ~ 23. ~~0 Summit. { 9 50 S 23. 965 G4 B.tst• . . 5 { -•· 389 61 N'· .. 99 B.tse ... 5 ~ 27. 388 60 27. 301 Base ... 5 ~ 21. 379 59. o 27. ~93 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 379 60 
Summit { 9 G 5 ;l. ~fil OL ~- ~9G Summit . ~ 9 21 { 2:1. 961 ~\! ~- 894 Summit . { 9 36 { ;3. 9rO 63. 5 2~. ~00 Summit . { 9 51 { 23. 965 64 llaso. 5 ~ ~7 .. 3&9 61 .. 7.~99 Base ... 5 27.388 GO 2t.:101 Base ... 5 :.:7.376 59 2t.~!JL Ba~:~e ... 5 27.379 60 
Summit { !I 7 5 ~:3. ~6:.! 60 ~3. ~99 ~ummit { 9 2-J S ~3. !J62 62. 5 23. 894 Summit. { 9 37 5 2\3. 97~ 6~. 5 23. !JOO Summit. ~ 9 52 S 2J. 903 ~·1 Dnso . 5 ( -7 .. 189 61 ~7. - 99 Base ... 5 ~ ~7. 380 60 27. ~3 Base .. . 5 ~ 27.376 59 27.291 :Sase ... 5 ~ 27. 37!J 60 
Summit { !J 8 { 23.9112 GO 23. 899 Summit. { 9 "J f 23. 96!J 63 23. 894 ~ummit. ~ 9 38 { 23.970 63. 5 23. 900 Summit. ~ 9 53 f 23.905 64 llase . . 5 27. 389 61 27. 299 Base . .. 5 " ~ 27. 380 60 27.293 Base . .. 5 27. 376 59. 5 27 290 Base ... 5 ( 27. 379 60 
~ummit ~ 9 9 5 ~- 9~~ 60 ~- 899 Summit. { 9 24 f ~3. 970 63 ~::!. 90~ Summit . { 9 39 5 23. ~70 ~- 5 23. 900 Summit. ~ 9 54 f ~3. 965 !i4 Unso .. 5 ( -7.Ll 61 -7.299 Base . .. 5 ( ~7.379 60 -7.292 Base.,.5 ~ 27.376 60 27.289 Base ... 5 ~ -7.379 60 
l-imumit { 9 10 { 2;1. 962 61 23.897 Summit. { 9 25 { 23. 970 6.1 23. 901 Rummit. ~ 9 40 { ~~- 97.0 63. 5 2:3.900 Summit. ~ 9 5,., 5 23.966 6·1 llasl' . S 27. 3-'\9 61 27. 299 Base ... 5 · 27. 380 60 '27. 2(l::S »a-se .. . 5 27. 377 60 27. 290 Base ... 5 ·> ~ 27. 379 60 
Snuunit ~ !J l1 { :!:1. !h.:.! 61 23. 8!J7 Summit. ~ 9 06 5 23.~65 63 2::!. 896 Summit. ~ 9 41 5 2..1. 965 63.5 23.895 Summit . ( 9 'fl 5 23. 9tfi 64 llm~o . S :n. 3o9 61 27. 299 Base ... 5 - ~ 27. 380 60 '27. 2!!3 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 377 60 n 290 Base ... 5 "J { 27. 378 60 
Snmmit t 9 1., { 2:1. !lf.i2 61 2:3. 8!17 Summit { 9 07 5 23. 965 63 23. 896 Summit. ( 9 42 { 2-J. 96:J 63. 5 23. 89:J Summit. { 9 57 f 213. 965 64 l~nsu . 5 - 1 27. :l89 60. 5 27. 301 Buse ... 5 ~ ~ 27. 380 59. 5 27. 294 Base ... } 27. 377 60 . 27.290 Base . _. 5 ~ 2'7. 378 60 
Rnmmit t ,1 13 ~ :l:l. 962 62 23. 895 Sum. mit . ~ 9 "B { 2J. 965 63 23. 896 Summit. ( 9 43 f 23. 970 63 H 901 Summit . ~ 5 ~3. 965 tl4 l~:ll:lO . 5 • ) 2y. :k39 GO 27. 302 Biu;e . .. 5 - 27. 380 59. 5 27. 294 Base ... 5 ~ 27. 376 60 27. 2&'J BaRe ... J 9 58 ( 27. :378 tJO 
l-iummtt { 19 11 5 2.3. !16\! I (i2 2~. 8!!3 I Summit. ~ 9 29 5 2:3.970 63 23.901 Summit. ~ 9 44 { 23. 970 63 23. 901 Summit. ( ~ { 23. 9U3 G4 Htt~<o . 5 { 1 :l7. 389 60 2•. 302 llaso ... 5 { 27. 380 59. 5 27. 294 Baso . __ 5 27. 376 60 27. 289 Baso ... 5 9 J9 27. 378 60 
1-\mt:.- l•:ltwltl iun or hnrnmt•l!'r nt Rum mit nbovo soa-lovul, 6,~85.<1 feet. 
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Meteorological 1·ecord for Alay 23, 1873. 











































































































Base . .. 
Summit { 
Base ... 5 
Summit~ 
Base ... 5 
Summit} 
Base .. . 
Summit} 
Base .. . 
Summit~ 
Base ... 5 
Snmmit { 




B;lSe . .. 
Summit~ 




Base ... 5 
Summit} 
B!lso . .. 
p. 'ln. 
9 0 { 
9 1 { 
9 2 i 
9 3 ~ 
9 4 { 
9 5 { 
9 6 { 
9 7 { 
9 8 { 
9 9 { 
9 10 { 
9 11 ~ 
9 12 { 
9 13 ~ 






































































































Base .... 5 
Summit.} 
















Ba.se .... 5 
p.m .. 
9 15 { 
9 16 { 
9 17 { 
9 18 { 
9 19 { 
9 20 { 
9 21 { 
9 22 { 
9 23 { 
9 24 { 
9' 25 ~ 
9 26 { 
9 27 { 
9 28 { 



























































































. p. ?n. 23. 8'i5 
Summit. } 9 30 { 27. 159 
Base - - - · S 23. 860 
Summit. } 9 31 I. 27. 159 
Base . ·. · - S 23. 853 
Summit. ~ 9 32 I. 27. 159 
Base ... - 5 S 23. 852 
Summit. } 9 33 I. 27. 159 
Base - ·. · - S 23. 855 
Summit. } 9 34 ( 27. 159 
Base.··· 23 850 
Summit· t 9 35 { 21: 159 
Base . - · · 5 S 23. 850 
Summit. } 9 36 I. 27. 159 
Base .. .. ; S 23. S:iO 
Summit. t g 37 ( 2:. 159 
Base .. · · 5 S 23. 850 
Summit. } 9 38 ( 27. 159 
Base - - - S 23. 853 
Summit. } 8 39 ( 27. 159 
Base - - · · 23 850 
Summit. ~ 9 40 { ~n: 159 
Base - . - - 5 5 23. 850 Summit. ~ 9 41 ( 27. 159 
Base .. · · 5 5 23. 849 Summit. } 9 42 ( 27. 15~ 
:Base -~ · - S 23. 849 
Summit. t 9 43 ( 27. 159 
Base .. -- 5 5 23. 849 Summit . } 9 44 I. 27. 159 Base .... 
71 23. 769 
64 27. 063 
71.5 23. 773 
64 27. 063 
70 23. 769 
(i4 27.063 
70. 5 23.767 
64 27.06:1 
71 23.769 
63. 5 27. 064 
70.5 23.765 
63. 5 27. 064 
70.5 23. 765 
63.5 27.064 
70.5 23. 7()5 
63.5 27.064 
70.5 23.765 
63. 5 27.064 
70.5 23.768 
63. 5 27. 064 
70 23.766 
63. 5 27. 064 
70 23.766 
63. 5 27. 064 
70 2:t 765 
63. 5 27.064 
70 23.765 
63. 5127. 064 
70 23. 765 
63.5 27.064 
Summit.} 
Base .. .. 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit.~ 




Base .... 5 
Summit . } 




Base .. .. 
Summit . } 
Base._ .. 
Summit.~ 
Base.- .. 5 
Summit. t 




Base .... 5 
Summit.~ 




9 45 5' 23.849 ( 27. 159 
9 46 { 2J. &'\0 
27, 159 
9 47 5 23. 850 ( 27. 156 
9 48 5 23.850 
~ n Li6 
9 49 I ~:l850 ( 27. 156 
9 50 5 ~3. 8:i0 ( 27. 156 
9 51 { 23.848 
27. 156 
9 52 5 23. 848 ( 27. 150 
9 53 5 1 2:~. f<51 ( 27. 150 
9 !)4 5 23. 851 ( 21. v;o 
9 55 5 2.!. 8~1 I 27.1;)0 
9 56 5 23. 850 l 27. 150 
g 57 \ ~3. 8 . 50 l 27. 150 
9 58 5 2::J. 848 ( 27. 150 






























































NOTE.-Elevation of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feot. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tem-





















Mete01·ological 1·ecm·d fm· May 24, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ t t ~ ~ ~ ~ <d ~ ~ -~ ee ~ ~ ~ ig ~ . .c. ~ ~..; ,c..; $. $ . ..; ~~ ,c..; $. m • ..; ~~ P..; $. $ . ..; ~~ ._; 
og .g§ 2 ~~ ~~ ,;:§ ~§ _s 1:1~ ]$ og .g§ $ "g~ ~$ .;:§ o§ $ ~~ 'g.S 
'3·;: 'o., cU ,.<:18 t~s o:+:l 0~ <1)8 ..c:l8 t~ '(;:.j '(;:;: <I) ..08 13C)s o:;l '(;:;: C) ..<:<8 13<1)8 
a><:l <l>o! 8 o 0 GJ 0 ~~ o~ 0 ~o c»S o<:l <l><:l S "'o <1> 0 o<ll <l><:l 8 ~o c» 0 a"" a~> e .sa ~:::... C\l a ... ...a ~::e g? s~> e .Ss ~:::... g.. s.. e .... s ~::: ... ~ ~ ~ :l 8 ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 I ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 
----~ p.m. ___ , p.m. ------ p.nt. ------ p.m. --------
Snmmit ~ 
9 0 
~ 23.580 6'2 23.513 Summit . ~ 9 15 S 23. 560 62.5 23. 492 Summit. ~ 9 30 5 23. 555 63 2:1. 48ft Summit. } 9 45 ~ 23.550 64 23. 479 Ru!'le ... } } 27. 018 63 26. 925 'Base .. _. 5 ( 27. 020 6·!. 5 26. 923 Base .. .. 5 ( 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base.... · ( 27. Ol!J 63. 5 26. !124 
Snmmit ~ !l 1 S ~~· 580 62 " ~· 513 Summit. ~ 9 16 5 23. 555 62 2~. 4~8 Sn~mit ~ 9 31 { ~:!. 5?0 ~3 23. 491 Summit. } 9 46 5 ~- 550 64 23. 4~9 Baso ... } ~ ~ 1. 018 63. ;, ~6. 9'24 Base .... 5 ( 27. 020 64. 5 23. 9:!3 B.1se .... 5 -1. 020 ti4 26. 9.24 Base.... { ~ 7. 019 63. 5 26. 9-4 
Summit ~ • 11 <> { 23.570 tl2 2.'l503 Summit . ~ 9 17 { 23.555 62 23.488 1 Summit . ~ 9 3-2 5 2:1. 5GO 63 23.491 Summit. ~ !l 47 5 23.550 64 23.478 Bnso ... j · - 27.018 63.5 26. !124 Base .... ) 27.019 64 26.923 Base .... 5 { 27.0:20 64 26.924 Base .... 5 · ( 27. Ol!l 63.5 26. !>24 
Snmmit t I q 
3 
{ 2:.1. 570 62 2'J. 50:1 Summit. ~ !l 18 5 23.560 62 2J. 49J I Summit . } 9 33 5 23. !'iGO 63. 5 23. 4l10 Summit. ~ 9 48 5 23. 550 64. !'i 23. 47fl Hnso . . _ ) · 27. 018 6:3. 5 26. 9'..!4 Base. __ . 5 · ( 27. 019 64 26. 923 Base .. _. ~ 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base_ . .. 5 ( 27. 01!) ti3. 5 26. 9:!4 Summit~ 
9 4 
{ 23. 560 62 23. 493 Summit. ~ 9 19 { 23. 570 62. 5 23. 502 Summit . } 9 34 { 23. 560 63. 5 23. 490 Summit . { 9 49 5 23. 550 6!1 23. 477 nase . _. 5 27. 018 63. 5 26. 924 Base ____ ) 27. 019 64 26. 923 Base. __ . 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base._ .. 5 ( 27. 019 63. 5 20. !J24 ~nmmit ~ 
9 
.., ~ 23.562 62 23.495 Snmmit. ~ 9 20 5 23.570 62.5 23. 502 Summit. t 9 35 \ 23.560 63.5 23. 490 Summit. ~ 9 -o ~ I 23. !'i55 65 23. 482 Bn:lO _ .. ) · " l 27. 01~ 64 21i. !122 Base .... 5 ( 27. 019 64 26.923 Base .... S · { 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base .... ) .) ( 27. 019 63. 5 2(i. 924 ~.·ummit ~ 9 6 { 29.565 6,2 23.498 Summit. } 9 21 { 23.570 62.5 23.502 Summit.} 9 36 { 23.560 63.5 23.490 Summit . t 9 51 ~ 23 . . 555 6? 23. 41:l0 llnse ... ) 27. 018 64 26. 92-2 Base.... I 27. 019 64 26. 923 Baso. _ _ _ 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base._ .. 5 ( 27. 019 6.!. 5 26. 924 
Summit} 9 7 { ~- 56!'i 62 ~- 4~8 Summit. } 9 22 { 23.570 62.5 ~3. 502 Summit.} 9 37 { 23. 560 6.! 2~. 4~9 Summit. ~ 9 52 5 2:i.560 6~ ~~- 485 Base... -'· 019 65 -6.9-1 Base.... 27.019 64 ~6. 923 Base.... 27.020 64 26.9:.4 Base .... 5 ( 27.019 63 -6. 92G 
Summit ~ 
9 8 
{ 23. 565 62 23. 4!!8 Smnmit . ~ 9 '>3 { 23. 565 G3 2.1. 496 Summit. } 9 38 { 2:1. 560 64 23. 489 Summit. ~ 9 53 { 23. 560 61i 23. 485 llnse ... 5 27.019 65 26.921 Base .... ~ - 27. 019 64 26.923 Base.... 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base .... 5 27.019 63 20.926 
Summit} 9 9 { ~- 565 6~ ~- 4g8 Summit. } 9 24 S ~~- 5R5 63 23. 496 Summit. } 9 39 { 23. 550 64 23. 479 Summit. ( 9 54 ~ 23. 565 ~0 2~. 4£0 &so.. -7.019 6;, ~6.9'-1 Base.... ~ .... t.019 64 26.923 Base.... 27.020 64 26.924 Base .... S ( 21.019 63 2ti.926 
Summit} 9 10 { 23. 563 62 23. 496 Summit. } 9 25 { 23. 565 6,3 23. 49? Summit. ~ 9 40 { 23. !'i50 64 23. 479 Summit. ~ 9 55 ~ 23. 565 ti6 23. 490 Bm~e... 27.019 65 26.921 Base.... 27.019 64 26.923 , Baso ... 5 27.020 64 26.924 Base .... 5 } 27.019 63 26.926 
Summit ( 9 11 ~ 23. 563 62 23.496 Summit. } 9 26 5 23.570 63 23. 501 j Summit. } 9 41 { 23. 550 64 23. 479 Summit ~ 9 56 ~ 23.565 67 23. 487 Hase .. _ 5 } 27. 019 65 26. 921 Base.... ( 27. 019 64 26. 923 Base.... 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base .... ) ~ 27.019 63 26. 926 
Summit l 9 1.., { 23. 563 62 23. 496 Summit. t 9 ..,7 { 23. 570 63 23. 501 Summit. ~ 9 42 { 23. 550 64 23. 479 Summit. } 9 .,7 5 23. 565' 67 23. 487 Base ___ 5 · - 27. 020 64. 5 26. 923 Baso _ .. . 5 "" 27. 019 64 26. 923 Base. __ . 5 27. 020 63 . 5 26.925 Base .. _. ., ( 27. 019 63 26. 926 
Snmmit ~ 9 13 { ~ 2~\. 560 62 23. 493 Summit. ~ 9 28 { 23. 565 63 2:3. 496 Summit. ~ 9 43 S 23. 550 64 23. 479 Summit.! 9 , 8 S' 23. 565 (ii 23. 487 l}nse -- 5 ' 27. 020 64.5 26. 9:.'!3 Base.--- 5 27. 019 64 26. 923 Base . __ . 5 ( Z7. 020 63.5 26. 925 Base._.. ;, ( 27.019 63 26. 926 
Summit ~ 9 14 ~ 23. 560 62. 5 23. 492 Summit. ~ 9 29 ~ 23.560 63 23. 491 :::;ummit. } 9 44 ~ 23. 550 64 23. 479 Summit. 9 " !) ~ 23. 5115 67 23. 487 Busl' ... 5 ~ 27.020 64. 5 26.923 Base .... 5 ( 27. 020 64 26. 924 Base_ .. _ ( 27. 020 63.5 26. 925 Base __ .. ., { 27.019 63 26. 926 
No-rv..-Elevntion of barometl'r a.t summit a.bovo s~a.-lovel, G,285.4 feet. Elova.tion of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tem-




























~ ~ a c6 ... i... e> p ~ e> <D ~~ s;.; 00 P· P· ..: P· p• ol'l ~-s 0 15~ -o_£ o§ ..::.s 'C;~ ~ ~s O"' ~~ ~~ o+> g~ 8~ :::l a:>"' a:>c:e 6 9-lo Q~ s~ 
..s ~ ~s ;::;;... o:! 8 0 E=i il; ~ ~ 0 ~ 
---
p. ?n. p. ?n. 
Summit} 9 0 ~ 24.001 73 23.911 Summit.} 9 1~ f Base ... } 27.349 65 27.250 Base ... . 
Summit} 9 1 { 24.001 73 113.911 Summit.} 9 16 f Ease . __ 27. 349 - 65 27.250 Base .... 
Summit} 9 2 { 2·!. 003 73 23.913 Summit.} 9 17 { B~tse . __ 27.349 65 27.250 Base .... 
Summit} 9 3 { 24. COl 73 23. !Jl1 Smnmit.} 9 ·18 { Bnso . __ 27.349 65 27.250 Ba~;e .... 
Summit} fl 4 { 24. 001 n 23.911 Summit.} 9 19 { Base . .. 27.349 ti5 27.250 Base ____ 
Summit} 9 5 { 24. 000 73 2:1910 Summit.} 9 20 { Base ... 27. 34!J 65 27.250 Base . . . 
Snmmit} 9 (j { 24.000 TJ ~·10 I Summit.} 9 21 { Base ... 27.349 65 27.250 Base ____ 
Summit} 9 7 { 24.002 73 2:1. 912 Summit. J 9 22 { Base.-- 27. 349 65 27.250 Base ... . 
l::iummtt} 9 ~ f 24.002 73 23. 912 Summit.} !J 23 i Base .. . 2:". 34[) 65 27.250 Base . ... 
Summit} 9 9 { 24.002 73 23. 912 8ummit.} 9 24 { Base ... 27. :34!) (j5 27.250 Base ... . 
Summit} !) 10 { 24. 006 73 23.916 Summit. ( 9 25 { Base . __ 27. 349 65 27.250 Base.--. 5 
Summit J 9 11 { 2•1. 003 73 23. 913 Summit.} 9 2fl f Base . __ 27.349 65 27.250 Base ____ 
Summit} 9 12 { 24.007 73 23.917 Snmmit.} 9 27 { Base ___ 27.349 65 27.250 Base .... 
Summit} 9 13 { 24.007 73.5 23. 9Hi Summit.} 9 28 { Base ... 27.349 65 27.250 Base ____ 
Summit} g 14 { 24.007 73.5 2:i. 916 Summit. J 9 29 { Base ___ 27. 349 65 27.250 Base .... 
Meteo1·ological1·ecordfor May 25, 1873. 
(Minute barometical observations.) 
i... ~ ;::. ;:. ~ e> p e> a:> 
"'"s;.; s;.; 
"' $ . $~ s;.; -+'>e> ~-~ s;.; .£ ~~ .-co:> ~.§ .8 -d-+'> a:>"'"' .,., a:> 
-a@ -+'>., 0-+'> o-+'> a:> ~§ s g@ 8~ oil 8 0 ~s a:>~:- 0 1il i::>< 




24.007 73.5 23. 9Hl Summit. } 9 30 { 24. 011 72 27.349 65 27.250 Baso __ _ . 27. 349 64.5 
24.007 73.5 23.916 Summit. } 9 31 { 24. 011 72 27.349 ti5 27.250 Base . __ . • 27. 349 64 
24.010 73.5 23.919 Summit. } 9 39 { 24. 011 72.5 27.349 65 27.250 Base. __ . ~ 27.349 64 
24.010 7:l 23. 920 Summit. } 9 33 { 24. 011 72.5 27.349 64.5 27.251 Base . __ . 27. :349 ll4 
24. 009 73 23. 919 SGmmit. } 9 34 { 24. 013 72.5 
"27. 349 64.5 27.251 Baso ___ . 27. 349 64 
24. 010 73 :23.920 S~mruit. } 9 35 { 24. ~~3 as 27. 349 64.5 27.251 Base.... 27.3-.9 64 
24.008 7:.l 23.918 Summit. } 9 36 ( 24. 010 72. 5 27.349 G4. 5 27.251 Base . __ . { 27. 349 64 
24.008 73 23. 918 
S=m;t. j 9 37 ) I"· 012 72. 5 27.349 64.5 27. 251 Base_ _ _ _ 27. 349 64 
24. 008 73 23. 918 Summit ( 9 38 { 724. 009 72.5 27. 349 64.5 '27. 251 Hase .... 5 :27.349 6:J. 5 
24.008 73 2J. 918 Summit. } !J 39 { 1 :24. 013 'i2. 5 27. 349 64.5 27.251 Base __ . 27. :349 63.5 
24. 011 72.5 2:{. 922 · Summit. } !J 40 { 24. ~13 72.5 27. 349 64.5 27.251 Base. __ . 27. 349 63. 5 
24.010 72.5 23. !J21 Snmmit . } 9 41 { 24. 011 72.5 27.340 64.5 27.251 Base ___ . 27. 349 63.5 
24.010 72.5 23. !)21 Summit. ( 9 4C) S 24. 006 72 27.349 64.5 27. 251 Base ___ _ 5 ~ ~ 27. 349 63.5 
24.011 72.5 23.922 Summit. } 9 43 { 24. 006 72 27.349 64.5 27.251 n ..... _ . t 21. "' 63.5 24.011 72 23.923 Summit. J 9 44 { 24. 005 72 27.349 64.5 27.251 Baso _ , _ . · 27. 349 63.5 
~ ~ p a:> 
,.; JS. ~~ ~ .§ 
15a 0~ 
a:>o 8;> t:>< ell 0 
Q ~ 
23.923 Summit. ( 
27.251 Base.-_. 5 
23.923 Summit.} 
27.252 ·Base .... 
23. 922 Summit.} 
27.252 Base .... 
23.922 Summit.} 
27.252 Base .... 
23.924 Summit.} 
27.252 Base .... 
23.924 Summit.} 
27.252 Base __ __ 
23.921 Summit.} 
27.252 Base .... 
23. 923 Summit. ( 
27.252 Base .... 5 
2J. 920 Summit.} 
27.253 Base .... 
23.924 summit.S 
27.253 Base .... 
23.924 Summit.} 
27.253 Base .... 
23.922 Summit.} 
27.253 Base .... 
23. 9i8 Summit.} 
27.253 Rase .... 
23. 918 Summit. ( 
27.253 Base .... 5 
23.917 Summit.} 











!) 4~ { 24.00 
;) 27.34 
9 46 { 2~. 00 2 •. 34 
!J 47 { 24. 01 
27.34 
9 48 { 24. 00 27.34 
9 49 { 24.00 
27. 34 
9 50 { ~4. 00 ~7. 3-t 
9 51 { 24.00 
27.34 
{ 24.00 9 52 27.34 
9 53 { 24. OG 27.34 
9 54 { 24. ~0 27 .. )4 
9 55 { 24. 0~ 
27.3-
~ 24.01 
9 56 l 27. 3~ 
9 57 5 24. 01 1 21. 3~ 
9 51< { 24. 01 
u 27. 3f 
9 -!) f j24.01 
' 
0 
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Meteo1·ological1·ecoo·d for May 26, 1873. 










5-4 ~ ~ ~ ~ $. $. ~ -s~ .c ... $. 
0 Cl 0 Cl q;) "0.., ..,_;:: 0 § 
~:3 'd:3 ~ 1ls ~s ~:c 
~ 
.g§ 












<:I c;~' ~.. I ~~~ .;gs :; !:;~'< ,0 
~ 
~ 













C,.) ~ E=l ~ ~ 8 ~ 




Summit ~ 9 0 5 1 24. 035 68 23. 955 J3a~e . . ) { 27. 370 67 27. 266 
Summit ~ S 24. 035 68 23. 955 nn~l' ... ) 9 1 { 27. 370 67 27. 266 
Summit ~ 9 n S 1 24. 03:i Gil 23. 9.35 Hnso ... ~ ~ { 27. 370 67 27. 266 
Summit ~ 9 3 { 24. 03:> 68 2J. 955 Bnse ... ) 27. 370 67 27. 266 
Summit~ !l 4 { 24. 03:.! 68.5 23.951 Bnso . . . ) I · 
1
27. 370 67 27. 26G 
:Summit~ 9 5 { 24.032 6!:1. 5 2!. 9:il BnsC' .. \ · 27. :no 
1
67 27. 26G 
Rmuruit ~ 9 f { 24. 030 ()!l :2:1. 948 Bnso .. } ' 27. :no 67 27. 266 1 Summit~ I 9 7 { 24. 032 69 23. 948 Bn!'IC' .. } 27. 370 G1 27. 266 
Snmmit { 9 8 5I 24. 032 69 23. 9.J8 Base .. . ) { 27. 310 67 1 27. 266 
Sntttmil ~ I 9 9 { 24. 03! 69 23.948 llllSl'.. ~ ' 27. 370 66. 5 27. 267 
Snmmit ( 9 10 { 24. 03.') 6fJ. 5 23. 952 Bnse .. 5 27. :no I 66. 5 27. 267 
Summit ( 9 n { 21. o:n 69. 5 23. 952 Bn;;c . 5 27. :370 61i. 5 27. 267 I 
Summit ( 9 1n ~ 24. 035 70 23. 951 na~o ... ) • ~ { 1 27. 37.) 66. 5 27. 2fi7 
~nmmit ~ 9 13 { 24.0:.15 70 23. !)~ t Base ... ~ · · 27. 370 66. 5 27. 2ti7 
~nmmit ~ 9 l4 S I 2·1. 03!l 70 23. 95L l~nRo ... 5 · l 27. 370 66. 5 27.267 
-- -
p. ?n. 
Summit. l 9 15 5 
Base .... 5 { 
Summit. ~ 9 16 S 
Base .. .. 5 ~ 
Summit. l 9 17 S 
Base .. -·) j { 
Summit. ~ 9 18 f 
Base .... 5, { 
Summit. ~ 9 19 f 
nasa .... 5 l 
Summit . ~ 9 20 5 
Base .. .. 5 { 
Summit. ~ 9 21 5 
Base .... S { 
Snmmit ~ 9 22 f 
Base .... ) l 
Summit. ~ 9 23 { 
Baso ... . 5 
Summit. ~ 9 24 5 
Base .... 5 l 
Summit. ~ 9 25 { 
Base . ... 5 
Snmmit. ~ 9 26 5 
Base .... 5 l 
Summit. ~ 9 27 { 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit . ~ 9 28 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. l 9 29 f 




























































































Base .... 5 
Snmmit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit. l 
Base .... S 
Snmmit. l 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit. ~ 
Base ... 5 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit. ~ 
Base .. .. 5 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit . ~ 




Base .... 5 
p. ?n. 
9 30 { 
9 31 { 
9 32 { 
9 33 { 
9 34 { 
9 35 { 
9 36 { 
9 37 { 
9 38 { 
9 39 { 
9 40 { 
9 41 { 
9 42 { 
.9 43 { 

























































































Base .... ) 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ~ 
Base .... S 
Summit. ( 
Base .... 5 
Summit . ~ 
Base ... . 5 
Summit ~ 
Baso .... 5 
Summit.} 
Base ... . 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit . ~ 
Base .... 5 
Summit.~ 
Base ... . 5 
Snmmit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit. t 
Base .... 5 
Summit.~ 
Base .... 5 
p.m. 
9 45 { 
9 46 { 
9 47 { 
9 48 { 
9 49 { 
9 50 { 
9 51 • { 
9 52 { 
9 53 { 
9 54 { 
!) 55 { 
9 56 { 
9 57 { 
9 58 { 
9 59 ~ 












24. 040 72 
27.371 65 
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Meteorological record for May 27, 187~~. 
(Minute barometrical obserya,tions.) 
I • • II . I . 8 . 2 ~ ~ 
0 ..c: ~ • u; UJ 
.. ', +- Q;) .. ..:::> • ,.c _; ~ I ~ ~ :E ~ ~ -~ ,: _§ 






-=~== <:>1= I o+> I 0-" 
~ ~ c3 p:; H -·----1----~--~-- - - ·-
p. m. p. m. p. m. 
Snmmit ( 9 0 { 23. 874 ti7 23. 79o Sm11mit } 1 9 15 { 23. 872 69 23. 790 Summ_ it. } 9 30 { 23. ~69 
~
Base ... 5 27. 200 70 27. 090 Base... 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base... . 27. 2. 0 
Summit~ 9 1 ~ ~J. ~7~ 67 ~- 7£6 Summit ( 9 16 { 2~. ~72 ~9 23. i~O Summit } 9 31 ~ ~3- ~71 Base .. _.5 { -1·-£" 70 21.090 Base .... 5
1 
21. ~00 11 27.0t!8 BHse .. _.. { :.<7.-00 
Summit ( 9 ~ 5 23.8 12 67.5 2.1. 793 Summit . (I 9 17 ~ ~3. ~71 ~9 23.789 Snmnnt ( 9 32 5 2~. &71 l~aso .. 5 { 27. 200 70.5 27.089 Base .... ) { ,_7.-00 11 21.088 Base .... 5 { 2t.200 
Summit ( 9 3 5 2:3. ~~~ 67. 5 23. 793 Snmmit } I 9 18 { 23. ~71 69 2~. 789 1 Summit . } 9 33 5 ~3- ~69 Base ... 5 { 27.-00 71 27.088 Base... I 27.~00 1 71 2t.088 I Base.... { -7.:!00 
Summit} 9 4 5 ?~· 87~ 67. 5 23. 793 Summit } 9 19 5 ~3. ~71 69 23. 789 Summit. ( V 34 5 _23. 869 Base .. { 21.200 7l 27.088 Base . ... 1 { it-7 .. :00 71 27.088 Base .... 5 { 27.200 
Summit ( 9 5 5 23. 872 67. 5 23. 793 Summit. } 9 20 5 :23. 870 69 23. 788 Summit ( 9 ·:r 5 23. 868 Base_ . . 5 { 27. 200 71 27. 088 Bose . . . { 27. 200 1 71 27. 088 Dase .... ) 0 { 27. 200 Summit ( 9 6 51 23. 873 68 23. 793 Summit { 9 91 { ~3. b70 68. 5 23. 789 Summit. } 9 36 5 23. 868 Base ... 5 { 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base .... 5 - 27. 200 7 L 27. 088 Base.... { 27. 200 
Summit ( 9 7 5 23.873 68 83. 793 Summit } 9 29 5 23. 870 69 ~3. 788 Summit. } 9 37 5 23. 868 Base ... 5 { 27. 200 1 7 L 27. 088 Base.... - { 27. 200 7 L 2i. 088 Base __ .. { 27. 200 Summit ( 9 8 51 2:3.872 1 68 23. 792 Summit. ( 1 9 23 5 2:::. 870 69 23. 788 Summit. ( 9 38 5 2:3. 868 Base . .. 5 { 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base .... 51 · { 27. 200 7l 27. 088 Base .... 5 { 27. );.{)0 
Summit ( 9 !l S ~3. 8?2 I ~8 ~3. 792 Sunnnit . { !l 24 5 ~3. ~70 69 ~- 7t'8 Rummit . ( 9 39 5 23. 868 Baso ... 5 ~ _7.20 1L -7.088 13ase .... 5 { -7.:..GO 71 2t.088 Base .... 5 { 27.200 
Summitt 9 10 5 2:3. 873 uS 23. 793 Summit. ( 9 9, ~ 2:1.870 69 23. 788 Summit. } 9 40 5 23. 870 Bnse . .. 5 { 27. 200 7 L 27. 088 Baso .... 5 -.:> } 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base.... { 27. 200 
Summit ( 9 11 5 23. 873 68 23. 793 Summit. { 9 26 5 23. 870 69 23. 7E:I8 Summit. { 9 41 5 23.8GB Base ... 5 { 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base .... 5 ~ 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base .... 5 } 27. ~CO 
Summit ( 9 12 5 23. &73 68 2:-!. 793 Summit. ( 9 27 5 23. 870 69 23. 788 Summit. } 9 42 ~ 23. 873 Base ... 5 { 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base .. -. 5 { 27. 200 71 27. 088 Base._.. { 27. 200 
Summit ~ 9 13 5 2:t 872 68 23. 792 Summit. s 9 28 5 23. 870 69 2:-J. 788 Summit. t 9 43 { 23. 670 Base ... 5 • { 27. 200 71 27. 088 :Base - -- - } { 27. 200 71 27. 08R Base .. .. 5 27. 200 
























































































Base . ... 
Summit. ~ 








Base .. .. 
Summit. ·( 
Base.- .. 5 
Snmmit. ( 




Base .... ~ 
Snmmit. ( 
Base .... ~ 
Summit. ( 








!} 45 { 
9 46 { 
9 47 { 
!) 48 { 
9 49 . { 
9 50 { 
9 51 { 
9 52 { 
9 53 { 
9 54 { 
9 55 { 
9 56 { 
9 57 { 
9 58 { 









































































































































.g ci I .... ~ 












---:--,-1-j}.m. ~Ullllllit l ., 0 { 23. 710 I lid 
Ba-<o.. 5 • ~ 27. 13R 1 66. 5 ~llllliUit} 9 1 S' I ~3. 700 6~ 
hUSl•. .. { ~7.138 , 66. 5 
Huuuuit} 9 n { 23.7 10 69 Uuso . . . ~ 27. 138 66. 5 
:::;ummit l 9 3 { 23. 710 69 BUSl' .. 5 27. 138 66. 5 
::;ummit} 9 4 { 23. 710 69. 5 Base. . . 27. 138 66. 5 
Smumit l 9 " { 2:3. 710 6U. 5 Bns() ... 5 ;> 27. 138 66. 5 
HttllllUit l 9 li 5 ;3. 710 69. 5 
Bmm ... 5 { :. 7. ns 66 
~nmmit ( 9 7 { 23. 705 70 l3asc .. . 5 27. 138 66 
Summit t 9 8 { 2:1. 710 70 Baso . .. 5 I 27. 138 66 
1-'llllllUit ( 9 9 { 23. 710 70 
Un!>e ... 5 27. 138 66 
:::;ummit l 9 10 ~ 23. 705 70 Bnse ... 5 ( 27. 140 66 
8umu1it l 9 11 ~ 23. 705 70 
Bnse . .. S 
1
. } I n 140 66 
Rnmmit t 9 1.., ~ 23.710 69.5 Base .. 5 - } 27. 1-lO 66 
Hnmmit l 9 1•1 ~ 23.710 69.5 Halle ... 5 · ( 27.140 66 
Summit l 9 14 ~ 
1 
!23. 705 69. 5 
Bn~<u . 5 ( 27. 140 66 
~ ... I' ]~ 
































Meteorological1·ecord fol' May 28, 1873. 
(Minute baromehical obsen-ations.) 
~ ~ ~ . 
$d ,ol'l ,.; :52; 
~.9 ~ .~ ~ rg~ ~~ ~~ § -as ~ s .. .5 s ~ 8 ~ ~ 
-~---
Summit. l ,t~:n.{ 1 23. 710 69.5 
Baso .... 5 ;, ~7. 140 66 
Summit . l 9 16 ~ ~3 705 70 Base .... 5 I ~ 27. 1~0 66 
Summit. ( 9 17 { 23. 710 70 Base .... 5 27. 140 66 
Summit. ?. I 9 18 ~ 23. 710 70 Baso. _ . . 5 ~ 27. 140 66 
Snmmit . ~ 9 19 S 23. 710 70 Base .... S ~ 27. 139 66 
Summit. l 9 20 { 23. 710 70 Base. . . . ~ 27. 139 66 
Summit . ( 9 21 ~ 23. 710 70 Base .... S } 27. 139 66 
Summit. ( 9 22 ~ 23. 710 70 Base .... 51 ) 27. 139 66 
Summit . l 9 23 ~ 23. 710 70 Base ... . S j } 27. 1~9 66 
Summit . ( 9 24 { 23. 720 70 Base .... 5 27. 139 66 
Summit . ( 9 cr { 23. 720 70 Base ... . 5 ;Q 27. 139 66 
Summit . ( 9 26 { 23. 7.15 70 Ba~e .... { I 27. 139 66 
Summit. l 9 27 5 23. 720 70 Base .... 5 { 27. 139 66 
Summit . } 9 ng 5 23. 720 70 Base. . . . I { 27. 139 66 









































o" ~ p:; 
Summit. { 
Baso ... . 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .... 5 
Summit ( 
Base .... 5 
Summit. t 
Base . ... 5 
Summit . l 
Base . ... S 
Summit . l 
Base ... . 5 
Summit. t 
Base .... 5 
Summit. l 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ~ 
Base .... 5 
Smumit. l 
Base . .. . ~ 
Stnnmit . ( 
Base .... 5 
Summit. l 
Base .... 5 
Summit. { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. t 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit . ( 














9 30 5 23. 715 ( 27. 139 
9 31 { 2::l. 720 
27.139 
9 32 { 23.725 
27. 139 
9 33 { 23.725 
27.139 
9 34 { 23. 725 
27.139 
9 35 5 23. 725 { 27. 139 
9 36 5 23.7:25 { . 27. 139 
9 37 5 2El. 725 
~ 27. 139 
9 38 ~ 23. 725 ( 27.1:19 
9 39 { 23.725 
27. 139 
9 40 5 23. 725 ( 27.139 
9 41 ~ 23. 725 
~ 27. 139 
9 42 5 23. 725 { 27.139 
9 43 5 23. 725 
~ 27. 13~ 
9 44 5 28.725 { 27.139 



































































































~~:~~:} I 9 45 { 
Summit. ( 9 46 { 
Base .... 5 
Snmmit. ( 9 47 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit l 9 48 { 
I Base .... 5 
• Summit { 1 9 49 { 
Base .... 5 
~~:m~~-} 9 50 { 
Summit· ( 9 51 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit l 9 52 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit . ( 9 53 '{ 
Base .... 5 
Summit. t 9 54 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. t 9 5!'1 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. t 9 56 { 
Base ... . 5 
Summit. { 9 57 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. l 9 53 { 
Base .... 5 
Summit. ( g 59 5 





































































































































































































Base. -- 5 
Summit ( 
Bnso - -- 5 
::Summit ( 
Base . -- 5 
Summit ( 
Baso. -- S 
Summit ( 




Base .- - 5 
Summit ( 
Base . .. s 
Summit { 
Base . -- S 
Summit~ 
Base . . _ S 
Snmrnit ( 
Baso -. _ 5 
Summit ( 
.Base - -- 5 
~ummit ( 
Base . .. S 
Summit~ 
Base- . - 5 
Summit ( 
Base ... S 
p.m. 
9 0 { 
9 1 { 
9 2 j 
9 3 { 
9 4 f 
9 5 { 
9 G { 
9 7 f 
9 8 { 
!) 9 { 
9 10 { 
9 11 { 
9 12 { 
9 13 { 
u 14 { 
23. PG5 
27. 2-:!G 


























































































Summit . ( 




Base .... S 
Summit. ( 






Base--- · S 
Summit . ( 
Base--- - S 
Summit. ( 
Base .... S 
Summit. ( 







Summit . ( 
Base.--- S 
p.m. 
9 15 { 
9 16 { 
9 17 { 
9 18 { 
9 19 { 
9 20 { 
9 21 { 
9 22 { 
9 2J { 
9 24 { 
9 25 { 
9 26 { 
9 27 { 
9 28 { 










































































































Base . -- - 5 
Summit.} Base .. __ 
Summit. ( 
Base .. -- S 
Summit. ( 
Base-.-- S 
Summit . { 
Base .. -- 5 
Summit. ( 






9 30 { 
9 31 { 
9 32 { 
9 33 { 
u 34 { 
9 35 { 
9 36 { 
9 37 { 
9 38 { 
9 39 { 
9 40 { 
9 41 { 
!) 42 { 
9 43 { 







































~ ! P=l o:>"" C)~ ~ p.. g§ ~- I ~~ I ~~ p ~ S 

















































































































Base .... 5 
Summit. ( 








Base .... 5 
Summit. ( 
Base .... 5 
p.m. 
!) 45 5 23.870 
~ 27.208 
9 46 5 23. 870 ) 27.206 
9 47 5 23. 870 
~ 27. 204 
9 48 5 23. 870 
~ 27. 205 
9 49 5 23.870 ( 27. 205 
9 50 5 23.870 I. 27.207 
9 51 5 2:t 870 
~ 27.207 
9 52 { 23. 870 
27.205 
9 53 5 23. 865 
~ 27.20:1 
9 54 5 23. 865 ( 27.207 
9 55 5 23.865 I. 27.203 
9 56 5 23.865 
~ 27.203 
9 57 5 23. 865 
~ 27. 202 
!) 58 5 23. !'65 I. 27.202 
!) 59 5 2:1.865 





























































NOTE.-Elevation of barometer 11t summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. :Elevation of barometer at bas(} ll.l)oye sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tom· 





















Meteorological1·ecorclf01· May 30, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ it d ~ ~ I ~ 
a) a) .a· .a. a) a) • .<:!,_; .0. a) a) • .<:!,_; 
.gd .gd ~ ~£i 1SE .gg .gg .s ~~ ~~ .gg .gg I ~ ;;~ 
~ 
.0 
'd .. Q)~ 
~ 




8~>- s:> 0 sg f::S ~p. s~> e ~s l::e 8:- s"" I 8 ~8 


















<.>o ~8 ~ 
~~ 'o~ s ~ 8 ~ 8 I ~~ ~~ s ~ s ~ 8 'Q·~ 'o~ I s ~ 8 
~ -~ 1'.1 .... ... 0 ~ i::'J ~ .... 0 ~ -~ I ~ ..., 
------:-:- --- --- I . p. m. ----- . p. m. --- _ . p. rn. _ --.-11 , __ 
Snmmit l 
Uuo;u .•. 5 
:::;ummit ( 
Base ... } 
Summit~ 
na~o ... } 
Su:umit ~ 
Base . .. 5 
Summit ~ I 9 
Base ... 5 
Summit { 
0 ! 23. 880 66 23. 805 Summit. l 9 15 5 23. 890 67. 5 23. 811 Summit. ~ 9 30 ~ 23. 895 68 23. 81o Summit. ( 9 4- ~ 23. 90;> 7:1 27. 4:iG 56 27. :359 Base .... 5 l 27. 438 58 27. 355 Base .... 5 { 27. 441 58 27. 358 Base .... 5 ° l 27. 448 57. 5 
1 ~3. ~ ~6. 5 l;3· 8~4 ~ Summit ( 9 16 5 23. 890 ~7. 5 23. 8!1 Summit. ( 9 31 { 23. 89~ 68 ~3. 8!5 Summit. ~ 9 46 ~ 23. 905 !3 " 
-1. 4.36 .>7 -1. 3;;6 Base .... 5 l 27.439 o8 27. 3;)6 Base ... . 5 27. 442 58 27. 3o9 Base .... 5 { 27.448 OJ7.;) 
0 5 2:1. 880 66. 5 2.3. 801 I Summit. ~ 9 17 5 23. 890 66 23. 815 Summit. ( 9 12 ~ 23. 895 69 23 . . 813 Summit. ( 9 47 5 23. 905 n 
- { 27. 43!:! 57. 5 27. 357 Bn!:lo .... 5 l 27. 440 58 27. 357 Base .... 5 ~ 27. 442 58 27. 359 Base .... 5 { 27. 449 57 
{ 
23. 88!) 67 23. 807 Summit. ~ 9 18 5 23. 890 66 23. 815 Snmmit. ~ 9 33 { 23. 900 70 23. 8",6 Summit ~ 9 48 5 23. 905 73 
Base ... 5 
Summit~ 
27. 437 58 27. 354 Base ... . 5 { 27. 439 58 27. 356 Base .... 5 27. 442 5t! 27. 359 Base . .. . ~ l 27. 449 57 
5 23. 885 li7 23. !307 Summit. ( 9 19 { 23.890 66 23. 815 Snmmit. ~ 9 34 ~ 23. 900 70 2:1. 816 Summit. ( 9 48 5 2J. 905 73 l 27. 4:39 !">8 27. 356 Base .... 5 27. 440 58 27. 357 Ba~e .... 5 { 27. 443 58 27. :Jf.O Base .... 5 l 27. 449 57 
5 23. 883 67 2.'$. 807 Summit. } 9 <>o 5 24. 8. 90 66 23. 815 Summit } 9 35 5 2:3. 900 70 23. 8' tl Snmmit . { 9 50 ~ 23. 905 72 { 27. 43e 58 27. 355 J Base . . . . ~ l 27. 440 58 27. :3:>7 Base. . . . l 27. 443 57. 5 27. :360 Base .... 5 l 27. 449 57 
Rase ... 5 
Summit~ 
Base ... 5 
Summit { 
~ 2:1. 883 67. 5 23. 804 Summit. } 9 01 ~ 23. 890 Cti 2:3. 815 Summit. ~ 9 36 5 23. 900 70 23. 816 , Summit. } 9 "1 5 23. !J05 72 } 27. 4:i6 58 27. 353 B~se.... ~ l 27. 440 58 27. 357 Baso .... 5 l 27. 433 57. 5 27. 361 Base.... ;) l 27. 449 57 
7 5 23. 8$5 68 2:J. 805 Summit. } 9 22 ~ 23. 890 6tl 23. 815 Summit. ( 9 37 ~ 23. 900 70 23. 816 Summit. { 9 -2 5 23. 905 72 { 27. 431'! 58 27. 3.35 Base.... - l 27. 442 58 27. 359 B:tse .... ~ · { 27. 446 57. ;; 27. 364 Base .... 5 ° l 27. 449 57 
8 f ~- ~:; ~8 ~- SQ~ Snmmit. } 9 23 5 ~3. 890 66 23. ~!5 Summit. } 9 38 ~ 23. 900 72 23. 812 Summit_ ~ 9 53 ~ 23. 925 72 Baso ... 5 
Summit ( 
) -•.438 :>8 -7.35;) Base.... { -7.441 58 27.:Jo8 B~se.... l 27.447 57.5 27.365 Base .... 5 ) 27.45il 57 
~ 2:1. 885 68 23. 803 Summit. } 9 24 { 23. 890 66 23. 8 15 Snmmit. ~ 9 39 5 23. 900 72 23.812 Summit. } 9 54 ~ 23. 905 72 ( 27. 438 58 27. 355 Base.... 27. 441 58 27. 358 Base ... . 5 · l 27. 448 57. 5 27. 366 Base.... l 27. 450 57 
!.l 10 5 ~- 8R5 ~8 ~- 8~5 Summit. ( 9 25 ~ 23. 89~ ~6 2:3. 815 Summit . ( 9 40 ~ 23. 900 7~ 23. ~12 Summit ~ 9 55 5 23. 905 'r2 l -7. 438 .>8 -7. 3o5 Base ... . 5 } 27. 44:.. ;)8 27. 359 Base .... 5 l 27. 44fl 5 •. 5 27.364 Base .... 5 l 27. 450 57 
Base ... 5 
Summit~ 
Baso .. - 5 
:::;ummit ( 9 11 
Bnse .. 5 
Summit ~ 9 !2 Un11o •. 5 
Summit { 9 13 
BaRIL .. } 
Summit ( 9 14 
Bn!ln ... 5 • 
5 23. 8!JO 67. 5 23. 811 Summit. } 9 <>6 5 23. 895 68 23. 815 Summit { 9 41 5 23. 900 72 23. 812 Summit. ~ 9 56 5 23. 905 72 l 27. 440 !l8 27. 3.37 Base.... - l 27. 442 58 27. 359 Base . ... 5 l 27. 417 57. 5 27. 365 Base .... 5 l 27. 450 57 
f ~- tl?O ~7. 5 ~- 811 Summit. ( 9 27 ~ 2~. 895 ~8 23. 8!5 Summit. } 9 42 5 23. 900 72 23. 812 Summit. ( 9 57 5 ~3. 9~5 72 }I ~•.439 58 -•.356 Bat.e .... 5 l 21.441 58 27.3;Jtl Base . .. _ l 27.448 57.5 27.366 Base .... 5 l -7.4.>3 57 
5 23 890 67. 5 23. 8. Ll Summit. ( !l 28 5 2:3.895 68 23. 815 Summit { 9 43 ~ 1!3. 905 72 23. 817 Summit. { 9 58 5 23. 905 72 { 27. 439 58 27. 356 Base .... 5 l 27. 441 58 27. 358 Base .... 5 l 27. 446 57. 5 27. :i64 Base .... S { 27. 458 57 









































NO'll' -Elo~ation of barometer at !!nmmit nboYe sea-level t1285 4 feet E\eyntion of barometer at has 1 1 1 n 898.., .r t 





























.:. .:. .:. ~ .:. .... ~ ~ <I) . .::>. a1 ~ p .... P· P• ~ 
-+-'_£ .... P· p• ol':l o~'=~ 0 o;jc> o~'=~ ~-~ ~-~ ~.9 ~ 'C CI) $~ (M .~ 0-+"' <1)13 0~ 0~ 8 '5o g~ <I) ~ <I)~ 0 ~~ 8~>-<.;>;> 8,.. .Ea ~ .... ~ ~ c:j 8 ~ 0 p::; 8 p.; ~ C) 
----------
- -
p. '»~- p.nt. 
Summit 1 9 0 f 24.080 63 24.011 Summit. 1 9 15 f Base . . . 27. 551 60 27. 4G4 Base .. . . 
Summit} 9 1 f 24.080 63 24.011 Summit . 1 9 16 f Base .. 27.551 GO ~~- 464 Base . . .. 
Summit 1 9 2 f 24.080 63 24. 011 Summit . 1 9 17 f Base . . . 27. 550 GO 27. 463 Base . .. . 
Summit ( 9 3 { 24.080 6:1 24.011 Summit . } y 18 f Base ... ~ ~~- 552 60 27.46:1 Base . .. . 
Summit~ 9 4 f 24. 080 63 24.011 Summit. 1 9 19 f Bnse .. . ) 27. 55! 60 27. 4G5 Base ... . 
Summit ( 9 5 f 24.080 63 24. 011 Summit.} 9 20 { Base . .. 5 27. 553 60 27. 46G Base . ... 
Summit ( 9 6 f 24. 080 62 24.013 Summit . } 9 21 f Base ... 5 27. 552 (iO 2~ 465 Base ... . 
Summit ( 9 7 f 24.080 6<! 24. 013 Summit 1 9 22 f Base ... } 37.552 GO 27.465 Base .. .. 
Summit ( !) 8 f 24.080 62 24. 013 Summit. } 9 23 f Base . . . 5 27. 552 60 27. 465 Base .... 
Summit ( 9 9 f 24.080 62 24.013 Summit.} 9 24 f Base -.. 5 27.552 . 60 27.465 Base .... 
Summit ( 
9 10 f 24.078 G1 2~. 013 Summit . } 9 25 { Base . . . 5 27. 5:>2 no 27.465 Base . . . . 
Summit } 9 11 { 24. 078 61 24.013 Summit.} 9 26 $ Base .. . 27.554 60 27. 467 Base .. . . 
Summit} 9 12 { 24.078 Gl 24. 013 Summit.} 9 27 f Base . .. 27.552 60 27. 465 Base ... . 
Summit ( 9 13 { 24.080 61 24.015 Summit . } 9 28 { n., .. 'I 27. 552 60 27. 465 Base .... Summit ( 9 14 { 24. 080 61 24.015 Summit. S 9 29 { Base ... } 27.551 GO 27.464 Base .... 
Meteo1·olog cal1·ecord jo1' May 31, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
.... d .:. .... .:. ~~ .::>. ~ ~ C) • ~a> ..: .... P· P · ..: 
.£ '"g~ '0<1) cl':l .::.~ .2$ 'd~ ~~ ~.g <I) <I) <I) ..clS o""' <I) .::>8 e 0+" 8 QO <:> o <I) ~ 8~ QO 0 ~a . !::;'-' <.;),.. 0 ~a ~ c:j 
I 




24.080 61 2f. 015 Summit . } 9 30 { 24 . 080 60 27.551 60 27. 4G-! Base . . . . 27. 549 60 
24. OEO 61 2-!. 015 Summit . 1 9 31 f 24.080 6o 27.552 no 27. 465 Base . .. . 27. 549 60 
24.080 61 24.015 Summit 1 9 32 { 24.080 60 27. 553 60 27. 4G6 Base ... . ~ 27. 549 60 
24.080 61 24.015 Summit. ( 9 33 f 24. OHO 60 27.551 60 27. 4(i4 Base . . .. 5 27.550 60 
24.080 61 24. 015 Summit.} 9 34 f 24.080 60 27.550 eo 27. 463 Base . .. . 27.550 60 
24. 080 61 24. 015 Summit . } 9 35 f 24.080 GO 27. 550 60 27.463 Base ... . 27. !149 60 
24.080 G1 24.015 Summit . } 9 36 f 24.080 60 27.550 60 27. 463 Base . .. . 27.549 eo 
24.080 60 24. 017 Summit . } 9 37 { 24.030 60 27.549 60 27.462 Base .... 27. 549 60 
24. Oi>O 60 24.017 Summit . } 9 38 f 24.080 GO 27.550 GO 27.463 Base ... . 27.549 60 
24.080 60 24.017 Summit.} 9 39 ~ 24.080 60 27.549 60 27. 462 Base . .. . 27. 549 60 
24.080 60 24. 017 Summit . } 9 40 { 24.080 60 27.549 60 27. 462 Base .... 27.548 60 
24. 080 60 2-t 017 Summit. ( 
!) 41 { 24. 080 60 27.549 60 27. 462 Base . . . ~ 27 .548 59.5 
24.080 60 24.017 Summit . J 9 42 { 24.075 60 27. 549 60 27.462 Base . . .. 2"/.549 59.5 
24.080 60 24. 017 Summit. 1 9 43 { 24.075 60 27.549 60 27.462 Base .... 27. 54[1 59. 5 
24.080 60 24. 017 Summit. } 9 44 ~ 24. 075 60 27. 54!) 60 27.462 Base .... 27. 55·u 59.5 
o3 .:. .:. 
.::>..: ~ ~ P· p• 
..: '0<1) ol':l c::.~ .s .E~ ~~ 0~ <I) <.:>8 8 o> o ~~ 8 I>· t: r... 0 
c:l ~ 0 p::; 8 0 ~ 
---
p.m. 
24. 017 Summit . 1 9 45 f 24.075 27.462 Base .... 27.5:10 
24. 017 Summit } 9 4G f 24. 075 27. 462 Base . . . . 27. 549 
24.017 Summit. 1 9 47 f 2-!. 075 27. 4G2 BaRe ... . in. 548 
24.017 Summit . 1 9 48 f 24.075 27.463 Base ... . 27.549 
24.017 Summit. 1 9 49 f 24.075 27.463 Base .... 27.548 
24.017 Summit.} 9 50 f 24.075 27. 462 Base .... 27.548 
24. 017 Summit.} 9 51 { 24.075 27. 4G2 Base .... 27.548 
24.017 Snmmit . } 9 52 f 24.075 27. 4G2 Base . ... 27. 547 
24.017 Summit . } 9 53 f 21.075 27.462 Base . .. . 27.549 
~4. 017 Summit } 9 54 f 24.075 27.462 Base .... 27. 549 
24.017 Summit.} 9 55 { ~4. 075 27.461 Base .... 27.549 
24.017 Summit . } 9 56 { 24.075 27.462 Base .. : . 27.549 
24.012 Summit . S 9 57 f 24.075 27.463 Base ... . 27.550 
24.012 Summit. J 9 58 f 24.075 27.463 Base .... 27.549 
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JI!Jicorological record for June 1, 1873. 
(.llinute barometrical observations.) 
~ I .. ~ .. Os .. ~ .. ~ .. .. .. 
..c· .c. ~ ~ . _g _ . .c. &l ~ • _g..; .c..; ~ ~ . ,g .. 
..... !i -o1il i5ci i5ci ~ ...,.3 -o.8 i5ci .gQ aJ ;::;.£ "0_£ .g~ i5ci .8 -+-'_£ 
'g ~ ~~ '-c.9 "'"o·9 ~ a$~ .25 Q) '-c.9 ...... 9 ~ ~ ~8 .25 Q)S "'"o·9 ...... 9 Q) a$ :g 
..., 8 ., 8 ...., .., 8 ..c"' ., 8 ...,. 0 "'"' 8 ..c ., ... 0 .... S ..C f'< ~8 ~8 1 ~e 9e ~ .Sa ~~ ~~ 8~ ~ ~8 ~e 8~ 8~ ~ ~8 ~ 0 ...... ·~ ~ ~ 0 ........ •-4 0$ ~ 0 ~ ....... ~ ~ 
;:. 2 'C~ 
41 .... 15a 
..Q o P.. E-l ~ ..Q 0 P.. H ~ ..Q o P.. H j:q .,q 
----·------·------1 ----------- --- --·---





Station 1. { ~- 972 tlH 23. 8. 90 ' Station 1.. } { :!3. 975 68 :!3. e95. Station 1.. } { 23. 973 67. 5 23. 894 Station l.. } { 23. 945 68 23. 865 
2 . ( 8 O 2-l. 70-1 6:i :!4. ti50 2.. 8 1- 24. 703 66 24. 649 2.. 8 30 24. 704 70 24. 641 2.. 8 45 24. 701 69 2·1. 640 :1 5 26.1!'0 42.5 26. 169 3.. ;) 26. 190 43. 5 26. 166 3.. 26.190 45 26.162 3.. 26.189 46 26. 159 
J 27 . .f58 !iS 27. 3!)5 4 .. , 27. •152 58 27. 389 4. . 27. -147 58 27. 384 4. . 27. 443 58. 5 27. 379 
Statilm I . } { 23.tl-,2 6!l 23.b90 Station 1 .. } { 23.975 6. 8 23.8!l5 Station! .. } { 2.'1!)73 67.5 23.894 l:ltationl..} { 23.945 68 23.81•5 
2 . tl l 24. i03 65 24. li·Hl 2 .- 8 Hi 24. 703 66 24. 64!) 2.- 8 31 24. 703 70. 5 24. 639 2.- 8 46 24. 700 69 24. 639 
:.1 21i. l!JO 42. 5 21i. 11!9 :.1 . - 1 26. 190 44 26. 165 3. _ 26. 190 45 26. 162 3 _ _ 26. 189 46 2G. 159 
1 27. 157 5t1. 5 211 39;1 .j - . , 27. 451 58 27. 388 4.. 27. 448 58 27. 385 4-. 27. 443 59 27. 378 
l:)tutiou 1 ) { 2:.1. 972 69 . 23. 890 Station 1 . - } { 23.974 67. 5 23. 895 Station 1 •• } { 23. 970 67.5 23. 891 Station L. } { 23.945 68 23.865 
2. I. 8 0 2-l. 703 ti5 :!-1. 649 2 .- 8 17 24. 700 66. 5 24. 645 2.. 8 32 24. 704 70.5 24. 640 2.- 8 47 24. 70 1 69 24. 640 
~ : ~ - ~~: ~~~ ~~: g ~~: ~~~ L ~~: !g~ ~~ ~~: ~~~ L ~~: !~~ ~~ ~~: ~~! L ~~: !~~ ~~- 5 ~~: ~~g 
Station 1. } { 2:.1. 972 6t1. 5 2:1. 8!11 Station I . - ) { 23. !l65 68 23. 885 Station 1. __ } { 2:1. 990 67. 5 23. 911 Station L _ } { 23. 943 68 23. 863 
:!. 8 3 24. 690 61. 5 :!4. 639 2.- I. 8 18 24. 793 67 24. 647 2.- 8 33 24. 702 70. 5 24. 638 2.- 8 48 24. 700 68. 5 24. 640 
3 26.1!)0 43 26.167 3 .. ~ 26.1!)5 44 26.170 :.1.. 26.189 45 26.161 3. 26.190 47 26.158 
4. 27. 457 58. 5 27. 3!13 4 • 27. 431 58 27. ::188 4.. 27. 447 58 27. 384 4 . _ 27. 444 5U 27. 37\1 
Station 1.1} 23. 972 6?. 5 :!3. 891 Station 1 .. } { 23. 965 68 23. 8H5 : Station 1 .. } { 23. 990 67. 5 23. 911 Station L. } 
1 
2:t 955 68. 5 23. 874 
:! . 8 4 { :2<1. 700 64 24. ~50 2.. 8 19 24. 70:l 67 24. 647 2. _ 8 34 24. 702 71 24. 637 2. _ 8 49 24. 690 CiS. 5 24. 630 3. 26 190 43 26. 167 3.- 26. 197 44. 5 2fi. 171 3. . 26. 190 45. 5 26. 161 3.- 26. 190 47 26. 158 
4 27. 4.i7 58. 5 27. 393 4- ., 27. 430 58 27. 387 4- . 27. 445 58 27. 382 4-- 27. 44::1 59 27. 378 
Station I :!;J. n-.,2 68. 5 23. b91 Station 1.- { 23. 965 68 23.. 885 Station L. } { 23. 968 67. 5 23. 889 Station 1.- } 
1 
23. 955 68. 5 2:1. 874 
2 } 8 " { 2-1.100 64 24. 650 2.- ( 8 <>o 24. 101 68 2l 642 1 2.. 8 35 24. 101 10. 5 24. 637 2. _ 8 50 24. 101 68 24. 643 3 ;) 26.1!)0 -13 26.167 3 .. 15 ~ 26.190 44.5 26.1fi4 3. . 26.193 45.5 26.164 3. . 26.189 47 26.157 
4 27. 4.}8 58. 5 27. 394 4.. 27. 450 58 27. 387 4. _ 27. 446 58 27. 383 4 _. 27. 446 59 27. 3f:H 
Statiou I } 1 I 23. 972 1 68. 5 23. 891 ' Station 1 .. } { 23. 970 68 23. 890 Station 1 .. } { 23". 968 67. 5 23. 889 Station 1. -1 ~ 1 
23. 950 68. 5 23. 869 
:! 8 6 I :H. 700 I 64 24. 650 2.. 8 21 24. 703 68.5 24. G43 I 2.. 8 36 24. 703 70 24. 640 2.- 8 51 24.700 68 24. 642 
3 26. J!lO ·1:1 26.161 3 .. 26.190 H 5 26.164 3.. 26. 193 45. 5 26. 1G4 3. _ 26.189 47 26.157 
4 :!7. 158 5S. 5 27. ::194 4.- 27. 450 58 27. 387 4.. 27. 445 58 27. 382 4 _ _ 27. 446 59 27. 381 
Rtatiou I . } { ~3. g-. :! 08. 5 23. t'·.!l1 I Station I .. } { :.:3. !l70 68 23. 890 I Station 1 .. } 
1 
23. !:168 67. 5 2:1. 88!) , Station 1 . -~ . 23. 950 68. 5 23. 8W ~ 8 7 2!. 700 6 I 24. 6::0 2 .. I 8 2:"> 24. 704 69 24. 64:3 2.. 8 37 24. 702 70 24. 639 , 2. ·1 8 "·) 1 24. 680 6A 24. G2~ 3. l!b. 1!10 43 26. 167 3.- - 26.190 45 26. 162 3. _ 2ti.195 45. 5 26. 165 3. _ ;,~ 26. 189 47 2G. l!'i7 
• . 4 • ~7· 4~(1 ~fl. 5 27. 39;) . 4 ·- 27. 449 58 27. 386 1 4. . 27. 446 58 27. 383 4.. 27. 444 59. 5 27. 378 
Statum.\ ~ 11 ~·l.~·2 ~H.5 ~:1.~~1 I Stat1on ~-- 1 1 1 23.970 68 23.8!l~ Station L.l 23.960 67 2:i. l'l8'2 Station L. 23.950 liB 23.870 7 ll 14 -·1. ,()(, ot -"· b.~o I - · · 8 23 24. 703 69 24. <~4, . 2 .. ~ 1 24.100 69. 5 24. 638 2 I ~ l <>4 700 67 24 644 .I :.tl. 1!1() 4:l 26. lb7 :l . 26 190 45 2(i 1fJ2 I "i 8 38 21i HlO 4" " . -. 8 53 ~ . . • I :!7. •l;,n ~~s 27. anu ·I . , \n: 450 57.5 <>7. 38s I 4. . 27.4.47 I s's). <> ~G. 3161 L 2fi. lA!l 46.5 2fi. l ri8 



























~tntion ; : 1 l ( ~J: ~~~ 68. 5 64.5 
:J . j 8 9 l 26. 190 43 




2 . 24. 700 65 
3. 26. 190 43 
4. 27.459 58 
Station 1. 
} 8 u{ 23.975 68 2. 24.704 6;) 3. 26.190 43 




2. 24.702 66 
3. 26.190 43 
4. 27.452 58 
Station 1 . 
}8 13{ 
23.975 68 
2 . 24.704 66 
3. 26.190 43 




2 . 24.700 66 
3. 26.190 43 
4. 27.451 58 
' 
2~. 892 Station 1. . } { 23. 97'0 68 23. 8!10 Station l 23. 960 67 23.882 Stnt.ion 1.. { 23. 950 24.649 2. . 8 24 24. 704 69.5 24. 640 2. . } 8 39 24. 703 69.5 24.641 2 .. } 8 54 24.701 26.167 3.. 26.190 45 26.162 3.. 26. 190 45.5 26. 161 3. . 26. 189 
27.395 4.. 27. 449 57.5 27.387 4.. 27.447 58 27.384 4. . 27. 446 
2.'3. 895 Station 1.. 
}8 25l 
2..1. 973 68 23.893 Station 1 . . 
}8 40{ 
23.960 67 23.882 Station 1 .. 23.950 
24.648 2 .. 24.710 70 24.647 2 .. 24.702 69.5 24.640 2 . . 
} 8 55{ 
24.700 
2fi.167 3 .. 26.190 45 26. 162 3 .. 96. 189 45.5 25. 160 3 .. 26. 190 
27.396 4 . . 27.448 57.5 27.386 4 .. 27.446 58 27.383 4 .. 27.447 
2:~. 895 Station 1. . 
}8 26l 
23.973 68 23.893 Station 1.. 
} 8 41 { 
23.960 67 23.882 Station 1 .. 
} 8 56{ 
23.950 
24.652 2 .. 24.702 70 24.639 2 .. 24. 700 6!:1. 5 24.638 2 .. 24.690 
26.167 3 .. 26 . .192 45 26. 164 3 .. 26.189 45.5 26. 160 3 .. 26.189 
27.393 4 .. 27.448 58 27.385 4 .. 27.443 58 27.380 4 .. 27.448 
~3. 8~5 Station 1. . 
}8 27 { 
23.970 68 23.890 Station 1 .. }a 42l 23.962 68 23.880 Station!.. } 8 57 { 23.950 24.648 2 . . 24.703 70 24.640 2 .. 24. 701 69.5 24.639 2 .. 24.690 26.167 3 .. 26.195 45 26.167 3 .. 26.190 45.5 26.161 3 .. 26. 189 
27.389 4 .. 27 4-18 58 27.385 4 .. 27.444 58 27.381 4 .. 27.448 
23. 895 Station 1. . }s 28{ 23. 9<0 68 23.890 Station 1 .. } 8 43l 23. 95~ 68.5 23.872 tion 1. . } 8 58{ 23.950 24. 650 2 .. 24.704 70 24.641 2 .. 24. 690 69.5 24.628 2 .. 24. G90 26. 167 3 .. 26.195 45 26. 167 3 .. 26. 189 46 26.159 3 .. 26.189 
n3s9 4 .. 27.447 58 27.384 4 .. 27.444 58 ~7. 381 4 .. 27.448 
23.895 Station 1. . 
} 8 29 1 
23.972 67.5 23.89:3 Station 1 . . 
}8 44{ 
23.953 68. 5 23.872 Station 1.. 
}8 59 { 
23.950 
24.646 2 . . 24.704 70 24.641 2 .. 24. 701 69 24.640 2 .. 24. 680 
26. 167 3 .. 26. 189 45 ~6. 161 3 .. 26.189 46 26.159 3 .. 26.189 
27.388 4 .. 27.447 58 27.384 4 .. 27.444 58.5 27.380 4 .. 27.449 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. 6, 285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of baromet.er above sea-level. ........... 5, 553. 3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-W aum beck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level..... . . . . • . . . . . 4, 058. 7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level ..... 2, 898.3 feet. 




































































Meteorological record jo1· June 2, 1873. 
~"!.linute barometrical observations.) 




.gr:i 2 ;;;2 ~~ .gg .gg .E :;;~ 
-o-3 Cl) lla ~.., '(j~ 'O:s Cl) ~8 ""~ Q)+:><D 
~"' c-1- ~"' 8 <.>o Q)a <D~ <D~ S <.>o 
.§ p. ~ ~ s ~ £ ] i> .§ p. ~ ~ s ~g 
.::g 





a.m. I , a. rn. 
~tntion 1 } { 23. 905 67. 5 23. 8'26 I Station 1.- } 1 ~ " O ~-1. 64!'1 53 24. 623 I 2.. S l ~ a 1 o ~6. no 51 26. 1~!! i 3. . ;) 
.j 27.-147 55 27. 3!)~ . 4 .. 
Sla liou l ) ~ 23.900 !17 23. b22 
1
• Station 1. . ) { 
~ 1, 8 1 ~ J . 651 53. 5 24. ti24 2 .. 1. 8 Hi :1 ~ 26. no s 1 26. 1:::'{) I 3 .. 5 1 1 I n 4H s:s ~7. 392 4 . . ~tnt:nn I } { 23.900 67 23. 13'-~2 , Station 1 .. } { 
~ 8 2 I ~~: ~~g 1t ~~: ~~z 
1
: L 8 17 
I 27. 447 55 27. 3!12 4 .. ~~~~tiou 1 I) 
1 
23.900 67 2;l. 8':22 Station 1 .. } 
1 ~ '8 3 2-1. 660 55. 5 2·1. 629 2.. 8 18 3 . ~ 26.lrO 5 t 26. t 29 3 .. 4 1 27.448 55 27.393 4 .. 
Stiltiou I ) { 23. t>95 67 . 23. Rl7 Station 1. . 
2 ~_ 8 4 24.650 55.5 24.619 2 .. ( 8 19 5 
;: · s ~: ,\ ;g ~~ ~~: A~~ · L s . £ 
~tntiuu I } ~ 23. 8!15 l.l7. . 2:3. f1 17 Station 1. . 
' -~4 .,-o -- - , 1 ··t•l ' } { :.. 8 5 - . "" ;);). ~) ;,_ .. " . 2 ·. 8 "0 
:1 26. liO 50. 5 :.!6. 130 3.. -
I 27. 44R 55 :.!7. Jt'a 4 .. 
~tatiou I } { 23. 8fl3 67 ~- dli Station 1. . ~ 24. tiG2 !i(i :H. 630 2 } 1 
a 8 G !!6.170 50 ~·6. 131 3:: 8 21 
I I 27. 448 55 27. :1!13 4 .. 
~tnt:on I . } 
1 
23. 1'!15 67 23 8 17 Station 1.. 
2. 24. 6G:3 56 :.!4. 6:31 2 } { 
:l S 7 ~6. liO 50 :::i. 131 3:: 8 22 
4. 27. -141:! 55 :!7. J!l:J 4 
St:ttion 1 ~ 1 !.!:1. t!lO G7 2.1. 81~ ' Station 1:: :l t! a 21. lih7 5G :!4. li35 2 .. ~ l :1 26. 170 50 26. 131 :J.. 8 23 ~ t I 27,4'11 ~5 27.:J!J2 J 4., 
23. 8!l0 67 23. 812 
24. 673 58 24. 636 
26. 172 49 26. 135 
27. 448 55 27. 39:-l 
23. 890 67 23. 812 
24. 671 58 24. 634 
26. li2 49 26. 135 
27. 448 55 27. 393 
2J. !:100 67 23. 8'.2-2 
24. 670 58 24. 633 
26. 175 49 26. 138 
27. 448 55 27. 393 
23. £00 67 23. 822 
24. 669 59. 5 24. 629 
26. 175 4£1. 5 26. 139 
:!.7. 448 55 27. 393 
2:l. 900 67 23. 822 
24. fi69 60 24. 62fl 
2!i. 175 48. 5 26. 139 
27. 447 55 27. 392 
23. !)00 67 23. 822 
24. 670 60. :i 24. 628 
26. 178 48. 5 26. 142 
27. 447 5:i 27. 392 
23. !)00 67 23. 822 
24. !l71 60. 5 24. fi::!9 
26. 178 . ,18 26. 144 
27. 449 5:i 27. 394 
23. 900 67 2:-1. 822 
24. 669 61. 5 24. 625 
26. 178 . 48 2G. 144 
27. 4'17 55 27. 392 
23. 900 67 23. 8~ 
24. 670 6~. 5 24. 624 
26. 178 48 26. ] 44 
27. 4-18 55 27. 393 
... ~ ~ 
.O· .0· 










Station 1 .. 






























}8 37 { 2 .. 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.. 
























































































~ ~ .:. 
.0 ~ ~ 
..; · 
.O· .o· .; 
'Cl<D oQ oQ Q) ..,..., b~ ~~ ~ ...,<I) g~ s Cl)~ <D~ ~:: ... <.>P. sP. 0 ell ... 0 ~ ~ c($ ::,) j:!:i 
---
a.m. 
23.798 Station 1.. }s 45{ 23. !)]0 24. 600 2 .. 24. 680 26. 139 3 .. 26.172 
27. 394 4 .. 27. 443 
23.798 Station 1.. 
} 8 46 { 
23. 920 
24. 621 2 .. 24.659 
26. 139 3 .. 26.172 
27.392 4 .. 27. 446 
2:l. 821 Station 1. . 
} 8 47{ 
23.920 
24.618 2 .. 24. 67R 
26.13!:1 3 .. 26. 172 
27. 394 4 .. 27. 444 
23.821 Station 1 .. 
} 8 481 
23.920 
24.618 2 .. 24.681 
26.139 3 .. 26. 172 
27. 394 4 .. 27. 446 
23. 821 Station 1 . . 
}8 49{ 
23.920 
24. 619 2 .. 24 678 
26. 136 3 .. 26. 172 
27.391 4 .. 27. 444 
23. 804 Station 1 .. 
}8 so{ 
23.905 
24. 619' 2 .. 24.672 
26. 136 3 .. 26.172 
27.393 4 .. 27.447 
23. 804 Station 1 .. ~ 8 51 { 23.905 24.607 2 .. 24.670 26.130 3.. 26. 1'72 
27. 392 4.. 27.445 
23.819 Station 1 .. 23.905 
24.626 2 .. 
}s 52{ 
24.671 
26. 134 3 .. 26. 172 
27.393 4 .. 27. 445 






















































































































s tation L 
}8 n { 
23. 890 H7 23. 812 Station 1 .. I 23. 900 67.5 23.821 Station 1 . _ ~8 391 23. 905 71 23. 819 Station L. 2. 24. 667 56. 5 24. 634 2 .. } 8 241 1 24. 61'8 63 24.620 2 .. 24.671 66 24. 616 2.-1 . 26. 170 50 26. 131 3 .. 26. 178 48 26. 144 3 .. 26.170 48.5 26.134 3 .. 4 . 27. 4-!8 55 27.393 4 .. 1 27. 449 55 27. 394 4 .. 27. 447 54 27. 394 4 .. ta.tion 1 
} 8 10 ~ 23.890 67 23.812 Station L. 1 23.900 68 23.820 Sta-tion 1: _ ~ { 23.900 70.5 ~3. 815 Station 1 .. 2. 24. 66!) 56. 5 24. 636 2 .. } 8 25 I 24. 6~o 63 24. 622 2 ·- 8 40 24. 673 66.5 24.618 2 .. 3 . 2u.170 50 26. 131 3 . . 26.118 48 26.144 3 . . 26. 170 48.5 26. 134 3 .. 4 . 27.447 55 27.3!)2 4.- 27.449 55 27.394 4. _, 27.448 54 27.395 4 .. tat.ion 1 . }s n { 23. 890 67 23.812 Station L _ }s ~6{ 23.890 69 23.808 Station 1 .. }8 41 { 23.900 70.5 23.815 Station L. 2 . 24. 666 57 24. 632 2 .. 24.672 63 24.624 2 .. 24. 674 67 24.618 2 .. 3 . 26. 170 49.5 26. 132 3 . . 26.178 48 26. 144 3 .. 26. 170 48.5 26.134 3 .. 4 27. 448 55 27. :J93 4. - 27. 449 55 27.394 4 .. 27. 446 54 27.393 4.-tation 1 
}8 1~{ 23. t:!lO 67 23.812 Station l .. } 8 27 { 23. 890 69 23.808 Station L. ~8 42{ 23.920 70 23.836 Station 1 . _ 2 24. 668 57.5 24. 632 2. 24. 672 63 24.624 2 .. 24.668 67 24. 612 2 3 26. 170 49.5 26. 132 3 .. 26.17B 48 26. 144 3 .. 26. 170 48.5 26. 134 3 . . 4 2?. 447 55 27.392 4 . . 27. 441< 55 27.393 4 . . 27.445 54 27.392 4 .. tation 1 
}8 131 
23.890 67 23. 812 Station L. ~ 8 281 23.890 69 23. 808 Station 1 .. ~8 431 23. 920 70 23.836 Station 1. _ 2 24. 670 57.5 24. ()34 2 .. 24. 660 63 24.622 2 .. 24.668 67 24. 612 2 .. 3 26.172 49 26. 135 3 .. 26. 178 48 26. 144 3 .. 26. 170 48.5 26. 134 3 .. 4 27. 44!1 55 27.394 4 .. 27. 44!) 5!1 27. 394 4 .. 27.445 54 27.392 4 .. tation 1 ~ 8 14 { 23. 890 67 23. 812 Station 1. ~8 29{ 23.880 69 23. 798 Station 1 .. ~ 8 44 { 23.910 70 23.826 Station I._ 2 24. 671 :'iS 24. 634 2 .. 24.672 64 24. 622 2 .. 24. G61 67. 5 24.604 2 .. 3 26. 172 49 26. 135 3 .. 26. 175 48 26. 141 3 .. 26.172 48.5 26. 138 3 .. 4 21.449 55 27. 394 4.- 27.449 55 27. 394 4 .. 27.444 54.5 27.390 4 .. 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount 'Vashington . . Elevation of barometer abo>e sea-level __ 6, 285. 4 feet. 
Station No. 2.- A bove Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ........ _. 5, 553. 3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeck Hou~e. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .. __ .......... 4, 058. 7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Ele>ation of barometer above sea-level .. __ . 2, 898. 3 feet. 
NoTE.-Barometer readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only. 
~8 541 23.920 71 24.672 65 26.170 4!) 





27. 445 54.5 
}s 56~ 23. 910 71.5 24.670 64 26.170 4!). 5 
27. 4'46 55 
}s 57{ 23.915 72 24.671 62.5 26. i70 50 
27.445 55 
~ 8 ss{ 23. 915 72 24.671 62 26.170 50 
27. 445 55 












































































































































"" -o3 $"' Qs 
~ I .§ 
>4 ___ H__ 1 __ -1--1---11---- H ~ 







Station~ ) { 






























Station~ - } 5 
3: 8 1 { 
4 . 
Station~ : ( 
:{ ) 
4 . 
Station~ - ) 
~ - 1. 8 ~ ~ 
Station~ · } 
3 8 
4 
Station~ - } 
:l 
4 
Rtation ~ - ( 
3. ~ 8 
4 . 
Station 1 ( 
• ~ ~ 8 
4 
Stnticm ~ ~ 







7 5 1 ~~:~~ { -6. --·> 
27.504 
~ 2-t. o:;o 2·1. ?:il-l ' ~(). ~.2:-l I 21 Ma 
62 23. 973 
58 24.697 
5-t. 5 26. 175 
52 27.454 
62 23. 975 
58 2-1.697 
5·1 ~6. 177 
52 27.454 




6:1 23. 976 
59 24.695 
53. 5 26. 178 1 
:>2 27.455 
64 1 2:3.979 
!'i9 2-t 695 
53 ::!6. 179 
52 1 27.455 65 23.975 
59 24. 695 
53 . 26. 179 
51. 5 27. 4:>G 
6::.. 5 23.975 
5!J 24. 695 
~~- 5 I ~~: !~g 
g~ I ~:~~~ 
5'1 26. 179 
51.5 27.457 
till 23.975 
:m 24. 6!15 
5~ . 5 20. 180 
:> I ' 27. 45!) 
a. ~n. 
Station L. } S 24. 048 65 
L 8 15 l ~~: ~~~ ~~ 
4. 0 27. 504 51 
Stat~ on L . ) { 24. 048 n5 
2 00 \, 8 16 24. 738 59 
3 . 0 \ 26.255 52 
4 .. 27.504 5L 
Station L . } 
1 
2-1. 048 65 
2. 0 8 17 44. 7J8 59 
3 00 26.250 52 
4. 0 27. 504 51 
Station 100 } { 24. 048 65 
200 8 18 24. 7~8 ~9 " 3 00 26. 2;>0 ;.,2.;) 
4 00 27. 504 51 
Station L . } { 24. 04~ 64. 5 
~ 00 8 19 24. 7~8 ~!J -3 00 26. 250 ;)~.;) 
4. 0 27.504 51 
Station 1. . ~ { 24. 048- 64 
200 8 20 24. 738 59 
3 00 26.250 52.5 
400 2f. 504 5L 
Station 1 . . } { 24. 048 64 
2. 0 8 21 24. 738 5!J 
3 00 26.2::.0 52 5 
400 27. 504 5L 
Station 1 . . ) { 24. 048 64 
2 ° \8 C)C) 24. 738 59 
3 00 ~ ~~ 2fi 2:!0 52. 5 
4 00 1 27.502 51.5 Stntion 1 .. ~ S 24. 048 64 
L s8 23< ~~:~~g gg_5 
4 . 0 ' 27.502 5l. 5 
23.975 ,, 
24.695 I 
~6- 211 I 
































Station 1 .. 1 }a. -Ht. { 
2 00 8 30 3 ..
4 .. Station~:: 
3 . 
4 _ 








}8 31 { 
}8 32{ 
}s 33{ 
Station I .. } { 
2.. 8 34 
:1 00 
400 
Station 1. · } { 
2 00 8 35 300 
4 .. 
Station 1. ·1 { 
2.. 8 36 300 
4.. 
Station 1 . · ~ { 
2.. 8 37 3 .. 
400 
Station 1. · 1 1 2.. 8 38 3 .. 4 .. 
24.048 64 
24. 733 60 
26. 290 52.5 
21. :;o~ 52.5 
24. 0-lS. ()4 
24. 73:-l 60. 5 
2(). 250 52.5 
27.502 52.5 
24. 048 64 
24. 733 60.5 
26.250 52.5 
27. 50L 53 
24.048 64 
24. 733 61 
~6. 250 52.5 
27. 501 53 
24.048 64 
24. 737 til 
26. 250 52.5 
27.501 53 
24.048 64 
24. 737 6L. 5 








26. 250 53 
27. 5\Jl 53 
24. 048 64 
24.737 62 
2(i. 250 53 






































Station 1. · ~ { 
2 00 8 45 300 
4 .. 
Station l . . } { 
2.. 8 46 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } ~ 
2 00 8 47 
3 00 0 400 
Station 1 . . } { 
2.. 8 48 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 .. } 1 
2.. 8 49 3 .. 
400 
Station L · } ~ 
2.. 8 50 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ~ { 
2 00 8 51 300 
4.. 
Station 1. ·1 l 
2.. 8 52 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 .. ) l 
2 00 r 8 53 











24. 738 62 
26. 250 53.5 
27.502 53 




24. 048 6fi 
24.738 62 
2fi. 250 53.5 








2'7. 502 53 
24. 045 66 
24. 7:38 62 
26. 250 54 
27.502 53 
24.048 66 






























































































1 { 24.050 66 8 9 24. 738 59 
2G. 2-25 52.5 
27.504 51 
}s to{ 24.048 65 24.738 59 26.225 52.5 
27.503 51 






24. 048 65 
24. ?!iS 59 
26. 2:?5 52.5 
27.504 51 
}s 13{ 
24. 048 65 
24.738 59 







23.975 Station 1 .. } 5 24. 0~ 8 li4 ' 23.977 ~tatio11 1 .. 24. 048 64 23.977 Station! .. 
}s 541 
24. 6!!5 2.. 8 <>4 24. 738 5!l 24. 695 2 .. } 8 391 24. 7~7 62 24. G88 2 .. 26. 180 3. . ~ ( 2u.250 52.5 2fi. 205 3 .. 26. 2o0 53 26. 204 3 .. 27.459 4.. 27.502 52 27.454 4 .. 27.502 53 27.452 4 .. 23.975 Station 1 .. 
}s 251 
24. C48 64 23.977 Station 1. . 
}s 401 
24. 048 64 23.977 Station 1.- } 
1 
24.695 2 .. 24.738 5~ 24. 6!)5 2 .. 24.738 62 24.689 3
.. 8 55 26.180 3 .. ' 26. 250 5:2.5 26.205 3 .. 26.248 53 26.202 3 .. 27.458 4 .. 27.502 52 27. 454 4 .. 27.502 53 27.452 4 .. 23.975 Station I .. 
}s 26{ 
24.048 64 2:i. 977 Station 1 . . 
}s 41{ 
24. 048 G4 23. 977 Station 1.. } 
1 
24. G95 2 .. 24. 7.'8 5~ 24.695 2 .. 24. 738 62 24.689 2
·· 8 56 26. lEO 3 .. 26.250 52. 5 :26.205 3 .. 26.2-18 53 26.202 3 .. 27.459 4 .. 27.502 5~ 27. 454 4 .. 27.502 53 27.452 4 .. 23.975 Station 1.. 
}s 21 { 
24. 048 64 23.977 Station 1.. 
}8 12 1 
24.044 63.5 23.974 Station 1.. } 
1 
24. 695 2 .. 24. 7:.!8 59 24. 693 2 .. 24. 7::!8 62 24. 689 2
-- 8.57 26.180 3 .. 26.250 52.5 26.205 3 .. 26.248 53 26.202 3 .. 27.459 4 .. 27.502 52 27. 454 4 .. 27.502 53 27. 452 4 .. 23.975 Station L. 
}s 2s{ 
24. 048 64 2.1. ~77 Station 1 .. 
}s 43{ 
24.043 64 23.972 Station L. } { 24.695 2 . . 24. 73B 59 24. 6!J5 2 .. 24.738 62 24. 689 2
-- 8 58 26.205 3 .. 26.252 52.5 2G. 207 3 .. 26.248 52 26. 202 3.. 27. 459 4 .. 27. 502 52 27. 454 4 .. 27.502 53 27.452 4 .. 23.975 Station 1. 
}s 29{ 
24. 048 64 23. 977 Station 1 .. 
} 8 44 { 
24. 043 64.5 23.971 Station 1.. } { 
1 
.. 005 2 .. 24. 738 60 24. 693 2 .. 24.738 62 24. 689 2
.. s 59 26.206 3 .. 26.252 52.5 26.207 3 .. ~6. 248 52 26.202 3 .. n459 4 .. 27. 502 52 27.454 4 .. 27.502 53 27. 452 4 .. 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL. _. 6,285.4 feet. 
St:ttion No. 2.- .A.bove Jacob's Ladder. E fevatiou of barometer above sea-level. ....... __ ... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.- Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .. __ . . __ .... _. _. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington . E levation of barometer above sea-level. . . ___ . . 2,898.3 fee t . 
NOTE.~B\lron1eter readings corrected for temperature anu instrumental er r or only. 
24. 048 66 
24.738 62 
26. 250 54 
27.502 53.5 




24. 044 65.5 
24. 738 61.5 
26. 250 54.5 
27.500 53.5 
::!4. 044 65.5 
24.738 61.5 
26. 250 , 54. 5 
27.500 5-3.5 
24. 044 65. 5 
24. 738 61.5 
26.250 54.5 
27.500 53.5 
24. 044 65.5 
24.738 61. 5 
26.250 54. 5 













































... .!. .!. ~ i.. ~ ~ ~ ~ .... .C..; ~ 
.C· .C· .... 
.... 25 P· P· or:l or:l 
.s '04> or:l or:l 'Oct> <:)oW ~~ ~·~ ~:3 c,.....9 Q) ~s .... <:) 0 .... ~~ 8~ c:>cS s cpcS cpcS §l~ 0 ~s f;:: ... Q~ .§I> ell ... cS 
~ ~ cS :1 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 
---- --------
a.1n. a.m. 
St:\tion ~- ~s o{ 23.765 62 !:!0 698 Station L. }a 15{ 24. 4LO 4tl. 5 2~. 394 2 .. :1. ~;;. 9~0 59 2.'5. 890 3 .. 
4. 27.165 59 27. 10l 4 .. 
Station~ - ~a 1{ 23. 76:> 62 2J. 698 Station 1. . } 8 16 { 2-1.409 413.5 24. 393 2 .. :l 2:>. 9.)0 59 ~:i~~ I 3 .. 4 27.lti:i 59 4 .. 
Station 1 
}8 2{ 
~.7():-i 6:?. 5 23. t;97 Statio:-~ 1 .. }an{ 2 2~. 409 48.5 2t :m:J I ~- -3 :2:>. 9:>0 59 2:1.890 I 3 .. 
4 27.11i:i 59 2i". 101 4 .. 
Station 1 . }a a{ 23.76.3 ~:}. 5 2:J. 697 Station 1 . . }s 1s { 2 . 2·1. 410 4::l 2-t 89.3 :2.. 3 ~5. !l:iO 59 25. 890 3 . -
4 . 27.166 59 27. 10:2 4 .. 
Stntion 1 . } ~ 4{ ~- 765 63.5 23.696 Station ~ . ~ { 2 :2-1.410 48 24. 39:> , I , " ~ 2.>. 948 59 23.888 
Stotion i l l 4 27.166 !lB. 5 27. 108 Station 1 ~8 51 23. 7(id 6:t 5 2!. G97 C) 24.410 48 ~" - :395 :l 2:-i. !liS 5~) 2:1. 8::-tl 3:: 8 2J 
4 21. 1()7 58.5 27. 101 4. -gtntiou I }2 23. iti6 ti -l 23. (i!l5 Station I .. } { 2 65 21 4l0 18 24. ;jO;) 2 - 8 2l a ~ 2:-i. \118 5~. 5 25. tl39 3 .. 4 :27. l(j!l 58. 5 27. 106 4 . -
Station I ~ { 2.1. 7li8 (i.l. 5 2:1. 6!lli Station l. . l { 
:! 8 7 21. :!03 li . 5 ~~: ~~:: ~-: 8 22 ;l ~ ~-;.!li S :;4. n 
I. 27. J(i!l ~.8. 5 :.!7. IU(i i 4 .. 
"'"""" ~ ll l :!:1, 7Hi-! n:; ~:l.li\l3 1 ~:ntion l .. ( '..! ·1. -l!l!l 17.5 2 1 :1!1:; 2 l :I 8 R 
'.!;• Ill~ ~II'! 23. ~!H) :l ~ 8 c;::l I 
·a lW :-lti '.!"1. IU!'I I 4 .: 
JJiete01·ologicalnwonl j01· June 4, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical Qbsorvations.) 
~ cis i.. ~ ... .c. <:) <:). 
..: .c..: <D 
.... ~~ +><:) ... P· .C· 
.s -o""' 'Oct> or:l or:l .s -o+> c.> oW ~~ :g~ <:) .. , 0 ...,<!:> <I) <:)<:) s .cS ~~ s .cS QO ocS 8~ QO 0 .ss ~ ... c;>l> 0 ~s ... cS ... cS ~ 0 ~ ~ ':IS ~ ~ 0 ~ 
--
a. n~. 
23.766 65.3 23.692 Station 1 .. 
} 8 ao{ 23.762 66 24. 408 52 24. 384 2 . . 24. 3!l9 50 25.945 57 25.889 3 .. 25.932 56 
27.166 5l:! 27. 105 4 .. 27.159 58.5 
23.766 65 23.693 Station 1 .. 
l 8 31 { 
23. 762 66 
24. 409 52 24.385 2 .. 24.399 50 
2:>. 94:> 56 25. 892 3 .. 25. 935 56 
27. J(j7 5t! 27.106 4.- 27. 158 58 
23. 766 6:> 23. 693 Station 1 .. 
} 8 32{ 
2:J. 765 65.5 
2-t. 407 51 24.386 2 .. 24.399 50 
2:>. 945 54.5 25. 896 3 .. 25.938 56 
27. 167 58.5 27.104 4 .. 27.158 58 
23.763 64.5 23. 691 Stati011 L. }s 33{ 2:t 7:>6 65.5 24. 406 51 24. :i85 2 .. 24,399 50 23. 945 55 25.894 3 .. 23.938 56.5 
27, 164 58 27.103 4.- 27.158 58 
23.763 64.5 23. 691 Station 1.. 
} 8 34{ 
23.756 65.5 
24. 406 50.5 24.386 2 .. 24. 3!J9 50 
23.938 55 23. 8cl7 3 .. 25.938 56.5 
27.16:> 58 27. 104 4 .. 27.1!;,5 58 
23.763 ()4. 5 23. 691 Station 1.. 23.756 6:1.5 
24. 407 50.5 24. :387 2 . . 
}8 35{ 24.399 50 25.938 53 25. 8S7 a .. 25.938 56.5 
27. 165 58 27. 104 4 .. 27. 155 58 
23. 763 6-1.5 23.691 Station 1 .. 23. 754 65 
2-l. :3!!9 50 2-l. :180 2 .. 
}8 36 { 
24.399 50 
23. 93::l 55 23. 88!! 3 .. 25. £138 56.5 
27. l u3 58 27. 104 4 .. 27. 150 58 
:23. 163 64.5 23.69 1 Station 1 . . 23.7.54 65 24. 39d 50 2-l.:i79 2 .. }s 37 { 24. :.;-~0 50 ~3. r:.·.~ 3;) %.8~!1 3 .. ~.9:18 56.5 27. l(i7 58 27. 106 4 .. 27.150 58 2-1. 763 6.i 23.690 Station 1.. 
21. 3!>9 4!1. 5 2-1. 37() ~ 8 38f 23. 75·1 64.5 2 .. '24. 399 51 :l.i. !):18 5J ;2,-,, [89 !!7. l(j.J 58 3 .. 2:1.938 5G. 5 nwa 4 -- 27. 149 58 
~ 
"' ~ .c . ~ .... 'd~ P· .C• or:l ~] s c:>+> cg~ +><P <:) ~~ s <:)cS cpcS 
t::f.-4 c;>l> s~=' 0 cS t:l 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
a.m. 
23.687 Station1 .. }s 45{ 23.748 24.380 2 .. 24.399 25.880 3 .. 25.930 
27.096 4 .. 27. 149 
23.687 Station1 .. }s 46 { 23.748 24.380 2 .. 24.398 25.883 3 .. 25.930 
27. 0!!7 4 .. 27.147 
23.682 Station1 .. 23. 743 
24. 380 2 .. 
} 8 47 { 
~4. :m9 
25.886 3 .. 25.928 
27.097 4 .. 27. 145 
23.682 Station 1 .. 23.743 
24.380 2 .. }s 48{ 24. 399 25.885 3 .. 25. 928 
27.097 4 .. 27.145 
23.682 Station 1 .. 
}8 49{ 
23. 743 
24.380 2 .. 24.399 
25.885 3 .. 25.928 
27 .094 4 .. 27.143 
23.682 Station 1 .. 
} 8 so{ 23.743 24. 380 2 .. 24. 399 25. 885 3 : . 25.928 
27.094 4 . . 27.145 
23. 681 Stat.ion 1. _ 23. 743 
24. 380 2 .. }s 51 { 24. 899 25. SS!:i 3 .. 25.928 
27.089 4 .. 27.147 
23. 58l Station 1 . . 23. 743 
24. :380 2 .. }s s2 { 24. 3!)9 25.885 3 .. 25.930 
27.089 4 . . 27, 14i 
23.682 Station 1 . . 23.743 
24.378 2. 
: ~8 53l 24.399 25. 88:i 3 . 25. 9~0 








































































































































Station ~ ., } 
- - 8 3 . 
4 . 
Station L l 2. 8 
3 . 
4. 
Station 1. } 
2 . 8 
3 . 
4. 
Station L } 
2 . 8 
3. 
4. 




Station~ - } 








~J. ·w~ (j:J 
24. 409 48 




25. 948 57.5 
27.168 58 
2:~. 768 65.5 
24. 409 4!}, 5 
23.948 57.5 








27. 167 58. 5 
23. 71l5 65.5 
24. 408 fi2 
25.945 ';.7 
27.167 58.5 
)IJ. (jt].) :Station 1 .. } { 2:~. 763 65.5 23. 689 Station L. } { 23. 748 64 23.677 Station 1 .. } { 23. 743 24. 3!J-J 2.. 8 24 2t 399 49.5 24.379 2.. 8 3() 24. 399 51.5 24.377 2. - 8 54 2<1. 399 25. E90 3.- 25.938 56 25. 886 3.- 25. 938 56.5 25.885 3.. 25.930 27.107 4.. 27. 161 58 27.100 4.. 27.149 58 27.088 4.. 27.147 2:3.695 Station 1 .. }s 25{ 23.760 66 23. 685 Station 1 .. }R 40{ 23.748 64 23.677 Station 1. }8 551 23.743 24.392 2 .. 24. 3()9 49.5 24. 379 2 .. 24. 39!} 51.5 24.377 2 .. 24.399 25.891 3.. 25.935 55.5 25.884 3 .. )l5. 938 57 25.884 3 .. 25.930 27.107 4 .. 27. Hi! 58 27. 100 4 .. 27. 149 58 27.088 4. 27.145 23.694 Station 1 .. 
} 8 26{ 
23.762 66 23.687 Station 1.. 
} 8 411 
23.748 64 23.677 Station 1 .. 
}8 56{ 
23.740 24. 391 2 .. 24.399 49.5 24.379 2 .. 24.399 51.5 24.377 2 .. 24.399 25.t'91 3 .. 25.935 55.5 25.884 3 .. 2.). 935 57 25.881 3 .. 25.930 27.106 4 .. 27.161 58.5 27.098 4 .. 27. 150 58 27. 089 4 .. 27.147 23.691 Station 1 .. }s 27{ 23.762 66 23.687 Station 1 .. }8 42{ 23.748 64 23.677 Station 1 .. }8 571 23.743 24. 390 2 .. 24.393 49.5 24.373 2 .. 24.399 52 24.375 2 .. 24.399 25.892 3 .. 25.935 55.5 25.884 3 .. 25.938 37.5 25.882 3 .. 25.930 27.106 4 .. 27.159 58.5 27.096 4 .. 27.150 !'i7. 5 27. 090 4 .. 27.141 23. 691 Station 1 .. }s 28{ 23.762 66 23.687 Station 1 .. }8 43{ 23.748 64.5 23.676 Station 1 .. }8 581 23.743 24.388 2 .. 24.390 50 24.371 2 .. 24. 399 52 24.375 2 .. 24.399 25.889 3.. 25.932 55.5 2:i. 881 3 .. 25.930 58 25.872 3 .. 25.930 27.104 4 .. 27.159 58.5 27. 096 4 .. 27. 149 57.5 27.089 4 .. 27. 141 23.691 Station 1 .. }s 29{ 23.762 66 23.687 Station 1 .. }s 44{ 23.748 64.5 23. 676 Station 1 .. }8 59{ 23.740 24.384 2 .. 24.390 50 24. 371 2 .. 24.399 52 24.375 2 .. 24.399 25.889 3 .. 25.932 55.5 25. 881 3 .. 25,930 58 25.872 3 .. 25.930 27.104 4 .. 27. 159 58.5 27.096 4.. 27. 149 57.5 27.089 4 .. 27.141 
~~::l~~ ~~: ~:=Tb~~i~~~~·~u:L!d1e~~biET!~~tio!1~li;~~~~;t~;~t~~~~e~~l~~~r~~1~~~1.:: ~~~g:~ r~:~: 
Station No. 3.-Waumback House. Elevation of baromet.er above sea-level .............. 4058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.--Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of' bar6meter above sea-leveL .... 2898.3 feet . . 





































































.:. 1!. ~ .. d! ~ .... :g ., ::>, ., 
"' "' "' ::>· ::>· ~ ..... ., .... ::>· ::>· ol'l ~-~ "0~ "0., ol::l ol::l ~.s .,., .s~ ~.9 ...... ::: <l) .::~8 0+> 0~ o ..... 0 ..... oS 
c:>d 8~ s QO .,o 8~ 8 .. c~>' 8 tiS !:" d c'l j5:i 8 d 0 p:; 8 --~-- <l 0 
---
a.m. a.?n. 
Station~: }s o{ 23.528 60 23.-167 Station 1. . 1 8 15{ 2-1. :!41 62 24.196 2 .. 3. 2ii. 710 GO 25. e49 3 .. 
4 2G. 90H 58 26. 848 4 .. 
Station 1 
}8 1{ 23.535 Gl 23. 470 Station 1.. }~ w{ 2 . 2-l. 241 60.5 24.199 !! . . 3. 25. 705 59.8 25.645 3 .. 
4. 26. 909 58 26.848 ·L 
Station 1. 
18 2{ 
2.1. 528 61 23.463 Station 1. . ~ 8 17{ 2. 2-1.239 60 24.198 2 .. 3. 25.708 59.5 25.6-18 3 .. 
q_ 26. 90!J 58 26.8-18 4.. 
Station L }a 3{ 23.530 61.5 23. 466 Station L. } s 1s { 2 2-1. 23H GO 24. 198 2 .. 3. 25.709 50 25.650 3 .. 
4 26.909 5fl 26.8-18 4 .. 
Station 1 . }s 4{ 23.530 61 23.465 Station 1. . 18 19{ 2 2-1. ~:!9 60 2·1.198 2 .. 3 . ~5. 708 59 25. G49 3 .. 
4 . 26.908 58 26. f:48 4 .. 
Station 1 
}8 s{ 
23.5:.15 61.5 23. 471 Stn.tion 1.. 
}8 20{ " 
~4. ~:19 59.5 2-1.199 2 .. 
3 23.708 ~ 23.6-19 3 .. 
4 26. POil 58.5 26. 8·16 4 .. 
:Sta.Uonl 
}8 61 
23.5:\4 .6l. 5 23. 470 Station 1. . 
18 21{ 
(' 21.2:19 59.5 24. 199 2 .. 
3 25.709 59 25. G50 3 .. 
4 26. !lilt! 59 26.8-14 4.. Station 1 }s 7{ ~3. 531 Gl. 5 ~3. 470 Station 1.. }8 22{ ., 21. 2:!0 GO !2-1.1 8!) 2 .. 3 25.708 5!) 25.649 3 .. 
4 211. !107 59 2(i. ~·!;I 4 .. Stnliou ~ ~:l. 5:11 ~ 8 til. 5 ~:l. 470 Station 1. . ~ '(I. ~:l~ 59.5 :H. l!l2 " 1 8 23~ :1 ti '.!:.;, 1(17 rltl 23. ti18 :l .. I ~~~. !HI7 fl!l 2(i Ht:l 4 .. 
Meteorological?·ec01·cljo1· Jnne 5, 1873. 
(Minute l1arometrical observatione ~ 
.... d ~ ~ .:. <D. ::> <D ~1ii ~~ ..; ..; p• ::>· ..; 2 "0 .... ._,., ~-~ ~.~ .8 'd..., <l)<l) <D..., <D"" 0 




23.535 63 23.468 Station 1.. 
18 30 { 
23.542 63 
24.230 :i9 2-t 191 2 . . 24. 239 56 
25.705 57.5 25.650 3 .. 2::i. 710 57.5 
2G. !J09 59 2G. 845 4 .. 26. 919 59 
23. 540 G3 23.47a Station 1.. 
}s 31 { 
23.540 63 
24.230 59 24.191 2 .. 24.239 56 
25.705 57.5 25. G50 3 .. 25.710 57 
26. 912 59 26. 848 . 4 .. 26.919 59 
23. 540 G3 23. 473 Station 1 .. 
}8 32{ 
2:.1. 540 63 
2-1.230 59 24. 191 2 .. 24. 240 55 
25. 705 57.5 2.'>. 650 3 .. 25.710 57 
26. 914 5!J 26.850 4 .. 26.920 59 
23.5-10 63 24. 473 Station L . 
} 8 33{ 
23. 540 62. 5 
24.l:-JO 59 2-1.19 1 2 .. 24.240 54.5 
25. 708 57.5 2.1. 653 3 .. 25.710 57 
26. 913 59 2G. 849 4 .. 2G. 920 59 
23.5-10 G3 23. 473 Station 1 .. 
18 34{ 
23. 540 62.5 
24.230 :m 24. 1!J1 2 .. 24.240 54.5 
25. 710 57.5 25. 655 3 .. 25.710 57 
26.913 59 ~6. 849 4 .. 26. 920 59 
23. 540 63 23.473 Station 1 .. 
}8 35 { 
2u. 540 62.5 
24.230 59 2-1. 191 2 .. 2!1. 239 54.5 
25.710 57.5 25. 6!)5 3 .. 25. 7l0 57 
26. 915 59 26. 851 4 .. 2G. 920 59 
23. 538 63 23.471 Station 1 .. 
}8 36 { 
23. 544 62.5 
24. 230 58.5 24.192 2 .. 24.239 53 
25.702 51. 5 25. 647 3. 25.718 57.5 
26.915 59 26.831 4 .. 26. 92{) 59 
2'J. 53t3 G3 23.471 Station 1 .. 23. 544 62.5 
}8 37 1 
24.239 58 24.202 2 .. 24.230 52 
25.702 57.5 25.647 3 .. 25. 7~ 57. 5 26.914 59 26. 8;)0 4 .. 26.920 59 2:1. ~:-.3 63 2:3.471 Station 1.. } 1 
23·. 545 62.5 H210 58 *1.203 ~-- 8 31! 24. 2:.!0 52 ~5. 702 fl7. 5 25.6-19 3 .. 25. ~0 57.5 26. !114 !i!) w. 850 
. 4 .. 2(i. 9'.20 5D. 5 
d ~ .:. ::> ~ 
..; ::>· ::>· ._,., 
o§ ol'l .£~ '0~ ~·a os <>o 8~ t:~ s~ 
"' c p:; f.=i 0 
a.?n. 
23. 475 Station 1 . . 
}8 45{ 
24.207 2 .. 
25.655 3 .. 
26.855 4 •• 
23. 473 Station 1.. 
}s 4G{ 
24.207 2 .. 
25. 656 3 .. 
26. 855 4 .. 
23.473 Station 1 .. 
}8 47{ 
24. 210 2 .. 
25. 656 3 .. 
26. 856 4 .. 
23.474 Station 1.. 
} 8 4E { 24.211 2 .. 25. 656 3 .. 
26.856 4 .. 
23.474 Stati 
} 8 49{ 
24.211 2 .. 
25. 656 3 .. 
26. 856 4 .. 
23.474 Station 1 .. 
} 8 so { 
24.210 2 .. 
25. 653 3 .. 
26. 856 4 .. 
23. 478 Station 1 .. 
} 8 51 1 
24.2 13 2 .. 
25.663 3 
26.856 4 .. 
23.478 Station 1 .. 
} 8 5! 1 
24.206 2 .. 
25. 667 :L. 
26. 855 4.. 
































































































































I 2J. 53·1 I G::l 2:J. 4till Station 1.. 
}8 2-1{ 
23.544 6:l 23.477 Stationl .. ' 
} 8 39{ 
23. 545 G2 2:l. 480 Station l .. 
1 
{ 23. f'·1 ~ · H !) { ~-~. ~:J::l 59. 5 ~~. 1!)2 2 .. :?4. 2<10 58 24. 203 2 .. 24.230 52 24.206 2
.. 8 54 2•!. 232 ~5. 700 58 23.1H.J 3 .. 23.710 57.5 :n.655 . 3 .. • 25.720 57.5 25.665 a .. 25.728 4 26. tl07 5\l 26. 843 4 .. 26. !!13 59 26. 849 4 .. 26. 921 59.5 26.856 4 .. 26.923 Station 1 }s 10{ 2:l. 534 G2 23. 469 Station 1 .. }8 2:>{ 23. 544 tJ3 23. 477 Station I.. } 8 40{ 23.545 62 23.480 Station 1.. 23.554 2 . 24.232 59.5 24.192 2 .. 2'!. 240 57.5 24.204 2 .. · 24.230 52 24.206 2 .. }8 55{ 24.232 3. :!3. 70::! 58 23. 646 3 .. 25. 710 57.5 25.655 3 .. 25.720 57.5 25.665 3 .. 25. no 4 . 26. !)08 ::;g 26.844 4 .. 2G. 913 ;)9 26.849 4 .. 26. 921 59.5 26.856 I Station L 26.925 Station 1. 23. 53.} 62 23. 470 Station 1 .. 
} 8 26{ 
23. 544 63 23. •1i7 Station 1.. }s 41 { 2:3.545 62 23. 480 }s 56{ 23.554 2. }s 11 { 2~. !?!32 59.5 2·1.192 2 .. 24. 230 57 24. 1!.)6 2 .. 2•1. 230 52 24.206 2 .. 24.232 a 23. 'lO::J 58 2.3. G46 3 .. :.23. 708 57.5 2.'5. 653 3 .. 25.722 57. 5 25.667 3 .. 25. 7:!0 4 . 26. nos ::;n 26.84<1 4 .. 26. !J17 5!J 26.833 4 .. 26. !)21 5!J. 5 26. 856 4 .. 26. 926 Station 1 }s 12{ ~3. 533 62.5 23. 469 Station! .. }e 21{ 23. 538 63 23.471 Station 1. . ' } 8 42{ 23. 548 62 23.483 Station 1.. } { ~tgg~ 2. 24.239 59.5 24. 199 2 .. 2~1. ~3& 57 24.204 2 .. 24. 230 52. 5 24.205 2 .. 3. 25. 703 57.5 23. 650 3 .. 25. 709 57.5 25.654 3 .. 25.722 57.5 25.667 3 .. 8 57 125.729 4. 26.908 59 26.8H 4 .. 26. 9LD 59 26.855 4 .. 26. 92l 59.5 26.856 4 .. 26.926 Slalionl . 23.535 ll2. 5 23. 4G9 Station 1 .. }s 28{ 23.538 63 23.471 Station 1 .. 1 }s 43{ 23. 550 62 23.485 Station!.. 23. 5;}3 2 }8 13 { 2-1. ;:!;2;) 5!). 5 2~. l E!l 2 .. 24.238 56.5 24.205 2 .. ' 24.230 52.5 24.205 2 .. } 8 ~s l 24. 232 3. :25.703 57.5 25. 650 3 .. 25.710 57.5 25. G55 3 .. 25. 722 58 25. 666 3 .. <:lu 25. 7::!.0 4. 21i. 909 59 26. 845 4 .. :W. 919 59 26.855 4 .. 26.923 59 26.859 4 .. 26.930 Station 1. 
} 8 14 ~ 23. 535 62.5 23. ·169 Station 1 .. ~ 8 29{ 23. 54~ 63 23. 475 Station 1 .. ,}8 44 { 23. 5::JO 62 23. 485 Station 1 .. }s 59{ 23.555 2 . ::!·!. ::!3, 59 24. Hll 2 .. 21. 23!) 56 24.207 2 .. 2·1. 230 52.5 24.205 2 .. 2-1.238 3 25.703 57.5 ::!5. 650 3 .. 2::i. 710 57.:) 25.655 3 .. 25. 720 58 25.664 3 .. 25.729 4 26.909 59 26.843 4 .. 26.919 59 26. 835 4 .. 26.922 59 26.858 4 .. 26.927 I I 
Station No. I.--Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer abo,·e sea-level.. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.Abo>e Jacob':; Ladder. Elevation of b:~orometer above sea-level. ........ 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-.'iVaum·beek Honso. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ............. 4,0;:;8,7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-·Base of Mount \Vasbiugton. Elevation of barometer above sea~ level. .... 2,898.3 feet. 






























































































































































"' a:> ;n CD
.gci .gci 
'0~ '0~ 8~ Cl)~ ~ .@ 
.:. 
Q) 
,.: ~~ ~ 'g~ 
a ..c:lS ~ ~s 
":..) 
s" 
R ~ <1 0 0 ~ E-1 pq ~ p:; 
----·---•---•--•---11 1---1---J--J---u 1 1---1--1---11 1---1---·--
a.m. 





" F;tatiou ~ - { 
(. :!7.057 58 
23. 7~ 70 
2-1.370 63 
25. 854 61 
27.058 58 
23. 730 70. 5 
2-1.370 63.5 
2.). 85-t ll2 
27.056 ~~ 
:23.73:2 71 
2~. 370 6:1. 5 
25. t<H (i2 
27.055 58 
23.730 71.5 




2-1. ;,;o 63.5 
25.1?3-1 6L 
27.055 58 
~3. 731 72 
}8 1{ 
3 . 5 
4 
Stntiou l } 
5 8 
4. 
Htntion ~- } 
3' 8 
4 
S t ation~ } 
-- 8 :1. 
4. 
Stnlion I . { 
5· 58 
Stntion: I ~ 
~ 58 
·•I ~llllion I ~ 









:27. U55 58 
2:l. 73:2 7:2 
7 5 21. :nfJ G3. 5 ( ~.t~: .. i fJ!) 
~~: ~~.~ I ~~- :s 
t!~ :21.:170 l n:1. s 
•• -•. fl:ill ~~ 






































Station 1. .1 1' 2.. 8 15 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } 1 
2.. 8 16 3 .. 
1 .. 
Station 1. · ~ { 
2.. 8 17 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 - · 1 { 
2.. 8 18 3.. 
4 .. 
Station~ .. } { 
.... 8 19 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station ~ · · } 1 
~-- 8 20 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station ~ · · } { 
-.. 8 21 3 .. 
4.. 
Station 1. · { ~ 
L sa 22 l 
4 .. 
Station ~ · ·1 { 















































































































Station l. · } { 
2.. 8 30 3 .. 
' 4 .. 
Station l. · } { 
2.. 8 31 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station l · · } { 
2.. 8 32 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 3:l 3 .. 
4 .. 
Stahon1 .. } { 
2.. 8 34 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station L. } -l 
2.. 8 30> 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 .. } { 
2.. 8 36 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 · · } { 
2.. 8 37 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. ·1 1 












25. 850 58 




27. 059 59 
23. 735 75 








2tl. 370 60.5 
25.850 58 
27. 058 59 
23.735 75 
2-1.369 60.5 
25. 850 58 
27.059 59 
23. 7:{5 75 
2 1. 369 60. 5 
25. 850 58 






































Station 1. · ) { 
2 .. 1.8 45 
3 .. ~ 4 .. 
Station 1. . } l 
2.. 8 46 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ~ { 
2.. 8 47 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } 1 
2.. 8 48 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. ·1 { 
2.. 8 49 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 50 3 .. 
4 .. 





Stat-ion 1. · } { 
2.. 8 52 
3.. . 
4.. 
Station 1. ·1 1 
2.. 8 53 3 .. 
4. 
23.735 74.5 




24. 369 59 
25.850 58.5 
27.059 59.5 
23. 735 74.5 
24. 369 59 
25. 850 5i:!. 5 
27.059 59.5 
23. 735 74. 5 
24.369 5!) 
25. 8j0 58 
27. 059 59. 5 
23.735 74.5 
24. 369 59 
25. 850 59 
27. 059 59. 5 
23.735 74.5 
24.369 59 
25. 850 59 
27. 060 60 
23.735 74.5 
24.369 59 
23. 850 59 
27.060 60 
23. 735 74 . 5 
24.369 59 
25. 850 59 
27. 0(i0 60 
23. 735 74. 5 
24.369 59 
2:>, t<5o 5a 
~7. C60 GO 
dd 
.C, 





































































~ :.lJ. /J'I • "{J 
2 . 8 9 24. 370 63. 5 
3 . 2J. 850 57 
4. 27.056 58 
Station 1. 
} 8 tof 
23. 73.) 73.5 
2. 24.310 64 
3. 23.830 57 
4 . 27.058 58 
Station 1. 
}8 n1 
23. 7:J3 74 
2. 24.370 63.5 
3. 25. 850 57 




2 . 24. :l70 ti3. 5 
3 . 23. 850 57 
4. 27.058 58 
Station 1. }a 13{ 23.735 74 " 24.370 C{J 3 . 25.830 57 
4. 27.058 58 
Station 1 . 
}8 14{ 
23. 73.) 74 
2. 24.370 63 
3 . 25.850 57.5 
4. 27.060 58 
~J. (j4(j :Sta.tiou I .. 
1 5 
23.735 74.5 23. 6-tJ Sta.tiou 1.. 2(). 735 75 23. 642 Station!. . } { 2:1. 735 24.:~1 2
-- 8 24 2~. :no IE 24. 3::.:> 2 .. } 8 39 { 24. 369 60 24.328 L 8 54 ~~: ~~~ 25. 7!)5 3.. ~ 25.850 57.5 20. 79a 3 .. 2~. &JO 58 25.792 26.995 4 .. 27.056 58 26. 997 4 .. 27.050 59 26. 995 4.. 27.061 Sta.tion 1 .. 23. G46 
} 8 25 f 
23. TJ5 74.5 23. 643 Station 1.. 
}8 4of 
2:t TJ5 75 23.642 Station 1. . 2-l. ;>.;20 2 .. 24.370 62 24. 3!:5 2 .. 24. 3U9 60 24.328 • 2 .. 25. 795 3 .. 25.&"() 57 25.795 3 .. 2-.'i. 850 58 25.792 3 .. 26.997 4 .. 27.058 58 ~.997 4 .. 27.059 59 26. 995 4 .. 23.645 Sta,tion 1 .. 
} 8 261 
2~. 735 75 23. 64.'2 Station 1.. 
18 41 { 
23.735 75 23.642 Station 1 .. 24. 321 2 . . 24.370 61.5 24.326 2 .. 24.369 uo 24. 3~8 2 .. 25. 795 3 .. 25.850 57 25.795 3 .. 25.850 57.5 25.793 3 .. 26. 997 4 .. 27. 058 58 26. 997 4 .. 27.059 59 26.995 4 .. 23. 645 Station 1 .. 
}8 27 { 
2:i. 735 75 23. (i42 Station 1 .. 
}8 42{ 
23.735 75 23.642 Station 1.. 24.321 2 .. 24.370 Gl 24.327 2 .. 24.369 60 24.328 2 .. 2;). 795 3 .. 25.850 57 25. 795 3 .. 25.852 58 25.794 3 .. 26. 997 4 .. 27.058 59 26. 997 4 .. 27.059 59 26. 995 4 .. 23. 645 Station 1 .. 
}8 28{ 
23.7:35 75 23.642 Station 1.. 
}8 4:1~ 23.735 75 23.642 Station 1.. 24.322 2 .. 24.370 61 24.327 2 .. 24.370 60 24.329 2 .. 23. 795 3 .. 25.850 57 20.795 3 .. 25.852 58 25.794 3 .. 26.997 4 .. 27.059 58 26.998 4 .. 27.059 5;;1 26.995 4 .. 23.645 Station 1.. 
}8 29{ 
23.735 75 23. 6~2 Station 1 .. 
}8 44{ 
23.735 75 23.642 Station 1.. 24.322 2 .. 24.370 Ul 24.327 2 .. 24.370 59.5 24.330 2 .. 25.793 a:. 25.850 57 25.795 3 .. 25.850 58 25.792 3 .. 26.999 4 .. 27.059 59 26.995 4 .. 27.060 58.5 26.999 4 .. 
Station No.l.-Snmmit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.A bove Jacob's Lachier. Elevation of barometer above sea..lovel. •........ 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.- Waumbeck Honse. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL •............ 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level ...... 2,898.3 feet. 


























































































~ ~ ~ I d ~ ,::l~ ,::l, 
,::l· rgg .... ..... Cl) 't:l~ Oc:l 
.8 '0 ... 
.... o ..,c> .., ..... 
.... __ 
Q) ,.-Q) 
. ~~ 0"" ,::ls gg o<= 8 c.>o ] ... .§ ... 0 :§a t:: ... ~ 0 
P-4 E-l P=l <l 0 
----------
a.m. 
Stntion ~. } { 23.785 67 ~.707 
:-· 8 0 2-1.459 63 2-1. 4.'21 
.l. 25. !'135 58 25.877 
4 27.168 150 27.102 
Station~ 
}s 1{ 
23.785 67 23.707 
21.439 f:3 24.421 
3 ::?5. 935 :>8 25.877 
4. 27.168 60 27.102 
Station 1 
}s 2{ 
23.785 67 2:1.707 
" 
24.45-1 63 2-1. 41G 
3 25. 93;) 57.5 25.879 
4 27. 168 GO 27. 102 
Station 1. 
}8 3~ j;>:J, 7~5 G7 2:J. 707 2. ~-~- -151 62 21.400 3 25. !l:l5 57.5 25.879 
4 27. 168 GO 27.102 
Station 1. 
}s 4{ 
~- 785 67 ~- 707 
2. 24. •15-1 G2 2-1.400 
3 . 25. !135 57 25.880 
4 . 27.168 60 27. 10~ 
Station 1. ~s 5{ 23. 7~5 G7 23.707 2 2-1.45-1 61.5 2-1.410 3 . 25. !):15 57 25.880 
4 27.1G:3 60.5 27. 101 
Station 1 1 l 2:1. 785 (17 2:3 707 ~ 8 6 ~~: ;~~~ Gl. 5 :?4. 410 57 23. Bi'O 4 21. 1ti8 GO. 5 27. 101 
Station 1 ~ { :.!:l. ir':i li7 23.707 ~ t' 7 ~~ •. ~~j Iii 21. Ill ~tl. ,) 2.1. R~1 
I I '27. IG!l GO. 5 ~~- 102 Station 1 • ~:1. 7t':i (i7 2:1.707 
" I~ { '1 1 4i I (jJ ~1. Ill 1 B f; :;.· .,:l. 
0 ........ ' !"lti.!l :.!:i t;B\ 
4 :.!7. 1119 lill.:> :.!7. 10:.! 
Meleorological1'ccord for June 7, 187J. 
(Minute l.larometrical ol.lservations.) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ;:. ;:. ~ ~ rn ~~ ,:::l, rn <D ,::l- .0· ~ ... .0· .o· ~ Oc:l ~.9 rg_g oc:l o~'< ~ ~:3 Q)O ~:3 t..-t.S C) ..... ~ o ... 8 .g~ ~§ 0+' s <l)~ C)~ c><l .r~ ol> e"" 0 :§a ~ ... c.> I> 0 ~ t:d ~ ~ 8 0 P-1 P=l <Q 0 E-l P=l 
-- ---
a.m. a. ?n. 
Station 1 .. 
}s 15{ 
23.785 67 ~- 707 Station 1.. 
}s 3o{ 
23. 785 
2 .. 24.454 GO 24.413 2 .. 24. 449 
3.. 25.935 56 25.882 3.. 25.938 
4 .. 27.170 GO 27.104 4 .. 27.17~ 
Station 1.. 
}8 16{ 
23.785 67 23.707 Station 1.. 
}s 31{ 
23.785 
2 .. 24.454 60 24. 413 2 .. 24.449 
3 .. 25. !J35 56 25.882 3 .. 25.938 
4 .. 27.170 60 27.104 4 .. 27.172 
Station 1.. 
}s 11{ 
23.785 67 23.707 Station 1.. 
} 8 32~ 23.785 2 .. 2-1.450 60 24. 40!) 2 .. 24. 449 3 .. 25. 035 56 2::i. 882 3 .. 25.918 
4 .. 27.170 GO 27.101 4 .. 27.171 
Station 1.. 
}s t s { 
23. 7fl5 66 23. 710 Station 1 .. ~ 8 33~ 23.785 2 .. 2'1. 4:JO GO 24. 409 2 .. 24.440 3 .. 25. !l35 56 2:i. 882 3 .. 25.938 
4 .. 27.170 60 27.104 4 .. 27. 172' 
Station 1.. 
} s 1~{ 23.785 66 23.710 Station 1.. } 8 34{ 23.783 2 .. 24. 4~0 59.5 24. 410 2 .. 24. 449 3 .. 25.935 56 25.882 3 .. 25.933 
4 .. 27. 170 60 27.104 4 .. 27.171 
Station 1 .. 
}s 201 
;:3, 785 66 2.1. 710 Station 1 .. ~ 8 35{ 2:1.783 2 .. 2-1.450 59.5 2-t 4LO 2 .. 24. 449 :! .. 25. !135 56 25.882 3 .. 25. 93.) 
4 .. 27.170 GO 27. 104 4 .. 27.17l 
Station 1. . } ~ 23. 785 66 23. 710 Station 1 .. 
}s 36{ 
23.782 
2. . 8 21 2-1. 45 :1 59. 5 24. 410 2 .. 2-1.449 
3. - { 2:i. !l:J5 56 23.882 3._ 25.935 
4 .. ! 27.170 GO 27.10-1 4 .. 27.171' 
Station 1.. } { 23. 7ti5 66 23.710 Station 1 .. 23.782 
~: : 8 22 ~~: ~~~ g~- 5 24.410 2 .. } 8 37{ 24.449 25. Eil2 3 .. 25. 935 
' I 27170 I 60 27. 104 4 .. 27. 170 Station 1.. ~ 1 23. 785 66 23. 710 Station 1. . ~ 23. 7t!O 2 . . 8 <>3 21. 450 59. 5 2.. 8 38 ~ 24. H\J 24. •110 ~ . :I - ~~: i~g ~g 25.882 3.. ( 25.935 27.104 4.. 27.170 
.:. ~ ;:. ~ ~ ~ 
,.o.· ,::l~ rn U] ~s .0· .o· 't:l~ oc:l .::.~ Q)c:l .., ..... ~-~ ...,.., ~e ~§ 0~ ~CIS ~a c.> I> 8~>-...... CIS 0 
<l 0 o:; 8 
a.m. 
66 2.1. 710 Station 1.. 
}s 4s{ 
58 24.412 2 .. 
55.5 25.886 3 .. 
00 27.106 4 .. 
66 23. 710 Station 1.. 
}s 46{ 
58 24. 412 2 .. 
5>. 5 25.886 3 .. 
60 27. 106 4 .. 
66 2.:l. 710 Statil)n 1 .. 
} s 47{ 
58.5 24.411 2 .. 
55 25.887 3 .. 
GO 27.105 4 .. 
66 2:3.710 Station 1.. 
}s 4s{ 
59 24. 410 2 .. 
55 25.887 3.. 
60 27. 106 4 .. 
64 23.712 Station 1.. ~8 401 59 24.·HO 2 .. 54.5 25.885 3 .. 
GO 27. 105 4 .. 
64 23.712 Station 1. . 
}8 50~ 59 24.410 2 .. 54.5 25.885 3 .. 
60 27.105 4 .. 
64 23. 711 Station 1 .. 
59.5 24. 409 2 .. 
}s 51{ 54.5 25.885 3 .. 
60 27. 105 4 .. 
6-1 23. 711 Station 1.. 
1 GO 24. 408 L }8 52 54 25.887 59.5 27. 105 • 4 .. 
63.5 :B. 710 Station 1.. 
























































































































































Station 1 . } 
1 
23. 7::;5 G7 2:3.707 Station 1. . ~ 8 241 23.783 6G 23.710 Station 1. . } { 23. 780 63.5 23.710 Station 1 .. ~ ~4. 4 ~ ' til 24. 411 2 .. 24. 430 59 24. 411 2. . 8 39 24. 449 60 . 24. 408 2 .. 3 . 8 9 23. 9.l;l 56 25. &3:! 3 . . 2).. 933 56 25. 882 3.. 25.935 54 25.887 3 .. 4. 27.169 liO. 5 :!7. 10:! 4 . . 27.170 60 27. 104 4.. 27. 170 59.5 27. 105 4 . . Stn.tionl }s 1o{ 23.785 67 23. 707 Station I .. }8 251 23.785 66 23. 710 Station 1 .. }s 401 23.780 63 23.711 Station 1 .. ~ - 2•1. 454 61 24. 4ll 2 .. 24. 44~1 58 24.412 2 .. 24.441 60 24.400 2 .. 3 . 25. 9:J5 5G 23 882 3 . . 25.935 56 23. 882 3 .. 25.935 54 25.887 3 .. 4 27.170 60.5 27. 103 4 . . 27. 170 60 27.104 4 .. 27.170 59.5 27. 105 4 .. Station~ - } { 23.78:5 67 23.707 Station 1.. 
l s 26{ 
23.785 66 23.710 Station 1 .. 
ls 41{ 
23.780 63 23. 711 Station 1. . 2-t 454 61 24. 4Ll 2 .. 24.449 58 24.412 2 .. 24. 441 60 24.400 2 .. 3" 8 11 25. 935 5'1 25. 88'2 3 .. 25. 9:J5 55. 5 25. 883 3 .. 25.935 54 25.887 3 .. 4 . 27. 170 60.5 27.103 4 .. 27.172 60 27. 106 4 .. 27.170 59.5 27.105 4 ::-Station 1. ~ 8 12{ 23.785 67 2.1. 707 Station 1.. ~8 27{ 23.785 66 23. 710 Station 1 .. ~ 8 42{ 23. 7i!O 62.5 23.712 Station 1.. 2. 24. ·154 61 24.411 2 .. 24. 443 57.5 24.413 2 .. 24.448 61 24.405 2 .. 3 25. 935 56 25. 882 3 .. 25.935 5:}. 5 25. 883 3 .. 25.935 54 25. R87 a .. 
4 . 27.170 60.5 27. 103 4 .. 27. 171 60.5 27.104 4 .. 27. 170 59.5 27.105 4 .. Station 1 . 
} s 13{ 
23.785 67 2::!. 707 Station 1.. }s 2s 1 23.785 66 23.710 Station 1. . } s 43{ 23.780 62.5 23.712 Station 1 .. 2 . 24. 454 60.5 24. 412 2 .. 24.449 57. 5 24.413 2 .. 24.449 61 24. 406 2 .. 3 . 25.935 56 25. 882 3 .. 25. 935 55. 5 25. 883 3 .. 25. 935 54 25.887 3 .. 
4 . 27.170 60 27. 104 4.. 27.171 60.5 27. 104 4 .. 27. 170 59.5 27. 105 4 .. 
Station 1. { 23.785 67 23. 707 Station 1 .. }s 29{ 2:3.785 66 23.710 Station 1.. } s 44{ 23.780 62 23.713 Station 1 .. 2 . } 8 14 ~~- 45~ 60.5 24. 412 2 .. 24.450 58 24. 413 2 .. 24. 448 60 24.407 2 .. 3 . I ;.;). 93:J 56 25. 8tiJ 3 . . 25. 93:} 55.5 25. 823 3 .. 25.935 54 25.887 3 .. 
4 . 27. 170 60 27.104 4 .. 27.171 60.5 27. 104 4 .. 27.171 60 21'. 105 4.. 
Station N o. 1.-Snmmit of Mount WasLin.a:ton. ElP-vation of barometer above sea-level ... 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Abovc .Jacob's Ladder. Ele,ation of barometer a b ovc sea-loYd .. .......... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-lcYcl ...... ....... .. 4,058.7 feet. 
Sta.tion No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. E levation of barometer above sea-leveL .... .. 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.--Ba;:ometer-readings correctctl for temperature and inetl'umental error only. 
l s 54 1 
23.770 61 
24. 447 60 
25.930 53.5 
27.170 60 
23.770 60. 5 ~8 551 24.449 60 25.930 53.5 
27. 169 59. 5 
} s 561 
23.770 c.o. 5 
24. 450 59. 5 
25.930 53.5 
27. 169 60 
~ 8 57{ 23.770 GO 24.450 59.5 25.932 54 
27. 169 GO 
~ 8 5s{ 23.770 60 24.450 59 25.932 54 
27. 169 60 














































M8teo,.ologioal1·eo01'd jo1· June 8, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
-- - · 
~ !!. ~ c!J ,:. ,:. ~ ds ~ ~ :g 0) 0) 0) ~ ~~ .0, <1J ~ ~~ .0. <1J 
"' 
.gd .o· ~ 't:$~ .0· .o• 't::~ ,0· .0· ~~ ol'l ol'l ~ 'd..., o<l ol'l ~ ...,o C) <I) o:>+> ~~ ~~ 0)0 o:>""' ~~ cg-~ 0) +>.:> 0) ...,<I) 0) o:O ..ce g~ 8 ~~ g~ s 8~ <!>CIS 8 CJo <!>CIS e~ 8~ 
.§ ~ ~ :as C) I> 0 ~s t: ... s~ 0 t ... a$ ... a$ til .!: 0 ~ ~ c:l 0 8 ~ 8 ~ oCij 0 ~ -< 0 ~ ~ 
-- ---
a. ?n. a. •m. a.m. 
Station :1 }s o{ 23. !l85 58 23.927 Station 1 .. }8 15{ 23.975 56 23.921 Station 1.. } . { 23. 9'l5 '2 21.670 66.5 21.615 5L 24.677 63 24.629 2 .. 8 30 24.680 3. 26. 181 58 26.123 3 .. 26.173 53 26.127 3 .. 26.172 
:4 . 27.425 58 27. 36:! 4 .. 27.430 59 27. 365 4 .. 27.440 
Station •1. }s <{ 23.970 57.5 23. 913 Station 1.. }8 161 23.975 56 23.921 Station 1.. } ~ 23.975 "l . 24.670 66 24.616 2 .. 24.677 63 24.629 L 8 a1~ 24. 680 ~- 26. 181 58 26.123 3 .. 26.173 53 26.127 26.172 
'4 . 27.425 58 27.362 
Station 1:: 27.430 59 27.365 4 .. 27. 439 Stntion il . }s 2{ 2.1. 970 57.5 23. 913 }8 17{ 23. 975 56 23.921 Station 1.. } { 23. 975 \2. 24.679 66 24.625 2 .. 24.677 63.5 24.628 2 .. 8 :l2 ~4. 680 •3 26. 180 57 26.125 3 .. 26. 173 53 26.127 3 .. 26.172 
4. 27.422 58 27.359 4 .. 27.430 59 27. 365 4 .. 27.440 
Station 1. ~} 8 a'{ 2:J. 970 57.5 23. !.113 Sta.tion 1.. } 8 18{ 
23. 975 56 23. 921 Station 1. . } { 23.980 2. 24.674 65 24. 62-2 2 .. 24. 677 63.5 24.628 2
.. 8 33 24.690 3 . 26.180 57 26.125 3 .. 26. 173 53 26.127 3 .. 26.172 
4 . 27.422 58 ~7. 35fl 4 .. 27.430 59.5 27. 31l4 4 .. 27.441 Station '1. 'J3. 975 57. 5' 23.918 Station 1.. 
}8 19{ 
23.975 56 23. 921 Station 1 . .l { 23.980 
'2. '} 8 4 { 24. 674 65 24. 622 2-- 24. 677 63.5 24.628 2
.. 8 34 24.690 3.r 2li.l80 56 26.127 3 .. 26. 173 53 26.127 3 .. 26.172 
4. 27. 427 58 27. 364 4 .. 27.431 59.5 27.365 4 .. 27.441 
Station 1. } { 2!l. !l75 57. 5 2J. 918 Station 1. . } { 23. 975 56 23.921 Station ! . . } { 23. 980 2. B 5 ~N. 674 64 24. 624 2.. 8 20 24. 671 64 24.620 2 ·· 8 35 24.690 
'3. 26. 180 55 26. 12~ 3.. 1 26. 173 53 26.127 3 .. 26. 173 
4. 27.428 58 27. 36:; 4.. 27.431 59.5 27.365 4 .. 27.441 
Stntion 1. 1 { 23. 975 57. 5 23. 918 Station 1.. 1 { 23. 975 56 23.921 Station ~.. ~ 1 23. 980 2. S 6 24.6H 63. 5 24. 62> 2. . S 01 1 24. 671 65 24. 618 :"'" 8 36 24.690 3 . . ~(i. ltO 5·1. 5 2ti. l:H 3.. N 26. 170 53 26. 124 ' 3 .. 26.173 '4. ~7. <12~ 58 27. 361 4.. 27. 431 60 27. !164 4 .. 27.440 Stntion 1 1 l :n. !173 n 5 21.918 Station 1. . } 23. 975 56 23. 621 Station 1.. ~ 1 23.980 '' ''I r~ I 1'3 - <>I 6 ,- <> ~ '> - 8 7 - • II I • ;) ~ • ;.,;> ~ .. 8 22 -4. 671 65 24.618 2 .. 8 37 24.691 " I,,;_ 1>0 , ,_ 5 ... '" •. _ 26. 170 53 26. 124 3 .. 26.173 1. 21. 1~1 r .. 'i 27. 3li4 4.. 27.43:1 60 27. 366 4 .. 27. 440 
St•tlnn 1 ~ ~ l e<!. !l7C> 57. 5 "'· O•S Station L ·1 2!1. 975 56 :!3. 921 Station 1 . . 1 1! 23. 980 2 2l.li11 (il 21.1\~1 \ 2 .. ~ 1 24 678 65.5 24. 623 :1 . 8 B ·~li. 11M !i l 2ti. 1:10 3 .. 8 23 2(i: 172 53 26. 126 2 .. 8 38 124.691 .. .1 ~7. ·1:!!1 r.~:~. ~ ~7. aw 4.. 27.434 GO ~7. :J(j7 3 .. 26.17:! 4 .. 27.440 
~ ds ~ ~ ~ 0) 
. -s ~ .0, <1J "d~ .0· .0· ol'l ol'l 'gO) <l>""' ~:3 :g:3 ... <l) ..clS ~~ ~0 <I)C$ 0)~ CJI> s~> ~8 ...... a$ 0 ~ ~ 0 
a.m. 
56 23.921 Station 1 .. 
}8 45{ 
68 24.622 2 .. 
53.5 26.127 3 .. 
60.5 27.371 4 .. 
56 23.921 Station 1 .. }s 46{ 68.5 24.620 2 .. 53.5 26.127 . 3 .. 
60.5 27.370 4 .. 
56 23.921 Station 1 . . }s 47{ 69 24. 619 2 .. 53.5 26.127 . 3 .. 
60.5 27.371 4 .. 
56 23.926 Station 1.. 
}8 48{ 
70.5 24.626 2 .. 
53.5 26.127 3 .. 
61 27.371 4 .. 
56 23.926 Station 1 .. 
}8 49{ 
70.5 24.626 2 .. 
53 26.126 3 .. 
61 27.371 4 .. 
56 23.926 Station 1.. 
}8 so{ 71 24.625 2 .. 53 26.127 3 .. 
61 27.371 L 
56 23.926 Station 1 .. 
18 511 
71 24.625 2 .. 
53 26.127 3 .. 
61 27.370 4 .. 
56 23. 9~6 Station 1 . . 
18 52{ 71.5 24.625 2 .. 53 26.127 3 .. 
Gl 27. 370 4 .. 
55.5 23.927 
Station 1.. ~ ~ 72 24. 625 2
" 8 53 53 26. 127 3 .. 




















































































































































Stnt-ion 1. 23.980 57.5 !:?8. 923 Station 1. . ~8 24{ 23. !175 56 23. 921 Sta.tion 1.. 23.980 55.5 23.927 Station 1. .
1 1 
23. 986 ~ : ~ 8 9 ~ 24. !l74 6<1 24. ()24 2 .. 24.678 G7 2•1. 622 2 .. 18 39 { 24. 698 73 24. 629,. 2- - 8 54 24. 700 ~6.178 53.5 2G. 131 3 .. 26.172 53 26.1\l(j 3 .. 26.17H 53 26.132 3.. 26.180 
4. 27.4:29 58.5 27.365 4 .. 27.434 60 27. 3()7 4 .. 27.440 61 27.370 4.. 27.448 
1. ~3. 980 57.5 23. 923 Station 1.. 
}8 25{ 
23.075 56 23.921 Station 1.. 
}8 4o{ 
23.980 55 23.928 Station 1.. 23.986 
2
- l 8 10 { 2~. G74 64 24.624 2 .. 24. 67A 67 24. 62-2 2 .. 24. 699 73 24.630 2 .. }8 55~ 24.700 3. ~ 26.180 53 26. 134 3 .. 26.173 53 215. 127 3 .. 26.178 53 26.132 3 .. 26.180 
4. 27. 427 58.5 27.363 4 .. 27.433 60 27.366 4 .. 27. 440 61 27.370 4 .. 27.448 
Station 
1. 23. !175 56.5 23.9:20 Station 1.. 
}8 26~ 23.975 56 23. 921 Station!.. }8 41~ 23. 980 55 23.928 Station 1.. 23.986 ~ : }8 n{ 21.677 ()4. 5 24.626 2 .. 24. 680 67 24.624 2 .. 24.699 73 24.630 2 .. ~8 56{ 24.700 26.178 53 26.132 3 .. 26.17::! 53 26.127 3 .. 26. 175 53 26.129 3 .. 26.180 
4. 27. 4SO 59 27.365 4 . . 27.435 60 27.368 4 .. 27.442 61 27.372 4 .. 27.448 
Station 
t }8 12{ 2:l. 975 56.5 23.920 Station 1.. }8 21{ 23. 975 56 23.921 Station 1.. }8 42{ 23.980 55 23.928 Station 1 .. }8 571 23.990 24. 677 64 24. 627 2 .. 24. 680 67 24. 6:?4 2 .. 24.699 73 24. G30 2 .. 24.700 26.178 53 26.13~ 3 .. 26. 173 53 26. 127 3 .. 26. 175 53 26.D!) 3 .. 26. 180 
4. 27.430 59 27.365 4 .. 27.437 60 27.370 4 .. 27.442 61 27.3'd 4 .. 27.449 
Station 
t }8 13{ 23.975 56.5 23.920 Station 1.. }8 28 { 23.975 56 23.921 Station 1 .. }8 43{ 23.980 55 23. 92U Station 1 .. .18 58{ 23.990 24. 677 64 24.627 2 .. 24. GoO 67 2-1.624 2 .. 24.709 73 24. 6.JO 2 .. 24.700 26.173 53 26.127 3 .. 26 175 52.5 26. 130 3 .. 26.175 53 26.129 3 .. 26.180 
4. 27.430 59 2(, 365 4 .. 27. 437 60 27. 370 4 .. 27.442 61 27. 372 4 .. 27. 4110 
Station 
L 23. 9t 0 56.5 23.925 Station 1 .. 
18 29{ 
23. !l75 56 23. !J21 Station 1 .. 
18 44{ 
23.980 55 23. !128 Station 1 .. ~8 59{ 23.990 ~ - 18 14{ 24.677 63. 5 2-t G28 2 .. 24. 680 67.5 24. 623 2 .. 24. 709 73 24.640 2 .. 24.690 26. 173 53 26. 127 3 .. 26.175 52.5 26.130 3 .. 26.175 53.5 26.128 3 .. 26. 180 
4. 27.430 59 27.365 4 .. 27.440 60.5 27.371 4 .. 27.444 61.5 27. 37a 4 .. 27.450 
Sta.tion 
i ; .. ~: \ :... . 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level . . G,285.1 feet. 
Station No. 2.-A.bove .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level .. ..... _... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-Waumbeck House. Elevat-ion of barometer above sea-level .. . _ ... __ . . . . 4,0:i8.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount 'va~hington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL_._... 2,898.3 feet. 




































































Meteorological 1·ecord fo1' Jtme 9, 1873. 
(lUinnto l>nromotrical observations.) 
~ ~ ... d ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ C) <I> ~ ~ C) Cl) .., .a . rn rn ,.:::::;...; ,a rD 
.0· ,a. 
.§ =~ .-oE: .a· .o· ... ... .., ~t .a- .a· ..: ~.~ 01'1 oQ ~-~ C) ~~ oQ o§ C) c-.9 ~~ C)..., ~:3 .., C) ... ~~ ~ 8 ... C) ,.gs -C) ~·;:1 C) 0 ... o...- ~g gs o-..> s a::s 8 C)~ s~ C)c<l s~ <:.>0 ..,c:s c::>"' ...... 0 ;...0 ol> 0 .ss ;...O ol> s» 8 ... ::::S ...... c;$ ~ ...... d c-: ~ c-: 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 
------- -----
-----
n.m. a.m. a.m. 
Stntiou~ . } { 2-1.060 lj8 ~3. 980 St.1.tion 1.. 2-1.060 65 23.987 Station 1.. 
}8 3o{ 
24.058 
:n. 7~8 6t 5 24. '677 2 .. ~ 8 15{ 24.740 67 24.684 2 .. 24. 744 ~: 8 0 2tl. :2;35 61 26.171 3 .. 26.235 60 26.173 3 - 26. 2:l5 
4. 27.448 58 27.385 4 .. 27.448 58 27.385 4 .. 27. 4~8 
Stntiun -~ } { ::!J. 060 68 23.980 Station 1.. 
} 8 16 ~ 24. 060 65 23.987 Station 1. . } s 31 { 24.058 2-t. 738 65.5 2-l. 6::l5 2 .. 2•1. 740 67 24. 684 2 .. 24. 744 3: 8 1 26.235 61 26.:71 3 .. 26.235 co 26.173 3 .. 26. 235 
·'- :n.4-ti:! 58 27.:385 4 .. 27.448 58 27.385 4 .. 27. 447 
Station~- 2·1. OliO 68 :23.980 Station 1 .. 
} 8 11{ 
:.!-l . 058 65 ~1. 985 Station l. . 24. 05R 
}s 2{ 
21.7:38 65.5 24.685 2 .. 24. 7-JO 67 24. li84 2 .. 
} 8 32~ 24. 744 a. ::w.2:n 61 26. 171 3. 2ll. 235 GO 2G. 17J 3 .. 26. 2:l5 
4. ;H.4·1i! 58 27.385 4 27.4-18 58 27.385 4 .. 27. 445 
Station ~ . } { 21.060 68 23. tlSO Station 1. . 24.058 G5 23. !)<:'.) St..1.tionL. 
} 8 33{ 
24.058 
21.7:18 65 24.686 2 .. 
} 8 18 { 
2-1. 7·10 66.5 2-1. 685 2 .. 24. 747 j' 8 3 26. 2:i:i 61 26.17L 3 .. 26.235 GO. 5 2G. 17;1 3 .. 26.235 
4. 27. 1-ld 58 :27. 3d5 4 .. 27. 4-ld 58 27. 385 4 .. 27.-145 
Stntion ~. } { 21. OliO 68 23. !)i30 Station 1 .. ~ 8 19 ~ 2-1.058 65 23.\.183 Station 1.. } 8 34{ 24.058 24. 7.if3 6.3 24.686 2 .. 24.739 G6. 5 24. 6b4 2 .. 24.747 3. 8 •1 26.233 61 2li.171 ;; __ 26.:235 61 20. 171 3 .. 26.235 
StoHon 1ll l 27.4-18 58 27. 3~;) 4 .. 27. 4~8 58 27. 31:!;) 4 .. 27 . .J~6 21.060 67.5 23. 9dl I Station i:: 
}8 2o{ 
2~. 058 6.) 2J. 9e5 Station 1 .. ~ 8 35~ 2-!. 058 ::!4. 7:-lt! 63 2-t. 686 24. 739 67 2~. G83 2 .. 24.747 3. 8 5 :!6. ::!:i:i 61 26.17L 3 .. 26.235 60.5 2G.17~ 3 .. 26.235 
I. ::!7. -II~ 58 !!7. 3ti5 4 .. 27. 4~8 58 27. 385 4 27. 4~6 
Station 1. ~ ~ :!l.O<ill G7 23.982 Station J •. 
}8 21 { 
24. 055 66 23. H20 Station 1 . . 24.058 
~- 8 6 ~~\: ~~:~ (i5 21. liti6 I 2 .. 24.739 67 24. Gi!3 2 .. t 8 36{ 24.750 (jl 26. 171 3 .. 26.235 fil 2G. 17L 3 .. 26.235 
4 :!7. II~ :i>l 27. 3d5 4 .. 21.4 n 58 27. :l~.j 4 .. 27. 447 
Blat inn l } ~ . :!U ;,[{ lili.:i :!3. !lrll Station 1.. 
}s 22{ 
2~. 053 G6 23. 980 Station 1. . 24.060 
;2 >l ~ 2 I. 7:18 (i.i 21. (i~(j 2 .. 24. 7;¥.) 68 2-l. fitll 2 .. 
} 8 37{ 
24. 750 
:t ' I 'l :O:Ii.2l"l I (jl I 2(;. 171 3 2G. 2:35 61 2li.17L 3 . 2G. 233 I :!i. II :< :i~ :!":. :IS:i 4 .. 27. 41 tl 38 27. :..{~:) 4 . 27.443 
""'"'"' I l ~ "". "" G.\. ' 121. 0•1 I Sl"""' I ~8 Zl1 21. O:i.i 66 2:; t'e0 Station 1.. { 2-1. OGO • :.! ~ •• I. j ~~ l(i:; . (j~(i I 2 21. 7:1fl (i!l 21. Gi8 ~-- ( 8 38 24. 7.)2 
·: l ·:'U :~ ~; ;~: ~\1 ~ I :: . 2(i. 2~1.i 60 26. 17~ 3 .. ~ 2(i. 235 27.-118 58 27. 3d:l 4 .. 27. •1<15 
~ d ~ ~ ~..: ,a 
"' 
_.., <0~ .0· ,0• ... ~"E) ~j oQ C) C)~ ~.g .., ~s ..,.., gs 0.., s <.)0 C)d C)al 




66 23.983 Station 1.. 
}8 45{ 
24. 060 
72 24.677 2 .. 24. 750 
60 26. 173 3 .. 26.235 
58 27.385 4 .. 27. 448 
66 23. H83 Station 1.. 24. 0()0 
72 24.677 2 .. 
}8 46} 
24.757 
60 26.173 3 . . 26.235 
58 27.384 4 .. 27.449 
66 23.983 Station 1.. 24.060 
72 2-l. 677 2 .. 
} 8 47{ 
24.750 
GO 2G.l73 3 .. 26. 235 
58 27. 382 4 .. 27. 448 
66 23.983 Station 1.. 
}8 48{ 
24.060 
72 24. G82 2 .. 24.750 
GO 26. 173 3 .. 26.235 
58 27.382 4 .. 27. 448 
66 23. 9e3 Station 1 .. 
}8 49{ 
24. 060 
72 24.682 2 .. 24.750 
60 26. 173 3 .. 26.235 
58 27.383 4 .. 27.448 
66 23. 983 Station 1 
}8 50~ 24. 060 72 24.682 2 .. 24.750 60 26.173 3 .. 26.235 
58 27.383 4 .. 27.448 
66 23.983 Station 1 .. 24. OGO 
73 24.681 2 .. ~8 51{ 24. 749 60 26. 173 3 .. 26.235 
58 27. 384 4 .. 27. 447 
66 23.985 Station 1. . , 24. 060 
72. !'i 2-1.682 2 .. 
} 8 52~ 24. 74() 60 26. 173 3 .. 26.233 
58 27. 38~ 4-.. 27. 447 















































































































Station 1. }s 24.055 66.5 :a. { 24. 7:i8 65 
' 3 . !l 26.235 61 4 . 27.447 58 
Station 1. 
} 8 10~ 2-1.060 65 2. 24.738 65 3. 26.235 61 
4. 27.4-17 58 
Station 1. ~ 8 u{ 24.060 65 2. 2-1.738 65 3 . 26.235 61 
4. 27.447 58 
Station 1. 
} 8 12{ 
24. 060 65 
2 . 24. 730 66 
3. 26.235 61 
4. 27.448 58 
Station 1. ~ 8 13{ 24.060 65 2. 24. 730 66 3. 26.235 60 
4. 27.448 58 
Station 1. 
} 8 14 { 
24.060 65 
2. 24.739 67 
3. 26. 235 60 
4. 27 4-18 58 
23. !l78 j Station 1.. ~ ~ ~4. 055 66 23.980 I Station 1 .. 
1 
{ ~4. 0~0 00 23.985 Station 1.. } { 24. 060 24. 6136 2.. 8 24 24.740 70 24. ()77 2. • 8 39 H4o 7;;2 72.5 24. 684 2.. 8 54 24. 742 26. 171 3 .. 2fi. 235 61· 29.171 3.. 26. 235 60 26.173 3.. 26.235 27.384 4 .. 27. 447 58 27.384 4.. 27.447 58.5 27.383 4.. 27. 447 23.987 ~tation ~ .. ~ { 24. 055 66 23.980 Station 1.. 
}8 4o{ 
24.060 66 23.985 Station 1 .. }s 55{ 24. OGO 24. 6fl6 .... 8 25 24. 7·10 70 24.677 2 .. 24.752 72.5 24. 684 2 .. 24.7:¥.1 26.171 3 .. 26.235 61 26.171 3 .. 26.235 GO. 5 26. 172 3 .. 26. 235 27.384 4 27.447 58 27.384 4 . • 27.447 58.5 27.383 4 .. 27. 447 23.987 Station 1 .. ~ s 2a{ 24. 035 66 23.980 Station!.. }s 41{ 24.060 66 23.985 Station 1.. }8 56{ 24. 000 2-1.686 2 .. 2-1.740 70.5 24.676 2 .. 24.752 72.5 24.684 2 .. 24.730 26.171 3 .. 26.235 61 26.171 3 26.235 60.5 26.172 3 .. 26. 2:J5 27.384 4 .. 27.448 58 27. 385 4 .. •27. 447 58.5 27.383 4 .. 27.447 23.987 Station 1 .. }s 21{ 24.058 66 23.983 Station 1.. ~ 8 42{ 24.060 66.5 23. 983 Station 1.. }s 57{ 24. 06{) 24.676 2 . . 2t1. 740 71 24. 675 2 .. 24.751 71 24.686 2 .. 24. 74'0 26.171 3 .. 26. 235 60 26.173 3 .. 26. 235 60.5 26.172 3 .. 26. \!35 27.385 4 .. 27.448 58 27.385 4 . . 27.446 59 27.:379 4 .. 27.1-17 23.987 Station 1 .. ~8 28{ 24. 058 C.6 2:~. 983 Station 1 .. }8 43~ '2-t. 060 66.5 23.983 Station 1 .. } 8 58 { 24.060 24.676 2 .. 2-1.744 71 24. 679 2 .. 24.751 71 24.626 2 .. 24.740 ~6.173 3 .. 26.235 61 26.173 3 .. 26.235 60.5 26.172 3 .. 26.235 27.385 4 .. 27. 448 58 27.385 4 .. 27.446 59 27. 379 4 .. 27. 447 23.987 Station 1 .. 
}8 29{ 
211.058 66 23. 983 Station 1 .. 
}8 44{ 
24.060 66.5 23. 9&3 Station 1 .. 
} 8 59{ 
24. 060 24.683 2 .. 24.144 72 24.677 2 .. 24.750 70.5 24. 686 2 .. 24. 740 26.173 3 . 26.235 60 26.173 3 .. 26.235 60. 5 26.172 3 .. 26.235 27.385 4 . . 27.448 58 27.385 4 .. 27.448 59 27.381 4 .. 27. 447 
Station No.1.-Summit of Mouut Washington. Elevation of barometer ab ove sea-level . . 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-··Above Jacob's Laduer. Elevation of barome1;er above sea-le, el...... .. . . . 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-,-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-l evel . ... .. . .. . . . .. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level . . . . . 2,898.3 feet. 


































































































.gg ~ rgs:i 
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~ 0 8 
f::;.. 
0 
0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ Q ~ --~--'---1---1--1---11 1---1---1-- 1---11 1-1---1--1---lj , ___ , __ , ·---:; 
~~ 
~;> 
p:; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 
a.m. 
Station~- ( 
3 . 5 
4. 
Station~ - } 
~- 8 3. 
4 . 
Station*· } 
~- 8 3. 
4. 




Station~ - } 






Sta,tiou *. } 
-· 8 3 
4-
Stntiou ~ } 
3 8 



























23. !100 58 
24. 59!1 64 
26. 058 60 
27.267 60 
23. 900 58 




21. 5!1!) 63. 5 
:16. o:-~ 5!•. s 
!!7. 267 60 
!:!:1. 900 58 
~- 1. :mn 63. s 
2li. 038 ;.tl. 5 
:.!i. :Wi GO 
2:1. !)()() I :;s 
2J.:i!l!l 6:1 

































2:!. 8 1~ 
21.53 1 I 
o.1- ( l 
-··· .1.17 27. 1!)!.) 
a.m. 
Station L. } -{ 
2.. 13 1o 3 .. 
4 .. 
~tation 1. · } { 
2.. 8 16 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 17 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 18 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 19 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station ~ · · } { 
~-- 8 20 3 .. 
4 •• 
Sta,tiou 1. · } { 
2 . 8 21 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station~-- } { 
~ -- 8 22 3 .. 
4 .. 












24. 5!17 61.5 
26. 060 60 
27.264 60 
23. 90[) 58.5 
24. 597 61 




2G. 060 59.5 
27. 2(l:J 60 
:.!3. 900 59.5 
24. 597 61 
26. 0(;0 59.5 
27.262 60 
~- 900 59 
21.590 60.5 
26.060 60 
27. 2G2 GO 
23. 900 5!) 
2-l. 5!l0 Gl 
26. 060 60 
27.262 60 
23.900 59 
2·1. 590 61 








































Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 30 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 8 31 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station L- } { 
2.. 8 32 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 33 3 .. 
4 .. 
Sta,tion 1. · } { 
2.. 8 34 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.. } l 
2.. 8 35 3.. 
4.. -
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 8 36 3.. 
4 .. 
Station 1. -} { 
2.. 8 37 3 .. 
Station t :I } { 















































































































Station1 .. } -{ 
2.. 8 4o 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2 .. 8 46 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 8 47 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ( ~ 5:: 58 43"l 
4.. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 8 49 
3 .. 
4.. . 
Station 1 .. } . { 
2.. 8 50 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 8 51 
3 . . 
4.. 
Station 1. - } { 
2.. 8 52 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 . . ) { 
2 .. \,8 53 
3 .. ~ 
4 .. 
23. !!05 60 
2-J. 580 59 
























26.060 61. 5 
27.257 61.5 








































































Station 1 { 1 2:1. !lOO 58 2 }s 9 2'1. 5~9 63 3 2f>. 0:>8 5!) 
4 1 27. 265 60 
Siation 1. 23.900 58 
2. } 8 10 { 24. 59H 62 3 . 1 26.058 59 
4 . 27.265 60 
Station L 23.900 58.5 
2 _ } 8 11 { ~4. 5~9 62 3 . -G. 00>8 59 
4. 1 27.265 60 
Station 1. 23.900 58.5 
2. } 8 12 { 24. 5~9 61.5 3. 26. O:l9 59 
4 . 1 27.264 60 
Station 1. 23.900 58.5 
2 . } 8 13 { ~4. 599 til. 5 3 . -6.060 59 
4 . I 27.264 60 
Station L 2:J. 900 58.5 
2 . } 8 14 { 24. 597 61.5 3 . 26. OflO 59 
4. 27.264 60 
23. 842 Stati0t1 L .. 
}8 24{ 
52:3.!)00 ;,!). 5 23. 840 Station 1.. 
}8 39{ 
23.905 60 23.842 Station 1 .. 
} 8 . 54 r 23. 905 24. ;i5 L 2 . . 24. 590 61 24. 547 2 .. 24.580 60 24. 519 2 .. 24.580 25. !)98 3 .. 26. 060 GO 25. 998 3 .. 2G. 060 61.5 25. 9!)5 3 .. 26.060 
27.198 4.- 27.261 60 27.194 4 .. 27.256 61 27.186 4 .. 27.255 
23. 842 Station 1 . _ }s 25{ 23. 900 59.5 23.840 Station L. }s 4o{ 21.905 60 23.842 Station L. }s 55{ 23.905 24.554 2 .. 24. 5!)0 61 24. 5-!7 2 .. 24.580 GO 24.539 2 .. 24. 580 25.998 3 . - 26.060 60 25.998 3 .. 26. 060 61.5 25.995 3 .. 26.060 
27.198 4 . - 27. 2(il 60.5 27.19~ 4 .. 27.257 61 27.187 4 .. ll7. 255 
23. 841 Station l. _ 
}s 26{ 
23.900 59.5 23. 840 Station 1 .. 
} 8 41l 
23.905 60 23.842 Station 1 .. 
} 8 5(i{ 
23. 905 
24.554 2 . . 24.590 61 24. 547 2 .. 24. 580 60 24.539 2 .. 24.580 
25. 998 3 .. 26.060 60.5 25.997 3 .. 26.060 62 25. 994 3 __ ·26. 060 
27.198 4 .. 27. 260 61 27. 190 4 .. 27.255 61 . 27. 185 4 .. 27.254 
23.841 Station 1.. }s 21{ 23. 9·10 59.5 23. 84ll Station 1 .. }8 42{ 23.905 60 23.842 Station L. l8 57{ 23. 910 24. 555 2 .. 24.590 60 24. 549 2 .. 24. 580 59 24.541 2 .. 24. 579 25.999 3 .. 26.060 61 .25. 996 3 .. 26. OGO 62 25.993 3 .. 26.060 
27. 197 4 .. 27.260 61 27. 190 4 .. 27.25:1 61 27.185 4 .. 27.253 
23.841 Station 1 . . 18 28{ 23.900 59.5 23.840 I Station 1 . . }s 43{ 23.905 60 23.842 Station L. }s 5s{ 23.910 24.555 2 .. 24.590 iO 24.549 2 .. 24. 5~0 59 24.541 2 .. 24. 580 26.000 3 .. 26.060 61 25.996 3 .. 26. 060 62 25.993 . 3 .. 26.060 
27. 197 4 .. 27.260 61 27.190 4 .. 27.255 G1 27.185 4 .. 27.254 
23. 841 Station 1 .. 
}s 29{ 
23.900 60 ·23. 837 Station 1 .. 
}s 44l 
23.905 60 23. 842 Station 1 . . } { 23. 910 
24.553 2 .. 24.580 tiO 24.539 2 .. 24.580 59 24.541 2.. 8 59 24.580 
26. 000 II 3. _ 26. 060 61 25. 996 3 .. 26. 060 62 25.993 . 3.. 26.060 27. 197 4 .. 27.259 61 27.189 4 .. 27.255 6L 27.185 ~--, 27.253 
Station No.1.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of baromet.er above sea-level.. 6,285.4 feE1t. 
Station No. 2.-.A.bove ,Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ....• . .... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.- Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ......... .. .. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .... 2,898.3 feet. 




61.5 27. 184 
60 23.842 
59 24. 541 







































Meteorological l'ecora jo1· June 11, 1S73. 
• .m..nute barometrical observations.) 
~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ • ~ ~ ~ 0 $ ~ ~ t. $ 2. :..: ~~ :..: p. p. ;.; .;:8 "" p. p . ~ -+"8 ;.; p. p . ;.; ~8 
0 d 0 e1 <~> r::~...., r::~.S P § o § z ro..., ro;s o § o § .8 ro""' <OZ o § o § <~> ...:..., ~~ ~:3 ~ ~a ~ s ~:o ~~ ~ ~ s ~ Q) ~~ ~~ ~ ~a ~a ~~ ~~ ~ ~a ~~ .:>8 ~ ~ ~a ~e ~~ ~~ ~ g8 8§ 8~ ~~ ~ ~8 ee 8~ ~~ ~ ~8 !3 ..... ~ ~ 0 .s .~ d :;:; 8 ~ -~ ~ 43 ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ 
P-i _E-l ____ ~ __ ~ o P-i E-1 -~--~ o P-i E-l _cq __ ~_o__ P-i c-; -~--~ 
p.m. 
Station 1. { { 5· 5 2 0 
4. 
Station 1 . ~ { 5. 52 1 
4 
Station~ - { 1 
3" 52 2 
4. 
Stntiou !· } { 3: 2 3 
" 4 . 
Station 1 } { ~- 2 4 
4 
Station 1 } 5 
5 2 5 ( 
4 
Stntiou 1. } { ~ o) 6 
3 -
4 
Staliou 1 { 5 
~ 5 ~ j { 
I 
Slntiuu l { 5 








































































































2 1. t:ld I 23. !Ill 
27. O!lll 
p.m. 
Station ~ .. } { 
.... 2 15 
3.. 27.184 
4.. 23. 752 
Station ! · · } { 2-1. -17~ 
3:: 2 16 ~~: ~~~ 
. 4.. 23.752 
Station ~ · · } { 24. 4i~ 
--- 2 17 25. 08;> 
3.. n 1a4 
-L- 03 752 
Sta,tion 1. · } { 2-t: 47~ 
2.. 2 18 25. 98;> 
3.. 27. 18-1 
4.. 23.752 
Station ~ · · } { 2-1. 4i~ 
~-- 2 19 25. 98;) 
3 . 27. 18-1 
4.. 23. 752 
Station 1. · } { 2-1. 4~~ 
2.. 2 20 2.i 91:l.> 
3.. 1 27. 1~4 
4.. 23. 7.>2 
Sto.tiou ~ · · } { 24. 47? 
N.. 2 2L 23. 98.> 
3.. 27.184 
4 . . 2:3. 760 Sta.t~ou l. · } . { 21. 480 
2.. ·) ~~ Clj ~83 
3.. - 27: 184 
4 -- [ 23. 760 
Station ~-- 1 l 2.J.47t! 







































































23. fll :l 
27. 101 
p . m . 23. 760 
Station 1 . · } { 24. 485 
2.. 2 30 25. 980 
3.. 27.188 
4.. 23.760 
Station L ·l 1 24. 483 
2.. 2 31 25. 980 
3.. 27.189 
4.. 23.755 
Station L · } { 24. 485 
2.. 2 32 25.920 
3.. 27.190 
4.. 23.755 
Station L · } { 2-1.487 
2.. 2 33 25. 980 
3.. 27.190 
4.. 23.755 
Station 1. · } { 24. 490 
2.. 2 34 25. 980 
3 .. 27. 192 
4. . 23.755 
Station 1. · } _ { 24. 490 
2 . . 2 3.> 25. 9~0 
3.. 27. 102 
4.. 2J. 755 
Statiqn 1. ·1 { 24. 488 
2.. 2 36 25. 980 
3.. 27. 192 
4.. 23. 755 
Stat ion 1 . · ~ { 24. 493 
2.. 2 37 25. \!80 
3.. 127.193 
Station t:: ~ {I ~~ - ~~~ ~-- 2 38 23: 980 







































































21. 110 I 
'P· ?n. 
Station 1. · } ~ 
2.. 2 45 3 . . 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 2 46 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2. . 2 47 3 . . 
4 .. 
St.<ttion 1. · } { 
2.. 2 48 
. 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ~ 1 
2 .. 2 49 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station L · } { 
2.. 2 50 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 . · } { 
2.. 2 51 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. ·1 i 
2.. 2 52 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1..~ l 
2.. 2 53 
3 .. 
4 •• 
23. 768 64 
24. 4!)5 68 
25.980 63.5 
27.200 67 




23. 7()8 64 
24. 405 68. 5 
25. 980 63 
27. 199 67 
23. 755 63. 5 
24. 500 68. 5 
25. 980 63 
27.200 67 
23. 755 63.5 
24. 495 68. 5 
25. 980 63 
27.200 67 
23.755 63. 5 
24. 495 68. 5 
25. 980 63 
27. 200 67 
23. 755 63. 5 
24. 500 69 
.25. 990 63. 5 
27. 20l 67 
25.755 63.5 
24. 4% 69 
26.lDO 63. 5 
27. 205 G7 
23. 755 OJ. 5 
24. 500 69 


































































































21. itiO (j() 




24. 470 GO. :) 
::25.990 66 
27.1 82 li7 
}2 11 { 
23.760 G6 
24. 470 60.5 
25.990 6G 
27. 184 67 
}2 12{ 
2:3.760 66 
2-t 473 (ll 
25. 990 CG 





27. 184 (j7 
}2 14{ 
2::1.760 (j(j 
24. 470 (ii. 5 
25.990 65.5 
27.184 67 
23. IJ85 Stntion L . } { :23.750 6.:; 2:.1. G77 11 Stati011 1 .. I 23. 760 ()5 23. G87 Station 1. . } { 2:1. 755 6:3 2·1. 431 2
· · 2 24 24. 480 64.5 24. 429 2 .. } 2 39 { 24. 4£0 68 24.439 L 2 54 ~~: g~g 6!J 25.914 3 .. 25.985 64.5 25.91::\ 3 . . 25.980 63.5 25.912 64 
27.099 4 .- 27. 188 67 27.105 4 .. 27. 193 67 27. 110 4.. 27.203 67 
23.685 Station 1.. 
}2 25{ 
23.750 65 23.677 Station 1 .. 
} 2 40{ 
2:3.760 65 23.687 Station 1 .. 
}2 s5{ 
23.7Ci5 63 
24. 42~ 2 .. 24. 483 64.5 24.-132 2 .. 24. 495 68 24.437 2 .. 24.500 69 
25. 914 3 .. 25. !:85 li4. 5 2.5. 913 3 .. 25. 9EO 63. 5 25.912 3 .. 25. r.so 64 
27. 099 4 . . 27.187 67 27.104 4 .. 27. 193 67 27.110 4 .. 27. ~04 67 
23.685 Station L. 
}2 26 { 
~3. 755 65 23.682 Station 1 . . 
}2 41 { 
23.760 65 23.687 Station 1 .. 
}2 56{ 
2:j. 755 (i3 
~4. 428 2 .. 24.475 65 24.423 2 .. 24. 497 68 24.439 2 .. 24. 498 69 
25.914 3 . . 25.985 64.5 25. 913 3 .. 25. 980 63.5 25.912 3 .. 25.090 6·l. 5 
27. 101 4 . . 27. 188 67 27.105 4 .. 27. 193 67 27.110 4 .. 27.202 67 
23.685 Station 1 .. 
} 2 27 { 
2:3.755 ()5 23.682 Station 1 .. 
}2 42{ 
23. 760 65 23.687 Station 1 .. 
}2 57{ 
23.755 63 
24.430 2 . . 24. 48J 65 24.428 2 .. 24.497 68 24.439 2 .. 24. 495 G9:s 
25 !>14 3 .. 25.985 64. 5 25. 913 3 .. 25.980 63.5 25.910 3 .. 2!). !J9J 64.5 
27. 101 4 .. 27.188 (;7 27.105 4 .. 27.195 67 27.112 4 .. 27. 205 67 
23.685 Stat.ion ~- - 1 { 23. 755 65 23. 68~ Station 1 .. 1 23. 760 65 2:~. 687 Station 1 .. 12 58 { 23.755 6:3 24. 427 24. 483 65. 5 24. 430 2 .. 12 43 { I ~~- ~95 68 24.437 2 .. 24.495 CD. !i 25. 914 3: ~ ~ ;:~ 25. 980 64. 5 25. !K8 3 .. ~.J. vP-0 63. 5 5.!5. 910 3 .. 25. !)92 G4. 5 27.101 4 .. 1 27. 188 67 27. I 05 4 .. 27. 197 167 27. 114 4 .. 27. 2~7 67 
2.1. 683 St-ation ~-- ~ 1 { 23. 760 65 23. 687 Station 1 .. 1 2 "11 ~;:gg :: 23. !i87 , Station 1.. 12 59 { 23. 755 63 24.426 :--- 1 2 29 24. 4'3 I"'· , 24 . .,, 2 .. 24. 437 I 2 .. 24.495 G9. 5 25.915 . l.. 25. 980 64 1 25. 900 3 .. 25. 980 163. 5 25. 910 ::\ .. 25. 992 , 64. 5 27. 101 4 .. i 27. 188 67 27. 105 4 . . 27. 197 67 27.114 I 4 .. 27.207 67 
Sta tie>n No. i.-Summit of :M:onnt Washington. E levation of barometer :.tbove sea.-leveL . 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.Al.Jovo Jacob's Ladder. Elevat.ion of barometer abo>c sea-level ......... . 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-\Van m\Jcck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-le vel .. ..... .. . .. .. 4,058.7 feet. 
Stat.ion No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer abo>e sea-le-veL .. . . 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.- Barometer-readings corrected for temperature a·nd instrumental error only. 













































;... 1!. I 1!. ~ .:. ~ ~ g ]..: P. :g rD 
,0• p• ..: .... .s 
-e.S P· 
,0· 
. ~.~ oQ oQ oQ .s -e~ ~:3 '0~ ~.2 0) Cl)a ~s 0+-' 0~ ~~ ~c: a .go Cllo O)cl ~<11 




1).11!. I p.m. Station~ 23. !l~O 65 !:!3. 867 Stnliou 1. . { 
} -~ 0 { 21. 630 58 2-!. 593 ,, } 
3 - :.!6.160 68 26. 07!) 3:: 2 15 
4 . 27.386 59 ;27. 32l 
Station 11 } l Station 1 } { 23. 9~0 65 2;}. 867 2. <) 1 2-!. 630 57.5 2-l. 594 ~. . 2 1G 
3. - 26.1!10 Gd 2G. h79 3 .. 
4. 27. 38G 59 27.321 4 . . 
Station 1. ~n n{ ~:~~~ G5 23.867 Station 1 .. }2 n{ 2. 57 2-!. 5!l4 2 .. 3 . - - 26. 160 67.5 26.081 3 .. 
4 . 27.386 59 27.321 4 .. 
Station 1. 23.940 65 23. 867 Station 1. . 
}2 18 { 2. }n 3 { 24. 6:!8 
57 24.594 2 .. 
3 . .. 26.160 67 26.082 3 .. 
4. 27.387 59 27.322 4 .. 
Station 1. 
}2 4{ 
23.940 64 ~.869 Station 1 .. 
}2 19{ 2. 24. 630 57 
24.596 2 .. 
3. 26. 160 66.5 2G. 083 3 .. 
4. 27.387 59 27. 32'2 4 .. 
Station 1. 
12 5{ 
23.940 64 23.869 Station 1 .. 
}2 20{ 2. 
24. 630 57 2·t 596 2 . . 
3. 26.160 66 26. 084 3 .. 
4. 27.389 59 27.324 4 .. 
Station 1. 
}2 6{ 
2.1. 935 63 23.866 Station 1. . 
}2 21 { 2. 2-l. 630 57 24.596 
2 .. 
3. 26.161 66 26.085 3 .. 
4. 27.389 59 27.324 4 .. 
Station 1. 
12 71 
23.935 63 23.860 Station 1 .. 
}2 22{ 
2. 24.630 57 24. 5!16 2,. 
3 . !.!G. 161 65.5 2G. 086 3 .. 
4. 27. 3t-9 59 27.324 4 .. 
Stnlion ~- ~2 8~ 2.1. !l:l5 1)3 23.866 Station ~ .. ~ l 21.6:10 57 !H.596 :I llU. HiO or;. s ~.085 3 ~: 2 23 
"· 
~1. :IHil M ~7.:12·1 4 .. 
Jlctcoroloyicalrecorcl jo1· Juuc l:t, 1873. 
(Minute barometrical obser'l"ations.) 
~ d .... .... I~ P. a) ~ 
..: p .· rD ... ..c::· +>$ "'~ P· ,_:)• :;;$ a) oQ oQ .s ..., rg~ 0)+-> a) +>Cil ~:3 ~~ 0) CI)CI) s p~ ~~ s .gs oo <Dell o:>:.S 0 ~s ~::: .... cP. S"' 0 ~s .... cl ~ c:: 0 ~ <j 0 p:; 8 ~ <j 
--- - -
p.m. 
23.930 62 23. 863 Station 1 .. 
} 2 30{ 
23.925 62 
2-t 628 57 :H. 594 2 .. 24. 630 57 
2G.160 G5 26. OilG 3 .. 2G. 164 64 
27. 3SO 59.5 27. 324 4 .. 27.389 60 
23.930 G2 23. 8G3 Shttion 1 .. 
12 31 { 
23. !);Q G2 
24.628 57 24.594 2 .. 24.630 57 
26.1GO G4. 5 2G. Oi:-il 3 .. 26. 1G4 G4 
27.392 59.5 27. 32G 4 .. 27.389 GO 
23.930 G2 23.863 Station 1 .. 
}2 32{ 
23.923 G2 
24. G23 57 2-l. 594 2 .. 24. 630 57 
2G. 1GO 64.5 2G. 088 3 .. 2G. 165 64.5 
27. 392 59.5 27.326 4 .. 27.388 60 
23. !l30 62 23. 863 Station 1 .. 
}2 33{ 
23.925 62 
2-l. 6:!d 57.5 24. 5!!2 2 .. 24. 630 I 57 
26.162 64 . 5 2G. 090 3 .. 26.165 64.5 
27.392 59.5 27.326 4 .. 27. 389 60. 5 
2:1.930 62 23. 863 Station 1 .. 
}2 34{ 
23.925 62 
24.630 57.5 24.594 2 .. 24. (1~5 57 
26.162 64.5 26.090 3 .. 2Li.1G3 64 
27.392 59.5 27.326 4 .. 27.389 GO. 5 
2:J. 930 62 23.863 Station 1.. 
}2 35{ 
23.930 62 
24.625 57.5 24.589 2 .. 24. 625 57 
2G.162 64.5 26.090 3 .. 26. 162 64.5 
27.392 59.5 27.326 4 .. 27.389 60.5 
23. !!30 62 23.863 Station 1 .. 
}2 36{ 
23.930 62 
24.625 57.5 24.589 2 . . 24. 62il 57.5 
26.162 64.5 26. 090 3 .. 26. ltil 64.5 
27.392 5!). 5 27.326 4 .. 27. ;>90 60.5 
23.925 62 23.858 Station 1 .. 23.9.23 62 
24.625 57 24.591 2 .. 
}2 37{ 
24.628 57.5 
26. 162 64.5 26.090 3 .. 26. 161 64.5 
27. 3:)2 59.5 27.326 4 .. 27.390 60.5 
23.925 62 23.858 Station 1. . 1 ~ 23. 923 62 24.625 57 24. 591 2.. 2 38 24. 630 26.162 64.5 26.090 58 27.392 59.5 27. 321i 3.. 26.160 64.5 4.. na!lo 60.5 
d .... 1!. 
P, a) :g rn ~ "'~ ..o· ..o· o§ .::.~ <>:>+> ...-a> ~~ C) ~g 0~ . a Q)cl 
!:: .... oP. 8~>- 0 cl .... 0 c: 




23.858 1 ~ 45{ 23.928 24.596 2 .. 24. G30 26.093 3 .. 2G. 1G1 
27.322 4 . . 27. 390 
23.858 Station 1.. 
} 2 4G { 
23.928 
24.596 2 .. 24.630 
26. 093 3 .. 2G.1G1 
27.322 4 .. 27. :390 
23.858 Station 1 .. 23.930 
~4. 596 2 .. } 2 47 { 24. u30 26.093 3 .. 1!6.161 
27.321 4 .. 27.390 
23.858 Station 1 .. ~3. 925 
24.596 2 .. 
}2 48{ 
24.030 
26. 0!)3 3 .. 26.160 
27.320 4 .. 27.389 
23.858 Station 1 .. 23. !J25 
24. 591 2 .. 
}2 49{ 
24. 633 
26.092 3 .. 26. 160 
27. ~i20 4 .. 27. 38!) 
23.863 Station 1. . :23.922 
24.591 2 .. 
}2 so{ 24.635 26. 000 3 .. 26.162 
27. 32G 4 .. 27. 3il!J 
23.863 Station1 .. 23. 9~2 
24.592 2 .. 
}2 51 { 
24. G40 
26.089 3' .. 26. lGl 
27.321 4 .. 27. sss 
23.856 Statioul.. 23.922 
24.592 2 .. 
}2 52{ 
24. 640 
26. oeo 3 .. 26. 167 
27.321 4 .. 27.:188 
23.856 Station 1. . ~ l 23. 922 24. 5!)3 2.. 2 53 24. 640 
26.088 3.. 26.168 









































































Station ~ · { 5 
3_ 52 9l 
4 
St-ation 1 . { 5 
~ · {~10{ 
4 . 

























































































Sta tion 1 . . } { 23. 925 62 
2 . - C) 24 24. 625 57 
3. . - 26. 162 64 
4. 27.391 59.5 
Station 1. . { 5 23. 925 62 L 52 25 { ~~: ~~~ ~! 4.. 27. 390 59. 5 
Station 1 } • { 23. 925 62 
2.. 2 26 24. 625 57 
3. . 26. 162 64 
4-- 27. 3[)0 60 
Station 1. . } { 23. 925 62 
2- - 2 27 24. 625 57 
3. - 26. 162 64 
4. - 27. 389 60 
Station 1 . . } { 23. 925 62 
~-- 2 28 24.628 57 
;.s_- 26. 162 64 
4 .. 27.389 60 
Station 1.. } { 23. 925 62 
2. - 2 29 24. 630 57 
3 .. 26. Hi4 64 

























Station 1. · } { 
2.. 2 39 3 .. 
4.. . 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 2 40 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2 .. 2 41 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. - } { 
2.. 2 42 3 .. 
4 .. 
Stat.ion 1.- ~ { 
2.. 2 43 
3.. 
St-ation i:: I ~ { 2.. 2 44 3 .. 
4 .. 
23.925 , 62 
24.630 58 
26. 160 64. 5 
27. 391 60.5 
23.925 62' 
24. 630 58. 5 








26. 160 65 
27. 391 60.5 
23.928 62 
24. 630 59 
26. 160 65 
27.390 60.5 
23. 928 62 
24. 630 59 


























Station 1. · } { 
2.. 2 54 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 .. ~ { 
2.. 2 55 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 2 56 
. 3 .. 
4 .• 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 2 57 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 2 58 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 2 59 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer- above sea-leveL. 6, 285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level ......... -. 5, 553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Wanmbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level .............. 4, 858.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ••.•. 2, 898.3 feet. 


























































































































.0 • .0 • o~ os:l 
~~ ~~ 
oa! oc.l ~I> .§1> 
Pol ~ 
J.leleor9logica l J'ecorcl for June 13, 1873. 












































. 2. $. 
~~ ~~ 




















p. ?II. ~ 2~. 100 ' 62 2-l. 020 (.., o{ :?·1. 750 1 62 2-1.705 5 - 26. !?GO 68 26. 177 
:17. ·16!1 Gel 27. J87 
2·1. 100 6'! 2.f. 020 
- 2G'. 2GO 6.$ 26. 177 
27 . .f6!J 6G 27 387 
2-l. 100 GB 24. 020 
} ... 1 {I 2·1. 7JO I ll::! 24. 705 
~ " t) 5 ~:!-!. 7.i0 62 2.f. 705 
3 .~ 5- -( ~6.:'260 Grl *~ .. 177 4. ~7. 460 r.G -1.387 
Station 1 } ~ 1 24. ILO I Gil. 5 24. 019 
~ . 2 3 ~i: ~~8 ~~ ~~: {~~ 
4 27. 4li9 GG 27. 387 
Station 1. l j '4. 100 I Gi'. > '.·1. Ol!l 
~ 52 "i ~i: ~~g ~~· ;, ~i: -l~~ 
4 27. ·1 .. !1 Gli :. 7. !387 
~tntion .~ ) { ~~· !~ ' ' (;!' _ ~·1. ~~ ~ 
- ,.., r. -1 ... o (.f .. ) - ·1. •06 
3 5 - ·' ~li. '.!GO f tl I :':6. 177 
4 :!i . .f ,i!l Cli 27. :if'7 
Stntiou I 
1 1 
~I. 1:0 7 2.f. Ol(i 
~ 2 II ~~: ~~~l t!\· ;, ~~: :7~ 
" 21. 41i.1 lifi n ;jtJ7 
l:>tntitm I ) { 2 1. 100 il.l '.!4. Olll 
2 ~_., ~ 2~.7~0 Gl..i :!1.706 
:l ~ - 1 :.:n. '.!ciO t:K 20. 173 
<~ I 2;. ·Hi!l j lj,; 127. :1t<1 ~tntiun .', l S ~· 1. ! .0 ~0 _ ~I.~~~! · 
~ ~ ~ t' l :;;\: ~i;g :;.',· .. ~k :~~: 
,, I I :!7. 17() Gli.:; ~7. :lt'li 
p.m. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 2 15 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station ~ · · } { 
-.. 2 1G 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station ! .. 1 -~ 
- .. 2 11 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 2 18 3 .. 
4 •. 
Station 1· · 1 5 
~:: ~2 19 { 
4 .. 
Stntion ~ · ·1 { 
- · . 2 20 
:L I 4. 
Stntio:l 1 ) ~ 
. • ~ :,. ~2 21 
Stat ion i:. } "'~ 
- ·. 1 2~ 3 .. 
Station~: ·~ ~ ~ 
' \., C) ""3 ~ --
l. .l 
~4. 095 71 




~4. 743 60.5 
26.258 70 
27. 471 67. 5 
24. O!J5 71 
24. 743 60.5 
26.255 69. :i 
21. 470 Go 
24.095 71 
24. 745 60. 5 
~6. 255 60.5 
27. 469 68 
24.098 1 71 24. 745 60.5 
26.255 1)9 
27. 469 tiS 
24. 008 7l 
24.743 60.5 
:.!6. :.!35 6\J 
27. 46!) 68 
:z4. o~· o 11 





26. ~58 69.5 
27. 4il 118 
24. O!lO 1 71.5 2 1. 7-t:l (j,l. 3 
2:i. ~.j'j 69.5 


































~ I. 701 
:<6. 171 I 
27.:.182 
p. 11'1,, 1 24. 090 Station 1 .. , } { 24. 743 
2.. 2 !30 26. 260 
3.. 27.470 
4.. 24.090 
Station 1. · } { 24. 7-13 
2. . 2 31 26.260 
3.. 27.470 
4.. 24. 090 
Station 1. · l { 2-1. 743 
2.. 2 32 26. 25t! 
3 ._ 27.470 
4 . :24. oso 
Station 1. · } { 24. 743 
2 .. 2 33 23.258 
3.. 27. 470 
4. · I 24. O!lO 
Station 1. · } { 24. 743 
2.. 2 34 1 26. 2.··8 
3 . 27. 470 
4.. 24. 09J 
Station 1. · } { 24. 743 
2.. 2 35 26. 258 
3.. 27.470 
4.. 1 24.0£0 Station 1 • · } { 24. 743 
2.. 2 36 26. 2:i8 
3.. 27. 470 4
·· 24. O!JO 
Station 1. · } l 2-1. 743 
2. · 2 37 2R. 258 
3.. 27. 472 4
· · 24. ono· 
Station ~ · · } l 24. 743 
:-·. 2 38 2(). 258 3


















































































~2 45 { 
}2 46{ 
Station 1 .. , { { L 52 47{ 4 .. 













}2 4!) ~ 
~2 50{ 
Station 1 · } l 
2.. 2 51 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } l 
2.. 2 52 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ~ l 
2.. 9 53 3.. ~ 
4.. 
24.090 71 
24. 740 60 
26. 25tl 70.5 
27.470 69 
24. 090 70 
24.740 60 
26.258 70 
27. 469 68.5 
24.090 70 






27.496 68. 5 
24.090 70 
24. 738 60 
26.255 69.5 
27.470 69 










21), 255 69 
1!7. 471 69. 5 
24.090 71.5 
24. i38 59. 5 
26.255 69 









































































Station l. } ~ :H. 100 70 ~ - :! 9 ~~:~~g Iii. 5 68 
4. 27. 470 66. t. 
Station 1 
}2 10{ 
24. 100 70.5 
2. 24. 750 6l. 5 
3 . 26.260 68 
4 . 27.472. 67 
Stn.tion 1. 
}2 11 { 
24. 100 70.5 
2 24.750 61.5 
3 . 26. 2GO 68 
4 . 27.471 ll7 
Station 1 
}2 12{ 
24. 100 70.5 
2 24.750 61.5 
3 26.258 70 
4 27.470 67 
Station 1 
}2 131 
24. 100 70.5 
2 24.748 61.5 
3 26. 258 70 
4 27. 470 67 
Station 1 
}2. 14 i 24.095 71 2. 24.745 61 3. 26.258 70 
4. 27.470 67 
24. Olti Stlltiou I .. I, ~ { ' 24 0\'0 71.5 24. 00:1 Station 1 .. 
}2 39{ 
24 . 090 71. 51 24. 001 St.at.ion l. . 
2-l . 706 2
-- 2 24 I ~4}~3 GO. 5 24. 'iOl 2 .. 24. 743 61 24. 700 2 .. 26.175 3 .. I 26. 2;;8 69.;; 26.171 I 3 .. 26.258 69.5 26. 171 3.. 
27. :.!86 4 .. , 27.470 68.5 27. :.!81 4 .. 27.472 68 27.385 4 .. 
24.015 Sta.ti011 1 .. } 
1 
:H. O!JO 'i'l. 5 24.003 Station 1.. 
}2 401 
24.090 71.5 24. 0!)3 Station 1.. 
24.706 L 2 25 ~~: ~~~ 60.5 24. 701 2 .. ~4. 7,13 60.5 24.701 2 .. 26 175 69.5 26. 171 ' 3 .. 26.260 70 26.173 3 .. 
27.387 '.\.. . 27. 470 68.5 27. 381 4 .. 27.472 68 27.385 4 .. 
24.015 Station 1 . . 
}2 ~a{ 24. OGO 71.5 24.003 Station 1.. }2 41 ~ 24.090 71 24. 004 Station 1 .. 24.706 2.. 24. 743 60.5 24. 701 2 .. 24. 743 60 24. 702 2 -26.175 3 .. 26.260 69.5 26.173 3 .. 26. 260 70 26. 173 3 .. 
27.386 4 .. 27.470 68 27.383 I 4 .. 27.470 68. 5 27. 381 4 .. 
24.015 !::itation 1. . 
}2 27{ 
24. 090 71.5 24.003 . Station 1.. 
}2 421 
24.090 71 24.004 Station 1.. 
24. 706 2 .. 24.743 61 24: 700 2 .. 24. 740 60 24. 699 2 .. 
26. 171 3 .. 26.260 69.5 26.173 3 .. 26.260 70.5 26. 172 3 .. 
27.385 4 .. 27. 470 68 27.383 4 .. 27. 470 69 27.380 4 .. 
24.015 Station 1 .. 
}2 28{ 
24.090 71.5 24.003 Station 1 . . 
}2 431 
24. 090 71 24. 004 Station 1 . . 
24.704 2 . . 24 743 61 24. 70J 2 .. 24.740 60 24.699 1 2 .. 
26. 171 3 .. 26.260 70 26.172 3 .. 26.260 70.5 26.172 3 .. 
27.385 4 .. 
ll· "l 
27. 470 68 27.383 4 .. 27. 471 69 27.381 4 .. 
24.009 Station 1 .. 21.090 71.5 24. 003 Station 1. . 
}2 44 { 
24.090 71 24. 004 Station 1 .. 
24.702 2 .. 24. 743 61 24.700 2 .. 24.740 60 26 .... 
1 
•.. 
26. 171 3 .. 26.260 70 26.172 3 .. 26.260 70.5 26.1721 3 .. 
27.385 4 .. 27.470 68 27.383 4 .. 27.470 69 27.380 4.. 
Station No.l.-Snmmit of .Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL . 6 285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .....•... 5;553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-Waumbeck Hl•nse. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ..........•... 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No.4.- Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .... 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only. 
24.090 71.5 ~ 2 54 { 24. 735 50.5 26.235 69 
27.470 69 
24.090 71 . 5 ~2 551 24.735 59 26.255 69 
27. 4'i0 69 
}2 56{ 24.090 71.5 24. 735 59 26.255 6{) 
27.470 69 





26.250 68. 5 

















































Mt'/euroloyical 1'eto1·cl fo!' June 14, 18i~ . 
( M.inuto barometrical observations.) 




p.m. p.m. p. ?n. 
Stt\lion ~ } { 23.955 6-t 23.884 Station 1. . 
} 2 15{ 
23.960 65 2.1. 877 Station!. . ~2 3o{ 23.950 24.615 6S 24. 5G:l 0 24.615 67 24.559 2 .. 24.618 i 2 0 26. O!l5 64 26. 02-t 3 .. 26.095 65 26.021 3 .. 26. 090 
4. 1 27.314 6S. 5 27.2:13 4 .. 27.311 67 27.2:26 4 .. 27.316 
Station ~ . } { 2.1. !l50 (j-l 23.fl79 Station 1 . ~ 2 16{ 2.1. 950 66 23.875 Station 1 .. 23.950 24.615 65 24.563 2 .. 24.615 67 24.559 2 .. } 2 31 { 24.618 3' :'! 1 26.095 6-l 26. 02-l 3 .. 26.093 65 26. 021 3 .. 26. 090 
Station !1!2 •l 27.314 66 27.232 4 .. 27.313 67 27.228 4 .. 27.316 23.950 64 2.3. 87~ Station 1 . . 23.950 66 23.875 Station 1.. 23.950 24.615 65 24.563 2 .. !2 17{ 2-l. 615 67 24. 559 2 .. } 2 32{ 24. 618 26. 09.3 64 26.024 3 .. 26.095 65 26. 021 3 .. 26.090 
Stotion lll• l 27.312 66 27. 2.10 4 .. 27. 313 67 27.228 4 .. 27. 316 23.955 65 23.882 Station 1 .. 
} 2 18~ 23.950 66 23.875 Station 1 .. } 2 33{ 23.950 2•1. 615 65 24.563 2 .. 24.615 67 24.559 2 .. 24.618 3 . ~ 3 26.095 64 26. 024 3 .. 26.095 65 26.021 3 .. 26.090 
4. 27.311 66 27.229 4 .. 27.313 67 27.228 4 .. 27.316 
Station 1 . ~ 2 4{ 2:3.955 65 23.882 Station 1 .. }2 19 ~ 23.950 ,66 23.875 Station 1.. }2 34{ 23: 950 2 24.615 65 24.563 2 .. 24.618 67.5 24. 5G1 . 2 .. 24.618 3 26.093 64.5 26.023 3 .. 26. 095 65 26.021 3 .. 26.090 
4 . 27.:H2 66.5 27. 2:!8 4 .. 27.313 67 27. 2'28 4 .. 27.316 
Station ~ . } { 23.935 63 23. 88'2 Station 1. . ~2 20{ 23.950 66 23.875 Station 1.. }2 35{ 23.950 24.615 65.5 24.562 2 .. 24. 618 67.5 24.561 2 .. 24. 618 i 2 5 2«i. 095 65 26.021 3 .. 26.098 64.5 26. 0:26 3 .. 26. 090 
4. 27.311 66.5 27.227 4 .. 27.315 67 27.230 4 .. 27.316 Station~ } { 23. !l35 GJ 23.882 Station 1 .. 
}2 21 { 
23.930 66 23.875 Station 1.. 
}2 36{ 
23.950 2-1.6 15 65. 5 24.562 2 .. 24.618 68 2-1.560 2 .. 24. 618 5: 2 6 26.095 64.5 26. 023 3 .. 26. O!l2 64.5 26.020 3 .. 26.090 4 . 27. 311 67 27.2-26 4.. 27.315 67 27.230 4.. 27.315 
Station 1. ~ { 23. 9,)5 65 2J. 882 Station 1 .. 2.'3. 950 66.5 23.874 Station 1 . . 23.950 5: 2 7 24. 615' 66 24. 5G L ! .. ~2 22{ 24. 618 68 24.560 2 .. }2 37{ 24. 620 26.095 ti-t. 5 26. o::n 3 .. 26.092 65 26.018 3 .. 26.090 4. 27. :l l i 67 27.227 4 .. 27.317 67 27.232 4.. 27.315 Stillion 1. ~ { 23. !l35 65 2:1.8132 Station 1. . 
1 
~ 23. 950 67 23. 872 Station 1. .
1 
~ 23. 950 ~ I " ~ l.lil rt GU. 5 2·1. 560 2.. 2 23 24. 6L8 'I ~ 8 •>r 0'1" U-1. 5 21i. 0:.!:) 68 24. 560 II 2.. 2 38 24. 620 • " .... . .. J 3.. 26.092 64.5 I ~7. :ll~> U7 27.2:10 26. 020 3.. 26. 090 4.. 27.317 67 27. 232 4.. 27. 317 
.:. d .:. .:. Q) 





.::.9 ~ Q)<!) ~~ ~§ ~a 0~ 8 8~ :§s '"'0 ~p. 0 1-<1-4 ~ ~ 0 ~ .,q 0 • ~ 
--
p. m!. 
67 23. 87~ Station 1.. 
}2 45{ 
23.950 
68.5 24.558 2 .. 24.620 
64 26. 019 3 .. 26. O!l5 
67 27.231 4 .. 27.319 
66.5 23.874 Station 1.. 
} 2 46{ 
23.950 
68.5 24.558 2 .. 24.620 
63.5 26.020 3 .. 26.095 
67 27.231 4 .. 27.318 
66. 5 23.874 Station 1. . 
} 2 47{ 
23.950 
68.5 24.558 2 .. 24.620 
63.5 211.020 3 .. 26.090 
67 27.231 4 .. 21.:118 
66 23.875 Station 1.. 
} 2 48{ 
23.950 
68.5 24.558 2 .. 24. 620 
63.5 26.020 3 .. 26. 088 
67 27.231 4 •. 27.318 
65.5 23.876 Station 1.. 
}2 49{ 
23.950 
69 24.557 2 .. 24. 6'?0 
63 26. 021 3 .. 26.088 
67 27.231 4 .. 27.318 
65 23.877 Station! .. 
}2 ~o{ 23.950 69 24. 557 2 .. 24. 6..0 63 26.021 3 .. 26.088 
67 27.231 4.. 27. 3L6 
65 23.877 Station 1.. ~ 2 51~ 23.950 69 24.557 2 .. 24.620 64.5 26.018 3 .. 26. Otl5 
67 27.230 4.. 27. 316 
65 ~.877 Station 1 .. 23.950 
69.5 24.558 2 .. 
l2 52{ 
24.620 
64.5 26.018 3 .. 26.085 
67 27.230 4.. 27.316 
















































































Statiou 1 1 ~:3. !l55 ti:> ~.t'82 i Statiou I . . } { 2:3. !)50 ti7 ~:J. 87:J Station L } \ Zl. YSO I UJ :J:J. 877 1 :::itatiou 1 .. 2 }<l I) ~ ~4.6 15 67 24. 5~!) I 2.. C) 24 24. 618 68 24. 56l\ 2.. 2 39 t4. 620 6!) ~ 24. 559 2 .. 3 - . 26.09.3 ti-l.G 26.023 3 .. ~ 26.092 65 26.018 3 .. l 26. CDO 64.;) 26. 01 8 3 .. 
4 127.313 6T ~7. ~~~ 1 4.. 2i. :liB G7 21. 2:33 4.. 27.3 17 67.5 27.23 1 . 4 .. 
Station 1 . l { 23. !J50 ()5 .!3. f:.tt I Station I .. } { 23. 950 ()7 2:3.87:2 Stat.i on 1 .. } { 23. 950 . 65 23. s 77 I Sration 1 . . ~ : 2 10 ~~: ~g ()7 24. 559 I L 2 25 ~~: ~~~ ()8. 5 24. 558 2.. 2 40 :!4. ()20 ()8 24. 5()2 2 .. 6-l. 5 26. 023 63 2fl. 018 :J .. 26. 090 65 26.016 3 .. 
4. 27.31:3 (i7 27 2:!8 4 .. 27.:318 67 27. 23J 4 . 27. :H9 fi7. 5 27. ~33 4 .. 
Station I . 
}2 11 { 
23. !150 65 23.877 Station 1 .. } { 23. 950 67 23. 872 Station 1 .. 
}2 411 
23.950 65 23. 877 Sta1ion 1 .. 
2. 24.615 67.5 24.558 2
-- 2 2() 24.618 68.5 24. 558 2 .. 24. ()20 67.5 24.5113 2 .. 3 . 26. 095 ()5 26. 021 3 .. 26.092 ()5 26. 018 3 .. 2(). 090 65 26. 01() :l. . 
' 4. 27.:313 67 27.228 4 .. 27.316 67 27.231 4. 27. 313 68 27.226 4 .. 
Station 1. }2 12{ 23.930 65 23.877 Station 1. . } { 23.950 67 ~2:3. 872 Station 1 .. }2 42{ 23.9:10 6:) 2:.1. 817 Station 1 .. 2 . 24.615 67.5 24. 558 2 · . . 2 27 H 618 68.5 24. 558 2 .. 24. 620 67.5 24. 563 2 .. 3 . 26.095 65 26. 021 3 .. 26.092 55 26.018 3.. 26. 095 64.5 26.022 3 .. 
4. 27.312 67 27.227 4 .. 27. :315 67 27.230 4 .. 27.315 68 27.228 4 .. 
Station 1. 
}2 13 { 
23.950 65 23.877 Station 1. . } { 2J. 950 67 2:3.872 Station 1 .. 
l2 43{ 
2:l. 950 65 23.877 Stati011 1 .. 
2 . 24.615 67.5 24.558 2
-- 2 28 24. G18 69 24. 557 2 .. 24. 620 67 . 24. 564 2 .. 3 . 26. 095 65 .26. 021 3 .. 26.092 65 26.018 3 .. 2ti. O!J5 64.5 26.022 3 .. 
4. 27.312 67 27.227 4 .. 27. 317 (i7 27.2.12 4 .. 27. 315 68 27. 228 4. 
Station1 . I~"· 65 23.877 Station 1 .. }2 29 { 23.950 67 23.872 Station 1 .. }2 44{ 23. 9SO 65 2;1.877 Sta tion 1 .. 2 . 12 141 24. 615 67.5 24.558 2 .. 24.618 69 24.557 2 .. 24. 620 67 2·t ;';6-! 2 .. 3. 26. OU5 65 26.021 3 .. 26.090 64.5 26.018 3 .. 26. 095 64.5 26.022 3 . . 4. 27.312 67 27. '227 4 .. 27. '317 67 27.232 4 .. ~7. 317 Go 27.230 4 .. 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. . 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-l evel ......... . 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ....... ..... 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea· level .... . 2,898.3 feet. 
NoTE. -Barometer-readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only. 
~a. fl50 ti4 
}2 54 { 24. 618 I 65.5 26. 083 63 
27. :31() ()8 
23. !150 . 64 
}2 551 
24. () 18 65 
26.085 63 
27. 316 68 
t2 561 23.950 1 64 24. ti1 8 . 64. 5 26.085 6:3 
27. :nG G8 
}2 57{ 
23. 950 64 
24. 615 64.5 . 
26. 085 63.5 
27. :n7 68 
}2 58{ 
23. !);';0 64 
24. 615 65 
26. 085 63. 5 
27. ::ns 68 
~2 59l 23. 950 64 24. (il5 65 26.085 61.5 





























































::-;tlltiun 1 ( 5 ::!3. e;;o 
~ 5 2 0 ( ~~: ~~g 
4. :'!7. It O 
l:;tntiou 1 } { 23. 8.)() ~ 2 J §j:~gg 
4 27. lbO 
Stntion 1 } { 2:l. 8·1il 
2 0 " 2-1 . :oo 
3 - - 25. Dtits 
4
1 
1 27. l EO 
Station ~ ( 5 ~. J. ~4~ 3 5 2 :ll ~j: ;;g~ 
4 21. 11:0 
Stntion 1 ( 5 23. 848 5 52 4l ~;: ~g 
4 27. 18 1 
Station 1 } 
1 
23.845 
5·1 2 5 ~;: g~~ 
4 27. lf·i! 
Stntion 1. { 
5 
23. £14.6 
~ . ~2 (i{ ~:~~ 
4 . 21. lt<:! 
Station 1 } { 23. t!46 ~ · 2 7 ~;: ~~~ 
4 27. l t<:.! 
Station 1 l 1 2:l. 817 2 1 0 8 21. f>O:l 3 - :'!5. !l70 
·1 • ~1. Hl".! 
J]d, ·orologiml ru:urd fur ,/uuc 10, l ts7:J. 
(;'!IiuutP barumotrica l ol>servati•ms.) 
~~ 2.; I ] . j. .: ~6 2 -~. j. .; ~~ ~ .. I l. ~. ~ ~.; 2 .. -~ ~Q,) o::: o~ c:> 1":"""'......., -:j o::~ o~ a r-"'..,;l ~a;, I o~ ol=1 a:> ~~ '"OQ.) ~~ ~~ c~ ~:3 ~ ~e ~ ~:3 ~~ ~ ~s ~a) ~·3 ~:3 ~ je ~~ 
c,.,c .., .... I ..,!'1 00:: :::: 00 "' <J~ OC<l ::l '-0 O,)e O,)<:Z o<:l s 00 O,)s 
.se 1 ce ~r"' ey f: zc : ;,.. ~~ e 
1
.ss t8 ~> s> e ~s te 
~ 8 ~ H ~ :1 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ H ~ ~ 8 
-- -I . ~~~~ ---- ---- . -- --;.:- - --·-··-- ---~---- --;:;----~-----
li:! Z.t i83 Station 1 .. } { 23. 847 6:l. 5 2l. 777 Station 1 .. ) 
1 
23. 8-16 6-! 23. 775 Stntiun 1 .. } { 23. 840 1 64. 5 23. 7li8 
6:1. 5 ~4. 451 2 .. 2 15 24. 5~ 0 6:3. 5 H 451 2 .. \. 2 30 24. 4!)5 . 6:.! 24. 450 :! . . " 4- 24. 490 62 24. 445 u;; 23. 896 :L 25. 970 64. s 25. 898 3 .. 5 25. 968 1 u.1. s 23. 898 :L. - <> 2:i. !JG:l 62. 5 23.1:l94 
71 27. OSt\ 4 .. ~7.1t10 71 27.088 4 .. 27.178 70 27.088 4 . 27.174 70 27.084 
62. 5 2:!. i S:! Station 1. l 2:3.847 6J. 5 2:1 7i7 Statiou I .. } { 2.3.8-16 i (i-1 23. 775 Stutiou I .. } {I 2 1. 8-10 u4. 5 23. 768 
63. 5 24. 4;)1 2 .. " w 5 24. soo 6:t 5 2-1. 45! 2. . 2 31 24.495 G2 24. 450 2.. 2 4tJ 1 24 4£0 6! 24. 445 ~; ~: ~g~ L - { ~~: i~~ ~~· 5 ~~: g~~ L ~~: i~~ I ~J ~~: ~~~ L I ~~. i~~ ~~· 5 ~~: g~~ 
6:!. 5 23 780 Station 1 .. 23. 847 63. 5 2:!. 7i7 Station 1 .. } 23. 8~5 64 23. 774 Station 1 .. } { 2'l. 8~0 64. 5 ;n 7G~ 
63. 5 24. 451 2 .. } 2 r 5 24 ;;oo 61 24. 45~ 2. . 2 32 5 24. 493 li2. 5 24. 448 2.. 2 47 24. 490 G2 2-1. 44~ (ij 25. 894 3 . . I l 25. !JGd 64 25. 8!)7 :l . . { 2.'\. 970 I (i3 25. 90 I "3 . . 25. !)135 62. 5 25. 897 
71 27. 088 4 .. 27. 17!) :o. 5 1 ~:!7. 0:?8 4 27. 177 70 27. 0137 4. . 27. 174 70 27. 084 
62. 5 23. 780 Station 1 .. l 5 23. 8·17 63. 5 ~J. 777 Station 1 .. l 5 23. 844 'I G4 23. 773 Station 1 .. ( 5 23. 840 64. 5 :!3. 7G8. ~g.s ~:~g: L 52 1s l ~t~~~ ~~.5 ~;:~5~ ~::52 33t ~~:~~g ~;·s ~~:M~ L ~2 48l ~;:~~g ~~.5 ~~:~~~ 
71 ~27.088 4.. 27.17!) 70.5 ~.!i.088 4.. 27.175 70 27.086 4.. 27.175 70 27.0135 
6~. 5 ~J. 7~0 Station 1 .. ( 5 ~· 847 6~. ~ 1 ~3. 7?7 Station 1 .. l 5 2J. 8~~ · 6~. ~ 23. 7!2 Station 1.. ( 5 2:J. 8~0 ~~· 5 2J. 76~ ~g· 5 2~: ~~! L 52 19l 2~: ~~g ~4: ~ 2~: ~~~ L 5 'l 34l ~~: ~~~ g3·;) ~~: ~~~ L 52 49l ~;:~a~ ~~. 5 ~~: ~~~ 
71 27.089 4 .. 27.17!) 70.5 27.088 4 .. 27.176 70 27.086 4.. 27.175 70 1 27.085 
63 2:t 776 Station 1 .. ( 5 2J. 846 63. 5 2:3. 776 Station 1 .. l 5 23. 844 li4. 5 23. 772 1
: Station 1 .. ( { 23. 8'10 64. 5 23. 7li8 
~~· s ~: ~~ L 
5
2 20 l ~;: ~~g ~~· 5 ~~: §~~ L 
5
2 35 t ~~: ~~g ~j· s ~~: ~ci~ ~:: 
5
2 so ~;: ~~~ ~~. 5 ~;: ~~g 
71 27.090 4 .. 27.179 70.5 27. Ot!8 4.. 27.li6 70 27.086 1 4 . 27.17G iO 27.086 
63. 5 2 I. 776 Station 1 .. ~ 5 23. 846 64 23. 775 Station 1 .. l 5 23. 843 ti4. 5 23. 77L Station 1 .. ( 5 23. 840 64. 5 2il. 768 ~~· 5 ~~: ~~~ L ~ 2 21 l ~t ~~g ~;· 5 ~.~: ~g~ L 52 36 l ~~: ~~~ ~~: ~ ~~: ~~~ I L 52 51 { ~~: ~~~ ~~. 5 ~~: ~~~ 
71 27.000 4 .. 27.17!) 70.5 ~7.088 4.. 27.1i.) 70 27.085 1 4.. 27.176 70 27. 086 
63. 5 23. 776 Station 1 .. l { 2J. 816 64 2l. 775 Station 1 . . } l 23. 84J 64. 5 23. 771 1 Station 1 .. } 
1 
23. 8:19 G4. 5 23. 7{i7 
63. 5 24. 454 2. . . ) 24. 4! '13 62. 5 24. 451 2. . - 24. 490 ()~ 24. 445 2.. ~ 24.490 li2 24. 445 
65 25. ~!)6 3 . . ~ 2- 25. 970 64 25. 8fJ9 3. . 2 3 ' 25. !.i65 62. 5 25. 896 3. . - 52 25 96~l G2. 5 25. 89~ 



























St:ttinn 1. ~~ n{ :.!3. 1'347 63.5 23.777 · Station1 .. I} { 1 :.!3. P4i> (l.J :n.n;:, Station 1 . . l {I -::n. 841 ()4. 5 23. ';'()!) Station 1 .. ~ { \!~. 83!1 2 ::l-1.[103 (l:J. 5 ~4 . 434 !:J .. I () 24 2.J . .J (;il G:.!. 3 24. 4:"i l 2 .. 24. 4!-JO 112 24. 445 2. 0 2 54 2~. 4!!0 3 25. !li'O 65 25. 896 :J. 0 ~ 2:"i. [)fld 64 23. 897 3 .. 2 30 25. 965 62.5 25.897 3.. 2;). 902 
4 n1~2 7l 27 090 4 .. 27. I 78 70 27. 088 4 .. 27. 170 70 27.080 4. . 27.176 
~tntion 1 
}2 10 { 
23. 8-17 G:l. 5 23.1i7 Station 1 .. 
}2 25{ 
2 0 8~6 61 23. 7i5 Station 1 . . 
}2 40{ 
21. R41 64.5 23.769 Station 1 .. 
}2 55{ 
21. 83!) 
0 24. 503 63.5 2-1.434 2 .. 2-l. 498 62 2-1.453 2 .. 24. 490 62 24. 44;i 2 .. 2-1. 4!)0 
3 . 2:>. !l7:.! 63 23.898 3 . 0 25.968 6<1 25. sn 3 .. 25. 960 62.5 25.892 3 .. 25. !:62 
4 27. 18:! 7l 27.090 4 .. 27. 178 70 27. OStl 4 .. 27. 170 70 27.080 4 .. 27.176 
Station 1 
}2 11 { 
'23. 847 63. 5 23.777 Station 10 0 
}2 261 
2-1. 8~6 64 2:t 775 Station 1. 0 
}2 41 { 
2:1. 84:! 64.5 23.7138 St-ation 100 
}2 561 
23.838 
2 N C~3 ~ 6 l 5 24.454 2 .. \!4. 4!).) 6:.! 2-1.450 2 . . 24. 490 62 24.445 2 .. 24. 4SO 3 . 23. !JH 1:5 2:"i. 89d 3 .. 25. 9fl8 64 25. t-!97 3 .. . 25.962 62.5 25.894 3 .. 25. 9li2 
4 27. 182 7L 27.090 4 .. 27.178 70 27.088 4 .. 27. 170 70 27.080 4 .. 27.177 
Station 1. 
}2 12{ 
23.847 63.5 23.777 Station 1. 0 
}2 27{ 
2~. f.'4(i fl4 23.775 Station 10 0 
}2 42{ 
2:3.840 ti4. 5 23.768 Station 10 0 
}2 57{ 
2~. f'3!J 
2 24.500 63.5 24.451 2 .. 24.495 62 24. 450 2 .. 24. 490 62 24.445 2 .. 21.490 
3 23. 970 65 23. 896 3 .. 25.968 64 25.897 :.J. 250 962 62.5 25.894 3 .. 25.965 
4 270 182 71 27.090 4 .. 27. 178 70 27. OP.8 4 .. 27. 170 70 27.080 4 .. 27. 177 
Station 1 
}2 13{ 
2J. 1!47 63.5 23.777 Station 10 0 
}2 28 ~ 23. 84fi 6-1 23.775 Station 10 0 }2 43{ 23. 840 04.5 23.768 Station 1. 0 ~2 58{ 23.838 2 24.500 6:.1. 5 24. 451 2 .. 24. 4!)5 ()~ 2·1. 450 2 .. 24.490 62 24. 445 . 2 .. 24.490 a 25. 970 64.5 25.898 3 .. 25. !W8 6~. 5 25.898 3 .. 25.962 62.5 25. 8H4 3 .. 25. 965 
4 27. 182 71 27. 090 4 .. 27.178 70 27.088 4 .. 27.174 70 27. 084 4 .. 27.177 
Station 1 ~2 14 { 2~t 847 63.5 23.777 Stati.on 1.0 }2 29{ 23.846 64 2:1.775 Station 10 0 } 2 44 { 23.8-10 64.5 23. 76tl Station 100 }2 59{ 23.8:.18 2 0 24. 502 63.5 24. 453 2 .. 24. 495 62 24. 450 2 .. 24. 490 62 24.445 2 .. 24. 4!)0 30 25.970 6~. 5 25.898 3 .. 25. !J67 63.5 25. R97 3 .. 25.962 62.5 25.891 3 .. 25. 965 
4 . 27.180 71 27.088 4 .. 27. 178 70 27.088 4 .. 27. 174 70 27.084 4 .. 27. 178 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-A.bove .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level ........ 0. 5,553.3 feet .. 
Station No.3.-Waumbeck House. Elevatiou of uarometer above sea-level. 0 0 0 .. 0 ........ 4,058.7 feet. 
Sta,tion No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level ..... 2,898.3 feet. 






































































Jfel<·orolorJicaln•conl for June 16, 1 Si:{. 
(Minute barometrical ol>son·ations.) 
"' 
... 
~ ~ ~ ~ i.. d I 








~~ $· ~~ "' "' ~~ "' ~ -ot ,D' ~ ;...; .0· ,D· ;..; ,D • .o· ~] ~.§ .s ._, .., o::: ol':l ~ ol'l ol'l .., ....... g ~.~ ~ Q)<l) a+> 0 ..,.., .,..., ~~ f+.i.s .,.., .... .., +>"' o..- o ..... e -§8 ga o+> 8 ~8 ~~ 0-' s .as ... ~ s~ ..,ce s~ ~ce a~ ~s 0 ~0 ;..o c.>~>' 0 ... 0 C) ... ~s ....... ce ... :s8 ~ .... ~ 
E::( ce 0 p:; E::( ce -<!j ~ I p:; E::( ce -<!j p:; ~ <:j 0 ~ ~ ----- - ---
I Station 1.. 
- ~3. 819 1~.5 -----p.m. p.m. p.m. Station 1. 
}2 o{ 
23.820 61 23. 755 
}2 15{ 
23.755 Station 1 .. 
}2 30{ 
23. till 60. 5 
" 
~4. f>OO G-1. 5 24. 449 2 .. 24. 4!li 64 2-t. 447 2 .. 24. 485 63 
3 23. !ltlO (j!) 25.897 3 .. 25. !l78 68 25. 8!)7 3 .. 25.980 67.5 
4. :!7. 170 77.5 27.062 4 .. 
"·'" I , 27.054 4 .. 27. 150 76.5 Station 1 2:i. 820 61 23. 755 Station 1 .. 
}2 16{ 
23. 819 60. 5 23.755 Stat.ion 1.. 
}2 31{ 
23.809 GO. 5 
2. 
}2 1{ 
24. 503 64.5 1!<1.452 2 .. ~4. 495 64 24.445 2 .. 24. 485 63 
3. 25. 9eO 69 25.897 3 .. 25. !)78 G8 25.697 3 .. 25.980 67.5 
4. 27.170 77.5 27.062 4 .. 27. 1G3 78 27.054 4 .. 27.150 76.5 
Station 1 . 
}2 2{ 
23.820 61 2:3.755 Station 1 .. }2 n{ 23. 8 19 i 60. 5 23.755 Station 1 .. }2 32{ 23. 810 60.5 2 24. 503 64.5 24.452 2 .. 24. 493 6-l 24. 443 2 .. 24. 485 63 3 . 25. !180 69 25. 8':17 3 .. 25.978 68 25. 897 3 .. 25.982 67.5 
4. 27. 170 77.5 27.062 4 .. 27. 16~l 77 27.056 4 .. 27. 150 76.5 
Station 1. 
}2 3{ 
23. tl20 60. 5 23.756 Station 1 . . 
} 2 18 { 
23.818 60.5 23.754 Station 1 .. ~2 33{ 23.808 60.5 2. 24.500 64.5 24.449 2 .. 24. 4!)3 6-l 24.443 2 .. 24. 483 63 3. 25.980 69 25.897 3 .. 25.972 66.5 25. 8!15 3 .. 25.982 67.5 
4 27.168 77.5 27.060 4 .. 27.163 77 27. 056 4 .. 27.150 76.5 
Statil)n 1. 
}2 4{ 
23.820 60.5 23.756 Station 1.. 
}2 19{ 
23. 81!:! 60.5 23. 754 Station 1 .. 
}2 34{ 
23.808 60.5 
2. 24.498 64.5 24.447 2 .. 24.490 ()4 24. 440 2 .. 24.483 63 
3. 25.980 69 25. 81J7 3 .. 25.972 66.5 25.895 3 .. 25.982 68 
4. 27.168 77.5 27. OGO 4 .. 27. 163 77 27.056 4 .. 27:151) 176.5 
Station 1. 
}2 5{ 
23.820 GO. 5 23.756 Station 1.. 
}2 20{ 
23.818 60.5 23.754 Station 1 .. 
}2 35{ 
23.807 60.5 
2. 24.495 64.5 24. 443 ~L- 2-l. 488 64 24.438 2 .. 24.483 63 
3. 25. !)80 69 25.897 3 .. 25.972 66.5 25. 895 3 .. 25. 982 68 
4. 27.168 17.5 27.060 4 .. 27. 163 77 27.056 4 .. 27. 150 76. 5 
Station 1. 
12 61 
23.820 60.5 23.756 Station i .. 
}2 21{ 
23. 818 60.5 23.754 St:~tion 1.. 
}2 361 
23.807 60.5 
2. 24. 495 64 24. 445 2 .. 24. 488 64 24. 43tl 2 .. 24.483 63 
3. 23.978 69 25.895 3 . 25.972 66.5 25. 895 3 .. 25.980 69 
4 . 27.168 77.5 27.060 4 .. 27.162 77 27.055 4 .. 27. 150 76.5 
Station 1 
1 1 
23. 620 60.5 23.756 Station 1.. 
}2 22{ 
23.818 60.5 23.754 Station 1.. 23. 807 60.5 
2 " 7 24. 4!)3 64 24. 443 2 .. 24. 488 64 24.438 2 .. 
}2 37{ 
24. 4S3 63 
3 N 23,978 69 25.895 3 .. 25.972 66 25.896 3 .. 25.980 69 
4 27.168 77.5 27.060 4 .. 27.162 77 27.055 4 .. 27.150 76.5 
Stntion 1 ~ l 23. 8:20 60.5 23.756 Station 1 . . ~ .
1 














































~ ~ . I] . $ 
,D• ,.!:J • ~ ~ ~ ,...... 
o>:: o~ <l) reo ~· Q.) ~.s ~ ~~ ~~ ~-3 ~~ I 8 .g~ ~· 8 c;C: 
o;> E> 8 ~ ~s ~8 ell p:; o,....j ~ ..p;l 0 
H -~--~~~~--
Station 1.. p. m. l I 23. 807 60. 5 2:1. 71 
2 .. ~ 2 4_1 24. 478 u:1 ~4. 4J J . ;) 25. !)71 70 25. 88 
4 .. 27. 149 76 27. 04 
Station L. 
}2 46{ 
2J. £06 60.5 23.74 
2 .. 24.4:8 63 24.4:3 
3 .. 25.973 70 25.88 
4 .. 27.149 7(i. 5 27.04 
Station 1 .. 
}2 47{ 
23. 806 60.5 2J. 74 
2 .. 24. 478 63 24.43 
3 .. 25. 973 69 25.89 
4 .. 27.148 76.5 27.04 
Stat.ion 1 .. ~2 48{ 23. E04 60.5 23.74 2 .. 24.480 62.5 24.43 3 .. 25.973 69 25.89 
4 .. 27. 148 76.5 27.04 
Station 1.. 
}2 49{ 
23. 803 60.5 23. 7:J 
2 .. 24.478 62.5 24. 4~ 
3 .. 25.973 69 25.8£ 
4 .. 27. 147 76.5 27.04 
Station 1 .. 
}2 50{ 
23.803 60.5 23. 7~ 
2 .. 24. 473 62.5 24. 4~ 
3 .. 25.976 7! 25. 8c 
4 .. 27. 146 7G. 5 27.04 
Station 1 .. ~2 5l ~ 23. 803 60.5 23. -,~ 2 .. 24. 473 62.5 24. 4~ 3 .. 25. 971l 71 25. Bt 
4 .. 27.145 77 27. o: 
Station 1 .. 23. 803 60.5 Z-3. 7: 
2 .. 
12 521 
24.472 62.5 24. 4l 
3 .. 25.978 71 25. 8! 
4.. 27.140 77 27. o: 
60. 5 
2.. 2 53 24. 477 62.5 





Station L ~ { 23. 801 


























l:jtllllOII l . 1 l :.!..!. ti:.!U l liO . .J :.!.1. ~ .J(j ::>tntimt I . . }2 2 1 { ~-tHcl GO.::; ~l: J~~ I Station 1 .. j · ~ I :n R07 GO. 5 2:-l. 74:3 Station 1.. '} { ~: 2 D ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 2~. 44[) 2 .. 24. 490 fi-1 2 . ~ :!4. 4:32 6:3 <!4. 434 2 ·. 2 54 25. H):> 3 .. 25.972 (j(j 2.1. 8()6 :.L . 2 39 ~5. !)~8 70 25. f39J 3 .. 
4. 27. "' 171. ' "27. 060 4 . . 27.162 77 ::!7. 033 4.. 27. LJO 76. !'i 27.044 4 . . Station Li ~ { 23. t-':20 GO. 5 2:1. 7:>~ Station 1 .. } { :2:3.8l6 60. :; )H_7:i2 Station _1 } { 2:3.807 GO. 5 2:3.743 Station 1. ~- 2 10 ~~- 4~3 ~-I ~~: ~!;~ ~:: 2 25 24.490 fi4 24. HO ~-- 2 40 21.482 Gel 24. 434 2 . }2 55{ 3. ~ -J. 9t 8 w 25.97.3 66.5 2:>. 898 1 3 .. 2.3. 975 70 25.890 3 .. 4. 27. 1G8 77. 5 27. 060 4 .. 27. 162 77 27. 0:>5 4 .. 27. 150 7G. 5 27. 044 4.-Station 1 . 
}2 11 { 
~} ~~g I ~~- 5 23. 73<i 1 Station l..J ( { 23. !316 ~~- 5 I ~~: J~~ I Station 1.. 
}2 41 { 
23. 807 60.5 23.743 Statii)IJ 1 .. 
} 2 56 1 
2. 2~ 44~ ~-- 2 2G 24. 485 2 .• 24. 482 63 24.4:14 2 .. 3. ~~: n~ ' ~~- 5 2J. &!b .1.. ) 25.975 66.5 25.898 3 .. 2.5. 975 70 25. 890 3 .. 4 . 27. Q(iO I 4 .. 27. Hi2 77 27.055 4 . 27. 150 76.5 27. 044 4 .. Station!. 
}2 12{ 
2:.1. 819 1 r,o. !'i 23. 75~ . Station ~ .. ( 5 23.815 60.5 23.7.31 St-ation l _. 23. 807 60.5 23. 74:3 Station 1 . . 
}2 571 
2. 24. 495 1 6·1 2-t 44J I __ . " 27 2<1. 485 63.5 24. 43fi 2 .. } 2 4" { 24. 482 63 24. 434 2 . . 3 . 25, 97f3 G9 25. tl 5 I 3 . . ) ~ ~ 25.975 66.5 2.5. 898 :-! .. 
- 25. 972 71 25. 884 3 4 27. 16:> 7!1. 5 27. Oi2 4 .. 27.160 77 27.053 4 .. 27. 149 76 27. 043 4 . . Station I 
}2 u{ 23. 819 ' GO. 5 23. 7.35 Station 1 .. } 2 28 { 23.813 60.5 10-l. 749 Station 1 .. 12 43~ 23. 807 60.5 ~3. 74:3 ~tatiou 1. ~2 58 { 2 . 24. 495 : 6-1 ~4.4~;) l.! .. 24.485 ti:.l. 5 24. 436 2 .. 24. 480 63 24. 432 2. 3. 
25. "' I"' 25. 897 3 .. 25. !)78 67 25. coo 3 . . 25. 972 71 25.884 :3. 4 . 27. 165 79 27.053 I 4 .. 27.159 76. !'i 27.053 4 .. 27. 149 76 27. 045 4 .-Station 1. 
}2 141 
23 819 60.5 23. 753 1 Station 1 . . ~2 29 { 23. 8 13 60. 5 23. 749 Station l .. 23. 807 60.5 23.743 Station 1 .. ~2 5!)1 2 . 24. "'I"' 24. 447 j 2 .. .. . .,, 
1
, .•. , , ... " 2 ~C) ·14 { 24.480 63 2-t. 432 2 . . 3 . 25.978 68 25. 897 I 3 .. 25. 97!-3 67 I 25. !Joo 3 .. ~ 25. 971 70 25. 886 3 .. 4. 27.166 79 27.054 I 4.. 21. 151 76 I 21. on 4 .. ! 2_'.149 76 27. 04:> 4 .. 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of baromerer abov e sea-level.. 6,285.4 Jeet. 
Station No. 2.-Above .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer aboYe sea-level ... . ....... 5.153.3 feet. 
Station No.3.- Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea·leYel ............ .. 4;058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washingt-on. Elevation of barometer above sea-level ..... 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only. 
23. 8Ul ' GO 
2·1. 477 <i:l. 5 1 
2.). 972 71 ' 
27. 140 7li.5 
2:3. flO I (0 
24. 475 62.5 
25. !)68 71 
27.140 77 
:n. 80 1 I eo 
24. 4~7 62. 5 
~~: i~~ I ~~ 
23. EO L co 
24. 477 62.5 
25. 9C2 70 
27. 140 77 
23. 800 60 
24. 417 62. 5 
~HGO I" 27. 140 77 ~3. 80) GO 
24.477 62.5 
25.958 70 

























































p . m. 
Station 1 } 5 
5 2 0{ 
4 . 
Station g· } 2 1 ~ 
4 . 




Station l. } 5 ~ - 2 3i 
4 
Station~ - } 1 
- - 2 4 3 
4 
Station 1 l 5 
5 52 5{ 
4 




Station~ } 2 7 ~ 
4 




















































































Meteorological record fur Juue 17, ltl73. 
!Minute barometrical obsei'Yatious.) 
0 1-o 1-o 
II 
0 0 
C1l <:.1 £ ~ ~ .gd .gg .s 
C) .._j C'+-t ~ c.....- (,.) 
..- C> o·~ o~ 1': 
!:: 1-o ,.:g ·~ C1l s ~ 1 8~ s~ ~ 
8 ~ ~-=-
I !p.m. 
23. 65H Station 1 .. 
1
} 1 
24. 396 2 .. 2 15 
23. ~5-l 3 .. 
27. 102 4 .. 
23. 659
1 
Station ~ -- } 1 
24. 396 - -. 2 16 
25. 854 3 .. 
27.102 4 . . 
23 . . 659 Station 1 .. ~ 1 
24. 397 2 .. 2 17 
2i . 854 3 .. 
27. 10.! 4 .. 
23. 651i Station L . } 1 
24. 397 I 2 -- 2 18 
25. 1354 3 .. 
27.101 4 .. 
2-3. 656 Station l - . 1 1 24. 397 2 . . 2 19 25. 851 3 .. 27. 101 4 .. 
23. 656 Station L . ~ 1 
24. 400 2 .. 2 20 
25. 856 3 .. 
27.107 4 .. 
23. 644 Station L . } . 1 
24.400 2 .. 2 21 
25. 8:>6 3 . . 
27. 102 4 .. 
23. 652 Station 1 .. } 1 
21.307 2 .. 2 2-2 
2s . 861 I 3 .. 
27.102 4 .. 
2.J. 651 Station L . } 1 
21. :!99 2 .. 2 23 
2:i.ijti1 I 3 .. 





































~ I d ~ ;... \ § ~ I ~ ~ 
..c .• P. rn ~ . ~ .• .!:J. I ~ oo 
...., - ... - • .::> • _ I ""~ ... . _ . !"I • ~ .S I ~ Q,) c = o ~ o ro +J a5 Q;) 1 o = ... o Q il) ~~ ro:E ~-~ ~ ~s d~ ~:3 ~:3 
<Jg 1 \1>'" o ~ 0 ~ 1:: ~ 0 oS I of' 0 ~ Ee; c8 ~.... ~.... 8 .... s ~8 I ~.... a"" 





.s ~~ e '5§ 
e .sl': ~ ~ 1--· 
- - -·- p.m.. --- --- -- - 1 




































p. m. I 
2:1.731 81.5 
2-1. 401 2 .. c) 30 2-1. 4-12 60. s 24. 4oo 2 .. 25. 86-l . :3 .. 5- 25. !HO 65 25. 866 :L 
27. 098 4 .. 27. 176 64 27. 100 4 .. 
} 2 4- { 1 24. 443 GO ,) 25.939 64 
27. 173 64 
;n G-18 I. Sta.tion 1 . . } 
1 
2J. 7-19 80 2:1. 643 Station l . . 
2~. 401 ! 2.. 2 31 2~. 445 61 2~. 40~ 2 .. 
25. 864 1 3 . . 2<>. 940 65 2;J. 866 3 . . 
27. 098 : 4.. 27. 176 64 27. 100 4 .. 
23. fi4 7 · Station 1 . . } l 2:3. 748 eo 23."044 Station 1 . . 
24. 39!! 2 . . -~ 32 24. 440 61 24. :397 2 .. 
25. 864 3 . . ~ 25. 9-10 fi5 :15. 1:!66 3 . . 
} 2 46 l 
}2 471 
21. o9e 4 .. 21. 176 64 21. 100 4 .. 
23. 647 1 Station 1 .. ) 
1 
23. 750 80 23. 646 Station I .. 
1
} l 
24.397 2 .. { 2 33 24. 445 60.5 24. 40'3 2 .. <) 48 
~: g~~ t s ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~: in L I -
n 751 82 
24. 4-15 60 
25. [):J!l 64 
27.17:1 64 
2:3.753 8:2 
24. 44 .3 60 
25. 939 64 
27.173 6-1 
:H. 754 62.5 
24. 448 60 
23. 6-t? Station L. l 2-l 750 80 23. 646 Station 1 .. ~~- 3~9 2 . _ 12 34 2~. 4-10 6~- 5 ~~- 3~8 I 2 .. 
:.;:>. 862 3 .. ~ 25. !>40 6J 2:.>. l:lh6 3 .. 
27. 10:1 I 4 .. 27.176 6-1 27.100 4 .. 
25. 9:!5 64 
27.173 64 
23. 754 8 ~ . 5 
( 2 49 5 1 24. 448 GO ~ ( :15. 937 64 
27.173 64 
2:1. 754 82. 5 





25. 938 ti4 
27.170 64 
23.758 n 5 
24. 448 GO 
25. 938 1)4 
27. 170 G4 
:23. ~-17 Station ~ .. } 1 ~3. 750 80 " ~l ~~6 . Station 1 . . } l ~~- 39f) I ~ 2 35 :2~. 440 60.;) 2~. 3~8 I ~-- 2 50 -~· 865 3.. 2;:>. 9!o 65 2;:>. 8u6 1 3.. 2t.l0l ·4.. 27.1t6 64 27.100 4 .. 
2J. 647 Station 1 .. } l 2.1. 750 80 23. 646 Station 1 .. } 
1 24. 3!J7 2 .. " 36 24. 440 59. 5 24. 400 2.. 2 51 25. 864 3.. ~ 25. 940 64. 5 25. 868 3 .. 27. lOt I 4.. 27. 177 64 27. 101 4 . . 
23. 647 Station 1 . . } l 23. 749 80. 5 2:1. Ci43 Station 1 .. } { 
·N. 399 2 .. 2 37 24. 440 59 24. 401 2.. 2 52 ~- 864 3.. 25. 938 64.5 25. 866 3 .. 
27.101 I 4.. 27.177 64 27.101 4 .. 
23. 6-17 St..'Ltion I .. } 23. 74. 9 80. 5 23. 643 Station L. 
24.401 : 2 .. 2 30 ~ 24.440 59 24.401 2 .. 25. 8Ci4 II 3 .. { 25. 9:!8 64. 5 25. 866 II 3 .. 
27.101 4 .. 27.1i7 64 27.101 II 4 .. 
23.758 82.5 
} 2 53 5 1 24. 448 60. 5 { 25. 938 64 









































































Sttllii)U l I} {I 24: 438 
2 2 !) 23. !>3d 
3 27. 177 
4 2!1. 75) 
Station 1 · ~ ~ !H. '140 
2 2 10 25. 940 
3 . 27. 177 
4 23.749 
Station 1. } ~ 24. 438 
2. 2 11 23. 940 
3 . 27.177 
4 . 2:1.749 
Station 1. ~ { 24. 440 
2 2 12 25.938 
3 . 27. 177 
4 . 23 749 
Station 1 l { 21: 440 
2 2 13 25.934 
3 . 27. 176 
4 . 23. 748 
Station 1 . l { 24. 440 ~ 2 14 25.935 ~ : 27.175 
~~: ~ I ~t ~~g 
66 I 25 86::! 
64 1 27.101 iG. 5 23. 6~'2 




~ 2 ~·I~ 
~2 2~ { 
} 2 26~ 
~3 j.J:) i '". J 
:!4. 44(1 (i0 
23. (13~1 65. 5 
27. 177 64 
2:l. 749 78.5 
24.440 GO 
2.3. U39 65. 5 
27. 177 04 
;.! ;, r; .] i , Stat ion I . 1 { 
24. :l9!l 1 2.. 1 ~ 2 39 
25. 864 3 .. ' ) 










































sn n 40t 
Station 1. . 
2 .. 
:-J .. 
4 . . 
:!3. 647 Station 1..1} { 











Station 1. · ~ ~ 



























27. l CO 
23.648 
24. 4oo 1 
~~: ~~g I 
I 














Station~ -- ~ ~ ~ 
~-- 2 2!) \ 
:J .. I ( 4 .. 
23. 749 79 
24. 440 60 
2J. 940 65 
27.177 64 
23.749 79 
24. 440 GO 
25. !J3:J 65 
27. 176 64 
23. 749 79 
24.440 60 
2.). !l39 65 
27. 176 64 
23. 74!l 79 
24. 442 liO. 5 
25. 940 ll5 
21.176 I 64 
23. 646 Station 1 .. J } ~ 
24.399 2 .. ' 2 41 
25.866 3 .. 
27.10 1 I 4 .. 
2::1. 646 Station l . - '· ~ ·{ 
24. 3!)9 2.. > 2 42 
25. 863 3.. ) 
27 100 4 .. 
23: 646 I Station 1.- 1. } { 
H 399 2 .. , 2 43 
25 865 3 .. 
21:100 I . 4.. i 
23. 646 '• I Stnhon 1 .. ' ~ 24. '100 I 2 .. · ' 2 44 
25. RGG I :L . ~ 
i 27.100 1 4 .. 




































Station 1. · { ~ 




2.. 2 57 3 .. 
Station f:: I } { 
2 . 2 58 3 .. 
Station t: - ~ } 1 
2.. 2 59 3 . 
I "-- 1 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. _ 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ... _ ....... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-Waumheck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ............... 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level . ..... 2,898.3 feet. 
















l' :l ' 


































































~eteurologicall·ecol·djoJ' June 18, l tl7:). 
(Mi.uuto barometrical observations.) 
1 .:. .;s ~ .:. .:. ~ .:. h ~ dl .:. .:. ~ dl ,g ..::>. ~ g:) _g .. ..::> ~ ~ ~ ... p. $ $ ~ ... ..0 • 
.gg .g;:; t I ~ ~2 .gg .gg E .;~ 9~ .gg .gg ~ :;;~ -g2 .gg .gg ~ :;;~ -g$ 'o~ '8~ ~ ~ ~ s '8~ «o~ s ~ § {5 a 'ofi «o~ a .g § -g s '8~ '8~ s ~ ~ -g s 
8P- 0§p. ~ <":! ~8 81> ~I> 0 <$::::> ~0 8?- ~?- 0 "'"' '-'8 8:-- gl> 0 C\l<:> '-'8 ~ ~ ..:.l ...., d j...j ~ ....,."""' ~;..... d ,.., H ~H r-.. (1$ p..;j ~ ~~ M  ~~ ;j ~ ~ __£___!_1~ ~i ~ t; · ;q ~ 8 ~ H ___!_ ~ ~ 
• p. m. p. m. I p. ?n. , p. m. 
Station 1 { ~1. 800 6t:l 23.720 Station 1 .. } { 23.789 67 23.711 Station 1 . . } { '23. 782- 67 ' 23. 707 
1 
Station 1. . } { 23. 776 67 23. 701 
2 . ~ '' O ~U:>H 6:1.5 24.409 2 .. 9 1 ~ 24.460 62.5 24.413 2 .. 2 SO 24.<160 63.5 24.411 2 .. 2 4, 24.458 63 24.410 3 . 5- 2:i. !l~O ti6 2:>. tlh4 I 3.. - ;) ~5. 937 G!:i 23. 863 3.. . 25. 930 64.5 25.858 3.. ;) 25.930 63 25. 861 
4 . ~7. 165 64 ~- 089 I 4 .. 27. 163 65 27. 083 4. . 27. 160 65 27. 08:2 4.. 27. 1 (i l 65 27. OtlJ 
Station 1 . 1 { 2:1.800 Gtl 23. 7~0 Station 1 .. } { 23.789 67 23.711 Station 1. . 1 23. 7RO 67 23. 705 Station l. . } 1 23. 7i6 ti7 23.701 ~ - 2 1 ~~-4;)8 63.5 ~~-4~9 ~ .. 216 2~.460 6~.5 2~.4 1_3 2 .. , (2 31 2~.460 63.5 ~~-4ll 2 .. 2 46 ~~ -458 63 2~.410 3 . -1. 940 66 _,l. Sli·t 3.. !2;1. 937 6:1 ; 2o. 863 3 .. 5 2o. 930 64 -o. 859 3.. - 5. 030 63 2o. 861 4. 27. I G3 64 27. 089 '1.. 27. 163 65 27. 035 4. . 27. 160 65 27. 082 .J . . 27. Hi2 64. 5 27. 085 
Station l } { 2;). 800 68 2a. 720 li Station L . } { 23. 789 67 23. 711 Station 1. . { 2.1. 71:!0 67 23. 705 Station 1 .. } { 23. 776 ll7 23. 701 
2 <l <l 24.438 G3 2.J. t1l0 ji 2 .. 917 24.463 62.5 24.4 13 2 .. , { 2 3::> 24. 460 63.5 24.411 2 .. 9 47 24.4GO 63 24.412 ~ - - - ~~: i~~ g~- 5 ~~:~~~ I t ~ ~~: i~~ ~g ~: gg~ L 5 - ~~: nz ~~ 1 ~~: g~r L - ~~: i~g ~~- 5 ~~: 6~~ 
Station 1 } { 23. 800. 68 23. 7~0 Station 1 . . } { 23. 789167 23. 711 . Station 1.. ~ 23. 780 67 23. "1'05 Station 1 .. } { 23. 778 67 23. 703 
2 2 3 ~~.460 63 ~4.412 I 2 .. 218 2~.463 63 ?~-41? 2 .. } 2 33 ~'!·490 6:>.5 2~.4 !1 2 .. 2 48 24.458 ~3 2~.4 10 3 ~o. 9.JO 66 -5. 864 1 3. . 2o. 937 65 25. 863 3. . - J . 930 64 2o. 8;)9 3. . 25. 930 65 2;>. 861 
4 . n 1G5 64 21. 089 4.. 21. 162 €5 21. 084 4.. n 15!J G5 21. 081 4.. 21. 162 6-t. s 21. OH 
Station 1 . } 5 23.798 68 23.718 Station 1.. ~ { 23.788 67 23.710 Station 1.. ~ 5 2.3. 7t0 67 ~3. 705 Station 1.. ~ 5 
23.778 67 23.70 ~ 2 4 l ~: ~~~ ~~- 5 ~;: g~ L 52 19 ~~: ~~~ ~~: ~ ~~: ~M ~: · 52 34 l ~: ~~~ ~~- s ~t ~~ L 52 49 l ~~: ~~~ ~~- s ~~: ~~~ 4. 27. 164 64 27.088 4.. 27.162 63 27.084 4.. 27. 150 65 27.081 4.. 27.162 64. 5 27.085 
Station 1 } 5 ~3. 797 6y. 5 23. 71~ Station~ .. } 5 23. 7~8 67 _ 23. 710 Station 1 . . } { t3. 7~0 67 23. 705 Station 1.. } { 23. 780 6! _ 23. 70? ~ 2 s l 2t ri~~ ~~- 5 ~: ~~ 3:: 2 20 l ~;: ~~~ ~~: ~ ~~: ~~~ L 2 35 ~;: ~3g ~t s ~~: ~~g L 2 so ~;: ~~~ g~-;) ~: ~~~ 
4 . 21. 164 64 21. o88 4.. 21.162 65 21. oa.J 4.. 21. 159 64. s 21.082 4.. 21.16o 65 21.083 
Station 1 } { 2:J. 707 67.5 ~3. 718 Station 1.. } { 23.788 67 23.7 10 Station 1. . { 23.779 67 23.704 Station 1 .. } { 2:1.781 67 _ 23.706 
2 'l 6 24.463 G3 24.415 2 .. 2 91 24.460 63.5 24.4ll 2 .. { 0 36 24.458 64 24.408 2 .. 9 51 24.462 63.o 24.413 3 . H 25. 040 65 25. 8613 3.. ~ 25. 937 G4. 5 23. 865 3 .. 5- 25. 930 63 25. SG l 3 .. - 25. 930 65 25.861 . 
4. 27.164 64.5 27.087 4.. 27.162 65 27.084 4.. 27.159 64. 5 27.082 4 .. 27.160 65 27.083 
Station 1 . } ~ 23. 795 67. 5 23.716 Station 1.. } { 23.786 67 2il. 708 Station 1 .. ~ 23. 779 67 23.704 Station 1 .. } { 23. 780 67 23. 705 
2 'l 7 24. 463 63 24. 415 2.. 2 2-2 24. 460 63. 5 24. 411 2 .. } 2 37 24. 458 64. 5 24. 407 2 .. 2 ~2 24. 462 63. 5 24. 413 
3 - 25. 9;:18 65 25.864 3.. 25.9:17 64. 5 25. 865 3 .. . 25. !)30 62. 5 25. 862 3.. ;) 25. 930 65 25.861 
4 27. 164 64. 5 27. 087 4 . . 27. 162 65 27. 084 4.. 27. 159 64. 5 27. 082 4.. 27. 160 65 27. 083 
Station 1 } 112:1. i!l5 67 23. 717 Station 1 .. } 
1 
:!3. 'i86 67 23. 708 Station 1. . } { 23. 778 67 23. 703 Station 1 . . } { 23. 780 ti7 23. 70 ' 
2 . ,, t! 21. 4GO 63 24.412 2. ,, <~· 24. -!6:1 G.:!. 5 ::24. 4ll 2.. 24. 458 64.5 24.407 2.. . 24 462 C'O. 5 24.413 
:s - !.!~1. U:JI:l a:> ~5. t:lti4 a. . - 23 25 !l:>7 64. 5 25. 8u5 3 .. 2 38 25. 930 62. 5 25. 8G2 3.. 2 53 25. 928 62. s 25. 8fiO 




























Station 1 I ::!:1. 1\l;i 0/ 
,, }2 9 ~ I ~-t -tna (;:l.::i 3. (jj ' 2.'i. !"135 
4. 27. 1('0 H5 
Stntlon I 12 w{ 2:1. 19:! GG. 5 2 :!-1 . .J C'~ l~l.;) :l 25. 933 65 
4 ::n. 161 63 
Station 1 }2 11 { 2:!. 7!10 66.5 2 . :H. 463 63.5 3 . :1:i. 937 65 
4 . 27. IGI 65 
Station 1. 
}2 12{ 
2:3. 7!'0 co. r. 
2 24.46:.3 (iJ . 5 
:-l. ~5. 9:.37 65 
4. 27. 163 65 
Station 1 
}2 13 { 
23. 789 66.5 
2 24. 463 ()3 
3 . 25.937 65 
4. 27. 163 65 
Station 1. 
}2 14 { 
2:J. 789 67 
2 . 2-1.460 63 
3 25. 937 65 
4. 27.163 65 
:.!3. l1i I Stntion 1. 1} l 1 2:1 78u 1 ~: 1 23.7GB !J Rtat1on 1..1} { :ruz~ 67 23. ill :~ 1 Stntiou l. I} 
1 
23. 780 ::.1.~1 -1 :! I > "-l :;l. •lliO h·l !:-l .-110 i. :! .. 0 30 :2~.4,);) U5 ::!4. 40:l 1 ~ .. 1 " ~ 4 24. 4.Go n- t(' l 3 .. :., ~ -~ - 9'l5 O·l 5 ·j PG:.J 1/ 'J "' ' "3 1">3 62.5 25. eco 3.. - ;) 25. 928 -··· I - Ll . • . .... ' •. - - .... .... 
:.!7. CSJ 4 .. 21. l llO u.i :!7. OuJ 4 .. 27. 139 64 27. US:! 4. . 27. 160 
' ·'- "' Stotion I. ., } ll"· 7;!3 67 I 23. 708 r·'''"" 1. . } l "''· "' 67 23. 70:l Statiou I .. 
} 2 55 { 
2:l. 780 
~~: ~~~ ~ :: 2 25 ~~: ;~~ ~i. 5 ~;: ~~g ~:: 2 40 ~;: ~~~ 64.5 24.40-1 2 .. 24. 460 6:!. 5 25. 860 3 . . 25.928 
27.083 4 .. 27. JuO 6.) 27.082 4. . 27.100 ().J. 5 27. 084 4 .. 27. 159 
23. 71:J Station t .. 
1 
{ 23. 7B:l 67 23. 708 Station I .. } 
1 
23. 778 67 23.703 Station 1 .. 
} 2 56 { 
23. 780 g;: ~~j ~ :: 2 26 ~~: ~~~ ~:. 5 ~~: ~~~ ~:: 2 41 ~;: ~~~ 64 24. 405 2 .. 24.462 62.5 23. BGO 3 .. !.3. 928 
27. OS:J ~ .. ~7. 160 63 27. C82 . 4.. 27. LCO 64. 5 27.034 4 . . 27. 159 
2:3. 713 Station ~ .. } { ~J. 78:3 67 ~:3. 708 1 Station _1 .. } { 2:J. 7?~ ur 23 703 Statio~> 1. . , } { 23.780 ~;: ~g 3:: 2 27 ~5: 6~~ ~~· 5 2~: ~~~ ~:: 2 42 ~~: ~~~ i:J 24.407 L 2 57 24.460 G2. 5 23. 860 25.928 
27. 085 4.. 27. 160 65 27. 08:3 4.. 27. lliO 64.5 27. 084 4 .. 27. 159 
23.714 Station 1 .. 
}2 28 { 
2J. 78-2 67 2'1, 707 Station 1 .. 
}2 43 { 
23. 77G G7 23.70 1 Station 1 .. 
} 2 5s { 
23.779 
2-1. 415 2 .. ::!4. 41i0 63.5 24. 411 2 .. 24. •1:>5 6:l 21.407 2 .. 24. 460 
25. 863 3 .. 23.930 64 23. 839 3 .. 25.11:28 62.5 25.860 3 . . 25.928 
27. 085 4 .. :!7. JGO 65 27.082 4 .. 27. 160 6·1. 5 27. 084 4 .. 27. 581 
23.711 Station 1 . . 
}2 29{ 
2.!. 782 67 23. 707 Station 1 .. 
}2 44 { 
23. 77ti 67 23. 701 
1 
Station 1 .. 
} 2 59{ 
23.779 
24. 415 2 .. :24. 4GO 6J. 5 24 . 411 2 .. 24. 458 63 2-t. 410 2 .. 24.460 
25. H63 3 .. 25. C30 64 25.859 :l.. 23.930 62.5 25.862 3 .. 25. 928 
27.085 4 .. 27. 160 65 27.082 I 4 .. 27.16 1 65 27.083 I 4 .. 27. 158 
I 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount ·washington. E lcYation of barometer above sea-level.. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.- .A bove Jacob's Lallder. Elevation of barometer abo\e sea-level . . . . . . .. .. . 5,553.3 feet .• 
Station No.3.-Waum b eck llousc. E levation of b:tromoter above sea-level ............•.. 4,058. 7 feet. 
Station No. 4.- Base of Mom1t Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level .. ... 2,898.3 feet. 




































































.. s:. ~ cl 
I 
~ ~ cu 2 . .::> "' <ll :e ~ ~ ,Q• ~ ,Q· ,Q· o l:l o ::l ~ ..... ~ ~ o::l ~~ ~~ ~ :3 cua> ~~ Q) A8 ~ 13 cu c:l o c:l a O o o <'il s~ uP. a» 0 :§a ~::e <.>I> .. d 
..s 8 "" 0 p:; fi ~ ~ <1 0 
---
p.m. p .?n. 
Stntion b: 2:1. f!OO 70 2:3. 716 Station 1. . ~2 o{ 24. 448 65 2-1. 3!)6 2 .. }2 15~ 3. 2.3. !lOO 7:1.5 23. soa 3 . 
4 . ~7. 088 71.5 26. !)!)4 4 .. 
Station 1. 23. 800 70 23. i16 Statiou 1 . . ~2 16{ 2 }2 1{ 2 1.4:\0 65. 5 24. 3!!7 2 .. J . 25. HOO 7:1.5 25. 808 3 .. 
4 . 27.088 71.5 26. !J94 4 .. 
Station 1 
}2 2 { 
23.800 iO :!3. 716 Station 1 .. 
l2 17~ 2 . :!4. 450 66 24. 3!16 2 .. 3 . 23. 900 73. 5 25.808 3 .. 
4. 27.088 71.5 26. 9!)4 4 .. 
Station 1. 
}2 3{ 
23.800 70.5 23.71:1 Station 1 .. 
l2 18 { 
2 24.450 66 24.396 2 .. 
3 . 25. 900 73. 5 25. 808 3 .. 
4 . 27.083 71.5 26. !l!l4 4 .. 
Station 1 . 
12 41 
23. 800 70.5 23.715 Station 1. . 
}2 1!l{ 
2 . 24. 450 66 24. 3!)6 2 .. 
3 25. 900 73.5 25.808 3 .. 
4. nos !l 71.5 26. 9!J5 4 .. 
Station 1. 
12 s{ 
23. 80'0 70.5 23. 715 Station 1. . 
l2 20 ~ 2 2,1. 450 66 24. 3!)6 2 .. 3 . 9;;. !)00 73.5 25. 808 3.. 
4. 27. 089 71.5 26.995 4 .. 
Station 1 
}2 61 
23. 800 70.5 23.715 Station 1 .. 
12 21 { 2 
24.450 66 24.396 2- -
J . 25. 900 73 2.'5. 810 3 .. 
4. 27.090 71.5 26. 996 4 .. 
Station 1. 
}2 71 
23. 800 71 23. 714 Station 1. . ~2 22{ 2. 24. 450 66 24. 396 2 .. 3. 2:1. 900 73 25. ~ 10 3 .. 
4 . 27. 0!10 71.5 
... "' I ... Station~ - ~ o l 2:1.800 71 2:!. 71·1 Station 1. . 
12 231 
24. 450 66 21. 3!)6 2 .. a. .. a 25 llUO 73 ll5. 8 10 3 .. 
4 27. 000 71. 5 20. !lOG 4 .. 
Jlctcorologicali'CCOI'lljor .June 19, 18i3. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
s:. tit I ;:. '"' Q) .::> Q) Q) ~~ ~ 't:l~ "' ]. ,Q· 1D J5 'C~ o::l o§ Q)Q;) Q -+" ~~ ~ s -+"Q) ~-~ .gl3 §§ 13 o;> c:l 0 c:lo <:);:. s;.- 0 ~ !58 .... :1:! ~ c ~ ~ ~ -1 0 P=l 
-- - -- ---
23. 80:3 71 Station 1. . 
p .m. 
23.717 23. 810 
24.432 65 24. ·.100 2 . 
}2 30 ~ 24.455 25. !l05 71 25. 81!! :l .. ~5. !)12 
27. 0!!8 71.5 27.004 4 .. 27.112 
23. 803 7l 2;J. 717 Station 1 .. 23.810 
24.452 ()5 24.400 2 .. 
}2 31 ~ 24. 455 ~5. 905 71 25. 819 3 .. 25.912 
27. 0!)8 71.5 27.004 4 .. 27.112 
23.803 71 23.717 Station 1 .. 
}2 32~ 23. 810 24.452 64.5 2-t 401 2 .. 24. 455 25. [!05 '71 25. 819 3 .. 25.912 
27. 098 71.5 27.004 4 .. 27.112 
23.803 i1 23.717 Station 1.. 
}2 33{ 
23. 8 10 
24.452 65 24. 400 2 .. 24.455 
25. !J05 7l 25. 819 3 .. 25.912 
27. 100 71.5 noo6 4 .. 27.112 
23. 803 71 23.717 Station 1 .. 
}2 34 { 
23. 810 
24.452 65 24.400 2 .. 24.455 
23. !J05 71 25. 819 3 . . 25. 918 
27. 100 71.5 27. (,06 4 .. 27.112 
23. 803 71 ~3. 717 Station 1.. 23. 810 
24.452 65 24. 400 2 .. 
12 35 ~ 24.455 25.905 7l 25. 81!) 3 .. 25. !!18 
27. 100 71.5 27. 006 4 .. 27.112 
23. SOJ 71 23.717 Station 1 . . 
}2 36{ 
23.805 
24.432 65 24.400 . 2 .. 24.455 
25. 905 70.5 25.818 3 .. 25.918 
27.100 71.5 27.006 4 .. 27.115 
23.805 71 23.719 Station 1 .. 23.805 
24. 45'2 (i5 24.400 2 .. }2 37 { 24.455 25.905 70. 5 25. 818 3 .. 25.918 
27. 100 71.5 27.006 4 .. 27.115 
23. 810 71 23.724 Station 1. . 23. 800 
24.452 65 24.400 2 .. 
}2 38 1 
24. 455 
25. !!05 70. 5 25. 8 ltl 3 .. 25.91 8 
27. 100 71. 5 27.006 4 .. ~7.115 
;:. tit s:. s:. Q) 





65.5 24.402 2 .. 
12 45 ~ 70 23. 827 3 . . 
72.5 27.006 4 .. 
71.5 23.723 Station 1 .. ~2 46{ 65. 5 24. 402 2 . . 70 25.827 3 .. 
72.5 27.006 4 .. 
71.5 23.723 Station 1. 
12 47{ 
65.5 24.402 2 .. 
69 25. 829 3 .. 
72.5 27.006 4 .. 
71.5 23.723 Station 1.. 
}2 48 { 
65.5 24.402 2 .. 
69 25.829 3 .. 
72.5 27.006 4 .. 
71.5 23.723 Station 1.. 
}2 491 
65.5 24.402 2 .. 
68 25.837 3 .. 
72.5 27. 006 4 .. 
71.5 23.723 Station 1 .. 
}2 so{ 
65 24.403 2 .. 
68 25.837 3 .. 
72.5127.006 4 .. 71.5 23.713 Station 1.. 
}2 51~ 64.5 24.404 2 .. 68 25.837 3 .. 
72.5 27.009 4.. 
71.5 23.718 Station 1 .. 
64.5 ::24. 404 2 .. 
}2 52{ 68 25.837 
I L 72.5 27.009 71.5 23.713 Station k: 65 24.403 
}2 53~ 68 25. 837 3 .. 
72.5 :!7. OO!l 4 .. 
~ 
,.Q· ~ ~$ ~ Q)Q) 
13 AS 
""o 0 ~El ~ 
P=l <11 
--
23. 800 72 
24. 455 65 
25. 920 66.5 
27. 120 72 
23. 800 72 
24. 455 65.5 
25. !J20 68.5 
27. 120 72 
23. 800 72 
24. 453 65.5 
25.920 68.5 
27. 12) 72 






25. !!15 66 
27. 120 72 











27. 120 72 
23. 800 72 
24. 455 64.5 





~ Q) Q)..., 
.., <P 
8~ 

































































































}2 1l { 
}2 12{ 
12 131 
12 14 { 
23.803 71 
~-~- 452 66 
~5. 900 73 
~7. 092 71.5 
23.803 71 
24. 451 65.5 
~.900 73 




27. 095 71.5 
23.803 71 
24. 450 65.5 
25.905 71 
27.095 71.5 
23. f-'03 71 







23.717 Station~ - . ~ { ~3. 810 71 2:1.724 Station 1 .. ~ 2 39 ~ 23. SOil 71. s 23.713 Station 1 .. 24.398 24. 452 65 24. 400 2 .. 24. 455 65.5 24. 402 2 .. ~.810 3:: 2 24 25.908 70.5 25.821 3 .. 25.920 67 25.842 3 .. 
26.998 4 .. 27.105 71.5 ;!7.001 4 .. 27.1 15 72.5 27. 009 4 .. 
23.714 Station 1.. ~2 25{ 23.810 71 23.724 Station 1.. ~2 401 23 800 71.5 23.713 Station 1.. 24. 308 2 .. 2-t 432 65 24. 400 2 .. 24. 455 65.5 24. 402 2 .. 25.810 3 . . 25. DOS 70.5 25.821 3 .. 25.9:20 67 25.842 3 .. 
27.001 4 .. 27. 105 71.5 27. 001 4 .. '27. 115 72.5 27. OO!J 4 .. 
23. 717 Station 1. . 
}2 26{ 
Zl 810 71 23.724 Station 1 .. 
} 2 41 ~ 23. 800 71.5 23. 713 Station 1.. 24.398 2 .. 24. 452 65 24. 400 2 .. 24. 455 66 24. 401 2 .. 25. 810 3 .. 25. lJOil 70.5 25.821 3 .. 25.920 67 25.842 3 .. 
27.001 4 .. 27. 108 72 27.003 4 .. 27. 115 72.5 27.009 4 .. 
23.717 Station 1 .. ~2 27{ 23.810 71 23.724 Station 1 .. }2 421 23.800 72 23.712 Station 1 .. 24. 397 2 .. 24. 455 65.5 24. 402 2 .. 24.455 65.5 24.402 2 .. 25.819 3 .. 25. 908 70 25.823 3 .. 25.920 67 25. 842 3 .. 
27.001 4 .. 27.110 72 27. 005 4 .. 27.118 72 27. 012 4 . . 
23.717 Station L. 
12 281 
23.810 71 2:~. 724 Station L. 
12 431 
23. 800 72 23. 71:>. Station 1 .. 
24.399 2 .. 24. 455 65.5 24. 402 2 .. 24.455 65 24. 40:~ 2 .. 
25. 819 3 . . 25. !JO!J 70 25. 82::! 3. 25.920 67 25.842 3 .. 
27.004 4 .. 27.110 72 27.005 4 .. 27. 118 72 27.012 4 .. 
23.717 Station : .. 
1 
} { 23. PIO 71 23.724 Station 1.. 
}2 441 
23. 800 72 2:3.712 Station 1 .. 
24.400 2
·· 2 29 24. 45~ 65.5 24. 402 2 .. 24. 455 65 24. 403 2 .. 25. 819 3 .. 25. HO>l 70 25. 8'23 3 .. 25. 920 67 25.842 3 .. 
27. 004 4 .. 97. 112 72 27.007 4 . . 27.118 72 27.012 4.-
I 
Station No.l.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL_ 6,285.4 feet. 
Stat-ion No. L-Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ••.. .. •... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No.3.-\Vaumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ___ _____ .•••. _ 4,058.7 feet 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount ·washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ____ • 2,898.3 feet 
NOTE.--llarometer-readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only . 
~2 54 { 23. 800 72 24. 452 64 25. !l05 65 
27.1 18 72 
~2 551 2:~. 790 72 24.452 63.5 25. 905 65 
27.118 72 
}2 56{ 
23. 785 72 
24.452 63.5 
25. 8fJ!'i 65.5 
27. 115 72 
~ 2 571 23. 785 72 24. 450 ·63 25. 895 6!'\ 5 
27. 115 72 
~ 2 5R ~ 23.785 72 24.450 63 2:J.OS!JO 65 
27.112 72 
}2 59 { 
23.785 72 


















































Meleol'ologioal?'e001'dfo1' J11ue 20, 1873. 
{Minute barometrical observations,) 
;:. .:. C$ ~ ~ .:. ~ ;:. ;:. I ~ Cl> ,0 a:> ,0 ~ ~ tL1 ~~ ...: -=~ ...: P· P· ~ ...: P· P• 
I 
...: 
.gd B 'g!) "d<J oQ og '0"" 'C) a:> oQ 0~ .£ "' ...... ~-3 a:> a:> .,..,. ~:3 ~.9 ~.9 
"' 





J>. m. p.m. 
Station 1 .. 
p.?n. 
~2 o{ ::!;J. 578 63 2.1. 509 Station ~ _ _ ~ ~ 23. 580 62 2:1.513 } 2 30~ 23. ~75 21. ~·10 60 24.200 24.235 59 24.198 2 .. 24. 2-25 25. 730 67 23. 65;1 3: : 215 25.727 65 25.655 :1 .. 25.728 
:w.9:18 71 26. 8·16 
Station 1 1 } l 26.938 71.5 26.842 4 26.938 }2 1{ 2:1. 57d 63 23. 50!) 23.575 62 23.508 Station 1 . _ }2 31 ~ 2'J. ;:i75 24.2-10 60 24. 2' 0 
-I ,., 24.238 59 24.201 2 .. 24.210 23.730 66.5 25. 6:,s 
Station L } l 25.727 65 25.655 3 .. 25.728 26.938 71 26.846 26.938 71.5 26.842 4 .. 26.934 
}2 21 
23.578 63 23. 509 23. 575 62 23.508 Station 1 .. 
}2 32{ 
23. 575 
n2-15 60.5 2-t. 204 L 21• 24.240 59 24.203 2 .. 24.225 25. t:!O 66.5 25.655 25.728 65· 25. 656 3 .. 25.725 
26.938 71 26.84!i 4 .. 26.937 72 26. 842 4.. 26. 934 
St 
} 2 a{ 
23. 585 62.5 23.517 Station 1. _ 
} 2 18 ~ 23.575 62 23.508 Station 1 . _ }2 33{ 23.575 24. 240 60. 5 2-1.199 2 .. 24.~3 59 24.196 2 .. 24.223 25. 'iO:! 66 25.656 3 .. 25.725 65 25.053 :L. 25.728 
26.937 71 26.845 4-- 26.934 72 26. 839 4 .. 26.938 
Sta 
stn. 
~2 4{ 23. 5!:!5 
6;.!. 5 23.517 Station L _ 
l2 19~ ~.575 62 2:i. 508 Station L . 23.575 2-1. 240 60.5 24.190 2 .. 24.233 50 24.196 2 .. }2 34~ 24.220 25.703 66 25.656 3 .. 25.725 65.5 25.650 3 . . 25.728 
26.1137 71 26.845 4 .. 26.933 72 26.838 4 .. 26. 939 
}2 s{ 23.590 62.5 23.522 Station 1. _ }2 20{ 23.575 62 23.508 Station L . 23.575 2-1.2-10 60.5 24. 199 2 .. 24.230 59 24. 193 2 .. }2 35~ 24.225 25.728 65.5 25.633 3 .. 25.725 66 25.651 3 .. 25.728 
26.930 7L 26. 8.J6 4 .- 26.933 72 26. 838 4. - 26.939 
St 
St 
. }z si 23.590 62.5 23. ;'122 Station 1. _ 1 
23. 575 62 23.508 Statioa 1. _ 23.570 
2-J. 2·10 60 2.J. 200 2 .- ~ 2 21 24. 235 58.5 24. 199 2 .. 
} 2 36~ 24.230 25.728 65 25. 656 3 . - 25. 725 66 25.651 3 .. 25.728 
26.938 71 
., ... , I ... 20. 935 72 26. 840 4 .. 26.939 
: ~ 2 7~ 23.580 G2. 5 23.512 Station 1. } 1 23 575 62 23.508 Station L. 23.570 24.238 GO ~-~- 1~8 2.- 2 22 2~. 233 5€1. 5 24.199 2 .. }2 371 24.230 25.730 65 Ns. 6o8 3 _ _ 2o. 725 66 25.651 3 .. 25.728 2G.tNO 71 26. 848 4- - 26. 937 72 26.8-12 4.- 26.940 ~ ~ 23.580 62.5 23. 512 St1~tion 1.. ~ 1 2a. 575 62 23.508 Station L _ ~ 1 23. 570 ,, 2 1. 2 10 !iO ~~: ~g~ L 2 23 ~~: ~g 58.5 24. UJ6 2 - - C) 38 '24. 233 - I' 2:;. 72!l 05 66 25. {;51 3 .. ) - 2). 728 '.!!i.II IU i l !.!6. b· lt! 4 - 26. 938 72 26.843 4 -- 26. 940 
;:. ell a:> 
,0 ~~ ...: 'C) a:> 
o;><D 0) -+-' 




58.5 24. 191 
67 25.651 
72 26. 843 
62 23.508 
58.5 ~4. 196 
67 25. 651 
72 26.839 




62 23.508 . 









65 25. 656 
72 26. 843 
62.5 23.502 
58.5 24. 196 
65 25. €56 






5o. 5 24.199 
65 25. 656 
72 ::!6. 815 
.:. I ~ ~· 
I 
,0• P· ,; 0~ o::< 0 
0·~ ~.9 "t5 C-"' s a:>~ Q)c:l o> s> 0 c:l ... p:; fi «S !XI 
Station L. . 
p.m. 
l2 4~ ~ 23.555 2 .. 24.238 3 . . 25.725 
4 .. 26.939 
Station L. 
}2 46~ 23.540 2 .. 24. 2:!5 3 .. 25.725 




2 .. 24. 23!J 
3.- 25. 725 
4.- 26.940 
Station 1. _ 
}2 481 
23.580 
2 .. 24.235 
3 .. 25.730 
4 .- 26. 940 
Station L _ 
l2 49~ 23.580 2 .. 24.230 3 .. ~~~~~~ 4 .. 
Station 1. _ 
l2 50~ 23.580 2 .. 21.230 3 .. 25. 729 4 __ 26. 941 
Station L. 
}.2 51 ~ 2;!. 580 . 2 .. 24.235 3 . . 25.729 
4 . . 26. 941 
Station L . 23. 580 
2 .. 
l2 52 ~ 24. 2:l5 3 .. 25.729 
4 .. 26. 9·12 
Station L _l l 23. 580 
2 .. 2 53 24.233 
3 .. 25.729 
4 - . 26.942 
~ 





































































26. 84 ~ 










































Station t ~:l. f\80 fi2.:; 
,, {., ~ 2-1. ~45 59.5 gl 65 3 \"' 25. no 4 21i. 940 71 
Station L 23.580 62.5 
2 }2 10{ 24.245 59.5 3 25. i28 65 
4 26.940 71 
Station! · ~ { 23.580 6:1.5 ~ 211 24.240 59.5 25. 731 65 
4 26.939 71 
Station 1 23.580 62 
0 ~2 12{ 24.238 59.5 3 25.731 65 
4 . 26.935 71 
Station~ -
1 
{ 23.580 62 24.235 59.5 3: 2 13 25.730 65 
Station : ~ ~ ~ 26.937 71 23.580 62 
; 2 14 24.238 59 25.729 65.5 
4. , ::!6. 9::!7 71 
2:1.512 I Station~ ··' ~ { 23. 5i5 62 23.508 Station 1 .. ~2 30{ 23. 570 62.5 2:1.502 Station 1.. 24. 201i 24.235 58.5 24.201 2 .. 24.233 58.5 24. 1!)9 2 .. 25.658 -·· 2 :24 25.726 66.5 25.653 3 .. 25.728 fi5 25. 656 3 . . 3.- ~ 
26.8-18 4 -. 26. !)37 72 26.842 4 .. 26. !)40 72 26. 845 4 .. 
23. 512 Station L. ~2 25{ \?3. 575 62 23. 508 Station L. }2 401 23.570 62.5 23.502 Station 1. _ 24. 201i 2 .. 24.230 58. ~ 24.196 2 .. 24. 225 58 24.190 2 .. 25. 656 3 .. 25. 728 66.5 25. 650 3 .. 25. 728 64.5 25.657 3 .. 
26.848 4 •. 26.937 72 26.842 4 __ 26. 94 1 71.5 26.847 4 .. 
23. 51'2 Station L. 
}2 26{ 
23.575 62 23. 508 Station L. ~2 41 { 23. 5i0 62.5 2:~ :102 Station 1. _ 24.201 2 .. 2-1.225 58.5 24. 191 2 .. 24.230 58 24.19;) 2 .. :!5. 659 3 .. 25. 7\.!5 67 25.648 3 .. 25.728 64. 5 25.657 3 .. 
26.847 4.- 26.937 72 26.842 4 __ 26. 941 71.5 26.847 4. -
23.5U St:ttiou L _ ~2 27{ 23.575 62 23. 508 Station L. }2 42{ 23. 560 62 23. 493 Station 1 .. 24. ]!)!) 2 .. 24.230 58.5 24.196 2 .. 24.235 58 24.200 2 .. 23. 659 3 .. 25.725 67 25.684 3 .. 25.730 64 25.660 3 .. 
26.843 4.- 26. 93R 72 26.843 4 .. 26.940 71.5 26.846 4 .. 
23. 51:{ Station 1 .. ~2 281 2.1. 575 62 23.508 Station 1 .. 12 43{ 23.560 62 23. 4!)3 Station 1. _ 2·1.196 2 .. 24.230 58.5 24. 196 2 .. 24.235 58 24. 200 2 .. 25.658 3 .- 25.727 ti7 25.650 3 .. 25.730 64 25.660 3 __ 
26. 84:i 4.- 26. 938 72 26. 843 4 .. 26. 940 71.5 26.846 4 .. 
23.513 Station 1. _ ~2 29 { 23. 575 62 23.508 Station 1 .. ~2 44{ 23.560 62 23.493 Station 1 .. 24.201 2 .. 24.230 58.5 24.196 2 .. 24.235 58 24. 200 2 .. 25. 654 3 .. 25.728 67 25. 651 3 .. 25.730 64.5 25.659 3 .. I :26.843 4 . . 26.938 72 26.843 4.- 26.940 72 );:6. 845 4. -
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer aboye sea-leveL_ 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.Above .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level._ .. -- ___ _ 5,553.3 feAt .. 
Station No.3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ___ .t. _ _ _____ 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Meurt. Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. ___ 2,e98.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-readings correct-ed for temperature and instrumental error only. 
I 23. 570 
62 I ~ 2 54 { I ~~- ~~o 57.5 2a. t-D 65 
26.942 71 
23.570 62 
} 2 ~- \ 24.235 57.5 ;);){ 25.729 65 
26. 943 71 
}2 56{ 
23. 57\J 62 
24. 23~ 57.5 
25. no 65 










26. 946 7L 
}2 59~ 23. 570 62 ~4. 240 57.5 25.731 64.5 














































Meteorological1·ecord for Jt~ne 21, 18i3. 
(Minute barometrical observations.) 
~ S; ~ J! ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~. 
.::>· .Q· ..: -:St .c..: $- $- ...; ~fj) .Q;..j 15· 2· ;..: ..:=1i5 .c..: $ - $- ..: .;:!;) 
::> g 0 ::I Cl) .,;+' o:;_£ 0 § c g Cl) "C~ 'd$ 0 g 0 § <I) "C~ "C$ 0 § 0 § <I) "C't3 
to...·- c.-. _g ~ Q) ~ .8 (l) ~ ~ ~ :0 ~ Q) 8 .25 <D ~ •.-4 ::.... ·~ Q) Q) s .E Q.) ~ •.-4 "-H -~ ~ Q.) s o~ o~ a .g::: ~a ell ell e .go ~ s o~ 0 11! s .go ~a o~ o~ s ~ o ~~ el> e .sa t:;8 ~I> §"' ~ .;gs ~~ g"" s"' ~ .ss f::~ ~"' s"' ~ .;gs ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 p:; H ~ ~ 8 p::; H ~ ~ 
-------- ------ ----- ------ --
p.m. 
Sltltillll 1. ~ { 2. !l 0 
:J. 
4 
Stnliou ~- } { 
- · 9 1 ;l. 
4. 
tntiOll 1 } { 
2 . 9 2 3. 
4 . 
Slntiou ~ · } ~ 
-· 9 3 3 . 
4 . 
Stntiou ~ · t 5 
3: ~9 4{ 
4 . 
St:.tion 1 } { 
2 9 5 3 
4 
Stntiou 1 . } { 
2 9 6 3 
<l. 
tntiou~ ~D 7 ~ 
<1 
Station 1 { 5 













































































































p. ?ll. I 23. 73G 
Station 1 . · } { 24. 455 
2.. 9 15 23. 937 
3.. 27.190 
4 .. 2:1. 736 
Station 1. · } { 24. -155 
2.. 9 1G 25.936 
3.. 27. 100 
4.. 23. 734 
Station 1. · } { 24. 455 
2.. 9 17 25. 9:16 
3.. 27. 190 
4.. 23.734 
Station 1. · } ~ 24. 455 
2.. 9 18 25. 936 
3 .. n I9o 
4.. 23.734 
Station 1. · ) ~ 24. 455 
2 .. ( 9 19 25. 936 
3 .. 5 27. 190 
4 .. 23. 734 
Station 1. · ~ { 24. 455 
2.. 9 20 25. 9:14 
3.. 27. 190 
4.. 23. 7:-!8 
Station 1. · } { I 24. 455 
2.. 9 21 25.934 
3. . 27. 190 
4.. 23.738 
Station 1 . · 1 { 24. 455 
2.. 9 22 25.934 
3 .. 27. 190 
4.. 2:J. 737 
Staliou 1. · 1 1114. 455 










































































Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 30 3 .. 
4 .. 
St.:ttion 1 .. } { 
2.. 9 31 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ) ~ 
2 .. '>9 32 
3 .. ~ 
4 .. 
~tation 1. · } { 
2.. 9 3::1 3 .. 
4 .. St~tion 1. · } { 
2.. !l 34 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } _ { 
2.. 9 3;., 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Statiou 1. · ) { 
2 .. \, 9 36 
3 .. 5 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 37 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 




25. 935 56. 5 
27. 191 60. 5 
23.738 67 
24.455 68 
25. 9:l5 56 
27. 1!J1 60. 5 
23.738 67 
24. 455 68 
25.934 56 
27. 191 GO. 5 
23.7:18 67 
24. 455 68 
25. 934 56 
27. 191 60. 5 
23.738 67 
24.457 68 




25. 934 55.5 




27. 192 60. 5 
23. 735 67 
24. 457 68 
25.933 55 
27.192 60. 5 
23. 735 67 
24. 458 68 
25.9::13 55 






































Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 45 
:J .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 46 
3.. . 
4.. . 
Station 1 .. } { 
2.. 9 47 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 48 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. . } { 
2.. 9 49 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 50 
:3.. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 51 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } ~ 
2.. 9 52 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 · · } ~ 



















































































































































Sl•lim>l 1 ( II "· 732 ll1 . 5 ::! . \ \ ::!-1 . 455 IH. 5 
3 s !) ,) ( ~5. 9:~ 58 
4 '27. lBB (iO. 5 
Stntiou ~ ~ ~ ~i: ~~~ ti7. 5 IH.5 
3 ~ !l 1 0 { '25. !138 58 
4 27.lt-8 60.5 
Station .r, ~ S 23. i:!:i 67.5 
24.-135 65 3' 59 11 { 25.937 58 
4. 27. 1~8 tO. 5 
Station l }o 12{ 23.732 67.5 2 24. 455 65.5 a 25.936 58 
4 . 27. 180 60.5 
Station 1 }o 13 { 23. 732 67. 5 -~ 24 .• ,. I'" 3 . 5.9:.17 57. 5 
4. 27. 190 60. 5 
Station I . 
} D 14l 
23.738 67.5 
2 24.457 1 66 3 25.937 57.5 
4 27.190 60. 5 
23. 653 t;tation 1. . } S 23.734 61.5 23.655 }o 39 1 23. 735 67 2:l. 657 Station 1 .. ::!-1. lO-t ~ -- 9 ::!<! ~~- 45~ 66. 5 24. 400 2 .. 24.458 68 ~4. 400 2 .. 25.880 3.. ( -a. 93a 57 25. 880 3 .. 25.93:1 55 25. 882 3 .. 
27. l!ll 4 .. 1 27.190 6l 27.122 4 .. 27. 192 60.5 27.125 4 .. 
2:1.656 Station 1 . . } { 23. 734 67.5 23.655 Station 1 .. ~ D 40 { 23. 7:34 66.5 23.657 Stn.tion 1 .. 2·1. 404 L 9 25 ~~: ~~ 66.5 24. 400 2 .. 24. 458 68 24. 400 2 .. 25. 880 
4 .. , 27.190 
57 25.878 3 .. 23. 93:3 55 25.882 3 .. 
27.l :H 6l 27. 122 4.- 27. 191 60. 5 27. 124 4 .. 
2:3 636 Station l . . } ~ 23. 734 67.5 23.655 Station 1 . 
} 9 41 { 
23.732 66 23.657 Station l .. 
24.403 L 9 26 ~~: ~~~ G7 24.399 2 .. 24. 458 G8 24.400 2 .. 25.879 56.5 25.880 3 .. 25.931 55 25.880 ' iL. 
27.121 4 . ·J 27.190 61 27.122 4-- 27. 191 GO. 5 27.124 4 .. 
23.653 Station L . } l 2::1.732 67 23. 654 Station L. ~9 42~ 23. 73'1 66.5 ~23. 657 Station 1 . 24.402 2 - . 9 <>7 24. 455 61. 5 24.398 2 .. 24. 460 68 24.402 2 .. 25.878 3.. - 25.934 56. 5 25. 880 3 .. 25. 031 55 25.880 3 .. 
27.12:.! 4 .. 1 27.101 61 27. 123 4 .. 27.191 69.5 27.124 4 .. 
23.633 Station 1. . } { 23. 722 67 23. 654 Station 1 .. 
} D 43 ~ 23.730 66 23.655 Station L . 24. 40-l 2.. 9 <>s 24. 455 68 24. 396 2 .. 24. 459 68 24.401 2 .. 25. fl8 t 3 .. , ~ 25.934 56.5 25.880 3 .. 25. 931 55 25.880 3 .. 
27. 123 4.. 27. 191 61 27. 123 4 .. 27. 191 GO. 5 27.124 4 .. 
23.650 Station 1 .. } ~ 23. 736 67 23.658 Station 1 .. 
}9 4-t{ 
23.730 66 23.655 Station L. 
24.403 , .. 
1 
• ,. "· ., 68 24.396 2 .. 24. 459 68 24. 401 2 .. 
25. 881 3.. 25. 934 56.5 25.880 3 .. 25. 930 55 25.879 3 .. 
27.123 4.. 27.191 60.5 27.124 4 .. 27.191 60.5 27. 124 4 .. 
Station No. 1.-Summit of MOtmt Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.- Above .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL--._ .. - -• 5,553.:3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ............. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL._. 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-reaclings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only. 
~ 9 54 { 23. 728 65.5 24. 45d 67 2.). 93 1 54.5 
27.190 59.5 
}9 55 { 
23. 730 65.5 
24.458 67 
25.930 54.5 
27. 100 59.5 
}9 56{ 
23.726 65 
24. 458 67 
. 25.931 54.5 
27. 188 59.5 
}9 57{ 
23.728 65 
24. 458 67 
25.931 54.5 
27.188 :iD. 5 
} D 58~ 23. 730 65 24. 458 I 67 25. 930 54. 5 
27. 188 50.5 
~ D 59 { 23.732 65 24. 458 67 25.930 54.5 
27.188 59.5 
2.1. 65 





























































~ ~ ~ 
,:J• .:>• ..: :S~ o~'~ oQ .., ....., ..... 
~:3 ~:3 t:) ~a ..,~ Ql~ 8 <>o 
.,,.. a" e .ss 
£ ~ ~ ~ 
-~·~-~ 
St•ltion 1. { 21. OOS 63. 5 2} 21.6613 1 60 a. !l 0 2\i. 169 59 
4 27. 4:2;) 60. 5 
Statim\ t.l } {I <~.~·1. 008 64 
::l !l 1 ::l.J. 6\iS GO. 5 
:1 :26.Hi9 , 58.5 
I 27. 4:2il 60. 5 
Stntitm I } {I ::ll. 009 6.J 
2 !l n :2l.li6S 61 
:1 ~ 26. l{i!) 58. 5 
-1 I 21. 42;:! I no. 5 
Station I. } 
1 
!21. OOtl H 5 
~ : 9 3 ~~: ~~~ g~: ~ 
4 . I 21. ·128 60.5 
Stntion 1. } { 2~. 0.10 61.5 ~ . !) IJ ~j: ng ~~ 
I :27. 42il liO. 5 
Stntiou 1. } { 1 2-1.010 65 
!! t - :24. 670 62 
:1 !.1 '1 21i. Hill 56 
4 27. 4:!0 60. 5 
Station 1 
1
, 2.J.010 63 
2 ~ 21.671 6:1 
:l !l 6 :26. 16o 56 
I 27 . .J:JO GO. 5 ~tat ion 1 l s l 2~ . 011 63 
~ 5 !l 7 ~ ~~: ~~~ I ~~- 5 
" 27. •l:ll 60. 5 
Stntiuu .' I ~ ~ ~ :noa:1 li5.5 
'.! 'I l:l 21.ll~:1 li:1. 5 
.I ' 2ll. lill 55 
I 1 ''1 1:11 t'.ll. ~. 
llfeieorological?·ccord for June 22, 1673 
(liinute barometrical obser>'ations.J 
d II .:. .:. .:. d I .:. .:. p.:. $. $. r-: -E~ pr-: $. $. 
































H o __ ~ __ ~ -~-- _::!___ ___.:::____._ 1 ~ H - --- , __ , ____ , __ __ _ 
I p.m. p.m. 
23. !l3il Station 1.. ( { 2·t 022 68 23. 942 Station 1.. ( { 
~~: ~g~ I 5:: ~ 9 15 ~~: ~~g g~: ~ ~~: ~i~ ~:: 5 9 30 27.358 4.. 27.430 60.5 27.363 4 .. 
23. 937 Stntion 1.. } 
1 
24.024 68 23.944 Station J •. 
1
l { 
~4. 626 2.. !l 16 24. 6130 ~3. 5 2.J. E31 2.. g 31 ~6.110 3.. 26.164 :>4.5 26.114 3 .. 
27. 3Gl I 4. 27. 430 60. 5 27. 363 4 .. 
23. 938 Stntion 1.. } { 24.0:24 68 23. 9-14
1 
Station 1.. { ~-!.6:15 2 .. 017 2.J.680 ~~ 24.630 1 2 -' } 9 32 
-6. uo I 3.. 26. 164 ;}.) 26. u3 3 .. 1 
27. 361 4.. 27. 430 GO. 5 27. :!63 I 4 .. 
2:J. 938 I Stntion 1.. } { 24. 024 68 23. 944 Station 1 .. } 
1 2·1. 624 I 2.. 9 18 21. G80 64 24. 630 II 2 .. 1 9 33 2G. 110 3 .. 26. 163 55 26. 112 3 .. 27. :!61 4 .. 27. 430 60. 5 27. 363 4 .. 
2J. !lJtl I Stntion 1.. } ( 24. 024 6. a 23. 944 ,. Station 1.. { 
21.623 II 2 .. g Hll 24.Gil2 64 24.632 · 2 .. }g J.J 
:26. 113 3 .. · l 26. 165 53 26. 11-1 I 3 .. 
27. 3G1 4. . 27.430 GO. 5 27.363 I 4 .. , 
2:J. 937 Station 1 .. } { 24. 0:2.J 68 23. 944 Station l.. ~ 
24. G25 2 . 9 <10 2-1. 68-2 64 24. 6:12 2. . ~ 9 3" 
26.115 I 3 .. ~ 26.165 53 26.114 3 .. ) :> 
27. 3G3 I 4 27. 430 60. 5 27. 36J 4 .. 
23. 9:37 Station 1 .. } { 24. 024 68 23. 944 Station 1.. } { 
21. C.:2G 2.. 9 <~ 1 24. 682 64 24. 632 2.. 9 36 26. ll;> 3.. ~ 26. 16:-1 55 26. 112 3 . -
27. :l(.iJ 4 .. 27. 430 60. 5 27. 363 4 .. 
2:l !l:l8 Station I .. 1 { 24. 024 68 23. 944 Station 1.. 21. ti25 2 .. I. 9 20 24. 682 64 24. 632 2 1 s 
26.11!! 3 .. s .. 26.163 55 26.112 3:: 9 37{ 
27
· :lGI II 4.. 27. 430 60.5 27. 363 4 . 
2:l. 9:l!l . Stntion 4 . . 1 ~ 24. 024 68 23. 944 Station 1 .. 24. G:21l 2 . . 9 n 3 24. 682 64 24. 632 2 .. l 1 2ti. 11n :1 ~ 26. 1G2 5·1. s 26. 112 a .. 9 38 '~7 . :1n1 · I . 27. 4:10 lJO. 5 '27. 3ll3 4 . . 
24.924 G8 





26. 165 54 
27. 430 60 
24.024 68 
24. 683 65 
26.165 54 
27. 430 60 
24.024 68 
24.683 65 
26. 164 54 
27. 430 60 
24. 024 68 
24.683 65 
:.!6. Hi5 54 
27.431 GO 
:!4. 024 ll8 
2·1. 685 G5 
26.165 54 
27. 43 1 60 
24.024 68 
24. G85 65. 5 
26. 1G5 54. 5 
27. 4:30 60 
24. 024 G8 
24.687 65. 5 
26. 1G4 54. 5 
27.430 60 
24.024 68 
24. 6i'!7 65. 5 







































Station 1. · ~ { 
2.. !l 45 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2 .. . !l 46 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- ~ { 
2.. 9 47 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ~ { 
.2.. 9 48 3. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ) { 
2:. 1.. 9 4!l 
3 .. 1 ~ 4 .. 













} 9 51 { 
} 9 52 { 



















26. 1G2 54. 5 
27.431 60 
24.030 68 
24. 691 67 
26. 16:! 54.5 
27. 431 60 
24. 030 68 
21. 6!)1 67 
26.163 54 
27. 430 59. 5 
24.028 67 
24. G91 67 
26.162 54 








27. 430 59. 5 
24. 028 66. 5 
24.692 67 
26. 164 54. 5 
27. 430 59.5 
24.028 66.5 
24.692 67 
26. 164 54.5 









































































~l !\tiou ~ : I } { 24. o-.;o G7 2·t ()75 6:2. 5 :l !) !) 26.168 54. 5 
. '-1 27. 4:H 60. 5 
Statwn .~ ~ { 24 . 0~0 68 24. 67;) 62.5 i !l 10 26.165 54 
4. 27.430 GO. 5 
~tntion L 
}9 n{ 24.020 68 2 . 24.675 63 3 . 26.165 53.5 
4 . 27.430 60.5 
Sta,tion 1. ~9 12{ 24.022 68 2 . 24.675 63 3 . 26. 166 53.5 
4 27.430 60.5 
Station 1 
}9 13~ 24.022 68 2 24. 675 63 3 26. 164 54 
4 27.430 60.5 
Station l ~ 9 141 24.023 68 2. 24.678 63 3 26. 166 54 
4 . 27. 430 60.5 
23. !142 Stnlion 1 .. 
}9 24 { 
24.024 G8 2-1. 944 Station 1.. 1 24.024 68 23. 9~4 Station i.. { 24.628 2 . . 24.682 64 24.632 2 . . } 9 39 { 24. 688 66 24. 634 2
· ~ !J 54 26.11 8 3.- 26.162 54.5 26.112 3 .. 26. 163 54.5 26. 113 3 .. 27. 364 ·L. 27. 431 tO. 5 27.364 4 .. 27.430 60 27.364 4 .. 23.940 Station L ·. 
}9 25{ 
24.024 68 23.944 Station 1 .. 
}9 40{ 
24.024 68 23.944 Stat.ion 1 .. 24.628 2 .. 24.682 64.5 24. ua1 2 . . 24.688 66 24. 634 2 .. 26.117 3 .. 26.162 54.5 26.112 3 . . 26.163 54.5 26.113 3.-~7- 363 4 .. 27.431 60.5 27.364 4. 27. 430 60 27.364 4.-23.940 Station I . _ 
}!J 26{ 24.024 68 23. 944 Station L. } 9 41 { 24.024 68 23.944 Station 1 .. 24.627 2 .. 24.682 64.5 24.631 2 .. 24.688 66 24.634 2 .. 26.) 18 3 .. 26.16:.! 54.5 26. 112 3 .. 26.163 54.5 26.113 3 __ 27.363 . 4 . . 27. 431 60.5 27. 31!4 4 . . 27.430 60 27.364 4 .. 23. 942 Station 1 . . 
}9 27l 
24.024 68 23. 944 Stat ion L. 
}9 42{ 
24.029 68 23.949 Station L. 24. 627 2. 24. 6R2 64.5 24 . 631 2 .. 24. 6!10 66.5 24. fi35 2 .. 26.119 3 .. 26.162 54.5 26.112 3 .. 26. 160 54.5 26.110 3 .. 27.3133 4.- . 27. 431 60.5 27. 364 4 .. 27.430 60 27. 364 4 .. 23.942 Station 1. _ ~9 28{ 24.024 68 23. 944 Station 1 . . }9 43{ 24.030 68 23.950 Station L. 24.627 2 .. 24.683 64.5 24.632 2 . . 24. 690 66.5 24.635 2 .. 26.116 3 .. 26. 165 54.5 26. 115 3 .. 26. 161 54.5 26. 111 . 3 .. 27.363 4 .. 27. 430 60.5 27. 31i3 4 .. 27. 430 60 27.364 4 .. 23. 94::l I Stot;on L ~9 29{ 24.024 68 23. 944 , Station~-- } ~ 24.030 68 23. 950 Station 1. 24.630 24.68.1 64. 5 24. 632 24. 690 66.5 24. 635 2 .. 26. 118 3 .. 26. 161 54 26.113 I 3:: I 9 44 26. 161 54.5 26. 111 3 . . 27.363 4 • . 27. 430 60 27.:364 I 4 - 27. 430 60 27.364 4 .. 
Station No. I.-Summit, of Mount Washington. Elevat-ion of barometer above sea-leveL. 6,285.4 feet. 
Sta tion No. 2.- .A l>ove Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level .. _ . ... _ •. 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL •.. . .... __ ... 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ..... 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error only. 
} 9 55 { 
}9 56{ 
} 9 57 { 
}9 58{ 
~9 59{ 
24. 028 66 












24. 695 67.5 









































































































.::;) . ... o~'~ 
"' c.....2 
"' 
0-' a s~ e 
E=i d ~ 
1~. 
I 21.121 69 1 21.042 {I 21. 78:"? (ij 24.7213 o 26. 23s 67. s I 26. n1 :"?7. 4d0 6:1. 5 27. 405 
21. 124 6!1 24. 042 
} { 21. 782 (i5 1 2-!. 728 !) l 26.238 67 26. liS 
1
27. 4t>O 1 6a. 5 21. -!05 
2.J. 12.J G9 21. O.J2 
0 2-1. 782 65 24. 728 
} 9 - { 26. 238 67 26. li8 
27. -180 63. 5 27 .. JOj 
2-1.121 6!! 24.0-12 
} ·{ 24. 782 , 65 24. 728 9 :l 2(). 2:>9. 66. 5 26. 180 
27. 4"~0 63. 5 27. 403 
21. 121 ll!) 2-1. 0 12 
) { •) I -_,) 6~ ()I -) 1.!) ·I --.. '".:. ,l _.,_ •:. 
~ ' 26. 2:i8 G6 26. 18 
27 . ..t:-0 6:1. 5 27. 40;5 
} 5 24. 12.-1 69 21. 0-12 !l ;;{ ~t,:~~; ~~-3 
27. 4"0 6:1. 5 
} . { ~~: ~~J ~~ !l 6 •lt· q~cl G-1 " .. ), -~>. l"t, .. > 
27. <lt:-0 (J:I. 5 
21.121 (i!l ~ - { ~I. 7tl2 G:i !l ' :.!6. 2Gu HI 27. 4tl0 63.5 
21.121 (J!I 
- ~ 21. 7r 1 u:; 
II 8 \"t' "1'.0 t""l" ...,J,..,.) ,_,,) 
:!7 I I U.l. 5 
MelcorologicalrecordfoJ' June 23, 1873. ~ 
:.>.:> (Minu.to barometrical obsorvations.) ~ 
-- ---~ ~ . ~-- 2. 1 ~ ~ . ~.; 2. ~ ~ . %.; 
.;g .gg ~ ;E -oJl .gg .gg .£ ~~ ~.£ .gg .gg .£ ;;~ ~ ~ ~ :.3 ~ ~ 8 ~ Q) ~ :.3 1j ~ a.1 ~ a 13 8 ~ ·;3 <o:;;: Q) ~ a 8~ 4)s~ ~ ]s ~~ 1 8~ Q)s~ g ~s e8 8~ ~~ ~ ~s 
.s .,... ~ ., ~ ,S ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ ~ 
P. H ~ <l o P. H ~ ~ 0 p.., H ~ ~ 
----1----------- --- -----
p. m. I P· m. P· m. 
Station 1 .. ( 5 24. 125 69 24. 043 Station 1 .. ( S 24. 130 69 24. 041 Station 1 .. ( 5 
24. 138 71 
~:: 59 15 l ~~: ~~~ ~~- 5 ~j: i~~ L ~ 9 30 l ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~: i~~ L 5!) 45 l ~~: ~~; ~g- 5 4.. 27.485 6:.1. 5 27.410 4.. 27.492 64 ~7. 416 4.. 27. 493 63.5 
Station 1.. } { 24. 12.3 69 24. 043 Station 1 .. ) 
1 
24. 130 69. 5 24. 04? Station 1.. l { 24. 138 71 
1 2. 9 16 24. 7~8 66 24. 7~2 2 .. ~, 9 31 24.79 1 66 24. 73o 2 .. ( 9 46 24.792 65 3 . . l 26. 2o8 64. 5 25. 184 3. . ~ 26. 262 66 26. 184 3. . ) 26. 265 65. 5 
4 .. 1 21.486 6J. 5 21. Hl 4.. n. 492 64 27.416 4 . . 21.492 63.5 
Station 1 .. } { 24 125 69. 24. 043 Station 1.. } ~ 24. 133 70 24. 049 Station 1. _ ) { 24. 13a 71 
' 2 .. 917 24.788 66 24.732 2 . . 9 32 24.791 65 24.735 2 .. ' 9 47 24.792 65 
3.- 26. 2.39 65 26. 184 3 • 2!). 26~ 66 26. 184 3.- ~ 26.265 65.5 
4 .. 27.489 63.5 27.414 4.. 27.4()3 64 27.417 4.. 27.492 63.5 
Station 1 .. ~ ~ 24. 1:15 68. 5 24. OH Station 1.. ~ { 24. 133 70 24. 0-Hl Station 1 .. } { 24. 138 71 
2 .. 
1 
9 18 24. 78e 66 24. 732 2. _ 9 33 24. 791. 66 24. 735 2. _ 9 48 24. 792 65 :.!. - 26. 259 65 26. 184 3.- 26. 260 66 26. 182 3- - 26. 265 65. 5 
4.. 27.490 6:l.5 27.415 4.. 27.4()5 64 27.419 4 . . 27.493 63.5 
Stntion 1 .. ( S 24. 125 68. 5 24. 044 Station 1.. ( ~ 24. 133 70 24 .. 049 1 Station 1.. ( S 24. 138 71 
L 59 19 1 ~t: ~~g ~~ ~~: ;~; L 59 34i ~~: ~~1 ~~ ~~: i~~ L 59 49 l ~ci: ~~~ ~~- 5 4.. 27.490 63.5 27.415 4.. 27.495 64 27.419 4.. 27. 493 63.5 
Stntion L. ( S 24.123 68.5 24. OH Station 1.. ~ S 24. 135 70 24. 051 Station 1.. { S 24. 138 71 
L 59 20 t ~~: ~~~ ~~- 5 ~ci: i~! L 59 35 l ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~: i~~ L 5 9 50 l ~~: ~~~ ~~: g 4 .. 27.491 63.5 27. 416 4.. 27.495 64 27.419 4.. 27.493 63.5 
I 
Stat ion L. } { 24. 123 68. 5 24. OH 1 Station L .
1 
24. 135 70 24. 05 L Station 1.. } { 24. 138 71 
2.- 9 '> 1 2-!. 790 66 24.734 2 .. 9 36 5 24.791 66 24.735 2.. 9 SL 24. 790 64. 5 
1 L - ~~: ~~~ ~g: ~ ~~: !i~ L { ~~: ;~~ ~r ~~: !n L · ~~: :~~ ~~: g 
,.
1 
Station!..~ ~ 2-t125 68 24.0•15 Station!.. { 24.134 70 2'1.0'\0 Station1 .. } 
5 
24.138 71 
II 2.. 9 '>•) 2-1. 790 66 2<1. 734 2.- ~ 9 37 24. 793 66 2'1. 737 2. - 9 5'> 24.790 64. 5 ~ :: -- ~~: ~~~ ~3: g ~j: ~~~ · L s ~~: ~~g ~~ ~~: !~~ L -l ~~: ;~~ ~~: ~ 
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2·1. ] 2(j Stati o11 .~ · -/ t ~ 24. 790 
3: : 5 !J 24 { ~~- :~g 
4.. 24: 126 
Station 1. · } { H 791 
2.. 9 25 26. 260 
3.. 27.492 
'1. . 24.126 Station~-- } { 24. 791 
... .. 9 26 '>6 261 
3.. 27:492 
4.. 24.128 
Station 1. · } { 24. 791 
2.. 9 27 2(i 261 
3.. ')i 492 4
-- 1 24: 128 Stntion 1. · } { 24. 791 
2.. !l 28 26. 261 
3.- '>~ 4~2 
Station t::l} {I ~i ~~i 2.. 9 29 26. 262 
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~ 9 43 { 
}9 4ll 
}9 42{ 
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S tation~ -- } { I ..... 9 54 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 55 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station I·· } { 
2.. n 56 3 .. 
4.. . 
I 
Station 1 .. ·} { 
2.. g 57 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 58 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 59 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.Above .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-le>el. ••••..... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Wat~mbeck House. Elevation of ba-rometer above sea-level. .............. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .•.. 2,898.3 feet. 
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~ - 9 0) 26. 3'2.> 
:1 I ( 27. 5j() 
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:1 "'7 530 
4 1 .. : 1!'3 Station 1. } { 24. 852 
2 9 3 26.325 
3 27. 550 
4 1 24. 193 Station~ ? 5 2~ . 852 
~59 4{ ~~-~~~ 
4 2.J: 190 ~tat ion 1 } { 2~. 1:!52 
2. 9 5 •l6 3::!5 
3 27:550 4
24.190 Station 1 } { 24. 852 
2 9 6 26.328 
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2·1. 138 Station 1 .. } ~-1. ~0 ~ II 2. - 9 15 ~ ~6, ~~H 3.. { 
27. 476 4 __ 
24. 137 Station 1 .. ) { 
~~-~0~ I 2 .. 1, 9 1(1 ;:;~: 4~6 ~ :: ~ 
2~. 136 Station 1 .. ) { 
~H. 802 I 2 .. , \, 9 1-
26.242 3 .. ~ I 
27. 476 4. -
24. 136 Station 1 .. 
24. 801 2 .-
26.2-12 3 .. 
27. 476 4 .-




24. 133 Station 1. . 
2-1.801 2 .. 
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Station L- } ~ ~-- 9 30 3.. 
4 .. 
Station L- } { 
2 .. 9 31 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1'. - } ., 1 
2 .. 9 3;. 3 .. 
4 __ 
St;tion 1 .. } { 
2.. 9 33 3 .. 4 __ 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 9 34 3.. 
4 __ 
Station l · ·1 } ~ { 
2.. 9 3;> 3 __ 
4 __ 
Station 1 .. } { 
2.. 9 36 3 __ 
4 __ 
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2.. 9 37 3 .. 4 __ 
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Station~-- } { 
,L 9 45 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station L . } . { 
2.. 9 46 ;1 __ 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } 1 
' 2 .. 9 47 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station L . } 1 
2.. 9 48 
3 .. 
4 __ 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 9 49 3 .. 
4 __ 
Station 1.- } l 
2.. 9 50 3 __ 
4 .. 
Station L. { 5 
L 59 51 t 
4 __ 
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Stutiuu 1 ! { 2<1. len !iS 24. 131 Station 1 .. 24. 19:> 59 124. 130 1 Station 1.. \!•1. l!l2 5tl ;H. 1:14 Slalionl.. l } 5 ~ ( ,1 q :N. ll.-~l 6 1 ~4. SO:! ;L } !) '>4 { 24. 837 6·1. 5 24. 805 2 .. } 9 39 { 24. 861 G:l5 24.8 11 • 2 .. 9 ~4 ;} s' . 21i. 3:!ll 67 :lti. 248 3 .. - :.:6. 327 fill 26. 24!) 3 .. 26.:3:10 65 2fi. 2:15 1 :L. < ;) ( 4 1 27. 548 62.5 27.474 4 .. 27. 548 (i3. !'> 27. 472 4 .. 27.555 63 27. 480 4 .. ' 
i'l:ttiunl} { 1 2·1.188 58 24. 130 Station 1. . }o 25{ 24.190 59 24.130 Station 1 .. }9 40l 24.192 58 24.1:34 Station I.. I ~ { 64.5 24. 802 2 .. 24.858 64.5 24. 80fi 2 .. 24.861 63.5 24.811 I ~ !I 10 ~~: gg~ 67 26.248 3 .. 26.330 66 26. :l52 3 .. 26.330 ()5 26.255 L !) 55 
4 27. 545 62.5 27.471 4 .. 27. 548 63.5 27.472 4 .. 27.555 63 27.480 I 4 .. 
Station 1 
} 9 11 { 
24.1 88 58 24.130 Stat.ion 1.. 
}9 261 
24.1£0 59 24.130 Station1 .. 
}9 41 { 
24.192 58 24.1:N St.ation ~ .. ~ { 2. 24. 854 64.5 24.802 2 .. 24.858 64.5 24.806 2 .. 24.860 63.5 24.810 
-.. 9 56 3. :26.328 67 26.248 3 .. 26.330 65.5 26.254 3 .. 26.330 65 26.255 3 .. 
4. 27. 545 63 27.470 4 .. 27. 50>0 63.5 27.474 4 .. 'J.7. 555 63 27.480 4 .. 
Station~ } { 24.188 58 24.180 Station 1 .. 
}9 27{ 
24 . 190 59 24. 130 Station 1 .. 
}9 42{ 
24.192 58 24. 134 Station 1 .. ~9 57{ 24.854 64.5 24. !!02 2 .. 24.858 64.5 24.806 2 .. 24.860 63.5 24.810 2 .. 3. 1 9 12 26.328 67 26.248 3 .. 26.330 65.5 26.254 3 .. 26.330 6:> 26.255 3 .. 
4 27.545 63 27. 470 4 .. 2i. 550 63. 5 27.474 4 .. 27. 55~ 62.5 27. 481 4 .. 
Station 1. 
} 9 13 { 
24. 188 58 24.130 Station 1 .. ~!) 28 ~ 24. HO !)9 24.130 Station 1 .. ~ 9 43{ 24. 192 58 24. 134 Station1 .. 19 58l 2 . 2-t. 855 64.5 24.803 2 .. 24. 858 64.5 24.806 2 .. 24. 81>0 63.5 24. 810 2 .. 3 . 26.328 67 26.248 3 .. 26.330 65.5 26.254 3 .. 26. 330 65 26.255 3 .. 
4 . 27. 54;) 63 27.470 4 .. 27. !)52 63.5 27.476 4 .. 27.555 62.5 27. 481 4 .. 
Station 1 . 
}9 14 { 
24.188 58 24.130 Station 1 .. ~ 9 29 { 24. 192 59 24.132 Station 1.. ~ 9 44 { 24.192 58 24. 134 Station 1.. ~9 59 { 2 . 24.855 64.5 24.803 2 .. 24.860 64 24. 809 2 .. 24.860 63.5 24.810 2 .. 3 . 26.328 67 26.248 3 .. 26.330 65.5 26.234 3 .. 26.330 65 26.255 3 .. 
4. 27. 545 63 27.471 I 4 .. 27.555 63.5 27. 479 4 .. 27. 55a 62.5 21.479 I. 4 .. 
Station No. 1.-~ummit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. 6.285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above Jacob's Laclcler. Elevation of barometer above sea·level. ......... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waum beck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ........ _ .... 4,058. 7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-llase of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .. _. 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-readin gs L(,] 'll<:ttHl()l' ttlliPerature nlld instrumental error only. 
:!4. l !J:l ;i7 
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} 9 47 { 
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Stntion 1.1 { 
2 . 9 9 
:L 
4. 
Station 1 . . } { 
2 9 10 3 . 
4 . 
Stntion 1. { { ~ 59 11 
4 . 
Station ~ · } { 
~- 9 12 3 . 
4. 
Station 1 · } { 
2 9 13 3 
4 
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Station 1. · ~ { 
2.. 9 24 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 .. } { 
2.. 9 25 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. ·1 { 
2.. 9 26 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 27 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 . · } { 
2 .. 9 28 3.. 
4 .. 
Station L · } { 










































































Slatiou 1 . · { ) 
I L 59 3!Jl I 4 .. -
Station 1 - · } { 
2.. 9 40 a .. 
4 .. 
Station L- } { 
2.. 9 41 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
~-- 9 42 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 43 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 44 3 .. 
4 .. 
























65 24.245 Station 1..!} { 2-1. :318 GO. 5 24.926 2 .. I !) "'4 24. 9/:l 67.5 26.372 a .. l ;) 26. 4!10 
68 27. 5A5 4.. 27.671 
65 24.243 Station 1. . }9 5s{ 24. :n s 60.5 24.928 2 .. 24.913 67.5 26.370 3 .. 26. 450 
68 27.585 4 .. 27.1i71 
65 24.244 Station 1.. 
}9 56{ 24. 3L8 60.5 24.927 2 .. 24. 973 67.5 26.369 3.. 2G. 450 
67.5 27.586 4 .. 27. 671 
65 24. 244 Station 1.. 
}9 57 { 
24.318 
60.5 24.927 2 .. 24.973 
67.5 26.368 3 .. 26. 450 
67.5 27. 584 4 .. 27. 671 
65 24.244 Station 1. 
}9 5s{ 
2-1.318 
60.5 24.928 2 .. 24.972 
67.5 26.368 3 .. 26. 450 
67.5 27.584 4 .. 27. 671 
65 24.244 Station 1 .. 
}9 59{ 
24.318 
60.5 24.928 2 .. 24.972 
67.5 26.369 3 .. 26.450 
67.5 27.584 4 .. 27.671 
. 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level.. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevat.ion of barometer above sea-level .......... 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level .............. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of:Motmt Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL .. .. . 2,_898.3 feet. 
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3 !) 0 26 3 15 7::!. 5 
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2 1,, 0 2 J. 81.> tiO 
:1 .. 5 !) - l!ti. 311 i::l 
I. 27.520 li!l 
Station t } 
1 
21.1:14 60 
2 • 2-1. e t5 60 
a. 9 3 ::!6. 3t t 1:2 
4 ~7. 518 69 
::;tation 1. } { ::lJ. 1:\3 tiO 
2 21.815 60 
3 !) 4 ::!6. 31 t 71. 5 
"-I . 27.518 69 
Station 1 ~ { :H-133 ~0 ~ !) 5 ~: ~~~ ~~- 5 
"I 27.518 6!) 
Rtation 1 } { 21. no 59.5 
2 24.818 60 
3 !) 6 21i. 311 71. 5 
I 27. SIR 69 
:-;tat ion I ) { 2·.1. 1:10 5!l. 5 
!.! { 21. 818 liO 
a S 0 7 \ :w. :11 o 10. 5 
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station 1 .l { 2·1. 129 5!:1 24.069 1. Station 1. . ~ 
2 . . !) 1;) 21.815 60 24.773 2 .. ~!) 30 
:l.. . 26. 306 6!) 26. 2'21 3. . 5 
4 .. 27.510 69 27.420 4 . 
Stat ion I .. { 24. 129 :i9 24. 069 Station 1. _ } { ~ -- ( 0 6 24.8t4 60 24.772 2 .. 3 3 .. 5 1 26.305 69.5 26.219 3 .. 9 1 
4.. 27.510 69 27. 4:!0 4 . . 
Station 1 . . } { 2-1. 128 59 24.068 Station 1 .. } l 
2 .. !) 17 24. 816 160 24. 774 2.. !) 32 
3.. 26. 305 69. 5 26.219 3 . . 
4.. 27.510 69 27.420 4 .. 
Station 1. . ~ { 24. 126 50 24. 066 Station 1 .. { S 
L (l 18 ~~: g~g ~~: ~ ~~: ~i~ L 59 33 ~ 4 .. 27.510 69 27.420 • 4 .. 
St..1.tion 1. . { 2-1. 126 59 24. 066 Station I .. } { 
2 . . ~ 9 19 2-1.818 59. 5 24. 777 2.. 9 34 
3 .. 5 26.305 69.5 26.219 3 . . 
4.. 27.510 69 27. 420 4 .. 
Station 1. . } { 24 . . 126 59 2-t 066 Station 1 .. } { 
2 .. 9 <>o 24. s1s 59.5 1 24. 777 2.. 9 3-3.. - 26. 305 69. 5 26. 219 3.. ;) 
c 21. 51o 68.5 1 21.421 4 .. 
Station 1.. } { 24. 126 59 24. 066 Station 1 .. } { 
2 . . !) 21 24.816 59.5 24.775 2 . . 9 36 
3 . . 26.305 69. 5 26. 21!) 3 .. 
4.. 27.510 68.5 27. 421 4 .. 
Station 1. . } { 24. 126 59 'H. 066 Sta,tion 1. _ { 
2 .. !) C)'l 2-1. 815 59. 5 2-t. 774 2 .. ~ 9 37 
3 .. ~- 26. 306 69. 5 2(i. 2'.20 3 .. 5 
4.. 27.510 68.5 27.421 4 .. 
Station 1. . ) ~ 24. 126 59 24. 066 Station 1 .. 
2 . . \!) 23 24.817 59.5 24.776 2 .. }9 38{ 
3 ' 26. :Jo 1 6!l. 5 26. 21s 3 .. 










































































24. 066 Station 1. . { 24. 1. 24 58 
24. 771 2 .. t 9 45 2'1. 80!) 59 
26. 218 3 .. ~ 26.300 68 
27. 417 4. . 27.503 6!l. 5 
24. 066 Station 1.. { 5 24. 124 58 ~~: ~~~ 5:: 5!) 461 ~~: ~~~ ~~ 
27. 416 . 4 .. 27. 505 69.5 
24. 066 Station 1.. ~ { 24. 124 58 
24. 769 j 2.. !) 47 24. 808 59 
26. 216 3 . . 26. 2!)8 67 
27.415 4.. 27.505 69.5 
24. 066 Stat.ion 1 .. { 1 24. 124 58 
24. 767 I 2 .. ~ !l 40 24. 810 59 
26.216 1 3 .. 15 '" 26.298 67.5 
27.415 4.- 27. 505 6!J. 5 
24. 066 Station 1 .. ) { 1 24. 124 58 1· 
24. 76~ 2 .. r 9 49 24. eos 59 26.215 1 3 .. ~ 26.298 67. 5 
27.412 4 . . 27.505 69.5 
24. 06ti Station 1 .. 
1 
{I 24. 124 58 
24.769 I 2 . . 9 50 : 24. 81o 59 26.215 I 3. ·I . I 26.298 (J7. 5 
27. 412 1 4.. 27. 505 69.5 
24.066 Station1 . . , } { 24.123 58 
2-1. 769 2.. 9 "] 24. 810 59 
26.215 I 3. . ;) 26.298 67.5 
1
. 
27. 412 4.. 27.505 69.5 
24. 066 Station 1. .
1 
. { 24. 123 58 
24. 76!l 2.. 9 "C) 24. 812 5!l 
26. 215 3.. ;)~ 27. 29.3 67. 5 
27.412 4.. 27.505 69.5 
24. 066 Station 1.. ~ 
1 
24. 123 5t! 
24. 769 2 .. 9 "3 24. 812 59 
26.215 3 .. ;) 26.295 67. 5 
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19 11 { 
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2. 24. 818 60 
3 . 26.306 68.5 
4. 27.512 69 




3 . 26.306 68.5 
4. 27.511 69 
Station 1 24.129 59 
2 ~ { 24.815 60 3 9 14 26. 306,69 4 27.510 69 
:N. 068 ' Station 1 .. ~ 9 24 { ~4. 126 59 ~N. OfG Station l .. l9 39{ 
24. 12·1 5R 24. 066 I Station L 24. 776 2 .. 24.815 59.5 24. 774 2 .. 24. 810 59.5 24. 769 
26. 2'.24 3 .. 21i. 302 69.5 26.216 3 .. 26. 29!) 68.5 26.215 :L 
27.425 4 . . 27.509 68.5 27.420 4 .. 27. 503 69.5 27.412 4 .. 
24. 06il Station 1. . 
19 25{ 
24. 11!6 59 24.066 Station I .. 
19 40{ 
24. 11!4 58 24. 066 St:rtion 1.. 
24.775 2 .. 24. 817 59.5 24.776 2 .. 24.810 59 24.770 2 .. 
26.219 3 .. 26. 302 G!J. 5 26.216 3 .. 26.300 68.5 26.216 3 .. 
27.425 . 4 .. 27.509 68.5 27.420 4 .. 27.503 69,5 27. 412 4 .. 
24. C69 Station 1.. ~9 26{ 24. 126 59 24. 066 Station 1 .. 19 41 { 24. 124 58 24. 066 Station 1 .. 24.776 2 . . 24.814 59.5 24. 773 2 .. 24.810 59 24.770 2 .. 26.221 3 .. 26.303 69.5 26.217 3 .. 26. :JOO 68.5 26.216 3 .. 
27.423 4 .. 27. 509 68.5 27.420 4 .. 27.503 69.5 27.412 4 .. 
24.069 Station 1.. 
19 27{ 
24. 126 59 24. 066 Station 1. . 
19 421 
24. 124 58 24. 01!6 Station 1.. 
24.776 2 .. ~4. 812 59.5 24.771 2 .. 24. 810 59 24.7711 2 .. 
26.222 3 .. 26.303 69.5 26.217 3 .. 26.300 68 26.217 3 .. 
27. 422 4 .. 27.508 68.5 27.419 4 .. 27.503 69.5 27.412 4 .. 
24.069 Station 1 .. 
19 28 { 
24.125 58.5 24. 066 Station 1 .. ~ 9 43 { 24. 124 58 24. 066 Station 1 . . 24.771 2 .. 24.812 59.5 24. 771 2 . . 24. 810 59 24. 770 2 .. 26. 2'.22 3 .. 26.302 69. 5 26.216 :L. 26. :lOO 68 26.217 3.-
27.421 4 .. 27. 50~ 68.5 27.419 4 .. 27.503 69.5 27. 412 4 .. 
24.069 Station! . . ~9 2!l { 24. 125 G8. 5 24. 066 Station 1. _ ~9 44 { 24. 124 58 24.066 Station 1.-24.773 2 .. 24.815 59.5 24. 774 2 .. 23.810 59 24.770 2 . . 26.221 3.- 26.302 69 26.217 3 .. 26.300 68 26. 2t7 3. 
27. 420 4 .. 27. 506 68.5 27. 417 4 . . 27.503 69.5 27. 412 4. 
Station No. 1.-Summit of Mount Wasbin?"ton. Elevation of barometer above sea-level._ 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Above .Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level._ ... __ - __ 5,553.3 feet. 
Stat.ion No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .. _._ .. --._ .. 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer !Lbove sea· level. __ . 2,898.3 feet. 
NoTE.-Barometer-readings corrected for temperature antl instrumental error only 
• 
' 24. J:};l 5d 
1954{24.810 !'>9 








24. 12:~ 58 
24. 810 58. 5 
26.294 67 
27. 505 I 69. 5 
19 57{ 
24. 123 56 




24. 123 58 
24.810 58.5 
26.295 67 
27. 505 69.5 
19 59{ 
24.123 58 
24. 810 58. 5 
26.295 67 
27. 505 69.5 














































Mcteo1'o7ogical1·eci>1'd jo1' June 2i, !873. 
(Minute baromdtrical o0sernttions.) 
c:. s:. c:. d ;.. ... c:. d ~ ~ 
a! ~ ~ .:> 0 ;] Cl) ,0 0 ~ ..:::.; 
"' ;~ "' ,0· .::>· ...; ~ Cl) '0~ .::>· ,0· ...; '0~ ,0· ,::>• ~ e::l o::l B ]~ o::l o::l .E o::l o::l .E Cl) .... .._o ~-~ Cl) ... ro:3 c:.-..8 ~:3 c..-. .9 Cl) oo Cl) 0 ..- o c·z ... Cl) 0 ... ~~ o..- a gg ~s o..- s o;. ol ., .: a Oo .,.: o "' <l)o! o"' e « ~ o? s"' 0 fje o;> a"' 0 u? s,.. ~.::l I: ... <.: ... ~8 





p. m . p.m. p.m. 
Stntlon ~ - 2.1. 8fl8 GO 23.805 Station 1 .. } 
1 
23. 864 60 23. 801 
1 
Station 1. . 
}9 301 
23. 859 
}n o{ 24. 54:! 59 24. 504 2 . . 9 15 24. 5-13 61 24.500 2 . . 24. 540 3. 20. o:1o 73 25. !l3d 3 .. I 26. 028 67 25. 9-!5 3 .. 26. 018 
4 27. 21 5 71. 5 27. 121 4.. 27.210 71.5 27.116 4 .. 27.209 
~tntiou 1. } 
1{ 
23. 861:! GO 23. 805 Station 1.. } { 23. 864 60 23. 801 Station 1. . 
}n 31 { 
23.856 5. 9 24.5-13 59 24. 504 2 .. 9 16 24. 545 61 24. 502 2 .. 24. 540 2ti. 030 73 25. 938 3 . . 26. 028 67 25. 945 3 .. 26. 018 
4., 27.21 5 71.5 21. 121 4. . 1 n 210 71.5 27.116 4 .. 27.208 Station~ · } 
2{ 
23. SG5 GO 23. 802 Station 1. . } { 23. 8ti4 60 23. 801 I Station I .. } { 23. d55 24.543 59.5 24. 503 2 .. 9 17 24. 545 61 24. 50·2 2. . 9 3'J 24. 542 
3:1 9 26. 030 72 25. !140 3 .. 26. 028 67 25.9-1 5 3 .. 1 - 26. 018 
Stolion! l 27.215 71.5 27.121 4 .. 1 27.210 71. 5 27. llG 4.. 27. 201:! 
3{ 
:!3. 864 59.5 2:t e02 Station 1 .. 1} { • 23. 1164 60 23. 801 Statton 1. . } { 23. 855 24. 543 59.5 2-1. fl03 I 2.. 9 18 2-1. 545 61 ~~: g~~ 11 ~: : 9 33 ~~: g~~ 3 9 26. 030 7:! 25. U40 3 . . 26. 025 68.5 
Station! ll 27. 215 71.5 27. 121 4 .. 27. :!1 0 71.5 27. 116 1 4 .. 27.208 
4{ 
23. 867> 60 ~n. 802 Station 1 .. ' } { 23. 864 60 23. 801 Station 1. ·1 } { 23. 855 
; 9 2~. 5-13 60 ~: &~~ ~ :: 9 19 ~~· ~~~ 61 24. 503 2 . . 9 34 24. 540 2G. 030 7'2. 5 68.5 25. 94:i 1 3 .. ' 26. OI:5 
4 2i. 215 71.5 27.121 4 .. , 27. 210 71.5 21.1•6 1 -t.. 
1
27. 2o8 
Stntion ~ } 
5{ 
23. 865 60 23. EO:! Station 1. . } { 23. 8G4 60 ~3. 801 · Station 1 . ( { 23. ~5~ 
~ !l 24. 5-la 60 2.J. 504 2. . 9 <>Q 2-1. 547 61 N4. 50-t 2 . . 9 :r 24. ;,43 3 26. O:lO 7:2.5 25, 9:l!l 3 , , N 26. 0:!5 68.5 25. 943 3 .. s . ;) 26. 015 
4 27.215 71.5 27. 121 4 .. 27.210 71.5 27. 116 1 4 . . 27. 208 Station~ } 
G{ 
23. t165 60 23. 802 Station 1. . } { I 23. 864 GO 23. SOl ; Station L v l 23 !"' 
~ 9 24. 5·12 60 24. 501 ~ -- 9 21 , 2-J. 545 61 24. 502 ' 2 .. 9 36 24. :J43 3 26.0:10 71 25.94-2 3 .. 26.022 68.5 25. 9~0 I 3.. 26.012 4 27.215 71.5 27. 121 4 .. 27.210 71.5 27. 116 . 4 .. 27. 206 Station~, 1} l 23. 865 60 23.1302 Sladon ! l ll23 ~64 60 23. 801 ' Station 1.. } { 23. 849 l' :H. 54:l GO 2-1. 501 N •. 9 2i! 24. :J·IB 61 24. 505 2.. 9 37 24. 540 26.030 71 25. 942 3 .. 26. 02'2 68.5 25.940 3 .. 26.012 4 ~7. 215 71.5 27. 121 4 .. 27.210 71.5 27. 116 : 4 .. 27.206 8llltillll ~ ~ l 22. i!tll GO 2:l. ilOt Slntlon L ll 1 23 864 60 23. 801 : Station 1.. } { 23.8-17 21. 5·15 tlO. ri 21. ~0:1 ~ -- 9 23 ~~: ~~~ G1 24.500 ' ~ -- 9 38 24.544 a o s 2u. n:m 71 2~ •. !112 6R 5 25. 940 3 .. 26.012 .. 1!7. ~1:1 71 . 5 27. II!) 4 .. 27. 210 71.5 27.ll(j 4 .. 1 27.206 
... d ... s:. ~ 
,0 0 Cl) :S~ "' "' 't::l~ .::>· .::>· 't;l..- o~"~ o::l 
.,;....- ~:3 ~.s o;>O ... o .cs ~~ 0~ oo Cl)o! cp c\! ~a o;> a"' ... ... c;S 
<1 0 ~ 8 C) 
--
Station 1 . . 
p.m. 
60 23. 79G 
}n 4s{ 
61 24. 4!J7 2 .. 
68 25.937 3 .. 
71.5 27.115 4 .. 
60 23.793 Station 1 .. 
}n 46{ 
61 24.497 2 .. 
68 25.937 3 .. 
71.5 27.114 . 4 .. 
60 23.792 Station 1. . }!l 47{ 61 24.499 2 .. 68 25.937 3 .. 
71.5 27.114 4 .. 
60.5 23. 791 St::ttion 1 . . 
}9 48 { 
61 24. 500 2 .. 
67.5 25.939 3 .. 
71.5 27.114 4 .. 
60.5 23. 7!.Jl I Station 1. . 
} 9 49 { 61 24. 497 2 .. 67 25.937 3 .. 
71.5 27.114 4 .. 
60.5 23.789 Station 1.. 
}9 so{ 
61 24. 500 2 .. 
67 25.937 3 .. 
71.5 27. 114 4 .. 
60.5 23. 786 Station 1 .. 
} 9 51 { 61 24.500 2 .. 66.5 25. 935 3 .. 
71.5 21.112 I 4 .. 
60.5 23. 7tl5 Station 1.. 
}n s2{ 
61 24.497 I 2 .. 
66.5 
25. '" I 3 .. 71.5 7.112 4 .. 
60.5 23. 783 1 ~tation L.. 
}9 53{ 
61 24.501 2 .. 
66.5 25.9:15 I 3 .. 
71.5 27.112 I 4 .. 
I~ ~~ ~ ~ 't::l..., o<P 
.ca s I "'0 0 ~8 ~ 
P=l <1 
23. 849 fiO. 5 
24.544 61 






23. 848 60.5 
24. 540 61 
26. 009 fi6. 5 
27. ,.,, I"·, 3 849 60. 5 
24. 539 61 
26. 009 Gli.;.. 
27.205 71. 5 
2:3. 846 1 60. 3 
24. 5~0 61 
26.009 (iG. 5 
27.205 71.5 
23.845 60.5 





26. 009 6G. 5 
27.205 71. 5 
23.841 fiO 
24.542 60. 5 
26. 005 66 
27.205 71.5 
~~: ~~~ I ~~. 5 
26.0051 fi6 

































































































{ 23. 8G4 GO 
}9 
9 2-1.5-13 GO. 5 
26.028 70 
21.212 71.5 
} 9 10{ 
2:!. 864 60 
2-1.545 60.5 
26.028 70 
2i. 212 71.5 
}9 11 { 
23. 8G4 GO 
2·1. 545 110.5 
26.028 70 
27. 211 71.5 
}!) 12{ 
23. 864 GO 
24.545 60.5 
2G. 028 69.5 
27.210 71.5 
}!) 13{ 
23. 864 GO 
24.546 GO. 5 




24. 54:) 60.5 
26. 028 67 
27. 210 71.5 
21. 801 Station 1 .. 
}9 24 { 
23. 862 60.5 
"· 798 1 SbUon 1.. 23. 84G 60.5 23.782 Station 1. ·1} ~ 23.842 2•1. 5(1 1 2-- 24.540 Gl 24. 497 2 . . } !) 39 ~ 24. 540 61 24. 497 L 1 9 5·1 24, 543 25. 943 3 . . 26.020 68.5 25. 938 3 . . 26.012 116.5 25.935 :26. 005 
27.118 4 .. 27.209 71. 5 27.1 15 4 .. 27. 205 71. 5 27. Ill 4 .. 27.205 
23. SOL Station 1.. 
}9 25 { 
23.862 60.5 23. 798 Station 1.. 2::J. 850 llO. 5 23.786 Station I .. 
24.503 2 .. 24. 545 61 24.502 2 .. } !) 40 { 24. 543 Gl 24.500 2 . . 23.943 3 .. 26.620 68.8 25. 938 3 . . 26.010 66.5 25. 933 3 .. 
27.118 4 .. 27. 20!.! 71.5 27.115 4 .. 27.205 71.5 27.11 1 4 .. 
23. SOL Station 1.. 
}!) 26{ 
23. 860 60 2:). 797 Station 1 .. 
} 9 41 { 
23.847 60.5 23.783 Station 1.. 
~-1. 503 2 .. 24.543 G1 24. 500 2 . . 24. 542 61 24. 4!.l!.l 2 . . 
25.943 3 .. 26.020 68.5 25. !.!38 3 .. 26.010 66.5 25.933 3 .. 
27.117 4 .. 27.209 71.5 27.115 4 .. 27.205 71.5 27.111 4 .• 
23. 801 Station 1.. 
}!) 27{ 
23.860 60 23.797 Station 1.. 
}9 42{ 
23.848 60.5 23.784 Station 1 .. 
24.503 2 .. 24. 540 61 24.497 2 .. 24. 543 61 24. 500 2 .. 
25.9-14 3 .. 26.020 68.5 25. 938 3 .. 26.010 66.5 25.933 3 .. 
27.116 4 .. 27. 20!.! 71.5 27.115 4 . . 27,205 71.5 27.111 4 .. 
23. SOL Station 1.. 
}9 28 { 
23. 85!.! 60 23. 796 Station 1.. 
}9 43 { 
23. 848 60.5 23.784 Station 1 .. 
24. 504 2 . . 24.540 61 24.497 2 . . 24. 543 fi1 24.500 . 2 .. 
25.944 3 .. 26. 018 68 25. !)37 3 .. 26.010 66.5 25.933 3 .. 
27.116 4 . . 27.209 71.5 27.115 4 .. 27.205 71.5 27.111 4 .. 
23.801 Station 1.. 
}9 29 { 
23.859 60 23. 79() Station 1 .. 
}9 44{ 
23.849 60.5 23.785 Station 1. . 
:t-1. 504 2 .. 24.545 61 24.502 2 . . 24.544 61 24.501 2 . . 
25.945 3 .. 26.018 68 25. 937 3 .. 26. 010 66.5 25.933 3 .. 
27.116 4 .. 27.209 71.5 27.115 4 .. 27.205 71.5 27.111 4 . . 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-levt:'L. 6,285. 4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Abo\o .Tae0b's Ladder. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ..• _ • ..•. 5,553 3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeek House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .......••.... 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. .•.. 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer-readings corrected for t emperature and instrumental error only. 
23. 842 





















60.5 24. :.OL 
66 25. 9;2!1 
71.5 27. Ill 
GO 23. 7i!.l 
GO. 5 24. 501 
66 25.9W 
71. 5 27. 111 
60 23.778 
GO. 5 24. 498 
65.5 25. g;:o 




71.5 27.11 1 
6C 23. 71!) 
60.5 24.500 
65.5 25.927 
71.5 27. 111 
60 23.779 
60.5 24.501 
65.5 25. 927 






















McteorologiClll record jar June 28, ltl/:1. 
(:Uinuto bnromctric:tl obsern1tions.) 
I I-< I . II • ~ . .2 I ~ ~ l i~ l 'g~ ~~ E ~§ gg I ~~ 8 .se t:... ~ 
~ ~ 8 ~ 
.:. 



















p. m. o·1 fl ~., 
Stution ~ I} { 2·_,: ;~~ 
~ 9 0 :!). 9.>~ 
::!7. 161 
o J Bi:! 
2.1. 7136 

























Statio:\ 1 . . 21. 871 71. 5 
. 2 . (!)155 ;!·5~~ , 67 





















Stntion 1 ,, 
:1 
J ,. ' •• } 
c ~.::m 
9 1'\ ~.). ,),).) 
t :!i. Hil 
~ { ~: ~~~ 9 2 ~). 1)jj 2i.l1Jl 
:13. il7J 
) { :!I. 50:-l 
1.!) 3 :1;). !l35 ~ 27. 161 
:13. 87-l ~ { 21. 30!> !) 4 2:i. !153 27. 161 
• 2.1. 873 
} 
"~ · 24. 5~~ 9 "'I :ri.!),).) 
( 27.Hil 
2:um n } l 2Ui0:l tiG !) G i!:i. !);,.) I ~3. 5 n wt 68 
•)'l 8il 71 
1 s 2t>>l0 (i(l.5 !) 7l ~:;. !):il 61.5 ~~- ~~.\ I ~1 
S1ntl!m I I ~ l :; ,·'i t" I liH :; 
;
1 
U B ~< it i~ 1i I. :'i 
·: I I Z7. lUI u 
St:ttiO:l 1 .. 23. 87·1 7-1. 5 
~. ' .. (!) 1G 5 ~!· ;;~:} 67 
3.. 5 ( :.:.>. 9J0 64 
4 .. 1 27.162 67.5 
Station 1.. 23. 8713 7.> 
;L (9 175 ~!·5~2 67.5 
3.. ~ ( :.>.!>JO 64 
4 .. 27. W:l 67. 5 
Station J.. 23. 876 7.3 
:.! .. ~ 9 18 5 2-1.5L:2 67.5. 3 .. 5 ( 23. 9;)1 G-1 
4.. 27.16~ 67.5 
Station 1 .. 2.!. 830 73 
2 .. } !) 1!) { 24. 512 67. j 
3.. 25. H4:3 6:J. 5 
4.. · .27. 16-2 67. 3 
Station~-·. } ~ 
~·· 9 2:1 :L 
4 .. 
Stntion L · ~ { 
2.. !) 21 
3 .. 
4 .. 
Stntion 1. ·1 { ~ - - 0 22 
:3 •• 
4 .. 
Statio::~.~ · }o ~:n { 
~ 
23. BcO 75 
2·1. 51:.! 6d 
25.943 63.5 
27. 16-2 67. 5 
21. 8B0 75.5 
24.512 63 
23. 948 63. ;, 
27. llil 67. 5 
2J. tlBO I' 73. 5 
24. 51~ 63 
25 918 61 
~7. 16:2 ~?· ~ 
-J. 830 IJ. J 
21.312 63 
2:-i.lli.:! I G'l.:; 









~.· ~- .: ~z ~ E.: ]. ~- 0.: ~~ .: 
o g o 8 .E r.:s ~ ~ E o § o § ~ roo <D rg~ 
..... - ..... ·- 0 "' 0 .... 0 ..... .... ..... ..... "' 0 s .... 0 
I 
0 cl 0 ~ 8 ~8 gS 0 ~ 0 ~ 8 '§o alS 3;.. ~~ 9 o;js l "';::: 8:.- .,s ,.. o «=s :...9 
d p 
8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ H ~ ~ 8 .. 
_____ ,_ --- --
~- I I ~-
24.4)5 2 .. (!)3)52-1.513 63.5 21.45:3 2 .. (!)4-~ 23. 780 I St:1tion 1.. 21. iltll 7J.-. 5 21. 78.3 Station 1.. 
~~: ~~g L 5 l ~t ~u ~~: ~ ~~: ~~~ t 5 ·' l 
;.!.3. 7c-O Statio a L. . 23. BJ I ";5. 5 2J. 783 Station 1 .. 
2-1.!35 2 .. t!) 31~ 24.513 63.5 24.45J 2 .. t 9 4(i5 
~~: ~~~ L 5 l ~~: ~~r g~: ~ ~~: ~~~ L ~ 'l 
2'3. 7d l St::ttioa 1.. I 23. Sil l 7.3. 5 23. 783 Station 1.. 
21.41.3 I 2.. ( 9 3:)~ 21.513 6:!.5 ~4.43:1 2 .. ( 9 47 5 23.87!> 3 .. 5 -~ 23.9H 6:2.5 2.3.8H 3 .. 5 { 
27.07il 4.. 27.161 67.5 27.077 4 .. 
23. 781 St:ltion 1.. 23. S::l l 76 2.1. 78 I Station 1 .. ~!· "?·> 2 .. (!) 33 5 ~:!· 513 6~. 5 ~~- 4~:l 2 .. ~ 9 48 5 ~J. 8 1!l I 3 . . 5 ( ~<J.9-Il 6:..5 2J.~d 3 .. 5 l 
27.078 1 4.. 27.161 67.5 27.077 4 .. 
2:t 735 Statio:1 1. . 23. fl::! l 76 23. 7d4 Statio:1 1.. ~!·4~> I 7·- (!) 34 5 ~-!.513 6~.5 2~.4>~ 2 .. ( 9 4~5 ~;>. 81i:! 3.. 5 ( 1 -..>.9-10 6:..5 2.). 87:. 3 .. 5 . ( 
27. 07il I 4.. 27. 1G1 67.;:; 27. 077 4.. 
23. 7133
1 
Station 1.. { 
1 
~.3. 83 1 73 23. 784 Station L. 
SN.454
1 
2 .. }!) 3_ 1 ~·1.513 ! 63. 5 21.453 2 .. }g ~O~ 2:>.8iS 3.. J : 2:>.o-1a ,
1
62 1 23.873 3.. "l 
27.073 4.. 1 27. 161 i 6i:! 27.076 4 .. 
~3. 7~ 4 St:ltion I. . {! 2.1. ~S.l I 7~ , 2:.1. 7~4. Station 1.. { ~4.4..>1 2 .. ~!) 3G I 2-1.JI3 1 6::;.;) 24.4J3 2 .. (9 "1 
25. 87d 3. , 5 1 23. !H l 6:! 2.3. 874 3 .. 5 " 
27. 07d ,!.. 27.1Gl I 63 27. 07G . 4 .. 
23. 7~-1 Station ~.. {I ;,J. ~S.l 76 " ~J. 7~ 1 I Sta.tiou ~.. { ~!· 4JI 2 .. { 9 37 I ;:;:!- ~13 Gil.~ 2:!. 4~J I ~-· ~9 52 2~: g~~ ! t 5 2~: ~6~ 3~·" ~~: g~g L 5 
2.1.7"1 I' Statio:11 .. ~ { 1 2J.88l 76 23.7fl4 Station 1..} { 
21. 4;) I I ~ - . 9 38 24. 5131 6:3. 5 24. 4.33 2.. 9 53 
23 87tl 3.. 23. !>41 GL. 5 23. l=l76 3 .. 





























23. 8S l 
2-l. 514 






76 23. 7S4 
68. 5 24. 454 
Gl. 5 23. S75 
69. 5 27. 073 
76 23.784 
G8. 5 24. 454 
61.5 25. 875 
70 27. 072 
76 23.784 
Gil. 5 24. 454 
61.5 25. 874 
70 27. 072 
76 23.784 
68. 5 2·1. 454 
6l. 5 25.875 
70 27.072 
76 23. 7S4 
GS. 5 24. 454 
Gl. 5 25.875 
70 27. 072 




76 23. 7S4 
68. 5 24. 454 
61.5 25.875 
6!>. 5 27.073 
76 23. 7il4 
68. 5 24. 454. 
6l. 5 25. 875 
60.5 n. 01:~ 
7G 23.784 
6:.1. 5 24. 454 
6L. 5 2.'i. S75 
























































}o 0 ~:J. tl73 I 7J. J !) { 2·1.51~ lili. 5 ;2;>. l}j•l ti·l. 5 
~7. lU:! 6rl 
23. &7J 72 
1 !l 10 { ~~-.)I~ 67 
.;J. 953 64 
27.lG2 68 
} ~ 11 { 23.873 72 2·1. 512 G7 2.:>. 953 61 
27.162 68 
~ !l j~{ 2:1. 6N 7~. 5 :!4. 512 67 2:i. 953 64 
27. lfi2 67.5 
/ 23. !374 73 
} 9 13 ~ 2-l. 512 67 23. 953 63.5 
27. 16;.! ri7. 5 
}n 14 { 23. 874 74 24. 512 ' 67 25. 933 64 
27. 162 1 67. 5 
23. 786 I Stalion L l l ZJ sao 75.5 23.784 Statiou 1 .. ~ 9 39 ~ 23. 88 l 176 23. 784 / Station 1 .. 24. 457 2.. !) 24 24. 512 liB 24. 454 2 .. 21.513 68.5 24. 453 2 .. 25. 88 l 3. - 25. 948 63 25. 879 3 .. 25.940 61 25.876 3 .. 27. Oi7 4. - 27. 162 67.5 27.078 4 .. 27. 160 68.5 27.07:3 4. 2:1. 71!5 Station 1 .. } { 23. 880 75.5 23.784 Station 1.. 
19 40 { 
23. 831 76 23.784 Station 1 .. ~4. 456 ~:: 9 25 ~~: g~~ 68 24. 454 2 .. 2-1. 513 68.5 24. 453 . 2 .. 25.882 63 25.879 3 .. 25. 940 6l 25. BiG 3 .. 27. 077 4. 27.162 67.5 27. 078 4.. 27. HiO 68.5 27. 073 4 .. 23.785 Station L. ~ 9 26 { 23.880 75.5 23. 784 Station L. }!) 41 { 23. 881 76 2:3.784 Station L. 24. -l36 2 .. 2-l. 512 68 ::.H. 454 2 .. 24. 513 GR. 5 'H.453 2 . . 25.882 3 .. 25.947 63 25. 878 3 .. 23. 941 61 25.877 3 .. 27.077 4 .. 27.lli0 Iii. 5 27. 076 4 .. 2'7. 161 69 27.073 4 .. 23. 7~5 Station L. 
}9 27{ 
23.881 75.5 2:~. 785 Station L. 
}9 42{ 
23. es t 76 23.784 Station 1 .. 24.436 2 .. 24. 512 68 24.454 2 .. 24.513 68.5 24.453 2 .. 2.j. 882 3 .. 25. 945 6:~ 23. 876 3 .. 25.940 61 25.876 3 .. 27.078 4 .. 27. 160 67. 5 27. 076 4 .. 27.16l 6!) 27. 073 4 .. 23. 784 Station 1 .. 23. 88 l 75.5 23.785 Station L. 23.881 76 23. 78-l Station 1 . . 24. 456 2 .. 
}9 28 ~ 2-l. 512 68.5 24.452 2 .. 19 43{ 24.513 6~. 5 24. 453 2 .. 25. 8~3 3 .. 25.045 62.5 25. 877 3.. 25.940 61.5 2!>. 875 3 .. 27. 078 4 .. 27.160 67.5 27.076 4 .. 27. 162 69.5 27. 073 4 .. 23.782 Station 1.. }o 29{ 23.88 1 75.5 23.785 Station L. } 9 44{ 23. 881 76 23.784 Station L. 24. 456 2- 24.513 63. 5 2'1. 453 2 .. 24. 5!3 68.5 24.45:3 I 2 .. 25.882 3 . . 25.9-t:i 62.5 25. 875 3 .. 25. !)40 61.5 25.875 3 .. 27.078 4 .. 27. 161 67.5 27.677 4 .. 27.162 69.5 27.073 i 4 .. 
Station Ko. 1..-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leyel. .G,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-.A.bove JacoiJ'3 Ladder. Elevation of barometer abo"l'e sea-leveL ........... 5,553.:3 feet. 
Station No.3.-Waumbeck House. Ele,atiou of barometer alJo,·e sea-level. .............. .4,0.:>8.7 feet. 
Station Ko. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ..... 2,898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-llarometer-readings corrected for temperature and instrumental enor only. 
}9 54~ 2iJ. BR2 j 76 2-1. 514 liS. 5 25.940 61.5 
27. 16J GD 
~g 55{ 23. f:lf:/2 7G 24. 514 68.5 23. 940 6L 5 
27. JG:I 6!) 
1!) 56{ 
23. 880 7[; 
24. 51·1 GR. 5 
2:i. !)40 (;l. 5 
27. 163 6() 
} g 57 { 
23. 879 74. 5 
24.5 14 68.5 
25. g;~!) 61. 5 
27. 163 (i[) 
23. 878 74 ~ 9 58{ 24.514 r·s. 5 23. 94"0 61.5 
27. 163 69 
}9 sa{ 23.878 74 2-l. 5!4 Gil. 5 2:i. 940 6 L 5 












































































.illctcorologicalrecorr7 for June 20, 1~73. 















.0 . 0 <l ~~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~. ___ , ___ , __ , ___ ,. 1---
~s 
<l R ~ ~ 
gs 
~:;o 











tntiou ~ ., ~ {I ~3. 93? 162 I ~- 863 
:-- 9 0 -<1. 58~ 71 -·!· 518 
:) . 26. 003 68 2.>. 922 
*•L ........ ------ ....... . 
Stntiou~-~ S 
3: 59 1 ( 
23.929 1 62 
2·1. 582 71 








62 1 23.l:!61 
71 2-!. 519 
67.5 25.923 
Stntiou ~ - } S 
i !l 2{ 
4 I • • • • • • • •I·••••· > · • • •· • • • 
tntion ~ - { 
i ~!l 
4. 
Stntion ~ - } 
- · !l 3. 
4. 
Stntion ~ ~ 
3: 5Q 
4. 
Sluti(Jll ~- } 
--1 !l 3. 4. 











62 1 23.860 
71.5 2-!.518 
67.5 25.923 
62 1 23.861 
72 2-!. 517 
67.5 25.924 
1
2:1. 928162 1 23. 861 
" 2-t. StN 72 24. 517 
;) { 26. 005 67. 5 25. 926 
21. 584 72 2-!. 517 
{ 
23. !l28 62 23. 861 
6 2!i. 005 67 25. 927 
. ...... .... .... ··-····· 
~;. 927 62 23. 860 
7 { :.!4. ;JS·I 72 24. 517 :.w. 005 67 25. 927 
5 ~-~:n· ~7- · · o··~~ 5· · 23-:a· ~n- · s1 ~j: ~gA ~~ ~~: ~~~ 
...... ...... ........ . 
p.m. 
Station 1. - ~ } 1 23. ~26 6;. 5 23. 858 2 .. 9 15 , 24. ;>84 7:. 24.511 
3.. { 26. 004 66. 5 25. !l27 
4.. ·------· ..... ....... .. 
Statiou 1.. ~ { 23. 926 62. 5 23. fl58 
2.. 9 16 24. 584 72 24. 517 
3. . 26. C03 66. 5 25. 926 
4.. .. .................. .. 
Station 1. . } 1 23. 926 62. 5 23. 858 2.. !l 17) 24.585 72 24. 518 
3 . . { 26. 003 66. 5 25. 926 
4 .. .. ................... . 
Station 1.. } { 23. 926 62. 5 23. 858 
2.. 9 18 2-!. 583 72 J 24. 516 
3 . . £6. 002 66. 5 25. 925 
4.. .. ........ .... ·-------
Station 1 .. } ~ 23. 926 62. 5 23. 858 
2.. 9 19 24. 580 72 24. 513 
3 . . 26. 000 66. 5 25. 923 
4.. . ....... ----- - . ...... 
Station 1. . ) { 23. 925 62. 5 23. 858 
2.. \, 9 20 24. 584 7~ 24. 517 
3 . - ) 26. 000 66. 5 25. 923 
4.. .. .................. .. 
Station 1.. } S 23. 925 62. 5 23. 858 
~:: 9 21 { ~~: 8t~ ~~: ~ ~~: g~g 
4.. .. .................. . 
Station 1.. } { 23. 925 6~. 5 23. 858 
2.. 9 22 24. 584 71 24.519 
3. - 26. 000 66. 5 25. 923 
4. . . .................. .. 
Station 1.. ~ 1 23. 925 62. 5 23. 858 2 .. !l t)3 24. 580 71 24. 515 3 . . - 26. 000 66. 5 25. 023 4 .. -- ---- -- ............. . 
2 .. ~ 9 30 5 
3 .. 5 { 
4 .. 
Station 1.. } . 1 
2.. 0 31 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 32 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station l. · } { 
2.. 9 33 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 34 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } 1 
2.. 9 35 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · } { 
2.. 9 36 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1.- } { 
2.. 9 37 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1. · ~ 1 
























































































































































"'~ <1)-+-' ~Q) gs 
,._o 
"""" 0 0 
p. -rn. 
Station L ~ S 23. 922 62 23. 855 
5:: 59 45( ~~: g~~ ~~- 5 ~~: g~~ 
4.. . ........ ------ ....... . 
Station L. ~ { 23. 922 62 23. 855 
2.- 9 46 24. 581 6~. 5 2~. 519 
3. . 26. 000 66 2;>. 924 
4.. .. ...... ------ --------
Station 1 .. } S 23. 9:20 62 23. 853 
5:: 9 47 { ~ci: 8~~ ~~- 5 . ~~: g~! 
4.. -------- ...... --------
Station 1. _ } { 23. 920 62 23. 853 
2.. 9 48 24. 579 69. 5 24. 517 
3. . 26. 000 66. 5 25. 923 
4.. .. ...... ------ ....... . 
Station 1. _ } { 23. 920 62 23. 8!53 
2.. 9 49 24.570 69.5 24. 508 
3.. 26. 000 66. 5 25. !J;l3 
4.. .. ...... ------ ....... . 
Station 1.. ) ( 23. 920 6~ 23. 853 
2 .. \9 50' 24. 575 69 24. 514 
3 .. \ ( 26.000 66.5 25. 923 
4.. . ..................... . 
Station 1. . } { 23. 920 62 23. 853 
2.. 9 51 24.571 69 24. 516 
3. . 26. 000 66 25. !i24 
4.. .. ...... ···--- ....... . 
Station 1.. } ~ 23. 918 62 23. 851 
2.. 9 52 24.575 ~9 24. 514 
3 .. 26. 000 66 25. 924 
4.. .. ................... . 
Station L. ? 5 23. 918 61. 5 i'3. 852 ~: : s 9 53 ( ~ci: g~~ ~~- 5 ~~: g~~ 


































}9 10{ 3. 
4. 







f;tation 1 . 











}9 24 1 
23.925 62.5 23.857 Station 1.. 
1 1 
23. 92-2 62 !:!3. 855 Station 1 .. 
24. 5R4 72 !:!4. 517 2 .. 24.58 1 71 24.516 2. . 9 39 24. 584 70 24.521 2 .. 
- ~~-. ~~~ .. ~: ... . ~~-. ~~~ . 3 .. 26. 000 66.5 25.923 3.. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3 .. 4 .. 4.. .. ..... . 4 .. 
23. 927 62. 5 23. 859 Station 1.. 
}9 25{ 
. 23.925 62.5 23.857 Station 1.. } { 23. 9113 {i2 23.856 Stat.ion 1 .. 
24. 584 72 24. 517 2 .. 24.581 70.5 24.517 2.. 9 40 24. 582 70 24.519 2 .. 
26. 00.3 67 25. 927 3 .. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3.. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3 .. 
. ......... ---- -- ---····· 
4 .. 4.. ·---- --· 4 .. 
23.924 62.5 23.856 Station L. 
}9 26{ 
23.925 62.5 23. 857 Station 1.. { 23. 923 62 23.856 Station 1 .. 
24.582 72 24. 515 2 .. 24.582 70.5 24.518 2. - ~ 9 41 24. 582 70 24.519 2 .. 
26.005 67 25.927 3 .. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3.. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3 .. 
4 . . 4.. . -- ·---. 4 .. 
23. !124 62.5 23.856 Station 1 . . 
}9 27{ 
23.925 62 23.858 Station 1.. } { 23. 923 62 23.856 Station L. 
24.580 72 24. 513 2 .. 24.582 70.5 24. 518 2.. 6 42 24. 582 70 24.519 2 .. 
26.005 67 25.927 3 .. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3.. 26. 001 66 25.925 3 .. 
4 .. 4.. . -- ·--- · 4 .. 
23. 9:!6 62.5 2.1. 858 Station l .. 
}9 28 1 
23.924 62 23.857 Station L .
1 
{ 2:!. 923 62 23.856 Station 1 .. 
24.584 72 24.517 2 .. 24.581 70.5 24.517 2.. 9 43 24.580 69.5 24. 518 2 .. 
26.005 67 25.927 3 .. 26.000 66.5 25.923 3 .. 213.001 66 25.925 3 .. 
4 .. 4.. . .. .. . . . 4 . . 
23. !:126 62.5 23.858 Station 1 .. } { 23. 924 62 23. 857 Station 1 .. } { 23. 923 62 23. 856 Station L. 
24.584 72 24. 517 2 . . 9 , "· " ' 70. ~ ... "'I 2.. 9 .. "· 579 69.5 24.517 2 .. 26.005 67 25.927 L . ~~--~~~ .. ~~~~ .. ~~--~~. L .~~--~~~. 66 25.924 3 .. 4 .. 
Station No.l.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevat.ion of barometer above sea-leveL. 6, 285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-A uove J acou's Ladder. E elevation of barometer above sea-level ........ 5, 553. 3 feet. 
St.ation No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevn,tion of barometer above sea-level ___ _ .... . _ ..... 4, 058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount Washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-level. ..... 2, 898.3 feet. 
NOTE.-Barometer readings corrected for temperature and instrumental error ouly. 




26.000 {j(j, 5 





}9 57{ 23.918 61.5 24. 570 68 26.000 66 
}9 58 { 




23. 918 61.5 
24.571 68 




























































~ g ~ ..::1. P· c::l o::: c.-.2 c_.S <:> 
-=--
0-' 8 a:= <:.1:= 
<.> ... s"' 8 J3 ~ CIS ~ ~ 
p.m. -, .,1 9"i2 
I - "' Stntion ,1, • } { ::!4. :i!l(i 
- 9 0 :w. 058 
:l. 27. :..(.15 
.( . •)'J !l'i·' 
Rtntion 1. ~ { 2~: 5!13 
2 9 1 2u. OliO 
:1 27. ::!!lli 
" •)'j 9"i2 
f;tn tion l. } { 2~: 5ll5 
2. D 2 ::!u.llit 
:1. 27. :.?!l.i 
Stntion't: j} { ~~:g~~ 
2. 9 3 I ::!6. 06!.! :l. l 27.295 
Station t } { ~t ~g~ 
2. !) 4 ~~- 06:.! 
3. 27. ~95 4. , 23.952 
Station ~ · } { 2~. ii~~ 
:- · 9 5 :}6. Ou3 
,1. 27. ::!95 
4. I 23.952 
f;tationt l} { 21.600 
2 9 6 :w. 063 
:l. 127. 2!ld 
4. 23. !l."i2 
Station l. } { 2 1. !iOJ 
2. 9 7 .,u Ofi4 
3. ~7: 29tl 
Stntion 1·11 l ~~: ~g~ 












































































































Stntlon 1 .. 





Station 1 .. 
I 2 .. 3 .. 
4 .. 
Station 1 .. 
I L 4 .. 








Mctcwological record jo1· J111:c 30, 1873. 
(~\Iiuntc barometrical observations.) 
~ ;:. ~ 5 .:. <l) p C) $ - ...=~ ..: U1 U1 1-i ..: ~<l) P• P· og C) ~~ --="' o::: o::: <l) 
.......... ~R ~t) ~-3 ~:3 ~ 0~ s ~~ 8;> ~8 o«l s~ 8 ~ .SE ~~ g> 0 til 8 ~ 0 ~ 8 P-'1 o I P=l 
---; ---
p.m. p.?n. 
23. 9.i3 70 23.869 Station 1 . . 23.952 
} 9 15{ 
24. 607 6B 2<1.549 2 .. } 9 30 { 24.597 26.067 65 23. 993 .:> .. 2G. 060 
27.302 7:2.5 27. 204 4 .. 27. 303 
2:!. 95:3 70 2J. 869 Station 1. . 23. 95B 
} 9 16 { 24. 6 LO Gf!. 5 24. 551 2 .. }9 31 { 2-1. 595 26.068 65 25. 99-! 3 .. 26. OtiO 
27.302 72.5 27.204 4 .. 27.303 
23.952 70 2:1.868 Station 1.. 23. 960 
}9 n{ 24. C02 6d. s 24. 5-lJ 2 .. }9 32{ 24. !i07 26.067 05 25. !i!.l3 3 .. 2G. OfJO 
27.302 72.5 27.204 4 .. 27.205 
23.952 70 23.868 Stationl.. 23.960 
}9 1B{ 
24. GOO 68.5 24. 54L 2 .. 
}9 33{ 
24. C02 
26. OG5 65 2;,, 991 3 .. 26.060 
27. 30~ 7~. 5 27. 204 4 .. 27.303 
23.952 70 23. 86d Station 1 .. 23.962 
}9 19{ 
24. 600 GB. 5 24.5-1 1 2 .. 
}9 3-t { 24. GOO 2!i. 065 65 25.991 3 .. 26.060 
27.302 72.5 27.204 4 .. 27.302 
}9 20{ 
23.952 70 23. 86B Station 1 .. }9 35{ 23.962 2-1.!:07 liB. 5 24. 54B 2 .. 24. 600 26. OG5 65 25. 991 3 .. 26. 060 
27.302 72.5 27.204 4 .. 27.302 
}9 21{ 
2'!. 952 70 23. BGS Station 1.. 
}9 36{ 
23. 9G1 
::!-1. G07 (i8. 5 24.548 1.. 24. GOO 
26. OG4 65 25.090 3 .. 26. 060 
27.301 72.5 27.203 4 .. 27.303 
}9 22{ 
2:3.952 70 23.868 Station 1 .. 
}9 37{ 
23.961 
24. 605 68.5 24. 546 2 .. 24. GOO 
2G. C63 65 25. !lB9 3 .. 26. 05B 
27. 302 7~. 5 27.204 4 .. 27.302 1 l ~~- ~g~ 70 23. 869 Station 1. . 
19 38{ 
23 961 
6tl. 5 24. 546 2 .. 24. 608 9 23 26:063 (j;) :::s. 9t!l 3 .. 2G. 05B 
I 27. 303 7~. 5 27.205 4 .. 27.30:1 
.:. ~ ;:. ~ <l) p <l) 
.!:l..: 
..: U1 U1 +'<l) p• .:::>· 
"C~ .-:j <l> ~-~ ~-~ Jls ~~ 8~ 0+" 00 ~8 s~ .slS c;j ~ 0 p:; E=i 0 
-- ---
p.?n. 
70 23.8GB Station 1. .. 
6B 24.539 2 .. 
l9 45{ 64.5 25. 9tl7 3 .. 
7:2. 5 27.205 4 .. 
70 23. 874 Station 1 .. 
G7. 5 24. 53tl 2 .. } 9 4G { G4. 5 25. 987 3 .. 
72.5 27.205 4 .. 
70 23. 87u Station 1 .. 
67. 5 24. 5.~0 2 .. 
}9 47 { 04.5 25. 987 3 .. 
72.5 27. 207 4 .. 
70 23. 87G Station 1 . . 
}9 48{ 
67.5 24. 545 2 .. 
64.5 2!'\. !)87 3 .. 
72.5 27. 305 4 .. 
70 23.878 Station 1.. 
} 9 49 { 67. 5 ~4 . 543 2 .. 6-1.5 25. !JB7 3 .. 
72.5 27.204 4 .. 
70 23. B7B Stntion 1.. 
}9 so { 
67 24. 544 2 .. 
64.5 25.987 3 .. 
72.5 27. 204 4 .. 
70 23.877 Station 1.. 
}9 s1{ 
67 M.544 2 .. 
64.5 25. !JB7 3 .. 
72. 5 27.205 4 .. 
70 23.877 Station 1 .. 
}9 52 { 
67 24.544 2 .. 
64.!) 25.985 3 .. 
72.5 27.204 4 .. 
70 !?3. B77 Station 1.. 
19 53 { 
67 24. 532 2 .. 
64.5 25.985 3 .. 





.-o~ ~ .,o:> ~g E: 
0 ~8 ... c;j 
"'i P-'1 
--- --
23. 95B 70 
24. 600 66.5 
26. OGO 64.5 
27. 302 72.5 
23.958 70 
24.602 66.5 
26.059 64. 5 
27.302 72.5 
23. 958 70 
2'!. eo2 G6. 5 
26.059 64.5 
27. 301 72.5 
23. 95B 70 
24. 600 66.5 
2G. 060 64.5 
27.302 7:!. 5 
23. 958 70 
2-l. GOO GG. 5 
2G. 060 64.5 
27.302 72.5 
23. 95tl 70 
24. 603 66 
26.060 64.5 
27.302 72.5 
23. 954 70 





2G. 060 G4. 5 
27. 301 72.5 
23:956 70 
24. 607 66 
26. OGO 64.5 








































































:Station 1 } ~ ~3. !132 !i!l 
•) ::!4. (;03 61.5 ~ - 9 9 26.064 65.5 3 
4 27. :lOL 71 
Stnliou l ~9 101 23. !)52 69 2 24. GOO 68 3 ~G. 064 li5. 5 
4 27. SO L 71.5 
Station 1 
}!J n{ 23.952 69 2 2-l. (i03 68 3 26.066 65.5 
4 27.299 71.5 
Station! 
} 9 121 
23.932 69.5 
2 24:601 68 
3 26.066 65.5 




2 . 24.605 68 
3 . 26.066 65 
4 . 27.302 72 
Station 1 . 
} 9 14 { 
23. 953 70 
2 24. 605 liB 
3 26.066 65 
4 27.302 72.5 
23.670 ::Statlon ~ .. } ~ 23. 95:1 •70 23.869 :station 1 .. } 
1 
23. !J58 70 23.874 Station L. } { 23. 957 70 24. 547 24.607 68 24. 549 L 9 39 ~~: ~~~ 66.5 24.545 2.. 9 54 24. 602 66 2:1. !JS!J ~-· 9 2<1 26. 063 63 2:\. 98[;1 64.5 25.985 3 . . 3.. 26. OGO 64. 5 
27.207 4 .. 27. :i02 72.5 27.204 4. . 27.303 72.5 27.205 4.. 27.301 72.5 
23.870 Station 1 .. ~9 25{ 23. !l33 70 23. 869 Station 1 .. }!) 40{ 23.960 70 23.876 Station L. }9 55{ 23. 953 70 24.542 2 .. 24.602 68 24. 544 2 .. 24. 603 66.5 24.548 2 .. 24. 600 66 23.989 3 .. 26.061 64.5 25.988 3 .. 26. 058 64.5 25.985 3 .. 26. 060 64.5 
27.205 4 . . 27.303 72.5 27. 205 4 .. 27.303 72.5 27.205 4 .. 27.302 n.5 
23.870 Station L. 
}9 26{ 
23.953 70 2:3. 869 Station 1 .. }!) 41{ 23.960 70 2:t 876 Station L. }9 56 ~ 23.958 70 24.545 2 .. 24. 605 68 2<1. 547 2 .. 24.595 66.5 24.540 2 .. 24.602 66 25. 9!JJ 3 .. 26.061 64.5 25.l!8S 3 .. 26.060 64.5 25.987 3 .. 26. 060 64 27.203 4 .. 27. 305 72.5 27.207 4 .. 27.305 72.5 27.207 4 .. 27.303 72.5 
23.869 Station 1 .. 
}9 27{ 
23. 952 70 23. 868 Station L. 
}9 421 
23.960 70 23.876 Station 1 .. 
}9 57{ 
23. 9:i8 70 2-l. 549 2 .. 24. 603 68 24.545 2 .. 24. 603 66.5 21. 548 2 .. 24.603 66 
25. 991 3 .. 26.060 64.5 25.987 3 .. 26. 060 64.5 25.987 3 .. 26.060 64 27.205 4 .. 27. 305 72.5 27.207 4 .. 27.303 72.5 27.205 4 .. 27.302 72.5 23.869 Station L. 
}9 28~. 23. !J52 70 23.868 Station 1 .. }9 431 23. !J60 70 23.876 Station 1.. }9 581 23.958 70 2-1.547 2 .. 24. 603 68 2<1. 545 2 .. 24. 6il3 66.5 24.548 2 .. 24.602 66 25.992 3 .. 26. 060 64.5 25.987 3 .. 26.060 64.5 25. 987 3 .. 26.060 64 27.205 4 .. 27. 305 72.5 27.207 4 .. 27.303 72.5 27.205 4 .. 27.300 72.5 
23.869 Station 1.. 
}9 29{ 
23.952 70 23. 868 Station 1 .. 
}9 44 { 
23.960 70 23.876 Station 1 .. } ~ 23. 955 70 24.5-17 2 .. 2-l. 603 68 24. 545 I 2 .. 24. 600 66.5 24.545 I 2 ·· 9 59 24.595 66 25.992 3 .. 26. 060 6-1.5 25.987 3 .. 26. 060 64.5 25. 987 I . Li 26. 060 64 27.204 4 .. 27.303 72.5 27.205 4 .. 27. 302 72.5 27.204 27.302 72.5 
Station No. I.-Summit of Mount Washington. Elevation of baromet er above sea-level . .. 6,285.4 feet. 
Station No. 2.-Abo'l"e .Jacob's Ladder. Ele'l"ation of barometer above sea-level ..... . ..... . 5,553.3 feet. 
Station No. 3.-Waumbeck House. Elevation of b:1romet er above sea-level ................ 4,058.7 feet. 
Station No. 4.-Base of Mount ·washington. Elevation of barometer above sea-leveL ...... 2,898.3 feet. 






















































K.-Mctcorological1·ecord for May 1, 1873. 
{llourly observ:ttion.) 
Nolr..-Elo>ntion of unromotor nt summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elo,ation of barometer n.t baso above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer-readings corrected for tem-






TilERM. § JIYGHOM. :;:l 
.... 8 
..0. ..0. ..: - .-- $_. - --.-_§. . 
~ .2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~.... o.... 13 .., ~ <.> p p ·;: 1) 
.., c:> o e~&S .,., .... d"' ~ § ~ ~ ~ ~ :. Q5 '~ p:; ~ P=l <l o A ...,. ~ A 
WL'I(D, 
t'-=1 ~~ I~ · ·- g p . ~ g~ :;; g· ~=5
- ~ Q;) ..... ,..... 0 
0<1) ... 0) e~~ 
p.P.~p,A 
Rnmmit l 1 0 f i!3 8-12 1~ 24 23. 799124 ;;--- ;; N. W. ~ 8. 82 . __ . Jlnso . __ ) n. m. ~ 27. 360 54 36 21. 287136 33 11 E. 2 . 02 . - •. ~l.ln11lli t { n 0 f :?:3. 83151 24 23. 788,24 23 87 N. W. 37 6. 8-l .••. lin so. __ 5 - 0 · m. { 27. 350 53 33 27. 280 33 31 80 E. 2 . 02 . - •. 
Summit { 3 0 f ~3. 835 51 23 23. 792J23 2-2 86 N. W. 34 5. 78 .. _. l$nso. __ 5 n, m. ~ .n 345'51 3:! 27.28032 30 7!.1 E. 2 . 02. --· 
Slllumit { 4 O ~ :23.8-13155 2-2 23. 7fll ' 2-:~ 21 85 N.W. 30 4. 50 .. .. J3nso ... 5 · a.m.) 2i.:N249 31 :!7.28:hl 29 79 E. 2 .02 . .. . 
Summitt ,., 0 S 2:!. ~H0154 22 23. 790,2"2 21 >35 N.W. 26 3. 3il .. .. lktso . . _ ~ ;> n. m. ~ 27. 340145 30 -J.7. 289 30 28 78 E. 4 . 08 . __ . Summit} 6 0 S 2:!. 8-19 150 22 29. 808 22 !lL 85 N. W. 26 3. 38. __ . Bnso _ _ n. m. ~ 27. 360 47 30 27. 304 30 28 78 E. 2 . 02 . __ . 
Summit} 7 O S 2:1. 880
152 i!3 23.835 23 '22 86 N. W. 20 2. 00. __ . 
llnse. _ _ a.m. ) 27. 380 j45 J4 27. 329 34 31 71 E. 2 . 02 . __ . 
Summit { 7 57 f ::!3. 8851.52 24 23. 840 24 23 t!7 N . W. 15 1. 12 . __ . lin so. __ 5 n. m. ~ 27. 380 46 .JO 27. 327 40 34 48 S. ,V. 2 . 02 . __ . 
Surumit { n 0 S 23. 870,58 24 23. 812 24 21 61 N. W. 24 2. 88 .. .. llnso ... 5" a.m.( 27.394
1
52 43 ':!7.32644 36 37 s . 4 .08 ... . 
Summit { 10 O f .!.l. 868 55 i!3 23. 816 25 23 75 N. W. 22 2. 4i! . __ . llaso .. _ 5 a.m.~ :17. 371151 -15 27. :JG6 46 37 33 S. W. 12 . 72 .. _ 
Snromit ~ 11 0 o. m. S fJ· ~~o ;~? 25 2~. 788 25 23 !5 w. 30 4. so . __ . Baso __ 5 ~ l..7 .. 3.>91;>3 48 21. 289 48 39 36 ,V. 10 . 50 .. .. ~unnnit { 1n 0 f 23. 840.55 25 23.788 25 23 75 W. 28 3. 92 .. .. Bnso .. _ 5 - m-- ~ :17.346155 48 27.27 1 48 39 36 S. W. 10 . 50 .. .. Smnmit { 1 0 P ro s 23. 83o1s:3 ~5 23. 78~ ~ 24 75 w. 36 6. 48 . __ . Baso .. . ~ · · ~ 27. 348
1
58 ;>l 27. 26;> ;>1 41 34 W. 8 . 32 . __ . 
Sn.mmit! n Opm { 23.8 ,1052 24 2:1.79524 22 7-l W. 43 9.24 · ---
1\nso _. . - · · 27. 313 62 53 27. 251 53 42 31 N. W . 12 . 72 . __ . 
SttmtUit 3 Op m S 23. 758151 24 23. 742:14 22 74 W. 48 11. 52 .... llaso. _. · · ( 27. 33GG!l 53 27. 226 :13 4•1 42 N. W. 14 . 9~ . __ . 
Summitt 4 0 p m S :13. i:00 \54 24 2:1. 730 24 2-2 74 W. . 50 12. 50 .. _ U11110 ... 5 · · ~ i!7.:mol :;2 27.22052 43 41 N.W. f' .3i! ... 
~~·.:~::nH l 1 !\7 p.m.~ ~~~:~ :~,~~ ?, 1~ ~t ~~~ ?,~ ~~ ~~ ~: 4g 10: g~ :::: 



















































































































Cumulus __ )uroulus __ 
) nmnlns .. 
Cnmnlns --
Cnmnlns .. 
Girrus . --· 
.; I §.Eh g -~ ~@ 















0 0 -------------------- ........ 
0 0 ---------- ---------- ___ , __ 
0 0 ---------- ------------------
0 0 ---------- ---------- --------
0 0 ---------- ---------- --------
0 0 ---------- ------------------
0 0 -------------------- ------ .. 
0 0 ---------- ---------- --------
0 0 ---------- ------------------
0 0 -------------------- -------
0 0 ________ , ---------- --------
0 0 -------------------- ...... .. 
0 0 ---------- ---- ------ ...... .. 
0 0 ---------- ---------- ...... .. 
0 0 ----------------------------
0 0 -------------------- --------
0 0 ----------------------------
0 0 ---------- --------·- --------
1-4 N. ,V.S. ---------- ---------- --------
1-8 ,V, ---------- ---------- --------
1-4 w. s. ----------------------------
1-4 w. ----------------------------
2-4 \V. .. .................. --------
1-4 ,V. ---------- .......... -------
1-4 ,Y. ______ . : _. ------ --- .. -------
2-4 w. ·--------· ·--··----- ·--·---· 
2-4 \\1;. ---------- ---------- ........ 
1-4 Calm .. ----------------------------
2-4 w. ____ _, ---- ---------- --------
2-4 N. W. ---------- ---------- -- ------
2-4 \V. ---------- ---------- --------
3-4 N. \V . . --·-----· ·--------· -------· 
2-4 w. ---------· ·--------· ·------· 
3-4 \Y. ---------- ---------- ........ 
2-4 \Y. . ......... ---------- -·------
































































Rmumit} 7 0 p.m. { 23.825 :iS 2:3 2J. 767'23 21 73. w. 
""" I -.n. 207li 1 44 ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 37 45 s.w. Summit} 8 0 p.m.~ 23. 800 57 23 21 73 w. 13nso ... '27. 310 Gl 38 27. 220 38 34 63 S.E. 
S um111it} !) Op.m . { ~3. 8 10 55 24 23. 758 24 22 74 w. 
llaso ... 1 2?. 300 00 37 27.213 37 34 73 S.E. 
Summit} JO 0 p.m.~ ::!3. 800 55 24 :::!3. 748 24 22 74 w. l3ase... 1 27.300 57 :!7 27.220 37 34 73 S.E. 
Rmumit} 11 '>"p m { 23.£00 54 24 ·.3. 750 24 22 74 w. Daso ... ~- · · 27.280 55 36 27.205 :!6 33 71 S.E. 
Summit} 12 . mid- ~ 23. ~07j52 24 i!:-1. 76224 22 74 w. 
13aso. .. I m g ht. 27.278155 36 27.203 36 33 71 S.E. 
Summit} 100 a.. m. { 23. S12 53 23 23. 764 25 24 87 w. Base . .. 27.258 54 35 27. 185 35 :32 70 S.E. 
Summit} 2 00 a.m. { 21. 810 55 ~4 23. 758 ;l-l 23 87 w. Baso . .. 27. 258 53 35 27. 188 35 32 70 E. 
Summit} 3 0 a.m. { 23. 800 56 24 23. 746 24 ~3 tl7 w. Baso . .. 27.250 53 35 27. 180 35 32 70 E. 
Summit} 4 0 a.m. { 23.802 57 24 23. 746 24 23 B7 w. Base . .. 27.242 52 35 27.175 3j 32 70 E. 
Summit} 5 0 a.m. { 23.80055 24 23. 748 24 23 87 w. l3ase . .. 27.242 52 35 27.175 35 32 70 E. 
Summit} 6 0 a.m.~ 23.805 54 25 '23. 75525 :24 87 w. llaso ... 27.245 53 37 27. 176 37 34 7l E. 
Summit} 7 0 a.m. { 23.805,56 27 23. 75127 25 77 w. Baso ... 27.243 52 39 27. J76 39 :36 73 Calm. 
Summit} 7 57 a.m. { 23. 810
157 28 23.754 28 26 77 w. 
llm;e . .. 27.242157 44 27.161 44 39 00 N.W. 
Snmmit} 9 0 a.m. { 23.835 68 30 2'3. 75530 27 6d w. Ba!'e . .. 27.252 60 44 27.166 44 38 52 N.W. 
Summit} 10 0 a.m. { 23.825 62 38 23.758 32 30 79 w. naso . .. 27.23859 4!) 27. 154 49 41 44 s. w. 
Summit} 11 0 a.m. { 23.790 61 32 23. 72532 30 79 w. llase . .. . 27.220 62 ,18 27.129 48 39 36 S.E. 
Summit} { 123. 780,65 32 23.707 32 30 79 w. l3aso... 12 Om . . . 27.21161 47 27.123 46 38 40 N.W. 
Summit} { 23. 775 68 31 23.695 31 30 tl9 w. llu~:;e. . . 1 0 P· m . 27. 187160 46 27.10146 38 40 N.W. 
Summit J 0 { 23. 758 63 31 23.689 31 30 89 s. Bnse.. . ~ 0 p. m . 27.17959 46 27.096 46 38 40 N.W. 
Summit} 3 0 ~ 23. 730 66 30 123.656 30 29 89 s. l3nse... P· m. 27. 150 57 40 t27. 071(0 36 65 S.E. 
Sumruit} l 23. 715 70 29 123.63329 28 8!) s. 
Dase . . 4 0 P· m. 27. 142 54 38 127.07038 35 72 w. 
52 13. 52 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 
4 . Otl 
--- -
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 
24 2. e8 ... . Stratus .. . 1-4 0 
4 . 08 
--- · 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 
1B 1. 62 ..... Stratus ... 1-4 0 
2 . 02 
----
0 0 Cirrus .... 




0 0 Cirrus ... . 
28 3. 92 
-- -· 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 
4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 
26 3. 38 
----
Stratus .. . 1-4 0 
4 . 08 
--- -
Stratus ... 1-4 0 
Mctem·ological1·ecorcl for May 2, 1873. 
24 2. 88 ...... Stratus ... 2-4 Cirro-strat. 
4 . 08 
----
Stratus .. . 1-4 0 
23 2. 64 ...... Stratus ... 2-4 Cirro-strat. 
4 . 08 
---· 
Stratus . .. 1-4 0 
20 2. 00 . ..... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirro-cum. 
4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 
30 4. 50 . .... . Stratus . .. 1-4 Cirro-cum. 
2 . 02 ...... 0 0 Cirrus ... . 
24 2. 88 
--- -
Hazy ..... Cirro-cum. 
4 . 08 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 
25 3.12 ...... Hazy . . ... . ..... Cirro-cum . 
4 
-08 ... ... 0 0 Cirrus .... 
12 . 72 . ..... Hazy ..... Cirro-cnm. 
0 . 00 0 0 Cirrus . ... 
10 
-50 ... ... Hazy ..... Stratus .... 
0 
-00 0 0 Cirrus ... . 
15 1. 12 ...... . Hazy ..... Stratus .. .. 
2 .02 0 0 Cirrus .... 
12 .72 ....... Hazy ..... Stratus .. . . 
2 . 02 0 0 Cirro-strat. 
7 
. 24 ....... Hazy ..... Strat.us .... 
8 .32 Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... 
10 
. 50 . ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hiduen . . . 
6 .18 ........ Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
6 . 18 ...... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
1 . 01 . ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
7 . 24 ....... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
2 . 02 ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
12 . 72 ...... Niml.Jus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
8 3'> .... ... Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden .. . 
6 .18 . ...... Nimlms . •. 4-4 Hidden· ... 
4 . 08 . ••. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
0 0 
--------- · · --------· !.·····- ·· 1-4 w. .. .......... 
·--------- · ······ 0 0 
-------··· 
........ .. .. ........ 
1-4 Calm .. .. .. ......... ... ... . . 
0 0 .......... . . ........... 
---·---1-4 Calm .. 
0 0 
--------- - ---- ----- - -------2-4 Calm .. 
0 0 
---------- ---------- -------0 0 
--------- · ----·----· - - -.. ~- .. 0 0 
------ ---- ---------· ----·--0 0 ............ .... . 
--------- -
........ .... 
1-4 W. . ................. 
----------
........... . 
0 0 ........ ........... .......... .... .. . ............. 
1-4 w. 
0 0 ............ .... . . ................. ...... ...... 
3-4 w. .. ................. .................. ............. 
0 0 . .................. . ................ ....... ... ... 
1-4 w. 
2-4 w. .. ................. . ................. ...... , .... . 
1-4 w. 
2-4 w. ............ . .. ... ................. 
· ---·-- · 1-4 w. 
----------
. ............... ............. 
3-4 w. ............ ..... .................. ............ 
1-4 w. 
2-4 w. ..... ........... . ................. .. . . .... , ...... 
4-4 w. . .................. .................. ............ 
2-4 w. .................. ................... . .......... 
4-4 w. . ................. ................ . ... ......... 
2-4 w. .................. ................ . 
·------ -4-4 w. . ................. ..................... .............. . 
3-4 w. .................. .................. ............. 
4-4 w. 
---· 
. ............. .................. ................... ............. 
. .. .. . ............. .................. . .............. ............... 
...... . . ........... . . ................ .............. 
2.45 p.m. 
...... . .... ....... 2.45 p.m. . ................ . .. .. -. ~ ... 
----
. ............. .. ................................. ....... .. ....... 


































































Mctcorologica.l1'ecol'(lfor May 2, 187!3-Contioned . 
(llourly observation.) 
Nvn:.-Eh.lYation of b:u'Omdcr at sumtuit nbo,·o soa-!cvcl, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer ut basa above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. 
perature and iustrumeutal error ouly. 
Baromcter-rcauings corrected for tom-
~ ~ TIIEIO!. ~ JJYGROlf. ~ Wl~D. I LOWER CLOUDS. , UPPER CLOUDS. RAn< oa sxow. --~ ~ ,_.o
.g g .g g £: -d -:: -g !i ::e ::e ~ .& g ~.: ~ 6 ~ . +i +i 2.~~ Remarks. 
..,..., o...... a \:,) CD ~ ,a ..o ~ o Q ~ rn ~ ~~ • ;j • p 13 o o-d 
<l) 
~ ~ . - 2 - § lllf:---.---.--
'o ·- .... ·- . C) ~ .., ~ ., p o ;.. ... ..... . .... g o . ""' >=l ~ ·- ,. sl 


















~ummit l 4 ,..7 S 1:13. 68~ ~ 29 1:23.612:29 :18 ;-----;,-~ ~ .. -. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. __ ~=-== == . 05 Light snow. H!l$0 .. J .J p.m.( ,27.1:105:l 
1
35 ::!7.03135 34 85 S. W. 1 . OL .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ___ ____ ------- -- ------ ---- ---- - --- -- -- · ·-- · Ligbtsuow. 
::-;ummit ~ 6 0 . S ,:11.67564 29 '.23.603:?9 28 89 S. 17 1.44 - --· Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden----- -· --- - - -- ·---------·---- -- - - ------- -- · L~ght snow. ll:l<'ll .. ) p.m. ( :17.1105:2 :13 :':!7.0-!3:13 32.595 S. \Y. 1 . 01 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. ·------------ --------- 6.57p.m . . ...... . L1_ghtsnow. 
~unnuit ~ _ 0 ~ :2:1. 6GOG4 ,28 23.590 .28 :27 88 S. 24 3.92 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 llidden ... -- - · -- -· · - - · -- -------- -----·---· -- -----· Light snow. U !tbO .•• J 1 p.m.( ,:27.0R050 33 27.018:33 32 95 H. W. 1 .01 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 lli [lden ... ____ -- ----- · 7.00p. m. ------ -- · · ----- -. -- Light rain. 
l:'nmmit~ 8 0 ~ :2:.!.6:>067 1:!7 :23.574 .:27 :26 88 S. 26 3.3d . .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ---·-------·---- -- --- - --- --- - -- -----·--- - LightSilOW. 1~.11<0 •• 5 p.m.( :!7.06731 :!3 27.00333 3:2 94.5 IV. 1 .01 .. .. Nimbus ... 44 llidtlcn ... . ... ---··--· -------- -- ------- -- - ---· ·-- · Ligllt1·ain. 
Summit~ !) 0 { ~J.ti3068 :27 23.572:27 26 83 S. 34 5.73 .... Nimbus ... 44 Hidden ... ---·----- -- ·------ - -- - ---------·---· --- - Lig;htsnow. lhso .. 5j p.m. ~7.05030 33 26.9ddj33 32 94.5 S.E. 1 .OJ ---- Kimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ---·------ - ------ - ---- 9.50p.m. -----·· Lig-htrain. 
HnnuniL~ lO O ~ ~:2:3.61565 ,27 ~3.543 1~7 :26 88 S. 36 6.43 . . .. Nimbus . .. 4--1 llidden ... ---· ·----·-- ---------· -----··--·--------Light snow. ]las£' __ 5 p.m.{ :H-0:2:15) 3J :26.96133 :l:l 94.5S. IV. 1 .01 .... Ximbus . .. 4-4 Hidden .. . -- - · ------- 9.50p.m.ll.OOp.m. -- ----- - Sleeting. Hmumil~ Ll"" ~:23.5!)070 1:23 :!3.5082:1 2! 88 S. 4;.! 882 . .. . Kimbns ... 4-4 Ridden ..... . .... . .... ----- - --- - ------ --- --- - ·· - -· Lightsnow. lla~o .. ) --p.m.) ,:26.98!1-18 :n 26.93::!:33 32 94.5S.E. 1 . 01 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 llidden.----- - - --·- -- --- --- --- ----- --- ·--· .49 Cloudy. 
l:'ummit t 1:2 0 mid-~ :2J. 60073 :25 23.512~5 24 88 S. 36 6.48 - --· Nimbns ... 4-4 Hidden. ______ ---- · -- · -- -- ----- ------------------ Light snow. 
llnso .-- 5 \ nigllt. ( l:2ti.970I48 3J 26.913!33 3:2 94.5S.E. 1 .01. .. . Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hitlden ... ------- ---- - -- - -- - --- --- ---- ------- ----- Cloudy. 
Meteorological 1·eoord for Jiay 3, 1873. 
"""""it l 1 0 n ' {I"· soub I"' 123. ,.,!., :2-l e8 I s. 36 6. 48 -·-· Nimbus ... 4-4 IIitlden _ .. --- . - · -·--- - :~~~~~::~: : :: :: ~~~:: :~:::::: gg~~;~o.w. l;,n<l'. . . . 11 • ..!6. P.-1~ :> L 33 26. 881 33 :I;! !)5 Ualm. 0 . 00 
---· 
Strntus _ .. 4--1 llidden - - . . - .. 
0 • )· r.• t' ... :)- () - :)- 2<1 84 S . E. 40 8. 00 Stratus._. 4-4 Hidtlen . . .. _ .. . _____ . _. . 1.25 a.m. . G3 Tbreatemng. Kumnnl } ,, 0 ., 111 ~ :...1. ;~3.• u6 :..,> ~.3. 46J\:...J ----u '"" - • · · :2ti. !Hi ;;o 3:! 26. 835 32 31 90 S.E. 1 . 01 .... ftrutns ... 4-4 II ithlen .. - . __ . -------- -. ------- __ .. _- .. __ . Cloudy. 
s · ·t } { ':J r.·1o liB ,~ "3 4- ~ ,~ 2-1 es E. 37 6. 8-1 Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden ___ ---- . ____ _ . __ . ___ . _____ _ . __ .. __ . Threatening. ' llhlllll 3 0 n. .:.. . ,). :.:.> ,- ••• :. :..;-, 
--- · 
i:USI' ' lll. :!H. 91:; ·l!l :J:a 26. 8!)3'3:2 31 90 S.E. 1 . Ul 
··-· 
Strnlus ___ 4-4 ll\33~~: ::(::: - -- --- -- -· ---- -- ---· ---- --- · Tbreateniug. S I I . t ~ { ·>·1 '0(} ti·> ·>I ·~·l 4Y1·>-t 23 87 S.E. 42 8. 82 Stratus. __ 4-4 "3:45·;_-~-- :::::::::: :::::::: £}~~;~~~~~~-• 1 m m 1 on 11 -·: ·• . ~ - -- · • ,, ,_ . ~ - . Btu· II • l . lli !100 18 :l:'! 2(i. 1:!-13 :l2 :ll {);) S.IY. 1 . 01 
·---
Nimbus ... ,,_ .. 1Jitlden ___ ! ____ 




Stratns ___ 4-4 llh1tlcn . __ 1• __ • 




























. ~1. ~!19 57 23 Sum;mt ~ 7 0 n. ru. { :213. !'Od' -18 3::! 
B;:t>:> · • ) 5 ·'3 -l bO 3-1 ~-1 
Summit t 7 57 u. m. { ·~(): !'07 .3:3 ~: 
B.r:;u. -.~ 5 5 o?3 . .J t10.).3 :.o> ~:tUllLil• { !) 011. m. ( :26. !>HI .33 :~4 
lhsc · .. 5 { ';u 470 .i5 ~4 
l-;nmuut{ l10 On.m. 26.9125. 4.536 
Bnso . ·. · 5 { 1 2:3. 470 57 ~.J 
Sunnruq u Ou.m. 26.91655 37 Has:~ . :. 5 { ill. 4.3-1 59 25 
Sntunut { 12 0 m . · 26. 899 57 ~? 
Baso .. · 5 5 ·>3 455 .38 :.o> t:;ummit { 1 0 p.m.} ~6· 909155 36 13:1~3. · .. 5 23: 4:)5 1f>2 25 
Surum1t { 2 0 ll.m. { 26, 910!54 ~~ 
Baso. ·. · 5 { 23 . .J7-1 66 :.~ 
Sumrrut ~ 3 0 p.m. :26. !>22 32 3;> 
Hnso. · .. 5 { 23. 465'62 24 
Sum nut { 4 0 p.m. :26. 930!52 33 
J3!1SO ... • 5 { 23. 4G01j9 2~ Summit~ .J 57 p.m. 26.920 54 33 
naso. · .. 5 { 23. 4•10 54 21 
Sunmut { 6 0 p.m. 26. 9~7 ~2 ~2 
Baso ... 5 { ·)3 ·bO ;,0 20 
SummiH 7 0 p.m. ~6: 939 .)2 32 
Basd ... 5 { .)3 4.JO 51 20 
s,ummit t 8 0 p.m. ;:;6: 936 ~~ 3:l 
llaso. · .. 5 { :23. 44..: o>~ 20 
Snmm1t} 9 0 p.m. :26. 97951 31 
l3:tS:) · ·. · { 23. 473 54 20 
Snmmr t ~ 10 o p.m. i!G. 980
1
50 :n 
Base .. · 5 { '23 498 .16 19 
Summit { 11 22 p.m. 26: 980 51 32 Base ... 5 0 . d { 23 498 54 19 Summit~ '1 12 ' "'h~1 • :26: !>80 48 32 Base ... 5 lllo · 
Summit J 1 Oa.m. { '23. 491 52 20 Base . .. 2(). 980 49 31 
Summit J 2 Oa.m.{ 23. 499 53 20 Ba~o . .. 2G. !J8S 51 29 
Summit} 3 Oa.m. f 23.530 34 20 B::tso ... 27. 005 47 26 
Summit} 4 0 { 2:-1. 537 56 21 Base .. . a.m. 27. 005 116 24 
Summit} 5 { 23. 350 56 21 B;lSO . . 0 a.m. -27. 020,46 23 
'1:!. 44125 
:.!13. 8:>132 
:~.!. -1 :31 ::!-1 
:!ti. 840 32 
2:1.4:292.3 
26. 1:150 34 
23. 419 '24 
~~: ~;~~~ 
26. 842'37 






:23. 400 25 
26. 85:>'35 
:.!3. 400 24 





23. 410 20 
26.872 32 
23.398 20 
2ti. 892 34 
23. 395 20 
26. 915 32 
23.424 20 
26.9 1831 
23. 445 19 
26.916 33 
2:1. 449 19 
:!6. 823 33 
23. 447 20 
26. 920 31 
23. 452 20 
26.924 29 
23. 481 20 
26. 950:26 
23. 484 ,21 
~: ~~~~ t 
2C. !l6823 
24 88 E. 
31 90 ·w. 
23 t;7 E. 
31 90 w. 
:24 88 E. 
~l:3 89.5 W. 
:.!3 87 E. 
34 81.1 ~­
:23 81 E. 
36 !JO. 3 S.W. 
24 88 E. 
36 90.3 S.E. 
24 88 E. 
:35 90 s.w. 
21 88 E. 
35 90 w. 
:24 88 E. 
34 !)0 s.w. 
23 87 E. 
32 89 w. 
21 1'36 E. 
32 89 s.w. 
20 85 E. 
29 61 w. 
19 85 N. W. 
29 69.4 S.E. 
19 85 N. 
28 43 S. E. 
19 85 N. 
28 59 N.E. 
18 70 N . 
28 68.5 N. E. 
17 69 N. 
28 ;)1 s:w. 
l7 fi9 N. 
28 51 s.w. 
18 70 N. 
27 58 w. 
l8 70 N. 
26 66.5 w. 
18. 70 N. 
25 88 w. 
19 71 N. 
23 87 S.E. 
19 71 N. 
22 87 N.E. 
221 2. 421 ... .. 











5.12 ... . 
. 01 .. .. 
4. 5J .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
4. 80 ... . 
.02 .. .. 
6.48 .. .. 
.Op .. .. 
8. 00 
.:12, .. .. 
::;o 12.50 .. .. 
3 .0..1 .. .. 
56 15.68 
5~ 14:~k::: 
2 . 02 
47 11. 041.-. 2 . 02 ... . 
48 11. 52 ... . 
4~ 8: ~~c:: 
4 • OS 
50 12.50 .. .. 
8 . 32 .. .. 
60 18.00 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
62 19.22.- .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
66 21.78 . .. . 
4 0.8 .. .. 
60 18.00 .. .. 
4 . 08 ... . 
58 16.82 .. .. 
8 .32 ... . 
Nimbus ... 
Stralus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbns .. . 
Nimbus . . . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus ... 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimlms . . . 
Nimbus ... 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus . . . 
NimLns .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 







Stratus .. . 
Stratns .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
Stratus . . . 





































llidden ....... 1 ........ G.15 a.m ... ............. _ .. 
Hidden ... .. ......................... .. ........ . 
Hidden... . ... . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. ..... . 0:! 
Hiduen ............... 7.40 a.m . . _ ............... . 
Hidden .... ......... .................. . ...... .. .. . 
Hidden .............. . .... .. ........ ............. . 
Hidden ........ .. .... .. . . ........................... . 
Hidden ......................................... .. . 
Hidden ................... _ ..................... _. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ..... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ ...... ....... .. . 
Hidden ................. .. .......... : ......... . . . . 
Ridden .............. .. ..... . ...... . .............. . 
Hidden ....................................... ... . 
Hidden .................................. . ....... . 
Hidden .............................. .. ............ . 
Hidden ....... . ....... . ........................... . 
Hidden ............. ... . ........................ ... . 
Hulden ... ............ . ............................. . 
Hidden ........ ...... . ...... .. ................... . 
Hidden..... .. . .... ... . ..... . ... . .... .... . . 08 
Hidden . .. . . .. . ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. . . 5.40 p.m. . 05 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ... .. . .. .. ... .. .. ..... .... . .. . ... ........... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 N. W. . .......... 6.10 p.m. . 02 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........... _ .... . 
Stratus .. . 4-4 N. .. ........................... . 
lliddeu ................................... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 N. .. .............. .. ......... .. 
0 0 0 ......................... . .. 
0 0 0 .... ....................... . 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 ............................ .. 
Hidden... . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . . .. . ......... . 01 
0 0 0 .................. .. 





































Metem·ological record fm· May 4, 1873. 
62 19.22 .... Stratus ... 2-4 
0 I o 0 --------- - ---------- -----·- · Fair. 4 • OS .. ... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 0 
---------- ---------- ---- --- · 
Fair • 59 17.40 ... .. . Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 
------ --- · ·---- ----· ·-------
Fair. 
2 . 02 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 . . - --~ . --. ............ "" ......... Clear . 50 12.50 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
------·--· . ........ . ... ........ Fair. 4 . 08 .... 0 0 0 0 0 
········· 
........... ......... Clear . 48 11.52 
---· 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
------· -·· ---------- -----·-· 
Fair. 4 . 08 
----






















llldeorological1·ecord for May 4, 18i3-Continued. 
(Hourly observation.) 
Notr:.-Elorntion or bntomotor at summit n.bovo sea-level , 6,285.4 feeL Elevation of barometer at base nbove 8ea-level, 2,898.3 feot. 
perature and instrumental error only. Barometer -readings oorrooted for tem-
d 
f: 
. 8 . t TIIEIUI. o llYGRO?t£. ~ ~ . --- $ ---~ WIND. 
""'·"""" c.... ·I""" <:) 11 C) ......., Q,) ~ '3 p. •,-4 ·~ • .-1 5 = . ~ ~... ~... a (.) ~ g .c ~ ..-s ~ ~..<:< g} g ~=z 



























.... &3 C--o 
""' "' 1 1~
;::l<l) 
.g g l.g g .s ..,; <d 'g~ :9 .ci ~i g t-..: f¢l ~ . 
-- _________________ , ___ ,_, , __ , __ , __ , ril 
os s~ 
<!1o 
23. 526'49 :?0 Summit ~ 6 0 n.m. { 27. 0-13
1
44 24 
naso ... 5 { 23 5"648 20 
Summit l 7 o a.m. ~n: o4s 44 28 l~nso. -.. 5 23. 53:1 47 :!0 
Summ1t l 7 57 a.m. { 27. 060145 34 
llnso .. · 5 S ''3 570 57 22 Summit~ 9 o a.m. ( 21: os~;47 36 
l3aso .. - 5 S "3 585 55 23 
Summit l 10 0 n. m. { 27: 09S:49. 5 3S 
Baso ... J { 23 58454 24 
Summit { 11 on.. m. <>7 109 53 41 
nnso ... 5 :;3· 600158 24 
Summiq 12 Om ... { 27: ll 8!57 ~3 
nnso .. . 5 ! "3 620 60 :.4 
Summit ~ 1 0 p.m. 27: 126 58 44 
]lase -.. 5 23. 655 G2 2:1 
Summ1t ~ 2 0 p.m. 27. 129,61 47 
llnso ... ~ { ·,,3 653 60 23 
Snmmit l 3 0 p.m. 21: 129 63 48 
nnso . · .. 5 { 123. 660.56 23 
t-\ummlt l 4 0 r. m. 27. 148164 48 
Unso .. _ · 5 ~ :.!3. 640 53 23 
Sum nut l 4 57 p.m. { :!7. 1601Ga '~? 
Bnso ·.- 5 { 23. 630.56 23 
Sumru1t l G 0 p.m. .:!7. 170 62 44 1\n>lo. • .• 5 '2.1. 66:! 62 22 
Suumut ~ 7 0 Jl. m. { 127. 188 58 36 
Bnao .. · 5 ~ '2:1. G:iG 5ll :1-2 
SuuuuiLl a Or.m-~ ·27.17ll5G 3 1 J\ar..~ . · $ S ·•·1 (i -t :I 3:1 ~2 
l-'11111111H t !l 0 Jl. Ill.) ~7: l i rl ~~ ~~ :!4 . llu st~ ... S , ·•·1. u·•o r.'J ~:! 
t-\n1t11111t , t Ill 0 )I Ill , ~ !7 t)U :i I ,:15 llnbll ... ~ 
23. 488 20 18 70 N. 42 8. 82 . .. . 
26. 995 24 2'2. 5 81 N. E. 4 . 08 .. • -
23. 490 :.>o 18 70 N. W. 36 6. 48 . .• . 
27. 001 28 26 77 N. E. 4 . 08 .. .. 
23. 499 i!O 18 70 N. W. 42 8. 82 ... . 
27.010 34 33 89.5 N. 1 . 01 .. .. 
23. 515 22 20 72 N. W . 30 4. 50 .. . . 
27. 027 36 32 61 N. W. 4 . OS . .. . 
23. 5:.14 23 21 73 N. W. 24 2. 88 . .. -
27. 037 39 34 55 N. W. 6 . IS . .. . 
23. 53524 2~ 74 N. W. 24 2. 881- --
27.0404 1 3a 49 N. 10 .50 ... . 
23.543 24 :!2 74 N. W. 28 3. 92 . . . . 
:27. 039 43 34 28 E. 8 . 32 .. .. 
:23. 55!12-! 2:! 74 w. 50 12. 50 . .. . 
27.043 44 35 30 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . 
23.590 2:1 21 73 w. 48 11.52 ... . 
27. 041 47 37 :28 N. W. 8 . 32 . .. . 
2::1.594 23 22 86 w. 26 3. 381 ... . 
27. 03C -l8 40 43 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . 
2.1. 607 23 :22 Sti W. 2!l 4. 20 . .. . 
27.052
1
48 40 43 N. W. 12 • 72 ... . 
23. 593 23 22 86 w. 24 2. 88 ... . 
27. 067146 ::~9 47 W. 4 . OS .. .. 
23. 577 23 22 e6 w. 20 4. 20 ... . 
27. 079 44 :n 45 N. W. 4 . OS .. .. 
23. 597!22 :n ss \V. 34 5. 713 .. .. 
21. 101 36 34 eo N. w. 8 . 32 . .. . 
l2a. 597122 21 85 \V. 36 G. 4S ... . 27. 103,34 32 80 N. 4 . OS ... . 
:2:!. :>98 22 2L 1'15 \ V. 43 9. 2·1 ... . 
21. 1 o-~ : :1 1 a:! ~o N. 'l . 01:1 .•. . 
'
1
'1 '•iii ,,,, '11 S'i \V 4H 11 :1') 21: onl3 au :i3 70. s N: I:S : 3~ .: :: : 
Stratns- ·· 
0 


















.. ... o 
Hazy
0 
.. ... --0 
Hazy --- -- --o 
0 0 0 
1-4 Stratus---
0 0 
1-4 Stratus · · · 0 
0 0 
0 0 g 0 
0 0 0 .................... .. ..... . 
0 0 0 .................... ....... . 
0 0 0 .... . .... .. ......... -------· 
0 0 0 ......................... .. 
0 0 0 ......... .. ......... ....... . 
0 0 0 -- ------· · ................ .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ... ..... .... ........ -------
0 0 0 ....................... ... . . 
0 0 0 ..... ..... ... .............. . 
0 0 0 .... ...... . ........ .... .. . .. 
0 0 0 -----·---· ................. . 
0 0 0 ......................... . 
0 0 0 ..... .. .................... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ---------- ................ .. 
0 0 0 ......... . ................ .. 
Cumulus .. 1-8 N. W ..... ... .................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N.,V ............................ . 
Cm1.1ulus .. 2-4 N. \V . ......... . ................ .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N.W.S ............................ . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. .. ................ _ ....... .. 
g~~~~t~:: l i:J ~:~: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 0 
0 0 0 





























































Rnmmit}u"~ 51~:!.f'!JO.J3· 1::!:.l '2:!.!3'1:!22 1'.)1 I' R.i I w. l 431' 0.24 ... . 1 0 I 0 Stratt1S ... Il-41 w.I ......... . I .......... I ........ IFmr. ]3a,..o ... ·-~ p. m . ~ :27. 1.)933 ;}() 
1
27.090! 17 14 i l N. 4 .08, .... Stratus ... '.l- '11 0 I 0 0 .................... -------- l •'uir. Summit~ 12 Omid-~ ::!3. ::!':0
1
.32 ::!::! 2J.~>3u,22 ,.ll :33 W. ;;o 1::'.:;0.... 0 0 Stratus ... 1-4 W ..... ............ .... ........ ]'air. 
B uso .. . S, Jli;!ht. ~ :27.13tj3 l6 27.08rJ6 J4 ~0 N. 4/ .08, ... Stratus ... 4-4 llidden .......................................... Cloudy. 
Snmmit} 
Base . . -
Snmmit} 
Bnse . .. 
Rnmmit ~ 
Base . .. 5 
Summit l 
Baso . .. 5 
Snmmit ( 
Base ... S 
::;ummit( 




Base -- - S 
Summit ( 
Base ... S 
Summit} 
Baso . .. 
Summit ( 
Base ... S 
Summit ( 
Base .. . 5 
Summit} 






nase ... 5 
Summit~ 
Base ... 5 
Summit ( 
Base ... 5 
Summit ( 
Base ... 5 
Summit~ 
Base ... 5 
Summit} 
Base . __ 
Meteorological1·ecord for May 5, 1872. 
1 0 ~ 23. 578!52 22 2-1. 534 1'22 21 185 w. 48,1 11. :>21.-- • 1 ----------- -- ·-
:1. m. ~ 27. 140 52 J8 27. 073 38 :o4 u3 N. 2 . 02 ... . 




















Stratus . _. 4-4 
0 0 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus __ _ 2-4 W. ---- -----· ····------ ....... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Stratus __ . 4-4 W. __ .. __ ...... ____ .... __ .. __ .. 
Hidden ............... ---------- ................ .. 
3 0 ~ :23. 538150 :22 23. 5 18,22 2 1 8;; w. 62 10. 2:L _ .. 
a.m. ( 27. 12.> 52 38 27. 058138 35 72 N. W. R . 32 . ... 
4 0 5 23. 550,47 22 23. 316 (2 2 1 85 w. 66 21. 78 -- .. 
a.m. ( 27. 130 51 37 27. OG6 37 3-l 71 N. W. 8 . 32 . -- . 
'" 0 ~ :23. 5~0 , 45 22 23. 510 22 21 83 w. 60 18. 00 . -- . 
;; a.m. ( '27. 130!50 .n 27. 068 37 34 11 w. 4 . os .... 
6 0 ~ 23. 550 43 22 23. 524 22 :21 85 w. 64 20. 4~ . - - . 
a.m.} :27. 130151 37 27. (J()() 37 34 71 N. W. 2 . 0~ .. -
7 0 ~ 23. 578,43 2-2 2:-l. 55<: 22 21 83 w. 58 16. 82 ---. 
a.m. ( 27. 145!50 3-l 27. 083 34 34 100 W. 4 . 08 . ... 
7 57 a.m. S 23. 57~1~4 ~2 ~3. 547 ~2 21 85 W. 60 18 00 . __ . ~ 27. 16;;1;)8 33. 5
1
27. 084 33. 5 33. 5100 Culm. 0 . 00 _ ... 
9 0 { 23. 603,62 22 2:-l. 540 22 21 85 w. 50 12. 50 ---. 
a.m. 27. 178157. 5 34. 5 27. 098•.l4 34 100 N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. LO 0 a. m { 23. 625158 23 23. 568/23 22 86 W. 41 8. 40 . .. . 
' · 27. 193157 36 27.114 ,36 35 90 N. W. 6 . 18 .. .. 
11 0 s :.!3. 623,57 23 23. 568 23 !L2 86 w. 36 6. 48 . -- . 
a.m. ( 27. ::!01157 39 27. 122 39 38 91 W . 8 . 32 .... 
12 0 lll -- 5 ~3. 6~5 1 ~5 23 23. 594123 22 8{i w. 30 4. !30 . - - . ( -7. 2:..21;)7 40 27. 143 40 38 82 N. W. 6 . 18 .. .. 1 0 m s 23. 660,61 23 23. 597 23 22 86 w. 20 2. 00 -- -. 
p. · ( 27.236 :>7 42 27. 157 42 39 74 N. W. 6 . 18 __ .. 
'l 0 { 23. 704 ,61 23 23. {i40 23 22 86 w. 18 1. 62 ---
- P· m. 27.25159 44 27. 166 44 39 60 N. W. 10 . 50 . .. . 
3 0 { 23. 71 81156 23 23. 665 2.1 ~2 86 w. 22 2. 42 ---. 
P· m. 27. 266 60 44 27.179 44 39 60 N. W. 8 . 32 .. . 
4 0 s 23.7 1556 23 23.66223 22 86 w. 44 9.68 ... . 
P· ru. ~ 27. 287i63 45 27. 1!12 45 39 5:-J N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
4 r: - { 23. 740,56 ~3 23. 687 23 21 73 w. 28 3. £12 . --. 
;;, P· m. ;;7. 300
1
65 41 27.200 41 36 57 N. W. 8 . 32 __ .. 
6 O ) 23. 730153 22 23. 683 22 20 72 W. 36 6. 4B .• _ . P· m. ( 27.320 62 -ll 27.2:28 41 35 57 N. W. 8 . 32 .... 
7 O 5 23. 7,d52 22 s:lS. 701 22 20 72 N. W. 40 8. 00 . __ . p.m. ( 27. 330157 37 27. 250 37 33 71 N. W. 4 . 08 .•.. 
{ 23. 768
153 22 23. 720 22 19 59 N. W. 37 6. 84 ... . 8 0 p.m. 27. 350J53 35 27. 280 35 30 54 N. W. 8 . 32 _ .. . 
9 0 { 23.800153 ;n 23. 752121 1s 58 N. w. 24 2. es ___ . P· m. 27. 370,54 31 27. 297:32 28 59 N. 4 . 08 _. _. 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... -1-4 
Nimlms ... 4-4 
Strl' t us ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-1 
Kimllus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus .. . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4 4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Dense fog .. _. 
Nimlms ... 4-4 
Fog .... __ . __ . 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stra~us ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 3-4 
Strat11s . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 








Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy .. . .. , __ 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ........ 
0 0 
H;ddeu ___ ...................................... .. 
Hidden ___ .... ......... ____ . . . . . . _ .. ____ . . __ .... . 
Hrdden ............... 3 45a.m . ................ .. 
Hidden ... ............ --------- · ··· --- ---- ....... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . ........... __ . ...... . __ . _ _ . _ .. _ . _ . 
llidden . .. .. .. ... .... . ...... _ ... __ _ .. __ . __ . __ . ___ . 
Hidden ___ ...................................... .. 
Hidden ....................... _ . .. ..... . __ . _ . . __ .. 
Hidden .. .... . .................. -- - ·------ ....... . 
Hitlaen . ........ __ .. .. 6 15 a. m . ...... __ .. .. .. __ . 
Hil1den __ ..... .. __ .. _ ... ____ ........... __ . 09 
Hi<lden .. _ ... ... ................. ______ . _ _ . 18 
Hidden ....... . ... __ ........... . . _ . . . ___ . . ...... . 
Hidden ......................... 8 45 a.m. __ .... .. 
Hidden .... _ . . ......... ___ ... _ ... __ . _______ . ____ . 
Hidden .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Hiddeu ..................... __ .. 10 20 a.m. . 04 
Hidden ... __ .... __ ... 10 45 a.m ...... __ .. _____ ... 
Hidden .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ 12 0 m __ .. _ :. .... 
0 0 0 ---------- .......... --------
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ...... _ . _ ..... . 
0 0 0 .......... ---------- ...... .. 
Hidden .......... . .... ------ .... ---------- ....... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. ---------- ----·----- ..... .. .. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 W. .. __ ............ __ .. __ .. __ .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. .. ........... __ .. __ _ 
Cnmulus .. 3-4 W. ------ -- -· 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W . .. ...... .. 
1 
.. __ .. __ __ 
Cumulus.. 2-4 W. .. .... __ .. .. .... __ . 
~umulus .. 2-4 N. W. ---------- .......... 
1 
______ __ 
Cutnulus .. 2-4 W. .. .............. __ ...... __ __ 
. 05 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N.IV ......... .. 





~irrus __ .. 1-4 N._w. .. .. __ ...... ______ .. __ .. __ .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. .... __ . ...... .. __ .. __ .. __ .. 











































Meleo?·ological recordjo1· May 5, 1872-Continucd. 
(Ho~rly obsermtions.) 
NOT£.-Elo,·ntiou of bnromotor nt su:umit aboT"o sea-level, 6,283.4 feet. EleYation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3. Baromoter-renclings corrected for tem-
perutnre :wd iustrumoutal erTot· only. 
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.:) ::9 :;_e, 
'd p ....... 
,!:> ,!:> :;3 
t' ~ ~ 
A ~ ~ 
--- ,- - -
Summit} 110 0 p.m. { !;;3. 818:~; 21 23. 773 .21 18 58 lln:~o . . -1. 390,.>- 29 '21. 322:19 27 78 
S""""" ( r ~'P m { 23. "':;;, ::o :2:1. 776 20 17 53 llnso .. ~ -- · · :!7. 417 30 27 ~7. :.!54 27 :26 88 
Summit J 12 _0 ruicl- { ~~:J. 8 1~ 33 20 2:3. 7!i720 17 53 
l3nso... ntgllt~ -7. 41.>l48 27 27. 337127 25 76 
23.8001-18 )ummit} 1 0 n. m. f 20 
"·"'I" 18 70 13nso . .. 27.<110( 27 :!7. 354 27 24 64.4 ~ummit} 2 0 n. m. { :1:3.808 52 l !l 23. 76:J l!l 17 69 L1aso •.• 27. 415.4!) 26 27. 355 26 23 ti3 ~ummit} 3 0 n. m. { 2:3. 8261')-l 19 23. 77619 17 69 Blll:JO ••• ~~: ~g~ ~ ~~ 2:> 27. 374123 22 62 5ummit ~ 4 0 n. m. { 1!) 23.777 19 17 6!) B:t!'O •. } 27.433 42 2-! 27. 390 2-1 :22 74 
:itumuit ~ 5 0 n. m. { 2·1. 8:i0 31 19 2:3. 807119 17 69 Baso .. 27. 4:J3 '40 23 27. 397 23 21 73 
:'nmmit} { ~l. 840 .J:J 19 23.814 L!) 17 69 Bu:~o . . 6 0 n. 01 · .27. 465 43 2-1 27. 41!!'2-1 21 6 1 
:'ummil} 7 0 n m { .2:1. 850,43 :.10 23. 824 20 18 70 Btt>~O .. . . 27.488-1-1 ao 27. 4:10 30 ~3 47 
SU111111it} 7 r.7 u lll { ,2:J. 8ti2 <J3 21 :!:I. 8:!6 21 19 7l 
l.ki!!O .. " . . 27. !">09 I!) :!1 27.4 w 3<1 28 43 
tlUitllllit } { r l.0 1:257 :!1 23. 85(j 2 1 19 71 !l 0 n. m. _,7 "' ·':1 _~ .1 Hn~o - . ,, __ ... _ . n 27. 4;:i:>3:i 29 4;) 
1-\mumlt } \ 2:1. !l.10 5 1 .).) :!:1. 88J .~2 :!\) 72 11111•1\ 10 0 1\ , 111. ~ '!7, ;,;u; ;,:; :n :!7. 4!i 1 :18 :! ·~ •lri 
1-'1111111111 ~ 1l ll11 11 { 1-H tl ~!~ . :d •h) :!:l. lltl!i :1·~ :!0 72 llol hll • 1 • ·!7. r1..!i 5 1 




































-~ 8 1 ~~ I ~~-C) 0 <Xl 0"' ...., o,:::::; ctJ a; ~-·c 
-;. 0 ~ .,... 0 
0 C) ;...., 13.) ~-
>~='- P-;A ~ 
~I 3.38 








50 12. 50 .... 0 0 I H"Y
0 I 0 
1 . 01 .... 0 0 
4:3 11.52 .... 0 0 
4 . 08 .... 0 0 
UPPER CLOUDS. 
• l'l-~1)--:-













Meteorological 1·ecord for May 6, 1~73. 
I 54 14.58 ..... 0 0 0 0 0 
4 • Ot! 
-- -· 
0 0 0 0 0 
50 12.50 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
2 0·' 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
58 IE. 82 
----
0 0 0 0 0 4 . 08 .... 0 0 0 0 0 
5r1 13. 52 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
·--· 
0 0 0 0 0 
48 11. 52 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
8 3·> 
---· 
0 0 0 0 0 50 12. 50 
--·· 
0 0 0 0 0 4 . 08 
---· 0 0 0 0 0 4t! ll. 52 
----
Haz)r ...... llazo . .... 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 0 50 12. 50 . ... llnzy ...... 0 0 0 
. 'T 0 0 0 0 0 5:i 15. J2 . .. . Hazy .... . . 0 0 0 4 . 08 .... 0 0 0 0 0 48 11.52 .. .. lla1.y .. .... 0 0 0 El . 3 ·~ ... . 0 0 0 0 . 0 411 !l. (i l:l, .. .. lla?:y . ..... 0 0 0 (j .11:!, • •• . 0 0 0 0 0 
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---- --- -- - · · ·· ·· · ·-· · -- ---
-- -------· 
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----- · -·· · ---------- · -· ·· --
·· ------- · -- -·---- -- --- ·· --
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--·------ -------
------ --- · ---------- ---···-
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;")llmnm ( 12 0 m -- { ~: J . !I:JU ~~ ,~! ~:J. ~!J:J22 20 j2 N. ) ~ ll Stl ... ) - 1. 5 l t.>3 42 27. 448:42 33 27 w. 
~ummit} { :2:3.920 30 122 ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 20 72 N. Basl' .. 1 0 p.m. _,_ r. 1" '-- 4! 35 30 s.w. -1. ,) " tJO 
Summit} 0 { ':!:l. 95336 '22 23. 901 ,22 20 n w. 
llnso . . " 0 P· m . 27.511 .37 43 27. 4:!1 ,45 35 24 w. 
Summit } 3 0 m { ,2:3. 9.i~ tiO 21 23. 891 21 1!! 71 w. Baso . . p. . ,27. 519 GO 45 27.432.45 :37 39 w. 
Snmmit} 4 0 p.m. { , ~:t 920 5~ 21 23. 866 2t 19 71 w. llaso . . _ 7. 518 6;.. 4.3 27. 426 45 37 39 s.w. 
Summit} 4 .,7 m { 23. 9t::i152 21 23. 87021 19 71 w. J3aso . . j J p. · 27. 530 65 44 27.430 44 36 37 N. 
tinm:Lit} 6 0 p m { 23. 940,33 21 23. 892 21 19 71 W. Baso . . · · 27. 527 62 42 27.435 42 35 42 s. 
Summit} 7 0 p m { 23. 950 54 21 2.1. 900 ~1 19 71 w. Base . . · · 27. 520 59 39 27. 4:l5 39 34 55 ~.w. 
Snmruit J 8 0 { 23. 935 51 20 23. 892 20 18 70 w. Baso . . P· m . 27. 538 55 33 27.463 33 :lO 70 S.E. 
Summit} 9 0 p m { 23. 940 49 20 23. 90120 18 70 w. Base . . · · 27. 550 57 32 27. 470 32 29 69 S.E. 
Summit} 10 0 p m { 23. 953 50 20 23. 912 20 18 70 w. Base . . · · 27. 560 58 31 27. 477 31 29 79 S.E. 
Summit} 11 22 p m { 23. 958 51 20 23.915 20 18 70 w. Base . . · · · 27. 559 52 31 27. 491 :n 28 68.5 S.E. 
Summit} 12 0 mid·~ 23.95:3 53 20 23. 905 20 18 70 w. 
Base .. night. 27.560 51 31 27. 495 31 28 68.5 S.E. 
Summit} 1 0 a.m. { 21. 999 56 20 23.945 20 18 79 w. Baso . .. :H. 550 51 31 27. 385 3t 28 68.5 S.E. 
Summit} 2 0 a.m.{ :!4. 010 55 20 23. 958 20 18 70 w. Base ... 27.555 52 29 27. 487 29 26 66.5 S.E. 
Summit} 3 0 a.m. { 24. 01:3 55 19 23.96119 17 69 w. Baso . .. 27.555 53 29 27.48529 26 66.5 S.E. 
Summit} 4 0 a.m. { 24.022 5'7 19 23.96619 17 69 w. Baso ... 27. 563 .)2 28 27.495 28 26 77 S.E. 
~nmmit J 5 0 a.m. { 24.038 56 19 23. 984 19 17 69 w. Baso . . . 27. 564 48 28 27.506 28 25 65.5 E. 
Summit} 6 0 a.m. { 24.050 52 19 24. 00519 17 69 w. Base ... 27. 578 ~6 28 27.52528 25 65.5 E. 
Summit} 7 0 a.m. { 24. 070-18 21 24. 033 .21 19 7t N.W. BaRe ... 27.600 52 34 21.53r 32 79 S.E. Summit} 7 57 a.m. { 24. 060 47 22 4.023 2-2 20 72 N. Baso ... 27.615 59 39 27.530 39 32 38 N.W. 
Summit J { 24. 090 52 23 24. 047 23 21 73 N. 
Baso ... 9 0 a. ru. 27. 622 60 42 27.535 42 33 27 w. 
55
1
15. 12 .... H.,y .......... 0 0 
8 0 32 ---- 0 0 0 0 
48 11. 52 . . .. Hazy .......... 0 0 
8 0 32--.. 0 0 0 0 
!i8 16. 82 . . .. Hazy .......... 0 0 
10 0 50 - .. 0 0 0 0 
50 12. 50 . .... Hazy ...... . .... 0 0 
12 . 72 .... 0 0 0 0 
44 9. 68 ..... Hazy ...... 0 0 
10 0 50 0 (\ 0 0 
58 16.82 .... Hazy ...... 0 0 






!:! 0 32 
---· 
0 0 0 0 
36 6. 48 .. . . Dense haze . ... 0 0 
4 0 08 
----
0 0 0 0 
30 4. 50 
---· 
Dense haze 
-· · · 
0 0 
4 . 08 
· -- · 
0 0 0 0 
47 11.04 ... Dense haze . ... 
-0 0 
4 0 08 
- - - · 
0 0 0 0 
48 11. 52 
--·· 
Dense haze 
--- · 0 0 4 0 08 ..... 0 0 0 0 
60 18. LO 
·--· 
Hazy ...... 
· -- · 
0 0 
4 0 08 
-- - -
0 0 0 0 
56 15. 68 . ..... Hazy ...... 
----
0 0 
4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 
Metem·ological1·ecu1·cl for May 7, 1873. 
50 12. 50 ... .. .. Haze .... . . .... 0 0 
4 0 08 
----
0 0 0 0 
42 8. 82 . ..... Hazy ..... . .... . 0 0 
4 0"' ...... 0 0 0 0 
40 8. 00 . ..... Hazy ..... . .... 0 0 
4 0 08 
---· 
0 0 0 0 
36 6. 4S 
··-· Hazt ..... 0 0 
4 . oc; 0 0 0 
37 6. 84 . .... Haze ..... . ..... 0 0 
4 0 08 . .... . 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-4 
30 4. 50 . ..... Ha;:;y ..... 0 0 
4 0 08 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-4 
28 3. 92 Hazy . . ... 0 0 
'ij 0 02 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-4 0 98 ·--- Hazy ..... 0 0 0 08 0 0 Ci rrus ..... 1-4 12 
. 72 .. .. Hazy ..... . . . . Cirro-strat. 1-4 
4 . o:; .... o 0 Cirrus ..... 1-4 
0 ... . .. ........ .. .............. 
0 .............. 






........ ........ . 




---·- ---- · 
0 
0 
·- -------· ----------0 
0 
---------- ---- ·---- -0 
------·--· ---·------0 
0 
·-·------- --------- -0 











0 ... ........ ... 
----------0 
·--------· ----------





--------- -0 ............. 
- -- ------ -
0 
----------
........... .. .. 
0 







-- ---- ----0 
---- ---- ·· 
. ............... 
0 .............. . .............. 
Calm .. 
0 ....... .......... .. 
----------Calm .. ..... .. ......... .............. 




--------- - ··-·· -----0 
---·-- -- -- ·· ···-- --· 0 
··-------- ----------w. 
---------- ----------
. .. - .... ~ ( 'l 
( 





-------- ( ( 
........ ( 
































-- - ·-·-· 
Clear·. 






























JJietcorological1·ecol'(l for Prfay 7, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly obsen·ation.) 
NOTF..-Elo\'atlou of bnrometcr at Stlmmit above sea-level, 6,285.4 foot. Elo,·ation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,808.3 feet. 
perature aud instnunontal error ouly. 
Barometer-readings corrected for tom-
.1! 
t UPI'El~ CLOUDS. RAI:\' OU SNOW. ·~ g £ 'l'llli:ltM. ~ llfGUO)!.] WIXD. I LOWER CLOUDS. 
., a ___ ~'$ 




'0:;:; ~:;: a ~ ~ t) ~ o E .; ·~ ~ ·8 ,g ; ~ ~ € . § . a ~ · > s a 
8 Q 0 ~ 8. ~ ~ ~ ~ g .s ~ ~ >< £g '"g 0 '"g 0 g 8 8 s .-d ., 
;::l;:; 




Sl.uumil l 10 O f 21.10-1 ~ ~ 2·!. 036 :H 1;;-~ --:;-~ ~ ... -Hazy .... . Uaso ... 5 n. m. ( 27. 62lGO -t:l 27. 5:n H ,33 30 S. W. 4 • 03 . . • . 0 0 
Smumit~ 11 0 .:24.10~31 28 :.!1.061~8 26 77 N. 12 .7:2 .. .. Hazy ..... .. . Unso. 5 n. m :}7. !l28 62 ·10 27. 536 -16 37 33 W. 4 • 03 . . . . 0 0 
Summit} I" 0 f 2·1. 13-1 . 35 29 2·1. 032 29 27 78 W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy ....... . 1bso... '"' 1u -- ( 27.619 (;o -18 27. 5J:Ha 33 :.!:> s. w. 4 . oa. ... o o 
Summit} 1 0 f :H. 130. 55 32 24. 07d J2 30 79 W. 7 . 2-l . ... Hazy ........ liase... P· m. ( 27. 610162 50 27. 5hl50 3D 26 S. E. 6 • 18.... 0 0 Suuuuit} n 0 ~ 2-1. 1:28,5-1 30 2-l. 078 :~0 . ~8 78 W. 10 . 50 . . . . Hazy ...... . . J~nse... N P· m. ~ 27. 609 67 53 :27. 50-l 3~ 39 18 N. W. 4 . Od . .. . o 0 
Summit ~ 3 0 ~ :2-1. 140 59 30 :}4. 080 30 23 78 W. 4 . OS . . . . Hazy ....... . Bnso ... ) p.m.( :27.1i097l 54 27.4~354 42 :26 E. 4 .03 .... 0 0 
Snmmiq 4 O ~ 21. HO 50 30 2-1. O:lO 30. 23 7d \V. 5 .12 .... Hazy ........ ll,lse .. 5 p.m.~ ::!7. li15 73 5-l 27 . .j!J() 3-1 42 26 s. 4 • oa . --. 0 0 
Summit} 4 ~7 s :H. 130157 29 24. 074:.!9 27 78 W. 8 . :12 .... Hazy .. .. .. . ]3al'IO .. ;> P· m.) :27. 610 73 52 27. 491 32 40 2J S. W. 4 • 08. ... 0 0 
Summit} 6 0 f :21.13039 23 24. 070 28 :26 77 W. 2 • 02 . .. . Haz.r . ....... 13nso . . P· m. ( :27. liO::l !i9 50 ~7. 49d 50 39 :26 N. W. 4 . Oil . . • . o 0 
Summit} 7 0 ( .2-t 13:>.61 28 21.070!:28 2~ 77 0 0 0 .... Hazy ....... . ll:l!~o . .. P· m. ( 27. 600 ,61 41 27. 510 -ll 3.> 49 N. 4 • 03 . .. . Stratus . .. 1-4 
Sumn.1iq 8 0 5 :2-!. 143 .. 65 27 2-1. Oi:2
1
27 25 ii N. 18 1. 6:2 .... Hazy ....... . l~aso .. 5 P· m. ( :"27. 600,61 38 27. 510 38 33 5-l l'T. 4 • 08 . • . . Stratus ... 1-4 
Snn1mit{ !) Op 5 21.160,66 27 24.0d527 25 77 N. 24 2.88 .... Hazy ....... . 
llnso .. 5 · m. ( 27. tiOO 59 33 27. ~15 33 32 70 N. 4 . 08 . .. . 0 0 
Sunnuit} 10 0 p m S 21. 1no:li5 27 2-1. OSi 27 25 77 N. 30 4. 50 . .. . Hazy ........ llnsu . . · ·) :27. GOO 33 33 :l7. 523 35 32 70 N. 4 . 08 . .. . ·o o 
Summit{ LLMpm S 21. 16:"!'60 26 ::l-1.09026 21 76 N. 20 2.00 .... Hazy ....... . 
Ha~o . 5 N~ • • ( :27. G001:i5 :13 ,27. 523 33 31 t!O N. 4 • Od . .. . Stratus ... 1-4 Snmmit { 1:2 0. mill-S :21. l\i:2 61 26 ,21. 007 26 24 76 N. 26 3. 38 .... Hazy .. <t. . .. 
'Jtu>~<> .. 5 ni;!,h~. 5!ltlj55 \31 l27. 523 Jl 32 79 N. 4 . 08 .... SLrU:tus ... 1-4 
Cirro-strat. 1-1 




Cirrus ..... 1-4 
Cirro-stmt. 1-4 
Cirms ..... 1-4 
Cirro-strat. 1-4 
Cirrus .. ... 1-4 
Cino-strat. 1-.J 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 
Cirro-strat. 1-.J 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 
Ci rro-strat. 1-4 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 
Cirro-strat. 1-4 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 
Cirro-strat. 1-4 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 
0 0 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 
0 0 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 
0 0 





N.~V. :::: ::~~: -:::: :::::: :::::::: 
~ . ;_..:: :~::·: : : : : : : : :: : : : ~ : : : : : : : 
N.Jw. .::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
0 ......................... .. 
N. W ..................... ·----· 
0 .... ................ ..... . 
N. W .. -- ..... - · · -- · ·---- · ·--·-- · · 
0 ........................... . 
N. W ........... · ................ . 
0 ................ .......... .. 
N. W .......................... .. 
0 .......................... . 
N. W. .. ................. ----··· 
0 ......................... .. 
N. W ........... ---------- ..... . .. 
0 .......................... .. 
N. \V . .......... ---------- ------· 
0 .......................... . 
Calm.. . - --- .. - -- · ·-- ·----- ·-- · · · · · 
0 .......................... .. 
Calm ............................. . 
0 ........................... . 
Calm ............ ·-- ·- ·· --- · -- · ·; ·· 
0 .......................... .. 
0 .......................... .. 
0 .......................... .. 






























































Bnso .. 0 n. m . { 27. 592 57 
Summit } 0 0 { .24. 160167 Base . . H a.m. 27. 595 53 
Summit l 3 0 { 1'4.155165 Base . . a. m. 27. 59515:3 
Summit} 4 0 { 24. 15::i165 Base . . a. m. 27. 50:i153 Summit } " { 24. 180170 
Base . . a 0 a.m. 2i. 605 50 
Summit 1 { ::!4. 1i6167 
Base . . 6 0 a.m. 27. (jlGI53 
Summit} 7 0 { 24. 18 1 64 Base . . a.m. 27. 620 54 
Summit} f 24. 170 58 
Base . . 7 57 a m. 27. 620 57 
Summit} { 24. 170 61 
Base . . 9 0 a. m. 27. 632 Gl 
Summit} 1 24. 160 56 
Base _ 10 0 a.m. 27. 620 60 
Summit} ~ 24. 164 54 
Base . . 11 0 a.m. 27. 613 til 
Summit} { 24. 158 57 
Base _ . 12 0 m · · - 27. fiOO 63 
Summit} ~ 2..1. 15~ 61 
Base _ _ 1 0 P· m. 27. 591 65 
Summit} { 24. 143160 Base . . 2 0 P· m. 27. 5S:.l·64 
Summit} { :X 130 58 
Baso . _ 3 0 p.m. 27. 57fi 67 
Summit } { 24. 105 58 
Base. . . 4 0 P· m. 27. 562 68 
Summit} { 24. 115 57 
Base .. _ 4 57 P· m. 27. 559 67 
Summit} { 24. 100 57 
Base _ . . 6 0 P· m. 27. 557 66 
Summit S { 24. 095 53 
Base . . 7 0 P· m. 27. 558 53 
Summit} { 24.110 63 
Base _ _ _ 8 0 P· m. 27. 558 59 
Summit} { 24. 118 63 
Base... 9 0 P· m. 27. 560 58 
Summit} { 24. 100 62 
Bane. . . 10 0 P· m. 27. 550 57 
Sommit jn2'2 ! ,24.070l5s Base . . . P· m. ;27. 540 54 
Summit J 12 0 mid- { 24. 060 60 

















































24. 0'74 25 ~3 
27. 512 35 30 
24. 08<! 25 23 
27. 5~5 35 30 
24. Otl2 25 2.3 
-27.525 36 31 
24.082 25 23 
27.546 33 29 
24. G96 26 24 
27.542 33 29 
24.098 27 25 
n 54033 31 
24. 110 27 25 
27.547 39 32 
24. 112 30 28 
27. 54c 45 37 
24. 105 32 30 
27.542 49 41 
24. 106 34 32 
2'7. 533 50 42 
24. 114 36 34 
27. 52:l 53 43 
24. 102 36 34 
27. 505 55 45 
24. 089 35 3:1 
27.491 56 46 
24. oso 36 34 
27. 486 57 46 
24. 072 35 33 
27. 471 58 i7 
24. 04i 35 33 
27.455 56 45 
24. 0:19 34 32 
27.454 53 43 
24.044 34 32 
27.455 50 41 
24. 04i 32 31 
27. 488 40 37 
24. o.n 33 32 
27.473 38 35 
24. 049 32 31 
27. 447 37 34 
24. 033 31 30 
~~: ~ig ,~g 33 29 
27. 467133 32 































37 S. E. 
80 N.W. 
35 S. E. 
79 0 
36 S. E. 
79 N.W. 






71 S. E. 
89 N. 




90 S. E. 
Motem·ological1·ecord jo1· May 8, 1872 . 
22 2. 42 ... . Hazy ..... 
.. --1 C~rro-strat 
4 . 08 0 0 CnTus .... 
12 . 72 0 0 Cino.strat 
4 . 08 0 0 Cirrus ... . 
2 . 02 
· ·- · 
Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 . 08 0 0 0 
0 0 . ... . Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 . 08 0 0 Hazy ..... 
0 0 Hazy .... _ Cirro-strat 
4 
-08 Hazy ..... 0 Cirrus. __ . 
0 0 Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 











2 . 02 Hazy ..... Crrrus .... 
2 . 02 Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
2 . 02 0 - 0 Cirrus .... 
4 . 08 ...... Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 . 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 
4 . 08 ...... Hazy ..... Cirro.strat 
4 . 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 
6 .18 ...... Hazy ..... q~l?:o-strat 
4 . 08 0 0 Cnrus .... 




-08 Hazy ..... Cirrus .... 
6 .18 Hazy ..... Cirro-cum 
8 . 32 ...... . Hazy ..... ...... Cirrus .... 
8 .32 Hazy ..... Cirro-cum. 
6 .18 Hazy ..... . Cirrus . ·- .. 
5 .12 Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 
. 08 Hazy ..... Cirrus .... 
0 0 Hazy .... . Cirro·strat 
8 . 32 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 
16 1. 28 ...... Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 
-08 ~tratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ... . 
22 2. 42 ..... Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 . 08 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 
24 2. 88 ....... Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 
. 08 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 
20 2. 00 .... . Hazy ..... Cirro-strat 
4 
. 08 Stratus ... 14 Cirrus .... 
26 3. 38 
-- --
Hazy .. ___ Cirro-strat 
' 4 
. 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 
36 6. 48 ....... . Hazy ..... 0 
4 
. 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 
22 2.42 ....... Hazy ..... . .... . 0 
4 
. 08 ......... 0 0 Cirrus .... 
2-4 N. 
·------ --- ------·--· ----·-- -
Fair. 
1-4 N. .................. 
---------- --------
Clear . 
2-4 N. ................. 
----------









0 0 ................. 




...... ... ...... ............ Fair. 






2-4 w. ................. 
---------- -------· 
Fair. 
2-4 0 Fair. 
1-4 w. ................. . 
·---- ----- -------· 
Clear. 
2-4 0 Fair·. 
1-4 w. ........ .......... ................... ...... ..... Fair. 
2-4 0 Fair. 
24 Calm . ................. .. .................... 
-- -----· 
Fair . 
2-4 N.W. Fair. 
3-4 N.W. ................ ......... .... ... . ....... .... . Fair. 
2-4 N.W. .................. ................... .............. Fair. 
3-4 N.W. 
---- -----· 
.................. ............. Fair. 
2-4 N.W . .................. .................... . ............ Fair. 
2-4 N.W . 
-- ----·--· 
.... .. .... ....... ............... Fair. 
24 N.W. .................. ................. . .............. Fair. 
3-4 N.W . .............. L. .................. . ............. Fair . 
2-4 N.W . Fair. 
2-4 N.W. ................... .................. .............. Fair. 
2-4 N.W. ................... ................. . .... . ...... Fair. 
J-4 N.W . .. ................. .................... ............ . Fair. 
2-4 N.W. ................ . ................... .............. Fair. 
3-4 N.W. ........ .. ..... ................... ............ Fair . 
2-4 N.W. ........................ .................. .. .............. Fair. 
3-4 N.W. Fair. 
2-4 N.W. ..................... .................... . ............. Fair. 
2-4 N.W . ..................... ................. ............ Fair . 
2-4 N.W. ................... ................... . ............... F<tir. 
2-4 N.W. ............ . ..... ................... . .............. Fair . 
3-4 N.W. ............ .. ...... ...................... 
------- -
I•' air. 
2-4 N.W . .................... .................... ................. Fair . 
1·4 N.W. ...................... .................... .............. F.air. 
2-4 N.W . .................. .................... .............. Fair. 
1-4 N.W. . ................... .................... . ............ Fair. 
1-4 Calm ... Fair. 
1-4 N.W. ........ .......... . ... ............ Fatr. 
1-4 Calm .. - Clear. 
0 0 ................... .................... ........... Clear. 
1-4 Calm .. ................... .................... .............. Clear . 
0 0 ..................... ................. . ............... Clear. 






















Ml'tcm·ological ?'ecordjor May 9, 18i3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
NOTE.-Elevntioo of bnromoter ut summit nbove sea-level, fi,285.4 feet. EleYation of burometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer-readings corrected for tern. 
perature and instrumental error only. 
~ 
t 













WIND. TUIWM. ~ IIYGROM. ~ 
; --- >=' 
..; I~ ~ ~ .ci ~ ~_t. >3 t' . ~~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ p ,E .~ .,... :3 ·;; g ~ ~ ~ t: 














g ~o§ ' l':r~o I ~ .9·~--
s -~§.;:; 
<l A 

















.,a:; os ~~ ~~~ t1 ~-~-r~-~~~~ ~~ ~~~----1 
Snmmiq 1 0 S 24.048167 28 23.9i028 27 88 S.E. 40 8.00 .... Hazy......... 0 0 0 .......................... .. l3nSl\ .· 5 n.m.~ 27.51~1 5~ ~3 ;?.4-~~~3 ~~ bO R.E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 C!rrns .... 1-4 Calm ........................... .. Snmuuq n 0 5 :'l11.03:>6.l ~7 :.3.%627 :!5 88 S.E. 37 6.84 .... Hazy ......... Cm·o-st.rat :l-4 S.E ........................... .. l3nso . 5 "" a. 10 • ~ 27. 4!lo:so 35 :?.7. 42i 35 32 70 S. E. 4 . 08 .. .. o o Cinus .... 2-4 N. .. ........................ .. 
Summiq 3 0 5 24.030163 26 'JJ.!Jiil :!6 25 Sd S.E. 35 6.12 . ... Stratus 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 S.E .......................... .. Boso . . 5 n.m.( 27.48.350 39 :27.4:.'2:~9 33 -16 S.E. 4 .0!?.... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 N ..................... .... .. .. 
Summit} 4 0 { 2-1.013
160 23 23.9.~025 2-1 Ed S.E. 29 4.20.... 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 S.E ........................... .. 
Bnso . n.m. :27.477151 -10 27.41240 34 48 S.E. 8 .3::! 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 W. . ......................... .. Suuuniq 5 0 5 :24. o::o 58 25 ::!3. !l4:l :.!.3 2:3 74 S. E. -!0 8. 00 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirro-strat 2-4 S. E. .. .................. -- .... .. 
nuso . 5 n. m. { 27. -170:.32 41 27. 402-IL :H 41 N. E. 8 . 3:! ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. .. ...................... ---- ...... -- .. .. 
Suu11uit } 6 0 { 2-l. 003 60 2-1 ::!3. 91{ 2J 22 74 S. E. 36 6. 48 .. .. Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 S. E. .. ........................ .. Bnso . a.m. 27. 410 52 4l .!7. 40-:! ~ l :14 -1-! S. W. 4 . OS . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Tiidden .......................................... . 
Summit( - 0 { 21.020,63 2-! ::!3.9.31:!'.1 22 74 S.E. 42 8.82 .... Stratus ... 3-4 Uidden ......................... .... ............ .. Buso 5 1 a.m. 27. 485 56 44 27. 407 ~4 3.J 2:J S. E. 8 . :i;.l .. .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cinns .... 2-4 Calm. .. .................... - .. - .. 
Summit( 7 •7 52-1.101 157 26 23.93~:.!6 24 76 ::l.E. 36 6.41:l .... Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ......................................... .. Boso . 5 ;>a.m.~ :!7.48055 45 27.40.345 36 3L S.E. 8 .32 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ...................... , ................... . 
Summit( 9 0 . 524.00061 27 23.93.327 26 dB E. 4l 840 .... Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ......................................... .. Bnso . 5 a.m.~ 27. 48915G 46 27. 413 47 38 :34 S. E. 8 . 32 .. .. Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 Calm. .. ........................ .. Summit} 10 0 { 21.010159 27 23.950~7 26 88 S.E. 46 10.58 .... Stratus ... 2-4 Hidden .......................................... . l3nsc . n.m. 27.41:!8155 46 27.41346 38 40 E. 6 .JR ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........................................ .. 
Snmmit{ 11 0 m ~ 2-1.0:10167 28 2:!.95228 27 i!S S.E. 48 11.52 .... Stratus ... 2-4 Hiddrm ......................................... .. Bttso ~ n. -~ 27.4o9!i5 48 ;.l7.4144!l 39 31 N.W. 6 .1 8 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ......................................... .. 
guuuuit( 1., Om 5 24.040169 29 :!3.!J.)t'29 28 89 S.E. 40 8.00 .... Stratus ... 2-4 llidden ......................................... .. 
Uaso . 5- " ( 27.41l956 49 27.4l150 39 26 W. 6 .lB .... Stratus .. 4-4 llic1den ......................................... .. 
Snmmil ( 1 0 D m 5 :N. 030,60 29 23. 96129 28 89 S. E. 30 4. 5Gj.... Hazy .. . .. .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 S. E. .. ......................... . 
Bttso .. S · '( :21.48750 51 27.40J3l 40 28 S.E. 6 .18: . ... Stratus ... 4 -4 Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hummitl " Op m 5 2-1.0:!06) 29 2:l.96i2. !l 28 89 S.E. 36 6.48 .... Hnzy ......... Stratus ... 4-4 S.E ........................... .. 
l3n!lo . '" · ·( :!7.50165 50 27.40150 40 :m S.E. 6 .18 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........................................ .. ~~~~~uuit 3 Op.m.~ ~ 1.~~;~~~ ~~ ~:J.~l~~l!~ 2~ ~8 ~- 48 11.52 .... J!a.zy ... ...... St_ratus ... 4-4 S.E. -----~---- ................. . 
. tu c-7. ,, -7.a .. .• l. 3. 31 B. 4 .08 .... :itJatus ... 4-4 lluh1on ..................... .................... .. 
HnuunH} 4 0 11 m 5 :!·1. 0001li:l :!7 \!:1. !l:J:l :!7 2fi 88 E. 44 9. 38 .. .. IInzv .. . .. . .. . Stmtus ... 4-4 s. E. .. ..... _ .... ___ .. _ ........ .. Jln~u · · ~ :!7. 4tin r.o 47 !l7. :ld:l-17 :18 :14 E. 6 . 18 . .. Stratus ... 4-4 llidden ......................................... .. H~ruunll I I 571, m { :!.1.1!7()(1 1 !!7 2:1. flll!l27 26 H8 K 48 11. 82 . .. Strat.na 00. 3-4 llidclou 00 ....................................... .. 































































Summit} 6 Op.m.1 23. 955 58 BRSO .. 27. 42:> .)(j 
Summit} 7 Op.m.f 2J. 968 59 Bu~e .. 27. 410 .)7 
Summit} 8 Op.m.{ 23.960 58 Base . 27. 4-10 60 
Summit} 9 Op.m.{ 23.950 G2 Bnso . . 27. 420 57 
Summit} 10 Op.m.{ 23. !la6 61 Base .. 27. 421 57 
SummitS 11 22p.m. { 2:l. 935
162 
Base .. 27. 400(7 
Snmmit} 12 0 m .. { 23.930 GO Base .. 27.39256 
I 
{ 23.900,57 Summit~ 1 Oa. m. 27.370,57 
Baso .. - 5 f 23 P80;56 
Summit { 2 Oa. m. ( 21:350 55 
Base.-.- I 5 23. tj79157 Summ1t} 3 0 a.m. ( 27. :ns ~~ 
Base . - - 5 •>3 843
1
<><> 
Summit { 4 0 a.m. l 27: :uo
1
55 
Base .. - 5 { 23.855 53 
Summit. ~ 5 On.. m. 27.334158 Base . -. ~ 5 { 23. 840 53 
Summit ~ 6 0 a.m. 27.319 57 
Uase .. - 5 { 23. 838
1
54 
Summit { 7 Oa. m. 27. :'125Ji7 
Base . ·. · 5 5 23. 83R1
57 
Summit { 7 57 a.m. ( 27. 30.:: 57 
Base . . 5 { 23 H35 57 
Summit} 9 Oa. m. 21:302 58 
Base . . S 03 855 61 
Summit ~ 10 0 a.m. l 21: 306 58 
Base - 5 { 23 883 R4 
Summit } 11 o a.m. 21: 31!162 
Base - · 'd S 03 889 62 
Summit } 12 nio hl,1 · l 27:318 C3 
Base... g · f 23 885 62 
Summit l 1 0 p. m. { 27: 299 65 
Base-- . 5 ~ 23 898 64 
Summit l 2 o p.m. ( 27: 309 65 
Bnso . . - 5 5 23 925 68 Summit ~ 3 Op. m. l 27: 301 62 
Base .. - 5 5 23.925 6.7 Summit~ 4 Op.m.( 27.30863 Base.- 5 
fi!9 2:1. 89729 
-17 27. :{51 47 
~9 2::1. !l0~2fl 
43 27.330 43 
29 23. !102~9 
45 27.353 4li 
28 23.883 28 
45 :.!7. :HO 45 
28 2:3.87128 
44 27. 341 44 
27 23.868 27 
45 27.320 45 
27 23. 667'27 
46 27. 314145 
I 
30 23. 844,30 
44 27.290 44 
29 23. 8~6 29 
41 27.275141 
28 23. F23128 
42 27.238 42 
28 23. 791 128 
42 27.235 42 
~? ~~: ~~1 J~i 
31 23.792:31 
42 27.239 42 
32 23. it'8 32 
;~ ~I~~~~~~ 
46 27.22546 
33 23.779 33 
48 27.219,49 
34 23. 790:34 
50 27. 2-23 50 
35 23.812 35 
53 27.227 54 
~! ~~: ~~~ . g~ 
38 23. 818138 
57 27. 199 58 
38 23.827 38 
51 27. 209,52 
1~7 23. 845137 
~8 27. 209,49 
36 23.84736 




;)!) 4L S.E. 
28 89 E. 
39 67 S.E. 
23 89 E. 
~~~ 47 S.E. 88 E. 38 -46 E. 
27 88 E. 
40 G4 E. 
26 88 S.E. 
38 46 S.E. 
:!6 88 S. E. 
39 53 S.E. 




28 89 S. E. 
41 8:1.3 E. 
27 88 S. E. 
~~ ~~~- 91 ~--
40 82.9 S. E. 
28 89 s. 
40 91.2 S. E. 
3o 89 I s. 
41 91.4 S. E. 
31 89 S. E. 
43.595.8 S.E . 
32 89 s. 
45 92.1 E. 
32 89 s. 
48 92.6 E. 
33 !JO S. 
47 78.6 E. 




36 90 s. 
51 80.2 E. 
37 90 s. 
~~ ~~- 61 ss~· 
48 72.71 s. 36 90 s. 
47 85.3 S. W. 
35 !JO S. 
50 86.1 w. 
50 12. 'l· . St,.tu' · .. 3·< 
lll!•ii !~.• !!!c!! ll&ir,!: OOOpimi •ii ii II!!::: 8 . 3~.. . . ~ltratus ... 4-4 40 8. 00 .... Nimuus . .. 4-4 16 1.28 .... Nin1bus . .. 4 4 28 3.92 .... Nimbus . .. 4-4 12 . 72 ··· - Nimbus . .. 4-4 38 7. 22 .... Nimbus .. 4-4 16 1. 28 .... St-ratus .. . 2-'4 43 !l. 24 
---
Nimbus ... 4-4 
16 l. 28 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 
.. 10.5l .. Stratus ... 4-4 llidden ......................... 10.30 p. m . 05 Cloud.v. 16 1. 28 -- .. Nimbus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 S. W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11 Light rain. 
48 11. 52 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
12 . 72.--. Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus . . . . 2-4 C. 11.50 p. m 12.00 m.. . . . . . . . . Threatening. 
Metem·ological 1·ecordjo1' May 10, 1873. 
54 14. 58 .. --
20 2. 00.---
49 12.00 .... 
20 2. 00-- .. 
53 14.04 ----
20 ~- 00 .... 
50 12. 50 . - - . 
20 2. 00 ----
47 11.04----
24 2. 88 -- .. 
46 10. 58 . . -
24 2. 88-- .. 
52 13. 52 . - - . 
20 2. 00-- .. 
58 16. 82 -- . . 
20 2. 00 .... 
56 15. 68 . - - . 
20 2. 00.- .. 
60 18. 00 ----
20 2. 00-- .. 
30 4. 50 .. --
12 . 72 .... 
36 6. 48----
12 . 72-- .. 
32 5. 12----
12 . 72 .. --
34 5. 78 ----
6 .18 .-- . 
~0 2. 00-- .. 
2 . 02 ... . 
10 . 50 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
Stmtus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Strat-us ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
l'iimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus.- ~ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus .. 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 2-4 
Strat.us ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Hidden ............... . . ....•. ................ .... 
llaz_y ..... 0 0 ........................... . 
m~~~i~~ ::: :::: ::::: ~:: . i:3o ·a:.-~: :::::::::: :::::::: 
llidden .... .. ....• ........ . ....................... 
Hidden .. . ......... ............................. .. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Hidden... . . . . .... .. . . .......................... . 
Hidden .... ...................................... . 
Ridden .......................................... . 
Hidden ... ... . ............ .......... ............. . 
Hillden .......................................... . 
Hidden .................................... __ .... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . 7.30 a.m. . .. .. .. .. . . 06 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
H',dden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.22 a. m. . 01 
llidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. . .......................•... 
Hidden ............... ---------- ................. . 
Hidden ......................... 10.05 a. m 
Hidden .................................. . ...... .. 
Hidden ...... ........ ..••..........•.............. 
Hidden ...... ............ ...........•............. 
Cirro-cum. 2-4 S. W. . .......................... . 
Hidden ..................................... . ..•.. 
Hidden ............................•.............. 
Bidden . . . . .. . .. ................................ .. 
Hidden ..........•............•................... 




















































Jlfeteorologioal reoonl jol' May 10, 18i3-Continuecl. 
(Hourly observations.) 
No'l'E.-Eleva.tion of bnrometor at summit nbo>e sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Ele>ation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. 
perature and instl'umental error only. 
Barometer-readings corrected.for tern-
d d TU.ERM. ~ HYGRmr. ] WIND. LOWRI!. CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i r; ._.o Q --- ~ _ __ ::s ..... ~ 
"' ~ ;, ..Q, rei .&>- ,t::>· rei 'g~ ..0 ..0 <V t' ~ 1>-. • Q). <b Jibll~ O.-c I o l'l ol'l .g ~ ... ~c::: ~~ Remarks. ~:3 ..... ,g ~ Q) "a I=>. ~ ~ .S·~ I §~ -a ~ - ..... .... ::s ;::l . ~~ 0+' ..c ~ <D .0 ~,g Q <V rei a (,) ~ .0 -~ (,) <00' ;::l ;::l tloS s 8 <V 0 ~ ~ cU Q) Cl)<ll od 0 rei 0 -~g] Q) oa 
..!:! .§ 1;1 I:: t' ~ ~ -~ ~"" 0) ... ;:::: 8 ~ 8 a .-c s ... 0 ~& ._.o> ~- ~ 0 ~ ~ 8 ~ <1 ~ 0 R A ~P< A <1 <1 A 0 ~ ~0 
- - --
- - -·-- - -- ------- ----
~:mit l' 57p. m.{ 2.'3. 915163 35 23. 846'3j 134 '90 s.w . 14 . 98j·--· Cumulus .. 2-4 0 0 0 .............. ................ . .. .............. Fcir. Z7. 300167 51 
27. 19l "· 'i"'· ' W. 4 . 081 . . -. Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 ~ .. --- ........ . ................. . 03 Clear. Summit { 23. !l08,6:2 35 23. !:J41 35 3-1 90 w. 12 . 721. -- . Stratu<i. __ 4-4 Ridden-- · .. ........... Cloudy. Base- 6 Op.m. 27. 321 64 47.5 27. 219 47. 5 46 88. 6 W. 4 
. 08, .. -- Stratus . _. 3-4 0 0 0 Fair. 
~~~~i~ J 7 Op.m. { 23. 900 61 32 ::!J. 8J5 32 31 '89 w. 18 1: ~~~ :: :: Stra tus ... 4-4 Ridden ... .. .... . ............... . .................. ................... ............ Cloudy. 27. 318,61 -l2 
.,. ''T' "·, 81., S. E. 4 Stratns ... 3-4 0 0 0 Fair. SnnnuitJ 8 Op.m.{ 23. 918 62 32 2~t 851 32 ;jl 9 N.W. 22 2.42, .... Cumulus .. 2-4 0 0 0 ................ .................. . .......... . Fair. Bnse .. :27. 322 59 4l 27.237 .JL 39. 5 86. 7 S.E. 4 
.081 .. .. St.r;t tus . _. 4-4 Ridden·-- .............. Cloudy. ~~~~~i~J 9 Op.m.{ :1.1. !)jQ 66 :12 23. 875 32 at 89 N.W. 8 . 3~ . --· Cumulus .. 2-4 0 0 0 Fair. 27. 32860 40 27. 241 40 :39. 5 95. 4 S.E. 4 .08---- Stratus . __ 4-4 Ridden·-- . ................ . ................... . 
---····· 
Cloudy. 
Sum wit J 10 Op. m. { 2:l. 96;)67 34 2:l. 88713-1 :33 90 w . 6 .18 ....... Cumulus .. 2-~ 0 0 0 Fair. :Baso .. 27. 310 39 38 27. 225 J9 38 97 S.E. 4 . 08 . .... 0 ,, 0 0 0 ................... ................... . .............. Clear. 
Summit J 11 .,_., p m { ~. 9-l U 65 33 23.867 3~l 32 89 w. 4 . 08 .. ... Cumulus . i!-4 0 0 0 ................... .. ..................... ................. Fair. Base.. - · · 27. 310 38 39 27. 2;.!71'10 39 91 S.E. 4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 0 0 0 .. ............... ................... . .. ............ . Clear. 
Summit J 12 . 0 mid-{ 23. 9-10 64 33 23.869 33 32 89 0 0 0 .. .. .... Cumulus .. 2-4 0 0 0 . .................. ..................... ................ . Fair. 
Base _ . mght. 27.309 57 37 <'>7 'l ·J937 36 190. 3 S.E. 4 . 081. --. 0 0 Cirrus---· 1-4 0 Clear. 
-.-- I 
Meteorologioal1·ecord for May 11,1872. 
I 
Summit l { 23. 93C 62 33 23.863 33 32 89 0 0 0 
---· 
Cumulus .. 2-4 0 0 0 .................... .................. .................. Fair. 
Baso . .. 1 0 a,. m. :H. 30C :18 37 ;H. 217 l7 36 £0.3 S. E . 4 • Of: . ...... 0 0 Cirrus·--- 1-4 0 .. ................... ........................ . ............... Clear. 
Summit} { :!3. 92L 62 33 23. 85:l .l3 32 89 s.w. 18 1. 62 .. ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 Clrrus .... 1-4 s.w. 
··-····---
...................... ................ Fair. 
BMO -- 2 0 n. m. ~7. 300 57 37. 5 27.2-20 J7. 5 36.5 90. 4 ::i.E. 4 . Ot 
----
0 0 Cirrus---· 1-4 0 .................... ................. .. .............. Clear. 
Sumn.1it} { :23. 910 64 33 :!3.1339 J3 :32 89 s.w. 14 . 9f ...... Cumulus . . 2-4 0 0 0 . ................. ..................... ................ Fair. 
BallO .• 3 0 a.m. 27. 2!!0 53 37 27.207 37 J 6 90.3 S. E . 4 . OE ....... 0 0 Cirrus---· 1-4 0 . .................. ..................... Clear. 
Summit l ~ :!3. &71' 65 32 2J. 805 32 31 89 s.w. 24 2. 8!:! . ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 0 0 0 .. ............. Fair. 'Ba !~o .. 4 0 !\. m. :!7. 235 36. 5 J!l 27. 174 39 38 90.7 S.E. 4 .0~ . .... . 0 0 Cirrus---· 1-4 s. .. ................... ................... ............... Clear. Summit " . ~ 2.1. 870 59 31 -JJ. 81(;1 34 :3:2 79 s.w . 22 2. 4~ ..... . Cumulus __ 2-4 Cinns ---· 1-4 w. .. ................. ..................... ................ Fair . U.t~u . ) On. 111• n !!·IHI5 1 :JS :!7. 176 38 37 90.5 S E. 4 . 08 
· ··-
0 0 Cirrus.--· 1-4 s. .................. ................. .. .. ............. Fair. 
Suunnlt} { ~3. 1:!1 (1 50 :l4 :.!;}. 8 16 :!4 :12 70 s.w. 16 1. 28 . .. . . Cumulus . . 3-4 Cirru~ ---- 1-4 s.w. .. .................... ....................... ............... 'Fair. 


























Snmnut J 7 Oa. m. { 23. 868.;)6 3<1 rn. 8\.Jj34 32 19 s.w. Bnso ... :27.263 55 4l :!.7. 188' -11 .JO !Jl. 2 0 
~llliiUJit I 1 57n. m. { :!3. 81i0 liO 
"I"-'"' ,. :~3 !JO s.w. ll:JSO .. :!.7. 2-15 61 43 27. I ;y; 43 42 Pl. G s. Summit J 9 On.m.~ 23. es:> 65 35 23 7ti2 J5 35 100 s.w. l~aso .. 27. 21!l163 48 :t7. 12u 48 •17 92.5 W. 
Summit J 10 0 n. m. { 23. 635,66 35 23. 7ti0 35 35 100 s.w. Ua::;o ... 27. 2:!0 64 52. 5 27. 12.J 33 50 79. E s. E. 
Snmmit J l1 0 n. m. { :23.8:20165 36 23. 7-17 J6 36 JOO s. Base . .. :27. :H-1 ,64 47 27. 117 48 46 t'5 w. 
Summit J 12 Om .. { :!3. 788,60 37 23.1:2.1 n 37 100 s. Base . .. 27. 191 64 55 27. O!l5 56 52 74.7 S.E. 
Summit} 1 Op.m. ~ :?3. 763 59 37 2.:1. 703 37 37 100 s. Base ... 27.176164 56 21.080 57 5:3 75.2 E. 
Summit J 2 Op. m.{ 23. 75:i,65 38 23.682:18 38 100 s. Base ... :?7. 150165 59 27.05259 55 • 6.1 S.E . 
Summit J 3 Op.m.{ 2:t 710164 :15 23.640 35 35 100 s. Baso .. . 27. 108 62 51 27.017 51 .J8 79 S.E. 
Summit} 4 Op.m. { :23. 71;)63 36 23. (i48 36 36 100 s. Base • . 27.100 ~9 45 27.01646 45 92.1 S.E. 
Sn.mmit J 4 57p. m. f 23.731,65 37 23. 65!l J1 37 100 s. Baso .. ~:~~~~~I 42 27. 0:!1 42 
''-'1""' S.E. Summit J 6 Op. m. { 35 23. 661 ;15 35 100 s. :Base ... 27. 090 56 43 21-0ir -43 87. e S.E. Summit J 7 Op.m.{ 23. noJ6o 35 :3. 64!l35 35 100 s. Base . .. 27.087 57 42 27.008 ·!2 -11.595.6 N.W. 
Summit J 8 Op. m. { 23.69559 34 23.6:36 :J.! 34 jlOO s. Base .. . 27. 060156 42 ~6. 984 42 41.5 93.6 0 
Summit} 9 Op. m. { 23. 680
15!.1 34 23. 6:.!1134 34 100 s. 
Base .. . 27.040 51 42 26.961 42 41.5 95. 6 S.E. 
Summit} 10 Op.m.{ 23.670 65 34 23.598 34 34 100 s. Base ... 'J.7. 030'56 41 126.95-!42 41 91.4 N.W. 
Summit J 11 2'2p. m. { 23.650,64 :35 23. 58o!3s ;{5 100 8. Base ... ~7. LOS158 40 ~~: g~~ i ~~ 3!1. 5186.7 N. Summit J 12 0 mid- { 23. 635 62 35 34 90 s. 
Base ... night. 27.000,56 40 126.924140 39.595.5 N. 
Summit J { ~3. 610161 33 23. 547 33 32 89 s. 
Base. . . 1 0 a. m. 26. 978
1
56 40 26. 902 40 39. 5 !l5. 4 N. 
Summit J { 23. 591 62 32 '23. 526 32 31 89 s. 
Base... 2 0 a.m. 26. 955'59 39 26. 874 39 38. 5 95. 3 N. 
Summit J 3 0 { 23. 5ti0 62 32 23. 495 32 31 89 s. Base... a, m. ~6. 948.56. 5 39 26. 87 1 39 38. 5 95. 3 N. 
Summit J 4 0 i 23. 548 59 32 :23. 489 32 31 89 s. Balle. . . a. m. 26. 940 58 39 26. 859 39 38 97 N. 
Summit J ~ 23. 510152 32 23. 466 32 31 89 s. 
:Base. . . 5 0 a. m. 26. 939:58. 5 39. 5 26. 857 39. 5 39 95. 4 N. 
20 2. 00 
----I"''"'"' --- 2-4 Stratus ... 2-4 ~.w. ........... ........... .......... Fair . 0 0 . . . . St1atus ... 4·4 Hidden . . . 
- ---
.... ........ . .............. ............ Cloudy . 2.J 2. 88 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 flid!lcn ... .............. Cloudy . 
I . 01 .. . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. Cloudy. 18 ]. 6.:2 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. 
··:w:·· C!oud.y. 2 . 02 .... Stmtus . .. 14 Cirrus .... 3-4 Cloudy. 
38 1. 22 ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . ................ ............ ... .............. Ciondy . 
4 . 08 . ... Stratus .. . 3-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 s.w. Cloudy. 
36 6. 48 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
6 . 18 
···-
Stratus ... 4-4 llidden ... ..... . ........ . Threatening. 
30 4."50 . ... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 10.11a.m. 11.16 Blank .. Cloudy. 
6 . 18 . ... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Threatening • 
24 2. 88 . -- Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
8 .32 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hid1len ... Cloudy. 
28 3. !hl 
-- - -
Stratus ... 4-4 B1urlen ... Cloudy. 
8 . 32 ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . .... 
-------- ----------
............. ............. Cloudy . 
36 6. 48 .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
----
. ......... 2.47 p.m. ................ .......... Heavy rain . 
8 
. 3" . ... Nimbus .. 4-4 Hidden ... 2.20p.m. Li!!bt rain. 34 ;), 71" .... Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... Ligh rain. 
~ . 0:2 ... :Kim bus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Threatening. 36 1'. 48 . .. . Nimhus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... 
. 56 Heavy rain . 2 . 0~ .. Niillbus ... 4-4 Hiduen ... 
. 30 Heavy rain . 
2~ 1 3. 33 Nimbus . .. 4-4 HilldPn .. Hen,vy rain. 
.lS .... Nimlms . .. 4-4 .ilid<len ... . ... 
------ --
. ............. 
----· · ·-·· 
. ........ Light ratn. 12 . 7:2 ... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
1 . 01 ... :Kim bus ... 4-4 Hillden ... Li;rhtraiu. 
16 1. 2ri . .. Nimbus ... 4--! Hidden ... Li!!"ht rain. 
0 0 .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
12 .72 
----
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
2 . 02 ... .. . N imbus ... 4-4 Hi1lden ... Light rain . 12 . 72 
----
Nilllbus ... 4·4 Ridden . .. Light rain. 
2 . 02 
-- --
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
8 . 32 .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
. 32 Light rain . 
2 . 02 .... Nilllbus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... 
. 67 Light rain . 6 .18 ... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hirlden ... 11.30 p. m . Blank .. Cloudy, 
~ . 02 
·-·· 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . Light rain. 
' 
Meteorological1'ecord for May 12, 1873. 
1 . 01 
··--
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ...........••.....•........................ Cloudy. 
4 . 08 . . .. Nimbus ... 4-4 m~~=~ ::: :::: .::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~::~:::. ~lg~(~;.ain. 3 . 04 .... Stratus ... 4-4 
4 . O::l 
. -- Nimbus ... 4-4 Nt~lH~ ::: :::: :::::::: :~:~~:~·~: :::::::::::::::::: t!I~H~i~: 4 . OS ··-· Nimbus . .. 4-4 4 . 08 
· ·-· 
Niwlms. _. 4-4 
6 .18 ... Nimbus ... 4-4 ~~~~!L1 · : ~: ~ ~ :~ ~ :: :. ::_ ~: ~~~~!m~: 4 . 08 .... Nimbus .. 4 4 10 . 50 ·-·· Nimbus ... 4-4 4 . OS 
·--· 






















ifcteorologi'Calrecorcl for .JfaiJ 12, 18n-Cont.inned. 
(!Iomly observations.) 
No·m.-Ell'Vnt!ou of bt\l'onwtor nt summit ui>OI'O so.t-lOI'Ol, 6,285.4 feot. Elevation of barometer at ba!:W :tbovo soa-levol, 2,898.3 feet. D:u·ometor-readings corrected for tem-
peratut·o and instrumPntal error only. 
J4 d 
~ ~ ;..; 
.t:J• ,t:J• 
01'1 
.:.§ .s r...£ (I) o .... 0 .... ~ g (I) 8 $-< 
R C':S p:; P=l 
Summir} G on.. m. :2u: !H { 23 50 l3t\SO · · · { 23. 50 
Summit ( 7 0 n. nt. 2!i. 93 
Baso ... 5 5 23 51 
Summit ~ 7 57 n. m.l ::w: 96 
Bnso .. · 5 5 i3. 5:2 
Summit ~ 9 0 n. m.l :26. 93 
:Sa so .. · 5 5 ::!J. 50 Summit~ 10 0 a, rn. ( :lti. 96 
.Bnso ... 5 5 ·'3 50 
Snmmit! 11 Oa.ro.} ~u:fl6 
Base... 5 :23.50 
Summit 12 0 ro .. ( :!6. 95 
nnso. ·.. { 23.51 
Suuumt ( 1 0 p.m. 26. 96 
Baso .. · 5 { 23 48 
Summit ( 2 0 p.m. :!6: 9:> 
Base .. · 5 { :U. 49 
Summit ( 3 Op. m. 2G. 95 
l3nso . ·. · 5 { 23. 47 
Suuumt t 4 0 p.m. :26. 93 
naso ... 5 { 23.47 
Sllmnut! 457p.m. 26.96 
Bnso.... { 23. 41 
Snnnmt G Op. m. 26. 97• 
naso .. { 23 49 
)ummit l 7 0 p.m. 26. : 97 
lnso .. · { 23. 50 
Summit a Op.m. :'!G. 99 
.BnMo .. · 5 :!J. 49 
Sunm11t l g 0 p.m. } :!li. !l!l 
Utt!!U ~:1.!\1 





~ OJ "' 0 
.s ~ 
~ <1 ~ 
-- -




) ;)7 32 
;160 42 
154 32 
l's!l •13 )15(• 32 
) 58 41 
) 56 3:2 




)164 .J8 ) 6:l :3;2 
!64 50 
) 5ts ;3;1 
t'63 49 
tl53 31 






d 5G 31 
~ :l7 38 
~58 29 
llr•·l 35 




'g~ .ci ,!) -"l. ci 0 p ~8 0 a~ :;3 
,t:J .0 t <.> ..., o;; 0) !» ~ ~ .!::: 0 A 0 A 
-- -· - --
23.447 32 31 8!) N. 
2G.l3liti 3D 38. 5 95.3 N. 
23. 44!) 3:2 31 89 N. 
26. tli.J 41 40 !ll. 2 0 
23.435 3:! :31 oO N. 
26. SC!l 42 41 91.4 w. 
2J. 473:32 31 d9 N. 
26. 87.) 43 42 91.6 S.E. 
:!:3. 4li:l3:! 31 89 N. 
26.879 H <H 9L. 4 E. 
2.'t Hi 32 31 d9 N. 
26.884 .j;j 41. 5 d7. 4 N.W. 
:23.441 JZ 3l 89 N. 
:!6. t;7.J 47 44 71.2 E. 
23. 45!1 32 31 ti9 N. 
::!6. 869 .JS 44 70. 4 N. 
23. 4.J4 32 :31 39 N. 
26.863 -ld.5H ,i7 N. 
23. 4:!3 :32 31 89 N. 
26.856.50 45 64.6 N. 
2:l4LT2 31 89 N.W. 26. 86149 43 57.2 ::i.W. 
23. 427 31 ao 89 N.W. 
26.869 50 43.5 54.8 N.W. 
23. 4i!d3~ 31 89 N.W. 
26. 1:!::!2 46 41.5 65.3 N.W. 
23.45532 31 89 ~.w. 
:lti. 897 43 39 66.9 S.W, 
23. 4:>tl32 31 89 N.W. 
26. 9ll 3a 36 81.1 N. 
23. 44~1 :u 30 89 N.W. 
2G. 91aau an. 5 71 N. 
23. · 1 5:!1~11 28 89 N.W. 
:!0. Olli3G :i.[ 80.!1, .N. 
WL.'ID. LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPJ<:It CLOUDS. l~AIX OR SXOW. ·§ · ~ 
o:i ..... , ~~ ~¢! 6 f~T 0'<:l ~~ ...; ...; ".::: ~~ Remat·ks . . ... 0 P& ., ., s .g ::> p <l<'S 5s g~ ;2m ~·s ..0 -0. 0 0 ~ ~-~ a '0 _ .... 
"''"' 
·~ 0 




16 1. 28 
·-·· 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden 
·--· ·----··· ··-------· ····------ ·--·---· 
Sleeting. 
1 . 01 Nimbus ... 4·4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
30 4. 50 Nimbus ... 4-4 llitiden ... Sleeting. 
0 0 Nimbus ... Hidden ... Light min. 
22 2. 42 Nimbus .. 4--1 llidden ... . 07 Sleeting . 
1 . Ol Nimbus ... 4·4 Hidden . .. . ti9 Light rain . 
26 3.:38 Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... 8 12 a.m. Bl'k. Cloudy. 
2 . 0:! Nirolms ... 4-4 Ridden ... Lil!ht rain. 
20 2. 00 Stratus ... 4·4 HidJen ... Cloudy. 
4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
18 1. 62 Stratus ... 4·4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 10 45 a.m. Cloudy. 
;30 4. 50 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
2 . 0:2 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
::14 5. 7P Stratns ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cioudy. 
2 • 0~ Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ... Clearing. 
31 1. so Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
4 . 08 Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. Clearing. 
36 6. 48 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Clondy. 
8 . 32 ... Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. Clearing, 
38 7. 2"2 
-··· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N.W. Fair. 
6 .18 ..... Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 
----··-··· -----·-··-
........... Cloudy. 
40 8. 00 
--·-
0 0 Cumulus .. 3·4 N.W. ............... .............. 
·-····--
Fair. 
8 . 32 ... ... Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 NW. ............. • 07 Fair . 
44 9. 68 
···-
0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. 
·-·-------
.......... Fair. • 
4 . 08 
----
Srratns ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N.W. ........ -- ..... - .................. .............. Fa.ir. 
30 4. 50 
·---
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ............... .............. 
·--···--
Cloudy. 
4 . 0!! 
-··· 
Strat.us .. . 3-4 0 0 0 Fair. 





4 . 08 ... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 Fair. 50 12. 50 .... Stm·us ... 4-4 Hidden ... ·:N:-w~· ............... --·······- ............ Cloudy • 4 . 08 
· --- Stratus ... 1-4 UitTUS .••. 1-4 Fair. 52 13.52 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 llitlden ... 



























Summit~ Ill "'" f 123. !\2. :2 ;)!) ,~!l. 1~1. 46.12(l 128 J89 jN. w. l 56, 15. 68j .. . "I Strah:.lS . .. , 4-41 H_iddon ... , ... '!' .. .... -~- .. --.-.- ., .. -- ... -.. , ..... -."I Cloudv. l~nllo ... 5 -~p.m.~ :21).99052 35 26.!)~3:35 34 180.8
1
. E. 4 .08
1 
.. .. Stratus .. . 1-4 C1rrus .... 1-4 N.W ........................ . .... Fair.· 
Snmmit ~ 12 0 mid { :23. 524 64 29 2:3. 454 2!1 28 R!l N. \V. 54 14. 58 . . .. Stratus . . . 4-4 Hill don . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
l3nso ... .) uight. :"!6. 98~ 32 35 26. 9 l5!35 :.14 f.l!l. 8 E. 4 . Ot! .... StL-atus ... 1-4 Cirrus ... . 1-4 W. . ........................... FaiL 
Meteorological1·ecord for May 1:~, 1873. 
Summit J 1 Ou.m.{ 23. so:; ss 2A 23. 448128 127 88 N.W. 48 11. 52 ---- Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden .. -------·-· ................. .......... Cloud_y. Baso ... :26. 975 53 :15.5 2ti. 916135.5 :H 84.9 E. 4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
Summit} 2 Oa.m.~ 23. 515 58 27 23. 458'27 26 88 w. 43 9. 24 ---- Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 ---------- .............. ... ....... l!'air. Base . .. 26. 960 53 34 26.891 ,34 33 89.5 E. 4 . 08 ---· 0 0 0 0 0 ...... ........ -------- -- -------- Clear. 
Summit J 3 On.m.{ 23. 500 55 28 23. 44!) 28 27 88 w. 40 8. 00 ... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 -- --- ----- ----·----- -------- Fair. Bnso . .. l6. 940 52 35 26.873 35 33 79.7 E. 8 . 32 
··-· 
0 0 0 0 0 
·--- -- ·--· ---------- ------- -
Clear. 
Summit J 4 Oa.m.{ ~3. 485 56 28 23. 432'~8 27 88 w. 38 7. 22 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 ---------· ----·-·--- -------- Fair. Base .. 26. 938 51 34 26. 8'74 ,34 31 71.2 E. 8 . 32 .... 0 0 0 0 0 . ............... ................ ............ Clear. 
Summit} 5 0 a.m. { 23. 480 53 29 23. 433129 28 89 w. 36 6. 48 - - -· Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 .............. ............... ............. Fair. Easo . .. 26. [)30 52 34 26.863 34 31 iL 2 E. 4 .08 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 . ................ . . ..... ........... ............. Clear. 
Summit J 6 Oa. m.{ ~J . .J83 50 20 23. 443 29 ::!8 89 w. 31 4. 80 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 w. ........... ....... ................... .. .......... . Fair. Base . .. 26 9lR;i2 37 26. 83 tl3i 34 94. 8 E. 4 . 08 
···-
Stra tus ... 1-4 0 0 0 ................ ................. .......... Clear. 
Summit J 7 Oa.m.{ ~;.J. 485 62 30 23. 420:.10 29 89 w. 36 6. 48 ...... St ratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 w. Fair. Ease ... ~6. 871? 52 45 26. su l.1;; 39 53.3 N.E. 4 . . 08 .... Stratus- .. 4-4 Hidden ... ..... . ............ ............... .................. ............ Cloudy. 
Summit} 7 57 a.m. { 23. 485 ;)3 29 23. 418:2!) 28 89 w. 44 9. 68 ...... Stratus . .. 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. Fa1r. Base . .. 26. 880 61 46 26. 79246 39 47. l s. 4 . 08 ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hfuden ... . ............... .................. ............. Cloudy. 
Summit} 9 Oa.m.{ 23.450 57 31 23.305,31 29 79 w. 54 14. 58 -··- Stratus ... 2-4 Cirro-cum . 1-4 w. Fair. Base . .. 26.850 66 50 26. 75015l 42 39.9 S.E. 10 . 50 
- ·-· 
Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ... ...... ............... . ................ ................... ............. Cloudv; 
Summit} 10 Oa.m.{ ~.3. 4:35 58 32 23. 3ii332 30 79 w. 50 12.50 ...... Stratus ... 3-4 Hiduen ... Fair.·· Base ... 26.841 66 51 26.141 52 45 53.5 S.E. 8 . 32 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ....... . ........... .................. .................. . ........... . Cloudy. 
Summit} 11 Oa.m.{ 23. 4LO 54 32 2.1. 361 32 31 89 w. 56 15.68 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. Ease ... 26.82168 48 26. 716 48 44 70.4 S.E. 6 . 18 ...... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . 10.25a. m . Light rain. 
Summit~ 12 Om .. { :.!3. 31:lll58 33 23. 3:.!2 33 31 79 w. 52 13.52 Stratus . . ·. 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. llaso ... ) 26.778 65 ;)0 2u. neo 51 46 65.3 S.E. 4 . 08 . .... . Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 11.40a. m . Cloudy. 
Summit J 1 Op.m.{ ;n. 368 66 34 23. 2[14 34 33 90 w. 42 8. 82 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. Base ... :26. 760 64 52 26. 664 52 47 66 s. E. 12 . 72 ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Threatening. 
Summit} 2 Op.m.{ :23. 340 57 32 '23. 28.132 31 80 N.W. 36 6. 48 ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ·-·- ......... ... ................... ---·-·-· Cloucly. Base ... 26. 741 61 47 2G. 654 47 44 76.7 S.E. 2 . 02 ...... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hirldeu . .. 1.45p.m. Light rain. 
Summit J 3 Op.m. { 23. 303 59 32 23.244 32 31 89 N.W. 40 8. 00 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hill den ... Cloudy. Bas6 ... :26. 747 63 48 26. 655 48 46 85 s. 2 . 02 ..... Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ... 2.50p. m. Clearing. 
Summit J 4 Op.m.{ ~3. 280 54 32 23. 23l32 31 89 N.W. 44 9. 68 . ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Threatening. Base ... 26. 773 61 42 26. 68.3 43 4l. 5 87.4 N. W. 8 . 32 . .. ... Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidrlon ... 3.25p.m. Light rain. 
Summit J 457p.m.{ 23.225 5;3 :n 23. 180 31 31 100 N.W. 51 13.00 .... . Stra.tus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. Threatening. Base ... 26. 799 57 39 26. 720 39 37 81.6 N.W. 8 . 32 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 4.30p.m. . 05 Cloudy. 
Summit J 6 Op.m.{ 23. 190 52 31 23.147 31 31 100 N.W. 46 10.58 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Tllreatening. Base .. . 26. 8 l8 .34 38 26:746 38 36 8 l.l s.w. 8 . 32 ..... Stratus . .. 3-4 0 0 0 Clearing. 
Summit} 7 Op.m.{ ::!3. 200 ;'\1 29 23. 159 29 28 89 N.W. 30 4. 50 . .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Threatening. Ease ... 26.820 52 35 26. 750 35 32 
"·T'.W. 8 . 32 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . ..... ............ .................. . . ............... ............. Cloudy. Summit} 8 Op.m.{ 23. 202 53 20 23. 156 29 28 89 N.W. 36 6. 48 ··-· Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden ... ---· ........... ... ......... ...... ................. .............. Threatening. l3aso- .. 26. 8'10 51 33 26. 776 3:1 32 R9. 3 S. . 8 . 32 ...... Stmtus ... 3-4 0 0 0 ................... .................. ............ Fair. 
Summit J 9 Op.m.{ 23. 245 52 28 23.202 21:l 27 88 N.W. 47 11. 04 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden ... .. ..... ............. ................. ................... . ............ Threatening. Base . .. 26.848 50 32 26. 71:l6 32 31 71 S.E. 4 . 08 
·--· 






















illetcorological1·ecortljo1' May 13, 187:3- Con t in ued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
No1E.-Elevation f barometer at snmu1it above soa·level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base abovo sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer-readings corrected for tem-
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--- 1--l-l- 1--l-l-1-1--l--- I I 1--1---1----· 1----1 
sm:Huit ~ LO 0 p.IU. { I;~· 240:53 27 
Bm;o .. 5 .. !i. t!-'191-17 31 
Suuuuit l tl 2~ p.m. 5 ~~3. 315155 :!~ llaso . .. ( .. G. 849147 3N 
Summit 12 _Omi<l-{ ~1.3~054 2~ 
BR~o.. . mgllt. -6. 850!47 3:.. 
23.l!H '27 
;26. 79-1 3~ 
23.264 :!7 
'26. 7!l4 3:! 
'23. 272'26 
126.795,32 
26 88 N. W. 
1
30 79.4 N. W. 
26 fiB N. W. 
30 79.4 N. W. 
25 88 N. W . 
30 79. 4 N. w.l 
53, 14. 04 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
4~1' 11: ~~ : : : : 
44 9. 68 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
Nimbus .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . ~-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Strat-us ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hicltlgu ..... 0 . ..... 0 ... -~--~~~ -. ~: 1 .. __ ...... 1 ... .. .. ll!ii~ : ~ ~ ~ > ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~-rt: r~ ~: ::::: ·: ~; 
Mete01·ological1·ec01·d [01· May 14, 1873. 







Summit~ 1 0 r 23. 325,57 26 23. 270,26 25 18l:l IN. w. 40 8. 00 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden.... . . .. .. .. . • . . .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. Cloudy. 
Bnso.. 5 a.m. ( :.!!i. 8-lt:\46 :$::! 26. 796 32 30 
1
79. 4 N. W. J 2 . 72 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden.. . . Cloudy. 
Suwmit " 0 23. 3:>0 .39 26 23.291 26 25 88 W. 48 11.52 .... Strat.us ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. Cloudy. Base ... J ~ a.m. { 26.H3.>1-t7 :.H 26.800,31 ~9 I7B. l:l N. W. 12 . 72 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... .......... ....... ... ..... .. ... L . Cloudy. Summit ~ 3 0 { :23. 330.58 2.3 2J. 29:1,25 24 88 W. 52 13. 52 . . . . Stmtus ... 4-4 Hidden. .. . Cloudy. Baso .. 5 n.m. :?G,870J18 30:26.81330 29 SB.SN.W. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .... Cloudy. 
Summit l 4 0 . S :!:t 340160 2.3 23. 279 :l5 24. .88 W. 60 18. 00 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 H idden . . . Cloudy. Bnso . .. a.m.~ 26. Sti5J-17 30 26. KlO :~o 28 78. 2 N. W. 4 ."0::! .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 H idden.. .. Cloudy. 
Summit 5 0 :!3. 2!l5 .34 25 23. 2~fi :!.3 24 '88 W. !:i4 14. 58 .. .. Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden .... Cloudy. Bnse .. n.m.{ :26.t;G8.46 30 26.81630 28 78.2 \V. 8 .32 .... Nimlms ... 4.4 Hidden ... ... .. ...... .. 4 50 a.m ... ... . .. .......... Light snow. 
Summit ~ 6 0 { ~J. :10015-1 2-1 23. 2.31:24 23 87 \ V. 40 8. 00 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. Cloudy. Bnso .. 5 n. 111 ~6. 870 46 30 26. 818~30 2t! 78.1! N. W. 4 . 08 Nirullus ... 4-4 Hidden.... Light snow. 
Snnnuit 7 0 il:l. 285!55· 23 23.2:34 25 24 88 W. 60 18. 00 Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden... . Cloudy. 1311!>.0 • •. J n.m.{ :.:!6. 8u8
1
4G 31 26.H16.' 31 :!9 7!'1.8 \"V. 12 .72 .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .......... .. .... .. .. .... ........ .. ...... .... L igbtsnow. 
~umtuit t 7 , 7 5 23.283
1
52 23 23.24 I 23 22 86 W. !i4 20. 48 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. .. ... .. . ................. ... Cloudy. 
l3nlio . .. 5 ., n. Dl. ( 26. 870 50 32 26. flO~ 32 29 78. 8 W. 1 . 01 Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden.. .. . . . . . . . . . . 7 15 a. m. Blk... Cloudy. 
Snmmit 9 0 ~ 2:1.26157 :22 "''3 '1l'l2'~ 21 85 \V. 58 16.8::! Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden.... . ...... . ... ... .... .. .. .... .......... Cloudy. Huso J n. m. ~G. 8!i:l :n :13 :26. 79!l·,34 3~ 79.2 \Y. 12 . 72 Stratus ... 2-4 Cum ulus .. 2-4 N . W . .. .. ........................ Cloudy. 
~·un1111it t 10 0 n 2:!. 2:l21:>7 23 2:l. :2271:.!:1 2:! 
1
86 W. . 50 12.50 Stratus ... 4-4 Hi.ddon.... . ........................... Cloudy. 
Ba11u · m. :!U. 8Ul Ill 3 1 2(i. 801 :n :10 61.7 \V. 12 . 7:.! .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden.... . ........................... Cloudy. 



























Summit} 1Q 0 { 23. :.11 5~35 123 23. 264 23 22 86 w. Baso . . . N m. 26. 8:i0 51 3-1 26. 786 35 31 62. 8 w. 
Summit} 1 0 { :?:l. :!06 60 123 23. 245 ~ 22 86 w. :Baso . _ _ P· m. 26 848:!10 133. 5 26. 786:14 31 71. 2 W. 
Summit J Q 0 { 2:3 28tl,60 123 23. ~:n:::?a 22 86 w. Base ... N p.m. 26. 84 1
1
50 33 26. 7i!li34 32 7!l. 2 w. 
Summit} { 23. 2lf\l 55 122 ZJ. 2.lU 22 21 85 '"· Baso . _ _ 3 0 P· m. ::!6. t:>ll ,tCJ •32. 5 26. 781 1::!3 129. 5165. 4 N. W. 
Sum mit J 4 0 1 { ~3. 000 55 123 23. 24!l ::?3 22 86 \V. Base . _. P· 11 • 26. 840,49 32 :w. 780 3:3 :30. 5 66. 4 w. 
Summit} 4 57 { 23. :120 61 122 2.!. 237 22 121 85 w. Base .. _ P· m. 26. 850 48 32 26. 7!)3 ~ :12 30 79. 4 N.W. 
Summit} 6 0 n { 23. 27:i;55 
1
22 23. 224 22 121 8.5 w. Base._. P· 1 ' 26. 851 51 30 26. 787131 29 78. 8 N.W. 
Summit} 7 0 m { 23. 238 51 22 2:3. 197 '22 21 85 w. Base . __ P· · 26. 839;47 30 26. 784 30 ,29 89 N. 
Summit} { 23. 253 54 21 ~~: ~g~,~~ l~g ~g w. Base _ _ _ 8 0 P· m. 26. 84u147 27 N.W. 
Summit} 9 0 m { 23.240153 22 23. 19~· :22 21 85 w. Base . _ p. · 26. tl38.45 27 26. 788128 127 88. 3 w. 
Summit} { 23.215 56 22 :23. 16:1,22 21 85 w. 
Base _-._ 10 0 P· m. :!6. 82~ 1 ~5 27. 5 :26. 779
1
:1R 27 88. 3 N.W. 
Summ1t} 11 22 m { 23. 18;>1;>4 19 23.13819 ,18 84 N.W. Base-- P· · 26. 8 11142 28 ~: ~~~~~~- 5 i~ ~;- 9 N.W. Summit} 12 0 mid- { 23. 167 57 19 N.W. 
Base___ night. 26. 810/42 28 26. 767 j2s :27 ea. 3 N.W. 
Summit 1 0 a.m. { 23. 123\56 19 23.071,19 18 84 N.W. Baso ... 26. 8G5 42 28 26.76228 26 76.8 N.W. 
Summit 2 0 a.m. { 2-1. 155 53 19 2J.110 19 18 84 N.W. Base . __ ~~: ig~, ~~ 28 26. 762:28 26 76.8 N.W. Summit 3 0 a.m.{ 20 23. 118 20 19 85 N.'\Y. Base . __ 26. 805 40 26 26. 767 26 25 87. 6 N. 
Summit 4 0 a.m. { 23. 170 54 20 23. 123 20 19 85 N.W. Base . -- 26. e25 39 26 :26. 7!!0 ~6 25 87.6 N.W. 
Summit 5 0 a.m. { 23. 195,52 21 23.152:21 20 85 N.W. Base ... 26.840,40 26 26. E0226 25 87.6 :N. w. 
5ummit 6 0 a.m. { 23.215,52 21 2:t 17:221 20 85 N.W. Base . __ 26.855,39 26 26.820 :l6 25 87.6 N.W. 
Summit 
'l' 0 a.m.f 23.240,53 20 2:.1. 195 20 19 85 N.W. Base. __ ~: ~~~ ~~~ 27 26. 803 27. 5 26 82.4 N.E. 5ummit 7 57 a.m. { 122 23.219 22 21 85 N.W. Base ___ 26. 915!51 9 26. 85129 28 88.7 N. 
Summit 9 0 a.m. { ~~:~~gig~ 2-2 23.33122 21 85 N.W. Base ..• 30 26. 863,31. 5 30 84. ::l N.W. 
30 4. 5(1 . ... Stratus __ . 4.4 Hidden ___ .... 
--······ 
.. ............. ii"25·;, :m:1::: ::::. Cloudy . 121 • 72 Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden .... LigiJt snow. ~g l 6: ~g Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden .... ----- ---- · -------- Cloudy. Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden .... 11 25a. m. 11 50 a.m ....... ! . Cloudy. 40 8. 00 Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden .... 
---- ------ ....... Cloudy. 8 . 32 Stratus _ . . 4-4 .Hidden .. _. 
·- -------- --- ···· · Cloud.r·. 38' 7. 22 Stratus ___ 4-4 IIiddeu .... 
-------- -- -------· Clouuv. 10 . 50 Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidtlen .... 2 05p.m. 2 45 p .m .. _ ...... ClotH(y. 37 6. 84 Stratus ___ 4-4 Ilidden. __ . 
---- ----- - ·------ · Ciomly. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hitlden .... 
----------------- - Li!!'ht sr.ow. 44 9. 68 Nimbus .. 4-4 lliddeu .... 4 15p.m. ........ .. .01 Light snow. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .... 3 55p. m. 
·-----·--· ---···· L1ght snow. 48 11. ;)2 Nimbus. __ 4-i Ridden ... . 
··· ------· ............ L1ght snow. s' . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .... 
.............................. Lig ht snow. 32 5.1:..! Nirpbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . . 
................................ Light SJIOW 81 .32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .... 
........... ........ ............ Light Sll0\'1". 38, 7. 2-2 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ___ 
............................... . Hem·y snow. 121 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .... 
.............................. Light snow. 371 6. 84 N11nbus.-- 4-4 Hiuden .... 
... ... .......... . ........... . Heavy snow. 4 . Otl Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden .... 
................. . ............ Threatening. so, 12.50 Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hiduen .... 
............................. Heavy snow. 8 . 32 Stmtus ... 4-4 Hidden. ___ 
... .. ....................... Cloudy. 601 18.00 Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden . ... 
. - -.------ . 50 Heayy snow . 4 . 08 Stratus _. _ 4-4 Hiuden ... 8 40p. m. . 04 Cloudy. 66 21.78 Nimbus. __ 4-4 lli(lden . ... 
..... ........... . ..... ..... ... Heasy snow. 
81 . 32 Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden .... 
.................. ...... ... .. . Cloudy . 
Mete01·ological1·ec01·djor May 15, 1R73. 
54 14. 58 ...... Nimbus .. . 4-4 H\dden . .. ::::1:::::::: ·-~-- ......... . ................ ~ ............ Henvy snow . 1G 1. 2fl ...... Stratus _. _ 4-4 Hidden ___ Cloudy. . 60 18.00 ..... . Nimbt1s. __ 4-4 Hiuden ... 
. ..... ----·--- Deavy snow . 8 . 32 
--- · 
Stratus ___ 4-4 Bidden ... 
---· ·--- -- -- Cloucly. 58 16.82 ... .. . Nimbus ___ 4-4 Hidden . .. . .................... HPav_y snow . 8 . 32 ...... Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden--- .. .................... Clouuy . 66 21. 78 ...... Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden ___ .. ................... Heavy snow . ~ . 32 ..... ~tmtus ___ 4-4 Hidden_- - . .... ..... ............ Cloudy . 72 25. !l2 ..... . Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden ___ . ... ............... 4.10 a.m. Clomly . 8 . 32 ... .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidrlen ... .... .. . . .............. . ..... , .. .. .... .................. ............. Clo ndy . 60 18. co .... . Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden--· Cloudy . 4 . 08 . ..... Stratus ___ 4-4 Hiuden --- Clou!ly . 50 12.50 . .. ... Strat-us _ . . 4-4 Hidden.-- . .... . ............... .. .... ............ .... ...... .... .. . ............. Cloud,y . 4 . 08 ...... Nimhus .. . 4-4 Hidden--- Mistin·g . 72 25.92 ....... Stratu1:1 ... 4-4 Hidden--- 6.45a.m. 























Metem·ologioal re()()'rdfo1' May 15, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
No-rt::.-Elevntion of tmromoter nt summit nbovo sea-love!, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. 
perature and ill::;trumental error only. 







































~ ~ ~ .£ 
,::1 .0 ·~ 
c ~ ~ 
A ~ ~ 
Summit~ 10 0 a n { 1::!3. !180152 :J-2 23.3:16 :!-2 '21 85 :-r. W . Bnso ... 5 • · r · :W. 93!ll:i2 :J3 ~6.l:l7::! 34 13:2 7!!. 2 N. W . 
Summit~ 11 0 n m { :2:1 . .J:!91:i6 ::!.J 2:t 376 :;4 23 87 N. W. lltiSO . . . 5 . . ,;(i. 1!70 3:1 :!3 ::!li. 90 l 34 :l2 79. 2 W. 
Summit ~ I" Om 5 ::!:!. 4:-i::! ,GL 24 23.389:24 23 87 N. W. 
l3aso ... S '"' · · • ~ :W. 9t>3135 :JG ::!U. 909 37 33 61. 9 N. E. 
Summit ~ 1 0 p.m. 5 ;~· 4~~ , ~~ ~5 ;~- 39~ ~5 ~~4 ~ ~7 ~- W. linso ... 5 ~ :.G. 91:.1:>:... .i!l :.G. 90J
1
39 36. '-' 11 ~. \V. 
Sttnlmit ~ ., 0 p m { 23 . .J!l::!I6L ::!5 :YJ. 4::!9 ,25 24 :37 W. llnso ... 5 - · · 2!l.!l!l9.>:5.54l :26.9l·l1-lt 38 73.8X. w. Summit~ 3 O p m { n 319161 :!5 :2:!. 43GI23 :14 87 W. l3nso .. 5 · · } :17. 00::? 35 :J!) .}6. 9~8 40 138 82 N". \Y. 
Summit ~ 4 0 p m ~ :2:3. 5:l0 j6L :2:5 2:1. 465.::!5 24 87 W. Base .. 5 · · ( 127 OD!l :i:J 3t! :16. 93.J139 a6 72. 6 N. W. 
Summit ~ 4 57 p.m. { ;:1. r.~o 1 ~~ :1. 5 ;3. 4~-~ ~~5 ?~ 87 ~ W. ]3aso .... S ( ~Y· ~:10 1 ~.> ~? ~~- 9J~ ·~? ~~:> 80. ' S. W. Stmnu1t ~ 6 O p u 5 :...l .>60
1
.>7 -J ~- 50J :..> :.4 87. W. 
Base ... 5 · 1 · ( 27. 0-19:57 36 :16. !l70
1
36 3-1. 5 85. 1 W. 
Summit} 5 ::l:l. 5Gd :55 :25 23. 517 ~5 24 87 W. 
J1nso. .. . 7 0 P· m. ( :27. 069 ~! 35 ::!6. ~97,35. 5 34 84. 9 0 S~t~mut ~ 8 O p.m. { ~Ul00 1 :.>·> ?-1 ~:~. :>-19 ,~i 123 87 _ W. ]~.ISO ... 5 -1. 010 .> <1 .!5 :..6. 9!)8 .b 33. 5 8·1. I IY. Summit~ 9 O p 11 5 2:!. !iOOlGL ~ I ::!!>. 5Ti 2-1 23 87 \V. )1aso ... 5 . 1 • ~ ,27. 070
1
34 3,1 ::!6. !)!JS :!5 33. ~ 44. 7 N. 
Snuunit ~ ~ :13. liOO 58 ::!4 ::!3. 5·13 ::!4 2'3 87 W. 
WINO. 
5911 17. 40 4 . Ot! 
40 8. 00 
3 . 0-1 
35 G. 12 
21 . 02 42 8. 82 
8 . 32 
32 5. 12 
4 . 08 
20 2. 00 
4 . 08 
18 1. 62 
4 • 08 
12 . 72 
4 . 08 
20 2. 00 
1~ 1: g~l: ::: 
0 0 
19 1. 80 .. -. 
2 .• 02 ... . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
2 . 02 ... . 
22 2. 4:2 ..•. 
4 . 08 ... . 
18 1 62 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 
10 . 50.--· 
4 .08 .... 
>=I • 






Stratus .. . 
Strn.tus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus 
Str:ttus .. . 
Stt·atus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus 
Stmtus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Strat11s .. . 


































>::~+' pQ) os ~8 
Remarks. 
~~ ~~~~~ ; ~;;~:: :~~):: jll~O~~·: : :; ~~~~~~~w 
illi~U~ ~•• •~•- :••:~~~ ~ :·~~~• ~~ ·~~: ~ · ~!Et~~: 4·4 Hidden . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . Clearing. 
4·4 HHltleu ........................................... Cloudy. 
t! ~:gg:~ ::: ::::: ::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: .B.lk~:: 8i~~~j_~_g. 
::: ~t~~~~ : :: : :: : :::::: :: :::: :::::: ::::: : : ::: : : : :: :: : g~~~;~~-
4-4 Hidden ........ ................................. . Cloudy. 
4-4 -Ridden .. 1 ........................... :. .. • • • • • • • • Cloudy. 
4-4 Hidden . . . . ..................................... _ Cloudy. 
4-4 Hidden . . . ....... __ ... . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
!:! Nt~~:~ : : : ~: : : :::::: :: : : :: :::::: :::::: :::: : ::: ~ : : : 21~~~~: 
4-4 Hidden ....... ........................... . ... .. .. . Cloudy. 
2·4 0 0 0 ......................... . .. Fair. 
1-4 0 0 0 . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
0 Cirrus .... 1-4 0 ............................ 'Clear. 
1 4 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
0 Cirrus .... 1.1 N. E ....... ... ......... . ......... Clear. 
)~nso . 5 to O 1>· m. ( 127 060~5. I 34 26. ussl34 l:n 8'). 5 N. 




























.Meteorological1'CC01'd fo r Ma.y 1(5, mn. 
Summit} { 23. 640165 24 23. 56th4 23 87 N ~ W. 12 . 72 . . . . Stratus . _. 4-4 Hidden . _. 
Base ... 1 0 °· m. :n oco 5:.! 33 26. 993 33 :32 89. 3 N. 4 . 08 . . . . Stmtus . _. 3.4 Cirl'us __ . . 
Summit} C) 0 { 23. 620 63 24 23. 553 24 :l3 87 N. W . 14 . 98 .... Stratus . .. 4-4 H!clden . . _ l3ase. -- ~ a.m. 27. 050 51 34 26. !J86j34 33 139. 5 N . 4 . 08 . . . . Stmtus . _ _ 4·4 Huldeu . _. 
8nnuult} 3 0 { 23. (H 5'65 24 23. 543124 9.3 87 N. W . 18 1. 6:2 . _. . Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidtleu . _. Base ... a.m. :!7. O.iO 52 34 26. 983 34 33 80. 5 N. 1 . 01 .... Stmtus ... 4-4 Hidden .. _ 
Summit} 4 0 { 23. 605 69 24 23. 525 24 2a tl7 N. W. 16 1. 62 . __ . Stratus . _. 4·4 Hidden . __ B:\se ... n. m. 27. 050 53 33. 5 26. 081 34 33 80. 5 N. 4 . 08 . __ . Stratud . _. 4-4 Hidden . . . 
l:lnmmiL} 5 0 . { 23. 595,67 25 23. 5l!JI25 24 88 N. \ V. 24 2. sa . --. Stratus . -. 4-4 Hidden . --
Base .. . a.m. { 2"1. 050 55 34 :26. !!76 34 a:l 89. 5 N. 1 . 01 . . . . Stratus _. _ 4-4 Hidden ... 
Summit} 
6 0 a.m. ~~: g~~~~g ~g ~~: ~g~ ~~ ~ ~~- 5 N.OW. i 4 2o BB :::: Strafus . . _ 4~4 rrl~:ft11~~;' ~: : Base .. . 
Summit} 7 0 a.m. { ~3. 5~0 ~6 ~6 ~3. 507 j~6 ?5 88 N . W. 22 2. 42 .... Cu~.nulus .. 1-4 ~~nn,nlus .. Base . . . -1. 0;>8('l 38 N6. 080 38 36 81. 1 0 0 0 . __ . St1atus . .. 4-4 HHluen. __ 
Summit} 7 , 7 { 23. 600 ;:;9 26 23. 543 26 25 88 N. W. 20 2. 00. _ .. Stratus . .. 4-4 Hid<.l.eu . __ Base . .. ;> a.m. 27. 070 56 40 26. 094 ·10 :19 82 W. 4 . 08 . _.. Stratus . . . 4-4 Ri<lllcu ... 
Snmmit} 9 0 { 23. 605 61 27 :23. 542 27 26 88 N. W. 24 2. 88 . _.. Strntus ... 4-4 Hitlden .. _ llaso .. . a, m. 27. 073 57 42 26. !J06 41.5 3!J. 5 82. 6 S. 2 . G2 _ .. Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... 
Snmmit} 10 0 a.m. { ~3. 62~ ~1 27 ~3. ~37 2; 26 8~ ~-W. 14 . 98 . __ . S ~ l:<ttus .. _ H ll!ddcn _ .. Base . .. 27.0t3;>7 44 26 .. !0444 41 7;>. 6N.W. 4 .08 .... St i atus ... 4-4 llultlcn ... 
Summit} 11 0 1 23. 6:l0 60 28 23. 560128 2'1 88 W. 12 . 72 . . _. Stratus . . . 4-4 llitldeu ... Base ... a.m. 27. 077 .>9 44 26. 993 44 40 67. 7 N. 4 . Otl . __ . Stratus .. _ 4-4 llid<l on . . _ 
Snmmit J 12 0 m -. { ;3. 6:0 ~1 2~ ~3. 557 28 2! t38 ~- 10 . 50 . --. sp·a tus ... 4-4 il!dden . --
Base ... -7. 0"0J9 43 26. 99!H 4 42 83.6 N. 4 .08 ... N1mlms_ .. 4-4 H1d<lcn ... 
Summit} 1 0 { 23. 628 59 29 :23. 560 20 28 89 W . 13 . 84 . __ . Stratus . . . 4-4 llithlcn . .. Base ... P· m. :n. 07U .'itl. 5 46 26. 006 46 42 69. 1 W. 4 . 08 .. .. Nimbus_ .. 4-4 lli<lden ... 
Summit! 2 0 p.m. { ~3. 6~9 ~7 29 ~:~. ~75 20 2~ ~0 W. 2:.! 2. 4? . __ . St1:a tus .. _ 4-4 !l!<lden .. _ Baso . .. { ~7. 0 ~ ~ J.7 _ts ~?· ~~~ ~8 ~2 ~~- 3 N. W. 8 . 32 . __ . St1_atm; . __ 4-4 H~ddcu .. _ 
Summit} 3 0 p.m. :-3. 6:~ ~4 29 ~3. ;>J~ 29 2~ ~~ W. 14 . 98 . . . . Str.atus . . 4-4 H~<ltlcu __ . Baso ... { ~!· 11.1'.? :~? ~6 ~6. 0~!1 ~6 ~;> 9~. 1 N. W. 4 . O? . __ . Sti.atns .. . 4-4 H~dd~u ... 
Summit J 
4 Op.m. ~: ~~0~~ 4~ 2~: g~~ :J~ 4i ~t~N~. ~ :~~::: : ~~~~~~~ ::: !:! it~i~l~~:: : Base . . . 
Summit} 4 57 { 23. 6.JO ,.u 28 23. 5i.i 28 27 88 W . 16 1. 28 . _ _ Stratus . _ _ 4-4 llidden . __ Bnse . .. P· m. J7. 08:2 :i5 44 27. 002 H 39 59. 7 W. 2 . 02 . _. . Stratus . _. 4-4 llid(!eu .. _ 
Summit} { 23. 6.JO li 1 28 23. 576 28 27 88 W. 18 1. 62 . _. . Stratus . _ _ 4-4 Hidden ... 
Baso . .. 6 0 P· m. :2i. 09t 36 ,12 27. 022 ·13 38 58. 7 W. 4 . 03 . __ . Strat,us __ . 4-4 Hid<leu ... 
Snmmit J { 23. 6.JO .1 1 28 23. 576 28 27 8il W. 17 1. 44 .. .. Stratns ... 44 Ridcl eu .. . 
Base . . . 7 0 P· m. J7. 108.i7 40 J.7. 02~ ·11 37. 5 62. 5 N. W . 2 . 02 . . . . Stratns ... 4-4 lli<ldon .. . 
Summit J 1 23. 6-10 i4 28 :23. 510 28 27 88 W. 26 3. 3i' . _. Stra tus . _. 4-4 lli(](]e n . .. 
Base ... 8 0 P· m. 27. 1r£ · .3 38 27. 0 .. >4 :39 36. 5 77 ~- W. 2 . 02 . __ . Stratus . .. 4-4 H i t! <len . _. 
Summit J ~ 123. 6G, i6 27 23. 580 27 2G 88 \Y. 28 3. 92 __ . Stratus ... 4-4 flidtl en _. _ 
Baso . . . 0 0 P· 111 • ~ ( 7. 1 0~ ~4 37 2y. ~~= .37 :n 80. 7 N. 4 . 08 __ . Stratus . .. 4-4 ll!d<len . .. 
Snmmit { 10 0 123. G4. A 27 23. ;> •Ji!7 26 88 W. 36 6.48 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Ihddcn ... Rase ... 5 P· m. 27. JO, .33 37 27. 031 37 3.1 80. 7 N. 2 . 02 . _ .. Stratus ___ 3-4 0 
Summit} '>'l { ·23. 6 2:.. 30 27 :.!3. 5Gl 27 2~ tl8 W. 34 5. 78 .. _. Strntus . .. 4-4 Bidden . .. 
Base . . . 11 
- p. ru. l'u·t ;' :16 21 ' " 17 ' ' 80. 1 N. 2 . OL . . Stmh>L . 4-4 Hidden ... Summit} 12 o mill- { .:n. f. I ·. ; 2 'l7 ;n 5.J ' :?7 26 88 ·w. 37 6. 84 . __ . Stratus . _. 4·4 H idden._ . 
Base . .. night. 27. OS( i~ 136 '27. 0:?3 l(l 34 80. ~ N. 2 . 0~ __ . Stmt,ns . _. 3-4 0 
--·--·---· ---- -- ----1·4 N. 
3-4 N.W. 
2-4 N.W. 









































































Mcteo1·ological 1'ecordjo1· May 17, 1873 
(Hourly observlttions.) 
NOTE.-Elovntion of bnromotor at snmmit abo.,-e sen.-lo.,-ol, 6,285.4 feot. Elevation of b:trometel' at base above sea-level, 2,898.3. Barometer-readings corrected for tem-
































23. 60::i;61 Snnnnit( 1 On.ro. 27.0t'::i
1 
•. 53 
llnso. - 5 { :!:3. 5!15 59 
Sunnoit ( 2 On. m. :n. 070 5i! 
Btl SO. -. 5 { 23. 580,58 
Snnnmt ( 3 0 a. m. 27. 06~ 1 5~ 
Bnso.- 5 ~ :23. 59J 6~ 
Summit ( 4 o a.m.~ :27. o5sl;;o 
llnso.- 5 { 2.l. 59:>
1
u3 
Summit ~ 5 0 a, m. :J7. ~~~~ ~t 
Baso.- . 5 5 2J. :>~JI 60 
Summit ( 6 0 a.m.~ 27. 2~~ ~:) 
Base -- . ~ { :2J. <~;:>3 J8 
Summit ( 7 On. m. ~7. OiOI51 
llnso - - · 5 } 2J. 539 .j() 
Summit ( 7 57n. m. ~ ;n 07.>; ~1 
Bn:JO .- 5 12:l. ~ 5:!, .>8 
Summit { 9 0 n. m. { 27. 083 50 
Bnso. -.. 5 23. 57d'57 
Slllnm1t ( 10 0 a. ru. { ,27. 087 ~3 
Base.-.- 5 { 23. 619 !il 
Snmm1t ( 11 0 a.m. '21. oa;, 52 
Base.. 5 ) 123. !i.JO 61 
Smmuit ~ 12 0 m -. ( ,:27. 0!10 51 
Dnso .. 5 5 ·)3 li30 G-1 Summit} 1 0 p.m.~ 1~7: OflO 5'2 nn~C-.. r I') 3 (i till: I Summit} 2 0 p.m.~ ~7: o 52 
llnsc . ·. 2:}. u , 68 
Sum nut { 3 0 p.m. { 27. 0!·11·:.>.1. 
]ll\110 ~ s ·'J (i;!d'til 
!->nmnlil \ 4 0 p.m.~ ~~: O!ltl :;1 
H11'11 ~ :!:J. Ii:IUh l 














--~- 1 . :3 :3 ~t' § 
.5 2 :5·~ :g 
t' ~ .a -~ 
A f:: ~ A 
1
27 23. 542 ~7 126 88 w. 
36 27.01636.5:35 8::i.3 N. 
;27 :2.3. 536 27 ~6 S!l W. 
36 :!7. 003 :lG. 5 :J5 a:;. 3 N. 
27 il:J. 5:!327 :26 88 w. 
36 26. 999 36 35 90 0 
:.!6 23. 5:lO :26 ::!5 138 W. 
36 26. 99li 36 :35 90 0 
:25 :?3. 5:28 :?5 24 t-8 W. 
36 :?6. fl!J-l 36 35. 5 94. 9 w. 
24 ilJ. 514 2-1 23 di w. 
35. 5 27. 000 36 35 90 w. 
23 :23. 496 ::!3 22 ~6 N. W. 
gg ~: ~~~ :~ ~~ ~g- 7 NV:w. 
39 27. OU .JO 37 73.2 W . 
25 ::!.1 ,103 '25 24 88 N. W. 
40 :27.02141 38 73.8 N. W. 
26 23.52326 :25 88 N. W. 
~; ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~- 4 1~: ~: 
~~ ~~: g~~ ~~ ~~ g~- 71~: ~: 
1
41. ~7. 031 .Jl. 5)38 69. 9
1
N. W. 
26 23. 5GO 26 25 ~8 N. W. 
43 27. 023 45 40. 5
1
6<1. 5 N. W. 
26 23. 5-lfl 26 25 88 IN. w. 
43 27.01644 a9.5li3.6N.W. 
27 i!:J. 562 :27 :26 88 IN. w . 
41 :!7. 010 41 40 67.7 w. 
213 2:l. 56.3-.!0 :.!3 ~8 N. W. 
4~ :!7. 0:!7 42 40 82. 9 N. E. 
\.17 2a. :.,-;a~7 20 Btl IN. w. 
1·1:1 ~7.1l10 1:1 ll H:l. 3 N. \V. 
WIND. 
n i~ ;~ 
(1) ClJ ;...... C,) ~ r"""'t 



































6. 48 .... 
.08----
5. 12-- .. 
.01 .... 
2. 88 ---· 
0 ----
1.62.- .. 
0 ... . 
2.42 ... . 
.oa ___ _ 
4. 50 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
6.12 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
5.12---. 
.08 ... . 
3.92 .. .. 
.18. --. 
3. 92----
.08 .. .. 
3.12 ... . 
. 08---. 
1. 62--.-
.18 .. .. 
1. 28 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
1. 28 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.50 .. .. 
.12 .. .. 
4. 50 .. .. 










Stratus _ . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus _ .. -4-4 
Stratus __ . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus. __ 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nirulms. __ 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stt·atus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratns . . . 4-4 
Stratus _.. 4 4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . _. 3-4 
Stmtus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus . _ . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Srratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Nimbus .. _ 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus _ . . 4-4 
Stratus _. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratu:> __ . 4-4 
Stratus . . 4-4 
Nimbus .. . -1-4 
Nimbus . _. 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stt·atus ... 4-4 












.s-~ 1 ~oe 
~ so ~~~ 

















P<l> os s ... 
.qjO 
Hidden ___ ................................ 
1 
...... .. 
liiig : -::: :: ::: i:~:~~ ::::: :: :: ·:: 
Hidden ___ .. ......... . 2 50 a.m ......... .. 
I!~~~~::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::~~:::::1 ::::::: 
Hidden ....... -------- .......... 4 10 a.m. 
Hidden, __ ............ ---------- 5 10 a.m ....... .. 
Hidden ....... -------····------- .......... ___ ... . 
Hidden ...... ........ ... ~ •... _ ........... .. __ . ___ . 
Hidden ........................................ .. 
Hidden ......................... _......... . 08 
0 0 0 -- - - - -- - - . . - -- -- - - -- . 04 
Hidden ....... -------· ................... . ______ __ 
Hidden ...........................•............... 
Hidden ... _ ........ --- ........................... . 
Hidden _ . _ .................•.... _ ................ . 
Hirldeu ... _... . . .. . . .. . . . • • • .. ... .. . .. . . . .. . ..... . 
Hidden ......... : ..... ----·--------------- ...... .. 
Hidden ... - ........... 11 10 a.m. 11 25 a.m. 
Hidden ___ ............ 11 20 a.m ................. .. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ___ ---- .................. 12 20p.m ....... .. 
Hidden .. _ ............... .. . _ ..... - . , . . . . . . .... ~ .. 
Hidden ___ ---· ........ 1 20p.m. 1 30p.m. ----·--· 
Hidden ___ ....................................... . 
Eid<lon ... .................. ....... ........... .. .. 
llidden . - .. --. ---.---. a 20 p.m .. -----.--. ---.--. m~~::~ ::: :: :: :::::::: -~--~-~·~: "4"3o"p.~: -·--:o3' 































































.Mcteorological ·rccorcl for May 18, 1873-Continued. 
(llourls observa.tions.) 
NOTE.--Eio,•ntion of bnromotor nt summit nbovo sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at bnse above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. , Barometer-readings corrected for tern· 
perature anti instrumental error only. 
LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. "' .::s a . l..cs [:; f: TIIERM. 0 lll:OROM. ·a WIND. 
g;', ~ --- ~ ___ , :::3 I 1----.--.------------~ g ..g g ~ rc· . :; ~ ,.: .ci ~  >. ci ~~ 
'- ·- Ct-f ·~ Q) I;) "d !:. ~ ~ p ~ .~ 0 - 0 ~ w ~... g .g ~ ~ 2 ~ -~ ~ ~,g 
g § ~ .s s:>. ;.. r. () idl '"' () 8 ~ f:.1 ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ;p; A > "-
~e I ~. .,rO£- -d 
.; .; -~-~ I ->< ~g- 1 »~ "' ::l () -d ~ g .;::; p ~oS s Q) ~ ~ ~-g 0 -~g~ s "0 







os · ~6 





B:II'IO ... 5 P· m. { 27.1!10!:>9 44 27. 106144 39 59. 7
1
N. '~" · 12 . 72 .... Stmtus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. .. ........ -........ 
1 
... -----
Snmmit( 6 0 S 23. 685 61 24 2:3. 621 2-! '23 '87 N. W. 26 3. 38.... 0 0 Curnnlus .. 2-4 N. W. .. ........................ .. Base .. 5 P· m. { 27. 208'58 41 27. 12741 36 56.7 N. W. 8 . 32 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. .. ........................ .. 
. 04 
Summit ( - 0 S 23. 715113 i!1 2:lli4823 ;2-2 186 N. ,y_ 22 2. 4'2.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N . W. Bnse :. 5 1 P· m. { 27. 21!156 :18 :n. 043 .39 136 j72. 6
1
N. W . 4 . 08.... 0 0 Cirrus . .. . 1-4 N. 
Snmmtt ( 8 Op m S 2J. 715 68 23 23.637 23 22 186 N. W. 24 2. ~8.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. 
.Bnso .. 5 · · { 'n 219 :>3 33 27. 150 3-1 32 7!1. 2
1 
N. 2 . 02 .. .. Stratus . .. 3-4 0 0 0 












Fair. Summit ( 10 0 { 23. 7:!:2 67 23 23. U56 2:1 22 SU N. W. 3-1 5. 78 . ... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 Bn~o .. S p.m. 27.21951 32 27.15532 30 79.4 N. 41 . 08 .... 0 0 0 0 0 
Summitt 11 C)(} ) . ~ 23. 723 65 24 23. 6JU~-! 23 87 1N. W. 30 4. 50..... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 u Bnso .. ) ~-1-ID-~ 27.20948 :JO 27.15231 29 78.8 N. 4 .08.. .. 0 0 0 0 0 
.. ...... ·· •····· · ·· ··· !· ....... , ~~~~~· 
Snnnnit ( 12 _o mid- { 23. 700 63 24 23. 6:i3 24 23 187 N. W. 28 3. 92 ... . 1 Stratus . . -~ 1-4 1 Stratus ... ~ 4 N. \:V. l3t\SG ... 5 mght. 27.19247 31 27.137,32 
1




Meteorological1·eco1·djor May 19, 1873. 
Snmmit} 1 0 n.. m. { ~1.1i!l0 62 j24 ~ - 624!24 23 87 \N.W. 26 a. 381-- .. St~atus ... 1-4 0 0 0 - ~- ... -.- .... .............. ---·---- Fair. 1~1\i\6.. ~ 7. 170 47 31 -7. 115 32 30 79.4 N. 4 . 08, .... St1atus ... 2-4 0 0 0 
---------- ---------- --------
Fair . 
S"mmit \ 0 0 ~ m { 23. 66C."' ,24 !l3 5!l9 24 23 87 IN. w. 29 3.92 .... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 ---------- ................ -------- Fair. 13nso ... - · 27. 163 45 32 27. 113 33 31 80 N. 4 
. 08\ ---- Stratus . .. 3-4 0 0 0 
------·--· ---------· 
..... . ...... Cloudy. 



























7 O a.m.~ 





lla>~o . . S 
Summit~ 
En:;o .. S 
Snmmit ~ 
Baso .. S 
~uwmit ~ 10 
1>:\SO.. 5 
l:;.UI~lUlit t 11 
:Uase ... 5 
Summit} 12 Base .. 
Summit ( 1 Base ... S 




Base . .. S 
Summit { 




Buse ... 5 
Summit~ 




Base . .. S 
Summitt 
Basi\ . .. 5 
Summit} 
Base . . . 










LO Op.m. { 
Ll 22p.m. { 
12 {lt•dt! · 5 
'·; ... . ~ 
2:1. 66.) 64 
'27. J!iO ."l L 
:!3. li80 ·6G 
In tue'.J t 
,'2.3. U34 6:3 
:!7. 180 5-I 
2:3. 71'2 6:3 
::!?. l l:l!J 35 








:!7. 239 ';>6 
~- i93 62 
27. 2:>2"59 
23.813,60 




in 3(,!) 57 
2:.3. 868 5rl 
:!7. ;!:]0 54 
:!:.!. 8t'O 66 
:n. :J48 53 
:2:!. !:001G5 
27. 3t38 54 
23.900 62 
:27. 3791:>2 
23. !lOO G6 
::!7. 3! '0 54 
;j !'05 ()6 
.•.. ::905~ 
} ::3. !)05 Summit} 1 o a. HI.~ :!1. :lr_;o 
Jbso... 5 ~:l.910 Summit I 2 0 a.m. { 27. :l!:O 
llaso · · 5 { 2:! 005 Summit~ 3 0 a.m. :l7: 3~0 
llase . ·. · 5 1 5 23. !L 8 




Rase ... · j { 23. lJ20 








~4 23. 5!15 ::!4 123 IH7 jN. W. 
;l!) 2?. 0!)6 :j9 b.J 54.7(W. 
24 2:l. no:, :24 12:l 187 N. W . 41 :l7.104 n :Jj 4H. 8~ W. 
26 ::!:3. 61i 26 :!5 
,es,N.w. 
44 27. ICt ·14. 5 J8 -19.l.N.W. 
:2\i :!3.oH ::!6 :.!3 88 w. 
46 27.115 .j(j 39 '47.1N. W. 
25 2J. G3t :?.3 24 t'8 \ w. 
45 27. 12L4G 38 ~40 N . W. 
:25 2:3. (J7(: :!5 24 8d W. 
"·r· "'!' -10 4:2.6 N. W . :25 23. G!l3 :!5 ~~ -~~.)x~. 46 27. I-Ii -17
25 23. 6!JG :!5 24 lcs jN. '\Y. 
48. 5 27. 13;) 49 ~~ g91 ~:\"fr: 26 23. 72!) 2li 
49 ~7. 1GE' 49 41.5-17.1 N. W. 
:.!6 2'1. 731 ~6 :!5 t'8 ~-
47 27. 180 ·17 40 48.3 N. 
:.'!6 23. 76~ 1 26 25 't'8 N. 
-17 
"- 20'1" 3!1 J-lt.:l N.E. 26 :!:1. i7.J :26 :25 F8 N. 44 27.230-14 37 4-l. (j 1.\.E. 
£6 23. 8 10 £6 25 88 N. 
:>9 
""T 34 54.7 N.E. 26 23. 805 26 ~5 E8 N. 3tl :37. 27!:' 38 3:.! ~>3. 7 N.E. 26 :!3. E27 :.!6 2.') t8 N. 35 27. 2~4 35 3 l G2. 8 N.E. 
26 ~:J . 83:l ji26 25 88 N. 
32 27. 212 :33 :w 70. :i N.E. 
26 ~~T 23 88 N. 32 27.206 :l3 :29 CO. G N . E. 26 23. ~30 26 25 88 N. 
:32 27. 32:s J2 29 G!J. 4 N.E. 
126 123. 836~26 25 Iss N. 
3l 27. :1:':!2 32 29 69 R. 
~3 :23. s n25 2·1 88 N. 
:Jl 1 '~7. :~::?2 32 :':! .3 5!1 E. 
:':!5 123. 85 1,:':!5 24 ttl N. 
31 27. 332,3l 28 69 E. 
25 !23. e;;8,2:> 24 88 N. 
ao f27. 34:1,30 2tl 7.'! N. 
25 ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 24 1"8 N. 30 28 (j!) N. 
48 11 . s:.: ... Stratus ... 4-4 lli!lden ·- - . .. . ...... .. 
1 . 01 .... Sn·atu» ... 4-4 llidden .......... .... 
36 6. 48 .... Stratus ... •1-4 llidden .... .. ..... - - .. 
4 . 08 ·- -- Stratns .. . 4-4 llidc1on ... . ........... 
38 7. 22 ·- - · Straln;; ... 4-4 Hilhlen ....... . ..... .. 
6 . 18 
- -- -
Stratus ... :3-4 0 0 0 
13 . 8 1 
·--· 
0 0 Cnmulns .. 4-4 W. 
8 3'> 
---· 
Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus .. l-4 N.W. 
28 3. !J2 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus .. 4-4 w. 
6 . 18 ·- -- Stratus .. . 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W . 
19 1. 80 ...... 0 0 Cnwulns .. 4-4 w. 
E . 32 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hiuuou . .. 
14 . !)8 .... 0 0 Cu-strat .. 4-4 w. 
4 . 08 ... Strntus ... 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. 
9 . 40 - -- - 0 0 Cu·strnt .. 4 -4 N.W. 
G .1 8 
---· 
Stratns ... 3-4 Cumulus ._ l -4 N.W. 
16 1. 28 
-- --
0 0 Cumulus . . 3-4 N.W. 
6 . 18 .... Stratus ... 2-4 Curuulns .. 1-4 ~·.w. 
13 . 84 ... . . 0 0 CuulUius .. 2-4 w. 
A . 08 . . Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W . 
10 . 50 0 0 Cumnlus .. 2-4 N. 
2 . 02 . .... . Stratus _. 1-4 Cirrus .. .. 2·4 N . 
f! . 32 ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. 
2 . 0~ .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cinus. _ . . 2-4 N. 
11 . 60 . .. . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
4 . 08 ... . St rutns ... 1-4 0 0 0 
5 . 12 ...... Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 0 
2 . 02 
··· -
0 0 0 0 0 
8 . 3;2 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
---· 
0 0 0 0 0 
8 . 32 ..... 0 0 0 0 0 
4 .f 0 0" 0 0 0 
2f 0 0 0 0 0 
"il ~ I 
41 
. t 0 0 0 0 0 ~ : :i!: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---~~'- -----
ll:eicurulogical?·eco?·djo?' May 20, 1873. 
20 2. 00 
···-
0 0 0 0 0 
4 • Cf:l 
-- - · 
0 0 0 0 0 
30 4. 50 ... .. 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0-< 
---· 
0 0 0 0 0 
26 3. 38 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
··-· 
0 0 0 0 0 
22 2. 42 ... 0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
---· 
0 0 0 0 0 
18 1. 62 . .... . 0 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
---· 
0 0 0 0 0 
/H~ <H/H il~~~~: 




..... .. ....... ....... ... . Clondy. 
Fair . 
. ............. . 
---------· 






---------- ----- -- --· --------
Cloudy. 
:Fair. 
--- ---- -- - ------·-- -
.... . .... . Fair . 
--------·· 
... ~ .... .. --.. . .... .... . Fair. 
. . ... .. ..... ................ . ........ . Fair. 
..... ... ...... . ............... . ........ .. Fair. 
. .............. . ................ .......... . Fair . 
. .. . . . ........ .............. ........ ... Fair. 
-----··---
... ............. .......... Fair . 
. .............. ...... .. .... . ... ..... .... Fair. 
........... . . .......... ..... . ........... Clear. 
Fair . 
................. ..... ........ . . ...... .. .. Clear. 
--- -·---- -
............. .. .......... . Clear. 
...... .. .......... ............... ........... . Clear. 
.................. . .................. .. .......... Clear. 
................. ................ ............ . Clear. 
.................. ..... . ........... ............. . Clear. 
----------
................. ........... Clear. 
·---------
............. 
---· · ·· · 
Clear. 




............... . ............... 
--------
Clear. 









................ . .. .......... Clear. 
................... ................ . ............. Clear. 
.................. . ............... ............. Clear. 





















Meteorological 1'CC01'd jo1' May 20, 1873-Coutinued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
NOT£.-Elo;atlon of bnromoter at surnmH nbo"'O sen-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer-readings corrected for tem-
perature and instrumental error only. 
~ 


























8. , ~ ~ 8 
IIYGUQ)J.] 
___ p 
;9 ;3 ~f. 
~ ::1 :,.. · ,...., 
~ .n ~ 






WI :I D. 




































nmmit ~ G 0 n. m. 27. 4:33j-l7 
llnst' .. 5 :n. 93ti.5L Summit~ 7 0 n. m. { 27. 4~~30 
ll>H.IO · ·. · 5 5 23. %,11-l8 
SutUJUlt } 7.57 a, ru. ~ ~7. 4 f.~ . ~l lln~o · · · 5 23. 99.> .> L 
Summit ~ 9 0 n. ro. ~ :27. <tn5::a 
l3nse -. · 5 5 2-l. 005 30 
Snmm1t ~ 10 0 a.m.~ 27. 48-l ,:iG 
BnM ·. · 5 5 i!l. 015 ~1, 
Snmuut ~ 11 0 n. 1u.l :27. 4~1~6 Base . -. · 5 5 21. 038 .>2 
Sumro1t ~ 12 0 m. ~ 27. 48t',56 
Bnse . . ) 5 -14, 0:>0,55 Summit} 1 0 p. ro.1 ~7. 486
1
57 
Bnso . -.. 5 24. 035 .J8 
Snmmtt} 2 0 p. m.l 27. 4~~~ ~~ 
Bm10 . . · 5 'l-t 0.>;) .>h 
Summit ( 3 0 p.m. 'l. 21: 483 ·~ 
Bnso . .. 5 S 1·'4 050
1
.>.> 
Summit ~ 4 0 p.. m.} ~1: 478.64 
l!nso . -. 5 ) :21. 060,57 
Sumtmt l 4.5711. m. ( 27. 49~ 1 63 l~nso · · ., 1 065 '59 
Snnuuil 6 0 p.m. { ~~: 500'163 
ill\l!O • •. • 5 '24. 073 >3 
Sumunt ~ 7 0 p. m.1 -J7. 508 lil Jln~,o. · · ) { ·'4 075 61 
Summit ~ a 0 p. m. '27: ;m 64 
lll\RO • 5 ·> I 0.~5 (;:2 ~111\lltil t {) 0}\.ll\, ~7:5!!861 Bn~o · { •> 1 0~0 fi:! :o>umwlt l 1oo O)>.m.\L,,,,. Hn"" 5 
:W 23. 89:3,:!6 25 
JL 27.379:12 ~9 
ilG 23. 913~li ~5 
38 ~7. 396 39 :H 
!!6 ::!:l. 92--126 25 
-lil -27. •104 42 3() 
:n ::!3. 9:>:? 21 26 
H 21. •t0514-t :n 
28 ::!3. %·11:!8 26 47 27. 406 48 :!8 
3. 0 23. !.l'l;! 30 2t1 49 27. 4 I 0 49 40 
31 2:1. 992 31 29 
~ ~.'I ~~o~~~ ~~ 58 27. 406 58 -!6
33 23. 998 33 31 
58 27. 403 58 45 
34 2-t 001 34 32 
56 27. 388 57 45 
34 2::s. 998 a4 31 
37 -J7. 381 5l:l -16 
33 24. 004 :33 31 
53 27. 399 56 44 
33 24. 005 3:l 31 
54 27. 405 :J4 H 
:l2 N. 004 32 31 
49 27.418 49 4L 
31 24. 010 ll 30 
44 27. 4:W 44 38 
:11 2:1. 01~ 3L 30 
40 ::!7. 138 41 36 
:10 2:1.01:130 2!l 





































































]() 1. 28, .. . 
1 . 01 .. . 
14 . !JB ... 
1 .01 .... 
1() 1. 28 
~ :~~ I ::: 
4 . 08 
5 .121'"' 4 . 08 .. .. 6 .18 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
4 • 08 .. .. 





















.121 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
.08 ... . 
0 .. .. 
. 08 
0 ~ ----
.18 . .. . 
0 .. .. 
. 08 
0 
.OiL .. . 
.02 .. .. 
.Od ... . 
. 1:2 . ••. 
.Oil .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.0!:! .. .. 
.1:.! . .. . 























Hazy .... .... 
0 0 
Hazy ....... 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ........ 
Stra.tus . . . 1-4 
Stratns . . . 1-4 

















































































































































































Summit { 111.!!'2 p.m. { ~~·1 . 0~~ ~. ·a I?O ~ ~3. 0!3. ~~~ 1?9 1891 w. l 71 . 2~ ~ · .. ·1 :Bnso .. 5 l ·_7.5:..~.> ·1 37 :..1. ·1.>6,,, .N 71 S.E. 4 Ot' .  . 
t;nmmit { 1:.! 0 mill- 5 :.!-1. O!JO li:> 30 :23. 01i 30 :.!8 78 S . W. 2 . 0:2 .. . . 




0 I ~I 0 0 u 0 I ~ I 
Meteorological1·ecord for May 21, 1873 . 
Summit J 1 0 a.m. { 24. 087 ,63 30 24. 018 30 28 78 s.w. 10 . 50, .... 0 0 0 0 Base ... :27.523 53 35 27.453 36 33 71 S. E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 0 
Summit} 2 0 a.m. { :N. 090 62 28 24.0:2329 27 68 s.w. 13 . 84 --- - 0 0 0 0 Base ... 27. 523,53 36 27. 453 36 34 80 S. E. 8 • 32 ....... 0 0 0 0 
Summit J 3 0 a.m. { 24. 1GO 69 28 24.018 28 27 88 s.w. 7 . 24 ---- 0 0 0 0 Baso .. 27.523 52 34 27.455 35 33 80 E. 4 . OS 
----
0 0 0 0 
Summit J 4 Oa. m. { 24.105 69 29 ~4. 023 29 27 78 s.w. 4 . 08 .. .. .... Stmtus .... 1·16 0 0 Base ... 27. 523 51 34 27. 460 35 32 70 E. 8 . 82 
---· 
0 0 0 0 
Summit} 5 Oa.m.{ 24.100 62 29 24.033 29 27 78 s.w. ll . 60 . .. ... Stratus ... . 1-16 0 0 l3ase ... :27. 5:.!7 51 35 27.462 35 33 80 E. 8 . 32 . .. .. . 0 0 0 0 
Summit J 6 Oa. m. { :.!4. 095 60 29 24.03229 27 78 s.w. 10 . 50 .... . . Strat.us .... l-4 0 0 Base .. 
"· 527150 35 27.464 36 33 75 E. 4 . 08 -- -- 0 0 0 0 ::5ummit J 7 Oa. m. { ;2~.10J 62 29 24.036 29 27 7S s.w. 12 . 72 ... ... Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 Base ... 27.555 59 42 27. 470 42 38 66 E. 4 • 08 ..... . 0 0 0 0 
::5ummit J 7 57 a.m . { 24. 108 63 30 24.039 30 28 78 s.w. 6 .18 . ...... Hazy ...... ---- 0 0 :Base . . . 27. 560,57 48 27. 480 48 40 43 N.W. 4 . 08 . ..... . 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-4 
::5ummit J 9 Oa. m. { 24. 115 59 :n 24. 035 31 29 79 s.w. 14 . 98 ........ Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 Baso . .. :27.548 54 50 27. 47:> 51 42 40 , N. . 6 .18 ... ... 0 0 Cirrus . .. _. 1-4 
Summit} 10 Oam.{ 24. 10!.'55 32 :24. 05:l32 29 69 s.w. 18 1. 62 --- - Stratus .... l-8 0 0 Base ... 27. 5:~9 54 52 27.466 52 42 35 S. E. 2 . 02 ....... 0 0 Cirrus ..... 2-4 
Summit} ll Oa.m. { 24. 105 57 32 24.049 32 30 79 s. 16 1. 28 . ..... 0 0 Cirro-strat. 2-4 Baso ... 27.528 55 56 27. ·153 56 45 35 s. 4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 Cirrus ..... 3-4 
Snmmit} 12 Om .. { 24.100 57 33 24. 044 33 30 69 s. 20 2. 00 ... 0 0 Cn'I'o-strat. 2·4 nase ... 27.523 57 55 27.443 56 45 35 s.w. 8 . 32 .. ..... 0 0 Cirrus . . ... 3-4 
Summit} 1 Op.m. ~ 24. C90 61 32 24.025 32 30 79 s. 22 2. 42 .... .. . Cumulus .. 1-8 Cino-strat. 2-4 Base .. 27. 523,58 57 27. 440 57 46 36 s.w. ~ . 32 . ..... 0 0 Cirrus . .... 3-4 
Summit J 2 Op.m.{ :2-1. Oi8'5!J 33 24.018 33 30 69 s. 19 1. so ....... Cumulus .. 1-8 Cirro-strat. 2-4 Base. 
,_''"I" 59 27. 412 59 48 3~ s.w. 6 . 18 . .... . 0 0 Cirrus . .... 3·4 Summit} 3 0 p.m. { :.!4. 06R 60 32 24.003 32 30 79 s. 24 2."88 . ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 Uirro-strat. 1-4 Base ... 21.510 63 56 27.41556 ,IG 40 N.W. 8 . 32 . .... . Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus . .... 4-4 
Summit J 4 0 p .m . { :!4. 0Gt:!63 32 23.999 32 30 79 s. 20 2. 00 .. .... . Bazy ...... Cumulus .. 2-4 Baso .. 'J7. 495 61 55 27. 405 56 46 36 w. 8 . 32 Stmtus .... 2·4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 
Summit J 4 57 p.m. { 21. 058 62 32 23.991 32 30 79 s.w. 18 1. 62 ...... Hazy ...... Cumulus .. 3-4 Base .. 27. 41?9 GO 53 :27.402 53 44 42 s.w. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden ... 
Summit} 6 Op.m.{ 24. 040 59 31 23. 980 31 30 89 s.w. 22 2. 42 . ...... . .Hazy ...... Cumulus .. 3-4 Baso ... 27. 490 61 52 27. 400 52 43 41 s.w. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden .... 
0 1· ····· ... ·1· ····· .. ··1· · .. .... 1 Clear. 0 ............................ Clear. 
0 .. ......... ......... .... .. .. Clea r. 
0 ...... ... . ........ ... ...... . Clear. 











0 Clear . 
() 






---------· --------- · --- ·- ---
Clear, 
0 
---------- ------ ---· 
........ .... . Clear. 
0 




................. . ............. . Clear. 
0 . ...... --- ~ .. -. . ---.. ~ --... 
----·-- · 
Clear. 
0 . ................. .................. ............... . Clear. 
0 .. .............. ... ................. ..... . ...... . Clear. 
0 . ................ .................. ...... ..... .. . Clear. 
0 ................... .................. ............. . Clear. 
c. . ............ ...... 
------···· 
.............. Clear. 
0 . .................. .................... . ........ .. . Clear. 
c. 
--------- -
.................... ............... . Clear . 
0 .................... ................ .. . .. ........ ...... Clear. 
c. ............ .. ..... .................. . .... .. ........ Fair . 
0 
----------
....... ............. ............ . Fair. 
c. 
·--------- ·-------- · 
.............. Fair. 
0 .. .... ............. ................. . ............... Fair. 
w. .. ................. . ......... .. ...... . ............. . Fair. 
0 . .................. . ................... . ..... ....... . Fair. 
s. w. . ................. .................... ................ Fair . 
N.W. .. ................... ................... ................. Fair. 
s. w. .. ................ ................... .............. Fair. 
N.W. .. .................. . .................. ............... Fair. 
s. w. .. ................ ................... ............... Cloucly. 
0 . ................. .. .. -........ -.. ~ ............... Fair. 
c. ................... ................... ............... Cloudy. 
s.w. .. .............. .. . ................... ............. . Fair. 
s.w. . ............. ... 
.. --......... -.. ~ 
Cloudy. 
. ........... . Fair . 
Cloudy. 
Summit} Op.m.{ :!4. 050 59 
3(} 23. 990 30 29 89 s.w. 18 Jj f1!i::::: ~: !~i~L .• ~.~. 8~~: ~~~~~::~ ::~~~:~~= : ~~- ~~i!!~: Base . . 7 27.488 58 48 27.405 49 41 44 N.W. 4 Summit J Op.m.{ 24. 048 63 31 23. 979 31 29 79 w. 12 Baso . . s 27.480 59 48 27.39548 41 49 s.w. 4 
Summit J f :l4. 050 66 31 2:1. 975 31 30 89 w. 10 





















Meteorological ?'ecco?·djo1' May 21, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations. 
Norn.-Elovntion of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-le'l"el, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer-readings corrected for tem-
perature and instrumental error only. 
,; ~ TIIERM. a UYGROM. i! WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. .s li r: ~ 0 «~o ~ 8 "'1':1 ~ ~ --- .!;>. --- c ..;:; ..... Cll .D· .;:::>· ..;:; . ~~ .ci ~ ..Q. ci 1» . ~~ .;, c-b.O~ o'd ~ .~ o<=~ o t> .., ... ...; § -1':1 .pO Remarks • '!:3 Cl) Q) -o '3 ~ ~=-·~ 0 ..... c :>t- 1':1 ~·~ ~ 1':1~ o .... ..<:l Q) ~0 
.!:> ~ QO CllO' 0 ..;:; 
8 0 8 Q rn t ..0 ~ ~ ~~ rDI12 p.,·~ ..;:; 
0 
..;:; ~se 8 0 o o 0 !] 8. t> +> ell 0 .... :;,9 0 0 8 'd oS 
"' 
8 ... 
..., M 0 a3 .... oo ,...o ~ s .9 s -~-tH 1':1 8:-. 8 "' 0 ~ A 0 p:; I=Q -<t ~ 0 A ~ ~Po ~p. A ..q ~ ..q A Q ~ -<1j0 
-- 2.1.9751;-;---;~-6 ~ . ... Hazy ......... . Stratns .... 3-4 W. . .................. ....... .. Fair. ummit J 10 0 p.m . ~ .~4. 04~ 161 31 Btlso... -1. 485 no 42 27. 3!J9 42 3a 66 N. E. 4 . 08 .... Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden ....... ................ ....... ..... . ...... .. Cloudy. 
Summit J <)() f 24. 0:!0 63 31 23. 961 31 30 89 S. W. 16 1. 28 .. .. Stratus.... 4·4 Ridden.... .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . Threatning. 
"'"' .• II •• p.m . 21. 456154 141 27.:!8541 37 65 N. E. 4 .OB . ... Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden .................... .................... .... Cloudy. 
Smumit} 12 .o mirl- f 2~. 019 61 :32 23. 954:!2 32 100 S. W. 7 . 24 .... Nimbus .. . 4·4 Hidden ................ 11.25 p.m ................... Heavy rain. 
Base . . . n•ght. l?7· 448 54 !40 ~7. 375J4l 3tl 74 N. E. 2 . 02 . ... Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden ................ 11.50 p.m ................... Light rain. 
Meteo1·ological·?'e001·d jo1· May 22, 1873. 
St1tnmit J 1 Oa-.m.f •)4 019165 32 123.946 32 32 100 s.w. 20 I Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Heavy min. 2.001'"' -··- ............. ........... . ......... .. ............ 13nse ... 27: 43:\ 54 40 27.365 41 40 91 N. 1 .01 .... ·Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
Summit J <) 0 a. ro. f 24.017 66 32 23.942 32 32 100 s.w. 26 3. 38, .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Heavy rain. Bnso. .. - 27. 425 53 H 27.355 42 40 133 N. 4 .08, .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
Summit} 3 On. m.~ 2·1. 00!1164 33 2::1.938 33 33 100 sw. 22 2.42 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Heavy rain. l3nso ... 27.425 53 H 27. 354 42 41 91 N. 4 . 08 ...... . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. Light rain . 
Snmmit J 4 0 a. m f 23. 907 67 33 '23. 1329 33 33 100 s.w. 36 6. 48 .. . . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Heitvymin. Base . . · 27. 415,55 ~3 '27. 340 43 42 87 N. 4 . 08 
·-- · 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ........................................... Light rain . 
Summit~ 5 0 8 m ~ 23. 970,63 33 23. 901 33 32 89 w. 30 4. 50 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ......................... 4.46 a.m ......... Cloudy. Bnse . . · · 27. 410 ti5 44 27. 336 44 43 92 w. 4 • 08 
···-
Sti·atus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.30 a.m. .. .. .. . Threatening. 
"'"'""" j• 0 ~ ! "'· 970:63 34 12.1. 901 34 33 90 w. 34 5. 78 . .... . Stratus ... 4-4 ~1~~:~ ::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::: :~:::::::: :::::::: g~~~~: Bose .. m. :l7. 415 56 41 127.337 H 40 91 N.W. 4 0. 8 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 Summit 7 0 { :13. 950:6o 34 123. il8734 33 90 s.w. 37 6. 84 .... .. . Stratus ... 4-4 ~~~~~~ ::: :::: :::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~~~;: Bnt~o.. n.m. 27.41055 44 127.335 44 43 92 Calm. o, . 00 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 



























0 • { 23. 960'58 S
lllUUllt} j O 0 D1. .. .1 ~ ''"!)58 
. ... - ' · u . ... Bnso . 5 2:1. f .30 .Jt StiiUllliq 1 0 p. til.~ 27. 3(:0 ~9 
Bnso :- 5 5 :23. 9·1:2 .>J Sumunt ~ 2 0 p .m. { :n. 3!li ~9 
Ba$0 .. 5 5 :?:1. Uv8 ti4 Summit ~ 3 0 p.m.~ :17. 3!'10 ~d 
Base .. 5 5 ·1·3 9·10 ;.8 Summit~ 4 0 p.m. ( 27. 37! ~~ 
Baso .• 5 5 :?:3. UJ.' ;);> Summit~ 4 57 p.m. ( "27. 38~ ~? 
Bnso .. 5 
5 
.)'l 91.> ;).> 
Summiq 6 Op.m . ~ ~7:3~~~1 
Rase . . 5 5 ·' 3. UJ.> ·>7 Stuumit ( 7 lip lll. { 2;. :n8 58, 
13ase .. 5 5 -2:1. 9.~0 CO Summit ( 8 0 p.m. { ::n. 379 60 
Base. 00 5 5 ·>J !){illiO ::iummit ( 9 0 p.m.~ ~1: :l~~ ~0 
Bnso . - 5 5 .J·l UG;> li4 ~ummit ( 10 0 p . ru. ~ ~·;: 37<:! GO 
Baso . S I { '23. !ICO G4 
Sumnnt ( u 2:2p.m. 27. 357 .i7 
Baso . . S " . 1 { '>J 97:! Cii Summit ( l l :..n i~l~~~c • 27:340 57 Base . . S "' J 
Summit} 1 0 a.m. { :!:l. 975175 Base .. ~7. 32j 5!1 
Summit} 2 Oa..m.{ :!3. 970 75 Base . 27. 3;l.) 59 
Snrumit J 3 0 a.m.{ ;2:;, 95.) li9 l3use . 27. 32:i 59 
Snmmit J 4 Ira. m. { 23. uuo 71 l3use .. :J7. 305 57 
Summit J 5 0 a.m. { :!.3. 9u071 Baso .. . 27.300 57 
Snmmit J 6 0 a.m. { 2.3. 930 69 l3ase .. _ 27.305 58 
Summit} 7 0 a.m. { :23. 9.):) 73 llase . .. :27.305 56 
Summit. J { 23.92565 Base . . 7 57 a. m. 127. 300 56 
Summit} { 123.920 61 Base .. 9 0 a. m . 127. 295 55 
SummitS { 2'3. 93:2 62 
Base ... 10 0 a. m. :21. 295,56 
33 123. !102,33 132 
;i2 27. 31(; 32 49 
:33 :!.l. S93.33 32 ~~ 1;~: ~~~ 1 :;~ ~g 
.33 27. 291 53 50 
~~ ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ 
33 1;!3. 8Bl~3 3:3 
49 n 2:14'50 47 
:33 23. 883,33 33 
47 27. 300147 4.') 
:3::1 1:2:3. 863,:33 33 
46 27. 2!);.! 47 45 
33 1:!:3. 87!hJ 3:3 
45 27. 29.:;146 44 3~ :!:3. 8sh2 32 
44 1;!7, 29::h'i 43 
33 12:!. 903 :>3 33 
~~ ~~: ~~:f ljg j~ ~5 27. 2!)1 ,46 45 
. 3;2 /2J. 889132 32 
~~ ;~: ~~J ~ j~ ~z 
145 ;27. ;.!60,46 4.3 
37 23.880
137 36 
46 27.240 41) 45 
37 23. 875 37 36 
45 ~·· 240 45 44 37 23. 873 37 36 
45 27.240145 44 
37 23. &74 37 36 
46 . 27. 225146 45 
37 23. 874 1~7 36 
45 21. ~no 1 45 44 
37 23. 86th7 36 
46 27. ~2-~ 146 45 :~6 23. 8(d36 35 
., ., ... r 46 ~8 2.1. 85~ ~8 37 
aO 27. 22:. ;>0 47 
36 23. 855 ~6 
135 52 27. 220,52 49 
38 1 ~3. 865 38 37 


















84 S. E. 






88 S. E. 
100 S. W. 
88 I S.E. 
90 s. w. 
92 S.E. 
90 S. W. 
92 S.E. 
90 s. w. 
92 S.E. 
90 :S. W. 
92 S.E. 
90 s. w. 
92 S.E. 
90 s. w. 
1: S.E. w. 78 S.E. 
uo w. 
179 S.E. 
190 W . 79 S.E. 
90 w. 
175 s. 
20 2. 001 .. 00 
1 0 01 0000 
24 2. 88 .... 
1 0 01 0000 
28 3. 92 .... 
0 0 00 0000 
30 4. 50 0000 
1 .01..00 
26 3. 38 0000 
0 .00 oOOO 
30 4. 50 oOOO 
2 .02 0000 
30 4.50 .. 00 
2 .02 .. .. 
25 3.12 .. .. 
4 . 08 oooo 
37 6. 84 . --. 
2 .0:2 • •oo 
36 6. 48 .. 00 
4 .08 .. .. 
35 6. 12 .- 00 
4 • Od .oo 
30 4. 50 .... 
4 0 08.- .. 
24 2. 88 .... 
41 . 08 0000 
Stratus_ .. 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus _ _ _ 4-4 
Stratus __ . 4-4 
f:tratus . _. 4-4 
Shatus . _. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus _ _ _ 4-4 
Stratus . _ _ 4-4 
Stratus . __ 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus . . _ 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus _ _ _ 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4·4 
Strat.us . _. 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
l:itratus . . . 4-4 
Strutns . _. 4-4 
Stratus . _ . 4-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Stratus _. 4-4 
Stratus._. 4-4 
Stratus .. , 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Hidden ___ ........ .... ·----- ·--· --·--·--00 ------00 
Hidden .. . ____ ·-···-- ·------ - - · ------·-- · ·------· Hidden .. . _ .... __ .. __ . ...... _ ... ---· .• ___ ... _ .. __ . 
Hidden . .. --- · ---··--··--------··-----·-- · ....... . 
Hidden ..... -----·---·---------·---------··--·---· 
Hidden. __ ... . ---··--·-----··--·---------· ... .... . 
Hidden . . .. .... --· - ... ·----- ___ . ·--- _____ . . __ .. _ .. 
Hidden ... .... . _ ...... · ----- .... . ____ . ___ .. __ . ___ . 
Hidden ..... 00 .... .... --------00--------00 ........ 
Hidden ... . --· ....... . ·----- ___ . _______ . _. ---· __ . 
Hidden .... --· . _ ... __ .. ------ ... ------ __ _ .. _ .... . ·. 
Hidden. __ ... . ....... . --------- · ------· ... ·--·- .. . 
Hidden ..... oo ........ ------·--- -------- ........ oo Hidden ......... __ .. _ ..... __ .. _ .. _ .... ___ .. _ .. ___ . 
Hidden-- · . .. . -------·----- ---· -----· .... ·--·--- · 
Hidden ....... ---·---··-·------··-----·--··--·---· 
Hidden ...... .. ...... . · -----·--··---·-·--· ....... . 
Hidden ....... __ ... __ . ·-----. __ . ------- __ .. _ ... __ . 
Hidden ....... . _ ....... ___ . _ . __ . ____ ... _ .... _ . ___ . 
Hidden .. . ... . ·--·---··-----·--··-- - --· -· · ... .... . 
Hidden ....... ·--··--··--------·------·--·---··--· Hidden ..... _. ___ ... _. -----· ___ . ·----- ___ .. __ .. __ . 
Ridden . . .. __ . ___ . ___ .. ________ . _. _______ .. __ .. __ . 
Hidden ... . ... __ .... _. ------ ___ . ·-----. __ . . __ . . __ . 
Hidden .. .... . ·--·---· · --- - · ---··----·--· · ·--·---· 



























Meteorological1·ecord joT May 23, 1873. 
20 2.00 . ..... Stratus .oo 4-4 Hidden ... ....... ............. ........ .......... ................ ... .. ............ Cloudy. 4 . 0!~ ....... Stt·atus ... 4·4 Ridden ... .. ..... .............. ............... ................. . .... ... ..... Cloudy. 18 1. 62 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 HiddAn ... 
----
............. ................... ................. .............. Cloudy. 4 .08 
- --· 
Stratus . __ 4-4 Hidden ... 
----
... ... ....... .. ................ .................. ... .......... Cloudy. 14 . 98 . .... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ....... ............. ............. ... ................ ............. Cloudy. 4 0 08 
--- -
Str~ttus _ . . 4-4 Hidden. __ Cloudy. 12 . 72 
-- --
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ___ . .... ............ . ................. ................... ........... . Clnudy. 8 . :3:l ...... Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden __ _ ...... 
--- ----· 
............. .. .... ................. ............. Cloudy. 10 . 50 . ..... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden .oo . ... ............. ................. .............. ......... . Cloudy. 8 . :12 ... . . Stratus _ .. 44 Hidden ... . ..... ........... .................. 
----- ---- · 
........... . Cloudy. 13 . 84 . .... Stratus_ 00 4-4 Hidden . .. 
---
...... ...... . ................ .................. 
·------ -
Cloudy. 4 . 08 
----
St.ratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 14 . 98 . ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. Cloudy . 4 . Otl 
---· ~tratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ..... . ........................... ................. .. 00 __ 00 Cloudy. 24 2. 88 000 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden --- . ........................... ...... 00 Cloudy. 4 
-08 ..... Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden ___ . ........................... 
-- - ---00 Cloudy. 18 1. G2 
--- -
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden __ . ......................... 
........ Cloudy. 4 . oe ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . ........... . ................... ........ Cloudy. 22 2. 42 























Meteo1·ological ?'ccordfor May 23, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
NOTE.-Ehlvntion of barometer nt summit nbovo sen.-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer nt ba!\O above sea-level, 2,8P8. 3 feet. Barometer-readings corrected fortem 




t Tllltlt~!. ~ lll'GROM. ~ 
.:;; . ..: -- E.:---. _g. 
og og .;; -ci l -c 'gs ;e :3 ot' 
..... ·- c.....~ ~ ~ ~ ...., <:) = ~ ;..... •!""'' ~..... ~ 8 0 ~ g ~ ~ :;: 
~ .§ ~ ~~~ t'~~ ~ E-t ~ ~~o A~~ 
WINO. 
s:l 1;;-~ ~,; 0 ::s ..... 0 t:l • 
0 0~ Ill g' 
Q,) ~~ :i;... 1-< 
A ~p, ~ ~ 
LOWER CLOUDS. 
~ 
> . +l 
t' ~ 
Po'"" ..c;; p 
-t.l 0 
•M 0 ~ s Q_. ~ <1 
~ . 
UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SNOW. ·cq; 
!-<~ 
..c;; '+-<ri.J >:ft:ll~ o'd 
+l -~-~I -~ ~Q,) I Remarks. ~ Q,) 
..0 ::::;!::: 
..c;; p ~o5 l'l Q,) ::a.> 0 os ~ s .~e.~ 8 'd S;... . 0 ~ ~ A 0 
- . ---- :-:-1::- _-:-:-:: ::---1-=:-: ~I :~1. I ~!:m I:: I sm~:~ I •: ' : : ' : : •: '•:::::: ':: : ' g::~~f -----
4 . 08 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .......................................... Cloudy. 
~ <10 
1() 1. 23 .. .. Stn1tus ... 4-4 Hitlden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
3! 4: ~g :::: iE;~~: : :: H ru~~~~ : :: :: :: : :::: : :: :::: :: :::: :::::: : : : : ::::: ::: g~~~1~: 
40 8. 00 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Ilidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
4 . 013 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden... . . . . . ..... . ............................ Cloudy. 
36 6. 48 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
4 . 08 . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 0 0 0 . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
38 7. 22 ..•. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . .... .. . . . . . . .. . . . Cloudy. 
4 . 08 . . • . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
30 4. 50 . . . . Stratal! ... 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
4 . Ol:! .... Stratus . . 4-4 Hidden ............ ............ ... ....... . ... ..... Cloudy. 
48 11. 52 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uloudy. 
8 . 32 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 Cirr·us . . . . 2-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . I•'air. 
:~ :::~~1 :::: IH~i~L:: H ii~~~~ ::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::::.~:::::::: :::::::: gfHg~: 
8 . 321. ... Stratus . . . 3-4 0 0 0 . • . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
52 13. ?2... Stratus ... ::l-4 Hidden... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Cl~ucly. 
8 . 32 . . . Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 0 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Fa1r. 
~~; ... 1 ..... ~ 11 22 p.m.) ~ ~::· u~ ,,, I" • ~ ~·>- •vo . ~' ~ q~ I:JL I w · 1 60 18. ~u, .. - ~ 8tratus .. -~ il-4~ 0 I 0 I 0 1· ........ -~-- ....... -~- ...... ·1 ~a~r. l3.sl . ) l -•· 9()0 \51 .. 7.033J4 5 .. 83 N. 8 .32 .... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 ............................ Fmr. 
!;ummit ~ ~ 12 Omicl- ~ 2:!.7:>174 41 "23.66::!14l 40 91 W. 64 20.48
1 
. ... Stratus ... il-4 0 0 0 ............••.......••.... Fair. 











































{ 123. 748174 ~3. 65z l~o 191 Summit J 40 39 w. 
Bnso .. 1 0 n. IU. ,:27. Ot'0/6:1 53 :.G. 98 t :->3 51 lsG N . 
Stuumit} () { ::!3. 662 63 39 23. ;'\9-1'39 38 91 w . 
B a >;e .. "' 0 n. m. 127. 065 62 51 26. 97-1 ,51 49 186 N . 
Summit } { 23. 658164 39 23.588,39 38 91 w. 
llaso .. 3 0 a.m. ::!"' 050 .60 50 26. !J(;-150 48 86 N . 
Summit J :23. 650 '63 38 23. ;382ia8 37 90 w. 
B n:le . . 4 0 a.m. { :n. 035158 49 26. 944 49 48 93 S.E. 
Snmmit J 23. 646,64 37 23. 576 37 36 90 w. 
llal:le .. 5 0 a. m. { ·!7. 030 59 30 26. 946 50 48 86 S.E. 
Summit} { 23. 640161 36 23. 576 :36 35 90 w . 
B:!se- . 6 0 a. ru. 27. 0051.36 48 26. 92!1 48 46 85 S.E. 
Summit} { .23. 660 fi2 36 23.59-136 3;) 90 w . 
B aso .. 7 0 a.m. 27. 00~ ~56 51 26. 92-1 51 49 86 S. E. 
Smumit S " { 23. 67J 61 35 :23. 611 35 34 90 w. 
Baso .. 7 -a? a. m. 26. 988:57 58 26. 909 .i S 53 70 E . 
Summit J { 23. 61!0 60 36 23. <i l8 36 35 !)0 w. 
Base .. 9 0 a.m. 26. 9851uo 64 26. 899 64 58 68 s.w. 
Summit} 23.660,55 36 23. 609 36 35 90 w . 
Base . . 10 0 a.m. { 26. 980 ti3 66 26. 887 66 57 54 W. 
Summit } { 23.640 55 36 23. 589 36 35 90 w. 
Base . . l l 0 a. m. :26. 975165 67 26. 8i7 67 56 46 w. 
Summit 5 { :23. 59~ 55 37 23.543 :n 36 90 W. 
B ::se .. 12 0 Dl .. - 26. 950 67 69 26. 847 69 57 42 w. 
Sum mit ( { 2.1. 590 58 37 ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 36 90 w. B ase .. ..1 1 Op.m. 26.92367 67 57 50 w. 
Summit} () 0 { :2:158059 41 23. 521141 4l 100 w. 
B:JSO -- - P· m . 26. 960 65 56 26. 86256 54 87 s. 
Summit} { 23.518 62 ,11 23. 453 41 41 100 w. 
llaso .. 3 0 P: m . 26. 929 62 53 26. 8:~s 53 52 93 E. 
Summit} { 23. 500162 39 '23. 43;';,39 38 91 w. 
llase .. 4 0 P· m . 26. 930165 63 2G. 832 G4 56 60 w. 
Summit 5 { ')3 48~ 161 :~8 23. 42;hs 37 90 w. 
Basn .. 4 57 p.m. ~6: 96g 67 63 2u. 866\63 53 47 N . W . 
Snuuuit 5 { 23. 515 60 37 23.454 37 :~6 90 w. 
Base . . 6 0 P· m. 26. !l9!l 69 58 26. 691 58 51 58 N.W. 
SummitS { 23.51 1 62 37 2:3. 446 37 36 90 w. 
Base .. 7 Op .m. 27. 00964 55 26. 913 55 49 62 N.W. 
Summit} 8 O { 23. 5RO 64 :n 23. 510 37 :n 100 w . Base . P· m. 27.010 63 53 :26. 917 53 49 73 N .W. 
Summit} { 23. 580 62 37 :23.515 37 37 100 w. 
B aso .. g O p.m. 27. Ol E 63 53 26. 915 53 49 73 N. W. 
Summit } { 23. 565 67 :17 2:1. 489137 37 100 w . 
B ase . 10 0 P· m . 27. 01 9 63 53 26. 916 53 50 80 N.W. 
Summit} { :23. 54()1()7 37 23. 464137 :n 100 w. 
Base .. 11 22 P· m . 27. 020 fiO 51 26. 934151 49 86 N.W. 
Summit } L2 0 mid- { 23. 565167 37 23. 489137 37 100 w. 
Base . . nigh t. 27. 020
1
60 ol 26. 934 51 49 86 N.W. 
Mtteorologicat 1'eco1'Ct j o1' May 24, 18n. 
66 21. 78 . .. . Stratus . .. 4-4 Hid den ... 
-·- · 4 . 08 . .... . Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... 
72 25.92 ... Str:1tus . . . 4-4 H idden . .. 
4 . 08 . . ... Stratus ... 4-4 HidJen .. . 
6~ 19.22 
---
Strat us .•. 4-4 Hidden . .. 
4 . 08 
--- · 
Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden .. . 
50 12.50 ... ... St ratus . __ 4-4 Hidden . . . 
8 . 32 . .. ... St-ratus . . . 4-4 Hidden .. . 
48 11. 52 . .. ... S tratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
8 . 32 
· -- -
Stratus ... 3-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 
36 6. 48 .. .. . S t ratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . .. 
4 . 08 ..... . Stratus . . . 1-4 Cirrus . . . 1-4 
38 7. 22 ... .. . Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . .. 
8 . 32 . .... . Stratu s . .. 1-4 Cirrus . . .. 1-4 
4() 8. Ov 
-· · · 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden . .. 
4 . G8 
- .. Stratus . .. 2-4 0 0 
2-l 2. 88 ..... . Str atus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... 
4 . 08 
·· - · 
Stratus .. . 1-4 C umulus . . 1-4 
31 4. 80 . ....... Hazy ..... 
-- - -
Cumulus .. 2-4 
4 . 08 .... . Str atus ... 1-4 Cirrus . . .. 1-4 
19 1. 80 
-- -
Hazy .. . .. Cumulus . . 4-4 
12 . 72 Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
31 4. 80 .... . H azy . .... Cumulus .. 3-4 
12 . 72 S tratus . .. 1-4 Cum ulus .. 1-4 
30 4. 50 .. ..... H azy .. ... Cumulus . . 3-4 
12 . 72 Strat us ... 2-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 
36 6. 48 N imbus . .. 4-4 Hidden . . . 
8 . 32 Str-atus . .. 4-4 Hidden .. . 
50 12. 50 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. 
4 . 08 S tratus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . 
42 8. 82 H azy __ ... Cumulus .. 3-4 
8 . 32 Stratus . __ 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 
60 18. 00 
--- -
H azy ..... . . .. Cumulus . . 3-4 
12 . 72 · ··- Strat us . .. 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
72 25. 92 
----
H azy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 
8 . 32 Stratus . .. 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
68 23. 12 . ...... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . . . ....... 
8 . :'12 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. . . . 
60 18.00 ... .. Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . .. 
8 . 32 ...... Stmtus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . 
64 20. 48 
- -·· 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. 
----8 . 32 
·· -· 
Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... 
70 24. 50 . ..... St ratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. 
8 . 32 . .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ..... . 
72 25.92 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
2 . 02 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
62 19. 22 
----
Stratus ... 4--1 Hidden . . .. . 
2 . . 02 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 












------ · ·· -
................ 
s. w . ............... .................. 
w. ................ 
-----·-··· 0 ............. 
--··------w. . ............. 





1 30 p.m. 
1 20 p . m. 1 50 p.m. 
w. 
w. 
w. . .............. 3 30p.m. 
N . W. 
---------- ----------w. 
N.W. .................. . .............. . 
.......... . . ................. . ............. ... .. . 
........... .. ................ .................. 
.. .......... 
-. ~- ...... -- - .. ................. 





· ··· · ·-· 
------- -
.......... . 








































L 'train, (thund. show'r.; 
Cloudy. 









































• Meteorological?·ec01·djo1' May 25, 187:3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
N'OT.£.-Elovntion of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer-readings con-acted for tem-
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{ 23.584,65 Snmmit { 1 0 a, m. 27. 025 6~ 13nsu .. · 5 } 23. 600
1
6<> 
Summit l 2 0 n, m. ~ 27. 025 60 
Buso . · . 5 <>3 630 62 
SnmmiL l 3 0 a.m. { 27: 048 59 
Boso ... 5 { 23.615
1
60 
Su. mmit t 4 0 a. m. 27. 060
1
57 
Base . ·. · 5 { 23. 680 57 
Snmm1t} 5 0 a.m. :27. 075 56 
:Baso . ·.. { 23. 690 53 
Sumro1t S 6 0 a, m. 27. 100 56 
Bnse. -. · ) { 23. 710154 
Slllumtt} 7 0 a.m. 27.128'56 
J3nse .. · { 23 7U5 57 
Summit l 7 57 a.m. :21: 155158 
Bnso .. · 5 f 23 762 58 
Summit l 9 0 a.m.) 21: 160158 
J3uao. -. · 5 f 23. aoo 58 
8nnmnt} 10 0 a.m.~ 27. 1R9 59 
Bnso · · f "3 830 !:i9 
Summit} ll 0 n. m.) 27: 200!59 
Bnso . ·. · { 23. 865 67 
Snmmtt} 12 0 m .. · 27.210162 
Base . . · 5 23 875 6:1 Snmmit l 1 0 p.m.} 21:220 64 
Baso.. 5 f .)3 &70 62 
Snnnuit t 2 0 p.m. l ii1: 235167 
Bnso ·. · 5 ! 23. Old
1
67 Sunmut 3 0}).1)1. 27.2-11 ,70 
Jl.uw · • 2:l. 920
1
0:'1 
H\.lnttult I 4 0 11· m. 27, ~U!l 71 Ha·<~ l ~ ... , u:t:i on 
Kttll111tll ~ 1 1>7 p. '"·1 ~7· '-!f'tl ~" llol '!IJ ' 
37 23.512 37 
51 26.939 51 
37 23. 52tl :37 
50 26. 939 50 
36 23. 565 36 
50 26. 964 50 
36 23. 554 36 
4!1 26. 98149 
35 23.625 35 
48 26.999 48 
35 23. 643 35 
46 '21. 02.J 46 
35 23.66135 
48 ~7. 052 48 
35 23.709 35 
49 27.074 49 
36 23.704 36 
54 27.079 54 
36 23. 742 36 
57 27. 105 57 
37 23. 770 37 
57 27. 116 52 
40 23.787 40 
61 27.119 61 
40 23.802 40 
65 27.124 66 
40 23.823 40 
()7 27.130 67 
41 23. 8 JO 41 
67 :l7. 129 67 
4:l 23.856 42 
116 nlMGG 
41 ~:1. AliO ll 





































































68 23.12 . ... 
8 . 3:-L ... 
72 25.92 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
72 25.92 .. .. 
4 • 08 ... . 
65 21.1~ .. .. 
1 .01 .. .. 
50 12.50 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
42 8. 1!2 . .. 
0 . 00 ... . 
36 6. 48 .. .. 
4 .01:! .. .. 
35 6.12 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
30 4. 50 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
24 2. 88 .. .. 
4 .08 ... . 
18 1. 62 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
12 • 72 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
6 .18 .. .. 
6 .18 ... . 
5 .12 . . .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 • 08 ... . 
7 . 24 .••. 
8 .3:1 .••. 



















"' <:l P'i 
r:;j 
_..,Q) 
§~ os ~~ 
Stratus . . . 4·4 
Nimbus ... 4·4 
Stratus . .. 4·4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
St-ratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4·4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Stratus .. .. 4-4 
Nimbus ... '4·4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Cumulus .. 1·4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Cumulus .. 1·4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
0 0 








Hazy ........ . 
0 0 
Hidden ........ ,, ... , .... ,., ..................... . 
Hidden ... .... ........ 12, 45 a.m .................. . 
Hidden .. . ... ........ ....... .. ..... ........ •...... . 
Hidden .... .. .............. .... .................. . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ....... ................. ... .. . ............ . 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidden . .... ................. ... .. .... ........... . 
Hidden · .. ... .................................... .. 
Hidden ......... ... ......... ... .................. . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ... .... ........ ........ .. . . . ...... ........ . 
Hidden ...... ............ ............ ........ .... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ......... . ..... .......... .... .... . . ...... . 
0 0 0 .......... 7. 40 a.m. . 17 
Hidden ....... . .... .............................. . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden . ........................................ . 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Hidden ....... . ........................... . ...... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden .................................•......... 
Cumulus .. 2·4 N. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 Q .......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus .. 1·4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. ....... . ............... ~ .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. .. ......................... . 
Gumulus .. 2-4 N. W. .. ......................... . 
Cun1ulus .. 2·4 N. . ......................... . 




























































Snmmft ~ 6 Op. m. f :!3. 940 (l2 lSnso . . . ) 27. :309 72 
Summit J 7 Op. m. f 2:!. 96062 Bnse -- - 27.:309 63 
Summit J 8 Op.m.f 23. 970 64 Bnso . .. 27. 32t 62 
Summit J 9 Op.m. f 24. 001 73 Bnso ... 27.349 65 
Summit J 10 Op.m.f 24.020 73 Bnse . .. 27.350 63 
Summit J 11 2'2p. m. { 24. coo 69 Base ... 27. :i50 58 
Summit J 12 0 mid- 5 24.022 68 
Base ... night. ( !n-35057 
5 24. 025 67 
0 n. m. ( 27. 350 57 
5 24. 020 63 
0 n. m . ( ·27. 330 57 
s 24.020 63 
0 n. m. ( 27.360 55 
5 24.036 67 
0 n. m . ( 27. 365 53 
5 24.042 65 
0 a.m. ( 27. 370 53 
Summit~ 1 




Base ... 5 
Summit~ 4 
Base ... 5 
Summit~ 5 
Base ... 5 
Summit~ 6 
Base. -. · 5 5 24. (,70'64 Summit~ 7 0 a.m. ( 27. 41;' 56 
Base ... 5 5 24 080 59 
Summit} 1 7 57 a.m. ( 27: 425 57 
Bnse . -.- 5 24. 085 57 
Summit l 9 0 a.m. ( 27 421 59 
Base .. - 5 5 24 090 60 
Summit l 10 0 a.m. ( 27: 428 61 
Base . -- 5j 5 24 075 63 
Summit l 11 0 a.m. ( 27: 409 63 
Base .. - 5 5 24 084 63 Summit l 12 0 m . - t 27: 400 66 
.Base .. · 5 5 24 070 65 Summit l 1 o p.m. { 27: 392 69 
Bnse . -.- 5 5 24. 083 65 
Summit ~ 2 o p.m. ( 27. 405 69 
Base - -. · 5 5 24. 065 65 Summit l 3 o p.m. ( 27. 405 72 
Base . . - 5 5 CJ4 OiO 69 Summit l 4 o p.m. ( 27: 410 74 Base ... 5 · 
5 24. 038 64 
0 a.m.( 27. 400 57 
40 23. 873 40 38 82 
6:3 i27. 192 6:l 51 38 
39 23.893:39 :37 81 
52 127.214 53 46 57 
38 123.899 38 36 81 
47 27.236 48 42 50 
37 23. !lll :l7 . 36 90 
45 27.249 46 41 62 
36 23.930 36 35 90 
44 27.255 44 41 76 
37 23. 918 37 34 7l 
43 27. 267 44 41 76 
37 23.94237 34 7l 
44 127.270144 41 76 
37 23. 947137 34 7l 
43 27. 270 43 40 75 
36 23. 951 36 34 80 
43 27. 290 43 40 75 
36 23. 951 36 34 80 
43 27. 290 43 40 75 
36 23. 958 ~6 34 80 
43 -27. 295 43 40 75 
37 23. 969 17 35 80 
44 27. 300 44 40 68 
40 23. 987 40 37 72 
44 27. 320 44 41 76 
41 23.999 41 38 74 
50 27. 337 30 45 61 
43 24. 020 4:3 39 66 
49 27. 340 49 47 85 
43 24. 029 43 40 75 
63 27. 336 64 52 39 
44 24. 027 44 40 67 
67 27. 33!:: 67 53 33 
46 24. 006 46 41 61) 
69 27. 314 69 55 37 
47 24. 015 47 42 61 
72 27.308 71 56 33 
46 23. 997 46 41 60 
71 ~7. 2B4 71 56 33 
46 24. 010 46 42 68 
71 27. 295 71 57 35 
16 23. 992 46 41 60 
71 27. 288 7l 55 29 
47 23. 988 47 41 Iss 















































8 . 32 ... . Hally . .. ...... Cumulus .. 1-4 
4 . 08 ... .. . 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 
6 .18 . ..... Hazy ..... 
·--· 
0 0 
2 . 02 
---
0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 . .... . Hazy .... . 0 0 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 
7 . 24 ....... Hazy ..... .. ..... 0 0 
4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 
1 -01 ....... Hazy ..... .. ..... 0 0 
4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 
10 . 50 ...... Hazy ..... . ..... 0 0 
4 • OR 
----
0 0 0 0 
ti . 18 ...... Hazy ..... . .... 0 0 
4 . 08 ..... 0 0 0 0 







































. 24 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
0 ----
.08 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
.08 ... . 
0 ... . 
. 02-- •. 
.32 .. .. 
.04 .. .. 
. Ol ... . 
.08 ... . 
.18 .. .. 
: ~~~ :::: 
• 0~> .... 
. 72---
.08 . ---
: ~gi :: ~: 
. 98: .... 



















Cumulus . . 1-8 
Haze ...... 0 
Hazy. .. .. . . .. 
Haze...... 0 
Hazy...... . .. 
Haze...... 0 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ...... 0 
Hazy ........ . 
St-ratus .... 2-4 
Hazy .... , ... . 
Hazy ...... 0 
Hazy ....... .. 














Cirrus. ... . 
Cirrus .... . 












Cirrus .... . 
Cumulus .. 
Cirrus . .... 
~!lmulus .. 
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Meteo1'ological ?'eco1·d jol' ]Iay 26, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly obser>ations.) 
NOTF..-Elovaliou of bnromotcr at summit nbo>o sen-love!, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barollleter-readings corrected for tem-
perature and instrumental error only. 
. . 8. . Q ~t ~ 'l'!IElni. 0 !lYGROM. :9 WINO. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '8 ~ 
"' ~ .... 8 h 0 ~ ci $ ci ~ - .--.- ~ ..; I -:-~ ..§ ~ . :,... ;..; 0 ...; 6 - bll~ :_0 'S 1iJ 
.::.2 .::.2 ~ 'g ~ _sS :e -a ~~- § .-:="" ~": P>~ ...; ...; ~-S J 1'1 ~~ ' Remarks. 
o.... o.... a .g ~ o~ .§: .::> '.:i 13 o,_g wg p.,:<;: • § . § ~!;S S .-d §QS 
8 o 8 .s & t » ~ ~ B ~ .... ;g .... :;:::g 'g o .-o o BS 8 s ~ os i 
.s a ~ ...., K o .... P- :u .... o . ~ .... Q) C\l ~ :'1 s .s s ..... ~""' o Q s .... 
o.. e:i ~ ~ f"::::l o A ,.... ~ A p.P. P-!P. A ~ ~ ~ ~ A o f"::::l <tjo 
Summit~ ~ ! "~ ~:24.06-.;~~23.976~;-;-~~ 1.28 .... Hazy ...... l· ··· Cirro-cum . 2-4 ~~~------_-__ - _-_1_F_::t_ir _______ _ 
llnso .. 5 ' '11 p.m.~ 27.393.7+ 69 27.27369 54 31 W. 4 .oe Stratus .... 1-4 Cinus• .... 1-4 \V. ------------------ -- ........ F air. 
Smumit t 6 0 ~ :24.03068 -!4 23.970
1
44 39 59 W. 10 . 50 Hazy ... ... .... Cil'ro-cum. 2-4 IV. . .............. .. . .... ..... . Fair. 
Bnso .. S j p.m.~ :17. 378;66 59 27.276 58 49 48 S. IV. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Summitt 7 0 S ::!-1.01066 46 23.96:>
1
46 42 68 W. 20 2.00 .... Hazy.... . . Cirro-cum. 2-4 W. -------------------- ........ Fair. 
Baso .. 5 P· ru. ~ ::!i. 360j6:2 56 27.268 57 49 55 S. E. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 1-4 Cinus .. ... 1-4 N. W. .. ...... -- .................. Fair. 
Summit t l 8 0 ~ :14.0::!31.67 45 23.94745 43 84 W . 16 1.28 ... Hazy...... Stratus .... 3-4 W. . ................... .. ...... Fair. llns(1 .. 5 p.m.( ~7.:i30 1 G4 52 27.233
1
33 -18 64 S.E. 4 .08 Stratus .... 3-4 0 0 0 .......... .. ................ Fair. 
Summit{ 9 0 ~ ~ :!-1.035 168 44 23.95344 42 8:3 W. 2tl 2.00 .... Hazy.. ... . Stratus .... 3-4 W ............................. Fair. llaso .. 5 P· m. ( :!.7. 370 ()7 33 27. 265 54 48 ll4 S. E . 4 . 08 Stratus .... 2-4 0 0 0 Jl'air. 
Summit { tO 0 p m { 2-1.032172 42. 23. 9-14 ~42 41 83 W. 24 2. 88 .... Hazy...... Stratus .... 4-4 W. .. .. . ....................... Fair. l~:tso 5 · · 127.370165 51 27.272 ;)l 47 72 S. E. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 3-4 0 0 0 Fair. Summitt 1l"<>pm ~2-1.000 . 67 44 2:l92244 43 84 W. 18 l.IJ2 .... Hazy.... .. Stratus ... . 4-4 W ........ .... ... ... ........... Fair. 
D :lSC -. 5 -~ 0 0 ~ .':!.1. 362 62 51 27. 270[51 47 n s E. 4 . 08 Stratus .. -- 4-4 Hidden.... Cloudy. 
Summit ~ 1:1 0 mid- 5 ,2-1. 0:!0
1
03 44 23. 947 44 43 84 W. 16 1. 2S Hazy... ... Stratus... 4-4 W. Fair . 
.llnso ... S niglJt. ~ l27.362l61 50 27.27251 47 72 S.E. 4 .08 Stratus .... 44 Hiddfln.... ' Cloudy. 
Meteorological1·eco1·d for May 27, 1873. 
Snmmit} t On.m.{ :11. 000101 44 23.9:13 -!4 43 84 w. , 14 . 98 . . .. Hazy ..... Stratus ... 4-4 V;l'. . ........ . .......... . ....... Fair. llnso .. 27. :33~1159 !H :17.274 :it 47 72 S.E. 4 . 08 .. . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... .................................... Cloudy. 
Summit} ., 0 n.m. { :23. !'9358 l:i :!J. 937 -!5 H 92 w. 20 2. 00 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ........ -------··· .................. Cloudy. Baso... - ;:- ~4~1~1 50 21. 23:> 51 47 175 S.E. 4 • 08 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. ........... --- ................... . .. Cloudy. Suunnit} :.J On. m. { _,), •. 8,)1,)7 43 23.929 4.3 4.3 100 w. 22 2. 42.... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . :~~~~~ ~"~~ :::::-:: :~:::~ ~lim:: BaRo ·:n. 343,6 l 5l :!7. 253 51 49 8!) S.E. 8 . 32 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ___ Summit} ,1 { ~1. !100 63 43 2:1. 02 l J:i .Jj I tOO w. 26 3. 38 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... HaRP On. 111 ' ·~7. a:JO (iO 51 27.21:151 •Hl 86 S.E. 4 . 08 .. . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
Snnllnit 1 , 0 ~ ~non;; u:t 15 2:l. O:!ti.-1:> II !l-' \Y. 25 3.12 .... Str::tlns ... 4-4 Hidden ... :::::::: :::::::::: -~:~~:'1:~: :::::::: g~~3~: ,lla!'HI •• ~ . ·' 11 . 111 ,, •. 'I••~ GO ;,() 2'7. 2:1!1 :iO ··tt-l ,1:'6 SK "I . 08 . • . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidllen ... ...... ,.J 



























Summit~ f /24.011 174 ~~~ 123. 919 '45 43 84 w. ]3ns~ ... ) 7 0 n. m. ) :!7. 3:'.!0 li2 :.!7. 2213 56 52 75 E. 
Summit J { :'H. 000 70 45 23. 916!45 44 92 w. 
llnso . .. 7 57 a.m. 27. :.100 61 56 21.2101" 52 75 S.E. Summit 1 f 23.985 65 45 23. 912 45 44 92 w. 
llnso .. 9 Oa.m. 27 2986:.l 63 27. 206 6:.1 56 62 E. 
~nmmit J { 23.980 65 47 23. 907 47 46 92 w. 
l ·nso . .. 10 0 a.m. 27. 290 66 70 27. 189 70 60 53 s.w. 
Summit J f 23. 971 66 46 23. 89G 46 45 92 w. 
llnso ... 11 0 a. m. 27. 2e9 68 71 27. 182 71 61 51 s. 
Summit J <) { 23. 970,67 48 23.89248 47 !l2 w. 
Base . .. 1- 0 ill . . 27. 273,70 74 27.161 74 62 47 w. 
Summit} f ~3. 960 63 50 23.891 50 48 86 s.w. Bn~e . .. 1 0 p.m. 27. 2G3j72 74 27.146 74 62 47 s. 
Summit} 0 0 { ~3. 930 60 49 23.867 49 47 85 w. 
Base . .. - p.m. 27. 249 69 65 27.141 o5 57 58 S.E. 
Summit} { 23.92059 49 23. t-!60 49 47 85 s.w. 
Base . .. 3 0 p .m. 27. 241 69 69 27. 133 69 58 48 S. E. 
Summit} 4 0 { 2.1. eH5 5J 49 23. fl37 49 47 85 w. Base ... p.m · 27. 223 70 71 27. 113 71 61 51 s. Summit ( ~ { 23. 88B 57 49 23. 832 49 47 85 s.w. 
Baso . .. 5 4 <>ip.m. 27.221 74 72 27. 101 72 61 50 s.w. 
Summit J f 2.1. 874 56 49 23.820 49 46 77 w. 
Base . .. 6 0 p.m. 27. 2 19 75 70 27.097 iO 59 48 s.w. 
Summit} 7 0 { 2~. 890 39 48 23. 830 48 46 85 w. Base ... p.m. 27.202 70 63 27.098 63 55 57 s.w. 
Summit} { 23.883 63 47 23. 816 -l7 45 85 w. Base ... 8 0 p.m. 27. 188 64 54 27.092 54 50 74 S.E. 
Summit} { 23. 874 67 47 23. 89G 47 45 85 w. Rase ... 9 0 p.ru. 27. 200 70 53 27. 090 53 49 73 S.E. Summit ( 0 0 r·3.1'7r 47 23. 791 47 45 85 w. Base ... j 1 p.m. '27. 99 70 52 27. 090 ;;2 4.8 73 S.E. Summit) 11 'J2p ill 5 l:l3. 869 72 47 23.781 47 45 85 w. Base ... $ - . . i ·21. 178 63 52 27.085 ~i3 49 73 S.E. 
Summit} 12 0 mid-~ 123. 85~ 1 70 47 23. 769 47 45 85 w. Base ... night. 27. 1137163 52 27.074 52 49 73 S.E. 
Summit J l 23. 794168 47 23.715 47 46 92 w. 
Base... 1 0 a.m. 27. 165165 53 27.067 53 50 79.8 S.E. SummitS { 23. 780167 47 23.703-17 46 92 w. 
'nasa... 2 0 a.m. 27.145 67 52.5 27.042 53 50 79.8 S.E. 
Summit} 3 0 { 23. 775,68 48 23. 700 48 48 100 w. Base... a.m. 27. 140
1
66 53 27. 040 53 50 7fJ. 8 S.E. 
S"mmi<( I { %1. 765 67 48 23.688 48 47 92 w. Base ... ~ 4 0 a.m. 27.130 163 5~ 27.037 52 50 86.1 S. E. 
Summit 23. soo :72 47 23. 713 47 46 92 w. 
Base ... } 5 0 a.m.~ 121. 130.62 51.5 27.039 52 50 86. ] S.E. 
14 : g~l :::: Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 4 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
24 2. 88 
··--
Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 4-4 
8 . 32 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
19 1. 80 i::it~·atus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
2 . 02 Hazy ..... 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 
25 3.12 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
4 . 08 Hazy ..... 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 
34 5. 78 Hazv .... . Cumulus .. 2-4 
6 .18 ... Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 
40 8. 00 
---· 
Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 
8 . ~2 Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus ... . 2-4 
30 4. 50 .... Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 
6 .I F! St-ratus ... 3-4 Cirrus ... . 1-4 
20 2. 00 ...... Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 
4 . 08 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
29 4. 20 
- ·-· 
Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 
4 . us Stmtcs ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
36 6. 48 .. .. Hazy . .... Cumulus .. 3-4 
4 . oa Stratus ... 2-4 Cinus .... 1-4 
30 4. 50 
----
Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 
4 . 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 3-4 
22 2. 42 
-- --
Hazy .... Cirrus··-· 1-4 
8 . 32 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 
40 8. 00 ... Hazy ..... Cirro-uum. 2-4 
4 . es Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 
24 2. 8~ 
----
Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 
4 . 08 
-•-. Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
36 6. 48 
-- --
Hazy ..... Stratus ... 2-4 
8 3'> Stratus ... 2-4 
-----·------42 8. 82 
----
Hazy .. ... Stratns ... 2-4 
4 . 08 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
31 4. eo 
··-· 
Stt·atus ... 2-4 0 0 
4 . 08 
-- --
Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
37 6. ~4 
·---
Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
4 . 08 
---· 
Stratus ... 2,4 0 0 
Meteo1·ological ncord for JJlay 28, 1873. 
34 5. 78 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
~ . 32 ...... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
50 12.50 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
4 . 08 ....... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
60 18.00 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. 
8 . 32 
----
Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 
56 15. 68 .. .. Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden ....... 
4 . 081.... Stratus .. . 4-4 H~dden . .. .. .. 48 11. 52,.... Stratus .. . 4-4 Htdden ....... 
8 • 321 .... Hazy ......... Cirrus .... 2-4 
w. ............... .............. 
w. 






-- --- ----· ---------· w. 
--------- --------- · w. 
s. w. . ............ 












-------··· ----- -----w. 
-- ------· ----------W. 
----- ·- ---w. 
---------- --- -------w. .... ...... ... . 
------· ---w. ............ 
------·---
w. 
---------· ·--------· 0 
---- --- -- ·-------- · 0 
--------- -0 











... ...... ... :E'ai~. 















































































Meteorological1·ecord for May 28, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
NOTE.-Elevntion of bM'omoter at sumhlit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Ba.rometer-readings corrected for tem-































RYGROM •. S 
- .].1. ..0 ,Q <I) 1>: ~
'i'l ';:l p.~ .s 
,Q .o;o ~ 
1>.. ~ ;.,s Q) 
i-4' b. Q) -~ 
A » ~ A 
Summit} 6 0 a m S 23. ROO 71 48 23. 715 48 47 92 w. Bnso.. . · · ( 27. 125 60 54 27. 039 54 52 86. 7 S. E. 
Summit~ 7 0 0 m S 2:1. 812 71 49 23. 727 49 48 93 W. Bnso .. 0 S • • ( 27. 115 59 54 27. 031 54 52 86. 7 s. E. 
Summit} 7 57 a m S 23. 800 69 48 23. 719 48 47 92 W. Baso ... ' · ( 27. 125 62 65 27. 034 66 59 63. 6 w. 
Summit ~ 9 0 a m { 23. 790 64 48 23. 719 48 48 100 w. Baso .. . 5 · • 27.141 66 70 27. 041 70 62 61.3 S. :W. 
Summit ~ 10 0 a. m { 23. 780 61 47 23. 716 47 46 92 w. Bnso 0 •• S · 27. 157 68 70 27. 052 70 62 UI.. 3 S. 
Summit~ 11 0 n m S 23. 780 60 48 23. 718 48 47 92 W. 
:t3aso .... S · • ~ ~7. 12~) ~9 70 27. 02~ 70 62 61.3 S. W. 
Summtt ~ 12 0 m .. { ~- 7~1 -?9 47 ~3. 7;s 47 47 100 W. Bnso ... 5 -7. 1.9,69 68 -7. 0:.1 68 61 G4. 7 w. 
Summit ~ 1 0 p m { 23. 758 58 47 :.!3. 700 47 47 100 W. Baso . .. 5 · · 27. 1291!J9 68 27. 021 68 60 60. 1 S. w. Summit} C) 0 p m S 2.1. 755 57 47 ~- 699 47 47 100 W. Bnso... N • • ( 27. 120169 68 27.012 68 60 60.1 N. W. 
Summit} 3 0 p.m. { ~- 753 , ~0 47 ~- 691 47 47 100 W. B~ISO .. -7.108,69 70 -7.000 70 61 57 N. W. 
Summit ~ ,1 0 p.m. S ~- 765,66 ~7 ~- 690 ~7 47 ~00 W. Dnso ... 5 ( -7.100.71 10.5 :.6. 988 tO. 562 9. 3 N. W. 
Summit { 4 ~ 7 p m { 23. 7!!5,70 n 23. 702 47 47 100 W. liMo ... 5 ;) · · 27. 100 70 8 26. 990 68 60 60. 1 N. w. 
Summi : l 6 Op m 5 23.790 74 47 23.698 47 47 100 W. Dnso . .. · 'l 27. 104 69 60 26. 996 59 54 70. 3 N. W. 
St1 mmit 7 Optn { 23.73370 46 23.65246 46 100 W. JJnso • . · · 27. 129 68.5
1
64 27.02:164 57.5 65 IV. 
Su. tum it ~ 8 0 " m { ~3. 7:15 G8 45 23. 656145 45 100 W. UnKn $ ,.. · !27. 120 66 57 27. 020 57 5:J 75. 2 N. 
Sttlollllll ~ u 0 p I ! :!:1. 710 us 44 23. o:HI44 44 LOO IV. 
H.tllu 5 • ot. :.!7. 1:1~ 00. 5 50 27.0:17 00 5•1 65.3 N. W. 
l;tttttlult t Ill 1111 111 !.!:1. 7·!:o HO 1• 1'.! :.!.1. (il •l I~ 42 100 W . II•''"' ••• 5 · · :.!7. J ~o , uo rot! ll7. 03!1 r,u ,63 04. ; N. \V. 
WIND. 
1:'~ 1 ~~ I ~ · ..... 0 "'o< 1>: O..,d coctJ l>-.~ 
































8.00, ... . 
. 04 .. .. 
4. 50.·-· 
.32 ... . 
5.78 .. .. 
.Ot3 .. .. 
5.78 .. .. 
. 72 .. .. 
6. 48 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
4.50 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
6. 48-- .. 
.32 ... . 
5.78 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
7.22 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
6.48 .. . 
.~2 .. .. 
4.50 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
3.38 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
5.78 .. .. 
.18 ... -
4.50 .. .. 
.32 ... . 
6.48 .. . 
.02 .. .. 
~.38 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
4.50 .. .. 
. 32 .. .. 
LOWER CLOUDS. 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hazy ........ 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
St-ratus _.. 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus _. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus ... 44 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus _ . . 4-4 
Stratus .. 1• 2-4 
Stratus .. . 4°4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4 4 
Stratus . _ _ 4-4 
Stratus - . _ 1-4 
Stratus _. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 2-4 
Stratus ... 4-·J 







.... -~ ~oS .~§~ 
A 


















~l~-~~n_::: ·2.4· ·:;cw-:· :::::::::::::::::::1::::::: 
Hidden ..... __ ..... _ ............ _ ...... . 
Cirrus .... 1·4 S. W ........................... .. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Cirrus···- 1-4 W. .. .... .. . ........ .......... . 
Hidden--·-··· ................................... . 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Hidden -·o •••••••••••.•••••••••..••••••••••••••••• 
Hidden ................................ . 
Hidden ...... ............................. 
1 
...... .. 
~~~~~ ::: :::·: :::::::: ~~~4-~~-~~ :::::::::: :::::::: 
Hidden .. _ ..................... _ 11.30 a. m. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Hidden ... ···- ................................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Cirrus···- 2·4 W. . .................. . ....... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ............................. .. 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ... ·--- ................•.......... 0 •••••••• 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Bidden ..................... .................... .. 
Hidden ............... o .......................... . 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
llidden .. . o• ·- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 































































Summit~ I ll<>-~ m 5 '2:3. 723 69 141 \23. 644 '41 141 1100 I W.~4~ 10.581 .•. -~ Stratus .. -~4-4 1 Hidden· · -~--·-~ - .. ···--~-········ =1···· •• · • · -~- · · ·· • ·1 Cloudy. Buso . . . 5 N- P· · l 27. 150 63 57 27. 057158 52 64. 1 N. W. 8 . 32 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
Summit ~ 12 } , mid- f ~ ~- 7~0~6~ 41 ~~~- 641 ,41 41 100 W. 48 11. 52 . . . . StJ:atus ... 4-4 H~dden . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •• . . . • . . . . .. . . . . Cloudy. 
Base . .. 5 me,ht. ~ _7. 1;,9 63 57.;, -7. 066 58 52 6-l. 1 N. W. 8 . 32 . . . . Sttatus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Cloudy. 
Summit ~ 1 0 a.m. 5 ~- 71~~64 41 23. 645,41 ~1 100 I W. Base .. . 5 l :..7.16.> 64 57 27.069
1
57 o2 69. 2N. W. 
Summit ~ 2 0 a.m. f 23. 76~ 68 40 2~. 6841 4~ ~0 100 W. Base . .. 5 { 27. 17;, 63 55 21. 082\5;, ol 74.3 ~-W. 
Summit ~ 3 0 a. n 5 23. 786 71 40 23. 701
1
40 40 100 W. 
Base . .. 5 1 "l :!7. 175 62 54 27.084 54 51 74.3 N 
Summit~ 4 0 a. 5 23. 785 65 40 23. 112,40 40 100 W. Base . . . 5 m.l 27. 180 61 54 27. 092 54 52 86. 7 W. 
Summit - 23. 786 64 40 23. 715 40 -10 100 W. 
Base . . . } ;, 0 a.m. { 27. 205 62 51 'l7. 114 51 48 79 S. W. Summit~ 6 0 a.m. { 23. ~~0 ~7 ~0 23. 723 1~~0 ~0 100 W. Base . . . 5 27. 2:..0 oS :l4 27. 136 o5 ol. 5 77. 4 W. 
Summiq 7 0 a. m.f ;l. ~1~ 60 ~0 23. 748 ~0 ~9 91 W. Base . .. 5 { ;..7 . .-.2;, 59 o4 27. 141 <>4. 5 ol. 5 ~0. 3 W. 
Summit~ 7 57 a.m. 5 ;3. 8~0 56 ~~ 23. 76~ 40 ~9 91 W. Base .. . 5 l ;.. 7. 2;,0 59 o6 27. 166 56 <>2 74. 7 N. W. 
Sum mit ~ 9 0 a, m. { 23. 82~ 57 39 23. 768 ~9 ~~ 91 W. Base ... 5 27. 273 60 58 27. 186 o8. 5 ;-,,J 67. 2 N. W. 
Summit} 10 0 a { 23 830 56 39 23. 776 39 38 91 W. Base... 'm. 27. 277 61 61 27. 187 61 53 55. 3 W. 
Summit} 11 0 a. m 5 23. 845 61 39 :.l3. 781 39 ~ 100 W. Buee ... · { 27. 27!1 63. 56~ 27. 183 63 o3 47 N. W. 
Summit { 12 0 m .. 5 23. 920 69 ~g 23.818 40 ~9 91 W. Baso .. . 5 l 27. 2t0 64 6::.. 27.173 62 <>4 56.1 N. W. 
Summit} 5 23.915 68 41 23. 835 41 40 91 W. 
Base.. . 1 Op. m.l 27.273 66 64 27.17164 53 43.2 N. 
Summit} 5 23. 913 68 41 23. 833 41 40 91 W. 
Base ... 2 0 P· m. ( 27. 273 67 68 27. 168 G8 57 46. 7 N. 
Summit} 3 0 { 23. 905 66 41 23.830 41 10 91 W. Base... P· m. 27. 280 69 67. ~ 27. 170 68 57 46. 7 S. W. 
Summit} 4 0 5 23. 900 '62 42 23. 833 42 40 :~ W. Base.. . P· m. ~ 27. 280 72 67. 5 27. 163 68 57 46. 7 N. W. 
Summit} 4 57 5 23. 910 64 42 2.1. 839 42 41 91 W. Baso __ . P· m. ( 27.288 72 65 27. 17165 55 46. 8 W. 
Summit { { 2J. 900 66 42 23. 825 42 40 83 W. 
Base ... 5 6 Op.m. 27.27074 66 27.14966 54 40.5 W. 
Summit} { 23. 905 62 42 23. 838 42 41 91 W. 
Base.. . 7 0 P· m. 27. 245 68 57 27. 140 57 52 69. 2 N. 
Summit} { 23. 890 64 42 23. 819 42 41 91 W. 
Base. . . 8 0 P· m . 27. 22'2 63 52 27. 129 53 49 73. 3 N. E. 
Summit~ { 23. 865 67 42 23. 788 42 41 91 N. W. 
Base ... 5 9 0 P· m. 27. 226 63 Gl 27. 133j52 48 72. 7 N. E. 
Meteorological record jo1' .May 29, 1873. 
50 12.50 .... 
4 . 08 ..•. 
52 13.52 .... 
4 . 08 ..•. 
40 . 8. 00 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 
36 6. 48 ... . 
4 .08 ... . 
38 7. 22 .. .. 
1 . 01 .. .. 
30 4.50 .. .. 
4 . 08 ... . 
31 4. 80 ... . 
1 . 01 .. .. 
28 3. 92 . •.. 
4 . 08 --·· 
29 4. 20 .... 
8 . 32 ..•. 
2 4. 20 .. .. 
8 . 32 ... . 
30 4. 50 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
24 2. 88 . .•. 
8 .32 ... . 
30 4. 50 .. .. 
8 . 32 .. . 
24 2.88 .. .. 
8 . 32 .•.. 
18 1. 62 .... 
8 . 32 .• . . 
20 2.00 ... . 
8 .32 ... . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
8 .32 .••. 
24 2.88 ... . 
8 .32 ... . 
18 1. 62 .. -. 
4 .08 .. .. 
12 . 72 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 
14 • 98 ... . 
4 .08 ..•. 
Nimbus... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus .•. 4-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Niml.ms ... 4-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 















Hazy ...... .. 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
~~~~!~ ::: ::::::::::::~~-~-a:~:::::::::::\:::::::· 
Hidden ........ .......... · •...•.....•.. 
Hidden ....................•.........•............ 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ... ·-· ........ .•••......... ........... . ... 
Hidden ......................... ··-·· ........... . 
Hidden ....... ·-·· ···· ...... ............. ........ . 
Hidden .. . .... ·- · ····· ................•........... 
Hidden .............. . ··-······ · ................. . 
Hill den . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 5 26 a.m. 
Hidden .............•....•...... ···-·· ... . , ... .... . 
Hidden .•..... ···· · -··· ······ - · · ..... . 
llUE : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: [:~~ 
Bidden ............. . . .•.•... 
Hid~en .... 0 ..... 0 ... :::::::::: ::::::::::\:::::::: 
Hicldeu ....... ···· · ·-· .......... ·-··· 
0 0 0 .......... ·-···· ·-·· ....... . 
Cumulus .. 4-4 W. . ......................... . . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. ··--······ ..... . ........... . 
Cumulus .. 4-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W . . ......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. ···-····· · .......... ·-···-·· 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. ···-·· ... . ................. . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 liT. W· ......... . ···-·· .......... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. ···-····-· ... ........ ..... .. 
Cir-cum ... 2-4 N. W ..... .. .................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. .......... : .............. . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 N. W. . ................ _ ........ . . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. . .. ............... ......... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus •• 1-4 W. . ..............•............ 
qumulus .. ~1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. ···-·· ... . ···-······ ....... . 
0 0 0 .•••.. ••. . ·····---·· ....... . 

































































Meteorological 1·ecord for May 29, 1873-Continued. 
(llourly observations.) 
NOT£.-Elovntion of bnroruoter nt summit abovo sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Baromet er-readings corrected for tem-
perature and instrumental error only. 
d d a .,:, WIND. t ;:. TIIEIW. ~ IIYGROM .. 8 LOWER CLOUDS. ~ ... :l! cu ---1=1 
.C· ,0· ~ ..0, ~· o= o= ... .g .-o'"' .ci ~ ot' .i ~g <!).._; Q • ~:! '():3 't:i ~~ 0 ....... § a .g ~ ~ .,. ..... :.3 1:1 • l>t' Cl) Cl) 0 Q) .0 .0 •,;j Q g~ ~g ~·g 't:i 0 
.!S !:: ""' ~ Q 0 Q 
.§ ... ~ t> Q -~ C)~ <!) ... ~ 8 ,g cu ~ 0 ~ ~ ;..o d .-< i:4 P-1 8 ~ ~ {.) A A P.P. P;P. A <!j 
momit }ItO Op m { 1,.. ,.,~;:;-} -~-~-----23.78tl H 41 91 N.W. 17 1.44 .... 0 0 
lla::-o . . · · '27. 20::! ill 51 27. 114 52 -18 72. 7 N. E. 4 . 08 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
Summit J 11 C).') p n { :;:!3. 810166 ~ l 23.7;1341 (0 91 N.W. 36 6.4S . ... Stratus ... 4-4 J3aso . . -- · t. 27. 2J!l GO :>t 27. 1'23 52 ·18 72. 7 N. E. 2 . 02 _... Stratus . . . 4-4 
Summit} 
1
1:1 0 mid- { '23. 796166 1-IO 23. 7'21 40 39 91 N. W. 36 6. 48 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
)3n:;o .. _ night. l27. 200~60 154 27.114!55 151 7-!.3 E. 4 .08 .... Stratus .. . 4-4 
UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. .;:! ~ cuo 
... ~ 
't:i '+-<IZl ;:f b.O~ 0-d 




't:i 1:1 1JoS 8 (!) I=S<D 0 -~g.§ os .s 8 8 .-o 0 >.1 a.., ~ <!j A {.) ~ <!jo 
0 0 0 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
~~~~~~ ::: :::: ::: ·:::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~~~~: 
~~~:~ ::: :::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~~~~: 
Hidden ...... ........ . ·- ---- ... . · ---- - .... ... ..... Cloudy. 
Meteorological1·ecordjor May 30, 1873. 
Summit { 
lltl~O .• 5 
Snmmit { 
J3aso .. S 
Summit { 
lllli:>O •• 5 
Summit~ 
llal:'e . . S 
Summit { 
)Jasc .. 5 
l::)uJmuit ~ 
nnso .. S 
l::imumit ~ 
13!\Rll . ) 
~UitHIIil t 
llaNo . 5 
Slllumill 
' lln ~ ·J. } 
Hlllltl'tll { 
1111 ~11 •• ~ 
~ll llllttll , j 
lliHuL . i 
0 ~ ~3. 792!71 -!0 23. 707!40 \39 j9l N. W. n. m.). -2i. 210 58 50 27. 129 50 48. 5 89.2 S. 
<> 2:!.76071 40 2:!.67540 39 91 N.W. 
- 0 n. nt. { :!.7. 21:h8 ·It!. 5 27. 131 48. 5 47 88. 8 S. W. 
0 { i!J. 750 70 -!0 2:1.667 40 ,40 JOO ~-W. a.m. 1:27. :!LO 37 -16. 5-27. 131 46. 5 46 96. 1 W. 5 :23. 685 64 36 J23. 615 36 j36 100 N. 
G n. m. ( 127. 210 56 -13. 5 27. 134 43. 5 43 95. 8 N. \ V . 
5 23. G75 63 J.J 23. 607 34 13-1 100 N. 
0 11• m. ( ::n. 215'56 10 2i·. 139 40.5 40 95.5 W. 
{ :?3. 700!66 3-2 23. G2il32 31 89 N . 0 n. m. ':!.7. :.H5 5·1 37 27. 173 37 36.5 95. 1 S. W. 
\ 
:!:$. 71017:2 28 23.li2:3128 26 77 N. W. 7 0 n. m. :.!7. 209 5'1 :n 27. 206 37 35. 5 76. 5 S. E. 
7 57n. m. ;~: ~~1;,?,:, ~~ ~~: g~g~ ~i ~t 6 NN':· 
:!:J. 71:! 71 2ll :.!:l.l;:.!tl,:!!i :21 76 N. W. 
!l On.m. !7.:1-) ll!i l 39 ~7.~1U:J!l :l!l 7:.!.G·N. R 
•.':1. 7:.!·~ u I :!() ~:l . ll:il l~(l :! I 7(j IN. w. 
Ill 1111 lll.i. ·•r !.!r:!!l::il ·II ~7 .'~1U 11 .5:1!! 70.:1 N. 
II II II Itt . \1 ;71 , :,·1111111 ~~ ~1,71 ~:71 , !11 ~~1.!171 ~1;7, ?71 I N · .. )V. 
. - J' .. t•·-· ' ......... )4 • • .. • J~ 0 
30 4. 5G.- --
4 . 02 .-- -
28 3. !)2. --· 
4 . 02 ·- -. 
29 4. 20.--. 
6 .18.--. 
40 8. 00 . --. 
G • . 18 .... 
50 12.50.- .. 
6 .18 .... 
60 18. 00 - - - . 
4 . 08.--. 
66 21.78-- -· 
4 . 08.--. 
50 12.50 .. -. 





11 n. 68 . ... 
(; . 18. --· 
:II 4.1'l0 
•J .llH 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . __ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus. __ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Foggy ...... . 
SLt·atus . _. 3·4 
Fo~gy .. . . ---
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Cnmulus .. 1-4 
Nimbus. . 4-4 
Uumulus .. 1-4 
Strntos ... 4-4 
~lralus . .. 4·4 
Strn.tns . .. 3-4 
HlmlnH .• '1·4 
Htmtn11 •• :!-4 
Hidden .........•... .. ···-------.--------- .•...... 
Hidden .... .• ... ...... -- ---- .... ------ . . •. .. . . .... 
Hidden .... .. .... ..... ·--· ------··· · ·----- ....... . 
Hidden ..... .. .. ............... . ...•...... . ....... 
Hidden ... ... . ---·---· 2 lOa.m. ·--------- ... .... . 
Hidden ..... .. ---·· -- - -------------------- -- -·---· 
Hidden .... ... ---·---·---------·---------·---·-··· 
Hilld!'ln ... ---· ---··--· - -------·- ---------- ·-- -- --· 
Hidden ___ .. .. --- · --- - --------- ·- --------·-------· 
Hidden ..... . . -------·----·----·---·------ ... .... . 
Hidden ___ .. . . -- -----·- ---- -- --· 512a.m. 
Hidden . ... .. ......... ---·------ -·-··--·-- ....... . 
0 0 0 ------ . .. . ------ ---· ---··--· 
Hidden. __ .... ---·---·---------· . --·---- - - ---·---
0 0 0 .. - - - . - - - . - - - - - - . - - . . 45 
llidden ........ . . .... . 7 30a.m ........•. . ........ 
0 0 0 · ·- --- ·--· -- ·--·- --· . -- ·-- -· 
llidden ......................... 8 20a.m. -------
Ilidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........•...... . - - .. - --
0 0 0 ·--·------. --·------ -------· 11itlllon ............•. ..•••..•.. ·-- - -- ........... . 







Heavy r ain. 
Light rain. 







































Summit ~ •12 0 m __ { / ~3. :no ·~~ )27 /~3. J~6 '2? ~5 77 liN.~-J3nso __ .) ~ 7..!00 ;>;>. ;> 46 -1. -~446 38 40 N. E. 
Summit. ~ 1 0 > S :2:1. 7tH f>3 :21 1:.!3. 73:2 1~7 25 77 N. W. l ktSO . . . 5 l - ID.( :27.31358 50 ,27.23050 41 78.6 N. 
Smumit ~ "' f :!3. 780 55 27 23. 728127 25 77 N. W. 
13aso . __ 5 - Op.m. ( 27. :122 61 50 127.232150 42 45 N. w. 
Summit ~ 3 0 p { 23. 820 66 2!3 23. 745J28 27 89 N. W. Base __ _ 5, · m. 27. 33!1
1
64 50 27.242 50 42 45 N. 
Summit J 4 0 p.m. { ~3. ~~56~ 28 ~3. ~~4 28 26 ?1 N. JV· ~~·:~mit ~ ' .. { §~: ~~~ ~~f ~~ ~: 1~~ ~~ g ~~- 5 N ~w. 
llase ___ 5 4 "7P· m. 27.38168.5 48 27.27:348 41 49. 4 W. 
Summit ~ 6 0 p.m. { 23. 870!69 26 23. 788 26 ~ ~8 N. W. Base ... 5 27. 401 65 42. 5
1
27.30142. 5 36. 5 ;>0. 5 N. W. 
Summit ~ 7 0 p m { 2:t eno167 24 23. 812 24 23 87 N. W. Base . .. 5j · · 27. 400158 41.5
1
27.31741.5 36 54 N. W. 
Summit ~ { 23. 870 61 24 23. 806 24 23 87 N. 
Base ... 5 8 0 p.m. 27. 412157 41 27. 332 41 36 56. 7 E. 
Snmmiq I 9 Op. m. 5 23. 8eOI66 ~4 23. ~~5 24 ~ ~7 _ N. Base ... S ( 27. 436 57 .39. 5
1
27. 3:J6 39. 5 3:J :J9. :J E. 
Sum,mit ~ 10 Op. m. { ~3. 900 ?1 ?4 23. 814 24 23 _ ~7 N. B usc . . . 5 :. 7. 456 :J7 .39 27. 376 40 34. ;> :Jl. 6 N. W. Summit~ n Op. m. { ;a. s~g ~~ ~~ _ 23. 830 24 23 87 1N. W. 
Base . .. 5 :..7. -1:J- :J- 3:J. :> 27.384 36 32 61 W. 
Summit 12 0 mid- 23. 860169 2-1 12a. 779 24 23 87 N. W. 
Base . .. J I uigbt. { 27. 452!52 32. 5!27. 384 33. 5!29 56. 4 N. W. 
Summit }I { 23. 890!63 24 03. 821124 23 87 N.W. Base _ . _ 1 0 a.m. 27. 454148 30. 5 27. 396 30 28 78.2 N.E. 
Summit ~ 2 0 { :23. 882 61 18 :23. 80-1 18 16 68 N.W. Base _ -. _ a.m. ~7. 46~:4? 29. 5 27. 413 29 ~7. 5 83. 1 N.E. 
Summit J 3 0 { :.!3. 87616:J 18 ~3. 803\18 Hi 68 N.W. llnse. .. a. m. "27. 468146 30 ~7. 415 31 28 68.5 E. Snrumit J 4 0 { 23. 876 65 18 ~- 803 18 16 68 N.W. Baso _. _ 11-. m. ~7. 468145 29 -),7, 417 30 28 78.2 S.E. 
Summit J 5 0 { ~3. 8!J7 61 18 23. 832 18 16 68 N.W. Ba!.e . _. a.m. 27. 498,43.5 29 27.451 :JO 28 78.2 S.E. 
Summi< } 6 0 { 23. "T 18 23. 8€918 16 68 N.W. Base_.. a.m. 7.512 45 30 ~7. 461 30.528 73.3 S.E. 
Summit J { 23. 975 72 19 :.!3. 890 HI 17 69 N. W. 
Base . . 7 0 a.m. 27. 5-13 46 35 27.490 36 30 46.2 N. 
Summit { _ 24. 013 72 21 23. 925 21 19 71 ~.W. 
Bn.so. __ ~ 7 07 a.m. { 27. 552 -16. 5 37 :27. 4!i8 37 31 47.6 w. 
Sommit} { 23. 956163 24 23. !:!t!7 24 22 74 N.W. Base .. _ 9 0 a.m. 27. 564 5J. 5 40 27. 500 41 :.!4 40.7 N. 
Summit 24. 005 63 ;.6 23.936 :'?6 24 76 N.W. 
Base .. _ J 110 0 a. m.l 27. 568 55 144 27.493 45 37 38.6S. w. 
30 4. 50-- .. 
8 -32 -- -· 
29 4. 20----
8 . 32----




18 1. 62--- -
8 . 32----






36 6. 48--- -
4 . Oil. .. _ 
25 3.12----
4 . 08----
40 8. 00 -- --
8 . 32 ----
56 15. 68 - - - -
4 . 08----
60 18.00- .. -
4 • 08----
Hazy-----
Stratus _ .. 1-4 
Hazy · --- __ _ 
Stratus _.. 1-4 Hazy _______ _ 
Stratus .. _ 1-4 
Hazy----- __ _ 
Stratus __ . 1-4 
Hazy ..... ---
Stratus ... 1-4 
~~-~ius- ::: ·2.4 
Hazy----- ... 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
~~~Ius- ::: -3-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus _. _ 3-4 
Stratus _. _ 4-4 
Stratus . _ _ 3-4 
Stratus . _ _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
0 0 
Stratus _. _ 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus .. _ 1-4, 
0 0 0 .......... ·······-·- -·· · ···-
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 .................... --------
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus.. 1-4 N. W. . ...... . ...... . .... .. ...... . 
0 0 0 . .......................... . 
Cumulus.. 1-4 N. W. .. ......................... _ 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. ,V, ...................... . ... . 
0 0 0 ............................ . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Hidden _ ............... _. ___ .• _ . __ ... ___ .. __ ...•. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. Hidden . ___ . . . __ . _ .. .. ______ .. ___________ . ___ . ___ _ 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden ...... . ........ ·--------·---------- .....•.. 
0 0 0 .......... . ............... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Meteorological1·eco1'd jm· May 31, 1873. 
55 15. 12 ~ .. - 0 0 0 0 0 
----------
.................. . ............ 3 . 04 ..... Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden ... 
·-- -------
.................. ............... 54 14.58 ......... 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 02 ....... Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden ... . ................. ................... 
·-------36 6. 48 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 01 .... .. . Stratus .•• 4-4 Hidden ... 
---· 
...... . ...... ................. ................. . ............. 40 8. 00 
----
0 0 0 0 0 1 . 01 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
----
...... .. ... ............... . ............... ............. 4tl 11.52 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 
---------· 
. ................. .............. 1 . 01 ..... Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 ................. 
.. ............... . .............. 30 4. 58 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 . ......... . .... 
---------· 
.............. 1 . 01 . ..... Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 ... . .... .. ....... .................. .............. 24 2. 88 
···-
0 0 0 0 0 .................. . ............... ........... 3 . 04 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. ........... . ................ ............. 29 4. 20 
---
0 0 0 0 0 ................... . ............... 
----·-·· 4 • O.:l ... .. 0 0 0 0 -o .. ................. ................... ............. 22 2. 42 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 .. ................ 
.. ........ . .... .. . .............. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 0 .................. 





































































Meteorological 1'ecot·d jo1' May 31, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
NOTE.-Elo~ntion of barometer at summit above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet. Elevation of barometer at base above sea-level, 2,898.3 feet. Barometer readings corrected for tem_ 
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_,- '--·- ·-- 1- 1----1 1- 1--1---1---1---1--------
Summit ( 11 0 f 24. 036 59 28 23. 976 28 26 78 N. W. 40 Bnso ... 5 n. m. ~ 27. 570 55 46 27. 495 47 38 34. 4 W. 8 
Snmmit { 10 0 { :H 026 59 30 23. 966 30 28 7tl N. W. 36 Baso .. 5 ~ m .. 27.57 1 57 50 27.4!1151 40 :n.3N.iY. 8 
Summit~ 1 0 f 24.032 56 :u 23.97811 28 68 N. W. 28 
R 0 = ~ ~f:j 
Bnso .. 5 P· m. ~ 27. 53!.. 60 54 27. 472 54 43 32 N. 8 
Summit ( 0 { :N. OtiU liD J2 2J. 9!17 J2 29 69 N. W. 30 Ba~o . . 5 :.. Op. m. 27. 560 G2 54. 5 27. 41i8 34. 5 43 30 N". W. 8 
Summit ( 3 0 m 5 24.070 70 33 23.986 33 :30 69 W. 24 Bm;o . 5 P· · · { 27. 5li0 li3. 5 55. 5 :n. 46 :>6 4:> 34. 6 N. 8 
Summit~ S 24. O!J!J 67 33 24. 021 33 JO 69 W. 24 
Base.. 5 4 0 P· m.l 27. 560 65 55 27. 4ti0 56 45 34. 6 W. 10 
::;ummit ( 4 57 p.m. f ~4. ~~0 ~4 33 ~3. 9~9 ~3 30 _ 69 W. 18 B.1se .. 5 ~ :..7.J6->6t3 55 :.7.4;,6.>5.544.;,34 W. 8 
Snmmi1 t 6 0 p.m. f :;~- ~8~ 70 ~2 24. 0~ .1 ~2 2~ ti9 W. 20 Dns.1 . 5 { ;.,_;-,6 , 67 o4 27.458;,4 -t3.5:l4.8 W. 8 
Summit ( { 2-t. 100 71 31 24. OJ4 Jl :.!9 79 W. 24 
Bnso . 5 7 0 p. m. 27. :>6J 63 49. 5 27. 468 49. 5 42. 5 '11 W. 4 
Summit l 8 0 p.m. 5 ~4. !~- ~9 3~ "~4. 01~ 31 "29 79 W. 20 I3nllo ~ :.7.;>.>.J..>8 43 . .>-7.47:..4·!.0>38 49 N.E. 4 
Summit 24. 080 63 31 :H. Oll 31 28 68 W. 16 
llnse . 9 0 p.m. { 27. :>51 tiD 41. 5 27. 464 42 :11 57.7 N. E . 8 
Summit ~ 10 0 01 { :!4. 0::!0 61 3.! ·.N. 015 J2 30 79 W. 14 Uuso .. 5 P· · 27. :>49 :>9 42 27. 464 41 :l7 65. 3 N. E. 4 
Summit ~ ll 0 p. 01 ) ;·1. ~!l~ ?~ 31 ~4. 00,6 Jl 29 r. 79 W. 18 llm~o .. 5 l :.. 7 . .> 1,, ..>b 41. !i:.. 7. 467 41 36. 0>\60. 9 E. 4 
l--inmmit{ 12 Omid-{ 2 1.0!JUI)fi 31 \:.H.OU3l 29 78 W. 20 
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L.-Mcleorolog~cal ?"ecordfor Juno 1, 18i3. 
(Hourly observat.ions.) 
NoTE.-Stntiou No. 1, Summit of Mount Wnshino-ton . Elevation of bnrometer above sea-level, 6,285.4 feet; Station No. 2, Above Jacob's Ladder. Elevation of barometer 
above sen.Jovel, 5.533.3 ti~ot; Statwn No.3, \Vauml.Jeck House. Elevation of barometer above sea-level, 4,058.7; Station No.4, Base of Mouut Washington. Elevation of barom-
etct· nbovc S<'n-levol, 2,898.3. The elevation of barometers above sea-level at Stations Nos. 2, 3, and 4 were calculated from the synchronous barometrical observation taken dur-













THERM. ~ HYGROM . ~ 
----- 2 ~ 
.§ ..g .o 'g~ e ~ -:s g .~ .. ~;;! jt . 
a) "" "' - Q) 1:3 1:3 ~ -~ ..... Q s >' . ~ 
a Q ~ ~ ~ ~ :a CJ o ~ ~ ~ ~~ 







f! .;g ~ t ~ ~ ..s f 0 h Q;) ;..c ,~ 0 1=1 
~ A_~ ~~A~~ i=i :>8.~~ ~A- 1 ____ _ 
Station~---} { ~4.~65~5 _31 23.9~~~! 29 79 ~ W. 18 1.62
1 
... . 0 
ill 
0 
... . . 1 0 -4. 171 ;.>8.;) 35. 5 24. 633 3;, 33 79. ' w . 8 . 32 ... . 
3 . .. ::!6. 237-14 38 :l6. 230 38 36 81. I E. 6 . 18 ... . 
4. _. 27 52 1 55 40 27. 446 41 38 73.8 ~-E. 4 . 081. · · · 
Station 1... 24. 041 65 31 23. 972 31 29 79 W. 1f:l 1. 62 _ ... 
2 . . } C) 0 5 :24. 7(i516l. 53;) 24. 719 34. 5 32. 5 79. 5 w. 12 - 72 . --. 
3. . . "' ( 26. 243143 37 26. ~2-2 37 ::!5 80. 7 N. E. 2 . 021.--. 4 . .. ::!7.512153 39 27.44240 36 64.5 E. 4 .08 .. . . Station 1. . . 
1 




~ - -· 3 U :.A.t-1~ ! 61 .i6 24.69~3;.>.533 7;, W. 16 1.28 ... . 3 . . . 2G. ~:!., 1 4:l 38 26. :20;, 38 36 81. 1 0 0 0 .••. 4. . . ::n. 482
1
5:3 :i9 21. 412
1
40 36 64. 5 E. 5 . 12 . __ . 
Station 1. .. 
1 
{ ~- 98~158 3! _ 23. 927 ~! 29 79 W. 36 6. 48 . . _. 2 . . 4 0 ~~- ~3~ 1 6. ~- 5 !~;).;) 24. 78~ 3;, 33 79. 7 ;v. 20 2. og . __ . 3 . -. 26. -1 ;,142 38 • 26. 19;, 38 36 81. 1 N. E. 2 . 0- .... 4 . . ::!7. 4i250.538.527.408 40 37 73.2 E. 5 .12 ..•. 
Station 1. .. } { 2.1. 9~5 64 32 23 .. 914 32 30 79 W. 34 5. 78 .... 
2.-. 5 0 24. 733:65 35. 52~. 68~ 135. 5 33. 5 80 w. 25 3. 12.--
3... 26> . 215, ~2 ~9 ~6. 19;,139 ~7 8~. 6 N. W. 1 . 01 _ .•. 4. .. :..7. 473 :>0 39 27. 410139.5 36.5 72.9 E. 5 .12 .. _. Station 1... 24. CO!> 71 33 23. 919 3:J 31 79 W. 40 8. 00 . __ . 
2 ... } 6 0 5 2-1. 715161 37 24.67236.534.580.5 w. 32 5.12 . .. . 3.. _ ( 26. 215:42 39 26. 195 39 37 81. 6 N. W . 1 • 01. .. . 
4. . . 27.47:!,51 -12.527.408 43 38 58.7 E. 5 .1~---· Station~ - .. 
1 
{ ;3. ~7~ , 7? 34 23. 8?B ~4 31 69 W. 50 12. 50 . _. _ 
---. 7 0 :.4. 68;,153. 5137 21. 6;,8 36. 5 34 7?. 6 w. 29 4. 20 . ---
3... 26.200141 41 26.1f:l241 38 ns w. 6 .18 ... . 4... 27.470152 47 27.40248 42 56.3 E. 4 .08 ... . 
0 0 
Hazy ..... ....... 
Haze ...... ...... 
Haze . .•.. 
----
0 0 
Hazy ..•. . 
Haze ...•. 0 
0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Hazy ..... ...... 
Haze----· 
---0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Hazy ..... . ...... 
Haze---- · 
0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Hazy ..... 
Stratus ... 1-4 
0 0 
Hazy .... . . ..... 
Hazy . ... . 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus. __ 1-4 
Hazy ...•. 
··--Hazy ..... 
Stratus .• . 2-4 
UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN OR SNOW. I -~ ~ 
"'l'l 
'+-<<ll 
1 r~~~ -d 0'0 Remarks. § :3-~ ~ ~a) ~~ -d s -d 1'3<1l 0 ~ 0 0 
"' os .s s -~.§.~ s '0 s.., 0 l'l ~ ~ A 0 Fl ~0 
----
----
0 0 0 . .............. ...... ............ ............. Clear. 0 0 0 Clear. 0 0 0 . ................. ............ ....... ............. Clear. 0 0 0 . ................. .. .................. ............. Clear . 0 0 0 ............. ..... .................. .............. Clear. 0 0 0 . ................ .................. 
----- -·· 
Clear. 0 0 0 . ................. ................. . ............. Clear. 0 0 0 .. ................ ................ .............. Clear. Cirro-st ... 1-8 0 . .................. ................... ............ Clear. 0 0 0 Clear. 0 0 0 . .................. .................. .............. Clear. 0 0 0 .................. .................... ............. Clear. 0 0 0 . ............... .................... ............ Clear. 0 0 0 . ............... ................ ............. . Fair. 0 0 0 . ................ 
·--------· 
............. Clear. 0 0 0 
·-----·--· ------·--· 
.............. Clear. Cirrus .... 1-8 0 ................... .................. ............... Clear. Cirrus .•.. 1-4 0 .. ............... ................. .............. . Fa.ir. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 . ................ ..................... .............. Clear. 
0 0 0 .. .................... ................... ................ Fair. 
Cirrus ... . 1-4 w. .................. ................... ....... ... .... Fair . 
Cirru:! ... . 1-4 w. s. . .................. .................. .............. . Fair. 
Cirrus .•.. 1-4 0 .................. . ................... ............ . Clear. 
0 0 0 .................. .................. ............. Fair. 
0 0 0 .................. ................... ..... ... ...... Clear. 
Cirrus ..•. 1-4 0 ................... ................... .............. Fair. 
Hazy ..... Clear. 





















Metem·ological?·ecm·dfor June 1, 1873-Continued. 
s I I LOWER CLOUDS. , .:: ~ IIYGHOM.~ 'l'IIERM. WDiU. UPl:'Elt CLOUDS. 1: t 0 a ;... 
"' ~ --- co ·-- ~ 
"' ..; .a.· 
.ci .ci .::<. ;::i 
""· ~~ o) ·t£~ .c· .gg <ll .g ~s <Dt' § .;3 I ol:l ._; ~ ~ 0 .:::5 .,.. . .p ...: c-.2 ~ o..., .... - .Q "' t)<D .!:;·~ :;; oc "" :::1 ~ ~~§ o- 0 ..... "' .a ,<:: "'c< ~~ p p <I> 0 0 0 "' ..., ] g o.<:: ww ..0 0 ..0 0 0 co ... t oa <D;... CJ 2 1-o 0. 1-< ~ ~ ·~ 0 t:l ~ :::1 i:l ·=.34::: (J ~ ;.'l ~ "' "' A~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f=1 0 R P.O. P;l'>< ~ <1 R Q 
---------------------
a. 111. 
Stnl ion 1 ... I 1::?3. 97:l'69 !3-1 123. 890134 131 69 W. 
2 ... ~ 7 r 7 5 2~. li!'O 63. 3138. 5 ~-1. 6:n,3B 35 71. 9 IV. 3 .. ) " { ~~· J ~O ~~· 5 , ~3 ~~G. ~~8 ~5 "4~ _ Gd. ~ W. 4... :.t.46-J6 
1
.,1 :.7.3i:l4Jl.o4~.JoJ0.J W. 
Station 1 . . ~l. !),·,:, G$ 36 :2:$. 8~8 :.JG :n 33 W. 
~ ... !l O .!-I.Gt'OtH -ll 2.J.6.f041 :36 :53.4 W. 
3.. . :6. l!lO .JG -11 :l!i. 1GO 41 -11 53. 4 .X. W. 
. 4 . . ·I } { ~!· ~. l!J ti~ ?~ 1~:· 'Jll"·1 '.'9. 8.N. w. Stnhou 1 .. { :.3 .• J0liJ 3b :.3.87t36 31 J3 I W. 
:J ... } 10 0 :H. ~ou.· -t .:Jt~ . 5 ~3 I2.J. o~t..?3 37. 5 ".-5 . w . 3 ... 
1 
:..:G.18!l-16 ,JO 26. IJ9 .10 4J 51. 5, W. 
4 ... :l7. 439il.G 137 ,27. a:.73R 46 J l. 81N. W. 
tnliou l . . 23. P0063 38 ,2:3. t:27 38 32 -IG 1 W. 
2 .. } 11 o{ ::!.J.G:>:s38 4J.- 1 ::!4.6.'to·H.5~~.·n <>.-6.5 1. w. 3 . . 26. 180 :.o 52 ,2G. 141 152 45 5J. 5 W. 4 . .. 27. 4vU 04 5J 1:27. ;s33 GO 47 ;!!). 3 1 ~. W. Stu lion 1.. . ~ { :23. Ov0.63 ·40 _2:1. 861 -10 .J5 156 W . ~ .. l::! m. 2·1. G~3 ~G ~7 ,~~-GO ~ 1 ~6 4~. 55~ . :rW. 3 .. :;G. l ti(lJ L <>4 2.,.11:.~.>4 4<> t4:!. 3:N .W. 
4 "I 127. 3!l3,64. 6 l. 5 :.'7. :2!;6,6:2 149 131. 7 N . w. p.m. 
Station ~ .. } { ~3. ~J8 . ~.J. 4. 0 ~~1. 864 4 .~ _ 35 ~G .1 ~· 
:" " 1 0 )·!· (,~0 ~0 ~7 .--;~· ?!)9 ~(i.;) 40. 5 J~. ~ ;I. 
3 .. 
1
:.6. l.JO;).l <>J :.6. ~o. ~ ~.JJ 1"4 4:. . .. ; N. W. 
4 . 1 :.n. 3;:;7 uo 63 21.285 63 -1 8 2J. e·K w. 
Stntiou l •• I 
1 
{ .:2.1 !J:!O 6U 140 23. 8.,~ 140 J5 56 I W. 2 . 0 O ~4. 024.)8 48 ?4. 5t{t 47. 51H 52. 3 W. ~ :: - ~~: ~·-~~ · ~~ ~~t 5 1~~. gg~ ~~ jg ~~: 1 1~: ~: 
Stntion 1. .11 { ::!.!.n~:.;u.· o j·1L l:l3. 8434 L 3G 144 j w. 2 3 0 :H. 58!J>58 30 124. 5.)~ 49. 5 43 54. 3 w. 3 . ::!ti. I :!O~' I 37 :26.08:!37 47 4l.l t N. 4 I :;7, J:l9 61 63 27. :!A (j{j 5:2 31. B'N. IV. 
Sl!lliOII I ) :.!:1 !100,70 14:1 :23. 8 16 4il 33 14:! I w. 
'' 1 0 1·11 ~•t-~f:iti ,r,o ,24. r,:; l :.;o 4:J 5 ·18. 2 w . :!U IU:! r,8 :iii •.au. o 11 ;;e. 5 47. r, :n. 1; N . ,v. 
~ ~~1 :t:l:.l iO tUU l:n :.!:.lU UO 51. 5 30 5. W. 
50 12. 50 . _ . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . 0 
20 2. 00 .. .. Stratus .. . 1-4 0 
1:! • 7:2 . __ . Hazy . . . . . Cirrus . - .. 
e . 32 . . _. Strat us .. _ 1-4 0 
4t ·11. 5:! . . . . llazy . . . . . . . . . 0 
3~ 6. 1::. . . . . Sn·a'tus . . . 1-4 Cirrus 
1& . 50 .. .. Hazy .. .. . .. .. Cinus .. .. 
10 . 50 . . . . ·o 0 Cirrus .. . . 
3u G. 43... Hazy... . . . . . . 0 
4b 10. 56 . __ . Stratus . . . 1-4 CirruA 
~ . 0:2 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrus ... . 
10 . 50 .. .. ·o 0 Cirrus .. . 
50 12. 50 . ... Hazy . ...... . . CilTUS ... . 
3(, G. 48 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-.J Cirrus ... . 
~~ : ~~~ : : : : llaz~ ....... 0.. 8f~.~:~~ ::: : 
35 G. 1:2 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrus . - . . :l~ Q. 43 ... I Stratus ... 1·4 Cirrus .... 
1:. . 7:2 . ••. I llazy . . . . . . . . . C1rrus . - . . 
1:2 . 72•
1
1. 55' Stratus . . . 1·4 Cirrus ... . 
50 12. 50 .. .. llazy .. .. . .. .. Cirrus 
41! 8. 82 . . . . Stra tus ... 1-4 Cinns .. _. 
1..: . 7:2 .. .. Hazy . _ .. _ .. .. Cirrus .. 
16 1. 28 .. _. ·u 0 Cir.-stmt 
•l tJ 10. 52 .. .. Hazy .... _ .. .. Cumuluf:l .. 
36 G. 48 . . . . Stral us . . . 3-4 0 
10 . 50 .. .. Hazy ....... -. Cirrus .... 
1:2 . 7'2 . • • . 0 0 Cir.-strnt _ 
4L 11. 52 .. .. Hazy .. . _. .. .. Cirrus 
4e 11. 52 . . . . Strn.tus . . 1-4 Cinus .... 
~~ : ~~ ~ ~ : ~~~L : ~:: : ~:: 8~~~~ :::: 
4~ 8. 82 .. . Smoky._ ...... , Cumulus .. 
5 1 l:I.O\l .... 
1
Strat1is .. 1-4 Cirrus .... 
1 I . 6 . • Hazy . . _.. . . . . Cumulus. 










































































RAlN OR SSOW. ·a ~ 
;...~ 
'H<D 
..::; o'd ·~ -+-> <ll 
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st~tion ~ ::: } '2:1. 885 68 4::! ~~: ~~~~j~ ~~ lj~. 4 ~: { o 1 r:·s'5- 48.5 4 57 - · 0 ,j.) ;) 
L. 26. 105 64 55.5 26. 034)56 45 34. 6 N. W . 
4 .. . 127. 3:.!0169 63.5 27.210164 49. 5 27. 3 w. 
Stntion ~:: : } 23.886167 41 g~: ~?~ ~~~. 5 ~~ ;~, 4 ~: { 2t 550157 47 
L . 6 0 : ~w . 10:>163 54 26. 0:>6154 44 37.6 N.W. 
4 ... 127. 320166 61 
"·"TL5 48 28.8 N.W. Station 1 .. } { .23. k78,67 40 23. 798 40 35 56 w. 2 .. 7 O 
1
24. St0/56 46.5 24.548 47 ~0. 5 51. 8 w. 
3 ... 26. 125 67 54 26. 0-17 54 44 37. 6 N. W. 
4 ... ' ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~ 60 27.233,60 47 29. 3 w. Slntion L: } 3!1 23. 746,39 35 63 W. { o-1 -84h 44 24.550,44 39. 5163. () w. 
3 ... 8 0 1 ~6: ~29 ,~:> 51 ~~: gg~ ~ ~~ -12 :39.9 N. 4.-0 27. 315168 58 ~6. 537.9 N. 
Station 1 .. . } '23. 930 65 38 23.857,38 34 _lr.3 W. 
2 .. . 9 { I:N. 590,57 43 ~~: ~~~ ~ :~ 38.;) 62. 7 w. 3 ... 0 26. 123 67 4!l 41 43. 9 N.W. 
4 ... ~7. 330164 56 27.233 56.5 46 37.9 N. 
Station 1 .•. 23. 9:20 64 38 23.849 38 33 54 w. 
2 ... } 10 O { :N. 596 5G 42.5 :N. 51i4 42. 5 38 62.3 w. 3 ... ;~· !15,63 50 26. 046 50 ~3 51.5 N.W. 
4 ... 56 27. 233' 56. 5 46 37.9 w. 
Station 1. .. ~~: ~0~ ~ ~: 37 23. 829 ,37 34 62 w. 
2 .. . } 11 2'> {'2-1. 597,54 41.5 24. 569 41. 5 38.5 73.9 w. 3 . .. ~ ~6. 119 61 48 26. 055 48 42 56.3 N.W. 
4 ... 27. 335(2 55 27. 243 55. 5 46 42.2 N.W. Station 1 ... 23. !J20 63 37 23.851 !17 34 62 w. 
2 . .. 12 0 24. 005 57 39 24.571 39 37. T6. 1 N. w. 3 ... } ~id- { 26. 10~ ,~7 45 26.054 45 41 68.4 N. 
4 ... wght. 27. 33;Yil 5:3 27.245 53 45. 5 51. 3,N. W. 
a. m. l I I Station 1. . . 23. 913161 34 23. 8-1 8 34 31 69 N. 
2.-. ~ 1 0 5 24. 610/60 37 24. 5~9 ,37 34 77. ~ N. W. 3 ... 5 { 26. 110 57 43 26. 0;J5 43. 5 40 71. 3 N. 
4 .. - 127. 352 59 47 27. 267!48 4:3 63. 1 N. E. 
Station 1 ... 1 ~ 23. 890 ~
1 ~2 33 2:3. 823 ~ ~3 30 69 N. 
2... 2 O 24. 6.15 ~0 ~4. 5 24. 574 34 ~1 71.2 N. 3 ... 26. 120 ;,9 39. 5 26. 060 40 36. 5 68. 8 N. 
4... 
1
27.362 59.5 45 27.276
1
45.5 41 !i5. 0 N. W. 
Station 1... 23. 880 67 30 23. 803;30 28 78 N. 
2 ... { 3 0 ~ 24.6J016o 32.524.562 ~~2 ~~ 69.4 N. 3 ... 5 ( 26. 120,57 38 26. 06;J .38. 5 3;J 67.7 N. 
4.. . 127. 365157 40. 5 27. 2~ 41 37. 5 69. 5 N. 
50 12. 50 . . . . Smoky.... .. . . Cirrus .. . . 1·4 
47 11. 04 . . . . Stratus . .. 1-4 Cirrus ... . 2-4 
12 .72 . .. . Hazy ......... C!rro-cum. 3-4 
12 . 72 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 CuT us .... 1-4 
48 11.52 . .. . Smoky .... . ... Cinus .... 1-4 
41 8. 40 . . . . Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
8 . 32 . • . . Hazy . . . . . . . .. Cumulus .. 1-4 
12 . 72 . . . . Stt·atns . . . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1·4 
~~ 1g: ~~ : : :: ~~~:u~· ::: ·2x g~~~: : ::: 1-4 1-4 
8 .32 .... Hnzy ......... Cirrus .... 1-4 
16 1. 28 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1·4 
20 2.00 .... Hazy ......... Stmtus .. . 4-4 
34 5. 78 .... Nimlms ... 3-4 Hidden ... 
12 .72 .. .. Nimbus ... 3-4 Bidden ... 
2 . 02 .. _. Stratus . . . 3-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
16 1. 28 . ... Hazy ......... Nimbus ... 4-4 
34 5. 78 .... Nimbus ... 3·4 Hidden ... 
7 . 24 . . . . Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ... 
2 . 02 . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 0 0 
20 2.00 .... Hazy . ....... Nimbus ... 4-4 
36 6.48 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
16 1.28 .... :Kimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
4 . 08 .. .. Stratus .. . 3-4 0 0 
29 4. 20 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 
20 2. 00 . .. . Nimbus ... 3-4 Bidden ... 
13 . 84 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrus .... 3-4 
8 . :32 .. .. Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 
30 4. 50 .. .. Hazy .. . .. .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 
18 1. 62 856 Nimbus . . _ 4-4 Hidden ... 
6 . 18 189 Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrus .... 3·4 
4 . 08 . . .. Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 
Meteorological?·oco?"d jo1· Jun e 2, 1873. 
18 1. 62 .... 
15 1. 12 0--0 
Hazy . . . • . .. . . Stratus .. . 2·4 
6 .18 .. .. 
2 . 02 .. .. 
26 3. 38 00 .. 
l!i 1. 28 00 .. 
5 .12 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
30 4. 50 0--
16 1. 28 .. .. 
6 .18 .. .. 
3 .04 .. .. 
Stratus . . . 2-4 0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 
Stratus . . . 2-4 0 0 
Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulus .. 1-8 
Stratus .. . 1.4 0 0 . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 - 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Stratus ... 1-16 0 0 
o o I o o Haz~ ....... 0.. HidJen ... . ~- . 
w. ~ .... .. -... - ... 
N . W. 









N.W. .. ................. 
0 ............ 
w. ---.. .. .. - ~ -
8 Op.m. 
0 








































. ........... Fair. 
Fair. 
............... Fair. 
.. .............. Fair. 
............... Fair. 
............. Fair. 
. ............ .. Fair. 
................ Fair. 
. ............... Fair. 
. .............. Fair. 




........ Light rain. 
.. ...... Light rain. 
------ .. Cloudy. 
.. ..• __ . Light rain. 
..... _ . . Threatening. 
. ....... Cloudy. 
.•..••.. Cloudy. 
. _ ... _ .. . Light rain. 
...... . ·1 Threatening. 
.. ...... Light rain. 
........ Cloudy. 
.16 Cloudy. 
. 09 Cloudy. 
.. ...... Fair. 
· ------- Fair. 
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Smoky .... 0 0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrns ..... 1-4 W.s. 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-8 N.W. 
Smoky .... 0 0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Smoky .... Cirro-strat. 1-R N . W. 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cinus . .... 1-4 w. s. 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ..... 1-4 N.W. 
0 0 0 0 0 
~~~~tJs·: :: Cirrus ... . 2-4 N.W. 1-4 Cirrus . .... 2-4 N.W. s. 
Smoky . .. 
-- -· 
Cinus . .... 2-4 N.W. 
Smoky .... Cirrus ..... 2-4 N. 
Smok y .... Cirrus . .... ~-4 N.W. 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirms .. ... 24 N'.W. s. 
Smol;y .... 
··-· 
Cirrus . ... . 2-4 N.W. 
f'moky .... Cirrus .... 24 N. ... .. 
Smoky .... Cirrus ... . 3-4 N.W. 
Stmtus ... 1-4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 N.\V. s. 
Smoky .... 
----
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Smoky .... Cinus . .... 3-4 N.W. 
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---· 
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Dense haze .... 
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Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Hazy ........ 
:5tratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ..... . .. 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Hazy . ..... .. 
Stra.tus . .. 2-4 
IIazy ....... . 
"itratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratus ... 3-4 
Hazy ...... .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Hazy ....... . 
Stra.tua .. . 4-4 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratns ... 4-4 
Hazy ..... .. . 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hazy ........ . 
g~~~ ::::: :::· 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hazy ....... .. 
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Stratus . .. 3-4 N. .. ........................ .. 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cirro-cum. 2-4 o· ........................... . 
Stratus . .. 3-4 N. . ..... .... .............. .. .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Stratus . .. 3-4 N. . ................. .. 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 ::.-r. s. .. ........................ .. 
Cirr-o-strat. 2-4 N.W. .. ........................ .. 
llidden ..................... ... .......... . ...... .. 
Stratus . .. 3-4 N. . .......................... . 
Cirrns ... . 1-4 N. s. .. ....... . ................. . 
Cirro-strat. 2-4 N.W ............................ . 
Cin·ns .. . . 2-4 N. W. . .......................... . 
Stratus .. . 3-4 N. W. . ......................... .. 
Cirrus . .. . 1-4 N. s. .. ......................... . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.W .......................... .. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Stratus .. . 4-4 N.W. .. ........................ .. 
Hidden ...... .................. ..... ............. . 
Hazy ........................................... .. 
Hidden .................•....•.................... 
Stratus . .. 4-4 ................................... . 
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Cirrus . . . . 3-4 .........•••..••..•••••••••...•••••. 
~ra.~~~~ ::: -~-~- ·::::::: :::::::::: :·::::::::: :::::::: 
Hazy ............................•................ 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.W .................... ....... .. 
Stra,tus . .. 4-4 .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. 
&~;r~~~~ :i_~: :::::::: :::::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::: 
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1
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2 . .. { g 0 5 24. !i60175 39 24. 586 39. 5 35 59. 5 N. 7 ~::: 5 { ~~: ~~g ~ ~~ !~ ~~: ~~~ !~ :~ ~f: ~ ~- 0 2 
Station 1. .. l c 23. f.60 62 35 23. 893 35 30 52 W. 13 
2 . .. 10 0 ' 24 . 65~
1 70 42 
1
2-J. 595 42 34 34. 3 N. W. 1 
3... l 2(}. ~30 ~l 42 26.066 42 -39 74. 4 0 0 
4 . .. ·27. 350 :>9 44 27. 265,44. ;:>.40 64. 1 s. 2 
. 50 . • . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 . . . . . . . .. . • • • • . • • • . • •••••.••...•••... 
. 24 . . . . Stratus . . 3-4 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 0 ..•..•..•...••..••....••••.. 
:3~ :::: ~:~~ ::~:: :::: ~:~; ::::: :::: ::::·::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::~~:~:: 
. 50 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Stratus . . 4-4 .........•••..••..•••..•••• . ..•••... 
. 72 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hiduen .......................................... . 
. 08 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. . ........ ..... ............. . 
. 08 . . . . Smoky.... . . . . Cirrus . . . . 4-4 .....••..••••.•••..•••••.•.......... 
. 18 . . . . Hazy . .. ·.. . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 .••.•....•••••.....••...•••....•.•.. 
. 98 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 .•...••..•.....•..•••••••••...•••... 
:~! -~~8 i!~~ ::::: :::: 2i~-~!L::: H N~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
. 32 . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 Cirrulil . . . . 1-4 ... . .••..• •.•..•..•..••..•• ..••.•••. 
. 08 . . . . Smoky.... . . . . Cirrus . . . . 2-4 ......•..•.•...•..•...••.....••..... 
• 32 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Hazy ............................................ . 
:~~:::· ~~~ru·;::: ·4.4· ~i~Jle;;::: :~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:~~ :::: ~~~;)::::. :::. ~~~; .:::: :::: :::::::: ::::::::: : :::::::::: :::: :::: 
• Ol:l . • . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Hazy ............................................ . 
. 50 . . . . Stratus . 2-4 Hazy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................•.. 
·j~1 ; l~!r: E !!!!:::; E t:{ ;;;;;::; :;;::~:;; ;;; ;~~ 
. 01 . . . . Smoky . . . . . . . . Cirrus . . . . 2-4 . ..........•........•..•.•......... . 
. 32 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrus .. . . 2-4 ......... ..........••..•... ... ....• . 
. 72 .. .. Hazy . .. ...... Cumulus .. 2-4 W. . .................. ........ . 
. 50.... Strat.ns .. . 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 JS·. W. s. . ... .. . . . . ................ . 
~~~~ t~~t~:: ;: ~~~~;; i:! ~,~; / H HH:: \Ui 
. 01 .... f'trat.us ... 4-4 Hit1den .. . ................... -- · ................. . 
0 .. . . Stratus 3 4 Uilhlen . . . -.· ..... .. .................. .. .. .... . 
0 . . . . Stratus 4-4 llidrtcn . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
. 7~ .. . . Str::tus ~-4 Cnnlnlns .. ~-4 W. . .................. . 
. 24 S.! ra t us 4- 'l IIit1<1t n . . . . ................ . ....... . 
0 . . . S1 ra tus 4-4 IJ idtleu . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ......... . 





















































































.Jlctcol'ological I'CCOl'C1 jo1· June 3, 1873-Coutinned. 
R e marks . 
. ,. I l'l TllRII~I. I ~ llYGRO)f. ~ WI.ND. LOWlo:tl CLOUDS. Ul'PER CLOUnS . HAlN OR iiXOW. '8 ~ 
... - ;... 0 E ---"' . . .,..g 
0 0 '0~ 0 ~ ~.<:!~ ci I;..,,. C_p 0 0 c~r~ ? 0-o 
'0 I '0 "- .., .-=> ~ 0 .. 00: 0 ..> ~ ;... ,..., ? . 0 .P -<=> 0 .:::: I >:I ..p ~ 
.g ~ ~ o :g 2 .~ ·- ~ . ·g ~ ~ d : ~· . § . § :g ~ s a rg § Q) 





~ ..:'_,_:>_ 8 _"__ !_~"._~'!> "- "'~ => Ol .; Ol .; _A __ __ o__ Fl <1 o 
Stn.tiou 1... p. m · 1::!3. !lG:iiU I 137 2.1. S!.l-l 37 :l3 ll2 IV. 10 . 50 .. 00 • Strntus . 00 00 3-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 W. .. ................... 00...... Cloudy. 
2 ... ~ 11 <).'j ::!.J.tii:!Clil <-IL3:!-1.5!l5'4l.J:J6 53.4 S.W. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W . ............................ Smoky. 3 ... 5 --{ ::!U. II~ :i7 43. 3 ::!G. 037 1:1. 5 J!.l. 5'67. 3 S .l\". 1 . 01 .. . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
4... ::!7. :H;; 3tl •-1-1 ':n. 270'-14 13!.!. 5 Gil. 7 S. 4 . OS .. .. Stratus ... 2-4 ~ Cirrus .... 2-4 . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. • . .. . . .... 00 .. Cloudy. 




-to 164. J S. 2 . 02
1
.... Stratus . .. 3-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 .......... 00 .. 00 .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Meteorological recm·djor Jnne 4, 1873. 
I a.m. ~J. 9JGO uoln I" Station~-- . } { :!7 t<O w. 14 . 98 . -.-I Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden . ... . ... -·-··--· ---------- ---- -· ---- -- -· ---· Cloudy. 
---- 1 0 2 1. GOO 65 40.5 21. 5-18 40 35 53.7 s.w. 13 . 84 .... S.rntus .... 4-4 Hidlleu .. .. Threatening. 3 ... :!U. 098 57 -1~ ::!(i.O.J34J.5H 72. C) w. 1 . Ot .... Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden .. .. Threatening. 
4 ... ::!7. :.1:!255 J!.l. 5 :!7. 2-17 .JO.::; :n GO. 2 E. 2 . 02 . . . . Stratus . ... 1-4 Cirrns . .... 2-4 Cloudy. 
Station~ ::: l { ~3. !l:!F 7.l ;~6 :!:.!. 838 :3G 35 !.lO w. 12 . 72 . .. . Sn-atus .... •1-4 Hidclen .. . . Cloudy. 
2 24. 5~:1 G~ 11 ~-~ - J:>S 40. 5 3G 60.5 s.w. 12 . 72 .... Nimlms ... 4-4 Hidden. ·oo· 1.15 n,. m. Ligh t rain. 3 ... 0 i:!G. Oti<1 58 45 26. Ott 1-l5. 5-12 72. G w . 1 . Ol . .. Nimbus . .. 4-•1 Hidden .... 1.25 a.m. Light rain. 4 .. l i; fo:lf, 1!. 5127. 2l!.l-15. 5( 65.0 S.E. 3 . 04 .. .. Stratus .. ... ::J -4 Cinns ... .. 1-4 Cloudy. Station~ :: l a6 :U. 808 'l6 :.!G 100 w. 18 1. 62 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. 2.35 a.m. Light rain. 
3 O :2-1. ;;;,p liO -10 2.J. 518 :1!). 5 38 86.3 w. 13 . 84 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 lliddcn .... Light rain. J .. 1-1 "' -~ - n- , .J4 "4·1 7!.l.8(.w. 2 . 0:2 .... Nimbus ... 4- 41 IIi elde n .... Light l'!!iD • ::!•i. OJI 36 . . O>r·>-. lti • 0) ~ 4 ... ;l00l o 2t'· l 53 I-I :!7. 20!) 45 ·-12 7li.2 s. 3 . 0•1 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hillden . ... .. .......... 2.30a.m ... 00 .... 00 .. ........ Lig htrain. 
Station ~::: ~ { .2:1. ~t<O . 'i l 3G 2J. 79-J aa 36 1(10 w. 2-l 2.8a .. .. Nirubus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . .... ... 00 .................. oo ... oo ......... Lig htrain. 
.) r..)• - :3:3. 5'2 1. ·J!.l:l :18 'l7 ~0. 5 s.w. J6 1. ~81' ... ~!mbus ... 4-4 H:dcle~ .... 
Y <h q Y U\Y YY t\itli~~: 4 0 -'- .>-3 ,l-1 L:1 26. U35 38 13 ;.:5 977 4:1. 5 4::! 81'. 5 w. 1 .01 .... 1\Jml.ms ... 4-4 IIId<le.l .... ~ ~7. :.!6~ ;,:; '1:3. 5 21. 19:144. s·.a s 83. 81 s. 2 .02 1 .... Nnnbus ... 4-4 lli1ldon .... Station 1 •oo } 23. S:O GU :JU ~:l. i~3 ~6 ~  tOO W. 20 2. 00 .... Nimbus ... 4·4 Hicl<lon .. . . . , 5 o{~~ - -110 1 ~3 :l!.l -I. ·lid 3!.! .38 !10. 7 w . 18 1: g~r ::: ~\~~~~~~ : :: !:~ g~:l~l~~~:::. :1 • • 00 1:.11. 010:->7 ·l:l :l3. !);;;, ·13 1:2 !ll. (l s. 4 



























St:ttion ~- .. ) { ~~- t:~6: ~o 13r. - 1~3. ;-t ~ 3ti.· 33 7~ S. '1· 
....... \ 7 O -1.-1 •0.66 40 . .> - 1.41G-10 38 8- ~~. ~ ::: s ~ ~;: ~rg : ~g_;; ~~- 5 ~~~: ?6t j~_ 5 j~ ~~: ~ f'~E. 
Station 1 ... } 
5 
2:J. ;o;:;!ti:.l :38 1:23. G.!:!l38 37 90 N. \\' . 
~-:: 7 57l l~j: ;!?:~ ~ ~~ ~~- 5 g ~~~ :j~. s1~. s §j_ s '6· 
4... ~7. 111 3::! 17. 5':21. O!ll ·1::! ·15 177. 7 N. 
Station 1 . . 1:::!. 740 lH :3u '23. 67( :!G 33 !lO S .W. 
2 . · · } 9 0 5 '31. 3!1!)
1
;l5 138 :24. 3ti!) 38 38 IOU W. 3.. . l :"!3. !J:lO 60. 5 ·11 :"!3. 8G7, 4, ·1 ·12. !i ,S7. G S. E. 
4.. . :17. 141 38 -17 27. 03:: ·18 4!i. 5 28. 7 N . E. 
Station 1 . .. } { :"!3. 7. :!0 l.i5 3!J ,23. 648 ". ' !) 38. 91 W. 
2. • . 10 o :1.J. 38!! 51 4:1 :24. 36S 42 ,12 100 W. 3 . .. 25. !H0,63 46 .23. S4 1 4G 4.) 92. 1 S. E. 
4... 27. 100 56 48 :17.02:2 .J!J 47 9.3. ;{ };.E. 
Station 1. .. } { ~3. ~~~~ ~~ 4L ~ ~3. ~2li 41 H 100 . W. 
2... 11 0 -:!· "~:' ~~ _ 44. 5 ;;~· 30~ -14 44 ,LOO r W. 
3 ... 2;>. S ... o> G3. :>148 I:..J. Sl. l 48 -17 92. " s. E. 
4. .. :"!7. 070 37. 5 31.5 26 !'lo9 52 50 86.1 E. 
Station 1. .. } 23. 6!)3164 14J 2:'l. G:"!;:; 43 42 91 W. 
2 . . . lC) ~ i!-1. :lGO 62• 46 24.3 15,46 46 iOO W . 
3 . .. - m. ( i!3. 1:lG.J u4 50 2:-.. 7!;4 .30 ·19 9:!. 7 W. 
4. . . 27. 054,59. 5 52 iW. 9681 5~ 50 tl6. 1 N. W. p.m. St-ation~ ... } { ;3. ~~~ ._ ~~ 14:! ~3. ~~.3 14~. c 4~ " !ll W . 
--.. 1 0 ~ !· .l3::16.~ :!~ ; 2~. :: ::: 01~;) . J ~;). ~ 100 w. 
3... ~,). 83~ ~3 1 ~:.. ~ ~J. 1 ~6,~2 ~~- J 80. ~ 0 
4... :.7. OL diO JB :.G. !),,01:>8 ,)J 8 1. 6 N. E. St-ation L .. } { :23. tGi! I'.G!l J43 23 . . 58:2
1
·45. 44 9:2 W. 
2... 2 0 ;~- ;\)~ 3~ ~?· 5 ~~- ~o7 ~?· 5 ~Y· 5 ~oo w . L: ~~: ~~~~~~ ~g : 2~: ~~6~j6o ~~ e~: ~ N~-v. 
Stal.ion J.. . 23. 64~171 143 23. 561 45 45 100 w. 
2 ... l 3 0 5 '24 . . ~t!ti .•. 'i5 50 :24. 25<3,49. 5 49. 5 100 w. 
3 ... 5 l 2.3. 7~.:3:G fi 5U .2:i. 713159 57 87.8 W. 4 . . :!u. !J701•i3. 5 6G ~6. 8G!J1G6 61 73. 3 N. E. Station 1. . . { :23. GOO.G7 47 23 . . 524,•17 -16 92 W. 
2 . . . ( 4 0 ;~- ;~~ ~~(j ~ ~ ~ ~~- 2 1 6,~ 1 ~~ 92. 9 w. 
3 .. . 5 :..J. •UJ,liG. :> J!:< ~,). GS9 ;,8 ;),) 81. 6 S. E. 
4... 1:26. P-lG 67 1u5 2u. 8-11 :G5 61 7~. 3
1
N. W. 
Station 1 ... i!:J . . 538'70 47 '2:3. 5"6,47 46 92 W. 
2 ... l 4 5_ 5 2~. 240 57 ;;o :! t :216,50 -10 92. 7. w. 3 . . 5 '( 2::i.7•15'G7.557 25.116737 54 81. 2 W. 
a .. 2G.!l:!OG6 61 2u.fll8'6 l 58 82.5 S. 
Station 1. .. } :!3. ;)!J5 71 46 23. ::o-.• :46 46 100 I W. 
2 . . . 6 O 5 ~:!· ~2~ G _I; ~0. :; 2~ . 1; ?,:!9 ~9 100 W. J ... , ( ;..,>, d:..G• ;,6 2.>. Gu.>;;6 v6 100 S. W. 
4.. . 26. 915,67 Iss .26. 8 I0;5s 53 s1. 6 s. E. 
~~ ~ : ~~~ : : : : 
6 .18.1 ... . 
2 . 02 .. . . 
2-1 2. 88 .•.. 
19 1. so .. ., 
0 0 
2 . 02, .. . . 
30 4. 501 ... . 
22 2. 4:! . .. . 
4 . OS ... . 
2 . 02 ... . 
36 6. 481 ... . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
(i .18 ... . 
4 . 08 ... . 
40 8. 00 .. ., 
I S 1. 62 ... . 
4 • OB .•.. 
4 • OS .••. 
24 2. sa ... . 
22 2. 42 .. . . 
5 ·. 12 .. . 
4 . 08 77 
36 6. 48 
20 2. 00 
0 0 
4 '081 .. . . 36 G. 48 . . . . 
35 6. 12 ... . 
4 . 081 .. •. 
2 . 02 ... . 
3~ 7. 221 . .. . 
42 8.1!:2 .. . . 
4 • osl 2 . 02 
48 4. 52 
37 (i. 84 
4 . 08 .. 
2 . 021 .. . 
36 6. 48, .. . 
42 8. 8::!1 ... . 
7 . 24 .. ., 
4 .08 ... . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
44 9. 68, ... . 
6 . 18 ... . 
4 . 08 .. . 
Stmtn s ... . 4-4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Hidden .. .. '· .. . ....... . .......... 6.30 a.m ... ...... Clearing . 
~~~~~~:::: :::: :::::::: :~:~::~:: : :::~:::::: :::::: :: t~~gi~~f~: 
~l~~i:~: ::: :::: :::~ :::: ::::::::: · :::::::::: ··-··:so ~fg~j;~· 
:Kim bus ... 4-4 
Nimbu!> . . . 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4 -·1 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
itt&g~~: :: : :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: .... :i5 tt~~~~~~~: 
~1~i~~~:::: :::: :::::::: "8.2:;;:~.- :::::::::: .... . ~~: ~;~;~~f~. ~imbus ... 4-·1 
Nimbus .. . 4-'1 
Nimuus . . . 4-·1 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
~1~13~~: :: : :: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :: :: :::: t1nH~i~: 
Hidden.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Heavy rain. 
Nimbus ... 4-•1 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Kimbu>J ... 4-4 
~~~i~~~::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~~~~~:t~: 
Hidden ... .. . ... . ..... · ............................ Lig ht rain. 
Nimbus .. . 4-4 
Nimbus_ .. 4-4 
Stmtus . . .. 4-4 
Stmtus . . . 4-4 
Stratus... . 4-'1 
~t~3~;:::: :: :::::: :::: :::::::::: ::6.~~:~-~ - ::::::~~ ~~~~~f;~f~~-
Hidden ..... ...... ..... ···-······ 10.20a.m ...... .. . Cloudy. 
Str.ttu s .... 4-4 
llidden . . ......... ..... .... ... ... 11.36 a .m. . 20 Cloudy. 
~t~~:~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::: -~~--5_5_~·-~: ..... ·.~~ '6i~~d~~ning. Stratus .... 4-1  
Stratus. . . . 4-4 Hidden ...... .. .... ....... . .. .. ............ . ....... Cloudy. 
S tmtus . . . 4-4 Hic1c1en . . . . . . . . . . . .... ........ ...... . . . ......... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hide! en .. ... .... . .............. . ........ . . ... ... . . 
Str:.tns ... 4-4 Hidden .. ... ..... . ... .. ......... .. ... . ........... . 
f:itratus . . . 3·4 Hidden .............. . ........... . ............... . 
Stratus . . . 4-4 Hi<lden .......................................... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ...... . .. ... ... ...... . . ............... .... . 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidde:: ........ . . .. .. ..... ..... ... ............... . 
St~:atus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. ....... .. ..... .. ..... ... ... .. .. . ...... . 
Stratns . . . 4-4 Hidden ...... .. ....... . .......................... . 
St1·atus .. . 4-4 Hidden .......................................... . 
Sfratus ... l-4 Cirrns .... 1-4 . . ................ ................. . 
St1·atns ... 2-4 Cirrns. . . 1·4 N. W ........................... . 
~tratns . . . 4-4 llidden ..................... . ... ·· ........ ...... .. . 
Stratns ... 2--1 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 .................................. . 
Stratus a-4 CUIDnlus .. 1-4 N. w. . .. .. ...................... . 
Stratus ... 3-1 Cinus .... 1-4 N. W .................... . ... ... . . 
Stratus 4-4 Hidden ...... .. .................................. . 
S tratus . . . 4-4 Hi elden ...... . ..................... . ............ . 
St1 at us .. 4-4 ll1dden . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ........ . .... . 
Stratus . - ~ 3-4 Ci1rns . .. 1·4 ..... . ................. . .. 
1 
....... . 
N imbus . 4 4 Hidclcn . . . . . . . . . . (l. OOp. m .................. . 
















































... o o:= 
CIS p:; 
Stution L .. 
2 ~ . . 
3 ... 
4 .. 
Stntiou 1. .. 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
0 
3 . . 
4 .. . 
Station 1. .. 
2. ·-
3 ... 
4 .. . 
Station 1 . . . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Stntiou 1. .. 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
4 .. . 
Stnllou !, 
~ Tlll.:I!M. t 
<:> 
"" 
- --~- ~ oc 2 .0 .0 ..... ~ Q) 
o- e "' ~ "' 0 c a e p. 
e:1 CIS ~ >< ~ ~ 
-- - -
p.m. 
23.56:rJ 48 } { :!·1. 2H! 5!) 49. 5 7 0 ::l3. 7:30 67 55 
26. ~92 63 55 
"·'"'173 " ~ 8 o{ . ~!-I O~ I~o ~~ lw. ''"GO " :lti. 895 68 :l5 
:13. 5GS 69 47 
} !) O 1 .'4. I !)0 .i8 ~!). 5 
25. 710 LD 54. !'-
26. aoe ;o 5~:<. 5 } 1 r{. 550 69 4~ 10 0 ·!-t. tee so -to. 5 25. 6!JS 61) • 54. 5 
:26.8€To .)!) 
:23. 535 72 1:7 
} u<>-.,{:H2t t~ H7 •19 
~~ ~~: g~~,~~ g~ 
} 12 0 { ;3. g~0(/3 <~g " ) • • d• ~4. N-9 ~68 4~ . ,) Hi~ht 25. G7? 1 G2 52 
" . 26. 84 •• ,69 58 
1 a. ,,~. 
I ~ l u 
Meteorological1·ecord for Jnne 4, 1873-Continued 
8 l\YO!!OM.~ B d 
<\1 ___ !:I 
,!), 
.a 




t:: t>, ~ ~ ~ 
0 A ~ ~ ~ u 
:13. 475148 146 d5 N.W. :1~. 18 1149 49 100 w. 
:')' ... --
.15 100 8. W. ',.,),(j:),j,l:) 
26. 192 :>5 54 93. 4 E. 
'·'· ''T' " <00 N. w. 24. 159 50 50 100 w. 
25. G34 55 55 100 W. 
-26. 7~8 .33. 5 54 90. 2 E. 
;3. 4~~~·17 " 47 _ 100 N. W. 
:.4. l :.>-J14D. o14!l. :.> 100 W. 
"· ""''" T'· 5100 N. w. '!'i. 7!:8;39 57 87. 'i: 0 
~3. 470 48 48 100 ~- w. 
-:!4. 151 50 ;10 100 w. 
:2.1. tit7 .34. y4. 5 100 N. 
:26. 7i0 59 58 93.!) s. 
'!3. 4fi!l 47 47 100 N . W. 
"· ""'· ,
1
.,., 100 w. ~5. 611 53 53 100 w. 
'l6. 760 57 57 100 w. 
'23. 462 ~6 46 100 N. W. 
" 172" I" 100 N. w. :25.6 13 52 52 100 N. 
26.737 58 57 [)3. 7 w. 
I.,~..,L •II 1\+W ::!1. l!i8 17 47 100 N. W. ·~!i. 11011511 50 100 N. 
1.111 7tll ~·tl 51 87. 1.1 w. 




~~ 0 • 6 ~~ ....... p 1--t-00 ~~ :;::,.!:: ~-o 
~a ~s :;::o ~~ t>~ ~~ ~ 
3il 7. :!2 
·--· 
Nimbus ... 
42 8. 82 .. .. Nimbus .. . 
4 . 0~ 
· -- · 
Nimbus .. . 
4 . 08 
·---
Stratus . .. 
19 1. so 
----
Nim1ms . . . 
54 14. 58 
···-
Nimbus . .. 
5 .12 
· - -- ~imbus .. 
4 . Otl 
· ·-· 
Nimbus . .. 
24 2. 8 
· --· 
Nimbus . .. 
42 8. 82 ... Nimbus . .. 
6 . lfl 
·---
Strains ... 
0 0 Stratns ... 
40 8. 00 
·---
Nimbus . .. 
38 7. 22 
· ·-· 
Nimbus .. 
12 . 72 
·--· 
Nimbus . .. 
4 . OS 
---· 
Nimbus ... 
30 4. 50 
··-· 




6 . 18 
·-- -
Nimbus ... 
4 . 08 
·--· 
Nimbus ... 
22 2. 42 
·· - · -
Nimbus ... 
32 5.12 700, Nimbus ... 
8 • . 32 1031 Nimbus ... 































.I • "'T -+=' O·r-t 
.. :.3;..8 

















Hidden ................... .. .............. 
1 
. ... ... . 
in~~~~ : :: :::: : ::: : : : : ::::::: ::: :: ~ ~:::::: ::::: :: : 
Hidden . ..... .. ...... ... ........ . ........ . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Hidden ... ... .... . .. . ..... ..... . ............. .. .. . 
Hidden . ..... .. ...... · ... ..................... .. .. . 
Hirlden ....................... .. ........... ... .. .. 
Hiudeu . ............. ...... ..... .... ..... ... ..... . 
Hirldeu . ...... .. ..... . .. ....... . .. .............. . 
Hidden . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . 8. 45p. m ... .... . . 
Hichlen ....................... .. ................. . 
Hiduen .. .. . ... ..... .. ..... ..... ..... . .. . ... . ... . 
Hidden ....................................... .. 
Hidden .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. 9. ;.o p. m. : .. . .. .. .. .. .... .. 
Hidden . .. ... .... .. .. .. ......................... . . 
Hidden .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ....... .. ........ . 56 
Hidden... .... ........ ........... ... ..... . . 55 
Hidden................................... .40 
Hidden ................ : .. ..... ...... ·..... .35 
Hidden _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .... ... . 
Hidden ............... · ........................... . 
Hidden ......................... ......... ... .. .. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
MeteO?·ological?·ecoTd jo1· June 5, 1873. 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbu t~ .. . 
Nimbus . . . 
Nimbus . . 
2·11 2. 881 -.. . H .98 .. .. 
6 .lt! .. .. 
1 . 08 ... .. 






.. . ....... ~----------~--------
4--1 I H!ddeu .. . ................................ - -- .. - .. 
4-4 llu1don . . . . . . . ........... ·.-- ·- · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · 
4·4 . lli.<111Dn ....... . ..... .. .......... ... .. ---- - -- .. ----
Remarks. 
Light rain. 























































Station 1. .. ~ { 123. 520 7l 42 23. 436 42 42 100 N. W. 
t:: ~ 2 o ~ ~~: ~~~ ~~ :~ ~~: ~~~ :~ :g ~~~ N N~· 
4... 26. P54 65 53 ~6. 756 54 52.5 90. 0 S.W. 
Station 1. .. ~ S 23. 48~ fl9 40 23. 408 40 40 100 N. W. 
~::: 5 3 0 {~~: ~~~ ~~ :~ ~~: ~~g :~ ~~ !~~ N:)~· 
4 . . . 126. 870 63 51 26. 77i 52 51 93. 2 w. 
Station 1. .. ~ 5 23.492 68 40 23. 414 40 40 100 N. W. ;: :: 5 4 o l ~: ~~ri ~~ ~~ ~: M~ ~~ !~ !~~ ir· 4... 211. 88:! 62 51 ;lfi. 791 52 50 86. I N. W. 
Station 1. .. } { 23. 48~ 66 39 12:3. 406 39 3::l 91 N. W. 
2... 5 0 24. 20:J 66 41 24. 153 41 41 100 N. W. 3... '25 u!JO 64 44.525. 620 44.5 44. 5 100 N. 
4... 26. R84 63 51 25. 791 52 50 86. 1 N. 
St3tion 1 . .. } { 2.1. ~!J~ 63 39 23. 42: ~9 38 91 N. W. 
2... 6 O 24. -0" 60 39. 5 24. 16<! 39 39 100 N. W. 3... 25. 700 63 43 25. 632 43 43 100 N. E. 
4... 26. 892 59 49. 5 26. fOtl 50. 5 48 82. 2 E. 
Station 1 . .. } { 23.510 60 :.19 23. 449 39 39 100 N. W. ? . . 7 o ~4. ~10 ~2 40 ~~- 1?~ 40 40 100 N. 
.1 ... 25. t20 li2 44 .!;>. G"" 44 44 100 N. W. 
4. . . 26. 912 56. 5 50. 5 26. ~35 51. 5 48. 5 79.0 E. 
Station 1... 23. 525 GO 40 23. 464 40 40 100 N. W. 
2 ... { 7 57 5 ~~- 230 6. 2. 5 42 2~. 185 42 4!. 5 95 .. 6~ ~- E. 3 ... 5 { :..1. 710 60 46 2;J. 649 ~6 4" 92. IN. W. 
4. .. 26. 901 57. 5 53 26. 821 53. 5 50 76. 7 E . 
Station 1. .. } { 23. ~5~ 21 4~ 23.492 42 41 9! N. W. 
2 . .. 9 0 24. 23t <J4 43 24.211 43 42. 5.9.,. 7 N . E. 3 . .. 25. 728 59 48 25.669 48 47 192. 5 N. W. 
4... 26. 927 tiO 54 26. 841 54 50 73. 8 N. 
Station 1. .. } { 23. 590 59 42 2:i. 531 42 41 91 IN. W. 
2. . . 10 0 24. 260 57 -13 24. 226 43 42. 5 95. 7 N. W. 3... !5. 740 GO 48 25. 679 -18 47. 5 96.2 N. 
4 . . . 26. 94 ::> UO 57 26. H62 57 5:1 175. 2 N. W. 
Station I ... } 
1
23. 595 58 43 23. 538. 43 42 91 N. W. 
2 . . ll O 24.262 39 45 24.223 -15 <14. 5,95. H N. W. 
3 ... 25.7-15 ti l 50 25. 6Si! 50 49.5 !l6. 3 N. 
4 . .. 26. Dsi 65 60 26. 859 60 55. 5 73. 7 N. 
Station 1. . . 23. 62' 62 44 23. 560 •!4 43 192 W. 
2 ... ~ 12 m. 5 2~. :m 65 ~6. 5 ~~- 223 4?. 5 ~6 ~ ·96. 1 N. w. 3 ... 5 { 2.,. 74 e 62 ;:>2 :.;1. 68.! 52 :10. <J 89. 61N. IV. 
4... 26. 95f li7 60.5 26.855 61 56 171. 3
1
N . W. 
p.?n. 
Station 1... 23. 635 68 -14 23. 557 44 43 92 W. 
2 ... ~ 1 0 { 2~. 309 76 49 ~~- 2~3 ~~ ~7 i85. ~IN. W. ~::: 5 ~~:~:~~t5~~ ~g:~~~~~ ~~ 1~:51 s~. 
30 4. 50) ... . 
1S · 84 .. .. 
6 '1!:l. .. . 
4 ·o8 .. .. 
36 6' 48 .. .. 
16 1:28 .•.. 
6 18 .. .. 
3 04 .. .. 
30 4 50 .. .. 
16 1 28 .. .. 
5 12 .. .. 
3 04 ... . 
24 2 l28 ...• 
14 98 .. .. 
08 .. .. 
3 04 ... . 
30 4 50 .••. 
1::1 84 .. .. 
7 24 .. . 
2 02 ... . 
48 11'22 .. .. 
14 . 98 ... . 
6 'IS ... . 
3 • 04 ... . 
36 6:48 .. .. 
20 2 00 .. .. 
5 '1:.! ... . 
2 . 02 .. .. 
34 5, 78 ... . 
12 72 .. .. 
3 04 .. .. 
4 • 08 .. . 
19 1, 80 
]3 • 84 
1 01 
2 ,021 .. .. 24 2, 88 .. .. 
7 • 24 .. . 
5 .12 ... . 
2 ,02, ... . 
12 • 721 ... . 
10 . 50 ... . 
1 . 01 ... . 
2 . 02 67 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbua ... 4-3 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimhus ... 4-4 
Nimbus .. 4-1 
Heavy fog 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Niwbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stmtus ... 4-4 
Strattls . . . 4-4 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stra-tus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus. . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. 4-4 




Hidden ................ ........ . ........ . ...... .. . 
iit~g:~ : :: : ::: : :::: ::: :::::: : :: : :::::: : :: :::::: ::: 
Bidden ......... ................ 2. 35 a. m. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ...... ... ..... ... .............. ...... ..... . 
Hidden . .................... . .................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Bidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ........................................ .. 
Ridden ......................................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ......................... 5. 00 a.m. .11 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden .. ..... ... .... . ........................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden .. ... ............ . ........................ . 
Bidden ......................... 5. 30 a.m. 
Hidden ......................... 5. 20 a. m ........ . 
H1dcten .................•....... ·········· ··· ··· -· 
Bidden ......................................... . 
Hidden ..... ~ .......... ......... ...... .... ....... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
0 0 .••...•. .••••. •••. .••... .••. • 30 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07 
0 0 . •. . .•••••. •.. . . . .••.••. • 08 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidden ....... . ........ .. ............ .. .......... . 
Hidden .. .. ...................... . .............. . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hiclden ......................................... . 
Bidden ... . . ..................................... . 
Hidden ...... . .................................. . 
Hidden ..... ..................................... . 
Bidden .. . . .......... .. ............... .. ......... . 
Hidrlen ...... . ........... . ................. . ..... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. . ....... ...... ............. . 
Hillden . . .. .. ..... . .... .................. .. ...... . 
Hidden ........................................ .. .. 
Hidden .... ; ..................................... . 
Eiflden ............. , . .. ... ...................... . 















































.981 .... 1 Haze.····~----~ Cumulus .. ~2-41 W. t ··· ·····--~-------- .. ~-- ..... . 1 Fair. 
. 72 . . . . St-ratus . . . 4-4 Hidden ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~loudy. 
01 .
1 
.... Stratus ... 2-4 Cnmulus .. 2 4 W . . ........................... Cloudy. 










































Meteorological 1'eC01'il.for .June 5, 1873-Continned. 
~ UYGHOM.] 
-g '2 ~ ~ :3 ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .f~ l ~ . 
TIIEUU. WINU. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. 
~ ~ ...., ~ c:,) - ~ ~ ~ c:; k ..... 0 d ;:I ~ ~ ...... .._. ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ · g .~... ~ ~ ~ ~ A~<+-< 8 ~ 
- ---1---·-
~ ~ g Q E :: -~ g ~ .2 ~ ~ ..c-·6· .0 g .,: g g g ~ ss . I ~ 
----------- -- -----------
Station 1 ••• 
2 
3 .. . 
4 . . . 
Slntion 1. . . 
0 3:: : 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
0 
3 . . . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
2.. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
!l .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
3 .. 
4 .• 










p. ?n. 23. 6:13'68 
} { 
'21. 278'.6·1 
2 0 2.1. 7.i067 
2G. !l~O 67 
} { ~~: ~g~~ 3 0 ~-'· 7i0:1)? 
2G. n:l81li7 
} { 1 ~::: ~:~ : ~i 4 0 :2:i. 7.i0167 :!G. !l.JMi:l ::!:l. 61U1uu 
} { 
:N. :'Y!liGO 
4 57 23. 7.'-2 GG 
· ~tl. ~~~ :~~ 
,::!.!.(i,),t, l,) 
} 5 :.!U~Ilil 6 0 { 1:2:\. 77~ ~li 
2ti. !l6.iu8 
::!'1. :i!l116 
} { 1:2·1. :ncl ~~ 7 0 i!:i. 7R!l , l ~ ·~ 
2\i. fll:l· :h-• 
:!:1 lil2 71 
} { ,~l.:~l!'li::! 8 0 i!:i. 78~ ·1 i! 
·!!i. !l~ l (i,l 
~ t. :i' 'O ;)J 
} { 
:! 1. : t ~s; .-.8 
9 0 - ~:i . i: I;U,ti I I :!7 . . t nu.r::; ·•·1. li·IU G I 
'I S 'I !'l:IB',;o ~ 10 o \ .·.;, ,;::n r.!l 
l l ( l·•1. Oild! H:I 
44 23. 5;'571·14 42 184 N. W. 
so 21. 2:!8:-to ~8 9:2. 6 w. 
;)6 2.). 67:1 56 53 80. 9 w. 
i~ L :~c:: 
5 . 12 
" • • - .• - ~"~ '> r 6'.l %. 8.11 16.> o7 ;J~ .- \\. 45 ::!:.1. 57!4'5 4-1 !12 N. W. 
48 :1~. ~3348 ·16 165. 0 w. 
56 25. li73 56 53 80. 9 S. E. 
~ : ~~1:::: 
l!l 1. 88 
64 :16. &:35,6 1 f>7 6:1. 7 w. 
-1:1 :13. 50'1-l<l 42 It 0 N. W. 
·15. 5 :14.20-1 -15 45 100 w. 
6 . 18, .. 4 . 08 ... . 
18 1. 62 ... . 
27 3. 61 ... . 
:il :1.i. 673 ;)l 51 100 w. 
57 26. P47 58 53. 5 t3-t. 5 S. E. 
4 
4 
14:2 2:1. 530. 1:2 41 l9l N. \V. 20 
1 -~. 4. 5 :1-J. 2:18;.J-I 43. 5 ,!l.i. 8 ~- w. 23 .J!l :2:->. 6781-l!l ·18 !!:1. 6 N. W. 6 . "it: '2(i. fl.i3 ,:i7. 5 55 8-1. 4 0 0 
.Jl 23. 561 1-ll •10 '!ll N. w. 22 
.J -1 2-1. 2:.18.H 43. 5 !!5. 8 W. 2:2 
1
-19 :?:-•. 71J.I:•W .J!l 100 N. W. 5 
.i6. 5 :16. 858;.>7 54. 5 8·1. 3 N. 2 
-10 :1:1. ·1!!1' •40 :J!l .91 N. W. 25 
.n 2-1. 257~~3 -13 .100 N. W. 25 
4!1 :?5. 706, l!l ·!8 '!!2. 0 N. 11 
:i~. 5 :1H. 88:1 ;i:5 5:3. 5 !10. 1 E. 2 
:.1!.1 ::!;1. 51! ·~9 :18 !ll N. \V. 25 
:~·;; ~~: ~;~ , J~· 5 j~ ~g: ~ ~ x. ~- 010 
;jl) :1ii. R,:'(i 5l ~!} IB5. 9 E. 2 
:1!1 ·:n. 51G1:l!l :n 8 l N. \V. 30 
It l? .. l. :llil \· 11 40.5!l5.5N.W. :36 
i7 :li. 7:2'J .J7 . •16 !1:1. ;J N. W. 5 
;;o ·2ii. nn2 :m. :; -1 ~. s :<5. 7 s. E. 4 
:l!l ·21. ''.iO :Ill 1:17 8. l N. W. 37 
II H :!!li· ll ·II 100 S. W. 12 
Hi -~~ •. i,i·Hii ·Ill I tOo E. 1 
11.1. ~• ! :!11. !II ~·I I! I. ;, , ;, ~ } li-!:.!. !l 0 0 
.08 ... . 




0 .. .. 
2. 42 ... . 
2. 42 . . .. 
.12 ... . 
. 02 . .. . 
3.12 ... . 
3.12 ... . 
.18 ... . 
.02 ... . 
3.12 ... . 
4. 50 .. .. 
0 
. 02 ... . 
4.50 .. .. 
6.48 ·---
.12 . .. . 
.08 ... . 
6. 84 ... . 
. 7:2 ---· 
.01 ·---
0 -·--
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stmtu~ ... 2-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Nimbns . .. 4·4 
Stratus ... 4.4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stmtus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
~tnatns . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus . . 2-4 
Haze ....... . 
Stral us ... 2-4 
Stratus ... a.-t 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratns ... 4 4 
1\imbns . .. 3-4 
Strat.us ... 2-•1 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 2-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Str:1tns . . . 3-4 
Strntus . _. 2·4 
~trntns . . . 1·4 
Haze . ....... . 
Stratus . _. 2·4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stmtus ... 1-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hidden ........ _ ...... --·· -- .... ·-- . -··- .. 
Hi(luen .............. ...... ..... ·-- ---- --· 
Cumulus .. 24 N . .. ........ ------ · ·--
Cumulus .. 1-4 N . W . ..... ..... ---··· ... . 
Hid(1en ... ··-· . .. ..... 3.00p.m .......... . 
Hidrlen . ........................ ----·----· 
lli(1den . . ..... ....... ···-······ -······-·· 
Hidden .................................. . 
Hithlen... . ................. 3.55 p.m. 
Hidrlen ... . ............. ·-·· ........ .. 
Cirrus . . . . l-4 N. 3.10 p.m . 3.50 p.m. 
Cirruf< ... 1-4 N.W. 3.l0p.m . 3.45p.m . 
Cnmulns .. 2-4 N. W . . ............. _ .. .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. s. 3.05 p.m. 3.50 p.m. 
Hidden ... ··-· ......... ......... -·- --- ---
Cin·n;; .... 1-4 N. W ............... ..... . 
Hidclen .......... . .... ···-·· · ··· ··- -···· -· 
Hicldt>n . ........................ . .... .... . 
8:::~::~~ :::: i:! N~W. -~·??.~: ~: :::::::::: 
Bidden ........ ... .... - - ···--- ·· ......... . 
Hidden ............... ····· -- ·-- . ... ..... . 
Cirrns .. . . 1-4 N. \V. . _........ 6.10 p.m. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 ......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 2·4 N. W ...... .. ... ........ .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 ...... . .. .. ....... .... .. . . .. 
0 0 0 ................... . 
Cirrus . . . 2·4 N. W. . ...... _ .. . . ....... . 
Cumnlus .. :l-4 N. ,V. . ........ .. ....... .. 
0 0 0 8.16 p.m. 8.20p. m. 
0 0 0 .......... · -- --- .. .. 
Cirrns . .. . 1-4 N . W. . .......... _ ...... .. 
fi!~lli~ •••. : : i;~~~ •. :. :: 






















Clear'~, thunder. storm. 
Cloudy . 


















































Station 1 . . . } ;:!3. 663 G!l )37 123. !iS.J 37 36 '90 N. W . 
2.. . 11 <)<) 5 :! I. S:..~!l tl:l 40. 5 ::!-1. 281 lO. 5 40 19.i. 5. s. w. 
3.. . -- ( :.?;). 8 15 1)3. 54.) 25. 745 45 44 92.0 0 
4 . . . 27. 000 G1 147 26. 912 47 -!3 84.7 S. E . 
Station 1 .. . } 10 0 { ~3. 630 70 .37 . ~:l. 5tii 37 36 !lO 
1
N. \\'. 
2.. . n~id- ~~- ~17 ~3 4~. 3 ~?· ~~;!~ ~~- 5
1
.40. 5 1go w. 
3.. . J'rrht :.J.t:OO 61 I ~J ·-;). 136 ·l.l H 9:.. 0 0 
4... 11e. • :27. 000,60 
1




.98• ... . 
2. 64 ... . 
0 ... . 
• OS ... . 
. 72 ... 
. 84 :wo 
0 103 
. 08 .... 
Sfratns .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus ... 
Snatns .. . 
Stratus .. . 
0 
::: I in~~~~:~::::::::::::::: ·9.4~-p.-n.;: ·io.2iip.-~~-----.-os 
2-4 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. 10.30 p. m . 01 
1-4 0 0 0 ------ .•. . ---- ... - . ..•... .. . 
4-4 Hidden . .... .. . ... .... . __ ........ _ .... . . _ . .... ... . 
4-4 Hiuc1en .. ....... _ .. _ ... _ ............. _ .. _. 









Meteorological ?·eco1·d jm· J~me 6, 1873. 
Station 1 ... •· ~ 1123. '"' 10 3B I"· 567138 137 J:o jN. w. " 3. 38 .... Stratus ... 4·4 1 Hidd'n ... ---· ---·· --- ---------- ---------· ----- --- Cloudy. 2 ..... } :24. 230 66 41 2-t 2G6 41 141 100 W. 11 .60 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . Cloudy. 3 ... 1 0 25. 7!1-! tiO -!5 :25. 712 44. 5 -14 95. 9 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden . . Cloudy. 4 ... ~7. ug5 5~ ~5 126. 921 14.6 4:-1 176. ' I ~ - E. ~ . 08 .... Stratns . .. 3-4 Cirrus . __ . 1-4 Cloudy. Station ~::: 1 23. 6:12 l6:? •18 23. g7~ 38 37 _ 92 ,N. W. 2; 2.42 .... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 2 0 5 2~. 31:>16:> 4~ ~ 2~. ~G3.J~ 40. ~ 9:?. :> . ;v. 2;. 2.4~r - Stratus ... <! -'1 ilidden .. . Cloudy. 3 ... I "-'· 809163 ''· Y' '"I'" 44. T' 'IN. E. l . 01 .... 8tn;tns .. . 2-4 0 0 Fair. 4 ... 27.01~58 46 :26,93147 5 8-1 .7 E. 4 
.08 .. . . Str·atus . .. :i-4 Cirrns .... 1-4 Cloudy. 
Station ~::: } ~:3 . 6~0 ~~ 39 "~3. 5~~ 139 38 !l~ ~- w. 20 2.00 .... Stratns ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
3 o{ ~~.3~3 1 63 4~.:> 1 2~.2~~ ~-!~·*1 9:>.y·L W. 19 1. 80 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hilluen ... Cloudy. :l .. :2J.80061 4:> 12J.7o>h1-lJ 44.595.9 N. E. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 Fair. 4 ... 27. 0:22 35 44 '2ft 948 45 43 84. 0. N. E. 4 
. 0:::! . ... Stratns ... 4-4 Hidden .. . 
- -- · 
-- --· -- · -- ----- --- ----------
---- ----
Cloudv . Station 1. .. } :?3. 6GO 62 39 23.593 39 37 8 1 IN. W. 18 1. 62 
· - -· 
Nimbus .. 4-4 Hidden . .. 
---· 
.. ... .... 3. 40 a.m. 
---------- ·--- ----
Ljgbt'r·ain. 2 ... 4 o{ 24.333!65 4L52-!.2834l.5H !l::i.6
1
N. W . 14 . 98 .... Stratus ... 4-4 llidtlen .. . Cloudy . 3 ... :25. 7!)9 61 45. 5 25. 735 4.5 -15 100 N . 1 
. 01 . .. . Stmtns ... 3-4 Cumulus .. 1·4 N.W. Cloudy . 4. ... 27. 023 56 45 26. 9-!i 46 44 . 8·1. 3 N. E. 4 
. 08 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidrl en ... Cloudy. Station 1. .. } 23. 6i.'i,63 39 123. 608 ,39 38 91 IN. w. 18 1. 6:2 
-- - · St.ratns . .. 4-•1 Hidden .. . 5. 00 a. m. . O:l Cloudy . 2 ... 5 0 { :?~. 3:'3172 42 2~. 2~8 : -l ~- 5 41 95. 6 w. 11 . 60 .... Str::tns . . 4-4 lliddf>n . . . 
·:N:-w~ - Cloudy . 3 ... 2.1. e:JO , ~ ~ 4~ - !> .2.1. J.;::614:> ~~ 92. ~ I _ 0 0 0 .. . Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 Fair . 4 ... !21. 048 1<J.) 4ti 126. ,m 47 4;-, s4. 1 :r:;. E. 4 . 08 -- - - Stratus ... 2-4 Uinus . ... 1-4 
·------- ----- ---- - . ~-- --- -- . ·-- ----· Cloudy. Station 1 . .. } :!3. G~' O 65 39 1!3. 618 39 38 9 1 W. 17 1. 44 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hichlen ... Cloudy . 2 ... 6 0 { 2:!. 3:~3 , ~8 ~2- 5.2:!. ~!J~ 1 <l~ 4~ tOO W, 14 . 98 -··· Stra,tus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 3 ... [''b-':-~- '" ~;:""'?''" ;"~ ? 1 . 01 - - -- 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. ---------· ---------- ·- - -- - -· Fair. 4 ... 27. ( ~ t' .1,1. o ~d zh .• ) , 3 4U ·17
1
8o .. 3 N. E. :i . 04 
--- -
Rtl'at.us ... 3-4 0 0 
--- ---- · 
------ --- · ---- --- -- · · --- --- -
Cloudy. Station L .. } :n. iOO 70 '40 '23. li~~' 40 3D 91 K. W. 2-l 2. 88 
- - -· Stratus ... 4-4 Hirlden . . . 




Clondy. 2 ... O l·14. 3JO ,;3 .4:l. ;, 2-1. 312 43 ~2. 5 9.3. 7 W . 10 . ;,o 
----
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... 
---- --- -- -- -
------···· ---- .-- ---- ·---·---
Cloudy. 3 ... 7 25. !:N2 Gl n. 5 :2:>. lido 47 , 9~. 5 o 0 0 
-- -- Stratus .. . 1-4 g~~l~~~~:: I i:! N.W. . ..... . ...... ............ . . .. .... . . l<'nir. 4 ... 127. 03;) :11 151. 5 :.!6. !li3 52. 5 ;10. 5 86. 1 N. E. ] . 01 
·· · -
Stratus ... 2-4 N. 
----- ---- -
-- ------ -· 
. ....... Cloudy. Station 1 ... } 'J:l. 7:.!:i 70 ~I 23. 64:? 41 40 l!lt N. W. 16 1. 23 
· --- Stratus . .. 4-4 llitlden ... . ... 
-- ----- ------· · ·· 
---- -- --- · 
Cloudy. 2 .. 7 57 { ~~- :;~ . G:l 43 .- ~:!- :1;2 ~4. 5 ~-! - ~f- !) ";· 13 • 84 ... . Stratus ... ·1 4 Hi1ltien ... 
---· 
------ -- -- - -- -···· · 
Cloudy . a ... ~ ~J. 8~~ ~.!: ~D.~ ,~·~-.~::~ ::2 ~8. ~au. 1 N. 2 . 02 
··-· 
0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. Fair. 4 ... 27.0.>~a, .:·l. .>:..U .. •t;JJ:> :>0.:>,71 .1 0 0 0 
· -- · 
Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 ..... ·-· :::::: ::::1:::::::::. ::::: ::. Oloody. Station 1. .. } :23. 7:!5 -;-.J 1-12 2:1.6./4 42 41 I!Jl N. w. 12 • 7:2 
· - -· 
Straws ... 4-4 Ridden ....... 





















Meteorological1·eco1'djm· June 6, 1873-Continued. 
~ <1 
'l'IIERl\L s UYGROM.~ f:; I:: 0 ~ 8 ~ Q) 
---
--- 0 tn P. 
.gg P· ~ 
-d '0'- ..ci ..ci P. ;::l os:l 
-d l>~-
.... g ~ Q) C)Q) p -a ~ ~:a Q) ...., .... ;::..•r-4 0+> 8 p oc:J p Cl) C) w Q) p :a C) Cl) 0 
.s 0 t ;;.., ... ell Q) C) P< 
.§ ~ ~ ~ ·= ~ ~ ~ 0 A P--4 E-t ~ r:i1 0 A 
- - - --- -
a.m .. 
Station 1. ·· 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 . •. 
{ 
1
23. 7:!5,68 42 23. 656 42 4 L 91 N. W. 
} 
2~. 390 li6 46 2-1. 336 43 -14 92 w. 
10 0 :.!5. 1:!65161 53 23. 80 1 53 50 79.8 w. 
::n. 068160 59 26. 982 59 53 64. 7 s. w. 
Station L: ( 
3 ... 5 
4 . •. 
Station 1. · · } 2 . . . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
{ 
2;J. 1:101u5 42 23. 652 42 41 91 N . W. 
:.!4. 388163 47 24. 34U 46 44 84 W. 
11 0 . 23. 1!70 65 54 25. 7!)6 54 51 80.2 w. 
27.062 63 62 26.969 62 55 GL. 2 W. 
23.733 69 42 23.654 42 41 91 N. W. 
1 C) 5 :H. 392,64 39 2. ~- 342 ::!9 . 36 72. 6 w. 
-JU. { 25 880 67 54 25. 80=" 54 50 73. 8 w. 
Station 1.. . 23. 735 69 43 23. 65 1 43 42 91 W. 
27. 0Gol63 6J 26. 977 63. 5 54 49. 8 N. w. 
p.m. 
2 ... ( 1 0 5 24. 378 57. 5 47 24. 3-13 46. 5 44 80. 7 w. 
3 ... 5 { 23. Bt!O G7 54 25. f02 54 51 t!O. 2 W. 
4... 27. 070164 6:3 2fi. 974 63 5.3 56. 8 N. W. 
Station 1... ;3. 7~2 ~~ ~3 ~3. ?~143 4Q 91 W. 
2 ... ( 2 0 5 ;~·3goo~ ~o -4.3;,~50 ~6. 71.6 w. 3.. . 5 { ;.,>. 8. 016;, :>8. 5125. 806 58. 5 :>2.;) 64. 4 w. 
4.. . 27. 080 67 ti5 26.977,65 56 53. 5 N. W. 
Station 1. . . } { 2J. 76;VO 43 23. 682 43 42 91 W. 
2.. . 3 0 ;~- 4~~ 66 ~~- 5 ;;~- ;156 ~~ 44 ~0. 4 N. W. 3. .. :..;>. t!;-;.167 ;);) :.,>. B.A I;);) 50 tiS. I w. 
4. .. 27. 07!' 168 6-1 26. !!6-164 55 52.7 N. W. 
Station 1.. ~ { 23. ~3065 42 23.677 4. 3 41 tl3 w. 
2... 4 O 24. 410 ,60 49 24. 3G9 49 ~6 78.1 N. W. 3... 23. Bf!O 6H 54 2:i. 807 54 50 73. b N. W. 
4 . . 27. 08::0\63 6 I. 5
1
21i. 937 62 55 61. 2 0 
Station 1 .. . ~ ~ 23. 755 Gd 43 2:1. 676 '13 42 91 w. 
2... 4 "i :N. 4\17 G2 30 :.!4. 452 49. 5 47 8L. 9 ~- W. 3 . ,, :2.1. !!00 17~ :i5 25.8:0155 50 68.1 N. 4 :27.8:-15167 fil 26. !ld:! 60.5 5-I 62.9 N. W. Station 1 23. no 1i2 43 ::!3. 6i'!3'4:J \42 !ll w. 
2 ) ~ :!4. 4:2tl UR 48 24. :li0147. 5 4S. 5 84. 8 N. W 
:1 '-s u o :2:-,. !luu\(m :-,4 25. Hli\54 \so n 8 N. w: 
I 27. ll~ll m; ~>8. 5 :.!ti. !ltl:.! 50 53 G4. 7 N . 
WIND. 
!';.; Q). 0 ~~ ·~ 0 o"": ~>-i c:JO 
o.s:l we< ~·g UJW ~--Q)C) c:J'-
'-Cll A~ p.~ Po4A 
14 • 98 .... 
22 2. 42 .. -. 
6 .18.- .. 
4 . 08 .... 
15 1. 12 .. -
25 J. 12.--. 
6 • 18 ... ' 
6 . 18 .. -. 
12 . 72 .... 
24 2. 88.- -. 
6 . 18 .... 
8 . 32 72 
16 1. 28 ... . 
28 3. 92 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 
8 . 32.--. 
14 • 98 ... . 
2'! 2. 42 ... . 
10 . 50 .. -. 
8 . 32 ... . 
10 . 50 ... . 
24 2. 88 ... . 
5 . 12.- .. 
6 .18 .. 
10 . 50 
22 2 4" 
. "I···· 4 • 08 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
8 . 32 
16 1. 28 . . - . 
1 . 01 .. . . 
4 . 08 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 
7 . 24.--. 
2 . 02 ... . 




.._; 0 0 
s:l 8 ~ ~ 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Hazy .. ... . .. . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus .. . 2-4 
UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ 
~;:I 
.._; c...w ci"t-O~ ere 
.; ~s:l 
.s .e 1 ~ -Q) t:l <11 t:l~ ~~s ...::! 
.-d 0 s OCll 0 ~ 8 ~ . s Q) os '0 ~ 8 s ... A~""' 0 s:l ~ 0 r:i1 ~0 
Hidden ............................ -.- ..... - ... - .. 
Hidden .................................. · --····· 
Cumulus . . 2-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus . . 1-4 N. W .... ........................ . 
Cumulus . . 3-4 N. W ........ ..... .... ........... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. s ....••... ..... ............... 
Cumulus. 2-4 W. . ..... .... ................ . . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumu1us .. 4-4 . ... . . ... ...... -- ........ - .... - .... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. . ........... . ...... ........ . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ........... ---- -· ---· ....... . 
Hazy ...... .. . Cumulus .. 3-4 W. 12. 22 p. m 112. 27 p. m ( * ) 
Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 W. s. 12. 20 p. m 12. 30 p. m • 02 
Stratus .. . 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 W. 12. 20 p. m 12.30 p. m • 03 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ..................................•......... 
Hazv ......... Cnmulus .. 4-4 W. . ................... ····----
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 ...... . 1.05p.m 1.20p.m ....•... 
0 0 Cumulus .. 3 ·4 W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus . . 2-4 Cirrus ..... 1-4 N.W. 1.15p.m 1.30p.m .•.•.... 
Cumulus .. 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 W. . ......... .. ............... . 
Stratus .. . 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.·w.s ............................ . 
Nimbus .. . 1-4 Cumulus .. 2·4 W. 3.00p.m ... .... .. .. ...... . 
Stratus .. . 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W ................. ...... ..... . 
ft~.i[ui;:. :: 'i.4. g~~~~~~::: ~:: N.;::s. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 W. . ......... 3. 30 p. m . 01 
0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. 3.15p.m 3.25p.m (t) 
Cumulus .. 1-4 Cumulus . . 3-4 W. . .......................... . 
Stmtns ... 1-4 Cumulus . . 2-4 N.W. s. 2. 55 p. m 3.15 p. m • 03 

































































Station k: : 1 o{ 
23.770 71 42 23. 685 42 141 19 1 N.W. 18 1. 62 .... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . .. ... .. ........ 
-------··r····----
..... ....... 
7 24.42964 44 24 379 44. 5 43. 5 91. 9 w. 16 1.~ St-ratus ... ~-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. s. ................... ..... ... 3 ... 25.900 69 51 25. 817 51 50 92.9 N.W. 5 . 12 Stt-at.us ... 3-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 N. W, ............... . ............... 
4 ... 27. 085 63 57 26. 992 57.5 53 72.5 0 0 0 Stratus .. . 4-4 0 0 .•• . •••. ..... .... ....... .......... .... . 
Sta.tion"l. . } 23.780 67 41 ;23. 703 41 40 !)l N.W. 8 . 32 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .... .. . ....... .. .... ....... .......... ........ .. ....... 
2 .. . 8 o{ 24.430 66 44 24. 38tl 44 43 91. 8 w. 12 . 72 Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 .. ...... ... ............. ... ................ 3 ... 25.920 70 49 25.835 49 47 tl5.3 0 0 0 .. . . Stratus . . . 2-4 0 0 . ............ ................. . .................... ............. 
4 ... 27. 100 61 53 27.012 53. 5 50 76.7 N. 2 . IJ2 Stratus. ·_. 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 .................. .................. ............... 
Station 1 ... } 23. 76(1 65 40 23. 68i ~0 39 91 w. 22 2. 42 ...... Cumnlus .. 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 w. 
2 ... 9 o{ 24. 457 69 43.5 24.396 42 42 100 N.W. 22 2. 42 -·· · Stratus .. . 3-4 0 0 3 ... 25.920 68 48 25.839 48 47 92.5 0 0 0 .. . . Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden .... 
--------
....... ... .... ... ................... ............... 
4 ... 27. 105 61 50 27.017 50.5 48 82. 2 N. 4 . 08 Stratus: .. 2-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 
Station 1. . . 
} 10 o{ 23.7£0 6ti 40 23.705 40 39 91 w. 16 1. 28 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . 2 ... 24. 447 66 42.5 24.393 42. 5 42 95.7 N.W. 8 . 32 Stratus . .. 4-4 Ridden .... 3 ... 25. !l30 65 47 25.856 47 46 92.3 0 0 0 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .... 10.00 p.m 
4 . .. 27. 120 62 50 27.029 50 48 85.6 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .... 
Station 1 ... 
} 11 22 { 
23.780 71 38 23. 695 38 37 90 N.W. 14 . 98 Cumulus . . 2-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 N.W. 
2 ... 24.450 70 40.5 24.387 40.5 39 86.6 s.w. 8 . 32 
· -·· 
Stratus . .. 2-4 0 0 
---- ----
...... ............. ...... .. ........... .... .... ..... . 
3 . . . 25. 91G 62 45 25. 843 45 43 84.0 N.E. 2 . 02 ... ... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 w. .. ................ 10.15 p. m . 02 
4 ... 27. 105 61 47 27.017 48 46.5 88.7 0 0 0 0 0 Cirro-cum. 1-4 N. 
Station 1 ... 
} 12 0} 
23.780 71 38 ~3. 695 38 37 90 N.W. 12 
'l 
Cumulus .. 1-4 Cnmulus .. 1-4 N.W. .. .. .... .... ....... ................... ......... ...... 
2 ... 
mid- 24.437 67 40 24.381 40 38.5 86.4 s.w. 8 .32 .... Stratus . .. 1-4 Cirrus .. ... 1-4 ....... .... . .. .. .... .... ....... .. ...... ............ ............ 3 ... 
night. 25. 910 60 45 25. 848 45 43 84.0 N.E. 2 . 02 74 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 \'r. ..... .. .... ...... . .................. 4 ... 27. 110 61 46.5 27. 022 46 45 92.1 N. 2 . 02 .... 0 0 Cirro-cum. 3-4 N. ............ .... .. ................. ............. .... 
*Not enough to measure. t No measure. 
Station l. . _I} a.m. l12::l. 755 7~ 137 2. 3. 670 37 36 90 N. W. 
2 . .. 1 0 24. 440 7a 40 24. 366 40 38 82. 0 N. 3. .. ,25.8906 1 44 25.82644. 542 79.8 N. 
4 . .. 1 ~7. 115 59 44.5 27. 031 45.5 4:3.5 84. 1 E. Station 1 . .. } l •23. 760 !0 37 23. 677 37 36 90 _ N . W. 
2. .. 2 o , 2~. 440 ~2 l4o "2~. 3z3 40 36 64.;) N. 3... 2a. 890 a9 42. a 2a. 8.:>0 43 41 83. 3 0 
4. .. 27. 1C8 38 45 27. 027 46 43 7ft 7 N. E. 
Station 1 ... } { 23. 736 66 j36 \!:t 66136 35 90 N. W. 
2... 3 0 24 . 44013 39 24.37 1 39 38 90.7 N. 3... 25. 900 62 :43. 5:25. 833 44 42 83. il 0 
4... 27. lOU 57 144 27. 030 45 42 76. 2 E. 
Station 1 ... } { 2:.1. 7~8 ~5 135 23. ?~~ 35 _ ~4 90 N. W. 2 . .. 4 0 2~.430 10 139 _24.36t j3S.o:.l8.5 100 W. 3 ... :2o. !H3 63 43. o 25. 84444 43 91. 8 0 . 
4. .. '}7. 108 56.5 43 27. o:JI 46 43 76. 7 N. E. 
Station 1 . . . } S ~3. 7~0 69 _35 _ 23. ?59 35 34 90 . N. W. 
5::: :1 o { ~~: ~~~ ~g ~~~- a ~g: ~~~ ~~- 5 ~~- 5 ~~~ 7 N NV:· 
4... 27. 115 57 ~ 46 27. 036 46. 5 44. 5184. 3 N. E. 
Meteorological 9"ecm·d jm· June 7, 1R73. 
18 1. 621 .. . . 5 .12 ... . 
4 . 08 ... . 
4 • 08 . .. . 
12 . 72 .. . . 
4 . 081 ... . 0 0 ... . 
3 . 04 . .. . 
8 .32 ... . 
12 . 72 . .. . 
0 0 
3 .04 .... 
10 . 50 . .•. 
11 . 60 ... . 
0 0 .. . 
3 . 04 .. . . 
5 .12 .. . 
10 . 50 ... . 
2 .02 .. .. 
2 .02 ... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
St-ratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus ... 2·4 
S t-ratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Str:ttus . . . 4-4 
Hazy ........ . 
Str:ttus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stmtus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stra.tus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W . .......... ·-·.··· ··· ....... . 
0 0 ........ ····· · ···· . ......... --· ··- ·· 
0 0 .. ·-· .....••.....•..•...•.. .. ....... . 
0 0 .. .. .. .. ···•••···· ........ .. ... . . . . . 
Cumnlns .. 2-4 N. W . . ....................... .. .. 
0 0 ········ ---···· ·· · : ...... . ......... . 
0 0 · ···· ··· .... .. . .. . .. . .............. . 
0 0 ...... ............ ···•······ . ...... . 
Hir1den .. . .. ...................... . ... . ...... .. . . . 
Hidden . ... ................. . .. .......... ... ..... . 
Hidden .. . ... . . .... . .. . .... . .......... .. ......... . 
Hidden ................ .. .... .. ................... . 
Hidden .... . . ......... .. ......... .. ....... . ...... . 
Hid1lcn .. ... ......... .. . .. ...................... . 
Hidden .......... ..................... ......... .. . 
Hidden ....... -=- · -··· · ........ .. --·-······ ....... . 
Hidden .... . . . . ........................... . . .. . .. . 
Hidden ... .. .. . ...... . ··--·· ..... ... ...... .... .. . . 
Hidden . ...... .. .. . . ... .......... . ....... .. ...... . 

























































































"' ,.Q <) 
<.l ID 0 ~ ~ 
1-< 




..0 ,.Q. ~~ .ci ci p ot' p 0 
,.::l ·~ ·~ :;3 <.J"' 
,.::l Q) .,., <.l 
;., 
» 0 cd <D 
... -~ 0 ., 
WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEH CLOUDS. RAIN 01~ SNOW. .s ~ <eo "'>=~ 
.e 
.._w 
~;..; <D~ 6 g~.c I 0"::1 ~~ ~ . ...; -.. -P3 "'-'::l PQ< ~ ·s s >. Cl ~-~~ <D .e ~=:..-. Wen .p p p s gs :;)- ~a J:··s .e .e <D _,_, 0 0 
'"'S'"' s '0 oc- ':1~ Cl s 8 P"' ;.,~ ..... _<:.+-4 0 >:! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >p. g s:q ~ 0 ;:.:; A c._, ~ <tJ ~ A 0 ~ ~0 ~ I 1-·---1-1...:....:_1_- -1-1- 1- 1-- 1-1-'''- 1-1 1-l--1---l---1--l 
Stntionl. _. a.m. ~ ~3. 758169 1:!5 j23. 677 35 :34 j90 IN· W. ~ - - - ( 6 O 5 :H.4:l5. 164 38. 5
1
:H. 385 3. 8 37. 5~ !!5. 2 N. W. 
3 .• . 5 ( , ~5. !l:.lO 57. 5 ~4 25. 86~ 44. ;:. -t:l 87. 8 0 
4.. . .:.li. l:351.J7 47. 5 '27. 056 48 46 8.3. 0 N. E. 
Station 1.. . 123.780 u::l 35 123.701 35 3-l go N. \Y. 
2 .. . ( 7 0 5 :24. 4JO,li5 38 24. Jee 37. 5137. s 100 N. 3 .. . 5 ( ~._,-.. 02~ ~~ ~ ~· 4.5~~-8~8~ ~ ·1.5 1 :1:3.519l.U~. W. 4... :..7.ll.;1J::> . .;:>l l"t.Oi01<Jl 48 79.LN.\V. Station 1... :'!3. 780,ti7 36 23. 703136 35 90 0 2.. . 7 ~- :.l.J. 4.J:i G4 :37. 51:.'!4. 40:3 37 :37 100 N. . \) ( ,- {\ ' " ~ - r: )- ..... - ' - ( 3 . . . ( 5 '-J. v ._ .; J::l 4~. '-'
1
:...1. b l7 jH- J -! .l. ::>
1
9L 0 N. \V. 
4 .. . 5 { 27.1(260 5l.5 , ~7.07(i51.5-!8.579.2 0 
Station 1 . .. { ..l3. 7i01ti0 36 23. 70e\35 :!3 ,90 N. W. 
2 . . . } 9 0 ~ ~i.'ll!Jj!J 39 :.l4. ,1I0130 38 90.7!N.W. 3... .23.032,-i-! <!-! j:.l3. 8S.J I.J.4 !3.5U3. 8 N. W . . 
4. _ _ J7.17J Gl) 5:l 27.084 33. 5 .>O 7u. 7 N. w. 
Statio11 1... { :::3. 78:1
1
33 :J6 ~J3. 727136 :35 9.0 ~- '\\T. 
2 . . ( lO O :2-U4 I 33 30 ~.J . 41l 38. 5 38 95. 3
1
N. W. 
3 .. . 5 ::.5. ~~.J o 30 -H ·)3_ cao -:4 -a too N. w. 
4 . . . ~7.1 71 UO 3-1. 5.2;. O:l:>:55 50 H8.1 N. W. 
Stntion 1.. . 23. 7.-~o 158 36 123. G92l:36 :13 . £0 N. W. 2 . . . ( ll 0 5 2l.4!ol33 38 :.l-1. 4::!2 37. 5 37-:)j 100 
1 
N. E. 
:l.-. 5 ( ~3- !J-1j1Go .JG :'l.i. 8!33,46 -13 76. 7 N. W. 
4--- 1-27. 1 iOiGl 56. 51~7. 0 OS. :..'57 3. 0. 316:3. OIN. w. Station 1... 
1 
::!:3. 770 5U :JG 23. 710 36 :l5 CO N. W. 
2 ... ~ 12 m. ~~-;1~~ 1,G l ·1~ ~~-~~ ~ ~4~ 48 1~0 N.W. 3 . .. ~->. !JJJ 63 -!.1 -J. 88.1 -!<J -1-1 9--0 N. 
i )- ... ,... - r::) , . -. - t::- ,.. ' 1... 
1




:)1> <JO. ,J ::>5. /.N. ,V. 
p.?ll. 
Stntiou 1 . .. 
1 
{ .23. 76:: GO 37 23. 70-! :37 :J(i 90 1 ~. IV. 
?·-- 1 0 ~:!· ~ ~~ ~~~ 4~. 5 1~~- '1,:~0 ~-!~. 5 '1~ 9G. 2
1
N. W. 
3 - . -·'· JG •• 1(iJ -b 2.>. 8Ul -1.> -1;) 100 N. 
4 • . \:.!7. l tl4 GL 5 :>-t 21. oo:h-1 :11 so. :.liN. w. 
Stn.tiou 1 . . 1 { 2:1. 1·ro ·~ o 1:36 :.lJ. 70~\36 36 100 N. w. ?·-- 2 O 'H. •IG :1 ,,7 38 ::!4. 4:1:11:38 :!7. 5 ll3. 2 N. E. .I ~2~> !175 (i I H ~:i. 90·1 H -1:1 191. 8 N. W. 4 . 27.l!ll Gt 34. 5 -~7.10:1!55 52 dO. 5 E. 
8 3'> 
4 . oa 
0 0 
1 • Ol 
13 . 84 
10 . 50 
3 . 04 
1 . Ol 
0 0 
12 . 72 
5 .12 
0 0 
10 . 50 
8 0 3'.l 
G .18 
4 • Oc 
12 0 72 
18 1. (i2 
G .·11:! 
3 . 04 
8 . 32 




17 1. 44 
. 24 
. 18 
7 . 24 
17 1. •I.J 
8 :3:) 
6 . 18 
10 . 50 
13 . 84 
4 . Oil 
4 . 08 
· ---







Stratus . .. 
.... Stmtus ... 






Stratus .. . 
---· 








... . Stratus ... 
· -- · 
:Nimbus ... 
Nimbus .. . 
Kiml>us ... 
.... Stratus ... 
. .. . Stratus ... 
Nimbus ... 
· ·- · 
Stratus ... 
.... Stratus ... 
.... Nirnbus ... 
. . .. 
1 
N 1m lms. , . 
.... Nimbus ... 




















































Hidden .. ................................. -.. . - .. . 
Hidden ................ -.- ............. - ......... . 
Hitlden ...... .. ... . ... --------·· -----·--·- -··-----
llidtlen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _ •...................... 
H idden .. ....... , ..........•.... --·-··---- ....... . 
Hidden ....... ----- - ------·---- - -----·---- ....... . 
Hidden ......................... . ................ . 
Hiddoo ..................... ............. ... ..... . 
Hidden ....... --- -------------- - .......... --------Hidd~n ....................... : . ...... .... .. ---- .. 
llilldeu ....... -------- .......... -----·---- ---·---
IIidden .......................................... . 
Hidden . ...... -------- ...... ... . -----· -·· ·- --·--- -
Ridden ....... . _ . . . . . . . ......................... . 
Hi<lllen .......................................... . 
lli(l<len ......................... ------ .... --- - - .. . 
Hidden .... .. . -------- 9.2f>a.m ......... · ......... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.45 a. rn ................. . 
llilldcn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.45 a. m .................. . 
Hidden ..... ~ . .. ............................... . . . 
Hidden ....................... _. 10.45 a.m ........ . 
Hilh1cn . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ....•...................... 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N.W . . .••.•.... 10.20a.m ........ . 
Cumulus .. l-4 N. . ................... ------- -
Hidden ............... l1.30a.m .................. . 
Ilidtlen ___ ................. .. .................... . 
Hidden ............... 11.45 a.m .................. . 
Hidden .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... . 
Hidden ................................... --------
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Hidden .. .. .. .... ..... ---------- . ................ . 




























Lin·bt rain. c~nay. 
Light rain. 
LigiJtra,W. 
I.i(!ht rain . 
Li'iihtrail1. 
Light rain. 































Station 1.. . 1 { 123. 780 ~~2 36 23. 714136 36 1100 i' N. ,V. 2... 3 O · ~4. 4691:;8 ~9 24. 433 ,18 ~8 100 N. 3 ... t25. 965161 44 25. COl 44 44 100 N. W. 4... 121. 102 • 5~ 51. 5 27. 108 52 30. 5
1
89 61 N. 
Station 1 . . . { /23. E00,67 35 23. n:.; 3.> 33 100 N. 
2 .•. } 24. 479 G4 ~8 24. 4~!l 48 48 100 N. 
3 . .. 4 0 23. 075 165 44 :25. !;014-t 44 100 :\[" 
4 . . . :t.7. 192·61 .>3 :1.7 104 54 5:l 8ti 7•N. W 
Station 1 . . . 2.J. s :J3iuS .l5 23. 75G 35 :J.) 1100 I N. 
2 .. } 4 r-7 5 2-i. 4%·161 .37. 5 24. 4117 37. 5 :n. a 100 N. E . 3... ;) (_ Q3.990G2 ~3 23. 92:343 43 10) ,V . 
, . L. •;? .19~ ~5:3 ~9 ~7 . ~1-~~~.5 ~8.5 ~2 6N. W. 
Statwn 1... { j:.3. t:l4;J,67 ·>6 -.3. dit uu v5 1"0 ~. \ V. ~- .. } 6 o 
1
24. 470 58 :3~ 2~. 444 ::l8 .38 100 N. E 
3... :26. 0101(52 -l.:l 2:.~ . 94J 4:3 4.l 100 N. E . 
4... 27. 2 12 59 32 27. 128 52 49. 5 8:2. 7 N . \V. 
Stati011 1 .. . } { j2a. f:'45 ~1 36 . . 23. 781 36 3;) 90 N . E. 
2... 7 O ,24. 4d9,;)9 48 2~. 450 :!7. 5 47. 5 IGO N. W. 3 . . j2G. 020 60 42 25. 958 42 42 100 N . E . 
4... 127. ;.:4:JICO 49. 5 27. L Si 50 49 !J2. 7 w. 
Station 1... 123. t:l:!.J .18 :l5 2:l . 1'67 :36 35 90 N . E. 2 ... ( 8 0 5 2~ . 519 62 :n. 5!2'1. 474 :n 5 37. 5 100 N. w. 3 . . . 5 (_ liW. 0301''59. 5 42 25. 96!J -12 42 100 N. E . 






'36 :35 90 N. E. 
L: 9 o g g~~ ~~~ J~ ~t ~~~ 1g· 5 ~~- ~ :~g ~.1I· 
4 
1
·>7 <>-·-16'' 48 <)7 IQO ,1 ;:~ 47 o.) " E 
. -- .., . .... t;) ~ t..) . A. . . ;,;; • .... ., tJ-•• ) 1 • 
Station L.. } { 
1
21 c85/fi8 36 23. 805 :3G :l5 !10 N. K 
2.. . 10 O <!4. 54 GIG! 3G. 5 24. :.03
1
36 36 100 N . 
3. 1:."!6. 030 o.l 4l ::!5. 981 -11. 4i 100 N. E. 
4... 27.288 G3 48 ~7. Hl:J 48.5 47 88. 8 E. 
· ;,· ·-s t· .... n·~ Q ,..., - • o :r l StatwnL .. } { l ;·l · ~ :~~G ~;) ~. l. v0~3;) ~~ ·J <J. O ~-Er 2 .. ll 22 -4 ;)Jt <0 ·>7 ~-1. 51' 37 ,,7 tOO N. \\ . L: ~ ~ . ~6~ ~g :~ g~: ~~~ ~!~ :~ ~~~ 3 .N N ~-
Station 1 . .. } 12 0 { 12:l. SiO li:l 35 23. 7!li 3;-J 131 i!O N. E. 2 ·>I -·a 7'"' .,7 !'\ '''4 "0 ,,. ,~ '3- 100 N \V 
-- ·:t ~t ~;) · .~ · J '"'I- .t) :: ~)· • , .. . . 
3... 11llC<· :26 l6:? 63 -!1 25. 9!J341 41 100 N. 
4 .. . , mght · /27. :JO. iGO IJ7. 5!27. 213148 46. 5 F8. 7 N . 
14 . 98 . . 
24 2. g..;, _ 
6 . 18 .. 
6 
'l 16 1. 28. 23 2. 64. 5 .12. 
4 
. GSI . 4 . 08 
20 2. 00. 
4 
: ~~1: 4 
8 ·. 32. 
14 . 98 . 
4 . 08 . 
2 . 02. 
16 1. ~8-
14 . 98. 
8 . 32. 
2 . 02. 
24 2. 88 
24 
2: ~~1: 7 
2 . 02. 
12 .n . 
24 2. 8tl. 
f3 . 3:2 . 
2 . 02 : 
20 2. GO. 
n ]. 44. 
8 . 32. 
2 
. 02,. 
4 i l ~· ~~ ~ -2-1 
2: ~~~ · 8 2 O· ' 
48111." 26 3. 38 10 . 50 
2 . 02 .. 
···1 Nirub ns .. 
. .. Nimbus .. 
... Nimbus . . . 
... Nimbus . . . 
St.rat.ns . . . 
}limbus .. 
Nimbus ... 
StratnB . . 
"Kimbus ..• 
Nimbus. 
N imbus .. . 
N imbus . . . 
Stratus . . . 
Nimbns . . . 
N imb;:;s .. . 
Stratus . . . 
Str::tt.us .. . 
~imbns .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus . . . 
I 
S1r:1tus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
. N imbus .. 
Nimbus .. . 








Stratus .. . 
::'ltratns .. . 
Sh·atus 
Su·atas 
. . , Sttatns 
3201 St1·at ns 
11!!1 ~trntns 









































IIidclen ..............................•.... _ ...... . 
Hidden •... . ... .... .... . ... . .... . ... . . . ........ .. . 
Ridden .... .. . ................................... . 
Hidden .. ........................................ . 
R idden ............. .. .............. •........... . 
Hidden ..... . . ... .. ............. . ................ . 
Ridden . .. ... . . ...... . ......... . . ........ . ...... . . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3:45p.m ... . . .. . . 
Hidden .. _ . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 08 
Hid<len ... . .. . ........ .......... ........ .. .35 
H i.cl r1en ... .......... -. 4.~0 p.m. 4.30 p.m. . 21 
H idden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.20 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . • 15 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.42 p.m ........ . 
Hidden .................. . ................. .. .. . . . 
H idden ....... .. ........................... .. ... . 
· IIiddcn ......... . . ............. ... . . .... .... ..... . 
Hidden .. .......... ... .... ........................ . 
Hidden . ..... . ...... .... ... ...................... . 
Hir1den ............................ ...... ........ . 
Hidden ... . .......... .. ..... .. ..... ... ........... . 
H idden ....... .. . .. ......... . ..... .. ..... . ... . .. . . 
Hidden ... .. .... . .......... ... ...... ... ... -· ... .. . 
Hidden .. .... .. ........... ....... . .. ............ . . 
Hidden . . ........ .. . .. .. ... . .. . .................. . 
H idden ............... . ..... .. ............ .. ..... . 
Hitlden ............... . ....................... . .. . 
"Hirlcleu ............... . ..... . ....... .. ........... . 
H id den ... : ........... ........................... . 
Tii(1tlen .... . ......... .... ...... . ................. . 
H i.(lden ... . ......... .... ................ . . ....... . 
H idden ...... . ................... . ............... . 
Hitlden ... . ......... . .......................... · . . . 
Bid<1en. .. . . .. . ... . .. . ....... ... . . .. ...... . 02 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ll.ll p.m. . 40 
RidL1en .. -~· ........... ..... ..... l1.15 p.m. . 40 
H !thlen ...... .. ............. . ... 11.00 p.m. . 45 




.Metco?'ological1 ·ecord jo1· June 8, 1873. 
--~ a.11z.. l I 
Station .t . .. ~ { 21. t<i'O G.'i 
C) '4 """'G7 ~ .. 1 0 i-= . ·>~~ • .. ~ : : ·~, ~ ~~: gg~: ~5 
1
,,, [,,,.,,[,,. [, ~-.0 -~ . . E•. l 6GIJP.oL . Istmtn<... l4.4 Hi<ldon ... 1
1 
..... ............ .. . ............ ········I' Cloudy. 




















Meteorological record for June 8, 1873-Continueti. 
ds • 0 0 ~ t THERM. ~ HYGROM. ~ 
Q) Q) til s 
"' ctl . ---.c ___ :;:; 
.gg .g§ .E .-g rd ~~ ;:3 ;:3 -:i- g t'.; ~~ 6. ~:;;; ~~ ~ -g ~ ~ Q) 2 2 -~-.-< ~ -~ g ~ 0< ~.G-
G) 0 0 cd o Q) ~ ~ g o,.q rn w ~··e3 
<.> El ~ ..., P. ~ 1':' Q) ..... "' .... _. Q)~ .... o ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ 8 A 1$ ~ A ~;g. ~ & A .... 


































---- -------- -- ---- ·I 1---1---1---1--------
a.m. 
Station 1. . . 23. 875 66 34 23. 800 34 33 190 N. E. 55 
2 ... } 2 0 5 24. 545 6. l 38 24. 502 37. 5 37. 5100 s. w. '!4 
3... { 26. 06161 43 25. 997 43 42 !ll. 6 N. 14 
4... 27.:31858 47.527.23548.546 Al.5 N.E. 3 
15.12 .. .. 2.se .. .. 
.98 .. .. 
.04 ... . 
Station 1 ... } { ~1. 880 65 34 23. 807 34 34 100 N. E. 48 
~:: • 3 o ~~: g~~ ~~ ~~- 5 ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ 6 s.;:. i1 
4. _ 27. 330 58. 5 48 27.246 48. 5 46. 5
1
85. 1 N. E. 4 
Station 1. . . } { ;3. ~85 ~1 33 23. ~0 33 33 .100 N. E. 3~ 
2... 4 O :..4. <>50 ;:,9 36. 5 24. ;:,11 36 36 100 E. 2;:, 3 . .. 26. 088 59 42. 5 26. 02il 43 40. 5 79. 2 N. E. 12 
4... 27.342 58.5 47.5 27.258 48. 5 46 81. 5 S. E 5 
11.52- .. -
2. 88 .. .. 
. 84 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
6.48 .. .. 
3.111 . . ·-
.72 .. .. 
. 12- .. . 
Station 1. .. } { 7· ~25 ~6 3~ "~- ~5~ 3~ 3~ l UO ~-E. 36 2. .. 5 0 :..·1. ;,SO .J7 3;:,.;:, 24. ;:,46 3;:, 3;:, 100 N. E. 24 3... 26. 100 56 41. 5 26. 057 42 41 91.4 N. 1L 
4 . .. 27.360 ~8 48 27.277 49 45 71.0 N. E. 6 
6.48 .. .. 
2.88 .. .. 
.60 .. .. 
.18 -- .. 
Stntion 1. .. ~ { ~3. !lag ~6 ~~ 23. 8~5 33 33 100 N. E. 38 
2... 6 0 :..4. 59~ 61 3;:, 24. 5;:,5 34.5 34. 5 100 w. 22 
3... 26. 1'29 58 41.5 26. 071 42 40 82.9 N. 10 
4... 27. 38-r 57 48 27. 307 49 43. 5 60. 6 E. 7 
Station 1. .. } { 23.960 63 33 23.891 33 33 100 N. E. 30 
~::: 7 0 ~~: ~~~ ~t ~~ ~t i~i ~~- 5 ~f· 5 ~~~ 4 ~: ~ 
4. .. 27. 400 56. 5 47. 5 27. 321 48. 5 43. 5 63. 4 S. E. 8 
Station 1 . .. } { 23. 96'5 59 3:! 23. 905 3:i :i3 100 N. E. 40 2... 7 5- 24. Gso 66 36 2~. 6 6 .!5 35 100 x. w. 16 3... I 26. 181 58 42. 5 26. 123 43 40.5 91. 6 N. w. 6 
4.. . 27. 422 57.5 48. 5 27. 34. 49.5 44 6l. 1 E. 8 
Station 1. . } { 23. 995. 57 34 23. 939 3-1 33 90 N. E . 36 
2 . . - o o 24. 701 66 38 24. 647 38 37 90. 5 N. W. 13 
3... 26. 180 54 45 26. 132 45 4 L 68. 4 N. 8 
. 4.-. 27. 450 ti3 5:3 27. 355 54 48 61. 3 N. E. 2 
Stntton ~ - .. ~ ~ :H. 0:.32 62 :J5 23.965 35 34 90 N. E. 30 
N... 10 0 24. 7U: 67 :19.5 24. 662 :i9 36 72. 6 N. E. 18 
3 . - . 26.215 58 47 26. 157 47 42 fi2. 4 N. 11 
4 . .. 27. 453 60 55 27. :~66 56 47 45.5 N. W. 8 
7.22 .. .. 
2.42 .. .. 
.50 .. .. 
.24 .. .. 
4.50 
2.64 .. .. 
.24 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
8.00 .. .. 
1.28 . . .. 
.18 ... . 
.32 .. .. 
6. 48 .. .. 
. 84, .. .. 
3·} 
.021 .... 4. 50 - ... 
1. 62 ... . 
• GO .. .. 
. 32 ... . 
Stratus... 4-4 
Stratu11 .... 4-4 
Stratus. . . . 2-4 
Strati1s .... 4-4 
Stratus. . . . 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stratus .... 3-4 
Stratus.... 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stratus .... 2-4 
Stnttus .... 3-4 
St.ratus .... 4-4 
Stratus . . .. 4-4 
Stratus... . 1-4 
Stratus .... 2-4 
Stmtus.. . . 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
0 0 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stmtus .... 4-4 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... . 4-4 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Cumulus . . 2-4 
Stratutl. . . . 2-4 
0 0 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Hazy ....... .. 
0 0 
0 0 
Strotus .... 1-4 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. . .......................... . 
Hidden ........................................... . 
Hidden .................... . .... . ................. . 
Hidden . ....... ... ........... ... .............. . ... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. ......................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ......................................... . . 
Hidden ........ . ............................... . .. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. .......... · .............. . 
0 0 ................................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ........................................... . 
Cumulus . . 2-4 N. E. .. ........................ .. 
Cirro-cum. 1-4 E. ......................... .. 
Hidden ......................................... ---
Hidden ......................... . ................. . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N.E ........................... .. 
Cirro-cum . 2-4 E. . ..................... .. 
Hidden ........................................... . 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. . ........ ..... ........ .... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. .................. _ ..... .. 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Hidden ........ -·------ .......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. . ....... .. ................ .. 
Cumulus . . 1-4 N. E. .. ......................... . 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 N. W r ........................... .. 
Cumulus . . 2·4 N. E. .. .............. _ .......... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. . ........... , .............. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N'. E. . ......................... .. 
CuJUulus . . 2-4 N. E. r ............................ . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. ........................ .. 































































Station~.:: l 12 1.085 65 35 24.012 35 32 89 N.E. 24 2. 88 .•.. Hazy ...... .... Cumulu• r• N.E. ................. ::::::::::1:::::::: ~:E: . 11 1 :2<1.71\l 64 4~ 24. 669 41 37 65.3 N . E. 22 2. 42. ... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N.E.r. 3 ... 0 26.235 62 50 26. 168 50 43 51.5 N. 7 . 24.... 0 0 Cnnmlus .. 1 4 N.E. 
4. 27. 4fi3 61.558 27. 372 59 48 38. 1 S.E. 4 . 08 .... 0 0 Cnmulus.. 1-4 N.E. ................. Fait·. 
Station 1. .. } l:l4. 075 66 39 24. 000 39 36 72 N.E. 12 . 72 .... Hazy ...... . . . . Cumulus .. -~-4 N.E. .................. Fair. 
2 ... l24. 713 57 44 24. 679 43.539 63.2 N.E. 14 . 98 . ..... 0 0 Cunmlus .. 2-4 N.E.r. . .......... . .... .................. 
--------
Fair. 
3 ... 12 0 2!i. 2~0 63 52 26. 171 52 45 5:l5 N. 6 . 18 ---- 0 0 Cumnlus . . 1-4 N.E . 
---------· ---------
............. I!' air. 
4 ... 27. 470 64 til 27. 373 61 49 35.3 N. 4 • OS 95 Stratus ... . 1-4 0 0 -------· ............ Fair . . 
Station 1 ... ~ p. m.l ~4. 078 68 40 23:998 40 37 72 N.E. 14 . 98 ---· Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 N.E. ................ ---------- ............ Fair. 2 ... 24.749 63 46 24. 7il1 ~5 39 53.3 N. 14 . 98 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N.S. ............... . ............ Fair. 
~ 3 ... 1 0 26.245 65 54 26.171 54 46 49.3 N. 7 . 24 ---- 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. ................. ................. ............ Clear. 
c:.r« 4 ... 2?. 479 67 62 27. 374 62 49 3l. 7 N. 8 . 32 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. Fair. 
:;l Station 1 ... ) 24.086 68 40 24.006 40 :37 · 72 N.E. 12 . 72 ...... Hazy ..... . ...... Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E . . ................. .................. . ............ Fair. 
2 ... s 2 o{ 24. 'j'52 64 47 24.701 46.5 39 44.1 N. 1I • 60 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. s. . ................ . ................. .. ........... Fair. 3 ... 26.250 66. 55 26.174 55 46 44.5 N. 6 .18 . ..... . 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. ................ 
--------·· 
. ........... Clear. 
4 .. 27. 480 68 62 2'/. 373 63 50 32.9 N.W. 8 . 32 
----
Stratus .. _ 1-4 0 0 .......... .......... . ..... .................. . ........... l!'air. 
Station 1 ... ~ 24. 100 70 41 24. 016 41 37 65 N.E. 2 . 02 ..... Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E . --------- - ................... . ............ Fair. 
~-- - o{ :24. 748 3 47 24. 700 46 39 47.1 N. 11 . 60 0 0 Cumulus .. t-4 .N. S, ..... ....... ..... ................. .............. Fair. c 3 ... 3 :26. 26tl67 57 26. 190 57 47 41.1 N. 4 . 08 ---- 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. .................. ................. . ... ........... Clear. Ill 
4 ... -2.7. 493 74 62 27.371 ti3 50.5 35.1 N. 6 .18 ---· 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. ................. ................ ........... .!!'air. ~ tr_j 
Sta.tion 1. .. ~ 24. 100 71 41 24. 014 41 37 65 E. 2 . 02 . .... . Hazy ..... ---- Cumulus. 1-4 N.E. Fair. "".j 2 ... 
4 o{ 24.760 67 48 24.702 47.5 40 45. 4 N. 14 . 98 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.s. ---------- ... .............. . ............ Fair. 3 ... 26.265 69 56.5 26. 182 56.5 46. ,ro. 0 N.E. 5 .12 ..... . 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. .................. .................. . ............ Clear. m. 4 ... 27.500 i5. 5 62 27.375 63 50.5 35.1 E. 6 .18 
---· 
Stratus ... 1-8 Cumulus .. 1-8 N. ................. . .. ~ .... -. ..... ............. Fair. ~ 
Station~~:: ~ 24.100 69 40 24.018 40 37 72 . E. 6 .18 ... ... Hazy ..... .. ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. .. ................ .................. .. ............ . Fair. 0 
4 571 
24.760 68 50.5 2-t 500 50.5 42.5 45. 6 N. 11 . 60 
--- -
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. s. I!' air. z 
3 ... 26.268 68 56 26.187 56 46 39.9 N.E. 6 . 18 
--- -
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. ................. ................ . .. .. ......... Clear. > 
4 ... 27. 50o 73 60.5 27.386 60 49.5 37.7 N. 4 .08 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. .................. ....... ........... .............. Fair. ~ I Station 1 ... ~ 
o{ 24. 118 67 40 24.040 40 37 72 E. 5 . 12 ...... Hazy ..... .. ..... Cumulus . . 1-4 N.E. ................. ·--------· . ............. Fair. 0 2 .. . 6 24. 71i0 63 48.5 24.711 47.5 42 62.8 N. 11 . 60 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 .N. s. .................. ............. . ........ Fair. "".j 3 .. . 26.278 9 54 26.195 54 46 49.3 0 0 0 ...... 0 0 Cumnlus .. 1-4 N.E. . ............ . ............... . ............ Clear. "".j 
4 .. . 27. 498 69 59 27. ::J88 59 48 38.1 E. 4 . 08 0 0 Cumulus .. l-4 E. 
-----····· 
..... ............ ............. Fair. ~ 
Station L: f l:l4. 100 66 39 24.020 39 37 81. E. 2 • 02 ...... Hazy ..... . .... Cumulus .. 1-8 N.E. . ............... ................ . ........... Fair. 0 
o{ 2-t 740 57 47 24.707 46.5 40.5 54. tJ N. 10 . 50 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. s. . .... ........... ............... ....... .... . Fair. t-"1 :L. . 5 7 26.280 71 54 26. 191 54 46 49.3 N. 5 .12 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 .N.E. ................. 
---------
. ........... Clear. ~ 4 .. 27. 488 66 56.5 \!7. :386 57 46.5 :18.5 0 0 0 . .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-8 . ........... Clear. 
Station 1. . . ~ 
o{ 24. 09:"i 65 38 24~ 022 38 36 80 E. 12 . 72 Hazy ..... ...... 0 0 ............ .............. ................. ............ . Clear. 2 ... 24.750 58 42 24.715 42 38 66.1 N. 6 .18 ...... Stratns ... 1-4 0 0 . ........... .............. . .. .. ....... ..... . ............ Fair. 3 ... 8 :26.272 66 48 26.195 48 4:3 63. 1 N. 4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 ............. . ............... . ............... ..... .... . Clear. 
- 4 . .. '27. 478 64 50.5 27. 3dl51 46 65.3 E. 2 . 02 ..... 0 0 0 0 . .......... .............. .............. . .......... Clear. 
Station 1 .. . } 24. 100 (i7 38 24.02238 36 80 E. 16 1. 28 ...... Hazy ..... 0 0 . ............ ......... ...... . . ................ . .......... Clear. 
2 .. . o{ 24.770 69 41.5 24.709 41.537 61.4 E. 8 .32 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ............ . .......... ... .. .. .............. . . ......... Fair. 3 ... 9 :26. 27:2 65 47 26.197 47 42 62.4 N.E. 4 • 08 ... ... 0 0 0 0 . ........... Clear. 
4 ... 27.485 64 48 27.38tl 48.;:; 46 81.5 E. 
' l. 0 0 0 0 ............. . ............... ............... . ............ Clear. Station 1 . . . 
1 
24.li0 74 38 24. 018 38 36 80 E. 18 1. 62 .... 0 0 0 0 ............ ............ .. ... . .............. . ........... Clear. 
2 ... { 24 778 69 41.5 24.717 41.5 38 69.9 N.E. 11 .60 .... 0 0 0 0 ............ . ............... . .............. . ............ Clear. 
3 ... 10 0 1 .. : 270 65 46 26.195 46 41 61.7 N.E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 0 . ............ . . .............. ................ ............. Clear. 
' 4 -- 27.475160 46 27.388 46 44 84.3 E. 
. ·r 0 0 0 0 ............ ................. .. ............... . . .. ....... Clear. Station 1 ... 
1 
24.105 77 36 24.006 36 34 80 N.E. 20 . 2. 00 .... 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
11 ., 124. 769171 ............ ... ...... ..... . ................. . ............ 2 ... 40.5 24.704 40.5 36 60.5 s.w. 8 .:i2 ... 0 0 0 0 Clear. -1 3 ... 26.249 ,61 46 26. 184 46 41 61.7 N.E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 g ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~:~: 0 4 ... 127.460,60 46 27.371 46.5,43 73.2 E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 ~ 
Meteorological?·ecm·djor June 8, 187:3-Continued. 
c$ • • 
f: 1: 'fliERM. ~ llYGROM. ~ WL.'iD. 
~ $ --- 2 ---::l ---
.g. '2::i 1;5 ..0 . ., ..... ..ci ..::l>, .i ~-·~CV~~6 
""§ ..... 0 ~ Q) "' Q) Q) ~ "i:i cv. ~ 0 ...... ~ J..o..... ;:. 1>, ~~ ~~ g ~ ~ ~~ 2 ~ -~ ~ ~,g ; ;i ~~-
C) 8 .... .... 0.. .... t>, Q) - "" .......... Q) ....... c ~ "'""' ~ ...:t M f::j ~ t> <l) -~ ~ 0 ~ $ ~-~ H ~ ~ ~ o A p- ~ A p.o.. ~A~ 
-----------
Stntiou~ ·-·1 { 12 0 { ~~4-~~~72 36 ;4.01236 34 ~0 N.E.,18,1.62
1 
.... ~--. 'd :.4. to>ti 68 40 :A. 698 40 36 !i4. 5 N. 4 . 08 390 
3 . .. :.:01bt 26.252 ti2 -15 26. 185 45 41 68. 4 N. E. 4 . Oi:! 190 
4. .. mg · 27. 160 61 45 27. 370!46 42. 5 72. 9 E. 4 . 08 . . .. 
LOWE!t CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. · RAIN AND SNOW. ·8 ~ 
~ 
..0 15 ..0 
.3 8 .:3 
~ <1 . ~ 
--------
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
.. I g~~ ..0 -1"1 cv § ~~~ 8 s ~ s .... 8 







"' ...,o> ~"~"" :::~ os ~8 




Meteorological 1·ecm·d jm· June 9, 1:-:73. 
Station 1. ·· } 
3 .. . 
:3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station~ ::: ~ 
3 ... 5 4 ... . 
Station 1. · · } 2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1. · · } 
2 ... 
:3 ... 
4 . .. 
Station 1 . .. } 
2 .. 
3 ... 
4 . .. 
Station 1. .. ~ 2 .. . 
:i ... 
1 ... 
a.m.. ~- ----~-----~ - I 
21. 085 68 35 24. 005 35 33 80 N . E. 
1 o 5 24. 752 67 4~. 5 ~4. 69li 4~ 36 64. 5 N. { ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~ :~ ~~: 5~~ :~· 5 !}: g ~~: ~ ~ .. 
:H. C75166 35 24. 000·35 33 80 N. E. 
2 o { ~4. !33 6~ 4~ 24. 6~8 ' 4~ 36 6~. 5 N. \';'. 
-6. 2-10 63 -lo 26. 1tl 4o. 5 41 6.>. 0: N. E. 
27. 4ti0 60 43 27. 373 4-1 40 67. 71 E. 
{ 
24. 075165 34 \H. 002
1
34 31 69 N. E. 
3 0 24. 745170 39. 5
1
24. 682 39. 5:36 68. 5I N. E. 
26.240164 46 26. 169 46. 5 41 58. 5 N. E. 27. 456159 42. 5
1
27. 371!43 5 39. 5 67. 3 N. E. 
~4. oy~ 1u6 34 23. 99? 34 ~1 ~9 N. ~-4 0 5 :M. 73.>165 39 24. 683139 34 o4. 7 N. { 26. 240,63 44. 5
1
26. 171 45 39. 5
1
57. 0 E. 
27. 4tl:! 56 42 27. 384 43 40 75. 0 E. 
24. 08;) 70 37 24. OOL ;n 34 71 N. E. 
5 O 5 :H. 750 69 39 24. 689139 :14. 5
1
58. 6 N. E. 
{ ,26. 240 61 43. 5 26. 176144 40 67. 7 ~.E. 
1
27. 468 55 41. 5
1
27. 3931-12. 5 39. 5 74. 7 E. 24. 090 74 38 23. 998 38 35 71 N. E. 
6 0 5 2 1. 749 66 4:!. 5 '24. 695 42 3i 1>7. 7 N. W. ( \26. 231 56 44. s
1
2r.. 18 l 44. 5 39. 5\60. 2 N. E. 
21. 468,55. 5 43 27. 392,44 40. 5 71. 6 E. 
2412.881 .. .. 6 . 18 ... . 
5 .12 ... . 
4 • 08 
20 2. 00 
~ .12 ... . 
6 .18 .. .. 
4 . 08 ... . 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
5 .12 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
6 .ltL ... 
6 .18 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
12 . 72 . .. . 
7 .24 .. .. 
6 .18 .. .. 
4 . OS- ... 
12 . 72 .. .. 
81 . 32 .. .. 4 . 08 ... . 
3 . 04 .. .. 















Hazy ....... . 
0 0 












































































































Station k : : ( 
3 .. . 5 
4 . .. 
Stat-ion l. ·- } 
2 . .. 
3 . .. 
4 .. 
Station ~ : :: ( 
3 . .. 5 
4 .. 
Station L .. ~ 
2 --
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 . - - ~ 
2 . .. 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 . · - ~ 
2 . .. 
3 ... 
4 ... 
:24. 088175 39 24. 993139 135 63 N. E. 
7 0 ~ iN. 7:15162 43 24. 690 42.5137 5~. 5 N. l ~~: ;~~ ~ gg_ 5 :z. 5 ~~- ~~~ ~~- 5 :;. 5 ~~: ~ ~: 
24. 070 72 40 23. 9il2 40 35 56 N. 
7 57 { 24. 725 62 44 24. Geo 43. 5 37 47. 8 N. 
• 26.235 61 49.5 26. 171 50 44. 5 61.4 0 
27. 448 57 50 27. 368 51 43 69. 8 N. 
24. 060 67 41 23. 982 41 36 60 N. E. 5 24. 740 65 46 24. 688 46 3d 40. 0 N. 0 { 26. 235 61 53 26. 171 53 45 48. 3 N. W. 
21. 447 59 58 21. 362 59 49 n 2 s. E. 
24. 075 66 42 24. 000 42 37 57 N. 
10 o 5 24. 730
1
67 46. 5 24. u74 46 37 33. 0 N. 
{ 26. 235 63. 5 54 26. 165 54 44 37. 6 N. E. 
27. 4H 59 59. 5 27. 356 60 47 29. 3 N. 
24. 058 66 44 23. 983 44 39 59 E. 
11 0 5 24. 72" 64 49 24. 670 48. ~ 40. 5 43. 2 N. { 26. 235 64 56 26. 164 56 46 3!:!. 9 N. W. 
27. 429 61 62 27. 339 63 49 28. 3 N. 
24. 070 66 45 23. 995 45 40 60 E. 
12 5 24. 72t:! 62 52 24. 683 51. 5 42 37. 5 N. 
p. m . 
m { 26. 220169 !'>9 26. 137 59 47 33. 0 N. 
27. 419 63 66 27. ::!24 66 52 31. 8 S. E. 
Station 1. .. } 24. 050 64 48 23. 979 48 43 62 S. E . 
2. .. 1 0 5 ,24. 740171 54. 5 24. 675 53. 5 43. 5 36. 9 N. ~ - :: i ~~: ;gg ~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~g ~ ~~ g~ ~g: ~ ~: ~~: 
Station 1. . . } { 24. 045.166 48 2:3. 970148 43 62 · 0 
2 - . 2 0 24. 705 69 53. 5 24. 644 53' 44 44. 5 N. 3 . - . 26. 190 72.5 64 26.099 64 52 38.5 0 
4 . .. 27. 38L69 69 27.271 69 55 35.0 N. W. 
Station 1 . . 24. 030166 48 23. 955148 42 56 W . 2 · · · ( 3 o 5 ;~- 685165 ~4 ~4. 63~ 1 53. 5 44 42. 2 N. 3 . . 5 { :.6. 182 75 ti4 - 6.085164 50 29. 5 N . W. 4 . .. 27. 370 74 7 l 27.238 71 56 33.0 N. W. 
Station 1 . .. 24. 015 69 48 23. 933 48 43 62 0 
2 .. . ( 4 0 5 24. 670
1
66 58 24. 616 !'>7 46 35. 8 N. W . 
3... 5 { 26. 160 74 64 26. 065 64 51 34. 0 N. 
Station t: :- ~~: ~~~ ~~~ . ~g ~~: ~~g ~g ~~ ~~· 0 N. :' · 
2 . .. ( 4 57 5 24. 659 67 56.~ 24. 6~3 ~ 56. 5 ~6 ~9. 9 N. W . 3 . .. 5 { 26. 142 73 64.;) ~6. OJO ~4. 5 ;J l. 5 34. 6 N. W. 
Station t:: ~~: f~~ ~~ ~~- 5 ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~· 5 ~: ~~· 5 N. :r· 
2 ... ( 6 0 5 24.670 73 56 24. 601 155 45 38.8 N. W . 3 .. . 5 { 26. 140171 62 26.052 62 5~ 46. 1 N. W. 

















































. 241.- .. 
. 72 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
.01 .. .. 
.98 .. .. 
. 60 .. .. 
0 
.02 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.98 .. .. 
.12 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.50 .. .. 
1.28 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
. 50 ... . 
. 08 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
. 18- -.-
.18 .... 
. 08 ... 
. 081.07 
.02 ... . 
.32 .. . . 
. 02 .. .. 
.18 . .. 
. 0 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
0 
.181 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
0 
.60 .. .. 
.12 ... . 
.18 ... . 
0 .. .. 
.50 .. .. 
.12 .. .. 
.18 . . - . 
0 .. .. 








Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ....... . 




Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Ha.zy . .... .. . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hnzy .. .... · . 
Strat.us . . . l-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy . ..... . 
Stratus ... 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ...... .. 
0 0 
0 0 




Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy .. ...... 
0 0 
Hazy .. . ... .. 
Stratus . .. 1-4 























































Cirrus ... . 
















































N . E.1 ......... 1 .......... I ...... .. N.E ............... . ..... .. ... .. . 
N.E .......... . ....... ... ...... . . 
N.E. s .................... - -- ·· ·· · 
N.E ........................ .. .. . 
N. .. ........ 1 ........ .. ~--------N. E . ·s ............................ . 
N.E ........... . ........ . .... ... . 
0 ..... .. ................... .. 
N. ···•···················· ·· · N.s . ..... .. .. . 
N. E ....... . .' .. ........... ... .... .. 
··::·i ·l: :::::::::l::::::::::l:::::::: 





































































Metem·ological?•eco1·djor Jttne 9, 1873-Contmued. 
~ d s ~;- E: TIJERM. 0 ~ ~ .---~ 
.gd .gd fij ._; . ~~ 
~ .3 ~:3 ~ ~ ~ ~OJ ~ a e ~8.~ 




;9 :e ~i-1 g ::3 ::3 .. .......... .a.!:> ·~ 13 
» ~ ~ e 
A ~ ~ iS 
WIND. I LOWER CLOUDS. 
~r~ 1 · 1 ~ g ~~ ~ ~ ~ >=I o..::l ~ ~ P.,·g -d ::3 0 0 f;j ~ ~ ~~ >=I s ~ I>P<p.;P<A 
----,~---·-·-p.m. J --1-1--
-<1 
Slntion l. .. j { 23.995,71 45 ,23.90945 40 \00 
2. - . ~ 7 o ;!4. 638.60 52. 5.24. 597 52. 5 42. 5135. 6 N. ~: :: 5 ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~: g~~ ~g- 5 ;~ ~~: ~ N. :r. 
Station 1... 23. 070165 43 23. 897 43 39 66 0 2, ... ~ 8 o 5 24. 620163 48 24. 572 48 40 42. 6 N. E . 3.-- { { 26. 130 71 54 26. 042 54 46 49. 3 0 
4... 27.30065 55 27. 20056_ 48 51.2N.W. 
:::lta tion 1 ... 23. 970 fi3 42 23. 901 ,42 38 65 0 
2 .. - } 9 0 5 1;4. 620 ~0 ~6. 5124. 57~1 ~6. 5 39 ~4. 1 N. 3.. . { :..6. 115ti9 ::>1 126. 03;. ::>1 44 ::>2. 5 0 
4... 27. 300:65 52 27. 200153 46. 5 57. 4 N. Station 1. .. 23. 9()0 62 42 
1
23. 893 42 37 58 E. 
2 ... } 10 0 5 24.6 18,GI 45 24 . 575~5 38. 5~9-~ N. 3 . .. { 
1
26. 110 G7 50 26. 032 ::>0 43 ol." N. E. 
. 4..- 27. 28? 62 50 27. 19~ 1 50 45 ~~- 6 TN. 
Station 1 .. 23. 944 63 41 23. 87;-, 41 36 ::> 1 N. E. 
2 ... ~ 1122 5 24.616~6 44.5 ,24.562:44.537 4l.G ~.E. 3.-- 5 ( 26. 09fi ti6 48
1
26. 014 4t! 41 49. 4 N. E. 
4... 27. 260 59 47 27. 175 47. 5 42 59. 4 N. 
Station 1 .. . } { 12.3. 940 65 40 23. 867 40 • 35 56 N. 
2 . . . 12 0 24. 590 63 44 24. 542 44 36 37. 2 N. E. 
3 .. mid 't. ,- ~6. 0~~ · 66 48 26. 0~~ 48 4 L 49. 4 N. E. 
4 ... ._7_ 2::>::>\61 46. 5\27. 16oj47 42 62. 4 N. 
0 0 1---- Smoky . ... l ..•. 12 .72 .... Stratus . . . 1-4 
1 . 01 ..... . Hazy ..... ... 
0 0 . ..... 0 0 
0 0 Hazy .... . 
8 . 32 Stratus . .. 1-4 
0 0 ...... .. Hazy ..... 
2 . 02 Str·n.tus . .. 1-8 
0 0 llaz.v ..... 
10 . 50 Stratus ... 1-4 
0 0 . ..... 0 0 
2 . 02 0 0 
10 . 50 ..... Hazy .... . . ..... 
5 .12 ....... 0 0 
2 . 02 ........ 0 0 
4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 
12 . 72 ....... 0 0 
10 . 50 ....... 0 0 
1 .Ill ...... 0 0 
4 . 08 ..... 0 0 
14 
-98 ...... 0 0 
() 
.18 220 0 0 
1 . 01 84 0 0 
6 .18 . ...... 0 0 
UPPER CLOUDS. 
l'lb.O~ ~ ~-~! 
._; ::3 co-0 -~§~ >=I 8 ~ -<1 A 
0 g 1:::::::: 0 
0 0 ..... ... . ... 
0 0 . .......... 
0 0 ........... 
0 0 ...... .. .... . 




0 0 . ............ 
0 0 . .... . ....... 
0 0 .. ............ 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N.s. 
Cin-us .... 1-4 0 
Cirrus .... 1-8 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Metem·ological1·econl for Ju.ne 10, 1873. 
RAIN OR SNOW. .::e; <lo 
f..< >=I 
't:i <t-< W O.-o -~=~ ~Q) 
Q) 
._; ::~;=: s Q) ::3<l:> 
8 oe "d Sr-. 0 1=1 
Q P'l <tlo 
----------
............. . ............ Clear. 
Clear. 
................. 
·--- -- ·-· · 
. .......... . Clear . 
.............. ....... .... .... ... ....... ... ... Clear . 
............... . . ............ .... . .... ........ . Clear. 
. .. .... .. .. ... .. . ......... .... ..... . .......... . Fair. 




.................. . ............... . . ........... Clear. 
................ ........... ... ... ...... ..... . Clear. 
................. ............... . . ............. Clear. 
. ................ ..... ...... .... ... ... ...... ... Fair. 
.. ................ .................. ............. Clear. 
. ................. .................... ...... ...... Clear. 
. ................ . . .......... .... .. ..... ........ Clear. 
. ................ ................ ............ Clear. 
. ............... ................ . ............ Clear. 
.. ................. ................ Clear. 
. .......... . Clear . 
.. ................. ............ Clear. 
. .................. Clear. 
. ................. ............ .. ..... .. .. .. .. Clear . 
a.m. J I 
'" 23.865140 I" 56 N. 10 -50 0 ~' Cin-~ •.•• 1 ] .~ ·N.E:;.· :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::: ~~1~.:· Station 1. .. 1 { 23. 915 G8 ---2- -- 1 0 :'.!4. 590\65 44 24. 53il 44 36 37.2 N.E. 5 .12 0 48 2G. 000 48 41 49.4 E. 1 • OL 0 0 Cirro-strat 2-4 ..... . . ............ ................... . ............... . ............ Fnir . 46. 5 27. 179 47. 5 43 66.3 N. 4 • (}J Stratus .. 1-4 Cirrns .... 1-4 ........... ................... ...... .... ....... .............. Fair. 56 N. 8 . 32 . .... 0 0 CiiTLlS-- .. 2-4 N. ..................... . ............... . ........... . Fair . '14 24. 5:!8 44 36 37.2 N.E. () . 18 . ..... 0 0 Cirrus . ... 3-4 
Remarks. 
-------
L li;&:!T St:\tiOn 1 ... 1 1
2:.1. 945 69 




























Station 1. .. ~ 3 ""T 39 23.853 39 '35 63 N. 4 2 ... 0 { ;!4. $j 68 45 24. 527 4.1 :~6 31.4 N.E. 7 3 . . . 26. 0"0 59 49 25. 980 49 43 57.2 E. 2 4 . .. 27.270 59 47.5 27.185 48.5 43 60. 2 N. 3 Station 1. .. 23. 935 67 40 23. 857 40 36 63 0 0 
2 ... ~ 4 0 { 24. 5135r5 44.5 24.53:3 44 36 37.2 NE. 12 3 ... 26.048 58 47 25. 990 47 41 55.4 E. 1 
4 ... 27. 270 59 47.5 27.185 48.5 43 60.2 N. ..: 
Station 1. .. 
} 5 0 { 
~~: ~~~~ ~g 40 23. 870 40 36 63 N.W. 4 45 24.538 45 :n 38.6 N.E. 14 2 . .. 
3 . .. 26. 037 56 47 25.985 47 40 413.3 E. 1 
4 ... 27.269 58 46 27. 186 47 42 62.4 N. 3 
Station 1. .. 
0 { 
23. 9:~5 63 41 23. 86G 41 37 65 N.W. 12 
2 . .. ~ 6 2-1.583 6~ 46.5 :24. 53tl 46 3!J 47.1 N. lG 3 . .. 26. 056 59 48.5 25. 996 48.5142 53.4 E. 1 4 . .. :27. 270 57 46 27. u;o 47 4:J 62.4 N . 4 
Station 1 ... 23. 93~ 63 43 23. 866 43 37 58 N.W. 8 
2 . .. ~ 7 0 { 24. 595 65 48 24.543 47.540 45.4 N.W. 13 3 ... 26. 070 60 53 26.008 53 45 48.3 0 0 
4 ... 27.264 58.5 49.5 27.180 50 48 135.6 N .E. 3 
Station 1. .. ~ 7 57 ~ 23. !J03 58 44 2::1.847 44 39 59 N. 10 2 . .. :24. 595 64 50 24. 545 49 40 37.3 N . 13 3 ... :W. 05t: oO 56 25. 9!l6 56 47. 548.3 N.W. 2 
4 . .. 27. 26f 60 58 27. 181 59 50 413.4 N. 2 
Stat.ion 1. .. 
} 9 0 { 
2:3.910 60 47 23. 847 47 42 62 . E. 1 
2 .. . :24. 5150 f>O 53 24. 53!! 52 42 35.0 N. 4 
3 .. 26. 060 61 58 25. 996 58 47 37.0 N.E. 2 
4 ... 27.253 62 63 27. 160 (j3 49 28. :l E . 2 
Station 1 ... }w 0 { 23.915 59 50 23. 855 50 46 71 E. 5 () 24. 5!JO 62 54 24.545 53 43.539.3 N. 12 3 .. . 26. 0513 64 61 25.987 61 9 35.31N.W. 2 4 ... 27. 250 63 66 27. 155 67 52 28.7 E. 4 
Station 1 ... }u 0 { 23. 915 58 51 23.857 51 45 59 E. 4 2 .. . 24. uoo 69 55 24.539 55 47 ~g:~:~:~: 11 3 . . . 26.058 64 63 25.987 63 52 2 
4 ... :27.250 65 68 27. 150 68 55 38.1 N. 4 
23.920 58 53 23.862 53 46 54 0 0 Stat.ion 1 ... }12m. { 58 24. 542157 2 .. . 24. GOO 68 143 46.5 N.W. 11 3 .. . 26.060 68 
., '-'·"r 53 39.5 N. 2 4 ... 27.249 67 70 27. 146 70 156 35.9 N. 4 Stat.ion 1. .. ('t~_{ 23.910 58 54 23.852 54 146 49 w. 4 2 ... 24.6::0 82 61 24. 53161 50 4l:l.4,N.W. 11 3 ... 2G. OGO 71 G5 25. 972 65 53 39.5 N. 4 
4 ... 27.247 71 73 27. 135173 157 
"-rW. 6 St.'ltion 1 ... 1 o{ 23.910 
58 53 23.852 f:i3 45 4i3 w. 6 
2 ... 2 24. 612 79 ~~ ~;: ~~g ~ ~~ '49 79.2 w. 14 3 ... 26. 045 70 55 313.1 w. 10 
4 ... :27. )241 74 174. 5 27. 1:Jl j75 .60 36.7,N. W. 81 
. 08 .... Stratus ... . 3-4 Hitlden ........... . ... 
. 24 ...... 0 0 Cirrus .. . . 3-4 N.E.s. 
. 02 
---· 




Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
---··-·· 0 
----
Stratus .... 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 
. 72 ...... Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... ::!-4 N.E.s. 
. 01 ... 0 0 Cirro-cum 2-4 N.E. 
.04' .... Stratus ... . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N • 
. 08 ...... Stratus.: .. 2-4 CirruR .... 1-4 0 
. 98 
--·· 
Stratus ... . 14 Cinus .... 1-4 N.E.s. 
0 {Cirro-cum 1-4 N. J . 01 
-- --
0 Cirro-:;t.rat 1-4 s. 
. 04 Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 ..... . ........... 
. 72 
·--- Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
1. 28 ...... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 N.E.s. 
. 01 ... 0 0 Cirro-cum 1-4 N.E. 
. 08 . ..... Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1·4 N. 




Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N.E.s. 
0 . .. . . Hazy ...... Cirro-cum 1-4 N.E. 
. 04 Stratus . ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
. 50 ...... Hazy ...... Cirrus .... 2-4 N. 
. 84 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 N.s. 
. 0:2 ...... Hazy ...... Cirro-cum 2-4 N.E. 
. 02 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. 
. 01 
--- · 
Hazy ...... Cirro-strat 2-4 ............. 
.08 Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus ... 2-4 
O'l . ..... Hazy ...... . .. Cirrus . ... 3-4 N.E. 
.02 0 0 Cirrus ... . 3-4 · N. 
.12 ...... Hazy .•.... . .. Cino-strat 2-4 . .......... . 
. 72 ...... Stratu::> .... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N.s. 
0" 
. : ::, Hazy
0 
...... Cirrus .... 2-4 NE. 
. 08 0 Cirrus .. . . 2-4 N. 
. 08 ...... Hazy ..... . Cirro-strat 3-4 .. .......... 
. 60 ....... Str:uus . ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N.s. 
0'> ....... Hazy ...... . ..... Cirrus .... 1-4 N.E. 
. 08 ....... 0 0 Cirrus .... 3-4 N. 
0 Hazy ... .. . 1Cirrus . ... 1-4 JN.W. ...... ---- I Cnnmlus .. 1·4 
. 60 Stratus .... 1-4 Cirrus ... . 2-4 N.s. 
. 02 Ha.zy ...... Cumulus .. 1-4 N .E. 
. 08 96 Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus . . .. 1-4 N. 
. 08 
---· IIazy ..... Cirro-cum . 2-4 N.W. 
. 60 
---· 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-·1 N.!:l. 
. 08 . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . Cirro-cum . 2-4 N. 
. 18 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulus .. 2·4 N. 
. 18 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
. 98 ... . Stratus ... l-4 Cumulus .. ,2·4 N.s. 
.50 .. . . Smoky ....... . Cumulus .. 1-4 w. 
. 32 .... Hazy .... .. ... Cumulus .. 1-4 N. 
···------· 
... ........ .... 
.. ...... Cl~udy. 
........ I•'::nr . 
............. ... . 
-- ------ -- -------· 
Fair. 
· -------- - .... ------ . .......... Fair. 
.............. 
---·------
. ............ Cloudy. 
Fair . 
--------- · ---------- --------
Fa.l.r . 
·---- -·-·· ·--------- ·-------
Fair. 
. ............... . ................. ............ Fair. 
................. 








... ............. ............. Fair . 
- ----··· ·· ---- ---·-
............ Clear • 
................ .......... Fair . 
.............. ... . ................ ............ Fair. 
. ................ ................ ............ Fair. 
.................. ......... ....... ........... Clear • 
Fair. 
. .. ............... 
·····-- ---
............. Fair. 
.................. ... ...... ...... . .............. Fair. 
................. ................. ........... Fair. 
--------· 
. ...... ......... . 
----·--· 
Fair. 
.......... ....... ............ Fair. 
Fair. 
---------· ------ ----
..... ........ Fair . 
Fair. 
---------· ·-···---- - - --· -··· 
Fair. 
·--------· ·--------· 
..... ....... Fair. 
----·-----




.... ........... .... 
----·· · -·· --- -----
Fair. 
..... .......... . ........... ....... ............. l•'air'. 




. ............... ... .............. ........... Fair . 
.................. .................. . ............. Fair. 
Fair. 












-·--- - --- · 
. .............. 





------ ·- · · 
.. ................ . 
--------
Fair. 





















Meteotolf)gioaz"?·eom·djol' June 10, 1873-Continued. 
d ~ TRE!Uf.l ~ HYGROM.~ WL.'ID. t I> ... ... Q) ~ --- C'il ___ ::l Ill ~ .0. ..Q .0 · .0· 
.0 d t>. • ~+:i ol'l ~~ ~ '2 .-d ';:ll-< .0 Q)~ ..., ... .,;, ~:3 o <ll p ~ 0 =~ ~'-_f .Q ~ ~tJ t> ·~ ~ .... p 8 .0 CJO "'0" C) Q) C) 0 <I) .0 ~ C) c.<:; 
"' "' 
~·o 0 Cll t -+" <I) C) s ... c. t' ~ ~ .... ~;:... <ll ;.. ·~ 0 c;! C'il ~ ~ 0 ~ Q)<l) ;.. <I) ~-p:; E=l j:q ~ 0 A p.P.. p.;A 
-- - - - - -
-- - -- - - - -
P · m. ,23. !ll0'58 
Station 1. .. } { :1•1. 587 Gl:l 
2 . .. 3 0 26. 045 70 
3 .. 127. :!40 76 
4 . .. 23. !>10 60 
Station 1 .. · ~ { 24. 570 66 
2 .. 4 0 '26. 040 71 
3 .. 121. 236 78 
4... 23.912:67 
Station 1. .. } { :14. 560 66 
2 .. 4 57 :!6. 0-!0 72 
3 .. 27.230 79 
4... 23. 93:1176 
Station 1.-·l { 24. 57. 0 66 
2.. . 6 0 Q6. 055 79 
3.. . 27. 2:35)79 
4 . . . 23. 93,83 
Station 1 . · · } { 24. 578 j. ~ tO 
2 .. · 7 0 .:G. 050 74 
3 .-. 27.225 73 
4 . . 23.94082 
Station 1. .. } ·{ 24. 568,64 
2 .. . 8 0 26. 039 71.. 
3 . . 27. 205167 
4 . - . 23. 930 80 
Station l. · · ~ { 24. 530
1
58 
2 ... 9 0 26.035172 
3... 27. 198168 
4 .. - 23. 922,84 Station~ - -· ) l24.51757 
- .. . \ 10 0 26. 010 70 
3 . . ~ 27. 190,68 
4... 23. 900 85 
StntioJ• ~ .. ~ S 2-1. 4!10 61 
:> .. 1l 22 ) 26. 000 10 
. 1 · l ~7.175,66 •l. .. 
53 23. 852153 45 48 w. 
58 24. 529j58 48 42. 1 N. w. 
65 25. 960 65 .J3 39. 5 w. 
74 27. ll6j74 59 35. 8 N. 
53 23. 8•17 53 45 48 N. W. 
63 24. 516162 49 31. 7 w. 
71 25. 95<!71 i6 29. 2 w. 
73 27. 107 73 56 27. 6 w. 
ii3 23. 8:!~ 1 53 44 ~2 N . W. 62 24. 50til61. 5 4!l 33. 5 w. 
70 25.930 ;o 55 32 N. W. 
72 27. 098 72 56 30.2 :"{, w. 
51 23. 8.38 51 43 45 N. W. 
61 <l-l. 516 60 48. 5 3\i. 6 w. 
G!l 25. 949
1
69 55 35. 0 W . 
69. 5 27. 103 70 55. 5 34. 0 N. W. 
49 23. 823 49 42 50 N. W. 
57 24.515 57. 5 46.5 35.1:l w. 
65 25. 955165 52 35 1 s. w . 
66 27. I 0. 8
1
66 53. 5 38. 3 N". W. 
48 23. 83148 42 56 N. W. 
52 24. 518 5L. 5144 49. 8 w. 
58 25.951 58 50 52.9 N. E. 
57 27. 102157. 5150 55. 3 w. 
~7 ~3. 82? 1~7 42 ?2 - w. 
aO. 5 :...t. 493
1
<>0. 5 44. 5 <>8. <> S. W. 
58 25. 945 58 48 42. 1 N. E. 
60 27. 093.60. 5151 47. 2 s. 
47 23. 808'47 43 69 w. 
50 24. 4. 83150 44.5 61. 4
1
S. W. 
57 25. 925 57 49 52. 1 N. E. 





47 23. 7tl4 47 4:1 69 s. w. 
50 24.44750 45.567.3 w. 





































. 12 . -- . 
. 84 .---
. 12 . --. 
.1e .... 
. 24 --
. 60 . .. 
• 1:2 . - -. 
.32 .. .. 
.24 .. .. 
1. 4~. ---
1~ .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
. 50-- .. 
.24 .... 
.18 .- .. 
.18 ---
. 7Q .. .. 
3.12 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
1. 62 . .. 
1. 44 
.08. ---
.02 .. .. 
2.00 .. .. 
1. 80 .. .. 
.Oil . . .. 
.0:2 ----
2.00 .. . 
.32 .. .. 
. 50 
. 08 - .. 
4. 50 .... 
4.20 ----
.GO .. 
.C2 ... . 
LOWE!~ CLOUDS. 
~ 
..0 p 0 
1'1 8 ~ <lj _ 
Hazy .... . 
Stratus ... 1-4 
~1~~~:::: :::: 
St.ratus . . . 1-4 
~1~r::::::: · 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
~~~~~:::: :::: 




Stratus . _. 1-4 
Smoky .. _ .... 
~::~ ::::: :::· 
Stratus . _. 1-4 
Rmoliy ....... 
Stratus . _. 1-4 
Hazy ... .. . . . 
Stratus . _. 1-4 
Stmtus . _. 1-4 
:Strat.ns .. . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratns .. ·. 2-4 
Stratus . _ _ 1-4 
St.ratus ... 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . _ _ 3-4 
S'tratus . . . 4-4 
8tratus . .. 4-4 
I ~ . 
UPPER CLOUDS. RAm OR SKOW. l '8 ~ 
... ~ 
..0 """' f'ib.ll~ -~ o't:l ~ -~-~ I ~~ <I) 
..0 
..0 p ~oS s <I) ;:l<ll 0 ~88 s oS ~ 8 't:l • 1'""1-~ 0 ~ s ... <lj A 0 ~ ~0 
--------
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. .............. ...... .. . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W.s .... .................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. .... .... ....... . .... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. .. .. - .. _ .... .. _ ....... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. ...................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W.s ........................ . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. ............. ...... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. . ................. ... .. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ....................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W.s . .... ...... ---------- ... . 
Hazy . . _ . _ - - .. _ - .. __ . --- -- . - ... _____ . __ . _ . __ 
Cumu lus .. 1-4 N.W ............... . ....... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-8 :N. W. . : .. ........ _ .... _ .... .. 
0 0 ................. . .......... ----
Hazy .. - ....... -'-... .. . ............. _ .. _ .... .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 .............................. .. 
0 0 .............................. .. 
0 0 ........................... ---
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. .. .................... .. 
Cirrus .... l-4 ........ . ..................... .. 
0 0 ....................... .. ..... .. 
0 0 ...... ...... ............... . ----
Cirro-strat. 1-4 W. . .. _ ............ __ ... _ .. 
0 0 -------- . ........ .... ......... .. 
Cirro-cum 1-4 W. .. .. _ ...... ~-- .... _ ... .. 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. s ............... . ....... .. 
Cino-cum 1-4 W. .. ..... _ ............. _ .. 
Cirrns .. _. 2-4 . _ .. . _ . . .. __ . _. _ .. .• _. __ . __ . . __ . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W . .. ................... .. 
Ci rrus. _ . . 1-4 W. s ......... _ . .......... _ ... 
Cirro-cum 2-4 \V. . .... _ .. _ . .. _ ...... .... . 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. . ..................... .. 
Cumulus .. 34 S. W ... . ........... : .. . ... . .. 































































2 ... !UJ(}. } :!3. 97r; 70 
: 1'-3. 8!)01 ' 3 St.aliou 1. · ·1 } '12_ 0 5 :!4. 47~ ·,9 
t :: night. t 27. 160 66 I 
'46 123.178:46 142 /69 /S. w. l 3616. 481 .. "I Stratus ... 1 4-4 1 Hidden. "1 ''''1 '"'''"1"""''"1"''' 0 ""1""''''1 Cloudy. 50 ~~- 4::3.~ 5.0_. 5 ~6._ 5
1
7·-·4··-· 0 ..18 W  20 2. 00
1
34? t~  -~  ! en ......................................... ~ .57 _;>. 8ll:157 ;>L 6::1.4
1
8. W. 10 . 50 L03 Strat.ns ... 4-4 H1clden ........................................... Cloudy. 
62 27.060,62 -~- 56.1 _ S. 4 .Oil .. .. Stratus ... 1-4 Hidden ........................ ... ................. Cloudy. 
MeteoTological recm·d joT June 11, 1873. 
a.m. 
23. 8eoj83 46 4. 501 .... Station 1 ... ~ 1 ol 23. 768,46 42 69 s.w. 30 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ---- ·------· ....... ..... ... . ..... ............. ............ Cloudy. 2 .. :!4. 477 63 51 24. 42!) 51 48 79.0 w. 32 
''T Stmtus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ...... ............ . . ................ .................. . ...... ..... Threatening. :1 ... 23. 972 66 58 25- 896158 53 ti9.l:l s.w. 1 .24 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 4 ... 27. 162 66. 5 62 27. 061 63 59. 5 80.3 s.w. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ..... . .......... . ..... . ......... ............ Cloudy . Station 1. .. 
} 2 o{ 23. 855 8L 47 23. 749 47 44 77 s.w. 24 2.88 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 2.00 a.m. Light rain. 2 .. 24. 475 63 49. 5 2:!- 42?/49 4~. 5 88.9 w. 17 1. 44 .... Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidrlen ... ....... . ........... 1.40 a.m. . ................. ............. Li.ghtrain . 3 .. 25. 95166 57 2;-,. 87;,,57 5~. 5 71.!) s.w. 6 .18 .... Nimbus ... .J-4 Hidden . .. ...... ........... 1.50 a.m . 
----------
.............. Light rain . 4 .. 27. 155 66 59 
.,. "T' 57. , 35.1 s. 2 . 02 ---- Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. Station 1 . . 
} 3 ol 
23. 860 75 45 23- 766 45 44 92 N.W. 36 6. 48 
-··· 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Heavy rain. 
2 .. :l4. 450 63 48. 5 24- 402 ~~- 5148. 5 tOO w. 28 3. 92 - --- Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 
3 -- 25. !l:JO 65 55 28- 856 ;);} 53. 5 72.5 s.w. 4 . 08 
----
N1mbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . ... 
-------- ····----- -·····---- ····----
Light rain. 4 .. 27. 149 66. 5 57. 5 27. 048 58. 5 55 7R8 s. 2 .j)2 
---· 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . .. . 
· ··-·-- · ····-····· ------- -- - ·-- -----
Cloudy. Station 1 .. 
} 4 ol 
23.82578 48 23.725 48 48 100 w. 24 2. 88 . ... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain. 




Light rain. ' 3 ... 25. 919 64 56 25. 848 56 55 9:3.5 s.w. 5 . 12 
----
Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hiuden ... Light rain. 4 ... 27. 142 64 51 27. 046 58 56. 5 90.6 S. E. 2 . 02 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... .... . ....... 3.50 a.m. 
---------- ·· ······ 
Rain . 
Station ~ . :: ~ 0~ 23. 785 77 48 23. 687 48 48 100 S.IV. 20 2. 00 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. .. ... . ......... ------ ---- ---------- ·····--· Light rain. 5 24.395 ()1 50 24. 352 50 50 100 w. 32 5.12 . ... Niml.Jus .. . 4-4 Hiclden ... Light rain. 3 . .. 5 25.890 63 56 25 821 56 55 93. 5 s. 8 . 32 ..... Nimbua .. . 4-4 Hidden . .. 'l1ip;ht rain. 4 .. 27. 120 65 57 27.020 58.5 56.5 N7. 6 s. 2 . 02 
··--
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . .. . 
· -······ 
............... 
- ~ ..... -.---
····----
Rain. 
Station 1 . .. } 0~ 23.77511 48 23.690 48 48 100 s.w. 12 .72 ....... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . .... . ·····--· ------·--- ---· ··---- ......... Light raiu. 2 .. 6 :'24. 31::!5 57 50 24. :l51 50 50 LOO w. 28 3. 92 . ... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . Heavy rain. 3 .. 23. 895 63 56 25.826 56 55 93.5 s.w. 7 . 24 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Light rain . 4 ... 27. 105 65 58 27.00759 51 87.8 S. E. 2 . 02 
· -·· 






Station 1 .. _ } 
ol 
23.170 68 4fl 23. fi91 48 48 100 s.w. 12 . 72 
· -·· 




. ....... .... Light min. 
• 2 .. 7 24. 415 63 50.5 :H. 367l50. 5 ;,o. 5 100 w. :H 5. 78 ...... :Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... - -- - . ........ ------ -- -- .......... Light rain. 3 .. 25. 911 6.J 55 ~~: g~g ~ ~~ 55 100 N.W. 6 . 18 ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. 6.45 a.m. Cl.oudy . 4 .. 27. 10fl 64 59.5 58 88. 0 N.W. 1 . 01 ... . Nimbus . . . 4-4 Hi<lden . .. Rain. 
Station 1 . .. } 
1
23. 743 65 48 23. 671 ,18 48 100 w. 2t! 3. 92 .. .. Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidtlen ... . ... 
·- ------
................ 
. 15 Light rain • 
2 .. 7 57 :.:4. 415 65 51 24.%351 51 100 N.W. 39 7. 60 . ... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... .... 
--- -- --· ---------· 
7.10a.m. . 76 Cloudy . 
3 . . 125. 910 64 56 25.839 56 55.5 96.1 N.W. 8 . 32 
·· -· 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 






















d c': s .,:, TBELUf. llYGHOM. ·S t > 0 .... .... 
:ll :ll --- "' ---.a. 
.gQ P· ~ P._; o:::l .g .,:; rg.e ] ,.!:) <l:>t' ~ .s ~-9 'i3 0 ..... Q .... Q.) ..,ell ., .... C-.'> 13 <3 00 C) ,.!:) ~ 0 'C) Cl) 0 "' 0 ~ >: ~ t) s ~ ..... ~ ~ Q.) ~ H ~ I': 0 A ::.:; ~ <!j l'<l 0 
a. 9n. 
48 LOO Station 1 ... 23.765 63 48 ~3. 697 -1!:! 
2. -- } 11 o{ 2-1. -140 64 51.5 24. 390 5~ 51 LOO 3 ... 25. 938 66 56 25.862 5 56 Lt;O 
4 ... 27. l:ll 67 63.5 27.0286-1 56 57.5 
Stalion 1. __ 23. 800 71 4d 23.715 48 48 100 
2.- - } 12m. { 2~. 463 67 51 24. 407 51 50.5 96.4 3 ... 25.950 68 . 56 25. 869 56 56 100 
4.-- 27.149 68 64.5 27.044 65 61 78. 3 
p. ?n. 
23. 8 10 71 23.725-18 47 92 Station~:: : } 48 o{ 2-1. 463 ii4 50.5 24. 415 50 50 i . 0 3 -- 1 25.980 69 56 25. 897 36 56 100 
4 ... 27. 175 69 64 27.067 64 60 78. 0 
Station ~:: : } 23.762 67 47 23. 685 47 46 92 o{ :24. 470 59 49. 5 24.431 ..19 49 LOO 3.-- 2 25. 98t: 70 55 25. 903 55 55 100 
4 ... 27. 17!) 67 65 :!.7. 066 65 61 78. 3 
Staiiou ~ :: } 2:i. 750 62 47 23. 684 47 46 92 
3 o{ :24. 49; 69 48. 5 24. 4:-!4 48 48 100 3 -- 2.3. 99:! ~4. 5.54 - 2:'). 9il0 j54 53 93. 3 
4 ... 27. 207 , .,_ , .,_ ,..," I" 77. (i 
Station 1. .. } 2:3. ';'(i0 60 -16 23. 698,46 45 92 
2 4 o{ 24.495 65 47 24. 443 ,47 47 100 3 .. 26. 005 68 55 2;\. 924,55 53 86. !l 
4 .. 27. 201 69 G5 27. O!lJ 65. 5 60 70.8 
Station ~::: } 
4 :')71 2.1. 750 58 45 23. 692,45 44 92 24.500 61 47 24. 457 47 47 100 3 ... 26.01 0 67 5-1 25. 932 54 53 93.::! 
4 -- :!.7. s::oo 69 63 27. 092:63 57. 5 69.6 
Station ~::: } 
6 o{ 23.8 14 64 43 23. 74:H3 42 91 24. 53t 68 47 24. 480147 46. 5 96. 1 3 ... ::!6. 035 70 53 25. 950 ,53 5~ 93.2 
4 ... :H.231 fj!) 6 1 27. 123,(il ;)7 76.9 
Stntion 1 ... ~ 
7 oi :!:.1. BOO '13 43 2J. 732,·13 42 91 " ~·!· 5~!1 ~~ ~~ ~~~: ~~~ ~g ~~ 100 :1. ~U. 0.>0 !l3. 0 
4 .• :!7. 240 li7 59 ;27. 137,39 55 7li.l 
Meteo1·ological1·eco1'd fm· June 11, 1873-Coutinued. 
~ . 




d t'...: 2:?~ 6 ,......- b.C .,:; 0-o ~~ ... . ~ ...;; ~-~T -~ -+"<l:> 0 "8 g ~ oo& ~~ >=i >=i Q.) .-d ~.== 0,.!:) :::1 :::1 ooS s ::I ell C) 00(/1 ,..,C) .,:; .,:; 0 -~e~ Q.) os Cl) d;8 <ll;... =;.s 0 s "0 .!::; ;.,<ll ~ s ~ s ~ 13 ... 
A p.P. ~A A ~ <Q ~ <!j A 0 l'<l ..qo 0 
--- ----
N.W. 18 1. 62 . .. . Stratus ___ 4-1 Hidden_ .. 
· ·-
... . .... . ........... ... ............ . ........... 
w. 37 6. 84 
---· 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ___ 
N.W. 8 . 32 
----
Stratus_-- 4-4 Hidden . . . 
N.W. 8 . 32 . ..... Stratus _ .. 4-4 Hidden __ _ 
N.W. 26 3. 38 
----
Stratus. __ 4-4 B idden ___ 
w. 38 7. 2~ ...... Stratus __ . 4-4 Hidden __ _ 
N.W. 6 .18 . .. .. . Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden·- -
w. 6 .18 98 Stratus . __ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
N.W. 30 4. 50 ..... . Stratus _ .. 4-4 Hidden ___ . ..... ........ .. ... 
--------- · 
.......... ....... ............ 
N.W. 31 4. 80 
----
Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
N.W. 5 . 12 
-· -· 
Stratus_ ._ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
N.W. 6 .18 
--- -
Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidr1en __ _ 
w. 40 8. 00 
---· 
Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden_. _ 
w. 32 5.12 
--- · 
Stratus_._ 4-4 Hidden __ _ 
N.W. 5 .12 
-- --
Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden-·-
·-- - --------
............. . 
--- --- ---· 
. ....... ..... 
N.W. 6 .18 ..... . Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
w. 36 6. 48 ... ... Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
N.W. 43 9. 24 
-·- · 
Stmtus .. 4-4 Hidden __ 
-:N.--w:· N.W. 6 .18 ...... Stratus ___ 3-4 Cumulus __ 1-4 
N. 6 .U:l 
--- -
Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden .. . 
N.W. 44 9. 68 
----
Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ... 
N.W. 36 6. 48 
----
Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
N.W. 8 . 32 ...... St,ratus . _. 3--1 Cumulus . . 1-4 N.W. 
N.W. 8 . 32 
--- -
Stratus __ 3-4 Hidden __ _ 
w. 50 4. 50 ...... Stratus __ 4-4 Hidden ___ . 06 
w. 40 8. 00 ....... SLratus . . 4-4 Hidden _ _ _ .. _ - -_ - ... . - . - __ - - . - - - . --- . - . - . . - - - . - - - -
N.W. 8 . 32 . ...... Stratus. __ 3-4 Cumulus. 1-4 N. W .......... . .................. 
w. 8 . 32 
--- -
Stratus __ . 3-4 0 0 ................. . .. .. ...... - - --- ---
N.W. 36 6. 48 
--- -
St-ratus ___ 4-4 Hidden-·- - --- --- ---- --- ----·-- - ------ ---·- --··-· -w. 39 7. 60 
-- -· 
Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden ___ -. __ _ . --. _ . . _. __ .. - __ . -.--- .. -... ---.--. 
N.W. 6 .18 
----
StratuR. __ 3-<1 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W . . ......... ---------- ........ N.W. 10 . 50 ...... Str::ttns. __ 3-4 0 0 ------- ---------- ------- -- ........ N.W. 30 4. 50 ...... Stratus ___ 4-4 
































































Station 1...1} {'23: 774160 42 23. 7!2142 41 91 N . W. 
2. -- !:! 0 24. 510,55 44 24. 4;-,0;44 44 100 w. 
3 .- . ,26. 040 66 50 23. 964 150 49 92. 7 N.W. 
4 . -- 27.240,65 57 27. 142,57 53 75.2 N.W. 
Station 1. . . } { ~3. 850,67 41 23.77341 40 91 N.W. 
2 . - - 9 0 24. 510 5:1 43 24. 484 43 43 100 w. 
3. -- 26. 050167 49 2.'5. 972149 48 29; 6 N.W. 
4- -- 27. 260167 56 27. 155 56. 5 52 71.9 N.W. 
Station 1 . . . } { 23. 830 69 40 23.769140 39 91 N.W. 
2 . - - 10 0 ~4. 5~~15 4 42 24.492 42 42 100 N.W. 3 - - - 26. 0;)..< 64 48 2ii. 981 48 47 92.5 N.W. 
4.-- 27. 270 ti2 54.5 27. 178 55 51.5 77. 4 N. 
Station 1 . . . . { 23. 850 60 39 23.788 39 38 91 N.W. 
2 . - - ~ 11 2'> 24. 5~8 56 40 24. 506 40 40 100 N.W. 
3 . - - ~ 26. 062 64 45.5 25.991 45.5 45.5 100 N.W. 
4.-- 27.280 62 52.5 27. 188 :i3 50 79.8 ~T.W. 
Station~:::( 1 ~ 0 { 23.840 64 39 23. 769 39 38 91 N.W. ll4. 54:3 57 39.5 24. 509 :39 39 100 N.W. 
3 nucl- 26. 060 62 -15 25. 993145 -l5 100 N.W. 
4:::1 ~night. 27.285 62 52 27. 193 52. 5 50 82.9 N.W. 
Station 1. -·l 2 . . . 
3 . . . 
4 .. . 
Station L- · } 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
4 .. . 
Station ~ :: · ( 
3 .. . 5 
4 .. . 
Station~:: : ( 
3 .. . 5 
4 .. -
Station L . ( 
3 .. . 5 
Stati01.1 ~:: :1 } 2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 ... 
a.1n. I I j I I 23. 845 69 39 23. 764 39 38 91 N. W. 
1 {l 5 24. 5~0 57 38. 52~. 51613i4. 5
1
38. 5 100 N. W. 
l 26. 0:'0 60 44 2;). 98R 44 43.5 95. 8;N. W. 
1
27.294 62 50 27. 2~2 151 48 17!l. 0 N. W. 
23. 8:35 65 38 2J. 762138 38 100 N. W. 
2 0 5 ,24. 567 ~4 37 ;~- 517 37 37 120 ~- w. 
l l26. 05! ;)9 43. 5 ;.;). 99~ !43. 5
1
43 19;). 8 N. W. 
27. 29~ 61 50 27. 20;)151 48 79. 0 N. 
23. 800 64 35 2:l 748 35 34 190 N. W. 
3 0 5 , ~4. 560 1~5 37 24. 508:36. 51·36. 5120 s. w. 
( ~~: ~~~ ~~- 5 :~ ~~: ~~~ ~:~. 5 !~· 5'gf: ~~~: :;: 
23. s:lO 54 33 23. 780.33 32 90 IN. w. 
4 0 { 24. 579 62 35. 5124. 534 35 35 100 s. w. 
26. OG4 57 41. 5 26. !J99 45 41 95. 6 N. 
27. 301 58 46 27. 218 47 44 77. 2 N. W. 
23. 7!J;i 54 32 23. 745132 31 89 N. W. 
5 0 5 24. 579 63 34. 5.24. 5Jl 34 34 100 s. w. 
J 26. 070 56 39. 5 26. 017 39. 5,38 86. 3 N. 
t 27. 31 8 57 45 127.238 46 143.5 SO. 5 S. E. 
23. 835173 34 23. 766 ,34 32 179 N. W. 
6 O { 24. 590163 34. 5 24. 442134 33. 5 -~94. 71N. W. it6. 077!55 37. 5 26. 026!37. 5 37 95. 2 N. 
21. :.132154. 5 44 21. 258144. 5:42 79. 8 E. 
38 7. 22 .... Stmtu~:> ___ 4-4 Hidden ... ..... . ....... .. . . ........... . .... ............ . . . . . . . . Cloudy . 
44 9. 68 . ..... Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden ... 
....... - Cloudy . 
12 . 72 
----
St.ratus _ .. :i-4 Cumulns . 1-4 w. ........ Cloudy. 
6 . 18 
·---
Stratus_ .. 2-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 
----···· Cioudy. 24 2. 88 
- --· 
Stratus_ .. 4-4 Ridden . . . 
------·- Clourly. 32 5.1! 
·· - -
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
. .. . . . . . Cloucly. 
12 • 72 
··--
Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden ... 
. . . . . . . . Clouclv. 





36 6. 48 
----
Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden ___ Cloudy. 
31 4. so ...... Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy . 
12 -72 . . . Stratus _ .. 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
8 . 32 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. _ Cloudy. 
22 2. 42 ...... Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ___ Clo11dy. 
20 2. 00 
-- --
Stratus _ .. 4-4 Hidden .... Cloudy. 
12 . 72 
----
Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 w. Cloully. 
6 . 18 
----
Stratus 
- - 4-4 l;Ii!lden ... Cloudy. 
24 2. 88 
-··· 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudv. 
18 1. 62 780 Stratus_._ 4-4 Hidden .. . Cloudy. 
12 .72 168 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... Cloudy. 
4 . 08 
----
Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden. __ Cloudy. 
I 
Meteo1·ological1·eco1·d jo1' June 12, 1873. 
20 2. 00.--. 
8 . 32----
11 . 60- .. -
3 . 04-.--
20 2. 00 - ---
22 2. 4..! ... 
6 .18.--. 
3 . 04.- ·-
16 1. 28--. 
16 1. 28 ----
5 .12 .. .. 
2 . 02-- .. 
12 . 72 ... . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
5 .12.- --
1 . 01 - -- . 
30 4. 50- - -. 
14 . 98 .--. 
6 . 18.---
1 . 01 . --. 
8 . 32 
10 . 501 ___ _ 
2 .02 ... . 
2 .02 ... . 
Stratus_ .. 4-4 
Rtratus ... 4-4 
Stratus _. _ 4-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Strntus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus _ . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus_ .. 4-4 
Stratus. __ 4 4 
Stratus _ .. 1-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Stratus . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus _ _ _ 4-4 
8trat1:s .. _ 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 2-4 
Stratus _ . _ ia-4 
Stratus .. _ 2-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 1.-4 
Stratus .. . 2-4 
it~~~~::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::1:::~:::::: :::::::: 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. ___ _ ..... ... ....... .. . -·-·--
Hidden .. _ ...... . ..... 1. ~0 a.m. _ ......... _ .. . _ .. _ 
Hid1len ...... .... .... . . ......... ----- -- - - · - ------ · 
Hidden ....... -------- ......... . ......... . ....... . 
Hidden ... ....... .. . ... ..... ..... _ ...... _ . ___ .. _. 
Hidden ... _ .. . __ ...... . . . . . . . . . . 2. 55 a.m ..... ... . 
Hid1len ...... . _ .. . ... __ ........ . ..... __ . .. _ ... _ .. 
Hidden . _ .... _ . . . . . . . _ ........ _ ....... _ . . _ .... __ . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. . .. .. .... _ . .......... __ .. __ . 
Hidden ___ ---· .................................. . 
Hidden _. _ ...................... _ ....... _ .. __ .. . . 
Hidden.-- ......... --. -. -----··· . -- - ·--- . . . _ ..... . 
Hidden ....... · ...... ----- --- ·- ---- --- --· . .... .. . 
Hi<l!leu .......... .... ..... .. .... --------- · . ..... . . 
Hidden ... _ . _ ... . _ .. _ . _ .. _ , . . . . . . . _ ... _ _ _ . __ ... _ , 
0 0 ·- -··- - - ·--- - ---- · ....... ... -- ------
0 0 . ------ · .. : ....... - .. .. ..... ·------· 
0 0 ·------- - --------- -----· - · - · . ...... . 
0 0 ·--- ·--· ---------· .......... ·----- --
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. ,.v . .. ........ ..... ..... --- -- --· 






























































Meteorological?·eco'rclfor June 12, 1873-Continued. 
. I. t:l TITERM. ~ HYGROM. :='S,... WIND. LO>)'ER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '@ ~ 
~ ~0 
. --- 2 . ---~ ' . ·. ..... ;3 
s . . '1::;: ~ • ..0 1>. d I»...; ~..,; C!) t:l ~~ ::.0 ° o:::j ~ ] 'g 25 ~ ~ 'i3 I ~~ .s ~ 5 ~: ~ f. t ~ :3 -~ I ~ . ~ ~ s Q ~ ~ ,0 ,0 :+:: 13 o..t:l rtJ rtJ ~-;8 • p _; 0 Q 0 ~ s 'g p C!)s 
0 ell 0.. ~ h .p I c<l C!) - ~ C!) .... -· 0 '0 0 ..... 0 ~ s .... 8 '-::l 0 ~ ~ ~ 6 '-' ~ Cl .!:l C!) C!) '-' C!) ·;;a~ .s s .s s ~ -'+-< 0 t:l !: 6 ~ -cti P'l o A~~ A P.P.p.;P.~ f::::l <1 l::::l -cti,...., o P'l -cti 
---------------. -----------
Statio 1... 123. 875 73 33 2:J. 785133 31 79 .N. W. 4 
2 ... } 7 0 5 24. 570 55 34 2-!. 540 33. 5 33. 5100 N. W. 10 3 . .. ( 26. 090 56 39. 5 26. 037 39 38 86. 3 N. 2 
.08- ---
.50-··-
. 02 .. .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus_ .. ·2 ·4 
Stmtus ___ 1-4 
0 0 . ........................... -······ · 
0 0 -------- .............. .. . .. · ...... .. 
g~~~l~~:~ u NNV:· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 4. _ _ 27. 332 53 47 27.262 48 44 70. 4 E. 2 
Station 1 .. _ } 
1 
23. 883 79 32 23. 780 ~~ 31 89 N. W. 30 
2.. . 7 57 24. 590 60 35.5 ~~- 549 3o 35 100 N. W. 6 3... ~6. 100 55 40. 5 26. 04!l 40. 5 39. 5 91. 0 N. 5 
4. . . 27.il3353 47 :J.7.26347 42 6:J..4 E. 4 
Station 1 .. _ 23. 904 6fl 33 23. 822 33 32 89 N. W. 24 
2 ( 5 24. 590 59 38 24. 551 37. 5 36 85. 6 w. ; 14 
3:: : ~ 9 °{ 26.12249.541.526.08-!41.539 78.4N.W. 2 
4 __ . 27. 358 56 49. 5 27. 2~0 50 43 51. 5 N. W . 4 
Station L. _ } { 24. 00~ 66 34 23. ~~5 34 32 79 ~- W . 18 L: 10 a ~~: ~gg g~ ~~- 5 ~~: g~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~ ~: :;: 2~ 
4 .. _ 27. 360 56 52 27. 282 51. 5 44 49. 8 N. 6 
Station 1 _ _ 23. 915 68 35 23.835135 34 90 N. W. 20 2. __ { 11 0 5 2-!. 625 69 40. 5 24. 564!40 37. 5177. 6 N. W. 16 3-- - ~ 5 l 26. 130 58 46 26. 072 46 42. 5172. 6,N. W. 5 
4 _ _ _ 27. 362 57 53 27. 282 53 46 54. 4 N. W. 6 
Stationl ... } { 23.93272 36 23.844,36 34 80 N.W. 16 
2 ... 12 24. 628 66 42 24. 57414 I. 5 38 li9. 9:N. W. 24 
<5... m. 26. 136 59 49 26. 076149 43. 5 60. 2-N. W. 6 
4 .. -1 p.m. 21. 382 59. 5 56 27. 296,56 .48 151. 2JN. w. 8 
Station 1 . . 23. 958 68 36 23. 8£0 36 35 90 N. W. 20 
2 -- ( 1 0 5 124. 633 67 41 24. 577,40: 5137. 5 73.51 w. 14 
:J .. 5 ( 26. 140 59 48. 5 21i. oeo 48. 5 43 1
1
60. 21N. w. 7 4.. . 27. 392 60. 5 57 27.304 57 44 46. 6t W. 8 
Stnti 1. .. ~ ~ ~-.~3. 9401
1
65 35 23. 867 35 34 90 jN. W. 18 
2 . <> 0 2~. 630 58 40 24 . 593 39. 5
1
37 77. 3IN. W. 13 
3- - - 2ti.l60o8 47 2fi.07947 42 ,62.4N.W. 7 
. 4 • . 21. as5 58 54 21. 302 54. 5 53 90. 1!N. w. 4 
Stot1on 1 .. ~ ~ ~2:t 9. :J5 .. Gl 35 23. 870:35 134 90 ,N. \V. 24 
2 • • 3 0 \"!4. ti4:l G:l 41 24. 5!>5 40 37. 5 77. 6 w. 2~ 
:1 .. 2:1. H;!l1U6. 5!54. 5 2Cl. OD2 54. 5 45 !4 t. 1 \N. W. 7 4 • . 1\!7. 390.60 49 127. 303.50 147 7tl. 6 w. 4 
.02 ... . 
4.50 . .. . 
.18 .. -
.12 
. 08, ... . 2. 88 ... . 
. 98- --. 
.0~ .... 
. 08 
1. 6~ ... . 






.18 . .. . 
1. 28 . .. . 
2. 88 ... . 
.18 .. . 
.32 ... . 
2. 00 --·· 
.98 .. .. 
.24 . .. . 
. 32.--. 
1. 62 ... . 
. 84. .. . 
.24 .. .. 
.Ofl ... . 
2.81:! ... . 
2. 42.-- . 
. 24 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
Stratus _._ 1-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus _ _ 4-4 
Stratus _. _ 1-4 
0 0 
Cumulus.. l-4 
st.ratus --- 4-4 
Stratus ___ 1-4 
0 0 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus ·_._ 2-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Cumulns. _ 1-4 




Stratus _ _ _ 3-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus _. . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 3-4 
0 0 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus _. _ 4-<! 
Stratus _ _ _ 3-4 
0 0 
o o· 
Strotus _.. 4-4 
Stratus __ . 3-4 
0 0 
0 0 
g~~~i~~:: ·g~:· :~::;~: ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ::::·:::: 
~~~~~~~:: -2~4· :~.:~:- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ·---·--- ........................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulus . . 2·4 N. W . ............ . .............. . 
0 0 .......... ... .................. . ... . 
Cum~lus .. 3~4 ':N."w~· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. . .......................... _ 
0 0 ............................ ········ 
0 0 - --- - ........ ............... .... . 
Cumulus , _ 3-4 N. W. . ...................... . .. . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
~~1~:·· :(: :~:i:· ·~·~·::··· ··~··:··: 1···:::. 
Cumulus._ 3-4 N. W. . .. _ ...... 
































































Station ~ : : : } 23.953 GO 36 123.890 36 35 90 N.W. 0 { 24. 643 58 ~~: g~ ~~: ~~~ 37.5 36.5 90.4 .N. w. 3 . · - 4 20.190 66 4·1. 5 43 66.3 N.W. 
4 . •• 27.401 59 59 127. 3L6 59 51 53.7 N.W. Station~ : :: } 2::!. 963 66 33 23. 888 33 ::!2 89 N.W. 
4 57 { 24.658 57 37 24. 624 37 36 90. 5 w. 3 . -- 26.202 65 44 26. 128 44 41 75.6 N.W. 
4 ... 27. 432 58 51. r7.349 52.5 45.5 53.9 N.W. 
Station L .. } 23.990 66 33 23. 915 33 3'> 89 N.W. 
2 ... 6 o{ ~4. 668 58 36 24.631 36 35 90.0 N.W. 3 ... 26.220 fi7 42.5 26.142 42.5 40 78.9 N.W. 
4 . -- 27.430 56 50 27. 352 50 45 64.6 N.W. 
Station 1 ... } 24. ooo 63 33 23.93133 31 79 N.W. 
2 . .. 7 o{ 24. 693 57 36 24. 6fi!J ::!6 35 90.0 N.E. 3. ·- 26.220 6-l. 5 46 26.148 46 42 69.1 0 
4 .. . 27.435 56 49 27. 357 50 45 64.6 0 
Station 1 . . _ } 24.022 61 32 23.957 32 31 89 · N. 
2 . -- 8 o{ 24. 680 53 35 24.654 35 34 89.8 N.E. 3. ·- 126.235 63 43 26. 166 43 41 83.3 N.E. 
4. -- 27.455 55 46 27.380 46.5 44 80.7 N.W. 
Station 1. .. } 
o{ 24.030 67 33 24.952 33 31 79 N. 2 . -- 9 24.698 59 36 24. 659 36 34 80.2 N. E. 3.-- 26.218 64 42. 5126. 147 42.5 39 70. 6 N. E. 
4 . ·- 27.458 60 43 27.371 44 42 83.6 N.W. 
Station 1. __ 
o{ 24.050 69 33 23.968 33 31 79 N. 2.-- ~ 10 24.69855 36 24. 668 36 34 80.2 N.E. 3 _ · - 26. 23l• 63 41 26. 161 41 39 82.4 N.E. 
4. - - 27. 468 59 42 27.383 42.5 40 78.9 N. 
Station 1. _ . 
} 11 22 { 
24. 070 65 32 23.997 32 30 79 N. 
2 .. . 24. 719 57 36 24. 684 36 :'34 80.2 N.E. 
3 . -. 26.250 65 41 26. 176 41 39 82.4 N.E. 
4. -. 27. 485 56 41 27. 407 41.5 40 86.9 N. Station 1 . . _ ~ 12 0 { 24.070 64 32 23.999 32 30 79 N. 2 ... mi<l- 24. 729 61 37 24. 685 :36 33 70.5 N.E. iL. 
night. 26.255 64 42 26.184 42 39.5 E16. 6 N.E. 4 ... 127.470 56 40 27.392 40.5 39 86.6 N. 
a.m. 
24. 065,60 Station 1.. _ 
} 1 o{ 33 24.002 33 31 79 N. 2 .. . 24.770172 37 24. 702 36.534 75.6 N.E. 3 ... 26. 2-10 55 43 26. 189 43 39 fi6. 9 E. 
4 ... 27. 479155 39.5 27.404 '10. 539 86.6 0 
Station 1.. _ 24.100\72 ~3 24.012 33 31 79 N.E. 
2 .. . ~ 2 o{ ~~: ~~~ ~~~ 36.5 24. "119 36 33. 5,75. 3 N.E. 3 . . 42 26.197 42 38. 5 69. 9 E. 
4-. - 27.482153 39 27.412 40 37. 5,77. 6 0 
20 2. co . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... -·· -
13 . P4 . ..... Stratus .. _ 3-4 0 0 
6 .18 .. . 0 0 Cumulus __ 3-4 
4 . 08 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus._ 2-4 
18 1. 6~ 
- ---
Stratus __ _ 4-4 Hidden ___ ...... 
12 . 72 
--- -
Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
6 .18 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 
5 . ]'~ ...... Stratus __ . 4-4 Hidden ... ..... 
22 2. 42 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
13 . 84 ..... . Str·atus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ___ 
5 .12 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 
2 . 02 
----
Stratus .. . 3-4 0 0 
16 1. 28 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 
8 . 32 ....... Stratus.-_ 4-4 Hidden . . . 
----0 0 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 
0 0 Stratus __ . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
24 2. 88 ...... Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hi<l.den ... 
14 . !18 
-··· 
Stratus. __ 2-4 0 0 
7 . 24 . .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 
2 . 02 . .... . Stmtus ... 2-4 0 0 
30 4. 50 ...... 0 0 0 0 
11 . 60 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
12 . 72 ... 0 0 0 0 
2 . 02 . .. .. 0 0 0 0 
32 5.12 ... ... 0 o· 0 0 
12 . 72 ...... 0 0 0 0 
12 . 7:2 ...... 0 0 0 0 
2 . 02 ..... 0 0 0 0 
36 6. 48 ... .. . 0 0 0 0 
14 . 98 
----
0 0 0 0 
12 . 712 . ..... 0 0 0 0 
2 . 02 ...... 0 0 0 0 
40 8. 00 . ... . 0 0 0 0 
19 1. 88 370 0 0 0 0 
12 . 72 118 0 0 0 0 
4 . cs ...... 0 0 0 0 
Metem·ological1·ecm·d jo1· June 13, 1873. 
30 4. 50 ...... 0 0 0 0 
13 . 84 ...... 0 0 0 0 
8 . 32 
---· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--- -
Stratus ___ 3-4 0 0 
12 . 72 . .... . 0 0 0 0 
14 . 9d ..... 0 0 0 I 0 
5 .12 ...... 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 
··· -
Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
--- ----- - .................. .................. 
. ...... . ........................ 
N.W .... ....... 
N.W. .................. ................... 
...... ..... . .................. .......... ...... . 
N.W. 
. .... .... ...... . ...... ..... .. . . ................. 
N.W. 
---------· ----------N.W. 
...... .... . 
----------
. .... ............ 
N.W. 
..... ........ ... .............. .......... ...... . 








. ............ ... ... ..... ..... ................ 
............. 
------ --- -
...... ... ...... 
............. . ............... ................... 
. .......... .................. 
.................. 
.......... .. . . ....... .: ...... .............. 
. ............ .................. ................. 
. .. ... ...... ..... .......... . ................ 
. ... .. ...... . ................ . .................. 
... .......... . ................. ................. 
............. ................ ................. . 
. ............ ............... ............... 
............. . .... .... ........ . .... ... ......... 
. ........ ... ................. .................. 
. ........... ... ....... ...... . ................... 
I 
............. . .............. . .................. 
. ............. ................ . ........... ...... 
. ........... ................. ................ 
.......... . . ................. ........... ... ... 
. ...... ....... . ............... . ................ 
............ . ............. . .. ....... ...... 
............. Cloudy 
r--······· Fair. Fair . 
-------· 
l!'air. 
.. ... ....... Cloudy. 
Cloudy. 
l!'air. 















........... . Clear. 
..... . ....... Clear. 
...... ..... . Clear . 





. .. .......... Clear. 
... .......... Clear. 
............. Clear . 
..... ....... Clear . 
............. Clear. 
............. Clear. 
............ . Clear. 
..... ..... ... Clear . 
-------· 
Clear. 




............. Clear . 
. . .. .... ,Clear. 
























Meteorological1·ecm·d for Jun e 13, 1873-Cont.inned. 
.;, ' S • I >:l • I --t ~ 'l'IIERU. o llYGROU. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEU CLOUDS. RAIN OR SKOW. '@ 1::: 
fll ~ .---.2. ---§ . .::~ 
.g g .; g !i ..o ..o rg~ ::i ::i ~t: g 2~ ~~ t . ..; ..; §~T ~ _;;rg 
'0 ·=: r.a ~ Q) ~ <l) "t) C) p D .;:: ·M :o ·o ::; c . .e: ~ ~ ~ -~ s Q.) • l=l ;::; 
0 0 § ~ ~ ~ ,a ~ ~ ~ 0 ,<:l ~ g !:•a ..0 5 ..0 5 ~ 0 0 ~ as 5 s 
_g .§ ~ ~ ~ ~ t- ~ 03 .::: -o ~ ~ ~ ·c= .s .s s .s s -~ e~ f:l '8 s ... ~ ~ PQ <l ~ o A...- P=i A p.p.~;:..A ~ <l ~ <l A o ~ <jo 
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
a ... 
•L. 







4 .. . 
Station 1. .. 
2 .. . 
a .. 
4 .. 




Station 1 .. 
2 .. 
---,-~---1 a.~n. 
24. 095 73 32 24. 005 32 31 89 0 ~ 3 O { 12<. J ,67 36 .1'24. 719 36 33, 5 75. 3 N. E. 26. 257 55. 5 42 26. 205 42 38 66. 1 E. :n. 492 51 39 27. 427 40 38 82. 0 0 
24. IO.>i75 32 .2-t . 010 a2 30 79 o 
} 
,1 O ~ 2-!. 780 69 36 124. 726 36 ~2. 5 6~. 7 N. E. ( 26. 240 54 -!2 ,26. 192 42 .38 66. 1 S. E. 
~J: i~g ~~ ~~ ~~~: ~g~ ~~ ~~ ~i· 0 N.0 E. 
{ 5 O 5 2-1. 758 63 37. 5 24. 709 37 33 61. 9 N. E. ~ l 26. 240 55 42 I2G. 188 -12 39 74. 41 s. 
~J: ~~~ ~~ ~g ~~: ~I{ j~ ~~ ~t· 01 N 0 E. 
} 6 0
5 12-1.7:1061 40 i'4.7ti639. 535.564 j ~.E. 
( 26. 24E 57 43 :!6. 193 43 39 66. 91 S. E. ~7. 490 50. 5 40. 5 27. 426 41. 5 39 78. 4! N . E. 
24. 105 75 37 24. 010 37 33 62 I N. E. 
} 7 0 
5
1
24. 749 58 -!0. !i 24. 712 40. 5
1
35. 5 55. 7 E. 
( 26.249 56 45 26. 191i -15 •H 68. 41 E. 
1
:27. 485 53 48 27. 415 49 44 63. 8 N. E. 
24. 1 15 75 38 24. 020 38 34 63 N . E. 
} 
7 57 5 :.!-l. 770 62 42. 5 24. 714 42. 53!:). 5 74. 71 E. 
3 .. I l ::?6. 26' 57. 5 47 26.203 47 42 62.5 W. 
:H. 49:..J 34. 5 52 27. 41 8 53 -15 48. 3
1 
N. E . .. !_. Station 1 .. 
2 . .. 
3 .. 
4 .. 








2-!. 100 6-1 39 2-!. 029 39 36 72 0 
} 9 O 5 
1 ~4. 76Q I ~2 ~7 :H. ~14 ~ ~- 6 4~ 61. ~ W. ( ;..6. 26,, .>7 ;>0 26. ~10 ;>0 4;> 64. 6 '\V. 
1
27. 4YO 5fi 51l 27. 412,36 48 51. 2 N. W. 
24. 110.62 42 24. 043 42 38 65 0 
} 10 0 5 :2-1. 780.62 48. 5 24. 734 47. 5 42 59.4 W. l 26.274 5& 5-l. 5 26. 2l434. 5 47 52.7 w. 
27. 500 57 58 27. 420 58 49 47. 5 E. 
,24. llO 64 42 24. 03\1142 38 65 0 ~ 11 0121. 77.i !i:l 50 2-1. 72ll49 42.5 53.9 w. :w. 2i0 59 56 26. 2 l01:)6 47. 5 47. 9 s:w. 1~7. 49 t,uo Go 27. 407 G1 49 35. 3 s. E. 
0 0 .. .. 
11 • 60 .. .. 
3 . 04 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
2 .02 .. . 
3 .04 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
4 . 08 ... . 
8 .32 ... . 
7 .24 .. .. 
2 . 02 
~ : ~~~- ::: 
7 . 24 
1 .ou .. .. 
2 .o:.:: .. .. 
0 0 .. . 
2 .02 ... . 
4 • 08 .. .. 
4 .OS .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
1 . 01 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
0 0 
6 . 18 .. .. 
8 . 3:2 ... . 
4 .08 .. .. 
0 
Stratus . . . 
0 
0 
Stratus .. . 












































































Cirrus .... 1-4 
Cirrus ... . 3-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Cirrus .... 1-4 
Cinus .... 3-4 
Cirrus ... 2-4 
C1rrus .... 1-4 
Cirrus .... 1-4 
Cirrus . .. . 3-4 
Cirrus .... 2-4 
Cirro-strat 1-4 
Cirrus .... 2-4 
Cirrus ... . 3-4 
Cirrus .... 2·4 
Cirrus . . . 2-4 
Cinus ..... 2-4 
Cirrus... 2-4 
Cirrns ... . 2-4 
Cumulns .. 2-4 
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Cumulus .. . 3-4 
Cinus ... . ~ 1-4 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Cumul. ns. -~2-4 Cnmnlus . . 2-4 




E. ,:· ·- ...... , ...... .,.. .. , ..... ... 
N~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
N. 
"\V. ········· · ·················· 
.. 1 .......... , .......... , ...... .. 
s.w. ···························· 
































































Station 1 ... 
} 12m. { 
24. 120 70 42 24. 036 1~. 5 1 ~~- 5 65 0 0 0 -·· - 0 0 Cumulus . . 2-4 0 ····--· ---- --- -- - ...... ... ... . . ............ Fair. 2 ... 24.770 ti3 51.5 24. 72l 85. 7 w. 11 0 60 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. . .................. .. .... ............ ............. Fair. 3 .. 26. 262 60 57 26. 2(10 57 48 46.5 s.w. 6 . 18 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 s. 
·-·- -- ----
................... ...... ...... . Fair. 
4 -.- f27. 489 61 62 21. 399 u2 50 36.4 w. 4 0 08 69 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 




Station 1. _. } p. rn. 24. 110 70 44 24.036 44 39 60 0 0 0 ....... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 ............ . ................ . .. ............. . . .......... . Fair. 
2 -· 1 0 { 24. 770 67 53 24.713 52 44. 5 49. 9 w. 8 . 32 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. .. .............. . ............... ........ .... . Fair. 3 .-- 26. 26& 67 59.5 :26. 190 
50. 550 !"· 3 s.w. 7 0 24 -- -· 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. ... .. ...... ........ ---------- . .... .. .. .... . Fair. 4 . .. 127.48 64 65 27. 383 65 2 35.1 N.W. 4 0 08 .. ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 s.w. .. ............ .... 
----------
..... ... .... . Fair . Station 1 } 24.100 68 45 24.020 45 40 60 0 0 0 ---- 0 0 C umulus. 1-4 
------- -
....... .... ...... . ................. ......... .. . Fair. 2 .. 2 0 { 24.750 62 51 24.704 ~g ~r: ~ ~~~: ~ s.w. 11 0 60 0 0 Cumulus. 2-4 w. ---------· ---------- ........ .. .. . Fair. 3 .. 26.260 68 62 26. 178 W. 7 0 24 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 s.w. Fair. 4 .. j27. 469 Gfi 65 27. 36'; 65 53 39. 5 w. 4 0 08 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus. 2-4 s.w. . ................ ................ 
--------
Fair. Station 1. . _. } { ,24. 090 71 44 24. Of 4 44 39 GO w. 5 .12 ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 18 w. 
---------- ---------- -- ------
Fair. 2 . . 3 0 :24. 735 59 54 24. 696 53 45 48. 3 w. 14 0 98 
-- --
0 0 Cumulus. 1-4 w. 
------ ---
.......... ... .. ..... . ..... Fair. 3 -- 26.250 68.5 62 26. 16~ 62 j52 46. 1 s.w. 11 0 60 ... .. . 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 s.w. . ...... ... ...... . ... ... .... . Clear. 4 .. . 127. 4b9 70 ti4 27. 347 63. 5 52 40. 3 w. 6 0 1!3 . ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus.- _. 1-4 N.W. . ............... ........ . . .... 
--- --- -· 
Fair. Station 1 ... } :24. 0~0 67 44 24.002 44 39 60 w. 2 0 02 ...... Hazy· ·-- · 
-- - · 
Cumulus .. 1-8 
-------- ----- -- ·- - ---- --·- --
. .... . . .... . Fair. a 2.-- 4 0 { .24. 735 68 52.5 24.676 52 44.5 50. 3 s.w. 14 0 98 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 s. w. . ................. .. .. ..... ..... ... 
--· · · ··· 
Fair. ~ 3 . ·- ,26. 240 70 62 26. 154 62 52 46. 1 R.W. 8 0 32 ... .. . 0 0 Cumulus. 1-4 s.w. 
·--- --- ---
.. ...... .. ... .... 
----- ---
Clear. ~ 4.- - 127. 450 70 63 27. :33~ 63 52 42.2 w. 6 0 18 . .... . 0 0 Cumulus. l-8 w. . ................ 
---- ----- -
---- ··· -
Clear. trj Station 1 ... } 24. 055 67 44 23.971 44 39 60 w. 2 0 02 . .... . Hazy----· 
----
Cumulus . . 1-8 
- ------ - ----------
.................. 
---- ----
Fair. t-..j 2.- . 4 5_ { 24. 72!! 64 50 2-!. 67!) 50 44. 5(1. 4 s.w. 13 0 84 --- - 0 0 Cirrus---· 1-4 s.w. . ......... .. .. ..... ............... . 
-- ---- --
Clear. rn 3 . .. I 2(i. 230 67 61 26. 151 61 51 45. 2 s. w. 8 0 32 
---
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 s.w. 
----- -· --· --· --- ---· 
........ ..... Clear. ~ 4 . .. 27. 442 71 61 27. ~i22 til 51. 5147. G W. 4 0 08 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus . 1-4 w. 
----- --- ·· 
................ ........... . Clear. Q Station L-. } :24.055 115 -!2 23. 9o2 42 38 65 w. 10 .50 ..... . Hazy . .. .. . .... 0 0 ··s:w~ . .... ...... . Clear. z 2 ... { :24. 718 Gl 49 24. 674 49 44 63. 8 s.w. 10 0 50 . ..... 0 0 Cirrus ___ 1-4 ................. 
------·-· 
... .......... Clear. P> 3 . .. G O 26.220 65 58 26.146 58 49. 5 <19. 7 s. 5 0 12 
-··· 
0 0 C nruulus .. 1-4 s.w. 
........ ..... Clear. t-1 4 ... 27. 44 1:! 71 59 27. 3:H '>9. 5 50 46. 3 w. 4 0 08 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. J-8 w. .................. ............... .. . ..... ..... ... Clear. I Station 1 . .. 24. OGO 70 41 :23. 976 41 38 73 w. 4 0 08 
--- - Hazy- - - - · ...... 0 0 . ................. ................ .. . ............. Clear. 0 2 .. . } o{ 24.7:20 64 47 24. 670 47 42 62.4 s.w. 12 0 72 .... .. . 0 0 Cirrus ._ .. 1-4 s.w. Clear. t-..j 7 l-%j 3. - · :l6. 230 67. 5 56 26. 15156 ~8 51. 2 N.E. 5 .12 ...... 0 0 Cumulus . . 1-4 s.w. . ................ . .................. .. ............. Clear. ~ 4 . -- 27.440 ti6 57 27. ~38 57.5 49.5 52.5 s.w. 4 0 0!3 ....... Stratus_._ 1-8 0 0 . ............ .................. . .................. . ........... . Clear . 0 Station 1 ... } 24.060 72 39 23. 972:39 37 81 w. 4 0 08 . ..... Hazy··--· . ... 0 0 . ............ . .. ........ ....... .................. . ............ Clear. trj 2 ... 8 o.{ 24. 6()9 59 43 24. 660 43 41 83.3 s.w. 10 0 50 .. .... . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 Clear. ~ 3 .. . 26.235 67. 5 49 26. 156 49 41 43.9 S.E. 2 0 02 
·- -
0 0 Cumnlus .. 1-4 s.w. ....... .. .... ..... . ................ . ... ... ....... Clear. 4 . .. 27.428 63 54 27. 333 54. 5 48 61.3 0 0 0 
----
Stratus ... 1-8 0 0 .... .... .. ................... .. ........ ... ..... ...... ....... Clear. Station 1 . . . 24. 045 68 39 23. 9u5 39 37 81 w. 18 1. 62 
----
Str atus _ . . 1-8 0 0 Clear, (auroral arch.) 2 } { 124. 690 55 42 24. 660 42 39 74.4 s.w. 14 0 98 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
-- --- -- --
- ....... . ... .. ... ............ Clear. :~::: 9 0 211. 230 68. 5 48 26. 148 -!8 44 70. 4 s.w. 4 . Oti ... ... 0 0 Cumnlus . . 1-4 ··s:w-: · 
. ........... . Clear . 4 127. 431168 53 27. 324 54 47. 5 58. 3 s. 4 0 013 . .. ... 0 0 0 0 ........... . ................ .. ................ ........... Clear. Stat.ion 1::: 24. 038 65 38 23. 9651J8 36 80 N.W. 14 0 98 . ..... 0 0 0 0 Clear. 2 } ~ '24. 709 6:1 41 24. 656 41 39 82. 4 s.w. 17 1. 44 
--- -
Stratus __ . 1-4 0 0 . .. .... ....... .... .......... .... . ............... . ............ Clear. 3.:: 10 0 :26. 215:64 4fl 26. 144:46 43 76.7 0 0 0 ...... . 0 0 0 0 . ....... ...... .. .............. Clear. 
····t '"· 440 66 49 27.>18.49 " 78. 1 s. w.
1 
2 0 02 0 0 0 0 
. . ...... . .... -~···· ........ "'""· Station 1. _. 124. 028' 4 38 3. 957
1
38 36 80 N. W. 20 2. OQ ... .. . 0 0 0 0 
----·--· --- ------· · --------· ··-··-- · Clear . 
• 2 . .. 1 22 5 ~4. (i78 55 40. 5 24. 648,40 38.5 86.4 s. w. 18 1. 62 ....... 0 0 0 0 
·--··-·· ·----·- --· ------ ·-- · ....... . Clear. 3.-. 5 11 i 26.205 67 45 26. 127,45 42. 5!79. 8 S. E. 4 
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Meteorological 1·ecord jo1· June 13, 1873-Continued. 
WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. urrEl~ CLOUDS. 
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---------- - -- - - - -- -
Station 1. .. } 1n 0 { 24.017164 38 23. 946 38 36 80 N . W. ~::: ~~~~- ~~: n~~ ~~- 5 ~~ 24. 63tl39 37.5 80. 2 ~.E. 26.12tl 44 42 83. (j S.E. 
4... mght. !27. 3!ldl6l 145 27.307 45 44 92.0 s. 
-- -- - --
12 . 72 
13 
. 8•1, 260 
10 . 50 Ll7 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
4 . 08 0 0 0 
M eteorological1·ecm·d for June 14, 1873. 








Station 1... a. ?n. '·"· 02; 65 36 • 23.952 36 35 90 N. W . al . 32 . • • . 0 0 0 0 . ........•..•.•. ·I· ........... -..... Cl~ar. 
2 .. . } 1 0 5 24. 660 ;l7 3t'. ;:> ~4. 62~ .18. 5 37 ~6 . 0 S. E. 12 . 7~ . . . . Str,atus . . . 1-4 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fa1r. 
2 ... { 26.174 G2 44 26.10144 41 15.6 E. 5 . 12 ... . Stratns ... 1-4 0 0 .. .. ..... . .. . .... . . Clear. 
4... 127. 3!18 58 48 27. 315 49 44 63.8 S. 3 . 04 . .. . 0 0 0 0 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. C l~ar. 
Station t... 24. 0~0 ~~ 36 23. 940 ;36 ~~ 8~ 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 Cumnlus . . 1-R . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . Fa~r. 
2 .. } 2 0 5 :!4. 6o~ ;:>;) 37 ~~- 6~8 37 3;:>. 5 8;:>. 4 S. E. 1 . 01 . .. . Str,at.us . . . 1-4 0 0 .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fa1r ~ 
3... { 26.16160 44 2ti.ll5 44 42 83.6 E. 5 .12 .... Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 .. .. . .. • . .. ..... .. .. .. .... . Clea_. 
4... 
1
27. 39;2 58 43. 5 27. 30!) 44. 5 42 79. 8 S. W . 2 . 0:2 .. .. 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . Clear. 
Station 1... 2-l. 040 79 36 23. 937 :!6 34 80 0 0 0 .... Cumulus .. 1-8 0 0 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . Fa~r. 
2.. ( 3 0 5 24. 670 6. 4 36. 5 24. 620 36. 5 36 95. 0 S. -E. 11 . 60 .. .. Stratus . .. 1-4 0 0 .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. l?mr. 
3... 5 l '26. 16060 43 26. 0!18 43 41. 5 79. 4 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Clear. 
4 ... .27. 375 55 43 27. 297 ·l4 42 23. 6 W. 3 . 0~ .. .. 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . Clear. 
Station 1. .. 24. 035 fjQ 36 23.930 36 32 6l 0 0 0 .... Stratus . .. 1-4 0 0 .. . .. .. . .. .. .... .. . .. . .. .. . . F air. 
2.. ( 4 0 5 .24. 668 7l J8 24. tl02 37. 5 35. 5 t!O. 9 S. E. 2 • 02 . .. Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. Fair. 
3 ... 5 { 26.157 58. 5 43 26. 09t3 43 41.5 79.4 S. E. 2 . 02.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 S. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. Clear. 
4 .. \27.360\54 <:2.527.28743.541.583.4 N. 3 .04 .... 0 0 0 0 . ...... . .... ...... ......... Clear. 
Station 1 .. ~ 1 .24. 025 77 36 23. 926 36 33 70 N. \V. 4 • 0~ . .. . Stratns .. 1-4 0 0 .. .. .. . . .. .. • . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . Fail·. 2 .. 5 0 .24. 650165 38 24. 597 37. 5 3tl 85.6 S. E. 13 • 84 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 . .. . .. . . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 3... 26. 14157 43 26. 086 43 41. 5 79. 4 S. E. 2 . 0:2.... 0 0 Cumulus. . 1-4 S. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. Fair. 
4.. . 1- ----· ........ ............ .... .. ...... ............................. . ........ ...... .. ........... ........... ..... . 
Stntion 1 .. 1 1.24. 015 7. 3 36' .23. 925:16 33 70 W. 10 . 50 .. .. Stratul'! .. . 4-4 Hidden .......................... _ ....... _. Fair. 2 ... 6 0 1 ~4. tl40
1
59 4l 24. 60140 36. 5
1
68. 8 R. E. 19 1. t-'0 .... Stn.tns ... 1-4 o o .. .. ... . .. ....... . . __ ... __ .. Fair. 
3 ... ~6. _133 ~6 4~. 5 2G. 080 '14. 5 42 7\l. 8 N. W. 4 . 08 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 .......................... _ Fair. 
4 . . H 7. 3G4 .>6 4.>. 5127.286 46. 5 H 80. 7 N . 3 . 04 . • • . 0 0 CuUJulus 2-4 S F · . Sttttionl.. :!1.10072 :16 24.0l236 35 !10 W. 10 .50 ... . Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden. .. · .......... ......... . au. 
" ~ 1 .·•1 tl·lr<3D 41 ln1 G00 141 53" " .7411S E no 2 00 St l 14 c· ··· ··· · ···· · ·· · ········· ········ ·· Cloudy. :- · . 7 0 -: ·. ~ . . . o . v . . • .. • • • • . l'~ us . . . . ll'l'US 1-4 s F . . 
• I • I :lb. 140:\1•. 5 4li. 5 2ti. Ot6 4H. 5 4:1. 5 76.7 w. 4 . 08.... 0 0 Cumul~s .. 1-4 . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . ... .. . 'a~r. 
•1 . 27. ~Ut:! ;;s. 5 •10 n7 °9•) 50 1·15 5 GB o N 2 on 0 o C l · · S. · • • · • • · • · · · · · • · ·- · · Fmr. 



























Station l . · · } 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
!23. 995 6il 
1
37 23. 915l37 34 71 I o o 
7 57 5 _. 2·1. 640 .57 44 2~. 605 43. 5 42 ~7. 5 S. E. 19 l 26. J42 1 ~s 49 ~6. 084 49 4-t 6~. ~ :rw. 2 4 .. . 
Station~ : : : } 
'
'l.7. 370 :>6. 5
1
48. 5 :.. 7. 29 1 -19 47 So. 3, ~. W. 8 
23. 990 68 40 23. 910 40 35 36 0 0 
0 5 ,24. 6::!8 58 46 24. 601 ,45 3::l 4;), 9 s. w. 12 l :26. 131 38 52 ~6. 072 52 44 17. 2 w. 6 3 . . . 
4 . . . 27. 356 58 57 21. 2nl:sa 47. 5 39. 5 ~- w. 4 
Station 1. · · } 
2 .. 
3 . . . 
23. 995 69 40 23. 91:1 40 33 56 0 0 
10 0 5 2-1. 630 57 48. 5 24. 593 48 38 29. 2 s. 16 l 26. 130 57. 5 54 26. 07~ 54 4-1 37. 6 s. 8 
4 . . . 27. 359 58 58 27. ~76 38 46 31. 8 N. W. 6 
Station 1. · · } 24. 000 67 43 23. 922 43 37 51 0 0 
11 0 { ;4. 6.'35 ~9 ~ 50 2~. 595 ~9 3~ ~~- 7 s. 8 2 .. . 
3 .. . :.6. 12f:l o6. o 56 2!l. G74 a6 ·b. 5 3b. 7 vV. 7 
1
27. 359 59 60 27. 274 60 ~8 34. 2 w. 4 4 .. . 
Station I .·· } 23. 973 65 44 23. 9J2 H 38 52 N. E. 2 
12 5 24. 635 62 54 24. 589 5:l. 5 43. 5 36. 9 S. E. 2 2 . . . 3 .. . 
4 .•. 
m.l 26. 120 57 57 26. 065 37 47 41. 1 N. E. 6 
27. 341 62 61 27. 240 61 49 :i5. 3 N. W. 6 
p.?n. 
Station l. . . ;3. 9i0 6~ 143 J23. 827 ~~ 37 _ 51 S. ~- .. ( 1 0 5 ;4. 632_ 6o 53. <>124. 5J9 ~3 42. o ~3. n E. 3 ... 5 l :.6. lOJ 61 60 26. 041 50 49 39.2 S. W. 
4... 27. 3:32 62 
1
64 27. 240 64 50.5 31. 7 S. E. 
Stn,tion 1 . . . 23. 955 64 44 23. 884 -14 37 45 0 
2 . .. l 2 0 5 24.61~65 53.5,24.56;) 52 ~3 ~1.1 E. 3 ... 5 l 26. 09<> 64 62 26.024 62 <>0 36.4 s. 
4. . . 27. 314 65. 5 62 27 21:, 62 ;)2 46. 1 S. E. 
Station 1. . . } { 23. 950 63 43 23. P8 1 43 39 66 S. 
2... 3 O 24.61~65 5~ 2~.56.! 51 ~2.543.0 E. 3... 26. 08a 64 6~ 2h. 014 62 <>0 36.4 S. E. 
4... :21. :n9 68 61.5 27. 21:< o2 51 11.2 N. w. 
Station 1 ... } { 23. 94. 0 64 ~:3 23. 86~ 4~ 38 58 o, 
2... 4 0 24. 613 67 _ aO 24. 55~ 49 ~3 57.2 E. 3... :26.08563.:>61 26.0la61 aO 40.2 S.E. 
4... 27.31111 61 27.197 62 51 41.2 N. W. 
Station 1. . . 23. 930 62 44 23. Soil 44 37 45 0 
2 ... ( 4 57 5 24. 600 66 ~~- 5 -~ ~- 54f ~7 4i. 55~. 0 E. 3 ... 5 . l 26. 060 62. 5 a9 ~<>. 992 a9 49 43. 2 S. E. 
4... 27. 2H5 71 58 27. 081 .iS. 5 49 45. 3 S. W. 
Station 1. .. } { 23. 932 65 41 23. 85!l 41 .lL 18 S. 
~-.. 6 O ~~- 588 67 ~5 24 53~ ~4. ~ 40 ~4. 1 E. 3 . .. .6. 070 67 a4. 5125. 99< ;:J4. <> 43.5 .:>2. 0 S E. 
4... :n. 270 68 57 127. 16J 51 46 35,8 s. w. 
~tation 1... ~:{. 930 66 40 23. 855 40 :{0 18 S. 
2 ... l 7 0 5 24. 5~5 66 ~7. 52~. 531 ~7 36. 5 ~4. 3 s. w. 
3 ... 5 (26.0J066 aO 2o.994;J0 J43 ;, !.5 0 





























1. 801 ..•. 
. 02 ... . 
. 32 ... . 
0 .••. 
. 72 . .. . 
. w 
. 08, •• . 
0 
1. 281 ... . 
. 32 .. . . 
. 18 ... . 
0 
. 321 ..• . 
. 24 . .. . 
. 08 ... . 
. 02 . .. . 
-~ 
. 18 
• U:i l 100 
• 08 ..... 
. 18 
. 18 
. 18, .... 
0 
• 18, ... 
.ffi 
. 18 




• 321 ..•. 
• 32 . . .. 






. 08, . ... 
.~ 
. Of:! , .. . 
. 08 .. . 
. 02 .. . 
0 
0 
Hazy .... . 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ..... . . 
0 0 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy .... ... . . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 




if:~~ : : : :: : :: . 
o o· 
0 0 
if~~~ : : : :: : : : . 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ....... . 
0 () 
0 0 
if:~; ·: : : : : : : : . 
0 0 
0 0 
if~~~ ::::: :::. 
0 0 
0 0 
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Cirrus .... . 






Cirrns .... . 
Cirrus .... . 
Cirrus .... . 
Cirrus ... . 








Cirrus ... . 
Cirnts ... . 
Cirrus ... . 
Cirrus ... . 
Cirrus .. . 
Cirrus ... . 
Cil'I'US ... . 
Cirrns ... . 
Cirrus ... . 
Cirms ... . 
Ctrrus . .. . 
Cirro-cum. 
Cirrus ... . 
Cirrus ... . 
Cirrus .. 
Cil'l'o-cum. 
Cirrus . .. . 
Cirrus ... . 









































































































































Meteo1·ological1·ecord jm· June 14, 1873-Continued. 
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UPPEH CLOUDS. 
I I "~~ _..; o .3 1 ~ ..... 1.> 
..0 ::l t:o8
~ s ~ 8 .2 
~ ~ A~ .... 















.... ... ~0 £ H • ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~g. 
-------~- - - -- -1--1 1-1--
Stntioo 1 . .. P· m. 23. 930164 39 23. 839 39 30 26 S. E. 2 . 02 Cumulus . . 1-4 Cirrns .... 2-4 w. 2 . .. ~ 8 0 5 24. 575159 44 24. 536 4:1. 5 33 18. 3 S. E. 23 3 . .. 5 ( :26. 072,63 41i :26. 0:!3 46 40 54.3 0 0 
4 . .. :!.7. 250,59 44. 5 27. 166 45 42 76. 2 0 0 
Station 1. .. } { ~1. 93 1 66 38 23. 856 38 2. 9 24 S. E. 6 
2 . .. 9 0 24. 565159 42. 5 24. 526 42 32 1!:1. 2 S. E. 26 3 . .. 26. OiO 62. 5 46 26.002 46 J8 4J. 0 0 0 
4... 21. 265 62 -ts 21. 17-145. 5 42 n. G N. 2 
Station 1 .. . } { 23. !)3.Q 66 3~1 23. 855 39 ~9 17 S. E . 81 
2.. 10 0 ~4. 56o ~5 44. 5 ~~· 51.3144 ~2 ~· 8 S. E. 16 3.. :.6. 0451o8 47 :.o. 987 47 37 :k 6 0 0 4 . . '27. 23:3,!ll 44 27. 165 45 41 68.4 0 0 
Stntionl .. . } { 2:tPOO,ti6 41 23. 825 41 36 56 S. E. 2 
2.. 11 22 ~4. 5~~ ~~6 45 ~~- 5~~ 45 40 60. 7 s. w . 1Q 
3 .. 
1
. -6.0-oo8 46 :2;:>.961
1
46 39 47.1 S.W. o 
4... 21. 238 59 44 n 152 44 41 75.6 N. 2 
Station 1.. } 12 . 0 { 23. 900'69 41 23. 818'41 37 63 S. E. 41 2.. . . l 24. 54;\ 65 45. 5 24.493 45 41 68. 4 ~. w. 10 
3 .. I /~~ht !26. 030 61 46 25. 966,46 40 54. 3 s. w. 10 




Stratus . .. 1-4 
0 ..... 0 0 
0 Stratus ... 1-4 
.1 8 ..... f:;tratns ... 1-4 
3. 38 
----
Stratus . .. 1-4 
0 .. .. 0 0 
. 02 Stmtus ... 1-8 
. 32 .. . . Stratus ... 1-4 
1. 28 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 
0 ..... 0 0 
0 Stratus . .. 1-8 
. 02 
- -- -
Stratus . .. 1- '1 
. 50 ... .. . Stratus . .. 1-4 
.1~ .... . 0 0 
. 02 ... .. Stratus . . . 1-4 
. 08 .. . . Stratus ... 1-4 
. 50 230 Stratus ... 1-4 
. 50 108 0 0 
. 02 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 
.. ............. 
·--- ·-- --· ----·-- · Cirrus . ... l-4 s.w. 
-----·---
..... --... ~ . ......... 
Cirrus .... 3-4 . .... .... 
Cirrus .... 1-4 - . ~ . ... . ....... .... - ... - ~ - . ~ . . .. ....... 
Cirrus .... 2-t w. . . ~ . - -. .. . 
----- ---- - -------· 
Cirrus .... 1-4 
·------ · -- ------ -· -- -- ---- - ----- -- -Cirrus .... ::l-4 s.w. 
·······-·· ------- --- -------· 
0 0 .. . ... ... 
·-· ------· ----- ---- · ·····--· 
0 0 
· · · · ·-- · --- --- ---- ---- -- ---- · ------· 
0 0 





·· ·· ·· -- ---------· --------- · ··------Cumulus . . 1-4 
- --···· · --- -- ----- ---- ·- ---- -- -· ---· 
0 0 . ... .. .. .............. .......... . .... .... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 s.w. 
---- · -···· ·-·· --- --- -- - ·---· 
0 0 
·· ·· ·· ·· ·-·-- -----
. ............. . . ..... .. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
-------- ···· ···-·· 
... ...... ... . 
----·- ·· 
0 0 ........ . 
· ····----· -·-··-----
. ..... ... 




-- ---- -· ----·----- ·· ·· --- ---
........... 
Metem·ological1·ecord jo1· June 15, 1B73. 
a '"· I .3J ... Station ! . . . :24. 000 73 41 23. 910 41 38 73 S. 8 Cumulus .. 2-
~-. 1 o ;4. 5gO ~!) _ 4~ . ~ ~~. 48fl 44 41. ~ ~9 . 6 S. ;v· 8 . 32 ... Stratus ... 2-
::!. . } l :..6. 0- E' 63. o 4b.;, 2J. !!48 46.5 40 Jl. 3 E. 1 . 00 
--- -
Stratus ... 2-
4. . 127. 2·10 ,.38. 5 ~2 27.158 43 39. 5 70. 9 N. 3 . 04 
-- --
Stratus . .. 1-
Station 1.. 2:!. 993173 ·It 2:-!. 905 41 34 -n 0 0 0 
· ---
Cumulus .. 2-
2 . . l 0 0~ "-5J0,68 " 24. "'!""'\" 19.8 s.w. 4 . 08 ...... Stratus . .. 4-3 .. - :!5. !l!l9 62. 5 48 23. !!3 1 48 44 70. 4 E 1 . 01 
· ·- · 
Stratus ... 2· 
4 ... ~7.2:2238 45 127. 141146 42 ti9.1N.W. 2 . 02 ..... ~tratm• ... 1· Slatiou 1 .. ~ 1\i!;l.8!l07:! H 23. t'00141 34 41 0 0 0 .. ... Cumulus .. 2 ~ .. 3 0 ~~.: ~~n;_ 5 j~ ~A:~:~:~ :~- 5 1~6:: s.ow . 2 . 02 --- - Stratus ... 4· 0 0 
- ·- · 
Stratus ... 3 ot :!7. L!l8 57 144. 5 27. ll!l15 . 4~. 5,1:!0. 1 N. 2 . 02 . . . . Stratus ... 2 
4 0 0 ....... ... ........................ .. 
4 0 0 .................................. .. 
4 0 0 .. .... ........................ .. . . .. 
4 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 N . . ......................... . 
4 Cumulus .. 3-4 ......... .. ...... .. . : ...... ....... . 
4 Hidden . . . . . . . . .......... ... . . .... . . ...... .. ..... . 
4 0 0 .................................. .. 
4 0 0 ................................ . . .. 
4 Cumulus .. 3-4 .................... , .... ......... .. 
4 Hi.<l!len .. . ........ . ......... .. ...... . . .. . ... ... . . 
4 Ritltleu ..... . ... ...... ... ................ .. . .. ... . 


























































Station 1... 23. 880 73 41 23 .. 790 41 34 41 o ~- .. ·l 4 0 5 24. 539 70 43 :24. 476 43 41. 5 87. 4 s. w. 
3 .. . 5 { 25. 995 62 48 25. !128 48 45 77. 7 .0 
4.. !27. 198 56. 5 46 27. 121 46. 5 44. 5 84. 3 W. 
Station 1. . . } 5 g3. ~85 67 40 ~3. 80~ 40 35 ~~ 0 L · 5 o { 2~: ~g~ ~~ :~ 2~: ~g4 :~ :~ ~~: ~ "%· 
4... 27. 200 56 46. 5 27. 124 47. 5 45 81. 1 w. 
Station 1. . . } ~ 23.875 67 39 26. 797 3Y 37 85 N. W. 
2... 6 0 24. 530 61 43. 5 24. 487 42. 5 41 87. 3 w. 
3.. . 25. !192 5!1. 5 49 25. 93149 45. 5 74. 3 0 
~ 4. . :27.200 56 50 27.124 51 47. 5 75. 5 s.w. ~ Station 1. . 23. 885:68 40 23. 805 40 35 56 N. W. ~- . . } 7 0 5 24. sag ~9 _ 4t. ~ 2~:47~ 43. 5 42. 5 9L 6 w. ~ 3.. . { :25. 99:.. 1 ~~· o ~~- o 2o. 92~ ~9. 5 46.5 78. 1 0 
. 4... ~:. 220 1 o~. 5 o3 27. J 2o o~ 5~ ya. 8 S. w. Stat10n 1. . . } 
1
23. ~10 1 6o 43 23.797 43 3o 35 N. W. 2... 7 57 ~4. 528,65 ~~-52~. 476 ~7 - 46 92. 3 w. 
"3... :.6. 000
1
64. 5 o2. 5 2o. 928 o2. o 48 6!:J. 6 N. W. 
4... 27. 200 58 57 27. ll!J 57 51 63. 4 N. W. 
Station 1 .. . } 
1
23. 855 63 46 23. 786 46 39 47 N. W. 
2.. . 9 0 2~ . 51~ 5? ~8. 5 :2~. 48~ ~:· 5 45 81. 1 w. 
3. . . -Jo. 99:-J 63. 5 o3 2o. 92o o.J 49 13. 3 W. 
4... 27. 208 63 58. 5 27. 115 59 53 64. 7 N. W. 
Station 1. .. } { 23. 848 ~0 47 113. 785 47 41 55 0 
2. .. 10 0 :24. 510 o8 ~0 2~. 473 ~9. 5 45 6'!. 6 W. 3.. . :25. 988 64 o7 2o. 917 o7 51 63. 4 S. \Y. 
4.. . 27. 1!18 63. 5 60 27. 104 61 53 55. 3 N. W. 
Station 1. .. } ~ ~· 8-15 60 4~ ~· 782 ~9 4~ _50 S.W. 
2.. . 11 0 2~. 490 64 - ~2 24. 440 ~1 42. ::> 43. 0 w. 
3.. . :lo. 980 63. o ::>7 25. 910 o7 48 46. 5 0 
4.. . :27. 192 67 63 27. 089 63. 5 52 40. 3 w. 
Station 1.. . 23. 842 61 52 23. 777 52 43 40 N. W. 
2 ... } 12 ill 5 2!. 52~ 72 56 - 2~. 453 55 45.5 ~1. 6 w. 
3... { 2o. 9?o 63 61. o 2o. 906 61. 5 49. 5 .:l5. 3 N. W. 
4.. . -27.182 f!7 67 27.079 67 53 32.9 N. W. 
Station 1 ... } p. '111-. ~ 23. 842 62 52 _ 23. 7?5 ~2 4~ 40 ~· W. ~-·· 10 2:.50~68 52. o24.4o1 o2 46.562.9N.W. 3 . . . 2;,. 96o 63 64 25. 896 64 52 38. 5 W. 
4. .. 27. 178 71 69 · 27.066 69 54 30. 9 N. W. 
Station 1. .. } 5 23. 850 62 ~2 23. 7~3 ~2 44 4~ ~· W. i::: 2 o{ ~~: g£.g~~ ~~:~~~:~~~~~.5~~.5!2JN-w':· 
4. .. 27. 180 71 ~0 27. 068 70 57 40. 0 w. 
Station 1 . . . } { 23. 838 64 50 _ 23. 76Z 50 44 58 N . . W. 
2 . .. 3 O 24.490 61 54.;, :24.441 54 47 55.2 N. W. 3... 25.965 62.5 60 25. 897 60 52 54. 6 w. 
4 .. 'I 27.178 70 66 27.06866 50 49.5 N. w. 




















































() l ... . 
. 32 .. . . 
0 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
0 ... . 
.12 ... . 
0 . ••. 
. 02 . .. . 
. 32 . .. . 
.12 .. . . 
0 .. . . 
. 01 
. 02 .... 
.1>3 .. • . 
0 ... . 
.Gl ... . 
. 32 ... . 
. 24 ... . 
. 02 . .. . 
. 02 .. . . 
. 04 ... . 
.12 .. . . 
. 02 .. . 
. 08 
0 
. 24 . ... 
• Od .•• . 
. 02 .... 
. 01 .••. 
. 24 . .. . 
0 ... . 
• OS .••• 
.32 .•. . 
. 72 . .. . 
. 24 ... . 
. 08 t-7 
• 72 ... . 
. 84 ... . 
. 24 ... . 
. 32 .. . . 
1.12 . .. . 
1.12 . .. . 
. 24 ... . 
. 32 ... . 
. 98 ... . 
. 98 . .. . 
. 08 ... . 
.18 ... . 
. 72 ... . 
. 98 .. . . 
: ~~j:::: 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4·4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 2·4 
Stratus ... 3-4 
Stratus . . . 2·4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . ~-4 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-i 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
Stratus ... 2 4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 




Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus .. . 1-R 
0 0 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-8 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
St.r·atus .. _ 2-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
S,ratus ... 2-4 
Hazy ........ . 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
~~~lu~·::: ·2.4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hidden. ... D ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••. 
Hidden .. .' ... . ........................ :· .. ........ . 
Hidden ......................... ....... ....... : .. . 
0 0 ............... ... ·•········ ....... . 
Hidden ....... . .................................. . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.•. . . . ........ 
Hidden ..................... . : .. . ........ .. ...... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . ............. .. . .. . ... . ... . 
Ridden ..... . ...... .. ....... .................... . . 
~~~~~~~;:: i:! ... ':.· ... :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 ·w. . ................... ....... . 
Cirrns . . .. 3-4 S. W. .. . . . . . . . . .. ............... . 
Cirrus . . . . 3-4 W. . .................. .. ..... . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 rv. . ....................... ... . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 W. . .•..•.•...•.•..•......•.•. . 
Cirrus ... . 3-4 S. \V. . ......................... .. 
Cirrus . . . . 3-4 W. . .................. . ....... . 
Cirrus . .. . 2-4 W. . ............ . ..... .. .... . . . 
8i~~3;~~:: i~ ·'N~~-- - ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: 
Cirrus.... 1-4 . .................................. . 
0 0 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 ... . ........ ..... .................. . 
0 0 . . .......... . ..... ·······•·· ···•···· Cirro-cum. 2-4 S. W. .. . . . . . . . . .. .............. : . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 ................................. . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirro-curn . 2-4 N. W. . ..... . .. . ................. . 
Cirrus .. . . 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
CumulnR .. 1-4 . • .. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . ....... . 
0 0 .................. ·········· ....... . 
Cirro-cum. 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. .. ... ................. " .. ··· 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 .......... · ......................... . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 N. W. . ............ . .••........... 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . 
0 0 ............................ ········ 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 N. W. . ......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W ................... ....... .. . 
Cirrns . . . . 1-4 N. W. . .......................... . 
Hitlden ......................... ................. . 
Hidden ... . ..................................... . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N . W ...... ............... .. ..... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 N. W. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. . ..... : . .................. .. 











































































1 'l.'ll~lU.I. e llYGlWM.] t t 0 ;... ~ ~ C'<l ___ p 
.0· ,0• ... .0, .0, s:; ol'l oP <!l .-d 
.-d -o"' .e o:../$ ~:P ~~ ~ 0) o>.S -a 0 .g ~ 't<!l ::l ;,....- ..... .0 .0 :.3 <!) <!) 0 C'<l 0 <!l 
-+" c3 c () 8 a ~ P< I'< p, ~ ~ ~ ~ K 15 .. Q ~ 8 p:::j <lj Fl C,) A 
--- - - - -
--
p.m. 
Station l. .. ) { 123. 832 62 47 23. 765 47 43 69 N. W. 
2 . .. \. 4 57 24 475 5~ 50. 5 24. 43tl50. 5 47 75. 3 IV. t:. 5 ~~: i~~ ~~· 5 ~~ ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~ N:v:w. 
Station L.. 23. 8~9 61 47 23. 764 47 -!5 85 N. W . ?·- ( 6 o 5 :l~. 4~5 6~ 51 ~~· -1~7 ~1 ~7. 5 75. 6 N . W. 3 ... 5 ( ib. 960 63 58 ~ ), 891 ;:~8 ;:~3 60. 8 w. 
4 . . 27. 160 70 66. 5 -J.7. 050 67. 5 57. 5 50. 3 N. W. 
Station 1 . . 2:1. 802 61 ~6 <13. 738 -16 44 85 N . W. .~, 2 ... ~ 7 0 5 21.48061 50.524.43750.548 82.2N.W. 3 ... 5 ( :!5. H70 66.5 5? 23. 893 57 52.5 71. 9 N. W. 
4. . . :27. 172 68. 5 63 27. 067 63 57 67. 0 N. \V. 
Station 1 . .. ( 
5 
23. 802 63 46 23. 734. 46 H 85 N. W . 
~ : :: 5 8 0( ~~:~~~~~ ~~ ~t~~~~~ ~i ~~:~ 'ri· 
4 . .. 27. 150 65.5 56 21. 05156 53 80. 9 N. 
Station 1 ... ( 5 2:i. 804 ?2 46 23. 7~9 46 45 92 9 N. W. ~ : :: 5 9 o t. ~t ~~~ ~~. 5 ~~- 5 ~~: ~oi ~~: ~ ~~- 5 ~~:;; '6· 4... ~7.170 65 · 55 27. 07:.155 52 80. 5 N. 
Station 1 .. . } ~ 23. 840 72. •16 23. 752 46 45 92 N. W. 
2 ... 10 0 ~~- 5~1 ~8 ~9 2~. 464 ,49 48. 59?.~ w. 
3 . .. :.;:~. DtO t57 ;:~4. 52;:~. D02 54. 5 52 83. 6 N. W. 
4... 27. 152 64. 5 55 27. 055
1
55. 5 5:.3. 5 80. 7 N. W. 
Station 1... 23. 820 65 46 23. 747 46 46 I 00 N. W. 
2.. ( 11 22 5 ~-~- 505 70 !9- 5 24. '4t.l . ~9. 5 49 96. 3 '?· 
3.. 5 ( ~5 . 972 68 ;:~4. 5 25. 891 ;;,-!. 5 52 83. 6 :N. w. 
4... 127. 150 63 53 27. 057 154 51. 5 83. 4 N. 
Station L- ~ 12 
01 
:...
13. BOO 61 46 23. 729 \, 46 45 92 N. W. 
2.. . mid- \2-l. 4H8 GH -19. 5 24. 440,4[). 5 49 !JG. 3 W. 
3 .. uig hL ~;). D72 66. J 54. 5 2.'i. 8[)5
1
54. 5 53 89. 9 0 
4 .. · 27. 145
1
62 54 n ?54 55 52. 5 83. 1 N. 









































...... :~ Pci' (f}rf.J 
(f) .. 
'Do;> ~g 
P::P< 0$~ A 
-- -
.32 .. .. 
1. 44 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.01 ... . 
2.64 .. .. 
1. 80 .. . 
.02 .. .. 
.Ill ... . 
6.48 . .. . 
2.42 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
. 01 . -. 
8.00 .. .. 
.98 . .. . 
0 
.02 ... . 
6.48 .. .. 
1.12 .. -. 
0 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
7.22 .. .. 
1.28 ... . 
.01 ... . 
.08----
6.48 ... . 
1. 80 .. .. 
.1~ ... . 
. 08 
6. 48 
. 841273 ~ 08 .. ~~ 
LOWE!~ CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SNOW. .s ~ c:;o 
I'<~ 
"'"rn 
.fsT .-d o-o -~ ..,_s ~ _,.; p 0) 





~~~ru~-~~: ·4.4· ~~lJ~~ ::: -~-~- -~- :::. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Strat,us ... 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 W. . .. - ....... - .. ............. . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........................ '· --------- ....... . 
Strutus ... 4-4 Hidden ............... -·-------··--------- ....... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .......................................... . 
Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 W. ------·-·· ---------· ...... .. 
Stra~us .. . 4~4 ¥ridd~~~:: -~-~- -~·-:::. ::::::: ·~:: :::::::::: :::::::. 
Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 .... ............. . ................ .. 
Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Strn.tus ... 1-4 Uumulns .. 1-4 N. W ... ...... .................. . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ............................... , ..... .. . .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ......................................... .. 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .................................. .. 
Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ... ................. ... . .. .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ....... ........ ---·------------·--- ...... .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ......................................... .. 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ................................. .. 
Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 .. _ ...........................•.. __ . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .......................... __ ............. .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ............... ____ ...................... .. 
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ......•..•. ··---~"--· ....... . 
Stratns ... 1-4 0 0 .................................. .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........................................ .. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ....... .................................. .. 
Stratus .. . il-4 Hidden ...... . ........................ _ ....... ... . 

























































Station k:: ( 
:J -- 5 
4 ... 





3 ... 5 
4.--




Station 1. - · ~ 2 . . . 
3 .. . 
1.-. 
Station 1. -- } 
2 . .. 
3.--
4.--
a. m.l 23. 820 61 47 23. 755 47 47 100 N. W. 
1 0 5 _24. 490,65 50 24. 438 50 49. 5 96. 3 w. 
( 125. 968 65 55 25. 894 55 54 93. 4 w. 
27. 138 64 57 27. 042 57. 5 54 78. 4 N. 
23. 840 60 48 23. 777 48 48 1CO N. W. 
2 0 { 24. 510 71 50. 5 24. 445 50. 5 50. 5100 w. 
25. 963 ()6 56 25. 887 56 55 93. 5 w. 
27. 130 65 57 27. 0::!2 57 55 87. 4 N. W . 
2J. 835 59 48 23. 775 -18 48 100 N. W. 5 24. 497 69 50 24. 436 50 50 100 w. 3 0 ( 125. 962164. 5 56 25. 890 56 55 93. 5 w . 
27. 148 67 57 27. 045 57. 5 55. 5 87. 5 0 
23. 840 59 48 23. 78(1 48 48 lGO N. W . 
0 5 24. 500 67 50. 5 24. 444 50. 5 50. 5 100 w. 
( 25. 972 68 56. 5 25,89 1 56. 5 55 90. 4 w. 
27. 145 66 57. 5 27.045 58 56 87.6 N. 
23. 840 59 48 2J. 78-2 48 48 10:! N. W . 
0 5 2~. 501 70 ~0 2~ . 4:JE ~0 50 lGO :rW. ( 2;>. 971 66 ;>6 2;>. 895 ;>6 55 93. 5 N. W. 
27. 155 65 58 27. 057 58 56 87. 6 0 
23. 835 57 47 23.777 47 47 IGO N. W. 
0 5 _24. 490 67 50. 5 24. 434 50. 5 50. 5 100 w. 
( 25.980 66. 5 56 25. 903 56 55 93. 5 w. 
Station 1.- · 
2 . --
3 ... 
4 . •. 1
27. 165 64 58. 5 27. 069 59 56 81. 9 N. 
23. 839 57 47 23. 783 47 47 100 N. W. 
} 7 
O 5 :24. 520 66 50 24. 4G6 50 50 100 N'. W. 
( 25. 990 67 56. 5 25.912 56. 5 55 90. 4 w. 
27. 176 64 60 27. OEO 60 57 82. 2 0 
Station 1. . . 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
4 . •. 
Station 1 .. 
2 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
23. 860 57 49 23. 804 49 47 85 N . W. ~ 7 57 5 124. 528 GL 52.5 24. 485 52 51 93. 0 W. 5 ( ~ ~~: i~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~~ ~~- 5 gg ~~: ~ '6· 
23. 865 56 50 :23. 811 50 47 78 N. W. 
} 
9 0 l l24. 500 59 54 24. 461 53. 5 51 89. 7 w. 
25. \:185 G6 GO 25. 9G9 60 56 76. 5 W. 
27. 179 68 66 27. 074 66 58 58. 8 0 
Station~- ::J( 23. 870 60 54 23. EOi 54 51 79 N. W. 10 0 5 24. 500 59 57 24. 461 55. 5 53. 5 87. 0 w. 
( 25. 975 66. 5 62 25. 898 62 56 66. 5 w. 3 .. 
4 .•• 
Station ~::: 1 ? 3.-. ~ 
Station ~::: 1 } ~ - . . 
3 .. 
4 ••• 
'<.7. 16;) 68 67 27. 058 66.5 58. 5 59. 1 0 
2f.! . 885 60 55 23. 822 55 51 73 N . W. 
11 O { 24. 510 60 57. 5 24. 469 57. 5 57 SG. 8 W. 25. 982 (i8 65 25. 901 65 57 58. 2 s. w. 
1
27 173 70 70 27. 063 70 59 48.2 N. W. 
23. 870 60 55 23. 812 55 51 73 0 
C) :H. 527 <i7 60 24. 471 59. 5 58 !:0. 9 W. 
- m i g5. 9~8~ ~!) 66 ~5. 92~ ~G • ~7 5~. :1 S. W. 
i-1.1t0t3 72, :.:7. 0J.:>t2.;>1i0 4;>.7N .'\V . 
MettJo1·ological1·ecord fo r June 16, 1873. 
24 2. sJ ... I Stratus .. - 4-4 Hidden . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .............. - .. --~- ..... -
:i :J~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ilf~!~i ~ ~ ~ g l!ii~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
19 1. 80 . • . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . .. . . • . . .. .. ... ...... . ............ . 
5 .12 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ......................................... .. 
ii ( ~~~: ~:: ~E~~~L :: H !i~~:~ : :: :::: : ~::: ~:: :::: ~ ~ ~::: :: ~:: ~:::: : : ~::::: 
1 . 01 . • . . Stratus . . . 4-4 llidden ................................... ... .. .. . 
0 0 Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden .......................................... . 
12 . 72 .... Stratus .. . 4-4 H idden . .... .. .......... ....... . .. .... ........ .. .. 
20 2. !lO . • • . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hil1den . ......... . . .................... . ........ .. 
2 . 02 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden ...... . . .. ............. .. ... ....... ...... .. 
2 . 02 .. .. Stratns . . . 4-4 Hidden ........ .... ..... ............. ..... ... .. . .. 
10 .50 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .............. . ...... ............... . ... .. 
18 1. 62 ... . Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ....... ...... ....... ... .. . ..... .. .... ..... . 
1 . 01 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... .... ...... . ............................ . 
0 0 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden ... .... ........ ... ............ ........... .. 
18 1. 62 .... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ......................................... .. 
22 2. 42 . • .. Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden .......................................... . 


























. 02 . • .. Stratus . . . 3-4 0 0 .... ... ... ... .... . . ......... . . .... . . 
. !JS .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . . . .. ...... ..... . .. . .. .... ... ......... . 
. 84 .. . . Stratus . .. 4-4 H idden ......................................... .. 
. 01 .... Stratus . . . 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 W . .. .. ...... ... ...... .. ...... . 
0 . ... Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus ... . l-4 ................................... . 
. 72 . . .. Cumulus .. 1-4 Hazy ... . .. ........ .. ........... ... .............. . 
. 18 . • • . Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 ...... . ...•. ..•.. ..• ..•••••...•.... . 
.G2 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 1 W. . ... . .... . .......... .. ..... . 
0 .... Hazy .. . ...... Cirrus .... 1-4 · .... .. .... . ..... ................... . 
. 32 .... Cumtllus .. 1-4 0 0 . ............................. . .... . 
.12 ... . Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 . . . ........ .... ... . ......... ...... . 
~~::::: ~1it~~~: : :{_~: 8~~~~gi~~~: ib! ·--~~-- :::::::::::::::::::::::.:::: : 
. 24 .. .. Stratus ... 2-4~ qumulus .. 1-4 -.- . .. .. .................... -~- ...... . 
~:~ :::: N~~r::: : :::: g~~~t~L U ~~vt: 1:::::::::: : ::::~:::: :::::~~ -
. 72 .... Stratus ... 1-4 1 Cumulus .. 1-4 N . vV. . .. . ...... . ........... . ... .. 
. 18 . . . Smoky... . ... 'i Cumulus .. 1-4 W. 
· 08 .. - ·1 Hazy . . . . . .... Cumulus .. 1-4 ~- W. 
0 .... Razy . ... ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 :N.W. 
1. 62 . , Stratus ... 1 - 4 ~ Cumnlus . . 1-4 N . W. 
. 18 .... · :;;moky.... . . .. Cumulus .. 1-4 Vv. 
. 18 .• . . Ilnzy .. ... 1 .... ·cunmlus .. 1-4 N.\V. 
LL <L HT 






































































Mete01·ological1·ccordjor June 16, 1873-Continued. 
. . - ~~ ~ ~ T ll EHi\I. § IIYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. IUIN OR SXOW. '8 0 
1-o ... ... s ... ~ $ . $ . ~ - .- - ~...: ---.-,g . . :>.;:. 0.._; ' -b.() od ~~ 
o 15 o § .2il ~ od ~ B ..ci :9 a;,~- § """. P ~ '+-< ~ • ...; ...; § ~ T -~ ..., $ Remarks. 
'o :C ~ ~ cD ~ ~ ~ a:> P ,E -~ · ~ ·~ ] en g ~ . ~ . § :.3 -~ 8 8 rd § ~ 
c.. a:> ~ «! 8. ~ .0 ... «! g c ... ~ ;.., ~-:; "" 0 "" 0 g s 0 s .g 0 s j § ~ :!3 X o t' ~ 0) -~ ~ ~ ;... ~ ·:;; ~ .!3 S .!3 S .::; ~~ o ~ S S ~ ~ ~ ~ ..::._ __::__ ~ f-" ~ A p. ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ _A ____ o _ _ --~----~--I·-------
Stntion 1. .. p.m. 23. 87.5 61 56 23. 810 56 50 62 N. W. 8 . 32 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cnmulu~ .. 1-4 N. W. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . Fa~r. 
2 .. . } l o{ :.!4.51572 62.52~.4466? 54 56.1N.W. 18 1.62 Haz-':· ·-- Cir. &cum. 1-4 ~-":'· .................. . ........ Fmr. 
3... :15. 98~ G8. 5~ 6~ 2~. 898 6~ 59 51. 8 ~-W. 7 . 2~ Smoky .... Cumulus.. 1-4 :N . \\. . • .. .. • • • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. . . Cl~~r. 
4... 27.16.:~74.57.:~ 2t.0447;>.560 36.7:bi.W. 8 .32 Hazy..... Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W ............................. Fa~r. 
Sta tion 1... 23. 820 61 54 23. 755 54 49 67 N. \V. 24 2. 88 Hazy..... Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. .. .... .. .................... Fmr. 
2 ... } 2 0 { :14. 50064 58.5 24. 430 58 51 ~8. 4 N. W . 21 2. 20 ... Hazy ......... Cir. &cum. 2-4 N. Vv. .. ......................... . Fa~r. 3... :15. !JSO 69 67 25. 897 67 57 ;>0. 3 N. \V. 8 . 32 fimoky .... Cumulus .. 2-4 \V. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . Fair. 
4._.. :17. 170 77. 5 74 27. 042 74 61 43.3 N . W. 12 . 72 H azy.... . Cumnlns .. 2-4 \ V. . ......... ........ l!:a~r. 
Station 1. .. :23. t:OO 60 54 23. 738 54 49 (i7 N'. W. 20 2. 00 Hazy . .. . . Cumulus .. 2-4 N . W. . .. .. . . .. .... ............... ] au·. 
2 ... } { :!4. 475 62 58 24.4:!0 57. 5 50 55.3 N . W. 23 2. 64 Hazy.... Cumulus .. 3-4 N. \V. . ..... .... .......... ....... . Fair. 
3... 3 ° 23. 958 70 67 25. 873 67 57 50. 3 N. W . 8 . 32 Stratns ... 1-4 Cumulus . . 2-4 N. W. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fa!r. 
4 .. . 27.14' 77 74 27.013 74 61 43.3 W . 10 . 50 .... Haz_y ......... Cumulus .. 2 4 N. .. .......................... Fair. 
Station 1... :13. 789 uO 53 23. 727 53 48 u6 N. W. 28 3. 92 Hazy .. . .. Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fa!r. 
2 . .. { 4 0 5 :.!~. 4~5 ~ ~0 58 :.!~. 40~ ;~7. 5 51 ~0. 9 N. W. 32 5. 12 ?"azy..... Cumulus .. 3 4 N. W. .... . .. .. . ................. ~a~r. 3 .. _ 5 ( :l.:~. fl30 69 68 2o. 84 t 6B 58 Jl.l W. 8 . 32 .... Smoky.... .. .. Cumulus .. 3-4 \V. .. ................ Fmr. 
4 .. _ ;)7.120 76 73 2G. 996 74 62 47.2 W . 8 . 32 ... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirms .... 1-4 N. W ..................... ..... ... Fn.ir. 
Station L .. { ~3. 770 ~9 ~1 ~:3. 710 5~ _ ~8 78 N. W. 30 4. 5g .. .. llazy . . . .. . .. . C~m~ulus .. ~-4 N. W. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . F a!r. 
2 ... { 4 , 7 24.425,;>9 ;>6 24.3865J.<>;>1 71.4 N. W . 18 1. 6- Hazy..... C1rro-cum. :3-4 N . W ............................. Fa~r. 3 .. 5 ° 25.903 68 G4 25. 82:164 156. 5 59. 7 W. 6 .li! Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. .......................... Frur. 
4... 27. 116 74. 5
1
69 26 . . 995 69 .59. 9 54. 0 N. W. 10 . 50 .. .. Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus _ ... 2-4 N. 'vV. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. Cloudy. 
Station 1.. . 23. 739 59 49 23. ti80 49 46 77 N. W. 32 5. 1 ~ ... . Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 N. vV. F air. 
2 ... { 6 0 5 :N. 420 59 55 24.381 ::i4. 5 50 70. 9 W. 25 3. 1!2 . .. . Stratus ... 1-4 Cir. & cum. 2-4 W . . ........................... Fair. 3 .. . 5 { :?5. 905 72 62. 5 :l5. 81:-i 62.5 56 64.1 W. 7 . 24.... 0 0 Cirrus .... 3-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
. 4.. . ~!· 1?0 ~!· 5
1
66. 5 ~G. ~99 66. 5!5. ~. 5
1
59._. 1 N. W. ~ . Oc .. .. St~atus .. 1-4 Ci_rrus .. .. 2-4 W. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. Cloudy. 
Stat10u 1.. { ~3. 730 62 48 ~3. 664 48 46 So N. W. 32 5. 12 . . . . Sti a,tus ... 4-4 Hidden .. _ . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
'' { 7 0 2-1. 410 GO 52. 5 24. 3ti9 52 49 79. 4 W. 34 5. 78 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 Cirrus ... _ 1-4 \V'. Fair. 3 .. . 5 23. 90a 72 60. 5 25. 813 60.5 54.5
1
65. 3 W. 7 . 24 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
4.. . 27. 118] .. 71. 5
1
6.j 27. OO::i u4 57 62. 5 W. 6 . 18 . . . . Stratus ... 1-4 Cinus ... . 2-4 N. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
Station 1 .. . 1 { 23. 770 <71 48 23. 685 48 47 9.2 N. W. 30 4. 50 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden_.. Cloudy. 2.. . 8 0 2~. 410 61 "50 2~. 36~ ;;o 48 85. 6 W. 30 4. 50 .... Stratus ... 4-4 llidden _.. Cloudy. 3 .. . 2,). 890 G8. o f\7 2o. 80t: 57 53. 5 78. 0 W. 4 . OS . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 Cumulus.. 1-4 W. ]<'air. 
. 4. . . 
1
.,7. 0921l7. 5 57 26. 9?8 57 54 181. 2 N. W. 1 . 01 .. __ Stmtns _.. 3-4 o o .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..... ·.. .. . .. . . . Cloudy. 
Slnhou ~ - - . 1 c ~:l.7t:~ 7<1 j4( !.!3. ~~3 47 46 92 N. W . 36 6. 48 .... Stratus ... 4-4 H_idden . .. . ..... ........................... -- ~ Cloudy. ;- · 9 o' ~:-4~. -~~!l "~~-5~4.3t. ~~~-5~~ "89.0 N.W. 16 1.28 .... Stratus ... 3-4 Cirn1s .... 1-4 N .W ............................ Cloudy . . l .. ( ~.d~'!'~G.o~o.5I;:-~·7!J.l ~J.5~2.o80.5 W. 2 .02 .... Slratus ... 1-4 0 0 .... ............ .... ................ Fair. 



























Station~- .. } { 23. 77Q ?f! 46 23. 6~0 46 145 92 N. W. 32 
~-.. 10 0 2~. 40o o9 48. ~ 2~. 366 4~. 5 1 ~7 88. 8 W. 18 3... 2o. 848 G5 55. o 2o. 774 5o. 5 o2 77. 6 0 0 
4 .. . 27. 065 67 56. 5 26. 962 56. 5 5:3 78. 0 N. W. 4 
Station L .. } { 23.71076 42 23.61442 41 9l N. W. 40 
2... 11 22 24. 410 58 43 24. 373 43 43 100 N. W. 24 L: . ~~: r~~ gi_ 5 ~~- 5 ~~: ~ l~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ 3 N~ w.l ~ 
Station L .. } 12 O 5 2:l. 690 ?4 140 23. 599 40 40 100 N. W .l 40 2... mid- 2~. 380 ~6 42 2-1. 348 42 42 100 N . -vy-. 38 
3... nio-bt { 2o. 868 63 46 25. 79!J 46 46 I 00 N. 2 
4... "' . 27.100 65 52 27. 002 53 51. 5189. SIN. w. 4 
f: ~~ 1 :::: 
0 
. 081 ... . 
8. 00 ... . 
2. 88 . . . . 
. 241 .. •. 
. 08. - .. 
8. 00 .... 
7. 221 499 
:~~~ -~~~ 
Stratus . . . 
:::itratus . . . 
Stratus .. . 
Stra,tus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Niml>us .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Niml>us .. 
N iml>us .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 













i!UE••• H . JWlLt ~·ET•· ······ 
Hidden .......... .. .. . 10.20 p.m .. .. .......... ... . . 
Hidden . . . .. ... . . ..•.. 10.20p. m. ..••... .. . • 37 
Hidden ... . ........... 10.25 p.m. - · - --- ---- .39 
i!ii~ ~ ~ :: •: H~ ::: :~ • ~: . ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~: •:: 
Meteorological1·ec01·dj01· June 17, 1873. 
a.m. 
40 139 Hidden .. . 12. 45a. m. Station t:: } 23.632 71 40 I~'" 90 . N.W. , 46 10.56 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 . .... .. .... . ...... .................. . ............ 1 o{ 24.:329 55 42 24.299 41.5 41.5 100 w. 37 6. 84 Stratus ... 4·4 Hidden . .. ............. - --- -- --- ---- · 12. 20a.m. ............. . 3 . -- 25.840 63 46 25. 771 46 46 100 N.W.' 6 . 18 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
---·---- -- -- --- ----- -· 
12. 30a. m. ............ . 
4 ... 27.060 65 52 26. 962 53 50 79. 8 0 0 0 Niml>us ... 4-4 Hidden ... . ....... .... . 
. -- . .. ...... ........ 1.15a.m. . ........... 
Station 1 ... } 23. 630 66 40 23. 556 40 39 90 N.W. 42 8. 82 ...... Stratus . . . 4-4 Ridrlen .. . . ..... .... .. . 
- ---
... .... .. ...... .. . 
-----·-··· 
... .. ........ 
2 ... 2 o{ 24. 347 64 42 24.298 42 42 100 N.W. 36 6. 48 . ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hiddeu ... . ........... ... .. . ....... ...... ...... ...... ............. .............. 3 . .. 23. 835 67 46 25. 757 46 46 100 N.W. 8 . 32 
----
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden . . . . .. ..... .. .. . . .. ... ................. . .. .. .............. .............. 4 ... 27. 0-15 63 52.5 26.952 53 51 86.4 w. 4 . 08 ... .... Stratus ... 4·4 Hidden . .. . ....... ..... .. ..... .................. .. .......... ....... ...... .. .. . 
Station ~ - :: ( 23. 615 62 40 23.550 40 39 90 N.W. 40 8. 00 .... ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. .. .. ........... ··-· ... .... .... .... ... .................. .. ........... . 
3 o{ :24.349 fi3 42 24.302 41.5 41. 5 100 N.W. 3} 5. 12 --- - Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ............ ---· ... .............. . .................. .. ..... ....... 
•3 -- 5 25. 832 G6 46 25.756 46 46 1CO N . W. 10 . 50 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 Hidden ... . .... ..... .. ...... ... ....... ....... .................. ............. 
4.-- 27. 050 63 52 26.957 52 50.5 89. 6 w. 8 . 32 ...... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hiddel). ... .. .. .. . ..... . 
Station 1 . . . } 
o{ 2:3. 625 71 39 23. 540 39 38 90 N.W. 42 8. 82 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hif.lden .. . 2 ... 4 24. 354 59 41.5 24.3 16 41.5 41.5 100 N.W. 25 3.12 ..... . Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidclen ... . ............ ..... . ... .. ............. .. .. ............... .............. 3 ... ::!5. 838 64 46 25.767 46 46 100 N .W. 8 3" ...... Stratus . . . 4-4 Ridden . . . 
-- -- ---· 
....... . ................ . ..... ............ ............... 
4 . - - 27. 050 63 51 26. 957 51. :i 50 89.5 N.W. 8 . 32 ..... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . 
--------
. ...... .................. ............. Station 1 . . . 
o{ 23. 645 75 40 23. 55140 39 90 N .W. 37 6. 84 ... ... Stratus . .. 4-4 H idden .. . . .. ............. . 2 ... } 5 24. 366 57 42 24.332 41.5 41.5 100 N. 24 2. 88 ...... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... ........... . . ..... . .. .. ........ .. .. . .................. ..... .. ....... 3 . .. 25.838 61. ~6. 5 ,2~. 774 ~6. 5 ~6. 5 100 .N". w. 8 . :~2 . .... . Strat.us ... 4-4 Hidden ... . ............. ...... . . .. ...... ......... ................... .............. 
4 . - - 27. 070 62 ol 26 .. 179 ;.>1. 5 oO 89. 5 N. W . 4 . 08 ..... . St.ratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. . . ...... .. .... . ..... . 
----------
. ................. . ............ 
Station 1 ... } 
o{ 23.670 76 40 23. 574 40 39 90 N. W. 26 3. 38 . .... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ............. . ..... . ............... .................. . .... . ..... . 2 . -- 6 24. 370 58 42. 5 24. 334 42 42 100 N. W. 26 3. 38 ·· - · Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... .............. ...... 5.20 a. rn. .. ................. ... ......... . 3 . - - 25. 860 65 ~7 ~2~.7~5~7 ~7 100 N.W . 8 . 32 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hitlden .. . .... ... . .... . . ..... ............... . ........... .. ... . .. .. ....... . 4 . .. 27. 078 61 ;>1. 5 26. 9v01al. 5 ;.>0 89. 5 N. W. 8 . 32 . ..... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . .. ............. . ..... .. .... . .......... . . ............... . ............ 
Stati011 ~ - ::} 23.685 i4 3[) \23. 5!)4
1
39 39 LOO N. W. 40 8. 00 ...... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... ...... .. ..... 
· -· -
........... ....... . ................. ........ .. ... 
7 0 124. 391:- 63 42 2~. 350 41. 5141. 5 100 N. W. 18 1. 62 ...... Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hir1den .-.. .............. ·-·· . .... .. .. . ....... ........ .. ......... . ..... .. .... . 3 ... 125. SRt G6 46. 52>- Rl2i<6. '1'6. 5 lOO N. W. 7 . 24 .... . Strat.u s ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . .... . . ..... .. - . ..... ~- ..... -.. . .. .. ........... . .......... . 4 ... 127. 098 59 , _ 527.014
1
52.550. ,,_ r· w. 8 . 32 . .... . Stratus ... 4-4 H idden .. . . .. .. ... .. ... . .... . ................ 
-----·---· 
. ........... 
Station 1 ... } 23. 665 68 " 123. 587 37 37 100 N. W. 48 11. 52 . .. .. . Stratus ... 4-4 IIi<lden ... ............. 
·-·· 
. ...... .. ........ .. ............... .15 2 ... 7 :i71 12~. ~01 6:3 39 24. 35:-!39. 5 39.5 100 N. W . 25 3.12 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . ........... . ..... ... .... ..... · .. .. . 7.30 a.m. . 1:3 







Li ght rain . 

















































.<::1 ~ (,) 
"' 
0 
~ s::.. ~ ~ 
a lll"GRO~L j:J 0 
1'-< 8 
"' ---~ P. 
~s ~ ,6 .<::1 • __ ~;-, ~ ~""' t)o> (;..· .... p p 
..... 0) ~ ~ r:i :;., 
0 A ~ ~ C) 
Meteo1·ological?·econljo1' June 17, 1873-Contiuned. 
r:l. 
WL.'iD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. HAlN 011 SNOW. -~I:: ~g 
""'"' d ~- Q). o) - t.l: ..0 O.-o
·8 § >-¢: _.;; _.; l~T -§ -+""-' 0 P._e, :g ~ . r:l r:l l'l~ we< :::1 ~ ooS s ..0 ::S<l.l C) o.<:l ww ~-·a ..0 0 ..0 0 -~§~ Q) os 1'-< ~s o>>- ~.s r:l 8 8 s 8 'd s ... A 1'-; <l.l ~ 0 r:l t>S::.. ~s::.. <lj ~ C) ~ <ljO <lj' 
---- - - ----- ---
Stntion ~ ::: ~ 
:! .. 5 
4 ... 
Station~-:: { 
::! . .. 5 
4 . .. 
fitn,tiou ~ - :. ~ 
3 ... 5 
4 .. 





. ~3. 688 ~6 j37 ~3. 61~ : ~7 "~7 100 IN. w . 
0 l :._ .J • .JOO Jl. 5
1
38 :A. 37~:~ 1 :n.;) 37. 5 too N. w. 25.915 u4. 5 42 \!5. t143 42 42 100 N. W. 
~7. 151 60 51 27. 065 52 49 79. 4 ::i. '\V. ~3. 67!l 63 36 23. 612136 35 90 N. W. 
10 0 5 24. 40015 t. 5 38. 5 :24. ;ns 37. 5 3i'. 5 100 N. ( :25. 925 64. 5 43. 5:25. 853 43. 5 43 95. 8 N. W. 
~~: ~g~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~- 5 ~~ ~~- 3 N ~ 
11 O 5 24. 430 59 41. 5 24. 391 ,41.5 38. 5 74. 1 N. ( 25. 91!l 63 46. 5 25. 850 46. 5 46 96. 1 N. W. 
g ~n z~ ~~ ~I~~~~~~ ~g z~- 3 ~: ;: 
12 0 5 24. 438 59. 5 41 24. 398
1
39. 5 38. 5 90. 7 N 
m. ( 25.930 63 47 25. 86 1 47 44 77. 2 W. 
27. 177163 54. 5 27. 084,55 48. 5 59. oN. W. 
~~ . 
Station 1... 23.729 66 38 23.655.38 36 ill N. W. 
2 ... } 1 0 { 2-1. 43S159 42. 5 24. 399!42 40 82. 9 N. W. 3 . . . 25. 932162. 5 49. 5 25 . . 864149. 5 45 67. 6 N. W. 4 . .. 27.17662 56.527.085,57 49 52.1N.W. 
Station 1. . 23. 731 74 39 23. 660 39 36 72 N. W. 
2 . .. ~ 0 O 5 24. 433 58 44. 5 :U. 3!J6144 40 67. 7 N. W . 
3 . . . 5 '"' { 25. 932 67 51 25. 854151 46 65. 3 N. W. 
4... 27.178164 57 27. 08::!
1
57 50 57.7 N. W. 
Station 1. . . ~ { 23. 761 80 37 23. 655 .37 3. 5 PO N. W. 
2 . .. 3 0 2-1. 4-10160 46 2-1. 399 45. 5 40 57. 5 w. 
3 . ~5. 93216:!. 5 51 25. 862 51 46 65. 3 N. W. 
4... 27.17164 58 27.075 58 49 47.5 w. 
Station l .. } 
1 
::!:J. 755. 76 38 ::!:3. fl59!3tl 35 71 N. W. ? . . 4 o ~~· 43~ 57 "~5. 5 ~~- 4~ .1 ~5 40 60. 7 N. W. 
• 1. .. ~J. 93.>
1
6-1. ;, 1,>1 :.,>. 863
1
;,1 44 52. 5
1
N. W. 
4... ::!7. no1u5. 5 57 27.011 57 49 52.1 N. E. ~talion t . • 23. 745j72 37 23. 65tl 37 .!4 71 N. w . ~ .. ~ 4 r.1 5 :! 1.4:!2 fiO 14:>. 5 24. 3!l t i.J5 .!9 53.3 N. \Y. 
:: S ,) { ~~: ~~~~t~ ~~ ~} ~~i g~. 5 !~ !t ~ N\~:· 
24 14.58 
-- --
Stratus ... 4-4 IT;ddon . . . . . . . . . - ~-. . • - ~- •..•. r . 20 2. 00 
·· ·-
Stratus ... 4-4 llidden .... .. ... ...... .... : .... . .................. 
6 . 18 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Bidden .......................................... 
4 . 08 .... Stratus . . . 4-4 Hiddeu ..... ..... . ... . ......... . .......... . .. , .... 
50 12. 50 
----
Cumulus .. 1-4 Cunmlus .. 1-8 N.W. 
14 . 98 
---· Stratus ... 4-4 ilh1dcn .. . 
-- - · --- ---5 .12 
·--- Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. 
--------- ··------·--· 4 . 08 
- -- · Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 
·------- --------- · 50 12. 50 . ..... Cumulus . . 1-4 0 0 
----- ---
. .... . ........... 
·--- ------ ----- --· 26 3. 38 
-- --
Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 .................. 





Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 
------·-- · ---- ---· 40 8. 00 
---· Cumulus .. 1-4 0 0 ............... ·---- ---- · . .............. . ............ 16 1. 28 
----
Stmtus ... 2-4 0 0 ....... , .... .. ..... 
------- ---
. ....... ... 
7 . 24 .. . 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. . .............. . 
--- ------- -- ·· ---4 
. 08 136 Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 
---- --·- ------·--· .................. ----·--· 
40 8. 00 . .. . Cumulus .. 1-4 Cumu1us.. 1-4 N. W. . .. .. .. .. . • .............. .. 
13 . 8~ . .. . 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. Vv. .. .. .. . .. .. ............. - .. 
6 .18 . ... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ........................... . 
6 . 18 .. .. Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 . .. .. .. .. . ......... - ...... . 
3fi 6. 48 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ..... . ... ............. .... .. .. 
22 2.42.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.'\V .......................... . .. 
5 .12 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. \V ........................... .. 
8 . 32 . .. . Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 ....................... -- .. . 
50 12. 50. ... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-8 N. W. 
31 4. 80... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. '\V ........... . ............... .. 
1~ :~g .... ~~-ihu·s·~:: 1_8 Cum~1lus .. 1(/ N. W . :::::::: : : .::::::::: :: :::::: 
48 11.52 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-8 N. '\V . .......................... .. 
::W 3. 38 .. .. Hazy .. .. . . .. . Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. 
~ :~~ rt~iL-s·::: 1_8 Cum~lus .. 104 N.W. 
54 14. 58 .. .. 0 0 Cnmulus .. 1-8 N. \V. .. ...... ... ......... . ...... . 2g 3:~~ :::: ff~~~ ::::::::: 8~~~~;l~::: ~:! ~:;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 


































































Station l.- -l 123. 720168 136 J2:3. 641 36 :l4 180 N.W. 2.-- 6 { 24. 435 59 43. 5124. 396 43 :39.5 70. 8 N.W. 3 ... 0 r5. !\50,69. 5 51 j25. 866 51 44 52. 5 N.W. 
4 ... 27. 18::2 67 53. 5 ';!7. 079 54 47 55.2 s.w. 
Station 1.- -l 2:3. 715 63 :35 23. 647 35 34 90 N.W. 2 ... 7 1 24. 449 G3 40 24. 40 I 40 38 ts2. 0 w. 3 -- 0 25. 951 66 46 25. 875 46 42 69. 1 N.W. 
4 ... 27. 1~2 61. 5 51 27. 093 51 45 59. 0 N.W. 
Station L .. } 23. 620 60 35 23. 618 35 34 90 N.W. 
2 ... 8 { 24. 439 58 37 24. 402 37 35 80.7 w. 3 . .. 0 25. 94 1 67. 5 43 25. 862 43 40 75. 0 N.W. 
4.-- 27. 192 61. 5 49 27. 103 50 45 64.6 N.E. 
Station L .. } 23. 680 59 33 23. G21 3:~ 32 89 N.W. 
2 ... 9 0 { ;!4, 4:39 54 35 24. 411 35 34 R9. 8 N.W. 3 .. 23. 943 61 42. 5 25. 879 42. 5 39. 5 74. 4 N. 
4 .. . 27. 195 61 47 27. 107 48 43.5 66. 6 N .W. 
Station 1 ... 
} 10 o{ 
23.665 58 32 23. 606 32 30 70 N.W. 
2 ... 24. 410 45 34 24. 402 34 33 89.5 N.W. 
2 ... 25. 931 5!). 5 42 25.870 42 38 66. 1 N. W. 
4.-- 27. 188 60 46.5 27. 102 47.5 42 59.4 w. 
Station L .. 
} 11 22{ 
23.695 69 30 23. 614 30 29 89 N.W. 
2 ._ 24.421 49 33 24. 404 J3 31 80.0 N.W. 
3 ... 25.926 55.5 41 25.874 n 37.5 69.2 N.W. 
4.-- 27.175 :'\8 45 27. 094 46 41 61.7 N.W. 
Station 1. .. 
} 12 0 { 
23.710 67 30 23.633 31 30 89 N.W. 
2 -- mid- 24. 422 48 32 24. 407 32 31 89.6 N.W. 3 ... 
night. 25.92154.5 40 25.87240 37 73.2 N. 4 ... 27.168,57 43 27.089 44 40 67.7 N. 
, 
f ... I I Station 1.. _ 23. 710 78 30 23.605 31 30 89 W. 
2 . __ } l O { 24. 400 47 37. 5 24. 387137. 5 34 66. 9 N. 
3 .. _ 25. 932 57. 5 39 25. 876
1
39 37. 5 86. 0 N. 
4. _ _ 27. 180 57 41 27. 10;t
1
4L 5 39 78. 4 N. 
Station 1 . _ _ 23. 7;;0,74 29 23. 639 29 26 67 N. W. 
2 . .. } 2 0 { 24. 420 47. 5 32 24. 406f32 28 59. 4
1 
N. 
3 _. 25. 940 60. 5 38 ::!5. 877 38 34 62. 8 N. 
4 27. 168 56 38. 5 27. O!J2 39. 5 37 89. 6 N. 
Station 1 . :: { 23. 7~5 1 ?0 ?9 23. 64~~ 2fl 26 67 jN. W. 
2 . . . } 3 O 24. 4~7 1 ;> 1 31 24.406 31 27. 5 63. 5 N. W. ~· · · :l l:!,;l ~l ~l ~;: iii ii sl: ; ~. 
Station 1::: 23: 740:G9 29 23. 659129 26 67 N. W. 
2 . _ } 4 0 { 'l4. 43:y5 31. 5l24. 405 31 21 58. 2 N. 3 .. _ 25. 940 58 37 25. 882137 3:.1 61. 91 N. 
4 _.. -4.7. 170,54 36. 5,27. 098!37 35 80. 7 N. 
42 8. 82 -- .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 
28 3. 92---- Stratus .. - 2-4 0 0 
8 :~~ ~ :::: llazy ____ _ Cumulus . . 1-4 8 Stratus_-- 1-4 0 0 
50 12. so; .. .. Stratus_-- 4-4 Hidden ___ 
24 2. ~~~ ---- Stratus ___ ::2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 8 :f~r: : : 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 6 Stratus_._ 2-4 0 0 
. 50 12. 5o; .. __ St.ratus ___ 4-4 Hidden·- -
24 2. 881 .... Stratus_ .. 2-4 0 0 
6 : ~~: :::: 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 4 Stratus_ .. 1-4 0 0 
44 9. GB:-- .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 
19 1. 80 .... Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 
7 . 241.--- 0 0 0 0 
3 . 04 .... 0 0 0 0 
50 12. so: .... Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 
26 3. 38, ... 0 0 0 0 
8 .32 .... 0 0 0 0 
4 . os: .. -- 0 0 0 0 
48 11. 52-- .. Strat us ... 1-4 0 0 
27 3. 641 .. -- 0 0 0 0 
10 .50 .... 0 0 0 0 
4 s: ~~ : :::· 0 0 0 0 40 Stratus ... 1-8 0 0 
20 2. oo' 621 0 0 0 0 
6 . 18 189 0 0 0 0 
2 • 02-- .. 0 
I 
0 0 0 
Metem·ologicalrec01·d jm· June 18, 1873. 
48 11.5l ... 0 0 0 0 27 3.64 .... 0 0 0 0 
6 .18 ..... 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 .... 0 0 0 0 
48 11. 52 . ..... 0 0 0 0 
23 2. 64 . ..... 0 0 0 0 
5 . 12 ...... 0 0 0 0 
4 .08 . .... 0 0 0 0 
36 6. 4H .. .... Stratus ... 1-tl 0 0 
26 3. 38 
·---
Stratus_ .. 1-4 0 0 
4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 . .... 0 0 0 0 
20 2. 00 . ..... Stratus ... 1-8 0 0 
36 3. 38 . ..... Stratus _ . . 1-4 Cirrus ... . 1-4 
5 . 12 
---· 
0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 .. ... 0 0 Cirrus ... . 1-4 





......... .. . ............ 
------ --- -
... .. . ....... ................ 
----------
.......... .............. .................. 
----- ---- · 
............... 
------ -· ---------· 
.......... .. ..... 
........... . ................. 
-------- --
............ ................ ............... . 
. ....... ..... .................. .............. 
............ ................ ................ 
-- ------
............... ................... 
..... .......... ....... ......... .................. 
............. .................. .................. 
........ 1 Fair. 
........ ]'air. 
_ ... -- .. Clear. 
-- ... _ .. Fair. 
........ Cloudy. 
_ . __ .. .. Fair. 
- ---- . .. Fair. 
.. ---- .. Fair. 
__ . ..... Cloudy. 
........ Fair. 
........ Clear. 
.... . ... Fair. 
__ . .. . . . qi~udy. 
.. ... ... l'a1r. 
........ Clear. 
........ Clear. 
............ . Fair. 
............ Clear. 
............. C lear. 
-- ----- -
Clear. 
. -.. . .. ~ -. Fair. 
..... ..... Clear . 
... ... ..... . Clear . 
............ . Clear. 
............ . Fnir. 
............. . Clear. 
............. Clear. 






















Meteo?·ological?·eco?·d j01· Ju·ue 18, 1873 -Continued. 
LOWEH CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ~ E 'l'llERM. ~ IIYGROlf. l~ WIND. 
0 Q,) ~ ---~ 
UPPER CLOUDS. 
$ . $ ci ~ --- ~.... • ..« . • » 0 • 6 -tj) .-d ' 
o § o -~ ~ rci • ~ .s ~ ~ 0 -t- 5 ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ . ....: .p a _t:i -1 -l'l '0 ·o c._. ...,; Q,) ~ a3 ~ c:.> P P ~ ·1""4 ...... ....-~ 6 = · ;;.... s:~ ~ ....... ~ Q) 

















~~ I Station!... :11.74567 29 2.1.668,29 26 67 N.W. 24 2.88.... 0 0 Cirrus .... 3-4 N.W. , .......... , .......... ... ..... . ?--. ~ 5 0 5 ~~- 4~0 ~. 6. 5 31. 52~. 427130. 5 ~7. ~ ~8- 2 ~ W. 25 :t. 12 . . . . Stratus ... H C~1:1:us .... 2-4 N. W. 3 ... 5 { .. o.9.>0.>8.538 2.>.89138 3:l.;).>1.t N.E. 5 .12 . ... 0 0 Cmus .... ~-4 N.W. 







Station 1... 23. i60 67 ~9 ''3. 683'2!) 26 67 N. W. 36 6. 48 -.. - 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W. .. ... .... ................. .. 
2 .. ~ 6 0 5 :H. -16~ 55 33. 5 ~4. 4:18/32. 5 28. 5 59. 1 N. 18 1. G:l . . .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 W. . ......................... .. 
3 ... 5 { :.!5. 960 58.5 38 25. 901138 34 62.8 N. E. 10 . 50 . .. 0 6 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W. .. ........................ .. 
4... :.!7. 205 53 39 27. 136,39 ~7 8l.ti N. 4 . Ot3.... 0 0 Cirrns .... 2-4 ................................... . 
Station 1... ::!3. 770 66 32 2:3. ti95 32 29 69 N. W. 20 2. 00 ... - 0 0 Cirrus .. . . 1·4 N. W. ~--. ~ 7 0 5 ~~- 4ti0. ~~ :'~5 ~~- 43~.( 34 _ :30 ~1.; N. 13 . 84 .. -- :Stratus ... 1-4 ~!~r:ns . ... 1-4 E. 3 ... 5 { -<>.96t3.>6 39.52.>.91-?139.:>34 .>1.2N.E. 4 .08.... 0 0 CnJUs .... 1-4 N.W. 
4... :l7. 191::.31 44 27. J3444. 5 39.5 59.7 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W. 
Station 1... :.!3. 761 59 34 23. 701:34 :30 61 N. W. 32 5. 12.... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. ,V, 
2 ... ~ 7 , _ 5 ·24. !H8. 6 . .>-. 5 38 24. 465 .. 37. 5 36. 5 90. 4 N. 12 . 72 ... . St1·atns ... 1-4 Cirms .... 1-4 N. 3 ... 5 OJI { :};;_ 9iJ .36 42 25. 912 42 :36. 5 5:t 4 0 0 0 · .. .. 0 0 Cinus .... 1-4 N. W. 
4 . . -27. 205 52 47 27. 138,47.5 40 45.4 S. W. 2 . 0:2.... 0 0 Cirrus . . . 1-4 N. W. 
Station 1.. ~:3. 7UE .3-t 39 23. 718.35 :w 52 N. W. 42 8. 8:2. ... 0 0 Cinus .... 1-4 N. W. 
2 ... l 9 0 5 24. 47;) .>5 39 24. 445 38 32 45.0 N. 13 . !:!4 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. 
3 . . 5 { ~5. 970 58 45 :23. 913 45 :38 45. 9 N. (i • 18 - .. - 0 0 0 0 . - - ... -- I •••••••••• '- ••••••••• '- •••••• -
4 . .. -~7.21136 51 27.1:3751.542 39.6N.W. 4 .Oi:... . 0 0 0 0 
Stntio11 1 . . -23. 783 63 38 23. 715 38 32 46 N. ,V. 40 8. 00 . . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . . . 1·4 
2 ... ~ 10 0 ~ ~~- 4~8 ~2 42. 52~- 4~4 41 34 40. 7 ~- 1~ . 84 . .. . Stratus .. . 1-4 • Cirrus .. .. 1-4 3 ... 5 { -OJ.9t00J8 48 ;2;)_!).348 40 42.6 J'.li . 0 .12.... 0 0 0 0 
4 . . n. 20i 56 53 27. 131 54 44 37. 6 N. W. 6 . 18 . . . . 0 0 0 0 
Station 1... 
1 
!3. 820 71 40 23. 7:35140 3:! -10 N. W. 3li 6. 48. . .. 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 ~--. ( 11 0 ;~ - 4~0 u. ·~ ~- ~- 5 ~~- 435.4. ?· 5 :3z. 5 3t3. 8 W. 6 . 1? . . . . Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
3... 5 ~- !JUOI~3 ~-1 ;;)- 8!)1 . ~3 40J -t~. 3 N. 6 . I t! .. .. 0 0 Cmus .... 1-4 
4 .. .7. Hl9 .)7 0>6 :..7.1:20 o.~7 46 3o. 8 ,V. 8 . 32.... Hazy..... . .. . 0 0 








































3 -~ ~ · .!3. 960 ,63 53 25.891 .>3 45 48.3 W . 6 • 18 . _ _ _ 0 0 Cirrus _ .. _ 2_4 
4.. . !7. 18. '\.58 59 27.106.!59 48 Ji!.l W. 8 . 32 116 o o Cirrus ... _ 2·4 
Stntion 1 • . l3. ~2e.G8 43 23. 748,4:3 37 .'il N. w. ~ . ~ l 0 5 _; '- '!~ '!~i "~0 2~. 42~ 11~ 4Q :3~. ;j w. 
•
1
· .. 5 ( ~~ 1· n .• ,, u.1.;) -•6 2.>. ee.1 su 4;:,. 5 :1u. 1 ,v_ 
4 --I 27. li :.:;u2 61 ,27. 08l,Ul 49 35.3 IV. 
2~1 ~ "1·1 ° I 0 I Ci"u' . r· I N w.l.. . . . ·t·... . . .I... . ·t F"''· 19 1. 80 .... Stratus ... 1-4 !~t: R . .. 2-4 .W .. ........... ....... . .. ~a~r.4 
. 08.... 0 0 Cn tus .... 2-4 N.W ............................. Fa1r, (j 



























Station 1 . . . 
2 . . . 
3 . . . 
4 . •. 
Station 1 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
4 .. . 
Station 1. _. 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4. -· 




Station 1. .. 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 •. -
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 . . . 
3 .. . 
4 . . . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
1
23. 800j68 44 23. 721 144 38 51 N. W. t 2 0 5 :.!4. 4581()3 52 24. 4~0 ~1. 54;.!. 5 40. 5 w. 
5 t ~~: ici~ ~~~ ~~ ~~: gg~ ,g~ ~~ ~~: ~ N :V-w. 
23. 779167 43 23. 702143 37 51 N. W. t 3 05 1:24.458 62 51.524.41250.542 42.4 w. 
5 l 25. 928 62.5 60 25. 860 60 48. 5 36.1 w. 
27. 158 65 63 27. 060,6::1 51 37. 5 w. 
:23. 7~0 167 43 23.703 43 37 51 . N. W. t 4 0 5 124. 4;)8166 54 24. 404 53 44 42. 3 w. 5 l /25. 910163. 5 60 25. 840 60 49. 5 41. 2 s. w. 
27. 140,()7 63 27. 037 6:3 51 37. 5 w. 
23.758 70 44 23. 675 44 38 51 N. W. 
} 4 57 5 1 2~. 429160 ~2 ~~- 3~8 ~1. 5 42. 5 40. 5 w. l ;l;). 891 63 ;)8. 52;). 8:.2 ;)8. 5 48 40. 1 s. w. 
27.11866.564 27.01764 53 43.2 w. 
23. 740 64 45 23. 670 -15 39 53 N. W. t 6 o 5 1:24. 410 59 50 24. 37150 42 45.0 W. 
5 l 25. 8!)2,67 57.~ 25. 814 57 5 49. 5 51.2 s. 
~~: ~g~ ~~g- 5 ~! ~~: ~~~ ~! ~g ~6· 5 N. ~-
t 7 0 5 124. 409159 48 24. 370 48 42 56. 3 w. 5 l 25. 892 ~5 55. 5 25. 818 55. 5 ~7. 5 ~0- 2 s. w . 
27. 1GO 64.5 59.5 27. 003 60 ..,1. 5 ;)]. 9 S. W . 
23. 750 65 44 :23. 678 44 39 60 N. W. ~ 8 0 5 \~4. 399 53 48 2~. 3n 48 42 ~~- 3 w. s { 1:.5. 883 63 ~ ~4. 52::>. 814 ~4. 5 47. 5 ?;)· 2 s. 
27. 092 63. ;) ;)7 :26. 998 ;)7. 5 49. 5 ;)2. 5 s. 
2:3. 762 74 44 23. 671 44 40 67 N. W. t 5 24. 399 52 4& 24. 375 48 42 56. 3 w. 
5 9 0 { 125. 883 63 54. 5 25. 814 54. 5 48 58. 7 s. 
Station L .. 
1 
} 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
-27. 078 61 55 26. 990 56 49 56. 9 S. E. 
23. 741 74 44 23. 650 44 ::19 60 N. "\V. 
10 0 5 :24. 371 56 48 24. 339 48 41. 5 52. 8 w. l 25. 870 62 54. 5 25. 803 54. 5 47. 5 55. 2 w. 
27. 065 61 54. 5 26. 977 55 48. 5 59. 0 s. w. 
Station 1. _. 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 




23. 689 69 44 23. 608 44 39 60 N. W. t 11 22 5 24.368 62 48 24. 323 48 42 56. a w. 5 l 25. 85~ 65 ~5. 5 25. 784 ~5. 5 47. 5 50.~ w. 
27. 04<J 60 ;)3. 5 26. 959 ::>4. 5 48. 5 61. 6 s. 
} 
12 O { 
1
23.682 69 44 23. 60144 ::!9 60 N. W. 
'd 24. 351! 59 48 24. 319 48 43 63. 1 w. 
~\t 25.842 64 5G 25. 77156 48. 5 53. 6 W. 
lllg . 27. 038 60 56 26. 952 57 50 57. 7 s. w. 
12 . 72-... 0 0 
19 1. 80 . . . . Hazy . . . . . .. . 
6 • 18 . . . . Hazy .. ... .. . 
6 .18 ·-·· 0 0 
28 3. 92 . - - . 0 0 
19 1.80 .... Hazy .. .. ... . 
7 . 24 . . . . Stratus ... 1-4 
4 . 08.-- . 0 0 
28 3. 92. .. . 0 0 
18 1. 62 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 
6 . 18 . . . . Stratus ... 1-4 
4 . 08.... 0 0 
30 4. 50.... 0 0 
22 2. 42 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 
4 . 08 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 
1 . 01.-.. 0 0 
36 6. 48 . . . . Hazy .. ..... . 
16 1. 28 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
•I • 08 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 
0 0 . ... 0 0 
30 4. 50 . . . . Bazy ....... . 
30 4. 50 . . . . Srratns ... 4-4 
8 . 32 . . . . Stratus ... 3-4 
3 . 04 . . . . 0 0 
34 5. 78 . .. . Hazy ..•..... 
30 4. ;)o . • . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
5 . 12 . . . . St-ratus ... 4-4 
2 . 02 . ... . 0 0 
40 8. 00 . . . . Hazy ....... . 
31 4. 80 . . . . Rtratus . . . 4-4 
2 . 02 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
3 . 04 . . . . 0 0 
42 8. 82 . . . . Hazy ...... : . 
37 6. 84. _ .. Nimbus .. . 4-4 
5 . 12 . . . . Str·atus ... 4-4 
4 • 08 .. -. 0 0 
48 11. 52 . . . . Hazy ... ~ ... . 
35 6.12 ... . Nimbus ... 4-4 
6 • 18 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 
4 . 08.... 0 0 
50 12. 50 . . . Hazy . .. .. .. . 
32 5.12 500 Nimbus ... 2-4 
5 . 12 122 Stratus .. _ 4-4 
4 . 08 .... _Stratus ... 1-4 
Cirrus .... 2-4 N .W ............................ . 
Cirrus .... ::l-4 N.W ........................... .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 W ............................ . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.W ... ........................ .. 
Cirrus .... 2-4 N.vY ........................... .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.vY ........................... .. 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. .. ..... ....... .... .. ...... .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.\V ............................ . 
Cirrus .. .. 2-4 N.W ........ ................... .. 
Cirrus .... 2-4 N.W ........................... .. 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N .W. .. .... .................... .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.W ........................... .. 
Cirrus ... . 2-4 N.W ....... .................... .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 \V. .. ........................ .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 :N.W. .. .................. __ .... .. 
~tratus ... 4-4 N.W. .. ............ __ .......... .. 
Hidden ........................... .............. . . 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.,V . ........................... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 N.W ........................... .. 
Bidden ....................... . ................. . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. . ....................... . .. . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N.W ........................... .. 
St.ratus ... 4-4 N.W ........................... .. 
Hidrlen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ .................... . _ . _ 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Cirrus .. .. 3-4 N.W .....•.... ........ . .... ...... 
Stratus ... 4-4 N.W. .. .............. ......... .. 
Hidden._ .......•...................... _ ... ...... . 
Bidden . _ ....... _ ........•................. _. _ ... . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 .... .' ........................... ... . 
Stratus ... 4·4 N.W ........................... .. 
~t~~~~: :: :::: :::::::: -~-~~-~:~·- :::::::::: ::.:::::: 
Cirrus .. .. 3-4 vV. .. .. .. . .................. .. 
Stratus ... 2-4 N.W .......................... .. 
Hidden ................................. _. . 02 
Bidden . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _ ...... . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
· Stratus ... 2-4 N.W ........................... .. 
0 0 .................................. .. 
Hidden ............... 11.30 p.m . ................ .. 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. .. ........................ .. 













































Station 1. .. 11 a. ?n. l \23. 700!68143123. ~~1 ~43140 \75 \N . W.l56115. 681
1 .. -- ~ N~mbus. --~4-41 H~dden .. ·1·. --~-- ...... 112.40 a . mi ......... ~~~ ...... ·1 L~ght ra~~-3... 1 0 :24.360 58.5 47 24. 322 47 43. 5
1
73.5 N. W. 25 3.12 .... Nimbus .. 4-4 Hidden... .. .. .. . .. . .. 1.00 a. m 12. 30a.m........ Light ra .• 
3 . .. 25. 850 66 54. 5 25. 7H 54. 5 48. 5 (il. 3 S, W. 5 . 12 .. .. Nimbus .. . 4-4 Bidden .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. Light ram. 






















Meteo1·ologica.l1·ecOJ·djm· Jttne 19, 1873-Contiuued. 
E ~ TllERM. ~ UYGROM.] WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SXOW. .;:1 ~ 
0) 0) ~ 0 $. $. r-: -.-- .0,.; ~..::I. • I». <!l. • I -~:.e~ <d 
0 1:1 0 1:1 ~ "' <d "' <!l ,0 ...... <!l .G· l'l ..., ;... ;... ¢: ~ . .p !':: .,. -~ 
""'c -~ .._ -~ 0) ~ <11 2 ~ :; 0 ~ ·~ -~ ..... Po 0 . I> ~ ¢; l'l .s ·I>~ s' 0) I . 
-+" O+> 8 ~ 00 Q "' ,0 . ,... -+" Q aJ 0' -+" 0 p _..., S 'd 






0 ;.... ~ - . 0 _... ~ ......... - - ~ -~ 0 ~ ~ ·""" '\..,1 d .§ C1! .p ~ i:: t- b- 0) .... 0) 0) 1-4 a:> <;$ ..... .... s -~ s .... ~..... 0 .,. 13;... 
~0 p:; E-1 ~ ..q ~ o A>"~ A ~P<p.;;::..A ~ ~ ~ ~A o ~ 
------------------- -----------1 
Station 1. _. a. m. 23. G781
1
68 43 23. 599 43 141 93 N. W. 48 
2 ... ~ C) 0 5 24. 370 70. 5 46 24. 306 46 43. 5 80:5 w, 3(1 
3 ... 5 ~ l 25. 840 66 53. 5 25. 764 53. 5 48 64. 0 N. W. 2 
4 _ _ _ 27. 005
1
60 55 26. 919 55. 5 52 77. 6 N. 2 
Station 1. _. } { 23. 692168 43 23. 613 43 41 83 N. W. 40 2-- - 3 0 24. 358163. 5 46 24. ::!09 46 44 tl4. 3 w. 31 
3. _. 25. 840
1
68 52. 5 25. 759 52. 5 48 69. G N. W. 5 
4.. . 27. 000160 54. 5 26. 914 55 51 74. 3 N. W. 4 Station 1. __ } { 23. 662168 42 23. 583 42 41 !lt N. W. 42 2 . -- 4 0 24. 3:!0 ,60 44. 5 24.289 44. 5 l4 95. 9 w. :32 
:3 _ _ _ 25. 830167 50. 5 25. 752 50. 5 49 89. 3 N. W. 6 4. _ _ 27. 010160 54 26. 924 55 52. 5 83. 7 N. 4 Station 1. __ 2:.1. 650,67 42 23. 573 42 41 91 N. W. 48 
2. __ ~ 5 0 ~ ~~- 367 69 ~5. 52~. 306 ~5. 5 44 88. 1 ~w. 29 3. __ 5 l --J. 838,68 :l2 2o. 757 o2 49 79.4 N. W. 5 
4... 27.01559 53 26.93134 51.582.4N.W. 4 
Station 1. __ } { 23. 630,G4 43 23. 560 43 41 83 N. W. 46 
2.. . 6 0 ~~-35465.547 2~.3o1 ~7 45 ~4.z "w. 3s ~::: 2~: g~~ ~g ~~- 5 ~~: ~g~ ~~- 5 ~~- 5 ~~: ~ ~-'[· ! 
Station L __ { 2:3. 630 61 44 23. 567 44 43 92 N. W. 40 
2 ... } 7 0 ;~- 367 j ~3. 5 ~7 2~. 31~ 47 4ti. 5 ~6. 1 w. 36 
3... :..o. 860 tO a5 2o. 77o 55 51 t4. 3 N. W. 2 
4... 27. 043 60 58 26.957 58.5 55 78. 8 N. W. 2 
Station 1. .. } { 23. 655'Gl 45 23. 591 45 44 92 N. W. 24 
2.. 7 57 24. 390 65. 5 48 24. 337 48 47 92. 5 w. 40 
3.. . 25.862 68.5 56 25.780 56 52.5 77.6 N. W. 6 
4 __ . 27. 058,61 62 26. 970 63 57 67. 0 N. W. 2 
Statien l ... 23. 713 70 45 23. 630 45 45 100 N. W. 20 
2.-. { g o 5 24. 393166 49 24. 339 48. 5 47. 5 92. 5 N. W. 30 ~:: : s l ~~: ~~g ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~~ g~ ~~- 5 ~~: ~ ~: ~: ~ 
Stnlion 1 ... ~ { 23.750 67 46 23. 673 4G 45 92 N. W. 15 
2.. 10 0 24. 405fi3 50 24. 357 30 48. 5 89. 1 N. W. 2~ 3 ... 1 
1
2.i.858.G5 58 23.78458 54.578.4N.W. 6 
4 .. :.!i. 060 .65 67 26. 9G2 67 59.5 61.8 N W 6 




:1: •. ~7:1 .0 I. r.
1
n3 2:i. ~00 G:l 58 i'J. :1 N. \V. 7 
•I '.!7.0711!17 71 !!G.!Ii!i7l til 53.2N.W. 8 
11. 52.--. 
6.48 ... . 
. 02 .. .. 
. 02.--. 
8. 00 . -- . 
4. 80.-- . 
. 12.--. 
. OS.--. 
8. 82-- .. 
5. 12 . --. 
. 18 .... 
. 08.--. 
11.52 ... 
4. 20-- .. 
.12.--. 
. 08.--. 
10. 58 . --. 
7.22 .... 
. 01 . --. 
. 08.--. 








2. 00 . --. 
4. 50 . --. 
.18 . --. 
. 02.--. 
1.12 .... 
2. G4 . __ • 
. 18.--. 
. 18.--. 
2. 00 . --. 
2. 88 .... 
. 24 . --. 
• :J2 .... 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .................. -- ............... . --.-- .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ....... ------·· .................... ..... .. . 
Stratus . .. 1-4 Hidden ___ . --. -- ....... -- ... ---- 1.45 a.m .. --.----
Stratus . . . .j.4 Hidden __ .. .... --.-- ... -- ... -- ........ -- ... -- .. --. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .............. ·--------- ................. . 
Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . __ . __ .. -- .. --. -- ..... __ . 2.10 a.m. . --.-- .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . .. .. ...... . 2.30a.ru .................. . 
Nimbus.__ 4-4 Hidden .... __ . . .. . .. .. 2.50 a.m. .. ____ ..... -- ... .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .............. . ........................... . 
Stratus __ _ 4-4 Hidden ... . __ .. -- ..... ---- .. __ ............. -- .. --. 
Nimbus ... 44 , Hidden .......................................... . 
Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden . __ . __ .. .. ---- . . -- .... __ .. __ .... __ ..... -- .. 
Stratus __ . 4-4 Hidden . __ . __ .. -- .. -- . .......... 4.15 a.m. -- .. -- .. 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidtlen ........ -- .. -- .. --. ~ .......... ____ .. -- .. --. 
Stratus . __ 4-4 Hidden . __ . __ .. -- .. -- .. -- .... ___ 4.15 a.m .... -----
Stratus __ . 4-4 Hidden __ ...... ------ .. ---- .. __ 4. L5 a.m ....... -. 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden .... __ .. -- .. -- .. ---- ... _ .. ---- _ ..... ------. 
Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . __ . __ ...... -- .... -- .. __ .... __ ....... ---- .. 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ........ - ............. ___ ... ___ . __ . -- .... .. 
Hazy ..... ---- Cumulus .. 4-4 N. W. ·--------- .......... · -------
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ___ ..... -- ......... __ .. __ .. ________ .... ----
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden __ ..... -- ......... ____ .. _ . __ .... __ _ ... -- ... 
Stratus . __ 4-4 Hiduen . __ . __ .. __ ........ ____ . __ . _____ ...... ____ .. 
Stratus .. . 4·4 Hidden .... ___ .... -- .. ______ .. __ . __ .. ____ .... -- .. 
Stratus __ . 4-4 Hiduen . __ . __ ............ __ • __ ... __ .... __ _ . 17 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hiflcen .... __ . __ ............. ___ . ______ .. _ . OL 
Stratus __ . 4-4 Hidden .... __ .................... __ .... __ _ . 02 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden ... . ___ ........... __ . __ ... __ ... __ .. . 01 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........................ . ---------- ....... . 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hi<lrlen ........ __ ...... ____ .. ___ . __ ........ __ .. __ . 
Stratus ... 4 4 Hitlden .............. . . ____ ........ __ .. __ .... __ . __ 
Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ___ ............ ·--------- ................. . 
Strat.us ... 4-4 Hidden. __ . __ ...... __ .. __ .. _____ .. ____ ....... __ .. . 
~~~I!L H ~n~t ~-· t7 ~::~~:~: :::::::: : :::: 
Stratus ... 3-'1 Cnmnlus .. 1-'1 N.W. ::::·----· .......... ··------












Ligllt rain . 

























































Station L.. { 23.770 71 50 23. <l85 50 49 93 N. W. 
2 ... ~ 12 m. ;~· 420 6~ ~ 5<l ~~· 37~ 55.5 53. 58?. 0 ~· W. 3.. . 5 :.:>. 880 6:>.;) 66 2:>. 80:> 66 59. 56:>. i3 :N 0 w. 
4... 27.081 70 74 26.971 74 63. 5 53.1 w. 
p.m. 
Statum L.. 23.785 68 50 3. 698 50 50 100 N. w. 
2 ... ~ 1 0 5 24. 432 62 55 24. ::!87 54. 5 53 90. 1 N. W. 3 ... 5 l :25. 890 70.5 64 25.804 64 59 72.7 N. W. 
4 0 • • 27. 082 71 73 26. 970 73 64 58. 8 - w. 
Station 1... { 23. 800 70 51 23. 717 51 51 100 'N .. W. 
2 ... ~ 2 0 24. 448 65 55. 5 24. 396 55. 5 54 90. 2 w. 
3 ... 5 25. 900 73. 5 64 25. 807 64 59 72. 7 N. W. 
4_-- '27. 088 71. 5 71 26. 975 71 62. 5 59. 3 w. 
Station 1. _ _ 23. 785 72 51 23.698 51 51 100 N. W. 
2.-- ~ 3 0 5 24.447 63 53.5 24.399 53.5153. 5 100 w. 
3.-- 5 ( 25. 888 65 59 25. 814 59 59 100 0 
4 .. _ 27. ll2 72 64 26. !J97 65 62 83. 6 N. W. 
Station 1. _. 23.760 72 52 23. 673 52 51 9:~ N. W. 
2 . - ~ 4 0 5 24. 410 62 56 24. 365 56. 51;)6 96. 8 w. 
a .. _ S { 25. 85? 66. 5 ~~· 5 25. 7~2 64. 5
1
63 91. ~ s. E,-
4 .. _ 27. 08:> 74 o;:> 25. 965 66 63. 5 86. :> N. E . 
Station L.. { 23.780 73 ~3 23. 69152 51 93 N. W. 
2 .. - ( 4 57 2~. 410 ~3 :>8 2~. 362 5Z 56 93. 6 w. 
~:::) ~~:~~~~~.5~~.5~~:~~~~~.5~~ ~~:g ~~: 
Station 1.. _ { 23.785 72 5~ 23. 698 ~3 5. 2 93 N. W. 
2 ... { (j 0 ~~- 41~ 6~ 5t; 2~. 36!) ~8 56 87. 6 w. 
3 .. . 5 :.;:>.8737v.566 2;:>.775u6 62.581.1 S. 
4. _. ::.7. C62 74 70 26. !J42 71 65 70. 8 N. E. 
Statiou L .. } { ~3. 778 68 52 ~3. 6~9 ~2 51 93 W. 
2.-. 7 0 ~4. 400 62 57 2~. 3;:>5 :>7 ~5 ~ 87. ~ w. 
3.-. ~5. 870 73 66.5 2;:>, 778 66.5 60.;) 68.;) w. 
4... 27.052 72. 5 66 26. 936 66. 5 li3 86. 4 N . W. 
Sta.tion 1. _. } { 23. ~5~ 67 ~2 23. 6?8 ~2 51 93 W. 
2.-- 8 0 2~.' 9!) 63 :>7 24. ~<>! ;:>7 54 8!. 2 w. 
3-.. 2:), 860 70 64 25. 17:> 64 59. 57;:>, 1 s. 
4-- . 27. 038172 69 26. 923 70 62 61. 3 w. 
Station 1. .. } 5 23. 7~0 166 ~2 ~3. 676 ~~ 51 93 W. ~::: 9 0 ( ~:: ~~~ ~~~ g~ 2~: ~~~ ~4 ~~. 5 ~~: i ;: 
4... 27. 040172 70 26.925 71 63 61.8 E. 
St-ation 1. _. } { 23. 7!5 72 54 23. ~28 ~4 ~3 93 W. 
2.-. 10 0 24. 3:>0 16~ 5"'f 24. v~5 ~7 ~ ~5 8?. 4 W. 3.-. 25. 832166 63.!) 25. 7:>6 !i3. ;) :>9- 7:>. 1 w. 
. 4... 27. 022,72 ~9 26. ~07 70 63 65. 8 s. 
Stat1on L. . } c 1 ~3. 080172 ~3 23. :>94 ~3 ~2 9,3 W. 2 .. - 11 22 } 24. 330 62 ;)(l 24.285 :>6 :>4 157. 6 w. 
3._. l i25. 810:65 63 25. 736 63 59 77. 6 s.w. 
4_.. 121. ooom 66 25. 886 67 60 64. 2 s. E. i 
::ll 4. 80 ___ . Stratus .. _ 4-4 ll1dden . __ - .. . . --.---. --.- ..... . -- ....... - _....... Cloudy. ~9~1.801 ... . 1 Stmtus .. -~4-41 ll~uden .. -~----~·-······~---·······j·········-~--·····-~ qloudy. 
~ :{~ "92 ~~~:~~~: ::: ~:! ~~~;~~~:: -~-: .. ~·.:~~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~~~~: 
24 2. 88 ... . 
19 1. 80 . .. . 
4 • 08- .. . 
4 . 08-.--
20 2. 00. ·-. 
21 2.20 ... . 
6 .18 ... . 
6 .18 ... . 
15 1.12 ... . 
22 2. 42 ... 0 
0 0 
4 . 08 .... 
30 4. 50 .•.. 
22 2. 42 ... . 
5 .12 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 
30 4. 50 .. .. 
28 3. !)2 ... . 
4 . 08 ..• . 
2 . 02 .•.. 
24 2. 82 .... 
24 2.88 .. • 
7 .24 .. .. 
2 . 02 .. .. 
30 4. 50 ... . 
23 2. 64 ... . 
6 .18 ..• . 
2 .02 .. .. 
36 6. 48 .. .. 
43 9. 24 .. .. 
11 .60 ... . 
4 . 08 .. .. 
36 6. 48 .. .. 
37 6. 84 -- . . 
12 • 72 ..•. 
4 .08 .... 
40 8. 00 .•. 0 
37 6. 84 .... 
10 . 50 ..• . 
6 .18 .. .. 
41 8. 40 ... . 
53 14.04 .••. 
11 • GO ... . 
4 .08 ... . 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 3-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus _ . . 4-4 
Nirnlms ... 4-4 
Nimbus __ _ 4--l 
Nimbus .. . 4-4 
Nimbus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-'1 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
0 0 
Cumulus.. 2-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
~~~~ ::::::::: 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
St.rutus .. _ 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Hazy ........ . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Hazy ........ . 
Stratus .. _ 1-4 
Stratus .. _ 1-4 
Stratus ... 1-8 
Hazy ..... --- -
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus _.. 1-4 
Hazy-···· .... 
Stmtns . . 3-4 
Stratus . : . 1-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidden ... -....................... -- : ..... ..... .. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Hidden·-- ....................................... . 
Hidden .. :-··· ................................... . 
Hidden . ......................................... . 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ............... -······ ................... . 
llUE -: -~~· ~:-~Jf!g ~::::::: :: ::: 
~i~!.~~~::: ·2-4· ·N:w: · :::::::::: ~:~6 ~::: ....... . 
Cirro-cum. 3-4 N. 'iV. .. ........ 3. 30 p.m ........ . 
~NJc1:; :·:: -~·:_ .. -~_._. _ :::::::::: ~~~~-~~~~-. · ···: i7-
CiiTUH -... 1-4 \V. . .................. 0 • 23 
Cumulus .. 2-4 \V. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 24 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N. \V. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . 20 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W ...................... .... : .. 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 ...........•...••.............•..... 
Cirrus- - ·· 1-4 W. . ......................... .. 
Cirrus . . . . 3-4 ....... _ .......•. _ ... . ...••......... 
Cumulus .. 3.4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cirro-cum. 2-4 W. . .............. . ........... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. .....•• _ ................. . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . ......... ..... ............ . 
Cirrus . . .. 1-4 W. .. ........... : ............. . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N. W •...••..••..•••.•.••......•.. 
Cumulus .. 2·4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . ..•..••....••...........•.. 
0 0 .................................. .. 
0 0 ................................... . 
Stratus . . . 4-4 W. . .... . ..................... . 
0 0 --·····- ....... ... ................ . 
0 0 ................. ... ............... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
Stratus . . . 4-4 W. . .......................... . 
0 0 ........ . .......................... . 
0 0 . ..... .................. .... ....... . 

































































Meteorogical1·ecm·dJor June 19, 1873-Continued. 
as ~ TilERM. 8 UYGROM.] WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ t ~ 0 ~ ~ --- a --- ., ... ~ 
.0· p, ,J:l 
..0 ""en 0~ ,!:>• ~ ..0 "'~ ~ ~ ~.e. ~ t:.; ~~ 6 ~!::.()~ 0'1j 0~ ..0 ~ ~ -~ Remarks. ~~ ...... ~ Q) o...., 0 ..... d p. • .s -~ 1 -P2 0-+" ~ 
.g Q) ~<!) 2 p p. .... ~ oo P..~ ~ ~ ~ ..0 §~ a rt:J :.3 ~it p 13oS s d ~ cl) 0 <1$ 0 ~ ~ ~ o"'" ..0 0 ..0 0 ~8~ Q) os ] ~ ... P< [7 ~ - ... :::lo ~ ~ s 't:l <1$ ~ M 0 A Q)Q) ~~ <ll- s ~ 8 -~-t+-4 0 ~ s.., P; P=l ~ Fl 0 ~ ~ P.P< ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 l'i1 ~0 
------ - - - -- - --
Station 'I} fj" 653'69 I" I'"''T I" I"" I W, I 2.-- l'l 0 24. 299 62 57 24.254 37 54 81.2 w. 3 .. - \1 25. 775 64. 5 64 23. 702 64 59 72.7 w.4.. - n~bt. 26. 928,70. 5 \67 126. 871 68 61 64.7 E. 48111. 521 .... I Hazy .... _ 49 12. 00 760 Stratus .. -~3-4 13 . 84 143 Stratus ... 3-4 3 . 04 .. .. Stratus .. . 2-4 Cum.ulus .. ~3-41 W. , .......... , ........ .. 0 0 .......................... .. Hidden .............•..................... 0 0 1--- ---- .................. .. Cloudy. Fair. Cloudy. Fair. 
Metem·ological1·ecord jo1· June 20, 1S73. 
Station! ... a.m. 23.60068 53 23.52153 152 93 W. 50 12.50 .... Hazy..... Cumulus .. 2-4 W ............................ . ~lonely. 
2 ... ( 1 0 5 21. 257 63 56. 5 24. 209 56 54 87. 2 W. 56 15. 68 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .•.. 2-4 N. W. Cl~udy. 3 . . . 5 l 25. 750 69. 5 63. 5 25. 667 63. 5 58. 5 72. 3 W. 13 . 84 . . . . Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 Fa1r. 
4... 27. 020 70. 5 69 :26. 90~ 69. 5 62 63. 2 W. 6 . 18 .. .. Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. Fair. 
Station 1... 23. 5~0 66 53 23. 516 53 53 100 N . W. 60 18. 00 .. .. Stratns .. . 4-4 Hidden .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. Cloudy. 
2 ... ( 2 0 5 2~. 2~!.1 ~2 "56 2~. 174 56 54.4 9~. 3 W. 5? 12. 50 . .. ~ti:atus ... 4-4 H~dden .. . ~loudy. 3 ... 5 ~ 2;,. 7:..5 tO.;> 63. 5 ?·>.640 63.5 59 7;>.1 W. 13 . 8~ .... Str_atus ... 4-4 H~llden .. . ~loudy. 
4... 26. 900.71 68. 5 26. 78t; 69 61 60. 7 W. 8 . 32 . . • . St1 atus ... 4-4 H1ddeu . . . Uloudy. 
Station 1. .. 2:l. 600 '65 52 23. 528 52 52 100 N. W. 36 6. 48.... Nimbus ... 4-4 Ridden . . . 2. 50 a. m Heavy rain. 
2 ... ( 3 0 5 ~~- 2~8 ' ~2 "~5 ~4. 223 55 55 100 W. 32 5.12 . .. . N~mbus ... 4-4 H~dden . . . 2. 50 a. m L~~ht ra!n. 3... 5 l ... ;>. 7201t0. ;> ;>9. 5 -5. 6:'!4,59. 5 59. 5 100 N. W. 13 • 84 . . • . N1m bus. . . 4-4 H1dllen . . . 2. 54 a. m LI.,ht raw. 
4... 26.900 71 fifi 26. 788 67 63 79. 0 W. 10 . 50 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . 2. 50 a. m Rain. 
Stationl ... 1 ~23.53563 53 23.468,53 53 100 N.W. 36 6.48 .... Stratus .. 3-4 Hidden ............. ............ 3.45a.m ........ Clearingup. 2 . .. 4 0 ~~-24~ : 60.5~4.5:24.2~~ ~~4 5~4.5100 W. 46 10.~8 .... St~atus ... 4-4 H~'dden ........................................... Cloudy. 3... ~~· 74., 1 ~8 ~0 25. 6~';> . ~0 ;>0 100 N. 'Y· 12 . i2.... Sti.atus ... 4-4 H~dden .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. Cloudy. 4... ~6.94010 o6 26.830;>7 55 87.4N.E. 4 .08 .... Shatus ... 4-4 Hidden ......................... 3.30a.m ........ Cloudy. Station1 ... 1 123 .. 5·1063 53 23.473\53 52 93 N.W. 38 7.22 .... Hazy ......... ·Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W ........... 3.54a.m ........ Fair. 2.. . 5 0 24. 2551GO. 5 46 24. 21H6 44 84. 3 \V. 42 8. 82 .. .. Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W. . . .. . .. . .. 4. 02 a. m .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 3 . .. 2.~.738 !·, 69 ~0.525.6;)6 .. 50.5~9. 5 19;J.7N.\'iT. 5 .12 .... Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W ............................. Cloudy • . 4... 26.93167 ;>5 26.828,56 ;>4.5!J0.3 N.E. 4 .08.... 0 0 Uumulus .. 3-4 N.\'iT, .......... .................. Fair. Station ~ .. . ~ 123. 5~0 6~ _ 50 23. 48~ 50 49 93 N. W. 30 4. 50 .. .. Hazy .. .. . .. .. Cumulus.. 1-!:l N. w. .. . __ .. _ .... ___ .. _ ....... '... Fair. 3·-- 6 o ·~~- ~:~2 ~9· ~~~~ ~~- ~~-~ ~i· 5 :~ 5 ~- ~ N 'i, 4! 8.1& .. .. Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ............ _..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 4:: · 12~:~i~ 1 64. \5:!.52g:83~~4 52. 186:7 ·E.· ~ :o8 :::: g g u ~1 ~ ........ --------- .................. ~lear. Stt,llon l . \2:1. 5i0 74 45 l21. 480 45 43 84 N. ·w. 24 2. 88 . H CC m us .. 1 8 .. · .. - .. -·------ .... --...... . .. .. .. Ch~ar. ~ i 7 0 5 ,2t.~:20 ' 57.5 1 ·17.5 ,24.185 , -t7.545.58-t.B w. 4L B.4.o.::: azy0 ..... --0-- um~lus .. 1·4 N.W ............................. Fair . 
. 1 S { 25. 7ao
1
un. 5 15~. 5125. (i-17 ' 5~. 5 50 182. 9\N w 2 02 0 0 0 g .. ---- .. --------- -·--.--- .. ---..... Clear. ,:!u.oouua 58 2(1.81658.555.581.7 'o · o · o : ::: 0 0 Cumulus .. 1_8 .................................... Clear. 



























Station 1. . -~ } ~ ' ~3- 585 78 1 4~ '~3- 486146 145 192 N. w. 
2.- . 7 "7 ~'1. 210153 4t ~4- 18-1 47 /47 100 w. 
3 .. _ 0 25. 735 G8 53. 5 23. 655 53. 5152 89. 9 N. W. 
4 .. _ '1. 126. 925 64 60. 5 26. S29;1H 56. 5174. 1 W. 
Station 1 . _. } { j23. 575 74 45 23. 485j45 144 192 N. W . 




47. 51J2. 5 \Y. 
3. - - 25. 720165 56 :!5. 64'i 56 54 187. 2 w. 
4 . . _ 126. !l21 65 63 26. 8:23 64 ,58 67. 5 N. W. 
Station 1.. . 23. 550 72 45 23. 464 J45 44 92 N. W. 
2 ... ( 10 0 5 24. 215 54 ~0. 5 24. ~87 SO 47 178. 6 N. W. 3 ... 5 { 25. 718,64 o7 25. G47 57 52 69. 2 N. W. 
4 .. _ 126.929 66 64 26.829 65 57. 5 60. 6 N. W. 
Station 1. _ 123. 570 70 4!1 23. 47S 45 44 92 N. W. 
2 .-- { 11 0 5 24. 223 55 49._ 5 24. 193 49 44. 5 67. 3 w. 
3 ... 5 { 2~. 740 :~4- 5 57. 5 25. 668 57.5 ~0. 5 57. 7 N . W. 
4... J26.943J7 66 26.S4066.5o5 43.2N.\Y. 
Station 1 . __ } { .23. 580 ~~ ~5 _ ~3. 5og ~5 4~ ~2 ~- w. 
2 .. . 19 24.228 oo o2.o"<..4.19uo2 4o o3.5N.W. 3 .. _ N m. 
1
25.730 65. 5 60 25. 656 tiO 51 49. 3 N. W. 
4 .. - 126. 939 68 68 26. 834 69 56 39. 1 N. W. 
p . m. 
Station 1 ... ( S ~3. 5~0 67 45 23. 514 ~5 44 ~2 ~-W. 
~ - :: 5 1 0 l 2~: ~~~ ~~- 5 ~t ~§: ~~~ ~~- 5 ~~: ~ ~~: ~ ~: ~: 
4. . . 26. 944 72 L9. 5 26. 829 70 56 35. 9 N. W. 
Station~---} l 23.57~63 ~7 ~3.514~7 4. 6 ~? ~. W. 
2 . .. 2 0 24.24o60 o3 -4.204o2.545.5J3.9N.W. 3 . .. i25. 730 67 GO 25. 65:3 60 51 49. 3 N. W. 
4 .. . 26.93871 69 26.82669 57 43.2N.W. 
Station I .. . } { 23. 580 62 49 23. 515 19 48 83 N. W. . 
2... 3 O ~~- 235 57 _ 53 24. 201 52. 5 ~6 57. 0 N. W. 3.. . 2o. 731 64. o 60 25. 66() 60 o1 49. 3 N. W. 
4--- 26. 947171 67 26. 835 67. 5 56 44. 1 N. \ V. 
Station 1... 23. 570 60 49 23. 509 49 45 74 N. \Y. 
2 . .. ~ 4 0 5 . ~~-2355? 54 \N. 2U 53.5~~-5~4.4N.W. 3 ... ~ { :..o. 740
1
6o 61 25. 667 61 :>2 oO. 2 N. W. 
4... 26. !'60 73 68 26. 843 68 57 46.7 N. W. 
Station 1 . . _ } { 23. 540 ~9 49 23. 48~ 49 48 ~3 N . W. 
2 .. 4 57 24. 2~1 ? ~9 24. ~2· 48 ~5 t7. 7 ~- w . 
3 ... 25.7J16o o6 25.67856 ~0 62.7N.W. 
4 . . . 26. 975 71 63. 5 26. 863 64 55 52. 7 N. W. 
Station 1. . . 
1
23. 570 56 44 23. 517 44 43 92 N. W. 
2 . . - 6 O 2~ 28G 69 ~0 2~- 21~ ~9 43 57. 2 ~- W ., 3 .. _ } { 12o. 766 64 o6. 52;). 693 ~6. 5 47 ~3. 3 N. W.l 
4... 26. 988,69.5
1
62 26. 880 62 52 o3. 9 W . 
Station 1 . . _ 23. 585 55 43 23. 534 43 42 91 N. W. 
2 .. 'I { 7 0 5 ~ ~~- 299 ,~9 ~5 ~~- ~62 -~5 133 ~9. 7 N. w., 3 .. - 5 { 
1
2o. 79~ tO o3 1 ~o. tO~ ~3 47 tiO. 6 N. ~-4... 27. OOo 67 58 ,26. 90~ 59 150 48. 4_N. \V . 
261 3.38, .. .. 
41 8. 40 .. --
7 . 24 ----
3~ 4: ~6 1 : : : : 
Str~tns ... , 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
0 0 
Hazy __ . __ .... 
H~~1~l:~ : : : : :: -: :::: ::: 1':::::: :: : : ::::::: : ::I : M 
Cumulus 1-4 N. \V. ..... .. .. . .... .. .. .. . 2o 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ..................... 1 . 2~ 
37 6. 8<!- ·· -
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 H1drl en ___ ..................................... .. Hidden __ .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. 11 . GO .... 
8 . 3~ .. --
Smoky .... __ _ 
Stratus . _. 2-4 
Hazy ........ 
Stratus .. _ 1-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W . .. .. ...... ... .. ..... ! ...... .. 
0 0 ..... .. .................. .. 4 L 8. 40 .... 
44 9. 68 .. --
11 . 60 - .--
12 . 72 . ••. 
Smoky ____ __ _ 
Stratus ___ 2-4 g~~~m:: H ~:~: :::::::::::::::::::1::::::: 0 0 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ....... .. 
Smoky . ... .. . 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Haz_y ....... .. 
Hazy . ....... . 
Smoky ______ . 
Cumulus . . 3-4 
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Cumulus . . 2-4 











48 11. 52 ----
50 12. 50 .. --
17 1. 44 - .. -
16 I. 2<:> ----
46 10.58 .... 
48 11. 5~ - . . -
1:l . 84 -- .. 
16 1. 2~ 1:33 Stratus .. _ 1-4 0 0 ......... .... . .. ............. .. 
24 2. 881 .... Hazy __ . __ __ __ Cumulus __ 
55 15.12 . ... Haz:v _ . .. _ . ... Cumulus .. 
14 .98 . ... Smoky . ...... Cumulus .. 
Hi 1. 28.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 
36 6. 48 ... . Hazy ......... Cumulus .. 
53 14. 04 .... Hazy __ ....... Cumulus .. 
13 . !54 __ .. Smoky ... . .. .. Cumulus .. 
14 .92 ... . 0 0 Cumulus .. 
30 4. 50 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus .. 
42 8. 82 .... Huzy ......... Cumulus .. 
6 • 11:' .... Smoky.... .. .. Cumulus .. 
14 . 98 . ... Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus . . 
38 7. 22 . . . . Hazy _.. .. . . . . Cumulus .. 
43 9. 24 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 ~ Cumulus.-
7 . 24 .... Smoky ____ .. .. Cumulus .. 
16 1. 28 _... 0 0 Cumulus .. 
36 6. 48 _ ... Hazy __ .. _ .. _. Cumulus .. 
48 11. 521 .... , Stratus.·.. 2-4 Cumulus .. 13 . 84
1 
.... Stratus . . _ 1-4 Cumulus .. 
12 . 72 _ . . _ St-ratus __ . 1-4 Cumulus .. 
50 12. 501 ... ·I Huzy _ ... __ . _ Cumulus ._ 
53 . 14.04 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus .. 
141 . 98 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus._ 
10 . 50
1
.... 0 0 Cumulus.-
401 8. 00 . . .. Hazy . . ... _... Cumulus 
381 7. ~2 . ... Stratus .. . 2-4~ Cumulus . . 
10 . o., . . . . Stratus . _. 1-4 Cumulus.-
10 . 50.... 0 0 Cumulus.-
~-4 N . W-





2-4 · N.W. 


















1-4 ~ N.W. 
1-4 N.W. 
2-4 N.W. 
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123. 595'55 142 23. 5M42 -Jl 191 N. W. 
8 O ~~- 31Q ~6 "~:3 ~~- ~~81 43 ~ -H "~3. 3 N. W. /-->. so.,1o6. o~ o~. 5 ~o. t~8i5o. o 46. o tl. 6 N. w. ~7. 012,64 56 26. 9[() 57 50 157. 7 w. 
} { 
2:3. 590135 40 23. 539140 :l9 191 N. W. !) 0 2-1. 33-1 157 42 24. 2901-12 -10 82. 9 N. W. :13. 8:>016,1 49 23. 738
1
49 45 71. o N. 




;:,4 138 -3. 4UI ,38 .n 90 N. W. 
10 O 5 2-1. 3-l t.l 6:1 :19 ~H. 2n
1
39 38 90. 7 N. W. 
( 25. t.-'2~ 1 63. 5 46. 5
1
25. 751 46. 5 -13 73. 2 N. W. 
27. 035
1
64 53 26. 9:39:53. 5 -17 57. 9 W. 
~3. 562 52 36 23. 518
1
36 15 !!0 N. W. 
11 <>2 2-1. 3:JO 31 36 2-l. 299 36 36 100 N. W } - ~ 125. 821 62 43. 5 25. 754 -1:3. 5 39 63. 2 N. W. 
27. O."i5 62 49 26. 964,50 45 64. 6 N. W. 
} 
l<> O ~ 123. 5~~1 60 34 23. 469.34 33 90 N. W. mld- 24.:314 51 34 24. 293!34 3-l 100 N. W. 
.,. 25. 820 GO 42 23. 75!l,42 39 74. 4 N. W. 01
oht. 27. 060~61 4i.l 26. 972!48. 5 43. 5l63. 4 S. W. 
38 7. 22.- ---
28 3. 9:: 
1(1 • 50 
12 . 72 
40 8. o: 
20 2. 00 
. 24 
• 1E 
:;3 14. 04 
2[) 4. 20. -- -
10 . 50.--. 
4 . oe .... 
62 19. 22 . - -. 
17 L 44 .•.. 
11 . 60 --- . 
6 . 18-- -. 
60 18.00 
20 2. OG 934 
10 . 50 252 
6 .1 8 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
0 
Strat.ns . . . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
0 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
Stratu!\ . . . 





















Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden . ........... .. ............... ............ . . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W . ......... ........ ... ....... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N . \V . ......... . . ................ . 
il.t~~~~ : :: : ::: -::: : ~: : :::::: :::: ·: ::::::: :: : :: ::::: 
0 0 -------- . ... ...................... . 
Cnmulus . . 1-4 N. W .. ...................... , ... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
0 0 ....... ........ ....... . .......... .. 
0 0 -------- ........................... . 
0 0 - ------- .......... ·--·----- ....... . 
Ridden ......... . ......... .... .. ... .............. . 
Ri!lden . .....................•.. ---------- . : ..... . 
0 0 . . ......... ...... ............. ..... . 
0 0 ................. .... ........... ... . 
Ridden .......................................... . 
0 0 ········ ......... ... . ............ .. . 
0 0 ......... ................. ........ . . 
0 0 ....... ........ . ..... .............. . 
Meteorological1·ecordjm· June 21, 1873. 
1
--. - .. - - --
a.m. 
~:t :m 10 33 23. -193 33 32 e9 N. w. 66 1 1 0 11:1-t. :ll ci;,:J. r. :n 2-1. 2!'.3132. 5 32 9-l. 5 N. 30 ·>- '-·'C t'O 10 ~ ·>- --..: 10 5 '37 "37 " N 10 1 ~,1.,- 1 • • • >,~,). I..J. • • • • ;) • ;) • 
1
:17. OG.i1t.O -15. 5 ~li- Ui!J 46 -12 6!!. I 0 0 
1 ~ :1:1. !i:iO.iO 3:2 23. 468 32 31 f!9 N. W. 62 ~) • !"' • • • r.: ~) \.) '" r:. i :) 1':: :"I f T ..., .-. O ~·I. .II.> h!l .1.3. ;:, -·1. ~!4-1 ,,l. ;:, ,!:... o1t< !J. 4 N. 1V. 26 - '.!:i.f :IO!i:l.5 ·10 l2:i i(i040 37 7:1.2N.W. 10 ~7. o-1,, r.s !115 2li. !>li·l 45 -ll. 5 · 7~. 3 o o 
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Stratus .. . 
Stratus . . . 
0 
0 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 










Ridden .................. ..... ........ ... ......... . 
0 0 . ................. ---"··--- .... ... . 
0 0 --- ·- - -- ....... ... ................. . 
Cirrns . . . . 1-8 .•.........•• .... ... .•... ....•...... 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ........ -----~---- .............. ... . 
0 0 ................................... . 

























































St:1ti.ou ~::: ( 
3 ... 5 
4 .• -
Station L. - } 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 




3 .. . 




Station 1.-- } 2. __ 
3.--
4.--












~3. ~5o )zo ·' 3~ 1~3. ~~~ -~-~ ~g 89 N. w. 6~ 
3 0 5 ~4 . .,oo JG ~ 3-. 5
1
24. )Z(k 3- 3~ tOO N. \ V. 36 
J 25. 828 63 39 25. 7:>!} 39 36. 5 77 N. W. 8 
t 27. 030 .)7 43 26. 95143. 5 40 71.3 0 0 
23. 5130 70 30 23.496 30 29 89 N. W. 68 
4 O 5 24.297 51. 5 32. 5124. 275 32 32 ICO N. W. 31 l 25.830 63 138.5 25. 761 38.5 36 76. 8 ~- w. 8 
27. OCO 55 44 26. 986 45 42 76. 2 N. W. 2 
23. 60: 69 30 :23. 519 30 29 8H N. W. 56 
.5 0 5 24. 320 ~3. 5 31. 52~. 293 ~1 30. 5 ~4. 7 N. w. 23 l 25. 838 J8 137 2;>. 770 37 36 vO. 3 N. W. 6 
27. 070 5:~ 43 27. 00143 40 75. 0 N. W. 4 
23. 605 G5 :n 23. 533 31 ::~ o 89 N. w. 40 
0 5 ~4. 328 53. 5 32 24. 301 31.5 31 94. 8 N. W. 24 l 25. 845 .>7 137 25.790 37 36 90.3 N. W. 6 
27. 080 53 43 26. U61 43 40 75. 0 N. W. 4 
23. 710 Gl 30 23. 646 30 30 100 N. W. 24 
7 o 5 24. 319 30. 5
1
32. 5 24. 299 32. 5 32 94. 5 N. W . 31 l 25. 850 57 38 25. 805 38 ;>7 90. 5 N. 6 
27. 08::! 52 47 27.015 48 42 36.3 N. W. 4 
:23 635 GO 31 23. 574 31 30 o9 N. \V. 16 
7 "7 { 24. 32r 50. 5 33. 5 24. 300 :33. 5 33 9-!, 7 N. W, 29 
;) 25. 843 55. 5 42 25. 791 42 38. 5 70. 2 N. W. 8 
:27. C80 52 50 27. 013 50 44 58. 1 N. Vv. 8 
23. 645 55 31 23.594 31 30 89 N. W. 2-l 
0 5 2-l. 329 56 36 24.297 35 34 89. 8 N. W. 2fi l 25. 839 58 43 25. 781 43 40 75.0 N. W. 7 
27. 075 54 51. 5 27. 003 52 46 59. 8 N. W. 10 
23. 652 54 31 23. fi03 31 30 89 N. W. 10 
10 o 5 24. 339 56 37. :> 24. 307 37 35 80. 7 N. W. 30 ( 25. 84:i 58. 5 44. 5 25. 786 44. 5 41 72. 0 N. W. 8 
27. 080 56 54 27. 004 54 47 55. 2 w. 10 
· 23. 630 60 35 23. 51i9 'l:'i 35 100 N. W. 18 
1l O 5 24. 31P 33 36 24. 293 36 :3:1 90. 0 N. W. 49 l 25.850 59 44 25.790 44 41 75.6 N. W. 12 
. 27. 088,57 54 27.009 54 47 55.2 N. W. 10 




12 5 24. 320!55 :n 24. 290 37 36 90. 3 N. w. 25 
m. { 23. 835 61 47 25. 771 47 42. 5 66. L N. W. 10 
. 27. 069-,57 57 26. 990 57 48. 5 49. 2 N. W. 12 
p.m. 
Station 1. .. } { 23. 615 64 36 23. 545 36 35 90 N. W. 20 
2... l O 24.314 53 34 24.288 34 33 89. 5 N. W. 37 
3... 25. 845 62 39 25 778 39 ::;g 100 N. W. 13 
4... 27. 088 55 47 27. 014 47 47 100 N. W. 10 
Station 1... 23. 6:15 ";2 :36 23. 569 36 35 90 N. W. 24 
2 ... ~ 2 0 { 24. 317 53. 5 35. 5 24. 2£0 35 :~5 100 N. W. 40 3 ... 5 25. 830 58 41 25. 78::? 41 41 . 100 N. W. 11 
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3. 38 -·-
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. 50. --
4.50----
. 32 .... 
. 50- - . . 
1. 62---. 
1;}. 00- ... 




. 50. - -. 
• 72 184 
2. 00--- . 
6. 84-- .. 
. 84-.-. 
. 50---. 




Rtratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus. . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2--1 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
StratuR . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus... 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 1-'1 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Strat-us . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus .. _ 3-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratufi . .. 4-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
St-ratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Strat.us ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus... 4-4 
Nimbus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
ji~~~1~~ : :: : ~: : :::::::: : ::::::::: :::::::::: : :::: :: : 8E~~-;. 
0 0 .................. ---------- ........ Fair. 
if~~~l~~ ::: ::0:: :::::::: :::::::::: ::~:~::::: :::::::: g~~~J;: 
0 0 ...........•.•... . ......••.......... F air . 
if~~~~~ ::: : ~: : : ::::::: :::::::: ~: :::::: :::: :: ::: ::: ~l~~-~;: 
0 0 ....... ------·--- ---------- ..•..•.. Fair. 
Hidden ................ · ........ . -- ·-· ----- ........ Cloudy. 
Hidden ........................................... Cloudy. 
0 0 .•.•.... ---------- ..••...........•.. Fair. 
0 0 .•••.........•.•.......••........•.. Fair. 
gl~1~~~:: :{_~: :~.:~:: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ~t~~~~: 
0 0 ..... ... -- -------- ................. . Fair. 
Hidden ............... ------.-- . .... ------ ........ Cloudy. 
0 0 . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . ..• -- - . - . . . . . . . . . Cloud:y·. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. ------·-- - .......... ------- - Cloudy. 
0 0 ..........••. - .......• -- . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
Hidden .. . .............•. ................ ---·-- -- Cloudy. 
~~~~~;,:: ·3.4· -N,-,v·.- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~~~~: 
0 0 ...............•....•.•.•.......•••. :F'air. 
llidden ............... ----····-- .................. Cloudy. 
Hidtlt>n ................................... --- -- --- Cloudy. 
Cumulus . . 2-4 N.\-V ........... ---------- ........ Cloudy. 
0 0 ............•..•.........••..••..... Cloudy. 
Hidclen .............. . ------ ... .. .................. Cloudy. 
Hidden ........... . ............................... Cloudy. 
· Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W ............................. Cloudy. 
Hidden ........... : .. . ------ ...................... Cloudy. 
Hidden ............... -------···--------·- ... . .... Cloudy. 
Hidden ............... ---------- ------ ... . ........ Cloudy. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. ---------- .................. Cloudy. 
Hidden ............... -----. - -. - - -- .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . Threatening. 
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3 . .. 5 
4 .•. 
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3 ... 5 
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Station~ : :: ( 
3 ... 5 
4 .. . 
Station~ ::: ( 
3 . . . 5 
• 4 . •. 
Station 1. ·· } 
2 . .. 
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Station 1 . ··1 2 . . 
3 .. 
4 ... 
Station ~:: ( 
3.. 5 
4 •• 
Station 1. ·· ,? 
5 ~ ~·\ 5 
4 . 
Meteorological1·ecorcljor June 21, 1873-Continued. 
~ s R:tGROM.] ~ . I> TllF.RM. 0 WIND. LOWEll. CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUUS. RAIN Oil. SNOW. '8 ~ 1-o 1-o 1-<0 $ --- (($ ___ o 'S~ p. ~ .&>. ..ci ..<:l. !>.. ~~ o;;l Ol'l o;;l o;;l r;;1s ..ci <l) t' l'l +"I-< 6 ..,; fib.O~ "!:l I Remarks ...,o G) ~~ ~ p ·3 .... 0 p'+-j' ;>. ..,; -~-~ I +>$ 0) > ·.-< ~~· !:l l'l G) o:C s ..c w .a 00 we< o;;l Q.-< <l) 0 0 G) ~ ~ 0 o..c woo .r;j 0 .r;j 0 15oS s a;> p<l> 0 c($ ..., !>. ~ <l) 0 0 oS 
.§ 1-o Po t: <l) .......... <D-.. '<;!..8 ~ s ~ 8 oso s '0 c($ ~ ~ 0 ~ ... <l) .!:l <l><D -..<D ~~~ 0 !:l s-.. c-t ~ f;l:i 0 A ~ A ~p, p.,P. A ~ ~ 0 ri1 ~0 
--
- -
p. m. · dd C) 2- Cl 1 
.. 123. ~52 1 74 ~2 ~3. 56213~ 3~ 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 . • . . St~atus . . . 4-4 H~ en . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. -:· :.> p. m. . .. . . .. . ouc y. 
3 0 { 24. 340153 35. 5 24. 314 j3<> 3<> 100 N. W. 30 4. 50 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hrdden... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2. 20 p.m. . .. . .. .. Cloudy. 23. 83!1 1~8 ~1 25. 781 ~1 40 Hl. 2 N. W. 10 . 50 . .. . Stratus ... 4-4 H~clclen . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . 2. 10 p.m. . .. . .. . . Cloudy. 
127. 090a6 :.>0 27. ~14 1;:~0 4~. 5 89. 1 W. 6 . 18 .. .. Stx:atus .. . 4-4 H~dden . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . 2. 20 p.m. .. . . .. .. Cloud.v. 23.690 69 34 23. tilO 34 33 90 N. 10 . 50 . ... St1 atus ... 4-4 Hrclden... .. .. . . .. .. . . . .... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . Cloudy. ~ :H. 370 32 35 24. 3'-16 35 34 89. 8 N. W. 20 2. 00 .. .. Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. Cloudy. 4 0 23. 834'59 41 25.79441 40 9L2,N.W. 10 .50 ... Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W .......... .. ................. Cloudy. 
27. 110 5!1 5L 27. 026 51 '-18 7!J. 0 N. W. 6 . 18 . . .. Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .• .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . Cloudy. 
j23. 700 ?1 34 23. 6.1~ 34 33 90 N. L6 1. ~8 . . . . Stmtus ... 4-4 H~dd<'n . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 06 Cloudy. l ,24. '"I'' 34. 5 24. 33ol34 34 J 00 N. W. 19 1. 80 . . . . Stmtu' .. . 4·4 H>dden .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 06 Cloudy. 4 57 :!3. 8766 L 42 23.81242 40 182.9N.W. 7 .24 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden................................... .10 Cloudy. ~7. !_20157 49. 5 27. 0-H 50 ~~- 5 1>7. 9 W. g . 1 ~ . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 . 0 0 . .. • .. .. . . • .. • . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . 15 Cloud_y. 
,23. /OQ , ?~ ~4 2.l. 6Q9 34 3.1 90 N. 1- . 72 . . .. Stratus .. . 4-4 H~dden . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . Cloudy. 
{ :l4. 38.T;:~ 34. 5 24. 3.J5
1
34 34 LOO N. W. 20 2. 00 . . . . Stratus .. . 4-4 H1dden .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
0 (3. e875!l. 5 41 ~3. 826 41 39 8l?. 4 N. W. 7 . 2'-1 . . . . Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
27. 135 57. 5 48. 5 27. 055 49 45 7L. 0 N. W. 4 . 08 . . .. Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Cloudy. 
23. 71569 :13 23. 634133 32 89 N. 14 . 98 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ......... , . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . Cloudy. 
{ :H. 403'56 3-!. 5 2.J. 373 34 34 1CO N. W. 24 2. 88 . . . . Stratus : . . 3-4 0 0 .. . . . . .. . . . . . • .. . . .. .. ... . . .. . . .. . . .. Fair. 
1 0 0>. 901 60 44. 5 25. 8391'4. 540 64. 1 N. 7 . 2L. .. . 0 0 Cumuluo.. 2-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Fai,. 
27. 146.56 48 27. 070 48 14. 5 74 N. 4 • 08 . . . . Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ....... :. . . . .. .. . Fair. 
23. 7:20 .68 32 2~. 641 32 31 89 N. 6 . 18 .. • . !Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . .. . . . . . .. . . :. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. Cloudy. 
8 0 ~ 2-l. 4Q;i .-2 34 24.38133. 5 33. 5100 N. 29 4. 20 ... . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidrlen ..................................... · ...... Cloudy. 
25. !115 59. 5 40. 5 25. 854
1
40. 5 39 86. 6 N. W. 6 . 18 . • . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . Cloudy. 
:27. 159136 47 27. 083 47 43. 5 73. 4 N. W. 3 . 04 . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . Cloudy. 
{ :2:3.723 67 :12 23.64:3 32 3L 89 N. 20 2. 00 ..... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden... .. . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . Cloudy. 
0 24.4>067 33. 5 24. 39r· 5 33 94.7 N. 20 2 00 .. .. Stmtuo... 4-4 Hidden .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. Cloudy. r~5. 93~;~o 40 23. 876 40 38 82. 0 N. w: ll . l 8 .. . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. Cloudy. ~I ~~~ , ~g ~~ ~.;· ~~i ~g ~2. 5;80. 0 N. 1~ . 0~ . . . . ~t~atus ... 3-4 . 0 0 . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . Cloudy. { -· l . - -·. ~ 31 189 N. W. - 1. 62 ... . Stratus ... 4 4 Hulden .............. . ........................... Cloudv. 
10 0 
1 
... 458 G7 :l3. 5 "4. 402 33 33 I 00 N. W. 16 1. 28 .. . St" '"' .. . 4-4 Hidden .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. C!oudJ. 
'5. 930 e4 ·10 25. "T 38. 5,!6· 4 N. 5 . 12.... StcatuL. 1-4 o o .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ........ , . .. .. .. Cl=. 27. l ll8 ,,9. 5 44. 5 27. 103 ~5. 5 42. 5 16. 4 N. 1 . 01 . • • . Stratus . . . 1-4 o 0 . Fair ~3. 752 58 32 :!3. 694 32 31 89 N. W. 14 . 98 . • . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidde ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · 
<><> :24. '135161 33 24.412 32. 5 32 94. 5 N. 13 . 84 . . . . Stratus ... 3-4 0 n 0 · .. • · · · ... • • .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ~lo~dy. 11 "" ~ \"· 9:~ ,J,. 52>. "'" 39. "7. , \, l. 8 N. 4 . 08 .. .. 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. FruL 































Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
3.--
4 ... 
I 23. 760 56 
112 0 { 124. 450 61 mid- 25. 938 34 night. 27. 1!18,55 
32 123. 706132 
32. 5 24. 407132 
39 25.890 39 
39 27.124 40 
31 189 IN. w. 31.594.7 N. 
37 81.6 N. 
38 82.0 N. W. 
1611. 28, .. --11 . 60 640 
G • te 185 
2 .02 .... 
Stratus .. _I 4-4 
Stra.tus .. -~2-4 
0 0 
Stmtus .. . 1·4 
Hiduen. --~- .. -~-- ------~------- ---~-- .. ------~---- .. -- ~ Cl~udy. 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Farr. 
0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. Clear. 
0 0 . • . . • • . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . • . . Fair. 
Meteo·rological?·ecorclfm· JMne 22, 1Si3. 
~- 1 . . Station 1. .. 23. 760 53 32 23. 716 3:! 31 89 N. W. 12 . 72 .. .. Stratus .. . 4-4 H~clden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Cloudy. 
2... { { 
1
_24. 470 63 32. 5 24. 422 32 32 100 N. 16 1. 28 . . . . Strn,tus . . . 4-4 Huldcn . . . Cloudy. 
3 ... 5 1 0 25.950 54. 5 38 25.90138 36.5 85. 8 N. W. 2 . 02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Q 0 Fair. 
4... 27. 198 54 40 27. 126 40 3R 82 N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. Stratus . .. 2-4 C~mulus.. 2-4 .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Station 1.. . J~:1. 780 59 32 23. 720 32 31 Fl9 N. W. 12 • 72 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 H1dden . . . Cloudy. 
· 2 .. . { 2 0 5 1 2~. 4~7 61 32 2~. 424 ~2 2~. 5 74. 4 N. 7 . 2~ .. .. 0 0 0 0 Clear. 3 .. . 5 ( 2;,.!l106l 37 2;,.906.37 3;, 80.7N.W. 2 .0-.... 0 0 0 0 ................ ...... .............. Clear. 
4. _. 27. 192 54 38 27. 120 38. 5 37. !l 90. 6 N. 2 • 02... . 0 0 Cirrus .•.. 1-8 Clear. 
Station!... 23.79064 32 23.71932 31 89 N.W. 8 .32 .... Stratus ... 1-8 0 0 .................................... Fair. 
2 ... t . { 24. 48.i 68 :n. 5 24. 427 31. 5 29.5 79. 1 N. 11 • 60 .. .. o o o 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Clear. 
3 . .. 5 3 0 25.970.J9 36 25.91036 34 80.2 ll 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 .................. Clear. 
4... 27.20053 36.527.13137 :35.5 85.4 N. 2 .02 0 0 0 0 .................................... Clear. 
Stat-ion 1. .. 23. 80j 64 :32 23. 734 32 at 89 N. 5 1 'l .. .. Stratus .. . 1-8 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
2 ... { 4 0 { ~~- 410 ?2 ~ 3~. 52~ . 4~~ :3~. 5 30 84. 3 N. E. 11 . ll? . . . . ~t1:atus .. . 2-4 0 0 ~a!r. 3 ... 5 2o.!J88;,9.;,3;, 2;,.9213;, 34 89. 8N.W. 2 .02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 I•a1r. 
4... 27.21551 36 27.15! 37 35.:5 85.4 N. 2 .02 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. .. .......................... Fair. 
Station L.. 23. 810 65 33 :23. 7:37 :33 32 89 N. 8 • 32 .. .. Stratus ... 4;-4 Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. Fair. 
· 2 ... { 5 0 { ~4. giO ~7 32 ~~- 4~4 3. 2 3Q. 5 84. 5 N. 8 . 32 .. .. St~atus ... 4-4 Hidden... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . Cl<~udy. 3 ... 5 25. :J90 .J6. 5 36.5 2o. 9.>6 d6. 53;,. 5 90.1 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 Fmr. 
4.. . 27. 230 50 36. 5 27. 16f:l .37. 5 36 85. G N. 4 • 08 .. .. St.ratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 N. W. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . Fair. 
Station 1... { ~3. 835 6? 34 :23. 7~~ 3~ 33 90 ~ N. 7 . 7~ .. .. St~atus .. . 4-4 H~dden .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ..... _ Cloudy. ~-- . ~ 6 0 ~4. 530 ?;, ~3 _ ~~- 4k :32. ~ ?2 94. oN. W. 12 . 72 .. .. Str_atus ... 4-4 Hrd!len .. . .... .. .. .. Cl~udy. 3 ... 5 -6. 02Qio9 37. o 2;,. 960 :17.;, 36.5190.4 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... L-4 0 o Fair. 
4... 27. :l48 50 39 27. 186 39. 5 38 86.3 N. 2 . 02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W. .. ............ ... .. __ . .... .. Fair. 
StationL .. } { 23.~6069 34 23.77~~4 J3 ~90 N. 5 .Ill. ... St,ratus ... 4-4 H~dden ....... -------- Cloudy. 
2... 7 0 24. :>2fl 61 34 24. 486 33. 5 33. o 103 W. 1::! · . 84 . . . . St-ratus . . . 4-4 HHl(len . . . Cloudy. 3... 26. 040 59 39. 5 20>. 980 39. 5 38. 5 90. 8 0 0 0 . . . . Str·atus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . Cloucly. 
4... 27.270 52 43 27.202 43. 5 41.5 83. 4 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 l<'aii-. 
Statton 1. .. ~ .
1 
~- 865. 69 34 23. 783 34 33 lf:O N. 5 • 12 Str.a,tns ... 4-4 Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
2... 1'/ 57 24..5~0 ~9 3;-> 24. 501 34. 5 34 94. 8 W. 14 • 98 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 H~dden . . . Cloudy. 3... · 26, OoO o9. 5 40 25. 989 40 39 91. 0 W. 2 • 02 .... Stratus ... 4~4 Hrddeu... Cloudy. 
4... . 27. 2813 52 46 27. 220 46 43. 5 80. 5 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus ... 3-4 • 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Station L.. :23. 875 6g ~5 2:i. 80 ~ 3~ 34 !JO N. W. 10 . 50 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . . . . . . . Cloutly. 
· · 2 . .. { 5 24:54052 36 24.51635 :34.594. 8N.W. 17 1.44 .... ~tratus. · .. 4-4 Hidden... C!outly. 
3 ... ~ g 0 1_~6-~60~9.541 ~G.ogHl 42 9l.2N.W. 5 .12 .... ~t1:atus ... ?-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. ~loud_y. 
4... 27.301J5 -19 27.2-6 49 4<! 7l.Q W. 1 . . 08 .... St.ratns ... 3-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W ............................. Cloudy. 
Station L .. ) 23. 885 t16 35 23. 8 LIJ 35 :14 90 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Jiidrlen ................. : .. .. . .. .... .. . .. .. .... .. Cloudy. 
2 ... { 10 0 5 24. :.i69 62 - 36. 5 24. 524 -l? 35 90. 0 N. W. 14 . 98 .. .. Stmtus ... 4-4 Jiiuden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 3 ... ~ ( 26. ~fi3 ~Q ~3 ~6. 00! ~3 4~, 5 !9.1 N. W . 2 . L2 .... Stn:ttus .. _ 2-4 Cunmlus .. 1-4 N. W ............................. ~londy. 




















Meleorological1·ecord for June 22, 1873-Contiuued. 












23. 890,65 33 ~. 8L 7 33 33 100 I w. 
11 0 24. 569 ~9 "37 2~. 53~ 36 35. 52!· 9 N. W. 5 27. 318 ~7 53 27. 23o 52. 5 47 63. 3 S. E. { { 26. 070 61.;) 43. 5 2u. 00.> 43. 5 42 12. 6
1
N. W. 




~- 890 62 35 23. 823 35 34 90 w. 
} 12 
{ ~ ~4. 584 66 39 24. 530
1
38 37. 5 95. 2 N. W. 
m. 26. 085 64. 5 45 26. 013 45 42 76. 2 N. W. 
27. 318 57 53 27. 238 53 47 60. 61 w. 
Station 1... p.m. 23. 900 64 34 23. e29 34 33 90 N. W. 
2 .. - } 1 0 { 24. 599 63 39 24. 551 38 37 90. 5 w. 
3... ~6. 085 62 46 26.018 46 42.5 72. 9 N. W. 
4.-- 27.329 58 56 27.246 56 50 62. 7 w. 
Station 1... 23. 915 65 35 ~3. 842 35 34 90 N. W. 
2 .. } { 24.610 65 42 24.558 4L 39 82.4 W. 
3:.. 2 0 26. 090 fi3 48 26. 021 48 43. 5 66. 6 N. W. 
4... 27. 339 60 56 27. 232 56 50 62. 7,N. W. 
Station 1... 23.935
1
66 35 23.860 35 34 90 N. W . 
2 ... { 3 0 5 24. 63~ 168 _ ~2 24.576 41 32 ~2. 4 N. W . 3 ... ~ l ~~·1?~ ~6~. ;> ;>1 2~. 0~3 51 4.> ;>9. 0 N. W. 
4... ~t.3: >;> 163 57 2t.2ti057 50 57.71 E. Station L .. } { 2:t 930
1
63 36 23. 861 36 34 80 N. W. 
2 ... 4 0 24. 629 59 39 24. 590 39 37 81. 6 N. W. 3... 26.1:10,61.5 46 26. 055 46 42 69. liN. W. 
4... 27.36d6L 56 27.27856 50 62.7 N. 
Station 1 ... 1 { 23. 934 60 36 23. 87L 36 35 90 N. W. ~--. 4 57 ~4. 6~0 1, 6L 39 ~4. 587 39 ·~! ~ L. 6
1
N. W. 
3... -6. 1-0163. 5 46 26. 050 ~6 H 69. 1 N. 4 ... 27. 37::l ,Gl. 5 56 n 287 56 50 62.7 N. 
Station 1 . . . :n. 952 58 36 23. 894 36 35 90 N . W. 
2 .. - { 6 o 5 24. 648
1
63 38. 5 24. 600 35 36. 5 85. 8
1 
N. 
3 ... 5 l 26.140 63 45 26.07145 42 76.2 N. W. 
4... 21. ago 59. 5 52 21. 301 s2 47 66. oN. ·w. Sll~tion 1.-. ~ 1 :.!3. !l. 68:, 38 38 2:J. 910 38 J7 90 IN. w. 2.. 21.66:!64 38 24.Gl:!37.536 85.6 N. 7 0 2(i. 150 fi2 44. 5126. 083\44. 5 4l. 5 75. 9\ 0 1~7. •IO:>,!il. 5 •19. :\,2i. :114 50 46 il. G N. W. 












































~.e a:, ;.~ ~& 17.ll7.l 
4>~-> ..... 0 
IJQ) <:$ ...... 
P-IA A 
--
• so .. .. 
• 72 .. .. 
. 12 ----




• 02 91 
• 3'2 .... 





1. 44 . ... 
.12 ...... 
• 08 ..... 
.18 .. ..... 
• 50 ...... 
. 1~ ...... 
.08 ....... 






. 9f! .... 
• 72 
----
. 08 .... 
. 08 
----
. 72 .... 
. 32 
----








Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 















Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. 









. 24 -- - . Stratus ... 
0 --- . Slratns ... 











































UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. . .... ~ odo ~-<s:; 
._: 
""'"' ~1:11 o"C 
...; -~·~T -~ 4"4> .. Q) 
.,a s:l~ ::3 ~o8 s :;3Q ._: Q 0 ~88 8 "d 08 p s 8 ... ~ ·..-.~-(,f...( 0 .. <1 A 0 ~ <lo 
----- --------
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidrlen .......................................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidden ............... -··-··---- ......... .... .... . 
Hidden .................... , . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .... .. 
!l~~r~;:: :i_~: :~_:i,~: ::::::::::~:::::::::: :::::::: 
Bidden ....... • ................................... .. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. ..................... . .. .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W .......................... .. 
0 0 0 -- ----·--· ... ------ ...... .. 
Bidden .......................................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W ........................... .. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......... ---------- ...... .. 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Hidden .......... . ----- ........................... . 
Cumulus .. 2·4 N. W ........................... .. 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... : . . . ..... . . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. .. ....................... .. 
Ridden ........... . .... . ...................... ---. 
Hidden ............... _ .......... __ ... _____ .... __ .. 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Cnmnlus .: 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Hidden .......................................... .. 
Hiddt-n ...................... : ............. __ _ 
Cum~lns .. 3~4 4. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 


































































Station 1. . . } 1 ~3. ~90~~0 34 23. ~27,34 ~~ 79 o o ?·.. B o :.4. G;.o ~4 37 21. 620 37 .3., 80. 7 E. 4 3 . .. 26. l.l -hl 43. 5 26. 091 43. 5 41 79. 4 N. "\V. 1 4... 27. 412 61 48 27. 3!!2 48 45 77. 7 N. W. J 
Station 1 ... } { 24. QOE fi3 34 23. 939 34 32 _ 79 N. E. 16 
2. .. g O 24. G6f 90 -!6 24. 627 36 33 . ., 75. 3 E. 12 
3.. . 26. 169 0>9 ~2 26. 109 42 38.5 70. 2 0 0 
4 . . . 27. 425 60.5 43. 5 27.336 44 41 75.6 N. E. 3 
Station 1. . . } · 
1
24. 028 65 ?4 23. 955 3~ 32 79 N. E. 8 
2. . . 10 0 24. 697 ~7 36 24. 641,36 34 80. 2 E. 11 3... 26.1~6 :?4. 5 42. ~ 26.117 42. 5 39 zo. 6 0 0 
4... 27. 430::.9.5 41. "27. 344,42.5 40 18.9 N. E. 4 
Station 1. . . { 24. 045 69 34 23. 963 34 32 79 N. E. 6 
2 ... ~ 11 22 24. 720 63 35. 5 24. 654135. 5 33 75. 0 E. 8 3 ... 5 26.1•4 56 42 26.1£1 142 39 74.4 N. W. 2 
4.. . 27. 441 58 40 27. 358 41 39 82. 4 N. 4 
Station 1 ... } 12 0 
1
24. 04E 70 34 23. !364:34 32 79 o o 
2. . . mid- 24. 700 62 35 24. G56 35 ~3 79. 7 S. E. 8 
3... n'ght 26. 180 55 41. 5 26. 129 41.5 38.5 74. 1 0 0 
4... 1 • 27.432
1
57 40 27. 352l41 39 182. 4 N. E. 4 
0 
. 08 ..•. 
. 01 ... . 
.01 ... . 
1. 2t:i • • -. 
.72 .... 
0 ..•. 
.04 ... . 
.32 ... . 
.60 ... . 
0 
.0!8 ... . 1   
.32 ... . 
.02 ... . 





Stratus .. . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus ... 1-16 











0 0 ·····'·· ·--··----· ..•. · •••••. ·····--· 0 0 ..... : ............................. . 
Hidden .... . ...................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
o o· ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 .................. .. ...... .. ....... . 
0 0 .............................. ..... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ............................... . ... . 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ....... . ........................... . 
Metem·ological1·ecm·d for June 23, 1873. 
a.m. I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 Station 1... 24. 058 70 34 23. 974,34 32 7!! 0 . ... -- ~- ........ . ................... ...................... . ............... 
2 . .. } 1 fi 124. 700 63 34. 5 24. 652 34. 5 33 84.5 S. E. 4 . 08 0 0 0 0 .............. . .................... .. ................ ............ 3 . . 26.170 ~4. 5 42 26.111 ,42 38. ~ :!~· 2 N . W. 1 . . 01 ........ 0 0 0 0 ............. ....................... ···------- .. .............. 4... 27. 423 .,5 40 27. 348140. 5 37 . ., •3. 2 N. 4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-8 ........... .. . ............. ... .. ................ .. ~- ......... Station 1. . . 24. 040 66 35 23. 965135 33 J8o 0 0 0 . ..... 0 0 0 0 2. . . } 2 0 S 24. 710 66 34. 5 24. 656
1
34. 5 33 ,84. 5 S. E. 10 . 50 0 0 0 0 . ............. ................ ........... .,. .. ,.. ............. 
3... l 26.181 ~5. 5 41.5 26.1~9 41. 5 ?B. p4.1 N. 2 .02 ....... 0 0 0 0 .. .......... .............. 
.. .. - ........ # ~ • . .......... . 4... 27.425 a4 40 27. 3;:>2 40 38. ,) 83.4 N. 4 .08 ...... 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-8 .. ............ ................... .................. ............. Station 1. . . 24. 050 67 35 23. 972!35 33 180 0 0 0 . ..... 0 0 0 0 ............. .. .................. ................. .. ............. 
2 ... } 3 O ~ 24.715 67 35.5 24. 6S9135. 5 34 ,84. 9 S. E. 1 - . 01 Stratus ..•. 1-4 Cirrus ..... 1-4 .............. ·--------· . ............... ............... 3 . .. 26. 190 55 42 26. 139 42 38. 5 70. 2 0 0 0 .. ...... 0 0 0 0 ...... ........ . 
------·--· 
.. ................. ................ 
4... 27.410 52 40 27.342 40 38.5 83.4 N. 4 . 08 0 0 0 0 ............... .................. .............. ....... ........ Station 1. . . 24.050 68 36 23. 970136 32 161 0 0 0 .. ...... Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 ............. . ............... . ................ ................ 
2 ... ~ 4 0 124. 720 71 34. 5 24. 655134. :i 32. 5 79. 5 S. E. 1 .01 ...... 0 0 0 0 ............. . ................ .. ................. .............. 3... 26. 190 55 42 26. 139 42 38. 5 70. 2 S. E. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 ................ ........ .. ......... .. .. ... ........... .............. 4... 27. 455 52 39. 5 27.367 40 38.5 83. 4 N. E. 6 .18 ....... 0 0 0 0 ............... .. .......... ....... ................... .. ............ Station 1... 24. 065,68 36 23. 985 36 33 170 0 0 0 .. .... . Stratus ... . 1-8 0 0 ... .. . ...... .. .. .. .. . .. .. ~ .... . ........ .. ....... .. ............. 
2 ... ~ 5 0 124.717 65 34. 5 24. 665j34. 5 33.5 89. 6 S. E. 5 .12, .... Stratus .... 1-4 0 0 ...... .. ....... .. ............... .. ................ . ............... 3... 26. 2001S!'i. 5 41 . 5 26.148141.5139 178.4 S. E. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 0 ............... ...................... .. ........ ........ . ............. 
, 4... 21. 448152 :l9. 5 27. 380140 as. 5 83. 4 N. E. 4 .08, .... 0 o . 0 0 -·-··-·-· ................ ................ . .............. Station 1. .. 24. 075167 37 23.997137 35 ISO 0 0 . 0 .... Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 ............... . ................. .. .......... ........ .............. 2 ... 1 6 0 124.730.59 42.524.69141.5(8.5
1































































Metem·ological1·ecord jo1· June 23, 1873-Continued. 
~ ~ TIIERM. ~ HYGUOM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ 
~ :g • ---~ ---~ · . ,::g 
.g ci ~ g $ ..0 ..0 "0 ~ .ci :9 ~ i- g !' ~ f ~ ~ . .p .p s:f ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ 8 ~ a) 2Z ~ "5 .E .e; ..... :;:l ·~ 5 ~ c. to ~ ..o ~ :3 -~ s' a)s od ~ .=: ~ ~ 0 ~ & ~ ~ ..., ~ ~ ~ ,.q ~ rD .t>'<l <d g .s g ~ 0 0 ~ g a 
.,S .§ ~ _.., M !:: ;... ~ «l .!:: Q) :V 1"\~ ~ ·~ ~ .S S ~ S .!:: .@.,Q ~ >'l S ;... 
Remarks. 
p.; E-l ~ -<11 Fl 8 ~ P" ~ ~ p..P<,....,A~ ~ -<11 -<11 ~ 0 Fl -<!lo 
------------- -------1---------
a. 'ln. 
Station 1. . . 24. 087,67 39 124. 009 39 37 81 0 
2 . .. } 7 0 { 24. 739 60 43. 5 24. 698 43. 5 40. 5 75. 3 0 
3... 26. 228 56 43. 5 26. 175 43. 5 40 71. 3 S. E. 
4... 27. 478;53 •17. 5 27. 408 48 45 77. 7 N. E. 
Station ~ . . } _ 5 ~;: ~~~ ~ ~t ~~ ~!: ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~- 2 ~: 3::: 7 5'{26.23556 47 :!6.18247 43 69.8 S.E. 
4... 27.480 54 52 27. 408 52 45.5
1
62. 6 N. E. 
Station 1... 24. 110 65 42 24. 037 42 39 75 0 
2 ... ~ 9 05 24. 797 67 48 24. 1-11 46 42. 5 12. 9 N. 3 ... 5 { 26. 250 59. 5 50 26. 189 50 45 64. 6 S. E. 
4... !n 498156 :i5 27. 420 56 48 !H . 2 N. Station 1 ... 24.142 66 43 24.067 43 40 75 tl 
2 . .. ~ 10 O 5 iN. 790161 51. 5 24. 747 49 44 63. 8 W. 3 ... 5 ( 26.265 58 55 26. 206 55 49 62. 0 S. E. 
4... :!7. 505157 58 27.425 58 50 52.9 N. W. 
Station 1... 24. 145 65 44 24. 072 44 41 75 0 
2. .. } 11 0 { 24. 780 61 50 24. 737 48. 5 44 67. 0 0 
3... 26. 260 60 55 26. 197 55 49 62. 0 IY. 
4... 27.499 60 62 27.412 62 52 46. 1 w. 
Station 1... ~4. 120161 ~6 24. 055 ~6 43 ~6 0 
2 ... ~ 12 { --1. 809169 ~. 2 24. 748 ~1 46 65. 3 S. E. 3 ... 5 m. 26.260 64 o6 26.188 ;;6 50 62. 7 W. 
4... 27. 492
1
61 63 27. 402 €3 53 47. O<N. W. 
p.m. 
Station 1 . .. 
1 
{ 24.122160 47 1!4. 05!) 47 45 85 0 2 . .. 1 0 24.800 69 52 24. 73!) 50 46 71.6 s. w. 
3.. . 26. 26516r> 57 26. :es 57 ~~ 6~. 4 o 4... 27. 490164 IJ7 27. 3!l3 66 .:>:J 4o. 0 S. W. Station 1. .. } { ~4. 1201,60 ~5 24. 057 ~5 42 i?6 W. 2 . . C) 0 :..4. 799 ,67 ,J5 2-1. 743 .>1 47 o5. 2 S. W. 3 • . - 26.265 67 (J2 26. 186162 53 151. 1 s. w. 
4 . . 27. 4\17165 67 27. 397 67 56 45. 9 w. 
Stnllon 1 . . \N. 130 63 4G 23. 061 46 43 76 o ~ . ~ 3 0 5 2·1. 7!lll1G!l 56. 5 \24. n8156 48 1s1. 2 N. '\V. :l 5 { 2li. 2;;81G5 hO 26. 1t:l3 60 52 54.6 \V. 







































. 02 ... . 
.02 .. .. 
. 02 .. .. 
. 01 ... . 
. 01 ... . 
.02 ... . 
0 
. 081'" " 
.02 ... . 
. 02 .. .. 
0 
.021'"' 
.18 ... . 










.12 ... .. 
0 
.08 .. .. 
.02 ... . 
.24 .. .. 
.18 . .. . 
.08 . .. . 
0 .. .. 
. 18 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
0 0 




Stratus .... 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 












Hazy ........ . 
Stratus .... 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus .... 1-4 
Hazy ..... .. . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ........ 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy . .... . .. . 
Stratus . . . 1·4 
0 0 

























0 ................................... . 
0 .................................. .. 
0 .................................. .. 
0 ................................... . 
1-4 ................................... . 
1·4 N.E ........................... .. 
1-4 .................................. .. 
1-4 .............................. . .. .. 
2-4 .....•....... .. .•. ·•···· ···· ....... . 
2-4 N.E ............................ . 
1-4 .................................. .. 
1-4 S.E ............................ . 
2-4 .... . . .. ··•······· .......... . ...... . 
2-4 N.E .......... ... ....... . ....... . 
2·4 S. E ............................ . 
2-4 S.E .......... ... ............... . 
3·4 ................................... . 
2-4 E. . ...................... . ... . 
2-4 S. E .................... .. ...... . 
2-4 S.E ............................ . 
3-4 .••..••..•••••.••..••••••••.•••.•••. 
2-4 E ........................... . 
2·4 ....... ·········· ................. . 
2·4 S.E ....... . .......•............. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Cumulus .. 4-4 
Cumulus.. 2-4 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
Onmulus .. 2-4 
Cumulus .. 4-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
E. 
............ .................. .......... . 
s. w ........................... .. 
·------- ............................................... . 
N.W ............................ . 
... -w:--:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
·- -- -- -- ---------- ................................ . 































































Stntion 1. . 124. 1:15 67 -17 '24. 057147 143 G!l G 
2 . . - 1 4 O 5 :H. 799 65 5.2 ~'1. 7-17 5~ 46 59. 8 N. W. 3 ... ~ { 26. 2.3~ 65 ~o 2u.l~8 1 60 ~2 54. 6 w. 4... 27. 4!)3 68 66 27. 3c6166 a6 49. 5 N. W. 
Station L . . 24. l:lO 68 46 24. 050 46 43 76 S. W. 
2 .. ( 4 57 5 24. 78.- 6:~ 54. 5 24. 732 54. 5!48 58. 7 N. W. 3.. - 5 { 26. 255,64 60 :26. 183,(i0 152 54. 6 w. 
4 . . 27. 491 68. 5 6<1. 5 27. 383 64. 5 55 50. 7 N. W. 
Station 1 .. . 1 l ~4. 1~~ 6~ 44 ~4. 05~ ~44 14! 75 S. W. ? -- 6 0 ~-!. 7 ~ ;.) ~- ~~ ~~- 7~3 ~~ ~;) 71. 0 s. w. 3 ... :.6. 2a01u7 aa _(i_ 11 l .>:> :>0 68. 1 S. W. 
. 4. _ _ 21. 4s81~6 62. 5 ;1. 38~ ; u2 . 5 53 57. 6 s. Stahon 1 . .. } 
1
24.120,65 4;.> :..4. 041 4;:, 42 76 S. W. 
2 . .. 7 0 ~4-~~~li7 ~8 ~4.735~8 44.574.01::;. w. 
3. . . -~ -6 . ... 4t l67.5a4 26.168 ;:,4 49 67.4 0 
4 .- - 27.489 64 58 27.392 58 53 69. 8 s. 
Station 1 ... ( { 24. ~22 1 G7 44 ~4. £42 44 4l 7~ 0 ~ : : : 5 s o ~ ~~: ~;~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: {~~ ~~ !~.56~:~ s. sV:· 
4 .. - 27. 480 63. 5 55 27. 384156 51 68. 7 s. 
Station 1 . . . ~ l ~4. 1~4 6~ 4~ 24. 042 1 4~ 42 Z6 S. W. 2 . .. 9 0 -4. 782
1
6a 4:> 2-!. 73014;:, 42 16. 2 S. W. 
3 .. . 26.258 67.5 51 26. 179 51 47 72. 2 S. E. 
4... 127. 480 63. 5 52. 5 27. 384,53. 5 43.5 ::!6. 3 s. 
Station 1 .. . 24. 139 G9 45 24. 053 44 !42 84 0 
2 . .. ( lO O 5 24. 789 64 43 24. 739 43 41 9L 4 S. W. 
3 ... 5 { 26.260 64 ~9 26.1881~9 46 7~. 1. S. E. 4... 27. 42!) 63. 5 :>0 27. 396 a1 47. 57;:,. 6 S. 
0 0 . ~ .... Hnzy .. ... .... \Cumulus . . 3-4 ....... .. ....... . ........ 
8 • 32 Stratus . .. 1-4 Cunmlus .. 2-4 w ........... 
4 . 08 0 0 Cumulus .. 4-4 \V. .. ........ 
4 . 08 Stratus ... 1·41 Cmnulus .. 2-4 N.W ........... 
1 . Ol 0 0 1 Cumulus . . 3-4 s. w .......... . 
8 • 32 
··- · 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. ................... 
4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus .. 4-4 w. .. .... ............. 
2 • 0'2 . .. .. . St-ratus ... 1-4 Cumulus . . 2-4 N.W. 
12 . 72 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 34 s.w. 
8 . 32 ... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus . . 2-4 w . 
2 . 02 ....... 0 0 Cumulus . . 4-4 w. ................. 
2 . 02 ... .. . Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. l-4 N.W. 
2 . 02 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 s.w. 
8 3'> ....... Strat.us ... 4-4 Rillllen ... ....... ........ 
0 0 ...... Stratus ... 3-4 Cinus .. .. 1-4 N.W. 
1 . 01 ...... Stratus .. . 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N.W . .. .. .... .......... 
0 0 
----
Ha?.y .•.. Cumulus .. 3-4 s.w. 
6 . 18 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. 
---- ----- -
3 . 04 .. ~. Stratus ... 1-4 CumuluR .. 2-4 N.W . ................. 
1 . 01 ........ Stratus .. . 1-4 Cumulus . . 2-4 N.W. 
4 • 08 ........ Stratus .. . 1-8 0 0 
4 . 08 ........ Stra.tus . .. 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 . ............ ....... .. ....... 
1 • Ol ..... 0 0 0 0 . ........... . . ...... ........ .. . 
4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 .............. ................. 
0 0 .. . Stratus ... 1-4 0 o •. ....... . ........ ... ..... 
4 . 08 ....... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 . ............ ................. 
1 . 01 ... 0 0 0 0 . ................ 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 ............ ................. 
Station 1... 24. 132 11 44 24. 057 44 42 84 0 
2 ... l 11 22 5 24. 785165 43 24. 733 43 40 75. 0 s. 
3 ... 5 i 26.260 66 49 26. 183-19 46 78. 1 0 
4. .. 27.490 llO 48 27.403 49 46 78.1 S. W. 
Station 1 ... } 12 0 c 24. 132
1
6? 44 24. 052 44 
1
42 ~4 0 
2... n. 1 ' 24. 78;:, 6:> 42. 5 24. 733 42. 5
1
40 18. 9 S. 
3 . . - ui;ht { 26.265
1
68 48 26.183 48 45 77.7 N. W. 
4... 0 • 27. 488,59 48 27. 403 49 46 78. 1 w. 
0 0 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
2 • 02 ...... Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 ...... ... ... ................ 
0 0 ........ 0 0 0 0 .............. ..... .... ......... 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 ...... ....... . ................ 
0 0 ..... . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
1 . 01 100 0 0 0 0 ... ............ ................... 
1 • 01 48 0 0 0 0 .............. .... .. .............. 
4 . 08 ...... . 0 0 0 0 ................ ................. 
Mete01·ological rec01·d for June 24, 1873. 
Station 1. .. a.m. 12,1. 120 68 144 24.04014 40 67 0 0 0 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .............. ..... ........... 
2 ... 1 1 0 ~ 124. 775 65 42 24.723 42 40.5 87.1 0 0 0 ..... . 0 0 0 0 .............. ................... 3 . .. 26.250 67 49 26. 171 49 45 71.0 {) 0 0 . ..... 0 0 0 0 ............... ................. 
4 ... ~7. 450 59 48 27. 31l5 48 46 85.0 s. 4 . OE 0 0 0 0 ............... .................. 
Station 1. .. 
1 
24. 115 70 43 24. 0::31 43 39 66 0 0 0 . ..... Stratns . . . 1-4 0 0 ........... ..... ................. 
2 ... 2 o{ 24.758 67 41.5 24. 70~ 4l. 5 39 78.4 S.E. 6 .18 ... ... 0 0 .o 0 ................. ................. 3 .-- 26. 2:JO 65 -Jf) 2u. 156 48 45 77.7 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 ............. .................... 
4 .•• 27. 440.60 46 27. 35314(j. 5145. 5,92. 2 S. E. 4 • Ob 0 0 0 0 ............ ................ 
................ .. .......... 
.................. .. ............ 
..................... ............. 
......... .... .. .... .. ............. 
.................. ......... ....... 
.................. .............. 
................... ............. . 
.. ................. ............... 
.. .... .......... ... .... .... ..... .. 
.................. .............. 
.................. ............ 
... ............ . ............. 
....... .. ........ . .. ............. 
. . -....... ~ . . .... ....... : 
.. ............ .... . .............. 
. ................. .............. 
.................. ............ 
.......... ...... . .............. 
................. .. ............ 
.. ................ . ........... 
................... ......... _ .... 
.. ................. . ....... .... . 
................. . .. ............. 
.................. . .............. 
.. ................. ............... 
.. .... .... ... ..... . .... ......... 
.................. .. ............. 


































































.Mete01·ological 1'Ccordfor June 24, 1873-Continued .. 
d! d 8 f: t; THEltM. e $ 2 ;..;---~ .. HYGROM.,] ---d 
.;: -~ ::. -~ ~ -g -g ] E ~ ~ 0~ 0+' 8 .g Cll Q <l> .=> ,.Q 
~ ~ 8 !18.~ .,.,~ £ ~ ~ ~~8 A~ 
~bl g >·r-t •f""' 
:s ~ ~ "' ~ i=i 
WIND. 
t';..;l ~~ .... >=! >=!.
Q 0 "'C' 
o..Q moo 
r-"1 ~ a:>~ 
<l>Q) .... <l) p.. A fl.! A 




§.eT ~~ ..,; ..,; 
~~ Q Q :g ~ ~ .,:;; >=! od ~ -0 0 0 
·- 0 Q ~ Q s .~.§.~ ~- ~ ~ A <lj A 
RAIN OR SNOW. .s ~ do '"'>:~ 
.,:;; """' 0~-~ ... _s 
<l) 
.,:;; Q..-< s ~<l) <l> oS s 'd s .... 0 Q 
Q ~ .cqo 
---------------------1 --------
Station 1. .. a.m. 24.108 71 42 24.022 42 37 57 \) 0 0 ... - Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 . ... .. .. . . • . ... .•. ..•..•• •• . . ... . . . . Fa~r. 
2 ... ( 3 0 5 24. 737 68 "'40. 5 24. 6~9 40. 53?. 5 73. 5 B. 7 . 24 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~air. 3 . .. 5 i 26.220 6:L> 47 26.1;>2 47 4;, 84. 7 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . . . • . . . . .. . • . • . . . . • .•..•.. . . . . • •• Clear. 
4. . . 27. 440160 46. 5127. 353 47 45 84. 7 S. 4 . 08 . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Cl~ar. 
Station 1... 24. 100 72 41 24. 012 41 36 56 N. E 2 . 02 . . • . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 . .. .. • . . . . . • . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fa~r. 
2 . .. ~ 4 0 5 24. 745 ~7 40. 5 24. 689 •10. 5 36. 5 64. 9 S. 5 . 12 . .. . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .. ___ .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. Fa1r. 3 ... 5 l :26. 230 64. 5 47 26. 158 47 45 84. 7 S. E. 1 . 01 . .. . o. 0 0 0 .... .. .. .... .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . Clear. 
4... 27. 448 60 46 27. 361 46. 5 44. 5 83. 5 S. E. 4 . 08 . .. . Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Clear. 
Station!... 24.10069 42 24.0ltl42 37 57 N.E. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .......... - ......................... Fa~r. 
2 . .. ( 5 0 { 24. 771 64 44 24. 72144 40.5 71. 6 S. 6 .18 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .................................... F::ur. 3 . .. 5 26.24062 47 2R.I8347 46 92.3 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 .................................... Clear. 
4... 27. 460 59 47 27. 375 47. 5 45 81. 1 S. E. 4 . 08 . .. . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ............................ ·........ Clear. 
Station 1. .. 24. 110 70 43 24. 026 43 39 66 N. E. 5 . 12 . .. . :Stratus . .. 1-4 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fa~r. 
2 ... ( 6 0 { 24. 756 64 48. 5 24. 706 48 44 70. 4 E.' 4 . 08 . • . ~tratus . . . 1-4 . 0 0 . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ~a1r. 
3 ... 5 26. 2~2 ~ ~- 5 47 26. ~ 74 47 46 9~. 3 0 0 0 . .. . Smoky.... . .. . Crrrus .. .. 1-4 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. L-lear. 
4... 27. 460 J8 47. 5 27. 377 48 46 8;,. 0 S. E. 4 . 08 .. .. Stratus . .. 1-4 0 0 .. . .. . .. .. .. • .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . Cl~ar. 
Station 1... 24. 130 72 44 2.1. 942 44 40 67 E. 4 • 08 .. .. Hazy .. .. . .. .. Cirro.-strat 1-8 E. .. .. • • . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. Fa~r-
2 ... ( 7 0 { 24. 760 65 48. 5 24. 706 48. 5 45 74. 3 N. 2 . 02 .. .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Fan·. 3 ... 5 26.25865.550 26.1R350 48 85.6 S.E. 1 .01 .... Smoky ........ Cirrus .... 1-4 E. .. .......................... Clear. 
4... 27.47857 53 27.39854 51 80.2 S.E. 2 .02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .................................... Clear. 
Station 1... 24.130 70 45 24.046 .J5 41 67 E. 5 .12 .... Hazy ......... Cirro.-strat 1-4 .......... .-........................ Fair. 
2 ... ( 7 57 { 24. 778 63 49. 5 24. 729 49.5 48. 5 92. 6 N. 7 . 24 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 ~ ............................ Fair. 
3 ... 5 26.262 67 57 26.183 5i 52 69.2 0 0 0 .... Smoky ........ Cumulus .. 2-4 S. E. .. .......................... Fair. 
4... 27. 478 59 58 27. 393 58. 5 53 67.2 N.W. 2 . 02.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .... .. .. Fair. 
Station 1. .. } { 24. 120 65 48 24. 047 48 43 62 S. E. 5 . 12 .. .. Hazy .. • .. .. .. Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. .... . .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fa~r. 
2... 9 0 24. i90 66 51 24.734 51 46 65.3 S. W. 2 . 02 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 E. .. .......................... Frur. 
3... :!6. 26U 67 57 26. 181 57 52 69. 2 0 0 0 .. .. Smoky.... .. .. Cumulus .. 2-4 S. E. .. . .... • .. .... .. .. . .. .. .. .. Fair. 
4... 27.47561 63 27.:i8563 56 61.9N.W. 2 .02.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 S.E ............................. Fair. 
2.. . 10 0 24. 7!!9 68 52 24. 739 5!! 46 59.8 N. E. 5 .12 .... 0 0 Cumnlus .. 3-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Remarks. 
Station 1. .. 1 1 :!4. 130 63 48 24. 061 48 43 62 S. E. 5 . 12 .. .. Hazy .. • .. .. .. Cumult<s .. 2-4 ... .. .. . .... ... • .. .. . .. .. • .. .... .. .. ]'air. 3.. . 26.260 65 58 26. 187 58 53 69.8 W. 2 . 02 .... Smoky ........ Cumulus. 2-4 S. E. .. .......................... Fair. 
4... 27. 485 63 64 27. 390 64 55 52.7 s.w·. 2 • 02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2 4 S. E. .. .......................... Cloudy. 
Statiou 1. .. 1 5 2·1. 143 U4 49 24. 072 49 44 64 E. 2 . 02 .. .. Hazy .. .. . .. .. Cumulus.. 2-4 . • .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . Fair. 5--- 11 0 24.799 65 55 24.745 55 48 56.1 N. E. 8 . 32. ... o 0 Cu~ulus .. 3-4 w. .. .......................... Fair ~ .. { ~6. 26:i 65. 5 58 26.100 58 52 64.1 W. 2 . 02 .... Smoky ........ Cumulus .. 3-4 S. E. .. ........................... Cloudy. 
Stl' 1-- ~~· ~~~ ~~ ~g ~7. 38~ 65 55 48.7 N. W. 4 . 08 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 ............ ... ..................... Cloudy. 
It ton.., --· ~ ~ ~ · OO. ~ ..,4.07• 4? 44 64 E. 2 .02 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 1 · 12 tn . :;11: ~70 ~~ r. 6~· 5 ;;~· i~g ~~ ~~ ~~- ~ NEE ~ · 12 .. .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. ...... .. . .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. Fair. 4 2~:1n2oo. ;)os \27:3\>oos 56.544::~ w.· 4 : g~ --79 ~~~l~s--·· ·1.~· Cumulus .. 3:4 N.E ............................. Cloudy. 



























2-l. HlJ63 4! Station 1 . . . :->0 124. 074 ;;o 44 5tl E. 
2 ... ~ 1 o{ :24. 8HJ 69 54. 5 211. 757 53.5 45 45.8 0 0 3 .. - 26.270 64 61 26. 198 61 52 50.2 N.E 5 
4 .. . 27.497 68 
"'·'I"· 390 69 55 35.0 N. Vi'. 4 Station 1. .. } 24. 143 62 51 24.076 51 44 53 E. 5 2 ... 2 ol 24.828 71 56 24. 761 56 47 45. ;, E. 11 3 ... 26. 268 64. 5 62 26. 1!)5 62 52 46. 1 S. E. 4 
4-.-- 27.499 68 69.5 27.392 69 56 39. 1 N.E. 4 
Station 1. . . } 24. 150 61 50 24.085 50 45 64 E. 4 
2 ... 3 o{ 24. R18 66 55 24. 762 55 47 50. 2 E. 11 3 ... 26.270 64 61.5 26. 1!)8 6l. 5 52.5 50.6 s. 5 
4 ... 27. 449 69 71 27.389 70. 5 58 42. 4 N. E. 4 
Station 1 .. _ } 24.145 GO 49 24. 082 49 t3 62 E 6 
2 . .. 4 o{ 24. 809 64 55 24. 758 54.5 46.5 49.7 S. E. 8 3 .. . 26. jl61 63. 5 63 2G.l!JO 63 53 . 47. 0 S.E. 5 
4 ... 27. 4fl9 71 70 :n. 385 70 57.5 42.0 s. 4 
Station ~::: } 24. 155 59 48 24.095 48 43 62 E. 2 
4 57 { 24. 81 1 G4 55 24. 7C~ 54.5 47 52.7 N.E. 5 3 ... 26.269 65 63 26.154 63 53 47.0 N.W. 3 
4 ... 27.501 70 63.5 27.389 63.5 56 59. 7 S. E . 2 
Station 1 ... t 24. 160 58 50 24. 102 ;)0 46 51 0 0 
2 ... 6 o{ 24.825 66 55 ~4. 769 54. 5 47 52.7 N.E. 1 3 ... 26. 2!10 71.5 63 26. 100 63 53 47.0 w. 4 
4 ... 27.512 70 59.5 27.400 59. 5 56 79.1 S.E. 2 
Station 1. • . } 24. 170 57 48 24. 114 48 44 70 0 0 
2 ... 7 o{ 24. 840 70 54 24.775 54 47 55.2 E. 8 3 ... 26.300 72 63.5 26.209 63.5 53.5 47.4 N.W. 2 
4 ... 27.520 68 63 27. 413 63 54 51.9 s. 4 
Station 1. . . } 
o{ 24. 165 56 46 24. 111 46 43 77 ·o 0 2 . .. 8 :H. 825 59 50 24. 785 50 44 58.1 E. 1 3 ... 2(i. 310 69 56 26.226 56 50 62.7 E. 4 
4 ... 27.529 64 56.5 27.432 56.5 51.5 68-9 S.E. 2 
Station 1. . . } 
o{ 24. 195 57 46 24. 139 46 41 60 0 0 2 ... 9 24.85063 48.5 24. 801 48. 5 43.5 63.5 E. 1 3 ... 215. :l25 68 54 26.243 54 48 61.3 E . 4 
4 ... 27.550 62 53.5 27. 458 54 !'iO 73.8 S.E. 4 
Station 1 .•• 
} 10 o{ 24.19157 45 24.135 45 40 60 N.E. 5 2 ... 24. R60 63 49 24. 811 49 43 57.2 N.E. 2 3 ... 26.330 65 54 26.255 54 47.5 p8.3 E. 4 
4 ... 27.552 62 51.5 27. 460 52 48 72.7 S.E. 4 
Station 1. .. 
} 11 22 { 
24. 210 54 45 24. 160 45 39 53 N.E. 8 
- 2 .. . 24. 870 57 48 24. 834 48 42 56.3 s.w. 4 
. 3 ... 26.360 G7 54 26. 28J 54 47.5 5S. 3 E . 2 
4 . .. 27. 575 60.5 5(} 27. 487 51 47 72.2 S.E. 4 
Station 1 .• . ~ ~d-0 1 24.205 54 45 24.155 45 39 53 N.E. 10 2 ... 24.870 55 47.5 24. R36 47.5 42 59.4 s. 2 3 ... night. 26.360,67 53 26.281 53 46 54.4 E. 5 
4 ... :J-7. 575,60 50 27.488 51 47 72.2 s.w. 4 
. 081: ••. Cumulus .. a-4 W. Hazy ..... 
0 .• -- 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.E. 
. 12 .. -- S]Iloky ... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.E. 
• 08 ---- Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. 
.12-. Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 
• 60-- 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N. 
• 08 ---- Smoky ... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.E. 
. 08 ---- Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 N. 
. 08 .... Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 
.60 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus . . 2-4 N.W. 
• 12 .... Smoky ... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.E . 
. 08 .• s t-ra.t us -- - 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. 
• 18-- .. Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 w . 
. 32---- Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 N.E. 
.12 .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 N.E. 
. 08-- Stratus . .. 1-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 N . 
. 02---- Hazy .... . Cumulus .. 2-4 E. 
.12 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus . . 1-4 N.E. 
. 04 
--·-
0 0 Cumulus . . 2-4 N.E . 
. 02 
···-
0 0 Cumulus . . 2-4 N. 
0 .... Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. 
. 01 •••. Stratus . .. 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. 
• 08 .•. . Smoky . .. Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E . 
. 02 .••. 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. 
0 .• Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 1-8 
.32 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 E. 
.02 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 ............. ... 
. 08 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N . 
0 .• Hazy ..... 0 0 
··s:E:· , Ol •• •. Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
. 08 ....... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 ............... 
.02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ............... 
0 .... Hazy, ..... 0 0 .............. 
. 01 .••. Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 E . 
. 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 ................ 
.08 .... Stratus ... 1-4 
- 0 0 ................ 
.12 .... Hazy ..... ...... 0 0 . ... . .... 
.02 .... Stratus ... l-4 0 0 ................ 
• 08 . ...... 0 .o 0 0 .................. 
. OS ...... 0 0 0 0 .................. 
.32 .••. Hazy ..... 0 0 ............... 
.08 .... 0 0 0 0 ............. 
• 02 ... ... 0 0 0 0 ............ 
• 08 ...... 0 0 ·o . 0 ................ 
. 50 .. Hazy ..... . ..... 0 0 
. 02 120 0 0 0 0 ............... . 
• 12 55 0 0 0 0 ............... 





.................... ...... . ........ 
................ . ................... .............. 
.................. ........... .. ...... .... .......... 
.................. .................. ............... 
..... .............. .................. ............. 
. ................. ... ................ .............. 
................. .. ......... .. ...... ............... 
................... .......... ........ .......... 
..... ........ ...... ............ ..... .. ........ ....... 
.................... ................... ....... ... ..... . 
.................... ................... .............. 
..................... .................. ................ 
.................. .. .................... .............. 
....................... .................. ............. 
.............. ..... ................... ........... .. . 
.. ................. .. .................... ............. .. 
................... ................ .............. 
................... .. ........ ............ ............. 
. ................... ................. ......... .. . 
.................... .................... ................ 
.................... .................... .............. 
.................. ........ ........... ............. 
.. .................. ...................... ............. 
................. .. ............... .. ............. 
............ .. ......... ..................... .. ............. 
................... ...... ........... ............. 
.................... . ................. ........ . .... 
.. ................. ........ ... ..... ............. 
................ ...... ......... ........... 
................. ... ................... ..... ...... ... 
................... .. .......... ....... ................ 
.. ................... .................... .. .............. 
................... ................... ................ 
................ . .................... ............... 







































































Cs ~ s I· 
t t 'l'IIERM. 0 llYGltOM. :;:! ;... s ct> ct> ~ .., 
.gg ~ - - - .:::> • --- o ,o. ..;;; ._,;... ..ci ..ci ~~ .,; OCl .-d ~-~ ~ ~~ 'a -a :3 ~~ c:;> .0 ~ ,. ..... s .., .0 ~ 0 Q;) .0 0 c::> c!) 0 ~ 0 ~ ..., ~ ~ ~ A t> 8 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ .!:l p:; eq ~ Fl Q A A 
--- - - --
p.m. 
2-1.213 56 44 24.159 44 39 59 N.E. St-a.tion ~~ ~ ~ } o{ 24. 8ti8 59 47 24. 828!47 41 55.4 s.w. 3 ... 1 26.365 67 53 26.286/53 46. 5( . 4 0 
4 ... 27.550 60 51 27. 460 51. 5 47 68. 9 s. 
Station~::: } 2-1.2 13 57 44 24. 157 44 3H 59 N.E. o{ 24.875 65 48 24.821 48 41. '!'"" s. E. 3 ... 2 26.368 68 53 26.286 53 41) 54.4 E. 4 ... 27.570 62 50 27. 4i8 50. 5 46 68.3 S. E. 
Station~ ::: } 24.220 56 44 24.166 44 39 59 N.E. 
3 o{ 24. e9:l67 -17 24. 835 47.5 42.5 62.4 0 3.. . 26. 3GS 66 52 26.291 52 46 59. 8 E. 
4 ... 27.59062 50 ~!: t~~ ~ ~~· 5 ~~ 68.3 s. Station ~:: : } 2-1.230 54 44 59 N. E. 
4 o{ 24. 891 64 45 24. 840 45 41 68.4 0 3 ... 26. 3!:0 68 52 26.291:152 46.5 62.9 E. 
4 ... 27.593 61 49 27.505 -19.5 46.5 78.3 S. E. 
Station L: } 24.235 53 -14 24. lSi H 39 5!) N.E. 
5 o{ ';!4, 880 55 46.5 24. 849 46.5 43 73.2 s. 3 .. . 2C>. 410 71 53 26.320 53 47 60.6 0 
4 ... 27.600 60 50 2i. 513 50.5 47 75.3 S. E. 
Station ~:: . } 24. 260 55 47 :24. 208 47 42 61 N.E. 6 0 { 24. 900 53 47. 5 24. 873 47 46 92.3 E. 
3 ... :!6. 420 70 53 26. 333 53 47. 5 66.3 0 
4... ~J: g~~ ~~g ~~ ~~: ~rJ ~~ :~ i2. 2 S. E. Station ~::: 1 
57 N.E. 
7 0 { :!4. !)34165 52 24. 880 52. 5 46 57.0 N. 
3 .. . 26. 430,67 55 26. 3JO 55 49 62.0 0 
4 ... 21. 641 sa 56 27. 558 57 52 69.2 S. E. 
Station~~~: } 24.300,60 50 24.236 50 44 58 N.E. 
7 57 { ~4. 950 61 53. 5 :N. 905 53. 5 50. 5 80. 0 N . 3 ... 26. 4~0 67 59 ~6. 360 59 51 53.7 0 
4 ... 27. 658 61 62. 5 27. 568 63 55 56.8 N.W. 
St tiou ~:: : 1 i•'-'10 57 52 24. 2.>352 \" 34 N.E. 9 0 1 ·2 1. 980,58 56 24. 942 55 44 33.3 N. 3 ... ,26. 445 66. 5 61 26. 367161 49 35.3 N. 4 ... J~7. 669,63 67 27. 574 67 56 45.9 N.W. 
MeteoroloJical1·ecordjor June 25, 1873. 
I LOWER CLOUDS. I d ~-WIND. UPPER CLOUDS. RAI:-1 OR SXOW. I I -; 0 1-.:::l 
..;;; ""'<IJ P.,. 2:~ 0:, g-~J;T o._, .... 
-"''-' 
... i> ...;; § """'"" ..... :::> i=l • l'l ::I t·g a .-d <=~""'oo ..,c;< 0 ;:l s ;:~Q) o.::l ~·a .-d .-d ct> 
"'"' 
0 0 <!) 80 s .-o os ~'-' 0.>'-' "8~ ~ s >< s ~Q;) ;... O ~ ~-~ 0 >< a ... :;>A ~A =l ~ <!j Q Fl <!lO 
- -- ---
7 . 24 0 0 0 0 
·I ............... 
................ .................. . .......... 
12 . 72 ...... 0 0 0 0 
---·--- -
................. .. ................. 
---·--
0 0 . .. . , 0 0 ·o 0 
-- -----· 
.... .............. .. . .............. .. .. . . ..... .. .... 
4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 0 0 .. ........... . .................. . ...................... 
---··· 





5 .12 0 0 0 0 ................................... ·----- ---- .......... 
1 . Ol . ..... 0 0 0 0 ---··-·· ...................... ---------- .. ........... . 
4 . 08 . ..... 0 0 0 0 ...... ..... .. . .. .......... ........ .. . ................... .......... 
4 • 08 
--- · 0 0 0 0 ..... ......... .... ........................................ .. .. ... 
0 ...... 
-·-· 0 0 0 0 . ............ ...... ................ .... ......... .. .... . .......... .... . 
1 • 01 
·- --
0 0 0 0 . ................................ . ....... ...... .... . .. ..... ......... 
4 • 08 . ..... . 0 0 0 0 . ........... ............. ......... ..... ........ .. .. . . ............. 
5 .12 . ...... 0 0 0 0 . .................................................................. 
0 0 ....... Stratus .•. 1-4 0 0 ............ .. ................... . .... .......... ............ .... ..... 
4 . 08 .. ...... 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. ............................................. ---·· · ·· 
4 • 08 .. .. .... 0 0 0 0 .............. . .. ............................................. . 
2 • 08 .... .... 0 0 0 0 . ................................................................ 
12 • 72 
-··· 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ..... ................... ................... ...... . . ............ 
0 0 . .... 0 0 0 0 . ..................................................................... 
4 .08 0 0 0 0 . ................................................................ 
2 .02 . .... . 0 0 0 0 ...... .................. ......... ............ .. ....... .............. 
6 .18 . ..... Stratus ... 1·4 0 0 . ............................................................... 
0 0 ..... . 0 0 0 0 .. ............................................................. 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 ............................................................ 
2 . 02 
-··· 
0 0 0 0 .............. --- ---- --- .. ........... ........ ............ 
8 . 32 ....... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 . ............. .. ................................................. 
0 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 .. ...... ..... ............. ...... ................................ 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 ........................................ .. ......................... 
4 • 08 ... .. .. 0 0 0 0 . .................................................... . ............. 
10 
. 50 .... .. . 0 0 Cumulus .. 1·4 N. ······· · -· ····· ·· ·· · · ····· ·· 0 0 ... ... 0 0 0 0 .. ........ - ... ..... -................. -.......... .... .......... 
2 .0~ 0 0 0 0 ............................................................... 
1 . 01 . . ... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-8 .................................... 
































































Station 1. .. !:!4. ;p 0'56 5~ 24. ~5 ;'•j!i2 ·42 34 1 N. E. 5 . 12 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus.. 1-8 N. E. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. Clear. 
:! .. ~ 0 0 5 -:!4. !Jt":O 57 56 :24. 94~ ,56 4. 5 ::14. 6 N . 11 . 60 . . . Stratns ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 3 .. . ~ 1 { :w. 455 65 65 26. i:! E'O 65 52 35. IN. W. 6 . 18 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. .......................... Clear. 
4. .. 27. 6S:2165 69 27. 582 69 55 35. 0 N. E. 4 . OS .. . . 0 0 Cumulu::~ .. 1-4 E. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Station 1... :24. ::>20 bfi 54 24. 263 54 44 37 N. E . 2 • 02.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-8 .................................... Clear. 
2 ... { 5 24. 9813 GO 59 24.946 58 47 37. 0 N. E. 8 • 32 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. .......................... Fair_. 
3 ... ~ 11 ° { 26. 455 66 65 26. 377 G5 -51. 5::12. 8 N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. .. .. .. .. .• . .. .. .. . . . . • . . . Clear. 
. 4... 27. ~8~ ~ ~7 7~ 27. 578 ?~ 5~ 29. 2 N. W. 6 . l t: .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 E. . ........................... Fa~r. 
Station 1... 24. ~:2<> <J6 5<J 24. 27!) :><J 4<J 38 N. E. 1 . 01... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. . ........................... F:ur. 
2.. . ~ { 24. 988 78 59 24. 906 59 48 3S. 1 N. E. 5 . 12 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. E. ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. Fa~r. 
3 .. . 5 12 m. 26. 453 67 65 26. 375 65 52 :.J5. l N. 5 . 12 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
4... :47. 681 69 74 27. 571 74 56 2.3. 1 N. W. 4 . OS 86 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 E. .. . .. .. .. . ... . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . Fair. 
Station 1... p.m. 24.3 5 56 54 24.270 54 44 :n N. E. 4 • OS .... Hazy . • •• . Cumulus .. 2-4 N. E. ......... .. ...... .. ........ Fa!r. 
2 ... ~ 0 5 25. 009 7L 62 24. 94:./61 48 30. 6 N. 12 • 72 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 E. . ................ , Fmr. 3 ... 5 1 { 26.460 G7. 5 69 26.379 69 55 35.0 N. W. 2 . 02 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .... ... .. . ................. Fa!r. 
4... 27.681 72 77 27.564 77 57 21.5 N. W. 4 • 08 ... . 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 S. E. .. ................ Fmr. 
Station 1... 24. ~15 57 56 24.258 56 45 34 N. E. 5 .12 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. .. .......................... Fair. C'::l 
2 ... { 0 { 24. 999 o7 64 24. 941 64 50 2!J. 5 E. 5 . 12.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 E. ... . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. Fair. II: 
3 ... 5 2 26.465 ~7 ~9 26. ~61 6~ 53 ~7. 0 W~ 2 . 02 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. . ........................... Fa~~- ~ 
4... 27. 6EO ,4 16 27. <J58 7<J 57 26.1 N. E. 4 • 08 .... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 S. E. . .......................... Fan. t?:j 
Station 1.. . 24. 315 :i7 56 24. 258 56 46 39 N. E. 1 . 01 . . . . Hazy •. • . . Cumulus .. 2-4 . . . . . . . . Fair. P'1j 
2 ... } 3 0 { 24. 98::> 67 63 24. 930 61 49 35. 3 N. E. 4 • OS 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 E. .. .. .• . • .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. Fair. 
3... :26. 460 77 72 26. 356 72 56 30. 2 N. W. 4 . 08 .. . . Hazy . • • .. Cumulus.. 2-4 N. E. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . :Fair. rn 
. 4 . .. 27. 6!~ ?7 ?6 ~7. 543 ?6 5!1 30.5 ,W. 2 0'> 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 Cl~udy. O 
StatiOn 1... 24. 32,) <J7 <J5 24. 26il :>5 47 50 S. W. 2 . 02 Hazy .. • .. Cumulus .. 2-4 Fair. hoi 
2 ... ( 4 o{ 24.99067 63 24.93262 51 41.2 W. 6 .18 Stratus ... 1·4 Cumulus .. 2-4 W. Fair. > 
'3 . •. ) ~26. 465 75 68 26. 366,iiS 56 42.4 S. E. 4 . 08 .... Hazy . .. .. Cumulus .. 2-4 N. E. .. ................ . ......... Fair. ~ 
4 . . . 7.67575 76 27.55175 60 36.7 S. 2 0'> Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 Cloudy. 
1 Station 1... 4. 314 58 J!'i 24. 254 55 46 44 0 0 0 Hazy . . • . . Cumulus .. 2-4 N. E. Fair. 0 
" 4 57 ~- !!~5 67 _ 62. 5 ~4. 9~7 62 50 36. 4 N. W. 12 • 72 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 W. Fa~~- 1-.j 
3 ... } 1
1
26. 4<J2 72. <J 71. 5 26. 3:>9171. 5 57.5 37.3 S. W. 6 .18 .... Hazy .. . .. Cumulus .. 3-4 N. . ........................... Fan. 1-..j 
4... 27. 660 76.5 73 27.552 73 58 34.9 W. 2 . 02 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 N. • ........................... Cloudy. (j 
Station 1... { 24. 320 58 56 24. 260156 47 45 0 0 0 .. • . Hazy .. • .. Cumulus .. 2-4 N . E. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. • . . . .. Fair. t?:j 2... 6 0 24.98367 62.524.945162 51 41.2 W . 6 .18 Stratus ... 1-4· Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. P:l 
3 ... } ~ ~6. 456172. 5 6:3.5 26. 363 ,~8. 5 ~6. 5 42. 8 S. W . 6 . 1~ .. .. Ha.zy . . . .. Cumulus .. 3-4 N. E. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Fair. • 
4... -7.689 76.5 72 27. 561 12 <J8 37. 8 s:w. 2 . o... Stiatns ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. .. ........................... Cloudy. 
Station 1... 24. 320 60 52 24. 256152 46 59 0 0 0 · · · · Haz.v . . . . . Cumulus .. 1-8 N. E. Clear. 
2 ... ( 7 0 5 25.010177 60 24.930 1 59.~50 46.3 W. 8 .32 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 W. . ........................... Fair. 
3 ... 5 ( 26.4€076 68 26.359168 55.5:19 . . 8 S.W. 4 .08.... 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 ................................... Clear. 
4... j27.6fl172.5
1
63 27. 5ti3163 56.564.4 S.W. 1 .Ol. .. Stratus ... l-4 0 0 .................................... Fair. 
Station 1 .. . } { 124. 318 63 51 24. 247 t ~1 4~ ?~ W. 6 .18 .. • . Hazy . . . .. . 0 0 .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . •• • • .. • .. .. ... • . . Cl~ar. 
2... 8 0 24. 9~8 6~ 54.5 24. !J441<J4 4. <J~: ~ S.W. 10 . 50 Strat-us ... 1-4 CnTus .... 1-4 Fmr. 3 ... · ,26. 41017 .... 5
1
61 126. 37~ 1 61 53 5<>. 3 ~ W. 1 • 01 . . .. o o u o .................................... Cl~ar. 
4... !27.680168 61 27.573,62 54 56.1 ~.W. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 1-4 o 0 .................................... Fmr. 
Station 1... 24. 320163 50 24. 249 50 45 64 0 0 0 . . .. Hazy . . . . . 0 0 ...................... . .. , .. . • . .. . .. Clear. 2 ... { 9 O { 24. 975 58 5:1 24. 937153 4(i. 5 57. 4 W. 8 . 32 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .. . .. . .. .. . • .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • . . . .. Fair. 3 ... 5 26.465,7:15'
1
60 126. 372.00 52 54.6S.W. 1 .. 01 .... ·o o o o ................................... Clear. 
4... 27. 675 67 58 27. 570.59 52 59. 2 S. 4 . 08 . • .. o o o 0 . .. .. . • .. Clear. 
Station 1... 
1
24. 318 ti5 49 24. 243'49 44 64 N. W. 18 1. 62.... o 0 o 9 . . . .. . . . .. • . . . • . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. . .. Clear, (aurora.) 
2 ... { 10 0 5 24. 972:61 52 24. 927 , ~1. 5 ~6 62. 6 W. 11 . 60.... Stratus .•. 1-4 0 0 . . . . . . • . . . • .. .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. . . .. .. • . Fair. -:t 
3 ... 5 { 26. 449166. 5 58. 5!26. 360 <J8. 5 .)1 56. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .................................... Clear. ~ 
4... ~7. 67166 !57 27. 569!58 51 58. 4 S.W. 4 . 08.... o u o o . •. . . . .. . • . • . . • . . . . •• . . . . • . . .. .. .. • . Clear. Ql 
Meteo-rological1·ec01·d for June 25, 1873-Continued. 
ai d! s HYGROl\1.~ WIND. RAIN OR SNOW. ~ . ~ t TllERM. 0 LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. -~ ~ .. 8 
«> ~ --- "' ---l'l ~~ ,o. .0· ~ .o. .ci ..<:l. 1>-.. ~~ -tl(~ -d 0~ 0~ .8 -d 
-d 
't;ll-< 
.ci ~~ I'! ""''"' i:> ~ §.s 1 -~ Remarks .... o ~~ 0) ~~ ] 0 ..... t:l ... ~ § ...,.., o:O 0) ,0 ~ 'i3 :0 <:)0 ~0< l=l :g~s .., -d ~~ 8 ,0 -~ l'l 8 ;::lQJ ~ 0) <:) 0 .., <:) o..<:l WUJ ~·g -d 0 -d 0 QJ 0 d 1:: ..., QJ -~g~ 8 't:l 0-8 .§ .. ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ..... r. ..,-. ~ 8 l=l 8 c:s ~ 0 A ..,., ... ., ~ ... ~ 0 l=l 8 ... ~ H P=l r"'' 0 A ~A p.,A ~ ~ A 0 r"'' ..qo 
p.m. I --·-·-·--·-·-·-·--
Station 1. .. } { 24. 305'63 48 24.234 148 4-1 71 N. W. 
2 . -- 11 0 24. 938 57 51 24. 922 51 45. 5 62. 2 w. 
3 . .. 26. 440 68 58 26.357 58 51 58.4 0 
'! ~ 00 . • • . St~tn• . 1-8~ 8 . 32 . .  . ratus . . 4 . 
0 0 .... 0 0 
0 
0 










4... 27. 662 65 55 27. 562 56 51 68. 7 s. w. 
Station ~... } 12 0 { 24. 30~ ~1 48 24.234 48 44 7L N.W. 
... . . mid 24. 95- o6 50 24. 919 50 45 64.6 w. 
3... niaht 26. 430 66 58 26.35258 51 58.41 0 
4... 0 • 127.660,65 55 27. 560,5!) 51 68.7 s.w. 
0 
4 • 08. ... 0 0 0 
12 . 72... . Skatu• . • • 1-8~ 0 
5 . 12 170 Stratus . . . 1-4 0 
0 0 53 0 0 0 
4 .08 .... 0 0 0 







Station 1... a.m. 24. 300 59 48 24. 238 48 44 71 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. Stratus . . . 1-8 0 0 . • • • • .. . .. • • • .. .. . . • • .. • . • .. . .. • . .. . Cl~a!', (aurora.) 
2 ... } 1 0 S 24. 945 56 49. 5 24. 9!2 49. 5 45 61'. 6 0 0 0 . .. . Stratus . .. 1-4 0 0 . .. • • • .. . • • • • . .. .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. . . • • . Farr. 3... ~ 2fl. 430 63. 5 57 26. 358 57 50 57. 7 0 0 0 . .. . 0 0 0 0 ... • .. . . .. . • •• . .. . . .. .. .. • • . . .. . . • .. Clear. 
4... 27. 640 64 55 27. 543 56 51 6& 7 S. E. · 4 • 08 0 0 0 0 . .. • • • . . . .. .. .. • .. . . • .. • . • • . .. • .. .. . Clear. 
Station 1... 24. 295 58 48 24. 236 48 43 62 N. W. 5 . 12 . .. . Stratus .. . 1-e 0 0 . • • • • • . . . • • .. • • .. . . • • • .. • • .. . • • • • .. . Clear, (aurora.) 
2 ... ~ 2 0 5 24. 958 63 ~0 ~4. 9~9 50 ~:l. 5 G~. 0 S. W. 7 • 24 . .. . Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 . .. .. • .. . .. • • • .. .. • .. .. • . • • . .. .. .. .. Fair. 
3 .. . 5 { 26. 440167. 5 56 -fl. 30>9 56 O>O 62. 7 0 0 0 . • • . 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ... • • .. .. . . .. .. • .. Clear. 
4.. 27. 640 G4 55 27. 543 5G 51 68.7 S. 4 • 08 0 0 0 0 .................................... Clear. 
Station 1... 1 2~. 295 57 48 24. 238 41! 43 62 Y. W. 6 .18 . .. . Stratus ... 1-8 0 0 . .. .. .. . . ... .. . .. . ... • • • . .. . .. • .. . .. Cl~ar. 2 . .. l 3 0 ~-1. Y?5 68 ~9. 5 24. 9~5 49.5 45.5 71.31 S. W. 2 . 02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 Fmr. 3 .. 5 ~6.4~068 0>~ 26.3~850 ~9 9~.7 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 ....... , ............................ Clear. 4.. ~7. G.>0 \64 53.5 27. 5.>:154 O>O 73.8 S. 4 • 08 0 0 0 0 .................................... Clear. 
Station 1 .. . } ~ 24. 290 7lG 46 24. 2:35 46 43 76 JN. W 5 • 12 .. .. Stratus .. . 1-8 Cirro-strat 1-lG . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
2.. 4 0 ;4. 99,8170 ~8. 52. 4. !133 ~8. 5 44. 5 70. 7
1 
S. W. 2 • 02 . • .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1,-4 . .. • • .. . . •• .. .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. Fair. 
3.. :..6. 4UO G9. 5
1
.>4 26.374 o4 49 67. 4 0 0 0 .. • . 0 0 0 0 .................................... Clear. 
. 4.. . 27. 630162 54 27. 558 54.5 50 70.9 S. E. 4 • 08 o 0 0 0 . ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. . .... .. .. . ....... Clear. 
Stnhon 1. .. ~ 1 24. 2!'0\55 47 24. 237 47 44 77 N. 8 • 32 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-8 Cirro-strat 1-16 . . . . • • . . Fair. ?-- . 5 0 ~4. 9~9 ~3 4~. 5 ~4. 920 ~~- 5 46 74. 81 W. 5 . 12 .. .. Strat.us .. . 2-4 Cirrus . .. . 1-4 ............ _..... . .. • • .. .. . .. • .. .. . Fair. 3.. . :.6. 4.0 U7. 55.> 26. 489 0>0> 50 70.8 S. \~. 1 . 01.... 0 0 Cirrus .... 3-4 N E Fa'r 4.. . 27. G50 59 \54 27. 565 54. 5 50 70. 9 S. E. 4 • 08 .. . o ir . . . .. . -...... . • • . .. .. • . . .. .. . .. , ~ . Sl tl 1 n I ner. "6 49 49 4'' 3 I . 0 C rus . . . 3 4 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . Fair. n on . . . ~ . ~ ,1 .> 24. 230 .. 6 IN. \V. 10 • 50 . . . . Stratus . . . 1-8 Cirro-strat 1-16 :fair 
2 21. 983 69 54 24. 923 53. 5 48. 5 67. 0 W. 6 • 18 .. .. Stratus . .. 1-4 Cinus 1-4 .. • .... · · .. • .................. • ·.... , · · 
:1 \~ 0 0 ~ 21i.4tiUG7.555 26.379.55 50 \7o.s\ s.w. 1 .01 .... Smoky ........ Cirrus::-- 2.4 ..... ; .............................. Fa~r. 
.. l\!7. u;,\! :.u 55 27. u67 :>6 1st 68. 71 s. E. 4 • 08.... 0 0 Cil'I'US • :: -4 N. E. . .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. Fa!~· 



























Station!... l )2'4. 300'60 51 24. 236 51 44 64 N. W. 5 . 12.... Hazy .. . .. .. .. C~rro.-strat 1-8 .. . . . • .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . • .. Fair. 
2 ... l 7 0 ~ ~~- 985 69 56 24. 9~3 55.5 49.5 62.3 W. 2 . 02 .... Stratus ... 1-4 CnTus .... 1-4 N. .. .......................... Fair. 3 . .. ( 
1
26. 460 68 57 26. 377 57 52 69. 2 S. W. 1 . 01 .. .. Smoky.... Cirrus .... 2-4 N. E . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . Fai.r. 
4.. . '27. 670'62 59 27. 57R 60 55 70. 8 S. E. 4 · . 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 Fair. 
Station 1... 24. 301 '61 56 24. 23:> 56 47 45 N. W. 8 . 32... Hazy ......... Cirrus .... 1-4 .................................... Fair. 
2 .. . ~ 7 57 5 g~- 9~7 70 57. 5 24. 922 ~6 ~~- 5 90. 3 W. 2 . 02 Hazy . . . . . C!rr.us ... " 2-4 N. Fa!r. 3 .. . 5 { ~.J. 4J8 69 59 26. 373 J9 ;:,3 64. 7 vV. 1 . 01 Smoky... . CIJ IUS ••• ' 2-4 N. E. Falr. 
4... 27. 670 63 64 27:575 64. 5 54. 5 48. 3 0 0 0 0 0 Cirrus .. .. 1-4 Clear. 
Station 1. .. } 24.310 61 55 :!4. 244 55 ~8 61 N. W. 12 7:, .... Hazy ......... C!rrns .... 2-4 N. W ............................. Fa!r. 
2.. . 9 0 S 24. 980,67 58 24. 92~ 57. 5 ;:,1 63. 4 W. 7 . 2~ Hazy . . . . . C~~:r.us .... ~-4 ~- Fa~r:· 3.. { 26. 440166 6l. 5 26. 36-61. 5 ~4. 5 ~0. 9 N. W. 2 . 0~ Smoky.... C~u us .... ~-4 E. Fa~r. 4... 27. 67164 67 27. fl74 67 ;:,7 oO. 3 N. W. 2 . 02 0 0 Cirrus .... --4 Fair. 
Station 1 . .. { 24. 310,6 L 56 24 .. 244 56 50 62 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. Hazy .. .. .. .. . Cirrus . . .. 2-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. Fair. 
2 ... ( 10 0 ~4. 987 6;1 59. 5 :x 933 59 51. 55~. 5 W,· 11 . 60 Hazy . . . . . C!rr.us .... 3-4 N. Fa!r. 3 ... 5 26. 448 66 63 26.370 63 55 5o. 8 N. W. 4 . 08 Smoky.... Cirrus .... 2-4 E. Fair. 
4... 27. 678 66 69 27. 576 69 57 43. 2 N. "W. 4 . 08 Hazy .. .. . Cirrus ... " 3-4 .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Station 1... 24. 310 61 57 24.244 57 50 57 N. W. 8 . 32 Hazy .. . .. Cirrus .... 2-4 W. Fair. 
2 ... ~ 11 0 5 24. !J7S ' 6~ 61 24. ~2~ 6~ ~2 ~4. 6 W. 6 . 18 Stratus ... 1-4 C!rrus .... 2-4 N. ~- Fa!I:. C 3 ... 5 { 26.430 66 65 26. 352 6J o5. 5 ol. 0 N. W. 1 . 01 .... Smoky ........ Cirrus .... 3-4 N. W ............................. Fan.. I:Il 
. 4... 27. ~70 69 70 ~7. 560 ?1 58 ~0. 8 N. 4 . 08 H~zy .. .. . ~!rrus .... 3-4 Fa!r. t;j 
Stat10n 1. .. } ~ ~4. r00,6L 57 ~4. 23~ ~7 4~ :>2 0 0 0 H~zy .. .. . C~rrus .... 1-4 Fa~r. M::l 
2.. . 12 m. ~4. 960170 64 :-4. 8~? 63 ~3 4?. 0 y. 1_1 . 60 Stratus ... 1-4 C1rr.us .... 2-4 E. Fa~r. 
3... ~6. 412 G? 67 ~6. ~32 67 ;:,6 4.>. 9 :N. W. 3 . 04 Smoky.... .. .. C~n us .. .. 2-4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Fa~r. U1 
4 . .. 27. 64-172 74 27. :>27 74 60 39.5 N. W. 4 . 08 88 Hazv .. . .. C1rrus .... 3-4 Fair. ~ 
Station 1.. } p.m .. { 24.280162 59 24.212 59 50 48 N. W. 8 . 32 H~tzy . . . . . C~rrus .... 1-4 Fair. 0 
2.. . 1 0 ~4. 960175 65 24. 88~ 64 53 43.2 W. 12 . 7~ Strat_us ... 1-4 Curus .... 2-4 E. Fa!r. Z 
3.. . 26. 390168 71 26. 30t 71 57.5 38. 8 W. 8 3 .. .. Smoky ........ Cumulus .. 1-4 .................................... Fa1r. ~ 
4.. . · 27. 628174 75 27. 506 75 57. 5 27. 8 W. 4 • OS ... " Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 .................................... Fair. ~ Station 1 ... } { 24. 275 62 59 24. 207 59 50 48 N. W. 10 . 50 .. .. Hazy .. .. . Cirrus .. .. 1-4 .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Fair. 0 2.. . 2 0 24. 939l7o 66 24. 874 64. 5 53 41. 3 W. 16 1. 28 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 E. Fair. ~
3... 26. 380170. 5 72 26. 292 '12 58. 5 39. 7 W. 7 . 24 .. .. Smoky.... Cumulus .. 1-4 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .• . • .. • . . .. . .. . . .. Clear. M::l 
4... 27. 611 77 78 27. 4132 78 62 35. 7 S. W. 4 . OS Cumulus .. 1-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 .. .. . .. . .... . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Fair. ~ 
Station L . . 1 1 ~4. 254162 58 ~4. 1~6 ~8 50 53 N. W. 6 • 3~ .. .. Hazy .. . .. q!rt:us .... 1-4 N. W. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. Fa!r. c 2.. . 3 0 24. 9~8 ~69 67 24. 926 b? ~4 40. 5 W. 12 . 72 St~atus . . . 1-4 C~n as . . . . 2-4 Fatr. l:'j 3... 26.3.573 73 26.27273 :J9 ~8.7 W. 7 .24 .... Smoky.... C~rrus .... 1-4 .................................... Cl~ar. iO 
. 4... 27. 60211!0 ?6. 5 27.466 ?7 61 ~-t 9 vV. 6 .18 Cumulus .. 1-8 C~rrus .... 2-4 Fa!r. 
Station L. 1 124. 240 62 :J7 24. J 73 ;:,7 49 o2 N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. Hazy .. . .. C1rrus .. _. 2-4 N. w. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. Fmr. 2... 4 0 24. S09169 65. 5 24. 847 ti5 53 39. 5 W. 12 . 72 Stratus . . . 1-4 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 w. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 3.. . 26. 365;74 73 26. 26U 73 5U 33. 7 W. 10 . 50 .. .. Smoky........ Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 4... 27. 592 82 75. 5 27.' 451 76 60 34. 0 N. W. 8 . 32 H~tzy..... Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. Fair. 
St-ation 1 .. . } { 24.210 62 57 24. 143 57 49 52 W. 14 . 91l Hazv..... Cirrus .... 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
2... 5 57 24. 890
1
69 !i4 24. 828163 53.5 58. 0 N. W. 22 2. 42 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... ~-4 N. E. .. .......................... Fa!r. 
3... 26. 355 74 72 :26. 259,72 60 45. i W. 5 . 12 .. .. Smoky.... Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
4.. . 27. 589182 73 27. 44t< 73 60 H 5 W. 8 . 32 Cumulus .. 1-8 Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. Fair. 
Station 1. .. 1 { 24.200,61 57 24.135 57 49 5~ W. 16 1. 28 .... Hazy ......... Cirrus .... 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fa!r. 2.. 6 0 i!4. 895,77 64 • 24. 815!63 54 51.9 N. W. 14 . 98 .... Hazy..... Cirrus .... 2-4 N. .. .......................... Fa~r. 3... 26.345,73 70 26.252 70 58 44.1 W. 6 .18 .... Smoky.... Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W ............................. Fa~r. 4... 27. 575,82.5 72 27.433 72 59.5 43.7 S. W. 6 .1S .... Hazy..... Cirrus .... 2-4 N. .. .......................... Fau·. 
Station 1... 24. 158 60 55 24. 095 55 49 62 N. W. 24 2. 88 .. .. Hazy .. . .. Cirrus .. .. 1-4 W. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. Fair. 
, 2 ... ~ 7 0 5 24. 8?5;7~ 60. 5 24. 7?460. 5 52. 5 54. 6 N. W. - 29 4. 20 .. .. Hazy .. . .. C~rrus .. .. 2-4 N. E. .. .. .... . .. .. .. . .. • . .. . .. . • .. Fa~r. -:( 
• 3 .. . 5 l 26. 33117;:,. 5 GS 26. 23l j68 56. 5 44. 5 N. W. 4 , 08 .. .. Smoky.... C1rrus .. .. 1-4 N. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • • • . Fa~r. ~ 
4... 27. 548176 66 27. 421 66 ' 59 63. 6 N. W. 2 • 02 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. Farr. ~ 






~ TDEUM. ~ HYGHO.i\L ~ 
$ --- ~ ---~ 
.gg ~ .g .0 ~~ ;S ;S ~i ~ t'~ ~~ ~. 
'0 ~ 8 ,.d ~ -t ~ p .E t ..... :3 ·o 5 ., O< I> t: 
4> 0 ~ 0 Q.) ,Q .p ~ ~ 0 ,.d ~ <D b'8 
W~D. 
p:; 8 ~ :;j ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~A~ a A ..... 
L0WER CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOI>DS. 
I] I ...; o ><I § :g·~ 8 .0 .,; s .~.§.~ .s .s l:::l t:d ..tj ~ 
RAIN OR SNOW. .s ~ ~0 
.0 '0~ I ~c:l .pa.> Remarks. (l) 
.-d ~.:: s p<D 
s 
(l) os "<:;) s ... 0 c:l g I 8 !-< .p A !:: 1>, Q.)...... !:1 ~~ (l)H •.-<0 
------------ ---------1---- 1- 1---1---1---1---1--------
I I "~-I 
0 F1 <QO 
p.?n. 
Stntion 1... { 2-l. 140,'61. 52 24.075 52 146 59 N. W. 
2 ... } 8 O :N. 827 61 55 24. 782 54. 5
1
4il 58. 7 W. 
:J... 26. 32!> 75 62 26. 230 62 54 56. 1 N. W. 
4... 27. 532 71. 5 61. 5 27. 417 62. 5 56. 5 66. 7 N. 
Station L .. } 
1
24. 134 GO 51 2-l. 07151 j45 59 N. W. 
2... 9 O 2-l. 815 60 53. 5 24. 773 53. 5 47 57.9 '\V. 3.-. :26. 31572. 5 61 26. 222 61 53 55. 3 w. 
4... 27. 520 fi9 58.5 27.410 59 53 64.7 N. 
Station 1.. . 24. l 23 58 51 ~4. 065 51 45 59 N. W. 
2 . - ~ 10 0 5 24. 810 58 52 24. 772 52 45. 5 62. 2 w. 
3 ... 5 ( :26.29:166.5 59. 5 26.217 59.5 51 51.5 W. 
4... 27. 503 69. 5 57 27. 392 58 51. 5 61. 2 N. 
Station L.. { 24. lU 57 50 24. 056 50 45 64 N. W. 
2 .. . } 11 22 ~~- 7~2 54 51. 5 24. 7:>3 ?. J. 5 45 ~0. 8 w. 
3... -6. 2t8 66 59 . 26.201 ;,9 51 o3. 7 N. W. 
4... 27. 490 64 56. 5 27. 393 57 50. 5 60. 4 N. 
Stn.,tion ~- .. } 12 O { ;4. 100 ~6 49 24. O~U ~9 44 64 N. W. ~--- 'd :A.780J3 50 24.7;:,3;:)0 44.561.5 W. 
, :.L.. n ~ht :2U. 282 64. 5 58 26. 208 58 50. 5 59. 3 N. W. 
4... 1 • 27.49063.556 27.39457 51 63.4 N.E. 
Station 1. .. 
1 
a.m. { 24. 100,56 149 
2 ... 1 0 ::!·1. 78:! 55 49 
3... -26. 260,6:2. 5 55 
4.-. '!7. 470,63 55 
Station 1. .. 1 { 21. 100 55 47 ~--- 2 0 ;~- ~~7i~7 ~ ~9 . L.. ~(j, ~~~ ~~~ •• ;) ~5 4.- - :..7. 4.l.l l6:. OJ4 
Stntiou 1 .. l S :H. 09·1 55 47 
3 : s 3 01 ;~: ~~~ , g~ ~g 
4 . .... :.!7. •ll;:i,C2 S2 
24. 046 49 44 64 N. W. 
2-t. 751 4!) 44 63. 8 w. 
26. 19:2 55 -18.5 59. 0 0 
27. 375 56 50 62. 7 N. E. 
~4. 048 47 43 69 N. '\V. 
2·1. 781 49 44 63. 8 w. 
26. 18:i 55 48 56. 1 0 
27. 363 54. 5 4!.1 64. 7 E. 
24. 0·12 ·17 43 69 N. W. 
24. 721 49 44. 5 67. 3 s. w. 
26. 1G7 52 47 GG. 0 N. '\V. 
:l7. 353 52. 5 48 60. 6 N. E. 
22 2. 42 ..... Hazy ..... .. ...... Cirrus---- 1-4 
27 3. 64 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus---· 1-4 
4 • 08 ....... Smoky .... Cirrus .... 1-4 
4 . 08 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 
26 3.38 ...... Hazy ..... 0 0 
20 2. 00 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
5 .12 ....... 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
. -- 0 0 0 0 
29 4. 20 ....... Hazy ..... . .... 0 0 
19 1. 80 ........ Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
4 . 08 ... ..... 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
. -- 0 0 0 0 
30 4. 50 
··-· 
0 0 0 0 
19 1. 80 ........ Hazy ..... 
----
0 0 
4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 ....... . 0 0 0 0 
36 6. 48 . .... 0 0 0 0 
18 1. 62 310 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 
2 .02 68 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 
--·· 
0 o· 0 0 
Meteorological1·ecord jo1· June 27, 1873. 
32 5.12 ...... Hazy ..... 0 0 
20 2. 00 Stratus. __ 1-4 0 0 
0 0 ....... 0 0 0 0 
4 . 08 0 0 0 0 
20 2. 00 ...... Hazy ..... 0 0 
13 . 84 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 0 
··--
0 0 0 0 4 . Oil 0 0 0 0 H . 98 ...... 0 0 0 0 12 . 72 . .... . Stratus.- - 1-4 0 0 2 . 02 ...... 0 0 0 0 4 .08 ..... 0 0 0 0 
N.W. . .................... .................. ............ Fair. 
N.E. J?air. 
. ............... ................. ................... ............... Clear. 
Fair. 
-···-··· 
.............. ................ ............. Clear. 
N.E. ............. ................. .............. :Fair. 
. ............ ................. .................. ...... ........ Clear. 
Clear. 
. .......... .. .................... .................. .............. . Clear, (aurora.) 
Fair . 
. ............. 
............ ··-· ................. ............... Clear . 
------ ·-
.................. ................... .......... Clear . 
.................. .................... .................... ................ 
Clear, (aurora.) 
Clear. 
.. .............. ................. ..................... ............ . Clear. 
. ............. ................ .. ........................ .. ............... Clear. 
--------
................... .................. . ............. Clear, (aurora.) 
............. . ................. . ................. ...... , ....... Clear. 
. ............. .................... .................. . ........... Clear. 
-- ---.-- .... -- .•.. ------ . • . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
.............................. .... .............................. Clear. 
................ ................... .............. . . ........... Fair. 
................ .................. .................. .............. Clear. 
............... ............... ................. .............. Clear. 
.............. .................. .................... ............... Clear. 
............... ................. .................. ............... Fair. 
.............. ................... . .................. ............... Clear. 
.................. .................... ................... .. ............. Clear. 
.................. .................. .................. .............. Clear . 
.. ............... .................. ................... ................ Fair. 































Station L-- ) 
2 . .. '> 
3 . -- ) 
4 . --




Station~ -:: ? 
3:-- 5 
4.--
Sta!-ion ~::: ? 
3 . -- ~ 
4.--
Station ~::: { 
3.-- 5 
4 .•. 




Station 1.-- } 
2 . . . 
3 .. . 
4.--












Station 1 ... 1 
2 .. . 
3.--
4 ... 
~24. 0~~ ?5 47 124. 038,47 ' 43 1 ~9 ~- w. 
4 0 { 1 ~4. 7;:>0 al 48. 5 24. 733148 a 43 
1
60. 2 S. W. 
21i. 220 :i9 52 26. 160 52 47 66. 0 0 
27. 445 62 51. 5 2'1. 353 52 48 72. 7 N. E. 
24. 090 54 47 24. 040 47 43 69 N. \V. 
0 { 24. 750 59 49 24. 710 49 44. 5 67. 3 s. 
26. 220 58 52 26. 162 52 47 66. 0 0 
27. 445 61 51 27. 353 51. 5 49 82. 6 N. E. 
24.070 55 49 24.018 49 43 57 N. W. 
6 0 S 24.75961 51.524.71451 46 65.3 s. w. t ~6. 220 61. 5 53 26. 155 53 48 66. 7 0 
27. 440 60 51 27- 353 52 50. 5 89. 6 N. E. 
~4. 070 59 51 24. 010 51 39 21 N. W. 
7 0 5 2'1. 745 64 53. 5 24. 695 53 44 42. 3 s. l 26. 215 68. 5 55 26. 133 55 49 62. 0 0 
27. 415 59 58 27. 330 58 53 69. 8 N. E. 
24. 065 60 52 24- 002 52 41 28 N. W. 
7 57 5 24. 738 63 54. 5 24. 690 54. 5 50. 5 73. 8 s. w. l 26. 215 11 5S 2n. 121 58 51 58. 4 w. 
:n 40? 62 63 27. 315 64 54 47.9 N. E. 
24. 065 58 57 24. 007 56 42 16 0 
9 0 { 24. 728 61 58 24. il85 57. 5 47 39. 0 s. w. 
26. 190 68 62 26. 109 62 53 51. 1 w. 
27.397 63 66 27.302 67 54 37.1 N. E. 
24. 052 58 56 23. 994 56 42 16 0 
10 0 5 24.719 61 60 24. 676 60 49 39.2 w. 
{ 26. 170 66 65 26. 094 65 54 44. 1 w. 
27. ::180 65 69 27. :l!:lO 70 56. 5 37. 9 W. 
24. 045 59 59 24. 985 59 50 48 N. W. 
11 0 { 24. 710 61 62 24. 667 61. 5 52 48. 1 w. 
26. 159 66 66 26. 083 66 56 49. 5 w . 
27.371 67 71 27.266 71 58 40.8 s. w. 
24. 030 61 59 24. 965 'l9 50 48 N. W. ~ ~4. 693 65 63 24. 641 62 53 51. 1 w. 12 m.l 26.140 67 67 26. 062 67 57 50. 3 N. W. 
27.359 71 73 27.245 73.5.59 37.2 w. 
p. m. 24. 010 62 158 123. 943 58 
0 { 24.698 71 63.5 24. 733 63 
26. 130 68 70 26. 049 70 
27. 351 73. 5 74 27. 231 74 
23. 995 62 58 23. 928 58 
{ 
24. 669 66 65 24. 615 65 
2 0 2fi. 105 70 72 26. 020 72 
27. 322 77 76 27. 193 76 
23. !:•35 62 57 23. 918 57 
3 0 { 24. 639 66 65 24. 585 65 
26. 095 72 73 26. 005 73 
27. 300 77 76 27. 171 76 
49 47 N. W. 
53 47.0 w. 
58 44.1 N. W. 
58 32.2 w. 
48 42 N. W. 
53 il9. 5 w. 
58 37.8N. W. 
61 37. 5N. W. 
49 42 N. W. 
53 39.5 w. 
59 3fl.7N. W. 
















































• 7;21 ____ Hazy----- Cirro-strat . 1-8 . ............ ............. . ........ Clear. 
. 72---- Stratus. __ 1-4 Cirrus ... . 2-4 s.w. 
------- - :E'air. 0 ....... 0 0 0 0 . ......... .... ................... ................... .............. Clear . 
. 08 0 0 0 0 ............... 
·····-----
................. .. ............. . Clear . 
. . 50 ...... Hazy __ .. _ Cirro-strat. 1-8 . ............. ................ .................. .............. Clear . 
. 84 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 ])'air. 
0 ..... 0 0 Cirrus ..... 2-4 N.E. .. ................. ................... ........... .. ... Fair . 
. 08 0 0 Cirrus ... .. 2-4 ............... .. ................ . .................... ............ Fair . 
. 50 ...... Hazv ... .. CilTo-strat. 1-8 .. ...... ........ ................... ................... ............ Clear . 
. 98 . ..... Stratus ___ 1-4 Cirrus .... . 2-4 Fair . 
0 
----
Smoky .... Cirrus. ____ 2-4 N;.E. .................... 
------·---
............... Fair. 
. 08 0 0 Cirrus. __ .. 1-4 Fair. 
. 18 . ..... Smoky .... Cirro-strat . 1-8 .. .............. ................... ................... .............. Clear. 
. 98 Stratus.-- 1-4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
0 .. ...... Smoky .... Cirrus ..... 1-4 N.E. .. ................. .................. ........... ... Fair . 
• Q8 0 0 Cirrus .. .. _ 1-4 Fair. 
. 12 .. ...... Smoky .... Cirro-strat . 1-4 . ............. ........ ........... .................. ............... Fair. 
. 32 Stratus. __ 1-4 Cinus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
. 02 ...... Smoky .... ...... Cirrus ..... 1-4 .. .... ......... .................. .................. .............. Fair . 
. 01 Hazy----· Cirrus . ... . 3-4 Fair. 
0 Hazy ..... Cirro-strat. 1-4 Fair. 
. 60 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
. 02 ...... Smoky .... . ..... Cirrus . .... 2-4 .. ............. .. ...... ............ 
-----··--· 
............ Fair . 
. 02 Hazy ..... Cinus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
0 Hazy----- Cirro-strat. 2-4 Fair. 
. 50 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
• OS 
--·-
Smoky .... ..... Cirrus ..... 2-4 . ............. ................... ................ ............ . Fair. 
• 08 Hazy _____ Cirrus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
0'> Hazy . .... Cirro-strat. 1-4 Fair. 
2.42 Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ..... 2-4 Fair. 
• 08 
-··-
Smoky .... Cirrus ..... 1-4 
··-:N:·· .................. .................. ............... Fair. 
.18 0 0 Cirrus ..... 1-4 Clear. 
• 50 . .... Hazy ..... Cirro-strat .. 1-8 . ............. .............. . ............. ........... Clear. 
. 84 Stratus. __ 1-4 Cirrus ..... 1-4 Fair. 
. 3~ ..... Smoky .... 
-·-· 
0 0 .............. ............... .................... .............. Clear. 
. 08 105 0 0 0 0 ................ ............... .................. ............. Clear . 
. 50 ....... Haz~ _____ Cirro-strat 1-8 . .............. ............... ................... ............. Clear. 
3. 92 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 Fair. 
.18 ...... Smoky .... 0 0 .............. . .......... .. ...... .................. ............... Clear . . 
.12 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-8 ................. ................. ..................... ............... Clear . 






















liletem·ological1·ecm·djor Jwne 27, 1873-Continued. 
"' cis il .,:, ~ . t t THERM. o HYGROM. '§ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SJSOW. ·;;; ~ 
~ ~ .---~ ---~ . .::~ 
.g Q .g ~ ~ ...,; . "0 ~ • .ci ,.q ~ I:! !'..: ~.;; cb ;:f !:£~ ? 0 'd 
...., .Sl ...., .Sl +> a.l -o a.l...., ;e - o ~ o ·~ ~ ; ""! ~ ~ .;; .;; 0 .!:l 1 ~ .., 2 Remarks. 
0.... 0~ s .g ~ ~ Q) $ ,.5 ~ :g o_g ctJ £" Po::: • § . § -~ ~ s s ...,; a~ 
8 s e .s a ~:: Po ~ ~ Q) ..:: ~ ~ "' :;::f,S -g 0 -g 0 2: s .E: s ~ c s 
.s -~ C1l ...., >< 0 .... b. <!) .!:I "' Po .... "' "' ·~ s ·~ s -~ ~..... 0 ~ 13 .... 
p.. E-i cq -<t1 _£:__::_E._~~_e_~ p..A A ~ ...q ~ -<t1 A 0 r;:] <l 0 
Station 1... P· m. 23. 960162 57 2.1. 893 57 49 52 N. W. 10 . 50 ..•. 
2 .•. ~ 4 0 5 2-1.62! 67 66 24. 565 66 55 45. 0 w. 23 2. 64.--. 
3 ... 5 ( 26. 07;, 74 73 25. 98 73 60 42. 5 N. W. 6 . 18 .... 
4... 27.28579 75 27.15175 61 40.3N.W. 6 .18 ..•. 
Station 1. . . i!3. 925 62 55 ~- 858 55 49 61 N. W. 24 2. 88 .... 
2 .•. ~ 4 57 5 24. 609 69 65 24. 54~ 65 54 4~. 1 w. 27 3. 64 . - •. 
3 ... 5 ( 26.06074 72 25.96;)72 60 4o.7N.W. 5 .12 ..•. 
4... 27.26980.574 27.13274 60 39.5 W. 8 .32 ... . 
Station 1 . .. 23. 905 61 54 23. 840 54 49 67 W. 29 4. 20 ... . 
2 . . . l 6 0 5 ~4. 5~1 71 62 2~. 5~6 ~1. ~53 ~3. 2 w. 2~ 2. 64 .. -. 
3 . .. 5 { 26. Oo2 74 70.5 2o. 9o7 tO.;, 60 ;)0. 7 W. ;, . 12 .... 
4 . . . 27. 260 80 73 27. 124 73 61 46. 4 w. 4 . 08 . --. 
Station 1 . . . 23. 885 60 53 23. 822 53 49 72 W. 30 4. 50 .••. 
2 ... l 7 0 5 24. 579 70 ~8. 5 24. 516 5. 8. 5 ~2. 5 ~~- 4 w. 23 2. 64 . --. 
3 ... 5 { 26.04076 ti7 25.94167 o8 oo.O W. 2 .02 .••. 
4... 27. 2..'>2 74 67 27. 112 67 60 64.2 w. 2 . 02.--. 
Station 1... 23. 860 GO 53 23. 797 53 49 72 W. 30 4. 50 .••. 
2 . •. l 8 0 5 24. 557 61 55. 5 24. 51~ 55._ 5 51. 5 74. 6 w. 25 3. 12 . --. 
a ... 5 ( 26.04078.562 25.93o62 56 66.5N.W. 2 .02 .••. 
4... 27. 218 72 65 27. 103 65. 5 58 60. 9 W. 3 • 04 .••. 
Station 1. . . 1 1 23. 868 60 52 23. 805 52 49 79 W. 36 6. 48 .••. 2... 9 0 ;4. 5~3 59 ~5 24. 504 55 ~1 74. 3 w. 29 4. 20 ... . 3... :.6. 030 73 ti2 25.938 62 o6 66. 5 W. 5 .12 ... . 4... 27.21571.562.527.10163 56 61.9S.W. 4 .08 ..•. 
Sta.tlon 1. .. 
1 
l 23. 842 fiO 52 23. 779 52 49 79 W. 40 8. oo .... 
2... 10 0 , 24. 543 60 54. 5 24. 502 54. 5 51 77. 2 w. 30 4. 50 .. -. 
3.-. ( 26. 002 65. 5 61 25. fl27 61 55. 5 68. 6 w. 4 • 08 .. -. 
4... 27.20571.561.527.09162.556 64.1 S.E. 4 .08 .••. 
Station 1. . . 23. 835 60 51 23. 772 51 49 86 W. 28 3. 92 ... . 
2 ... { 11 22 5 ~~-5155~ 51 24.47854 51.583.4 w. 25 3.12 ... . 3 ... 5 { :.o.9906o.56l 25.91561 56 71.3N.W. 2 .02 ..•. 
4. .. 27. 185 68 61 27. 080 62 56 66. 5 s. w. 2 . 02 . --. 
Station 1... 23. 835 60 51 23. 772 51 49 86 w. 34 5. 78 .. . . 
2 ... { 12 m 5 24.513 57 53.5 24.479 5:J. 5 51.5 86.5 w. 20 2. oo 470 
3. •• 5 '( 25. 980 65.5 60 25.905 60 56 76.5 N. W. 2 . 02 88 
.... 27.18067.561 27.07661.556 68.9 s.w. 4 .08 .••. 
Ha:~<y ..... 
0 0 
Smoky ...... . 
0 • 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Smoky ...... . 
0 0 
Smoke ..... .. 
Stratus . . . l-4 
Smoky ...... . 
0 0 
Smoke ...... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Smoky, ...... 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Smoke ....... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Smoky ...... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ....... . 
Stratus . . 1-4 
Smoky ...... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Hazy ..... .. . 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Smoky ...... . 
Stratus . . . 1-8 
Stratus . . . 1-8 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Smoky ...... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 3-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Cirrus .... 1-4 ....... ........................ .. .. . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-8 ................................... . 
0 0 .................. ·········· ....... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. . .................. ........ . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 .......... ......................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. . ................... . .... .. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 ........ ..... ............. .. ....... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. . .......................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Cirro-cum. 1-4 N. W . ....... .. ........... . ...... . 
Cirro-cum. 2-4 N. . . .................... .. ... . 
Cirro-cum. 1-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirro-cam. 1-4 . N. W ... ... ................... . ... . 
Cirro-cum. 2-4' N. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. . ....... ................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Cirro-cum. 1-4 N. W ........................... . 
0 0 ...•.... ··•·•····· .............. : .. . 
0 0 ........ ·•• ·•···•· ................. . 
0 0 ................................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E ............. ... . ........... . 
0 0 .................................. .. 
0 0 ........ ...... : ••• .......... 





























































. a.m. I I I"' Station 1. . . 23. 830 5!> 51 23. 770 :Jl 49 86 W. ~ ... ~ 1 0 5 2~. 4~0 57 ~3. 5 1~4. 4~6 53. 5 52 89. 9 w. 
3 ... 5 { 2;,. 9;>0 65 bl -5. 816 61 57 76.9 w. 
4. _ _ 27. 140 67 65 127.037 65.5 58 65.3 S. E. 
Station 1.-- ~3. 8~0 ~ :19 ~-1 23. 7?0 ~1 4~ 86 : N. W. ?··- l 2 0 5 -~-475~9 -:3.52~.4::!6~3.5 ~~ ~9.9 w. 3 .. - 5 { 2:J. 945 64 61 2;,. 874 61 ;>7 16. 9 w. 
4... 27. 1~0 !69 63 27. 11:.! 63. 5 58. 5 72. 5 S. E. 
Station! ... ~23. 80059 5123.7405. 1 49 86 N.W. 
2.-- l 3 0 24. 468160 ~3 24. 427 53 52. 5 96. 5 w. 
3 ... 5 25.92064 til 25.84961 57 76.9 0 
4... 27. 105 68 62 27. 000 62. 5 58. 5 77. 4 N. E. 
Station I ... } 
1
23. 8~0 ~9 ~- ~ ?3. 740 ~~ ~9 86 N. W. 
2.-- 4 0 2~. 4;>0 :J8 i>3. 5 24.413 :J3. 5 ~3. 5100 w. 
3... 2i>. 920 64 60 25. 849 60 ;,7 82. 2 N. W. 
4. .. 27. OSE< fiB 62 26. 983 62. fi 58. 5 77. 4 N. E. 
Station 1. .. } { ~3. 792 ~9 ~? 23. 730 ~2 ~1 91 N. W. 
2.-- 5 0 :.~. 44~ ;): ~3. 52~. 411 ?3. 5 ~- 5 100 w. 
3.-- 25. 9LJ 63 ;,9 2". l:l49 ;,9 ;,7 87. 8 N. W. 
4.-- 27. 100 67 62. 5 26. 997 63 59 77. 6 0 
Station 1.-. } 
1
23.785 ~9 ~2 23.725 ~2 52 100 N. W. 
2.-- 6 0 24. 440 ;>8 i>4 2~. 403 ~4 ~3. 5 96. 9 w. 
3 -- 25. 910 63 59 2;,. 841 :J9 ;,8 93.9 N. W. 
4... 27.10866 63.527.00864 60.580.6 0 
Station 1.-- l 5 ~- 7~2 59 52 ~3. 73~ ~2 ~2 100 N. W. ~~: ~ 5 7 0 { 2~: ~gg ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~f ~~ ~~ ~~~ ;: 
4... 27. 109 66 62. 5 '27. 009 63 61 88. 6 N. E. 
Station 1... ~ 5 23. 790 ~9 ?2 23. 730 ?2 52 100 N. W. ~::: 5 7 57 { ~~: ~g~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~g~ g~ g~- 5 ~go 7 N~w. 
4.-. 27. 106 66 63 27. 006 63 62 94.2 N. E. 
Station 1 ... } S 23. 780 58 52 23: 725 ~2 ~2 100 N. W. 
~::: 9 o l ~~: ~f~ ~~ ~~ ~;: ~~~ ~~ ~~- 5 ~~? 9 N~W. 
4.. . 27. 110 67 63 27. 007 G3 62 94.2 W . 
Station 1... } 5 23. 772 59 ~2 23. n: 52 52 100 W. ~::: 10 o t ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~~ ~~ ~~-5 i~o 7 N:Vw. 
4.-- 27.120167 63 27. 017 63.5 62 91. 5 w. 
Station 1... 23. 7~0 ~9 ~2 ~3. 720 ~2 ~7 100 W. 
2 .. - { 11 0 5 2~. 4t:~~ 68 ~3 -~- 431 ~3 :J3 100 N. W. 3 ... 5 ~ 2;,.9L>67.5;,9 25.836:>9 59 100 N. W . 
4... 27. 115 67 65 27. 012 65 63 89. 0 W. 
Station 1. .. ~ 
1
23 780 60 53 23. 717 5:3 5:3 100 N. W. 
2.-- 12 24. 499 68 54 24. 441 54 54 100 N. W. 3... m. 25.915!68 61.525.8:i46l.560 91.2 N. 
4. •• 27.120 71 69 27. 008 69 65 79. 6 N. W. 

















































6. 49 .. .. 
1.2il ... . 
.12 - - .. 
.08 ... . 
4.50 ... . 
2. 64 .. .. 
02 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
3.92 .. .. 
2. 42 ... . 
0 .. . 
. 02 ... . 
4.50 .. .. 
1.62 ... . 
.02 ... . 
. 02 .. .. 
2.88 ... . 
1. 44 ... . 
. 08 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
2.00 ... . 
2.64----
.08 ... . 
0 ... . 
2.88 .. .. 
1. 62 .. --
.08 .. .. 
.01 .. .. 
.72 ... . 
2.42 .. .. 
.01 .. .. 
.01 ... . 
.32 ... . 
2.42 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
• 02 
.72 ... . 
1.80 ... . 
.08 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
.32 ... . 
1.80 .. .. 
. 18 .. .. 
• 08 ... . 
. 32 .. .. 
1.62 ... . 
.12 .. .. 
• 02 94 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus ... 
Stratus . . . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
St-ratus ... 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus.--
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 





Nimbus .. . 
Stmtus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus ... 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbns .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
St~atus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus ... 
Stratus .. . 

















































Hid~en .... (j. :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: : ~ ~::::: ~~~~-dy. 
IIIIi ;;; !iii::~:::: lili;iiii iii!::::: :::;:;:: llil!: 
Hidden--- ......................................... Cloudy . 
Hidden .. . .. .. . .. . . . • . ........ ·. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. Cloudy. 
Hidden ........................................... Cloudy. 
Hidden ....................•...................... Cloudy. 
Hidden ... . ..................................... .. Cloudy. 
Hidden .......................................... Cloudy. 
Hidden ........... ... ............................. Cloudy. 
~fig_:_ ~~: ::.:-~:: 1fi~~: :~:::~· __ : :_.:·:;: ~~[~·-
Hidden ........................................... Light rain. 
!i~~:; ::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ~ii~H~i~: 
Hidden ........................ _ .. .. .. .. .. . 05 Light rain. 
Hidden......................... . ......... .17 Light rain. 
Hidden .. . .. . . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . 7.15 a.m. . 10 Cloudy: 
Hidden ___ ................................ B1k ... Light rain. 
It~~:~::::::::::::::: ii~~-~: :::::::::::::::::: ~i~~n:~: 
liU~ :: :: :::::: ::::: ~:: :::::::::: ::::::-~ t!UE3~: 
Hidden ........................................... J,ightrain. 
Hidden ........................................... Light rain. 
Hidden .. : ..................... . 10.30 a.m. . 44 Cloudy. 
Hidden ......................... 10.30 a.m. . 44 Cloudy . 
Hidden ... _ ..... - . .............. 10.40 a.m. . 34 Cloudy . 
Hiclden ......................... 11.45 a.m. . 08 Cloudy . 













































2. ---~ ~£ a .o ~t-~l'i "'! Q) p p p·~ -~ e rO : ~ ~ 
'"' !>': 0) ...... '"' 8 A ~ ~ i=i 
wum. 
~~ ~~ lb . .... . 0 ::::3 • ~ ~
QO wo-1 , ~ 
o..Q men ~·z 





















~=it:.0 ·-:3·~ I 
coS -~g~ 
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----1---l--l-1-l~-l-l-l-l--l-l--1-l I 1-1---1----.~ 
Station ~::: ( 
3 ... 5 
4 .•. 
Station 1.. · ~ 
2 .. . 
3 ... 
4... 
Station k: : ( 
3 ... 5 
4 ... 
Station~:~: } 
3 .. . 
4 ... 
Station k:: l 
3 ... J 
4 .. 
Station 1.- - } 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station L-- } 2 ... 
3 ... 
4 ... 
Station ~:: : ( 
3 .. - 5 4 .. . 
p.m .. 
'23. 805 60 53 27. 74!} 53 15'l 93 N. W . 
24. 500 70 55 24. 437 55 55 100 N. W. 
1 0 { 25. !124 72 61. 5 25. 834 61.5
1
60. 5 94. :i N. 
27. 12,) 72 71 27. 005 71 65. 5 73. 1 N. E. 
23. 810 6[1 53 23. 747 53 53 100 N. W. 
2 0 5 ~~- 499 69 56 24. 4~8 56 55 93. 5, w. 
241 2. 881 .. --
18 1. (j2 -- --
{ 2o. 930 72. 5 61. 5 25. 839 61. 5 60. 5 94. 3 N. W. 
27.122 72.5 70 27.006 70 65 75. 4 N. W. 
23. 810 60 53 2:3. 747 53 53 100 N. W. 
3 0 5 12=1. 480 66 57 24. 426 56 56 100 w. 
{ 25. 929 73. 5 67 25. 836 67 63 79. 0 N. W. 
27. 130 76 73 27. 006 73 67 71. 6 N. W. 
23. 800 60 52 23. 737 52 52 100 N. W. 
4 0 5 24. 481 64 55 24. 431 55 55 100 N. W. { 25. 930 74 63 25. 835 63 60 83. l N. 
27. 130 76 74 27. 006 74 67 67. 7 N. W. 
{ 
23. 770 60 51 23. 708 51 51 100 N. W. 
24. 469 61 57 24. 426 56. 5 53. 5 81 O,N. W. 
4 57 25. 930 74 63 25. 835 63 57 67. 0 N. 
27. 139 79 71. 5 27. 007 72 62. 5. 56. o
1
N. W. 
23. 784 60 50 23. 722 50 49 93 N. 
6 o 5 2~. 463 63 55 2~. 415 5~ 51.~ 77. 4 N. W. { 2o. 932 77 62.5 25. 831 6-.5 56. o 66. 7 N. W. 

























23. 795 59 50 23. 735 50 49 93 w. 
24. 487 66 53. 5 \24. 433 53. 5 52 89. 9 N. 
7 0 25. 939 76. 5 60. 5!25. 839 60. 5 56. 5 76. 71N. W. 
27.140 75 66 137.018 66.5 61 71. 31N. W. 4 
23. 835 64 49 3. 764 49 148 93 N. 10 
8 o 2~. 4~5 59 52 ~~4. 4~6 ~2 ~~- ~ 96. 5 N. 16 
• 0~ .. --
.01 .... 
2. 00 .. --
.60 .. --
.12-- .. 
. 01 .... 
1. 62 .. --
1.62----
. 18----
.08 .. .. 
-72 .. .. 
1. 62 .. .. 
.18 .. --
. 08 ----
2.42 .. .. 




1. 80 .. --
• 12 .--. 
.08 .. .. 
2.88 .. .. 
1.12 .. .. 
.18-.--
• 08 ----
. 50 .... 
Station 1 ... ~ 
2 . 9 
3 
12.1. 9:>0 73 58. o\25. 8.;,8 .J8. 5\:>6. o 87. 71 N. E. 5 
1
27. 150 70 6t 27. 040 62 59 82. 8 N. W. 4 
23. s12 n 49 23. 71"6 49 <~8 93 1 o o 
o 5 24. 50.>65 51 \24.453151 50 n. 9 \ N. E. 5 ( .12:;. 0:\2 llt:<. 5!57. 5 25. RiO 57. r-155 84. 4 N. 5 
1. 28----





.08 .... • ~7. 161 us :>9 27. 056'60 57 82.2 N. \V. 4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus _. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 3-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . .. 2-4 
Hazy __ ..... . 




Stratus .. . 
0 
0 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
0 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 
Stratus .. . 


















!t~~~; ::: :::: :::::::: ::::::::: 1::::::::: :::::::: 
Hidflen ............... --·--·---- ---------- --------
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden ... -----------· ........................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 ::Y. W ............... ............ .. 
:Hidden ... ---- ........ ---······ · .............. ... . 
llidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . -..... . . . . .............. - . . 
llidden .......................................... -
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ..... ..... ......... .. --------
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. . ......................... . 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidd«>n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Cumulus .. 2·4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W .................... ---··---
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W. ~ 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. 5 ·······- ········-- ·······-
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cirrus .... 2-4 N. -·-····-'- ..•............... 
Cirrus .. . . 2-4 N.'W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus .... 3-4 N. W ............................ . 
Hidden .. . ....................................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W ........... .. ............... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. \V. ~ 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. 5 ······-- .......... --····--
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Hi elden ..... ~ ....... ............................. . 
Hidden .............................•...•......... 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
~\~fcl'!u"::: -~-~- -~·.:::. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
































































l:;trrtion 1.. ·1 '23. tlit 74 47 23. i tli-17 ~G \92 u 1 0 
2 .. } 10 O~ ;N.5l-l (i8 ltiO 24. 43650 4!! '92.7 E. Ill 
:.L . . (_ ~- 940 61. 5 56. 5 25 &7:3 56 5 54 8 11. 2 S E. 1 
4. .. 27.1(i;i 69 56 27.05757 55 87.4 N.E. 2 
Station 1. _. } { 23. 87E 70 47 23. 7!14 147 /4'! 77 0 0 2. . ll 2" ~H. 509 67 48 2<! . 4:JJ 48 45 71'. 7 E. 6 3. . . "' 25 93!: 62 54. 5!25. 8'i2 54. 5 52 83. G E. 1 
4 _. 27. 14J 64 54 
1
27 049,55 152 eO. 5 N. E. 4 
Station 1 ... } 12 0 { 2:l . 870 ~~ 47 123. 790,47 4-! _ 77 0 0 2.. . . l :24. 51C 6;) 48 24. 458,48 4'1. ;) 74. 0 S. 8 
3.-. J?I~t ~5. 938 61. 5153. 5125. 87:3 3. 5149. 5 73. 5 E. ] t; 4. _ _ mg · 27.14.: u3 .J3 27. 05\'A 51 80.2 N. 4 
~ 
0 \.-- . 
: ~~ ~~ :::: 
. 02-- - -
0 -- -. 
. 18 -- - -
-01 - -- -
0 08,1 :::: 
. 32 420 
-01 92 
. 08 ----
SLmtus .. . 














































Meteorological 1'CC01'Cl for Jww 29, 1873. 
Station L .. 
} (~. ?~. { 23. 883 74 46 2:1. 791 ,46 -12 68 0 0 0 ·-- · Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 2 ... 2-! . 510 66 50 ~~: ~~~ ~ ~~ 45 61. 8 s. \V. 13 . 84 · -- - 0 0 0 0 ::l ... 23. 94-! 66 54 50 73. 8 E. . 2 0'> .. . . 0 0 0 0 
4 ... 27. 151 61 53 27. 063 54 5L 80.2 N. 4 . 08 .... 0 0 0 0 Station 1 . .. 
0 { 
23. 870 72 <!6 23.782 46 42 68 0 0 0 
--- · 
Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 
2 ... } 2 24. 534 74 50 24. 463 50 44 58. I s. H . 98 ---- 0 0 0 0 a ... 25. 948 64 54 25.877 54 50 73. B E. 1 . 01 ..... 0 0 0 0 
4 ... 27. 150 59. 5 :i3 27.065 54 . 51 80.2 N .E. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 Station L .. 
} 3 0 { 
23. 860 7l 46 23.774 46 42 68 0 0 0 
--·· 
Strat-us .. . . 1-8 0 0 2 ... 2-!. 517 70 49. 5 24. 454 49.5 44 61. 1 s .w. 10 . 50 
-- --
Stratus . . .. 1-4 0 0 
3.-- 25. 940 65 54.5 25.866 54.5 49 64.7 E. 2 . 02 
----
0 0 0 0 
4.-- 27. 130 59 53 27.046 54 51 80.2 N.E. 4 . 08 
-- --
0 0 0 0 Station L .. 
} 4 0 { 
23. 835 68 46 23. 755 46 42 68 0 0 0 
- --· 
Stratus .... 1-8 0 0 2.-- 24. 506 66 50 24. 452 50 44.5 61.5 s.w. 11 . 60 
----
:Stratus . ... 2-4 0 0 3.-- 25. 945 67. 554 25.866 54 49 67.4 0 0 0 
- ---
0 0 0 0 4 . .. 27.UO 58 53 27.049 54 51 80.2 N .E. 4 . 08 Str atus . .. . 2-4 . o 0 Station 1 ... 
} 5 0 { 
23. 860 68 47 23.780 47 42 62 0 0 0 
--- -
Stratus .... 1-8 Cumulus .. 1-16 
2 ... 24. 5LO 65 50.5 24. 458 50.5 44.5 58. 6 w. 12 . 72 
----
Stratus .... 1-4 0 0 3.-- 25. 950 67 54.5 ;;5. 872 54. 5 49 64.7 S .E. 1 . 01 
··-· 
0 0 Cirro-cnm. 2-4 4 ... 27. 145 57 52. 5 27. 066 53.5 50.0 76.7 N.E. 4 . 08 
- ---
Stratus . .. . 1-4 0 0 Station L.. { 23. 870 68 48 23. 790 48 43 63 W . 5 . 12 . .... Stratus .... 1-8 Cumulus .. 1-16 
2.-- } 24. 520 65 52 24. 468 51 46 65. 3 w. 10 . 50 
·- -· 
0 0 0 0 3-.. 6 0 25. 967 67. 5 54. 5 25. 888 54. 5 49 64. 7 0 0 0 
--·· 0 0 0 0 4. .. 27.15058 54 27.0(j955 ~1 7<1.3 N.E. 4 . 08 Stratus. : . . 1·4 0 0 Station 1 .. _ 23. 885 73 51 23. 795 51 45 59 W. 7 . 24 
-- --
Ha.zy . ... .. 0 0 
2.-- } 7 0 l 24. 545 69 54. 5 24. 484 54. 5 47. 5 55. 7 w . 14 
. 98 Stratus .... 1-4 0 0 3... 25. 977 67 56 25. 899 56 50.5 65. 7 0 0 0 
---- Haz.v ...... 0 0 
4.. . "· 170 61. '!'" 27. 081 59 53. 'I"'" 5 N.E. 4 . 08 Stra tu s .... 1-8 0 0 Station L _. 23. 9J O 72 53 23.822 53 47 60 W. 2 . 02 . ... . ~~~r~~::~: 0 0 2 . -. 24. 540 68 56 24. 482.56 53. 5 84. 0 s. 12 . 72 1-4 Cirrns .. .. 1-'1 3 .. . ~ 7 57 { 25. 97? 0.~ 5? 25. 90~ ~ 59 ~3 fi4. 7 E. 1 . OL 
·---
Hazy ...... Cirrus ... . 1-4 4... 127.183 6;J 6;) 27. 08;J,65. 5 ;)8 j60. 9 N.E. 2 . 02 0 0 Cinus . ... 1-4 
:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: i.~~l~: 
. ..... .. --- - - -- -- ---- --- --- .... .... Clear. 
.... ... . .......... --------- · ... ... .. Clear . 
..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
:::::::: :::: :: :: :: : :::::::~: :::::::: g~~~: 
........... ------ ................... Clear. 
_ ... . __ . ...... ..... .... . ... . . . ...... Cle<Jl', (aurora.) 
. ------. - ----- ...................... Clear. 
:::::: :: ::::::: ::: : :::::: .-:: ::::::: : 1 m~:~:: 
-- ------ ---------- - - - ------ · -- - - - - -- Clear. 
·------ ------ -- -· -- -- --- --· ----- ---
Clear. 
Clear. 
·-- · -- --
----- -·- -- ----·---- - ---- --- -
Clear . 
· - --- --- ·--------- --- ------ - --- -----
Clear. 
-------· ---------- -- -------· 
............. Clear·. 
---- ---· ------ --- ..- ---------- -- ------ Clcrn . 
-------- ---------· ---------- -----·- · 
Clenr. 
--------
.. ....... .. ..... 
-- -------- ------ --
Clear. 
-- -- --- - --- --- ·--- -- --- -- --- ------ --
Fair. -
---- ·--- --- -- --- -- -- -------- --------
Clear. 
---- --- -




---------- ------ ---- ------- -
Fair. 
Clear. 
---- ---· ------ ---· ---·------ ------ --
Fair. 
--- ----· ---- -- ---- ·------ -- - ---- ----
I<' air. 
·-- --- -· ---------- --- ·- -- --- -----·--
Fair. 
N.W. 
---------- ---------· --- --- --
Fair. 
·--- ---- --- ------ - ---------- ·- - --- --
Fair. 
-- ---·-· ----------- ---- ·----- --- -----
Fair. 
-------- ------ ---· ------ ---- ·----- --
Clear. 




·· ··-- - · ·---------
-- --- ------· --------
Clear. 
------- - --------- :Fair. 
····· ·· --- -- -- -- --
Clear. 
-------- -- .. ---- .. ~ .. 
--------- - ·-------
Clear. 
·----- ---- -- --------
........... Clear. 
w. F air. 
w. 
-----····· --- -- ----- -·-·-· --
Fair. 





















Mcteol'olo!Jical1·ecn'(ljol' Jnnc 29, 1873--Continned. 
· ~ s I · 
: !> TIIIWM. 0 I\YGltOM. I3 ~ ~ ~ s $. $. ~ ---2 .. ---.- _g,. 
o ~ o "l .8 ~ .._; ~ S ..ci ;e ot' ~ 
<o :3 ~ :3 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ] 2 .; ·~ ~ 
8 ~ e ~&t ~~~ ~ 
CIS .;:< c:1 ~ ~ 0 i-o. 1:.;. <D •.-< p:; 8 ~ -<1 ~ o A p- ~ A 
WIND. I LOWER CLOUDS. UPPE!l CLOUDS. 
!:'~1 ~" 6 Q'bl!~ "'. ,.;; ,.;; ~-~ ~ ..... 0 1=1 o< ~~ >l ~ <:)~ O'JU'J ..0 1=1 ..0 ::s ooo o ~ rn;...., 0 0 
~Q) Q)<!) 
·- 0 >l s .s s .~.§.~ >p. ~P< c:s.- ~ A ..q ~ -<1 A 
------- -------~·---1-1--1 
a.rn. 
Slntion 1.. . 23.920.70 :54 23.836 54 49 Gil 0 
2 . } { 24. 560 66 57 2·1. 506 56 31 68. 7 w. 
3::. 9 0 /25. 992;65 61. 5 25. 918,61. 5 55 63. 5 E. 
4. .. 27. 19!!166 68 27. 099 68 60. 5 62. 4 N.E. Station 1... 23. 920 69 54 2~. 838.54 48 61 W. 
2 ... t 10 0 { 24. 576 72 59. 5 il-l. 500 59 52 159. 2 w. 
3... 5 2fi. 000 65 63 125. 926 63 56 6l. 9 E. 
. 4.. 27. 21~ ~9 ~l. 5 ~7·1~3 ~l ~0 164.2 0 
Statwn 1.. . ( { 23. 93o tO o6 -3. 8ol o6 oO 162 N. W. ~::: 511 0 ~~: g~~ ~~ g~ ~~: g~~ ~~ ~~ .~g: ~ N<V.· 
4... 27.219 71. 5 72 27.106 i2 59. 5 43. 7 N.E. 
Station 1 ... } { 23.935.69 57 2. 3. 853 57 52 69 N.W. 
2.. . }C) 24. 579,' 6::! 64 24. 521 63 57 67. 0 w. 
3... - m. 26. COO 67 69 25.922 69 58 47. 5 W. 
4... 27. 208175 76 '27. 086 76 61. 5 30. 4 N.W. 
Station 1... ~ p. m. { 23. 93lJ.I67 57 23. 855 57 51 ·. 69 N. W. 2. .. 1 o ~~- ss~ z.> 67 2~. so9 66 56 ' ~o. 5 w. 3 . .. -6. OOo t6 7l 2o. 906 71 61 o3. 2 W. 
4 . . 27. 190 77 78. 5 27. 072 78 63 39. 2 N. W. 
Station 1. .. ~ { 23. 925,66 58 23 . . 85:1 58 52 
1
63 N. W. 
2... 2 0 '24.59979 {j5 24 . 51764 54 47.9 \'V. 
3... ,26. C03 78 73 25. 901 73 62 50. 4 \V. 
4... 127. 203
1
co 78. 5 27. 069 70 65 43. 4 N. W. 
Stntion 1 ... } { 23. 925/66 58 23. 850 58 ;i3 69 W. 
2... 3 0 24. 589 76 67 24. 513 66 57 54. 3 w. 
3... 1::26.010,79 74 25. 90-J 74 63 51. 1 w. 
_ 4. . . ~7. 2~0 8~ z-c. 5 ~7. 0~4 ~8. 5 64. 5 43. o N. w. Stahon L .. 
1 
{ ~3. 0.10 Go 58 _,l. 8o7 o8 53 69 N. w. 
2... 2·1. 5132 73 68 :H. 513 67 58 55. 0 W. 
3... 4 o ~~-~~~s 17a zt :.!5.91671 61 \53.2 w. 
4.. . -'--10,81 t7 27.07-177 65 I49.3\N.W. 
Station L.. 23. 925 65 58 23. 852 58 53 69 N. w. 
2 .. 1 4 57 5 24. 575\72 \uo. 5 24. 5os 65. 5 57 \56. 1 w. ~ . : s ( ~~: ~~g~~~- 5\~~ ~~: ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~: g ~: 
0 0 Hazy ...... Cumulus .. t: 1--:w.---10 . 50 
··- · 
Stratus .. . . 2-4 Cirrus ..... 
1 • Ol Stratus .... 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. 
2 . 02 Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden .. 
--- · ·-- ---- · 2 . 02 Smoke .... Cumulus .. 4-4 ...... . . 
14 . 9il Stratus .... 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 w. 
2 . 02 ...... Stratus .... 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. 
0 0 ..... Stratlll! .... 4-4 Ridden ... 
2 .00 Smoke .... Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. 
1:2 .72 ...... 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 N.W. 
5 . 12 
----
Smoky .... Cmnnlus .. 1-4 w. 
2 . 02 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. 
2 . 02 
--- -
Hazy ...... Cumulus . . l-4 N.W. 
1o . 50 0 0 Cumulus . . 2-4 w. 
4 . 08 Smoky .... Cumulus .. 1-4 w. 
4 . 08 83 0 0 Cumnlns .. 2·4 N.W. 
1 . 01 
···-
Hazy .. ... 
- -- · 
Cumulus .. 4-4 
-·------11 . 60 
· --- 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
2 . 02 
-- -· 
Smoky .... Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
6 .18 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
2 . 02 
·--· 
Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. 
11 . 60 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
6 . 18 
·-·· 
Smoky .... Cumulus .. 2-4 \\T. 
6 .18 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-1 s.w. 
2 . 02 
···- ~~·~lus. : :: Cumulus .. 3-'1 w. 11 . 60 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
5 . 12 .... Smoky .... Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
4 . 08 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 s.w. 
1 .01 .... Hazy ... Cumulus .. 3-4 w. 12 . 72 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 4 . 08 . ... Smoky .... . ... Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 6 . 18 Hazy ... .. Cumulus .. 3-4 w. 6 .18 ~~~Ius·::: Cumulus .. 4-4 s.w. 11 . 60 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 2 
. 02 -... Smoky.... . . . . Cumulu8.. 2-•1 w. 4 
• 08 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
RAL.~ OR SXOW. .s ~ o:o ~>l 
..0 ""rn 00:: 
->l ~~ I Remarks. <D 
..0 >l~ s ;:s <D 
s 
Q.l oS 0:: s~ 0 ~ 
0 ~ -<10 
. . ~ .... - ....... ::::::::::1:::::::: Fair. Fair. 
-- -------- ·------- Cloudy. 









Clourl ,y . 




·--------- ---------- --- -----
Fa,ir . 
--------- - ..... ------ --------
Fair. 
................ 
--------- - ------- -
lPair . 





------ --- - ---- ------ ··---·--
Fair. 
---······· ---------· ······-· 
Cloqdy. 
]~air. 
·· ---- ---- -----····· -------· 
Fnir. 
···-······ 




. ....... Fair. 
------·--· ---······ · ··-····· 
Fair. 
------·--· ---------· --- ··· ·· 
Fair. 
~..,: !ir. 








....... . Fair . 
. ... ...... .. 
·········· 
........ Fair . 










........... .. l:<'a.ir. 





























Station 1. .. } {12:l. 920 64 57 ) 23. ~49 , ~7 1~3 175 s. 2.. . 6 0 24.575 75 61. ;:>124. ;:>01,6l. 5,;:>6 168.9 s.w. 3 . . . 2.3. 995 74 67. 5(5. 900 67. 5161 66. !J S. E . 
4 .. . 27.195 82 74 27. 056 74. 5 65 57.5 w. 
'Station L .. } 23.922 63 55 23. 853 55 154 93 s. 2 .. . f 24. 5tl0 75 58.5124. "'"" 556 85.7 s.w. 
3 ... 7 0 25.992 71.5 64. 5 25. 903 64. 5 61 80.8 E. 
l27. 200 4 . .. 79 70 27. 068 70 64 70.4 s.w. 
Station 1. . . } 
o{ 
23.920 6:! 54 23. 85154 54 100 s. 
2 ... 8 24.578 72 57 24.511:\7 56 93.6 s. 3 . .. 25. 993 69.5 63 25. !)09 63 GO. 5 85.8 E. 
4.-- 27.193 75 68 27. 071 68 64 79.3 s. 
Station 1... 23. 93062 54 23. 863 5<1 34 100 8. 
2 . . . } 9 0 {24. 583 1L 56. 5 124.51 8 56.5155 90.4 S.\V. 3 _ _ _ . 26. 003 " "'- ,
1
.,_ ... 62. 'I" 85. , s. w. 
4... 27. 222 75 68 27.100 68 64 79. 3 s.w. 
Station 1... 23.918 61 54 23.853 54 54 100 S.W. 
• _ _ }·o 0 1 ~'-,, " 56. T~- ,., ._ , ,,_ , 90. , s. ,~ 3. .. -6. 000 GG 63. 52<>. 924 63. 5
1
60 80. 5 S. E. 
4.. . ~7. 229 76. 5
1
69. 5 21. 104 10 63 65. e s. 
St-ation 1 . .. 23.940 61 .)4 23. 875 54 51 79 S.W. 
2 ... } 11 99 { 24. 585 70 56. 5124.522 56. 5154 87.2 s.w. 
3... -- 26 oo;:, 65. 5 63. 5 25. 931 G3. 5,59 75. 1 S. 
• 4 .. 0 27.2:10 ~~- 5 1 ~5 ;n, 114 ~5 - 5 ' ~ 1 75.9 s.w. 
Station 1... } 12 0 { 23. ~~0 oil ~ ~4 23. 871 ::>4 <>! ~9 S.W. ?- · · mid- 24. ::>:;g 71 _ ~7 2:!- 530 57 5;>. 5 ~4- 5 W . 
3 . . - ni o-bt. :26. 00'- 65. T 4 2<>. 934 ~ 6~ 60 18. 0 0 
4... "' 27.22211 64 27. 110 6<> 60. 5 75. 7 S.W. 
St.hlon 1.. .l a. m. 123. 95Q 70 5-I 23. 860154 53 93 IS. W. L: 1 o ~~: ~i~ ~~- 5 ~~ ~§: ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~i: ~ s~i~: 4... 27. 230 71. 5 G3. 5 27. 117 64 tiO i8. 0
1 
S. E. 
Station 1.. . ;3. ~~~ 69 ~4 23. 8?8 ~~4 ~3 ~3 . S. W. 
2. . . l 2 O i >.4. o>o ll >6 24. "0 o6 o4. 5SO. r· W. 
3. . . 26. 015165. 5 "'· 52~. 940
1
6, r· r· 9 S. E. 4... 27. 215!70 61. 5 21. 105 62. 5 59 SU. 2 S. E. 
Station 1... 
1 
23. ~-~~ ~ ~8 ~~ 23. 865 ~3 ?2 93 W. 
2 .. 0 } 3 0 2~ - ~ 69 1 (>7 ;)? 2~- 513 , ::>~ ~4 8~. 2, s. ~-~::: ~~~: g l~ ~ ~g ~~ ~~: ng! ~l. 5 ~~- 5 ~~: g, s~·-{f·_ 
Station 1... 23. 945JG~ ~3 23. ~6? ~~ ~~3 100 I W. 
2 .. -1 4 O ~ 124. 5GO 6-J ;)5 24. ;:>l2f<>·> lv5 !00 1 S. W. 3... 26. 000)64. 5161 25. 928 Gl 59 88.2 S. E. 
4 ... I \27. 210 .68. 5,60. 5,27.103,61. 5:59 85. 5, S. E. 
8 . 32 
- --· 
Hn.zy ..... 
11 . 60 Str::ttns . . . 3-4 




4 . 08 
--- -
Stratus . . . 2-4 
10 . 50 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 
17 1. 44 ..... Stratus ... 3-4 
§~!~~:~~~ H ;: :::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::: 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 ..•....................•..... _ ..... . 
Hidden ... . .................. _ ............. _ ... _ .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
7 . 24 Smoky .... .. { 
----
4 . 08 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 
14 0 9Fj ...... Stratus ... 4-4 
g~~:s~~~:: ~:! ~- J .... · ..... · ........ · .......... . 
Cirrus .... 2-4 N. W .......... . ................. . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
20 2. 00 ....... St':atus ... 3-4 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 W. . ... . ...................... . 
' 6 . 18 
·--· 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 S. W ............................ . 
6 .18 ..... Stratus ... 3-4 
20 2. 00 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 
Hidden .............. . .................... . ...... . 
Hidden ................................... . . . .... . 
17 1. 44 ....... Stratus ... 3-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
7 . 24 . .... Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 S. vV ........................... . 
4 . 08 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ...... .. .. . ............. . ................. . 
24 2. 88 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .............. . .................... . .. . . _ .. 
1G 1. 28 ... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden .......... . ............................... . 
6 . 18 
----
Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ...................... . ............ . ..... . . 
3 . 04 
---· 
Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden ....... . ..... : ................... .. ..... . 
18 1. 62 
---· 
Cumulus . . 2-4 0 0 0 ·······--- ................ .. 
11 0 60 
----
Stratus . . . 2-4 0 0 0 ·-----· - -- ................ . 
1 0 01 ..... . Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
2 . 02 
·-- · 
Stratus ... 3-4 
12 . 72 .. .. Cumulus .. 2-4 
14 
. 981320 Stmtn• . . . 3-4 
0 0 79 St-ratus .. . ::S-4 
2 . . 02 . . .. Stratus . . . 3-4 
Hid <len .......................................... . 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Hidden .................................... . ..... . 
Hidden ............................... .. 
0 0 0 ........................... .. 
MeteoTological reco1Yl jo1· June 30, 1S73. 
18 1. 62 
-... ~ Cnmnlus .. 2-4 
14 . 98 ...... Stratus ... 2-4 
5 . 12 ~ --. Stratu.s ... 1-4 
3 0 04 
·--· 
Strat,us ... 1-4 
12 .72 
··--
Cumulus .. 2-4 
17 1.44, .... Stratus ... 1-4 
7 .24 .... 0 0 
3 .0-l .... Stratus ... 1-4 
20 2. 00 
·--· 
Cumulus .. 3-4 
17 I. 44 ..... Stratus ... 2-4 
10 0 50 
---· 
Stratus ... 4-4 
4 0 08 
·--- Stratus ... 1-4 18 1. 62 . ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 
13 0 84 ...... Strat·us ... 4-4 
8 3•> 
---· 
Stratus ... 4-4 
2 . 02 . . .. Stratus ... 2-4 
~ ~ :::::::: :::::: ~::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
~ ~ :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
0 0 ................................... . 
0 0 ................. . ......... . ...... .. 
g g :::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::,:::::::: 
HidJen .. . . ~- . : : ::: : : : :::::::::: :::::: : : : 
~ ~ :::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::: 



































































Meleorologicalreconlfor Jnne 30, 18i3-Continuccl. 
<1 ~ THERM. a ITYGRO~I ~ t ~ 0 ~ @ ~ --- .!:>. ~--
.S. 
.gd P· $ .g ';;:IH .ci .ci g ol'l 
..0 ot' ~:3 c.-..9 C) Q)<!) :; 
"' 
~~ :;....·,.... 0+> s .g (/} _5 ,!:> ~ :;3 C) <!) 0 c;! 0 t <:) <:) 8 .... ~ 0. 1>. ~ 2: ,.g c<S ~ 0 A ~ Q) A p.. ~ P=l <1 Fl 0 ;:q 
-- -
a. m,. 
Station 1... ;3. ~~~,7~ 1 5~ 123. ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ 100 J w.T 
2 . . } 5 01 :.-!.JIJ,63 5;).524. J!..I;).:l.5:J;> 96.1 8. \\. 
3.. :26. Ot.'i164 160 23. 944160 39 94. 0 S. W. 4... 27.209.67 61 27.10662 uO t38.4 S.E. 
Station 1. _ . 2J. 960 73 53 23. 870 53 33 100 W. 
2 . . - ~ 6 0 5 12· 4. 570 ;. 63 57 24. 522.56. 55. 5. 59.:!. 5 w. 3 5 l 2li. 0:!0 64. 5 61 :!5. 948'61 59. 5 91. 1 s. F.. 
4:: . 27. 222'68. 5 65 27.116 65. 5 62 81. 1 S. E. 
Station 1.. . 
1 
:23. 96.>1. 74 53 23. 873'33 .i3 100 w. 
2 .. { 7 0 2-!.5!l767 56 24.541;i5.555 96.7S.W. 3 ... ~ 
1
2il. 030'68 61 25. 949 61 60 9-!. 1 S. E. 
4 27.:245 70 69 27. 135 (i!) ti-l 74. 7 w. 
Station 1::. 23. 934 72 53 23. 866153 53 100 S. W. 
2.. } 7 5~ 5 :H. 57ti 66 55. 5 24. 52~ 1 55. 5 35 96. 7 S. W. 3.. . '('
1
26. 0-!0 66. 5 62 '125. 963
1
62 60 t!8. 4 S. E. 
4... 27. 249 'iO 69 27. 139 69 ti4 74. 7 S. W. 
Station L .. 
1 1 
~3. 949 ~9 ~3 ;23. 86!'~5 ~5 100 S. W. 
2... 9 0 1"..4. 580 61 :J6 24. 53t ,;)6 ;>6 100 s. w. 
3... 26. 033 65 63 25. 961 63 61 88. 6 s. 
4... :!7. 230 70 70 27. 140 70 65 75. 1 w. 
Station L.. 23. 933,68 54 23. 875 54 54 100 W. 
2.. 110 {) 5 ,24. 580 62 58 24. 535,57 56 93. 61 s. w. 
3.. ( 26. 028 64. 5 64. 5 23.956 64. 5 61. 5 83.4 S. W. 
4.. 27.250 70 171 27.13!' 71 64 66. 3 N. E. 
Station ~ ... ~ 5 1;3. 9~~ ~? ~~ 23. ~i3 l 5~ 5~ ;oo I ~- W. 3:: . 5 11 0 l ~t: ~J~ ~~- 5 6~ ~~: 9~~ ~~ g~ ~~: ~ ~: ~: 
4-.. 127. 257 71 69 27. 144169 63 70. 01 s. w. 
Station 1.. .
1 1
23. 935 70 53 23. 871 53 53 100 s. w. 




55 55 100 S. W. 
3. . . ~ . 26. 035 64. 56:.!. 5 25. 953 62. 5 59. 5 8:?. 9 s. w. 
4.- . 27. 262 72 69 27. 146 69 (i3 70. 0 s. w. 
St:tllou t . . 1 p.m .. ~ 123.060170 f>3123 876 ;;3 53 tOO \s. w ~ 1 0 ~A: f;!;:: :~~~ ~; ~~,: ~ti~ ~~ ~~ ~~? (i ~: ~~: 
I 1~7. ~Ol li:l \10 27. lll71li0 G3. :J16tl. 0 1S. \V. 
WL.'<D. 
1>.. <!) v 
""'"' ~~ "'::> l>i-o;>o wo< o..q (/}(/} ~] ~~ Q) ... 
'-'<D 
t>A P.,A q 
12 . 72 . --. 
19 1. 80.--. 
6 .18 .... 3 . 0~ . --. 
8 .3;2 .. .. 
19 1. 80 .. .. 
5 .12.--. 
2 .02 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
13 . 84 . - •. 
5 .12 ... . 
2 . . 02 ... . 
30 4. 50 .. .. 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
6 .18 ... . 
4 .08 .. .. 
14 . 98.--. 
24 2. 88 .. .. 
7 .24 .. .. 
~ .02 ... . 
24 2. 88 .. .. 
25 3.12 .. .. 
11 . 60 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
30 4. 50 .. .. 
31 4. 80 
7 .24 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
22 2. 42 .. .. 
34 5. 78 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
4 . 08 88 
LOWER CLOUDS. 
~ l'l p 
..0 0 l'l 8 ~ <l 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratns . . . 3-4 
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4.4 
Stratus . . . 2- '1 
Stratus .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
:::itratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-·1 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .•. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
8tratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
UPPER CLOUDS. RAlN OR SNOW. -~ ~ 
«:o ;.,l'l 
..0 ..... oo >=fbiJ~ 0"' § -~ ...,.s -~-~ I <!) §~ "boB s ..0 
..0 0 Q) oS l=l 8 .§E-.§ s 
"' s ... ~ 0 l'l <l A 0 P't <lo 
Remarks. 
Hidden ........................................... Cloudy. 
Hidden ....... ............................ ........ Cloudy. 
Hidden ..... .... ........ ...................... , . .. Cloudy. 
Hidden ............. .............................. Clouuy. 
0 0 0 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cirrus .. .. 2-4 W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . Fair. 
0 0 .................................... Fair. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
Hidden .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. Cloudy. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 S. E. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Hidden . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . Cloudy. 
Hiudon ........................................ _.. Cloudy. 
Hi<lrlen . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Cirro-cum. 1-4 S. W. .. ......... :.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Cloudy. 
iU~1~~~ ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~~~~: 
Hidden .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Cloudy. 
Hidden . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Hidden .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Hidden .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Hidden . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Hidden .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
iili ••• •• il .;: .;~:~.;;; •••••• ::~ ::::::: lli!ll\ 
3014.501 .... \Nimhus ... \ 4-41 Hidden ... J---~--------~ J.OOp.m.~----------~--------~ L~ghtra~n. ii 4.20 ... Ni~lms ... 4-4 H~clclon ... l ............ 12.30p.m ................... L1ghtrmn. 



























Statiou 1. .. 
C) 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 . -· 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1. .. 
2 ... 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1. . . 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 ..• 
Station 1. .. 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
4 . . . 
Station 1. .. 
2 ... 
~- .. 
4 . . . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Stn.tion 1. .. 
2 . . . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
3 . . . 
4 .. . 
Station 1 .. . 
2 .. . 
3 .. . 
4 .. . 
Station 1. .. 
2 . . . 
a . . . 
4 .. . 
} 
1
23. oss a8 54 23. 878'54 54 100 Is. w. 
0 24. 5!l0 62 56 2-!. 545 56 56 100 8. IV. ~ 0 { :W. 040164 64 25. 96!l,64 61 83. 3 8. W. 
27.210173 71 27. 152'71. 5 64 64. 31N. W. 
1
23. 930,65 54 :23. 857 5.J. 5-! 100 s. w. 
3 0 ~1. 600 68 57 24. 542,57 57 100 s. w. } 5 26. 0:281' 65. 5 66 25. 953 66 63 83. 8 s. w. 
{ ~7· 2~~ 75 !1 27. 136171 ~6 . 5 77. 8 s. 
1
:..3. !););) 71 ~4 ~3. ~G9 1 54 .~4 100 S. W . 
} 
4 0 5 24, 590 64 ;)7 N4o ;)40,57 ;)6, 5 96. 8 s. W, 
( :26. 035 fiG 64 25. 95!l 64 62 88. ti S. W. 
27. 265 74. 5 69. 5
1
27. 143169. 5166 82. 2 S. E. 23.930 7l 55 23. 844 55 55 100 s. w. 
} 4 -7 { 124. 583 68 56. 5124. 525156. 5156. 5 100 s. w. ;) 26.030 65. 5 64 25.955 64 62 88. 8 s. w. 
27. 25!l ,74 · 70. 5 27. 138,70. 5 66 77. 6~'- E . 
23. 939 74 5•1 23. 847 54 54 100 s. w. 
24. 5t32 70 57 24. 510 56. 5 56. 5 lOO S. W. 
} 6 0 { :!6. 02~ ~~ 63. ~ :25. 9~7 ~3. 56~ " !Jl . 5 s. w. 
27. 26:., 1;) 68.;) 27. U9 68. 56;:,. ;J 84. 4 S. 
~3. P51 73 55 23. 861 5.i 55 100 S. W. 
} 7 0 5 ~4 . 587 ,~8 " 57 _ 24. 5~~ 57 57 100 . w . { :..6. 041 10.;) 63. ;:,125. 9;);) 63. 5 61. 5 88. 7 s. w. 
~I ~~~ ~ ~i ~~- 5 ~I ~~: ~~- 5 ~~ no 9 s. ~v. 
} 8 0 { 24. 590:66 56 24. 536 56 55. 5 96. 7 s. w. 26. OGO G9 63 25. 977 63 61 88. 6 S. W. 
27. 270 71 67. 5 27. 157 68 64 79. 3 N. 
23. 95:2 69 53 23. 870 53 53 100 s. w. 
} 9 O 5 24. 596166 55 24. 542 54. 5
1
54. 5 1CO S. W. 
( 26. 058 66. 5 61 25. 971 61 59 88. 3 s. w. 
27. 2!l5 71 fl7 27. 182 67. 5 62. 5 74. 0 S. E. 
1
2tl. 955 70 52 23. 871 52 52 100 s. 1\. 
} 10 
O 5 24. G05166 54. 5
1
24. 551 54 54 100 S. W. 
, { ~~: ~~i ~~- 5 ~~ ~~: i~~~ ~~ ~i. 5 ~~: ~ s. ~'· 
23. !165 72 52 23. 877,52 52 teo s. w. 
( 11 22 5 ~-~. 5~0 ~2 53.~ 2~. 5~1 53. 5 1 ~;; . 51 tOo s. w . ~ ~ ·~G. O.J01G4 GO. ,> 2.:1. 9 d),60. 5 ;J8. a 88. 1 S. 
:!.7. ~93 , 71 65 27. 180 fi6 61 73. 5
1
S. W . 
} 
19 o { 23. 952 71 52 23. 866 52 52 1CO S. W. 
-.d 24. 590,62 53 24. 545,53 53 100 s. w. 1!11 . :::!6. 050'63 60 25. 981 60 58 88. 0 s. 
mght. :!.7. 289170. 5 65 27. 17i 66 61 
1
73. 5 S. 
36 6. 48, ... . 23 2. 64 ... . 
1:2 . 72 ... . 
i3 • 32 ... . 
30 4. 50 ... . 
31 4. 80 .. . . 
10 . 50 
6 .18 ... . 
24 2.88 ... . 
23 2. 64 ... . 
11 . 60 ... . 
6 .18 ... . 
28 3. 92 .•.. 














• 7:1. .•.. 
. 1ij ... . 
4. 50 ... . 
5. 78 ... . 
1. 28 ... . 
. 18 ... . 
12.50 ... . 
4. 20 ... . 
. 84 ... . 
. 32 ... . 
11.52 ... . 
t~~l: ::: 
. 32 






: ~~ :::: 8 . 32 . .. . 
46 10.58 .. . 
40 8. 00 . .. . 










0 18 •.... 
6. 48 
8. 00 ... . 
. 98 .. . . 
. 50 .•.. 
12.50 .... 
8. 00 280 
. 72 2~3 
. 32 .... 
Nimuus ... 4-4 
Nimlms ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Niml.Jus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4·4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4·4 
Stratus ... 3·4 
Stratus . . . 3·4 
Stratus . . . 4·4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3·4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4·4 
Stratus . . . 4·4 
Stratus . . . 2·•1 
Stratns . . . 4·4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4·'1 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratns . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3·4 
Nimbus ... 4·4 
Strn.tus . . . 4·4 
St.ratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3·4 
Stratus .. . 3-4 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... - . . . . . .. -. - ........... . 
Hidden .... ...... .......... .. ................... . . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 S. W ....... ........ ....... .. . ... . 
Hidden.· . . ... .. .. ..... ..... ...... ................ . 
Hidden .. ........................................ . 
Hidden .... ................... . ................. . . 
Hidden ............... 2.55 p.m . .. .. .. _ .......... . 
Hidden ... - ...................................... . 
Hidden ..... ..................... . .... ........... . 
Hidden ....................... _. 3.20 p.m. 
Hidden ......................... 3.15 p.m ....... . . 
Hidden ......................................... . 
Hidden................................... . 42 
Hidden . . . . . . . . ......................... _ . . 0·1 
Hidden...... ....... ........ .. ............ .-
Cirrus . . . . 1·4 0 ... _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Hidden ... . .............. _. . . . . . 5.30 p.m. . 02 
Hidden ......... ... ..... ....... ........... ....... . 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 S. 5.50 p.m. 5.55 p.m. 
Cirrus ... . 1-'1 0 .... .. .......•.............. 
Hidden .. . .. . . .............. ..................... . 
Hidden ................ ....... . .. ................ . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 S. · ···-- ........... ........... . 
Cirrus .... 2-4 W. . .......................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ............... ......... . . ....... ......... . 
Hidden ........ ..... .. .......... .. ............. .. . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 W. . .......................... . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden . .. ...... ... ........... ........ .. ..... ... . 
Hillden .. . . .... ............ .... .................. . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.20 p. m. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Hidden .... ......... .... ......... .. ... . - ....... .. . 
Hidden .. ....... .. .. ........... ......... . ........ . 
Hidden .. ............ ......... ..... ..... ........ . 
Hidden....... .... .. .. ....... ... ......... .18 
Hidden ... ... .. .................... ..... ......... . 
Hidden ... ...................... ......... ........ . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ........ ...... ... ..... . . .. ................ . 
Hidden .......................................... . 
Hidden ............... , .. ... .... .. .............. . 












































































M.-.Mtleorological record for the fire days ending Ma.y 5, 18i3. 
lllonl'ly observations.) 
N01E.-Stntion: Portland, Maine. Ele,ation of l>aromctcr above sea-level, 52 feet. 
1
1'TTJ<:tai. lll'GROU. ] 
------>' ~ .g -d ~ ;S ~ il g 
<1) I ~ <1) ::1 ., p·... . .... E 'Q~p..o~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ 
J:q --1 1'::1 A ?: ;:.:; A 
WI~D. 
~~ ' ~~ ·~ :::> 1 ::1 • g] ~ ~ 
.......... ~ 0 ~ 
CJ <1J ~ Q) 
















-.:31§.~1)1 § ·.g g; s 
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<11 A 































__ , __ ,_,_ ,_,_,_l--1-1--1 I l- 1--1----1---1---1-1-------
( 7 0 a. m. 30. 16' 58 
I 8 2 a.m. 30. 17 62 12 27 p. m. 30. 08 <i3 
Thursday, May 1. .. "l 2 0 p.m. 30. 05 <i4 
5 2p.m. :JO.O I <il 
9 0 p. m. :.10. Oil 60 
11 27p. m. :10. 00 GO 
r 
7 0 a.m. 30. 07 57 
8 2 tl. m. ao. 07 58 
J 1227p.m. 30.04 ll7 
FricJay, May 2 ...... 
1 
2 0 p.m. 30. 03 65 
5 2 p. m. 2!1. 9:.1 63 
9 0 Jl. m. 29. 89 61 
l 11 27 p. lll. 29. 83 61 
{ 
7 0 a. m. 20. 71 58 
8 2 a. m. 29. 71 59 
H 27 p, m. 29. 70 61 
S:ttm·day, May 3 . . . 2 0 Jl. m. 29. 72 61 
5 2v. m. 2D. 74 61 
D 0 ll- m. 29. 7,! <il 
l ll 27 p.m. 29. 75 56 
f 
7 0 n. m. 29. 85 61 
8 2 a. rn. 29. 86~6~ 
12 27}1. m. 29. 87 60 
Sunday, May 4 .••. ·1 2 0 p.m. 2D. 87 61 
5 2p. 1U 2[1. 88 62 
9 0 p. m. 29. 9:"2 5& 
11 27Jl. lll. 29. 93 57 
{ 
7 0 a. rn. 2H. 87 57 
8 2 :\. m. 29. 89 57 
12 27 p.m. 29. 9:l (iO 
ltlou<1ny, Ma\y 5 . . .. 2 0 p.m. 29. !lt-1 Gl 
~ ~ 1:  :::: ;:g: ~: I l\~ 
------.~.'' '11 p 111. :1o. 1n1 !io 
51 51 -14 fl2 
60 60 ~8 34 
62 62 47 22 
62 62 49 31 
55 55 45 3tl 
50 50 45 64 
5l 51 14 52 
44 44 37 45 
45 45 ~6 31 
4:S 45 37 38 
4:.1 43 110 75 
40 40 36 64 
38 38 36 8l 
36 36 35 !JO 
35 :l5 3-l 90 
34 34 33 8!) 
36 36 35 !JO 
36 3!i :i5 90 
3u 36 35 90 
37 37 35 80 
38 38 3-! 66 
43 43 35 35 
45 45 35 24 
58 58 44 21 
58 58 4-l 21 
49 49 ~0 37 
43 43 3D 66 
43 43 39 6!3 
51 5l 43 46 
5·2 52 '14 47 
58 58 18 4'2 
60 60 48 34 
59 5!1 ·17 :~:1 
•JK <ltl ·10 12 




































































.08 ... . 
0 ... . 
.72 ... . 
. 72 162 
. 50 ... . 
0 .. .. 
0 ... . 
.32 .. .. 
. 32 ... . 
. 72 ... . 
. 7:2 162 
. 72 .. .. 
l. 62 ... . 
2. 00 ... . 
2. 00 ... . 
2. 00 ... . 
2. 00 ... . 
2. 00 399 
2.00 .. .. 
.32 ... . 
.32 ... . 
.:.12 ... . 
.32 ... . 
• 08 ... . 
. 02 283 
1. 28 ... . 
.3:l ... . 
.32 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.:.12 .. .. 
. 50 ... . 
. 32 203 
• <l2 ... . 
.08 . .. . 






~!~~ :: ::: :::· 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
St-ratus ... 4-4 
Strat,us ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
St,ratus ... 4-4 








Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratns . . . 2-4 





0 0 .......................... . ......... . 
0 0 ..... . ............................... . 
g-i~~~;: ::: 'i.4' w ... :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 53.'2 
Cirro-oum. 1-4 \V. .. ............................. . 
Hazy ...................... . ............ ············ 
g~.~~;: ::· ·i.:1 s~·-w.- :::::::::: :::: ~::::: :::::::: :::. 
Uirrns . . . . 2-4 W. . ............ .................. . 
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 S. IV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - -
Cirrus . . . . 2-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 7 
Hidden . .. . .. . . .. .. . 4.30 p.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 02 ... . 
Hidden ............................................ . 
Hidden....... ..... . .......... ....... ... .16 ... . 
Hidden .... : ....................................... . 
Hidden....... ...... .......... ....... .. . . 28 ... . 
Hidden ... ......................................... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... 36. 2 
Hidden................................. .14 ... . 
Hidden ............................................ . 
Hiddgu ..... 0 ..... 0 .. :::::::::· -~~~~~--~-- ... .'.~~- ~::: 
0 0 0 .............................. .. 
0 0 0 ............................... . 
0 0 0 ............................ 46. 7 
0 0 0 ............................... . 
Hazy ............. . 
0 0 0 .............................. .. 
Cirrus. . . . . 2-4 S. \V. . .............................. . 
g~~~~~~:: ~:! s;:_. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::: 































































f 7 Oa. m. 30. 31,58 
8 2a.m. 30. 33 62 
12 27p.m. 30.29 :.;e 
Tuosday, May 6. __ . ~ 2 0 p. ru. 30. :!8 61 I 5 2p.m. 30. 2j 60 
9 Op.m. 30. J() 59 
l 11 27p. m. :30.32 58 
( 7 Oa.m. 30. 4~ 5D I 8 2a. m. ::l5. 44 6:3 
1:& 27p.m. ::!0. 41 5!) 
Wednesday, May 7. ~ 2 0 p.m. ::lO. 38 59 I 5 2p. m. 30. 36 58 
n Op.m. :10. 41 62 
· l l1 27p.m. 30. 44 63 
( 7 Oa. m. ::lO. 45 57 I 8 2a.m. 30. 47 60 
U 27p. lu. ::lO. 40 57 
Thurs(hy, May 8 .. < 2 0 p.m. 30.40 5!J I 5 2p.m. 30. 39 66 
9 Op.m. 30. 39 fi4 
l 11 2"/p.m. 30.37 63 
( 7 Oa.m. 30.33 57 
J 8 5a.m. 30.33 58 
l2 2"/p.nl. 30. 34 67 
;Friday, May9 . ..... \ 2 Op. m. 30. 34 66 
1 5 2p.m. 30.30 66 
I !l Op.m. 30.26 62 
l ll 27p.m. 30.25 63 
( 7 Oa.m. 30. 16 56 
J 8 2a.m. 30. 16 56 
12 27p.m. 30. 13 66 
Saturday, Mny 10. ·~ 2 Op. m. 30.11 67 
5 2p.m. 30. 09 63 
!J Op.m 0 30. 10 60 
l 11 27p. m 0 :30. 10 63 
I 
( 7 0 n. m. 30.04 62 
~ d I i:l 2 a.m. 30. 0~ Gl 1227 p. Ill. 2!J. 9~ 60 ~uu ay, May 11. __ . \ 2 0 p. TIL 2D. V2 co 
l 5 2p. m. 20. (J'l {i5 !J Op.m . 29.79 65 ll 27 p.m. 29. 71 G5 
Meteol'ological1·econlfo1· the jive days en(ling May 10, 1873. 
47 I 47 37 27 N. ~ I . 08 ·· -· 0 0 0 0 0 ............ .. .... .................... .................. ----49 I 49 38 24 N. . 18 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 .................... ...................... .............. ...... 58 58 -12 12 N.W. 10 . 50 ..... 0 0 0 0 0 .. .............. ... .................... .............. 
- ---57 57 44 25 s. 6 . 18 129 0 0 0 0 0 ..................... ............... ..... ............... 50.0 51 51 110 2l' s. 8 0 32 
----
0 0 0 0 0 ................ .... 
·---------
............... ...... :~ I :~ 1~ 42 0 0 0 ---- 0 0 0 0 0 .................. ................... -------- ....... 47 0 0 0 
----
0 0 0 0 0 ..................... . .................. ............ .. . ..... 
4•1 1 44 49 5!J N.E. 8 3;> 0 0 0 0 0 
---·------
..................... ................ ....... 47 47 41 53 N.E. 8 .32 ........ 0 0 0 0 0 . ................ .... ................. ............... 
----55 55 44 3::l S. E. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 0 . .................. 
---· -·---- -------- --- -5J 53 -13 ::lfi s. 10 . 50 135 0 0 0 0 I) . .... .. .... ...... ................... ....... - ~ ~ - 45.2 48 48 40 42 s.w. 13 . 84 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. 1·4 N. .. ...... - .. ~ ...... ...... - ~ .......... . ......... .. . ...... 4;3 42 J8 66 s.w. 4 . 08 . .. ~ - 0 0 0 0 0 ..... ........ ..... ................... ...... . .... ~-
--- -41 41 38 73 s.w. 2 . 02 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 - ......... ~ -..... ............... . ............ 
···-49 49 45 64 0 0 0 . .. ~ - 0 0 Cirrus-- .. 1-4 w. 
---------- ·------·--
... .......... 
--- · 50 50 44 58 s.w. 2 . 02 0 0 Cirrus · --· 1·4 w. 54 54 ~2 26 s. 16 1. 28 
----
0 0 Cirrus ___ . 1-4 s.w 
------- ---




45.7 4!) 49 40 37 s. 14 . 98 
---· 0 0 Cirrus ... . 1-4 N.W. 
------·--- ----------
............... 
----41 41 38 73 s.w. 4 . 08 




....... . ........ 
----40 40 37 73 0 0 0 
- ---
0 0 Hazy.---· 
·-·- -- ---- ----------
..... .. ...... 
· ·· · · 42 42 ~0 83 0 0 0 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .... 2·4 s.w. 45 43 42 76 N.E. 2 . 02 ..... Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus. __ . 2·4 s.w. 49 49 43 57 E. 2 . 02 
----
Stratus.-- 2·4 Cinus ---· 2·4 
·s:w-· . ..... .. ............. ---------- --···-·· 51 51 44 52 S. E. 4 . 08 139 Stratus.-- 1-4 Cirrus._ .. 2-<1 45.2 46 46 41 61 E. 4 0 08 ...... Stratus._. 2-4 Cirrus .... 2·4 s.w. 44 44 40 67 N.E. 4 . (8 
...... Stratus 
-- 3-4 Hidden ... 44 44 ~0 67 0 0 0 ..... Stratus __ . 3·4 Hidden_--4::1 43 42.5 Ll5 N.E. 8 .32 ..... Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hidden ... 43 43 -13 100 N.E. 8 0 32 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden·--
-- -- ------
1. 30a. m ... ..... ......... .. 0 38 ... ... 46 4fi ~5 92 0 0 0 Fog . ______ Hidden ... 45 •45 44 92 0 0 0 110 Fog ....... Hidden ... 45.0 45 45 44.5 93 0 0 0 Fog _______ Hidden. __ 
. 61 46 46 45 9;2 0 0 0 :Fog . ______ 
. Hidden ... 46 46 45 92 0 0 0 l!'og. ·----- . Hiddtn ... 0 01 
Meteorological1·ecord fm· the five days ending May 15, 1873. 
47 47 146 !J2 , N.E. 4 . 08 ...... Fog ....... , .... 47 47 46 92 N. E. 4 0 08 Fog·-----· 45 45 ,,l4 92 N.E. 4 . 08 Fog. ______ 
44 44 4-1 100 N.E. 6 . 1ti 21 Fog. ______ 
44 4·1 144 100 ~.E. 10 0 50 Nimbus . _ . ,4-4 46 45 46 lOO N.E. 4 0 08 
.; ··· N~mbus ___ 4·4 47 47 ,47 100 N. 4 0 08 Nuubus ... 4·4 
:iil~i~i~~: : : : : : : : ::::: : 1:::::: :::: :::::: ~ ::: · --· .- o5 · 
Hidden. __ . --- .. --- -- ~- -- - -- __ _ . ·--- _____ .. __ .. __ _ 
Hidden .... --- · ·-----·--------··--------· ........ 145. 7 































































Metwrological rccord j ot· the jive clays ending Nay 15, 1873-Coutinued. 
~ I~ ~ TllEmL UYGRmL ·§ WL.' W . LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ 
Day mal dnto of oll-
scrmtiou. 
w ------ ------ p ~·~ ~s· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~· .~ €~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ .f~~~ 
0 0 ] ~ .5 ~ ~ g 0 ~ ~ ~ ~~ rd g rd 5 g 0 § 
~ 












a ....... 0. 1>-. C)~ ........... 0 ;.. ''"' o s:l 0 1::1 0 ;...8;.. ~ ~ :; ~ A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ 8. A- ~ ~ ~ ~ A~:.. i3 '0 0 ;:; S '"' <!10 
........ 
o"" ~~ Q F1 
-------1--- ___ :..._,________ --1---1---1---1 
f I 
7 0 n. m . 2fl. 6,]1 62 50 50 49 
tl 2a. rn. ;m.63 63 a1 51 50 
1 1~27 V· 111. 29.601 63 5[) 5H 34 Momlay, May 12 ... \ 2 0 p.m. 29.61 1 63 62 62 53 I ;) 2 p. m . 2!.1. 61 63 61 61 55 tl Op. m. 29. 69 61 53 53 ~8 l 1127 p.m. ~'9. 71 ! 60 43 43 39 
r 
7 0 n. m. 29. 67 ' 64 51 51 •17 
8 2 n. Ill. 20. 64 . 62 53 55 48 
1~ ~7 p . Ill. 29. 481 62 52 52 47 
Tucsuny, May 13 ... 
1
' 2' 0 p.m. 29. 4-1 , 61 56 56 50 
.> 2 p. ru. 29. 38 60 58 58 54 
9 0 p . m. 29. 55 56 48 48 ·10 
11 27 p.m. 29. (il 58 44 4-1 38 
( 7 0 n. m . 29. 68: 59 <17 47 39 
I R 2 a . m. l 29. 68l 62 •JS 48 39 •l C) n( .:'l .. ~·" • :-1.~7p.m . ..,.1.6~ 64 ;) .... 
1
5.1 ,,1 
Wouuestln.y, May 14 < 2 0 11. m. 29. 60 GO ;)3 53 ·12 
l 5 2 p . 111. ::;[1, 60 63 5!"1 ;.,3 -12 !l o p. m 2fl. 63 co ·1·1 4 1 :ls 11 27 p. m. 2!l. 62, 58 42 42 :>G 
( 7 (J n. m. 2H. C·3: 3D 45 45 :m 
I 8 2 a.m. 29. 66 G-2 1 47 47 38 12 21 p.m. 29. <ii Gl 58 5q .JG 
Tbursdn.y, ~ray 13 .. 
1
' . ·! 0 11. m ~9. 70, 65 61 Gt -:7 
5 2 p.m. 29. Tl 65 58 ;:;g 46 
9 o p. 111. 29. eo 62 48 , 48 •12 
l L 27 11. m. 29. 81
1 
61 45 43 H 
96 s. w. 
96 S. IV. 
70 \Y. 









42 ':'1. w . 
fiG N . W . 
41 s.w. 
35 w. 







56 N . W. 
. 1(' , ,.,. w 
"tV .L" • • 




N . W . 
56 N . W . 
68 N.W. 
2 . 02 . . . . Stratus .. . . 
2 . 02 ... . Nimbus .. . 
2 . 02 . . . . St.ratus . .. . 
4 . 08 110 Stratus . . . . 
4 . 08---. 0 
0 0 - - - · 0 
0 0 . --· 0 
2 . 02.--. 0 
6 .18---. 0 
8 . 32 .. . . Stratus .... 
12 . 72 72 0 
4 . 08 .• • . Stratus . . .. 
12 . 72. -- . 0 
2 - 02.- - . 0 
8 . 32. - .. 0 
12 . 72. - -. 0 
16 1. 28 . ... Stratus .. . . 
12 . 721 23!) 0 
1~ . 72 . . - . . 0 
4 .ORi·--- Stratus . .. . 
4 .os
1 
... . Stratus . . . . 
16 1. 28 .... 0 
12 . 721-- - · 0 
1~ : ~~ I • 238 g 
12 . 72 .- . . 0 
8 . 32:---- 0 





























Hidden . •.. ---· ... .. . ---- - - · -· · ---------·--- ---- · . .. . Cloudy. 
~~c;:;t~h;;:: ·2.4· ::: ::: :: :: :: ::: ~ :::::.:::: ___ . ·_ ~~ . . _ _ _ ~]~~3;.ain. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 .. _ . ... . ....... . .. _ .. .. . .. _ ... .. . . 54. 5 Clou dy. 
Cumulus .. 2-4 S. \V . - - - -- - - .. . 9.~0 a. m. . 04 . ___ Fair. 
0 0 -- - --- ·-------- - --- - --- --- ---- - - -· ___ Clear. 
0 0 ___ ___ -------- - · -- - - -----· . . .... . .. . .. Cloar. 
0 0 ... . . _ .. . . . .. . ....... . ... _ . . • . . . . . . . . . Clea r. 
0 0 _ .. ... .... . .... . .. . .. ..• . .. ...... .. -. . Clear. 
H idden . . . ..... --- -------- __ __ --- ------- - - -- - --· .. . . Cloudy. 
0 0 . . . _ .. ....... . . _ . ... .. . ... _ .. . ... . 50. 7 ,Clear. 
Cumulus . . 1-4 S. W. --------- - --- --- --- · -- - -- ------- Fair. 
0 0 - ----- - -------- · ·----- - -- · ------- · . .. . Clear. 
0 0 _ ...... . ............... ... _ .. . _ . . . . . . . Clear. 
0 0 _ .. __ . _ ..... . .. _ . . . . . . • . . . _ ..... . _ . . . . C'lear. 
0 0 _ . .. .. _ ... . . _ .. _ . ...... . .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . Clear . 
Cumulns .. 1-4 W. ---- - -- --· ....... . .. · ------ · F air. 
g~~~~t~~:: t! ~: ::: : : ~ ::: : ::: :::::: :: :: ::::: ~:·. ~ ~~~~.dy. 
21::~~~l~~ : H ~: : ~::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::: :::: ~~~~;: 
8t~~~~:: :: : i:! ;: :::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::: : ::::1 ~~l~: 
Cnmulns. _ 1-4 N . W .. .. . -- .. -- -------- -.. -- ---- ·50. 5
1 
F. air. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N . --------- · ---- - ----- - --- - - - ___ _ Fmr. 
0 0 ...... . ... . _ ... __ ........ _ . .. . .. _ .... _ Clear. 
0 0 . . .. .. ...... __ . _ __ .. _ _ . . . . . Clear . 
1J.1etco1'o1ogioal ?'econl j o1· the five days ending May 20, 1873. 
R ~ln.m :2\l.S·l 60 !i l 5 1 4;) 59 \Y . 4 
11
7 Oa.m.J2o. stl6o 14D 14!l\43 I 571 w. l 41 
Fd<law. ~l tLY IG , •••• ~ ~ 0 )l. 111. 1 :.!!1.1:!11 fi!l f>U ~>U , 10 4J S. \ V. 8 1 ~1 ~~ p. 1t..1 ~!l. Hl (iii !iH f>tl 18 42 ~. 10 . 08 ... _ Stratus _ . . 2-4 Cirro-cum. 2-4 N . . OBI .. - - ~ Str atus . . - ~ 2-41 C irro-cum. ~2-41 N. . 50 . . . . Stratu s ... 1-4 C nm ulus.. 1-4 \V . 
. 32 12!J 0 0 Cnmnlus. _ 2-4 N. 1
::::::::::\::::::::: :\::::::: :1 : :\ ~\1~i;: 





























\ .- o r on eo· 6'l ' fit g~ jjg ::;::> \\. li 
'081 .. . . 0 0 C nmn lns. g l~.: ~:- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. . ............... . .......... . Cloudy. I ,, - ]1.1\1 .1 -· . • , ----0 0 p. Ill. 2'1. t':! (j;) 5il 5:.1 0 0 ---- Str at us ... 1-4 Cumul us .. Glou d y. L 11 27 ]1. m . 29. 82 65 52 521'15 .)(j w. '02 -- -· Stratus ... 2-4 Cil'I'o-cu m . Clou c!y. ( 1 7 Ofl . w . :w. eo til 5'1 54 46 49 N. l 'i'". . oa . .... Stratus . .. 1-1 Cirr us .. . Fair. I 8 2 a.m. 29. &I i 63 55 :i3 4() 44 N.W. 8 3" 0 0 Cumn lns. H IN . W .. . .. . . . .. . F;;ir. 
1:!21 p. ill. 29. 81 f:2 6:! co <!8 34 w. 12 . 72 . .. Stratns ... 1-4 Cumulus .. ~:! 1 ~:~: · -- -- ···· · --------- - - ---- - - · Clond y. Sntur day, May 17 .. < 
1 
~ 0 P· m. 29.80 t4 60 co 47 29 ~- W~ 8 . 32 123 0 0 Cumulus .. 53.5 Cloml y. I 5 2p. ru. 29. 82 6:3 58 58 ~ 8 4il N . W . 10 . 50 -- -- Stratus . . . 1--1 C!lmulns .. 1-4 N . E . Fair. 
9 Op.m . ~~:~~ I ~i 50 50 46 71 1\. 2 . 02 ---- Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 -- - -- - ----- -- -- - _______ .. _ _ --- -- --· --- - Clondv. l 11 27p. m. 49 49 45 7l N. W . 'l . OS 
----
Stratu s . . . 2-4 Cumu lus . . 1-4 
-----· ------ -- -· ------- -- - -------- - -- -
Clou dy. 
( 7 0 a.m 20. S!l 58 46 46 43 'i7 0 0 0 
--- · 
N imbus ... 4-4 H idden .. . L ig h t rain. I 8 2 a . m . 29.89 58 46 46 43 77 N . E. 4 . 08 ----- Stratus . . . 1!-4 Hidden ... 7. 00 a.m. . 04 Cloudy . 
l2 27p.m. 29. G2 57 19 49 44 G4 K . E . 4 . 08 
-- - -
0 0 Cumulus . . 1-4 w . Clearing . 
Sunday, M ay 18 .. . . ~ 2 Op. ru. 29. ~ll 61 !15 55 48 5G 0 0 0 124 0 0 Cumulm; ._ ~-4 N .E. 50. 2 Fttir. 
I 5 2!). ill. 29. 91 6~ 55 55 45 38 N . 8 . 32 -- -- 0 0 C umulus . . 2-4 N . E . -- ------- - 12. co ill. . 09 ---- Fair. 9 0 p.m 29. !)() 61 50 50 42 45 N.W. 4 . 08 - -- · 0 0 0 0 ·- ---· --------- · ·--- --· -- - ----- --- ---- Clear. l ll 27p. m. 29.84 GO 45 49 39 53 w. 8 . 32 
--- -
0 0 0 0 
· ----- --- ----- -- ---------- -------- -- --
Clear . 
( 7 0 a . m- 29.90 58 49 49 42 50 ~. w. 6 .18 --- - Stratus . .. 2-4 Cumulu s .. 2-4 -- ---- -------- - - ---------- -------- --- · Cloudy. 
I 8 2 a . m. 29. 91 58 52 52 44 47 N.W. 4 . 08 .... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden . . . Cloudy . 12 27p. m . 29.95 60 56 56 45 <J5 N . 8 . 32 --- · Stratus . .. 3-4 Cumulu s .. 1-4 N . W . Cloudy. 
M onday, M ay 19 . .. . < 2 0 p.m. 29. 97 61 58 58 48 42 N . 4 . 08 112 Stratns . . . 1-4 Cu mulus . . 2-4 N .W. -- - -- - --- · . ........... . ------ -- 51. 2 Cloudy . 
I 5 2p.m. 30.01 60 57 57 45 ::JO N.E. 12 . 7;2 - - - - 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N . W . Fair. 9 Op. m . 30. 13 60 49 49 42 50 N. 4 . 08 · - -- 0 0 0 0 ------ --- --- ---· -- ----- --· -------- - - - - Clear . l ll27p.m. 30. 16 60 45 45 40 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
·----- ---- ----- · ---------· ------- · -- --
Clear . 
( 7 0 a.m. 30.24 61 52 52 ·12 :n N. W . 4 . 08 
·- --
0 0 0 0 
- -- ·· ·· ---------- ------ -- -- -------- ---· 
Clear . 
I 8 2 a.m. 30. 26 63 55 55 43 28 N. 4 . 08 --- · 0 0 0 0 ------ --------- ----- ----- -- ---- -- -- -- Clear. 1227p. m . 30.27 62 62 62 49 32 S. E . 4 . 08 -- - - 0 0 0 0 --------- - ----- --- ---- Clear. 
Tuesday, M ay 20 .. . ~ 2 0 p.m. 30. 28 62 57 57 47 41 S.E. 8 . 32 108 0 0 0 0 
------ ---- ------ ---------- --- ----
49.7 C lear. 
l 5 2p.m. 30. 28 59 53 53 46 54 s. 10 . 50 ---- 0 0 0 0 ::::::1:::::::::: ................ . -------- ... ·c lear. 9 Op. m. 30.30 59 45 45 42 76 s. w . 6 . 18 ---- • 0 0 0 0 Clear. l 1127p. m . 30.34 59 44 44 42 83 S . E . 2 . 02 
-- - -
0 0 0 0 Clear. 
-
~ 
McteOJ'ological1·ecorcl jo1· the five clays ending May 25, 1~73. 
· 1 7 Oa. m. 30. 351 60 4. 8 48 44 70 S. 4 . 08. .. . 0 o o o ______ ............. . ......... ......... Clear. 
8 2a.m. 30. 37 64 5<1 54 '!7 55 S . 4 . 08 . . . . 0 0 0 0 ........ . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. - - - - --- · . .. . Cle ar. 
1227p. w. 30.34 G2 59 59 49 4:3 S:E. 10 .50 .. . . 0 0 H azy. . . .. . ... . ........ .. ..... . . Fai r . 
W edn esday, May 21 2 Op. m . 30. 34 61 :)5 55 47 50 S . 16 1. 28 H4 0 0 Hazy ..... 49.7 F air. 
5 2p. m . 30. 30 62 51 5i 45 59 S. 12 . 72.... Stmt.us . .. 2-4 Cum ulus .. 2-4 Cloudy. 
l 9 Op. m . 30.30 62 4~ 4~ 45 77 S . 8 . 32 ____ Stratu s ... 2-4 Hazy .... . ... . ...... . ........ . ................. . .... Fair. 11 27p. m. 30. 27 GO 4;> 4;> 43 84 S. W. 10 . 50 . . . . Stratu s ... 2 4 Hazv .. . .. Cloudy. ( 7 0 a . m. 30. 25 59 45 45 44 92 S. 4 . 08 . . . . St1·atus ... 4-4 Hidilcn . . . Light rain. 
1 8 2 a . m. 30. 24 59 25 45 44 92 S . fi . 18 . . . . Ni~!lms . .. 4-4 H idden ..... _. . . . . . . 2. 00 a.m . . ..... ___ . . 19 . . . . Light rain. 
j1227p.m. ::J0. 2 l 59 49 49 48 93 S. W . 6 .18 . .. Strat.us .. . 4-4 Hidden .................. . .... . ............... . ..... Cloudy. 
Tbursday,May22 .. < 2 Op. m. 30.18 61 50 50 49 92 S . 8 . 32 210 Strat us ... 4-4 Hidden ...... ----·-- . .. . .. .. . . ... . ........ . ... .. 48.2 Cloudy. 























Meteorological1·eco1'd jo1· the five days ending May 25, 1873-Continued. 
~ l!I"GROM.~ i 'l'lJERi\[. WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR S!\OW. :::! --- ---P P· ~ 
.._; • ,.Q. l'i -~~ Q). 6 iibJJ~ .-d Day mHl clato of ob- o>:l ~ ~ :3 p <Db ~~ ...; ...; -l=l ~<ct·vntiou. 4-1.9 <!J Q.) ~ ~-~ 0 :::! • "i >:l :::: .s-~ I Q) 0+> s ~ :::! :g <::>o .._; <1l c p p :.3 O,J:l ooo< b'fj -d p .._; p ~oS s Q.) s 0 ~ t ell <lJ .....;;... oo<n 0 0 .~e~ s '0 ... ~ 0 -~ 0'-' ~~ ~ 2 ~ s ell ~ I< c:>c;> "'Q) 0 ::l H ~ F1 A ~ A P..~=>- o.;~ <Q .:q A 0 F1 
----------
( 7 0 a.m. 30. 04 GO 53 53 :i2 93 s. 2 . 02 ~ .. - . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. : ...... ........... 
·---------
................. j I' '"· m. 30.05 GO 55 53 ::i4 93 0 . 0 0 .... Stratns ... 4·4 Hidden ... ---- -----· -----·----l::l 27p. . . OL 65 65 65 59 68 s. 12 . 72 
· --· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 s.w. 
F<idoy, M"y 23 ..... 
1 
2 2p. no. 30. 00 64 62 6~ iS 67 s. 16 1. 28 71 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 s. ·w. 
---------- ·------·--
5 Sp. m ;::.J. 94 64 60 GO 56.5 79 s. 8 . 32 
·-- · 
Stratus ... ~-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
-------·-- ---··-----
!l Op. m. 29. RS GL 56 5G 53 80 s. w. 12 . 72 ... ... Stratus ... 1-4 Hazy ..... 
. I" 27p. "'· ... " , 55 55 34 93 s. w . 8 . :~2 ·- -· Stratus ... 1-4 Hazy ..... ( 7 0 a.m. ~!). 70 63 57 57 56 93 s. 12 . 72 . .. Fog ...... . 4-4 Hiddcu . .. 
j 8 2 a.m. :l!l. 69 G3 57 57 56 93 s. 10 . 50 :Fog . ..... 1-4 Hiddcu ... 
12 27p. ru. 29. 58, GS 71 71 64 66 s. 12 7•J 
·- -· 
0 0 0 0 
Satunlay, M:ty ~4 .. 
1 
2 0 p.m. 29. 5~ 68 cs 68 62 69 s. 12 . 7:?. 2..J:j 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 s. w. 
---------- ----------
5 2 p.m. 29. 5GI 71 7:) 75 64 51 N. 2 . 02 . ..... Stratus ... 1-4 Cnmulus .. 
'o'ls 1V --- --- ---- .................. 9 Op. m. 29. 66 GO 69 69 66 84 N.W. 12 . 72 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 0 l 11 27 p. n1. 29. 69
1 
67 61 Gl 35 65 S. II. 2 . 02 ...... 0 0 a 0 ...... 
' ( 7 Oa.m. 29.80 69 GG 66 58 59 N.W. 6 .18 . .. ... 0 0 0 0 ...... I 8 2 a.m. 29. 82. 71 Gil 68 58 51 N.W. 8 . 32 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. 
12 27p. m. 29.87171 73 73 5g 38 E. 
Jl 
.18 ..... 0 0 0 0 
---- -- ----------
.................. 
Sunday, May 25 .... < 2 0 p.m. ~9. 90 7~ 76 76 61 37 E. . 08 152 0 0 0 0 .......... 
---- ------
. ................. 
1 . 5 2 p. m. 29. 93! 12 69 69 58 47 s. . 3~ ...... 0 0 0 0 . .......... ···------- .................. l 9 0 p.m. ~0. 00 6G G2 62 56 6G s. w. .32 ...... 0. 0 0 0 
11 27p. m. 30. 02! 66 G1 61 55 63 s. w. . 50 . .. .. . 0 0 0 0 
------ ·--------- ----- ----· 
. I I 
Meteorological 1·ecord for the five clays ending May 30, 1873. 
I I 7 0 n. m 30. 11 68 tn G:3 37 67 w. 
'I "I 
o· 0 0 0 -- ---- ................. ................. 8 2 a. 111 :J!). 1:.. 7L 68 68 C{) 60 0 oi~ 0 .... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 w. ·········· l~ 27 p. n1. :!0. 10 7.1 7:2 7~ Gl 49 s. . 72 .. 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 \,V . .......... M.outlny, ).f:ly G.... 2 0 p. m :iO. 10 72 72 72 6L 49 R. :~~~-~~~ 0 0 Cirro-cum. 2-4 w .. ..... : ... l 5 2 11. m. ao. 01 G7 G:l G~ 5-t 5 L S. IY. F~ 0 0 Cumnlus .. 2-4 w. ---- ------ ---------· , o,, ..... '" 00, "' I"" " '" 5!! s.w. 1:2 :~~I :~~: Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ......... ---------· --- --· --·-· II :.!7p.m. :30.0i 67 !'>7 57 5:l 'TW 12 Stratns ... 4-4 lliddon ... --- · I I ~ ~ ;~: ~:: · ~ig: g:: ·~~ :;g ~g · ~~ 71 s. 8 . , . ... , I , Cino-enm. 1-<1 w. 7L S. 8 . !3:l ... Stratus ... 1-4 CiTTIHi .... 1-4 w. :~~~~~:~:: :::::::::: l~ :.lip m . ~\!. HB (;7 U I li I !;(i :n R. 1~ 
. 7:.!.... 0 0 ' l '111~11 •lu;v, )Ill.\' 1!7, •• , \ I! Up. 111 , :!~l. \HI 117 I t:O (l() \;,~, 71 ~. 8 . 3;! 2:l0i 0 0 g!nns .... }.<J \N. W ........... .......... 
'nro-cmn. 2-4 N. W ..................... 
>:l. l . '§ ~ 
<D::l '+-<~ +'cO 
0-o 
Q)Q) 
_.:,Q) 82 Remarks. 
>:l;:: gk;o 
P <D ~-.-! os Q)o:s 






-------- -- - · 
Threatening. 
Fair. 



















...... ...... . 66.5 Clear. 
. ............ . ..... Clear. 
Clenr. 
~ ..... -- ... . .... . Clear. 
1· -
Clear. 
. ........... ...... Fair . 
................ I<;air. 




..... ....... . .... Fair. 
- ~ . . .. . .. . .. -.. . 
Cloudy. 
Fnil'. 
.. .......... Fnir. 
...•........ Fn.il'. 





























I tJ 2p. m. l 29.89 66 ;;s 58 54 75 s. 14 . 98 --·· Hazy ..... 
f{ ~~iS i'i :~:~:[ /C HH[ ;u;u51~[::: !l 0 p. m. 29. 8.1 66 56 56 ~2 74 s.w. 8 ;p St.ratus ... ~ ~ l l1 !!7 p. m . 29. 84 65 54 54 52 86 s.w. 12 . 72 Stratus ... J 7 0 a. rn. 29. 78 65 60 60 56 76 s.w. 12 . 7:.! 0 8 2 a. m 2!J. 78 (j8 67 67 61 69 s. 10 . 50 0 . 12 27 p . ill. 29. 74 72 70 70 65 75 s. 6 . 18 0 
W cdncsday, May 28 \ 2 0 p. m. 29. 73 71 72 7:2 64 62 s. 12 .n 25!) 0 I 5 2 p.m. 29. 73 71 71 7L 68 85 s. 8 . 32 St.ratus ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 S. W. 4.20 p.m. 5.10 p.m. . 02 . _ .. Light rain. 
9 0 p. ill . . 29. 75 71 71 71 65 70 s.w. 6 . 18 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 S.IV. --------·· ..................... Fair . 
l112ip. m. 29.78 70 70 70 64 70 s.w. 8 .32 
.. - -~ St<>tu' ... 2-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 ....... ........ ................... .... Cloudy. 
( 7 0 n..m. 2!J. ()j 70 70 70 u1 57 w. 4 . 08 . . . . u 0 Cirrus . ... 1-4 W. . ............... ... ......... 1 •••• l<'air. 
Thursday, Mn.; 29 .. J 
8 2 a.m. 29.91 73 73 73 62 50 N.W. 4 . 08 . .. . 0 0 u 0 . .... . ..................... ·····-·· 
- - --
Clear. 
12 27 p.m . 29. 9<.3 75 78 78 64 42 s. 8 . 32 . . .. 0 0 Cumulus . . 1-4 w. . ........... ...................... -------
- ---
Fair. 
2 Op.m. :29.94 75 76 76 63 44 s. 8 . 32 172 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 w. ---------- ..... ........ .... . . ........... 67.0 Fair. 
l 5 2p.m 29. 91 71 71 71 62 57 s. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 CilTO·CUill . 1-4 w. . ................ . ............................ ....... Fair. 9 Op.m. 29. !JI 68 61. 6 L 56 71 s. 8 . 32 . .... 0 0 0 0 ------ ........... .. .... .. ................ -------- . .... Clear. l127p. m. 29.88 68 62 62 57 71 s.w. 8 . 32 ... .. . 0 0 0 0 . ...... ---------· ............................... ...... Clear. 
I 7 0 a.m. 2!J. 96 67 58 58 ;) [ 58 N. 10 • ;)U ---- 0 0 Cirro-cum . 1-4 w. ....... ..................................... . ... . Fair. 
. I 8 2 a.m. 29. !JI 66 5t3 58 50 53 N. 12 . 72 ---- Stratus ... 1-'1 Cumulus .. 1-4 w. ... .. . .. ........ .............. . .... ...... . ....... Fair. 1227p. m . 30.01 65 60 f.O 45 19 N . 16 1. 28 ..... . 0 0 0 0 .. .............. ................. . ........... . .... Clear. 
Friday, May 30 .... -~ 2 Op.m. 30.03 67 65 63 49 22 N.W. 8 . 32 203 0 0 0 0 ·· · · ·· ....... - . . ........ 56. 'I Cl'"· 
5 2p.m. 30. Q(i 66 63 63 42 30 N. 10 . 50 .... .. 0 0 0 0 ...... . ....... .. ....... .... . Clear. 
9 0 p.m. 30.18 60 52 5~ 42 35 N.W. 4 . 08 ..... 0 0 0 0 ...... . .............. ... .... Clear. 
ll127p.m. 30. 2~ 60 48 4~ 4 1 49 0 0 0 
----
0 0 0 0 ······ . .. - . ..... , .... ... .. . __ Clear. 
Mete01·ological Teco1·cl for May 31, 11;73. 
( 7 Ou.m. 30.37 61 50 50 40 32 N .W. 4 .081···· 0 0 0 0 . .............................. . ...... Clear. 
J 
8 2a. m. 30. 37 60 50 59 39 26 N. 8 .32 . ... 0 0 0 0 ......... . ............................ Clear. 
12 27p.m. 30. 34 62 61 61 45 16 S. W. 4 . OS . ... 0 0 0 0 ................................•. . ... Clear. 
Saturday, May 31.. \ 2 0 p.m. 30. 32 6~ ~? !)~ 4~ 33 S. 12 . 72!.1. 80 0 0 0 0 ........................... . ...... 50. 2 Clear. 
I 5 2p. m. 30.30 63 o3 5.., 4o 48 S . W. 18 1. 62 .... 0 0 0 0 .............•............. . .......... Clear. 9 Op. n1. 30.30 60 48 48 43 63 S. W. 12 .72 ~ ---· 0 0 0 0 ...........•......................... . Clear. 
l1127p.m. 30.27 60 46 ~~--69_ 1s. \V. 4 . 08 ... . o 0 u 0 ............... ....... .. .. .. ... ....... Clear . 
( 7 0 a .. m. 
I 8 2 a .. m . 1227p.m. 
Sunday, June 1 . .••. 
1
' 2 0 p.m. 
5 2p. ill . 
!l Op.m. 
l ,1127p.m. 
30. 18161 30.18 64 
30. 05 71 
30 03 71 
29. 971 71 
29.98 68 
29. 98j 67 
I 
56 56 149 62 62 5~ 
75 75 55 
74 74 53 
76 76 56 
67 67 54 
65 65 ,53 
. ll:fete01·ological ?·ecordfor the five clays encling June 5, 1873. 
57 s. w. 
46 w. 
1!:>" s. w. 
2'L W. 
20 s. w. 
~~ l ~: 1 
61 .18 .. -. 8 . 32 . .. . 
1G 1. 28 . .. . 
l G 1. 28 216 
141 . 98 ... . 
4 • 08 ... . 








g Cirn~s .. ... j 1~4 ~~-:~:. :::::::::::::::::::: : : ::::~: :::: ~~~~~: 
1-4 Cirrus ..... 1-4 ~ W ................................ . Cloudy. 






















},.Ieteorological1·ecordjor tlwfivc clays encling Jnnc 5, 1873~Continuecl. 















. . I .6 .=; 
'g rci :3 0 o.C· 
~ ~ ; ~ ~ -~ 











7 0 a. m.l 30. 19 64 53 53 143 48 N. E. 12 . 72 .. .. 
8 2 a. m. , 30. 20 66 58 58 47 37 N. 8 . 32 . __ . 
12 27 p . m . 30. 171 66 66 66 49 19 S. W. 10 . 50 ... . 
:Monday, Juno 2. _ .. < 2 0 p.m. 30. J3 64 62 62 49 30 S. IV. 12 . 72 230 
I 5 2 p.m. 30. 09 63 58 58 49 47 S. W . 8 . 32 .. .. 9 0 p. 1U. I 30. 19 60 57 57 47 41 N. E. 8 . 32 .. .. l ll 27 p. m. 30. 1 8~- 61 55 55 46 H N . 4 . 08 .. .. 
( 7 Oa.m. 30.30 60 ·HI 49 41 44 N.E. 8 .32 ... . 
1 
8 2a.m. 30.32 61 51 5142 40 N.E. 10 .50 .. .. 
12 27 p. m. 30. :w 63 60 GO 47 29 S. 6 . 18 ... . 
Tuestln.y, Juno 3.... 2 ~ p. m.t ~0. 23 65 ~7 57 46 35 S. 8 . 3~ 175 
l 5 - p. UJ. 30. 19 63 <>4 54 4-1 37 s. 8 • 3- • . - . 9 0 p. m. 30. 15 61 49 49 44 6;3 S. W. 12 . 72 ... . ll 27 p.m. 30. 1~ GO 47 47 4-J 62 S. W . 8 . 32 ... . 
I 
7 0 a.m . 29.96 58 48 48 45 78 S W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
a -~a.m . 2!1. 95 58 48 48. 45 78 s. w. 8 . 32 .. .. 
12 27p. m. 20. 8:1 5!l 48 48 45 78 S. IV. 8 . 3:L ... 
Wednesday, June4. ; ~ p. IJ ~D.-·.!. 6~ 5~ 1 5~ . ~8 ~6.' s. . I~ . z; 214 
I <> -p.m. -9. 63 66 5<> 5<> J l •4 S. 1~ . 1::.. . ... 9 0 p. m.l 2:!. 53 6.3 53 53 52 93 0 0 0 




.... (I ' 0 a. m. ..9. ;,8 6.> 53 <>3 <>0 80 N. E. 6 . 18 . _ .. 
t3 2 n. m. 2fl. 59 63 52 52 50 86 N. E. 6 • 18,. _ . . 
12 ~7 p.m. 20. 6:! 62 55 56 52 N S. E. 8 . 32 .. . . 
Tl!mstlay, Jnno5 .. . l 2 0 p. m. , 2'l. 61 63 5·7157 lsz 69 S. E . 12
1 
. 721 164 
I 5 2 p. m. 29. 63 G2 52 52 J5o R!3 s. 8 . 32 .. .. · 9 0 p.m. 20. 68 61 49 49 '48 92 S. E. 6 . U! .. .. llll 27 p.m. 23. 70 61 49 149 :48 92 S. E. 2l . 0:! . _ .. 
























Stratus . _ _ 4-4 
Stratus . _ _ 4-4 
Nimbus. __ 4 4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus _. . 1-4 
N imbus .. _ 4 4 
Stratus . . _ 4-4 
0 0 
Stratns . _ _ 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus. .. 4-4 
Stratus . . . ·l-4 
urPER CLOUDS. 
-to ~ 1.8 -~1 
-d >" 'OoS 
c ~ ~ 8 8 ~ I~~~ .... 


























0 0 ............ . ...... ................. .. 
0 0 .................................... .. 
0 0 ............... . .................... .. 
0 0 .......................... .. ........ .. 
Cirrus .. ... 1-4 N. W ...................... .. ....... .. 
Hazy ................... ...... ... ... .. ... ... ..... .. . . 
0 0 ...... .................... - ------- .. .. 
Cirrus ..... 4-4 ................................... .. 
Cir-rus ..... 1-4 N . W ............................... .. 
Cirrus ..... 2-4 .................................... .. 
Cirrus ..... 2-4 W . .. .................. .. .... .... .. 
Hazy . .......... .. .. . -·---··--· ..................... . 
t!-i~~~8: :::·. ·i.4. ii.'w. :::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :: :: 
Hidden ............................................ .. 
llidden ............................................ .. 
Ilidden. . . . . . . . . - .- - . . ---. - . . . . . .... - . -- . ... ...... --. 
Cii-rus .. ... 2-4 ............................... . ..... . 
Cirrus .. _.. 1-4 N . W . 9.30 a.m. 1.00 p.m. . 02 . .. . 
Hidden ................... , ......... ... ........ .... . 
Hidden. . .. .. .. . . . • .. 9.00 p.m. .. .. . .. .. . . 02 .. .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 .. . _ ........ ... ..... _ .. _ .. ........... . 
Cumulus . . 2 4 N. ·w. . . . . . . . . . 4.00 a.m. . 11 ... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 .............. .......... ............ .. 
0 0 ....................... .... ......... .. 
Cumulus . . 1-4 W. 3.30 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . 0)! ... . 
Hidden .................................... : ....... .. 
Hidden ........ ............... 8.00p.m. .05 .. .. 





8 2 u. u1. :!fl.;;; CO G:! 
l:.l 27 p. Ill. \29. j(j (j:.l 5:1 l~ril1;\y, ,J 11110 G ..••• l :.! 0 p.m. :.l!l. 7i.\ li:.! I ;,:I 
:; 2 p. m . 2'l. 1t Gl 5il 
"\~ :!~ l~· ::::1 ~;:: ~~· ~;~~ \ Ai 
51 '51 llCO 
5:! 31 9:! 
53 :; 1 tlG 
;,;j 11.51 .fl() 
50 >-l lOll 
. p lfl l()l) 















.lR .. .. 
.OB ... . 
. 32 .. . 
. 3:2 119 
\ 7~ ~ ~. 
.1H .. .. 
.08 . . .. 
Fog . ...... 4-11 
:Fog . ...... 4-4 
J!'og ........ 4-4 
~~~: :: : ::. !:! 
Nimlnus ... '1-'1 
S~ratus ... 1 2-4 
iH~~:~ :::\:::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::: 
lliddcn ... l .................... .................... .. 
lli<ldcn .... .. ............. .. ......... .. . ...... . ... . 
m~~~~ ::: :::: :::::: -~- ~~-~~~-- :::::::::: ··· ··-~: . :::: 

















Clomly . . 














































( 7 0 a.m. 29. 85 GO 49 I 8 2 a. m. 29. 86 60 50 
· 12 27 p. m. 29. 85 ()3 62 
Saturday, .June 7 ..• < 2 0 p.m. 29. 88 63 56 I 5 2 p.m. 29. 90 61 54 
!J 0 p. ill. 29. 94 61 55 
l 1127p. m . 29.95 61 55 
( 7 0 a. m. 30. 09 62 56 I 8 2 a.m. 30. 12 62 55 
12 27 p.m. :~o. 17 61 63 
Sunday, June 8 .•• -~ 2 0 p.m. 30. 19 65 63 
5 2 p.m. 30. 20 64 63 
9 0 p.m. 30. l tl 61 56 
l 11 27 p.m. 30. 18 G2 52 
Monday, June9 .• ..J 
7 0 a.m. 3:1.17 63 58 
8 2 a . m. 30.1 8 ()6 59 
12 27 p.m. 30.12 63 65 
2 Op.m. 30.09 67 68 
l 5 2p. m. :30. OJ 61' 69 9 Op. m. :!9. 98 <H 60 ll27p.m. 20. !i7 G2 56 ( 7 0 a.m. 2!). 97 li4 59 
I 8 2 a. m. 29.98 66 59 12 27p. m. 29.95 66 65 
Tuesday, June 10 ... < 2 0 p.m. 29.95 li6 63 
I 5 2p.m. 29.93 65 63 9 Op.m. 29. 89 61 54 l 1127p.m. 29. 8'( 61 53 
( 7 0 a.m. 29.76 62 56 
I 8 2a.m. 29.76 62 57 12:l7p.m. 29.77 7~ 77 
Wednesday,Jtlllell\ ~ Op.m. 29. 79 75 83 
l 5 2p.m. 2!J. 82 76 84 ~ 0 p.m. 29.921 71 69 1127p. m. 29. 97 7l 66 
. ( 7 0 a.m. 30.01 67 63 
I 8 2 a . m. 30. OJ G9 ()(j 12 27p. m . ao. 03 10 72 
Thursday, June 12. < 2 Op.m. 30. 07: 72 7-! 
I 5 _2p.m 30.101 70 6i3 9 Op. Ill. 30. 171 C5 58 
I l1 27p.m. 30. 181 ()3 !55 
49 49 100 0 0 0 
----
Fog ....... 4-4 glt~~~~:: :i_~: ~-:~. :::::::::: :::::::::: :~~:-:~~: :::: ~~~t~~l~: 50 50 100 N.E. 2 . 02 Stratus ... 4-4 62 57 72 S.E. 4 . 08 
----
Stratus. __ 1-4 
56 55 93 S.E. 4 . 08 115 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ___ 
--- - ------ ---------- ------·--· ··-· 
Light rain. 
54 53 93 S.E. 1 . 01 
----
Stratus. __ 3-4 Hidden ... . 23 Cloudy. 
55 54 93 w. 4 . 08 
----
Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden . .. Light rain. 
55 53 86 N .W. 4 . 08 
---· 
Stratus. __ 1-4 Cirrns ---- 1-4 N.W. 9.30 p. ill. .02 Clearing. 
56 52 75 N.E. 16 1. 28 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ___ Cloudy. 
55 52 so N .E. 16 1. 28 
----
Stra.tus. __ 4-4 Hidden ___ Cloudy. 
63 56 62 N.E. 12 . 72 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-<! N.E. Fair. 
63 56 62 S.E. 4 . 08 211 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.E. . ----.. ~ --. 
-----·---· -------· ----
Fair. 
63 55 56 S.E. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 




56 52 74 s.w. 4 . 03 
----





52 4!J ' 79 s.w. 2 . 02 
----
0 0 0 0 
·----- ·------·-· ---------- -------- ----
Clear. 
58 52 64 N.E. 6 .18 
----
0 0 0 0 
-- ---- ·-------- · ·-----·--- -----·--
.... Clear. 
59 53 64 N.E. 8 . 32 .... 0 0 0 0 
·····-
................ .............. . . ......... . ...... Clear. 
65 51 31 N.E. 8 . 32 
--·· 
0 0 0 0 
------
................... ................... .. ........... 
·-·· 
Clear. 
()8 53 29 N .E. 6 . 18 123 0 0 0 0 ........... .................. ·--------- . ........... ...... Clear . 
69 56 39 s. 8 . 32 
---
0 0 0 0 
------
................... ............ ....... .............. 
- ··· 
Clear. 
60 5:.! 54 N.W. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 Cino-cum. 1-4 N.W. .................. ................. .............. 
-··· 
Fair. 





59 52 59 0 0 0 ...... () 0 0 0 .......... .................. ................... .............. ...... Clear. 
59 51 54 N.E. 4 . 08 0 0 0 0 
----- - ----------
................. ............. ...... Clear. 
65 55 49 s. 10 . 50 ....... 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 s.w. .................. .................. ............. 
---
Fair. 
63 53 47 s. 8 . 32 88 0 0 Cirrus. __ . 3-4 
------
.................. ................. ............. ...... Cloudy. 
63 ;)4 51 S.E. 12 . 72 
---· 
0 0 0 0 ........... ................. .................. .............. 
--·-
Clear. 
54 51 so 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ......... 




53 51 86 0 0 0 :::: Stratus ... ,1-4 Cirro-cum. 2-4 N.W. ............ ....... ................. ............. 
·---
Cloudy. 
Meteo1·ological?·econl for the five days ending June 15, 1873. 
56 55 93 s. 4 . 08 ...... · Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden .. .. 
---- ------ ----------
. ..... Heavyr~in. 
57 56 93 s.w. 8 . 32 .. ..... Stratus ... 4-4 lli<lden. _ .. 3.30 a.m. . 52 Light ram. 
77 69 65 s.w. 12 . 72 ...... 0 0 Cirro-strat 5!-4 s.w. ]'air. 
8:3 69 46 s.w. 12 . 72 123 0 0 Cirro-cum. 1-4 w. .................. 
··- ------ · 
........... ...... F2.ir. 
8-! 6!) 4J N'.W. 8 . 32 
-- -· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 w. ........... ....... 8.10 a.m. . 02 ..... Fair. 
69 6:J 5li N.W. 2 . 02 
---· 
0 0 Cum-strat. 1-4 .......... • • ~ • • • • • a • ............. 
---·-··· ---
l'<'air. 
66 58 58 N.W. 2 . 02 ..... 0 0 0 0 . .......... . ................ ............... ......... ---· Clear. 
6J 55 57 N. 4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 ------ ................. ................ ..... . ...... . ...... Clear. 
6G 54 4) N. 6 .16 ..... 0 0 0 0 .......... ............... ............... 
--- ----
... Clear. 
72 56 30 N.W. 8 . :~~ 
·- - · 
0 0 0 0 ------ . ................ ---------- -------- . -- Cleflr. 
74 57 2tl N.W. 8 . 32 154 0 0 0 0 ........... ... ......... .. .. --------·· ·------- . -- Clear. 6i3 M . 34 N . 10 . 50 ... 0 0 0 0 ------ ................. .................. ----- -- · . -- CleaJ:. 
:;g 51 58 N.W. 6 .18 0 0 0 0 ------ . ............... ............... .......... . ·-· Cleal'. 































Fdd•y, Juno 13 . . ..I 
7 0 a.m. 
8 2a.m. 
l227p.m. 
~ ~ p. IU. 
I " Np.m. 9 Op.m. 
l1127 p. ill. 
( 7 On.m. 
I 8 2 a.m. 1~27p.m. 
Saturday, June 14 .. \ 2 Op.m. 
l 5 2p.m D 0 p.m. 11 27 p.m. ( 7 0 a.m. 
Sunday, June 15 ... l 8 ~a. m. 12 27p.lll . 2 Op.m. 
I 5 2p.m. 9 0 p. Ill. 
l l127p.rn. 
Mouduy, Juno16 . .. { 
'l'utJII tlll y, ollllh• 17 • \ 
7 0 n.m. 
B :.!t1.m. 
l;} 27 p. 111. 
~ Op.m. 
5 2 p.l]l. 
!l Op.m. 
11 ':.!7 p.m. 
7 () :1. Ill. 
K ~ :1.111. 
1~.! ':.!i a."'-
!.! n p. '" · 
Meteorological 1·eco1'Cl f_o1· the five clays ending June 15, 1873-Coutinued. 




0 ~ t;; ~ P=l 
---
30.22 66 














20. !10 65 




29. 791 66 
29.80 67 
~~- 82 70 
2!l. 77 73 
2!1. ii 76 
29.7 1 76 
2!l. 70 71 
::!!1. 70 7:2 
:m. n 10 
";.!tl. '1:-) .. ,:! 
~n. tl~ '1'1 
~n. t-i~· '7·1 
r.. · 
'">:l <U>:l 
""<11 ... c<l 
.0 ..t:l. l=i ~ .... ~~ ci'M~ ..0 0 bjJ <1><1) 
..0 .0 ot' <b ,.:; ,.:; ->:l ~~ as p 'a 0 • .... :::! I> • -~-~I ~& ~ I> ·"' :;3 ~g< b~ >:l ~ Q) .-d .0 .=> :;3 oo p p <Jf;§ 8 g~ 0 0 ,Q~ ..cJ ..cJ Q) A t' ~ ~ Q) gs~ .:: 0 >:l ! -~§~ 13 't:l ss Q)c<l Q) ~ ... ..... 0 8 ..q't:l I< ~ A <l>Q) ~A c<l ~ ~ ~ 0 >:l ril A ~ P.,A A ...:1 ~ 0 ril <d1.;l E-; 
- - -
- -- - -- ----
0 
61 61 54 GO 0 0 0 
----
0 0 0 (I 
------ ---- -· ··· · 
... ... ....... .. ............... .. .. .. . 
64 6·1 54 48 N . E . 2 . 0~ 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 s.w. ................... 
·-- -------
............. ... 
69 69 55 35 S.E. 8 . 32 
----
0 0 Cirrus . . . . 1-4 ........... 
--------- · ---------- ----68 68 57 46 s. 8 . 32 117 0 0 0 0 . .. .... ....... 
65 6.i 55 48 s.w. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 0 0 
-----·---- ·----- --- -
............... ..... 
fi5 55 52 so s.w. 6 .1 8 ...... 0 0 0 0 ··· ··· 53 53 51 8G s.w. 4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 ...... ................. 
·---------
............... . .... .. 
57 57 54 81 S.E. 4 . 08 ... ... 0 0 0 0 ........... 
-------- --
....... ..... ..... ............. . ..... 
59 59 54 70 E. 4 . 08 . - ~. 0 0 0 0 ...... . .......... .. ... ... .... ........... .. .... ... .. ... 
----60 60 54 65 E. s . 32 
---· 
0 0. 0 0 ... ... 
-- --- ----- ---------· - --.... - .. ~ ----61 61 55 65 E. 4 . 08 132 0 0 0 0 .. .... 
--- -- ---- - ---·--- --· ------ -- - ---55 55 52 so E . 12 . 72 ... ... 0 0 0 0 . .. ..... .. 
---------· --------- -
.............. ..... 
56 56 53 80 N . E. 10 . 50 .. . . Stratus . .. 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 . .... .... 
------·--- --------- - ---- --- -
...... 
55 55 52 80 N.E. 6 . 18 ..... Stratus .. . 2-4 Cinus .... 2-4 
60 ~~ ,g! 65 N . 8 . 32 ---- Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus . . .. 1-4 60 65 N. 8 . 32 ..... . Stratus .. 1-4 Cirrns ... 1-4 . .......... 
--- ---·--· ---- - -····· 
..... ..... .. . ....... 
69 69 '60 56 s. 8 . 32 .... 0 0 0 0 
------
.................. ................... .............. . .. ... 
69 69 160 56 s.w. 14 • 98 156 0 0 0 0 
------
................ . ... .... ........ 
-------·-
. ..... 65 ~g ,g~ 63 s. 12 . 72 ...... 0 0 0 0 ------ --- -- ----- ---------- .. .... .. ....... ----60 82 0 0 0 
----
0 0 0 0 .......... 
·----·-·· · ------ ----
.... ... ....... . .. ... 59 59 157 87 0 0 0 . ...... 0 0 0 0 . ........ 
-----····· 
........... . 
-------- --- · 
Meteorological?·ecorcl for the five cla.ys encljng June 20, H373. 
71 71 fi5 
70 70 64 
81 8 t 70 
82 82 68 
77 77 (15 
73 7:1 li8 
iO 70 63 
li7 I 67 5!1 71 71 (j() 
j!') 7:1 37 























0 0 Hazy . .... ......... . ................. .. .... .. ..... .. 
0 0 Hazy .. ..... . ............. . . ... ................. . .. -
0 0 Cnm-strat 1-4 N. W ..... . ........................ . - . 
o 0 Cinns .. .. 1-4 N . ·w ....... .. .................. ..... .. ~~:H~~:- ::: ~:: &~:~~::~~: -~::- :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: 
0 (I 0 0 ..................................... . 0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ~ I ~ :::::: :::::::::: :::::::~:: :::::::::::: 
0 . .. . 
0 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 32 100 
. 18 ... . 
.50 ... . 
. 72 ... . 
.3:2 .. .. 
: ~~::: :: 




























































j 5 2p.m. 29.81 74 76 76 58 27 N.W. 6 . 18 
·-- -
0 0 0 0 .......... 
9 Op.m. 29.86 69 63 63 52 42 N.W. 8 . 32 
----
0 0 0 0 ............ 
l1127p.m. 29. 8~ 67 60 GO 50 44 w. 8 . 32 
----
0 0 0 0 
( 7 0 a.m. 29.95 67 60 60 50 44 N.W. 4 . 08 
---·-
0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 N.W. 
I 8 2a.m. 29.96 69 64 64 51 3<1 N.W. 4 . 08 ---- 0 0 0 0 ------12 27p. m. 29.88 69 68 68 53 30 s. l:J . 72 ---- 0 0 0 0 
------Wednesday, June 18~ 2 Op.m. 29.85 68 67 67 54 37 s. 12 . 72 141 0 0 Cirrus ..•. 1-4 
------
I 5 2p.m. 29.81 67 63 63 55 56 s. 12 . 72 ---- 0 0 Cirrus .... 2-4 w. 9 Op.m. 29.76 65 60 60 56 76 s. 4 . 08 ---- Stratus ... 2--1 ~~~~s·:::: w· l 1127p.m. 29.7:2 65 61 61 57 76 s.w. 12 . 72 ---- Stratus ·- .. 2-4 2-4 ( 7 0 a.m. 29. ()8 67 62 62 57 72 s.w. 4 . 08 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 
Thursday, ~une 19 .J 8 2 a.m. 29.69 b8 65 65 59 68 sw. 4 . 08 ---- Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 s.w. 12 27p. m. 29.69 74 73 7J 64 59 N.E. 4 . 08 --- - Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 s.w. 2 0 p.m. 29.71 75 70 70 63 65 N.E. 4 . 08 183 Stratus ... 1-4 Uinus .... 1-4 s.w. 
I 5 2p. m. 29.69 72 65 65 60 73 N.E. 4 . 08 -- -- Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 s.w. !) Op.m. 29.70 66 54 54 52 86 E. 8 . 32 ---- Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 N.W . 
lll 27p. m. 29. ti7 66 54 54 52 86 N.E. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 ............ 
( 7 0 a.m. 29.54 67 61 61 57 77 s.w. 2 . 02 
----
0 0 Cirro·cum. 2-4 ........... 
Friday, Jnne 20 .•• . 1 
8 2 a.m. 29.55 67 65 65 tiO 7:3 s.w. 4 . OS 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 s.w. 
12 27p. m. 29.52 77 85 85 63 23 s.w. 18 1. 62 
----
0 0 0 0 s.w. 
2 Op.ru. 29.54 78 87 87 62 17 N.W. 12 
: ;:1140 0 0 0 0 ............ 
l 
5 2p.m. 29.54 78 83 83 62 24 w. 8 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 
-----9 Op.m. 29.68 73 72 72 55 26 N .W. 12 
. 7:2 ---- 0 0 0 0 N.W. 
1127p. m. 29.72 70 64 04 5$ 52 N.W. 2 
. 02 ---- 0 0 0 0 ........... .. 
Meteo1·ologicc6l1·ecoTcl for the jive clays Clul·ing June 25, 1873. 
( 7 0 a.m. 29.81 65 03 
"[" 37 \N.W. 4 . o8j ... . 0 0 0 0 ........... I 8 2 a.m. 29. 82 69 65 65 53 :39 s.w. 6 : ~~1: ::: 0 0 0 0 12 27 p.m. 29. 77 70 68 68 55 33 s.w. 4 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
Saturday, June 21.. < 2 0 p.m. 29. 76 71 70 70 156 33 N.W. 8 . 32 178 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 I 5 2 p.m. 29. 83 70 67 67 56 45 N.W. 8 . 32 
----
0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 N.W. 
!) 0 p.m. 29. 91 66 59 59 50 4d N.W. 2 . 02 
·--· 
0 0 0 0 ............ l 11 27 p. ru. 29. 93 03 54 54 49 67 N.W. 2 . 02 ....... 0 0 0 0 
-- ----( 7 0 a. m. 30. 02 64 5tl ::s 5!:! 64 W. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 0 0 
------I 8 2 a. m. 30. 04 66 62 62 53 5l w. 4 . 08 
--- -
0 0 0 0 ........... 
12 27 p. m. 30. 03 68 63 63 53 47 s. 1~ . 18 ---- Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 2-4 N. Sunday, June 22 .... ~ 2 0 p. m ~0. 06, 68 66 66 54 40 s. . 50 104 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 I 5 2 p.m. 30. 08 6!> 135 65 55 55 s.w. 10 . 50 ~ .. -. 0 0 Cum-strut 1-4 ..... .... 9 0 p.m. 30. 14 65 58 58 54 75 s.w. 6 . 18 
--.. ~ Stratus ... 1-4 Cirro-cnm. 1-4 ........... 
l 11 27 p.m. 30. 17j 62 55 55 52 80 0 0 0- --· 0 0 0 0 ........... ( 7 0 a.m. :lO. 22
1 
67 65 65 56 53 N.W. 2 . 02 ...... 0 0 0 0 ............ j 8 2 a. m. 30. 241 69 68 68 58 51 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 ....... .... 12 27 p.m. 30.221 69 72 72 57 34 S. E. 6 . 18 ... .. 0 0 0 0 
-- ---· Monday, June 23 ... < 2 0 p.m. ~0- 241 71 71 71 59 44 s.w. 12 . 72 121 0 0 0 0 ........... I 5 :4 p. m 30 221 70 66 66 57 54 s. 12 . 72 
----
0 0 0 0 ............ 
!) 0 p. ill. 30. 22 66 59 59 54 70 s.w. 4 .. 08 
---· 







·----- --- - ---------- --------
·--------- ------·--- ---·----
.................. 
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-----·--
----------






................... ................... .. .......... . 






.................... ...... .............. .................. 
............. ..... ................... .... ...... ... 
.................... ......... .. .. .... . 
--------
.. -- .. -- ~ .. -. 
---·-- ·--- --·- ---· 
........ .... ....... .................. ................ 
--------·· 
................... .............. 
................ .................. ... ........... 
.. ............... , . .............. 
--·---·-
. ................ . ................. ...... ...... 
................... 
- .... -.......... ~ .............. 
----------
. ................. ............... 
.................. ................... 
--------
..... ............. .. .............. . ... .......... 
·-----·---
................... .............. 
............ ....... .................. ............. 
.... ................. ................. .. .... .......... 
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M eteo1·ological 1·ecorcl for ;the jive clays ending Jtme 25, 1873-Continued. 
d Tl!ER~L HYGROM. j] t> 
""' ~
..; ------e Day nucl dnte of ob- I P· ..; ..ci ~~ ci ol'l <D ..; ..ci SCl"'\Ution. ~:3 .... c:> p p ~ 0 .d C) 8 <.> rtJ p .::> ~ <.) 0 0 
.§ 0 ~ ~ p., .., 8 ... ~ 0 C) ~ )1 ... ~ iS 8 ~ F1 ~ ~ 
--- - - - - --
( 7 0 a. m. 30. 19 66 60 60 55 7t s.w. 
J 8 2 a. ru. 30. 19 G9 65 65 58 G3 s. 
12 27 p.m. 30. Hl 7l 72 72 60 46 s. 
Tu.,duy, Juno 24.. 
1 
2 0 p. ru. 30.20 72 73 73 GO 4:1 s. 
5 2 p. ill. 30.20 71 72 72 GO 45 s. 
9 0 p.m. 30.24 67 59 59 54 70 s.w. 
lL 27 p. m. 30. 26 G6 56 56 53 80 0 
( 7 0 a.m. 30. 31 GG 65 G5 58 63 0 j 8 2>. m. 30. 33 GO 70 70 61 57 0 
12 27 p.m. 30. 35 73 82 82 62 26 s. 
Woduo,.oy,Juno25 ! 0 p.m. ?O· ?' 74 176 'iG GO 3-1 s.w. 
• > 2 p.m. 30. 36 72 7-1 74 59 35 s. 
9 0 p. Ill. 30. 36 68 G3 G3 34 :i1 s.w. 
l 11 27 p.m. 30. :14 G8 GO GO 53 59 s.w. 
WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. 
t'r-: ed I ~ 
·;;g ~"I"' o~ men b 'O 
,..._.. ~ <l> ~ • r"'' 0 
CO C) M CO d~ 
P>P.p,AA 
..; § 0 
l'l 8 ~ <1 
-- -
2 . 02 
---· 
0 0 
4 . 08 . ... 0 0 
8 . 32 
---· 
0 0 
8 . 32 139 0 0 
4 . 08 
----
0 0 
·~ . 08 ---- 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 
6 
: lli\ 84 10 10 . 50--:. 
10 . 50-- .. 










T~~l ..; 1:l -3-~ I -~=~ <l) .g g g 0 § s 
S .... s."' s ro 
<lj i=l~ ..... 0 1=1 o· ~ 
-~ !i I . ~ 0 ;..; 1=1 tg~ ~ ~ 
..,<:> a ... 
§~ 8~-
s~ _g_g 
<1 0 8 
--










































JJ.leteorologicctl1'eco1'd jo1' the five days endi1~g J-une 30, 1873. 
Thm•dny, Jnoo 26. { 
7 0 a.m. 30.32 GS 65 65 52 35 w. 2 . 02 ...... (j 0 Cirrus .•.. 1-4 w. ...... ............. .................. 
-- -----· ----
Fair. 8 2 a.m. 30. 3i2 71 72 72 GO 46 w. 4 . 08 ..... 0 {) 0 0 ........... .................. .. .. . ............ .......... ..... ..... . Clear. 12 27 p.m. 30.27 77 83 83 68 43 S.E. 2 0'> ..... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 ]!'air. 2 Op. m. 30.25 78 82 82 62 26 s. 8 . 32 151 0 0 0 0 ------
---------· 
.................... ............ ... . .... Clear. 5 2p.m. 30.19 7G 7R 78 64 42 s. 8 . 32 
·--· 
0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 .................. ................. 
--------
..... Fair. ~ 0 p.m. 30.16 73 71 71 61 53 s.w. 6 .18 ...... 0 0 0 0 .......... Clear. 
. l 1127p. Ill. 30.14 72 69 G9 60 56 s.w. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 0 0 .......... ................... ................. 
-------· 
. ... . Clear, f'nt aurora. 
. ( 7 0 ll.lll. 30.08 7~ 70 70 58 44 w. 4 . 08 .... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 
----- -
. ................. ................. - ........ ~ ... ..... Fair. J 8 2a..m. 30.08 74 73 73 61 46 ~.W. 2 . 02 
·- - · 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 .......... 
-----·----
.................. .............. . ..... Fair. 12 27p. Ill . 29.99 7A 81 81 GG 41 s. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 .......... .................. ................. ............... . ..... Fair. F<i<l•y, Juno 27 ... . 1 2 0 p. m. 29. !JG 76 78 78 6-1 42 s. 12 . 72 157 0 0 0 0 ........... .......... ....... .. .. ................ . ........ ,. .. . ..... Clear. 5 2 p . m. 29. 8rl 73 73 7:i 63 47 s. 8 . 321 .. -- 0 0 0 0 ................... .................. ............... . ..... Clear. · 9 0 p. m . ~n H2 7:!. Gtl Gil GO GO s.w. 8 .72--- 0 0 0 0 ------ C lear. 11 ~n 11. m. 29. 7il 7l (i7 6-:' Gt 6!J s.w. B 
. 32\ .... Stratus _ .. 1-4 0 0 ------ . ................. Fair. f 7 0 n. 111. :!9. 7:!. 7·1 7:!. 7:!. llG 71 R.W. 4 ---------- .............. ...... . Ol . . Stmt<" •.. 1-4 Cirro-cum . 1-4 ................ ---------- ........ Cloudy. A :! a. m . 2!l. 71 73 77 77 m1 63 s.·w. 4 































l 9 Op.m. 
1127 p.m. 
r 7 0 !\.. m. 
8 2a.m. 
12 27 p. IU. 
Sunday, June 29. ··1 2 Op.m. 5 2p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
l ll27p.m. 
r 
7 0 a.m . 
8 2a.m. 
12 27p. m. 
Monday, .Tune 30 .. -~ 2 Op.m. 
5 2p. m. 
9 0 p. ID. 
l 1127 p. ID. 
29.79 75 66 
29.79 77 65 
29.82 73 71 
29.84 75 74 
29.84 74 70 
29. 85 75 68 
29.84 75 73 
29. 87 72 62 
29. 87 71 63 
29. 91 70 64 
29.93 70 65 
29.95 72 68 
29.96 7;! 73 
29.931 73 69 
29.96 72 66 
29.981 71 1)5 
66 64 89 N.E. 4 
65 63.5 91 0 0 
71 ti6 75 0 0 
74 67 68 0 0 
70 64 70 E. 4 
68 63 74 S.E. fl 
73 61:l 76 s. 8 
62 61 88 S.E. 2 
63 62 94 0 0 
64 62 88 s.w. 12 
65 63 89 s.w. 16 
68 65 84 s. 16 
73 67 71 s. 10 
69 66 84 s. 16 
66 65 94 s.w. 8 
65 64 94 s.w. 12 
. 081 .... Stratns ... 1-4 Cumulns .. 1-4 ~--~~ l·n.o<i p: ~: ·11.iiip:~· ····: oi· 0 
··-· 
0 0 0 0 
0 Fog ....... 1-4 0 0 
··---- ---------- ---------· ------ -· 0 0 0 0 0 ... ... --···- ...................... 
. oe 
--- · 
0 0 0 0 .......................... -------· 
. 32 67 !lazy ........ . Hazy ...... .. .............. . .......... : ......... 
. 32 
----
0 0 0 . 0 .................................. 
. 02 
----
Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 .................................. 
0 
--- -
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 .................................. 
. 72 
--- · 
Stratus ... 2-4 Cirru8 . . . . 2-4 . . . . . . . ...••.........••........... 
1. 28 
----
Stratus ... 2-4 Cirru>~ .... 2-4 .......................... ..... ... 
1. 28 
---· 
Stratus . . _ 1-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. W .... . ...........•............ 
. 50 179 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 ...... ---------- .................. 
1. 28 
----
Stratus_ .. 1-4 0 0 ................ ---------- ........ 
. 32 
---· 
Stratus . .. 1-4 0 0 .................................. 
• 72 
---· 
Stratus_ .. 2-4 Cirrus .... 2-4 .................................. 
. ... , Fr.ir. 
... Ckar 










































770 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR. 
PAP:I!:R 16. 
REPORT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT MOUNT MITCHELL 
DURING THE MONTHS OF MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, AND PART OF 
SEPTEMBER, 1873. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF TilE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF Tl!:I,EGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR TI-lE 
BENEFIT oF COMMEHCE AND AGmCULTURE, 
TVasl1ington, D. C., Septernbe1· 23, 1873. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the special observations 
made on the summit of Mount Mitchell from May 11, 1873, to August 6, 1R73, and both 
summit and base from the latter date to September 6, 1873. The barometers at both 
stations were carefully compared before leaving the office and also upon their return. 
Papers A and B, herewith, give in detail the instructions to the observers. Papers C, 
D, E, ancl F, are the journals k ept at the summit, and Paper G that at the base-station. 
P:tpers H ancl I give tile observations made at both stations, and, for rmrposes of 
comparison,. those made at Knoxville, Tenn., during t.he same period. Knoxville was 
selected from the fact tlw.t its elevation is supposed to be accurately determined. The 
ba.romet.rical observations have been corrected for temperature and instrumental error 
onl.v. The elevation of t.be barometer at snmmit above sear-level is assumed to be G,mn feet; at base, 2,560 feet; at Knoxville, 993 feet. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
H. W. HOWGATE, 
Second Lieut. and Bvt. Capt. U. S. A., A. S. 0. and .Assistant. 
Crrnm SIG~AL-0FFICER, U. S. A., 
Wasl!ington, D. C. 
A. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPOHTS J•OR THE 
BENEFIT 01!' COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Washin_qton: D . C., .April26, 1 73. 
SERGEANT: Upon arriving at the summit of Mount Mitchell, in compliance with 
Special Orders No. 55, of this date, yon will make suitable preparations for beginning 
a series of observations at 6 o'clock a. ro. of May 1, and continuing them, without in-
terruption, until IJ?-idnight of May 31, at the following hours daily: 1 a.m., 2 a. m., :J 
a. m., 4' a. m., 5 a. m., 6 a. m., 7.14 a. m., ~ a. m., 9 a. m., 10 a. m., 11 a. m., 12m., 1 p. 
m., 2 p. m., ~ p. m., 4.14 p. m., 5 p. m., 6 p. m., 7 p. m., 8 p. m., 9 p. ru., 10.39 p. m., nn<l 
12 miduigllt. 
In making these observations local time will be used, which is t·wenty-one (21 ) 
minutes slower than Washington time. The observation!> will be the same in all 
re pects as those made at r egular stations, and will be recorded in the u ual mauuer. 
upon Forms 4r omitting only the reduction of the barometric obsen·ations for elevation. 
The records of tbe party will be kept, under your supervi ion, by Sergeant Dietz, and 
will be brought by you in person to this office when ordered in, unle s otherwi e in-
structed in the mean time a to their disposition. The several instrument will 
properly exposed, using the portable shelter as far as practicable, and read in the fol-
lowing order: 






7. Rain-gauge . 
. All ob .n·atioos will be entered as made in the" Original Record" book. I~ nddi-
twu to a full supply of neces ary form , books of record, and articles of tat10nery 
the following in truments will be fnrni bed you: 
2 barometer , mercunal. 
2 standard th 1momcters. 
2 hygrom ·t r . . 
2 auemometera. 
CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER. 771 
2 wind-vanes, small. 
~ rain-gauge. 
· 1 self-registering anemometer attachment, with battery and insulated wire. 
Especial pains will be taken to secure a continuous record from the self-register-
ing apparatus, and to preserve the record in proper condition for future use. All 
instruments and supplies will be taken charge of by you at this office. The 
former will be carried by yourself and the members of your party, and the la,tter 
must accompany you so as to reach the railroad-station nearest· the mountain . 
at the same time with the party. Upon arriving at Old Fort, the present ter-
minus of the railroad, you will at once secure the necessary means of transportation 
for your party and supplies to the summit of the mountain, about thirteen miles dis-
taut. You will also ascertain from Col. D. C. Salsbury whether provisions in suf-
ficient quantity can he obtained at or near the base of the mountain, and if not, will 
purohase and take with you enough to last the party five weeks. Water in abundance 
will be found within a few feet of the summit, and an old log-cabin on the summit can 
be used for shelter for the whole party. You have been selected to lead this party on 
' account of your experience as an observer and th01;ough knowledge of station-uu ties, 
and it is expected that you will use your best efforts to make the expedition a success-
ful one by the accuracy of the observations and the neatness of the records. 
The utmost expedition must necessarily be used in order to reach the ground and get . 
ready for work at the date and time ordered, and it is possible that you may be com-
pelled to leave one man behind at the railroad-station to bring up the supplies, while 
the remainder of the party pushes forward to the mountain with the instruments to 
b~gin the observations. . 
In expending such public money as ma,y be intrusted you for public expenses, the 
utmost economy must be exercised, and a carefully itemized account kept of aU such 
expenditures. · 
Very respectfully, 
H. W. HOWGATE; 
Second Lieut. and Bvt. Capt. U. S. A., 4· S. 0. and Asst. 
Sergt. WILLIAM E. SMITH, 
Wa&hington, D. C. 
B. 
·WAR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPOHTS FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGIUCULTURE, 
Washington, D. C., July 26, 1873. 
SERGEANT: On arriving at Mount Mitchell you will put yourself at once in communi-
cation with Sergeant Smith, in eharge of the summit station, and, after a careful com-
parison of your barometers and time-pieces with those in use at that station, will note 
the difference in your journal, and then proceed to some point at or near the base of 
the mountain, from which the summit can be distinctly seen, and there establish a sta-
t.ion, at which you will make observationlil daily at the following-named hours, (local 
time,) until further orders, viz: 1 a.m., 2 a.m., 3 a.m., 4 a.m., 5 a.m., 6 a.m., 7.14 a. 
m., 8 a.m., 9 a.m., 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 12 noon; 1 p.m., 2 p.m., 3 p.m., 4.14 p.m., 5 p. 
m., 6 p. m., 7 p.m., 8 p.m., 9 p.m., 10 p.m., 10.39 p.m., 12 midnight. To insure similarity 
in time you will twice each day (8 a. m. and 4 p. m.) compare your time with that at the 
summit, by signals, using for t.his purpose the flags furnished, and of which one set will 
be turned over to Sergeant Smith at the summit station. The time-keeper at the 
summit will be used as the standa,rd, and yours made to correspond with it at all times. 
Your station at the base must be located at or as near the general level of the sur-
rounding country as possible, and its elevation above the railroad-track ascertained, if 
practicable. It is not necessary that you should have your station immediately at the 
base of the mountain, if there is any other point from which the summit can be better 
seen and communicated with. 
Very respectfally, 
Sergt. D. H. SACKETT, 
Washington, D. C. 
H. W. HOWGATE, 
Seconcl Lieut. ancl Bvt. Capt. U. S A., A. S. 0. and Asst. 
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.Libst1·aot of dctily joumal kept on Mount Mitchell, North Ca1·olina, du1·ing the month of May, 
1873. 
Ma.y 1, 1873.-Arrived at 1 a. m. at the Mountain Honse, which is about 4,600 feet 
above the level of the sea, nuder heavy rain, with brisk and high southeast to east 
winds. The guides refusing to proceed any farther under such weather, made a delay 
necessary. Rain continued without interruption until midnight, and wind increased 
to very high. 
May 2.-Rainy in the early morning, with very dense fog and bdsl::: southeast wind 
until 10 a. m. Wind veering to north aud rain ceased, with falling temperature. 
Started for t.be peak a.t 1 p. m., ~>ending ahead the guides to clear the path with axes . 
.Arrived at Mitchell's Peak at 6.30 p. m. Toward 7 p. ·m. snow commenced to fall, 
which soon cbanged to s}eet, with increasing wind blowing from southeast, and with 
very low temperature, coating the trees and rocks with a thick layer of ice. 
May 3.-Commenced to bnild a temporary instru ment-shelter, and :finisbed it by 12 
m., and began to make observations. vVind blowing brisk from the west, with low 
temperature and light snow. Wind veering to north at 2.25 p. m., and at 4.40 p.m. to 
northeast, sleeting and bailing until 6. 30 p. m. Wind backing to west and north west, 
with slightly increased temperature, but still being below the freezing-point. Dense 
fog until midnight. 
May 4.-Still dense fog and fresh and brisk northwest wind, which calmed down to an 
absolute calm at 9 a. m. Ligbt north and west until noon, when the fog disappP.ared 
and disclosed cirrus and cumulus clouds. A second calm at 4.14 p. m., win<l veering to 
southeast and east. Fog throughout the remainder of the day. 
May 5.-Very foggy aud damp weather, wit.h fi:esh east wind. The fog above this 
station di sappeared at 7.28 a. m., disclosing cirrus and cumulus clouds, but the whole 
region below this station was still bidden from view by fog until9 a.m., when a dense fog 
enveloped the peak; wind iu the mean time veering to south west, being ligbt, and 
calming entirely. The fog nearly disappP-ared at 5.:32, with wind backing to south and 
southeast. Sky covered with cumulus clouds, and after their disappearance, at 9.03, 
the weather was fair for a few hours, with only a light fog in the valley. A halo was 
visible from 9 p.m. to midnight. At midnight the weather was foggy again. 
May 6.-Foggy in the earlier part of the day. Partly fair and clear at 3 a. m., and 
continued fair until 6 a. m., with fresh east wind. Dense fog until 9 a. m., when a 
light rain commenced and continued until noon, an<l afterward heavy rain with leet 
and hail. Temperature falling and wind increasing to brisk and high. The roof of 
the instrument-shelter was blown down, breaking the wet-bulb of the hygron,eter, and 
making an immediate removal of all instruments to a place of safety absolutely nece -
sary, which place (an overhanging rock) made a reatling of them impos ible. T~e 
st.orm increased in violence, and heavy rnin, minrrled with snow and sleet, fell m 
streams, compelling the whole party to discontinue the work and descend into the val-
ley, there being no place nearer which could aft'ord shelter. 
Mcty 7.-0wing to the continuance of the storm an attempt to proceed to the moun-
tain and resume work ·was impos ible. 
May 8.-The storm baviug uroken, started up the mountain in the morning, arriYing 
at 3 p. m.; found the ra.in-gange overflowing, which indicated a fall of over 4 iuche 
duriug 48 IJours. 
May 9.-:E air weather, but having no place to expose the instruments madenoob erra-
tion ·. 
May 10.-A log-cabin being so far :finished to put the instruments in their plac 
by G p.m., commenced work at 7 a. m. 
'l'he instruments are placed on t.he north side of the building as follow : 
Elevation of the cistern of the barometer, (No. 1 5,) 3 feet 10 inches above the 
gronnd. 
Elevation of the bnlb of the thermometer, (No. 145,) 4 feet 5 inches above the ground. 
Elevation of the bulb of the hygrometer, ( ro. 1 1,) 4 feet 5 inche above the ground. 
Elevation of the anemometer, ( o. 42,) 13 feet 4 inche above the ground. 
ElevatiOn of the anemo cope, 13 feet above the ground. 
Elevation of th rain-gauge, 2 feet 6 ioche above the ground. 
The ground being a solid bed of rocks, made it irnpos. ible to have t.he gauge at tb 
Ra~e lev 1 ~ith t~ ground. A thunder- torm, witb beavy rain and ha.il pa · ~d 0)' 
tb~ mouuta1?- at 6.3~ p.m., advancing from sou thw st to uorthea t. L1gbt raw " 1 • 
1m ·k \Y t WlBd ~urmg the remainder of the day. Rain-fall cca cd at 11.1 P· m. · 
total amount .61mcb. Den e fog at midoi•rht. . 
May 11.-A deu e fog, with frc ·hand bri k west and northwe twind preYail don 1 
a few minnte after 1U a. m., when the wca.ther h cawe partly cloudy and fair. b 
with still frc h and brisk north we t wind. A halo from 7.30 p. m. until 11.1 P· 
'lompemtnre declining slowl,y but steadily. 
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May 12.-Cloudy in the early morning-, with light fog in the valley; wind continues 
brisk frow the northwest. Dense fog from 4 a. m. until shortly after() a.m.; ll<:'avy 
frost. Fair weather and increasing- temperat.nre until 6 p.m. .A distant and appa-
rently very heavy thunder-storm west of this station, moving from northwest to south-
east at 7.013. .A heavy thnnder.storm passed over this place, with heavy rain, from 
west to east, at 7.40, wind backing to west, aJJd increasing to high. Fair weather, 
with light fog in the valley, from 8.::!2 p.m. untillO p.m., when a light rain commenced 
to fall ; clearing at midnight. TotaJ amouut of rain-fall during the day .45 inch. Halo 
from 8.45 until 10.16 p.m. · 
J1ay 13.-Fa.ir weather, with high and very high north and northwest, winds, until 
noon ; sky covered partly with cirrus clouds, the wind blowing steadily and variable 
fi·om west and southwest, moderated until 8 p. m. to fresh with continuous f:-tir 
weather. From shortly after 8 p. m. the f(>rce of the wind increased to high and brisk 
and backing to northwest. ·weather cloudy. 
May 14.-Partly cloudy and foggy in the morning, with brisk west wind. Light rain 
of but short duration at intervals dnring the,entire da.y. Weather generally foggy and 
cloudy, and for a few hours only before midnight, fait'. Wind very variable, bacldng 
to southwest-, south, and southeast, and. as far as due east. Total amount of rain-fall . 
. 11 inch. 
May 15.-Foggy weather with fresh southeast wind blowing steadily until 7.28 a.m., 
when it backed to east. Rain commencerl to fall at 6.10 a.m. and continued until 4.45 
p. ru. The wind backed then to northwest and west and veering to north, being light 
and fresh but very variable. Dense fog prevailed throughout the remainder of the 
da,v. Total amount of rain-fall, .47 inch. 
May 16.-Very foggy weather, with fresh vartable north and northwest wind, until 
7.33 a.m.; wind veering to northeast, backing again to nortllwest and west, aml 
moderating to gentle during the forenoon. Generally fair weather, with light fog iu 
the valley during the forenoon. .At 9 a.m. well-defin~d cumulus clouds were visible 
far below this station. Cloudy weather with variable westerly and northerly wimls 
during the afternoon and earlier part of the night. Fair weather1 and for a short time 
perfectly clear weather, (at 10.39 p.m.,) until midnigh~. . 
May 17.-Fair weather, with brisk but variable uorthwest and west winds, in tlle 
early morniJJg. Wind moderated to gentle and fresh during the day, and after b~cking 
in succession to southwest, south, and southeast, continued so until midnigl1t. Fair 
weather with rising temperature continued until after~ p.m. The lower atmosphere 
during the whole time very hazy. Cloudy until nearly midnight; fair a.t midnigbt. 
May 18.-Foggy and cloudy weather, with :f.resh and urisk steady southeast wind, 
until 6.27 a. rn., when the wind veered to the west and moderating in force. Cloudy 
weatller during the forenoon and afternoon . Toward night the wind backed to south 
and southwest and increased to brisk. .A light rain fell for a short time at 6.15 p.m. 
Foggy during the remainder of the day. Total amount of rain-fall, .01 inch. 
May 19.-Foggy aud cloudy weather, with brisk and high variable southwest wind, 
in the morning. The wind moderated in violence after veering to west, toward noon. 
Cloudy during the forenoon aud afternoon, with wind backing to southwest and 
increasing to brisk. A distant thunder-stonn passed east of this stat.ion at 1.15 p. ,m., 
moving from the soutll west to tho northeast. A light rain commenced to fall at 1.34 
p. m., which was for 12 minutes accompauied by bail of considerable size, and contin-
ued until 2.32 p. m. Cloudy and threatening dnring the evening. Fair at midni~bt. 
Brilliant heat-lightning during the last three hours of the day, at first west and after-
ward north and northeast of t.bis station, illuminating sometimes the entire heavens. 
Total amount of rain-fall, .30 inch. 
May 20.-Fair weather, with high southwest wiad in the earlier part of the d:;~,y. 
Heat-lightning cont.inued on the southwest horizon. ]'oggy, with fresh west winds, 
until 8.40 a.m. Fair and cloudy, ·with gentle but steady northwest wind, until noon. 
A phenomenon of peculiar nature occurred here during the latter part of the forenoon. 
Tho range of mountains of wbich Mount Mitchell is a part, divided the lower part of tlle 
atmosphere in two distinct halves. On the western side of this range the atmosphere 
was filled with haze, while the eastern side was foggy, and this fog was at t·imes of 
considerable density. The line where fog and haze met was remarka.bly well defined 
and seerued to be unchangeable until shortly afterl p.m., when a pretty dense fog filled 
the entire atmosphere. Foggy weather and light rain during the afternoon, with vari-
able geutlfl and fresh easterly winds. A thunder-storm with heavy rain passed over 
t.his station at 4.20 p. m., moving from south to north. Cloudy and rainy weather, 
with brisk southeast wind, until mid'night. Total amount of rain-fall, .56 inch. 
May 21.-Foggy weather in the earlier morning, with brisk but variable ~Southeast to 
east winds. Light rain commenced at 2.18 a. ru., and ended at 6.45 a . m. Foggy nntil 
9.52 a. m., when again i commenced to rain, ending at 10.24 a. ru. Heavy rain from 
12.20 p. m. until 1.25 p. m. Wind veering to southwest, :mel increasing to briiik, 
after being fresll and gentle, at 4.30 p. m. Dense fog filled the atmosphere, and a light, 
drizzling rain fell at 3.10 p. m., and continued until 9.28 p. m. Temperature rather 
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low for the season, and varying but little during the entire day. Cloudy and foggy 
until midnight. Total amount of rain-fall, .85 inch. 
May 22.-Ligbt rain at 12.23 a . m. until 1.45 a. m., 'Yith brisk variabl~ southwest 
and west winds. Foggy weather un til 5.40 a . m., when 1t commenced to ~am, and con-
tinned until 7.01 a. m. A distant thunder-storm passed south of this statiOn at 4 a . m., 
wind veering to west and nort,bwest during the forenoon, moderating to gentle and 
fresh, with cloudy weather, which became fair during the afternoon . At 6.50 p.m. the 
wind veered to northeast, aml weather continued fair. Toward midnight the weather 
was clear. Temperature rising slowly but steadily. Total' amount of rain-fall, .21 
incb. 
May 23.-Fair weather with variable fresh and brisk westerly winds. From 5 a.m. 
until 8 a. m. foggy. Light rain commenced at tl.32 a. m., and ended 8.50 a . m. Fair 
weather with fresh and brisk north and nortbwest wind until midnight. Duri!Jg the 
latter part of the forenoon well-defined cumulus clouds were at a considerable C:.ll stance 
below this stati011. Brilliant heat-lightning during the evening continued until mid-
night, first on the eastern and southern horizon, afterward on the southern and western 
horizon , aou, finally, on the western horizon only. Temperature rising slowly through-
out the day. 'l'otal amount of rain-fall, .05 inch. 
May 24.-Foggy at the beginning of the day, with brisk westerly winds. Cloudy 
and fair weather with fresh west and northwest winds until 3.45 p. m., from which 
time the weather continued fair until midnight. The wind, after veering to north and 
nortbe;lst, and increasing to very brisk, and moderating only a few hours before mid-
nigbt, very. variable during the entire day. Heat-lightning of short duration at 9 p. 
m. on western horizon. 
May 25.-Fair weather, with brisk a1td fresh northeast and east winds, until 10.40 a. 
m., when tho whole sky was covered with heavy cumulus clouds. A thunder-storm 
with heavy rain and bail, the size of which was fully equal a11d for a few minutes ex-
ceeded that of the largest kind of buckshot during the time of its fall, (20 minutes,) 
passed over this station at 11.40 a. m., moving from southeast toward northwest. 
During its passage the wind· bad every possible direction, veering and backing to an.d 
from every point in the compass in r ap id succession until at 12.40 p.m. the wind veered 
t,o east agaiu, by which time the storm bad passed. Cloudy weather with very vari-
able but fresh and light northeast and southeast winds during the afterno~m. Distant 
thunder-storms in southwest and east, the former moving from northwest to southeast, 
the latter from northeast to southwest at 4 p. m., and at 5 p . m. thunder-storms in south-
west and we t direction of this station. Fair weather from !UO p.m. until11.25 p.m., 
when a dense fog filled the atmosphere. Temperature declining. Total amount of 
rain-fall, .47 inch. 
May 26.-Foggy weather, with steady, fresh aml brisk southeast wind in the early 
moruing, nntil 7.~5 a.m., when a heavy rain with fresh southwest wind commenced to 
fall, ending at ~.10 a. m. Cloudy and t"o{:!;gy weather with wind backing aml veering 
from outhwest to southeast until noon, when in short succession two thunder-storms 
pas ed this station, both moving from southwest to northeast. Cloudy and foggy 
'veather until the close of tbe day with fresh and brisk southerly and easterly winds. 
During the afternoon a distan t thunder-storm passed north, and sbortly afterwards 
auotbbr sout,hwest of this station, both moving in a direction from southeast toward 
JJOrtbwcst. Bot ween the hours of 3 p.m. and 4.30 p. m., heavy and well-defined cumulu 
cloud were in the valleys east and southwest of this station, nearly 500 feet below tile 
summit of Mount Mitchell. Temperature slightly rising. Total amount of rain-falJ, 
.42 inch. 
May 27.-Foggy weather, with variable and brisk southwest wind, until4.30 a.m. 
Fai1·, with brisk westerly w inds, which toward noon moderated to gentle, during the 
entire forenoon. During tbis time heavy cumulus clouds were filling the valleys below 
this station, varying from 200 to 500 feet below. A heavy thunder-storm ach·ancin(J" 
from tho southwest to the nortbea t pa sed "itb heavy rain and very large bail (tb 
latt r continued to fall for five minutes) over this station. The wind's forco increa. ed 
aft ' I' the pa age of this storm from gentle to high, moderating only for a brief perio1l 
at midnight to brisk. Weather clondy in the eveniug and fair until midnight. Tem-
penltnr . lin-btly falling. Total amount of rain-fall, .52 inch. 
May 28.-C.:lear w ather, with very brisk southwe~t wind, until a few minute after 
2 a.m., when th ky became ovorca. t with cnmulu clouds. Light rain , oou betran to 
fall from :3.:30 a.m. until4.45 a.m. Tho wind, after veering to we~t, and. bortly after-
ward to northwest, modoratefl to fre:h. Fair w 'ather until noon. mall cnrnnlu, 
clouds in tho vall ys below tbis st.atiou during the gr ater part of the morninrr a!lll 
for noon. lonely w ather, which, for only two bort hour., from .16 p.m . to 1 P· ro .. 
wa clearcu t fair, prevailed until midni(J"ht. \Ve. tedy and north wet •rly wind . fre h 
aud gentl , t ady in bo fore part of th afternoon, and variabl until midnight. A 
light rain-shower pas e<l ov r tbi tation from 5.40 p. m. until 5.55 p. m; t wp rature 
lightly incr asing. Total amount of rain-fall, .04 inch. 
May 29.- lou ly weatber with fresh north we t wind a,t the beginnin of the d • · 
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At 1.55 a.m. light rain commenced to fall, and continued until 10.15 a.m. After the 
rain bad changed from light to heavy, by 8 a.m., the wind, very variable, backed from 
northwest to southwest, veered to southeast, ::md backetl again to west during the f(>re-
noon, and increased at 9 a. m. to brisk, but moderated at noon to fresh; cloudy weather, 
wit.h very variable westerly winds, during the afternoon and evening. From .2.55 until 
3.10 a light rain-fall. Heavy cumulus clouds in the valleys east and south of this sta-
tion, w bose upper limits sometimes on a level with this station, sometimes a. trifle higher, 
and sometimes as much as 200 feet below this station. Foggy weather, with fresh but 
steady southwest wind, until shortly before midnight, when the fog disappeared and 
the weather became cloudy; temperature slightly falling. Total amount of rain-fall, 
1.21 inch. . 
May 30.-Cloudy and foggy weather from beginning of the day until noon, with fresh 
and brisk westerly winds. A light rain fell from 2.25 a.m. until2.40 a.m. Foggy and 
cloudy, with at first variable northerly winds, which, by 5 p.m., became a steady north-
east wind until midnight. Heavy thunder-storms passed at noon north and west of 
this station, and in the earlier part of the afternoon northeast of this station. Heavy 
and afterward light rain from 3.20 p. m. until 5.20 p. m. At midnight the weather was 
fair; temperature falling. Total amount of rain-fall, .36 inch. 
May 3~.-Foggy weather, with fresh and brisk northeast wind, which, until shortly 
after 7 p. m., was steady and variable until midnight.. Light rain from 6.40 a. m until 
8.45 a.m. The dense fog which prevailed on this station throughout the entire day 
disappeared f(:n· only a few minutes at 1 p. m. Temperature very low for the season. 
Total amollnt of rain-fall, .17 inch. 
MONTHLY SUMMARY. 
Mean temperature from May 11 to May 31. _ .. _ .. ___ .. ___ • _. _ . _ ••••.. _ _ _ _ 49°.3 
Rain-fall from May 10, 6 p. m., to May 31.. ___ . ____ _ _ _ . ___ .. ____ .. __ .. _ _ _ 6.81 in. 
Number of rainy days from May 10,6 p.m., to May 31.---- ---· ·----- ____ ·17 
Prevailing winds from May 10, 6 p.m., to May 31 .. __ ... _ --·· ___ --·. ___ .. N. and W. 
Nnmber of miles traveled from May 10, 6 p. m., to May 31 ...... __ .. ____ • 6,508 
The cahin is built immediately on the peak, which is a flat, rugged place, about 80 
feet long and 40 wide. It stands exactly north and south; is 16 hy 14 feet; has a 
window in each end, and t.he door is on the wes.t side, the chimney on the east. The 
thermometer and hygrometer are in a shelter built over the north window. The barom-
eter hangs on the east side of the window, next to which stands the self-registering 
attachment to the anemometer. The anemometer is placed on the north end of the 
roof, and a few feet from it is placed the vane. The rain-gauge is placed on the ground 




W. E. SMITH, 
Obsm·ver-Sergeant ,S'ignal-Service, U. S. A. 
Journa.l abstmct frmn June 1 to June 30, 1873. 
MOUNT MITCHELL, NORTH CAROLINA. 
June 1, 1873.-Foggy weather, with variable brisk east wind at the beginning of the , 
day. l<'air weather, with steady northeast wind, which, until 6 p. m., was light and 
gentle, and afterward became brisk, until midnight. Cloudy, foggy, and fair weath0r 
until midnight. Temperature risi[1g. Between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. the thermometer fell 
considerably, but rose slowly until midnight. 
June 2.-Fair aud clear weather, with variable brisk east wind at the beginning of 
the day. From 4 a. m. the wind moderated to fresh, and .continued so until shortly 
after 7 p. m., with partly fair and foggy weather and increasing temperature. Toward 
night the fog became more dense, and light only for a brief time: at 10 p. m, with wind 
increasing to brisk and veering to northeast, but backing toward midnight to south-
east, by which time its force moderated to fresh. Light rain commenced to fall from 
11.1!'> p. m., ~asting until midnight. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .04 inch. 
June S.-Light rain continued until 1.4:3 a. m. Foggy weather, with vet·v variable 
easterly winds, which, until 3 p. m., were fre:;h, increasing to brisk until after 9 p. m., 
when they moderated to fresh again, throughout the <.lay. Heavy rain commenced at 
9.15 p. m., becoming light at 10.20 p. m., but heavy again until midnight. The wind 
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became, by 7 p. m., a steady east one, and continued so until the close of the day. 
Temperature falling. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .53 inch. . 
June 4.-Rainy weather, with variable fresh and brisk south and southwest wmds, 
continued until 5.10 a. m., th rain being partly heavy, partly light. Foggy an~ cloudy 
weather, with fresh southwest wind, which during this time was steady until noon, 
interrupted only for 25 minutes by light rain at 1UW a.m. Foggy and cloudy_weath~r, 
with variable fresh southerly and westerly winds, until 3.10 p. m., when a, light rain 
fell until 4.30 p. m., during the afternoon. Fair weather from 6.40 p. m. t~ 8.~5 p. m., 
wit.h variable brisk westerly winds. Foggy until midnight. Heat-lightmng on west 
and northwest horizon at 8 p. m. Temperature slightly increasing. Total amount of 
rain-fall during the day .60 inch. 
June 5.-A very dense fog, with very brisk westerly winds and interrupted only once 
by a light rain-shower at 2.15 a.m., prevailed on this station until noon. Foggy and 
rainy weather until midnight. A very heavy rain, the heaviest experienced so far at 
this place, fell from 6.08 p. m. until 7.05 p. m., the depth of which amounted to .44 
inch. Wind contmued variable and brisk, westerly; temperature falling. 'l'otal 
amount of rain-fall during the day, .83 inch. 
Jmw 6.-Rainy weather continued, with bribk and fresh variable north "·est and we t 
winds, until12.UO p. m.; foggy weather, with variable northwest and north wind, until 
midnight, by whkh time the wind's force bad greatly moderated. A light rain-shower 
in the afternoon from 4.2~ p. m. until 4.48 p. m.; temperature still falling. Total 
amount of rain-fall during the day, .48 inch. 
June 7.-Fair 'veather, with fresh nort.h wind, in the early morning. The wind being 
variable backed shortly after 2 a. m. to northwest. As soon as the wind backed, the 
utmosphere was filled with fog, at tirst somewhat pretty dense, afterward light, and 
lasted so until 5.20 a. m. when the weather became fair. Short.ly before noon and for 
three hours in the afternoon t.he weather was cloudy, but continued fair from 3.10 p. 
m. until midnight. The variable north and northwest wind moderated in force greatly, 
being gentle from 10 p. m. and backing to south and southwest hy midnight. Tem-
perature slowly rising. 
June tl.-Fair weather, with gentle bnt variable southeast wind, nntil3.30 a.m., when 
the weather became clear and remained so for a little more than two hours. Gener-
ally fair until 9.20 a. m., with gentle and light southeast and east winds. By 9.20 a. 
m. the wind veered to south and toward noon to southwest and the sky became cov-
ered with heavy cumulus clouds moving from the west. The weather continued cloudy 
until 2.45. p. m., and then became foggy, remaining so until midnight. At 2.45 p.m. 
the wind backed suddenly to the cast, increasing at the same time from fresh to brisk. 
'l'be temperatnre which, until 2.45 p. m. was steadily but slowly increasing, fell rather 
rapidly until the close of the day. Light rain-shower from 8.10 p. m. to ~.40 p.m. A. 
t!rizzling rain commenced at 11.25 p.m. and lasted until midnight. Total amount of 
rain-fall duriug the day, .05 inch. 
June 9.-The ligl.Jt, drizzling rain contiuued until 1.41 a.m., the wind being varia-
ble, brisk east wind, moderated at 4.30 a. m. to fresh, and veered to south. Thermom-
eter continued to fall unti'l. after 4 a.m. Weather foggy until after 5 p.m. The wincl~ 
after veering to southwest by 7 a. m. and to west at 9.45 a. m., became light. .At _4 
p. m. the wind veered to northwest aud a calm ensued from a little before 7 p.m. until 
shortly after tl p. m. Afterward a gentle northwedt wind sprung up, backing , hortly 
to west and sonLhwest, and increasing to fresh by midnight. Cloudy wen.ther from 
5.25 p. m. until11.40 p. m., when a pretty dense fog enveloped tbis peak. The temp r-
ature, which had beeu slowly rising during the day, fell again toward midnight. Total 
amount of· rain-fall during the day .09 inch. 
June 10.-Cloudy weather, witll light and gentle variable and steady sonthwe t wind 
and very slowly ri~ing temperature, until noon. Light rain-showers from .05 a.m. 
nntil .40 a.m. and fi·om 10.50 a. n1. until10.5fi a. m. Cloudy weather, interrupteu for 
<L sbort ime by a dense fog at 3 p. m. and fair weather from 4.40 p. m., until 7.10 p. rn:! 
prevailed tbronghont the remainder of the day. Light rain from 12.25 p. m. nntill~A·> 
p. m. The wind increa.,cd sl.ortly after noon to fre hand brisk, an<l after 9 p. m. to b1~h. 
and remained o; a Yariable south west wind until midnight. The tempemtore, wluch 
until 2 p. m. was ri ing, b 'gan to fall rapidly until p.m., continuing tea.dy, but low 
for the ea on, until tile close of the day. Total amount of rain-fall during the day . 
. 0 inch. 
Jnne 11.-The high va~iable southwest wind of the previous day continued until 
after 1 a.m. , wb n it mouera.ted to bri k and veered to w t by 4.20 a. m. lourly 
w ath r, until aft r:~a.m.,interrupted,from1.25a.m. to1.3 a. m., hyligbtra.in. F !!~ 
from aft r 3 a.m. until 4.07 a.m., when a light rain comruenc d to fall, end in"' at ~.4 
a.m. Foggy w ath r afterward, until 11.35 a.m., wh n arra.in a light; rain c mmrnced; 
lJy tbi ime the br' ·k wellt wind had backed to onthw t, and mod ·rated to fr -.b, r. -
maining .'O until G p.m., but veering to we tat 2.40 p. m., at th xact tim th ra iD 
c ·as d, and, toward 5 p. m., to northwest, and backing hortly b for (} p. m. to ont b-
we 't. .F'oggy weather, wit;h brisk southwest and west wind until 7.35 p. m., when 
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light drizz1ing rain commenced to fall, not ceasing at midnight. A.t midnight the wind 
had veered to west. and moderated to fresh. Temperature low for the season. Total 
amount of rain-fall during We day, .61 inch. 
June 12.-The drizzling rain of the previous day ended at 12.40 a.m. The weather 
then became foggy, and continued so until noon, with the . exception of a light rain 
from 4.05 a. m. until 4.25 a. m., and a very light fog at 11 a. m., disclosing the sky cov-
ered with cumulus clouds. The wind contiuued to be a very variable westerly wind, 
mostly fresh, until 9.45 a.m., when it veered to. northeast, and, after blowing from this 
point for abont two hours, veered suddenly to the south, but backed by 1 p. m. again to 
northeast; at 4.20 p.m. the wind veered to east, and continued a fresh varia,ble east wind 
until miduight. During the afternoon the weather was at first cloudy, afterward 
foggy; and, by 4.18 p. ru., rainy, and continued so until midnight. Temperature low 
and slightly falling toward night. Total amount of rain-fall during the clay, .55 inch. 
June 13.-The weather was, after the drizzling rain ended at 12.10 a,. m., foggy until 
3.25 a.m., when the somewhat dense fog disappeared, leaving a very light fog only, and 
disclosing the sky partly covered with cumulus clouds. By 7 11. m. the fog became 
denser, and, hiding everything from view, remained so until the close of the da.y, dis-
closing only ouce, at 6 p. m., during the entire time a great part of the sky. Toward 
midnight the fog waH very dense. The wind, during the entire day, was very variable. 
The fresh northeast wind, after moderating iu force, backed, at 4.15 a. m., to west, and, 
moderating to light, veered, at 7 a. m., again to northeast, but backed, by 8 a. m., to 
north; by 11 a.m., to northwest, and, before noon, to west, after which time it veered 
to northwest, and continued, until 5.40 p.m., when, after increasing to gentle, the winJ 
backed to southwest, and, increasing still more to fi·esh, backed, shortly after 9 p. m., to 
east, remaining so until midnight. Temperature slightly increasin~. 
June 14.-Poggy weather, with fresh southeast wind, from the beginning of the day 
until1.35 a. m., when the wind veered to southwest and a light ra,in began to fall, end-
ing at 2.40 a.m., from which time the weather continued foggy until 11.15 a.m. The 
fog toward noon became very dense. The variable southwest wind increasing in the 
early morni~g to brisk, but moderating by 7 a. m. to fresh, backed soon to south, and 
shortly afterward to southeast. At ll.15 a.m. a heavy rain commenced and continued, 
partly heavy, partly light rain, until 6.15 p. m. At the same time the rain commenced 
to fall the ~vind backed to east, but veered to southeast and southwest in short sue-
cession, and backed again to east by 4.30 p. m. At ten minutes before 6 p.m. the wind 
veered to southwest, and at 9.15 p.m. to west, remaining so. A very variable fresh 
and gentle wind until midnight. After the rain ceased to fall the fog .cleared for a 
short space of time, disclosing the sky, covered with cumulus clonds, and the valleys 
surrounding this peak :filled with heavy cumulus clouds, whose upper limits were 
apparently from 500 to 800 feet below this station. Partly foggy and fair weather 
until midnight. Temperature slightly diminishing. Total amount of rain-fall during 
the day, .89 inch. 
J1tne 15.-Fair and foggy weather, with brisk and variable northwest wind, until 
noon, by which time the wind's force bad moderated to fresh. At 1 p. rn. the fog grad-
ually disappeared, disclosing the sky, covered with heavy cumulus clouds. The 
weather became cloudy, and continued so nntil nearly 7 p.m., when it cleared to fair, 
a.nd continued so until midnight. The variable fresh nort.hwest wind beca,me at the 
same time a steady northwest wind, and moderated to gentle by midnight. Temper-
ature slightly increasing. 
June 16.-Generally fair weather with variable fresh westerly winds, which at 3.40 
a. m veered to northeast, but backed to northwest again, after moderating to gentle 
and light, at 10.25 a. m. At the same time the weather became cloudy, and continued 
so until midnight, only once, at l:i p. m., clearing to fair for a few minutes. The wind 
being mostly light and gentle was a variable westerly, when at 8 p.m. it became a 
steady west wind, and after veering at 10.30 p.m. to northwest, a steady northwest 
wind, remaining so until the close of the <lay. The temperature during the entire day 
was considerably rising. 
June 17.-Cloudy weather continued until 5.20 a. m., when it became fair until 9.40 
a. m., by which time the sky .again was covered with cumulus clouds, continuing so 
nnt.il 4 p. m. At 4 p.m. the cumulus clouds greatly disappeared, leaving the weather 
fair, but for two hours only, when the _sky was entirely clouded over. At G.f>O p. m. 
this peak was enveloped in fog, remaining so until midnight. The steady north-
west wind veered by 4 a. m. to northeast, becoming variable, a11d after moder-
ating from fresh to light, veered by 9 a. m. to south, by 11 a. m. to southwest, and at 
noon to northwest. Shortly after noon, after the wind had veered s!ill farther to north, 
11ncl backed again to northwest, its force increased to gentle, and b::1ekiog to west in-
creased to fresh. At 7 p. m. the wind had veered to northwer:;t, but b:wked at 8.35 p. 
m. to southwest, and after increasing to brisk remained a variable brisk southwest 
until midnight. A distant t.huuder-storm passed at 12.10 p.m. southeast of this station, 
moving from south west to northeast. Heat-lightning from 8 p. rn. until10 p.m. north-
east of this £tation, and apparently very close by. Temperature rising. 
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Jnn e 18.-Foggy weather at tho beginning of the ?ay, which, :;tfter the fog had dis-
appeared, nearly, at 1.20 a.m ., became fair, and contmued.so unt1l shortly after 3 a.m., 
wllen the weather l.leeame, for about 30 minutes, cloudy, and foggy afterwards. By 
9.15 a.m. the fog disappeared, leaving the weather fair, but for a short time only, be-
com ing at 2 p. m. cloudy and threatening. Light rain began. to fall ~rom. 2.~5 P· 
m. until 4.25 p. m., after which time the weather was generally foggy until_mldmg_ht, 
with the exception of only a short time, at 6 p.m., when it was cloudy. Vanable bnsk 
and fresh westerly winds prevailed during the entire day. A hea,vy thunder-storm 
passed southwest of this station, moving from west to east, at 2 p. m. Temperature 
slightly falling. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .14 inch. 
June 19.-Foggy weather, with variable brisk northwest and west winds, until10.40 
a. m., when, after the weather was for not fully one hour fair, it became cloudy, and 
continued so until 2.15 p~ m. At this time light rain began to fall, ending at 2.45 p. 
m. The wind had l.Jy this time moderated to fresh, and was a variable west wind. 
Foggy and rainy weather until midnight. The wind at 7.45 p. m. increased to brisk 
and high, being a variable northwest and west wind, and continued so until midnight. 
At 2 p. m. a heavy thunder-storm passed southwest of this station, moving from west 
to east. Temperature steady. Total a.mount of rain-fall during the day, .15 inch. 
June20.-Ligbt rain and foggy, with brisk and high west winds, until 4.18 a.m., when 
the rain ended. Foggy weather, with variable brisk west wind, until 8.10 a. m., when 
the wind veered to nOI'thwest, but bacl~ed shortly afterward to west1 and a heavy rain 
began to fall, ending at 1.15 p. m. The weather then became foggy and remained so 
until midnight, with the exception of the t ime from 3.15 p. ru. to 3.!10 p.m., when a 
light rain fell. The wind continued to be a variable west wind until 8.25 p. m., veer-
ing t.hen to northwest, and, moderating slightly in force, remained ~o until midnight. 
Temperature nearly uniform throughout the entire day. Total amount of ra.in-fall 
during the cby, L.50 inch; the heaviest fall dnring twenty-four hours so far recorded. 
June 21.-Foggy weather, with brisk variable northwest wind, prevailed until 6.25 
a. rn. The fog now disappeared, and the weather became fair, remaining so until1.20 
p. m., when the sky became overcast with cumulus clouds, which again c,eared away 
at 6.4!'\ p. m. Fair weather from 6.45 p.m. until midnight. At 8.15 a.m. the variable 
north west wind veered to northeast and moderated to fresh, but backed by 10 a. m. 
to north, and having become a gentle wind, continued a \ariable northerly to west-
eriy wind until 8.10 p. m., when, after incr0asing to fresh, the wind was a variable 
southwest wind, remaining so until midnight. Heat-lightning on southern horizon at 
10 p. m. Temperature slightly rising. 
Jnne 22.-Fair weather, with fresh variable westerly winds, which by 7 a.m. moder-
ated to light, prevailed until 9.40 a. m. followed by cloudy weather, which continued 
until 5.41 p.m., with the exception of the time from 2.30 p. m. to 2.55 p.m., during the 
passage of a thunder-storm moving from west to east, with heavy rain and a small 
amount of hail. Light rain began to fall at 5.41 p. m., ~ndin~ at 7.14 p. m. The 
weat.her then became cloudy until 9.18 p.m., and partly fan· and foggy until midnight. 
The light variable westerly wind veered at 12.10 p. m. to northeast, and at 2.30 p. m. 
to east, increasing in the mean time to gentle, and after backing to southwest at 3.25 
p.m. and increasing to fresh, c' ntinued a variable southwest wind until midnight. 
From 2 p. m. until shortly after 4 p. m. this peak was completely surrounded by thun-
der-storms, of \Yhi ch only one passed over it, at 2.30 p.m. Heat-lightning southea t 
of this stat ion at 8 p. m. Temperature steady. Total amount of rain-fall during the 
day, .29 inch. 
Jww 23.-Foggy weather from the beginning of the day nntil 2.50 a.m., when for 
nearly one hour the weather became fair, and clondy afterwards. At 5.48 a. w. the 
weather bad cleared to fair, and continued so nntil after 9 a . m., when it b<·came agam 
cloudy and threatening at noon. A heavy rain fell from 12.04 p.m. nntil 12-lH p.m. 
Clondy weatlJer then prevailed nntil 5.:35 p. n1., when a thunder-storm, ad vanciug from 
northeast to onthwest, passed this station, with heavy and li.!.{bt rain from 5.:3:) p.m. 
to 7.14 p. m. Light rain again bE.'gan to fall at 9p. m., cncJjug at 11.05 p.m., fi.·ow wllieh 
time until midnight the weather cleared to fair. Variable fresh westerly "·i n<l pre-
> ailed until 7 a. m., when they moderated to gentle, am1 to light at noon. At 2.~0 p. 
m. the wind backed to east, and, aft r increa, ing to fresh, veered nt 4 p. m. to outh-
" st, at 4.:30 p.m. to northwest, and at 9 p. m. to nortll ea t, and, after moderatiu•y to 
gentle and light, continued so until midnight. everal tbuntler-Htorm pa · eel by thi 
station, one at 11 a. m. in the north we, t, another at 1 p.m. iu th ·a t moving from 
outh to north. Two thunder-storms at tlJe same time were ~een, at 4.14 p.m. in th 
northw t and w t. During the passao·e of the thund r- torm over tlli tation th· 
temp ·ratnr fell very rapidly, but rose again slowly toward midnight. H at-liJ!ht-
ning in tb northca tat 9 p. m., and in the south from 9 p. m. until midnight. Total 
amonnt of rain-fall during the clay, .41 inrb. 
June 24.-Tb day b gan with fair we:itlJ r until 5AO a.m. Forrgy and bortlr aft r-
ward cloudy nntil 7.~5 a. m. Fair weatb r then contiun d until noon. nrin.., th 
afternoon, until 6.1() p. m., the weather was clou<ly an<l threatening; at 3 p. m. 
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two distant heavy thunder-storms passed by this station. One thunder-storm 
was in tb.e south, moving from southwest. to northeast; and t,he second, at the sam~ 
time, in the northeast, moviug from north to south. A third distant thunder-storm 
passed by at 3.25 p. m., moving from west to east. At 7 p. m. the weather had cleared 
to fair, and by 9 p.m. this peak was shrouded in fog, which continued until midnight.· 
The wind was, during the entire day, very var'iable. A gent le northeast wind veered, 
at 1.15 a.m., to southwest, and, after increasing- to fresh, continued a variable northwest 
and west wind until 9.10 a.m., which by 10 a. m. had veered to west, and by 11 a. ru. 
to northea.st. From after 11 a. m. until after 4 p. ru. a light northerly wind preva.iled, 
and, after increasing to fresh, continued a north to northwest wind until midnigl1t. 
Tempern,tnre increasing slightly. 
June 25.-Foggy and fair weather, with variable fresh and gentle nort.hwest to north-
east winds, prevailed until 10.40 a. m. ; the weather became clou<ly and threaten-
ing at 4.14 p.m. At 4.20 p. m. a l1eavy rain began to fall, moderat.ing by 5 p.m. to 
light, and ending at 5.32 p. m. Light rain again began to fall at 6.40 p. m., with win<l 
veering to east, and continued until midnight. Temperature l1igh and rising until2 
p. m., lmt declined very rapidly toward night. Total amount of rain-fall during the 
day, .7tl inch. . 
Jun e 26.-Light rain ended at 12.38 a. m. Foggy weather afterward until 3.50 a. m., 
from which time cloudy weather continued until tl.10 a.m. Foggy weather then pre-
vailed untH 9.11 p. m., when a light drizzling rain commenced to fall, and continne(l 
until the close of the day. Fresh, stead , a.nd variable east wind prevailed until after 
7 a. m., moderating then to light, and backing shortly afterwar<l to northwest. By 1 
p. m. the wind veered to north, and at 1.25 p. m. to northeast. After increasing to 
fresh the wind veered, at 4 p. m., to east, and increasing to brisk shortly after 6 p. m., 
but moderating to fresh again after 8 p. m., veered, at 10.:~0 p.m., to southeast, and 
continued so nntil midnight. Temperature fulling. Total amount of rain-fall during 
the Jay, .23 inch. . 
June ;a.-The light drizzling rain of the previous clay ended at 3.25 a .. m. Cloudy 
weather afterward until 5.15 a. m. At 5.15 a. m. a thick fog surrounded this station, 
and remai ned so until miduight, only diminishing in density dnring the afternoon and 
night. The fresh southeast wind veered by :3 a.m. to south, and sl1ortly after to south-
west, and after becoming gentle during the forenoon and light fi·om 1 p. rn. until 4.14 
p. m., -remained, afterincreasing to fresh toward night, a partly steady, partly varia.ule 
southwest wind until midnight. Temperature steady, but rather low. Total amount 
of rain-fall during the day, .1:3 inch. 
June 2!:l.-Poggy weather, with fresh variable southwest wind, which at 7.49 a.m. 
veered to west, prevailed until 1.25 p. m. The fog t.hen suddenly disappeared, disclos-
ing the sky covered entirely with heavy cumulus clouds, but shortly after 3 p. m. fog 
again surrounded this peak and continued the remainder of the day, the time from 6.20 
p. m. to 8.17 p. m. excepted, during which a light rain fell. By 1 p. m. the wind had 
moderated to gentle, and had uecome a stea.dy west win<l, but after increasing to fresh 
at 5.45 p. m. was val'iable. Af'ter 10 p. m. the wind veered to northwest and, modera-
ting to gentle, continued so until midnight. Temperature slowly rising. Total 
amount of rain-fall durin~ the day, .15 inch. 
June 29.-Foggy and rawy weather throughout the day, but rainy chiefly during the 
afternoon and evening. The wind until ~.50 p. m .. was a variable, fresh, and gentle 
·west to southwest wind. At 2.50 p.m. the wind Lacked to south, and shortly before G 
p. m. to southeast, remaining so until midnight. Temperature rising slowly. Total 
amount of rain-fall during the day, .59 incb. 
June 30.-Foggy and rainy weather, with falling temperature, continued t.hrourrhout 
the day, the rain being partly heavy1 partly light rain. Variable fresh aud brisksonth-
east to east winds prevailed uutil uoon, when the wind veered to southwest, aud 
shortly afterward to west. At 3.45 p. m. the wind agn.in veered to north·wcst and rc-
~aiued fresh anti brisk until midnight. Total amount of rain-fall during to-day, .95 
mch. 
MONTHLY SUl\IMARY. 
Mean temperature during Ju"ne, 1B73 ·-···· ..•... ··-··· -~-- ·----· -·----·. 54c.1 
Highest observed temperature._ .. _ .. ___ ... ___ ... __ ...•••• _ ....• _. . . . . . 70° 
Lowest ob ervecl ter.uperatnre ........ __ ......... _ --·. _____ . __ -·· __ . -·- . . 41° 
Total amount of rain-fall .. ---· .. _-·· ........•• ·-. ___ ...••... ·- _-··... .. 10.07 in. 
Nnmuer of rainy days ______ ----·····-·····-·· .... ·-----·----- ..•.. . __ . 22 
Tile prevailing winds were from ... ___ .......... , _____ ..•.. __ . ____ .. ___ .N. W. and W. 
N urn Lcr of miles traveled ...... ___ ...........• _ •.. _____ . ___ .. __ .•... _.. 8, 029 
Instrumentfi iu use arc all in good condition. 
W. E. SMITH, 
Observer. 
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.Abstract of daily journal kept on the surnmit of Monnt Mitchell, North Carolina, front July 
1 to July 31, 1873. 
July 1.-Foggy weather continued, with brisk, variable westerly wind, until9.40 a. m., 
wLen the fog di appeared andfairweathercnsued, remaining so until after 2p. m.; cloudy 
from 3 p.m. until G p. m. B.v 7 p.m. t he weather wasfi:Lir. again , and clear by 10 p.m., 
remaining clear until midnight. By 12m. the brisk northwesterly wind bad moderated 
to fresh, nnd backed after 5 p. tn. to westerly, and by 8 p.m. to southwesterly, increas-
ing to brisk iu tLe mean time and remaining so until midnight. Temperature rising 
durin g the day, but falling toward night. 
July 2.-Clcar weather until 2.10 a. m., when fair weather followed, and continued 
nntil noon ; cloudy until 4.30 p. m.; fair weather then prevailed the remainder of the 
day. Variahle, brisk southwesterly wind prevailed until 6 a. m . The.wincl moderated 
to fresh after 6 a. ru. and veered to west and northwest, and becoming gentle, backed 
at 2.20 p.m. to southwest, and continued, after increasing to fi·esh and to bri.sk at 11.45 
p. m., un til midnight. Three distant thunder-storms passed by the station, one at 2. p. 
m., northeast of the statiou, moving from cast to west, another at 2.40 p. ru . in the east, 
moving from northeast to southwest, and the t.hird at 4.05 p. m. in the northwest, 
moving from south to north. Temperature rising throughout the day. 
Jul.IJ 3.-Generally fair weather with steady, high temperature, and variable north-
west.erly to southwesterly winds, which in the earlier part of the clay were brisk and 
fresh, but moderated to gentle a.nd light at nQon, and increased to fresh toward night, 
prevailed during the day. 
Jult 4.-Fair and foggy weather, with fresh westerly winds, until noon. The wind 
calmed for a brief pel'iod at noon and the weather became cloudy ; generall.v fair 
weather, with variable fresh and brisk westerly winds, until miduight. Heat-light-
ning from 10.10 p. m. until midnight. Terupei:ature high and ri sing. 
July 5.-Foggy at the beginning of the day. A heavy thunder-storm, with heavy 
rain, passeu, with northwesterly wind, increasing to brisk and rapidly-falling temper-
ature over this station at from 1.35 a. m. to 2.20 a.m., moving from northeast to south-
west. Generally foggy, with variable brisk nort.bwesterly wind, until noon. A. 
second thnucler-storm, with heavy rain and a small amount of large bail, passed over 
at from 2.34 p. m. to 3.40 p. m., advancing from north to south. Light rain and foggy 
>veather, with variable brisk northerly winds, prevailed until midnight. Total 
amount of rain-fall during the day, 1.07 inches. Distant thunder-storms passed by this 
station at 2 p . m., one in the north and the other in the northwest. 
July 6.-Foggy weather, with variable brisk northwesterly wind, until 9.15 a.m.; 
fair the r emainder of the day. The wind, a.fter moderating to fresh, veered at 4 p. m. 
to north and at 5.40 p. m. to northeast, increasing in the mean timo to brisk again, but 
moderated to light toward midnight, after becoming a steady northeast wind. Tem-
perature ri ing very slowly. 
July 7.-Generally fair weather, with variable light and gentle northerly wind , 
until 6.35 p. m. Foggy weather. with wind hacking to southwesterly aod increa ing 
to fresL all(l brisk, until midnight. Temperatnre r is ing slowly. 
July 8.-Bri::;k southwesterly wind and dense fog, with light rain at 6 a.m., untilll 
a . m., when wind veerucl to northwest. Cloudy at noon. T!'oggy weather prevailed 
with brisk and fresh northwesterly wiud, until midnight. Temperature fa.lling con-
siderably. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .03 inch. 
July 9.-'\Vind veered to northeast at 2 a. m., with fair weather. Heavy cumulu 
clouds in the valleys below from 4 a. m. to 6 a. m. At 8.20 a. m. the wind, baYi ng 
moderated to light, veered to outbeast, and calrued entirely at 10 a. m., but ::;oon ro. e 
again and backed to northwest, remaining so until 2.4!1 p. m., when it veered to north -
ea t aud east, increa::;mg in the mean timo to frel:lb. Generally cloudy weath r from 
.20 a.m. umil7.30 p. m., when fog ettled upon the mountains. Light rain from 10.25 p . 
m. to 10.45 p.m. Temperature 1·ising slowly. 'rotal amount of rain-fall durioCT the 
day, .02 inch. 
July 10.-Easterly winds with light rain until 1.35 a. m.; shortly after 2 a. m. the 
wind veeret.l to southwest, and tho fog rai eel about 3 a. m., but settled again at 5 •. 
ru. and remained until10 a. m.; heavy rain at 11.45 a. rn. Wind Yeered duliog tb af-
tcruo n, with light shower , from . onthwe t to onth and to we t, toward. mitluig 
increa ing to b1 i k. Di tant thundeNtorrns at 5 p.m. io soutL and sontlJw t · hca -
lightoiuCT in ·ontb and southeast horizon at 10 p.m. Fair weather from .:3, p. m. until 
ruidnighL. Temperature declining lightly. Total amount of raw-fall duriU<Y the day 
.50 inch. 
JulY, 11.-Fo(l'CTY weather with bri k a,nd teady we terly wind, until5.40 a.m .. wb u 
tb wmd v~crcc.l to north we t and moderated to gentle; fair wcatb r until n oon : clon Y' 
w ath r, wtt:I.J hgbt north we ·terly wiud, until6.::!5 p. m.; a calm oecurrcd at 5 p.m.:· 
.25p. UJ: th "·i•;d v r d to north a t, and bortly afterward to a t in ·rea wgtofr 
and cuntmued wtth foggy wcathe<r until midnight. T mperatur · ri ·in . 
July 12.-Foggy and cloudy w ather until 3.40 a . m.; fU.ir until G.10 a. m., wb n ii -
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settled again; light rain from 8.50 until 10.10 a. m.; steady, brisk, and fresh easterly 
wind nntil11.45 a. m., when wind veered to southeast; partly fair and cloudy weather 
unti16.30 p.m.; fogf!;y with variable, brisk and fresh easterly wind until midnight. Tem-
perature steady. Total amount of rain-fall during the day .07 inch. 
July 13.-Foggy weather, with variable, fresh, and brisk southeasterly wind until8.10 
a. m.; fair nntil 8.40 p. m. At 12.20 p. m., the wind backed to east, and cont.inued so 
until midnight. Foggy weather prevailed from 8.40 p. m. until midnight. Tempera-
trll'e steady. . 
July 14.-Foggy, with fresh southeasterly wind at the beginning of the day; at 1.35 
a. m. the wind veered to southwest and the weather became fair, remaining .so until 
9.20 a.m.; cloudy weather with light showers unt.il 5 p.' m.; fair the remainder of the 
day; light and gentle variable westerly winds, with a calm at 1 p. m. until midnight. 
Temperature rising. Total amount of rain-fall during the da.y, .14 :inch. 
July 15.-Partly fair and foggy weather, with variable, fresh, and brisk northwesterly 
to northeasterly wind until 9.15 a.m.; cloudy until 4.25 p. m., when a heavy rain be-
gan to fall, with falling temperature and wind, which bad somewhat moderated, in-
creasing to brisk aga.in. The rain continued, after moderating to light, until 7.15 p.m. ; 
fair weather, with variable, brisk, and fresh northeasterly wind, prevailed until mid-
night. Total amount of rain-fall dur.iog the day, .31 inch. 
July 16.-Generally fair and foggy weather, with variable, brisk, and fresh north-
easterly wind, until noon, by which time tho wind had moderated to light. At, 12.10 
p.m. the wind hacked to northwest, and the weather became cloudy, remaining so until 
4.20 p. m. Fair and foggy weather, with variable light and gentle northwesterly wind, 
and a calm at 7 p. m., until midnight. Temperature rising. 
July 17.-Fair weather prevailed nntil10.20 a. m. ; cloudy until 6 p. m., from which 
time the weather continued fair until midnight; variable westerly w.ind until 3.40 a. 
m. The wind veered then to northwest, and became steady, moderating in force, and 
calmed at 4.14 p. m. A second calm at 7 p. m; afterw:ud a variable sonthwest wind 
set in and continued unt.il midnight, increasing gradually to brisk. Temperature rising. 
July 18.-Fair weather at the beginning of the da.y, which by 2.15 a. m. became fog-
gy and continued so until 9.40 a. m.; cloudy and rainy until 2.45 p. m; generally foggy 
weather then prevailed until midnight. Variable, fi·esh, and brisk southwesterly to 
north westerly winds throughout the day. A distant thunder-storm passed by this 
station at 1 p. m. in the west, moving from south to north. Temperature falling. 
Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .38 inch. 
J~tl.l.f 19.-Generally foggy anu cloudy weather, with fresh and brisk variable north-
westerly and westerly winds and rapidly falling temperature, d.uring the entire day, 
with the exception of the time between 5.40 a. m. to 6.10 a.m., and 5 p.m. to 5.05 p. 
m., when a light rain fell, and from 11.40 a. m. to 2.10 p. m., dnring which time the 
weather. was fair, clearing toward midnigll.t. Total amount of rain-fall during the 
da:v .03 inch. 
:ruly 20.-Generally cloudy weather, with fresh westerly winds and falling tempera-
ture, during the day. Foggy weather toward midnight. From 8 p.m. to 9 p. m. the 
wind had calmed entirely. 
Jnly 21.-Foggy and cloudy weather, with steady, fresh, and gentle west and north-
west wind, until 3.40 p.m. Fair w~ather until midnight. At 9 p. m. the wind cahned 
and the sky was perfectly clear. Temperature still declining. 
Jnly 22.-Variable, gentle southerly winds and partially cloudy and fair weather 
until10 a. m., when the wind backed to northeast and soon afterward to southwest; 
during the afternoon the wind veered to east and south, and at midnight to southwest. 
Genemlly foggy and cloudy weather until 9 p. m. aud fair until midnight. Tempera-
ture rising slowly. 
Ju.ly 23.-Poggy and fair weather, with variable southerly to westerly winds, until 
7.25 a. m., when the wind veered to northwest. Generally cloudy and fair weather, 
with occasional calms, until10 p. m., when the weather became perfectly clear. Tem-
perature r1sing. 
July 24.-Clear weather until 3.30 a. m.; fair and foggy, with steady, gentle north-
·west wind until 8 a. m., when the wind veered to northeast, and finally to southwest. 
Cloudy and foggy weather, with occaRional calms, until 9 p. m., when the weather 
became fair and clear by 10.39 p. m. At 10.14 p. m. ihe wind veered to north west and 
north, aud continued so until midnight. Temperature steady. 
July 25.-Generally fair and cloudy weather, with variable and steady northwest to 
southwest winds, until noon. Foggy and rainy weather, with variable south and 
southwest wind, which increased to brisk by S p.m., until midnight. Temperature 
slightly falling. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .24 inch. 
July 26.-Foggy and rainy weather, with variaule urisk and fresh southwest wind, 
until midnight. Temperature slightly rising. 'l'otal amount of 1·ain-fall during the 
day, .19 inch. 
July 27.-Foggy and cloudy weather until10.30 a. m., when rain began to fall, and 
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continued with but little interruption until midnight. Steady and variabie soutb-wef?t 
"·ind prevailed dnring the day. Three thunder-storms passed during the day over thiS 
station; the first with light rain at 1 p.m., advancing from north to south; t?e second 
and third with heavy rain, moving from sonth to north, at 6.40 p.m. and 11.5~ p. m. re-
spect,ively. A distant thunder-storm passed by in the east at 6 p. m., movmg fro.:g 
south to north. Temperature sten.dy. Totn.l amount of rain-f~ill during the day, l.o 
inches. 
July 28.-Rainy and foggy weather until 7.45 a.m., when the weather became cloudy? 
remaining so until 3.39 p. m., when a heavy rain l.Jegan to fall, ending at 5.02 p. m. 
Foggy weather during the remaimler of the day. Variable, fresh, and brisk_ weste;rl y 
W!.nds prevai1ed throughout the day. Three thunuer-storms passed over tbw station 
dming the day; the first, with h eavy rain, at 1 a.m., moving from south to north. The 
second and third thunder-storms followed each other in short succession from 3.39 p. m. 
to 5.32 p . m., moving from sontLeast to northwest, during t.he passage of w!Jich the 
greatest amonnt of rain fe11 so far here on recoru, amonuting to .99 inch within 1 bonr 
an<l 5:~ minutes. Temperature steady. Total amonnt of rain-fall during the day, 1.49 
inches. · 
July 29.-Generally fair and cloudy weatb.er, with steady northwest wind and slightly 
dimioishiug temperature, preva.iled throughout the day. 
Jnly :30.-Fair and foggy weather until 7.35 a. m. Cloudy until after 10 a. m. .At 
11.25 a. m. ligbt. rain began to fall, and continued with little interruption until3.45 p. 
m. Geueral1 y foggy and cloudy weather until 11.20 p.m. Fair at mill night. Steady 
Dorthwest wind preva.iled until 7.20 a. m ., backino- then in short succesBion to west, 
southwest, south, southeast., and finally east, until noon, and continued a variable 
southerly wind with increasing force until midnight. Temperature riRing. Total 
amonnt of rain-fall during the da.y, .31 inch. 
Jnly 31.-Fair weather until 8.15 a. m. Generally foggy and clourly weather pre-
vailed the l'entaindcr of the day. Light rain fell from 1.15 p. m. to 2.55 p. m. Ligh t 
to fresh southerly winds until 6.lW p. m., w.ben the wind veered to northwest, and in-
creasing to brisk continued unt,il midnight. Temperature steady. Total amount of 
rain-fall during the day, .27 inch. 
MONTIILY SUMMARY. 
Mean t emperature clnring July, 1!:!73 . _____ -----· ____ ~----· ·----· ·----· -----· 56°.4 
Highest observed temperature·----- ____ ·-·--···---·-----··- --··. ____ -----· 720 
Lowest ollserved tempera,ture ........ -----· -·-· ---- -- --·- -----· ·----- -----· 450 Total amount of rain-fall ____ . ____________ --· _____________ .... --· _____ . ____ 6.59 iu. 
N u m ller of rainy days _ .. _ ... __ . ____ . . __ . _ .. ____ . . ____ . _________ .. ____ . _ _ _ _ _ 15 
The preYailing winds were from .. ---- ... _ ... ___ ... __ --·. __ --···- ___ .. _NW.·and SW. 
Number of miles traveled ..... _ .... ____ .. _--· _______ ·-_--· ____________ ·--· 7,131 
All instruments in use are in good condition. 
W. E. SMITH. 
Observer-Sel"geant, Signal-Sel"vice, ll. S . .A. 
F . 
.Abstmct of journal for the month of A.ugu8f, 1 73; station, smnmit of Mount Mitchell, North 
Ga1'olina. 
August I.-Generally fogf!Y and c1oucly weather, with steady temperature and north-
west aml west wind , which until noon were variallle and mostly bri k, but became 
steady and fresh during the remain<l r of the day, prevailed throughout the entir~ 
day. 
Augu.~t 2.-Fair weather in the earlier morning. Generally fog~;,y and cloudy until 
after p. m., when t.he weather b •ca01o fair and remaiued so unt,tl midnight. Li h 
rain from 6.50 a. m. to 7.45 a.m. teady fresh northw st wind prevail d thronO'bout 
~be day. Temp mture lightly falling. Total amount of rain-fall duliug tb day .(k: 
me h . 
.August 3.-Gene~al1y fair and clondy weather, with ri, ing temp ratore and t acly 
~re ·h north we. t _wiD d, pr ~vailed throughout the day. Light rain fell from .3~ p.m. ~o 
6.4 p. m., and irom 7.20 p. ru. to 7.40 p. m. A di tant tbund r- torm pa . d by tht. 
tation in tb onth, at 3 p. m., moving from sooth we t to nortbea t. Total amount t 
rain-fall during t h day, .07 inch . 
.August 4.-.Fair w ather, with variallle w terly wind , until 7.35 a. m. en rally 
foggy and rawy w ath ·r until midnight. Temperature ·lightly .falling. Total amouu 
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of min-fall during the clay, .55 inch. Tht~nder-storm at 2.20 p.m., moving from west 
to east. 
August 5.-Foggy W()ather, with variable easterly winds and falling temperature, 
throughout the entire day. 
August 6.-Genemlly foggy weathet, with variau1e easterly win~, until 9.15 p. m., 
when the wmd veered to south and the weather became fair. T~perature low for 
the season . 
.August 7.-Generally foggy and cloudy weather, with variable south and west winds, 
throughout the day. Temperature rising . 
.Augttst 8:-Fair weather prevailed until 4.20 a. m., when foe: settled on t.he mount-
ains and continued until midnight. Light rain fell from 9.10 a . m. unt.il 9.40 a. m., 
and partly heavy and light rain from 4.25 p.m. to !'dO p . . m. Steady, fresh, and bri <1k 
northwest wind prevailed throughout the day. Temperature slowly rising. Total 
amount of rain-fall during the day, .4:3 inch. 
August 9.-Generally foggy weather, wit.h hea.vy rain from 2.15 p.m. until 9.15 p. 
m., when the weather became fair. Generally urisk and fresh, stea,dy and variable 
northwest wind prP-vailed during the clay, moderating to light by midnight. Tempera-
ture. rising bot slowly. Total amount of rain-fall during the clay, .20 inch . 
.dug1tst 10.-Fair weather continued untill0.15 a. m. Cloudy until noon. At 1 p.m. 
light rain uegan to fall, increasing to heavy during the passa.geof a t,lmnder-storm, which 
muved trom east to west over this station at 2 20 p. rn. Cloudy and foggy unt.il7.:{2 p. 
m. Partly heavy and light rain from 7.32 p. m. until 10.:30 p. m., clearing towa,rcl and 
at midnight; steadJ, gentle, and fresh northwest wind ·unt,il 10.40 a. m., when 
the wind veered to northeast and continued a, va,riable easterly wind until midnig·ht. 
Temperature stljady. Distant thunder-storms in southwest from 2.:)0 to 3.15 p. m. 
Total amount of rain-fall during the day, 1.17 inch . 
.A~tgnst 11.-Fair weather until after tl a. m. Generally foggy and cloudy, with hG~tvy 
rain from 4.25 p. m. to 4.40 p.m., until 6.20 p.m. Fair during the remainder of the qay. 
Variaule, gentle, and fresh nort,heast to south winds throughout the day. Temperature 
falling. Total amount of rain-fall during the clay, .15 inch. 
August 12.-Fair weather continued until 8.25 a. m. , Cloudy until 7.30 p. m. Foggy 
the remainder of the day. Geutle and fresh variable westerly winds preY ailed through-
out the day. Temperature rising. Dnring the afternoon three dist,ant thunder-storms 
passed by this station, viz, at 2 p.m. in the southwest, at 5 p. m. in the northwest, and 
at 6 p. m. in northeast. 
Aug~t8t 13.-Light rain in the early morning from 12.25 a. m. to 12.40 a. m. Foggy 
until 6.25 a. m. At 6.25 a. m. a very severe thunder-storm with beavy rain passe*. 
over this station, advancing from norU1 to south. Heavy min contiuued nntill.lb p. 
m. Clearing at 3 p. m., but clouding over by 4.20 p. m. Foggy from G.48 p. ru. until 
midnight. Temperature falling rapidly clnring the passage of the thnnder-storm, and 
remaining low during the remainder of the day. Variable fi:esh westerly winds pre-
vailed throughout the clay. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, 1.90 inch . 
.August 14.-Foggy weather until noon, when the fog slowly disappeared~ Sky 
covered with heavy cumulus clouds until after 5 p.m. Fog again t,hen settled upon the 
mountains. Shortly after 10 p.m. the fog nearly disappeared, reve:.lling a cloudless 
sky, and remaining so until midnight. Temperature low and falling. Variable, brisk, 
and fresh west aml nort,hwest wincls·preva,ilecl throughout the day . 
.Augtt8t 15.-Foggy weather, with showers of light rain from 8.30 a.m. to 8.50 a.m., 
and from 9.50 a.m. to 10.10 a.m., uutilnoon, when the fog disappeared , disclos ing the 
sky covered with heavy cumulus clouds. Fttir weather prevailed from 5.20 p. n1. 
until midnight. Temperature low, but slowly rising. Variable westerly winds 
throng bout the clay. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .OG inch. 
August 16.-Generally fair until 8.25 a. m., when the weather became cloudy, remain-
ing so until 3.40 p. m. Foggy during the remainder of the clay. Fall of light rain 
from 3.10 p.m. to 4.U3 p.m. and from 6.15 p.m. to 6.40 p.m. Temperature rising 
considerably. Variable fresh westerly winds, which moderated to gentle and li ght 
from 11 a. m. until after 6 p. m. and increased then again to fresh, preva-iled through-· 
out the day. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .04 h1ch. 
August 17.-·Foggy weather continued untill0.35 a.m., when a light rain began to 
fall, ending at 11.08 a. m. Generally foggy and cloudy until 1.32 p. m. Partly heavy 
and light rain 1mtil 3.25 p. m., clearing at 4.14 p. m., hut clouding over shortly after-
ward. Light rain a~ain fell from tl.:35 p.m. until 9.11 p.m. Foggy the remaiuder of 
the day. Distant thunder-storms at 2 p.m. in south, at 8 p.m. in west, a.nd at 9 p.m. 
in southwest. Heat-lightning around the whole horizon from 7 p. m. to 7.45 p. m. 
Variable fresh and gentle east to south winds uutil noon; va.ria ble fresh south to south-
west winds uutil midnight. Temperature slightly rising. Total amount of raiu-fall 
during the day, .40 inch. , 
August lB.-Foggy weather, with heavy rain from 1.10 a.m. to 1.35 a.m., until shortly 
after 8 a.m., when the weather Lecawe cloudy, remaining so until ~ p. m., with the 
exceptiou of the time from 10.40 a. m. to 11.06 a. m., tlnri'ng which light ra..in fdl. At 
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2 p.m. light rain then began to fall, becoming heavy at 2.10 p.m. during the pa~sage 
of a thunder-storm ·which advanced slowly from west to east, and moderated agarn at 2.5~ p. m. The rai~ ended at 5.15 p. m.; cloudy until after 8 P: m.; fai~ the remainder 
of the day: Variable fi:·esh and brisk south and southwest w~nds unhl 2 p. ~·, when 
the wind veered to northwest and moderated to gentle, but mcreased to bnsk and 
veered to north d11ring the passage of tlle thunder-storm, after which the wind ba_c~ed 
to west and remained so, moderating to light, until midnight. Temperature nsmg 
until 2 p.m., but falling rapidly un1,il 3.10 p.m., when it rose slightly and became 
steady. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .70 inch. . 
Augttst 19.-Generally fair weather until 7.30 a. m.; cloudy until no<?n; foggy, WI~h 
fall of light rain from 3.2G p. m. to 4.45 p. m., and of heavy rain from 6.38 p.m. to _7.<>6 
p. m., until midnight. Temperature slightly falling. Variable gentle and ·]J~bt 
westerly and easterly winds, with occasional calms until after 3 p. m., when the wmd 
veered to north and northeast and !ne1·eased to fresh, remaining so until midnight. 
Total amounL of rain-fall during the day, .54 inch. . . 
A~tgust 20.-Heavy rain at the early bt>ginning of the day. Fair and foggy, w1th 
light rain from 10.05 a. m. to 10.20 a.m., until noon. Generally foggy, with very heavy 
rain, untj] midnight. Temperature steady. Generally variable light to fresh easterly 
wind, with occasional calms during the forenoon, prevailed throughout the clay. Total 
amount of rain-fall during the da.y, 2.08 inches. 
August 21.-Generally foggy and cloudy weather prevailed, with light rain-fall [rom 
2.30 p.m. to 2.40 p.m., and 4.20 p. m. to 4.50 p. m., throughout the da.y. Vanable 
fresh southeast to west winds, with a calm at 2 p.m., during the entire clay. Temper-
ature l'ising. Total amount of rain, fall during the day, .16 inch. 
Attgu.st 2~.-Generally cloudy and fair weather until 9.10 a. m., foggy until 10.46 a.m. 
when light rain began to fall, increasing soon to heavy and ending at 11.36 a. m. 
Light rain during the greater part of the afternoon. Cloudy until 10.15 p. m. Fair 
until midnight. A thunder-storm, with light rain, passed o>er at 3 p.m. moving from 
northwest to southeast. Steady westerly winds until 10 a.m. Vari~ble fresh north-
east wind until midnight. Total amount of rain-fall during the day .25 inch. 
Attgust 23.-Fair weather in the morning, cloudy during the forenoon and afternoon, 
fair until midnight. A distant thunder-storm passed by at 2 p. m. in the northeast. 
L~ght rain from 3 p.m. to 3.25 p.m. Variable east to northwest winds throughout the 
clay. Temperature rising. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .03 inch. 
August 24.-Generally fair weather, with rising temperature and light to fresh north 
to northwest winds, with occasional calms, prevailed throughout t.be clay. 
August 25.-Fah~ weather continued until after 3 p. m. Partly foggy and cloudy 
durin g the remainder of the day. Light rain-fall from 6.30 to 6.50 p. m. Temperature 
still nsing. Variable westerly winds prevailed until 6.30 p.m., when a steady, bri k 
northwest wind set in and remained so until midnight. Total amount of rain-fall dur-
ing the day, .03 Inches. 
A.~tgust 26.-Partly foggy and cloudy weather during the entire day, with the ex-
ception of the time from 6.40 p. m. to 7.20 p. m. when a heavy rain fell. The fresh and 
brisk northwest wind continued steady until midnight. Temperature falling slowly. 
Total aruount of rain-fall during the day, .11 inch. 
August 27.-Foggy and clou<ly weather until 8.30 a. m., when it became fair , but 
cloudy again shortly after 1 p. m., remaining so until midnight. Distant thunder-
storms at 9 p.m. in west and north and at 3 p.m. in southeast and east. Temperature 
falling. Steady fresh and brisk northwest wind until after 1 p.m., when the wind backed 
to west and moderated to gent.le, but increased to fresh by midnight. 
August 2 .-The weather continued foggy until5.57 p.m., when a light rain began 
to fall, ending at 8.10 p.m., after which the weather became fair, but was foggy again 
by midnight. Variable southwest to east winds throughout the day. Temperature 
falling con idera.bly. Reat-lightnin~ on western horizon at 9 p. m. The singular ph -
nomenon of a fog-bow of great brilliancy, caused by the moon, was observed at 10 p. 
m. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .34 inch. 
Augnst 29.-Generally fair and foggy until 8 a. m.; cloudy until 4.25 p. m.; partl> 
fair and cloudy until midnight; variable southwe t to northwest wind prevailed d.u-
ring the day. T mperature steady. Light rain-fall from 3.15 p. m. to 3.40 p. m. D1 -
taut thunder- torm at 3 p.m. in the west. During the latter part of the aft rnoon th 
valley were filled with heavy cumulus clouds. Total amount of l'ain-fall during the 
day .06 inch. . 
August 30.-Fair weather at the beginning of the day, foggy until10.30 a.m.· cl?udy 
until ·hortly after 5 p. m.; generally fair the remainder of the clay. Clear at midmgbt. 
Variable fre h to bri k westerly winds prevailed throughout the day. Temperature 
st ady. 
August 31.-Fair weather continue(] until 5.25 a. m., when a den e fog ettled on tb 
mou~tain , remaining o until shortly after 8 a.m.; cloudy until 3 p. m. · fair tb 
r mamd r of th day. ariable aud steady we terly wind prevailed throughout the 
day. 'I' •mp rature n ing. 
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MONTFIL Y SUMMARY. 
Mean t cmpera.hlfe during August . ........ . .. . ............... . . ·" ..•. · .. " ··55°.3 
Higbe::;t. ob::;erved temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69°. 
Lowetit observed temperat.ure ...... . ................... . .. . ...... . ·. -' · ~ ·• 439. 
Total amount of rain-fall ........................................... ·.. 9.34 inches. 
Number of rainy days .. . ..... . ..... . ........................ . ........ _- 21· 
The prevailing winds were from .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . N·.W. · 
Number of mi les traveled .... ... ...... ; . . .. . .. ... .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . 6,156 ,. · 
Instruments in use-are all in good condition. . ' 
8epternbm· 1.- Partly fair and cloudy weather, with rising temperature and light to 
fresh variable westerly winds, throughout the day. 
!September 2.-Generally cloudy until. 3.35 p. m., when a heavy rain began to fall, end-
ing at 6.20 p.m.; foggy until 9.20 p.m.; fair until midnight. Variable gentle to fresh 
westerly winds prevailed throughout the day. Temperature slightly falling. Total 
amount of rain-fall during the day, .52 inch. 
September 3.- Generally foggy and cloudy weather with steady temperatnre and va-
riable southeast to southwest and west winds, which shortly after 6 p. m. became brisk 
throughout the day. Light rain fe ll from 2 p. m. to 2.35 p. m. Heat-lightning at 7 p. 
m. on northeastern horizon. Total amount of rain-fa,ll during the day, .03 inch. 
September 4.-Partly foggy and cloudy weather, with falling temperature and brisk 
variable and steady southwest to northwest winds, throughout the day. Fall of light · 
rain from 10.15 a.m. to 10.50 a. m. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, .09 inch. 
September 5.- Poggy weather, with slightly rising temperature, and variable brisk 
southwest to northwest wind t hroughout the day. Light rain fell from 12.35 p.m. to 
1.35 p. m., and heavy rain from 3.:20 p. m. to 4.05 p. m., during which time the wind 
veered suddenly to northeast, but backed to northwest after the rain ended. Distant 
thunder-storm at 6 p. m. in the north. Total amount of rain-fall during the day, 
.28 inch. 
W. E. SMITH, 
Observer-Sergeant Signal-Service, U.S. A. 
G . . 
Abstmct of jou1·nal for the month of A ·u.gust, 1873. 
BASE OF MOUNT MITCHE LL, YANCEY COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA. 
July 29, 1873.-Arrived a t "Old F ort," McDowell County, North Carolina. 
July 30.-Proceeded to summit of Mount Mitchell, compared barometer with those 
at that station, a nd selected site for base station. 
July 31.--Returned to "Old Fort." 
August 2.-Started for "'l'oe River Valley," in a wagon drawn by three mules, trav-
e~ed thirty miles, and laid over for the night at the base of the Blue Ridge Mount-
ams. 
August 3.-Crossed the "Blue Ridge" and arrived at site of station at 10 p. m. 
August 4.-Cornmenced to put instruments in position. Worked hard all day. 
August 5.-Everything in readiness except the" :Saniells" battery for self-registering 
anemometer, which is not yet in order. 
Comparative 1·eadings of barometm·s Nos. 185 and 1915, taken on the su1nmit of Mount 
Mitchell July 30, 1873. 
Summit barometer, (No. 185.) 
Time. 
10.40 p. m ..... ...... .. . . 
10.~0 p. m . . .. ..... . .... . 
11.00p. m .. .... . .. .. .. .. 
11.10 lJ. JU ... ..... .. .... . 
~g~ ~:: ::::::::::::::: 






2:3 . 87 
2:3. 87 
23.86 




arometer . . t hermomet er . 
63 10.40 p.m.... . .... . .. .. 23. 89/ 63 
63 10.50 p.m...... .. ... ... 2:3. 89 64 
62 11.00 p. m.... ..... .. ... Z3. 88 63 
61! 11.10 p.m ... ........... 23. 89 63 
62 11.20 p.m. ...... ...... . 23.89 62 
62 11.30 p. m. .... ....... . . 23. Btl 62 
63 L1.40 p. m . ... ..... .... . 23.88 63 
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The difference of tho readings of tho two barometers cannot be noted, owing to t_!Je 
summit station not being furnished with the instrumental error of barometer No. 
185. 
August 6.-Tl.Je barometer bas fluctuated some during the day. An increase of pres-
sure was shown from 6 to 9 a. m., but fell off .08 by 5 p. m., and increased slightly 
from that time until midnight, giving a mean of 27.517. The thermometer read 60° at 
1 c.t. m., sank gradually until 5 a. rn., when the column began to ascend and attained 
a maximum of 80° at 12 o'clock, (noon,) decreased during the afternoon, and finally 
reached a minimum at 54° at 12 p.m. Mean thermometer, 64°.2. Humidity ranged 
·between 54 and 94 percent. With the exception of a light easterly wind, from 8 a . m. to 2 
p.m., the atmosphere has remained perfectly calm. About one-half of the sky was cov-
ered by strcttus clouds at 1 a.m.; they, however, disappeared at 2 a.m., only to re-appear 
at 3 a. m. and remain throughout the day, varying in amount from one to three-fourths, 
and completely covering the sky at last observation. Cumulus and cirrus clouds were 
ouserved during the day; the latter having a great elevation and being very beauti-
ful. 
.d.ugust 7.-Tho barometer sank unevenly from 27.48 at 1 a.m. to 27.36 at 5 p. rn., and 
then began to rise, and continued until midnight. Daily mea.n barometer, 27.426. 
The minimum temperature, 55° , was shown at 1 a.m.; the mercury then began to ascend 
slowly, and after 7 a.m. accelerated its pace, and attained a maximum of 76° at 10 
am.; decreased regularly and slowly the rest of the day. Daily mean thermometer, 
6fi0.~. Humidit.y ranged from 63 to 95 per cent., being greatest during the night hours. 
A calm has prevailed throughout the entire day. Stratus clouds covered the sky at 1 
and 2 a.m., having a motion from the south; by 3 a. m. they bad partly disappeared, 
but soon formed again, rendering it cloudy at 4 a.m.; they broke up shortly after, and 
began to move off from the southwest, being invisible at 5.30 a.m. Cumulus clouds 
now appen.red. having a slow motion toward the northeast. Cirrus clouds formed 
after 7 a.m., greatly elevated; several forms of the "curl clouds" were ouserved, the 
"horse-tails" mH1 "twisted tufts" being the most numerous. Stratus clouds formed 
again at 9 a.m., and continncd the remainder of the day, varying ju amount from one 
to four fourths. Cnmnlus n.nd cirrus clouds were seen dnring the clay, their motion 
being from the west. Some very well-defined cirro-cumulus clouds were observed at 
10 and 11 p.m. 
August 8.-Tbe barometer increased a little from 1 to 9 a.m., at which time the 
maximum reading of the day occurred, and then began to decrease, and continued 
slowly until 5 p.m., having then fallen .07; from that time until midnight its course 
was marked by fluctuations, but the last reading shows a slight gain. lVIean daily 
barometer, 27.:375. A steady temperature of 60° was shown by the thermometer, 
between the hours of 1 aud 4 a.m.; after the latter hour the column began to a cend 
and attained a maximum of 77° at 1 p.m.; during the afternoon and evening the mer-
cury sank evenly, and finally dropped to 60° again. Mean daily thermometer, 66°.2. 
Humidity ranged from 73 to 100 per cent. Gentle westerly winds were felt at the 
hours of l, 4, and 5 p.m., the remain<ler of the day being perfectly calm. A fog 
arising from tho river enveloped the station fror_n 1 to 3 a.m., but dissipated oon 
thereafter. Stratus clouds covered the sky at 4 a.m. and as the morning advanced 
assumed a threatening appearance, which was verified by a rain, varying from light to 
heavy, commencing at 8.~5 a.m., and continuing at intervals uutil11.~5 a.m.; com-
menced to clear up shortly after the rain ceased; the stratus clonus moved off froru the 
west and disappeared. L arge masses of white cumulus clouds now put in an appearance, 
moving slowly from the west, accompanied by a few silvery cirrus clouds floating at 
a great height in the air, and moving much slow 'r than the cumulus cloud . tratns 
clou<ls partly covered the sky at 2 . m., increasing until ram (1e cended, at 4.4 p.m., 
lasting only a short time. A few stratus clouds were visible during the evening. and 
above them about one-fourth cirrrus cloud , which at one time a umed the cirro-
stratus formation . A fog commenced to rise at 10 p.m., and at 11 p.m. al1 wa · bidden. 
Whole amount of rain collected during the day, .05. 
August 9.-The pressure of the air, as shown by the barometer, increa eel lightly 
during the morning until 9 a.m., and then b gan to decrea e, going down re•~ularly 
nntil 5 p. m., when it 1Jegan to rise, and continued advancing there t of the •yeuin". 
Mean barometer, 27.:371. A minimum temperature of <:0° was shown from 1 to 3 a.m.! 
and then th mercury commenced to rise at the rate of one degree per hour until afc 
6 a.m., ·wbcn it ro e rapidly-the 7.14 a.m. showing a rise of six degree , and th ~a. 
m. a rise of 10° since last observation. After 8 a. m. aud until 3 p. m. the column tluc-
tuatcd con i<l moly b t\'>een 770 and oo, the latt r number being the maximum. ~o 
wa: read at 11 a. nt. anu again at 1 p.m. At 4 p. m. the t mperatur b gau to tle lm 
and was still falling at la ·t ob ervation. Mean temperatur , 69".5. 'l'ue p rccnt -
of bumidity wa \'Cry large, boing abov 90 per cent. for thirt en hour$ of the day. T 
at mo. pbere wa. p ·rf ctly ealm until 7.30 a.m., wb n a gentle wind sprun•~ up f~·om th 
northca t, and continued steady in that clit· ctiou ior ·ix and a half hour", b Ill!!' r 
longest time that wind lm been fi lt sic.ce tho establishment of the tation. 
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again at 3 p. ni., and remained so for the rest of the day. Sr.ratus clouds, having a 
tardy motion from tbe west, covered the sky at 1 and 2 a.m. A fog then began to rise 
from tbe river aud sides of the mountains, and soon bid every object from view, which 
continued until after 4 a. m., wllen it began to ascend, forming four-fourt.hs stratus at 
5 a.m., and dissipating shortly after 6 a.m. Cumulus clouds now formed' and remained, 
looking majestic and grand, the greater part of the day. A shower of rain fell between 
3.10 and 3.40 p. m. Stratus clouds were seen again at 4.30 p. m., and continued visible 
the rest of the evening, varying in amount fi·om one to four-fourths, and moving 
slowly from the west and north. Another shower of rain fell from 7.20 to 8.30 p.m. 
Cirro-cumulus clouds were seen at 9 and 11 p.m., but were not well defined. A fog 
formed and hid everything at 12 p. m. Amount of rain collected during 'the day, .08. 
A very heavy dew has been deposited every night during the past week. 
August 10.-The barometer has fluctuated continually to-day, the oscillations being 
comprehended between 27.38 and 27.43. Mean barometer, 27.390. The thermometer 
was unsteady in the early part of the morning, falling off from 63° at 1 a.m. to a mini-
mum of 59° at 5 a.m. After 6 a.m. it began to rise, and acquired a maximum of s1o 
at 11 a.m. and fell 10° within the next hour, (rain falling at the time,) commenced to 
rise again at 1 p.m. and continued slowly until 5 p.m., when it began to sink, going 
down gradually to 60° at 12 p.m. Mean thermometer, 69°.1. Calm from 1 to 3 a.m., 
and then a light northeaster was felt, but soon died awa~T~ A light northwest breeze 
set in at 9 a.m., but changed to northeast at 10 a.m., and remained in that direction 
until after 4 p.m., when it calmed again. A gentle north wind sprung up about 7 p.m., 
changing to northwest at 7.30 p.m., and kept that direction until 10.20 p.m. ~md then 
grew calm. The fog reported in my journal at 12 p. m. of yesterday still continues 
this morning, and, if possible, grows more dense. After 4 a.m. it partly cleared off and 
revealed about one-fourth cirrus clouds, and soon after 6 a.m. had entirely disappeared. 
Cirro-cumulus clouds were then seen moving from the west. Cumulus clouds soon 
succeeded the compound combination, and, from the intense heat of the sun, rose np in 
large, rounded, beautiful masses, which covered the sky at 11.30 a.m. A thunder-storm 
commenced very suddenly at 11.35 a.m., and soon the rain became general and the 
valley fillfld with rain-clouds. Rain ceased at 12.30 p.m. Stratus clouds were visible 
during the greater part of the remainder of the day. Cumulus, curus, and cirro-cumu-
lus were also seen moving fi:·om some northerly point until hidden by stratus clouds at 
6.20 p.m. A light shower of rain fell from 6.38 p.m. to 6.55 p.m. Commenced again, 
very heavy, at 7.25 p. ru., the water at times coming down in torrents. Hain ended at 
9.46 p.m., and the clouds began to clear off and at 11.30 p.m. had all disappeared, but 
a fog commenced to form and was fast covering objects at last observation. 
August 11.-The barometrical column oscillated some to-day, but the fluctuations are 
not such as to call for special remark. Daily mean barometer, 27.372. The ther-
mometer was steady at 61° and 60° until after 6 a. m., when it began to increase 
and went up to a maximum of 76° at 11 a. m., and sank gradually to a minimum 
of 5!1° at 12 p. m. Mean daily temperature, 67° .7. The humidity to-day has been 
great; the hygrometer indicated 100 % at 6 a. m. Calm from 1 to 8.30 a. m.; 
a gentle breeze then set in from the southeast, aud kept steady at that point until 3.15 
p. m., and from that time until after dark there ensued a succession of calms and light 
east winds, but finally calmed at 9 p. m., remaining so at last observation. A deuse 
fog hung over the station until 6 a. m., and then began to lift, and as it ascended dis-
sipated and had entirely dissolved at 7 a.m. Stratus clouds were seen for a few honrs 
after sunrise, and also a few cirrus and cumulus. The stratus and cirrus clouds had all 
disappeared at 9.30 a. rn., leaving lofty cumulus clouds, varying in amount from one 
to tv\'o fourths, and moving for a couple of hours from the southeast, but changed di-
rection to northwest at 1 p. m. and to south at 2 p.m. Stratus clouds now formed, and 
with the cumulus clouds increased until the sky was overcast, at 5 p.m. Stratus clouds 
continu~d increasing, hiding the upper clouds, and presented a threatening appearance 
~oon after sunset. A ligh~ rain fell about dark; the amount collected being too .s~·nall 
for measurement. Cleared up soon after tbe shower; the stratus clouds moved oft from 
tlle southeast, revealing one-fourth cirrus clouds, progressing slowly toward the east. 
A perfectly clear sky was observed at 9 p. m.,theruoon and stars shining brightly. About 
one-fourth cumulus clouds formed a little before 10 p. m., but soon passed over fi·om 
the south, and shortly after cirrus clouds; greatly elevated, and moving the opposite 
direction to that of the cumulus clouds, were seen. At midnight ill-defined cirro-cumu-
lus clouds, having the appearance of the shorn side of a fleece of wool, were noticed 
moving from the southwest. At the same time a long line of fog could be seen lying 
close to the base of the mountains, and encircling the whole valley. A halo around the 
ruoou was first noticed at 10.45 p. m., the color being of a faint yellow or straw color, 
the outer edges being tinged witll a pale red. • 
August 12.-The barometer fluctuated between 27.35 and 27.37 until9 a.m., and then 
commenced to fall and sank quite rapidly to 27.28 at 3 p.m., oscillating between tbat 
height and 27.31 the rest of the clay. Mean barometer, 27.324. The thermometer ex-
hJIJited its minimmn of 570 at 2 a.m., and increased to a maximum of 79° at 11 a.m., 
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and after fluctuating some hours in the seventies decreased to 64° at midnigl!t. Mean 
thermometer, 670.9. Humidity ranged between 61 and 94 per cent. A calm fro~ 1 
to 9 a. m. was succeedetl. by a light east wind, which lasted until after 3 p. m., be1ng, 
however, interspersed with short calms. A dead calm t ook place at 4 p. m., the H t-
mosphere remaining in this condit.ion at last observation. A fog hid all o'Gjects, 
except those in close proximity, until 6 a. m., clearing off then, and at 7 a. m. a few 
stratus and cirrus clouds were seen, the cirrus clouds moving from the northwest. 
These clouds soon disappeared and gave place to cumulus clouds, having a slow motion 
from the northwest, and increasing unt1l they covered the sky. Rain to the amount of 
.09 fell between :3.55 p. m. and 4.30 p. m.; stratus clouds varying in amount from one 
to four fourths were observed from that time until last observation. 
August 13.-The barometer continued sinking unevenly throughout the entire day. 
Mean barometer, 27.223. The thermometer w2.s steady at 64° from 1 to 6 a.m.; 
advanced very slowly to a maximum of 73° at~ p.m., and sank even ly to a minimu m 
of 55° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 64° .5. Humidity ranged between 67 and 94 
per cent. Calms and light easterly and northeasterly winds succeeded each other 
throughout the day. Dark, gloomy-looking stratus clouds hung over the valley, and as 
the morning advanced grew more heavy ~1ud threatening, took up a rapid motion from 
the west and approached nearer the earth. Rain began at 5.05 a.m., and fell rather 
heavy at times, ceasing at 9.:30 a.m. Another sllower fell between 10.55 and 11.10 a.m. 
Stratus clouds cleared off after 1 p. m. and cirrus clouds put in an appearance, moving 
from the southwest. Stratus, cirrus, and cumulus clouds were v isible until 6.30 p.m., 
when they disappeared, leaving a clear sky. Whole amount of rain, .94. 
August 14.-'l'he barometer decreased irregularly t,o-day. Mean barometer, 27.188. 
The temperature has been rather unsteady, read ing 53° at 1 a.m.; fell to a minimu m 
of 51° at :1 a. m. Commenced to rise at 4 a.m. aud went up suddenly twelve degrees 
between 6 aud 7 a.m., then reading 70°, which was the maximum of the day. After 
this it fell oft' to G7° and 68°, but at noon reached the maximum point again and re-
mained th~re for three hotli'S, and then decreased to 57° at 7 p.m.; it fluctuated be-
tween 57° and 59° the rest of the day. Mean temperature, 61° .~. Calm the first three 
hours of the morning, and then a light northeast wind set in, changing at 9 p. m. to 
north, in which direction it remained until 5 p.m. anfl then calmed, lasting two hours. 
For the remainder of the day there ensued a succession of calms and light north and 
northeast winds. Clear at 1 a. m., but a fog began to rise from the river and sides of 
the mountains, bidino- everything at 2 a.m. At 3 a. m. it began to rise, forming as it 
ascended large cumulus clouds, which covered l:hree-fourths of .the sky at 4 a. m., and 
took up a motion from the northwest, disappearing to the southeast. Stratus formed 
soon after, increased to three-fourths, and were also moving from the northwest, while 
the upper atmosphere grew hazy. Stratus aud cumulus clouds were observed during 
the greater portion of the day, the cumulus moving from the northwest, while the 
atmo phere at station was tranquil, or passing gently from the north. 
Received a set of signal equipments and three original records to-day. 
August 15.-Tbe barometrical column has been in continual motion to-day, n mg 
and falling alternately; tqe last observation, however, shows an increase of .o·. 
Mean barometer, 27.Hl7. Tho temperature increased steadily until 9 a. m. and then 
remained motionless until noon, advancing then, attaining a maximum of 72° at 2 p. 
m., and sinking gradually to a minimum of 53° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 
64° .5. Humidity ranged between 65 and 94 per cent. A calm at 1 a.m. was uc-
ceetled by a northerly breeze at 2 a. m., which calmed at 3.30 a. m., only to be broken 
by a light north wind at 4.15 a. m., which kept steady at that point until 4.30 p. m., 
ano then calmed, remaining so at 12 p.m. Two-fourths stratus and one-fourth curuulu 
clouds with fair weather arc reported at 1 a.m., but soon became cloudy a the trat 
clouds increased and covered the entire sky at 2 a. m., having a slow motion from the 
northwest. A break in the stratus clouds at 4 a.m. revealed about one-fourth cumul 
clouds moving slowly from tbe north; the stratus soon closed up again and remained 
so until rain began to descend at 7.10 a. m., lasting until 7.3 a. m. trato cloud-
began t.o di appear about 10.30 a. m., and soon were lo t to view ; the sky filled up 
witb cumulus cloud wbich w re now moving from the west. .All cloud cleared away 
about suns t, affording a remarkably clear night. . 
Attgust 16.-The barometer was teady until 4.30 a. m. and then commenced to rc 
and continued until 2 p. ru. For the next three hour it sank .0 and advanced from 
tllat time until 12 p. m. Mean barometer, 27.24 . The th rmom ter declined r. '!:-
ularl from 53° at 1 a. m. to a minimum of 49° at 6 a. m., (thi being tbe lowe t readw_ 
sine· the tablisbing of the tation ;) for tbo next three hour th column w nt. up 
rapidly, r adiug r spectively Go, 7o, and 9° higher than tho ob ervatiou pr ced1~1!!. 
Tb maximum, 75°, was hown at 11 a. JJL, and, after fluctuating betw n that pol 
aJHl 7::!'-' for tbe n ·xt two hours, d clined e\cnly to 63° at la. t ol> rvatiou. ~I 
tb l'mom ter, G3° .D. A calm cxi ted during tho early morning, bm wa broken by 
ligllt we ·t wind at 5 a. m. ; ·alwe<l oon after, and during th rem~dnd r of th ' (l • 
there wer alternately calms and light north winds. A fog had ettlcd O\·er the vall • 
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and hid everything at 1 a. m. ; at 5 a. m. it broke up and discovered one-fourth cirro-
cumulus clouds moving rapidlJ· from the west, and increasing to two-fourt.bs by 6 a. 
m., and soon after disappeared. The fog as it ascended resolved itself into cumulus 
clouds, \YIJich were visible tlJe greater portion of the day, varying in amount from one-
to four-fourthR, and were moving from the west while the lower atmosphere grew 
hazy. About 4 p. m. the cumulus clouds grew heavy, closed pp, sank down the 
mountains, close to the earth in the valley, formiug a complete veil. Rain commenced 
at 6.55 p.m., and ceased at 7.10 p. m., the amount beiug too small for measurement. 
Stratus clouds were seen during the rest of the evening {)overing the entire sky. 
August 17.-The barometer was almost motionless from 1 to 5 a. m. and then began 
to rise. At 10.:30 a.m. the advance was checked, and in a short time the column began 
to sink, cont.inuiug until6 p. m., and after rising for a couple of hours remained sta-
tionary until midnight. Mean harom~ter, 27.:311. The thermometer stood at 6::2° at 
1 a.m., but dropped to a minimum of 60° at 2 a. m., and held that point until6 a. n1.; 
commeuced to rise rapidly, reaching 76° at, 9 a.m.; fell to 74° by 9.:30 a. 1n., and kept 
that height untilll a.m., when it again ascended, reaching a maximum of 77° at noon. 
Between 1.40 anc..l 2 p. m., while a shower of rain" as falling, the column sank seven 
degrees. At 3 and 4 p. m. it read 72° and sank evenly to 61° at last observation. 
Mean thermometer, 67° .1. No air was stirring, except a light north and northeast 
wind at tl and 9 a. m. until 11.30 a. m., when a gentle breeze was felt from the sout.b, 
remaining steady in that direction until 4.30 p. m. ; it died away aud continued calm 
at 11 p. m. The clouds bttve been very changeable to-clay. Cirrus, cirro-cumulus, and 
stratus clouds are reported at 1 and 2 a. m., the upper clouds moving from the west 
while the stratus clouds were progressing toward the southeast, and increased, biding 
the upper atmosphere at 3 a.m., but opened soon after, revealing the upper clouds and 
disappearing at t:l.30 a. m. Cirro-cumulus were visible until after 10 a. rn. Cumulus· 
• formed about 8.40 a.m., and went on increasing until rain descended, between 11 a. m. 
and 12 m; A heavy shower fell between 1.40 and 2.45 p. m. Cumulus and cirrus 
clouds were observed until 6.:30 p. m., and then cleared away, leaving a haze in the 
upper regions. A few stratus clouds were visible at S p.m., which grew heavy, and 
rained for a short time, the balance of the sky being free from clouds. Whole amount 
of min collected during the day, .28. 
A.ttgust 18.-The barometer has been constantly in motion during the clay, but the 
fluctuations did not exceed .04. Mean barometer, 27.:Hl. The temperature was steady 
at 61° and 63° until 7.30 a.m., and then advanced evenly to a maximum of 75° at noou, 
and after 1 p. m. fell off evenly to a minimum of 60° at 9 and 10 p. m. Mean ther-
mometer, 65° . The percentage of humidity bas been high, ranging from 72 per cent. 
to 100 per cent. A continued calm was broken by a gentle north wind at 9 a: m., which 
changed to south-southeast and back to north again in the next few hours. Calmed 
aLout sunset and remained so at last observation. Cloudy and rainy weather has been 
reported all d<ty, the showers being frequent and some of them very heavy. Total 
min-fall, .94. . 
August 19.-To-day's barometric readings are confined between 27.29 and 27.:l5. Mean 
barometer, 27.317 . The thermometer sank from 61° at 1 a.m. to a minimum of 58° at 
4 a. m. and remained at that height until after 6 a .. m., when it ascended evenly to a 
maximum of 73° at noon, and then fell off gradually to 530 at midnight. Mean tber-
mom!')ter, 65:""1 .1. The calm reported ~t midnight of yesterday continued unt1l broken 
by a light southwest wind at 2 a. m., calmed again at 5 a. m., and remained so for the 
balance of the day. The sky bas been completely covered by clouds (principally 
stratns) during the entire day. Rain commenced shortly after sunset and continued 
at intervals throughout the evening. Amount of rain-fall, .54. 
August 20.-The barometer was steady at 27.30 and 27.32 until 6 a.m., when it began 
to ascend, rising to 27.35 at 9 a. m. Here the advance was checked, the column began 
to sink, a.nd at 1 p. m. read 27.30. Again for the next four hours no motion was per-
ceptible. After 6 p. rn. it showed a tendency to increase, and was progressing slowly 
at 12 p.m. Mean barometer, 27.326. The temperature varied fi:om the minimum, 61c, 
to 64° between 1 and 6 a. m., and then increased steadily to a maximum of 75° at 
noon and fell off gradually to 64° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 67° . No wind 
was perceptible until 10 a. m., when a light breeze was felt, varying in direction from 
east to northeast and ealming at 3 p. m., in which condition the atmosphere remained, 
wttb the exception of a slight motion from the east at 8 p. m., until mi<lnigbt. Tlw 
:veather to-day has been ratlJer unsettled. Freqneut showers fell dnring tho day, and 
Ill the eveoiug, from 6.20 to 10.10 p.m., we bad a continued light raiti. Whole amount 
of m in-fall, .35. 
Angust 21.-Tbe bar::>meter increased steadily from 1 to 9 a. m. and then decreased 
jn the ~a.mc proportion until 2 p. m., after which there was not much change nntil5.30 
p. m., \YIJ en it began to ascend and contim:te<l so at last observation. Mean barometer, 
27. ~~58. The thermometer stood at 62° and 530 iu the ea,rly morning and then went up 
to a maximum of 75° at 11 a.m., and fell off grauually to a second minimum of 62° at 
miduight. Mean the~mometer, 670.1. A calm prevailed during the day, broken occa-
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sionally by scarcely perceptible east winds. The weather to-<lay has. been rat?-er 
mixed. Stratus clouds began forming about 1 a. m. and went on increasmg, coverwg 
the sky at 4 a. m. Shortly after they began to dissipate and were invisible at 7 a. m. 
Cumulus clouds began to form as the stratus retire<l, increased to three-fourths, and 
moved slowly from the nortb and northwest; suddenly thtly changed direction and 
moved from the south west ; at the same time stra.tus clouds appeared coming from the 
ea,;t, but soon altered their course and moved in the contrary direction. Soon after 10 
a. m. there commenced a succession of light showers and rapid changes in the clouds. 
It appeared as if the clouds, becoming charged, would move up and precipitate their 
moisture and theu clear away. At 6 p.m. cirrus clonds were observed at a great height, 
while below them were heavy masses of cumulus clouds. The lower atmosphere at the 
samo time was quite hazy, an<l on the eastern side of the valley could be seen a long 
line of fog lying close to the foot of tle mouut.ains. No clouds were seen after sun-
set except lower clouds, they varying in amount from one to four-fourths. Whole 
amount of rain, .25 . 
.A:ugust 22.-To-day's barometric readings were confined between 27.37 and 27.42. 
Mean barometer, 27.39.'>. The thermometer was stationary at 63° , until after 6 a. m., 
and theu dropped to 62° (the minimum) at 7.14 a.m., advancing rapidly from that time, 
attaining a maximum of 7tl0 at 11 a.m. During the afternoon the column fluctuated 
between 75° and 67o, and, after sunset, de0lined gradually to 6:3° at last obs.ervation. 
Mean temperature, 67° .5. A light variable northeast wind set in at 7.:30 a. m., and con-
tinued until 3.30 p.m. Dark, heavy stratus clou<ls covered the entire sky during the 
early-morning hours. Rain began at 5.45 a. m., and ended at 6.15 a. m. Soon after the 
rain ceased the stratus clouds broke up, revealing one-fourth cirro ·cumnlus clouds 
moving from the west. At 8 a.m. the stratus clonr1s bad all disappeared, .and two-fourths 
·cumulus and one-fourth cirrus clouds were observed, the cumulus clouds moving 
rapidly from the northeast, wbile the cirrns were moving with the same velocity from 
the north. At 9 a. m. the cmnulus clouds had diminished to one-fourth, the cirrus had 
disappeared, and two-fourths cirro-cumulus occupied their place, while one-fourth 
stratus clouds were seen below. Soon after this time the stratus and cirro-cumulus 
clouds became invisible, the cumulus clouds increase<l and covered the sky at noon. A 
rain commenced at 12.30 p. m., and continued at intervals until 5.30 p. m. Heavy 
stratus clouds hung over the station dnring the rest of the evening. Whole amount of 
rain, .11. 
A.ugulit 23.-No material change occurred in the readings of the barometer to-day. 
Mean barometer, 27.434. The temperature ranged at 610 and 63° until after 6 a. m. 
The column then began to rise and ascended to a maximum of 820 at 1 p.m. A thunder-
storm now suddenly arose, and under its influence the column dropped seven degrees, read-
ing 75° at 2 p.m. At 3 p. m. it had risen two degrees, and for the rest of the day declmed 
evenly to a minimum of 57° at midnight. Mean thermometer, G8° .2. No win<l to-day 
except a gentle northeast at 1 p. m., which ciJnnged to southeast at 2 p. m., and soon 
after calmed. The sky remained covered by stratus clouds until about 3.30 a.m., when 
a dense fog arose and enveloped the station, dissipating about 6.30 a. m. Cirrus and 
cumulus clouds were visible during the forenoon, moving from the west. At 1 p. m. 
the cumulus were moving from the northwest, and about one-fourt,hstratus clouds had 
formed, and were moving from the northeast. At 1.30 p. m. several loud peals of 
thunder were heard, and in a few minutes rain descended, lasting only a short time. 
The cumulus clouds changed direction to the northeast, and the stratus clonds to tb t 
soutbeast, the latter disappearing at 2.:30 p. m., and the cumulus again moved from 
the northwest. At 4 p.m. they had again changed their course to northeast, aud oou 
after no motion was perceptible. About sunset all clouds cleared away. Amount of 
rain-fall, .02. Worke<lnearly :five hours to-day trying to establish communication with 
the ummit, but could get no response . 
.An!JnBt 24.-The barometer advanced slowly until 8.30 a.m., and then declined re!rll-
larly until (i p. m., and remained nearly stationary during there t of the day. ::\l~a.n 
barometer, 27.444. The temperature wa steady at 550 and 56° until abont unn . : 
advanced. rapidly after that, attaining a maximum of 810 at noon, at which height I 
remained. until after 2 p.m., and then decreased to the minimum~ 5u0, at midui..,bt. 
1ean thermometer, 650.7. Calm all day. The ky remained clear until after 3 a. w .. 
when a fog settled in the valley, covering all objects, but eli appeared oon after G. a. 
m. A few cumulus clouds were seen during part of the da,y, bu.ving a low mot10n 
from the a t andnortl.J ast. A baze was visi.blo in the lower atmo pilere dnrin <T p· 
of the afternoon, but vanisbe<l about 7 p. m., leaviu.., a beautiful clear ky. 'i ~n 
communi ·atiou with the station on the summit wa e ' tablisiJed to-day . 
..dugt~B~.~fi.-Tbe barometer decreased nnevenly tllrougbout the d.a~. l ean ?:uom -
ter, :t7.36:3. TIJe th rmometer read 550 at 1 a. m., lJnt sauk to a m1mmnm of ;>:!0 t 
ancl 4 a. m., and th •u uegan to rise, and went up to a maximum of ;t..> at 1:2 o' ·1 
( uoon,) and d •clio 'd unevenly to 650 at 12 p. m. :Mean th rmorneter '"' .4. Tb ' 
mo pberc ba lJccu perf ctJ.v calm all day. A fog b gan to form about 4.30 a. m.. -
v ·loping the s tation at 5 a. m., but oou di ipated, leaving, at G a. m., a line of 14 -
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along the river and the upper atmosphere hazy. At 8.30 a. m. cumulus clouds formed, 
and for the first three hours had a variable direction, sometimes moving from the west, 
northwest, aud northeast, varied in amount from one to three-fourths, and disappear-
ing soon after 6 p. m. Stratus formed about dark, moving steadily from the north-
west, rendering the weather cloudy at times, and again clear. , 
August 26.-The barometer fluctuated considerably to-day, but shows a decrease at 
last observation. Mean barometer, 27.268. The thermometer has been very unsteady. 
A temperature of 65° at 1 a.m. fell to a minimum of 62° at 4 a. m., and went up rap-
idly in tile next hour, reading 71° at 5 a. m., continued to rise unevenly until 2 p. m., 
when it gave a maximum of tl3°, that being the highest poiut reached during the 
month. After this time the column sank irregularly until 12 p. m. Mean thermome-
ter, 71.8°. Variable gentle winds were felt during the clay from southeast, east, and 
northeast. Stratus clouds formed about 2.30 a. ru., moving from some easterly quarter 
until near 5 a.m., when they changed direction to the west and soon after disappeared. 
Cumulus clouds were seen at 5 a. m., took up a rapid motion from a point a little nortli 
of west, and did not disappear until after 7 p. m. About one-fourth cirrus clouds were 
visible during the day, being greatly elevated. Stratus clouds formed again at 6 p.m., 
increased rapidly and coverecl t.he entire sky soon after 7 p. m., assuming a threatening 
appearance. Peal after peal of thunder was heard about 7.20 p.m. , and·shortly after 
rain descended, lasting OYer a. half hour. Stratus clouds were visible during the rest 
of the evening. Total rain-fall, .14 . 
. ihtg~tst 27.-The barometer showed a tendency to fall until about 4 a.m., when it be-
gan to rise, continuing until11 a.m., reading at that time 27.29; for the next two 
hours it was steady, and then dropped .04 for the 2 p.m. observation; remained at that 
height until after sunset, and then began to increase and continued at last observation. 
Mean barometer, 27.262. The thermometer stood at the minimum, 62°, at 1 a.m. varied 
between that height and 6~0 until 6 a. m,; the column then began tp expand and rose 
to a maximum of 81° at 1 and 2 p. m. At 3 p. m. it had began to contract and con-
tinued unevenly to a temperature of 66° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 700.9. 
Calm until 6.30 a. m.; a light east wind was then noticed, but it died away soon after 
2 p.m., the atmosphere remaining tranquil the rest of the day. Stra.tus clouds in-
creased and covered the sky at 2 a. m., but moved off shortly after 4 a. m., leaving a 
few cumulus and cirrus clouds, the former moving from the west and the latter from 
the northwest. A fog was also observed hanging over the river, but was soon dissi-
pated by the heat of the sun. The upper clouds were visible until after 5 p. m., when 
they became hiuden by stratus clouds which began to form shortly after :3 p. m., and 
grew heavy ancl threatening during the evening. A heavy rain began at 10.37 p. m. 
and ended at 11.15 p. m., being the first rain we have had for twenty-five hours. Rain-
fall, .17. 
August 28.-The barometer rose steadily from 27.31 at 1 a. m. to 27.41'at 10 a. m.; 
remained at that height until 1 p.m., and sank to 27.37 at 3 p.m.; commenced to rise 
again at 4.~0 p. m., and advanced to 27.44 at midnight. Mean barometer, 27.3Sl. The 
extreme range of the thermometer to-day was only seven degrees. The column was 
steady at 65° and 64° until 10 a. m., advanced one degree for tbe 11 a. m., and fell off 
for the 12m. Attained a maximum of 69° at 2 p. m., an<l contracted to 63° at 7 p. m., 
held that point untilll p.m., and then dropped to a minimum of 62° at 12 p.m. Mean 
thermometer, 050.4, Light winds, varying from east to south, were felt for a few min-
utes at different times of the day. 'l'be sky bas been completely covered with dark, 
heavy clouds all day. A few light showers fell, amounting in all to .Of:i inch. 
A~tgust 29.-The barometer continued to ascend to-day, but its course is marked by 
fluctuations, and the increase is small. Mean barometer, 27.478. The thermometer 
read 62° at the first observation, and sank to a minimum of 61° at 2 a. m., remained nt 
that height until after 6 a. m., and then began to rise, going up to a maximum of 720 
at 11 a. m., dropped one degree at noon, and reached the maximum again at 2 p. m.; 
contracte<l after this to 62° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 65° .7. Calm until 10.30 
a. m., when a just perceptible east wind was felt, but which calmed at noon. About 
12.30 p. m. this wind was again felt, but changed to southeast at 2.45 p. m., and calmed 
at 5.30 p. m., remaining so for the rest of the day. 'l'be sky remained' covered by 
stratus clouds until near 10 a. m., when they cleared away revealing three-fourths cu-
mulus clouds moving from the north. They soon changed their direction to west, and 
shortly after 12 m. became hidden by stmtus clouds, which were moving from the 
southeast, and partly cleared away after 8 p. m . 
.. chtgust 30.-The barometer stood at 27.50 until after 4 a. m. a.nd then rose to 27.55 at 
9 a. m., decrease<l slowly to 27.16 at 4 p.m., and showed a slight increase at 12 p. m. 
Mean barometer, 27.500. The thermometer was steauy at 62° until after 6 a. m., ad· 
vanced and attained a maximum of 77° at 11 a.m., and decreased slowly to a minimum 
of 56° at midnight. Mean thermometer, 66° .6. A light northwest wiud was stirring 
at noon, but soon died away. The sky was about half-covered with stratus clouds at 
1 a. m., which increased to four-fourths at next observation, and did not entirely dis-
appear until after tl a.m. Cumulus clouds formed after 6 a.m., having a rapid motion 
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from the west, varied in amount from one to four-fourths, and disappeared after 8 p.m. 
The lower atmosphere grew hazy in the afternoon. 
August 31.-The barometer flnctuatecl between 27.49 and 27.47 until 3 a.m. and then 
dropped to 27.44 for the 4 a.m., and o~:>cillated between that height and 27.37 for the rest 
of tho clay. Mean barometer 27.421. The thermometer exhibited a minimum of 56° fo.r 
tho fir~:>t four hours and then advanced regularly to a maximum of 81° at 2 and 3 p.m., 
declining to the minimum again at last observation. Mean thermometer, 66°.7. -Calm 
until10 a. rn ., a light northeast wind then sprung up and continued until after 4 p.m., 
blew for a short time from the southeast about 5 p. m., and tben calmed~ Stratus 
clon<1s formed and covered the sky at 2 a. m.; sank down into the valley, forming fog, 
at 5 n. m.; cleared off about 8 a. m., showing cirrus and cumulus clouds, the former 
moving from the northeast and the latter from the west. Cirru& clouds disappeared 
about 10.30 a. m. and the cumulus clouds about sunset. 
Septembm· 1.-Thc barometer has been constantly in motion. during the past twenty-
four hours; the midnight reading shows a decrease of .03. Mean barometer, 27.346. 
The thermometer read 55:> at the :tirst ouservation; ascended to 56° at 3 a.m., and sank 
to a minimum of 54° at 5 a. m.; remained at this point· until after 6 a. m., and then 
advanced rapidly to a maximum of 83° at 1 p. m., and declined unevenly to 62° at 
midnight. Mean thermometer, 67° .7. Calm until10.30 a: m. A light south wind t~en 
sprung up, changing to northwest at 11.45 a.m. and died away after 1 p. m., remaining 
calm tlle rest of the day. Stratus clouds formed and covered the sky at 3 a. m., but· 
soon broke up and disappeared. A fog formed on the river, spread over the adjacent 
country, and covered objects at 5 a. m., and dissipated between 7 and 3 a. ru. Cumu-
lus, cirrus, cirro-cumulus, and cirro-stratus clouds were observed at different times of 
tbe day, but all disappeared about 11.30 p. m. 
Septernber 2.-The barometer fluctuated some to-day, but shows an increase of .04 at 
last observation. Mean barometer, 27.342. The thermometer fell from 60° at 1 a. ru. to 
a minimum of 56" at 3 a. m.; attained a maximum of 83° at noon, which point it held 
until after 2 p. m., aml then ·declined to 61° at midnight. Mean thermometer 68° .7. 
No wind was perceptible until noon. A gentle east wind then set in, but soon changed 
to north and then calmed. Light west to southwest winds were observed at different 
times during the balance of the day. A haze was visible at .first observation, 
but a fog arose and soon hid everything; cleared off during the morning, re-
vealing cirrus clouds, varying in amount from one to three-fourths. Cumulus clouds 
form ed about noon, having a slow motion from the west, which changed to north 
at 1 p. m. A light ~:>bower of min fell between 3.25 and 4 p. m., the amount 
not being sufficient to measure. About 5 p. m. tho cumulus clouds were again 
moving from the west; stratus clouds began forming and assumed a threat-
ening appearance at 7 p. m.; at half-past seven, successive flashes of lightning 
were seen, aacompanied by terrific thunder. This thunder-storm drew near the sta-
tion, and at la~:>t appeared to be centere(l directly over it. Fbshes of liglltning now 
followBd each other in rapid succession , their thunder causing the building to shake 
violently. At 7.45 p. m. the rain descended in torrents. The barometer rose rapidly, 
and soon the storm passed over. The clouds broke up, ancl part moved off, leaving the 
sky ha1f covered. Fair weather continued until after 11 p. m., and tbeu the stratus 
clonds increased and covered the entire sky. Whole amount of rain collected,. 0. 
September 3.-The barometer remained steady at 27.37 for tho :first two observations; 
sank .01 at 3 a. m .. and advanced to 27.40, at 6 a. m; exhibited this reading until 
after 11 a. m. ; declined regularly to 27.31 at 4.14 p. m., and fluctuated between that 
heig llt and 27.84 the rest of tlle day. Moan barometer, 27.:~61. ThA thermometer de-
creased from 600 at the commencement of the day to a minimum of 56° at 5 aud 6 a.m. 
Tb o column then began to rise and went up to a maximum of 80° at noon. Kept that 
point for four hours and then decreased evouly to 62° at 12 p. m. Mean thermometer, 
68° . A light southwest wind prung up at 9.30 a. m., veered by the south point to 
norLhca~:>t at 11 a.m. and backed to south at noon, but soon settled steady from the 
southwest., in which direction it remained until after 4 p. m. and then calmed. 
Foggy, fair, and clear weather is alternately reported until after a. m. Cumn-
lu ~:> clouds tben appeared moving slowly from the sonthwest, but became bidden by 
stmtus clouds at 5 p. m. Stratus clouds broke up at 7.30 p.m., exhibiting a few cirrus 
and eumnlns clouds, but spread and covered tbe sky again at midnight. 
S£11tembcr 4.-Tho barometer fluctuated to- lay bctw en 27.27 and 27.37. Mea~ 
barometer 27.320. Tho thermometer was steady at ()lO and a minimum of 60° nnt1l 
7.14 a.m., increased to a n1aximnm of 7 o at :3 p. m., and declined gratlnally to 66~ a 
la ·t oblo> rvatiou. 1can thermornet r, 6 ° .6. A light northeast ureeze et in abon 
1 p. m., lasted until aft r 5 p. ru., and tben changed to south; calmed at 9 p. m. 
, ' tmtns don<l , varying from one to tllree-fourtb , were vi,.iul 'until4 a.m. Cumuln 
an<l cirrus cloud appeared then, but became hidden by tru.tus cloud at 9 a. m. A 
light rain f, 11 betwe u 10.1 ancl10.55 a. m., amounting to .0. . tratu , nmulu aml 
cirru clonds were observed until .30 p. m. when the two first di appeared, leadng 
few cirrus cloud . 
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September 5.-The barometer stood 27.32 at the three :first observations, the pressure 
then increased, and the column advanced to 27.40 at 11 a. m., began to sink soon 
after, and fell to 27.34 at 3 p. m.; began to rise again and went up to 27.40 at mid-
night. Mean barometer, 27.369. The thermometer bas stood high all day; read 65° 
at 1 a. m., advanced to 73° at 3 a. m., and sank to 70° at 5 a. m.; began to rise soon 
after, and attained a maximum of 81° at 2 p.m., and decreased slowly to a minimum 
of61° -at midnight. Mean thermometer, 72° .0. A gentle n9rth wind set in about 1.30 
a. m., increased to fresh at 3 a. m.~ changed to northeast by 4 a. m., and calmed at 8.30 
a.m. A few southeast and northeas.t motions were perceptible during the afternoon; 
the remainder of the day was calm. Cumulus and cirrus clouds have been prevalent 
to-day; the cumulus clouds moving from the west and southwest :-wd the cirrus clouds 
northwest and south. 
INSTRUMENTS, ETC. 
In placing the maximum thermometer in position, the bulb accidentally became 
broken, rendering it useless. The remainder of the instruments are in good condition 
and have worked well. 
D. H. SACKETT, 
Obsm·ver Signal-Service, U. S . ...4. 
H.-Mctco1'0logical 1·ecord fm· May 11, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
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------I-E-l--~--1--1-1-l-1--1-1 I (.) A ~ ~ A ~ p. P:: P- A ~ !l ~ ~ i=i ~- 8 ~ <j ~ ~ 
I 
Summit of Mount J 
Mitchell, N. U .. ' 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a. rn. 
10 0 a.m. 
L1 0 a.m. 











10 39p. m. 
12 O]).ID. 
( 7 0 a. m-
1 
7 7 a.m. 
tl 33 a.m. 
KnoA.villo, Tcnn ·1 2 0 p. m. 
4 7p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
10 32p. Dl. 
23. 53 44 41 23. 49 
2:l. 51 44 41 23. 47 
23. 49 43 40 23. 45 
23. 48 41 40 23. 45 
23. 47 41 40 23.44 
2:t 48 40 39 ;;3. 45 
23. 49 40 39 23. 44 
23. 48 43 43 23. 44 
~3. 47 43 43 23. 43 
23. 50 55 39 23. 44 
23. 52 61 40 23. 44 
2:l. 51 58 43 23. 44 
23. 49 53 42 23. 43 
23. 49 53 44 23. 43 
23. 46 51 43 23. 40 
23. 46 56 43 23. 39 
23. 46 52 42 23. 40 
23. 44 48 41 23. 39 
23. 44 45 36 23. 40 
23. 46 47 33 23. 41 
41 41 100 
41 41 100 
40 39 91 
40 39 91 
40 39 91 
39 38 91 
40 39 91 
44 43.5 96 
44 43 92 
40 39 91 
41 39 82 
44 41 76 
43 39 67 
44 41 76 
44 40 68 
44 39 60 
42.538 62 
42 36 50 
36 33 70 





















23. 45 41 33 23. 42 34 31 
23. 46 35 3<1 23. 44 34 31 
23. 46 34 33 23. 44 33 :ll 
23. 46 33 32 23. 44 32 31 
29. 07 66 GO 28. 963 59 52 
29. 07 66 GO 28. 963 59 52 
29. 07 69 67 28. 955 66 52 
29. 04 71 67 28. 930 66 51 
29. 02 7 J 71 28. 900 70 53 
29. 07 67 59 28. 960158 49 












12 . 72 ... . 
12 . 72 ... . 
16 1. 28 ... . 
16 1. 28 ... . 
16 1. 28 . -- . 
16 1. ~8.- .. 
16 1. 28.- .. 
16 L 28 . .. . 
14 . 98 . .. . 
12 . 72 .. .. 
12 . 72 ... . 
12 . 72 251 
14 . 98.--. 
8 . 32 ... . 
12 . 72 ... . 
12 . 72 ... . 
16 1. 28 .- .. 
16 1. 28.--. 
16 1. 28 .... 







Fog. - .. - - - . -- -
Fog ....... ---· 
:Fog ..... -- --- · 
Fog . ... - - - . -- · 
Hazy .... - --- · 
Hazy----- .... 
Hazy ..... -··· 
Hazy-----
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .... . 
20 2.00 .... Hazy .....•.• . . 
18 1. 62 . . . . Hazy .... . 
12 .72 ....• Hazy .... . 
14 . 98.-.. 0 0 
8 .S2 .... 0 0 
1g : ~~1-222 g g 
15 1. 121 .. -. 0 0 14 . 98.. .. 0 0 
8 .32 .... 0 0 
6 .18.--. 0 0 
Hidden ...•..................•................ 
Hidden .. ................................. ... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hitldeu _ ..................................... . 
Hidden ................................... ... . 
Hidden ..............•....................... _ 
Hidden _ ..... ............... _ .......... __ ... _. 
Hidden _ . . . . ... _ _ _ _ ................. _ .. _ .... . 
Hidden ..............•................. __ _ .. . . 
Hidden ......... __ ... ................. .. ... _ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cmnulus 2-4 N. W ......................... __ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................ . ... . 
Cumulus 3-4 N. \V . .................... . ...... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W ............................ . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ........................ .. .. . 
Cumulus 2-4 N . W ............................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ...... ....... ......... .... .. . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ....................... . .... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ........... ... .............. . 
Cumulus 2-4 W . . .......................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W .......... ... ...... ...... ... . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulus 3-4 N. ·\V .... ...... .......... .. . _ ... _. 
Cumulus 4-4 N . W ....... .. . ... ..... .... __ . . .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N.W ............................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulus 3-4 W. . ....................... . . _. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ............ ........ .... .... . 
0 0 0 .......... ---------· -··· ... . 



















































































HYGROlii. I=§ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '@ ~ ~ • . I I := ~ 
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..0 :: ~ 0 0 ..cl <D (/) ~-6 .t:J 5 .t:J g <:) 0 § s ~ g 0)8 ;... :a 
~ I ~ ~ i g t' ~ ~..::: a, . ..,; ..,; l'i ~~ ~ ~ 'g ~ 8 ~ ~ .e; -~ I :a -~ g ;; ~ ~ ~ = = :0 'E= I <l1 • • =;::: a ~ 
p, 0) ...... ~ - .... 0 ;.., · .-< 0 ~ s .. 8 ~ s.... s "' s 0"' 
,_. t> o ..... o o:> ,_. o:> c6 - ''J -~ .,... ~"" o ~ ,_. ..cl 
A P" ~ ~ P.. Ail; AA 8 ~ 1:!1 ~ A o r:i1 ~ o H 
0 
.... 
d j:Q ~ ~ Fl ----'~-----
Remarks. 
1--------
( 1 Oa.m. 23,45 33 32 123.43 32 31 90 ,N. W. 16 1.28 .... . 
I 2 0 a.m. 23.45 33 32 ,23. 43 ~2 31 90 N. W. 16 1. 28 . .. . 
Fog in the ..... 
valley. 
Cumulusi 4-4IN. W. l ... ....... l .......... l .... l .... l Cloudy. 
3 0 a.m. 23. 44 33 32 23. 42 32 31 90 N. W. 16 1. 28 ... . 
I 
4 0 a.m. 23. 44 33 32 23. 42 32 31 !lO N. W. 16 I. 28 ... . 
5 0 a.m. 23. 45 32 31 23. 43 31 :30 89 N. W. 16 L 28 ... . 
6 0 a.m. 23. 46 32 31 23. 44 31 30 89 N . W. 14 . 98 ... . 
I 
7 14 a.m. 23.51 46 :34 23.46 35 33 80 N. w_ . 20 2. 00 .. _ 
8 0 a.m. 23. 53 47 36 2:3.48 37 33 62 N. W . 18 1. 62 
!) 0 a.m. 23.54 43 39 23. 50 3!l 35 64 N. W. 18 1. 62 ... . 
1
10 0 a.m. 23. 55 43 41 23. 51 41 37 65 N. W. 14 . 98 .. .. 
11 0 a. m. 23. 58 53 42 23. 52 43 38 59 N. W. 10 . 50 _ .. . 
12 0 m. 23. 57 46 45 :.23. 52 46 40 54 N. W. 8 . 32 354 
Summit of Mount J 1 0 p.m. 23. 58 46 46 23. 53 46 40 54 N. W. 12 . 72 ... . 
Mitchell, N . C. I 2 0 p.m. 23. 58 48 48 23. 53 -!8 41 49 N. W. 16 1. 28 ... . 
I 
3 0 p. rn. 23. 58 48 49 23. 53 50 42 45 N. W. 16 1. 28 ... . 
414p.m. 23.57 49 48 23.52 48 41 4!l N.W. 12 .72 ... . 
5 Op.m. 2:3.57 50 49 ~.52 49,5 42 48 N. W. 12 .72 ... . 
I 
6 0 p.m. 23. 57 50 49 23. 52 49 '!2 50 N. W . 12 . 72 .. .. 
7 0 p. rn. 23. 57 4? 45 23. 52 45 40 61 W. 1 8 1. 62 .. .. 




Fog . ....... -- -· 
Dense fog . - - - -
Dense fog. ----
D ense fog . --.-
Hazy-----




Hazy- .. .. 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy-----
Hazy .... . 
llazy -- .. · 
Hazy .. . .. 
Hazy -- - - · 
Haz~ ..... 
1 0 
Cumulus 4.4 N.W ........................... .. 
Hidden ..................................... __ 
Hidden_ ................... ... .............. .. 
Hi :!den .................................... .. 
Hidden . .. . . ............... . ....... ...... . . . . . 
Cumulus 1.8 N. W, ....................... : .. .. 
Cumulus 1-8 N. W ......... __ ................ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ... .................... __ .. .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........... _. __ 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W .......................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N . W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 3.4 N. W ....................... __ .. __ 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ...... .... _ ........ .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ............... ............ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W . ..... ..... ................ .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N, vV ............. ____ ........ __ .. 
Cir.-cum 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cir,&cu. 1-4 N. .. ....................... .. 
Cu .• strat 4-4 W . 7.40 p.m. . . .. .. .. .. . 15 .. .. 
23.581 43 w. 
2212. 42
1 
... -~ 0 I 0 I Cumulus~2-41N. W.l ......... -~8.32 p. m.l. 23
1 
... . 26 3. 38 .... Li~~r~~1. in the Cumulus ~-4 N. w ........................... .. 
24 2. 88 . . . . N1mlms .. _ 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 W. 10.30 p. m, . . . • . . . . . . . 03 .... . 
I 9 0 p.m. 23. 57 42 40 23. 53 4'o 38 82 W. lO 0 p. m. 23. 59 43 40 23. 55 41 39 82 W. 
110 39p.m. 42 123. 54 142 40 I 83 
{ll~ g~:~: 7 7u.m. 11 33 a.m. Knoxville, Tenn. 2 0 p. m. 4 7p.m. 9 Op.m. 









42 42 23. 51 42 
63 52 29. 021 51 
63 52 29. 021 51 
63 7l ;28. 985 70 
73 77 28. 895 76 
75 79 28. 850 78 
70 66 28. S02 65 
70 G3 28. 922 62 
40 83 s. w. 24 
48 78 s. 4 
48 78 s. 4 
56 33 s. 15 
58 28 s. w. 22 
60 29 s. 11 
56 53 s. w. 8 
57 71 s. w. 7 
2. 88 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
1.12 207 
2. 42 .. .. 



















Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ........ i0.55 p.m. . 04 .. .. 
0 0 0 .......... --------- ...... .. 
0 0 0 .................... ---- .. .. 
0 0 0 .......... -------- -- .... ----
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ......... .................. .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W . .... : .. ......... ... ........ . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. ·w . .................. __ .... __ .. 































































r11 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.w. 3 0 a.m. 
I 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a.m. 
I 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
I 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
Summit of Monnt112 0 m .. 
.Mitchell, N. C. 1 0 p. m. 
2 Op.m. 
3 Op.m. 
4 14 p. ro. 
1
5 Op. Ill. 
6 0 Jl.lll. 
7 Op.m. 
8 0 p.m. 
!.1 Op.m. 
l lO Op.m. !0:39p.m. { , 1~ ~ ~:~: 11i :3~ ~: ~: Knox~illo, Tcnn. 12 0 p.m. 4 7 p. ro. 9 Op.m. 
10 321J. m. 













23. 53 42 
2:t 5~ 42 
23.52 42 
23.51 42 
23. 51 42 
23.52 42 
23. 54 43 
23. 5.J 44 











23. 53 51 
23.51 49 
23. 50 48 
23. 50 47 




2tl. 96 76 
28.91 75 














42 23. 49 
42 23. 48 
42 23.48 
42 2.1. 47 
42 23.47 
42 23.48 
43 23. 50 
44 23.50 
4:1 23.51 









4!.1 23. 47 
·16 23.47 
45 23. 46 
45 23.45 
44 23. 44 




81 28. F27 
78 28. 780 
71 28.837 
67 28.877 
Meteorological1·ecord for May 13, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
.,:, ~ . ~ 
HYGROM. '§ WDID. LOWER CLOUDS; UPPER CLOUDS. RAL."< OR SNOW. '§ 5:; .l 
---.-] . . - ~ ~ . . ~ .0 ~~ 0 ~ 
..0 ~ ol;: ~ t''- ;..;~ ~ . ..; ..; § ~~~ ~~ .., a:) ~ S 
'i3 p p ·~ :3 '8 g :::3 • ..:;: ~ ~ -.:i -~ 0 • ~;::: 0 ?-; 
..0 ..0 :..: C) 0 ,.<:::; (.() g P.,·"" • p .0 p C) 0 s s "g p 0 § :;::1 
;;.., ~ ~ C) ~ ... gj ... :;::: g 'g 0 $:l 0 ~ 8 8 s "d 0 e or@ 
..... b.. 0 -~ 0 ~ .... 0 ~ ,....; ..... l3 ,....; s ..... ~..... 0 >:l s .... ..0 



















26 3. 38.- .. 
26 3.38 ... . 
32 5.12 .. .. 
34 5. 78 ... . 
32 5.12 .. .. 
28 3. 92 .. .. 
28 3. 92 .. .. 
28 3. 92 .. .. 
26 3. 38 .. .. 
28 3. 92 .. .. 
22 2. 42 ... . 
20 2. 00 544 
16 1. 28 .... 
12 . 72.--. 
12 . 72.- -· 
12 . 72 .. .. 
8 . :-!2 .. .. 
.E{azy ........ .. 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy . . . 
~~~;~~~1.- ~~~-
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy ........ .. 
Hazy . . . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy . . . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1·4 W ............................. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
Cir.·cum 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cir.&cu 1-4 W ............................. Fair. 
Cir. & cu 1-4 N. W ............................. l!'air. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 2·4 N. W ............................ Fair. 
Cir. &cu 2-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Cir.&cu 1-4 W ............................. Fair. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cumulus 2·4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. ...................... .. .. Fair. 
Cumulus 2-4 S.W ............................. Fair. 
Remarks. 
42 40 83 
42 40 83 
42 40 83 
42 40 83 
42 40 83 
42 40 83 
43 40 75 
44 41 76 
45 41 68 
47 42 62 
49 42 50 
52 44 47 
55 46 44 
!)5 46 44 
58 47 37 
56 45 35 
57 46 36 
53 45 48 
49 41 44 
46 42 69 
45 42 76 
45 42 76 
44 41 76 
43 41 8::! 
62 55 61 
63 55 61 
76 61 36 
80 60 24 
77 58 27 
70 57 40 




i& : ~&1 :::: 
12 .72, ... 
24 2. 881 .. .. 
0 0 
0 0 
g~~~Y~~ g:: N,;:· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~l~: 
Cumulus 4-4 W. .. .......................... Cloudy. 










24 2. 88 .. .. 
24 2. 88 .. .. 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
13 . 84 253 
13 . 84 .... 
12 . 72.--. 
14 . 98 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
0 0 
0 0 





Stratus . 2-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Cumulus 4·4 W . .. .......................... Cloudy. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ........... ---------· ........ Cloudy. Hil~1en. '(i' ... 0 ... ::=::::::: :::::::::::::: ::: : g~~:.Y· 
0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 














































a:> ""'ctl 00 C) 
0 a:> A .;... 
Meteorological1·ecord jo1· May 14, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGRO~I-~~ WIKD. LOWER cLouns. UPPim cLoUDs. I RAIN on sNow. -~ ~ ~ • ---~ . -=~~~ ~ I :3 ~ i- g t';.: e ci t . ...; ...; § gf- ~ ~ ~ s s ::s ::s ~>- ...... ...... • ..... g ::s · ~ 1=1 o:i ~=~ -~ .... I ct~ • ::s .:: o ~» 
,Q .0 ~ ~ C) ,.., "' <:;' :>.;:::: • ::s 1=1 • ::s ~ E; s s '2 ::s C) s:;::: 
» ~ ~ e ~:: ~ ~ :;::: ;:: "g g ~ g e s ~ 8 .-;::! a 8 - ~~ 
Remarks. 





. Summit of Mount I 




1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a. ru. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 n,.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 Oa.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
12 Om--







I 8 OJ?. m. 9 Op. m. 
1
10 Op. m. 
LO 39p. m. 
l 12 Op. m. 
1
( ~ ~!::: 
1133 a.m. 
Knoxville, Tenn _ 2 0 p. m. 
4 7p.m. 
· 9 Op.m. 
l10 32p. m. 
23. 47 46 42 23. 42 42 
23. 48 46 42 23. 43 42 
23.47 46 41 23.42 41 
23. 47 45 40 23. 43 40 
23. 47 44 40 23. 43 40 
23. 47 44 39 23. 43 39 
23. 47 44 39 23. 43 39 
23. 46 43 40 23. 42 40 
23. 46 42 41 83. 42 41 
23. 46 . 42 42 23. 43 42 
23. 46 43 43 23. 42 43 
23. 43 43 47 23. 39 47 
23. 43 44 47 23. 39 47 
23. 42 44 44 23. 38 44 
2:~. 40 43 43 23. 36 43 
23. 37 43 43 23. 33 43 
23. 37 43 43 23. 33 43 
23. 36 43 43 23. :t.2 43 
23. 36 43 40 23. 32 40 
23. 36 43 41 23. 32 41 
23:36 44 41 23. 32 . 41 
23. 40 46 40 23. 35 40 
23. 38 45 40 23. 34 40 
23. 36 45 40 23. 32 40 
28. !)0 68 61 28. 788 6U 
~8. 90 68 61 28. 788 60 
26. 86 73 70 2t'. 735 69 
28. 82 74 72 28. 692 7l 
28. 80 74 71 28. 672 70 
28. 78 70 65 28. 662 64 






























































22 2. 42 ... . 
16 1. 28 .. . 
15 1.12 .. .. 
16 1. 28- .. . 
17 1. 28 . .. . 
12 . 72 ----
17 1. 44-- .. 
18 1. 62 .. .. 
14 . 98 ... . 
14 . 98 .. --
12 . 72 .. --
12 . 72 376 
8 .32 ... . 
8 .32 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
5 . 12 .. --
4 .08 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
10 . 5U .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
9 .40 .. .. 
5 .12 .. .. 
5 .12 .. . 
4 . 08 206 
6 .18 .. .. 
3 . 04, .. .. 8 .32 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
Stratus .. _I 4-4 . 
Stratus . _ . 4-4 
Fog . ........ _ 
Stratus . _ _ 2-4 
Fog ....... ___ _ 
Fog .. _ ...... . 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Dense fog __ .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stmtus ... . 3-4 
0 0 





Stratu~ .. . , ~-4 
Stratus . . . ::l-4 
Fog in vall ey . 
Fog in vall ey . 
Dense fog- ~- ... Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus _ .. 4-4 




~~~~t~. ~ . : : !:! 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
!¥.~"' ,~ ::L EH +H JT: 
Hidden . . .. .. .. .. 5.40 a.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 01 
Cumulus 1-4 E ........... 6.12a.m .. 01
1 
.. .. 
Hidden ..................................... .. 
Ridden . .. .. .. .. .. 8.18 a.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 02
1 
... . 
~H~~~~. :::: ~::::: :::::::::: io:43a~:m~ :~~ 1 :::~ 
Cumulus 2-4 S. \Y ....................... .. 
ilt~l1~~ :~-;: ~~:~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::J::: 
~~~g:~: :~: :::::: -~:~~~:-~: 4:35j_),;n~ -~~~ · ----
Ridden ....... ......................... . . . 
Cirrns .. 1-4 0 ........................ 
1 
.. .. 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ......... , ...... _ .......... . 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
~iftfJ:n·: ·1--~- -~:~: :::::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::: 
Hidden ........... 11.06 p.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 01 
Hidden ............... . ................... ... .. 
Hidden . .... _..... In night. .. .. . .. .. . . 01 
Cumulus 4-4 W ........... .. : ....... .... 
1 
.. .. 



















































'l'IIERM. s ~ 
s 0 ... 
---
~ $- ~ ~~ Plnco of ol>sorm· ol01 rg rg 0 
tion. .... ..... Q) .s~ o""' E .g ~ 
"' ~ 0 0 ~ ~ 8 ... ~ H ~ ~ f=1 0 0 
r 
1 0 n.m. 23.:36 45 40 23. 32 
2 0 a.m. 2:1.35 45 40 23.31 
3 0 a.m. 23.33 45 ~~ ~ ~~: ~~ I 4 u a.ru. 23.31 45 5 0 a.m . 23.31 45 39 23. 27 
I 
6 0 a.m. 23.31 44 40 23.27 
7 14 a.m. 23.32 44 41 '2:3 28 
8 0 a.m. 23.33 43 41 ;23. 29 I !J Oa.m. 23. 3~ 43 :~ ~ ~~: ~~ 10 0 a.m. 23.35 43 
11 0 a. rn. 23.37 44 42 23. 33 
Summit of Monnt J 12 0 m . 23.36 44 42 23.32 
Mitchell, N. C. I 1 Op.m. 23.36 46 42 123.31 
I 
2 Op.m. 23. 38 47 45 23. 33 
3 Op.m. 23.37 46 46 23. 32 
414p.m. 23.37 45 44 23. 33 
5 Op.m . 23.38 4!i 45 23. ~4 I 6 Op.m. 23. :~9 46 43 23. 34 
7 Op.m. 23.41 46 43123.36 
1 8 Op.m. 23. 44 53 43 23.38 
!l Op.m. 23.44 56 43 1?3. 37 
llO Op.m. 23. ~5 52 :~ ~~~: ~~ 10 3!1p.m. 23.45 52 
12 Op.m. 23.43 49 42 23. 38 
Kuoxvill• Tonu __ J 
'i Oa.m. 28.76 68 60 2l:l. 648 
7 7 a.m. 28. 76 68 60 26. 648 
l1 33 a. nt. 28.80 71 6!) 28. (i80 
2 0 p.m . 28.80 72 71 28. 677 
l 4 7p.m. 28.80 72 67 28. 677 
D 0 p.m. 28. 8h 6!J 63 28. 7!i5 
10 3:!p.m. 28. 8!J 70 63 128.772 
Meteorological 1'CC01'd jo1· May 15, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
llYGlWM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
8 
---
"' ..q, ;:j ~ cot' ~ h,_; Q;) . 6 Q"tD~ ...,., ::...~ ~ . .p .p -~-~I 
.5 ,0 I>'"' ..... 0 "' . ~~ 1"1 101 ~ "' g..q rnO' ..:;; ~ ..:;; "' ~oS rnrn 0 0 -~ £.§ !:( ~ ~'a -a8 <D >-< ·;~ 101 . a 101 13 A '"'"' ~ ~ A p:: ~ j.>>O. ;l;P. A ~ ~ A 
---- - --
40 40 100 S.E. 6 .18 ~ ... Fo_g ...... . 
-·· · 
Hidden .. . .. ....... .... 
40 39 91 s. 6 . 18 Fog ....... Hidden . .... 
39 38 91 S.E. 5 .12 Fog ... . ... Hidden .... . 
::!9 38 91 S.E. 5 .12 Fog ....... Hidden . .... 
39 38 91 S.E. 11 . 60 Fog ....... Hidden ..... 
40 40 JOO S.E. 10 . 50 Fog ....... Hidden .. . . . 
41 41 100 S.E. 16 l. 28 Nimbus ... 4-4 H idden · • 41 41 100 E . 16 1. 28 Nimbus .. 4-4 Hidden ..... 
42 42 100 E. 14 . 98 N1mbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .... 
42 42 100 E. 14 . r.8 Niml:ms . .. 4-4 Hidden . . ... 
42 42 100 E. 12 . 72 Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hidden . ... . 
42 42 100 E. 8 . 32 209 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. . 
42 42 100 E. 1'2 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Bidden .. .. . 
45 45 100 E. 5 .12 Nimbus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . ... 
46 46 100 E. 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .... 
44 44 100 E . 1 . 01 Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden . .... 
45 45 100 N.W. 1 . 01 D ense fog . Hitlden .... . 
43 43 100 w. 1 . 01 D ense fog . Hidden . .. .. 
43 43 100 w. 6 . 18 D ense fog . Hiuden ..... 
43 42 92 w. 4 . cs Fog ....... Hidden ... .. 
43 43 100 N.W. 6 . 18 D ense fog . Hidden .. ... 
42 4~ 100 N.W. 8 . 32 D ense fog . Hiddon 
1
_ 
42 42 100 N. 8 3'> D ense fog . Bidden ... .. 42 42 100 N. 8 . 32 Dense fog . Hidden ..... 59 56 81 S.E. 4 . 08 Stra.tus ... 4-4 Ridden . .... 59 56 81 S. E . 4 . 08 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .. ... 
G4 58 Gi E. 9 . 40 . 98 Rtratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... . . 70 62 61 s. 5 .12 Light haze Cir.-cil .. 3-4 s.w. 66 62 78 N.E. 4 . 0~ Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. . G2 Gl 91 N.W. 4 . 08 Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ..... 62 60 88 0 0 0 Stratus . .. 2-4 Hazy ...... 
RAIN Oit SNOW. .::l ~ ~g 
..:;; ~ UJ 
-101 O'd ...,., 
.., 
..:;; 101""' s p'C) Q;) os 13 'd s.., 0 1"1 
0 f=1 <!Jo 
----------
--- --·----
. ...... ...... ... . . 










4.45 p.m. . 01 
9.0G a.m. 10.35 a . m . . 01 
4.15p. m. 4.45 p.m. . 10 
















Light rain • 
Light rain . 
LiQ.-Dt rain. 
Ligbt rain. 
Light, rain . 
Light rain . 
Light rain. 
Light r ain . 
Light rain . 












































































Meteo1·ological1'ecordjor May 16, 18i3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
' ~ -
HYGROM. ~ WIXD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·a t::: fD 
8 \ I'<O C) ~ 
---.- _g. . ;:., "' , - . 'C:;} S S5 
..0 ;8 c _t- § ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ . ...; ..; § ~-1 ~ ... :g 0 s ,...~ p ~ •..-4 :;3 0 b ~ . ..G- ~ ::J -~ -~ <lJ • Q ~ s ~ 
,t:> :; ~ • g .= ..Q oo ;x ~:<:: <t:i g <t:i g ~ o § s a5 g a.>s ~ ~ 




1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
I 
4 0 a . m. 
5 0 a.m. 
G 0 a.m. 
I 714 a.m. 8 0 a.m. 
I 9 0 a. m. 
1
10 0 a.m. 
1l 0 a.m. 
Summit of Mount 12 0 m ... 
Mitchell, N.C. I 1 0 p.m. 
1 2 0 p.m . 
, 3 0 p.m. 
I 
414 p.m. 
5 0 p.m. 
6 0 p.m. 
I 7 0 p.m . A Op.m. 
I 
!l Op.m. 
10 0 p.m. 
10 39 p . Ill· 
l 12 0 p . m. 
( 7 0 a.m. 
I 7 7 a.m. 11 33 a.m. 
Knoxville, T enn . ~ 2 0 p. m . 
I 4 7p.m. 9 Op.m. 
L 1032p.m. 
23. 42 48 
2::!. 41 47 
23. 42 45 
23. -1 3 45 
23. 43 45 
23. 46 GO 
23. 50 49 
23.51 48 
23. 54 51 
23.55 52 
23. 57 53 
23.58 53 




23. 59 51 
23.59 58 
23. 60 55 
23. GO 52 
23. 60 60 
23.63 59 
23. 64 57 
23. 60 53 
28. 98 68 
28.98 68 
29. 04 74 
29. 03 75 
29. 02 76 
29.06172 
;)(). 09 72 
42 23. 37 42 42 100 
41 23.36 41 4 1 100 
40 23. 38 40 40 100 
40 23. 39 40 40 100 
40 :23. 39 40 40 100 
41 23. 41 41 40 91 
41 2::!. 45 41 40 91 
44 23. 46 44 43 92 
46 23. 48 46 45 92 
46 23. 49 46 45 92 
49 23. 51 49 46 78 
50 2::1. 52 50 47 79 
51 23. 53 51 47 72 
50 23. 53 50 46 72 
53 23. 52 53 47 61 
49 23. 53 49 46 78 
48 23. 53 48 46 85 
47 23. 52 47 45 85 
47 23. 54 47 45 85 
46 23. 54 46 45 92 
45 23. 53 45 44 91 
43 23. 56 43 42 92 
42 23. 57 42 41 91 
41 23. 54 41 40 91 
62 :.!8. E68 61 60 91 
62 28. 868 61 60 91 
72 28. 912 71 62 60 
75 28. 900 74 63 51 
77 28. 987 76 64 48 
68 28. 937 67 57 50 
































10 . 50 .. . . 
10 . 50 . . .. 
15 1. 12 .. 
11 . 60 . .. . 
11 . 60 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
16 1. 281 .. . 12 . 72 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 . 08 199 
8 .32 .. .. 
(j . 18 .. .. 
6 . 18 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
11 . 60 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
8 . 32 . . .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
11 . 60 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
~~::~: ~c ~~~~· ~-· :::'i u~u u~u > ~: ~~~~~ 
Fog in the valley Cumulus 2-4 N. E . ............................ Fair. 
Cumnlus. 1-4 ·Cumulus 2-4 N. .. ...................... .. .. Fair. 
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. V.V . ................. ... ........ Cloudy. 
Hazy .......... Cumulus 2-4 N. IV . ............................ Fair. 
~~~"'~ l.i 1111111,1 ili: ll:l:i:: llllillllllll ~~~~~: 
12 .n ... . 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Clear. 
14 . 98 ... 0 0 CumuluR 1-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
2 . 02 
~ : ~~1--77 
3 . 04, .. .. 3 . 04 ... . 
4 . 08 .. .. 
8 .32 ... . 
Stratus.. 3-4 Cumulus 2-4 N. W ............................. Cloudy. 
Stratus.. 3-4 Cumulus 2-4 N. W ....... ...... ................ Cloudy. 
Ha:;r,y .. c . .. .. .. Uumulus 3-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Stratus.. 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 .... -.... ................... Cloudy. 




























































M eteorologicalncm·d for May 17, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. I ~ . llYGRO)I. ::;l WD:D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '<;! ~ ~ • 8 ,..o~~ 
--. _g . . .,., 10 ·j' "til .0 ~ 1iJ g ~ 
,ci p cot: § ..., ~ "'¢:: cD • .,.; .,.; § H ~ ·~ ..., 1l E 
::; '"i3 ... -~ ..... -~ g ;::: . ~ t>; H ~ ..... -~ I co . H ..... s 1>: 
p :; ~ g ~ ,q g; g ~~ .0 g .-d g g 0 ~ 8 1l g Cl 6 ~· 
..., cD - ............ o"'·'"'o d "' ... a... 8 'C s 'C 
h > cD ...... cD cD "' 0 I cd - ;'"j 8 .8 H ·~ ~"-< 0 ~ s h ..!:1 A .- ~ A P. P<,p.; P<,A F==l <!j ~ <tj A o F1 <tj o 8 
------1 1--l-1- l-- l- l- l-l--l-l-l-1---l--l- --l-1--
1 0 a. m.':!3. 5!1 49 40 
2 0 n. m. 23. 58 47 40 
3 0 a.m. 2J. 59 48 10 
4 0 a.m. :23. 60 4tl 40 
5 0 a.m. 23. 60 49 39 
6 0 a.m. 22. 60 46 40 
7 14 a. m. '23. 62 50 42 
8 0 a.m. 23. 63 49 44 
9 0 a.m. 23. 63 49 49 
10 0 a. m.,23. 64 52 5-1 
11 0 a. m. 23. 66 54 55 
S1m~mit of:Mo1~nt J 12 0 m ... '~- 67 ~5 55 
1ilitcllcll, N.C. ) 1 0 p.m. 23. 67 ;)8 57 
2 0 I>· m. '23. 68 61 59 
3 0 1>- m. ~3. 68 62 58 
4 14 p.m. 23.68 63 60 
5 0 p.m. 23. u7 61 58 
6 0 p.m. 23. 68 59 57 
7 0 p. m, 23. 69 58 49 
8 0 p.m. 23. 69 63 46 
9 0 J>. m.;23. 69 61 46 
LO Op.m. ;23.69 61 47 
1
10 39}1. m. 23. 69 60 46 
12 0 p . m. :23. 68 59 46 
7 0 a. ru. l29. 15 67 58 
7 7 a. m. 29. 15 67 59 
r ll 33 a. ru .. 29. 16 73 71 
Knoxville, Tenn .. 
1
. 2 011. m.
1
'2.9. 10 73 77 
4 7p. m. 29.08 75 ~0 
































40 38 8'2 N. W. 18 
40 38 82 N. W . 18 
40 38 82 N. W. 12 
40 38 82 N. \\~. 15 
39 S7 82 w. 20 
40 38 82 w. 18 
42 40 83 w. 18 
44 41 76 \V. 12 
49 44 64 w. 16 
54 46 49 N. W. 4 
55 47 50 N. \V. 6 
55 52 SO N. W. 6 
57 48 46 w. 6 
59 48 38 w. 7 
58 47 37 W. 6 
60 49 39 s.w. 8 
58 47 37 s.w. 8 
57 45 30 w. 8 
49 43 57 w. 7 
46 44 84 s.w. 8 
46 44 84 s. 6 
47 45 85 s. 4 
46 44 84 s. 5 
46 43 77 S. E. 6 
57 53 75 S. E. 7 
58 54 75 S. E. 7 
70 56 35 E. 3 
76 60 34 E. 4 
79 60 26 E. 4 
70 55 32 N. W. 8 
67 53 32 N. W. 4 
1. 62. .. . o 1 o 
1. 62 .... Light fog ..... . 
.72 .... Hazy ... . 
1.12 ... . Hazy ... . 
2. 00 . . . . Hazy ... . 
1. 62 . . . . Hazy .. . . 
l. 62 . . . . Hazy ... . 
. 72 . . . . Hazy ... . 
I. 28 . . . . Hazy ... . 
. 08 . . . . Hazy ... . 
. 18 . . . . Hazy ... . 
.18 281 Hazy ..•. , ..... . 
. 18 . . . . Hazy ......... . 
. 24 . . . . Hazy ......... -
. 18 . . . . Hazy ......... . 
. 32 . . . . Hazy .... , ..... . 
.32 . ... Hazy ..... . .... . 
. 32 . . . . Hazy .... , ..... . 
. 24 . . . . Hazy .... 
1 
..... . 
. 32 . . . . Hazy . •...•.... 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W .................... ... ..... . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ..... .. ............ ... . . .... . 
Cumulus 2-4 N . .. ......................... . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 ........................... . 
Cirrus... 2-4 0 . . . . . ................. ... . . 
Cirrus . . 2 4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . .. . . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 .... . .... . .. .. ............. . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 . .. ........................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 E ............................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 E .... ..... . ......... . .... ... . 
Cumuln.~ 1-4 W ............................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 S ..................... ....... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W .... :' ....................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ... ..... ............. ...... . 
Cir.& cu. 2-4 0 .. ... ...................... . 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 ......................•..... 
Cirrus. . . 1-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus ... 2-4 N. W . .......... ..... ..... : ... . ; .. 
.18 .... Fog ..... 
.08 , ... Lightfog 
.12 .... Light fog 
.18. __ . o 1 o 
. 24 . . . . Hazy ....•..•.. 
. 24 . . . . Hazy ... . 
. 04 106 Hazy ... . 
. 08 . . . . Hazy . .. . 
. 08 . . . . Hazy ... . 
. 32. ___ o 1 o 
. 08 .... 0 0 
Cirrus. . . 3-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cirrus.. . 3-4 0 ... ... ..... .. ......... .. ... . 
Cirrus ... 3-4 0 . ..... ............ ...... .... . 
Cinus . .. 2-4 0 .... ..... . ................. . 
Cirrus ... 1-8 0 ............. · .............. . 
Cirrus. . . 1-8 0 ........................... . 
Cirrus ... 1-8 0 ........................... . 
Cir.-cum. 1-4 N. W ........................... . 


























































Meteo·rological1·ecord fm· May 18, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~· ~ THERM., @ HYGROM :0~· WL.'ifD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEI~ CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SXOW. ·~ ~ ~ • 
~ ~ ~ ~o ~ <I) "' • ""-+>o; 15.,; ..: -_--,;:,..: . . ..<=l •• P,.4:l. I<D -bJ) ..o o~<ll<l) 
Place o~ observa. o 0 _s 't:l .-d "g_s ;:9 ;:9 <ll.t' >'l ...,,.. ;..¢; p. . ~ ~ >'loT ->'l _,.,<ll SS R emarks. 
twn. 'S ~ ~ ~ gJ 1.) o ~ _g .~ .... :3 ·;:; g ~ ci- t' § § -3 ·~ d <P .-d § ~ s ~ 
<P § ;;£ O ~ ,.... ..., ~ g o,;:, rn '!' lb'C .-d o .-d o ~ 0 § S "" o S '- ·o; s :-. ..., p. ... ;;.., <I) ...... ,.. ~ .... o "' I .~ c ;:: s "" s .... s... s "' s ~'0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ A-~ 8 ~ ~ ~ H 
--------1·---- ---------------- - ---- -------------- ---- -- ------- -
r 
1 0 a.m. 23.66 58 45 23. 59 45 42 76 S. E. 6 . 18 . . . 0 0 Cirr.us .. 2-4 . ..... .......... . .. ... ... ... ...... Fair. 
2 0 a.m. 2:3.65 56 45 23.58 45 43 84 S. E. 8 . 32 .... Light fog...... 0 0 0 .. .......................... l•'oggy. 
3 0 a. m. 23. 65 54 44 23. 59 44 43 92 S. E. 12 . 72 . . . . F og_ . . . . Hidden . Foggy. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 64 52 43 23. 58 43 42 92 S. E. 12 . 7:2.... 0 0 Cirrus .. 3-4 N. "\V. Cloudy. 
I 
5 0 a. m. 23. 64 52 44 2a. 58 44 43 !l:2 S. E . 20 2. 00 . . . . Light fog Cirrus . . 3·4 N. Cloudy. 
6 0 a.m. 23. 67 51 45 :23. 61 45 45 100 S. E. 16 1. 2i3 . .. . Fog..... 0 0 o Foggy. 
7 14 a.m. 23. 67 51 48 2:3. 61 48 46 85 W. 8 . 32 .... Light fog Cirrus .. 1-4 Fair. 
I 8 0 a.m. 2~. 68 51 50 ;3. 62 ~0 48 86 w_ . 9 . 4? . . . . Hazy . . . q !1:r,us .·. ~-4 ~l~ucly. 9 0 a. m. 2.~. 70 57 56 ~3. 63 o6 50 63 W. 8 . 32 . . . . Hazy . . . Cm us . . 2-4 F:ur. 
I 10 0 a.m. 23. 70 57 53 ~:3. 63 ~3 49 7~ W. 9 . 40 . . . . Hazy . . . Q,umulus ~-4 W . Cloudy. 11 0 a.m. 23.71 57 52 23.64 ;>2 48 73 W. 11 . 60 .... Hazy . . . Cumulus :.l-4 W. Cloudy. 
Summit of Mount J 12 0 m .. 23.71 62 53. 23.63 53 49 73 W. 10 . 50 203 Smoky.. Cumulus :3-4 W. . . . . Cloudy. 
Mitchell, N.C. I 1 0 p.m. 2:3.71 65 55 23.62 55 50 6!:l N. W. 7 . 24 . .. . Smoky . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. ' Clout1y .. 
I 2 0 p.m. 23. 69 63 54 23. 61 54 49 67 IV. 9 . 40 . . . . Stratus 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 W. 'l'hreatenmg. 3 0 p. m 23. 68 59 52 23. 61 52 50 86 W. 14 . !J8 . . . . Smoky.. Cumulus :.J-4 W. Cloudy. 
II 4 14 p.m. 23. 68 59 51 23. 61 51 49 86 vV. 5 . 12 . . . . Stratus 3-4 Cumulds 2-4 Cloudy. 5 0 p.m. 23. 68 58 52 23. 61 52 50 56 W. 5 . 12 . . . . Stratns 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 W. Cloudy. 
I 
6 0 p.m. 23. 6!J 61 53 23. 61 53 50 80 W. ,, . 04 .... Stratus 4-4 Hidden . Cloudy. 
7 0 p.m. 23. 6/i 57 51 23.61 51 50 93 S. 8 . 32 . .. . Fog.... Hidden . G.l5 p .m G.48 p UL • 01 Foggy. 
8 0 p. m. 23. 68 63 50 23.60 50 50 100 S. 12 . 72 .... Fog.... . Hidden . Foggy. 
I 
9 0 p.m. 23. 70 62 50 23. 62 50 5U 100 S.W. 16 1. 28 . .. Fog.... . Hillden . Fogg-y. 
10 0 p.m. 23. 70 59 49 23.63 49 49 100 S.W. ~0 2. 00 .... Fog_.... H idden . Foggy. 
10 39'p. m. 23. 68 58 50 23. 61 50 50 100 S. 20 2. 00 _ ... l<'og ... . Hidden _ Foggy. 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 68 58 50 23. 61 50 50 100 S.W. 18 1. G2 .... Fog. . .. Hidden _ 49.7 Foggy. 
( 7 0 a.m. 9.9. 12 68 60 29. 008 59 51 53 N. E. 6 . 18 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 Hidden . Cloudy. 
I 7 7 a.m. 2\l. 12 68 61 29. 008 60 50 46 N. E. . 6 . 18 . . Stratus . 4-4 Hidden Cloudy. 11 33 a. m, 29. 12 75 75 28. 9!l0 74
1
61 42 W. 6 .18 115 Hazy_. Cumulus 4-4 "\V . Cloudy. 
Knoxville, Tenn.\ 2 0 p.m. 29. 07 76 76 28. 937 75 62 44 N .. W 9 . . 40 .. .. Hazy _ _ Cumulus 4-4 vV. Cloudy. 
I 4 7 p.m. 29; 04 78 81 :!8. 902 80 67 47 N. E. 4 . 08 ... -~Hazy _.. Cirrus .. 4-4 W . Cloudy. · 
1
9 0 p.m. 29. 04 73 ?2\28. 915 71 63 62 S. 8 . 32 _ ... Haz~' _. Cumnlus 2-4 W. Fa~r. 
























]ieteorologicalJ·ecoJ·dfor May 19, 1873. 
{Hourly observations.) 
' I • I I ~ 1-~ 'TIIERbi. ~ HYGROM. 1-~ WL'\0. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '?,i !i ~ . ~ """ ~ ,... 0.,:; ~ o --- ~ ___ o .. ::;_~ ~ d -t ....; . ~ ~ . .ci ,.!:l ~ d t'.; ~ ...; I d> • I I.; tJ:l-~ -~ ~ Q) ~ C) ~ ;9 ~ ~ .~ 0 •,-4 c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~...., 8 ~ ~ ~~ .5 ~ :;3 :g ~,g~g~:a· . § rd 
a o 2 ~ ~ t-. ~ ~ 9 -;.... c ~~o rg ~ ~ ~ ~ :; ~ 8 A. ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~:A~ ~ ~ ~ 
1
1 Oa.m. 23.66 57~ 23.59 --;-~;-~ S.W. -;l l.62~ Fog ...... ~~ Hidden .~=~==~---· Fo:rey. 
2 Oa.m. 23. 65 57 49 :23.58 49 49 10C:S.W. 24 :u~s ... Fog--- --- .. Bidden ..... .... ......... ___ ____ _ .. ..... Foggy. 
:l 0 a.m. 23. 63 56 49 23. 56 49 "o!8. 5 CG :3. W. 28 3. !)2 . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Bidden .. . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .... . .. . .. _. Cloudy. 
4 Oa.m. 23.6155 49 23.55 49 48.5 9uS.W. 26 13.U ... Stratus ... 4-4 Flidden . ..................................... Clondy. 
5 Oa.m. 23.64 53 49 23.58 49 49 10CS.W. 24 2. 88 .... Fog . ... . ...... Hidden .......... -------- - .. .... ........... Fo!!'I!Y-
6 Oa.m. 23.6:! 52 49 2:t56 49 49 100S.W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden ..... --- - -- .......... ------·--- ........ Foggy. 
714a.m.23.6252 5023.;'\6 5050 lOOS.W. 24:l.f:~8 ... Fog ....... ... Bidden ................. .. .................... Fog;:ry. 
I 
8 0 a.m. 23. 621 52 50 23. !:i6 50 50 l CO S. W. 27 3. GJ . . . . Fog .... _.. . . . . Hidden ...... _ .... . _ .. ... __ . . .. _ ......... .. . _. Foggy .. 
9 0 a.m. 23. 62 52 50 23. 56 50 50 100 W. 23 2. 64 .. .. Li~ht fog .. .. Cnmulus 3-4 W. . _...... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. Cloudy. 
10 Oa.m. 23.63 54 52 23.57 52 50 fl(j W. l7 I.H .... Hazy .. ...... . Cumulus 3-4 W .......... . ................. . Clolllly. 
12 0 m . . 23. 64 60 58 23. 57 58 54 76 W. 8 . 32 393 Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulns 4 4 W. . .. __ .... . ... _.. .. .. . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
"' l"ll -~ I g -~ 1;@ Cl) s s _:::;_§_..:; s 0 
-<t:l :::l 0 
Remarks. 
11 Oa.m. 2:t64 ·56 52 :23. 57 52 50 86 W. 1tl 1.62 . .. . Stratus . .. 3-4 Cumulus~l-4 W. --------- ---------- ..... .. Cloudy. 
1
1 Op.m. 23.63 59 60 23.56 60 55.5 73 ·S.W. 6 .18 .... Hazy ......... Cumulns4-4 W ... . ..... ........ .. ... ... ... Cloully;at1.15p.m. 
S ·t f-..- · t · I thuuller Btorm cast um.mi o .LUOUll of this station. 
Mitcbell.N.C .. I2 Op.m. 23.65 59 54 23.58 54 53 93S.W. 4 .08.... v I v l "' u.~::~~r ·a. r ot .>· .. ,....,w_ , ,_, .. !'m·' '-' " ' ~!~!.!~:!'!!!!!;!.!!:!!!. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 61 57 54 23.54 54 53 93 S. W. li . 18 .. . . Light foe , , c" -"tt-"t ! <~.d ! ~-.: w ! ! 1\,t! ! !.~~~~ :·:::!.:::.. 
4 14 p.m. 23. 5!l 54 49 23. 53 49 49 100 S. W. 20 2. 00 ... . L!gi1" '.' '"' • • • · " """"~ ' v.a · - _w • • • · ~ ~ ~ • "" • • . . ...... :" 







1 8 0 p.m. 23.60 55 50 23.54 50 49 93 S. W. 12 . 72.. .. 0 0 C:nmnlnRI 4.4 IR W I . _ __ _ _ C!c~d~·-
1 9 Op.m. 23.~3 57 50 23.56 50 :!9.5 96S.W. 1~ -22 .... L!ghtfog .. . .. Cu.-stratl1 4·4 j ------j----------j---------- j: ... , ... Threatening .. 
110 Op.m. 23.64 58 51 2.'3.57 51 J0.5 96S.W. 10 .;)0 .... L1ghtiog ..... Cumulus 3-4 ____ __ ......... ______ . l:lnnrl_y; lll•n t..l•gh~-
1 I I I I I uing; in W. boriwn. _ 1 50 23. 58 50 49 9::1 S. W. 12 . 7:! :. . . Lt.fog invalley CumnlnR '2. 4 ~ .. ;,, . lwn+.li , h<nin:" 
II I I I I I I I I inN.andN.E.hmizon. 12 0 p.m. 23. 65 56 49 23.58 49 48 93 ~- W. 20 2. 00 . . . . Lt.foginva Hey C••l!!!•ln~ 9.d >;: w "'' vn : •. ; r. nn< " ::'·~ - =--;;; 
I I I I I I I in N.E. hor;zon . . 02 73 66 ~8. 895 65 62 84 0 0 0 .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Lidt rain. 
J l
' '"· "''1"'"·0273 6628.8956502 48 0 0 0 .... N ituims ... I 4-4 1 1-IH I<imr l I 1 79'\<>. lTII7dl\amiRllrl I T; ;;.h+•·nin 
ll 33 0.. m. 29. 01 78 77 :28. 872 'i'6 66 ~6 S. W. 18 1. 62 141 ~trnt.n R I 4.4 I Hitlclt>n I I I I I I I r ., ::;' __ ,, __ 
l l' .. n .... :lln m n -- "" ---- nAn~ <> n -n ·~n .. - - n ··- -- ~ -- · - l.28 .... Stra.tus ... I 2·4 1 Cumulusl l-4 1 " '·1--· ----- -- 1-- ---- -- --1 ·--· 1·---ICleari'ng. 
:2. CO . . . . Ilazy .. ....... Cnmnln~ 4-4 ~ W f" lmorl .. 
II .;~ .• ~!~· ~~~ -1 ~~-~~I ~3 I ~~ ~~~- ~~!I~~~~~ I ~? ; s'Y..:. I -~I. !An .... ~tratoua ... II ~.·14 II u,. :lZV 1 .. _11. 1 ' II 1\ II II II II II rq~,,.·~· 





























Mctem·olog·ical rec01·d joT May 201 11:!73. 
(Hourly observations ) 
~ TllErur. ~ HYGROM. ~ WIND. I LOWER cLouns. UPPER cr.quns. UAIN Oit sxo~---. - -~ ~IE . 
~ ... t:l ~ >'l Q) .. 
~ -~ ~ .g >d 'g ~ :2 :2 Q) i g E" ~ ~ ~ ~ ;;, ...; ...; §- gl ~ :] ~ ;, 
~ ~ ~ .g ~ ~ Q) .E E ~ ·-- :g ~ ,g ~ g- .., :g· -t:i g -t:i § -~ -~ s s -g g ~ ~ :;· 
s ~ ~ ~ fool ~ ~ .s QJ - ~ Cl);.. :;: 0 ~ 8 ~ ~ 8 ~ s "0 ~ .... ~ 
Remarks. 
1:l • F-< _____._ _g . ---~ . I . ":= 1T.l s S3 
..... "' ...., ~ 0 ... t> a:> .::: Q) Q) ... Q) ~ .... ·-- ·-- 8 ·~ ""' 0 .. "" ;... ~ 
_______ 1_ E-I __ -~--<lj- _F'l __ o ___ A_ ~~-_A_ P._'"'p,; P.A_ --~-- --<lj- --~--~  ~-~- __ u__ --~--~ ~ I-------
( I 1 o a. m .l 23.631 55 I 49 123.57 I 49 148 
valley. 




Summit of Mount J 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 
2 0 a.m. 
3 Oa.m. 
4 Oa.m. 
5 0 a.ID. 
6 0 a.m. 
714a.m 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a . m. 
10 Oa.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
l2 Om .. 
1 Op.m. 






































6 0 p. m. 23. 72 56 49 
7 0 p. m. 23. 72 58 50 
8 0 p. m. 23. 73 59 49 
I 
tl 0 p. m. 23. 73 60 4S 
10 0 p.m. 23. 74 63 48 
I 0 39 p. m 23. 73 63 48 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 72 60 47 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 11 74 70 
7 7 a.m. 29. 11 74 70 
11 33 a.m. 29. 11 80 80 
Knoxville, Tenn... 2 0 p . m. 20. 05 82 85 
4 7 p. m. 29. 05 82 HO 
9 0 p. 111 . 29. 09 79 77 































48 47.5 96 S. W . 16 1. 28 .... Fog ......... .. 
47 47 100 W. 16 L 23 .... Fog ......... .. 
46 46 100 S. W. 12 . 7:2 .... Fog .......... . 
47 47 100 W. 14 . !JB .... Fog ......... .. 
48 48 100 W. 8 . 32 .... 
1 
Fog ... . ...... . 
50 50 100 W. 7 . 24 . . . . Fog . . . . . . .... . 
50 50 100 W. 8 . :u .. .. Fog ......... .. 
52 51 93 W. 9 . 40 ... . Light fog .... .. 
55 52 80 N. W. 8 . 3~ .... Hazy and ,fog .. . 
58 54 76 N. W. 4 . 08 .... Hazy aud fog .. . 
63 ~8 ~ N. W. 4 . 08 290 IIazyand ~ t:og .. . 
61 <>5 66 W. 4 : 08 ... Hazy andlfog .. . 
58 54 76 S. W. 2 . 0:2 .. . . Fog ......... .. 
54 53 93 S. E. 5 . 12 . . . . Fog. .. ... .. .. .. 
5J 52 9.:! S. E. 8 . 32 . .. . Nimbus . 4-4 
































S. E. 16 
S.E. 12 









.50 .. .. 
. 18 ... . 
. 72 .. .. 
1.28 .. .. 
. 72 .: .. 
. 72 .. .. 
1.28 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
0 32 210 
.32 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
• 01::! ... .. 
. 84 .. .. 
Stratus.. 1-4 
Hazy . ....... . 




Fog ... ...... .. 
Hazy ... . 





Cumulus. l 2-4 
Hidden.- ~ · ... 1 ...... 1 .......... 1 ... ....... 1 ... -~ - .. . Hiduen ........ .... ........ : . .... · ............ .. 
H~<lq~n-. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .............. .. 
Hld< .. U ...•. ·•• ••· •• ·•• •·• · · ·••••···•· .•...••. 
Hidden ....................... ... ..... .. ...... . 
Hidden . . ~ - .. . 
Hidden ... : .. 
Cumulus. 1-4 W. 
Cumulus. • 2-4 N. W. 
Cumulus., 3-4 W. 
~irE~~: ~ -~~~-~~~~~:: ~~ ::. : :.:.:1 :~:~~ :::: :I : :· :: 1~ : ~: H~dc!en .... , ~ · . : ....... ·.. >_:.·: .. _ ........... _. ... . 
iitaa~~:: :::: :::~~: :~:~~~ .. -~: :: ::~:::~:. : :~i . :::: 
g~~u~~ t.! :~:::· : :::::::::: -~--1-~~---~: .·.~~:::: 
Hidden .. .. .. .. .. .. 7.35 p.m . ........... 01 .. .. 
Hidden ............ ... .................. 06 ... . 
Hidden ......... _ ....... : ............... 07 .. .. 
Hidden. _ ............................... 05 .. .. 
~~~;~~~;s·. ·i-4 · · ·w: · ::::::::: : 1~:~~ ~: ~: . ·_ ~2 · ~~-- ~ 
Cumulus. 1-•1 W. .. ........ ...... .. ~ ....... .. 
Cumulus. 1-4 W. . .... ..... . .... . . .. . .... ... . 
~~~li~~~ ~ Y~~ .. -~- _. ·: ~:~j ~:- ~: i~:iri :J;. :~:-1· : ~ ~: :::: 
Hidden .. j .......... ,10.30 p. m. l11.30 p.m. 27 .... 
Fair; heat-ligbtn 'g iu 
















Light rain; thunder 
st!i·m with lten,vy min 


































































Mcteorological1·ecord jo1· May 21, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
IIYGROU. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ fi . 
---8 . ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ i § ~;: I e6 .P . ~ ...; § ~~ ~ ; -g o 8 
p P ~ ..... ..... ·'"' o P · ,.. >: ~=~ ;::l 43 ..... I <I) • ~ ~ s p., ~ :; ~ g ~:: ~ ~ ~:a .0 g .0 g ~ g; § § ~ g ~ ~ ~ 
,_, ~ 01 .::: 0 8.1 .... @ ·c;; .s; .s ;:1 .s 8 .!:: 8 ct:: § ~ 8 .... .Q '0 
A ~>- P:1 A P. .l.! P..A ~ -<11 ~ -<11 A~ o P'1 ..,q o t-1 
Remarks. 
-----1 I ~--~-~-~-,----------. ----------- , ____ _ 
i~ :~~ :::: ~~~::: : : :::::: ~~~i~~ .:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~g: . 
r 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a. m. 
4 0 a.m. 
61 <17 23. 64 
60 47 2:3. 62 
59 47 23.62 
59 46 23.62 
57 47 2:.!. 6:! 
56 47 23. 63 
61 48 23. 63 
60 40 23. 63 
58 49 23.64 
58 48 23. G3 
59 50 23. 63 
59 50 23. 63 
58 50 23. u3 
58 51 23. 6:2 
56 50 23. GO 
52 49 23.61 
54 51 23. 60 
53 51 23. 5o 
55 48 23. 60 
53 48 23.60 
53 48 23. GO 
54 49 23.61 
53 48 23. GO 
51 47 23. co 
77 67 28.964 
77 67 ~8. 964 
76 67 28. \JGi 
75 G6 28. 92u 
75 69 28. 910 
74 66· 28. 892 
73 66 2&. 9:25 
47 147 47 47 
































5 0 n. n.L 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a. ru. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 Oa. m. 
1
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
Summit of Uonnt ) L2 0 p.m. 
hlitc!Jell, N.C. ) 1 0 p.m. 
I 
2 Op. UL 
3 0 p. IU. 
.J 14p. m. 
I 
5 Op.m. 
6 0 p. m . 
7 0 p.m. 
I 8 0 p.m. 9 Op. m. 
1
10 Op.m. 
lO 39p. ill . 
ll2 Om ... 
( 7 0 a.m. 
I 7 7 a.m. L1 33 n. m . 
Knoxville, Tenn ... < 2 0 p.m. 





























i ~~ ~ S:f. 
i~~ l s~:E . 
10''1 S. E. 100 S. E. 
100 S. E. 
100 E. 
100 S. E. 






100 S. E . 
















12 . 72 . .. .. Nimbus . 4-4 Hidden .......... .. .......... 2.18 a.m . .. .... .. ............ 03 ........ Lig!Jt rain. 
14 .98 ...... Nimbus 4-4 Ridden ...... .............. .. .............. ... ................ 04 ...... .. Lightrain. 
i! :~g ::: : ~~~~~~: !:! ~~~g:~ : : :::::::::1::::: ::: ::::::::::::: :~~:::: t~~~~~;~~: 
10 .50 ...... Deusefog .. ....... Hidden ...... .... ........... ....... ... 6.45a.m, .05 ... .... Foggy. 
~! :~! :::: ~~!~!~~ ::~~i: !l~~~~ :: :::: :::::: :~:i~~-~:. :::::::::::::::::: rr:&?~·ain. 
1~ :~~ "249 ~~~ ::::: ::: ::: ~i~~~~:: :::: :::::: :::::::::: ~~:~~~:~~: .-.. ~~ :::: ~~~~~: 
7 .24 ... .. . N imbus .. 4-4 Hidden ................. .. .. 12.30p.m .... .. ............ . 16 ....... Heav_yrain. 
:! 1 r ~~l;!~rH 1111~~ : t- ~,h:+ cnm -~ > ~llf:t~~·~ 
ti i:i! :::: ~f~~t~~~ ::~~4:: !i~~:~:: :::: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::: ::: :~~ :::: ~1~~H!i~: 
12 . 72 ...... Fog ........ . .... ...... Hidden ......................... -.... .. .... 9.28 p.m . . 0148.5 Foggy. 
16 1.28 ...... Lightfog ........... Cirrus ..... 3-4 S. W .......................... .. .......... Cloudy. 
20 2. 00 ..... . Fog ................ .. .. Hidden... . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . Foggy. 
6 .18 ....... 0 0 Cir. &en. 4-4 0 ................................... . . . ... Clea1iog. 
6 . 18 . .. . . 0 0 Cir. & cu . 4-4 0 10.00 a. m , 2.45 p.m. . 06 .. .. .. . Cleariu;r. 
ig :~~ .~~8 ~~:~~:.. !:! iit~~i:~:: :::: :::::: ~ ::::::::: :::::::::: :::· :::: tl~~g;t~: 
8 . 32 ... . Stt:atus .. 
1
1-4 C~mulus 4-4 W. 5.30 p.m. 6.00 p.m .. 50 ...... q1earing. 
4 . 08 ... . St1atus .. 4-4 H1dden .. _ .. .. ........... _... . .... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . Cloudy. 




























Meteorological 1·ecord for May 22, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
E THERM. ~ IIYGRmr.] WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR sNow. -~ ~ ~ . 0) ... - -., ~ l:l 
15 . I'< - .-- 21'< - _--.-..s ~· . . .,., ' 1 0)~ . ,.;-1:.() .-d "0~ ~ ~ 
Place of observa- o § .S "' rd "'~ .o ;S <D ..--. § .., ;.., -.. o ~ . ...; ~ .... ~=< T -l:l -+" 0 0 .... Remarks tion. <g ;'3 S ~ Cl) !5 11> p 2 .e; -~ ";3 "8 g ~ ~ jo' t· ~ ~ ·.§ -~ ~ Q.) rd ~ ~ S ~ . ~ e ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ; t 5-·g .g g .g g ~ a 2 ~ .g ~ s ~ ;§ ~ ce ....., ~ ~ ~ ~ :D .!:: o QJ ';-' ;... cQ - . ...... 8 -~ ~ .,..... -;..... 0 :::::1 ...... ~ ..Q 
_______ 1 __ 8__ ~ <1 Fi 8 ~ P:i ~ :> P. P:: g.~ ~ ...:J --~-- _2_ ~-- __ u__ --~--~ :_ --------
( 1 0 a.m. 23. 64 50 46 23. 59 46 46 100 S. W. 16 1. 2tl .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 H~dden ...... __ ... 12.23 a.m ... __ ~..... 0. 3 .. . . Light rain. 
I 
2 Oa.m. 23.64 50 46 23.59 46 '16 1. 00 W. 20 2.00 . ... Fog ........... H1dden ..................... -1.4;:,a.m. 0.4 .... Foggy. 
3 0 a.m. 23.64 50 46 23.59 46 46 100 W. 12 . 72 Fog. ____ .. Hidden. Foggy. 
4 0 a.m. 23. b3 50 47 23. 58 47 47 100 \V. 12 . 72 Fog....... Hidden _ Foggy ; distant. tlmu-
1 
cler-storm iu S. 
5 0 a.m. 23. 6~ ~0 4~ 23. 59 4£ 45 100 W. 1~ 1. 28 .. .. F<?g .. __ ... H~dden _ ...... __ __ __ ______ .. . 0~ .. .. F?ggy. . 
6 0 a.m. 23. 6;> ;>1 4;> 23. 59 4;> 45 100 N. W. ;> . 12 ~1ml>us ... 4-4 Hulden . 5.40 a.m. . 0;> L1ght ram. 
I 
7 H a.m. 23.66 50 46 23. 61 46 46 100 W. 11 . 60 Fog .. ___ .. Hidden. . 7.01 a.m. Foggy. 
• 8 0 a.m. 23. 67 51 47 23. 61 47 47 100 N. W. 12 . 72 Fog. ____ •. Hidden . Foggy. " 
9 Oa.m. 23.68 55 51 23, 62 51 50 93 N.W. 11 .60 Fog....... Cumulus 1-4 W. Foggy. 
1
10 0 a.m. 23. 69 55 53 23. 63 53 51 86 N. W. 6 . 18 Haz.v . __ .. Cumulus 3-4 W. Cloudy. 
S 't fM t 11 0 a.m. 23.70 55 54 23. 64 54 51 80 N. W. 4 . 08 Stratus . _. l-4 Cnmulus 2-4 N. W. Cloudy. uM!f~h 0ll NOn < 12 0 a.m . 23. 70 55 57 23. 65 57 55 ~7 N. W. 4 I . 08 Hazy .. __ . Cumulus 4-4 W. Cloudy. 
lC e' · --~1 Op.m. 23.72 61 60 23.64 60 56 16 N.W. 4 .08 Hazy..... Cumulus 4-4 N.W. Cloudy. 
2 0 p.m. 23.72 64 60 23. 6,1 60 56 7fi N. W. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. W. Fair. 
I 3 0 -p.m. 23. 72 64 58 23.64 58 54 76 N. IV. 8 3'>.... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. W . _____ .. _ .. ____________ ...... Cloudy. 414p.m. 23.73 6G 6123.64 61 55 66 N.W. 12 . 72 .... Hazy ____ , ____ Cumulus 3-4 N.W ............................. Fair. 5 0 p.m. 23. 72 65 58 23. 63 58 53 70 N. IV. 9 . 40 Hazy . _ _ _ Cumulus 1-4 W. Fa~r. 
I 
6 0 p . m. 23. 71 63 57 23. 63 57 54 81 N. W. 8 . 32 Hazy .. __ . Cirrus . . 1-4 W. :Fa1r. 
7 0 p.m. :.!3. 75 61 52 23. 67 52 47 G6 N. E. 12 . 72 Hazy ____ . Cirrus .. 2-4 0 Fair. 
8 0 p. 'm. 23. !3 6lJ 52 23. 65 52 47 66 N. E. 12 . 72 Haz,y _. __ . Cirrus _. 2-4 0 ~a~r. 
II 
fl 0 p.m. 23. 12 58 52 23. ~5 52 47 G6 N. E. 18 1. 62 Hazy .. _ _ _ Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ] mr. 
10 0 p.m. 23. 71 57 52 23. 64 52 45 53 N.E. 12 . 72 Hazy __ • _. Cirrus _. 1-4 0 Fair. 
10 39 p.m. 23. 71 56 52 23. 64 52 45 53 N. 10 . 50 o 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
L 12 0 p.m. 23. 71 57 01 23. 64 51 47 72 N. W. 6 . 18 . __ . o 0 0 0 0 .. ____ . . ... _. _ ... __ .. __ . 52. 0 Clear. 
( 7 0 a. m. 29. 11 72 66 22. D87 65 64 94 S. 6 . 18 . __ . Stratus _ . . 4-4 Hidden · . _ .. . -.-. . -----. . . ---.- ... -~-... .. .. Cloudy. 
J 
7 7 a.m. 29. 11 72 66 28. 987 65 64 94 S. 6 . 18
1 
... ' . Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden ... _ ... _ ... In ni:~l.Jt In night . 13 . _ _ _ Cloudy. 
11 33 a.-m. 29. 13 76 74 28. 997 73 66 G7 S. 12 . 72 149 o 0 Cumulus 2-4 W. .. __ .... __ .. __ ... _ ...... __ __ Clearing. 
Knoxville, Tenn. 2 Op.m. 29.09 78 79 28. 952 7.8 68 57 S.\V. 4 .08... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4~S. W·-------------------- ~·--· ..... Cl~ar. 
I 4 7 p.m. 29. 08 79 82 28. 939 81 69 52 S. W. 4 . 081 .. __ o o Cirrus __ 1-4 0 .. ... __ . __ .. ___ .. _________ .. Fmr. 9 0 p. m. 29. Of1 7G 72 28. 947 11 68 ~5 S. 2 . 02 __ __ o 0 0 
1 
0 · 0 .. _____ ..... __ ... _ .. __ .. __ .. Clear. 
l 10 32 p. m: 29. 06 75 69 28. 930 68 66 92 S. E. 2 . 02 . __ . 0 o o j 0 _ 0 . ___ ...... 
1




























S111vmit of Mount J 









1 0 n. m. 
2 0 a.jll. 
:i 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 n.m 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
LL 0 a.m. 









MeteoTological1·ecord for May 23, 1873, 
(Hourly observations.) 
'l"TIERM. § HYGuou. :g WIND. I LOWEn CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN OR sNow. ~ -~ ~I~- . 
- - - ~ --- § ... ~~;;1 ~ . .o_ ... .o .. ;>,_0).-i> ~£ 
.s ~ rd as~ ..o ;2 <D t: § ~ ~ ~~ r> • ...,:) .p § ~ 
¢) 1i C) ~ ....., "3 p ;:> ·~ ....... .,..... b ~ . ~ ~ Q ~ -~ • ~ g ~ ~C) .0 :; ~ ~ ~.0 ~~~ :a o::l g o::l g g 0 § 
... .... ~ t: !;>, 0) - ... ...... ;.. o ._ -~ o 1:1 "' 1:1 d ... a ... d ~ ~ 0 ~ t> cl) .,..... C) Q) ~ Q) Q- .,..... ~ .,.. ~ .,..... -~ ~ ~ ~ o A » p:; A p.. ~p., ~A ~ ~ ~ ""1 A _ 
-- - - - ------- - 1 ---------- -------
23. 69 55 49 23. 63 49 46 78 W. 6 . 181.... 0 0 Cirrus... 1-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fail·. 
23.69 55 50 23.63 50 45 65 W. 8 . 32.... 0 0 0 0 0 ......... . ..... .. ... ... ..... Clear. 
23. 69 55 50 23. 63 50 45 G5 W. 8 . 32.... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Fair, 
23.69 54 50 23.63 50 49 93 N. W. 1\! . 121... 0 0 Cirrus ... 2-4 0 ..... . ... . . ...... ........... l•'air. 23.69 52 50 '23. 63 50 50 100 W. 18 l. 62
1 
.... Fog ........... Hidden ....................................... Foggy. ~~:~~ gg g~ ~~:g~ g~ g~ ~~g ~: ~~ ~:~~:::: ~~~: :::::::::: ii!~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~· :::: ~~~g: 
23. 71 60 53 23. 63 53 53 LOn W. 28 3. 92
1
. ... Fog . . . . . . . . . . . E.1d. den.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Foggy. 
23.72 59 51 23.65 51 51 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog .......... . Cumulus 2-4 W. 8.30 a.m. 8.50 a.m .. 05 . ... Fair. 
23.72 59 55 23. ti5 55 52 80 K. W. 12 . 72 .. . Hazy .......... Cirrus ... 3-4 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................ Cloudy, 
23. 72 63 62 23. G4 62 53 51 N. W . 12 . 72 .... Hazy .......... Cirrus ... 1-4 .................................. Fair. 
2:l. 73 67 64 2:1. 64 64 54 4tl N. W. 16 L 28 295 Hazy...... . . .. Cirrus. . . 1-4 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. Fair. 
23.75 6ti 66 23.66 66 55 43 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Hazy .......... Cir. & cu. 3-4 N. W ..... ...... ...... .... ... ..... Fair. 
23. 74
1
65 66 23. 65 66 55 45 N .W. 1:! . 72 .... llazy .......... Cir. & cu. 2.-4 N. \Y. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . Fair. 
23.74 71 66 2:1.64 66 55 45 N.W. 12 . 72 .... Hazy ........ . . . Cir. & cu. ~-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
23.74 72 64 23.64 64 54 48 N. 16 1. 28 .... Hazy .......... Cir. & cu. 2-4 W. . ........................... Fair. 
23.731 71 65 23.63 65 55 49 N.W. 12 . 72 .... Hazy .......... Cir. & cu. 2-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
23. 72 68 64 23. 63 64 54 48 N.W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy .......... Cir. & cu. 2-4 N. W........... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Fair. 









23. 71 64 55 23. 63 55 53 87 N. ·w. 8 . 32 .... Hazy .......... Cir. & cu. 3.-4 N. W . ....... ... , . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . Cloudy; beat-light'ng 




10 0 p. m. 23. 71 59 55 23. 64 55 
10 39 p. In. 23. 70 59 55 :23. 63 55 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 69 59 54 23. 62 54 
53 I 87 IN.W. I 14 
53 87 N.W. 12 
• 981 .... I Lightfog .. j .... 1 Cumulus I 2-4 
. 72 Light fog .. 8~:~}~~ ~:: :::::::::::::::: :~~:~~:~:: 1 ::~:·56."5 
Fair; beat-lightning 
in S. aud W . horizon. 
Fair ; heat-lightning 
in W . horizon. 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 15 72 67 20. 027 66 
7 7 a.m. 29. 15 72 67 20. 027 66 
11 32 a.m. 29. 10 77 77 28. 964 76 
Knoxville, Tenn . 2 0 p.m. 2!>. 07 81 83 28. !l2.t 82 
4 7 p.m. 29.04 R1 86 28. 8!>4 85 
9 0 J.l. m. 2!>. 02 7!> 77 28. 879 76 

















N.W. 12 . 7:l 
s. 7 . 24 
s. 7 . 24 
N.W. 7 . 24 
s.w. 12 . 72 
s.w. 12 . 72 
w. 20 2. Oll 
s.w. 20 2. OS 
·· - · 
0 
.... Stratus .... 















HiLlden .......... ..... . .... ................. . 
Hidden.. . . . . . . . . . . 6.4::i a.m. 7 00 a.m. . 01 .•.. 
Cirrus ... 3-4 0 .. : ... ..................... . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ................ ....... . . .. 
Cirrus ... 2-4 0 ....................... . ... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............ : :-: .. 




































Meteorological1·ecord for May 24, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. I . . . ~ 'l'HERM. ~ HYGHOi\I :;:1 WI:XD. 
.., ~ 8 LOWER CLOuDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN or sxow. -~ ~ ~ . 
"":§13§ 
rlaco of observa-
tion. .gd ti -=--:-~~~.E> d l ~>:>;..; i "'...:~6 -(,j..r .s ~ ~ ~ .3. Q) ~ ~ f; ~· 0 ~ ~ 8 ~ > >. ~ ~ S ~ ~ g ,c r5 ·o ·~ :g ~~ ~ g- >.-~· 
.§ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ,'; ~ ~ ~ ~ ,Q ~ ~ <Q P'1 ::;,:) A ~ ~ A >""'P-i ~A 
. ""'"' a.., 
...; ! 1..; !.@.~~ ~~ ~ ~·N S ~I Rematks. 
. § . § <Q o a s 't:i § 'a "' ~-
.-o 0 "" 0 ~,. " I "' ~ 0 s .., ~ ~ d ~ d ;.. ~-"' "' -~ d """" ~ ....... ~ ...... _......,. 0 ~ ;..... -<Q ~ -<>1 A o P'1 ~o~ 
Snmmit of Mount 
M itcllell, N. U. 
------------------
1 Oa.m. 23.68 58 54 23.61 54 53 93 W. 17 1.44
1 
... . 
2 0 a. m. 2.'3. 66 5;) 54 23. 60 54 53 93 IV. 28 3. 92 .. .. 
:3 . 0 a.m. 23. 65 54 50 2:3. 59 50 49. 5 96 N. W. 20 2. 00 ... . 
4 0 a. m. 23. 6:! 54 50 23. 57 50 48 86 W. 20 2. 00 ... . 
5 0 a. m. 23. 64 55 53 23. 58 53 48 67 "\V. 16 1. 28 .. . 
6 0 a.m. 23. 64 55 56 23. 58 56 48 51 W. 20 2. 00 ... . 
7 14 a, m. 23.65 56 57 23. 5ti 57 50 58 W. h! . 72 .. .. 
8 0 a.m. 2:3. 66 56 57 23. 59 57 49 52 W. 12 . 72 .. . 
9 0 a.m. 23. 66 59 61 23.59 61 53 55 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
~~ ~ ~ :. ~: ~~ ~~ ~g !~3: ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~: ~: 1~ : ~~ :::: 
12 0 m. 20. 67 60 60 23. 60 60 52 55 N. W. 12 . 72 310 
1 Op.-m. 23.1i7 61 62 23.59 62 53 51 W. 8 .32 ... . 
2 0 p.m. 23. 67 63 62 23. 59 62 54 56 W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 67 65 64 23. 58 64 55 53 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . 
4 14 p. m, 23.67 66 61 23.58 61 54 61 S. W. 12 . 72 .. .. 
5 Op.m. 23.65 65 58 23.56 fiB 52 64 N. 14 .98 .. .. 
6 0 p.m. 23. 66 63 58 23.58 5ti 52 64 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
I 
7 0 p.m. 23. 64 56 54 23. 57 54 50 74 N. E. 18 1. 62 .. .. 
8 0 p. m. 23. 64 56 52 23. 57 52 50 86 N. E. 24 2. 88 .. .. 
9 0 p. m. 23. 66 56 53 23. 59 53 51 86 N. E. 24 2. 88 .. .. 
1
10 0 p.m. 23. 67 56 53 2~. 60 5~ ~0 80 ~-E. 19 1. 2~ .. .. . 
1039p.m. 23.68 56 52 2.3.62 5_ ;:>0 86 N.E. 12 .72
1 
.. .. 
12 0 p.m. 23. 68 56 52 23. 62 52 50 86 N. E. 12 . 72 . __ . 
( 7 0 a.m. 29. 05 74 67 28.922 66 64 R4 W. 3 . 04. _ .. 
1
7 7 a. Ill. 29. 05 74 67 28. 922 66 64 84 w. 3 . 04 .. -. 
11 32 a. m, 29. 08 78 76 28. 942 75 68 68 S. E. 4 . 08 178 
Knoxville, Tenn. 2 0 p. m 29. 05 80 80 28. 907 79 70 60 N. E. 4 . 08 . __ . 
· 1 7 p. m. , 29. 04 81 82 28. 894 81 70 53 E. 4 . Od .... 
9 0 p. m. 29. 01 78 74 28. 872 73 70 85 X. E. 4 . 08 . __ . 
10 32 p. m. 29. 03j 78 71 28. 892 70 67 84 E. 3 . 04 . __ . 
!~L :~: 
0 0 ~~~~::: :::::: 
Hazy--- ------
Hazy · -- -- --




Hazy --- ---- · · 
0 0 
Light fog .... .. 









H~dden. - ~ - - --~---- -- ~ ----- .. - .. 1 .. -- ---- --~- - --~· -.. HHluen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hidden ............ _____ ..................... .. 
Cir. &cu 
Cir.&cu 
Cirrm~ . . 
Cir. &cu 
Cirrus ... 
Cirrus . .. 

















Cu. & cir 
On. & cir 
Uirrus .. . 
Hazy ... . 
0 
3-4 ·----· ·--- -·.-- .. --.- ----- . -- .. --. 
:i-4 . ----- ·------ -- .. - •. ------ . -- .. --. 
2-4 ·-·-·- - -----. --·. --· ·----- .... . --. 
2-4 N.W .... ...... .............. .... . 
1-4 .. -- .... ------- ..... ------ ...... --
1-4 N. W ............................ . 
3-4 w. ---------- .. ------ ........ .. 
4-4 w ............................ . 
4-4 w. ------·-- · ·---·----- ·--· ... . 
4-4 w. ---------- ---------·' .... ---· 
4-4 w. ---------- ................ .. 
3-4 N. vV. .. . ~ .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . _. .. 
2-4 :N. W ........................... .. 
3-4 N ........................... .. 
3-4 N. W ........... ---------- ....... . 
!:! 1 ~: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1-4 . -- -- - . -- -- - • • - .. . - - . -- -- - . 
0 0 .................. .. 
0 0 . · __ -- .. - .. -- .. -- -- .. .. .. 56. 2 
3-4 -0 ·----- ---- . --· ·---· - . --· . --· 
:~-4 0 .......... In night .19 ... . 
2-4 N.W ............................ . 
4-4 0 ........................ --· 




























































Summit of Mount I 
lli lchell, N. C. 
Meteorological1·eco1·d for May 25, Ul73. 
(Hour!y obserYation.) 
~ THEIDI. ~ HYGROM. ~ ~IND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ fi ~ j ~- • 
~ . --- 2 ---~ . ,:~~~ 
.g g .S .:;; .:;; .-:; ~ .ci ~ ~ >, l'i !',.; I o d c., • .P § ~r~ ~ o 't ; S ~ :.;z C) ~ ~ .B t) c ;:s ~;,:; -~ ·~ § s· . ;> ~ ~ :::l ·.o -~ ~ d:l rd Q;:::; 8 n 
0 ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ -~ ~ 6.!::: g} ~>.:a rd g rd g g s 0 s G) g ~ ~ ::~ 
.§ ~ :!3 ~ !:; t' 0 .g -~ <) S ~ 8 ~ ..':; .;:1 S -~ S -~ 8~ I @ 'g S ~ _;'"" 
E-l ~ <d ~ 8 A p:: ~ A t> ""~:::.A ~ <tl ~ <tl A o ~ <tl o H 
Remarks. 
------------------ -----------------------------l----------
0a.m.1 23.67 55 52 23.61 52 48 73 N.E. 14 .98. .. . 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 N.E . .......... ------------------Fair. 
2 On.m. 23.66j 53 51 23. 60 51 49 86 N.E. 16 1.28 .... 0 0 Cirrus ... 2-4 ------ -------------------- ........ Fair. 
On.lll. 23.6:-,
1
53 51 23.59 51 47 72 N . E. 20 2.00.... 0 0 Cin·us ... 2-4 -------------------------- ........ Fair. 
~ ~: ~: ~t ~~ I g! g~ ~: g~ g~ !~ ~~ ~: ~: i~ i: g~ : : : . ~ ~ 8!~:~~:: : : U .~: ~-- :::: :: : ::: : ::::: : : : : . ::: : ::: ~~~~: 
6 On.m. 23.66 56 56 23.59 56 50 63 N.E. 12 .72 .... Ha10y ........ Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
7 14 a.. m. 23. 67 57 59 23. 60 59 52 59 N. E. 12 . 72 . .. . Hazy ........ Cirrus... 2-4 0 . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. Fair. 
8 Oa..m. 23.69 GO 60 23.62 60 54 65 N.E. 8 .32 ... Hazy ........ Cirrns ... 1-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
9 Oa.m. 23.71 63 60 23.63
1
60 54 65 E. 5 .12 .... Hazy ........ Cirrns ... 2-4 N. W ........................ . .... Fair. 
LO 0 a.m. 23. 73 66 64 23. 64 64 ,:)5 53 N. E. 8 . 32 .. . Hazy .... ___ . Cumulus. 2-4 N. _ ...... __ . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . ·Fair. 
11 0 a.m. 23. 74 67 62 23. 65 62 56 66 E. 8 . 32 .... Haz.v _ ...... . Cumulus. 4-4 S. E. .. ...... __ .................. Cloudy. 
12 0 m. .. 23. 73 64 58 23. 65 58 55 82 E.. 3 . 04 ~97 Nimbus. 3-4 Cnmulus. 1-4 U 11.40 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . 04 .... Heavy rain, thunder-
0 p. m. , 23. 711 60 1 55 ,23. 63 1 55 ,52 2 0 p.m. 23. 72 63 60 23. 6-t I 60 55 
storm, and bail. 
80 E. 8 .32 .... Hazy . ....... Cumulus. 3-4 0 i ..................... 43 .... Ligbtrain. 
71 N.E. 4 .C8 .. Hazy .. ..... . Cumulus. 3-4 N.W. , ......... . 1.05p.m ......... Cloudy. 
3 0 p. Ul. 23. 71 61 55 23. 63 55 53 87 N. W. 2 . 02 .... Light fog .... Cumulus. 3-4 N. W ............................ Cloudy; dist't t.bunder-
1 
stor'm in S. W. nml E. 
4 14 p. m. l 23.701 65 I 58 123. 61 I 58 152 I 64 IN. E. 
5 0 p. m. , 23. 71 64 54 
6 0 p.m. 23. 70 62 56 
7 0 p. m. l 23. 69 61 54 
8 0 l'· m. 23. 70 61 52 
9 0 p.m. 23. 71 61 52 
10 0 p.m. 23. 72 59 51 
10 39 p. m. 23. 71 ~8 51 
12 Op. m. 23.70 57 52 
54 48 61 I N. E. 
56 52 75 1 S. E. 54 51 80 S. E. 
52 51 93 S.E. 
52 49 79 S. E. 
51 49 86 . S. E. 
52 51.5 96 E. 
2 . 02 . .. . Hazy ........ ,
1 
Cumulus. 3-4 N. -.E.\,--........ .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . Clf~~~~ ~V~~~~dw~storm 
4 .08 . ... Hazy ........ Cumulus. 3-4 0 ............................ Cloudy. 
6 .18 .... Hazy ..... ~ .. Cumulus. 3-4 N.E ........... ." ................. Cloudy. 
:! :s: ll~:r ·~· ~~~*~ n T :·: :·:: : :::: .: :: ~~~!;: 
r 
7 0 n. m. 29. 06 75 6!i 
7 7 n. m. 2(1. 06 75 66 
tt 3!1 n. m. 29.07 81 81 
Knoxvillo, Tenn ·1 2 0 p . m.
1
29. 03 83 86 
4 7]). m. 2!1. 01 83 87 
!l 0 p. Ill. 2!1. 04 79 74 
















:i -~ 71-IF•gi i ~~~] \:! t E :: ::E.: :: T it~gy. 
1~ · ~~-- --~ 0 0 Cu. & cir. 1-4 0 ................... . ........ Fair. 
5150 93 1S.E. 
65 62 183 E. 
65 ti2 83 I E. 




· .. - 0 0 Cu. & cir. 4-4 0 ..... _ ........... _ ....... __ .. Cloudy. 
8 3
_ .... Stratus .. 2.4 1 0 0 0 , ....... _ ......... _ ...... 
1 
.... Fair. 
· 2---- 0 o 1 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
85 69 40 IN. w. 86 70 41 w. 
73 66 67 0 






































Meteo1·ological 1·ecord for May 26, 18i3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
'l'HER~f.l @ IHYGROM.!] WIND. ·I LOWER CLOUDS-I UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. 1-~ ~ ~ ·I 
. ---- 2 , ___ p ' I • I~ ~ 6 ~ ~ .g 1-d ~~ I ;3 I ;9 ~t> g t'~ ~~ ~ ~~ ..P I..P §_~cl ~ ~ ~'§ g S 
- ,.Q Q.) ..p Cl.) ~ I p p. -~ ·r""' ·.-t ...... - • lo""":l ::::::~ ~ .... ;> co • ~,........ - ~ g ~ 2 as .0 ~ ~ I ~ g ,g ~ ~ ~~ --d g "C5 g g Eo g s ~ i g g s ~-
Remarks. 
.... ~ p, "" h o ,.... '"' ,.... '"' o'"' .,... o >=l S >=l "' ;.., - S "'=' I ~ ~ o ._, 
'" .+J ~ 
1 
~ I '"' ~ o ~ '"'- o ;.., o c<l - .,... . ,... "" .,...~,..., o >=l >:l;... ."l 
P=l <1 til o A ~ 
1
8 > P. P-i P. A ~ <1 ~ <1 ~ 0 til <tl c ~ ''-------
(11 0 a. m.l 23.70-;;-;- 23.63 ~-;52. 5 ~ S. E . ~ ~ ... Fog ..... .. . .. . Hidr1en. ~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ .. -- I Foggy. 
I 
2 0 a.m. , 23.69 56 52 23. 6~ 52 52 100 R. E. 18 l. 62 ... Fog....... .. . . Hidden .. _.. .. .. .. .. ....................... -- 1 Foggy. 3 0 a. m. 23. 68 54 52 23. 62 :)2 52 100 S. E . 20 2. 00 Fog . . . . . . . . . . . Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . - . -I l~oggy. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 68 53 50 23. 62 50 50 100 I S. E. 18 l. 62 .... Fog .. ........ Hidden . --~ ----. . ........ _ .......... 
1 
....... , Foggy. 
5 0 a.m. 23. 69 55 51 23. 63 51 51 100 S. E. 10 . 50 . .. Fog....... .. .. H;<lden .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. _ .. .. Foggy. 
6 0 a.m. 23. 70 56 52 23.63 52 52 100 S. E. 12 . 7:2 .. -- I :Fog.. ... .. .. .. Hidden .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. Foggy. 
7Ha.m. 23.71 55 53 
1
23.65 53 53 100 S. 8 .3:< ... Fog . ... ... .. .. Hidden . ...... .. .. ..... ......... .. ... .. i Foggy. 
8 0 a. m. 23. 72 56 55
1
23. 65 55 54 !J3 S. W. 8 . 32 .. .. N imbus .. _ 4-4 Hidden_ .. ... .. 7 25 a.m .. .......... 14 .. --~ Heavy rain. 
~) 0 a.m. 23. 73 ~7 57 2~. 66 5~ ~~ 87 S. W. 8 . 3:! . _.. Fog._ ..... _ ~ .. H~dden _ .. .. ... _ ..... _ .. .. . .. . _ ... 1 . 03 -... Light ram. 
LO Oa.m. l 23.74 :.>9 56 23.67 56 ;):J 93 E. 8 .32 .... Fog ........... HHhlen ........ ' ........ 910a.ID I--- .... F ggy. 
12 0 m .. 1 23. 74 60 62 j23. 66 62 59 83 S. E. 8 . a~ 226 Fog. _ .... _ .... Hidden . . __ . .. .... ll 20 a.m. 11 25 a.m. Blk .... :Foggy. II L1 -0a.m. 1 23. 74 59 60 .2:.!. 67 60 58 88 S.E. 4 .08 l!'og ........... Cumulus 3-4 0 ................... '~ ---- ... ' Cloudy. Snmmitofl\Iount) 1 Op.m. 23.73 59 61123.66 61160 94 S.E. 8 .72 .. .. Fog ........... Hidden. .. .... !2 :20p.m ............ 17 ... Lig. ht- raiu;t .liun<lc.~r-
l\litchell, N.C. i 1 . stol'm from S. W. 
12 . 72 .... Nimbus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 N. \V . ..... ·.. ... 1 06 p.m ......... Light rain ; thnn1lcr-
l 
1 ~mfum&~ 
12 . 7~ .... Fog....... .. . Cumulus ~-4 0 1 35 p. rn. 2 10 p. m .
1 
• OS .... Cloudy. 
12 . 72 .... Fog ........... Cumulns 3-4 0 ......... ..... ..... ,.... .. Cloudy. 
12 . 72 .... ll'og .. ..... .... Cumulus 3-4 0 .. .. .............. :.. . ... Cloudy. 
:j_[: I!H: •••. iliiE :: :: :::. <· •• 1::: Iilii: 
S. W. 18 1. 62 .... l!'og ...... .... Hilluen 1 .................. ---- . .. - --~--- · --1 Foggy. S.W. 18 1.62 ... . Fog .. ........ Hiduen ~ - .... .. ........ . .... ... .. . .. ... . Foggy. 
2 . 02 . . . ~tratus ___ 1-4 C~1:rus . . ~ 4 0 1-- .... -... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. Cloud~. 
2 :02!---- Stratus ... 1-4 Cnrns .. 
1
3-4 0 -····- ·- -········-······ ·~~lou~!~. 
4 . ()81 107 0 0 0 0 0 .................... , .. .. . Cleai. 
8 . 32 . .. 0 0 I Cir. & Cu. 1·4 0 ...................... .. .... Fair. 
~ . 32 . ... 0 0 Cunmlus 4-4~ 0 .................... 
1 
... -- -· s,lC!udy. 
2 ,. 02 .... Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 0 1 ................... 
1
... . .. ]air. 

















































Meteorological 1·ecOJ·d j01· May 27, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM. ~ WD<D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ ~ . 
s ~j:l~l'l 
---.-----;- ] ~- ~ I» . 0 ..; • • • ci" tJ)~ :.d 'B ~ s a5 
,0 ~CD+> 0 ...,~._.c,..CD . ..- +> cl'lj ~ ...,CDOS ~ 0 ~ •M •.-< •.-< g 0 ~ I» :;:l j:l :;3 •p;: Q) 0 ~;::::: I» 
,0 ,0 :0 1) Q ,.<:l ., <;;' t>o~ • ::l • ::l Q 0 s s '0 0 <.> s-~ ~ ~ f ..S ~ ~ ~ ;,:::· g 15 ° 'g 0 ~ S .~ 8 ,g c E t "8 
R emarks. 
A ~ ~ A ~ ~ P:; 8. A- ~ ~ ~ ~ A-~ 8 ~ ~ s ~"" 
------- ;- --1--1-·l-1--l-1- 1- l- - l-l-l - 1 1---1-l--1---1---1-l-1--------(11 0 a. m. 23. 72 56 52 23. 65 
23. 70 55 52 23. 64 
23. 70 55 52 23. 64 
23. 70 55 51 23. 64 
23. 71 54 53 23.65 
23. 71 52 54 23. 65 
23. 71 53 55 23. 65 
23. 72 54 55 23. 66 
23. 73 56 57 23. 66 
23. 74 60 64 23. 66 
23. 75 61 62 23. 67 
23 74 62 68 23. 66 
23. 74 63 63 23. 66 
23. 72 60 56 23. 64 
s.w. 
s.w. 
s.w. l 2 0 a.m. 3 Oa.m. 4 0 a.m. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
I
ll 0 a.m. 
. . <2 0 .m. Summ1t of Mount< 1 o ~ m 
Milchell, K . C. I 2 o p: m: 
3 Op.m. 
I I ~ 1~~:~: 6 Op.m. l ~ 8~:~: 9 Op.m_ 10 Op. m 10 39p. m· 
{ 
1~ 8~::: 
7 7 a.m· 
11 32 a. m· 
Knoxville, Tcnn . 2 0 p. ill· 
I 
4 7 p.m. 
9 0 }l. Dl. 
10 3:.!p. Ill. 
23. 71 62 59 23. 63 
23. 70 64 60 23. 62 
23. 69 62 57 23. 61 
23. 69 58 35 23. 62 
23. 69 58 53 23. 62 
23. 69 59 53 23. 62 
23. 69 59 52 23. 62 
23. 70 60 51 23. 62 
23. -;o 59 51 23. 63 
23. 6o 59 50 23. 61 
29. 12 79 69 28. 979 
2H. 12 79 69 28. 979 
29. 11 Ell 83 28. 964 
29. 04 83 84 28. 889 
29. 02 85 t!7 2tl. 864 
29. 07 79 71 28. 929 
29. 07 78 70 21:!. 932 
~ M W 
~ ~ 100 
~ ~ ~ 
51 51 100 
53 M 00 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 




s .. w. 
s.w. 
s.w. 
22 2. 42 .. .. 
24 2. 88 ... . 
12 . 72 . .. . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
26 3. 38 ... . 
20 2.00 . .. . 
12 . 72 ... . 
20 2. 00 .. . . 
20 2. 00 . .. . 




8 . 32 ... . 
4 . 08 ... . 
~ w ~ 
~ ~ fi 
00 ~ ~ 
4 . 08 330 
4 . 08 . .. . 


















~~ ~: ~: 1 ~ : ~~I : :: : 
81 S. W. 12 . 72 .. . . 
87 s. w. 16 1. 28 .. . 
93 s. w. 26 3 38 .. -
93 s. w. 26 3. 38- ... 
93 s. w. 28 3. 92 --- . 
93 s. w. 32 5. 12 .. -. 
93 S. W. 32 5. 12 .. _. 
93 s.w. 16 1. 281 ___ _ 
90 E. 2 . 02 .. . 
90 E. 2 . 02 .. . 
49 :5. w. 12 . 72 109 
51 s. 10 I' !'iO ---. 33 s. w. 20 2. 001 ... 
79 s. E. 8 . 32 - .. 
n s. w. 7 . 24 _ .. 
]'og .... . ..... . . 
Fog .... .. . 
Fog ...... . 
i?Atr~g:: 
Hazy . ... . 
Hazy .. . . . 
Hazy .... . 
Haz1)····· 
Hazy ... . .1..0 •. 
Hazy .... . 
l!'og · ···· · 
Nimbus ... I 3-4 
Fog ........... . 
Hazy . ... . 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .. ~ .. 
Hazy ..... 
Light fog . 
0 0 






Hazy .. .. . .. . 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
St1·atus . . . 1-4 
0 0 0 .. ..•.......... ... .......... 
Hidden .. . ......... ... . .... .... .... .... ...... . 
Hidden .... . .. . ...... . .. .. .. ... .. . ..... .. . ... . 
llidden .... . ......... .... .................... . 
Cirrus . 3-4 0 .....•............•......... 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 ..... .... ....•. .... . ... . . ... 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 .. .. ....................... . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 . .. ... ... . .•. . .. •.. ......... 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ...•.•••........... . ........ 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W ..•••••.... . ..........••..... 
Cumulus 3-4 S. . ..•.........•.............. 
Cumulus 3-4 \V. . .................. . ... .... . 
Cumulus 2-4 0 ..••.•.••.••.••••••..•...... 
Cumulus 1-4 0 l.S5 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . 34 ... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.20 p. m. . 18 ... . 
Cumul111:1 3-4 S. W .............. .. ............ . 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W ... ......................... . 
Cir-cum. 2-4 :5. . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . ....•.. 
Cir-cum. 4-4 S. W ..••.•...... .. ....•......... . 
Cir-cum. 3-4 S. W ....... .. ... . ........ .. .. .. . . 
Cir-cum. 2-4 S. W .................. . . .. ...... . 
Cirrus . . 1--! W. . . ... ... . .................. . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 .. .•.•... . .••••.•••..•. ..• .. 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 S. W .................... ... . .. .. . 
Cumulus :-l-4 S. W .... . ............... ... . .. .. . 
Cumulus 3-4 S. W .... .... .. . . ............ . . .. . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ......... .. ••••......•...• . . 
Cnruulus 4-4 S. vY .... ••......•.. ... .. .. ....... 
Hidden . . ............................... . 














Heavy rain ; thun-
















































I E THEIU[. ~ HYGROM. :-5l WIND. ~ --- __g --- ~ 1-----,------~-.---- ----o--;----
,0 - ~ ..; • ,.Q p., - '~ ' 
o§ .s a5 .-o as.s ..o ~ ~t- g ""'P l ... ~~-
LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. RAL."< OU SNOW. ~ - - I I·'"'~ ._. ~ 0 ~ s:i ~ 12 ~~I 0.,-< s Q) 
~-..... ~ ,.Q Q) .... ~ i5 :::s p. ...... ..... . ..... 0 ;::s & 1>-. ~ .._, s ~ gs g ,0 ,0 +J ~ ~ ,.Q ;n C/J I ~>-.13 
" e ..., P< ~:: !>, ~ ~ e - t ~ ._. 1:;::; o ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~- ~ ~ A ~ p, ~ ~~ -
1 1 oa.m.23.6~ ~50 2~-~9 -;~I-; S.W. --; 1~-~8 1 ---- ~ 0 I 0 
I 2 0 a.m. 23. 6;:, 57 50 2:.1. ::>8 50 49 93 S. W. 26 3. 38 .. . 0 0 
I 
:i o a. rn. 23. 65 57 49 23. 58 49 49 100 S. W. 28 13. 92 · -- - Fog .. -.-- - ----
4 Oa.m.23.65 57 49:23.58 49 49100 W. 16 1.28 .... Fog .... .. 
5 0 a. m. 23. 67 59 48 23. 60 48 47 92 W. 24 2. 88 . - .. 
1 
Hazy . _ .. . 
6 Oa.m.23.69 57 50 '23.62 50 49 93 N.W. 12 .72 .... Hazy ....... .. 
1
714a.m.2::J.71 61 51 23.63 51 50 93 N.W. 16 1.28
1 
.... Hazy ____ _ 
I 8 Oa.m.23.72 61 52 23.64 ~2 51 93 N.W. 12 .72
1 
.... Fog .......• .. .. 
1 9 0 a.m. 23. 74 64 54 23. 66 ::>4 52 87 N. W. 14 . 98 . . . . llazy ____ . 
j 10 Oa.m.i!~.75 62 59 23.67 59 ~2 59 N.W. 6 .18 .. .. Hazy ..... , ... . 11 0 a.m. 23. 75 63 60 23. 67 60 ::>3 60 N. W. 12 . 721 . . .. Hazy ... _ . . .. . Summit of M01mt 12 0 m. 23. 76 64 61 23. 6!:l 61 54 61 N. W. 8 . 321 414 Haz_y .. __ . 
.Mitchell, N.C. 1 0 p.m. 23. 75 64 62 23. 67 62 55 61 N. W. 8 . 32
1
.... Hazy ..... 
I 2 0 p.m. 23. 73 62 61 23. 65 61 54 6~ N. W. 6 . 18 . --. Hazy . ___ . 3 0 p.m. 23. 73 62 60 23. 65 60 54 6:J N. W. 4 . 05 ~ ---- Hazy ... .. 
I 
414p.m.23.72 63 60 23.64 60 54
1
65 N.W. 6 .18 .... Haz.v ........ .. 
5 0 p. rn. 23. 74 64 57 23. 66 57 53 75 N. W. 4 . os
1 
.• -. Hazy .. _ .. 
6 0 p. rn. 23. 73 ~0 53 23. 65 53 50 80 N. W. 8 . 32..... Hazy ___ .. 
1
7 Op.rn.23.74 a9 52 23.67 52 50 86 W. 8 .32---- 0 I 0 
8 0 p. rn. ~~- 74 6~ 50 23.66 ~0 4~ ~~ W. 12 . ?2.--. Nimbus ... 2-4 
9 0 p. rn. ~3. 75 63 51 23. 67 a1 46 , 6;, N. W. 10 . ::>0 .. .. 0 0 
110 0 p. ill- 1 ~3. ·~ ~0 51 23. 68 ~1 46 ~5 ~-w 8 . ~2 --.. 0 0 
1}0 39 p.m.-~· 7::> ~9 ~1 23. ~8 ::>1 47 ~~ ,N. W. l 8 .. l2t--.. 0 0 
LL20p.m.23.75 ;:,9 ::>123.68 51 1 47 t:..
1
w. 4 .08 ~ ---- 0 0 
( 7 o a.m. 29. 14 75 68 29. 010 67 64 I 84 W. I 2 . 02 .. .. o o 
I 7 7 a. m 129. 14 75 1 68 29. 010 67 1 64 1 84 I W. I 2 . 02 . . . . o o 11 32 a m. 20.1() 81 77 29. 014 76 66 56 I E. I 4 . OS ' 176 o o 
Knoxville, 'l'enn _
1
, 2 0 p. m 129. 12 1 81
1
1 78 128. 974 77 66 51 JN. w.
1
1 5 . d .... Stratus _ .. 4.4 
4 7 p. m. 29. 11 I 81 77 28. 965 76 67 60 I W. 4 . OSJ- _.. Stratus __ . 4-4 
9 0 p. rn. 29. 14 77 72 29. 004 71 67 80 E. 4 . 08 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
10 32 p. m.j29.13 I 77 71 28. 994i 70 671 ~ S. E. I 2 . m~j --.. Stratus .. _ 4-4 
I~ I rd .. ~ ~I IE I~WTI 
"0 
-.. """OS o S 
~ 
..0 ~~ s !>, rd ::l t; s s s ~ ::l sl ... ~ ~ ~.§_.e 0 Q) Cll 
.s 8 "0 S;.,,.q"' ~ A .... I 0 >=! ~ Q ~ ~0~ 
----
0 0 0 ---------- .......... ----~----
Cun?ulus 3~4 ~- ::: ::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
Hidden . - -. . . . . . . . 3. 30 a. m. 4. 15 a. m. . 03 
g~:: ~~~: ~:: s. '\v. :::::::: :: :::::::::. :: ::1:::: 
Cir.,cum. 4-4
1
N. \V . ................... . 
Cinus .. 2-4 0 ........ ......... .. 
Cir. , cum. 2-4 N. W ..................... ---- J----
Cir.,curn. 2-4 N. W ....................... . 
1 
.. .. 
Cir.,cum. 2-4 , N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W ........... ............ .. 
Cumulus :~-4 :N. W ....................... .. 
g~~~~~~l~: ~:! g:~: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::1:::: 
8i~::~~~: l ~:: ~: ~: ::::: ::: :: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
C nmulus 4-4 N. ·w. 5. 40 p.m. : •. 55 p.m .. 01 .. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ................... _ .... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. ·w ........................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ............ _ ... _ .. _ ...... .. 
Cirrns .. 1-4 0 .............. ___ ......... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 0 .......................... _. 
Cnmulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
c i l'l'tl s -- 2-4 0 -- -- -- -- .. -- - -- - -- -- -- -- -- .. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. __ .... .. ... _ .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W ........................... .. 
Hithlcn ........... ---------- ·· ------- - .. ..... . 
Nl~lg:~ : : : : : ::: : : : :::: :: :::: :::::: : : : : : : ::I: : :: 





















































~ TllElUI. ~ 11YGROM.] ~ ~ ~ .---2 ---~ 
• ..<:l. Pineo or obscrYa- .g g .s ..g -d 'g ~ e ,!:> <!l.c-hou. ~~ <!l .rl a> ..... <!> ~ '3 ~ ·~ 
<!) § ~ 2 ~ ,a ,0 ~ 
t;>-: ~ ~ 
.§ ;;; ::;; ~ 8 
H pq <Qf:l:lo A ~ ~ 
----
----
( 1 0 a. m. 23. 74 59 52 23. 67 52 -18 73 
2 Oa. m. 23.73 57 52 23.66 52 48 73 
3 Oa. m. 23.73 56 49 23.66 49 48 93 
4 0 a. m. 23. 72 54 49 23. 66 49 48 93 
5 0 a. m. 23. 73 55 4!> 23. 67 49 148 93 6 0 n. m. 23. 74 55 50 23. 68 50 50 100 
7 14 n. m. 23. 7-l 54 50 23. 68 50 50 100 
8 On. m. 23.75 5-l 51 23.69 51 51 LOO 
9 0 a. m. 23. 75 54 53 23. 69 53 53 100 I I 0 0 a. m. 23. 76 54 54 23. 70 54 53 93 
Ll Oa. m. 23.77 5-1 56 23.71 56 54 87 Summit of Mount J 12 Om .. 23.77 57 56 23.70 56 53 81 
.hlitclwll, N.C. ~ 1 0 p.m. 23. 78 59 59 2.1. 71 5!) 55 76 I 2 0 }J.lU. 23. 77 61 61 23. G9 61 55 66 
3 0 p.m. 23. 77 59 59 23. 70 59 54 70 
• · 4 14 p.m. 23. 76 56 57 23. 69 57 53 75 
· I 5 0 p.m. 23. 74 58 59 23. 67 59 56 82 
6 0 p.m. 23. 75 58 54 23. 68 54 53 93 
7 0 p.m. 23. 76 57 51 23. 69 51 50 93 I 8 0 p.m. 23. 78 63 51 23. 60 51. 50 93 
9 0 p.m. 23. 80 R3 52 23. 72 52 51 93 
10 o p.m. 24. eo 64 52 23. 72 52 51.5 96 
LO 39 p.m. 23. 7fl 62 51 23. 71 51 50. 5 96 l 12 0 r- m. 2-:l. 78 60 51 23. 70 51 50 93 ( 7 0 a. m. 29. 17 76 66 29. 03 7 ' 65 64 94 
1 7 07 a.m. 20. 17 76 66 ;.29. 03 7 fl5 64 94 a . ll :l2 a. m 2!).19 77 72 29.05 4 71 67 79 noxvlllt', Tenn . ~ 2 0 p .m. 29. 14 80 77 28. 9!1 7 76 69 67 l 4 7 -p.m. 29. H 76 68 2!1. 00 7 67 65 87 
!) 0 p.m. 29. L5 73 67 2!). 02 :> 66 64 !lO 10 32 p.m. 29.17 73 66 \!9. 04 5 65 64 92 
Mcteorological1·ecord for May 29, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
, ~ . ;; WI::-ID. LOWER CLOUDS. Ul'PER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '8 i::: 
f.<O ~g 
-d 'S~ >i t'..: ~~ ~ ~ . .p I -~ S<ll ~ .~r~ -§ • ~~ ss Rem:H"ks. :3 ·Q ~ ~ & ~ . a 8 "d p Q) ~~ 
'8 s -gag o o~ rD"' 1>.·<:3 '0 o g i s ~ o·; -~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ .s s ~ ~ ~~~ .:::'0 
___::__ .. ~" ~['=--- -~ - ~ 0 f:l:l <11 0 ~ 
---------
---- ------
N. W. 8 . 32.... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 
--- ------ --- -- ----- ---· Clondy. N. W. 10 50... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hiduen ...... . ... . . 1.~5 a.m. . . .. .. ....... Ligllt rain. f?. W. 12 . 72
1
... Nimbus .. 4-4 B1dden ............ 
.. .. ... .. . . ... . .. ... . 07 Liglltmin. S. W. 16 1. 28 . . . . t;tratus . . . 3-4 Hidden ...... . ..... 
. . . . . . . . . . 3.45 a.m. . 05 Cloudy. S. E. 6 .18 .. . . Nimbus .. . 3 4 Hidden ........... 4.20 a .m ..... ...... . 02 Light rain. S. E. 10 . 501 ... . Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden ........... . 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 11 Light rain. S. IV. 8 . 32 ... . D ense fog . .... Hidden ............ 
.. . ........ .. ... .. ... 12 Light rain . W. 12 . 721 .... Dense fog . .... Bidden ........... . 
................... . . 15 Heavy rain. W. 28 3. 921_. _. Dense fog . .... Hidden . .... . ...... 
......... . ........... 34 Hca>y rain. W. 20 2. 00 ... . D ense fog ..... Hidden ......... . . . 
........... .. ........ 29 Hea.Yyrain. W . 12 . 72. .. Stratus ... 1-4 Cir., cnm. 2-4 S. W. 
.......... 10.15 a.m .. 05 Clondy. S. W. 12 . 72: 216 Stratns . . . l -4 Cir. ,eum. 3-4 0 
----- ---- - ·--------- ·-- · Cloudy. N. IV. 8 . 32 . . .. Hazy ......... Cir.,cnm. 3-4 0 
. ..... .... ... ·-- ---- --- ---· CloU(l~T. w. 8 .:12 .... 0 0 Cir.,cnm. 3-4 W. 
-------- -- ---------· · ·· - Cloud:v. S. W . 12 . 72 . ... Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 S. W. 2.55 p .m ............ .. . Light '·ra.in. S. W. 14 .98 .. . Hazy ......... Cumulus 4-4 S. IV. 
.. .. . .. . .. 3.10 p.m. . 01 Cloudy. S. IV. 6 . 18 _.. . Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 S. W. 
----- ---- ......... .. .. .... . ---- Cloudy. S. W. 8 . 3:L... 0 0 Cir., cum 3-4 0 
------ ---- .................. ---- Cloud,y. S. W. 8 . 32.... Stratus... 1-4 Cirrus ... 2-4 S. W. 
---·------ ----- -· --· -- -· Cloudv. S. W. 8 .32 .... Fog ....... .... Hidden ............ 
-----·---- ... ...... .......... --- · :Foggy. ~: :;: lg :~~ ::: : ~~~: ::::: : :::: Hidden ............ -------- -- ------ --- · ---· Foggy. Hidden . . ..... ... .. 
---------- ---- --·-- - --- - . J!'oggy. S. W. 12 . 72 .. .. Fog .. ......... Hidden ...... . ..... 
-------------------- ..... . . 1<'ogg_y. s. w. 1~ .72,.... . 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S. W 0---- ---- - - ------- - -· - -- . Cloudy. S. 4 . 08 . . .. N1robus ... 4-4 Hidden ... .. . ···- .. In n ight. 7.45 a .m ... . 
. Light rain. S. 4 . 08. .. . Nimbus .. 4-4 Hidden . . ......... 
. 8.30 a.m. 10.30 a .m. . 3 7 ... 
. Light rain. E. 6 . 18 1.13 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... 
- ---------· ------------- . Cloudy. S. 6 .18 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . . _ ........ 
- ---·- ----· ------ ------- . Threatening. E. 2 . 02 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... 
. 3.00 p.m. :l.30 p .m. . 2 4. .. 
. Lightraiu. N. E. 3 . 04 . . . Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 0 




























c/3 s HYGROM :S I> THERM. 0 ~ @ s 1-.- --->=! p. ~ P. P. Place of observa- O!=l ~ ..0 '1:1~ p ;:j <1)0 -d tion, ~~ "' ::rl <1>..., ::; p t>·.-< s .g 15<1> p :,3 <1> 0 ~ 0 <1> p --+" cil s p., ... I>, ;.. ;.. <l) -
' E:1 ~ ~ 1>1 0 A ~ ~ p:::j F-l 0 
---- - -- - ----
r 
1 0 a .m. 23.76 60 51 23. 68 51 50 93 
2 0 a . m. 23.76 60 51 23. 68 51 50.5 96 
3 0 a . m. 23.75 58 50 23. 68 50 49 93 
4 0 a.m. 23.76 59 50 23.69 50 50 100 
I 
5 0 a.m. 23.76 59 50 23.69 50 49 93 
6 0 a.m. 23.76 58 50 23.69 50 48 86 
714 a.m. 23.76 56 52 23.69 52 49 79 
I 
8 0 a.m. 23. 77 5() 54 23.70 54 52 87 
9 0 a.m. 23.78 57 55 2:1.71 55 52 80 
10 0 a. m . 23. 79 60 59 23.71 59 55 76 
Sommit of Mount j ll 0 a.m. 23.80 61 55 23.72 55 53 87 12 0 m __ 23. 80 61 56 23.72 56 53 81 1 Op.m. 23.78 61 54 23.70 54 52 87 M.ilchell, N . C. 
1 
2 Op.m. 23.77 60 54 23.69 54 52 87 
3 Op.m. 23. 76 60 54 23.68 54 53 93 
I 
414p. m . 23.76 59 51 23.69 51 50 93 
5 Op.m. 23. 76 58 50 23.69 50 49 93 
I 6 Op.m. 23.75 61 51 23. 67 51 49 86 7 Op.m. 23.74 55 50 23. 68 50 49 93 8 Op.m. 23.76 59 52 23.69 52 51.5 96 
I 
9 Op.m. 23.78 61 53 23. 70 53 53 100 
10 0 p.m . 23.78 61 52 23.70 52 52 100 
10 39p. m. 23.78 60 52 23.70 52 52 100 
l12 Op.m. 23. 77 62 50 23. 69 50 49 93 ( 7 0 a.m. 29.19 73 68 29.065 67 65 87 
) 7 7 a. rn. 29. 19 73 68 29.065 67 65 87 
1132 a.m. 29. 20 77 76 29. 064 75 70 76 Knoxville, Tenn 2 Op.m. 29.15 78 79 29.012 78 70 65 
J 4 7p.m. 29. 12 80 83 28.977 82 71 56 
·- 9 Op.m. 29.16 75 67 29.030 66 64 90 l 10 32p. m. 29.17 74. 67 29.042 66 64 90 
Meteorological1·ecorcl for May 30, 18i3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUllS. 
P.,. <1> . 1=1-~.o I r:l 0:, ""';.. ~~ l>i- .p .p 0 •rl p 1=1 1=1 ~ -~8 :,3 <;>0 we< p >=! <:> o.a wrn ~·s ..0 0 ..0 0 <;> 0 0 <1> 
- ;... 
.s 1=1 -~.§_~ ... ~~ ·;~ s s A C!l<l) ~ p..p., p.,P. A ~ -<1 <t1 A 
--
--------
s.w. 16 1. 28 . . .. 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 s.w. 
S.E. 10 . 50 
--- · 
Fog ....... Hidden. 
---- -- ----
. S. 12 . 72 Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden. 
s.w. 12 . 72 
---· 
Fog. _____ _ 
--- -
Cirrus __ 2-4 s.w. 
s.w. 16 I. 28 Fog in vall ey Cir., cum 3-4 s.w. 
s.w. 12 . 72 0 0 Cir., cum 3-4 s.w. 
w. 16 I. 2R Hazy----· Cir., cum 3-4 w. 
s.w. 12 . 72 Hazy . . .. . Cir., cum 3-4 0 
N.W. 8 . 32 Hazy ..... Cir., cum 3-4 s.w. 
w. 4 . 08 Hazy----- Cumulus · 3-4 w. 
N.W. 8 . 32 Dense fog Hidden ..... 
N.W. 4 . 08 220 Fog in vall ey. Cumulus 1-4 s.w. 
N.E. 4 . 08 
--- · 
D ense fog. 
----
Hidden. 
---- ------N.W. 4 . 08 D ense fog. Ridden. 
N.W. 4 08 D ense fog. Hidden. 
E. 4 . 08 
---
Nimbus . . . 4-4 Hidden_ 
--- ------
N . E. 10 . 50 N imbus ... 4-4 H idden . 
N.E. 8 . 32 Hazy _____ C umulns 2-4 ·s:-w.-
N .E. 22 2. 42 Hazy ..... Cir., cum 4-4 N.E. 
N.E. 18 1. 62 Fog . ... ... Cirrus._ 2-4 0 
N .E. 10 . 50 Fog ......... Hidden_ 
NE. 8 . 32 :Fog ....... Hidden. 
N.E. 8 . 32 Fog. ______ Hidden. 
N.E. 8 . 32 0 0 Cirrus . . 2-4 0 E. 3 . 0'1 Stratus . . . 1-4 Cir. -cum 3-4 0 E. 3 . 04 Stratus ... 1-4 Cir. -cnm 3-4 0 
E. 2 . 02 102 0 0 C nmulus 4-4 0 
.N.E. 2 . 02 .... 0 0 Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 s. 4 . 08 
--· 
0 0 Cir. &cu. 2-4 0 N.E. 3 . 04 
-·· 
0 0 Cirrus . . 3-4 0 N. 4 . 08 . ... . 0 0 0 0 0 
-~ ~ ... RAlN OR SNOW. !~ ;..c ~~ <l)iil 
..0 <t ss -~=~ 
""'<;,) Remarks • 
<1> §~ 8~ s ..0 C) oa H ct! i3 "C Ji'O ~s 0 1=1 0 F-l E-1 
----
---- -




2.25 a.m. 2.40 a. rn . . 02 Cloudy. 












...... .... ... . Foggy. 
Foggy. 
Foggy; distant thun-
der -storm in N. E. 
3.20p.m. 
----------
. 24 ..... Heavy rain ; distant 
thu'nd er-st'rm in E. 
' . 07 Light rain. 










---------· ·---- --- -- ·-- . ---
. Fair: 
---------· -------- . --- . ---
. Fair. 
. Clearing. 





































1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
<! 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 Oa.m. 
Summit of Mount I 
:Mitchell, N.C .. ~ 
10 0 n. m . 
ll 0 a. Ill. 
12 0 lll .. 
1 0 p. ru. 
2 0 p.m. 







7 0 p.m. 
8 Op.m. 
9 0 p. ru. 
10 0 p.m. 
10 39}). ru. 
l 12 0 p.m. 
( 7 0 a.m. 
l 
7 7 a.m. 
ll32n.m. 
, Tenn . 2 0 p.m. 















MeteoTological Tecord for May 31, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
• >:l , -IIYGHOM. ::;! WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OU SNOW. ·a !i ;... . 
.ci :3 ot' § $~ ~~ 0 . ...,; ...,; § ~!)~ -~ .... as s 8 
-;:: ~ c- ·~ ..... ·~ E !::: ,. ;.. ::l >< ·~ ·~ I o . ~'< ~ o P> 
.0 .=> ·;:; <3 g ~ "' c ;.,~ . ::3 • >' ~ ~ s s ~ >l 03 f3:;:; 
-,.]. . I 1· . -d ~~~~
p., ~ ~ "" ~ .... ~ ~:;::: 8 -g o -g c ~ 8 e 8 ~ o s $.g 
....1.. • -• o t - " • - -- a -- s __ -~ o " a "~ 




































60 50 23. 68 
60 5J 23. GB 
58 50 23.68 
56 49 23. 68 
55 49 :23. 68 
55 4!) 23.69 
5:.1 46 23. 71 
52 46 :23. 72 
52 47 :2:.1. 74 
54 47 23. 76 
5l:l 4d 23.77 
59 49 2J. 77 
61 50 23. 77 
60 48 23.77 
56 46 23.77 
55 43 23. 76 
55 44 23.75 
55 43 23.75 
55 42 23.76 
56 42 23. 77 
58 42 23.78 
57 43 23. 79 
56 42 23. ~9 
54 42 23. 78 
72 68 29. 117 
72 68 29.117 
77 76 29. 134 
79 80 29.089 
78 78 29. 08'2 
75 70 29. 178 
74 67 ~9.180 
50 49.5 
50 50 





































100 :g_ E. 
10( X.E. 




100 N. E. 
100 N. E. 
100 N.E. 
100 N.E. 













1~ : ~~\: ::: 
18 1. ti2 
14 .98 .. .. 
14 . 98 .. .. 
14 . !!8 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
1tl 1. 62 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. . . 
16 1. 28 ... 
8 .32 .... 
8 . 3:2 276 
8 . 32 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
12 . 7:! .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
18 1. 62 .. .. 
20 :!.00 .. .. 
24 2. Stl .. .. 
22 2. 42 ... . 
22 2. 42 .. .. 
18 l. 62 .. .. 
10 . 50 . .. . 
10 . 50 .. . 
12 . 7i2 l53 
13 . 84 ..... 
22 2. 42 
i~ 1: i~l:::: 
Light fog ..... 
FO;.!: ~ ------ ---. 
Light fog .. .. 
Light fog . .. .. 
Fog . ...... ----
Dense fog . ... . 
Dense fog . ... . 
Dense fog .... . 
Dense fog ... . 
Deuse Jog ... . 
Dense fog ... . 
Dense fog . ... . 
Light ±:og . .. .. 
Deuse fog . ... . 
Dense fog ... . 
Dense fog ... . 
De11se fog ... . 
Dense fog . .. . 
Deuse fog ..•. 
Dense fog .. . . 
Dense fog ... . 
Dense fog ... . 
Dense fog ... . 
D ense fog . ... . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ....... . 
Nimbus ... 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Cirrus .. 3-4 .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. .. 
Bidueu . .................................... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 4-4 N. E ... ........................ .. 
Hiddeu ...... .. ............................. . 
HiLldeu . . ....... . ...... ........ ...... .. ... . 
Hichlen . . . . . . . . . . . 6.40 a .  m. . . . . . . . . . . . 04 ... . 
Biudcn ............................... 07 
Bidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.45 a.m. . 06 ... . 
Hiddeu . . ... ........ ................. ... ..... . 
Biddeu .. .......... .. ...... . ............ . .. .. . 
Hiddeu ................................. . . ... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 E. .. ........................ .. 
Bidden .. .................................... . 
Bidtlen . .................. .... ............ .... . 
Bidden . .................................... . 
Hidden .............................. ....... . 
Bidden ... . ........ ... ....................... . 
Hidden ..................................... .. 
Hidden .. .................................... . 
Bidden .. .. .............. ... . ................ . 
Hidden . .................................... .. 
Bidden .......................... ... ........ . 
Hidtlen ... ................. ..... : .... ...... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .: ........ ................ .. 
Cumulus 2-4 E. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 ·E. .. ....... ·1··· .......... · .... . 
Cumulus 1-4 E. .. ........................ .. 
Cir.-cum 2-4 N. .. ........................ .. 




























































Meteorological 1·ecord jo1· Jtwe 1, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
I 
~ TUERM. ~ llYGROM ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ ~ • 
~. . ---.2. ---~ . ::~:~ 
wn. o :... Q)s ..<:< Q) ~ Q) "' ~ ::; ·~ :.s o o "' o- ...-· ::l ::l ·.;:J '" p Q) .,...; e .=:; E ,e. ~ 0 ~ ~ Q) ,D. ~ ~ as 0,!:: 'D rn ~-z rd g rd 5 ~ ;2 8 8 a) b ~ ;... ·a 
.§ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q) Q3 .==: ~ a ~ ~ =a£ .s s .s s -~ .e.~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ re ~ P=l ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A P.. Pop.. P-A ~ ~ ~ ~ A u ~ <d c ~ 
Remarks. Place of observa- .g § $ <d _. "' fD .0 ::8 ~ p; >:l ~.: ~ ~ d:> • .~ _J . ci" ~ll~1 ~ ~ ~ S S t . I .... .... Q) ~ Q)..., ...... • :;.1 _ 0 ..... p p ;.. l>: _ ~ 0 ..... .... Q) 0 
--------- - --~ -------- -------------1--------(11 0 a.m. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 
G 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 0 a.m. 
1
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
Summit of Monnt J 12 0 m .. 
Mitchell, N. C .. 11 0 p.m. 






l ~a::: 9 Op.m. 10 Op.m-10 39 p. Ill 12 Op.m. 
r 
7 0 a.m. 
7 7 a.m. 
1132 a.m. 




























-~ -~ -~ -~ ~
-~ ~-~
53 43 23.79 
51 44 23. 79 
50 44 23.79 
50 45 23. 79 
50 48 23.79 
51 51 23.79 
55 54 23. 79 
58 55 23.81 
59 57 23,81 
61 57 23. 81 
62 58 ~3. 81 
62 59 23. 81 
63 57 23.80 
63 56 23. 8!1 
65 56 23.79 
64 54 23.80 
63 53 2:j. 80 
61 53 23.79 
53 44 23.78 
54 4:.1 23.79 
57 44 23.80 
54 45 23. 80 
54 46 23. 81 
53 46 2::1.80 
7l 61 29.270 
71 61 29.270 
72 71 29.255 
76 77 29. 185 
77 80 29.144 
75 71 29.138 
73 67 29.145 
43 43 lOJ 
44 43. 5 96 
44 43 92 
45 44 92 
48 47 92 
fi1 48 79 
54 51 80 
55 51 74 
57 52 69 
57 49 52 
58 50 53 
59 51 54 
57 51 63 
56 45 35 
56 42 19 
54 46 49 
53 41 24 
53 43 36 
44 33 15 
43 34 28 
44 40 68 
45 44 92 
46 45 92 
46 45 92 
60 57 82 
60 57 82 
70 65 75 
76 66 56 
79 64 ·40 
70 66 79 
66 61 73 
E. 16 1.18 ... . 
E. 16 1. 28 ... . 
N. E. 14 . 98 ... . 
N. E. 8 .32 . .. . 
N. E. 4 .08 ... . 
N. E. 2 . 02 . .. . 
N. E. 8 . 32 .. .. 
N. E. 4 .08 ... . 
N. E. 2 . 02 ... . 
N. E. 4 . 08 ... . 
N. E. 3 .04 ... . 
N. E. 2 . 02 282 
N. E. 4 .08 ... . 
N . E. 8 . 32 ... . 
N. E. 6 .18 ... . 
N. E. 8 . 32 .. .. 
N. E. 8 .32 .. . . 
N. E. 8 . 32 ... . 
N. E. 16 1.28 ... . 
N. E. 18 1. 62 ... . 
E. 24 2. 88 ... . 
S. E. 26 3. 38 ... . 
E. 20 2. 00 .. . 
E. 18 1. 62 
N. E. 10 . 50
1 
.. . . 
N. E. 10 . 50 ... . 
N. E. 4 . 08 ... . 
E. 6 .18 ... . 
N. E. 12 . 721272 
N. 3 . 04 ... . 
E. 1 .01 ... . 
Dense fog .. . . . 
Light fog .... . 
Light fog . . .. . 
Light fog . ... . 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy .... ... .. 
Hazy . ....... . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy .. .. . 
Hazy . . .. . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy··-· ... . 
Hazy ..... 
0 0 
Light fog .... . 
L!gllt fog ... _. 






. 0 0 
Stratus . .. 1-8 
Hidden. 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 
Cinus .. 2-4 0 
Cir., cum 1-4 N. E. 
Cir., cum 1-4 N. E. 
Cirrus ... 1-8 0 
Cirrus ... 1-4 N. E. 
Cir., cum 1-4 N. E. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. K 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E . 
Cumulns 1-'1 N. E. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E. 
Cir.,cum 1-4 N. E. 
Cir.,cum 1-4 N. K 
Ci,.,cum .1-4 0 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
Cnmulus 3-4 E. 
Cumulus 1-4 S. E. 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Cirrns .. 2-4 0 
Cirrus .. :2-4 0 
Cirrns . . 1-8 0 
Cir.-cum 1-4 0 
Cumulus 1-8 E. 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
· · -········ ·---·· ····• · ··· ! .... 
··.-.---···-,·······-··1····,-·--·····--- - - .................. ---- ---· 
























































.Q· ~ Plnce of obscrvn· ~~ .B tion. 0 
Cl) E 0 8 .... ~ £R ~ 
--
( 1 0 n. m. 23. 85 I 2 0 a. m. 23. 85 
3 0 a. m. 23. 85 I 4 0 a. m. 23. 86 
I 
5 0 a.m. 23. 86 
6 0 a.m. 23. 86 
714a. m. 23. 87 I 8 0 a.m. 23.87 
· 9 0 a.m. 23.88 
10 On.m. 23. 91 
J ll 0 a.m. 23.90 
Summit of Mount l2 0 m .. 23.90 
Mitchell, N.C. 
1 
1 0 p. m. 23. 1:19 
2 0 p. ru. 23. E8 
3 0 p. m. 23. tiS I 
I 4 14 p. m. ,23. 87 5 0 p. m. ,23. 87 
I 
6 0 p. m. 23. 86 
7 Op.m. 23. 86 
8 0 p.m. 23.86 I 9 Op.m. 23. 86 10 Op.m. 23.85 
10 39 p.m. 23.85 
L 12 Op.m. 2~. 84 
( 7 0 a.m. 29. 345 
Knoxvillo, Tonn ·{ 
7 7 a.m. 29. 345 
11 :12 a. m . 29. 31 
2 0 1>- m . 29.26 
. ,, .. mr,. 
!) 0 p. ID. 29.23 
LO 32 p.m. 29. 23 
Melem·ological 1·ecord jo1· June 2, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
TIIEJUI.I ~ UYGUOU.] WTh"D. !.OWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
~ ___ :;:l 
--- ~~ ..<:l. l'i h:.: ~~ 6 
·i""'T rd rd ..0 '"i3 ob -"'::::1 ... . ~ Q) a; ..., "a .;::;·~ 0 ..... 0 ~g- ~- = § ~-~ s '§ ~ ~0 :0 0 p p ~ 0 O,.Q ~] rd :::1 .,;:; .s ""' ~ o,.. W;... 0 s .~.e~ A !::: ~ ~ ~ C)<- ~" Q s = ~ ~ - 0 A i=i ~ ~ F1 Q p.A ~A A <j -11 ~ 





53 46 23. 79 46 45 !12 E. 18 1. 62 ... . Foginval'y 0 0 0 
53 -tR 23. 79 48 47 93 E. 18 1. 62 0 0 0 0 0 
53 48 '2:{. 79 48 47.5 96 E. 20 2. 00 ..... . Light fog .. .. ..... 0 0 0 
56 48 23.79 48 48 100 E . 15 1.12 L~ght fog . . 0 0 0 
56 48 23. 79 48 48 100 E. 11 . 60 L1gbtfog .. 0 0 0 
56 30 23. 79 50 49 93 E. 8 . 32 Li:rhtfog .. 0 0 0 
57 54 23. so 54 52 87 E. 10 . 50 Light fog .. 0 0 0 
57 54 23. so 54 52 87 E. 12 . 72 Light fog .. 0 0 0 
58 58 23. ill 58 5:) 81 E. 11 . 60 Light fog .. Cnmulus 1-4 E. 
62 59 23. 83 59 56 81 E. 10 . 50 Fog ....... Hidden. 
62 59 23. 82 59 56 81 E. 12 . 72 Fog ...... . Hidden. 
62 60 23. 82 60 57 81 E. 18 1. 62 308 Li:rhtfog .. Cumulus 1-4 E. 
62 62 23. 81 62 57 72 E. 12 . 72 Lip:htfog .. Cumulus 1-4 E. 
62 60 23. so 60 57 82 E. 12 . 72 Light fog .. Cumulus 2-4 E. 
6:3 60 23. SO GO 56 77 E. 12 . 7~ Bazy ...... Cumulus 2-4 E. 
61 60 23. 79 60 56 77 E. 12 . 72 Light fog .. Cumulus 3-4 E. 
58 55 23. 80 55 51 74 E. 11 . 60 Fog ....... Hidden. 
60 53 23.78 53 52.5 97 E. 12 . 72 ~~~: ~ ~~ ~ ~: Hidden. 60 52 23.78 52 52 100 E. 12 . 72 Hidden . 
60 51 23. 78 . 51 51 100 E. 20 2. 00 ~~~::::::: Bidden. 59 51 23. 79 51 51 100 S.E. 22 2. 42 Hidclen. 
57 51 23.78 51 51 100 N.E. 16 1. 28 Ligbtfog .. Cnumlus 3-4 E. 
G6 50 23.78 50 50 100 E. 16 1. 28 J!'og- ...... Ridden. 
56 51 23. 77 51 51 100 S. E. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Riddeu. 
72 63 29.222 62 55 61 E. 8 . 32 0 0 Cirrus .. l -8 0 72 64 29.222 ()3 56 61 E. 8 . 32 ... 0 0 Cinus . 1-8 0 
, ,,. T'· .,. 
"T 45 S.E. 10 . 50 146 0 0 Cumulus 1-8 0 77 R'J 29. 122 81 64 34 N.E. 12 . 72 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 1-8 0 79 85 29. 0!)9 84 65 31 N. 9 . 40 ........ 0 0 Cumulus 1-8 0 77 76 29. 094 75 69 72 E. 3 . 04 ....... ·o 0 Cir.-eum 4-4 w. 77 74. 5129. 094 73.568 74 N. 1 . 01 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 
RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ i. 
'"'>l <l) >< 
....,we<ll 
rd ~~ _c S 
-= 
<l) =~ E p., rd s Q) 5 s l ~~ s 
"" Q s ... ,<:;"C 0 Q F1 <!10E-i 
-------- -
. ............ 
·---·---·- -- -· 
....... 
---------- ·---··----
. .... . 
----
· ·· ·· ·---- --------- -
...... 
----
11.15p. m. . 04 




.. ..... ...... 
................... .................. ....... ....... 








































































( 1 0 a . m. I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
· I 5 0 a.m. 6 0 a.m. 
7 14 a.m. I 8 o a. Ill. 
9 0 a.m. j 10 hm. 11 0 a.m. 








Q I 7 Op.m. 8 Op.m. 
l 9 Op.m. lO Op. m. 10 39p. m . 12 0 p.m. 
f 
7 0 a. m. 
7 7 a.m. 
n 32 a.m. 
Knoxville, Tenn. . ~ 2 .Op.m. 
I 4 7p.m. 9 Op.m. l 10 32p. ,Ill. 
TllERM. 
---F-< 
..g .;:j ~ 
.0 <l> s <:) C1) 
0 03 0 
te +' A _.., M 
P=l <tj ~ 
-
23. 85 56 ::il 
23. 83 56 51 
23. ~2 55 50 
2:3. 82 55 50 
23. 83 55 50 
23.82 55 51 
23. 81 55 51 
23. 81 55 52 
23. 82 55 53 
23. 82 59 53 
23.81 59 54 
23. 81 59 54 
23.79 59 55 
23.78 60 57 
23.76 58 56 
23.73 58 55 
2::!. 73 61 54 
23.74 61 53 
23.74 62 52 
23. 7:l 59 51 
23.73 58 51 
23.73 59 52 
23.71 58 52 
23.70 58 52 
2!>. 22: 74 70 
29.22 74 70 
29.20 81 82 
29.13 82 136 
29.10 84 87 
29.10 79 73 
29.08 79 71.5 
Meteo1·ological 1·ec<n·d for Ju,ne 3, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
--·--s HYGROM.] 0 WTh'D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
~ ___ ;:s 
.0· 
""'· ]E ~ ~ ~ ci ~~ ~p <b "b_C <l>.!;> ~'< ..... p. • 
""" 
-~-~~ 'i3 p 0 ~ ;>•1""1 :;l ..... 0 PO ~~ >:1 <:)<l> p .0 -~ o .o woo ::s .-d ::s ~oS <l> <:) .-d !:: t' ~ ~ ..s~ W;:... 0 0 .~8~ Q3 C> Q) ~~ >:1 s .s s 0 i=i ~A ~· p, ~ 0 0 ~ ~ A <tj ~ <tj A 
- - -- - - --
- - - ----
-
--
23.78 51 51 100 E . 12 . 72 
·---
Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden. 
---· ·-·---
23.76 51 51 100 S.E. 13 . 84 D ense fog. Hidden. 
23.75 50 50 100 s. E. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4·4 Hidden. 
23.75 50 50 100 N.E. 12 . 72 Fog ....... Hidden. 
23.76 50 50 100 E. 11 . 60 ~~~::::::: Hidden. 28. 75 51 51 100 E. 16 ,l 28 Hidden. 
23.74 51 51 100 E. 14 . 98 ~~r:::~. Hidden. 23.74 52 52 100 E. 12 . 72 Hidden. 23.75 53 53 1( 0 E. 15 1.12 Hidden. 23.75 53 53 100 E. 14 - . 98 Hidden. 23.74 54 54 100 E. 8 .32 Hidden. 
23.74 54 54 100 E. 8 . 32 331 Light fog. Hidden. 
23.72 55 54.5 97 N.E. 12 . 72 Fog ....... Hidden. 
23.70 57 5!i 87 E. 13 . 84 i~F::: Hiuden. 23. 69 56 55 93 E . 16 1. 28 Hidden. 23,66 55 53.5 90 N.E. ::17 3. 64 Hidden. 23.66 54 53.5 97 E. 18 1. 62 Hidden. 23.66 53 52 93 E. 20 2. 00 Hidden. 
23.66 52 5::1 100 E. 24 2. 88 Hidden. 
23.66 51 51 100 E. 24 2. 88 ~~~:::::~: Hidden. 23. 66 51 51 10J E. 16 1. 28 Hidden. 
23. GG 52 52 !00 E. 12 . 72 Fog ....... Hidclen. 
~~: g~ ~~~ 52 100 E. 10 . 50 Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden . 52 100 E. G .18 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hiclden. 
29. 09269 64 75 N.E. 8 . 32 0 0 Cumulus 1-8 0 
29. 092169 64 75 N.E. 8 . 32 .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-8 0 
29.054 81 70 55 E. 3 . 04 123 o· 0 Cum'nlus 4-4 0 
28.982 85 70 44 s. 5 .12 ...... Cum.-strat. 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 
28. 946 86 72 47 S.E. 4 . 08 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 E . 
28. ~159 72 69 851S.W. 2 . 02 ·--- Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 28.939 70.5 68 87 E. 4 . 08 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 0 
--
-· · ·~ .... - ... _,.,. ..... -
>=~P: ~'<-
RAIN OR SNOW. "(;J 5 .., . 
;...>=l +"J:: 
'HCI) <l;>O: 
:.d S<l> o-;:: 
>:1 <l> oS Remarks. ...,..., ~ 
.-d >=~- s~ s ;:s <l> <l> oS ~'<·"' s "=' ;;~ 8;... 0 >:1 
0 ~ <tjO E-1 
-------- -
. ................ . 06 .... . Light rain. 




















9.15p.m. . 18 Heavy rain • 
. 05 Light rain . 





::~::::::_ ~~~~~~::: ( :~: ~~m~: 






































( 1 0 a. m. 23. 70 
I 2 0 a. m. 23. 69 3 0 a. m. 23. 68 
I 4 0 a. m. 23. 68 5 0 a. m. 23. 6!! 
I 
6 0 a. m. 23. 69 
7 14 a, m. 23. 70 
. 8 0 a. m. 23. 69 
I 
9 0 a. m. 23. 70 
10 0 a .m. 23.68 
11 0 a. m. 23. 67 
Summit of :Mount J 12 0 m . . 23. 65 
Mitchell, N. C. ) 1 0 p. m. 23. 64 
I 2 0 p. m. 23 63 1 3 0 p. m. 23. 62 
I 4 14 p. ru. 23. 62 5 0 p. m. 23. 60 
I 
6 0 p. m. 23. 60 
7 0 p. m. 23. 60 
8 0 p. m. 23. f>O 
l 9 0 p.m. 23. 60 10 0 p. ill. 23. 60 lO 39 p.m. 2:3. 60 12 0 p. m. 23. 58 
Knoxville, Toun . 2 0 p.m. 28. 96 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 08 
7 7 a.m. 29. 08 
11 32 a.m. 29.04 
4 7 p. m. 28. 96 
9 0 p . m. 2tl. 94 
10 32 p. Dl. 28. 95 
Meteorological 1·ecord for June 4, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 









,.ci ~ -; ~- d t';.; 2: ..; b ..; ..; I ~- ~.ll--;-- :g ~ "g o S 
"5 P ~ :;::: -~ .,... §; P "; ~ !>, r::1 r::1 -~ -~ I c::> • ~ ~ S p, 
~ ~ 0 0 
,!:> :; ~ 1:l g..=: ~ g b~ ..:: g .o g ~ o ~ s · as g -g ~ ~ 
P> c::> ...... ._. ~ ... c::>._.· ... o ~ 13 ~ S '"'8'"' S 't:l 8,_, 't:l A ~ ~ A ; ~ ;\:; g, ~...... ~ ~ . ~ <1 A~"" 8 rfl <11 ~ 8 Fil 
-- --- - ---~-------
58 51 23. 63 51 51 100 
56 51 ~3. 62 51 51 100 
56 52 23. 61 52 52 100 
56 52 ~3. 61 52 52 100 
55 52 22. 62 52 52 tOO 
56 55 23. 62 55 55 100 
55 58 23. 63 58 58 100 
56 57 23. 62 57 56 94 
59 60 2.1. 63 60 57 82 
61 64 23. 60 64 61 83 
60 59 23. 60 59 58 94 
59 59 23. 58 59 58 94 
62 65 23. 56 (j5 61 78 
62 60 23. 53 60 59 94 
60 59 23. 55 59 58 94 
58 56 23. 55 56 55 93 
59 58 23. 53 58 56 88 
59 57 23. 53 57 55 87 
59 53 23. 53 53 52 93 
59 !'i2 23. 53 52 51 93 
58 52 23. 53 52 52 100 
58 53 23.53 53 53 100 
58 52 23. 53 52 52 100 
57 52 23. 51 52 52 100 
77 70 28. 944 69 67 90 
77 70. 5 28. 9-14 69. 5167. 5 90 
82 80 28. 892 79 70 61 
84 83 28. 801) 8~ 71 56 
82 80 28. 812 79 72 69 
78 76 28. 802 75 70 7{i 
79 73 28. 809 72 G9 85 
S.E. 





























































.181 ... . 1. 62 ... . 
. 72 ... . 
.50 .. .. 
. 72 ... 
.18 
. 32 ... . 
32 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
. 32 ... . 
.32 .. .. 
. 32 301 
.32 .. .. 
.50 ... . 
. 32 .. . . 
.32 ... . 
.32 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
. 32 ... . 
1.28 .. .. 
.72 ... . 
1. 28 
2. uo ... . 
1.62 .. .. 
.0~ ... . 
.02 ... 
. 08 87 
.32 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.18 ... . 
.18 ... 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ...................... 1 ........... 08 .. •. 
Fog....... .. .. Hidden ..................... : 1.25 a. m. . 03 .. .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ............ 2.45 a.m ............ 07 .. .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... . . .................... 27 .. .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Tiidden.. .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . 04 . . .. 
~~:::~~~: ~: llUiL :i; ::~:: :~:~~~~~~ :~:~~~:~ ? :~ 
~~;Y_::::~ :::: g~:~~~~~: ~:! ~: :;: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
Light fog ..... Cumulus. 3-4 S. W. 11.20 a.m. 1l.45 a.m. . 03 
i~t~~~~: ~~ i~¥.¥~~ :t::: :::~:. :;:i~L: ::::::::~: :_:;p:: 
Fog ....... ... . Cumulus. 2-4 0 .......... 4 30 p.m .. 02 .. .. 
rr/hi!~ii: ::0:: ~~2~~~~-- I:· ··r· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
Dense fog ..... Hidden ...................................... .. 
~~!: :::::: :::: ~~~~:~:: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
Fog .......... Hidden ...................... ................ .. ~i~;;t~:s::: H gt~~rl~. H s. ~- ::~:: ::::: :::::::::: :::::::: 
Stratus .. . 2-4 Cu. & cir. 1-4 ............................. .. 
0 . 0 C':lmulus. 2-4 ...... 12.10 p.m ............ 08
1 
.. -
Cum-stmt. 4-4 Hulden ...................................... .. 
Stratus . . . 2-4 CiJ·., cum 1-4 S. W. 3.15 p.m. 3.30 p.m ........ . 
Remarks. 

















































































Meteo1'ological1·eco1·d fm· June 5, ltl73. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM.] I- __ _ Wli'W. I LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPER cLOUDS. 
~ ;9 ct>t' p p ... ..... 
,!:J ,.0 ·p !::' ..., ~ 
~ ;:ib.O~ 
0 -~;; ~": .... ,.3 o.:':l I ~ c:;>OrDO' ~ rd g ~ ~ ~ o.Q oo w ,..,.,... rd 
""Z ~ ~ ~ ~~ -~ >:1 s ... §.;:: 
-· 
RAIN OR SNOW. 1-~ ~ ~ 
... g~~ 
'ti 'S~ s ~ 
~§ ... a;> o s 1 
s rd §~ ~& a;> 
s "d 0 sa;>~ 
l~l-1-l-- l-l-1-l--l-l-1-l l-1--1---1---l--,--l 
-.1.].1 
A ~ ~ I~TT I 111 ~ >:1 ~t3t;"' ~ I ~ ~ i:S 0 A p. A ,p.; P..A 0 1"1 0 ~ ~ 0 p.. fol 1"1 Remarks. 
f 1 0 a m. 23. 56 57 53 23. 49 53 53 100 W. 2'1 2. 88 . . . . Dense fog . . . . . Hidden...................... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foggy. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 2.1. 55 57 53 23. 48 53 53 100 W. ~8 3. 9:-l Dense fog. Hidden.. . . . . Foggy. 
3 0 a. ru- 23. 54 57 53 23.47 53 53 100 S.W .. 28 3. 92 Dense fog. Hidden.. . . . . 2.15 a.m. 2. 35 a.m .. 02 .... Foggy. S 
4 0 a.m. 23. 55 56 52 23. 48 52 52 100 N. W. 24 2. 88 Dense fog _ Hidden. . . . . . Foggy. ~ 
I 5 0 a . m 22. 56 56 52 23. 49 52 52 100 W. 2t3 3. 92 D ense fog. Hidden.. . . . . Foggy. t_;j 6 0 a. ru. 23. 57 56 52 23. 50 52 52 100 W. 24 2. 88 Dense fog. Hidden.. . . . . Foggy. 1-.j 714 a.m. 23.59 56 53 23.52 53 53 100 S.W. 22 2. 42 Fog....... Hidden.. .. .. Foggy. 
8 0 a.m. 23.60 56 54 23.53 54 54 10:.> S.W. 22 2. 42 Fog....... Hidden.. .. .. Foggy. l/2 
9 0 a.m. 23. 61 56 53 23. 54 53 53 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 Fog.. . .... Hit! den.. . . . . Foggy. H 
10 0 a.m. 23. 62 57 54 23. 55 54 54 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 Fog . . . . . . . Hit! den.. . . . . Foggy. Q2 ~ Ill 0 a.m. 23.62 57 55 23.55 55 54 93 N. W · 20 2. 00 Stratus . .. . 4-4 Hidden.. . . . . Cloudy. !.2: Summit of Mount 12 0 m ... 23.62 59 56 23.55 56 55 94 N. W. 14 . 98 403 Fog....... Hidden...... Foggy. ~ Mitchell, N.C. 1 0 p.m. 23.60 59 56 23.53 56 5fi 100 W. 20 2. 00 Fog....... Hidden.. .. .. 12.40 p.m. 12.55 p.m .. 09 .... Foggy. 
1 2 0 p.m. 23. 60 59 56 23. 53 56 56 100 N. W. 20 2, 00 Fog....... Hidden . . _... 1. 20 p.m. 1. 45 p.m. . 44.... Foggy. 0 
3 0 p.m. 23.59 58 56 23.52 56 56 100 N. W. 18 1. 62 Fog.. .... . Hidden.. .... Foggy. l'lj 
4 14 p.m. 23.59 61 57 23. 51 57 56 94 N. W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Cir., cum 2-4 0 Cloudy. l'lj 
I 
5 0 p.m. 23.61 60 54 :!3. 54 54 54 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 :Fog....... Hidden.. .. .. FDggy. H 
6 0 p.m. 23.61 62 54 23.53 54 54 100 W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Ridden.. . .. . Foggy. 0 
7 0 p.m. 23. 61 GO ~2 2~. 54 5~ 52 100 W. 2~ 2. 00 Niw bus . . . 4-4 H~dden.. . . . . 6. 08 p.m. ~ . 44 . . . . Heavy rain. giJ 
I 8 0 p.m. 23.62 57 ~2 23.55 52 5~ 100 W. 26 3. 38 Fog....... H!dtlen .. _ ... 7. OOJ p.m .. 01 .... Foggy. • 9 0 p. m. 23. 63 57 ;)3 23. 56 53 53 100 W. 24 2. 88 Fog _ .... , . H1dden ..... _ Foggy. 
1
10 0 p. m- 23. 62 56 ~3 23. 55 53 53 100 N. W. 26 3. ~8 Nimbus_ .. 4-4 H~illlen .. _.. . 9.18 p.m ............ 13 .... Heavy rain. 
10 39 p.m. 23.62 56 OJ2 23.55 52 52 100 N. W. 24 2. t!t3 Dense fog_ HlClden.. . .. . 10.20 p.m .. 02..... Foggy. 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 61 56 52 23. 54 52 52 100 N. W · 22 2. 42 D ense fog . Hidden.. . . . . 10. 45 p.m. 11. 30 p.m. . 081.... Foggy. 
( 7 0 a.m. 29. 01 77 72 28. 874 71 69 90 S.W. 8 . 32 Stratus_ ... 1-4 Cirrus .. _ 3-4 Clouuy. 
J 
7 7 a.m. 29.01 77 72 2tl. 874 71 69 9 ~ S.W. 8 . 32 Stratus . ... 1-4 Cirrus ... 3-4 Cloudy. 
11 22 a.m. 29. 01 82 81. 5 28. 862 80. 5 72 65 S.\V. 12 . 72 187 Cum.-strat. 4-4 Hidden. . . . . Cloudy. 
Knoxville, Tenn. 2 Op.m. 28.95 82 85 28. 80284 73 57 S.w. 12 .72 Cum.-strat. 1-4 Cir.&'cu. 1-4 0 Cloudy. 
I 4 7 p.m. 28. !J6 80 76 28. 817 75 69 72 N. W. 12 . 72 Stratus_ ... 4-4 Hidden.. .. . . Cloudy. 9 0 p.m. 29.01 75 71 28. 880 70 68 90 S.W. 12 . 72 NimlJus ... 4-4 Hidden.. . .. . Light rain. 




































Meteo1'0logical 1'eco1·d jo?' June 6, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROllf. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OU SNOW. -~ ~ ~ • 
s ~~~~ 
-.--.- ,E . . p,·o:>·. -b.C .._; ~~o:>g ~ ~ o:>t' § ..., ~ ~~ ~ ..:: ...; § ~~ 'i:l ~$ s s 
2 2 ~ ... :g ·z ,g ~ g. ~t: . § . · § ~ -~ s s ..o § "2 s & 
~ ~ ..:S o:> .£~o:>~:;::";3 '8 ° '8 ° ~S8 8 ~ o8fi)C\! 
Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~A~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A~.... 8 tl ~ s ~ -o 
------1----1--1-1-1--1------- --------------- 1-------
1
1 0 a. m. 23. 60 
2 0 a.m. 23.58 
3 0 a. lll . 23. 57 
4 0 a. m. 23. 58 
5 0 a. m. 23. 60 
I 6 0 a.m. 23. ()~ 7 14 a.m. 23. 64 8 0 a.m. 23. 64 
9 0 a. m. 23. 65 
10 0 a.m. 23. 67 
11 Oa,m.23.68 
Summit of Mount J 112 0 m. 23. ()5 
1\.litcbeU, N.C .. ~ 1 0 p.m. 23. 66 
2 0 p . m. 23. 65 
3 0 p. m. 23. 66 
4 14 p. m. 23. 67 
u 1 5 0 p. m. 23. 67 
6 0 p . m. 23. 68 
7 Op.m.23.u9 
8 0 p. m. 23. 70 
9 0 p.m. 23.72 
10 0 p.m. 23. 73 
_ 10 39 p.m. 23.73 
l 12 Op. m. 23.73 
r 
7 0 a. m. 29. 06 
7 7 o. .m. 29. Oil 
11 32 a.m. 29. 095 
Knoxville, Tenn . < 2 0 p.m. 29. 05 
I 4 7p.m.29.045 !l 0 p. m. 29. 08 
t 10 32 p. m. 28. 10 
55 51 23. 54 51 51 
54 49 23. 52 49 49 
53 50 23. 51 50 50 
54 51 23. 52 51 51 
55 51 23. 54 51 51 
55 51 23. 56 51 51 
56 52 23. 57 52 52 
56 53 23. 57 53 53 
56 54 23. 58 54 54 
60 54 23. 60 54 54 
57 54 23. 61 54 54 
58 53 23. 58 53 5:3 
58 56 23. 59 56 55 
58 55 23. 58 55 55 
59 55 23. 59 55 55 
60 54 23. 59 54 54 
58 53 23. 60 53 53 
58 ~3 2.1. 61 53 53 
58 52 23. 62 52 52 
58 52 23. 63 52 52 
58 52 23. 65 52 52 
58 52 23. 66 52 52 
58 51 23. 66 51 51 
57 51 23. (i6 51 51 
75 69 2A. 930 68 67 
75 69 28. 930 68 67 
80 177 28. 952 76 69 83 81. 5 28. 899 80. 5 70. 5 
83 84. 5 28. 894 83. 5 72. 5 
80 75 28. 937 74 70 
77 73 28. 964 72 69 
lOON. W. 24 
100 N. W. 24 
100 N. W. 26 
100 w. 24 
100 w. 18 
100 w. 16 
100 w. 13 
100 w. 12 
100 N. W. 12 
100 w. 8 
100 w. 16 
100 N. W. 16 
93N. W. 12 
lOU N. W . 8 
lOON. W. 8 
100 w. 8 
10~ N. W. 8 
10~ w. 16 
100 N. W. 16 
100 N. W. 12 
lOU N. 10 
lOON. W. 4 
100 N. 8 
lOON. W· 6 
95 s. w. 6 
95 S. W. 6 
69 w. 9 
58 w. 8 
56 s. w. 8 
8 1 w. 7 
85 s. w. 3 
2. P8.. . . Nimbus ... 4-4 
2. 88 .... D ense fog ... . . 
3. a .... Dense fog . .. . 
2. l:l8 ... . Nimbus . .. 4-4 
1. 62 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 
1. 28.... Nimbus . .. 4-4 
. 84 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 
.72 .... Fog .. ..... ... . 
. 72 ..•. Fog ........•. 
. 3Z .... Nimbus . .. 4-4 
1.:.28 .... Nimbns .. ~ 4-4 
1. 28 457 Nimbus . .. 4-4 
• 72 .••• Fog . ........•. 
.32 .... Fog . ........ .. 
. 32 .... Dense fog. 
. 32 ... . Dense fog. 
. 32 .... Fog ...... . 
1. 28 .... Fog ....... 
1 
.. .. 
1.28 .... Fog ......... .. 
: ~~ ::: ~ ~~~::::::: :::: 
J! :::: ~~~::::::: 
. 18 .. . . Stratus . .. 4-4 
. 18 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 
. 40 198 Stratus .. 4-4 
. 32 ... . Cnm.·strat. 1-4 
. 32 . • . . Strat.us . . . 1-8 
.24 .... 0 0 
. 04. .. 0 0 
H~dden ........... 12.16 a. m. .. . .. .. . .. . 04
1 
.. · · 
H1dden . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1.23 a. m. . 02 .. .. 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hillrlen . .. .. .. .. .. 3.27 a. m. . .. .. .. .. . 06 
11n~~ • •• ···::• ·:::.:::: ;•~i~:~ Jt 
Hidden ..... ..... . 8.10 a.m. 8.50 a.m . . 06 
Hidden . .. . . .. .. .. 9.10 a.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 11 ... . 
Hiuden . . . ....... .. ......... . .......... 08 .. . . 
Hidrlen ..................... 12.10 p.m. . 03 .. .. 
Hidden ......... ... . ... ... ... .... . ....... .... . 
Hidden ..................................... .. 
Hidden .... . .............•.................... 
Hidden .... . .•................... . ....... . ... 
Hid <len . .. .. .. .. .. 4.22 p.m. 4.48 p.m. . 01 
Cirrus . . 4-4 W. . .... . ... . ................. . 
Hidden .........................•. . ..... ... .. . 
Hidden ........................•.............. 
Hi<luen ........... . .......................... . 
Cir., cum 3-4 . ..... . .................. .. .... .. . 
Cirrus . . 2·4 . . . . . . . ... :. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 
Hidden ........... ··"······· ................ . . 
Hidden .... . ...... . . ................. . . .. . 
in~~:~ : :::: :::: : : : :: ::::::: ~~:~~ ~ ... n:: _ ·_ ~~ ~ : : :: 
C~r. & cn~2-4 N. W ........... .. ...... .. . . . 
C1r. & cu 3-4 N. W. 8.15 a.m. 8.45 a.m .. 02 ..... 
Cir. & cu 4-4 S. W . .......... ............ .. 


























































M etcorological1·ecord for June 7, 1873. 
(Houl'ly observations.) 































S ~ o ~ R -.--.- ~ 0 ° h <l) 0 ' ~o.o ..:a 'S~ <l) * 
;e ;e <l)t'· § ~·,_; ._,¢: <l). _;.:; ~ §~~~ ~R ~Ql SS 
p p 1> .,... -~ .,... P p . I> ~:» ~ R . ..,. -~ 0 Q:> • ~ ~ g h 
.0 ~ ~ ~ c] rn g ~~ ..0 ~ rd ~ ~ o ~ S 1 ~r-z E~ 
h ~ $ 2:'! ~ ... ~ ... :;::"g R g R g 8 S.8 s 'd g s <l)~ ~ t> a;) ·~ <l) C) ~ Cl.) C'd ~ •.-'t ;::;;! •1""'1 J:l •......4 - "M 0 = ~ ~ .Q ~ p- P:i A P. P..p.; P..~ ~ <t1 ~ <t1 ~ o ~ <t1 o ~ 
------1 1--l-l-l--l-l-l~l--l-l~l-l---l--1--.-1-l--l---l-- 1-1 
r 11 0 a. m . 23. 72 57 
2 0 a. m. 2.1. 70 55 ~. 3 0 a.m. 23. 70 55 ~ 4 0 a. m. 23. 71 55 
5 0 a. m. 23. 73 5:1 
6 0 a.m. 23. 74 54 
7 14 a. m. 23. 75 55 
8 0 a. m. 23. 76 55 
9 0 a. m. 23. 77 56 
11
10 0 a. m. 23. 78 57 
L1 0 a.m. 23. 78 62 
Summit of Mount 12 0 m . .. 2:3. 79 fi2 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 0 p.m. 23. 80 65 
2 0 p. m. 23. 79 64 
3 0 p. m. 23. 78 63 
4 14 p. m . 23. 77 64 
5 0 p. m. 23. 76 G3 
6 0 p.m. 23. 77 G2 
7 0 p. m. 23. 77 57 
8 0 p. m. :.l3. 77 58 
9 0 p. m. 23. 79 59 
lO 0 p. m. 23. 79 59 
LO 39 p.m. 23. 79 59 
12 0 p. m. 23. 79 59 
r
. 7 0 a.m. 2Ll. 18 77 
7 7 ;1. m. 29. 18 77 
11 3:2 a. m. 29. 18 79 
KnoA-ville, Tenn • < 2 0 p. m. 29. 17 82 
l 4 7 p.m. 29. 15 84 9 Op.m.29.l:'i so 10 32 p.m. 29. 16 79 
50 2::!. 65 50 49 93 
50 23. 64 50 49 .93 
51 2:1 64 51 30. 5 96 
51 23. 65 51 '51 100 
51 23. 67 51 5L 100 
51 23. 68 51 5L 100 
51 23. 69 51 51 100 
53 23. 70 53 52 93 
58 23. 70 58 56 88 
58 23. 71 58 55 52 
60 23. 70 60 55 71 
61 23. 71 61 36 71 
61 2::!. 71 61 56 71 
58 23. 71 58 54 76 
57 23. 70 57 .)3 75 
60 ;l3. 69 GO 34 65 
59 23. 68 59 55 76 
56 23. 69 36 53 81 
53 23. 70 53 5L 86 
52 23. 70 52 19 7!) 
52 23. 72 52 !7 G6 
52 23. 72 52 :l7 fl6 
51 23. 72 31 48 79 
51 23. 72 51 17 72 
GB 29. 044 67 GG 94 
68 29. 044 G7 G6 94 
81. 5 29. 039 80. 5 G6 42 
85 29. 02:2 8·1 68 40 
tl5 28. 996 84 67 37 
74 ° 29. 019 73 67 71 






























N . .E. 
E. 
8 . 32 . .. . Ligb.Hog •. __ ... 
12 . 72 .. ... Liglttfog 
10 . 50 .. .. Fog .... . 
14 . 98 .... Fog ... .. 
12 . 72 . . . . Fog .... . 
10 . 50 . . . . Fog .... . 
11 . 60 .. .. Fog ... .. 
9 . 40 .. .. Hazy .. .. 
6 . 18 . . .. Hazy .. .. 
6 .18 .... Hazy .. .. 
8 , 32 .. .. Hazy ... . 
4 . 08 230 Hazy .. .. 
8 . 32 .. .. Hazy .. .. 
8 .32 .... Hazy .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. Hazy .. . 
12 . 72 . . . . Hazy ... . 
12 . 72 . . . . llaz.v ... . 
12 . 72 .. .. Hazy ........ .. 
8 .:{2 .... Hazy ........ .. 
8 . 32 . . . . Hazy. __ ...... . 
8 . :'!2 .. .. Hazy.. .. .. -- --
4 • 08 .. .. Hazy.. . . .. -- .. 
4 . 08 . -.. H "tzy .... ------
4 . 08 .. .. Haz_y .... , .. -- --
3 . 04 . . . . Fog .......... . 
:'! . 04 . __ . Fog . _ ...... . 
8 0 32 99 0 0 
4 0 08--.. 0 0 
10 0 60 --.. 0 0 
4 0 08 ---- .0 0 
2 .02 ... 0 / 0 
Cir., cum 2-4 N. . .............. _ . __ . . __ .. _ .. 
0 0 0 ---------- ---------- ---- ----
Hidden .. ... ....... ------·-- · ------·--· ....... . 
Hidden ...... ·----- .......... --------- .... ... . 
Hidden ...... ---------------· ................. . 
Cun1ulus 1·4 0 ......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. ,y_ .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. ,V, ... . ...................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ......... ... ........ . ...... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W . ........................ __ __ 
Cumulus 2-4 N. rv . .......................... .. 
8~:~{~~ ~:~ ~:~: :::::::::: :::'::::::: :::::::: 
Cumulus ::J-4 W.SE ................. .... ____ .. .. 
Cumu1us 3-4 N. Vv ........................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W . .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1·4 N. .. ..... ..... ... ......... .. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Uir.,cum 2-4 N. W. ---------- .......... ....... . 
Cirrus . .. 2-4 0 ... _ ... __ . .. • • • • .. .. . • _ . .. .. 
CirTus ... 1-4 0 ......................... .. 
Cirrlls ... 1-4 0 .......... ---------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 S.W. ---------- ................ .. 
Cumulus 2-4 S.W. ---------- ................ .. 
Hidllen ...................................... . 
Hidden ...................................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N.E. ---------- ................ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. ------·--- ---------- ____ .. .. 
Cir. &en 2-4 N. ---------- ---------- ...... .. 
Cirrus. 1-R 0 ................. __ .. __ .. _ .. 




































































Meteorological1·ecord for June 8, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ ,.; , ---~ . .:::~ ~~ ~ ~ -: .&- g -~ ~ ~ ¢! ~ . ..;; ..;; § ~~ ~ ~ ~ s s 
c:s ::l p...... ..... o 5 "' · ~>-. J':l l=l .... -~ I Q) • >=~;t: g ~>-. 
.a :; ~ -g o .Q ~ go ~>-.:Z ._; g ._; g "¢ o ~ s ~ 5 Q) e :g 
p., Q) - "' ~ .... Q) .... C;::l 0 >=I "' "' "' ~ s.... s '0 "'s Q) 'O A ~ ~ A P. ~.~ 8. A- ~ ~ ~ !l A---- 8 ~ !l 5 t; ~ 0 
Q) 0 






~ ~ ~ 
I 
1 0 n.. m. 2.'3. 78 
2 0 a.m. 23. 77 
3 0 a. m. 23. 77 
4 0 a. m. 23. 77 
5 0 a.m. 23. 77 
I 
6 0 a. m. 23. 77 
7 14 a.m. 23. 78 
8 0 a. m. 23. 79 
9 0 a. m. 23. 79 
LO 0 n. m. 23. 80 
I L 0 a. m. 2:1. 79 
Snmmlt. ofMonnt] ,L2 Om .. 23.80 
Mitchell, N.C. ~ I 0 p.m. 23. 77 
2 Op. m. 23.78 
3 0 J>. ill. 23. 79 
4 14 p.m. 23. 78 
5 0 p.m. 23.78 
6 0 p. m. 23. 77 
1
7 0 p.m. 23. 77 
8 0 p. m. 23. 78 
9 0 p.m. 23.80 
Ill 0 p. m 23. Rl 
10 39 p.m. 23. 79 
12 0 p. m. ~3. 78 
f 
7 0 a. m. 29. 16 
7 7 a. m. 29. 16 
11 32 a. m. 29. 15 
Knoxville, Tonn .
1 
2 0 p. m. 29. 12 
4 7 p. m. 29. 11 
9 Op.m.2!l.16 
10 32 p.m. 29.17 
57 50 2~. 7L 50 46 72 
57 50 23. 70 50 47 79 
57 50 23. 70 50 48 86 
56 49 23. 70 49 48 93 
56 49 23. 70 49 48 93 
56 53 23. 70 53 50 78 
56 51 23. 71 51 48 79 
57 57 23. 72 57 52 69 
58 59 23. 72 59 54 70 
59 60 23. 73 60 55 71 
59 61 23. 72 61 56 71 
58 60 23. 73 60 55 71 
57 60 23. 70 60 55 71 
60 59 23. 70 59 54 70 
60 55 23. 71 55 53 87 
61 52 23. 70 52 51 93 
59 51 23.71 51 51 100 
57 50 23. 71 50 49. 5 96 
55 49 23. 70 49 49 100 
61 50 23. 70 50 49 93 
60 47 23. 72 47 47 100 
57 47 23. 7-1 47 47 100 
56 47 23. 72 47 47 l CO 
53 45 23. 72 45 45 100 
72 70 ~9. 037 69 63 70 
72 70 29. 037 69 63 70 
80 81. 5 29. 007 80. 5 69 53 
82 85 29. 972 8<1 70 46 
8·1 87 28. 956 66 73 51 
80 77 29. 017 76 71 76 
































4 .08 .. .. 
3 . 04 ... . 
6 .18 ... . 
6 .1 8 . .. . 
2 .02 ... . 
2 .02 ... . 
5 .1~ .. .. 
3 . 04 .. . 
3 . 04 
2 .02 ... . 
2 .0~ .. . 
4 . 08 138 
2 .02 ... . 
4 .08 ... . 
4 .08 .. .. 
8 . 32 .. .. 
12 . 72 ... . 
12 . 72 ... . 
12 .72 ... . 
14 . 98 ... . 
20 2. 00 ... . 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
18 1. 62 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .•.. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
6 .18 163 
6 .18 ... . 
12 . 72 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
1 .01 .. .. 
Hazy ..•.. ..... 
Hazy .... . 




Fog ......... . 
o ·o 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ....... .. 
Haay .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Haz~ ..... , .. 0 .. 
Fog ......... .. 
~~~::::::: 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog .......... . 
Fog ....... .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Cum.-strat. \ 4-4 
Cum.-strat. 4-4 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ...•................... .. ... 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus . . 1-8 0 ......... . .• .. .............. 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . 
Hidden .................•....... ...... ...... 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ... _ .•••...... - · .......... _. 
Cumulus 1-4 W. .. ....................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cumnlus 3-4 W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W, .......................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden ... .................................. .. 
Hidden .......•.........•... ..............•.. 
Hidden ............•........ ·---······ ....... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ..... ...•........... ... ... . ............ 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . 8.10 p.m. 8.40 p.m. . 04 
~~~~~~: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::J::: 
-gi~~~l~n_: -i-4. ···o· · ~~~~~ ~: ~: :::::::::: .·. ~~ . _ ..
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cir. &cu 1-4 W ............................ . 
Cir. & cu 3-4 0 . _. _ ....... _ ..... _ ......... . 
Cit'. & cu 4-4 o .......................... .. 
Hidden ........•............ - ~ ------ -· ....... . 





























































Meteo1'0logical 'recorcl jo1· June 9, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ ~ TBERM. g HYGROM, :-9 WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~~,..~ 1 ~ . ~-- ~ ---~ • ~~~§ 
P f b I .0 l'i ... . .0-.. . .o ,.q • l'i p., . <D • • I ci 1:.0 .;:; 0.-o Q) lace o_ o serva- o o $ .-o ._; .-o~ ~ - <Dt' 0 .p >-< >-<¢:; <D • ~ .p o.i' l ~d .p a:> I S SJ Remarks. twn. '+-< ~ <P Jl a:> 2 <D P P :>- .... :;l .... g P · "' P> l'l d •:;l ~ S a:> · i=l ~ ~ P> ~ ~ ~ 8. ~ ~ :: ~ ~ ]~ ~ ~ ~=5 '8 g '8 g ~ s ~ § ~ g s ~] !3 ~ -+'> ~ .... ... ~ <D ..... <D Q) ... Q) 01$ .=: ..... s ..... s ..... -'H 0 d s ... .0 '-' 
E,:; P=l ~ ~ 8 A p- ~ A p. Pop. P-A ~ ~ ~ <t1 A o ~ <t1 o E-1 
- 1---------~---------- ------,------1--------· 
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.ru. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
1 ~4 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 0 a.ru. 
1
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
Snmmit of Mount l 12 0 Ill .. 
Mitchell, N.C. ) 1 0 p.m. 
I 2 Op. m. 3 Op.m. 






10 39 p.ru. 
l 12 Op.m. 
r 
7 0 a.m. 
7 7 a.m. 
1132 a, m. 
R:uoxville, Tonn . < 2 0 p._m. 


































51 44 23. 72 44 44 100 E. 16 Jl. 28 4-4 Nimbus .. -~4-4 
51 43 23.71 43 43 100 E. 20 2.00 .... Fog ......... .. 
50 42 23. 72 42 42 100 E. 16 1. 28 . . . . Dense fog 
49 41 23.72 41 41 100 E. 14 .98 .... Fog ...... . 
49 43 23. 72 4::1 43 100 E. 9 . 40 . . . . Fog ...... , 
50 46 23. 73 46 46 100 S. 8 . 32 . . . . Fog ...... . 
49 !47 23. 73 47 47 100 S. W. 12 . 72 .. .. ~og ... _ ... 
50 48 23.73 48 48 100 S. W. 12 . 72 .•. ·. l!og ...... . 
52 54 23.73 54 53 93 s. vV. 8 . 32 .... Fog ..... .. 
55 56 23.73 56 54 87 W. 4 .08 .... Fo~ ..... .. 
55 55 23.73 55 53 87 W. 4 .08 .... Fog ..... .. 
56 59 22.73 59 56 82 W. 4 .08 272 Fog . ........ .. 
56 57 23.71 57 54 81 W. 4 .08 .... Fog .......... . 
57 57 23.71 57 54 81 W. 4 .08 .... Fog ......... .. 
58 54 23.70 54 53 93 W. 4 .08 .... :Fog ......... .. 
62 55 23.69 55 53 87 N. W. 4 .08 •. Fog ......... .. 
58 52 23.69 52 51 93 N. W. 3 . 04 .... Fog ......... .. 
58 54 23.69 54 52 87 N. W. 1 . 01 .... Light fog .. . 
58 53 23. 69 53 52 93 0 0 0 . .. . 0 0 
58 51 23.70 51 49 86 o o I o _________________ __ 
62 50 23. 09 50 49 93 N . W. 4 . 08 .. .. 0 0 
62 151 23. 70 51 -!9 86 w. fi . 18!.... 0 0 
61 50 23.71 50 49 93 S. W. 4 . 08 .... Light fog .... . 
57 47 23.70 47 47 100 S. W. 12 . 72 .... Fog ........ .. 
75 7t 29.110170 63 61 N. E. 8 . 32 .... Cum.-st.mt 4-4 
75 71 29. no17o 63 61 N. E. 8 . 32 ... . Cum.-strat 4-4 82 82 29. 102 81 71 59 N. E. 12 . 72 145 Hazy ........ 
83 74. 5,29. 049 j73. 5 66.5 67 W. 16 1. 28 .... Cum.-strat 4·4 
75 68 29. 050167 64 84 S. W. 8 • 32.... Cum.-strat 4-4 
8~ 7'1. 5
1
29. 042J73. 5 67 66 N, W.l12 . 72 . . . . Cum. -strat,3-4 
75 68. 5!29. 080!67. 5 64 81 S. 3 . 04 . . . . Cum. -strat 4-4 
I 1 1 --·~~~~--~ 
Hidden ........... , ..................... 06 .. .. 
i!33~~. :~:: :~~:~~:~~::::::::~~~~:a::~::':~~:::: 
Hidden ..••.......... _ ....•.. _ ..... _.. . .•.... . 
Hiduen .................................... .. 
Hidden .......................••.............. 
Hidden ...................................... .. 
Hidden ..............•.......•....... . ........ 
Hidden ......................... ... ......... .. 
Hidden ...............••.••....•.•.•.......... 
Hidden .... . ...........•.....•...•. _ ......... . 
Hidden .............•.••.......•...•.......•.. 
Hidden . ......... . .......•.....•.•............ 
Hidden ................•.......••.... . ........ 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden .... . .........•...........•.•.......... 
Cumulus 4-4 0 .... _ ..................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W ........................... .. 
Cumulus, 3-4 0 ................... . ...... .. 
Cumulus/ 4-4 W. . ......................... .. 
~~s~t~~~ -~:~- -~·-~: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
Hidden ..................................... .. 
Hidden . . .. . .............•............•...... 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W ........................... .. 
Hidden ..................•.......•........... . 












































































Motcm·ological1·ecord jo1· June 10, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
IIYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SNOW. ·~ ~ ~ . 
s ~0~~ 
---P . og;JQgl 
;:g ~ Q_..,· o ""S ..,.,_. ~>- • ..., ..., o ~'~ 1 ~ .., 0) o 
p p .e; ..... ~ ..... 0 p & t' . 1:1 • ~ :.3 ·~ s s .,;:; ~ ~ 8 _e. ~ ~ ~ ~ .9 ~ ~ ~ ~·g 'g g 'g g e s e s ~ g s El ;g 8 
E:j 




6 . . .... b.O~ ~ "=' s s 





1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
ti 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 Oa.m. 
10 0 n. m. 









10 Op. m. 
10 3!lp.m, 
12 Op. ru. 
f 
7 0 a.m. 
7 7 a.m. 
!I 32n.m. 
Kno~ vil\o, T011u . , 2 0 J). m. 
































56 47 23. 69 47 47 
56 46 23. 68 46 45 
55 48 23. 68 48 47 
56 50 23. 68 50 48 
56 51 23. 68 51 48 
54 50 23. 70 50 49 
55 53 23. 70 53 51 
60 54 23. 69 54 52 
57 56 23. 71 56 53 
57 56 23. 72 56 53 
57 56 23. 72 56 5::1 
57 58 23. 71 58 54 
57 62 23. 71 62 56 
57 62 2:3. 71 62 56 
59 60 ~3. 70 GO 55 
56 56 23. 68 56 53 
56 55 23. 68 55 51 
52 51 23. 67 51 50 
52 49 23. 67 49 47 
58 47 23. 67 47 46 
49 47 :23. 69 47 46 
53 47 23. 66 47 46 
52 47 23. 66 ·17 46 
51 47 23. 66 .n 46. 5 
73 67 29. 105 56 63 
73 67 29. 105 66 (j:j 
78 75 29. 092 74 64 
79 76. 5 29. 039 75. 5 6<1 
78 76 29, 022 75 li5 
76 11 29. o:n 70 66 
































4 . 08 . .•. 
8 .32 .. .. 
6 .1 8 ... . 
3 .04 .. .. 
2 .02 ... . 
4 .OIL .. . 
3 .04 ... . 
2 .02 .. .. 
1 .01 .. .. 
2 0 02 .. .. 
2 .02 .. . 
3 0 04 87 
6 .18 ... . 
t::! .32 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
10 0 50 .. .. 
22 2. 42 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
20 2. ( 0 .. .. 
28 3. 92 .. .. 
34 5. 78 .. .. 
32 5.12 .. .. 
36 6. 48 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
10 . 50 147 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
4 .08 ... . 




Light fog . ... . 
Light fog ... . 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2·4 
Fog . ........ . 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Hazy ....... .. 
Fog ......... .. 
Hazy ... .. 








Stratus . . . 4·4 
Stmtus . . . 4·4 
Hazy ........ 
Cum.-strat 4-4 
Cum.-stra . 4·4 
StraLus ..• 4-4 
Sti·atus . . . 4-4 
Cumulus 3-4 \V. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus 4-4 S.W .................... . ....... . 
Cumulus 4-4 W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 4.4 IV. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus 4·4 S.W ..................... ...... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus 2·4 \V . .......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 W. 8.05 a.m. 8.40 a.m. . 06 ..•. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. 10.50 a.m. 10.55 a.m .. 01 ... . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 12.55 p.m. 12.45 p.m. . 01 .••. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden .... ....... ..... .. ... .... ............. . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......... ................ .. 
Cumulus 2·4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. . ......................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus 4·4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S.W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S.W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S,W ........................... . 
Hidden .......... ....... ........ .......... ... . 
Hidden ................... ................... . 
Cumulus 4.-t W. .. ........................ .. 
Hiudon ... ............ . ..................... .. 
llidden .................................... .. 
Hidden ..... .................•........ ... . .. . . 



























































.gs:i ~ Place of observa- ~ ~:$ tion. s <l) ~ s ~ 
( 1 0 a.m. 23.71 
I 
2 Oa. m. 23.72 
3 0 a.m. 23.73 
4 0 a . m. 23. 74 
5 0 a.m. 23.73 
6 Oa. m. 23.74 
714 a.m. 23.75 
I 8 Oa.m. 23.76 9 Oa.m. 23.77 
Summit of Mount l 10 0 a.m. 23.78 11 0 a.m. 23.79 12 Om. 23.78 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 Op. m. 23.77 
2 Op. m. 23. 76 
3 Op.m. 23.75 
414p.m. 2;$. 75 
5 Op.m. 23.76 
6 Op.m. 23.76 
7 Op.m . 23.76 I 8 Op.m. 23.77 
9 Op. m. 23.76 
110 0 p.m. 23.77 
10 39 p . m. 23. 76 
l L2 Op.m. 23.76 
( 7 0 a. :rp . 29. 21 I 7 7 a.m. 29: 21 
1132 a.m. 29.21 
Xnoxville, Tenn. ·1 2 Op.m . 29.17 
4 7p.m 0 29.16 
9 Op.m 0 29.15 
l 10 32 p. m 0 29.15 
Meteorological?·eco1·djor June 11, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
s HYGROM.~ ~ . 
"' 
THERM. WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. .... ~::: Cll. 0 -~ ~g -+>~ --- ~ <l)dj 
.J:l· 
..<1, 
""'"' s<l) .-d • -o~ ~ g !'~ <l). Q;, ~b.()~ .-d O-o oS <ll-+> ..c <l)t' ~~ I>~ .: 1 -~-~ I -~ ~;§ Remarks. Cll -o ~ sb ..<1 Cll ~Cll I>'"' :.3 .... 0 WO" 1>.~ ~ <l) .-d 0 (1J Cll ,Q ,Q ~ 0 0..<1 "'"' rd ::l .-d ~oS s ::s<t> ~- ... ('j 0 -+> ~~ ~8 0 .~ g~ <l) oS ~~ -+> 1=1< !::: f:' ~ <l)~ .s s l'l ~ s -o s~ .... ~ 0 ~ ~ A a, Cll ~Cll ('j.-< ~ 0 l'l <>1 f'tl 0 A p.P. p,,::. A ~ <>1 A 0 ~ <QOE-; 
---- ----
50 47 23.66 47 46 92 s.w. 36 6. 45 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4·4 s.w. ·········· . . .. . . . . Cloudy • 50 47 23. 67 47 4fi 92 E:.W. 24 2. 88 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S.W. 1. 23a. m. 1. 38a, m. . 01 . . . . Cloudy. 51 47 23. 67 47 46.5 96 s.w. 24 2. Btl 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s.w ........... ........ Cloudy. 52 47 23. 68 47 47 100 s.w. 28 3. !J2 ~~~::::::: Hidden. ............ ·--------· . ....•.. Foggy. 51 48 23.67 48 48 100 w. 22 2. 42 Hidden. . .... . 4. Oia. m. 4.40a.m. . 01 .... Foggy. 51 48 22.68 48 48 100 w. 24 ~.88 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ... •.. 5. 20a. m. . 02 . . . . Light rain. 51 50 23.69 50 50 100 w. 22 2. 42 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. -...... ~- ................... . 01 . • . . Light rain. 52 50 23.70 50 50 100 w. 15 1.12 Nimllus ... 4-4 .Hiuden. ............. .................. . 01 . . . . Light rain • 54 51 23.71 51 51 100 w. 17 1. 44 i~t::~::: Hidden. ..... . .... .................. 8.45 a.m . . 01 .... Foggy . 57 53 23.71 53 53 100 w. 0 16 1. 28 Hidden. ........................... . ....... Foggy. 59 52 23.72 52 52 100 w. 13 . 84 Hidden . 
------ ·--------· .. ...... Foggy .. 56 53 23.71 53 53 100 s.w. 12 . 72 462 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ..• ... 11. 35a. m. . 01 . . . . Light ram. 56 54 23.70 54 54 100 s.w. 12 .72 Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden. 
............ ----------
. 14 . . . . Light rain. 56 54 23.69 54 54 100 s.w. 12 . 7::! Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ................................ . 08 . . . . Light rain. 56 55 23.68 55 55 100 w. 12 . 72 ~~~::::::: Hidden. . .. ..... . ---------· 2.40p.m . . 02 .... Foggy . 57 54 23.68 54 54 100 w. 16 1. 28 Hidden. 
------ ................... .. ..... . Foggy. 59 54 23.69 54 54 100 N.W. 12 . 72 Fog ....... Hidden. ..................................... .. ...... ]foggy. 55 53 23.69 53 53 100 s.w. 10 .50 Fog ....... Hidde.n. .............................. . ....... Foggy. 56 53 23.69 53 53 100 w. l(j 1. 28 Fog ....... Hidden. 
............ ----··---· ........ Foggy . 56 53 23.70 53 53 100 s.w. 16 1. 28 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. .•.•.. 7. 35p. m. . 02 . . . . Light rain. 56 52 ~3. 69 52 52 100 w. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ............ .................... . 07 . . . . Light rain . 56 52 23.70 52 52 100 s.w. 20 2. 00 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ............ ................... . 08 . . . . Light rain . 56 52 23.69 52 52 100 s.w. 16 1.28 Nimlms ... 4-4 Hidden. .. .... ...... ........ .. ........ . 01 . . . . Light rain . 56 52 23.69 52 52 100 w. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . 
............ ---------- . 11 . . . . Light rain • 74 70 29.082 69 64 79 s. w. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 4-4 Hidd.en . 
............ ------·-- · ........ Cloudy . 74 70 29.082 69 64 79 s.w. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden. . ........................... .. . . ... . Cloudy. 1'5 70 29.080 69 67 90 s.w. 12 • 72 201 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. :::::: ·i-3op:~· . . . . . . . Light rain. 77 72 29.034 71 70 95 s.w. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. . ................. . . . . . • . . Heavy rain. 76 68 29.024 67 67 100 s.w. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . . •.. .. 3. 30p. m . 2.30p.m . 1. 07
1
.... H.eavy r~in . 73 70 29.025 69 68 95 s.w. 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
------ ---------· 























~ a ~ 
1:: TDERM. 8 llYGROM .. 8 Q) 
---
~ 
- --::1 $. ~ P. . Place of obson·n- ..0 o::lf:') ;:i ~i-og 
..0 .ci tion. ..... ..... <D Q) <l.l ...- "5 ::1 :.>·~ 0 ..... s '§ ~ 1lQ) p. p. :;:: 0 <D 8 2 ~ .... o:l 8 p. ~ h Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 A ~ ~ ~ 0 p:: ~ 
- - - ----
- - -
r 
1 Oa~m. 23.75 55 52 23.68 52 52 100 
2 Oa.ill. 23.75 55 52 23.68 52 52 100 
3 0 a. ill . 23.74 55 52 23. 67 52 52 100 
4 Oa.m. 23.73 55 52 23.66 52 52 100 
I 
5 Oa. ru. 23.73 55 52 23.66 52 52 100 
6 Oa. m. 23. 74 55 52 23.67 52 52 100 
7 14 a.m. 23.74 55 52 23.67 52 52 100 
I 
8 Oa.m. 23.75 56 53 23.68 53 53 lOU 
9 0 a.m. 23.75 56 53 23.68 53 5:l 100 
10 0 a. ru. 23.76 55 54 ~3 . 69 54 54 100 
11 0 a.m. 23.75 57 56 23.68 56 55 94 
Summit of Monnt j 12 Om .. 23.76 59 54 2!1. 69 54 ;)4 100 
Mitchell, N. C. 1 Op.ill 23.75 59 56 2:3.68 56 55 94 
2 Op.m. 23.75 59 56 23. 61:! 56 55.5 97 
I 
3 Op.m. 23. 7-l 59 53 23.67 53 53, 100 
4 14p. ill. 23.74 59 53 23.67 53 53 100 
5 Up.m. 23.75 58 52 23.68 52 52 100 
. I 6 Op.m. 23.75 58 51 23. 68 51 51 100 7 Op. m. 23.75 57 5J 23.68 51 51 100 8 Op.m. 23.75 57 50 23.68 50 50 100 
l 9 Op. m. 23.76 56 48 23.69 48 48 100 10 Up. m. 23.76 55 48 23.69 48 46 100 LO 3!Jp.m. 23.75 55 48 23.68 48 48 100 12 Op.m. 23.75 53 47 23.69 47 47 100 
Knoxvillo, Tonn . . { 
7 0 a.m. 29.20 74 70.5 29.062 6!), 5 67 83 
7 7a.m. 29.20 74 70.5 29. 062 69.5 67 83 
n 32n, m. 29. 18 76 76.5 29. 047 75.5 69.5 72 
2 Op.m. 29. 15 AO 80 29. 027 79 70 61 
4 7p.m. 29.14 78 80 29.002 79 71 65 
!J 0l).lll. 29.14 76 73 29.007 72 68 80 
LO 32p.m. 29.14 76 72 29.007 71 67 79 
Meteo1·ological?·ec01·d j01· Jnne 12, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
l'i ~g l~t. l'ii::J)~ ~ § ~-~ ~ 0 QO::lc;;. t' :g 0..<:; <ll <ll p., .... 
..0 ::1 ..0 -~~~ Q) ;n .-. <.:> 0 ! ~ .......-! ~ <P ~ ..... 0 0 s ~ A 0 CO M <D d l""""'1 ~ ~ p.P<Il<P<A ~ A 
-- - --- -
N.W. 14 . 98 a ~ • • Fog ....... 
----
Hirlclen .. 
---- ------w. 12 . 72 Fog . ...... Hidden .. 
w. 10 . 50 Fog . ... ... Hidden .. 
s.w. 1:1 . 84 Fog . ...... Ridden . . 
w. 16 1. 28 :Fog ....... Ridden . . 
s.w. 14 . 98 ~~~ .:::::: Ridden . . s.w. 12 . 72 Ridden .. 
s.w. 11 . 60 Fog ...... . Hidden .. 
w. 10 . 50 ~~~: :::::: Hidden .. N.E. 12 . 72 Hiduen .. 
N.E. 10 . 50 Light fog . C nmnlns 4-4 N.E. 
s. 8 . 32 317 Foe; . ...... Hidden . . N-~:E.' N.E. 6 .18 Light fog. Cumulus 4-4 
N.E. 8 . 32 ~~~::::::: Hidden . . N.E. 9 . 40 Hidden .. 
N.E. 12 . 72 Fog . ...... Hititlen .. 
E. 8 . 32 Nirubus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
E. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. 
E. 14 . 98 N imbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. 
E. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . . 
E. 16 1. 28 Nimbus ... 4-4 Ridden . . 
E. 14 . 9d Nimbus ... 4-4 Ridden .. 
E. 13 . 84 N imbus . .. 4-4 Hidden .. 
E. 12 . 72 N imbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. N. 4 . OS Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 N. 4 . 08 Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 
N.E. 4 . 08 1. 25 ::>tratus ... 1-8 Cir. &cu . 3-4 N.E. 
N.E. 5 . 12 Stratus .. . 1-4 Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 
N.E. 12 . 72 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus. 2-4 0 N.E. (J .18 Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 E. 4 . 08 0 0 Cir. &cu 2-4 s. w. 
~ . 
RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ 
..... ~ 
..0 0'1: -~ +><D Q) l"l;:: 
s ..0 :;:l<D Q) 
e "'=' oe ~8 0 0 0 ~ 
.. ........ 12.40 a.m . . 03 
. .......... ...... ----------
---- ---- -- .................. 
-- --- -- --- -----·----
4.05 a.m. 4.25 a.m . . 04 
-- ---- --- - ................. . 
. ............. .. -------- --
·--------- -------- -· 
......... ... .... ...... ............ . 
.......... ...... . ·- --- --- -· 
... .......... ..... ...... ...... . 
------- -- ·---------
12.08 p. m 12.26 p . m. . 02 
---------- .............. 
2.20 p. ill. 2.45 p. ill . . 03 
---- --·--· ·-·-····· · 
4.18p.m ......... .. . 09 
.. ...... .... .......... .. ... .12 
··--······ ............... . 09 
................. ..... ....... ... . 05 
.............. . ............. . 03 
................. ................ • Ol 
----- ---- . ........ .. .... . . 01 
.......... 12.10 a.m . . 03 
ri·ii ~igi{t·. ri ·ii ~ight·. 
. 04 
.... .. ......... . .............. 
................................. 





























Light rain . 
Light rain. 
Light rain . 
Light rain . 








































































Meteorologicctl ·record for June 13, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
...;, ~ ~ 
HYGROM. ·s WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ f:! ~ . 
___ p . ,::~~~ 
• ,.q • • ~ • ~ • <i> ~b£ '0 0-o 0 s 
r-0 ~ 1;1;)~ § .~ ~ ~~ ~ . ~ ~ §.sJ -~ .p ~ § ] .5 E... :g ~ ,g ~ g- ~ ~ • § . s :g ~ s s .o 5 ~ § ~ 
t- ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-,Q ] 8 ] s -~ g~ ~ i s ~ ~ ~ 








Summ1t of Mount i 
Mitchell, N. C . . 
1 
I 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 Oa.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 Oa.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 











llO 0 p.m. 10 39p.m. 
{ 
1~ g~::: 
7 7 a.m. 
1133 a.m. 




23. 74 53 47 23. 68 
23. 73 53 47 23. 67 
23. 72 53 47 23. 66 
23. 72 54 48 23. 67 
23. 73 5 I 48 23. 67 
23. 73 54 48 23. 67 
23. 72 54 50 23. 66 
23. 72 54 52 23. 66 
23. 71 55 55 23. 64 
23. 72 56 57 23. 65 
23. 73 57 55 23. 66 
23. 73 57 56 23. 66 
23. 73 58 56 23. 66 
23. 72 59 57 23. 65 
23. 70 61 57 23. 62 
23. 69 60 58 23. 61 
23. 69 58 55 23. 62 
23. 67 55 54 23. 61 
23. 67 53 51 23. 61 
23. 6() 56 51 23. 59 
23. 66 56 48 23. 59 
23. 67 57 48 23. 60 
2:1. 67 56 48 :'.3. 60 
23. 66 54 47 23. 60 
29. 14 74 68 29. 012 
29. 14 74 68 29. 012 
20. 14 70 78 28. 999 
20.09 81 78 28. 944 
29. OS 80 76 28. 937 
29. OS! 75 68 28. 890 
29. 03 76 67 28. 897 
47 47 100 
47 47 100 
47 47 100 
48 48 100 
48 48 100 
48 48 100 
50 50 100 
52 52 100 
55 55 100 
57 57 100 
55 54 93 
56 55 94 
56 54 87 
57 55 87 
57 55 87 
58 56 88 
55 53 87 
54 52 87 
51 51 100 
51 50 93 
48 48 100 
48 48 100 
48 4tl 100 
47 47 100 
67 64 84 
67 64 84 
77 71 72 
77 70 69 
75 71 81 
67 65 90 


















s. w. 4 
w. 10 
s. w. 6 







s. w. 16 
E. 9 
s. w. 5 
E. 6 
• 3~ ..•. 
. 32 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 01 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 02 177 
. 08 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 02 ... . 
. 01 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 50 ... . 
. 18 ... . 
. 50 ... . 
. 40 ... . 
. 72 .•.. 
. 72 . .. . 
. 18 ... . 
.18.- .. 
. 08 149 
1.28 .... 
. 40 .. --
. 12 ... . 








Fog ...... . 
~~!::::::: 
Fog ...••.. 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog . ..... . 
Fog ...... . 
]'og ...... . 
Light fog. 
Fog . .. . .. . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Stratus ... 1-8 
Stratus ... 1-8 
0 0 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Nimbus .. -14-4 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden . . ............................... : . ... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W ....•.•.. . . . ..•.............. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. . ...........•............... 
Cumulus 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Hidden . ............... . ..................... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ..................................... . 
Hidden ..............•........................ 
Hidden ..........................•............ 
Hidden . ..................................... . 
Hidden .................... . ................. . 
Hidden .......... . ..............•.... .. ...... 
Hidden ........................... . .......... . 
Hidden ................................... . .. . 
Hidden . ..................................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 ·---~---· ..•..•.••...•..••. 
Hidden . .... . ............... . .......... · ...... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ... . ......... . . . .............. .. ...... . 
H idden . ..................................... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . ...........•............ 
H idden .......... . ........................... . 
Cir.-cum 3-4 S. W .. .......................... . 
Cir.-cum 3-4 S. W ..............•.. _ .......... . 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W ............................ . 
Hidden ....... . ...................... . ....... . 
Hidden ...... . ............................... . 
Hidden ............ . . . ..............•......... 



















































Metoorological1·ecord for June 14, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. s . l=l • ~ t 'TIIElill. o llYGROl\L ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. "te ~ $ . ~ . --- $ ~ . .::;! ~~ 
.0 • ;... · , ..<::1.,:, • ?, • Cll • , ~b.O rt:l Or<;l S S 
Plnce of obscrva- 0 § ~ .-d .-d 'g ~ .o ~ Cl)~· § ~·a ~;;::: g: . ~ ~ § l:lT ~l=l ~~ ~ Remarks. 
tion. '"0:;: a ~ $ ~ ~ ] ..5 :d ·rl :g ·z ,g ~ g -~ . § . § :g -~ s s .g § Q3 :: ~ § e .s & ~:: ?, ~ .9 ~ :::; gs ... ~g -g s ] s ~ s e s rt:l El i3 Cl)~ 
8 ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~ p.~ ~A~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q-~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
--------1--------------- --- ---- - -~--------- --1--------
( 1 0 a.m. 23. 64 54 46 23. 58 46 46 100 S. E. 8 . 32 .... Fog....... Hidden.. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ..• . . . ... Foggy. 
I 2 0 a.m. 23. 6:.1 5:.1 47 2:.1. 57 47 47 ICO S. W. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 H~ddon.. 1.35 a.m. . 01 Light rain. 3 0 a.m. 23. 62 52 48 2;3. 56 48 4t:! 100 S. W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Hidden.. 2.49 a.m. . 04 Foggy. 
I 4 0 a.m. 23.61 52 48 23.55 48 48 100 S. W. 14 . 98 Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 5 0 a.m. 23.60 52 48 23.54 48 48 100 S. W. 22 2. 42 Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 
6 0 a.m. 22. 60 52 49 23. 54 49 49 100 S. 8 . 32 Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 
7 14 a.m. 23. 60 52 50 23.54 50 i\0 100 S. E. 8 . 32 . Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 
R 0 a. m. 23. 61 5~ 50 23. 55 50 50 ICO S. E. 8 . 32 Fog. . . . . . . Hidden. . Foggy. 
9 0 a, m. 23.62 53 51 23.56 51 51 100 S. E. 8 . 32 Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 
10 0 a.m. 23. 61 55 52 23. 55 52 52 100 S. E. 8 . 32 Fog. . . . . . . Ridden. . Foggy. 
n 0 a.m. 23.62 57 53 23.55 53 5:.1 100 S. E. 6 .18 Fog ......... , . Ridden.. Foggy. 
Summit of Mount 12 0 m . .. 23. 61 57 52 23. 54 52 52 100 E. 8 . 32 211 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. 11.15 a.m. . 28 Heavy rain. 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 0 p.m. 23. 60 56 53 23. 53 53 53 100 S. E. 6 . 18 Nimbus ... 1-4 Hidden.. . 09 Light rain. 
2 0 p.m. 23. 59 56 53 23.52 53 53 100 S. 8 . 32 Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hidden.. . Ol Light rain. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 58 55 53 23.52 53 53 100 S. 6 • 18 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. .11 Light rain. 
4 14 p.m. 23.57 55 51 23.51 51 51 100 W. 5 .12 Nimbus ... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 W. . 29 Light rain. 
5 0 p.m. 23.56 56 53 23.49 53 53 100 E. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. . 02 Light rain. 
6 0 p.m. 23.55 56 52 23.48 52 /52 100 S. W. 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. . 03 Light rain. 
7 0 p.m. 23. 55 53 51 23. 49 51 51 100 S. W. 8 . 32 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 f::i. W. 6.15 p.m. . 01 Cloudy. 
8 0 p.m. 23. 55 53 50 23. 49 50 49 93 S. W. 8 . 32 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. W. Cloudy. 
9 0 }). m. 23. 56 54 49 23. 50 49 48. 5 96 S. W. 6 . 18 Fog....... H~dden.. Foggy. 
l10 0 }). m. 2:1. 57 54 49 23. 51 49 48. 5 96 W. 6 . 18 Fog:....... H1dden.. Fo~gy. lO 39 p.m. 23.58 54 49 23. 52 49 48 93 W. 4 . 08 Lignt fog. Cumulus 1·4 0 .Fair. 12 0 l). m. 23.56 53 4d 23.50 48 47.5 96 W, 4 . 08 0 0 Cinus ... 2-4 S. Fair. 
( 7 0 a.m. 29. O:l 74 67 28. 872 66 65 94 E. 4 . 08 .. .. Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden ...................... , .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
1 
7 7 a.m. 29.00 74 67 28.872 66 65 94 E. 4 . 08 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden.. 11.30 p. m Cloudy. 
. 11 32 n. m. £9.00 74 65 28.872 64 63 94 W. 20 2. 00 135 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. Heavy rain. 
Xnoxvillo, Tenn. 2 0 p.m. 28. 94 75 69 28. 810 68 66 90 S. 8 1 .32 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden.. Cloudy. 
4 7 p. m.1 ~8. 91 77 ~1 ~8- 774 ~0 67 84 N. 3 . 04 Cum.-strat 2-4 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 11.45 a.m. 1,30 p.m .. 75 . Clearing. 9 0 p.m. N8. 93 73 68 N8. 805 67 64 84 E. 2 . 02 Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 0 Fair. 
10 32J). m.
1 



























Meteorolog·ical1·ecord for June 15, 18i3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ THERll. a t 0 ~ :ll ~ ,0. Place of observa- j ~-~ ~ rd rd ]~ tion. .., 
o+> s ,.c:l :ll 0.., .., 0 0 .., 
.§ 0 .s "" ... ~ ~ ~ ... 0 E.; j:q P4 0 
HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ i ~ . 
8 ... g...,~ ~]. s:i ~. <l>. ~ -b_() rd - ~~ s~ ~ :; ~ .€ ] ~ g ~ '; ~ t- ~ ~ l~ T -§ • ~ ~ o ;, 
.0 .0 ~ o o..c:lrnrnP-:.·"' rd ::l rd ::l bcS S "g l ::l"'~:;:; ~ ~ ,S ~ ...., H 0 H:;:; g >:l O >:l 0 Q) 8 8 S '1:1 ° S o.g 
... t> .., ..... .., .., ... .., c:s..... ..... s ..... 13 .!=:: ~""' 0 ::l 8 ... ,.c:l 
A p- ~ A P. ::>.p.; ""A ~ <tj ~ <tj ~ o P4 <tl c E-l 
Remarks. 
---- -
I 1 0 a.m. 2.1. 54 52 47 23.48 47 46.5 96 N.W. 14 . 98 . ···! 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ............ .......... ...................... -·· · ··-- Fair. 2 0 a.m. 23.55 52 47 23.49 47 47 100 w. 16 1. 28 .... l!'og ...... Hidden .. Foggy. 3 0 a.m. 23.54 52 46 23. 48 . 46 46 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. a 4 0 a.m. 23.53 51 47 23.47 47 47 100 N.W. 24 2. 88 - ... Light fog Cirrus ... 0 Fair. ::c: 
I 5 0 a.m. 23.54 51 47 23.48 47 47 LOO w. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. H tr_j 6 0 a.m. 2:3.55 51 48 23.49 48 48 100 w. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ....... Ridden .. Foggy. ~ 
I 
714 a.m. 23.56 51 49 23.50 49 49 100 N. W. 18 1, 62 .. .. Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. 
8 0 a.m. 23.57 51 49 23.51 4!) 49 100 w. 19 1. 80 .... Fog ....... Hipden .. Foggy. m 9 0 a.m. 23.58 52 50 23.52 50 50 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 
- -- · Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. H 
Summit of Mount 1 
10 0 a.m. 23.60 53 52 23.54 52 52 100 N.W. 17 1. 44 .... Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. 0 
ll 0 a.m. 23.63 56 53 23. 5ti 53 53 100 N.W. 14 . 98 .... Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. z 
12 0 m ... 23.65 59 53 23.58 53 53 100 N.W. 12 . 72 293 Fog ....... Hidden .. .. .... ..... Foggy. >-
Mitcholl, N. c. I 1 Op.m. 23.67 56 53 23.60 53 53 100 N.W. 14 . ·98 ... Fog ....... Hidden .. Foggy. ~ 2 0 p.m. 23.68 56 55 23.61 55 54 93 N.W. 14 . 98 .... Light fog Cumulus 3-4 N.W. Foggy. I 0 3 Op.m. 23.68 56 55 23.61 55 53 87 N.W. 13 . 84 :::: t::~ ::;:: Cumulus 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. ~ -4 41 p.m. 23.70 60 56 23.62 56 54 87 N.W. 8 . 32 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. ~ 5 Op.m. 23.70 60 55 23.62 55 53 87 N.W. 12 . 72 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. Clondy. H 
6 Op.m. 23.68 57 56 23.61 56 54 87 N.W. 12 . 72 
- --· Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. a 
I 7 Op.m. 23.70 56 52 23.63 52 51 93 N.W. 7 . 24 --- · Hazy ..... Cumulus 2-4 0 Fair. t:';j 8 Op.m. 23.71 57 51 23.64 51 50 9:l N.W. 8 . 32 ... . IIazy ..... Cir., cum 2-4 0 Fair. ~ 
I 9 Op. m. 23.72 57 50 23.65 50 49 93 N.W. 8 . 32 ----~Hazy ..... Cir., cum 1-4 0 Fair. 10 0 p.m. 23.73 57 51 23.66 51 49.5 89 N.W. 6 .1tl .... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 Fair. LO 39p.m. 23.73 57 50 2:J. 66 5D 49 93 N.W. 6 .18 --- · 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 Fair. 12 0 p. ro, 23.72 56 50 2:i. 65 50 49.5 9(i N.W. 6 .18 ... - Light fog . 0 0 0 Fair. ( 7 0 a.m. 29.04 71 66 28. 9i!O 65 64 93 0 0 0 
:::: ~~~::::::: Hidden .. Foggy. I 7 7 a.m. 29.04 71 66 28.920 65 64 95 0 0 0 · Hidden .. Fo~gy. 1132 a. ro. 29.07 76 77 :28.9:n 76 69 69 S.E. 3 . L4 56 Hazy .... . Cu.&cir. 2-4 N: Fan·. 
Knoxville, Tenn .. < 2 Op.ro. 29.06 78 82 2tl. 922 81 7;2 62 S.E. 2 .02 
.... Hazy ..... Cumulus 2-4 N. Fair. -
I 4 '7p. m. 29.05 so 85 28.907 84 74 61 w. 4 . 08 ... 0 0 Cu.&cir . 3-4 N.W. Fair. 9 Op.m. 29. 09 77 75 28. 934 74 71 83 s.w. 2 . 02 . ... 0 0 Cirrus. __ 2-4 0 Fair. 








































Meteo1·ologicalt·ecm·d jo1· June 16, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. ~ . 
llYGROM. :g WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·c:; ~ ~ I'<~ ~ ..§ ~ l:l P....; l <ll.; d> >i"''~ :d 'E~ ~ ~ ~ ;<;:;" .s ~ g ~ "; ~ ~- -:; -:; .s -~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ 
.o .o :.3 -t g ,<:l : ~ p.,;';:; .o p .o p ~ o l'l a 'a\ p ~ 
p., ~ ~ 9-' ..... I'< <I);;... :-;:::·g 0 1::1 0 ~ s ~ s '0 0"' 









A p- ~ A p. A I P--4 A A ~ <Q 1'<1 <Q A 0 r.:::l <Q 0 --------l----~---~-l-l---l-l--1-l--l-1--l-l 1--1----1----1--1--1------8 
( 1 0 a.m. 23. 72 
I 
2 Oa.m. 2:3.72 
3 0 a.m. 2:3. 72 
•1 0 11. m. 23. 72 
I 
5 0 a. m. 23. 74 
ti 0 a.m. 2.1. 76 
714 a.m. 23. 78 
I 8 0 a.m. 23. 79 9 0 a.m. 23. 81 
1
10 0 a. m 23. 82 
11 0 a.m. 23. B4 
Sum?Jit of Mount) 12 0 m _ _ ~- 8.J 
Mitchell, N. C. 1 1 0 p.m. -3. 82 
I 2 0 p. m. 23. 80 3 0 p. m. 23. 80 
I 4 14 p. m. 23. 78 5 0 p . DJ. 23. 78 
I 
6 0 p.m. 2.1. 78 
7 0 p. m. 23. 78 
8 0 p.m. 23. 79 
l 9 0 p.m. 23. 79 10 Op.m. 23.79 10 30 p. ])) , 23. 79 12 0 p.m. 23. 78 
{ 
7 Oa.m. 29.17 
7 7 a. m. 29. 17 
L1 32 :t.lll. 29.19 
Knoxville, Tenn. 2 0 p.m. 29. 17 
4 7p. m. 29. 16 
!l O]l. m. 29.15 































































50 49.5 !!6 
50 49. 5 96 
50 50 100 
50 50 100 
50 49 93 
53 44 42 
54 46 49 
58 50 53 
59 51 54 
62 55 61 
61 54 61 
64 56 57 
63 5e 72 
62 56 66 
65 58 63 
63 57 67 
59 55 76 
58 54 76 
56 54 87 
54 52 87 
53 52 !!3 
54 52 87 
53 52 93 
52 50 87 
67 66 94 
67 66 94 
79 71 65 
81 70 55 
72 69 85 
69 67 90 
































































Light fog._,_ ... 
Light fog . . 
Fog .... .. . 
Fog . ..... . 
Light fog .. 
Hazy ...... 
HazY. · -----
Hazy ..... . 
Hazy ..... . 
~~~;:::::: 
Hazy .... . . 
Hazy .... .. 
Hazy .... .. Hazy _____ _ 
Hazy .... .. 
Hazy ..... . 
Hazy ..... ... .. . 






Fog ..... -- - -- . 
Fog .... ... .. . 
511 Stt·atus. . . . 4-4 
Stratus.... 3-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus. __ . 4-4 
Stratus. __ . 4-4 
Cirrus .. __ . 1-4 0 .......................... __ .. 
0 0 0 ------ .... ---------- ......... . 
Cumulus .. l-4 0 ................... . ......... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 vV. . ...... ... _ .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . ... 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W . .. , .......................... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 N. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 0 ........ ... ... ............. . . . 
Cir. & cum. 1-4 0 .......................... __ __ 
Cir., cum .. 1-4 E. .. ... ....... . . . ........ . .... .. 
Cumulus . . 2-4 N.E ........... • --······ . . ...... . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W . ............................. . 
Clllllulus .. 3-4 N. W ..................... ... .. .... . 
Cir., cum .. 4-4 0 ......... . ..... . ............. . 
Cumulus.. 4-4 N. W ........... __ .............. __ .. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W ........ .. . 
Cir., cum : . 4-4 S. W .............................. . 
Cumulus .. 4-4 0 ...... ... .................... . 
Cumulus . . 2-4 0 ......•.......•... __ ........ . . 
Cumulus .. 4-4 0 .......................... __ . . 
Cumulus .. 4-4 0 ..••.••• •. -·······-- •••••..•.. 
Cumulus .. 4-4 0 __ ...................... __ ... . 
Cumulus .. 4-4 0 . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . • • . .. .. 
Cumulus . . 4-4 0 ..... ............ .. ....... __ .. 
Cumulus .. 4-4 0 .. •.• ... __ . ... .......... ____ .. 
Cir.-cum . . 4-4 0 .•.. ••.....•..••••....•....... 
Cir. -cum . . 4-4 0 ........ __ .............. __ ... . 
Hidden . _ . _ . _ .. ............ ___ .. __ ...... . ..... _ .. . 
0 0 0 .................... ·· ·· -- ---· ii~~~:~ : :: : ::: :::::: -:-.~~ ~: ~~: : ::::::::: .. ~ ~~. : ::: 

























































Meteorological?·ecordjo1· June 17, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ s '"<:) 
P. THERM. o HYGROM. '§ WIND. ~ . ,; LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ~ g ~ § 
Place of observa-
tion. 
~ . -2 -~ I .g >:1 ~ • '"<:)..: • .ci • . h. Q.) • ' 
..... 0 ~ ~ .-d Q.) Q.) ::9 ~ <t>t' § ..., ~ ~.;:: ~ ~ p:, ~ ~ s ~ ~ g ~ ] ~ :S •r-4 :g ·g ~ ~ i ~~~· 
.§ ~ ~ ~ ~ t- ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
H P=l ~ F'l 0 A IS: I~ A p.. p. p.; p. A 
-or .-d o~S<t> ~ I I ~ • § r::1l -~ ..., Q.) S S 1 Remarks. 
.-d I § .-d § :g -~ 8 s .g § ~ '"Bl ~ 0 r::l 0 ~ s 8 8 '"<:) 0 s Q.)~ 
...... s ..... s ...... ~..... 0 ~ s '" ..Q ~ ~ ~ ~A o ~ <GoH 
----------
[ 
l Oa.m. 23.78 59 52 23. 71 52 50 87 N.W. 6 .18 . .. . 
2 0 a.m. 23. 77 58 52 23. 70 52 50 87 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . 
:3 0 a. m. 2:3. 7~ 58 53 2:i. ~9 53 50 j 80 N. W. 4 . 08 ... . 
4 0 a. m. 23. 7a 56 53 23. 68 53 48 
1
67 N. E. 9 . 40 ... . 
I 
5 0 a.m. 23. 75 56 54 23. 68 54 48 61 N. E. 9 . 40 ... . 
6 0 a.m. 23. 76 56 56 23. 69 56 49 57 N. E. 7 . 24 . __ . 
7 14 a. m. 23. 78 57 G4 23. 7l 64 58 59 N. E . 3 . 04 ... . 
I 8 u a. m. 2~. 80 ~7 6:! 23. 73 63 ~4 52 N. E. 1 . 01 ... . 9 0 a.m. 2.3. 80 61 G4 23. 72 64 a7 62 S. 1 . 01 ... . 
1
10 Oa.m. 23. 80 58 G4 23.73 64 57 62 S. 1 .01 ... : 
11 0 a. m. 23. 81 G2 62 23. 73 62 57 72 S. W. 2 . 02 .. . 
SummitofMonnt) l~ Om ... 23.80 63 GD 23.72 60 56 76 N . W. 1 .01114 
Mitchell, N. U. \
1 
1 0 p.m. 23. 79 64 65 23. 71 65 60 73 N. 1 . 01 . __ . 
2 0 p.m. 23. 78 67 62 23. 6Y G2 57 72 N. W. 4 . 08 .... 
3 0 p. ill. 2:3. 76 65 64 23. 67 64 59 73 S. W. 4 . Oi! ..•. 
I 4 14 p. m. 23. 76 66 62 23. 67 62 56 66 W. 8 . 32 . __ . 5 0 p.m. 23.76 66 63 23. G7 63 58 72 W. 6 .18 .... 
I 
6 0 p.m. 23. 77 63 59 23. 69 59 56 82 W. 8 . 32 . __ . 
7 0 p.m. 23. 76 61 55 23. 68 55 54 93 N. W. 8 . 32 .... 
8 0 p.m. 2:3. 76 61 55 23. 68 5::i 54. 5 97 N. W. 8 . CJ2 . __ . 
I 
9 0 p. ill. 23. 77 62 54 23. 69 54 54 100 s. w. 12 . 72 . - .. 
10 0 p. rn. 23. 76 62 5:i 23. 68 55 55 100 S. W. 10 . 50 . __ . 
l039p.rn. 23.75 61 55 2::l.67 55 55 100 S.W. 16 1.28 ... . 
l12 Op.m. 33.74 60 54 ,23.66 54 54 100 S.W. 16 1.28 ... . 
( 7 0 a. ill. 29. 16 74 69 29. 032 68 fi6 90 S. W. 2 . 02 . __ . 
I 7 7 a . m. 29. 16 74 69 29. 032 ti8 66 90 S. W. 2 . c2 _ ... ll 32 a . m. 29. 20 77 72 129. 064 71 67 8G W. 2 . 02 74 
Knoxville, Tenn. < 2 0 p.m. 29. 13 80 79 28. 987 78 72 75 H. E. 3 . 04 . __ . 






Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ... . .... . 
ii:~; :: ~ ~: : ::: 
ll:li!ll :[~ 
~~~:::~::: :::: 
Fog .......... . 
Nimbus . .. 4-4 
Nimbus... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Hazy ........ . 
0 0 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
---------- --
Cumulus 4-4 0 .... __ .... ----·- ........... . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 ................... ........ . 
Cir., cum 3-4 vV. . ....................... .. . . 
Cir.,cum 4-4 W ..................... . ...... . 
Cir.,cum 3-4 vV ............. . ............. . 
Cir., cum l-4 W ...... ........... ...... .. ... . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 . .................. ........ . 
Cumulus 4-4 W. . .......... ........... .... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W. . ........ .... .............. . 
Cumulus 4-4 S. . ......... ... ............. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 vV. .. .............. !-... ...... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W. . .. ........................ . 
Cumulus 3-4 S. W. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W ........................ . -~--
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ............................ . 
Cumulu1< 4-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Riduen . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... _ .. .. ..... _ ........ . 
Hidden ........................•.......... . ... 
Bidden ..... ................................ .. 
Hidden .. ... ............................ ..... . 
Hidden .................................... .. 
Hidrlen ....... ............................ ... . 
Hidden ..................................... . 
Hidden ............ ...... ..................•.. 
Cumulus 4-4 W .. .. ........................ . 
Cir.-cum 3-4 S. W. 8.00 a.m. 11.00 a.m. 0. 11 ... . 























































MeteoTological t·eco1·d fm· June 18, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
ell I S ' i:l • !:; TIIERM· o HYGRO?U. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEU CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ 1::: ~ • ~ . --- $. --- ~ . ~~ 6~ 
Pci ... _, -c'". _o..<:~. ci ~»-c::>- ~ · -b.t -c o-css R k Placoofobserva- oo $ ""' rd a:>$ ;9 ..- c::>t> 0 ~- ... ;..¢: ~. ...; ...; §.l=lT -~=~ -"'E emar s. 
tiOll, ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ CD _g 2 ~ ·~ :g ·;;] ~ g- p,·~ • § roO § :g ~ 8 S .g §] e ~ 
c::> o .s 8. t ~» ~ .s ~ ,.S! ... ~ ... :;::i 8 -g o ~=~ 0S ~ s e s -c g I'< ~"' ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~...... ~ ~ ~ ~ A~~ 8 ~ ~ z ~ 
---- - ·------ - ------------1--11--1---------
r 1 Oa.m. 23.74 60 54 23.66 54 53.5 97 W. 12 .72 .... Fog............ 0 0 0 ---------· ·--------- ____ ..•. Fo~gy. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 23. 73 59 53 23. 66 53 52. 5 97 S. W. 16 1. 28 Light fog. Cir., cum 2-4 W. Fair. 
. 3 o a.m. 23. 71 . 58 53 22. 64 53 52. 5 971S. W. 18 1. 62 Light fog. Cirrus .. 2-4 W. Fair. 
4 0 a.m. 23.71 57 53 23. 64 53 52. 5 97 W. 16 I. 28 Light fog. Cumulus 4-4 W. Cloudy. 
I 5 0 a.m. 23. 721 57 53 23. 65 53 53 100 S. W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Ct~mulus 2-4 W. Foggy. 6 0 a. ru. 23. 73 58 54 ~- 70 54 54 100 S. W. 12 . 72 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
I 7 14 a.m. 23. 74 58 54 23. 67 54 54 100 W. 16 1. 28 Fog ...... _ Hidden. Foggy. 8 0 a.m. 23. 74 58 55 23. 67 55 1 55 100 W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
I 
9 o a.m. 23. 7tl 59 59 23. 68 59 58 94 W. 12 . 72 'Light fog. Cumulus 1-4 W. Fau·. 
10 0 a.m. 23. 77 60 58 23. 6!:1 58 56 88 W. 8 . 32 Hazy..... Cumulus 3-4 W. Cloudy. 
11 o a.m. 2:>. 77 60 61 23. 69 61 57 77 W. 12 .,72 Hazy .. _.. Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
. 12 0 m . . 23. 77 60 65 23. 69 65 59 68 W. 6 . 18 242 Hazy _.... Cumulus 3-4 W. 2.15 p.m. . 06 Cloudy. 
Suru:n11t of Mount' 1 o p. ru. 23. 771' 63 63 23. 69 63 57 67 W. 8 . 32 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 W. . 07 Cloudy. 
Mltchell, N.C. ·1 2 o p.m. 23.76 63 63 23.68 63 57 67 W. 6 .18 Hazy..... Cumulus 4·4 N. W. 4.21 p.m .. 01 Tbreateninl!; hea 
thunder-stormS.· 3 0 p.m. 23.721 58 56 23.65 56 55 93 S. W. 16 1. 28 .... Nimbus ... 3-4 Cumulu~ 3-4 W. .. .......................... Light rain. I · 414 p.m. ~- 721 61 57 23.64 ~7 ~6 94 W. 12 . 7~ Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 W. Light rain, 5 0 p.m. 2.1. 72, 59 58 23. 65 :>8 :>7 94 W. ·12 . 72 Fog....... Cumulus 1-4 W. Foggy. 
I 6 0 p.m. 23. 73 60 58 23. 65 58 56 !38 S. W. 12 . 72 Hazy. . . . . Cumulus 3-4 W. Cloudy. 7 0 p.m. 23. 73 61 57 :43. 65 57 56 94 W. 20 2. 00 Light fog. Hidden . Foggy. · 
1
8 0 p.m. 23. 731 61 56 :23. 65 56 56 1GO W. 14 . 98 Fog . ..... _ Hidden. Foggy. 
9 0 p.m. 23. 74 61 56 2-2. 66 56 56 100 S. W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. · • 
10 0 p.m. 23.75 60 56 23.67 56 56 100 S. W. 18 1. 62 Fog ... . . . Hidden . Foggy. 
. 10 39 p.m. 23. 74 60 56 23. 66 56 56 100 W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
12 0 I>· m. 2.1. 73 fiO 55 23.65 55 55 100 W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Hiduen. Foggy. 
( 7 0 a.m. ~9. 13 74 70 29. 002 G9 67 90 W. 12 . 72 Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden . Cloudy. 
J 
7 7 a.m. 29. 13 74 70 29. 002 6~ 67 9~ W. 12 . 72 Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . Cloudy. 
. 1132 a.m. 29.14 78 76 29.002 ~o 70 76 S. 16 1. 28 124 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. Cloudy. 
Knoxv1llo, Tcnn . 2 0 p.m. 29. 09 79 81 28. 949 80 73 70 S. 11 . 60 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 W. . Fair. 
l 4 7 p.m. 29.06 81 83 28.914 82 72 59 S. 9 . 40 . 0 0 Cu. & cir 2-4 S. W. . Fair. 9 0 p.m. 29. 08
1 
80 77 28. 937 76 70 72 S. W. 8 . 32 . . . . Stratus . _ _ 1-4 o o 0 Fair. 




























- I> ~ 
-....... v .. vv • V ..... :.J V'-'\N" I VVVI \.N J Vi V l.VIC..tl .LV' ~\..I· V• 
(Hourly observations.) 
C-"l 
C>:) E TliERM. ~ HYGROl'il. ~ WIND. I LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i ·I 
.., ... s .... I=: .., .. 
$ 0 ...: -_-- 2 0 -_--.-_g 0 0 ,., .., "I ' I •I:JJ -d "0= ~ ~ Place o~ o bserva- o § .1:! ~ -d ~ ~ .a :3 .., _t- >< ..., .: '"'¢: <ll • ~ ~ § ><j • >< -" ~ >J S Remarks. 
t10n. '0 ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ -o ,g -~ .... :3 ·;:; g ~ & ;;. ;lE' • § . § ~ -~ s <l.)s rd § ~ : ~-
a 0 g o <ll .a ..., "d 0 o..<:l oo"' .e:o ~ o ~ o g So ., o >J o c.l 
.§ ~ ~ ~ ~ t' .., ~ -~ 0 ~ ~ 8 ·c; ~ .s s .s s -~ ~<!::: ~ 1l s : ..:l "0 
E-t >Q <!l F1 o A ~ ~ A p. P.P-i P-A ~ <1 ~ <!l A o F1 ., o E-t 
--------1- -------------- ----- - - ---------------1---------
~ 
( 1 Oa.m. 23.72 60 54 23.64 54 54100 N.W. 16 1.28 .... Fog ........... Hidden .............•........................ Foggy. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 23. 72 59 53 2:l 65 53 53 100 N. W. 14 . 98 .... Fog....... Hidden. Fog!!Y· 
3 0 a.m. 23. !3 58 53 :l:U~ 5~ 53 100 N. W. 16 l. ~8 .... ~'og. ...... Hidden. ~o~gy. 
4 Oa.m. 23.12 58 53 23.6:> 53 53 100 N.W. 16 1.:.!8 .... Fog..... .. H1dden. l!o!!gy. 
I 5 0 a.m. 2J. 72 58 52 23. 65 52 52 LOO N. W. 20 2. 001... Fog....... H~dden. ~ogj!y. 6 0 a.m. 23.73 57 52 23.66 52 52 100 W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog_. ..... H1dden _ I•oggy. 
I 
7 14 a, m. 2:l 75 57 52 23. 68 52 52 I 00 W. 18 l. 62 . . . . Fog.. .... . H~dd. en . fi'eg ,~y. 
8 0 a.m. 23.77 57 53 2:.i. 70 53 53 100 W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog .... _.. HHlrlen. Fog1 v. 
9 0 a . m. 23. 78 56 53 23. 71 53 53 LOO W. 10 1. RO .... Fog....... Hidden . Fcg·gy. 
I
tO Oa.m. 23.8~ 50 55 23.73 55 55100 W. 19 1.80 .... Fog....... Hidden. Fo;• ;,.y. 
L1 0 a.m. 23. 70 59 60 23. 72 60 57 82 N. W. 16 l. 28 . . . . Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 W. . . . . Fail'. 
SummitofMount 12Om ... 2:l7D 62 ~3 23.71 63 58 72 W. I? .72 365 Hazy..... C~~ulus ~-4 W. . .. I <~lo;I«1.~-
Mitchell N c ~ 1 0 p.m. 23. 81 61 64 23. 73 64 60 78 W. 8 . 32 . . . . Hazy . . . . . Cu., cum 3-4 W. (~ lt,,1<t.) . 
' . . I 2 0 p.m. 23.81 64 65 23.73 65 59 61:3 w. 8 . 32 .... Hazy..... Cumulus 4-4 s. w. \_.,;le~-~~~~~~arJ s~~~-
1 
3 0 p.m. 23. 78 61 60 23. 70 60 59 94 w. 10 . 50 ..•. Fog....... . • .. 0 0 0 2.15 p.m. 2.40 p.m .. 06 ... . Foggy. 
4 14 p.m. 23. 78 6:-l 58 23. 70 58 58 100 W. 12 . 72 Fog....... Hidden _ Foggy. 
5 0 p.m. 23. 77 61 59 23. 69 59 58 94 IV. 14 . 98 Fog....... Hidden _ Foggy. 
I 
6 Op.m. 2.1.76 63 57 23.68 57 56 94 W. 12 .72 Fog....... Hidden. F?ggy .. 
7 0 p . m. 23. 76 62 56 23. 68 56 56 100 N. W. 12 . 7.: Nimbus .. _ 4-4 Hidden _ 6.40 p.m. 7.05 p.m .. 03 L1ght ram. 
8 0 p.m. 2:i. 75 63 55 23. 67 55 55 100 W. 24 2. 88 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
I 9 0 p.m. 23. 73 61 55 23. 65 55 55 100 N. W. 38 7. 22 Fog....... Hidden. F?1 gy .. 10 0 p . m. 23. 74 60 55 23. 66 55 55 100 N. W. 28 :i. 92 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . 9.46 p . m. . O:l L1ght ram. 10 3D p.m. 23. 73 60 55 23. 65 55 55 100 W. 30 4. 50 Fag....... Hidden. 10.30 p.m .. 02 Foggy. 12 0 p.m. 2:i. 71 59 54 23. 64 54 54 100 \V. 28 3. 92 Fog __ ._... Hidden . 11.16 p.m. 11.34 p.m. . 01 Foggy. 
( 7 0 a.m. 29. 18 76 72 29. 047 71 68 85 S. W. 4 . . 08 ~tratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden _ Cloudy. 
I 7 7 a. ru. 29. IS 76 72 2\1.047 71 68 85 S. W. 4 . 08 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden _ Cloudy. 
. 11 32 a.m. 29. 19 80 81 29. 047 80 71 6L S. W. 12 . 72 190 o o Cumulus 3-4 S. W. ... . . .. . .. Cloudy. 
Knoxville, Tenn., 2 0 p.m. 29. 1;; 82 84 29. 002 83 76 69 S. W. 12 . 72 Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4. 0 Cloudy. 
4 7 p.m. 29. 14 83 84 29. 98() 83 74 64 S. W. 8 . 32 Stratus . . . 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 W. . Cloudy. 
9 0 p.m. 29. 16 79 73 29. OlD 72 69 85 S. W. 12 . 72 Stratus_ .. 1-4 0 0 0 · . Fa~r. 

























Mctcoroiogicai ?'CCoJ·cl fo'l' June 20, 1873. 
(llourly observations.) 
d s ~ -= ··,: t; 'l'IIEm£. 2 UYGROi\I. '§ WlXD. LOWER CLOUDS. Ul'PER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SKOW. '§ :; ~ . $. ~ --- 2.---E , . . ~;J:~ 
o ~ ~ ..o ..o a ~ 2 2 o ~ g ~; ~ ~ ::? . ..; ..; g ~~ :o ~ rg s s ~:;:: 0 ~ <:..> o Q.) ;::3 ;::3 :..- ...... ...... ·.-1 o ;:j c b ~ ~ ...... -~ I g . c.=: 0 ~ s <3 "' Q .a p ·.::i '<3 ""p "' w .. ,..., • p • p <:5 o s s ~ :::: 0) e:;::: s e .s 8. 1::: » ~ ~ ~ ..s t. ~ ~ :;::: g -g o -g o 2: s .e s ~ o s <> .g 
Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ P. A~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i:i ~~ 8 ~ ~ 5 ~ 
------1 ------------- -----1-------
( 1 0 n. m. 23. 70 59 34 
I 
2 0 n.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 n.m. 
I 5 0 a.m. 6 0 a.m. 7H a.m. 
I 8 0 n. m. 9 0 a. m. 
10 0 n. m. 
11 0 n. ru. 
Sum.mit of 'Mount J 
1
12 0 m --
l>.lllcl.lOII, .N. C .. I 1 0 p.m. 
2 Op.m. 
3 Op.m. 
4 14 p. IU. 
5 0 p.m. 
6 0 p.m. 
7 Op.m. 
8 0 p.m. 
11
9 Op.m. 
10 Op.m . 
10 39p. m. 
l12 Op.m. 
f 
7 0 a.m. 
7 7 a.m. 
11 32 0.111. 
Knox\·illo, Tcnu .
1
12 0 p.m. 
4 7p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
10 32 p. Ul. 
2::1. 69 58 5:1 
23. 69 58 53 
23.68 57 53 
23. 6!< 57 5:3 
;?3. 69 57 ;"r3 
23. 71 57 54 
23. 7.J 57 54 
23.76 58 54 
2::1. 'i 5 57 1 55 
23.75 57 55 
23.77 56 55 
23. 77 58 55 
23. 75 5i:l 56 
23.74 58 57 
23. 73 58 56 
23. 73 59 56 
23. 74 59 56 
23.76 58 55 
~3. 77 59 55 
23. 77 58 56 
23. 7& 59 55 
23. 78 59 55 
2:1.78 5~ 5:i 
29. l!l 76 72 
29. l!l 76 72 
2!J. £0 82 E3 
29.16 t'4 85 
29. 15 f': l 83 
29. 1:1 tO 'i7 
29. 15 78 7.J 
:13. 63 54 54 100 w. 
23. 62 53 5a 100 w. 
23. 62 53 5:~ 1()0 w. 
23. 61 53 53 100 \\'. 
2:3.61 :i3 53 100 w. 
:?3. 62 :)3 53 100 w. 
23. 64 54 54 roo w. 
::3. 67 54 5-t 100 ·w. 
23.69 5-I 54 100 N. W. 
23. 68 55 55 100 w. 
23. 68 55 53 1()0 \Y. 
:?3. 70 55 55 100 N. W. 
23.70 55 55 100 w. 
23. G8 56 56 100 W. 
:23. 67 57 57 100 w. 
'23. 66 56 56 100 w. 
23. G6 56 56 100 \\r. 
23.67 :36 56 100 N. W. 
2:5. 6!) 55 55 100 w. 
23.70 55 55 JOO W. 
23. 70 56 56 100 ~. w. 
23. 71 55 55 1GO K. W. 
:23. 71 55 55 IGO ~. w. 
23. 71 55 55 100 ~- w. 
29. o:n • 1 G9 no s. w. 
::!9. 037 71 69 90s. w. 
:29. 032 82 72 5!1 s, \I'. 
:2!l. ()()(i 8·! 72 !'i:l ::3. w. 
~8. !J!.HJ 8'2 71 (i7 w. 
:29. 007 7G 7::1 86 S. W. 
































3. 921·--2. 88 .. .. 
2.-12 .. .. 
5.12 . .. . 
5.12 .. 
:3.9:2 
3. 33, .... 
2. 4~ 
2. 00 .. .. 
3. !J2 .. .. 
3. 38 .. ·. 
2. Sf 535 
2.8c ... . 
3.!!2 .. .. 
3.12 ... . 
3. 38 ... . 
:3.88.--
2.00 .. . . 
2. 88 .. .. 
2. 00 
2. ~01 ' "' 1. 62 . .. . 
l. 62 ... . 
l. 62 .. . . 
. 7:! ..... 
.72, .... 
. 7~ 225 
. 72 .. - . 
. 081 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Kimbus .. . 4-4 
Nimbus ... ·1-4 
]'og ..... ...... ..... . 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog ..... . ... . 
Fog------ ... .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
~imuns .. 4-4 
Kimbus ... 4-4 
Nimuus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Fog ......... .. 
~~~::::::: :::: 
Fog .......... . 
~~~::::::: :::: 
~~~::::::: :::: 
Fo~ ......... .. 
Fog ......... . 
Fi)~------ ­
~tra.tns . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2 4 
Stratus. ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Hidden ..... ..... . 12.05 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . 07 ... . 
Bidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04 ... . 
IIidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 .. . . 
IIiddeu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 07 ... . 
Tiiddeu ....... ............ .. 4.18 a.m .. 01 .. .. 
Hidtleu . ............... : ................... . 
liidden ......................... ............ .. 
llidden ....... ............. .. ....... .... ..... . 
llidden . .. .. .. .. .. 8.10 a.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 34 .. .. 
Hidden ........... .................. ... 27 .. .. 
Hidden ...... ....................... ... 25 ... . 
Bidden ..... ... ........................ 17 ... . 
Hidden .. ... . .............. . . . .. ....... 18 ... . 
Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.10 p.m. . 01 .. .. 
Hiddcu ........... .. .... .. ........... .. ... . .. . 
llidden . .. .. .. .. .. 3.15 p.m. 3.50 p.m. . 04 .. .. 
Hiduen . .................... . ................ . 
Bid(len ............................ ...... .. .. 
Hidden .... ....... .. ................. .. ...... . 
Hidden ..... .... .................... . .. ...... . 
Hidden ........................... .. ......... . 
Hidden .. .................................... . 
Hidden .. .. .................................. . 
Hi(lden ............. ... ...................... . 
Hidden ................ . ................ .' .... . 
llit11leu .................................... .. 
Uu. &: cir 2.4 0 ...................... . ... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N.\V .......... ... .............. .. 
IIidtleu .. ....... . .. . ......................... . 
0 0 0 ................. " .... ..... . 
Hazy . .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.45 p . m. 5.00 p.m. . 01 ... . 

























































.llieteorological Tecorcl j"cn' June 21, 1873 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ '1'11E1m. ~ llYGROM. ~ WlXD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. HAIN OR SNOW. ·§ e; ~-
.., ... a ... o +> ::l E ci ..; -.-- E;..; -.--.-_g . . » l<l) . · -c.c -t:i ~~ s a5 
Place <!f observa- o 0 $ -g -d -g~ ~ ;:S oC· g ....,;..; _ .... .-::; ~ . ~ ~ g_~j -~ ...,a:> 
0
8 Remarks. 
t10n. '0 ~ a ..c:l 0 ...... Q) :::: 0 .;::; · .-< ~ -~ g I "' 0' p., r;:; l'l ~ :;. a Q) ..0 ~=~ ~ s ~ 
Q) 8 s [ ~ ~ ~ IE ~ .:; -: ~ ~ g~ -g g -g g ~ s .8 ~ ~ g s ~ ;g 
.§ "' ..... K s "' t:> o ..... Q) a:> 8 a:> c;- >':1 a ..... a ;:::: ~...... o ~=~ a .... ..::~ 
8 P=l <1 F1 (.) A ,.... ~ A I>"'P-<P..A R . <1 ~ <Q >-1 (.) POl <1°8 
--------(·l-1-0-a.-I-ll. -2-3-. 7-7 -5-8 55 ~-. 7-0- 55 _5_3_ ~ N-. W-. -1-7-~ -1. -44 . __ . Fog .. ____ .· -._-_. - II-1-. d-d~ -. -_ .-. -. _-_-__ -_ -. _-_-_ --_-_-_ -.. -. _-_-_ - _-_-_ - . ~ -. --.-.I-F-o_g_g_y_. -----
1 
~ 0 a.m. 23. 76 58 54 2:3. 6!l 54 54 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 :Fog .. _.... llidden. Fogg_y. 
3 0 a.m. 23. 75 57 54 2:~. 68 54 54 100 N. W. 17 1. 4-1 Fog....... Hidtlcn . Foggy. 
I 4 0 a.m. 23. 75 57 53 23. 68 53 53 100 N. W. 16 l. 28 Fog .. ____ . 0 0 0 Foggy. 5 0 a.m. 23. 76 57 53 23. 6!l 53 53 100 N. W. Hi 1. 28 :Fog .. ____ . Hitlden _ Foggy. 
I 6 0 a.m. 2:l 7d 57 54 23. 71 54 54 100 N . W. 16 1. 28 Fog .. ____ . Hiduen . Foggy. 7 14 a.m. 2:1.78 57 54 23. 71 54
1
53 93 N. W. 1~ . 7:2 Lig ht fog. Cumulus 1-4 0 Fa1r. 
I 8 0 a.m. 2:3. 7!l 57 55 ~3. 'j2 55 53 f:l7 N. '\V. 8 . :12 llazy . . . . . Cumnlns 1 4 0 Fa~r. !l 0 a.m. 23. 80 58 58 2:3. 73 58 57 !)4 N. E. 8 . 32 ilazy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. E. Fmr. 
. · j 10 0 a.m. 23. 80 58 59 23. 73 5!l 4!.1 4; N. E. 4 . 08 Huz.v .. __ . Cumulns 2-4 N. W. Fair. 
I 1 0 a. m. 23. 81 60 64 23. 73 G4 I 53 43 N. 6 . 18 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N. W. Fmr. 
S •t fM t 12 0 m .. 23.82 62 66 2J. 74 66 I 55 45 N. 4 . 08 4 ~!) Hazy .. _.. Cumulus 2-4 N. W. Fair. u:~~nb 011 NoCn 1 0 p.m. 2:l 82 65 66 23. 73 66 57 54 N. W. 4 . 08 Ha:1y .. _.. Cumulus 2 4 N. W. Fair. 10 
e' · --~ 2 Op .m. 23.82 68 li7 23.7:3 67 60 64 N. 5 .12 Hazy..... Cumulus 3-'1 ~- W. Cloudy. 
3 0 p. ill. 23. 83 613 63 23. 74 63 58 72 N. W. 4 . OB Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 l~. W. ~!oudy. 
4 H p.m. 23. 82 67 66 :;!3. 73 G6 62 70 W. 6 . 18 Hazy .. __ . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. C1ondy. 
I 5 0 n.m. 23.81 66 65 23. 7~ 65 6L 7i: W. 4 . 08 Hazy. ___ . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Ciouuy. 6 0 fl. ill. 23. 80 61 61 23. 72 61 59 88 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy .. : . . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Cl~udy. 
I 7 0 p.m. 23. 7!l 62 59 23. 71 59 58 1)4 N. W. 5 . 12 Hazy .. __ . Cumulns 2-4 N. W. Fa~r. · 8 0 p. rn. 23. 7f:l 58 55 :n 7 L 55 5:l 87 W . 7 . 24 Hazy .. __ . Cumulus 1-4 N. \ V. Fa1r. 
I !l 0 p.m. 23. 80 60 55 23. 72 55 54 93 S. W. 8 . 32 Hazy. ___ . Cumulus 1-4 S. \V. Fa~r. . . 10 0 p.m. 23. SO 60 54 23. 72 54 53 93,
1
S. W. 8 . 3:2 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 Fmr; heat-hghtmng 
I on S. horizon. 10 3!) p. ru. 23.80 6L 55 123.72 55 5! 9::1 S. W. 8 . 32 Light foo-. 0 0 0 Fair. 
l 1~ p.m. 23. 80 60 53 23. 72 53 51 86 S. W. 4 . 08 Li~ht fo~ . Cumulus 1-4 0 Fair. 
r 
7 o a. m. 2!l. 17 77 72 29. 034 71 70 95!8. w. 2 . 02 I<'og .. __ ~. Hidden . Foggy. 
7 7 a.m . 29. 17 77 72 :29. 034 71 70 95 S. W. 2 . 02 Foo· Ridden .Foggy. 
1132a.m. 29.18 81 84 29.0:34 83 72 53S. W. 4 .08117 o·o·----· 0 Cumulus 1-4 W. Fatr. 
Knoxville, Tenn.\ 2 0 p.m. 29.·16 83 88 29. 0091 R7 73 41:< W. 4 . 08 0 o Cumulus 1-4 0 Fa.~r. 






















Meteorological ·record for Ju.ne 22, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ ' ' >:l 0 -i:' TllEllli. @ IIYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEl~ CLOUDS. RAL."< Olt SNOW. ·c;; ~ ~ . ~ 0 ---$ ---~ 0 .::~~g 
Place of observa- .g § $ -d -d 'g ~ e ~ ~ t· § t'~ e~ t . .; .; §}fl ~ ~'g @ 8 Remarks.. 
tion. 'B :o o ~ ~ -t ~ 2 _g ~ .,.. :o ·;_; 5 ~ c. ~ . § . § -~ ~ s a .-d § ~ E ~ 
o8 ~ .5 8. ;:: ..., -t ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~g -g o ] o 8 8.e 8 ~ o s e~.g 
.... a ~ >< 8 ... b- <t> .... 0 Q.. .... <:.) ""...... .,.. 8 .,.. s -~ -- 0 l'l a ... ..::1 
E-t j:q ~ F-1 '-> ~ p- p:i ~ ;>;:>.P1;:>.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 F-1 ""OE-t 
-------1------- ---------- ---------------~-------
[ 
1 0 a.m. 23 . . 79 59 52 ~.>3. 72 52 50 So S.W. 8 . 32. .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
2 Oa.m. 23.77 57 53 ~3.70 53 5:> 80 W. 12 .72.. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ............•............... Fair. 
3 Oa.m. 23.i6 56 52 ~3.69 52 49 79 W. 10 .50.... 0 0 'Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 7ti 56 53 2:1.69 53 49 73 N. W. 12 . 72.... 0 0 Cirrus .. l-4 0 Fair. 
I 5 0 a.m. 23.77 56 53 23. 70 53 50 EO N. W. 10 . 50 .... Hazy ......... Cirrns .. 1-4 N. W. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. • . . . . . . . .. . Fair. 6 0 a.m. 23. 7t: 56 58 23. 71 58 5o 76 N. W. 6 . 18 Hazy . . . . . Uinus . . 1-4 0 Fair. 7 14 a.m. 23.80 57 5H 23.73 59 55 76 \V. 2 . 02 Hazy . . . . . ChTus .. 1-4 0 Fair. 
I 8 0 a.m. 23. 8 L 58 GO :l3. 74 60 56 76 W. :5 • 04 Hazy . . . . . Cirrus .. 1-4 0 Fair. 9 0 a.m. 23. S:l 60 62 2J. 74 62 57 72 :8. W. 1 . t,1 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. W. Fair. 
I LO 0 a.m. 23. SJ ~-l ~:.1 2,~- 75 ~3 59 78 ~- W. 1 . 0~ Hazy . . . . . Cumulus ~-4 N. W. ~loudy. 11 0 a.m. 23.84 (i3 li4 _..,_ 76 li4 60 78 R W. 2 0 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Uloudy. 
Summit of Mount 1:! 0 m ... 23. tii! 63 li4 23.74 64 60 7tl S. W. 3 . 04 14J Hazy..... Unmulus 3-4 S. E. Cloud_y. 
Mitchell, N. C. l 0 p.m. 23. BL 62 61 2;1. 73 li1 59 88 N. E. 6 . 18 Ligl!t fog . Cumulus 3·4 S. W. Cloudy. 
2 0 p.m. 23.79 (i2 62 23. 71 62 5!:1 83 N. E. 1 . 01 Hazy . . . . . Cu.-strut 4-4 0 Cloudy. 
3 0 p.m. 2;1. 79 63 58 2:.1. 71 58 57 94 E. 4 . 08 Light fog . Cu.-strat 4-4 W. 2.~0 p.m. 2 55 p.m .. 19 Cloudy. 
4 1-1 p. m. ~- 78 60 5t! 2:.1. 70 58 57 94 S. W. 10 . 50 Hazy . . . . . Cu.-strat 4-4 S. W. Cloudy. 
!i 0 p.m. 23. !"0 59 58 2:.1. 73 58 56 E'tl S. W. 6 . 18 Hazy . . . . . Cu.-strn,t 4-4 S. W. Cloudy. 
6 Op.m. 2:.1.79 .59 56 23.72 56 55 94 S.W. 10 .50 Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 S.W. 5.41p.m. .04 Light rain. 
7 0 p.m. 2:.1. 80 59 57 2:.1. 73 57 56 94 S. W. 10 . 50 Nimbus... 4-4 Hidden . _ . . . . . . . 05 Light rain. 
I 8 0 p.m. 23. 81 liO 55 :23. 7:.1 55 53 87 S.W. 10 . 50 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S.W. 7.14 p.m .• 01 Cloudy. 9 0 p.m. 2:.1. &2 59 54 ~3. 75 54 53 93 S.W. 12 7·> 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 Cloudy. 
1
10 0 p.m. 23. S!l 59 55 ~3. 75 55 54 93 S. W. 14 . 98 Fog. . . . . . . Hidden . Foo·gy. 
10 3!J p.m. 23. 81 59 56 :?3. 74 56 55 93 S.W. 18 1. !i2 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 S.W. Fair. 
ll2 Op.m. 23.80 59 51i 23.73 56 55 93 S.W. 12 .72 . ... Fog . ..... . 0 0 0 ................ . ........... Fogrry. 
( 7 0 a.m. 2U. 15 75 72 29.020 71 69 90 E. 4 . 08 Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 Clotfliy. 
J 
7 7 a.m. 29. 15 75 72 29. 020 71 69 90 E. 4 . OS . . . . Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 Cloudy. 
L1 32 a.m. 29. 17 8~ 83 29. 1122 82 73 63 S. 6 . 18 82 0 0 Cu. & cir 2-4 0 Fair. 
Kuoxville,Tonn • .., 2 Op.m. 29.13 tl~ 88 28.9i6 87 72 45 S.W. B .32.... 0 0 Cu.&cit· 44 S.W .......... ... ................ Cloudy. 
































































' I ::I ~ 
HYGROM.::::! WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·; ~ ~ ---~ . .::~~g 
• ,ci 1..<::1 ~ l'i .... ...; 0 ..; ~ • • ci' b.C~ :.0 0 ~ s 8 ~ -a ~ ;<;:;' :3 .: g ~ 'ci. ,.. >. ~ ~ -~ -~ I ~ · -;:; ~ s \>, ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ;G ~11 rei g re § g o ~ a ~ g r-a ~ ~-
• <D ..-. H .-.H <ll f-o •.-<0 ::I ::I ._,s._, S '0 S <DO$ t t> .., ..... <D "' ... .., 0$ ..... ..... s ..... 8 ..... -'+-< :) ::I 8 ..<::1 '1;l 







2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a. m. 




8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
1L 0 a.m. 
23. 80 59 56 
23. 79 59 56 
23.78 58 55 
23.79 58 54 
23.80 59 54 
23.82 59 56 
23.84 59 58 
23. 85 60 60 
23. 87 61 61 
23. 8!) 64 61 












56 55. 5 
56 55. 5 
55 54 








97 S. W. 12 
97 w. 1:l 
93 s. w. 12 
97 w. 14 
93 N. W. 12 
87 N. W. 6 
88 N. W. 4 
82 N. W. 5 
82 N. W. 4 
82 N. W. 4 
88 N. W. 7 
. 72 .. .. 
. 72 .. .. 
.72 .. .. 
.98 .. .. 
• 7:l .••. 
.18 ... . 
.08 .. .. 
.12 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.08 . .. . 
. 24 .. .. 
Fog ...... .. .. 
Fogo .... o 
Lio-ht fog . ·o· 
"o 
0 0 
HazJ ... ' (j 
0 0 
Hidden .... . . . 
Cirrus .. ... 1-4 0 ...... .............. ...... .. 
w. · ·· ··· ·· -- ··· ···· · ·· ······· · 
w. ·· ···· ·· ·· ···· ····· ····· ··· · 
w. ···· ······ ··· ··· ······ --··· · 
0 .. ........................ .. 
0 .......................... .. 
N. W. 
l12 .Olll ... 23.87 64 60 23.79 60 5R 
Summit of Mount J 1 0 p.m. 23. f6 64 63 23. 78 63 61 
Mitchell, N. C. 1 
88 N . 
89 N.W. 
HazJ · .. ' (j' 
Hazy .... .. . 
Cir., cum . . 3-4 
Cir., cum . . 3-4 
Cirrus. . . . . 2-4 
Cirrus ..... 2-4 
Cir., cum . . 2-4 
Cumu~us. _ 1-4 
Cumulus. -~ 3-4 
Cumulus .. 4-4 ~:;:1::::: ::::1::: :::::: 1 :: :1: :: : 
2 . 02 . .. . Hazy ....... Cumulus._ ::l-4 N. W. 12.04 p.m. 12.21 p.m .. 09 






... , .. .. 
I 
2 0 p.m. 23. 84 65 64 :23. 76 64 62 
3 0 p.m. 23. 8fi 64 60 23. 78 60 59 
4 14 p.m. 23. e3 62 61 23. 75 61 59 
I 5 0 p. m. 23. 85 61 58 23. 77 58 55 
1 








23. R7 60 
23. 87 60 
2[). 21 77 
29.21 77 
29.23 83 
~9. 18 86 
29. 19 tl6 




























10 0 p.m. 
10 39p.m. I l 12 Op.ru. 
f
. 7 Oa.m. 
7 7a.m. 
11 32a. m. 
Knoxville, '.renn. 1 2 0 p.m. 4 7p.m. 9 Op.m. 
~ tO 32 p.m. 
89 w. 
94 E. 
88 s. w. 
3 . 04 .... Hazy ..... .. Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W ............... .. .......... .. 
6 .1 8 .. .. Fog ..... . ... Hidden .. ........ .... .. .. .. .... . .. ....... 1 .... 1 ... . 
8 . 32 . ... Hazy ....... Cumulus .. 3-4 S. W. 
4 .0~· ·· · ~~zy .... .. . Ct~mulus .. 4-4 N.W.I .......... I .......... 1 .... ... .. 
8 . 32 .... lhmbus. 4-4 H1dtlen ....... ...... 5.35 p.m ............ 17 
82 N.W. 
100 N.W. 
~~ ~:;:: ~ :~~1: ::: 
75 N. E. 8 . ::!2 
64 N. E . 3 . 04 ... . 
69 N. E. 4 . 08 ... . 
69 N . E. 1 .01 .. .. 
81 N.E. 3 .04 .. .. 
81 N. E. 3 . 04 .. . . 
64 s. 4 . 08 110 
48 w. 8 . 32 .. . . 
56 N. W. 12 . 72 ... . 
90 E. 5 . 12 .. .. 
90 N. E. 6 . 18 .. . 
Nimbus 1-4 
0 0 








Stratus . 4·4 
Stratus . 4-4 
Strat-us _ 2-4 
Cumulus .. 4-4 N. W ...................... os
1 
.. .. 
Cumulns .. 4-4 N. W. .. . .. .. .. 7.14 p.m. . 01 .. .. 
Cumulus.. 3·4 0 !J.OO p.m ............. .. 
Cumulus .. 3·4 0 ..................... 03 .. .. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 0 ................... . . 01 .. .. 
Cumulus.. 1-4 0 .......... 11.05 p. m . . 02 .. .. 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 0 ... ....... .. .. ............ .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 E. - ................. -- ~ ...... .. 













der-storm in N. W. 
Tllreatening. 
Cloudy; thunder-
storm in E. 
Cloudy. 
Threatening. 
Cloudy ; t h u n d or· 
st'ms in N.W. & N. 
Cloudy. 






































Mcicorological?·ecord for June 24, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
· · I I · c -g; 'fiiERM. 5 IIYGROlll. ~ WJXD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OU SKOW. -~ ~ ~ . ~ --- 8 ---~ ::~ ~§ .g~ ~-d.~~ . ..:i""'~ ~ t-~e . ..;;'~ . .l'i'~~ ~ o,.;ss 
C.O :3 0 C) rg ~ ~ :a --a ~ ~ .9 -~ 5 ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ -~ I § . ~ ~ c b 
<:) s -5 ~ ~ ,!:2 ,!:2 :.:: 1) c ,.q ~ ~ >.'8 -d g -d 5 ~ 0 ~ s ' 1l g ~ § '@ 
a o « ~ .... "" ~ « <:) ~ ... "' ~ o ::l "' l'l s "' "' "' a '0 "' "' a.>"' ~ ~ ~ ~ ;... ~ 0 .::: C <lJ ;.. <lJ CO~ • ..., I" • ..., . ..., H 'H 0 j:l H ;... ..<:1 8 ~ <l Fl o A P" ~ A ~ ~P-l ~=l ~ <l ~ -1 A o Fl <Q 0 E-i 
Remarks. 
( 1 0 a.m. 23.87--;-~ 23. EO ~  ~--;- N. E. --:-- · 08 ... - 0 0 Cir., cum 2-4 -0-====.... .. .. Fair. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 23. 86 58 5~ '23. 19 fi4 52 87 W. 12 . 72 . .. - Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrus . . 1-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
3 0 n. m. 23. 8~ 58 44 23. 77 5-l 53 93 W. 10 . 50 .. . - 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ........... _........ . . . . . . . . Fair. 
4 On.m. 2:3.85 57 54 ,23.78 54 53 93 W. 10 .50 .... Lightfog ..... Cinus .. 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 23. 87 57 54 ;23. t:O 54 52 87 W. 12 . 7-J. . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cir., cum 2-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
6 Oa.m. 23.87 57 55 .23. 1:0 55 55 1LO N.W. 14 .98 .... Fog ........... Hirlden ....................................... Foggy. 
7 14 a.m. 23. 89 57 56 ;2:u!2 56 54 87 ~- W. 13 . 84 .. .. Light fog ..... Cirrus .. 3-4 N. W. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . Cloudy. 
I 8 Oa.m. 23.90 58 57 23. 83 57 55 87 N.W. 12 .72 .... Hazy ......... Cir.,cum 2-4 N.W ...... · ....................... Fair. ll Oa.m. 23.91 6L 60 1~3.83 60 56 76 N.W. 12.72 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus2-4 N ............................. Fair. 
j 
10 Oa.m. 23.93 li5 62 23.8-l G2 58 77 N. 12.72 .... Hazy ......... ·cumulus~-4 N.E ............................. Fair. 
11 0 a. ill. 23. 94 65 65 23. 1:!5 65 60 73 N. E . 4 . 08 .. .. Hazy ......... Cumulus 2-4 N. E . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
S ' t fM t 12 Om ... 23.93 (i5 U4 23.134 6-l 59 13 N.E. 2 . 02 171 Hazy ........ . Cumulus 2-4 N.E. ............................ Fair. tM:m Ill t N ocn L 0 p. ill. 23. 92 66 6:! 23. 83 63 59 78 N. E. 2 . 02 .. -- Hazy --- .. ---- Cumulus 3-4 N. E. .. -------- .. -------- --.. .. .. Cloudv. 
ltc e • .1: • • 2 0 p.m. 2:c~. 92 G5 G2 23. 83 62 59 83 N. 2 . 02 .. .. Hazy .. .. .. . .. C u. -strat 3-4 N . E. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloui(~. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 90 65 63 !'23. 81 63 59 78 N. 3 · 04 .. .. Hazy . .. .. .. .. Cu.-stmt 4-4 N. W. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . Threatening; distant 
I thunder-storms. 414p.m. 23.89 64 61 ,23.8L 6l 59 88 N.W. 2.02 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 N.\V ............................. Cloud.)-. 5 Op.m. 2:3.!JO 67 G1 2:j,81 6L 5!l 88 N.W. 8 , j;& .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 4-4 N.W ............................. Cloudy. 
I 
6 0 p.m. 23. 88 G6 63 23. 7!J 63 59 78 ~- W. 8 . 32 .. .. Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 N. \V. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . Cloudy. 
7 0 p.m. 23. b9 65 61 2!U!O 61 58 82 N'. W. 8 . :c~2 .. .. Hazy ......... Cumulus 2-4 N. W .......................... __ . Fair. 
R 0 p.m. 23. 89 G5 58 23. 80 58 56 88 N. W. 8 . 3~ .. .. Hazy . .. .. . .. . Cumulus 1-4 0 ............... _.... .. .. .. .. Fair. 
I 
9 0 p.m. 23. 90 63 57 23. c2 57 57 100 N. 12 . 72 .. .. Fog ........... lliddeu . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Foe-gy. 
I 0 0 p.m. 2j. PO !i4 57 ;J:U<2 57 57 100 N. W. 12 . 72 .. .. Fog ........... Hiddcu . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
103!lp.tu. 23.90 63 57 ~j-~2 57 57 100 N. 12 .72 .... Fog ........... Hi<ldcn ........ . ...................... ____ ... Foo·gy. 
ll:-2 Op.m. 23.90 G3 57 23.82 57 57 LOO N. W. 8 . 3~ .... Fog ........... llidden ....................................... Foggy. 
f 
i 0 a.m. 29. 28 72 69 2!1. 157 68 67 !J-l E . il . 0-l .. .. Fog .... ....... H. idden ................. __ ... __ ...... _ .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
7 7 a. m 20. 28 72 69 29. 157 68 67 94 E. 3 . 04 .. .. .Fog ........... IIidU.en . ................. __ . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ]'oggy. 
11 3~ a.m. 2!l. :~o 80 83 2!l. 155 8~ 74 67 S. E. 4 . 08 130 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. . •......•........ _.. . . . . . . . F:::ir. 
Knoxvillo, Tonn . \ 2 0 p.m. ~9. 23 83 89 29. 099 88 74 48 E. 4 . 08 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 ..... __ ......... __ ....... ~.. Fair. 








































J1Ietcom7ogiw7 1·cconl for Jime 2G, 1873. 
(Honr1y ousel'Yrttions.) 
. Tmnnr. J HYGROM.l wiKD. LOWER cLouDs. UPPER CLOUDs. I RAIN OR s~ow. 1:~ ~ /!- ~ 
~ •• • •• ..<:<. • P.,-0. 16 I-bn _ ~ rg rod 'g.§~;::: ob ~ -~~~~;...· ~ .-d 
c.;, ,.0 Q) ~ Q) p ~ p •r-1 ~ 0 c j-1 • .G- ~ ~ 1";:: 
S Q ~ 8 t:: ..o :C o ore ~ ~ ~-~ · ~ · ~ 8 E p. '" h o .9 l: _..., Q.._:=g ~ o 'g c ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~ ~~ g,A""" ~ -~ ~ ! 





- > s s 0 .,0 0 0 
s '0 ~g~ 
::l 0 
P-'i io u 
! 11~ i i !i il :~n n n;~ H ;1 : lL f~L~~~ :: 11:~E 0 .:·~ ·:·:~·:- :::· -·: : ~: 
5 0 a. n1. 23. 87 61 55 23. 79 55 55 100 ~- W. 1:1 • :i2 . . . . Fog....... . . . . Ridden __ .. _ .... _ ......... . _ ................. . 
G Oa.m. 23.87 Ul 58 23.79 58 53 70 N.R. 7 .24 .... Hazy . .... .. . . CuTus . . ~ l-4 0 -------------------· -- · ··-
714a.m. 28.88. 61 60 23. f.O 60 55 71 N.E. fi .IE .... Hazy ......... Cirrus . . 1-4 U .......... ----- ---- · .... . . . 
I 8 Oa.m . 23.90 6~ 62 23. 82 62 56 66 N.E. 7 .2•1 . .. . Hazy ......... Cir.,cnm 1-4 0 .... ..... . ....... ......... . 9 Oa.m 23.91 63 63 23. 8:3 63 58 72 N. 5 .12 ... Hazy ....... Cumu lus 1-4 N. - -------- ................ . 1000a.m. 23.93 65 64 23. 84 64 59 73 ~-E. 4 .08 .... Hazy ..... ____ Cunmlns
1
24 N . .••• .. .•.. .•• ••......•...•• . 1
1
1100a.m. 23.03 6(i 63 1, 23. 84 63 58 72 N.E. 5 .12 .... Hazy ..... . . .. Cumulns3-4N.W ............................ . 
12Om .. 23.02 65 64 23. 1<3 64 59 n N.W. 4 . 08197 Hazy . ....... . Cumulus, 3-4 N . ... ..... .... .. .. .. ........ . 
1 0 p.m. 23. 91 66 65 ,23. 6"2 65 59 68 N. \V. 8 . 32 . . . . Hazy .... _ . . . . Cumulus 2 '1 N. \Y .. .. .. ..... .......... ...... . 
Sum:mit of ~onnt ~ _ , , _ , . 
Mitchell, :N.C. 
1 










3 Op.m. ~3. !JO 68 fi2 '2.3.81 62 ;:,8 77 JS.E. 9 . 40 .... RH zy ......... Cumulus
1
3-4 N.E. -···· · ··· -·······- - -- -- -----
414p.m. 23. 891 G5 59 j28. 80 59 5() 82 N.E. 8 .32 .... Hazy ........ Cu.-strut 4-4 N.E. ...... .... .............. . .. .. . 
0 p. m. l Q3. 881 63 I 57 123. 80 
I 6 0 p. m. , 2:l. 88: fi2. 7 0 p. Ill. 23. 881 61 
I 
8 Op. ID. ' 23. 88 6l 
9 0 p.m. 23. 89 59 
1 0 0 p. m. 23. E9 58 
I I 0 39 p. Ill . 23. 88 5(i 
l 12 0 p.m. 2:3. 8!1 3G 
( 7 0 a. m. 29. 27 78 
1 
7 7 a. ru. 29. 27 78 
11 32 a.m. 2~. 28 E2 
Knoxville, Tenn . 2 0 p. m 20. ~4 86 
I 4 7p.m. 20.22 Sd !J 0 p.m . ~9 . 24' 83 
L 10 32 p . m. 29. ~4 ~ 80 
56 123. EO 
56 23. t:O 
52 '23. EO 
51 :23.82 
50 :23. 82 
49 23. 82 
48 -~::;. 82 
N :29.13:2 
74 :29. 1:32 
£() ::!{).130 
90 29.081 
91 i29. o;;G 
EO ,29. 089 
77 129. 097 
57 I 56 I 94 IN. W. 
56 55 I 93 
5G 56 1100 52 52 100 
5l 5l 100 
50 50 100 
49 49 nr.o 
48 48 100 
73 71 80 
73 1 11 no 
85172 50 E9 73 44 
90 76 49 
79 71 65 















.Oi:l l . .. . l Nirnbus ... l 2-4 
10 r· 501 .. - . 'I Fog- .. - .. . ' - .. -14 .98 ... . Nimbus .. - ~ 4-4 
1() 1.28 .•. . N1mbus ... 4-4 
14 .98 .... 1 ~imbus . . 4-4 18 l.G2 . .• . N1muns ... 4-4 
16 . 1.28 . ... Nimuus ... 4-4 
12 . 72 .... Nimbus ... 4 4 
3 . 04 . - - . 0 0 
3 . 04 . --. 0 0 
8 . 32 100 0 0 
8 .32 ... . 0 0 
12 . 72 . -- . 0 . 0 
~ 
1 
. 08 . . . . Stratus . . . l-4 
;s • 04 . . . . Sttatns . . . 1-4 
Cumutusl 2-41 N. E. I 4.20p.m. , ........ . 
. 23. ··-· 
ff~~1~l:~: :::::::::: -6.-4oi:>~~: -~~~~~:~: :~~ :::: 
Bicl<len ............... . .............. · .11 ... . 
Bidden ..... . .. .. .... -...... . . . . . . . . . . . 09 ... _ 
Hidd <"n ........ : ....................... 08 .•• . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 .. ~ _ 
Hidden .... ....... -······· ·- .. ... .... .. 09 ... . 
Cinus . . 2-4 0 .. - . .. . •..... _ ..... . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 .................... 
1
. _ .. 
1 
.. . _ 
Cumulus 2-4 E .......................... . 
Ci11ns. 1-4 N . E. ....................... .. . . 
Cumulus 1-4 N.E .................... __ __ ... . 
Hazy ___ ..... ... ..... . ..................... . 



















thnuder - storm in 
N.W. 
Light rain; distant 





































































.Meteoroloyical?·eco1·djo1· June 26, 187:3. 
(Horu·ly observation.) 
- I Q •• -I!YGROM . . ;:: WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. UAI~ OH S~OW. ·~ ~ :;) . 
s '- 0.., I=: 
-.-. ~ . . - I <:) I ' - ~1! I ..0 ~ ~ s ~ 
.o .o t>. ::; ...-:.· ..:: o · · ~=:;::l~l - ~ oS p 0 ~ ~ -~ -~ ~ :, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :3 ·s: § . ~ ~ s ~ 
:.. t> "' ·~ "' 0 .... "' I "~ ·~ s ·~ "' ·~ _.,.. 0 H 2 ... ~ .0 .0 ·;::: C5 0 :2 ;;.; 0' t>,;;: • ;:l I .,...; ~ 0 0 s I 8 ] ~ ~ ... :;:::: t>. C3 ~ ~ ~: 1 ~ ~ ::::::·8 '8 ° J ~ g 8 a.~ s res 0 S ::;,g Q ~"' ,p::; A ;> P..,p.. P.. ~ ~ <1 l:=:l ~ A o r=1 <1 o . ~ 
------l---l--l-1-l--1- l-l- l--l- l-l 1- 1---1- !--1---[ 
Knoxville, 
r 
1 0 a.m . 
2 0 n.111. 
I 3 0 a.m. 4 0 a. ru. 
I 5 0 a.m 6 0 a.m. 
7 14 a. 111. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
ll Oa.m. 
12 Om .. . 
1 Op.m. 
2 Op.m. 
::1 0 p.m. 
4 14 p.m. 
5 0 p.m. 
6 0 p.m. 
7 Op,m. 
I 8 Op.m . 9 Op.m. 
t 
10 Op.m . 
10 39 p.m. 
1:1 0 ill-
1
( ~ ~ ~: ~: 
11 32 a, m. 
Tenn. 2 0 p.m. 
4 7 p.m. 
9 Op.m. 
10 32 p.m. 
23. 88 55 
23. 88 55 
23.87 56 
23. 86 57 
2:1. 87 ;>7 
23.88 57 
23.90 58 
23. r-o 58 
23. 91 58 
23. 92 liO 
23.92 62 
23.91 til 
23, !10 61 
2:1.90 62 
23. 89 G3 
23. b8 59 
23.88 59 
23.87 59 
1!:3. 86 56 
2::1. 87 56 
23.89 57 
23. 87 57 
23.87 57 
23. t.6 56 
29.32 73 
29.32 7:J 
29. :.12 80 
29. 3(1 8 1 
29.28 &2 
29. 30 80 
29.29 77 
48 23. 81 48 48 100 E. 
48 23. 81 4t! 48 100 E. 
49 23. 80 49 49 100 E. 
51 :l3. 79 51 51 100 E. 
52 23. se 52 51 93 E. 
53 :23. tH 53 5:i 100 E. 
55 23. 83 55 55 100 E. 
!'i5 23. 83 55 55 LLO E. 
56 23. t'4 56 56 100
1
N. W. 
5fi 23. 84 56 56 100
1
N, W. 
14 · . 9a .. .. 
9 . 40 .. . . 
8 .32 .. .. 
s .32 .. .. 
6 .18 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
58 23. 84 58 57 94 N. W. 
58 23. 82 58 57 94 N. W. 
57 23. 82 57 56 94 N. 
58 2::1. 82 58 57 94 N. E. 










10 54 123. 81 54 53 93 E. 
53 23. 81 53 52 93 E. 115 
51 23. 80 51 51 100 E. 14 
51 23. 79 51 51 100 E. 20 
51 2:.1. 80 5 1 51 JflO E. 20 
51 23. 82 51 51 lOU E. 12 
51 23. 81 51 51 100 E. 12 
51 23. tO 51 5 1 100 S. E. 12 
50 23. 79 50 50 100 S. E. H 
71 29.193 70 6:.1 65 E. 8 
71 29. 193 70 63 65 E. 8 
79 29. 174 78 69 61 N.E. 6 
77 2!!. 1:>2 76 71 77 N.W. 12 
81 29. 132 EO 70 58 E. 12 
74 29. 157 7:.1 69 81 !:I. w. 12 
72 29.152 71 68 85 w. 4 
: e&1:::. 
. 02 
. 02, ... . 
. 01 .. . . 
. 01 185 
.0£ .. .. 
.01 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
. 50 .. . 
1.12 .. .. 
.YB .. .. 
2. 00 .. .. 
2. 00 .. . . 
.72 .. .. 
• 72 .. .. 
. 72 . . .. 
. 9tl ... . 
.32 .. .. 
32 .. .. 
. 18 194 
• 7:l .. .. 
. 72 .. .. 
.72 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog . ... .. . . .. . 
Fog ......... .. 
Light fog . .. .. 
Ligllt fog .... . 
Light fog ... . 
Light fog . .. . 
Light fog .. .. 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog ....... .. .. 
Fog ...... .... . 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog .......... . 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog ...... ... .. 
Fog .......... . 
Fog ........ .. 
l."og ..... . .. --· 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog ....... . .. 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
St.ratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Hidden .... . ..... ... ____ . .. . 12.28 a. m. . 03 .••. 
Hidden ...................................... .. 
Hidden ..................... ·-----·-· · ... . ... . 
Cirrus .. 3-4 0 ......................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 ......................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 3·4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden ... . . ... .... ..... ........... ..... ... .. . 
Hiclden ......... .. .. ..... ... ... ..... ..... .. .. . 
Hidden ....... ... .. ... ........ ......... ... .. . . 
Hidden .. ........ ·----···· · · -- - -- ··· · . . ..... . 
Hidden .......... ·---- ·· - · · ................. . 
Hidden ...... -- ............ . .... __ . __ . . _ ... _ .. 
Hidden . ...... .... . ....................... ... . 
Hidden .. __ . ....... ........ ... ..... _ .. . _ ..... . 
.Hidden . . .......... . __ . _ . _ ... _. __ .. _ ....... _ .. 
Hidden ... ...... •.. ........ . .......... ..... ... 
Hidden .... . ...... · ---·-·-·· ............. . ... . 
Hidden .................................... .. 
Hidden ..... ... .. .... .. .... ...... .... ........ . 
~~~~:~: :::: ·::·:: .~:~~~:~: :::::::::: :~~ .. .. 
Hidden . ... ........... .. .... ....... _ ... 12 ... . 
Cumulus 3-4 N.W ....................... .... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N.W ......... .................. .. 
Cn. &cir 2-4 0 ..................... .... .. .. 
Hidden .. ......... .. ........ ·-- -· ··-- · ....... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 




























































Metem·ologicalrec01·dj01· June 27, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ THERM. s I> 
k ~ 0 
$ ~ a;) --- a ~ p. 
Place o~ observa- I Po 8 -d 'g~ o.,... -d 
'oc:i 0 ~ tlOll. !3 p al ~~ a;) I> Q 0 ~ a z 2 A t: 
8 ..c:l ~ M 0 E-1 ~ Q 
Remarks. 
r ~ g~::: 23.86 511 50 23. 79 1 50 50 100j S. E . 8 . 32 . .. .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . .. ............. : :::::::::I::: : :::::~ : ~~ -··· Light min . ~3. 85 56 50 23.78 50 50 ~~~ ~ ss~· 8 3·J Nimlms . .. 4-4 Hidde u . .. Light rain. 0 3 0 a.m. ~3. 84 56 50 23.77 50 50 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. 
. ·•······· - ··-·· · ··- . OJ Lia:ht rain. 4 0 a.m. 23.85 55 50 23.78 50 50 100/S W 10 . 50 Fog ....... Cumulus .. 4-4 s.w. ... . ..... . 3. 25 a.m . . 01 Cloudy. ::0 5 0 a. m . 23. 85 54 51 23.79 5l 51 100 s.w. 11 . 60 Fog .. .... _ Cumulus .. 4-4 0 .................................... . ...... Cloudy. H M 6 U a.m. 23. 86 57 5 l :23.79 51 51 lOU S.W. 9 . 40 Fog . .. . ... Hidden . .. 
·s:-w: ................................. . ..... Foggy. l'lj I 714 a. m. 23. 86 56 52 23.79 52 52 100 :::;.w. 8 . 32 Light fog. Cumulus .. 4-1 ................. ................. . -- - Cloudy . 8 0 a. m. 23. H6 511 54 23 79 54 54 100 w. 7 . 24 Fog ....... Hidden ... .......................................... Foggy. rn 9 0 a.m. 23.87 ~7 57 ~3. 80 57 56 94 s.w. 4 . 08 :Fog ....... Hidden ... .......................................... Foggy. H j 10 0 a ru. 23. 87 58 58 ~a. s o 58 57 9~ s.w. 4 . 08 ~~~::::::: Hiddl'n ... .................. ............ .... ... ..... . Foggy . ·Q 11 0 a.m. 23. 86 59 57 ~3. 79 57 56 94 s.w. 4 . 08 Hidl1en ... ..... ....... ..... ..... .. .......... ...... I<'oJ!gy . z Summit of Mount, 12 0 m. 2:1 85 57 58 23.78 58 58 100 o.w. 4 . 08 214 .Fog ....... Hidden ... .............. . .. ........ . ..... ...... Foggy . > 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 0 p.m. 23. !>4 60 58 ~76 , ~ 57 94 s.w. 4 . 08 Fog ....... Hidden ... .................. . ........ .......... ....... Foggy . t'i I 1 2 Op.lll 23. 83 60 57 23.75 57 55 87 s.w. 2 . 02 F g ....... Hidden ... ............... .. .................. .. . ..... :Foggy. 0 I 3 Op.m. 2J. 81 59 59 23. 74 59 57 sa s.w. 2 . 02 ~~~::::::: Hidden ... ------··· · ---------· ..... . Foggy- l'lj 414 p. ill. 2:!. 20 1 59 57 23. 7:l 57 55 87 s.w. 2 • 02 H1ddeu .. . ........................................ l<'oo-cry. l'lj I' 5 0 p.m . 23. 77 57 57 23. 70 ~7 55 87 s.w. 4 . 08 .Fog ....... .Hidden ... ..................................... :Foggy. H 6 Op.m. 2:3.77 57 55 23. iO 55 54 93 o.w. 8 . 32 Fog ...... . Hidden ... . ........... .... ... . ........................ Foggy. 0 I 7 0 p.m. 2:3. 77 57 54 23. 70. 54 53 !J3 s.w. 3 . 04 ~~r::: Hidden ... ........................................... Foggy. M I: 8 o p.lll ~" I ~ 52 23.69 52 52 100 s.w. 14 • 9o Hidden .. . ................. ................... ...... Foggy . :0 I 9 o p. m 23. 76 57 5l 2:3.69 51 51 100 s.w. 14 . 98 Hidden . .. .................. .................. ..... Foggy . l10 0 p. m. 23.77 57 52 23.70 52 52 100 s.w. 12 . 7:! Hidden . . . .................. ---------- -·-· Foggy . 10 3P p.m. 23.77 57 5:2 23.70 52 52 100 W . 12 . 72 ¥~~::::::: Hidden ... ................... ................... ....... Foggy . 12 0 p. m. 23.75 , 57 52 23. 68 52 5::! 100 s.w. 8 . 32 Hidden ... . ................. ·--------- ..... Foggl . ( 7 0 a.m. 29. :n> 73 71 29. 170 70 67 85 w. 2 . 02 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... .................. ---------- ...... Clou y . I 7 7 a.m. 29.30 . 75 71 29. 170 70 67 135 w. 2 . 02 Stratu.s ... 4-4 Hidden ... .................. . ----- --- -- ...... Clourly . 
11 32 a. 111. 29.28 77 75 29. 143 74 68 72 w. 8 . :32 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... 






Meteorological ?'ecord jo1· Jun e 28, 1873. 
(Hourly observation.) 
~ TllEHM. I ~ llYGROM. I~ I WLXD. LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. 
~ :3 ·~ I 
.-d .-d 0 0 0 s s .~§£ ~ ~ ~ 
~ g ~ ~ ,c ~~ -~-- ;§-. ~ .& g ~~ ~ ~~ I t . 
0 ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ : ~ ~·g 
.§ C'l ....., v. 6 "' ~ J o ·- o .., e "' I ce -
I. RAIN OR SNOW. I·~~ ~ .;s. 
"'~=~ a:>§ 
"' 
""w So:> 0"0 S ~I -§ -<->0 
.-d §;;3 s <l) f-4~ 
s 
"' 
s~.,!:l"t:$ 0 ;:1 
I T~~l 111 0 slo"'~ <>1 q Q F:i "'ljOE-i 'c -;: 0 ..:: ~ I ..... " ::l .., •. :::; ·~ :.:: 0 g ., . t' 8 ~ ~ r=:l ::,.) q r- ~ A P. ~p.. P..q r'i~-· 23. 74 ~6 52 )2:!.67 52 52 ~8. W. ~ 1.28 .... 1-F_o_g-. . ------.' ·--· Hid(len ... ·--· ______ ·--·------ --------- · ---· ---· 
I 
2 0 a.m. 2:J. 7:! 55 51 ~ ~:Uj(j 51 51 1008. IV. 12 .72 .... Fog ....... ·--· H1dden ... ·--· -----· ·--·------ -------- .. __ __ ·-- · 
1
3 Oa. m. 2:.l. il 55 51 :23.C;; 51 51 1008. W. 14 .98 .... Fog .. ..... ·--· Hidden ....... ·--- - · · --·-----------·---··--··--· 
'1 011.111. ~3.70 5:> 51 2:.!.64 51 51 lOUS. W. 14 . 98 ... . Fog ....... ·- - · Hidden ...... . ---------·------·--------··--··--· 
'I 5 Oa.n1. 2:.!.70 55 51 1 ~3.C4 51 51 ' 1008. W. 12 .72 . ... :Fog . ...... ·--· Hiclde11. .. ·--· ·- -- .. ___ .. __ ___ ---------· ·--· ---· 6 Oa.m. 23.i0 55 51 23.04 51 51 1008. W . 14 . 981·--· Fog .. ____ _ .... Hidden·--·--··---------·--------------·---·---· 
1
714a.lll. 23.71 i 55 51 :23.u5 51 51 1008. IV. 14 .98j·--· :Fop; .. ..... - --· Hidden . ...... ·- ---··--·------------ ---· -- -·---· 
1 8 Oa.m. 2:l.'i01 55 5;l 23.04 52 52 100 W. 8 . 32
1 
. .. . Fog ... .. . . ·-- Hidden ... . ... ·- ----·--·---------------· - --· ... . 
11~ ~~:;: ~tn ~~ ~~ :~~:~: g~ ~: i~~ ~: 1~ :~g1:::: ~~~::::::: :::: li~~~~::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Snmmitof1'lfom1tl 12Om .. 2:1.70 5U 57 2~lC:J 57 56 94 W. 4 .081 213 Fog- ----··-- Hic1t1en .. ..................... _________ ........ . 
:hliicbe11,N.U. I 1 Op.m. 23.69 58 59 23. t:2 59 57 88 W. 4 .081 ... . Fog . ...... ·-- · Hidden ... ·--· ........... _____ ---------··--··--· 
I 
2 Op.m. 2:J.Iif.l ' ~8 to ;::!3.61 CO 58 88 W. 4 .081 ... . Hazy ....... .. Cumulus .. 4-4 W. · --·------ ·-------- .. -- .. ·-· 3 Op.m. 2:tG7 . 5!1 Cil 23.CO 61 59 88 W. 2 .02~·--· llazy ..... ·--· Cnmulus .. 4-4 W. ·-- ---- --· ----.--·--· ·--· .. ... 
414p.m. 2:3.6Ci : 5fl 58 2:159 58 57 94 W. 3 .04 .... Fog ..... . . ---· Ridden ... ·-- · ·----·· -- ·-----·---------··--·---· 
I ~ gf~:~: ~~:~~ ~~ g~ ~~:g~ ~~ ~g ~: , ;: ~ :~~:::: ~~~::::::: :::: ~t~g~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1
7 Op.1u. 23.64 ' 57 55 ;23.57 55 55 lOOS. W. 14 .98 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Bidden ... ·- - ··----· 620p.m .. _________ .09 . . . . 
I 8 Op.m. 2:~.05 1 57 :1~ 123 . 58 1 54 54 100 W. 11 .60!'- --· Nimbus . .. 4-4 Bidden ... .. ... ----··---- ·- -- · ·---·-·--· .05 ... . !I Op.m.
1
::3.65 . 5n 54 .23.59 54154 100
1 
W. 4 .08 .. . . Fog ....... .. .. Hiddcu ........ ___ __ ____ ______ 8.17p.m .. 01 . .. . 
1 10 Op.m. 23.()61 59 ::4 .:l:.l.59 154 54 100 W. 8 . 32J· -- · Fog ...... . ·-- · Bidden ... ·--··--------------· ·- -·------·--··--· t : :r~;;:~:: 1 ~~:~~ . ~~ ~~ !~:~~5 ~~ g~ ~ ~~ .N~. : J!i:::: [~t~~:~~: :~_~: ~i~~~~:~: ::~: :::::::::::::::: ::::::~:~: :::::::: 
fl 7 7n.m. !:9.091 7:.! 71 !:<f.l.t!C5 70 67 871 IV. 4 .08 .... 8trntus ... 4-4 Hidden ....... ·---- · Innight. Innight . . 04 ... . 'i ll:ma.nt 2!!.09 76 "t328. !l:i7 7~ 69 85 W. 9 .40 111 Stratus . . . 4-4 Bidden .... .... ·----·-------- .. --·-··------·---· KnoxYillt•,'l'cnn. 1 2 Op.m. :..!!1.05! 7!) 77 28.909 70 71 75 W. 7 .24. .. . Stmtus ... 4-4 Hidden .... .. ........ _____ ____ ., ____________ .... . I 4 7 p. nt. 2[). OJ\ 8J 81 1~R t'C4 EO 72 n 8. W. 6 .18. __ . Stmtus __ . 1-4 Cumulus .. 3-4 o 1115 a. m.11.15 a.m .. 01. __ . 




























































'l'HERM. 8 HYGRO~I. ~ 8 --- C'l ~ ~~ p. ;8 Place of observa- O>:l 
.£ ~ 
..0 .ci 
tion. ~~ <l) (!) 0-+-' ~ :3 ,.<::< 0 "t)0 s 0 cr. ..0 ..0 0 0 0 0 ....., e .s ~ r-. t-~ 'I: ~ ~ ;.., p: ~ p::l ~ 0 A u 
- -
- -
( 1 0 a.m. 23.65 59 54 23.58 54 54 
I 
2 0 a.m. 23. G4 58 53 23.57 53 53 
3 0 a.m. 23.63 5:3 53 ~3. 56 53 53 
4 0 a.m. 23.63 58 53 23.56 53 53 
I 
5 0 a. m . 23.63 57 5:3 2 :~. 56 53 53 
G 0 a.m. 2:~. 63 57 54 23.56 54 54 
7 14 a.m. 23.63 ;;7 54 23. 56 54 54 I 8 0 a. m. 23.64 57 55 23. 57 55 I 55 9 Oa.m. 23. 6.J 57 56 23.57 56 55 
10 0 a . m. 23. G4 ;;.:) 57 23. 57 57 56 
~ 11 0 a.m. 23. 65 GO 58 23. 57 58 56 
Summit of Mount 12 0 a. m. 23. 64 58 57 23.57 57 56 
Mitchell, N.C. , 1 0 p.m. 23. 62 60 GO 23.55 60 59 
I 2 Op.m. 23.60 58 59 23.53 59 58 I 3 o p. UJ. 23.59 GO 60 23.52 GO !i9 
4 14p. m. 2:'!. 58 58 58 23.51 58 57 
5 Op. m. 23. 58 59 58 2:l :11 58 58 I 6 Op.m. 23. 57 .59 5S 2:{. 50 58 58 7 Op.m. 23. 57 GO 56 23.50 56 56 
8 Op. m . 23. !i7 62 55 23.49 55 55 I 9 Op. m. 23. 57 ():~ 54 23.49 54 54 
1
10 Op.m. 2:158 ()1 54 23. 50 54 54 
10 39 p.m. ,_,. " I" 23.51 54 54 l l12 Op. m. 23. !i7 59 5~ 23.50 54 54 ( 7 0 a.m. 28. 98 75 72 28. 850 71 G9 I 7 7 a. m. 28.98 75 72 28. rl50 71 69 
11 32 a.m. 28.94 80 79 28.797 78 72 
Kno-s:·dlle, Tenn _ ~ 2 0 p. m. 28. 90 78 76 28.762 7;;i 71 I 4 7p. m. ,._"' I" ,. 28.759 78 72 9 Op.m. ~::> . 89 75 71 28.760 70 69 
l 10 32p. m . 28. 8G 75 71 2d. 735 70 68 
Mcteo?·ological ?'cconl for Jn11c 29, 181~. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR S::SOW. § 
.Ei. I ..0 P.,, <l). .;co~ (!)t' ~ ...., ... ~~ 0 ..;; ..;; .s-~ 1 . ->:l 0 •1'""4 ~ ~'-!>, :d •1'""4 :.:: !'< !'< 0 .g 00 (f)O' b~ ::l 1:1 "t3oE s d <:) oP (/)cr. ...;; 0 ...;; 0 -~g~ "' ......... or-. >:l <=l s '0 "Z ... -~ 0 .s s ;~ ;..,c.:> aj.-< ~ ~ 0 Q ~ A p,P.. A <!j -1 A u P'l 
- - --
- -
---- - - - ----
----
100 w. 8 . 32. --· Fog . .. . ... .. . . Hidden. ---- . ....... ----- ----- ......... . . .. ... 
100 w. 8 . 32 .--. l~'og .. . .... Hillden. 
100 N.W. 8 . 32 . - - - Fog.------ Hidden. 
100 N. W. 8 . 32 .... Fog _____ _ Hidr1en _ 
100 w. 8 . 32. -- · Fog .... . . . Hidden. 
100 w. 7 . 24. -- . Fog .... . .. Hldt1en. 
100 \Y. 7 . 24.-- Fog .... · .. . llit1den _ 
100 w. !) :~y: ~~~:: : :::: Hidden_ 94 W. 7 Hidden. 
94 w. 4 . OB --- Fog . .. . ... H ichlen. : :~::::::: es w. 3 . 04.--. l!'og. __ __ -- Hidden. 
94 s.w. 2 . 02 158 Nimbus . : . 4-4 Hidden. 11.10 a.m. 
94 s.w. 4 . 08 ·--. Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hi<h1en . 
94 s.w. 8 . 32 ·· - · Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden_ 
94 s. 8 . 32 . ~ .. Fog ....... . ... Hidden_ 
-- -· -- --- - ----- ----· 
2.25 p . m. 
94 s.w. 12 . 7;l Fog .... . .. H idden. 
100 S.E . . :3 3·) Nimbus . __ 4-4 Hidden. 4.30p. m . 
1CO s. E. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hir1den . 
100 S.E. B . 32 
----
Fog. ___ ___ 
---
Hidden_ 
--- - ------ ---- --- -- -
_6.15p. m. 
100 s. E. 8 . 32 Fog ... . ... H idden. 
100 S.E. 12 . 72 Fo.~ -----· Hidden. 100 S.E. 8 . 32 Fog ....... Hidden _ 
100 S.E. 12 . 72 Fog ....... Hidden. 
100 8. E. 12 . 72 ~~i~t~;; : ~ ~ Hidden_ ii:4o -a-.~: 90 w. 3 . 04 4-4 Hidden. l UiO a. m. 
!:lO w . 3 . 04 
·- -
Stratus . . 4-4 Hidden. 12.10 p. m. 1.30 p.m. 
75 s. 4 . us 100 Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 
79 0 0 0 .... - Stratus . .. 3-4 0 0 0 -- -- -----· ·- ------ --
73 s.w. 4 . 08 
-- --
Nimbus ... 4-4 lli<1c1en . ·--· -·- ---
92 0 0 0 
--- -
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 4.45 -p. m . 5.15 p.m. 
90 s.w. 2 - 02 
---
Stratu s . _. 4-4 Hidden 11.30p. m. 
I 
·~ ~ r-. ;...g .v....: ;..>(ii 
~:r.. <l)Cl:> 
0"0 
§~ 2E sd 
os ~~ ~s E=1 
-
---- .. .. 
--~--- -· . . . . 
. 37----



























Foggy . . 
Heavy rain. 




Light. ram . 















































( ~ g ~: ~: 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 Oa.m. 
6 0 a. 111. 
I 
714 a.m. 
t! 0 n.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
j 10 Oa.m. 11 0 a.m. 
Summit of Mount) 12 0 m ... 
.Mitoholl, N.C. 1 1 0 p.m. 
I 




5 0 p.m. 
6 0 p.m. 
7 0 p.m. 
I 8 Op.m 9 Op.m· 
llO 0 p. m 10 39 p.m 12 Op.m· 
r 7 0 a.ru· 
J 
7 7 a. m· 
tl 32 a. m· 
ltnoxvillo, Tenn.\ 2 0 p. m· 
l 4 7 p.m. 9 0 p.m. 10 32ll- m. 
Meteo1'ological1·ecm·d fo1' June 30, 18i3. 
(Hourly observation.) 
. · I I ::I·· ~ llYGROM. :::l WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. HAJN 01~ SNOW. ·r.; ~ ~ . 
a ___ § . .:~~§ 
~ ..:;; . ~ ~ .0 .0 ..:; ,:, l'i ~..: I ~ ~ .; . . ~ ~~ :.d 0 ~ 8 s ~ c:J ~ <:) +-ol - - a) ...... c -~ ~ ::::3 > ~ ~ ~ o ..... I ~ ~ ... o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '"' 2 ~ .; ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~i .0 ~ .0 g t ;; § . s .g g ~ ~ ~-~ ::::; ~ ; t- ~ ~ -~ ~ CJ ~ t 8 ~ .s 8 .8 s -~ .§.~ s rg s ~ 1 "0 
'l'llERM. 
Remarks. 
l=Q <1 ~ o R ~ ~ A ;> P.1P-t p, ~ ~ <1 ~ <1 A 8 ~ <1 ° E-i 
































58 53 23. 47 53 
58 52 :!3. 47 52 
55 51 23. 46 51 
56 51 23. 44 51 
57 52 23. 44 52 
57 52 23. 44 52 
57 52 :!3. 44 52 
57 53 23. 4:~ sa 
57 53 2:1. 42 53 
56 5-I 23. 42 54 
56 54 23. 42 54 
56 55 23. 42 55 
56 56 23. 41 56 
5o 5ts 23. 42 58 
GO 55 23. 41 55 
56 54 23. 39 5-l 
56 54 23. 40 54 
56 53 23. 42 53 
57 52 2:3. 44 52 
57 51 :?3. 44 51 
56 52 23. 47 52 
56 52 23. 49 5'& 
57 52 2:!. 50 52 
55 51 23. 51 51 
74 70 28. 682 (i9 
74 70 2c!. 682169 
74 74 28. 672 73 
75 70 :!c!. 680 ()!) 
76 73 28. 697 72 
74 67 2d. tH21 66 
73 66 28. 8-2;; ti5 
53 100 S. E. 
52 100 S. E. 
fil 100 s.w. 
51 100 S. E. 
52 100 S. E. 
52 100 E. 
52 100 E. 
53 100 E. 
53 lCO E. 
54 100 E. 
54 100 E. 
:i:J 100 S. E. 
56 100 s.w. 
57 !l4 w. 
55 100 w. 
5-1 100 N. W. 
54 100 1 1~. w. 
53 1001N. W. :"2 lOON. W. 
51 100 N. W. 
52 lOON. W. 
52 100 N. W. 
52 lOJN. W. 
51 l CO N. W. 
68 95 E. 
68 95 E. 
71 90 s. 
67 90 "\V. 
70 90 S.E. 
63 84 s. 
63 89 w. 
~~ ill :~ l!lbn•!!: 4_4 ~ ~~~~~ :I! :1:11 10_12:~m~ :1:1::~~~ !31 ~~ 
12 _ 72 266 Nimbu• --- 4-4 1 Bid<l'n--- --- ------ ----------- -- -------. ·" · -- -~~ ':~~ :::: ~~~ ::::::: :::: :::n~~:~:: :::: :::::: ::::::::::~.~~-:~-~--~~ ---~~ .... 
16 1. 28 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. .... .... .. 2.40p.m ............ 12 
18 1. 62 .... Fog ........... Hi(1den.. .... ...... .... .. .. .. 3.45p.m .. 09 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. .. .. ...... 4.45p.m.: .......... 06 .. .. 
lt! I. 62 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden.. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 06 .. .. 
ij J~ ~ ~~E/ 44 i!ii~! U H; iHC -ET 03 :~ 
7 . 24 .... Nimbus ... 4-4- Hidclcn.. .. .. .. .. .. 7. OQ a.m. . .. .. .. .. . . 90
1 
.. .. 
12 . 72 115 Skatus .... 4-4 Hidden ................. .'.... 2.40p.m ....... .. 
8 . 32 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ...................................... .. 
•J • 08 .... Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden ................................. 96 
6 .It! .... Stratus ... . 1-4 0 0 0 5.10p.m. 6.15p.m ..... 
1 
.. .. 











H ea\7 Y ram. 












































Mete01·ological1·ecoTCljo1' July 1, lSn. 
(Homly observations.) 
~ TBERM. s HYGROllf. ~ t 0 8 ].: --- ~ ---0 
Place of o'Lserva- j ... -d ~ ... ~ ~. o.9 .e 
.-d ~ <l)t> tion. """"' <l) <l) cu2 0 ool s ~ ~ '<3<l) ,.0 .;:;·,.. cu~'- Q 0 0 ,.0 ~ -~ e ~ ~ t: p., ""' 0 0 C<l ~ 0 A ~ H j:q ...j P'l (,) ~ 
WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. .s li ... ~8!d 
.-d '+-<oo<l)«! d I~Tt §~I 0.,..; s <ll :S ~ 5 ~& > ~- ..; ..; ~§ ~2 0 s, Remarks. .. .. ·.:::;·;;:s- ..0 g~ ~&' Q ~~ ~(/]~:a ..0 0 .-d 0 8 <l) <ll 0 0 ~00 8 8 8 a;"' ... - ;.....a;,~ ....... 0 ~ 8 ~ 8 -~.§~ 't:l i5 Q) Q);... C) ~r"""'' ~ 0 .. ~ ~ tro 1:> p, :l, p, l ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 P'l 
- - -------------
( 1 0 a.m. 23.58 54 51 23.52 51 51 100 N.W. 20 2.00 .... Fog .... 
·····-
Ridden .. .... ........ . ........... ............ . .... ...... ll'oggy. 
l 
2 0 a,m. 23.58 55 50 23.52 50 50 100 N.W. 18 1.62 .... Fog ... .. Ridden .. Fogp:y. a 3 0 a.m. 23.59 54 50 23.53 50 50 100 N.W. 20 2.00 .... Fog ... .. Hidden .. Foggy. ::q 4 0 a.m. 33. iiO 54 50 23. 54 50 50 100 N.W. 20 2.00 .... Fog . .... Hiclclen .. Foggy. H 
I 
5 0 a.m. 23.62 53 50 2~. 56 51 50 lOO N.W. 18 1.6:! .... ]'og ..... Hidden .. Foggy. tr:l 6 6 a.m. 23.64 53 50 23.58 50 50 100 N.W. 20 2.00 .... Fog ..... Hidden .. Foggy. 1-:rj 7 H a. m :.!3. 66 . 53 50 23.60 50 50 100 N.W. 15 1.12-- .. Fog ..... Hidden .. Foggy. 
I 8 Oa.m. 23. 6d 53 51 23.62 51 51 100 N.W. 15 1.12 .... Fog . .... Hidden .. Foggy. l/2 9 Oa .rn. 2~. 70 53 51 22.64 51 51 100 N.W. HJ 1.80 .... Fog ..... Hidden .. Foggy. H I lO 0 a.m. 23.73 54 53 23.67 53 51 86 N.W. 12 • 72 .... Hazy .... Cumulus 2-4 N.W, Fair: Q 
S=mit of Mount 1 Ll 0 a.m. 23.75 54 55 23. G9 55 52 80 N.W. 24 2. 88-- .. Hazy .... Cumulus 2-4 N.W. Fair. ~ 12 Om ... 23.76 54 59 23.69 59 55 76 N.W. 12 . 7iM14 Hazy .... Cumulus 2-4 N.W. Fair. ~ Mitchell, N. C . 1 0 p. Dl. :.!3. 80 Ill 62 2~: 72 62 56 66 N.W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy .... Cir.,cum 2-4 N.W. Fair. t"" I 2 0 p.m. 23.82 64 62 23.74 G2 56 66 N.W. 8 .32 .... Hazy .... Cir., cum 2-4 N.W. Fair. 0 3 0 p.m. 23.83 65 65 23.74 65 59 68 N.W. 4 . 08 ... . Hazy .. . . Cir., cum 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. 1-:rj 
I 
414 p.m. 23.83 63 62 23.75 62 57 72 N.W. 8 .32 .... Haz.v .... Cirrus ... 3-4 N. W . Cloudy. 1-:rj 
5 0 p. n: , 23. 84 63 63 23.76 63 58 72 N.W. 2 .02 .... Hazy .... ~~mulus 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. H 
fi Op.m. 2:1.84 62 60 23.76 60 58 88 w. 8 .32 .. :. Hazy .. . . Curus ... 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. a tr:l 
l 
7 Op.m. 2:t 83 60 58 23.75 58 54 76 W. 12 . 72 ---- Hazy .... Cirrus ... 2-4 0 Fair . f:l 8 0 p.m. 23. fl3 61 54 23.75 54 53 93 W. 16 1.28 .... Hazy .... C irrus ... 2-4 0 :Fair. ' 9 Op.m. 2~. 85 59 54 ::lJ. 78 54 52 87 s.w. 18 L 6~ .... Hazy .... Cirms ... 1-4 0 Fair. 
I LO Op.ru . 23.85 58 53 :!3. 78 53 52 9:l s.w. 18 1.62 .... 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. LO 39 p.m. ::?3. 86 58 54 23.79 54 52 87 s.w. 16 1.28 .... 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. l 12 0 p.m. 23. 86 57 53 23. 7!-) 53 52 g:J s.w. 16 l. 28 .. -- 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
( 7 0 a.m. 29.09 71 67 28.970 66 65 94 s.w. 0 0 . ... Fog ..... ......... Hidden .. 
--- · ------
. ................. .................. . .... . Foggy. 
Knoxville, Tenn .1 
7 7 a.m. 29.09 71 G7 28. !:!70 66 65 94 0 0 (\ Fog ..... Hidden . . . 01 Foggy • 
ll 32 a. m- 29.15 76 79 29.017 78 70 65 w. 8 . 32 120 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 s.w. Fair. 
2 0 p.m. 29.16 7D 83 2D. 019 82 69 49 s.w. 12 . 72 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. 
------·-·· ---:-·····- ...... .... . ]'air. 
I 4 7p.m. 29.16 79 86 29.019 85 72 50 s.w. 8 . 32 ---· 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. .................. .... ......... ..... ..... . .. ..... Fair. 9 0 p.m 2D. 17 78 77 29. 0321 "16 73 86 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 . ................. ............. .. .. . ---- ..... . Fnir. l 10 32p.m. 29.19 77 74 29. o54 n I 7o 85 s. 1 . 01 
-- --




c • .---, 
l>Jaco of o\.lsrrvn-
t ion. 
Meteorologicu l1'eCol'll jor July 2, 1873. 
(Ilourly ol.Jscr...-ations.) 
. -----~ I · I I ~ ~ .... ~ 'l'llEUU. ~ IJYGUOM. ,2 Wl);D. LOWEll CLOUDS. Ul'l'Ell CLOUDS. RAIX OR S:SOW. ,.@ j:!: 0 • ~ ~ 8 >-g~; 
$ :i ~ -. ~;..; ----:--::- .E ~· . l"'·· lo...: jo I . I O:tll~ :ci ,'¢~ S S 0 o +J "C! rd n>..S :2 - c.,c- § ~ ~ -~ p · ...:i ~ c ~=; Q ..P~ o 
- ·- Q) ~ Q.) ~ C) - ::s ;... .,..., ......... ~ 0 I ~ . ~ ~ ;:::: ·~ ·~ I 0 . ~....... ,.... C;.-, ~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~ .5' ~ ] ~ .s -: ~ ~ ~-~ <d g .g 5 ~ ~ ~ § :g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c;s - ~ 8 t !;> 0 , _, (.) C:.. ;... "-' I 0: ~ ,!3 I F'l • .-< S m -'o-. 0 q ll'l h ~ 
__ A __ __::___ ~ ~ .::!..__ __::___ _::_ 1~ ~ ~ ~,p., ~='-(74 ~ .~--~--~A __ __ o __ . __ ~_-__ i<!l c ~ 
( I I oa.m. 2:l.::<3 56 53 23.78 53 52 93 S.W. 20 :!.OOj···· 0 I 0 0 0 0 .......... ! ................ .. 
1
5 g~::: ~~: ~j g~ gj ~j:~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~:~=: i~ i:~~~ : ::: . g g Cil~us .. 1~4 g :::::: ::::1:::: ::::::: ::::: :: 
~ 0 a.m. ;!3. 85 37 54 ~3. 78 54 53 93 S. W. 20 ;l. 00 .. .. 0 0 Cinus . 1-'1 0 .. .. .. .. . .. .. ...... .. .. 
I 
5 Oa . . m. 23.8i 57 34 23. 80 54 5:l 93 S.\V. 16 1.~8 1 -- -· 0 0 C~rrus .. 2-4 0 ........ ...... .. .. ...... 
1 
.. . . 
a.· 0 :1. m. 23.l:'8 57 5~ :13. tl .l 54 53. 93 s. IV. 16 1. 281. ... 0 0 CllTUS . . 1-4 0 ......... .. ............ .. .. . 
7 J.J n.. m.l 2:J. !JO :'l8 55 :.!3. 83 5:> 53 87 W. 12 . 72.... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. W ..... . . . . 
!J 0 a.m. 2:3.94 no. 65 :.!:!. 86 !i.> :.iS 88 ~- W . 12 . -~~ .... Hn.zy ......... Cumulus 1-4 N. W . ......................... .. I 
8 0 n. m.l 2a. 9~ 58 60 :.!:!. 85 CO 5.) 71 \\. 9 . 40
1
.... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N . W . ...... .... ............ .. 
1 
.. .. 
10 0 n. m. 23.95 !i3 !itl :!:!. 87 6tl J uO <..0 W. 4 . Ot>1 .... Hnzy ... ...... Cumuln8 2-4 W . .. .................... .. 
I
ll 0 n. lU 23. !)6 (jj 68 :.!:l. 87 68 G L G3 w. 4 . oa; .... Hnzy .. . .. .. .. Cu.-strnt ::l-4 w. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . "I' ... 
12 0 m .. 23. !l6 li7 69 :23.87 G9 Gl 61 ~- W. 8 . :J21 281 Ilnzy .... ... .. Cumulus 2-4 X. W .......................... .. 
!=; • f 11 t I I 0 p. m, 2:!. !l7 70 7:! 12:3. 87 7:1 G2 fl4 !.N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. llnzy .. . .. .. . . Cumulus ::1-4 0 .......................... .. ~ t~nmtt 01 oun ~ 2 011. n1. 2:3. !J71 !i7 7:3 :23.88 7:3 u3 I 54 S.W. 4 • 08 .... llazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 0 ........................... . Jl1Hebt.> I, N. C. • I 3 Op.m. 2:1.96 67 (j(j !:2:!.87 GG GO GS S.W. 2 .02 .... Hazy ........ . Cumulus 3-4 S.W. , . ......... , .......... ........ .. 
I 
.J14p.m 95, G"' 66 ,23.86 66 GO 68 \V . 8 .32 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 S.W. , .... ... ...................... .. 
5 0 p. rn. 23.941 65 62 23. !'15 62 58 77 S.W. 12 . 72.. . . Hazy ....... .. Cumulus 3-4 S.W ........................ . 
I 
6 0 p . m . 23. !J3 !i4 62 :23. 85 li:1 GO es S.IV. 10 . 50 .... Ilnzy .. ....... Cumulus 3-4 S.W ..... .... .............. . 
7 011. m. 2:3. 931 6::! 60 2:!. !'15 GO 58 ti8 S.IV. 12 . 72 .... Hazy . ....... . Cnmulus 2-4 S.W ....................... .. 
8 0 p.m. 2:3. 9:J Gl 5b 1:Z:l fl5 5t: 5G ii8 S.W. JG l. 2tl .... llnzy ......... Cumulus 2-4 s.·w ....................... .. 
I 9 0 1.). m. 23. !J4 G3 5. 7 i '.~3. 86 57 5. !i.· 94 S. W. 14 . !J8. ... II. n.zy . .. .. .. .. Cumulus 1-4 S . W ................ . .......... .. 10 0 p .m. 23.94 G4 58 23. 8G 58 57 9:3 S.W. 8 . :.52.... IIazy .... ·j· ... Cumulus 1-4 S.W ......................... .. .. Hl30 p. 111 . 23. !J4 G4 57 .:.!3. Eli :J7 36 I tl4 S.W. 8 . 32 .... llazy ......... Cumulus 1-4 S. IV ......... .. ................ .. J:.l 0 p.m. 23. r2 61 3li 2:1. 84 !';6 :i5 !l:l :3. W. 16 1. 28 .. .. llazy .. .. . .. . . Cumulus 1-4 S.IV ............ .. ............. .. 
I 
7 0 a.111. 20.:281 75 7•1 .:20. 14!1 73 71 !JO 0 0 0 .... Ilazy .... . .. .. o o o .......................... .. 
7 7 n. m . 2!1. ~ii 75 7•1 29. 1~9 73 71 90 0 o 0 . . . . Haz.v . . . . . . . . . 0 o 0 ..... .... ..... . ............ . 
• . 11 32 a.m. 2!l. :H 1:::! 84 1:!!1. u;o t13 74 !i·l R.I'V. 9 .10 128 llazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 S.W ........... .. .......... . 
l\.noxnlh', Tonn . \ 2 0 p . 111. :.!!l. 30 .. 82 ti7 .. :..l!J. 14!l 86 7·1 5;1 S. W. 1:2 . 721 .. -- ~ Ilazy ......... Curnulus 1-4 i::i.,V ........................... .. 
1 4 7 p.m. 2!l. 2~· \ 85 !:!8 ::.!!l. O!J·l ti7 7!J 55 8."\V. 13 . 84 . .. 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 S.W . . ..................... --~· ... 
















uer-storm inN. E. 
Cloudy; dist'nt tllun-
dcr-storm in E. 
Cloudy; dist'ntt.bnn-

























































Meteorological?·ccordfor July 3, 1873. 
(Ho\uly observations.) 
-.I J~ - HYGRO~I.j. ----=-- .,., "I"' . IJ., 
15 rd 'g_s ~ ~ ~ t: § -~ ~ ;::~ ~ . 
..<:1 <l:> ..., <l:> p ~ ;........ ..... 0 c '"' . t' 
g ~ ~ ,a : ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~-8 ~ ~ ~ c Q.) ~ .~ Q.) @ ~ ~ 1·2 ~ 
WL.'ID. THEHM. LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. 
I~ lg~'T 
I 1 I ...;; ...;; 
§ ~ f; 8
s -~g.§ >:l 1':1 
~ ~ "1 A 
RAIN OR SNOW. ·§ p: ~ . 
~ g .p ~ 
.0 ~cn~Q.) c.-o S S 
-@ ~~ 0 .,_,1 
s .0 ~ Q) 8 ~ 
8 Cll 0 s '"'ctl '0 s. <D 'O 
0 1':1 "10~ u ri1 
----::!__ ~ ~ _e_ .!_ ."i _e__ p. ~ p., '"'le_ 
2 0 a.m. 23 90 60 57 23. fi2 57 56 94 N. W 16 I. 28... Li"'ht fuo- .... Cumulus 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
Remarks. 
( 1 0 n. m. 23. !J1 60 56 23.83 56 55 93 S. W. 16 1. 28 ... - ~ 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 S. W-1· .................. . -... -... Fnir. 
I 
3 o a.m. 23:90 tiO 56 23.82 56 55 D3 N. w 16 l. 28.. . L1ght rolr: . . . Cnmu1us I-4 o ................... . ........ 1 Fair. 
4 0 n. m. 23. 90 60 5.i 23. 82 55 54 !J3 N . W Hi 1. 28[ . . Ligbt fog.. . . Cumulus 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
I 5 0 n. m. 23. 90 5!1 55 ~3. 83 55 55 lOO N. r. W. ~ti l. 28
1 
.... Fog . . . . . . . . . . . Hidden ... . ...................... . ..... .. .... ·[ Fogg_y. 
6 0 n. m. 23. 92 60 56 23. 84 56 5G 100 N. W. :iO 2. 00 . . . Fog . . . . . . . . . Htdden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foggy. 
I 7 14 n. m. 23. 94 W 56 23. 86 56 56 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 ... Fog . . . . . . . . . . . Hi(1c1en . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foggy. 8 0 n. m. , 23. 95 GO 57 23.87 57 57 lGO N. -.v. IG 1. 281 . . Fog ........... Hidden ......... . ..................••......... Foggy. 9 0 a.m. 23.95 62 62 23. 87 62 5!l t!3 N. W. 1~ . 841... IInzy. .. . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. W .................... . ... .. ... Fair. 
10 0 n. m. 2~. !16 62 62 23. 88 62 59 83 N. \v. 10 . 50 . . . . Hazy.... . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
11 0 a.m. 23. 95 65 67 2:J. 86 67 62 74 N. IV. 8 . 32 . . . Ilaz~·... . .. . . . Cumulus 2-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
Snmmitofl\IonntJ \12 Om ... 113.96 66 66 23.87 66 61 73 N.W. 2 .02 2711Hazy .... . . . .. Cumt.1lus 3-4 N. IV .... .. ................... .. .. Clou.dy. 
Mitchell, N.C. I ~ 0 p.m. 23. !l4 67 65 2:3. 85 ~5 ~1 ~~ N. W. 2 . 02, .... Hazy... .. . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. W ....................... ... ... l~a!r. 
N 0 p.m. 23. 93 67 G9 23. 84 h9 64 7;.> W. 1 . 01 .... Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N . W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] a1r. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 94 G9 69 ~3. 84 69 62 65 S. "7· 4 . OS .... Hazy.. ... . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]'air. 
II 4 14 p.m. 23. 94 73 72 :!3. 84 72 62 54. N. W 4 . 08 .... Hazy.. .... . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N. W . ... ..... ~ ....... ; • . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 5 0 p.m. 23. !13 72 70 23. 83 7J ~~ 61 W. 4 . 08 . . .. Hazy .. . ....... Cumulus 2-4 W. . ........................... ]'air. 
I 
6 0 p.m. 23. 93 71 69 23. 83 li9 (i;> 8J N. W. 4 . OS .... Hazy... . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. W ... ... .. . ....... . ............. ]'air .. 
7 0 p.m. 23.92 67 62 :!3. 83 62 58 77 W. 4 . 08 .... Hazy .......... Cnmulus 14 W. . .... .... ...... . . ... ........ Fair. 
8 0 p.m. 23.91 G4 59 2:l83 59 57 88 N. W. 4 . 08 .... Hazy. ..... . .. Cnmulus 1-4 N. W .......................... ... Fair. 
I 
9 0 p.m. ~3. 92 67 59 23. 83 59 59 lOO W. 7 . 24 .... :Fog·. ...... . . . . Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Foggy. 
10 0 p.m. 23. 94 68 59 il3. 84 59 58 94 W. 1~ . 7:2 .... LigM foo-.. . . . . 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
10 30 p.m. -23.93 67 58 :23.84 58 57 !:i4 W. 4 . 08.... 0 '"" 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .. . .. ......... . .. ..... .... . ]'air. 
l 12 0 p.m. 23.92 65 57 ~:l. 83 57 56 94 W. 16 1. 28 .. . . Lio·bt foo·.. . . . . 0 I 0 0 .......... · ......... · . . . ... - Fair. 
( 7 0 a . m. 29. 33 79 75 \!9. 187 74 71 t!:'i S. W . 4 . 08 . . . . "' 0 " 0 · 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
I 7 i'a.111. 29.33 79 75 ;29.187 74 71 85 S.W. 4 .08... 0 0 0 0 0 ............. . ... .... . . . .. . . Clear. 11 32 a.m. 29. 29 8,1 86 29. 1::>5 83 7'1 60 ~- \V. 8 . 32 149 o 0 Cnmulus 1-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
KuoxYillc, Tenn .. -; 2 0 p.m. 29.25 S6 S!J 
1
29. 001 88175 52 1 S . 12 . 7:! . . . . o I o Cnmnlus 1-4 S. W . . .... ...... .. . .............. Fair. 





























Summit of Mount J 
Mitchell, N.C. l 
I 
1 0 11. ru. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 U a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
l1 0 a.m. 
12 Om .. . 
1 Op. m. 
2 0 }J. ru. 
3 Op.m. 
4 14 p.m. 
5 0 p.m. 
6 Op.m. 
7 Op.m. 
8 0 p.m. 
9 0 }l.lll 
10 0 JJ.m. 
10 39p. m. 
12 0 p m, 
{
( ~ ~ ~:~: 
l132 a.m. 



































Meteorological1·ccord for July 4, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
I. I I I 1~...: 1 - I --~ 
uYGROl\1.1] WIND. LOWER ~ouns. u:.;. ___ ~-- _ 
1 1 
h "' , ~ ci 
' . . riCo~ :.d ~ i ~ g ~ I ~ 1.~ -~ I 8 ~ +-> a 8 
.a I ~ I~ I ~ I:;~ I ~ ~ lb:a I ..;:; I g t- <1) Q3 -~ 'Q3 Cl) ~ <1) ·c.:~ .. e s 
A ~ ~ . 0 t> ~a., Po :::l t-<l ""' <q - I~ 
































56 23.82 56 
56 2J. 8~ 56 
57 23. 80 57 
58 23. 81 58 
58 23. fl2 58 
57 23. 8~ 57 
58 2:~. 83 58 
59 ~- 83 59 
59 23. 85 59 
64 23. 84 64 
69 23.84 69 
68 23.82 68 
70 23.81 70 
72 23. 8~ 72 
iO 23.81 70 
70 23. !lO 70 
67 23. 79 67 
65 2:3. 7il 65 
63 23. 78 63 
6;2 23.78 62 
61 23. 7!3 61 
61 23. 78 61 
uo 23.77 60 
60 23.77 60 
77 29.134 76 
77 29.134 76 
87 29. 103 86 
90 29. 046 89 
!!1 29.036 90 
g2 29. 036 81 



























93 18. w. 93 s. w. 
94 w. 
















LOO S. W. 
94 s. w. 
94 ,8. w. 
94 w. 
61 s. 
81 18. w. 81 s. w. 
75149 s. w. 76 49 s. w. 



































. 32 .... 
. 72 ..•. 
1.28 .. .. 
1.12 ... . 
.98 .. .. 
.72 .. .. 
. 84 ..•. 
I. 2il ..•. 
. 72 ... . 
.40 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
0 197 
. 08 .. .. 
.:i2 .. .. 
.18 .. .. 
.1!3 .. .. 
. 32-- .. 
.32 .. .. 
.50 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
-72 .. .. 
1.62 ... . 
1.28 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.04 .. .. 
.04 .. .. 
. 32 115 
.72 .. .. 
.72 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.18 ... . 
0 I o 0 
Light fog .... . 
Fog ....... ----
Fog ..... .. 
Light fog. 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ......... ---
Fog . .... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ......... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ........ .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 





Fog .... .. 
Hazy ..... ----






Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .................. : . .. .. .. .. 
0 0 0 .................... ---- .. .. 
Hidden . .................................... . 
H1dden . ..................................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Hiddeu . ............. ... ................. .. .. . 
Hidden ......... .. ....................... ... . . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 W ... ........................ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ............. ........... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W ................... ! ....... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ........................ . 
Cumulus 3-4 W .......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. . ......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 vV ............................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ... .............. ........ .. . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W . .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Hidden ................ ..........•.. ......... . 
CumuluR 2-4 0 .... ..... ......... ........ .. 
Cnmnlus .2-4 0 ..... ..... .•...... . ......... 
Hidden ..................................... . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 .. ........ ................. . 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .. • . . . . .. . . .• _ ............ .. 
Cir.&cu. 3-4 S. W ........................... .. 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 1 W ........................... .. Cir.&cu.~2-4 S. \V . .......................... .. 































































































Metcot·ological1'ecordjo1' July 5, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM. ~ WIKD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN O'R SNOW. -~ ~ ~ • 
8 ;... >= .... ~ 
---P '+-<"-<ll<U 
- ,.Q ,.<:;p:, • ~...: o. G:> ci'QI) -d o-g Ss 
] 2 ~ -~- ! ~] ~ ~ ;~ . § . § ~-~I -~ -d § ~ ~ i 
I>. ~ ~ f --:' t ~;... " g '8 0 '8 0 ~ s >=' 8 ~ OS ;., '"''d 







Fl A f> p:j A > ;l< P.A ~ --<t1 ~ ~ A~-.-. o Fl ~ c-; 
--------1----,--t-t--t--t- i- -t-t--1-1-1 ,_, ____ ,_ , __ , ____ , ____ ,_,_, 
r 1 1 o a. m. l 23. 841 64 1 58 123. 76 1 58 1 58 I 2 0 a. m. 23. 84 60 55 23. 76 55 55 
1 3 0 a. m. 23. 82 59 54 23. 75 54 54 
I 
4 0 a.m. 23. 80 58 53 23. 73 53 52 
5 0 a.m. 23.79 58 53 23. 72 53 52 
6 0 a.m. 23. 78 58 55 23. 71 55 54 
I 7 14 a.m. 2::1.79 58 56 23. 72 . 56 56 8 0 a.m. 23. EO 58 56 :23. 73 56 56 
I 9 () a.m. 2:i. 81 60 57 23. 73 57 57 10 0 a.m. 23. 81 61 59 23. n 59 59 
S 't f M t I 11 0 a. m. 2:3. 82 64 59 23. 74 59 59 
um_m
1 0 
r oun ~ 12 0 m . . 23. 81 65 65 23. 72 65 59 
lbtchell, :N.C. I 1 0 p.m. 23. 79 65 64 ::!3. 70 64 63 
. 2 0 p.m. 23.77 64 63 23. 69 63 61 
II 3 Op.m. 
4 14 p.m. 
I 
5 Op. m. 




9 0 p.m. 
10 0 p.m. 
1039p.m. 
ll2 Op.m. 
( 7 0 a.m. 
J 
7 7 a.m. 
. ~132a.m . 
:R:noxvUJ.#l, TeP.n .
1 
2 P p.m. 
4 7p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
lO 32p. m. 
2~. 76 59 55 
23.74 58 52 
23.74 58 51 
23.74 58 52 
23.74 56 51 
23.73 55 50 
23.73 55 50 
23.74 55 50 
23.75 55 50 
23.75 55 51 
29. 19 76 74 
29. 19 77 74 
29. 14 86 87 
29.15 77 68 
29.14 76 68 
29. is 7~ 68 



































lOO IN. W. l 181l. fl21 --. 
100 N. W. 28 3. 92 ... 
tcoiN. w. 18 1. 62 . .. . 
93 N. W. 16 I. 28 . .. . 
fi3N.W. 16 1.28 ... . 
lg~ i ~:~: i~ f:~~:::: 
1001
1 
N. W. 14 . 9t:i ... . 
1CON.W. 12 .72 . . . 
IODIN. w. 8 . 32. : . . 
100 N. W. 7 . 24 . ... 
68 S. E. 2 . 02 290 
94 E. 4 . 08 ... . 
89 s. w. 2 .02 ... . 
100 w. l12 100 W. 20 
lOON. W. 8 
100 ·N. E. 10 
100 N. E. lG 
100 N. E. 22 
lOU N. E . 20 
100 N. 8 
100 N. 16 
100 N. W. 18 
81 E. 3 
81 E. 3 
58 W. 5 
94 E. 8 
94 S. E . 3 
87 N.R 6 
92 E. 2 
.72 . - - · 
2. 00,.--. 
.3:2 .... 
. 50 --. 
1. 28 









. 04 .--. 
.18---
.02----
~~~ b~~::: 1'4-4' 
Fog ....... ···· 
I•'og ·o· ----- -·o 
f~L~~~ : 
Fog . ...... ·· 
Ligb~ fog - -0 
Hazy----· ···· 
Hazy----····-
Hidden -~ ---- ~ ----·-1- .. . ------~----------1····1· --·I Foggy. 
Hidden . .... ----- - 1.35a.m. ·------ - -· .24 .... · Heavy rain; heavy 
Hidden. ____ ------ .......•.. 2.20a.m .. 08 . .. . 
Hidden .. _ . ....... ____ ..... . -- ---- .. ..... .. __ _ 
Cumulus 2-4 N . W ........... .. ...... · .. ---· .. . 
Hidden ......... _. . .... __ . . . _ ............. ___ . 
Birlden . . . . . . . ____ .. _____ . . . ______ . __ . ___ . _ ... 
Hidden . . . . . . .... _ _ ... _. ___ .. ___ ___ __ .. ... . __ _ 
Hidden. ____ ·---- -· ..•....... --------·- · ....... . 
Hidden . . . . . . .... _ ....... __ . __ ..... _ . _ _ . _ . ___ . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W. --------· · ------- -- - .... : .. . 
Cumulus1 3-4 N. W . ....................... . .. .. . 
Cumulus1 4-4 \V. ------ .. ................ _ .. . 















Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus .. . 
Nimbus . . . 
Fog ...... . 
H llliiii • •: :::.:: nmm +:-:-• ·g :: 
~~~~l~~: ::: . :::::: -9.-oop·.-~-- -~--~~~--~: _·_~3 :::: 
~:~~~~ : :::: :::::: :::::: : : : : . ~-- ~~ ~- -~-- - ·_ ~5 . - - . 
.l:l cavy rain ; thun-
der-storm from N. 
Heavy rain. 















Nimbus ... 4-4 
Fog .. ........ . 
Fog .. ..... ----




Nimbus. __ 4-4 
Stratus .. _ 4-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hidden ..... -- - -- - -----··--· ........ . ........ . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ·--------· ---- -- --- · ·---· ... . 
Cirrn:'! .. 1-4 0 -----· · · - - · ----·---- ....... . 
Cumulus~ 4-4 W . .... . ..• .. -------- -· ....... . 
~~~~~~ : :::: ::::·:: ·i:oop~~: 'i"45p·.-~: i."53 ···· 





















Place of observa· 
tion. 
Meteo1'ological1·eco1'd fo1' Jtdy 6, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. 8. . i:l . -~ TliERi\1. o l-IYGHO~£. ?8... WThL>. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·c:; ~ ~ . ~ ... ... g Q;) i:l 
"' · --- 2 ---~ ""'"'S"' 
.g :i ~ ' , "0 ,_; ' ,ci ,.q t;.:, ' t'...: ~ ~ ~ 6 ~bl:~ ::_d 0 0::: 0 S 
.,... o ..... "' "' C) ~ .a - dl ~· i:l ..... ~ o""' ~>-- • -P ....: o >=~ I ::= ..... 2 o~ dls ~ <I) t> <l) ::; ~ ;;.·.... ~ o o a: a. t> i:l i:l :.s·~ 8 <l) • >=~- s;;.., 
<I) C) ~ <l) ,a ,a :.3 C) 0 ""' "' "' !»'"" • ~ • ~ C) 0 0 s 15 0 s f.<:;::: 
s 8 ~ p. !:: ""' ~ ~ ~ ,...., ~ <l) '"' l::::·g -g s ] s ~ s,;; s "' s O),g Remarks. 
8 ~ ;; ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ; p.~ &A- ~ ~ ~ ~ A~ 8 ~ ~ s ~ 
------1 -- - ------ - --- I - ------------1 ·------
r 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 ll.lll. 
4 0 a.m. 
I 
5 0 a. ru. 
6 0 a.m. 
7 14 a.m. 
I 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 n, m. 
10 0 a.m. 
ll 0 a.. m. 
Summit of lloont l 12 0 m .. 
Mitchell, N.C.:. ) 1 0 p.m. 
I 2 0 p.m. 3 0 p.m. 
I 4 14 p.m. 5 0 p.m. 
I 
6 0 p.m. 
7 0 p.nl. 
8 0 p. Ill. 
l '9 0 1>-m. 10 0 p. Ill. 10 39 p.m. 
{ 
1~ g ~: ~~: 
7 7 p.m. 
1t 32 p.m. 
Kuoxvillo, Tenn.. 2 \l p.m. 
4 7 p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
l 10 3:! p.m. 
23.73 55 
23.72 55 
23. 71 55 
23.72 55 
23.73 55 
23. 74 :i5 
23. 75 55 






23. 78 61 
23. 7P 62 
23.77 63 
23. 77 63 
23.76 61 
23.75 56 
23. 77 54 
2:.!. 77 57 
23.76 56 
23.76 56 
2:3. 7!'i 56 
29. 17 70 
2!). 17 70 
2!J. 18 78 
29.lli 80 
29. 15 81 
2fl. 13 77 
29. 1:1 79 
51 23. 67 
51 23. 6fl 
52 23.65 
52 2:l. 66 
5:.! 23. G7 
5.'3 23. 68 





59 23. 70 
61 23.71 
61 23. 70 
61 23. 70 
60 23.69 




57 2.1. 70 
56 23. 6!) 
57 23. 6!) 
56 :23. 68 
67 29. f/52 
67 29. 0:>2 
80 :!9. 042 
83 29.017 
84 29. 004 
74 28. 9fH 
71 ,2tl. 989 
51 51 100 N. W. 
51 51 100 N. W 
52 52 100 N. W. 
52 52 100 N. W. 
53 53 100 N. W. 
53 53 100 N. W. 
51 51 100 ~- w. 
52 ;i2 100 ~. w. 
55 54 93 N. W. 
57 54 81 N. W. 
58 52 64 N. W. 
59 53 65 N. W. 
61 53 55 N. W. 
lil 53 55 N. W. 
61 53 55 N. W. 
60 52 55 N. 
59 51 54 N. 
56 50 63 N.E. 
54 50 74 N. 
56 48 51 N. E. 
57 46 36 N. E. 
56 46 40 N.E. 
57 46 37 N. E. 
56 46 40 N. E. 
66 65 94 N.E. 
66 65 94 N. E. 
79 73 73 E. 
82 69 49 N. 
83 68 42 N. 
73 67 72 N. 
70 66 80 N. 
20 2. 00 .... Fog .......... .. 
24 2. 88 .... Fog ..... .. 
~g ~: gg : : : : ~~f : : : : : : : 
16 1.28 .... Fog ..... .. 
16 1.28 .... FOf! ..... .. 
i~ i: ~~ : :: : ~~~ : :::::: 
16 1. 28 .. .. Light fog. 
17 1. 44 . • • . Hazy . ... . 
12 . 72 . . . . Hazy .... . 
10 . 50 361 Hazy ... .. 
t:l .32 .... Hazy ... .. 
12 . 7-J. .... Hazy.,, .. 
8 . :32 .... Hazy ... .. 
8 .32 .... Hazy .... . 
10 . 50 . . . . Hazy .... . 
16 1. 28 .. .. Hazy ... .. 
28 3. 92 . . . . Hazy .... . 
16 1. 28 .. .. Hazy ... .. 
16 1. 28 . . . . Hazy . ... . 
10 . 50 . . . . Hnzy .. .. . 
4 . 08 .... Hazy ... .. 
2 .0~ .... 0 0 
6 . 18 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 
6 . 113 . . . . Stratus . .. 4-4 
6 . 18 ISO Stratus . . . 1-4 
12 . 721.... 0 0 1~ . 72. .. . 0 0 
4 . 08.... 0 0 
6 .18. ... 0 0 
Hidden ...... . ................................. . 
Hidden ........................... ......... ... . . 
Hidden ............ ...... .... ........ ...... • ... 
Hidden ............................ . ........... . 
Hidden .. . ....... .... ......... ..... ............ . 
Hidden .. . ..................................... . 
Hidden ........................................ . 
Hidden ....................•............ ···· ... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus.. 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W .................... ... .... .. 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 0 .... ·- .................... .. 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 0 ........................ ... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrns .. .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus . . . . 1-8 0 ........................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cir-rus .. .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 0 .... .. .. .. .... . .. .. . .. . .. .. 
Hidden ....................................... . 
Hidden ............. In night. In night .• 01 .. .. 
Cu. & cir .. 2-4 N. ~-- ........................... . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 N. .. .................. ! ...... .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 .................... ! ...... .. 
0 0 u .................... ! ...... .. 




































































~ -g .;:; s .a ~ 
e s & 










M ete01·ological record for ~uly 7, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM. i! WIND. I LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEl~ CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ li .. ----~ :~*§ 
.o .o -: ~ g t> ~ ~ ~ .v . .... .... § ~£~ ~ ~as ~ s Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ ~..... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. 8 -g 5 -g 5 e a e s ~ g s ; :a· 
.. b:: <D ...... 0 0 .. 0 cl.-. ...... s ;'j s ...... ~..... ~ 1=1 s .. ..c...:l 
'C 'C :> ..... :.3 -~ g :;:l ""': > t>l ::I ::I :.3 ·p: ~ <D • ::I ~ s I» 
A ~ ~ A P. A~.-::.~ ~ ..q F'=l ..q A o ~ ..q o E-1 
( ,-1- 0_a ___ m_1_3_. -74- -;-5-6 2- 3-. -6~-~ -5-6 -------------- ----------- ----- l--------
2 0 a. m. /23. 73 55 55 23. fl7 55 
3 0 a. m. i23. 73 55 55 23. 67 55 
4 0 a. m. l23. 73 55 56 23. 67 56 























































































.08 .... 0 l 0 
I 
. I Sn~m1t of ~ount1 M1tchell,.N. C. 
6 0 a. m. l23. 75 56 57 23. 68 57 
7 14 a.m. 23. 76 59 58 :H. 69 59 
8 0 a. m .!23. 76 58 60 ~3. 69 60 
9 0 a. m. '23. 77 60 60 23. 69 60 
10 0 a.m. 23. 78 62 66 23. 70 66 
ll 0 a .. m. 23. 78 64 68 23. 70 68 
12 0 m ... 23. 78 64 66 23. 70 66 
1 0 p. m. 23. 78 64 64 23. 70 64 
2 0 p. m . 23. 77 ' 64 63 23. 69 63 
3 0 p. m , 23. 77 1 66 66 23. 68 . 66 
4 14 p.m. 23. 75 67 65 23. 66 65 
5 0 p. JU. 23. 75 68 64 23. (i6 61 
6 0 p.m. 23. 74 64 58 23. 66 58 
7 0 p.m. 23. 73 fl5 56 23. 64 56 
8 0 p. m. 23. 73 64 54 23. 65 54 
9 0 p. ill. 23. 73 62 54 23. 65 54 
10 0 p. ill. 23. 73 60 54 23. 66 54 
10 :19 p.m. 23. 73 59 54 23. 66 54 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 72 59 54 23. 65 54 
r 
7 0 a. ill. 29. 1:3 71 70 29. 010 69 
7 7 a. ill. 29. 13 71 70 29. 010 69 
ll 32 a. m. 29. 14 79 81 28. 99!! 80 
:Knoxville, 'l'enn .
1
' 2 0 p.m. 29. 10 81 84 28. 954 83 
4 7 p.m. 29. 09 80 85 28. 947 84 
9 0 p. m. 29. 06 78 • 75 28. 922 74 








.08 .... 0 0 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ........................... .. 
ii~g~:~:: :::: :::::: ::::::::~: ::: ::::::: :::: :::: 
ifi1~' ,_, :·;~; :::~~:~: ~::::~:~: :::_ ::~ 
0 0 0 ............ ..... ......... .. 
. 02 . . . . Hazy .... .. .... . 
. 02 .... Hazy .. .. 
. 04 . . . . Hazy ... . 
. 02 .. .. Hazy ... . 
.18 .... Hazy .. .. 
. 02 .... Hazy .. .. 
.08 .... Hazy .. .. 
. 02 .. .. Hazy .. .. 
. 08 .. .. Hazy ... . 
. 08 188 Hazy .. .. 
. 18 .. .. Hazy .. .. 
. 18 .... Hazy .. .. 
.18 .... Hazy .. .. 
. 18 .. .. Hazy .. .. 
. 32 . . .. Hazy .. .. 
.3'J. .... Hazy ... . 
. 32 . . . . Fog ...•. 
1: ~~ : : : : ~~~ : : : : : 
2. 00 .... Light fog 
1. 28 . . .. Fog .... . 
. 72 .. .. Fog ... .. 
. 40 ---- 0 0 
. 40 ---- 0 0 0 0 0 .......................... .. 
. 04 150 0 0 0 0 0 .......................... .. 
.08 ... 0 0 Cir. &cu. 3-4 N.W ......... · .................... . 
. 04 .... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.-W ........................... .. 
. 02 .. -- 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 .......................... .. 






















Meteorologic~l1·ecord for J~dy 8, 1873. 00 
Ol {Hourly observations.) ~ 
c:l! • ' l'l • -
t; THERM. ~ RYGROliL::::! WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·ca ~ ~ . ~- . --- $ ---~ . .::;}Q;~ 
Pl fb I Pl'l "" . · •. ..<:l •• P>. ~ ~· j · ·o.o "C o"CSo 8.()6 o o serva· 0 .o .S "C ..0 "g ~ :3 P ~ t: § "::' '- '"<;:: ~ . .p .p § ~ T -~ ~ 2 o "' Remarks. tion. ~ ~ s ~ $ 't) ~ _g ] -~ -~ :;.; 8 g 1;5 0. ~ t' . § . § :;.; -~ Q s ..0 § Q3 a~ ~ s o .S 8. ~ p., ~ ;g ~ ~: I ~ ~ j:-·:g "C o 1l o ~ s 2 s ~ o a ~ ~ t:::l 
..... ~ .... ~ ~ .... ~ ~ .::; G) <D ... G) -~ ~ .s s u 8 ..... ~'+-< 0 l'l ~ .... .Q ~ ~ P=l -<l F'l 0 A p p:; A p.. AP; A>-1 ~ -<1 .,.; < A 0 F'l ""i 0 ~ 0 
( 1 1 Oa.m.23.70 -;-~23.63 ;:::;----;;;- S.W. 22 2.42 ~  Lightfog= Cumulus~ S.W. ~==-·· ···· ·Cloudy. ~ 
2 0 a.ll.l. 23.68 58 55 23.61 55 55 100 S.W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden .. . .... ...................... ..... ...... Foggy. 
I 3 0 a.m. 23 67 58 54 23.60 54 54 100 S.W. 24 2. 88 . . .. Fog ....... .... Hidden ........................................ Foggy. 0 4 0 a.m. 23. 67 58 154 23. 60 54 54 100 S. W. 25 3. 12... Fog . . .. . ..... Cumulus 2·4 0 .... ........................ Cloudy. 1-:tj 
1 5 0 a.m. 23.67 59 54 23.60 54 54 100 ~.W. 16 1. 28 . ... Light fog ...... Cumulus 1·4 0 ............................ Fair. 
6 0 a.m. 23. 65 57 53. 5 ~3. 58 l53. 5 53 97 S. W. 28 3. 92 .. .. Nimbus . 2-4 C-umulus 2-4 S.W. 5. 50 a.m ............ 02 .... Light niin. 8 
7 14 a .m. 2::l.li5 57 5:-l 2:1.58 53 53 100 S W. 12 . 72 .... l!~og .. ......... Hidden ...................... 6.10. a.m .. 01. ... . Foggy. ~ . 
8 0 a. rn. 23. 66 58 53 23. 5!.l 53 52. 5 96 S. W. 16 1. 28 .. .. Fog. .. . . . . . . . . Hidden.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Foggy. trj 
9 ll a.m. 23.66 57 53 23.59 53 52 93 S.W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ..... ...... HHlden ........................................ Foggy. 
10 0 a.m. 23. 62 53 52 23. 57 52 51 93 S.W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog .......... . Hidden ........................................ Foggy. rn 
11 0 n. m. 23. R4 55 52 23.58 52 51 93 S.W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog . .......... Hidden ...... .. ................................ Foggy. trj SummltofMonnt~ ~12 Om ... 23.fi4 57 156 23.57 56 53 81 N.W. 16 1.28349 Hazy .......... Cumulus 4·4 N.W ............................ Cloudy. @ Mitchell, N.C. 1 1 0 p.m. 23. 65 tiO 54 23. 59 154 53 93 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . Ha.zy .... .. .... Cumulus 4·4 N. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. trj 
2 0 p . m. 23.65 59 15:l 23. 59 ~ ~3 52 !.l3 N. W. 16 l. 28. .. Fog .......... H!dden ........................................ Foggy. 1-:l 
3 0 p .m. 23.62 58 54 23.55 ::.4 53 93 N. W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ........... H1dden ........................................ Foggy. p.. 
1
414Jl.m. 23. 60 57 152 ~3.53 52 52 100 N.W. 20 2.00 .... Fog ......... .. Hidden ........... .. ........................... Foggy. ~ 5 0 p.m. 23.58 56 52 23.51 
1
52 52 100 N. W. 24 2. 88 .. _. Fog .. __ ..... .. Hidden ........................................ Foggy. ~ 
6 0 p.m. 23.62 60 '52 23.55 52 52 100 N. W. 28 3. 92 .... Fog ........... H!dden .................................... .... Foggy. 
7 Op.m.23.69 63
1
51 2::!.61 51 51 100 N.W. 12 .72 .... FJg ... ........ H1dden .................................... : ... Foggy. O 
8 Op.m.23.69 63 51 23.61 l5. 1 51 100 N.W. 18 1.62 .... Fop; ........... H~dden ........................................ Foggy. 1-:tj 
I 9 0 p.m. 23. 6!.l 62 51 23. 61 51 51 100 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Fog ...... ..... H1dden .. . . . . .. . . . .. ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . • . . ....... Foggy. 10 0 p.m. 23.70 63 ~0 :23.62 50 50 100 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Fog . .......... H~dden ........................................ Foggy. <l 10 39 p.m. 23.70 62 ;:,0 23.62 50 50 100 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Foo- ........... Hidden ................. . .. .................... FC'ggy. -<; 12 0 p . m 23.71 60 \so 2::1. 64 1so 50 100 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Ligbt fog ...... Hidden ........................................ Foggy. > 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 2!l. 06 73 16!1 28. 935 68 65 84 S W. 8 . 32... Stratus.. 4·4 Hidden.. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. • . .. . . .. . . .. Cloudy. ~ 
7 7 a.m. :<9. 06 73 G!.l 28. 935 1 ~~ 65 84 ~.W. S 321 . .. . Stratus . . 4-4 Hidden ........ . _ .. In night. 5. 00 a.m .• 07 . . . . Cloudy. • 
, 11 :l2 a.m. 29. 08 80 77 28. !l371•6 69 69 S.W. 4 . 08
1
141 0 0 Cumulus 3·4 W. . ............. ...... ........ Clearing. 
Knoxvlllo,Tonn .. 2 Op. nU!9.05 79 77 2~.909 176 68 67 N.W. 11 .60 .... Stratus .. 4-4 Hidden ........................ ~ ............... Clondy. 
4 7 p. u1. 29. 04 76 76 28. £07!75 67 74 N. 12 . 72.... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 W. . . • . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . • .. . . . . Cloudy. 
9 ~p.m. ~!l. 08 77 72 28. 944 ,71 66 75 N. 8 . il2.... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 .. . . . • . . . . .. . .. • . . . . . . .. .. .. Fair. 
10 :l- p.m. 2!). O!.l 17 71 1!8. 954\70 66 79 N. 8 . 32.... 0 0 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
~ s HYGROM.~ > 'l'HERlf. 0 1-< ; ~ . § 
.OI'l ~ --- .0 ---Place of obsorva. 00 
.s .g .r;; r;;l;.,; .ci .ci ~~ e.-~ Q)<!) 
"a tion. 0~ <!) 
..d <!) 13"" "i3 >· .... o> 8 Q "' <:.> .0 .0 ~ 0 cO 0 
-+" c;j s 1-< ~ p.. 






1 0 a.m. 23.70 58 51 23. 6::! 51 50 9::! 
2 0 a.m. 23. (j!) 56 50 23.62 50 4D 93 
3 0 a.m. 23.69 5ti 50 23.61 50 48 86 
4 0 a.m. 23.68 50 49 23.6 1 49 47 85 
5 0 a.m. 23.69 58 53 23.62 53 48 67 
6 0 a.m. 23.70 60 57 2:3.63 57 49 92 
I 714 a.m. 23.71 58 56 23.64 56 49 57 8 0 a.m. 23.72 58 56 i!3. 65 56 51 69 9 0 a.m. 23.74 57 55 23.67 55 53 89 
Summit of Mou~t1 10 0 a.m. :23. 7:> 58 56 33.68 56 5:! 81 l1 0 a.m. 23.75 60 57 23.67 57 54 81 12 0 m ... 23.75 62 61 23.67 61 56 71 
Mitchell, N. C. 1 Op.m. 23.75 64 60 2~i. 67 60 55 78 
2 Op.m. 23.76 (j(j 61 23.67 61 57 77 
3 0 p.m. 23.76 ()7 63 23. fi7 63 57 72 
4 14 p.m. 23.76 67 64 23.67 64 58 67 
5 Op. m. 23.76 64 56 23.68 56 53 81 
6 Op.m. 23.76 fi3 55 23.68 55 53 89 
7 0 p. Ill. 23.75 64 52 23.67 52 51 93 
8 0 p.m. 23.76 6(i 52 23.67 52 52 100 I 9 Op.m. 2:1.77 66 52 23.68 52 52 100 10 Op.m. 23.76 65 52 23.67 52 52 100 
lO 39 p.m. 23.76 65 53 23.67 • 5:3 53 100 
ll2 Op. m. 23.75 64 52 23.67 52 52 100 
Kuoxvillo, Tonn . { 
7 0 a.m. 29. 13 75 70 29. 000 69 66 84 
7 7 a.m. 29.18 75 70 29. ooo, 69 66 84 
11 32 a.m. 29.14 77 78 29.004, 77 tl8 60 
2 Op.m. ~9.10 80 84 28. 9571 83 70 51 
4 7 p.m. 29.10 81 84 28. 954 83 67 39 
9 Op.m . 29.11 77 74 :28. 974 ' 73 65 65 
10 32 p. ill . 29. 11 76 72 28 9771 7l 64 65 
. I 
Meteorological reoordjor July O, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIXD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
d t-"le" l" . .;J .;J ~b£~ 0 -~ 5 ~-: ~ t: .~-~I :.:: .::: § Q o..c:~ rn g' ""''Z .,;; :;:$ .,;; 'QoS Q) 
....... ~ a). 1:-;:::::: 0 0 0 .~~~ .!:::: ~ a ~ 8 ; &p": ~)A"" ~ ~ ~ ...:1 ~ ~ I I 
---- - --
N.W. 16 1. 28 . ... Fog ... .... Cir., cu. 3-4 0 
N. E. 12 . 72 . .... 0 0 Cir.,cu. 2-4 0 
N. E. 12 . 72 . .. 0 0 Cinus .. 1-4 0 
N. E. 12 . 72 
---· 
Light fog. ..... . Cumulus 2-4 0 
N. E. 8 . 32 Hazy ..... Cirrus .. 1-4 0 N . ·E. 8 . 32 Hazy .... Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
N. E. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cir., cu 2-4 N.W. 
N. E. 5 .12 Hazy ..... Cumulus 1-4 N.E. 
S.E. 1 . 00 Hazy . .. .. Cumulus 3-4 S.E. 
0 0 0 Hazy ..... Cumulus a-4 S.E. N.W. 1 . 01 Stra.tus ... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 S.E. 
N.W. 1 . 01 266 Hazy . .... Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
N.W. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
N.W. 2 . 02 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
N. E. 1 . 01 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
N. E. 2 . 02 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
N. E. 1 . 01 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
N. E. 5 .12 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 
N. 2 . 02 Hazy ..... Cirrus .. 2-4 0 
N. E. 6 . 18 Fog ... .... Hidden . N. E. 8 . 32 Fog ....... Hidden. 
E. 8 . 32 Fog ... .... Hidden. 
E. 2 . 02 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidclen. 
E. 4 . 08 ...... Fog ....... Hidden. . ... 
------N. E. 8 . 32 0 0 0 0 0 
N. E. 8 3'> 
· · - · 
0 0 0 0 0 
E. 8 . 32 16[J 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 E. 
E. 4 .08 ...... 0 0 Cumulus . 1-4 N.W . N. 8 . 32 ...... 0 • 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. E. N. 3 . 04 . .... . 0 0 0 0 0 N. 4 . 08 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 






.,;; '".:!:: 8 >:lQ) 
8 
Q) 08 
'1:1 ~s 0 .:: 0 ~ 
--------
-
................ ................. . .. ... 
---------· 
.................. . ..... 
·--------· 
.................. . ..... 
10.25p. m. 10.45p. m . • 02 
........... . ..... .................... 
---· 
.. .................. ................... ....... 
. ................ .... .. ............. 
----
. ................ .................... ........ 














































































.Meteorological l'ecord for July 10, 18i3. 00 
01 
(Hourly observations.) ~ 
<ll I 8 ) I· I LOWER CLOUDS. ~e: 
"il 
I> THERll.l o IHYGROM.1 WIND. UPPER CLOUDS. RAI~ OR SNOW. a;) • 1-4 ~ ... g ~~ a;) a:l<;j Ctl. 
---.a. 
-....w Sa.> ,.; r~ :.d 0-.::) Place of obser>&· I .a~ Q -d -.::)1-< d !>-:;..< ::~ a, d""b.O~ ~&I oo 0 a;) -d Q)s ~ ~ cD.t- 0 ~"' ~i- ... - ~ .s.::l I 1=1 ~;§ Remarks. 0~ p • tion. ..c:l Q) oc:> p p 1>· .... ~ ..... 0 7)<:7 ~ Q) -d s rn ,.Q ,a :0 Q,.c:: p p +>~>s s pCD ell s 0 Q) c:.l CtlOO ~-a -d 0 .-d 0 ~ s.e Q) oS ell"' 0 t t' ~ <;j Q) ~@ O<-. s 'd ~ s 1-4 ~ -~ ~g. ..... 0 ~ s ~ ~ ~ s ... ..c:l'O c1 ~ 0 A ~ ~ ;p. A~ ~ i:i~- 0 t::_j H P=l Fl u A <1 u ~ <10 Col 
'i:l -- - - -- -
- - --
-- -
- ------------ - 0 r I 1 0 a. m. l 23. 74 63 52 23.66 52 52 100 E. 4 : ~~ :::: ~~~:~-~~~: :~:: glt!~~~:~ :j_~: ::;:: ~~-:4:~~:~;: :~--~~:~:~~ _:_~~ :::: Light rain. ~ 2 Oa. m. 23.72 61 51 23.64 51 5L J.OO S.E. 4 Foggl. t-3 3 Oa.m. 23.70 59 51 23.63 51 5L 100 s.w. 12 Clou y. 4 Oa.m. 23.70 59 50 23.63 50 49 93 s.w. 8 :~~ :::: ~~~::::::: :::: g_~dcl~:_s_ -~-:. -~·-- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: Fair. 0 5 Oa.m. 23.71 57 51 23.64 5L 51 103 s.w. 12 Foggy. 1-:tj 6 Oa.m. 23.72 60 53 23.64 53 53 100 w. 12 . 7~ . . . . Fog. . . . . . . . . . . Hidden.. . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... Foggy . 
1-3 7 14a, m. 23.74 62 54 23.66 54 53 93 w. 6 
:I! : ~~~.r~{ ·: ~~~~~ i~ ~i~ :+:::: EH~: •.. : :: Foggy. 8 Oa.m. 23.74 5~ 56 23.67 56 55 94 w. 6 Foggy. ~ 9 Oa.m. 23.75 60 57 23.67 57 56 94 w. 7 Foggy. t::_j 10 0 a. 111. 2J. 76 60 57 23.68 57 56 94 N.W. 8 Cloudy. 11 Oa.m. 23.75 6L 61 23.67 6L 57 77 w. 8 Foggy. . U1 Sum~uit of 'Mount~ I L2 0 m . . ~:i. 75 59 56 23.68 56 54 87 s.w. 8 . :12 137 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ............ 11.45 a.m ......... .. . 20 .... Heavy ram. M hlnci.JCU, N. U. 1 0 p.m.
1 
23. 74 62 60 23.66 60 58 88 s.w. 6 
. 18 .. .. F~~...... .. .. Cumulus 2-4 W. .. ..... : .. 12.10 p.m. . 02 .... Uloucfv . 0 2 0 p. Ill. 23. 74 64 6L 23. 6(i 61 58 82 w. 5 
. 12 .. .. L1g t fog . .. .. Cumulus 3-4 W. .. .......................... Clouc{y . ~ 3 Op.m.
1
23. n 02 55 23.65 5:\ 55 100 w. 6 
.18 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 .Ridden.. ... . ..... 2.45 p.m ... ......... 09 .... Light rain. M 4 L4 p. ru. 2:3. 72 64 59 23.64 59 57 88 N.W. 4 . 08 . . .. Light fog ..... Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........... 3.50 p.m. . 01. ... Cloudy. ~ 
I 
5 0 p. m.
1 
23. 12 60 58 23.64 58 57 9.J s.w. 4 1: ff1~~:~· :. i~il¥ li T E~~E +H:- :::. E Foggy. ~ 6 Op. m. 23.72 60 57 23.64 57 56 94 s. 4 Cloudy. ~ 7 0 p. lU. 23. 72 58 53 i!3. 65 53 53 100 s. 6 Cloudy. I<! I 8 0 p.m. 23. 73 05 52 23.64 52 52 100 s. 4 Cloudy. 0 9 0 p. Ill. 23. 74 65 51 2:3.65 51 50 93 s. 6 Fair. 1-:tj l 10 0 p.m. 23. 73 0:3 51 23.65 51 50 93 S.E. 7 . 24 ... Light fog. Cumulus 2-4 0 . .... ~ . .. .. .. .. .. . .... -.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. ..... Fuir. 10 3!! p. lll. 23. 73 62 51 2:3.65 51 49.5 8!J W. 4 . 0~ 0 0 Cirrus . .. 1-4 0 ................... ................ ............. Fair. :a 1:.! 0 p. Ill. 23. 70 57 50 23.64 50 49 9:3 w. 20 2. 00 . ..... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 0 . ............................... .... ......... I<'air. 
ll:noxvillo, Tonn J 7 0 n. ru. 29. 10 72 67 28.977 66 63 84 N. 3 . 04 . ..... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 W. . .......... ........... ....................... Fair . ~ 7 7 a. m. 29. 10 72 67 28. !l77 66 63 84 N. 3 . 04 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 w. .. .............................................. Fair . ~ ll :32 a. Ul. 20. 12 79 81 28. !l79 80 70 58 s.w. 4 . 08 95 0 0 Cumulus 34 w. ............... . ... .... ........ . . ..... . ..... Cloudy, 2 0 p. ln. 29. 07 82 82 28. 022 81 68 47 N. 11 . 6:i . ..... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 w. . ................ ................. ..... ... :Fair, 
t 
4 7 Jl. m. 20. O.:i 82 84 :28. !l02 83 71 52 N.E. 4 . 08 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. . ................ . ................. . . .... . ..... Fair . !) 0 Jl. Ul. 2!l. 08 80 75 :.!M. 937 74 65 61 N. 4 . 08 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 . ................. ................. . ..... . ..... Clear . 10 3:.! p. U\. 29. 09 77 71 28.954 70 65 75 N. 3 . 04 0 0 0 0 0 ..... 




P· ~ Place of observa· ol'l 
.s tion. to-.S 0+' Cl) s 0 e 8 
8 c; ~ 
r 
1 0 n.m 2:1. 1_:9 
2 0 a.m. 2:3.68 
3 o a.m. 23.69 
4 0 a.m. 23.70 
5 0 a.m. 2:1.71 
6 0 a.m. 23.72 
714 a.m. 23.73 
I 8 0 a.m. 23.73 9 0 a.m. 23.74 
. I 10 0 a.m. 23.77 11 0 a.m. 23.78 
Summ1t of Mount< 12 Om ... 23.78 
Mitchell, N.C .. 1 1 op.m. 23.78 
. I 2 0 p. ill. 23.78 3 Op.m. 23.78 
I 414p.m. 23.77 5 Op.m. 23.78 
. I 
6 Op.m. 23.79 
7 Op.m. 2:3.79 
8 0 p. ill. 23.81 
l !J Op.m. 23.81 10 Op. m. 23.81 10 39 p. 111. 23.82 12 0 p.m. 23. 81 
I 7 0 a.m. 29.12 
I 7 7 a.m. 29.12 11 32 a.m. 29.15 
Knoxville, Tenn . < 2 Op.m. 29.11 l 4 7p.m. 20.ll 9 Op. m. 29. 12 
10 32p. m. 20.14 
Meteorological 1·ecord for Jtdy 11, 18i3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
s HYGROU.] 
. -~ ~ 'l'HE!~L WIND. LOWEH CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW • ... 0 QJ. 
8 ~l'l +>1a 
- - -
---" ""'w ~~ P. t>.._; ~~ <l> ..;;; o"d QJ<l) ..;;; · ..;;; ~ .0 ..... i:i ;:i'c~~ -~=~ ...,2: ss Remarks • QJ <:).._., 0 0..., 0 ~g .... ~ ~ .::l·~ I Of>. 
.g ~ r l! ........ ·a ~g- t' 1'1 0 ..;;; 1'1~ S:;::: p ~ <;;>,a :::: ::;1 'OoS s Q<l) 0 <;;> ~] ..;;; ..;;; 0 oS .... ol c; ..., 0 ~~ i§$..; 0 0 -~~~ s ~ A ~ ~ 1=1 s 1=1 s "d s ... 0"d f1 0 ~ 0 ... 0 ~ ~ 0 1=1 p ~ o A p:; ~A ;l-ip. ~ <I <I A 0 ~ <!0 E-1 
--- - ------
57 51 23. 62 1 51 50 9:1 w. 20 
::! ii fl)~~r~ ;~ !!l!1 i[ i::~: ::::::::: iiilliiii !~i ::: It: 56 51 23.62 I 51 51 100 w. 16 55 52 23.62 52 52 100 w. 16 55 52 23.64 52 52 100 w. 17 55 52 23.65 52 52 100 w. 12 61 53 23.64 53 53 100 N.W. 12 62 53 23.65 53 52 93 N.W. 12 62 54 23.65 54 52.5 90 N.W. 16 
59 57 23.67 57 53 75 N.W. 8 
62 60 2.1. 69 60 54 65 N.W. 5 
:H ·i~ f:L: :. ~~~*§ t:i il ::::::::: ::::::::::::: ;: iEi~Y-63 62 23.70 62 5fl 66 N.W. 4 64 59 23.70 59 54 70 N. 4 64 59 23.70 59 55 76 N.E. 4 
65 63 23.69 63 58 72 N. 2 . 0~ . .. . Light fog . .. .. Cumulus 3-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
65 64 23.69 64 59 73 N.W. 3 
iii •r:: lll::i:: 0 1111
1 
Ii: :r; !!l!ii!!! !!:iii!i: ii: i!!! Ill: 
64 63 23.69 63 58 72 N.W. 2 
69 (}3 23.69 63 58 72 0 0 
67 58 23.70 58 55 82 N.W. 1 
68 56 23.70 56 55 93 N.E. 5 
69 55 23. 7~ 5~i . 55 100 E. 8 
67 55 2-1.72 55 54 94 E. 12 
66 54 23.72 54 53 93 E. 12 
67 54 23.73 54 53 93 E. 12 
(i 'l 54 2J. 73 54 53 93 E. 12 
73 69 28. 995 68 64 79 N.E. 4 
73 69 28.995 68 64 79 N.E. 4 . 08 .. .. o o 0 0 0 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Clear. 
79 80 29. 009 79 68 54 N.W. 8 . 32 105 0 0 0 0 0 .. . .. .. . .. .. • • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. Clear. 
Sl 83 28.964 82 67 41 N. 8 :}~ :::: strJus ... 1~4 g~;~l~: ~~~ ~:o~: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ~ri;~. 84 86 28. 956 8:> 68 42 N. 8 79 7.3 28. !l79 7-t 70 81 0 0 























d 8 llYGRO~£- :g t TllER¥. 0 ~ s Cl) 
rn ~ --- .o. --- ::S .0· 'd~ ..0 ..<:l. Place of observn- o= ..0 
..0 .ci Q.)E ~.s ~ <ll C) .... "i3 tion. 0-+- ~ ~ 1)<ll 'd ~-~ ~ ~ .0 .0 C) 
"' 
0 ~ ol s .. ~ ~ .. t- 'a "' 0 ~ ~ ~ Fl {.) A ~ 
-- - -- - -- -
( 1 0 a.m. 23. so 63 54 :!3. 72 54 53 9:i 
I 2 0 a.m. 2:3. so 63 53 23.72 53 53 100 3 0 a. m. 23.80 60 53 :23.72 53 53 100 4 On.m. 23.81 59 54 23.71 54 53 93 
I 5 0 a. Ill. 23.82 59 55 23.75 55 54 93 6 0 a.m. 23.83 59 :16 23.76 56 54 87 
I 714 a.m. 23.85 5!.1 57 :?3. 78 57 55 87 
_. I 8 0 a.m. 23. 86 59 57 23. 79 57 57 100 9 0 a.m. 23. Si 61 55 23.79 55 54 93 
10 0 a.m. 23. 8fl 63 59 23.80 59 58 94 
Summit of M~nnt l ll 0 a.m. 23.87 64 64 23.79 ti4 60 78 12 0 ro ... 23. 8t 67 66 23.79 66 60 69 
Milc"oll, N.C. ·1 1 Op.m. 23. St 67 67 23.79 67 60 64 2 Op. ro. 23.88 66 6-1 23.79 (i-! 58 67 
3 Op. m. 23.88 63 64 23.80 64 58. 67 
4 14 p.m. 23.87 62 58 23.79 58 56 88 
I 5 Op.m. 23.87 58 54 2.1. t~O 54 53 93 6 Op.m. 23.8i 57 54 23.80 54 51 80 7 Op. m. 2:1.87 62 53 23.79 53 53 100 l" Op m. 23. 8!1 65 5:! 23. EO 53 53 100 9 . ro . 23. !H 65 54 23.R2 54 5-1 100 
10 Op.m. 23.91 ti5 54 23.82 54 54 JOO 
1030p. m. 23.!11 65 54 :23.82 54 54 100 
12 Op.m. 23 90 64 5:3 23. 82 53 53 100 
Knoxvillo, Tonn . { 
7 0 a.m. 29. ~0 75 71 2!1. 075 70 67 84 
7 7 a.m. 29.20 75 71 :!9. 075 70 67 84 
ll 32 a.m. 29. 2"2 83 84 :.!9. 069 83 72 56 
2 0 p.m. 29.20 82 81 29.0.32 80 70 58 
4 7 p. ln. 29.20 82 . 79 29.0.32 78 69 61 
9 Op.m. 29. ~5 79 7;) 29.109 14 70 81 
LO 32 p.m. 29.25 79 73 29.10!1 72 68 83 
Metcorological1·ecord for July 12, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
WlXD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
d ~..: 
. I 
- d'l:lJ~ ~e:.: ~ t>: 0 -"'p .; .; :3·~ ~ :.3 -~ 0 .:: = Q <:),.<::; a:J c7 ~~ 
..0 p ..0 p C) rS~ a: (./1 . Q 0 0 -~ §~ ~ ~s=;~ Q 8 .:: 8 ~p. ~ ~ ~"'A <j <j ~ 
-- -- -
- -
E. 12 . 72 ...... ~~~ : :::::: . ..... Hidden. ...... . ......... E. 16 l. 28 Hidden . 
E . 12 . 7:l :b'og . ....... . Cumulus 3·4 S.E. 
E. 12 . 72 Light fog . Cumulus 2-4 0 
E. 18 I. 62 Light fog . Cumnlus 2-4 0 
E. 14 . 98 Light fog . Cumulus 2·4 0 
E. 8 3·> ~~~::::::: Cumulus 1--t 0 E. 12 7" Hidden. 
E. 10 . 50 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden 
E. 12 . 72 Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden . 
E. 12 . 7~ igf::~:::: Cumulus 3-4 0 E. 8 . 32 217 Cumulns 3-4 S.E. S.E. 4 . 08 Uumulus 3·4 s.w. 
E. 8 . 32 Haz.v .... Cumulus 2-4 S.E. 
S.E. 8 . 3:l Hazy . .... Cumulus 2-4 0 
S.E. 15 1.12 Light fog. Cumulus 1-4 0 
S.E. 13 .84 Fog . ...... Ridden . 
E. 12 . 72 Hazy ..... Cumulus 2-4 S.E. 
E. 14 . 98 Fog ....... Hidden . 
E. 16 1. 28 Fog ....... Hidden . 
E. 14 . 98 ~~~: :~:: :~ Hidden. E. 12 . 72 Hidden. 
E. 12 . 72 ~~~ : :::::~ Hidden. E. 12 . 72 Hidden . 
N.E. 4 .08 0 0 0 0 0 N.E. 4 . 08 0 0 0 0 0 E. 4 . 08 97 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. S.E. 16 1. 28 . .... . Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 1·4 0 s.w. 5 .12 . ..... Stratus . .. 2-4 Cumulus 3-4 0 E. 3 . 04 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 S.E. 3 . 04 . .... 0 0 Cnmulus 1-4 0 
.::. 
RAIN OR S~OW. ·a a: ;..,o 
:;:l 
..0 '>-<IT.I 0.-o 
-.:: 
..,Cil Cl) 
.,.; =.=:: s p <l) 
8 Q) os 'd 8., 0 
= {.) Fl <jo 
--------
. ................................ --- -
----- --- -· ........................ 
... ............. ·--------· --- -
... ........ ............... ......... ....... 
........... ....... ................. ...... 
.. .. ............ .. ......... ...... .... .... 
.............................. .. . ---· 
........ ........ . ................. . ..... 
8. 50 a.m . . ... ... .... 02 
:::::: : : :: io:oo ;: ~.- 1 : g1 
:::~~~~:- ~:~::~~~ n 
................ . ................. . .... . 
.................. ............ ...... ....... 
. ............ ... .................. . .... 
................... .................. ...... 
------···· ..................... 
................. .................. ...... 
.................. ............... . ...... 
:::::::::J::::::::::::: 
............................. ... --- -
................ . ................ .... 




~ -<ll .:: 
t)ct: 
SC) OS 































...... Threatening • 
Clouuy . 
Clea.r . 




























~ THEruf. s t 0 $ --- ~ 
...: .a. Place of observa- ~.~ .-;; "t::~ tion. .£ ~ .-;; QJ~ 0-+" <:) ~ ~ Q~ s "' ~ Q 0 QJ 0 
"' 
~ s ~ ~ p. ~ >< 0 ~ f:q ~ 0 
-- - ----
r 
1 0 a.m. 23.89 63 52 23.81 
2 0 a.m. n sa 62 52 23.80 
3 0 a. m. 23.88 60 51 23.80 
4 0 a.ru. 23. 89 63 50 23. tS1 
5 0 a.ru. 23.90 62 51 23. 82 
6 0 a.m. 23.92 u2 53 23.84 
714 a.m. 23.93 62 56 23.85 
I 8 0 a.m. 23.95 64 58 23.87 9 0 a.m. 23.95 63 59 23.87 
10 0 a.m. 23.97 63 62 23.89 
ll 0 a.m. 23.98 65 65 23.89 
S=mit of Moo nt j 12 Om . . 23.97 64 64 23.89 
Miteb.u, N. c .. 
1 
1 0 p.m. 23.97 66 65 23.88 
2 0 p.m. 23.97 68 64 ~3. 8tl 
a 0 p. m. 23.96 67 63 23. tl7 
414 p.m. 23.95 u4 62 23.87 
I 5 0 p. ill. 2:J. 95 62 60 2:J. 87 6 0 p. Ul. 23.95 6~ 58 23.87 7 0 p. 111. 2:l. 9li 63 51 :l3. 88 
I 8 0 p.m. 23. 95 63 52 ~a. 87 9 Op.m. 23.93 64 53 :!3. 87 
I 10 0 p. Ill. 23.96 (jj 53 23.87 LO 39 p rn . 23. 97 li4 53 :23.89 
. l 12 0 p. ill. 23. 96 63 54 23. SA 
r 
7 0 :l.lll. 29.33 77 72 29. 192 
7 7 H-.111. 29.33 77 72 :l9.19:2 
I L 32 a.In. 29. 31 81 8:3 :l9. 19:2 
Knoxville, T enn - < 2 0 p.m. 29.3:2 83 88 29. IGi 
I 4 7 p. m 129.:.!!:.1 84 89 :!9. 141 9 0 p.m. 29.31 81 76 29.164 l 10 32 p. m 29.33 78 74 29.191 
Meteorological 1·ecord jo1· July 13, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM.~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
~ ---
::9 ::9 ..<:<. = i:'" l~" .v ci'~~ ~t- 0 p. • ~ ~ -~ ·~I ~ >' P. ·~ -~ -~ g ~ . !>. ,a ~ = p ~~~ ,a 0 ~~ ~ ;E t>:~ .-;; .-;; ..., QJ 0 0 !>. ~ ~ Q3 fij ~ ~ :;g .s s .9 s .~e~ A l$ ~ A p.. p.~"" ~- ~ ~ ~ <q A 
- - - -- -- - --------
52 52 100 S.E. 12 . 72 
··-· ~~t:::::: .... Hidden .... ------5~ 5~ 100 S.E. 12 . 72 Hidden . .... 51 51 100 S.E. 14 . . 98 Hidden_ .... 
50 50 100 s. E. N . 72 Fog ... . .. . Hidden_ .... 
51 51 100 S.E. 16 I. 28 ~~t~::::: Hidden ____ 53 53 100 S.E. 16 1. 28 Hidden .... . 
56 55 94 S.E. 16 1. 28 Lightfog. 0 0 0 
5tl 55 82 S.E. 12 . 72 Light fog_ 0 0 0 
59 55 7fi s. E. 12 .72 Hazy ..... Cumulus 1-4 S.E. 
62 57 7~ S.E. 12 . 72 Hazy .... . Cumulus 1-4 S.E. 
65 59 68 s. E. 4 . Oo Hazy ..... Cumulus 1-4 0 
64 53 67 S.E. 4 . 08 285 Hazy ..... Cumulus 1·4 0 
65 58 63 E. 5 . 12 Hazy ..... Cnmulns 1-4 S.E. 
64 58 67 E. 8 . 32 Hazy ..... g~~~}~:l u S.E. 6:J 58 72 E. 10 . 50 Hazy ..... S.E. 
62 57 72 E. 7 . 24 Hazy ... . . Cumulus 1-4 S.E. 
60 ;j7 8~ E. 9 . 4J Hazy ..... Cumulus 1-4 0 
5tl 55 82 E. 9 . 40 Hazy--·-· Cumulus 1-4 0 
51 49 86 E. 12 . 72 Ligh.t. fog _ Cumulus 1-4 0 
52 50 86 E. 12 . 72 Liglltfog . Cumulus 1-4 0 
53 53 100 E. 14 . 98 :Fog ----.- Hidden ..... 
53 53 100 E. J;-j . 84 .l<'og . ...... Hidden . .... 
5J 53 100 E. 12 . 72 Fog .. ..... Hidden .... 
54 54 100 E. 12 . 7:2 Fog----·- Hidden _. _. 71 67 80 E. 5 .12 0 0 ' Cirms -- 1-4 0 
71 67 80 E. 5 .12 .. 0 0 Cirrus __ 1-4 0 
82 71 5(i s. 6 . 18 94 0 0 Cumulns 1-4 0 
87 7l 42 s. w. 5 . 12 .... . 0 0 Cir. &cu 3-4 0 
88 74 49 s. w. 8 . 32 
----
Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 s. 
75 72 85 0 0 0 
· ·-
0 0 0 0 
73 10 85 s. w. 2 . 02 0 0 Cir.-cnm 4-4 0 
RAIN OR -SNOW. -~ ~ ~ :g ~;] 
.-;; ~~ 0.-o ss 
-§ _..,QJ ~~ .-;; 1=1.::: s P<:l ~ s os 1l~ "0 s~ 0 1=1 
0 ~ ~0 ~ 
-------- -
................... ................. ....... ...... 
............... ~ .. -.. -........ . 
··-· 
. ..... 
................. ...... .... .... ..... . ...... 
................... .................. . .... . ...... 
.................. ................. . ..... 
---· 

























Foggy. .:.' . 
Fo1!gy. . . · ·. 




. ~ . 
·Cloudy. 


































Metcorological1·ecordjor July 14, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
TllERM. ~ I!YGltOM. 2 WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS, RAIN OH SNOW. S a: ~ 2 --- ~ -~~ 6~ ~ .-g .o ~ t ,.::; ::3 -:s g t>..: e~ 6 ...; ~ l=f~~ ~ 'S~ ~ 8 
<I) ,.Q ~ -o ~ -a .5 .::: .... ~ ·c; 5 ~ o- "' b ~ ~ :3 ·p: s' o .o ~ ~ s .t> ~ ~ o e .o ~ "d ~ o,.::; "' '!1 ~·'"' .o 5 rd g "-< o o s <I) "' Q) '"' ·a 
'"' ..... .,. '"' r. Q) - '"' - '"' Q) ~ ·~ g ~ s ~ s ~ e: ·'"' a r;:j o s o .-o 
:Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A > ~ ~ g_ ~ r-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ A-~ 8 ~ ~ B ~ 
------1 ----------- ------ ____ -'--_, ______ _ 
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 
\! 0 a.UI. 
:.1 0 a.m. 
4 0 a. m. 
I 
!i 0 a. m. 
6 0 am. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a. ru. I 9 0 a.m. 
1
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
Snmmit of Monnt J 12 0 m .. 
.Mitchell, N. C .. 11 Op. m . 
2 0 p.m. 
3 0 p.m. 
4 14 p. Ill. 
I 
!i Op.m. 
6 0 p. l1l 
7 Op. m . 
I 8 Op.m. 9 Op.m. 
l 10 Op.m. 10 39]l.m. 12 Op.m. 
l 7 0 n. m . 7 7 II. Ill. 1132 a. m Knoxville, T cnn .
1 
2 0 p. ru . 
4 7p. m . 
9 Op. m. 
l 10 3211. Ill . 
23. !!41 60 23. 94 59 




2:.1. 97 58 
23. 97 59 
\:4. 00 ()2 
23.99 G3 
24.00 62 
2:.1. 99 62 
23.99 62 
23.97 64 
2:t !l7 tiS 
23. !l7 66 
23. 96 66 
23.96 66 
2::!. 95 61 
23. 97 64 
2::!. 99 70 
23. !)j . 613 
23.98 67 
23. 97 64 
29. 3~1 77 
2!1. 39 77 
29.39 81 
29. 3a 82 
2!1. 34 84 
2!l. 33 82 
29. 3:! tlO 
52 2.1. 86 
51 23. 87 
51 23.87 
51 ~. 86 
53 23. 88 
58 2:3. tl9 
60 23. !JO 
62 23.90 
61 23.92 
59 23. 91 
60 23.92 
liO 23. 91 
:>8 23. 9t 
65 23.89 
GO 2.'3.88 
61 23. 88 
61 23.87 
6\! 23 87 
!i7 23. 87 
56 23. 89 
56 23 89 
56 23. 88 
57 23. 89 
56 23. e'8 
72 :m. 252 
72 29.252 
81 29. 2~2 
85 29.200 
88 :19. 184 
77 29.180 
75 29.175 
52 52 100 S.E. 14 . 98
1 
... . 
51 ~9 S? S. W . 16 1. ~t ... · 
51 ;>0 93 s.w. 8 .3:.. .. . 
51 49 86 S. W . 12 . 72 
53 50 80 8. w . 9 . 40 ... . 
58 52 64 s. w 8 . 32 .. . . 
60 53 60 s. w . 6 . 18 . .. . 
62 55 61 s. w. 3 . 04 . . .. 
61 57 77 N. w. 2 . 02 ... . 
59 56 82 N. W. 2 . 02 ... . 
60 57 82 s.w. 1 .01 ... . 
60 58 88 w. 4 . 08 ... . 
58 56 sa o o o 207 
G5 60 73 S. W. 8 . 32 . .. . 
60 58 HS W. 3 . 04 ... . 
61 60 94 s.w. 1 .01 ... . 
61 58 82 s. w. 2 . 02 
62 57 72. N.W. 6 .18
1 
... . 
57 55 87 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . 
56 55 94 N. W. 6 . 18 ... . 
56 55 94 ~. w. 2 . 02 ... . 
56 54 87 N.W. 1 .011 ... . 
57 53 75 N. W. 2 . 02 
5-6 53 81 w. 4 . 08 ... . 
71 68 83 s. w. 5 . 12 ... . 
7l 68 83 s. w. 5 . 12 . .. . 
80 70 58 s. w. 8 . 32 103 
84 G9 44 S. W. 6 . 18 ... . 
87 70 40 s. w. 8 . 32 ... . 
76 71 76 0. 0 0 ... . 
74 70 81 s. 2 . 02 




Light fog_ .. . 
Haz~ . ... . .. ~. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy ...... . .. . 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Nimbus ... l1-4 
Hazy . ....... . 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazv ... .. 
Haz:v .. .. .... . 
Hazy . ... ... . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 
Hazy ........ . 








Stratus . . . 3-4 
&~~~r:: t:T~--~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cirrus . .. 2-4 S. W ............................ . 
Cirrus... 2-4 0 ......................• . .... 
Cirrus . .. 2·4 0 ....................... .... . 
Cirrus ... 1.4 0 ......... . ......... ........ . 
Cirrus... 1-4 0 : .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. : ..... .. 
Cumulus 2·4 N. W ... ........................ .. 
Cumulus 3.4
1 
E. . .......•............... 
Cumulus 3-4 0 10.23 a.m. 10 32 a.m. . 06 
~umulus 3-4 N. "\V . ....................... .... .. 
Cumulus 3·4 0 12.32 p.m. .. .. .. .. . . . 02 
Uumulus 3-4 , S. W. .. .. .. .. . 1.30 p.m. . 01 Cumulus ~ 3-4 S. W. : .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . ... 
Cumulus 3-4 S. W. 3. 40 p.m. 4.14 p.m. . 05 
Cumulns 3·4 S. W. 
Cnmulus 2-4 N. W. 
Cumulus 2·4 N. W. 
Cnmnlus 2-4 N. W ... ......................... . 
Cumulus 3-1 N. W .. ....................... . .. . 
Cinus .. 1·4 N. W . .......... ... .............. . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ..... ..... ..... ........ .. .. . 
CiiTUS . . 2·4 0 . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . ...... . 
Cir. & cu 2-4 0 ....................... . .. . 
Cir. & cu 2·4 0 .. ...................... ... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .. ........ . ................ . 
Cumulus~1-4 0 .. .... . .................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ....................... . ... . 




























































Metem·ological 1·eco1·d fm· July 15, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ s . ~ .. t; THER:II. 0 HYGROllf. :S WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ :;) • ~ --- ~ ---~ ,::~¢§ 
.0 • ~ .o . . .... . . p., I -bJ) rd 0 • s"' 
Place o~ observa- c § ~ rd .-:; -:::: fD ~ ;3 -;t' § ..,.·..,: ~~ 6 . ...; ...; §.~T -:::~ ..,.~; 8 Remarks. 
tiOn. 'b ~ <1Js 1l <:> 2 ¢ :::s = ,. ·- ':.3 -~ g, ;:: . ,. t' l'l l'l '.:! I> 8 <1J rd l'l ~ "' ;;., 
<:,) o '-' ~ ~ · ~ ~ ·,:3 a c ~ ; ~ ~ b·o rd g rd g ~ o o a Q.) g S ~ ~ 
.§ ~ :; ~ !::: t' "' ~ -~ 0 [;) 18 [;) '<a~ .s s .s 8 -~ §.;:. ~ 'g 8 "' ~ '0 
H ~ <1 f::!:l 8 A ts; ~ A 11>>=>-P-i>=>.A ~ <t1 ~ <Q A o f::!:l <t1oH 
--------~----1·---1-- - - --------- ----------- -1- -:--1---------
( 1 0 a.m. 23.95 65 56 23. So 56 ;j4 87 N. vV. 1 . 01 .. -. Hazy . ... . Cirrus .. _ 1-4 N. W ... ..... -- .......... .. ...... Fair. 
I 2 0 a.m. 23.95 65 55 23. 86 55 53 87 N. W . 6 . 18 0 0 Cirrus ... 2-4 0 Fair. 3 Oa.ID. 2:l.93 64 55 23. 85 55 54 93 N. W. 12 .7:3 .... Fog~---- --... 0 0 0 ............................ Fogr.y. 
I 4 0 a.m. 23. 93 62 54 :.!3. 85 54 54 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 Fog....... Hidden . Fog-gy. 5 0 a.m. 23. 93 G3 52 23. 85 52 52 100 N. W. 16 11. 2!:l Fog ~ . . . • . . H1dden . Foggy. 
I 6 0 a.m. 23. 93 60 53 23. 85 53 53 100 N. 14 . 98 Hazy . . . . . Cir., cum 2-4 0 Fair. 
I 7 14 a.m. 23. 92 60 57 23. 84 57 53 75 N. E. 23 2. 64 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 E. Fair. 8 0 u. m. 23. 92 58 56 23. 85 56 53 SL N. E 22 2. 42 H azy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 N. E. Fair. 9 0 u. m. 23. 93 59 56 23. 86 56 54 87 N. E. 15 1. 12 Hazy . . . . . Cnmulus 2-4 N. E. Fair. 
1
10 0 a.m. 2:3.95 59 57 23. 88 57 55 87 N. \V. 11 . 60 Hazy .. .. Cumulus 3-4 N. E. Cloudy. 
L1 0 u. m. 23.94 59 . 58 23. 87 58 55 82 N. W . 14 . 98 H azy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 N. W . Cloudy. 
Snmmit of Monnt , 12 0 m .. 23. 94 59 57 23. 87 57 57 100 N. W. 15 1.12 212 Fog ...... _ Hidden Foggy. 
Mitchell, N.C. \
1 
1 0 p.m. 2:3. 92 fiS 62 23. 83 62 58 7i N. W. 8 . 32 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
2 0 p.m. 23. 92 65 Ill 23. 83 61 58 82 N. W . 7 . 24 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 90 6-1 61 23. S2 61 58 82 N. W. 8 . 32 Hazy . . . . Cumuh1s 1-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
I 4 14 p.m. 23.89 62 59 23. 81 59 59 100 N. W. 4 . OS Fog....... Hidden. :Fog-gy. 5 Op.m. 23.87 60 54 23.79 54 54 100 N.W. 18 1.62 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ~ 4.25p.m. .16 Hemryrain. 
I 
G Op.m . 23.83 58 52 23.76 5~ 52 100 N.E. 28 3.92 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .10 Lightrain. 
7 Op.m. 23.81 58 53 :.!::!.74 53 51 86 N.E. 24 2.88 Nimbus ... l-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 . 04 · Light rain. 
R 0 p.m. 23. 83 59 54 23. 76 !l4 52 87 N. E . 8 . 32 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 0 7.15 p.m .. 01 Fair. 
I 
9 0 p.m 23.83 57 54 23.76 54 52 87 N. E. 26 3. 38 Light fog . Cumulus 2-4 0 Fair. 
10 0 p.m. 2:3. 83 57 55 23. 76 !l5 52 80 N. E. 16 1. 28 Light fo"'. Cirrus ~ .. 4-4 0 F a ir. 
1039p.m . 23. 84 57 55 23.77 55 52 80 N . E. 18 1.62 0 o 0 Cinus ... 1-4 0 Fair. 
l L2 0 p.m . 23. 83 59 53 23. 'i'6 55 5<2 80 N . E. 12 . 72 .. .. Light fog ... .. Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. , ·-· 
( 7 0 n,. m. 29. 3.l 79 73 29. l Si 72 70 87 0 0 0 Hazy..... CII'l·us .to. 1-4 0 Fair. 
I 7 7 a. m 29. 33 79 73 :29. l !:li 72 70 87 0 0 0 Hazy . . . . . Cirrus . . 1-4 0 F<tiJ·. ll 32 u. m . 2!l. 34 84 85 29. 18-1 84 7:2 53 S W. 3 . 04 79 0 0 Cnmulns 3-4 N. E. Cloudy. 
Knoxville, T enn.< 2 Op. m . 29.27 SG 89 i29. 110 88 74 49 S.W. 5 . L2 Ha.zy . .... Cir.-cum 2-4 0 Fair. 
I 4 7p.m. 29. :n 83 'iO 29. 159 69 67 90 E. 11 . 60 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . 4.00 p.m. 5.30 a.m .. 32 Light rain. 9 0 p. 11 1. 29. 25 74 'iO :29. 122 G9 67 90 N. 3 . 04 St-ratus ... .1-4 Hazy .. _ Cleari:::g. 
























Meteorological?·ecordfor Juzy 16, 1873. 
{Hourly observations.) 
E TliERbf. ~ HYGROM. I:g WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ g ~ . ~ . ---~ . ---§ . ~;;:~ 
o :.:. ., ..Cl ., ..... ., i:l P ~>- ·~ :a ·~ o i:l o< ~>-. ~ ~ .,.,. ·> I ., . 1=1 ~ s ~>- Remarks. ~ ~ $ ~ ._; -g£ ~ ~ -:t: g I t-s ~ ~~ ~ . ~ ~ ... g~~ ~ ~] ~ s 




Summit of Monnt 
1 
Mitchell, N.C. ~ 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 Oa.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 








8 0 p. Ul. 
9 Op.m. 
10 ov.m. 
10 39 p.m. 
1:! 0 p.m. 
J 
7 0 a.m. 
7 7 a.m. 
11 32 a.m. 
KnoxYillo, Tonn .
1 
2 0 p.m. 
4 7p. m. 
9 Op. m. 
10 3:21). m. 
23. 82 57 55 23. 75 
23. 82 56 54 23. 75 
23. 32 56 54 23. 75 
23. 83 57 53 :!3. 76 
23. 84 57 53 23. 77 
23. 85 58 53 23. 78 
23. 86 60 55 23. 78 
23. 85 62 56 23. 78 
23. 86 62 61 23. 78 
23. 85 63 62 23. 77 
23. 87 63 60 23. 78 
23. 85 63 61 23. 77 
23. 86 fin 65 23. 77 
23. 85 67 62 23. 76 
23. 84 68 65 23. 75 
23. 85 71 li7 23. 75 
23. 84 72 65 23. 74 
23. 84 72 64 23. 74 
23. 85 67 60 2~. 76 
2:.1. ?6 72 58 23. 76 
23. 86 66 58 23. 77 
23. 86 65 57 23. 77 
23. 86 64 57 23. 78 
23. 85 62 56 2:l. 77 
29. 25 72 69 29. 127 
2(1. 25 72 69 29. 127 
2!l. 25 78 . 79 29. ll2 
29. 19 82 84 29. 041 
29.17 83 88 29.014 
29. 17 83 80 29.018 
2\.1. 17 82 77 29. 021 



























































































16 1. 28 .... 
12 . 72 .- - . 
12 . 72.--. 
12 . 72.- -· 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
16 L. 28 .. .. 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
19 1. 80 .. .. 
11 .60 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
6 .18 .. .. 
2 . 02 336 
2 .02 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
2 . 02 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
2 . 02 
4 .08 .. .. 
3 .04 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
8 . 32 .. .. 
8 . 32 .. .. 
6 . 18 124 
6 .18 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
L~ght ~og. 1 ... . L1ght fog ... .. Light fog ... .. 
Light fog. 
Light fog. 
Hazy ... .. 
Fog ....... , ... . 
Li~ht fog_ 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Fog . .... .. 
Light fog . 




Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy .. .. . 
Hazy ..... .. . . 
Hazy · ....... .. 
Light fog ... . . 
0 0 
Light fog . .. . 
Light fog ... .. 
Light fog ... .. 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . .. 4-4 
0 0 
ii~~~ : : : : : : : : . 
0 0 
0 0 
Cirrus . . 3-4 0 ........................... . 
Cirrufl . . 2-4 0 .............••...........•. 
Cir.,cum 2-4 0 ......... . ............... . . 
Cir.,cum 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ........... · ............... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 0 .......... --------·· ...... .. 
Hidden .. ... -·---- ·--------· ·--------· ....... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Uir.,cum 2-4 N.E ........................... .. 
Cnmuln~; 2-4 N.E ........................... .. 
Hidden .. .. ............•...................... 
Cumulns 3-4 N.E ........................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N.W ............................ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cir.,cum 2·4 N. W ............................ . 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus . . 2-4 N. E. . ..............•.....•...... 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ---------- ................ .. 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . ••. 
Hidden . . ................................... . 
Hidden ........... 12 40 a.m. In night .. 06 ... . 
Cumnlus 1-4 E. .. ....................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N.E. ---------· ................. . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E ............................ . 
0 0 0 ---------- .......... ...... .. 




























































































• ..ci l..<:l :-:.1 d ,t::) .....-1 Q)...,;r 0 
'a c ~-~ -~ 
,.0 ,0 ~ C) 
..., c.s 0) 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIND. 
-~ 0 & .Q g,.q oo ~-s 
~""" ~ ::::::: ~ 










:::~ .s .... I g ~ ~ s 
s 0) s 0 













g ~ ~  ~ 
t'gl ~I~ · 
p.~ ~~ ~ ~ 





~ ~~~ s ~ ~ 
r 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
I 
5 Oa.m . . 
G 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. !J Oa.m. 
1
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
Summit of Mount j 1\t 0 m .. 
Mitchell, N. C. 1 0 p . m. 
2 Op.m. 
3 Op.m. 
I ~ 14p.m. o Op.m. 
I 






10 3!l p.m. lll2 Op. m. 
7 0 a.m. 
7 7 a.m. 
r 11 32 a.m. 
Knoxville, Tenh -~ ~ 2 0 p.m. 
. 4 7p.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
l ,10 32p. m. 
23. 84 61 56 23. 76 56 55 93 w. 4 
23. 82 60 56 23. 74 56 55 93 w. 6 
23."8 1 60 55 2:l 73 55 54 93 IV. 8 
23. 81 61 56 23. 73 56 55 93 N. W. 8 
23. 83 63 56 23. 75 56 55 93 N. W. 8 
23. 83 65 58 23. 75 58 57 94 · N. W. 8 
23. 83 63 6 1 23. 75 61 58 82 N. W. 12 
23. 84 63 61 23. 76 61 58 8-2 N. W. 10 
21. 84 64 62 23. 76 62 60 88 N. W. 10 
23. 86 66 64 23. 77 64 58 67 N. W . 8 
23. 86 66 62 23. 77 62 58 77 N. W. 8 
23. 86 68 63 23. 77 63 60 83 N. W. 4 
23. 85 67 64 23. 76 64 61 83 N. W. 2 
23. 84 66 65 23. 75 65 62 84 N. W. 4 
23.84 66 65 ~3. 75 65 61 78 N. W. 2 
23. 83 68 67 23. 74 67 63 79 0 0 
23.83 65 64 23. 74 64 61 83 w. 2 
23. 83 67 68 23. 74 GS 63 74 N. W. 4 
23. 85 67 64 23. 76 ()4 60 78 0 0 
23. 83 65 60 23. 74 60 59 94 s. w. 2 
23. 84 67 58 23. 75 5g 57 94 s. w. 8 
23. 83 66 58 . 2:t 74 58 57 94 S. W. 10 
23. 82 63 58 23. 74 58 57 94 s. w. 12 
~~: ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: ~~4 1 ~~ ~~ ~~ s. ~- 106 
~~: ~g ~~ ~~ ~~: ~!j l ~~ ~~ ~~ s.0 E. 03 
29. 14 87 90 28. !J781 t!!J 76 1 52 N. W. 6 
29. 12 87 89 28. 959 E'8 76 53 W. 4 
29. H 85 81 28. 9641 t O 71i 82 N. W. 3 

































Light fog .. - ··-
Lightfog .. ----
Lightfog .. -·· -
Ligb~fog .. - () 
Hazy ... ... ·---
Hazy . .... .. .. . 
Hazy. -- - -- - .. -
Hazy ...... ··--
~~~~: ::::: :::: 
Hazy ...... --- -
Hazy ......... . 
Hazy ...... · .. . 
Hazy ..... . ----
Fog .. -- .. - -.. · 
Fog ...... . ... . 
Fog ... .... ... . 
... , Hazy . ..... . .. . 
Hazy . --- .. - .. -
Ligl1tfog .. .... 
Ligh~ fog .- . -
0
-
. , Light fog .. · .. · 
Fog ..... .. -- -
-571 ~~~y:::: :: : : : : 
Hazy ......... . 
Hazy ...... l ... . 
Hazy ......... . 
0 0 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 0 ....................... . .... . . 
Cirrus .... . 2-4 0 ......... . .................. .. 
Cir-rus ..... 2-4 0 ................... ... ...... . 
Cirrus ..... 2-4 0 ................ ....... ...... . 
Cirrus .. ... 1-4 0 ................... .... ..... .. 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 0 ............................. . 
Cirrus .. .. . 1-4 0 ............................. . 
Cirrus. . . . . 1-4 0 . • • • • . . • . . . • . • • • . . • . . .... __ .. . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. W . ........... ......... ... ..... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 0 ......... . ................ _ .. . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 0 ............................ .. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 0 ................... .... .... .. . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 ~- W .................. ....... .. .. .. 
Cumulus .. 4-4 N. W .............................. . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W ................... ........... . 
Cumulus __ 3-4 ~N. W .. ........ . .................. .. 
Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W .......................... .. .. . 
Cumulns __ 3-4 W . . ......... .... ............... . 
Cumulus .. 2-4 0 ............................. . 
Cirrus ..... 1-4 0 . ......... ...... .. : ......... .. 
g~~~: : ::: : i:! g :::::: :::: ::::.:::~: :::::: :::: 
Cirrus. . . . . 1-4 0 . _ ..... • ... . . __ . ___ . _ .... _ . _ . . 
0 0 0 ............................. . 
Hidden __ . ... ........................ . ... . . .. .. . 
Hidden ... ............................. . ......... . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 0 ............................ .. 
Cir. &cum. 2-4 N. W . ............................. . 
Cumulus .. 3-4 (\ ...... . .. . ..... .... .. ........ . 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 ............................. . 







































































Meteorological recm·d for July 18, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ HYGROM. ~ I WJ.XD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·@ e: ~ . 
... s ... 0.., l'l 
.:. Cl) ., ..o ..... ~ o o rn c:r ..... :::: ., .., ,. s a:; '1j l'l ...... s-• Remarks. 
8 
$ ..; - .--.- ~ . . I» I cD ., . -1::.0-- • ~ 1i cD ~ 
] E :3 3 ~ ~~.~ :: 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ .S I ~ . ""] ~ ~ 





1 0 a.m. 
2 Oa..m. 
3 0 a.m . 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
l1 0 a.m. 
Summit of Mount J lol2 m ... • · 
Mitchell, N . U. 1 1 0 p. m. 
2 Op.m. 
3 Op.m. 







10 0 p.m. 
10 39 p.m. 
l 12 Op.m. 
{
( ~ ~ ~: : : 
11 32 a.m. 
Knoxville, Tenn . 2 0 p.m. 
4 7p.m. 
!l Op.m. 
10 32 p.m. 
2:1. 80 62 57 23. 72 
23. 78 62 57 :}3, 70 
23. 77 6:i 58 23. 69 
23. 78 63 57 23. 70 
2:t 7d (i2 57 23. 70 
23. 76 62 58 23. 68 
23. 77 62 59 23. 69 
23. 78 61 59 2;3. 70 
23. 79 63 60 23. 71 
23. 79 65 62 23. 70 
Zl. 79 66 G5 2:3. 70 
23. 78 65 65 23. 69 
23. 77 63 61 23. G9 
23. 74 59 55 !:3. 67 
23. 13 62 56 23. 65 
Zl. 74 62 58 2~. 66 
23. 72 63 59 23. 64 
)!3. 72 63 59 23. 64 
2:'3. 71 60 56 23. 63 
23. 73 6'0 55 23. 65 
23. 75 60 57 2:l. 67 
23. 75 62 56 2.J. 67 
23. 74 61 56 : 3. 66 
23. 75 60 54 23. 67 
29. 13 81 77 28. 984 
29. 13 81 77 2d. 984 
29. 12 86 84 :28. U61 
29. 07 85 79 28. 914 
29. 05 82 77 28. 902 
29. 11 78 70 28. 972 
29. 11 78 70 28. 972 
57 56 94 
57 56 94 
58 57 94 
57 57 100 
57 57 100 
5R 58 100 
59 59 100 
59 59 100 
60 59 94 
62 60 88 
65 62 84 
G5 G1 78 
61 57 77 
55 55 100 
56 56 100 
58 58 100 
G9 57 88 
59 57 88 
56 55 93 
55 54 93 
57 56 94 
56 56 100 
56 56 1(;0 
54 54 100 
76 72 81 
76 72 81 
83 74 64 
78 73 78 
76 72 81 
69 G7 92 
69 67 87 
s. w. 16 1. 28 . -- . 
s. w. 16 1.28 .. .. 
s. w. 20 2. 00 .. .. 
S. W . 20 2. 00 ... . 
s. w. 16 1. 28 .. .. 
W. 20 2.00 .. .. 
w. 16 l. 28 .. .. 
W. 16 U!8 .. .. 
w. 16 1.28 .. .. 
w. 12 . 72 . - - . 
N. W. 12 • 72 .... 
N. W. 12 . 72 242 
N. W. 12 . 72 .. .. 
w. 18 1.62 .. .. 
N. W. 18 1.62 .. .. 
N. W, 22 2.42 .. .. 
w. 18 1. 62 .. .. 
w. 18 1. 62 ... . 
N. W . 20 2. 00 .. .. 
N. w. 24 2. as .. .. 
N. W. 24 2. 88 .. .. 
w. 20 2.00 .. .. 
N. W. 16 l.2i' .. .. 
N. W. 16 1. 28 . . . . 
s. w. 8 .32 .. .. 
s. w. 8 . 32 . - .. 
s. w. 12 . 72 147 
N. 6 .18 .. .. 
E. 8 .32 .. .. 
\V. 6. .18 . . .. 
w. 6 .18 .. .. 
Light fog .. , .... 
Light fog .. 
}.,og ..... .. .. . 
~~LY 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy .... . 
Haz~ ... .. ~~~- ~~--: :1_~-:. 
if/htf~g:: 
Lightfog .. 
Hazy ... . . 
Fog ... ... . 
~~i : :::::: 
~~~::::::: 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Stratus . _ -~ 1 -4 St.ratus .. _ 4-4 
N imbus . . _ 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Cirrus .. 1-8 0 .... ...... --------- - .. .... .. 
Cirrus . _ 1-4 0 .................. .. . .. .... . 
Cirrus _ _ 2-4 0 . ... ... •....... . ... _ .. . .. . . . 
Hidden . .... -- - --- -- -- -- ------- --- ---- ...... .. 
Hidden ..... .. . . .. .... -- .... · --- - -. -- .. -- .. -- . 
Hidden . . . . ... ... ........ ..... .. ..... .. .. ---
Ridden . .......... ------ .............. ---- .. .. 
Hidden . .... ·- ---- · ··----- -·---··-- -- ----·---· 
Hidden ... .. ------·--------··--·---- - - ... .. .. . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W . ..... ..... --- - ------ ...... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W . ....... ... ---- ---- -- ...... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. \Y. 11. 45 a.m. 11. 55 a.m. . 02 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ........ ..... .......... ..... .. 
Hidden . .... ------ 1.35p.m. ----- ----- .34 
Hidden . ............. . ...... 2.45p.m .. 02 .. .. 
Hidden . .... . .......•.•........ __ . . _ ... _ .. ___ . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 .•••...............•........ 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 . . ... .........•... _ ..... .. . . 
Uir.,cum. 3·4 0 ..... .. ............. .. .... .. 
C irrus __ 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden ... .. ... ... · ··----·- -·- -·------ .•...•.. 
Hidden ......... ... ·-----·--··----· ---- ... . ---· 
Hidden ..... ...................... ........ .. .. 
Hidden ... . ....... -----·--· · ----- ·--· ....... . 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W. 1. 50p. m. 2. 20p. m ... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W ...................... 15 
~i~;: :;: ~·: .··::::•• ·~~:~:::•: .::·[ 



























































Place of observa,. 
tion. 
Meteorological1·eco1·djor July 19, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. . . ~ ..... ~ THEHM. § HYGROM. El WIND. J,O'tVER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·a ~ <l> • 
$ .. ---2 ---s :::r~~ ,c~ ~ • "<:l' •• .c .. t>, • .p.,. "b£ '1:l o"<:lS
0 o.s .s "' ~ Q;) 8 = ~ 0~ ~ ~ ~ ;...~ Q) • ~ ~ !:= ~- ... ~ ~ Q;) 0 ~ 
-s ~ co ~ cD ~ ~ p p ,.. -~ .s: c g p . > ;>:; ~ l::i -~ ·:;: I <l) '<:5 i::i .=: s t--. 
co § ~ ~ . ~ -: ~ -~ ~ ~ ':" ~ £" k':Z .._; g .._; :5 as os § ss ~ g 8 ~ ~ 8 "" ~ .... "" ...., cD ....... "" cD ~ co "' , .~ o l::i s l::i a ... "' s '1:l 
• ....c ~ +=' X o ~ b.- <D •0""1 '-' ~ o ct1- .,..... , •1""1 ·....c -4---i o 1=1 ~ ..c1 
Remarks. 
E-4 ~ ~ P'l o A P" ~ A t> P.p.; ::>.A ~ ~ ~ ~ A o pq <tJ o E-4 
( 1 Oa.m. 23.7~~--;;-23.65 -;-;;~N.W.~~~--- F?Jr .......... ~irlden.~=====~ .... Foggy. 
I 2 0 a.m. 23.71 60 ;,2 Z3. G3 52 52 100 N. W 16 1. 28 .... Light fog ..... CnTus .. 2-4 0 ............................ Fair. 3 0 a.m. :23. 71 58 53 23. 64 53 5:i 100\ W.. 18 1. G2 .... Fog ........... Hidden. .. .. . ... .. . ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Foggy. 
I 4 0 a.m. 23.71 60 54 23:63 54 5.4 100 N. W. 17 1. 44 .... Fog ........... Hiddon ......... .............. . ... ............ Foggy. 5 0 a.m. 23.72 59 54 23.65 54 54 100:N. W. 18 1. 62 .... Fog ........... Hidden. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
I 
6 0 a. n1. 23.74 60 54 23.66 54 54 100,N. W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ........... Hidden ........... 5.40 a.m ............ 02 .... Light rain. 
7 14 a.m. 23. 74 59 54 23. (i7 . 54 54 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ............ Hidden ........... ..... ..... 6.10 a.m . . 01 .. .. Foggy. 
8 0 a.m. 23.-74 59 55 23.67 55 55 1001N. W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ........... Hidden ... .................................... Foggy. 
l 
9 0 a. ru. 23. 76 6,2 55 23. 68 55 55 100iN. W. 8 . ~2 . . . . Fog........ .. .. H~uden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
10 0 a. m. 23. 78 o2 56 23, 70 56 56 100
1 
W . 12 . 12 . . . . Fog....... . . . . Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Foggy. · 
l_L 0 a.m. 23. ~0 60 ~9 23. 72 59 ~7 88 W. 8 . 3~ .... H~zy ......... C~1~ulus 3-4 N. ';· ................. ::. .. .. .. .. Cl~udy. 
Summit of Mount I 12 0 m. 23 .• 8 61 ;)9 23. 70 59 ;J6 82 W. 8 . 32 390 Hazy .. .. . .. .. qu ..... ~-4 S. E. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Mitchell, N.C .. i ·J _ _ ~!lmulus 2-4 N. W. . 
1 0 p.m. 23. 78 63 61 .3. 10 6l 5::> 66 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. Hazy .. . .. .. .. C1r., cum 2-4 N. W. .. . . . • .. .. .. • • . . .. .. .. • . .. .. Fair. 
I 
2 0 p.m . 23. 77 64 59 23. 69 59 54 70,N. W. 6. . 18 .. .. Hazy .. . .. . . .. Cir., cum 2-4 N. W. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . . Fair. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 75 62 59 ;23. !i7 59 54 70 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. Hazy..... .. .. Cir., cum 3-4 N. W. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
4 14 p.m. 23. 74 62 56 2:3. 66 56 54 87,N. W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 4-4 N. W ............................. Cloudy. 
I 
5 0 p.m. 23. 74 62 53 23. 66 53 52 93,N. W. 13 . 32 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. .. .. .. .. .. 5.00 p.m. 5.05 p.m. Bl'k .... Light rain. 
6 0 p.m. 23. !4 G,2 ~2 ~::1. 66 ~2 50 86 1~. W. 16 1. 2~.... llazy ......... ~~r., cum 4-4 0 ............................ Cl~t;dy. 
7 0 p.m. 23. 13 !iO ;Jl 23.65 ;J1 48 79 'N. W. 18 1. 62 .... Hazy ......... C1r.,cnm 2-4 0 ............... ............. Fan. 
I 8 Op. m. 23.73 GO 51 23.65 51 51 lOO'N. W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog .......... Hidden .................... .' .................. Foggy. 9 0 p m. 23.75 62 50 23.67 50 50 100 N. W. 12 . 72 .... Fog ........... Hidden . ...................................... J!'ogg--y. 
1
10 Op. m. 2:l. 77 62 50 23.69 50 50 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 .... :Fog ........... Hidden ........................ . ............ Fog-gy. 
10 39 p.m. 23. 76 G3 49 23. Gil 49 49 100,N. W. 12 . 72 .... Fog_...... .. .. Hidden ....................................... Fo~gy. 
12 0 p.m. 23.76 G2 48 23.68 48 47 93,N. W. 12 . 72 . . . o 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 ............................ Fmr. 
f 
7 0 a.m. 29. J4 76 71 ;29. 007 70 G9; 92,8. W. 3 . 04 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Bidden ... .................................... Clondy. 
7 7 a.m. 29. 14 76 71 :29. 007 70 69 92 S. W. 3 . 04 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
lL 32 a .. m. 2!J.18 8.3 BL 29.028 EO 72 661 S. 12 . 72 149 o 0 Cumulus 1-4 W. ...... .. .. .. ...... ' ........ Clearing. 
Knoxville, Tenn.~ 2 0 p.m.
1
29. 13 80 'i9 28. 086 78 72 73 E . 8 . 3:!.... Stratus ... 2-4 Cu. & cir 2-4 0 ............................ Cloudy. 
I 4 7 p.m. 29. 1~ !~ 7! 28. frfl4 76 7~ ~6 , S. W. 8 . :12 .... Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 4-4 N. W. 3.30 p.m. 4.00 p.m .. 01 .... ~lou?Y· 9 Op.m. 29.11 1ti 73 29.047 72 6;J, 671 N. G .18.... o o o o 0 ............................ Clear. 
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Meteorological 1·ecord for July 20, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
I!YGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ g . 
8 ~~~~ 
---i=l ,_..,<llo:o 
~ e ~ .s § ~ ~ ~ ~ rp . ~ ~ g ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ S 
i=l =' .,. ·~ ·- ·- g p . .- ...., ~ >:l ·- .... I <I) • Q .!:: s "" 
.o .o :o ~ ~ ,0 ;:; ~ »:Z .-d 5 .-d 5 <5 ~ s s as g ~ ~:;::; r-.. "t5 ~ e ~ ~ o ~:::: o ~ o .. "' ;:: 8 e s '<:) a"' <ll.fJ 
- t> :v ...... 0 Q) ~ Q,) ct: ~ ~") ~ .,..... ~ -~ -~ 0 ~ ""' ..Q A F-- ~ A 1>-P-A.;P.A F<l <Q t::-1 <Q A o ~ <i 0 E-i 
-------l---l--l-l-1--l-1-1- 1--l-l- l- l 1-l---l-1--l---l---~1-l 
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
714 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 0 a.m. 
I !0 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. Summit ofMount ~ 12 0 m. 
Mitchell, N. C. I 1 0 p.m. 
2 Op.m. 
1 3 Op.m. 
I 4 14 p.m. 5 Op.m. 
I 
6 Op.m. 





10 39 p. JU. 
l 12 0 p.m. 
( 7 0 a.m. 
l 7 7 a.m. L132 a.m. Knoxville, Tonn .
1 
2 0 Jl. u1. 
4 7p.m. 
9 Op. ru. 
l032p.m. 










2:l. 79 62 
23. 78 63 
23.74 62 
23.74 66 





23. 74 66 
23.75 67 




29. 18 67 
29.18 76 




47 23. 67 47 
49 23. 68 49 
48 23. 67 48 
49 23. 67 49 
49 23. 66 49 
50 23. 67 50 
51 23. 68 51 
52 23.69 52 
52 23.69 50 
54 23.69 54 
55 23.71 55 
54 ~. 70 54 
59 23. 66 59 
55 2:1. 65 55 
54 2!166 54 
53 23.65 53 
55 23. 64 55 
55 23. 63 55 
52 2:i. !i4 52 
51 23. 65 51 
51 23. 66 51 
49 23. 66 49 
!;0 23.66 50 
50 23.64 50 
66 2!l. 070 65 
66 '29. 070 65 
76 29.047 75 
78 29.012 76 
77 28. !J84 76 
69 29. 0:-!2 68 
































92 N. W. 14 
93 s. w. 16 
93 s. w. 14 
85 s. w. 16 
85 s.w. 14 
86 w. 12 
86 w. il 
79 N. W. 8 
86 N. W. 4 
87 s.w. 8 
74 N. W. 8 
87 N. W. 4 
82 s.w. 4 
87 s.w. 4 
83 w. 4 
93 w. 8 
80 N.W. 6 
80 w. 4 
89 w. 4 
93 0 0 
93 0 0 
96 s.w. 4 
96 w. 8 
93 w. 8 
78 N. 8 
78 N. 8 
57 E. 6 
49 N. 13 
49 N. 16 
79 N. 4 
76 N. 5 
. 98 .. .. 
1.28 .. .. 
.98 ... . 
1.28 .. .. 
.H8 ... . 
.72 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.32 ... . 
. 32 .. 
. OR 276 
. 08 . .. . 
.08 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 32 ... . 
. 18 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
.08 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
.32 .. .. 
. 32 .. . . 
. 3~ ... . 
. :12 . .. . 
. 181 130 
• 84 .••. 
1.28 ... . 
• Oil ... . 
.12 . .. . 
0 0 
Light fog . .. . . 
0 0 
0 0 
:J;razy ....... . 
Fog .. ........ . 
Hazy ....... . 
Hazy ........ . 
Fog . ......... . 
~~~;::::: :::: 
Liglit fog . . . .. 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog . ..... . ... . 
Fog .......... . 
Fog• ........ .. 
Hazy ........ . 
Fog ...... ... . . 
:Fog . ......... . 
Fog . ...... .. . . 
Fog . ......... . 
Fog ........ .. 
ifl1t ±·~g.: :::: 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ........................... .. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cir.,cum 2-4 S.W ............................ . 
Cir., cum 3-4 S. W ............................ . 
Cir., cum 3 4 S.W ............................ . 
Cir., cum 4-4 0 ............... -.......... .. 
Cir., cum 4-4 0 ....... ." .................. .. 
Cir., cum 3-4 N. W .......................... .. 
Hidden ... .. .... .. ·--······· ................. . 
Cumulus 4 -4 N. W. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • .... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ......... : .................. . 
Cumulus 4-4 o ............ _ ...... ........ . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden .. .. ........ ... .... ................... . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 ........................... . 
Hidden . ..................................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 0 ............ - .......... ... .. 
Hidden ................................ , ..... . 
Ridden . ...... _ .. . ......................... .. 
Hidden . ..... ··-·· .......... ·---·- ....... . .. . 
Hidden . . : ........ ·---······ ·--······· ....... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W ............................ . 
Cirrus .. 3-4 "\V. . •.•....... _____ ......•..•.. 
Cin·us . . 3-4 W. . • . . . . . . . . . ........... _. . . _. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 ......••....••......... .• •. 
Cu.
0
&cir 3~4 S.~. :::::::::: ::::::::: : :::: :::: 
0 0 0 ---------- ·--------· ...... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 




























































Jlleteol'ological?·ecol'd jo1· July 21, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
d . . . I': • -~ TllERM. ~ IlYGROJIL] WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOw: ·c; ~ '-' ~ • ;; p • .:: . ~ ~ g 
,0 • ,... • ,0 • • .Q • • :;.., I ~ . . -I:.C "'=' 0"" ... "" Place of observa- o § .S "'=' ,.; '0 ~ .0 ~ ~ t: l'l ~·;..; '"'¢; ~· · . ~ ..; § :::l T -l'l ~. ~ E S Remarks. 
t-ron. '0 :;3 s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 .::: -~ :3 -~ § ~ o- t- . § . § :;3 -~ s s ..c; a~ @ .b 
"" 0 g 8. 2: ~ ~ ~ :B .::-: '; ':' .E::· g ~ 0 ~ 0 g 8 8 d ~ 0 8 ~ "@ S ~ ~ K '"' -..· ~ 03 ·= o ~ ... ;;; ·a- -~ 8 ;:j s ·= ~,.,.., § l'l s ... ..c:: "'=' 8 P=l <>1 P:l 8 ~ » p:j A P. P..,::.; P..::::l ~ <>1 ~ <>1 ~ o r::q -<11 o H 
--------j·---- ----- -----------------i-----'-----
f 1 Oa.m. 23.73 64 49 23. 65 49 49 !00 W. 8 .3~ . ... Fog .......... H~dden ....................................... Foggy. 
1 2 0 a.m. 23.73 66 48 23.64 48 47.5 96 W. 4 . Otl Fog . ...... H1d<len . Clout.ly. 
I 3 0 a.m. 23.72 63 46 23.64 46 45 92 \V. 4 . OS Light fog. Ct~mulus 2-4 W. Foggy. 4 0 a.m. 23. 70 61 47 23. 62 47 46 92 W. 4 . 08 Fog....... HHlclen. Foggy. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 23. 71 62 47 23. 63 47 46 92 W. 4 . 08 Forr. . . . . . . Hidden . Foe;gy. 
6 0 a.m. 23.74 66 48 23. 65 4il 48 100 N. W. 8 . 32 Light fog. Cumulus 1-4 0 Fan·. 
714a,m. ~:1.74 62 48 23.66 48 48 100 N.W. 4 .08 Fog....... Cnmulus 1-4 N.W. Foggy. 
I 
8 0 a.m. 23. 75 64 51 23. 67 51 50 93 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . • . . Cumulus 3-4 N. Vi!. Cloudy. 
!) 0 a. rn. 23. 76 64 49 23. 68 49 47 85 N. W. 3 . 04 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
10 0 a.m. 23. 77 63 53 23. 69 53 50 80 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 N. vV. Cloudy. 
J 
11 0 a.m. 23. 78 63 55 23. 70 55 52 80 N. \V. 4 . 08 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
Summit of MOlmt 12 0 m .. 23. 78 65 54 23. 69 54 50 74 N. W. 2 . 02 10:2 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
1\.litchell, N.C. , 1 0 p.m. 23. 78 68 54 23. 6:1 54 50 74 N. W. 5 . 12 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 N. \V. Cloudy. 
I .2 0 p.m. 23.78 70 59 23. US 59 54 70 S. W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 S. E. Uloudy. 3 0 p . m. 23. 78 67 57 ~n. 69 57 ~2 ~9 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . .. . q~mulus :3-4 E. Cl~ucly. 
I 
4 14 p . m. 23. 77 63 58 23. 69 58 ..,3 10 N. W. 4 . 08 Haz. y . .. .. Ctr., c. um 2-4 N. Fa1r. 
5 0 p. ru. 23. 77 61 55 23. 69 55 51 74 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy _... . Cir., cum. 2-4 0 Fair. 
G 0 p.m. 2:'!. 78 U2 51 23. 70 51 47 72 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . . . . Cir., cum 2-4 N. W. Fair. 
7 0 p.m. 23. 80 67 51 123. 71 51 47 72 N. W . 4 . 03 Hazy . . .. . Cir., cum 2-4 W. Fair. 
8 0 p.m. 23. 84 64 48 .
1
23. 74 48 45 78 N. W. 2 . 02 Hazy _. __ . Cir., cum 2-4 0 Fair. 
9. 0 p . m. 23. 83 63 47 23. 'i5 47 45 85 0 0 0 · 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
10 Op.m. 2::1.85 63 47 23.71 47 45 85 W. 4 .OS. .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 ........................... Fair. 
lO 39 p.m. 23. 8~ 64 47 i23. 77 47 45 85 N. W. 4 . Otl . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. Fair. 
l2 0 p.m. 23. 85 6.5 46 .123. 76 46 44 84 S. E. 4 . 08 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . Fair. 
( 7 0 a.m. 29. 20 71 65 29. 080 64 tiO 78 N. E. 4 . 08 . _. . 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
J 
7 7a.m. 29.20 71 65 29.080 6-! 60 78 N . E. 4 .08.... 0 o 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
1132a.m.29.2376 76 129.C97756l 3~ E. 5.12136 o o Cumulus1-4N.E ............................. Fair. 
Knonille, Tenn . 2 0 p.m. 29. 18 77 77 29. 043 76 61 38 N. E. 12 . 72 . .. . o o Cir. & cu 2-4 N. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . Fa~r. 
t 
4 7p.m. 29.18 78 80 29.042 79 61 30 N, .8 .32.... o u Cumulus 1-4 N ............ -~-------- ... . ... Fa1r. 
9 0 p.m. 29. 24 75 69 29. 109 US 63 73 ~- E. 3 . D-l . . . . 0 o o 0 0 Clear. 





















Meteorological record for July 22, 1873. 
(liourly observationt~.) 
' 8 ~ ~-~ t THERM. 0 HYGROM. '§ Wn'D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW, '(ij 1:: a:> ~ ---2 ~-- ~ ~~~g 
,!:) • r..: ..; • ,.<:l • • - •• , a:> < - 1:.0~ o::i 0 'C s ~ Plncoofobsorva- o § a:> o::i • 1SS ~ .o Q)~ ~ ~»a ~.;:; a:> • ""' ~ ~ 1 -~=~ ""'Q) 
0
. "' Remarks 
tiou. ~:;:: ~ ~ ] <5 "' ~ r3 -~ ·~ ~ ~ _g ;_; & I>~ • 'i:i . § :3 -~ S a:> o:;i § ~ ? ~- . 
a:> 2 ~ o ~ .o :; ~ g o ... :;-; ~ ~g -o 5 ~ o ~ 8 e 8 ~ o s ;;;.g 
e ... ~ ~ 1:> !::' o o .::: c; "' ... Q) ·c:; ~ .e 8 .e 8 .::: -"" s ~'~ 8 ... ..Q f::l ~ ~ Fl v A ~ ;::.:1 A P.. P<P-1 AA ~ ~ ~ <l A 8 fi:l ~ 0 E-1 
--------1----1---1-- -----11--1-------- ----- --1--------
( 1 Oa.m. 23.85 64 46 2.1.77 46 44 84 S. E. 5 .12 .... Hazy...... Cumulus 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
I 2 0 n. m. 2:U:l5
1 
63 46 23. 77 41i 44 84 S. E. 5 . 12 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . • .. .. .. Cloudy. 
3 Oa.m. 23.85 61 46 23.77 46 44 84 t:i.W. 4 .0~.... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 86 Ill 46 23. 78 46 45 9:2 S. W. 4 . 08 ... Light fog ...... Cumulus 3-4 0 Cloudy. 
5 0 a.m. 23. 87 61 46 2-1. 79 46 45 92 S. 4 . 08 Hazy...... Cirrus ... 1-4 0 Fair. 
G 0 n. m. 23. 89 61 47 23. 81 47 46 92 S. E. 4 . Od Hazy.. . ... Cumulus 3-4 0 Cloudy. 
7 14 a. m, 23. 90 ll2 51 23. 82 51 48 79 S. E. 4 . 03 Hazy...... Cir.-cum. 3-4 0 Clou<ly. 
S Oa.m. 23.91 ll~ 56 23.83 56 52 75 S. E. 6 .18 Hazy...... Cirrus ... 2-4 0 ]<'air. 
9 0 a, m. 23. B3 66 60 :?:J. 83 60 54 63 S. E. 4 . 08 Hazy...... Cumulus 2-4 S. E. Fair. 
I:Q 0 a.m . 23.94 67 56 j23. 65 5ti 51 69 S. E. 4 . 08 Hazy...... Cumulus 4-4 E. Cloudy, 
11 0 a.m. 23. 94 63 54 ,23. 86 54 51 80 N. E. 4 . 08 Hazy...... Cumulus 4-4 E. Cloudy. 
Summit of Monut~ 12 0 m .. 23.94 63 GO .23. 86 60 56 7G S.W. 2 . 02 103 Fog....... Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Cloudy. 
1Uitcholl, N.C. 1 1 0 p.m. 23. 94 63 53 23. 86 55 53 87 E. 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 
2 0 p.m. 23. 94 65 GO ;23. 85 60 55 71. S. 8 . 32 Ilazy...... Cumulus 3-4 S. E. Clondy. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 9•1 66 :>8 ,23. 85 58 54 76 E. 8 . 32 Hazy...... Cumulus 4-4 E. Cloudy. 
4 14 p.m. 23. 94 68 GO 23. 85 60 56 76 S. E. 4 . 08 Hazy...... Cumulus 3-4 E. Cloudy. 
5 0 p. m .l 23. 93 66 58 23. 84 58 55 82 S. 4 . 08 Hazy...... Cumulus 3-4 E. Cloudy. 
1
6 0 p.m. 23.93 64 56 ,23, 8-! 56 53 81 E. 3 . 04 Light fog.. Cumulus 1-4 E. Foggy. 
7 0 p. m 23. 94 63 53 23. 86 53 52 93 S. E. 4 . 08 Fog . . . . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 0 Fogey. 
1
8 0 p.m. 23. 97 70 51 23. 87 51 49 86 S. E. 4 . Oil 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 Cloudy. 
9 0 p.m. 23.98 71 51 2~.88 51 51 100 S. 4 :08 Fog....... Hidden.. Foggy. 
10 0 p.m. ~4. 00 72 50 23. 90 50 50 IOU S. 7 . 24 Light fog.. Cumulus 1-4 0 Fair. 
10 39 p.m. 2:1. 99 ll8 50 23. 90 50 50 100 S. 7 . 24 . Light fog. . Cumulus 1-4 0 Fair. . 
12 Op.m. 23.9d 68 50 23.89 50 50 10J S.W. 7 .24 . Ligbtfog. . Cumulus 1-4 0 . .......... . Fair. 
17 0 a.m. 29.34 GG 64 29.231 63 60 83 N. E. 6 . 18 .... Stratus .... 4-4 Ridden. . Cloudy. 7 7 n. m. 29. 3.J G6 G4 :!9. 231 63 60 83 N. E. G . 18 . ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. . Cloudy. Ill :~a.m. 29. :35 77 77 29. 1 H! 76 66 54 E. 8 . 32 136 0 0 Cirrus ... 3-4 W. . Fair. Knoxvillo, Tcnn . 2 0 p.m . . 29. 33 78 ~ 29. 1901 82 69 49 E. 4 . 08 .. .. 0 0 Cir. & cu. 4-4 0 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloudy. l 4 7J>.m. 2!).~2 80 83 29.174 f 82 67 42N.E. 7 .24.... 0 0 Cirrus ... 4-4 0 . Cloudy. !l 0 p. 111. 2!1. 35 77 75 29. 212 74 70 81 0 0 0 0 0 Cirrus ... 4-4 0 . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 



























Meteorological record for July 23, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
' ' ' "'. ~ THERM. § HYGROM. ~ WL.'<D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPE.R .CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. 'ce f::: ~ • ~ ... s .... g "'"' J5 . ~ - .-- 2 ~ -.--.-,g . . p.,._: a;,...; ' -~ -d ~~ a:>~ 
Place of oeserva- ~ § .S ~ -d ~ 2 :e :e ~to § ..., ::! .., <+; ~ • ...; ...; § -~ 1 -s:t ..., <ll ~ S Remarks. 
t10n. o ~ S .!:l ~ C) a:> ::! ,E .!':; .... ~ -~ ,.2 = o- 1? § >< ~ ~'> s a:> -d § ~ 8 .b 
a:> ~ ~ 8. ~ ~ .... ~ g c ... gs ~ .b'g 1i 0 -d g g s ~ s ~ . 0 8 ~ ~ 
.§ as ~ ~ ; ;.. ~ 'C5 .!::: 'Ql ~ ~ ;5. -~,.... .... S .S . S .::: ~'>-< @ d S ;.. ~ ~ P=l <j F1 o A P" ~ A P.. ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o F1 <joE-; 
- - - - - -------------------.----- ----J--------
( 1 Oa.m.23.98 66 50 ~!3.89 50 49 93 S. 8 .. 32 .... Fog .... . ---·-· Hidden.---·-----·-·--··---· .. ........ ------- · Foggy. 
I 2 0 a. m. 23. !J8 64 49 :n 90 49 48 93 S. 8 . 3:2 I!'og .. _.. Hidden . Fo_ggy. 3 0 a.m. 23. 9H 69 49 23. 88 49 4S 93 S. W. 4 . 08 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 Cloudy. 4 Oa.m.23.98 69 49 23. 88 49 45 71 S. 3 .04.... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 --------·- --- · ···- · · ........ Fa~r. 
I 5 Oa.m.23. !)7 65 51 23. 88 51 45 59 S.W. 5 .12 .... Lightfog ------ Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ------·--- ---·--·--· --·- --·- Fa1r. 6 Oa.m.23.!)8 64 52 :!3. 90 52 4G 60 \V. 2 .02 Hazy... Cir.,cum 2-4 0 ---·------ ---------- .... --- - Fair. 714a.m. 23.99 65 53 23.90 53 50 80 W. 4 .08 .... Hazy ......... Cir.,cum:H 0 ---······---------- - -----·-- Cl~udy. 
I 8 Oa.m . 24.00 66 65 23.91 55 51 80 N .. W. 4 .08 Hazy . .. Cir.,cum 2-4 0 --------·- -------··- -------- Fmr. 9 Oa. m. 24.01 66 56 23.92 56 55 93 N. 4 . 08 Hazy .. . Cumulus 3-4 0 ---·------ --------·- ____ ----Cloudy. 10 Oa .. m. 24.04 70 59 23.94 59 53 65 0 0 0 .... Hazy ..... . ... Cumulus 3-4 0 ··----·-·· ··--·-·-·· . . . . ... . Cloudy. 
1
110a.m.24.04 69 59 23. 94 59 53 6:>N.W. 4 .OS Hazy... Cumulus4-4 0 --···-------·------- - -------Cloudy. 
SummitofMount 12Om .. . 24.03 65 60 2:J. 94 60 53 GO 0 · 0 0 106 Hazy... Cumulus 4-4 0 ·· --·---·· ·'··-···-· . ...... Cloudy. 
Mllcaell, N. C. 1 0 p.m. 24. 01 65 60 23. 92 60 55 71 0 0 0 Hazy .. _ Cumulus 4-4 0 Cloudy. 
2 Op. m.24. 01 67 64 23.92 64 57 62 W. 2 O:J Hazy... Cumulus 4-4 0 ··-·------ --------·· .... ---- Cl~udy. 
I 3 Op. m.24.00 69 6fi 23.90 66 57 54 N.W. 2 .02 Hazy. ... Cumulus 2-4 W. ---- --·-·· ---------- ........ Fa~r. 414p.m.24. 00 72 65 23.90 G5 55 49 W. 4 .08 Hazy... Cumulus2-4 0 ............................ Fa!r· 5 0 p.m. 23. 99 70 G5 23. 89 65 56 53 \Y. 4 . OS Hazy .. _ Cumulus 2-4 0 ........ __ .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Fa~r. 
I 6 Op.m.23.98 67 65 23. 89 65 56 53 0 0 0 Hazy... Cumulus 2-4 0 ............................ Fa~r. 7 Op.m. 23.97 65 58 23. 88 58 54 78 N.W. 5 . 12 Hazy... Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ............................ Fa1r. 8 Op.m.:!3.98 64 54 23.90 54 52 87 N.W. 4 .08 Hazy... Cumulus 3-4 0 ............................ Cl~udy. 
\ 
9 Op.m.23.98 70 53 23.88 53 51 86 N.\Y. 6 .18 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 ............................ Fa1r. 
10 Op.m.23.98 62 52 23.90 52 51 93 N.W. 5 .12 .... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 ........................ ---- Fa:ir. 
11.39p.m.23.98 63 52 23.90 52 51 93 N.W. 4 .08.... 0 0 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
12 Op.m.23.97 71 52 23.87 52 51 93 N.W. 4 .08.... 0 0 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
. r 7 Oa.m.29.41 72 69 29.285 68 66 90 N.E. 6 .18 .... Stratus. ';1-4 Hidden ....................................... Cloudy. 
7. 7a.m.29.41 72 69 29.285 68 66 90 E. 4 .08 .... Stratus. 4-4 -Hidden ....................................... Cloudy. 
ll.32a.m.29.44 80 82 29.294 81 71 57 E . 4 .08 71 o o Cumulus 4-4 E ............................. Cloudy. 























































Meteo1·olor;ical?·ec01·djo1' July 24, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ S· UYGROM. ·a WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ ~ ~ 
---~ . . ~~~~ 
e e ~ ~ ~ t' ~ ~ ~ ~ . ..; .Po~~~~ ~ : "g s s 
c:s o p. -~ .s: -~ c ~ & ~ ~ ~ ·r-1 ·~ 
8
1 Q.) • ~;:: :5 ~ 
.:> .:> ';J ~ 0 .<:; ~ <1) p.;<) • ::1 • "' 9 0 s "g ::I C) '"':;::: ~>-> 13 ~ e ..... ~ ~ "' ::::: o -g o -g o 2: s .8 s ~ o s a~ 
R emarks. 
. A ~ ~ A ~ ., ~ 8. A... ~ ~ ~ ~ A~'"" 8 ~ ~ ~ t1 
------1---1--1-1-1--1------- ------------------1-------
1 0 a. m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a. ru. 
4 0 a. ru. 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a.m. 
7 14 a. rn . 
8 0 a. ru. 
9 0 a.m. 
r 
I 
23 97 71 
23. 96 70 
~3. 95 71 
23. 96 71 
23. 95 69 
23.94 64 
23. 9.J 66 
23. 94 , 66 
23. 9~ 66 
23. 94 66 
23.93 66 
23.93 65 
~- 92 65 
23. 91 67 










2!), 35 76 
29. 35 76 
29. :l:l 82 
29. 23 83 
29.22 85 
2!l. 22 79 
:.2!J. ~2 79 
() 
52 23. 87 52 51 
51 23. c6 5t 51 
51 23. 85 51 51 
5i :!3. 86 51 51 
51 :23. 85 51 50 
5::! 23. 86 52 52 
55 12:}. 85 55 54 
I 
I 
Summit of Mount J 
Mitoboll , N. U.- I 
I 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
12 Om ... 
1 0 p.m. 
2 0 p.m. 
:1 0 p. ru . 
4 14p. m. 
5 0 p.m. 
6 0 p. ru. 
7 Op.m. 
8 Op.m. 
9 0 p.m. 
1
10 0 p.m. 
tO 39 p.m. 
{
l I ~ ~~:~~ : 
7 7 a.m. 
11 32 a.m. 




g~ ~ : ~g g~ g! 
57 2:3. 85 57 54 
60 23. 84 60 55 
60 23. 84 60 57 
60 il3. 83 60 56 
62 23. 82 62 58 
63 23. bl 63 58 
59 23. BO 59 56 
61 23. 80 61 58 
(j:l 23. 78 63 58 
57 :!3. 78 57 55 
55 23. i7 55 54 
55 23. 77 55 53 
55 2:3. 77 55 53 
55 23. 77 55 53 
53 23. 76 53 51 
70 29. 215 69 68 
70 :W. 215 69 68 
83 29.179 82 70 
87 :29. 078 86 70 
88 29. 063 87 70 
76 :19. 079 75 69 



















































: : ~~!' ::: 
4 . 08 
4 . 08 ---· 
5 .12----
5 .12 .. .. 
4 .08 .. .. 
7 .24 .. .. 
6 .18 .. .. 
4 .OS .. .. 
4 . 08.- .. 
2 . 0~ 99 
0 0 .... 
0 0 ---
0 0 .... 
4 . 08 
4 .08 .. .. 
3 . 04 .. .. 
2 . 02 .. .. 
s. 2 












.0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
. 02 
.08 .. .. 
.04 .. .. 
. 01 ---
.32 94 
.18. -- . 
.04 .... 
• ::12 ••• • 





Light fog .... . 
Fog ......... .. 
Light fog. 
Hazy-----




Hazy .. . .... .. 
Hazy . ...... .. 
Fog . .. .. .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ..•.. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... . . 
Bazy ... .. 
llazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 




Fog . . _____ ----




Stratus - . . 4-4 
Stratus ... 4-4 
0 0 0 ·--------- ................ .. 
0 0 0 .......... --·--- ---- ...... .. 
0 0 0 -··----- -- --····---- -- -- .. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .. ........ ---------- .. .. .. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W ............. . ....... . ..... .. 
Hidden ..... ·- ·--· · --------···------- ··- -· ... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W. ----····-- ................ .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. '\V. ·------·-· ---------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. vV ........... ....... .. : ....... . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 .. __ _ .. _ ... _ .. ___ . __ __ ... __ . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 0 - ----·· ......... .......... .. 
Hidden.--···----· ·--·- ·-·· · -· ··-·---· . . .. ... . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus 4-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 __ .•. __ .... _ ......... __ .. _ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 S. E ..... ........... ........... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. ·······--· .......... -·-· ·--· 
Cumulu11 3-4 N. ·----· ..................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 --·--·---· -······--· ·-·- ... . 
Cumulus 2-4 0 .................... -··- .. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ........................... . 
0 0 Q .................... ··-· ··-· 
0 0 0 .......... ------·--- .... ·-·· 
0 . 0 0 .. .............. ........... . 
0 0 0 ..... ..... ·········- ....... . 
Cumulus 2-4 };, ... •. ... _ .. ............ _ .••• _ 
Cirrus .. 2·4 0 ......... . ....... .... ...... . 
Cirrus _ . 3-4 0 .. _. _. _ . _ ... _ .. _ .. _ . . ••..•.. 
Hidden.·--··-···· ··-· ····- -· ..••.••.....•.. • .. 































































,:::>' ~-~ 0 ... 
"' s 
8 
( 1 0 a.m. 
• 2 0 a. rn. 
I 3 0 a.m. 4 0 a.m. 
I 
5 0 a.m. 
6 0 a. rn. 
71<1 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 0 a.m. 
1 10 0 a.m. Ill 0 a.m. 
Summit of Monnt <. 12 0 m .. 
Mitchell, N. C. 
1 
1 0 p. m. 
2 Op. m. 
3 Op.m. 
1 414p. m. 
I 
5 0 p.m. 
6 Op.lll. 
7 Op.m. 
I 8 0 p.m. 9 Op.m. 
I LO Op.m. 10 3!) p. rn. l 12 0 p.m. 
( 7 0 a.m. 
1 7 7 a.m 
1132 a.m. 
Knoxtille, Tenn.< ~ 0 p.m. 





































Meteorological record for July 25, 1873. 
(IIourl,y observations.) 
'l'IIF:RM. ~ LIYGROJL i WIND. LOWEl~ CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAL."l' OR SNO"\-V. -~ ~ ~ • 
---2 ---~ . .:~:~ 
,.; ,.; ~ ~ ;:! ~ ~ ;:;._ g ~ ~ ~ i I~ . ~ ~ g- gf~ ~ :15 § s ~ "' ..., ~ ::l ::l :.. ~ -~ .... o ~ t> "' ~ ..... -~ I "' rd ~ ;±; s p., 
] ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,S ~ ~ f -2] .g g .g 5 ~ s § § ~ 5 E ~ ~ 
...... ~ ~ .... t:> "' .... "' "' ;... "' :'d ~ .... - ·~ s ·- ~;.... 0 ~ s .... ~ ~ ~ ::.,) A p- ~ I A p. :::>.,:~.;>:.A ~ "<!1 ~ <: A 0 ~ <r1 0 E-.; 
---------- ----------------
64 5::123.76 :!3 51 86N.W. 4 .08 .... 0 0 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
fi5 52 :23.7:3 5::! 51 931 N. 4 .08 .... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 0 ................... --- - .... Fai1·. 
6! 51 ~3.73 51 50 93 N. 4 .08 .... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 0 ............................ Fair. 
60 50 23. 72 50 50 100 S. W. 8 . 32 _ .. _ Light fog . .. .. Cir·., cum 2-4 0 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. Fair. 
~~ ~~ ~~:~~ gg §~ 1~6 1 ~:~· ~ :~~:::: fi~]it·f~g: :::: ¥1rd~~:. -~-~- - --~-- ::::::::::::::::::::.::::::: i~~~y. 
59 52 ;2;1.73 52 51 '9J S.W. 6 .18 .... Lightfog ..... Cumulus 1-4 0 ...... ...... ........... ..... Fair. 
59 55 23. 74 55 53 871 S. W. 8 . 3'2 .. .. Hazy_.... . .. . Cumulus 1-4 N. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . ]'a~r.L 
61 59 ~- 74 59 57 88 S.W. 6 . 11:i .. .. Hazy..... .. .. Cumulus 1·'1 N. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. Fmr. 
62 6223.74 62 57 12: s.w. 8 .:32 .... Hazy ........ . Cumulus3-4N.W ............................. Cloudy. 
65 li4 23. 76 64 57 621 S.W. 8 . 3:! .. .. Hazy .. . .. .. .. Cumulus 3-4 E. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Uloudy. 
66 61 23. 76 61 58 82 IV. 4 . 08 101 Fog ........... Cmnnlus 4-4 0 ............................ Uloudy. 
~~ g~ ~~: ~~ g~ g~ :1 ~: ~: ~ : ~L: :: i~~ · :::: :: : : : : ~i~~~~ : : : :: :::::: :::::: : :: : : : :::::: : : : : :: : : : : i~~g: 
67 56 :!3. 72 56 56 100 S.\V. 6 . 18 .... Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hidden .... ·...... 2.25 p.m ...... ...... 11 .... Light rain. 
66 57 ~3. 71 57 56 94 1
1 
S. 8 . 32 .... Light fog ... . . Cumulus 1-4 0 ........ .. 4.01 p.m .. 06 .... Foggy. 
66 57 23, 7l 57 56 94 S. 6 . 18 .... Fog....... .. . Hidden . .. .. ...... .......... .. ........ .. ..... Foggy. 
~t· gg ~~:~i ~g g~ 1~~ ' s.~v. ~ :~~:::: i~~::::::: :::: iif~~l~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~;: 
65 54 23.71 54 5:3 93 S.\V. 16 1.~8 .... Fog ........... Hidden ....... .... 7.10p.m. 7.35p.m. :02 .... Foggy. ~1 gg ~~:H g~ ~~ ~~~ !:~: 1~ 1:~~:::: i~t:::::: :::: amt~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~i~: 
63 54 23. 74 54 54 IOO S .W. 20 2. 00 .... Nimbus ... 4.4 Hidden ........... 10.50 p.m ............ 05 .... Light rain. 
77 72 2!)._064 71 69 90 S.W. 2 . 02 .... Stra.tus ... 4-4 Hidden ....................................... Cloudy. 
77 72 29. Oti4 71 69 90 S.W. 2 . 02 .... Strat-us ... 4-4 Hidden . ...................................... Cloudy. 
8 1 81 2!1. 014 80 71 61 S. 4 . 08 107 0 0 Uu. & cir 2;4 0 ............................ Fair. 
81 82 28. 984 81 72 62 S. 12 .·72.... Stratus . .. 1-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... --~ Cloudy. 
83 85 28.979 84 72 53 S. W. 12 . 7~.... o o Cumulus 2-4 S.W. 1.45 p.m. 2.00 p.m .. 01 .... Cloudy. 
79 76 28. 999 75 70 76 S. 6 . 18 . .. . Stratus ... 2-4 Hazy .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • • .. . .. Cloudy. 























Meleorological1'eco1·d jo1· July 26J 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. . .;:;, ~ . ~ 'l'llliH:\I. S HYGUO~I. ·~a W'L'\D, LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN 01~ SNOW. 'c;j ~ ~ • 
~ ;.., M ~ ..._. C 
:il. ..; --- 2. ---,g. . - . ~~ sgs 
Placo o~ obserm- .g § .8 <ci • "g t ..ci ;3 0 b s:i t'~ ~~ c . . ...; §.~~1 ~ ...,.;$ 0 S Remarks. twu. c.-.:.:: c 1J 'g ...., -t ~ ::3 ;;.. -~ -~ ·;,; 5 D • "'b ~ .. ·::; ~ El ~ • .. Q3 8 ~ ~ ~ (.) ~ ~ P P :;;: ~ o ,.<::1 ~ g ~-z ...,; 5 ...,; 5 2 o o s ~ 5 s ""·c;; 
a ~ ~ ~ ~ t- i ~ -~ -; ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ .s s .s a .::: e~ g -g s ~ 1i"' H ~ <1 ~ o A ~ ::::; A P.. ~~ ~~ ~ <1 ~ <1 ~ o ~ <11 8 
---------------1-------- ---1---------------
r 
1 0 n. m. 23. 81 64 55 23. 73 55 55 ioo S. W. 16 1. 28 . . . . Fog.-- ____ ---- Hidden . ____________________ 12. 18 a.m. . 01 __ __ Foggy. 
2 0 a.m. 2J. 80 64 54 23. 72 54 54 100 S. W. 16 l. 28 Fog....... Hidden _ _... Foggy. 
3 0 n. m. 23. 80 62 53 23. 72 53 53 100 S. W. 18 I. 62 Fog....... Hidden _ _ ... ']'ogg·y. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 80 61 54 23. 72 54 54 100 S. W. 16 1. 28 Fog .. -- __ . Hidden _ .. . . Foggy. 
5 Oa.m. 23.82 62 53 23.74 53 53 1GO S.~V. 12 .72 Fog....... Hidden. ----Foggy. 
G 0 a.m. 23.83 65 54 23. 74 54 54 1LO S. W. 15 1. 1~ Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden_ 5. 50 a.m. . 06 .. -- Light min. 
7 14 a.m. 23.83 GO 58 23.75 58 57 94 S. 14 . 98 Liglltfog. Cumulus 2-4 0 G. 32a. m .. 05 .... Fnir. 
8 0 a.m. 23. 84 6:! 56 23. 76 56 55 93 S. 12 . 72 Light fog Cumulus 3-4 S. E. . . . . Cloudy. 
9 0 a. m. 23. F5 G6 5!.1 23. 76 59 58 94 S. 12 . 72 Light fog . Cumulus 3-4 S. E. _ .. _ Cloudy. 
1
10 0 a.m. 23.85 G3 58 23.77 58 57 94 S. 12 . 72 Fog....... Hidden_ __ __ Foggy. 
11 0 a. ru. 23. 85 G3 57 23. 76 57 56 94 S. W. 9 . 40 Fog .. ----. Hidden _ 10. 40 a. m. 10. 55 a. m. . 03 .. __ Foggy. 
SummitofMount< 12Om . .. 23.84114 GO :n7li GO 59 948."\Y. 10 .50 230 Fog....... Hidden . .. .. Foggy. 
Mitchell, N.C. 
1 
~ . 0 p.m. '
0
2:3. ~3 ~3 G~ ~~- 7~ 6~ 5~ 88 S. W. 1~ . ~e Light fog. C~r. & cu 3-4 0 12. 15 p.m. 12. 35p. m .. 01 _ .. _ ~loudy. 
;.: 0 p.m. ~-l. R4 65 6;.: .3. 7:> G~ 58 77 S. "\V. 1,.. . ·~ Hazy..... CIT. & cu 3-4 S. W. . . . . Cloudy. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 83 Gil 58 23. 75 58 5li 88 S. W. 16 1. 28 Hazy . . • . . Cir. & cu 3-4 S. W. . .. _ Cloudy. 
I 
4 H p.m. 23. 82 62 60 23. 74 GO 57 · 82 S. W. 18 L 62 Hazy..... Cir. & cu 3-4 S. W. __ __ Cloutly. .. 
5 0 p.m. 23. 82 64 59 23. 74 59 56 82 S. W. 10 . 50 Hazy..... Cir. & cu 3-4 S. w. . . . . Cloudy. 
· G 0 p. m. 23. 85' 65 56 23. 76 56 54 87 S. W. L6 L 28 Hazy . . . . . Cir. & cu 3-4 S. W, ... _ Cloudy. 
7 0 p.m. 23. 85 62 55 23. 77 55 53 Bi S. W. 16 1. 28 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S. W. . . . . Cloudy. 
· 18 Op.m. 23.86 G:l 55 23.78 55 53 87 S.W. 8 .32 0 0 Cumnlus 3-4 S.W. .......... .. .. Cloudy. 
9 0 p.m. 23.89 64 54 2~1. 81 54 53 93 S. W. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4.4 Hitl<!en _ B. 45p. m , . 01 .... Li_ght rain. 
LO 0 ]>. m. 2.3. 87 G2 ;-,4 23. 79 54 53 93 S. W. 17 l. -!4 Fog....... Hidden _ 9. 20p. m .. 02 _ .. _ Foggy. 
1039p.m. 23.86 61 54 23.78 54 54 100 S.W. 12 .72 Fog....... Hidden. .. .. ]'oggy. 
l12 Op.m. 23.!'15 GO 54 23.77 54 54 100 S.W. 26 3.38 Fog....... Hidden. .. .. Foggy. 
f 
7 0 a.m. 29. 19 77 74 29, 051 7a 70 85 S. 2 . 02 0 0 0 0 0 .. __ Clear. 
7 7a.m. 29.19 77 74 29.054 73 70 85 S. 2 .02.... 0 0 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
11 a2 a. m, 29.21 81 BL 20. 062 80 70 5G S. W. 16 l. 2B 152 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 W. .. __ ... __ ....... __ .. . ...... :Fair, 
Kuoxdllo, 'ronn .. 12 0 p. m. 2!1. 15 84 86 28. 996 85 71 47 S. 16 L 28 . . . . 0 0 Cu. & cir 2-4 S. W. Fair. 
4 7 p. 1u. 2!1. 15 85 88 :!8. !l94 87 72 45 S. 12 . 72 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 S. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
!l 0 p.m. 2!l. :l~ 7d n 2!l. 082 72 69 83 N. E. 8 . 32 .. .. Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 o ............. __ . __ .. .. .. .. .. Clearing. 

































Summit of Mount J 








































JJ[cteorolugical7·econljol' July 27, 18i3. 
(Ilourly observations.) 
Q ., ~ 
rlYGHOM. 2 WIND. LOWER' CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. UAIN OR SNOW. 'OJ i:: ;... . 
2 ~o!~ 
- .--.- _ci · · p., - ~ o . · ~on~ -d ~! I Q) ~ 
:3 ;3 o-C;· § ...,· .... :..~ ~ . ...; ...; 5.s I ·c ..., <5 S S 
d 0 t> ·~ -~ •.-I g :;::j 0 ~ ~ 0 -~ t> - - (l) • ~;!:: 0 ~ 
p p ·_;:S ~ 0 p "' 0' >,::: -d "' . "' o o ~ s as o Cl) I ~ :::l 
t ~ ~ -~ ~ 8 ~ : =@'] .s s ] s -~ §~ s 'g s ~ ~ ,§ 
R emarks. 
A ~ ~ A P. P<,p.; ~A ~ <4 ~ <4 A 8 fil <4 o H 
·--·-·-·-- -1-1-1--J-1-1 I-1---1- 1·--J---1--- 1-l-1-------
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a. m. 
3 0 a. ru . 
-t 0 a.m. 
5 0 a. rn. 
6 0 a.m. 
7 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a. rn. 
10 0 a.m. 
ll 0 a.m. 
12 Om .. 
1 0 p.m . 
23. 8-1 59 53 !3. 77 
2::!. 8•1 GO 54 !3. 76 
2:3. 83 59 54 !:l 76 
23. 84 59 54 23. 77 
2:1. 85 GO 55 23. 77 
'2:i. 87 GO 56 23. 7 9 
:-33. 88 61 58 ~3. so 
2:1. !10 (j(j 59 ~J. 81 
2:1. 91 6 1 60 23. 8:1 
23. 91 62 60 23. 83 
2:1. !JO !i:l 59 Jl. 83 
23. 8t 64 60 23. 80 
23. 87 62 59 !3. 79 
2 0 p.m. 23. 86 63 58 23. 78 
3 0 p. m. 23. 87 63 5!J !3. 71 
4 14 p.m. 2.3. 85 62 61 23. 77 
5 0 p. m 23. 86 61 58 ~:~. 78 
6 0 p. m 2:!. 8G r.o 57 13. 78 
7 o p. m 23. 86 Go 53 n 713 
53 53 100 
5-t 54 100 
5-1 5t1 100 
54 54 100 
55 55 100 
56 56 1GO 
58 55 93 
59 57 88 
60 57 82 
GO 57 82 
59 58 94 
6J 59 94 





s .w. 12 
s.w. 10 







58 57 9•1 s .w. 10 
59 58 9-1 s.w. 7 
61 59 88 s .w. 12 
58 57 94 ~.w. 8 
57 56 94 s.w. 10 
55 54 93 s.w. 8 
2. 42 -- . . 
2.00 .. .. 
1.62 .. .. 
1. 28 .. .. 
• 72- - .0 
. 50 .... 





. 32 312 
.32 .... 
. 50- --. 
. 2~ --- . 
. 72 - -- -
. 32-- .. 
. 50 .... 
. 32 
Fog ..... .... . . 
F?g- .. : .. - -- .. 
L1ghtiog . .. .. 
~~~::::: :: :::: 
I•'?g ........ .. 
Light fog . .. . . 
Lightfog . . .. . 
F?g .. . " .... .. .. 
Light IOg - . -. 
Nimbus . .. 1-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
NimbuR ... 4-4 
]!'og ... .. --
Nimbus ... 14-4 
Hazy ....... .. 
Light fog . .. .. 
Light fog ... . 
'Nimbus ... 4-4 
Hidden .... . .....................•.......... - . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Cirrus __ 1-4 0 ........... ............... . 
Hidden . .. . . -·--·- . ... ...... --·-- - - ·-- ....... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. -·. . ..... . . . . . ..... . . 
Hidden.---- . .. ... ....... .. . ... . .. ... .. . .. .. . . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 . ................. ...... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. 10.30 a.m. .. . .. . .. .. . 19 .. .. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oti .••. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04 .... 
Iil3~~~: :::: :::::: ·2:55ji.~~ - ~:~~::.~: : ~~ ~ ~::: 
Cumulus 3-4 S. W. . • • • . . . . . . 3.18 p. ru. . 02 
~~~~l~~ -~:~- -~:-~: :~:d;~-~:. :~:::::::: :_:~x::: 
8 0 p. m 23. 85 60 56 :23. 77 
9 0 p.m . 23. 86 60 51i !3. 78 
10 o p. m. 23. 87 :;o 56 ~::l. 80 
10 39 p. m 2:3. 86 59 55 ~3. 79 
12 0 p. m. 23. 85 58 54 :23. 713 
g~ I ~~ l ~gg I ~:;:I ~~ I : ~~1:: : :1 ~~~:::::::1::::1 ~w1~:~ :1::::1::::::1::::::::::1.~:~~::.~:1.--~~1:::: ~~ 5~ 100 S.W. 6 .*8 .... ~~mbus ... 4-4 H~dden ........... 9.40p.m ............ 03 .. .. 
;:,;:, 15;; 100 S.W. 12 .. 2 .... lhmbus ... 4-4 Hidden ..... ..... ..... ................. 10 .. .. 
5-1 54 .100 S. 12 . 72 .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Hi" elden .......... . --........ .. .. .. .. .. . 38 .. .. 
7 0 a. m 29. 251 76 
7 7 a. m . 29. :J6 76 
11 32 a.m. 29.24 Sl 
2 0 p . m 29. 20 83 
4 7 p. m 29. 191 82 
!J 0 p.m. 29. 21 77 
10 3:3 p. Dl . 29. 21 77 
71 29. 12i 70 68 90 
71 20. 1~~ 70 68 90 
81 :29. 093 PO 73 70 
85 2~. 04t 8-1 73 57 
77 29. 0 1:: 76 68 64 
73 2!J. 07~ 72 70 90 








6 .181 ... . 6 . 18-- .. 
6 • 18 152 
6 .18----
6 .18 ... 
2 . 02 
6 .18 .... . 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Strat.u s .. . 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
g~~~~l~~l ~:! ~: ~: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::I:::: 
Cumulus 2-4 S. 9.40 a.m. 10.40 a.m . . .. _ ... . 
Cumulus 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden . . .. . . . .. .. 3.00 p.m. 4 00 p . m. . 37 
Hi,lden . . .. . .. .. .. 4.50 p.m. 5.20 p. m ... .. , .... 













Light rain; thunder 











Light r a in. 




























Meteorological ?'ecord for Jnly 28} 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ TIIEllli. ~ IIYGRQ;\1. 2 WIXD. LOWER CLO~S-1 UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i . ~ . --- 2. --- ~ . ~§ ~g 
Placo or obscrva- .g :::i _E .0 .;:; 1S$ ..0 ;3 ~f. ~ ~;.; ~~ ~ ob • ..; ..; l g·~. ~ ~ ~'g S S Remarks. 
110ll. '0 :3 s ~ 1il "E Q) 2 ..5 :5 -~ ~ ·; ~ ;;; it ~t' . § . § :g 1; s 8 .g § ~ ... Z;> 
c:> 0 ~ 0 ... ~ "' 0 0- U1 - '8 '"0 0 '"0 0 Q) 8 0 0 '"0 0 s 0 8 
s '"' ~ ~ '"' t> Q) a -~ Q3 t ~ s -~ ,.S( .s s ·.s s -~ ~~ f:l l"l s ... ..<:i -o 
E:1 ~ ~ r:l 8 A f::: p:; A P. ~~~A ~ <l ~ <l A o r:l <l o ~ 
--------1----- -------------- ------------------1---/---------
( 1 0 a.m. 23. 85 58 54 23. 78 54 54 100 S. 8 . 32 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . 42 .. .. Heavy rain. 
I 2 oa.m. 23.8~ 58 54 2:3.77 54 54 100S. W. 18 1.62 .... N:inlbus ... 4-4 Hil1den. .06 Lightrain. 3 o a. ru. ~3. 83 58 53 23. 76 53 53 1oo;s. W. 20 2. GO . . . . Fog....... . . . . llitldcu . 2.10 a.m. . 02 Foggy. 
I 
4 Oa.m. ~3.81 58 52 23.74 52 52 100 ,· S . . \V. 16 1.28 .... l~og ........... Hidden. Foggy. 
5 0 a. ru. 23. EO 58 52 23. 73 52 :i2 JCO S. W. 1-1 • 98 .. . . Fog....... .. . . Hid <len . Foggy. 
G Ou.m. 2:3.81 58 52 23.74 52 52 lOO,S. W. 18 1.62 .... Fog ........... Bidden Foggy. 
I 7 1-1 a.m. 23. 82 59 53 23. 75 53 52 93 S. W. 23 2. 64 .. .. Fog. .. .. .. .. .. Hidden . I?oggy. 8 0 a.m. 2:l. 83 59 55 23. 76 5.) 53 878. W. 18 l. 62 . . . . Light fog . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 W. Cloudy. 
j 
!J 0 a.m. 23. 85 00 59 23.77 59 55 76 S. W. 9 . 40 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 2-4 W. Fair. 
10 0 a. n1. 23.87 62 Gl 23. 79 61 58 82 W. 8 . :i2 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 S. W. Cloudy. 
11 Oa.m. 23.b8 62 64 23.80 64 61 83 W. 4 .08 .... Hazy .......•. Cumulus 3-4 W. Cloudy. 
12 Om ... 23.b7 62 ti2 2:3.79 62 58 77 W. 6 .18 2tl9 Ha~y ......... Cumulus 3-4 S. W. Cloudy. 
Summit of Monnt 1 0 p.m. 23. S!i li4 6.J 2:1. 78 64 58 67 N. W. 7 . 24 .. .. Hazy .. .. . .. .. Cumulus -1-4 N'. W. Cloudy. 
l\litcheli, N.C. 2 0 p.m. 23. 83 G3 68 23. 74 68 G3 74 W. 5 . 1:2 . . . . Ilazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 N. W. Cltmdy. 
I 3 0 p.m. 2:1. t:3 67 68 23. 7-1 GB 62 70
1
8. ,V. 4 . 08 .. .. Haz:v .. .. . .. .. Cumulus 3-4 W. Cl<mdy. 
4 14 p. ru. 23. 8:2 65 60 23. 73 60 5!1 9-1 S. W. 5 . 12 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hiuden . 3.39 p.m. . 21 Heav:v rain; tlmnder-
1 . st'm fr. 8.E. toN.W. 5 0 p.m. 23.84 G1 56 23.76 5G 55 93
1
S. W. 8 . 32 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. . 52 Hef~-v:v;rain; thunder 
I stmfr.S.E.toN.W. 6 op.m. 23.134 61 57 2;j,76 57 56 94.S. W. 12 .72 .... Fog ........... Hidden. 5.32p.m .. 26 Foo-gy. 7 0 p.m. ~- ~2 Ul ~~ ~~- !-I ~~ 56 10018. W. 20 2. 00 . .. . :U:og ...... ~ .. .. H~dden . Foggy. 
• 18 0 a.m. ;;·l- 84 6~ ~(j ~~- ~~ ~U ~6 100 S. W. 16 1. 28 .... I! og ........... H~<lclcn _ Foggy. 
9 0 a.m. -J. 83 ()3 .:6 ;..3. 7o o6 o6 100 S. W. 18 1. 62 .... Fog ........... H1dden ...... Fo~gy. 
• LO 0 n. m. 23. 8:! CO 54 23. 74 54 54 1001S. W. 20 2. 00 .... I!'og ........... Cumulus 2-4 S. W. Fo)n~Y-
1 0 39 p. m. 2:1. 81 6J 53 23. 73 53 53 1001S. \V 18 1. 6L... :Fog....... .. .. 0 0 0 Fog:!V. 
12 0 p. 111. 2:1.1~0 60 53 23. 72 53 53 l eo's. W. 2~ 2. 42 .. . . :Fog ........... · o o o . 57. 1 Forr;:;.y_ 
( 7 0 n. Ill. 20. 23 77 12 2[1. 094 71 69 901 W. 5 . 12 . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 . Cle'a~:ing. I 7 7 n. m. 29.23 77 72 29. 03'1 71 69 90 ,V. 5 .12 .. . Stratus ... 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 . 18 . Clearino· L l :13 a.m. ~D. 2.1 81 80 2!1. 103 i9 72 Ga
1
S. W. 8 . 32 118 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. Cloud.y .,. 
KuoxYillo, Tenn. )l 2 0 p.m. 20. lti 8·~ 8 J 29. Oll 83 7:l 60 S. Ul . 72 .. .. Hazy .. . .. . .. . Cirrus .. 2-4 R. ·w · Fail· · ~ 7 p.m. 2~'- Hi b:l t-'4 ~9. OO!l sa 72 56 w. 17 1. 44 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . · Threatening 
!I 0 p.m. 2fl. ~0 7!1 7:1 :2!1. 03!1 7:.! 70 !10 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 2-4 llazv . . 5 45 p m · Cloucl · 
· 10 :1:! Jl . 111. ~fl. J!l 7H 7-J :.!!l. 0.31 71 69 lJO S. \V. '1 . 08 .... t;tratue ... 'l-4 Ili<lilen · · 6 00 l) m 02 · ''I'b. yt. · I · · · · · .. .. 1ea enmg. 





























JitJieorologicalrecol'djor Ju.ly 29, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ s -6 t; THEal\r. 0 HYGROl\L ·s 1 wum. 1 LOWER CLOUDs. 1 UPPER CLOUDs. 1 RAIN OR sNow. 
~ ---2 ___ p .s ~ ~. ~ 0 ... >=I I r .... ~ 8 ~ 
---..,----,.-- 0 "g o S 
1 ~,:::: S,e> Place of observa-1 .g >=~0- ~ <d .,.. ~ ~ .ci ..ci ~. p:, P P.::.: ~ ~~ <i> r . . ;;:~-~~ ~ t . .,.. ~ <~> -~ -...., ~ ...... -...., o ~ p .... .,..., 1> • +> ...., o - 1 .... wn. o ·.;;: <I> ..q <~> ~ <I> p p I> ..... ..... ·s o ... · ~ ;;:! ~=~ ..... ·~ <~> j · 
<I> ~ a ~ ~ .o -; ~ ~ o ..q ~ ~ _:;,~ <d g <d g ~ o ~ s -g s ... .... p. ... ~ <I> ...::: '"' ...... ,.. <I> ,.. ·- 0 >=I s >=I d ~ 8 '- s "0 
.,..... ~ -+=' ~ 0 ~ t> Q.) .,..... Q,) <l) ;..... Q.) Q ~ •,....C .,..... ~ . ..... -~ 0 ~ 
H ~ ...j F1 __::___ __:____ _f-"_ ~ ~ P. P. l~ P. A ~ ...j _ · -~--~A o F1 







. I Summit of 'Mount J 








5 Oa.ill . 
6 Oa. ill. 
714 a . ill. 
8 Oa.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 Oa.ill. 
11 0 a. ill. 
12 0 ill. 
1 Op.ill. 
2 Op. m. 
3 Op.ill . 
4 14 p.m. 
5 Op. ill. 
6 Op.ill. 
7 Op.m. 
8 0 p.m. 
I
I !) 0 p. ru. 
10 0 p. ill. 
10 3!/p. m. 
L 12 0 p.!U. 
( 7 0 n. m. 
I 7 7 a.m. Jl 33 a m· 
Knoxville, Tenn . < 2 0 p. m. 
t 




23. 791 58 
23.79 58 
~~: ~g , gg 
23.801 57 
~3. tH 58 
23. 82 (j\) 
23.841 62 
~~:~~I ~~ 
23. 85, 62 
23.85 62 
23. s;-;1 67 
23.84 67 
23. 82' 66 
23. 8t j 63 
2:3. 82 62 
2J. 8 11 6~ 
23. HJ, 60 
23. 84' 6,1 
2~l. 85 G5 
2:3. 85 G4 
23. 84 ' 62 
23. 83 63 
2D. 24 1 7G 
29.24 7(i 
29.24 80 
29. 17 82 
::W.l5 84 
29. 19 80 
2[). 20 81 
I 
52 23.72 
52 23. 72 
51 23. 72 
51 23. 73 
52 23. n 
53 23. 74 
55 23. 74 






G4 :.13. 75 
6:3 ,2:3. 73 
60 23. 73 
57 2:3.74 
56 . 23. 73 
56 i2.l. 75 
:34 .23. 76 
55 2:3.76 
5~ 23. 77 
5:3 23.76 
;j;j 23.75 
72 29. 10~ 
72 29. 107 
81 ,29. O!l:i 
84 29. 021 
86 128. !J9G 
77 ,29. 047 
75 1:l9. 053 
52 51 93 
52 51 93 
51 50 93 
51 50 93 
52 51 !)3 
5:3 52 93 
55 53 87 
57 55 R7 
5~) 57 88 
59 57 88 
60 58 88 
GO 58 Stl 
63 59 78 
64 50 73 
G3 60 83 
GO 53 8H 
57 5ti !)4 
56 55 94 
56 55 94 
;)4 5t 1:)0 
55 5 1 74 
52 49 j(;; 
51 50 80 
5;! 5l 136 
71 60 !JO 
71 (j!) 90 
80 73 70 
83 72156 85 75 fll 
76 72 ~1 
74 71 1:!8 
s.w. 24 
w. 16 
N. W. 12 
N. W. 10 




N . W. 4 
N.W. 4 







N. W. 9 
}I, w. 12 
N.W. 8 
N.W. 2 










2. 881 .... 1.28 ... 
. 72 .. . 




. 24 -... 
.08 .... 
• OS- ... 
. 08 --
.12 26!) 
. 1e .. _. 
.05 ----
.08 .. .. 
. 32 ... . 
. 32 
: ~& 1 :: :· 
. 32 
.02 .. . . 
. Ot< . --. 
. 08 
-Oil .. .. 
.3~ .. .. 
. 32 . -
. 3~ 151 








Light fog __ .. 
0 0 
Ha.z:r ....... .. 
Haz,y ...... .. 
Hazy- - --- .. .. 
Light fog . - .. -
Fog _______ ---· 
Light fog _ ... . 
Hazy .... _ ... _ 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy .. . .... :. 
Fog ......... .. 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy .. .. .. .. 






Stratus _. _ 4-4 






Cirrus .. 2-4 ........................ _ .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Cirrus . _ 2-4 .................................. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 ................................. Fair. 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 N. W ........... .................. . Fair. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 N.W ......................... ----Fair. 
Cirrus __ ~-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Clr.&cu. 2-4 N.W ..................... ---- .... Fair. 
Cir. &cu. 2-4 N. W ............................. Fair. 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W .......... _ .................. Cloudy. 
Cnmulns 4-4 N. W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
~~~~\~l~1~ ·3.4· ---w:· :::::::::: ::::::::::· :::: :::: 6'fo~~fy . . , 
~~E~t~: n ~·.~• ::::: :: ::::::::•: ::: :: ·~l~~~· 
Cumnlu~ 3-4 N. vV .......... . , .. ____ :_ ........ Cloudy. 
CtJnmluf:l 3-4 N. W . .................... ____ .... Cloutly. 
l:Iit1den ... .................. ------ ---- ........ Foggy. 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 .......... ... ..................... Fair. 
Cirms __ 1-4 .................................. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 .................................. Fair. 
Cinns _. 1-4 _. _ .. _ ........................ _... Fair. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 ..................... : ........ 56.1 Fair. 
Hic1<1en .......... _ .... - _ - - . __ ......... .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Hiudeu . __ . ____ . In night. In night. . 01 _ _ _ Cloudy. 
CumuluR 2-4 W .................... ..... 
1 
.... Fair. 
Cirrufl __ 2-4 W ............................. Fair. 
Cumulus 2-4 W . -.......................... _ Fair. 
0 0 0 ........................ ____ Clear. 




































I . I I >=: . ~ IIY GRO)L :g Wl~IJ. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAL'i OR SNOW. '@ ~ ~ • 
___ § . .::&16~ 
0 ::s d > ·~ •M ·~ c ::1 . t>: ~ t:) .,_ -~ I Q) • t=l ;:: 0 ~ ~ ..... -- c5 ,0 ,.Q :c ~ Q ,.... :tJ ;j >.~ rd ~ rod = ~ b 6 s ~ :::: ~ 8 ~ 
T IIF.l!M. 
Remarks. El 2 ~ ~t: g ~;; ~~ I ~ . ...; ...; §~- ~ ~-g s s 
e l .s 18.1 $...( ~ d ~ 8 ~~ ~ ~ r::::·g Cj o ~ o e a o s "'d os s 8~ ~ """ t-< ~ ;... ~ ~ ·~ 0 0 .... "' <1l ~ .;:o s ·~ s ·~ ~:::: 0 ~ .... ..« 







1 0 n. m. l:23. F2 
5 g ~: ~~: ~~: ~i 
4 0 a. m. /23. 81 
5 0 a. m. l:23. 83 
6 0 a. m. :23. 8 J 
7 H a. m. 23. 85 
8 0 a.m. 23. 86 
9 0 a. m. 23. ~7 
10 0 a. m. :23. 88 
11 0 n. m. 23. 89 
12 0 lU ... 23.89 
61 .33 :23. 74 
63 54 :.!3. 74 
61 54 23. 7:j 
GO 54 :23. 7:~ 
60 54 23. 75 
62 55 23.75 
6-! 55 23. 77 
64 57 :.!3. 78 
6.3 57 :'13. 78 
6li 59 23. i9 
fi6 60 23. f O 
67 57 ;l3. 80 
Summit of Mount< 
Mitchell , N.C. I 1 0 p.m. :!3. 88 65 62 
2 0 p. 111 :2:.1. 87 64 60 
I 
3 0 p. Ill . :23. 86 64 63 
23.79 
23. 7!J 

















4 J 4 p. m . 23. 85 6~ UO 
5 0 p. m. 23. !N G3 li2 
I 
G 0 p.m. :!3. 85 64 59 
7 0 p . Ill. 23. 86 ()2 56 
8 0 p.m. 2!"1. 87 63 57 
I 9 0 Jl. m . 23. 89 (i7 57 10 0 p.m.:!3.t'8 6-! 56 LO 3!1 p. m . 23. t!7 63 56 l 12 0 Jl. lll . 2:i. 86 62 53 
I 7 0 a.m. 29. 23 77 72 7 7 a. m. :20. 23 77 7~ 11 3:1 a. 111 . 29. 2.3 8:2 83 Kno'tvillo, 'l 'onn. 2 0 p.m. ::!!l. 20 85 87 
l <I 7 p. m. 2!1. 18 8:> 85 !l 0 Jl. lll . 2!1. 10 8 1 "17 10 :l~ 11. 111 . :!!l. ~0 d l i7 
--
53 51 P.6 
5-I 53 93 
5•1 54 100 
54 54 100 
54 54 100 
55 55 100 
55 .34 93 
57 55 87 
57 55 87 
59 58 94 
60 58 88 
57 56 94 
62 GO 88 
61 60 9-1 
63 61! 94 
GO 59 9-1 
G=:! GO 88 
59 57 87 
56 55 94 
57 57 100 
57 56. 5 97 
56 56 100 
56 .35 94 
55 53 87 
7l 70 90 
7L 10 no 
82 73 63 
86 75 57 
8-1 74 60 
76 72 79 











S. E . 
E. 






S. E . 
s. w. 
s. w. 










4 . 08 .• •. 
8 . 32 ... . 
16 l. 28 ... . 
12 . 72 ... . 
12 . 72 ..•. 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 .Od .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
1 . 01 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
2 . 02153 
2 .02, .. .. 
8 . 32 .. .. 
2 .02 .. .. 
6 .18 ... . 
8 .32 .. . 
14 . 98 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
16 l. 28 
9 . 40 .. . . 
22 :!. 42 . .. . 
18 l. 62 .. .. 
1-1 .98 .. .. 
2 . 02 .. . 
2 .02 .. . 
6 . 18 8Y 
6 .18 .... 
9 . 40 
; : ~~/: :: : 
Fogo ..... ~ .. -~ .. 
Fog . ... ..... . . 
Fog ......... .. 




Hazy ... . 
Light fog 
Fog ..... 
Nimbus I 4-4 





Fog .... . 











Cirrns .. 1·4 . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. F air. 
llidden . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
Hirlden . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Fo_ggy. 
Hidden . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
0 0 0 , ...••...... • ............ . .. Foggy. 
Cirrns .. 1-4 .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 
Cir. & eu 2-4 . • • • . . .. • • • .. . .. .. • • . . . . .. . • .. .. .. Fair. 
8~:~}~~ g:: N~. ::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::: g~~x;: 
~idd~~1~ -~·:. ~·.::': :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: ~~0g~c;r· 
Hidden ........... 11.35 a.m ... :: ...... .12 .... Light rain; distant 















... ....... 1 .......... 1 .... \ .. ·1 N.~t~: 
.. .......................... Cl~udy. 
.. .......................... Fmr. 
................... . ........ Fair. 
Hidden . .................... 12.40 p.m. . 14
1 
... . 
Hi elden . .. .. .. . . .. 1.20 p.m. 1.45 p.m .. 04 .. .. 
Cumulus 3·4 o .................... · · .. .. · · 
Hidden . .. .. . . . . . . 3.30 p. m. 3.45 p. m. . 01 
Cumulus 1-4 ................................ .. 
Cir. &eu 2.4 ................................ .. 
Cir. & eu 3-4 S. E . ........................... . 
Hidden . ............................ . ... . . .. . 
Hidrlcn ...... ................................ . 
Cir. &en 2-4 8. W ........................... .. 
Cirrus .. 3-4 ................................. .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 .............................. 57. 2 
Hidden .. ................. .. ..... ............. .. 
Hidden .............. ................... ..... . 
Cumulus 2-4 S. .. ..................... .... . 
Cumulus 2-4 S. 
Cir. & en 3-4 o 
Cirrus . . 3-4 0 






































Meteo1·ological 1·ecordjm· Jttly 31, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ HYGROM.] WIND. I LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·§ ~ i . 
. ] . ---] . . ~ ~ s ~ $ ~ . ~~ ~ ;9 Q) ~ g -~~ ~a ~ . ~ ~ §.S- ~ ~rg o s 
e11 ~ rg ~ Q) ~ P p. -~ -~ 1:) g rn • t: ~=~ = :a ~ I <1> • ~;:: S ~ 
8 0 :g 8 ,.Cl ,.Cl :;3 13 0 ..<:::: <F1 g ;,.;z • i=l • p 0 0 8 s as p Q) ... '8 









Summit of MouutJ 




1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a. ru. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a. ru. 
li Oa. m. 
714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
\J 0 a.m. 
lO 0 a.m. 
ll 0 a.m. 
12 Om .. 
1 Op.m. 
2 0 p.m. 
3 Op.m. 
4 1<1 p.m. 
5 0 p.m. 
G 0 p.m 
7 0 p.m. 
8 Op.m 
·11 !i Op.m. 10 0 p. 111. 
10 39 p. ill. 
l l2 Op.m. 
( 7 0 a.m. 
1 7 7 a.m. 
i 1L3:Ja..m. 
Knoxville, Tenn ·1 2 0 p. m. 
4 7 p.m. 
!) Op.m. 
10 32p. m. 
23. 87 61 
23. SG G2 
23. 86 GO 
23. 87 61 
23. 89 Gl 
23. t!7 GL 
23. E'8 63 
23. 89 GG 
23. r.o 67 
23. !JO G7 
23: 89 ()4 
23. 89 66 
2:3. !37 05 
23. 87 66 
23. SG 65 
2:1.85 62 
23.86 G:.S 
23. 87 66 
23. 86 62 
23. 86 64 
23. R7 63 
23. 87 M 
23. 86 GJ 
23. 85 63 
29. 24 77 
:w. 2~ 77 
29.26 8 1 
29. 2' 83 
29. HJ 83 
2!). 23 t'O 
20.231 75 
54 23. 79 54 52 
53 23. 78 53 52 
5:l 23. 78 53 52 
53 23. 79 53 52 
54 23. 81 54 53 
5!) 23. 79 !)\) 56 
G3 23. E'O G3 59 
66 23. ~0 66 G2 
63 23. 81 G3 60 
64 23. 81 G4 6t 
60 23. 81 GO 59 
61 23. 8::> 61 59 
65 23. 78 65 62 
Gl 23. 78 61 GO 
5!) 23. 78 59 58 
6L 23.77 61 60 
Gl 23. 78 61 59 
5!) 23. 74 59 58 
56 23. 78 56 55 
5-1 23. 78 54 53 
55 23. 7!) 55 54 
56 23. 7!) 56 56 
56 23. 78 56 56 
54 23. 'i7 54 54 
7'3 ~9. 104 72 G9 
7;l 20. 104 72 69 
77 :.!D. 113 76 73 
83 29. 04 8 82 7l 
f3 (i 20. 039,85 73 
78 20.087 77 7L 
76 29. 088 79 70 
87 s. w. 10 
93 S. W. 12 
H3 S.W. 8 
93 s.w. 10 
93 s. w. 12 
82 s. 8 
78 s.w. 4 
79 s. 3 
83 s. 4 
8:1 s. 3 
94 s.w. 5 
88 s. 4 
82 s. 2 
94 S. E. 2 
94 s. 4 
94 s. 6 
88 s.w. 4 
94 s.w. 4 
94 N. W . 8 
93 N. W. 8 
9:l N.W. 16 
100 N. W. 18 
100 N. W. 16 
tOO N. W. 18 
85 s.w. 3 
85 H.W. 3 
86 s.w. 12 
56 s.w. 1:l 
53 s. 8 
7il s.w. 10 
79 s.w. 8 
. 50.---
.72 .. .. 
.::!2 .. .. 
. 50 .. . 
7:! .. .. 
. 32 ... . 
. 08 .. .. 
. 04 ... . 
• 08 .. .. 
• 0~ .. .. 
. 12 -- .. 
. 08 l99 
.02 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
.OS .. .. 
. 18.--. 
. 08 ... 
. 08 .. .. 
• 3:.l ... . 
. 32 .. .. 
l.28 .. .. 
l.62 .. .. 
1.28 .. .. 
1. 62 .. .. 
. C4 .. .. 
. 04 , .--. 
. 32 .. .. 
. 50 .. .. 
. 32 .. .. 
0 I 0 HaJ ... J 
T:!azy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy .... . 
I~og . ... ... . 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ..... . 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Light fog .... . 
Hazy_ ... .. .. . 
Hazy ........ . 













: ;~. ~~ ~~:. 
____ _ . ---~-'._ 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 . _ .. ....................... . 
Cirrus _. 2-4 0 . _ ...... _. _ ......... _ ... _ .. . 
Cirrus . _ 1-4 0 ..... ..... . .. . ............. . 
Cirrus __ 1-4 0 ....... . ................... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ...... ................ .... .. 
Cir. &cu. 1-4 . S. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus 2-4 S .W. ---------- ................ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 S.'W ....................... _ ... .. 
Cnmulus 4-4 E ........................... .. 
Hidrlen _ ..................................... . 
Hidden_ ........... ....... ............ ...... .. 
Hidden .............. _ ....... .......... ... - .. . 
Hidden ........... 1.15p. m ........... ."13 
Cumulus 4-4 f?.E ....... . ... 2.55p.m .. 14 ... . 
Cumulus ::l-4 S.E. . .-....... . .. ....... ....... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 S. E. . ........................ .. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . _ .....• _ ................... . 
Cir.&cu. 3-4 N. W ...................... . ..... . 
Cir.-eum 2-4 0 ............. .. ........ . ... . 
Cirrus __ 1-4 0 ................. ....... . . .. 
Hidden . _ . . . . . __ .. _ . . ........ , ...... _. _ .... _ . _ 
Hidden ... ....... ---··----- . . ..... . ...... ___ _ 
Hidden . . ... ______ ---·------ . ................ . 
Cir.-cum 4-4 W .............. ............. .. 
g;~~~!~~s ~! ~: io.-5·o ~- -~-- i i:os ~- -~-- :::: :::: 
Cn.&cir. 1-4 S.W.lL30a.m.l1.40a.m ..... . .. . 
Cumulus 1-4 W ... ........... , ....... 31 .. .. 
o o ~ o .................... ____ ... . 




















































I.-Meteoroloqical 1·ceord for August 1, 18i3. 
(Hourly obsorvations.) 
~ ~ IIYGROl\J. I~ WI!\' D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. I RAIN OR S:KOW. .s . ~ TU ER)I. § ~ ~ .§ d --- ~ ---
'0 fil 8 g .0. 
..0 Pineo of obset-vn· I ,o. ~ 'al2 ;S ~t ::i t'c l ~" l " ~-l::.o~ oc '"C ..0 ..0 ~ l -::l ..., 'al 0 81 'S:3 "" 0 • .-f ::s =:;~ . ~ t>. .S·~ I tiOU. "" .g C) ~co 'i3 c :..-·,...., :g co rd l'l,!: s;:.., 8 "' .0 ..a :0 ~~ ~~~:a· ~ "' ..0 <3o8 s g (l) a :a co e c: 0 "" ~ "' C) 0 s .~e~ 8 "" 88-"'-c 8 ::z A t: t:' ~ ~ .... 0 ~ ~ ~ (~.Q c 8 l'l 't:l d " ~ ~ 0 c H ~ ..q F1 0 A iS P.. p.IP-4 P.,A <j <Q A 0 F1 <118E-i 0 
I 
r 
1 On.m.:'23.83 63154 \23.75 54 541100 ~.W. 20 2.00, . ... Fog ... ...... .. Hidden .........................•..... . ... . .... 
2 Oa.m.:.l3.82 62 55 23.74 55 55 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden ...... . ......... . ..................... .. ~ H:::~li~ ~~ ~~ !~:~i g: g! l }~g ~:~~: i~ t:~~~ ::: : ~~i::::: :::::: il~~~~:: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
S11mmit of Monntj ti 0 a. m '23. t:5 62 54 23. 77 54 54 100 N. W. 22 2. 4;tl .... Fog . .......... Hidden .... .............................. _ .... . 
.hlitchcll,N.C. 7Ha.m.23.86 ti2 5:i :'n78 55 55100 N.W. 1D 1.80 . .. . Fog . ... .. ..... Ridden ....... ............................ . .. . 
8 0 n. m. 23.87 62 53 23. 7!l 55 53 100 N. W. 18 1. 62 .... Fog .. ........ . Hidden ...................................... .. 
!I oa.m.,:n.ss 61 58 23. 80 58 58100 N. \V. 8 .32 .... J!'og .. ......... lliclden ...................................... .. 
l10 On.m.,23.8.8 (i:2 62 23.EO 62 IH D4 W . 8 .32 .... HazF .. - ...... Cumulus 3-4 W ........................... .. 11 0 a.m. 23. HD 63 61 23. 81 61 60 D4 W. 5 . 12 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 4-4 W. .. ........................ . 12 0 m .. 23. bts 62 63 23. 80 63 60 sa W. 8 . 32 289 Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ........................ . 
f I!~:~:+: _:•:  :E :E:•::+••-•••••••:: E/ .E ·+••:E:::-:•·:_:__-·:::-:::.:.•··: n~~:,h~f,_ #.~c~=1 :1 'It~ :u • :•• ;• < ::;; / :: > ::•: : : :;: UU: :u HU ••• Hi :HH HHi ) / 
{ 
7 Oa.m.2H.26 77 73 29.1:?3 72 6D 85 S.W . 3 . 04.... 0 0 Cirrus . . . 1-4 W ........... ~---------- ...... .. 
KnoxYillo. Tcon. 7 7a.m.2D.:?fi 77 73 29.1 2:3 72 6!l 85 S.W. 3 .04.... 0 0 Cirrus ... 1-4 w ..................... .... .. .. 
ll 32 ~ m . 29.28 8L 81 :29. 133 80 71 Gl S.W. J2 . 72 187 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 W. .. ........................ .. 













































Meteorological1·ecord for August 1: 1873-C(,mtinued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
Remarks. 
~ THERi\1. ~ HYGROl\l. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i $ ~ . 8 '"';} ~ l'i 
Place ofobserva. .g § ~ -"'-.-~-.- ~ t -.o-.-_-.::5-~ ~ ~ t>:=~e~ ~ ~ . · ~ ci'~0j ~ ~] ~ ~ 
tion. '0 ~ Q.) ,.g Q.) S ~ :3 >" ;;. ;;; .51 ·z o ~ & ~ t--: ~ 1:::1 -~ ·~ S Q.) • ~:::~ ~ a >-
o @ ~ 8. ~ ;, ~ ~ g ~: ~ ~ ~] -d g -d g g s 0 s ~ g 8 ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~ 8 A. ~ ~ . ~ ; & ~ &.I ~...... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ---~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~"' 
----- --------- -------------- 1--------
( 1 Op.m. 23.89 63 64 23.81 64 60 78 N.W. 8 .32 . ... Hazy _____ .... Cumulus 3-4 N.W ........... ... : ...... ---· . .. . Cloudy. 
I 2 Op.m. 2:1.89 67 64 23.80 64 tiD 78 N. W. 5 .121 •••• Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 N. W. --- - ------ ---------· ---- .... Cloudy. 3 Op. m. 23.88 66 65 :t3.79 65 Gl 78 K.W. 2 .021 ··· Hazy ......... Cumulus 4-'1 N.W .... ~ ....... ---------· .... ... . CLoudy. j 414p.m. 23.87 64 GO 23.79 60 58 88 W. 8 .32 ... . Haz_y ...... . .. Cumulus 3-4 N.W . .... ...... -- -------· --- .... Cloudy. 5 Op.m. 23.87 64 60 23.79 60 58 88 N.W. 4 .081--- - Ha:;o;y . . .. ..... Cumulus 3-4 N.W ... .. . . ... .... ............... Cloudy. Snm_mitofu:Ionnt 6 Op.m. 23.87 65 ~0 2~.78 60 ~~ ~4 N.W. 4 .os
1 
.... Hazy ....... Cumulus J-4 N.W. ----- - -------------- .....• .. qi<!udy. 
M1tcbell,N.C. 7 Op.m. 23.84 61 v7 23.76 57 :J,) 87 W. 4 .08 .... Haz.v ......... Cumulus 2-4 0 ·--------· .................. .l'mr. 
1 
8 Op.m. 23.85 ~~ 56 ~3.77 ~6 55 94 N.W. 14 -?8.... 0 0 ~umulus 3-4 N.W ........................ . .... ~l<!udy. 
9 Op.m. 23. 86 til 55 2.1.77 ;)5 54 93 N."\V. 16 1.28 . ... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 0 ------------------- - ....... Fa1r. 
liO Op.m. 2~.85 64 ~~ ~;:1.21 ~~ 54 93 N.W. 14 .9~·--- Lightfog ..... q!l~ulus 3-4 N.W ............................. Cl<!~dy. 1039p.m. 23.84 64 J;) 23.16 ,J;) 54 93 N.\.V. 12 .72.... 0 0 Cmus .. 1-4 0 ------·--- .................. Fau. 12 Op.m. 23.84 64 55 23.76 55 55 100 N.W. 12 .72 .... Lightfog ..... Cir.&cu. 3-4 0 --------- - --------- ·····----Foggy. 
r ~ n:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
I 414p.lll. ------ .. . . --- - ------ - -- · ---- ---· ------ .. · .. - -- · - --- ------------ ---· .......... ---- ___ ; __ ------------------------ ... : n~~tcb~u.~~c~~~ ~ gl~: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: .::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~:::::: ::::::::.:::::::::: 
I g ~ ~: :: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : :: : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : -: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
l tg 3~~:~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
{ 
2 Op.m. 29.23 78 74 2!J.O!H 73 69 Bl N.W. 20 2.00 .... Nimuus ... 3-4 o o 0 -----------------------· ... . 
Knoxville, Tenn _ 4 7 p.m. ~H- 23 73 75 ~9. 09~ 7~ 72 8~ , S. 8 . 32
1
. __ • Stratus ___ 4-4 ~ H~dden . . . . . . . . . . . 2 15p. m. 2 45 p.m. . 03 ... . 
9.0p.m. ~9.21 7~ 73 29.07• 2<- ~9 8v ~.W. 5 .12
1 
.... Stratus .. . 4-4 H~drlen ...................................... . 
10 32 p. m 29. 18 76 71 29. 046 10 68 90 ti. W. 5 . 12 . _.. Cum.-strat 4-4 H1dden ...... -.-- .. --------- ----- .. -- .. --- . -- . 


























Metem·ological1·ec01·d for August 2, 1873. 
(Hourly observ:ttions.) 
~ 'fUERM. @ HYGROM. ;g WTh"D. LOWER CLOUllS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ e: ~ ~ ~ !3 ... gQ)d 
$ · ~ ~.-- ~ · ~] · · ~ . ~ ·1· -be~ ..0 'S~ g $ Pln.ce o_f obsorvn-1 o g .S "g .,: :;;§ ;e ~ ~t- § ~ f5 ;..¢; ~ . +=l +=l § ~ 1 -~=~ .., .., 
13 
Sl Remarks. 
bon. ~:;: S .<:l $ "Q ~ 101 2 .!:; ..... :;z o c ;; c. t' . l'l • 1=1 :;:·~ S <D ..0 ~ ~ .... b 
<D e .S 8. ~ ~ t ] § ~: ~ ~ ~-z -g 5 -g 5 ~ s 8 ~ ~ c; s o ·a 
.§ c:S .... ~ o ... ~ ~ .... <D o ... ~ "'~ ..... e ..... s .~ ~... o ~=~ s .., ..::< -o 
H ____::__ ~!:..._ ~~-~ ~f> P.p., P./=l ~ ~ ~ ~ A o ~ <j o H 
1 0 a.m. 23. 83 62 54 23. 75 54 53 931N. W. 12 . 721. ... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ...•••.....•••••.•....•..... 
2 Oa.ru. 23.82 61 54 2:l.7-l 5<1 53 93N.W. 10 . 50.... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ........................... . 
3 0 n. m. 23. 81 60 54 2:3. 74 54 54 1001N. W. 8 . 32 .... Light fog .. ... Cir.&cu. 3-4 0 . ................... .. ..... . 
J 
4 0 n. m. 23. 82 60 54 23. 15 54 54 IOO,N. W. 12 . 7:L ... Fog....... . . . Hidden .....................................•. 
5 0 a.m. 23.82 62 54 23.74 54 54 100 N. W. 10 . 50 .... Fog ........... Hidden ..... ..•............ .. ....•............ 
Summit of :hfonnt 6 0 a.m. 23. Rl 62 54 :l3. 73 54 54 100 N. W. 12 . 72.... Fog....... . . . . Hidden ...................................... . 
Mitclloll,N.C. 'I 714a.m 23.tH 64 55 23 . . 73 55 55 lOOiN.W. 12 .72 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... 6.50a.m ............ o3
1 
.. .. 
8 0 a.m. 23. 81 62 56 23. 73 56 56 100 N. W. 8 . 32 . . .. Fog....... . . . . Hidden . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 6 45 a.m. . 05 ... . 
!J 0 a. ru. 23. t'l 59 56 23. 74 56 56 100 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. Fog....... . . .. Hidden ...................................... . l10 Oa.m. 2:3.83 62 58 23.75 58 58 lOON.W, 12 .72 .... Fog ........... H.idden ..................................... .. 11 Oa.m· 23.!34 62 60 23.76 60 60 lOON.W. 8 .32 .... Fog . .......... Hidden ...................................... . 12 Om . . 23.82 63 60 23.74 60 60 lOON.W. 4 .08 227 Fog ........... Hidden ...................................... . 













l 12 0 01 ... .... . .. ...... · •••·• ............ •••• •• ... . ....................................................................... . 
. { 7 Oa.m. 29.20 76 72 29.067 71 70 95S.W. 4 .08 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ...................................... 1 Cloudy. 
Knoxvlllo, Tenn . 7 7 n. m. 29.20 76 72 29. 067 71 90 95 S. W. 4 . Ol:l l- ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .................... _ . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Cloudy. 
11 32 a.m. 29. 20 80 81 29. 057l 80 72 66 S. W. 8 . ~2, 144 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 o ................... _ . . . .. • . . Cloudy. 




























Metcol'ological?·ecol'djot· August 2, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
cis 
TllERU. s HYGROM.~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Olt SNOW • -~ ~ ~ . > 0 ... a s ~ 
---::l ,::;]~~ ~ .o . .0· 








( 1 Op.m. 23.82 63 62 ,23.7-t 62 61 94 N.W. 8 .32 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 N.W ............................ . 
I 2 Op.m. 2::1.81 62 6~ 23. 7::1 63 60 8::1 N.W. 8 .32 .... Fog ........... Hidden ........... .... ..... . ................ .. :l Op.m. 23.80 64 63 23.72 6a 60 83 N. W. 8 .3:2 .... Fog ........... Hidden ..................................... . 
I 414p.m. 23.79 62 GO 23.71 60 60160 N."\V. 12 .72 .... Fog ....... .... Hidden ...................................... . 5 0 p.m. 23.79 62 58 :23.71 58 58 100 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . Fog ........... Hiduen ..................................... . . 
SnmmitofMountl 6 Op.m. 23.79 63 58 23.71 58 58 100 N.W. 10 .50 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3·4 N.W .............. ~ · ............. . 
Mitchell, N.c. I 7 0 p.m. 28. 80 63 58 2::1. 72 58 57 94 N. w. 8 . 3;L... Hazy .. --. . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N. vV ... -- ....... -.-- .. -- ........ . 
I 8 Op.m. 23.82 65 56 23.73 56 55 !J4 N."\V B .32 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3·4 N.W ...... : .................... .. 9 Op.m. 23.82 66 55 23.73 55 52 81 N.W. 8 .32 .... Hazy ......... Cirrus ... l-4 0 .......... . ............... .. 
1
10 0 p.m. 23.82 66 55 23. 7::1 55 53 87 N. W. 8 . 32 . . .. 0 0 Cirrus ... 2-4 0 ........................... . 
1039p.rn. 2a.83 66 55 2:i.74 55 54 93 N.W 2 .02 .... Ligbtfog ..... Cir.&cu 2-4 0 .................. : ........ ·. 
L 12 Op.m. 2::1.81 66 55 23.72 55 5-1 93 N. W. 4 .08 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus ... 2-4 0 .... . .. ............... . .. .. 
( 1 Op.m ..................................... .... ---- .................................................................. . 
I LH:~~::::::: :::::::::::: ::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Baso of Mount! ~ ~~:~. :::::::::: : ::::::::: ::·:: :::::::::::::: ::: :::: : :::· : ::.:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::: :::: : : :::: 
Mitchell, N.C.* i 7 Op.m ....................................................... .......... ................ ............................. ... . . 
I 
8 Op.m ....... . .......................... ......... . .. . ................................................... , ............... .. 1~ ~~:~: :::::: :::: : :: : :::::: ::::::: ::: :: :::::: ::::: :: ::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
l ~g3~~::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: :: :::::::::: :::::: :::: ·::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ·::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: f 2 0 p. rn. 29. 15 8:1 85 28. 9!l8 84 73 58 S. "\V. 7 . 24 .. .. St-ratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Knoxville, Tenn . 1 ~ 7 p.m ~!J. 1~ ~ 1 ~5 ~8. 98~ 74 6!1 76 S. W. 12 . 7:! - .. Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 ................. - ........ .. 
!J Op. m. ~9.1- · 18 14 2t;. 93- 7.1 69 81 0 0 .00 .... o 0 0 0 0 ........................... . 
· 10 32 p.m. 29. 14 77 7:J 29. 003 72 70 YO S. W. 2 . 02 . . .. Stratus .. . 1-4 Cir-cum. 2-4 0 ........................... . 







































'I' llEH:M. 8 > 8 J.< $ 
---
c;S 
.gd ~ P . Pineo o~ ob~rvn · j C) ai -d O';;jJ.< .... 0 ..... C) C) hon. 0~ C!) ~ $ ~~ 0 E3 0 
E3 0 .s A '-< J.< J.< 
H C\l ~ ;.1 0 -~ F1 u 
Meteorological1·ecord jg1· August 3, H:!73. 
HYGHOU. I~ 
. .ci I~ p:, d ~ I p t~ ~ -~ ,.0 ,::J ·.= C)
p., ~ ~ ~ 
A P:: ~ A 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIND. 
t-~ ?~ cb 
·; ~ ~'& .. i-







RAli"i Olt SNOW. ·8 ~ ~ . 
"" ~ ~ ~ H 
---...,- ---1 .... "' C) gJ 
-t:.C .o o-o ss 1"11::)~ -~ ..., 3 0 ...._ -~·:; I C!) • 1=10:: S..:;' ~ 0 E3 E3 as g E3 J.< ·a ~.§.8 s "0 E3F-1l"' 
Remarks. 
--------1 , __ ,_,_, __ ,_,_ ,_, __ ,_ ~ 111 ~ I A .... 8 ~ ~o~ 
_ __ ,___ ------1- -------
( 1 0 a. m. 2.1. 80' 63 55 23. 72 55 54 9:l N. \V. 8 . 32 . . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 .......... . .. . ............. . 
I 2 0 a.m . 23. 7!1 62 56 23.71 56 55 94 N. W. 8 . 32.... 0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 3 0 a.m. 2~. 78
1
' 61 ~6 ~3. ~0 56 55 94 ~- \Y. 1? . 5? .. .. 0 0 C!r~us .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
4 0 n. m . 2:J. 77 60 a;) 23. U!l 55 54 93 N. W. 12 . 72.... 0 0 Cmus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. j 5 0 a. m. 23. 77 59 :14 2:3. 70 54 53 93 S. \V. 12 . 72 .. .. Hazy .. .. .. . .. Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Summit of Mount< li 0 a.m. 23.78 60 56 ~3 . 70 56 54 87 N. W. 1~ . 72 .... H azy ......... Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Mitchell N.C. I 7 H a.m. 23.791 61 59 23.71 59 56 82 N. W. 8 . 3:.! .... Hazy .... .. ... Cirrus . . 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
' 8 0 a.m. 23. 80 63 60 23. 72 60 57 82 N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. Hazy .. .. .. . .. Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
9 0 a.m. 23. 8-2 70 63 2:!. 7:.! 63 58 72 N. \V. 6 .1il .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
10 0 a.m. 23. 82!1 66 6~ ~. 3. 73 6~ 58 72 N. W. 5 . 12 .. .. Hazy ..... .. .. Cumulus 3-4 N. W .... · ....................... .. 
11 0 a.m. 23. 82 67 6a 23. 73 6a 59 68 N. \V. 4 . 08 .. .. Hazy..... . .. Cumulus 3-4 N. W. .. . .. .. .. .. .............. .. 
l12 Om . .. 23.82 70 66 :.!3.72 6U 60 69 N.W. 6 .18 170 Hazy ......... Cir.&cu. 2-4 N.W ........................... .. 
( 1 0 a. n1 ........................... . ......................... . .......................................................... .. 
&~,.~~u ~?g~l!~lll ii;~. ::i ;: i IIIIi il !i !Iii !~: !! !! II~!! !!!! !i iiiiiiil; i! !ii:i: liii![il~~ il~~~~l!i ~! ill 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29.14 75 73 29.010 72 70 90 S. W. 3 . 0-!.... o O· Cirrus .. 4-4 0 .......................... .. 
Kuoxvillo, Tenn.. 7 7 a.m. 29. 14 75 73 29. 010 72 70 90 S. W. 3 . 04 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 0 .......................... .. 
l1 32 a.m. 29. 16 81 !l2 29. 014 81 75 78 W. 6 . 18 114 Stratus . . . 2-4 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 .................... . .•..... 









































Mew:wological re.cordjo1· .A·ug·ust 3, 1873-Continued. 
(Hou~ly observations.) 
01 . I o;, d! • l'::l 0 -1> 'l'HER1t1. ~ HYGI!OM. :sl WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. U!'PER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·; IS: fil 
<'! fil ~ s e.g~ l=i 
<l w • ---,.o --~::l . "-'"'S~ 
Place of observa- .g g 2 -d -d ~ ~ .ci .ci ~ h ~ 1:-..: ~~~~ . . .r~~ ~ 0 a\ o Sl R k 
tion. ~ ~ ~ 15 a.> 1) ~ '; . 0 ~:.:; .S ...... g ; cr r.> _b ~ = .~ ·~ 1 Q) • ~::; s >. emar s. 
<I) I'< ~ ~ <I) ..o ..o :.::? -t Q ..o oo w ~»',.. .rJ ::: .rJ ::l ~ o a s "~ ;:; :g ... ::::: 
s e ., ~'">! t: t>, ~ ~ ~ ..s fil gs~;:;::::15 :::~ 0s l'::l g ~sf:l s '0 o~ :;:.@ 
8 ~ !1 ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ A ~ A~ P-,A ~ ~ <Q ~ .!il A~'+-< 8 ~ ~ 0 H 
--------
( 1 Op.m. 23.62 69 68 23.73 68 6l 65 N.W. 8 .32 .... Hazy .. ... ..... C~r.&cu. 3-4 N.W.~----------~-----··---~----~----
1 
2 o p.m. ~:'!. 8::! 68 6~ 23. 7~ 69 62 ti~ N. W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy .......... C~~-& cu. 3-4 N. W .... ....... . ................ . 
3 Op.m. 23.81 68 63 23.72 63 61 8<l N. W. 6 .18 .... .Hazy .......... Cu.& cu. 3-4 N. W ..................... , .... .. .. 
l 
414p.m. 23.79 66 61 23.70 61 59 88 N.W. 12 .72 .... Hazy ... ....... Cir.&cu. 3-4 N.W ....... . ................. , ... . 
S •t f :\1' t 5 0 p.m. 23. 79 66 62 23. 70 62 58 77 N. W. 8 . 32 ... . Hazy .......... Cir.& cu. 3-4 N. W ....................... .. 
~~~ ~~ N ocn 6 0 p.m. ~- 79 67 5Ei 23. 70 5~ 58 100 N. w 12 0 72 ° 0 °. Fog ...... 0 ••• 0 H~dden .... 0 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• 0. 0 • •••• 
1 c e · · I 7 0 p.m. 2}. 82 66 55 23. 7~ 5;> ~~ 100 N. W. 16 1. 213 .... :Fog.... ... .. .. ~-l?den .......... 6. 30 p.m. ~- 48p. m. . 03 .. .. 
8 Op.m. 23.83 70 53 23.73 53 <lN 93 N.W. 14 .98.... 0 0 Cu.&cu. 2-4 0 7.20p.m. 1.40p. m .. 04 .. .. 
l 9 0 p. m. 23. 84 69 53 23. 75 53 52 93 N. W. 12 . "72 . . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 2-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 0 p.m. ~~- 84 68 53 23. Z5 53 5? 9~ N. W. 10 . 5? .. .. 0 0 C~rrus .. 2-4 0 .. .. .. .. . .. ............... . 10 39 p.m. 23. 84 68 53 23. 14 53 52 93 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. 0 0 C1rrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 12 0 p.m. 23. 82 63 53 23. 74 53 52 93 N. W. 8 . 32 . . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ..... ..... ................. . 
I
f ~ g ~: ~: :::::: : :: : : ::: :::::: : : :: : : : : : :: : :::::: : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : :: : ::: :: : :::: : : : : :::::: ::: : ::: ~:: :::::: : : : : : : :: :::: :: : :: 0 : : :: 
3 ep.m ..................................... · ............................................................................ .. 
414p.m .............................. : ........... .. ................. . .................................. OOoo OooOoo ...... .. 
E~~~~.N.c~~·[ l ;!,!!i!: :::: :: ;: ;;:[ \ ;; \ l;;; ;:;: ;: :: ::: :: [\ ; ;;::::\~ \; ::~:: :: :~::: :::::::; \[· :; 
{ 
2 0 p.m. 29.14 84 87 28. 986 86 72 48 S. W. 8 . 32 . . .. o 0 Cu. & cir. 3 4 W. .. .. 00 .......... • ........ .. 
Knoxville, Tenn. 4 7 p, m. 29. 14 81 78 ~8. 99~ 77. 12 7! N. E . 13 . 84 . . .. Rtra.tus .. _ 2-4 Cl?-mulus 2-4 0 3. 15 p.m. 3. 25 p.m. . 06 .. .. 
9 0 p.m. 29. 20 78 74 29. 062 73 10 8;> N. E. 4 . 08 .. .. Stmtus .. . 4-4 HHldcn . .. 00 00 00 ................ 00 .......... .. 
10 3~ p.m. 29.20 78 73 29.062 72 69 85 N. · 8 . 32 .... Stratus .. . 1-4 Cumulus 4-4 W. .. ................... 00 ... .. 







































.M.elcorologieal1·ecord for .d.ugnst 4, 187:3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIND. 
_LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPEl~ CLOODS. RAIN OR SNOW. !·§ ~ ~ . 
... -+-'~ ~ Q;o ctS 
I ~ I {~'T I ..0 ""'"' 13 Q) 1l I 
-::I ~~ o Sj 
Q) 
..0 §~ ~6 
.-d ..0 g t) 0 § 13 Q) 
Q ~ s 2: 13_ .... 13 'd s~~~ ~ ~ <11 ~~~ 0 l'l Q ~ -1oE-< 
~ THE!Uf. ~ IIY~ROl\-1. ~ 
~ . --- a - --- § 
.gg .£ ..0 ..0 ~~ .0 ~ ~!>, ~ !'.: 1 2~ 1 6 ~ ~ Q) ~ Q) E 10 ~ ~ ~ ~ .9 ..... ;:i ~ . ;..- ~ ~ § g ~ ~ ,c ~ ~ ~ g_g ~ g ""~ 
i'l ~ _..., »< I:: h a;>- 8 -~ a>;...::::o 
.:I d ~ M 0 ;..... p: o .,..... o c.> ;..... c:v ~~ 
E-t I=Cl _<1_ -~- _o _ _ A_-~ _A_ p.. Po P-i Po A-1----1 ------
( 1 On.m. ~. 80 61 53 23.72 53 51 86 N.W. 12 .72.... 0 0 Cirrus .. ~ l-4 0 --------- - .......... -·---!---· 
3 Oa.m. 23.79 60 5'1 .23.71 54 ;,3 9:1 IV. 4 .08 .... Lightfog ..... Uirrus .. l-4 0 ......... ................. .. 
4 0 a.m. 23. SO 59 55 23. 73 55 54 93 W. 6 . 18 . . .. Light fog . . . .. Cinus .. 1-4 0 .................... . .. . . _ .. I 
2 0 a.m. 2:3. 80 60 53 23. 72 53 51 8ti N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ........................ _ ... 
5 Oa.m. 23. 80 58 55 23.73 55 5i 93 S.W. 4 .08 .... Lightfog ..... Cirrus .. l 2-4 0 ......................... .. 
SumruitofMount \ 6 Oa.m. 23. 81 59 56 23.74 56 55 94 S.W. 7 .24 .... Lightfog ..... Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
M itchcll, N. U. I 7 14 a.m. 23. 82 !iO 58 :.!3. 74 58 5fi 88 S. W. 7 . 24 .. .. Light fog. .. .. Cumulus 2-4 0 ........................ __ __ 
g g~~: ~g:~; g~ ~5 ~:~~ ~5 ~~ ~~ ~:;:: ~ :i~:::: ~~~::::::: :::: m~~{~~: l :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::· 
1
10 Oa.m. 23. 87 67 62 23.78 62 59 83 S.'\V. 4 .08 ____ Fog ...... ____ Ridden_ ..................................... . 
11 Oa.m. 23.86 63 60 :?3.78 60 5R 88 S.W. 5 .12 .... Fog ....... ____ Hirl<len .................. .. ................. -
LL2 Om ... 23.86 63 62 23.78 62 60 88 S.W. 5 .12 193 ]'og . ..... . ____ Hidden ............................... _______ _ 
D~,~~,J.'~~ B.!!:!,, l.li ii~i :: • i~: :I: ~Ill! 1:: i •II::: ::: ~~ :Ill :: II II !!:ill: i: I :•1 ~~iIi I :iii I !I! II ill II~ II ~~ l; :: ~ ~ IIi :; : 
~ 7 0 a.m. 29.23 75 71 29. 100170 69 90 N. E. 8 . 32 _ .. _ Strat.us __ . 4-4 Hidden I ...... - -.... · .. -- ---~-- · Knoxville,Tenn. 7 7a.m. 29.23 75 7129.100 70 G9 90 N.E. 8 .32 .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidclcn·:::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::·:::·----11 32 a.m. 29.26 77 78 29. 123 77 69 65 E. 8 . 321213 0 0 Cumulus
1 
4-4 W. .. .... _. ___ .. ___ .. ___ .. : ::: . 











































Meteorological record for August 4, 1870-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ d . I I ~ .,-e; TllEmi. § HYGROi\I. ;:l WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. u"Pl'ER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·;; ~ ~ • 
1
$ . r-<-. ~r..;-. ]. -~- - ~ · -~n ~e::~ 
Place o~ observa- 0 § .S ~ ..0 a5 2:l ..o :3 ot: § :""'!:: 2:¢:: ~ ,· ...; ...; §_s:~ 
tion ~ ..... 0 ~ o ..., o ::3 ~=' ,_ ..... ..... .... 5 P · ..., s=~ ~ ·- t:= · 1 
• 0..., ~ ~ :g a; ..0 :: -~ ~ ;;; ..0 ~ g ~~ ..0 g ..0 g 8 0 g 
S ........ o. ... t>, 0 ..... ... ........ o;.. ..... o s:~ s:~ c >:: _a.._ 









E-1 ~2~~~-p-~~~~=" ~,=---~-2-~ ~A ___ _ 
( 1 Op.m. 23.84 64 64 23.76 64 61 83 S. 2 .02 ... . Fog ...... , .... Hidden ........ . 1218p.m.1:1.39 p m .. OL ... FO!ri!Y· 
1
2 Op.m. 23.82 64 5723.74 57 56 94 N.W. 5 . 12 ... . 1Fog . ..... ' ... Hidden . . .... .... 106p. m. l.l B p.m .01. ... Foggy. 
3 0 p.m. 23.82 63 55 23. 74 55 55 100 N. W. 6 .lf:L .. . l •'og .. .•.• .. . .. Hidden . . -- . ...... 2.20 p.m. 2.45 p. m .15 .... Foggy; thnuder-st'm 
I 
from west to east. 
I 4 14 p.m. 23. 83 63 56 23. 75 56 56 100 N. W. 4 . 08 .... Fog ....... . .. . Hidden . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . ... Foggy. S •t fM t 5 Op.m. 23. 84 63 56 23.76 56 56100 N. 3 .04 .... Fog .. .... .... . litdden ....................... .... ....... . . . . . Foggy. 
uM_m1h 011 N °(f < 6 0 p. 111. 23. 84 62 55 23. 76 55 55 100 N. 3 . 04 . . . . Fog .. . . .. . . . . Htdden ... .. 
1
. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fog I!. y. 
ltc e ' · · I 7 0 p.m. ~- 85 61 53 23. 11 53 53 tOO N. E. (i • 18 .... Nimbus . .. 4-4 H!dden ....... . ... 6.50 p.m ......... . .. 04 ... L!ght ra~n. 
8 0 p.m. ~3. 86 62 52 23.78 52 52 100 E. 10 . 50 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden .. - ......................... .... 07 .... L1ght ram. 
I 
9 0 p.m. 23. 8~ 65 51 ~3. 78 51 51 100 ~- 6 .1~ .... ~~rubns .. 4-4 H~dden. .. .. ... . . . .. . . . .. . .. .... . . . . .. . 09... L~gh. t ra!n· 
10 0 p.m. 23. 8ti 63 51 23. 78 51 51 100 E. 8 . 32 .... }hmbns .. 4-4 Hu1den. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . 12 .... L1ght ram. 
10 39 p.m. 23.86 62 50 23. 78 50 50 100 E. 10 . 50 .... Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hidden. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. ..... ... 02 .... Lio-ht rain. 
L 12 Op. m. 23.86 60 49 23.78 49 49 100 E. 14 . 98 .. .. 1 Fog .......... Hidden ..................... 11.32 p.m . . Ol .... Foggy. r ~ n::: :::::: :::: :::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: :: :: ::::;::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: j 414p.m ......... ....... ..... . .. .. .. . · ··· ······ · ··· · ··· ·· · · · · ······•··· · · ·· · ········· · ··· ···· ·· · ···· · · · · · ··· ······ · · ··· · ··· B~.,~~u. W'~~· l ;l,!!t!: :,~, w w ,:,76 :,. 67 50 N;Will ]2 :,I ~: ;:: :0;:;:: :0 Cu~ulu''' lwi iili! rr: r:::: !!i ! !!! 
Knoxville, Tenn . { t 7 p.m. 29. ~1 ~0 79 29. 067 78 68 64 N. 20 2. 001 ... o o Cumulus 4-4 W . .. . .. .. . . .. ............. .. 
9 0 p.m. 29. _4 .8 74 29.101 73 65 63 N. 16 1. 28.... o 0 Cumulus 2-4 E. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .... . 
10 32p. m. 29.25 77 72 29.113 7l 65 71 N. 7 . 24 .... o 0 Cumulus 2-4 S. .. ........................ .. 


























11LeieOJ·ological1·ecm·d jol' .LI.1tgnst 5, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ 
TllE:RM. a UYGROM. I ~ WL'ID. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. .;: !i ~-t <l:>. ~ 13 eg ""'~ ~ <;S 
---





( 1 On.m. 23.86 62 49 23.78 49 49 100 E. 14 .98 .... Fog ........... Hidden .................. .. .................. . 
1 2 On.ru. 23.87 62 48 23.79 48 48 100 E. 16 1.28 .... Fog ........... Hidden ............. ...................... .. 
1 3 On.m. 23.86 61 48 23.78 48 48 100 E. 12 .72 .... Fog ........... Hidden .......... . .......... ......... .... .... . 
4 Oa.m. 23.85 61 48 23.77 48 48 100 R. 10 .50 .... l!'og . .......... Hidden ...................................... . 
5 Oa.m. 23.H6 60 48 23.78 48 48 100 E. 9 .40 .... Fog ..... ...... Hidden ......... . ... ............. .... ... ... . . 
Summit of Monnt 6 0 a. ru. 23. ~7 61 48 23. 79 48 48 .100 E. 8 . 32 . .. . Fog _...... . .. . Hidden ............................ _ ........ .. 
Mitchell,N.C. 714a.m. 23.88 59 4!J 23.81 49 49 100 E. 10 .50 .... Fog ........... Hidden ................... ............... ... .. 
8 On.m. 23.90 58 49 23.83 49 49 100 E. 10 .50 . .. . •Fog ........... Hidden ..................................... .. 
9 0 n. m. 23. !Jl 58 50 23. P.4 50 50 100 E. 8 . 32 . _.. Jt'og....... . . . . Hidden ...... _ ......... _. _ ... _ .............. _. 
10 Oa.m. 23.92 58 50 23.85 50 50 100 N.E. 10 .50 .... Fog ........... Hidden ...... ..... 1 .......................... .. 
11 0 11. m. 23. 92 58 50 ~3. 85 50 50 100 N. E. 11 . 60 .. . Fog....... . .. . Hidden ................ .... ................ _ .. 
L 12 0 m . . 23. 92 5A 51 23. 85 51 51 100 N. E. 10 . 50 215 Fog .. ___ .. . _ . . Hiuden ... _ ............... _ ... _ ............ .. . 
( 1 Oa.m . ... ...................... ... ....................................................................................... .. 
I ~ ~~:~: ::::::::::::::.:::::::::::: :::· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::·:::·. :::::::::: ::·:: :::: 
"1TI"~~.~~~~~=j u~~: ~:· ~ · :~ --~· :~· ::: -~~· :• ~·- ••:•·· ~• .~ : •••~•••:••~ ••• ~••••••• •• ••··~ •••·••••• •••••••••• ••• •••• I ~ ~~:~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~ :::::::::::::::::: Knoxvill~Tonn .l ~ ~~ !F:~; ·~d: ll :: ~:::; :~· :; •1: ~-~: t ::i~ .. :::g::::: g g~~~~~: ::~ Ef: ::2---: ~EE .. E 
lu 32 a. m. 29. 34 78 7!\ 29. ~00 78 68 57 N. E. 4 . 08 193 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 E. . ....•..... __ .............. . 













































THERM. s ~ 8 ~ 0) 
---
CIS 
"' ~ .o. Place of observn. j ,Q• ..c;i '\j$ ~~ ~ "' ..c;i "' ""' tion. "' ..c:: ~ ~0)0) s <:) 0 
"' s ~ s p. t:: ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ P=i 0 







) 'P s 9 8 
i 1§-~ s 0 0 
*No observations taken until August 6. 
.,;; 































































Meteorological l'ecord for August 6, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROi\l. ~ Wll\"D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Oa SNOW. ·§ ~ ~- . 
'a ..5 ~ ~ :3 ·; g Sl & p. ~ '" >) ·3 -~ I €:1 • >=l .::: s ...., Remarks. -.0-- -~-- ~ ~- d ~-;; ~ a:.d ld> ~ ~ g~t~ :.d I ~~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~~ -g g -g g ~ s ~ ~ I ~ g s ~~ ~ ~ ~ i=l ; ~ d:; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~OM 8 ~ ~ 8 8 





(11 0 a.m. 
j 2 0 a.m. - a 0 a.m. 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a.m. 
Sum_mit of 1fount, I 6 0 a.m. 
.Mitchell, ~- C. , 7 14 :t. m. 
8 0 n.m. 
9 Oa.m. 
10 0 n.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
12 Om .. 
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 On..m. 4 0 a.m. 
J 
5 0 a.m. 
Bnso of Monnt 6 0 a.m. 
.Mitcho.ll, N.C. 'I 7 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
I 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
ll 0 a.m. 
l12 0 m .. 

























-~~ -~~ •~m 
4fl 23.82 49 
49 23. 82 49 
48 23.81 48 
48 2:j. 81 48 
49 23. 82 49 
49 23. e3 49 
49 23.83 49 
50 23.84 50 
~0 23. 85 50 
51 23.85 51 
51 23.84 51 
51 23. 84 51 
60 27.52 60 
58 27.52 58 
58 27.51 58 
57 27.52 57 
56 27.52 56 
59 27.54 59 
64 27.56 64 
6!) 27.56 69 
68 27.56 68 
70 27.55 70 
74 27.54 74 
so 21.53 eo 
69 29.220 68 
69 29.220 68 























































12 . 72 .••. 
12 . 72 ... . 
16 1. 28 ... . 
16 1. 28 ... . 
8 .32 . .. . 
12 . 72 .. .. 
10 . 50 ... . 
10 . 50 ... . 
8 .32 ... . 
9 . 40 ... . 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 . 08 269 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
1 • 01 ... . 
1 .01 . .. . 
1 . 01 ... . 
~ .0011. "4 
6 .18 ... . 
6 .18 ... . 
7 . 24 145 
~~{h,;f.g ( ~~~ ~· x: U/ HH ~: ;: 
i~FOOO :~·~ · ill~~· E ~E T~+ EE· > :.
Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ..... . 
0 0 Cumulus 1-4 S. E .. ........ . ................ .. 
Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .................... ... ... .. 
Stratus . .. 1-4 Cinus .. 2-4 0 ........................... . 
Stratus . .. 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 Cumulu;, 2-4 E. .. ......................... . 
Stratus . .. 3-4 Cirrus .. 1·4 0 .............. : .. ......... .. 
Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Stmtus .. . 2-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . ..... .. 
Stratus .. . 3-4 0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 0 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .... . 
0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 0 .......................... .. 































































n,., of Mount j 
Mitchell, N.C. I 
l 
Knoxvillo, Tonn . { 
Moteo1·ological record for AtLgust 6, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
'l'HERM. ~ ~ p· HYGROM. ~ WL.'<D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RA.L.'I OR SNOW. ·a ~ ~ . ---~ ,::§~~ ' - ' ~ .0 











































10 Op. m. 23.88 57 
LO 39 p.m. 23.88 56 
12 0 p.m. 23. 87 53 
1 0 p. m. 27. 65 74 
2 0 p. m. 27. 63 75 
3 0 p . m. 27. 62 75 
4 14 p.m. 27. 62 73 
5 0 p. m. 27. 61 73 
6 o p.m. 27. u3 71. 
7 0 p.m. 27. 63 69 
8 0 p. m. ~7. 6:3 69 
9 0 p. m. 27. 63 67 
10 0 p. m. 27. 61 64 
Lll39p m. 27.60 64 
1~ 0 p. m. 27. 61 63 
2 0 p. m. 29. 30 80 
4 7 p.m. 29. 27 81 
9 0 p. m. 29. 27 77 


























































..0 ;:3 -:t ~ c..: ~,;:; ~ . ~ ~ ~~.c~ ~ ~'g s s 
'2 ~ -~ -~ :3 ·~ 5 ? . ~ ~- ~ o :3 -~ I Q) • ~ ~ so b 
..o ..0 ~ <.:> o.ow<::'"r.·- • ::I • ::I '->08 8 'g ::::D..,·-
._, ~ 2! ~ - '-' ~ ~ ;:::·g '8 ° '8 :5 ~ s 2 s '1:$ s0 s C)~ 
S... t>- C) -~ C) CJ ~ CJ d ......, -- S · l""'t ~ .,.... -t:;...; 0 ~ i- ,.!:I H 
i=l P" ~ i=l p.P.~P..~ ~ ~ ~ -11 i=l 0 ~ <loi:-' 
--




52 51 93 E. 4 . 08 
· --- Fog.------
· -· · 
Hidden . 
---- ·----- --- -· ···· · ---·----- - -- --
.... 
51 50 9:.1 E. 4 • OB Fog .. . .•.. Hidden . 
53 50 80 E. 8 . 32 ~~~ .-:::::: Cumnlus 3-4 0 53 51 86 E. 8 . 32 Hidden. 
53 51 86 E. 4 . 08 ~~t:::::: Hidden . 51 49 86 E. 8 . 32 Hidden. 
49 49 100 E. 12 .72 Fog.·-··-- Hidden_ 4i:i 48 100 E. 12 . 72 ~~~::::::: Hidr1en. 48 48 100 E. 12 . 72 Hidden. 
47 46 9:4 s. 12 .-72 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 




. .... 46 44 84 s. 12 .72 
--- -
0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 
········- · 
.................. ..... 
--·· 74 65 59 E. 1 . 01 ..... Stratus_ .. 3-4 0 0 0 
--·--·----
. ................ 
--·· ·-· 78 u7 54 E. 1 . 01 
··-
Stratus ___ 2-4 Cirrus __ 1-4 w. 70 6~ 61 0 0 0 
---· 
Stratus __ . 3-4 0 0 0 
--- ------· ·--- ----- -
...... ... .. . 71) 63 66 0 0 0 
---· 
Stratus ___ 1-4 Cirrus-- 1-4 0 
---------- ----------
... ... ..... 69 63 70 0 0 0 ..... . Stratus __ . 1-4 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ................ ................. . .... ........ 63 61 89 0 0 0 ...... Stratus ___ 1-4 Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 ................. .................. . ... . ...... 62 61 94 0 0 0 ..... . Stratus ___ 3-4 0 0 0 
---------· ·---------
....... ..... 60 59 94 0 0 0 .... . Stratus __ _ 2-4 0 0 0 ................. .................. 
----
. ..... 58 57 94 0 0 0 ...... Stratus ___ 1-4 0 0 0 ................ ................ ...... 
---· 56 55 93 0 0 0 Str::ttns. __ 2-4 0 0 0 ................. .................... ... ... ...... 35 5 · 93 0 0 0 
----
Stratufl ___ 2-4 0 0 0 ................. . ................ ...... . .... . 54 27. 50 54 53 !13 0 0 0 Stratus __ 4-4 0 0 0 83 129. 155 "' ·- -- ----·-···· ..... .... ....... ---- ---· 67 42 N.E. 12 . 72 ---- 0 0 Cnmulus 1-4 E. ---------- ...... . .... . .... . ...... . .... 85 29.123 84 67 37 E. 20 2. 00 
--- -
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 E. ----·--·-· 
·-·--- ---- ----




0 0 Cumulus 1-4 s.w. .................. .. ................ 
-- --
. ..... 
72 :29. 13111 71 68 85 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 s. .................. ................ 






~ Foggy. tz:.j Foggy . ~ Foggy. 
Foggy. m 
Foggy. ~ Q Fair·. 
Fair. z 
Fair. flo-










































01 . P. 
'0~ 
"'"'"' ~ Q) 
5 
0 
M eieorologicalrecordjor Llugusf 7,1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
I • 101 • -
HYGROM. :S WIND. LOWEU CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·; ~ ~ • 
___ ; . .::&l~~ 
:9 ~ ~ i· g -~ ~ e!:! I ~ . ~ ~ §_~n~ ~ ; -g o a 
:::l ::::: ~>- ·- ..... o c 0 • "' 101 o ·- ~ I ., . 101...., S ~ 
p :: ~ ~ ;: p ~ ~ ~~- .-d g .-d g 8 0 @ s "g g 1 ~ ~ Remarks. g ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~,l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g~ ~ ~ ~ t 1~ '0 
------1---1--1-1-1--1------- --- 1-----
r 1 0 a, m. 
I 
2 0 a, m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
1 
5 0 a.m. 
Snn~mitonr~n~t 6 0 a.m. 
. 1lltchcll, :N.C. [7 14 n. m. 8 0 a, m. 
9 0 a.m. 
LO Oa. m. 
11 0 a.m. 
12 0 m .. 
( 1 0 n. m. 
2 On.m. 
3 0 am. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
nnso or 1\[ount J I 6 o n. m. 
Mitchell, N.C. ) 7 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
. 9 0 a.m. 
t 
10 0 n. m. 
11 Oa.m. 
12 0 m .. 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 
Kuox"illo, Tonn. 7 7 a.m. 
1132 a.m. 
23. 8i 55 46 2:1. 80 
23. 86 55 45 23. 79 
23. 85 56 45 23. 79 
2.'3. 84 56 46 ~3. 77 
23. 85 57 48 23. 78 
23. 86 57 50 ,23. 79 
23. 86 58 53 23. 79 
23. 86 57 54 23. 79 
23. 86 57 56 23. 79 
2J. 86 59 57 23. 79 
23. 87 58 56 23. 80 
23. 87 59 59 23. 80 
27. 58 62 55 27. 48 
27. 57 62 55 27. 47 
27. 56 62 56 28. 46 
27. 56 62 56 27. 46 
27. 57 61 57 27. 47 
27. 57 61 59 27. 47 
27. 57 64 66 27. 46 
27. 58 66 69 27. 47 
27. 58 69 7L 27. 46 
27. 58 72 76 27. 45 
27. 58 74 7::! 27. 45 
27. 57 77 75 27. 43 
29. 27 74 73 29. 141 
29. 27 74 73 29. 141 
29. 29 80 81 26. 145 
46 44 84 
45 44 92 
45 44 92 
46 44 84 
48 4ri 85 
50 48 86 
53 52 93 
54 53 93 
56 55 93 
57 55 a7 
56 55 !13 
59 57 88 
55 54 93 
55 54 93 
56 55 93 
56 55 93 
57 56 94 
59 57 88 
66 61 73 
69 63 70 
71 64 66 
76 68 64 
73 66 67 
75 68 68 
72 67 73 
72 67 73 
80 69 55 
s. 16 
s. w. 20 
s. w. 20 






















N . E. 7 
s. 5 
1. 28 . ... 
2. 00 ..• 
2. 00 . .. . 
1. 28 . .. . 
. 72 . .. . 
1. 28 . .. . 
• 3:2 .••. 
. 08 ... . 
.18 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
. 08 . .. . 
. 08 223 
0 .. . . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 .. . . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 .•.. 
0 3 
. 24 . .. . 
. 24 . .. . 
.1:>. 124 
llyl~lll i! 
Fog .. ....... . 
St.ratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 4 4 




Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
St.ratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus ... 2-4 
~~~~ ::::: ::·· 
0 0 
~umulus ~ 2-4 1 S. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cumulus 3-4 S. . ................. . ........ . 
8~~~i~~~ H g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 
Cnmulns 4-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W. . ................... . .. .... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ................. . .................... . 
Hidden ................. ... .................. . 
Hidden . ..................................... . 
Hidden . ..................................... . 
Hidden .... . ...... : ......... : ......... .... .. . 
Hidden .... . ................................ . 
0 0 0 .......••........•......... 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Cnruulus 1-4 S. W ............................ . 
Cumulus 2-4 S. W ......... -· ..•............... 
Cirrus . . 2-4 ::;. W ............................ . 
Cir. &cu. 2-4 S. w ............................ . 
Cirrus .. 2-4 S. W . ........................... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 W. . .......................... . 

























































~ s i TRERl\I. 0 te 
---.g~ ~ .0. Place of observa- .;::; 'd~ ~.9 <l> .;::; ~~ tion. ~ .0 ~ 0-+" ~ ~ 0 0 <l> 
.s t 
.§ ~ p. ~ M 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 
--- - -----
r 1 0 p.m. 23.1:6 62 61 23.78 
2 Op.m. 23. 86 63 63 23. 7d 
3 Op. m. 23. 85 66 63 23.76 
I 4 14p. m . 23. 84 63 GO 23.76 5 Op.m. 23.83 64 58 23.75 
Summit of Monnt j 6 Op.m. 23.84 67 56 23.75 
Mitc!Jell, N.C. 7 Op.m. 23.85 68 55 23.76 
8 Op.m. 23.86 G4 54 23.77 
9 Op.m. 23. 86 65 55 23.78 
I 10 Op.m. 23.86 62 55 2:!. 78 10 39p. m. 23. 86 66 54 23.77 l 12 Op.m. 23.87 !i7 55 23. 78 
[ 
1 0 p.m. 27. 55 76 74 27.41 
2 0 p.m. 27.54 77 74 27.40 
3 Op.m. 27.52 77 75 27.38 
414p. m. 27.52 76 72 27.38 
5 Op.m. 27.50 76 72 27.36 
Base of Mount~ !i Op.m. 27.51 76 71 23. 37 
.Mitchell, N. C. 7 Op.m. 27.53 75 68 27.39 
I 8 Op. m. 27.52 73 66 27. 3!1 9 Op: m. 27.54 72 63 27.41 
I 10 Op. m. 27.54 71 63 27. 41. LO 39 p.m. 27.53 69 61 27. 41 
l 12 Op. m. 27.51 68 62 27.39 
Knoxvillo, ToDD. { 
2 Op.m. 29.22 82 83 29. 071 
4 7p.m. 29.15 85 87 29.038 
9 Op.m. 29.21 76 75 29. 077 
10 32p. m. 29.21 77 73 29.073 




LOWER CLOUDS. UPPElt CLOUDS. 
___ .,
~~ ..0 ~ ~~ I ~ .. <b I"~~ 0 p.~ ...; ...; o:::; I i3 p.·.-< :;3 :::; ~ •..-4'~""'~ .0 :;3 o 0 rn C' 
" 
~ ~ !::
.0 0 o..O rn rn :2'8 .;::; 0 .;::; s -~g] ~ ~ Q;) t' ~ k ----t M Q,) ~ :::; 8 :::; ~ Q,) Q,) ~ Q,) . A~ ~ ~ A f>P.p..,P. ~ ~ A 
- - - --- -- --
61 58 82 w. 4 . 08 . .. . Fog ....... . ... Hirlden . ... 
63 59 78 w. 4 . 08 Fog ....... Cumulus .. 3-4 0 
63 59 78 w. 8 . 32 . .. . Fog ....... . . . . Cumulus .. 3-4 0 
GO 57 82 w. 4 . 08 Fog . . ..... Hidden .... 
5i:l 56 88 W. 4 . 08 Fog ....... Hi<lden . .. . 
56 55 93 w . 1 . 01 Fog ....... Hidden .... 
55 54 !)3 s.w. 4 . 08 Fog ....... Hidden ... . 
5~ 5:{ 93 s.w. 2 . 02 Fog ....... Hidden . . .. 
55 54 93 0 0 0 Hazy .... .. Cumulus .. 2-4 0 
55 54 93 0 0 0 Fog ....... Cumulus .. 1-4 0 
54 53 93 0 0 0 Fog ....... Cumulus .. 2-4 0 
55 54 93 N.W. 2 . 02 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 0 
74 66 63 0 0 0 ....... Stratus . . .. 3-4 0 0 0 
74 67 68 0 0 0 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 w. 75" 69 72 0 0 0 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 w. 
72 68 80 0 0 0 Stratus .... 2-4 Cir-rus ..... 1-4 W.' 
72 69 85 0 0 0 
---· 
Stratus .... 2-4 Cin·us ..... 1-4 w. 
71 68 85 0 0 0 Stratus .... 4-4 Hidden .... 
68 67 95 0 0 0 Stratus .... 3-4 Cumnlns .. 1-4 0 
66 65 94 0 0 0 Stratus .... 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 0 
63 62 94 0 0 0 
--- -
~tratus ... . 2-4 Cirrus .... 1-4 N. 
63 62 94 0 0 0 ...... Stra.tus .... ~-4 Cir.-cnm .. 1-4 w. 61 60 94 0 0 0 . .. .. Stratus . .. . 2-4 Cir.-cum .. 1-4 0 6'2 61 94 0 0 0 
-- - · 
Stratus ... . 2-4 Cirrus . .... 1-<1 0 82 70 52 N.W. 4 . 08 ....... Hazy . ..... . ..... Cumulus .. 2-4 s.w. 86 74 55 s.w. 5 . 12 Hazy ..... . Cumulus .. 2-4 s.w . 74 68 71 E. 5 . 12 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 s.w. 72 68 81 IN. E. 2 • 02 ...... .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 8.W. 




":::; 1J;§ ~ 
.g s I':! <!I os s 'd s .... 0 :::; 
0 ~ <110 
---- - ---
. ..... ....... 
---------- . --... - ~ 
·--·-----· --- ··----- ------
-- ------- · 
............. ..... ........... 
................. ................ ........... 
--- -------
....... . ....... ......... 




.................. . ................. ........... 
........ .... ...... ................. .. .......... 
................... ................. ............ 

















































































( 1 0 a.m. 
I 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 Oa .m. 
Summit of :Mount J ~ ~ ~ :: 
:Mitchell, N. U. ) 7 14 a.m. 
l. 8 Oa..m. 9 0 a.m. 10 Oa..m. 11 0 a.m. 12 0 m .. 
ll 0 a.m. 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a..m. Bnso of Mount 6 0 a.m. Mitchell, N. C. 7 14 a.m. 8 0 n.m. 
l 9 On..m. LO 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. 12 0 m .. 
{ 
7 0 n. m. 


























Mete01·ological1·ecordjor August 8, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ "" .. -HYGROJII. '§ WI8D. LOWElt CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ E ~ 
___ 1'3 .,_.&jO~ 
.ci ..a ~ 1>. g t' ..: ~~ I ~ . ...; ...; >i gf~ ~ ~ 'g ~ s 
:j p ~ ~ ."""' . ·.-4 ~ o . " >. ::J s::.1 .s ·~ I Q.) • ~ .u S h 
.a ~ ~ g ~ -2 ;:; g</b:Z ..o g ..o g -g ~ ~ s as 5"' ~ '@. 
..... 0 _. ... _. ... 0 ... -~ 0 1=1 1=1 ... 8 .... s "' 8 "' 
... t> Cl) ..... Cl) <::) ... 0 ~ ...... ..... s -~ 8 ..... -- 0 Q s. ,.q 
A » ::q A ~ P. ~ P<;A l:::l <1 ~ <1 .A o P:l <1 o H 




























65 55 23. 76 
64 55 2:.1. 76 
64 55 23.75 
(j.J 53 23.73 
Got 54 23.74 
63 54 23. 74 
59 53 23. 75 
59 5:1 23.76 
59 54 23.76 
59 55 23.77 
60 56 23.77 
62 58 23.75 
68 60 27.39 
67 60 27.39 
66 60 27.39 
65 60 27.39 
66 61 27. 40 
(j(j 63 27.40 
67 6G ~7. 40 
C.8 67 27.41 
69 68 27. 42 
71 69 27. 40 
73 72 27.40 
7:> 74 27.37 
75 71 29. OtiO 
75 71 29.080 
83 84 29.068 
55 54 93 
55 54 93 
55 54 93 
53 52 93 
54 53 93 
54 54 100 
53 52 !J3 
53 53 100 
54 54 100 
55 55 100 
56 56 100 
58 57 94 
60 59 94 
60 59 94 
60 59 94 
60 59 94 
61 59 l:lil 
63 62 94 
66 64 119 
67 64 84 
68 66 89 
69 67 !JO 
72 68 80 
74 70 81 
70 68 90 




























4 . 08. --· 
8 .32 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
9 .40 .. .. 
10 . 50 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
12 . 72 
10 . 501 .. .. 
12 . 72 .. .. 
8 .32 ... . 
6 .18.--. 
8 . 32 133 
0 0 . ---
0 0 ... . 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. . . 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 2 
3 . 04 .... 
3 . 04 . : .. 
8 -32 94 




Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ..... .. 
~~f::::::: J :::. 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog . .... .. 
~~~:::::::·----
Fog ......... .. 
Fog . ........ . 
Stmtus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus .. . 4-4 
Nimbus .. 4-4 
Nimbus ... 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 
Cirrus .. 1-4 W. .. ........................ .. 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 .• • ••• .••. .•••.•••••.•• .. ••• 
Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .................. __ .. .... .. 
Cin·us .. 2-4 0 ........ __ ........ __ .. . .. .. 
Hidden .......... . ·------ ... ---------· .. . . ----
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ... . .. . ... . . .... . 
Hidden ..... ------ ........ . --------- · ....... . ~l~~:~ : :::: :.:::: :::::::::: ::: ~:::: :: ::::I:::: 
Hidden . . .. . .. .. .. 9.10 a.m. 9.40 a.m. . 03 
Hidden ..... ______ .......... ---------- ...... .. 
Hidden ........... ------ ............. . .. . ... . 
Hidden. ____ ...... ------- - - -- ---·----- .. . .... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. __ ..... ______ ... _ .. . _ .. . 
Hidden .... .. ..... _ .... . _ ......... ___ . __ . _ ... _ 
Hidden ..... -----· ......... . ---------· .. .. ----
Hidden ......... . ........................ . ... . 
Hidden . __ ...................... ____ ........ . 
Hidden ................... . ... .......... . . .. . . 
Hidden ..................... . _. .. . .......... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . 8.25 a. m .............. . . .. . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 03 
Cirrus .. 1-4 W ........... 10.20a. m .. Ol
1 
.. .. 
Cumnlns 2-4 W. 11.15 a.m. 11·25 a.m .. 01 .. .. 
Cumulus 4-4 S. W . .......................... .. 
Cumulus ~-4 S.W ........................... .. 


























































Meteorological 1·ecord jo1· A1tgnst 8, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ THERl\f.l ~ HYGROJU. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i . ~ . ---$ ---~ . ,::;]~§ 
1:1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ 'P E -~ ·~ ~ ~ o ~ · ~ ~ ~ ~ ·~ -~ 1 ~ • ~ .:=: 8 !:· ~ ~ ~ o ~ ,c. ..., ~ ~ o p gJ ;;. ~-<3 .,;; g .,;; g ~ g ~ s "g g ~ ... ·a 
Remarks. ~ g .s ..;; ..;; -o ~ .c e ~ s g !7 ~ ~~I b . ~ ~ g- ~~ ~ ~ ~ s s 
a ~ - p.. M ~ 1lJ ~ ;.... .....-~ ~- Q,) ~ · ,...j o ~ s ~ o )...j ~ .... s ~ 0 ~ Q) "t;5 
,.... (<$ -+'> ~ 15 H t> Cil •M ""C:., H (l. <1:...-< ·- ..... >'i ·- ~'+-; 0 ::1 H H .<::< 
_______ 1_E-I __ ~ ~ _!:___ ~ ~ ~ ~ ___::__ ;> "'-~~=-----~--~-- <Q ~ <11 A __ __ o ____ f"'l __ <Q o ~ I'-------
r 
1 Op. m. 
2 Op.m. 
3 Op. m. 
I 414p. m. 5 Op.m. Summit of Mount J 6 0 p.m. 





( 1 Op.m. 




l3ase of Mount 6 0 p.m. 




LL2 Op. m. 
f 2 0 p. m. Knoxville Tenn 4 7 p. m. 
• ·) 9 0 p . m. 













































































































































N. W. 8 .32 .. .. 
N.W. :3 .04 ... . 
N. W. 6 . 18 __ .. 
N. W. 4 .Otl .••. 
N. W . 4 .08 .. .. 
N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
N. W. 8 .32 .. .. 
N. w. 4 . oa .. .. 
N. W. 12 . 72 .. .. 
N. W. 1~ • 72 .. .. 
N. W. Hi 1.28 .. .. 
N. W. 16 t. :!8 .. .. 
N. W. 4 .08 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 u .. .. 
s. w. 4 .08 .. .. 
w. .4 .08 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0 .. .. 
N. U .72 ... . 
s. w. 5 .12 .. .. 
E. 4 .08 ... . 
0 0 0 ···•· 
Fog . . ..... .. . 
Fog .... . 
Hazy .. . 
.Fog ... .. 
Fog ... .. 
Fog . ... . 
Hazy .. . 
Hazy_--
Fog ... .. 
Fog .... . 
~~~::::: 
0 0 
Stratus . 2-4 
Stratus . 2:4 
S t,ratus . 2-4 
Nimbus. 3-4 
Stratus . 1-4 
0 0 
Stratus . 1-4 
Stratus . 1-4 
Fog ........ 
~~~&::: ~ 1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus .. 1-4 
~i~k ;_, ~ ~~ ::~:~::: ::::~~::~: :~:r:: 
H idden .. . . . . . .. .. .. 4 25 p.m. .. . .. . . .. . . 37 
g~~t~lu~:: ·3-4' ... 0 .. :::::::::: . ~.1.~~:-~: ---~~~:::: 




Htdden ...................... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 W ......... .. 
l umulus .. 1-4 W. 1----------
Cumulus .. 1-4 W. 1 ......... . 
Cumulus .. 
1
1-4 S. W. 
Cun"l.ulus .. 1-4 vV . ........ .. C~rr.us .... 1-4 0 . ~----------Ctrrus .... 1-4 W ........ . .. 
Cirrus .... 1-4 0 ......... . 








. __ _ 
Cirrus . . . . 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Hidden . .. .. ................................. · .. . 
Hiuden .. . 
Cumulus .. ~ 3--1 
Cumulus .. 2-4 
Cumulus . . 1-4 
Cumulus .. 1-4 
s.-w.l::::::::::l::::::::::l::::l:::: w ........................... . 
























































( 1 0 a. ro. 
I 2 0 a. m 3 Oa.m. 
I 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a.m. 
Snm_m1t of Mount J 6 0 a. ro. 
ltlltchell, N.C. ) 7 14 a, m . 
1
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
12 0 m .. 
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 Oa.m. 
I 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a.m. Dnse of Mount 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N. C. ) 7 14 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 0 a.m. 
1
10 Oa.m. 
l1 0 a.m. 
12 0 Ill. 




























Meteorological1·ec01·d for A11gust 9, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
llYGROM. :8 WIND. LOWER CL0")'1)S. UPPER CLOGDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·a ~ S 
a ~~~~ 
---0 . ......~ 8<= 
.o e ~ ~ g ~ ~ f ~ ? . ~ ~ g ~.C- ~ ~ ~ o s 
;; o :.- ..... ..... ·c o ;;j & ... ~ .. l'l ·.:: ·j; I o . ~ ~ ~ >-
,o ~ ·~ ~ ..': ~ ~ :~ ~~ rd g rd g 8 ° ~ s ~ g s ~ =-~ 
t:: ~ ~ .::: a ~ ;... z ·;;; ..s; .s a .9 a .:::: .§.-::: g ] E 8 ..o: -c 0 
:.:> l--l-l-l--1-l- 1-l--1-l-1 l-l---1-l--1---1---l-l 
A P' ~ A P.. P-! P<ri ~ <l ~ <Q A o ~ <Q H 
::~~ I ~~ ;! 
23.80 !)8 54 
23. dO 58 54 
2:3. 81 58 54 
23.82 59 :i4 
~3. 83 59 !)5 
23.84 59 55 
23.1:!4 59 55 
2.3. 85 61 57 
23.87 65 60 
~t ~~' ~~ ~~ 
27.46 65 60 
27. 47 ti5 60 
27.48 65 GL 
27.49 65 62 
27.51 67 63 
27. 51 67 69 
27.52 70 79 
27.53 75 78 
27.53 77 79 
27.52 78 80 
27.51 80 78 
29.21 76 ~~ 
29.21 77 72 






















































































N. W. 20 
N.W. 12 





















2. 001 ... . 1.28 . .. . 
2.00 ... . 
2.00 ... 
2. 00 
. 72 . . ... 
. 72 
.32 ... . 
. 98 . .. . 
.50 .. .. 
. 18 ... . 
. 32 259 
0 .... 
0 ... 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 ... . 
.08 . .. . 
. 08 ..• 
.01 ... . 
.01 ... . 
-~8 11 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
. 08 102 
~~~:::::::····· 
Fog .... .. . 
~~~::::::: 
Fog . ...... 
fiL::: 
Fog ..... .. 
J!'og ... ... . 
Stratus .. . ,4--t 
~~:~~~-: ~ ~ -~-~-
l!'og .... .. . 
~ trn,tus . . . 4-4 







Fog . ........ .. 
Fog .. ..... ... . 
0 0 
Hidden . ... ... ...................... . ........ . 
llidden ......... ............... . .......... .. . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden .. ... ... ........ . ....... . ............. . 
Hidden .. ......... . ................. . ........ . 
Hidden ........... ····-···· ................. . 
Ilid<len .... . ................................ . 
Hidden . ........................ .......... ... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hitl<len ....... ............................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 0 ........................ ... . 
Hidden ........ .............................. . 
Hidden .. .. .. ................................ . 
Hidden .......... ......................... ... . 
Hidden ..................................... . 
'Hidden ...................................... . 
Bidden .... . ······ ........................ ··-· 
Cumulus 1-4 W ............................ . 
Cumulus 2-4 W. . ......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 W. . ......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 W. . .......................... . 

























































Meteorological1·ecord for A ugust 9, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 





~-~ ~ .0. e ~ .<:l. " 1 .. ~*~ ~~£~ Place of observa- .-d ] ]E <!)t' - ~ ~ tion. <!) <!) -~ ~ 8 I" Q .s: -~ I 0-+'> .<:1 2 :: 1>-~ 8 ~<!) -~ -+'> 0 0 ::I ::I ~o 8 <!) ~ 0 as o.<:l .-d 0 .-d ] -~g~ .§ ~ ~ P< p., <!) <3 f-< ~ ... ~~ ~ g Q s ~ M 0 A ~ -- <!) <!) J: ~A~ ~ E-1 ~ ~ 0 ;q A p.~ ~ A 
( 1 Op.m. 23.85 64 62 23.77 62 61 94 W. 4 . 08 
-- --
Fog . ... . 
------
Cumulus 3-4 0 
Summit of M=nt j 
2 Op.m. 23. B.'S 66 61 23.76 61 61 100 w. 4 . 08 Fog ..... Hidden . 
3 0 p.m. 23.84 64 60 23.76 60 60 100 w. 4 .08 Fog ..... Hidden. 
414p. m. 23.83 65 61 23. 74 61 59 88 N.W. 4 . 08 Fog ..... Cumulus 3·4 0 
5 Op.m. 33.83 64 59 23.75 59 59 lOO N.W. 7 . 24 Hazy ... Cumulus 4·4 0 
6 Op. m. 23.82 64 59 23.74 59 58 !J4 N.W. 7 . 24 Fog ..... Hidden . 
Mitchell, N.C. 
1 
7 Op.m. 23.82 63 5!J 23.74 59 59 100 N.W. 11 . 60 Fog ..... Hidden. 
8 Op.m. 23.83 62 58 23. 75 ' 58 58 lOO N.W. 8 . 32 Fog ..... Hidden. 
9 Op.m. 23.84 62 57 23.76 57 57 100 N.W. 8 . 32 Fog ..... Hidden. 
l LO Op.m. 23.85 61 55 23. 77 55 55 100 N.W. 7 . 24 Fog .. : .. Cumulus 2-4 0 LO 39p. m. 23.86 61 56 23.78 56 54 87 N.W. 4 . 08 llazy . . . Cir. &cu. 2-4 ~.w. 12 Op. m. 23.86 61 56 23.78 56 54 87 N.W. 2 . 02 Hazy . .. Cir.&cu. 2·4 N.W. 
n,. of Mount I 
1 0 p. rn. 27.50 81 80 27.35 80 71 6'} N.E. 4 . 08 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N.W. 
2 Op.m. 27.50 81 77 27. ~5 77 71 73 N.E. 1 . Ol 
----
0 0 Cumulus 4·4 N.W. 
3 Op.m. 27.49 79 78 27.34 78 69 61 0 0 0 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.W. 
414p.m. 27.48 78 74 27. ::!4 74 71 86 0 0 0 Stratus. 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 
5 Op.m. 27.47 78 73 27.33 73 71 90 N.E. 4 .08 ... ... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 
6 Op.m. 27.48 77 6!) 27.34 69 68 95 0 0 0 ..... Stratus . 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 
Mitoholl, N. c. I 1 Op.m. 27. 50 75 67 27.36 67 66 95 0 0 0 ...... Stratus. 4-4 Hidden. ... .... ... .... .. 8 Op.m. 27.52 74 67 27. 3!J 67 66 95 0 0 o· .. .. Nimbus . 3-4 Hidden 
!J Op.m. 27.52 73 65 27. 3!) 65 64 94 0 0 0 ...... Stratus 1-4 Cir.·cum 1-4 0 
10 Op.m. 27.53 71 64 27.40 64 63 94 u 0 0 ...... Stratus. 1-4 Cir.-cum 1·4 w. 
10 39p. m. 27.52 70 63 27.40 63 62 94 0 0 0 ... ... Stratus. 4-4 Hidden. ... . .......... 
l 12 Op.m. 27. 51 69 62 27.39 62 62 100 0 0 0 ...... Fog .... Hidden . 
Knoxvill~ Tonn.j 2 Op.m. 20.19 81 76 ~9. 043 75 72 85 0 0 0 Stratus . 3-4 0 0 - 0 4 7p.m. 29.18 83 82 29. 02H 81 74 70 N.W. 8 . 32 ....... Stratus. 3-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 !J Op.m. ~!). 23 79 75 29.088 74 70 81 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 N.E. 
tO 32p. m. 29.21 80 73 29.066 72 71 92 N. 4 .08 Stmtus. 1·4 Cumulus 2-4 N. 
---
----
RAIN OR SNOW. .e c: ~0 '"'~" 
<+--<"' 
-,;i 0 .-::::; 
-§ _..,<!> p ~ 
.0 8 ss <!) s .-o s ... 0 Q 
0 ~ ~0 
-
. .... .... .. ... .. . . ........... . ..... . 
215p.m. 2 45p.m. . 20 
. .... .... .... .... . 
·---------
...... 
310 p. rn. 340p.m. . 04 
. ... ......... ........... .... . ..... 
...... ........ ..... 
7 20p.m. .04 
8 30p.m. . 00 
... .. ............ . .. .. . ........ .. .. ...... 
................ . .. ..... 
. ............... 










.... .. . 
...... . 
. .... 
. .... . 
~ -- . 



















































Mete01 ulogical1·ccord for ..dugust 10, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
e TllEUJII. @ HYGRO~f. ~ WIND. LOWE!t CLOUDS. UPP~~R CLOUDS. RAIN OR sxow. 1 -~ ~ ~ . ~ ---til ---~ ,::&3~~ 
.o . ._. . .o.; . ..<:l • • h - ~ · -CJ; ..0 o.- "' Place of observa· o g .S "' ..0 -g a:> ..0 ~ a:>!; § ..., ;:; ~ ~ g: . ~ ~ §.Ell -l'l ..., ::; 8 8 Remurks. 
hon. '0 ~ 8 ~ ;;l <:) ~ 'B .0 -~ -~ ~ ·;_; 0 ~ c• . . t . ;; . § ·.:: s 8 s ..0 § ~ s -5' ~ 0 _g 8. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c: ~ ~ =;S'g 'g 0 -g 0 ~ 8 8 s ~ . 0 8 ~~ 
.:::; @ -+" M [:) ;... t;; <l> ·- 0 <:.- ,!;' c; "'""' ;'j S ·~ 8 ·- ~'M o l'l 8 ;... ..Q H fq <tl P'l v A ~--" ~ A P. p.. ..... P..A ~ <l ~ <l ~ o ~ <tl o E-i 
-------1-------- - -------- ---------------1-------
f 
1 0 a, m. 23. 85 60 56 23. 77 56 54 87 N . W. 4 . 08 . . .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
2 0 a.m. 23. 84 60 55 23. 76 55 54 9J N. W. 2 . 02 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 . 0 ............................ Fair. 
3 0 a.m. 23. 82 59 55 23. 75 ~• !)4 !JJ N. W. 6 . 18 . .. . 0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. Fair. j 4 0 a.m. 23. 81 59 55 23.74 55 54 93 N. "\Y. 1 . 01 .. .. 0 o Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .... Fair. . 5 0 a.m. 2J. 81 59 55 23. 7~ ~5 5~ 93 N. W. 2 Oil .... Hazy..... .. .. C~rrns .. !-4 0 ............................ Fa~r. Summ1t of Mount 6 0 a.m. 23.82 59 56 23. 7::> ::>6 5::> 94 N. W. 4 . 08 llazy . . . . . Cn·. & cu 2-4 N. \V. Fan·. 
1Wtcboll, N. (;. 7 14 a.m. 23.84 60 58 23. 77 58 56 88 N. W. 6 . 18 !lazy . . . . . Cir. & cu 2-4 N. W. Fair. 
I 8 0 a.m. 23. 85 60 CO Q3. 78 CO 58 88 N. W. 3 . 04 llazy . . . . Cirrus .. 2-4 N. \V. :Fair. 9 0 a.m. 2:3. SG 63 61 23. 78 61 59 88 N. ·w. 5 . 12 Hazy...... Cinns .. 2-4 N. W Fair. 
l iO 0 a.m. 23.88 65 66 23.79 66 61 73 N. \V. 2 . 02 llazy..... Cir. & cu 2-4 N. \V. Fair. ll 0 n, m. 23. 89 67 64 23. 80 64 60 78 N. E. 4 . 08 Hazy . .. . . . Cumulus 3-4 N. E. Cloudy. 12 0 m .. 23. 88 64 60 23. t:O 60 58 88 0 0 0 106 Hazy..... Cumulus 3-4 · N. E. Cloudy. 
r 
1 (l a.m. 27.50 68 62 27.38 62 61 94 0 0 0 Fog..... . . Ridder.. Foggy. 
2 0 a.m. 27. 50 68 62 27. 38 62 61 94 0 0 0 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
3 0 n. m. 27. 51 68 63 27.39 63 62 94 0 0 0 Fog . ...... Hidden . Fog~ry. 
4 0 n. m. 27. 51 68 61 27. 39 61 60 94 N. E. 1 . 01 Fog... . . . . H_idden . Fogp:y. 
5 0 a.m. 27. 51 67 59 27. 39 59 58 94 0 0 0 Fog....... CnTus .. 1-4 0 Foggy. 
:Bnse of Mount 0 0 n. m 27. 52 66 61 27. 41 61 60 94 0 0 (l Fog. . ..... Hidden . Foggy; 
::Mitcbell, N. C. 7 14 a.m. 27. 52 67 67 27. 40 67 65 89 0 0 0 0 0 Cir.-cum 1-4 0 Fair. 
8 0 a.m. 27. 53 69 74 27. 41 74 68 72 0 0 0 . .. . 0 0 Cir.-cum 2-4 \V. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . Fair. 
9 0 a.m. IJ.7. 54 74 76 27. 41 76 70 7:l N. W. 1 . 01 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N. W. .. • . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . Fair. 
10 0 a.m. 27.55 77 79 27.41 79 71 66 N. E. 1 . 01... . 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 W. . ........ . ............. .. ... Fair. 
11 0 a.m. 27.54 79 81 127.39 81 71 59 N. E. 1 . 01... . 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. E . . .................. ...... .. . Fair. 
12 0 m .. 27. 55 7H 71 
1
27. 41 71 68 85 N. E. 4 . 08 9 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... 11.35 a.m. . .. .. . .. .. . 02 .... Heavv rain. 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 24 76 70 29. 107 69. 5 69 97 N. W. 3 . 04 Fog....... Hidden . Fo~rgy. 
Knoxville, Tonn. 7 7 n. m. 29.24 76 70 29.107 69.5 69 97 N. W. 3 . 04 Fog....... Hidden . . .. ____ Foggy. 




























~ TREmL f: 
<I) 
---
.gg ~ Place of observa- .0 . 
tion. ~ a:> rd ......... ,Q a:> o+> @ o rn 0 
"' 0 s ~ +> P< ~ +> X ~ '1 r;:;1 
r 1 Op. m. 23. 87 66 63 2 Op. ID. 23.85 63 57 
I 3 Op.m. 23.85 63 !'>8 
I 414p.m. 23.84 62 58 
Summit of Mount J 5 0 p.m. 23. t!3 63 59 
Mitchell, N. C .. l 6 Op.m. 23.83 6J 57 7 0 p.m. 23.84 62 G7 
8 0 p. ID. 23.85 62 54 
I 9 0 p.m. 2;:!. 85 60 55 
110 0 p.m. 23.84 60 54 
10 39 p.m. 23.83 59 53 
l12 0 p.m. 23.83 58 53 
r 1 0 p.m. 27.54 77 72 2 O}J.m. 27.52 78 7::! 
3 Op.m. 27.51 78 75 
4 14 p.m. 27.49 78 75 j 5 0 p.m. 27.49 78 74 BnRe of Mount 6 0 }J. m. 27.49 77 71 
Mitchell, N.C.. I' 0 p.m. 27.53 75 73 8 Op.m. 27.56 73 65 l 9 0 p.m. 27.54 72 65 10 0 p.m. 27.53 72 fi5 
)10 39 p.m. 27.53 72 €4 
12 0 p.m. 27.50 70 61 
{' 2 0 p.m. 29.21 84 87 
. 4 7 p.m. 29.16 85 90 Knoxville, Tenn . I 9 0 p. m. 29.20 80 78 
1
10 32 p.m 29.19 80 76 
Mrteo1'ological1·eco1·d jo1· A.t,gust 10, 187:3-Con tinued. 
(Hourly observations.) 







'0'"' • ..ci <!)!;> l'l t>~ ~~ 6 - r o~~ ~ ~ +l ~~ 0 '8 g ;~ ~ -~-~I :.--·l""'i :g :::l .c p ~ ~..c:: ~~ :::l g ¢5 ~ -g ._) ~ t' ~ 8 0 0~ ~~ ..... 0 s :::l s -~ 2:!:< 0 A ~ p:; A f>P. q~ ~ .,q ~ .,q A Q P-;~=o 
---- - --
23.78 63 59 78 S.E. 4 . 08 .... Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 S. E. 
23.77 57 57 100 N.E. 8 . 32 
· ··-
Nimbutl ... 4-4 Hidden. 
23.77 58 57 94 N.E. 2 . 02 
-··· Hazy ..... 
--·· 
Cumulus 4-4 N.E. 
2:3.76 58 57 94 N.W lfi 1. 28 Haz:r ..... Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
~3. 75 59 58 94 N.W. 12 . 72 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
23.74 57 55 87 N.E. 12 . 72 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 N . 
23.76 57 56 94 N.E. 10 . 50 Fog ....... Hidden. 
23.77 54 54 100 E. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
::!3. 77 55 55 100 E. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
23.76 54 54 100 N.E. 8 .32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . 
23.76153 53 100 N.E. 18 1. 62 Fog ....... Hidden. 
23.76 53 52 93 N.E. E . 32 Light fog. Cirrus .. 2-4 0 
27.40 72 68 80 N.E. 1 • 01 St'."atus ... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 N.W. 
27.38 73 70 80 0 0 0 Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 N.W. 
27.37 75 70 77 N.E. 1 . 01 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
27.35 75 70 77 E. 1 . 01 .... Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
27.35 74 70 81 0 0 0 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 
27.35 71 68 85 0 0 0 .... St.ratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 N. 
27.39 73 65 63 N. 4 . 08 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
---- ------
-47.43 65 65 100 N.W. 4 . 08 ... Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
27.41 65 65 100 N.W. 1 . 01 
----
Nimbus ... 4-4 Bit:tden. 27.40 65 64 94N.W. •1 . 08 .... St1·atus ... 3-1 Hidden. ~7. 40 64 63 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 27.38 61 60 94 0 0 0 Fog ....... Cirrus .. 1-4 0 29. 056 86 74 55 N. 5 .12 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N . E. 29. 003 89 74 47 N. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N.E. 29. 056 77 71 71 N. 6 .18 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 29.046 75 70 74 N. 6 .18 0 0 0 0 0 
"'-
RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ ;.., <I) • 
. ~ ~ +"J:l 
""'"' 
<I)~ 
._) s~ 0';::1 
-l'l ..,.r> s; H;!:; a:> 
.0 s >:>Q) a:> ........ 
s os Q)C<l rd E'"' ,a'O 0 :::l 




-·-·· · --· 
. ...... 
. 43 
................ . 2.10 p.m. . 06 
-·-· 
7.32p. m. . 26 
. 15 
. 21 
10.::!0p. m . . 06 
12.30 p.m. . 11 
···-······ ------- --· ·--· -··· 
---····· - · --------- ·--· ----
·--· ----
. . . ........ 
·--------· ---· 
.... 
6.38p. m- 6.55 p.m. 
----
7.23 p.m. . 43 
. 53 
---------· 
9.46 p.m. . 04 
---· 
------·-· · --·------- --·· 
..... 
Remarks. 
Light rain . 
He::wy ra~n ; thnnder-























































1 0 n. m. 
2 0 a. nt. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. j 5 0 n.m. 
Summit of Mount 1 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell. N.C .. \
1 
714 am. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
l lO 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. 12 Om ... 
r 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
J
' 4 0 n. m. 
5 0 a.m. 
Dnse of Monnt 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N. U .. I 7 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
l 9 0 a.m. 10 0 a.m . 
I
ll 0 a.m 
12 Om ... 
7 0 a.m. 
Knoxville, Tonn . ~ 7 7 a. m. 











23. 81 58 
23.81 58 
23. ~0 58 
23.81 59 






23. 86 66 




27. 49 67 
27. 51 66 
27. 51 67 
27.52 69 
27. 54 73 
27. 5-l 75 
27.53 77 
27.52 78 














5<1 '23. 75 
54 '23. 74 
55 123.74 
55 23. 73 
;i5 23.74 
55 23.75 
56 '23. 76 











ll7 27. 39 
75 27. 40 
73 27. 41 
74 27.40 
76 1:2.7. 39 74 27.38 
72 :!9. 087 
72 ~9. 087 
84 29.062 
Metem·ological1·ecord for August 11, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
• 1=1. 
HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·;;a ~ ~ 
---;: _~-.~ ~g 
.. ~ _1--.-.~--~Q)-.~~ 6-1- ---~-~- ---~~~ --~-~---~--~---~~~aQ) 
:@ :; ~-~ .§ -~ g ~.;: .. ~ -;; -;; .§fl' "§ • ~~ 0 ~ 
.o ~ ~ g ~~;:;g- _~:S ~ 5 -ci 5 J g:z~ s - ~ gs~~- Remarks. 
A ~ ~ A ~ ~;l.. ~A ~ <1 ~ ~ A o ril <>1 E--i t Q) 03 .::: 03 s ~ t a.£ .e s .9 8 .::: ::.,;::; ~ "2 8 511:; "'=' 


















































































8 . 32 ... . 
8 .32 . .. . 
4 . 08 ... . 
4 . 08 . .. . 
8 .32 ... . 
7 . 24 ... . 
4 .08 ... . 
4 . 03 ••. 
4 • OS 
4 .OS ... . 
4 . 08 ... . 
6 .18 173 
0 0 . .. . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
4 .08 ... . 
4 .08 ... . 
1 . 01 ... . 
4 • 08 16 
2 .0~ ... . 
2 .02 ... . 








Lightfog ..... . 
Fog .. ........ . 
l!'og ..... . 




Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus ... 1-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
HazJ --···1-~--y ........ 
0 0 
Cirrus . . 1-4 ......... . .. ..... .......... .... .. . 
Uirrus . . 1-4 ...................•............. . 
CiiTUS . . 2-4 ....•..................... ....... . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 ........... . ..........•........... 
8~~~:~: :: ~:: :::::: ::::: ::::: :: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ :::: :::: 
Cirrus .. 2-4 ............................. . .. .. 
Cirrus .. 2-4 ................................ .. 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden .... . ..... ... : ........................ . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. E ..................... . .. . .. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. E ........................... .. 
Hidden ..................................... . 
Hidden .. .. . ...................... . .......... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ... ........ . ......... . ............ ... . . 
Hidden .................................... .. 
Hidden ...................................... . 
0 0 0 ........................ ... . 
Uirrus .. 1-4 W. .. .......... ...... ........ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 W. . ........ ..... ............. . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cnmulus 2-4~ S. E.1 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 S. E. .. ........................ .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 






























































Summit of Mount J 





Dase of Mount 1 









.g~ ..: 0 
..... o ..... 
0~ s <I) 0 8 .... 
8 "" I=Q 
--
1 Op.m. 23.85 
2 Op.m. 23.84 
3 Op.m. 23.83 
414p.m. 2.1. 82 
5 Op.m. 23.82 
6 Op.m. 23.82 
7 Op.m. 23.82 
8 Op.m. 23.83 
9 Op.m. 23.84 
10 Op. m. 23.84 
10 39p. m. 23.83 
12 Op. ru. 23.82 
1 Op.m. 27.51 
2 Op.m. 27.50 
3 Op.m. 27.50 
414p.m. 27.49 
5 Op. m. 27,49 
6 Op.m. 27.49 
7 Op.m. 27.49 
8 Op.m. 27.51 
9 0 p. ru. 27.51 
lO Op.m. 27.51 
10 39p. m. 27.51 
12 Op. m. 27.48 
2 Op.m. 2!:1.18 
4 7p.m. 29.15 
9 Op.m. 29.13 
10 32p. m . 29.14 
THERM. , ~ 
---..a 
.-d .-;;l;..; 
<:) .-d o;><D 
..=l ~ ...,...., 0 oo 




66 62 23.16 
66 61 23.75 
65 63 23.74 
64 58 23.74 
63 58 23.74 
64 57 23.74 
64 56 23. 74 
64 55 23.75 
61 54 23.76 
59 53 23.77 
58 52 23.76 
58 52 23.75 
78 75 27.37 
78 76 27. 36 . 
78 73 27.36 
77 73 27.35 
77 72 27.35 
75 70 27.35 
75 68 27.35 
74 68 27.38 
73 65 27.38 
71 63 27.38 
70 62 ·27. 39 
67 59 27.36 
85 86 29.023 
86 89 2fl. 990 
!ll 79 28.984 




LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
---0 
..=l-
.i ~T- ::i~.C~ _,:; e. <:)~ <b 0 .:::: ~~ ;;.:.:, .p ~ .8 ·~ I "5 0 ;; -...; ~ l=l 
..0 ,.0 :p 0 0 0 ell c. ~~ .-d 0 ..:;; 0 'OoS +> ~ <l.l o~ moo 0 0 -~§~ C>, ~ ~ .... ~~ ~ ~ l=l 8 ~ 8 A A ~ ...... ~ P..P..Il-4~ ..q ~ A 
-
-
---- - - ---- - --
62 59 83 E. 4 . OS 
--- -
Fog ....... ....... Hidden. 
61 59 88 0 0 0 Hazy ..... "Cumulus 3-4 E. 
63 60 83 E. 2 . 02 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 E. 
58 57 94 E. 8 . 32 Fog ...... . Hidden. 
58 57 94 E. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Uumnlus 3-4 E. 
57 57 100 S.E. 4 . 08 Light fog. Cumulus 3-4 S. E. 
56 55 94 N.E. 3 . 04 Light fog. Cir. & cu 2-4 N.E. 
55 53 87 N.E. 6 .18 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N.E. 
54 53 93 S.E. 10 . 50 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S.E. 
53 51 86 E. 10 . 50 0 0 Cir. & cu 24 0 
52 51 93 s. 12 . 72 0 0 Cir. & cu 2-4 0 
52 51 93 s. 6 .1 8 0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 
75 68 68 S.E. 4 . O!l 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 N.W. 
76 70 73 S.E. 4 . 08 0 . 0 Cumulus 1-4 s. 
73 68 76 S.E. 4 . 08 Stratus .... 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 
73 69 81 0 0 0 Stratus .•.. 2-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 
72 68 80 E. 1 . 01 Stratus .... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 w. 
70 68 90 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
68 66 89 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. 
68 65 84 E. 1 . 01 
·---
Str-atus .•.. 1-4 0 0 0 
65 63 89 0 0 0 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
63 62 94 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 s. 
62 60 88 0 0 0 0 0 Cirrus .. l-4 N. 
59 58 94 0 0 0 Fog ....••. Cir. cum- 1-4 s.w. 
85 7l 47 N. 6 . 18 0 0 Cumulus ·2-4 S.E . 
88 72 42 N. 11 . 60 Hazy ..... Cumulus 1-4 N.E. 
78 71 69 N. 2 0 0 0 . 02 0 0 
81 75 28.994 74 70 81N.W. 6 .18 0 0 0 0 0 ~ I ....... . 
.. 
1'1 • 
RAIN OR SNOW. 
"§ ~-
~§ 
.-d ~] ~1'1 <l.l 
.-d 8 !" ...... 
8 
Q) ss .-;;l 0 l=l 
0 l'il <Qs 
-------- -
. ......... ....... .................. 
---· 
4.25p. m. 4.40 p. m .15 
................... 
---------- ----
........ , .... .. 
---------· 
..... 
























































































J ro~ ~~ 
8 
~ 
Mcteorological1·eoord joT August 12, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
Ill"GROJ\I. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ .... -
8 '"'~'~~9 
---l'l . '+-<"'a;>Q) 
. .ci .a . ~ t>, ·I <I)~ I . ci" e.o~ ~ 0 '1:1 "' s ~ ..... Q)..b o .._:;, ~ ;...c.- <l) • ....,:) ..;..;$ o Q 1 s::~ ~..s ~ ~ 2 ;> ..... ~ ..... ::; I ::; o- ... ;;.., H H :;> -~ "' <I) rc::i "'"2) s h 
.::> :;> Q g.=: :g a; ...,~ rc::i g rc::i g Q 0 p s <!) g s .... ::::: 





r:tl 0 A ~ ~ A ~ ~ p:; ~A~ ~ ..q ~ ..q A _...., 8 ~ 1 ~ R 
---------!-· I --,------- , ___ _ 
( 1 0 a. m. 1:?3. 81 58 52 23.74 52 50 86 
I 2 0 n. m. 23. 78 G7 52 23. 71 52 50 86 3 0 n. 111. ;23. 78 56 52 23. 71 52 50 86 
I ~ ~ ~: :: ~~g: ~g g~ g~ g~: ~~ g~ ~~ ~~ 
Summit of Mount J 6 0 a. m. ;23. ~0 5!i 52 23. 73 52 51 93 
Mitchell. N.C .. ) 714 n. m. 23.1:!1 57 54 23.74 54 52 87 
8 0 n. m. 23. 82 59 5!i 23. 75 56 53 81 
I 9 0 n. 111. 23. 83 60 60 23. 75 60 55 71 10 0 n. m.123. 84 !i2 62 23. 76 62 57 72 
l l1 0 a. m.
123. 8•1 o3 63 23.76 63 57 67 
12 0 111. .. '23. ~3 68 67 23.74 67 61 69 
( 1 0 n. m. l27. 47 66. 58 27. !16 58 57 94 
I 
2 0 n. m. 27. 47 65 57 27. 36 57 56 94 
3 0 n. m. 27. 47 64 58 27. 36 5!3 56 88 
·1 0 a.m. 27. 46 64 58 27. :35 58 57 91 
1 5 0 a.m. 27. 48 65 60 27. 37 60 58 88 
l3nso of Mount < (i 0 a. m.127. 48 64 61 27. 37 61 60 94 
:Mitchell, N. <.: .. 
1
. 7 1•1 a.m. 27.48 67 69 27.36
1
69 64 75 
8 0 n. m. 27. 49 70 74 27. 37 74 68 72 
!) 0 n. m. 27. 49 73 7G 27. 36 76 69 68 
10 0 n. m. 27. 48 76 79 27. :H 79 71 66 
11 0 a.m. 27. 48 78 78 27. 34 78 70 65 
12 0 m ... 27. 46 80 76 27. 31 1 76 70 73 






















































































Hazy ___ __ 
Hazy .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Fog ...... . 
Fog.------
~~~~~::::: 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ..... .. 






Hazy .. _ __ __ .. 
Hazy ...... .. 
0 0 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 ---------- ---------- ---· __ __ 
Cir.&. cu. 2-4 0 ___ .... _ .................. .. 
Cirrus _ _ 2-4 0 ... __ .. __ .. ___ ... __ ...... __ . 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 -------------------- ---- __ __ 
Cir.&cu. 1-4 0 ---------- ---------- ---- .... Cumulus 1-4 S.W. _____ .. _ .... _ .... ___ .... __ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 W. __ .. ____ .. ________ ...... __ __ 
Cumulus 2-4 W. .. __ ...................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W. ---------- ---------- .... __ __ 
Cumulus 3-4 N.W. ---------- ---------· ..... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........... --- ------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. __ .. __ .... __ .......... __ .. 
Hi<ldeu .. .. . -----· ---------· ---------· ....... . 
Hicl<len ..... ------ ---------- ----·----- ....... . 
Hirlden . .... ----- · ·---- ----- ---------· ---- ----Hi<lden ............................... ______ __ 
Hidden.--------------··----------·------- ___ _ 
Hidden . _ .. . .. __ .. .. _ .. _ .. . . .. __ .. __ - . . .. . . _ - . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 N. W. ---------- --·------- .... __ __ 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W. __ ........ ___ ... __ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 IV. ----·----· ---------- .... ___ _ 
Cumulus 2-4 W. ---------- ---------- ____ ... . 
Cumulus 2-4 \V. ---------· ---------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W. __ ... __ ... __ .... __ ........ .. 
Cirrus . . 3-4 W. . ... __ . __ .. ___ .•. _ .... -.. __ . 
Cirrus .. 3-4 W. .. _ ..................... __ .. 






















































.Metoo1·ological1·ccord for August 12, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ 
THERM. 8 HYGROif.~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. i 0 ~ 8 --- ---~ 
.gg r-< ~- ,.<:l. ~ r>. . <l). <i> ci'b.ll~ Place of obsorYa- !l .-d 
.-d -.:::'"' ..0 ..0 <Vt' 
""'"' ~~ .p .p .8·~ I tion. ......... 0 0 <D ~~ 'i3 'i3 P.·.-< 0 ·.-< ;:l p.i- ::1 .. o""' 8 ..cl C1J ~ ~ ~ :g 00 ctJO' ~ ~ ~oS 0 
.-d .-d 0 0 ~ 0 <1) ..., ciS <D o,.<:~ CfJCfJ ~'g 0 0 ~ s8 s ~ ~ ~ ... p., <l) ...... ... ......... o;.. Q s ::1 s ~ ... ... ~ ~ A 0.:;> ;.,a:> (13 .--< ~ ~ ·1""1-~ 8 j:q f'il 0 A p.~ p.;P. A ~ <lj A 0 
--
- ---- - - - -- - - - --
( 1 Op.m. 23. 82 67 66 23.73 66 61 73 w. 8 . 32 ..... Hazy ..... .. .... Cumulus 4-4 w. 
I 
2 Op. m. 23.81 67 65 23.72 65 61 78 w. 2 . 02 Bazy .. ... Cumulus 4-4 w . 
3 Op.m. 23. 80 68 63 23. 71 63 59 78 w. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 w. 
Summit of Mount j 414p.m. 23.79 63 61 23.71 61 59 88 w. 3 . 04 . ..... Light fog. . ..... Cumulus 4-4 w. 5 Op.m. 23.78 63 59 23.70 59 57 87 N.W. 3 . 04 Hazy . .. .. Cumulns 4-4 N.W. 6 Op.m. 23.78 65 60 23.69 60 58 88 w. 4 . 08 ...... Hazy ..... .. .. .. .. Cir.&cu. 3-4 w. Mitchell, N. C. 
1 
7 Op.m. 23.77 61 58 23.69 58 57 94 s.w. 4 . 08 . .... . Hazy ..... ....... Cumulus 4-4 s.w. 
8 Op.m. 23.77 fi5 57 23.68 57 56 94 N.W. 3 . 04 Fog . ...... Hidden_ 
. l 9 Op.m. 23.78 64 57 23.70 57 56 94 N.W. 4 . 0~ Fog . ...... Bidden _ 10 0 p.m. 23.78 6-1 56 23.70 56 ::6 100 N.W. 4 . 08 ~~t:::::: Hidden. 1039p.m. 23.78 64 5fi 23.70 56 55.5 !)7 w. 5 .12 Hidden. 1\! Op.m. 23.77 63 56 23. 6!> 56 55. 5 97 N.W. 8 . 32 Hidden. ( 1 Op.m. 27.45 79 77 27.30 77 70 69 E. 4 . 08 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 W. 
I ::! Op.m. 27.44 81 78 27.29 78 69 61 0 0 0 ---- 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 w. 3 Op.m. 27.43 81 75 27.28 75 70 77 E. 4 . 08 
-- - -
0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. 
I 414p. m. 27. 43 7!> 70. 27.28 70 68 90 0 0 0 -- -- Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. ...... .......... 5 Op.m. 27.44 77 69 27.30 69 66 85 0 0 0 ... ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden 
Baso of Mount~ 6 Op.m. 27.43 75 68 27.29 68 66 89 0 0 0 ... ... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
Mitchell, N. C. 7 Op.m. 27. 43 74 65 27.30 65 64 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus .. . 1-4 0 0 0 
I 8 Op.m. 27.44 73 66 27.31 66 64 89 0 0 0 ---- Stmt.us .. . 3-4 0 0 0 9 Op.m. 27.44 72 65 27.31 65 64 8!> 0 0 0 ---- Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden . ---- ------I 10 Op. m. 27.43 71 65 27.30 65 64 94 0 0 0 .... Stmtus ... 4-4 Hi1lden . 10 39p. m. 27.42 72 65 27. 2!> 65 63 89 0 0 0 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
--- · ------l12 Op.m. 27.41 70 64 27.29 64 63 94 0 0 0 ---- Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden_ 
Knoxville, Teun .. ~ 2 Op.m. 29.15 86 85 28. 9!>0 84 73 58 s.w. 9 . 40 ---- Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 4 7p.m. 29.12 86 87 28.961 86 74 53 N.W. 8 . 32 --- - 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 9 Op.m. 29.12 82 77 28.972 76 73 86 N.W. 2 . 02 
--- -
Strn.tus .. . 4-4 Hidclen. 
- - l 10 32p. m. 29.11 81 76 28.964 75 73 90 0 0 0 ---- Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . 





<l) .. ..... 




0 .. ~ .... 
0 f';>:l <'10 
-------- -
. .................. ............ ....... ....... 
. ................ ................. ...... 
. .......... .. ..... .................... ....... 
.. ........ ....... .. ................... ...... 




3.55p. m. . 08 
4.30p.m. . Oi 
.................. ................. 
- -- -
















. .... . 
---
... ... 




!lor-storm inS. vY. 
Cloudy . 
Cloudy; distant tbun-
der-storm inN. \Y. 
Cloudy; distant thun-





















































( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 Oa.m. 
j
l 4 Oa.m. 
;; Oa.m. 






10 0 a.m. 
L1 0 a.m. 
12 Om. 
( 1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 Oa.m. 
5 Oa.m. 
:Base of Mount i 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N. C. 7 14 a. m. 
8 0 a.m. 
l 9 0 a.m. 10 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. 12 Om. 
1 7 0 a.m. Knoxville, Tenn. 7 7 a. m. 1132 a.m. 
Meteorological1·ecm·d jo1· August 13, 1873. 
. (Hourly observations.) 
THER!tf. s ' J:l ti -o HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '@ o ~ . 
t;; ~ 1-< fi ""'I': 
1-< -.-- ,.0 1-< -.--.- ,.0 • • p, • ~ . - ~ 'S <'0 0 ~ 
.s 'g .._; "8 .s .0 === ~ .)';. J:l +> ~ 1-< ~ Q) • ~ ~ l'l ~_()~, -J:l +> .s s s s ,.0 ~ 1) ~ "i3 2 .!:; ..... ~ ·c.; 5 p o- !;> ~ § J:l :3 ·p: s s ..0 10; '0 s ~-
e .S & ~ ~ 't5 ~ ~ .=:: ~ 'f) p·g .._; o • '8 g § s 8 s ~ g 8 ~·a ~ +> r~ o ~-< t:;.. _<l( ·.-< ~ ~ ~ ~ @,....; .S S .... S .,... ~"-' o l'l S ~-< ..<1~ ~ <1 ,..., o A » ~ A p. P.o.. P..A ~ <1 ~ <1 A o P'l <1 ° 8 1----------------------------------
23. 76 62 56 23. 68 56 56 100 
23. 75 61 55 23. 67 55 55 100 
23. 74 61 55 23. 66 !'i5 55 100 
:2:l 72 60 55 23. 64 55 55 100 
23. 71 61 55 23. 63 55 55 I 00 
23. 70 62 58 23. 62 58 57 94 
23. 69 58 54 23. 62 54 54 100 
23. 69 56 53 23. 62 53 53 
23. 69 56 53 23. 62 53 53 
23. 69 57 53 23. 62 53 53 
23. 69 56 52 23. 62 52 52 
23. 68 57 53 23. 61 53 53 
27. 38 70 64 27. 26 64 63 
27. 37 70 64 27. 25 64 63 
27. 35 69 64 27. 23 64 63 
27. 36 69 64 27. 24 64 63 
27. 36 69 64 27. 24 64 63 
27. 37 69 64 27. 25 64 63 
27. 37 69 65 27. 25 65 64 
27. 37 69 65 27. 25 65 63 
27. 37 70 65 27. 25 65 64 
27. 35 70 67 27. 23 67 65 
27. 36 70 67 27. 24 67 65 
27. 34 72 71 27. 21 71 66 
29. 08 77 72 28. 944 71 69 
29. 08 77 72 28. 944 71 69 
















































10 . 50 .... Fog ....... .... . 
10 . 50 .... Fog . .. .. 
12 . 72 .... Fog .. . .. 
12 .72 .... Fog .... . 
15 1.12 .... Fog ... .. 
12 . 72 .... -Fog .. . .. 
16 1. 28 .... Nimbus.l 4-4 
14 . 98 .. .. 
8 .32 ... . 
11 . 60 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
H • 40 183 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
1 .01 ... . 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 ... . 
1 .01 .. . 
1 . 01 6 
6 .18 ... . 
6 .18 ... . 









































ru~~l:~ : :::: :::::: ~~:~~ :~- :~: ~~~~~ :~-:~: :: ~l::: 
Hidden ... .....•.. •..... . .. ............... 
~}gg:~: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::J::· 
Hidden . . .. . . .. .. . 6.25 a. m. . .. . .. .. .. • 24 
Hidden ................................ 39 ... . 
Hidden ................................ 34 ... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 ... . 
Hidden .................. .' ............. 41 .. .. 
Hidden ....... .....•.. ................. 03 ... . 
Hidden ............ ..... . · .................... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........•.... , • . . . ..... -. 
Hidden .................... . 
ing~:~: :::: .::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::1::: 
Hidden ........... 5.05 a.m ............ 28 
Hidden ...............•................ 23 ... . 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 ... . 
Hidden ...............................• 16 ... . 
Hidden ..................... 9.30 a.m ....... .. 
Hidden ........... 10.55 a.m. .. . .. . .. . . 06 .. .. 
Hidden ..................... 11.10 a.m ....... .. 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden ........... Iunigbt. 7.15a.m. ,17 . . .. 



























































( 1 0 p.m. 
I 
2 Op.m. 
3 0 p.m. 
414 p.m. 
5 Op.m. 
Summit of Mount) 6 0 p.m. 




12 0 P· m. f 1 0 P· m. 
2 Op.m. I 3 Op.m. 
j 414 p.m. 5 Op.m. Base of Mount 6 0 p.m. Mitchell, N. C. 7 0 P· m. 
I 8 Op.m. 9 0 p.m. 
1
10 0 p.m. 
1039 p.m. 
ll2 0 p.m. 
{ 
2 0 p.m. 






































' l l=l ~ HYGRO!II. :0
13
... WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '<;1 ~ ,S . 
... 0 Q;) l=l 





"'~ o;> ...., 
-+"Q.) 
Q 
.0 ::i (\) b § ~ ~ ~ d ~ . ..; . ~ .§ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ 0 s ~ "' ~" .,.. ..... c o w o.. t' l=l l=l t: -~ I Q;) • l=l ,:::; s h ~ 
2 0 P< 
~ ~ 
.a .a ·_.3 t3 o ,D rn <fJ h..... • "' • l'l Q;) s s 15 p Q;)s '"' :;:;: 
h 't3 ~ ~ ,...... f.< (\) f.< :;:::' g 11 0 11 0 f.< 0 8 s "' 0 Q;) .g 
;.; I:> (\) ..... Q;) Q;) ;:..; Q;) ~,...... ~'1 s ...... s ..... s ..... 0 l=l s ;:..; ,D ~ ~ 0 0 A » ~ A t>P-P-IP.A F==1 <tj j::!l <tj p o , ~ ~o8 
------- -----------------
60 53 23. 59 53 53 
58 53 23. 58 53 53 
58 52 23. 57 52 52 
59 54 23. 57 54 53 
59 54 23. 57 54 53 
57 53 23. 59 53 52 
60 52 23. 59 52 51 
60 51 23. 59 51 51 
58 51 23. 61 51 51 
59 51 23. 61 51 51 
61 50 23. 58 50 50 
63 48 23. 57 48 48 
72 n 21. 19 72 65 
75 73 27. 18 73 66 
74 72 27. 18 7;2. 68 
74 69 27. 19 69 6;'; 
74 67 27. 20 67 65 
72 64 27. 21 64 63 
70 61 27. 23 61 60 
69 60 27. 23 60 59 
68 58 27.,22 58 57 
66 58 27.22 58 57 
66 57 27. 22 57 56 
64 5:> 27. 20 55 54 
78 77 28. 912 76 69 
82 85 28. 892 84 72 
79 73 28. 939 72 61:1 

























































. 32 ... . 
. 72 ... . 
. 72 ... . 
. 32 ... . 
. 32- .. . 
. 72- .. . 
. 72- .. . 
. 98 ... . 
. 50 ... . 
1.12- .. . 
. 98 ... . 
. 72- . . . 
. 01 - .. . 
. 01..:. 















Hazy .... . 
Hazy ... .. 
Light fog. 
Fog ...... . 
Fog .. . .. . . 
~~~::::::: 
Fog . ..... . 
Fog ...... . 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . . . 2-4 












Hidden _ _ . . . . . . . . . . .................... 12 ... . 
Hidden .......... _ . .. . . . . . . . 1.15 p . m .. 03 ... . 
Cirrus . _ 2-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Cil'.&cu. 2-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cir.&cu. :l-4 N.W ........... ... ....... .... .. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W . .... ...... -............ . ... . 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ................... . ...... . 
Hidden ..............•. . .. ...•. .......... . . 1 . 
Hidden ..... ..... ....•..... ... ................ 
Hidden ....... ...... ... ... .......... . ....... . 
Hidden ..................•.......••........... 
Hidden .... ...... ......... .. ................. . 
-g.i~~~s-~: ·3.4· ·s:w: :~~~~~:::: :::::::~:: :~~- :::: 
Cirrus . . 3-4 S. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . ......•.......... 
Cumulus 1-4 W ........................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 ---------· ------- --- ---· ---. 
0 0 0 -- -------- .••....... - ... ----
0 0 0 ......... . - -- -·------ ---- .. . 
0 0 0 ...•.•.... ... . .......... - .. . 
0 0 0 ------ .... ·········· .... - .. . 
0 0 0 . . ........ . .. : ...... - .. . -- --
Cumulus 1-4 N.E ............................ . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. E. 8.00 a.m. 9.00 a.m .. 04 .. . . 
0 0 0 .......... ·········· .... ---. 




















































Meteo1·ological1·eco1·djo1' .Aug1.tst 14,1873. 
(liourly observations.) 
~ THE lUI. s HYGROM.~ wum. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. ... 0 
.... ~ -~ ~ 
---
Plnco of obscrva. .n· f-1 .n. .Q >i !::" 1 ~" 6 §)fT oi:l 0) rd rd ]~ ..ci ..0 .;~ ...; ...; iion. ~:3 "til 0) ::; "8 0 ;t ~ 0) 00) :.3 -~ g p . i:l i:l ~~s 8 00 ,n ,n g.n fil g' p p 0) 0 0) _.., g rd rd 0 ""' ce 0 0 ~Sf: 
.§ .... A ~ h ~ ~ h ~ H Q H .s s p s ;:Q ~ ~ 0 .... i:i 0 <l) H a:/ A- ~ . .-~-e;..i H ~ 0 ~ P,.Ap..p. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
--
--





r 1 0 n.m. 23.64 62 48 23. 5G 48 48 100 N.W. 8 3'> ..... ~~f::::::: --·· Hidden. ..... . -----· 2 0 n. m. 23.63 62 47 23.55 47 47 100 N.IV. 8 . 32 H:dden. 
3 0 n.m. 23. G:J 64 46 23.55 4G 46 100 N.W. (j . 24 J!'og ... ---- Hidden . I 4 0 n. m. 23.62 ()( 45 23.54 45 <14 92N.W. 8 . 32 Light fog. Cumulus 1-4 0 
5 0 n.m. 2:3. G1 GO 4G 23.53 46 45.5 96N.W. 8 . 32 Fog. ____ .. Hidden. 
Summit of Mount i 6 0 n. m. 23.61 59 4G 23. 54 46 46 100 N.W. 10 • GO Fog ....... Bidden. 
Mitclwll, 1..:. U.. 7 14 n. nt. 23.62 57 46 23.55 46 45 92N.W. 9 . 40 ~~~-- :~~ ~ ~: Hidden. ,
1
8 0 n. m. 23.62 56 46 23,55 46 46 100 N.W. 11 . 60 Hidden. 
1 9 0 n.m. 23.63 56 4G 23. 56 46 46 100 N.W. 8 . 32 ~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: Hidden. llO 0 n.m. 23.63 56 46 23.56 46 46 ~~~ ~ :;: 8 . 32 Hidden. 





-- -· ------3 0 n.m. 27. :iO 59 51 27.20 51 50 931 0 0 0 Fog ....... Hiuden. j 4 0 a.m. 27. 31 58 51 27.22 51 50 93
1
N.E. 1 . 01 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
5 0 a.m. 27. so 57 53 27.21 53 52 ~~ ~ ~:~: 1 . 01 Stratus ... 3-4 Hazy ... nase . of Monnt 6 0 a.m. 27.31 58 . 58 27.22 58 56 .1 . 01 Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 
Mitchell, N.C.. 7 14 a.m. 27.30 61 70 27.20 70 65 751N.E. 1 . 01 0 0 Cumulus -~·:.1~·-~ .. I 8 0 a.m. 27. 31 65 67 27.20 67 61 6!) N.E. 1 . 01 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
9 0 a.m. 27.31 67 68 27.1!) 68 60 60 N.E. 4 . oe Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 N.W. 110 0 a.m. 27.31 68 68 27.19 68 61 ~~[ ~:~: 1 . 01 Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 N.W. ll 0 a.m. 27.30 6!) 67 27.18 G7 60 1 . 01 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N.W. l 12 0 m -- 27.29 71 70 27.17 70 62 G1\ N.E. 1 . 01 12 Hazy ..... ..... Uumulus 1-4 N.W. 
Knoxville, T enn . { 
7 0 n. m. 2!). 07 74 66 28. 9'!2 65 62 831 N. 3 . 04 Hazy . .... 0 0 0 7 7 a.m. 29.07 74 66 28.942 65 62 83[ N. 3 . 04 Hazy ..... 0 0 0 
1132 a.m. 29.07 7G 75 28.937 74 62 471 N. 12 . 72 123 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. 
RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ .... 0). 
~~ .pi:! o<e 




rd 1:1;':; s.t· s P<li 0) H·a s os '<:) s ... 1i"" 0 i:l 
0 ~ ~0 H 
---- --
---------· 
................ . .... 
·--· 
-· · · ···--· -··--···-· ---· 
.... 






















































































Meteorological recordjor· August 14, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ >< • .: 
RYGROM. 's WIND. LOWEU CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ ,2; d 
---.-.a. . C) • - .r;; 'B;s~ 
..o .o. C) t · l=l t',.; H ~ C) - -;;; -;;; l=l g;o~l - "" as o s 
;:; ;:; p.. ·~ -~ .,..., g d 0 p.. P-: ::1 § .;; -~ § . .::.=:: s P-: ~ :: ·~ ~ ~ .Q ~ g b:Z .r;; 5 ;l o ~ ;; ~ 88 ~ g s ~ =@ !-< ~ Cl ,;:: <l) fi3 1-< fi3 '8 ,.S .s s .::: S .::: -=-~ 0 >=l s '-' .Q "0 











I 414p.m. 5 0 p.m. 
Summit of Mount) 6 0 p .m. 
Mitchell, N . C. I 7 0 p.m. 
I 8 Op.m. 9 Op.m. 
l10 Op.m. JO 3!lp.m. 12 Op. m. ( 1 Op. m. 




Base of Mount) 6 0 p. m . 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 7 0 p.m. 
I 8 Op.m. 9 Op.m. 
l10 0 p.m. 10 39 p.m. 12 Op.m. 
{ 
2 Op.m. 
• 4 7p.m. 
Knoxville, Tenn . 1 9 0 p.m. 
10 32p. m. 
23. 61 62 




23. 60 58 
23. 60 57 
23.60 58 
23.60 60 








27. 2{) 68 
27.30 67 
27.30 66 









51 23. 52 
52 23.53 
50 23.52 









70 27. 16 
65 27. 16 
64 27. 17 
63 27. 17 
62 27. 17 
57 27.18 
61 27. 20 
58 27.18 
57 27. 17 
5!) 27.16 
57 27. 15 




52!51 I 93 
51 50 93 
w. 8 
N.W. 12 




















































N. W. 14 
N.W. 12 








88 N. 1 
87 N. 1 
82 0 0 
l:li N. 1 
46 N. W. 16 
45 N. 12 
ti6 N . 3 
84 N. 2 
. 32--- 0 
. 72--- 0 
. 32 0 ••• 
. !)8 . .. . 
1. 28 .. . 0 
1. 28.- .. 
1. 28 . .. . 
1. 28 ... . 
L 28 .. . . 
. 98 ... . 
. 98.--. 
• 7;2 •••. 
. 01.- -. 
. 08 ... . 
. 08 ... . 
0 ... . 
0 . -- . 
.OJ . --. 
0 ... . 




1. 28, ... . 
. 72 .. . . 
. 04.--. 
.02 ... . 
Light fog .... . 
H _azy . . ... , ... . 
i}~~; ::::: :::: 
Hazy .... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ... ... . 
Fog ...... . 
Fog ... .. . . 
Light fog. 
Ligllt fog. 
Hazy .... . 
H:1zy .... . 
Hazy .. .. . 
Hazy . .. . . 
Stratus .. . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stmtus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
0 0 







Cumulus 4-4 W. . .......................... . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W ............. . .............. . 
Cumulus 4-4 N. W .......... .. ....... .... ..... . 
Cir. &cu. 4-4 N. W . ......... ... .............. .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W. .. ......................... . 
Hidden ... .. .... ..... ....... . .. . ... .. . . ..... . . 
Hidden ...... . ......... ........... ........... . 
Hidden ..................... .............. .. . . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
Hidden .................................. .... . 
0 0 0 ... ... . ................ ... . . 
0 0 0 ---------· .. ......... .. .... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N . W ............................ . 
Cnmulus 2-4 N. W .. ...... .. . 
Cumulus 2-4 N.W . ....... ...... . ......... . .. .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N.W . ....... .. . ..... .. . . . ..... . . . 
Cumulus 1-4 N . W ............................ . 
Cumulus 1-4 N.E ........................... .. 
0 0 0 ..... .... ..... . ............ . 
0 0 0 ······· .. . ---··· .... · ... .. .. . 
0 0 0 ···•······ ......... . .... .. .. 
0 0 0 ....................... . .. . . 
Cumulus 3-4 N . ................... . .. ..... . 
Cumulus l-4 N ........................... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 N ........................... . 
Cumulus 3-4 N ............... .. ........... . 
0 0 0 ········· · ....... . .. . .. . .. .. 




























































( 1 0 a . m . 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 
j 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a. m. Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N. C. l 7 14 a. m. 
8 0 a.m . 
9 0 a.m. 
l10 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. 12 0 ill --
r 
1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
~' 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a.m. Base of Mount 6 0 a.m. Mitchell, N. _C. 7 14 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. 9 0 a.m. 
l lO 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. l2 0 ill-· 


































Meteorological1·ecord for August lG, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 








.0 p ~ h ~ t:..: ~d I <b • 
·§ ~ 







~ t)~ ::; ~ ~ ~ .9 -~ 5 ~ . ~ h ~ :: ~ ~ g~ ~ ~ ~:s ~ ! 0 p.. t-1 ~ I:: 0 Q A ~ ~ A ; ~ ~ 8. ~ ...... 1>. ~ ...... ~ ...... ~ <J.) ~ I~ c 
-1-1--1-------- --
57 45 23. 53 45 45 
56 45 23. 53 45 45 
56 44 23. 52 4<1 44 
56 43 23. 51 43 43 
57 43 23. 51 43 43 
57 44 23. 51 44 44 
57 45 23. 52 45 45 
58 47 23. 53 47 47 
58 48 23. 53 48 48 
64 49 23 54 49 49 
61 5l 23. 54 51 51 
63 53 23. 55 53 52. 5 
63 56 27.15 56 54 
62 57 27. 15 57 55 
62 59 27. 16 59 57 
63 60 27. 16 GO 58 
63 61 27. 19 61 59 
64 63 27. 19 63 61 
66 li4 27. 22 64 61 
66 64 27. 22 64 6l 
68 67 27. 19 67 62 
69 67 27. 18 67 62 
69 67 27. 18 67 62 
-69 67 27.18 67 62 
71 67 28. 920 66 63 
71 67 28. 920 66 63 
76 76 28. 917 75 65 
100 N. W. 10 . 50 ... . 
100 N. W. 12 .72 . .. . 
100 N. W. 14 . 98 .. .. 
100 N. W. 14 . 98 .. .. 
100 N. W. 18 1. 62 .. .. 
100 N. W . 15 1.12 . .. . 
100 N. W. 10 . 50 ... . 
100 N. W. 8 . 32 .. .. 
100 N. W . 8 . 32 .. .. 
100 N. W. 4 . 08 .. .. 
100 N. W. 2 . 02 .. .. 
96 N. W . 3 . 04 280 
87 0 0 0 . --. 
87 N. 4 .08 .. .. 
88 N. 1 . 01 .. .. 
88 0 0 0 · .. .. 
88 N. 2 . 02 .. .. 
89 N. 1 .01 .. .. 
8:-! N. 1 .01 .. .. 
83 N. 1 . 01 .. .. 
74 N. 1 . 01 : ... 
74 N. 1 . 01 .. .. 
74 N. 1 . 01 .. .. 
74 N. 1 . 01 .. .. 
84 N. 3 .04 .. .. 
84 N. 3 .04 .. .. 









Fog ....... .. .. . 
~~~:: ::::: 
Fog . .... .. 
Fog ...... . 
tr===:-
Nimbus ... 
Fog ....... 14-4 
Fog ....... . .. . 
Stratus ... . 
Stratus. . . . 2-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stratus... . 4-4 
Stratus .... 2-4 
Stratus.... 4-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stratus .... 4-4 
Stratus.. .. 4-4 
Stratus .... 2-4 
0 0 
Fog ...... ... .. 
Fog ...... . 
0 I 0 
~ Qc--~~ ~ ~~ >=~ -~·~ I 63 • l'l;:: 
. 1:::~1)[;8 8 '0 :;:l <l; 




iU~{~~~::: : ::: ::::: :: :::::~:::: :::::::::: ::::1::: 
Ridden ...................................... . 
Ridden ......................................... .. 
Hidden .... . ........................ . ......... ... . 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Hidden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .. _. ___ . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Hidden .......... ............................... .. 
Hidden.. .. .. .. . .. .. . 8.30 a.m. 8.50 a .m. . 04 .. .. 
Hidden.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9.50 a.m. .. .. .. .. . . . 01 .. .. 
Hidden ........................ 10.10 a.m . . 01 .. .. 
Hidden ......................................... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 0 ........................... .. 
Hidden ... ...... ................ . ................ . 
Hidden .... ...... __ ............ ... .............. .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 0 . __ ... ...... __ ....... __ .. __ .. 
Hidden .................................... : .... .. 
Ridden ...... ........ --------· · ................. . 
Hidden.. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . ....... . 
Hidden.... .. .. . .. .. . 7.10 a.m .................. .. 
Hidden ........................ 7.38a.m . . 02 ... . 
Hidden ........ . .............................. __ , _ 
Cumulus .. 2-4 vV ............................. .. 
Cumulus .. 4-4 W ......................... .... . 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E. . .... . ................. .... .. 
Cumulus .. 1-4 N. E .......................... ... . 



























































Place of observa- ,0• ~ .0 .· o§ .-d as-S tion. 'H ...... Q;l .-d o"" Q;l ,.<::1 Q;l 13<1> s en 
.§ 0 0 Q;l 0 ~ ~ ... ... ~ ;... "' 0 E-i I=Q 1'::1 0 
( 1 Op. m. 23.63 63 55 23.55 
. I 
2 Op.m. 23.63 64 58 23. 5.5 
3 Op. m. 23.65 65 59 23.56 
414p. m. 23.64 64 57 2J. 56 
5 Op.m. 23.63 65 55 23.54 
Summ1t of Mount i 6 Op.m. 23.63 63 53 23.55 
Mitchell, N. C .. 7 Op. Dl. 23.64 62 50 23. 56 
I 8 Op.m. 23.64 63 48 23.56 9 Op.m. 23.64 62 48 23.56 
. l 10 Op. m. 23.65 63 48 23.57 10 39p. m. 23.66 62 48 23.58 12 Op. m. 23.65 62 49 23.57 
( 1 Op. m. 27.30 70 69 27.18 I 2 Op.m. 27.29 71 72 27.17 
3 Op.m. 27.30 75 71 27.16 
I 
414p.m. 27.30 74 69 27.17 
5 Op.m. 27.32 73 68 27.19 
Base of Mount i 6 Op.m. 27.30 73 68 27.17 
Mitchell, N.C .. 7 Op.m. 27.31 71 64 27. 18 
I 8 Op.m. 27.32 69 60 27.20 9 Op.m. 27.34 67 57 27.22 
I 10 Op.m. 27.33 66 56 27.22 10 39p. m. 27.34 65 55 27.23 
. l 12 Op.m. 27.34 63 53 27.23 
Knoxville, Tenn . { 
2 Op.m. 29.03 78 79 28.892 
4 7p.m. 
29. "I '' 82 28. 877 9 Op.m. 29. OJ 77 71 28. 874 10 32p. m. .01 75 69 28.880 
Meteorolog·ical1·ecoNl for Augttst 15, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGHOM.] WIND. LOWEH CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
---~ 
..<::1, P... <1>. <b ~bJJ~ ::l ~ ~~ .i M~ 0 ~~ l>_e, ~ ...-l .s-~ I ~ $ ~,g ~g. l'l .0 ,0 :;3 ~·a ~ ~ 13og 0 
.-d .-d p.. ~ ~ Q;l ......... ~~ =a::: 1'1 0 1'1 0 -~_§~ ~ -~ s s .... p:: Q;)Q.l ~ ~ A ~ A p..A p:;A A <tj <tj A 
-- - - --




Cumulus 4-4 w. 
58 57 94 s.w. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 s.w. 
59 58 94 s.w. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 s.w. 
57 56 94 w. 8 . 32 Hazy ... .. Cumulus 4-4 w. 
55 54 93 w. 6 .18 Hazy ... · .. Cir. & cu 3-4 w. 
53 52 93 w. 10 . 50 Hazy ..... Cirrus .. 2-4 0 
50 49 93 w. 8 . 32 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
48 47 93 w. 8 . 32 ....... 0 0 Cinus .. 1-4 0 
48 47 93 w. 6 .18 
----
0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 
48 47 93 s.w. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
48 46 85 N.W. 8 . 32 ....... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
49 48 93 w. 8 . 32 
----
Light fog. Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
69 62 65 N. 4 . 08 St~·atus ... 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 w. 
72 65 69 N. 1 . 01 .... . 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 w. 
71 64 66 N. 1 . 01 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. 
69 64 75 N. 1 . 01 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. 
68 64 79 0 0 0 ........ 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. 
68 64 79 0 0 0 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W. 
64 62 89 0 0 0 Hazy ..... Hazy ... 
60 59 94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
57 56 94 0 0 0 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
56 . 55 93 0 0 () .... 0 0 0 0 0 55 53 87 0 0 0 
----
0 d 0 0 0 53 52 93 0 0 0 
·--· 
0 0 0 0 0 78 66 51 w. 3 . 04 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N.E. ~~ 67 44 w. 9 . 40 ·--- 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N.E . 67 83 0 0 0 ......... 0 0 0 0 0 68 66 90 0 0 0 ........ 0 0 0 0 0 




-1'1 ~;§ Q;l 
.-d s ss Q;l s ~ s ... 0 a 
0 1'::1 <!jO 
----
-----· ·- -· ~ -.. -.. ----. --- -
. .................. .................. 
----
---------- ---------- -- --
. ................. .................. ...... 
---------- ---------- ----
---------- ---------- ----







. . .... ....... .. .. 
-- ------ -- ----
................. ... ................ . ...... 
---------- ---------- -·---





. ................... ................... 
----























































































Meteo1·ological1·ecorcl jo1· Attgust 16, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ 8 . ~,: t; TllERM. 0 HYGUOl\1. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·;:e ~ ~ . ~~ . ---~ ---~ . .::12~~ 
,0 • ~ • ,0.... • ,.q . • p.,. · <!) • ' -I;() '1:1 0.-:;::: d i'l 
Place of observa-
 § .S "' ~ 'g <!) .0 e G:>t' § ..., 8 ~¢:: g: . ..., ~ § ~~ -l=l ..., 2 § ' Remarks. 
tion. 'S :+3 S ] ~ ~ ~ 13 ,.5 -~ '"' ::3 '"' o P & ~ b . l=l • § +5 -~ S S ~ §a; s ~ 
<!) ~ .S & ~ ~ <3 ~ § ..S: 2 ~ Eg ~ 5 "g o ~ s 8 s ~ o s ~ ~ s "' ..., ~ ~ ~ b.. <!) ·.-< C) Q) "' Q) ~...... ..... s ..... s ·~ ~<+-< 0 >:l s "' ,.q H ~ <t1 F1 8 ~ P" P:i ~ p..~p_,.,.~ ~ <t1 ~ <i ~ 0 F1 <i 0 E-1 
( 1 0 a.m. 23. 66 62 -:;-l23. 58 41:! 47 93 S. W. 12 · 72 . . . . 0 0 Cirrns .. -;:- -0-== == ~------.I-F-a-ir-.. ------
1 
2 0 a.m. 23. 65 62 47 23.57 47 46 92 S. W . 12 · 72 Light fog. Cirrus .. 2-4 0 Fair. 
3 0 a.m. 23. 6-l 60 48 23. 57 48 47 93 S. W. 14 · 98 Light fog ..... Cirrus .. 2-4 0 Fair. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 63 59 48 23. 56 48 47 93 S. \Y. 10 ·50 Hazy. . . . . Cumulus 1·4 W. Fair. ~ 5 0 a.m. 23. G5 GO 48 23. 68 48 47 93 W. 12 · 72 Light fog. Cir. & cu 3-4 S. W. Cloudy. Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. 23. 66 GO 48 23. 59 48 47 93 S. W. 10 ·50 Light fog. Cumulus 2-4 S. W. Fair. Mitchell N.C. 7 14 a.m. 23. 67 58 52 23. 61 52 50 86 S. W. 8 · 32 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 W. Fair. 
' j 8 0 a.m. 23. 69 58 55 23. 62 55 53 87 S. W. 12 · 72 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 W. Fair. 
9 0 a. rn. 2:.l. 71 58 57 23. 64 57 55 87 S. W. 10 ·50 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 W. Cloudy. 
1
10 0 a.m. 23. 72 60 60 123. 64 60 56 77 S. W. 9 · 40 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 S. W. Cloudy. 11 0 a.m. 23. 73 61 59 23. 65 59 56 82 S. W. 6 · 18 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3·4 S. W. Cloudy. 
l 12 0 m. 23. 73 64 62 '23. 65 62 58 77 S. W. 5 · 12 203 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 S. W. Cloudy. 
r 
1 0 a.m. 27. 33 62 53 27.23 53 52 93 0 0 0 Fog..... .. H~dden. Foggy. 
2 0 a.m. 27.32 G1 53 !27. 22 53 52 93 0 0 0 Fog....... H~clden. Foggy. 
3 0 a.m. 27. 32 (){) 53 27. 22 53 51 86 0 0 0 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
4 0 a.m. 27. 31 59 51 27, 21 51 49 86 0 0 0 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
5 0 a.m. 27. 32 58 50 27.23 50 49 93 0 0 0 Fog....... Cumulus 1·4 W. Foggy. 
Base of Mount 6 0 a.m. 27. ::13 57 49 127. 24 49 48 93 0 0 0 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 2·4 W. !<'air. 
Mitchell, N.C. l 7 14 a.m. 27. 34 57 56 '27. 25 56 54 87 0 0 0 'o · 0 Cumulus 1·4 W. Clear. 
8 0 a.m. 27. 35 59 62 27. 25 62 59 83 0 0 0 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 W. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Clear. 
9 0 a.m. 27.37 63 71 27.26 71 64 66 N. 1 . Ol 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. l JO 0 a.m. 27. 38 68 73 27.26 73 66 67 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 1·4 W. .. ............... ........... Fair. 11 0 a.m. 27.38 72 75 27.25 75 68 68 0 0 0 .... Hazy .... ..... Cumulus 1·4 W. . ....................... . .. . Fair. 12 0 m. 27. 39 75 73 27. 25 73 67 72 N. 1 . Ol 7 Hazy .. .. . . Cumulus 2·4 W. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . Fair. 
{ 7 0 a.m. 29. 06 71 66 28. 940 65 62 83 S. 2 . 02 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ........................ _... Fair. Knoxville, Tenn. 7 7a.m. 29.06 7J. 66 28.94? 65 62 83 S. 2 .02 .... 0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ............................ Fair. 



























d THERM. s e 0 ~ Q) 
---tsci .0. Place of observa· ~ 
.-g 't:l "'~ oo ~ tion. '+-<''"' a:>...,o""' ..q a:> t)a:> s <.) (/) <:!) ~ s 0 <;! 0 >-< ..., Pi ~ d ..., ~ E:l R -<lj fi:l Q 
- - --
( 1 0 p.m. 23.73 65 60 23.64 
I 2 Op.m. 23.73 63 62 23.65 3 Op.m. 23.72 64 59 23.64 
I 414p.m. 23.71 64 56 23.63 
Summit of Mount j 5 Op.m. 23.73 65 56 23.64 6 Op.m. 23.72 62 56 23.64 
Mitchell, N. C. 7 Op.m. 23.74 66 54 23. 65 
8 Op.m. 23.75 65 53 23.66 
9 Op.m. 23.76 67 54 23.67 
l 10 Op.m. 23.77 66 54 23.68 10 39p. m. 23.76 66 53 23.67 12 Op. m. 23.75 65 53 23.67 ( 1 Op.m. 27.38 75 75 27.24 
2 Op.m. 27.38 74 72 27.25 
3 Op.m. 27.37 75 73 27.23 
414p.m. 27.34 75 72 27.20 
5 Op.m. 27. 30 75 70 27.16 
""'" of Mount j 6 Op.m. 27. 3D 74 68 27.26 Mitchell, N. C. 7 Op.m. 27.40 73 66 27.27 
I 8 Op.m. 27.41 7~ 65 27. 28 9 Op.m. 27.43 71 64 27.30 
l 10 Op.m. 27.43 71 64 27. 30 10 39p. m. 27.43 71 !i4 27.30 12 Op. m. 27.42 70 63 27.30 ( 2 Op.m. 29.07 79 81 28.929 
Knoxville, Tenn -l 4 7p.m. 29.07 81 83 28. D24 9 0-p. m . 29.08 76 73 28. 947 
10 32p. m . 29.08 74 73 28.952 
Meteo1·ological1·ecord jo1' August 16, 187:3-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
-6 HYGRmf..S WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
---
p 
..Q ..Q ,.q, t=l ~>->;..; ~~ b 






60 56 77 s.w. 4 . 08 .... Hazy ..... . .... Cumulus 4-4 s.w. 
62 57 72 s.w. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 s.w. 
59 57 88 s.w. 4 . 08 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4·4 s.w. 
56 54 87 N.W. 1 . 01 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 w. 
56 55 93 w. 2 :02 Light fog_ Cumulus 4-4 w. 
56 55 93 s.w. 2 . 02 ]'og . ...... Hidden .. 
54 54 100 s.w. 8 . 32 Fog ...... . Hidden .. 
53 53 100 s.w. 10 . 50 Fog ....... Hidden .. 
54 54 100 s.w. 8 . 32 ~~~::::::: Hidden .. 54 54 100 s.w. 8 . 32 Hidden .. 
53 53 100 s.w. 8 . 32 Fog ....... Hidden .. 
-·-- --53 53 100 w. 8 . 32 Fog _______ Hidden __ 
75 63 68 N. 1 . 01 Hazy _____ Cumulus 3-4 w. 
72 66 71 N. 1 . 01 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 w. 
73 66 67 0 0 0 Hazy ..... Cumulus 4-4 w. 
72 68 80 0 0 0 Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden . . 
70 66 71 N. 4 . 08 ... Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden._ 
----
......... . 
68 66 89 0 0 0 Stmtus .. _ 4-4 -Hidden .. 
66 65 94 0 0 0 Nimbus ___ 4-4 Hidden .. 
65 63 89 0 0 0 Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden .. 
64 63 94 0 0 0 Stratus_ .. 4-4 Hidden .. 
64 63 94 0 0 0 Stratus·-- 3-4 Hidden .. 64 G3 94 0 0 0 Stratus ___ 3-4 Hidden .. 63 62 94 0 0 0 Stratus. __ 4-4 Hidden .. 80 70 58 w. 3 . 04 ....... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 82 69 49 V\T, 8 .32 0 0 
Cumulne I'·' 0 72 69 85 N. 3 . 04 Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden .. ---· 72 68 80 N. 2 .02 St.ratus _ .. 4-4 Hidden ...... 
RAIN OR SNOW. .s ~ <llo 
'"'l'l 




"t:i ~--s p<:!l Q) 
8 r.:l o8 S>-< 0 ~ Q ..qo 
-------- -
. ................ ................. 
----
3.10 p.m. 4.03 p.m . . 02 
6.15 p.m. 6.40 p.m . . 02 
................... ...... ........... ... 
----
6.55 a.m. 
nik 7.10 p.m. 
































































TIIEmr. il ~ 0 
--~ 1;1 $. Place of observa- r-: P.. 0 .. 2 ..;::; ]$ tion. .._.o Q;) .,; o:p Q;) ..q Q;) s 0) <tJ o;><I> Q) 0 ~ 0 Q;) 
.§ ... ~ p. !::: ~ 1>1 0 ~ P=l F1 0 
------------
( 1 0 a.m. 23.74 64 52 23.66 
I ~ 0 a.m. 23.'74 63 53 23. 6(i 3 0 a.m. 2~1. 74 63 53 23.66 
I 4 0 a.m. 23.75 63 53 23.67 5 0 a.m. 23.75 62 53 :23. 67 
Summit of Mount J 6 0 a .m. 23.76 64 53 23.68 
Mitchell, N.C. 7 14 a.m. 23.78 6() 54 23.69 l 8 0 a.m. 23.80 65 58 23.71 
9 0 a.m. 23. 8 l G5 56 2:3.72 
110 0 a.m. 2:3.81 67 59 23.72 
11 0 a.m. 23.81 66 57 23.7:2 
l 12 Om ... 23. 80 66 {)2 23.71 
r 
1 0 a.m. 27.42 70 62 27. 30 
2 0 a.m 27.42 68 60 27.30 
3 0 a.m. 27.42 68 60 27.30 
I 4 0 a.m. 27. 41 67 60 27. 30 5 0 ::t.m. 27.42 66 60 27. 3L 
""' of Monnt j 6 0 a.m. 27. ,13 (i5 60 27.32 Mitchell, N.C. 714 a.m. 27. 44 66 66 27.33 
8 0 a.m. 27. 4G 68 69 27. 34 
9 0 a.m. 27.46 70 76 27.34 
l 10 0 a.m. 27.48 73 74 27.33 11 0 a.m. 27.47 75 7-! 27. 3~ 12 Om ... 27.45 77 ,, 27.31 
Knoxville, Tenn . { 
7 0 a.m . 29.12 73 72 28. 995 
7 7 a.m . 29.12 73 72 28.995 
1132 a. m . 29.14 SH 85 28.989 
Meteorological1·ec01·d for August 17, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGRO~I. :S WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR S:KOW. 
s 
--- ;:l 
..q. g ~r <i> . l'fb.ll~ .,; ..ci ,.ci o:>l:;' ~ .. ;; +=I~~~ ---.& ~ ....; .:=; -~ I >=l 1>· .... :.3 ·~::: >=l • .. s .,; p. p "S 0) ~,8 ~ g 6"8 ..0 p ..0 >=l ~oS .p ell Q;) 0 0 .~8~ Q) ..., Q;) ..... -~ ~ ~ Q,) ~ ~ s .. s s "" ... p; ~ (l) Q.l ~ <1) A .... ~ 0 q A A p. P.p, p. <Q <Q A 0 F1 
---- - -- ----------------
52 52 100 s. 10 . 50 .. ... Fog ....... 
----
Hidden. .... ..... ...... . ................ 
·-- -------53 53 100 s. 8 39 Fog ....... Hidden. 
53 53 100 S.E. 9 . 40 Fog ....... Hidden. 
53 53 100 E. 6 .18 Fog ....... Hidden. 
53 53 100 S.E. 5 .12 Fog .... ... Hidden. 
53 53 lOU E. 8 . 32 Fog ....... Hid•len. ....... ..., .. 
54 54 100 E. 6 . 18 Fog .. ..... Hidden. 
58 57 94 S.E. 6 .18 l!'og . ...... Hidden. 
56 55 93 s. 5 .12 Feg . ...... Hidden. 
5H 57 8?8. w. 4 . 08 ~?g ...... Hidden. 
57 56 94 S.E. 4 . 08 .N 1m bus ... 4-4 Hidden. 10.53 a.m. 
62 GO 88 s. 6 . 18 138 Fog.
0 
...... Cumulus 4-4 s. 11.08 a.m . 62 Gl 94 0 0 0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 w. 
60 59 94 0 0 0 
----
Stratus ... 2-4 Cir.-cum 2-4 w. ................ . .... .. .............. 60 59 94 0 0 0 ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
60 59 94 0 0 0 
--- · Stratus ... 3-4 Cir.-cum 1-4 0 60 59 94 0 0 . 0 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 60 59 .94 0 0 0 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
----------
...................... 66 64 ti9 0 0 0 
---· 
Stratus .. . 1-4 Cir.-cum 2-4 w. ............... ................. 69 66 85 N. 1 . 01 
---· 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cir. -cum 2-4 w. 
·-----·--· 
................. 76 68 64 N.E. 2 . 02 
---· 
0 0 Cumulus 3-4 s. w 
. --------·· ----------74 67 68 0 0 0 
---· 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 s. 
---------· ----------74 68 72 0 0 0 Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulns 3-4 s. 11.00 a. m 
. ·--------· 77 90 69 s. 4 . Oil 11 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 s. 
----------
11.1.5 a.m. 71 68 83 N. 2 . 02 
----
0 0 0 0 0 
------·-- . ----------71 68 85 N. 2 . 02 
--- · 
0 0 0 0 0 ............... - . ............. 84 69 44 s. 8 . 32 91 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 s. w . ................... 
- ------·--
.s ~ >-< ~0 Q;). 
..... ~g '1-<<tl 
oro os 
.p<I> s..., Remarks. ~~ p<.l ~:;:::::: 
os Q;)~ 















. 01 Light rain. 




























..... ... . Clear. 





























Metem·olog·ical1·ecouljor A1tgttst 17, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ TBERM. ~ HYGRo.M. 3 WIND. LOWE!{ CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ ~ • 
... ... s ;., g "" .. 
Place of observa- ~ ci ~ -~----.- ~ ~ _.o ___ .c ___ .§ ~ ~ ;;-,. · ?J ~~6 . . I ci' g:T :d 't ~ S ~ Remax·ks 
vation. .... ~ "t: ~ 'g ~ ~ -;:; -;:; ~ ~- .::: .:: § ; "; ;;- ~ 1:1 ~ -~ ·r: s ~ . t; ~ a ~ . ~ @ ~ ~ ~ .a ~ ~ ~ ~ .o f:! it ~:e 't:i 5 't:i g ~ o o s -g 5 a>s '"=a s "" -+" A f:: h CD ...., "" ...., '- <D "" '@ 0 s S ~ s '- s "" s "0 s CD '0 8 ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ i=i ~ 8. ~ ~ ~..... ~ ..q ~ ..q i:i ~.... 8 ~ ..q s t1 
--------1·----1·------ ------------ -----1--1-~1--------
( 1 Op.m. 23.76 G7 62 23.71 62 60 88 S. 5 .12 .... Fog....... Hillden........... .......... .......... .. .. Foggy. 
I 2 Op.m. 23.78 66 58 1123.6\:.1 58 58 100 S.E. 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden ........ . .. 1.32p.m ............ 13 Heav . y· rain;thunder-
storm inS. 
I 
3 0 p.m. 23. 76 64 58 23. 68 58 58 100 S. W. 8 . 32 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. . ____ . __ .. . 10 .. _. Light rain. 
414y. m. 23.75 64 61 2:~. 67 61 60 94 S. W. 12 . 72 Light fog . Cir. & cu 3-4 · S. W. 3.25 p.m .. 06 Clearh g. 
S 't f::\1: t 5 0 p.m. 23.76 63 GO 23.68 60 59 94 S. W. 10 . 50 Light fog . Cuomlus 4-4 S. W. Cloudy. :M·T1h t N ogn < 6 0 p.m. 23. 75 62 59 2:i. 67 59 58 94 S. W. 10 . 50 Light fog. Cir. & cu 3-4 S. Vir. Cloudy. 1 
c e ' .£ • -- I 7 0 p.m. 23. 76 60 55 23. 68 55 34 93 W. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 Fair; heat-lightn'g. 
8 0 p.m. 23. 78 67 55· 23. 69 55 54 93 S. W. 4 . 08 Light fog Cumulus 3-4 Cloudy. 
I 9 0 p.m. 23. 79 66 55 23.70 55 55 100 S. W . 5 . 12 Nimbus ... 4-4 H~~den. 8.35 p.m. . 08 Light rain. • 10 0 p.m. 23. 79 64 54 23. 71 54 54 106 S. 10 . 50 Fog .... _.. Hltiden . 9.11 p.m. ; 01 Foggy. 10 39 p.m. 23. 79 64 54 23. 71 54 54 100 S. 16 1. 28 Fog ....... .. 
1
. Hidden. Foggy. 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 78 62 54 23. 70 54 5~ 100 S. W. 14 . 98 Fog ... _... Hidden . Foggy. 
( 1 0 p.m. 27. 45 79 76 27. 30 76 70 73 S. 1 . 01 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. Clomly. 
I 
2 0 p.m. 27. 45 77 6D 27. 31 69 li7 90 S. 1 . 01 Nimbus . .. 4-4 Hidden . 1.40 p.m. . 24 Light rain. 
3 0 p.m. 27. 41 77 72 27. 27 72 68 82 S. 1 . 01 Stratus . _. 3-4 Cumulus 2-4 S. 2.45 p.m. . 04 Clouuy. 
4 14 p.m. 27. 41 78 72 27. 27 72 68 80 S. 1 . 01 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S. Cloudy. 
· ~ 5 0 p.m. 27. 41 77 71 27.27 71 67 !!0 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S. Fair. 
:Base of Mount 6 0 p.m. 27. 42 78 70 :<7. 28 70 68 90 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 Cir. & cu 2-4 S. .. •• _ ......... _ .. _.. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Mitchell, N. C.. 7 0 p.m. 27. 43 75 67 27. 29 67 65 89 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 Hazy . .. .. .......... __ ........ __ .. __ .. .. .. Fair. 
1 8 0 p.m. 27. 46 73 65 27. 33 65 64 94 0 0 0 Stratus . . . 1-4 0 0 0 _______ ..... .... _. _ .. __ .. _.. Fair. 
'l 9 0 p.m. 27. 46 72 64 27.33 64 63 B!l 0 0 0 .... Nimbus .. _ 1-4 0 0 0 8.38 p.m .... _. _.... .. .. Light rain. 
LO 0 p.m. 27. 45 71 64 27.32 64 63 94 0 0 0 .. .. o o 0 0 · 0 9.05 p.m. Blk Clear. 
10 39 p.m. 27. 45 70 63 27. 33 63 62 94 0 0 0 Stratus . _. 1-1 0 0 0 Fair. 
12 Op.m. 27.44 69 61 27.33 61 60 94 0 0 0 .... o 0 0 0 0 ............................ Clear. 
{ 
2 0 p.m. 29. 10 84 87 28. 946 86 69 40 S. W. 12 . 72 0 0 Cir.-cum 1-4 S. W ............. ____ ........ __ .. Fair. 
Kn .11 T 4 7 p.m. 29. 07 84 89 28. 916 88 70 37 S. W. 12 . 72 .. .. o o Cir. & cu 1-4 S. w ........ _ ~ - .... __ . _ .. ____ .. .. Fair. 
OXVI e, enn - 9 0 p.m. 29. 10 79 77 28. 959 76 69 69 N. E. 8 . 32 . __ . Stratus _ _ _ 1-4 0 0 0 . ---- .. --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fair. 






























0) g -d g,; 









i ' d -
1-JYGHOM. •:::l WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·@ p: ... ----~ ~ ~~ ~g 
• • ..q • • p., . ~ • <i:> • t.c~ -d 0 '1:1 s <!) 
.o ~ ~ -g g ,g ~ g ~~ -d g ~ g -g g g s as g ~ ~ 2 








3 31 ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ P:. ~ ~ .§ .s I -~ . ~ ~ o S 
... b- Q) ..... Q) Oli ... Oli c:: ...... ..... s ...... s ..... ~..... ~ l'l s ... E--i '1:1 
A p- P=l A t>P-P;P-A ~ -<t1 ~ -<t1 A o F'1 -<t1o ~ 
( 1 0 a. m. 23. 75 
I 
2 0 a.m. 23. 74 
:! 0 a. m. 23. 7•1 
4 0 a. m. 23. 73 
5 0 a.m. 23. 74 
Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. 23. 75 
Mitchell, N. C. l 7 14 a.m. 23. 76 
8 0 a. m. 23. 78 
l !J 0 a. m. 23. SO 10 0 a.m. 23. 81 lL 0 a. m. 23. 80 12 0 m .. 23. 78 
r 
1 0 a. m. 27. 43 
2 0 a.m. 27. 41 
3 0 a.m. 27. 41 
I 4 0 a. m. 27. 42 5 0 a.m. 27. 42 
Dase of 11fount J 6 0 a.m. 27. 44 
Mitchell , ~- C. I 7 14 a.m. 27. 46 
I 8 0 a.m. 27. 46 !J 0 a.m. 27. 46 
1
10 0 a.m. 27. 46 
11 0 a.m. 27. 45 
l 12 0 m .. 27. 44 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 29. 16 
Knoxville, Tonn . 7 7 a.m. 29. J 6 
11 32 a.m. 29. 18 
61 55 23. 67 55 
60 53 23. 66 53 
60 54 23. 61) 54 
61 53 23. 65 53 
60 53 23. 66 53 
61 54 23. 67 54 
61 55 23. 68 55 
65 57 2:l 69 57 
65 61 23. 71 61 
64 61 23. 73 61 
Ci4 61 23. 72 Gl 
63 63 23. 70 63 
68 G1 27. 31 61 
67 62 27. 29 G2 
67 62 27. 29 62 
67 62 27. 30 62 
67 63 2"1. 30 63 
68 63 27. 32 63 
1)8 62 27. 34 62 
70 67 27. 32 67 
71 70 27. 33 70 
72 73 27. 33 73 
73 72 27. 32 72 
75 75 27. 30 75 
76 71 29. 027 70 
76 71 29. 027 70 























































12 .72 ... . Fog . .. .. , ...•.. 
16 1. 28 .... Fog .. .. . 
16 1. 28 . . . . Fog . ... . 
18 1. 62 . . . . Fog . .... , ..... . 
18 1. 62 . . . . Fog ..... 
1 
..... . 
16 1. 28 .... Fog ... .. ..... . 
13 . 84 .. .. Fog .... . 
11 . 60 . • • . Fog _ ... . 
6 . 18 . . . . Light fog 
7 . 24 . .. . Light fog 
4 . 08 . . . Nimbus. 4-4 
6 . 18 246 Haze&fog .... 
0 0 . . . . S tratus . 2-4 
0 0 .... Nimbus. 4-4 
0 0 . ... Stratus . 3-4 
0 0 ... . Stratus . 4-4 
0 0 . . . . N imbus . 4-4 
0 0 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 
0 0 . . . . Stratus . 2-4 
0 ·0 . . . . Stratus . 4-4 
0 0 . .. . Stratus . 2-4 
4 . US . . . . St-ratus . 1-4 
0 0 ~- . . Nimbus . 3-4 
1 . 01 10 Stratus . 1-4 
3 . 04 . . . . 0 0 
3 .0-1. ... 0 0 
20 2. 00 152 Nimbus. 4-4 
Hidden . .... ... ..•....... ......... .. . . .. ...•.. .. 
H idden. . . . . . . . . • . . 1.10 a.m. 1.55 a.m. . 23 
H idden ........... .. ..... .. ............ ....... . 
Hidden . ......... •.. ..•.. .•.. ..••..... . ···· ·· · · 
Hidden.. . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .... • - ...... -- · · .. . 
Hidden .... . ....... . ............. ...... ....... . 
Hidden .. . ........................•... : .... ... . 
Hidrlen . ... ..... . ...... . .•.. . .....• . . .. .. .. .... 
Cir. & cu. 3-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Cumulus 4-4 W . .. ....... .. ..... . .. .. .. ... . 
Hidden .... ........ 10.40a.m ............ 02 
Cumulus 4-4 S.W ....•...... 11.06a.m .. 01 ... . 
0 0 0 . .... . .... ········· · . . .. ... . 
Hidden .......•. ~ .. 1.35a.m . ......... . . 23 . .. . 
Hidden.. . .. . ...... . ... .. . . . 2.20 a.m .. 02 ... . 
Hidden ............ 4.35a.m .... ..... .......•.. 
Hidden ..... . . ..........•.... 5.10a. m .. 0-l. ... 
Hidden ...... . ........•.................. . .... 
Cumulus 1-4 W. . ..•...•....•••............. 
Hidden ... . .............•...... : ........... ... . 
Cirrus . . . 1-4 S. W. . •.•.. •.. ...••.............. 
Cumulus 3-4 S.W . . ................... . .. . ... . 
Cumulus 1-4 S.W. 10.58a.m . . ..... . .. .. ..... •. 
Cumulus 2-4 S.vY ....•.. .... 11.05 a.m. B'lk 
Cumulus 4-4 W ......•... . .............. 
1 
.... 
~iild~~-s- -~-:. --~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: 























































cil a p. THERM. 
~ 0 
~ --- ~ 
,; ~t Place of observa- .gg Q) rg rd ~ Q)"-' tion. ~-~ .0 0 ...-<ll Q (/) Q Q) 0 Cll 0 Q) s ~ ..., ~ !:: ~ Cll ..., f1 0 P=l <!j Fi 0 
( 1 Op. m. 23. 76 61 62 23.68 
I 2 Op.m. 23.77 64 56 23.69 
Snmmi t of Mount J 
3 Op.m. 23.74 59 50 23.67 
4'14p.m. 23.76 62 52 2J. 68 
5 Op. m. 23.75 61 52 23.67 
6 9 p.m. 23.73 56 52 23.66 
Mitchell, N.C.-~ 7 Op.m. 23.75 63 53 23.68 
8 Op.m. 23.78 64 52 23.70 
9 0 p.m. 23. 77 67 52 2:l. G8 
1 tO Op.m. 23.77 G5 52 23.68 
. tO :39 p.m. 23.78 64 52 23. 70 
l t2 Op.m. 23.77 65 52 23.68 
( L Op.m. 27.43 76 75 27.29 
I 2 Op.m. 27.45 76 69 27.31 3 Op.m. 27. 4'! 73 G4 27.29 
I 4 14p.m. 27.43 72 65 27.30 5 Op.m. 27.43 71 65 27.30 
nasa of Mount J 6 Op.m. 27.42 70 65 27. 30 
Mitchell, N.C .. I 7 Op.m. 27.44 69 63 27.32 
I 
8 Op.m. 27. 45 68 62 27.33 
9 Op.m. 27.44 69 GO 27.32 
I LO Op.m, 27.44 67 60 27.32 
tO 39 p.m. 27.43 67 61 27.31 
l 12 Op. m . 27.43 67 61 27.31 
( 2 0 p.m. 29. 12 76 73 28. 987 
Knoxville, Tenn . i 4 7p.m. 29.12 77 7:> 28.984 9 Op.m. 29.10 74 71 28.972 
10 32p. m. 39. 11 75 71 28.980 
Meteorolog-ical recorcljo1· Augnst 18, 1873-Contiuued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGROM.] wmn. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
--- ] ' . 
. .0 l'i h. 2:~ ci> ~-cD~ ~ r; fr?~ ~;.. > . ..; ..; -~ -~ I 0 ;:j"-< :;3 ·z g -~ l=l l=l p p ~ 0 ~;t 'tl p -d ::l ~oS h ~ 0) o..<:: ""0 0 0 -~_§_.§ -~ .... ... Q) H ~~ ~ 8 ~ s A ~ Q) Q)Q) ..,a:> ~ <!j A p:; ~ p.~ P-i~ >=l <!j 
--------
62 59 83 s.w. 10 . 50 .... Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 s.w. 
56 55 94N.W. 4 . 08 Nimbus .. . 4-4 Ilil1den. 
50 50 100 N.W. 22 2. 42 ... N imbus ... 4·4 Hidden . 
52 52 100 w. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3.4 0 
52 5:J 100 w. 12 . 72 Nimbus ... 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 
52 :11 93 w. 8 . 32 Hazy .. ... Cumulus 4.4 0 
53 49 73 w. 6 . 18 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 
52 50 86 w. 8 . 32 0 0 Cnmulus 4·4 0 
52 50 86 w. 1 . 01 0 0 Cirrus . . 2-4 0 
52 49 79 w. 2 . 0;2 ...... 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 
52 49 79 w . 2 . 02 
-- --
0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 o. 
52 50 86 w. 2 . 02 ...... 0 0 . Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
75 69 72 s.w. 1 . 01 
----
Stratus . . . 3.4 Cumulus 1-4 s.w . 
69 66 85 N. 4 . OS ... .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
64 63 94 0 0 . 0 
--- -
Stratus .. 4-·1 Hidden. 
65 G4 94 0 o· ' o 
----
N im\ms ... 4-4 Hidden. 
65 63 89 0 0 0 
----
N imbus ... 4-4 H idden. 
64 63 94 s. 1 . 01 . ...... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . 
63 62 94 0 0 0 . ..... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
62 6L 94 0 0 0 
----
Str atus ... 4-4 Hidden . 6ll 60 100 0 0 0 ...... Stratns .. . 1-4 0 0 0 60 59 94 0 0 0 
·---
Str·atus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
--- - ---- --61 GO 94 0 0 0 ... ... Str::ttns ... 4-4 Hir!dcn. 61 GO 94 0 0 0 
-- --
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 72 69 85 E . 3 . 04 
----
Stratus . .. 1-4 Cirrus .. 3-4 w . 74 70 81 E. 8 . 32 . .... . Stratus . .. 1-4 Cirrus .. 3-4 70 68 87 0 0 0 ....... Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden. 
70 69 95 w. 1 . 01 ...... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden . 
.s ~ HAIN OH SNOW. ~g 
'tl """' 0.-c 
-l=l ~Q) 
Q) 
.0 l=l..., s ~o 
s 
Q) os 
"0 s.., 0 l=l 
0 Fi <tjo 
---- ----
. .............. ....... 
2.00p. m. 
. ................ ............. ...... . 24 
. 13 
. 05 





. ................ .. 
------·--- ----
---~ . .. --.... . .......... ...... 
-- --






.... .. . 
--- ------ -
.. ........ ......... ...... 




















Ligll t rain, thunder-
storm. 
Light rain. 















































Meteorological recordjo1· August 19, 1873. ~ 
~ 
(Hourly observations.) t-!) 
dl 
TIIERM. s -d WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ ~. e 0 IIYGROM .. 8 ~ ;.. -+"l'l :il 
- -- ---l'l 
..... ~<I> ill .!:>· ~ .o. 
..0 ..!:l. i'i f»..; ~~ ~ ~. -~·sT .0 ~15 ~ s Plaoo of obsorva- j ol::l <I> .0 .0 ~;.. ..0 <I>!;> ~ ...; -l'l Remarks. ~~ Q) <I> Q)Q) 'i3 0 ~5 vation. .0 <I> ...., ..... 'i3 ~-~ ~ l'l& >. 1::1 <I> 
.0 §~ s~ s <D o<I> .0 ::: l'l 135s s <) <I> .0 <) gs U) b:S .0 .0 ., ~ _§ 0 c.s 0 ;.. ~ c.s <I> ~~ 0 0 -~.§~ s 0 s ~ d ~ ~ p. ... to as ... Q)Q) £~~ ~ l'l 8 .s 8 ~ s ... ..!:l~ t_lj ~ 0 ~ i=i ~ 0 l'l E-l P=l f:il 0 Q ~ f>P.. ...:j ~ ...:j A 0 f:il <108 ~ 
- - -- - - - -- - - ----
- ---------- - 0 
( , hmr·" 65 53 23.67 53 49 73 w. 4 . OS 0 0 Cirrus . .. 1-4 0 Fair. ~ --- - ................. ---------- ...... 
---· ~ I 2 0 a. m. 23. 70 64 52 23.67 52 49 79 N.W. 1 . 01 ---- 0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 .................. ................... --- ...... Fair . 3 0 a.m. 23. 74 62 53 23.66 53 49 73 :N.W. 4 . 08 
----
0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ....................................... ...... Fair. 0 4 0 a.m. 23. 74 62 52 23.66 52 48 73 0 0 0 
----




Fair. 1-:!;j 5 0 a. ru. 23. 75 63 51 23.67 51 50 93 E. 4 . 08 0 0 Cir.&cu . 4-4 w. 
.............. -----·---- ----
----
Cloudy. Summit of Mount~ 6 0 a.m. 23. 77 61 55 23.69 55 52 80 s. E. 3 . 04 
----
0 0 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 
---------- ------·--· ----
Fair . ~ Mitchell, N.C.. 7 14 a.m. 23.78 65 58 23.69 58 55 82 0 0 ~ :::: !~i~:::::: :::: 8~~~1~~ H ~ :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: IT~~~~: ~ l 8 0 a.m. 23. 18 62 57 23.70 57 55 87 0 0 t_lj U 0 a.m. 23. 80 65 58 23.72 58 56 88 0 0 10 0 a.m. 23. 81 65 59 23.72 59 57 88 0 0 
m 11 0 a.m. 23. 79 65 59 23.70 59 57 88 0 0 t_lj 12 0 m. 23.78 67 59 23.69 59 57 88 N.W. 2 0 r 1 0 a.m. 27. 42 67 fil 27. 30 61 60 94 0 0 ;o 2 0 a.m. 27. 42 66 61 27.31 61 60 94 s.w. 2 t.".l 1 3 0 a.m. 27. 41 66 60 27.30 60 59 94 s.w. 1 ~ I 4 0 a.m. 27.41 65 58 ~7. 30 58 58 100 0 0 \I> 5 0 a.m. 27. 42 64 58 27.31 58 57 94 s.w. 1 ~ :Base of Mount ~ 6 0 a.m. 27. 43 64 58 27.32 58 57 94 0 0 ~ Mitchell, N.C .. 
1 
714 a.m. 27.44 64 61 27.33 61 59 88 0 0 
8 Oa.m.27.44 66 64 27.33 64 62 89 s.w. 1 0 9 0 a.m. 27. 47 67 66 27.35 66 6·1 89 0 0 ~ 
1 
10 0 a.m. 27. 47 titl 69 27.35 69 65 80 0 0 l 11 0 n. m . 27. 45 70 72 27.33 72 67 76 0 0 ~ 12 0 ru. 27. 44 73 73 27.31 73 67 72 0 0 
\I> 1 7 0 a. m . 29. 17 74 69 29.042 6R 67 94 N.E. 3 
?:l Knoxville, Tenn . 7 7 a. m. 29. 17 74 69 29.042 68 67 94 N.E. 3 11 32 a. m. 29. 18 77 76 29.044 75 6~1 72 N.E. 7 









Sum_mit of Mount l 
Mitchell, N. C. 
. f 












o>< $ ~:3 Q) s Q) 0 .~ ~ 
E-l p::j 
--
1 Op.m. 23.78 
2 Op.m. 23.77 
3 0 p.m. 23.77 
4 14p. m. 23.77 
5 Op.m. 33.76 
6 Op.m. 23.78 
7 Op.m. 23.78 
8 Op.m. 23.79 
9 Op.m. 23. tiO 
10 Op.m. 23.79 
1039p.m. 23.78 
12 Op. m. 23.77 
1 Op.m. 27.44 
2 Op.m. 27.43 
3 Op.m. 27.43 
4Hp.m. 27.43 
5 Op.m. 27.43 
6 Op.m. 27. 44 
7 Op.m. 27.45 
8 Op.m. 27. <i"3 
9 Op.m. 27.46 
lO Op. m. 27.45 
10 39p. ill. 27.45 
L2 Op.m. 27.45 
2 Op.m. 29.15 
4 7p.m. 29.14 
9 Op.m. 2!).15 
10 32p. ill . 29.14 
s THERlii. 0 
~ I--
..c. 
.-d 'di-< Q) -d Q)Q) 
-§ fE ~~ 
0 <ll ~ ~ p. ~ P1 0 ~ 0 
- - --
65 56 23.69 
65 57 23.68 
-69 57 23.68 
66 54 23.68 
66 54 23.67 
67 54 23.69 
67 52 23.69 
68 52 23.70 
67 53 23.71 
66 52 23.70 
66 52 23.69 
65 52 23.68 
75 73 ::!7. 30 
75 72 27.29 
75 71 27.29 
74 70 27. :iO 
74 70 27.30 
74 67 27.31 
71 64 27.32 
70 64 27.33 
70 63 27.34 
70 63 27.33 
69 63 27.33 
69 63 27.33 
78 80 29.012 
79 80 28.999 
74 72 29.022 
75 71 29.010 
Met:eorological1·ecorcl for ..J.ugust 19, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
-d HYGROJII. '§ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. t;PPER CLOUDS. 
---~ 
.Q, 1>:. 
0 I >=fb.O~ ;::l 
,.0 
Q)t'· l'=l ~~ ~ . ] 0 ..., .... ~ ~ .::;.;:J I 
-.E p·.-< :;: o,_-j = mer t' :::1 '+3 oo ., ~ ~~§ 0 c.Q row ~-·s "Cl "Cl 1>: ~ c;l · Q) 0 0 ~ ;.. ...-<;.. <D ~ •I""'( 0 .s 8 :::1 ~ ~§_~ ;.. ~ iS Q)Q) P::~~- ~ A p.P. ~ <!j 
- - - ---
- -
---------- - --
56 55 93 0 0 0 ---· Fog ..... ------ Hidden. ....... ............ ;'i7 56 94 N.W. 4 . 08.--. ~~~::::: Hidden. 57 56 94 N.W. 2 . 02.--. Hidden. 
54 53 93 N. 4 . 08.--. Nimbus. 4-4 Hidden 
54 53 93 N. 8 
. 32 ---· Fog .. •.. Hidden. 
54 53 !)3 N.E. 3 
. 04. --· Fog ..... Hidden. 
52 51 93 N.E. 10 . 50.--. Nimbus. 4-4 Hidden. 
52 52 100 N.E. 8 . 32---. Fog ..... Hidden. 
53 53 100 N.E. 6 .Ul .... Fog ..... Hidden_ 
52 52 1ou E . 8 
. 32 ·--· Fog ..•.. Hidden. 
52 52 100 N.E. 8 
. 32 ·--· Fog ..... Hidden. 
52 52 lOD N.E. 8 
. 32 ·--· Fog ..... Hidden. 
73 67 72 0 0 0 ---· Stratus. 4-4 Hidden . 72 67 76 0 0 0 ---. Stmtus _ 4-4 Hidden. 71 67 ~~ I 0 0 0 ---. Stratus. 4·1 Hidden. 70 67 0 0 0 . --. Stratus. 4-4 Hidden. 70 67 i:l5 0 0 0 .... Stratus. 4-4 Hidden. 67 65 89 S.E. 1 . 01 . - .. Stratus . 4~ Hidden. 64 63 94 0 0 0 .... Nimbus. 4-4 Hidden. 64 63 94 0 0 0 ---· Nimbus. 4-4 Hidden. 63 62 94 0 0 0 . ·-· Stratus. 4-4 Hidden 63 62 94 0 0 0 ·--· Stratus. 4-4 Hidden. 63 62 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus. 4-4 Hidden. 
ti3 62 94 0 0 0 . --. Nimbus. 4·4 Hidden. 79 70 61 E. 8 
. :i2 ·--· 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 E. 79 70 61 E. 8 .32 .... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 E. 71 66 75 N.E. 8 
.3l ... o . 0 0 0 0 70 65 75 N.E. 4 • 08.--. 0 0 0 0 0 
~ . 








.-d :::1;!:: s l'::l<ll Q) 
s 'd ~s 
0 :::1 :::1;.. 




3.25p. m. . 09 
4.45p. m . 04 
6.38p. ill. .18 
7.56p.m . . 2:1 



































H eavy rnin. 





























































!Jlelcorological I'CCord for August 20, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
I 
' . l'l ·1-HYGROM ?8,... WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SKOW. '@ S. 2 . 
.... I'< <l) l'l 
-:---.- _g . . lh . ' "CJ) -d 't!~ s ~ ~ ~ d) B g ~ ~ ~¢; (1) • ~ ~ § ~ T -~ ~ ~ o s ~ :::=' ;;> ·~ .,..... • .-4 b ~ • p. ~ ~ :;3 ·~ (l) • 1=1,!::; I s ~ 
.o .0 :+3 't5 ~..!:l i;;g'p.:'::: .r;:J § -d P "'oS S 'g ~ <:.. , ;..:-,::: 
h ~ ~ e .... .... gj .... :;:::· g l'l o ~=< o r:: s 8 8 ..;;; ~ ;:: ~ ro H b- <1l ..... I <1l <1l H "' <t .... ..... s :'l s ..... ~..... 0 0 I'< H - '0 ~ p> ~ ~ .p. p, p., A~ ~ <G "" <G ~ 0 ~ ..:j 0 IH 
------l---l--l-l- 1--l- 1- l-1- - l- 1- l 1-1---l-1--1---1---1- 1 
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 
I 4 0 a. m. 5 0 a.m. Summit of Mount< 6 0 a.m. 
Mitc.holl. N. C. I 7 14 a. m. 
8 0 a.m. 
l 9 0 a.m. 10 0 a. m. 11 0 a.m. 12 0 m .. ( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 
I 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
Base of Mount 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N. C.17 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
!) 1 a.m. 
10 0 a.m . 
11 0 a.m. 
L2 Om . . 
~ 7 0 a.m. 
Knoxville, T enn.) 7 7 a. m. ( .U 32 a.m. 
23.76 64 
23. 75 65 
23. 76 66 
23. 75 66 
23.77 65 
23. 77 fi4 
23. 78 64 
23. 79 ()3 
23. flO 65 
23. 80 64 
23. eo 67 





27. 44 6tl 
27. 44 68 
27. 46 68 
27.47 6!) 
27. '!7 69 
27.47 71 
27. 46 73 
27.45 74 
29. l(j 72 
29.16 72 
29. 17 77 
51 23. 68 
52 23.66 
51 23. 67 
51 23. 66 
51 23. 68 
53 23. 69 
54 23.70 
56 23.71 
56 23. 72 
56 23. 72 
61 23. 71 
60 23. 70 
63 27. 31 
61 27. 30 
61 27. 30 
62 27.30 
62 27.32 
64 27. 32 
67 27. 34 

























































































6 .18 ... -
2 . 02----
2 . 02 .. ,_ 
2 . 02 ... . 
4 . 08 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
2 . 02----
0 0 ... . 
0 0 .. .. 
4 . 08 
4 .Oil .... 
4 . 08 1. 02 
0 0 .. . 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. . . 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. . 
0 0 .. .. 
1 . 01 .. ,_ 
1 . 01 .... 
0 0 3 
3 .04 .. .. 
3 .04 .. .. 
8 . 32 121 
Fog ..... .. 
1 
... . 
Fog ........ .. 
0 0 
Light fog .... . 
Light fog. 
Fog ........... . 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ........... . 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog ..... .. 
Fog- . ..... . 
Stratus . .. 3-4 
Stratus . . . 1-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Stratus . . . 3-4 
Nimbus ... 4-4 
Stra.tus ... .3-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . .. 1-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ....... . 
0 0 
Hidden . .......... L2.08 a.m. 12.45 a.m. . 26 .. .. 
Hidd en .. .. ....... ... .............. ... ........ . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 S.W ........ ............. ...... .. 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 S.W ........................... .. 
Hidden ..... ........ ................ .... .... .. 
Hicluen ...... .. ......... .... ................. . 
Hidden· . ......................... . ........... . 
Hidden ........ .. .......................... .. 
Hidden ....................... .. ......... .. . . 
Hidden .. . ... ..... 10.05 a.m. L0.31 a.m. . 04 
Hidden ..... . ............... ---- ~- ........ .... . 
Hidden . .................... 1~.45 a. m. . 03 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
Hidden . ...... . ..... . ........................ . 
Hidden ............... . .................. . ... . 
Hidden ............................. . . . .. . ... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Hidden . . ... ....... . .... . ... ........ . ......... . 
Hidden . . . . . . ... .. .......................... . 
Cumulus 2-4 0 .. . .. . .. .. .. .............. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 E. . ......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. E . .. .................. : ... .. .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 





















































Mctcorolugical1·ccorcl jo1· Aug!tsl 20, 1873-Coutiuued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
·--
cls s ~ -I> THERllf. BYGROM WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
'" 









( 1 Op.m. 23. 7U 66 58 23.70 58 57 94 E. 2 . 02 ..... ~~~-b~~::: Hidden_ ---- ------
I 
2 Op.m. 23. 7f: 64 57 ~3. 70 57 56 94 E. 1 . 01 4-4 Hidden_ 
3 Op.m. 23.77 65 56 23.68 56 55 94 E . 1 . Ol Fog.------ Hidden. 
414 p.m. 23.76 64 56 23.68 56 55 94 N. E. 4 . 08 Fog. ______ Cumulus 2-4 0 
SnmruitofMount j 5 Op.m. 23.76 65 57 23. 67 57 56 94 N. E. 6 . 18 Fog.·----· Hidden ·_ 6 Op. m. 23. 76 65 55 23.67 55 55 100 E. 4 . 08 Fog. ______ Hidden. 
Mitchell, N.C. 7 Op.m. 23.79 67 54 23.70 !14 54 lOO E. 8 . 32 ]!'og·- ---- .. Hidden. 
8 Op.m. 23.79 66 5::1 23.70 53 !)3 100 S.E. 8 39 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
I 
9 Op.m. 23. 80 69 54 23.71 54 54 100 S.E. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
10 0 p.m. 23.80 70 54 23.70 54 54 100 E. 8 . 32 Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hil1den . 
10 39 p.m. 23.81 70 53 23.71 53 53 100 E. 8 . 32 Nimbus __ 4-4 Hidden. 
! 12 0 p.m. 23. 80 68 53 23.71 53 53 100 S. E. 6 . 18 Fog .. _____ Hidden. 
r 
1 Op.m. 27.44 76 75 27.30 75 68 68 N. E. 1 . 01 0 0 Cnmulus 3-4 N . E. 
2 Op.m. 27.44 76 72 27.30 72 68 80 E. 1 . 01 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 E. 
3 Op.m. 27.44 75 70 27.30 70 67 85 0 0 0 
-- - · 0 0 Cumulus '1-4 0 
Base of Mount l 414p.m. 27.44 75 71 27.30 71 67 80 0 0 0 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumi.Jlus 3-4 0 5 Op.m. 27. 44 74 69 27.31 69 66 85 0 0 0 ...... Stratus ... 2-4 Cumu lus 1-4 w. 6 Op.m. 27.46 73 68 27. 33 68 66 89 0 0 0 
--- -
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
Mitchell, N.C. l 7 Op.m. 27.47 74 67 27.34 67 65 89 0 0 0 
-·--
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hi<lden. 
8 Op.m. 27,48 72 65 27. 35 65 64 94 E. 2 . 02 
---· 
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
9 Op.m. 27.48 71 65 27.35 65 64 94 0 0 0 ...... Nimbus .. . 4-4 Hidden. ~ I 10 Up. m. 27.48 71 65 27.35 65 65 100 0 0 0 .... Nimbus. __ 4-4 Hidden . 10 39p. m. 27.48 71 65 27. :~5 65 64 94 0 0 0 ..... Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden. 
l 12 Op.m. 27.47 70 64 27.35 64 63 94 0 0 0 
---· 
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
"':oxvillo, Tonn. { 
2 Op.m. 29.12 80 82 28. 977 81 70 53 N . 6 . 18 
---· 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. E. 4 7p.m. 29.11 78 78 28.972 77 69 65 N. 10 . 50 
----
Stratus ... 3-4 Hidden . 
9 Op.m: 25.15 77 73 29. 014 72 67 76 N.E. 10 . 50 
···-
St.ratus ... 2-4 Cirrus-- 1-4 0 
10 32p.m. 29.13 76 72 28.997 71 67 80 N. E. 8 . 32 ....... Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 
.:: . 





.,:;j >:~;::: s 00 C) 
s 'd os ~8 0 >=I 0 ~ 
-------- --
----·---- -1.45 p.m. . 06 
2.30 p.m. .10 








6.20p. m . .1 8 
. 08 
. 01 
10.10 p.m. . 05 
---------· ----------
...... 
































































Mete01·ological 1·ec01·d jo1· A1tgust 21, 1873. 
(Hourly ob~>ervations.) 
~ TUERM. g l!YGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·~ ~ i ~ --- ~ ---~ . ,:::;18§ 
P" fb P!=i ~. p~. ·..c:l. • p., · <D...;.t ~~b.O '1:l •o'"t:lo<D 1aceo_ o serva· o_o ~ "' .-d "'~ ;9 ;9 <D.)';. ~ ~ 5 '"'""' ~ . ...; ...; S.SI -~ ...,.£ 
8 
8 Remarks. 
tion. 'S ..:3 S ~ ~ .S C1) ~ ] P. .... :3 o o 1;) & .)';. ~ ~ <3 1> 
8 
S .-d ~ c> - 1>. 
C1) 0 ~ 0 g p ...., ~ g ~ 7 ~ ~ J':''8 .-d g .-d g g s 0 " <l.l g s :;; ~ 
.§ '"' ~ ~ !::: t- <l.l Q3 -~ C1) 6:1 '"' C1) ·c;; ~ .~ s .;:1 s -~ ~~ § 'g s ... .<:1 '"Cl 
E-1 ~ ~ M 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ P. ~p; p,A ~ ~ ~ <1 A o M ~ 0 E-1 
----~--1---- -------- ------___ , __ ____ _ 
( 1 0 a. m. 23. 80 67 53 23. 71 53 52 93 S. E. 8 . 32 .. .. Fog. .. .. . . .. . . Hiflden . . . .. • • • • . • • . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . Foggy. 
I 2 0 a.m. 23. 79 67 53 23.70 5:1 52 9a S. 12 . 72 Fog. . .. .. . Cumulu!>1 3-4 0 Foggy. 3 0 a.m. 23. 79 66 52 23. 70 52 52 100 S. W. 1~ . 72 Fog. .. . . . . Cumulus, 3-4 0 Cloudy. j 4 0 a.m. 23. 79 63 53 23. 7l 53 52 93 S. W. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 Cloudy. 5 0 a.m. 23.80 62 54 23.72 54 53 93 W. 18 1. 62 Fog....... Cumnlus 1 2-4 0 Cloudy. SummitofMount 6 Oa.m. 2:3.80 59 55 23.73 55 54 93 W. 20 2.00 Fog....... Hidden.~---- Foggy. 
Mitohell,N.C. 714a.m. 23.80 58 56 23.73 56 55 94 S. W. 12 .72 :Fog...... . .Fog. ... ..... Foggy. 
I 8 0 a, m. 23. 82 62 58 23. 74 58 57 94 W. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 W. Cloudy. 9 Oa.m. 23.84 64 5H 23.76 59 58 94 W. 8 .32 .... Fog . .......... Hidden ....................................... Foggy. 
l10 0 a.m. 23. 83 64 59 23. 75 59 57 83 N. W. 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 11 0 a.m. 23. 83 62 58 23. 75 58 57 94 S. W. 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 12 0 m ... 2:3. 83 65 62 23. 74 G2 59 btl W. 4 . 08 181 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
ll 0 a.m. 27. 45 69 6:3 27. 33 63 62 94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. 2 Oa.m. 27.44 69 62 27.:32 62 61 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 1·4 0 0 0 ............................ Fair. 3 0 a.m. 27. 46 68 62 27. 34 62 61 94 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus . . 3-4 0 0 0 Fair. 4 0 a.m. 27. 47 67 62 ~7. ~5 6~ 61 94 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 H~dde::. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 5 0 a.m. 27. 48 67 63 27. 36 G3 62 94 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus ... 4-4 H1dden . . . . . Cloudy. Base of Mount 6 0 a.m. 27. 49 67 65 27. 37 65 64 94 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus ... 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 Cloudy. Mitohell, N.C. 7 14 a.m. 27. 49 68 68 27.37 68 66 89 0 0 0 . . • . 0 0 Cumi.llus; 3-4 N. W. Fair. ~ g !: :· ~~: ~~ ~g ~~ ~~: ~~ ~~ ~~ g~ ~- 01 . ~1 ... - Stragus ... 1~4 8~~~~~~: 1 ~:! S.N W. ~:~~: 
1
10 Oa.m. 27.51 75 74 27.37 74 73 95 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus1 2-4 S. W ..................... _______ Fair. 
11 0 a.m. 27.50 75 75 27. 36 75 71 81 E. 1 . 01 .... Stratus ... 1·4 Cumulus! 2-4 W. 10.35 a.m. 10.55 a.m .. 04 . ... Fair. 
l 12 0 m... 27. 49 77 74 27. 35 74 70 81 0 0 0 8 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 S. W. 11.25 a.m. 11.45 a.m. . 03 Fair. 5 7 0 a.m. 29. 21 74 68 29. 082 67 66 94 N. E. 3 . 04 . . . . Light fog. Cir.-cum1 3-4 S. W.l .. -..... -. .. . . . .. .. . Cloudy. 
Knoxville, Tenn. t 7 7 a.m. 29.21 74 68 ~9.0~2 67 G~ 94 N. E. ~ .04 .... L~ght fog. Cir.-cum; 3-4 S. W. .......... .. ........ Cloudy. 
11 32 a.m. 29. 20 80 81 29. 0:>7 80 72 66 E. 3 . 04 108 Hazy...... Cumulus
1 



























11Ietco1'ological1'ccorcl j'o1· August 21, 1873-Contiuued. 
(Homly observations.) · 
~ THERM. ~ HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ li ~ . 
~ ~ s ;..g~~ 
$ . ~ -.-- ~ ~ -_--.- .5 . . ;;-, ·1 <D ·1· -1:..0 :.d ~~ s a'l Place of observa· o § $ "' ..0 Q.) $ ;::l ;::l .., t' § ..,· ~ ;..; ~ ~ . ..;; ...; § 1=1 ~1 ~ .., Q,J o S Remarks. t10n "'"' ·,.; <D 15 Q.) ..., <D :::s ~"' 1> .,.. .... .,... ~ ::: • "' ~ 1=1 ·~ -~ o.l • ~;::: S P.. 
• ~.... @ ~ ~ ~ .a -;: ~ ~ g _g ~ ~ ~=s ..0 g ..0 g ~ ~ g ~ ~ g s 8:; § ;.. ...., p. ... I» 0) ~ ;.. ~ ;.. C!) ... ·~ 0 ~ s ::: s ;.. ::: ;.. "' '1;:1 s .<:I"' 
8 ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ 8 ~ ~ ~ E-i 
--- --------------------------- --------
( 1 0 p.m. 23. 82 66 60 23. 73 60 58 88 S. W. 2 . 02 . . . . Fog....... . . . . Hidden ............................... - .•. ---. Foggy. 
I 2 0 p.m. 23.81 65 60 23.72 60 59 94 0 0 0 Fog....... H1d(len. Foggy. 3 0 p.m. 23. 82 68 59 23. 73 59 59 100 S. W. 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . 2.:30 p.m. . 03 Light rain. 
I 4 14 p.m. 2:3. 81 63 57 23. 73 57 57 100 vV. 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidden . 3.40 p. ID. • 03 Foggy. 5 0 p.m. 23. 81 64 57 23. 73 57 56 94 S.W. 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidden . 4.20 p.m. 4.50 p.m .. 08 Foggy. 
Sum:mit of Mount) 6 0 p. m. ?3. 82 65 57 2~. 73 5? 55 87 ~· 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidden . Cloudy. 
M1tchell, N.C .. 1 7 0 p. m: 23. 82 64 55 2.3. 74 5.:> !15 100 S. 4 . 08 Fog....... H1dden . Foggy. 
I 8 0 p. m. 23. 83 64 54 23. 75 54 54 100 S. 4 . 08 Fog. . . . . . . Hidden . Foggy. 9 0 p.m. 23. 84 64 53 23.76 53 53 100 S.W. 6 .18 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
l10 0 p.m. 23. 84 66 54 23. 7~ 54 54 100 S. W. 12 . 72 Fog....... Hidden Foggy. 10 39 p. m: 23.83 66 54 23. 74 54 54 100 S. W. 12
1
. 72 Fog . . ..... Hidden . Foggy. 
12 0 p.m. 23. 83 64 54 23.75 54 b4 100 vV. 12 . 72 Fog....... Hidden . Foggy. 
( 1 0 p.m. 27.48 7~ 73 27.34 73 71 90 0 0 0 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden 12.30 p.m. 1.04 p.m .. 03 Light rg,in. 
I 2 0 p.m. 27. 47 78 71 27. 33 7l 69 90 E. 1 . 01 Nimbus . .. 3-4 Hidden . 1.35 p.m. 2.05 p.m. . 03 Light rain. 3 0 p.m. 27. 48 77 71 27. 34 71 70 95 0 0 0 Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 W. 2.50 p.m. 3.10 p.m. . 02 Cloudy. 
I 4 14 p.m. 27. 48 76 68 27. 34 68 66 89 E. 1 . 01 Nimbus ... 3-4 Hidden 4.00 p.m. . 09 Light rain. 5 0 p.m. 27. 48 75 69 27. 34 69 68 95 E. 1 . 01 Stratus ... 2-4 CirruR ... 2-4 0 4.34 p.m .. 01 Cloudy. 
Base of Mount) 6 0 p.m. 27. 49 74 67 27. 36 67 66 95 0 · 0 0 Ha.zy . . . . Cir. & cu 2-4 S. Fair. 
Mitchell, N.C .. I 7 0 p.m. 27.49 73 65 27.36 65 63 89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.48 p.m. Clear. 
I 8 0 p.m. 27. 51 71 64 27. 38 64 63 94 0 0 0 Nimbus ... 2·4 0 0 0 8.15 p.m. Light r::tin. 9 0 p. m. 27. 51 71 64 27. 38 64 63 94 0 0 0 Stratus _ . . 2-4 0 0 0 Fair. 
llO 0 p.m. 27. 50 71 63 27. 37 ~~ 6~ 9. 4 0 0 0 .. .. Stm~us ... 4-4 Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cl~udy. 10 39 p.m. 27. 50 70 63 27. 38 u.3 62 94 0 0 0 .. .. Stra~us ... 1-4 0 0 0 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. Fa1r. 12 0 p.m. 27. 49 69 6~ 27. 37 62 61 94 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus .. _ 4-4 Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
{ 
2 0 p.m. 29.16 82 85 29.012, 8~ 72 53 W. 3 . 04 . .. o 0 Cu. & cirl1 2-4 W. Fair. 
Knox. ill T n 4 7 p.m. ~9. 16 83 86 29. 0091 8.:> 72 50 N. W. 8 . 32 Stratus ... 1-4 Cu. & cir 3-4 W. Cloudy. 
v e, en · . 9 0 p.m. 29. 15 75 71 29. 020
1 
70 69 95 0 0 0 . _.. Stratus . _. 2-4 0 0 0 Clea.ring. 































1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
J 
5 0 a.m. 
Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 14 a.m. I 8 0 a.m. 
l 9 0 a.m. 10 0 a.m. 11 0 a.m. 12 Om .. ( 1 0 a.m. 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
Base of Mounti 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. 714 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
l !l 0 a.m. 10 0 a.m. ll 0 a.m. 12 0 m .. 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 















































Meteo1·ological1·eco1·cl jo1· Augu.st 22, 1873. 
(Honrly observations.) 
~ ~-flYGRO~f. ·a WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEH CLOUDS. RAIN 011 SNOW. -~ ~ ~ • 
"' "'1'1""1'1 ---~=' """'0:;5 
.ci .ci ~ ~ IOi t';.: ~ ~ ~ ...; ..,; g ~- ~ ~ "g ~ 2 
'P 'P p. -~ .s ·s g ::; -+; ;..:, >=l l':l ..... -~ sl Q;l • ;::.l ~ a ;>, 
,!:J ~ ".;3 13 o...c:l 000"'~~ • =:3 • = "t5o S ro ::SQ..l ~~ 
p., t3 ~ ~ ..-< ;..; ~ ~ :;:(~ 'g 0 'g 0 ~ s 8 s ~ s s Q;l ,g 
Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~A ..-< ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~<;.< 8 ~ <1 ~ H 
-1 ------
65 54 23. 73 54 54 100 
66 53 23. 72 53 53 100 
66 53 23. 71 53 52 93 
65 52 23. 71 52 51 93 
60 53 23. 72 53 52 93 
60 56 23. 73 56 55 94 
66 57 23. 74 57 56 94 
72 57 23. 75 57 55 87 
70 60 23. 77 60 57 82 
68 57 23. 79 57 56 94 
65 56 23. 78 56 56 100 
65 59 23. 78 59 58 94 
69 63 27. 37 63 62 94 
69 63 27. 37 63 62 $14 
69 63 27. 37 63 62 94 
69 63 27. 37 63 62 94 
69 63 27. 38 63 62 94 
63 63 27. 39 63 62 94 
6P 62 27. 41 62 60 88 
69 73 27. 42 73 70 85 
72 76 27. 41 76 70 73 
75 77 27. 41 77 69 65 
77 78 27. 40 78 71 69 
79 75 27. 38 75 70 77 
75 70 29. 100 69 68 - 95 
75 70 29. 100 69 68 95 



























.32 .... Fog .... ..... .. 
.18 .... Fog ......... .. 
. 08 .... 0 0 
. 08 .... 0 .0 
.08 .. .. Hazy ....... .. 
.32 .... Hazy .. .. .. . . 
. 08 .... 0 0 
.18. .. . 0 0 
.18 . ... 0 0 
.18 .... Fog ........ .. 
0 . . . . Nimbus .. 4-4 
. 32 145 Fog_ ....... .. 
0 .... Stratus .. . 4-4 
0 .. .. Stratus .. . 4-4 
0 . . . . Strat-us . . . 4-4 
0 . .. . Stratus .. . 4-4 
0 .. . . Stratus .. . 4-4 
0 .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 
0 .. . . Stratns .. . 3-4 
'01 - -- . 0 0 
. 08 .. .. Stratus . .. 1-4 
. 01 .... 0 0 
. 08 .... 0 0 
• 01 5 0 0 
0 .. --1 Stratus ... 4-4 
0 .. .. St-mtus .. . 4-4 
. 32 60/ Nimbus... 4-4 
~~~::Ill T HE~ .L~H E ~~
Cumulus 2-4 0 ...... .... ........ .... .... .. 
Cir. & cu 2-4 0 . . . . . . . • • . . .•........ .. ..... 
Cir. & cu 2-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cir. & cu 2-4 N. W ....................... -- .. .. 
Hidden .......... 10.48 a.m. .. .. .. .. .. . 02 
Hidden . .. .. .. .. . .. ........ 11.36 a. m . . 23 .. .. 
Cumulus 2-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . 
Hidden ..... ............. .. .. .. ... ........ . .. . 
Hidden ... . ... ... ........... ......... ... ..... . 
Hidden . .. ................ ... .. ... ........... . 
Hidden ......... ............ ................ .. 
Hidden_ . ... .... ........ ...... . . . . ........... . 
Hidden . .. .. .. . .. . 5.45 a. m ... .......... .. 
Cir.-cum. 1-4 W. .. .. .. . .. . 6.15 a.m. . 02 .. .. 
Cumnlus 2-4 N. E ........................... . 
Cumulu~ 3-4 N. E. .. ....... ....... .......... .. 
Cumulus :~-4 N. E. .. ......... : .............. .. 
Cum~lus 2-4 N. E . .. . .... ........... ........ .. 
Cnmulus 4-4 N. E ........................... .. 
Hidden ... ....... . ......... ..... ............. . 
Hidden ...................................... . 























































~ THERM. s p. 0 
... a; 53 ~ --- .a. Place of observa· ~.~ rd "d""' Q) -d tion. ~ Q) ~~ o+> .g ~ s Q) 0 Q) 
.§ ~ ol ~ ~ ~ 0 E-l P=! P'l 0 
r 
1 0 p.m. 23.86 67 58 23.77 
2 0 p.m. 23.85 68 56 23.76 
3 Op,m. 23. 85 65 54 2;j. 76 
414 p.m. 23.84 63 55 23.76 
Summit of Mount J 
5 0 p.m. 23.84 63 54 2J. 7ti 
6 0 p.m. 23.85 61 54 23.77 
Mitchell, N.C. l 7 0 p.m. 23.85 62 55 23.77 
8 Op.m. 23.86 63 54 23. 78 
9 Op.m. 23.87 63 54 23.79 
10 0 p.m. 23.87 62 53 23.79 I 10 39 p.m. 23.86 62 53 23. 78 
l 12 0 p.m. 23. 86 62 53 23.78 
r 
1 0 p.m. 27.52 79 73 27. 37 
2 Op.m. 27.52 78 69 27. 38 
3 0 p.m. 27. 52 76 70 27. ;j8 
I 414 p.m. 27.52 75 69 27.38 5 Op. m. 27.52 71 68 27.39 
Base of Mount~ 6 0 p.m. 27. 5:i 73 67 27. 40 
Mitchell, N.C. 7 0 p.m. 27.53 7:l G6 27.40 
I 8 0 p.m. 27.54 72 G5 27. 41 9 0 p.m. 27.54 71 ()5 2"/. 41 
I 10 o p. m. 27. 54 71 (j4 -27.41 10 39 p.m. 27. 54 'iO 64 27.42 
l12 0 p.m. 27. 52 70 63 27.40 
Knoxville, Tenn. { 
2 Op.m. 29.24 77 78 29. 099 
4 7p.m. 29.20 79 83 29.059 
9 Op. m. 29.22 75 72 29. 090 
10 32 p.m. 29.21 76 71 29. 077 




LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
---::;! 
;3 -:t- >:l p-,,_; 2:;~ dJ -o.o ;3 +>p ;::l ~~ 0 ::::! • p. • 
-"' 
""" 
.8·~ I :::> 
.E -~ ·.-1 :.:> '"' 0 !' ~ ~ Q,_q rnO' ~s~ .a 1il <:) ~£) rn"' p.,·s rd ::I -d ::I ~ Q) ao'"' =;~ 0 0 t' ~ .!:i ._.ao ~ s ~ s -~-~ ~p. ~p. ~ ~ A p:j A A -<lj -<lj H 
----
58 58 100 0 0 0 
----
Fog ....... Hidden. 
··-- ------56 56 100 N.E. 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
54 53 9;~ N.E. 8 . 32 Nimbus ... 2-4 Cumulns 2-4 0 
55 54 93 N.E. 12 . 72 
----
Light fog. Cumulus 3-4 N.E. 
54 54 100 N.E. 6 .18 N im bus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
54 53 93 N.E. 16 1. 28 Light fog. Cc.mulns 4-4 0 
55 52 81 N.E. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 
54 51 80 N.E. 8 . 32 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 
54 52 87 N.E. 12 . 72 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 
53 52 93 N.E. 10 . 50 0 0 Cinus .. 2-4 0 
53 52 93 N.E. 12 .n ... ... 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 
53 50 80 N.E. 10 . 50 
----
0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
73 70 85 0 0 0 
----
Nimbus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 0 
69 67 90 N.E. 1 . 01 
----
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
70 68 90 N.E. 1 .·01 
----
Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden . 
69 68 \!5 0 0 0 
-··· 
Nimbus ... . 4-4 Hidrlen . 
68 66 89 0 0 0 Nimbus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
67 66 95 0 0 0 
. -- Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
66 65 9<1 0 0 0 
----
St.ratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
65 64 94 0 0 0 
··-· 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
65 64 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. G4 63 94 0 0 0 ..... Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden. 64 63 94 0 0 0 
--- -
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 63 62 94 0 0 0 ...... Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden. 77 73 79 s. 3 . 04 ...... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 82 74 67 s. 4 . Otl 
----
0 0 Cumulus 1-4 0 71 69 90 N.E. 3 . 04 
----
Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 70 69 95 N.E. 2 
.021 .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 
RAIN OR SNOW. .s ~ ~g 
..,j ""'"' o"d-~ ~~ Q) 
s ..,j ::~ a> 
s Q) 0 8 "d s ... 0 ~ 
0 P'l -<ljo 
-
. ................. 




4.10 p.m. . 03 
4.30 p.m. 5.2G p.m. . 01 
---·------ ----------








530 p.m . 

































Li;;ht rain . 


































Meteorological t·ecm·d for A 'II gust 23, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
til s HY~ROJII.] 
LOWER CLOUU~ I ~ . '" t 'rHERM. 0 WIND. UPPEU CLOUDS. RAIN OU SNOW. ·c;; ~ "' . ~ 
'":::< ~::< ~ ---::> <!)o.l ~ --- ,.:::> • 
-"l. 
..,:;; '+-om s<!) .g~ ..0 t-;.; 2:~,6 ;::rb.O~ 0.-o Place of obsorva- ~ ..,:;; . ]~ ..0 <!)t' ~ § -~-~ ~ ~§ ...,<!) cs Remarks • ~:3 <!) "0 :; '3 0 ·~ ::> ;:s • ~ p:, ~ ~~ 
tion. g ~ ---~ :+3 0 ° U1 0 ~ ..,:;; :::<,::::: s g<!) .0 .0 I <.) o..,..!::l {f) oc t;>-.·1"""4 • ;::l ..,:;; -oo s <!) ;:lQ.I Q) 0 ~ <!) "{D ~ (l.) ~ ~  g "0 0 0 -~~~ 8 "0 os s H ..., A ~ p., -~ .s s ~ s s,... ~ro o.l -+" ~ 0 '" ~ 0 ~ ~ P=l -11 P'1 C) i=l A p. A~ :g, .A~ ~ <j .:q A C) P'1 <!lo E-i 




----r 1 0 a.m. 23.84 62 53 2:3.76 53 52 93 N.E. 12 . 72 ..... 0 0 Cirrus-_ 1-4 0 ................ ................. . ...... 
---- Fair . 2 C a.m. 23. 84 61 53 23. 76 53 52 93 N.E. 12 . 72 
--- -
0 0 Cirrus-- 1-4 0 ..... ...... ....... 
. - ~- .. --- .. -
---· ---- :Fair. 3 0 a.m. 23.83 61 54 ;23. 75 54 53 93 N.E. 8 . 32 ...... 0 0 Cirrus __ 1-4 0 ................... ................... . ..... ...... Fair . 4 0 a.m. ;23. 83 60 55 23.75 55 52 81 N. E. 10 . 50 ...... 0 0 Cirrus __ 1-4 0 
----------
............... .. . 
----
. ..... Fair . 5 0 a.m. 23.84 59 54 23.77 54 50 74 N . E. 12 . 72 
·---
Hazy ..... Cir.& cu. 1-4 0 
---------- ·---------
.. .... . ....... Fair. Summit of Mount j 6 0 a.m. 23.86 62 . !16 23. 78 56 53 -81 N.E. 12 . 72 Hazy----- Cir.&cu. 1-4 0 Fair. Mitchell, N. C. 714 a.m. 23.88 63 57 :23.80 57 55 87 N . E. 8 . 3r2 0 0 Cir.&cu. 3-4 0 Cloudy. 8 0 a.m. 23.90 64 58 :23,82 58 55 82 N. E. 8 . 32 Light fog- Cumulus 3-4 0 Cloudy. 9 0 a.m. 23.91 65 60 23.82 60 57 82 N.E. 6 .18 Haay ----- Cumulus 3-4 N.E. Cloudy. I LO 0 a.m. 23.92 66 62 23.8:3 62 58 77 N.E. 4 . 08 Hazy _____ Cumulus 2-4 N.E. Fajr. 11 0 a.m. 2:~- 92 67 63 23.83 63 58 72 N.E. 6 .18 Hazy----- Cumulus 2-4 N.W. Fair. l 12 Om ... 23.93 68 63 23.84 63 59 78 N.E. 4 • OS 204 Hazy-· -·· Cumulus il-4 w. Cloudy. 
I 
1 0 a.m. 27.52 70 63 127. 40 63 62 94 0 0 0 Stratus.-- 4-4 Hidden_ Cloudy. 2 0 a.m. 27.51 69 63 27. 39 63 6;2 94 0 0 0 i::itratus _ -- 4-4 Bid-den_ Cloudy. 3 0 a.m. 27.51 69 
"' I"·, " 61 94 0 0 0 Stratus ___ 4-4 Hidden. Cloudy. 4 0 a.m. 27.52 68 61 27.40 61 60 94 0 0 0 Fog _______ Biduen _ Foo-gy. 5 0 a.m . 27.54 68 61 27.42 61 60 9-J 0 0 0 Fog _______ Bidden. Foggy. B"~ of liountj 6 0 a.m. 27.56 67 62 27.44 62 61 94 0 0 0 Fog ___ ____ Hidden. Foggy. M.1tcholl, N.C. 714 a.m. 27.57 6R 71 ,27. 45 71 66 75 0 0 0 0 0 Cirrus-- 2-4 w. Fair. 8 0 a.m. 27.58 69 73 i27. 46 73 68 76 0 0 0 . ..... Stratus ___ 1-4 Cirrus __ 1-4 w. .................... ........... _ .. ____ 
---· 
..... Fair. 9 0 a.m. 27.59 72 74 27.46 74 69 76 0 0 0 
--- -




10 0 a.m . 27.59 75 78 27.45 78 75 86 0 0 0 
----
0 0 Cumulus 1-4 w. 
. ~~: ~ ~ ~ J ::: ~::::: . --- . --- - Fair. 11 0 a. m . 27.58 78 80 127.44 80 70 58 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 w. - Fair. 12 0 m. __ 27.59 80 79 27.44 79 71 66 0 0 0 5 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 w. - Fair. Knoxville, Tenn _ { 7 0 a.m . 29.28 74 67 I'"· "T'· 5 66 97 0 0 0 Fog _______ Hidden_ - Foggy. 7 7 a.m . 29.2 8 74 67 129. 152 66. 5 66 97 0 0 0 . Fog ....... Hidden_ 
























































Meteo·rological record joT .Att[J ltst 23, 1873-Contiuued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ 1=1 · 
HYGROM. ·a WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. UAIN OR SNOW. § ~ ~ . 
- -- .E . - ~- ~ ~ 
;::j . ;::j (!) ~ g !; ~ ~ ~ t . ~ .p § ~~ ~ : ~ s s ~ ~ ~ .... .... . .... o ::::~ & t> ~=~ 1=1 ., ·;;: I (!) • ~ ...... o » 
,.0 ..0 :;3 1.) :..)~ rn rn ~ .... rd ~ . ~ 0 0 s s roo p Q,) s ~ 
h ~ .:'l ~ .s .... gs .... qg 1=1 s 1l 0 ~ s 2 s ~ 0 s ~.g 
Remarks. 
~ ~ ~ i=i ~ ~ p; ~ .::l ..... ~ <j ~ ~ A ~""' 8 ~ ~ s t1 
------1---1- -1-1-1---1------ - ---·----------- -1-------0 
( 1 Op. m. 
I 2 Op.m. 3 Op.m. 
I 414p. m. 5 Op.m. 
Summit of Mount~ 6 0 p . m . 
Mitchell, N.C.. 7 0 p.m. 
8 Op.m. 
9 Op.m. 
l10 Op.m. 10 39p. m. 12 Op. m. ( 1 Op.m. 
I 2 Op.m. 3 Op.m. 
I' 414p. m. 5 Op.m. 
B ase of Mount) 6 0 p.m. 
Mitchell, N. C .. I 7 0 p. m. 
I 8 Op.m. 9 Op.m . 
1
10 Op.m. 
10 39 p.m. 
l 12 Op.m. 
{ 
2 Op.m. 
. 4 7p.m. Knoxville, T enn . 9 0 p. m. 





























70 61 23. 84 61 60 94 N. E. 2 
70 61 23. tJ2 61 60 94 N. E. 4 
67 59 23. 81 59 58 94 N. W. 4 
68 59 23. 81 59 58 94 N. 4 
67 61 23. 81 61 58 83 N . 6 
69 60 23.82 60 58 88 N. 8 
66 56 23. 84 56 55 94 N. W. 12 
64 54 23. 86 54 53 9.~ N . E . 12 
63 55 23. 86 55 54 9-3 N. E. 12 
62 55 23. 8ti 55 54 93 N . 9 
61 54 3. 85 54 53 93 N. 8 
59 54 23. 84 54 53 !YJ E. 12 
82 82 27. 42 82 71 56 N. E. 2 
80 75 27. 43 75 6~i 72 S. E. 4 
80 77 27. 42 77 69 65 0 0 
tlO 74 27. 42 74 70 81 S. E. 1 
78 70 27. 43 70 68 90 0 0 
76 67 27. 4::! 67 65 89 0 0 
74 65 27. 45 65 64 94 0 0 
72 63 27. 45 63 61 89 0 0 
70 61 27. 46 61 60 94 0 0 
68 60 27. 46 60 59 94 0 0 
68 59 27. 45 59 58 94 0 0 
67 57 27. 45 57 56 94 0 0 
82 85 29. 1::!2 84 72 55 E. 8 
85 88 20. 093 87 73 45 E. 4 
80 7tJ 29. 116 77 72 77 0 0 
78 74 29. 128 73 70 85 N. 1 
. 02 ... . 
. 08 . . .. 
. 08 ... . 
.08 ... . 
.18 ... . 
. 3'-L .. . 
• 72 "" .. 
. 72 . .. . 
.72 .. .. 
.40 .. .. 
.32 ... . 
. 72 .. .. 
.02 .. .. 
. OS .•.. 
0 ... . 
-01 
0 ... . 
0 .. . . 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 





H azy ...... .... . 
Hazy .. ... . 
Hazy . .... . 
ii~~;:: : : : : I : : : : 
Hazy .. . .. . 
Hazy ..... . 
0 0 
Light fog .... . 
0 0 
0 0 
Ligh t fog .... . 
Rtratus ... 1-4 















Cumulus 3-4 W . ..... .. . .. ........ ...... 
1 
.. .. 
8~~~l~~ ~:! N ~v. : : :: :::::: : ::: :: :: : : : : : : :::: 
Cumulus 4-4 W. 3.10 p.m. 3.25 p.m. . 03 
Cnmulus 3-4 N. W . ... ..................... .. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ............................. . 
Cir. & cu 2-4 0 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . _ .. . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ............ . ....... _ .. _ .. . 
Cir!'us .. 1-4 0 ........................ ___ . 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ......... .... ... ............ . 
Cumulus 2-4 N. E . 1.45 p.m. 2.06 p.m. . 01 
Cum.ulus 2-4 N. W. 2.10 p. ~- 2.20 p.m. . 01 ... . 
Cumulus 2-4 N.E .................... . ..... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ....................... ... .. 
0 0 0 ........................ """" 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 () 0 .................... """ ... . 
0 0 0 .................... . ..... .. 
0 0 0 ........................... . 
0 0 0 . ......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 E .......... . .... . ..... ..... .. . 
Cumulus 1-4 N.E ............ .. ............. .. 
0 0 0 .................... ~ ------· 
















































i THERM. s HYGIWlL 0 ~ 
~- ~ ~ .-d ~~ ~ ~ Place of observa- ~.§ "C!Q) tion. s 0)-+J o-+'> ,J:l Q) ~Q) ~ E 0 00 
.§ 0 c:o;S 0 ~ ~ t' OJ ...., p. -+'> ~ 0 ~ A E-1 ~ <l F1 (.) 
--
( 1 0 a.m. :!3. 90 5;) 54 23. 83 54 53 
I :! Oa.m. 23. 8!) 59 53 23. 82 53 52 ~1 0 a.m. 23. 89 58 53 23.82 53 52 
4 0 a.m . 23.91 59 53 23. 84 53 52 
5 0 a. m . 23.90 59 55 23. 83 55 5<1 Su~it of Mount j 6 0 a.m. 23.91 60 56 23. 83 56 55 
Mitchell, N.C. 714 a. m. 23.93 63 58 23. 85 58 56 
I 8 0 a.m. 23.94 63 {jQ 23. 86 60 55 9 0 a.m. 23.95 63 60 23.87 60 55 
. l 10 0 a.m. 23.95 63 63 23. 87 63 58 11 0 a.m. 2:3.94 63 !i4 23. 86 64 59 12 Om .. 23.94 65 63 23. 85 63 58 
( 1 Oa.m. 27.56 66 56 27.45 56 55 
I 2 Oa.m. ~7. 57 64 56 27.46 56 55 3 0 a.m. 27.56 64 55 27.45 55 54 
Base of Mount I 
4 0 a.m. 27.57 63 56 27.46 56 55 
5 0 a.m. 27. 58 62 55 27.48 55 54 
6 0 a.m. 27.59 62 56 27.49 56 55 
Mitchell, N. C. l 714 a.m. 27.60 64 62 27.49 62 61 
8 0 a.m. 27.61 65 72 27.50 72 66 
9 0 a.m. 27.61 69 74 27.49 74 67 
l 10 0 a.m. 27.61 74 79 27. 48 79 75 11 0 a.m. 27.61 77 eo 27.47 80 68 12 Om .. 27. 60 80 81 27.45 81 70 
Knoxvillo, Tenn. { 
7 Oa.m 0 29.32 76 70 29.185 69 68 
7 7a.m 0 39.32 76 71 29.185 70 68 
11 32 a. m 0 20.32 82 85 29.170 82 72 
Meteorological?·ecol·cl for Augttst 24, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
.;;j 
WD!D. LO>~R CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
'§ 
~ 
~~ g t-a ~" ~ ~ . Q-CJ)~ ..,; ~ .8-~ I 1>•.-< :C ·~c~~ b .. :.3 
.-d g .-d g ~ 0 ~ cj ~ oA w w 1>·:'8 
.s s -~ g¢; a) ~ ...... ~ OJ~:-::::. 0 ~ ~ ·~ c,) <l) ~ G.> c-.J ,.....j ~ <l Q ~ ~'""'"'T 93 N. 8 .32 .... 0 0 Cirrus .. . . 1-4 0 93 N. W. Jl .18 .... 0 0 Cinus .... 1-4 0 
93 N. W. 2 .02 .... Ligh t fog _ . ___ 0 0 0 
93 N. W. 2 . 02 .... Ligbtfog_ -·-· 0 0 0 
·93 N. W. 6 . 18 _. __ Light fug _ .... 0 0 0 94 N. W . 2 .02 ____ Light fog __ ... Cirrus .. __ 1-4 0 
88 N.W. 8 .32 ____ lla zy __ . _ ..... Cirrus _ .. _ l-4 0 
71 !f. w. 4 0 08 -- .. Hazy ......... Cinus ---- 1-4 0 
71 N. 4 . 08 .... Hazy ..... ____ Cumulus.. 1-4 N. 
72 N. 2 . 02 __ •. Ra.zy __ ... .. __ Cnmulus. _ :!-4 N. 
73 0 0 0 ---- Hazy ......... Cumulus .. 2-4 N . W. 
72 w. 1 0 01 145 Hazy __ .. ___ . Cumulus . . 2-4 N. W . 
93 0 0 0 ---- 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 0 0 -- .. 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 0 0 .. .. Fog ........... Hidden _______ . ..... 
93 0 0 0 ---- Fog ....... ____ H ic1deu _ .. ______ .... 
93 0 0 0 ---- Fog ........... H idden ... .. .. .... .. 94 0 0 0 : ... Hazy ... ...... Hazy . ... . ____ ..... . 
71 S. E . 1 . 01 _ .. _ Hazy -......... 0 0 0 68 0 0 0 ---- 0 0 0 0 0 82 0 0 0 ---- Hazy .. .. . 
---· 
Cumulus . . 1-4 E. 51 0 0 0 .... Hazy ..... Cumulus .. 1-4 E . 55 0 0 0 9 
Hn<y • r Cumulus .. 2·4 E. 95 N. 2 0 02 Fog . . . .... ____ 0 0 0 90 N. 2 0 02 l~~y: ::::: :::: 0 0 0 60 E. 3 0 04 84 0 0 0 
RAI:"< OR SNOW. .!3 ti ..;-~ g! d 
~~ s ~ .-d -~ "~ , - ~ Remarks. s ~ ~c.; -::::::: 8 "C! s s ~~
0 '" <jE;g:j (.) F1 
--------
---- -8·--- ................. Fair. 
. . .. ............ ·--------- Fair . 
--------------------
]'air. 
..... .. ........ . ·-- ---- --- · Fair. 
-- -· --·--- ---------- Fair. 
------------------ --
Fair. 
---- ------ .......... ..... Fair. 
---- ------ .................. Fair. 
............... ·-------- · Fair. 
---···---- ·---- -·--- Fair. 
. ................ ------·-·· F air. 
..... ·----- . .... .. ... ..... . Fair. 
---------- ................. Clear. 
---------- . ................. . Clear. 
----·· ---- ---- ---- -- Clear. 
. .. ............... ·- ---- -- -- Fogg-y. 
....... ............... .... .......... . ]'oggy. 
. .............................. ..... ... Foggy. 
---------- .... .............. Olear. 
. .................................. Clear. 
--------------------
Clear. 
. ................. . ................. .. .. ... . ..... Clear. 
... ................ 
---------· 
... ... . 
---· 
Clear. 
..... .. ..... .... ................... 
---- --. . Fair. · 
..... ...... ....... ................ 
- ....... 
--. . Fair. 
. ................... ................... . ...... 
---
. Fair . 






























Meteo?'ological1·ecm·d for August 24, 1R73-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
.!s • . 1=1 ~ 
t; THEUM. g HYGROl\f. ~ WL'W. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '@ ~ ~ • 
<l:> ;.. H ;.. 0 .p 1::1 
15. .,..: --- ~.,..: ---.-] I» <l) • • 'l:liil <l)~ 
0 § <l) -d . ""' <l) .0 ,0 ~ !:l .,·..; .... ,..; ~ . • ci b.()~ :? rg s 1:1 ~:a ~ Q.) rg .S 't.) r-1 ~ ~ ~ .~ ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g.~ I g . ~.:::: o ~ ~ ~ 1 & ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ -g g -g g ~ ~ ~ ~ l g s ~~ 
Remarks. 
.,... <ll -+> M o ;.. t> <l:> .,... <l:> ;5, ;... <l:> o:s ~ .,... S .,... S .!::: ~,_ 0 1=1 S '""' ,o 
-------1-H __ ~ ~~ -.S:?_ _e__P"_ ~ _e__,P. ~.,. ~ ~ -o1 ~ ~-~-__ o ____ Fl __ -o1 o IH 1-------
( 1 Op. m. 
I 2 Op.m. 3 Op.m. 
J 
4 14p. m. 
5 Op.m. 
Summit of Mount 6 0 p.m. 
Mitchell, N. C.. I 7 0 p. m. 
8 Op.m. 




l12 Op. m. 
( 1 Op. m. 




Base of Mount 6 0 p. m. 
Mitchell, N. C.. 
1 




10 0 p.m. 




. 4 7p.m. Knoxv1lle, Tenn. 9 0 p.m. 





























70 165 23.84 
71 63 23. 84 
70 65 23.83 
70 64 23.81 
70 61 23. 81 
68 58 23.82 
63 57 23.83 
63 56 23.84 
65 55 23.83 
63 54 23.85 
62 53 23.84 
61 56 23.81 
81 81 27.44 
84 81 27.43 
84 78 27.42 
81 73 27 . .n 
80 71 27.42 
75 64 27. 41 
13 62 27.43 
71 60 27.44 
68 59 27.44 
68 57 27.44 
67 56 27. 44 
65 55 27.44 
86 88 29. 120 
87 90 29.078 
82 77 29.091 
79 73 20.108 
65 59 68 N. W. 2 
635872 0 0 
65 60 73 N. W. 4 
64 60 78 N. W. 4 
61 57 77 N. W. 4 
58 57 94 0 0 
57 56 94 N. W. 4 
56 55 94 N. W. 4 
55 54 93 N. W. 3 
54 52 87 N. W. 4 
53 51 87 N. W. 8 
56 51 69 N. W. 4 
81 . 73 66 0 0 
81 74 70 0 0 
78 75 86 0 0 
73 70 85 0 0 
71 69 90 0 0 
646289 0 0 
62 61 94 0 0 
60 59 94 0 0 
59 57 88 0 0 
57 55 87 0 0 
56 55 93 0 0 
55 54 93 0 0 
87 72 45 • s. 3 
89 71 37 N. 4 
76 72 82 0 0 
72 69 85 N. 1 
.02 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
.OB .. .. 
. 08 ... . 
0 .. .. 
. 03 
.08 .. .. 
.04 .. .. 
. 08 .. .. 
.32 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
0 .. . . 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
0 .. .. 
·o 
0 :::: 
0 ... . 
0 .. . 
0 .. .. 
.04 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 
0 
. 01 .. --· 
Hazy ···· ·•·-·· ii~~~ : : : :: .. --. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
ii:~; ::::: .... 
Hazy ..... · 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 g 0 
Hazy ....... .. 
Hazy ... .. 
Hazy ... .. 






Hazy ....... .. 
Haz.b ..... --0 
0 0 





Cumulus 3-4 N. .. ........................ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N . W .................. . .... .... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ................... .. 
8~;u~l~; ~:: N.g. :~:::::::: :::::::::: :::1::: 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ...................... .... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cirrus .. 1-4 0 ........................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 E. .. ......................... . 
Cumulus 1-4 N. E ................ ... .... .. .. .. 
Cumulus , 1.4 N. E .................. _ ........ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 N.E ........................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .............. _ ........... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .. : ....................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 ... : ...................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
0 0 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ....... - .................. .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .... ... ................... .. 
0 0 0 ............... -:. .......... .. 


















































Meteorologicctl1·ecorcl fm· August 25, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
03 . . >=~ii ~ !:; THERM. g HYGROU. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. 'ce o <1> • 
Place o~ observn- ~ l'i E -'t:l-~--..:l- ~ ~ -..<:l-. -;:8-. ~_t. ~ t'..; ~ ~~~~ . ...; ...; §.~~1 ~ ~] ~ ~ ~emarks. tJ.on. cs .s <1) .c <1) .... ~ ~ p p. ..... .s ..... 5 p . p., ::: ~=~ ·.3 p. <1) .-d ::: al 8 p., 




.g 5 a z ~ § ~ .... 0. ~ p., <1) ..... .. ~~ <l:) ........ o 1=1 s s s .... ... >=I a ... 't:l 
8 ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ ~ > ~ ~ ~. ~-- ~ -ttf ~' ~ A-~ 8 ~ ~ o ~ 
--....... -----1---- ------- ------- ----- ----------------1--------
r 
1 Oa.m. 23.88 60 54 23. 80 54 50 74 N.W. 8 .32.... 0 0 Cirrus .. l-4 0 ......... . .................. Fair. 
2 0 a. m. 23. 87 62 53 23. 7!J 53 52 93 W . 8 . 32 .. .. Hazy .. .. . Cirrus .. 1-4 0 . -- ......... ---..... . . . . . .. . Fair. 
3 0 a.m. 23. 86 63 54 23. 78 54 53 93 W. 12 . 72 0 0 0 0 0 ....... --. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . Clear. 
j 4 0 a.m . 23. 86 61 55 23. 78 55 53 87 N. W. 20 2. 00 . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cirrns .. 1-4 0 . . . . . . . . Fa~r. 5 0 a.m. 23. 87 ~9 56 23. 80 56 53 81 N. W. 12 . 72 Hazy . . . . . Cirrus .. 1-4 0 . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. • .. . .. . . .. . Fa~r. Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. 23. 87 60 56 23. 79 56 53 81 N. W. 8 . 32 Dense haze 0 0 0 ....... -- .. --....... . .. . .. .. Fair. 
Mitchell, N.C. 714 a.m. 23.87 61 58 23,79 58 54 76 N . W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus 1-4 0 .......•.................... Fa~r. 
I 8 0 a.m. 23. 88 61 59 23. 80 59 55 76 N. W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 0 Fa~r. 9 0 a.m. 23. 88 64 62 23. HO 62 57 72 N . W. 4 . 08 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N. W. Fa~r. 
1
10 0 a.m. 23. B8 64 62 23. 80 62 57 72 N. W. 4 . 08 H azy . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N. W. Fmr. 
1l 0 a.m. 23. 87 66 66 23. 78 66 59 64 N. W. 4 . 08 Haz~y . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 N. W. Fair. 
l 12 0 Ih . . 23. 86 67 67 23. 77 67 60 64 W. 6 , 18 138 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 2-4 W. Fair. 
r 
t 0 a. m. 27. 54 63 55 ~7. 43 55 53 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
2 0 a.m. 27. 53 62 53 27. 43 53 52 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
3 0 a.m. 27. 52 62 52 27. 42 53 51 93 0 0 0 . .. . 0 0 0 0 0 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. Clear. j 4 0 a.m. 27. 52 61 52 27. 42 53 51 93 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 0 0 0 .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. Clear. 5 0 a.m. 27. 53 59 53 27. 43 53 52 93 0 0 0 F,og. .. . .. . .. . . Hidden . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . Foggy. Ba~e of Mount 6 0 a.m. 27. 53 59 55 27. 43 55 54 9:J 0 0 0 Fog . ...... Hazy . . . Fair. 
M1tohell, N.C. 7 14 a.m. 27. 51 61 65 27. 42 65 62 e4 0 0 0 Hazy . . . . . Hazy . . . Clear. 
I 8 0 a.m. 27. 52 64 74 27. 41 74 61 65 0 0 0 Hazy . . . . . Hazy . . . Clear. 9 0 a. m- 27. 52 69 75 27. 40 75 67 64 0 0 , 0 Hazy . . .. . Cumulus 1-4 0 ..... , . .. . Clear. 
1
10 0 a.m. 27. 52 74 79 27. 39 79 70 62 0 0 0 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 1-4 W. Fair. 
11 0 a.m. 27. 52 78 81 27. 38 81 6!l 52 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 N. W. :Fair. 
112 Om .. 27.51 79 8~ 27.36 82 70 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cumulus 2·4 N.E ............................. :Fair. 
. 1 7 0 a.m. 29. 23 71 69 2!J. 110 68 66 90 N. 3 . 04 . . • . Hazy . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 .•.•............ _ ... .•... _.. Fair. 
Knoxville, Tonn. 7 7 a.m. 29. 23 7l 69 29. 110 68 66 90 N. 3 . 04 Hazy . . . . . 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ]'air. 

























d THERM. s i 0 ~ t:i a;> ---
Place of observa- .gl=i 13 -d ~~ s -d tion. ~~ a;> <ll <1>+" 8 .<:1 
"' 
~1> 
a;> c<l 0 0 8 ~ P; s P=l ~ ... E:l · ~ 0 Fl :::..:> 
------- -
--
( 1 Op.m. 23.86 72 66 23.76 
I 
2 Op.m. 23.85 72 66 23.75 
a Op.m. 23.84 7:1 65 2:3. 74 
414p. m. 23. 83 73 63 23.73 
5 Op.m. 23.82 69 59 23.73 
Summit of Mount 1 6 Op.m. 23.82 68 58 23.73 
Mitchell, N. C. 7 Op.m. 23. 80 68 58 23.71 
8 Op.m. 23.82 68 58 23.73 
9 Op.m. 23.82 6i 57 23.73 
l 10 Op.m. 23. 82 67 57 23.73 10 39p.m. 23.80 65 57 23.71 12 Op. m. 23.78 63 56 23.70 ( 1 Op.m. 27.51 82 81 27.36 
I 2 Op.m. 27. 49 83 78 27. 33 3 Op.m. 27.47 83 80 27.31 
I 414p.m. 27.46 83 79 27.30 5 Op.m. 27.44 82 76 27.29 
Base of Mount~ 6 Op.m. 27.45 81 73 27. 30 
Mitchell, N.C. 
1 
7 Op.m. 27.45 78 69 27.31 
8 Op.m. 27.46 77 liS 27.32 
9 Op.m. 27.46 76 66 27.32 
l 10 Op. m. 27.45 74 66 27.32 10 39p. m. 27.44 73 65 27.31 12 Op.m. 27.44 72 65 27.31 
Knoxvillo, Tonn -{ 
2 Op.m. 29.18 87 88 29.019 
4 7p.m. 29.14 84 82 28.986 
9 Op.m. 29.13 80 78 28. 987 
10 32p. m. 29.13 79 76 28.989 
---
___ . __ 




-6 WIND. LOWEH CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. HYGROM. ·s c<JO a;> . 
'"'"' 
.... ~ 
---:::l +<"' a;>~ 
.ci .ci 
.<:1. ~ p.,;.; et ~-t:IJ~ -d o._; ss 4>t' ·-= p ~ ~ -~-~ I -d .... ~ Remarks. ~ 13 I>'"" 0 oo ;=~""'. ~ a;> §~ s.e-~ "'o< t> -d .0 .0 ·;: o..Q ~ ~ ~·g -d := -d :::l "'<5oS s <1) ;...·; 4J cil <1) ......... 0 0 .~ E.~ ·s 0. ~ p., a;> ..... -~ a;> a;> ~ s .s s .-o- s ... _g'C ... ~ ~ p..P< H Q:> C'3~ 0 d <'10 ~ ~ ~ P;~ <'1 ~ <tj ~ Q Fl ~ 
- - - --
- - - -- ---- ----
66 58 59 W. 8 .3il .... Hazy-- -- - .... Cumulus 2-4 N. W. ---------· -----·---- ---· ---- Fair. 
66 59 64 W. 8 . 32 . . . . Hazy ... _ . . _.. Cumulus 2-4 N. \V . . -------- . --- --.--. --- - Fair. 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~: ~ :&~ :::: I~~;; ::::·.:::: g~~~~l~~ ~:: -~--- :::::::::: :::::::::::::: Fair. Clondy. 
59 57 88 N. W. 4 .08 .... Hazy -- --- .... Cumnlus 4-4 ------ ·-------- - ---------· ---· Clon<1y. 
58 57 94 N.W. 8 .32 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus4-4 ·-· --- ------·----------------· Clondy. 
58 58 100 N.W. 12 .72 .... Fog ......... . . Hidden ..... ·----- 6.30p.rn. 6.50p.m .. 03 Foggy. 
~~ ~~-5l~~ s::: ~~ J! :::: !~t:::::: :::: !~~~:;: :::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: .Foggy. Foggy. Foggy. 
1111 ~r r rtl i~t;:::,_. !!ii~~ r:1: J :::::\::: :·:;:;~;;: ::j :Foggy. Foggy. Fair. Fair. Fair. • Fair. Fair. 
Fair. 
Cloudy. 
68 67 95 0 0 0 . - - . 0 0 0 0 0 ---- -- - - - . . --- -. - - - .. - -- Clear. 
66 65 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ___ 1-4 0 0 0 ............................................. . ..... Fair. 
66 64 89 0 0 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 .................. ---------· ...... ---- Clear. (i5 6:~ 89 0 0 0 ....... 0 0 0 0 0 . ......................................... ...... Clear. 
65 64 H4 0 0 0 ..... Stratus.-- 1-4 0 ·o 0 ........................................... ...... Fair. 
87 74 53 s.w. R . 32 Stratus . .. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 W. ------·-- ----- ----- .... .. ..... Cloudy. 81 74 70 w. 12 
. "1-- Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus . . 3-4 0 ------ - ..... _ .. _ .. _ . . . _. Cloudy. 77 72 77 s.w. 4 . 08 ---· Stratus.-- 4-4 Hidden_---------- .•••••.... ·--------- .... Cloudy. 75 72 85 s.w. 8 .32 .•.. Stratus .. _ 3-4 Hazy ... ---·-----··--·-·---·---··---·--·-· Cloudy. 
-
-





















Meteorological1·econl for .August 26, 1873. ~ 
t-!) 
(Hourly observations.) OJ 
d s HYC.ROM.] LOWER CLOUDS UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ~ ~ ~ ;; ~ 'I HEinL 0 Wll\'1>. ~ ~ ... '"..., § 
;:j l ;3 
~ ~CI) Q;)Q;) 
Place of observa- j ,a. ~ .a. ~s .:i ~>.;..: ~d l ~. ;Jb!l ._; ~~ s s 0'" ._; ., ... Remarks. tiou. cg~ 13 Q) ._; ~~ .s ...,:::> -;:; ..,; .9·~-=- -'" "'~ 1 0 h ..!:1 0 p ~ >· ..... ..... 0 ~ • p., '" Q) ._; ::::~ o:> S:;:: s 0 (/) ,a ,a ~ 1) 0..!:1 rnO' +> ._; p ._; ~ 15oS s Cl) 0 ~ {f)r;n ~.·d 0 Q) s~]~ ~ 0 2 ~ ~ Q) ~8 0 .§2~ s 'd 8 ~ p. 03 ... Q) F-< 1''""" 0 ~ s 
'" 
s H ~ ~ 0 A ~ ~ ~ C,) ~ ....... ~ ~ 0 '" t:::j ~ Fl 0 ~ ~p. il<>=-A <Q <Q A 0 Fl <QOE-1 1-d 
--








................ ~ ..... ....... Foggy. ~ 
2 0 a. rn. 23.76 62 57 23.68 57 57 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 F og ..... Hidden ... Foggy. 8 
3 0 a.m. 23.76 62 57 23. 68 57 57 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 Fog ..... Hidden ... Foggy. 
0 4 0 a. rn. 23.75 61 56 2::l. 67 56 56 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 Fog . . ... Hidden ... l!'og-gy. 
"':j 5 0 a. rn. 23.75 61 56 23.67 56 56 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 Fog . .... Hidden ... Foggy. Summit of Mount J 6 0 a. rn. 23.76 63 57 23.68 57 57 100 N.W. 24 2. 88 l!'og ..... Hidden . .. Foggy. 
8 · Mitchell, N. C. I 7 14 t~. Ill. 23.77 64 57 23.69 57 57 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 ~~f::::: Hidden .. . Foggy. o:l I 8 0 a. rn. 23.77 62 57 23.69 57 57 100 N.W. 22 2. 42 Hidden ... Foggy. U 0 a.m. 23.78 63 58 23.70 58 58 100 N.W 16 1. 28 Fog ..... Hidden .. . Foggy. t:::j 
10 0 a. rn. 23.79 64 60 23.71 60 59 94 N.W. 20 2. 00 Hazy ... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W. Cloudy. 
U2 111 0 a. rn. 23. eo 65 61 23.71 61 59 88 N.W. 8 . 32 Hazy ... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W . Cloudy. t:::j 12 Om. 23. 80 68 62 23.71 62 60 88 N.W. 12 . 72 342 Hazy ... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W . Cloudy. 0 ( 1 0 a. rn. 27.42 71 65 27.29 65 63 89 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. ~ 
I 
2 0 ll..m. 27.40 71 65 27.27 65 63 S9 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 0 ................. ................. . ..... ...... Clear. t:::j 3 Oa.m. 27.40 70 66 27.28 66 64 79 S. E. 2 . 02 
---· 
Stratus. 3·4 0 0 0 ............... ................... ...... .. ..... Fair. 8 4 0 a. rn. 27.40 71 62 27.27 62 61 94 E. 4 . 08 ....... Stratus. 1-4 0 0 0 .............. .................. ...... ....... Fair. p;.. I 5 0 a. rn. 27.40 72 71 27.27 71 66 75 N.E. 4 . 08 ---· Stratus. 2-4 Cumulus .. 1-4 0 ................... ................... ....... ......... Fair. ~ 6 0 a. rn. 27.42 72 71 27.29 71 68 85 N.E. 1 . 01 ....... 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 w. .. ................... ................... .. .. .... . ...... Fair. ~ Ba~e of Mount) 714a. m. 27.42 73 74 ,27. 29 74 69 76 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cir. & cu .. 3-4 w. ................... .................. . ...... ...... . Fair. M1tchell, N. C. 1 8 Oa.m. 27.42 74 72 27.29 72 68 72 E. 4 . 08 ....... 0 0 Cir. &cu .. 3-4 w. .................... .. ................ ........ ......... Cloudy. 0 I 9 lil a.m. 27.43 75 79 27.29 79 71 66 E . 3 . 04 ........ 0 0 Cir. & cu .. 3-4 W. Fair. ~ 10 Oa.m. 27.44 77 so 27.30 so 70 58 E. 2 .02 ........ 0 0 Cir. & cu . . 3-4 N.W. .. .................. ........... .. ..... .. ..... ... ..... Fair. lll 0 a.m. 27.43 79 78 27.28 78 69 61 0 0 0 0 0 f Cirrus . . . 1-4 E. S Fair. ~ .... Cumulus. 2-4 W. ······ ···· ·········· ···· ···· 
12 0 Ill. 27.43 80 81 27.28 81 70 55 0 0 0 lO 0 0 ~ Cirrus . . . 1-4 E. S Fair. p;.. Cumulus. 2-4 '\V. ······· ·•· ·········· · ··· ···· ~ 
Knoxville, Tennl 
7 0 a. rn. 29.15 77 74 2U. 014 73 71 90 0 0 g :::: ~~~~:::: :::: g~:~~~::: ~:! ;: ~~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::: . Fair. 7 7 a. rn. 29.15 77 74 29. 014 73 71 90 0 0 
. I<'air. 11 32a. rn. -29.15 85 85 28. 994 85 75 61 s.w. 12 



























( 1 0 p. m. 23. 79 71 64 
I 2 0 p. ro. 23. 77 69 66 3 0 p.m. 23. 75 67 65 I 4 14 p. ID. 2'). 75 69 64 
I 5 0 p . m . 23. 76 68 62 
Sum_mit of Mount ~ 6 0 p. m . ~~- zs 6~ 59 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 0 p.m. 23. 16 Go 53 
8 0 p. m . 23. 75 66 55 
I 9 0 p. m. 23. 75 68 56 10 0 p.m. 23. 74 66 57 
l l O 39 p. ro. 23. 73 64 57 12 0 p. ro. 23. 70 62 56 
( 1 0 p.m. 27. 44 82 82 
I 2 0 p. m . 27. 41 84 83 3 0 p . m. 27. 40 87 83 
1
1 
4 14 p. m. 27. 38 85 SO 
5 0 p. m. 27. 41 84 77 
Base of Monnt ) 6 0 p.m. 27. 38 81 71 
Mitchell, N. C. 'I 7 0 p.m. 27. 39 79 69 
8 0 p.m. 27. 42 75 64 
1 9 0 p.m. 27.39 74 64 
1
10 0 p . ill . 27. 39 72 62 
10 39 p .m. 27. 35 71 62 
l 12 0 p. m. 27. 37 70 63 





































Meteorologicc~l1·ecor(l j01· At~gust 26, 1873-Contiuued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
· I~ · -I HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ ~ . a ... c....,~ 
---:;::$ • "-'~<D~ 
;S :3 ~ ~ g !';.; ~ ~ ~ . _.;l _.;l §~I)~ ~ :15 ~ 13 
0 :;::$ > ..... ...,. ..... g :;::$ . p., ~ ~ '"' '::' I <ll • 0 ~ R p., ~ ~ . ~ 2 g ,.q ~ ?. ~:z -d g -d g g § ~ s 15 5 ~ <:: ~ 
» <ll ~ h ...... ... <ll ,_, ..... o ~ s p a ,_, ~ ,_, s '1:! a~ o 'O A P:: .~ i=i ~ & ~ ~ ~ ...... ~ <Q ~ <Q A~.._, 8 ~ <Q t5 ~ 
64 60 78 
66 62 79 
65 61 78 
64 61 83 
62 60 88 
59 58 94 
53 53 100 
55 55 100 
56 55.5 97 
57 56 94 
57 56 94 
56 56 100 
82 70 52 
83 70 49 
83 73 GO 
80 73 70 
77 73 82 
71 70 95 
69 68 95 
64 62. 89 
64 62 89 
62 61 94 
62 61 94 
63 62 94 
88 73 46 
89 75 49 
(j\1 68 95 































































2. 88 . ---
2.00-- - · 
2. 00 ----
72 ---· 
. 72 ---. 








0 . - --
0 ----
0 ----
0 -- -. 
0 - .,. 
. 50 . ---
. 72 ---· 
. 08 -.--
. 08. - --
Hazy-----· ----
ji~~; ::::: Hazy ____ _ 
Hazy ... .. 
Ha-z:1; . __ __ 
~~~- -~~::: ~ -~-~­
~~~: :::::: Fog. __ ___ _ 






Stratus _ _ _ 1-4 
Stratus . _. J -4 
Nimlms. __ 4-4 
Stratus _ . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stratus . . . 2-4 
0 0 
0 0 
Stratus . _. 4-4 
Stratus . _ . 4-4 
Cnmulus 3-4 N. W . ---------- ---------- ...... .. 
Cumu.lus 3-4 N. ,IT ..... .. ___ _ ---- ------ ....... . 
Cumulus :3-4 N . W. ---------- .......... ... .. .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N W ........... ----- - ---- ...... .. 
Cumulus ::1-<1 0 .. __ ... _ ... __ .. _ _ _ _ ...... .. 
Cumulus 4-4 W ........... ---------- ..... .. 
It~~:~: :::: :::::: ~~~~~~:-:~: :~~~~ ~-:~:- _:_~~: ::: 
Hidden . .. . . ___ .. _ .. __ .. __ .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .... .. 
Hidden ........... -----------------·-- ..... ----
Biduen . . __ .. _. __ . . ___ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . - .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. ------ ---- ---------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. -------·--- ---------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 W. ---------- ...... . ......... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N . E .......... ---------- ...... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N . W. ------- --- ---------- .... __ _ 
Cumulus 1-4 N. W. ·------ - -- ....... ..... .... .. 




Ridden . .. .. . . . .. . .. . _ . . . . .. 8.10 p . m 
0 0 0 ---------- ---- ------
Hidden . .. ... ..... ------·--·--------·-
0 . 0 0 ---------- --------- · 
Cumulus 2-4 N . W ............ ----------



























































( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 
1 4 0 a.m. 
j 5 0 a.m . 
Summit of Mount , 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. ...
1 
7 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
J
l1i g ~ ~: 
2 0 a.m. 
3 0 a.m. 
4 0 a.m. 
5 0 a.m. 
n ·ase of Monnt 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. 
1 
7 14 a.m. 
8 0 a.m. 
I 
9 0 a.m. 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
l12 0 m .. 
{ 
7 0 a.m. 
Knoxville, Tenn. 7 7 a.m. 
1132 a.m. 
. 
Meteo1·ological ~·eco1'd for .Attgust 27, 187:3. 
(Hourly observations.) 
THERM. ~ HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i . 
I'< s .... >=I "'>=I 




I'< • ..; • • ,q . l'i h ·I . . ~ bl)~ ~ '1:::1 0 s $ "g ..o "g.25 :9 :9 ~~ o :<;::~ e~ ~. ..,; ..,; .;::.::1 I ~ . t;2 s Remarks. 
"'s ..<l ~ <3 ii:> o:: .5 .;::; ..... ~ o o ::s c. .t· . a . § <3 ~ a s '1:::1 ::s e5 ,_, ~ 
o ~ o "' .D --" 1e ~ o ..<:1 1 gJ "' ~-z '1:::1 o '1:::1 o "' s o d ~ o s "' co t:O ~ ~ ~ t: t- o ~ .~ -a:: z ~ z ·a .s; .s s .s s -~ ~<!:: § ~ s ,_, ~ '1:::1 t:r-:1 ~ ..q ~ 8 A ~ ~ A t> P.P-; P<A ~ ..q ~ ..q A o ~ <t1 c E-i '"d 
_______ ,_ -------- 0 
23.70 61 56 23.62 56 56 100 N. W. ~ .2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden.. . .... ...... .......... .......... Foggy. ~ 
23.69 60 55 23.61 55 55 100 N. W. 16 11.28 .... Fog ........... H1dclen.. .... .... .. ....... ... .......... Foggy. 
23.69 60 55 23. 61 55 55 100 N. W. 20 ,2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden.. .. .. ...... .......... .. ........ Foggy. 
0 23. 6ti 60 54 23.60 54 54 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden.. .... ...... .... ...... .... ...... Foggy. bj 
23.69 61 55 23.61 55 55 100 N. W. 20 2. 00 .... Fog ........... Hidden.. . ... .... .. .... .... .. . .... ..... Foggy. 
23. 71 66 55 <!::!. 62 55 55 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 .... Fog ........... Hidden.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .... .. .. .. ..... . Foggy. 1-3 
23. 73 63 54 23. 65 54 53 93 N. W. 16 1. 28 .. .. Hazy ......... Cumulus. :i-4 N. W........... . .. . .. .. .. Ulondy. ~ 
23. 74 62 56 2::!. 66 56 54 87 N. W. 12 . 72 .. .. Hazy ......... Cumulus. 3-4 N. W........... .. .. .. .. . • Clo.udy. t:r-:1 
23.76 64 57 23.68 57 54 81 N. W. 14 . 98 .... Hazy ......... Cumulus. 2-4 N. W. .... ...... .. .. .... .. Fair. 
23. 75 62 58 23. 67 58 54 76 N. W. 12 . 72 . . . . Hazy ......... C~r. & cu. 2-4 W. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Fa~r. 
00 23. 78 6-l 62 23.70 62 58 77 N. W. 12 • 72 .... Hazy ......... C~r. & cu. 2-4 0 . ............ ...... . .Fa~r. t:r-:1 
23.78 68 62 23.69 62 58 77 N. W. 8 . 32 358 Hazy ......... Cn'. & cu. 2-4 N. W..... .... .. . ......... :Fa~r. 0 
27. 36 70 62 27. 24 62 61 94 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus . . . 2-4 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Fa1r. ~ 
27. 35 70 63 27. 23 63 61 89 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus .. . 4-4 Hidden.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. tr_j 
27. 35 70 62 27.23 62 61 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hit.lden.. Cloud·y. >-:-3 
27. 36 69 63 27.24 63 62 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden.. Cloudy, ~ 
27.36 ti9 63 27.24 63 62 94 0 0 0 Fog....... Cir. & cu. 2-4 vV. Fair. ~ 
27. 37 68 63 27. 25 6'! 61 89 0 0 0 Fog....... Cumulus. 1-4 W. Fair. 1-<1 
27.36 69 69 27.24 69 66 85 E. 1 . 01 0 0 Cir. & cu. 3-4 vV. Fair. · 
27. 38 71 73 27. 25 73 69 80 E. 1 . 01 . • . . 0 0 Cir. & cu. 3-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :Fair. 0 
27.40 73 72 27.27 72 69 85 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ... 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. bj 
27. 4~ 75 78 27. 2B 78 6!:! 61 E. 1 . 01 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ... 2-4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
27. 4~ 77 79 27.29 79 68 ~~ E. 1 • Ol .. .. 0 0 C~r. & cu. 3-4 W. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Fa~r. ~ 
27. 42 80 80 ~7. 27_ 80 69 o:> E. 1 • 01 10 0 0 C~r. & cu. 2-4 W. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. JJ,'a1r. . tJ> 
29.12 75 70 28. 992 69 67 !lO S. . 3 . 04 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Gurus ... 4-4 0 ............................ Clearmg. ~ 
2!l.12 75 70 28. !l92 6!) 67 90 S. 4 • 08 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cirrus ... 4-4 0 5.10 a.m. 5.25 a.m .. 04 .... Clearing. • 
29.14 81 80 28. 994 79 72 69 S. 4 . 08 168 · 0 o Cirrus ... 1-4 o 0 . . . . Fair. 
l'tfeteorologica.lrecoriljo1· A ugust 27, 1S73-Coutinued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
Ot 
















--- <i! ___ ':l 
..0 l..o ~~ .0 :S ~~ g .?;.; 1 ~~ ~ ~. ~ Q,) ~ t3 ~ ~ > ·1"'1 ...... • ..... e ::: . ~ ~ 
"' I ~ a:1 ,!:1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ II r£ go >.~ 
.s c-, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,.:::;;... t-~~ ~ ' ~ ; 8 ~ ~ ~ iS ~ ~P:; ~;Q-
--------- '- 1 
( 1 0 p. m. 23. 78 70 64 2:1. 68 64 59 7:J N. W. 8 . 321 ... 
I 
2 0 p.m. 2;1. 7~ 70 6~ ~:l. 68 6~ ~0 ~~ \\~. 4 . Odj_- •.. 
3 0 p.m. 23. 7 • 68 63 23. 68 63 .:>8 12 " . 4 • Ot!; ... . 
414p.m. 23.76 66 62 23.67 62 f\9 83 W. 4 .08· ... . 
. I 5 0 p. ill. 2~. 77 65 ~~ ~~~- G8 ~1 ~9 P8 W. 2 . O~ ! _. -. 
Summ1t of Monnt ) 6 0 p.m. :.!3. 76 68 .:>9 1::..,,. G7 .:>9 .:>7 88 W. 4 . 08\ ... -
Mitchell, N. C. I 7 0 p. m. 2J. 77 65 57. 
1
23. 68 57 54 81 W. 2 . 02 _ .. . 
1 8 o p. rn. 23. 79 G9 57 23. 70 o7 56 !l4 w. 4 . 081 .•• 
I 
9 0 p. m. 23. 79 68 56 23. 70 56 55 94 W. 4 . 08 _ .. _ 
10 Op.m. 23.80 68 56 23.71 56 55 94 S.W. 4 .08 ... 
10 39 p.m. 23. 79. 6fi 55 23. 70 55 55 100 S. W. 8 . 32i .. --




1 0 p. m. 27. 43 82 81 27. 28 81 70 5J 0 0 0 .. :. 
2 0 p. m. 27. 40 84 81 27. 24 81 71 59 E. 2 . 02 
;~ 0 p. Ill. 27. 40 85 80 127. 24 80 70 58 0 0 0 - .. -~ 14 p. Ill. 27. 40 sa 7<:l 12z. 2~ Z§ 71 G9 o o o _ .. 
J 
;) 0 p. ill. 27. 40 80 75 2 .. 2J /;) 71 81 0 0 0 - .. . 
13ase of Monnt 6 0 p. ill. 27. 3fl 79 72 [27. 24 72 71 95 ·o 0 0 .. .. 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 0 p.m. 27.41 77 I 69 27.27 69 67 90 0 0 0 _ .. _ 
l8 0 p.m. 27. 41 76 J 68 27. 27 68 66 89 0 0 0 _ .. . 9 0 p. ill. 27. 42 75 G7 !:!7. 28 67 66 95 0 0 0 - .. . 10 0 p. ill 27. 44 7'1 ' 68 27. 31 68 66 89 0 0 0 ... 1to 39 p.m. 21. 44 74 68 127. :n 68 66 89 o o o I 12 0 p.m. 27. 43 73 66 27. 30 66 65 94 0 0 0 .. .. 
{
'1 2 0 p.m. 29.10 83 84 .28. !l49 ~3 71 53 S. 4 . os
1 
.. .. 
. 4 7 p . ill 29.09 82 80 28.942 •9 71 65 N. W .. 8 . 32 .. 
1tnoxvflle,Tenn. 9 Op.m. 29.13 77 72 23.994 71 69 ~o s.w. 4 .08' : .. : 
.
1
1032p.m. 29.10 77 71 28.964 70 68 90 S.W. 6 .lSi· ·--
LOWEH CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SXOW. -~ ~ i . 
,... Q ~ $:i 
~ '0·,--. -.-----I'S,: o ~ 
..,;; ..,;; I§.:: I -~ . ..., 2 § E 
..;; § . § It ~ s a .g § ~ i=i :S· ~ ~ rg s ~ s .e a ~ s ;:: : --2 ~ !j ~ -"'1 ~ ~- 8 ~ <1 ~ t; 
Hnz~~-Cir.&cu. 2-4 ~-0-====~- .... 1- F-n-ir-.----
H"" . . . . . . . . U"m"h" 3-4 ~ N. W. .. .. . .. . .. ... . .. .. . .. ..... _ C.' loudy. 
JEF::::: :::: ~YJi~~~; -~:~- --~:-- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::J::. ~~~~~J~: 
Hazy..... Cir.&cu. 3-4~ 0 ......................... _ Clundy. 
0 0 Cumulm; 4-4 0 ........................... _ Cloudy. 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 ........................ .... Clourlv. 
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 ............. . . ............ Cloud)'. 
Light fog ..... Cumulus 4-4 0 .. .. . . • .. .. . • . • .. .. . .. . . .. Cloudy. 1 
~~~ - ~::::: ::0:: ~t~~~~~-: :~_~: ~~~~:. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::· H[~i: 
Remarks. 
0 0 Cumulns 2-4 \V. ... . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. :Fnir. 
0 0 Cumulust 2--t \\T. .. .. .. . .. . .. . • • .. . .. . .. . . . . . Fair. 
Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 2·4 \V. .. ..................... _ . . . . l •'air. 
Stmtu!l .. . 3--t Cinus .. 1-4 0 ................... .... _ .. .. Clom1y. 
Stnttus . .. 4-4 Riddell . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . Cloutly. 
Stmtus ... 4-4 Hitlde u ....................................... Cloudy. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . Cloudy. 
~tratus ... 4-4 Hitldeu _ .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Stratus . .. 4-4 Hidden . ............. ... ..................... : Cloudy. 
Nimuus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... 10.37 p.m ................... He::wy rain. 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hiddeu ..................... 11.15 p.m. . 17 . .. . Clotuly. 
Snatus ... l-4~ Cir·.& cu. :l-4 \V. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
Stmtus ... 4--l Hidden . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. Cl~udy. 





















Meteorological1·ecordjm· A1tgnst 28, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
ci ' ' ~ . ..; f: THERM. ~ I!YGRO.l\L ] WIND. LOWER CI"OUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·s g ~ ~ 
$. ~ --- 2~ --- ..§. ""' IQ"' -~:n .._; "0;~~ Place of obserV:l.' 0 § ~ .._; . ""Q:) ..0 ::3 t· >l .-.::·~ s~ ?- . ~ ~ §.e ~, -~ ..., :;:; s I=: Remarks. 
tion. '0:;::: ~ Jl '"g S ~ -; P ~ .... .S <::> §; rn • t' P P :n .. S <l:> • ~;::: .!:· 
Q s o ~ ~ .o .o ·.-: ~ ,.:: '""' "' il ;..,·s .._; g .._; g ~ o o s "g g "' ~ ·c; 
s 8 .s >:.. ~ [» ~ ~ ~ <:;) ~ ~ ~ ~ ..8 p s -~ s -~ E.,:; s "" s : ..<::<"" 
!=1 ~ :;j ~ 8 A ~ ~ A p.>='<~P.~ iod <1j ~ ~A__ 8 ___!_~_E-i_ 1 ________ _ --------·1--- -
( 1 Oa.m. 23.77 GG 54 23.68 54 54 100 S.W. 4 .oe .... Fog ........... Hidden ..... -------------------····------··-- Foggy. 
I 
2 0 :l. m. 23. 76 64 54 23. 68 54 54 10~ S. W. 8 . 3::! Fog: .. _.... Hidden . Foggy. 
3 0 a.m. 23. 76 67 53 23. G7 53 5:l 100 S. IV. 4 . 08 Light fog. Cumulus 2-4 0 Fair. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 77 65 53 23. 68 53 53 100 S. W. 8 . :1~ Light fog. Cir.& cu. 3-4 0 Fog)!y. · 
5 0 a.m. 23. 7D 62 53 23. 71 5::! 52 !)3 S. W. 10 . 50 Hazy . . . . . Cumulus 3-4 0 CloULly. 
SummitofMonnt) 6 Oa.m. 23.70 GO 54 23.7l 54 53 D3 S.W. 16 1.28 Fog....... Cumulus 3-4 0 Foggy. 
Mitchell, N.C. ) 7 14 a.m. 23. 7D 59 54 23. 7~ 54 53.5 97 S. W. 8 . 32 Fog....... Ct;~mulus 3-4 S. Fogg,y. 
I 8 Oa-.m. 23.79 liO 55 23.71 55 55 100 S.W. 4 .08 Fog ..... ~ . Htdden. Foggy. 9 0 tt. m. 23. tl l 60 56 23. 73 56 56 100 S. W. 4 . 08 Fog....... Hidueu . ]'o_ggy. 
1
10 0 a. m, 23. 81 Gl 58 23. 73 58 56. 5 91 S. W. 8 . 3<2 Fog ...... _ H!dden . Fop:gy. 
1 LL Oa.m. 23.82 66 59 23.73 59 58 94 S.E. 6 .18 Fog....... R1dden. Foggy. 
l 12 0 m . . 23. 8:! 63 57 :23. 74 57 56 94 E. 4 . 08 146 Fog. . . . . . . Hidden . Fogp:y. 
r 
1 0 a.m. 27. 44 7:!. 6:i :37. 31 63 64 94 E. 1 . Ol Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . Cloudy. 
2 0 a.m. 27.44 71 65 27.31 !l5 64 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. Cloudy. 
3 0 a.m. 27. 45 70 li3 27.33 65 63 89 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 2.50 a.m. Light rain, 
I 4 0 n. m. 27. 45 71 G4 27. 3:2 li4 63 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Bidden . 3.10 a.m. . 01 Cloudy. 5 on. rn. 27.46 71 64 27.:13 64 63 94 0 u 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. Cloudv. :Baso of Mount J 6 0 a.m. 27. 46 70 64 27. :14 64 1i3 94 0 0 1_1 . • . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloud'.\,, 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 14 a.m. n 49 fl9 65 27. 37 65 63 89 S. 1 . 01 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . Cloudy. 
I 8 0 a.m. 27. 50 (i9 64 27. 38 G4 63 94 0 0 0 . -. Stratus . . . 4-4 Hiddeu . Cloncly. 9 0 n. m. 27. 52 70 fl5 n 40 63 63 89 E. 2 . 02 Stratus ... 4-·l Hidden . Cloudy. 
l10 0 a.m. 27. 53 69 65 27. 41 65 63 89 "!3:. 1 . 01 . . . . Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . Cloudy. g ~ ~ ~.' ~~: ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~: !i ~~ ~~ ~~ 8l· & 'o08 -- ·7 ~i!~~s::: !:! ~l~l~!~ : 12.CO m .._ Light' rain. 
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Meteorolvgical recorclfor August 28, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
.;b >:l. ~ 
HYGHmf. ·a WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. Ul'PER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ ~ .:i 
---= . ~~~a3 
..o a :f. g t>>< ~~ 6 • ~ ~ g-~f~ ~- ;a3 8 6-. ~ :::1 1>- ..... ~ ·~ g :::; . 1>- .t· >:l ;:I :;3 -~ ~ Q> • • 1=1 .=; s P-. 
,.o ~ :c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ rb"Z rd 5 ~ 5 ~ 0 o S. ~ . , 15 Q) ~:; 
>, Q) ~ .... - - .... Q) .... -~ o >=~ " >=~ · " ..., a .... s .-c " a -~..,.., ~ b.- C) •...-! Q Q ~ Q.) l!:.....-4 i."J ~ ·~ ~ ...... -~ 0 = ~ ~ ~ '-' 
Remarks. 
~ p- ~ ~ I>'"- P... P. A ~ <1 ~ <1 ~ o . fo'1 . <1 o H 
_ , __ , ____ ·----'--1- - 1--------------!----1--1-l-l--l-l-l-1--1-
( 1 0 p. ru.l 23. 83 65 60 23.74 60 59 94 S.E. 6 .18 .... Fog ....... 
--·· Hidden ............................•....•..... Foggy. I 2 0 p. ill. 23. 81 66 58 23. 72 58 57 94 S. E. 4 . 08 . . . . Fog_ ... ... if~~~~~:::::::·::::::::: ·:-:::::::::::::::::::::_ Foggy. 3 0 p. ill. 23. 80 63 60 23.72 60 58 88 S.W. 8 .32---- Fog ....... Foggy. 4 14 p. ill. 23. 81 66 56 23. 72 ;Ju 55 94 S. E. 4 . 08 . . . . Fog _ ...... Hidden _ _ . __ ............ · .............. __ . . . .. Foggy. !'\ 0 p. Ill. 23. 80 65 55 23.71 55 55 100 N.E. 2 .02 .... Fog ....... Hidden .... . .................................. Fou:gy. Summit of Mount j 6 Op.m. 23.81 (i3 53 23.73 53 53 100 E. 8 . 32. .. Nimbus . .. 4-4 ~~~~~~: :::: ::~ ::: _5:~:-~--~·- :::::::::: :U:::: Li_ght rain. Mitchell, N.C. 7 Op. m. 23. 82 65 !'\2 23. 73 52 52 100 E. 1() 1. 28 . . . . Nimbns ... 4-4 Light rain. j 8 0-p.m. 23.83 6•1 51 23. 75 51 51 100 E. 14 . 98 .... Nimbns ... 4-4 Hidden . __ ... : . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . 09 ____ Light ridn. 
·9 Op.m. 23.84 67 50 23. 75 50 4D. 5 96 S. E. 8 . 32 . . . . Light feg _ Cumulus 2-4 0 .. ........ 8.10 p.m. . 01 .... Fair. · I LO Op.m 2:~. 86 66 50 23. 77 50 49 93 S. E. 10 . 50.... Light fog. 0 0 0 ............................ Fair. 10 39p. ill. 23. fl6 66 51 23.77 51 50 93 E. 2 . 02 ... . Light fog. 0 0 0 ......... . -~-------- ........ Fair. l 12 011. m. 23.86 67 50 :l3. 7'7 50 49 93 E. 2 . 02 . . . . Fog . ... ... 0 0 0 ......... ... ...... .......... Fol!gy. ( 1 0 p ill. 27. 53 69 66 27. 41 66 64 89 S. E. 1 . 01 . . . . Nimbus ... 4-4 ii~~i~~~: :::: :::::: :::: ::~::: -1--~~-~~~·- -·-~2 :::: Light rain. 1 2 0 p.m. , 27. 50 70 69 27. 38 69 67 90 0 0 0 . . .. Stratus ... 4-4 Cloudy. 3 0 p. m. , 27. 49 69 67 27. 37 67 6:\ 89 E. 1 . 01 . . . . St.ratus ... 4-4 Hidden . ..... ........ ...........•..........•.. Cloudy. I 414p. m. 27.49 70 65 27. 37 65 64 94 S. E. 1 . 01 . . . . Strat.us . .. 4-4 Hidden ..... ------ .... ... ..................... Cloudy. 5 0 p. m. 1 27. 50 70 65 27. 38 65 63 89 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus ... 4-1 Hidden ................. ... .................. Cloudy. 70 65 27. 38 65 ()4 94 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ....... : ............ . ..•.............. . Tlneatening. liasfl of Mount~ 6 0 p.m. , 27.50 Mitchell, N. C. 7 0 p. m. i 27. 52 69 63 27. 40 63 !32 94 0 0 0 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 ii~~~~~ : :::: :::::: -~-~~-~-- ~·. '8.i5:j,: fu.' : 8i :::: Drizzling rain. I 8 0 p.m., 27. 53 69 63 27.41 63 62 94 0 0 0 .. .. Nimbus ... 4-4 Drizzling rain. 9 0 P·lll· j 27. 5~ 68 63 27. 43 63 !32 94 0 0 0 .. .. Stratus ... 4-4 ~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::: :~~::~:::: :::::::: Cloud:v. 110 0 p. lll. l 27. 5;:, 68 63 27. 43 63 62 94 0 0 0 .... Nimbus ... 4-4 Misting. 10 39 p. m.\27. 55 68 63 27. 43 6:{ 62 94 0 0 0 . . .. Stratus ... 4-4 Hid(~en ................ . ..................... . Cloudy. l-12 Op. m. 27.56 61 62 27. 44 62 61 94 0 0 0 . . . Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ... ..........................•. .. ..... . Cloudy. I 2 0 p. m .. 29. 09 82 81 29. 9421 80 70 58 s. w. 10 . 50 . --. 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S. . .•...... .- ............. .. ... Cloudy. 
. 4 7p. m.i 29.16 82 81 29. 0121 80 73 66 s. w. 8 . 32 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 S.W ...................... ... .... Cloudy. Knoxville, Tenn. 9 Op. m., 29_17 78 74 29. 032• 73 71 90 S. W. 6 . 18 .... Stratus _ .. 1-4 0 0 0 ............................ Fair. 























Meteorological ?'ecoTd .for .A~tgwlt 29, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
------ ' . • ' :::l-~1 • ~ 'l'HER~f. I g HYGUOM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ·c;; ~ ; . 
Place of observa-
tiou. 
1-4 1-4 s .... g .... I'< ~ • --- ~ - -,- ~ • =+-let..' Q5 
.g >:l ~ ..0 . '"0 ~ ~ ~ ~ t>. ;:l .t-..: I ~'"" I d> "' ~ .... ~~ ~ ~ ~ s s ~ -~ ~ 1l 'g 2 ~ :; '3 t- .-::: .s ..... 5 ;: "': 1>- ;;;. I'< s:l .s -~ s <l> • s:l .::::: 2 ~ <l)~ 8 Q ~ g .a ~:;: t) ~.o ~~~-~ rod g rd g Ggo 8 ~ S~ E:a 
s ~ ~ ~ t t- ~ ~ .~ Q5 t 2: t ·~ ~ .s s .s s .~ e~ ~ rg a ~ 5 rt; 
( 1: am 2:85 : : :. 7~ :0 5~ :0 -:- ,.0~0< :1" Fog~---- -; Hi:eu _ - ~- ~---- ---~ _ _ ~ -;c H:_ .-.-. I-F-o,-:rg_y ___ _ 
I ~ 0 a. 111. 23. 83 63 49 23. 7;) 49 49 100 :3. W. 18 L G~,... 0 0 C~rrus .. 1-4 0 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fa~r. 3 0 a. m. 23. 83 64 50 23. 75 ~0 .HJ !l3 S. W. 18 1. 6:.ll. .. . 0 0 Ctrrus .. 1-4 0 .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . • Fa1r. 
I 4 0 a. m 23. 84 61 50 <!:.J. 7G 50 49 9:3 :3. W. 12 . 721 .... Light fog. .. . . Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . l•'air. 
Remarks. 
5 0 a.m. 23. 85 G1 51 23. 77 51 50 9:~ S. W. 12 . 721 .... Ligllt fog. . .. Cirrus .. 3-4 0 .......................... Foggy. 
Summit of Mount 1 6 0 a.m. 23. 8G 57 51 2:.!. 79 51 ~0 !l3 S. W. 1G 1. ~8.... Light fog . . . . . Cir.& cu. 3-4 S. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
Mitchell N.C. 1 7 14 a.m. 23. 88 GO 53 :2:.!. 80 53 52. 5 !l7 S. W. 12 . 72... . Fog....... . .. . Ridden ....................................... l~o~g. y. 
' 8 0 a.m. 23. 89 G1 55 23. 81 55 5<! 93 :3. W. 8 . :.!2 .. . . Light fog . Cumulus 1-4 0 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . Fmr. 
9 0 a.m. 23. 80 60 56 :2.1. 82 56 35 !l4 :3. W. 4 . 08 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 0 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
1
10 0 a.m. 23. !l l 60 GO 23.83 60 58 88 S. ·w. 4 . Oil .... Fog ........... Cumulus 3-4 S. W ............................. Cloudy. 
11 0 a.m. 21.92 60 tiO 23. 84 GO :>7 82 :3. W. 6 . 18
1
.... Fog ........... Cumulus 3-4 S. W. . .. .. . . .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
l 12 0 m . . 23. !lO Gl 59 :!3. 82 59 56 82 S. W. 4 • 08 202 Light fog. . .. . Cumulus 3-4 S. W ... ..... . ............... . .... Cloudy. 
r 
1 0 a.m. 27. 56 67 62 ~7. 44 62 61 !J4 0 0 0 . . . . Stratns . . . 4 4 Ridden ....... .. .......... . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
2 0 a.m. 27. 55 tiG G1 27. 44 G1 60 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . Cloudy. 
3 0 a. m 27. 55 G6 61 27. 44 61 60 94 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus . . 4-4 Hidtlen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
j 4 0 a.m. 27.58 66 61 27. 47 61 60 94 0 0 0 .. . . Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden ........... . .. --· ....................... Clouu,y. 5 0 a.m. 27. 57 66 lil 27. 46 61 tiO 94 0 0 0 . .. . Stratus ... 4 4 Hidden . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. Cloudy. 
.Base of Monnt 6 0 a.m. 27. 59 66 li1 27. 48 til 60 94 0 0 0 .. . . Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. Cloull_y. 
Mitchell, N.C. ') 7 14 a.m. 27. 59 66 63 il7. 4tl 63 61 88 0 0 0 . .. . Stratus ... 4-4 Ridden . :. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. Cloudy. 
I 8 0 a.m. 27. 60 66 G~ ~7. 49 64 li1 83 0 0 0 .. . . St~atu~ ... 4-4 R~dden . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. ~lowly. 9 0 a.m. 27. 61 67 6;) 27. 49 65 62 84 0 0 0 .. . . Stratu:s ... 4-4 H1dden . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. Cloudy. 
1
10 0 a.m. 27.61 68 68 J7. 49 68 64 79 0 0 0 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. .. .......................... Fair.· 
11 0 a.m. 27. 62 71 72 27. 49 72 67 76 E. 1 . 01.... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 W. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . Fair. 
l 12 0 m . . 27. Gil 72 71 il7. 49 71 66 75 0 0 0 11 St.ratus .. . 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 .. .. • . . . . . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Cloudy. 




























































I~ ~ . -liYGROi\'1. -~ WI!'ID. LOWEH CLOUDS. L'PPElt CLOUDS. HAIN O!t SNOW. ~ 1!: ~ • 
·-. -_--_-] __ "' ~ .. ?._: ~ . • ,:bll~ ? ~~ ~~ 
,o ! ::2 c.;;· 8 ...,~ 1 '"'""' ' " · ..., ..., o~ I ~ +" <V o'"' ~ ~ ;;.. •,-1 ..... •fl'"'i 0 ~ . 1 ~- ~ ::l · - ·~ Q,} • ~ -+- .... >. ~ ,.0 -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f =--~ ~ g '1:3 g Q 0 s s "g g Q3 $:I~ ~ -+=' c~ ~ ,....-t;... 0 - ...... ~ ~ ~ Q - :::.-s 9 s "0 ~a:;~ 
,_; I ~ "i) .::: Q) Q) ;... a:; I c; ..::: ..... ~ ..... ;::; .;:; ~,;:; 0 = s :-- .::::; .,; 
A p- P::< A ~ ::>.1P-i "'-1A ~ <1 ~ <1 H u ~ <1 o E-l 
l-- l-:-l--l- l-l-l- -1- l- 1-1---l--:---l-l--1---l·---
r 1 0 p. m. l23. !10 64 66 23.82 GO 56 77 s.w. 2 . 02 · · - · Light fog ...... Cumulns 3-4 s.w. ---·--···· ·- --· ···- · ........ 2 0 p. m. 123. DO 63 60 :l]. 82 60 57 82 s.w. 4 . Oil Light fog . ..... <-unmlus 3-4 S.\V. ------·-- · ..... . ........... 
3 0 p . m.1:23. D1 66 G<l 2:J. 82 62 58 77 w. (j . 18 Lig htfog ...... Cumulus 3-4 S. \V. ------ - --· -- --·- - -- .... ----
4 14 p. m .f2:t !JO 61 58 23.82 58 :\3 70 w. 14 • DS Light fog . . . . . . Cir. & en 4-4 W. 3.15 p.m. 3.40 p. ru. . 06 .... 
~ 5 0 p . ill. :23. 8D 61 57 23. 81 57 5<l 69 W. 8 . 32 0 0 Cirrus ... 2-4 0 ------ .... ---------- ........ Summit of Mount 6 0 p. m. f23. !JO 61 55 2J. 82 55 52 81 w. 4 . 08 
· --
0 0 Cir. & en 2-4 0 . ----. ~ ... 
--- --· -··· 
. . . . .... 
Mitchell, N.C. 7 Up. ru. 23. DO 60 5;2 2:1. 82 52 50 86 s.w. 12 . 72 . .. . 0 0 Cir. & en 2-4 s.w. 
-· ········ 
----····· · ··- · 
.. .. 
8 0 p. m. l23. \12 61 52 23.84 52 49 79 ::l.W. 10 . 50 
- - -· 
0 0 Cumnlus 3-4 0 .............. 
· ---·-·---
...... 
---D 0 p. ill. 23. D4 60 51 2:~. 86 51 49. 86 s.w. 12 .72 . ..... 0 0 Cir. & cu . 2-4 0 
10 0 p. m. l23. D3 60 52 23. !:!5 52 50 86 s.w. 12 . 72 
---· 
0 0 Cir. & cu . 2-4 0 ................. 
----- -- --- ---- -- -· 
. 10 3D p. Ill. 23. 93 60 52 23.85 52 51 93 s.w. 16 1. 28 ...... Light fog 0 0 0 ........... ....... . .... ...... ... ... 
---· 
. ..... l' 0 P· u.03. 91 59 51 23. 84 51 50 93 s.w. 16 1. 28 0 0 Cirrus . . . 1-4 0 . .............. ................. · -·· · --· ( 1 0 p. m. 27. 62 73 72 27.49 72 67 76 E. I . 01 ...... Stratus . . 4-4 Hirlden .. .. ..... 
-- -- --
........ .... . ..... ....... .... ..... . . .... . . ..... 
/ ' Op.m.27.61 74 70 27.48 70 66 80 E. 1 . 01 ...... :::ltratus .. 4-4 Hidden .. .. ................. ----·---- · . -- ...... 3 0 p.m. ~~- 61 74 7l 27.48 71 67 80 S.E. I . 01 - .. Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 s. 
4 14 p m. 27. 60 74 68 :27.47 68 65 84 S. E. 1 . 01 . ..... Stratus .. 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 S. E. 
5 0 p. ill. 27. 60 73 69 27.47 69 65 80 0 0 0 . .... . Stratus .. 4-4 Hidden .. 
Ease o f Mount 6 0 p.m. :27. 59 72 68 27.46 68 65 84 0 0 0 . ..... Stratus .. 4-4 Hidden .. 
Mitchell, N. C. ~ 7 0 p . m. 27. 60 72 f\7 27.47 67 66 95 0 0 0 . .... . Stratus . . 4-4 Hidd eu .. 
8 0 p.m. 27.63 72 67 27.50 67 65 80 0 0 0 
---
St-ratus .. ,4-4 Hidden .. l 9 0 p. m. 27. 63 72 66 127.50 66 63 il4 0 0 0 
---· 
Stratus .. 1-4 0 0 0 
10 0 p.m. 27. 63 71 64 27. 50 64 62 89 0 0 0 ..... . Stratus . . 2-4 0 0 0 .................. 
----------
..... . . .... . 10 39 p.m. 27. 63 70 63 27. 51 63 61 89 0 0 0 . .... . S tratus .. 2-4 0 0 0 ........ .. ........ ..... . . .. ... 
· ·· -
. .... 12 0 p. ill. 27. 62 69 G2 27.50 62 GO 88 0 0 0 
--. Str:ltus .. 2-4 0 0 0 ···-··--- - .............. . ...... 
---· 
Knoxvillo, Tenn . { 
2 Op.m. 29. 30 82 83 29. 151 83 71 53 s.w. 




Cloudy. ~ Cloudy. H 
F air. ~ 
Fair. ~ 
Clondy. 
Cloudy . rF.l H Fair. Q 
Fair. ~ Fair. ~ Fair. t"' Clo-n<1y . I 
Clondy. 0 
Cloudy. ~ 





















Meteo1'ological1·ecm·djor A1tgust 30, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
TTIEIUI. ~ HYGHOM.~~ WIKD. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR S~OW. ·~ ~ ~ . 
... 8 ..... ""' .. .---2 --- ~ . <+-<'ZlOg 
10 · .-o...; • ..::i .<:1 • .:i »>-· 0 ~ I · >=fen ? 0 '"d S E 
""' '"d .,:;; a; 0 ~ - 0 .t- 0 ""'= >-'-< 0 . .p .p 0 l'l ~ l'l """~ 0 o ~ o ..., ..... ~ ~ ~> -~ -~ -~ o ~ · ;:. ~>-. l'l l'l ..... -~ I o • l'l ~ ., I>, s .... "' <.) 0 ..0 .0 -~ ..... <.) .<:1 00 0' ..., . :::: • 0 t: p s s 't:l - 0 "' :;:: •. 
o _s 8. ~ ~;-, ~ ~ ~ .8 ... gj ~ .q·o '2 o8 'g o o s o 8 ~ o s ~~ ;:; ""' 1<1 8 ;.. !:> 0 -~ ~ ~ - ~ «~.8 u u 8 -~~~ 0 l'l s ;.. 1.<:1 
Remarks. 
~ "<l1 ~ 0 A p- ~ A _.... ~~A ..... ~ H ~ A 0 ~ <1 ° &; 
f 
1 Oa.m.23.91 ~~ 23.83 ~50~ S.W. ~~~ --- Lightfog. ---·Cirrus .. ~-0-====~---· Fair. 
2 Oa.m.2:i.90 59 51 23.83 51 50 !J3 S.W. 16 1. 28 ... Fog· .... ..... .. Cirru~:~ .. 1-4 0 .......... ---------- ........ Fair. 
3 oa.m. 23.90 5::3 51 23.83 51 51 100 S.W. 10 . 50 ____ Fog ....... ____ Hidllen .... ______ -------------------- ........ Fo!!gy. 
E::1 
I 4 Oa.m.23.!l0 58 51 23.83 51 51 100 S.W. 12 .72 .... Fog ........... H~dden ........... ---------- .................. Foggy. 5 Oa.m.23.90 57 52 23.83 5::! 52 100 S.W. 14 .98 .... Fog ........... H1dden ..... -------------------------- ........ Foggy. 
SummitofMonnt16 Oa.m.23.91 57 51 23.84 51 51 100 S.W. 14 .9i:l .... Fog ____ ___ .... Hidden ........... -------------------- ........ Foggy. 
Mit~;hell,N.C. 714a.m.23.93 63 52 :23.8:\ 52 52 tOO N.W. 12 . . 72 .... Fog . ...... .... Hidc.len ..... -----· ·--------· ------·--· ........ Fog.gy. 
8 Oa.m.23.95 64 53 23.87 53 53 100 N.W. 10 .50 .... Fog ...... ..... Hidden ........... --------------------: ....... Fojl;gy. 
9 Oa.m.23.96 65 53 23. 87 53 53 IOU N.W. 12 .72 .... Fog .. .. . ...... Hidden ...................................... . Foggy. 
10 Oa.m.23.98 60 :\4 23.90 54 54 .100 N.W. 8 -~~ ---- Fo~------- .... Hidden ..... _____ ............................ Foggy. 
11 0 a.m. 23. 97 61 60 23. 89 60 59 94 N. W. 8 · . . . . Hazy . . . . . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 W. . ____ _ • _.. _____ . __ .. __ .. __ . Cloudy. 
12 Om ... 23.96 62 61 23.fl8 61 5:3 83 W. 8 .:!2244 Hazy ........ Cumulus 3-4 W ........... ---------- ........ Cloudy. 
r 
1 Oa.m.27.62 68 62 27. 50 62 6t· 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 ........................ .... I~air. 
2 Oa.tu.27.62 68 62 27. 50 62 61 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden . .......... ---------- .................. Cloudy. 
3 0 a.m. 27. 62 67 62 27. 50 62 61 94 0 0 <i . - • . Stratus . _. 3-4 0 0 0 . ____ .. __ .. ________ .. __ .. __ . Cloudy. 
4 Oa.m.27.62 67 62 27.50 62 61 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ............... ... ... ................ . Cloudy. 
l 5 Oa.m.27.63 67 62 27.51 62 61 94 . 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ............... .. .. .............. ...... Clondy. Base of :Mount 6 On.m.2-7.64 67 62 27.52 62 61 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden .... . ____ __ .......... ---------- ........ Cloudy. 
· Mitchell,N.C. I 714a.m.27.G6 67 64 27.::i4 64 62 !l9 0 0 0 ... . Htratus ... 2-4 c_umulus 1-4 w. -------------------- ........ Fair. I 8 0 a.m . 27. 66 67 66 27. 54 66 63 84 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 2-4 W. . ________ .. ___ • ____ . . _ .. . __ . Fair. 
I 
9 Oa.m.27.67 69 72 27. 55 72 67 76 0 0 il .... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 W. -------------------- .... c ... Fair. 
10 Oa.m.27.67 72 74 27.54 74 67 68 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cumnlus 3-4 W. ---------- .................. Fair. 
ll 0 a.m.27.67 74 77 27.54 77 69 65 0 o · 0 .... 0 0 Cumulut> 4-4 W ................... ........ .. Clondy. 
l12 Om ... -,27.66 77 73 ~7.52 73 66 67
1
N.W. 1 .01 8 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N.W .......... : .............. .... I~,ir. 
7 0 a. m . 29. 39 75 71 29. 258 70 68 90 S W. 2 . 0~ . . . . Stratus . _ _ 4-4 Hidden . . __ . . ___ _ . . _____ . __ .. __ ••• ___ . . __ .. _. _ Clondy. 
Knoxviile,Tenn.5 7 7a.m. l2!\.39 75 71j29.258 70 68 90 S.W. 2 .02 .... Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden ........... ----.-----·---------·----.' ... Cloudy. 



































Summit of Mount l 










1 0 p.m. 
2 0 p.m. 
3 0 p.m. 
4 14 p.m. 
5 0 p. ill . 
6 Op. m. 
7 0 p.m. 




10 39 p. Ill. 
l12 Op.m. 
( 1 0 p.m. 
I 2 0 p.m. 3 0 p.m. 
I 414p.m. 5 Op.m. 
Base of Mount) 6 O·p.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 0 p.m. 
I 8 Op.m 9 0 p.m. 
1
10 Op.m. 
10 39 p. Ill. 
l 12 0 p.m. 
~ 2 0 p.m. . 4 7p.m. Knoxv1lle, Tenn - 9 o p. m. 10 32p.m. 
Meteol·ological1·ccord jo1· August :30, lt::li3-Cont.iuued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
THERM. ~ HYGROM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ ~ • 
'" s .... Q -+" ~ 
t..: ----~.:-.--.-_g . · p.,.~.. · -u <d 'S~a~ 
.S 'g <d Q5 3 ::3 ::3 ~ t' § ...,·;: ;: ¢: ~ . ~ ~ ;:: ;::~ T ·~ ..., 2 o ;,1 Remarks. 8 ..0 a? 15 ~ ;? == .!:: ·~ :0 ';_) 0 u; & t: ~ ~ ~ -~ := Q) rd ~ Q5 8 -· 
o ~ · ;:; ~ .... :; 1 "d a~ o ~ oo oo ~-<:) <d 5 <d 5 g o8 9 ~ .g; 5 s ~ ·2 
-:6 ~ }4 g M ~ d) •.-t Q 0 M IV ~- •.-4 ~ ..... · - -~ 0 Q i-l ~ ,...... .... ""' - . » ~ ~ ... - ... o '"' -~ o l:l "' l:l a ... - « "' ~ ~ 
r:Q ~ ~ o A ,.-. P:< A P. o. P-c A 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ A o l't:l ~ 0 1E-I 
























































u5 2:~. 87 u5 58 ·63 W. 8 . 32 .... Hazy .......... Cumulus .. 3-4 W. .. .... .................. . - ... Cloudy. 
62 23.86 {);2 58 77 N. W. 6 .18 .... Hazy .......... C,umnlus .. 3-4 N. W .............................. Cloudy. 
59 23.83 59 56 82 W. 8 .32 .... Hazy .......... Cumulus .. 3-4 W .......... ... ................. t;Joudy. 
57 23.84 57 54 SL N.\v. 8 .32 .... Hazy .......... Cumulus .. 3-4N.W .............................. Cloudy. 
57 23.85 57 54 81 N.W. 8 .3~ .. .. Hazy .......... Cnmulus .. 2-4 N.W ....................... ; ...... Fair. 
55 23. 85 55 54 93 N. W. 4 . 08 .... Light fog.. .. . . Cumulus .. 3-4 N. W .............................. Cloudy 
53 23. 80 53 52. 5 97 N. W. 6 . 1tl . . . . Fog . . . . . . . . . . . Ridden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Foggy 
51 23.8li 53 52 93 N.W. 4 .08 .... Lightfog ...... Cumulus .. 3-4 N.W .............................. Fa~r. 
51 23.R7 51 50 93 W. 4 .08 ... Lightfog.. .... 0 0 0 ............................ Fan·. 
52 23.86 52 50 86 W. 6 .18 .... 0 0 Cirrus .... 1-4 0 ............................. Fair. 
51 23.85 51 50 93 W. 8 .3:2 .... 0 0 0 0 0 ............................. Clear. 
74 27.51 74 67 68 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 W. .. ........................... Fair. 
75 27. 49 75 68 68 N. 1 . 01 . . .. 0 0 Cumulus .. 3-4 W. .... .. .. . .. ................. l<'air. 
75 i~:H ~g ~~ ~~ g g g :::: i~~;::::~: :::: s~~~m::: u ;: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~m 














27.49 65 64 94 0 0 0 .... Hazy .......... Cumulus .. 1-4 0 ............................. Fan·. 
27.40 63 (l2 94 0 0 0 .... 'o 0 Cumulus .. 1-4 W .......................... ---- Fair. 
27. 50 60 59 94 0 0 0 . . . . o 0 0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
27.50 59 58 D-t 0 0 0 .... o 0 0 0 0 .................... ... ..... Clear. 
27. 49 58 57 94 0 0 0 _ .. _ o 0 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. Clear. 
27.49 56 55 93 0 0 0 .... Hazy .......... Hazy ........ .- .............................. -- .... Cl~ar. 
29.202 83 73 60 S. 8 .32 .... 'o 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 S. W .............................. Fa1r. 
29.1fi8 85 71 46 S. W. 4 .08 .... o 0 Cumulus .. 2-4 W .............................. Fair. 
29.1681 74 7l 85 0 0 o .... o o 0 0 o ........................ . .... ~lear. 
29.168 71 69 90 0 0 0 .... o 0 0 0 0· ......................... ---- ~ Clear. 






















































Meteorological1·eco1·d j01· August 31, 18i3. 
IIYGROM.~ 
s 
~.5.1 . ~ ~ ~.~ .§ 
..a p ,:; "t 
1>. ~ ~ f,; 
A ~ ~ A 
(Hourly observations.) 
WIND. I .LOWER CLOUDS. 
.?s ~~ ~ . ~ 
<> :> "'ci-. t>l § o..= rn oo ~·8 'Ci o 
Q) ~ ~ ~ "Cii ..s .s s 
p.~p.,P.~ ~ <t1 




.; l g_~, ~ :;;l r:::- ...... 
:::l Q 0:::: 
s -~E-~ 
<r1 A 








"' 1:1 ~ 
Q.;_; 
-~ ~ Q) ~g~g 
~~ 2 a 




-----1 1--l-l-1-l-l- l-l-l-l-l-l 1-1---l-1--l---l---l-1-l------
( 1 0 a.m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. j 4 0 a.m. 5 0 a.m. Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. Mitchell, N.C. 7 14 a.m. 
I 8 0 a.m. !l 0 a.m. 
t 
10 0 a.m. 
11 0 a.m. 
12 0 m .. 
( 1 0 a.. m. 
I 2 0 a.m. 3 0 a.m. 
1 4 Oa.m. 
1 5 0 a.m. 
Base of Mount~ 6 0 a.m. 
.Mitchell, N. U. 7 H a.m. 
8 0 :t.lll. 
9 0 a.m. 
1
10 0 a . m . 
11 0 a.m. 
l 12 0 lU .. 
l 7 0 a.m . Knoxville, Tenn . 7 7 a. ru. 1132 a.m. 
23. 931 67 52 n 84 
23. 92 66 5:! 23. 83 
23. 90 65 52 ;23. 81 
2::1.88 62 5 1 23.80 
2:.!. 88 62 51 23. 80 
23. 88 60 52 2~. 80 
23. 89 65 53 23. 80 
23. 88 6~ 54 23. 80 
23. 89 60 57 23. 81 
23. 91 65 58 23. 82 
23. 91 67 60 23. 82 
23:9 1 67 60 23. 82 
27. ~0 65 56 27. 49 
27. 59 65 56 27. 48 
27. 57 64 56 ;.H. 47" 
27. 55 63 56 27. 44 
27. 55 63 58 27. 44 
27. 56 63 58 27. 45 
27. 57 63 59 27. 46 
27. 56 64 65 27. 45 
27. !'i6 6t! 75 27. 44 
27. 58 72 78 27. 45 
27. 58 75 78 27. 44 
27. 57 77 79 27. 43 
29. 3() 72 68 29. J 76 
29. 30 72 68 29. 176 
29. 27 81 83 29. 123 
52 51 9:l 
52 51 9::1 
52 5i 93 
51 50 93 
51 50 93 
52 51 9:.! 
53 53 100 
54 53 93 
57 55 87 
58 55 82 
60 56 77 
60 57 82 
56 55 93 
56 55 93 
56 55 9:1 
56 55 93 
58 57 94 
58 57 94 
59 58 94 
65 62 84 
75 68 68 
78 68 57 
78 68 57 
79 68 54 
G7 G6 94 




























. 50 . .. . 
7:!----
. 72 . .. . 
.98 ... . 
.98 ... . 
. 98 • . . 
I. 28 ... . 




. 18 200 
0 .... 
0 . -· · 
0 .... 
. 01 ..• . 
0 . ---
0 .•.. 
0 .. .. 
0 ... . 
.o ... . 
. 01 ... . 
.01 ... . 
. 01 6 
.01 ... . 
.01 .. .. 
. 18 
L!gh t. ~og . . . . 
L1ght fog .... . 
0 0 
Light fog .... . 
Light fog .... . 
Fog ... .... . .. . 
Fog ..... .. 
F?g ------
Light fog. 
Hazy .... . 
Bazy .... . 
Hazy .. . . 
Hazy .... . 
Stratus . __ 4-4 
Stratus . . . 4-4 
Stmtus .. _ 4-4 
~~~ ::: :::: :: :: 
Fog .......... . 






0 0 0 .. . .. .......... . .•.. . - .. . . . . 
0 0 0 .... ................... .... . 
C irrus ... 1-4 0 .......... . ................ . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ......... .......... . ....... . 
Cirrus . .. 1-4 0 ........... .. .... .. .. ... ... . 
Hidden . .. .... .............. ... .............. . 
Hidden ... ........ . . . .... . .. ...... ......... . 
Hidden ...................................... . 
0 0 0 . .......................... . 
Cumulns 3-4 vV. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W . . . .. ....................... . 
Hazy ....... . ............................. . .. . 
Ridden .......... . .................. . ...... . 
Hidden ... .. . ..... .. .. . ...................... . 
Hidden .... .. ................................ . 
Hidden ..... . .. . .. . .. ... ... ..... .......... . .. . 
Ridden ...................................... . 
Hidden ..... . ...... . ............ . ........... . 
Cumulus t-4 W. . ...................... . ... _ 
Cumtl'lus 2-4 W. . .. .... ... ............... _. 


























































Mele01·ological 1'eco1·d joT ..duguBt 31, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ s ' ~ . -e THERM. o HYGROllf. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOIJLJS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. @ il: .s . 
~ . ---2 ---~ . ~~s~ 
~ •r-1 <l.) ~ tl) -.6-) +-.I ,-..! ~ ;.> •r-1 ·~ c..> 0 55 . ~ c ~ ·- p.. l Q) • ;I ._ = > Remarks. .g g ~ .g ._; ~ ~ ;:3 I ~ ; t> g .~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ . ! ~ ~ g_sc~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s 
s ... ..- "" '" h d) ..... .., 0 .., d>. Mo (::l ~ ~ - ..,s,.., s ~ -S __ d) .., ~ ~ 2 ~ .s I :; ~ -g .:: ..<:< rr. il ~:;::· .o g .o 5 13 o ~ s as 5 ~ ~ ~· I_£_~~ ~ 8 A . ~~ ~~g,lo:R~""' f4 I~ _ __§__~~-~~~ ~~H~I--------
( 1 Op.m. 
I 
2 0 p. ill. 
3 Op.m. 
I 414p. m. •5 Op.m. 
Summit of Mount< 6 0 p.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 7 0 p.m. 
I 8 Op m. 9 Op m. 
l iO Op. m. 1039p. m. 12 Op. m. ( 1 Op. m. 
I ~ 0 p. 10. 3 0 p.m. 
I 414p. m 5 0 p. rn. 
l3ase of Mouut l 6 0 p. m. 
Mitchell, N. C. I 7 0 p.m. 




l l~'Op. m. 
( 2 0 p. 111. 




































61) . 55 
















































64 58 68 N. W . 4 
63 5o 72 N. W. 6 
64 58 68 N. W. 3 
65 GO n ~. W. 4 
6-! 5!l 72 N. W. 4 
61 58 8:3 N. W. 4 
57 53 7.i N. W. 4 
55 50 68 s. w. 8 
55 53 87 s. w. 10 
53 52 81 s. w. 8 
55 5:3 87 ::3. w. 10 
53 53 H7 W. 12 
80 63 51 N. E. 1 
81 70 55 N . E. 1 
81 70 55 N. E. 1 
77 70 69 0 0 
75 71 81 S.E. 1 
71 6:) 13:) () 0 
6G G~ 8') 0 0 
63 6·l !H 0 0 
Gl fiO 94 0 0 
5\J 58 9t 0 I 0 
58 51 !H o \ ·o 
56 5) 9J 0 0 
83 71 46 N. W, , 6 
89 7J -1:2 w.l 4 
7.) 7;2 tl5 w. 3 
7;3 71 90 0 ' . 0 
. 081 .... 
. l o . _ .. 
.04 .. .. 
.08 .. .. 




.50 .. .. 




.01 .. .. 
. 01 .. .. 
0 - .. 
.01 .... 
0 ---
0 .. .. 




0 . -·. 
. 18 . --. 
• OS ... . 




~:~~: : : :: : ~ : :: 











Hazy ··- -· . . .. 
0 0 
































o I o 0 0 





















































































Mcteo1'ological record for &ptem ber 1, 1873. 
(Houdy observations.) 
~ llYGROM. ~. WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN Ott SNOW. ~ ~ i . ~ - -- ~ ><p. ::§ 'l'HEHM. 
~ .g ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- 'ti g 'ti g :g ~ ~ s .g g ~ ; ~ Remarks. J1 ~ 'ti ~~ a a ~~ .i t-a ~~ ~ ~ ,· ...; ...; lg-gl ~ ~~ ; ~ ~ .s p. ~ ,.,_ Q) ~ ~ ~ ;-4 :::> r: -~ c ~ rl ~ 0 Q) 2 .... 8 r;;:j h -' ~ ~ ._ ~ 0 ;..., ~ ::J -~ Q.) ~ ~ ~ c; .- .,..... ~ •r-4 ~ .;::: -....., 0 ~ S - ...::: -------1----:~~ Fi ~~-~~p.~~IA ~ <t1 --~--~fe__ _~ ___ Fi _ _ <l1o~l--------
r 
1 0 a .. m. 
2 0 a.m. 
::J 0 a.m. 
8 
21. 87 67 55 23. 78 
2:3. 87 6G 54 2::!. 78 
~:3. Sti 6-l 53 23. 78 
23. 8G tH 54 :!3. 78 
23. 85 1)2 55 :23. 77 
2::!. 85 Gl 56 23. 77 
23. ~6 G:3 57 23. 78 
2::!. 86 64 58 :23. 78 
23. 87 64 6(} :23. 79 
23. 87 65 63 :23. 78 
2::!. 86 67 64 2::!. 77 
2:3. 86 68 65 23. 77 
27. 50 65 ' 55 :27, ::!9 
27. 48 64 • 55 27. 37 
27. 47 63 56 :27. 36 
27. 47 63 55 27. 36 
27. 47 G2 54 27. 37 
27. 48 62 54 ::!7. 3/l 
27. 48 GL 5G 27. ::!8 
27. 4!! 6:2 6'.l 27. 39 
27. 4!l 65 75 .'27. 38 
27. 49 7L 77 0!.7. 3G 
27. 48 75 81 27. 34 
21. 48 eo BL 21. 33 
~9. 21 74 68 :29. ( 81 
29. 2L 74 68 29. 081 
29. 19 83 85 :29. 039 
I 4 0 a. m. 5 0 a.m. Summit of :Mount< fi 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N . C. 
1 
7 14 a.m . . 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 a.m. 
I ll) Oa.m. 11 0 a.m. [12 Om ... 
r 
1 Oa.m. 
2 0 a. m. 
::J Oa.m. 
1 , 4 Oa.m. 
I 5 0 a. m. :Base of Mount 6 0 a.m. 
Mitchell, N.C. 1 7 14 a.m . 
8 0 a.m. 
9 0 n. m. 
l iO 0 a.m. Ll 0 a.m. 12 0 m . .. 





























74 N. W. 
7::! N.W. 
74 N. W. 
74 N. W. 
63 N.W. 
63 N. W. 




















8 . 32 
8 . ::!21: ::: 
10 . 50 0-- 0 
10 0 50 00 .. 
12 . 72 
12 . 72 00 00 
12 . 72 00 00 
12 . 72 .... 
10 . 50 0-- 0 
8 .32 .... 
8 . 32 . ·-
4 . 08 185 
0 0 0000 
0 0 0000 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 0000 
0 0 0000 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 .. .. 
0 0 ... 
0 0 . --0 
1 . Ol ... 
1 . 01 8 
1 • OL ••. 
0 0 0. 0 
4 . 08 58 
0 0 
0 0 
Hazy ... 00 0000 
Hazy ... 00 .. .. 
Hazy---- ... . 
Hazy ... oo ... . 
llazy ___ 00 0000 
Hazy·---· ... . 
Hazy ... 00 .. .. 
Hazy ... oo .. 00 
Hazy · ·-- · · --· 
Hazy ... 00 0000 
Hazy ... oo . .. 
Stratus . _. 2-4 
Stratus _ .. 4-4 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog ·· --- 00 .. .. 
Fog ....... · --
:Fog .... _ .. 00 _ • 
Hazy .. _ .. . _ 00 
Hazy ... 00 .. . . 
Hazy ...... . 
0 0 
0 0 
Fog ...... ... .. 
Fog ....... · oo 
0 0 
Cirrus.-. 1-4 0 .... _ .. _ .. __ .. _. _ 00 .. 00 .... 
0 0 0 --- ----- ·· · ---- ---00 .... oo oo 
Cirrus ... 14 0 ........ 00 ....... 00 ..... .. 
Cirrus .. . 1-4 0 ........ 00 ............ oo 
00
, 
Cirrus. -. 1-4 0 ... _ .. ___ . ... _ .. _ ... .. _ .. __ . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ..... ... .. oo ...... oo .,
00 
... . 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ........ 00 ......... ,
00 
.. .. 
Cir.& cu. 1-4 N. W .... ..... 00 ........ 00 ...... .. 
Cir. &cu. 1-4 0 .... .... 00 ................ 
00 
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 ......... 00 oo ............... . 
Cir. & cu. 2-4 W. · -- - -· .. :. --·--- ... . . .. .... . Cir. & cu. 2-4 0 . _____ . __ . . __ ••• ___ . . __ . __ . 
0 0 0 ........................ 0000 
0 0 0 ··------00 . .... .. ... 0000 .. .. Hidden .. . _- . . ____ .. ________ . . _______ ... __ .. __ . 
Hidden ............ .. ...... 00 ........ 00 ... . .. .. 
Hidden .. . .. . ·-----·-----·--··----··--· . ...... . Hiducn ... __ .. ___ . _ . ____ .. _ ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ . . __ . 
Hidden .. .. . . ·-·-·-·-··· · --- · ----·-- ·- · ... . ·--
Cirrus ... 1-4 0 00·-----00 ........ 00 ... .. . 
0 0 0 oooo_, .................. -- -
Cinus .. 1-4 0 . . _ .... _ 00 ... • .. ___ •• • 00 . . .. . 
Cumulus 1-4 S. ..00 ______ --------00 ...... 
00 Cirrus.. . 1-4 0 .. ...... 00 .... _ .. _ 00 .. • • • .. . 
Hidden ...... · --·-· · - ··· --·-- · -----·--· ....... . Hidden_ .. _ ... _. __ .. __ . . __ . _ .. __ .. _. __ .. __ .. _ . . 




















































































Meteorological1·ecord for September 1, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
..- ;:l • • " 
HYGROM. ·§ WIND. LOWEit CLOUDS. UPPEH CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. '§ ~ ~ ti 
--- ::::1 . ""'~a~ 
• ..ci ~ !>, l'i t> • • cl)..; 16 :i b.C~ ::-..:~ 0 '0 0 ;:l ~ ~ -~~- ~ ~ ~ g"': ._ ~ ~ ~ :3 ·-~ I a3 . ~.f: ~; 
':' :; d g ..:; .Q "' ;x ..::-·"§ .-d g .-d g ~ 0 ~ 8 'g g Q) c ·c;; 
..., Q) - ... Q) ... ? ... ·- ~ >::~ >::~ ... 8 .... 8 -c e M -c 
... 1:> cl) -~ Q) ..... cl) o; ~ -~ s -~ s ·~ ~""" 0 >:I 8 ... ~ 
A P' ~ A I> ::::>.. ~ ::>.,A ~ 4 ~ 4 A o ~ 4 o H 
Remarks. 
-------1----l--l-l-l--l-1-l-l- -l-l- l-l 1-1- --
_ , ---- ·--- 1--- 1-1-1--- -----
( 1 0 p. m . 
I 2 0 p. Ill. 3 O'p.m. 
I 4 14p. m. 5 Op.m. 
Stlmmit of Mount J 6 0 p.m. 
Mitchell, N . C .. I 7 ll p.m. 
I 8 Op.m. 9 0 p. ill. 
l lO Op.m. 10' 39 p.m. l U Op.n1. 
r 
1 0 p.m. 
2 Op. m. 
3 Op.m. 
I 4 14 t>- Ill. 5 0 p.m . 
:Base of Mount~ 6 0 p.m. 
Mitchell, N. C .. 
1 
7 0 p. m. 
8 0 p.m . 
!J Up.m. 
10 0 p.m. 
l LO 30p. m. 12 0 p. UJ. 
{ 
2 0 p. ru . 
Knoxville, Tenn . ~ ~ ~: ~: 
10 32p. m. 
23. 861 70 67 23. 7G 
23. t5 75 70 :2J. 7,1 
23. 84 75 65 23. 73 
23.134 75 65 :23. n 
23. 84 73 (j;) 23. 74 
23. 82 ~0 6~ 23. 72 
23. 84 66 GO ;n 75 
23. 86 73 58 23. 76 
23 88 72 57 23. 78 
23. 86 12 5e 23. 76 
23. 87 72 6J 23. 77 
2J. HG 69 59 23. 71 
21. 48 84 83 ·n. 32 
21. 47 85 8:2 27. :n 
27. 46 86 77 27. 30 
27. 45 84 80 :27. 29 
27. 4;) 84 78 ·37. 29 
27. 44 82 7J '27. 29 
27. <16 79 60 27. :H 
27. 48 Ti G8 '27. 34 
2'7. 4!! 75 {j5 ,n_ 33 
21. 48 n 63 -21. :35 
'27. 49 7l 64 27. J(j 
27. 48 70 6;! 27. 36 
29. 1G 86 7::1 :29. 00 L 
20. 1<! 86 87 28. 9Gl 
20. 13 8:2 76 :.!8. !)82 
29. 13 71:! 75 '28. 992 
67 58 55 N . W . 
"iO G2 G1 N . W. 
6:'i GO 73 N. W. 
6.'i 59 69 N. W. 
65 60 73 N. W . 
62 59 83 N. W. 
GO 58 88 W. 





































tl7 s. w. 
51 N.W. 
8 1 s. w. 
83 s. w. 
6 .18 .. .. 
2 . 02 ... . 
2 .02 .. .. 
1 . 01 .. .. 
3 .04 .. . 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 • 08 .. .. 
4 . 08 .. .. 
8 .32 ... . 
Hazy ...... . .. . 
N~~;:::::: :::. 
Hazy ...... . . .. 
Haz.v ........ .. 
Hazy ...... . .. . 
Hazy ......... . 
H azy ........ .. 
Haz\'. ...... .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
4 .08 .. . 
4 .08 .. .. 
Hazy ..... . 
Hazy .... .. 
0 0 
1 . 01 .. .. 0 0 
0 0 .. . 0 u 
0 0 .. .. 0 0 
0 0 ... . 0 0 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 .. . 
Hazy ...... ... . 
0 0 
0 0 .. .. 0 0 
0 0 .. .. 0 0 
0 0 .. .. 0 0 
0 0 .. .. Stratus . .. . 2-4 
0 0 .. .. Stmtus .. . . 1-4 
0 0 .. .. 
4 . 08 
Hazy .. .. .. 
0 0 
H .7~ ~ -- - · 2 .02 .. .. 




Cir.& cu. 2-4 0 . 
C umulus 2-4 ~- W .. : :::: :::. ::::: : ::: ::: :::::: 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ........................... .. 
Cumulus 3-4 N. W ..... ... .. ............... . . .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W .......................... .. 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .... .. 
Cnmulus 3-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cir.&cu . ~4 0 .......... ................ .. 
Cumulus 3-4 \Y. .. ..................... .. .. . 
f; ir.-cu .. 3-4 0 ................ . ......... .. 
Cir.-cu .. 2-4 N. vV . .... .. ......... ......... .. .. 
Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 · ··'--· - -- ................ .. 
Cumulus 1-4 \V. .. .............. ............ . 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .......... . ..... .. ...... . .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 .......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 . ............. . .......... . .. 
Bazy ... .... 0 . ........................ .. 
Hazy ... . ............................ . ....... . 
Cirrus . . 2-4 0 ......... . ................ . 
C::ir.-cn .. 2-4 W. .. ... ...................... _ 
Cir.-cu . . 2-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
C 11rnulus 1-4 W. . ....................... .. .. 
Cir. -cu . . 3-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. .......... . 
0 0 0 ........ .................. .. 
Cirrus .. 4-4 0 .. .. . . .. .. .. ....... . ...... .. 
0 0 0 ......................... .. 
Cumulus 1-4 0 ..... ........... ........ .. .. 





















































Meteorological t·ecorcl j01· September 2, 18i3. 
(II~urly observations.) 
~ TREmL @ IIYGUOM. I~ I WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. I nAIN OR sxow. ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ---; _ _ _ § 0 :~~~ 
<ll s o ~ as .., .:> . ., ~ ~ ~ w g ""~ ..o g ..o g ., c ~ s <ll g ::: ~ -8 
Remarks. .gg _8 ..o . ~~ .o .o ~~- ~ ~ ~.: ~ ~d , i> ..; ...; j g~~ ~ ~ ~ ~· ss ~ -~ o ] ~ .5 Q5 p ~ > ~ -~ .,... g ~ . ~ ;:;; ~ d l:;j -~ I ~ rd ~ ~ ~ ~ 
8 2 ~ »< '" P.. ~ ~ "' ~ ;.. I :!3 ;.., 1:;: c ;::: ~ a s ~ S ~ S "' 6 :-' "·"O ~ c: ....... M ;...... ;..... ~ 0 ·= <l) Q) ~ d) ' c;s......... • .. ~ ~ ........ ,. ,...., -"'+-1 0 ~ I - .::::; 
------- __ E-i__ ~ ~ _::__ £_ _::___ __::__ ~ ~ P. .,. ·~ P. ~  ~ -~ --~--~ :____ __ u__ --~-- "11 "' ~~--------
( 11 0 a.m. 23. 83: 68 -~8 ,23. 76 '.iS 34 76 N 0 w.l 4. 0 081 I 0 0 Cirrus 0 1-4 0 ° ................... ,.. .. .. ~a!r-
1 
2 0 a. ru. 23 E4 ' ti6 57 ~~3. 75 57 55 87 W. . 8 . 3::! .... Light fog. .. . CuJUs. 14 0 ................. . ....... J<mt·. 
3 0 a. m.1 2J. 831 ro 56 :2:s. 74 56 5'i 94 W. 10 . 50 Fog . . . . . . . . . . H idden . .......... ... ...... 0 ..... 0 °. 0 0 . 0 0 . . 0 0. F07P:Y . . 
j ~ ~~::: ~~:~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~:~:~~ ~~ ~;.5 ~i ~- 1~ :~t·:: ~~~ :::::::::: ~l~~~~: ::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~g~~: Sun1mit of 111:onnt 6 0 a.m. 2:5.82 64 ~~5 ~ !.'-::1. 74 55 55 100 N. W. , 10 . 501 0 .. Fog .. ......... H1.<ldcn . . .. 0 0. 0 .. 0 .... 0 ° ... 0 ..... 0 0. 0. . . . F• oggy. MHchell, N.c.. 7 14 a.m. 23.84 64 57 .23 76 57 I "~ 87 N vV 12 0 72 .... Ha?.y ......... Cirrus .. 3-4 0 ............................ Cloudy. 8 0 a. ru . 23. 85! 6.) 58 23. 76 :s 56 88 N. w. l 8 0 :i21 Hazy ..... .... Cil'I'US .. 2-4 0 ............................ Cl~uoy. 
9 0 a.m. 23. 86 64 J 59 1:23 78 59 ,:";5 76 N. w. . 6 • 18 .. Hazy .. .. . .. .. Cir. & en 2-4 0 0......... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ]fmr. 
1
10 0 a.m. 2:1. B~ ti5 ill ~ 2:3- ?7 6l ~6 1: 'V:· I ~ . OS .. Hazy .. . .. .. .. qumulus ?·4 'Y· .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
ll 0 a.m. 23. s, 66 63 23. •8 63 ,·.1) G.<! ~. 3 . 04... Hnzy ......... Cumulusl 3-4 W. .. .......................... Cloudy. 
l 12 0 ru .. 2:l. 86 68 6·1 2.:. 77 64 :iS 68 S. W. 4 . 08 133 Har.y ......... Cumulus 3-4 W. .. .......................... Cloudy. 
( 1 0 a. m. 27. 44 69 60 27. 33 tiO :'9 94 0 0 0 0.. Hazy 0.... . . . . . 0 0 0 . .. 0 ..... 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 
I 2 0 n.. m. 27. 44 68 58 27.32 58 :i7 94 0 0 0 .... Fog ............ H1dden ................................ ..... .. Foggy. 3 0 a.m. 27. 431 66 5(i 27. ::J2 56 ;,5 9.1 0 0 0 .. .. Fog....... .. .. 0 0 0 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. Fan. 
J 
4 0 a. m 27. 43 G5 57 27. 32 57 :16 94 0 0 0 .. . . Hazy ..... .. .. , Uaz_v ............. :.. .. . ..... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. Clear. 
5 0 a. m. 27.44 65 58 27.33 58 57 fl4 0 0 0 .... :Fog .......... 1 H!ddcn ........ -- 1 ............................ Foggy. Bas~ of J'l~ount 6 0 a.m. ~7. 451 ~4 ~8 ~Z- 34 ~8 ~7 94 0 0 0 .. .. Fog ..... 0 .. .. ~-i~1<1en ·: . .. ....................... : 0... .. .. Fog~Y· 
J'!IJtchell, N.C .. ') 714 a. m . 27. 46! 64 til ~· - ~5 til 6~ !l4 0 0 0 .... Hazy ......... C~r~us .. 3-4 0 ............................ Fa~t_-
1 
8 0 a.m. 2?. 461 65 68 ~7. ~5 6~ 6;; s: 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 q~rr~us .. 1-4 0 . .. .. .. .. . .. • .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ~a~t. 
9 Oa.m. 2,47 67 75 .... 7.35 7;; 6Y 72 0. 0 0 .... 0 0 Cmus .. 1-4 0 ............................ :Eau. 
I 10 0 a. m . 27. 48 74 81 27. 35 81 72 63 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 0 .. 0...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clear. 11 0 a.m. 27. 49 78 81 27.35 81 72 63 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 Cirrus .. 3°4 0 ............................ Fair. 
l 12 0 m .. 27.50 80 83 27.35
1
83 73 60 E. 4 . OS 7 0 0 Cumulus 3°4 W ........... ...... : ... ... . .... Fair. 
. 1 7 0 a.m. 29.19 76 n \29.057 72 70 87 S. '\V. 4 . Of:: ... 0 0 Cirrus .. 4°4 .................................. Cloudy. 
lli1oxvJ!lo, Tenn . 7 7 a. m. 29. 19 76 73,29. 057 72 70 87 S. W. 4 . 08 ' .. :. 0 0 Cirms .. 4-4 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 

































LOWER CLOUDS. I UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OU SNOW. ~ THERM. ~ HYGllOM. ,j WIND. ~ --- ~ --- ~ -~-~-11----~-1----,------,-- ---:----.,----.g~ ~ ..c:J- ~~ .O I .ci..t:l;>, d b..: ,'t:;:; ld:> 
l·a ~ 
-.g 





..c:J ..c:J ;::l Q 5 s s 0) ;::lQ.) 
~ "' s -~E-E s 'C s~ ~ 0 ;::l <i Q 0 ~ · <jo 
..... s ~ Q.) 'C Q.) Q5 ..... '"5 ~ .... - 0 --~ ;::l ;::l - t;> ~ 
0 ~ 8 ~ ~ Q ,g ,:J :5 ·~ :g ~ ~ :; ~~ ~ :t(l s e .s ~ ~ p, -;o ~ e ....... 1 .., ~ 1~ g 1 
H ~ ~ ~ 8 A I ~ ~ Q ~ ~.~ g_,A ~ 
-----~--- I 1--, ·-~-~-( ! 0 p.m. 2:3. 8~ ~ ~~ 70 1 ?~- 77 ~0 1 61 ~? S. ~- 6 . ~~I_ .. Ha~Y, ..... 1 .... ~umnlusi 3-4 S.W. I 2 Op. m. 23.&J1 62 68 :.!.l77 68 , 61 fi.! S. Vi. , 8 .v~ ; --- - Ha..1~ --··-1---- Cumulus, 3-4 1S.W. 




3 Op.m . 2:l.8~ 1 (j~ ~~ 2:3.7~ ~~ 61 6;:> w. ,12 -Z~ - --- - J~a: ;y -----! --- Cumu!ud3-4 w. ··;,:--·· · ----------j 414p.m. 2d. 8J e.) (j_ 2.3.76 62 60 83 N.W. 8 -v"· ·· ·· 1\nnbU>i .. . 4-4 HHlden. ---· ------ 3.;:>.>p.m. -- ---- - ---~- 08 , . . . . 5 Op.m. 2J.85l 65 60 ;J;l.'i6 60 1 59 94 1N. W. 6 .lSi--·· Nimhus . .. 4-4 Hidden ..... ___ __ _ --------- ---------- .16 ... . Sum_mit.ofMount 6 Op.rn. 2~.e! j u3 ~0 ~:;.16 ~0 5~ !J4 ,w. 4 -~~ ~ ----Nimbus . .. 4-4 H~uden .......... ------ - ------;·----- .2~- .. 
Mitchell, N.C.. 7 Op.m. 2.t8;:>1 63 ~9 ~~-27 ~9 ~· 8ti ~-W. 8 -~;\ ... Fog ..... . .... . 
1 
H;llden . ____ ................ 6.30p.m .. 0 . .. .. 
I 8 Op.m. 23. 86- 64 ... s 23.t8 1;:>8 ;:>7 94 :N.W. 8 . . )21 .... Fog ... ........ 1 R1dden .............................. . 9 0 p.m. 23. 87! 64 57 2:>. 79 57 56 94 _N. W. 10 . 501 .... Fog ...... _... 0 0 0 ................... . 
1
10 Op.m. 2J.88i 65 56 :2J. 79 513 54 87 IN.W. 6 .181 .... Lightfog ... .. Cirrus .. 1-4 0 .................. . 
I039p . . m. 2~.8Z I ~~ ~6 ~:l-28 56 54 8:_· N.W. 4 . 08!---- o o C!rrus . . 1-4 o ....................... 
1 
... . 
l12 Op.m. 23.1l.) 61 ;:>6 23. •6 56 54 s, N.W. 4 .05;.... 0 0 Cntns .. 1-4 0 ................ . .... .. 
( 1 0 p.m. 27. 49 83 83 27. 3J 83 71 53 N. 4 . OBI-... 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. . . . . . . . . . . .... -... . --- . - .. 
I 2 0 p.m. 27. 49 8::1 8~ ~'1. ~J 8~ 72 ~6 0 0 0 ! .. .. 0 0 Cumulus 3-4 N. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ..... . 3 0 p.m. 27. 471 83 7;-, ~7. 31 '/;:> 68 68 0 0 0 .. . . 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 0 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 
I 414p.m. 27.46 80 78 27.~1 78 71 6~ W. 1 .01 .... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 0 ................. ...... .. . 5 0 p.m. 77. 4fi l eo 78 27 .. H 78 7~ 73 0 0 0 . .. . o 0 CuruuluRI 2-4 \V. . .................. . 
Base of Mount 1 6 Op.m. 27.47 80 7~ ll7.32 72 68 7~ S. W. 1 . 01 .... Sti.·a.tus ___ 2-4 Cumnlu. s. 2-4 S.W. ---------- .......... , ... _. , ... . 
Mitcboll,N.C.. 7 Op.m. 27. 40 77 69 27.35 69 ti7 90 0 0 0 ... Stratus ... :~-4 Cumnlus/1 1-4 0 -------- - -------- --- .... --- · 
8 0 p. m. 27. sa! 713 67 27.39 67 66 !!5 \V. 1 . 01 _ N1mbus .. _ 4-4 Hidc:len ........... 7.45 p.m ....... -.... 22 _-__ . 
9 Op.m. ~7-~1 1 !5 ~? 2z.J1 ll?, 63 89 o o o .... Strat us ... 2-4 o o o .......... 8.30p Ju .. 58 ... . 
I 10 Op. m. ::7 . .,0j t4 63 2 •. 37 6> 62 89 0 0 o .... Stratus .. . 2-4 0 0 0 ................... . 1?39p.m. ~7. v,~ o 23 ~1 27-P 61 ~11?,0 o o 0 .... Stmtus ... 2-4 _0 o 0 ----------------- -- -
ll2 Op.m. 27.19; tO 61 2t.37 61 60 A 0 0 0 .... Stra-tus ___ 4-4 Htrlden ............................ .. 
{ 
2 Op.m. 29.1~/85 88 :29.?04 87 7~ ~,) N. ~ .32 .... o 0 C•~mnlus 3-4 E . . ......... . ....... .. 
K:noxville, Tenn. 4 7p. ru. 29. 1JI 86 ~7 28.9~1 E~ 7.1 ~1 ~.W. 12 .72
1 
... . Strntns ... , 44 HHluen. ____ ...... . .................. . 
9 Op. m. 29.17 81 16 29.0.4 7;:> 70 t4 S. W. 6 .18
1
.... 0 0 Ctrrus .. 4-4 0 .......... ----------



















































~ s ~ THERM. 0 !'< !'< ~ 
- --
"' ,a . ,_; .a, Placo of observa- Ol'l 2 ..0 ..:; '-:::'~ tion. (j-1_~ Q) 
"'"' 
Q) Q) d~o ..... s ~ w <l) 0 c;j 0 
"' s p. !'< ~ :!3 !'< 
E=1 
~ 0 ~ <t1 ~ {,) 
- - --
( 1 0 n. m. 23.86 66 55 23.77 I 2 0 a.m. :!3. 86 61 55 23. 78 
3 0 a.m. 23.85 60 54 :!3. 77 I 4 0 a.m. 23. 84 65 54 :23.75 
5 0 n.m . 23. 84 66 :i5 23.75 
Snmm;t of Mount j 6 0 a.m. 23. 86 li2 57 ;23. 7tl 
1tlitchel1, N.C. 714 u. ru . 23. 88 64 62 23. 80 
8 0 a.m. 23.89 66 64 23. 80 
9 0 a. m 23. 90 72 68 :23. 80 
llO 0 a. m. 23.91 72 63 23. 81 
ll !in. m. 23.92 72 68 23. 82 
12 Om ... 23.90 ti5 65 23. 81 
r 
1 0 a.m. 27.49 70 60 27.37 
2 0 n.m. 27.49 68 60 27.37 
3 0 a.m. . 27.48 67 58 '47. 36 
:Bnse of 1\fount J 
4 0 a.m. 27. 49 66 58 27. 18 
5 0 a.m. 27.50 65 56 27.39 
6 0 a.m. ~7. 51 64 56 27.'40 
Mitchell, N.C. ) 714 a. m. 27.52 68 58 27.40 
l80~m 27. 51 64 64 27.40 9 0 a. . 27. 52 67 74 27.40 
10 0 a.m. 27.53 72 77 27.40 
l1 0 a . m. 27.54 75 78 27.40 
12 Om ... 27.53 78 80 27. 3!) 
Knoxville, Tonn . { 7 0 a.m. 29.22 74 71 ~9. 091 7 7 a.m. 29.22 74 71 29. 091 
11 32 a.m. 29.22 82 84 29.071 
Meteo1·olog·ical Tec01·d joT September 3, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
HYGRmi.~ l'l . .; WIND. LOWEl: CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. 
"§ ~ Q). s ~= 
--- ;:l ~~ >::"' 
"'"· ~~Jj- ..0 o,.... - "' ..c ..c 0 ~ >i .e--~ ~~ 6 ...; ...,; -l'l ...,as oE; Remarks. 'a 0 ·c E ~ ~- -~ · ;_-< I >=l.!:; s ;;:..... p > ·rl >=l l'l 
"' ..0 ,a ·g ~ g- OOE s 0 0 ;....,~ ,a ~ 0"'" >-~ -d ::l ..0 6 "' ..., Q) ........ 0 ;.; ~~ 0 ~ ~o 8 -::l s~~.g p, l'l l'l 2 .:::E-.;:; Q) ~ !'< 
"'"' 
s l'l f.< ~ A p..P. ~~ 8~ ~ <j ~ <j A 0 ~ <11 c 'H A ~ {,) 
----
- - - Cumulus~  ------55 53 87 s. w. 2 . 02 . ... 0 0 0 ······ - --· .... . ... Cloudy. 55 54 93 S. IV. 4 . Otl Hazy . .... Cumulus 4-4 0 Cloudy. 
54 5J 93 w. 2 . 02 Haz.v .... t~~:~l~:l t: 0 Cloll(ly. 54 53 93 s. w. 6 . l d Light fog. 0 Cloudy. 
55 53 87 s. w. 8 . 32 Light fog . cutuutus[ 3-4 0 Cloucly. 57 54 81 s. 6 .18 Hazy . . ... Cumulus 2-4 0 I•'nir. 
62 58 77 S.E 6 .18 Hazy ... .. Cumulus 2-4 S.E. Fait·. 
64 60 78 S.E. 5 . 12 Hazy ..... Cumulus ~ 2-4 S.E. :Fair. 68 62 70 S.E. 4 . 02 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 0 Cloudy. 
63 60 83 S.E. 4 . 08 Fog ....... Cumulus 1-4 0 l1'oggy. 
68 62 70 S.E. 4 . 08 i~~ : :::::: Cumulus , 3-4 E. Foggy. 65 62 84 S.E. 8 . 32 136 Cum.ulus 1 4-•1 S.E. Cloudy. 60 59 91 0 0 0 Hidden . ... . :Fo~gy. 
60 59 91 0 0 0 Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 Fa1r. 
58 57 94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Clear. 
58 57 94 0 0 0 . .... . Stratus ... 1-4 0 0 0 . ................ .................. ...... . ..... Fair. 
56 55 93 0 0 0 ...... 0 0 0 0 0 ................ . .................. .. ..... .. ..... Clear. 56 55 93 0 0 0 Fog ....... ..... . Hidden. 
--·· 



























Meteorolog·ical?·eeonl jo1· Septembm· 3, 1873-Continued. 
(Hourly observations.) 
~ I THERU 8 FIYGROM. ..;;, WIND. I.OWEH CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. t 0 ·s ~ ~ 0$ ::s 
~ .@ ~ .0.; . ~ ..c:l. 1>" 1 ~" <D ~-gf~ Place of observa- -d I . '0~ ::3 :; a)~ d ~ ~ <I) '0 c; +> .8 ~.if. .8·;:: I tion. o+> ~ ,.Q ~ _..,<1) 2 :: :,.....,-..~ ~~  ~ ~ ,:;; 8 ~ & ~ ·;; 8 ::s .-d ::s 0 o8 ~ 0 ct: ,...-t;..... :::> ~ ~'g .-d c 0 -~g~ 8 !-< ;>, <I) ~ ,:;; 1;1 ~ ~ C) c... ~a; >= s ~ "" ~ 0 ~ ~ P> .,_H A co ~ ~ <i ~ ~ ~ f:i1 0 ~ A -<!l ~ 
-- - ~~2170 - ---- - --( 1 Op.m. 23.89 73 65 62 84 S.E. 6 .1P ---- Fog . .... .. Cumulus 4-4 S.E. 
I 2 0 p. Dl. 23.88 73 63 23.78 63 60 83 E . 4 . 08 Nimbus ... 4-4 llidden. 3 Op. m. 23. 86 71 64 ·23. 76 64 (jl 83 S.E. 8 • :{2 ~~~::::::: Hidden . s . I 414 p.m. 23. 8J 70 Ill 23. T3 61 60 !)4 S.E. 10 . 32 Hidden. 5 Op.m. 2::1. 82 67 liO 23.73 60 5!J [)4 S.E. 12 . 72 Hidden. 
umnut of Mount j 6 Op. ru . 23.84 ti6 50 2::1.75 50 58 94 s. w. 8 . 32 Fog ....... Hi<ldcn . 
Mitchell, N. <..:. ) 7 Op.m. 23.81 64 58 23.73 58 57 94 S. W. 16 1. 28 ~~~::::::: Cumulus ~4 s. I 8 Op. m. 23.81 65 57 23.72 57 56 94 s. w. 16 1.2E Cir.&cu. 2-4 s. w. [) Op.m. 23. !32 65 57 123. 73 57 56 94 8. w. 16 1. 28 Fog . .. . . .. Hiclflen . 
I 
10 Op.m. 23. 82 (i4 56 j23. 74 56 55 !)4 s. w. 12 . 72 Ligbt fog. Cumulus 4-4 s. ·w. 
10 3!Jp.m. 23. 81 6;} 56 ·23. 73 56 55 [)4 s. w. 12 . 72 Light fog. Cumulus 4-4 s. w. 
12 Op.m. 23.80 62 55,2:). 72 55 54 93 s. w. 16 L. 28 Light fog. Cumulus 4-4 s. w. 
r 
1 Op. m. 27.52 82 80 27. 37 80 71 6~ s. w. •1 . 08 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 s. w. 
2 Op.m. 27.51 83 eo ~~7. :15 80 72 66 s. w. 4 . Oil . ... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 s. w. 
3 Op.rn. 27.48 84 80 27.32 eo 72 66 s. w . 1 . 01 
----
0 0 Cumulus 2-4 S. W . 
I 414p. m. 27. 47 83 "•7 127.:n 77 70 60 s. 4 . 08 ...... Stratus . . . 2-4 C umulus 2-4 s. 5 Op. m· 27.47 82 73 127. 32 73 70 85 0 0 0 · - - - Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. Base of Mount i 6 Op.m. ~7. 47 80 70 27. 32 70 69 95 0 0 0 S tratns .. . 4-4 Hidden. ..... . 
------Mitchell, N. C. 7 Op.m. 27.47 7El f>9 27.::13 (j!) 68 95 0 0 0 
·--· 
Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
---· --- -·-I 8 Op.m. 27.47 76 67 127. 33 67 6(i !!5 0 0 0 --- - Stratus . .. 2-4 0 0 0 9 Op.m. 27.48 75 ~~ ~~~: ~: 66 65 94 0 0 0 . .. . Stratus . .. 2-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 
. I LO Op. m. 27. 4'i 74 65 6-l 04 0 () 0 ---- Stratu s ... 3-4 0 0 0 LO 39p. m . 27.47 73 64 !n 34 64 62 89 0 0 0 Stratus . . . 2-4 ' Cumulns 2-4 s. l 12 0 p.m. 27. 4!'> 71 62 \27.32 62 6L 04 0 0 0 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. 
Kno•villo, Tonn _ { 
2 Op.m. 29.17 86 sa t29. on 87 75 55 s. 8 . 32 0 0 Cnmulus 2-4 s. w . 4 7p.m. :!9. 14 86 ~i 1~g: a~~ ~g 74 48 s. w. 12 . 72 0 0 Cir.&cu. 4-4 w. !J Op.m. 20.14 77 69 !)2 0 0 0 Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden. 10 32p. m. 29.14 77 70 i29. 0041 69 68 95 E. 2 . 02 0 0 Cirrus .. 4-4 0 




-~ <l) ....... 
a;; 










.... .. .......... 
--- -------
... ... 
--- ----- -- --·--·---- ---· 
------- -- - -- --- ---- - --- · 




---- -- -- · -- --------
.... . 
6.20p.m. 7.15p.m. 1. 26 
~ 
~ ci 































































Mt;teo?·fJlogical?·ecordfor Sepfc111ber 4, 1873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
--- ~ THERM. ~ HYGROM. I~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ ~ i . ~ a a ... J:l ~ !:I $. ~---..::>~ --- _E .... o- ~ · -cr ..0 't;~a25 
Pl.·we o_f obsorva- 0 § 2 ..g ..0 . as 'o3 ;9 :5 0 .G- § .:;·;: ::; ~ ~ . ..; ..; §.aT -J:l .,., B ~ s Remarks. 
t1on. ~ ·~ Q.) ~ Q;) 0 ~ ::s ~ ? ·~ ::::: ·;:-- 0 - ~ b 1-':l ~=~ ·.;: ~ ~ Q;) rd S ~ ~ ~ 
Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ QJ ,0 ~ -~ ~ g ~ ~ VJ ~:z; rd g rd g g O § 8 ~ 0 S 0 ·c; S ;.. ~ ~ '"' >, o - ;.. ";) ;.. o ;.. I ·~ o 9 5 ~ ::l ;.. ,§_<!:; S ::l S ;.. .!:1 ~ 
H ~ ~ ~ 8 A ~ ~ A p. 8. ~ ~~~.... ~ ~ g .;;J A 8 ~ ~ c H 
--------1·--- - ---- - - --- - - - - - ---- --- - --- -------1--------
r 
1 Oa.m.23.7H il2 5523.70 55 55 100S.W. 14 .!!8 .... Fog .......... . Hidden . ... .. . . ...... . .. . ................ . .... Fog,gy. 
2 Oa.m. 23.77 62 5-! ::?:J.(i9 54 54 100 S.W. 16 1.28 Fog.... . .. Hidden. Foggy. 
a O:t.m. 23.77 6:! 54 :.!:.1.69 54 54 100 S.W. 14 .!lR Fog... .. .. Hidden. Fogg_y. 
4 0 a.m. 23. 77 62 55 23. 69 55 55 100 S. W. 14 . SS Fog ... _... Hidden . Foggy. I 5 6 a.m. 2:1. 77 62 54 23. 69 54 54 100 IV. 12 . 7~ Fog .. ___ .. Hidden . Foggy. Summit of Mount 6 0 a. m. 2::1.77 &2 55 23.69 53 54 93 W. 16 1. 28 Fog . . ..... Hidden. Foggy. 
Mitchell, N.C .. ~ 7 14 a.m. 23. 78 62 55 23. 70 55 55 l CO W. 20 2. 00 Fog...... . Hidden . Foggy. 
I B 0 lt. JU. 23. 78 61 55 23. <O 55 55 100 vV. ~0 2. 00 I•'og....... Hidden . . -.-- ·'·... Fogl!y. I 9 ()a.m. 2:1130 60 54 23. 72 54 54 100 W. 22 2. 42 Fog ... __ .. Hidden. Foggy. 
1
10 0 a. m. 23. A2 62 54 23.74 54 54 100 W. 20 2. 00 :Fog.... ... Hiclden. Foggy. 
l1 0 a-.m. 23. 81 61 53 23. 73 53 53 100 W. 1G 1. 28 Light fog. Cumulus 2-4 W. 10.15 a.. m. 10.50 a.m. . 09 Fair. 
l 12 0 m . . 2:-1. 79 63 56 2:l. 71 ;;6 55 93 N.W. 16 1. 2P 348 Light fog. Cumulus :1-4 W. Cloudy. 
r 
1 0 a.m. 27. 44 70 61 27. 32 61 60 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 2-4 Cirrus .. 2-4 0 Cloutly. 
2 0 a.. m. n 45 69 61 '4.7. 33 Gl 60 94 0 0 0 Stratus ... 3-4 0 0 0 Cloudy. 
3 0 a.m. 27. 45 68 60 "27. 33 60 59 94 0 0 0 Stratus . . . 1~4 0 0 0 Fair. 
I 4 Oa.m. 27.44 67 60 ::!7.32 GO 59 94 0 0 0 .... Stratus ... 2-4 0 0 0 ·-----·-· ·· ---·-··-- .... . . .. Fair. 5 Oa.m . 27.44 67 61 27.32 61 , GO 94 0 0 0 . ... 0 0 Cumulus 2-4 W . ·-·--··-· · ... ... ... ..... .. .. Fair. Bas~ of Mo~nt< 6 Oa.m. ~7.45 ti7 til '4.7. 33 Gl ~0 94 0 o 0 . ... 0 0 C!~-&cu. ~-4 W. ·----··-- ........ .. ....... . Fa~~-
1.htchell,N.c .. 1 714a.m. N7.46 67 61 27.34 61 ;>9 88 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cn.&cu. 3-4 W. Fan. 
8 Oa.m. 27.47 68 G8 27.35 , 68 65 84 0 0 0 St.rntus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 W ......... . ......... . ......... Cloudy. 
1 9 0 a. m. 27. 49 69 68 :J7. 37 68 66 8!) 0 0 0 Stratus . . . 4-4 Hidden . Clom(y. 
1
10 0 a.m. 27. 48 70 70 :27. 36 70 67 85 0 0 0 Stratus .. 4-4 j Tiidden . Cloudy. 
11 0 a.m. 27. 46 71 67 27. 33 67 61.i 95 0 0 0 l::itra.tus ... 4-4 1 llidden 10.18 a.m. 10.55 a.m. . 03 C loudy. 
, 12 0 m .. 27. 44 71 7,2 ~7. 31 72 ~8 8~ 0 0 ~ 12 Stratus . .. 2-4 
1 
Ci_r.& cu. 2-4 0 ~loud~r. 
S 7 0 a .. m. 29. 17 74 10 :(9. 041 6!.! 68 9;1 S. 8 .. 12 Stratus ... 4-4 Huldeu. 6.00 a.m. Cloudy. 
Knoxville, TE>nn. { 7 7 a.m. 2!J. 17 74 70 '2D. 041 6!) 68 !.!5 S. 8 . :l2 Stratus ... 4-4 Hidden. . . . . . . 7.15 a. m .. 11 Cloucly. 

































,a. ~ Placo of observa- 01"1 Q;) 
tion. 0 ~ 4-4 •...-4 o+> 8 Q;) 0 
8 f.< <\:1 
E=i f:Q 
( 1 Op. m. 23. 80 I 2 Op.m. 23.78 
3 Op.m. 23. 78 
I 414p.m. 23.77 
Summit of Mount l 5 Op.m. 23.77 6 Op.m. 23.77 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 Op.m. 23.76 
8 Op.m. 23.76 
9 Op.m. 23.77 
I 10 0 p.m. 23.78 10 39p. m. 23.78 
l12 Op.m. 23.78 r 1 Op. m. 27.44 
2 Op.m. ~7. 43 
3 Op.m. 27.42 
I 414p.m. 27.43 
5 Op.m. 37.43 
B.,e of Mormt 1 6 Op.m. 27. 44 Mitchell, N.C. 7 Op.m. 27.46 
8 Op.m. 27. 46 
9 Op. m. 27.46 
l 10 Op.m. 27.46 10 39 p.m. 27.45 12 Op.m . 27.45 
Knoxville, Tenn. { 
2 Op.m 
- 29.12 
4 7p.m . 29.12 
9 Op.m . 29.14 
10 32p. m . 29.14 





-d ~~ Q;) Q;) 
.a 111 "t)<l:> Q 0 Q;) ! p. 1-< 1-< 1<1 0 1"1 0 
-
- -
64 60 23.72 
67 60 23.69 
66 58 23. 6!! 
64 58 23. 6!! 
63 58 23.69 
66 57 2:3.68 
68 58 23.67 
66 57 23.67 
63 56 23.69 
62 56 23.70 
63 56 23.70 
64 55 23.70 
74 76 27.31 
78 77 27.29 
79 78 27.27 
7!! 76 27.28 
78 75 27.29 
78 74 27.30 
77 74 127.32 77 75 27.32 
711 74 27.32 
74 ~~ ~~~: ~~ 73 
72 615 In 32 




WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. 
- - -d 
~ ,.q >. l'i >-.. - bJJ 






0 ~Be ~ 03 .... Q;) ... • .., 0 8 8 1-< A Q;)Q;; 1-< Q;) <G- ~ ~ A~"'" A ~ ;>P. P;p. A <t1 <t1 
-
-
-----. - - ----- - -
60 59 ()4 w. 16 1. 28 
--· · 
Light fog. ...... Cumulus 3-4 N . W. 60 58 88 N.W. 12 . 72 Hazy ..... Cumulus 3-4 w. 58 57 94 N.W. 16 1. 28 Fog ....... Hidden. 
58 57 94 N.W. 16 1. 28 Fog ....... Hidden. 
58 58 100 N.W. 20 2. 00 Fog ....... Hidden. 
57 57 100 w. 18 L 62 l!'og . --- - - . Hidden. 58 58 100 N.W. 16 1. 2d Fog ...... . Hidden. 
57 57 100 N.W. 22 2. 42 Fog ....... Hidden. 
56 56 100 N.W. 28 3. 92 Fog ....... Hidden. 
56 56 100 N.W. 24 2. tl8 Fog ....... Hidden. 
56 56 100 w. 22 2. 42 .Fog ....... Hidden. 
55 55 100 N.W. 16 1. 28 Fog .. .... . Hidden. 
76 69 68 N . E. 1 . 01 Stratus ... 1-4 Cir.&cu. 3-4 w. 77 70 69 0 0 0 Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 w. 78 69 61 N.E. 1 . 01 Stratus ... 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 0 76 69 68 X. E. 1 . 01 ...... Stratus ... 1-4 Cumulus 3-4 w. 75 68 68 N.E. 1 . 01 
---· 
Stratus.-- 14 Cirrus .. 3-4 0 . 74 68 72 s. 4 . 08 . .... . Stratus . .. 3-4 Cumulus. 1-4 s.w. 74 67 68 s. 1 . 01 
---· 
Stratus ... 3-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 w. 75 67 64 s. 1 . 01 
· --· 
Stratus .. . 1-4 Cirrus .. 1-4 w. 74 66 63 0 0 0 
··-· 
0 0 Cirrus .. 1-4 0 67 64 84 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cirrus · .. 1-4 0 65 63 89 0 0 0 ..... 0 0 0 0 0 66 64 89 0 0 
~ ., -RAIN OR SNOW. -~!;:: &:; ~g~>:i 
'+-<111~~ 
..0 ~~ 0 s -~=~ §~ ~2 Q;) s ..0 Q;) 
8 '1:l s~~~ 0 1"1 
0 1"1 <Qot-; 
- --- - - - -
................ . ... .. ............ ...... . .... 






....... . .... ... ..... . ...... 
0 ..... . 0 0 Cir.-cu .. 2-4 s.w .......... ......... .................. ...... 83 84 28.969, 83 74 63 s.w. ...... 16 1. 2il 0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. . .. ... 84 85 28.9671 84 75 64 s.w. 8 . 32 
·--
0 0 Cumulus 4-4 w. 3.00p.m . 3.15p.m .. 02 79 74 28.9991 75 70 85 s.w. 8 . 32 ...... Stratus .. , 4-4 Hidden. 80 13 28. 9961 72 69 85 s.w. 6 .1g 





















































































MetM1·ological recorcl jo1· Septe11tbm· 5, ) 873. 
(Hourly observations.) 
. I ~ .. llYGUOM. ~ WIND. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPEH CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. -~ 13: ~ • 
___ . § . ~~~~ 
.::i ;:! ~ b ~ !'.; ~ ~ Ql • ~ ~ I § ~~I :0 ~ a5 13 s ~ ~ ~ •1'"'4 .9 •1'"'4 g ~ & ~ ~ ~ := ~ •1'"'4 § . ~.:: 0 h 
p P :;3 t) Q ..c w en p,~ • P • i=l Q 1; 13 S '"CI P <I> S:;:: 
;...., ~ ~ ~ ~ ;.. ~ ;.. :;:::' g 'g OS 'g g ~ s -~ s ~ OS 13 &:! ~ 
A ~ ~ i=l ~ 15. p:; ~ ~ ~ ~ --1 ~ .;J ~ iS~""' 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Remarks. 
------1 l--l-l-l--l-1-i-l--l-1-l-l l-l---l-l--1---l---l-1-1------
( 1 0 a. ru. 23. 791 67 57 123. 70 
I 2 0 a. ru. 23. 78 65 57 23. 69 3 0 a.m. 23. 79 ' 64 5ti 23. 71 
J 
4 0 a.m. 23. 79 6:1 57 23. 71 
5 0 a. m. 23. 80 64 58 :23. 72 
Summit of Mount 6 0 a.m. 23. 82 63 57 23. 74 
Mitchell, N.C. I 7 14 a.m. 23. 8~ 6~ 57 23. 75 I 8 0 a. m. 23. 1";:> 63 57 23. 77 
I 
9 0 a. m: 23. 87 63 57 23. 79 
10 0 a. m. 23. 88 63 58 23. so 
ll 0 a.m. 23. 90 64 59 23. 81 
l 12 0 m. 2:3. 90 64 60 23. 81 
r 
1 Oa. m. 27.45 71 65 27.32 
2 0 a.m. 27. ,15 il 70 27. 32 
3 0 a. m. 27. 4;) 72 73· 27. 32 
!
4 0 a. m. 27. 46 73 72 27. 33 
5 0 a. ill. 27. 47 n 10 27. 3<1 
l3ase of Mount 6 0 a.m. 27. 48 73 71 27.35 
Mitchell, N.C. 7 14 a.m. 27. 50 73 75 :27. 37 
8 0 a. m. 27. 5~ 74 74 27. 39 
9 0 a. m. 27. 5~ 76 79 :21. 38 
10 0 a.m. 27. 54 79 77 27. 39 
11 0 a. m. 27. 54 78 76 27. 40 
12 0 m. 27. 52 78 77 27. 38 
1 7 0 a.m.\ 29. 23 77 72 29. 093 Knoxville, Tenn. 7 7 a.m. 29.23 77 72 29. 093 11 32 a. m. 29. 23 82 82 29. 083 
57 57 100 
57 57 100 
56 56 100 
57 57 100 
58 58 100 
57 57 100 
57 57 100 
57 57 100 
57 57 100 
58 58 100 
59 59 100 
60 .59 94 
65 63 89 
70 65 75 
73 67 72 
72 66 71 
70 66 so 
71 66 75 
75 68 68 
74 68 72 
79 69 58 
77 69 68 
76 70 73 
77 70 69 
71 69 87 
71 69 87 




























16 1. 2E ... . 
18 l. 62 ... . 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
22 2. 42 .. .. 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
22 2. 42 .. .. 
20 2. 00 .. .. 
20 2. 00 ... . 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
16 1. 28 .. .. 
16 1. 28 449 
0 0 .. .. 
·1 . 08 .. .. 
6 .18 .. . . 
4 .08 .. .. 
1 .01 .. .. 
4 .08 ... . 
1 .01 .. .. 
1 .OJ .. .. 
0 0 ... . 
0 0 ... . 
1 . 01 .. .. 
0 0 23 
8 .32 .. .. 
8 .32 .. .. 
-8 . 32 200 
:Fog ..... -.. 
1 
.. . 
:Fog ....... ... . 
Fog ......... .. 
Fog . ........ .. 
~~ry···· 
Fog ......... .. 
Light fog . . . . 
Q 0 
Stratns .. 1·4 
Stratus . . . 2·4 
Stratus .. . 14 
Stratus . . . 1·4 
0 0 
0 0 








Ridden . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
Hidden ............. .. ..... ... ........... .... Foggy. 
Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fogg_y. 
~l~~:~ : :: :: :::::: :::::. :::: :::::::::: :::: :::: ~~~~~: 
Hidden . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. Foggy. 
Hidden .............. ................... -. .. .. Foggy. 
~~~~:~: :::: :::::: :::::::: :· :::::::::: :::: :::: ~~~g: 
Hidden ..... ...................... .... ... ..... · Foggy. 
Cumulus 2·4 0 .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . • • .. .. .. .. .. Cloudy. 
g~~~s~~ ~:: *· :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :::: g~~~~: 
Cin~1s .. 104 N.;v. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: g~~~~Y· 
Cumulus 2-4 N. W ......................... -.. Fair. 
Cir.&eu. 3·4 W ..... .......... . ............. Fair. 
Cumulus 2-4 S. W. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Cumulus 1-4 S. W. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. ]!'air. 
Cumulus 3·4 W. .. .......................... Fair. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. Fair. 
Cumulus 3-4 W. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. Fair. 
Cumulus 3·4 W. .. ..... _.. .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1·4 0 .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. Fair. 
Cirrus .. 1·4 0 .......... .................. Fair. 






























Place of observa- J P· ;.; c ;:< J5 tion . ~~ .., 
.., s 
0 s >-< 
E=i eli ~ 
--- -· --
( l Op.m. 23.90 
1 2 0 p.n1. 23.87 
1 3 Op.m. 23. 86 
· ' 414 p.m. \!3. i:)5 I 5 Op.m. 23.85 
Summit of Mount i 6 0 p.m. 2:t 84 
Mitchell, N.C. 7 0 p.m. 23. 85 I 8 Op.m. 23. <:'6 
9 0 p. ill. 23.87 110 Op. m. 23.88 
10 39p. m. 23.88 
l 12 0 p.m. 23.86 
( 1 0 p.m. 27.52 I 2 Op.m. 27. 50 
3 Op.m. 27.49 I 414p. m. 27.50 
5 Op.m, 27.51 
Base of Mount~ 6 0 p .. m. 27.51 
Mitchell, N . C. 7 0 p. m . 27.53 I 8 Op.m. 27.54 
9 Op.m. 27.53 
110 0 p.m. 27.55 
1039p.m. 27.55 
l 12 Op.m. 27.52 
Knoxv~lle, Tenn __ { 2 Op.m. 29.20 4 7p.m. 29.21 9 Op.m. 29.26 
10 32p. m. 29.23 
'l'I!EHDI. 
.;:; ] .., ,.0 
c c 























. 72 64 






11leteorological1·ecorcljor September 5, 1873-Contiuned. 
(Hourly obsor>ations.) 
' '....:. . I c ,.I.-~ HYGROi\L:;:: WI;-/ D. LOWER CLOUDS. UPPER CLOUDS. RAIN OR SNOW. ~-~~ I ~ . ~ ___ 1§ . ~ ~ ~  * ~~ .o I ;8 1-:i- g jt>;.: ~~ ~. ...; ...; g~T ~ ~~as ~ ~i:: 
t> 05 "a 2 .:: ..... :;3 ·;,; 5 ;; :. t· s s j3 -~ s 8 .-d s ~-, R ~ ~ ~ 05 IE ~ 1.2:: ~ ~ 2'5 ] ¢ .-d o ~ s 2 a ~ o s ~ ~ ~ ... t> 1 "' ..... "' "' '" "' ., ~ ..... a .s s ..... ~- o ;:< _:l ... ,.q 
u ~ P" I~ ~ P,P-p,p,~ ~ ~ ~ "'1 ~ U ~ ~~ --------
2;:-;- -;- 1 -;- 1~ S. W. ~ 1. 28 .... Nimbus .. _ 4-4 Hidden.~= 12. 35p. m. ~ . os
1
.-- -I Light rain. 
23.78 59 59 1100 W. 16 1.21'1 . ... F?g .. ... ..... H1dden ................... 1.35p.m .. 04
1 
.... Foggy. 
23. 77 61) 59 94 W. l:l . 72 . . . . L1ght fog . . . . . Cumulus 4-4 W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 --- Cloudy. 
2:3.76 59 59100 N.W. l:J .7:L ... Fog ........... Hidden ........... 3.20p.m. 4.05p.m ......... Foggy. 
23. 76 59 59 100 N. W. 12 . 7:4 . .. . Fog .. .. . . . .. . Hidden ........ __ . .. • . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . Foggy. 
\!3. 75 57 57 100 N. W. 16 1. 28 . .. . Light fog. . .. . Cumulus 4-4 0 .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. Cloudy. ~~ ·n if i~ ~:~: i! ;:gy liLY: Y tliiif > :::~: Y\L :::y;: :\ :: llli 
27.37 77 70 69 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cumulus 34 W ........... -·-···---- ........ Fair. 
27.35 81 70 55 N.E. 1 .01 .... Stratus .. . 2-4 Cumulus 2-4 W ..................... . ....... Cloudy. 
27.34 79 69 58 N.E. 1 .01... . 0 0 "Cir.-cu .. 4-4 S. W ....... , .. ..... .............. Cloudy. 
27.35 78 69 61 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cir.-cu .. 3-4 W ..................... · ........ l<'air. 
27.36 73 70 85 N.E. 1 . 01.. .. 0 0 Cir.&cu. 3-4 W .... .. ....................... Fair. 
27.36 73 68 76 0 0 0 .... 0 0 Cir.&cu. 4-4 W ........... ·----- ---· .. , ..... Cloudy. 
27.39 70 67 85 0 0 0 . . . . Stratus . . . 3-4 Cumulus 1-4 0 .......... . _ .. _..... . . . . . . . . Cloudy. 
27. 40 66 65 94 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 Cirrus . . 1-4 0 ... . ............. __ . . . . . .. . . Clear. 
27. 40 65 6:3 89 0 0 0 .. . . 0 0 0 0 0 ..................... --- . -- . Clear . 
27. 42 64 62 89 0 0 0 . .. . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 W. . ............ . ....... -- ... -. Clear. 
27. 42 63 62 · 94 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0 Cumulus 1-4 W. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . Clear. 
27.40 ,61 60 94 0 0 0 .... o o 0 0 0 . ....... .. . · .......... · ....... Clear. 
29.045 84 74 61 S.W. 8 .32.... 0 0 Cir.&cu. 4-4 S.W ............... .. ............. Cloudy. 
29.055 83 74 64 S. W. 8 . 32 .... Stratus ... 1-4 Cir.& cu. 3-4 S. W . . ......... . ......... --- · . --. Cloudy. 
29.121 72 71 95 lq'. W. 1 .01 . . . . 0 0 Cir.&cu. 2-4 0 6p.m ... 6.40p.m .. 36~-- - · Clearing. 






















948 REPORT 01!, THE SECRETAl~Y OF• 'wAR. 
PAPER 17. 
Showing stations inspected, by who-m, and when inspected. 
Stations. 
Augusta, Ga ....... ~ ..... . 
Alpena, Mich ............ . 
Burlington, Vt .......... .. 
Baltimore, Md ........... . 
Buffalo, N. Y: ..... ....... . 
Breckenridge, Minn .....•. 
Boston, Mass ............. . 
Cleveland, Ohio .......... . 
Cincinnati, Ohio ......... . 
Cape May,N. J ......... .. 
Chicago, IlL ............. . 
Detroit, Mich ............ . 
Denver, Colo ............ .. 
Davenport, Iowa ....... . .. 
Duluth, Minn .......... .. 
Dubuque, Iowa , . ..... .. .. 
Escanaba, Mich . ...••..... 
Erie, Pa ................. . 
Eastport, Me ............ .. 
Fort Sully, Dak. Ter ...... . 
Galveston, Tex .......... .. 
Grand Haven,Mich ....•.• 
Indianola, Tex ...•.•..•.•. 
Jacksonville, Fla ......... . 
Key West, Fla .• • ••...••••. 
Name of inspector. Date. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting Feb. 12, 1873. 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Mar. 28-31 '7~. 
nal -officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Dec. 3-5, 1872. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Feb. 4-6, 1873. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Mar. 8-15, 1 tl73. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- May 17-20, 1873. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
Dec. 23, 1H72, to 
Jan. 6, 1873. 
Sept. 23 to Oct. 
1,1873. 
Oct. 24, 1872. First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Mar. 16-21, '73. 
nal-offi.cer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting Nov. 7, 1872. 
signal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting April1, 1873. 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, ~cting sig- Jan. 30-31, 187:!. 
n al-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- April13-24, '73. 
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting Oct. 15, 1872. 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Oct. 2-9,1873. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Nov. 6-9, 1872. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- June 7-13,1 73. 
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- May 7-10,1 73. 
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal- Aug. 11, 12, and 
officer. , 13, 1873. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting Oct. 1, 1 72. 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sis--
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
Pirst Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
April 29 to Ma~-
1, 1873. 
Aug. 15 and 16. 
Hl73. 
Sept.16 and 1i. 
1 7::3. 
July 20 and !23 
1 73. 
March 3, 1c,3. First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Aprill0-12, 'i3. 
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting March 6, 1~i3. 
signal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting Feb. 5, 1 ,:J. 
sigual-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Stnith, acting Dec. 20. 1::7:.. 
signal-officer. 
CHIEF SIGNA~-OFFICER. 949 
Showing stations inspected, by whom, and when inspec,ted-Continned. 
Stations. 
Keokuk, Iowa ........... . 
Lake City, Fla ..........•. 
Louisville, Ky ........... . 
Leaven worth, Kans ......• 
La Crosse, Wis ........... . 
Mount Washington, N.H .. 
Montgomery, Ala ......... . 
Mobile, Ala .............. . 
Memphis, Tenn ..... ...... . 
Milwaukee, 'Vis ..... ..... . 
Marquette, Mich ......... . 
Morgantown, W.Va ..... .. 
New Haven, Conn ........ . 
New London, Conn ....... . 
New York City, N.Y .... .. 
Norfolk, Va .. ............ . . 
New Orleans, La ......... . 
Nashville, Tenn .......... . 
Oswego, N.Y ............. . 
Omaha, Nebr .... ...... ... . 
Portland, Oreg ........... . 
Pittsburgh, Pa .......... .. 
Portland, Me ............. . 
Punta Raf:lsa, Fla .•.•..... 
Plliladelphia, Pa ......... . 
Pembina, Dak. Ter ..... ~ .. 
Rochester, N.Y .......... . 
San Francisco, Cal ....... . 
San Diego, Cal. .......... . 
Santa Fe, N.Mex ......... . 
Savannah, Ga ....... _ ... .. 
Name of inspector. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
:First Lteut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Pirst Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smit,h, acting 
signal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. · 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely1 acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S .. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- . 
nal-officer. 
E'irst Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal-
officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig-
nal-officer. · 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting 
signal-officer. 
Date. 
J nne 15-18, '73. 
Feb. 4, 1873. 
March 26, 1873. 
June 29 to July 
2, 1873: 
Aug. 8, 9, and 
10, 1873. 
Dec. 7-9, 1872. 
Fsb. 15, 18n. 
Feb. 18, 1873. 
March 21, 18!3. 
April23-28, •n. 
May 1, 2, 1873. 
Aug.18-21, 187:3. 
.Jan. 11-14,1873. 
Jan.15-17, 1873. · 
Jan. 19-24, 1873. 
Feb.12'-15, 1873. 
'Feb. 22, 1873. 
March 24, 1873. 
Feb. 24-28,1873. 
July 28 to Aug. 
5,1873. . 
Oct. 15-18, 1872. 
Nov. 11, 1872. 
Dec.16-19, 1872. 
Sept. 18-20, '73. 
Jan. 21, 1873. 
Jan.25-29, 1873. 
May 24-27, 1873. 
March 1-8, 1873. 
Oct. 8-12, 1872. 
Oct. 27, 1872. 
Nov.12, 13,1872. 
Feb. 9, 1873. 
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Showing stations inspected, by whom, and when inspected-Continued. 
Stations. 
Shreveport, La. __ ... _ . ... . 
Saint Paul, Miun __ . ___ .. . 
Saint Louis, Mo. __ ._ .. ___ _ 
Toledo,. Ohio ........ _ .. _ .. 
Vicksburgb, Miss._. ___ ... 
Wood's Hole, Mass .... ----
Yankton, Dak. Ter .. ------
Name of inspector. Date. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting March 11, 1873. 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- May 6-10, 1873. 
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal- June 17-2·3, '73. 
officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting Oct. 21, 1872. 
signal-officer. 
Second Lieut. A. W. Greely, actiug sig- Mar. ;21-25, '73. 
nal-officer. 
First Lieut. Charles S. Smith, acting March 17, 1~73. 
signal-officer. 
Seco:nd Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting sig- Jan. 6, 7,1873. 
na1-officer. 
First Lieut. A. W. Greely, acting signal- July, 1873. 5-8 
officer. 
PAPER 18. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING AND REPORTING TELEGRAPHIC RIVE R 
OBSERVATIONS FOR THE SIGNAL-SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CI-Iml<, SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE 
BENEFIT OJ!' COMMlmCE AND AGRICULTURE, 
Wctshington, D. C., Ap1·il10, 1873. 
1. All measurements at each station will be made from the bench-mark or water-
level in common use by river-men at that station, and the depth of water from the bed 
of t,he river to this level, at tl.le point where the gauge in use is located, will be reported 
to this office at the time of sending in the first mail reports. 
2. The gauge used will be put up by the observer at each station at the expense ?f 
this office, and will be made of pine or oak timber, two inches thick by ten inches m 
width, and of sufficient length to cover the full range of the river between extr~me 
low-water and high-water marks. This timber will be placed edgewise and firmly Jm-
uedded in the earth, leaving one and a half inches of its width exposed above the level 
of the ground. The upper edge will be planed smooth, and carefully graduated in feet 
and Jucbes, after being placed in position, taking the established bench-mark or leYel 
referred to in Par. 1 as the zero of the scale, and numbering the feet and inches both 
above and below that point, unless it is at extreme low-water mark, in which ca e ~be 
numbers will all be above the zero of the scale. [Figures 1 and 2.1 Especial pa1~ 
will be taken in graduating the gauge to see that the distances marked off upon 1 
for each foot and its subdivisions will correspond exactly to the vertical foot and ub-
divisions of which they are the measure. This can be readily done by means of an 
ordinary spirit-level, a straight-edge on which to place the level, and a graduated rod 
fixed vertically, from which to take the measurement. 
3. Observations will be made daily from May 1 to July 31 and October 1 to Nove~u: 
ber 30 of each year, and at such intermediate times as may be desired by the Chief 
S!g_ual-Officer, or rendered necessary by any sudden or unexpected cllange in the con-
dltJOn of the river. 
4. Whenever the rise or fall of water is gradual, one observation per day will ._ 
made at 3 p. m., local time, during the periods named above. When the chan~~'~ 1 
sudden and unusual in its character, reports will be made every three hours durm 
such change until" the river resumes its uormal condition. 
5. Observations will be made on Sundays at tlle regular hours, and delivered puo~:-
tually at tlw tel t•graph-office, as on other days of the woek. . 
6. All regular reports will be sent in the cipher accompanying the o in truct!O~ll 
and signed "Observer," only. The name of the observer will not be given. They wa 
consist of five words each, (beside tlle acldress and signature~) arranged in the foUo -
ing order: · 
1. Name of station. 
2. Date and time of report. 
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3. State of weather and direction of wind. 
4. Depth of water in feet. 
5. Depth of water in inches. 
Tbe fourth word will show the distance in feet above or below the bench-mark, 
and the :fifth word the odd inches, when there are any. If the depth can be expressed 
in feet alone, the word "naught" will be sent in the :fifth space. When the river is 
rising at time of report, observers will use the cipher-words in the column headed 
"Rise," and those in the column headed" Fall" when it is falling. 
7. All reports will be written in duplicate on. Form 1, and one copy :filed, properly 
a~ur~ssed and signed, at the telegraph-office within thirty minutes after the observa-
tiOn ll:l made. 'The report from--- will be sent to the observer-sergeant at --. 
!he retained copy of each report made during any one day will be mailed on the morn-
JOg of the succeeding clay to the" Chief Signal-Officer, Washington, D. C." 
8. The duplicates (Form 1) must be properly dated, timed, and signed, as indicated 
upon the forms, and must also show upon their face the time at which they were :filed 
in the telegraph-office. 
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9. A weekly report (on Form 27) will be made to this office, showing the num_ber of report~ sent during each day of the week; the line by which they were sent; t1me of 
filmg m telegraph-office; and such other data as may be indicated by the beads of the 
· different columns. 
_10. All necessary blanks, forms, stationery, &c., will be furnished by this _offic~, and 
will not be purchased by observers without special authority from the Clnef Stgnal-
Officer. Timely requisition will be made upon this office for additional blanks and 
stationery whenever necessary. · . 
11. All bills for services or for material furni bed should be rendered monthly. and wil~ be se~tled by the property and dis bur ing officer of the Signal-Office a oon. aft 
the1r rec~1pt a the necessary vouchers can be igued. The bill for con tru ttOD 
guage w1ll be settled promptly upon its receipt at this office. Observers will not P 
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pay telegrams or reports on official business, as settlement will be made by the office 
with the telegraph company direct. · 
12. Observers will arrange, as far as practicable, to have .so~e competent, reliable 
person to make reports in case of their sickuess or unavoidable absence; and, when 
this is done, will see t.bat the person so employed is properly instructed in his duties. 
13. Special telegraphic reports will be made to this office of the formation or break-
ing of all ice-gorges or other obstructions in the river, and of the presence of flo~t­
ing ice or timber, when of sufficient extent to render navigation unsafe, stating, in 
as few words as possible, the location and extent of the gorge, break, or obstruction 
in each instance. 
14. It is expected that all observers will make their obervations and reports accu-
?'ately and promptly, bearing constantly in mind the fact that their usefulness, when 
received at this office, depends wholly upon these two conditions. 
15. The Chief Signal-Officer reserves to himself the right of withholding payment 
from any observer who shall neglect to make his reports accurately and promptly. 
16. Whenever necessary, reports from adjoining stations will be sent to observers, 
and will be given by them to the press, and also posted in such public places as are 
most frequented by river-men and merchants interested in tbe condition of the river. 
17. Official communications by mail, addressed "Chief Signal-Officer of the Army, 
Washington, D. C.," go free of postage until Jnue 30, 1873, after which they must be 
prepaid. Stamps for this purpose will be fnrnished from the Signal-Office. 
CIPHER FOR TRANSMISSION O.F TELEGRAPHIC RIVER OBSERVATIONS 
FOR THE SIGNAL-SERVICE, UNITED STATES ARMY. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE CIPHER. 
1. Each report will consist of fiDe words besides the address and signature. In the · 
first space of the form used the name of the station from which the report is made will 
be written; in the second space, the word for date and time of report; in the third space, 
~he one for state of ~veather and direction of wind j in the fonrth space, the clepth of water 
m feet, and in the :fifth space the depth in inches in excess of the feet. The cipher-words 
should in all cases be written plainly a;nd correctly. 
EXAMPLE. 
(Form 1.) 
wAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL-SERVICE UNITED STATES ARMY, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTURE. 
Report of observation taken at Hermann on ApTil 1, at 6 p. m. 
ObserveT-Sergeant, Saint Louis. 
Hermann. Gab. Lomond. Harden. I Often. 
Observer. 
Handed to operator at 6.20 p. m. 
N OTE.-Operators will send only the matter inside the heavy lines. 
Translation. 
N arne of station . __ . ___ .. _. ______ ........ __ Hermann. 
Gab - 5Dateofreport .. _ .. __ --·--·------ .. ·----·First dayofthemonth. 
· · · ·--- · · · { Time of report . _ .. __ . _____ . ____ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 o'clock p. m. 
Lomond 5 State of weather---· __ .. ----·----· .. -----· Heavy rain. 
·----- {Direction of wind.·-----·-·---····-------· Northwest. 
Harden.·----· ~ H · ht f t b b h k 12 .c t 5 · h Often __ . ____ . S mg o wa er a ove enc -mar ___ . _ _ _ _ _ .tee me es. 
River rising. 
The cipher-words to be used when the water is either above or below the bench-
mark will be found on page 956. When the water is 1·ising, the words will be 
taken from the left-hand columns; when it is falling, from the right-hand columns. 
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DATE AND TIME OF REPORT. 
(Second space in Form 1.) 
. 
Date. 3p. m. 6p.m. 9p.m. 12 mid- 3a. m. 6 a.m. 9a. m. 12m-night. 
1 . -.- .. Cad. Gab. Mace. Nag. Kaffer. Idea. Pace. Sack. 
2 ·----· Cake. Gage. Made. Nail. Kale. Icliom. Pack. Sad. 
3 ...... Calf. Gain. Magi. Nash. Kalif. Idle. Pad. Safe. 
4 ...... Cam. Game. Main. Nave. Kamsin. If. Pagan. Salt. 
5 ...... Camp. Gang. Make. Navy. Kaw. Ignite. Page. Same. 
6 ...... Carie. Gap. Malt. Nay. Kedge. Ilex. P aint. Sample. 
7---- .. Cape. Gard. Man. Neal. Keen. Iliad. Pale. Sand. 
8 ...... Cary. Gas. Mark. Neap. Keep. Ilk. Palm. Sash. 
9 ...... Case. Gate. Max. Near. Keg. Image. Palsy. Sa nee. 
10 ·-- --· Cash. Gaul. Maze. Neck. Keal. Imagine. Pan. Saw. 
11 .... ·- Cat. Gave. Mean. Ned. Kennel. Imbank. Panel. Say. 
12 ··---· Chew. Gay. Meek. Nero. Kennedy. Imbib6. Pans;y·. Scant. 
13 -· .... City. Gem. Meg. Nest. Kept. Imbow. Pardon. Scare. 
14 ...... Clip. Get. Mend. New. Ketch. Imburse. Pass. Sense. 
15 ·----· Coal. Gift. Met. Next. Key. Imp. Pause. Send. 
16 ·----· Cob. Gild. Mine. Nice. Kick. In. Paw. Sex. 
17 .. - --· Coke. Gin. Minx. Nick. Kid. Incase. Peace. Shade. 
18 . ----- Cold. Gird. Moat. Nigh. Kidder. Index. Peak. She. 
19 .. ---- Come. Give. Mob. Nile. Kill. India. Peg. Shiue. 
20 -----. Copy. Glad. Mood. Nip. Kiln. Indite. Peu. Shrub. 
21 . -- --· Cork. Glen. Mope. Noel. Kimbo. Indorse. Pelt. Side. 
22 ·----· Cost. Go. Morn. Nook. Kind. Induce. Pike. Sick. 
23 .. •... Cox. Gone. Moss. Noon. King. Indulge. Pin. Sign. 
24 ·-·· -- Crab. Good. Moth. Nor. Kink. Infant. Pit. Silk. 
25 ---- .. Crow. Gray. Move. Nose. Kiss. Infect. Pitch. Sin. 
26------ Cry. Grin. Mown. Not. Kite. Infer. Plant. Sing. 
27 ...... Cuba. Grub. Mud. Noun. Knap. Influx. Plain. Sink. 
28- --- .. Cud. Gulf. Muff. Now. Knave. Ink. Plow. Skate. 
29 ---· .. Cup. Gun. Mugs. Nude. Knife. Insane. Plum. Skill. 
30 ...... Cuff. Gust. Musk. Nut. Knock. Into. Plug. Skunk. 
31 ...... Cur. Guy. Myth. Nye. Know. Invoke. Plush. Sting. 
All cipher-words should be written plainly and distinctly. 
STATE OF 'WEATHER AND DIRECTION OF WIND. 
( Thi1'Cl space in FoTrn 1.) 
Wind blowing from the-
N. N.E. E. S.E. s. s.w. 
Clear ............... _ .. _ ...............•...... Agnes. Eliza. Mabel. Adam. Cowper. China. 
Foggy .......................... - - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - Alice. Fanny. Martha. Allen. David. Dublin. 
]'air _ .. , ............... •....................... Amy. Flora. Mary. Andrew. Dickens. Geneva. 
Cloudy ..................... -- . . - - -- . ------ --- · Anna. Grace. Maud. Bacon. Grant. Italy. 
Clearing up ................................... Betsey. Helen. Neme. Ben. Green. Japan. 
Threatening storm .......................... .... Carrie. Ida. Olive. Bryant. Holmes. Malta. 
Light rain ........... ---- -~----- ................ Chloe. Isabel. Rachel. Burke. Homer. Milan. 
H eavy rain ........•...•....................... Clara. Jane. Rhoda. Burns. John. Moscow. 
Light snow ... • _-............................... Delia. Josie. Sarah. Byron. Mack. Nantes. 
Heavy snow ...............•............... _ ... Dina.h, Judith. Sophia. Charles. Ross. Naples. 
Hail or sleet ............................ _ ... _ .. Edith. Julia. Susan. Clark. Sabine. Paris. 
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DEPTH OF WATER IN FEET. 
(The following cipher-words will be used when the water is above bench-mark.) 
( Foutth space in F01·m 1.) 
Rise. Fall. Rise. Fall 
0 Habit. Habit. 26 Hazy. Lavish 
1 Hadley. Labor. 27 Heal. Law. 
2 Hague. L ackey. 28 Heap. Lawn. 
3 Hair. Lad. ~9 Heart. Lawyer. 
4 Half. Laden. 30 Heath. Lead. 
5 Halo. Lady. :n Heathen. League. 
6 Halter. Lager. 32 Heavy. Lean. 
7 Hamlet. Lain. 33 Hebe. Leaping. 
8 Handy. Lamb. 34 Hebrew. Learn. 
9 Hang. Land. 35 Hebron. Leaven. 
10 Happy. Landing. 36 Hector. Lecture. 
11 Harbor. Lansing. 37 Held. Ledger. 
12 Harden. Lantern. 38 Helix. Left. 
13 Harem. Lapse. 39 Helm. Leg. 
14 Harlot. Larch. 40 Helot. Legal. 
15 Harm. Lard. 41 Help. Legend. 
16 Harper. Large. 42 Hence. Leghorn. 
17 Harry. Lash. 43 Henry. Lemon. 
18 Harsh. Late. 44 Herald. Lenox. 
19 Harvest. Lath. 45 Herd. Len tel. 
20 Haste. Latin. 46 Heresy. Lesson. 
21 Hatch. Latrobe. 47 Hermit. Level. 
22 Hawk. L augh. 48 Hernia. Levity. 
23 Hayti. Laura. 49 Heroic. Levy. 
24 Hazard. Laurel. 50 Here. Lend. 
25 Hazel. Lava. 
All cipher-words should be written plainly and distinctly. 
DEPTH OF WATER IN INCHES. 
























All cipher-words should be written plainly and distinctly. 






















































































SIGNAL SERVICE UNITED STATES ARMY, 
DIVISION Olf TELEGHAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGRICULTUHE. 
Re]Jort of river observations made dlwing week ending Satu1·day ---, 187-, at---. 
No. of ob- ~ 'rime ob- Time filed in Line sent Day and date. servations servation telegraph- by. Remarks. per day. made. office. 
Sunday ......... 
Monday .... _. _. 
Tuesday_ .. _ .... 
Wednesday . _ ... 
Thursday. ______ 
Friday . ___ .... _ 
I 
Saturday .... _ .. 




One. copy of this form, properly filled up, wil.l be mailed to the C~1 ie~ S!gnal-Officer, 
Washmgton, D. C., on Monday of the week succeeding that of whwh 1t IS the record. 
If. from. any cause the reports, are not forwarded by telegraph, the fact will be noted, 
w1th smtable explanation, under the head of "Remarks." 
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APPENDIX. 
The following table of elevations is furnished for the information of all observers. 
Any errors in the :figures and anv chan o·es in location of office or eleva,tion of barome-
ter since date given opposite each st.ation will be promptly r ,epo.rted to this office. If 
no changes have taken place since the el ate named in the following table, the elevation 
given will be nsed for correctir:g all barometrical observa,tions. 
Station and date of last 
reportecl change. 
Alpena, Mich., Septem-
ber 9, 1tl72. 
An.gusta, Ga., May 15, 
1872. 
Baltimore, Md.,Decem-
ber 23, 1870. 
. Boston, Mass, Jan nary 
9, 1tl71. 
Breckenridge, Minn., 
April 21 , 1872. 
Buffalo, N.Y., June 21, 
1873. 
Burlington, Vt., May 
24, 1871. 
Cairo, Ill., August 19, 
1871. 
Cape May, N. J., May 
17. 187 1. 
Charleston, S. C., Jan-
uary 1, 1871. 
Cheyenne, W. T., May 
1, 1871. 
Chicago, Ill., June 19, 
1873. 
Cincinnati, Ohio, Octo-
ber 22, 1870. 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 
24,187:3. 
Corinne, Utah, Febru-
ary 1, 187L. 
Davenport, Iowa, May 
21, 1871. 
Denver, Colo., Novem-
ber 10, 1871. 
Di~\~~t, Mic\1., May 15, 
Dulmque,Iow·a, August 
26, Hi73. 
Dn Luth, Minn., Octo-
ber 18, 1870. 
Eastport, Me., March 
20.1873. 
Erie, Pa .. May 25, 1873 .. 
Escanaba, Mich., ~Iay 
19, 187L. . 
Fort Benton, M. T., 
Octo her 2, 1872. 











9 Lake Huron ......... . 
:~. 00 below Railroad track ....... . 
railr'd-track. 
11.8 City base ........ , ..... 
Railroac1-track at sta-
tion. 
38. 00 Erie-canal docking ... 
33. 35 6. 22 below .. City base ..... : ..... --. 
33. 00 43. 5 Ordinary low water 
in Ohio River. 
5. 5 8. 7 Mean sea-level ...... . 
39. 00 m 0 Ground at Saint Mi-
chael's Church. 
17.00 U.P.R.R.track ...... 
67.00 14 City base, 2 feet below 
low water. 
tiS. 00 above Door-s i 11 City bnse; low water 







30.20 50. 12 
18.22 24.50 
C.P.R. R. track ..... . 
City base, low water . 
K. P.R. R. track ..... . 




















4, 233. 00 
532. 88 











Lake-levol. .......... . 
Lake Michigan, low 
water. 
Ground ............. . 
56+. 00 
578. 3 

























2, 6ii. 5 
j~::~ ~L~1;~.~ 'n~~~i:f:;ii. · · · · · · · i6: oo · · · · · · · · i6o · · · · · · i~~ -~~te~·· iii~~o~~·i · · · · ,·?)i; 5j2- · · · · ,(1Ji;6~'=. 
25. 187:2. River. 
Galv Bton, 'l'ex., April 35.2 4 . Mean high tide ....... 
19, 1871. 
Geueva,N. Y. ......... . ....... .. 
Grand Haven, Mich., ....... 2i:oo .......... 7_.8 ... ·cit); ·b~~~.---9.2"r~~t· ........ 587."5... 6Hi.3 
August 15, l 72. · above low water. 
Halifax, No,-a .'cotia 
na,:aua .. J,~ne 21. 1 n·: : .. · .... '2:267' .... · .. i9:3 · 9 · · se~ie~·~i :: ~:::::: _ ~:: :::::::::.:::::: .... ~i_--:· 
lndtauapoh . • Ind. , J• cb- 46. 7 39. 00 I City ba e, White Ri,-- 661. 00 74'" ; 
In~l~~~~~~. ~.r~~. )in, 1 ei·, low water. ::!j. O 1 12. J • 16. 00 Ground .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 9. 00 
40.:} 
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Station and date of last 
r eported change. 
Jacksouville, Fla., Sop-
tern ber 21, 1871. 
Keokuk, Iowa, Decem-
ber 15, 1871. 
Key West, Fla., August 
1, 1871. 
Kingst,on, Canada, Feb-
ruar.v 12, 1872. 
Kxoxville, Tenn., Jan-
uary 15, 1871. 
La Crosse, \Vis., Octo-
ber 15, 1872. 
Lake City, Fl;t., Octo-
ber 16, 1870. 
Leavenworth, Kans., 
May 20, 1tl71. 
Lexington, Ky., Octo-
ber 10, 1872. 
Loui!'!vil!c, K.v., Feb-




ber 9, 1871. 
Memphis. Tenn., Octo-
ber 9, 1~71. 
Milwaukee, Wis., .Tan-
nary 25, 1873. 
Mobilc,Ala.,Mayl, 1872. 
_ Montgomery, Ala., 


















:Montreal, '.;au ada . _____ .. ___ • _____ _ 
Morgantown, W. Va _ _ _ 35. 11 
Monnt Wasbi11gton, 
N.H., October 5, 1871. 
Nashville, Tenn., Mar. 
2~, 1872. 
New Haven, Conn., Dec. 
fi, 1872. 
New London, Conn., 
Jan . 9, 1871. 
N t?W Orleaus, La., Nov. 
1, 1cl7L 
New York, N.Y., July 
2G, Hm. 
Norfolk,Va., Sept. 9, '71. 
Omaha, Nebr., Dec. 1, 
l87 1. 
Oswego, N.Y., Oct. 12, 
1870. 




Pike's Peale ___ .... __ __ 
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 
1, l871. 
Port Dover, Canada._ . . 
Purt Stanley, Ca.uatla __ 
Portland, .Me., Ja.u. 13, 
187 1. 
Portland, Oreg., Nov. 
1, 187L 
Punta Rassa, Fla., Nov. 



















Quebec, Canada . ____ ... ______ _ ....... 







Ground ____________ __ 
Low-water mark on 
bridge. Ground __ ... ________ _ 
Below bench, Main floor of Center 
11. 40. College. 

























City base, low water 
Missouri River. 
Railroad-track ___ . _ .. 
City bench, comer of 
Maill au<l Bnllit st's. 
RailroaJ-track . _____ _ 
City base, ~8.22 feet 
above ordinary wa-
ter. 
City base. -- __ ... _ .. __ 
Gr·ound .. ___________ _ 




Summit bench. City bat>e. __ . ________ . 
Ground ______ --------
Gronnd ___ ___ ---·---
Cit.v bench, co1·. Canal 
s~ . <LIHl Cust. House. 
City bench, extreme 
high water. 
Mean tide-level (?) 
Cit,y iJa>~c, low water 
of l857. 
Lake Ollt}trio, high 
war.er (?) 
Railroad-track. 
City base, extreme 
high water. 
City base, low water. 
Ground .. _ .. ________ _ 
GronnJ .. ____ -- _ ----
Ground .... _________ _ 
City base. ___ .. - ____ --
Ground ______ --------
Erie canal tow-path(~ 
San Antonio, Tex. ____ _ 
Sa1n8_g~ego, Cal., Oct. 15, ------- i7:72" ---.--- ------- '(};~l~~d_-_-_-_-_-_- -_ :::::: : 
San Francisco, Cal. Oct. 
23, 187l. ' 










m 1, o48. oo 
441.8 






















































1, 04;'\. 69 
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Station aml date of last 
reported change. 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., 
June 28, 1873. 
Sangeen, Canada .. .... . 




Saint Louis, Mo., July 
15,1871. 
Saint Paul, Minn., De· 
cember 27, 1871. 
Toledo, Ohio, .April 1, 
1871. 
Toronto, Canada .... .. . 
Vickslmrgh, Miss.,Oc· 
tober 1, 1872. 
Virginia City, M. T., 
November21, 1871. 
Washington, D. ·c., 
March 10, 1872. 
Wilmington, N.C., De-
cember 18, 1870. 
Wood's Hole, Mass ... 
Wytheville, Va., Jan-
uary 16, 1873. 























V. & M.R. 
R., 1. 26. 
15.3 
Bench-mark. 
Initial stone .... ...•.. 
Ground ..... . 
City base, low water, 
Savannah river. 
City base, high·water 
mark. 
City directrix ..... .. . 
City base, extreme lQW· 
>Yater, Mississippi 
River. 
City base, 7.5 above 
ordinary level of 
Lake Erie. 
Ground .... . .. . ... ... . 
V. and M. railroad· 
track. 
City base ..... ....... . 
Ground be- United States Capitol 
low bench, bench. 
26. 40. 
0 Ground ............. . 
14.00 43.8 Railroacl-trackatdepot 
28. 9 37. 9 Below. 
Feet. 


























2, 237. 00 '12, 294. 
1, 305. 00 1, 296. 00 
NoTE.-By" mean sea-le-;el" is meant the mean of the •' mean low tide" and" mean high tide" given 
by the Coast Snrvey Observations. 
The following table is furnished for the information and guidance of all concerned. 
The regular hours for taking the telegraphic observations are 7.;35 a.m., 4. 3G p.m., and 
11 p.m., Washington mean time. . 
· At stations west of Washington the :fi.gnres given in the table for each station ~nll 
be subtracte<l from the above hours, and the remainder will show the proper local t11ne 
for the observations. 
At stations east of Washington the figures in the table will be added to these bon 
to obt.ain the proper local time. Any discrepancies discovered between tlle figur~ 
given here and the local time in use at each station will be promptly reported to thr 
office. 
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Buffalo, N. Y ................................. - .. 
Burlington, Vt ................................. . 
Cairo, Ill ......... _ ............................. . 
Cape May, N.J ................................. . 
Charleston, S. C ............... . ............... - . 
Cheyenne, W. T ...........•..................... 
Chicago, Ill ....•.........•...................... 
Cincinnati, Ohio ............................... . 
Cleveland, Ohio ................................ . 
Corii:me, Utah .............. . ................... . 
Davenport, Iowa ............................... . 
Denver, C. 'I' ...••........... . ...........•....... 
Detroit, Mich ................................... . 
Dubuque, Iowa ................................ . 
D:1 Luth,Minn ................................. . 














Erie, Pa ... _ ............ _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Escanaba, Mich... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Fort Benton, M. T..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134 
Fort Gibson, C. N .. . . .. . . . ... . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .... 72 
Fort Garry,M:mitoba...... ...... ...... ...... .... 81 
Fort Sully, Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
Galveston, Texas................................ 71 
Geneva, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Grand Haven, Mich ............................. ] 37 
~:~~~i, ~;~~~::::: .·:: ~ ~: ~::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 22 
Indianapolis, Incl.. •. . . . . • . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. 36 
Indianola, Texas ....... ..... .... .... .... .... .... 78 
J acksonville,Fla ...... .... ...... .... . ..... ...... 18 
Keokuk, Iowa . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Key West, I<'la ........... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 19 
Kingston, Canada ...•.......... ---· ................... .. 
Knoxville, Tenn...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
La Crosse, Wis...... .. . ... ... . .. .. . . . .. ... . . . ... 57 
L ake City,J<'la ........ :.-. ...... ...... ...... ...... 22 
L eavenworth, Kans................ .. ............. 72 
L exington, Ky ... ... .. .... .... ...... .... .... .... 30 
Louisville, Ky .. ~ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . 35 
Lynchburgb, Va ...... ...... .... .... .... ........ 8 
Marquette, Mich ...... ·---···----·............... 41 
Memphis, Tenn.................................. 52 
Mil waukee, Wis.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 43 
Mobile, Ala . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Montgomery, Ala................................ 37 









































Morgantown, W.Va............................. 12 , 0 
Mount Washington, N. H ................... ----. ---- ........•... 
Nashville, Tenn . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 38 8 
New Haven, Coun .........••.................•............•••... 
New London, Conn ....••................................ 
New Orleans, La................................ 52 
N e '\\' York, N. Y . _ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
0 
Norfolk, V a • _ ....•.•.....•... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Omaha, Nebr.................................... 75 6 
Oswego,N. Y ............. . ............................. . 
Pernbina,D.T................................... 80 0 
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Pike's Peak, C. T .. _ ... ·_ ........................ .. 
Pittsburgh, Pa ................................ .. 
Port Dover, Canada ........................... .. 
Port Stanley, Canada .......................... .. 
. Portland, Maine ................................ . 
Portland, Oreg .......... ---~-- ................ .. 
Punta Rassa, Fla . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. 
Quebec, Cauada ...... · . .......... . ............... . 
Rochester, N.Y ................................ .. 
San Antonio, Texas ............................. . 
San Diego, Cal ................................ .. 
San Francisco, Cal .......... .... ........ _ ..... .. 
Santa Fe, N. Mex .............................. . 
~:~~~~ih:~:a~-~ ~~~~::~~:~::~~~:~:~~: :::::: ~::~: 
Shreveport, La ................................. . 
.Saint Louis, Mo ................................ . 
.Saint Paul,Minn .............................. .. 
i6~~~~~?~l~~d~- ~~~::~:::::::: :::: :::~:::~:::: :: 
Vicksbnrgh, Miss .............................. .. 
Yirgini:,t .City, M. T _. _ ......... · .............. __ .. 
Wilmington, N.C .............................. . 
W ood.'s 1_Hol~ Mass ............................. . 
Wythev.tll~, , a ................................. . 



















































. The following sta>tement showing the location of the bench-~arks from which t~e 
rise and fall of the .western rivers is measured for the river-reports of this office b 
published for the information of all concerned. 
BROWNSVILLE, PA. 
The zero point on gauge is the depth of water in the channel on June 5, 1873, which 
was 5 feet. 
DTIUNSWlCK, MO. 
The zero of scale is the low-water mark at this point. 
CAIRO, ILL. 
The zero of gauge is placed at extreme low water of December, 1871. Extrem 
high water occurred in 1867, when it reached the top of the levee, which is 53 fee 
above low-water mark. 
The bench-mark is the top of the levee. 
CINCINNA'ti1 OHIO. 
The bench-mark is 20 inches above the bottom of the river-extreme low water. 
'l'he high-water mark is a point 65 feet 5 inches above the bench-mark. . 
Extreme high water occurred March 7, 1865, and extreme ·Jow watel' September 1, 
1 5 . 
CONFLUENCE, PA. 
D~pth of river May 19, 1873, 30 inches. 
DP-pth of river at low-water mark, 12 inches. 
Zero of gauge .above low-water mark, 18 inches. 
I  
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DAVENPORT, IOWA. 
The gauge was constructed by Colonel. Macomb, United States Engineers, on the 
pivot . on draw-bridge pier of the Government bridge, between Davenport and Rock 
Island. It is in the Davenport channel, and is cut in the stone-work and painted in 
black and graduated into feet and tenths. Its zero point iS' the low water of 1863, the 
lowest water known. 
EVANSVILLE, IND. 
The zero of gauge is placed at low-water mark of 1867, being 6 fee~ above the bed of 
river. A survey made at 3 p . m., April19, 1873, gave depth of water above low-water 
mark (1867) 25 feet 4 inches. 
FORT BENTON, M. T. 
The bench-marks are two iron bars let into river-bank, one at the highest water 
mark of 1872, the other 19 inches above the lowest water of 1872. 
The measurements give the depth of water on the bar in front of the town. The 
depth of water over the bar at high water is 8 feet 10 inches-at low water not over 
18 inches. 
NOTE.-Observer ordered by Chief Signal-Officer to use low-wat.er mark as the zero of river-reports 
instead of bench-mark. 
FORT SULLY, D. T. 
The means of measurement are two (2) poles planed square, 6 feet 6 inches long, and 
accurately graduated. They have to be changed daily "to accommodate" the river. 
The actual depth:'of water is reported. 
FREEPORT, PA. 
The bench-mark is 4 feet 6 inches above extreme low-water mark. 
HERMANN, MO. 
The gauge rests upo,n the bed of the river and indicates actual depth of water. 
Depth of water Api:il 24, 1873, at 3 p.m., 12 feet. 
JEFFERSON CITY, MO. 
Reports are made from low water of 1867 a.nd high water of 1844, the river' in 1844 
being 31 feet higher than low water of 1867. 
Depth of ·water 1\!ay 12, 1873, at 3 p.m., 10 feet .10 inches abo\·e low-water mark. 
KANSAS CITY~ MO. 
Low-water mark, as established by the chief engineer Missouri River Bridge Com-
pany, was in 1867, it being then lower than at any time during which a record was 
kept. In 1872 it was down to within 7 inches of the mark of 1867. High-water mark, 
Hl44. 
- KEOKUK, IOWA. 
The bench-mark is at the northeast corner of Old Pilot's Indicator, 1,400 feet above 
the bridge. The height above low-water mn,rk is 24.183 ·feet, and above high water 
8.95 feet. The measurement is not made from the bed of river. . · 
Depth of water in channel at extreme low water, 4 feet 6 inches, and at extreme high 
water, 24 feet 9 inches to 25 feet 4 inches. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS. 
The zero of gauge is placed to correspond with low water in Missouri River. The 
bench-mark is low water. When the gauge reads 4 feet above zero, there is about 5 
feet of water in the river. The bottom of the river changes with 'the rise and fall of 
the river. 
LEXINGTON1 MO. 
The zero of gauge is at low-water mark of 1861, being 10 feet 8 inches above the bed 
of the river. Depth of water in river opposite to gauge, according to measurement 
m ade May 15, 1873, was 17 feet 10 inches from bed of the river. 
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. 
The bottom of gauge is marked 2 feet, and when the water is at that mark there is 2 
feet of wate1· in the river. All river-men go by this mark, anct the same is reported to 
the packet company at Memphis and Saint Louis. 
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LOUISVILLE, KY. 
The zero is the sill of the lock of the Louisville aud Portland Canal. The bench-
mark is the door-sill of house corner of Tenth and Water streets, and is 28.1 feet above 
zero. Extreme high water of February 21, 1832, is 41.8 feet above zero. The depth of 
water is taken from a gauge at the foot of Tenth street, and is used by all river-men. 
There is no mark that gives the depth of channel. 
MARIETTA, OHIO. 
Depth of water at time of first report, April17, 18n, at 3 p.m., was 13 feet 10 inches 
in the channel. 
MEMPHIS, TENN. 
The bench-mark on Exchange Building is 148.789 feet above city-level from the bed 
of the river. High water from the same datum, 100.8 feet in 1867. Low water from 
same da;tum, 65.05, December .25, 1872. Water about 70 feet deep in front of city at 
low water. (~) 
NASHVILLE, TENN. 
The bench-mark is 62.7~ feet above the zero of gauge. The z~ro corresponds to ex-
treme low water. Bench-mark 2~.25 feet above highest water since Nashville bas 
been a signal-station. No definite data as to year of high and low-water marks can 
be obtained. 
MORGANTOWN, WEST VA. 
The gauge rests upon the bed of the river, and reports indicate the exact depth of 
water in the channel. 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 
The bench-mark is high-water mark of 1871, (and is marked on the city tide-gauge,) 
at which the zero of gauge (fi·om which all river measurements are made) is placed . 
. :From this point to the bottom of the river is approximately 17!:l feet. The zero is 1G 
feet above sea-level and 10.5 feet below the city datum-line. 
OMAHA, NEBR. 
The gauge is attached to a pier of the Union Pacific Railroad bridge, and its zero is 
the low-water mark of 1867. The high-water mark of the sani.e year is 19 feet above 
zero of gauge. 
PADUCAH, KY. 
Depth of water in channel of the river is 59 feet-May 23, 187;3. Depth of wat~r be-
low zero of gauge, 56 feet. Low-water mark-depth of channel in 1854-8 feet 8 
inches. 
PITTSBURGH, PA • . 
The gauge measures the depth of water in the channeL The greatest depth that 
can be measured by it is 35 feet ; the lea.st is two feet. When the water falls below 
2 feet another gauge is used. The lowest water-mark known is 9 inches in the chan-
nel ; the highest water has never reached the top of gauge. 
PLATTSMOUTH, NEBR. 
There is no fixed bench-~ark at this place. Depth of water at 3 p.m., April19, 1873, 
3 feet 3 inches. 
SHREVEPORT, LA. 
The bench-mark is on Commerce street, adjoining the "Transfer Grounds " of ~be 
Texas Pacific Raihoad. The lowest water-mark, 1872, the reference point in reportmg 
depth of river, is in the bed of river, and 40 feet below high water of 1849, and 25 feet 
above bottom of river. From bottom of river to high-water mark of 1849 is 65 feet. 
SAIN"T JOSEPH, MO. 
The zero of guage is at low-water mark of 1871. Depth of water from the ~iver-bed 
to the zero of guage is 8 feet. 1'he navigable depth of water in the channel IS 4 feet. 
lJRnal deJ?th on bars and shoals during low water is about 3 or 4 feet. From bed-rock 
to zero of the gauge at Saint Joe, as per the bridge measurement, is 50 feet. 
SAINT LOUIS, MO. 
The bench-mark is extreme low water of 1863, and high water of 1844. Range ~f 
'auge between these two points is 41.39 feet. The gauge bas stone foundation and 
1 cated at the southea i corner of the Saint Louis elevator building. 
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SAINT PAUL, MINN. 
The bench-mark is at the pier of the bridge and is marked at extreme low water of 
1864. The daily report of river is the depth of water above that mark. 'fhe depth of 
water in the channel at extreme low water is 1 foot 11 inches. There is no high-water 
mark of any reliability. _ 
VICKSBURGH, MISS. 
The bench-mark is attached to one of the posts which supports tne elevator located 
on the levee between Crawford and South streets, and is low-water mar~ of 1871. 
From it all measurements are made and the zero of the gauge is adjusted to it. Ex-
treme high-water mark of 1862 is 52.9 feet above the bench-mark. The river-bed is 50 
f~et 6 inches below, making the depth of water in the channel, when the river is at 
high-water mark, 103 feet 3 inches. 
YANKTON, D. T. 
The bed of river is the zero point of the gauge, and the actual depth of water in the 
channel is therefore reported. 
LA CROSSE, WIS. 
The zero of gauge is low-water mark of October 1, 1871, and is 2 feet 2t inches abo~e 
the bed of the river. The gauge is attached to one of the piles of tlle bridge leading 
to North La Crosse. 
OIL CITY, PA. 
The " bench " is low water of some year when there was 12 inches of water in the 
channel. The zero of gauge corresponds with this point. 
BOONEVILLE, MO. 
Measurements are made from the bed of the river. Depth at high water of 1872, 
12 feet; depth at low water, 2 feet 6 inches. 
NEW GENEVA, PA. 
The bench-mark (the zero of gauge) indicates 4 feet of water in the channel. The 
highest water occurred in April, 1852, when there was 40 feet of water in the channel. 
LE CLAIRE, IOWA. 
The gauge used here was built by the Pilot Association in 1865; its bottom (zero 
point) is at extreme low-water mark of 1864, which indicates 21 inches of water on 
tlle rapids. · 
DUBUQUE, IOWA. 
The gauge used at this station is located at the foot of Seventh street. Its zero 
point is low-water mark of October, Hl64, which is 21 feet 10 inches below the high-
water mark of April 22, 1H70. The average depth of water in the channel is 18 feet 
below the low-water mark of 1864. 
PAPER 20. 
REPORT OF INSTRUMENT-ROOM. 
Nttmbe~· of inst1·uments compa1·ed j1·om Octobm· 1, 1872, to Septmnber 30, 1873. 
Barometers ........ _ ... ___ ............ _ ................. _. __ . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . 122 
Thermometers ....................... __ ............... _ .............. _ ..... _ .. 142 
Hygrometers .................................. ~............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
Hygrodeiks .. ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 12 
Maximum thermometers........................................ . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . 39 
Minimum thermometers ............................ __ .......• •. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. 39 
Anemometers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Aneroid barometers ........... _ ........................................... _.. . . 6 
_ These compariso.ns were carefu1ly made by First Lieut. H. H . . C. Dunwoody, acting 
signal-officer and assistant, and Sergts. George C. Schaeffer and D. C. Ralston, Signal-
Service, United States Army. 
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Corrections for instrumental error of the several barometers have been computed 
uniformly from a series of :fifty readings compared with a similar series of readi nm of 
the standard barometer. When the result of these readings gave an error of more 
than one-tenth of one inch, the instrument was regarded as unfit for use. 
The thermometers have been compared with the standard at temperature >arsinrr 
from that of melting ice to 130° Fahrenheit, the lower temperature being produced IJ~ 
broken ice. For the indication of the higher temperature, the bulbs of the thermome-
ters were immersed in heated water.' 
In these comparisons a variation· of one degree from the standard rendered the in-
strument unfit for use. 
The following-named self-recording instruments have been in practical use in the 
instrument-room during the past year, and the records :filed: 
Hough's electrical printing barometer. 
Hough's electrical recording barometer. 
Wild's mechanical barometer. 
PeeJor's mechanical barometer._ 
.Beck's aneroid barometer. 
Photographic barometer. 
Clum's aelleograph. 
Hough's electrical meteorograph, (barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer.) 
Wild's hygrometer and thermometer. 
Photographic thermometers. 
Gibbon's electrical recording anemometer. 
Gibbon's electrical recording anemometer an<l anemoscope. 
Beck's mechanical recording anemometer and auemoscope. 
Wild's mechanical anemometer, anemoscope, and rain-gauge. 
Draper's mechanical anemometer for velocity. 
Draper's mechanical anemometer fur pressure. 
Draper's mechanical anemoscope. 
Draper's mechanical rain-gauge. 
Beckley's mechanical rain-gauge. 
Gibbon's electrical recording tide-gauge. 
Dunwoody's electrical tide-gauge. 
Two glass cases, in which are represented the different atmospheric phenomena, ba\" 
been constructed by Private P. A. Monnet, Signal-Service, United States Army. Both 
cases contain specimens of clouds arranged in the style of a panorama. The malltr 
case gives only the principal outlines of the objects, and may be considered as a hor: 
syijopsis of that branch of meteorology. The larger case is more particularly adapt 
for nephelegraphic studies, each type of cloud being therein exhibited in its mo t en-
tia! character, and surrounded with its principal derivatives. The broader form an 
those above them are separate types; whereas the two lower strata, being the terr ..... 
trial range, correspond to combined meteors, viz: aqueous, aerial, and luminous. om .. 
phenomena of the last class, like haze, auroras, coloration at sunrise and sun et, ~ 
be produced at pleasure by optical attachments external to the case. The chief obJe<:-
aimed at in both styles of representation is to trace the effects of atmospheric arrcn-
cies on aqueous vapor. · 
PAPER 21. 
CORRESPONDENCE IN REFERENCE TO THE CO-OPERATION OF THE 
POST-OFFICE AND WAR DEPARTMENTS IN THE DISTRIBUTIO~· 
WEATHER-REPORTS. 
wAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHrEF SIG AL-0l!'FICER, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMfl AND REPORTS 
FOR THE BE~"EFIT OF COMMERCE AND AGIUC iliTCRE. 
Washington, D. C., December 7, 1 .. -;:.. 
SIR: I have the honor to request that instructions may issue to the po t~a t • 
the post-offices named in the accompanying list A, herewith, to di play da!lY a 
tautly upon their receipt by mail, upon bulletin-boards, which will be furnrhed (Jf 
permitted by the Postma ter-General) from this office, the report a to the p~o 
condition of the weather in the section in which these offices are Mcated wb1ch 
office will furnish by mail daily in printed form, and addres ed to the po tm •. 
named. respectively. Under section 6 of the act of Congr entitled "An ac~ to 
consohdate, and amend the statntes relating to the Post-Office Department app 
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June 8, 1872, the request of the honorable Postmaster-General that this publication be 
made by the postmasters, or others in his service, as being for the public good, would 
clearly have the effect of an order; but should there be question on this point, there 
can be none that most of the postmasters interested would gladly perform the duty as 
for the public good, and one reflecting credit upon the Department in•which they 
serve. 
To the Postmaster-General himself, whose good-will to this Bureau bas been so often 
and with such benefit to the Department evidenced, the Chief Sign·al-Officer does not 
feel it necessary to urge at length reasons for requesting his valuable co-operation. It 
is sufficient to say that the plan sut{gested seems to offer a. more immediate and exten-
sive method of reaching the whole interior and agricultural populations of the United 
States, with information in which each citizen has an interest, than any hitherto put in 
use in any country in the worlil. • 
Attention is respectfully invited to the accompanying memorandum of the plan of 
distribution. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, y.our obedient servant, 
ALBERT J. MYER, 
B1·igadier-General and Chief Signal-Officm· of the Anny. 
The Ron. PosTMASTER-GENERAL. 
(Through the Ron. Secretary of War.) 
PLAN OF WORK. 
It is proposed to divide the territory east of the Mississippi River into districts of 
about two hundred miles in diameter, each district having a distributing point at or 
near its center, from which two copies of the reports will be mailed daily to all post-
offi ces accessible by rail or mail-coach by 6 p. m. each day. At each office the post-
master is to post one copy of each report, as soon as received, in a frame to be furn-
ished by the Signal-Office, which frame will be put up in a conspicuous part of the 
office, where it can be seen and the bulletins read by the public without difficulty. ,. 
The second copy is intended for the personal use of the postmaster, and may be dis-
posed of in the manner he thinks best calculated to diffuse the information it contains. 
The chart herewith illustrates the proposed form of districting. 
MEMORANDUM. 
The extent of the co-operatior: required of the Post-Office Department is the trans- _ 
mission daily by mail of one additional letter to each post-office named in the schedules, 
and the putting up daily at such offices one copy of the bulletins furnished by the 
Signal-Office. 
WAR DEPARTME.NT, 
Washington City, December 9, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a communication from the Chief Sig-
nal-Officer of the Army, relative to distribution of the ~aily weather-reports, and to 
request the co-operation of your Department in th~ mode indiQJ:tted by him, if con-
sistent with your views. The subject is one of pulJlic interest, and the plan appears 
capable of effecting a public good. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. POSTMASTER-GENERAL. 
WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Secn;ta·ry of Wm·. 
PosT-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., Decembm· 11, 1872. 
. SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th instant 
Inclosing a communication from the Chief Signal-Officer of the Army, with schedules 
and pl~ns for the co-operation of the Post-Office and War Departments in distributing 
the da1ly weather-reports throughout the agricultural districts of the United States 
ac~essibl~ by rail or mail-coach, by 6 p.m. each day, from certain designated distrib-
ntmg pomts. 
I heartily approve of the plan proposed by General Myer for extending to the agri-
cultural sections of the country the benefit of the information contained in the daily 
weather-reports from the Signal-Office, and have issued an order under elate of 9th 
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instant, a copy of which is inclosed herewith, instructing all postmasters receirin• 
these reports by mail to post them immediately in the frames supplied for that purpo: 
by the Signal-Office. 
Any further assistance that may be desired from this Department will be most cheer-
fully given. • . 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Sec1·etary of W a1·. 
JNO. A. J. C;RESWELL, 
Postmaster-General. 
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., December 10, 1872. 
Arrangements have been made between the Post-Office and War Department b:-
which one or more of the daily weather-reports issueil by the signal-office will bt 
furnished daily to all the post-offices that can be reached from the several points of 
distribution daily by mail. As these reports are designed for the benefit of the agri-
cultural as well as the commercial interests of the country, the Postmaster-General in-
structs all postmasters receiving them to post them immediat6ly in the frames supplied 
for this purpose by the signal-office. 
PAPER 22. 
List of Ag1·icultuntl Societies 'which, on September 30, 1873, had appointed pm·nwnent commit-
tees to confer wUh the Chief Signal-Officm· of the .A1·my. 
Name of organization and State. 
Monroe County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Indiana. 
Muskingum County Agricultural 
Society, Ohio. 
Louisville and Jefferson Counties 
Agricultural Society, Kentucky. 
Schuyler County Agricultural and 
Mechanical Society, Missouri. 
Highland County Agricultural So-
ciety, Ohio. 
Arkansas State Agricultural and 
. Mechanical Society, Arkansas. 
Bertie County Agricultural Society, 
North Carolina. 
Geauga County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Ohio. 
Otsego County Agricultural Soci-
ety, New York. 
Crawford County Agricultural So-
ciety, Pennsylvania. 
Berrien County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Michigan. 
Greene County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Missouri. 
Tolland County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Connecticut. 
Committee. Post-office .address. 
T.H.Mallow ·----· .... Bloomington,Ind. 
R. S. Mershon ____ . _ _ _ _ _ Zanesville, Ohio. 
L. Young----··---·---· Louisville, Ky. 
JohnB.Glaze ...... ---- Glenwood,Mo. 
,J. ~.Bell . . ________ ... _ Hillsborough, Ohio. 
J.W. ~llis .....•..••.•. 
Albert Cohen._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Little Rock, Ark. 
S.J. Wheeler------ ___ _ 
J. B. Cheney._. __ ... _ .. 
D. E. Tayloe .... __ . ___ . 
Dexter Witter .. _ •.•... 
George H. Ford .....•.. 
Luther Russell ....... . 
G. Pomeroy Keese .. ___ . 
H. M. Hooker·----· ... . 
Elisha Finney ____ .... . 
A. P. Foster. ____ ...... . 
Col. F. Manton.-··- ... . 
Prof. W. H. Armstrong .. 
J. B. Fitzgerald ... __ .. . 
D. 0. Woodruff ....... . 
William Bort ..••.•.... 
Dr. J. E. Tafft .... ------
A. W. McPherson .. __ .. 
Rev. John E. Werth .. . 
George H. Kingsbury .. . 
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List of Ag1·icultu1·al Societies which, on Septembe1· 30, 1R73, had appointed permanent conunU-
tees to confer with the Chief Signal-Ojficm· of the Army-Continued. 
Name of organization and State. 
Burlington County Agricultural 
Society, New Jersey. 
Agricultural and Mechanical Soci-
ety of Western Alabama, Ala-
bama. 
Crawford County Agricultural So-
ciety, Ohio. 
Saratoga County Agricultural So-
ciety, New York. 
Martin ,County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Minnesota. 
California State Board of Agricul-
ture, California. t 
Macon County :Fruit-Growers' As-
sociation, Illinois. 
Missouri · State Board of Agricul-
ture, Missouri. 
Jackson County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Ohio. . · 
Pike County Agricultural Society, 
Georgia. 
Greene County Agricultural Soci-
ety, New York. 
York County Agricultural Society, 
Pennsylvania. 
Allamakee County Agricultural So-
ciety, Iowa. 
Bay State Horticultural Society of 
California, California. 
Maine Board of Agriculture, Maine. 
Tuscola County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Michigan. 
Central Iowa District Agricultural 
Association, Iowa. 
South Carolina Agricultural and 
Mechanical Society, South Caro-
lina. • 
Connecticut State Agricultural So-
ciety, Connecticut. 
Connecticut State Board of Agri-
culture, Connecticut. 
Committee. 
G. C. Brown ·----· .... . 
M. S. Pancoast ........ . 
James Lippincott ..... . 
W.S.Bird ............ . 
H. G. Webb ...... -~---· 
A. T. Lupton .......... . 
G. Keller ............. . 
E. R. Reamley ........ . 
H. M. Scroggs .. _ ...... . 
Josiah Koller ......... . 
B.S. Robinson ........ . 
Post-office address. 







Greenfield Centre, N.Y. 
H. A. Munger . . . • . . . . . . Fairmount, Minn. 
J. ·N. Hoag ..........•.. 
C. F. Reed ............ . 
P.M. Logan .......... . 
Prof. E. A. Gastmau ... . 
Theo. Hildebrandt .... . 
J. B. R. Sherrick .....•. 
.John H. Tice .......... . 
Rev. Charles Peabody .. 
Hon. G. W. Kinney .... . 
Davis Mackley ....... . 
J. E. Ferree . .......... . 
Jacob Dungan ........ . 
J. S. Pope ..••.••.....•. 
J. H. Mitchell .. ~-·· ... . 
H. Green ............. . 
A. P; Jones ........... . 
G. C. Mott ...•.•....•.. 
John Evans .......... . 
G. A. Heckert ...•...... 
W. S. Roland ......... . 
Hon. Charles Paulk ... . 
A.M. May .........•... 
D. W. Read .••......... 
P. A. Miller ........... . 
Prof. H. N. Bolender ... . 
M. C. Fernald ......... . 
Prof.' G. L. Goodale .... . 
Prof. C. E. Hamlin ..... 
C. F. Brackett ........ . 
Hon. S. F. Perley ...... . 
C. C. Stoddard ........ . 
Townsend North ...... . 
Dr. William Johnson .. . 
P. F. Ba.rtle ........ ---· 
M. W. Robinson ....... . 
D. V. Cate ............ . 
Dr. F. P. Porcher .... . 
Dr. T. T. Robertson ... . 
Col. J.P. Thomas ...•... 
Hon. E. H. Hyde ...... . 
Hon. Thomas H. Butler. 
H. S. Collins .......... . 
Prof. W. H. Brewer ...•. 
W. H. Yeomans ....... . 






Saint Louis, Mo. 
Do. • 
Snow Hill, Mo. 



























Des Moines, Iowa. 
Do. 
Do. 
Charleston, S. C. 





New Haven, Conn. 
Columbia, Conn. 
West Cornwall, Conn. 
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List of Agricnltural Societies which, on Se-ptember 30, 1873, had appointed permanent commit-
tees to confer with the Chief Signal-Officer of the Anny-Continued. 
Name of organization and State. 
Terre Haute Horticultural Society, 
Indiana. 
Middlesex County Farmers' Club, 
New Jersey. 
Farmers' Club, Utah ............. . 
Indiana State Board of Agriculture, 
Indiana. 
Rhode Island Society for the En-
couragement of Domestic Indus-
try, Rhode Island. 
Washington County Agricultural 
Society, New York. 
Farmers and Frnit-Growers' Associ-
ation of Illinois, Illinois. 
Iowa State Horticultural Society, 
Iowa. 
Addison County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Vermont. 
Orleans County Agricult.ural Soci-
ety, Vermont. 
Bradley County Agricultural and 
Mechanical Society, Tennessee. 
Iowa State Agricultural Society, 
Iowa. 
Carroll and Choctaw Counties Ag-
ricultural Society, Mississippi. 
Belmont Farmers' Club, Mississippi 
Broome County Agricultural Soci-
ety, New York. 
Bureau County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Illinois. 
E sex County Agricultural Society, 
Massachusetts. 
Kokomo Horticultural Society, In-
diana. 
Jo. Davie s, La Fayette, ancl Ste-
phenson ·Union Agricultural So-
ciety, Illinois. 
Committee. 
J.D. Foote ...... ··--·· 
J. F. Sanle ........... . 
John Weir ............ . 
Rev.- Stimson ....... . 
Joseph Gilbert ........ . 
G. H. Lambert ........ . 
G. W. Thompson ...... . 
D. Tyler.-----· ....... . 
William Fotheringham. 
J.L. Smith ....... ···-·· 
T. C. Johnson ......... . 
Thomas Dow ling ..... .. 
J.D. G. Nelson ........ . 
Dr. J. W. Sawyer ...... . 
J.T. Smith ........... . 
Dr. W. F. Channin~ ... . 
M. Ingalsbe ........... . 
R. W. Pratt ........... . 
Dr. W. West ......... .. 
P. H. Pieper .......... . 
E. W. West ........... . 
Prof. Charles E. Bessey. 
Hon. John Scott ....... . 
G. B. Brackett ........ . 
Prof. W. H. Parker .... . 
Prof. H. M. Seely ...... . 
Prof. E. Brainerd ...... . 
D. M. Camp ........... . 
'r.H. Haekins ......... . 
Z. E. Jameson ... ..... . 
T. L. Cate ............ . 
J. C. Morgan ......... . 
Dr. G. A. Long.---- ... . 
Peter Melendy ........ . 
S. B. Hewitt, jr ....... . 
J. M. Shaffer .......... . 
A. M. Rafter .... ..... . . 
T. J. Blackmoore ...... . 
0. J. Moore .......... .. 
A. M. Rafter .......... . 
W. W. Dabney ........ . 
Jas. Thompson ....... .. 
E. G. Crafts .......... . 
T. F. Roberts ......... . 
Arch. Stone ........... . 
P. Van Vredenberg .... . 
George W. Stone ...... . 
A. Bryant, jr .......... . 
H. L. Baltwoocl ....... . 
Charles P. Preston ..... . 
William Sutton ....... . 
A. W. Dodge .......... . 
L. J. Templin ......... . 
L. W. Leach .......... . 
C. S. Boggs .......... .. 
A.M. Jones ........... . 
• 
Post-office addre s. 





New Brunswick, N.J. 
Do. 
Beaver City, Utah Ter. 
Do. 
Do. 
New Albany, Ind. 
Terre Haute, Ind. 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Providence, R. I. 
Do. 
Do. 





















Cedar Falls, Iowa. 















Dan ver , Mass. 
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List of Ag1·icultuml SocietieE 'Which, on Septemb~r 30, 1873, had appointed permanent commit-
tees to confer with the Chief Signal-Officm· of the Anny-Continued. 
Name of organization and State. 
Marshall County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Iowa. 
Coles County Agricnltural Society, 
Illinois. 
Rock County Agricultural Society, 
Wisconsin. 
vVaupacaAgricultural and Mechan-
ical Association, Wisconsin. 
Ingham County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Michigan. 
Fillmore and Mower Counties Ag-
ricultural Society. 
Marion County AO'ricultural Society, 
Ohio. o . · 
Humphreys County Farmers' Club, 
Tennessee. 
Luzerne County Agricultural Socie-
ty, Pennsylvania. 
Atlanta Union Central Agricultural 
Society, Illinois. 
Howard County Agricultural Socie-
ty, Iowa. 
Outagamie County Agricultural So-
ciety, 'Visconsin. 
Lawrence County Agricultural and 
Industrial Associat,ion, Ohio. 
Mian;ti County Agricultural Society, 
Ohio. 
Michigan StatePomological Society, 
Michigan. 
Lamoille County Agricultural So-
ciety, Vermont. 
..... heboygan County German Agricul-
tural and Trades Association, 
Wisconsin. 
Committee. 
Byron Webster ...... .. 
John Turner ......... . 
S. P. lGnsley ......... . 
D. C. M. Evans ...... .. 
Charles Penatel ....... . 
Dr. J. B. Whiting ..... . 
H. C. Mead ........... . 
W. Scott .......... ----
E. Cooledge ......... .. 
Allen Rowe .......... .. 
A.M. Chapin ........ .. 
WHliam Rayner ..... .. 
Dr. A. F. Whitman .... . 
H. S. Hart ........... .. 
W. L. Kellogg ........ .. 
B. F. Farmer --~- .... .. 
William McNee ...... .. 
E. S. Bumstead ....... . 
George W. Farmer .... . 
W. Allen ............. . 
D. Rathbun ........... . 
H. M. Ault .......... . .. 
H. A. True ............ . 
J. K. Newcomer ...... .. 
Rev. A. A. Wilson ..... . 
T. U. Harris ......... .. 
W. A. Hollinger ....... . 
A. R. Lankford ........ . 
Steuben Jenkins ...... .. 
Rev. Abel Parker ...... . 
Dr- J . M. Lewis,_ .... .. 
Dr. J. B. Crawford ..... . 
Dr. C. R. Gorman .... .. 
Dr. B. H. Throop ...... . 
Dr. R. H. 1'ubbs ....... . 
S.D. Fisher ........ .. 
William P. Hunt ...... . 
Daniel McFarland, .... . 
H. D. Noble .......... .. 
Stephen Rodford ...... . 
C. S. Thurber ....... . . . 
W. H. P. Bogan ....... . 
Ed win N ye .......... .. 
N. B. Clark ........... . 
Louis Perrott ......... . 
Dr. G. S. B. Hempstead. 
Cyrus Ellison ......... . 
Hiram Campbell.. ... .. 
H. W. Gillett ......... .. 
Samuel Burke ........ . 
W. W. Crane .......... . 
A. T. Linderman ...... . 
C. L. Whitney ........ .. 
Edward Bradfield ..... . 
George Wilkins ....... . 
H. H. Powers .......... . 
G. L. Waterman ....... . 
Ferd. Stoesser ......... . 
Frederick Must ........ . 
Freel. Zimmerman ..... . 
Albert Mohlendorf ..... . 















































Hanging Rock, Ohio. 
Ironton, Ohio. 
Do. 
Quaker Bottom, Ohio. 
Arabia, Ohio. 
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List of Ag1·icultuml Societ·ies which, on Sey_Jtembm· 30, 1873, had appointed pe1·ntanent com 11,;t. 
tees to confm· with the Chief Signal-Officer of the ..tinny-Continued. 
Name of organization and State. Committee. Post- office addres . 
Walworth County Agricultural So- Peter Golder ........... Elk Horn, Wis. 
ciety, Wisconsin. David Williams........ Darien, Wis. 
Charles E. Bnhre... . . . . Geneva, Wis. 
Floyd County Agricultural Society, E. C. Chapin.... . . • . • . . Charles City, Iowa. 
Iowa. 
Edgar County Agricultural Society, 
Illinois. 
Perry County Agricultural and Me-
chanical Association, Indiana. 
Dav~s County Agricultural Society, 
Iowa. 
Utah CountyAgriculturalandHome 
Manufacturing Society, Utah. 
Ontario County Agricultural So-· 
ciety, New York. 
Washington County Agricultural 
and Mechanical Association, Vir-
ginia. 
Otoe County Agricultural Society, 
Nebraska. 
Lake County Agricultural Society, 
Ohio. 
Page County Agricultural Society, 
Iowa. 
Kings Creek Valley Farmers' Club, 
Ohio. 
Cerro Gordo County Agricultural 
Society, Jo~a. 
Northumberland County Agricultu-
ral Society, Pennsylvania. 
Johnson County Agricultural and 
Mechanical Association, Kansas. 
Albany County Agricultural and 
Industrial Society, New York. 
Pike County Agricultural Society, 
Mississippi. 
Warren County Agricultural So-
ciety, New York. 
Shenandoah Valley Agricultural 
Society, Virginia. 
Wabaunsee County Central Agri-
cultural and Horticultural So-
ciety, Kansas. 
Oswego County Agricultural Soci-
ety, New York. 
Walter Booth ......... . 
B. Halcomb ........... . 
D. P. Elliott .......... . 
I. F. Patterson ... _ .... . 
J. I. Wheeler .......... . 
Ad. Ackerman ...... _ .. 
Howard Willey ....... . 
Wm. J. Hamilton ..... . 
T. A. Walker .. · ....... . 
A.Rankin ........... .. 
William Hill ..•....... 
Ron. George Bean ..... . 
C. D. Evans .......... . 
Daniel Graves ••....... 
Cooper Sayre ......... . 
John S. Coe .........•.. 
Rev. George R. Barr ... . 
J. L. White .... ~ --- .. .. 
Thomas Cosby .....•... 
J. W. Pearman ........ . 
W. W. Wardell ........ . 
D. W. Mead .......... .. 
C. C. JenningE~ ..... --~. 
George Blish ......... . 
S. H. Kiddlebaugh .... . 
S. W. Peterson ........ . 
J. L:Barrett .. - ....... . 
Thomas Cowgill .... _ .. 
George R. Miller .. .••.. 
T. G. Emsley ... _ ...... . 
A. Wilson ............. . 
Henry Martin ......... . 
C. W. Tenney ........ .. 
Dr. E. H. Horner ...••. 
William A. Dean ...... . 
Thomas Barr ........•.. 
John M. Giffen ........ . 
Henry McBride . _ ..... . 
J. M. Hadley ......... .. 
Ron. Geo. A. Tweddle .. . 
J. Winne ............. . 
J. H. Farrell .. _ ...... .. 





























Mason City, Iowa. 
• Do. 
Owen's Grove, Iowa 








Albany, N.Y. . . 
Bethlehem Centre, ~ . 1. 
Albany, N.Y. 
Mag noli"'' :Mi s. 
Charles W. Osborn ..... Warrensburgh, N.Y. 
Edmund Pendleton ... . 
Dr. W. J. Best ......... . 
J. C. Baker ........... . 
Jarvis J eunings. _ .... .. 
Edwin S.Baker ....... . 
William Coleman ...•.. 
William Rinehart ..... . 
George Reynolds ..... . 
Henry L. Davis ...... .. 
P. M.Newton ......... . 
Hiram Walker ....... .. 
Thomas H. Austin .••••. 










Sandy Creek, N.Y. 
Union Square, N.Y. 
New Haven, T . Y. 
Paris,N. Y. 
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List of Ag1'icnltural Societies which, on Septe1nbe1· 30, 1873, had appointed permanent commit-
tees to confer 1vUh the Chief Signal-O:tficm· of the Army-Continued. . · 
Name of organization and State.] Committee. Post-office address . 
. 
Tennessee Central Fair Association, · W. P. Henderson....... Murfreesboro', Tenn. 
Tennessee. 
Jersey County Agricultural Society, Dr. J. 0. Hamilton ... .. 




Steuben County Agricultural Soci-
ety, New York. · 
vVaton wan County Agricultural 
Society, Minnesota. 
Moultrie County Agricultural and 
Horticultural Society, Illinois. 
Rome Agricultural and Mechanical 
Fair Association, Georgia. 
\Vest Virginia Central Agricultural 
and Mechanical Society, Virginia. 
Hall County Agricultural Society, 
Georgia. 
Portage County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Ohio. 
Chickasaw . County Agricultural 
Society, Iowa. 
Virginia State Agricultural Society, 
Virginia: 
Agricultural and Mechanical Socie-
ty of Alleghany County, of Mary-
land and West Virginia, and 
Pennsylvania. 
Central Farmers' Club, ·Delaware. 
Madison County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Indiana. 
Convention of pomologists, Michi-
gan. 
State Pomological and Horticul-
tural Society of Michigan, Michi-
gan. 
Champaign County Agricultural 
Societ~-, Ohio. 
Buchanan County Agricultural So-
ciety, Iowa. 
New Hampshire State Agricultural 
Society, ~ew Hampshire. 
Republic County Agricultural So-
ciety, Kansas. 
Doylestown Farmers' Club, Penn-
sylvania. 
William Shephard .... . 
R.E.Robie .......... .. Bath,N. Y. 
W. W. Murphy..... . . . . Madelia, Minn. 
G. W. V::tughan ...... .. 
E. W.Mills ........... . 
Thomas J. Perry ...... . 
Thomas W. Alexander .. 
Lee Haymond . . ..... . 
R. T. Lownder ........ . 
Thomas S. Spates ..... . 
Dr. W. M. Late ....... .. 
Henry Bassell ....•.... 
Dr. M. F. Stephenson .. . 
J. E. Redwine ......... . 
H. Y. Beebe .......... .. 
E. R. Wait .... . ...... .. 
John Meharg ......... ~ 
L. J~ Young ......... .. 
H. M. Mixer ......... .. 
Buel Sherman ........ . 
F. G. Ruffin .......... .. 
Col. William C. Knight. 
Dr. Wm. T. Walker .... 
Charles C. Shriver .... . 
J.B.H.Campbell ..... . 
R. L. Gross ...... -~ ... . 
M. Hayes .... · ..••..... 
J. H. Bateman ....... .. 
C. H. B. Day .......... . 
I. R. Holston ........ .. 
William Crim . ....... . 
James Hazlitt ....... .. 
M.G. Walker ........ .. 
N. G. Tomlinson ....... . 
Thomas Beckworth ... . 
HenryS. Clubb ...... .. 
Samuel B. Peck ....... . 
C .. L. Whiting ......... . 
































W. A. Humes.... . . . . . . Urbana, Ohio. 
Lyman J. Curtis ...... . 
Dr. George W orne ..... . 
Jed. Lake ........... .. 
Hon. Samuel N. Bell ... . 
Hon. Frederick Smyth . 
General Nathaniel Head 








T. W. Trego ........... Doylestown, Pa. 
H. T. Darlington....... Do. 
D. E. Brower.......... Do. 
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List of Ag1·icultural Societies 1vhich, on September 30, 1873, had appointed perrnanent commit-
tees to confer with the Chief Signal-Officm· of the .Ar1ny-Continued. 
Name of organization and State. Commi tt.ee. Post-office address. 
Franklin County Agricultural So- D. H. Knowlton ....... . Farmington, Me. 
East Wilton, Me. 
Farmington, Me. 
Norway, Me. 





ciety, Maine. • L. R Green .......... .. 
P. P. ·Tufts .......... .. 
Oxford County Agricultural Soci-
ety, Maine. 
Howard D. Smith ..... . 
A. C. T. Smith ........ . 
Iowa County Agricultural Society, 
Iowa. 
J.Root,jr ........... .. 
J. C. Clark .......... .. 
Ephrata Agricultural and Scien-
tific Society, PennsylYania. 
A. H. Simpson ........ . 
W. H. Spera ......... .. 
Warsaw Horticultmal Society, Illi-
nois. 
B, Whitaker .. __ ...... . 




State Grange of Patrons of Hus-
bandry, South Carolina. 
Cha.rles Hay ......... .. 
Edgefield, S. C. 
Cokesbury, S. C. 
Georgetown, S. C. 
John B. Moore ....... .. 
D. W. Aiken ......... .. 
Benjamin Allston .... . 
PAPER 23. 
List of Bom·ds of Trade, Chambers of Commerce, and other organizations, apm·t frorn those 
di1·ectly connected with agricultu1·e, which had on Septmnber 30, Ul7:3, appointed perrnanent 
cormnittees to confm· with the Chief Signal-Officer of the A1·1ny. 
Name of organization. State. 
Chamber ofCommerceofNew York. New York ·---·· ..... 
Board of Trade of Buffalo .......... New York .......... . 
BoardofUnderwritersofNew York. New York .......... . 
Board of Trade of Toledo...... .. .. Ohio .......... · .... .. 
Board of Trade of Washington ..... District of Columbia. 
Board of Trade of Detroit.. .. .. .. .. Michigan ........ ... . 
Board of Trade of Chicago. .. .. .. .. Illinois ............ .. 
Board of Trade of Boston.. .. .. .. .. Massachusetts ...... . 
Cham her of Commerce of Mil- Wisconsin .......... . 
waukee. 
Board of Trade of Nashville....... Tennessee .......... . 
Chamber of Commerce of Du Luth. Minnesota .......... . 
Board of Trade of Baltimore ....... Maryland . .. ...•.... 
Board of Trade of New London.... Connecticut ........ . 
Board of Trade of San Francisco.. . California .......... . 
Board of Trade of Cleveland .. __ .. . Ohio .. __ ........... . 
Committee. 
George W. Dow, M. Maury, 
J. D. Jones, Charles G. 
Curtis. 
Alonzo Richmoud, Geo. S. 
Hazard, John H. Vaught.. 
John D. Jones, Daniel 
Drake Smith, Ellwood 
Walter, Alfred Ogden. 
W. '1'. Walker, M. D. Car-
. rington, A. W. Colton, 
C. A. King. 
J.W. Thompson, A. S. Solo-
mons, R. M. Hall. 
J. Aspinwall, G. W. Bissell, 
E. W. Hudson. 
C. Randolph, D. H. Denton, 
E. 'r. Lawrence. 
Robert S. Perkins, M. D. 
Ross, John Cumming, 
E. H. Sampson. 
John L. Hathaway, J. B. 
Merrill, L. R. Durand. 
James Whitworth , R. T. 
Kirkpatrick, Dr. W. W. 
B •rry, E. D. Hick , .M. S. 
Cochrill. 
Charles M. Cushman. 
H. L. Whitridg , Robert R. 
Kirkland,• Benjamin hl. 
Hodge , jr., J. Hall 
Plea ant. 
Jame T. ··kinner, Georg 
P. Rog r. 
R. R. wain, J. eFreney, 
R. G. neath, . A. Low. 
R. K. Win low, R. F. Lyon, 
J. C. Sage. 
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List of Boards of Trade, Chambers of Commerce, 9·c.-Continued. 
Name of organization. State. 
Chamber of Commerce of Charles- South Carolina ..... . 
ton. 
Board of Trade of Charleston. . . . . . South Carolina . .... . 
Chamber of Commerce of Memphis. Tennessee .......... . 
Board of Trade of Oswego ......... New York .......... . 
Board of Trade of Omaha.... .. . . . . Nebraska ........... . 
Committee appointed by mayor of New York .......... . 
Rochester. · 
Board of Trade of Portland ........ Maine...... _ ... : . .. . 
Boa~d of Trade at Philadelphia.... Pennsy 1 vania ...... . 
Board of Trade of Mobile . . . . . . . . . Alabama ........... . 
Chamber of Commerce of Savannah. Georgia . ... ........ . 
ChamberofCommerceof Wilming- North Carolina ..... . 
ton. 
Board of Trade of Norfolk ........ Virginia .... ---~ .... . 
Board of Trade of Indianapolis.... Indiana ............ . 
Chamber of Commerce of Saint Minnesota .......... . 
Paul. 
Board of Trade of Burlington . . . . . Vermont . _ ......... . 
Union Merchants' Exchange of Missouri. ...... ..... . 
Saint Louis. 
Chamber of Commerce of Galves- Texas . ............. . 
ton. 
Board of Trade of Shreveport..... Louisiana .......... . 
Chamber of Commerce of San Diego. California ........•.. 
Philadelphia County Medical So- Pennsylvania ...... .. 
ciety. 
Board of Trade of Davenport ...... Iowa .............. . 
Board of Trade of Jacksonville.... Plorida ............. . 
Chamber of Commerce of Indianola. Texas ...... ........ . 
Board of Trade of La Crosse...... Wisconsin .......... . 
Cotton Exchange of New Orleans.. Louisiana .......... . 
Chamber of Commerce of New Connecticut .... -~--. 
Haven. 
Chamber of Commerce of Cairo . . . Illinois ............ . 
Board of Trade of Cincinnati...... Ohio ............... . 
Board of Trade of Dubuque_______ Iowa ______ -_________ 
1 
Committee. 
E. H. Frost, W. P. Hall, T. 
W. Dawson. 
Ron. George A. Trenholm, 
Professor F. S. Holme, 
E. Lafitte. 
B. J. Semmes, H. H. Hig-
bee, Thomas H. Allen. 
A. H. Failing, W. J. Mal-
colm. 
A. D. Jones, G. H. Collins, 
M. Stephens, Col. J. Pat-
rick, C. C. Housel. 
Joshua A. Eaton, Charles 
A. Poole, Geo. Schofield. 
C. H. Farley, J. S. Becllow, 
M.N. Rich. 
Henry Winsor, Thomas C. 
Hand, Thomas L. Gilles-
pie, George N. Fotham, 
George N. Allen, James 
Hanel. 
J. M. Thompson, J. Y. 
Thompson, Daniel Jones. 
Charles Green, president ; 
Robert N. Gourdon, vice-
president. 
A. H. Van Bokkelen, Geo. 
Harriss,W. L. DeRossett. 
Dr. S. K. Jackson, W. A. 
Graves, E. C. Lindsay. 
D. M. Berry, E. F. Cox, 
John E. Wright, W. R. 
Nofsinger, S. 'f. Bowen. 
R. Ormsby Sweeney, Rev. 
J. Mattocks, J. Fletcher 
Williams. 
G. G. Benedict, Prof. Peter 
Collier, Prof. McK. Petty. 
Geo. P. Plant, R. P. Taney, 
W. H. Scudder. 
J. S. Thrasher, W. Rich-
ardson, C. G. Forshey. 
George Williamson, R. D. 
Sale, George A. Pike. 
Douglass Gunn,C. A. Jones, 
J. S. Gordon. 
Lawrence Turnbull. 
James M. Dalzell, Edward 
Russell, P. A. Angel. 
A. S. Ba.ld win. 
G. Seeligson, W. P. Milby, 
D. SuJlivan. 
Wm. vV. Jones, James J. 
Lyncles, S. L. Nevins. 
John J. Noble, Cyrus Bus-
sey, Thomas Henderson. 
Johnson T. Plat,t, Mayor 
Lewis, E. S. Wheeler. 
W. P. Halliday, Charles M. 
Howe,Peter Cuhl. 
Daniel B. Pierson. 
Dr. A.sa Horr, Prankliu 
Hinds, R. J .. Gibbs. 
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Muskegon, Mich .......... J 
l 
Manitowoc, Wis ........... ~ 
Huron City, Mich .......• ·l 
Mackinl').c, Mich ............ . 
Richmond, Va ............. . 
Cape Henry, Va .......... ( 
Body Island, N. C ......... l 
Cape Hatteras, N. C ....... ~ 
Lewes, Del ............... .. 
Park's, Colo .............. .. 
Staten Island .............. . 
Chambersburgh, Pa ....... ~ 
Watertown, N.Y .......... .. 
Xenia, Ohio ............... .. 
Port Hope ................. . 
Illinois Industrial Univer- 5 
sity, Champaign, Ill. { 
Little Rock, Ark .......... { 
( 
I 
Sacramento, Cal .......... l 
l 
Niles, Mich ............... .. 
Hot Springs, Ark .......... . 
Louisiana, Mo ............ { 
J auesville, vVis ...... _ .... { 
Hillsdale, Mich .......... ·l 
Metamora, Ill ............. . 
Marietta, Ohio .......... --l 
Monnt Pleasant Academy, 
Pennsylvania. 
Nebraska City, Keb ....... .. 
Mount foosilauke, N. H ... { 
Catasauqua, Pa ........... .. 
Galena, Ill ..... : .......... .. 
olnmbu , Tebr .......... .. 
Applicant. Date. 
Hon. H. H. Holt, Michigan legislature, Jan. 21,1871. 
inclosing petition of 99 citizens. 
Board of Trade, Toledo ................ . 
Board of Trade, Chicago ..•.••....••... 
Ron. T. W. Ferry, U.S. Senate ........ .. 
Hon. P. Sawyer, M. C ................. .. 
Board of Trade, Toledo ..••••.......•.. 
Board of Trade, Cleveland ....•.....•.. 
Board of Trade, Detroit .............. .. 
Board of 'l'rade, Chicago ....••......... 
W. G. Turpin ........................ .. 
Jan. 27, 1871. 
Feb. 10, 1871. 
Mar. 3,1871. 
Jan. 25, 187]. 
Jan. 27,1871. 
Peb. 19, 1871. 
Feb. 19, 1871. 
Feb. 10, 1871. 
Apr. 3, 1871. 
lntion of the general assembly of Vir- Apr. 17,1871. 
Boarcl of Trade, Norfolk, Va., and reso- ~ 
ginia. · 
Board of Trade, Philadelphia ........... May 25, 1871. 
E. J. Mallett, late consul-general. ....... May 24, 1871. 
C. Keutgen, jr ......................... June 9,1871. 
Ron. John Scott, U.S. Senate .......... June 12,1871. 
Ron. Simon Cameron, U.S. Senate ...... June 12, 1871. 
L. L. Pratt ............................ June 21, 1!:!71. 
C. E. Case .................. ., ......... June 30,1871. 
Board of Trade, Detroit, Mich .. .. .. . .. . July 22, 18il. 
Hon. W. C. Flag·g, secretary ............ July 21,1871. 
Ron. J. M. Gregory, president .......... Feb. 21, 1872. 
Ron. J. M. Hawks, M. C ................ July 26,1871. 
Albert Cohen .................... _. .. . . July 1, 1872. 
J. N. Hong, secretary California State July 26,1871. 
Board of Agriculture. 
Concnrrent resolution of the legislature May 15, 1 72. 
of California, presented by Dr. T. M. 
Logan, secretary State board of health. Jan. 10, 1 72. 
J. B. Fitzgerald, secretary Berrien Conn- JL1ly 27, 1 71. 
ty Agricultural Society. 
J.H.Morton, M.D ..................... Aug. 2,1 71. 
William Stark - ............. -.... -- -- ! Au~r. 3 1871 
R. E. Pleasants...................... ~ ' · 
J. B. Whiting, M.D ...... -·.......... Aug. 7,1 71. 
Rock County Agricultural Society . - .. 5 
Professor George M. Millen, secretary Aug. 6, 1 71. 
Hillsdale College. 
I1i1lsclale County Agricultural Society Aug. 6,1 71. 
Ed ward Kipp, secretary W oodforcl Coun- Aug. , 1 ~71. 
ty Arrricultural Society. 
J. W. A;ctrews, president Marietta Col- Aug. 10, 1 71. 
lege. 
\Vashingtou County Agricultural ociety. Aug. 10, 1 ~1. 
W. H. :McCrey, Mount Pleasant Academy Aug. 11, 1 tl. 
and Normal School. 
H. K. Raymond, secretary Otoe County Aug. 14 1 71. 
Farmers' Clnb. 
Profe or C. H. Hitchcock .............. AniT. 16, b71. 
A.F.Clough ........................... 1An(T.1 ,1 "'71. 
lion. B. Mel her on, Clerk U. . Hou e ept. 11, 1 ~ 71. 
of Representati vc . 
Dr. Wilmot Scott, editor Galena om- ept. 14, 1 71. 
mercial Adverti er. 
J. 0. hannon, ecr tary Platte County , ept . . ~. 1 • 1. 
Agricultural ociety. 
} arther Point Canada, ... . 
'ohurg, Canada ......... . 
ollingwood, 'anada ..... . 
~ ~ 0 . wego Board of 'l'rad , by J. L . Me- , ,., 1 - 1 ) '\Ybortcr. -~lliT. :, ' • 
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List of places jo1' which stations have been 1·equested, g·c.-Continued. 
Place. 
Springfield, Mo ............ . 
Port Huron, Mich .......... . 
Mason City, Iowa .......... . 
Orono, Me .... ____ ......•... 
Port Morgan, Ala _ .. _ . _ .. .. 
Balize, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; 
Waco, Tex . __ ........... . 
Fort Randall, Dak ......... . 
University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor. 
Applicant. Date. 
John E. Worth, for Greene County Agri- Sept. 18, 1.871. 
cultural and Mechanical Society. 
Board of Trade, Buffalo .............••. Sept. 22,1871. 
T. G. Emsley, secretary Cerro Gordo Oct. 6, 1871. 
County Agricultural Society. 
M. C. Fernald, Maine State College of Oct. 19, 1871. 
· ·Agriculture-. 
Agent and captains of Morgan Steam- ( 
ship Company. S 
R. J. Percy, for Missouri Valley Tele-
graph Company. 
Professor G. B. Merriman ............•.. 
Oct. 31, 1871. 
Nov. 9, 1871. 
Nov. 2tl, 1871. 
Fort Garry, Manitoba-----·. N. McDougalL ........................ . 
Fountain, Colo. ____ .. __ .. __ R. F. Song, editor El Paso Ranchman .. . 
Dec. 2, 1871. 
Dec. 4, 1871. 
Bangor, Me .•.. · ............. C. A. Boutelle, editor Whig and Courier .. Dec. 14, 1tl7l. r Professor J. E. Hilgard, United States 
Vineyard Haven, Mass .... < Coast Survey. 
1 Daniel W. Stevens .................... . Dec. 18, 1871. l Rev. Thos. Hill ............ . ........... . 
l 
Ron. H. B. Anthony, U. S. Senate, for-
Newport, Rhode Island.... warding memorial of 29 citizens. 
Capt. S. A. Day, United States Army ... . 
Cape Ann, Mass ............. Ron. B. F. Butler, M. C ...... --- ...... . 
Dec. 8,1871. 
July 26, 1872. 
Dec. 19, 1871. 
Iowa City, Iowa ............ · John P. Irish ............. -~' ......••.. Dec. 14, 1871. 
Manassas, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George C. Round ...................... . 
Quincy, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . H. A. Hill, secretary National Board of 
Dec .. 27, 1871. 
4, 1872. Jan. 
Trail e. 
Dover Point, N.H .......... John B. St.ivens, mayor ............... . 
Wilmington, DeL ... __ .. __ .. Board of Trade .................•.••.•. 
Jan. 13, 1872. 
Additional stations on east- ; 
ern shore of Lake Mich-
igan. 
Additional stations onl 
mountains of Virginia. 
Additional stations on west- I 
ern slope of Mississippi~ 
Valley. l 
Nobscoe Light, Monomoy 
Point, Cape Cod, Mass. 
South west Pass, Pass al'Outre 
Staunton, Va.; Ch~istian-l 
burgh, Va.; Bnstol, 
Tenn.; Easton, Pa.; r 
Harrisburgh, Pa.; Win- I 
chest,er, Va. ) 
Towanda, Kans.---· __ ..... . 
Black Dome, Black Mount-
ain, N.C. 
Charlotte, N.Y. __ ......... . 
Gallitzin, Altoona, on Penn-
sylvania Central Rail-
road. 
University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis. 
' Each of the State agricul-
tural colleges. 
Columbus, Ohio ............ . 
Jan: 24, 1872. 
Hon. H. H. Holt, Michigan legislature ... Feb. 11, 1871. 
G. C. Wedderburn, secretary Virginia; 
Telegraph Company. May 7, 1871. 
L. A. Go bright, Associat~d Press ..... . 
George P. Plant ....................... . 
W. H. Scudder ................. ------·- May 7,1871. 
R. P. Fausey, committee of Merchants' July 16, 1871. 
Exchange, Saint Louis, Mo. 
B. B. Forbes, recommended by Hon. Nov. 29, 1871. 
James Buffinton, M. C. 
Thornton A. Jenkins, Rear-Admiral U.S. Mar. 20, 1871. 
Navy. 
J ed. Hotchkiss ...... -----· ....••...... Aug. 15,1871. 
M.D. Elli s .... ------------ ...... -----· Feb. 12,1872. 
Willi~tm Cain .......... ---- ...........• Feb. 12,1872. 
J. Eaton, and thirty-five others ......... Feb. 14,1872. 
David Peelor ,-..... _ .................. Feb. 17,1872. 
William W. Folwell, president .......... Feb. 21,1872. 
J. B. Bowman~ regent Kentucky Univer- Feb. 29, 1872. 
si ty, and others. 
J. H. Klippart, secretary of Ohio State Mar. 5, 1872. 
Board of Agriculture. 
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List of places for which stations have been requested, ~c.-Continued. 
Place. Applicant. Date. 
N orwicL University, North- Capt. C. A. Curtis...... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Mar. 15, 1872. 
field, Vt. 
Grand Tower, IlL ........... A. R. Harris ............................ Mar. 21,1872. 
Iuka, Miss.................. Rev. J. T. Freeman, through l-Ion. George Mar. 25, 1872. 
GreatNatihalee, BaldMoun- { 
tain, N.C. 5 
Deposit, N.Y ............. .. 
Heilman Dale ............ .. 
Booneville, Mo ..... ... ..... . 
Fort Wayne, Ind ..... . . ... ~ 
New Albany, Ind .......... 5 
Maryland Agricultural Col-
lege. 
San Antonio, Tex •.......... 
Atlanta; Ga ........... , .... . 
Auburn, Ala.; Agricultural~ 
and Mechanical College 
of Alabama. 
Racine, Wis ............... . 
Ogdensburgh, N. Y ........ .. 
Plattsburgh, N.Y .. ....... .. 
Sewanee, Tenn ........ . .... . 
Newark College, Delaware .. 
Green Bay, Wis ........... .. 
Kenosha, Wis .............. . 
Warsaw, Ind ............. .. 
Beaver City, Utah ......... . 
New Ulm, Minn ........... . 
r 
E vansville, Ind ........... < 
I 
l 
Aiken, S. C .............. ·l 
Winona, Miss ............. .. 
Eutaw, Ala ................ . 
Belfaat, Me ................ . 
Ithica, N.Y., Cornell Univer-
sity. 
Straits of Mackinac . ... ... . . 
Carthage, Ill . ............ .. 
Kutztown, Pa . ....... ... .. . 
Pensacola, Fla ............ { 
Gainesville, Ga ............ . 
Chattanooga and some point 
between Leavenworth 
and Shreveport. 
Dalla ,Tex ............... j 
n plains of Western Kan as, 
and region southward 
and sonthwe tward. 
E. Harris, M. C. 
Charles W. Jenks .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • . .. .. .. Apr. 1, 1872. 
G. "'\\T. Hanford ........................ . 
S. P. Heilman ...............•......... 
J. L. Stephens ..... -' ----~ ............ .. 
P. C. Johnson, Indiana State Board of 
Agriculture. 
A. R. Davis, president board of trustees. 
Apr. 1, 1872. 
Apr. 1, 1872. 
Apr. 11, 1872. 
Apr. 12, 1872. 
.Apr. 19, 1872. 
Thomas G. Williams ................... May 10, 1872. 
l-Ion. John H. James, ma.yor ............ May 10,1872. 
John B. Reed........................ May 14,1872. 
William C. Stubbs ................... · ~ 
W. H. J enison .. . .................... . 
Mayor and council .................... . 
Hon. W. A. Wheeler, M. C ............. . 
l-Ion. John Rogers, M. C ............... . 
John L. Cooper, through Professor Jo-
seph Henry, Smithsonian Institution. 
William D. Mackey, secretary . ........ . 
Hon. P. Sawyer, M. C ................ .. 
Wall ace Mygatt ..................... .. 
Marshall H. Parks ................... .. 
Daniel Tyler ......................... .. 
Dr. Alfred Miller ..................... .. 
]<,,C. Johnson .................. ------1 
May 18, 1872. 
May 25, 1872. 
May 28, 1872. 
June 10,1872. 
June 11, 1872. 
,June 13, 1872. 
June 20,1872. 
June 24, 1872. 
July 8, 1872. 
July 10,1872. 
P. Hornbrook, surveyor of customs .... I 
Thomas P. Britton, president Vander-
burgh County Agricultural Society. > July 13,1872. 
John Ingle, secretary VanderburghJ 
County Agricultural Society. 
Charles, Butterfield, Mayor .......... . 
Hon. F. A. Sawyer, U.S. Senate, and~ July 16, 1 i2. 
sixteen citizens. 
John C. Derby....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Sept. 2, 1872. 
A.M. Rafter ............................ July 20,1872. 
W.S. Bird ... .. ........................ July 20,1872. 
George E. Brackett . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Aug. 6, 1872. 
A. D. White, president, petition of sev- Aug. , 1 72. 
enty-five citizens. 
Roys I. Cram .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Aug. 7, 1 t2. 
L. F. M. Eaatenlay, petition of one hun- Sept. 2, 1 '72. 
dred and five citizens. 
A. R. I-Iornel, principal Keystone State Sept. 13 1ui2. 
Normal School. 
Pensacola Ice Company .. ---- ........ ( 0 t 7 1' rJ 
M. H. Sullivan, and 29 others ......... S c · ' •· 
M. F. Stephenson .... .................. Nov. 5, 1 12. 
Steamboat-men's conYention assembled Nov. 17, 1 72. 
at Cairo. 
W.A.Jones & Co .................... ~ 
W. C. Connor, aud one hundred and Dec. 26, lei:?. 
th1rty-three others. 
Kan a • tate Horticultural Society ..... Dec. 21. L::i~ 
N. PETERS, PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHER, WASHINGTON, 0 C. 
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List of places fm· which stations have been 1·eg_Mested, ~·c.-Continued. 
Place. 
~il City and Parker's Land-! 
jug, on the Allegheny I 
River. I 
~reensboroug-h and Browns- I( 
ville, on the Mononga-
hela. ) 
--"Vniversity of Kansas, Law-
rence. 
:=Manchester, N. H .......... . 
Sandwich, IlL ............. . 
Detroit, Minn ............. . 
Dayton, Ohio ..........•.... 
Pilatka, Fla ..•............. 
Put-in-Bay, Ohio .......... ~ 
Emporia, Kans ............. . 
North and west of Galves-
ton, Tex. 
Charlotteville, Va., Univer-
sity of Virginia. 
Raleigh, N. C .•...•.••...... 
Columbia, S.C ............. . 
Columbus, Miss ............ . 
Peirce City, Mo .•....•...... 
Neshanic, N.J ............. . 
Bay City, Mich ............ . 
Vincennes, Ind ............. . 
Springfield, Ill ............. . 
Cedar Keys, Fla ........... . 
Salina, Kans ·---~- ........ .. 
Alleghan ies . ............... . 
Carthage, Mo ... ........... . 
Ne-w"berue, N.C ............ . 
Port Townsend, Wash. 'fer .. 
Applicant. Date. 
Rebsoluthiont of se~tet~t coundcil of Pi~ts- ~ Dec. 28, 1872. 
urg , ransm1 mg an approvmg ( J 10 1873 
petition of 46 citizens of Pittsburgh. ) an. ' · 
John Fraser, chancellor ................ Jan. 16,1873. 
Ron. S. N. Bell, M. C., inclosing resolu-
tion of New Hampshire State Agricul-
tural Society. 
N. E. Ballou, through Commissioner of 
Agriculture. 
Daniel Coney ....................... ~ •. 
Isaac Strohen ......................... . 
J. F. Starr, through Secretary of the 
Navy. 
H. B. West ........................... . 
H. D. Cooke, governor of the District of 
Columbia. 
Robert Milliken ....................... . 
Chamber of Commerce, through John 
Hancock. 
R. T. W. Duke, M. C ....... ····:· ..... . 
Jan. 21, 1873. 
Jan. 22,1873. 
Feb. 2,1873. 
Feb. 11, li:l73. 






Cotton Exchange, New Orleans, La . . . . . Mar. 30, 1873. 
Mayor of city and city council.... . • . • . . June 11, H:l73. 
Cotton Exchange, New Orleans, La ..•.. Mar. 30, 1tl73. 
E. P. Lingee ...................••...... Apr. 9,1873. 
John Y. D. Pumyea .................... Apr. 12,1873. 
N. B. Bradley, M. C .................... Apr. '27, 1873. 
W. Hays .............................. June 15,1873. 
S.M. Cullom, petition of governor, State July 5, 1873. 
officers, &c. 
Albert E. Willard, mayor, and 16 others. July 7, 1873. 
Freeman Kingman ..................... July 17,1873. 
George W. Warrerr, jr .................. July 26, 1873. 
E. P. Searle, Henry C. Henney, C. C. Al- Aug 15, 1873. 
len, and others. 
George W. NaAson, jr ................... Sept. 13, 1873. 
Pnget Sound Telegraph . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 30, 1873. 
· PAPER 26. 
MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, OCTOBER, 1872. 
STORMS. 
The progress over tbe country of thirteen storm-center(l has, during the month, been 
traced upon the War Department weather-maps, Signal Service, United States Army. 
'fhe most severe of these storms was that which, from the 21st to the 27th, traveled 
from the Gulf northeastward over the South Atlantic and Middle States, and thence 
eastward over southern New England into the Atlantic, attended throughout its course 
by heavy rains and brisk to high winds, increasing at times to gales. These rains 
:vere particularly heavy in Northeastern Florida and Southeastern Virginia, over 6 
Jn ches of water falling during the storm at Jacksonville, and nearly 7t inches at Nor-
fo lk. Of the remainder of these disturbances nine pursued an irregular eastward 
course from the northwest over the lake region into Canada or New York or New Eng-
land to Brunswick or Nova Scotia; one moved from Texas eastward into the Gulf, 
where it disappeared; one nearl_y north ward from off Cape Cod across Maine to New 
B_ru_nswick, and one from Kansas and Nebraska eastward over the Ohio Valley to Vir-
gwi a,. 
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RAIX-FALL, 
The returns from the signal-service stations show that an excess of rain orer 
mean for the month has fallen on the Atlantic coast, except in Maine and Sonthe, 
Connecticut, and throughout the Middle States and lower lake region, exceptio"· 
tern Lake Erie. This surplus amounts to 4.32 inches at Jacksonville, l<'la., t 
Rochester, and 7.07 at Norfolk, but is less at other stations in the sections, rar~i _ 
from 1 to 2 inches. A slight excess bas also fallen in the western portions of Tenu 
see and Minnesota, and eastern parts of Nebraska and Kansas. There has been , d . 
ficiency of about an inch in northern New England, interior portions of South Carol! 
and Georgia and throughout the Gulf States, excepting Florida, while in Central a 
Eastern Tennessee, Western Kentucky, the Upper Mississippi Valley andoverthenp 
lake region the figures show a general deficiency of about 2 inches. The precipitat 
bas been very slight at the Rocky Mountain stations and on the Pacific coa t, app 
ently less than the mean for October. 
TEMPERATURE. 
The mean temperatures for this month show but little variation from the mean f 
October at most of the signal-service stations. At the Rocky Mountains, on the P · 
cific, and western Gulf coasts, iu Eastern Iowa and Southern Wisconsin, and throu,.;h· 
out the Atlantic States, from Florida to Rhode Island, temperatures slightly cooler th · 
usual have been experienced, the variation below the mean for the month b~ing !!T ·• 
est at Milwaukee and on the coast of Georgia and the Carolinas where it amount. · 
about 3° . In all other sections the temperature has been slightly above the ave!"'d~ 
for October. The month bas, however, been much cooler than October, 1 71, every· 
where in the Mississippi Valley and eastward, this difference of the mean temperatu 
being greatest in Florida, Georgia, and from the Ohio Valley to the lower lakes an 
southern portion of the upper lake region, amounting in these sections to from 3~ to 
MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, NOVEMBER, 1872. 
STOR::\fS. 
During this month twenty-four storm-centers have traversed various part of tl: 
country east of the Rocky Mountains. Fifteen of these disturbances have pur ued 
irregular eastward course from the northweet over the lake region to Canada, or, c~ 
ing the Saint Lawrence Valley, have traveled eastward over Maine andNewBrun w1ck: 
two have moved from the Upper Mississippi Valley eaRtward to Virginia, and then 
along the coast to New England; four havecrossed'the country diagonally from the ut · 
west to New England and the eastern British provinces; one from Texas aero h 
northern portion of the Gulf to Florida; and two, which were probably central at ·o e 
distance from the coast, have been felt along the Atlantic sea-board. 
Destructive gales ha\'e attended the progress of many of these storm-centers, particu· 
larly over the upper lake region, in the Saint Lawrence Valley, and on the middle~ 
east Atlantic coasts. Their approach bas, however, been heralded by the display dun -
the month of sixty-eight cautionary-signals at the lake stations- fourteen on 
Atlantic coast and six on the Gulf. 
RAL.~-FALL. 
Notwithstanding the number of storms which have visited the country durinrr 
month, the returns from the signal-service stations show that the precipitat~on . 
been generally less than the mean for November at the Rocky Mountain tat10n:. ~ 
Florida, the South west, (except Southeastern Texas au d Southern Louisiana,) the-To 
west, the Ohio Valle,v, and throughout the lake region. The :figures show thi deficiency 
to be greatest over the section of country extending from Kansas eastward to Kentucky 
and Ohio, averaging about 2 inches, but amounting to over 4 inches in Central Indian 
An excess of rain has fallen in the Carolinas, Georgia, Eastern Tennessee, Central 
bama, Southern Louisiana, and Southeastern Texa , while about the average quan i 
are reported from the Middle and Eastern States, except the western portion of Pen -
sylvania and New York, where the amounts are below the mean. 
TE::\lPERATURE. 
The m an temperatures for the month at the Yarious signal- ervice tation: _hov-
that the mouth ha been colder than n ual everywhere from the Atlantic to the R .Y 
Mountains, excepting, perbap , in Montana. Areas of high barometric pre ~ur . -
tended by low temperatures for the sea on, have, in several instances, followed cl 
after the torm-center , can ing cold "northers" in the Southern State and ti 
cold, w terly gales over the .. ?orth west and upper lake region. The variation of 
f'l PETERS, PHOTO·UTHOGRAPHER, WASHINGTON, D C. 
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mean temperature below the mean for November has, consequently• been greatest in 
these sections, amounting to from 30 to 8° . Compared with November of last year lower 
temperatures have prevailed everywhere east of the Rocky Mountains, except in New 
England, New York, New Jersey, and Eastern Pennsylvania. Thus the mean temperature 
is higher than the same for November, 1871, by 3° .1 at New London, 3° .3 at Portland, 
Me., and 80.7 at Burlington, Vt., but lower by 5° .1 at Savannah, 7° .4 at Jacksonville, 
Fla., 50,9 at Mobile, 7° .6 at Cinci1mati, 4° at Saint Paul, uml 4° .8 at Escanaba, Mich. 
MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, DECEMBER, 1872, 
STOR~:IS. 
During this month no less than twenty-seven storm-centers have been traced in their 
progress over various parts of the country UJIIOn the War Department weather-maps, 
Signal Service, United States Army. Two . of these storms have apparently traveled 
entirely across the country from the Pacific coast, 'but the paths of the remainder are 
mostly confined to the country east of the ~ocky Mountains, and are about equally 
d i vidcd between the two favorite winter-routes of these disturbances, the one from the 
northwest eastward over the lake region and northern New England to the eastern 
British provinces, and the other fi·om the southwest northeastward to itle Middle 
States and New England, or eastward along the Gulf coast, thence following the trend 
of the Atlantic coast northeastward toward Nova Scotia. The usual attending high 
winds and gales of the winter storms have been experienced in nearly all parts of the 
country, but their approach has been announced by the display of forty-two cautionary-
signals at the lake ports, thirty. two on the Atlantic coast., and three on the Gulf. 
RAI~-FALL 
The etnrns from the signal-service stations show that an excess of rain, amounting 
to from 2 to 5 inches above the mean rain-falls for December, has, during the month, 
fallen in Texas, Louisiana, and Western Mississippi. A surplus, varying from 1.12 
inches to 2.69 inches, bas also fallen in Southern Vir_s-inia, North Carolina, Eastern 
Tennessee, interior p9rtions of Sonth Carolina and ueorgia, and in Northeastern 
FloriUa. In all other sections east of the Rocky Mountains (excepting at New London, 
Rochester, Leavenworth, and Breckenridge, which exhibit amounts slightly above the 
mean) the figures show that the fall of rain and snow bas been less than the average 
for December. This deficiency is comparati,ely small for New England, the Middle 
States, and lower lake region, but is large in Western Tennessee, the Ohio and Upper 
Mississippi Valleys, and over the country adjacent to Lakes Michigan and Superior, the 
precipitation having been scarcely one-fourth as much as the avera.ge for the month· 
at many stations in these sections. 
TEi\IPERATURE. 
The mean temperatures for the month at the signal-servicestations compared with the 
mean temperatures for December, as ascertained by a long series of observations, show 
that the month has been much colder than usual everywhere east of the Rocky Mount-
ains. This excess of cold amounts to from 5° to 7° at stations in all parts of the coun-
try, and at Chicago, Milwaukee, Leavenworth, Breckenridge, and Rochester it amounts 
to over 8° . Much colder weather bas p1'evailed than in December, 1871, in all sections 
east of the Territories, except from Virginia to Southern New Jersey, and from Nebraska 
to Northern Illinois, where the temperatures have been about the same. This unusually 
severe weather may be attributed to the large number of areas of high barometer, or 
high atmospheric waves, which, with their attendin~ low temperat,ures, have rolled 
across the country from west to east. No less than fifteen of these areas of high press-
ure have been traced upon the weather-maps for this month, while during the corre-
sponding month last. yean ouly nine made their appearance. 
MONTHLY WEATHER-REYIEW, JANUARY, 1 73. 
STORMS. 
During the past month the progress of twelve storm-centers has been traced on the 
weather-maps of the signal-service. Of these, three have crossed the country in a 
northeastward direction from Texas to New England and the British proYinces; five 
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have moved from,the extreme northwest eastward over the lakes into Canada or New 
England; one from Manitoba over Lake Superior into Canada; two northeastward np 
the Atlantic coast to the Eastern States and Nova Scotia or Canada; and one has pro-
gressed eastward through the Gulf States, and thence northeastward up the coast. 
Of these storms the most severe have been that of the 7th and 8th in the north-
west, and that which from the 21st to t,he 24th crossed the country from Texas to Nova 
Scotia. The westerly winds closely following the center of the former increased to 
strong gales, which, with heavy snow and temperatures far below zero, served to render 
it one of the most terrific which bas visited that section for many years. The latter 
(that of the 21st) was very extensive in its effects, as during its course nearly the whole 
country east of the Rocky Mountains was reached by its rain or snow-belts. Its north-
easterly gales were felt with most severity from Lake Michigan to Lake Erie, and heavy 
snows fell from Kansas and Missouri northeastward to Canada. 
Twenty-four cautionary-signals were displayed during the month at points on the 
middle and east Atlantic coasts, and two on the Gulf coast. 
RAIN-FALL. 
The monthly rain-fall returns for January from the signal-service stations show that 
there has been in general a deficiency on the Pacific coast; but east of the Rocky ~ount­
ains an excess of rain and snow. This latter excess is most decided in Missoun, New 
Jersey, and Connecticut. A small region of deficiency also appears to extend over 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama 
TEMPERATURE. 
The mean temperatures for January, as given by the signal-service reports, show tha t 
over the country east of the Rocky Mountains the weather bas been generallY: co_lder 
than usual. This difference is greatest in the northwestern section, being in MIChlg~n 
and Northern Ohio about 60 below the mean temperature for the month, and from Wis-
consin and Minnesota to Kansas ranging from 7° to 12° lower than usual. In the lower 
Mississippi Valley, and also Korthwestern New York, the average temperatures haye 
been from 50 to 50 lower than might have been anticipated, while this difference Ill 
New England and throughout the Midd,le States generally has been from 2° to 4°. In 
the South Atlantic States about the mean temperatnres have prevailed, except in North-
ern Florida, where they are shown to be somewhat lower, as also in the Gnlf States. 
MONTHLY \VEATHER-REVIEW, FEBRUARY, 1 73. 
STOR;\f • 
During this month ten diffurent storm have crossed portions of the country ea t of 
the Rocky Mountains. The paths of their centers have, approximat,ely, been traced 
upon the War Departmeut weather-maps, Signal ServicP, United States Army.. . 
That of February 3d and 4th passed over Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin, and MJCbJgan 
into Canada, accompanied by rain, at places heavy, from Texas to Iowa and ea tward 
to the middle Atlantic coast, but by generally light snow or rain thence northw_ard 
over :Kew England and the lakes, and by brisk and high winds over the lake regJOn, 
westerly winds being mo t severe; thunder- torm reported from Knoxville, 4th. 
Februm·y 5, 6, 7, and .-Over Gulf and South Atlantic tates and thence northea tward 
off the middle and ea t Atlantic coa ts and over Nova , cotia, accompanied by hea>y 
rain to ~Iassachusett , and by fre h and bri k winds over Gulf coa t, and bri k and 
high over Atlantic coa t, ea t rly to northerly wind most severe. 
February 6 and 7.-Eastwarcl over Torth rn Minne ota and Lake uperior into Can~da. 
accompanied by areas of very light now and brisk and high winds over the lake r uLOn. 
·outhwe:terly to northwesterly beina mo. t. evere. . . 
February!>, 10, an 111.- Ea tward from D. kota over Minne ota, Wi con in and )fJcbt-
gan into Canada, accompanied by aenerally Ji.rbt rain or . now from Ii. ouri !t>n-
ne .. ee, ancl Virginia northward and northea tward, and by bri k and birrh wwd · 
·outhea ·tcrly to onthwe t rly being mo t vere. . 
FeiJrufu·y 11 and 12.- orthea. twanl ov r, outb rn tate. and bcyonil middle Atlau te 
coa t, accompanied by h avy mm from K ntucky to outbern New J er .rand ~utb­
'':arcl to ulf, hut now from hio to lower lake and onn cticnt, and by bn k 
h1gh outh rly to we t rly wind. ov r we tern Gulf coa t, bri k and high ut~w . . -
rly ov r • · nth Atlantic, 'tate and bri k and hirrh ea terl to north rlr from Yu~nl 
t.o • f; · a ·b n tt · tbnn<l r- torm report d from., Knoxvi lie, 12th; to rill v ry " 
fl'om apP 'od .· nthward. 
f'l·ln·uary 1:> 1 >, anc117.-... -orthea tward from T xa. ov<>r the bio' all Y: th nc 
w:ml O\ ·r and h yond middle Atlantic oa ·t, accompaui ·d by rain, , ·u ralh- h Y 
H PETEI!S, I'HOTO-UTHOORAPHER, WASHINGTON: 0 C 
~ PETfRS, PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHER. WASHINGTON, 0 C 
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'rJ<;MI'EIU T HR. 
From the mean temperat.ure for tb month, tak('rt from tho Hi•run1 . rt•vi · t'I'JHll'l 
andcornparedwithtbatforannUlb r fy ,r ;tt th nlll 
ob rvecl that tb form r ba b en om wbat bi <rh r Y •r tb ;nlf • 'tn t I'>~, I'll 
tion of Kentucky and Tenne , :tncl, onth rn ll r ion f bit) n~ul lnf\innn 
] 0 to 4o, hut otb rwi · ea t of tb Rocky Monntain, l.ow r h,\ !l'otu 
principally over N w York, Mi ltig-an, \Vi corL in, mul.MuttH' otn. 
MONTHLY \VEATirEr-RE IbW MAJ 'lf. l i:l. 
HTO it:\ H. 
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MCf-1'Ch: 10 and 11.-From. Dakota over Minnesota and Lake Superior into Canada and 
contmnmg ~orth of the Samt Lawrenc'3 Valley; preceued by bri~k and high easterly to 
sou~herly wmds, and followed by brisk and high westerly to northerly winds; a.ccom-
pamed by areas of light raiu or snow from Missouri to Minnesota and Lakes , uperior 
and Huron, but thence eastward over the Middle and Eastern States beDoming general 
and at places heavy. · 
March 14, 15, and 16.-Eastward from Nebraska and Southern Dakota over the lake 
region and apparently the eastern British provinces; accompanied by rain from North-
ern Louisiana to New England and north of this line to the lakes and northwest; pre-
ceded by brisk to high easterly and southerly winds, and followed by brisk and high 
northerly to westerly, increasing at places to gales. 
JJ!Im;ch 17 and 18.- Eastward over Wisconsin , the lakes, New York, and New England· 
accompanied by brisk winds and rain, generally light, from Tennessee and Virginia, 
north west, north, and northeastward . 
March 18, 19, 20, and 21.-Eastward over Dakota to lower :Michigan apparently as a 
diminished pressure, but then developing into two; oue passing over Virginia, and 
thence northeastward along the coast; the other north of the lower lakes and over the 
northern port ion of New England; accompanied by rain aml snow over the eo~ire 
country ea.st of the Rocky Mountains, also by brisk and high winds, the easterly ha.nng 
probably been the most severe, increasing to gales. 
March 22 and 2:3.-From Dakota over the upper lakes into Cana<la, and t.hence over 
Northern Maine, accompanied by occasionally light snow and brisk winds which at 
places increased to northeast gales. 
March 23, 24, 25, 56, and 27.-Northeastwaru over the Ohio Valley, and developing 
into two; one over the lower lakes, down the Saint Lawrence Valley, the other o:ver the 
middle and east Atlantic coasts and New Brunswick; accompanied by heavy ram over 
the entire country east of the Rocky Mountains, except that from North~ru New E?g-
land westward over the lakes to the northwest it was snow, and by bnsk and h1gh 
winds, which at places increased to gales, the north and west having been mo t severe, 
except at Quebec, where a very severe northeast gale prevailed on the aftemoon of the 
26th ; this storm was followed by a severe "norther" in Texas on the 25th. 
March 28, 29, and 30.-From Southern Dakota eastward over the lakes, New York, 
and New Eugland; accompanied bv areas of light rain or snow over the north we t a~d 
upper Jakes, but by rain, generally very heavy, from the Lower Mississippi an~ OhiO 
Valleys and lower lakes to the At.lantic coast, also by brisk and high winds; on ?t pa -
sage over the Middle and Eastern States it increased in severity, and the wmd to 
southerly gales on the coast, shifting later to nort.hwest; it has undoubtedly been the 
most severe storm of the month. and the barometric depression most remarkable, the 
lowest reacling having been 28.80 inches at .Burlington, Vt., 11 p.m. on the 29th: 
March 30 and :31.-0ver the northwest lakes and New England; accompamed. by 
generally very light rain or snow from the northwest eastward over th.e lake .regwn. 
Ohio Valley, and Middle and New England States, and by brisk winds, JDcrea mg oc-
casionally to high. 
During the month ninety-five cautionary-signals were dislJlayed at the igual- en· ice 
stations on the Atlantic coast and fhe on the Gulf. 
RAIN-FALL. 
As compared with the means of a number of years for the month, th~ rain-fall return 
from the signal-service stations show a ~eneral deficiency at the tation e t of t h 
Rocky Mountains and at San FranciBco, from 0.05 to 4.00 inches, except over the outh-
ern portion of New Englancl, northern and we tern portions of th~ Mitldle tat -
Southeastern Louisiana, Jacksonville, F lorida, and Eastern Tenne ee aud Kan 
where the exce s varies from 0.10 to 4. 6 inclws. 
TE:\IPERA T RJ<~. 
T~e m an temperature for the month, a taken from the ignal- ervice r ~ort ·a 
tatwn fla t of the Rocky Mountains is higher, from 10 to 10° , than the am for I " . _ 
exc pt for Jack onville and Key \Ve t, Fla., which i slightly lower, at latt r ~ ;:> • 
By comparing arne of this year with that for a numb r of year at the arne t t1o 
or at other clo e by, it i ob erved that the former i from 1° to 5° lower ~\"e~ 
'o?th.ern, Middl , and .r ew England tate , Ohio and outhern portion of ~!Jcbl_ 
~lhn01. and -Ii ouri, but north we t of thi reaion to Minue ota, Iowa, and~ b 
1t vane from 4° above to 50 below. Durinrr the month the weath r ha tber ~ r 
~en rally cold r than u ual, but warmer than March of la t y ar, excep in •t. h. 
1t ha b n mew hat cold r thi than la t, and at an Franci, co wher tb r b 
par ntly not b u any chang . 
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MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, APRIL, 1873. 
STORMS. 
During this month seven storms have been felt over a portion, or nearly the '""hole, 
of the conn try ea~t of the Rocky Mountains. The paths of their centers have, approxi-
mately, been traced upon the War Department weather-maps, Signal Service, Ur...ited 
States Army. · 
The center of that of April 1 and 2 passed over Missouri, Illinois, aud Michigan into 
Canada, sending out a minor disturbance over the middle Atlantic coast, accompanied 
by brisk to high winds and heavy rain in all the States east of the Rocky Mountains, 
except that it was partly snow and sleet over northern New England, the lake region, 
and the northwest; it was felt as a very &evere. storm from northern Texas to the 
lakes and northwest . 
.April3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.--0ver Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, and lower Michigan 
into Canada, accompanied by brisk and occasionally high winds, and sending out several 
minor disturbances to the eastward; also by rain-areas, generally light, from the Mis-
souri and Ohio Valleys and east and middle Atlantic coasts to the lakes and Saint 
Lawrence Valley, except over the lake region, where it was partly snow. 
Ap1·U 7, 8, 9, and 10.-0ver Texas, Arkansas, Illinois, aml Lake Michigan into Can-
ada, sending out a bmnch over t.he Ohio Valley, middle Atlantic coast and to the south 
of New England, both accompanied by brisk and high winds; also by rain, generally 
heavy, from Texas to Minnesota and eastward to the Atlantic coast, except that it was 
partly snow over the upper lakes and northwest; it was followed by a severe" norther'' 
in Texas on the 8th . 
. Apr·il 10, 11, 12, and 13.-0ver the north west, and dP.veloped into two; one p~ssing 
over the lower lakes into Canada, accompanied by brisk and occasionally .high winds 
and by rain or snow from Missouri and Kentucky to the lakes; the other over the Ohio 
Valley and middle Atlantic coast, and thence slowly northeastward, preceded by severe 
northeasterly gales, rain, sleet, and snow from Chesapeake Bay to Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick, and the lower Saint Lawrence Valley . 
.Apr·il 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18; and 19.-Eastward over Wyoming, Nebraska, and Kan-
sas to Iowa and Missouri; then diminishing in intensity and breaking up into, and 
sending out to the eastward over the lower lakes, several minor disturbances, and 
ano~her to the middle Atlantic coast, moving thence very slowly on the 17th, 18th, and 
19th, along the New England coast to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick as quite a severe 
storm; it was accompanied by rain, generally heavy, over the entire country east of 
the Rocky Mountains, except that it was partl,y snow over northern New England, the 
lake region and the northwest; on the 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th it was felt as a very se-
vere storm of rain, sleet, and snow in Wyoming, Dakota, Nel)raska, and Minnesota, on 
the afternoon and night of the 14th and morning of the 15t.h as a very severe "norther'' 
in Texas; east of the Mississippi numerou~ minor disturbances were left, producing 
light rain or snow. 
Ap1·il 21, 22, and 23.-Southeastward over Dakota, the Lower Missouri ancl Lower 
Ohio Valleys, aud beyond the Carolinas; attended by fresh to very brisk winds, and by 
areas of generally light raiu or snow from Missomi, Tennessee, and North Carolina to 
:Minnesota, the lakes, and Massachusetts, and followed by a severe "norther" in Indian 
Territory on the 22d, and in Texas on the 23d and 24th . 
.d.pril 27, 21:3, and 29.-0ver Indian Territory to Kentucky, then apparently develop-
ing int.o and disappearing to the eastward as several minor disturbances; accom-
panied by fresh aud brisk winds and rain from the interior of the Gulf States to the 
lakes and Massachusetts, which was gener~lly heavy over the interior and along the 
Atlant ic coal:lt. 
RAL.~-FALL. 
The returns for the month from the si O'nal-service stations show that there has been 
nn excess of rain and snow over souther~ New England, the lower lake region, from 
Indiana and SoutJ;tern Michigan to Kansas: Iowa, and Southern Minnesota, and over 
C ntral Alabama and Southeastern Georgia, varying from 0.65;inch to 3.06 inches, being 
greatest in Illinois and Missouri. El~ewhere east of the Rocky Mountains there has 
been a deficien~y of from 0.07 inch to 3. 7 inches, being most marked in the western 
Gulf States. · 
TEMPERATURE. 
Dnring the month the weather has been generally colder than usual east of the 
Rocky Mountain , and colder than April of last year at the Rocky Mountain stations and 
eastward. The mean temperature for the month, taken from the signal-service reports, 
and compared with that for a number of years at the same stations, or otherB close by, 
is lower from Kansas and Missouri to Minnesota, 30 to go ; in the Midule States and 
lake region, 0.5° to 5° .7; in New England and from Kentucky to the Gnlf, 0.5° to 3° 1 
wbile in the outh Atlantic tates it varies a little above and below. 
The same compared with that of last year is lower at the Rocky Mountain stations, 
2o to 6° ; thence eastward, 0.5° to 0 ; the difference being greatest over the Northwest 
and the Middl tat . 
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MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, MAY, 1873. 
STORMS • 
. During this month ten storms have traversed the country east of the Rocky ount-
ams. The accompanying map shows the paths of their centers: 
I. Map1, 2, and 3.-Apparently originating on the last day of April in the Rocky 
Mo"':lntams, the center of this storm progressed eastward over Kansas, Missouri, Northern 
Indian~, Southern Michigan, and Lake Erie, moving thence southeastward overPenn-
s~l:'"ama and Maryland to the Atlantic, sending out a branch on the 2d over Ohio, Vi r-
gi~ua, Chesai?eake Bay, and thence off the cmtst. Its passage was attended by heaY> 
rams and bnsk and high winds from the Mississippi to the Atlantic, sleet and now 
falling in New England. 
II. May 4 to 8.-Appearing first in Southern Texas, this storm moved slowly north-
eastward over Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Southern Michigan, and Lake Huron. The 
highest winds during its passage were experienced on the coast of Texas, the lower 
lakes, and the middle Atlantic coast. 
III. May 8 and 9.-Developed among the mountains of North Carolina anu mo:cd 
northeastward along the middle Atlantic coast, accompanied by heavy rains and htgh 
winds. 
IV. May 8, 9, and 10.-Appeared first in Kansas and moved eastward over Mi ouri. 
and thenne rapidly northeastward over Illinois, Indiana, Michigan. and southern Lake 
Huron into Canada. Heavy rains fell in Northern Illinois and Eastern Iowa, an~ a 
belt of lighter rains and brisk winds, from four hundred miles to eight hunured mtk 
ln width, attended its progress. 
V. May 10, 11, and 12,-Like III, this storm seemed to develop among the moun t-
ains of North Carolina, passing northeastward over Virginia, eastward over Che a-
peake Bay, and again northeastward along the coast to New Brun wick. 
VI. May 12 and 13.-Traveled from Minnesota very rapidly eastwar~ o\er ~h 
lakes, Saint Lawrence Valley and northern New England to Nova Scotia, ca.u ID~ 
light rains and high winds throughout its course. . . . 
VII. May 13, 14, and 15.-From the plains of Kansas and Ind1an Temtory tin: 
.storm-center moved eastward over Southern Missouri, southeastward into Alaba~a, and 
then again eastward off the coast, rapidly diminishing in intensity after cro. 111g th 
Mississippi. Considerable rain fell in all the Southern States, except Texa, but ll 
dangerous winds were reported. . 
VIII. May 18, 19, and 20.-Developing in the southwestern plains th1 de~re . IO 
traveled rather slowly northeastward from the Indian Territory over Lake ~l!cht~ 
and Huron into Canada, attended by rain-belts and fresh to brisk winu throughou 
the lake region and western and northwestern sections of the country. • 
IX. May 21 to 24.-From Montana this disturbance moved slowly ea tward ov 
Dakota, crossing, with somewhat increased velocity, Minnesota, the upper lake · t 
.Saint Lawrence Valley, Maine, and Nova Scotia, causing, by it low progre , · v 
.days of cloudy and rainy weather over the entire northern portion of the rouotrv. I 
was during its passage O\'er the Northwest that the terrible and de tructire torn 
swept through Iowa. 
X. Two depressions, one slowly descending from the Upper l\fis onri Valley, tb 
moving northward over Kan a and Nebra ka, seemed to unite in outbero Dak 
form this storm-center. From D<tkota it moved on thea tward into Iowa, no 
ward to Lake Superior, and thence nearly due ea t over the aiut Lawrence' 
Maine, and New Brunswick. Its rain-belts reached nearly the whole countr . 
the Mis issippi, and bri k winds, increa iug occa ionally to hi O'h, were esp n ° 
throughout the northern : ectiou . 
TE.:IIPERATURE. 
RAIX-:F.ALL. 
A. compared with th mean fav rain-fall the rain-fall r turn ~ ·fici -Dei . iu tL north rn aml w • tern part' of Lake · Lake 
m tlw ntir onntry tr tchiug from th ain Lawr nc 
" r tll lower lak ·.· , \V · tern ew York, and W ' t rn 
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Ohio, Ceu tral Indiana, and Southeastern Illinois. Excess of rain occurred in Iowa, Mis-
souri, Eastern Kansas, East Tennessee, and also along the Atlantic sea-board, except 
11ear Portlancl, Me., and Savannah, Ga.,_ and a very great .excess, from 2.00 to 14.58 
inches, over the Gulf States. 
RIVERS. 
The river reports for the month show a slight decline in the Red and Missouri Rivers 
from the beginning to the middle of the mrmth, after which a decided rise occurs until 
the end. The Arkansas rose slowly at Little Rock until the 23d, after which it subsided 
slowly. The Mississippi has alternately risen a.nd fallen; at Saint Paul the water was 
7 feet lower on the 19th than on the 31st, at whic.h dates, respectively, it was lowest 
and highest; at Saint Louis the lowest and highest extremes occurred, respectively,· 
on the 3d and 31st, the difference being 6 feet and 3 inches. At Cairo the river 
was lowest on the 28th and highest on the 16th, the extremes being about 13 feet. 
At Memphis the difference between the highest and lowest water for the month bas 
been about 9 feet, having been highest on the 22d and lowest on the 28th. A very 
rapid rise occurred on the Cumberland at Nashville from the 1st to the 4th, after which 
the water gradually subsiued until the 21st, rising again until the 27th, and then again 
falling until the 31st. 
The Ohio was affected by a great swell which traveled from Pittsburgh on the 4th 
to Evansville on the 14th; since then it has fallen almost uninterruptedly. The differ-
ence between the highest and lowest water has been 15 feet at Pit.tsburgh, 19 feet at 
Marietta, 23 at Cincinnati, 7t at Louisville, and 16t at Evansville. 
The indications are that the Missouri and its tributaries will continue to rise. 
MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, JUNE, 18n. 
STORMS. 
During this month ten disturbances have crossed portions of the country east of tbe 
Rocky Mountains. The accompanying map shows, approximately, the paths of theit· 
centers. The figures above them are the dates of the month ; those below, 1, 2, and 3, 
indicate respectively the time of the morning, afternoon, and midnight observations; 
the dots upon them show the location of the centers at each observation. 
The center of that of June 1 and 2 moved over Eastern Florida into Southern 
Georgia and disappeared, producing heavy rains and brisk winds. 
June 3 and 4.-From Dakota over Iowa, Lake Michigan, lower lakes, New York, and 
New England; accompanied by fresh and brisk w.inds over the Northwest, lakes, and 
Atlantic States, and by rain, at places heavy, <3ast of the Rocky Mountains, except on 
the Gulf coast. 
Jun e 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.-From Dakota over Minnesota, the lake region, and northern 
New Ep.gland; with rain, generally heavy, fresh and brisk winds, and occasionally 
severe thunder-storms, over the northern portion of the country. ·· 
June 12, 13, 14, and 15.-0ne southeastward over Minnesota to Lake Erie, and thence 
northeast into Canada, causing thunder-storms, with rain-areas, generally light, and 
fresh and occasionally brisk winds from the Ohio Valley to the lakes; a second, appa-
rently developing h1 the Southern States, thence eastward to the coast and northeast-
ward over probably Nova Scotia, with fresh and brisk winds and rain-areas on the coast. 
J~tne 14, 15, 16, and 17.-0ver Dakota, Lake Snperior, and thence probably over 
1\faLDe, producing areas of light rain and fresh and brisk winds over the northern portion 
of the Middle States and the lake region. 
June 18, 19, and 20.-0ver Northern Minnesota, Lake Superior, and thence over Maine 
and Nova Scotia, attended by occasional rain-areas and brisk and high winds over the 
Northwest, lake region, and New England. . 
June 21, 22, 2::3, and 24.-From Dakota over Southern Minnesota to Iowa, then break-
ing up into and sending out to the eastward several minor disturbances, producing 
severe thunder-storms of short duration from Missouri and the Ohio Valley northward. 
June 25, 26, 27, and 28.-Eastward over Northern Dakota, Minnesota, Lake Superior, 
an d northern :New England, sending a branch over Iowa, with severe thunder-storms 
from Tennessee to the Northwest, lakes, and New England. 
June 2 , 2D, and 30.-0ver Minnesota and the upper lakes into Canada, accompanied 
by severe thunder-storms north and west of the Ohio Valley, brisk winds over the 
Northwest, lake region, and Atlantic States, and rain, often quite heavy, from the Lower 
~!i s i sippi, Northwe t and lake to the Atlantic coa t. 
Oue cautionary-sigDal was displayed at Duluth on the 17th. 
TEMPERATURE. 
The mean temperature for June, 1 73, is higher than the mean for the month, except 
for the vicinity of Lake Superior, where it is lower by 0° .7 to 1° . ; in the South Atlantic 
'tates it varies from 1° .6 below to 1° .0 above, and from New Jersey and Ea tern Penn-
ylvan ia to Maine, 1° .2 below to 1° .1 above. The exce sis greate tin Northeastern 
Virginia, 4° .5; Torthern New York, !C'.1 to 4 .7; Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, and Southern 
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Michigan, 1° .7 to 6° .5; Southern Alabama, 4C.9; Illinois, Southern Wisc(•nsin, and East-
ern Iowa and Missouri, 0 .5 to 2°.1; Eastern Kansas, 40.2; Southern and Western Minne-
sota, 4° .8 to 6°.7; Port Sully, Dakota, 8°.0, (n and Cheyenne, 4° .4. 
The mean for June, 1873, is lower than that for June, 1872, at San Francisco, 1°.1; in 
the Gulf States, 0° .4 to 1° .6; in the South Atlantic States, 0°.3 to 2°.0; iri the vicinity 
of Lake Superior, 0° .4 to 1° .6. It varies in the Middle, Atlantic, and New England 
States from 1° .1 above to 3° .9 below. 'l'he former is the higher in Iowa and Sout.hern 
and Western Minnesota, 4° .5 to 5° .5; in the Ohio Valley, 1° .0 to 4° .7; over the lower 
lake region, 1° .1 to '2,0.7. 
Mean temperature. 
1871. 1872. 18i3. 
Signal-service stations. 
April. May. June. April. May. June. April. May. June. 
----- --------------- -
Washington .. __ .......... ·0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
57.6 64.0 73.2 56.2 67.8 7ti.O 53.3 6:~. 6 7ti. 5 
New York-----·---· ..... 54.2 58.6 69.0 49.7 61.9 7~.8 46.3 57.6 68.9 
Boston ... - ..... - ...•. - .. 46.7 57.4 66.2 46.3 57.2 67.6 44.6 56.8 67.2 
Chicago ................. 51.2 56.7 66.8 47.9 56.1 69.5 42.3 53.9 70.2 
Saint Louis .............. 60.3 69. 1 79.0 57.5 67.4 76.9 51.2 6f>.1 77.1 
New Orleans ............. 70.8 76.0 82.5 70.4 75.8 80.5 . 66.9 73.7 80.0 
RAI~-l•'ALL. 
The returns for the month from tlw signal-service stations show that there has been 
an excess of rain over the mean from Plorida to Western Tennessee, and westward to 
Arkansas and Eastern Texas, varying from 6.50 inches to 0.86 inch, from Eastern South 
Carolina to So·uthern Virginia 1.29 inches to 0.60 inch, from Central Indiana to South-
eastern Missouri 1.42 inches to 0.68 inch, over Northeastern Ohio 1.23 inches, and from 
Eastern Nebraska northeastward to Eastern Minnesota and Northern ·wisconsin and 
over Northern Michigan 4.34 inches to 0.45 inch. 
There has been a deficiency iu New En,g]and varying from 1.79 to 4.00 inche~, in 
the Middle States, except Southern Virginia, 0.44 to ~~.26 inches, from northern portiOns 
of Georgia, and South Carolina to the Ohio VaHey 0.35 to 2.03 inches, from Northeastern 
Kansas to Southern Wisconsin and Northern Illinois 1.67 to 3.90 inches, over Northwest-
ern Ohio and Southeastern Michigan 0.29 to 1.23 inches, and over \Vestern Minnesota 
0.98 inch. 
RIVERS. 
The Red River ro e steadily at Shreveport during the first week, after which it 
remained nearly stationary until the 2 th, when it began to fall slowly. 
The Arkansas fell and rose alternately during the first twenty days, then fell steadily, 
having been eight and a half feet lower on the 30th than on the 1st. 
The Missouri at Fort Benton rose steadily until the 19th. Throughout the lower 
portion of the river an almost continuous ri e occurred, althou(Th a slight fall was 
observed between Kansas City and Brunswick after the 26th. . "' . 
The Mississippi fe1l slowly at, aint Panl and between Cairo and New Orleans, (except-
ing some slight oscil1ations,) the difference between highest and lowest water for the 
month being at St. Paul nearly five feet, between Ca.iro and Vicksbnrgh nearly eight 
feet, and at New Orleans eleven inche ; between LeClaire and Warsaw a gradual ri e 
occurred from the 4th until the middle of the month, aft.er which a steady fall was 
observed; at 'aint Louis the water rose slightly between the 3d and 11th, falling slowly 
after that date. 
The Cumberland at Na hvi1le fell from the 1st to the 9th, then rose until the 19t!J, 
fell again until the 27th rose until the 29th, but on the 30th it began aga.in to fall; 
tho ditf renee b tween highe t water (19th) and lowest water (9th) being six feet. 
The Ohio, at Marietta and above, a well a it tribntarie , has changed compara· 
ively Httl•; from Cincinnati to Evan ville it ha fallen almost continuously-the 
differ nee l)etwe n highe t aud ]ow t water beino- nearly nine feet at Cincinnati and 
Evan ville and thre at Loui ville; at Paducah the water fell from the 1. t to the 11th, 
ro e until the 21st, falling again from that date until the 30th. 
M "THLY WEATHER-REVIEW, JULY, 1 73. 
TORM. 
nriug the mouth of July, 1 73, thirte n areas of low barometer have been recorded 
on the daily w ather-map of the ignal ffi e; the tracks pur u >d by the e will be 
fon111l on the accompanying map ,To. 1; th y have in general pa ed centrally over tile 
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extreme northern limit of the United States. This feature has indeed been this year 
rather more notice~ble than in former years, as is seen from the following statement: 
July, 1871. The mean latitude of the tracks of 15 centers of low barometer was 45° . 
July, 1872. The mean latitude of the tracks of 14 centers of low barometer was 44°. 
July, 1873. The mean latitude of the tracks of 13 centers of low barometer was 47° . 
As in former years during this month, so in the present year, with scarcely an excep-
tion, the areas of low pressure first became apparent in or beyond Dakota and Mani-
toba. On most · occasions the appearance of a low barometer in the Northwest has 
been preceded by slight barometric depressions on the coasts of Oregon and California, 
but it has been impossible to decide whether the disturbances have passed from the 
Pacific Ocean eastward or have origi:t;J.ated in the Rocky Mountains of British America. 
The numerous local storms that are experienced during the summer months have a 
certain relation to the large areas of high and low barometer, to the topography of the 
country, the position of the ocean and other bodies of water, &c., &c., all of whieh may 
be better understood from map No.2, on which are drawn with some approach to cor-
rectness the lines of equal storm frequency for the month of July. The local storms 
(which are almost invariably attended with lightning, &c.) have been most numerous 
in Florida, on the west and southwest side of the area of high barometer that prevails 
during July on the Atlantic, between the l~titudes of 12° and 30° north. The region 
of next greatest frequency is in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania, where the south and 
southwest winds attending the areas of low pressure rise up over the high country of 
those States. The storm frequency diminishes as we proceed from the Gulf coast 
northward over the low, flat country and northwestward toward the high arid plains; 
on the other hand it increases as we proceed from the middle and east Atlantic coasts 
westward up a rapid slope to the summit of the Appalachian range. The local storms 
are least frequent on the dry plains west of the valley of the Mississippi River, and 
there are indications of a region of diminished frequency in the northern part of the 
Province of Ontario, though this may possibly be due to the scarcity of our stations in 
that region. 
WINDS. 
No wincls of special severity have been reported during this month, except the tor-
nado of July 3, at Indianapolis. The winds have reached the limit of high (a velocity 
of thirty miles an hour) only twice in the Middle Atlantic States and thrice in Dakota 
and Northern Minnesota. The prevailing winds (by which is merely meant the wind 
that has been recorded the greatest number of times) are shown by arrows on map No. 
3, from which we also perceive something of the connection between the winds and 
the isohars. In general it may be stated, that south and southeast winds have pre-
vailed in the Gulf States, Iowa, and Minnesota, but elsewhere over the country east of 
tb e Rocky Mountains tlle prevailing winds have been from the south, southwest, and 
west. 
RAL.~-FALL. 
The total amount of rain during the month appears to have been in excess in Indi-
ana, Illinois, and Michigan, and .on the southern border of Lakes Superior, Erie and 
Ontario, as also in New Bngland. The reports from the summit of Mount Washington 
show a rain-fall of 13.5 inches, us contrasted with only 3.5 inches in July, 1872. On the 
other hand the rain-fall of June was 3.5 inches, while in June, 1872, 18.5 inches were 
reported; by combining the two we obtain for June and July together, in Ul72, 22 
inches, and in 187:3, 17 inches. A deficiency of rain is apparent in the province t•f On-
tario, on the middle Atlantic coast, over the Lower Mississippi valley and in theN orth-
west. The details of the rain-fall are given for each geographical subdivision in the 
accompanying table. 
Tttble showing the 1"C£in-fall and temperature. for July, 1873. 
District. Average rain-fall. 
Inches. 
New England .......... : .. ·----·-- ---· .... 3.5 or an excess ___ _ 
Middle Atlantic States . _ .. __ .... ___ ...• __ . :t5 or a deficiency .. 
Lower lake region .•. _. _ ... ___ .. ........ _. 5.0 or an excess ._ .. 
Upper lake region ......... _ ... _ ... _ .... _. 4.5 or an excess. __ . 
onth Atlantic States_·-- .. ___ .. __ .... _·-· 5.5 or normal._-·-· 
Eastern Gulf States . ___ ..... _ ......... _. _ 5.0 or normaL __ .. . 
Western Gulf States· ----·----····--· ··- -· 5.0 or normaL-·-·· 
Ohio Valley .. __ .... : __ ... __ ..... _ ..... __ . 4.5 or a deficiency .. 
Lower Mississippi Valle:v ........ __ . _ .• __ • . 2.0 or a deficiency .. 
Upper Mi si ippi Valley .. __ .....•. _. _. _.. 4.0 or a deficiency .. 
Lower l\fi ouri Valley ...... ___ •. _ .... __ .. 2.0 or a deficiency .. 




70 or an excess. 
77 or an excess. 
71 or normal. 
66 or normal. 
81 or a deficiency. 
82 or an excess. 
82 or a deficiency. 
77 or an excess. 
80 or normal. 
75 or a deficiency. 
75 or an excess. 
75 or normal. 
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TEMPERATURE. 
The temperature bas very generally averaged one or two degrees lower than for the 
corresponding month of 1872, which latter was indeed in many places one of the warm-
est on record. Compared with the average of many years, the past month seemed to 
have been from one to four degrees warmer than the normal temperature over the 
Middle Atlantic and the Eastern Gulf States. In general, however, over the rest of 
the country east of the R.ocky Mountains the temperature bas been slightly below the 
average, the deficiency amounting to one or two degrees in the valley of the Mi i ·-
sippi River. 
The accompanying table shows for each geographical subdivision the general mean 
temperature, as observed and as compared with normal values resulting from many 
years of observation. 
The details of the distribution of temperature may be seen from the isothermal line 
given on map No. 3, and which hold good for the general surface of the earth. 
The monthly range of temperature, or the difi'erence between the highest and lowe t 
temperatures that have occurred during the month, is given by the lines of equal 
monthly range on map No. 4. It will be seen that the range is greatest in high and 
dry localities, and least in low and clamp regions. The range also increases decidedly 
with the latitude, even on the Atlantic coast, a phenomenon doubtless clue to the greater 
changes in cloudiness and humidity. 
RIVER A:ND OCEAN TEMPERATURES. 
Reports h a-.;-e been received for the last ten days of the month from some of the 
stations that have, at the suggestion of the Unitecl States Commissioner of Fish and 
Fisheries, been furnished with apparatus for observing the temperatures of the water 
in the rivers, bays, &c.; the results promise to be of general meteorological interet. 
The general results of these observations (the :first of their kind) are given in the table 
printed on the border of map No. 3, where the comparison may easily be made between 
the temperature of the water and that of the air, &c., &c.; the water-temperature 
refer to the lowest stratum of water near the bottom of the river or bay, and the obser-
vations are made daily at 3 p. m. 
In general it is tfound that the range of temperature increases very regularly as we 
proceed from Cape Hatteras northeastward. The :figures for each day show that the 
temperature steadily increased at Boston and New LondoR from the 18th to the 27~b, 
and then began as steadily to diminish. This change may be due either to a t1dal Hl· 
fluence or to a change in the warm currents of the adjacent ocean. 
RIVER-OBSERVATIONS. 
A general view of the results of observations of tbe water in the rivers is given in 
the table accompanying map No.3. In addition to this table, the following remar~ 
only are neeessary. The Red River fell steadily during tbe entire month. The ~11 · 
souri fell almost continuously, except at Leavenworth, where it rose during tb~ first. 
week of July. The Upper Mississippi has declined somewhat; the middle po!twn of 
the river was at :first stationary or slightly rising, and then began to fall steadily; the 
lower portion of the river, after falling and rising, bas again begun to fall. The Cum-
berland has experienced three sudden rises and subsequent falls, attending three 
periods of rain. Similar oscillations have occurred in the Ohio, a specially large wave 
having moved from Pittsburgh to Louisville between the 6th and tbA lOth of the 
month. 
CAUTIOXARY IG:NALS. 
No cautionary signals have been displayed during the month. 
MONTHLY WEATHER-REVIEW, AUGUST, 1 73. 
The general meteorological condition as determined from the ob&ervation taken at 
th ta.tio_n ?f the ignal- 'ervice, United tate Army, during the month of .A.ugu t, 
1 t3, are mdJCated upon the accompanyinO' mars. 
In comparing the e condition with thg e of the corre ponding period in previous 
Y ar , tbe most notkeable feature are-
l.t. The exce s of barometric pre · ure over ... ew England and the Middle Atlantic 
tat ·s . 
. :.!d. Tb diminution of temperatur below the mean for the month of AnO'u tin pre-
~·~~u · ·:n , in th di trict above named, aud thence westward to include the lower a: r;g• u and the adjoining tates. 
tl .Jcl. 1 h unu nal quantity of rains in th Middle Atlantic eli trict e pecially near (;CO I t, I 
_.....:::::.:. 
f42 " t;r ... •n••'h 
Jo!NTRES OF IIIGH BAROMETER 
"lfo. ~an. In. 
Au,u.t J, Colorado. 
Augutt 17, CAnada, (!.ower.) 
Augun !0, Canada. I J.ow r. ) 
4 Auguot :h, Msnlt<Jbu, 
h Augtl8tl6, 'anada. ( I>J>er. ) 
t1gurn abo" lh lint• refer 14 
day Qf th month. 
'FlRUro 1, 2 and 3 ow the Un 
'" 
_j __ _ 7.3S "·"" ., 4-.~- P.M. 11 P.M. 
I 
1 
Hi r ~n • •r. 
N, PETERs, PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHER, WASHINGTON, 0 C. 
M Pf.TERs, PHOiO. UTHOGRAPHER, WASHINGTON, l) C 
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The paths of1 the centers -of the several areas of high barometer are traced on map 
No.1. . 
These areas, with but one exception, were first observed in British America, after 
which they moved with such uniformity, and became so unusually well defined as to 
render it possible to locate their centers at each of the tri-daily reports of this office 
from the time of their first appearance until they finally passed beyond the limits of 
observations. 
The general direction of these paths while th~ areas remained central on the conti-
nent, is approximately from the northwest to the southeast, but for want of more ex-
tended observations their final direction after passing off the coast remains as yet un-
determined. 
During the month of August, 1873, twelve ::treas·of low barometer have been traced 
on the tri-daily weather-maps, and the tracks pursued by the centers of these areas, 
wi th explanatory notes, are represented on map No.2. 'l'rack No. 2 may be found on 
the map accompanying the weather-review ofJ nly. · ' 
These areas of low barometer were, ·with one exception, first observed either in the 
territories of the United States east of the Rocky Mountains or in Manitoba; and by 
referring to map No. 3, it will be found that this region is one of mean low barometer 
for the month. Seven of these areas passed eastward to the Atlantic coast within the 
limits of ou.r stations, with a mean latitude of 43°. . 
The remaining areas passed to the northe::tstward into British America without any 
decided atmospheric disturbance in the United States. 
STORMS. 
The areas of low barometer traced on map No. 2 were accompanied with slight dis-
turbance while in the western portion of the United States, but no marked change in 
the weather occurred until the 11th of the month, when the area of low barometer 
marked No.6 was first 'observed in Kansas. 
This storm moved slowly to the eastward, with cloudy weather, rain, and light to 
fresh winds, the winds increasing in force as the cenper approached the Atlantic coast, 
and finally producing the northeasterly gale which occurred on the middle Atlantic 
and New England coast on the 14th and 15th. For this storm cautionary signals were 
displayed at Cape May, New York, New London, Wood's Hole, Boston, Portland, and 
~~p&~ • 
. The second storm, and by far the most severe one that has occurred since the estab-
lishment of the signal-service, is traced as No.10 on map No: 2. Although this storm did 
n?t occur within the limits o'f our stations, there were indications of some atmospheric 
d1sturbance off the middle Atlantic coast on the 23d which warranted tpe prediction 
made in the Probabilities written from the afternoon report of that date, viz," For the 
New England and middle Atlantic coast, threatening weu,ther," and from the midnight 
report of the same date, ''For the New England and middle Atlantic coast, stormy 
weather," with cautionary signals at Cape May, New York, and New London. 
This storm, in consequence of its severity, is one of unusual interest, and the course 
marked fur it may vary from the actual, which cannot be determined until additional 
data have been obtained, when a complete and accurate description will be published 
by this otfice. 
The third decided storm of the month was first observed as an area of low barometer 
in the western portion of Kansas on the 29th at 11 p. m. This area moved to the east-
ward over the lake region without any marked disturbance until the night of the 31st, 
when brisk and high winds, with areas of rain, were reported. On the morning of the 
1sL of September it had become unusually well defined in the lower lake region, after 
>y-hich it passed over Northern New England and off the Atlantic coast with increasing 
force, finally producing- a violent storm since reported from vessels which were in the 
North Atlantic on the 2d and !{d of September. 
WINDS. 
Apart from the storms above referred to, no winds of special severity have been 
r }ported, except from Dnbuque, Iowa. At th is station a violent tornado oceurred on 
the 7th, which, although entirely local in its nature, developed au unusual force and 
cauRed great destruction of property. Owing to the carrying away and destruction of 
the anemometer at this station no record ecl velocitv of this wind has been obtained . 
. The unus ual velocity of one hnnrlred miles per h our was reported from Mount Wash-
mgt.on, N. H., during the torm of the 16th. The force developed by this wind has not 
been equaled at any other station iuce the establishment of the signal-service. 
The dir•ction of the prevailing wincl. of tile several stations is indicated by the 
arrows on the map No. 3, ancl in comparing the. e directions with the isobarometric 
l ines on the same map, it will be observed that they incline towanl the area. of mean 
low barom ter. 
63 w 
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RAIN-FALL. 
The total quantity of ra in during the mo.nth, as uerluced from the reports of the 
sey-eral geogra~hical sections, is giveu in the a,ccompanying table <;>n map No.4. In the 
Mrddle Atlantic States and in Minnesota there Las been a decided excess over the 
mean rain-fall as calculated from observations of previous years; while the~e has 
been about the usual amount in the South Atlantic and Eastern Gulf States; m the 
remaining districts there has been a deficiency. In the table referred to the quanti ty 
of rain given bas been deduced by taking the general average of the reported rain-fall from 
the several stations in each district. The general distribution of the rain-fall1 as dednce.d 
from the reports received at tbis office ·and presented in the table above referred to, IS 
graphically reprPsentecl on map No. 4. · 
TEMPERATURE. 
In New England, the Mid<lle States, and thence westward over the lower la.ke region 
and a(ljoiniug States, the mean temperature bas been from two to five degrees belo w 
the normal, and about three degrees above the normal in the upper lake region, the 
Upper Missisippi and Lower Missouri Valleys, but in the districts last named the tem-
p erature has been lower than reported for August, 1872. The results of the observa-
tions for the month are given in the accompanying table, in which is no~ed the com-
parison of the temperature of the several districts, with the mean temperature deduced 
from observations of previous years. The isoth erruallinPs for the ruontb, give~ on 
map No. 3, indicate the general distribution of temperature throughout the Umted 
States. 
RIVER AXD OCEAX TEi\fPERATURES. 
The number of stations supplied with the necessary apparatus for determining the 
temperature of water has been g-reatly increased, au<'l. the observations which were 
commenced during July have beeu continued. and promise to be of general meteor-
o]ogieal interest. 
The table given on map No. ~, presents a general synopsis of these observations. 
The temperature noteu is that of the lowest stratum of water at the place of observa-
tion. 
RIVER-OBSERVATIONS. 
In general these observa~ions show that the rivers draining the eastern slope of t)le 
Rocky Mountains were stead il y falling during the entire month; and that those U.r~w­
ing t~e western slope of the Appalachian range, experi enced fluctuations a~ten~mg 
the rams of these districts. The table on map No. 3, presents these observatwns 111 a 
consolidated form. 
MO~THLY WEATHER-REVIEW, SEPTEMBER, 1 73. 
TOR:'II • 
During this month eleven low barometers have crossed the country <'nst of the Rocky 
Mountainro. Map No. 1 sho""s, approximately, the paths of their centers which ba>e 
passed over the lake region in a northeastward or eastward course, excepting the two 
on the South Atlantic coa. t. Several of them were ren1arkabJy severe over the upper 
lakes, anu destructive to sbippino-. 
:r'hat of Angn t 30, 31, and , et~emher 1, wa accompanied hy occa ional rain ~nd 
hn ·k winds over the Northwe t, Ohio Valley, lake re<rion, Middle tate , and cw 
England, the wind increas ing to high frem Michio-an eastward ov r the lower lak~-. 
and aiot Lawr n ·e Valley. r:. 
_ eptemb r 2, 3, 4, and s;by brisk and· occa. ionally high wind. and rain from tbe 
orthwe tea tward over the lak rPgion, Ohio V:1ll y, Micldl tate. and N w EnglanJ. 
A hurricane wa report d a having la. ted about on hour on Lake ~Iichigan 1 _and ~ornado in Ma ... achn etts on the 4th; very sev ro thunder- torm with biuh wwd 
m <..a .. tern T nne., ee on the 3d, ancl, outiJ a. tern orth arolina on the :1th. 
• epte~h r 11, 12, am113, by rain at n arly all of the tation ea t of the R '"1 
~Ionntatn ; bri k and high wind oYer the Torthw stand upp rlal'e ; . v re 'nortiJcr 
m T ·a on th 13th; h avy ·now on Iount Wallington on the nigbt of th l.ttb. 
• <·pt mber 14 1:>, aocl 16, by high south and we t wind ov r th ... -orthwe t od 
upp1~r lakP. ; c a. ional rain over Minn . ota, the lak rc·gion, and Te w Engla~d. 
• 
1'Pt rtn h r 17 1 ~nd 10, by high wincl ov r th J. ortlnve t, Jake an~l amt J, 
r n 1 \all ·y · hy ram from th .. -ortb w st a.·tward ov ·r the lake ·, h 1 noel ·' 
L: "1" ·nc Yall·r., . Ii<lcll 'tat , and J.Tew England. 
'"'I I 1 
I 
I 
llP£T£Ra, PltOTO-UTHOORAPHER, WASHINGTON:~ C 
~· 
WAR DEPAR'I'MENTWEATHERMAP. 
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. September 18, 19, and 20, by brisk and high winds and heavy rain from Florida to 
Southeastern Virginia, having been very severe on the coast. 
September 22 and 23, by bri;;k winds and heavy rains on the South Atlantic coast . 
.September 23 and 24, by high winds over the Northwest and lakes; rains from the 
Missouri and Ohio Vallevs to the lakes and Middle and East Atlantic coast. This was 
the severest storm of the month, especially on the upper lakes, whence very heavy 
gales were reported. 
September 25 and 26, by high winds over the Northwest and upper lakes, with 
oc0asional rain ; light snow in Montana on the 26th; heavy gales on the upper lakes. 
September 27, 28, and 29, by high winds on Lake Ontario and the lower Saint Law-
rence Val ley; rain in all sections east of the Rocky Mountains, except the east Gulf 
States; followed by a severe "norther" in Texas during the night of the 29th and the 
morning of the 30th, and by light .snow from Northern Minnesota and Dakota north-
ward. . 
On the 7th, 8th, aud 9th, an area of high barometer extended itself eastward over 
the N0rthwest, lake region, Ohio Valley, Middle States, and New England, with fall-
ing temperatnre, and with light frost over the North west and upper lake region. 
13, 14, and 15.-A second, over the same region with quite heavy frost, which was 
very severe on the morning of the 13th over Dakota, Minn., and the northern portion 
of the upper lake region. 
16 and 17.-A third over the Northwest, lakes, Middle States, and New England, 
with frost over the northern portions of these sections. 
September 19, 20, anc121.-A fourth, fmm the Northwest over the lakes, Ohio Valley, 
Middle States, and New England, with frost, except probauly on the immediate coast. 
September 29 and 30.-A tifth, from the Northwest south and east over the entire 
country, with low temperature, producing frost over the northern sections. 
TEMPERATURE. 
On map No.2 will be found a table of the average mean temperature for the dif-
ferent districts for this month. For New England, the Soutb Atlantic States, the Obio 
Va.lley, and Tennessee, it is the same as that for many years. Por the Middle Atlantic 
and Gulf States, and the lower lake r egion, the former is the greater, .from oc.4 to oo.6. 
For the upper la.ke region, Minnesota, and Upper Mississippi and Lower Missouri Va.lleys; 
it is l ess, from 1° .2 to 2°.5. Compared with the average for the same month of last 
year, the former is the lower for the stations in all of the districts, except the South 
.A t lantic States, Tennessee, and the Ohio Valley, where it varies slightly above and 
uelow the latter. 
RAIN-F ALI,. 
Map No.3 gives, approximately, the rain-fall for the varions districts east of the 
Rocky Mountains. A table upon the same shows where there has been the average 
fall, excess, or deficiency. 
RIVERS. 
The observations show that the Missoun, Heel, Mississippi, and Ohio Rivers fell qtJite 
steadily du!lling the rnonth, excepting slight oscillations in the · h ead-waters of the 
two latter, produced by rains. The Cumberland fluctuated more or less, having been 
lower October 1 than September 1. Upon map No. 3 will be found a table which 
explains itself. 
Sixty-one cautionary signals were ordered to be displayed at our own stations 
during the mou th for seven storms, and the majority of them on the lakes. Thirty 
Canadian stations were warned of the approach of storms. · 
PAPER 27. 
Special Orders { WAR DEPART:ME.~: T, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 1 
No. 78. 5 WaBhington, D. C., June 14, 1871. 
Sergeant Frederick Meyer, observer, Signal-Service, U. S. A., will proceed without 
delay to Ne"_V . Yor~ City, and report to Uaptain C. ]!,, Hall, commander of the North 
Polar Expe.d1t10n, for duty in connection with that expedition. He will, in addit ion 
~o the ~eriorma~ce of duty under t.he orders of Captain Hall, carry out the written 
mstructiOnB reee1ved from this office. 
Tile Quart~rmaster's Department will furnish tho necessary transportation. 
By order of the Chief Signal-Officer of the .Army, 
. GARRICK MALLE~Y, 
Ca1Jt. and Bvt. Lieut. Col., U. S. A., Acting Signal-Ojflce1· and Ass·istant. 
99'6 REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W .A.R. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-OFFICRR, 
DIVISION OF TELEGRAMS AND REPORTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMERCE AND 
.AGRICULTURE, 
Washington, D. C., June 12, 1871. 
SERGEANT : The Chief Signal-Officer directs that' you will take daily ou_se~v:ations 
during your entire expedition at 7.35 a. m., 4.35 p. m ., and 11.35 p. m., Washmgton 
mean time, of the barometer, thermometer, wind, and w~;ather, and such additional 
meteorological observations as are compatible witli the duties assigned you by Captain 
Hall. 
Among these additional observations, you will particularly bear in mind the follow-} 
ing: 
1. Frequent observations of the barometer, wind, and weather at hours intermedi-
ate to the above. 
2. Regular observations of the minimum and maximum thermometers. 
3. Velocity of wind at sea, especially in gales, and made with numerous anemome-
ters in different positions. 
4. Forms and motions of clouds, and meteor-tracks. 
f>. Ozone. . 
6. Electrical and auroral phenomena. 
· 7. Solar and terrestrial radiation thermometers. 
8. Forms, &c., of snow-crystals. 
9. Heights of twilight arcs-noting the time very exactly. 
10. Dew-point at very low temperatures. 
11. Spectrum-lines or bands in the aurora and the atmosphere. 
12. Polarization of atmospheric light and position of neutral points. 
13. Rain and snow fall at different altitudes. 
14. Temperatures of sea and rivers and 'springs, and the earth and snow at depths 
of 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36 inches.. . 
15. Habits of plants and animals as affected by climate. 
You will take special care to make accurate comparisons of yonr barometer, &c., 
with other instruments that you may find at points on your journey, that have been 
used for meteorological observations. 
You will keep all the records for any period as far as possible in one and the same 
book; dividing it into two portions, one for the systematic observations at regular 
hours, the otlwr for occasional observations. 
You will keep a duplicate record of the systematic and more important occasional 
obser.vations on Form 4, and forward the same to this office as often as occasion may 
offer. 
Very respectfully, 
H. W. HOWG.A.TE, 
Second Lieut. and Bvt. Capt., U. S. A., Acting Signal-Offirer and Assi~tant. 
Sergeant F. MEYER, 
ObseTvet·, Sigual-Scr"vice, U. S. A. 
SERGEANT FREDERICK MEYER'S REPORT ON THE NORTH 
POLAH EXPEDITION, 1871-'73. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF TilE CIIIEF SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
Waohington, D. C., July 1, 1 73. 
GE TERAL: I have the honor to inclose a report of my proceedings while in con-
nection with tho North Polar Expedition, which, by Special Order N . 7 , I w. 
ordered to accompany. All items and data of this report are frow memory, and not 
ua ed upon notes taken at the time of their occurrence, with the excep ion of a ~cw 
ollserv·ations for geographical position, and general outline of adventures while linng 
on tho ice. 
'!'be report naturally arranges itself under the two general beadings-
!. H1story of tho exp dHion. 
II. , cientific operations of the expedition. 
II ading II, according to the in tructions of the National.A.cademy of cience~, con-
sit of~ 
1. A tronomical b ervation . 
2 . .Ma!m tic oh · n·atious. 
~ . f b 'l'\'at!ons on tho force f gravity 
4. 1J ex·vat10n on ocean pby~;;ics. 
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5 . Meteorological observations. 
6. Natural hit>tor_y. 
7. Geology. 
8. Observations on glaciers. 
No.1 subdivides-
A. Astronomical observations at winter quarters. 
B. Astronomical observations on sea and at ports of Greenland. 
C. Astronomical and geodetical observations,. forming a series of systematic 
surve~·s. 
No.2 subdivides-
A. Differential observations. 
B. Observations on absolute declination. 
C. Observations ou intensity, (relative and absolute.) 
D. Magnetic in.clination. 
No.4 subdivides-
A. Depths. 
B. Examination of sea-bottom. 
C. Sea-temperature. 
D . Density of sea-water. 
E. Currents. 
F. Tidal observations. 
No. 5 subdivides-






G. Solar aucl terrestrial radiation. 
H. Crystallization of snow. 
I. Moisture. 
K. Electrical phenomena. 
L. Auroral phenomena. 
M. Heights of twilight arcs. 
N. Optical phenomena. 
0. Sllooting-stars and meteors. 
P. Miscellaneous. 
Brig. Gen. A. J. MYER, 
Chief Signal-Officer of the A rmy. 
F. MEYER, 
Observer Signal-Ser'Vice, U. S . A. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE VOYAGE OF THE STEAMER POLARIS 
FROM NEW YORK TO GODHAVN, DISCO. 
I.-HISTORY OF THE EXPEDITION. 
In compli ance wit.h tbe instructions received from tbe Chief Signal-Officer of the 
Army, I proceP-dcd to New York in order to report myself to Captain Hall, commander 
~f the North Polar Expedition, then about in readiness to leave port on its voyage to 
the arctic region . Arrived at New York, I set at once to work to procure several 
instrnments to com plete my outfit as meteorologist of the expedition; and arranged my . 
plans in regard to meteorological work. 
All this occupied the entire time the Polaris was anchored at the Brooklyn navy-
yard, where numbers of visitors appeared every day to look over the ship and give us 
their wi h s to the adventurous enterprise which we were then abont to undertake. 
The noble people of New York and Beooklyn did not only wish us a successful voyage, 
l)llt they :tl::~o crmtributellla.rgely to our library, in prese11ting, fur the ns a of the crew, 
enough of reading-matter to wear away agreeably the long and dark winter months 
.·o n to come. 
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A few days before we left port, the Geographical Society of New York gave a recep-
tion to the officers of the expedition, during which Captain Hall gave a. detailed descrip-
tion of the expedition, and his plans in regard to the main object of the voyage-the 
discovery of the north pole and the tract of land surrounding it. Also Dr. Bessels, the 
chief of the scientific party of the expedition, expressed his confidence of its s11ccess, 
which should make us more worthy of such honoring reception. . 
Finally, having completed all preparations for a voyage of such long duration, Cap-
tain Hall heaved anchor .at 12 o'clock m., June 29, 1871, and proceeded about half a 
mile up the stream, where he laid to, in order to start out with the tide through Hell-
Gate, which he accomplishecl at 7 p. m. the same day. 
The company on board the Polaris consisted of Captain Hall, commander; Mr. Bud-
dington, executive officer and saHing-waster; Mr. Chester, first mate; Mr. Morton, sec-
ond mate; Dr. Bessels, yhief of scientific party: F. Meyer, metet>rologist; Mr. Schu-
man, :first engineer; one steward; one cook; a crew of twelve firemen and seamen; 
Joe, Hannah, and Punny, the Esquimaux interpreters. Besides these, Colonel Lupton . 
of the 'Patent-Office at Washington, an intimate friend of Captain Hall, who had 
assisted him for some time in arranging the business iu connection with the expedition, 
accompanied us to New London, so that he might stay with his friend as long as cir-
cumstances would permit. 
After a very pleasant trip we arrived at :New London Harbor the following day, June 
30, at 11.30 a .. m., where I at once set to work to make arrangements for meteorological 
observations, to be taken while ou the Atlantic, and actually· made a series of compar-
isons of Adie's mercurial marine barometer, No. 767, with Green's mercurial standard 
barometer, No. 947, and found its error (in comparison with Green's No. 947) to be equal 
to 0.108. 
All instruments were suspended in an instrument-shelter, fifteen· inehes wide, two 
and a quarter feet long auu four and three-quarters feet high, and fastenerl to the port 
side of the pilot-house. They were placed in such manner as to secure as well as pos-
sible prot,ection from radia.tion. The bulbs of the thermometers were about four feet 
eight inches from the deck of the ship, and two feet from the top of the shelter, six 
inches from the wall of the pilot-house, and nine inches from the blinds of the shelter. 
The barometer and ozonometer were also suspended in the instrument-shelter, the ane-
mometer being located nearly halfway on the port side of the quarter-deck. The instru-
ments exposed for use were Adie's mercurial marine barometer, No. 767; Green's mer-
curial thermometer, No. 2 93; Green's psygrorneter, No. 1822, A and B; Robinson' 
(Green) anemometer, No. 40; ozonometer, and one Miller Casella's thermometer, to 
observe maximum and minimum temperature. A rain-gau~e could not be properly 
exposed, and therefore a small one was set up, which could only be used at certain 
times. 
Having everything ready for operation, I commenced to take observations on .Jul)' 
1, at 7.35 a.m. and 4.35 p. m., Washington time, after ascertaining- that the elevation 
of mercury surface in ch;tern of barometer was equal to 8 feet 9.5 mches. 
As on the previous day, people etreamecl on board the Polaris, looking over the steamer 
and greeting the explorers. 
The main object of going into port at New London was the procurement of a econd 
ongineer, which Captain Hall accompli heel in securing Mr. Odell for the aid po itio~. 
Toward evening, ladies of Groton Bank visited our vessel, took possession of the cabm 
and organ therein, enlivenincr our close quarters with their sweet songs and witty con-
Yersation, so that really space seemed to widen and time to rush. 
During the succeeding day, July 2, two observations were made at 7°35 a.m. and 
4.3:- p.m., Washington time. In the afternoon gentlemen and ladies both of New Loon-
tlon and Groton Bank rowed over to the Polaris, in order to attend t.he divine erviCe. 
which was to take place on board of the ve sel at 4 p. tn., being held by Rev . Fo ter 
and All n, mini ters of New London ana Groton Bank. At the appointed time th 
quarter-t1eck wa entir ly taken po 0 e ion of by our visitors, and the ervice wa opened 
by Iinister Allen, in delivering a prayer and reading the chapter, after which :Mini ter 
1' o ot r, in a loncrer sermon, illustrated the dangers of our expedition, the cientifi? f~ct. 
whwb were to be gained, and the laurels which were to be conquer d by accompli htn 'r 
th object of our expedition in r aching th north pole. 
After the final prayer, the gentle people of N w London and Groton Bank r tnrned 
t their hom . , bidding u crood-hy over and over again, an.d wi bing u ucce ·' 
which they had the confidence would meet ns. 
n the following day, at 4.20 a.m. we left w London Harbor on the way to 
John , T wfoundl and, and a soon a we bad clear cl the Harbor, Colon 1 Lnp~· . 
and tb pilot 1 ft the v 0. el nod r tlw cheers of our officer and cr w. ,y bad llur 
w ath r until 10 a. mo, when a heavy fog et in, and the ea comrn nc cl to . w•ll c n-
·idcrably. TavitYator , ncl seamen on the portion of the Atlantic in which we"'' 
crut ing, .-e inrr a lt •avy fog always followed by a swell of the ea, explain on t? 0 
~b can of the other, whi.o really both phenomena appear to me to have their orl!!'10 
m the :am can.- . 
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From north latitude 40° and west longitude 70° to north latitude 42° 20' and 
west longitude 60° , the equatorial and polar currents follow their course respectively, 
east-northeast and west -southwest, in close proximity, and produce heavy fog by rapid' 
change of temperature of air-currents as they pass over the surface of sea-currents of 
such different temperature. On the oth_er hand, whenever the wind blows in such 
direction as to cross sea-currents, driving the waters · of one into the other, the 
different speciiic gravity of those currents will necessarily cause an additional motion 
of the waters, which is shown by the auove-mentioned swell. 
At one 4our, Greenwich time, we commenced to take three-hourly meteorological 
observations, which, in connection with the latitude and longitude derived from 
astronomical observations and the log, make up the complete meteorological record of 
the voyage. During the following day, the fog and swell of sea continued-to increase, 
showing a clear sky whenever the fog was depressed by a strong upper current. 
· Also on July 5 and 6, we were perfectly encircled by a fog, the sea continuing to be 
high. 
Early on July 7 having come up to north latitude 42° 20' and west longitude 60°, the 
fog disappeared, and the sea ran smooth. 
On July 5 we commenced to take frequent observations of the sea-temperature on 
the surface and at greater depths, as also of the specific gravity of the water. In the 
evening the sea-temperature fell very rapidly, we being far from the direct influence 
of the equatQrial current. 
During July 8 fog made its appearance again, the wind blowing from a westerly direc-
tion which carried the warmer air over the cold currents, upon which we were then 
progressing, and which kept a nearly stationary temperature. 
On July 9 the temperature of the sea fell still more, governing the temperature of 
the air, while heavy fog, causecl by northerly and westerly wind, would not permit ns 
to run the ship during night on such dangerous grounds as the Newfoundland banks. 
'roward morning of July 10 the fog condensed into light rain, until in the afternoon 
when the sea-temperature suffered a very rapid. depression, which caused heavy fog, 
going over into rain. 
Finally, at 12 m., July 12, we arrived at St. John's Harbor, where we found the sea-
temperature quite low, while the air~temperature, influenced by the soil, was con-
siderably higher. Hardly any fog m·akes its appearance in St. John's Harbor, the air 
ueing very dry, and not capable of producing condensed vapor in the lower stmta of 
atmosphere. 
St. John's Harbor forms a small basin encircled by granite rocks, having the appear-
ance of being encaved anil rounded by former glaciers. We anchored at St. Jol.m's 
Harbor until the 19th of July, Captain Hall being en~agecl in making arlclitional pur-
chases of coal and provisions. At 4 p. m. July 19 we left St. John's Harbor, being ac · 
companied by the American consul of St. John's, who, when be left the ship with the 
pilot, was cheered three times, to which he responded in the same manner. 
About iive miles from the coast, bearing southwest by soutll, we saw a mirage of a 
peninsula, showing an inverted image immediately above the one seen directly and in 
m ost distinct outlines. We also saw a faint aurora at 9 p. m. of 45° altitude bearing 
due north, and consisting of faint reel and yellowish rays going over into white light. 
On July 21 we found tiJe sea-temperature increasing and nearly equal to that oftbe 
ai r. Toward morning of Jnly 24, north latitude 55° ,42' and west longitude 51° 30', 
the sea-temperature stood above that of the air until morning of July 25, when the 
air-temperature rose above that of the sea. 
On July 25 toward midnight we sa.w a brilliant aurora, which, making its first ap-
pearance as an illuminated cumulo-stratus clond, soon trausformed into a. broad ribbon 
of a square-edged, screw-like appearance, and based by the same cloud, which showed 
a yellowish light. The ribbon or screw showed distinctly all colors of the spectrum, 
and spreading pa.rallel with the horizon, and at the crown, first formed a faint arc of 
Rpectrum light over its crown and then transformed itself into a faint arc of spectrum 
light, which finally combined with the upper arc, showing a mosp brilliant arc of 
spectrnm light with diverging rays of purple and violet color. 
On July 27 we arrived at Fiskenaes, where Captain Hall intended to engage for the 
service of the expedition the Esquimaux, Hans Christian, who had been a member of 
the expeditions under Dr. Kane and Dr. Hayes. 
\Ve were informed tb.at Hans Christian was then at Upernavik, and in the Dani~h ser-
vice .. Fi kenaes i~ a small village of seventy inhabitants, which are mostly half-breed 
E . ·q mm~t~x, and h Ye on th~ earni?~S of _seal-hunting and fishing, by exchanging them 
for.rrov1 100 a_nd necessanes of life wllwh the Danish government provides for them. 
Thts exch_ange ~~ C?nducted by Gov. M. Shonheycler, under whose jurisdiction comes 
also the little m1 . wnary settlements of Lichtenfels, located on the same island to the 
outhwe. t, a~d i_nhabited by ninety members of the brotherhood. Both villages be-
long to the d1.::1tnct of Sout~ Greenland, anu their provisions are sent yearly in open 
b.oat. from 9-o lhaab, the pnncipal place of Son th Greenland, which boats return to 
Godbaal> With the fat, blubLer, and cod-livers bonght by the governor ofPiskenaes. 
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Fiskenaes is entirely built on rockR, which consist of granite, w ith quartz-Yeins and 
porphyry. Vegetation is scarce; only the governor pos:sesses a few artificial lJeds of 
vegetables, but an abundance of alp-flora are vegetating in the neighborhood. Very 
few reindeer are to be found near Fiskenaes, and the ice-bear approaches only about 
once in twenty years; but an abundance of seal aud codfish is yearly collected. 
The Esquimaux inhabitants are of good appearance, well fed. and healtb)--looking, 
which the governor assures me is the result of a l~w issued by the Danish government 
prohibiting the sale of fresh fish and compelling the natives to keep a large supply of 
fish on hand in storage for the long cold winter. 
The male Esquimaux, in average, measures five feet, is of rather lazy habits but 
great endurance, and from eight to fifteen live in one srna1l bouse built of lumber, and 
covered with peat, or entirely built of turf. The female Esquimaux is smaller built, 
with very small bands and feet, and their hair tied at the crown of their beads by a 
ribbon, which, according to its color, signifies their state in relation to nuttrirnonial 
life. A red ribbon signifies the female to be a virgin; blue, a married wowan; black 
and white, a widow; white with a small ribbon wound around it, a widow wilo wishes 
to marry; ~recn, a girl who has borne a child. 
Each congregation bas a teacher or catbecet, who · preaches the divine word, but is 
not allowed to join members of the congregation iu matrimony. 
The minister of the gospel and physician visit the place once a year. 
Several remarkable habits of the Esquimaux were related to me, of which I note 
the following most remarkable : · 
~ . After taking the holy sacrament each native shakes hands with all present Euro-
peans, which signifies their gratitude in regard to the acquirement of the Christian re-
ligion. Mortality among the natives is not great, but greatest in spring. It has been 
related to me that during last winter forty inhabitants of an island near Jnlianhaab 
perished by starvation, being blocked in by ice in such a manner as not to permit any 
1n·ovisions to be sent there. 
- The mean temperature of Fiskenaes during summer months is said to be about +lOJ 
Reaumur, while the winter is not very severe, and sometimes rather mild, as in the 
case of the preceding oue, when the greatest cold observed was -14° Reaumur. The 
prevailing winds are northerly in winter and southeasterly in summer. 
During winter months a southeast wind bears almost always the character of a 
gale approaching in elastic waves, which strike the lower strata of the atmo phere at 
intervals, and an~ Yery dry and rather mild. 'fhe snow-line in South Greenland, I wa 
informed, varies from 2,000 to 3,000 feet elevation, and therefore no permanent snow i 
known at Fiskenaes. none of the surrounding mountains being higher than 2,000 feet. 
At 3 a.m., July 29, we left Fiskenaes, encountering a southwest gale, indicated by a 
light westerly wind and a rapid rise of the barometer on the evening of the preceding 
day and morning of July 29. At 8 a.m. the wind veered to northwest, the barometer 
falling rapidly, which continued after the wind bad veered to southwest. 
The change of ·wind to southwest was accompanied by light rain, which ceasing at 
intervals grew into heavy rain, with an increasing force of wind. 
At 7 p.m. the maximum velocity of wind was thirty-six miles per honr, and the 
minimum height of the barometer was 29.649, occurring at 8 p. m., when the force of 
wind gradually decreased, and the barometer slowly ro::;e untilll p. m. 
At 11 p.m. the wind shifted slowly to west on the way to northwest, and rapidly 
les enecl its force-the barometer rising rapidly, and clouds clearing a.way. . 
During the entire time the thermometer, within a very small range, marked d1 ·-
tiuctly the succeeding pha es of the storm, rising until the barometer reached itsmax-
imnm, on the morning of July 29, and then falling up to the time when the outh":e. 
wind et in, when, rising again for a short period, it continued to fall until the wwtl 
gradually v ered to west. At 11 a.m., July 31, we arrived at IIol teinbora where we 
found two wedish government ves el , ( teamer and schooner,) which were tb n on 
tb ir return to weden, having been sent to Di co, in order to take up a pi ce of rue-
t.eoric iron, which is thought to weigh about 300 tous, and in addition to which th :, 
found two more pieces of the same tructure. The e two ve ·~el , under command 1 
aptain an Otter, bavinO' on board a botam t and a geologi t, team.ed and ailed up 
a far a Upernavik, sound ing and a certaiuing frequently the urface and bottom 
t mperature of the a. Th y al o stated that th ea upon which they bad l.J en 
crui ing wa unu ual1y fre of ice, and very favorable for our voyage. 
At 4 p. m., Auf,rtl t 2, the wecli h v . sol l ft port, proceeding on their Yoyage_ to 
weden. IIol teioborg i a, mall hut beautifully ituat d village, tmrronud d by b1~b 
and t p mountains of granite, and uud r the juri, di tion of Governor El b~l''"· B. r-
r_ n of v g tation, with th' xceptiou of a few artificial bed of v getalJle m po .,_ 
JOn of tb gov rnor, the alp-tlora i. of le. variety. Reind r ar • care , : nd "b ~u 
w . r acb d IIol t iulJorg 110 r ·in<l er- ·Jdn we1·e to b got-ic -bear b Ill'' d 
ranty. · 
'1 b nativ . arc of tlH' . am type as at Fi. ken~es, followiug the occnpation of hnutm-
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and fishing, ann occa,;i·onally whaling, which they keep up with snccess on their own 
coast during winter, sailing to the west side of Davis's strait: during summer .. 
On July 01, Captain Hall, Dr. Bessels, and I went ashore, m order to take stghts for 
longitude of Holstein borg, and ascertained, according to my computation, Holstemborg 
to be situated at 53) 50' 4511 west longitude. . 
At 3 p.m., August 3, we left Holsteinborg, and proceeded to Godhavu, or Lively, 
Disco. 
Al;wut thirteen miles from Holsteinborg we passerl by the peak known as Woman's. 
Hood, which on its southerly ext,remity resemules very much a woman's hood, and of 
which I made a sketch. We arrived at Godhavn at 3 p.m. August 4, where, in comml-
tation with the governor of Lively, Mr. Lassen, we learned that good coal might l>e 
got at Scansen ann Rittenbank, but that the first-mentioned place was dangerous to 
anchor at, being exposed to southwest gales. Captain Hall, therefore, con~luded to 
wait for the supply-vessel until the 15th of August, and then proceed to etther one 
of t.hese coal-mines. 
He also dispatched a boat, under the command of Mr. Chester, to .Jacobshavn, where 
the inspector of North Greenland stopped at the time, in order to induce him to come 
to Lively, so tbat Captain Ha.ll might l>e able to procme the necessary stores, in case 
the sapply-vessel should not arrive in time. Mr. Chester left Godhavn at 1 p.m., 
August 6, and returned at 2.30 a.m., August 11, bringing with him specimens of the 
coal of Scansen, which showed the st.rnctnre of wood, and formed thin layers. 
On A1lgust 5 we saw a parhelion, which showed a distinct eccentric ring of spectrum 
colors, the red light facing the sun; )-ellow, green, and faint blue following in succes-
sion. The altitude of the sun was at the time 14° 54', and of the ring (vertex) 75° 26' . 
Bearing north of the sun at a distance of 22° 42' a parhelion made its appearance show-
ing faintly the spectrum colors, the red light facing the sun, yellow following, and 
ending in distinct white rays of at least 20° length. 
On August 10, at 2 p.m., the steamer Congress, nuder command of Captain Daven-
port, with snppliefl of ·provisious ana coal, arrived at the port, having on board Dr. 
Newman and Mr. Brjran, ministers of the gospel, and Mr. Bryan,jr., the astronomer of 
the expedition. 
I will briefly state that after the arrival at Godhavn of the Congress, with provisions 
and coal, several days sufficed for the transfer of these provisions and coa.l, partly to 
t!Je Polaris and partly to the store-house of the Dr.Lnish government. While at this 
locality Captain Hall was considering about my return to the United States; he had 
ordered me solely to attend to the navigation of the vessel and keeping of his jonrnal, 
and prohibited all meteorological observations, and observations of any description; 
this oruer I thonght to be in discordance with my instructions and the general purpose 
of my presence with the expe(lition, and I therefure applied for permission to return to 
the States. At first Ca.pta.io Hall appeared willing to grant my request, but shortly 
l>efore the Polaris left Gorlhav n he changed his intentions, and permitted me to com-
ply with my instrnctious from the office of the Ch ief Signal-O fficer of the Army, besides 
the execution of his own orders. I gladl,y accepted Captain Hall's decision, and ex-
pressed my ge11 eral willingness to promptly execute his orders. 
Leaving Godhavn, where Captain Hall had procured a written permit of the in-
spector of North. Greenland for Hans, tlle Esquimaux, to leave tlle D;mish service, and 
enter that of the Polar Expedition, the Polaris headed to the west of north, and after 
two clays' run arrived at UpernaYik, a coropamt.ively large settlement of na.tives, under 
the D <Lniflh govemment. At the latitude of Upemavik, and even farther sonth, the 
coast of Greenland is stncldecl with small islanus a.ncl rocks, which like a line of skirm-
ishers protect the coast from the wearing infinence of the heavy arctic ice, continually 
grinding by on its long trip from the high nortl1ern latitudes, where it arises and grows, to 
the Atlantic Ocean, where it wastes and finally disappears. On one of these islands 
Upernavik is situated, with a snng little harbor, protected on three sides by hills of 
respectable size. As soon as the anchor dropped·, Dr. RLtdo1ph, the governor, and 
Mr. Elber~, who was to take the governor's place in the course of a few clays, visited 
the Polans, anfl at once were presented by Captain Hall with letters from Inspector 
SI:J?ith, who eojoin~rl . the DaniHh of.licers to do their utmost in procuring dogs and 
skms for the expcdttwn, as well as to be of gener-al assistance to Captain Hall in the 
business tr~w . actions of the expedition. Alrea.dy, the morning following our arrival 
at Uperoav1k, a gTeat number of seal and dog-skins and a few doers were Teceived on 
board, and a boat expedition under command of H. C. Chester mate"' sent to Proven to 
the governor of which De. Rudolph previously had dispatcl~ed, by kiak-mail, orders 
for Hans's departure from Proven, and .for the <leliverance of the same to Mr. Chester, 
who was ordered by Captain Hall to engacre Hans's services for the expedition . Mr. 
Chester ':'ith Han and family returned to "'the vessel a day or two after. Soon after 
the Polan was gotten ready for .departure, aad the governor, Mr. E lberg, who had 
sncce~ded Dr.~ ndolph 1 accompamed the ex:pellition to Tessuisak, where he intended 
to a. 1. t CaptaJO _Hall 1.n procur_ing a great number of dogs, and to conduct the final 
lmstn s>~ transactwus of the DJtmsh goYerom:mt with th e North Pole Ex:pedition. 
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Tessuisak is situated on an island which lies in the entrance of a deep bay, the head 
of which consists of a large glacier, and consequently the bay always abounus in ice-
bergs. At the season of our stay at Tessuisak these icebergs were rather far advanced 
in decay, aud hardly at any time the air woi.lld not be vibrating b.v the tnmbling and 
rolling of one or the other iceberg, causing a noise most similar to the sounds of battle 
in the roaring of field-pieces. 
As expected, Captain Hall procured a number of dogs and ready-made skin cloth-
ing at Tessuisak, settled his accounts with the Danish government, and, as soon as tile 
weather permitted, left the harbor ofTessuisak: with Mr. Jensen, the acting governor of 
Tessnisak, as pilot. Captain Hall had exerted all his powers of persuasion to induce 
Mr. Jensen to join the expedition , but in vain. Mr. Jensen would only agree under the 
unreasonalJle condition that he should have the command of the vessel on her ar-
rival in Smith's Sound. The :first evening and night after leaving Tessnisak we made 
but little progress in Melville Bay, as thick fog compelled us to advance carefully ; 
but on the morning of the second day Cape York was sighted and the appearance of Cape 
Dudley Digges expected. When arrived at the latitude of Cape Dudley Digges, it 
was found impossible to land and comply with the instractions of the Secretary of the 
Navy, as heavy ice intervened between the vessel aud the shore. Running close to 
thecoast, we passed Wolstenholm Sound, between Wolstenholm Island and Cape Athol , 
and leaving tbe latter on the starboard quarter we ran up to within five or ten miles 
of Fitzclarence Rock, where the vessel had her first trial of working ice, in pushing 
throp.gh it from Fitzclarence Rock to Cape Parry, at the latter, where she entered the 
open water again by holding more to the westward. Passing Northumberland Island 
at a considerable distance west, the Polaris without difficulty ran up to within a few 
miles of Cape Alexander, and leaving at her stern in succession Port Foulke and Rens-
selaer HarlJor, the'winter-qnarters of Dr. ;Hayes and Dr. Kane, she crossed Smith's 
Sound and came within a few miles of Cape Hawks, where she encountered ice, but we 
rounded it by steering sonth and west; then running parallel with the coast until "e 
:urived opposite Cape Frazer, she was stopped, and Captain Hall, accompanied by Mr. 
Tyson, iuspccted the little inlet to the north of Cape J! razer for its q ualificatiou as 
either provision-depot or winter harbor ; but finding it shoal, Captain H~ll abandoned 
all ideas of establishing his winter-quarters at the locality, and also failed to establish 
a depot. Keeping within ten or fifteen miles of the coast, we ran up Kennedy Chan-
nel, winding through more or less ice, until, in a thick fog, an ice-barrier appeared to 
stretch across the channel. After several frnitless attempts, an opening was disco\·-
ored, which led us to within two miles of an island seen on our starboard bow. Five 
or six hours later we found Kennedy Cbaunel to be widening, and at about 9 a. m. 
Captain Hall and myself made observations for longitude, which, computed separately, 
<letermined the latter to be 54c 35' west, (if my memory is not in error. ) The focr 
shutting in, the vessel was !:!topped, until at 12m. all persons capable of making ou-
servations for latitude agreed our latitude to be 81 o 24' north. 
At 1 p. m. tllA sky and llorizon cleared: the vessel started, and then we saw, in place 
of Kane's open Polar ea, a long stretch of coast-line to the east of us, which, bare of 
now, weeped in a shallow curve from north to south ; the west side of the channel 
was al o in ight, the general cbaracter of the land being torn and weather-beateu 
rocks, with mounds of loose rocks and gravel in front of them. Steaming paralle~ to 
the ea t side of the chaunel, we, towarcl evening, entered a still narrower strait, wh1 ch 
received the name of ~obeson Channel, called so by Captain Hall after the Honoral>le 
• ecretary of the Tavy. On we proceeded in this channel, passed a deep bay-after-
wards. called Newman's Bay-until han led up a second time b.V an ice-barrier, w~en 
Captain Uall ordered the ve sel to be fastened to a floe, while I was bu y computm rr 
the dead-reckoning from our last observation-81 o 24' north, 540 35' west-to the pr ent 
position of the ship. I was then invited to Captain Hall's room, and telling him .the 
latitud , 2° 16' north, and longitude, which I cannot recall, found, by dead-r ckomo•r. 
al o temp ratnre of atmo phere and surface-water, pressure of atmo phere . c:, h_e 
fill d out two of tlle printed forms of recorcl with a short extract of the expedJtwn. 
hi tory, po ·ition of the ves el, data of weather and sea, and a tatement of the fa1r 
pro p cts of. till advancing further north. One of tbe e records Captain Hall inc!~ 11. 
air-tight, in a copper ylinder, previou ly weighted on one end with hot, and reta10 d 
the cond copy. nly a bort tim the ve el remained fa ten d to the flo , wh 'n h 
wa dir ct d to tho a. t and outb, until we arrivecl at the ea t coa t, near a· m~dl 
inl t. Her 'aptain Hall and ~1r. Ty on vi itecl the inlet, and examin d it a to It 
clnalifi ation a a haruOI', but found a trong action of th tide and ice working .. Thf 
v' · 1 th n t er d ba ·k to th w tward, and fa t ned to a flo wb re be rema111etl 
all ni~bt. Early IH'Xt morninrr the ve cl r•turn d to the above-m uti n d inl·t: ~aptain H~Lll ancl ~Jr. Ty on rc- •xam in d it · bnt findin~ their opinion of tb pr c~ 1-m~ day c·otTol orated, 'apt:.in Hn,ll ·ailed a council of the sbip' offic r. t d -.cld 
upon th fnrther conr. of the v . el, and njoin cl m to record the proc <lm.(!. of.th 
conncil. nriug thL conn ·il all the offic<'l'., with th .·coptiou of 'nptaiu Bncl<!Ju_-
ton xpr :·eel the a111 opinion, a cor<lin rr to which the vcs el should b dir ct d north 
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anu west, endeaYo~ing to find a lead north. anrl, if not successful, to make the west 
coast and a harbor thereon. Captain Bnddington's opinion was to enter the above-
mentioned inlet, afterwards called Repulse Harbor by Captain Hall, and establish win-
ter quarters ; or, if not disposed to do so, to run south to what aftenYards was called 
the Southern :Fjiord, and anchor behind the island at its entrance. Captain Hall de-
cided in favor of the majority, and the vessel slowly worked through ice oB a course a 
little to the north of west, but instead of gaining lost ground in latitude. Finally, fog shut 
in, she was fastened to a floe, and soon got beset by heavy ice. In this condition she re-
main en four days, dtiring which time she continually drifted to the southwest. While 
beset, the vessel at times would labor under such heavy pressure that Captain Hall 
twice thought it necessary to deposit stores and provisions on the floe. On the evening 
of the fourth day of drift the ice spread,. and the Polaris steamed on a nearly due east 
course to the shore and anchored in a shallow inlet, which received the name Thank 
God Harbor, called RO by Captain Hall. This inlet could hardly be called a harbor, and 
the only protection against the grinding ice the Polaris found, was a large grounded 
iceberg, to which Captain Hall gave the na.me of Providence Iceberg. Next morning 
stores and provisions were landed, and the determination of latitude and longitude was 
commenced by Captain Hall, Mr. Bryan, and myself. 
A few days after our arrival at Thank God Harbor, Captain Hall enjoined me to at 
once survey it, which I executed by surveying from the southeast cape of Robeson 
Channel, called Cape Lupton by Capta.in Hall, to the northeast cape of the Southern 
l<"'jiorcl. Thank God Harbor is formed by low, sandy land, which evidently is an allu-
vion from the bills to the northeast of it.. These hills vary from 900 to 1,:300 feet in 
height, are of slate formation and very much torn and weather-beaten, but bare of 
snow in summer. The water of the harbor is shallow-fourteen or fifteen fathoms 
being the average depth. 
On our arrival at Thank God Harbor we fonnd it thickly populated by geese ann 
clucks. but they were missing next morning. While engaged at the survey of Thank 
God Harbor I met with two accidents which nearly terminated my earthly existence. 
One morning, going out with the intention of stationing myself on the summit of the 
hill north of the vessel, deeply in thought, I took the wrong route anrl soon found my-
self on an almost perpendicular portion of the bill; endeavoring to climb up I lost my 
foot-hold, and was precipitated down a height of at least 200 feet; a heaYy stone roll-
i-ng clown behind me caught my coat and stopped my involuntary descent, saving me 
from finally bringing up against a rock. At another time, in· company of Mr. Bryan and 
Mauch, I crossed Polaris Bay to its south coast on the newly-formed young. ice, and 
when returning Mr. Bryan and myself iu succession fell through a crack, and were 
only saved from being drowned by rendering assistance to each other ; and from freez-
ing to death, by keeping on a sharp pace until onr arrival at 'the ship, when Mr. Bryan, 
almost entirely used up and insensible, had to retire to bed 1mrnecliately. Mauch had 
stayed back, and when finally arrived at the vessel he was staggering, out of his senses, 
and hardly able to keep himself up. 
Soon after, Captain Hall sent out a sledge journey under command of Mr. Chester 
and accompanied by Dr. Bessels; this expedition traveled about fift,een miles south, 
and from the range of hills on the south coast of Polaris Bay saw a glacier extending 
east and west as far as eye could reach; they' also found an elevated plain bearing to 
the northeast, between the range of hills northeast of Thank God Harbor, and those at 
the south coast of Polaris Bay, and shot a musk-ox. Captain Hall now prepared for a 
sledge journey, but was not (]Uite reacly until the lOth of October, when he issued 
orders to Captain Buddington and Mr. Morton in reference to the command of the vessel 
and provision matters, and started with two sledges, accompanied by Mr. Chester, Joe 
a nd Hans, with the intention of a two weeks' absence. The object of this journey was 
t o r econnoiter the land as to its qualification as a route to be taken in spring, and to 
g e t acqnainted with the resources of the country. During the -absence of ·captain 
H all, the observatory was erected and fitted out; when he returned, on the 24th of 
O ctober, 1871, we were ready to commence all observations prescribed by tbe in-
s tructions of the National Academy of Sciences. · 
:E rom what I l.earnecl afterward, Captain Hall had been to Newman's Bay by way of 
t he elevated plam mentioned above, and traveling to the entrance of Ne·wman's Ray, 
ascended the cape, ~m the nort,heast, and deposited a record at the summit of said cape. 
oon after Captam ~all ha<l set foot upon the vessel he was taken ill, complaining 
of the st?mac?, an_d retuecl to becl; next morning his left side was found paralyzed, and 
be r e m_a1neclm t~1s state for some days, when he became better, left his bed, walking 
a b ont 111 the cabm, and having his secretary, Mauch, read to him· be then had a relapse 
took to the bed ngain, and became delirious, in which state he ~emainecl until the 8th 
of Noven:ber, 1 71, wben he died. The remains of C11ptain Hall are .interred at about 
half a m1le to tb~ s_ontbeastof the ship's anchorage; the place of interment was marked 
hy a fl ~g, th e soll.cl1ty of the frozen ground not permitting the erection of a board until 
t~e pnng fo.llowmg. 'l'be engraving npon the board gives the principal achievements 
ot the expedJtwn, the age of Captain Hall, aud elate of his death and burial. During 
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tbe summer of 1872, I included Captain Hall's grave in tbe general survey of.Thauk 
God Harbor, l>y reference to three points previously determined by the theodollte and 
chain. 
After Captain Hall's death, Captain Buclclington assumed command of the vessel, 
and jointly with Dr. Bessels issned a proclamation, wherein ubey stated that the pro-
visions made by the Secretary of the Navy, in case of Captain Hall's death, should ~)e 
carried out; that Captain Buddington would have the command of the vess~l, while 
Dr. Bessels was to direct all sledge Journeys and scientific operations. Arctic mght had 
then set in, and scientific observations at winter-quarters bad commenced; th.e vessel 
had been housed in under canvass and banked in with snow. During the enttre dark 
winter1 the members of the scientific part,y were busily engaged in ca.rrying out the 
instructions of the National Academy of Scieuces, while all others hatl to content th~m­
selves with active exercise on the ice and the reading of books of instruction and fictwn. 
No marked incident or accident occurred during the four and a h~tlf' months' darkness, 
with the exception of one soon after Captain Ha.ll's death. During a severe northeast 
storm, the ice, wherein the Polaris bad bedded, broke up, the anchor-cbaio, also frozen 
in, was carried with the ice, and the anchor dragged ; it therefore was found necoo~ary 
to unshackle the chain, and the Polaris drifted to the south west, bringing up agawst 
Providence Iceberg, to which she was secured by ice-anchors. The northeast storm, 
the original cause of this accident, la.sted three da.vs, and had commenced two days 
b efore the vessel broke out; it started as a high wind during my wa~ch at the observa-
tory, and increased to a tremendous gale during Dr. Bessel's watch. . 
·waking up in the morning, I founil. the vessel laboring heavily, and from (1Jffp,rent 
s icles heard feat'S expressed of Dr. Bessels's safet.y. I therefore got a few victuals to 
take with me, and left the vessel; but struck by the gale, I fo-nnd it impossible ~o 
stand up, but had to be content with making my advances on all-fones. Dc.trk as It 
was, the su.ow drifting so as to enter throngh clothing and lodge near the skin, .I could 
not see but one yard ahead of me; and if, lJy inclining my sboul<ler too much etther to 
left or right, I once took a wrong direct.ion, it was more tha.u likely that I never would 
Aee again either observatory or ship. Steadily I advanced, and soon had the satisfac-
tion to arrive at a pole, erected in line with the observatory and ship, close to the 
beach. r now endeavored to crawl up the ridge to the observat.ory, but was driven 
back by the wind a number of times, until finally I succeeded in gett ing under the lee 
of the provision-rlepot, and from there to the observatory. I found Dr. Bessels shiv-
ering with the cold, ( -28::>,) and anxiously waiting for an opportunity to return to the 
vessel. He had made several attemp-ts to return, lJat the fearful tempest bad defeate.cl 
his physical strength. H e had registered the meteorological features of the storm nnttl 
a light could not be k ept bnrniug any longer, the wind l>lowing at the rate of fifty-
eight miles per hour, and still inert-a ing. 
Soon after my a.rrival at the observatory th'e two na1ri.ves entered, having follo.wed 
me, but lost their route. We then all started for the ves3el by sliding on the ice, dr~ven 
by the wind; when the ship loomed up we were within a few yarcls of it; all arnvell 
safely at the Polaris without injury, excepting a few slight frost-burns. 
Soon after the northeast gale's abatement a southwest storm sprung np, wh1ch, 
by driving the iceberg inshore, can eel a heavy pressure on the vessel, . o mnch so 
that Hans and family sought refuge at the observatory. During the entire w~nter the 
vessel had a list to starboard, an d thereby strained her steru and bow , whwh were 
found to be in a leaky condition as soon as tho ice around the vessel commenced to 
melt. 
On th e 2 t.h of February, 1 72, t he snn made his re-appearance, bnt wa.. then n.early 
2° high at 12m. I never before saw such enthnsia m aud rejoicing over a nnn e a 
on that occasion; and I e pecially recall the carpenter, who during the winter bad 
shown symptom!'! of in anity, carrying around a bottl of claret, which he had pre. erv cl 
during the entir~ winter, and inviting everybody to drink with him. Ancl imle c1 ~h e 
un' ri . e, after four ancl a. half months' absenc , was a matter to r~joic in. I thmk 
ev rybody bad felt the influence of tho al> ence of Jirrht l>y lo io<Y appetite, slcople -
11 . , and depre d spirit . 0 
_r. Be el now officially communica.terl with Captain Burldington. making th fol-
l?wmg propo ition : A oon a. dnylirrht i. nfficient, to st:trt two differ nt Ieclg par-
t!~ , n north a.nd he otb r so•1th; the outhcrn <'xpo<lit.ion to ·on1w t onr un· Y 
WI h 'ap ConsLitution, and to con ' i. t of on led · the northern expeclition to proce cl 
on th trait i with iwo . led., ancl to mak land, if po. ihle, north of P lari B Y 
and to pr ed from th r eitb ·r along bore ron Janel fartlwr north· th Y . l ' · 
oon a hrok n out to mak h r way iu th ame dir ction, anfl come to th , r h f ~f 
th north rn xp di i n. Th : propo ition w •r rejrct d hy apta.in Bn<lclington 111 
an otli ·ial c·o!unmni ation . ta ing tha a . 011 a .. mitll l ::ul.' or.cnrrcd h' wonld 't:~r 
. o the north m w boat. Tbi. cl id d tile qn,. tion. and we all w •r auxi u ly wa•t-
0...! fen th • ·c·t!IT •ne _ f th c 1 acl.. ' 
E lly in priug the nativ anu ~Ir. h ·tor ma.d SC\"cral hnntinrr-trip on l·lg " 
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to Newman's Bay, and-always returned, sledges loaded up with meat, leaving the great-
est. part stored at Newman's Bay. 
Dr. Bessels, Mr. Bryan, Joe, and Hans traveled south, crossed the So?thern Fjiord, · 
and proceeding from there about forty miles farther south, Hatns recogmzed Cape Co_n-
Htitution at some distance south. A wide crack in the ice stopped the party from VIS-
itinrr the point itself; while in the Southern l<jiord to some distance they saw no head 
to it, and treasured a great number of important fossils at the island in the entrance of 
the fjionl. . . 
About this time I undertook a journey to Newman's Bay for surveymg purposes. 
Newman's Bay is about forty miles deep, and from seven to t'Yelve mi_les wide, wit_h 
hill-ranges on either side of the entrance and head. In the middle of tts length :lt IS 
bound by an elevated plain on the west side, and by plains, in terraces, on the east side. 
On these terraces I traveled to about latitude s2c 09' north, longitude 57° west, and 
surveyed as far as the eye could reach. I was stopped by want of provisions, which had 
been provided by Captain Bnddington. 
In June water was making around Cape Lupton, and Mr. Chester, l'eturniug f~om 
reconnoitering, reported in favor of the dispatch of two boats, which were sleclgeu to 
Cape Lupton, and placed under comntand, respectively, of Mr. Chester and Captain 
Tyson. Dr. Bessels accompanied Mr. Tyson, and I accompanied Mr. Chester. The 
morr.inO' following our arrival at Cape Lupton, Mr. Chester took to the water, and by 
rowing "'and driving over the ice the boat and provisions, we succeeded in reaching a 
point on the coast three or four miles north-northwest of Cape Lupton. Here we 
pulled the boat up on the ice, and a watch was 'set. The men laid down in a tent, 
while Mr. Chester and myself slept about five yards from the tent and boat. 
Early iu the morning next clay we were roused by the man on watch, who first 
reported that water was making round ui'l, and then that au iceberg, propelled by a 
heavy tloe, was coming upon us; but before he had finished his report the ice broke 
between the ice-hook holding the boat, and the boat started to drift; the man on 
watch leaped the crack and returned to the boat;, t.hen in danger of capsizing with the 
ice and la boring under a heavy strain from the rope holding it to the ice-hook. The 
rope had to be parted; the boat and tent drifted off with the crew, while Mr. Chester 
anu myself remained near shore on the rem~inder of the original piece of ice, which 
soon was crn~:~bed by another and heavier piece rising to a vertical position and fall-
ing down on the former; we narrowly escaped to the shore-ice. A similar fate .awaited 
the piece with the boat and tent on, and when this occurred the crew was just in time 
to reach the shore-ice. I then saw that the boat, although crushed, was partly h eld 
up by the ice underneath. I at once leaped over to her, having asked to be warned of 
any roll or motion of the intervening small ice. Most of the crew followed, and we 
succeeded in saving part of our clothing, some provisions, and nearly aU instruments. 
Several times the ice started to roll, and some of us came very near being crushed by 
the ice. We then returned to the vessel, aud on passing Cape Lupton found Captain 
Tyson bad not started ~'et. 
Mr. Chester procured permission from Captain Buddington to malte a second attempt 
with the canvas boat., and in the course of a few clays we were ready, and sledded the 
boat to Cape Lupton, where we immediatel.v took to the water, pulled a few miles, but 
finally were compelled to haul up on a. big floe. A heavy north breeze sprung up; the 
pack-ice closed aroull(l us and intervened between :floe and shore. Here we remained 
au entire night, drifting rapidly sont.h, and convinced that, if the ice k ept closing in 
on us, we would have to stay on the floe and :finally fall victims of starvation. I 
endeavored to cheer my comrades, but without avail. Thinking this a second failure, 
their spirits were depressed; nevertheless, we laid clown on the ice and ~lept until 
morning, when the ice spread, and we at once launched the boat in the midst of this 
ice, and during the following twelve hours made our way to Newman's Bay, where we 
found Captain Tyson, having pulled up his boat on the bay-ice. As no furth er pro-
gress cou ld be made, heavy pack stretching across the channel from Newman's Bay to 
the west C?ast, we also took up our quarters on the bay-ice, and remained there during 
the followmg six weeks, patiently waiting for an opening to the north. 
Almo t every clay, while on this stationary bay-ice, I would observe that with the 
e?b a streak of WfltP.r would£ r.n between bay-ice and strait-ice, extending in a semi-
Circle from Cape Brevoort to Sumner Headland. vVe have to be thankful for many 
n arrow e capes while on this bay-ice. I will only mention two cases which occurred 
at almost the ame time to each boat, separately. At midniO'ht of sorde davin the first 
p ar of Jnl_y, the hea':y strait-ice closed in upon the bay-ic~ with such a "heavy pres-
Ailrf\ tb~t 1t rose vert1cally alongside of us, and we were compelled to desert skins, 
and :a.pl(lly rP-~love boa.t and stores, while most of us bad no tim~ to protect our feet 
b,Y e1 ~1 r tockmgs or boots. During the same night a part of the bay-ice, from which 
faptamT_'y ~n and ~o~t had removed the preceding afternoon, was crushed to splinters 
'Y tiH1 '! 1'111 1 1ng (')tratt-tce. I have often wondered how careless the adventurer will 
b ecome. ~1.1 u ,?nee used ~o dan_ge~s. Similarly to the inhabitant of a large city: who in cas~ of 1uc "Ill not th1nk of hts own safety until the walls of his residence have 
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caught the flames, the arctic traveler, hearing a constant cracking directly under 
himself, will not stir until he actually sees the ice breaking. 
During my stay at Newman's Bay I crossed the bay-ice, and, ascending the northeast 
coast of the bay, traveled ou the east shore of the channel until I reached the north-
ern limit of Repulse Harbor, where I staid four hours, in order to determine latitude 
and longitude, and to take bearings of all land visible. The station I had selected was 
elevated somewhat above 1,700 feet, and the horizon, at such an elevation, forty-five 
miles distant, from north to east-northeast appeared as a continuous bright line of 
dark blue, glittering in the sunlight. Although seen by other observers, and declared 
to be laud, I cannot but announce this bright line to be a sure sign of an open sea. No 
elevations were seen; and if there is any land to the north and east-northeast of 
Repulse Harbor it cannot but be at a considerable distance from where I was viewing 
the surroundings. The space between this bright line and place of observation was 
filled with smooth cakes of ice, with serpentine leads of water between them. I started 
homeward, under the impression that any strongly-built steamer, when once forced 
through the ice, barring the narrowest part of Robeson Channel, might at full speed 
run up to this bright line aud there find open water for further progress. I had some 
difficulty in finding our boat among the hummocky ice, aud;.when finally arrived I 
became snow-blind and remained so for several clays. 
The question may arise, why I did not proceed farther north while traveling on 
.shore. In answer, I have to state that, while at Newman's Bay, we from day to day 
-expected an opportunity to start no1;th by boats, and. therefore I did not want to stay 
away from the boat longer than twenty-four hours. . 
In the first part of July, still hoping for success, we got rather low in provisions, 
and two of our crew volunteered to travel over land to the ship and return to us with 
additional provisions. They did so; and soon after Hans, with a note from Captain 
Buddington, appeared at our encampment, and returned to the ship with Dr. Bessels. 
Captain Buddington's note requested our presence at the vessel, and ordered Messrs. 
·Chester and Tyson to return to the shoip with boats and crew. In answer, Hans took 
a note to Captain Bncldington, wherein Mr. Chester stated that at present the ice 
woultl not permit a r eturn of the boats. A few clays later our two meu retnrned with 
provisions, stating tllat the vessel had broken out in June, was very leaky, and that 
Captain Buddington wanted our presence, so as to enable him to pump the vessel by 
hand. They also related that Captain B:1ddington bad made several fruitless attempts 
to take the Polaris up to Newman's Bay for the relief of the boats, and that the vessel 
was under anchor at Thank God Harbor. At these tidings Captain Tyson, with the 
assistance of th e two boat's companies, excepting Mr. Chester, who staid with our boat, 
dragged his boat and provisions to tlle southwest shore of the bay and secured it on 
low land, surrounded by hills and the mouth of a deep and serpentine ravine, !'tt 
this season a torrent, which I think is iclentical witll the river mentioned in Captam 
Hall's dispatch. Captain Tyson and his boat' crew returned to the Yessel overland, 
while Mr. Chester and company staid, waiting for an opportunity to go either north 
<>r south in the boat. 
About the middle of July a heavy southwest gale set in, and if we bad not departed 
from our encampment before the high wind increased to a gale we undoubtedly would 
have heen crushed. Mr. Ch ster, with the boat and crew, at once started ~or 
s hore. I shall never forget that day; I thought it the hanle t of my ltfe 
until later on our ice-drift. The cauvas-boat, mounted on rnnners, we would pull 
against the storm, which was strong enough to lift boat anrl all, and in pite of our 
exertions to the contrary would carry u backward with the boat. We took the boat 
apart, so as to otler le sm·face to the wind; we partly unloatled the sleigh by dep~ 
iting ?ur clothe ·-bag a~d some pro vi ion on tho ice; but before we ucce d_ed. m 
reachtng shore tbe bay-we broke up, and we had to contiune our work over dnftmg 
piece all(l wide crack of water. .Finally we got the boat close to bore, and all hand 
returned in search of the stores deposited on the ice. By partly swimming aero crack 
we ucceeded in finding the depo it, and loadino- ourselve wit.h ome ftfty to veoty-
five pound each, return >d in the same manner, ardvino- afely on shore. while the boat 
remain don he ice. We hardly bad set foot on shore,0at Captain T.vson' d pot, when 
the gal i~1 r a e_d till mor , the ice left shore altogether, and a remo,·al ~f the boat to 
·bore wa 1mpo .. tbl . \Ve rected the tent beloogino- to Captain Ty_ on party but 
shortly after 1t hl w down, and we ought helter in the boat of Captam Ty on. Ev n 
with th h avy load of provi ion , clothing, iu trument , and six men, th boat would 
he lifted np b:y ~h wind, and rollmg on the b ach, knockioo- ao-ain t _rock ~ a to 
hr ak h r km 111 several pla •. . \ e ther for cap iz d her, and puttmg a atl o~· r 
her. load ·d her dow1: with h avy stone , and pa ed the night withou pr tect~on 
a.~a.w t th . fearfnl O'al . 'rwo days later we all return d o\rerland to the v 1: w:th 
the ·. c pt10n of on man, and Mr. {)he. ter, wh taid with th intention f bnngto 
the ca.nva -boat back to hor a oou a the ic wonld r turn to th beach. \Yh u 
I :trt ''~for th v ·1 the hill . w re bar of !mow, with tile exception f ·mall ic '-
11 tch tu the haded c mer. of ravine ; but when about half way a now- torm t 
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in and compelled me to t.ake up night quarters in the lee of a small rock. Next morn-
inO' it cleared up, and I readily found my way to the Polaris. The vessel w_as fastened 
to "a heavy piece of ice; bad, during my absence, narrowly escaped ;from bemg crushed 
by Providence Iceberg falling in; had been a.ground a number of tunes, pressed up by 
the ice, and was said to be in a very leaky condition. 
Captain Buddington intended to direct the vessel so':tb as soon ~s a lea~ would occur. 
This took place on the 12th of August; the same day .little FranCis Polans,.son of Hans 
Christian was born on board the vessel. The Polans steered west, workmg through 
slack ice,' then rounding heavy pack to the north she entered a lead ":"hich pern~itted 
her to keep at full speed until next morning, when she brought up agamst a b.arner of 
ice in Kennedy Channel, to the north of the small island on the west coast, m about 
latitude soo 40' north. Having drifted past the small island, we from 10 p. m. August 
13 to 6 a.m. August 14 pressed through heavy pack. At 12m. of the latter day we again 
started, and makinO' a good progress at full speed of steam we passed by what both Mr. 
Morton and Hans cfeclarecl to be Cape Constitution, in about latitude 80° 27'. Cape 
Constitution exhibits a peculiar form, and will serve as a landmark not easily forgotten 
even by the poorest memory, and I am convinced that Mr. Morton and Hans are per-
fectly sure that what they declared to be Cape Constitution, really is the place named 
so by Dr. Kane. 
At midnight, August 14-15, fog set in and we fastened to a floe, which proved a bar 
to our further progress. Until August 26 we drifted with the same floe, more or less 
south, then steamed a short distance to northwest and fastened to another heavy floe, 
which, with the vessel, drifted south until October 9, when we found ourselves opposite 
Force Bay, about ten_ miles from shore. Drifting west and south, we entered Smith 
Strait and soon passerl by Cape Alexander. 
October 14 was a thick, gloomy day, and on the afternoon of October 15 a heavy 
south and southeast gale set in, wbic4 proved disastrous to the greatest part of the 
crew. At about 5 p. m. it w~s reported to Captain Buddington that the ice at the 
starboard was setting off; all of us at once went 0n deck, found matters as stated by 
the'man on watcll, and saw two icebergs, which evidently had caused the separation 
of the ice; large floes passed by, the ship laboring under heavy pressure, so much so 
as to make her crack and tremble. Captain Buddingtou gave orders to heave out on the 
ice all provisions, clothing, and valuable papers, constant.ly kept in readiness on deck. 
At that time the vessel ·was raised to at least six feet from her water-mark. 
Part of the crew, Captain Tyson in charge, went out on the ice to collect the 
stores and carry them to a stronger part of the floe. Working on board, hard and 
steady, I finally left the vessel on the stern-line, intending to secure a bundle. of books, 
which bad fallen close to the floe's edge, and then return to the ship; but while 
carrying this bundle to a safe place, the ice broke up, the stern-line parted, the bow 
hawser slipped off the ice-anchor, and the vessel drifted off. Command to pull the 
boats over to the remainder of the floe was given, and when accomplished every-
body picked up whatever b~ could lay hands on. I jumped back to one of the small 
pieces, endeavoring to find the box containing my papers, but without success, and 
before I could return water intervened between me and the large floe. Seeing the 
scow close by, two others and myself entered the same, and with a kiak-paddle pro-
pelled the scow across the crack to the boats. Voices, coming from other small ice 
pieces, were beard, and the scow sent to the relief of those parties; but having shipped 
a great amount of water the scow sunk close by the men she was to relieve, her crew 
narrowly escaping to the ice. One of the boats finally succeeded in collecting all hands 
then on the ice upon the large floe. 'I' he gale stilt continued, snow drifted at a furious 
rate, and darkness inclosed us; the floe continued breaking up at the edge, and a con-
tinual removal of our stores was found necessary. We worked bard and steady until 
12 m ., when, exhausted, we lay down on the ice, amidst the drifting snow and ex-
posed to the fearful tempest. The papers, which had left my possession, consisted of 
the following: 
1. Private letters and documents. 
2. H.ecord of meteorological obRervations, reduced and corrected. 
3. Book of comparisons, for the correction and verification of meteoroloO'ical instru-
ments and observations. "' 
4. Table of relative humidity and dew-point for indications of the wet bulb, between 
0° and -5oo. . 
f>. History of the expedition, in journal form. 
6. Meteor?logic.al journal, containing a detailed record of occasional observations 
and short d1scu s1ons of marked meteorological phenomena. 
7. Astronomwal and geodetical observations, including surveys of all land discovered 
and corrected. • 
. Ob ervations on magnetic declination at numerous localities. 
9. Observations on horizontal intensity of magnetism at Thank God Harbor by the-
odolite magnetometer. 
10. Botanical collection of plants between latitude s 1o 26' and szo 07' N. 
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11. Topographical map of Thank God Harbor and Polari_s Bay, secured in a_ tin 
cylinder. • · 
The morning following onr disaster we found our floe wedged in between an iceberg 
and Northumberland Island and water apparently leading to the island. VVe made two 
attempts to reach the island, but in both cases ice intervened. The last attempt was 
made after we bad seen the Polaris rounding Cape Robeson, directing her cou~se to 
Northumberland Island, and finally disappearing behind the same, without commg to 
our relief. At this second and last attem)Jt we even had to abandon one of the boats 
at the opposite edge of the floe, and return to the other boat and provisions. 
While on her wa~- from Cape Robeson to Northumberland Island the Polaris once 
stopped, perhaps engaged in picking up provisions and the papers of Mr. Bryan and 
those belonging to me. After onr second attempt to reach shore a heavy northeast 
gale set in, and next mr>rning we fonnd ourselves in the middle of the strait and on a 
small piece of ice which had broken off the large floe. With the large floe we lost the 
second boat, some provisions therein, a large canvas but erected previous to our sep-
aration from the vessel, and six bags of bread stored in the hut. When the gale 
abated an inventory of the stores was taken and found as follows: several bags of 
clothing; several musk-ox skins; thirteen cases of pemican; fourteen hams; some 
canned meat; a small bag of chocolate; an A tent; instruments and a chronometer. 
Dnring the first two weeks of our stay on the ice, while drifting between North~m­
berlctnd and Wolstenholm Islands, we built snow-huts and lived on seal-meat. Se~mg 
t.hat we might possibly exist during the entire winter even without fire and suffiment 
food, I ever afterwards nourished the hope of safely arriving at some port of Greenland 
dnring the folJowing spring or summer. . 
The company laboring under such trying circumstances consisted of the followmg: 
Captain Tyson, assistant navigator, &c.; Fred. Meyer, meteorologist, &c.; Jo.hn 
Heron, steward; William Jackson, cook; E. \V. C. Kruger, Fred. Jamka, William Lm-
'leman, Freel. Auting, Gustavus Linguist, Peter Johnson, seamen; Joe Eberby, Ha~nah, 
his wife, Funny, his child, Hans Christian and his wife, Augustine, Tobias, Sucm, and 
Francis Polaris, his children, E sqnimaux; in all nineteen human beings. · 
On October 23, while close to Wolstenholm Island, onr large floe was sighted, and at 
once all hands, accompanied by the dogs, went over to the same on the young ice. In 
tlle course of a few clays we succeeded in bringing across to our encampment the second 
boat and provisions therein-six bags of bread, canvas and wood forming the large 
hut. 
On the 28th of October the sun departed to his winter rest, leaving us to the mercy 
of the dark, dreary winter night. During the month of October the natives succeeded 
in shooting three seals. On November 1st au attempt was made to reach shore at J?al-
r;vmple Island, bnt we only succeeded to areive, with boats, provisions, and one k1ak, 
at the large floe, while on October 2 we drifted ont off Wolsteuholm Sound, and on 
October 10 we had passed the Carey I slands. . 
We settled down on the large floe, built snow-hut , and ·lived on bread and pemJCan ; 
in all twelve ounces per day, whieh wa warmed with a quart of water on a wood-fi_re-
for firing material we cnt up one boat-was issued to us in two meals; the native , 
whenever tbeweatherwonld permit, went out hunting. Duringthemonthof November 
they killed five seals. Heavy winds prevailed, and we often were entirely blocka~ed 
with bankA of drifted snow. On the 30th of November we sighted land, extendmg 
south from Lancaster Sound. 
The month of December was mild, and we drifted so rapidly south that on December 
21 we had lio-ht ufficient to read print during four hour of midday, and on December 
7 I approximately determined latitude and longitude by A· Cas iopeia to 74° 04' north, 
'7° 53' we ·t; several bear and bear-track were seen, two white foxe and one seal 
kill c:l; but in g neral we li ved ou the u. nal allowanee of twelve ounce of bread antl 
p~mican, warmed up. In order to enable ns to i sue onr provision by weight, I p_r -
YIOU ly had con trncted a cale, by connecting a fiue, three-cornered cale (rule) wtth 
a.l ver balance, taken from a broken aneroid, and attaching to the end of the cal on 
cord two pa teboard boxe of eqnal weight; the weirrbts I formed of hamoi ·- kin aoll 
hot, taking a unit the weiO'ht of the meat contain c:l iu a one-pound cau, and ucc -
i,· ly dividing it into half-ponn(l., fonr ounce , two onnce., and ounc . . 
n ec mb r 30 we icrht c1 tb we t coa. tat a con i l rahle eli tanC!'. Approxunat' 
latitud . and longitnd w•re d terminec:l on .Jannary 6 by Polari. and .\.· C· iop ia 
t 72" ' north, ·uo 41' w . t. n January 20 b\' the a.me tM .. to 70"-' Ot' north 6 
01' w .t. n .January 27, by th ame tar. and ·the snn, to 69 32' north 6 '"' u:3' w t. 
n th 19th of .Janu:n·, tu nu wa. c o aboYe th horizon during the conr· of tw 
~10nr., ancl v. ry lik ly bad b n out be lay previou , but ob. cure to our ilfllt by an 
1c berg beanng ontb. 
utile 5th of January w bad n d up on hoat an<l from that tim w w. rtn our 
lu.al on an E. q_nimanx lamp. Jannary wa ·t r~1y and cold· dnritw tbi ·mont~ w 
dnftNl Y ry rapully, and. hot fiy ·c·al . n F •hrnary 5 I a.pproximat ly c~ ·t ~mm :!0 
hy tlu! un, o•tr latitnde to be 50, and ou .F brnary 19 ap "al tll'"h Ul 
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and neighboring land was in sight; preparations for an attempt to reach land were 
made, but this plan finally was abandoned, and a reduction of our daily ration to seven 
ounces found necessary, so that our provisions might bold out .until the first of April. 
]<'ebruary was mild but very stormy; during this month we drifted rapidly; six seals 
and a great number of dovekies were shot; unicorn, bears, and bear-tracks seen. March 
was stormy and changeable in temperature; during this month a great number of seals, 
some dovekies, and one bear were shot, and a number ofunicqrns seen. We lived in a 
state of continual anxiety, tbe ice around us broke up, our floe parted into small pieces 
until we were confined to a space of abont twenty yards in cliameter; many nights we 
dared not sleep, fearing tbe ice would break under our feet and we would find our grave 
in the Arctic Sea. 
Finally, on the 31st of March, our encampment became wasted out to such an extent 
that, on the 1st of April, we took the water, in the boat, endeavoring to penetrate the 
pack, where we expected to find protection against sea and weather. On the 12th of 
March we were in latitude 64° 32' north; on the 13th in 64° 19' north; on the !7th in 
63° 47' north; ~ tbe 22d in 620 56' north, and on the 31st in 59° 41' north; we sighted 
no land during this month. From April 1 to April 4, inclusive, we at times ha.d leaas 
of water to south and southwest, which permitted us to proceed by oar and sail several 
miles each day; but April 5 to 20 we staid on one and the same piece of ice, surrounded 
by pack, and laboring under heavy-sea swell, which caused us much anxiety. Fre-
quently we dared not sleep, for fear the ice would break under our feet, or the sea wash 
us off tbe ice. Several times the ice broke close to the boat and tent, and once 
under the tent, w bile all of us were inside of it eating breakfast. At another time, 
while half of us watched and the other half slept, the ice broke between the boat and 
tent, and the general outcry was to stay with the boat; but on looking around I found 
myself alone with the boat, all others having staid with the tent and provisions. I 
set the kiak adrift; but it drifted in a direction opposite to where my comrades were. 
I endeavored to push the boat, which was heavily loaded, off the piece of ice; but before I 
succeeded the two natives, propelling a small piece of ice by a paddle, approached me. I 
threw out a line, and pulled them up to me. We, all three, succeeded in getting the 
boat off, but I had the ·misfortune to go with it and fall in the water. Only a short 
distance from where we bad started the boat got beset by pack-ice ; after three hours' 
bard work we succeeded in pulling up the boat on a piece of ice half of her size. There 
we staid all night, and I, being wet through, was never before so nearfreezing to death; 
lost my breath for some time, but finally restored circulation of blood by a rapid motion 
of hands and feet. At daylight we saw our comrades and tent about ha,lf a mile off. Cap-
tain 'Tyson and some of the crew came over to us on the pack-ice, and working all together 
we dragged the boat back to the tent; the l.dak was found a short distance from the 
tent and also saved. 
In the night from tbe 19th to the 20th of April we were washed out of the tent, which 
was lost, and we had to cling tightly to the boat during the entire night, or it would 
have been washed off the ice, which actually took place, in carrying boat a~d men hang-
ing to it from one side of the piece to the other, while ice-blocks three feet square pelted 
against the boat and our legs. At last we launched the boat and arrived safely on a 
plain but smaller piece of ice, which did not labor much under the heavy sea. On this 
piece the pack-ice again closed around us, and on April 22 our provisions consisted of 
only ten biscuits. Starvation was before the door. Then Providence directed a bear to 
our encampment, and, while all others hid themselves, Joe and Hans from behind a 
hummock shot the bear. We then crossed over the pack-ice to the place where the 
bear breathed his last, fastened a line to him and pulled him to our encampment. From 
this time until finally relieved by the Tigress we had an abundance of meat, which we 
generally ate mw. 
l<'1·om April 25 to A.pril30 we had more or less opportunities to proceed by boat but 
w ben on the ice, the sea washing over it, we were compelled to sleep in turns of' half 
our number. 
On April :28, while proceeding in the water, we saw a steamer crossinO' our course at 
some distance. The flag was immediately hoisted, but at dark the ve~el was out of 
sig~t. Next. day we agai~ saw a steamer, launched the boat an<l proceeded by oar 
until we arnved at a barl'ler of heavy pack, when we pulled up on a cake of ice set 
signal for the steamer and fired shots. Four shots fired from the steamer were h~ard 
by o~, and taken as answer to our signal-shots; but herein we were mistaken. Toward 
evenu~g the ve sel was lost out of sight. The rooming of April 30 was thick and foggy. 
Captaw Ty on, mys If, the steward, cook, and natives slept in turn from 12m. to 5 a. 
m.? when we ~vere roused by tb.e watch to take.tbeir place; but before we had shak~n 
off all d~ows~ne ~somebody cnecl out: "Here 1s a steamer close by." vVe aU cleared 
the boat Just JU t1me to see the fog t~rowi~g his ~ark. veil over t~e vessel so patiently 
hoped for. Tlleh Hans bad the admuab~e Idea of takmg to the k1ak and apprising the 
vessel of ou: presen.ce. The ~ag ~as hoisted, shots fired, and all hands bailed the ves-
sel at the h1gb t pitch of thmr voiCes. I am unable to describe the sensation of relief 
w.b n I aw th steamer ?Orne to our encampment. All of us were taken on board the 
T1gress and treated hospitably. 
G4 w 
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April was mild lmt more or less stormy. During this mouth I have recorded anum, 
l1er of approximate de~erminations of latitude: On April 4, 56° 47' north; April 9; 
55° 51' north; April 12, 55° 35' north; April 13, 55° 23' north; April 14, 55° 13' north 
April 15, 54° 58' north; Anril 17, 540 -27 ' north; April 21, 530 57' north; April 26, 53° 
30' north; April21::!, 53° 04' north. The Tigress, a sealing-steamer, pursued her voyage 
during the next ten clays. She then took us to Bay Roberts, and from there to Saint 
John's. At Saint John's we Temained two weeks, 'vhen .the Frolic, United States 
man-of-war, arrived, and returned with ns to Wasllington. 
H.-SCIENTIFIC OPERATIO~S OF THE EXPEDITION. 
1.-ASTROXO:\IICAL A);'D GEODETICAL OBSERVATIOXS . 
The Bnreau of Navigation bad provided the expedition with six chronometers, three si-
dereal ones, and three solar mean time. A daily comparison, made at six honrs Greenwich 
me?-n time, showed that their relative differences generally kept increasit)g,accordiug to 
their primary rate. All comparisons with their first and second differences were recorded 
in a book which, under charge of Mr. Bryan, would be found among his papers. The 
chronometers \Yere known by letters as "A, .1!3, C, D, E, and Z," and Z was selected as 
standard; they were in a gimbal box, which again set in a cusllioned box, and were 
three together inclosed in two wooden, cushioned boxea, which, fastened to the c~uin­
fl.oor, set around the mast, but detached therefrom. Observing some of them on jour-
n eys while in charge, I gained some valuable experience. When, in June, 1872, whilo 
on a journey to the north, the boat was crushed in tlle ice, I succeeded in saving chro-
nometer "D." When gotten from the boat, the out~itle box: was completely crushed, 
and still, when compared with a llack-watch, the chmnometer had kept its rate remark-
ably well. '' D," then, was carried overlan1l to the vessel, and forgotten to be locked ; 
a comparison 'at its arrival showed a loss of nearly tllirty minutes. Taken out again in 
the canvas-boat, our long stay on the b:1y-iee of Newm<tn's Bay g:1Ve me an opponunity 
to ascertain the rate of "D" by ohservat;ions on the prime vertical. In this manner I 
found that although" Dn had a larger daily loss on the ice than on board, this daily 
loss would remain the same while on the ice. When finally compelled to return to 
shore during a southwest gale, "D" wa~ left ou a piece of ice, and during the entire 
storm exposed to the action of the waves, so that, when gotten the next day, the chro-
nometer was fonnd reversed; but cornpared with a hack-watch, tbe chronometer 
showed to lla ve preserved its ice-rate . 
.A..-.Ast1·onomical observations at winter-qtuo·tcrs. 
Peelinlinary observations, with sextant aurl artificial horizon, for latituue and time, 
were made on shore of Thank God Harbor the day following onr arrival by Captain 
IIa11, Mr. Bryan, and myself; carefully computed, and using the primary rate of our 
chronometers, the position was found to l.Je 81° 3d' north, 61° 44' west-seconds I can-
not recall. 
Duriug the winter, observations for latitnde were made upon stars, both north and 
south of the zenith, with sextant and art ifictal horizon, whenever the weather permitted 
to do. o. After tbe snn's rise in spring a great number of equal altitude near its 
prime vertical aud of meridian altitudes, both upper aud lower culmination, were 
taken wit,h sextant and artificial horizon, as also with the theodolite. A great number 
of the moon's altitudes were taken whenever this satellite was visible. The tran it 
in. truro 'Dt was set np at tho observatory (see pl. I. T.,) ou a stont piece of plank which 
l'e. t don two trestle their leg being sunk into the ground anU. frozen tight, and pa . -
iug through the floor without toncuing it. All constants were not known, but a ·ily 
fonnd, with the exception of the division value of the level, which finally wa deter-
lllinef1 in tb followincr manner: 
I. The heicrbt of a gr at number of threads of the screw, acting vertically upon the 
rotation axi , was mea ured, and thereby tbe height of one thread found. 
II. The l •ngth of the 1 vel mea nrecl. 
III. The inclination of the level, corre ponding to the height of one thread, fonud by-
Z ·inx = h. 
l = l ngth ofl v 1. 
h = h i rbt of one threa(l of the crew. 
x =an ular value of l ' vel iucliuat.ion COIT spooding to h. 
IV. ivi ·ion valu of 1 v 1 d t rinined by finding the number of turn of tue cr w. 
corr :poudin r to one eli vi ion of th level. 
1 b in:trum nt, one · t up in clo e approximation to the meridian remained t. tioo-
ar but th azimuth corr ction was ob erved for at tb b ginning and clo e of acb . 
of b. •rvation by trao. itl ofstar oftwelvehuur 'difD r nceinricrbta co ion, n tr-
cump lar and n qnatorial. A great number f level-reading (rever al ) wer tak n 
befor and after ach · ·t of ob cn -ation: · but frequently th diffi.cnlty aro e that rb 
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bubl1le conld not be made sufficiently small. Transits were timed by sidereal chronom-
eter "A," which constantly remained at the observatory, fastened in a box to the 
transit-st.and; a meridian mark was not established. Moon transits were observ.ed at 
all occasions; also several occultations are on record. A great nnmber of lunar dis-
tances, especially snch measured from the sun, were taken. The index error of a sextant 
generally had to be determined before and after each set of observatious, as great 
irregularities, caused by change of temperature, were observed. The repeat.ing circle 
was used at times, but very seldom. 
B.-Astrono1ni·ootl ocsm·vations on sea and in ports of G1·eeulancl. 
Between New London and Saint John's a great nnmher of snn's altitudes were 
measured by Captain Hall for latitude and longitnde. At Saint John's one of the chro-
nometer-watd1es was compared wit.lt a chronometer which had been rated shortly 
before, and this comparison· recordt>.d. Between Saint .John's aud Fiskenaes a great 
number of determinations of latitude an<l longitude by snn's altitudes were made by 
Captain Hall and myself, as also ,between Fiskenaes and Holstein borg. At Holstein-
borg two sets of observations fur longitncle, by sext.ant and artificial horizon, were 
<>btained by Capta.in Hall and myself. All four sets when computed resulted in one 
and the same longitude within one second of arc. Captain Hall also obtained an 
observation for the latitude of Holstein borg. Observations for latitudes and longi-
tudes between Holstein bor-g aud Goclhavn are recorded, and at Goclhavn Captain Hall 
obtained several sets for both latitude and longitude. At Upernavik observations 
with sextant and artificial horizon were made by Mr. Bryan and myself. Altitndes on 
the meridian and about fonr llours from the mericlian were selected. At Tessiusak 
Captain Hall, Mr. Brya.n, and myself made determinations for latitude and longitude. 
Bet.v1•een 'I'essiusak and Th:mk God Harbor a great mtntlHcll' of snn's altitudes, for the 
determination of latitnrles and longitudes, were made. The last observation on sea 
was made for latit.nde by all person~ capable, and for longitnde IJy Captain Hall and 
myself; the result I think was 81° 24' north, 64° 35' west. Between Tha.nk God Har-
bor and Northumberland Island a great number of observations on latitude and longi-
t ude, with sextaut and artificial horizon, were made by Mr. Bryan and myself. Those 
made by me while drifting in 8mith Sonncl are now in my possession, ancl, together 
with bearings of beacllands, appended in Paper I; they generally are taken on the 
prime vertical, so that latitnde and longit.JHle dednced therefrom refer to one and the 
.same position. In Paper I, I give n~sulting latitnrl cs and longitndes, having applied 
the primary correction aud rate of chronometer "Z " from memory. 
C.-Astronomi,cal and geodetical observations, funning a series of sy.stematio stwt·eys. 
• Thank God Harbor ancl Polaris Bay were snrveyecl hy me in Septemher, 1871, with 
the theodolite and plane-table. The plan e-table was constructe<l uu<ler my supervision 
by :Mr. Shuman, first engin eer, in tht> following mann er: 
I. A drawing-board wns mounted upon tlw tripo<l, sent witll the dip-circlo, Ly a 
center clarnp-scre\v. 
II. The round level of a chemical scale was detached therefrom, to be nsecl in level-
ing the plane·table. 
III. A round compass was sunk into a fonr-cornerecl elongated box, so that a line 
connecting Nand S of the graduated are would be parallel with the s ide of the box. 
IV. The tele cope sent for observations of pendnlum transits wa.s monuted upon a 
metal rule, so that when placed upon n, horizontal plane the telef.!cope-axis would be 
parallel and in a vertical plane with one edge of the rul e. 
Before the commencement of operations with the plane-tablA, I obtaiuecl tile co-or-
dinates of three marked field-points by nsing chain aud theodolite. All points are re-
ferred to the position'' Observatory." I tl.len entered upon tbe plane-table the three 
points mentioned above, and point" Observatory," where I took my 1i.rst station. The 
table leveled and brought into parallelism with the field, a line marked "N" and par-
allel with the connection of and S of the graduated arc of the compass-box and the 
Nand S of the needle, was drav>'n, as also sight-lines to all points desirable to be takeu 
in by the survey. The secoud st,at.ion was taken three or fonr miles from the first the 
table leveled, the box-compass applied to line marked" N," ancl the table brouo-ht'into 
approximate p_arall ~lis rn with_ the field. Then. cut.ting in backward, a small triangle 
~onld be obta!ned m place of the correct statwn-point. This station-point bad to be 
~1ther to the_ngb~ or to the lef~ ?f all sight-lines forming the triangle, and its<listances 
from thes~ s1~h t-l~n es hau ~o be 10 prop~rtion w_it.h its distances from the field-points 
~mp~oyed m formwg tll_e tnat~gle, therefore a stmple geometrical construc~ion would 
fnl'IJ! h th. correct. statJO!t-pO!~t, when the !·able C(Jnld .be brongbt accurately into par-
all ehsm '"lth the field; swut-hnes to all powts, taken lU at the first station, would be 
drawn, c. 
For the,, rification of tlti s plaue-table survey, I deterrnine<l a point "D" twelve 
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miles from observatory, with the theodolite an<l chain 1 and fonnd a sensilJle agreement 
of its determination by theodolite with that by the plane-table. 
As soon as the survey of Thank God Harbor and Polaris Bay was completed, I drew 
an elabvrate topographical map of the same before the di~;appearauce of the sun. 
During the spring and summer of 1872, I made surveys of the east side of the chan-
nel from latitude 80° 27' north to 1::2° 21' north; of the west side of the cha.nnel from 
latitude Roc 15' north to about 84° north; of the interior, between Newman's Bay and 
Polaris Bay, of Newman's Bay, and to some extent of the interior northeast of New-
man's Bay. All these surveys were executed by taking up a great number of stations 
at Polaris Bay, Newman's Bay, and intermediate points, determining their latitude, 
longitncle, and magnetic declination by theodolite, aud taking magnetic bearings to all 
points desirable to be taken in by the survey. In this manner between 300 and 40(} 
points were •letermined and lmown uy numbers. Sketches of coast-lines and hill-
ranges, to serye as a basis for the •1etail of a topogra.phical map, were also made. 
·when, wbile going nortb, our boat was crushed in the ice, I lost the theodolite, and 
ever afterwards I took the bearings with a large azimuth circle, taken off a large pris-
matic compass. This azimuth circle, supplied with a venlier and sight-vanes, I 
mounte(l upon a tripod, and leveled it with around le,el. Determinations oflatitudes 
and longitudes had to be made with sextant and artificial horizon; for determination 
of magnetic declination, a prismatic compass was employed. In July, 1872, I visited 
the north side of Repulse Harbor, made observations for latitude and longitude with 
pocket-sextant, using sea-horizon, and measuring the elevation by aneroid. I then 
.·aw the west side of tbe cbannel bending to the south of west in about latitude 84° 
north, and the east side of the ahannel to the south of east iu about latitude 82° 21'. 
Repulse Harbor's latitude is about 82° 09' north; its longitude between 58° and 59° 
west. The Southern Fjiord was to some extent surveyed by Mr. Bryan in the spring 
of 1 72; its bead has not been seen; and, when passing its entrance in the fall of 
1872, on our route home, I was impressed that tbe Southern I<'jiord was a chtwnel in 
reality, and perhaps connected with "Emperor Joseph's l<"'jiord" of the German expe-
dition. "Lady Franklin's Bay" also appears to be the junction of two channels sepa-
rated by an island. Wbile on onr home route Cape Constitution was recognized by 
Mr. Morton and Hans. Observations made in its vicinity proved its latituue to be 
about 0° 27' north. While drifting through Smith's Sound, a great number of astro-
nomical observations, in connectiou with bearings to headlands, were made by Mr. 
Bryan and m;y elf; those made by me are now in my possession, and appended iuPaper 
I. On our voyage north, as well as our voyage suut.h, it generally was felt that the 
west side of the channel, as laid down in Dr. Hayes's map, needed considerable alter-
ati~n; not in the detail of the map, but in latitudes, longitudes, and general direction 
of coast line. Kennedy Channel at parts is very narrow, especially in the vicinity of 
Cape Constitution, where ite width hardly exceeds from fifteen to twenty miles. Carl 
Ritter Bay, on Dr. Hayes's map, the nortbern extremity of Kennedy Channel, really is 
the southern extremity; the two sides of Kennedy Channel consist of land, which i 
mapped neit.her by Dr. Kane nor Dr. Hayes; the direction of "Humboldt Glacier,' 
very likely, is not north and south, but northeast and southwest, &c. In plan (II.) I 
append a diagram of Smith's Sound, Kennedy Chanuel, Polaris Bay, Robeson Channel, 
aud of the we t coast to about latitude 84° . All records of astronomical and geodetical 
ob er>ation would be found partly among Mr. Bryan's and partly among my own 
papers. During the winter of 1 71 to 1B72, I constructed the ship's track between 
- ew London, latitude 2° 16', and Thank God IIari>or. The Polaris before she started 
bad not beeu swung and her compa fleviation tl1 'l'odore was unknown. 
As from St. John's to latitude fj20 16' our mean course was north, I approximately 
determined tbe deviation by merely computincr the position in which the lo~, without 
the u ·e of any deviation, would locate Fiskeuaes at; the angnlar value of eli tance 
' comput d po ition and real po ition of Fi kenac ," with radius equal to eli tance. 
" t. Jobn' and Fi kenae " fnrni bed the deviation which in proceeding north I 
varied proportionally to tbe tangent of the magnetic inclination. 'fhe limit of en-
current I conld very w 11 determine by the chauge of surface ~;ea-temperatur , and by 
the combination of all met orological in truml3nt. motion. It i very inter ting that 
the -tat of atmo pbere ov~r the Labraf1or current, Letwcen Newfoundland and t. 
John' , a indicat d by th combination of all met orological instrument i o mark d 
and pccnliar that I afterward wa enabled, witbout u ing the ea-tbermometer t 
xactly kn w wh n '" nt red the Labrador current betwe n t. John and . r~ n-
land, wh 'n we arriv d at it c ut r lin , and wh nat its northern limit. In a 1mJiar 
manner I had all oth r nrr nt. indicated , compa!:ls deviation and limit of curr nt d -
tem1in d · th velocit of cnrrent wa found 1J d ad-reckouing; a tronomical oh"' r-
vation.- made> at Jatitnc1 1-- :U' norih; longitude 640 35' w t, and Thank 'od Har-
bor · ·rv d a. · verificat ion. 
2.-)I.\GNE'll OB ERVATIO.N . • 
A.- iffi ·rential ob. rvations, for the c1 t rmination of dinrnal variation of n~arrn i 
<l eli nation, were made at the ohservatory of Thank God Harbor. The tbeodo!Jte ma~-
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netorneter was used therefore in the snow-hut "M," (pl. I,) upon a stout wooden 
oStand, which was solidly frozen into the ground; a thermometer "'vas suspended from 
the stand. ViThen first the instrument was set up, and the line of detorsion brought in 
coincidence with the magnetic meridian, it remained undisturbed durllg the course of 
four or five months, when hourly readings were taken by Dr. Bessels, Mr. Bryan, and 
myself, besides readingt!, at five minutes interval, on term days, prescribed by "Ridell, 
&c." During these observations the collimator magnet was suspended in a stirrup, 
constructed by Mr. Shuman, the original stirrup having been lost when the gale of 
November 22 blew down the snow-hut; only a single fiber was used during these ex-
periments. The disturbances were large and frequent; and therefore the record of 
differential observations consists of scale readings, azimuth-circle readings, and ther-
mometric readings, and is kept in one book, which will be found among Mr. Bryan's 
papers. , 
B.-Observations on absolute magnetic declination were made by Captain Hall at 
Godhavn and Thank God Harbor uy prismatic compass, sextant, and artificial horizon. 
Captain Hall also recorded a great nnmber of the sun's bearings with the course of the 
vessel while between Tessinsak and Thank God Harbor. Mr. Bryan made determina-
tions of absolute declination at Thank God Harbor by theodolite magnet0meter, and 
small theodolite, and, while drifting in Smith's Sound, by prismatic compass, sextant, 
and artificial horizon. His determination at winter-quarters with the theodolite mag-
netometer was made by reference to two very marked field-points, to which he had 
measured a great number of solar bearings. I made determinations of absolute decli-
nation by either small theodolite or prismatic compass, sextant, and artificial horizon, 
at Thank God Harbor, Polaris, and Newmar_'s Bay, as also at a great number of inter-
mediate .points. While drift,ing in. Smith's Sound I determined the declination. at all 
t.imes when. recording magnetic bearing of marked headlands. Captain Hall's observa-
tions on magnetic declination are among his papers, and undoubtedly on board the Po-
laris. Mr. Bryan's determinations were in his box thrown on the ice, and are probably 
now on board tile Polaris. Determinations made by me were in my box, and may also 
l>e found on board the vessel. The observations made while drifting in Smith's Sound 
.are now in my possessio11, and will be found appended in Paper I. Declination at 
Thank God Harbor was about 96° west. Mr. Charles A. Schott, before the expedition 
started, prepared a map exhibiting the isogonic lines in the vicinity of the north pole, 
and I cannot but state that Mr. Schott's isogonic lines almost entirely coincided with 
·those based upon. our observations. 
C.-O~ervations on relative magnetic intensity were made repeatedly at Thank God 
Harbor by Mr. Bryan, and will be fon.nd among his papers. 
Ob8ervations on absolute, magnetic, horizontal intensity were made by me in the 
-spring of 1872, at Thank God Harbor, and consist of-
Several sets observations on the zet;o divisions of collimator magnet and week mag-
,net. 
Several sets of vibrations with and without ring-weight . 
. Of the exact weight of the ring, found with a very sensitive chemical scale, and its 
dtmensions. 
Several sets of deflections at two distances. 
A determination of the scale value of the collimator magnet. 
All sets of vibrations are accompanied by observations,on the co-efficient of torsion. 
'These observations extend over the period of abon.t eight days or longer, and their 
record will be fonnd among my papers. During these observations the magnet, then 
in the original stirrup, which had been recovered in. spring, was suspended on three 
.fibers. 
D.-qbservationson magnetic inclination were made by Mr. Bryan with the dip-circle 
·at Tessmsak, Thank God Harbor, and Son.thern Fjiord. At Thank God Harbor the in-
-clination was determinecl very frequently, and all observations were recorded by Mr . 
.Bryan, among whose papers they will be found. 
3.-0BSERVATIONS ON THE FORCE OF GRAVITY. 
Dn.ring onr stay at winter-quarters the penduln.m was swun()' on the same 
knife-edges as previously at Cambridge and Port Foulke. Tran~'its of the lower 
~nife.-ed.ge over ~he vertical hair of a telescope, set · at a distance of about twelve feet · 
1n comctde.nc~ wtth the zero of the graduated arc, were observed by Mr. Bryan and 
myself, rel!~vmg, ~ach o~her, while Dr. Bessels timed the signals given by the observers 
of the tran tts. I be aztmuth of the plane of vibration. was nearly north and south· 
the. box of the pen~nlum apparatus, placed at P (pl. I,) rested upon heavy plank;, 
whtch were frozen wto the ground; it was carefully detached from the floor and wall 
Qf the .observatory, and supported by three steel braces, one in the back and one on 
each stde. The plane su~porti11~ the knife-edge was kept carefully leveled; the semi-
.arcs, counted from the nnddle either way, frequently recorded as also the-·readinO'S of t~o thcrm~me~ers , placed respectiv~ly at heights of the lowe~ and upper knife-edges. 
Times of tran. Its were marked by Sidereal chronometer "A," whose rate was observed 
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for, before and after tbese pendulum . experim ents, by M:r. Brya,n. All four faces wem 
swnug in strict compliance with the manuscript instructions prepared by Mr. Charles 
A. Schott. Tbe r eadings of barometer arc furnished by the meteorological record. 
The record~ our pendulum observations when complet.ed was placed in the hands 
of Dr. Bessels, and uudoubtedly is now on board of the Polaris ; the pendulum itself 
will also be found at the vessel. 
4.-0BSERVATIONR ON OCEAN PHYSICS. 
A.-Obsm·vation on dep th. 
Sonndinp;s were mn,de in latitude 81° 241 north, longitude 64° 331 west, and at a great 
nullluer of positions in Srnitb's Sound. The record of two soundings in Smith's Sound 
is now in my possesRion, aud, together witb bearings of the po::;itions to known head-
laiJds, appeu<.led. in Paper I. The record of all other sounding::; is among Dr. Bessels's. 
papers. 
B.-Examination of sea-bottom, procured by either dredges or soundings. 
Dredges were mar1e at St. John's, and surface-d redges on the greatest part of our 
route between Tessinsak and Tbank God Harbor. 
Sea-Lottom was taken up with each sounding. All dredges and p0rtions of sea 
bottom were examined l>y Dr. Bessels ; the results of these examinations are recorded 
among his papers. 
C.- Obsen:alious on sea-tempm·ctlare. 
Surface sca-teruperature was observed hy Dr. Bessels and myse1f between New Lon-
don, latitude 82° 16' north, and Thank Gou Harbor, as also, while retnrning, beL ween 
Thmtk God Harbor and Northumberland Island, at most times hourly, but sometimes. 
every three honrs. They are very interest ing and instructive in defining currents. 
Sea-temperatures at the bottom and iutermediate points vvere reconled wheuever an 
opportunity wa.· offered to observe them. 
The Millor-Casella's deep-sea thermometer proved useless when exposed to the colder 
wa,ters and ·lim ate, the transpareut liq ui<l contracting disproportiona,tely. All observ~­
tions ou sea-temperature arc recorued, togeth er witb the systematic meteorological ob-
servations, and are among my paver::;; Dr. Bessels has au extract of sea-temverature 
observations. 
D.-Ouser vations on the density of sea-,vn,ter simultaneous with observations on sea-
tP-mperatnre by bydrometrical measurem ents were made by Dr. Bessels and myself. 
Dr. Be sels also bacl a number of se::Lled bottles 1illeu with sea-water of different local-
ities and intended for chemical analy is. 
E.-Obsel"vaiions on cwTents. 
As I have stated above, the observations on currents were not c1irectly made, but 
indirectly, by ob ervations of ·ea-temperature and meteorological ol>servations; the 
velocity of currents conld be deduced from the log. Along the coast of Greenla,nd, at 
the ea on of Jnly and Augn t, ou ervations on ea-tempcrature give very iotere tiug 
indications. Tlw sea,-thermometer gives proof of a continual variation of surface ea-
temperatnrc, nearly qnidistaut from the temperature of maximum density of alt-
water. Per example: a,t one locality \Ve .find the temperature +43° ; not far from it 
we find it +35° ; this how that surface and under cunents are intermingling, can eel 
by their ahno t equal pecific gravity. 
Cro ing. 'mith's ouud, ancl getting within the vicinity of the we t coa t, we met 
a, cold cnrrent, directed to the southwest, whiub, higher np iu Kennedy Channel, 
Polaris Bay, ai1d Roue on Channel, wa noticed to tako up the entire wi(lth of the 
·tmit . The direction of tbi:; eurreut wa b autifully illustrated by a line of iceb rrr-.. 
se n in m1 h onncl, lparing northea t and sontbwe. t. Thu velocity of tl.Je current 
I omput d from tb log, making use of our ob 'erva,tions of latitude P 24~ north. 
4° 35' w, t, and found it to b, niue mil s per day . Tbis was afterwarcl ,. nfie.d.uy 
the ·ompnt d <li tan ·e betw nth' po itiou thH ve el got beset in and th p ItiOU 
h br k out at giving thirty-six mile for a fonr clay's drift. The po. ition h sr~t 
be tin d p ud ·d upon the ob. rvation of latittHl 10 24' north, longitucl IH :J:J' 
·w . t aml the log; the po ition she broka out at dcpeuc1ell upon Thank od Harbor 
and the log. 
J< .-TidaL h. ervations wer mad at Thank od Ibrhor by orne of th cam 1 
with a tid~-guage, construe ted on Dr. II a ' 's plan. The e ob. rvation xt ·nd ~- r tb 
ntir wint r, from eptcmbt>r, 1 71, to Jun , 1 i:l, ar made at tiru very ten nuuut • 
r half-hourly or h nrly. and tb ir r cord i a,mong Dr. B •. •Is pap I". 
Tb ri · aucl fall of tb tid i mall· the ag of the tide nearly tw nty-four hour· 
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;J.-METEOIWLOGICAL OBSERVATlOXS. 
A.- Observations on atmosphm··ic piessure. 
Durin~ the voyage from New London to Thank God Harbor, obser':'ations were made 
every three hours with a marine barometer aucl an aneroid; both 1nstruments were 
kept compared with Green's stanr1ard barometer, No. 739 Cn; the indications of the 
barometer were very marked over every bmuch of a colU current, as also their gradual 
increase and decrease in approaching or distancing the parallel of maximum pressure. 
The instruments were kept in a shelter, fastened to tile port side of tile wileel-honse, 
and their indications corrected for temperature, elevatiou, and instrumental error. At 
wint~r-quarters observations on atmospheric pressure were made hourly at the observ-
atory with Green's standard barometer, No. 739 (1), and were c.orrected for tempera-
ture, elevation, and instrumental error. The elevation above the mean level of the sea 
I determined in the fall, and again in the spring, by the theodolite, and I constructed, 
by Laplace's formula, a table giving the correction for said elevation at temperatures 
from +500 to -50o. All the barometers in the possession of the expedition I kept care-
fully compared; it frequently was found necrssary to clean the mercury of No. 739 (~); 
on all such occasions comparisons were made before and after its cleaning. 
The motion of the barometer-column was very marked, with northeast and south-
west winds, being very fluctuating and generally high, but falling with a northeast 
wind, and very low, but rising with a south west wind. These indications are very sig-
nificant, and varying according to season. In the fall, when an immense quantity of 
moisture is precipitated froru the higher regions in form of fogs, frost, smokes, snow, and 
formation of fresh-water ice on the sea, the barometer is very low; the same in spring, 
when active evaporat.ion of snow, ice, and water is going on. Between Thank God 
Harbor and Northumberland Island hourly observation;; were made and corrected. A 
number of measurements of elevations by aneroid I ma<le at and between Polaris an(l 
Newma,u's Bay. Before I left Washington I compared Green's No. 739 (lf) with the bu-
reau t>taudal'(l and Naval Ouservatory barometer. 
B.- Ous6rvatiol'ls on temperature ~'ere made every three hours on our voyage north, 
every hour on our voyage south, and at winter-quarters. 
After my separation from the vessel I made some notat ions of temperature, which 
are appended in Paper II. On our voyage north the influence of cold sea-currents over 
atmospheric temperature was especially marked. On several other journeys, it was al-
ways observed that ice will form on the salt-water whose temperature is below 32° , even 
when the atmospheric temperature is +40° and higher. This ice-formation is congealed 
fresh-water, which partly melts oft' the surface of drifting ice and partly condenses 
thereon from atmospheric moisture. At winter-quarters I operated very carefully, in 
order to get true observations of atmospheric temperature. As soon as practicable 
after our arrival at Thank God Harbor, I made at the observatory a long series of com-
parisons, at different temperatures, of all thermometers on board. Green's thermome-
ters, after application of their correction, previously determined at Washingt.on, agreed 
al ·nost to the tenth of a degree; especially two mercurial thermometers, of which I 
selected one as standard. Casella's thermometers showed more or less jrregularities, 
w_hich, I think, was caused by their being encased in wooden frames. ·A great number . 
~f thermometers were suspended in the shelter "5," pl. (1,) on a revolving drum of 
frame-work. The temperature was noted always by the standard, but at the freezing 
of the mercury all thermometers in the shelter were registered, corrected according to 
previous cotllparison, and the most probable temperature of the meltino- of mercury 
deduced. The melting-point of mercury, by repeated operations, as desc";.ibed above, 
was found -39° .8. One of Green's spirit-thermometers most correctly showed the 
temper~ture of n;telting of mercnry by applying the correction found from previous 
oompanson. Th1s thermol!leter I selected for the notation of atmospheric temperature 
below melting of mercury. Very annoying, in regard to the observation of thermome-
t~rs, was the al~wst continual snow-drift, which, besides burying tbe thermometers en-
tLrely, almost bhnded the observer. I am astounded how quick a tolerable observer, 
e.ven under such difficult circumstances, will acquire the rontine of just bringing the 
hght of a lante~n to hear ?pon .a thermometer, and reading it correctly to one-tenth 
of a degree durmg the penod of one second. At Thank God Harbor the highest tem-
peratur~ observed was between +40° and +50° ; the lowest temperature, -58o, oc-
curred m Jannary, but March wa.s the coldest month. 
In the fall, with a. northeast wind, ~be temperature wonld rise; with a southwest, it 
woul~ fall. Iu spnng a northeast wmd would be preceded by high temperature de-
cr.enswg after the nor~h.east wind_bad ~et in ; a southwest wind in spring was prec~ded 
b.) low temperature, nslDg after the wmd's arrival. In winter a northeast wind pre-
ceded by low temperature would produce a slow rise; a southwest wind preceded by 
low temperatnr~ would p:oduce a rapicl ri se Cff temperature. 
C. -Ob ervat10ns on w1nds were .made every three hours on onrvoyage north, every 
hour on our voyage south, and at wwter-quarters. The direction of winds on board of 
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the vessel was determined by.eomparing it with the compass and application of mag 
netic declination. The velocity of winds was found by the anemometer erected on the 
quarter-deck, port side, or the current meter whenever the former was obstructed. 
Between St. John's and New London one cup of the anemometer was carried over-
board, and as I wished to reserve one anemometer for winter-quarters observations, I 
cont.inned the observation of the anemometer; running on three cups, and deduced true 
velocities from its indicati?ns by the forrnula-
'
r 4 W 
x= V:3\Vx 
which I constructed in the followmg manner: 
Let 
P r.epresent the force of wind, in pounds, on a square foot. 
L resistance of atmosphere upon one cup during one revolution. 
R friction at spindle while in motion on four cups. 
R' friction at the spindle while in motion on three cups. 
a area of the half-sphere, forming the concave slide of a cup. 
b area of the base of the cup. 
During one revolution of a cup, the direction of the wind forms wit.h tl1e uase of the 
cup all consecutive Yalnes of angles, (from 0° to 360°,) and therefore the force exerted 
upon a square foot of the cup at any time is expressed by-
p sin z 
but dnriug half a revolution the wind exerts its force npon ct, and during the other 
half upou b; expressing t he differential- of z by d z , and the entire force exerted by the 
wind upon one cup during one revolution is er1nal to-
p jsin z clz (0-180). ct + P jsin z cl z (180 -360) . b = 2 P (ct- b) 
d z d z dz 
and upon four cups, equal to-
R P (a -l1) · 
cl z 
this force is diminished by the resistance of atu~sphere 4 L and friction R, and the 
total force iu action becomes-
8P(a-b)_(4 L+R) dz 
In a similar manner, the total force in action upon three cups is eq ual to-
6 p (a- b)- (3 L + R' ) 
d z 
Bnt, according to the law of inertia, two forces are proportional to the mas e they 
set in motion; ancl also to the velocities they communicate to said masses. Ex:pre sin rr 
the mass or weight of four cups, stems aud center-piece by W, ; the weight of three 
cup , stems and center-piece by W; the velocity of four cup , under pre ure P , by 
V, ; the velocity of three cups, under pressure P, by v, we will have the equation-
tmn forminrr-
8 p (a - b) -( 4 L + R) 
dz 
6 _!>(a-b)- (3 L + R') 
d z 
P(a-b)-(4L+R)dz _Wx 1',. or 
6 .t' (ct-b)-(:3 L + .h') d z- -wv 
4 _ W ,. Vr Vx _ 4 W 
~- -Wv v -JW, 
~:m icl•ring that the velocities.of the np at any time are proportional to the indi~a­
tiOn of h anemometer, and 1f we ex: pre the indication of the anemomet r w hJl 
rnuoing re pectively, ou four and three cup , aud under infiueoce of pr · ur P. by 
VYtl , we have-
V, Vz 4 W 
v =v-= awx 
4W 
VL = v 3W, 
At wint r-qua.rter th direction of the wind wa d termined by refcrenc 
fi ·ld-point , whc e true beariug was known accurat ly. The anemometer wa. 
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at about fifty :yards from the observatory, free of obstruction; the velocity of wind was 
hourly determined, and the number of miles for the preceding hour noted also. . 
In cases of doubtful observations or very light winds, the current meter was besides 
brought into action. Anemometers were always kept in the best order; Mr. Sherman, 
1st engineer, repaired the spindles several times by replacing the brass tops by steel 
tops. Frequent comparisons of anemometers and current meter were rnade. Th~ prin-
cipal direction of high winds and gales at Thank God Harbor was northeast m fall 
and spring, and northeast and south west in winter; the entire winter was almost a 
continuation of heavy gales. 
Northeast gales showed different features, and, as it appears, these characteristics 
were very marked, if I distinguish two classes of northeast gale: 
I. Such as were the primary impulse of a violent commotion of atmosphere, inducing 
a southwest gale at an adjacent place. . • 
2. Such as were induced by a southwest gale in action at an adjacent place. 
It is evident that in the arctie regions, where sea channels and streaks of land follow 
in regular order, polar currents will always select their paths, either on land or on sea, 
in accordance with the greatest tension of atmosphere, dependent upon the season; 
they will induce a southwest wind, which, on the contrar,y, selects its path wherever the 
air is the most rarefied; a mutual displacement takes place, and two gales blow in op-
posite directions at adjacent places. This frequently was actually observed at Thank 
God Harbor and vicinity. 
Here are the characte'i:istics of the two classes of northeast gales : 
When a primary impulse, a northeast wind was always preceded by high atmos-
pheric pressure, low temptrature, and almost entire absence of moisture; veerings at 
r.he commencement and close of the gale were in.a~cordance with the law of gyration. 
During the gale the barometer would fall, the thermometer would rise, and relative 
humidit.y increase. · 
When· a secondary action , a northeast wind ·was preceded by low atmospheric pres-
sure, high temperature, and low relative humidity; veerings before and after the gale 
took place contrary to tte law of gyration. During the gale the barometer would rise 
slowly, temperatme would almost remain statiouary, and relative humidity would 
increase rapidly. 
Southwest gales also bad two different characteristics : 
I. Preceded by low barometer, high temperature, and relative humidity; veerings 
before and after the gale, in accordance with the law of gyration; rise of barometer, 
fall of thermometer, and stationary relative humidity during the gale. 
2. Preceded by low atmospheric pressure, high temperature, and low relative humid-
ity; veering before and after the gale, contrary to tb!'llaw of gyration; rise of barom-
eter, fall of thermometer, and rapid rise of relative humidity during the gale. 
Velocities above forty miles per hour were very frequent; light and pleasant winds 
were observed from aU points of true bearing. 
After my separation from the vessel, I frequently noticed the direction of the wind, 
which notations I append, in Paper II. 
D.-Observations on clouds were made at times of systematic observations; forma-
tions, similar to those known in our climates, were noted; strata were prevalent, and 
the cinus cloud was seen in the regian of cumuli. 
K-Obsel'vations on precipitatio11s, ~c. 
I 
Precipitations in form of heavy snow _or rain were rare, but very frequent in the 
form of fog, frost, smoke, haziness, and light sno\v. It frequently was observed during 
the summer that when moisture was precipitated over an area eonsi.sting partly of 
land and partly of ice, it v.·ould take the form of rain on laud, but the form of snow on 
the ice. 
F.-Observations on ozone were made daily; no ozone was obtained on our voyage 
north ; more or less ozone was noted at winter-quarters, and some on our voyaO'e 
south . At winter-quarters, and during the winter, the greatest amount of ozone w~s 
ouserved with uortheast winds, but especially with heavy sno\Y-clrift~. Durin()' the 
summer ozone was very almncl.ant, and decreasing iu the fall. 0 
G.-Obm·vations on sbla1· ancl terrestrial radiation. 
Readings of the vacuum black-bulb thermometer and the free black-bulb thermom-
eter were taken hourly in 1872, while the sun was above the horizon. 
These thermometers, after a rigorous comparison with the standard, I placed in a 
horizontal position on crutches, about half a foot above the ground where I spread a 
piece of canvas, thickly covered with cotton wadding. ' 
Observations<;>~ terrestrial radiation were made hourly, at Thank God Harbor, with 
~ naked. bulb spm~-~hermometer, which, after comparison with the standard, I placed 
lD a honzontal pos.Jt.wn on crutches, its bulb immersed in cotton wadding. · 
A naked ~mlb spmt-thermo.meter was placed in a horizontal position, its bulb in the 
focus of a silvered concave mtrror, and frequently observed. 
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The vacuum solar radiation thermometer at times showed above + 100°. 
The terrestrial radiation thermometer at times showed close to- 70° . Conuensa-
tion of moisture on instrnments placed out-doors in form of beautiful crystals, (ara-
besques,) took place quite frequently. 
H.-Observations on crystall·ization of snow. 
All snow-cryRtals consisted of hexagonal prisms, either single or in numbers, arrn.nged 
to forms similar to those observed by Scoresby a,ncl Belcher. When single they fre-
quently were deformed, and quite frequently different forms were precipitated simul-
taneously. 
I.-Observations .on moisture with the psychrometer were maue every three hours on 
our voyage north; houri~, on our voyage south. At winter-quarters I took special care 
to operate in such a manner as to onaole me to keep an hourly continuous series of 
ooservations ou relative humidity and dew-point. In order to judge such observations 
as to their accuracy, and to operate accorcliugly, it was necessary to once construct a 
taule exhibiting relative humidities and dew-points, at temperatures between 0° and 
- 50° . This I executed iu the following manner : 
1. I computed the elastic force of vapor of sat.nratcd air for every tenth of a degree, 
uy the exponential formula : 
log e = a - bA x - cDx 
log A;;; 1.9940493 0 0 log b = 0.1397743 
log B = 1.9983438 0 0 log c = 0.6924:i51 
a= 6.2640348. 
which formula repres:;nts bes t Rsgnault's entire experiments on the elastic forc e of 
vapor of water. 
2. The elast ic force of vapor, corrcsponcling to reacli ngs of the ps,ychromater, I com-
puted uy-
X = f14.256 (t- t' ) 
1~40.~- X t' 
3. Carrespon1ling rcl::ttive humidity found uy-
f 100 
1' =--F-
4. Corre::~ponding dew-p:>iti.ts found directly from results of (I.) 
I then prepared a spirit-p.'!ychrometer uy cutting off the lower parb of the frame of 
the two oest Casella's sp irit-thet'IU Offi.)tflrs, to bring their blllU.,J under perfect exposure 
to the ait'. A thin muslin was tie<l to ouc of the bulos, and both thermometer were 
rigorously compared with the stauclard b.v which tlwir relative correction, difference 
of indications, were accurately ascertaiu~tl. Dnring tbe entire winter hourly ob erva-
t ions of the p ychrometer were made, an cl the relative lwmiclity and dew-point de-
<.lucecl therefrom in the wanuer sllowu hy tile following example': 
) 
Reading of tandard - 20.:3 
Correction to naval standard- 0.4 
Trne temperature of atmo. phere - 20.7 
A. 
I eading of dry-unlb. 
-21.2 
B. 
Readiug of wet-hull>. 
-21.3 
Differ nee of A and B \Yhen dry- 0.3 
-21.6 
- 1.2 
Diff~t·en ce of dry and wet-hull>+ 0.4 
-20.7 
True t ·mperature of wet-uulo -21.1 
EutrrinCY the tab] pre,·iou:ly on. tm ted, with temperatnre of wet-unlb=-:'!1.1. 
and diff rene of dry c ncl wet bn!IJ. = O .. J, the corre~po n<lin <r relativ hnmidi t~· 0. 
d . w-point wonld he f(mnd inmJPclia.tely. I fn•CJHtmtly e.· pc r~nPntecl with H ~~~ nl · 
dew-point in. tmment for tlw YPrification of p!i,YC:hromett·r oh.-ernttiou . ha\'iU.! I' 
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vionsly ascertained the relative difference of the two thermometers of the instrument 
by rigorous comparison with the standard. 
The following example will show bow~ from the indications of the instrument, I de-
duced the true dew-point: 
Reading of standard. - 23.4 
Correc'n to naval stan"u- 0.4 
Reading of dry thermometer. 
Temp. of atmosphere 
-25.2 
-2:3.8 
True temp. of air.- 23.8 Correction of dry thermometer+ 1.4 
Reading of wet thermometer - 27.f3 
Difference of dry and wet bulbs, when both dry- 0.7 
+ 1.4 
'frue dew-point·- 27.1 
Simultaneous observations of psychrometer and dew-point instrument, wllen re-
duced in the described manner, resulted in values of tllc dew-point never differing by· 
more than 0° .5. 
The general features of atmospheric moisture at Thank God Harbor are very marked. 
In fall almost perfect saturation took place by th11 gradnal precipitation of moisture 
accumulated in higher regions; in Januar.v almost entire dryness was observed, and 
in spring a rapid increase of relative humi<lity is on record. The fluctuation of moist-
ure, in relation to certain winds and atmospheric pressure, I have already described. 
K.-Experiments on atmospheric electricity were made dnriug the winter, but with-
out result. Both instruments used, a gold-leaf electroscope and an electrometer, con-
structed especially for the expedition, were very sensitive and were frequently hoisted. 
on a pole to the height of from twenty to tbirty feet, but without result. I afterward 
constructed a collection apparatus similar i o the one :first described by Romershausen, 
and permanently connected the same in thB proper manner with the electroscope. 
'fhis arrangement would enable the obsetver on watch to at once notice the presence 
of atmospheric electricity. I frequently tested this apparatus by applying an electri-
fied glass cylinder, when the gold-leaf would immediately diverge. The collection ap-
paratus was mounted on a pole, twenty-five feet high, and properly insulated; the 
electroscope had a ground connection by which it could be switched off. 
L.-Auroral phenomena were of frequent occurrence in lat.itudes between 50° and65° 
north, and very brilliant; rare in latitudes between 6G0 and 75° north, and frequent at 
winter-quarters, but faint, and only exhibiting white light. The general characteris-
tics of aurora at Thank God Harbor were one or more continuous arches of perfectly 
white light and faint streamers, which were observed at almost all points of true bear-
ing. These streamers at most times were observed directly opposite the true bearing 
of the sun, then below the horizon. Luminous appea-rance of the heavens in a similar 
relation to the sun was also very frequent, and, after a prolonged uiscnssion of the sci-
entific members of the expedition, classified as aur.or~. Only one complete aurora, 
forming three different coronas and of a rosy tint, is on the record of Thank God Har-
bor. This auroral display took place in the evening of some day of February, 1872,. 
during the morning of which fluct,uations of the needle, through about 12° , were ob-
served; smaller disturbances were observed clnring the display. This aurora un-
uonbtedly is identical with the great aurora of February 4, 1872, as it is the only red' 
one seen by ns. Not being in possession of an instrument, observations on the auroral 
spectrum could not be maue. At times hazinesR and slow precipitation of very minute 
snow-crystals accompanied auroral displays. Experiments on the fluorescence of tile 
aurora have not been made. 
M.-Observ;"tions on height of twilight arcs. 
Twilig~t arcs w~r.e observed even when the son had its great.est south ·declination; · 
the dnratwn of twilight was always recorded . I also made several measurements with 
th:e sextant of the hei.ght of the twilight arc, but not as frequently _as I would have 
w1shed to do, had the hght and state of atmosphere been morl'.l favorable in rendering-
th.e arc sufficientl.y di~tinct for measurement. This measurement, when compared 
With the sun's dechnatwn, always showed an 18° distance of 'Lhe twihght arc from the · 
sun. 
N.-Optical.phenornena. 
:Mirage., h~lo , P.ar.helia, and paraselene were of freqnent occurrence; observations on 
the polanzatwn of light of the sky could not be marle for want of an instrument. 
0.-0bservations on meteors. 
A great number of shooting-stars were observerl, especially iu November; severaL 
brigLt m •teors are on record. 
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F.-Miscellaneous obse1·vations. 
The line of perpetual snow must be placed above the height of 1,700 feet, as in July, 
1872, I found such au elevation entirely bare of snow. 
Observations on evaporation were made, but had to be abandoned on ~~ccount of con-
densation of atmospheric moisture and snow-drift. 
Minute drops of mercury froze as readily as large masses. 
After our arrival at Thank God Harbor I selected the times of observation, so that 
three of them were taken, respectively, at 7.35 a. m., 4.:~5 p. m., and 11.35 p.m., Wash-
ington mean time. 
On our voyage north, all observations were made by Dr. Bessels and myself, relieving 
each other in eight-hour watches. From our arrival at Thank God Harbor until the 
middle of January, I observed the instruments during sixteen hours and Dr. Bessels 
during eight hours. 
By the middle of January I considered Mr. Mauch, whom I had instructecl in mak-
ing observations, sufficiently advanced, aud ever after Dr. Bessels, Mr. Mauch, and my-
self took eight-hour watches. 
The complete meteorological record, corrected an<1 reduced by me, the book of com-
parisons, table of relative humidity, meteorological journal, &c., were among my 
papers. 
An incomplete copy of the meteorological record, uncorrected, is on board of the 
Polaris. 
6.-NATURAL HISTOH.Y. 
All uotes and collections referring to this branch arc in the bauds of Dr. Bessels, with 
t3o exception of a botanical collectiOn among my papers. 
7.-GEOLOGY. 
Notes and collections in r eference to geology are also nuder charge of Dr. Bessels. 
8.-NO OBSERVATIONS ON GLACIERS ARE ON RECORD. 
Drift-wood, which bas been collected on the southern shores of Polaris Bay and New-
man's Bay, and signs of Esqnimaux, as the runner of a sled, and Esquimaux weapon, 
arc among Dr. Bessels' collection. 
The lar(J'est part of the instruments under lllY charge were lost at our separation from 
tho vessel; all books under my cbargo will be found on board of the Polaris, with the 
.exception of the Muller Pouillet. 
F. MEYER, 
Obserter Signal-Service, U. S . .A. 
Papm· I. (Polaris 1·'epo1't.) 
A.STRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS J:N SMITH'S SOUND. 
August 16, 1872. 
Artificial horizon and Pistor & Martin's sextant. 
Time by chronometer F. 
Z. llh. 49m. 1 .Os. I 2 .Os. I 
F. 6h. 52m. 40.0s. I 50.0s. I 
Rarometer, 2D.94 (aneroid.) 
Temperature,+ 340.fi. 
Sun' altitude. 





Latitude, 0° 01' 59".09 N. A: 
Longitude, 6 49 23 \V. 
By pri matic eompas . . 
.:u u's azimuth-c nter: . 1 o 15' \V. 
Declination, 1070 5i' 44" W. 
Cape Fraz r- . Hi:3o 50' W. 
Cap \\ ilkes- . 172 00 Vi. 
II ad of Maury Bay- . 1 · 00 W. 
ap Barrow-•. 191 35 W. 
'ap . haw- . 2 9 0 W. 
On - :32' :35" . 
Oft'- 30' 45" . 





40 49' 12' .4. 
6!J. :31m. :J.-,. · 
611. :,im. 
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August 18, 1872. 
Artificial horizon and Pistor and Martin's sextant. 
Time by chronometer P. 
Z. lOb. 40m. 23.0s. I 33.0s. I 
F. 5b. 43m. 09.6s. I 19.6s. I 










Latiti.1de, 79° 44' 46".5 N. 
Lemgitude, 69 24 37.5 W. 
By prismatic compass. 
Sun's nzimuth-ceuter: S. 19° 40' W. 
Declination, 107° 39' 26" W. 
Cape McClintock-S. 279° 15' W. 
C~tpe N. Shaw-S. 270 00 W. 
Cape Barrow-S. 260 50 W. 
Cape Wilkes-S. 253 45 W. 
Cape Frazer-S. 233 20 W . 
. Point Joy-S. 18R 50 W. 
Cnpe L. Napoleon-S. 183 GO W. 
Angust 19, 1 a. m. and 3 a. m. 
Sounding-101 fathoms. 
Cape Fra:3er-S. 2300 30' W. 
, Point Joy-S. 197 00 W. 
Cape L. Napoleon-S. 186 30 W. 
Angust 20, 1572. 





A: 89° 22' 54" 
6h. 4lm. 40.0s. 
Artificial horizon antl Pistor & Martin's sextant. 
Time by chronometer F. 
Z. 4h. 28m. 45.0s. I 55.0s. I On-31' 10" 
P. llh. 30m. 40.0s. I 50.0s. I Olf-32' 15" 
Snn's altitude. 


















Z. Gl1. 28m. 36.0.3. I 46.0s. I 
P. 12h. 30m. 29.6s. I 39.6s. I 
Latitude, 79° 40' 39" N. 
















23 22.4 . 
24 24.0 
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August 21, 1872. 
Artificial horizon, sextant, "Coast Survey No. 39." 
Barometer, 29.994. 
'Temperature, + 42.9. 
Sun's altitude. 
Time by chronometer F. 
Z. lb. 23m. 30.0s. I 40.0s. I 
F. 8h. 24m. 50.4s. I 00.4s. I 
Lower limb.-35° 461 2011 • 
~5 57 20 
36 08 25 
Z. 2h. 19m. 49.0s. I 59.0s. I 
F. 911. 21m. 09.6s. I 19.fis. I 
Longitude, 70° 17' 3611 vV. 
Angust 21, 1872. 
On- 32' 5011 • 
O.ff-30' 40". 
8h. f>4m. 01.2s. 
56 46.4 
59 37.6 
Artificial horizon and Pistor and Martin's sextant. 
Time by chronometer F. 
Z. 4h. 52m. 59.0s. I 53m. 09.0s. I 
F. 11h. 54m. 19.6s. I 54m. 29.6s. I 
iBarometcr, 30.013. 




Lower lim!J.-43° 59' 05' '. 
59 50 
12h. 14m. 17.2s. 




43 59 55 
. 59 45 
Z. 5h. 41m. 4o".Os. I 50.0s. I 
F. 1211. 43m . OO.Os. ll0.0R. I 
Latitude: 79° 41' 33''.6N. 








ArWlcial horizon and Pistor & Martin's sextant. 
Time by chronometer F. 
z. 10h. 43m. 54.0 . 1 44m. 04.0 . I 
F. 511. 4:3m. 50.Qs. I 44m. OO.Os. I 
Barom ter, 30.23 . 
Thermometer, +32.4. 
un's altitude. 
Low r limb.-21° 1 ' 20" 
pper limb.-22 :34 30 
Low r limb.- 22 34 30 
Z. 12L. 06m. 17.0 1 27.0 ! 
P. 7b. 06m. 10.0 I 20.0 I 
LaUtude, 79° ~6 10" .5 . 
Longitud , 09 06.0 W. 
nn s azimuth-center: ' . 1 ° 50' \V. 
Declinati<>n; 107° 4 ' 52" W. 
On-31' 10'' 
Otf-32' 20" 
6b. 1 .., m. :l.'l.O . . 
2tl '5 .. 
3~ .2. 
6h. 35m. 1:... ~. 
Bea,ring. 
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August 24, 1872. 
Bearings. 
Cape L. Napoleon-S. 199° 20' W. 
Point Joy-S. 210 · 00 W. 
Cape Frazer-S. 233 50 W. 
Cape Wilkes-S. 244 00 W. 
Cap.e Barrow-S. 250 00 W. 
CapeN. Shaw-S. 256 00 W. 
Cape McClintock-S. 262 50 W. 
Ca,pe L. Von Buch-S. 288 30 W. 
Cape G. Back-S. 290 40 W. 
October 9, 1872. 
By prismatic compass. 
Latitude. 
Cape Ingersoll: S. 47° W. 
Cape Inglefield: S. 117° W. 
78° 313' 30" N. 
7tl0 34' 0611 N. 
1023. 
Longitude. 
71° 121 31 11.3 w. 
72° 14' 4011.2 w. 
R lt. 5 Latitude, 78° 44' N. { f' Ob :-.esu mg { Longitude, ~2,0 01' 22". 3 W. 5° server. 
Pnpm· II. 
DIRECTION OF WH\D Al<TER SEPARATION FROM VESSEL. 
Lat- Longi- Dtrcction Tempera-
itude. tude. of wind. ture. Date. Date. 
Lat- · Longi- Direction T empera-
itude. tude. of wind. ture. 
1872. O I 1872. 0 I 
Oct. 16... 77 35 S. E. .. .......... Nov. 23 .................. . N. . ................... 
N.E. 24 ........ ......... .. N. 
·----------· 
17... ........ ........ N.E. . .......... . 25 .. . . .............. . N.W. . .................... 
18 ........................................ . 26 ................. .. w. . .................. 
1!! . ............• ..•... •..•.........••.•.•.. 27 .................. . w. 
------- -----
20 ....................................... .. 28 ................. .. w. 
------------
2l. .............. ....................... .. 29 ......•............ w. 
------------
2'l! .•• .••••••.••••••. • S.E. . .......... . 30 ................. .. 0 
------------
23... .. ...... ........ S. E. .. ........ .. Dec. 1. ................ .. 0 
·-----------24... ........ ........ S.E. . .......... . 2 ............ .... : .. NW. 
------------
25 ....................................... .. 3 ....... .......... .. NW. . ............... 
26... ........ ...... .. E. + 5 
27.. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. N. E. + 2. 5 L :1 :::::::::::::::: NW. - 9 NW. -15 
:B ................... 0 anclE ........... .. 6 ................. .. NW. - 4 
2~ •. . ••. . . . . .... .. .. 0 ...•••...... - 1 
~" .......... ·····• .. 0 ...• ........ 7... 74 04 67 53 w. 
·-···----··· 
31... ........ ....... . 0 ...... .. .. .. sw. 
~~ov . 1... ........ ...... .. 0 .......... .. 8 ................. .. s. - 5 
2 ................ .. ... .................. .. -12 
3 4::: :::::::: :::::::: ..... 0 .... :::::::::::: 9 .................. . NW. - 13 
-18 
5 ...... ............. N.W.&N ........... .. 10 .................. . NW. -17 
6 ..... ... ..... ...... N.&N.E . .. .. .. .... . . -21 
7 ....................................... .. 11. ................ .. 0 -26 
tL ....... .. ... ......................... .. 12 ................. .. w. -2].;:) 
B .............. ........ . ..... ... ....... .. 1:3 ....•••••.. . ••••••• w. -19 
10... ........ ........ N. .. ........ .. 14 ................. .. 0 -25 
11... ........ ........ N. . .......... . 15 ............... - .. . w. -20 
12... ........ ... ..... N. . .......... . 
J3 .... • ................................... .. 
16 .......... .. ...... . w. - 3 
- 1 
14 ... .................................... .. 
15 ... ........ ........ S.E. ...: ...... .. 
16... .. ..... . .. .... .. N. . .......... . 
17... ........ ........ N. . .......... . 
18 ............... .... N. W ........... .. 
19 .. .... .. .. ........ \V. .. ........ .. 
20 . .. ...... .. . .... ... 0 ........... . 
2l... ........ .. ...... 0 ....... .... . 
"2-2.. . ........ ........ 0 .......... .. 
17 ................. .. 
18 ... ..... - ... ----- .. 
19 . .. · --..... ---- .. . 
20 .... -- . .. .. . ...... . 
21. ................. . 
22 ................. . 
23 .................. . 
- 4 
+ 1.5 0 + 5 N. + 2 w. + 4 N. + 9 
+ 6 0 -H 
NW. - 9 
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Papm· II-Continued. 
Date. Lat-1 Longi- Direction Tempera- . Date. Lat- Longi- Direction Tempera-
----l-i-tu_d_e_. tude. of wind. __ t_u_r_e·--ll --- - - i-tu_d_e_. _ t_u_d_e. __ o_t_· w_I_·n_cl_. _ _ tu_r_·e_. _ 
1872. 0 I 0 I 
Dec. 24... ........ ....... . N. 
25... ........ ........ N. 
26 . .. ·······- ........ N. 
27 . .......... -··· · · · - N. 
28 ... -··· · · ......... . 
2!! . . . ·······- ........ N. 
30 ................... NW. 
31. .. ·······- -· ······ s. 
N. 
1873. 
Jan. L ... ...... . -···· · - · 0 
F e h. 
:::m. 
2 . ........ . - . ...... . Ch'n g 'ble. 
3 ....... ............ NW. 
4 ....•.•.... ······-- NW. 
5... 72 07 60 41 s. 
6 ........• ·- ...... ·- s. 
7 ....••... -· --···· ·- s. 
8 . .. -······· -····· ·- s. 
9 ........... ··-··· .. 0 
10. .. ........ ........ SE. 
11... ........ ........ NE. 
12 ..... ............. . NW. 
13. .. ...... .. ...... .. 0 
14... .. ..... . .. ...... NE. 
15... .. ..... . .... .. .. -vv. 
16 ... ······-- -·····-· NW. 
17 ... -··-···· -· ·····- NW. 
18. .. ...... .. . ..... .. 'vV. 
19 . ................. . 
20 . .. 70 02 60 01 
2l. . . ............... . 
22 ... -· ···· -· ....... . 
23 . -- ............... . 
24 ... -···· ... ······· · 
25 ... ····· ... -·-····· 
26 . ....... . . . .... . .. . 
27- . . 6!! :32 60 03 
2 ··- ····-··- ······· · 
29 ........... - ······· 














31. . . ....... . ....... N.E>~.W 
::1:::•:::::•::::• 
5:::. ·: ··50 ·:::::::. 




. .. w. 
w. 
• .. \V.,~. 


















































































Feb. 9... ........ ....... . W. 
10. . . ....... . w. 
11 ....... .... . ....... N.W. 
12 ................... N . W. 
w. 
13. .. ....... . . ... . ... -vv. 
14... .. . .... . ....... . w. 
15... ........ . ....... w. 
16. : ........ ........ 0 
w. 
17... ........ ........ \V. 
18 ........... ··-· -· ·- -vv. 
19 ................... N. 
20... .... ... ........ E. 
21. .......... ------·- 0 
s. 
22... ........ ........ 0 
S.E. 
23... ........ ........ S.E. 
24 ........ .. .. ....... · N. 
25... ........ ........ 0 
N.E. 
26 ................... N.W. 
0 
27... ........ .......• N. 
28 . .. -······- . ....... N.W. 
Mar. L.. . . ...... ........ N. W. 
2 . .. -··· ··· ···· ···· · N.W. 
3 ........ : .. ...... . . N. W. 










































L: :::::::::::::::: w~N--:\v-.. , ...... :..=2o 
7 ................... W.N. W. -23 
-20 
8... . ... .... ........ -30 
9... .. ...... ........ 0 I• =~ 
r. -10 
10 . .. ........ ........ N. 
11... ........ ........ N. 
12. .. 64 32 ...... .. N. 
13 ................... N .. W. 
14... 64 19 ....... . .E. 
15 ... . ............. . 
15 .................. . 
E. 
N.W. 
16 ......... . 0 
17... 63 47 ....... . N.E. 
1 .... .............. . 
19. · - . ...... , ....... . 
.w. 
N~~v. 
20 .................. . ~. 
2l. . . ............... . 
... :L. 62 56 ....... . 
r 
••. \V. 
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30.- . . --.--- - . --- ---. W.N.W. +6 
31 59 41 -------- W. N. W ....... ------
April 1... . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . N. N . W. +12 
2 ___ .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. S. \V. .. .......... 
3 ... . ---- ___ -------- N.N. W. ------------
4 . __ 56 47 .. .. -- -- N. E. .. ...... __ .. 
5 ... -------- ........ N.E. ------------
6 ........... -------- N.IV. ------------
7. W. N. W. ------ .... .. 
8. W.N.W ........... .. 
9 ... 55 51 ........ N. W. ------------
Date. ;;,~~: I ~~~t 
----1-----
Direction Tempera-
of wind. ture. 
1873. 
AprillO . . . ........ ---·---· 0 -----------· 
1 L. . ... _ .... --..... 0 . -.-.-.- ...• 
12. 55 :'l5 S. E. ---------- .. 
13. 55 23 s. w. ---- -- ------
14 ... 5:113 N. ------------
15 __ 54 58 N. . ---- -- .. --. 
16 __ 54 27 N. N. W ........ -----
17 ........... -------· N. -------·----
18 .......... -- .. .. .. N. W. .. .......... 
19 ... -------- ........ N . vV. ------------
20. __ . .... . .. N. E. ------------
21. .. 52 57 -------- N.E. ------------
22.-- . --- .-- .. ------- . ·--. ---- - . -----------
23 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. N. .. ... __ ..... 
N.E. ·----------· 
24 ... -------- ......... ~- ........... .. 
N .E. ---- -·-----· 
25. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. N. E. .. .......... 
26 - . 53 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - -- - - - - - - -!ij53 ;, ~~::~- '"~~,~~ :~~:: ~ : 
PAPER 28. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Septernbm· 30, 1873. 
Sm: In accordance "vit,h instructions received from Colonel Mallery, I have endeav-
ored in the ;;hort time n.t my disposal to prepar·e a brief preliminary account of tlle 
severe cyclone that visited the shores of Nova Scotia !:!.nd Newfoundland on the 24th 
and ~5th of Angnst last, where it did irnrnen:,;e damage; ancl have also given some 
attention to the preliminary storm of August 13 and 14, which was severely felt on the 
shores of NRw Jer!ley. 
In preparing t.he maps which accompany this report, an attempt has been made to 
gather in from all possible sources of information such meteorological observation~ 
as, although somewhat crude, may enahle us to obtain a better nnderstandi11·g of 
t.he extent of t,hese storms. To this end application has been made through Captain 
Howg-ate for the logs of a nnrnber of vessels that have pa3secl in or near the regio11s 
visited by the storms in qnestion. A list of the sonrces of information will be fonud in 
the Appeudix No. 1, and it is proper here to state that the office is especially indehte<l 
to the kindness of the Hon. Secret.ary of Stat.e; the Hon. Secret.ary of the Navy; Prof. 
Joseph Henry, of the Slllithsonian In::; t.itntion; Mr. Lorin Blodg-et, of Philadelphia; the 
represent,a,tiveR at W;tsbington of the New York Herald, Times, and Tr-ibune, :wd the 
Boston Advertiser and Jonrual; Dr. Smallwood, of MoHtreal; Professor Kingstou , of 
Toronto; the capt·}Lins of the steamship Sonora, brig Doroth<~a, steamer E . M. Arnrlt; 
Mr. T. C. Hill, of Sidne?, Ca.pe Breton; W. Allison, of Cb~ttharn, Cape Breton; and Mr. 
H. Clift, of Harl>or-Grrtce, N. F., for conrtesie:; shown iu the snpplying of snch material 
as was :waila.ble for the pnrpos(-l in h ~md. In Appendix: No. 2 will be found a li st of 
those vessels whose logs were used in connection with the observations made upon 
shore. 
He ides the meteorological fen.tnres of the bnrricane,_ the grea.t clestrnction of life and 
property has re11dered it, prop<~r that I should prepare :t brief st.at.emon t of such details 
as have been collecte•l up to tlti.s date. In tb~s work I ha\·e been especially ass isted IJy 
• ergea.nt Pea.n:;on, who tms prep;~recl a detalled m<tp and the accompanyino· table, 
(AppetHlix No. 3,) in which is shown the ~eographieal distribution of tile clama~ro done 
to life atHl property. The snm:>-tot<tl given in this fina,l table are oviclently' far"'within 
the probable tmth, ancl I have t.honght it not improper to make the followino- sli o·bt 
aclllitions in order to acrive ;tt a more correct idea of the ravages of this terriule'"'stot?,n: 
One thommncl and tbirty-t.wo vessels, of which fonr hundred and thirty-five were 
small fi:.hin~-sch~JOners, are known to h~ve be~n destroyed <luring the 24th a11cl 25th of 
Augn. t m the nmg-!Jhorhoocl of the Gulf of Sa111t L<tWTence ancl t.he Atlantic shores of 
Nov<L • 'cotia, C<Lpe Breton, :tncl Nt~wfonncllantl. On tbe other hand, over uinet.y vessels 
wer-e (1Bstroyed hy this hunic:tne in the c·mrse of its passage over the ·ocean before 
n~achin~ ovn. Scotin., lll<tking a gnttHl tot:tl of at least one thonsand one hundred and 
tw<>nt.v-th reevc. ~ols clPxtroy<·d witl1in a few clays by its power. Two hnndrod n.nd twenty-
three liv1~" am definitely L'i..lpurtod as lust, aull the most moderate estima.Lo of the uu1nerous 
U5 w 
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cnses in which whol e crews are stated to llavo been lost swells th is number to nearly five 
hnndrNl, whil e if to this is added th e loss oflife on land, and the loss in the enrlier hi s· 
tory of 1he c;<;c]one, tile grand total an10nnts to at least six hnndred lives. The SU_!ll-
mary ~!"iYen sl1ows that li ttle less than nine hundred buildings were damaged or Cle-
stroyecl during the 24th and 25th of the month. Any en deavor to estimate the value 
of th e property flestroy e<'l is attended wi t h great difficnlties, but ma.y be within bouurls 
if to t.he seven hundred thousand <lollars damage do11e to wharves and crops is addefl 
one thom:and dollars for each buildillg, two thousand dollars for each of tbe larger 
vessel;;, and one t.housancl dollars for each of the smnller v eHsels, which would give a 
tot,<Jl of three and a half millions of dollars, a sum that it will be seen may easily be 
far below the truth . It is not unimport;tnt t.o lJere remark t.hat the ravages of this 
storm have very seriously crippl ed the interests of the American and Canaclian fish-
eries, ancl that tbe loss falls with special severity upon Gloucef<ter an<l other cities of 
New England .. 
The following maps accompanying this report give a general view of the progress 
of tllis storm : 
Map No. VII shows the meteorological conditions at 4.35 p.m., Washington time, 
.Angnst 23. 
Map No. VITI shows the meteorological con<litions at 4.35 p. r.u., August 24. 
1\lap No. IX ~hows the condit.ions at ll p.m., August 24. 
Map No. X shows the COll(1itions at 7.:35 a.m., Angn st 25. 
~lap No. XI shows the conditions at 4.35 p.m., August 25. 
On t he latter chart tlle previous track of the storm, as far as it bns been traced, is 
also given; aufl in Appencbx o.12 is a table giving the geographical positions of th e 
s tonu-center, showing jt to have been one of a not ver.y large class of cyclonic storms 
that, beginning in tb e \Vest Indi es, work westward and nortll\vard, up bet.ween the 
Bermudas and the Atlant ic coast, and then tnrn northeastward toward Newfonmlland. 
It is scnrccly to be doubted that such a storm a this must have continued its course 
fin· AeYeral days louger toward Europe ; and it i an interesting fact that the Bnllet.in 
International of the Pnri Observatory Hhows that a severe storm moYe<l ove r the 
Jloltllern portion of Great Britain on the ~Hst of Augnst, reaching Norway on the 2d of 
eptembe1·; and alt.hongh JJO logs of vessels Lave yet been rect>iveJ from the astern 
ltalf of the Atlantic Onean sumcielltly precise to establish tho details of the connection 
ltetween thi s Enropcnn sto rUJ and that of th e preceding days ill Nova Scotia, yet tbe 
interYal of three and a balf days is so s llort as to lea.ve no 1·easonable doubt but that. 
tlley were icleutic:tl. 
It ltas frequeutly been s tated that while no <'loubt conld exist as t.o the identity in 
g m•ral of tile great American :lllcl Emopean storms, )~et. that no siugle instn11 ct> of the 
kind had as yet been well established. It is to be hoped tllat the present contrihnti~>n 
to tlJis snh,j cct may be considered as removing all doubt on this matter, althongllno 
p~1in. will be spared to secnre fnrther testimony. 
The ]H"incipal features of the weat.her iu the Mi<l<lle and Eastern States during tlle 
p er iod embracing the present. study mny bo briefly su mmarized as Jollows: 
On the mol'lling of the 12t.h a,n area of sli g ht barometric depresRion xisted west of 
th All gbri.nics. Tlle t •mpcratn re tbronghont tbat rt>g-ion was of about the normal 
value; the wind lrght an<l varia.IJle. The intlu ence of this depression was, however, 
already perceptible on the 1licldle Atlantic oast, where as~erly witHis with cloud an<l 
light rain were reportecl, wbile over New· Englaucl and Nova Scotia, the baromet 'r 
, tood ·omewllat ahont the aYer:we vallw, with northerly winc1s aufl clear weather. V · 
'''ls oil' the coast reported uortlleasterly winds, and those over a hulHlrecl mile. eli . taut 
llf', igllatt•cl th ·. e a. galeA. By the moming of the I:3th th, harornetcr bad fall ·n _clr· 
t'icledly 011 t lH· ~lidcll e Atlantic coa. t nncl northea ·terly winds incren ·ing about to h1g-h 
with rain prevailiug thronghont th '·e 'tat s, while in New Eug-laud th pr ' ure ba<l 
.l ightly ri Pn, it being appareutly high ·st at that tim e ov r M~tine ancl N w Hrun.·-
wi ·k. Th' inclraft of air from tlt ocean contin neu dnring the 1 :3th ancl nntil tb' l-ith 
proclucing-. a: ha he u fJllit, fn·q u·ntly noti · don otlter occasions, a continnecl increa. e 
of thc· <li. tnrbauce tl.Jat ha<l Lcen initiated tile previous day along the Atlantic c:o.1 t; 
, . ~ry h •a,·y rain fdl dnriug- the night, and a secondary harom ·tri t1cpre . .-ion app ar 
011 that morning to I.Ja,·e be ·n central oyer the peniu ·ula lyin(T l>etw en the he.·ap ak 
atHl Ddawar 'Bay·. It i., p ·rhap., impo. ·ihle to ay wlwtberthis depn•.-. ion originat1·d 
in Yirginia. or oft' thu A.tlautic coa t, and wbeth ·r it ha<l moved nortbea tw, rd or mere)~· 
northwanl. 
Tbi · <leli ·ate point conl1l hav been cttled, prohalJl~·, bacl we hern ahl~ to ohtain 
any ac· ·mat, meteorolo:ri<·al report. from the p ·nin.-nla in qne. tiou; a it 1. tht· cit·· 
pn· :ion JHI.. ing thron~h Dl:lawarc on tb uights of tlw I:Hh anc114th wa · appan·.ntly 
:u·<:Mnpani •1l h,r two if not thr 'I' Ol' fonr, uwll ·r .torm-ct•ntcr:, whi h, h ·in~ nf th' 
uatur" of tornac1cw. . f'l'tllcll to have clone con. id raltl • <lalllage, b :•th b.v wind :w_ll 
ntin, in Ea tt·rn Penn. vh·ania :uul in ~Iarvlancl. Tht• ntost s<•Vt>l'l' ' ·iiHb " n, a ' 
alway. tlw ca:<·, l'l!port;·d fro111 tlw~·t·w Jt•i·. "Y co:t. t · aucl cl •. truc!iYP a tbc·. ·north· 
ea t ·rly •.Lies were to propel t · 011 the laud1 it i ·~tti factory to be able to rcf•r to tb 
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letter of C:-tptain FeluP,r, of the steam ship E. M. Arndt, who testifies that, being on 
his way to New York with a, clisablecl propelling--screw, and relying entirely npou the 
winds, he was f(ntilnate enou~;h to ohtaiu a eopy of the New York Herald on the lOth 
of AngnAt, of the preeecling day, coutain ing the prediction of continued northeasterly 
winds along the New Eugland coast, and relying upon t.his, made a speetly and An fe 
passage to the harbor of New York, which he entered atop. m., Angnst 13. The 
storm which on the morning of Angnst 14 was probably central near Long Branch, 
New J1~rsey, appears to have increased somewhat in size and severity during the day, 
producing brisk aucl high northeasterly winds in Southern New England, which in-
crease was, however, quite in accorcla.nce with our previous knowledge of the diurnal 
growth- and snbsidence of these phenomena. Owing to the presence of a large llocl.v 
of cold, dry air to the northward, tt1 e meteor could advance l>ut very little in that 
1lirection ; it appears rather to ha\Te moved direetly eastward, or posssihly east-nort.h-
east,vard, and, on the moroiug of the 15th, to have been ~Ll>ou t one hnmlred miles 
south of Cape Cod, while northeasterly winds, dimini shing in force and backiug to 
uort,h, prevailed, with clouds and lig·hr, rain, in New Engl:-1nd. . 
Dnring the 15th ea.Hterly wiucls with rain prevailed a;t Halifax, and the distnrbance 
seems to have almost completely died away. It is important to notice that, whil e •this 
eomparat.ively insignificant st.orm was thus passing northeastward over New Jersey 
toward Nova Scotia, the IJ:uometer !Jad Hteadily risen at the Bermudas, wit.h ligi1t 
wind!> and vlea.sant weather on the 16t,h, hut wit.h somewhat stronger southwesterly 
winds all(l rain on the 13th, 14t.h, and 15th. The higllest preHsure of the month was 
attained at the BermtHlas on the 18th of Angnst, aud rainless weather continned iu 
these islands from the 16t,h to the 21st of the mouth; irHleecl, the drought of Aug·ust 
and September has l>een much complainecl of by the res idents of those islands. Dur-
ing tue former iut.erval the cyclone, which has been freqnently termed the great 
~ova Scotia cyclone, vvas steaclily developing some tive hundred miles to the 
soutllward. The first. report that has reached us conceruiug this hurricane is 
probauly that of the 13t.h of Angnst, when the bark Crest of the Wave report.e1l 
a heavy gale veering from nort.heast to sontheast in latit.ude 14° and longitude· 
27° ; as, huwever, our next definite information concemiug the hurricane iH dated' 
on the 18th of t.he month, it would l>e too mnch to assnme mvre thn.n that the 
weath er experieuced l>y the bark Crest of the Wave was intimately associated with 
the early history of the Nova Scoti a cyclone. The ol>servation, however,· deserves 
to be r ecorded, i~msmuch as several of t !Je::;e storms are already known to ha\"e origin-
~Lted not far from tlle region in whiuh the Crest of the Wave then was, and it is 
far from impossil>le bnt that we shall, l>y further diligent collocation of sh ips' r eports, 
he aule to cany hack tl1e bi::;tory of the Novn, Scotia cyclone from the 18th to t.h.e 13th 
of August, and possil.Jly still further, aml to show that this uelongs to the class of 
cyclones that origin:tt.e near the coast of Senegambia, and di stingnished from those 
that originate fnrt.her to the· west. Be this as it may, the history of the Nova Scot ia 
cyclon~ s ince the 18th of Augnst seems to he sufficiently clear. It was at noon of that 
elate in about lat.itn<le 2~0 aud lougittHle 60° , wit.h light northea.st winds and falling 
barometer at the Bermnclas; at noon of August, 19th it was in latitude 22° , longit.nde 
63° ; tLt uoou of Angnst 20th, in lati tu de 27° , longitude 66° ; at noon of August 2l~t, 
in lat.itnde :30° , l<mgit.nclo 67°.5, wit.h falling barometer and strong northeasterly wiuds 
veering to soutllenHt at the Berwn<las; at noon, Angnst 2:lc1, it was in latit.nclc 3:3° .5, 
and long itud e 6tl0.5; at uoon of Angu:-;t 23d, in Jatitnde :37° and longitude fi7° , with 
. onthwesterly gales at the Bermmlas. At, this time the baronlf~tric depression attend-
ing the C~'C l< ne seems to have extende<l to a distance of at least five hnntlred miles 
northweHt :mel uorthwanl of it.s center, with falling uarometer and cloncly weather 
reported i1~ New E11gland and Cawt<lu, 'vhile the r eport from Mount Washington 
sllows contllltHJd 11orthwesterly winds. 
In the multiplicity of conflicting acconnts concerning the positions of vessels and the 
we~tuer expen~n ccd by them on tho 2:3d, 24th, and 25t.h of the month, it is difficult to 
sat1~fy that cl es1re for ~he exact trnth which shonld guide the study of nature; a nd in 
. ta.tmg, a. IllY c1 nclns10n, that tue center of the cyclone and its most terrific mani-
festation of power did not pa~;;s directly over Nova Scotia, l>ut kept perhaps two hnn-
clred. m~lcs o~r it!:! .coast, I am H.\Yrt.re that discrepant ol>serva,tions may be aclLluced 
con flwtmg w1th tins conclusion. It is my beli ef, however, that at midnight of the 
i4th-25th, the center of the storm mnst have l>een in latitude 440 and in lonrritn1le 560. 
It. was ahont thi~ time tha.t the lo~..-est harometers were experienced at Halif~x Siclney 
Charlotte Town, and also on board several ve. se1s at that time near the coast of Nov~ 
• 'cotia . Betwet-n , nnRet an1l snurise of thiH nirrht occurred the <Trea.test cle~trn ction of 
l.ife an<l property it~ thi s region, (lne to a terril~ easterly wind,~vhich within t\venty-
four bomH backecl irom sontlwa. t to northweHt. On the 25t.h at noon the storm was 
apparently ct·ntral inlat.ittHlc 44° .5 a1Hllongitnde54o.5. Ir. wn at this t.imethat the 
]owP ·r bal'Olllt'tPl' W:t!:! reportetl 011 th e Mn.,dalcu Isbncls, Gnlf of St. Lawrence. It is to 
l1e n:! 11:1~·k~cl.' howcvor, that ihe lo\\'e ·t re:11ling of the llaron1eters in Nova , 1:otia :tll(l 
the G11lt ot :St. Lawrence wbcu reuucctl to the sea-level do uot fall below 2tUJO, wllile 
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the occasional reports of barometric rearlings mnde by vessels at sea., incorrect though 
they may be., owing to onr ignorance of the enors of the in st.rnmeuti', yet, uniformly 
point to a pressure at least ns low as 28.30 incht>S near the center of the cyclone. On 
the ~5th at miduight it is impossible to loc:tte the region of lowest bawmet.er nearer 
t.llan is indicated by the wiucls at Harbor-Grace, Newfuundlan<l, and Cape Breton, 
whi ch point to the centei as being in latitnde 46° and longitncle 52°. At noon of the 
2fith the center mnst have been about latitude 47°.5 and longitncle 50°. At this same 
rate of progress the cent.er wonld at noon of tbe ~7th lJe iu lat.it.mle 49°.5, longit.~de 
54c.5. The accompanying tal)le, Appeuclix No. XII, gives in ~d(litiou to t.he prececllll.~ 
positions, which are comparatively well estnh li sJ~ed, also the pnsitions of the lwrontetnc 
depression that reached the shores of Great Britain a few llays subsequently,· as shown 
by the Bulletin lntematiomtl ; this disturbance was apparently fa.r less severe t.Jw,n 
that of Nova Scotin, which i~> iu accorclauce wit.h the well-recognized genenll r nl e tha.t 
these storms gradually extend over a large circnlar area, and, after 11iminit:llling iu force, 
completely break up on encountering large continental masses of clry air. 
Iu eonuection \Yith this bt' ief sketcll of the progress of the Nov~t Scotia cycloue, I 
would respectfuli~r Jirect your attention to the fact. t!Jat whenever we have te legraphi c 
cmftmunicat.iou with the Berm'n(las it will become possiule to greatly ~xtend the scope 
of tile storm-predictions, aud by the co-opemtion of the f~tst-sa.iling European st,P.~Ull­
ers to forewu nJ vessels leaving the port.s of t.lle Uu itetl States of the existentle of any 
cyclone that may be iu progress so_me dist.a.nce oif the coast. It is indeed evi1lent that 
as auy portion of the territory covered by the sigua.l-service stat ions is liabl e t.o st.or~u; 
approaching from tlte southeast, southwest, or northwest, it, sho,ulcl be eqnally pro-
tected, if possible, on al l sides. The achautages ~f au extended correspondence with 
navigat.urs l1ave been very sl;rongly felt iu the prosecnt,iou of this work, aud a very 
considerabl e P:s:teusiou in tllis direction of the work of the s igual-serviee would seem 
to ue jnstifiallle. 
1 h~we the honor to remain, very respectfully, yours, 
CLEVELAND ABBE, 
Brig. Gen. A. J. MYEH, 
Assistant, Office Chief Signal-Officer. 
Chief Signal-Officer, United States Army. 
APPENDIXES TO THE REPOTIT 0~ THE NOV A SCOTIA CYCLONE OF 
AUGUST 24-:.:!G, 1 7:3. 
APPENDIX No. I. 
The followintr sonrccs of ioformntiop. have been examined: 
• 'ignal-serv ice tations, forms 4, :M '". 
'igual- ·crvice ·ta.LiOll s, jonrunlH, M 'S. 
Unnndian tation , forms 4, l\1S ·.,(except ing an(l'een, Port Dovrr, Port- tanley, 
nt>hec, aud King. ton, CamHla, for week eu1ling August 30, and Halifax ami Cbathaw, 
N. B. for week ending A ngnst 2:3.) 
R,.mark. of H. Clift, at lJarhor-GracP, Newfon1Hlland, M 
Letter of Dr . • ·mallwoo<l, ~loutreal, 'eptelllber 1:3, M' . 
Letter of \V. C. \V. 'chr eck, ohRervcr- ercreaut, Eastport, Me., Septrml)('r 1~. M ' 
Lc•tter of A. B. \Yilliant ~, observer-seqreaut, PortlcuHl, le., September 15, .M · ' . 
L(·tter of Capt. C. F •!her, t •anH!r E. ~1. Am<lt, MS . 
Montreal local ohscrvatiou., M. ':-). 
'torm-report or\ . Alii Oll, at Chatham, N. B., M ••. 
letcorolog-ic;~l r gister, in lett •r of Gill.H'rt ~Innlock, "ptr·nhcr 20, :\IS .. 
:\let orologic<d rt>•~i tcr, in l<•ttPr of J.P. llill, 'eptemuer :l2,, 'yduey, C. 13., )1 ' 
Log · of . team. hip 'onora, ~1 · ' . 
Lug of lJrig Domthea ~1. '. '. 
Lon· of t <Lm.lJip Alhambra, ~f.,. 
Log of steamer J n . . in, 1 ·. ' . 
Log of .t anwr Europa, ~L '. '. 
l'wf. ~Iaurv · Pap ·r 1:;0:~--lo" of Hammonia, :\1 ' 
Lng of . tt'am;hip 1\)('lllarl 1.' .. 
Lo~ f uit •cl tat'· :t 'lUIH'l' Powhatan, n(Tn ,·t 23, 24, 25. 
\\"a. hingt n 'hr ni ·1~,. eptemlwr 17 (?) 1 (!) :!.7 . 
• ' cw Ymk Herald from ugnlit 11 to .'<'ptemh r :30. 
- -~~w York Tim '. from Angn. 11 to •. ept1·1nhrr :1 . 
• 't•w York Trihnu fro111 Angn.-t 11 to. 'l'pt ·tnb r :3 . 
• • .. w Ymk Journal of 'omnH•n·P. fmm A1wnst ll to An<Yn t 30 a.nd from ,.. ptcmiJ'r 1 
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Boston .J onrnn 1, from Angnst 11 to September 18. 
Bo:ston Atlvertiser; fro nt September 1 t,o September 18. 
Bo:stou Glllhe, from Angnst 11 to September 18. 
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Boston Po:st, from Augnst 11 to Angnst :30. 
Lonflon TimeR, from Au~~nst 24 to September 12; also, letter of H. B. \Vilson in 
Ti111e:s of Septemuer 11;. FilMs of Times imperfect. 
London Stan1lard, imperfect tiles np t.o September 12. 
Lonflon Globe, i ruperfect, fi les up to September 12. 
Louflon D<tily News, imperfect tiles np to Septemuer 12. 
London Telegraph, imperfect fi les np to September 1~ . 
Charlotte Town (Prince Eel ward Islanr1) Pat,riot, Angnst 28, 30, S13ptember 18. 
Y;trmont,h (N. S) Heml1l, Angnst 2:3, September 4, 1L 
Halifax Tri-Weekly A.caclemic ,Recorder, Angnst 29. 
Halifax Mornini!,' Chronicle, A.ngnst 28, 30, September 2, 4, fi, 11, 13, 16. 
New Glasgow' (N. S.) Ea.stem Chronicle, Angnst 28, September 4. 
North :;_vlluRy (C. B.) Herald, A.ngnst 27, Septeml1er 3. -
Syflney (C . B.) Ca.pe Breton Advocate, Angnst 2-3, September 11. 
S,1'dn ey (C. B.) Tmws, Ang-nst 30, September 6, 1:~, 20. 
Hamilton (BMml!lda) Ro.ntl Gazette, An.gnst 12. 19, :!6, September 2, 9, 16. 
Newspaper slips indosed in letter of Gilbert Murdock, September 20. 
ArPgNDJX No. II. 
List of vessels from which information ha8 been 1'ecei1:erl concerni·ng the Nova Scotia cyclone of 
August 24-25, 1~73. 
Ameriea, steamsh ip. 
Aust.ra.Iia, steamship. 
Atlantic, bark. • 
Arthnr, br·ig. 
A:-i:sam Valley, sh ip. 
Albemarle, st.eamer. 
At,hena., bark. 
Alexa,ntl er, bark. 
Belle Stewa.rt, lmrk. 
Brazof', ua.rk. 
Cre:st of th e \Vtwe, hark. 
Dos Hermm10s, schoon er. 
Dnnclee, urig. 
E. M. Arndt, steamer. 
Excel,.;ior, ln·igantine. 
Emma F . Le";i", schooner. 
Espern.nza, ---. 
Ell en Sl)ntllr~rcl, :sb ip. 
Ella Maria, brig. 
E<linunl·g-h, st.ea.rnship. 
Eve rlranl Delins, uark. 
E . l\1. Seed::;, lHLrk. 
Gnldf<LX e, Hh ip. 
Honnd, uri_g. 
Hele n Sautls, bark. 
H. :\[. Cro~-;by, schooner. 
Helicon, ship. 
Hoogly, Rhip. 
H e be, ship. 
Ht-'l \·etia, ship . 
H:tmnwnia, steamship. 
lrnporter, ship . 
Italia, steamship. 
J. Morton, JJrig or schooner. 
Jas. Kenway, hark. 
Kingston, urig. 
Lonise, hark. 
La Plaut, steamship. 
Lookout, schooner. 
Lapla.nd, steamer. 
l\i<Lry Louise, fi:shing-schooner. 
Miunebaha, ship. . . 












Saint Olr1f, stetLrnship. 
S::tltwell, steamship. 
Sa.ppho, schooner. 
Snsa.n E. Voorhees, brig. 
Scinclia, steaUJship. 
Sp irito, bark. 
ThP. Brothers, schooner. 
Tbos. Dnnbam, ship. 
T. Arthur, br ig . 
Tena.x Proposite, bark. 
Yonng Eag-le, bark. 
Ziziue, bark. 
Zuleiwa, Lark. 
· APPF.XDIX No. III. 
Details of loss 01' darnage incnn·ed in !!form of August 24-2:5, 1873, at Cape Breton, lia8pe, 
Labrador, Maqdalen islands, New .[Jrunswick, .iYewj'owullnucl, Kova Scotia, and P1·iuce· 
Edwcml Islaucl. · 
Vessel s cleflcrihed as fishing--schooners entered uuder tlle head of'' small" \essels; alll 
other uuuer tlle head of "larger" vessels. . 
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Lives lost : numbers only given wlwre definite information has been received; 
crews, wllere "all bands" are reported lost, bave been estima.ted at 10 for each 
crew. 
Amo nnt of property in do1lars only contain s sneh items as have ber-m reportcc1. 
Buil1lings 'lam:tged or destroyed: contains all buihliug~, of whatever description, 
where tmrn l>ers have been given. 
All loss or damage described al:l "immense," "great," " several," "many," ';incal-
cnlallle," " unlimited," "very large," &c., hal:l not lJeeu allowed. for in total. 
V esse ls •lam-
aj!ed, str:nul -
el.l, or wrecked. 




.... e ~ 
rlJ H 
CAPE HRETON. 
Ainslee i,ake ·------------------ -------
±~l~b~ta~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :: 5~ 
Bras cl 'Or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Bennecaclie .. ... - . -.... - ..... __ .. ..... . - . ---- .. . 
Baddeck,VictoriaConnty -----· --- ---· --- ··--· 
Baysdnle, near Grautl Lake ___ ... __ . ___ ....... .. 
J~oulederi e ..... . ........ _ ............. ... -- .... . 




































~~;, BB·~; -~·~~: :::::: :::::: :::::: . -- .. 27. 2~ 1 :200, 000 • - - .. --
Crei:;!hton's JTen cl ..... .................. ----- ... ----- --- ------------Canso, town, hai'lJor, aud vicinity (d) 2 0 3 (e) 100, 0 0 
Carrihoo Um·c, (Straits of Canso) . . . . . . . . (a) . - .... ... . . . 
Cape Brc•ton ____ .. ______ .... ............ (f) 100 (!J) 200, 000 
(c) l 
100 
Cape Dolphin .. ____ .. ____ ....... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. (h) 3 .. __ ........... .. 
Chctic·mup ......... : ............ ... ..... 1 ........ -- -------- -- ------ · · 
EnRtBa_y ________________________ -------- ...... .. ........ ------------ 82 
J<'nm·ch6 -- --- ------------------- -- -------------------- -- ---- - ------- --------G 1:1.cu nay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1 ................... . 
ti~-·~1~~~ ~ : ::::::: ::::::::::: :::: ---~i! ___ ------~ - ::::::::::::--·--au· 
J,inglln .. ..... ----- --------------------- 4 -------------------
Lou i Hhourg .... ____ .. ________ ... .. . .. . .. 17 .............. ____ ........ .. 
Lol'li Lomourl . .................. --- ----- 1 ------------ 39 
111 yra (or Mir ) Bay .. ____ .. __ ..... :.. . .. .. .. __ .. ____ .... __ ........ .. 
::\-Inin-a-diPn .. _ ........ _____ .. _.. (k) 
..t:' orth y1lney . __ ..... __ . __ ...... __ .. __ . 
7 
37 (l) 
P ort Calrdonin .. __ .......... __ .... __ .... 30 .... __ ........ ____ ...... ___ . 
~~lil~:~r~~:+:••••~•~~--••: 1 :•:::: : ...... ! 1 •• (~~• ••••••:•:·:· ::•·•::• 
Jli\'ir·r«>Bourgic. --------------- ........ Vi (n) 70,000 30 
'ydncy ---- - -------- ------------ ~ (o) 30 ..... ... (p) 75,000 (q) 
<~~.r;;!,~!!·~-::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: (s) i (?'i ;l :::::::::::: ______ ~ _ 
Remarks. 
Wltarf dr.mngorl. 
Br-en l;watrr, rlocks, and 
wharves unlllagell. 
\Vhnn-C'R null chapel 
damaged. 
Two hriclgrR nnd one 
clinrc·h d:uJJ:te:rd. 
·wharves d:~ ma~cri. 
Whan·es, hricll-(c., aud 
church uamaged. 
W h n r v s, c1 o c k a, 
britl~·e!i, nnd crop 
rl:\1113,!!1-'IL 
On" church damag •d . 
CL A 11 hands ln. t. k Tl'C'llt: not inclnrl ed in total. 
b Tlu e \'I 'HHel.·; all banrla. 
r Xt• \\'li!:!ht-hon~<e. 
d, ' •·\ cr:d: :·t.ooo each lo . 
e Ln~H to h111lllin~ . 
j Im·lnd cl iu oth r items. 
f1 Lu~H to Halifnx undcli'Writer . 
It \\':u .. Ju~ •l :1Rhore. 
i. 'e\·eral boats; not included in total. 
l On(' Hchonuer lo11t ; all hauuR; also ono man. 
m OnP cn·w; all lumclR. 
n 'J'wn rrt-w,..; 111! hn.uriR. 
o. 't'vt· r :d ; uot iuclucled in total. 
p Tn s hippin!!. 
q ).1:w.v: 11ot. inclnrlC'rl in tf'ltnl. 
r R ·n•r .d ; 11or iucluued iu totaL 
IJ • ~- ·~ltwell. 
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"0 ~.;::1 "0 Vessels dam- ~ o:> o o I;£ 
agecl. strand- ..::1 '"'"0 :o.-d 
ell, or wrecked. >:~eli P-<z ~? 
'+-<3 "'...., 0~ ~. t ~~ 0::>.. 
.... 1~~ g. gs ......::... ..... '0 o:> ~0 ~5 "; cJJ .... > 8 col ::; 
rn H ~ ..q I=Q 
Names of places. Remarks. 
CAPE BRETON-Continued. 
St.Ann's . ...••...•... .. . · ...••• :. ........ 1 .................... ...... oo. 
''restBay ....... : .. oooooooo ........ oo ... oooooo-- ... oo ..... 0000 .. :00. 16 
\Vhycocumaugh .......... 00 00 ... 00 . _ 00.. 2 .. 00 00 .... 00. 00 00 ..... 00 00 00 
47 .. oooooooooo ooooooo• 
Ten crews estimated at ten each. . .............. . 100 ooooooooooOO ........ 
Total ... 00 ..... oo ... oo .... :JOtl 264 147 $645, 000 54;) 
GASPE. 
Cleeradorm . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2 .................... . .....•. 
Lrutcean Loup ............ oooO oo --oo·oo- ........ oooo .... 000000 .. 00.. (a) Wharves destroyed. 
PuiutSt.Peter ...... oo.OOOOooooo (b) oo000 . .. .... oo ..... oo ....... oooo .. .. 
Perce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 40 . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. ... . 
Total .................. .. 40 2 00000000 00000000000~ ooooOOOO 
===== ======= ==::...=: ========= ====== 
LABRAI}OR. 
Battlfl Harbor. 00 ... 00 00 00.00 00. 0 • 00 00 ... 00 00.00. 
CnpeCharles ........... oo.oooo .. . ........... 00 .. 
C<L]Je Hauison 00 ... 00 00 00 00 00 . .. 00 .... 00 3 
Iudiau 'l'icl\1(\ ... 00.00 00 00 00..... (j) 4 
Pic, (po:;itiuu ~) 00 00 00. 00 00. 00 00 ... 00 ... 00 1 
Seven crews estoim'd at ten each . .. 00 .... 00 00 00 00 
Total ..••.••..••.•.••..•.. .. ... ... 
UAGDALEN ISLANDS. 
Amberst.Rar1Jorooooooooooo ... oo.oooo ... (h) 6!) 
Eutroylslan<loo ..... oooooo, .. oo .. oooooo.. 1 
Le Bar ....... 00 ... ' 00 00 00 . 00 00 00 . 17 
Magdalen Tslaud 0000 00 00.0000.00 52 (i)(k) 66 
PlPaAaut Ba_y .. 00 00 .... 00. 00 00.. (ll 30 
Old Harry Head 00. 00 .. 00 ......... 00 00 .. 
Total .................... . 52 92 
NI!:W BRUXSWICK. 
Berch IRlrmil, near Buctouche .... 00 00 ... 00 oo .... 









56 -----· .... -- ----- 0 ." 
70 
19.11 
3 Oooooooooooo ooooooOO 
12 ---.- ...... . 
15 "" .. " 0 0 ". 0 " 0 " •• " 0 0" 0 
Chatham... ..................... ....... .. ...... ........ "(d) • 
Capc~Bald.. ..... .... ........ . ... 2 ................... . 
Cockaine .... 00 ... .. 00 ........ 00 .. 00 .oo .. 00 .oo 00 . 00 00.00 .. 00.00 00 ... 
Grandauce .. oo ... oooo•oo ....... ... ... oo ............ oooo . · ooooOOOOOOO 00000 ... 
Willian 'r>Poiut,Sbediac ... oooo·· ·oooo. .. 1 . . oo ....... oo ..... oo 
Richibucke . 00 00 00 00 00 00 00. 00 00 .. 00 00. 00 13 .. 00 00 00 00 .. 
Rt . . John's ooooo.:oo.ooOooooo•oo .. ...... 00 
SLediac ...... o .................. ........... .• • . ....... o (m) 15,000 (b) 
Br-irlgf\ rlamap:ccl. 






a Unlimiterl; not inclnclcrl in total. 
b ~e,·eral ; uot inc! nrlecl in total. 
h Forty-six ontf<irle of harbor, twenty-three in 
c Ver~·large; not inchulPcl in total. 
d lmllleuAe; not inelurlf\cl in total. 
e ThrPe CJOPWS; all hnnrls. 
f Inca.lcmla1Jif\; not indu<led in total. 
g On land, thirty-se,·en 01° more; at sea, two 
m0n and four ~tn:ws. 
sirlfl of harolJor. 
i Inclnrliug hrLT·k Swift. 
h inclnrlecl in other item~ in t·otal. 
l fnclurlPrl in itkm /'or Magdale11 Island. 
m To railroau-track. 
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'::l ,.!. ;::l "0 Vessels dam- c· ..... Q;) § cJ) aged, Htran<l- >-':;l ~1 ell, or wrecked. §g P-.e c..,'-' 
0:;, ;~ Names of places. -+-> "' 0. 
"'-+-> ~ ~~ ~~ ..: ..s~ Q;) ~s §~-~ .;: "0 ~ bC ~8 ;... ;;. a ~ ~ ::l w H <j ~ 
NEW BttUNSWICK-Coutinued. 
Shemogne ...... ....... .... ..... ........ .. ......................... . 
Bbip-.Rarbor Point.............. . .. . .. .. .. ........ - ............... .. 
---------~--
Total..................... . .... ... 22 1 $15,000 
========= -===-=-~ =:=:::=:. 
NEWFOU.IiDLAND. 
Cow H ead, wrst coast........... (a,) (b) ... . .... -- ........ .. 
Cape Hay .. ___ .... ___ ........ _ . . . _. __ ......... _. . .... . ....... - .. -. . . 2 
Port Rich... . ... . . . ......... . ........... (c) 1 .......................... . 
St.John's............................... 1 .......................... .. 
Total ............ . ........ -20-21~~~~--2 
=============== 
NOVA SCO'l'IA. 





.A. utig-mli~ll ...... ----- -·-- · ----· ---· · --· 5 (d) \Yhan·es. 
Baytit>ld,liPar Autigouish . ...... - -- · --- - 4 ·---- -- · ------·-- - -- ·------· J~alhml ·wharf . ____ .. ____ .. _____ . ___ .. _. 1 . ____ .. - ----- ...... ..... . _. 
]~lack Rh<>r, lll':U' Autigonish ___ . ___ . __ .. ___ . _ .... _. ____ . ---------.. (e) 
BPdford, rwnr Halifax . .... -- ___ .. __ .. __ . ___ . _________ ... - .. ---.---- ...... --. \Vhn.rvcs rlamnp;cil. 
l~Prlford Rifle H.aug-c · ----- -- --- - .... -- . . ______ .. __ _ .... -------- --- - . ------. Military tentH darn'g'd. 
BPa\"l' r lla rhor .llalrfaxCouuty . (f) J ·---- - - · ------------ 15 Church damaged. 
Canso,, tr:ritsof ---- ·-·--------· (y) 4 (g) 19 1 ·----·------ ....... . Cfope Canso._ ... ___ ._ .. __ . _____ .. ______ . 3 . ___ . __ .... __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ 62 
'apeJal'k, tmitsofCauso ...... ·---·--· 1 1 · - --------- - - ---·- -· 
Cope :-;able, otr.. _. ______ .... ___ .. __ .. __ . (h) 4 ..... -- . .. - - --- ... -. ---.---. 
Cap ~l'J!rO ..... : . ... .. .. ... .•. . ·--· --- - 1 2 ···--------- .....•.. Crow Harbor _________ ___________ ·- _____ .. ______ . 1 . ----- _ . . ___ . __ . ___ . 
Ca]IP, 'l. GPm'J!C--- - - _ ·--- ___ . __ .. ___ __ .. 1 . -------- ... . -- . .... 
Dn\· il'si~:~Iau!l .... ........ . ..... . -- -----· 1 · ------·---- ---·---· Di)!hy . _- . . __ _ . ___ .. _. ___ . __ . ___ . __ . ___ . , 1 .. ........ ... -- .... . 
FrH:r.er'sPoint................. . ........ 3 ..... . ..... .... ... .. ....... . 
Golrll'nYille .................... ........ ...... .. ........ ............ 22 
GooiSC Hiver, IH'lll' Guy~<hor·o . .. . .... . .. 1 ................... . ...... .. 
011.\ shoro .. - .. - ...... ...... . .... . .... _.. tl 1 $:30, 000 100 Wban·es damaged. 
GnOSl' Rh·er, Cumbt:rlaucl 'ountyl....... . 4 .. · .... · -- · · .. -- ...... - .... · 
n:~~:~-~~ll·l:t·~~~--~~:::::~::::~::::: - --~i!... ~ ...... ~. ::::: ::::::: :::::::: 
Harbor Bouclwr·, nPnr .~ntigouish ... .. __ . 2 .................... . ...... . 
hi~->b Con'. llP:u· IIalifax .................. ....... ........................ . 
l 'llflll!l <'o\'(l. ........ .......... ·I (i) .................... .. ..... . 
J~ . r:H' 1i liarhor· .............. .... .. ... . .. 4 ........... . .... .... lk) 16 
l'o•mpt ......... .. .............. ....... 1 ................. ... ....... . 
Kt·tl'lr Hnrhnr .................. (i) 1 ...... .. ..... .............. . 
La ilot•r llaruor ................ . .... _.. 2 .......... ___ ....... . . .. . .. . From r Ppnrt of Capt. 
I F. K. il>~rT, U. :::;.rev· eu no-cutter. LrunoxPa sa~e,.'trait ofCanso ......... 2 .. ...... .................. .. 
:M:r uchr•,;t1·r .......................... _ ............... _.. . .. .. . .. .. .. 100 
Owl':; Ifparl .................. .. 1 ..................... ..... . 
J>oort :\lul;..,'l'UYO.................. I (l) , 000 ... . _. . Wharv!'s damaged. 
~:~~r;;:~ {f~f~:/~~: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: 2i :::::::: .: ::::: :::::~ :::::::: Wharf uamageu. 
r::~~.~~Lt· ~(:·~~~~ ~~ ~:::: ~ ~:::::::::::: :::::::: ! 1: :: ·: ::: :·::::::::::: :::::::: 
a 'l'wrnty Fr uch fi. herm n. (?) 
b .A II hanrls f!UJlJ>O~ed ; uot included in total. 
r .·hip :-; ,·nti:r. 
d ('on~iflrrahlP: not inc·lrlflf•rl in total. 
r. .\ llllilrll. : 111ot iu1'11Hl!·rl ill tot:! I. 
I.\. munl>er uf: not irwhule 1 iu totaL 
[J IuclUih!ll iu other itow:~. 
h Inclnding. hip Ellen Sonthnrcl. 
i, ·,.,.<'ml: uot iJoc-ludou ill total. 
k Inclnrling c·hnrch. 
l Onr Hc·lwouer; all bauds; one more drifted 
a bore. 
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Names of places. 
YesselR (lam- I 
aged, stnlod-
eu, or wrecked.\ 
:KOVA SCOTIA-Coutinued. 
l'ugwasb ...... _. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... - . 
Pond's Gnlf. .. . ... __ .. .. - -- -- - - -
Pn;!.'Wi!Rh Basin . _ .. __ . . .. .. ... . . 
:);truhro .......... .... . .. ... . . --. 
SlmleP .... --- --- ---- --- --- -- - --
S:tllrl Point .. . .. . .. . ------- - -- -- - -- · --- -Shelbonnre. __________ __ ... · -- - .. . ...... . 
:)heet Harbor . ...... _ . ..... .. ... . . .... .. 
Tracad ie....... . .... .. . ... .. .... 5 
Wall-reo ....... . ........ ...... . 
\YhiteHcad ....... .. .. . ...... .. 
One crew estimatell at .... .. _ .......... . 
Total . ......... .... • . . . •.. 10 
l'IUNCE EDWARD ISLAND. 












Cape CitYOIHlish. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. 1 
Coq~ H ead, 11orth coast... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . {.q) 1 
f>rl~~-~s:.r~r~~~- ~~-a_t~::::: ~::: : ~: :: :: : . .. .. i . 3 
~:\;;;S~l~~s~~~~~~:: ::::::::::: ~: : :~ ~-::: 
1l1ulpee. _. _ ........ . .......... .. ....... .. 
:North Cape ...... _ .... ... . .... _ . _ .. _ .. .. 5 
North Bay .................. .. .......... (i) :w 
London .......... .. ...... .... ... ........ 2 
Prine!' Edward Island .... .. _... .. .. .. .. 50 
Do ....... . ..... . .......... ----····--·----· 
Pinuette .......... . .... .. ...... . ........ 1 
§~~~~~i';,~~i~_t_::~::::::::::::: : :: : :::::::: -i 
WestCape...................... ........ 1 
2 .................. .. 
12 
............ (c) 33 
2 .. .............. . .. . 
ao .· .. _. _ -- ·· __ .. -·- .. . 
10 . -- .. - . ----- ... --.-. 
40 $:i8, 000 349 
(e) 















....... ....... 80 ................. .. 
Eip:h t crews,eRtimated at t en each .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 80 .. ................ .. 
To::~:; ;~~,:~~Y . . = 5 ,= 58 (m) 160 . ; II .... - .. 
CapC' Breton ................. _.. 308 264 147 645, 000 545 Including S. S. Salt well. (;.aspe........................... 40 2 
JJ·turador ...... .................. (nl 8 
:\1ag-dalen TslnlJllr; .. _ ...... _ .... _ 52 92 
1;e,,. Brum;wiek................. ........ 22 
20 2 
10 149 
Prince Edward Island ......... . 5/:l 
a Inrlurlin~ ship .Tames Duncan. 
b. 'el·(•ral; 110t incln•lell iu tot<tl. 
cim·lruliug thr-<•c churchrs. 
d Iuclwling bhip James Duncan; also included 
in Png1rash 1tCCo11nt. 
e Two ve~soh;; all bands. 
fAil h:uuls. 
n Ship :.rasrongas, for Liverpool. 








· ··- - ·----- -
38, 000 






Inelnrling hark Swift. 
lnclncling English gun-
boat. 
Inclurling ~hip Scotia. 
Iuel!llling ship11 J:tmos 




k All hanrls supposerllost. 
l Driftt-rl ashore; included in other items. 
m Not including the tuirty crews reported lost 
iu North Bay. 
n Incalonlahle. 
o Irumnnse; not included in total. 
p Uullmiteu. 
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APPENDIX No. XII. 
App1'oxirnate positions adoptecl j'o1· the Nova Scotia cyclone of ..Jugust 24-25, 1873. 
Latitude. Longitude. 
Angnst 13. 14 north. 27 west. 
* * * 
An gust 18 noon 20 60 west. 
Angnst 19 noon. 22 63 west .. 
August 20 noon. 27 66 west. 
Augnst 21 noon. :~o 67.5 west. 
August 22 llOOll. :~:~.5 6D.5 we:-;t. 
Angnst 2:~ noon. 37 67 ·west .. 
Angnst 24 noon. 41 61.5 west. 
Angnst 24 ruidnight. 44 56 west. 
Angnst 25 noon. 44.5 54.fi west. 
Angnst 25 mid11ight. 46 52 west. 
Angnst 26 noon. 47.5 50 west. 
An gust 27 llOOll. 49.5 44.5 west. 
* * * 






Augnst :n 57 1!1 west. 
~eptctnher l 5 0 W<>Ht. 
September 2 58 4 east. 
PAPER 29. 
LI T OF DISASTERS TO SHIPPING UPON THE GREAT AMERICAN LAKE 
Dl RlNG THE YEAR 1 7:3. 
JANUARY, 
2c1.-Schooner E. f. Sboyer aclrift.; canght in the ice nnfl abandoned off Chicago. 
3d.-Pro}Jeller Iron ideH slight.Jy darnaO'ed by ice at. Milwaukee. 
tea,m feny-boat Victoria broke her mat;binery at Detroit. 
Propell e t' City of Fremont diH<Lblefl by strikipg the !Jar a,t Grand H rwen. 
4th.- t ·aru ferry-uoa.t Det.roit ha.tl her sides broken by running ice at Detroit. 
lOth.-Propeller l\fe enger di a.hlecl while breaking ice in Milwa.ukee H.iver. 
16tb.-Propdler Manistee disabled ou Lake Micltigan by losiug wheel; towed to 
Milwank e. 
23d.-Propcller ~fes enger sli~htly damaged on La.ke :Michjgan. 
A Rail-ya<'ht in the ice off Ba. ·. I l:tud, Lake Eric. 
24tb.-I ropeller i\bni teed tainecl bv ice off l\Iilwankee. 
2ith .-Propt>llcrs l\lani tee aml Me , ~nger ic.:e-hounrl on Lake Michiga.n. 
:3 tll.-J l'opellcr City of Fre1nont detained t.hree tlays b,\- ico tweutf-five mile ott 
Milwaukee, on Lake Michigan; obliged to use bacou for fuel. 
FEHR ARY. 
(Ice unusually xtensive ou L ake fichigan.) 
2cl.-. tf.~amer Tran. it a~ronnd n ar Detroit. 
4th.-Prnpr!Jer 'ity of Fr mont ·nt her way through the ice at Milwauk e un com-
pC'll·rl ro r tnrn without reac·hing Grand Haven. 
th.-ProJwllf•r City of I! r 111ont macle another unsncce .. fnl attempt to ro. L .. kt• 
lichif.!all. Ic . uppo. I'd to P.Xtrncl ntirely aero -s tile lake; a fact ueY r b foH 
known. Tng Temp· t nnk at Gra,nd Haven. 
2 th.-Propellc•r i y of Fr mont lt!{ain failecl to penetra,te tho ice iu the lak . . 
th.-Prop ller ~la.ni. t and )1 ,j UO'er have n1mained ice-IJound on Lake )11 bi-
gan, off h a ·t bore, during th utire rnon th. 
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MARCH. 
(Lake Michigan supposed to be frozen entirely across except, perhaps, some cracks.) 
3u.-Propeller Manistee fi-tst in ice five miles off Lincoln, ou east shore Lake Michi-
gan. Has been in ice thirty-seven days. 
Propell er Messenger a litt.le uorfih of Stony Point. 
10th.-Propeller Messenger four miles off Little Point Sanble. 
Propeller Manistee got to within one mile of Liucol11. 
13th.-Propeller Saint Joseph detained by ice at entrance of Mil waukee Harbor. 
Got out, and retnrned to port 14th. 
15tb.-Feny stemner Favorite driven a~ainst her dock and damaged by a heavy gale 
at Detroit,. 
16th.-Propeller City of Fremont got throngh ice-belt at en c1 of Harbor of Milwaukee. 
17t,h.-Steamer City of Sandusky damaged by fire at Detroit. 
18tb.-Propeller Messenger four miles from Luclingtou, in ice. 
Propeller Manistee still near Lincoln, in the ice. 
Tug Anna Douhins damaged l•y ice and stmk at Cleveland. 
20th.-Tng Tempest damaged while breaking ice at Grand Haven. 
21st.-Propeller Manistee still ice-uou11cl near Liucoln. Has been on the lake in 
ice fifty-three days. 
Propeller Messenger has been carried south l1y moving ice. 
23d.-PropPller City of Fremont seen in the ice twelve 111iles from Saint Joseph, hav-
ing been driven about the lake for a week. Retumed to Milwaukee ~7th. 
24tb.-Propeller Manistee reached Lndiugton Harbor all right. 
Na.vigatio11 across Lake Michigan opened, having beeu interrupted by ice for two 
lJWilths. · 
25th.-Propeller Messenger reached Milwaukee, having been detained by ice on Lake 
Michigan since Jaunary 26. 
Scow lel a H. Bloom damaged by colliding with Clark street uridge, Chicago. Dam-
age $100. 
29th.-Steamer B. F. Perris frozen in between Middle Bass Island and Put-in-Bay, 
Lake Erie. 
31st.-Schoouer Alice forced ashore by ice near Point-au-Pelee, Lake Erie, and sent-
tied. · 
Tng Leviathan damaged by ice in Lake Michigan, and returned to Milwaukee. 
Steamer Dove damaged uy ice in Detroit River. . 
APRIL. 
2d.-Scow Haven dismastecl by colliding with a briclgfl at Tolei!o. 
3u.-Prope1ler City of l~reruo11t damaged by ice on Lake Michigan. Repaired at Mil-
waukee. 
SmHl.Y McGnire, a sailor, fell from a mast 88i feet, and fatally injnred, at Chicago. 
4tb.-S<;hooner Caroline Marsh lost jib-boom at Cllarlotte, Lake Ontario. 
f>th.-Light-ho nse at Erie ulown down. 
Schoouer Aldebaran lost foremast, by lightning at Buffalo. 
7tb.-Stearu er Dove ran ashore at Ecorse, Detroit River. Got off. 
8th.-Sel10ouer Topsey aud scow Gladiator los t bowsprits aucl jib-booms by collision 
at Chicago. 
9tb.-Schoouer Gamecock damaged by strildng on pier at Chicago. 
lOtb.-Scow R. D. Owen da.mnged by ice· at Sheboygan. 
Steamer GeorgeS. Frost uroke h er wlleel on Lake Huron. 
• t~;w1-barge Mary Nills broke from her moorings aJl(l drifted ashore nt Detroit. 
tcan1-barge Whetmore and two vessels ran ashore on Belle Isl e, Detroit River. 
lltb.-George Eyre, of prnpeller Grace Dormer, fell overboard aud drO\Vlled, near 
AlgoJ~a, Saint Clair River. 
Stea rner Mason broke her Abaft in Saginaw Riv<>r. 
12th.-Barge !lbry Stockton broke from her moorings at Detroit., filled, an(1 sunk. 
13tb.-B<•rge Lothair broke ll er rnd<ler. at Oswego. 
14tli.-·william Dnncan, Hailor of schooner Knio·ht Templar, fell from for.emast and 
· was serion~o~ly injured at, Oswego. "' i 
15th.- clwoner J. J. Hill ran on East I:;lanc1, Oswego, and stove a hole in port bow; 
2,300 bnsht>ls grain wet. 
A ·ailor fell from yawl of schooner :Flyi11g Dutchman in Niagara River, and was 
drowned. 
16th.- 'teamer City of Toronto stove in her paddle-box by tlrifting on piles at Nia-
gara. 
Tng .John ~arti.n lost ru<lder at Detroit. R ecovered by divers. 
teamer Ctty o( Dresclen ran agronnd on Bell e I sle, Detroit River. Got off. 
1 th.- 'teamer 'ileboygan damaged by collisiuu at Sheyboygan. 
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Schooner Lewis Ludington lost jib-boom by collision with steam-barge Michael 
Grot at Chica.go. 
19tb.-Severa.l ve:$Hels fast in ice on Lake Michio·an. 
Barge .J.D. Crow drifted on dock a t ChatlHI~n, Ontario. 
20th.-Schoouer Citizen :$l1nk a.nrl broken up at Faiqwrr., Ohio. 
Propeller Benton ran upon middle ground at Port Hnron aurl broke her wheel. 
Captaiu Hnme aud a sailor of :$Chooner S. J. Collier :$everely injured by breaking of 
rope, at, Oswego. 
Schooner Canadian lost jib-boom "Qy collision with schoon~r Netta Woodward, at 
Oswego. 
21st.- Steawer Metropolis damaged by collision with bridge at Manistee. 
Schooner Denmark damaged lJy being run iuto lJy steam-lJa.rge Michael Grot, at 
Chicago. 
Scow, loarled with 1~0 tons of iron-ore, fonnde"ed off Lyons Point, Lake Ontario. 
' t:\t.eamer Seneca struck a snag and suuk ne::1r vViudsor, Ont.ario. 
22d.-~chooner Mermaid lost bow-sprit and jib-boom by collision with Kitty Grant, 
at Chicago. 
Schooner Raleigh damaged on piers at Chicago. 
Scow Moneymaker lost bow-sprit lJy eol lision with ferry-steamer at Detroit. 
' 2:-ld.-Steam-ya.cht Clara lost smoke-stack aud upper works lJy colli:::;ion with schooner 
Coruelia Amsden, at D etroit. 
A <leedge snuk by ice at M~nitowoc. 
Schooner Gamecock damaged on harbor pier, Chicago. 
Barge M. Grot lost. mast lJy running into a bridge at Chicago. 
Sehoouer Lucy Grallam lost foremast by collision with schoouer Wilcox, · at 
Chicago. 
~4th.-Sclwon er Mary Booth arrived at Chicago leaking badly. 
Scow Valllpire ran ~1:::~lwre ou Chiek-a-nola Heef, Lake Eri e. 
Francis McCa.vitt., sailor ou sehooner TIJ.os. H. Mott, fell from mast and fatally 
iujured, at. Bntfalo. 
Schooner \Valeska sprnug a leak at Sheboygan. 
::l5th.- B.arges Ban nee and HLO Grande ra.u aground on Saint Clair Flats; got off 
wJt!Jout damage. 
:.!6tb.-Schooner Nog;annee sprnng a leak in the ice on Lake Erie. 
tlteamer Saginaw IJroke lllaehiuery on Lake Michigau . 
Steam-lntr/.!;e Trad"lr slightly damagecl lJy fire. 
Schooner White Oak dalllaged IJy collision with a brirlge at Kingst.on. 
Ste;wter Miltnn D. Wanl lJroke wheel in ice at Pl>rt Hnron. 
Schooner Riebard Mutt lost rudder by ice at. Poonto pier, L;tke Michigan._ 
Schooner Sweet Howe driven n.shore at vVolfe Island, n ear King:::~ton, by the ice; 
got off; sli~htly tlauu·tged, aud towed to Kingston. 
::l tb.- 'ehoouer Grenacla ttiTi ved at Toledo after a perilous passage ; 2,075 lJarrels 
sa.lt lost overlJoa rd ou the trip from Oswego. 
ehoon ·r ·wa11(1ercr ashore on Kelly's Ishtnc1; raisetl and towed to Clevelauu. 
Seow ea-B ird a :::; hore ou Kelly's Island during a snow-storm. 
:~Otll.-Steamer Maguet ashore on Kelly':,; Islaud. 
1\fAY. 
1 t.-Bnrk T. B. Rice n.>~hore at Kelly' Island, Lake Erie. 
·hooner J ohn ~I. McGee cln.mage<l hy fire on Lake Hnron. 
:2<1.-A sailor nametl Jorkill Ole ou, of sehoouer Hiuba.nl, fell from mast a1Hl hroke 
his leg, at 'bicago. 
choonet: Curlew crnshed her anchor through her hull and lJecame water-logged, at 
' hicago. 
cow Plano!' parted anchor aud went a ·bore at Evanston, L<tke Michig<tn ; got off 
light]~- rlnmagecl. 
1 cow JI. G. \Villiams, coal-lad n, bard ageonn<1 on Carrolton Bar, Sagin aw Ba~- . 
:~d.- ehoo11er Tn·nton, grain, ashore near Poet 'olhum e · o-ot off a1ul towerl to port. 
'·hoon ·~· · II. G. Clev •land aud City of the 1 'tra it Ul:lh~t~ at Long Po1nt, Laku Erie; 
got otr. 
Po. Tt·ny, r: ptain of harge Poland, B•ll ov<'rho:ud anrl clrownPd off Port An tin. 
'choon ·r Lym;tu tl! · e~' beached near Marul ll ·ad, Lake Brio; got oti ligh~ly d;tm-
a~('(l. • 
PrnJwlll'r liar plain hmk wh el in ic at :Jlilwankee. 
Bark Era ·tn Coming agronncl at Bnft'<tlo. 
•' ·h(JOrwr 1 . Don man lo, t jib-boom by olli. ion with scow Rnst, a lc,-elaod. 
Tn!.( Haw·rman hroke whe lin 1cc at Illwankl'e. 
· ·hoorll'r .Iaine clamafrt•rll y ·olli ·ion a1 'hir·ncro 
Propr•ll(·r· Tho . . . 'eott hrok lJPr wh cl at Eri~ .. 
"ch• •mer Wm. turc;l'. lo. tjib-boom by colli ·ion with propeller nion, at Chicao-o. 
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'fng Tifft clamaged hy ice in Milwankee Bay. 
Si:h_llOtter Traneltmontagne damaged by sqnall in Lake Erie. 
David Myers, sailor qn schooner Sea Gem, fell overboard a.ud drowned off Manito-
woc. 
4tb.- Bark John Mumm sunk at Kingston. 
Tng Perew chunag d at Bnffalo. . . , 
StPamer Cttnada ~pnmg ~1 leak and was towed aRhore 1war Turtle L1ght, Lake 
Erie: fifteen thousand lmsheb com damaged; got off an(l t.owpfl t o TolM<lo. 
John Campbell, watehrnan of propeller Vatiderbilt, fatally 111jnred by falling into 
tl1e hol<l of t-he propeller at Buffalo. 
Scow I. M. Hill broke main-hoorn on Lake Michigan. 
5th.-Schooner Jennie Powell Rprnng a leak off Toledo and put hack to port. _ 
6th.-Sehooner Catebpole lost jib-boom and bowsprit. by collision with schooner. Lake 
Forest-, off Big Point Saul>le, Lake Michigan. 
Schooner Cb:tlleuge damaged by collision at Lndington, Michigan. 
Tng Samb Dal.v ctarnaged by fire at Ogdensbnrg·b. 
_7th.-Seltoouer R. P. Masou <lama.ged by eolliding with railroad bridge at Milwaukee . 
. Schooner Riverside lm;t jib-boorn by colliding with a bridge :-tti Chicago. 
Tug G0(ld11ow lJroke her machin ery in Detroit R iver. 
Tug Annie DDbbio!:i h:tri her st,eru dama~e'l by colli:-~ion in Detroit River. 
Sehooner American Union ashore at Bois Blanc J;;laud, Stra.itH of Maekinae. 
Sth.- Propeller Arizona sunk by eollision with propeller E. F. BlauelumJ at Saint Clair 
Plats; raised aud towed to Detroit .. 
Schooner Johu T. Mot,t ran npon a reef near Fox Point, Lake Michigan; got oft' 
without damage. 
Geo·rge Sweeny, second engineer of tng Wilcox, killed by machinery at Port Huron . 
Sre:~mer Favorite lost anchor in Dt-Jtroit River. 
~cbooner Eliza Fiseber caught tire oif Oswego; 12,000 feet lumber thrown over.! 
board before tire was ext.iuguished. 
Propeller Menominee and steam-barge Selah N. Chamberlin rau ashore at Bois 
Blm1c Island in tlle St.raits <luring a fog; got off. 
9tb.-Propeller Cit.y of Concord cb1naged by collision witl;l schooner Geo. C. Finney, 
in t 'ow of tng Merrill, at Milwaukee. 
Schooner Cape Hom sunk b~· collision with propeller Java near Long Point, Lake 
Erie; crew saved, except Mrs. Jacobs, the cook, who was c! rowued. 
Propeller Manistee struck beach at Port Washington, Lake Miehigau, during a 
fog; got off. 
lOtll .-Propeller Meteor damagecl her machinery at Detroit. 
Scow U. S. Grant ca-psized by ice in the bay nt Milwaukee. · 
Schooner W ! .J. Whaling carried away her main-rigging b,y col1iding with a bri(lge 
at Mihvankee. 
Ba.rk Gen. Bmnside injnred b_v ice off Point Anx BarqueR; repa.irecl at Detroit. 
Schoouer Ben Moe aiHl scow Monitor clarnaged l>y the ice ou Lake Miehiga.u. 
Schooner Keweenaw rlarnaged by ice at Detroit. 
lltb.-Tng M. J. Mills snnk off Sand Beaeh, Lake Hnron; crew save<l. 
~clloo ner C)omelia ashore at Me1101nitHw, Green B<ty; got off wit.b slig·ht damage. 
C:q>tain Ea<les, of scbonner Frauk D. Barker, batl his j a.w broken in two plaees hy 
the hanc!le ·of a win ell. 
Rteamer Spn.rt.an nm as hore on Nine-Mile Point, Lake Erie, during a fog; got otf. 
Bargt· Bt·ssie Smith lost anehor at Springwells. 
12tb.-Schooner Advance Justj ih-boom on Lake Miehigan. 
Schomwr Ama1Hla damaged l>y ueing rnn iuto l>.v propeller Gen. Payne. 
Schooner .J. A. MeDonaltl snnk nt O.;wego; ra ise(l and rO!>aireil. 
13tb.,-SeboonPr Telegraph damaged by colli(ling with a bridge at Os\vego. 
Schooner .Maria. Annette lost centP.r-llO:ll'<l on Lake Ontario. 
SchooJH•r Kate KPlly dalllaged b~7 collis ion at Oswego. 
15tb.-~cow Nt'Wt'll linbhard, lumber-laden, ran ashore on Be11c Isle, Detroit River. 
Hteam-yat·ht Dillie snnk at. Lambtnn , Saint Clair River, hy str iking· on pile. 
'chooner :Mary Battle arrivml at. PIH't Colbome in a di i·lln asteJ. eou<lit.iou, hav in o-
lost 111ain alJ(l mizzen masts dnring a scpmll ou Lako Erie. '"' 
Tng 11~· stic: broke lwr :;haft ou SagiwLw Bay. 
PropdlPr L<td~· Franklin broke her wheel at Marf)nette. 
Bat!{ Re<l, \Vl!ite, a11rl B~ne spmng a leak at, B111t'alo. 
16th.- 'teauH' I' Eighth Ohio broke mu.ehinery 011 Lake Huron. 
cho'o11er :t\'dt:L \Vcaver Rprnnn· a leak 011 Lake Hnron. 
Propeller Oeonto colliclecl with fl~earner Shebo,ygan, at Manitowoc, cnttiug through 
tl11· stt•:tlll ' t''H gnard to the malll-<leck. 
1 th .-, '<·honiH'r • urpl'ist• m;hom at. Kingston. 
• 't·l~ooiH'r .Jt ·_ssiP • '<: a_rth ashore at l~piu t Frn<leriek; ~ot 0ff wit.h slight damage. 
lUth.-fug J1al'la Mt·lv111 h11rHt, her hml •r nt. O."!Wl· .~·o . 
'tean1er r'a hua agrouuu on Fighting !:;laud; got off. 
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20th.-Bark Chandler J. vVe11s, corn-laclen, colli clecl with schooner Havana; off Mil-
waukee. The Havana, lost bowsprit, jib boo111, and head-gear. Tbe V\Tells was 
damaged to the extent of $1,500 or $1,000, au ~l was tow~cl baek for repairs . 
. St,eamer Mnskegon broke ller connecting- rod off Muskegon. 
21st.-Scow: Mi11uie Corlette capsized and tilled with water at Pentwater. Raised 
and towed in sitle, and ca!Jsizecl agam. 
Barge Lillie May da.111aged by collision with barge Paragon at ·windsor. 
Schooner Alice B. Norris ran asbore 011 South Fox Isln1Hl durin g a fog. One hun-
dred and fifty tons coal jettisoned. Got off with $1,~00 dama.ge. 
22d.-Scllooner Cascade lost bowsprit by collision with propeller Meteor at Mar-
qnet.te. 
Aluert Anderson, a passenger on steamer Dime, fell overboa-rd and drowned at On-
tario. 
Alexancler J essamer, of schooner Mears, fell upon deck and killed near Mani tou 
Islands. 
;23d.-P<:Ltrick O'Donell, second engineer of propeller City of Detroit, killecl by fall-
in g through hatchway ali Detroit. · 
24th.-Jo1Jn Breen, sailor, f<-'ll from a ruast at Bay City, and was fata1ly injured. 
Ba.rge 00ean towed to Detroit lea.king. 
Schooner" E . C. L." rau ashore during a fog at \Yashington Harbor. Got off with-
out damage. 
Propellm· Georgian ran upon a shoal in the channel opposite Gananogne, and sprnng 
a bad leak. 
~5th.-Propeller Milwaukee ran ashore in Saint Clair River. ·Got off without 
dama,.re. Schoone~· Cecel ia ashore on Black Creek, near Muskegon, Michigan. 
~fjtlJ.- ,Jobn Maythem, engine~r of tug Frank Perew, seriously scalded at Buffalo. 
Schooner Willie Keller lost mizzemnast by collidiug wit.h l.>ridge over Weiland 
Caual. 
Scboo11er Grace Mnrray, iron ore, ashore on Charity Shoals. 
Propeller Mohawk nw ashore at North Point, Milwaukee, dming a fog. Got oft 
witLont d<Lrna.ge. 
John Gillan, captain of schooner vV. H . Converse, drowned in Lake Ontario. 
~7th.-Sclwouer Tmveler ashore at Sheboygan. Gut off witlwut damage. 
Sdwoners John Miner }tnd Pilgrim damagsd by collision at Chicago. 
Sellooner Gem lost head-gear, jiu-boom, and IJowsprit by collisio11 with propeller 
Alaska off Kenosha, and was towed back to Chicago. 
Barge Mercury lost mainmast and schooner J. C. Hanison damaged to the ext.ent of 
$ 1,000 uy collision at Chicago. 
Sel10oner Renhen Doucl mu aslwre on East Sister Reef, jettisoned 1,800 bushels of 
'vlt eat, ancl got o±f. . 
Canal-lJu<tt P. Qnin ~;nnk at O,;wp,go; 3,500 bushels wlwat c1:1rnaged. 
:.ttltl.!.-Tng Alla.m;on Snmuer, with barges iu tow, colli•le•l with schooner Jessie 
Scarth, <Wd twisted off her stem, an d schooner pnt into King:-;tlln le<Lking bcully. 
:.tHth.- chooners Gesine and Purtlaud daiilaged by eolli~:~ion at Milwaukee dnriug a 
sqnall. 
Sclwoner Honest John strnck against 11 pier at Chicago during a storm; badly dam-
aged. 
chooners C. C. Bntts and Consin :Mary towed into Chicago water-loggecl. 
Hark Montmorency l<mt jib-boom aLHl hea•l-gear on Lake 'Erie dnri g a st,orm . 
Schoonpr Empire :::\tate lo t jib-boom aud foretopmast aud spruug ller f<>rel.llast on 
Lake Blie dnring a storm. 
B;Lrk ).lonitor aground on Pea.ch Island, Saint Clair River. 
'c.:l.!oon ·r • 't•venth Ohio had her uow stove iu at Micbirr;tll City. 
'eLooner Jnra a.·hore near Port Peter light. " 
A man named Tyrle wa · fatally iujllred by a fall from propeller Lake Michigan at 
King. ton. 
Ed war• l Bowler, ail or on scow Industry, jumped overuo:tnl ;tnd drowned. near Port 
Huro n . 
• 'cow Ella oak lo. t Jib-hoom at Racine. 
:Wth.-. 't ·alll hargt~ Eelip. e a hore on Gras y I 1anc1, Detroit River. 
'anal-boat H. Farrell snnk by propeller, 't . Lawrence at Montreal. 
•' ·hoon•·r .·r. Pet ·r arriv ·d at 'oicago with all her bolJ ·ta.ys broken. 
ProtwllPr :\lt>tt:or IH·ok · her whcd at .Man1nettc. 
• 'l'lwmwr Ifnn~arian nnivPcl at Chicago tninc her small hon.t. 
Hark 'J <lll twr a11cl . ehoont·r • 'wallow ·ollidt><l in Poillt-}tn-Pclt>t~ pa . • age. \Val low 
t~m·P cl to )lj lwau~el' , haYi11~ lo. t her howl'prit ancl head-gt-ar by t !11· ·olli!-iioll. 
:n t.-. I'IH,uu 'L E. A . • tclwl ou a:horc ancl .·cuttletl uear x>ic. 1 ai ·d allll towctl to 
Etit•. 
Prop .. llt·:·T: p1ino. · a horP. in Detroit Rivc•r . 
. Juhu "ray f·ll ovcrboar laud llruwucu frotll lighter Perkins at Bay 'ity. 
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JUNE. 
lst.-WiJ1inm Spence, a sailor on scbooner W. F. Mernck, fel overboard and drowned 
in Lake Ontario. · 
Tng Fnlt.on lost rndcler at Oswego. 
2d.-Bnrge Magnet became w::tt.er-logged by collision with a barge in tow of tug Jesse 
Hall, aTHl was towed to Oswego. 
:~d.-Sco\V Mar_v Jane clriven ashore by a storm on the east point of Pnt.-in-Bay. 
Schooner Y.l. P . Allen struck State-street bridge, Chicago, carryiug away jib-boom 
and head-gear. 
Schooner 'William Jones lost jib -boom and bead-gear by collision with schooner 
Gladiator otf Chicago. 
4tb.-Propeller City of Chatham hurned to the water's edge at Hamilton, Ontario; 
seven bnnclred barrels of flonr unrned. 
Scbocmer I. D. H nngerford ha<l her foretopmaRt. splintered by lightning at Toledo. 
Seow Lime Rock strnck a snag antl sunk in t.he Thames Hiver. Haised aU<l repaireu. 
Sehoouer Crossthwaite damaged by collision at Bntl:'alo. 
5th.-Propeller Peerless lost key of wheel off White Fish Point, L~ke Superior. 
Towed to Sault Ste. Mary. 
Schoonert-1 Qninlan and Jemlie Graham collided at \Vellancl Canal. 
Scow Ma.ry Amelia driven ashore iu Saint Clair flats by a squall and lost staysail, 
mainsail, allll anchor. 
Bark Dnndee a~:~hore at Morgan's Point., Lake Erie; got off with slight dam:1ge. 
Scow Blue Bell lost canvas on Lake Michigan. 
Sehooner ·warren haclly damaged l>y collision with propeller Bertschy off Veuder's 
Pier, Lake Michigan, dnriug a fog. 
6tb.-Steamer Minnie Sutton broke her crank in Saginaw River. 
Schoouer Cascade ashore on Point-an-Pelee; got off with slight damage. 
7th.-John Bearley, sailor on schooner Echo, drowu ed at Oswego. 
Propeller Meteor burned at Detroit; a total loss. Andrew Briggs, colored porter, 
burned to death. 
Sehooner City of Manitowoc ran ashore at Hacine; lightened off without serious 
dam age. 
Fltb.-Jam el:l McLaughlin, sailor on schooner Amaranth, fell overboard and rlrowned 
uear North Maniton, Lake Michigan. 
Barge City lost buhvarks and deck-load of lumber in Detroit River, by shifting 
cargo. 
Schooner C. N . .Johnson broke her mast on Lake Michigan. 
A man named Bushey drowned by falling overboard from steamboat Anglim, at 
Kingston. 
9th.-Schooner Catchpole lost bead-gear and had her bow stoYe in by collision at 
Cbica.go. 
Tngs Nng1e and Geo. W. Woof1 damagerl by collision at Chicago. 
P . Dn1l'ey, sn,ilor of schooner Madeira, killed by a fall from ma~-:~t at Port Colborn e. 
Schooner D. Freeman and barge Wm. Cowie beca.we fast iu the loeks at Por t Dal-
housie. . 
Schooner Annie Sherwood ashore at H erson's Island; got off without damage. 
Propeller Passaic collided with hridge at Cleveland. 
Bc:hoou er Milwaukee Belle lost jib-bootn l>y rnnuing into a dock at Chicago. 
lOtlJ.-'fng Gardner broke her shaft a.t Buffalo. 
Schooner Mary E. Perew ashore iu a fog at. Crawford's Qnarry, Lake Huron; got oft 
aud towed to Det.roit. 
llth.-Sci.Joouer Gen. Worth, ·coa.l, ran bard aground on Grassy Island, Detroit River; 
got off and rowed to Detroit .. 
Steamer Comet, bard ngrouud in Saint Clair Hiver. 
Propeller Favorite ashore at North Point, Milwankee. 
Steamer A. Eaton and a barge wit.h lumber n1n aslwre on North Point dnrinO' a foO', 
1:.2tb.-Barge Royal Oak, witll 14,000 lmshels wheat, run into and snnk l>y pfopell~r 
Dromedary in Haint Lawrence River. 
Schooners Ida an cl A. R11st collided a.t Chicago. Tile Ida had her bulwarks stove 
io, and tlte A. Rust lost jib-boom and bead-gear. 
• ~c!10oncr Peter dat!Jagecl_uy collision with bargt~ Herschel a.t Ch icago. 
Eltas Sc·cl~:<', captam of ltghter General Case, drowned at Saginaw City. 
Bark :Masstlon ashore at White Fish Point; got off after havmg jettisoned deck-load 
of ore. 
l:Hlt.-.'chooner C. C. Trowurir1gc lost hobstays anclbead-gear by collision at Chieago. 
chuoner vV. G. Grant. ashore IW<tr .Mauifltee; a total loss. 
•. c:hooncr. Emrna anrl IslatHl ashore at Frankfort Michicran. 
A sail or r>f propeller Kincarclin() flrowne<l ntf Tor~nto. n 
Propeller Lake Breeze di auled o11 Lake Miehigau aptl towed to Grauel Haven. 
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Jof'epb Gregory, ::sailor of barge David Andrew, fell overboard and drowned at 
Toronto. 
15tb.-Schooner Rnsb sprun~ a lf'ak on La.k~ Michigan, near Muskegon. 
Propeller Al1t'gha11y agro nnd on Saint. Clair 1lats. 
16tb.--Schoouer Racine strnck pier at Chicago a111l stove a bol e in h Pr Ricle. 
Propell er Tol t•do ashore on Graham Shoal!:~ in th e straitR; got oft' witltont damage. 
17tb.-Tug Bartlett bndly damagecl by collisioJI with pmpell e r China :-1t Det.roit. 
Schooner William Crosstbwaite aground in NeuiBh Rapids1 Saint Mary's 1\iver; got 
off slightly darnagecl. 
Schoouer Great West. lost foretopmast clnring a henvy sqnnll on St1l'rgeon Ba.y. 
l Sth.-Schooner Emma L eigbtc.n lost jih-lHJOll·t l.Jy ueiug rnu into l.Jy steam-uarge W. 
T. Gravt>s, at. Wllite Lake, Lake Miu!Jigan. 
19th.- Propeller Tole1lo and schomwr C. North <lama.gecl by collision at Chicago. 
Steam-barge Kitt.y Friel unrned to t.he water's edge a,t, Newuorongh. 
Schooner Se11ator a::;hore at Pipe Isl;,wd, Lake Superior; got otf and towed to Mar-
qnet.t.e. 
Prop~ller Hurd broke h er shaft on Lnke Michigan; towe(l to Northport. 
Tng Lakl"ton lost raft of tilllher during storm on Saginaw Ba.v. 
St.1·arrH·r Minnie V. snnk at dock at Stqwrior City; mised and r epaired. 
22d.-Tng \Vm. Good11ow lost raft off Ro tH! Ean. 
Schooner Miami los t foretoprmtRt a nd hea<l-~ail s (luring a sqnall off Roud Eau. 
Tng Tilli11ghast l><~dly dantage<.l hy Htriking <louk at Erie. 
\Villiam Brand, sn.ilor on ~chooner H. P. Mnrray, wn,s clrowned at Chatham. 
Thomas McKeon, f:!ai lor on schooner J. V. Ford, fdl overuoard aud drowned iu Lake 
Miclti~an. 
2lst.-Sehooner A. B . Moore totall,y (lismnRtecl dnring a sqnall on LakP MichigH. n. 
Schooner J. A. McDonalcl snnk :tt East Con~, O"vego; got off ::;lightly da.magell. 
Steamer Minnie Sntton bl e•iY ont lt e r c ditltlt'r-IH·;1d . 
.'cboon t>rs Fostoria and C. North colli(l~~cl a.t Clliuago. 
Ste:uuet· Magnr.t. aflhore in Saint Cla,ir River; got oif. 
teamer Grace Dormer broke machin e ry at Port Hnron. 
Schooner!-! Elvira. and Mary Grover cbnwged by colli!::!ion at \Yelland Canal. 
StParner Spartn.n r a n ashore ou Lah:e EriB; got otl'. 
22d.-Tng G. M. Fannr exploded uoiler at Port Hn ro u 
Pmp •ll er Granite State damaged canal at. Allanl>nrg. 
chootwr Phinens Mar::;ll ashore on South Fox I l'! land. 
24th.- 'ultoouer MosliPr ~wronud at Cliieago. 
Schooner John \Veuuer r an ashore uelow Chicago during a fog; got off, leaking 
baclly. 
cow Lonisa bncl hcrbowstoveiu, and lost foremast autl l.Jowsprit, hy being run into 
uy a tow, in Detroit Ri \' er. 
• cow Lizzi~~ passed Detroit in a clismantlcd ccm<li t ion. 
, chooncr Char~cr driven :u;hore by a tom ado near [br Point, L'lko EriP. 
tt>nm-hargP Ilenry Howanl ran npon <L reef tu•ar Plll't Cre::~ceut, L-tke Hnron. 
25th.-Pmpeller Prn;;~i;L brnlw her w·lwel on L ·tl<fl O,li,;Lr in. 
:luth.-Propeller Pacifk n.tHl schooner Gnirli ng- , 'taL' a-;llnm at Detonr ; got o~l-'. 
Pt>tt"r }.!ills, sai lm , of schooner A.conti:ts, 1lrownetl at Albmbnrg, Ontario. 
l'lwon r Go::;lmwk ashore at Detonr; got of[ 
chom er Gt•n. 'ook pnssecl Ddroit in a di smantled con(lition. 
Tlln>e tll!!' · ashorP at Ut1icago clnring a fog-. 
'aptnin \Y A. ,'mith of tng Farrar, kill <l h~r explos ion of the tng nt Port TTnron. 
27th.-. 'tl'am-harge Petrone]!·, taYc ·, t·au ashure and f:!Ullk at Middlu Uas:; I. ·laud ; 
got o11' haclly damaged. 
Tng- ~lysti · hrok her mach in r ·at Detroit. 
2.:;tb.-Ptotw11Pr 'ity of ... Tew York ran a ·lwre dnrinrr a fog near Oswego; got oil', 
lightly claruag~·cl. 0 
Tng 1\atP Fl'l<·h~·r fill t1 nnfl :nnk in. agina"' Ri\'Cr. 
'tlitt•<l , 'tatt s Ht<•atner .Mich iga na. bore un Tra\-er . , ·Poin t, Lake Michi<Tan; pnll <1 
off hy ptotwll"r Brooldyn. 
• tl'am-hargt> ~Ionitor strnck hnrhor-pier at Keno lta, aU<l badly tlamagcd r:til, '•c . 
. 'dliHIIII'J' Hall'i~h aorronncl at ;\lil wauke1•; got off. 
. ·hoon<·r Yat<: L. Brnc•p clamagc<l h~· collL inn at \\T >]]and Cnnal. 
• 't ';llll·hargP Ea.· t .~agina.w aud tug llnuly ran agronud iu u~troit Rh·rr . got ott' 
"ithont damag-<·. 
~tb.-. l'lwon e t· Amt<t Lanra nnk a canal-lJoat by C"olli ion at C!Jicago; G,OOO un. h •I , 
<·ot n damagPcl. 
LightPr Bay Cit~· 'tlllk while loacling- at Bny ity. 
· lt·:llt t-hargt• Pitt:lmrgh . tttH'k a mck in .·iaga ta Rin•r nml brokr her rn<lclt•r. 
:,Oth.-.~ tr·:wu·r ;\Ia on tove a hole in l1er hnl. autl was rnu aground on 'row l.lantl, 
."aginnw HiYn. • 
Jarnc l>,llli ·11. I ailor, on bar!· '. K .• Tim:, f·ll OY ruoard and drowned, off Racill ·. 
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JULY. 
lst.-Schooner Charger ashore at Malden ; raised and repaired. 
Steamer Grace Truscott blew out her cylinder-head at Detroit. 
Tug Nellie Cotton broke her wheel at Bay City. 
Propeller City o.f Detroit and barge Guiding Star ran ashore at Oak Creek, Lake 
Michigan, during a fog; got off without injury. 
Schooner Minnie Mueller lost foresail and flying-jib during a squall near Death's 
Door, Green Bay. · 
Bark Mary Battle arrived at Port Colborne with foretopmast gone, and the bark 
Dundee with sails damaged. 
Tug Bartl~tt lost smoke-stack on ·Detroit River. 
Propeller City of New York broke her wheel at Oswego. 
Schooner Reciprocity badly damaged by collision with propeller Philadelphia, at 
Milwaukee. 
2d.-Schooner G. S. Seaver ran into tug Louie Dale near Chicago and split her stem. 
Tug Samson and raft of lumber driven ashore by storm at Port Burwell. 
Steam-barge Buffalo disabled by breaking shaft off Long Point, Lake Erie. 
Schooner Sea Star, schooner Clarissa, and tug Satisfaction, damaged by collision at 
Chicago. 
3d.-Scbooner Provost damaged by squall at Toledo. 
Propeller Georgian slightly damaged by :fire near Ogdensburgh. 
Schooner Guido Pfister and bark Parana collided in the straits. 
4th.-Bark Constitution, schooners Frank Peren, Nabob, Comanche, Elida, G. D. Norris., 
and Col. Cook, damaged by storm on Lake Michigan. 
'rug Ida damaged by being run into by propeller Oconto at Chicago. 
Schooner R. G. Simmons damaged by colliding with bridge at Chicago. 
Peter Galleher, wheelman on propeller M. Groh, fell overboard and was drowned at 
Chicago. 
Schooner Turner and Keller lost all her canvas in the straits. 
Sehooners D. A. Wells and Zach Chandler, and tJcow D. R. Holt; lost canvas off She-
boygan. 
Ebenezer Jones, sailor ·on schooner W. F. Allen, killed by ·falling from mast at 
Chicago. · 
Schooner Senator Blood ran on Gull Island Shoal during a fog; jettisoned 1,000 
bushels corn and got off. 
Schooner St. Andrew struck by lightning and had her mainmast splintered on 
Lake Michigan. 
Schooner Mary Elizahth damaged by squall on Lake Superior .. 
Schooners Glad Tidings, Florence, and Correspondent damaged by storm on Lake 
Michigan. 
5th.-Bryan W. Hugh, captain of barge Jacques Cartier, drowned in Saint Clair River. 
Steamer Philadelphia struck a rock and sunk on Bar Point at the head of La¥ Erie. 
Raised and towed to Detroit. 
6th.-Tug L. B. Johnson damaged by :fire at Chicago. 
Propeller Montana broke piston-rod on Lake Erie. 
7th.-Brig N. M. Standart and schooner Emma Leighton damaged by collision at Chi-
cago. 
Schooners Adirondack and Willard damaged by collision at Chicago. 
Schooners Dispatch, Red Wing, and Seventh Ohio lost canvas and part of rigging 
by a squall on Lake Michigan. 
Barge Ironton and schooner John Burt aground at Nebish Rapids, Saint Mary's 
River; got off; Ironton badly damaged. 
Steamer Algona broke her wheel on Lake Superior. 
Schooner Gipsey and barge Sonora collided at Chicago. 
th.-Steam-barge Sanilac broke her wheel at Alpena. 
Schooner W. H. Olds lost jib -boom off Sodus, Lake Erie. 
Barge I. Bentley damaged her rigging badly by colliding with bridge at Oswego. 
lOth.-Wm. Jung, mate of schooner Arcturus, drowned at Chicago. 
Schooner S. J. Holley struck in Racine Harbor; pulled off, and towed to Milwaukee. 
Schooners Prince Alfred and Madeira damaged by collision at Saint Catherine's. 
Barge Hope became water-logged at Clayton and was towed to Oswego. 
Schooner Mariner struck by lightning on Lake Michigan. 
llth.-Propeller Empire struck a rock and sunk at Gananogue. 
Propeller St. Paul broke her machinery on Lake Huron and was towed to Detroit. 
Tug J. U. Masters went ashore near the light-house at Port Huron. 
Schooner Reuben Dond struck a shoal near Point-au-Pelee; got off slightly dam-
aged. 
Schooner Louise McDonald darp.aged by collision with a propeller off Chicago. 
12tb.-Scbooner Ida damaged by a stroke of lightning at Manistee. · 
66w 
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Schooner Reindeer struck on bea.ch at Clay Banks and sprung a lea.k ; repa.ired a. 
Manitowoc. 
Tug B. F. Bruce aground in Detroit River. 
Ferry-steamer Hattie Brown broke her shaft. 
Tug Rob Roy broke l1er wheel near Oswego. 
Barge Herschel and schooner St. Peter collided at Chicago. 
Schooner Lomie A. Burton jammed in L ake Erie; pulled off by a tng. 
Steamer Ballantine broke her shaft on Lake Erie. 
13th.-Propeller Merritt foundm·ed on Lower Sa.int, Lawrence; crew all saved. 
Schooner Northern Belle sunk by collision with sclwoner Annie Vought in the straits; 
Vought slightly damaged and Northern Belle a total loss. 
Schooner Nabob badly damaged by collision with bark Elizabeth Jones near Sheboy-
gan. 
14tb.-Steamer Northwest broke her wheel at Clevelancl. 
Schooner Adriatic badly damaged by colliding with sclwoner Mary off Chicago, dur-
ing a heavy squall, and had to be towed back. 
Schooner City of Milwaukee st.ruck by lightning at Cleveland. 
A colored fireman of tug Wm. Pringle drowned in Saginaw River. 
Propeller City of Toledo broke her shaft at Chicago. 
Schooner Eveline Bates parted h er chain and drifted against pier at Kclly':s I8land. 
16tb.-Schooner Comanche damaged on Saint Clair Flats. 
Schooner Harvest Home lost main-boom during a squall off Grauel Islanr1, Lake 
Superior. 
17tb.-Patrick McNamara, a sailor on schooner Pilgrim, was drowned off Chicago. 
Scow Eugene bad her foremast and head-gear carried away by colli:sion witll a. tow 
near Marine City. · 
18tb.-Sclloouer Eureka ashore at Port Colborne; got off. 
Tug B. W . Aldrich bumed at Ludington. 
Tug Mystic broke her shaft on Lake Saint Clair. 
Schooner William Elgin sprung a leak anu put back to Kingston for repairs. 
Schooners Eagle Wing a.nd Donaldson, ore-laden, ran aground ou Saint Clair Flats; 
hgbtered ofi" without runch damage. 
Steam-barge City of Port Huron and barge Dictator on the rocks at Neb ish Rapitl:s. 
(Janal-boat Jesse Van H.iper snnk by collision at Black Rock. 
Sclwooers Kate Lyons aud W elland da.maged b,v collision off Chicago. 
SchoonerS. J. Luff struck a. reef near the straits and <lam aged her forefoot and h:Pel. 
19th.- team-barges Fred Kelly and Hobert Holland ran aground in Saint Clair Plats. 
'choouer E. R. Bla.ke ran ashore in Grceu Bay; lighteretl off. 
Sclwoner Gold Huuter struck on bar while leaving Vermillion Harbor; repairetl at 
Cleveland. 
Scbooner :Morning Star lost mainsail and after-rigging by being run into by bark 
Prince of Wales o1i'Niue-Mile Point, Lake Erie. 
TuO' A. F . Bartlett broke ller cyliuder-hcad at Detroit River. 
20th.- chooner Persian ashore at Evanston; got off without damage. 
Propeller Eqninox aground on aint Clair Plats; pulled oil' by tug Mcrma.icl. 
21 t.-Propeller Winslow agr:>Un<l at Bar Point, Lake Erie. 
, team-barge Cbas. Reitz badly damaged by collision with tng John on a.t hi cal~· 
'chooner (Jonqnest and tug Wood damaged by collision with tng Harrison at Cbi-
cago. 
•- ·ll()oner Enterprise run into by propeller Clematis at Chicago. 
William ' inclair, ailor, drowned in aint Clair Riwr. 
2t1.-,'chooner Barb r bad her stern badly da.maged by being run into hy barO'C \Vy-
omin,. a.t Cllicago . 
• ~chooner Ariadne ran ou the Duck on Lake Ontario, dnring a fog; pulled off with-
out damaO' . 
2:ld.-Tng H. P. Clinton and ave sel ashore at. )falrlen; rrl ea cd without damage. 
'choouer Jo · pbine a. hore at P ntwater; got oil". 
, cow Alpena water-logged on Lake Erie; towetl to Cleveland. 
Barge, 'andu ky damag d by colli iou with bark !aria ~Iar in at ~Iil waukee. 
Propeller Bruno a bore in Detroit River. 
Propell r . . 'ald w ll damag ·d t m 1 y colli ion iu trait . 
. 't am r Jay ok brok rudder at Toledo. 
2-lth.- 't ·am r Ball ntin • ·truck a rock at entrance to Detroit RiY r, and prung a 
1 ·ak · tow d t D troit for rt:pair . 
· c-lwonl'r E. P. orr coru, a bor on harity , boa]., Lake Eri . 
• "cJwoner diu and enruark lw<lly damaged by colli!iion off Abu ape , Lake ~Iicb-
Jgan. 
_ .;chuon r Antelop prnng a leak at Port Unroll. 
·~"th.-. cho 1wr 'I wu J3roth er · lo jib-boom anu forcma. t-b ad, off 0 wego, by a 
•n t of wiod-tow<:<1 hack for r pair . 
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Steamer Abyssinian caught fire on Lake Ontario-extinguished, with but slight 
damage. 
Steam-barge Herald sunk by collision with prope11er Dunkirk on Lake Hur0n. 
David Thorburn, mate of Herald, drowned. 
Schooner Sunrise bad her foremast shivered by lightning on Lake Erie. 
Schooner Rival sunk at Bay City. 
Wm. IrYing, captain of schooner Gilmcar, fatally injured by falling off boom at 
Ba.v City. 
'rug Hercules broke her crank in Detroit River. 
'rug Annie L. Smith. badly damaged by collision with tug Nagle at Chicago. 
Schooner Gallatin sprung a leak at Erie- raised, and towed to Cleveland. 
26tb.-Steamer Ball ran upon a pile at Bay City, and was beached to prevent sinkiug. 
Steam-barge Wm. Cowie struek a rock below Alexandria Bay-got off, and was 
towed to Ogdensburg. . 
Brig Mechanic sprung a leak while lading at Marquette-raised and repaired. 
27th.-Chas. A. 'rnttle, deck-hand on propeller Passa,ic, fell overboard and drowned in 
Saginaw Bay. 
2tlth.-'rug Ada Allen sunk at Chicago-raised. 
29th.-Ricbard McGuire, of schooner Helen Blood, jumped overboard and drowned off 
Sheboygan, Lake Michigan. 
Nicholas L. Young, of propeller Java, fell overboard and was drowned near Cleve-
land. 
Wm. Fisher, of tug Charles W. Parker, crushed between tug and schooner Tempest 
at Chicago, and seriously injured. 
Peter McFee, fireman on pile-driver at Michigan City. fell overboard and drowned. 
30tb.-Schooner Emma C. Hutchinson sprung a leak on Lak~ Erie. 
Schooner Fearless sprung a leak on Lake Ontario. 
3lst.-Antoine Fortan fell overboard from a scow and was drowned off Grosse Point. 
AUGUST. 
lst.-Tug Blanchard got a log in her wheel at Cbicngo. 
Propeller Nebraska got a log in her wheel at Buffalo. 
Schooner Lucky damaged by collision with a prope1ler off Cleveland. 
Nicholas Bartley, mate of Schooner Portage, fell from masthead and seriously in-
jured at Toledo. 
&lhooner Garibaldi sprung a leak on Lake Michigan. 
Steamer Bob Racket damaged to the extent of $1,000 by being run into by steamer 
Transit at Detroit. 
2d .-Schooner Hattie Johnson lost jib-boom by striking Sixth-street bridge at Mil-
waukee. 
Schoouers Knight Templar and Caroline Marsh damaged by collision at Point 
Peter, Lake Ontario. 
Tug Admiral D. D. rorter ran ashore at Oak Point, Lake Ontario. Got off. 
Bark Fame spnmg a bad leak off Grave1ly Bay, and put back to Buffalo. 
Scow Sea Star spruug a leak on Lake Michigan. 
Schooner Wm. E lgin sprung a leak on Lake Erie. 
3d.-Schooner Superior, ore, ran aground near Round Island at head of Sault River; 
slightly damaged. 
4t.h.-Scow Fire-Fly towed to Green Bay in a sinking condition. 
5th.-Ferry-boat Milton Cowbright destroyed by :fire at Saint Clair. 
otb.-Propeller Tioga ashore on Niagara Reef between West Sister and Green Islands. 
Schooner A. Rust struck on a rock and became water-logged at Alpena. Raised and 
towed to Bay City. 
Schooner Rob Roy damaged by colliding with a bridge at ChjcaO'o, · 
Propeller Calabria broke her machinery in the Saint Lawl'en~e and was towed 
back to Kingston. 
Tug Ad venture broke a lock on Rideaux Canal. 
Steamers Princess of Wales and Silver Spray damaged by collision in the bay at 
Toronto. 
7th. A scow overloaded and sunk at Toledo. 
Tugs Perry and Satisfaction damaged by collision at Chicago. 
Schooner Portage lost her foremast-head during a garle on Lake Erie. 
Tugs Dick Davis and Ic1a H . Lee damaged by colli sion at Milwaukee. 
Schom~er Souvenir sprung a leak on Lake Michigan .and put into Grand Haven for 
repairs. 
Schooner Arcturus struck on a reef while entering Chicago; towed inside in a 
sinking condition. 
Iron propeller Russia disabled by bren.king her wheel near Detroit. 
A vessel ran aground near Fal~:;e Presque Isle; 500 barrels salt thrown overboard. 
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8th.-Tug Prindiville ran into ferry-scow at Tonawanda and cut her in two. Darn· 
. . age, $600. 
9th.-Schooner Flying Mist ran foul of schooner Mary A. Wand and lost her anchor. 
The Wand badly damaged. 
Schooners Keith and Regular damaged by collision at Chicago. 
Schooner W. H. Willard lost jib-boom on Lake Michigan. 
l.Oth.-Steam-barg·e Vanderbilt ashore at Pike's Bay, Lake Huron. 
llth.-Tug H. N. Martin and schooner Melvin damaged by collision with bridge at 
Cleveland. 
Canal-boat Samuel Morgan sunk at Buffalo ; 8,200 bushels corn damaged. 
Bark. Oneonta reached Chicago minus her foretopgallantmast. 
Schooner Saruinia arrived at Chicago in a sinking conuition. 
12tb.-Schoouer A. C. Maxwell, ore-laden, ashore at Bar Poiut, Lake Erie. Jettisoned 
part of her cargo and got off. 
John Cadath, sailor on Barge Fulton, serionsly injured by a fall through a batch-
way at Bay City. 
Steam-barge Mary Groh sprung a leak at Cleveland. 
Scow Sassacuss ran ashore at .Ford Shoals. Pullecl off: by a tug. 
13th.-Barge J.D. Morton, during rough weather on L:tke Erie, broke loose from tow 
of steam~barge Sun, and went to pieces. 
Barges Globe and Sunburg run ashore on Kelly's Isbnd. Globe raised and towed 
to Buffalo, Sun burg to Detroit. 
Schooner David Stewart arrived at Cleveland in a leaking condition. 
Steamship W. T. Graves put into Milwaukee in a disabled condition. Boiler gave 
out. 
SchoonerS. S. Osborn lost ber bowsprit and head-gea.r by collision on Lake Huron. 
Sco': Senator had her foretop-mast broken and lost canvass during a squall on Lake 
En e. 
Propeller Shick luna, salt, struck the rocks and sunk on Weaver's Point, L ake On-
tario. Raised and towed to Kingston. 
A barge reported ashore on Chiek-a-no-la reef, Lake Erie. 
14th.-Schooner Chapin arrived at Chicago, lcakiug batlly. 
Scbooner Caroli na Marsh lost eigllt or ten thousand feet of lumber of dcck~load by 
a gust of wind whilfl off' Oswego. 
Tug W. B. Castle and schooner JEtna shored on Middle Ground at Point Edwards. 
Got off with slight uarn age. 
Scow-barge H. G. WilliamB a ·bore on Cedar Point, Sandusky Bay. Tota.lloss. 
Daniel Berry, lock-tender, drowned in the ·wellancl Canal. 
15th.- cbooner S. Arrusden slightly damaged by coll ision at Cleveland. 
Brig Pilgrim lost her top-sail yards during storm off Chicago. 
Steam-barges New Era and General Paine, with lJarges in tow, put back to Chicago 
on account of he:wy weather. 
Charle Nel on, sailor, of bark Carrier, fell overboard and was drowned. 
Bark Menominee and schooner Sinai lost their top-sails ou Lake Michigan during 
a torm. 
Tug Ed ward Gallagher exploded her boiler on Torch Lake, Lake Superior. J. H. 
Old , of Hancock, instantly killed . 
16th.-A ailor, of schooner Minerva, jammed between tugs Lowie Dole aud Annie L. 
Smith at ChicaO'o, and iojnred o that he died in :1 few hours. 
Barg' • nn hine became water-logged aud lo i ucck-load of lumber off Bark Shanty, 
Lak Huron. 
chor)llers Addie and Dora disabled by a storm on Lake Michigan. Put into Ben-
ton Harbor. 
chooner Gifford :md ..iEtna eollided ou Lake Huron. One mau lost and one badly 
injnred. 
17th.-, t ·am-barge Buffalo and Bra lbury bad a rough pa. sage across L<1ke Huron, 
and harg 'un hine and 'aint 'lair in tow were water-lo(rcred. 
1 tb.-Jn<l ·on ~1' 1 r, sailor on ·cbooner \Vm. J~wett, drown c1 o"'.tf odns. 
19th.-. 'chooner J. Rieder lo t part. of ·a11va: ofr' J! orty-:\Iile Point. 
cboon r K ar ·ar<re became wat r-log~red ou Lake lie.!Jigan aud wa towed to Mil-
wank e by prop ller Lawren ·e. 
Alexand r ampbell, captain of hark ~Iauzanilla, drowned at Port alhou 'ie. 
2 tl1.-Henry AI 't n, ailor of Bark J. •. ~fa ten, fell into river at Buffalo and was 
drown d. 
• 'choon r aura ran aground at mouth ofRiv r Tllame . 
·l10oo r Wm. Joi_J · lo tjih-boom, ·c., by colliding with bridge at hicaO'o, 
21 t.- 't1~am r tlaotJC lo t ma. thy colli ion at th b ·acl of, 'aint lair Riv r. 
Brig t._rlig~ and cbooner 'ort z damaged by collision near famruy Judy light, 
·tro1 Rtver. , choooer 'ort z damaged to •xtent of, '400. 
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22d.-Schooners Japan and Planet damaged by collision off Sheboygan. Planet put 
into Sheboygan for repairs. 
Tug Black Ball cut off the stern of schooner Maria Martin, and damaged her to 
amount of $1,000 by collision in Detroit River. 
Schooner Milwaukee Belle ashore on Chambers Island, Green Bay.· Threw deck-
load overboard and got off. 
John Hunter, mate of schooner West Wind, drowned off Toronto. 
Tug Witch of the West broke her shaft at Bay City. 
Steam-barge Vanderbilt on bar mouth of the Thames River. 
Schooner Laveland damaged chain-flutes, &c., in a jam on Saint Clair Flats. 
23d.-Barge Oliver Cromwell and brig Orkney Lass sprung a leak while lading at 
Marquette, Lake Superior, and sunk beside the docks. 
Alonzo Pearson killed by falling from mast of schooner F. Morell. 
Steamer Eva English damaged on Saginaw River. 
Schooner Express damaged on Lake Erie. 
Schooner M. L. Collins ashore in Detroit River. 
24th.-Scho,oners Westchester and Plying Mist damaged by collision at Chicago. 
Schooner Mary Collins lost jib-boom and bowsprit by collision with propeller Ari-
zona at Erie. 
25th.-A small schooner sunk by striking clock at Chestnut-street bridge, Milwaukee. 
Raised and repaired. 
Barge Saint Clair water-logged on Lake Huron. 
Scow Planet sprung a leak at Mil waukee. 
Schooner C. Harrison became water-logged at Evanston, and was towed to Chi-
cago. 
Propeller City of Fremont burst a flue on Lake Michigan. Detained seven or eight 
hours. 
Schooner A. W. La.cky, ore-laden. broke her rudder on Saint Clair l<'lat.s. 
St.eam-barge Vienna and barge Verona ashore at Presque Isle, Lake Huron. Vi-
enna got off without damage and Verona :filled with water. 
Steamer Young America ran ashore on Fighting Island. 
SchoonerS. P. Ely aground in Nebish Rapids. 
26tb.-Propeller Oneida struck on Belle Isle; aground fourteen hours and got off. 
Schooner Marion Egan ashore at Cove Island, Georgian Bay. A total loss. 
Schooner Gerritt Smith sprung a leak in the straits. Towed to Detroit by the tng 
Leviathan. 
Schooner Maggie M. Rae water-logged on Lake Erie. Towed to Detroit River and 
there capsized. 
27th.-Schoouer Montana, ore-laden, grounded on Belle Isle, Detroit River. 
28th.-Schooner Senator passed Detroit in a disma.sted conditon. 
AlexaiJder Ross, mate of bark Tanner, was drowned at Buffalo. 
Bark Acorn put into L'Anse, Lake Superior, in a leakiug condition. 
Schooner Comanche shifted cargo and arrived at Oswego with nearly 1,000 lmshels 
wheat wet. 
Eli Smith, sailor of barge Severn, drowned at Buffalo. · . 
Rteam-barge Mary Robertson arrived at Chicago in a leaking condition. 
Propeller Waleska broke her wheel at Chicago. 
31st.-Propeller Clevela,nd ashore at Middle Island, Lake Huron. Pulled off with 
slight damage. 
J3yrou Robinson, of yacht Mazeppa, drowned at Coburg. 
Barge Cornet became water-logged oo Lake Michigan. Towed to Chicago. 
Schooner Cambridge struck and sunk while leaving L'Anse, Lake Superior. 
RECAPITLJLA.TION. 
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Sailo1·s, d1·owned, ()'a . 
Drowned ____________ ...... __ .. _. _ .. _ ...... __ _____ .. ______ .. _ .. __ . _ .. __ . _.. 2 7 i 11 11 9 1 40 
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PAPER 30. 
wAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIF.F SIGNAL-OFFICER, 
Washington, D. 0., July 26, 187~. 
SIR: I have the b,onor to report as foll'ows: Having, in accordance with Special 
Orders No. 67, arrivecl at the scene of the torqado in Iowa, I there, to the best of my 
ability, endeavored to carry out the special instructions which I had received. The 
result is contained in the report herewith submitted. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J AS. MACKINTOSH, 
Observer-Se1·geant Signal Sm·viae, U. S . A. 
Gen. ALBERT J. MYER, Chief Signal-Offiam· of tho A..1·my. 
vV AR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL-0Flf!CER, 
DIVISION 01!' TELEGHAMS Ai~D REPORTS FOR THE BEKEI<'IT OF COMMERCE, 
Washington, D. G., May 26, U:l73. 
SERGEANT : Upon arriving at Washington, Iowa, in compliance with Special Order 
No. 67, 0. C. S. 0., of this date, you will at once proceed to the scene of the recent tor-
nado near that place, and locating the point where it first struck the earth, will follow 
its path as far as its progress can be distinctly traced, giving particular attention to 
t.he following points suggested hy the Chief Signal-Officer: 
1. Trace accurately the course of the tornado, and determine whether its movement 
wa direct, or whether it swerved at any time from a direct course, and, if so, the cause 
of such deflection . 
2. A certain the velocity of wind in tbe whirl of the tornado; estimating this, when 
more accnmte <lata cannot be bad, from its effect upon inanimate objects, as for exam-
ple, weight of objects moved, with area of surface of such objects exposed to the action 
of the wind. 
3. Ascertain if objects were carried directly upwarcl in the interior of the whirl 
without a whirling motion aud thrown out at top, or whether they ascended in circles, 
whirling upward with the whirl of the tornado. 
4. 'tate if ~here are any evid nee that the center of the tornado was a vacnurn, as 
for example : were trees wholly stripped of bark; did houses explode outward, &c.~ 
5. A certain if the tornado appeared to he attached at its npper extremity to masse~ 
of cloud., or to a single and small cloud. 
6. 'Ver th re any electrical discharges accompanying the tornado~ 
7. vVas the tornado seen, before it complete formation, as a tongue of cloud bangil]g 
down from a rna of clouds? 
. Did it any time eros. a body of water; and, if so, did it assume at that point the 
charact r of a water- pont? 
!J. Did the tougu of cloud, reaching toward the earth, distinctly whirl itself, or wa. 
it stationary, with a whirliug column of air rushing up it interior? 
10. 'oll ct reliable data as to tbe greatest height to which ohjects were eleYat d 
aml their w ight. 
11. A ·certain the condition of air out ide the tornado, and wbt:lther tho wind blew 
toward it from all dir ction . 
1:2. W r ther any pr monitory igns of an approacbil]g storm before tb t rnaclo 
. trnc·k tb arth 
1:l. Wher did th tornado ori<rinate, and where t rminate. 
1 . t rmine p. rticnlarly wh th r the cloud from which the ton~nc of cloud d -
pr.nd <1 ha a. rotary motion, or wh th r the ton"'ue of cloud itself had one. 
1:'. Duration of tornado, and progre. ~iv v loci y. 
1 >. ctnal width of h 1 t a:ffl ·t d by th tornado. 
17. T t th g n ral clir ction of pro ·tration of tree , being careful to allow forth 
chang of dir ction au d hy trikincr he arth. 
1 . Y u wiE pr par a · ric.· of fJllfdion to whir.h answrrs will h ol tainccl from 
th mo · in.tPlli • nt ·itizen · living in and along the track of the tornado o that the· 
'm cru t10n way be an wer 1 by difl'·rcnt per ou . 
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In addition to these points, you wil1 investigate such others as will tend to give a 
connected and full record of the origin, progress, and disapp(,arance <?f the meteor. 
Having completed yom investigation of the Iowa tornado, you w1ll proceed to the 
location of the one reported in Illinois as raging on the same date, and follow out the 
same course of inquiry as for the Iowa. storm . 
.Take ample time to do the work thoroughly, and re.port your location from time to 
time by telegraph. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
H. W. HOWGATE, 
Seconcl Lient. and Bvt. Capt., Acting Signal Officer and Assistant. 
Sergt. JAS. MACKINTOSH, 
Observer Signal-Service, U. S. A., Washington, D. C. 
THE IOWA AND ILLINOIS TORNADO OF MAY 22, 1873. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS. 
This tornado could not by its destructive efforts upon trees, buildings, &c., be traced 
farther back than section 35, Warren Township, Keokuk County, Iowa. At the point 
where the destruction commenced, the South Skunk River bends southward and then 
again to the east, thus half inclosing a low level area of about one mile in length by 
half a mile in breac1th. This bottom-land is surrounded by bluffs about 70 feet in 
height on nearly all sides, the river flowing close to the bluff on the south west. It. 
vms at the northeast edge of this natural amphitheatre that the tornado first attained 
force sufficient to demolish fences. These fences were thrown clown by a southwest 
wind for a space forty rods wide. The bnil<lings of W. W. Morrow, situated bu,lf way 
up the bluff, were partly destroyed. But although its first destructive efforts were here 
ma.nifested, it by no means follows that this was the starting point of the tornado. On 
the other side of South Skunk River, directly opposite, there was a strong wind, accom-
panied with some hail and rain, while to the north and west a tremendous rain fell, 
preceded and accompanil~d by large hail. The storm evidently arri'\'ed at Morrow's 
farm a well-nigh fnll-formed tornado. To trace it backward over a countr.v where it.s 
phenomena were only those of a violent thunder-storm, I found to be difficult and 
deemed unnecessary. 
The attempt to prove a connection between this tornado and the thunder-storm near 
Des Moines of May 22~ 4 a. m., has not been successful. For although the Des Moines 
storm exhibited tornado-like povver, since the distance between Des Moines and Mor-
row's farm is only seventy miles, and since the Des Moines storm occurred ten Lours 
previously, its rate of motion, if it is identical with the Keokuk County tornado, cu.n-
not have exceedet1 seven miles per honr in a straight line. But, as will afterwards be 
shown, the tornado traveled more than tv>'enty-nine miles per hour. This objection is 
by no meaus insuperable when viewed in the light cast upon the subject by tlle general 
modes of movement of storm-centers across the continent. These tornadoes, however, 
exist as something inllepencl ent and automatic within the limits of areas of low ba-
rometer, and since their motion is governed by laws peculiar to themselves, it mnst 
meanwhile be accepted as valid. Besides, a hail-storm traversed Keokuk and Wash-
ington counties May 22, at 6 or 7 a. m. There is much more probability of a connec-
tion between this hail-storm and the Des Moines storm of 4 a. m. than between the 
latter anll the tornauo which occurred eight hours subsequently. 
In the Neosbo County Journal, of May 24, is an account of a highly destructive tor-
nado which desolated a portion of Lincoln county six miles long by one-half mile wide. 
!his tornado was apparently every whit as violent as that in Iowa. The time at which 
1t occurred is given as about 3 p. m. It cannot, therefore, be identical with the subject 
of this paper. 
T~e conclusion follows that, wherever this tornado may have originated, it first 
attamed to desolating violence on Morrow's farm. Its previous history was only that 
of a thunder-storm, accompanied, perhaps, by an unusual tumult :mel whirling of the 
clouds. In tracing its development and progress, therefore, I probably labor under no 
disadvantages which do not necessarily attach to the history of all such meteors ex-
?ept tho e arising from the circumstance that the tornado was not at any point of 
Its progress witnessed by a skillful meteorologist. 
Mr. Morrow testified that neither he nor any of his people noticed any funnel-shapeu 
a~pearance or tongue of cloud approach ing the earth. There was a strong wind for a 
mmute, but the destructive gust appeared to be instantaneous. A smart shower of hail 
followed the gust. A whirling of the clouds was observed several minutes before the 
wind. A little lightning was seen. The storm traveled east-northeast over Andrew 
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Surber's farm, blowing down fences, with a southwest wind. He saw the clouds 
whirling like a great wheel 35Cl in width before the storm, but did not notice any fun-
nel appearance. A few hail fell with the wind, and a considerable shower of rain 
after it. 
The same phenomena were repeated on J. E. Storer's farm. A steady roar was heard 
as it approached. No lightning seen. · · 
About forty rods north of the line of destruction on the::;e farms resides William P. 
Liske. He saw two clouds, one in the southwest and the, other in the northwest, 
which appeared to rush together in the west. As the tornado came up, and about 
twenty minutes before it arrived, the wind changed to the nortll anrl blew so strongly_ 
that the door had to be held to prevent it from being blown in. Sa,w no lightning ana 
heard but little thunder. Saw no funnel appearance. 
Elleot Utterback was sixty rods south of the tornado at this place. He saw the 
clouds come whirling. The height of the whirling clouds was abont G0° and the width 
about 30° . ~aw lightning and heard thnnder once or twice. Ha,il followerl the wind 
in small quantity, and rain fell in considerable amount three-quarters of an hour later. 
During the day the direction of tlle wind was sontherly. 
John Malcum, sectwn 30, Lancaster Township, testified: vVas one mile south of tor-
nado when it occurred. Heard a roaring like steady thuncler i~1 the west about a quar-
ter of au hour before the storm came. Saw no lightning. A cloucl covered the western, 
the northern and the northeastern portion of the sky. It extenued somewhat beyond 
the zenith. The rest of the sky was clea,r. S<tW a whirlinv; mass of douds. Could 
clist.inctly see them whirl contrary to th•3 hands of a watch. The whirling mass ap-
peared to be about 60° high when directly opposite. A smcut shower fell some time 
after the tornado. 
On Malcum's farm, the roof of a stable was blown to the southeast. This was the 
first damage done by a northwest wind. Two hundred yards south of the stable a fence 
was blown toward the northwest and north . This was the first eviclence of a destruc-
tive southeast and south wind. The storm after becoming destrnctive had traveled 
one and a half miles before it develoned force sufficient to commit destruction by a 
northwest an d southeast wind. -
T. Dawson, section31, Lancaster Township: The tornado i)assecl directly over the farm-
buildings. He testified : Saw tornado approaching like two dark clouds with an inter-
vening lighter-colored space betweefi them . 'fllese two clonrls together presented a fun-
nel-shaped appearance ; the upper end of the funn el entered the overhangi1.1g mass of 
cloud, which covered the half of the sky and extended to the southeast a little beyond 
the zenith. Its lower end did not touch the earth. It whirl eel con tmry to the hands of 
a watch. Its elevation appeared to be about 60°, and its width at summit 40°. Heard 
some tbnnder previous to tornado. Did not see any lightning. After the tornado, 
there fell <t few small hail an d a little rain . . 
The breadth of fences thrown clown on tlli farm was about sixty rods. The out-
bon e , &c., were damaged. A cultivator weighing about two hundred ponnds was 
carried or clra.ggerl 30 feet. It presented to the wincl a surface of not more than 3 square 
feet. If it was carried, the lifting force of the wind mu~t have been between sixty 
~ud seventy punnd per square foot . The ground sbowccl no s igns of its having been 
dragged. 
1. vVilliam , lawyer, section 32, Lanca'lter Township, testifietl: Time, probably 2.10 
p. m; it was a few miuntes after 2 p.m. \Vat.checl the sto r11t as it approached for about 
one hour. A cloud ro. o in the west, which, stretching to the north we t, pre ented the 
appea,ranc of heavy ra,in. Previous to the approach of thi. clotHl, the sky was nearly 
clear. The wind during the day waR sonth •rly. Ahont twent.v-live minutes after the 
tornado the wind wa again from the southwest. The stol'm-cloud did not. extend far 
pa. t th .· zenith to the. outb. , awthe fnunel di stinctly. Italtemately lengtlleoed and 
contra ·ted, ro ·e aud f< ll. Whf'n it contracted, it ltppea.red as if the narrow point next 
tb :trth wa. ·nt off, l avirg the lower end broarler. At times the upper eud appeared 
to reach the o\· ·rhanging cloml:, ancl at times ro he not. so high. Its shape wn. 
Aom thin~ like It was of a <l n.rk-hlne color when two hnt11ln•d ancl fifty yard 
di:tant. \Vh n three hundred yard· di:taut itHnbtelltlNl an :wgle ofabont 75 . 
Tlw angl nb tended by the top of it at that dist~ttH.:e was :thont 5:> .... . It had a 
zigzag motion. Half an hour previous to h • torn arlo, there waH inc(~. aut ligllt-
ning in th northwf' t. Hc~ard no thuncl ·r. Th re was 110 lightninrY in the tornado. 
A little rain and hail fHl jo ·t b fore the tornatlo, atHl a. m:trt rain- · h~wcr ah ut twen-
ty minute· after it. H:we h arcl that to the northward tht~re was :t terrific ·torm of 
rair~ ancl hail :tceompaui cl with thnnfler ttlld lig!ttning. Th• witul wa sonth gpn•rally 
dunng b clay. . tb t ruaclo, pproa.checl, the witHl chanrrecl to a little ·ast of :outb . 
w tlu: rlark fnnn 1. trike the rrround on my farm. aw it whirling contrary to tb 
bonfl of a wnt h. 
' hi witne ~. wa .tation d ahont tw nty-fiv v:trds onth of tb~ funnel wh u n ar t 
to it. The: ft·n · • w ·r gen rally thrown 'towaril the cent •r on either .·id ; but where 
he lark clollfl t ucb d they were carried away for a pace ixty yanlt; wid . W baY c 
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here the first evidence of the dark cloud touching the earth in perfect funnel -form. But 
its touch is yet only temporary; like a child learning to walk, its footsteps are ;yet 
uncertain. It proceeds with a wavy, zigzag, circular-pendulum motion. By and by its 
tread will make the earth tremble. 
The storm traversed Jones's farm, throwing clown fences, until it strnck the Wolfden 
school-house, which lay near its center. The school was iu session when the tornado 
strnck it. · 
Richard Weller, teacher, testified that thifl occurred at 2.15 p.m. precisely. This 
time is valuable, and I have adopted it as one of the data for calculat,ing the velocity 
of the storm. The school-house was moved with the children and teacher in it to the 
east, the north end 30 feet, the south encl 20 feet. It was not overturned. The win-
dows, roof, &c., were much !lamaged, but there were no evidences of explosive 
forces. The weight of the building was given by Mr. Williams as probably thirty 
thousand pounds. The surface exposed was 360 square feet, besides the slanting roof. 
The slant of the roof was a bunt 45°. The foundation was stone. It became very clark 
as the tornado struck. After le~Lving the school-house, wh ich is situated in a slight 
ravine-like depression, the fury of the tornado abated somewhat. Hence, although it 
was nojarly central over the hamlet of Hayesville, the frail houses were scarcely 
touched. 
S. U. Alford, who lives a quarter of a mile south of Hayesville, saw the tornado-clond 
swinging round in a circle like a flock of birrls, and every now and again making a dip 
to the ground and darting up again a.s high as the top of a tree. Its color was very 
clark, inclining to green. The wind, which wus sonth before the tornado·, changed to 
11orth after it. A little hail fell afl the toruado passed. 
John Stephenson, Hayesville, a little south of the center, testified: Saw no lightning; 
l1eard no thunder; considerable rain a bon t a half an honr a-fter the wind. 
G. G. Konkricht, postmaster, Ha.yP.sville, testified: Tornado passed about 2 p. m.; 
dearly perceived the clouds whirling contrary to the hands of a watch as the storm 
approached; saw lightning to no rth\Yt~st, and north of the tornado-cloud; heard no 
thunder. 
J. W. Hayes, Hayesville, testified: Watched it for a half an hour previous to its 
arrival; saw two clouds, one in the southwest, and oue in the northwest, which rushed 
together and appeared t.o create a whirl; saw the clonds whhling. 
H. C. Di ckey, who was at Hayesville, saw a cloucl rush north,· and then strike south 
with amazjng rapidity; these were under-clouds ; tlle w bole northe rn heavens were 
covered with clouds; saw the funnel; it was of a dark green color and rnised and 
lowert~cl itself at t,he bottom ; saw no lightnings ; heard no thunder. 
A. N. Bncher, one mile east of Ha;yesville, and about ten rods sout~h of the tornado: 
Saw a funn el-shape, large at top, small at bottom, of a clark green color. It looked 
like a kettle of sonp boiling over. The funnel ended in a large cloud, \Yhich did not 
extend much south of the zenith. The llottom of the funnel kept bulging up and 
down. Wiud was from the south prev iously_ It changed to the north west as it passed 
and it grew cooler. At this place only a few fences were thrown down. 
W. H. Hawkins, .Jordan farm, section 24, Lancaster Township, half a mile north of the 
storm, anclnot far from widow Jacob's hou se, which was destroyed. Testimony: There 
appeared at first to be two storms coming upOLone from the west and the other from 
the northwest. A little rain and hail fell before the tornado, and rain in considerable 
amount after it. 
The storm up to this point had been traYeling east-northeast. Since leaving South 
Bknnk River, it had been traversing a. rolling prairie, with numerous slougl1s, as they are 
called, but nothing like a 'Ya,ter-eourRe. A little to the east of the last witness it struck 
Troublesome Creek, the banks of which are well wooded. No sooner did it do so than 
it increased greatly in power, changed its path temporarily to clue east, and developed 
the phenomena of two or more fnuu els or branches of a funnel. Down in the hollow, 
an;wng the treers, stood the bouse of witlow Jacobs. It was completely demolished, but 
without signs of explosion. The storm-traces were already in great part obliterated, 
and a new house rebuiH. The path of destruction was two hundred yards wide at 
this point, and the general aspect. of the fallen trees within this limit presented all the 
appearances of a complete cyclone revolving contrary to the hands of a watch, 
alth?ngb nothing particnlarly worthy of notice presented itself. Abont a qua.rt.er of 
a Imle from the main track to the sont1J, a. swatl1 about fifty yanls wide was cnt 
tbr~mgll the fenceR by a sontbwest wind. This swath appeared to cnrve townrcl the 
tnalD storm-p;tt h, bnt it was not possible to follcnv it until it reached it, hecanse of the 
sparsenNlH of the fences, and becanse there had everywhere on that s ide of the storm 
been a strong sontlnvest wind, and this swath \vas merely exceptionally stroug. 
The storm-center next travct"ed the Gro nt farni, now occnpiecl hy Sarnnel Brunt, 
and passed ahout one hnndrecl yards to the north of tbe village of L:;tucaster. Here 
its operations beca.rne more interest.ing. 
a.muel Brnnt testified: Heard it roaring- n long time llefore it anive1l · ::ts it ap-
proached ·aw two funnels distinctly; their snlllmits were lost iu the ov~rhanging 
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mass of dark cloud. Saw funnel on the south side, which was the smaller, swing 
around in a half circle and join the larger one. The funnel had a pendulum motion. 
When it struck the ground it seemed to smoke, the smoke surging up like spray upon 
a wave-beaten rock. The wind felt cold as it passed. Saw lightning during tornado. 
The breadth of the dark apex of the main tornado when it touched the ground ap-
peared to be about 100 feet. There the wheat was mown as with a scythe. 
The breadth of the patll of the storm of sufficient power to throw down fences was 
here two hundred yards. The fences on the north side were blown south, those on the 
south side north, while along the center everythiug was carried east with the storm. 
An apple-tree, 7 inches in diamPter, which had stood on the north side of the center, 
was carried first fourteen yards south, with a lit,tle westing, then round in a rep·uhtr 
curve twenty-four yards toward due east, and then clue east for seventy yards. A 
beam 2 inches by 4 inches by 1-t feet, and weighing twenty-five pounds, was driven 
into the ground 3 feet 9 inches at an angle of 35°, after having been carried thirty-five 
yards from the barn-roof. The following is a sketch of the path of the apple-tree; it 
stood at a and was carried to b: 
J. B. Jacobs, Lancaster Vil-
lage, witness: Saw distinctly 
two whirls, the north one being 
the largest. 
William Davis, Lancaster 
Village, witness: Watched it 
---Vv-· '-----'c-----------::-----J~ for perhaps an hour previous ------=~ b - _- to :its arrival. Heard it for half 
an hour. Saw funnel when 
half a mile distant. The sum-
mit of it wfls lost in very dense clo!Hls. It was funnel-shaped. The elevation of its 
::;ummit was about li>0 • It appeared to be abont as high as the summit was broad. 
The top was t.wice or thrice as broad as the base. The clouds above it did not appear 
to whirl. Saw lightniug dnring the tornado and heard thnnder above the roar of the 
tornado. Previously the wind blew from the southe~tst strongly. After it passed, it 
blew from the northwest. Sa.w boards whirling round in the funnel. 
Mr. Beall, witness: ·was ou north side of storm, half a mile from its edge. It ap-
peared like a fnnnel, and perfectly black. Saw rails whirling in it. The upper cloud 
into which the funnel went did not whirl. It subtendecl an ~tngle of 55°. 
s 
Fred. Tollman, Lanca ter Village, testified: Was within the edge of the tornado. 
Was whirlerl like a top for fifty yards and lodged against a fence. Observed it for 
more than fifteen minutes before it came. Saw trees twisting in the grove half a mile 
di taut. a\v the funnel whirling contrary to the sun. Its summit was lost in over-
hanging cloud. Thinks the upper cloud wa!:l also whirling. Saw only one funnel. 
Saw lightning :fla h up and down the funnel. Saw a tree thrown out from the top of 
the funnel about one foot in diameter. Top of fnunel 60° high when seventy yards off. 
There were two funnel. with the small ends together, thus, the upper one being the 
largest: 
The above tleseription aU re-
fers to the lower one. It hailed 
before the tornado about a 
large a hen's eggs. 
Au tin Jacob, ahout half a 
mile north of the edge offthe 
tornado. Te timony: Saw two 
funnels seperimpo eel, with th 
small ends together. The up-
per funnel wa much the dark r 
:wrllarger. 
L. W. Low, Lanca t r Vil-
lage : Mr. Low's bon stood 
sonth of the principal portion 
of the village, and n ar the c n-
ter of the tornado. T timon.r: 
Wa in the hon e wb n the 
tomad cam . Tb ·onthw t 
orn r was lifted off h ground. 
Th :floor was th en clriv n in 
toward tb roof and h bon 
. . , . wrnt to pie· . . \.Ya. · v r ly 
lll.Jlll' ' !l. \a w•t aud ·oHrPrl w1th mnd. I•tl \ ' l'ry coltl. Felt; wnrm soon aft r\V'arcl. 
tuul rl with a ht·;wy mi. t .• ·a \' uuly on funnel. 'a,w li,lltning u 
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J. C. J acobs, Lancaster Village : Witness was one hundred yards south of the edge. 
Shape was like a funnel, point up. . . 
This completes the evidence for the village of Lancaster. ~t IS some.what d1~cordant, 
or, rather, various. Som.e saw only. one funnel; some tv:o funne~~· s1c~e by .sid~; and 
others two funnels supenmposed, with the small ends tog~ther. 'I he chsc.repanCJes are, 
however, easily accounted for. As the cloud approached, It grew v.ery dark .. The tor-
nado doubtless changed its form rapidly. The observers took a glmq~se at It a~~ ran 
to attend to their houses; or, as in the case of Follman, had to watch It und~r difficul-
ties. Those who saw two funnels appear to have seen through the center of what ap-
peared to those at a · greater d~sta:nce as only ope funnel. w~th the larger end down. 
The evidence afforded by the rums m the path 01 the storm gtves no support whateyer 
to the belief that there were two distinct whirlwinds. The two dark clouds touchmg 
the O'ronnd worked to<Yether in the strictest harmony in producing such effects as 
would be produced by o~1e tornado whirling contrary to the l~ands of :;t watch. But, as 
already instanced, streaks of wind of unusual power curv~d m half circles tow.ard ~he 
center at certain places. One of ~hose strea~~s pa.ssed m a northeasterly duectwn 
through the town of Lancaster, while the mam whul waR one hnnd.recl ~'ards to t~1e 
north of it. This streak was at first only a few yards broad, but rapidly mcreased m 
width as it proceeded. It first unroofed a frail stable, without injuring the house be-
side it. It then increased in force throwiuO' down four or five houses, and unroofing 
as many more. The following sho~s the position of the houses and the directions in 
which they were blown: 
N 
aiRuNT.S BAAN ROAD 
fl\ 
II ROAD 
The long arrow denotes the main track; the curved arrow the streak mentioned; 
the short arrows show the direction of the destructive wind which threw clown the 
various buildings. Between the building a and the main storm-path there is a space 
of fifty yards comparatiYely uninjured. The sketch does not pretend to be strictl.v 
accurate as to distances, but to give the relative positions of the honses. 
Leaving Lancaster, the whirlwind traveled down the declivity toward North Skunk 
Ri.-er in ~t direction somewhat east of northeast. It leYeled the fences in its path, in 
the way already described, and never varied from its commencernent to its end. The ~ouse of widow Dogget, situated about a quarter of a mile south of the river, stands a 
little to the northwest of the st.orm-center, at the commencement of the level bottom-
lands. Here two deep ravines, one from the south and one from the cast, meet. In 
these ravines the storm developed enormous power, smashing up the timber terribly. 
The roofs of the bouse and barn were carried south and somewhat west. The treeE: on 
the north side of the center were thrown down toward the center, some pointing south-
west and south, but the majority southeast. On the south siue of the center they la;r 
pointing northeast, north, and northwest. An oak-tree, 12 feet in circumference at the 
base, was broken across 12 feet from the ground . At the bottom of t he narrow, steep 
ravine, running east and west, trees were lying just as they fell, some pointing e~st 
and some west. 
Mr . Wimar testified: That difficulty was experienced in preventing the wind from 
bursting in the door and windows; that it felt cool as the storm wa.s passing; that a 
few hail as large as hens' eggs fell before the hurricane, and a g reat deal of rain 
afterwanl; and that the point of the lightning-rod upon the barn was part.ially 
melted by a fla h of lightning. 
One-quarter mile beyond Mrs. Dogget's house the tornado reachec1 North Skunk 
River, which it then followed for over two miles in a southeasterly direction nritil it 
came to t he southerly bend of the river, opposite Kohlha.us's saw-mill, when it sncl-
clenly turnecl to the northeast. The bottom-lands on both sicles of the river are h<Jre 
coYer d with tall timber, aud tbrongh this timber the storm tore its wav with resist-
le s fury. All tree. within a breadth of ahont one hundred :vards were either over-
turned or broken off and barked. The bu,rking was evitlently the result of three 
thing : 
1. Many of the trees harked bad been bent, so a~ to loosen the fibers of the wood. 
, 'uch 1J ncling wonlc1 infallibly loosen and perhaps break the bark. 
2. 'I he a.ir wa thick with missile, which not only broke the bark, but sometilllcs 
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penetrated the wood. I have seen a corn-stump less than two inches in length sticking 
in the bark of a large tree which it had penetrated. 
3. The peeling-off of such loosened and broken bark would be a light task for such a 
tremendous blast. There was not the slightest evidence of electric action or of vapor 
explosion. 
Broken trees had the bark torn off, both up and down, from the point of breakage. 
Trees half-broken aud bent to the ground were similarly stripped. · 
At the place of rupture, the trees generally presented that broom appeara.nce, in 
which the supporters of the theory that electricity is the principal agent in the 
production of tornadoes have seen conclnsive evidence of its truth. It will after-
ward Le shown, when this phenomena becomes more .common than could be expected 
on the soft soil bordering North Skunk Ri\'er, where trees were more easily uprooted 
than broken, that this broom appearance is due to tbe excessive Lending and straining 
of the fibers of the wood, and their rupture, in succession, from the exterior imvard. 
The river, Leing impassable, rendered the examiuation of the general position 
of the fa.llen. trees more difficult. Everything, however, corroborated the evi-
dence already so abundantly adduced, that the tornado was a whirlwind of 
powerful centripetal tendency, circliug contrarw to the hands of a watch. The fol-
lowing arrangement of fallen trees was selected as being typical. It was found on the 
uorth side of the river, near the eenter of the tornado. 
:ro. 1 is a tree 3 feet in diameter, but mucl.1 decayecl, blow11 down from the east-
. onthea. t . No.2 is a tree one-half foot in diameter, blown 1lown from sonth-sontheast . 
... To . 3 is a tree 2 feet b diameter, blown down from the west. No. 3 lies above No. 2, 
am1 o. 2 above No.1. It occurredjust wherethe storm lefttheriver. . 
That the force of the storm was enormously incrca. eel immeuiately after reachmg 
r orth, knnk River is prov f1 by the greatly extended wirltl.J of its path. At A. Dog-
gets and J . . :Moores houses, three-f)narters of a milo di tant from the storm-cen_ter, 
th ont-hnilcling. w r damaged and tho fence thrown clown by a southerly wmd. 
Mr. og~ret t tifi cl that the tornado appear c1 somewhat like two fnnoels with the 
mall r nd. tog th r, and that when apparently three and a half mil s distant, the 
column . ubt ,ndecl an angle of abont 25o. The house of these gentlemen arc ituated 
on th , ummit of th Llnffsfacing tbe ri.v r, which are perbap. 200 fe thigh. . 
Tb bon.· of Jo. eph sb, situated on the face of the hluff, and di ·taut from th~ nv.er 
abont half a mile, was blown to the sonth-sonthwe t. Large tree w r at thts d1 -
tance blown l wn in tbe ravine. rnnuing to the river. Mr. A h testifi d that th~ 
winclla ·ted a few minnt , an<L that it chatw•cl to tho northw . t after tho pas ao-e of 
tlw t mado. littl bail fell b •for tho storm, and a small shower of rain after it. aw 
lightning and b ard thunder. It grew cool as thr :torrn pa eel. 
~Iatthia ; ogler. bon , ·tand on the ·nmmit f the bluff, one mile di ·taut from 
the riv~r. n north of tbi. farm wa the . aw-mill of .Jo eph Koblhan., wb •re tb 
tMnai1o tnrn d to tb northea.t. lr. Gengler te tificd thM it pre:rnted the appe~r­
an of a ·olnmn ri ·ing from tho river to tb clouds. It width at the t p wa~ twtc 
a !n·at a. a th bo t m. It wa. perf ctly ronnd and peqwnclicular. It roovecL teacl-
ily alone• withoutjnmping up and down and from ide to ide. The angle of leva.Llou 
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was 550 when opposite. The wind blew very strongly. Mrs. Gengler said that the 
bottom was the blackest, and that the top looked like clear, solid water. She could 
see it spin around and upward like a screw, contrary to the hands of a watch. 
Matthias Hotel's house is a quarter of a mile east of Gengler's, and at the same dis-
tance from the river. He testified that it appeared to him like a big tower. Some-
times it was wider at the top than the bottom, and sometimes at the bottom than the 
top. All afternoon previous to the storm it was very dark in the north. As the tor-
nado approached, the wind grew very high from the south, . endangering the build-
ings. The height of the summit, when nearest, was 55c or 60°. Saw something 
like prairie-chickens whirling in the air; believe now they ·Were sheep. Do not know 
whether any one bas lost sheep. 
The Black Hawk mills are situated about one and a half miles farther down the 
river than the point where the tornado left it. · 
Eli Walker, proprietor, testified that be heard a roaring for perhaps an hour previ-
ous to the arrival of the tornado. Saw it approaching a.pparently in a straight line 
for witness. It seemed to move slowly, and was perfectly steady, without any oscillat-
ing motion. Could not in the column itself recognize a whirling motion, but the 
light ·clouds around the summit of it were whirling. The top of the column had an 
elevation of about 30° when nearest. Saw it suddenly bend to the northeast at 
Kohlhaus's. Before the tornado approached the northern" sky was black with clouds, 
which extended eastward. The south was generally clear. A hail stone or two fell 
as the tornado came up, and a light sho~·er of rain afterward. Saw no lightning. 
Heard thunder previous to the tornado. While the whirlwind was on the river, the 
water ceased to flow over the dam, although tho river at the time was high. 
E. Stout was at Black Hawk mills. He testified: Saw it distinctly in funnel shape. 
Could see it as far as Lancaster from the summit of the mill-buildings. The top of it 
appeared, when one and a half mile distant, to be 15° in height. Saw two funnels 
come together and form one. The smaller one came from the south and joined the oth-
er. The top of the funnel looked like a solid body of water. Saw: flashes of lightning 
from top of funnel, apparently northward. The small end of the funnel was up, bnt 
there was not much difference in size. The clouds above the funnel appeared to be 
whirling and approaching tho center. The funnel which came from the south was of 
a lighter color than the other. Tile wind changed as the tornado advanced, and blew 
strongly toward it. The clouds above the narrow top of the funnel appeared to whirl 
in funnel form, with the wide end upward. . 
The following represents the apparent direction of motion of the two funnels as they 
approached eacll otller: 
Henry Lundy was at Black Hawk mills. He testified that 
N he saw it whirling contrary to the hands of a watch. Thought 
7 lle could see t.he top of it, and that it did not reach the clonds. Matthias Bevens was one mile soutlnvest of the storm. He testified that tlte column resembled very black coal-smoke, aud w E went right from the ground to the clouds. It whirlerl with great rapidity contrary to the hands of a watch, rising at the same time like the spirals of a revolving screw. The top of it 5 was about three times the size of the base. Little dark clouds appeared to fly out and around the dark column. When one 
mile distant, it subtended an a11gle of :30° . Saw no lightning; heard no thunder. 
The bouse and steam saw-mill of J osepll Kohlhaus stood directly in the path of the 
meteor, at the distance of a q narter of a mile from the river, on the north side. 
Mr. Kohlhaus testified as follows: The tornado appeared to stand still for several 
moments at the be,n d of the river, and then aU at once bounded forward to the house. 
While standing still, it seemed to shoot or grasp out first on the one side alid then on 
the other, as if oischarges of artillery were taking place on these sides. The roaring 
was terrific. It resembled the sounds of machinery magnified a million times. It was 
a combined woo-oo-oo and wbirr-r-r·r. Watched the column as it approached. It was 
funnel-shaped, but changed its appearance. It twisted around and up like a screw. 
Could not recognize bodies in the cola111n; it was too black, and when the .funnel 
came near it l:fl'ew as dark as midnight. All the clouds were verr low. They did not 
allr·evolve. :::;aw lightning before the storm. 
The building stood upon the summit of a risiug ground, about thirty feet high. Be-
tween it and tbe river is a half pool, balf marsh. . It was completely emptied of wa-
ter. The breadth of the path of wboles::tle destruction was, upon the f:lummit of the 
hill, two hundrc 1 and seventy yards. The bouse stood one hundred yards from the 
eastern and one hundred and seveuty yards from the western extremity of this path. 
The timbers and contents of this house were carried in a half-circle first to the north-
west, then to the we t, then southwest, then south, and :finally to the northeast, the 
heavier articles being generally sifted. out first, thus marking the way the ruins went. 
On the ea ·tern edge of the path 'vas an orchard, and on the western a wood: The 
trees in the orchard were blown down from the southeast and south; the trees in the 
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·wood from the north and northwest. Portions of the clothing from the house and 
shingles from the roof lay among the trees in the wood, or st.uck among the branches. 
There were no signs of explosion, the doors and windows having been blown in. The 
inmates were all more or less ininred. The width over which fences were blown down 
was here a bon t three-quarters of a mile. An iron plow, weighing two hundred pounds, 
was carried forty yards. The sheet-iron chimney was carried two miles to the north-
east. Au iron sa.usage-machine, six inches by eight, and weighing fifteen pounds, was 
blown away. Part of it was tound twelve hundred yards distant. The wheels of 
wagons were smashed, and the tires twisted. 
[The cut ou p<1ge 1055 is a represen-tation of the effects of the whirlwind at this 
place.] 
After leaving the mill, the storm ascended a bill some 200 feet in height, leveling the 
fences, but with evidently diminished violence. 
Peter Randolph, about t'wo hundred yards distant from its northern edge, distinctly 
saw it whirling contrary to the hands of a watch. Lightning struclt a tree on the 
fa,rm about half m1 hour before the tornado. This tree I saw mvself. There was a 
light sho,Yer of rain after the tornado. • 
John Wehr said it looked like the cylinder of a threshing-machine, and spun around 
like a screw. 
Passing over the' top of the bill in a northeast direction, lt struck Rock Creek, which 
here rum; south, with a little easting. Immediately alt.eringHs course, it went straight 
up 1 he creek for abont half a mile, developing prodigious power. The large trees which 
lined the banks were torn and peeled anu overthrown in promiscuous ruin. At a point 
w he1 e there is a small circular island, and a considerable amount of stagnant water 
around, tbe storm would appear to ha.ve stood still for a moment. The following shows 
the position of the fallen trees at this point: 
. I , / There were no trees on the island itself. There was no 
f 'f /IV ~ evidence whatsoever that the barking of the trees had N '\ been effected by electrical action or sudden evaporation. Everything tended to prove that the bark had been ~ loosened and broken by the excessive bending of the · t trees and by flying missiles. One of the steers killed at this W E creek bad :tn oak rail driven completely through its ~ shoulders. ft!\ On reaching a slough which enters Rock Creek from S 1',1. the northeastthetornadofollowed it. Beside this slough ~ alld close to the creek was a small grove of young trees -;!/ belonging to John Stein. This grove was completely car-~/' riedaway, nothing remaining, exceptafewbarklesstwigs. 
At no poiu tin it course did the storm develop greater energy than at this grove. Gen-
erall y young saplings, over w hi ell tho center of the storm passed, were, although stripped 
of bark and twigs, left standing. Here the gronnd \Yas whipped as bare as though the 
grove had b en lashed with a whirlwind of fire. The tornado then passed between 
the bou o of William Goeldern aud John Stein, sweeping the fields, within tile narrow 
path of it greatest v iol ence, clean of grass, wheat, and corn-stumps, while the crround 
was torn an d furrowed bJ flyiug rails and trees. The rails and broken timber had 
h en gathered from the :fields; but John Stein assureu me that they lay thickest along 
tho center of the storm. Along the sides of the path of greatest violence, many rails 
were driven deeply into the oil, end foremo t. 
While the maiu whirlwind thus pursued the path de cribed, there were mailer off-
hoot. or arms which played ha,·oc on its southea t side. ncb an arm cut a wath 
about twelYe yards wide through child's orchard from ·outhwe t to northeast, the 
swath widcuin...,. a it went. It was not possible to trace it until it reached the main 
:t?rm for rea ·ons similar to tbo:e already giYen. It . eetns probable, however, that it 
J Jill ·cl1.t at the little i la.ud :thove mentioned, where the storm appear to have mo-
llu•ntartly ·tooll . till. The relative positions favor uch a surmise. This trcak of 
~~ rong ontb w ·st wiud wa a fluarter of a mile distant from the center of the main 
tornado. 
A iu11lar treak l·vel d the fi nee clo e to the hou e of John Stein for a width of 
fiftv y~rcls. ":llile u ·arer ~he main tornado uc fence remained standing. Tbi . tr ak, 
I nrnn: .. JOin 1 tb mam torm at the grove abov mentioned. A imilar arm tore 
~lown tlw 11 w .ha;rn f F. A. Latz, about a qnart r of a mile farther on, without injnr-
11!"' ~ ahr hmldmg. c1o. be ide it. The path of thi tr ak i aid to have be u v ry 
eli tmc· among tb f(>nce: until it join d th whirlwind near the bon ·e of Peter :Mar b. 
1 hP. fc~nc·c· ,,. •re> how \'c·r. already re tor d. 
. ;eor '· • 'tarr, tbr ··-quart r of a mile. outh •a:t of tho tornado, witne : About 1 p.m. 
Jt coinllJ •IJC·Nl to thun~ r ~ncl li rbtniug in the nortll\rest. Tb torm advanced along 
tlw Juutlu:r.n ),~., arul 1t l•ght ·n cl terribly tb re pr viou ly to the nrrival of tbe Lor-
JJa o. · A hi" cloud ext •JJ l •cl from outhwe · to northea t. It clear <lup iwm eli at •ly 
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after the tornado, both here and in the north. Lost eighteen head of cattle at Rock 
Creek. One was perforated by a rail. . 
.John Marsh's house stood a little to the northwest of the center of the storm. His 
testimony : v atcbed it as it came d irectly toward me. It deflected a little from sitlo 
to. ide, with a zigzag motion. It turned and twi ted like a screw in revolution. All 
tLe family were in the hous ·, the hou ·e ba.v ing uo cellar. I t became as dark as mid-
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night. The windows .~tncl doors were blown in, in spite of our resistance, and we knew 
no more ~mtil we.found ours~lves lying in the slough severely wounded. 
The destruction at this house was most complete. The bouse was carried forward 
from its foundations bodily; but as it was going down a declivity toward a slough, it 
failed to st)'.'ike the ground until it went to pieces. The heaviest timbers and the in-
habitants were deposited in a slough, about one hundred yards south-southwest of 
where the house stood. One child was killed instantly, and Mrs. Marsh has since died." 
'l'he fragments of the house were carried, as was easy to trace, first to the southwest, 
then in a curve to the south, the southeast, the east, and then along the center of the 
storm to the northeast, the heavier articles sifting out as they went. I found ears of 
corn two hundred yards to the southwest and south of the house, and a fragment of 
heavy wood four hundred yards to soutll-southwest. Two cows and thirteen hogs were 
in a yard a little nearer the center of the storm than the house. They were carried 
one hundred yards to the southeast, anJ. killed or fatally injured. A stone from the 
foundations of the house, weighing about one hundred pounds, was said to ha-ve been 
carried about one hundred yards south; but I could not :finJ. it. Sewing-machine, cul-
tivators, wagons, &c.,, were wholly carried ~tway, and left not a wreck behind. The 
t,imber was generally reduceJ. to the dimensions of fine fire-wood, and thickly strewn 
along the path of the storm to the northeast. The width over which fences were 




ketcb of the path of the ruins of Mar h's bouse. 
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inr1eterminate. On the west of the center the posts were leaning south, wit.b a l~tt;e 
eastin.g, and on the east of the storm-center they were leaning nort}l, witl;l a htt.e 
westing. 
The above is something like the disposition of the posts along the line of tlle fence. 
The leno·th of fence thrown down east of the center was .auout one-quarter greater 
tbau th~t thrown down on the west of it. 
The corn-Rtalks in a contiguous corn-
field were tbns disposed: Those on the 
southeast sitle of the center curvecl 
around from pointing nearly due north 
to nearly dne west. Those on the 
northwest side curved around from 
pointing nearly due south to nearly 
dne east. Along the center all pointed 
with the storm. · This shows the direc-
tion of the last wind, strong euough 
to alter the position of the stalks. W 
Matthias Linen, a qu,arter of a mile 
north west of the edge of the storm, 
testifiecl that it presented t,lJe appear-
ance of a great column, reaching from 
the ground to the clouds, and whirling 
contrary to the sun. It seemed to re-
main almost still at some places, and 
then would dart forward. Hail four 
inches in dhtmeter fell as the storm 




Paul Ritter, Clear Creek Township, section 9, testified that the tornado looked like 
a big tree, only it was five times greater at the top than the bottom. It turned like a 
wheel in a mill. Its direction of evolution was against the hands of a watch. At the 
qistance of a mile, its top, when it entered the cloud, made an angle of about 60° . Hail 
as large'as pigeon's eggs fell !Jefore the storm, and it raineu very bard after it. Saw 
lightning in t.he wost previoonsl.v. 
Mr. Ritter's house stands abont seventy yards to the northwHst of the storm-center. 
Its path is here a!Jout two htuulrcd ya.rds wirle. The arrangement of stalks in a corn-
field was the same as that a! ready gi veu. 'rl1e roof of the house was carried south. A 
stnrnp-cutter, whicl.l was standing !Jy the house, was carried-the iron portion fift.y 
ya.rrls south, the wooden poniou half a mile to east-southeaRt. Wheels which carne 
within the reach of the storm were dashed to pieces, and the tires twisted into all sorts 
of shapes. An oak tree, 3 inches in diameter, and which stood exactly in the storm-
center, was split by a fragm ent of a board one inch thick. The !Joard was originally 
proba!Jly 6 inches broad and 8 feet long. Of the two small fragments remaining iu the 
tree, the longer was only 17 inches in length. The board was driven iuto the tree 
from the southwest. The path of extre~ne violence, about fifty yards wide, was 
strongly marked in the grove of young oaks. They looked as if they llad first been 
la hed again t a pile of tones aud then trailed in the mud. Portions of bark were 
struck off and the smaller branches shattered and peeled. This grove stands upon the 
edge of a steep declivity about 100 feet in height, at the bottom of which rlows Clear 
Creek. Here il:! a circular llollow nearly enclosed by high bluffs, and within it tlle 
storm raged witll demoniac fury, smaslling trees of 4 feet in diameter to pieces. 
The following instance was found on the opposite declivity, up which the storm 
raved with nndirnini h uower: 
The tree tood at A originally. Its root was partly demtyed, and it must have falleu 
with the fir t strong gu t. The path which it traveled was cut out in the grass by 
it ront. Tbi path wa forty-seven yards in length aud was nearly circular. It :first 
mov d to th~ n~rthwe t and then r?nnd in a curve, until it lay pointing to the 
north ast, w1th 1t top almo t touchmg the spot where Hs root had form erly ueen. 
The tr e stoocl to the north west of the storm-center, and was two feet in diameter. 
67w 
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Crossing the summit of the rising ground, which was thoroughly plowed up, the 
storm traver~ed a wooded ravine, where for a w idth of :fifty yards it deprived the 
young. trees of their twigs and of much 
N of their bark, besides throwing down 
the full-grown. 
Nick. Engledinger, section 10, Clear 
Creek Township. His house stood 
about one hnndred yards from the 
southeast edge of the tornado. From 
any indications which the remains 
·presented, the timbers must have :first 
been carried north. Two persons were 
W E killed-one of them being torn to 
pieces. A bog weighing four hundred 
pounds was carried one mile and a 
quarter in the line of the -storm. 
The house of Jacob Koerth stood 
:fifty yards within the northwest edge 
of the storm. The timbers went south. 
The people tried to prevent the wind 
from blowing in the doors and win-
S dows, and could not. The wind en-
tered and blew the boi1se asunder, 
l eaving the floor in its proper position. RoO's weighing three hundred ponll(ls were 
carried to the northeast across a ravine and deposited three hundred .yards away. A 
horse, a cow, and a bull were sin•ilarly carried two hundred yards. Sheep were carried 
four hundred yards. In addition t,o the accidents in separable from such an aerial voj·-
age, the bodies of the animals were driven full of pieces of wood. On this account, 
the bodies of all animals which perished in the storm were burned. 
A horse-power machine, partly wood, but chiefly iron, and weighing two thousand 
four hundred pounds, was pushed or carried six yards. It was resting on the grounu, 
and was separate from all other objects. There were no marks upon it arising from 
violent collision with other bodies. It exposed a surface of about two square feet to 
the winu. It lay close to the ground. The master of this house was absent, and infor-
mation, owing to the inva-lid condition of the iumateA, was hard to obtain. 
The storm now turued somcwh:tt more to the northward, traversed several fields, 
demolishing the fences, uutil it struck the house of R. F . Campl>ell, Lafayette Town-
ship, on the borders of Clear Creek Township. The exact position of this and the two 
immediately preceding houses was difficult to determine upon the map, because of its 
very defective condition, and because their owners could not tell me what section they 
were iu. 
lr. Campl 11 t tifi cl: Tb, t pr viou to the tornado be ob crved veml current 
ahov • on·. uother among the loucl ·. Th, wind wa. from the RtHJthea t. Tb low t 
urr ·nt of ·lon<1 fr 111 tiJ outbw ' t the ne.·t from the north we t, and the highc. t 
f1;mn th. north ·a t. It. ommcncec1 hailing ahont fifte u minntc u fore th . tor111. 
'lhe hall m • 1u taucc ·, tllree iucbes iu dialllcter, and fell iu cou ·idera.ble 
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quantity. It was calm when the bail fell. The bail was ver~~ cold. When two were 
put together they imrnedi atel.v froze. The north was full of black -clouds previous to 
the tornado, in which the lightning flashed incessantly. Heard a dull, thundering 
noise in the northwest previous to the tornado as of falling hail. There appeared to 
be rain or hail falling on both sides of the vortex as it approached. . 
The preceding cut shows the appearance it presented at the distance of seventy yards. 
There appears to be two incipient funnels, one on each side: 
A post S feet in length and 4 inches in diameter, and driven into the soil 3t feet, was 
pulled out by the wind. It stood without attachment. • 
R. IT. impldns, Keota, 
lift f1 , bnt not HO lond. 
l· ], : 
The width of the storm here is one hundred and sixtv 
yards. The house stood within twenty yards of the 
northwest edge. It was tilted up on its corner bodily, 
inmates, floor and all, and deposited on its roof seven-
teen yards to the southwest of its former position, and 
then went to pieces. There was no indication of ex-
plosion. The accompanying is a plan of the effects of 
the Rtorm at this house: 
A is the house, which was carried in the direction of 
the arrow. B is a stable and C a haystack, both un-
touched. These were twenty yards from the house. 
D, E, and Fare portions of a itmce which were thrown 
down. D and E were thrown south, leaving the inter-
vening portions untouched. F was thrown north. G 
is the post already mentioned. · 
This was the last destruction in Keokuk County. 
The tornado ceased to touch the earth on Mr. Camp-
bell's farm. It drew itself up into the cloud from 
which it bad come clown. Hitherto it bad traversed a 
country full of deep and well-wooded ravines. Here 
it entered upon a flat, bare country, in fact a water-
shed. It continues much the same for the seven miles 
which the tornado here skipped. 
J. Yeats Brockway's farm, Lafayette Township, 
witness: Saw whirling in the clouds, after the toma-
clo lifted, contrary to the hands of a watch. Watched 
it for ten minutes at least afterward, and it continued 
to whirl. The whirling portion of the clouds did not 
appear to be wide. 
Mrs. Fobes, who resides about one mile northwest of 
the line of the tornado, witness: Saw the funnel. It 
seemed to stand still. Then it took a beud to the east. 
Then it grew so dark she could not see it. It grew 
lighter, and she could see it distinctly to the northeast 
of Campbell's house. It va11ished sudden])~, and she 
saw it whirling at a furious rate in the c1ouds contrary 
to the hands of a watch. Did not notice any more 
roaring after the tornado lifted. · 
H. Case: Resides abont one and a half miles from 
the line of tornado bad it continued. It rumbled a. 
long time before the tornado. The sky was clear in 
the southeast. Saw no lightning. Hail of.large size 
fell before the tornado approached. The center of the 
hail was shaped like a bird's egg, and pieces of transpar-
ent ice-like rock-candy-were stuck all around it. 
There was scarcely any rain afterward. The wind was 
blowing from the southwest at first and changed to 
the east as the storm came near. 
Katie McLoud, school-teacher, witness : The school is 
a little to the northwest of the line of the tornado had 
it continued. It must have been about 3 p. m. when 
~:~ the tornado was here. Distinctly saw the funnel whirl-
ing contrary to the h an ds of a watch. Watched it 
until I could not see it for heavy rain. It bad bailed 
about half an bonr previously. The wind, while it 
rained, came from the northeast, blowing nearly straight 
toward the storm. 
witnt: s: Tllinks the sound continued ~fter t,be tornado 
Jo ph 'harltou, Keota, witn<>s : Saw the funnel distinctly reaching from the ea.rt.h 
to the cloud~:~. The clouds were very low. caw the toruado disappear. It hau only 
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to rise a. little way when nothing, except the low cloud, was visible. The dense low 
clonds continued the same and the fuunel only disappeared. The southeru sky was 
clear. 
J. R. Turner, Keot·a, witness: There was a very heavy rain, mixed with enormous 
ba.il. One hailstone was 7! inches in circumference, after lying some time. 
T. D. Melvi ll e, Keota, witness: It commenced to bail abont twenty minntes before 
the tornado disappeared. Fnrt.ber to the north it commenced sooner. The low cloud 
allowed only a small portion · of the tornado to be seen. At three miles d 1stance t lle 
funnel onl .v Anbtenclecl an·angle of 15° . The rain came about t.wenty minn~es after the 
bail. Weighed a hailstone of fr.ur and a half ounces, measuring 3 inches in diameter. 
Itlightened a little. 
T. N. Smock, Keota, wit.ness: It hailed before the tornado dif;appeared. Saw some 
lightning in the direct.ion of the tornado. The direction of the wind, while the bail 
was falling, was from the northeast; but it was light. There was uot much wind with 
the rain afterward. · 
G W. Erwin, Keota, witness: Remembers that when the tornado lifted the sound 
ceased. 
W. R. Charlton, Keota, witness : Did not not not.ice the noise after the tornado 
lift.t'fl. Heard it long and loudly before. 
Robert H.eufrew, Keota., witneRs: The town was a.ll scattered with ortk-leaves as the 
tomado passed. The wind previously was southwest. It changed to east as the tor-
nado approachecl, and dnring the east win<l the oak-leaves fell . After the oak-leaves 
fell, the sound suddenly diminished. Saw an elm fence-board 8 feet by G illChes by 1 
inch, and weighing from fifteen to twenty ponnds, taken out of the g round. It was 
ddYen abont. 4 feet into th e soil at an angle of :tbont 45c . 
Dr. D. McFarlane, Keota., witness: vVas five miles on t.he southeast side of the line 
of t.he tornado had it continued. H eard in the west a roaring for perhaps tweuty miu-
utes prev ious to and after seeing a Amoky appearance. 
J. F. Wilson, postmaster, Keota, witness: About 3 p.m. was making up the mail. 
The storm was then coming up. 
The storm having ceased to act as a tornado upon the surface of the earth, I pro-
ceeded to Westchester, Washington Connty, wh ere it was reported to have struck. 
'l'bere can be no doubt, however, that a strong, t.hough uot a destrncthe wind, was 
felt over the intervening 'pace, and tbat it obeyed the usual law of cyclon es by blow-
ing in spirals toward the point over which clouds continued to wbirl lilce a great 
wheel. 
G. W. James, station agent, W e tnhester, wituoss: Saw the main clond whirling rap-
idly contrary to t.b e bands of a watub. Saw an arm come down and strike the plowed 
.field. Could hear roaring overhead. Tll e roaring was louder bcfl'l'e the storm arrjved 
t!Jen when it was here. A few large hail fell and a little rain. 
J. T. H.obert on, Westchester, wituess: The arm which came down carried up consid-
emule qnantities of mud and cornstalks. A few fences were hlown down aud a small 
wooden unilding clamagec1. There were only a few gusts. 'I'he revolving cloud was 
ONl~r a lit.tle way above tho t.ops of th e house . 
.Mr . Thomas Gavin, WestcheRter, witnes : The wind blew down the blacksm ith's 
hop in the rear of our hou se. Tlw bonse itself was tibaking. Hail fell as large as 
lwns eg r, . It grew quite clark wheu tlle house was struck. Everythiug was blown 
tow:ml the norLhea t. 
' . W. \Vil on Cedar Town ·hip, three-qnarters of a mile northwest of Calvin Craven's 
far111: liPanl roaring for more than au honr previon to the advent of t.ho torn~ttlo. 
Watched t}Je dond as it came :tlong. , a\' the tree-tops whirled by it.. It appPare<l to 
lJ ouly 10 f1• ' I ahove th ' tree-tops. Hail as lar«o as pigeous' eggs fell previous to tlle 
tornaclo and a great c1uautity of rain after it. 
T. B. 'ofl'111an, 'edar Towu ·bip, Rrctiou :l:~: (Th tornado pa ed ahont a qnart r of 
a mill' on th ea. t from wittws . . ) Heanl roaring like a h eavy t.rain of c·ars. <tWa 
whirling ·loud in hap of a fnunel. Hail not o lctrg-e a hens' CI!~S fell imme<ltately 
afr r tit ' toruaclo pa cd. 'I'lle top of tlle funnel wal:l about 40o high wb n it wa 
near t. 
R •v. J. P. offman, e t.ion 3, witne. : The tornado arrived 
about a p. m. Heard noi 'e for more than one honr previously. \Vb n it 
was bailing lJ ard th ound just a di liinct a before. Did not h ·<tr roarin<Y after 
the torm ym •. cl. Tb' wind befor the torm wa n arly due out b. Aft · r tb 
tonn and with tb rain, tb wind cam from tl1e north and nortln\"eHt. Hav 
]1·anwcl that two or br mil . to be north the rain wa trem •tHlons. Th •re 
wa ~ig'htning in tb northw pr viou · to th tornad . A it appr a ·lwd . aw li <rht, 
fo~t-ltk1 : ·loud. rn. bing with thE' rr ate t rapidity, from the nort!J. It form wa. n t 
o di tinc:t hefor a. after it pa:. Nl, wltPn it pr '.-en ted a cl ·c icled fnnnel appcaranc . 
It wa llf"ady ·lear in tlw .-onth. \Vhen th e fnnnel wa cli~tant about on utile it ap-
}H'HII·.'l to nht ·ncl an angle of ahont :2:) ... . The funuclmight have ~>ntPrPfl tlw clark, on·~­
hauglllg ·lou I , IJu it· pp ·arcd to b wholly iu vi w. Thcr, ~;eetll •d at ouc tint u tf 
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there had been a violent explosion in the revolving mass, as it was somewhat broken 
up. Hail larger than pigeons' eggs fell witll the south wind before the storm. 
The toruado passed over Mr. Coffman's house, blowing down fences abont a quarter 
ofa mile in width, and damaging buildings. It was all done b.v a sonthwest wind. 
Calvin Craven, Cedar Township, ser-tion 33, witness: Previous to the storm the wind 
blew briskly toward it from the east. The cloud, as it approached, extended from 
southwest, to northeast, covering the whole northern sky. Heard the roaring of the 
tornado, like several trains in motion, about thirt.v minutes previous. Saw white, 
foggy clouds dart;ing t,hrongh one auoth.er with frightful velocity as it came near. 
Above these whirling cloud11 was a dense black cloud. A few hail fell before the tor-
lHtdo, and a lit.tle rain after. Have heard that a most tremendous rain fell about one 
mile aud a half to the north. It was extremely warm before the storm. 
J. C. Brown, Jackson Township, witness: Was on the northeast of Calvin Craven's. 
Noticed the t.oroado first as it was tearing his fences, &c. At this time there was one 
whirl which reached the earth. It was not a jet black, but the color of coal-smoke. 
There was a big cloud directly over, but, although in commotion, it did not whirl. 
Went into a ditch to escape the hurricane. I then saw other two funnels, oue on the 
south side and the other on the north side of tlw main one. All three moved forward 
towarcl me; but the outside ones also moved toward the central one. In a short time 
thej' joined the central one, which then appeared to stand still, and whirl aronnd and 
around for a momeut. The side ones did not whirl. They were bent forward at their 
lower ends where they touched the gronnd. The middle one did not whirl. It moved 
dne east, and then northeast, and then due east again. The tops of all these were sev-
eral times wider than t,he lower portions. Saw no lightning. A little hail fell before 
and a little rain after. ·The wind blew from the southeast before a11d from .the north-
northwest after the tornado. 
Willialll Scranton, Cedar Township, section 27: Scranton's house stands on the north-
east edge of the storm. The roof of the barn was carried 150 feet due east. A tree in 
the orchard was blown toward east-northeast. The ceuter of the storm passed over the 
center of the farm. The fences on both sides of it were thrown down toward it. The 
width of the path here is half a J:Qile. The storm appeared to Mr. Scranton like two 
clouds coming together, one from the southwest and the other fror:1 the northwest. 
R. H. Craven, Cedar Township~ section 27, witness: A little bail fell before the tor-
nado, and a little rain a.ft,er it. The wind >vas north west when the rain was falling. 
It cleared up about half an honr after the rain. In two places on the road east of 
Scranton's honse ten to fifteen rods of feuce were blown down, leaving the interven-
ing fence standing. The te.nces on this farm were blown as usual. 
W. H. Burham, Cedar Township, witness: Was on the euge of Scranton's farm. 
Heard the storm a long time before it came. Saw it abont twenty minutes. The wind 
before t.he storm came from the south qnite strong. Then it grew ca.lm . Then there 
came a very bard wind right from the north . An iuteus':lly black cloud, apparently 
about 4 fe et wide at the bottom, and swelling out like a large ha.ystack, passed three 
bnndred yards to the sonth. The top of it, when it entered t.1.1e clouds, appeared to be 
ahont 45° high. It moved np and down, now striking the ground, and now passing 
over it. When it struck the gronud it tore up everything. Saw it whirling contrary 
to the sun. Hail as large as waluuts fell before the storm, anrl a hard ntiu-shower 
after it, and then it cleared up immediately. Heard there was a heavy rain two miies 
to the north, washing away culverts and bridges. It felt cool as the storm passed, but 
gt~ew very warm afterward. Saw rails flying out from Ghe summit. Au average rail 
weighs about forty pounds. ' · 
. Frank Brown, Cedar Township, section 26, witness: Distinctly saw the funn el revolv-
mg contrary to the hanfls of a watch. Its height at one and a half miles distance was 
ahout 15° . Its top was five times broader than the lower end. Saw it strike the 
ground n.fter it passed. Dark clouds appeared to strike the grounc1 and rebound like 
~pray. Sa\V onl~r one fun nel. The cloud extended from southwest to northeast, cover-
mg the whole northern sky. Ob:,Jerved sheet-lightning in the tornado several times. 
It grew slightly cold as the storm passed. When the tornado had passecl about one 
~nd ••. half miles it appeared to stand still, and a strong gale, wit·h rain, blew directly 
fror:n It, so that I tbougllt the storm was coming back. Almost everything 0,11 the farm 
winch wa blown down was blown toward the northeast. The breadth of path is a 
quarter of a mile. 
Mr. Bro~·.u's honse stands m? tbe southeast edge of the storm. 
J. . Pl11l1ps, edar Townsh1p, section 26, witness: Was holdino- the window lookino-
west to prevent it from being blown in , and noticed that it was"'3.15 p. m, Hail fel~ 
lwtwl'C~n a tea- ·up and a hen's egg in size. 
Mr. PhilipH's lwnso il'l one-ha.lf of a mile sontheast of the storm-center. 
\"\. ~V. Cook, Ce~lnr Township, section 25, witness: (llon"e four hundred yards south-
east o! th eflg ~f t.h ~ .srorm-patb..) About twenty minutes before the storm came up 
the wmd blew lmskly from tl.Je&outh. Whcu the toruado was passing it blew a stroug 
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gale from the southwest. 
blew from the WP.St. 
It rained after the tornado, and during the rain the wind 
The son of this witness was two miles to the southeast during the storm. Hail as 
large as pigeons' eggs fell there and a little rain. 
J. W. Plumber, Cedar Township, section 26: (House on southeast edge of the storm.) 
When the toruado was sever,1l miles off saw a mass of clouds come from the northwest 
and another from the southwest, and rush together. The angle betvl'een the southern 
limit of the southwest clouds and the northern limit of the northwest clouds, when 
several miles distant, was about 45°. 'rhe angle of elevation was about 35°. B.~sides 
these under clouds, there were overhanging masses of cloud. Saw the funnel-form 
distinctly after the storm passed. It appeared to be twice as broad at the top as the 
bottom. It looked like a screw turning contrary to the hands of a watch . When three-
quarters of a mile distant, it subtended an angle of 2il0 • Hail fell about half an hour 
before the storm, with a gentle east wind. When the storm bad approached within 
half a mile, the wind came so strongl.v from the south as to blow a man off his feet. 
It rained a little some few minutes after it passed, with a west wind. About twenty 
minutes after tl1e tornado, a light shower fell, accompanied with a northwest win<l of 
about twent.y-five miles per hour. Saw lightning in the northwest before the storm. 
John Maugblin, Cedar Township, section 25: The storm-center passed right over Mr. 
Maughliu's house He testified that he saw a complete funnel-form about two hun-
dred yards distant, and that it went up into an overhanging mass of cloud. The fun-
nel was perfectly opaque, and left a fog behind it so that nothing could be seen for sev-
eral moments after it passed. At the distance of two hundred yards, it appeared to 
be only 15o in height. Saw no lightning. 
The oqtbouses on this farm were badly damaged. The accompanying sket<fh shows 
the position of tbe ruins. The arrows 
point in the direction toward which 
the buildings were blown down. 
The fences were blown toward the 
storm-center. Those at the center 
were carried away. 
F=1 ""- Au<1rew McKee, Cec1n.r Township, 
~ JJ section 30, witne s: The time was 
3. 10 p. m., precisely. The clock, 
which bad just been cleaned and 
regulated, was thrown clown and 
stopped at 3.10 p.m. Previou to the 
tornado, the ligbtuing was warpi ug 
incessantly like a snake among the 
dark-blue clouds in the northwest. 
(Jbunks of ice about one inch in di-
ameter fell previons to the tornado, accompaniec1 b;v a light east wind. 
I, my elf, saw the clock above mention ed. It still pointed to3.10p. m. Mr. McKee's 
bott ~e stands fifty yards within the northwest limit of the storm-path. The buildings 
w re partly pu hed, partly blown down toward the south-southeast. The fe nces were 
blown to the ·ontbeast. A littl e empty bouse about forty yards to the ea twas blown 
to th sontheaHt and some of it was carried clear across the path of the storm. 
Th h rlge along the ea. t and we t roa<l are here filled full of debris, uch as corn-
tnmps, &c. u the soutbea t of the storm-center the clebriR is driven into t.he her1ge 
from the outh, and on th northwest side from 1,he nort.h, bnt there is a greater extent 
of lwdge with Mbl'is driven into it from th outh than from the north. The po ition 
of tb debris driven in from the uorth e ms frequently to have been suh, eqn ntly 
affc ·t •<l hy a w t wind. The hedg ·s rnnning north ancl south have debris driven into 
tb ·m on the north of the center from the east, ao<l on the south of the center from the 
we. t, but th xtcot of h rlrre with clebris driven into it from the west is greater than 
tba with deb1·if1 driv n into it from th • east. The hccl rres over which th storm pa . eel 
looke l a . if they bad lJ<'Pll whipped violently a"ainst' a wall, and tllen trailed in the 
mncl.. '!~hey we~ sma:lwd and partially barked, anrl ollletim •s carried away. T~i 
de 1·nptwu apph s to the bedg • · over wbi~ the whirlwind passed at any part of Its 
COlli" ·e. 
nl'orge il ·hri. t -Pdar Town. hip, section 29 (honse dirrctly m th c nter of 
the torm-track) witJH'. ~: When tLe torm truck the bou c Mr . 'i lcbri t, a 
hoy, and a .c~hilcl .were in front of the wt·."t door trying to reach the cave, the 
hoy :m.d ch1ld benw a . tep or two in advance. The boy and chi ld w re in ·tant-
1~· ·arned . veral roc!. to thf' w . t, while .Mrs. ilchrist wa thrn t hack into tb 
bon ·. T.h bon i?Jillecli. tely went b01lily, going a, little to th north of the hoy, 
' ·lw aw 1t ~o pn l.1ke the nulroacl, a: he expn•f'. eel it. It ill truck the ground 
fort~: ~·arll.- lr.om thPJr fornwr pn ·ition anll the bon ·e t\llllblt>cl over aucl went to pice , 
lc: nug tlH' Jnmatc• · cornparath·ely nnhnrt. · A.· it wt>ut to pi ces it. wa. trnek by a 
·" t ancl nnthw · t w11ul, th · fnrnitnr • heirw ·ani d far to the ea ·t and northoa t. 
It. !I"uw dark ~ ruiunigb when the torua.do truck. 
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William Caldwell, Cedar Township, section 2·9, witness: When the storm struck the 
house the inmates were in the kitchen, vyhich was a separate building. ·rhe wind 
blew so hard as to threaten to blow in the south door. Four strong men placed them-
Sketch of effect of storm at Gilchrist's house. 
selves against it. The hin<Yes and lock were partly broken. These four men barely 
held the door with their ut~ost strength until the house went in a body. The men 
found themselves, together with the other inmates, a few yards to the north, lying 
among deb1·is. The door was found a quarter of a mile away. It presenteu to the 
wind an area of 18 square feet. 
Mr. Caldwell's house stood on the southeast edge of the most violent vortex. It was 
first pushed 6 feet to the north west, plowing up the ground. :rhe resistance o~ the 
ground and of tree-roots here stopped it. It then turned up on 1ts edge, and was hfted 
over the tops of trees 20 feet high, without injuring them, and carried 100 feet to the 
northeast, falling entire, and going to pieces as it fell. The house stood with its end 
to the south. The area of this end was 280 square feet or thereabout. The area of the 
floor of the house was 480 sq nare feet or thereabout. The weight of the house could not 
have been less than twenty tons. The trees over which the house was carried are 
young, and were probably so bent as to allow the house to rise at an angle of 45°. 
A heifer, weighing seven hundred pounds, was carried away by the wind, and thrust 
head foremost into wet soil until her forequarters were buried. · 
R. M. Stevenson, Jackson Township, section 25, witness: The wind blew from the 
southeast as the storm came up, changing to north as it passed. The rain came with 
the north wind. Saw the funnel make two clips and touch the ground. The top of the 
tornado, when seven hundred yards distant, appeared at an angle of 35°. 
'l'he bouse of this witness stood a quarter of a mile southeast from the center of the 
storm. The outbuildings were somewhat damaged. 
T. P. Harhaugb, Cedar Township, section 13, about one mile from edge of storm, 
testified: That he saw it go straight forward without stopping. Saw it rising and 
falling. 
A. Booth, Cedar Township, half a mile northwest of storm: Saw it twenty or thirty 
rods uortheast of Frank Brown's. Saw it whirling against the sun. Tbe ,~dud came 
from the east before the storm and from tbe north west after it. 
R. Finney was on the northwest side of the center, about one mile distant. He tes-
tified: When it was directly opposite, it appeared to reach np to the clouds. It sub-
teuded in width an angle of about 350, In height it appe:ned to suht.eud a.u augle of 
ahout 40° . The bottom of the funnel was perfectly black. When it struck a bouse, could 
not s e the ~ouse. Thinks it. wa.s lighter a. little way up. Conld see a roof carried up 
and fly to p1eces. Ahout fifteen minutes before the storm it hailed a little, and it 
rained for ten or fifteen minutes after. The wind, when the bail was falling, wa"' frorn 
the nortlleast. · · 
~ohn Gordon, Cerlar Township, section 25, one-half mile southeast of the center; It 
ha1led a.bont half au honr previous, with a southeast wind. The wind wa.s from the 
west, a.~ tlle tornado wa opposite. No lightnin•r \vas ~:~een . 
Laun B. M<wck, t acher at Prairie Flower school, witness: Called in the children 
at 3 p. m. The tornado was opposite certainly not later than teu minutes afterwards. 
Thomas \Vater , Ja ·ksou Township, section 19, witness: Saw the tornado coming 
rolliug on th ground lik a way . \Vent to the cnve and called upon Mrs. Waters to 
ollow · he would not. tood m the mouth of the cave, wbich was eigbt yards south 
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from the bouse, and facing it, and saw the bouse blown away. It was st mrl\ frr.m ih 
southwest. First, a portion of the roof was blown off, then the house went bodily 
like lightning. When the bouse bad gone I came out of the cave and. was blown to 
the east-southeast. 
A_fi_f) 
..:r _p . 
TPees JiuJ?lecl 
/ 
Sketch of Mr. Waters's. house. 
Sill -=-
Mr. \Vate~s's house was 30 by 16 by 11 feet without the roof. It was carried, sill and 
a.ll , twPnty-four yards down a declivity withont being turned round or tilted over. 
When it struck the ground, it at :first merely shaved it with the foremost sill, gradu-
ally going deeper until the resistance became so great as to canse the house to turn 
oYe).', when it went to pieces. The grouud was plowed up about two feet at. the deep-
est point. The house had fallen t llree feet in traveling twenty-four yards. Its weight 
wa :.tt lea t ten tons. 
B tweeu the cave, which wa only about four :(eet above tlw surface, and the hom;e, 
bnt nearer th cave, stood a f:!DJall tree. Against it a spade was leani ng. l\fr. Water 
te tified that it was not blown down. Two yards east of the tree stood. a bucket con-
taining a. mall quantity of lime, and. weighing ten po~nd . It was not disturbed. To 
the onthwe. t of the cave the trees were con1paratively uninjured over a t.riaugular 
pace, wbile on ,itber side they exhibited signs of the greatest violence. An oak ill 
which bad evidently been carried witll the bon e until it ~:;trnck, and then h11rlf'\d clne 
ea ·t, was c1riv •n four feet into the oil at ~m augle of 45° . Hs dimenf:!ions are 16 feet by 
incbe uy ill ·ltes, ancl its stimatecl wei~bt three hundred pounds. It was found 
eigbte n yard a t of where the hou e struck. 
1lr. \Yat ·r waH carried with the hon ·o until itwent to pieces, and received injuries 
of which be di d. Tlw fragment of the house were carried far iu the line of the 
.·torm. 
Alt'xand r Gih. on had two bon. . , both ·itnated as nearly as pos ·ible in the c nt r 
of th , torm. 'I be fir. t hon e trnck was tak u away without tonchinlT tho ground 
a11cl w nt to pi ·c•·· in the a.ir. Th other l10use, in which were seven per. on , wal:l 
wung romHl on it. northwe tcorner, af! on a pivot, th ·ontb nd traveling 36 ~· t. aud 
·ntting np tlJ ground a it went. It then turned over and was demoli heel. nring 
thi. · jonru<'Y the floor wa. brok n np aucl three p r!;ons t •ll into the cellar. The hon . e 
;\a a larg · on . It atl'orcled no good ua. i for ·al ·nlation on account of th irr gnlal'ity 
fit. . luqw. A gnmar.'· wa pn.lwd <lu • a:t 14 fe t. It. clim m;ion ar 16 h 16 by 
fc ·t. It j • tron rly hnilt of ~en ·rally hard WOOll, a.oll clivi<led into COUI}t:lrtnu•nt.. It 
wa full of grain. The wc·igbt of the bnilclin, and grain wa given at 60,000 pound . . 
Th~ n • i tant«' t it. forward motion wa. v •ry gn~at, hec:a11 I' it wa :suiTOUtHl ·d with 
wet haw and rnbbi h of whi ·h it bacl pn b cl c1nite a pil • lwfor' it. It wa. rack<·cl 
hy the train wbicb hau b ·en pnt upon it. )li . ilt~s hau h ·en driv n throngh thrc«! 
hal(lwootl plank, in n ··e.·. ion of an inc:h thick. Th '.Y ·on.·is ted of ·m all pi ·e: f 
Wl~otl, hut h:ul_ h ·en r moYecl. plank 1(j f'< ·(•t long, 2 in ·h , thi ·k an ell foot wich• wa · 
llt l\'1'11 1 fi· ·t tnto th . oil, at an au~lc of 4;/'. A ·om-. h ·ll<·r, wei~hincr . L· lwulln•ll 
· ull fo1 t~· pound., wa. carried four hunur ·d yard aud d.· troyed. Tre · w r • l>arkcu, 
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bnt without any symptoms of electric action or of explosion. The general position of 
trees and ruins was entirely corroborat.ive of what has been already proved by ail 
overwhelming mass of evidence, viz, the rotation and direction of rota,tion of the 
storm. 
J . K. Marbourg, Jackson Township, section 17, ·witness: (House eighty yards·from 
storm-center, with an excellent view of Gibson's house.) Watched the storm a long 
time before it came. The west was first filled with clouds whic.h extended until they 
covered all the western and northem heavens reachiug a little beyond the zenith. 
The tornado first appmued as two clouds, one ~·rom the southwest a.nd the other 
from the west rushing to one point. Together they presented somewhat the appear-
auce of an anow, thus--
The whirl was seen forming when they met. Above them were dark, heavy clm~ds 
When the toruado came nearer it presented the appearance of one funnel, revolvmg 
contrary to tile hands of a watch, and drawing everything up, thus·-
When at Gibson's house, where I had the best view of it., and where it was one hundred 
and t":enty rods distant., it presented the appearance of two funnels uniting in one, at 
the be1gbt of 40 or 50 feet.. The bases of the two funnels were about 200 feet apart. 
They presented somewhat like the following appearance. The two funnels did not 
appear to revolve around each other. The first came to the east of Gibson 1s bouse, took 
h1s stable, and theu turned back to his house. The two then appeared to unite. Could 
not sec the ~wo ~fterwarc1. Tb~ tornado disappeared behind a buncling. It grew 
very dark. 1he funnels were of a dark blue. Everythiug in them was rising. The 
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timbers from Gibson's house flew up. Did not see clear sky through the open 
space between the two funnels, but a bright yellowish llne. The upper funnel extended 
to the clouds above. Hail, or rather chunks of ice, from a pigeon's to a hen's egg 
in size, fell before the tornado column came in sight. The wind then blew gently from 
the east. .After the tornado had destroyed the school-house, there came a violent gust 
of wind from the northwest, which considerably damaged my out-buildings. I had 
started to go to the school-bouse, and it carried me several yards before it. Immedi-
ately there fell a torrent of rain, with cold wind from the north. Was near where the 
sd10ol had been, but could not see anything. Suddenly saw the teacher and children, 
as if they bad sprung out of the earth. They were coming toward rue. They were 
shivering, They could give no account of what bad befallen them. Never saw such 
miserable-looking beings in my life. I had four children there, and did not recognize 
them. The mud was pe'lted int.o their skins, so that it could not be washed out. It is 
not all washed out yet. A dead child was found forty yards north west o.f the school-
house. The storm opposite my bouse was a mile wide. An oak-post 4 inches iu diam-
eter was perforated by an oak-board 4t feet by 4 inches by 1 inch. (It had been 
thrown among the other rubbish and was not to be found.) 
James Clancey, residing with J. K. Marbourg, testified that he viewed the tornado 
from the same position as Mr. Marbourg and saw only one funnel. I do not, however, 
estimate his observing powers so highly as those of his employer. 
David Canier, Jackson Towusbip, section 20, witness: Watched the :funnel as it ap-
proaclled. It \vas perfectly dark in it. Could see boards :flying out at the top of it. 
It was very large at the top and small at the bottom. It grew dark as night. Six per-
sons took refuge in the cellar. The house went immediately like the clap of a band, 
and the darkness was already gone. Then it turned prett.y clark again, and rain fell 
in a sheet. It did not fall in drops. It was all over in a minute. Things in the cellar 
were not much disturbed. Bottles stood where they were. 
Alexander Gibson, witness: Was at Mr. Canier's bouse. Hail as large as pigeons' 
eggs fell about twenty minutes before. Heard the noise about half an hour previous 
to the storm. Saw clouds coming from the north and south, and rushing together. 
Saw the funnel when three miles distant. Watched it when thirty or forty rods dis-
tant. It was then as black as night, with boards flying around it. A very ~:~trong wind 
was blowing. It grew dark al:l midnight. Rushed down into the cellar, aud was barely 
down when the house was struck with a sharp, instantaneous rap, and in a moment it 
was gone. It was dark when I went down into the cellar. It was pretty clear as soon 
as the house went. lt then grew darker again, and a tremendous rain came clown. 
Sn.w no lightning. Heard no thunder. On my farm a beam was driven right tliough 
a bog. 
Mr. Canier's bouse was 24 by 2 , by 14 feet to the eaves. It was pushed 18 feet due 
north without touching the ground. Its edge then came in contact with the soil and 
with tree-root , having fallen two feet from its original position, and the house toppled 
over, and was blown to fragment . The ruins were carried first to the north we~t and 
then around to the northeast. Heavy oak-sills were carried hundreds of yards and 
broken. The strongest iron-bound machinery was knocked to pieces, aud carried 
away. The ickle-bar of a Buckeye maclline was carried t!Jirty ro<.ls. A beam 14 feet 
by 6 by 6t inches was driven 3 feet into the soil in a slanting position. 'l'he beam 
weirrb d about fifty pound . 
.A half mile to the west of Mr. Canier's hou e tood the school-bon e already men-
tioned and a bon e occupied by Ileury Water . Between these building. an(! Canier's 
bouse, aud about one hundred yard to the north we t of the latter, pa s d the torm-
center. The house occupied by Mr. Wat rs and the school-hou~:~e were first blown to 
th nortbwe t, and th u in a circle by the outh around to the northeast. A h dge 
ran along the ro~ul which connects the houses. It presented the appearance already 
d . cribed. 
The hou e occupied by ::\-fr. \Vater wa first blown to the north we t, the, ill remain-
ing. The iii w re aft rward blown to Lbe outhea t. The ill of tll scbool-hou ·e 
had lik wiee, after b ing de rt d by th, bon e, b en pushed to the outhwe t, aud 
finally tll po. iti n of til debris among the rnin llowed th re bad followed a viol nt 
witHl from the northw t; bus a tree lay aero · t!Je foundation of the school from the 
northw t. 
L. B. Babcock, on of J. P. Babco k, Jack on Town hip, section 17, witn : Ilail 
£ 11 b ·for • the t nn a large a pi on ' gg . Ran to get into the cellar. '<'liar-d or 
w, hlown ov 'I' 111 a. th · hou w ·nt. 'am ont of th ·ellar imrn diately, and wa 
blown oulh. TIJ rain th ·n cam d wn in ·h ·et , witll a north wind. 'l'h bu tNs 
from th ·bon w re carried tbr· ·or four mil . ~ t lea t. Jacob Zeck g t only partly 
down the · •liar- t, ir aucl wru lmrt in thH h •ad. 
:1. 1'. H;\bcock . hon wa :H b · ~ j hy U L t to tho av s. The gabl - nd fa ed th 
'~·111d. 1h bon · wa · pu.ll d ho<llly tow:ml lH· n rtb cru ·binrr the northt•ru fonncla.-
twn · tor· np h gromul a . hor eli tance, toppl •d over, and went to pi,· . . It tood 
u th • outh ·· t of the torru- · ·n ·r. 
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• Jacob Zeck, Jackson Township, section 17, witness: Was going down Babcock's cellar-
stairs when his house flew away, and injured my head severely. 
N 
Representation of effects of the storm at these ho~ses. 
N 
s 
Sketch of the effects of the storm at Babcock's and Zeck's. 
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Mr. Zeck's honse stands on the northwest edge of the storm. It was pu<lhed from its 
foundations 12 feet to the south-southwest, plowing up the ground. The windows on 
the north side were smaHhed in. The windows ou the south and east were blown out. 
A ~1ay-stack 'vas entirely blown away. It went, as could easily be traced, first south-
southwest, and then round in a circle to the northeast. It went forty rods south be-
fore turning east. 
The distance between these two houses was about half a mile. .At this point the 
storm-path turned a lit,tle nearer north than nortbeast. 
J. H. Laughhead, Jackson Township, section 16, witness: .A little hail fell before the 
storm . It rained awful ly for half an hour after 1t. Wind, during the rain, was from 
the northwest. (twas very dark. Saw no li ~ht.ning. 
The honse of this witness stands on the northwest side of the storm-center. about one-
third of a mile distaut from it. The fences were blown the usual way. ' 
Levi Moothart, Cedar Township, about two miles north of the path of storm, witness: 
There fell the heaviest rain I ever saw; also bail as large as hens' eggs. The rain lasted 
about an hour, and the whole country was under water. The wind, during the rain-
storm, changed from south to west and north, and at times it was very strong. 
F. M. Curry, Jackson Township, se<Jtion 9, tenant of .John Flack's honse, witness: 
The family went to the cellar. The house went south. No one injured. Eighteen pigs 
blown away. 
The -house was pushed 45 feet due south and then went to pieces. No explosion. It 
was situated to the northwest of the center. 
E. N. Wright, Jackson Township, section 10, witness: vVas on the southeast side of 
the storm. Saw distinctly, at the distance of two miles, the tornado in funnel-shape. 
The small e11d was down. Saw wood whirling. Heard its roaring after it went east. 
There appeared to bo a mist or steam in front of it. It rose and fell. .A few hailstones 
fell IJefore the tornado and au exceedingly vio.lent, raiu after it. 
Mr. Wright's bouse stands on the nort-hwest of t,be center of thA storm-path, about 
fifty yards from it. .A wood-bouse and Jdtchen were blown southwest. The dwelling-
bouse, a large, strong structure, was moved one inch to the east. .A stove weighing 
four hunclred and fifty pounds, and exposing to the wind a surface of 3 feet by 21 inches, 
was pu bed 12 feet to the southwest, where it was stopped by obstructions. A bell, 
weigbiug one hundred and fifteen pounds, not under a ny circumstances exposing a 
greater surface than one square foot to the wind, and mounted 12 feet high, was broken 
from its fast(\nings and carried 60 feet south. A granary, measuring 28 l>y 16 by 12 
feet, and weighiug, together with the grain, fifty-five thousand pounds, was carried 
twenty-one yards to the southeast. .After plowing up tbe ground 2 feet in dept.b it 
tumbled over and went to pieces. It was carried down a declivity, falling 6 feet. The 
width of the storm-track here was half a mile. 
J. T . .Anderson, tenant of J. C. Cunningham, wit.ness: Was at Grand Prairie U. P. 
church, three-quarters of a mile northwest of storm-center. The wind blew so strongly 




Plan of ruins of Cunningham's hou e. 
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There were four persons in the house and none were killed. The path of the storm 
is htJre :five buuctred yards wide and nearly dne f'ast. 
D. T. Carriuge~·. Jackson Township, section 15: The honse stood on the sonth edge 
of the storm. It \VaR carried to the northeast 17 feet, goi1:ig deeper into the soil as it 
went. It then turned over anrl was blown away in fragments. Tile straw among the 
trees sho\ved that the last gust carne from the northwest. 
Josiah Condit, Jackson Town~hip, sect.iou 11, witness: No hail fell before the tor-
nado. It rained terribly right after it. The wind was blowing from northwest as the 
rain fell. Saw 110 light,ning. · . 
Mr. Condit's house stands upon the southeast edge of the storm, which here traveled 
nearly due northeast. There seems to have been a streak of exceptionally strong north-
west wind, which strnck the barn and corn-crib, and cut its way through the gar-
den fenct>s. The ce11ter passed along the fields, producing upon fences and hedges tlle 
same effects as those already described. ' 
The next house struck was that of J. M. Davidson, Highland Township, section 7: 
It stood precisely in the stonn-ctm1.er, which here, as if conscions that this was its last 
victim in Iowa, seems to have exhausted its utmost violence. Tbe bouse, 1lj by 12 hy 
14 feet, was lJlown lJodily from itrs fonnclat.ions down a declivity toward a slough. It 
never toucbecl the ground, but was shattered in the air. It seems to have been carried 
first nearly due west, and thell the lighter portions ronnel in a curve to the east. Tlle 
bw1y of Mr. Davidson was fonnd twenty yaff}s west of wLere the house stood. The 
child was blown still further in the same direction. Mrs. Davidson was. carried abont 
oue hundred yards west. The lJody of Leyden Housel was f<Hmd to the sonthe~1st. The 
heavier portions of the house were found some hundreds of yards to the west. Mr. 
Housel's body had evidently been carried west with the fragments of the house and 
then back to the east. Mrs. Davideon and thP. child escaped with their lives. 
A -log of green water-elm, 7 feet in circnrnfereuce, 8 feet in length, and weighing 
at least a ton, was carried fifty yards 'st.raight sonth. A horse, weighing one thou-
sand and eighty pounds, was caniecl forty-tive yards. A hog, weighing tllree hnudred 
pounds, was blown t.hirty yards. The stable a.ud barn were blown south. An iron 
plo~, wit.h wooden handles, waR carried one hundred anu fifty yards. Tbe slirongest 
I~on-bound machinery was nt.terly destroyed. The young trees in the orchard wei:e 
eJther barkerl or torn out. The st.orm was exceedingly viole.nt for a breadth of one 
hundred and fifty yards, but fences were blown down for nearly a mile wide. At the 
house of Thomas Da,vidson, a qnarter of a mile to t.he north, the wind blew so strongly 
that the door had to be held. The north wind was evidently subsequent to the east 
wind, because the house could not have stood such a wind. 
StabLe • ~ . 
Plan of the ruius of J. M. Davidson's house. 
Ligh?el" 
porUolUI 
A. David~?n, Highl~nd Towm:~l?ip, section 7, witness: It commenced to rain about ten 
or tw~nty UJJIIn~e before the ruTtval of the tornado. Shingles and other stuff began to 
fall wtth. the raltl .. Tb n weut ont to see where they .carne from. Saw the tornado 
ahont tlurt.y rod dtstant. It a.ppearerl to be coming towarCl me. Saw it beo<l to the 
ou_thea. t .. It was fnnn1l-.shapecl and as black as possible. It whirled. Thought it 
wlnrled Wtth tlH, llands of a watch. lt pas eel twenty rods to the south oftlte bouse 
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and bent again to the northeast. When thirty rods distant from the bouse it suddenly 
disappeared . Afterward saw another funnel, not reaching to the gr9uud, traveling 
toward the northeast. WhE;~n :first seen it appeared to be ouly 60 feet above the ground 
at its lower end. The farther it w~nt the higher it seemed to get. 
Mr . .A.. Davidson's house is situated one-half a mile east of where J. M. Davidson's 
bouse Rtood, and a little north . The shingles and other material be saw falling came 
from his brotber'R bouse. The following sketch shows the direction of the storm-path 
after leaving Major Davidson's place until it ceased to touch the earth as a funnel . 
N 
.!I.IJavidson!s ffiD 
Twenty rods south of A. Davidson's bouse it crossed a fence, exhibiting the same ap-
pearances as those already described. I was particularly careful upon this poiut, because 
of Mr. Davidson's belief that the funnel whirled with the sun. I thought it possible 
that the tornado, before lifting from off the ground, might have changed its direction of 
rot.ation. But the evidence to the contrary was so striking that Mr. Davidson at once, 
upon my pointing it out to him, admitted that he must have been mistaken. He had not 
paid particular attention to the matter, and it was very dark when his observations 
were being made.. The fence in question ran north and south. It was only thrown 
down for a space of sixty yards, and the boards were not carried away except in the 
middle. The posts remained in the ground, those on the north of the center leaning 
west and those on the sonth leaning east. The posts in the center were leaning some 
one way, some another. The funnel disappeared upon a knoll in the midst of a hollow 
about one-half of a mile in diameter. There was no debri& deposited at this point, nor 
were there any signs of a cat~Lract of water having poured clown. The wheat, bow-
ever, was mown as low as possihle, and the ground looked as if it had been baked, ac-
cording to Mr. Davidson's statement. The funnel bad narrowed to a point before it 
disappeared. 
After leaving Mr. Davidson's the tornado-cloud traveled to the southeast. Its prog- · 
re s was uow difficult to trace, because of the little attention usually paid to a dark 
cloud, a high wind, and a rain-storm. Considerable time had also now elapsed since 
the meteor passed. 
James M. Mace, Highland Township, section· 8, bad several panels of fence blown 
down by a westerly wind. A few small hail fell before the wind and a very heavy 
rain after it. 
J. W.IIa kett, Highland Township, section 9, witness: 'six or eight panels of fence on 
my farm w ·re blown to the onthea t. A few hail and some rain fell. The wind was 
from the north we. t when raining. aw ome lightning. Heard roarin~ about one-
half an hour b ·fore it came. aw funnel . trike the ground. Saw it rise at Davidson's. 
aw it strike th ground afterward. The wind blew very hard. 
Thi. witn · hou i two mile from David on's. 
William 'nni , Highland Town hip, ection 10, witness: A few panels of fence 
lown down to the ea t. mall pieces of boards, shingles, and laths were dropped. It 
hailed a littl b fore and rained a good deal after. The wind during the rain wa from 
tb northw t. 
John W. ntbrie, Hi~hland Town hip, se~tion 11, ·witness: .A. few panels of fence 
w r thrown flown to tu at. 
e rg'' all ace Highland Town hip s ction 11, witnes : Heard roaring. It grEIT¥ 
v ry dark. A hi h wind about on -half mil to the south of witne . 
J. H. Lyttl Ilirrbland Town hip, rtioo 12 witn : Had n arly half a mile of 
~·nc thrown 1lown. Tb •a:t and w st £ nc w r blown south· the north and outh 
fi·n '(! ~a:t. Hl'ard roaring au hour befor tbe torm cam . The' roaring was louder 
b f1~r~ 1 am· ~ha~ aft r it ':a h~r . id not b ar it Mt rit pa ed. aw the funnel 
untll1t am w1thm thr • m1l • 'dt tanc . Tb wbol northern portion of th ky wa 
covered. • ·, w a ·loud r~1:hiug from the onth aud a.notb r rushing to me tit from th 
north. 11w ·loud. rn:hlllg uorth a.ppear d to be the low st. After tbe cloud carue 
v•·rh ·arl Nmld :ee tb low t ·l nrl. ru ·bin~ rapic1l.Y from the south. Th were 
brok ·n clotul.. Thr ugh hem could ·eo a. higher em-rent ru bing from t~ north. A 
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little hail and rain fell. The wind changed from the south to the west and northwest 
as the storm passed. The width of fence blown down was about one hundred and fifty 
yards. . 
Michael McGuire, Highland Township, section 12: One-half mile of fence on the 
farm was blown down. The chimney was blown off and some trees leveled. All was 
done by a northwest wind. It hailed a little and rained very heavily. 
The storm now passed out of Washington County into Louisa County, traveling 
southeast. 
Joshua Luckey, Louisa County, Union Township, section 17, witness: The path of 
fences blown down on my farm was about six hundred yards wide. The fences on the 
west of the center were thrown north; those on the east were thrown south. A few 
hai l fell and a smart shower of rain. Heard no roaring after it .passed. 
Charles Crim, Union Township, section 20, witness: Fences, two hundred yards 
wide, thrown down to the southeast. The roaring was very loud for an hour previous 
to its arrival. Did not hear it after it passed. Saw no lightning. Saw a tongue of 
cloud shaped l ike a funnel hanging from the clouds. It did not reach the earth. At 
:first it was banging perpendicular. Then it commenced whirling like the tail of a 
suspended snake. 
At this point I lost track of the tornado and could not recover it, although I spared 
neither time nor pains. Only now and again could one finfl a man who could give 
any information even of what happened on their neighbors' farms a week or two before. 
John Colton, Columbus Junction, witness: There was some hail, a brisk wind, and 
a tremendous rain. 
Mrs. Snyder, Oakland Township, section 9: Heard roaring distinctly. There fell a 
very heavy rain, which continued until nP>arly dark. 
Peter Attig, Johnson County~ Tremont Township, secti?n 22; witness: About 4 p. m. 
th.ere was a terrific rain-storm, with hail as large as hickory-nuts, and accompanied 
With thunder and lightning. My baru was struck by lightning. Perkins's barn was 
also struck. 
Lone Tree Station : About 4 p.m. there was a violent storm of rain, hail, thunder, 
and lightning. 
Nichols Station : There was here a high wind, with heavy rain and hail, and accom-
panied with thunder and lightning. . 
. At this point I gave up the search and took train for Illinois. Previous to describing 
Its effects there, the following testimony may find a place: 
H. C. Vittitoe, Warren 'l'ownship, Keokuk County, about three miles northwest of 
the tornado, witness: Saw a lit.tle south of the zenith the whito under-clouds rushing 
in circles to a center. The gyration was cont.rary to the hands of a watch. 'l'b.e funnel 
had not yet touched the earth. The wind came from the north west pretty strong after 
the passage of the tornado, bringing with it a little rain and hail. 
Dr. vV. D. Hoffman, Sigourney, witness: Mrs. A. T. Page collected a number of the 
largest hailstones. When melted it was found that they had contained a quantity of 
twigs, leaves, dry grass~ and mud, a.U reduc~d to fine proportions. Hail weighing from 
four to eight ounces were common. Oue hailstone which was shaped like an apple, meas-
ured 4! inches in diameter. The roaring was heard about twenty minutes before the 
hail began . It rose and fell like the cannonading in a battle. During the hail the 
wind carne from the northeast, but it was very light. Sigourney is four miles north 
of the storm. 
Isaac Parley, Foote Town, Iowa County, twelve miles north of Keota, witness : 
Tllere was very little rain and no hail, but the souud was loud and distinct. 
E. R. Eldridge, Washington, Iowa, witness: Watched the tornado from the roof of 
a bouse. Did not see a funnel appearance. The roaring was very loud and the cloud 
very black. The cloud appeared to bend forward. The elevation of its summit was 
about 3fP. Tbe distance five ,miles. Its summit was completely biUden by an over-
hanging cloud, which extended south a little beyond the zenith. 
Arthur Howell, who was at Yalton, Iowa Township, five miles north of the tornado, 
testified that bail larger than hens' eggs fell, and a terrific rain of an hour's duration, 
accompanied by incessant thunder and lightning. 
Ex.t~act from a communication received from R. L. Jay, Harper, Keokuk County, 
phy JCJau: 
"Was in the village of Baden, Keokuk County, German Township; three miles to 
the nortbwe t of the storm-path. 
11 The tornado maintained an upright position. It moved rapidly at times, at others 
Reeming to remain quite still. It was apparently about a quarter of a mile in heirrht 
at~d wa funnel- haped and very dark and angry-looking. It whirled with the h~1d~ 
ot a wat ·h. There wa a continual whirling of the clouds above the funnel. This 
was ob erved for orne time after the storm had passed. Saw no lio·htninO' and heard 
no than~ 'r. It was. imp.os ibl~ to hea;r thunder owing to the noise ~f the ~torm, which 
was t rnfic. The duect10n of the wmd was northeast until the !ltorm bad passed 
':''hen.it change~ to tb northwe t. Rain fell in tonents. Quite an amount of bali 
t 11 of all c n · 1vable bape . Three were picked up weighinrr one-half of a pound 
each. Half an hour after the s'torm the thermometer stood at g~o ." 
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G. W. Brockway, Talleyraud, witness: No rain nor hail fell here. A he::tvy rain fell 
about one mile to the north. The edge of the cloud did not reach the zenith by a few 
degree~:!. 
Extract from the Sigourney News, May 28, 1873: 
"While t,be cyclone was mowing its path a few miles south ancl east of Sigourney a 
tremendous hailst.orm visited this locality. We saw one hailstone which weigbell 
eight and one-half ounces. The hailstorm was followed by a heavy rain, after which 
the sun eame out bright aud pleasant for the rest of the day." 
Extract from the Washington Count.v Pres.,; of l\1a.y 28, 187:1: 
"The writer was in a street-cn.r, half way from Moline to R.ock Island, at 4.:30 p. m., 
on Thursday, when it was struck dead ahead by the most terrific winJ. and raiu-storm 
we ever experienced." 
S. J. Mather, editor Wilton Chronicle, Iowa, witness: Between 4 p. m. and 6 p. m. a 
very dark cloud passf'd over, which ponred down a very heavy rain. 
Extract from the Chicago 'l'rilmoe, May 25~ 1873 : 
"At Muscatine the rain came down as if the flood-gates of heaven had heen opened, 
followed by hail. Between there anrl Wilton .Junction, at Monona, Fredonia, ~nd 
other stat.ions along the southwestern division of the Chicago, Rock Island and.Pactfic 
Railroad, the country was flooded." 
The tow-boat Victory lost her pilot-house and smoke-stack when near Buffalo, on 
the Mississippi. The tug Nonesuch lost her smoke-stack and pilot-house at Moline. 
She was driven ashore. 
A. H. Swan, editor of the Monmonth Review, witness: There was an exceedingly 
heavy rain, a little bail, and 2J great dt•al of lightning abont 5 p. m. The atmosphere 
smelt as of brimstone previously. It wa.~ oppressively hot; perhaps 95° . 
The teutperatnre and pressure on May 22, 1873, at places near the toruarlo: 
Davenport. Keokuk. West Union. 
r--../'--~ 
Bar. '!'her. 
7 a. m. ____ . _ ... _ .......... _ ... ____ ... ____ . _. _. _. 29.73 64 
2 p. ID----·-·----·-·--·--·--···------··----······29.60 77 
9 p. ill--- •. - •• ---- .•• -- .. - • - •..• -- .... - .• ----- -. -- ~9.69 66 
,----.,../\._--~ 









The condition of the barometer and thermometer at West Union was obtained from 
Frank McClintock, correspondent. of the Smithsonian Institntion, who alHo furnishes the 
following noteworthy fact: "Wind changetl from the south to the west rapidly at 
3.45 p.m. It worked back to the south before 9 p.m." The relative humidity at-
Davenport. Keokuk. 
7 a. m . - - - _ •• __ •• _ .......... ____ •. ___ •.•• _ ••••• _ ••••• ___ • . • • • • • 94 85 
2 p. m _ . ___ . __ . ____ .... _ . _ ....... _. _. _ . __ . _____ ...... ___ .. _. _ 77 Cl4 
9 p. m - . - _. _ ... __ . _ .. __ .. _. _ .. _ . __ . __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ .. ____ .. ____ • 94 85 
\Ve do not, therefore, overrate the relative humidity when we estimate it at 65 per 
cent. at 2 p.m. The average temperature at tl1e earth's surface iu the line of tile 
tornado at 2 p. rn. was, from the above, probably 76° , but in the wooded hollows much 
greater. 
Mr. Jay, however, of Harper, Keokuk County, states that the temperatnre was 92° 
half au llour after the torrn. The day wa generally tl oscribed as being very warm. 
Having arriv d at Prairie City, Ill., I endeavored to finrl out the exact locality where 
the torn:ulo fir t began to overthrow fences, clam<t<Te buildinO"S, &c. On the farm of 
Jam \Yilliam , Point Plea ant Town hip, \Varren"' Count.y, there· was a trong wit11l, 
hnt not ufticit'ntly o to prost,rate teuces. About one mile to the east is the fa r lll of 
lrael .Jar d, Point Plea ant Town bip, section 24. Mr. Jared te:tified as follow. : 
aw treaks of cloud moving from th • north and sonth toward each otlwr before any-
thing tonch d the earth. aw a clond in the form and ahout the it~e of a bay. tack 
trike the ~ronucl on my farm. A few minutes before, b:til of moderate , ize anrl in 
rnall qnantity fell, follow d, a. the whirlwind wa pa ing, l>y a mart . how •r of rain. 
'I' be wiul, which ba 'l b n soutbea. t, chanrred to the west after the tornado pa d. 
It wa pr tty warm b for , a.nrl ool after ft. Heard roartn<r so me fi vt minnte pre-
Yiou to th • arrival of the torm. Pence wer blown down fo;'two bnnrlr •cl yarcl · wid . 
Thev w re blown t ward th ea. t. ~aw orne lightning. There wa a heavy clou.u to 
the north aJ th .. t rm appr a ·h d. 
Mr. Jar l · hon · tand about two hunclr d yard north of the torm-p th. The 
tornado wa h r tnL\' lin<T :t littl to tb nQrtb of a. t. 
John F. Tat111an I rael Jar cl farm, t tified that be saw the funn l trike th farm 
ancl tha t h h •, r l th roaring for a long tim previon . 
Befor • h·av iug tbi fa.rrn the torm had d ·velopecl all th cha.ract ri tic. or tL t?rn:~rlo, 
e.·· ·pt th· t tht• a wwcl wa. not .'· •t p w rful nonuh to rl t>. troy. 'llw wbtrlwwl 
tlwu pa eel alorw a r:H·in P. full of tall timber. earl ' ;dl the tn·' w ·r • upwot '<1 o.r 
br k n, but <Tf•n ·rally the latt ·r. Th 'Y app ar to llavc had a firtu •r hold of th otl 
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than those in Iowa. The breaking usually occurred about Rix: feet from the ground 
and the barking was almost entirely confined to the broken trees. The bark "\las torn 
off both up and down from the place where the timber was broken. The trees, when 
sound, were seldom broken clean across. Half or more of the wood 'v-as severed, and 
the remainder was bent so as to allow the tree to rest upon the ground. The broken 
timber, when sound, invariably presented the appearance of a broom. The fibers of 
each year's growth were loosened from the others and split. It was easy to obtain 
pieces ten feet long and as thin as a wand. This separation of the fibers had evidently 
been bronght about by the excessive straining aud bending of the tree before it fell. 
Each year's growth had apparently been snapped asunder by itself, beginning at the 
outside. The trees all lay as they had fallen, being, when once clown, protected by 
the surrounding timber. If they hafl, after falling~ beeu subjected to a wind fi·om 
another direction, so as to break them off entirely, they would have presented the 
precise appearances which have, by certain meteorologists, been attributed to the ac-
tion of electricity. Many of these broken trees were two feet in diameter. When a 
tree, still standing, had its bark torn off at any point, an examination generally showed 
that the fibers of the tree were separateLl and perhaps partly severed at that point. 
No. !lay beneath, diameter 8 inches; No.2 lay above No.1, diameter 26 inches; No. 
3 lay above No. 2, diameter 26 inches. As the 
N tornado increased in power the positiou of the 
overthrown trees varied more and more from a 
westerly direction ; some weak ones lying from 
the south-southeast south of the center. 
The following is a sketch of trees found in the 
W E center, one-quarter of a mile farther east than 
the above: 
Sketch of fallen trees. 
Nos. 1 and 2 lay beneath, diameter 6 E 
inches; No.3 lay above Nos. 1 and 2, di-
ameter 18 inches ; No. 4 lay above No. 3, 
diameter 15 inches. 
Mason G. Buck, vill.tge of Swan Creek, 
witness: Saw a distinct funnel-shaped 
forrri. It appeared to jump up and clown 
50 feet at a time. It hailed a little be-
fore the storm and rained a littl e after it. 
Heard a roaring about twenty-five minutes before it arrived. Saw no lightning. Saw 
only one funnel. Trees were blown down in my yard from the northwest. My house 
is a half mile south ·of the center. 
Leroy Putnam, near Swan Creek Station, witness : It looked like a top and whirled 
contrary to the bands of a watch. Saw it rising and falling. My bouse is about half 
a mile south of the center. It blew very strongly here. The tornado at this point 
was traveling east-northeast. 
William Huston, Swan Township: 
Mr. Huston's house stands on the north edge of the storm-path. The roof of the 
ba!n was blown to the southeast. A corn-stump about two inches in length was 
clnven through the bark of a large tree, leaving its impress upon the wood. 
John Worden's unoccupied house, one-quarter of a mile eas t of Huston's, was com-
ple~cly demolished. It stood near the center. The orchard was uprooted. 'frees 
whwh had stood one lmnurecl and twenty yards sout.bwest of the building lav with 
their branches upon the foundations. The larger timbers of the house lay a few yards 
to the west and north. The lighter were blown away. The breadth of desolation 
was here one hundred and fifty yards. At this place the tornado seems to have made 
one of its sudden dips, the trees on the west and south being uninjured. 
Shortly after leavmg Worden's house the tornado entered the timber on the north 
bank of wan Cr ek. It increased greatly in power and width as it did so. So lonO' 
as it follow d wan Creek, fences were thrown clown over a space of from one to on~ 
and a half miles wide. · 
Franklin Booth, Swan ~ownshipr section 18, witness: Hailed jnst before the storm 
a large as haz 1-nuts, w1th a northeast wind. It did not rain much. Saw lightning 
toward ~S ~nth. Mr. Booth's house stands on the north edge of the storm. 
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Abraham Stanfield, Swan Township, section 18: The storm-center is one-qnarter 
Group I. 
of a mile sou tb-soutbeast of Mr. Stanfield's house . 
The fenc~es were generally thrown south. Among Mr. 
Stanfield's timber, near t he creek, the storm wrongbt 
complete ruin. Three tj'pical groups of fallen trees 
may be selected. Group I, a little north of center: 
Nos. 1 a.nd 2 were ulown clown from th e east and lay 
uelow Nos. 3 and 4. They were uetween one and 
two feet in diameter. Group II, a little south of 
center, and seventy-five yards distant from Group 
I: No. 1, blown down from the southeast, lay below 
No. 2, blown down from the southwest. No. 1 is 
15, anu No. 2, 10 iDches in diameter. 
Group III, a little further south of center than 
Group II, and near it: No. 1, a decayet~ tree ~6 







Tl1e storm at this point overthrew 
all t.rees of any dimensions for a 




To. 1, 12 inc·ues in dian1 ter, from 
di-
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torn and bare, while all around was green. This harking of the young trees took 
place wit.bin much narrower limits than those within which grown timber was 
overt,hrown. Generally t.lwy did not ex- N 
tend over twenty to thirty yards in width, 
and were sometimes much less, aud even 
disappeared altogether. The trePs exhib-
. ited t.lle rnarktl _of the greatest violence on 
the side from which the storm came. The 
twigs were smashed and IJroken off, the 
bark partially removed, and even the tim-
ber hrniswl. These results \Vere evidently W 
the effect of a rush of ruis~iles against 
the trees. · 
s 
E 
The tornaclo at one point surldenly nar-
rowed t,!Je path of extreme violence from 
fifty yards to twelve :vards, at the same 
time cbauging its course to the sontheast. 
This change of direction brought it toward 
Swan Creek, along the northern IJauk of 
which it had hitberto been raging. Just 
as it struck the creek the track was nearlv 
soutb-soutlleast. Immediately thereafter.'it tprned nearly clue east, following the creek. 
The l>ottvm of the ravine within which Swan Creek flows is about two hundred yards 
wide, is surrounded by steep and lofty bluffs, and was covered with large trees. 
Among these trees the whirlwiud raved with t,he utmost fury, developing an energy 
surpasseJ at no other pomt in its career. Trees from three to fonr feet in diameter 
were snapped or uprooteJ. Many large trees were broken oif at a height of about 40 
feet ancl left without a twig. By far the greater numh~r of trees along the ravine 
were thrown down from the south west. The S<tme broom-like appearance was gener-
ally presented by the IJrokt~n trees as already mentioned. 
TbotnHS Warmotll'S house stood in the bottom of the ravine. Ml's. vVarmoth testi-
fied a.s !illlows: Heard a roarinu· first. When tlle storm carne near the roaring was 
lonclh tllan thunder. A few hait'fell jnst before the toruado blew. It was immedi-
ately preceded by a very uri(J'bt fl<tsl1 of lightning. Went int,o the house and got upon 
my feather-ued, together wft.h rny child, because I was afraitl of the lightning. A 
large t.ree was blown dowu. catnhing the Ride of the llonse. The honse went to pieces, 
the tree, lwwever, keepirw the flo ·n· in its place. Found myself nnder the feather-b ed 
with rny child. The bed ~vas pinll ed to·the earth by pieces of t·irnber. Was soaking 
wet. Everything was covered with mud. H eard no thunder. The lightning struck 
a tree, depriving it of its l>ark. 
I was nn a ble to find this tree. Mrs. Warmoth's testimony is valnable as ~t curiosity. 
It was geuerally impossible to obtain any information from the la<lies. If one qnes-
tionetl them rigorously they took it as au insult, and if allowed to tell their own story 
they intmt~diately commenced running snch a muck alllong the prodigious aud the in-
credible that one was glad to m;tke his escape. In this connection it is also worth 
mentio ··ing that altbongh invariaul~· o:fi'eriug payment for an.v necessary llo::;pitalitiies, 
I soon leam ecl the wisuom of always addres::;iug myself to the master of the house 
wheu asking- for such. 
No.1 is a tree 18 iuclles in diameter. No. 
2 is a tree~ feet 6 inches iu di~tm eter, but 
forked at the height of 15 feet from t.he 
ground. o. 1 was blown from the south-
east Let\\'een the forks of No. 2 an d then 
half broken close to tll e forks aud l.Jlowu 
from th e northwest until its top nearly 
touched its root. 
After lea.v ing Warmoth's l.Jon~e the tor-
nado-center crossed to the south bank of'{'/ 
the cre<·k, where it continued for nearly a 
mile farther, althongh somewhat .increa::;ing 
its distanee from the creek. It crosst'd to 
E 
the sonth hank, where a smaller creek joins 
wan 'reek from the south. This IJrought 
it n ar'r to the bou e of A. J. Caton, Swan 
TownslJip, Rection 15, which stand abo nt 
five hnnclr d yard from th e cent t' of the 
whirlwind. Part of the roof was l.Jlown to 
the .·outlwast aucl part to the north •a ·t. A 
sma 11 r hon w~ blown a f w yards to the Group of trees near Warmoth's hous ). 
nortla:a. t ancl mv rted. A hon ·e on Mr. 
Caton's farm, teoante<l by r . J. Reyuol<ls, 14 by 20 feet ancl one story high, was carried 
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eight yards to the northeast bodily. It then struck the ground, tumbled over, and was 
blown to fragments. Its four inm ates were carried from fifty to sixty yards, but not 
killed. It stood a little sonth of the center. After passing Mr. Caton's farm the tor-
nado entirely l0ft Swan Creek. Before tracing its further progress, it will be better to 
give the evidence of people living at or near Youngstown, about one mile south of the 
center: 
Charles McCormick, Swan Township, witness: The tornado looked as large as a house 
when three miles distant. A little r ain and hail fell. The wind with the rain was 
from the west.. There was no wind to do any damage. House a qua,rter of a mile 
south of Swan Creek. Time, about fi.45 p. rn. 
H. W. Simmons, Swan Township, section 28, witness: The tim e when the tornado 
passed was about 5.40 p. m. Have good g rounds for this assertion. A few minutes 
before its arrival I noticed a very black clonct in the west with a lighter space on each 
side of it. My Louse is three-qnarLers of a mile from Swan Creek. Did not hear the 
roaring very distinctly until it was nearly opposite. Then it was an awful ocean-like 
roaring. Then it present.eLl the appearance of a funnel apparently only a few rods 
across at the bottom. The top of it appeared to be fi'om three to four times wider than 
the bottom. Did not notice wllether it enter ed an overhanging mass of cloud. It 
h a il ed a little when it was opposite. Fences were blown down fully a mile and a 1alf 
to the south of Swan Creek. 
H. A. Folger, M.D., Youngstown, one mile south of Swan Creek: The tornado was 
opposite about 5.45 p. m. Saw dark <>lomls in the west-northwest for an hour previous. 
There were several bright flashes of lightning after the tornado. A few hailstones as 
l arge as bullets fell as the tornado was passing. It rained very hard for a few minutes 
after. It was quite dark for a little t1me. Saw clouds rolling and tumbling. 'fhe 
strongest gust came from the west-northwest. 
In Youngstown a few chimneys were blown off and similar damage done. One bouse 
was moved from its foundations to the northeast. Trees, in a few cases, were blown 
down, and all to the east. It is to be noted that, while at McCormick's honse, a quar-
ter of a mile south of Swan Creek, along which the tornado passed, no damage was 
done by the wiud, at Youngstown, three-quarters of a mile further away, the gale was 
almost strong enough to blow down houses. McCormick's house is somewhat lower 
down and stands among trees. 
After leaving Swan Creek tho storm traveled east-southeast. The first house which 
came in it way was that of Absalom Vandevere, Swau Township, section 15. He tes-
tified as follows: I have reliable information that two or three miles to tllo north the 
clouds were seen ru hing sou~b. The clouds came also from tlle south toward the tor-
nado. Streaks of unusually strong wind seemed to come now and again from tlle 
south side and run into the main whirl. The wind on the north side was not nearly so 
strong as ou the south side. Twice as runch fence was blown down on the soutll as on 
tho north. ide. Its noise re embled tllat of machinery, only very loud. 'I'he dimen-
ions of my house were 36 by 42 by 1 feet. 
amu l Larkin , Swan Town hip, section 15, witness : vVas at Mr.Vandevere's bouse 
when the tornado struck it. H eard roaring about fifteen minutes before it carne. 
Wben I fir t saw the funnel it did not touch the ground. Saw it whirling contrary to 
the band of a watch, and the clouds were drawn in toward it on all i<le . It diu 
not lighten before the storm. It lightened a great deal immediately after it in the 
we t. It did not )Jail nor rain. Did not see clouds in north or south. There appear d 
to be only a narrow strip of clouds. A McCormick r aper, weighing probably one 
thou and pound , wa <·arried ten rods from the south. Two horse were lJlown, the 
one fifty the other forty yards. An axle-tree, toru from a wagon, was ca,rried a mile 
an~~ quarter to t~e sou thea t. A shingle was driven through a llalf-inch ash-bo.arcl. 
It 1 111 tbc po e .. 1011 of a Mr. Thomas. A rafter, 8 feet by 2 by 4 inche , was dnv n 
through tbre bog , and thru t into the ground a foot and a half. All thr e were on it 
w~1 n it wa found. A picture-frame wa. picked np with the glass unbroken. The 
wlllcl blew v ry strongly for ab ut two minute . 
~lr. and \' r bon. , 36 by 42 by 1 feet to the ave , stoocl north and outh lenO'tb-
Wl ~': It wa moYed du~ nortil halftb l ngth of the hou e, tumbled ov r, aucl l.>lown 
to p1 · ·•. It food with it north end xa ·tly in tlle centcrofth vort x . Th r were 
nin per · n. in tb c ·llar and two in the hou e. ne of tho e in tll cellar wa killed 
bv a lo~. '~h tr ar uncl tb bon and within the narrow path of th r at t yi -
lcrw~·, all pomt d to tb • a t-. onth ·ast, th dir ction in which tb torm wa trav lmg. 
\\ . • J .. Jou . • wan Town hip witn s : Yandev res bouse is forty rod to tll north. 
-~Y :H: ancl \nC were in my hon. wb u it was llown away. It grew dark a mid-
Jll~ht.Jn ttb ·n . Ther wa a little bail before. Did not notice auy rain. The 1 n 
did IH> go v r - fa t. 
• Ir. Jmu· bou · wa 22 by 1 by 12£ to th aYe . It wa pu bed ntire five f • 
t th · north ·a t. I th ·n t pplcd over and was bl wn to piece . 
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The arrow in the sketch should point E.SE. 
The fragments iu Illinois had already been gathered from 
the fields, rendering it more difficult to trace the ruius in their 
flight. 
David Smalley, Swan Township, section 2.2, witness: There 
LARKINS was quite a strong wind all day previous to the storm from the 
southeast. Saw some lightning before tile storm. A little h<til 
fell before it and a moderate shower of rain after it. The house 
stands on the south edge of the storm and was blown east-
northeast one inch. It was very warm that day. 
Edmund Jennings, Swan Township, section 22, a quarter of 
a mile sont.h of the center, witness: While the storm was still 
in the west saw two funnels come together, the one from the 
north and the other from the sontll. They appeared to be 
both whirliug, but contrary to each other. · When they were 
still at a distance the sky was cloudy overhea.d. Their sum-
mits appeared to be lost in clond. Saw lightning and he<trd 
thunder previous to the tornado. There fell a lit tle bail be-
fore the storm and some i'ain after it. The trees, chimneys, and 
fences were thrown down to the northeast .. 
William Thom!;ts, Swan Township, wit,ness: The center of 
the storm passed a quarter of a mile to the nort!J. An unoc-
cupied bouse stood in its way. It was lifted from its founda-
tions and then broken to pieces. Horses were carried a good 
way and killed. A rail was driven through one of the cattle, 
going in beneath her tail and coming out at her shoulder. Saw 
only one funnel. 
Sketch of storm-effects at Robert Wearmouth, Swan Township, witness: The storm-
Larkins's, Vandevere's, center passed three btm·dred yards to the north. It was trav-
and Jones's houses. eling nearly southeast. Horses and cattle were blown a con-
s iderable distance. Saw two flashes of lightning Lefore the 
tornado. Hail fell just before it, and as it was falling heard 
some thunder. It was so dark when the storm was on us that it was impossible to 
see anything flying. 
Charles Thomas, Swan Township, two hundred yards north ')fthe center and direct-
ly north of Wearmouth's, witness : The wind, which blew down trees, unroofed out-
houses~ &c., came from the northeast and north. Fences were thrown down nearly a 
mile wide. 
Charles Perry, Swan Township, section 24, witness : House, 16 by 24 by 15, with 
gable-ends facing sout.h and north, was carried to the southeast. T!Jere were four in-
mates, one of whom was mortally injured. Mrs. Perry, "\Vho weighed two buudred 
pounds, was carried one hundred yards and stripped of her clothing. Two horses 
were carried one hundred yards. Hogs bad rails driven through them. 
Mr. Perry's ho11se stood near the center of the storm. The west side of the house 
was blown in and the house instantly broken up. 
Caridan Johnson, Greenbush Township, witness : My house is thme-quarters of a 
mile north of the storm-path. Saw no funnel-sha.ped appearance. Saw some light-
ning and beard thunder before the tornado came. A few small hail fell before the 
storm and a very bard rain after it. 
B. A. Reid, Swan Township, section 24 : Mr. R eid's house stood one hundred yards 
north of the storm-center. The north sit~e of the house was not blown away, but 
blown down from the north. The wind had evidently driven in the windows and then 
burst the house asunder. Hogs, weighing two hundred pounds, were carried two 
hundred yards. 
B. A. Reid, sr., Swan Township, section 25, witness : Saw two clonds, one in the 
~orthwest and one in the southwest, rnshing together with great rapidity. A whirl-
m.g commenced right where they met, assuming the form of a funnel. Saw it whirling 
With the hands of a watch at t!Je distance of about two miles. These low clouds were 
overbnng by a heavy rna s of clouds. The funn el r eac!Jed up to this mass. Th ere 
was a little bail and a little rain. My house is less than half a mile south of the 
cent r. 
J.P. Reid, witne. s, Swan Township, section 25: T!Jere was incessant Jio-btnino- to 
th north we t b fore the storm. Heard thunder also. When the sto rm w~s one ~tnd 
a l1 alf miles ~istant its angle of elcY!ltion "':a about 750. Saw the fnnnel distinctly. 
H. H. Hew1tt, reenbush Township, sectwn 29, wituess: Fences thrown down here 
for half a mile wide. 
P. A. auglm, Gr~enbu h Town hip,. section 20, witness: Center of storm passed 
thr e hunched and fifty yard south of my bouse. The strongest gust of wind came 
from tb northea t and north . Three trees, about ten inches in diameter were car-
ried one-quarter of a mile to the southeast. ' 
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Mr. Nichol s, Greenlmsh Township: Mr. Nichols's house stood about one hundred a1Hl 
sixty yards north of the center. It appeared to have been turned over without bei ng 
first pm:bed forward in a mass. It broke into large pieces, which were ouly carried a 
few yards. Eight persons were in tile lJOuse and none of them were killed. 
David Stookey, Greenlmsb Towllship, seet ion 27: Mr. Stookey's house :stands three 
hundrf:'d vards south of the storm-centPr. The corn-crib was throwu to the northeast. 
Mr. Stookey t esntied that. he did 11ot bear a great roaring, and that it was very dark. 
Barney Sloey, Gref:'n bnsb Towllt:'hip, sectiou 26, wi tnf:'RS: My bouse is forty rods so nth 
of tb e center of the destruction. Onthom:es were damaged by a southwest ·wind. A 
wheel of a corn-plant.er was carried from Nichols's farm, on the north side of the storm-
ceuter, and depo:::ited at my bouse, one mile distant., ancl on the south side of the cen-
ter. A w!lgon-tire was carried t.wo miles in the line of the storm. There was an ugly-
lookiJJg cloud in the northwest for b'nus before th e storm came up, and lightning was 
playing- in it. When the storm eame near, its roar was like thn.t. of a cataract. 
John ·woods, Greenbush Tow1•sldp, sect ion 2G, wi t11ess : Heard no roaring. House is 
on south edge of the center. Had two ruiles of fences blown down; one horse car-
ried forty rods ; oue cow perforated by a rail. 
J. E. Gustin e, Lawrence farm, Greenbush Township, section 16, directly nort h of 
Prairie City and 011e bnndred nnd fift.,y yards to the sout h of the storm: When the 
cloud came up it uecame very dark, aud the roar ing was ]onder than thuncler. Did 
not see any lightn ing. A little bail fell and a little rain. The lamp was lighted in 
the honse, it was so dark. 
John Van \Ninkle, Uuion Township, Fulton Connty, section 30, witness: The storm-
center pa~sed thirt.y rods to the north of th e bouse. Heruained out of doonl all the 
time. Saw the fmmPl-nppearance touching the ground a half mile distant. The roar-
ing was so loud that I conld not hear tbR ureakiug of the uuilding.-; . There was no 
crashing, hut a whirring.Jike that of a thousand tbreslling-macllines. Everything on 
the south side \"\' BS thrown toward the center. Most of the wood was deposited i1loJJg 
th.e center. Tho storm lay in the northwest a l ong time, aml duriug that tillle t.he 
wmd was teady from the southeast. There seelllecl to be a dark cloud to the south-
west, anotber in the northwest, aud a clearer space uetween. The wiuu blew from the 
northwest as tbe storm pa sed. 
E. G. Roe, Uniou Township, Fulton Connt.y, section 30, e ight.y rods norLh of Van 
Wiuklt·'s, wi tu •ss : My llouse is fort.y rods north of tbe center of the storm. For a.n 
hour before the toruado arriverl a heavy clond had been lying in the northwest, with 
ligbtlJiug playing i11 it. Cloud kept rising in the soutbwest and pa ·siug over to the 
northwest. From the clouds three points carne c1owu, from which rain appcarc1l to be 
falling. Tb re \vas clear sky uetween these points. Tbe ruins of m.r barn were car-
riecl first a little north, then forty ro1ls west, aud then distribute!l along the storm-
patll for balf a. mile east. They could easily be traced, because the baru was painted 
red. At Joliet Creek, on this farm, the . torm either widened or a brunch came down 
the creek. The ·tonu struck n a little before 6 p. m. 
J. B. Hatch, Union Township, section 29, twenty rods to the south of the storm-
center, witn : The torm stmck us a little 1Jffore6 p.m. As the cloud and darkness 
came ov r, ev<>rything appeared to bo enveloped in a white mi st . There were no 
drop:, but it w et everything. The carpets in th e hon se had to be taken up and dried. 
T~ paper ou th e \T:tlls wa · covered with mnd and fine-ground leaves. The stronge t 
wlllcl came from the outhwe t. Everything wa collected to the ceuter of the s t.orm-
patll. Did not feel any choking sensation when nJTOnnded by the mist. Did not 
feel cold. Boy felt chilly. It had been a very warm day. Saw ligbtuiug r ight in the 
sto1m. 
An nnoccnpi c1 hon e t en rod sou th of the torlll-ceuter was partetl. The kitchen wa 
arri d to th north; the main body to th e south. 
'om 'lius A ·k 'l'UHW, uion Town. hip, a half mile ea t of Hatch's bou e anu five 
rorl .-outh of the torm-ceut •r, witn .-s: :1w torrn gathering in the norrhw e:t :11Hl 
onthwl' t for sou1 tim e. II:.tilnearly the size of hen 'e•rcrs f•ll befor th ·torm. A 
· onth wind took th roof oil' the bou: . A nortbwPst wi~~l tllcn till further c1pmol-
i bt'd it. Th • wind took me oft' rny fe · t. :My bir •d ba.n<l, Cornelia Rice, wa. tbro\\·n 
rl~nvn by L "ind aud th •n yn bed alon~ h gromHl for ev ral md . He l •;wed on 
1u. t' luow a h • w nt. Ill' ftr t trav ,1 •rlnorth, and tb 'll in u ·urve round to th e •a ·t, 
wl ' c topp~>d hi fnrth ·r pr gr • .. by ·lin ring to the bra.ncb . of a tr "· Tbe 
gr01 ncl \\' :1! ratlwr dry b •for th tomatlo. 1t was (]nit we t after it. cv ral botr 
"!·r t: tratl. fix1•1l with tilrlb ·r. . A bing], wa driv •n into tb e Bonnd bntt of a. '' hit'-
oak lwalll nwa lll'incr h~· 4 inch . The darku · · was black. 'fh dir ·tiou of the 
, torm-path a t tlli . puiu wa.· ·till at-. onth a t. 
\Yilli · 111 )JuBrid · Ulll on Town hip, . cction :32, witn~> : Hail and hea .V ra.in ~ · 11 b •-
~~~~ ,. th · tornado .. 1 th ·n h ·r·am, hla ·k darkne s. Three-quart r of a ruile outh 
from 111 ~· hun. P r·htutn p~·.· WI' !' h1own clown. 
~ Ir. ~lcBri ··. bott ~~ · tauds appar ntly n ar tho · nt r of th st rro, which here 
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seems to have mitigated its fury so~ewhat. The barn-roof was blown to the north-
northeast. The barn itself was moved four inches to the south. 
R. Johnston, Uuion Township, section 33: The wind commenced to blow very hard 
from the south. Went into the cellar. Two AmaH buildings were first blown to the 
north. The kitchen was blown southeast. The barn and other buildings went south. 
The maiu building was pushed a few feet to the southwest. It grew so dark that one 
conld not see ten feet. Some hogs ancl pigs were carried away, I do not know where. 
Some of the form er weighed two hundred and fifty pounds. 
Mr. Johnston's house st.ood exactly in the center of the whirlwind. 
Thomas Poole's house stood to the east of Johnston's. It was demolished. I could 
not see him. 
Andrew Maholland, Uuion Township, witness: It was near 6 p.m. when the storm 
struck us. Felt the air to be very hot, like steam, before t!Je storm. The wind at first 
came strong from the east and was accompanied by a driving wet. The roof of the 
house was blown to the southwest. · 
Mr. Ma.holland's house stands fifty rods to the north of the center. · 
R. S. Gorham, Union Township, section 33, forty rods south from Maholland's, and 
rather on tbe north edge of the center: The house was carrifld entire a few yards to the 
northwest, struck the ground, toppled over, and went to pieces. The kitchen was 
moved a few yards and broke up, leaving the family upon the floor. Trees were blown 
down from the northeast. · 
D. H. Gorham, Union Township, section 34, witness: The tornado arrived at my house 
at 5.55 p.m. Saw the storm gather in t!Je west-northwest one and a half honrs before 
it came. Saw a little lightning as it approached, but none ~-tfter it arrived. Saw two 
clouds, one in the southwest and one in the northwest, wit.b a reel streak like snnset 
between them. Afterward saw only one cloud, rolliog forward like a wlleel. Heard 
a r<:faring a little before the storm arrived. It grew so dark tllat I could not read-a 
black darkness. First there came a blow from tile so11theast: After that there came a 
slight lull, and h ail as large as hens' eggs fell straigbt. Then there came a harder 
blow from the northeast. Then for three minutes there fell a perfect torrent of rain. 
Rode out immediately, and the water on the road rea.cbed to the horse's belly. My 
o~tbuilclings were damaged by the northeast wind. Fences were thrown down a mile 
Wide. 
Mr. Gorham's house stands fifty rods north of the center of the storm. 
A. H. Miller, Union Towiiship, section 35: The bouse of Mr. Miller stands on the 
north edge of the storm. There fell a tremendous rain as the storm passed. 
At D. M. Kline's farm fences were thrown clown a mile wide. They were thrown 
toward the center from both sides. The storm at this point had greatly diminished 
in violence. 
0. Chatterton, Lee Township, section 1, witness: Heard the roaring only a few minutes 
before thl3 storm came. The wind blew first from the southwest, then from the north-
east, and then fi:·om the north. Saw no lightuiug. A tremendous ra.in fell abo ut eighty 
rods south from the house. Thinks that this heavy rain did not extend far south. The 
Council Corner r:;chool-house was tnrned round. 
John Schneider, Ellisville Township, had some fences blown down on the northwest 
bank of Spoon River. 
H. Caril, village of Ellisville, witness: A very heavy rain fell during three-quarters 
of an hour. For six miles to the north everything was flooded. There was not much 
lightning. Heard a roaring, but not very loud. 
Isaac Sechleider, Deerfield Township, section 7, across Spoon River: Mr. Sechleider's 
house stood near tiJe summit of the bluffs which face the river. It measured 16 by 
~2 by 12. It was blown southeast three rods, and deposited on its roof. The five 
Inmates were not much injured. The storm smashed the timber somewhat on the 
southeast bank. 
About a mile farther on it bncame impossible to track the storm. Before proceedinO' 
to where it next struck, it may be advisable to insert some testimony from Prairi~ 
City and the neighlJorhood. Prairie City is about one and a half miles south from 
the storm-path. 
'rhe editor of the Prairie City Herald testified that he thinks the storm was opposite 
a little before 6 p. m. 
C. H. IIe'?enover, Prairie City, testified that oak-leaves fell during the storm, and 
that the wmcl blew very strongly from the south. He keeps a thermometer but did 
not look at it that clay. Think!:! temperature was n·ot over 700. ' 
L. B. ay, ~rairie City, witnes : Saw a cloud in the northwest of a f1mnel-shape; 
heard a roann~ sound for perhaps :five minutes. The wind IJlew strongly from the 
soutbea. tall of a. sudden, accompanied with hail about the size of pi(reon-eo-rrs. There 
wa an unclercnrrent of clouds from the southeast overhead. Just as thfs""southeast 
wind blew it grew very dark. After the tornado passed the wincl changed to the north-
west, and a< mart bower fell. Then it cleared up, and the sun shone. 
J. 1. Kershaw, hotel-keeper, Prairie City, witness: It grew dark about 6.05 p. m. 
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saw clouds from southeast sent a-whirling as they struck the llOrthwest clouds j saw 
continual lightning as the storm approached; beard ro~tring after the storm passed. 
J. H. Day, Lee Township, about one mile sonth of the center of the storm, \V'itness: 
There fell a very heavy rain, with north wind, so heavy as to flood everything in a 
minute. It filled a small creek so that I could not get borne that night. I was one-
half mile farther south than my house. The windows were smashed with hail on the 
north and east. 
Wm. Henry, Lee Township, section 4, witness: Sa,w a heavy cloud in the northwest, 
and a less heavy one in the southeast. There was a ligllter space between, but could 
not see the sky there. The wind blew first from the east, and damaged the outhouses. 
Afterward there came a northwest wind, with a terrible rain. 
Samuel Taylor, Lee Township, section 20, four miles south of storm: It ra ined a little 
from southeast, and then the wind carne more from the south. 
A. T. Irvine, station-agent, Prairie City: Tlle telegraph was not disturbed by free . 
electricity durin g the passage of the totnado. It only ceased to work bet.ween this 
and Avon after the wires were broken by the wind. The wind blew from the south-
east as the storm approached. It rained quite a while from the southeast. Then it 
changed to the southwest, still raining, and when th~ min somewhat ceased, it came 
from the northeast. 
H . M. 'l'orseman, Prairie City, witness: Between Ellisville and three miles north of 
it, there fell a wost tremendous rain. Logs and rails were carried into the roads by 
the water. 
Having learned that the tornado had made another descent at Utica, near the Illinois 
River, I proceeded thither. 
Jacob McCan, Utica, Banner Township, Fulton County, witness: Storm came about 
6.30 p.m.; S<l.W lightning and beard thunder in the northwest, where a heavy cloud bad 
long been gathering; saw two nuder-clouds, one in the so nth west and the other in the 
northwe t, moving to\Yard each other. They were wind-clonus. Above them was a 
· da1·k-green clouu. The two clouds were \Yhitish, and were boiling up. The sky to the 
east was clear at this time, t he storm coming up as au i olated, solid mass of cloud. 
Tbe wind commenced to blow hard from the southwest. Then there came a brief lull; 
then a second blow from the northwest. vVHh the northwest wiud there came [L blue 
smoke. It came in tbrongh the broken window. It came right iu the fury of the gale. 
It was all dark in front of the window with it. This northwest wind was pretty cool. 
It hailed a little before the storm, and it rained very hard after it. 
Nearly all the bvuses in Utica were more or less damaged, and several were blown 
down. The village stands ou the bottom-lands of a small creek running into Illinois 
River. High bluffs ri e all around . The tornado was bere traveling southeast. It 
came down about one-half mile to the north we t, of Utica. It continued to overthrow 
trees until it reached Illinois River, whicll is di taut fwm Utica about one mile. It 
then turned abruptly to tile nortbea t, traveling up the stream, which it then followed 
for abont fifteen or more miles in a straight line, but much farther counting the bends 
in th e river. 
barl s Rice, Fulton County, Banner Township, one and a half miles from Illinois 
River, ju. t a,t the commencement of the wooued swamp bordering the river, witne s: 
Th wind bl w down two trees in my orchard. It was a north wind. The storm-cen-
t er was at lea ·tone· half mile nearer tho river. There were a few hail at the com-
mencement, and a heavy rain afterward. 
1. B . .Murray, Peoria County, Timber Township, section 31, and one mile distant from 
tb riv r : The storm blew down a O'reat deal Qf timber along the banks. orne trees 
w 'l'e al o blown down on the otb r side of my farm, on the summit of the bluff. A 
b avy rain immediately followed tho wind. 
A. Kiug, Peoria 'ounty, Timb r Town ·hip, section 31, witnes : My hous is one and 
a quart r mil from th riv r to the northwest. ![y fences were blown down. 
A. emp ey, village of Kin" ·ton, Peoria 'ouuty: A few chimney were blown off in 
the villag , ancl s imilar damage done. Two cows were killed by lightning. Some 
timber on tbe riv r wa blown down. 
King toni itnated on tb hottom-land of the Illinois Riv r, ancl clo e to it. 
Mapl ton, eoria oun y: II r there fell hail a large as .hazel-nut , and a v ry 
h av~· rain. a· ·ompani d by tbund~r a.nd lightning. Ito ·curred a.fter 6 p.m. William 
Harn. on t ·tifi 'Cl that h' aw tree in coo. iderable number which bad been blown 
down in tbf• torm of lay 22. 
P kin: The ft>nyrnan i tifi cl that ther wa a big rain-. torm with high wind. The 
·m k ·-"tack of hi. boat was omewhat damaged by it. lr. Tazcw 11 ·tatcd tba the 
high wiucl am fir t, then th hail and rain . 
Fr d. •'etz, \Ya. hington, llliu i , witne : It bl w very bard abont 6.15 p.m. Tb re 
wa a bl'avy rain. 
Thoma. iiancl.·a ·k r, ditor f th ' ashington HPrald, \Ya. hingt n, Illinoi. : Th 
toun c·am ·at G.l p.m. or\' ry nearl ·. I watched th cloud. Did not e any fnnn l-
app aranc nor any whirlin r , There wa a very b avy rain, accompanied \Yith thun-
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der and lightning. The wind blew down numbers of trees in differ~nt directio'ns, but 
mostly from the southwest. Heard that at Eureka there was a cons1derable storm. 
I accordingly went to Eureka, but found nothing of importance. Before closing the 
statement of facts, a few data may be addnced~ showing the widely-extended area over 
which the storm, or portions of it, manifested itself: 
Special dispatch to the Chicago T?'ib~me. 
OTTAWA, ILLINOIS, May 23. 
The tornado which passeu through Central Iowa seemed to have spent its force here 
last evening. An enormous quantity of rain fell in an incredibly short time, and the 
trains on both railroads were delayed for hours. Bridges were swept away and much 
damage done. Ottawa lay directly in the line in which the storm was traveling when 
I ceased to follow it. 
Special telegram to the Chicago Times. 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS, May 23. 
A very heavy storm of wind, rain, and bail passed over this city last night. 
Special telegrarn to the Chicago Times. 
PJWRIA, May 24. 
The severe storm of Thursday night did much damage in PrincevilJe, this county. 
A narrow strip of wind passed throuah Southern Village, almost literally demolishing 
the house of Oliver Moody. 0 • 
The followin g is an extract from a letter by B. Whitaker, chairman of the meteoro-
logical committee, w bo resides two and three-quarter miles east of Warsaw, Illinois, in 
conespondence with the Chief Signal-Officer: 
"On Sunday, May 22, about 3 p.m., or perhaps a little later, while planting potatoes 
in the field, a roaring noise was heard a little west of nort.b. Being familiar with the 
noise of railroads, steamboats, &c., was at a loss ·to account for it. We stood and 
listened five minutes. The continued roaring noise indicated great force. A perceptible 
indication of i ts moving more to due north was manifest . After resuming onr work 
the noise was heard for some time-ten or fifteen minutes or more. A dark cloud 
occupied the heavens in that direction, the point or foremost end moving to the north-
east. The motion of the cloud was not easily indicated, on account of intervening and 
adjacent clouds. My place of observation is two and a half miles due south of the 
si.gnal-stat.ion Keokuk, and two and three-quarter miles due east of Warsaw, and the 
d1stance to the path of the bnrricane at least sixty miles." 
Mr. Whitaker adduces a number of names of respectable parties in support of his re-
markable statement as being co-witnesses. 
Such is a statement of the facts connected with the Iowa and Illinois tornado of May 
22, 1873, so far as I have been able to collect them. I spared no pains in order to render 
it scientifically complete, sometimes traveling miles under a fierce sun, and with a 
~emperature among the nineties, in order to obtain the evidence of one man. The 
mforrua~ion given by any witness by no means represents the number of questions 
asked h1m. These were extensive and calculated to extract all the know1eclge ou the 
subject possessed by those nnder examination. :For instance, the following question 
~as addressed to all an~l sundry : Did you observe any pointed objects, sncb as 1igbt-
m~~-rods, posts, &c., tipped with flame, during the progress of the tornado f But being 
l~mformly answered in the negative, bas not been formally inserted in the statement of 
fac~s. AI o, a description of the sound was exacted from all witnesses, but only a few 
typ1C~l ones have been inserted. I regret this at present, because I have learned fron! 
expenence that very important questions m~ty attach themselves to a description of 
the sound. While intenogating parties the utmost vigilance was exercised to prevent 
them fr~ru giving con<.:lnsionsfor what they saw and beard. This was a very trouble-
some pom.t, a~l(l cau ed the interrogator to appear in many cases in the highest degree 
rude; wb1le It also excluded from t.bese pages the names of persons who observed 
accurately, bnt who are unable to eli tiuguish between the es.se and the ergo. 
No opport~1nity wn allowed to pass of obtaining information. Whether at home, on 
t~ road,. or m h.e field, all met were questioned. Of course by far the majority could 
g1ve no mformatwn worth takiuO'. 
It will be notic d that the stat~ment of facts for Iowa is much more exhaustive a.nd 
instructive than that for Illinoi . There are several reasons for this : 
1: orne ~eeks had alre.ady elaps d ince the tornado, and its traces were becoming 
rap1dly obliterated, both m the memories of the wituesses and upon the surface of tho 
earth. 
2. It was later in the day when H occurred, thus hiding the light of the sun more 
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completely by the tornado-clouds as they approached, and rendering it more difficult to 
observe accurately their forms and proportions. , 
3. The storm in Illinois seems to have been of a somewhat different character from 
that in Iowa, by its form rendering observation more difficult. · 
It may perhaps not be deemed irrelevant to mention that the best information was 
uniformly obtained from those who are not natives of the localities in which they live, 
bnt have settled there from other States or other countries. The reason of this may 
perhaps be that Iowa and Illinois are but recently settled, and that consequently the 
native-born population have not yet bad time to arrive at years of discretion, whereas 
the odginal settlers are in the prime of manhood or verging toward old age. 
·With regard to the angles of elevation given, it must be borne in mind that they are 
only approximations. Very few indeed of the witnesses have accurate conceptions of 
angles. I generaJly made them point in the dkection in which an object was seen, and 
so estimated the angle. 
CALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 
The idea of a tornado in genentl. 
The tornado consists essentially of a rapidly-ascending current of air. This involves 
two other functions: :first, a rushing in of the air at the under part of the ascending 
current or column; secondly, an outrnshing at the upper. Upon the former of theso 
function s, combined with modifying circumstances, depends the peculiar character and 
career of the undercurrents and of the clouds they bear; upon the latter, combined 
with the same circumstances, the proportions and direction of motion of the upper 
currents and of the heavy masses of clouds they bear. There appears to be nothing in 
the Hat me of the tornado itself which can determine the motion of either the upper or 
under current more toward any one point of the compass than toward the others. This 
direct.ion of motion relative to the ascending column depends upon the direction and 
velocity of motion of 1.he latter, and of the atmospheric strata in which the influx and 
efflnx take place, modified, to some extent, by the differing velocities of revolution of 
the surface of the earth at different parallels of lat iturle, by the form of the earth's 
surface, and hy the variation in the constitntion of the atmosphere. If the tornado 
column, and the atmospheric tmta which it penetrates, move in the same direction and 
with the same velocity, the inflnx and efflux will take place in nearl,y equal quantity 
on all sides of the column. If they move with different velocities the directions of 
exagcreration and diminution of the influx and efflux can be calculated in the same way 
as the direction of a wind-vane on a ship's mast, giving the directions an<l velocities of 
the motion of the wind and of the ship. 
Generctl idea of the t01·nado of May 22, H373, in Iowa. 
A huge, dark cloud covered an area at least thirty miles in diameter. Under the 
south we t ed(J'e of this cloud tl1ere moved a perfectly opaque funnel-shaped appear-
anc , reaching from the ground to the clouds. Toward its base, the wind, in spiral , 
rus!Jed violently from all sides, overthrowing, when in immediate proximity to or 
within the opaque vortex, whatev r opposed its progre s. Toward its summit, wb re 
it ui. app ared in overhanging horizontal cloud, long streaks of clouds rushed in 
piral from all dir ction . Viewed from a eli tance they appear d to come from oppo-
site lir ction , and move swiftly toward each other at right an(J'les to the ob rver's 
line of Yi:ion. Between the surface-current and these centripetal clouds the air 
donbtl . obey f1 t!J ame force , and ru heel iu pimls with ever-increa ing velocity 
toward the opaque fnnn l. 
nder tho remaind •r of he lofty cloud wh ich d fined the limits within which the 
out preading of the a. c uding air wa taking place, and which lay chiefiy to the 
nort!J ca t of the ri ing olnmn, th r raged a trcm ndous storm of hail and rain, 
accompaui d by inces. ant and brilli nt electrical ph •noruena. 
More particular deacription.-Dimenaions of tlte meteor, and of the centrifugal or 11pper 
CU1Tent. 
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sixteen miles, or a total height of between sixteen and seventeen miles, would be 
required. 
Mr. Whitaker's evidence as to the immense height of the cloud receives corrobora-
tion from the evidence of a great many of the witnesses, who state that they saw the 
black cloud in the west for hours before the toruado carne. Since the storm traveled 
thirty miles per honr, if the cloud wa,s seen two hours in advance at an elevation of 
15° above the rational horizon, and it woulll scarcely have attracted attention when 
lower, then it must have been sixteen miles in h eight. 
The data for dett>rmining the horizontal extent of the cloud are no~ very p_recise. 
There is a general concurrence of the witnesses that it reached only a few m1les to 
the south of the tornado, and that very little rain or hail feU there. G. W. Brockway 
(p. 1072) testitied that at Talleyrand, about two and a half miles southe~st fronl. the 
track of the tornado, there fell neither hail nor rain, and that the cloud did not re~ch 
the zenith. Isaac Farley (p. 1071) testitied that at Foote, Iowa County, fifteen miles 
north ofTalleyrand, there was but litt.le rain and no hail. E. R. Eldridge (p. 1071) testi-
fied that at Washington the cloud reached a little beyond the zenith. At Lone Tree and 
Nicholl's Stations ffound by personal inquiry that there was a very heavy tht~nde~­
storm. These stations lie eighteen miles north-northeast of Washingt,on. H 1s evi-
dent, moreover, that the cloud must have extended considerably 'oeyond t.he area over 
whic~ it rained. It is prouably, therefore, no exaggeration to assign thirty miles as 
the dmmeter of the cloud from south-southwest to north-northeast. 
Arthur Howell (p. 1071) testified that at Yalton, five miles north of the torn~do, t~ree 
fell a heavy rain of about an llour's duration. The storm traveled about thirty miles 
per hour. 'l'bis would give the cloud an extent in the direction in which the storm 
traveled of more than thirty miles. There is a general agreement among the wit-
nesses that a little hail fell some few minutes before the advent of the funnel, and a 
little rain immediately after its passage. The whole appears to have occupied at least 
thirty minutes iu passing. This would give the cloud at the fuune.l a width of at 
least fifteen miles in the line of its progress. Probably it was considerably greater. 
vVe may, taerefore, safely conclude that \Ve are within the limits when we assign to 
the centrifugal cloud a.n average horizontal diameter of thirty m_iles. . 
I have no data for determining the elevation of the nuder side of the centnfugal 
cloud beyond what is involved in those for measuring the altitude of the centripetal. 
There must, however, have intervened a very considerable space between the two. 
For if there was nothing intervening there could be nothing to prevent the under, 
and specifically lighter, air from taking the shortest way up. There could be no rea-
son why it should first rush to a center, ascend there, and then rush from it. 
Dimensions of the centl'ipetal cw·1·ent. 
The data for determining these are still less precise than the pr.eceding, but yet 
sufficiently so to give a more definite idea than any mere description in general terms. 
H. C. Vittitoe (p. 1071,) sa,w, when three miles to the northwest of the tornado-path, 
white underclonds rushing to a center a little south of the zenith. A. Vandevere, whose 
evidence may be here adduced, although it refers to the tornado in Illinois, states: I have 
reHable information that two or three miles to the north the clouds were seen rushing 
south. The clouds came also from the south. Nearly all the witnesses who watched the 
approaching storm tell of clouds seeo darting toward each other from opposite direc-
tions. It was impm;sible, however, to obt-ain a nything like accurate measurements, owing 
to the eli tances beiog unknown. If we suppose that the centripetal clouds bad a 
horizontal diameter of four miles, we may obtain a determination of elevation from 
the data given by E. 'R. Eldridge, (p. 1071.) 
At four miles' distance, the point wllere the lower clouds seemed to join the higher 
appeared to him to have 3f>0 of elevation. Deducting two miles from tlle distance for 
the as um ed diameter of the centripetal clouds. we have an elevation of 1.4 miles. 
J. W. Plumber (p. 1062) give the angle subtemled by the centripetal clouds when sev-
eral r:•il es distant, at about 45° , and the augle of elevation at about 35°. If we assume 
the d1stance to have been five miles, we should have over 4.6 miles as the diameter of 
the centripe~al clouds, and :3.5 as the al.titude, which latter figure is, perhaps, though 
not neces ·a.nly, too great. 
The .a t~m ed di tauce of five miles refers to the base of a perpendicular from the 
umnut of the. cloud, to th.c grot~nd, an<.l it is probably not too great since it corresponds 
to only t~n. mm.ut , . mot10.u of t.be storm. These clouds attracted attention by the 
g~·c3:t ~·npHli~y of tlle1r motiOn toward a common point; but their velocity gradually ~Jm1111 ·h ~ fr m th . center to their outer limits. They undoubtedly commenced t he 
JOurney w1tl1 a vclo ·tty by .n? n.1 ans triking, and in much smaller and les::; clense 
mas ·' . .H('n ·e .tl~e probabll.Ity H; that they extended rnnch farther than they were ou-
S'n'cd wtth.sulfic~ent attent•.o•? to leave an impre siou upon he memory. Moreover 
tll cnrr •ut w ":h• ·h th 'Y orwmnt d mu t have been in motion toward the vortex be: 
for tll Y w r' formed, becau tl.t 'Y owed their existence to the circumstances con-
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m~cted with that motion. It is, therefore, probable from these data tha.t in assigning 
ten miles as the diameter of the centripetal current at the altitude of these clouds we 
do not overrate it. 
There is good reason for believing that the diameter of the centripetal current was 
not less at a considerable elevation than at the earth's surface, because of the many 
obsta.des there opposed to its progress. Yet R. L. Harper testifies that, at Baden, 
three miles north'vvest of the storm-center, the wind changed from northeast to north-
west as the storm passed. This implies that it blew at least some few minutes from .a 
northerly direction, and ·also with force sufficient to attract attention. Suppose 1t 
blew 20 minutes in all from a northerly direction, we should have, since the storm was 
traveling thirty miles per hour, a diameter of nearly twelve miles for the surface cen-
tripetal current. 
. It is here necessary to the force of the reasoning to call attention to the fact that the 
wind, on the 2-2d. of Ma.v, was, in accordance with the barometric gradient, southerly. 
Willi.am P. Lisk (p. 1048) stntcs tllat about twenty minutes before the arrival of the 
tornado the wi.nd blew from the north. This would give a diameter of twenty miles, 
that is, assuming the northwest quadrant to be as extensive as the northeast. 
M.Williams, (p. 1048,) a. very careful witness, ::;t:l.tes that a.bout twenty-five minutes 
after the passage of the whirlwind, the wiud came again from the southwest. This also 
gives a diameter of twenty miles. The witnesses (see Keota evidence, &c.) generally 
testify that hail fell from 15 to 30 minutes before the whirlwind, and rain for as long a 
period after. They further, almost unanimo11sly, sa.v that thll wind was easterly with 
the hail and westerly with the rain. If we assume 20 minutes as the duration of each 
of these winds, we again obtain twenty miles as the diameter of the inrushing winds at 
the earth's surface. 
If the disturbing influences were not mnch greater at the earth's surface than at a 
higher altitude, the dimensions of the whirl shoald, within the limits of the centripe-
tal wind, -owing to the absence of friction, vastly increase as we ascend. Moreover, 
since the funuel was first formed at a considerable elevation, and since it touched the 
groand with a narrow point, and m~rely incidentally, as it were, since it fqr long di::;-
ta,u.ces ceased to strike the earth., aucl yet proceeded with undiminishecl energy ; since, 
iu short, both the originating and sustaining sources of its power seem to ha\'e mainly 
~xisted b.4gh in the atmosphere, we have the strongest reasons for concluding that the 
horizontal dimensions of the centripetal CllN:ent were very much greater at its more 
elevated portions than at its base. It ·would therefere appear to be not unlikely that 
the diameter of the centripetal current was not greatly exceecled by that of the cen-
tl' ifngal. 
Siuce writing the above I have received a communication from Frank McClintock, 
corre pondent of the mithsonianlustitution, WestUnion, Iowa. He states that there 
was a thunder-storm in the ruorni.ng and another in the afternoon; that the wind 
changed from the south to the west rapidly M 3.45 p.m., and that it worked back to 
the south before 9 p.m. This change of the wind agree with the time at which the 
tornado passed \Vashington, Iowa, a llowance being made for the inten'al which must 
elap e before the atmospheric disturbance could travel over the one hundred and 
twenty intervening mile . 'J. his change of tJ.1e wind. may, however, have been due to 
the t!Jtwder-storm m ntiooecL We are not, therefore, entitl ed from this solitary in-
t:tnce to conclude that the tornado had a radiu. of one h11ndred aud twenty miles, 
:a.ltlwugh it render it omewl!at probable that it did. 
'fbe i<tllowing is al ·o a late comm.unication. Capt. J. W. Stewart, of the steamboat 
Victory, stat : · 
'£he tornado occurred. oppo ite nffalo, Iowa. The time wa approximately a.bont 4 
p. m. T!te ky-ligbt, !}ilot-hou e, and chim.ucys were blowu overboard. The wind 
carne in three h avy gn t , accompanied by very hea.vy rain, in fact, almo, t a water-
spout, and the d.arkucs a inteR '8. 'fhe duration was not more thau five or seven 
ruinate. 
T e dimensions of the jK-nnel. 
of au ob. erver. 
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To Mr. R. L. Jay, the funnel when tbree miles distant appeared to be about one-fourth 
mile high. 
M. Williams (p. 1048) states that when the fnnnel struck the ground the fences f?r 60 
yards were carried away. It does not appear probaule, however, that.the uase of the 
1 funnel was 60 yards wide at this point. But suppose we assume that It was, and also 
assume that the width of the summit was five times that of the base, which his de-
scription warrants. When at the distance of 300 yards the angle of elevation was sup-
posed to be about 750, From these data the distance of the witness from the base of a 
perpendicular from the edge of the summit wonld ue 180 yards. This gives an elevation 
of 672 yards. . 
Sam Brunt t est.ifies (p. 1049) that the breauth of the funnel, when on his farm, ap-
peared to be about 100 feet. 
Wm Davis (p. 1050) places the angle of elevation at 15° when half a mile distant. 
This gives an elevation of 235 yards. . . . . . 
Fred. Tollman (p. 10fi0) at 70 yards distance estimated the angle of elevatwnof the 
summit of the lower fmmel at 60°. This gives an elevation of 1~1 yards. 
Matthias Gengler ( p. 1052) from an elevation of 200 feet anu a distance of one mile 
estimated the anO'Ie at 55°. This gives an elevation of 2,580 yards. 
Matthias Hotef'cp. 1053) vi ewiilO' it from the same distauce and direction, bup from a 
lower level, gave the angle at fro~ 55° to 60°. This may be regarded as identical with 
the last. 
Eli Walker (p. 1053) gave 30c at the distance of one and a half miles. Hence we have 
::tn elevatiou of 1,524 yards. 
E. Stout (p. 105:3) one and a half miles, 15° , and elevation of 707 yards. This refers 
only to the lower funnel. 
Rev. J.P. Coffm:w (p. 1060) one mile, 25°, a,nd elevation 821 yards. 
F. Brown (p. 1061) one and a half miles, 15°, and elevation 707 yards. Mr. Brown 
estimated the breadth of the top at five times that of the base. 
J. vV. Plumber, (p. 1052,) three-fourths mile, 25°, an<l elevation 615 yards. 
John Maughlin, (p. 1062, ) 200 yards, 15°, and elevation 54 yards. 
R. M. Stevenson, (p. 106:i,) 700 yards, 35°, and elevation 490 yards. 
The smallest of the resnlts is G3 yards, and it may be safely discounted, because, at 
the di stance of 200 yards, the darkness was great and the wind very st.rong. The time 
for observation also in such a position, with the storm directly approachiug, was urief. 
The most reliable results are those outained from observations taken on the south siue 
of the storm-path, and at a distance of at least a mile from it. There the b~se-line 
could be accurately determined, and ample opportunity was h~d for calm observation. 
I therefore valne the data on the suuject of eleva.tiou afforded by Matthias Gengler and 
Mat,tbias Hotel above a ll others. Th Bir elevated positions gave them a splendid oppor-
tunity of watching the magnificent spectacle. The toruado was moving steadily 
along North Skuuk River, without jumpiug up and down an<l skipping fi:·om si<Je to 
sifl e. E li Walker and E. Stout, whi le occnpyiug a position ot.herwise good, could not 
so well determine the distauce of the meteor, bec::wse it \Vas approaching t.hem. Be-
~:~ides, the figures of E. Stout refer only to the lower fnnuel. These four wHnesses 
watched the meteor at the same time. I therefore conclude that the tornado column 
was, from a favorable position, visiule at some parLs of its course to a height of betw•~en 
one au<l two miles. 
In this connection it shon1<1 be remembere!l that the uata f11rnished by E. R. E ld-
ridge (p . 1071) gave an eleYation of oue and a fourth miles to the cloud which be saw 
bending forward, but did not rt:cognize as funnel-shaped. 
Wherever there was evidence of the fnnuel having tonched tho ground there was, to 
a greater or less breauth, what I have designated as the vortex of extreme violence, 
varying from 100 yards in breadth to nothing. Without havinp; positive evidence, and 
notwitllstanding that there was everywbere a gradual diminution of violence from the 
center to the circumference except in tile rernarkau1e phenomenon of streaks or arms, 
and no abrupt transitions, I could not help concluding that the path of greatest vio·-
lence wa~ identical, or 11early so, with tho diameter of the base of the funuel when it 
to_nched the gronnd. This would give it an average diameter of about :30 yards. The 
w1tnes os are generally agreed tbat the summit was several times wider than the base. 
'l'be exceptional ca e in which two funnels a re superimposed will hereafter be treatl:'d. 
If we a sum tllat the vis ible top wa five times the diameter of the base, we have, say 
for. the altitmle of .one mile, a diameter of only 1C-0 yards. I think, however, that, owing 
to It great elevatwn and the optical uelusion connected therewith, and the o-eneral b~lief of th? pectator , the funiJel was, at the very utmost, only a few hund1~d feet 
high; the d1ameter of the summit was very mnch greater. 
The changes seen in the ftmnel. 
• orne ob ervers saw only one funnel; others saw two fnnnels superimposed, with 
the narrow nds together, and the smaller one beneath; while a good many saw two 
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and even three funnels, side by side. The evidence on all th ef:le points is beyond 
question. At first I was inclined to believe that two or more fnnnels had actually 
touched the gronnd and traveled side by side. The sketch of the storm by R. F. 
Cambell seemed to favor this explanation. It shows a protuber::tnP-e on each side of the 
funnel, which looks like an inceptive funnel. The fact. that a second funnel should travel 
along on the soutlleast side of the main one without disturbing the S,Ymmet.ry of the 
action of the latter, as exhibited by the ruins, diclnot appear ~tlt.ogether incredible, for it 
is abnndantly evideut frow the statement of facts that the damage was done by a wiucl 
blowing iu the path of the tomado when the black funnel hovered above or sliglltly 
touched the ground. Thns an iucipient fnnnel, moving along the southenRt sicle of the 
main fu11n el, and occasionally making a dip, would produce no appreciable discord ia 
the disposition of the ruiu s. Au insuperable oLjection to this theory was found in the 
unanimous testimony of the eye-witnesses that the funucls approached each otller and 
combined to form one. Anoth er oujection was touud in the lack of unity thus intro-
duced into tbe conception of the magnificent whole. Finding this explanation unten-
able, I ende:wored to thin]{ the possibility of smaller auxiliary funnels, each of them 
a perfect whirl, moving in spiral s nearly or altogether iclent.ical with t.hose pursued 
by the confluent winds. This I found to be more difficult than tlJC first. The chief 
objection was the total lack of a conceivable cause of the existence of these smaller 
whirls.' Tl.Je second was the peculiar circumstance that while one observer sa~Y two 
funnels, anot.her in the same position savv only one, or saw two snperimposecl with tlJe 
smaller cuds together. No possi ule a rrat•gement of two independ ent fnnuels with the 
smaller ends down could produce the optical illusion of two funuels snpcrimposed, 
'vith tlle smaller ends together. I fonnd "·hat I believe to be the key to the uifficulty 
while considerin g Mr. Maruourg'A <le liueation of the two funnels joitdng in one funnel, 
(p. 1065.) The ot her observers who saw two or more funnels evidently had the whole of 
their attention confined to these, and did not observe what was above thelll. He saw 
the two combin e at what he estimakd an alt.itude of Jlft.y feet and form one. Another 
,\·i tncss, at tbe sa111 e place and time, saw ouly one funnel. At Lancaster, so me saw 
only one, others saw two snpcritnposecl, and otlJers saw t\VO s ide by s ide, aucl all at the 
same time. There was, therefore, an unavoidalJle necessity for some explanation 
which could reconcile these antagonistic ttppearances. 
Explanation. 
There is excellent evidence to show that t.he fnnnel moved at its base with a sort of 
pendulum motion; tltat it seemed to st~tlld still for a moment and theu to bound s ud-
denly forward. Tho evideuce on this point is so g<>uera11.hat we need not recapitulate 
it. Bnt we have no reason for npposing that this oscillatin g motion ex tetHled to any 
consi<lera.lJl, distance alJove th e ground, for it is ouly iu t.be waut of homogeneity of 
the attno~phere n.ud t ile res ist!tllce opposed to the free course of the wiuds by the 
earth's ·mface, 1bat we can find a canse for t ltif:l pendnlum motion. L et ns suppose 
that the fnnud i over a well-watcrccl aucl well-wooded ru.viue, with its path at right 
augles toiL. It i ·evident tlHtt the air at some dist~~nce a.huve tho groull(l will offer. 
mnch lrss r<>sistauce to t.he force.· drawi11g it iuto uew 11aths thau tllrtt on tlte urface, 
wher the friction i so intportant an ele111ent. In the forward march of the tornado 
the ha e would tim · he souJewbat left behind. Tlte warm, moi;;t air of the raYine 
would ilJcr<>n · · tllis tendency, on accouut of its specific levity. The fnnuel would be-
come bent thus: 
But th inrnshing wind follo\Y the path of lea t re istance townrcl the area. 
of grt!atc· ·t rarefnwtion . The heu<ling, tlJerc·fore, cannot pmcee<l far, before 
the ~<onthwest winrl , who.·e direct ion of mot ion is carrying 11Pm away hom 
th1• ha. e of the iuclinecl fnnnel, will lind le:ss re istanee and a s horter path 
toward the gT •at ' t rarefaction, uy st rikinrr up into the nearest polllt in the 
!iide of th funn •l. "' 
A treak <;f ran·facti on :.,rrcat cuongb to produce conden ation is t.llll. gen rated. 
Thi. ann of tho funnel, a1l'c)l'(1ing the shortt>st way for the wiud s, will incrPa. e wi h 
rapidiry. The oth ·r will 1' Ten. c• lH'r·omi1w mainly confinc~cl to tlJ e norlhwt' t wind. 
dt•auwhil ·I h • int ·n·cning air will IH' ·on10 ran·Ocd aucl a ·t in n10tion; thll two arru 
will . IHldt'nl.v unite aud th funnel prP ent a~aiu it oricrinal provortionH. Th 
tran. forma iom; 11111 t tal< pla. within a. uril·f pac of time, forth tmnado i . tr," 1-
ill" at tlw rate· of half a. mil• Jl<•r minnt ·. \\hen we; con i<1 •r in ~tddition th dark-
nc· . \ c will ,ht: at nolo. ·. to ·mw<·ive why thc·:c two hranche , )IOnl<l pn•. ·n the 
app ·araJH'I! of ouP fnn~H:l with it. .-n.allt·r end down, a11d why, to a l•s favorably 
Jtnatt·d or nwr • ·up •rhc1al olJ. ervcr, th1· wlw]P should app ·ar as one. 
nc· <lilrkt lt~· ~· t r main · to he ohvial1·<l. , inee th, ann JllOY H forwanl in a piral 
tn till' <·•·ul<·l', and th • ,. ·locity of th l' illt'IJ, hi11g wi1111 at th fnntwl far <'X 'l't><l. on • 
llllllclt tfl 111il •• p ·r IH>Ill': bow i, it po .. ihl11 for tlw oh .,.r,·er in ho 'arlow: , to uotic 
th · app•·arauc' <li. tinctly! ~1r. :\larhour.; gh·c. th • di taul;e Letwccu the two arm 
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at 200 feet. This space would be traversed in one second by winds of so great 
velocity, and the condensed vapor woulrl fill the whole space before it had time to dis-
appear. The very velocity itself would render distinct vision difficult. We must 
not, in short, coufonnd the path of the wind::; with the winds themselves. While the 
winds were rushing up in a slanting and curvin g direetiou along these arms, the arms 
themselves might be moving forward with a much less rapid motion. If it 'vere pos-
sible to determine t.be inclination of these arms to the perpendicular it would aid in 
ealcnlating the force of the wind. Mr. Marbourg stated that the distance between 
·the bases of the two arms was 200 feet, and the height, when they joined together, 50 
feet. He gave 80 to 100 feet, however, as the height, to the editor of the Washington 
County Press. His own delineation favors -the l>elief that the height was greater tllan 
50 feet. He could easily judge of the distance betv.·een the arms, bnt was very liable 
to be mistaken in estimating the height. The error, therefore, will probably not be 
great if we assume that the fuunels joined together at the height of 100 feet. This 
would give these arm<~ an inclination of 45° . 
The cliTection in, ancl the velocity with which the tornado t1·aveled .. 
From its starting-point on South Sknnk River until it r eached North Skunk River, a 
distance of ten miles, the tornado traveled in an east-northeast direction. It then 
turned a little south of east and followed the course of that river for two miles. It 
then went east-nortlleast un~il it came to Rock Creek, when it turned a little west of 
north and followed the course of the creek for a short di s t,ance. It then traveled 
northeast until it ceased to touch the gronnd three miles from Keota. After lifting 
itself from the ground it traveled about east-northeast, striking ngain at Westchester, 
·washington Count.y. From this point until it ;reached Enoch Wrigllt's, a distance of 
over nine miles, its course was nearly stmight, varying between northeast aud east-
northeast. Its course then became very crooked, bending in curves from northeast to 
southeast, and vice 1•ersa; but on the whole traveling east until it came within a mile . 
of the confines of vVaRhiugton County, when it made a decided turn to the southeast. • " 
Here its path lay down the declivity toward the well-woofled ravine of Goose Creek. 
When within half a mile of the creek its traces b ecame so feeble that it was impossible 
to track it farther. H was at this point, \vitbiu one and a half miles of Iowa Hiver, 
the course of which is here nearly parallel with that of the tornado. The crookedness 
of it.s path reached its maximnm witllin the last half mile of its career, before ceasi ng 
to toncll tile ground, as a black funnel at A. Davidson's farm, Highland Township. 
Within tllis llalf mile it bent first a little to the southeast, then to the northeast, then 
t,o the soutllcast, and again back to the northeast, when it disappeared. 
After leaving Crooked Creek, at the commencement of its career in \Vasb ington 
County, :tJHl until it reached to near Goose Creek, the tornado traversed aD elevat,ed, 
well cultivated region, almost totally devoid of trees and water-courses. Tl1 er e was 
apparently nothing in the configuration of the ground over which it passed which 
could account for its changes of direction. These changes, moreover, were not gen-
ernJly aurupt, t,hc tornado ~:>weeping in graceful curves from one direc tion to another. 
It is to be uotccl, however, that the curviug of its path commeuced a.fter it came within 
tlle infineucc of the moiHter, warmer air of the Iowa Ri ,·er, a11d that tile general devi-
ation of its course from the northeast direction, whJCh it had on tlle whole hitherto 
followed, led it down the valley of the Iowa, River. 
Iu order to determ in (~ the velocity with which the meteor 1rave1N1, it waRne( e-;;sary 
to outaiH t!Je precise t.i nl e of itl:l arrival at llifferent points. The difficulty of outainiug 
precise ti1ne iu au agricultural di strict is always consideraule. Iu addit,ion, uo one 
t~ougbt of looking at. his clock or \vatch; he nce, although every wituess wa.s qnes-
twued on this point., t,lwre were bnt fe\Y wbo cou ld even a·ppruxiwate to the time. 
Til e m:-.~jorit.v tbonght that they had a remarkaul.v definite idea when th ey eonlcl tell 
between what hotu it occmTed. Reliable t.i1ne, it is believt-d, was obtained at lt'ast, at 
two places in Io\va, at Wolfden school-l1onse1 Lancaster Township, Keokuk Connty, 
and ~t A. McKee's llonse, Hcction 2:3, Cednr Township, vVash ington Uonnty. TIJe times 
?b~amed at tiH'Se places were corroborated by the te~:>timony of tlwse likely to be best 
1nformecl. Tb e tomaclo Rt rnck the school at ~.15 p.m.; it arTived in st~c tion 2:3, Cedar 
TownsiJip, at 3r.~o. p. ~~- Tlle dist~Lncc between these places in a straight, lin e is twenty-
seven Jmlt 'S. ll11 g1ves a, velocity of 29.4 mile~:> p er hour. The crool<edness of its 
conr e, tl10ngh not great, would bring its velocity along it.s path to tbirty wiles per 
huur at lea t. 
1'he cli1·eotion of the centripetal winds. 
'Fbe wind hlcw in spirals toward the center oft he Yortex, the din~ctiou of revolution 
b mg _outnu·.y to tho haiJ~h! ~fa watch tl1rongl1out tl11~ wllole course of r.he storm. 
Tl! evJdl'J_Jc·e IU. support of fin,, as given iu tl1e ~;t,atemen t of fnctH, is overwllelllliug, 
aud r cttpitulatwn unucc ·ssary. Tile. mere fuct tllut all who had an opportunity of 
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seeing the funnel saw that it was circnlar is sufficient to prove that it was a whirl-
wind, for on no other hypotbesis could the circular form be accounted for. 'l'heu the 
witnesses, almost withont exception, saw this funnel whirling contrary to the bands 
of a watch. Then the illustration of the position of the ruins of the houses and of the 
fall en trees, &c., proves beyond a doubt that a merely centripetal wind could not have 
done these things. A.gaiu, that the wind was not blowing in circles ronnd tbe 
center is sufficiently demonstrated by the fact that everything~ except within the most 
-violent vortex, was thro'wn toward t.he center. The ruins invariably lay most thickly 
there. The ouly form of motion capa.ble of producmg these effects is a mean between 
the circular and the direct centripetal, to wit, the Rpiral. The illustrations give co-
pious ocular demonstration that snch was the case. The ruins of houses, whenever 
they could lJe distinctly traced, proceeded in a curve toward the center, which appar-
ently ·was al wa.ys reached before the completion of an entire revolution. T!Jis does not 
imply that the centripetal winds never performed a complete revolntion before reach-
ing the center, but only that from within about 100 yards of the center this did·not 
take place. Ruins car:ried from that distallce seemed generally to reach the center in 
about two-thirds of a revolution. T!Jis led me to assume that at abont 100 yards from 
the ceuter the wind generally made an angle of alJout 25° with the tangent. This 
gives a centripetal component compared with the circular as .42~62 is to .90631. 
Besides its horizontal motion, the wind bad necessarily au ascend ing motion, which 
reached its maximum at the center and its minimum at the circumfereuce. Tile neces-
sity for this lies in the proof of the centripetal motion of the wind; otherwise the 
centripetal motion of the wind would r equire to double itself at half the radius from 
any point toward the center. This would soon give it a motion infinitely great, 
which is alJsurd. There wonld also be no means of escape for jt at the center. vVe 
have, lJesides, ocular demonstration. To a great many excellent witnesses tile funnel 
presented the :.tppearance of a screw with i ts thread running upwards. In addition, 
all objects within the sphere of the tornado seem to have been partly lifted, partly 
pushed forward. We have seen that at A. Gillson's bouse the arms made an angle with 
tbe perpendicular of probably about 4fl0 • Since these arms, as there is every r eason to 
lJelieve, were inclined in the normal direction of the winds, which is that of least re-
sistance, we arc justified in assuming that in the black funnel itself the inclination of 
the winds to the horizon was at least as great, and probaiJly greater. 
The velocity of the wind. 
This is a very difficult topic. The task would have been much ea ier if we bad been 
dealing with a hurizo11tal 'Wind merely. If even the perpendicular and horizontal 
component were invariable, the hope of a tolerably accurate solution of the problem 
would be much greater; but wLile the former decreases from the center to the circnm-
ference, the latter increases. Neither is it possible to do more than approximate to the 
l'elativc strength of these components at any point. In order that no chance of a solu-
tion might be lost, I collected the following heterogeneous data: 
1. A. chool-house, weighing 30,000 ponnd , was pushed 25 feet from its foundations .. 
The surface exposed to the wind= 360 square feet+ the roof, which bad a slant of 
450, (p. 1049.) 
2. A h eam, 14 feet by 2 by 4 inches, weighing 25 pounds, was carried :~5 yards, and 
driv n iuto black molcl 3 feet 9 inche , at an a11gle of 35° , (p. 1050.) , 
8. An iron san a~e-macbine, 6 by inche greatest exposure of surface, and weighmg 
15 pound , wa. carri cl away, (p. 1054.) 
4. An oak tr •e, 3 inches in diameter, was perforated by a board6 by 1 inches and 
(prolJably ) feet in 1 llo-tb, (p . 1037.) 
", A hog, WPighing 400 ponnd. , wa, carried a mile and a quarter. A cow and hor e 
were C'arri •<1 400 yard~ (p. 10;" ~ ·) 
6. Ahor. e-pow•rmachin•,w ighino-2,400pound ,andexposingasurfaceof2 quare 
feet wa · pu. IH'<l forward 6 yarcl::;, ( p. 105 . ) 
7. A po. t f· et lou •r and 4 inches iu diameter, and which bad been driven 3~ feet 
into th · . oil wa pu1led ont by tc wind , (p. 10" 9.) 
, Au 1m fen· -hoarrl, £ et by 6 by 1 inclle , was driven into the soil 4 feet, at an 
angl f :;o, (p. 106 .) 
1
• door, xpo. iug a mface of 1 qnare t et, was b 1<1 by four men again t the 
wind (p. 106:q 
lU. A lwn xpo.-in"' 2 ~ . qnar fee to th wind having a floor of 4 0 CJnar f , 
ancl w ·i rhin"' 20 ton , wa. pu h •<1 6 f' • ·t from its foundati 11 • It wa then lift •tl over 
tbf• top f tr 2 fi· high (p. 10£;3,) 
11. A h ·if·r \n•ighin"' 7 0 ponn<l wa carried away, (p. 1063.) 
1·. bon P. pn· ·uting t th wincl a nrfa of 176 sr1uare f et without the roof and ~' ·i,.hin r 10 ton wa · ·arri ·d ~4 ·ard wbil falling 3 fee , (p. 1 64.) Tb wind tru ·k 
1t 111 a rly on the ncl. 
13. Au oak ill, 1 · fe : t by .~ inch 1 and weighing 30 pound , wa driven 4 fc t into 
• 
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l1lack loam at an angle of 45°. It was carried 25 yards northeast with the house, and 
18 :vards east after parting from the house, (p. 1064.) 
14. A granary, exposing 128 square feet of surface, and weighing 60,000 pounds, was 
pushed 14 feet, (p. 1064.) · 
15. A plank 16 feet by 1 f~t by 2 inches, was driven 4 feet into the soil at an 
angle of 45°, (p. 1064.) · 
16. A corn-sheller, weighing 640 pounds, was carried 400 yards, (p. 1064.) 
17. An oak board, 4t feet, 4 by 1 inches, was driven through an oak post 4 inches in 
d.iameter, (p. 1066.) 
18. A house, exposing a surface of 392 SQuare feet, + the slanting roof, and weigh-
ing 20 tons, was carried forward 18 feet while falling 2 feet, (p. 1066.) 
19. A house, exposin_~ 533 square feet, and weighing about ~5 tons, was pushed from 
its foundations, (p. 10&.) 
20. A beam 14 feet by 6 by 2t inches was driven 3 feet into the soil in a slanting di-
rection. Its weight was 50 pounds, (p. 1066.) 
21. A stove, exposing a surface of :3 feet by 21 inches, was.pushed 12 feet, (p. 1068.) 
22. A granary, exposing a surface of 256 square feet to the wind, and weighin'g 
55,000 pounds, was carried 21 yards while falling 6 feet, (p. 1068.) 
23. A bell, exposing a surface of 1 square foot, weighing 115 pounds, and suspended 
12 feet high, was carried 60 feet, (p. 1068.) 
24. A hog weighing 200 pounds was carried 500 yards, (p. 1068.) 
25. A green log of water-elm, 8 feet long by 7 feet in circumference, and weighing 
j!,OOO pounds, was carried 50 yards, (p. 1069.) 
26. A horse, weighing 1,080 pounds, was carried 45 yards, (p. 1069.) 
It will be better to treat all similar examples together, and first let us examine the 
dat;:t concerning the houses. 
If we estimate the static friction of a frame house upon a stone foundation or upon 
posts firmly fixed into the ground, and to which it is nailed, at one-half the weight of 
the house, it does not seem likely that we shall err by excess. Upon this basis it is 
easy to calculate the minimum velocity of a horizontal wind necessary to push it from 
its foundations. The difficulty is that we are dealing with a wind having a perpen-
dicular component to its velocity. If the wall of the house was perfectly smooth, and 
since the air is nearly perfectly elastic, the only force exerted upon it by a wind blow-
ing at any angle to its surface would be perpendicular to that surface. Moreover, 
whatever force the perpendicular component may exercise upon the wall, owing to its 
J;oughness, must have upon the house the effect of an ·overturning rather than a lift-
ing power. But, since friction is independent of extent of surface, this overturning 
power would not assist in overcoming friction. The fact, also, that the houses, while 
being carried bodily through the air, were not made to spin round on an axis by this 
perpendicular component, there being then no resista.nce, beyond inertion, to motion in 
a circle, would seem to prove that its effect was not great. It would, therefore, appear 
that au approximation may be made to the velocity of the horizontal wind by simply , 
calculating upon the given assumption of the relation of weight to friction the min-
i mum force required to push thesl:' houses from their foundations. The following are the 
results for the given cases: 
1. Pressure per square foot 41.7 pounds. Velocity of wind 91.3 miles per hour. 
10. Pressure 71.4 pounds. Velocity 119.5 miles. 
12. Pressure 56.8 pounds. Velocity 106.6 miles. 
14. Pressure 234.3 pounds. Velocity 216.5 miles. 
18. Pressure 51 pounds. Velocity 100.9 miles. 
19. Pressure 46.9 pounds. Velocity 96.8 mileFl. 
22. Pr-essure 107.4 pounds. Velocity 146.6 miles. 
The roofs in these calculations have been neglected when the wind struck the side 
of ~he house, because if the wind was ascending at an angle of 45° it would not 
stnke the roof at all, and even a much less angle of inclination would produce a com-
paratively small effect; for if the wind were blowing horizontally 70 per cent. of its 
total force would be exerted perpendicularly .to the roof. This 70 per cent. would be 
re~olved into tw<_> components of 70 per cent. each, or of 49 per cent. of the force of the 
wmd, ~:m~ of which woul~ add to the wei~ht of the house and consequently increase 
t~e ;fbctwn by one·h.alf Its amount, wh1le the other would aid in overcoming the 
f~tctlon. Thus, even m t~e case of a horizontal wind exerted upon a roof sloping at 
4;P, ~nly 24-t p~r cent. of. It~ total amount is effective to aid in overcoming friction; 
that 1s, neglectmg the fnctwu of the wind aO'ainst the roof. 
OJ?lY one of t~e c buildings was not, in addition to being pushed from its foundation, 
carn~d away, :·1z, ~ase 14. It, however, was pushed through a dense mass of tough 
rnbb1 h, aud 1.ts tdes were bent from the perpendicular. Owing to its small surface 
an~ l;'{reat we1~ht the for~e of the wind exceeded the minimum required to push the 
bmldmg from It f~unda:twns le. in this case than in any of the others. Hence we 
ha>e the great >eloctty of 216.4 mtles per hour, or of 317.4 feet per second, in a horizon-
G9w 
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tal direction. It is also probable that in this case the kinetic frietion was greater than 
the static, and that it increased every moment until the building came to a stand. 
In the case of the other houses the maximum velocity of the wind was by no means 
necessary to push them from their foundations. They were in addition shot forward 
as if from a cannon, without touching the ground while almost grazing it, and at the 
same time maintaining their normal position. We have the testimony of one eye-witne!ls. 
that the bouse went like the railroad; of another that it went like lightning. Since 
the bouse in the former case only traveled 40 yards, (p. 1063,) and in the latter only 24 
yards, the above expressions wonld appear to justify the assumption that the accel-
eration of the houses could not have been less than that produced by gravity, or 32 
feet per second. This would require a force double of that necessary to overcome 
friction on the assumed basis. This gives in case 12 a pressure of 113.6 pounds, or a 
velocity of 150.7 tniles per hour. 
There is yet another way of calculating the veloCity of the wind from these houses. 
We have seen that in several cases they went forward in a well-nigh normal posit,ion1 
close to the ground, and falling as they went. . 
The perpendicular component of the wiml's force exerted upon the side of the build-
ing should, we have see::::, if effective, tend to make the building revolve, and so throw 
it out of its normal position. Since this did not take place we assume that the force 
was not effective. If, therefore, we :find by comparison of the force required to impart 
motion to a body sufficient to enable it to travel over the horizontal distances given, while 
the force of gravity is drawing it through the perpendicular spaces given, that it is 
unreasonably great, we shall h~Lve good grounds for concluding that there was somehow 
a lifting power exerted other than that due to the perpendicular component of the 
force of the wind. . 
Let us examine case 12. Tile bonse falls 3 feet while traveling 24 yanh1. In t4e 
time during which it tra\'eled, therefore, the motion of the house due to the force of the 
wind wa 24 yard or 72 feet, while that due to the force of gravity amounted only to 
3 f, et; that is, the acceleration caused by the wind was 24 times greater than that 
can ed by gravity. Now the force is as the square of the acceleration. Hence: if no 
lifting power had been exerteu, the force of the wind must have been 576 times that of 
gravity. Thi gives a total pressure upon the side of the houseof5,760 tons, or 32.7 tons to 
th quare foot, 'Y hich is absnrd, for the force generated by a difference of pressure cannot 
exceed that generated by a difference of a whole atmosphere, and that amounts only 
to about 3,350 pounds per square foot. We are, therefore, irresistibly drawn to the 
conclu ion that the hou es, while being driven forward, were partially supported by 
th wind. \Ve may learn how this was accomplil:<hed by studyin O' case 10. The bouse 
wa :fir t pn bed from its foundation for 6 feet, then turned upo~ its edge, and after-
ward lifted over the tops of trees 20 feet high. Probably the trees were so bent 
a to allow tlle hou e to a. cend at an angle of 45° , thus reducing the height to be as-
cended to about 16 feet. The problem is how to apply a wind in order to generate the 
force required. We have the evidence of L. W. Low, (p. 1050,) that as soon as his house 
turned up on it edge, tlle flooring flew to the roof. This is probably the usual pro-
cedure in imilar ca e , and it cause i this: as soon as the ed<Ye of the bouse is lifted 
the wind rn bes in, and findin<Y its furtller progre s barred, becomes instantly com-
pr d by th wind in rear. It tbu exerts over the whole interior of the house a 
pr ure nearly equal to that exerted upon one side of it by the wind. If the house 
i a weak one the immediate re ult is th~Lt it is burst asunder. If it is a strong one, 
a it evidently wa in tbi ca e, the compre · ed air, actin<Y on the one side on the 
rronnd aud on the oth r ide on the inside of the house .;ill, if the compression i 
·nffici ntly gr at, lift the hou e. The area of the floor of the house in question was 
4 ~ 0 qn3:re f t, and it weight wa twenty tons. The pres ure per square foot exerted 
1 rp nchcnlarl to th ar a of the floor, r quired, in order to lift the house, wa there-
fore 3.3 pound . But the force actuall~T exerted did not alone suffice to lift the build-
ing. It mu hav rai edit in a v ry brief period to a hei<Yht of 16 feet; for the ac-
ti no~· the wind nrgi.nrr it fonyard was yet in full operation. If we suppo e that it 
ccup1 done cood m a · ~en~1mg the ,e 16 feet, the lifting power exerted must have 
b n donbl that of rrravttatJOn or 166.7 pounds per square foot. Moreover, by the 
hyp th i the fore in th calculation ha to be applied perpendicularly to the base. 
Bu a?tually it wa not, the hou e b i~o- tilted up on its edge. Some of the po,ver of 
tb wmd would al o b Lo t l y e capm<Y through opening . Further, as oon a the 
bon wa lift <1 from tb ground be re i tance to the wincl and therefore its com-
pr · ion in th interior of tlle bou e, would be in a o-reat mea~nre removed. A pre -
nr of 200 poun~1 p r quar foot w~uld appear, therefore, inadequate to accompli h 
th work; tha 1 , apr .. nr of the wmd, or a v locity of two hundred mile p r hour. 
It.i · r adily p r~ iYed that a body w~icb i being accelerated by the wind will, if it 
partmlly pr . nt 1t. unc1 r . nrface to 1t, have the action of gravity upon it counter-
act d accordmg t the x t nt f the urfac expo ed, &c. Such I conceive, wa. the 
mann r in which tb hou ·e , wbil traveling forward were in th~ main partly relieved 
of tb ffi·ct of gravi y . ' 
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The extreme difficulty of obtaining even an approximation to the velocity of the 
wind is very appreciable in these calculations. In my opinion the best case is tltat of 
14, because of It.s remaining firmly on the ground. The total weight of itself and con-
tents waR also easily obtained. I therefore conclude that since the wind in this case 
bad a velocity exceeding two hundred and sixteen miles per hour, that it had ave-
locity equally great over a large portion of its path, and at particular points some-
times greater. 
A horse or a cow of 1,000 pounds weight does not probably expose a greater surface 
to the wind than 12 square feet. Many cows and some horses of this weight were car-
ried long distances. The lift,ing force of the wind, therefore, rht1st in these cases have 
exceeded 1,000-:- 12 = 83.3 pounds per square foot, and its velocity 129.8 miles per 
honr perpendicularly. 
21. A stove weighing 450 pounds and exposing 7t sgnare feet of surface was pushed 
12 feet. Estilliating static friction at one-half the weight the pressure must have been 
30.7 pounds per square foot, and the velocity 78.3 miles horizontally. , . 
25. A log of water-elm, exposing a surface of 17.8 square feet and weighing 2,000 
pounds, was carried 50 yards. It was probably barely lifted from the ground, if it 
was carried, because it did not strike deeply into the soil when it stopped . . Its path 
could not be traced by marks left on the ground. The lifting power of t.he wind, in 
order just to balance gravity, must have been 112.3 pounds per square foot, represent-
ing a perpendicular velocity of 149.8 miles. It may be asked how a perpendicular 
wind was possible close to the ground. The answer in :regard to the log is that the 
ltorizoutal wind would become compressed between the bulge of the tree and the 
ground. In that case, however, the surface exposed is not so large. The whole bears 
ample evidence of a terrific but incalculable wind. 
3 . .An iron sausage-machine, exposing a surf~ce of 48 square inches, and weighing 15 
potl'nds, was carried away. The lifting power must have exceeded 45 pounds per 
square foot, which corresponds to a perpendicular component of 94.8 miles. 
6. A horse-power machine, exposing a surface of 2 sctnare feet, and weighing 2,400 
pounds, was pushed along the ground for 6 yards. The ·machine lay close upon the 
ground, allowing very little scope for lifting power. The static friction could not 
have been less t.han one-fourth the weight,, Allowing one-fourth the weight of the 
machine for the lifting component of the wind, which is nndou btedly an exaggeration, 
there still remains a presmre of 225 pounds per square foot, horizontally, or a velocity 
of two hundred and twelve miles per hour . 
. 2. A beam, exposing a surface of 7 square feet, and weighing 25 pounds, was driven 
mto the ground 3 feet~ inches, at an angle of 35° . The area of the end. of the beam was 
8 square inches. A eolumbiad 10-incb shell, when filled, weighs about 100 pounds. At 
the distance of 100' yards such a shell penetrated compact earth 33 inches. Its velocity 
at the time of impact would be about 1,200 feet per second. The earth into which the 
beam was driven was black mold, which had never, beyond the depth of a few inches, 
been disturbed by the plow. It was wet at the time. If we estimate its resistance at 
half that of compact earth it is not likely we shall overrate it. The columbiad shell 
o~ these premises would have penetrated the mold 66 ' inches. The area of a great 
~ 1rcle of the ball is 76.54 inches. The weight, therefore, for the square inch of resist-
~ng surface amounts to 100 "'7"" 78.54 = 1.27 pounds. The weight of the beam per square 
mch of its end is 25-:- 8 = 3.1 pounds. W e ha~e, therefore, the following eq nation : 
1.27 X 45 X (1200 )2 -XZ 
:3.1 X 66 -
when X is the Yelocity of the beam in feet per second, = 634 feet. This gives the beam 
a velocity of 432.3 miles per hour, which is evidently erroneous, for it was accelerated 
t? this enormous velocity within a space. of 35 yards. Gravity acting through this 
d1~tance could only have produced a velocity of 82 feet. Since the force is as the square 
of the velocity, the following equation gives the force of the wind upon the beam: (775)2 X 25 
( 2)2 =force= 2,233 pounds pressure. Since the surface upon which this force 
was exertec~ did not exceed 0.7 square foot, the above pressure has to be increased by 
one-fourth Its amount in order to obtain the pre sure per square foot. The result is 
therefore evidently very erroneons. 
Calculations from. ~imilar d~t~ ~ive like stupendous. rest~lts. Perhaps, howeyer, 
t.he apparently prod1g10us veloCities Imparted to these flymg timbers may point to thE\ 
fact that at some elevation above the ground the velocity of the wind was vastly 
p-eate_r than at the surface. Jt may be al o ~hat t~e. timbers ":ere carried to a great 
:-levatJOn, and thu owed a large part of their rapidity of motiOn to gravity. Tbe1·e 
h also m~c~ uncertainty concerning ~he re~istance of soi ls. I shall, therefore, leave 
the remammg data uncalcnlated, as mvolvmg too many unknown l)nnntities. 
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Tlte amount of the precipitation. 
It was impossiule to obtain more than generalities on this head. There were no rain-
gauge measurements so far as I could learn. At Davenport, however, a few miles from 
where damage was done ou. the Mississippi, there fell, on May22, 1.35 inches, as shown 
by the signal-service reports. From the description of the rain to the north of the fun-
nel, in Washington County, a greater quantity than this must have fallen at many places. 
It is not, therefore, likely that we shall overestimate the amount when we assume that 
two inches of rain fell over an area ten miles in width. Since the tornado traveled 
. . ·. . . . . . 2X(10Xi)X3097600X9Xl44 
thirty m1les per hour, this gives a ram-fall per mmute of r:ts = 
23,232,000 cubic feet. ' 
Tornado dynamics. 
A cubic foot of water weighs 1,000 ounces. The weight of water which fell per 
. 232:32000 X 1000 
mmute was, therefore, ---1-6---- = 1,452,000,000 pounds. It is not, probably, au 
exaggeration to assume that this mass of water fell on an average 6 miles or more. 
This gives a horse-power of 14520000.0?XC6X5289) = 1,393,920,000 generated by the 
falling water. 33000 
From the calculations of the velocity of the wind, it is not probable that, when we 
assume, at the distance of 100 yards from the center, an average Yelocity of 120 miles 
per hom, we overrate it. The angle (p. lOSH) which the wind made with the tangent 
was probably about 25°. The wind, therefore, on these bases, enters a cylinder of 100 
yards radius at the rate of 50 miles per bour or 4,400 feet per minute. 
From the calculations of the height of the centripetal current, we have seen that it 
probably extended over two miles. Let us assume that its height was two miles. Let 
us assume also that the velocity with which the wind entered the cylinder was equally 
great throughout its length. We have then the following data for calculating the 
quantity of air which enters this cylinder of 100 yards radius, or 62.-3.318 yards circum-
ference per minute. It amounts to (628.318X3) x 4,400 X (2X1,760x3) cubic feet= 
87 5 2,5()-.2,656,000 cubic feet. Since this volume is calculated from the mechanical 
effects or force of the wind, and since the relation uetween the force and the velocity of 
the wind is calculated for the average pressure, it matters not in calculating the mas 
of the above volume of air what the barometric pressure was at ti.Je distance of 100 
yards from the center. 'l'he diffArence of pressure due to elevation must, however, be 
calculated. ince the average pressure at sea-level is about thirty inches, at au eleva-
tion of oue mile about 24.60 inches, and an elevation of two miles about 20.20 
inches, and taking into account the correction due to the elevation of the country 
over which the tornatlo pa ed, 24 inches would be about the mean pressure 
up to two mile of elevation. Tbe density of the air varies with the temperature. 
From the data given on page 10~13, the t emperature aronnd the tornado mu t 
have been, at a fair e:xpo ure, about 76o, but was in deep-wooded ravin es no 
doubt much greater. Since the temperature diminishes 10 for every 300 or 400 'feet of 
elevation, we may assume the arerage temperature to have been wit-hin the limits of 
thEI centripetal current about 60 ::> . The relati ve humidity (p. 1072) was about 65 per 
cent. 
The weight of a cubic foot of air, at a pres nre of 24 inches, a t emperatnre of 60:J, 
and a relative I.Jumidity of 65 per cent., i 42o grs., or thereabout. The total weigl.!t ot air, 
therefore, entering the column per minute amounts to 75 2502656°00 X 426 = 5,330,-
7000 
020, 5,9-22 pounds. Tbis weight of air moves by hypothe is at the rate of one hnndred 
and twenty ruile per hour, or of 170 feet per ecoud. This velocity is acquired from the 
ace leration due to gravity iu falling through a pace of 4 1 feet . The power, there-
for gen rated by this rna. s of air moving with the given velocity amouut to 
53.3 20 5922X4 1 ,.., 3~ 0 = t7,6 9,092,161,166 hor e-power. 
Th lat nt heat of eYaporation amount to about 1.0000. ConseC]_uently the cou-
d n ation of 1 452,000, 00 pound (1f vapor is accompanied by the evolution of 
1 ,4~2 0 , 0 X 1,000 caloric or pound-degree of heat. The , pecific thermal capacity 
of air as compar d with wat r i a .237 to 1. The number of clegr , tb refor 
which thi amount of heat would rai e 1 pound of air, i 1 452 000 000,0 0 X~'\¥= 
G,l~ : 2 27 ,4 1 d gree . Bu~ the pre ure remaining the arne, air xpand $part 
of It volum for very accret10n of 1 clegree of temperature. Thi amount of hea 
would th r fore expand 1 p und of air, 6,126,5 2,27 ,4 1-:-491 = 12,477,764,315 tim . 
A .c~b ic fo of air at 30 ioche pr or 60,:, temperat 1re, and having a relative ~u­
mt 1 y f 5 p r cent., w igh 53_.() grain . A pound of uch air, therefor , ccupt ?,0 -:-53 . · = 12.99 cubic fee =or v ry n arly 1:3 cubic feet. A pound of air, therefor 
lD donblin it volume mu t the pre :nre remaining 15 pound per quare inch rat · • a 
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weight of 13 X 144 X 15 = 28,080 poi.mds through 1 ·foot. The total amount of work, 
therefore, performed by one pound of air, while expanding under a pressure of 15 
pounds per square inch to 12,477,764,315 times its original bulk, is 12,477,764,315X 
28,080 foot-pounds." This amount of work .accomplished per minute demands 
12477764315)(28080 = 1o 617 443 089.8 horse-power. :~3000 ' ' ' 
We thus see that the power generated by the condensation of the amount of vapor 
estimated as }laving been precipitated is much less than that calculated to have been 
produced by the velocity of the centripetal winds. Theoretically this power should 
be dimini~Sbed ·by the amount of expansion counteracted by the removal of so large a 
mass of vapor. · Practically, however, it seems probable that this removal of v:apor, 
while increasing the specific gravity of the air, yet when taking place with great 
rapidity serves rather to increase the rarefaction. 
The horse-power required to raise 5,330,020,875,922 pounds to a height of five miles 
Per minute a~ounts to 5330020875922 X5X1760 X 3 ::;::;4,264,0l6,700,737.6 horse-power. 33000 . . 
These figures convey a better idea of the tremendous power of the tornado than any 
mere verbal description could do. They als.o show that the power evolved by :the 
condensation of vapor, while enormous, is by no means sufficient to supply the whole 
energy developed by the tornado. We mtist therefore look for another source of 
power. This is no doubt to be found in the destruction of the atmospheric equilibrium 
by an abnormally-warm sout,herly current :flowing under a much colder and conse-
quently specifically heavier stratum of air. This brings us to the consideration of the 
general atmospheric conditions under which the tornado originated. 
General atnwspheric conditions. 
An area of low barometer existed in the Mississippi and Missouri Valleys on the 20th, 
21st, and 22d of May, which moved very slowly northward. This induced a southerly 
current, abn.ormally warm for t·he season, over a large .portion of the interior of the 
continent. The r·esult was a series of violent local storms, ·or spasmodic atmospheric 
convulsions, along the whole southern declivity of low barometer. These storms were 
generally accompanied by bail, and always by lightning.- They reached; a climax in 
the tornado, which is the subject of this paper, and in that which simultaneously 
clevastated a portion of Kansas. The circumstances under which t hese terrible meteors 
a.rise are, therefore, easy of comprehension. They are the same as those which produce 
the beneficent thunder-shower, only they exist in greater intensity. The wann 
southern current, drawn toward the center of low barometer, passes under much colder 
and heavier air. So long as the greater specific gravity of a giveri volume of the upper 
stratum of air, which is due to a lower temperature, is balanced in the lower stratum 
by the greater density, consequent upon greater pressure of the same volume of air, 
so long may the atmosphere remain in a state of unstable equilibrum. Any disturbing 
cause may, however, destroy this state of unstable equilibrnm, because the moment 
the pressure upon the underlying warm air becomes equal to that upon the upper 
stratum, it becomes the less dense, and, therefore, specifically lighter. Consequently, 
as soon as an opening is broken through the upper strata, thestateofunstable equilib-
rium is immediately destroyed, and a powerful ascending current formed. It is mani-
fest that the state of unstable equilibrium may continue until the density arising from 
the lower temperature exceeds that arising from the greater pressure. The moment this 
occurs, the unstable equilibrium is destroyed. The nearer the atmosphere approaches 
to this condition, the more intense will be the consequent convulsion. It seems proba-
ble that in the case of tornadoes this total destruction of equilibrium is a frequent, if 
not a constant, accompaniment. 
The electrical phenornena. 
_On this subject there is a general harmony among the witnesses. In the lofty cen-
~nfugal cloud there was incessant thunder and lightning; but very little, if any at all, 
m the centripetal cloud and the funnel. One object, a tree, was struck in the path of 
the torm; but the discharge took place a half hour before the arrival of the funnel. 
The lightning-rod said to have been melted on Widow Dogget's barn might have been 
truck long before, and only noticed then because it was blown down. 
'Fhere was no evidence of electtica~ action upon the trees, which were peeled aud 
hlvered by the storm, although there was that broom appearance where the trees were 
broken, which bas been referred to the action of electricity. This, boweTer, was 
clearly due to the straining of tlle tree before it uroke. 
No one saw any objects tipped with electrical light during the progress of the me--
teor. The telegraph was not interrupted until the wind blew down the wires. 
The electrical phenomena must, therefore, be regarded as merely secondary, as the 
re nit of_ t~e very rapid condensation of the vapor of water due to atmospheric disturb-
ances ansmg from other causes. 
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Explosion from mrefactiou. 
It is the geuerally accepted opinion that in tornadoes houses are frequently bur t 
asunder when the center of the whirhlind comes over them. This is supposed to be 
accomplished by the great rarefaction, which is said to exist in the center, suddenly 
relieving the air within the houses of a large portion of atmospheric pressure. The air 
thus relieved of pressure immediately expands a'nd blows the house asunder as with 
.gunpowder. There was not, so far as I was able to learn, a single case in which a hou e 
was so destroyed. The .houses -were invariably demolished or blown from their fouu-
.dations by a wind blowing in a certain direction. They were generally pushed or car-
ried a considerable distance bodily, floor aud all. After striking the ground with the 
foremost edge they tum partially ov'er, thus exposing the floor to the wind. The wind 
being obstructed by the wall of the )louse resting ou the ground became immeuiately 
.compressed by the pressure from behind. The floor, unable to stand this pressure, 
went upward, a.nd the whole interior of the building became subjected to a strong 
pressure due to the compression of the air. This pressure was more than balanced on 
the side struck by the wind. Ou the other sides there was nothiug ~o resist it, and the 
house was accordingly burst asunder. Some of the houses, which were carried forward, 
evidently reached the center before striking the ground. Traveling with rapidity, 
they would cross the narrow interval of calm in the eye of the tornado, if such there be, 
in a small fraction of a second. Being then struck by a contrary wind they were shat-
tered into fragments and dispersed. Such may have been the case with the houses of 
M. Davidson and Peter Marsh. 
Some houses went to pieces the moment the doors and windows were blown in. This 
takes place by the same kind of explosion as that meutioued above, aud which is due 
to the law that fluids press equally iu all directions. If ·a window is blown iu ou the 
windward side of the house, and there is no outlet for the inrushing wind, the whole 
interior of the house is immediately subjected to a force e~ual, or nearly so, to that of 
the wind. Explosion accordingly takes place. In a case of explosion of this kind the 
floor of the bouse generally remained, and ouce at least the wind ward side of the hou e 
had merely fallen forward, when the other sides had left it. We have, therefore, ample 
proof of explosion by compression, but none whatever of explosion by rarefaction. 
When the tornado was raging with full fury no house could possibly stand 011 it foun-
dations until the center came over it. If the tornado was uot strong enough to blow 
down a house before it reached the center, the house remained standing, or was de-
molished by the -winds in the rear of the storm-center. 
The belief that at the center of the tornado there exi ts a rarefaction almo t amount-
ing to a vacuum, is the product of the formerly widely entertained theory that torna-
does are mere whirls of wind, generated py some such mechanical agency a the 
meeting of two opposing currents. According to t!Jis theory the low barometric pre -
sure to-wards the center i~ the re ult of the centrifugal force generated by the w!Jirl 
throwing the air away from the center. Now, that we know that the whirling motion 
i merely a result impressed upon the -wiuds ru 'bing toward the center oflow pre ure 
by econdary cau es, our view re p ctiuo- the amount of rarefaction in the e.re of the 
tornado must undergo a change. \Vithont doubt, the pressure there reache it mini-
mum because thither the winds tend . That the progre s of the mrn bing wind i d -
lay d by centrifugal force i certain, and a· oon a the centrifngal force becomes equal 
to the centripetal th -wind -will ce e to be ace l rated toward the center. At that 
point th y -will a cend circling, and losiug part of t!Jeir circnlar motion by friction will 
be drawn n ar r the c nt r until it becom s the focu. of most rapidly a cendiuO' wind . 
The fact that there wer no Yi(lence of the bark of tr e ha"ing be u tom off by 
th ndden ,·aporation ofthejuice ofth tree., clu to tb r lief from pre · ure, ha 
alr acly in the tat •ment of fact b en ·ufficiently i11 i ted upon. 
The temperqtw·e at the center. 
A great many witue: e ~ lt somewhat colti a the. torm po ._ •cl over th m. Th tem-
peratur i eru ily calcnlated. 'Ve have a :-nm d, from th data, au average temp ra-
tur of 76° on the urface of th gronnd, an 1 a r lative humidity of 65 per cent. Thi 
gh· ad w-point of 63u or tber about. Thi ndden decrea of 13..;, toO'etber with 
the wet, i ufficient to ace unt for the cool11e xp rienced. 
The amount of mrejaction neceJjsary to ]Jl'Oclucc !hiB diminution of tent]Jerature. 
Th lowering of th temp rature at th cent r of the tornado i du to the work p r-
form d uy tbe air in expanding und r limini bing pr ur . Tbe amoun of thi x-
pao ion, and con equently of the diminution of pre. nre, i ea. ily obtained from th 
• . a+t ( t't ) x-1 
eqoatwn a+t
1 
= t' , (Zeuoer runclziige, p. l:H ) -where a = co-efficien of 
expan ion = 491, t =initial t mp ratnr ·- 32. t1 =final temperature- 32, r= initial 
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volume, v1 =final volume, and x = t.he relation bHween the thermal capacities of the air 
with constant voluine and with constant pressure= 1.41. 'l'he initial temperature in 
the case of the tornado= 76° , and the final temperature 63° .. Consequently, t=76-
491+44 ( ?!t) !.4!-l . 32 = 44, and t1 = 63- 32 = 31. Let us take v = 1. Then 491+3F T , or . 
.535 .41 (5:i5) I . . 52:J-Vt , v11t= 52~ .41 =1.8219. A cubic foot of air, therefore, expands in pass 
ing fr·om the circumference to th'e center to 1.8219 cubic feet. But the pressure is in-
lx285 
versely as the volume. Therefore, since the initial pressure was 28.5, 1.
8219
= the 
press~u·e when the dew-point is reached and the funnel comm'ences, = 15.69 inches. 
This gives a diminution of 12.81 inches, corresponding to a pressure of about 6.40 
pounds per square inch, or 922 pounds per square foot, an amount of potential energy 
more than sufficient to r account for all the phenom,ena. 
The form and dimensions of the visible funnel did not, therefore, depend upon the 
diminution of pressure alone, but also upon the temperature and relative humidity of 
the inrushing winds. Its presence accordingly does not indicate a certain invariable 
velocity of the wind. When the air is moist, as it always is over the sea, a ver·y small 
·diminution of pressure, and consequently a comparatively light wind, would suffice to 
develop the phenomenon of a visible funnel. \Vhen, on the contrary, the air is very 
dry, winds of the utmost possible violence could be produced without a visible funnel. 
The funnel of dark cloud, therefore, by no means indicates the limits of the ascend-
ing current. This renders the explanation of the hovering up and down of the lower 
.end of the funnel easy of comprehension. Varying humidity along the path of the 
tornado would be sufficient to produce t.his phenomenon. 
As the air ascends the pressur~ diminishes, and the fnnnel consequently increases in 
width. The diminution of pressure perpendicularly is symmetrical, and the result is 
the symmetry of the form of the funnel. 
Did the tornado carry up water~ Beyond a doubt; but just as it carried up any 
·Other body. Water, readily separating into small portions under the action of the 
wind, would be much more likely to reach the snmmit of the cloud than particles of 
Rolid matter, however fine. · It is a common belief, not merely among the many but 
among men of science, that evaporation takes place rapidly within the vortex of the 
tornado or water-spout. The fact that the dark funnel is merely a cloud formed by 
the condensation of the vapor of air, the temperature of which has fallen below the 
dew-point, is sufficient to show the impossibility of this. Water, therefore, does not 
add to the power of the tornado. It passes up as a liquid and comes down as a liquid 
or solid. Even if it were evaporated by the tornado it would require precisely the 
same amount of heat to evaporate it as it would give forth upon being again con-
,densed. 
The souncl. 
Its loudness was extreme, yet of' such a nature as to drown all other sounds without 
stunning. A man conld stand by his bouse, as it was shivered to pieces, and not hear 
the noise of its breaking. Many likened it to heavy railroad-trains. To a few it 
appeared like the hum and whir of innumerable machinery. To others it resembled 
the roaring of the ocean, along a rocky shore, in a storm. To the · soldier it recalled 
the rolling thunder of the battle-field. Those who were nearest to it were not aware 
of Hs terrific loudness. . 
B. Whitaker heard it, together with others, at the distance of sixty miles. He says 
that even at that distance it indicated great force. Doubtless it was heard much 
farther, but excited no attention, being attributed to some other cause. The baro-
metric gradient inclined from Mr. Whitaker to the tornado, consequently the propa-
gation of the sound received no help from the wind. Thunder has very seldom been 
heard at a greater distance than ten miles. The semud of the tornado was therefore 
six times louder than the lonrlest thunder. Heavy cannonading has been heard, 
it is said, at the distance of ninety miles, and "the report of a volcano at St. Vincent 
was heard at Demerara, three hundred miles off." The voice of the tornado is, there-
fore, one of the strongest known to art or nature. 
The distances to which bodies 11ere carried. 
Leaves fell at Keota and Prairie City which must have been cart·ied four. miles. 
butter were carried three ruiles. A tire of a wagon-wheel was carried two miles. A 
pig wa carried one and one~fourth miles. Doubtless many heavy bodies were carried 
_much farther than any of these instances. Wago~s and. pigs, &c., disappeared, and 
t~e owner. could find not race of thP.m. Only the rums which were carried the shortest 
dt tanc were recognized. There i no evidence, however, of anything heavier than 
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leaves a.ncl mud having traveled farther than a mile from the vortex. They were 
carried along with it, it may be, for ten miles. This proves that these bodies either 
never reached so high as the centrifugal cloud, or, if they did so, were carried again 
into the vort.ex before reaching the ground. Hail fell at Sigourney, four miles fro m 
the center, containing fragments of grass and leaves, and particles of mud. These, 
therefore, were carried up into the centrifugal cloud, and were probably scattered over 
the whole region visited by the rain and bail storm. 
Why the hail ge11.e~·ally pteoeded the rain. 
A drop of rain of the largest chmensions, falling through air of an average pressure 
cannot exceed a velocity of 34 feet per second. A bail, however, weighing t pound and 
measuring 4 inches in diameter can acquire a much greater velocity. The a~ea of a 
circle 4 inches in diameter is 12.566 inches, or say 12~ inches. Before the motion of 
the hail ceases to be accelerated the air most oppose it with a resistance equal to it 
weight. A spherical surface experiences theoretically in its passage through the air 
only half that opposed to a plain surface. The roughness of the bail would consider-
ably increase the retardation; but this would probably be more:Jthan counterbalancet1 
by the fact that all of the hail were, more or less, flattened and cake-shaped, thus 
allowing the hail to assume in falling a position of least resis.tance. Hence, the air 
must oppose the hail with a pressure of 144 = 11.5 pounds per square foot before its 
tli 
motion ceases to be accelerated. This corresponds to a velocity of forty-eight mile 
per hour, or 70.4 feet per second. Since the resistance of the air is directly as the 
density, the velocity possible to be attained would be doubled at the height of three or 
four miles. We thus perceive that the hail, although perhaps formed at a greater ele-
vation than the rain, can yet, when large, reach the ground before it. 
The enormous height from which the bail fell, and the vast thickness of the cloud, 
does away with the difficulty which many have experienced of conceiving how bail 
can be sustained a sufficient length of time in the air to allow it to gro\v to such large 
proportions. 
The light which the tornado throws upon the higher currents of the atmosphere is 
valuable. At a height of from ten to fifteen miles, there was in Iowa a rapid current 
to the northeast. 
Th~ predominance of winds bl.owi ng pw·allel t.o the path of th~ f.orna.do. 
The width of the destruction on the right of the center of the storm-path was, we-
have seen, always greater than that on the len. Another fact of the same significance i 
that the tornado, when it first commences its destructive career, and when the black 
funnel hovers over the surface of the ground without touching it, manifests Itself as. a 
wind blowing in the line of the storm. The reason is evident. The winds blowinl{ m 
spirals toward the center bad, in addition to a motion along the spirals, a mo~wn 
as con tituent parts of the Etorm in the direction of its path and at the rate of thirty 
miles per hour. This increased the velocity of the winds on the right of the cen~er, 
and diminished that of tho eon the left of it. The general barometric gradient b~mg 
inclinf'Q from south to north, tended also to increase the velocity of the southerly w1r.d 
and dililinish that of the northerly. 
The tonzado in fllinois. 
The general appearance of the tornado, as a whole, in Illinois, was somewhat differ-
ent from that which it pre en ted in Iowa. The ascending column of air was no long_ r 
on one ide of the centrifn~al cloud, but apparently near its center. Hence the Wlt-
ne generally d scribe the cloud, a it approached, as consisting of a dark cl0ud to 
the northwest, a less dark to the soutbwe t, and a clearer pace between. Mr. ~o 
saw what be conceived to be three treak of rain, when the tornado wa yet_m1le 
from him with clearer pace between them. My own conception is that the ram _fell 
o den lyon both sid of the whirl a to be perfectly bla~k, and the clearer portwn 
through which orne oftbewitne se saw the sky, was directly under the whirling cloud ~ 
and before the funnel r ached to the earth. Mr. Roe, I believe, saw the two de cend-
iug boots of rain and the funnel, now reaching to the earth, extending down betwe n 
them, with clearer interval on itb r ide. The fact that the cloud now extend~d on 
otb ide of the funnel and bat the nn was bending toward the we tern bonzon, 
from which the torm was approaching rendered accurate observation very difficult. 
Hence comparatively few p r on saw tbe funnel distinctly. Hence the di agreemen 
of the witn e as to the direction of revolution. In Iowa all circumstances bad com-
bined in order to render pr ci ·e ob..: rvation easy. In illinois the very reverse wa the-
ca . I ball therefore treat tbi portion of the u~ject in a few general remarks. 
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The tornado developed energy in this State quite as great as that displayed in Iowa. 
Its direction of revolution was the same. The disposition of the ruins was precisely 
similar. It showed the same, and even a greater, partiality for water-courses, turning 
abruptly ... from its course in order to follow them. Its direction varied between north-
east and southeast, and was in the main easterly. At the moment when its velocity 
diminished, and before reaching Spoon River, it poured down, close to the whirlwind, 
and even on its very path, a perfect cataract of water. The height of the cloud must 
have been very great, fpr it was seen in the west for hours previous to its advent. 
There was less hail, and the sound was not so generally noticed as in Iowa. 
The identity of the tornctdo in Iowa with that in fllinois . . 
Wben lost track of, the Iowa tornado was close upon the Iowa River, and traveling 
to the southeast. Its general course ha4, however, been easterly. A very severe rain-
storm passed over the d.istrict between its point of disappearance and the Mississippi 
River. Trains were delayed by it and bridges washed away. On the Mississippi itself 
some damage was clone to shipping by a violent gust of wind, which accompanied the 
rain. At Monmouth there was a severe thunder-storm. Twenty miles to the south of 
it the tornado again struck the ground. It was at Youngstown at 5.45 p.m., or thereby. 
Prom A. McKee's house, north of Washington, Iowa, to Youngstown, is a distance of 
about sixty-three miles in a straight line. The tornado was at McKee's house at 3.10 
p. m. The difference between 5.45 and 3.10 is 2.35. The discrepancy due to 
longitude is four minutes, very nearly. The time, therefore, consumed by the storm 
in traveling from opposite Washington, Iowa, to Youngstown, Ill., was 2 hours 31 
minutes, or 2t hours; 63-7- 2i = 25t, which is, therefore, the velocity of the storm, in 
miles per hour, in a straight line. The length of the journey was materially increased 
by the crookedness of the path. This brings the velocity nearly up to that with which 
the meteor traversed Keokuk and Washington Counties, Iowa. These facts, taken in 
connection, irresistibly lead me to the conclusion that the tornadoes in the two States 
are one and the same. 
The point where the tornado first struck the ground, on South Skunk River, is situ-
ated in 920 20' west longitude and 41° 15' north latitude. It was finally lost track of 
near Peoria, in 89° 37' west longitude and 40° 401 north latitude. The whole motion 
of the tornado, therefore, was 20 431 east and 351 south, or one hundred and forty-
three miles east and forty-one miles south. The mean direction of its patih was 24° 
511 south and 650 9' east, and its whole motion one hundred and forty-nine miles. The 
crookedness of its path renders its actual motion considerably greater. 
My warmest thanks are due to Elias Coluert, ofthe Chicago Tribune, and the editors 
of the local newspapers at Washington and Sigourney, Iowa, for assistance rendered, 
and especially for publishing an extensive list of questions concerning the tornado, 
which secured for rue valuaule information from persons residing at a distance. 
PAPER 31. 
JAS. ~fACKINTOSH, 
Obsert'er, S'ignal-Service, U.S. A. 
THE TOR~l OF APRIL 14-1 , 1 73. 
(Wi th 9 map) 
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The small area that had moved into the Carolinas also changed its direction, and ap-
peared as a well-developed storm on the coast of New .Jersey on the afternoon of April 
17. That area of low barometer which was over Illinois, Southern Michigan, and the 
Ohio Valley on the 16th, continued over nearly the same portion of country, with 
special storm-centers in Indiana and Lake Huron, up to the night of the 17th, when it 
moved northeastwardly to Lake Ontario by the morning of the 18th, where it prevailed 
as a very large area of low pressnre over the entire lake region on the afternoon of the 
18th. The midnight reports of this date, ho·wever, showed the storm to be co:nfined to 
the Saint Lawrence Valley, with rain and snow and brisk·westerly -winds over the 
lakes. Movin(J' along the Saint Lawrence, it again .united over New Brunswick with 
that portion which had been moving along the Atlantic coast, and then disappeared be-
yond the limits of our stations. During the six days that this storm had been central 
in the United StateE~, its frequent changes of direction, its dividing and rennitin~, 
have made it, in many respects, one of the most remarkable storms traced by the signal-
service since Hs organization. Lake-navigation being still closed, no disasters occurred 
to shipping, yet its severity was felt in most lake ports, which had, however, been duly 
warned of it approach. 
PAPER 32. 
CHROKOLOGICAL LI T OF AURORAS OBSERVED AT THE RESPECTIVE SIG-
NAL-SERVICE TATIONS l<.,ROM NOVEMBER 11, 1870, TO JULY 31, 1873, IN-
CLUSIVE. 
NOTE.-The dates are those of the evening of the night of the aurora, or of the 
nearest 11 p.m. observation, or according to astronomical reckoning. 
placed before the name of a l:ltation indicates that the obserYed light may possibly 
not have been an aurora. 
' placed aftm· the name of a station indieates that the date is doubtful, and may be 
1 day in error. 
1 70. 
Nov. 11. New York. 
17. 'hicago. 
1 . Chicago. 
19. hicago. 
Dec. 1. Mil waukee. 
17. Washington. 
1871. 
Jan. 13. 0 wego. 
19. DuLuth. 
31. Tew Orlean . 
Feb. 7. Mt. \Ya hington. 
9. u Luth. 
10. t1 Lnth. 
11. Bo. ton. 
12. troit. 
Tol do. 
13. n Luth. 
14. B t D. 
15. Du Lnth. 




2 . bicag . 
~rar. 10. Mt. \Ya hington. 
17. Buffa! . 
u Lutb. 
1 . bi ago. 
24. bicago. 
26. Do Lutb. 
27. u Lutb. 
31. w go. 
Apr. 1. bicauo. 
Roche ter. 
Mt. Wa hiugton. 
l\lt. Washington. 






bey Dn . 
Cle,·eland. 
0 w ll'O, 
leveland. 
:Mt. Wa hington. 
Omaha. 









2. Thn~ t.hc/ 
CR.HliOD Ott tu pr&.rt or 0[lVl~n.t.OfR 
all an cxamin tion of V(\t::Rals or o•h<'r 
brcrcd hy n . tonn-thc inspecl.ion of erm.v•. J n!?O"J<= 
genera.! pr\!p~ration for ruug:h wcnthcr. 
for fr{•t.pwnt rtxaminaLion of 
by ,c;:hip-cn.pt..'\iUS 01' o\JliJl"• / 'iii~CJI"OSt<!d, 
f!Jgot' of the wcl\thr1·, 
who are exp~rt may often 
pt-ecn.ution to which the 
----.u.t.-nt.•nn Jnr mny det.cnnine ~hnt the 
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• Apr. 9. Chicago. Cleveland. Detroit. DuLuth. 
Indianapolis. Oswego. Rochester. · Toledo. 
Wilmington. 
Buffalo. Cleveland. 13. Boston. Chicago. 
Detroit. DuLuth. In dian a polis. New London. 
Oswego. Portland, Me. Rochester. St. Paul. 
14. Detroit. Oswego. Portland, Me. 
16. Buffalo. 
17. Boston. Baltimore. Buffalo. Memphis. 
Omaha. Oswego. Rochester. 
20. Rochester. 
23. Boston. Mt. Washington. New London. Os\\'ego.· 
Rochester. Toledo. 
28. Oswego. Rochester. 
May 8. Boston. Chicago. Cleveland. Du Lut.h. 
· Mil waukee. New London. St. Paul. 
9. New London. St. Paul. 
10. Boston. Buffalo. Marque~te. New London. 
Oswego. St. Paul. 




17. San Francisco. 
19. Chicago. 
20. Obwego. 
21. Oswego. Portland, Me. 
22. Buffalo. Chicago. Cleveland. Detroit. 
Marquette. Toledo. 
23. Rochester. Toledo. 
24. Burlington. 
25. Mt. Washington'. 
26. Boston. DuLuth. Mt. vYashiugton. 
27. Oswego. 
June 1. Marquette. 
2. Marquette. 
3. Davenport. 
6. Chicago. DuLuth. Grand Haven. Milwaukee. 
7. Chicago. Detroit. Du Lutll. Grand Haven. 
8. Rochester. 
9. Rochester. 
10. Boston. Cape May. Chicago. Cheyenne. 
Detroit. DuLuth. Grand Haven. Marquette. 
Milwaukee. New York. Oswego. St. Paul. 
11. Davenport. Detroit. 
12. Boston. 
14. Boston. 1\ft. Washington. 
17. Davenport. DuLuth. Indianapolis. Leaven worth. 
Marquette. Mt. Washington. St. Louis. St. Paul. 
1 . Cleveland. DuLuth. Indianapolis. Toledo. 
Washington. Wilmington. • 20. Grand Haven. Oswego. 
21. Boston. Burlington. DuLuth. Portland, Me. 
2:3. Boston. Burlington. Du Lnth. Marquette. 
25. Burlington. DuLuth. Marquette. Oswego. 
30. Davenport. 
July 2. DuLuth. Grand Haven. 
4. filwaukee. Toledo. 
5. Portland, Me. 
6. Detroit. 
11. t. John' . 
12. Bo ton. Marquette. 
13. av nport. 
14. Ho ton. Burlington. CIJicago. Davenport. 
etroit. Du Lnth. E canaba. Grand Haven. 
In lianapoli . 
t. Paul. 
Marquette. Mt. \Vashington. 0 wego. 
J hicago. Toledo. 
:20. Davenport. DuLuth. rand Haven. Marquette. 
T w York. 
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Sept. 4. Chicago. 
5. Chicago. 
6. Du Lutb. 





11. Dn Luth. 
14. Toledo. 
1 . Clev land. 
1 . Milwaukee. 
20.Dn Luth. 
22. Dn Lnth. 
26. Cleveland. 
27. Clev land. 
Oct. 16. Toledo. 
1 . Marctnette. 
24. Mt. Wa hington. 
Nov. 1. CatJ May. 
2. Buffalo. 
D c. 
4. Portland, Me. 
o ton. 
'b . enn . 
Loni ville. 
w go. 
10. n Lntb. 
:Milwauk 
11. Baltimore. 
12. )lt. Warbingtoo. 
1.. n Lutb. 
1 . E anaba. 
1 
Chicago. 




























rtland M . 
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1872. 
Jan. 6. Boston. Cleveland. Dn Luth. Grand H;tven. 





Mt. Washington. Oswego. 31. Chicago. 
Charleston. Feb. 4. Boston. (Baltimore?) Cape May. 
Chicago: Dn Luth. Galveston. Jackson ville. 
Key West. Knoxville. J.,ake City. Lynch hurg.h. 
Marquette. 'Mobile. Milwaukee. Nashville. 
ljew York. Philadelphia. Portland, Me. St. Paul. · 
(ThankGodHarbor, Virginia City. Washington. Wilmington. 
Greenland.) 
5. Lake City. Mt. Washington. 
9. Oswego. 
12. Lake City. 
15. Marquette. 
1~. Lake City. 
Oswego. 19. Chicago. 
26. Marquette. Portland, Me. 
27. Chica.go. Oswego. Rochester. 
2H. Lake City. 
29. Lake City. 
March 1. Buffalo. Burlington. Chicago. Cleveland. 
Detroit. DuLuth. Escanaba. Grand Haven. 





Marquette. :~s. Du Luth. 
29. Portland, Me. 
31. (Lake City¥) 
Chicago. Apri,l 3. Buffalo. Marquette. Oswego. 
RochPster. Toledo. (Wilmington?) 
4 Toledo. 
6. Nashville. 
9. (Philadelphia f) 
Cape May. 10. Buffalo. Breckenridge. Chicago. 
Cleveland. Davenport. Detroit. Grand Haven. 
ludianapolis. Leaven worth. Knoxville. Marquette. 
New Yurk. Oswego. Philadelphia. Portland, Me. 
Toledo. Washington. Wilmington. 
11. Baltimore. Oswego. Portland, Me. 
14. Buffalo. Oswego. Rochester. 
15. Chicago. Marquette. Toledo. 
17. Baltimore. Dn Lnth. Marquette. . Oswego. 
Rochester. 
1 . Portland, Me. 
2:3. Baltimore. 
26. Marqnette . 
27. New York. 
May 3. Mt. \Va hingtou. 
5. N a hville. 
7. Portland, fe. 
9. ChicaO'o. 
12. Rochester. 
O ·wego. Roche ter. Toledo. 
13. ChicaO'o. 
24. Chicago. Du Lnth. Milwaukee. Marqnett~. 
0 We<YO. 
25.0 wego. Roche ter. 
26. ew York. Roche ter. 
27. D troit. Marquette. Na ' hville. 
2 . Marq u tte. Na hville. Oswego. Roche ter. 
June 1. Roch t r. 
2. uLnth. Roche ter. 
5. (R ch :ter .) 
. ( u Luth f) 
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28. (Rochester f) 

























5. (Cleveland ?) 
0 wego. 










9. Augu ta. 
10. Omaha. 






och t r. 
\\a hington. 
1 . ._" w York. 
21. ·h t r. 
24. Ft .. nll y. 
z;. Bo ton. 
troit. 
o ·b t r. 
n Lntb. 
2'. r l;: nridg . 
1:. (·ana.ba. 
'l'ol do. 
p . -· Tol·d . 
. Br ck nridrt 
• t. Paul. 
:J .• It. Wa binrtton. 
i .. Iarqn · te. 
i. I r ck 11liclrrf'. 






































. t. L ni . . 
Wilmington. 
. t. Paul. 
Bnfl:1.io. 
n Lntb . 
Toledo. 
:\Ian1 nett e. 
'l -... 1an<1. 
Ft . . ·ull~·· 
hica ro. 
Wa. hiugton. 
ocb t ·r. 



































Gr nd HaY n. 
Ft. nll~·· 

































Marqn tt . 
och ter. 










Oct>. 1. Buffalo. 
St. Panl's Island. 
2. Ft. Sully. 
3. Alpena. 
Milwankee. 




























Nov. 1. BaltimorE'. 
4. St. Paul's Island. 
6. Alpena. 




17. t. Paul's Island. 
20. Washington. 
'23. Fort Benton. 




t. Paul's I land. 
2 . oche ter. 
2!:1. Jack onville. 
30. t. Paul's I land. 
Dec. 1 Pembina. 
2. t. Paul Island. 
::3. La ro. e. 
10. ( t. Paul's Island ?) 
17. Alpeua. 
:20. P mbina. 
21. embina. 












































































St. Paul's Island. 
St. Paul's Island. 

























Port'an 1, Me. 
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Dec. 23. Alpena. 
Pembina. 










Breckenridge. Buffalo. Du Lnth. 
Pembina. St. Paul's Island. 
St. Paul's Island. 
La Crosse. Marquette. 
Portland, Me. 
St. Paul's Island. 
Burlington. DuLuth. Mt. Washington. 
Mt. ·washington. 








St. P aul's Island. 
Milwaukee. 



















l:' t. ully. 
u Luth. 















W aslliu gton. 
Escanaba. L a Crosse. 
St. Paul's Island. 
Du Lutll. Escanaba. 
Buffalo. Burlington. 
Ft .. Snlly. La Cro::;se. 









' t. Paul' I land. 
New Haven. 
DuLuth. 




' t. Paul. 
:r~ t. Benton. Ft. , ully. 
La Oro ·e. Perubina. 
Marquette. Pembina. 
Pembina. 
lt. \ a bington. 
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Mrtr. 2:2. Alpena. Breckenridge. Buffalo. DuLuth. 
. Ft. Snlly. Geneva . La Crosse. Oswego. 
Pembina. Rochester. Washington. Wood's Hole. 
2.3. Alpena. Boston. Buffalo. Marquette: 
(Oma.ha?) Pembina. St. Paul's Island. 
2·L New Haven. Pembina. 
~5. La Crosse. Marquette. Pembina. 
26. Alpena. Escanaba. Marquette. 
27. Alpena. 
29. Alpena. Ft. Sully. La Crosse. 
ApL 1. Boston. (Breckenridge f) Ft. Sully. Mt Washington. 
(New Haven f) Portland, Me. Rochester. 
~.Pembina. 
:3. Geneva. Oswego. Rochester. 
4. New Haven. 
G. Omaha. 
7. Pembina. 
15. Alpena. New Haven. 
Ft. Sully. 18. (Breckenridge?) Dn Luth. Escanaba. 
La Crosse. Pembina. St. Paul. 
19. Alpena. Boston. DuLuth. Escanaba. 
Ft. Benton. Ft. Sully. St. Paul. 
20. Alpena. Boston. DuLuth. Escanaba. 
Ft. Benton. La Crosse. New Haven. Pembina. 
St. Paul. 
21. Alpena . Escanaba. La Crosse. New Ha,ven. 
Pembina .. St. Paul. 
22. St. Paul. 
2:3. Boston. Pembina. St. Paul's Island. 
24. Buffa.lo. New Haven. 
~5. Alpena. Breckenridge. Fort Sully. Geneva. 
Marqnette. Pembina. H.ochester. 
26. Alpena. Fort Sully. Marquette. Pembina. 
27. Alpena. Fort Benton. Marquette. St. Paul's Island. 
28. Alpena.. La Crosse. Pembina. 
29. Fort Benton. Marquette. Pembina. 
30. Alpena. Dn Luth. Eastport. Marc1uette. 
Mt. Washington. Pembina. Washi,ugton. 
l\fay 2. Buffalo. 
7. Mt. Washington. 
13. Alpena. 
15. Alpena. Boston. Cape May. Davenport. 
Fort Benton. Grand Haven. La Crosse. Marquette. 
Mt. Washington. New Haven. Portland, Me. Toledo. 
Washington. Yankton. 
16. Alpena. Boston. Fort Benton. Marquette. 
Pembina. 
17.Alpena. Eastport. (f H.ocllester.) 
18. Alpena. 
19. Mt. Washington. New Haven. 
21. La Crosse. St. Paul. 
22. Geneva. La Crosse. St. Paul. 
23. Buffalo. Cleveland. DuLuth. La Crosse. 
Rochester. Toledo. 
25. Ea tport. 
26. Lu. Crosse. 
27. Alpena. 
2 . Alpena. Buffalo. Cleveland. Geneva. 
La Crosse. Memphis. Mil wau.kee. New Haven. (Oswego?) Pembina,. Toledo. 
:W. Alpena. Du Lut:U. La, Crosse. Marquette. Pembina. 
30. (New Haven . ) St. Paul. 
:n. Alpena. 1\lt. ·washington, Mt. Washington, Mt. Washington, 
Station 1. Station 2. Station 3. Jnne 1. Alpena. Boston. Buffalo. Chicago. D troit. Erie. Ft. Sully. (~ Gah·eston.) ~lilwaukee. Mt. ·washington, Mt. Wasllington, Mt. Washington, St:.ttion 1. Station 2. Station 3. 
70 w 
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Jtine 1. Mt. Washington, New Haven. New London. Oswego. 
Station 4. 
Rochester. 






























24. Bo ton. 
:rew Haven. 
25. ~rcckeuridgc. 












Mt. Washington, Mt. Washington 
Station 1. Station 2. 
Mt. Washington, .New Haven. 
Station 8. 
Mt. Washington, Mt. Washington, St. Paul. 
Station 1. Station 2. 
Escanaba. Pt. Benton. Grana Haven. 
Mt. Washington , 
Station 2. . 
La Crosse. 
St. Paul. 
Marquette. Mt. Washington, 
Station 3. 










































Mt .. vVashington, 
Station 2. 
Mt. Washington, Mt. Washington, 










ft. Wa hington, 
tation 4. 
Pembina. 
'\ a hington. 
n Lnth. 
It. \\a hington, 
, tatiou 2. 













E c:waba . 
Tew HaYen. 
lJ. Mt. \Ya bingtou, mbina . 
.'tation 2. 
It. Wa binrrtou, maba . 
• tation -· 
1 che. tcr . 
E1 i . 
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July 9. Dn Luth. Erie. Mt. vVashington, St. Paul. 
12. Alpena. Boston. Buffalo. Burlington. 
Cleveland. Detroit. Oswego. Rochester. 
13. Alpena. 
14. Alpena. Buffalo. Dn Luth. Marquette. 
Rochester. 
15. Erie. Pembina. 
16. Breckenridge. Buffalo. DaYenport. La Crosse. 
Milwaukee. Pembina.. Rochester. 
17. Alpena. 
18. Buffalo. Grand HaYen. Pembiua. 
19. Pembina. 
20. Alpena. Boston. Breckenridge. Buffalo. 
Chicago. Cleveland. Davenport. Detroit. 
DuLuth. Erie. Escanaba. Fargo. 
Ft. Sully. Grand Haven. LaCrosse. . Marquette . 
Milwaukee. Omaha. Pembina. Pqrtland, Me. 
Hochester. · St. Paul. Toledo. Wood's Hole. 
Yankton. 
21. Alpena. Davenport. Marquette. Milwaukee. 
Portland, Me. 
22. Alpena. Milwaukee. Pembina. Portland, Me. 
2:3. Alpena. Buffalo. Marquette. 
25. Alpena. 
26. Alpena. Gr:m<l Haven. 
28. Pembina. 
29. Alpena. Pembina. 
30. Aipena. Boston. Breckenridge. Pembina. 
Washington. 
Ang. 3. , t. Paul. • 
5. Bo ton. l\H. Washingto11. 
Alpena. 
12. Alpena. Chicago. Dubuque. Milwaukee. 16. Alpena. Erie. Omaha. Oswego. 17. Alpenn.. Breckenri<1ge. Dn Luth. Ft. Sully. 




22. Boston. Detroit. Dnlnth. St. Paul. 
23. Breckenridgr. Erie. F·t. Sully. New London. 
2·L Portland, Me. Rochester. 
Breckenridge. DuLuth. Milwaukee. St. Paul. 
25. Alpena. DuLuth. Erie. La Crosse. 25. Alpena. DuLuth. Erie. Mt. Washington. 
Rochester. St. Paul. 
27. Alpena. Breckenridge. Mt. Washington. St. Paul. 2. Iarquette. 
29. Alpena. DuLuth. 
· l'OT!<:: l•'rom May 31 to J·tme 30, inelnsi\·e, ihe four RfationA at Mount \Vasllinrrton 11re nnmbcrcd ~.tat ion Xo. 1, Statioit No.2., Station No.3, ami Station o. 4; the summit being Xo~ 1 and the base No. 
P.\PlUt 33. 
A. 
LEGATIO~ OJ~ A • 'TlUA-H .NGARY, 
Washington, May 6, 1 73. 
fr. , F.CHETATIY F v .. TE: At the m eting of meteorologists at Leipsic, a series of 
que tions were propounded for the pnrpo e of bringin~ about greater nniformity in the 
me eorologicallabors of varion countrie , and gr a.ter unanimity in the development 
of this cicnce, the influence of which upon the intcre. ts of na.Yigation aucl agriculture 
is indisputable. 
A a mean of attaining thi end, it i propos d to convene a congress of m teorolo-
gi t , simi lar to the international a cmblie which b:we met from time to time for tb 
pnrpo. e of di en sing cientific que tion of international intere t. It baA been :vrre cl 
that the congre s ball commenc' it c. ion next nntnmn, at the city of Vi nna; and 
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that a committee shall be appointed to take charge of the nreparatory labors, said com 
mittee to be composed of the following gentlemen: Dr. H. Wilcl, Dr. C. Brnhus, and 
Dr. C. Jelinek. 
In the fulfillment of this mission, Director Jelinek, on behalf of the committee, has 
just addressed a series of proposals to the ' imperial a1_1cl' royal minister of public in-
struction, asking at the same t~me, with a view to giving an official character to tho 
projected congress, that these. governmeJ?,ts, which have hi,th.erto favored the develop-
ment of meteorological science, may be invited to send delegates, selected from among 
the heads of their meteorological institutes and the directors of observations having 
no connection with the State. · · ' 
In consequence of this requesfi, I have just received instructions from my government, 
Mr. Secretary of State, to send you ten copies of ~he report of the discussions which 
took place at the meeting of the meteorologists at Leipsic, and to invite, in its name, 
the Government of the United States to be pleased to take part in the projected con-
gress, which will meet on the 1st of September, at Vienna, and which will remain in 
session for not more-than fifteen da:vs. 
The encouragement which the Government of the United States has always afforded 
to the science in question, and the wonderful results which have · been obtained by 
meteorological observations on this continent, renders its participatiou'in the aforesaid 
congress in the highest degree desirable. I therefore entertain the ·hope that . tho 
Government of the Unitecl States will be pleased, in the interest of science .and the 
general welfare, to join, by its representations at this congress, the experience of its 
meteorological institutes to the observations of the meteorologists of Europe, that 
thus the sphere of knowledge which is bseful to mankind may be extended. 
Be pleased to accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assmance of my very high con-
sideration. 
lion. liAl\TILTOX Frsu, 




TJTc~shiugton City, Att,IJUBt 15, 18n. 
Sm: Inforn1ation b::wing been communicated to this Department by the Department 
of State, that an invitation has been given by the Austrian government to t.ho United 
States Government to take part in a congress of meterologists, to convene at Vienna 
on t.he 1st of September next, and the designation of a delegate to attend that congress 
havmg been committed to this Department, you are authorized to proceed to VienmL 
to represent the nited tates Government in the proposed congress. 
You will inform the congress of the deep interest with which this Department re-
gards whatever may relate to the advancement of systems of storm-warnings; and of 
Jts de ire that an intarchange of intemational telegraphic weather-report· may be e.s:-
t nd d a widely as pos ible. 
Very rc pectfully, your obedient . enant, 
G •u. ALnEHT J. 1Yrm, 
( 'hicf , 'igun.l- Office I', 'C. . ..J. 
\Y~I. W. BELKNAP, 
ecrelary of War. 
imultau,.ou · report betw en Ru · ia and th ~n ited tate will 
omm uce with tho to 1J tak non .January 1, 1 74. 'Ihe hour of obs rvation to be 
7.:r , . m., Wa hin!rton (local) tim . 'l'h reporl will be xcha.ng cl by mail, th pack-
a~r o b mail l u he l"th and l t day f each m nth. The r~port to be a · 
n ·~uly a . ibl uui~ rm in charnel rand to exhibit at lea tIre ure, t mperatur ·, 
~intl, rain, r latiY humidity, and ·l ud:. 
1- .. WILD. 
-~ .• ·. ·.\ , pltmb l' lG. 
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The exchan~c of simult:weoqs reports' hetween Turkey and the United Stn,tcs will 
commence with those to be taken ou JantutrY.1, 1874. The hour of observation to be 
7.35 a.m., vVashington -(lo~al) time. The r~po!'ts will:be exchanged by mail. The 
packages to be mailed on the 15tli and last days of each month. The reports to be as 
nearly as possible uniform in character and to exhibit at least pressure, temperature, 
wind, rain, relative humidity, and cloud's: · · . 
. COUMBARY, 
Di1'ectetu· cle _l' Obs~JTatoirc _impericll mcteo1·ologi.qlt-e cle Constcwtinople. 
VmsNA, Septcmbm· 16, 1873. -
PAPER 34. · 
l'lw following table shows the percentage of verifications of probabilities for each 
division or snbdi vision named for each nionth, the monthly percentage of all, the yearly 
percentage of each, and the percentage of total verification. . 
rd 00 0 "-' ~c= :.3 00 ;:: 115 ~ .2$ ~ Q;l h 'i3 Q;l ;.; ~ C'j c;l ..!4 ::1 ~ 0 ."l ~ P-<.S bO U5 :;::l · "' 0 «! om Month. .: ~ H _C'j ~ H Q;l :3-~0-~ Fl ~ ;.; E p.. ;.; ~ 
,.<::1 Q;l i ;... .;3 1::: rc::l ~ 0 ...... 0 0 -+""i:i'b rc::l !::: (/) p., ;.; ~Q;>Q) 0 ~ 0 0 o:l :8 ~ p., 0 ~om z I . w H Fl 0 p z 
--------~- -------
1872. 
October ................ . 79 . 8 l . 79 . 80 .77 . 76 .77 . 76 . 76 . 7788 
November ....... __ ..... . 79 . 79 -76 '76 . 74 . 80 . 70 . 74 . 67 . 7500 
December ....... : . ..... . ~1 . 83 . 79 . 78 . 80 . 78 . 76 . 75 . 73 • 7812 
1873. 
~~i~tiY:::::~~:::::::: . 82 . 83 . 79 . 74 -75 . 76 .76 .76 . 72 . 7700 .79 . 80 ; 76 . 80 . 75 . 70 . 72 . 76 . 78 . 7622+ 
. 82 . 79 . 80 . 78 . 75 .77 . 70 • 74 . 69 . 7600 
April ................... • 82 . 80 . 84 . 79 .77 • 76 . 78 . 74 . 77 . 7850 
May .................... • 79 • 79 . 79 • 75 .77 • 74 . 72 . 73 .77 . 7611 
J" une .................... . 81 . 84 . 87 • 80 . 74 . 70 . 75 .72 . 7787+ July ............. _____ :_ 
. 87 . 82 . 83 . 83 . 80 . 84 . 79 • 78 . 76 . 8133+ 
August ... __ ............ . 84 . 79 .80 . 74 .77 . 76 . 74 . 75 . 74 . 7700 
September ........... _ .. . 83 . 85 . 84 . 79 . 85 • RO .77 . 77 . 8120 
------------------------
Yearly percentage for . 8150 . 8117+ . 7992 . 7800 . 7716+ . 7642 . 7440 . 7525 • 7400 9. 3233 + 
each section ........... 
·--··· 
......... ........ 
··--·· ··- ·· ··· ·----- ·----· -----· 
........ 
-7-12=. 7769+ 
c 
